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Columbia Sales Meet Opens—Increasing Schedule
DILLARO TO SUBMIT PLATFOR TRADE ASSOCIATION
Vincent Warns Exhibs Against Encouraging Cheap
Sees Danger in Production
of Pictures Designed
for Double Bills
Reports that many studios next
season will make a certain number
of features intended primarily for
the second spot on double-feature
programs, as a result of the persistence of

some exhibitors

in follow-

ing and extending the dual policy, is
one of the most disquieting developments that has come along in some
time, in the opinion of Walter Vincent, exhibitor leader and partner in
the Wilmer & Vincent circuit.

Foreseeing loss of public confidence through such a policy, Vin-

FOX JULY BUSINESS

Practices Setup

IS

torted by Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., for the period from
tug. 17, 1934, to Jan. 31, 1935. The
ircuit is controlled by Fox Theaers Corp.

Metro Exchanges

Record for
M-G-M exchanges

the
throughout
country handled an average of 80,967
period
reels per week over a four-week
ended May 30, last, according to a
This
report compiled by J. S. MacLeod.
is

a

new company

record.

Week of Smash Business

June

Washington

(Continued on Page 8)

—

THE FILM DAILY

MICHALSON HEADS

Last week was a

RKO SHORTS SALES

A. Sisto, Wallstreeter,
New Film Company

Heads

West Coast Bureau

—

(Continued on Page 8)

manager of the Detroit office.
In another promotion from the
ranks, Nat Levy, Detroit branch
manager, has been named eastern

as

Increased Schedule Planned

By Columbia

New

for

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Pathe Studio in Culactive
ver City is now a center of

West Coast Bureau of

picproduction, with three major
intures shooting, while three bid
dependent firms are scheduled for
genJuly, according to G. B. Howe
In work are RKO s
eral manager.
s
"Last Days of Pompeii," Reliance
"Red Salute" and Columbia s AtAdventure." Republic's For-

lantic

26.

record-smasher in local theaters,
with two holdovers and a special
show that broke all existing boxoffice records, according to theater
executives. Holdovers were "Becky
Harry J. Michalson, formerly
Sharp," at RKO Keith's, and "Oil eastern central district manager for
for the Lamps of China," which RKO Distributing Corp., has been
went from the Earle to the Metro- appointed short subjects sales man"Becky," in its first week, ager with headquarters at the home
politan.
equalled the box-office record for the office in New York, it is announced
first two weeks of last year's prize by Jules Levy, vice-president and
Michalson
winner. The picture made a big hit general sales manager.
with the diplomatic corps, who succeeds Al Mertz, who at his own
turned out en masse for the premi- request returns to branch operation

Reported
Increased Activity
Playhouses
At the Pathe Studio
Fox Met.

loss of $410,855, after all examortization,
lenses, depreciation,
nterest and other deductions, is re-

trade association, as exclusively reported in The Film Daily of

In Washington Theaters

£410,855 Loss

By

which Tyree Dillard, Jr., counsel,
will submit to a Code Authority general committee at a meeting to be
held in New York within a few days.
Basis of the plan is an all-industry

Government.

(Vashington Bureau of

MET. REORGANIZATION

Net

effecting a
voluntary industry fair trade practices setup will be made in a report

Recommendations for

—

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood J. A. Sisto, head of a
Wall Street firm bearing his name,
is president of the newly formed
Edison Film Co., with Al Rosen as
The company
Drive will be made to complete general manager.
three pictures a year
he Fox Met. reorganization by Aug. plans at least
will evenIn this connection for major release. It also
Il, it is learned.
take over Al Rosen's agency
It is expected that Milton C. Weis- tually
Edison Management
Inan, receiver for Fox Theaters, will and call it the
shortly call a meeting of his cred- Co.
tors to determine whether they will

5300,000.

BEING INCREASED

Berlin German studios will increase production by 10 to 25 per
cent for the 1935-36 season as comSome propared with this year.
ducers will be subsidized by the

Based on advance weekly delivery
estimates from branch managers,
Fox Film business for July will top
A
all months in the past season.
big factor in the results is the new
Rogers picture, "Doubting
Will
Thomas," which has registered 17
second-week holdovers in engagements to date. Subsequent runs and
small town houses will be playing
the picture next month, along with

J.

icquire the 50 per cent interest in
;he new company to be formed unler the plan by payment of around

Committee to Get Suggestions for Fair Trade

(GERMAN FILM OUTPUT

SEEN AS YEAR'S TOP

(Continued on Page 8)

HASTEN TO COMPLETE

Films

Season

Chicago— Attended by the largest
the history of

delegation in
Columbia's annual
sales convention gets under way today at the Medinah Club. The sessions will continue throughout the
week. Announcement of the company's 1935-36 program is expected
half
to show an increase of at least
current
a dozen productions over the

sales

the

company,

lineup.

_
.
Harry and Jack Cohn

the

,

...

will

supervision over the offices in Cleve(Continued on Page 8)

Pittsburgh Downtowners
Go to Double Features
Pittsburgh— Due to a congestion
product, two downtown houses
have been forced into double feapoltures. The Warner adopted the
The Harns-Alvin
icy Thursday.

of

turned to duals on Friday for the
first tirn^ in its history.

.

greet

gathering of 250, over which

sales manB. P. Schulberg,

Abe Montague, general
ager, is presiding.

and central division manager with

made
bidden Heaven" also is being
Ralph A. Kohn, Ed Olmstead, Louis
is pre(Continued on Page 8)
there, while M. H. Hoffman
picO'Brien
paring his next George
will
Pathe
the
at
The Film Daily Production Guide for 1935
ture to be produced
produce Jurpass all predecessors in size, appearance,
plant and Republic will
Advt.
contents.—
advertising and editorial
other pictures there.

Extend U. A. Convention
Artists conDuration of the United
extended
vention in Hollywood has been
July
8 *"d conto six days, starting
by Al
announced
is.
it
13,
July
cluding
About 175
Lichtman, U. A. president.
sessions.
the
will attend
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Berlin Lichtbildbuehne.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
St.,

I.
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Ginger
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(Fox)
in

—July
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(Universal)

Roxy
Music

(Paramount)
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Follows present

route
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After appearing in "Hamlet" for West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
a 12-week season on the stage next
Hollywood Columbia is rushing
fall, Leslie Howard expects to apwork on eight features to wind up
on
the
life
of
pear in a film based
the current schedule. In the group
Lawrence of Arabia, with the pic- are "A Feather in Her Hat," with
ture to be made either by Warners Ruth Chatterton; "She Married
Her
or under other arrangements to be Boss," with Claudette Colbert
and
negotiated by Howard, who says he Michael Bartlett; "The Girl Friend,"
has a special desire to play the role with Ann Sothern, Jack Haley and
of Col. Lawrence without regard to Roger Pryor; "The Black Room,"
the commercial returns from the with Boris Karloff; "Superspeed,"
venture.
with Norman Foster, Florence Rice
Howard ends his stage run in and Mary Carlisle; "Atlantic Adven"The Petrified Forest" and sails ture," with Nancy Carroll and
soon for a vacation in Bermuda and Lloyd Nolan; "Lady Beware," with
England. He also holds the rights Jean Arthur and George Murphy,
to "And Now Goodbye," a play, but and "After the Dance," with Nancy
has no immediate plans for it.
Carroll and George Murphy.

London

of

MRS

Warners Date 3 Releases
Three Warner features have bee

Howard as Lawrence Columbia on Last Lap
Basis

by

ASHTON MATHEWS

arrives

ARTHUR DENT

bill.

"Tunnel" Cast Completed
"William Tell" 16mm. Feature
Signing of Leslie Banks
Chicago "William Tell," a sevento replace Conrad Veidt completes
the cast of GB's "Transatlantic Tun- reel sound-on-film feature setting
"In Caliente" to Hold Over
forth the Tell legend, is announced
Strand theater will hold over "In rel." C. Aubrey Smith, Basil SydCaliente," with Dolores Del Rio and ney, Madge Evans and Helen Vin- for exclusive release in 16 mm. by
Pat O'Brien, for a second week be- son also are in the picture. Maurice the Bell & Howell Filmosound RenElvey will direct.
gining this Wednesday.
tal Library.
It was produced in its
entirety in the high regions of the
Lillian Bond Married
Reinhardt's Next Film
Swiss Alps.
Either "The Miracle" or Shakes- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Lillian Bond and Sydpeare's "Twelfth Night" will be the
next picture to be directed by Max ney A. Smith were married late last
Reinhardt for Warners. The direc- week at Del Monte Lodge, near
Josephine Hutchinson
tor, who recently finished "A Mid- Monterey.
summer Night's Dream" for this was bridesmaid and Henry Phelps
company, sailed Saturday for Eu- served as best man.
rope, and on his return in two
months the subject of his new picScreeno in East
ture will be definitely decided.
Approximately a dozen houses in
23/8

accompanied

Charlotte,

his associate,

LOU OSTROW

run.

Revival.

PARKER, Amity exchange manager
and

month from New York to work
ernor,

(a)

person

will wind up his six-month
Forest" and leave shortly
England, via Bermuda.

FRED ALLEN goes

Hall

Paramount

(b)

in

morrow from the coast on the Santa Paula
JOSEPH C. GILPIN, assistant general manage.of the Warner studios, and MRS. GILPIN are
on the same ship.

Capitol
5

(b)

Spring

in

JOHN McCORMICK

5
July

L.

appearing

must be back in Hollywood by
the month to appear in two
which he plans to make anappearance tour.

of North Carolina, returned south
after a visit at the home office.

Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
Escapade

i

will

Petrified

vacation

PARKER and

Playhouse

'Amkino)

Vinogradov

Peter

pla

the

HOWARD

"The

in

Atlanta

Westminster

Lordonnance

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
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Roxy,

middle

for a
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in
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Dello

VENABLE

and EVELYN

coast

of
pictures, after
other personal

Palace

55th

(a)

the

the

Capitol

(*)

On Non-Commercial

Chg.

Close

week

LESLIE

Leslie

Net

Low

—2nd

urday

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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High

where

HENRY ARMETTA, now
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FINANCIAL

Roxy

(3rd week)

(Blue Ribbon)

the

land,

near future for
help photograph
Alexander Korda picture, while Miss Venal
has been offered a part in a GB film

Globe

(M-G-M)

leave

Strand

Bros.)

(Fox)

Ladies

HAL MOHR

Rivoli

Artists)

(Universal)

(Warner

Caliente

In

(United

River

Dow

Mary
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dated for July release, as follow;
"Going Highbrow," with Guy Kibfl
bee, ZaSu Pitts and Edward Everell
Horton, July 6; "Don't Bet oif
Blondes," with Warren
Willianf
Guy Kibbee, Claire Dodd and Wil
liam Gargan, July 13; "Front Pagl
Woman," with Bette Davis anl
George Brent, July 20.
Release of "Broadway Gondolierl
with Dick Powell, Joan BlondeM
Adolphe Menjou and Louise Faze*
da, has been postponed until

Am

gust.

in

B.

I.

B.

I.

P. Releasing 12 in Canada I
P. will distribute 12 feature

Canada during the 1935-36 sefl

son, said Arthur Dent upon his ref
turn to New York Saturday afte*
addressing a company sales meeting
at the Royal York Hotel, ToronoJ
Distribution in the Dominion is hao-l

died via Empire.

WMCA

Larry Nixon Heads
Publicif
Larry Nixon has been appoint*
director

WMCA.

of publicity for StatiA
Bettie Glenn remains s%

assistant.

—

COMPLETEINDISPENSABLE!

WANTED
Motion

Picture
Executives and
Salesmen
for a
National Distributing Organization.
State qualifications in your first letter.
Box No. 991, THE FILM DAILY, 1650

Broadway,

New

York

City.

the New York territory are now
using Screeno. The plan is spreading in various parts of the country.

1

FILM YEAR BOOK

FREE

FILM DAILY
FILM DAILY SERVICE.

with a year's subscription to the

and
Woodhull's Paper Debut July 4
"Picture Business," new weekly
publication with R. F. "Pete" Woodhull as publisher and Martin Starr
as editor, makes its bow on July 4.

The 1935

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway

New

York City

.

er«ca

Whaf are you ioh
about

i* ?

COAST
PREVIEWS
TERRIFIC!
JACK BENNY

CHINA SEAS"- (GABLE, HARLOW,
ANNA KARENINA"-(GARBO, Fredric MARCH,

CLIFTON WEB

BEERY)

Freddie

They are the talk of the West Coast, August and September
season with M~G-M's "SHARE THE WEALTH" line-up!

BARTHOLOMEW)

Releases. Start the

new

Monday, July 1,1935

TIMELY TOPICS
Chorus Girls Fading Out,
Says Dance Director

£HORUS girls will

be unheard
of in Hollywood within a
year.
They will be known as
"dancing actressses." The new
trend, which will be seen for the
first time in "Broadway Melody
of 1936", will eliminate the old
time chorine. In her place will
come a new type, who will play
a semi-principal role in the picture as well as dance. This drastic transformation
will cause
havoc with the present ranks of
Hollywood chorus girls, which
contains more than 2.000 names
at the present time. The list of
girls will be cut to 200. But the
remaining 1800 will be assimilated into the ranks of dress ex-

—

tras and will suffer little financial loss because of the change.
In "Melody," we are doing away
with the old style musical dance
routines in which hundreds of
chorus
girls
are
used
for

"marches"

and

"arm-waving

Instead we are using
no more than twelve girls at a
time, although we have fifty for
these small line-ups. When the
girls are in front of the cameras they will be playing actual
roles in the production.
Their
routines will be as important to
the picture as the dialogue itroutines.

Because of this new trend,
took us several months to
pick the girls for the "newdeal" line-up.
They had to
possess the same qualifications
found in the average featured
player
also they had to be
excellent dancers.
Making the
former chorines semi-principals
will give them a fairer chance
to achieve screen success.
Instead of being lost in a crowd,
they will occupy important camera positions and will be given

At
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"Let 'Em Have It"
Gets Police Assistance
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distributing organization, that has
been not only a reward ?or
the good work of these men
but evidence to theTest of
"
th3t the UP fr0m the ranks "
* «ot Jus
a bvwoTn
byword or catch-phrase
and that's why the spirits of
the Warner pluggers has shown some
extra exuberance

^TFi

lately.

T

V

T

J ST
e w bio S ra Phical bits about three candix^ Alger
!
dates for the u
Horatio
lodge
"Andy" Smith
executive in charge of eastern and Canadian
distribution
h Path ln 191 as salesma n on New York's
lower
£
J^ast bide
became booker, assistant manager and branch
manager, respectively, in Pathe's Boston, Cleveland
and Dallas
branches
.spent most of 1917 in a Georgia machine gun
cam P
fr °m 18 to '24 was assistant sales manager
and
later general sales manager of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corp.
n
ined
F
irst
National
J°
as
assistant
sales manager
™'j -c ?
*
to Ed Eschman
continued until 1928 and was eastern
sales manager when Warners absorbed the company
then handled eastern and southern territories for three
years
before assuming his present duties
all in all, a lot of
experience and background

Z^*f

,

SwVT

\

,

self.
it

—

To prove my point, let
state that seven of the girls

lines.

me

picked for the "Melody" newdeal chorus were given term
contracts with M-G-M.
The
girls are Lorna Lowe, Bonnie
Bannon, Mary Lange, Claire
Myers, Mary Lou Dix, Diane
Cook and Wanda Peery.
Dave Gould.

—

Milwaukee Items

• • 0UT 0F the Ar my in 1919 came Grad Sears to join
World Films as salesman in New York
the following
year he went with First National as salesman for Chicago's
north side
was made city sales manager there in 1923
branch manager in Cleveland in '25
back to
Chi as branch manager in '28
to New York in '29 as
western sales manager under Ned Depinet
then in 1931
western and southern sales manager under the Warner-First
National merger
not a bad lot of stepping in the space
•

of years covered

of the Uptown, Saxe
neighborhood house, is now managing the Riviera, Fox neighborhood
theater. E. W. VanNorman is now
managing the Uptown.
H.
L.
Levy,
formerly
with
United Artists in Boston, has been

named northern Wisconsin representative,

working out of the

local ex-

change.
B. R. Katz, head of the advertising department of the Warner theater here, and Irene Silver, Racine,

were married

last

week.

test
tion

was arranged with
and the

this sta-

persons
sending in the nearest correct
figure to the amount of paid
admissions to the game received
guest tickets.
The "Georgian
Globe Trotter" over WGST commented on the attraction, as did
first

15

commentator over
15-minute playlet, arranged by studio players, was
put on through Station WJTL.
local

WSB. A

•

•

NOW FOR

the youngest member of the successful
and one with a distinction that is not very
common
an advertising and publicity director with a
billet as vice-president
(other live-wire advertising and
publicity men take notice and be spurred thereby; maybe your
bosses some day will realize your importance in the setup)
Charlie Einfeld started as an office boy with Vitagraph
15 years ago
then went to First National as junior copy
writer in the ad dep't
and worked his way up to director of advertising and publicity there
when F. N. was
combined with Warners, he continued his post in the merged
setup
Charlie also did a
oh, yes, almost forgot
stint as assistant manager of the Leo Brecher circuit in New

•

triumvirate

Many
still

local merchants carried
displays in their windows.

The advance

billing

campaign

consisted of 400 block window
cards and 100 block type threesheets.
Another stunt which
attention
was the
attracted
daily display of fireworks at the
theater every time the trailer
went on the screen.

—Georgia,

Atlanta

York

—Louis Orlove, former-

manager

Have It," Reliance production
released through United Artists.
Police co-operated by allowing a battered gangster's
car, recently captured in a running gun battle, to be displayed
in the lobby of the theater. This
stunt accounted for additional
publicity stories in local newspapers. Later Cullinane arranged with local experts of the police department to fingerprint
all Atlantans who wish to be
protected. Complete fingerprinting apparatus, under the direction of Detectice Chief A. Lamar Poole, was installed in the
lobby of the theater where
everyone was offered an opportunity to be fingerprinted for
their own protection. Both these
stunts attracted huge crowds. A
few days before the opening all
local newspapers played up the
engagement with several feature
stories and plenty of art work
on the stars, Richard Arlen and
Virginia Bruce. Daily announcements in connection with the
local baseball game were broadcast over Station WJTL. A con-

the

Milwaukee
ly

with the local poresulting in two outstanding lobby displays, were
among the stunts arranged by
Manager Robert T. Cullinane,
of the Georgia Theater, Atlanta,
for the premiere of "Let 'Em
lice,

•

•

•

WRITING FROM

summer home
Langdon Mitchell, who did

New

his

in

Santa Fe,

the script of
Mexico
"Becky Sharp," says that although he has not yet seen the
screen version of RKO's new Technicolor picture, quite a few
enthusiastic letters have been sent to him by friends who have
Al Smith was among those present at a preview of
"The Farmer Takes a Wife" in the Fox home office theater the
Edward B. Marks Music Corp. has moved
other night
Elliott Fisher, juvenile
RCA building, Radio City
actor under five-year contract to the Small-Landau agency, has
been signed for a Max Fleischer short

to the

«

«r

«

» » »

Beauty Parlor
Helps Locally

gARNEY DOBRANS

of

the

C own, New London, has
made a wonderful tie-up with a
beauty parlor. A 27-inch
ad was printed in the newspaper which didn't cost the thealocal

The tie-up feater anything.
tured the Irene Dunne CombinaWith
tion at a special price.
each combination a pair of
guest tickets were given free.
Crown, New London, Conn.

—

THE

DAILY

10

A

"LITTLE" from

WTARNER BAXTER

probably will
be starred next at Fox in
"Blue Chips," which Gene Markey
is currently adapting from the Vina
story,
"The Day Never
It will go into production
as soon as the star completes "Hard
to Get," his current assignment.

Delmar
Came."

T
T
Rod La Rocque, one of the most
Dopular stars of silent pictures, has
been signed by RKO Radio to play
opposite
Steffi
Duna,
in
"Hi
Gaucho," soon to go into production under the direction of Tommy
Atkins.
The story was scenarized
by Adele Buffington.
r

Luis Alberni, Lionel Stander and
Akin Tamiroff have been added to
the cast of "The Gay Deception,"

Monday, July 1,1935

HOLLYWOOD

"LOTS"

Opera tenor, was projected over the screenplay by Miss Franken and R. picture are hand-built parasols,
spears, swords and many other acamplifiers at the Westwood Village C. Sherfiff.
cessories of the Pompeiian days.
theater while the screen remained
v
v
a blank. Lasky wanted to test the
The spirit of the old south will
V
Y
V
voice and sound.
be brought into Mascot's "Harmony
R. L. P. Ram -Chandra of Kolhapu,
Lane,"
for which Abe Meyer is con- India,
T
T
is acting as technical advisor
Four of the most famous stars of ducting extended research into the on "Seven Souls of Stephen Aye,"
outdoor action drama Harry Carey, music of Stephen Foster and the which Douglas Hodges is writing.
Tom Keene, Bob Steele and Big Boy motives and ideals that lay back of Hodges, in collaboration with Howhis melodies.
Williams have been signed by
ard Higgin, wrote "Invisible Ray,"
T
t
v
Radio Pictures for important roles
which Universal will produce,
Among the members of the "Pin
"Powdersmoke Range," thrill
v
t
drama to be made from the story Men" club, which consists chiefly of
Irma, daughter of Ben Verschwriters,
are
James
Gleason,
Don
by William Colt MacDonald. The
leiser, Universal producer, will be
picture will be directed by Wallace Marquis, B. G. DeSylva, Grover married
in July to Gilbert Goldstein,
Jones,
James
Seymour,
Schauer,
Mel
Fox under the supervision of Cliff
young New York lawyer,
Eddie Cline, Lloyd Corrigan, Gilbert
Reid.
v
T
Pratt, Allen Rivkin, Jerry Horwin,
v
v
v
Fred Silva, Junior Fox Film playMilton Krims, Joe Krumgold, Barry
Henry MacRae has engaged Rex, Trivers, Dave Silverstein, Wells er, will remain under the company's
the wild horse, to play in his pro- Root, Bert Kalmar, Harry Ruby, banner for an additional six months
duction of "Stormy."
It will be
Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., Mauri Grashin. according to his newly signed condirected by Louis Friedlander for
tract.
v
r
Universal.
T
T
Richard
Flournoy,
who wrote
T
T
T
J.
"Here Comes the Groom," which
Carroll Naish and William

—

—

RKO

Fox production starring Francis
Lederer.
T
T
Murray Kinnell has been cast in
Buck Jones will return from his Charles R. Rogers produced for Davidson have been added to the
"The Last Davs of Pompeii." which
release,
"Come cast of First National's "Special
and
Ernest B. Schoedsack is directing fishing trip on his new yacht on July Paramount
for RKO Radio under the supervi- 8 to begin the first picture under What May," a Broadway play, star- Agent," in which George Brent and
sion of Merian C. Cooper.
Helen his new feature contract with Uni- ring Hal Skelly, has joined the Co- Bette Davis co-star.
Freeman is another addition to the versal. This picture will be "The lumbia scenario staff.
T
T
T
by Cherry Wilson.
A $35,000 budget has been set
cast, which features Preston Foster Throwback,"
Lt.-Com. Frank Wead and Eve
Taylor
will
direct
Ray
from
a
script
aside for hand props in "The Last Greene have been assigned by Ed;»nd
includes
Helen Mack, Alan
Days of Pompeii," many of which mund Grainger to write the conHale, Louis Calhern, Basil Rath- by Frances Guihan.
T
T
T
are being constructed at Pathe, ac- tinuity for Edmund Lowe's second
bone, David Holt and others,
Binnie Barnes will have the lead cording to G. B. Howe, general man- picture for Universal, "The Great
v
r
The newest of Hollywood stunts, in Universal's "Her Excellency, the ager of Pathe studios, where the Impersonation," by E. Phillips Opa "prehear," was inaugurated by Governor." Stuart Walker will di- RKO spectacle is being filmed. Dar- penheim. Arthur Caesar has comRose Franken adapted the ryl Silvera is in charge of set deco- pleted the adaptation. Lloyd CarJesse L. Lasky last week, when the rect.
voice of Nino Martini, Metropolitan Nina Wilcox Putnam story, with rations. Among articles used in the rigan will direct.
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VIEWS OF THE NEW

Peter Lorre

in

FOREIGN

« «

"MAD LOVE"
with Frances Drake, Colin Clive,
(Hollywood Preview)

Ted Healy

"PETER VINOGRADOF,"
English

titles;

rected

by

Russian, with

in

di-

M-G-M
83 mins.
STRONG HORROR MELODRAMA HITS
HIGH SPOT IN ITS CLASS WITH NEW
TWISTS AND EXPERT PRODUCTION.

N.
Tsishevsky, et al.
Distributed
by Amkino.
At the Cameo Theater.
Interesting record of the youth of Russia,

Peter Lorre, who is just about tops in
the thriller-chiller sort of thing, makes his
American film debut in one of the most
fantastic horror numbers ever presented.
Everything about him, his eyes, his shaven

showing how the new generation is being
schooled for the future. Good photography
and excellent acting are among the picture's

head, his pudgy body, his manner, all tend
one the creeps. For fans who like

to give

entertainment,

this

sort

of

will

give

them

plenty

for

"Mad Love"
their

money.

Based on the premise that a man with
murderer's hands will commit murder, the
story delves into psychological reactions
which will cause some discussion. A number of new elements are introduced, one
of them being the bringing back to life
a man. whose head has been severed from
his body, so that his hands may be grafted

A few comedy spots
onto another body.
help relieve the tension and Karl Freund's

treatment at the hands of a cruel
"Cure It With Music"
driver.
It winds up with the big
with Fifi D'Orsay, The Cavaliers
brute being hitched to the wagon,
Vitaphone
19 mins. with the horse
in the seat and using
Good Musical Comedy
the whip on him. Will click nicely.
Idea back of this two-reeler is
that of effecting a cure for sani"Dancing on the Moon"
tarium inmates by the application
(Color Classics)
of music.
This paves the way for
dancing girls, singers and specialty Paramount
7 mins.
Fair Color Cartoon
performers to put on a batch of
entertainment that is generally enGood idea in back of this one, but
joyable.
Fifi
D'Orsay sets the worked out with only fairly successsnappy pace for the cast, which is ful results. A rocket ship takes off
of better than usual quality for from the earth to the moon, carryshorts.
ing a load of animal couples, who
neck and dance for a while on the
celestial sphere, then return to earth
Popeye the Sailor in
and on disembarking are presented
"Be Kind to Animals"
with babies by a flock of storks.
Paramount
7 mins. One of the couples got separated at

» »

produced by Soyuzkino;
A. V. Masheret; with B.

V.

Livanof,

merits.

"L'EREDITA DELLO ZIO"
Uncle"),

Italian;

in

("The

Rich

produced by Capitani

Film; directed by Amleto Palermi; with
Angelo Musco, Rosina Anselmi, et al. At
the Westminster Theater.
Amusing comedy about a family feud

over the last will and testament of a rich
uncle, plus a triple love affair involving his

three

daughters.

Fine

performance

Lively Animated
the take-off, so the husband went to
Plenty of comedy and action in the moon alone, and on his return
this one, along with a bit of a he gets no baby, whereupon wifie
moral.
The antics revolve around beats him up. Musical accompanithe efforts of Popeye and Olive Oyl ment is supplied by the "Dancing
to save a truck horse from mis- on the "Moon" song.

by

Angelo Musco.

SHORT SUBJECTS »

«

"Kings of the Turf"
10 mins.
Vitaphone
Interesting Novelty
Basically a subject showing how
race horses are trained, this "Pepof them.
Cast: Peter Lorre, Frances Drake. Colin per Pot" number works into a raceClive, Ted Healy. Sarah Haden, Edward track scene affording views of variBrophy, Henry Kolker, Isabel Jewell. Keye ous film stars, including Al Jolson,
Luke, Harold Huber, Ian Wolfe, Charles Dolores Del Rio, Clark Gable, MariTrowbridge, Murray Kinnell, May Beatty, on Davies, Kay Francis, Pat O'Brien
and others. It gives the short genRollo Lloyd.
Producer, John W. Considine, Jr.; Direc- eral fan interest in addition to its
direction

moves

briskly,

making

for

sus-

Judging from the number
tained interest.
of horror vehicles lately produced, there
must be quite a demand for them, and
"Mad Love" can hold its own with any

Karl Freund. Author, Maurice Renard;
Screenplay, P. J. Wolfson, John L. Baldertor,

Guy Endore;
Lyons; Editor, Hugh

ston,

Direction,

Brisk.

Cameraman,
Wynn.
Photography,

George O'Brien

PICTURES

M^"

appeal for the pony followers.

Chester

Edgar Bergen
Best.

"Two Boobs

in

lin

a Balloon"

10 mins.

Vitaphone

in

Amusing

"HARD ROCK HARRIGAN"

Skit

Familiar type of vaudeville crossbetween a ventriloquist and his
provided in this latest
FAST ACTION STORY, ALSO STRONG dummy is
subject in the "PepON COMEDY, MADE TO ORDER FOR Edgar Bergen
The dialogue is
per Pot" series.
OUTDOOR DRAMA FANS.
fairly good, with enough gags and
Loaded with action, this should be a big
bits to spread the laughs evenly
It also
hit with the George O'Brien fans.
along the route. Lloyd French dihas more comedy than the usual action
(Hollywood Preview)

61 mins.

Fox

Fred Kohler is a tunnel boss, and
his old rival, O'Brien, brings a crew to
It is a
help in the construction work.
tradition that a leader who loses a fight
to one of the men must leave camp. The
workers look forward to a scrap between
O'Brien and Kohler. When the rivals clash
over Irene Hervey, the lone girl of the
camp, a date is set for the battle. O'Brien
is caught in
a cavein, but is rescued by
picture.

fire

rected.

"Buddy

in

Africa"

Chairs which caress the body!

(Looney Tune)
Vitaphone

7 mins.

Good Animated
Taking a trip through the African

continent, Buddy figures in a series
of animated cartoon antics that proKohler, who is still determined to fight vide lively amusement for the length
him.
The camp doctor urges O'Brien not of a short reel. Much in the same
to fight, as Kohler as heart trouble, which line as other Leon Schlesinger aniO'Brien, to save mated subjects, it fills its purpose
he does not suspect.
Kohler, refuses to fight, and Kohler soon nicely.
learns of his fine action. Dave Howard's
direction

is

excellent.

Cast: George O'Brien, Irene Hervey, Fred
Kohler, Dean Benton, Frank Rice, Victor
Potel, Olin Francis, William Gould, George
Humbert, David Clyde, Ed Keene, Lee

"Rimacs Rumba Orchestra"
Vitaphone

^/Ck&^

9

mins

-

Pleasing Band Number
After flashes of the orchestra in
Shumway.
the background scene
Producer, Sol Lesser; Director, David Cuban locales,
switches to the U.
Howard; Author, Charles Furthman; Screen- for this subject
and altogether
Dan Jarrett; S. A, where a lively
play, Raymond L. Schrock,
novelty
of
routine
entertaining
Donald
Frank
Editor,
Cameraman,
B. Good;
provided.
i"
entertainment
musical
Barratt.
A pleasing number of its kind.
Photography, A-1.
Direction, Snappy.

That's the

modern theatre

Do yours qualify?

Ask
"How

can

new

I

If

chair!

not,RESEAT

Us,

reseat

and pay

for

chairs conveniendy?"

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Makers

of

Dependable Seating

lor Theatres

and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan

BRANCHES

IN

ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

COMFORT — The

Greatest Star Of

Them

All.'

.
:);:

..

:..,.:

Eight alleged public enemies surrendered on June 23rd

struggle

without a

in

a surprise raid by government

agents on an armed camp.
they have
to

Mr. Exhibitor.

many

in

Government, men believe

the capture of this

kidnaps, murders

gang

the solution

and wholesale robberies.

.
7?

PARAMOUNT'S "MEN WITHOUT NAMES
with Fred

MacMurray • Madge Evans • A Paramount Picture • Directed by Ralph Murphy
will get

you, too

!

...

It

will get

action at the box-office

gripping

game

and romantic

!

...

story of

It

you plenty
will

of

dough and

thrilling

get your audiences with

a Government Agent

in

with America's dangerous public enemies! ...

It

its

a dangerous
will

get you

the thanks of your community for bringing to your screen the
details of

an

inside story that never reached the headlines

"MEN WITHOUT NAMES"

is

a

hot

money

picture

':-•

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The

Daily
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TEN CENTS

Para. Reorganization

in

52 FEATURES, 125 SHORTSON COLUMBIA PROGRAM
Dime Shows Reported Allowed in Chicago Settlement
Earlier Clearance Also

Viewing
.

.

.

the passing parade

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

THIS THOUGHT
merous

fans
pictures

certain

have

received

calls

Daily from

inspired

is

who want
are

at
to

nu-

The Film
know where

playing

they

after

Times Square belt.
some folks want to see

left the

When
it

evident

is

erable distance for it.
Just so they know where

it

certain

a

from their
they don't hesitate about going
film,

i

the

by

inquiries,

consid-

a

run a

profitable

for

distributors

to

chart in newspaper advertising columns in the larger cities listing releases of the past six or eight months
and their current places of exhibition.
Well, then, the releases for three or
four months back.
If that still seems a little bit of a problem, remember this is a hot day and who
feels

Under reported terms in the deal
settling action of the Astor theater,
Chicago neighborhood house, seeking
to test right of distributors to prohibit playing of their features at 10
cent admission prices, the plaintiff
is understood to be allowed to play
pictures at a dime. The Astor is also reported getting its pictures five
(Continued on Page 5)

H.M. WARNER STAYING

ON COAST FOR SUMMER

cooperative

delving

like

very

—•—

thing!

VA/HILE
* ™ wave,

on

the

deeply

subject

any-

into

of

heat

the

the first summer in a
long time that there has been no "seasonal decline" in the stocks of motion
picture companies.
this

Para.

Releasing Byrd

"Little

America,"

Feature

filmed
with
the
last
Admiral Richard Byrd expedition
to the Antarctic, will be released by
Paramount.
A rough cut of the film
was recently shown to New York executives and has been brought back
to
Hollywood
by
Ewing Scott and

Paramount

by

George
scored

five-reeler

cameramen

Murphy
under

to be smoothed
supervision of Dario

and
Fa-

ralla.

THREE ALLIED MEETS

is

of THE FILM DAILY
Harry M. Warner
Hollywood
plans to remain at the Warner-First

West Coast Bureau

—

National studios during the summer
in order to keep in touch
He will
with production matters.

months

make

periodically trips to

New York

but will maintain his headquarters
here until the Fall.

New

Booking Office
For B. & K. Circuit

SET BY SAMUELSON
President Sidney E. Samuelson
has definitely selected Aug. 21-23, inclusive, as the dates for the annual
convention of Allied Theaters of
New Jersey and the Allied Eastern
regional meeting, both of which will
be held in Atlantic City at a hotel
National leadto be selected soon.
ers from units in the New England
states will be present as well as
(Continued on Page 5)

Filing of Olympia Plan

Expected in

—

Two Weeks

Boston Filing of the Olympia
Theaters reorganization plan is now
Chicago Starting this week all expected within two weeks. MeanUsually the hot months bring a sizable
including while C. A. Goldreyer of Salem is
drop in the amusement share list, even Balaban & Katz theaters,
understood to have left last week for
when the rest of the market is doing all 36 houses in Chicago and vicinity,
and all Great States houses in Illi- New York presumably to arrange
right.
in for taking over a group of houses
This year the movie securities have nois and Indiana towns, which
the in the north shore section of Massabeen among the strongest on the board the past have been booked from
William Morris office here, will be chusetts. It is said John Deery is
even in their off season.
Somehow wise
wind

the

of

summer

is

fact

Wall Street has got

that

picture

surprisingly better than

years.

THE

old

operatic

—•—

field

should

not

biz

this

other

in

feel

too

'
bad because its stars are flocking to
the movie studios.
When they come back, after making a
few pictures, they will have turned into
much more alluring personalities than they
are at present.

They will be less stiff and staccato,
more human and appealing to the public
at large.
in

12 Westerns, 11 Series of

Short Subjects Among
Columbia Lineup

—

Chicago
Columbia's
1935-36
schedule, to be announced at today's session of the sales convention
in the Medinah Club by Harry and
Jack Cohn, includes 52 features, 12
of which are western^, and 125
shorts divided into 11 series.
The
new lineup is to be backed by the
biggest advertising outlay in the
(Continued on Page 11)

can be seen.

And that's a little public service that
has not yet been fully developed.
Considering the amount of this specific
patronage that appears to be available, it
might prove

is

Understood to Have Been
Obtained by Exhib

Grace Moore even limbers up and goes
for a bit of hotcha in her latest film.

—

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 11)

Tribute Paid to Men who Helped
In Paramount Reorganization
Meet Today
Duals Agreement

Cleve. Exhibs

On New

Cleveland— The Cleveland Motion

Picture Exhibitors Ass'n, following
a luncheon today, will discuss and
purdetermine what policj
sued upon the expiration at Cleve(Continued on Page 5)

Coincident with the formal transfer yesterday of the Paramount assets to the reorganized Paramount
Pictures, Inc., Arthur A. Ballantine
of the legal firm of Root, Clark,
Buckner & Ballantine, counsel for
the trustees, issued a statement paying high tribute to the men who
(Continued on Page 5)

BUSINESS, PLEASURE

50-50 AT
West Coast Bureau

—

of_

U. A.

MEET

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Six-day program of
the United Artists convention here
starting Monday has been split into
three days of business and three
days of entertainment and sightseeing, according to Al Lichtman,
president. The program is designed
to give the 175 sales delegates not
(Continued on Page 11)

Probe in Fox Met. Plan
Put Off Until Monday
Originally scheduled to start yesterday, public hearings of the Sabath committee investigating bondholders' reorganization committees,
including
Fox Metropolitan
the

Playhouses

reorganization

among

others, have been put off until next

Monday morning. The postponeMurray W.
ment, according to
Garsson, executive assistant of the
ommittee, is due to Representative
(Continued on Page 5)

World's

Largest

Studio

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
completion
the
of
Hollywood On
new building program scheduled for
this summer and fall, the Warner-First

—

National studios
plus
18
stages
will
'v

make them

the world.

will

have

a

total

other facilities
the largest film

of

that
plant

THE

t&H
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Court yesterday afternoon allowed
settlement of the C. I. T. claim
against Paramount, thus reversing
a decision of Special Master Joyce.
The sum of $371,389.25 is involved
in the settlement, which, with interest, brings the total amount to
$382,596.71.
C. I. T. had sought
$503,000.

Hays Parley on Quebec Tax
Whether or not the province of
Quebec can tax revenue transmitted
by subsidiaries of American distributors to parent companies will be
discussed when a conference on the
proposed levy is held this morning
at the Hays office. Various leading
Canadian distributors are expected
to

attend.

I

Ad Films

Handling

Jam Handy
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Melville Cooper for Stage Play
Melville Cooper, now in Hollywood under contract to M-G-M, will
come east shortly to appear in the
Harris-Gordon stage production of
"Jubilee." Deal was set by the Wil-

a

ga Year's Subscription to
|

THE FILM DAILY

zone.

OPy^
'
'

1650 B'way.

New

York

Coming and Going
GEORGE

SCHAEFER was

J.

in

New York.
ARTHUR ALEXANDER, who

Chicago

yes-

from

terday

New

York,
plans to remain about 10 days before returning
to the Coast.
is

in

IRVING THALBERG has returned to Hollywood after a brief visit to New York'.
JOE HUMMELL returns to New York on
the Normandie which sails from Europe July 24.
JOE BERNHARD was
day

from

New

New

York

work

Philadelphia

in

yester-

York.

BROOK

CLIVE
for

picture

the

leaves

en

route

to

coast

England

this
for

week
some

there.

AL SELIG,

Aaron Fox Hasn't Signed
week by Barkley Theaters Co. that Aaron Fox
had been appointed general manAnnouncement

ager of this newly formed circuit
venture was unauthorized as no
contract has been signed to date,
Mr. Fox informs The Film Daily.
U.

S.

ford

Films Gain in Netherlands

—

to

the

of

last

U. A. exploiteer, has left for Hartsupervise the campaign on "Sanders
River."

PENNER

JOE

a

series

and to
wood.

FRANK
radio
coast,

PARKER,

JACKIE

Statistics covering 16 cities in the
Netherlands show an increase of 11
per cent in movie attendance last
year as compared with the year before.

to

following

broadcast with
is en
route to

New
JOHN

Sunday night's
Benny from the

Jack

New

York.

COOGAN

lish

were American.

York yesterday for
Paramount's "Collegiate."

Artists manager in
Rico,
has arrived
in
New York for
of conferences with Arthur W. Kelly
attend the U. A. convention in Holly-

has benefited American productions,
which represented 68 per cent of all
This is the
first-runs here in May.
highest ratio on record for Amer-

Out
ican pictures in this city.
117 films given first-run here in the
first five months of this year, 56

in

LESTER SUSSMAN, United
Puerto

are on the Santa

of

New

left

the coast to appear

Amsterdam Declining popularity
of German films in the Netherlands

York via

and members of his family
Rosa en route from California
the Panama Canal.

LODGE leaves the coast shortly for
France to appear in "Koenigsmark," with Engand French versions.

RODNEY PANTAGES, brother of Carmen and
Lloyd Pantages, is at the Warwick from Hollywood for a vacation.
BELA LUGOSI, who co-stars with Boris Karloff
in
"The Raven," which opens Thursday
the Roxy, has arrived in New York and will
attend the opening of his film before sailing
for Europe at the end of this week.
at

Alexanders to

Make

Alexander brothers plan

14

to

pro-

duce 14 features for distribution
during the 1935-36 season. Eight of
the pictures will star Big Boy Williams, while the others will have

—

—

—

vaudeville.

erecting a
ter, Ga.

The company is also
new house in Manches-

We

never think of the main business of

minds us of

it

at the

wrong

life till a

end.

vain repentance

—L'Estrange.

Columbia non-thedepartment and of Jules Ligof

the

gett of Universal's New York exchange, died Saturday at his home
Burial was in Mt.
in the Bronx.
Lebanon Cemetery, Long Island.

STEBBINS,

R.

Inc.

EBENSTEIN, President

Insurance Brokers

Fox's "Inferno" for Rivoli

The Rivoli, which closes next
Thursday, reopens Aug. 1 with
"Dante's Inferno," Fox special.

LETERMAN & GATES,

HERBERT

and

THE
FILM DAILY SERVICE

1935

Delay Cleve. Bank Night Case
Cleveland Hearing of testimony
in the local Bank Night case by
all-star casts.
Arthur Alexander is
Saul Danaceau, appointed referee by
Stumar, Wiley Die in Plane Crash the court of appeals last week, has now in New York on distribution
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY been postponed until July 8, due to arrangements.
Hollywood Charles Stumar, camDanaceau being out of town yestereraman, and Harrison Wiley, art
Signs Madison Toledo Claim
day.
director, both of the Universal StuSpecial Master Joyce has signed
Friedlander, attorney for
Jerome
dios, were killed Sunday in the crash
a report approving settlement of
of a plane piloted by Stumar. The Meyer Fischer, Fountain Theater,
the claim of the Madison Toledo
machine hit a tree on a ranch 15 complainant in the case against the Corp. against Paramount
for $2,Haltnorth Theater, states that the
miles north of here.
court of appeals, now adjourned, 421.99, plus interest from April 3,
1933. Amount originally asked was
will reconvene to hear the case as
Martin Building Florida House
$26,776.23.
soon as Danaceau has submitted his
Panama City, Fla. Rufus A. Da- report of testimony.
vis, general manager of the Martin
5 Arbitrations Up
theaters operating in north Florida,
Park
Building
in
Rego
Five
cases
are scheduled for arbiAlabama and Georgia announces a
The Weingarten interests are tration at the New York Film Board
new 1,500-seat house to be built
building a house in Rego Park, L. I. of Trade today.
here. It will have a large stage for

Liggett

Fre« with

Conferences

zone conferences of Warner
theater managers are planned, the
first to take place today at zone
headquarters in Newark and the second at Philadelphia on Tuesday
next week. In addition to 30 managers and zone office staff members,
attending today's meeting will be:
Joe Bernhard, A. W. Smith Jr., S.
Charles Einfeld and Mort Blumenstock.
Don Jacocks is in charge of
the zone. Next week's conference is
in the charge of Ted Schlanger, who
operates houses in the Philadelphia

Two

liam Morris Agency.

atrical
Given

York, Chicago and

Detroit, has been appointed eastern
General
representative for
sales
Screen Advertising, Inc., distributors of motion picture advertisements in more than 5,000 theaters.
Howard P. Ruggles, formerly president of Ruggles & Brainard, Inc.,
publishers' representatives, will be
in charge of this activity in the
New York area.

Nathan Liggett Dies
Nathan Liggett, father of Sam

•

S

East

PICTURE

INDUSTRY

WK/w/l

in

Picture Sei-vice, with

New

in

offices

FINANCIAL
Am.

S. District

2,

Circuit Holding

Two Zone

In Paramount Claim
Judge Coxe of the U.

Tuesday, July

1540

Broadway

New

York City

wilWU" BACK

ABOUT
It's
It's

It's
It's

got love Italiano!
got laughs Americano!

got tunes for your piano!
got everything
.

including the singing

stars of

— and

ever blazed the

hits

the greatest galaxy of

way

to

.

"Gold Diggers

—three famous radio acts— six song

Warren

.

of 1933"

by Dubin and
laff stars

that

another Warner Bros, triumph!
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Being Booked in All

Si

w

VIRGINIAN

-and corrals big grosses

all

along the line!

Test

engagements on "THE VIRGINIAN " in
picked spots prove the strength
of

"re-issue" in class A, B

cities

and C houses

and small towns

-

.

.

this

in big

Great Cast

Strength in a Great Picture:

GARY COOPER
WALTER HUSTON
Richard Arfen

ations

by Leading

.

Mary Brian

Circuits

ff

FIVE CENTURIES

OF SELF-DESIRE

SMOULDERED IN HER LURING EYES
/SHE 7 WAS TOO BEAUTIFUL TO BE
HUMAN... TOO HUMAN TO STAND
a

. .

jrrt

H. RIDER

HAGGARD'S

weird and wonderful novel, re-created

in

mighty spectacle on the screen by the master of amazing stagecraft,

MERIAN
C.COOPER
RKO RADIO PICTURE
*

*

THE
Tuesday, July

2,
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NEWS

52 FEATURES LISTED
IN

COLUMBIA PROGRAM

Milwaukee, Wis.

DAY

of the

50-50 AT

—George

Levine,
who resigned after 21 years with
Universal in this territory, is vaca-

South Side Open Air Arena, oper(Continued from Page 1)
ated by Louis Richker.
Wrestling
history of the company, it is stated.
matches are given on Wednesday
Radio as well as newspaper mediums tion bound.
nights. Thursday and Friday nights
will be used.
are free nights, while admission
stars
appear
Among the
who will
North Fond du Lac, Wis.
The Saturday and Sunday is 10 cents
under the Columbia banner next Rex theater building, owned by for adults. Children pay no admisyear are: Grace Moore, Ronald Col- Charles G. Baumann, Oshkosh, op- sion.
man, Ruth Chatterton, Irene Dunne, erator of the Star theater in that
Ann Sothern, Walter Connolly, city, was destroyed by fire last
Columbus, Miss. The Dixie, Ed
George Raft, Leo Carrillo, Joan Ben- week.
Kuykendall's newest theater, has
nett, Jean Arthur, Edmund Lowe,
opened.
Edward Arnold, Michael Bartlett,
Madison, Wis. Opposition to atPeter Lone, Lloyd Nolan, George
Stratford, Conn.— The Stratford,
Murphy, Florence Rice, Victor Jory, tempts to reorganize the Beecroft
Tala Birell, Ken Maynard, Marian Building Co., owner of the Orpheum, owned by Albert M. Pickus, is being
Marsh, Nana Bryant, Geneva Mit- Strand and Parkway theaters, was remodeled, work being done by Ulby bondholders of the rich Dritenbas, Stratford contractor.
chell, Robert Allen, Elizabeth Ris- organized
Work will be completed about
don, Andy Clyde, Harry Langdon, concern at a meeting last week.
Aug. 1.
Leon Errol and the Three Stooges. The group appointed a committee of
Directors, producers and associate its own to retain counsel to oppose
Marianna, Fla. The Dixie theaproducers who will be identified with the proposals of a hearing on July 3.
ter is to be remodeled and enlarged,
the new season productions are:
according to J. A. Bivings, manager.
Louis Hyman, B. P. Schulberg, Josef
Walter Seating capacity will be increased
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Schertzinger,
Victor
von Sternberg,
Norris, manager of the Regent the- to 900.
This house is one of the
Roy Wm. Neill, Tay Garnett, Al ater, leaves July 6 for a three-week Martin & Davis circuit. During the
Rogell, Lambert Hillyer, Eddie Buz- vacation. Harry Irons, manager of
period of rebuilding the old Rose
zell,
Erie Kenton, Charles Mintz, the Kent and Isis, returns the same theater
is to be used.
Irving Briskin, Max Winslow, Rob- date from a vacation trip in Florida.
Sid
Everett Riskin,
North,
ert
San Francisco
"The Man Who
Rogell, Ben Pivar, Harry Decker,
Fort Worth, Tex. Open air talk- Knew Too Much," GB film starring
Ralph A. Kohn, Ed Olmstead, M. ing pictures are being shown each Peter Lorre, is being held for a secDattelbaum.
night except Wednesday at the ond week at the Embassy.
Authors from which works will be

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

selected for the company's offerings
include: Grace Perkins, Fydor Dostoievsky, Charles S. Belden, Frederick Stephani I, J. J. Hynes, Wil-

liam A. Johnston, Gene Towne, Graham Baker, Harold Bell Wright,
Zane Grey, Ethel Turner, Dick
Grace, Diana Bourbon, Owen Davis,
Louis Joseph Vance, Vera Caspary,
Peter B. Kyne, Leland Jamieson,
Ben Kohn, Gerald Beaumont, Maxwell Anderson, Ben Hecht, Charles
MacArthur, H. S. Kraft, Samuel
Ornitz, Rupert Hughes, Joseph Moncure March, Lucy Stone Terrill,
J.
William
Soussanin,
Nicholas
Perelman, Corey Ford, Ernest Vadja, Elsie Janis, Gene Markey, WilHatton,
liam Hulburt, Frederick
Fannie Hatton, Arthur Richman,

Arthur

Helen R. Hull,
Lawrence Hazard,

Stringer,

Barry,

Philip

Mary McCarthy.
Scenario staff is composed of Jo
Swerling, Robert Riskin, Joseph
Anthony, Zoe Akins, Benny Rubin,
Harold Buchman, J. Griffin Jay, Leo
Loeb, Grace Neville, Lawrence Riley,

Edward Adamson, Sidney Buchman,
Ethel Hill, S. K. Lauren, Bruce
Manning, Fred Niblo, Jr., Gertrude
Purcell,
Harold Shumate, Arthur
Strawn, Lionel Houser, Charles Condon, Oliver H. P. Garrett, Richard
Flournoy, Preston Black, Arthur
Richman.
The detailed 1935-36 program

George Raft and Joan Bennett in a dramatic
by Graham Baker and Gene Towne.
Directed by Tay Garnett.
"Modern Lady," starring Ruth Chatterton
in Grace Perkins' "Liberty" Magazine serial.
"Crime and Punishment," another SchulBased on Dostoievsky's
berg Production.
masterpiece and directed by Josef von SternFeaturing Edward Arnold and Peter
berg.
story

Lorre.

"The Butler," starring Walter Connolly
the comedy by J. J. Hynes and William
A. Johnston.
"All His Geese Are Swans," by Charles
Also
S. Belden and Frederick Stephani, I.
starring Walter Connolly.
Ann
starring
productions
musical
Two
Sothern.
ann
Towne
Gene
"The Grand Exit," by
Graham Baker. Starring Edmund Lowe.
romantic
"If You Could Only Cook," a
comedy starring Jean Arthur.
"The Calling of Dan Mathews," by Harold
Bell Wright.
"The Mine With the Iron Door, another
novel by Harold Bell Wright.
"Outlaws of Palouse," by Zane Grey.
in

Ticket," a story of San Quentm.
Another
from the novel by Ethel Turner.
Schulberg production.
in the
aviation
of
"Arctic Wings," a story
Klondike from the pen of Dick Grace.
Mag"Liberty
"Roaming Lady," from the
azine story by Diana Bourbon.

"One-Way

"The Craigmore

FEATURE

"Weekend
by

Me

"Song

of

story

productions.
One Irene Dunne production.
"Rich Man's Daughter," B. P. Schulberg's
first
production
for
Columbia.
Starring

Bachelor," by Vera Caspary.
Liberty," by Vera Caspary.
the

Damned,"

from

the

story

from the story
Only Happens Once,
Ben Kohn.
"U. S. Smith." from the story by Gerald
...
Beaumont.
,,
The rest of the program for 1935-36 will
from the following Columbia
selected
be

duction.

Moore

mystery

"It

by

Grace

the

Leland Jamieson.

"Lost Horizon," a Frank Capra producand Robert Riskin adaptation, Starring
Ronald Colman in James Hilton's known
best seller, surrounded by one of the most
imposing casts assembled for a special pro-

Two

from

by Owen Davis.
"Hell-Ship Morgan," by Harold Shumate.
"Devil Squadron," another story of thrills
in the air by Dick Grace.
"Muldoon's Picnic," the comedy classic
cast feaof two generations, portrayed by a
turing outstanding comedy names.
Joseph
Louis
by
Returns."
"The Lone Wolf
Vance.
_
. ,

follows:

tion

Case,"

play

"Give

.

properties acquired through the past
plays,
or from additional outstanding
comnovels and stories to be acquired b? the
year.
the
during
pany
„.,,,,
Iwaj
Forge." Theater
years,

"Valley

BUSINESS, PLEASURE

stage success by Maxwell Anderson, Pulitzer
prize winner; "The Big Shot," by Ben Hecht

and Charles MacArthur; "Frisco Fury," by
H. S. Kraft and Samuel Ornitz; "The Rented
Body," by Rupert Hughes; "Moonlight on
the River," by Joseph Moncure March and
Sidney Buchman
"Clothes," "Saturday Evening Post' serial by Lucy Stone Terrill;
"Excursion into Paradise," by Diana BourWilliam Hulbon; "Shock Absorber," by
burt and Frederick and Fannie Hatton; "The
Awful Truth," by Arthur Richman; "The
Iron Claw," novel by Arthur Stringer; "PlayMagazine story by
boy,"
"Cosmopolitan"
Helen R. Hull; "Paris Bound," Broadway
stage hit by Philip Barry; "The House of
Remsen," Broadway stage hit by Nicholas
Soussanin and William J. Perelman; "Two
for One."
"American" Magazine story by
Corey Ford; "Negligee," by Ernest Vajda;
"Listen Baby," "Redbook" story by Elsie
Janis and Gene Markey;. "College Hero,"
"Saturday Evening Post' serial by Corey
Ford; "Intermission," by Lawrence Hazard;
"Theodora Goes Wild," by Mary McCarthy.
;

WESTERNS
Eight

Ken

Maynard

features,

presenting

star and his horse, Tarzan.
Four Peter B. Kyne productions, based on
new dramas by the author.

the

SHORTS
two-reel comedies featuring an
Harry
including
aggregation of comedians
Langdon, Andy Clyde, Leon Errol, The Three

Twenty-six

Stooges and The

Radio Rogues.

Experience." which brings to
of
the screen the most popular radio personality.
ProGoogle"
in full Technicolor.
"Barney
duced by 'Charles Mintz from Billy de Beck's

"Voice

comic

strip.

"Color Rhapsodies." in full Technicolor.
An animated
Produced by Charles Mintz.
cartoon which presents a group of new charthe screen.
"Stars of Tomorrow." dealing with the
amateur nights.
"Scrappy" animated cartoons, produced by
acters

to

MEET

U, A.

(Continued from Page

1)

only an outline of the coming season's product but also an insight into the film-making facilities of the
U. A. producers.
Business sessions are to occupy
the first three days of the week, and
will close on Wednesday with addresses by Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin, Samuel
Goldwyn, David O. Selznick, Gunther Lessing, A. H. Giannini and
Eddie Cantor.

The business

sessions will be fol-

lowed on Wednesday afternoon by a
cocktail party with Selznick as host,
an event that will serve to acquaint
the United Artists staff with the
newest producer to enter the ranks
of their organization. A banquet at
the Trocadero is scheduled for Wednesday evening.
On Thursday, July 11, the group
will visit the United Artists studios,
where they will witness the production of Samuel Goldwyn's "Dark
Angel" and "Barbary Coast" and
Reliance's "Red Salute". This is to
be followed by a Luncheon at Pickfair, with Mary Pickford as hostess.
Thursday afternoon will be occupied with a visit to the Walt Disney studios, whose Mickey Mouse

and Silly Symphony productions are
released through United Artists. The
day will close with a buffet supper
at the Estate of Samuel Goldwyn
Beverly Hills.
Buses will take the entire party
to Agua Caliente in Mexico on Friday morning, and return to Hollywood on Saturday. Delegates will
in

then entrain for their home

cities.

Olympia Plan
Expected in Two Weeks

Filing of

(Continued from Page

1)

acquire the leaseholds of five
houses in Salem and that Goldreyer,
an independent operator, will manage them for him.
Olympia circuit receivers are said
to be waiting the sanction of the
courts to acquire the Paramount
leaseholds in Lynn, Haverhill and
to

Newton.

Detroit

AFA

—To

Branch Meets

extend a welcome to
Ralph Whitehead, national executive secretary of the American Federation of Actors, while stopping off
here last week on his organizing
Detroit

tjur from coast to coast, the local

branch

headed

called a special

by Walter Ryan
meeting in the La-

bor Temple. Work of the Federation
was reviewed and praised. Another
"Columbia Varieties," music and comedy- membership meeting will be held in
drama with name talent.
about two weeks, when members
"Musical Surprises," novelty melody reels.
"Krazy Kat," animated cartoons, produced will be consulted as to the feasibilhigher wage
ity of establishing
by Charles Mintz.
"New Screen Snapshots," fan magazine scales for the larger night clubs and
Harriet
Parsons.
of the screen supervised by
World of Sports." timely sport reels. beer gardens.
Charles

n

Mintz.

THE

OAILV

12

REVIEWS «

»

Cody

Bill

A

LITTLE from "LOTS"

in

HOLLYWOOD

58 mins.

screen play for "Hands Across the
Table," next Carole Lombard picture.
The studio also has bought
"Lady Smith," by Myles Connolly,

GOOD ACTION WESTERN FEATURING T'HE well-known vaudeville comCODY JUNIOR WILL GET THE
edy team of Shaw and Lee have
KIDS WITH HERO STUFF.
been placed in "Romance in a Glass
youngsters,
This was made to get the
House," a Warner picture, by the for Miss Lombard.
with Bill Cody Junior working right along- Lew Golder agency.
T
T
Another addiside Bill Senior all the time, and coming tion to the cast is Mary Lou Treen,
Paramount has
for the finale by landing the villain
in
who is also managed by the Golder Comes Cookie" as
BILL

Cody as the sheriff finds
by himself.
himself with the kid on his hands after

all

his bandit father has

He

been

killed in a fight.

takes him along as his

ing

in

his

sheriff

badge

pal,

and

after turnhitting

the

on his own. They run into a deserted
mining town that is supposed to be haunted, and find there an old pal of Cody's

trail

who introduces them

to a girl

who

is

hav-

Wolf
ing a tough time running her ranch.
Larsen, a notorious bandit and his gang,
have scared all the cowhands off the ranch,

T
"Here
selected
the definite reGolder has also signed Max- lease title for the Burns and Allen
firm.
ine Doyle, Warner contract player, picture heretofore known as "Soup
to Nuts," original by Sam Mintz
to a managerial contract.

and Don Hartman. Norman McLeod
T
T
T
Rex Cole, who has been in New has been assigned to direct, with
York on business, will make the re- George Barbier, Andrew Tombes
turn

trip

to

Hollywood

via

the

Panama

Canal.
T
T
T
Wallace Fox, who will

DATE BOOK «

»

July 1-6:
Columbia Pictures annual sales
vention, Medinah Club, Chicago.

By RALPH WILK

"THE VANISHING RIDERS"
Spectrum Pictures

Tuesday, July 2, 1935

and Jack Powell

in the

supporting

con-

July 6:
Sales meeting of Republic Pictures of
Greater New York and New Jersey, Park
Central Hotel, N. Y.
July

8-13:

United

Artists

sales

convention,

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
July 19:
S.
M. P. E. meeting and
of officers. Hotel Pennsylvania,

Aug. 5:

National
Day, 25 per

Allied

July

Aug.

war

10-11:
meeting,

nomination

New

York.

Independent Allied Theater
cent of receipts going to

chest.

Allied

Claypool

national
vice-presidents'
Hotel, Indianapolis.

11-13:
Southeastern
Theater Owners
convention, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.

Ass'n

Aug. 21-23: Allied Theaters of New Jersey
convention
and
Allied
eastern
regional
meeting, Atlantic City.

cast.

Drama

direct
Theater
Roland Asher, business manager, National
Range," which is is in New York making advance
Without
Federal
Funds
being adapted by Adele Buffington, arrangements for filming specialties
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
so Cody, the kid and the old pal start to will have Harry Carey, Bob Steele, by Amos
Andy, Ray Noble's band
Washington
American National
help out. The bandit gang hire out to work Tom Tyler and Big Boy Williams and numerous other
radio headlinon the ranch till Cody discovers their real among his principals.
The picture ers, for inclusion in Paramount's Theater and Academy, authorized
last week by Congress to present
Cody will be supervised by Cliff Reid.
identity, then the excitement starts.
"The Big Broadcast of 1935." Di- legitimate
plays throughout the
frames them with a ghost scare, and with
rector Norman Taurog and crew
T
T
T
country and provide a school for
the help of the sheriff's posse captures the
will
follow
this
week.
Octavus Roy Cohen is at Fox
development of dramatic art, will be
entire gang.
writing a story for Will Rogers. He
T
T
a non-profit corporation, without
Cast: Bill Cody, Bill Ccdy, Jr., Ethel recently worked on "The Virginia
Four players
Carl Stockdale, Federal endowment. Patrons listed
Jackson, Roger Williams, Donald Reed, Buck Judge," which will be produced by
Morgan,
Bud Buster, Ace Cain, Milt Charles R. Rogers, for Paramount. Ralph Remley, John Kelly and Hal include a long list of prominent perK. Dawson have been added to the sons, who have expressed a desire
Mcranti, Francis Walker, Wally Wales, ColT
T
T
cast of "Doctor Socrates," Paul to contribute to the enterprise prolin Chase, Bert Young.
Burton Lane, song writer work- Muni's new picture now in produc- vided it could be chartered by the
Producer, Ray Kirkwood; Director, Bob
ing at M-G-M, and Marion Seaman tion at the Warner studios.
Federal Government. Among them
Hill; Author, Oliver Drake.
of Chicago were married in Agua
are John Hay Whitney, Leopold
Y
V
Direction, Fast Photography, Okay.
Caliente over the week-end.
Stokowski, Mrs. George H. Lorimer,
The first of the John Wayne William Rhinelander Stewart, Mrs.
T
T
T
Westerns produced by Trem Carr, Feliz de Pont and others. The
"LADY TUBBS"
bill,
John Miljan is being tested by
"Westward Ho," is finished shoot- having passed the Senate and
with Alice Brady, Douglas Montgomery, Carl Laemmle, Jr., for the second
ing and is now in the cutting room. House,
has gone to the President.
lead in "Autumn Serenade," a VienAnita Louise, Alan Mowbray,
Gene Autry, who will make munese musical comedy just purchased
June Clayworth
sical
Westerns
produced
by
Nat
Tentatively set for
by Universal.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Levine, will soon start his first picCincinnati Chatter
66 mins. the starring role is Margaret SullaUniversal
ture.
Autry is the singling cowboy
Cincinnati
Chester Martin is revan,
and
efforts
are
being
made
to
GOOD LAUGH NUMBER WITH ALICE
of radio and screen fame.
modeling the Orpheum, Peebles CorBRADY CLICKING BIG IN CRASHING- borrow Jan Kiepura to play oppot
y
ner, for reopening in August.
site her.
SOCIETY FARCE ROLE.
George Ross of Milwaukee is now
Nat Dorfman is now at Fox,
t
v
Alice Brady is the whole show in this
Striking a new note in the schol- working
with
National Film Service here.
on
the
screenplay
of
in
supof
railroad
cook
hilarious comedy
a
astic presentation of vital Ameri- "Nymph
Errant,"
the
Romney Art Erlich resigned.
Barry Trivers' screenplay
posed society.
can history will be the publication, Brent-Cole Porter musical comedy.
Harry Bugie of Warners reports
furnishes some very clever dialogue which,
in book form, of the screen play of Dorfman wrote the scenario of "At- that show business in the midwest
coupled with the situations, provokes real
"The Young Lincoln," now being lantic Adventure," at Columbia. He has not been hurt by warm weather.
belly laughs.
The cast includes Douglass
written by Howard Estabrook for has
also
written "Tyrant Over
Stanley Jacques' family has deMontgomery, Anita Louise and Alan Mowa Fox picture. The story will deal Thespis," which will be produced on parted for Frankfort, Mich., for the
bray, who should mean something at the
with that period of the Great Eman- Broadway next season.
summer.
box-office.
Lumsden Hare's portrayal of cipator's life between his boyhood
r
Donald Stanley, Warner field suv
the sporting Englishman adds much to the
and his ascendancy to political promcomedy.
Alan Crosland's direction main- inence.
Abe Meyer, who represents pub- pervisor, is motoring through New
lishers owning "Macushla," "Trees" York state. Jimmy Brunetti of the
tains a speedy, even gait throughout. Alice
V
T
T
same company is on vacation.
Brady, as the railroad cook, finds herself
Jack Kirkland has been signed and "Indian Love Lyrics" and other
H. J. "Pop" Wessel of Film Serheir to a fortune.
Her neice, Anita Louise, on by Paramount to work on the familiar songs, is negotiating with
producers to introduce these songs vice is touring Minnesota.
is engaged to
Montgomery, whose parents
Capt. C. E. Davey, Perry Theater,
as story themes in pictures. Accordwill not allow the marriage.
With Mowing to plans, an Irish story will be New Lexington, has taken charge of
bray as her teacher, Alice crashes the sowhich the troops at Camp Perry, 0.
She emerges from a fox-hunt Barry Trivers; Cameraman, Norbert Bro- written about "Macushla,"
called elite.
dine; Editor, Murray Seldeen.
was made famous by John McCorLester Rosenthal, recently made
in a blaze of glory, shows up the society
Direction, Lively. Photography, A-l.
mack. "Indian Love Lyrics" is also Admiral of Tug River, threw a nautsnobs as a bunch of cheap imposters, brings
under consideration.
ical party last week.
•
Anita and Montgomery together and her-

"Powdersmoke

V

—

—

—

—

— —

marries Mowbray.
Cast: Alice Brady, Douglass Montgomery,
Anita Louise, Alan Mowbray, Minor Watself

Hedda

Hopper, June
Clayworth, Lumsden Hare, Harry Tyler,
Walter Brennan, Rafael Storm, Mildred
Harris, Mary Carewe, Phyllis Brooks, Mary
Wallace, Virginia Hammond, Walter Lang,
son,

Russell

Hicks,

Pat OMalley, Victor

Potel, Perry Ivins,

Sam

McDaniels.
Producer,

Ostrow; Director, Alan
Crcsland; Author, Hcmer Crcy; Screenplay,
L.

L.

« «

FOREIGN

» »

T

Raymond

Walburn

has an imColumbia's "She
Married Her Boss," in which ClaudMichael
ette Colbert is the star.
Bartlett has the male lead, while
Melvyn Douglas, Jean Dixon, KathEntertaining story of life in a French erine Alexander and Edith Fellows
garrison town of some 50 years ago, in- in featured roles.
Gregory LaCava
volving a sentimental affair between
is directing, from Jo Swerling and
a
young officer and the young wife of a Sidney Buchman's screenplay based
middle-aged colonel.
on Thyra Samter Winslow's story.

"L'ORDONNANCE"

("The Orderly"), in
French, with English titles; produced by
Pathe-Natan; directed by Simon Schiffrin;
with Marcelle Chantal, Alexandre Rignault,
et al.
At the Fifth Avenue Playhouse.

portant

role

in

Mackinaw City House Opening
A new
Mackinaw City, Mich.

—

theater will be opened here tomorrow, the first movie Mackinaw City
has had since the burning of the

Casino in 1933.

The
closed

Closes
Park,

Newark House

Newark, has
by Fred Faulkner.

been

Intimate in Character
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Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

No Columbia Merger, Harry Cohn Tells Sales Meet
NATIONALTRADE BOARDPLAN SUBMITTED]!) GOVT
Year's Protection for Reinhardt Film Roadshowings
Warners Set Reserved Seat
Policy on "Midsummer
Night's

new

policy

whereby the Max

Reinhardt production of the Shakespearean classic is to be roadshown
in selected theaters on a reservedseat basis, the company announced
yesterday in a joint statement by
Major Albert Warner, vice-president
in charge of distribution, and A. W.
Smith and Gradwell L. Sears, general sales managers.
Present plans are to release the
(Continued on Page 7)

Cify,

state's

new

applies

to

UNLIKELY BEFORE FALL

—

Louis Ruling on the demurrer
on behalf of RKO Distributing
and Ned E. Depinet, president, in
the Government's anti-trust suit, also ruling on the request for a bill of
particulars, is expected to be handed
St.

filed

down

District
Judge George
Moore in the next few days, although
trial of the case is not looked for
(Continued on Page 6)

by

Monta
West

Bell to Produce
Film for Peace Group
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILy

—

Hollywood
Monta Bell leaves
Sunday for Europe to do research
work at The Hague, London, Brussels, Paris and Rome for "War," a
picture he will produce for a peace
(Continued on Page 6)

for

Tax

— Payment

1

denomination

will

be put

in

circulation.

RKO

ing at 11 o'clock at the
directors' room to hear a report from
its
special
on
legal
committee

recommendations for a voluntary industry code.
J. Robert Rubin will
preside.

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

Washington— Establishment

of a national system of key
City local industry boards to handle enforcement of fair trade
practices and clearance and zoning, and also boards to adjust
labor matters, is understood to be proposed in an all-industry

association

titled the

30 HOLDOUTS SOLD

BY M-G-M
Chicago

M-G-M's

ERPI

IN CHI.

—With nearly 30 holdouts
yesterday were that

relations with various in-

dependent operations were attaining
i greater degree of harmony than
has existed for some months. Product deals made include the Jim Cos-

ton-Warner houses, Courshone &
Solomon and Lou Reinheimer. The
as of yesterday,
Adelphia, Admiral,

list,

is

as follows:

Amo,

Avalon,

[Continued on Pane 7)

12 Dated by

MAKES SHUMAKER

VIGE-PRES., DIRECTOR

M-G-M

For Release to Oct. 4
M-G-M

en-

by Tyree Dillard, Jr., counsel of the
Code Authority. The report has been
submitted to Government officials
here and has also received favorable
(Continued on Page 6)

E. Shumaker, formerly
president of the Victor Talking Machine Co., has been elected a vicepresident and a member of the board
of directors of Electrical Research
Products.
He joined' the company
about a year ago. F. B. Foster, Jr.,
assistant treasurer, has been elected
treasurer, succeeding R. E. Anderson, who resigned last week to become vice-president of Paramount

Eastern U. A. Contingent
Off

Tomorrow

for

Meet

has dated 12 productions
Ensconced in three Pullmans, a
for release in the next three months.
They include: July 5. "Escapade"; club car, an observation car and a
July 12, "Murder Man"; July 19, diner, a contingent of 40 United Ar"Mad Love"; July 26, "Woman tists delegates leave from Grand
Wanted"; Aug. 2, "Bonnie Scot- Central Terminal tomorrow after(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

Institute,

plan,

American Motion Picture
which has been prepared

Edward

Pictures.

Cohn Scouts Merger Rumors;
$12,500,000 Columbia Budget

18 Films Under Way
Voluntary Code Report
at Paramount Studio
Committee Meets Monday
The Code Authority's general
committee will meet Monday morn-

Washington Officials Get Proposals Drawn Up
by Dillard for American Motion Picture
Institute as Trade Tribunal

trade

sold, indications

SEE ST. LOUIS TRIAL

Mo.

of the
per cent sales tax, as it
admissions,
will
be made
through the medium of tokens, it was
decdied by the State Auditor following a conference here with Fred Wehrenberg, president of the M.P.T.O.. and
other exhibitor leaders.
About 25,090,000 aluminum tokens of one mill

Dream"

One year's protection will be given
by Warners to theaters playing "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" under
the

Tokens

Issue
Jefferson

Chicago

—

Emphatic denial by

70 OF 82 EXHIBS SIGN

CLEVE. ANTI-DUAL PACT

—

Cleveland A new single-feature
agreement, effective to Aug. 31,
1936, providing one dual change
weekly with no feature playing
downtown seven days first-run on
any dual program, was signed yesterday by 70 out of 82 possible independent exhibitors at a meeting
of the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors'
Ass'n.
This agreement becomes
binding only when signed by every
(Continued on Page 6)

Farnsworth to Work
With Hugh S. Johnson
William P. Farnsworth, who has
resigned as deputy administrator in
charge of the motion picture and legitimate theater codes coincidental
with the collapse of the NRA, is un(Continued on Page

f>)

President Harry Cohn that Columbia would enter into an alliance with $443,460 Bonuses Paid
other company was one of the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY any
of
Hollywood Eighteen features are highlights of the opening session
Rochester Bonus checks totaling
convention at the
currently in various stages of pro- Columbia's sales
Cohn said all $443,460 were distributed yesterday
here.
duction at Paramount, including six Medinah Club
by Eastman Kodak Co. to 10,365
(Continued on Page 6)
specials for the first quarter of 1935employees here.
All workers regThe six are "Peter Ibbeteon", Complete Production Schedules of all compa- ularly employed since 1930 were in36.
the nies will De one of the most important features
"Big Broadcast" an
out July 15— Advt. cluded in the payments.
of the 1935 Production Guide

Eastman Kodak Workers

—

—

:

(Continued on Page 6)

I

—

THE
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DAILY

Wednesday, July

July-August Releases
Increase and Speed
Coast Plane Service Are Set by Warner-F. N.
release
National
Warner-First
United Air Line service from New

schedule for July and August has
York, Chicago and other leading been set as follows: "Going Highing eastern cities to Los Angeles has brow", featuring Guy Kibbee, June
Martel and Edward Everett Horton,
Editor and Publisher been speeded and increased to three
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Services now in- July 6; "Don't Bet on Blondes", feaschedules daily.
turing Warren William, Claire Dodd
Published daily except Sundays and Holiday*
departure from New York
Broadway, New York, N. Y.. clude a
1650
at
and Guy Kibbee, July 13; "Front
at 4:25 P. M. and from Chicago at
J. W.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
starring Bette Davis
Editor and Publisher: 8:45 P. M., both D.S.T., arriving in Page Woman",
President,
Alicoate,
and George Brent, July 20; "BroadDonald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
afalso
an
8
A.
M.;
Angeles
at
and General Manager: Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- Los
way Gondolier", starring Dick
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette. Managing
ter breakfast to midnight flight to
Blondell and AdolEditor.
Entered as second class matter, Los Angeles, and a departure from Powell with Joan
July 27; "The Irish in
Menjou,
phe
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New YorlNew York shortly before midnight Us", starring James Cagney, with
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879
Terms (Postage free) United States outside and from Chicago at daybreak with
Pat O'Brien and Frank McHugh,
6
year:
one
$10.00
York
of Greater New
arrival in Los Angeles.
Foreign afternoon
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Aug. 3; "We're In the Money", feafast
correspondingly
three
There
are
order.
with
Subscriber should remit
$15.00.
turing Joan Blondell, Glenda FarAddress all communications to THE FILV eastbound schedules. Air mail and
DAILY, 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y. air express are carried on these rell, Hugh Herbert, Aug. 17, and
Phone, Circle 7-4736. 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
"Broadway Joe", starring Joe E.
Holly- flights, though number of stops has
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
Brown, with Ann Dvorak and Pawood, California— Ralph Wilk. 6425 Holly
not been reduced. Similar service is
Londontricia Ellis, Aug. 31.
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
and
Francisco
San
between
provided
89-91
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne. the east.
Wed., July
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several fractured
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Metro Lead
THE FILM DAILY
Warner Baxter will
role in M-G-M's

Baxter Gets

West Coast Bureau of

65

—

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

1

:

arrived

from

East

arrived

ARTHUR
New

from
poned

DENT,
York

York

who

the

was

England

for

casting direcCoast.

booked
today,

to

has

sail

post-

departure.

his

MARILYN MILLER,
coast
York.

New

in

hospital,

following
her way

on

is

LYDA ROBERTI and

her

siege
to

a

a

in

New

back

new husband, BUD

ERNST, are coming east from Hollywood, with
Miss Roberti going in the new George White
stage

"Scandals."

W.

G. BENT, Eastman Kodak general manager,
and MRS. BENT sail today from New
York on the Washington for Europe.

MYRNA
Cie

of

LOY; CHARLES LEMASSON,

Francaise

director
of Paris;

Cinematographique

DWIGHT DEEREWIMAN,

stage

producer;

DERSON LAWLER,

actor,

New

and
York

LILY

actress,

arrive

in

AN-

CAHILL,

today

on

the

Champlain from abroad.

JOE E. BROWN, Warner-First National comedian,
has left New York for Toledo, where
he will visit with family and friends.
He then
goes to Pittsburgh and back to New York for
a few days before returning to Hollywood.

BOGART ROGERS
from

terday

the

LYNN FARNOL
the

arrived
via

Donahue

of

tomorrow

Coast

New

in

& Coe

attend

to

York yes-

Panama Canal.

coast

flies

the

to

United

convention.

for

Chicago,

left

on

the

Century yes-

where he will exploit the
Me Never" at the U. A.

Theater.

KAVANAUGH

MIKE
has arrived in Cincinnati to arrange f ir the opening of "Sanders
of the River" at the Capitol.

KAY LINAKER. signed to a long-term picture contract by Warners, has left for the
Coast.
She will be allowed to return to New
York in September to be the featured lead
in
Carl
Hunt's stage production of "Damn
Deborah."

HARRY COHN has arrived in New York
from Hollywood
Barkley Gets Union City House
Fifteen-year lease on the HudNORMAN TAUROG. JACK OAKIE. JACK
son Theater, Union City, N. J., has MINTZ NATHANIEL FINSTON and ARTHUR
been acquired by Barkley Theaters JACOBSON arrive in New York on Friday to
make sequences for Paramount's "Big BroadCo., it is announced by David Berk,
cast."
real estate dealer, who handled the
HARRY GOETZ left New York yesterday by
deal.
This makes the third house
plane for Hollywood.
for the Barkley circuit.
ARTHUR KELLY and WILLIAM PHILLIPS
left New York yesterday by plane to attend
Improving Middletown House
the United Artists convention at the Coast.
Middletown, N. Y. Extensive alterations are planed by Hatco TheAL LICflTMAN. HAL HORNE. HARRY BUCKaters on the Show Shop Theater, at LEY, NATHAN BURKAM, ARTHUR STEBBINS
and JIM MULVEY arrive at the Coast today
present
closed,
with
reopening from New York.
scheduled in two months. The comHARRY BROWNING of the M. & P. circuit,
pany flatly denies reports that it

Hollywood
have the title
"R^bin Hood of El Dorado," based
1 chnicolor
193/8
I8V4 I81/4 — Vs
on the Walter Noble Burns novel, to
be directed by William Wellman.
Triple Premiere for "She"
"She,"
RKO Radio spectacle Jean Parker, Bruce Cabot and Edgar
drama produced by Merian C. Kennedy are in the supporting cast.
Cooper from the H. Rider Haggard
novel, has a triple world premiere
tomorrow at Keith's, Washington; McLeod Resumes St. Charles Post
Palace, Chicago, and Keith's, BosNew Orleans -Henry McLeod has
resumed active management of the
ton.
St. Charles Theater.
Manager Jack is dickering to pool its State and
Duffy becomes secretary and as- Stratton theaters with Paramount.
PICTURES
sistant manager.
Buddy Ferrer reCORP.
signed to join an advertising firm.
Saenger Books Hughes Reissues
Announces for
New Orleans
"Scarface" and
Early Production
"Hell's Angels," Howard Hughes
Wolfe as Para. Scenario Ed.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY reissues, have been booked for the
"THE LEATHERNECKS
Hollywood Manny Wolfe, former entire Saenger circuit.
HAVE LANDED"
assistant to Bogart Rogers, who left
"TIGER VALLEY"
recently on extended leave to do
"A THOUSAND DOLLARS A
personal writing, has been given
MINUTE"

Warner's 6s39

has

opening of "Escape

—

Vi
Vs

has

Coast.

FRED SCHUESSLER, RKO Radio
tor,

terday

Push

3/

—
—

the

CHARLIE BARON

British Exhibs

14l/2

11V4
103% 103% 103%
11

GEORGE HEARST
from

Artists

business.

40% Top Rental Issue
Phil Heyde Retires
+ %
London
(By Cable) Branches of
Olney, 111. — Phil Heyde, veteran
413/8 41 Vi +
V4 exhibitor, retired from active busi- the Cinematograph Exhibitors Ass'n
43/8
4% 4V4 — Vs
are discussing the proposal to make
+ Vs ness this week. He recently sold 40
% % % —1/4
per cent the maximum for film
9
9
9
control of the Arcadia and Elks
— % theaters here to Olney Theater Corp. rentals. Decision in the matter will
2
2% 2
— Vi headed by Joe Hewitt and Theodore be known next week. It is expected
30
30
30
4
3% 4 + Vs
25% 243,4 243,4 — % Zwermann of Robinson and R. M. members will make the issue a
BOND MARKET
Dalrymple and Tom Price of Ob- fighting one.
158

Paramount 6s47 .... 95!/4
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 95
Par.
Par.
Par.

Chg.

Close

8i/8

HVi
41%

ctfs.

Low

8i/4
4i/8

Kodak

East.

Jack Goldberg, Ferrara Hurt
London (By Cable) Lord BeaverJack Goldberg, general manager brook, Sir William Jury and Will
for International Road Shows, disEvans, who are forming a company
tributors
for foreign films, and
here to operate a circuit of TransCharles Ferrara, technical director
Lux houses in conjunction with
of the same organization, were inPercy N. Furber of New York, are
jured in an automobile accident
also reported dickering with Jack
Sunday on the highway approach- Davis, who owns four newsreel
ing Baltimore, Md. Both were taken houses
and has building operations
Sinai Hospital in Baltimore.
to
for nine more, to take controlling

—

FINANCIAL
Columbia

Percy Furber Group After
British Newsreel Circuit

A. Harle. La
Rue de la Cour-

19.

Am. Seat

Coming and Going

10 Cents

1935

3,

1935

3,

—

—

REPUBLIC

—

Boston,

was

in

New

ARTHUR LOEW
from
.

a

Lake

has

York

Champlain

to

New

York

cruise.

JOHN McCORMICK, who

yesterday on the
plans to remain

yesterday.

returned

arrived in

New

Santa Paula from the
here two weeks.

York

Coast,

—

STOCK SHOTS

"YOU'RE IN THE NAVY NOW"
"HITCH-HIKE LADY"
"MY BROTHER'S KEEPER"

"TWENTY FATHOMS BELOW"
"TICKET TO PARADISE"

the latter's post as scenario editor
at the Paramount studios, Henry

Herzbrun announces.

Chandler

Sprague, editorial assistant to Ernst
Lubitsch, will work in close conjunction with Wolfe and his staff.

PICTORIAL

FILM

LIBRARY, INC.
130 WEST 46th STREET

BRyant 9-4150

N.

Y.

C.

THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY'S MOST
COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE STOCK SHOT
LIBRARY.
WRITE OR WIRE FOR IMMEDIATE

SERVICE.

#

UNITES AIR LINES

New

^

Overnight Service from New York
and Chicago to Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Fastest, shortest to most cities
on the Pacific Coast.
Leave New York
4:25 P. M. (D.S.T.)
Ticket Office: 58 E. 42nd St., MU. 2-7300
Hotels Travel Bureaus Telegraph Offices
;

:

If
//

your box

office

is

wilting from the heat...

GINGER" WILL SNAP
Ask

for a screening

and

IT

UP!

you'll find

yourself screaming with laughter at the
picture, classified as

"program", that

achieves true greatness. Word-of-mouth
will build

it

for

view)... so pack

you (see any trade

them

in for

re-

the opening.

THIS YEAR'S

YOU HAVEN'T A SHOW WITHOUT

(0

PROFITS
come from
THIS YEAR'S

PRODUCT

—
"Robust, witty, well -acted film can be
qualification. Superior entertainment/'

"Comedy

of grace

and

wit.

A

delight.

recommended without

—

(ji/orU-ffelegram

Remarkably able

film."

<c
One

of the worthwhile productions of the season."

tries

{/\ memcan

'//
achievement.
l.

Continually entertaining

Cedric Hardwicke gives

brilliant

and amusing.

performance/

A

7

cJtei-ald'C'ribuiie

ly

triumphant. The film

arm.

is

endowed

with

great beauty
h*Laily.

^tlews

ANNA NEAGLE J

CEDRIC HARDWICKE
&ir.. f .Ji °»J &r.Ju..J

cJ\.

h HERBERT WILCOX/

tie a
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d

thru
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TRADE BOARD PLAN

More Fox Product
With at

SUBMITTED TO GOV'T
{Continued from Page 1)

reaction

1935

HARRY GOHN SCOUTS

Rivoli

two Fox pictures set for the Rivoli, United Artists-operated house,
expectations are that more of that distributor's lineup will play the Broadway house.
Latest picture to be booked is "Doubting Thomas," Will Rogers production, which
opens July 11, and follows booking of "Dante's Inferno," scheduled for next month.
Closer relations between Fox and United Artists Theater Circuit are indicated as
Joseph M. Schenck, new chairman of the Fox board, is head of the circuit.

RUMORS OF MERGER
{Continued from Page 1)

groups.

The report recommends that industry boards be set up in every
key city, with all groups given equal

merger rumors involving Columbia

70 of 82 Exhibs Sign
18 Films Under Way
Cleve. Anti-Dual Pact
at Paramount Studio
{Continued from Page

{Continued from Page 1)

1)

Rose", all before the cameras; "The member. All present agreed not to
book or play any duals pending final
representation in their membership. Crusades", being edited, and "Rose
disposition of the pact at a subse"Milway
Way",
Rancho"
and
of
the
members
Whether or not impartial
quent meeting on July 9, the day
shooting
Also
are
preparation.
in
are included in the personnel is left "Last Outpost", "Annapolis Fare- after the present anti-dual pact exThe agreement does not afto the association to decide. Appeal well", "Wanderer of the Wasteland", pires.
from local decisions would be made "Here Comes Cookie", "Two For To- fect six non-member houses, five of
to the National Motion Picture In- night" and "Without Regret". Others which play continuous duals.
include
"Hands
preparation
dustrial Council, headquartering in in
Across the Table", "Invitation to See St. Louis Trial
New York.
Labor matters would be similarly Happiness", "Collegiate" and "VirUnlikely Before Fall
handled by local boards with mem- ginia Judge", while "Man on the
{Continued from Page 1)
bership given equally to all ele- Flying Trapeze" and '"Accent on
Judge
until September at least.
ments and with right of appeal to Youth" are being edited.
Moore probably will not depart from
the National Motion Picture Labor
the custom of holding no court sesCouncil, which would occupy status
sions in July or August. Should the
in the association equivalent to the Farnsworth to
request for a bill of particulars be
National Motion Picture Industrial
S. Johnson granted, the case undoubtedly would
Council. Local boards would handle
go over to September or later.
{Continued from Page 1)
arbitration and making of contracts.
Lockouts would be banned, under derstood to be joining the staff of
Gen. Hugh S. Johnson, administrathe Dillard plan.
$16,120 Quarter Profit
In connection with the studios, a tor of the Relief Works in New
be
would
Is Reported by Pathe
Council
Labor
Farnsworth
has
been
York
City.
Production
Pathe Exchange reports a net
organied to have jurisdiction over headquartering in Washington since
profit of $16,120.51 for the 13 weeks
alf labor matters and to which vari- his withdrawal from the NRA.
ended March 30. Operating income
ous Coast bodies, including a comincluded $49,000 in dividends from
mittee similar to the Code commitDu Pont Film Manufacturing Corp.
tee on extras, could appeal before
Pittsburgh Briefs
taking disagreements up with the
Pittsburgh
The
downtown
Pitt,
Labor
Picture
Motion
National
Bell to Produce
house formerly operated by George
Council in New York. Cooperation
Shafer of Wheeling, W. Va., was reFilm for Peace
of the Academy of Motion Picture
{Continued from Page 1)
Arts & Sciences would be sought in opened yesterday by Harry Handel,
group. Bell will try to see the exlabor owner of the Granada.
production
administering
L. B. Cool, manager of the Fulton kaiser at Doom.
Although called
affairs, with this body having the
right of appeal to the national coun- which closed for the summer, off to "War," the film will not have any
Atlantic City for a three-week rest. war scenes. Production starts about
cil.
George Jaffe, showman, will be a Jan. 1.
The National Motion Picture Industrial Council will be empowered candidate for city council in the
Chicago Chat
to draft and adopt rules governing fall election.
Mario Battison expects to reopen
fair trade practices.
Chicago The New Drake Theathe Ritz in Export. It was recent- ter Building on the North Side has
ly damaged by fire.
been bought by the G. C. S. Circuit,
Pacific Northwest Notes
Chris Lampros will manage his of which Mort D. Goldberg is the
Sale price is said to have
Seattle Le Vance Weskil, oper- firm's newly-acquired Capitol and head.
been $152,000, which included a
ator of the Rose Theater, Colfax, is Colonia theaters in Farrell.
A. A. "Al" Weiland secured a long $130,000 mortgage. Included in the
to build a new 400-seat $35,000
house there. Bjorne H. Moe of Seat- term lease on an Oakland property building are the New Drake theater
tle is architect.
which will be converted into a mod- and several stores and apartments.
A. G. Basil, owner of the Ray- ern theater seating 600. Al is now The G. C. S. Circuit has operated
mond Theater, Raymond, recently operating the Rialto here and the the theater for some time under
lease.
bought the Tokay Theater.
Weiland in Wilkinsburg.
Southtown theater, B. & K. South
Irene Fisher of the local RepubSide 5,000-seat house, has disconlic exchange left for Hollywood to
Deadline on Paramount Claims
tinued vaudeville for the summer.
Deadline for filing claims against spend her vacation in the Republic
Cosmo theater, South Side house
Paramount occurred yesterday, at studios.
William Nesbits of the local Fox which has been dark for several
close of the business day. A number
weeks undergoing extensive alterawere filed with Special Master exchange lost his 18-month old
tions, has reopened.
Steve Fitzdaughter.
Joyce.
gerald, who has been assistant manager at the Stratford, has been
made manager of the Cosmo. His
Iowa Items
The Honor System
place at the Stratford has been
Omaha A "Pay-as-You-Leave MidDes Moines Clifford Niles, pres- taken by Joe Reynolds, who was
night
Preview" was successfully put
ident of Iowa Allied Theater Own- transferred from the Highland.
on at the Orpheum recently by Charles
ers, opened his new Niles Theater
In the settlement of the case of
Schlaifer, exploitation head for A. H.
Blank.
in Anamosa this week.
No admission price was collected
Warners against Great States cirat the door, but the 40 cents was
The Isis in Tabor also opened cuit over alleged infringement of
picked up from the patron when he
Monday after redecorating.
the "G Men" title in advertising
left the theater
and if he liked the
picture, which was "Ginger," Fox proA $5,000 improvement program. is matter on a similar film, the circuit
duction.
under way in the Iowa Theater, Em- has dropped the use of the protested
metsburg.
line.

are unfounded.
Discussing the product schedule at
yesterday's session, Vice-President
Jack Conn said the budget for next
season had been increased to $12,500.000 for the 52 features and 125
shorts. Abe Montague, general sales
manager, then outlined and analyzed
the program. The Voice of Experience,

shovts

Work

With Hugh

—

Monta

Group

—

—

1

—

—

...

who

make

a series of
release, also
the delegates.
is

for

to

Columbia

addressed
Others who spoke at the first day's
session included B. P. Schulberg, on

.

—

3,

least

labor

important

from

for

Wednesday, July

group of pictures; Ralph Kohn;

his

Joe Seidelman, on foreign business;
Joe
McConville,
Rube Jackter;
Bruce Gallup, on advertising-publicity; Maurice Grad, on sales promotion, and William Jaffe, on legal asAlso on the
pects of the contract.
dais were Nate Spingold, Lou Weinberg, Louis Hyman and J. MacFarland.

New England Notes
—Judge Brewster in Fed-

Boston-

Court last week denied an injunction to the local promoters of
Bank Night, handled here by Roy
Hefner, against the sponsor of Gold
Mine Night, for which James Kennedy is representative.
M. & P. circuit has closed the
Paramount, Haverhill, for the summer.
Barrett Kiesling of the M-G-M
studio publicity department and Bert
McKenzie, eastern exploiteer, were
here last week.
Annual outing of the local Warner Club takes place Saturday at
Mayflower Hotel, Plymouth.
the
Harry Spingler is chairman of the
arrangements committee.
Martin J. Mullin and Samuel Pinanski, due to attending a Paramount
conference in Chicago, could not join
in the M. & P. circuit annual outing
at the Mayflower Hotel on Saturday.
More than 100 were on hand. ComEdward Cuddy,
included
mittee
Henry Schwartzberg,' Hy Fine,
eral

Harry Browning, Leo Levenson and
Jerry Govan.
N. W. Allied Fights Dime Houses
Minneapolis Allied Theater Owners of the Northwest, in convention
last week, decided to ask exchanges
to stop serving theaters charging
10 cents or less.

—

B.

&

K. "Cool"

Campaign

—

Chicago A "Keep Cool" advertising
program of unusually large proportions
has been launched by Balaban & Katz.
They started billing Chicago and suburban towns a few days ago and will
use 52,000 sheets of paper, from onesheets to 24's.
In addition, the front
of every B. & K. theater will be bannered, and the "keep cool" idea will
be used in all newspaper advertising.

THE
1935
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30 HOLDOUTS SOLD

BY M-G-M

!N CHI,

(Continued from Page

1)

Beverly, Commodore, Capitol, Cosmopolitan, Drake, De Luxe, Frolic,
Grove, Hawthorne, Highland, Hamilton, Jeffrey, Lexington, Montclair,

Orpheum, Oakland Square, Oakwin,
Park,

Portage

Shore,

Stratford,

Symphony and West
More deals are pending.

Englewood.

A spokesman for Loew's theaters
in New York yesterday declared that
the circuit has no intention of dropping its expansion move in the Chicago territory, despite new M-G-M
sales.

"We're going right ahead," he
said, and stated that the new Oak
Park house will be ready in November.

Eastern U. A. Contingent

Tomorrow

Off

for Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

noon for the company's sales convention in Hollywood starting Monday. At Chicago the U. A. convention special train will be enlarged to
accommodate additional members,
with a total of 175 arriving on the
coast Sunday.
Heading the Contingent from the
home office are Harry Gold, Eastern
sales manager, Paul Lazarus, western sales manager; Paul Burger,
sales development manager; N. A.
Thompson, sales controller; Charles
Stern, assistant sales manager; Albert Margolies and Len Daly of the

home office press department.
They will be accompanied by Moe
Streimer, New York branch manager; John J. Dervin, Boston branch
manager; Arthur Horn, New Haven
branch manager, H. G. Bodkin,
Philadelphia branch manager; Wal-

Gould, representative in Latin
America; and Lester Sussman, representative in Mexico.

ter

IT

IN

HAPPENED
FILM B Z
I

—

East St. Louis, III.
Richard Lee, young farmof Dupo, fell asleep while watching a show
the Avenue Theater the other night.
He
awoke at 2 A.M., squeezed out through the
side door, and asked police to lock the theater
door again.
Name of the picture thit put
Dick to sleep was not given.
er
in

—

Detroit
Irene Surgus,
Fox Theater cashier.
to the Receiving Hospital in a serious
condition as a result of attempted suicide by
cutting her wrists.
She told doctors she had
nightmares of thousands of people coming up
to the box-office and decided to end her life.

was taken

St.

Louis

— Stopping

Charles for
dinner last week while motoring back to Hollywood, Jimmy Durante was besieged by so miny
autograph hunters that when he got through
with them he had to return to St. Louis to
spend the night.
"I signed everything from
handkerchiefs
to
canoe paddles,"
the
said
Schnozzola.
"It was colossal!"
off

in

St.

^2

DAILY

MM

YEAR'S PROTECTION

ON REINHARDT FILM
(Continued from Page

RIMff
AND

•
• •
THERE was the famous publicity relations
counsel who sewed up a national advertiser for a period of years
at 10 grand per year
and his first year's entire work consisted of submitting a recommendation that the company's interoffice memos be printed on light blue paper instead of pale pink
but the increase in personnel morale more than earned
the 10 grand in the opinion of the board of directors
for
it seems that the personnel had developed a helluva low inferiority complex writing on the sissy pink memos all day
but the psychological blue memos put Loyalty, Pep and Courage into 'em
and that's a True Story that Believe It Or
Not Ripley never got
on such small things hinge Great
Industry Developments
and 10 grand fees to publicity relations counsels
hope all you ad and publicity directors
note this with due respect
and go out and do likewise

•

•

THE GHOST

•

behind the Shirley Temple Autobibe featured in the August and September
issues of "Pictorial Review"
is Max Trell, associate ed
who was formerly assistant manager of Warners' story
dep't in the east
and wrote "Lawyer Man" for them as
a novel
and did scripts in Hollywood for Metro and Universal
\
so you see, lads, your horizon isn't limited to the
picture biz
IF you really can write

ography which

will

.

.

.

1)

picture

.

about the middle of October, with the New York world premiere probably at the Hollywood
Theater, followed almost immediately by premieres in other big cities
of the world.
Houses playing the
picture under the special terms will
receive a guarantee that no other
exhibitor in that territory shall be
permitted to play the film for one
year after the beginning of the original engagement on any other than
a roadshow basis.

12

Dated by M-G-M
For Release to Oct. 4
(Continued from Page 1)

Aug. 9, "O'Shaughnessy's
Boy"; Aug. 23, "China Seas"; Aug.
30, "Here Comes the Band"; Sept.
6, "Anna Karenina"; Sept. 13, "Pursuit";
Sept. 20, Crawford- Aherne

land";

vehicle not yet titled; Oct.

4,

"Black

Chamber."

St.

Louis Squibs

—

Louis Negotiations are under
way to reopen the Grand Opera
House as a vaude-film stand.
St.

Arthur damage of Detroit is reported looking for a burlesque house

•

•

•

THE NEXT

big sports craze to hit the nation will

and the wise showman will start right
now to line up the enthusiasts
old and young
in his
community
organize local table tennis clubs, and affiliate
with the National Association
and don't confuse table
tennis with that sissy game, ping pong
go over at lunch
hour to the Radio City Golf and Table Tennis Club
on the
fourth floor of the RCA Building
where experts like the
national champ Abe Berenbaum or Emil Schwab of our own
Radio Pictures art dep't are doing their stuff
the golf
profs at the Club extend a cordial invite to all in the film biz
who like a He-Man's Game to come over and try their skill
'in the autumn a Motion Picture Table Tennis League will be
try
if you think handball is strenuous
in full swing
be Table Tennis

table tennis

T

T
•

•

•

LOOKS AS

if

the publicity brains at Radio City

inaugurating last Sunday
in which Erno Rapee is
with the star attraction one

Music Hall have clicked again
the summer "Concerts Intime"
featuring light cla-sical music

Eileen Creelman
of the film crits of the New York dailies
of the N. Y. "Sun" started the critics' series off last Sunday,
Grace Moore
discussing the current Music Hall attraction
next Sunday Bill Boehnel of the
in "Love Me Forever"

here.

The

Shubert

Theater,

Warner

house, closes Friday for four weeks
to undergo remodeling.
Harold W. Evens, Loew's State

manager, has

left

with his family on

a vacation motor trip east.

Yale Amusement Co. has been incorporated to buy, sell and operate
movie shows.
Incorporators are
Theodore Lending, Sam Sapot and
Anna Sapot.
Bids open July 15 in Elvins, Mo.,
on the New Regal Theater to be
built by Collins Theaters.
Johnson
Mack. St. Louis architects, prepared the plans.
Holds in Winnipeg
Warner's "In Caliente" is being held over at the Garrick for a second week.
"Caliente"

Winnipeg

—

to be followed
"World-Telegram" will be guest speaker
on succeeding Sundays by Kate Cameron, "Daily News"
Bland Johaneson, "Daily
Andre Sennwald, N. Y. "Times"
Regina
.Mirror"
Thornton Delehanty, N. Y. "Post"
Rose Pelswick, "Evening
Crewe, N. Y. "American"

journal"

T

T
•

•

•

AS

IF Warner's "G Men" hadn't already set some-

thing of a record for the amount of unsolicited publicity
news and editorial columns
in
it
has received
that series of articles by Martin Mooney starting yesterday
is titled "The Making of a G-Man".
in the Hearst papers

T

T
•

•

«TWO LIONS

will be

presented to the new Prospect

the male is 18
Park Zoo in Brooklyn today by M-G-M
months old. and was being groomed as the successor to the late
Nicholas M.
the female is three years old
Leo
a bronze plaque
Schenck donated them as his personal gift
on the cage will mark some smart trade mark publicity

«

« «

» » »

George Folsey
Leon

Luther

Errol

Reed

Wynne Gibson
Lcuis B. Mayer
joc C. Hornstein

Harvey Thew
George M. Cohan

Henry Armetta
Ed
Mrs.

Mary

Savin

Thomas Meighan
Patricia

Allcoate

HER TEMPLE

WAS HEWN

FROM A MOUNTAIN OF
MARBLE... IN

IT

TOWERED

IDOLS BETWEEN

GIANT

FEET

WHOSE

COULD MARCH

AN ARMY! MIDST SCENES
OF PAGAN SPLENDOR SHE

WAITED FOR LOVE FOR
HALF A THOUSAND YEARS!

SMRnP
wpftiGB

COOPERS
romance ever written or dreamed
RIDER HAGGARD'S weird and daring novel. .RKO-RADIO PICTURE

gigantic production of the strangest
of..H.

—

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The

Newspaper

Daily

Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old
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TEN CENTS

Millio n - Do llar Pictures Increasing in

730

U. S.

AND FOREIGN RELEASES HERE FOR

M

Pittsburgh

.

to

for

agers' association, representing the
between the legitimate stage Warner circuit, Harris
Amusement,
drama and the screen drama is gradu- Loew's Penn and Mott, Shea's Fulally being narrowed down.
ton theater, was formed here early
Differences between actors in the flesh this week for the mutual interests
and their pictorial counterpart have been and protection of its members. The
pretty well washed away as far as public organization, which encircles movie
receptivity is concerned.
houses only, will be known as the
There remains the manner of presenta- Theater Managers' Association of
tion.
Pittsburgh and will hold regular

THE GAP

Now

Warner brothers
dignity to the latter
their offering of "A Midsum-

those

innovating

are about to add

function

mer

in

Shakespeare work

by presenting the
selected theaters on
roadshow basis, with a
to these houses.
in

reserved seat
protection
Eventually there will be a lot of class
pictures made primarily for the two-dollar
trade and presented to that clientele in
the dignified manner that befits the best

a

year's

in

dramatic

XA/HAT

art.

—•—

makes

this

—

—

—•—

LAST

seems that theater operators are beginning to bring some pressure against syndicated movie columnists

**

who go

in

it

the

writers

told

their

readers

how

the

per-

S0N0T0NE DEVICES

Pathe News have

decided to name
company Pathe Film

ally

their
Corp.,

—

Camden, N.

RCA

Sonotone Corp.
J.
Manufacturing Co. have

formal

(

Continued on Page 4)

application

for

permission

to list stock of the

new

corporation.

For U. A. Convention
West Coast Bureau

—

of

At

least 730

American and foreign

features

will be released in this
country next season, a fair increase
over the season just ending, it is
indicated in a summary of announced schedules and prospects. Majors
have definitely listed more than 400
pictures, including Fox-20th Cen-

tury, 66, of which 12 will come from
the Darryl Zanuck unit; Paramount,
65; Warner-First National, 60; Co( Continued
on Page 4)

SAM SMITH CLOSES
DEAL WITH REPUBLIC

their in-

closed a deal whereby the latter
company becomes exclusive distrib- Preparations All Set

utors for the former's hard-of-hear-

Schedules Show Increase
in Releases Planned
for Next Season

fin-

new

thus
discarding the previous title of
Pathe, Inc.
They expected to hear
within five days from the Securities

Exchange Commission on

Arrangements

whereby

Lion

will distribute
lineup in the United

the

British

Republic

Kingdom have
been completed by Sam Smith, managing director of the English company, who is now in this country
(Continued on Page 4)

THE FILM DAILY

Preparations
are
Hollywood
about completed for the United ArtStudios Hit
ists sales convention which opens
Peak of Activities
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Monday and runs through Saturday,
Washington
In a statement with President Al Lichtman presid- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood In a season windup
placed in the Congressional Record ing over the gathering of more than
rush of activities, the M-G-M studios
The
the
sales
staff.
members
of
175
Representative
CulWednesday,
on
convention have a peak for some time, with
cross-country
kin of New York asked for legisla- special
no less than 12 features in produc(Continued on Page 7)

Culkin Asks Legislation
To Replace the NRA Code

M-G-M

—

—

(Continntd on Page 6)

tion.

The

nessy's

Increase in Million- Dollar Pix
Indicated for the New Season
West Coast Bureau

Two-Reel Color Series
Planned by de la Falaise
A series of six two-reel color

made in the Far East, is being planned by Henry de la Falaise,
columnist broadcasting that the mountain who has left New York for the
lion used in the early sequences of "SeHe is arranging a major
Coast.
quoia" was not the same one as In the company releasing deal. De la E alshorts,

his tricks?

And what good was accomplished

reels!

NEW NAME

SET AS
Officials of

PH0T0PH0NE GETS

disillusionment

former does

final

PATHE FILM CORP.

for the backstage expose stuff

of film fans and
consequent harm to the box-office.
How long would a magician draw the
public to his performances if newspaper
to

of
Arthur and David
as members of the Loew board of
directors was accepted by that body
at a meeting Wednesday.
Successors
may be elected at the regular session
scheduled for Aug. 7.
Regular quarterly
dividend of $1.62% was declared
on preferred stock, payable Aug. IS
to stockholders of record July 26.

Loew

(Continued on Page 6)

and

forward step of the
"'screen almost an imperative necessity
at this time is the possible competition
that may result from the newly launched
American National Theater and Academy,
which aims to rehabilitate the flesh drama.
The venture has a list of noted sponsors
as long as your arm, so it can evoke a
lot of interest
at the outset anyway.
But it lacks the most important thing
star talent
and since the undertaking is
non-profit it also is largely non-incentive
for the best workers.
The screen has that talent and incentive, so the rest ought to be easy.

AT

Loew Board Meets
Resignations

some

Dream"

Night's

'35-36

Managers Form Association

Mutual
Welfare
Pittsburgh —A new theater man-

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

Organization

Work

the passing parade

.

ajor Theater
Launch

viewing
.

Number

by a

(Continued on Pag* 6)

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

A

substantial increase in pictures costing a million
dollars or more is under way, a
checkup reveals. Among early new
season productions in this category

Hollywood

(Continued on Page 6)

"What's to be made and
If you want to know
Film
who's to make it" refer to the 1935
out July 15.— Advt.
Guide—
Daily Production

list

Boy,"

includes "O'Shaugh"Here Comes the

(Continued on Page 6)

50 Sales Force

Members

Attending Republic Meet
About 50 members of the Republic
sales organization

in

Greater

New

York and

Philadelphia territories
will attend the conference to be held
tomorrow at the Park Central HoMeeting starts at 10:30 and
tel.
there will be a banquet at night.
Among those present will be:

Home

office:

W. Ray

Herman Gluckman,

Johnston, president;
president of Republic Film

(Continued on Page 4)
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Columbia-M. H. Deal

On

Sliding Scale

Under terms of
Music Hall product

the

Columbia-

deal, pictures to
play the de luxer will be increased
in number over a period of three

years, starting with 14 during the
minimum of 16
1935-36 season.

A

%

played during the following
year and a maximum of 18 films in

%

1937-1938.

company's home office.
These bookings are all during the
week of July 13. The feature, which
co-stars
Dick Powell and Joan
Blondell, will be nationally distributed the week of July 27.

will be

Calvin Bard in

New

ture.

Salary Secondary.

Box 1,000
1650 Broadway

THE FILM DAILY
New York City

J. F.

OSCAR HANSON

arrived

MITCHELL WOLFSON,

New

in

Wednesday from Toronto on

Sharkey to Develop

James

man

in

special

representative

"March

of

to

office

as

returned from
United Air Lines.

via

ARTHUR

direction
subject sales manager.

visit,

ARTHUR
ada,

returns

HORNBLOW,

Illinois Bills

the

seeking to prevent coercive
circuit moves has died simultaneous
with adjournment of the Illinois
Adjournment sine die
Legislature.
brought a similar fate to a censorship measure pending before that
body, which earlier in its session
enacted a three per cent sales tax.
bill

associate

France

home

Columbia

a

United

Air

camp

at his

Lines.

Can-

in

on Monday.
is

back

California

in

Orient.

JANE WINTON

on

sails

the

Berengaria

to-

MIKE

MINDLIN
exchange

an

day

by

plane

GEORGE

MAN
New

J.

SCHAEFER.

yesterday

arrives

in

on

Wednes-

FRANK

FREE-

have

returned

New

York

July

to

8

England.
has gone to Montreal from

York.

TEDDY PITTS
at

Detroit

Y.

and LEON NETTER
York from Chicago.

EVELYN WILSON

New

in

leaves New York
for Hollywood.

CLIVE BROOK
from

was

tour.

Lake

of

the Capitol

is

vacationing

Oscawane.

HENRY DE LA FALAISE has gone to the
Coast from New York.
Short
Kidnapping
Futter Completes
COLE PORTER and MOSS HART flew to
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Cleveland on Wednesday via United Air Lines.
Walter Futter has
Hollywood
Twickenham Film in Washington
just completed production on "Two
Hundred Thousand Dollar Snatch," Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
"The Triumph of
a two-reel special, which is the comSherlock Holmes," Twickenham picplete re-enactment of the Weyerture,
opens at the Metropolitan
hauser baby case with actual prinOpera House July 16.
cipals.
General release is set for
July 8 and picture will be sold direct to first runs on percentage

—

release.

THERE

IS

ONLY ONE
YEAR BOOK
of

MOTION PICTURES
And

Kansas City Variety Club Golf Meet
Kansas City First golf game of

—

the local Variety Club will be held
Monday at Hillcrest Country Club.
"Benny" Benjamin is in charge of
arrangements. There will be prizes

and refreshments, he announces.
Barthelmess on Radio
Richard Barthelmess will do a
sketch based on "Small Miracle" for
the Shell program starring Al Jolson and originating as a Coast
Clive Brook
broadcast tomorrow.
appears on the Rudy Vallee program
July 11. Gertrude Turchin arranged

projector.

the engagements for the players.

A new

on

day.

on

Die

who is
New York

A. LEE,

JOE RIVKIN

Two

following

back west by
to

the west

Paramount

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
from

develop

Time" sales under the
of Harry Michalson, short

Wo-

president of the

CHARLES SKOURAS
yesterday

RKO's Detroit branch, has

been brought into the home

on

convention of the Rotary International.

office

F. Sharkey, formerly sales-

York

business.

metco Theaters, Inc., Miami, Fla., has returned
home from Mexico City, where he attended the

"March of Time" Sales

daylight projector, invented by Albert Bruce Scott, will be
demonstrated
Waldorfat
the
Astoria this afternoon. It if particularly adapted for lobby displays
and uses 35mm. film. Rex Cole and
Gardiner Osborn are handling the

Demonstrating 16mm. Projector

Man, 25, Experienced in
Animation and Other Picture Work.
Desires Anything of a Photographic Na-

"Jumbo."

Bermuda.

ED OLMSTEAD,

Line

—

Young

production,

producer, sailed Wednesday from
the Normandie for New York.

major

—

By

concerns copyright material
and therefore the rest of the production is not taxable under the
law. This view will be transmitted
to the Government by Cooper.
film

Continue Screeno in Ft. Worth
Ft. Worth, Tex.— Despite the fact
Attorney Will R.
that
District
Parker has warned the three Interstate theaters here to stop Screeno
or he would take action against basis.
them under gambling statutes, the
Max Kravetz has been made spethree houses continue with the pol- cial sales representative to handle
each
theweekly
at
icy two nights
the picture. Futter will also produce
ater.
eight Hoot Gibson features for

Lincoln, Neb.
Calvin Bard, long
"Becky" to Open Dutch House
identified with the picture business,
Amsterdam, Holland
"Becky is making the first step away from
Sharp," Pioneer-RKO Technicolor it in two decades. New stunt is an
film will be the opening attraction outdoor promotion scheme, he anat the City theater, largest picture nounced, still in the show business,
house here, when the new theater however.
opens in September.

MOTION PICTURE CONTACT WANTED

distributors
claim, however, that
only 10 per cent of the costs of a

the stage

IRENE PURCELL, PEGGY CONKLIN and the
LESLIE HOWARD family sailed Wednesday for

—

"Broadway Gondolier," accord-

ing to the

Coming and Going

of

Series

N. T. G., master of ceremonies,
has been signed by E. Schwartz to
appear in six Amateur Night shorts
being made for Columbia release.
Ben Schwartz will direct, with
stories and dialogue by Herman Pincus. One of the subjects for Columbia release already is completed. It
features Ted Claire and a cast of
The series is labeled
amateurs.
"Stars of Tomorrow."

Is

—

Canada

Under the new tax law, which became effective July 1, subsidiaries
must withhold 5 per cent of all remittances derived from revenue received on copyrighted material. The

A

40 Special "Gondolier" Dates
Forty special pre-release key city
engagements have been set on Warner's

of the series, "Thrill of the
Century".
first

l/

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Crime", novel by
Mervin Lennox, "Esquire" Magazine
discovery, has just been bought by
the Halperins for this series.
Victor Halperin, who will direct
most of the productions, and Ed Halperin plan to leave New York early
next week for the coast to start the
"International

Of Amateur Nite Shorts

{QUOTATIONS AS OF WEDNESDAY)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

in

Tuesday.

phia-Washington.

N.T.G. to

FINANCIAL

Tax Protest

Col. John A. Cooper of the proAdditional distributors who will
handle the Medallion series of eight ducers' assosciation in Canada will
to be produced by Victor and Ed- interview the Minister of the ExCHARLES (BUDDY) ROGERS, having finished
ward halperin have been set as fol- chequer at Ottawa within a few work in RKO's "Old Man Rhythm," headed
days
formally
to
protest
against
eastward
the
from Hollywood for engagements with
York;
Pictures,
New
Melbert
lows:
his
dance
in
Chicago and Detroit.
Ben Judell, Chicago; Joseph Skir- new remittance tax which hits As soon as orchestra
midwestern dates are filled he
American distributors operating in will return his
boll, Pittsburgh; Sam Decker, Deto Hollywood.
Lee Goldberg and Nate the Dominion. Decision to move in
troit;
CARL-GERHARD WALLMAN,
RKO sales
Schultz, Cleveland-Cincinnati-Louis- this direction was reached at a representative for Scandinavian countries, sails
meeting of attorneys for major com- on the Berengaria for his post at Stockholm.
ville; Sam Berkowitz, Los AngelesSan Francisco; L. Corson, Philadel- panies at a Hays office meeting
JIMMY DURANTE is in town for rehearsals

Cour-

la

19.

Cooper to Present

Col.

Distributors
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CLIMBING THE LADDER OF FAME

is

ROYAL WELCOME

Warners" surprise

is

dolier'

this

winner

celebrating

her

country and her

Her debut

in

star,-

first

Jason,

Fourth of

first film

'The

Sybil

Little

July

start

FIRST
Glory',

her

ON

THE

lends

Big Shot' with Robert

on a remarkable

PROGRAM

Marion Davies'

in

venture with a bang

Armstrong, Edward Everett Horton,
to

who

initial

is

career.

.

.

given 'Broadway

gentry

who

cheer

if

Gonas

hot and bankable at box-office

'a
.

.

smash showmanship.' Scattered
important scene from Warners' new

itself

to

MAX REINHARDT'S

Page Miss
Cosmopolitan
is

Warner release and that comopener for the new season. 'Glory'
has just been scheduled for special prerelease engagements beginning August 24th.

.

critical

above in
summer sensation are stars Dick Powell, Joan
Blondell, Adolphe Menjou, Louise Fazenda

expected

film

by

for

production for

ONCE OVER LIGHTLY

pany's

sold

from
'Irish

on sensational

Broadway
In

Us,'° in

°A

First

and Pat O'Brien

'Ceiling

Zero'

is

script,

will

be

NEXT PRODUCTION
either 'The Miracle' or

completely

Shakespeare's 'Twelfth

adaptation

director says before sailing with wife for Eu-

success, scheduled as his next after
which he co-stars with Jimmy Cagney.

National Picture

Warners

Vitagraph, Inc. Distributors

distinguished

New York world premiere
'Midsummer Night's Dream' about Oct. 15th.

rope. He'll return for
of

Night,'

=&&<

DAILY

730 RELEASES SEEN

FOR COMING SEASON
(.Continued

from Page

Friday, July 5,

PH0T0PH0NE GETS

ALQHI

S0N0T0NE DEVICES

1)

lumbia, 52; M-G-M, 49; RKO, 48;
Universal, 42, and United Artists,
minimum of 24 with a possibility
of 30.

In the independent

field,

Republic

will make 53, not
counting four serials. Other indies
will deliver about 125, including a

and

its

affiliates

large portion of westerns.

Imports from England will numat least 16 by GB and perhaps two
or three dozen more from other
companies, principally B.I.P., Brit-

Twickenham and

Lion,

ish

Continental and Soviet imports will
aggregate more than 100, and there
will be at least a dozen Spanish-dialogue pictures from Latin-American
studios.

Members

50 Sales Force

• • • THAT WAS a grand publicity stunt initiated by
Howard Dietz and Billy Ferguson in co-operation with the Hays
organization
for the contest among high school students
throughout the nation on "Sequoia"
300,000 students participated
a group of judges headed by Mrs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt selected the winners
the six winners will meet
m New York July 9 on the first lap of a journey which will
take them to Sequoia National Park
first they go by
steamship to New Orleans, then by rail to Hollywood, and then

Park

to the

•

•

•

T

HAS

IT

—New

Distributing-

York

and

Philadelphia;

Edward Golden, general sales manager; Edward Finney, director of advertising and pub-

Budd

licity;

H.

E.

home office executive;
home office executive; N.

Rogers,

Goldstein,

Loder, John S. Harrington, F. P. Friedhoff, Norton V. Ritchey of Republic International, J. Hanley, J. Tierney, E. Diamond,
C. Mola.
New York territory Jack Bellman, branch
executive;
D. M. Schmer, S. Picker, J.
Felder, M. Cohen, D. Black, J. Wilson, M.
Harra, F. Greenberg, A. Plisco, R. J. Fannon, S. Perlman, I. Siegel, R. Yackow, D.
Kahn, T. Pekelner, M. Spino, E. Gotterer,
R. Hassan, J. Cohen, S. Seasonwein, M.
Goodman, J. Kessler, L. Dix, J. Fier.
Philadelphia territory Harry A. Le Vine,
Wm. Z. Porter, Michael Levinson, Wm.
Karrer, Obie Derr, R. Eberz, C. Lawson,
G. Lippin, C. Maggioncalda, Robert S. Mar-

been practically capacity biz all season
according to Munio Podhorzer, the
manager
he has been presenting Hungarian films exclusively
the house draws the Hungarian population from a
radius of 75 miles
by next season the new Tobis will be
ready, and the manager expects to keep up the landslide
biz
just a Showman with an Idea

T

—

T

HELD 0VER

&**
Without t,
Names"
weeks

.

.

at the

T
•

•

A GROUP

•

—

is

"Men

T

T

life

T

T

•..*.• A THREE-REELER

T

embracing the entire scope of
activities of the Public Service Corp. of New
Jersey has been
completed by Audio Productions
F. Lyle Goodman and
Charles L. Glett directed it
Leo Lipp handled the camera,
li.
Koberts did the animation, and Edwin E. Ludig provided

U

the musical score.

.

.

.

T

Charles CreighIndianapolis
leased the Arc theater,
Lafayette.
He takes possession

New York Paramount

insurance policy for $94,000 has been
taken out by Rugoff & Becker circuit covering 73 employees
with the Prudential Insurance Co.

•

baum has

fields,

T

T

the most progressive and wide-awake thean ** e
the biz is Herman G Weinberg of the Little
Ti?i«E
n I"
Baltimore
1 heater
Herman gets out a classy little
house organ, every issue of which contains a talk
on some vital
IC
now he has arranged an exhibit for the Enoch
.,
p«**#
T
Pratt
Free Library
covering the major developments during the past half decade in the talking picture
the exhibit
occupies four cases on the main floor lobby,
devoted to photogra
S
nod
"als
P?.
it
was
a herculean task to as£,' alln°i
semble
this, but Herman says the resultant
publicity
*
* well

m

non-commercial field. RCA will sell
and install the device in any theater regardless of the sound apparatus being used by the house

Sam Smith

Closes

Deal With Republic
(Continued from Page

from London.

1)

He

out distribution
ican companies
product.

is also working
deals with Amerfor British Lion

Lake City Squibs

—

Lake

City Berryman
&
Pritchard will open their new theater in Wheeler, Mont., on July 4.
Service Theater Supply Co. of this
city furnished equipment and seats.
The same company is seating the
new Community Theater, Lewiston,
Utah, opening about Aug. 1.
Emil Ostlund of the Rivoli,
Springville, Utah, is back from a

European trip.
Dal Clawson

will take pictures
of the Pioneer Days celebrations in
Ogden and Salt Lake City.
Stanley Robbins, manager of the
Peery theaters in Ogden, is recovering from an appendicitis operation.

• ONE OF

•

including theaters, it is
by Edwin M. Hartley,
manager of the RCA Photophone
sales division.
Sonotone Corp. will
continue to make its device in the

announced

Salt

.

cus.

Indianapolis Items

cial

device,

Salt

T

"Ariane" will go into a fourth week at
the 55th St. Playhouse
"Love Me Forever" at the Music
Hall and "In Caliente" at the Strand also are in their second

K.

—

T

at the Tobis theater

Attending Republic Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

the

(Continued from Page 1)
which will be known as
RCA-Sonotone, in all commer-

mg

others.
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-

Victory Theater, unit in the Famous group under Divisional Manager
Harry David, is closing for three

weeks to undergo improvements.

'

Sept.

1.

Hill, secretary to John
Howard, Paramount exchange man-

Loraine

is on the sick
Loew's theater will feature Columbia pictures. It has been an exclusive M-G-M house for several

ager,

list.

years.

be

Variety Club golf tournament will
held July 29 at the Hillcrest

Country Club.
Charles Olson, Lyric operator,
spent the week in Chicago on busi-

'

repays him.

.

.

T
# N0T CE 0F resignation from the writing staff
of
J
Paramount*. s eastern
short subjects' studio comes from Bert
B
ert WES
ormer »y Publicity chief for Columbia
S3 *i,- Jty
after a vacataon, he expects to announce
LffiT
-.u
an affiliation with one of the major companies
?„..„*

»

™

J

•

T

ness.

John Howard has returned from
a trip over the southern part of Indiana and part of Kentucky.
C.

W. McKeam,

ager, has returned

RKO

office

man-

from vacation.

Seattle Sidelights
Seattle—"Oil for the Lamps
China"

•

of

T

THE FIRST

showing of the short, "Stars of Tomorin Colu mbia s Amateur Series, went
big at the Park
+
}
in the
Bronx
the other nite
it was directed bv Ben
Schwartz authored by Herman Pincus, with
T^l cTafr femlSng
the amateur ta ent
May Einfeld, wife of
.

.

Charhethf

^

Warner advertising chief, broke her ankle
last Tuesday While
playing golf
she will be confined to her home fo se
e are
ce pt of a don ation of 50 centimes
from
n»™ n,;
J? ?
a er n ° W vacatl0n
n e in Paris, as his contribution
!
to
8£
Tn?
f
the International Prosperity
Club which he founded
if
1
Wa
S
t0
swa
g
p the coin for American dough, we
Irl 51™
«
T
ar
pe " t0 an ° ffer
Universal has bought screen rights
to ^^
"The Electric Man" by Harry Essex, through
who has also sold the play "Glory", byAdelyS Laura D W?lck
John
ij0lden
Ma "de Adams will be starred in BusZeU.to
the latter.
.

being held for a fourth
week at John Hamrick's Music Box.
Joseph Danz, theater operator,
and Mrs. Danz have recently returned from a trip to Soap Lake.
The Granada in Spokane has become a first-run house and is presenting the initial showing there of
"Keeper of the Bees."
is

• •
mYi
Plaza

/

.

m

i

,

T

,

,

€<

«

» »

Buffalo Briefs
Buffalo

day

—Shea's

Buffalo next Fri-

will inaugurate

a

summer

pol-

that marks the end of stage
shows in Buffalo picture houses.
icy

There has been in-the-flesh entertainment in this theater ever since
the opening nine years ago.
Elmer Lux, formerly manager
here for First Division, is now office
manager for Columbia, succeeding
Morris (Tiny) Rosenbaum, who resigned. Lux quit his First Division
post on his return from Dansville,

where he recuperated after an op-

No successor there has
been named.
There's a new boy at the home
of Richard Walsh, exploitation and
eration.

advertising director for the Hayman
theaters here and in Niagara Falls.
N. Y.

Prague Studios to Produce
Prague The A-B Motion Picture
Studios, which last year rented

—

chiefly to other producers, intend to

make

several

this year.

A

pictures

of

its

own

sound features and sound versions were made
in the two studios last year.
Company had a net profit of $12,980.
total of 37

THE
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Will Rogers

in

FOREIGN

« «

OLD KENTUCKY'

"IN

(Hollywood Preview)

"IDOLOS DE LA RADIO"

Fox

» »

("Idols of the

well caught,

Camera by
to

satisfy

86 mins. Radio"), in Spanish; produced
by Rio de point.
BOX-OFFICE NATURAL LOADED la Plata;
directed by Eduardo Morera; with
WITH A VARIETY OF SWELL ENTER- Ada Falcon,
Ignacio Corsini, et al. At the
TAINMENT SURE TO CLICK.
Teatro

PICTURE

and the knockdowns of waterfalls, rivers,
glacial mountains
and rolling countryside present
a

Louis are plain enough
the customers on this

series of paintings in their breath-

BIG

A Will Rogers laugh riot that's terrific.
Grosses on his late releases should look
like skim milk as compared to those
on
"In Old Kentucky". Edward Butcher's production has got Will Rogers stuff you've
never seen before and how you'll love it.
Just to mention a few things you will see
Will Rogers in blackface, Will Rogers as a
tap dancer, a rain making routine that's
darb,

surprise

climax to a horse race
that you will never expect and Bill Robinson's dancing and how.
Between the work
of author Charles T. Dazey, the screenplay
by Sam Hellman and Gladys Lehman and the
additional dialogue by Henry Johnson, the
director and players had plenty of material
with which to work, nothing seems
forced, every situation fits, the dialogue
is clever and snappy and the picture moves
with speed.
George Marshall's direction
has caught the spirit of all this hokum and
his timing of laughs is great.
You won't
miss many of them and that's going some
with so many of them.
Space does not
allow to give each member of the cast
the praise deserved but they are all swell,
with special mention going to Charles Sellon as the gunning grandpa and Etienne
Make
Girardot as the nutty rainmaker.
way for a picture for which you pray.
a

a

Campoamor.

Entertaining
musical
pleasing romantic story

production

with
and opportunities
a number of Argentine's popu-

to bring in

"L'EREDITA DELLO ZIO"
Uncle"),

in

Italian;

("The

Rich

produced by Capitani

Film; directed by Amleto Palermi; with
Angelo Musco, Else De Giorgi, et al.; distributed by Metropolis Pictures.
At the
Westminster Cinema.
Very enjoyable comedy about a feud that
results

among

and
nephew.
dies

«

when
money

relatives

leaves

his

a

rich

to

a

Sam Hellman, Gladys

narrations.

Here

"Seeing Wonders"

Malkames

10 mins.

from a Major
Producer*
dear mr. Mccormick

W.

L.

Bob Steele

Just a line to congratulate you,

Laurel and Hardy in

in

'Fixer

Mr. Crespinel and

Uppers"

M-G-M

20 mins.

on

58 mins.

Steiner

Good Comedy
WESTERN WITH FAAs
a couple of Christmas card
MILIAR INGREDIENTS TO PLEASE THE salesmen who try
to cure an artist
ACTION FANS.
of neglecting his wife, Stan Laurel
This one follows the familiar routine of and Oliver Hardy deliver their usual
The wife, Mae
outdoor action dramas, with nothing of an load of laughs.
REGULATION

unusual or outstanding nature about it, but
just a good old western hokum yarn along

with this particular
clientele.
Bob Steele, as the son of a
rich western mine owner, arrives on the
scene to discover dirty work in progress,
with an honest engineer about to be victimized.
In the approved manner of a
dashing melodrama hero, Bob intercepts the
villainous machinations, saves the heroine,
Renee Borden, from marrying the leader of
the crooked gang, and does a happy fadeout with the girl himself. Director Robert
N. Bradbury, who also is the author of the
yarn, keeps the action moving along at a
fairly good clip.
lines that usually click

Cast: Bob Steele, Renee Borden, Arthur

"Camera-Louis Fight"

Ronny Pictures

12 mins.

Fair
Photographed under difficulties
from long range, due to barring of

cameramen from

filming the fight,

Dave Calvert,
and John Elrod.

later for release of the pictures, this

Producer, A. W. Hackel; Director, Robert N. Bradbury; Author, same; Camera-

account of the bout between Primo
Camera and Joe Louis has a good
deal of interest for fight fans de-

man, William Hyer;

spite

Suitable

Roy Luby.
Photography, Good

Editor, S.

the

Most

technical
its
of the fight's action
-

was

nings.
fairly

the

wonderful

CINECOLOR
improvement

your recent results
finished

product

turning out makes

me

*

*

you

*

*

are

very happy.

MORE POWER TO YOU.

act that will make the husband jealous.
But hubby takes it seriously,
challenges Oliver to a duel, and
causes quite a commotion before the
conclusion is reached. The cast also includes Arthur Housman in one
of his souse bits, which is good for
some additional laughs.

though an agreement was reached

McKee,
Barry Senry, Perry Murdock

in

Busch, hires the lads to put on an

Loft, Jack Powell, Kit Guard, Lafe

Direction,

film

with Lowell Thomas

schools, big swimming pool, hotel,
amusement park and other features
are alluringly presented, while LowLehman; ell Thomas adds vocal
description.

"KID COURAGEOUS"
Wm.

and travel

we have is a short that will hit the cool comseen this season. The camera work plex for, the hot
summer patronage,
is gorgeous, done by some unknown
and satisfy all lovers of the outEnglishman who certainly knows his doors and those who
crave visiting
lenses.
The scenes of the fjords, far-off places of interest.
of the finest scenics

SHORT SUBJECTS »

O'Connell.
Direction, Sure-fire Photography, A-l.

Cameraman,

10 miins.

Pine Scenic

uncle

Director,
Butcher;
Edward
Producer,
George Marshall; Author, Charles T. Dazey;

Screenplay,

beauty.
Don Beddoe supa very fine narration that is
intelligently unobtrusive and should
serve as a model to all the scenic

favored

Sponsored Travelogue
Apparently sponsored to plug the
town of Hershey, Pa., as a vacation
resort, this subject gives an interesting picture of the model city
which is the realization of the dream
Cast: Will Rogers, Dorothy Wilson, Rusof Milton S. Hershey. The natural
sell Hardie, Charles Sellon, Louise Henry,
beauties of the town, as well as its
Esther Dale, Alan Dinehart, Charles Richdevelopment in the way of attracman, Etienne Girardot, John Ince, Bill Rob- tive
gardens, charming homes, fine
inson.

"Norwegian Sketches"

Central Films

One

radio personalties.

lar

taking

plies

Name

on request

CINECOLOR
HOLLYWOOD

IB CALIFORNIA

THE

-Z2H

DAILY

PITTSBURGH MGRS.

A LITTLE

(Continued from Page

1)

Studios Hit

Peak

Band," "Pursuit," an untitled Crawford-Aherne picture, "Black Chamber,"
"A Tale of Two Cities,"

"Broadway Melody, of 1936," "Mutiny on the Bounty," "Night at the
Opera," "Robin Hood of El Dorado,"
"Tarzan Returns" and the untitled
Mala production.

Culkin Asks Legislation
To Replace the NRA Code
(Continued from Page 1)
tion to replace the defunct
Culkin is a supporter of
film code.

NRA

the Pettengill bill against block
booking.
He also favors proposed
federal regulation of the film business.

Cleveland Clips

—

Cleveland W. N. Skirboll, circuit
owner, is back from New York.
Douglas Smith of Smith & Setron
Printing Co. is plotting a motor trip
through the east starting later in
July.

C.

L.

Sherwood.

Film, he will prepare his schooner
"Arraner" for a four-week cruise to
Honolulu.
The director will sail
from Santa Monica on or about
July 10.
T

New

—

left
in

Saturday to

Atlantic City.

T

T

Pauline Lord has obtained ParaJ. M. Kerrigan
and Donald Meek have been added mount's permission to withdraw
to "Barbary Coast," Samuel Gold- from the cast of "So Red the Rose"
wyn production starring Miriam due to the role being unsuited to
Hopkins, Edward G. Robinson and her. Janet Beecher replaces her.
Joel McCrea.
This completes the
T
r
cast of the United Artists release.
O. P. Heggie has a role in Fox's
T
T
T
"Ramona."
Harry A. Post, vice president of
T
T
Celebrity Productions, Inc., is in HolProduction will begin shortly on
lywood at the Knickerbocker Hotel,
conferring with players and direc- the first of the Mascot-Nat Levine
tors on plans for a grouip of fea- features for Republic, "A Thousand
tures which Celebrity will produce Dollars a Minute," a "Saturday Evein addition to its ComiColor Car- ning Post" story by Everett Freeman. On July 6 Levine will begin
toons for the 1935-1936 season.
on the first Gene Autry musical
T
T
T
Ray Mayer, actor in the films, has western, "Tumbling Tumbleweeds,"
written and sold a screen play and a and on Aug. 10 the second one,
song number in the last few weeks, "Melody Trail," will be put into
and his fellow thespilans in Holly- production.
T
wood are still overcome with astonishment at his versatility. The story,
James Miller, young colored tenor,
"It Happened in Hollywood," was became Hollywood's latest Cinderwritten lin collaboration with Tom ella man last week when he was
Dugan.
The musical piece, "Song placed under contract by Walter
of the Tout," goes into the Jimmy Wanger and by Sam Wineland, film
Gleason picture, "Leander Clicks." maestro, both of whom predict he
T
will become the music world's newT
Nine players have been added to est sensation. He goes in Wanger's
the cast of Paramount's "Annapo- current Paramount comedy-drama,
lis Farewell," with Sir Guy Stand- "Every Night at Eight."

Donlevy,

Paul Bean, formerly with Oliver
Theater Supply, is now with the
publicity department of the National
Air Races.
Ivan Loucks, assistant manager at
Orleans Notes
the Plaza, was married last week.
New Orleans
Helen Strakova,
Jack Fier of Mascot Pictures
stopped off for a day on his cross dancer and wife of Joe Estes, who
country tour to visit with the local manages the Tudor and Globe theaters, left for Chicago recently to
Republic officials.
Owners of the National Theater, study for the summer.
Akron, have served eviction papers
Maurice F. Barr, in charge of the
on F. C. Buben, lessee.
They will de luxe Saenger houses, has recovconvert the theater into a store.
Fred Schram has taken a long
term lease on the Ritz Theater, Huron, formerly operated by 0. J.
Guthrie.
Variety Club held its first golf
tournament of the season last Friday at the Hawthorne Country
Club.
John O'Donnell, First Division
auditor, is spending a few weeks in
town.
Showmen's Club of Cleveland is
planning a Ladies Night for the
middle of July.
Nate Schultz, president of Selected Pictures and Mrs. Schultz,

NUMBER

it

t

of Activities

IN

HOLLYWOOD

Henry Hull found

and Gail Patrick in the cast. Others
assigned to the Zane Grey picture
today are Hal Price, Al St. John,
Benny Baker, Edwin Sturgis, Brady
Kline,
Irving
Bacon,
Tammany
Brian

(Continued from Page 1)

INCREASE

ing,
directing.
Alexander
Hall
(Continued from Page 1)
They are Kenneth Howell, Ernest will probably be "Last Days of
impossible to adjust his time be- van Pelt, Stanley Andrews, Wheel- Pompeii", "Tale of Two Cities",
tween his local stage engagement er Oakman, Edward Kinkley, Wil- "Three Musketeers," "Way Down
and Paramount's "Wanderer of the liam Arnold, David Newell, Charles East', "Under Two Flags", "BarWasteland," he has been forced to Sullavan and Marie Stevens.
bary Coast", "Charge of the Light
withdraw from the picture, much
T
Brigade" and others.
of which will be made on location
Most of the major companies also
soon as John Ford completes
As
far from Hollywood.
Edward Ellis his direction of "Steamboat 'Round have additional big-scale films schedreplaces Hull, joining Dean Jagger
the Bend," new Will Rogers-Fox uled that will run to million-dollar

BECAUSE

Young and

M-G-M

from "LOTS"

1935

MILLION-DOLLAR PIX

— By RALPH WILK

FORM AN ASSOCIATION
Ofbusiness and social meetings.
ficers elected are Mike Cullen, manager of Loew's Penn, president; L.
B. Cool, manager of the Fulton,
vice-president; John H. Harris, general manager of Harris Amusement,
secretary; Harry Kalmine, Warner's
zone manager, treasurer, and a
board of directors which includes
George Tyson, James G. Balmer of
the Harris office, Joe Feldman and
Ben Kalmenson of Warners, Gene
Murphy of Loew's Penn and Owen
J. Cleary of the Fulton.

Friday, July 5,

ered from a brief illness.

Omaha

Omaha

—M.

Items

Segal has closed the
Magic for remodeling.
Harold Smith takes over the Walnut, Walnut, la., from H. A. Schaaf
and renamed it the Dreamland.
Ralph Goldberg, owner of the
Town, has opened a liquor store
next door to the theater. The Ep-

negative cost.

Two-Reel Color Series
Planned by de la Falaise
(Continued from Page

1)

making distribution
also
plans for his all-color expedition
Bert Mayers of
feature, "Kliou."
Fitelson & Mayers is representing

aise

is

him.

Detroit Doings

—

Detroit Sgt. Joseph Kollar, police
film censor, is expected to visit New
York this week to look over operation of the State Censor board and
contact the Hays office.
Harold Sandelman, M-G-M booker, is honeymooning with the former Dorothy Beeton.
Jacob Schreiber was temporarily
upheld on Screeno when Circuit

Judge Moynihan granted him an

in-

junction restraining the prosecuting
attorney
from interfering with
Screeno and Bank Night.

Al Bays has come from St. Louis
handle checking and outside promotion for Al Dezel roadshows.
Mack Krim is back from Hollywood. Burton London also has returned from California.
Jack Stewart is now Universal
city salesman, succeeding Bill Baker,
to

who went

RCA

to Chicago.

Mfg. Co. has opened

offices

1118 Fisher Bldg. with Jack
Waugh as technical supervisor.
J. E. Ferger, formerly with the
Orpheum and Capitol, Madison,
Wis., has joined the Adams Theater
at

Sol Gordon
as assistant manager.
is handling publicity and exploitation exclusively.
Eddie Canty, fdrmerly of GB, has
gone to the Fox exchange, Omaha.
R. W. Parmelee, new owner, is
reopening the Elmac Theater, Maple

Rapids.

stein brothers, owners of six suformer doorman burban houses, will also open a
for the Happy Hour, is to step up liquor store near the south Omaha
as an exhibitor shortly when he houses, the Roseland and Tivoli.
takes over Fioritio's Dream, once
Variety Club formal opening saw
run by Mike Hecht.
300 persons in attendance exceeding
George Cook and A. H. Gibbs are all expectations. E. R. Cummings
reopening the Rex, Monroe, La., as had charge of the entertainment.
Eddie Shafton was toastmaster.
a Negro house.
M. L. Stern, co-manager of CapNational Screen Service may open itol Pictures Corp.,
is in Rochester,
an office here. The present set-up Minn.,
Mayo clinic, recovering from
has the Dallas office handling the
operation performed last week.
New Orleans territory, with a depot an
He is slated to come home in two

George W. Trendle and Willard
went to Detroit a few
days ago.
Following the recent death of Rex
Minkley, United Detroit Theaters
has shifted Roy Miller from the

tions.

construction.

Lewis

Plough,

Krul and Ferguson

will

add 100

seats in the remodeling of the
Home Theater, east side.

New

C. Patterson

Ramona

to

manage the

State.

Wil-

Fader was promoted to Ramona manager. Clyde Tanner, assistant at the Michigan, was made
in this city.
manager of the Annex. Clark Fields,
weeks.
Harold Wilkes, Paramount exEllis Shafton has become second Michigan treasurer, succeeds Tanchange manager, is back from a booker
at
M-G-M,
succeeding ner.
Joseph Busick, Annex manspend two weeks combined vacation and two conven- Charles Lieb, who has gone on the ager, will handle the Alger, under
road.

liam

THC
1935
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CONVENTION TRAINTALK

U. A.
EN ROUTE

to

— Harry

Chicago

Gold, eastern sales manager, has
the reputation of being the champ
telephone user of the U. A. outfit.
Distance means nothing to Harry
in closing deals.

Headman Moe Streimer

New York

of the
got a crowd of the
and started telling

office

together
some swell fish stories. And Moe is
looking forward to a trip to Cata-

boys

lina.

Harry Bodkin, Philly sales manwas once a mechanical engi-

married and this trip west

neer

—and

is

he exacting on con-

Nat Beier of the New York exchange has been with United Artists for many years and also worked
for most of the majors in the industry.

from

the porters.

Buffalo Jack Kaplan greeted the
U. A. Special at Buffalo. Jack is
the biggest skeptic in the outfit. But
still a great guy.

Abe Weiner, Boston

office

man-

ager, never misses a track meet or
a wrestling match in his home town.
He had a tough time trying to convince the boys that wrestling was
on the level.

Dave Burkan, handling

sales

New

T. L. "Jeff" Davis, hustling salesout of the Philly office, claims
he's no relation to the king of the

a good

Lou Wechsler, salesman out of
Boston, will easily win the medal
for the best dresser at the U. A.
confab. That layout of clothes he's
dragging along sure got a hand

ager,

tracts!

is

honeymoon.

in

York, is a brother of Nathan
Burkan, industry legal head man.

man

Phil Duffy, one of Johnny Derfrom Bos-

vin's hustling go-getters
ton, likes train rides.

hoboes.

—

Ah, the attorney we mean ArMatt Sullivan, Buffalo go-getter,
thur Horn, New Haven sales manager
who knew all about law was once with the Homicide Squad
books and such at one time, still of the N. Y. Police. He'll see that
uses legal tactics in closing con- everything is jake on this trip.

—

Hit

tracts.

Mary O'Brien, office manager in
Johnny J. Dervin, sales manager New Haven, has more work to do
Boston, and his four sharp- during the football season than any
in
shooters boarded the U. A. special other time. She's the U. A. contact
Johnny was recently for tickets to the Yale games.
in Albany.

Preparations All Set
For U. A. Convention
(Continued from Page

1)

train gets in at 3 P. M. Sunday.
It leaves Chicago this morning, with
a stop in Kansas City tonight to
take on a midwest contingent.
Home office men attending the
meet include Harry Gold, Paul Lazarus, Paul Burger, Arthur W. Kelly,
:

Harry Buckley, Hal Home, James
Mulvey, Charles Stern, Harry Goetz,
Jack Goldhar, Maurice Silverstone,
Emanuel Silverstone, Monroe GreenMorris Helprin, N. A. ThompAlbert Margolies, Len Daly,
Walter Gould, Lester Sussman.
The following sales managers and
their staffs are also attending this
United Artists convention:
Atlanta C. Eiseman, W. G. Carmichael,
thai,

son,

—
Fred CrosweU, Jack Emenheiser, E. H. Hays.
Boston — John
Dervin, Sara Stern, Lou
Wechsler, George Hager, A.
Weiner.
J.

I.

Buffalo—Jack Kaplan, M. V. Sullivan, J.
Bykowski.
Charlotte— F. A. Rohrs, R. M. Boovy, Walter P. Loewe, F. E. Dyer.
Chicago Sam Horowitz, T. C. Montgomery, B. P. Pickler, Harry Goldberg, Frank
Young, Joe Hartman, Charles Kamp.
Cincinnati
Max Stahl, S. B. Kramer, J.
E. Armgardt, H. Dudelson, Chick Weinberg.
Cleveland A. M. Goodman, L. Geiger, N.
Zurich, J. A.

—

—
—

Levin,

E.

Goldberg.

—
—

Denver Al
Hoffman,
Harry Stern.
Detroit
M. Dudelson,

Eugene
L.

Soskin,

Garbase,
I.

Wein-

garden, B. J. Robins, S. J. Bowman.
Indianapolis Joseph Cantor, E. V. DonWilliam Rosenthal, N. M. Krueger, E.

—
W. McKinley.
Kansas City — W.
nelly,

E.

Troug, John Graham,

A.

L.
Schorgl,
Robertson.

J.

C.

Buchanan,

Concerns
Production

McAfee

—

Los Angeles E. W. MacLean, Guy S.
Gunderson, Frederic Gage, W. B. Pollard.
Milwaukee H. E. Lotz, N. Provencher, H.
L. Levy.

You'll

—

—

Dallas Doak
Schrader, W.
Roy Sacks.

Roberts,

T.

Cammer,

J.

R.

H.

Find

It

In

The

Barber, Jay
A. Daniels,

—

Minneapolis R. S. Cramblet, R. J. Wylie,
Eisenberg, D. Conley, E. W. Johnson,
J. Chouinard.
New Orleans G. R. Frank, Milton Dureau,
F. R. Murphy.
New York Moe Streimer, Nat Beier, David Burkan, Mayer Lieberman, Leon Herman, Samuel Rifkin, Lawrence Brown, Edward T. Mullen, Arthur Winberger.
F.
C.

1935 FILM DAILY

—

—

Production
Guide

—

New Haven Arthur Horn, Philip Sherman, Mary O'Brien.
Omaha D. V. McLucas, H. R. Barker,
N. S. Frankle, H. R. Frankle, E. Rostermundt, L. J. Doty.

—

—

Pittsburgh
B.
M. Stearn, Harry Rees,
William Scott, Leonard Cantor, Charles L.
Dortic.

Philadelphia

Erhin

— Harry

Brenner,

Caffrey.

Philip

Bodkin, T. L. Davis,
Duffy, Elizabeth Mc-

—

San Francisco D. T. McNerney, O. H.
Watson, Paul Bush, W. Z. Bigford.
Louis W. Feldstein, James Creig,
St.
Francis H. Rudolph, Sydney Tauber, Ray

—

Curran.

—

Now

Schlank. Toe Solomon,
Millar, J. N. Madsen.
Navarre, Jack O'Bryan,
F. M. Higgins, A. H. Kloepper, Harry HarSalt

E.

Lake City

I.

M. Gibson, W. K.

Seattle

den.

— Guy

—

Washington Charles Kranz, S. Lehman,
Robert Bertschy, E. Martin, M. L. Katz.
Toronto— H. M. Master, S. Glazer, D.
Axler, M. H. Wilkes, H. Kohen.
Montreal A. J. Jeffery.
Saint John— G. M. Hoyt.
Vancouver S. Nagler.
Calgary A. Feinstein.
Winnipeg D. Grie-dorf

—
—
—
—

In

Work

<*»

^

F.

^>
,

<*»

Out

In July

NEWS

KM.
WITHOUT
Negative

raw film

is

a doubt Super

X

Panchromatic

the big news of the year as far as

is

concerned.

speed ... its fine grain
graphic quality

. . .

Its

unprecedented

the improved photo-

cameramen are

getting with

under greatly varying working conditions
these factors point to Super

film advance. Eastman

Rochester, N. Y.
Distributors,

(J.

New York,

it

. .

X as 1935's major

Kodak Company,

E. Brulatour, Inc.,

Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old
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Theaters Seen Entitled to Adjustment on Taxes

HUEY

LOW SLAPPING

RKO

Studio Rushins 10 Films

July

Will Mark One
Busiest Periods
for Studio

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—In

of

tures in

start

work

CELEBRITY

THE FILM DAILY

periods in its
Radio will place 10

ON

IS

SET

iWILBY HOLDS NO HOPE

SIX FEATURES IN A

pic-

Celebrity Productions, the P. A.

Three

Powers company which has been
making the ComiColor Cartoons in

new

Monday,

VOLUNTARY CODE

FOX BOARD ELECTIONS

partners.

VIEW NEXT MONTH

1,200-Seat

De Luxer

Planned in Okla. City

Midwest Equipment

—

Only 2 Para. Re-issues
Paramount plans
two pictures.
In

re-issue
addition to
to

only

The

Virginian," now playing houses throughout the country, "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde" goes into distribution again today.

By WILLIAM SPECHT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

—

He

left for

Atlanta last

(Continued on Page 8)

COLUMBIA SHARES

SOAR TO NEW HIGH

night.

Election of Joseph M. Schenck and
Oklahoma City— A 1,200-seat de
Darryl Zanuck as Fox-Twentieth
Century directors is expected to oc- luxe suburban house, to be named
cur at a meeting of the Fox board
the Lee and costing over $100,000,
early next month in New York.
Theaters
Schenck becomes chairman of the will be built by Standard
board as well as production head at on Northwest 23rd St. between Hudthe Coast. Date for a stockholders' son and Walker, according to Pat
meeting to approve the merger plan McGee, general manager of the cirwill be set soon.
Opening is scheduled for Jan.
cuit.
With completion of the Plaza in
1.
about two weeks, the Lee will make
Biz
12 houses operated here by Standand
Reported Best in Years ard, while Griffith has three
there are five independents besides
Des Moines Equipment business
the Shrine Auditorium.
in this territory has improved substantially, with sales resistance the
lowest in four years and smaller
theaters readily accepting modern

equipment, according to J. W. Carter, head of Service Theater Supply
As a result of the increased
Co.
activity, Carter's firm has added to
personnel and enlarged its service
space with improved display rooms.

Louisiana Censorship
Bill Expected To Be
Jammed Through

Orleans A drastic film censorship measure, viewed by some as
No hope for establishing a suc- a revenue and job producer and by
cessful voluntary industry code is others as a retaliation by Huey
Long for the "March of Time" seenvisioned by Robert Wilby, Para- quences
on him, was introduced at
mount theater partner, who helped Baton Rouge yesterday, and so sure
code. are film interests that Long will
draft the now-defunct

follows
as
"Freckles," with Carol Stone and color, is definitely set to enter fea"Powdersmoke
Virginia
Weidler;
1935-36 with a
NRA
Range," with Harry Carey and Bob ture production for
Steele,
and "Rainmakers," with program of six action melodramas. A code "without the sheriff" is not
(.Continued on Page 8)
Pictures will be released in the in- workable, Wilby declared in New
dependent market. A third series York yesterday, following his arof the ComiColor cartoons also will rival from Chicago after attending
be made.
a meeting of Paramount theater

IN

LA.

Month

This

New

history,

month.

this

Work

in

of

one of the busiest

production

RKO

COSTLY CENSORSHIP ON

On momentum provided partly by
continued talk that the Columbia
Pictures board of directors will dea substantial stock dividend
Court Signs Formal Order clare
in the near future, the company's
Approving U.A. Stock Sale shares on the New York Stock Exchange yesterday went to a new allWilmington, Del. An order form- time high of 74%, closing at the
ally approving sale by Art Cinema top for a gain of 4% points on the
Corp., now in process of dissolution, day. At yesterday's close, the stock
of its holdings in United Artists was up about 30 points in the last
Corp. for $650,000 has been entered two months.
Sale was apin Chancery Court.
proved last week, but no order was
Holdings
entered at that time.
Theater Projects
comprise 1,000 shares or one-sixth
in Iowa
of the U. A. outstanding stock. It
by United
purchased
Des Moines— Contract has been
being
is
let by Central States Theater Corp.
Artists.
for a $60,000 theater to be built in
Fort Dodge, la., on the site of the

—

Two New

Are Under

Sees Rapid Obsolescence
Meriting a Cut in Taxes

Way

former Hildreth, burned down reNew house is scheduled to
cently.
G. L. Pettit of
open Sept. 15.

Phoenix, Ariz., is building a $30,000
house seating 700 at Algona, la., to
open Sept. 1 with Gilman Cass of
obsoles- Phoenix as manager.

Because of more rapid
cence in theaters and also in view of
the fact that building costs at present are at least 20 per cent lower
Grand Island, Neb.— Bank night than they were in the old boom days,
theater taxes are in
engulfed this mid-section of Nebras- adjustments on
can be readily obtained
with announcement order and

Splurge of Bank Nights
In Nebraska Territory

ka this week
and in
that A. H. Blank houses here
nt for
100
Hastings will go
•

.

the stunt.

(Continued on Page 8)

The Film Daily Production Guide
surpass all predecessors
advertising and editorial

in

sue.

1935 will
appearance,

for

contents— Advt.

Fox Met. Hearing Delayed
A Fox Metropolitan hearing before
Mack, scheduled for yesterday
morning, was put off until Monday.
Purpose is to approve the final reand allowance of
plan
organization

Judge

claims.

THE

Lynch's Duties Not Set

Vol. 68, No. 5
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

:

1935

10 Cents

Editor and Publisher

Duties of S. A. Lynch, who is expected to continue with Paramount,
will not be denned until John E.
Otterson, new president of the company, returns to New York from the
Coast in several weeks. Lynch sailed
for France last night on the Paris
and returns in about three weeks.

Claim Farnsworth

Still

Speakers at Republic Meet
Speakers

at

Republic's

Coming and Going

regional

sales meeting, which gets under way
at 10:30 A. M. today in the Park
Central Hotel, will include W. Ray

Johnston, Edward A. Golden, Herman Gluckman, Jack Bellman, Budd
Rogers, E. H. Goldstein and Edward
Finney.

S

A

-

LYNCH

-

sailed

on

the

fo

JOHN

D.

CLARK

returns

to

week from Hollywood.

Paris

New

yesterday

York next

In

E GE
AL ET
GREY ^d
Turnquist Leaves Phil Smith
RF| A LUGOSI
nln^ sailed
S 7^last SHIRLEY
THE FILM DAILY
BELA
night on the BerenBoston, Mass. With the sale of garia for England.
Washington
Report that William P. Farnsworth has resigned the Weymouth theater in Weymouth
as deputy administrator in charge by the Phil Smith circuit to Joseph andSIDNEY BUCHMAN. Hollywood scenarist
MRS. BUCHMAN; A. LEWIS, Paramount
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
of the amusement codes to join the M. Druker, Elmer Turnquist, circuit producer and family,
and EUGENE AHEARN
Editor.
Entered as second class matter, staff of Gen. Hugh S.
Johnson in booker for the past few years, con- Hollywood actor, sailed yesterday on the
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York.
(.namplain
for
Europe.
handling the New York City relief cludes his duties in that capacity.
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879
Terms (Postage free) United States outside work was denied yesterday at Farns- Smith will book his houses personalAL D FLAMM
head
of
the
Nation
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
/ .
WMCA
h
worth's office.
Though Farnsworth ly thereafter.
gone to
™„M CA has
Colorado Springs to atmonths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
nnU
"
nvenfi0
is
out
of
town
until
next
of
week,
he
the
"
National
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
A«?„n of
J Broadcasters.
p
i'
Ass
He then visits San
Address all communications to THE FILM is still on the payroll, it was stated.
Diego and Seattle.
Mrs. LaCasey Retains Interest
DAILY. 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Mrs. Tony LaCasey, widow of the
Circuits Book Fight Film
CE LY COURTNEIDGE sails July 10
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
Hollyfrom

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Assoat

Washington Bureau of

—

.

—

-.

.

California— Ralph

wood,

Wilk,

6425

Holly-

wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
LondonErnest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse. 225. Paris
P. A. Harle, La

—

Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de
des-Noues, 19.

la

Cour-

FINANCIAL

Sam
Ronny

Fried, general
Pictures, has

manager
booked

of

the

film pioneer, will retain a substantial interest in Republic's Philadel-

phia exchange,

announced by
Camera-Louis fight film in 50 Loew
theaters in Greater New York, as Herman Gluckman, president of Republic Pictures of Pennsylvania.
well as in the Warner, Paramount,
Schine and Comerford theaters upstate.
For the first time since the
Pathe Exchange, Not "News"
Tunney-Heeney event, a fight picIt is Pathe Exchange, not Pathe
ture is being played by the William News, that is to have its name
Benton Circuit.
changed to Pathe Film Corp. under
the

"Doubting Thomas" at Rivoli Wed.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Changing its plans to go dark
Net
High Low Close Chg. until August, the Rivoli will get
Am. Seat
8'/8
8V2
8Vi +
% Fox's Will Rogers picture, "DoubtColumbia Piets. vtc. 743^ 69% 743^ + 4% ing Thomas," starting Wednesday.
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Through

a tyopgraphical error yesterday the
unit mentioned for rechristening was
Pathe News, which is entirely separate from Pathe Exchange.
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MR
to sail

on

the

Majestic

SAUL KRUGMAN
has

his

WILBY

return

to

FRANK MILLER
.

GB's home office staff
York from Washington.

New

left

York

yesterday

Atlanta.
is

in

New

York from Augusta.

R° B B

"AR. 01-

and ED ROWLEY have arYork from Chicago, preliminary

.

rived in New
to returning South.

'

LLIAM JENK,NS

in

is

Danas

HUGH SINCLAIR sailed
from New York.

SID
from

GRAUMAN
New

has

New Y °* ^om

on the Bremen

night

New "Treasury Night" Agent
Goldwyn Buys Ferber Novel
Mitchel
and Joseph Fitzer, upTHE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Samuel Goldwyn has state exhibitors with headquarters
bought Edna Ferber's novel, "Come at the Rivoli, Syracuse, and who
and Get It," as a vehicle for Miriam control "Treasury Night," state that
Hopkins.
Miss Ferber will come a deal will be signed shortly for a
here next week to do the adaptation. prominent distributor to handle the
Edward Chodorov will assist her. stunt in the metropolitan area. Rapf

York.

of

New

returned to

ROBERT
on

New

for

and MRS. J. ROBERT RUBIN are
booked
July 9 on the Rex for abroad.

returned

to

the

last

Coast

York.

West Coast Bureau of

—

and Rudin are out of the

Claude Hazel Resumes as Exhib
New Orleans
Claude Hazel,
Shreveport exhibitor, who sold his
Venus and Glenwood theaters to C
and C Theaters, returns to the show
business shortly in that city, having bought the Palace, a subsequent
run, formerly owned by J. M. Hurd.
In West Monroe, La., Hurd has
bought out the Rialto, which was
opposition to his Strand.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

is

GORDON MACK

is

New

in

wood.

JEAN PARKER, who

has

York from Holly-

signed

to

work

DAVID
Europe,
Bros,

SUSSMAN
JOSEPH

legal

staff;

mount associate

of

Paramount

News

Reference Book
of the

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

Given Free with •
fear's Subscription to

producer; LILLIE MESSINGER,
Screeno in New Orleans
RKO European representative: LUIGI PIRANDELLO,
Italian dramatist and novelist;
New Orleans Screeno will open SARD SHORT,
HASstage producer, and JACK CURat the Washington Theater here TIS, agent, arrive
in
New York on Monday
July 11, officials reported as revers- from abroad on the Normandie.
ing themselves on the gambling angle.
R. J. Levy is the agent here.
Originally, it was reliably reported
that the state authorities considered
it gambling.

—

Fifth Ave. Playhouse Closing
Savo-Paramount Dickering
Fifth
Avenue Playhouse
Under a deal almost ready for
closes tomorrow night for alterations. It reopens next month as the signing, Jimmy Savo will make two
pictures a year for Paramount for
Cinema de Paris.
five years, with the right to make
one outside production annually.
Actors Open Cleveland Branch
Savo, through his agent, Sam Lyons,
Cleveland American Federation has rejected an offer from Hal
of Actors has opened a local branch Roach to appear in a feature for
with headquarters in the Alerton M-G-M release.
Hotel.
Robert Reed is representative.
The move followed a recent
mass meeting attended by Ralph
President Signs Theater Bill
Whitehead, executive secretary of

THE FILM DAILY
and

THE
FILM DAILY SERVICE
1650 B'way,

New

York

—

AFA.

in

HAZEN of the Warner
ARTHUR HORNBLOW, Para-

H.

The

THE STANDARD

in

one picture for Alexander Korda, sailed for
England last night on the Berengaria, with
plans for being abroad nine weeks.

deal, the

Fitzers state.

—

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th.

new

it

FnS.'
i
England

THE FILM DAILY
—President
Roosevelt

Washington Bureau of

Washington

yesterday signed the bill authorizElissa Landi for Richebe Production ing federal incorporation of the
Roger Richebe has signed Elissa American National Theater and
Landi for the lead in "Two Vir- Academy for developing the drama
gins," in which Erich von Stroheim through the medium of a group of
will appear. Picture will be made prominent sponsors on a non-profit
in Paris.
basis.

Atlantic City's Finest

Boardwalk Hotel
Sea Water Swimming Pool
Turkish Baths. Marine Sun Deck
American-European Plan
Beautifully Furnished Housekeeping Apartments
Cocktail

Lounge

Bar—Grill
Write for Descriptive Booklet
and Rates
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EXPLOITETTES
Uses Novelty Stunts

To Herald Two Films
A/TANAGER J. M. Gow

of the
Theater, Nanaimo,
B. C., always manages to put a
special unique plug in his exploitation for a picture that sets
For "Travthe town talking.
eling Saleslady" he had a couple of comedians, consisting of
two men, one in a woman's garb
parade through the town. They
carried a suitcase, with plugs
for the feature, playdate and an
exposed set of "undies". They
covered the entire city including
its stores and attracted a great

Capitol

deal of attention. On "G Men",
Gow, started an oral chain letter, the recipients had to tell or
phone five friends about "G
Men".
This started plenty of
valuable word-of -mouth publicity
on the picture. The original letter, 200 of which were mailed
out, told about the picture and
its moral lesson in addition to
its

entertainment features.
Capitol, Nanaimo, B. C.

—

Manager Goes to Town
On "Goin' to Town"
A/fANAGER Bamberger

at the

Paramount, Springfield, believes in going to town in a big
way, as long as it is with Mae
West. He contacted the Oldsmobile automobile people and
borrowed an Oldsmobile 6 ConHe had
vertible Sport Coupe.
the top put down, and had a
couple of banners put on, with
"Goin' To Town in an Olds 6".
and "See Mae West Goin' To
at the Paramount Now."
The car traveled through the
city during the peak hours, and

Town

the small surrounding
towns. A beautiful blonde girl,
dressed in the height of fashion,
rode in the car. The stunt attracted quite a bit of attention,
and put the picture over in a
big way.
also

in

—Paramount,

Springfield, Mass.

Novel Stunt Sells
"Caliente" in

UOWAED

Memphis

WAUGH,

•

•

•

"yiCTOR Marie Hugo

A DELIGHTFUL new

Hollywood star seems to be a
the gorgeous performance of the new
Viennese find, Luise Rainer, in Metro's "Escapade" is any criterion
evidently the M-G-M studio chiefs share the same
opinion
for at the close of the picture, William Powell
with whom she plays opposite, comes out before the curtain and
introduces her
and Miss Rainer (pronounced "Ryner")
makes a fetching little speech in her broken English
the lady has enchanting charm, a delightful comedic sense, and
does one highly emotional dramatic scene that shows she has
plenty of range
she is the possessor of a piquant personality and her facial expressions are really amazing in their
fluid mobility
add to this a pair of dark lustrous eyes
and a flower-like face that is Orientally exotic
and, boy,
the Metro lads have something to shout about
certainty

(1802-

1885) wrote 40 volumes of
works and the greatest, perhaps, was "Les Miserables."

if

• • THE LATEST for showmen as a kid lure is the
Tom Mix Miracle Rider Club
the Club is tied up with
the return of Tom Mix in Mascot's serial, "The Miracle Rider"
all the youngster members of the Club get a portfolio
•

with 15 action pictures of Tom and his horse, Tony, Jr.,
special prizes are given away weekly
and there is a
contest with 150 prizes of Uncle Sam Talkie-Movie projectors
also Tootsie Filled Pops are given away at the matinees
another stunt is a single sheet with a photo of Tom on
his horse, with a circle in the corner printed in indelible ink
when the circle is moistened by the kids it appears in
red, and they receive the Red Mystery Riders prizes
looks like a sure-fire stunt for the youngsters' interest

The pen was his medium and
he dreamed of another and
amazing medium, the motion
picture. Yet were Victor Hugo
little

alive today

would

it is

thrill

likely that

he

at the vivification

through the
magic of the movies. His thrill
would be due not merely to the
mechanical process, but more to
of his characters

the artistic excellence of the interpretation.
For the motion
picture, "Les Miserables," now
playing at Loew's State Theater, is one not to be missed.
Aside from the artistic excellence of the picture stands an
equally important fact.
Answering the public challenge to
produce good pictures, the makers of "Les Miserables" have
done something far better than
good.
Unless the cry for better movies was a bit of hypocrisy, "Les Miserables" is certain to be a major success. It

was

intelligently

and

artisti-

produced, yet is packed
with incidents that sway enraptured audiences.
Editorial in
Boston "Traveller".

cally

• • ANTICIPATING STYLE trends a year in advance
so for Metro's gino cinch for the Hollywood experts
gantic musical, "Broadway Melody of 1936," Director Roy Del
to cover
Ruth and the studio stylists hit on a new angle
the important point, "What will the feminine styles be in 1936?"
four separate groups of charming extras were used to
and
display the various range of possible style modes
by the time the picture
four separate takes were made
is ready for release the style that is most closely approximated
clever, what?
in the then current mode will be used
•

is

.

T

T

New

Talent Sought
In Different Walks
ducers today are realizing

TO FOLLOW

"In Caliente" at the Strand will be
• •
Warners' "Front Page Woman," co-starring Bette Davis and
Peggy Goldberg of Educational's publicity
George Brent
department, whose recuperative holiday is out to break longrun records, has gone to Brewster, N. Y., for the summer
conducive to
.... the climate up there is expected to be more
recovery from her breakdown several months ago

•

—

Jyf ORE than ever before, pro-

T

for

ater there arranged an interesting musical tableau for their
opening of "In Caliente." Three
senoritas sang and danced on
the marquee of the theater, public address system carrying the
music to the crowds, with the
24-sheet on the picture forming
the background. The stunt was
very attractive and drew loads
of favorable comment.
Warner Theater, Memphis.

—

mm

Boston Editorial On
"Les Miserables"

zone

Warners in
Memphis, and manager Bill
Hendricks of the Warner Themanager

MM.

TIMELYTOPICS

• • • YOU CAN blame this one on Jed Buell of the Pathe
G. B.
Studio at Culver City who sent it on unblushingly.^
Howe, general manager of the RKO Pathe studio, and Sol
talk
Lesser were talking in the Pathe coffee shop^ ...... t i
intelliran to Shakespeare, as talk will among the Hollywood
and Lesser sez, "I'm gonna put my western star,
gentsia
and G. B. inquires, In
George O'Brien, in Shakespeare"
and Sol sez, "Rodeo and Juliet
what role?"
and forget
forgive
so
.

that young

men and young wo-

men from

ordinary

tures, the tendency of film producers was to fall back upon the
stage to supply demands for
fresh talent. This supply proved to be limited and not of particularly high quality.
Now
most of us are realizing that we

must develop our own newcomers.
To do that we are not
limiting ourselves to any particular

.

<sc

«

» » »

walks of

must be depended upon to
fill the incessant demands of the
screen for new faces and talent.
With the advent of talking pic-

life

scouts

source; instead talent
are signing promising

young men and women wherever they are to be found, even
though they may be without any
previous screen or stage experience.

—Carl Laemmle, Jr.

THE
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» » THEATER
New York — Arthur J.

IMPROVEMENT NOTES

Siegel has preme Court Building at
closed the Ramsey at Ramsey, N. J., ton.
while he is altering the house.

« «

—Wide

—

Range

in-

—

—

—

—

by the

JOHN
ARO

—

—

—

Peqtuoit.

The

in-

made around July

stallation will be
15.

—

at
Grand
The
Indianapolis
Evansville, and the Antheum at
Vincennes, have just installed Peerless Maguarcs and type G. E. copper oxide rectifiers. National Theater Supply installed the equipment.

—

Ottumwa, la.
Western Electric
Wide Range, contracted for recently
by the Capitol, was installed last

—

—

Toledo Jack O'Connell, head of
Theaters, Inc., has taken over
the 1200-seat Capitol and is having
the house completely renovated and

Town

installing new Photophone High
Fidelity sound, for reopening around
Aug. 5, with a vaudeville and pictures policy.

—

Stamford, Tex.—The Ritz theater
New Orleans Rene Brunet has
is being remodled and refurnished to
completed improvement of his Imthe tune of about $5,000.
perial, which included a new front,
new carpet, screen and a paint job.
Meridian, Miss. Western Electric

—

the latest addition to
the sound system at the Temple.
is

—

—

James, Minn. The Princess,
seating 550, has contracted for a
St.

W.

E.

Wide Range

installation.

Delray Beach, Fla. The Delray
has been equipped with air condiAbilene, Kans. Homer F. Strawig
tioning apparatus. According to E. has arranged for the installation
of
equipment
is
C. Hall, manager, the
RCA High Fidelity sound equipment
identical with that in the U. S. Su- in a new, deluxe 700-seat house
he
is building here.
He expects to open

—

around Sept.

1.

—

Baton Rouge, La. Joe Barcelona
has bought a cooling system and a
complete set of upholstered seats
from National Theater Supply for
his McKinley here.
The McKinley
will be a Negro house when opened.

—

Philadelphia
Western Electric
Wide Range has been installed in
the 1,400-seat Lincoln of which

Heenan

is

—

just don't remember who said this
whether it was Will Rogers or Mae West
but anyhow this old saying came to my mind while inspecting several old theater properties the other day.
went out to make a fair and accurate appraisal for tax adjustment purposes.
And there is an idea: Tax adjustments are in order fair to the owner and
exhibitor
and equally fair and timely to the taxing body and community.
Just
re-appraisals, and the correct establishment of replacement values of theater buildings
are leading to fair tax adjustments wherever and whenever honestly and accurately
approached.
Factors entering these calculations have not only to do with natural depreciations
wear and tear, use and abuse but also with the fact that in my humble opinion,
building costs are at least 20 per cent lower than they were in the old boom days
eight or nine years ago
and the tax assessor must and will take this. fact in due
I

I

—

HEADQUARTERS
Far

Krliiiltir

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT OF THE BETTER
KIND
THEATRE ACCESSORIES CARPETS— CHAIRS

New

anil Hvhuitt
lliniy.\ f»n

Hauipmvnt
llanti

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
W. 44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

CO.,

—

—

—

consideration.

must confess theater properties

are, under prevailing conditions, depreciating at
Obsolescence of theaters is
greater ratio than any other class of buildings.
being brought on with amazing speed through the change in the business itself, as well
as by the rapid change in the taste and habits of the public, and unless in true
realization of these facts periodic tax adjustments are arranged for, many properties and operations will find themselves taxed out of business.
I

a

much

While climbing over these old buildings with note and sketch book in hand, a
great mass of new knowledge and learning came to me, bolstering my engineering
knowledge. To examine and see old construction methods and building materials after
they have served for years, and to be able to observe their performance, teaches me more
You can actually see, without having to
than all the text books and laboratory tests.
depend on theories, the service duration and qualities of steel, wood, cement, brick
and plaster. It must be stated with regrets that failure and obsolescence are, in many
climbed, in the course of my apI
cases, stimulated by carelessness and neglect.
praisal activities over roofs, into rigging lofts, cellars and attics which have not been
And Vvhat did
visited or inspected by the owners or their agents for years and years.
find?
Sagging trusses, loose rods, steel trusses infested with rust scale, rusted out
I
No wonder we have cracks in the ceiling and
leaders, ventilators and gutter linings
water-soaked walls.

Never mind claiming the brick walls are not waterproof, and the wind is driving
In most cases of such trouble, ruining your
right through the brick wall.
sidewall plaster and decorating, the damaging water soaks through the wall from the
Your gutters are leaking, flashing is gone, rain water leaders are stopped up.
top.
discovered rust pin
In poorly ventilated basements, timber showed dry rot.
holes in sewer pipes, dangerously loose and rotting electric conduit pipes, corroded
switches and fuses all contributing to loss of money and efficiency.
the

rain

I

—

RECORDING
ON

INC.

LAckawanna 4-7510

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44tb

m

AIR CONDITIONING

Film or Disc

{Continued on Page 6)
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"THE OLD GRAY MARE AIN

W.

operating manager.
The Venice, 400-seat house of
Charles Stiefel, has also gone in
for Wide Range.

J.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the twelfth of a series of articles wr
These are regular meekly features and are written with the id
prominent people will follow Mr. Eberson's. Letters from ea|

—

week.

is

One of the most
Abbysville, La.
recent Western Electric Wide Range
installations is at the Franks here.

Wide Range

BUSINESS

—

—

signed

QUIP

Washing-

Waldoboro, Me.
The Star has
added Wide Range to its Western
stallation at the College has just Electric reproducing equipment.
been finished.
Lincoln, Neb. Two cooling sysHenry Lazarus, tems were completely installed here
New Orleans
Allied president here, is remodeling this week and started operation.
his Coliseum and installing an air One is at the Lincoln and the other
at the Varsity, one a J. H. Cooper
conditioning system.
and the other an L. L. Dent house.
Argo, 111. Erpi engineers comOscaloosa, la.
The Rivoli got
pleted a Wide Range installation at
Wide Range as the latest sound rethe Argo recently.
finement this week.
Tampa, Fla. Two rows of seats
Orlando, Fla. A new cooling sysin the Tampa theater have been
wired for head sets for the use of tem is being installed in the BeachThis is a Sparks house and
hard-of-hearing. The equipment cost am.
close to a thousand dollars, accord- Homer B. Fuller, Jr., is manager.
ing to Jesse Clark, manager. This
Brockway, Pa. Joe Kosco has inis a Sparks house.
stalled a complete new unit of RCA
Contracts for a High Fidelity sound equipment in
New Haven
Wide Range sound system have been his Brockway here.
Bethlehem, Pa.

Saturday, July 6, 19d5

St.

N.Y.C.

PHOON
ONDITIONINGCQ
BLOWERS -FANS,
AIR

WASHERS

SSS West 26th

St.,

New

York

DAILY
EQUIPMENT

ENT

—

FIELD

and it is planned to have the system
in operation within three weeks. J.
F. Dailey, president of the Typhoon

at the Oritani theater in Hackensack. The New York Paramount has
been testing a new exterior sign

Inc., reports
the following Icedaire systems completed within the past week: The
Apollo theater, Phila., Pa.; Riant
Conshohocken, Pa.; and
theater,
Coatesville Auditorium, Coatesville,
Icedaire sales this year have
Pa.
already exceeded the total for the
past three years, and prospects indicate an even bigger year, states
Icedaire systems are fully
Dailey.
automatic and offer all the requisites
approved by the Air Conditioning
Industry, it is pointed out.

whose

Air Conditioning Co.,

UILDERS
ISON
T
leading architects.
this paper by John Eberson, one of Americas

BUSINESS BUILDERS

sing

for exhibitors.

Articles by other

answered by

requesting information will be

this

department.

WHAT SHE USED TO BE

f 7

—

and one on which I like to dwell in
the most interesting observations
cannot emphasize too strongly the importance of
write-up, was "PAINT."
maintenance
roper paint, proper usage and application of various paint materials in the
When neglecting to use the protective and life-prolonging qualities
f theater buildings.
for destruction, which will enter SUBf proper paint, you are just opening the door
the
.OSA like a LAMB, eating into your building like a Wolf, and give you the RAP in

One

of

his little

I

nd— take

it

from EBERSON.

the benefit of those who do small painting jobs in their theater
their handy-man, and those who, preferably, properly negotiate their painting
/ith
Plain Painting
fork with a contractor, describe a few fundamental rules covering Good
Cheap paints are only cheap in name. They are full of "Extender" cheap,
Vork.
Cheap paints often contain excess of mineral
nert pigment, added to lower cost.
Cheap paints lack "Coverage."
pirits, such as kerosene and naphtha.
Good paint, hand or factory mixed, will go farther, will flow on easier and quicker,
Honestly mixed paint will contain natural pure lead and zinc
ind will last longer.
ligments, and raw linseed oil obtained by crushing flaxseed in hydraulic presses, the
eed usually being heated to aid in the extraction of oil. Good paint will be "long"

May

I

NOTES

Announcement is fested in the product. It is particumade by the Typhoon Air Condition- larly adapted to both interior and
ing Co., Inc., 252 West 26th Street, exterior architecture, its makers, the
of the signing of a contract by the American Catalin Corp., 1 Park
It has been adFifth Avenue Playhouse to install Ave., point out.
an Icedaire Air Conditioning Sys- vantageously used at the French
tem. Work is to commence at once, Casino, Broadway's theater-cafe, and

New York

not, for

—

lin

The

letters were faced with Catain brilliant, translucent color.
color range obtained in cast

phenolics is almost unlimited at the
present time, it is stated by H.
Krehbiel, sales manager of American
Catalin.

Detroit— Roth Screen Refinishing
System has completed installation of
screen refinishing work in two
downtown houses, the Family and
the Loop, and two neighborhood
theaters, the Alhambra and Rivola.

—

Denver National Theater Supply
New York Exhibitors installing
has announced the following recent
Wide Range sound equipment are
sales in this territory: National
showing an increased tendency to
Sirocco ventilating system to W. C.
appropriate trailer which
Bevard at the Star, Fowler, Colo.; use the
has been prepared by National
800 yards special carpet for the new
Screen Service. It is a sound reel
Publix theater at Colorado Springs,
entitled "Yesterday and Today" and
Colo., and the latest type upholthe progress made in
variegated seats, lamp it exemplifies
stered,
since the early talking picture
carpets and supplies to the sound

—

houses,
new theater at Ouray, Colo.

—

New York Increased use of cast
phenolics as decorative materials
for theater architecture is indicated
by exhibitor interest being mani-

era.

—

New York Vitavision has been
organized, to handle a screen for
Company is lodaylight pictures.
cated at 444 Madison Ave.

must not contain "inert" pigment, should be slow drying and fairly soft.
new woodwork to be painted, by sanding, and remove carpenters' sawdust.
Jnseasoned wood must have all knots and sap-exuding knots touched up with shellac—
n

oil,

Prepare

No wood painting job is
our pounds of orange gum to a gallon of alcohol, cold cut.
way dependable unless is is a three-coat job, allowing each coat plenty of time to

»ny
Iry

and

>

set.

touch of the public must have a fourth protecting
Priming coat on new woodwork should have an extra
gloss or flat varnish.
All pigof raw lineed oil added to allow for oil absorption of dry wood.
application.
paint and flat drying varnish should be thoroughly "Boxed" before
and the
do not mean in the Braddock-Baer fashion— mean oil, turpentine
Little oil will cause the film to dry prematurely and fail
settling pigment.

Woodwork exposed
oat

of

imount
nented
By this

to

the

I

I

Eottom
by "chalking."

follow a very similar method,
In repainting old work, the master painter will
only, for the
:hanged only in the number of coats— two for the wise man, and one
hear this word before?).
'Chiseler" (where did
A new order of preparation of surface on old work to be repainted is itvery
be
repainted may
mportant. Surfaces must be dry and clean, and all surfaces to be
fungus-growth and rot
wood or metal, must be free of loose paint, oil spots, rust,
Metal work should be scrubbed
knife must be removed.
I

Old paint yielding to a putty
with a wire brush.
Quite often— too often,

,, ra
such bad shape through care.

,

in

fact— the
rs

old paint

is

in

,

.

Continued on Page 6)

«LES MISERABLES"

All Set to Serve You
National Service never relaxes.

It

is

You can

ready to help your

Only equiprenovation, re-equipment and repair problems.
seating, screens,
Carpets,
QUALITY.
ment of
National is PREPARED to
Send for catalog.
projectors.

KNOWN

SERVE your

St.

have Alexander

good-

long-wearing,
by Good Housekeeping, this
carpet is used by the
looking, moderately-priced
most successful theatres.
majority of the country's

teed

theatre.

CO.
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
York, N.

92 Gold

troubles when you
forget your floor-covering
GuaranSmith Carpet in your theatre.

or Office Nearest

You

New

Y.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

THE

Improvements Can Be
Financed Over 5 Years

—

charge of this governmental projProvipointed out yesterday.

ect

sions of the act were recently brief-

by Jim Loughborough,

well known in the film industry,
when he spoke at a Motion Picture

Club luncheon in New York.
Suggesting various improvements
which can be effected through financial aid under the act, officials in
charge of its administration said:
"A motion picture theater is more
than a building where pictures are
shown. It is to many people a haven
of refuge where one may remain
for a short interval of peace away
from outside strife, forgetting pain

and disappointment
tion

of

in the

distrac-

news events or comedies,

and interest in the joys and sorrows
depicted on the screen.
"Motion picture enthusiasts have

grown

to expect pleasant, comfort-

able surroundings, as well as entertainment, for their price of admission.

Many improvements

to

that

end are available through the mod-

During the
ernization credit plan.
hot summer days it is most delightful to step into an air-cooled theater
for rest and entertainment, and the
important theaters especially in the
larger cities are air conditioned.
"Electric signs proclaim the feature film from afar and mean advertising money well spent. Safety
must be considered at all cost and
the installation of fire prevention
equipment and additional exits may
be the means of avoiding panic and
of saving lives. Rewiring, too, may
be necessary as a precautionary
measure, and for economy in possible reduction of insurance premiums.
"Paint is a great renovator and
its use inside and out improves the
appearance of a theater. New lighting fixtures may be ornamental as
Comfortable seats
well as useful.
add materially to the enjoyment of
the program.
Ventilating systems
are not all they might be in many
theaters and attention to that important matter may add to attendance.
An intra-theater telephone
system to connect stage, office, boxoffice,
projection booth and lobby
will save time and prove of great
convenience.

(Continued from Page 5)

(Continued

A small gasoline torch flame
frequent repainting that it must be "burned off."
carefully playing on the paint will soften it until it blisters, and a dull putty knife
will

remove

theater

—

I

who has long wished

—

—

Some other time.
Watch your "runs" and "sags"

in varnish work.
Do not rub the first coat, but
subsequent coats should be rubbed lightly with fine sandpaper to kill the gloss, or
"Mossed off with curled hair." Inside new work, particularly plasted walls and ceilings,
can and are mostly treated with "Flat Wall Paints," in contrast to soft, slow drying
Flat wall paints are usually short in oil, dry more quickly and often
"house paint."
contain a considerable amount of varnish to make them hard and increase their flow.
Good flat wall paint properly applied will stand repeated washings with soap and

New plaster and cement surfaces will
per cent water solution of zinc sulphate.

—

—

too short.

One more thing! If, after you have read this little incomplete lesson in painting,
say it without beating around the
you want some good and lasting painting done
You don't need a
bush forget this lesson, and hire a painter to do your work.
Don't do like an exhibitor did the
Michael Angelo, just an honest master painter.
He bought all the theater magazines, looked at all the pictures,
other day out West.
read every article and lesson on theater design and construction, and then promptly
"Believe it or not"
his
proceeded to design his own theater. You ought to see it!
home-made theater seats 400 people, and he is now figuring on producing his own

—

—

I

—

pictures.

Don't

Make Your Own Paint—Hire

impression
Flooring is
important.
Wooden floors may be
relaid or substituted for present
tribute

to

Pompano, Fla. A new air conditioning system has been installed in
the Delray, according to Manager
Hall.

Battle Creek, Mich.— The Regent
has installed Wide Range sound.

—

Akron Spayne & Martin have
taken over the Southern here and
best be treated before painting with a 25 closed it to permit complete renovaUse priming coat, let it dry for 48 hours, tion for reopening with new RCA
glazing coat.
High Fidelity sound around Aug. 1.

apply second coat, and then a third, full or
Well, we could go on forever graining, filling, staining, enamels, textures, waterwe could talk about tung oil, dryers, heat bodied oil, keeper
proofing, floor paints
varnish (non-drying varnish to keep brushes in when not in use), let-down of paint
but time and space is
having extender added, and many, many other practical hints

—

Imperial of the

Bridgeton, Me.
A complete
Photophone High Fidelity sound reproducing system is being installed
in the new 700-seat State, which is
almost ready for opening by Eugene Tenney.

—

water.

—The

Sparks Circuit has added Western
Electric Wide Range.

—

a Master Painter!

Lowell, Mass.

—The

Capitol

is

—

Pattonsburg, Mo.
New Photophone High Fidelity sound equipment has been installed at the Binney, operated by Joseph L. Binney.

—

Twin Falls, Ida. -Wide Range is
being added to the Western Electric
sound system in the Orpheum this
week.

favorable

a

Any of the applied floor
flooring.
coverings qualify for modernization

"BECKY SHARP"

credit.

The addition of acoustical plaster to
present walls may be advisable. If
extra, space is available, it might
be converted into small stores and
thus reduce rental.
"Enlargement of the stage to take
care of stage shows deserves consideration, as well as construction
of dressing rooms, and the building
of an attractive platform over the

orchestra

pit.

"Other building suggestions might
offices
under a balcony;
permanent cyclorama to include
screen on stage; permanent stage
platforms for better installation of
forms behind screen; a sign shop or
carpentry department underneath
include

stage.

AND

OUR
TECHNICOLOR VALANCE

BE "SHARP"

"Accidents must be avoided, and
with that in mind attention might
be directed toward releveling ramps.

SILK

USE

TRANSPARENT

VALANCES
RENTED

FOR

MAJOR

ALL

PICTURES

MADE TO FIT YOUR MARQUEE, PRICED
ACCORDING TO YOUR THEATRE BUDGET AND

The erection of glass

to divide seats and the
foyer; the installation of new permanently installed projection equip-

PLAYDATE RATING

'

MORRIS LIBERMAN
729

BROADWAY

1018

NEW YORK
Tel.

SPring

7-2320

the

latest house to put in Western Electric Sound.
Installation was made
last week.

and increase business.

to inso under
modernization credit. Attractive rest ment;
converting
empty organ
rooms must be available, and those chambers into glass enclosed space
newly added or renovated demand for the benefit of smokers, are other
the latest improvements in plumb- suggestions that will improve many
ing fixtures.
The approach to the present theaters. All of the work
theater should invite patronage and may now be undertaken and finoffer a welcome to the entertain- anced over a period of five years or
ment, and a new marquee and new less under the new provisions of the
or remodeled ticket booth may con- National Housing Act."

may do

Jacksonville

Outside

MUST— be

and grain effect.
Use no shellac three coats
Use nothing for outside work but "Spar" Varnish.
To be really "good," one should follow these three coats of varnish
of varnish only.
with a final and fourth one in about a month.
We have no time or space to talk about brushes their care, and the different
proper manipulation of a brush tool in the correct application of paint and varnish.

the

organ

is

it.

about varnish?

4)

remodeled and new seats installed.

a theater, usually, doors and display frames only.
exceptionally clean, dry, free of oil and finger marks,
Rub "with" the grain on wood, and
all over with sand paper.
Remove all defects, as they will show clearly through the varnish
lengthwise on metal.
Nail holes for varnish finish must be plugged with wood to match. Woodwork prefilm.
paratory to varnish finish may be either filled with paste filler or just stained for color

What

"The owner of a motion picture partitions
stall a pipe

IMPROVEMENT NOTES
from Page
Starke, Fla.—The Ritz
being

BUSINESS BUILDERS

period of five years or less under Surfaces must
say
the National Housing Act, officials and carefully rubbed

ly explained
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less

Theater improveWashington
ment work can be financed over a

in
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HERE & THERE « REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS
—

Allegan, Mich.
Regent Theater
has become affiliated with the W. S.
Butterfield association.
Henry Carstens remains as manager.
The
house is being redecorated.

"ESCAPADE"
with

William

Powell,

—

nia.

WITH

—

ROMANCE

SIVELY IN STRONG CAST.
Adapted from

a

German

script,

"Masker-

Viennese dramatic
romance of love intrigue done delightfully,
and cleverly directed and acted throughout.
Luise Rainer is a new Viennese disthis

is

who

covery

range

—

Racine, Wis. Edward J. Simanek,
manager of the Granada, was mar-

recently

Annette

to

Frances

a

to

fair

hit

the

stellar

includes a fine comedy flair.
She plays the part of an obscure girl who
meets a celebrated Vienna artist (William
Powell) who has the reputation of being ir-

—

Milwaukee The Strand, operated
by Standard Theaters, has gone in
It
for bank nights twice a week.
the only local downtown theater
using bank nights.
is

—

women.

He has had an

affair

with the wife of a famous surgeon (Frank
Morgan) and the unknown girl is brought
into the situation as a blind to throw the
jealous husband off the track when a nude
portrait of his wife painted by the artist is
published by error in a magazine.
From
this chance meeting the romance develops
dramatically.
Light summer fare that will
please sophisticate and the average theatergoer alike.

Kenosha, Wis. Harry Lotz, Jr.,
Cast: William Powell, Luise Rainer, Frank
of Buffalo is a recent appointee to
the staff at the Kenosha Theater Morgan. Virginia Bruce, Reginald Owen,
Mady Christians, Laura Hope Crewes, Henry
here as doorman.
Travers, Mathilda Comont.

Milwaukee

—Len

Howard manag-

er of the Princess, was married a
few days ago to Bernice Siercks,
cashier at the Garfield. Both houses

are operated by

Saxe Amusement

PASSABLE

FAMILY

ENTER-

TAINMENT WITHOUT PARTICULAR
PUNCH IN ANY DEPARTMENT.
Starting out with
a

glamorous

falls

main story goes,

the routine category.

in

some

tnis yarn

bright, a

young lawyer without
process server and

Producer, Bernard H. Hyman; Director,
Robert Z. Leonard; Author, Walter Reisch;
Screenplay, Herman J. Mankiewicz; Cameraman, Ernest Haller; Editor, Tom Held.
Photography, first
Direction, excellent.

call

8-13:

July

because

their

which

includes

World Playhouse.

Aug. 5:

Orleans Notes

—Buddy

Ferrer, formerly assistant manager and lobby
artist at the St. Charles, resigned

im-

was

vic-

father

Hardie

champagne and

and when the father of the girls is
Found to have committed suicide Hardie devotes himself to helping the girls.
There
is a deed to a ranch that is supposed to be
worthless, but turns out to be desired property, and when the promoter turns up again
with a view to getting hold of the land
again, Hardie saves the girls from being
tricked and puts over a deal in their behalf.
Then comes a happy finish for Hardie
and Joan.
caviar,

Cast: Mary Carlisle, Hardie Albright,
Joan Marsh, Lila Lee, Sidney Toler, Bradley
Page, Emerson Treacy, Adrian Rosley, Wallis
Clark, Clarence Wilson, Lucien Prival,
Vince Barnett, Tammany Young, Edward
Martindel.

"MUTINY AHEAD"

is
expected to be completed
six weeks for submission to
U. S. District Court in Los Angeles for approval.
Judge Coxe in the
Federal Court, New York, has signed
an order directing the Anglo-California
Bank to withdraw its claim for $2,900,000 when the Paramount Properties

in

about

plan

is

okayed.

York.

Independent
of

Allied Theater
receipts going to

10-11:
meeting,

Allied

Claypool

national
vice-presidents'
Hotel, Indianapolis.

Aug.

11-13:
Southeastern Theater Owners
Ass'n convention, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.

Aug. 21-23: Allied Theaters of New Jersey
convention
and Allied eastern
regional
meeting, Atlantic City.
Sept. 3-8:
lantic

Showmen's

Variety

Jubilee,

At-

City.

Baltimore Bits

—

Baltimore "Becky Sharp" was
held over at the Hippodrome for a
second week.
The Associated Theaters will
award a contract soon for a theater
at 3122-24 Greenmount Ave.
Oliver Film Corp. has filed injunction proceedings asking to have
Michael
Siegel
restrained
from
showing pictures of the BraddockBaer fight, claiming it has the exclusive right. The State Board of Motion Picture Censors also is named
as a defendant.

Neil

with

Hamilton,

Kathleen

Burke

65 mins.

Majestic

MELODRAMA OF SUNKEN-GOLD
ADVENTURE WITH GOOD DEAL OF ACTION PLUS INCIDENTAL ROMANCE.
Though not

a

pretentious production

of

type, this sea adventure yarn has enough
action, suspense and incidental romance in
it to do all right in the pop-priced neighits

Cast: Neil Hamilton, Kathleen Burke,
Leon Ames, Reginald Barlow, Noel Francis,
Matthew Betz, Paul Fix, Maidel Turner,

Edward

Earle.

Darmour;

Director,

Larry
Producer,
ithony;
Atkins; Screenplay
Cameraman, Herbe: Kirkpahrick.
Photography, Good.
Direction, Good.

Tommy

Movies for Trains

Railroads running trans-continenPhotography, A-l
Direction, Good
tal trains to the Coast are again
considering showing pictures as a
regular feature of their service.
Sixteen millimeter sound films
Pittsburgh Briefs
The Santa Fe has
will be used.
moved toward adoption of
Pittsburgh
Louis Marshall has already
the plan and is reported experibeen named new assistant to Joe
menting to determine its feasibility
Vandergrift, manager of the Fox
from a technical standpoint.
accessory department.
Elwood Ohleger, Fox exchange
shipper, became the father of a
third daughter last week.
Jack Judd, who recently succeeded George Lenehan as local representative of National Screen Service, is vacationing in Bermuda.

—

a window card advertising
E. Faber replaces him at the borhood houses. Neil Hamilton, a playboy
Other changes there: who has squandered his fortune, is ordered
St. Charles.
Lydia Jacobs replacing Cashier by a gang at the point of a gun to steal a
one of his society
Edith Walker, on leave because of valuable necklace from
Then some sailors hijack the
friends.
sickness;
Hugh Mahoney, reap- trinket from Neil, and in following them
Harry Feinstein, chief Warner
pointed chief of service, replacing he stows away on a schooner hired by an booker, planning a Panama-West
Kathacquaintance,
girl
society
adventurous
Arthur Dunn, resigned.
Indies cruise.
gold.
Edgar Mortimore, partner in the leen Burke, to go after some sunken Neil
The Fulton Theater staff is manbetween
girl
the
over
occurs
Bell and St. Maurice theater, mar- A clash
aging the newly-reopened Pitt.
muleads
a
later
who
officer,
chief
ried Elsie Freedman a few days ago. and the
Ira Cohn, Fox exchange head,
tiny and tries to make off with the recovHis wife is
But Neil back from New York.
ered gold and Kathleen as -veil.
comes to the rescue in a fighting action ailing in the big city.
Para. Coast Plan in 6 Weeks
finish, saving the gold and winning the girl.
Ken Hohl is with Harris AmuseA reorganization plan for Paramount
ment Co. filling in for vacationing
to join

firm.

the

National

Day, 25 per cent
Allied war chest.

Brown; Author, E. Morton Hough;
George Waggner; Cameraman,
Gilbert Warrenton; Editor, Lou Sackin.

FAIR

Properties

New

ville

Chicago—"Evensong," GB musical
drama starring Evelyn Laye, is being held for a second week at the

New

nomination

Indianapolis
Variety
Club
Golf
Tournament, Hillcrest Country Club. Indianapolis.

Screenplay,

Orleans

convention,

Producer, M. H. Hoffman. Director, Mel-

class.

Management.

New

sales

July 29:

business

sister,

stays for the breakfast which the girls pre-

and

Artists

July 19:
S. M. P.
E. meeting and
of officers, Hotel Pennsylvania,

July
a

timized by a real estate promoter.

pare

United

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.

clients, be-

in

meets Joan Marsh and her

poverished

meeting of Republic Pictures of
York and New Jersey, Park
N. Y.

New

Hotel,

Kansas City Variety Cluf golf tournament, Hillcrest Country Club, Kansas City.

Hardie Al-

comes

a

to

con-

July 8:

though rather meaning-

title,

less as far as the

what may be

Sales

Greater
Central

67 mins.

FAIRLY

typical

bids

Today:

that

resistible to

Kousek.

Columbia

LUISE RAINER SCORING IMPRES-

heights, for she has unusual charm, a delightful personality, and shows an emotional

week.

ried

VIENNESE

Columbia Pictures annual sales
vention, Medinah Club, Chicago.

with Mary Carlisle, Hardie Albright,
Joan Marsh, Lila Lee

87 mins.

DATE BOOK «

»

Today:

BREAKFAST"

Frank

Morgan

ade,"

Lincoln, Neb.
Robert Wintersteen, Orpheum house manager, was
married to Margaret Newcomer this

Rainer,

M-G-M
DELIGHTFUL

Falls City, Neb. Oscar Johnson,
Rivoli and Electric boss here, taking a six-week vacation in Califor-

Luise

"CHAMPAGNE FOR

managers.

former banjo player at
the Stanley, is managing Warner's
Victor Theater in McKeesport.

Don

Helen

Don

Harrison

Florence
Al

Mersereau

Frank

E.

Miles

Wilkie

Jay Blaufox

Garbutt

Stiff,

Mark Browar closed the Center
Square Theater after two months of

i

operation.

George

Richard

Cukor
Jackie

Carle

Ricardo Cortex

Raymond Hatton
Searl

DAILY
HUEY LONG SLAPPING

A

LITTLE from "LOTS 44

CENSORSHIP ON LA.
jam the

through the subservient

bill

legislature

the

at

session

special

a fight was deemed useless.
Late yesterday, however, exchanges
wired exhibitors explaining that

that

censorship costs would reach them
through increased rentals and asking

them to protest to legislators.
The measure calls for a board
three to pass on

all

of

films intended

for public exhibition, making it unlawful to deliver product to exhibwill

Exchanges

approved.

unless

itors

have to pay $4 a thousand feet

or fraction thereof for each print
of film reviewed, with violations

The
$25 to $500.
paid $5 a meeting,
plus 25 cents for each thousand feet
reviewed.
Since no mention of an approval
penalized from

board

is

to be

seal is made, this may cost extra.
Exchanges also are faced with the-

pense

representatives

of

The

screenings.

and

parishes

bill

at

from

municipalities

establishing their

the

also prohibits

own

censorship.

Starting 2 "Experience" Shorts

Rex Film Corp. starts production
July 8 at Oceanside Studio on the
second and third of the series with
the "Voice of Experience" being released through Columbia.
Titles
are "Without Benefit of Solomon"
and "Dad and God Turned Me
Down."
Frank Zucker is cameraman, Joe
Nadel is assistant director and Bill
Saulter is art director.
The first
subject will be released in September and is entitled "Love Is Never
Blind."

GB

Musical for B'klyn Strand
musical
starring Jan Kiepura, opens July
11 for a week's engagement at the
Brooklyn Strand.

"My Song For You," GB

FILMS
the

first

American

films

In

cent of total
while German
cent.

five

months

accounted

releases in
f ilms dropped

of

for

1935,
per

48

Amsterdam,
to

26 per

terial

TV

m

TV

THEATERS ENTITLED

TO TAX ADJUSTMENT

RKO

T
completes

ABOUT

MONTH

In order to obtain first-hand ma(Continued from Page 1)
for a story he is scripting
who makes her film debut in for Warners. Laird Doyle has been Wheeler and Woolsey. Next day the
RKO's "She," has been signed by a daily visitor the past two weeks Lily Pons picture, "Love Song," and
the company for more picture work to the local district attorney's office. "Hi Gaucho," with Rod La
Rocque,
The contract
in the coming season.
Steffi Duna and Montagu Love, goes
picture
will
be
in
Although
the
also carries options.
black and white, the sets for direc- in work.
T
T
Ralph Townsend, assistant direc- tor Roy Del Ruth's "Broadway
"In Person," with Ginger Rogers,
tor of sound recording for Fox Melody of 1936" at M-G-M are the starts July 10.
Katharine Hepstudios, has been elected Chairman most colorful ever designed for a
burn's "Sylvia Scarlett" and the
of the Research Council acoustic musical. Del Ruth believes a lavish
use of brilliant tones reacts favor- musical, "To Beat the Band," begin
subcommittee.
ably upon his players.
July 15. Later in the month "Annie
Leslie Howard, after his vacation
T
T
Oakley," with Barbara Stanwyck,
"To Beat the Band," new musical
in Bermuda and England, is due
and "Husk" "Saturday Evening
film,
goes
into
production
RKO
at
at the First National studios
September for the film version of Radio btudios July 8, with Zion Post" story, will get going.
Myers,
associate
producer,
in
Pictures finishing this month in"The Petrified Forest."
charge.
Rian James wrote the clude Hepburn's "Alice Adams,"
T
T
El Brendel has been signed to star screen play from an original story "Last Days of Pompeii,"
"Three
in a two-reel Vitaphone comedy, by George Marion, Jr.
Musketeers" and the James Barton
"Lonesome Trailer," which will be
Charles S. Belden, who wrote the film. not yet titled.
produced at the Burbank studios.
Ralph Staub will direct from the screenplay for "San Quentin," is
now writing the dialogue for "From
screen play by Joe Traub.
the Dark Stairway," which will be
Dorothy Wilson has been given the first picture Frank McDonald
the leading feminine part in RKO's directs for Warner Bros.
T
T
"The Last Days of Pompeii," now
Fred Guiol is completing preparabefore the cameras under the supervision of Merian C. Cooper and tions for "The Rainmakers," which
under the direction of Ernest B. he will direct. It will co-star WheelGeorge Meeker
Schoedsack. The leading male role er and Woolsey.
(Continued from Page f)
is played by Preston Foster, and has been signed for an important
if exhibitors and property owners
others in the cast are Louis Calhern, role.
V
make the right approach to their
Basil Rathbone, John Wood, Gloria
Ewing Scott is editing "Little taxing bodies,
Shea, Alan Hale, Wyrley Birch and
in the opinion of John
America," which deals with Admiral
David Holt.
Eberson,
architect.
Byrd's second expedition.
Scott is
T
T
In. a recent survey, which forms
MacMurray, Paramount's to direct Gary Cooper in "ReneFred
the basis of the bi-monthly article
new leading man find, now being gade," an original story by Scott.
seen in "Men Without Names," will
by Eberson appearing on page 4 of
play opposite Carole Lombard in
Ben Verschleiser has assigned this issue, the noted architect said
her next picture, "Hands Across the Samuel Ornitz to do a writing job he found theater properties depreMitchell Leisen will direct on "Three Kids and a Queen," which ciating at a much greater ratio than
Table."
from the story by Vina Delmar and will star May Robson. The Univers- any other class of buildings. This
the screen play by Norman Krasna al picture which Verschleiser will speed in obsolescence, says Eberson,
MacMurray produce will be directed by Edward is due in part to the quick changes
and Jack Kirkland.
scored his first big hit in "The Ludwig.
in public tastes and habits, as well
Gilded Lily," opposite Claudette Colas to changes in the business itself.
T
bert, and now has the lead in KathUnless these facts are placed beJohn Miljan, whose particular
arine Hepburn's new picture.
forte on the screen is that of a fore tax boards and periodic adjustT
suave villain, has in his private li- ments made, the taxation burden
Georere Meeker will appear in brary a large collection of volumes will become more than many thea"The Rainmakers," new Wheeler dealing with famous "bad men" of ters can stand, Eberson declares.
and Woolsey comedy which Fred history and frequently draws from He thinks substantial reductions can
Guiol will direct under the super- them when preparing for a film role, be obtained by fair re-appraisals and
the correct establishment of replacevision of Lee Marcus for
v
Radio.
Karl Freund, one of Hollywood's ment values on theater buildings.
T
T
ace directors, was a student at the
Montagu Love has been signed Koeniginhoff University in Bohemia
for a leading role in RKO's "Hi and it was there, while studying art,

Gaucho."

FACTS

RKO STUDIO STARTING
10 FILMS THIS

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
JJELEN GAHAGAN, stage star

(Continued from Page 1)
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that he first became interested in
the making of motion pictures.

When he
the Marx
Brothers picture, "A Nierht At The
RKO has signed Carol Stone,
Opera," director Sam Wood plans youneest daughter of Fred Stone,
to leave for a two-week visit to for "Freckles": also John Carroll,
Yellowstone National Park to do singing actor, for "Hi Gaucho," and
some trout fishing.
Ferdinand Munier for the James
Barton film not yet titled.
T
T
T
T
Clarence Brown, M-G-M director,
returned to Hollywood this week
Tatiana Tuttle, independent proafter a 10-day talent hunt in the ducer of the film short, "A Night
New England States with half a With Pan." plans to visit Monterey
dozen tests of stock company play- to shoot backgrounds for her next
ers who will be considered by studio picture which will probably be done
executives for roles in "Ah, Wilder- In color.
She will be accompanied
ness."
by a camera crew.

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

carries
a
always
Stephin
Fetchit
pocket comb with him although he has
his head shaved bald every week.

—FOX

FILM.

|
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Industry Pessimistic Regarding a Voluntary Code

OPENS CONVENTION WITH PRODUCT OUTLINE

U. A.

Plunkett
Krellberg,

Heads New Group Out

Myron Robinson N'ORLEANS EXCHANGES PLAN

to Acquire Theaters

NEW ATTACK

in Syndicate Acquiring

Astor as First House
A syndicate composed of Joseph
Plunkett, former vice-president and
general manager of RKO theaters;
Sherman S. Krellberg, president of
Amusement Securities Corp., and
Myron Robinson, formerly treasurer
of the Keith-Albee-Orpheum circuit,
has acquired the Astor theater as
the first of a group of first-run
houses to be taken over by the new
group. The syndicate plans extensive alterations at the Astor, which
at one time was used by M-G-M as
a roadshow house and until its re(Continued on Page 4)

ON

INVITED TO GULFPORT
By WILLIAM SPECHT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

VA. CENSORSHIP

Richmond

—A

new move

to

24 Features, 18 Cartoons on
List Being Detailed at
U. A. Sales Meet

do

away with film censorship in VirNew Orleans Hearing that ex- ginia will be made when the legischanges might move out of the state lature convenes again Jan. 12. Rebecause of high censorship costs peal of the state's blue laws to
under the bill introduced last week allow Sunday amusements also will
at the behest of Huey Long, Gulf- be asked. The impending battle is
port has invited distributors to move causing alignment of legislative canThe city is didates for and against the antitheir branches there.
close to New Orleans and has good censorship proposal. Vivian L. Page,
Mayor J. W. Norfolk member 'of the house,
railroad facilities.
(.Continued on Page 4)
among the first to suggest abolition

—

{Continued on Page 2)

New

Profit-sharing Plan

Interests Redeeming
A new profit-sharing
Denver
$265,000 St. Louis Notes
contest has been started by the InSt. Louis— Loew's St. Louis Realty
termountain division of Fox West
Amusement Co. on Aug. 1 will
&
by
in
Coast theaters, to be engaged
$265,000 real

For Intermountain Mgrs. Loew

WARNER-F.

N.

STUDIOS

PREPARE TO START 7
West Coast Bureau of

—In

THE FILM DAILY

addition to completing four features last week and
having six others now in work, the
Warner-First National studios are
preparing seven productions for
early starting. Latter srroup includes

Hollywood

{Continued on Page 4)

Culkin to Push Measure
In the Next Congress

—

the

THE FILM DAILY

—

—

{Continued on Page 4)

division.
of spotting definite

managers on the

ARE PLANNED BY

—

I

Committee Will Meet Today
To Discuss Voluntary Code
Quota Delivery

D. Culkin served notice late last
Promised by Republic
week that he will "press vigorously"
Assurance that Republic Pictures
for passage of his movie control bill
planned proin the second session of the 74th would deliver all of its
serials
Congress starting in January. He gram of 53 features and four
Edward
said he had communications from on time was expressed by
the A. Golden, general sales manager,
favoring
organizations
244
opening session of the sales
at th
measure.
meeting held Saturday in the Park
Golden reiterated
Central Hotel.
company was amply
Horror Test
the
that
financed and that its producers had
Miami, Fla. Jack Fink, manager of
the Capitol, advertised for a courageestablished reputations for deliverOthers
ous woman to sit all alone through a
ing their complete lineups.
midnight performance of "Werewolf of
who spoke included President W.
London."
Theater was to be dark and
the
After
Ray Johnston, Herman Gluckmanii,
no other seat occupied.
Budd
showing, she was to relate her reacJack Bellman. E H. G(
tions.
Rogers and Edward Finney.

—

of

—

Hollywood" Twenty-four features
and 18 cartoons in color, representing the output of eight producers
for the 1935-36 United Artists program, will be detailed by Al Lichtman, president of U. A., at today's
opening session of the company's
Producers
sales convention here.
and their output will include:
Charlie Chaplin Two pictures, including a dramatic comedy starring
Chaplin and a picture to be produced
and directed by Chaplin with Paulette Goddard as the star.
Samuel Goldwyn Six pictures, including "Dark Angel," with Fredric

redeem the remaining
6 MILLION-DOLLAR PIX
estate mortgage notes on Loew's
The old system
State theater in advance of maturity
prizes has been discarded in favor
M.G.M.
date by paying par with interest
manof a new plan in which each
The
a 2 per cent premium.
plus
if
ager has only himself to blame
Trust
&
Bank
Mercantile-Commerce
THE FILM DAILY
he wins no prize. He competes only Co. is trustee.
It is not known West Coast Bureau of
with the past records of his own whether Loew will refinance at a
Hollywood M-G-M is understood
and phenomenal business lower interest rate.
house,
planning to spend $1,000,000 each
{Continued on Page 2)
on six pictures and $750,000 each
on a half dozen in connection with
its 1935-36 program.
all

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Congressman Fran- Full

cis

West Coast Bureau

General industry pessimism is evident in regard to talk of establishcode,
ing a voluntary motion picture
which proposal will be discussed today when a general committee of
Code Authority members meets at
Without
the RKO directors' rooms.
such
strong enforcement provisions,
in
a code would not prove workable,
the consensus of opinion.
In addition to discussing prospects
committee
of a voluntary code the
report on
is expected to hear a
progress being made in the winding

up of code
mise of the
Complete

affairs,

pursuant to de-

NRA.

Production

Schedules

of

all

compa-

important features
nieT will be one of the most
Guide— out July 15— Advt.
of the 1935 Production

Admissions Increased
By Spokane Theaters

—

Spokane Admission prices have
been boosted by most of the local
houses, according to Cecil Miller,
president of Spokane Theater OwnIn addition, the evening
ers Ass'n.
scales are now going into effect at
5 o'clock.

Fewer Cuts by Censor
were
pictures
147
subjected to eliminations at the hands
the Virginia censors in the year
of
ended June 30, with cuts totaling 428,
the annual report of the Division shows.
A profit of $13,233 was made by the
Total receipts were
Division last year.

Richmond— Only

$29,755.

i
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Ariane

(Blue

Wardour

— Lichtbildbuehne.
—P. A. Harle. La
Francaise,

W.
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Eugene Pallette

Long Young

of censorship, is a candidate to succeed John W. Eggleston.
Lucian
H. Shrader, House member who was
persuaded not to offer a bill to place
a 10 per cent tax on theater tickets,
is being opposed by C. A. Mitchell
of Walkerford.

arrived

by

east

role

in

and

Salisbury,

by

Saturday

sailed

Gos-

Harold
cable.

Importer

Lon-

for

play

to

his

"Accent on Youth."

Today:
Kansas City Variety Cluf golf tournament, H Merest Country Club, Kansas City.
United

8-13:

July

Artists

convention.

sales

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
nomination

July 19:
S.
M. P. E. meeting and
of officers, Hotel Pennsylvania,
July 29:

New
Club

Variety

Indianapolis

Tournament,

Country

Hillcrest

York.
Golf

Club.

Profit-sharing Plan
For Intermountain Mgrs.

July

Aug.

war

10-11:
meeting,

Allied Theater
receipts going to

Independent
cent

of

chest.

Allied

Claypool

national
vice-presidents'
Hotel, Indianapolis.

11-13:
Southeastern
Theater Owners
convention, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.

Ass'n

1)

Aug. 21-23: Allied Theaters of New Jersey
regional
convention
and
Allied
eastern
meeting, Atlantic City.

done by some other house has no
effect on his prize money, which is
a percentage of the profits.
The
contest will end Sept. 8 with a big
get-together
for
managers
and
wives.
Rick Ricketson is manager

Sept. 3-8:
lantic

Showmen's

Variety

Jubilee,

City.

EVERYTHING

of the division.

Acquire Toledo House
Toledo Jack O'Connell and his
Pittsburgh Gene Murphy of the partner, Larry Jacobs, have taken
Penn is back on the job.
over the Empire theater for a term
William C. Tallman, veteran up- of years. The house, which is now
per Ohio theater operator, is im- being remodeled will open as the
proving following a major operation Capitol late in August with a comat the Presbyterian Hospital here. bination
policy
of
pictures
and
Plans are afoot to reopen the vaudeville.
Avenue theater on Liberty Ave.
early in the fall with a foreign picture policy.
Frank Paiker for Rowland Film
George Shafer, Wheeling operaFrank Parker, radio headliner aptor, spending the summer in At- pearing
with the Jack Benny prolantic City.
He intends to reopen gram, has been signed for "Sweet
his old Virginia theater in that Surrender,"
which Broadway Protown in the fall.
ductions, headed by William RowJack Jones, former manager of land, puts into work July 12 at the
the Pitt here, operating a small Eastern Service Studios in Astoria.
house on the boardwalk in Atlantic Parker has just returned to New

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

City.

Reference to the mo-

—

York from the

coast.

In-

dianapolis.

New
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Aug. 5:
Day, 25 per

Attack
on Va. Censorship
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DATE BOOK

«

Declare

said.

New

last

after a

Permanent,

Swedish producers will make not
Seattle
Campaign of the Legion
more than 45 features during the of Decency for clean films is not a
coming year, said Carl Wallman, temporary wave but a permanent
RKO manager for Scandinavia, be- movement, declared Mrs. Mary F.
fore sailing last week for his head- Larkin, national editor of the Cathoquarters in Stockholm.
He esti- lic Daughters of America, in convenmated that three pictures will be tion here last week. She said her
produced in Norway, six in Finland group would work for the passage
and 12 in Denmark.
of the Pettengill bill againt block
Business in his territory is ap- booking. Stars who become involved
proximately 50 per cent better than in notoriety also were condemned.

Va
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RODNEY PANTAGES has returned to Califorfrom New York.
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(a) Revival.
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San
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES

Color on the Screen
A/TOST
the

of those who have seen
new Technicolor picture

Radio City Music Hall,
"Becky Sharp," have the sense of
having been present at the birth
of another revolution on the
screen, comparable in importance to that which came with
at

the first crude talking pictures.

For

this

is

full-length

not only the
picture

RI4LT
•

•

•

employed as part of the
campaign put over for the Poli
Theater,

TELEVISION

the motion picture theater will
soon be an actuality in Great Britain
for J. L. Baird, the
inventor of television, is still so far ahead of all the rest of
the experimenters throughout the world that he seems to have
left them far in the background
and once it hits the
English cinemas, it is only a question of time when the American theater owner will have to face the problem of the New
Era of Entertainment
in

first

entirely

in

but by far the clearest

color,

Guard House Built for
"Public Hero" Help
A TRULY novel angle was

i

Till

Seen as Visual Aid

and most successful. And now
that we have seen it, the ordinary black-and-white pictures are
likely to seem to us hereafter
anemic, old-fashioned and un-

• THE BRITISH inventor is going ahead with the
co-operation of the government
before the end of
this year the British television station at Alexander Palace will
be operating
the most complete and advanced in the
world
but here is the Exciting News
J. L. Baird
and his associates have perfected a special system for televising news events as they happen
and shooting them
INSTANTLY to the theater screen
•

•

full

real.

only natural that this
be so. As Robert Edmond Jones, who is responsible
for the picture's superb color
designs, writes in an interesting article in the current Vanity
Fair, we do not live in a blackand-white world, but in a world
alive with color, and we must
demand it in our pictures once
we know we can get it. It is
true that the colors in the new
picture are still not quite the
colors of nature, but they are
incomparably closer to nature
than black and white.
It

is

should

Many

technical scientific prob-

lems, of increased sharpness and
fidelity, remain to be solved.
The problems that Mr. Jones
emphasizes are the artistic ones.
Just as the introduction of the
talkies not only increased the
possibilities of the screen, but
completely altered the artistic

and

dramatic

presented,

so,

problems they
Mr. Jones be-

must the introduction of
Their work among gray
shadows has numbed the colorsense of the camera men at
Hollywood, and their eyes must
be reconditioned to bring them

lieves,
color.

back to the normal color-consciousness of the man on the
street. "Black-and-white thinking" will be of little use, for
color is a separate art, as different from the ordinary film technique as painting is from drawing.

In

brief,

to

the

power

of

movement and the faculty of
speech, the screen has now added
the sense of color. The chief
remaining technical problem to
be solved on a commercial basis
that of creating the illusion
of three dimensions. And perhaps some day, when the screen
bride is pouring coffee for the
screen husband, the audience's
nostrils will be titillated by the

is

aroma.

—

2V.

Y. Times.

•

•

•

DURING THE

next six months Baird will be acdemonstrating television of all types of events
on theater screens throughout the United Kingdom
Television is HERE
it is no longer something to talk
about for the future
tively

engaged

night event will be screened in exactly the same fashion."
as for
so much for the motion picture theater
the Baird concern
the advent of television in the home
promises that by Christmas people in Great Britain will be
able to have their own television receivers and give television
•

•

• • • IN THE list of Elsa Maxwell, the social mentor, in
only
which she selects the world's Ten Greatest Ladies
Mrs.
Irene Dunne
one Hollywood star appears
Maxwell's specifications are: "The Perfect Ideal of a Great
Lady must have poise, charm of manner, delicacy, great breeding and constant consideration of others. She is judged by the
way she loses at bridge or sports; by the way she's respected
by others especially servants."

—

.

T

T

NEW

holiday mark was set at the Music Hall
• • • A
on the Fourth, when 32,000 people saw Grace Moore in Columsome of the guests were Gene
bia's "Love Me Forever"
Tunney, Joe E. Brown, Primo Camera, Jack Johnson, Jack
Dempsey and Hannah Williams

T

T

AFTER AN

exhaustive search among 500 juvenile
aspirants for screen fame, Sam Sax of Vitaphone, selected 50
they come from all parts of the country,
youngsters
and will appear in a two-reel musical starting tomorrow at the
Gus Edwards aided Sam in the selecBrooklyn studio
among the child prodigies are Betty Anne Nyman,
tions
Sybil Elaine,
seven, considered a child Eleanor Powell
seven, who appeared in a feature with Norman Douglas and
Alice Miller, four, discovered in Pittsburgh by
Lila Lee

•

•

•

Audrey and Wesley

Eddie Cantor

Catri, ten

and eight,

who do an amazing tap
"Front Page Woman" opens Wednesday eve

respectively, of Carteret, N.

Strand

Hero."

A

Bridgeport,
of

a prerelease

«

J.,

engagement

& «

» » »

routine
at the

M-G-M's

Conn.,
"Public

guard house was

built

on

the roof of a four-story
building across the street from
the theater.
At night the
"guard house" was illuminated.
A man dressed as a prison
guard, armed, paraded around
the "guard house" continually.
Thousands of people were attracted by this stunt. A police
department exhibit, consisting
of knives, guns, ropes, axes,
etc., with cards explaining their
origin, was on display in the
lobby.
Copies of a letter from
the local police commissioner
were sent out to several thousand people in the city. "Liberty" magazine boys distributed
copies of the herald.

—

in

• • • ON THE word of no less an authority than A. G. D.
West, technical director of Baird's, who states
"Within
the space of the next twelve months we shall see television on
the screens of the cinema. Instead of crowding around a loud
speaker to hear the result of the Derby or the Grand National
broadcast, people will be able to go into their local cinema and
He states further
see the event actually happen."
"Not only will day events be dealt with in this manner. Any

parties

showing

Poli,

Bridgeport

Broken Heart Contest
Aids Dietrich Film
AyfANAGER Ralph Tully

of
the Colonial Theater, Haverhill, ran a five-day Broken
Heart Contest in conjunction
with the latest Dietrich picture,
"The Devil Is A Woman." The
contest, suggested in the press
sheet on the picture, was run in
Picthe Haverhill "Gazette."
tures of broken hearts were published each day with various
parts of the features of five of
previous
Dietrich's
Marlene
The contestants
leading men.
clipped each day's picture and
Cash
reassembled the parts.
prizes were awarded to those
who most accurately arranged
the parts.
Colonial, Haverhill, Mass.

—

Puts Over Two Novel
"Gold Digger" Stunts
"DILL CONNOR,

publicity and
for the
Hamrick Theaters in Tacoma,
who recently won one of the
Quaker Oats prizes for "Devil
Dogs of the Air" came across
with two crackerjack stunts for
The
"Gold Diggers of 1935."

exploitation

man

theater arranged to give every
in Tacoma during the
week they played "Gold Diggers
In addiof 1935" a gold ring.
tion to the extra business obtained by this stunt, it received
plenty of front page publicity.
In addition to this stunt, Connor also ran a Movie Contest
Game, the object of which was
to find the mistakes in a series
of photographs involving the
stars of "Gold Diggers."

baby born

—Hamrick

Theaters,

Tacoma

—J&K

DAILY

OUTLINES LIST

U. A.

U. A.

» »

Monday, July

Convention Chatter

« «

JOS.

FOR COMING SEASON
(.Continued

\

from Page
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March, Merle Oberon and Herbert
Marshall, now in work with Sidney
Franklin directing; "Barbary Coast,"
with Miriam Hopkins, Edward G.
Robinson and Joel McCrea, also in
work under direction of Howard
Hawks; Eddie Cantor in "Chute the
Chutes," to be directed by Norman
Taurog; "Navy Born," by Mildred
Cram, starring Miriam Hopkins,
with Joel McCrea; "Splendor," by
Rachel Crothers, also with Miss
Hopkins and McCrea; "Dodsworth,"
based on the Sinclair Lewis novel.

8,

1935

PLUNKETT HEADS

NEW THEATER GROUP
TACK

LOS ANGELES Ask any exhibitor in his
GOLDHAR, assistant to Charlie stands high with

territory.

'em all.
Paul Lazarus, joined the special
Sam Horowitz, Chicago sales
in Chicago.
Jack spends most of
his life in fear of eating something manager, hails from Kansas City,
that won't agree with his stomach. was a salesman in Washington and
J

Clarence Eiseman, Atlanta sales
manager, lives in Washington and
thinks Baltimore is the capital of
the country.

Walter P. Loewe, salesman out 01
Charlotte, was formerly with M-GM. He sure is enjoying this coast

(Continued from Page

cent closing

1)

was operated by Walter

Reade.
Krellberg & Fitzsimons, attorneys,
also manager and district manager represented the syndicate in the deal,
in St. Louis
and could he sell.
while Saypol & Kotler represented
the receivers, John J. Deitz and
Leonard Soskin, handling sales in William B. F. Drew.
the Detroit area, likes his home
town, but sure is glad to be on this
trip ivest. The glamour of HollyAllied Withholds Decision
wood, we guess.

—

New

Trade Association
Bill
Truog, Kansas City sales on
Whether or not Allied will comanager,
hopes there will be no
Two pictures,
Mary Pickford
Sales Manager Max Stahl, of Cin- earthquakes while he is in the pic- operate with the proposed industry
stories now under consideration.
cinnati,
was formerly associated ture city.
trade association, embracing all eleDavid 0. Selznick Five pictures,
with U. A. in the Minneapolis territitles to be announced later.
Nat Provencher, Milwaukee sales- ments in the business, depends upon
Alexander Korda of London Film tory.
man,
is attending his first U. A. the nature of the setup, leaders of
Five pictures, including

—

trip.

—

—

Wells'

Now,"

H. G.
spectacle, "100 Years from
directed by William Cameron

Esther Goldberg, Cleveland's faststepping office manager, just loves
to be called EStelle well, that's

sales convention.

the national exhibitor association indicated Saturday.
Members of the

—

Who Could
another
Wells
story,
Lothar Mendes,
with Roland Young; Robert Donat
in "The Ghost Goes West," directed
by Rene Clair from the screenplay
by Robert Sherwood; Charles Laughton in Edmond Rostand's "Cyrano
de Bergerac"; Laughton in "Lion of
the Mayfair," by Robert Sherwood
and Lajos Biro.
Edward Small and Harry M.
Goetz, Reliance Pictures Three pic-

Ralph Cramblet, Minneapolis sales
Code Authority will soon meet to exmanager, is enjoying his first year
as a U. A. branch manager.
He's amine the recommendation as a
Indianapolis Joe Cantor has done been office manager at that city for means of self-regulation within the
the best job of selling the Walt five years.
industry.
Disney productions. He gets more
repeats on 'em than any U. A. ofJames Greig, St. Louis salesman,
is called} the Arkansas Traveler, befice.
Boston Brevities
cause he covers Arkansas. One of
Boston
Philip DePetro, manager
Leonard
Cantor,
salesman
in the totighest territories covered most
of the Modern theater, has been
Pittsburgh, is a brother to Joe Can- effectively.
tor and was a former booker in his
transferred to the managership of
home territory.
H. M. Masters of Toronto is re- the Jamaica
theater in Jamaica

including Barbara Stanwyck
in "Red Salute," with Robert Young,
directed by Sidney Lanfield; "The

Charlie Kranz, U. A. Washington
sales manager, is one of the best.

Menzies;

Work

Man

"The

Miracles,"
directed by

—

that, Estelle.

—

tures,

Melody Lingers On," with Josephine Hutchinson and Helen Westley,
directed by David Burton; "Last of

—

—

_

SUN$HIN€
DAYS
NEWS

Columbia shares hit new all-time
high on reports of stock dividend likely.

Plain.
Abner Pinanski, manager of
the Jamaica, will take over the Mod-

Both houses are under M. &
Theaters operation. Former employees at the Modern under DePetro are planning a party for him
in the near future.
Vacationing at the present time
are Jack "Judge" Saef of the "Met"
publicity staff; Edith Bisswanger,
secretary to Edward Smith, managing director of the "Met," and Joseph Domingo, manager of the RKO,
Boston.
Unless $598,039.28 is paid by July
11, the Rockland National Bank of
Boston and Harold G. Storke as
trustee under a mortgage to secure
outstanding bonds of the G. B. Theern.

Warner-F. N. Studios
N'Orleans Exchanges
Invited to Gulfport
Prepare to Start Seven
(Continued from Page

Mohicans," James Fenimore
Cooper novel.
(Continued from Page 1)
Darryl Zanuck 'One picture, "Call
"Captain Blood"; "Money Man," for
of the Wild," completed before his
Edward G. Robinson, and Bette Darecent departure from the U. A.
vis; "Frisco Kid," for James Cagfold to join Fox.
Walt Disney Eighteen animated ney; "Radio Jamboree of 1935";
cartoons in Technicolor, including "Green Light," for Leslie Howard;
nine Mickey Mouse and nine Silly "Case of the Lucky Legs," for Warren William, and "Anthony AdSymphony.
There is a possibility that addi- verse."
Just completed are "Little Big
tions will be made to the feature
list, with Reliance probably increas- Shot," "The Irish in Us," with James
ing its quota, while Goldwyn has Cagney and Pat O'Brien, "We're in
bought another story for Miss Hop- the Money," with Joan Blondell,
kins, "Come and Get It," by Edna Glenda Farrell and Hugh Herbert,
Ferber, which is not included in his and "Broadway Joe," with Joe E.
Brown.
announced list.
The U. A. convention will run
In work are "Dr. Socrates," with
through Saturday.
Paul Muni; "Special Agent," with
Bette Davis, George Brent and Ricardo Cortez; "The Real McCoy,"
with James Dunn and Patricia Ellis;
"Anchors Aweigh," with Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler; "Romance in a
Glass House," with Dolores Del Rio
and Everett Marshall, and "Living
IN
Up to Lizzie," with Warren Hull
and Margaret Lindsay.
THE

the

ferred to as the governor-general
of Canada.
He's U. A.'s head man
in the Dominion.

Two

Para. Claims Up
claims against Paramount
are scheduled for hearing tomorrow
before Special Master Joyce. They
are from the First National Bank
of Boston and the Indemnity Insurance Co. of North America.

Two

1)

Milner said: "If Brother Long runs
the exchanges from New Orleans
with taxes, we will welcome them
with open arms."
H. S. McLeod of the G. S. T. 0. A.
came out with a declaration against
the censorship bill, but neither his
unit nor Allied had any fighting
plans.
One exhibitor is asking for
a job on the censor board, probably
to insure fair play.

,

P.

The bill is regarded as sure of
passage today.
Independent exchanges face closing as a result of aters Corp. in the sum of $574,100
the high cost of operation under the plus interest, the 12 theaters and
measure. One indie distributor esti- other properties will be sold at pubmated the revenue from majors lic auction in the entrance to the
alone would
theater,
Bridge
be
Sjfc.,
about $100,000 Broadway
yearly.
Springfield, at a date to be chosen
by the trustees. Paramount is prepared to bid in the properties.
St. Louis Squibs
St. Louis
Harry C. Arthur, Fanchon & Marco vice-president, plans
to make his headquarters here at

—

SHOWMAN'S

the close of the summer, making
occasional trips to New York and
Hollywood for conferences with

Jack Partington and Marco.
The Ambassador may have stage
shows when it reopens about Sept.
15.

REMINDER

Charley Katz

is acting as skipper
State while Harold W.
Evans is on vacation.
"Red" Lee of the Columbia exchange recently became the father
of another girl.

for Loew's
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name
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cinema who, year after year, produced
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which she appeared,

production.

to
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will

hence forth

association

leading' producers, MISS PICKFORD will

make

with

the

great box» office

her talents

devote

one

of

the screen

Jj pictures for release thru
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what
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LITTLE from LOTS
RALPH WILK

By

Marion Davies

HOLLYWOOD

_„,„,
EMPLOYEES

of the Walt Disney
studios hold their initial Mickey
Mouse golf tournament at the Lakeside Club today.
Auditors will be

used with every foursome.
T

ing

preparations for "Follow the
Fleet," which he will also direct for

RKO.

T

T

in

T

T

A'kins, who directed "Silver Streak," tor RKO, will also direct "Hi, Gaucho," for the same

^company.
week.

Production

starts

next

T

HERE & THERE
Providence— Deal under which Ed

Fay

90 mins.

will take over operation of
houses here is set, with papers
to be signed within a few days. In

RKO

(Hollywood Preview)
Radio

9 5 mins

.

addition

to

his

houses,

Fay

will

SPECTACLE IMPRESSIVE operate the Victory and Albee for
the national circuit.
EXCELLENT DAVIES VEHICLE WITH IN CONCEPTION
BUT LACKS POPULAR
GOOD COMEDY STORY AND STRONG APPEAL IN STORY.
Denver The following managerSUPPORTING CAST.
ial changes have been announced in
This is a gorgeous mammoth spectacle
Marion Davies is at her best in her
the Fox Intermountain theater dia success no doubt from an artistic,
me- visions: John Taylor, formerly asinitial picture for Warner
Bros.
Mervyn
chanical, musical and photographic point sistant at North Platte,
Neb., and
LeRoy's long training in the comedy field

FANTASTIC

—

is

Tommy

with Helen Gahagan, Randolph Scott,
Helen Mack, Nigel Bruce

RKO

(Hollywood Preview)

«

"SHE"

"PAGE MISS GLORY"

evident

of

in

his

view.

However,

handling

of the laugh sitGreene,, former stage and
screen player, who is now in the uations. This comedy, with its star-studded
neckwear business and is an author- cast, should please at the box-office. Patsy
ity on the necktie preferences of Kelly, Allen Jenkins, Al Shean, Joseph
the various stars, will sail for Hono- Cawthorn, Hobart Cavanaugh and Lionel
lulu on July 24 on a combined busi- Stander are among the able funmakers who
make the laughs come fast and furious.
ness and pleasure trip.

Belle

New Films

with Pat O'Brien, Dick Powell, Mary Astor,
Frank McHugh, Lyle Talbot, Patsy Kelly

Warner (Cosmopolitan)

Mark Sandrich, whose picture,
"Top Hat," will open at the Radio
City Music Hall on Aug. 15, is mak-

of

Dick Powell, in a trim aviator's uniform,
should make many a feminine fan's heart
go pit-a-patter.
Pat O'Brien is right at

home

as a
fast-talking promoter, while
Berton Churchill registers as a suave hotel
manager.
Mary Astor plays McHugh's girl
friend, and Lyle Talbot a reporter, who is
ready to expose O'Brien.
McHugh makes

—

office

standpoint

gaining
the

hugeness

its

story

success
very

is

has

not

sideration and

happens that

box-

a

In

pretentiousness,

given

equal

con-

becomes uninteresting,

little

exciting and

is

The

overtalkative.

and

been

from

problematical.

the

piece

fantastic subject

is

is

Ran-

life.

dolph Scott and Nigel Bruce, on the sayso
of a scientist, Samuel
of

this

flame,

its

Hinds, go

in

search

whereabouts supposedly

being around the North Pole.

With Helen

Ham-

who resigned as manager of
Strand, Rawlins, Wyo.; Carl
Smith, manager of the Rialto, Sterling, Colo., and Harold Jones, manager of the Fox at Sidney, Neb.,
have traded jobs.
ilton,

the

one

which has limited appeal, dealing with the
search for a flame of immortal

Billings, Mont., replaces A. J.

Portland,

Lamps

Ore.

—

"Oil

for

the

China" has been moved
to the Mayfair to continue its firstrun engagement. "Unfiinished Symphony" has been brought back to
Hamrick's Blue Mouse. "Keeper of
the Bees" is being held over by J. J.
Parker at the Broadway.
of

Douglass Dumbrille, Victor Kil- a composite picture the photo having the Mack, whom they have picked up on the
ian and Noel Madison have been best features of leading stars. The photo journey, they find a fantastic
colony ruled
assigned character parts by Colum- wins a beauty contest and when the pro- by
Helen Gahagan, who centuries previous
Seattle
Marie Jensen, cashier at
moters
are
forced to produce Dawn Glory,
bia in "Lady Beware," with Jean
Arthur and George Murphy in the the mythical girl, Marion, who is a cham- had loved an ancient ancestor of Scott's the Embassy, was selected as Miss
leading roles.
This screen play by bermaid, comes to their rescue. Her beauty and has been preserved through the me- Seattle and also as Miss Liberty for
Ethel Hill and Lionel Hauser was is so dazzling that even O'Brien cannot dium of the flame. On seeing Scott she the American Legion's July 4th cel-

—

placed in production last week under the direction of Erie Kenton.

recognize her.
Powell, an aviation hero,
wins Marion, although O'Brien hires
gangsters to keep them apart.
finally

with him, but he and Helen
To prove that she
has everlasting youth, the Queen steps
info the flame which seems to have doublecrossed her, for she emerges withered,
and dies. Except for this last scene, there
falls

Mack

in

love

ebration.

love each other.

T
T
Cast: Marion Davies, Pat O'Brien, Dick
Eric Linden has returned to the
Powell, Mary Astor, Frank McHugh, Lyle
screen.
He was signed by M-G-M Talbot,
Patsy Kelly, Allen Jenkins, Barton
a
last
week to portray one of the feaMacLane, Hobart Cavanaugh, Joseph Caw- is little very exciting.
Itured
roles in "Robin Hood of El
thorn, Al Shean, Bertcn Churchill, Helen
Cast: Helen Gahagan, Randolph Scorr,
orado."
Lowell, Mary Treen, Harry Beresford, Gavin Helen Mack, Nigel Bruce, Gustav vcn
SefGordon, Lionel Stander, Joseph Crehan.
fertitz, Lumsden Hare, Samuel Hinds, Noble
Hedda Hopper, about to leave for
Director, Mervyn LeRoy; Authors, Jos- Johnson, Jim Thorpe.
England, was virtually stopped at eph Schrank, Philip Dunning; Screenplay,
Producer, Merian C. Cooper; Directors,
the gangplank. The enticement was Delmar Daves, Robert Lord; Cameraman, Irving Pichel, Lansing
C. Holden; Author,
held by M-G-M, a prominent part George Folsey. Music and Lyrics, Harry H. Rider Haggard; Screenplay,
Ruth Rose;
in the new Joan Crawford picture, Warren, AIDubin; Editor, William Clemens. Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt.

Kilgore,
ters,

Inc.,

Texan

Tex.— East Texas Theathe new owner of the

is

theater.

i

"Glitter."

Direction, Aces.

T

T

Photography, Fine.

Direction,

Good.

—

Plainview, Tex. Granada, Palace
and Texas theaters are now under
the R. E. Griffith banner.

Red Lodge, Mont.— A.

E. Post is
operating the Iris theater, formerly operated by F. A. Olson.

now

Photography, Fine.

—

T

Carlin, Nev.
Mrs. Carmen RobArthur Hohl, George McKay and
Karl Freund, as a cameraman erts has reopened the Eagles Hall
Buck Jones to supervise the musi- Charley Grapewin have roles in Co- before he became a director, is cred- theater.
cal
background
"Outlawed lumbia's "Superspeed," in which ited with several of the most disfor
Guns," which Jones is producing for Norman Foster has the lead, with tinguished
cinematographic
triUniversal.
Jones realizes the im- Florence Rice and Mary Carlisle as umphs of the picture business. These
Afton, Wyo. -C. S. Wray is now
portance of musical settings, and his leading woman. Lambert Hill- include the foreign productions of operating the American theater.
this picture will have music behind yer is directing from the screenplay "The Last Laugh," "Variety" and August Dabel was the former exhibmost of it.
itor.
"Metropolis."
by Harold Shumate.

Abe Meyer has been signed by

T

T

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Now

day of shooting
Pathe studios, "The
Last Days of Pompeii" company on
Saturday moved to the Prudential
at

the

in its 44th

RKO

studios for a week's shooting in the
arena set. The picture is scheduled
to be completed within two weeks.

Betty Alden and Henry Kolker were
added to the cast.

In a few days Charles F. Riesner,
258 American talkies, 40 German and
were released in Japan last

4 English
year.

M-G-M comedy director, and Robert
Hopkins, ace comedy v h
on
to have their btworoui
Hollywood and its people finished
and ready for the press.

T

William LeBaron, Paramount producer, launched his theatrical career
when he was a college boy by writing the book and lyrics for a university musical comedy.
The work
was so outstanding that the production, "The Echo," was placed on
Broadway, where it scored an instant success.
T

T

T
Sam Wood is one of the most
versatile directors in the film indus-

Recently
try.
"Let 'Em Have

having
It,"

a

completed

drama

of the

Department of Justice's fight to
overcome crime, he is now at M-G-M
directing the
Night at the

comedy.

Marx Brothers

in

"A

Opera," a rollicking

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT
Karl
Freund is one of Hollywood's
most expert ping-pong players.
He is
an accomplished violinist. He has
been playing both the game and the
instrument since he was a child in
Bohemia.
—DAVE A. EPSTEIN.

also

1-D

I

C K

P

O

WE

L

2-JOAN BLOND EL
3-ADOLPHE MENJO
4-LOUISE FAZEND
-TED FIORITO & his Band
6-FOUR MILLS BRO
5

7-WILLIAM GARGA
8-THE CANOVA FAMILY
9-GEORGE BARBIE
10-GRANT MITCHEL

This select society has

just

one charter member —Warner

Bros. For experience proves that year after year

the Hit

-

of

the

-

-

Summer from

you

get

the boys in Burbank.

It's

an established Warner Bros, habit to come through every
season with a big attraction that turns out to be a god-

send to sweltering box

ago— we

did

that we're

all

Remember

May

it

last

-

offices.

summer— and

ready to do

it

We

did

it

two summers

we're happy to announce

weeks from today!

again three

these historic dates— and

book accordingly:

27, 1933

GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933
July
i

21,

//

1934

HERE COMES THE NAVY
July 27, 1935

BROADWAY
GONDOLIER
With the

five others-3
stars of 'Gold Diggers of 1933' and

Lloyd Bacon's

famous radio acts-

since '20 Million
sure-fire direction-the funniest story

hearts'.by Sig Herzig,

Hans Kraly, and E. Y. Harburg-and the hottest

including
turned out by hit-writing Warren & Dubin,

"ROSE IN HER

Sweet-

songs ever

today's radio 'best-sellers'-

HAIR—LONELY GONDOLIER—OUTSIDE OF YOU"

.

IN THE

MIGHTY HALL OF KINGS!
Towering palace hewn from a
mountain of marble
lined with
idols so huge fhaf armies could
march between their giant feet
from a lofty dome, lamp lighters
swung on rawhide ropes a thousand feet to set to flame the oil
Here
pots and sacrificial fires!
"SHE",
the
reigned
fabulous, an
enchantress who for half a thousand years waited for mortal love!
.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

i

%M

MERIAN

C.

of H. RIDER

HAGGARD'S weird and wonderful

COOPER'S

astounding production
novel

.VIVID SP
SCENES THAT STAGGER THE IMAGINATION!
THAT STUNS THE SENSES! ... FABULOUSLY PRODUCED WITH A
CAST OF 5,000
RKO RADIO PICTURE
.

......

.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

FDAILY
VOL.

NO.

68.

NEW

7

Century .Sets

20th

YORK, TUESDAY, JULY

9,

1935

TEN CENTS

First Eight Productions at

Fox

LICHTMAN GIVEN FULL SAY ON SALES CONTRACTS
Columbia Management Has $1,400,000 Stock Profit
Holds Option on Block of
Shares in Spectacu-

Viewing
.

-^^

.

THERE

DON CARLE GILLETTE

are

—

a

who

those

odds that

kind' of

'

"if"

the passing parade

.

By

—don't

forget the

if

booking is put
Congress, and IF

block

against

bill

you any

give

will

=J

the next
signed by the President, the
measure can be licked through a Supreme

through
(again)

in

it

is

Court case.
This belief is based
high court did to the

When

a

business,

government
had

it

in

its

lar Rise
Holding

an

option for 27,984
shares of the company's stock at
$27.69 a share, the Columbia Pictures management has a paper profit
of about $1,400,000 at yesterday's
closing price of the shares, which

ended the day at 79^ after making
another new high of 81. Small floating supply of the stock, coupled with

what the

starts

sure

of

the

acts.

booking, the simple
but impressive facts are, first, that it could
not have been allowed to go on all these
years if it were unlawful; second, that
product has improved tremendously in recent years while the practice has been in
operation; third, that a steadily growing
number of exhibitors are swinging to the
side of block booking despite the agitation
of a certain group against it.

**

following

what

it's

a

IN

all

of ballyhoo in

lot

piper

it.

doubtful that outside meddlers like
these will be allowed to throw a monkeywrench into a big and important industry.
Politicians may listen to such constituents, but the Supreme Court bench does
its judging without having to think about
It

is

votes.

of

film

quality,

there

have

many outstanding productions
this year that some of the motion picture
critics are turning "The Film Daily's" annual
Ten Best selecting into a split-week affair
been

so

and naming the " ten best for the first six
months of the year.
In the half-year alone, William Boehnel
of the "World-Telegram" found 20 exceptional films, while Andre Sennwald of the
New York "Times" also enumerates a long
:

list.

Looks as though the picking of the Ten
Best of 1935 will be the toughest job of
its

thorized

Playhouses was auby Federal Judge Julian

Mack at a hearing yesterday when
leases on three New Jersey houses
were ordered disaffirmed. Theaters

Approximately $120,000,000 has are the Dumont in Dumont, Palace
been budgeted for production in the in Bergenfield and the Queen Anne
1935-36 season, compared with about in Bogota.
The hearing was ad$110,000,000 spent in the season just journed until an indefinite date.
closed, according to a survey made

Weisman Delays Proposals
Rosenblatt-Welt Circuit
Adding About 8 Theaters
Rosenblatt-Welt circuit is planning expansion moves which contemplate adding as high as eight
houses to the group. Theaters will
be acquired in New York and New
Jersey. The circuit at present operates nine houses.

For Independent Circuit
The plan prepared by Attorney
Milton C. Weisman for a New York
independent theater circuit will not
be submitted to I. T. O. A. members
for approval until later in the summer as many operators are currently out of town, the attorney said
yesterday. I. T. O. A. board meets
tomorrow.

First Eight Productions Set

C PEAKING
*•*

NEGATIVE COSTS

support that has

without knowing
about except that there's a

pied

Dropping of three theaters by Fox

(Continued on Page 8)

real

been lined up for a anti-block booking
is among laymen organizations who are

bill

COURT LETS FOX MET.

Metropolitan

•
the only

kind to date.

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

For 20th Century on Fox Lot
First eight pictures to be

Hear Final Report Today

On

—

20th Century-Fox Film Corp. have
conferences in
R. Kent, president; Joseph M. Schenck, chairman
of the board; Darryl F. Zanuck,
vice-president, and William Goetz,
all of whom are now on their way

(Continued on Page

(Continued on Page 8)
you want to know "What's
who'i to make it" refer to
Production Guide out
Daily
If

—

be made and
the 1935 Film
July.— Advt.
in

to

THE FILM DAILY
the first time in

the

company have agreed not

to pass on individual sales contract;.,

but are investing full authority in
Al Lichtman, new president of the
(Continued on Page 8)

SABATH PROBE OPENS;
FOX MET. NOT REACHED
The Sabath Congressional committee investigating real estate reorganizations and the activities of
bondholder committees did not reach
its examination of the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses plan yesterday.
In addition to Joseph M. Schenck
and A. C. Blumenthal, Saul A. Rog(Continued on Page 8)

$1,353,000 Is

Asked

In Second Lincoln Suit

—

in
suit
Lincoln,
Neb. Second
three months against Paramount,
Vitagraph, RKO, M-G-M, Universal,
United Artists, Fox, Lincoln Theater Corp., Joe Cooper and Bob Livingston was filed here yesterday in
federal court by Independent Theaters, Inc., asking damages in the
three-fold sum of $1,353,000 for

(Continued on Page 8)

made by

set following
Cleveland Duals Pact been
New York between S.

A special general
Cleveland
meeting of the Cleveland Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association is
called for today to make a final report on the proposed single feature
policy with one dual change a week,
to which 70 out of 82 independent

of

—For

the history of United Artists, individual producers making pictures
for

SEES 10-20% JUMP

In the case of block

A BOUT

U. A. Producers Not To
Pass On Individual
Sales Contracts

DROP THREE THEATERS

meddling with

make

yesterday has been put off until
next week, probably on Monday.
Postponement occurred when Austin C.
Keough was tied up with a Paramount
reorganization meeting downtown.
for

(Continued on Page 8)

NRA.

better

constitutionality of

part on

Code Meeting Put Off
Meeting of a Cods Authority gencommittee to go into the matters
of a voluntary industry code and liquidation of the code machinery scheduled
eral

Music Tax Deadline July 12
All music tax accounts must be paid
by July 12, the American Society of
Authors
& Publishers is
Composers.
notifying exhibitors who aro delinquent.
Fred C. Erdman has been named New
York district head for the society. He
who has
George Hoffman,
succeeds
assumed other duties in the organization.

—

.
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Continued improveBudapest
ment has been made by the Hungarian film industry this year, with
the Hunnia Film Studio turning out
five sound features in the first five
months.
The biggest undertaking
was "Little Mother," synchronized
only in German language, and this
has proved the biggest domestic
in

pictures first-run in that city.
Other recent GB deals include the
Lafayette, Detroit, and Little, Balti-

be put into
government's new

now under

code,

which

tion,

goes into

is

considera-

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739
Hollv
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holl*
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
P. A. Harle. La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cjur
des-Noues, 19.

—
—

Minneapolis

became a law early yesterday morn- comes for
ing. At least three exhibitors made Aug. 1.
bill

at

State House in Baton
They included Norman L.

the
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HARRY

writers,
holiday.

are

likely

short

REVEL,

Para-

New York on

in

a

S
EY R
KENT J0SEPH M SCHENCK.
r,A J^,
DARRYL ZANUCK and WILLIAM GOETZ left
New York yesterday for the coast.
-

WILL ROGERS

-

making

is

mootor

a

from

trip

JOAN LOWELL

Amuse-

final

hearing on discharge

New

theaters

are

to

be

opened at Rochester and Mankato.
Milaca J. C. Hill sold the Casino

—

to

&

Son

Staples— -The New Staples theater has closed for overhauling.

aboard the Western World

is

tourist conductor for

and

party

a

visiting

Brazil

Argentina.

MR. and MRS.
on the Rex for

ROBERT RUBIN

J.

a

sail

today

sojourn abroad.

EDDIE SUTHERLAND, who has arrived in
New York from the Coast, sails on the Normandie tomorrow.

MONTE

BRICE has

arrived in

New

York from

Hollywood.

JACK FOLEY

is
in New York from the Coast.'
HARRY NACE of Phoenix is in New York.
FRANK MILLER, who is now in New York,

leaves

Saturday

on

his

return

Augusta.

to

Calumet Mr. and Mrs. M. E.
Vitaphone Signs Dancers
Beck have taken over management
of the Calumet theater.
Marion Wilkins and Jack Myers,,
San Antonio Free nightly movies
Ely Elko theater has been re- dance team who have just concluded!
have been resumed in Brackenridge
opened by Dave Rundquist as Grand engagements at the New Yorker
Park for the summer.
theater after new equipment.
and Hotel Lexington, have beeni
Victor's Sam Houston and the
Windom
Wonderland has insigned by Sam Sax, production chief
Venus are the only dark theaters stalled
500 new seats.
here at present.
of the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio,,
to appear with Jack Denny and his
Eli
Solomon (Elliott Sullivan)
orchestra in a one-reel Vitaphone
has gone to New Orleans for a
musical short subject.
Wesley G. Gilmour Dead
week's stay.
Eugene Wildenstein, Jr., whose West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Wesley G. Gilmour,
father manages the Auditorium, is

—

—

—

+
+

1/4

+

1/4

—

1/4

—

—

Va

1/4

1/2

Monte Brice

to Direct

exchange men urday. He had been connected with
Monte Brice has been signed to
have new cars L. W. McClintock various companies and producers, direct "Sweet Surrender," which:
including the late David Horsley,
and Slater O'Hare.
Broadway Productions, headed by
Thomas H. Ince, Universal and M- William Rowland
L. C. Baxley, Fox branch manand with J. L.
G-M. He was construction depart- Schlaifer as general
ager, was in town recently on a
manager, will
ment
auditor for M-G-M at the time
produce at the Eastern Service
brief business trip from Dallas.
of his death.
Studios.
Brice has arrived in New
Mary Wilson of National Pictures
York from the Coast.
office is back at work after a short

Paramount

—

vacation.

Al Cook Dies
Walter B. Lovelace has left here
become full-time booker for the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Sack Amusement branch office in
Hollywood Al Cook, former comOklahoma City.
edy star of the silent films, died
H. W. Kier, head of National Pic- Saturday in the Santa Monica Hostures has been on a visit to his pital, Santa Monica, after a year's
to

+ %

21/4

65, pioneer film executive, died Sat-

ill.

Two

1

home

—

in Ohio.

illness.

He was

53 years old.

It

an interesting fact

is

that

many Executives

this

industry

in

Use

FILM DAILY

William Horvat Recuperating
Ilka Chase to Marry Music Critic
William Z. Horvat, secretarytreasurer of Empire Theater SupIlka Chase, stage and screen acply Corp., is recuperating from an tress, and William B. Murray, music
performed critic and theatrical man, have filed
appendicitis
operation
last week. He will be back at work application for a marriage license
about the end of the month.
in Greenwich, Conn.

Medical Films Destroyed

Museum

Hold Md. Operators Liable
Baltimore Attorney-General Herbert R. O'Conor has ruled that under
the Maryland law motion picture
machine operators are jointly liable
with exhibitors under the penal pro-

said.

visions of the Act for failure to show
the approval seal of the Maryland
State Board of Censors.

Washington Bureau of

—

S.

L.

(Roxy)

Rothafel

Claude

C.

Frank
Ezell

1

—

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

MACK GORDON
ten-day

for

San Antonio Notes

very

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.

field

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Seat

— Minnesota

George F. Westermann
secretary; of Moose Lake.
head, and

Bert Kiorn.

the

as

Louisiona Censorship Law ment Co. will reopen the Minnesota,
theater in northwest, on Oct.
Passed by Legislature largest
1, after taking over contracts and
New Orleans — The censorship bill obligations of the receivership which

Rouge.

snd to look over
subject product.

coast
to
Maine,
where he will visit
daughter, Mary, in summer stock
tock at Skowhegan.

effect.

attempts to "reason out" the

Paramount^ short

of

department,
will
leave
New York
Hollywood this week for studio conferences

the

Minnesota Notes

futile

LOU DIAMOND, head
subjects
for

his

all
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more.
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Am.
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Coming and Going

mount song

foreffect
film

Compulsory synchronization
Hungarian of a contingent of

may

closed the deal.

Reg Wilson has signed Frank
Merritt of Birmingham to play the

success of the season.

eign films
when the

GB's 16 releases here for 1935-36
have been booked by the Warner
circuit for its first-run and other
houses in the Philadelphia territory,
George W. Weeks announces. Herb
Given, GB branch manager in Philly,

1935

9,

Namczy

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Medical films, valued at more than $5,000, were destroyed by fire at the Army Medical
Several reels,
yesterday.
containing shots of major medical
operations were a total loss, officials

—
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELY TOPICS

yomplete Campaign

m

Norma Shearer On

British Film

"CANDERS

Stage

of the River," the

London

Films production
released through United Artists
opened at the Rivoli, New York
last Wednesday with a complete
exploitation campaign sending
it
over to unusual summer

One

grosses.

of the stunts

was

a specially arranged and rehearsed ballyhoo dance by five
savages dressed in the costumes
of native Africa, beating tom-

toms, dancing wildly and singing the African chants atop a
platform built high above the

marquee

of the Rivoli Theater.

Visible for blocks with the sound

carrying
even
further,
it
stopped thousands on the street.
This show was put on during
rush hour and put the old time
ballyhoo activity into exploitation on Broadway for the first
time in a long while. A large
ten - foot
shield
displaying
spears, poison darts, tom-toms,
bows, arrows and head-dresses
was placed next to the box-office
and attracted unusual attention.

More of the interesting and exciting
background of Africa
was sold to the public by a special record made directly from
the film with Paul Robeson's
voice
singing
the
beautiful
songs and all the native chants
and war cries which were caught
in the dark continent itself by
Director Korda, played on a
loud speaker under the marquee.

—

iil

Rivoli,

New

York

City.

Boat Exploits

More Ladies"
gINCE Norfolk (Va.)
to

is a city
of beaches, H. H. Maloney,
manager of Loew's State, took
idvantage of this fact during his

campaign on "No More Ladies"
by bannering a large sail boat
which passed up and down before the crowds at the shore. As
street

ballyhoo,

Congratulations from
Bob and Joan." Arrangements
were made . /ith a local radio

no aspirations for

theater

because I consider
the screen a greater medium of
expression.
Just as some very

• • • WE HAVE a Modest Hero in our midst
the
guy was sneaking off to get a big War Department
decoration wUhout telling his pals over
at Paramount
and then
angled
e St ° ry 0Ut of him as t0 wh
y he want ed
i!«w,
«

sincere actresses cling to a loyalty for the theater, so would I

V

yesterday afternoon off
it seems that J. T. "Jack"
Knight
ara
nt
Ub
Was sched «led to receive the Dis?
,
.°iL^
™ , , for supreme gallantry on
tinguished Service Medal
the battleheld at St. Mihiel eighteen years ago
which gives you an
idea just how fast our War Dep't works
anyway, it seems
that Jack who was an artillery captain, stuck
to his battery
and kept the shells flying when his position was considered too
ri ky
but h e wouldn't quit, and thereby saved the lives
/
ot several companies of American soldiers
so yesterday
afternoon at Fort Totten, Bayside, they handed him the
decoration with full military pomp and ceremony
Jack has a
of° ther medals he has received from the Allies and the
tt ^
United States
he is in charge of building and maintenance
activities for Paramount Publix
the boys are going to
give him a banquet at an early date

be obliged to prefer the screen.

The continued artistic growth of
motion pictures is, to me, comparable to the very best efforts

Tc

• • • THAT OLE Tiger Monroe Greenthal is at present
chained to the United Artists studio till the end of the week
be writes that he is up to his armpits in producers
Monroe just watched 'em shooting the gambling scenes
on Sam Goldwyn's "Barbary Coast"
and promptly went
to the Clover Club and lost 175 smackers
which shows
how pictures influence young minds
and what an expense
account he will turn in when he gets back to the home office.
.

T

T

AMONG

THE players signed to appear at the
• • •
Starlight theater, Pawling, N. Y., where the summer stock season opens July 15, is Miriam Battista
Managing Director
Maryverne Jones will start with a new play, "Sea Shells,"
other players signed are Edward Lester, P. J. Kelly, Willard
Dashiell, Elliott Robertson, Sandy Strouse, Richard Rauber,
Debby Dare, Marilyn Monne and

Julio

Brown

of

the

stage."

In

bringing

Juliet to the screen for Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer,
steps

Miss

Shearer

a historic role that
served as the crowning achievement on the stage, of such famous actresses as Mrs. Siddons,
into

Fannie Kemble, Ellen Tree,
Modjeska, Adelaide Neilson, Ellen Terry, Mary Anderson, Mrs.
Patrick Campbell, Julia Mar-

and Doris Keane.

lowe,

More recently,

Laurette
Taylor
and
Katharine
Cornell have brought the Shakespearean play to the theater public
with consummate success.

"The traditions of the theater
admirable and to be re-

are

Miss

spected,"

Shearer

adds.
steadfastly
against the screen
through devotion to the stage
cherish an ideal.
But the theater is not growing.
I believe
strongly in the motion picture.

who have

"Players
held out

It

is

a

millions

medium appreciated by
unknown to the the-

Whatever success I have
has been upon the
screen.
If I have any talent
to offer, it belongs to the motion picture.
Above all things,
ater.

enjoyed

• • • ANOTHER RECORD has been smashed by Paramount's "Lives of a Bengal Lancer"
this time in Paris
John W. Hicks, Jr., vice-prexy of Paramount International Corp. has received a cable advising that bookings of the
film in the French capital to Sept. 6 will insure its playing in
105 Paris metropolitan theaters by that date
this is a
top record for any motion picture in Paris since the start of
films

T
•

•

•

T

T

A POSTAL

from Jacques Koerpel from the gambling palace at Monaco states that he is having a very quiet time
there
he misses the gambling excitement in the greatest
gamble tin the world
right here in the pix biz in New York.

Maloney pro-

moted a touring car, decorated
with "Just Married" signs and
had two couples in it, dressed
in wedding garb.
A sign read:
"Just
Married:
More
'No

Screen

vs.

HAVE

i

• • • THAT MUCH discussed play, "The Ugly Runt,"
by Robert Raynolds, has been acquired for Broadway producit will be
tion by Robinson Smith and Frederick W. Ayer
the second on their list of new season's offerings

loyalty

is

a quality to be ad-

mired and treasured. The stage
player who shuns pictures, contributes a splendid gesture to-

ward perpetuation
ater.
this,

of the the-

understand and respect
because it exactly reflects
I

my

devotion to the screen. To
succeed in pictures, is the complete fulfillment of my every
ambition.
If I am fortunate
enough to be acceptable to the
critics and public as 'Juliet' on
the screen, I shall be just as
thrilled as any triumph in the
theater could thrill a stage
star."
Norma Shearer.

—

Ladies':

tation for spot

announcements

two days in advance and concurrent with the showing. Sevfashoin tie-ups were arranged along the main business
eral

;treet

with Crawford and Mont-

gomery

stills.
5,000 heralds
vere distributed in a house-tolouse campaign.

—Loew's State, Norfolk, Va.

AND

OUR pal, A. P. Waxman, is getting a kick
•
• •
out of the fact that his original conception of using the Giraffe
as a trade mark for GB is being copied by a list of national
We know a pressagey who has been holding a
advertisers
Temporary job with one of the major companies for a year and
they have put him on
now he is very worried
a half
Al ("Squirrel") Sherman, the
the Permanent salary list
publicity guy who jumps around, is now editing the Columbia
"
sales organ, "Columbia Mirror
€€

«

» » »

Mary McLaren Cast
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Mary McLaren, star

West Coast Bureau of

—

of silent pictures, has been given a

RKO

Radio's "The Three
before the cameras.
In the silent version of the
film, Miss McLaren played the role
of Queen Anne of Austria, one of
the picture's richest parts, being
played in RKO's talking version by
Rosamond Pinchot.
role

in

Musketeers,"

now

WARNER

RROS. ARE

NOW PREPAR

LIMITED NUMBER OF PERFORMANCE
A

ROADSHOW BASIS

ONLY, IN SPE

THEATRES ON OR AFTER OCTOBE
MAY BE SECURED BY ADDRESSING

G

r
F

"A

MIDSUMMER

ACTS FO

NIGHT'S DREAM,"

-

ILLY SELECTED MOTION PICTURE
15,

1935.

DWELL

L.

FURTHER INFORMATION
SEARS OR

A. W.

SMITH, JR.

THE

ggs
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A

LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

Tuesday, July

NEWS
—

on the

RKO

lot.

lumbia for a series of productions.

t

Flying his own plane to Las
Vegas, Director Clarence Brown
and his wife, the former Alice Joyce,
will next make a tour of Boulder
Dam under the guidance of an official

of the

terior,

Department

of the In-

T

r

Tom Lennon, script writer for
"Hollywood on the Air," is the author of a recent novel, "Laughing
Journey," which is up among the
big sellers. Lennon is a St. Mary's
College alumnus.
T

T

Errol Flynn
chosen to play

has

finally

been

male lead in
Blood."
The
young Irish actor recently married
Lily Damita.
Olivia De Havilland
has been assigned to play the feminine lead in this Rafael Sabatini's
the

Warner's

"Captain

adventure

classic

which

Michael

Curtis will direct.

Frances

Langford, lormer night

club singer who came to the coast
for a part in M-G-M's "Broadway

T

T

T

1935

DAY

of the

Frank D. Rubel,
Des Moines
Melody of 1936," has signed a long- manager of the Finkelstein Theater
Co., and Mrs. Rubel are spending
"T)OROTHY LEE has been signed term contract with this company.
T
T
T
two weeks in Minneapolis and Lake
by RKO Radio to appear in the
As the result of his impressive
new Wheeler and Woolsey com- performance in Grace Moore's star- Minnetonka.
edy, "The Rainmakers," as leading ring vehicle, "Love Me Forever,"
Charles City, la.— Dick Phillips of
woman, thus reuniting a famous trio Leo Carrillo has been signed by CoClinton, la., is to be the manager

HOLLYWOOD

9,

tract for its product to play the
seven theaters on the Bailey circuit.
Deal was swung by the local office
and R. L. Bailey, Sr.

—

New Orleans "Little Men," together with a feature version of
"The Miracle Rider," with Tom Mix,
$60,000 house broke all St. Charles theater records

of Central State's new
here, according to Harry Weinberg,
president.

since June 8, 1934.
Irving Pichel has been signed by
Warner-First National for "Special
Agent," in which Bette Davis and
Kansas City
When CommonNew Orleans Republic Pictures
George Brent head the cast.
here has just signed a $15,000 con- wealth Theaters Corp., Kansas City,
acquired an interest in the Dreamt
T
land theater, Herington, Kans., C. L.
Edmund Gwen, British stage and
screen star, has signed a long-term attack of ptomaine poisoning which McVey, heretofore sole owner, beM-G-M contract and will play the had her under a doctor's care for five came associated with Clarence
president
She will be able to go to the Schultz,
of
Commontitle role in "The Bishop Misbe- days.
wealth. The Dreamland is being rehaves," soon to go into production. studio next week.
modeled.
The screen adaptation by Monckton
T
T
T
Hoffe and Leon Gordon is based on
Al Morris, band leader at San
the stage play by Frederick Jack- Francisco's Bal Tabarin, has left
Chicago
RKO Radio's "She,"
Lawrence Weingarten is the there and is reported headed for, opening
son.
at the Palace theater here
producer and E. A. Dupont will films here. Al was singing in Tom
in record heat, played to practically
direct.
Gerun's orchestra at the Bal while capacity
audiences throughout the
still
attending St. Mary's College
T
T
T
first two days.
Frank B. Smith,
Anita Kurtin, winner of last fall's last year.
manager, claimed an opening day
M-G-M talent hunt in Greater New
T
T
T
record for the novel production.
York, has been given one of the
From several hundred "show
feminine leads in "Robin Hood of girls." being used in "Broadway
Toronto Opening week receipts
El Dorado," scheduled for immedi- Melody of 1936" at M-G-M, Direcate production. Miss Kurtin will be tor Roy Del Ruth singled out 19- shown by "Drake of England," on
known on the screen as Ann Loring. year-old Shirley Mayse as possible its North American premiere at the
star material.
A long-term con- Uptown theater are reported to be
T
T
Glenda Farrell, Warner-First Na- tract will be given her if tests prove ahead of any picture that has played
tional star, is recovering from an successful.
the Uptown in the past two months.

—

—

—

—
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—and
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is

on the way

will

be used by executives, every-

where, every day # throughout the coming
year.

It

is

the standard industry refer-

ence book on

PRODUCTION.
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VIEWS OF THE NEW

R E

"THE MURDER MAN"

"SILK

with Spencer Tracy, Virginia Bruce, Lionel
Atwill, Harvey Stephens, Robert Barrat

with

Lew

70 mins.

Mae

KID"

John

Wayne

DAWN

"THE

Clarke, Paul Kelly

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
M-G-M

Ayres,

HAT

with

PICTURES
in

Marion Burns

Monogram
Fox

FOREIGN

« «

RIDER"

"TANGO-BAR",

56 mins.

65 mins.

Paramount;

in

» »

Spanish; produced by

directed

by John Reinhardt;
FAST
ACTION
WESTERN WITH
SUSPENSEFUL
MURDER
MYSTERY
SATISFACTORY POP ENTERTAINMENT PLENTY OF THE STUFF THAT PLEASES with Carlos Gardel, Rosita Moreno, et al.
WITH SPENCER TRACY IN FINE PERAt the Teatro Campoamor.
FORMANCE AS POLICE REPORTER.
WITH PARTICULAR APPEAL TO THE THIS TYPE OF FAN.
Getting right down to business at the
Spencer Tracy is at his best in this grip- JUVENILE TRADE.
Fairly enjoyable musical romance with

ping murder mystery story.
Tim Whelan,
who is also co-author of the original story,
has done an excellent job of direction.

Tracy is a star police reporter, who works
with the police in pinning a murder on
Harvey Stephens, crooked investment man,
accused of killing his partner, who is also
Stephens has alienated the afcrooked.
fections

of

Tracy's

wife,

who

later

com-

mits suicide, and he and his father have
robbed Tracy's father of his life's savings.
Stephens is convicted and sentenced to be
electrocuted.
Tracy is assigned to inter-

view Stephens
ens pleads for

death cell and Stephlife.
Tracy, conscience-

his

in

his

stricken, gives himself

up

to Lionel Atwill,

captain, with whom he covered
the case and confesses that he killed
the partner. Virginia Bruce, who stands by
Tracy, Lucien Littlefield, Robert Barrat
and John Sheehan are among the capable

detective

principals.

Virginia

Tracy,

Bruce,

Lionel Atwill, Harvey Stephens, Robert BarJames Stewart, William Collier Sr.,
rat,

Bobby Watson, William Demarest, John
Sheehan, Lucien Littlefield, George ChandFuzzy Knight, Louise Henry, Robert
ler,
Warwick, Joe Irving, Ralph Bushman.
Director,
Tim
Harry Rapf;
Producer,
Whelan; Authors, Tim Whelan, Guy Bolton;
Screenplay, Tim Whelan, John C. Higgins;

Cameraman, Lester White;
E. Newcomb.
Direction, Fine.

James

Editor,

Photography, A-l.

"MAKE A MILLION"
Charles

with

that of putting across a summer camp for
a holiday.
Although there is something
of a gangster element included, it has to
do with the regeneration of a settlement
house boy, who has gone wrong and on
that score should get by all right.
The
subject is a light weight one, but H. Bruce

Humberstone's direction keeps things moving along at a good pace and interest is
sustained throughout.
There is a pip of a

George

Pauline

Starrett,
E.

Stone,

Monogram

that

fight

action

fans

will

go

for.

The

whole cast does nice work, with especially
nice work by Paul Kelly and Billy Lee.
You'll love this Lee kid.
Because of his
love

Mae

for

Clarke

teacher, Kelly fiances

who

Wm.

the school
Harrigan's setis

Mae

is

all

pulls

fist

fight,

grown

make

a

From

a

is

to

an influential
go ahead and

and Strong

Photography,

Gardel

in

typical

a

«

Dick Talmadge

"NOW OR

"City of Jewels"

M. M. Landres

A

18 mins.
'Frisco Fair of 1915
very interesting, well presented

short subject showing' the San Francisco Fair of 1915.
The picture is
silent with a clever narrator telling

what

it's

notables

all

of

about.

Shows many

that

day, including
Presidents Theodore Roosevelt, Taft
and Wilson. The buildings and exhibits, a Mr. Smith and his day and
right air flights are among the highlights of the subject.
Should prove
especially timely, due to the interest
in the San Diego fair and the late
Chicago World Fair which serve as

comparisons.

Excellent.

in

NEVER"
63 mins.

Ajax Pictures

Photography, Good.

SMART* ONES
have discovered

Made

thrills

Direction,

Fair.

Photography,

Fair.

truly Continental

atmosphere —

view of Central Park, superior
service,

rates.

invitingly inexpensive

(Single, $3.50-85; Double, $5-$7)

The popular iii\ti>k>t\i.
GRILL, the CAFE de la PAIX

and

America's
on I if

RI>IPELMAYER'S
•smart, meaning the clever, the knowing and, of course, the fashionable.

T.

MORITZ-ON-THE-PARK
50

role

SHORT SUBJECTS »

William Benedict.
Producer, Joe Engel; Director, H. Bruce
Humberstone; Author, Gerald Beaumont;
Screenplay, Edward Eliscu, Lou Breslow,
Dore Senary; Cameraman, Daniel Clark.
Direction, Superior. Photography, Good.

if he thinks it's so easy.
panhandler, he gets the inspiration to organize the beggars, and then develops this idea into an advertised plea to
the public to send him a dollar each in
order to create the first "public millionaire" who will use the money for their
benefit. Despite efforts to stop him, Charbuyer, and starts on an exciting series of
lie makes good and evolves an idea for a
adventures trying to recover the gems
permanent business.
He also wins Pau- which the gang has secured. The acrobatic
line, who has been chasing him all along
star performs some thrilling stunts in the
despite his apparent lack of interest in her.
way of hazardous leaps at the risk of his
Story has been well pepped with action.
neck, and generally keeps the thrills comCast: Charles Starrett, Pauline Brooks,
ing along at frequent intervals.
George E. Stone, James Burke, Guy Usher,
Cast: Richard Talmadge, Janet Chandler,
Norman Houston, Monte Carter, Jimmy
Robert Walker, Ed Davis, Otto Metzetti,
Aubrey, George Cleveland.
Thomas Ricketts, Victor Metz.
Producer, Trem Carr; Director, Lewis D.
Producer, Bernard B. Ray: Director, same;
Collins; Author, Emmett Anthony; ScreenL.
>an,
play,
Charles Logue; Cameraman, Harry Author, C. C. Church;
Henry Kruse; Editor, Fred Bain.
Neumann; Editor, Carl Pierson.

million,

Direction, Fast.

in

Dillard

Carlos

nett,

for the thrill fans who like their
served with plenty of excitement regardless of class, this one will meet the
popular fancy, for Dick Talmadge is in
action most of the time, pulling his acroThe
batics on the slightest provocation.
plot concerns a gang of jewel thieves, and
Dick is hired by a jewel broker as his
double, for they resemble each other so
much. Soon the hero discovers that he is
just a fall guy for the broker, who is trying to double cross the jewel gang with
whom he works. So Talmadge gets busy
with the help of the daughter of the jewel

told

his father

results.

Direction, Fast

to love.

Cast: Lew Ayres, Mae Clarke, Paul Kelly,
Ralf Harolde, William Harrigan, Billy Lee,
John Qualen, Warren Hymer, Vince Bar-

drama that ought to do all right
Charles Starrett, a
the family houses.
young professor with supposedly radical
theories on money, loses his college berth
as a result of flunking Pauline Brooks, one
taining

is

kill

late

Brooks,

in

whose father

of bandits

and Jack Jones.
Producer, Paul Malvern; Director, R. N.
Bradbury; Screenplay, R. N. Bradbury; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Editor, Carl Pierson.

Kelly finds

trip

TYPICAL DICK TALMADGE ROUGHAND-TUMBLE ACROBATIC MELLER HAS
PLENTY OF ACTION THRILLS.

Charles

gang

holdup of an express office, goes after the culprits and is shot down just as
he is about to discover their hiding place.
Nursed back to condition by Marion Burns,
with whom he develops a love affair, John
sets out again and eventually brings the
desperadoes to justice.
Though the story
plot itself is nothing much, effective handling keeps the picture moving at a lively
clip throughout, with plenty of good riding, menacing situations, conflicts and all
the rest of the familiar western routine
efficiently put together for entertainment

After a terrific
out as backer.
Kelly and Ayres patch everything up, with the latter getting the girl
and the former his own son whom he has

he

A summer camp

Delving superficially into finance and
the economics of industrial distribution, and
probably suggested by the recent chain
letter craze, this is a moderately enter-

banker.

to see a

the

that dominates the story.

the

Cast: John Wayne, Marion Burns, Yakima
Canutt, Reed Howes, Denny Meadows, Bert

when

James Burke
64 mins.

OKAY NEIGHBORHOOD ENTERTAINMENT WITH FAIRLY ENGROSSING
YARN ON A TIMELY FINANCE IDEA.

of his pupils

good fights, this outdoor drama is crammed with action and
suspense, so it ought to prove a strong
pleaser any place where they like westerns.
John Wayne, arriving on the scene in time

loves Ayres and

tlement house.
set,

Spencer

Cast:

start with a couple of

program number which should
fit best for Friday and Saturday bills, since
it deals with a subject that kids will like,
Pleasing

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH.

Direction: S.

NEW YORK

GREGORY TAYLOR

DAILY
LICHTMAN

IS

GIVEN

U. A.

Tuesday, July

FIRST EIGHT AT FOX
J-TOLLYWOOD— Since

organization.
effect

1)

Statement

to

was made by Lichtman

this

at yes-

terday's opening session of the sales

convention here.
run all week.

The meetings

will

his appoint-

ment to the presidency of United
Artists, this is the first opportunity
Al Lichtman has had to greet many
He got a
of the men in the field.
great hand from the boys at the
opening of the convention.

and fully convinced that it
prove the best on the market.

line-up
will

Monroe Greenthal, head of the exploitation department, was out here
in advance.
He's got the dope on
some knockout campaigns and

is al-

the boys.
Manny Silverstone, Loncaused the stock to skyrocket in redon Film representative, showed him
cent weeks.
The Sterns got together we mean
the highlights of the Gold Coast.
Registration statement filed by the
Charlie of the honie office and Sam
Hal Home, director of advertising of the Boston office. Both probably
company with the stock exchange
and
publicity, came in for some swell discussed the difference in beans.
Harry
Cohn,
commission shows that
Those ad campaigns were
praise.
A. H. Giannini and Jack Cohn, vot- the tops all the men were unaniMorris Helprin, publicity maning trustees for the corporation, hold mous on that. Hal won't promise a
169,856 shares of common stock. thing, but ivatch the campaigns he's ager, sure got plenty of space in
local papers in advance of the openHarry Cohn owns 47,632 certificates lined up for next season.
ing.
A stop-over in Kansas City
common.
in addition to 785 shares of
Harry Buckley, vice president of resulted in the U. A. conventioneers
U. A., is highly elated over the new landing pictures in the locals there.

—

—

(Continued from Page 1)

Milton C. Weisman, Attorney
Morton Bogue and Ernest W. Niver
of Halsey, Stuart & Co. are listed

ers,

Lake City Squibs

Salt

—

City Following exSalt Lake
tensive repairs, the Victory will be

reopened by Famous Theaters about
July 19.
The Isis, operated by John Kerias witnesses. Activities of 41 comkas, Inc., will undergo a change of
panies are slated for hearing.
policy, with name changed to the

$1,353,000 Is

Asked

In Second Lincoln Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

and

conspiracy
existing between the defendants and
ultimately forcing the plaintiff out
of business here.
The petition was filed by attorneys
Paul Good, who won the Youngclaus
protection case a few years ago, and
Loren Laughlin, city attorney here.
It says the plaintiffs operated the
Rialto from June, 1932; the Liberty
from June, 1933, and the Orpheum
from September, 1933, until the organization cracked.
Allegation is
made that the defendants controlled
75 per cent of all product available
in the territory at that time and 90
per cent of the feature pictures.
alleged

A

collusion

similar suit was filed in April,
1935, in behalf of the now Defunct
State Theaters, Inc., for $444,000,
and argument on motions to strike
34 allegations were heard Saturday,
Judge Munger withholding decision
until after his vacation which leaves
the first open date in August.

Cleveland Clips
Cleveland
ager of the
tion in

Nat

RKO

Means, man-

Palace,

is

on vaca-

Canada.
Holt,

manager,
where,

—Kenneth

is

RKO

theater division

back from

New

Intermountain

M.P.T.O.

has dis-

monthly meetings for
the summer.
They will resume in
its

September, according to B.

S.

Clen-

df>nnin, secretary.

Lon

T.

Fidler

Screen Attractions
through Montana.

of
is

Distinctive
a trek

on

The Lewiston Community BuildLewiston, Utah, opens about
July 24. It has a theater with sound
equipment.
Bill Steege, Rick Ricketson and
Charles Skouras, all of Fox West
Coast theaters, among recent visiing,

tors.

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh

—W.

C. Pearce,

it

is

are:

"Metropolitan,"
starring
Lawrence Tibbett, directed by Richard
Boleslawski; story by Bess Meredyth
and George Marion, Jr.
"The Man Who Broke the Bank
at Monte Carlo," by Nunnally Johnson, starring Ronald Colman, directed by John Ford.
"Sing, Governor, Sing," by Howard Smith and Nunnally Johnson,
with Ann Dvorak, Fred Allen, Phil
Baker, Beetle and Bottle, Paul
Whiteman and His Band, Ramona,
Yacht Club Boys and Rubinoff, directed by Roy del Ruth.
"Message to Garcia," based on the
Elbert Hubbard classic.
"Earthbound," by Basil King.
"Snatched," by Kubec Glasmon.
"Shark Island," based on the life
of Dr. Samuel Mudd.
"John Barleycorn," by Jack London.

Zanuck will start production activity shortly after his arrival on the
coast.
The first picture to go in
work, "Metropolitan," will go before
the cameras July 25. The next two
follow the first week in August.

Sees 10-20% Jump
In Negative Costs
(Continued from Page

1)

by the coast representative of the
"Wall Street Journal." The figures,
furthermore, though indicating an

increase of nearly 10 per cent in
outlay, are based on a smaller number of pictures for the coming season.
son, and the cost of additional picNat Wolf has returned from a tures to be made in the coming seaWarner zone managers meeting in son "will be roughly 20 per cent in
New York.
excess of those of last year," says
Jack Mundstuck has been officially the financial paper's correspondent.
Production outlay in 1933 is given
promoted from M-G-M booker to
salesman.
The local M-G-M book- as $135,000,000; 1932, $180,000,000;
ing department is now in the hands 1931, $200,000,000; 1930, $150,000,of Philip Harrington, Stanley Fisher 000; 1929, $125,000,000.
and
student
a
booker,
Dorsay

Brown.
Resnick, Universal branch
manager recently transferred to
Milwaukee was here for the weekend closing up his personal affairs.
His family leaves for Milwaukee in

Saul

about two weeks.
"Becky Sharp," after a big week
at the Warner Hippodrome, was
former moved over to the Allen for an ex-

of the Harris theater, now
operating a skating rink.
Harry Handel closed the Pitt after a week's operation.

manager

1)

Altogether 20th Century is expected to make about a
dozen pictures for 1935-36 release
by Fox. The eight titles now set

York,

reported, he arranged
for some $10,000 worth of new stage
equipment for the Palace, giving
Broadway.
William Borack, booker for Fa- credence to the rumor that the Palmous Theaters, is the father of a ace is going in for vaudeville and
stage shows in a big way next seaboy.

continued

(Continued from Page

to the coast.

Paul Lazarus, who knows his boys ready talking about box office recfrom the West, came in for a bit of ord with the U. A. product.
kidding. However, Paul is as proud
$1,400,000 Profit
of his son's work at Warners as he
Walter Gould and Lester Sussman
represented some of the foreign
For Col. Management is of his own at U. A.
countries. Gould got plenty at this
(Continued from Pane 1)
Maurice Silverstone, chairman of confab to take back with him to
persistent rumors of an impending the board of United Artists Corp., Latin America, and Sussman also
25 per cent stock dividend, have Ltd.. received a fine reception from got a nifty earful for Puerto Rico.

Sabath Probe Opens;
Fox Met. Not Reached

1935

20TH CENTURY SETS

CONVENTION CHATTER

FULL SAY ON SALES
(Continued from Pane

9,

Hear Final Report Today

On

Cleveland Duals Pact
(Continued from Page

1)

theaters subscribed at last week's
meeting. Discussion will also be held
on Bank Night, premiums and giveaways.

Up Theater Owner
Hempstead, L. I. Two men astended run.
saulted and robbed Gustave BusRay Wallace closed the Columbia chatzke, owner of the State Theater,
theater, Alliance, for two months. shortly after midnight on Saturday.
Penn Square, local outlet for for- The bandits got only $7 in money.
eign films, is closed for the summer.
Frank Kasher, M-G-M shipper, is
Chip in to Pay Hess Verdict
now a benedict.
Three hundred religious publicaNegotiations are reported pending tions,
Christian
"The
including
between Loew and local interests to Century," are raising funds to pay
'ease the Ohio Theater, long dark, the damages of $10,200 assessed
and convert it into a Casino de Pa- against "The Churchman" in constage shows going on nection with a libel verdict given
ree, with

The Stanley will operate with
stage shows throughout the summer, the only downtown house to
do so.
Johnny Harris intends to close
Film Center Profit $25,344
his Alvin on July 19 for a couple
Film Center Building reports net of weeks.
Manny Greenwald of the U. A.
profit of $25,344, after all charges,
for the year 1934, compared with publicity staff going to Atlantic City while patrons are served at tables
for a rest.
in the auditorium.
$4,083 loss in 1933.

Bandits Beat

Gabriel L. Hess,
attorney.

—

Hays

office

general

The Daily Newspaper
Of M otion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Now Operating Bank Night Stunt

HALSEY^STUART SALE jTFOX BONDSJTTACKED
Paramount Production Activity Running
Now

11 Pictures

Work

in

—Seven More Starting
in Ten Days
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

How They

Started

THE FILM DAILY

— Stepping

4)

six

Youngstown

—

In a suit brought
Pleas Court by six
downtown houses, the State theater
has been temporarily enjoined from
operating Bank Night.
The complaining houses, the State, Warner,
in

itable

Liberal Code Provisions

Assured by Trade

Comm.

—

THE FILM DAILY

now famous Film Daily "How They
Introducing Walt Disney, old Mickey Mouse himself, in the
Los Angeles in 1923
Walt, full of ambition and with $500 capital, migrated to
St ?ed" "fries.
>'«?™'
famous
Mickey Mouse was born shortly thereafter and is now the most
a unique,
that artist
of
studios
the
from
work
with a half-million-dollar studio of his own. Art

$'"£'™

"Hap" Hadley

the company's history,

it

(Continued on Page 21)

New Board

Approximately 2,000 Houses
Now Operating Bank Nights
4

More Shakespeare Plays
Are Planned by Warners

Approximately 2,000 theaters are

now playing Bank Night and

indi-

cations are that the total will reach
3,500 by Jan. 1, next, said Claude
AfEzell, general sales manager of

—

include "Twelfth Might,"
(Continued on Page

wah Ma-

4)

advertising

and

editorial

.

contents.— Advt.

of Directors

Elected by United Artists
West Coast Bureau

.

policy of liberality in writing vol(Continued on Page 24)

in

president in charge
in his address before the U. A. con-

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Warners are consid- filiated Enterprises, in New York
Washington Extensive modifications of former code provisions in ering four more Shakespeare plays yesterday.
to
new voluntary trade agreements, for the screen, to follow up "A MidIn connection with its drive
(Continued on Page 4)
were assured yesterday as Chairman summer Night's Dream," according
Edwin L. Davis of the Federal to Jack L. Warner. The works contars The Film Daily Production Guide for 1935 will
Trade Commission, declared for a templated and their p
size
aPP«" n «'
surpass all predecessors in
Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

viceof distribut : on,

Common

(Continued on Page 4)

of

was stated by Arthur W. Kelly,

4)

Bank Night

—

Business of United
Artists in the foreign field durV
the past season was the most pr.

Hollywood

months period of the current year,
ended June 30, it was shown in a
report submitted by Attorney Milton C. Weisman, receiver, to U. S.

Injunction on

Halsey,

FOREIGN MARKEi

West Coast Bureau

on

Youngstown Houses Get

by

HAS BEST YEAR

IN

$645,410 ON HAND

Page

employed

&

U. A.

FOX THEATERS HAS

(.Continued on

Sabath Hearing
Co. in the marketing of
$13,000,000 securities of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., in 1929
were assailed by Representative
Thomas O'Malley at yesterday's session of the Sabath Congressional
Committee's investigation of real estate reorganization activities. Ernest
W. Niver, a vice-president of Halsey-Stuart, was questioned by the
committee and told how the $13,000,000 bonds had been sold on theater
(Continued on Page 21)

production. Eleven pictures are now
before the cameras.
These include
Cecil B. DeMille's "The Crusades,"
now in its final stages of montage
battle scenes; "The Big Broadcast
of 1935," which at present has set
up a unit at the Astoria Studios in

Fox Theaters had $645,410
hand at the close of the first

Securities Assailed at

Stuart

up produc-

Page

Marketing of Fox Theater

Methods

tion activity to capacity, the Paramount studios with 14 available
sound stages have 18' features either
in work or set for almost immediate

(.Continued on

Speed

Full

Hollywood
United

Mary

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Owner-producers of

Artists
Pickford,

Corp.,

Charles

including
Cnaplin,

Samuel
and
Douglas Fairbanks
Goldwyn, have elected the following
(Continued on Page 21)

Week

Music Hall
For "Love Me Forever"

Third

at

Columbia's new Grace Moore pic"Love Me Forever," has set
a summer attendance record and
will be held for a third week at the
Music Hall starting tomorrow. Only
previous picture to stay that long
at the big Radio City house was
ture,

"Little

Women."

DAILY

Wednesday, July

Gluckman Throwing Party Beaumont Pictures Sets
8 Western Melodramas

to Dedicate New Exchange
Herman Gluckman has sent out
Wed., July

Vol. 68, No. 8

JOHN W. ALICOATE

10 Cents

1935

10,

Editor and Publisher

Published daily except Sundays and Holiday
Y.
Broadway, New York, N.
at
16S0
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J.
Editor and Publishei
Alicoate,
President,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasun
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Ass.
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managin
Editor.
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New Yor
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 187'
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreiqi
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with ordei
$15.00.

W

invitations for the formal opening
of the New York exchange of Republic Pictures, at 630 Ninth Avenue, tomorrow, from 1 to 6 P. M.
Refreshments and a buffet luncheon
will be served, to which the industry is invited.
Those who will attend from the
New York territory include Jack

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Titles have been set
for eight western melodramas, starring Conway Tearle, to be produced
by Beaumont Pictures, headed by
Mitchell Leichter. The first, "Trail's
End," is now ready for release.

Address

manager;
S.
Bellman,
Picker, J. Felder, M. Cohen, D.
Black, J. Wilson, M. Harra, F. tract by Beaumont.
Greenberg, A. Plisco, R. J. Fannon,
S. Perlman, I. Siegel, R. Yackow, Pathe Film Incorporation
D. Kahn, T. Pekelner, M. Spino, E.
Expected by End of
Gotterer, R. Hassan, J. Cohen, S.
Film
Incorporation
Pathe
of
Seasonwein, M. Goodman and L.

DAILY,

Dix.

all communications to THE FI1."
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739
Holly
Cable Address: Filmday. New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holl>
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

W.

— Lichtbildbuehne,
— P. A. Harle, La
Cour

Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.
St.,

I.

Rue de

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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Technicolor

203/8
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1

Vincent

M-G-M Signs for B.I.P. Film
Contracts were signed yesterday
whereby M-G-M

the

New England summer

companies

stock

in search of leading

as well as

new feminine

faces.

men
He

already has lined up six candidates
for screen tests.

will distribute

New

British Unit After U. S. Stars

musical production, "April six pictures at a cost of about $300,Blossom," with Richard Tauber. 000 each for distribution through C.
The picture is based on the stage M. Woolf's new organization, is nehit, "Blossom Time."
gotiating for American stars to be
used in the productions. Anna Sten
Jessel-Talmadge for London
will be starred in the first.

l/

has

returned

to

New

York

last

night

Hollywood.

BOGART ROGERS
the

for

AUSTIN PARKER
from

New

left

York

Coast.
arrives

New

in

York today

abroad.

WILLARD PATTERSON
day

for

New

left

York yester-

Detroit.

DAN LONGWELL, assistant to Henry R
Luce, editor of "Time," has sailed
for London, where he will represent "The March
'of
Time at the annual sales convention of Radio
Pictures, Ltd., to be held there starting Friday.
'

BEN
his

SHLYEN

return

leaves
New
City.

York

today

Fox

in the fall.

$100,000 House for Beckley
Beckley, W. Va.—Fred Middleberg, Logan exhibitor, is erecting a
new $100,000 theater building here.
House will be managed by Charlie
Crawford, operator of the Palace.

Sam Wood Going to Honolulu
Eighth House for Chakeres
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Logan, O. Chakeres Theaters of
Hollywood Sam Wood, upon comSpringfield has closed a ten-year pletion of the Marx Brothers piclease on the Pythian theater. House ture, "A Night at the Opera," which

—

—

has been closed for remodeling and he is directing for M-G-M, will go
is scheduled to reopen around Sept.
to Honolulu for a six-week vacation.
House is the eighth in the Chak- He recently purchased a home there
1.
eres circuit.
which overlooks Waikiki Beach.

STOCK SHOTS
PICTORIAL FILM

LIBRARY, INC.
130 WEST 46th STREET

NYC

THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY'S MOST
COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE STOCK SHOT
LIBRARY.
WRITE OR WIRE FOR IMME-

on

Kansas

to

GEORGE CANTY,
Berlin,

today

U. S. trade commissioner in
Mrs. Canty sail from New York
the President Roosevelt for Europe.

and
on

CLARK GABLE is due
this week for New York
for

LEOPOLD

GODOWSKY,

and inventor of
today

sails

to

leave

the

en

route

to

coast

Europe

vacation.

a

son

of

new process
on the Normandie
a

for
for

the

pianist
color films,
Europe.

LUIGI PIRANDELLO, who was listed on the
passenger list of the Normandie on its arrival
abroad this week, was prevented from
sailing on the ship and will arrive later on an
from

Italian
I.

leaves

vessel.

ROBERT BRODER, theatrical
New York for Hollywood on

gone one month.

be

HARRY LEASIM, general
RKO Pictures International,
Rex

attorney,
to

Friday,

.

sales

manager

for

after spending a
the U. S., sailed last night on the
for his European headquarters.
in

Roxy Signs 26 Universal Films
Contracts

have

been

signed

by

#

UNITED AIR LINES ^

New
and

Overnight Service from New York
Chicago to Los Angeles and San

Francisco.
Fastest, shortest to most cities
on the Pacific Coast.
Leave New York
4:25 P. M. (D.S.T.)
Ticket Office: 58 E. 42nd St., MU. 2-7300

Hotels

;

Travel Bureaus

;

Telegraph Offices

"acks to appear in a stage produc- Howard S. Cullman of the Roxy
+ % tion
of "The Jazz Singer" in London and J. R. Grainger, Universal's dis-

to use color in
1935-36 program, said John D.
Clark, general sales manager, yesterday, following his return to New
York from the Coast after studio
conferences. This applies to shorts
as well as features.

SERVICE.

dio casting director, is on a tour of

CLARK

D.

Aqui-

the

B.I.P.

l/

Fox does not plan

DIATE

Scout After Leading Men
Fred Schuessler, RKO Radio stu-

JOHN
from

on

sails

London.

for

London (By Cable)— Garrett Elethe ment Picture Corp., formed to make

+ Va
George Jessel and Norma Tal+ 8
+ g madge have been engaged, through
+ % the William Morris Agency, by Joe

its

BRyant 9-4150

RKO

tomorrow

month

8
83,4

4
25

select-

Only minor changes were suggested
by the commission.

Capitol.

2

.

Marcus.

Mundi, one-man band;
Meyer Goldberg, novelty whistler;
"Escapade" Holds Over
Phil Stuart; Frank Brenna, vocalM-G-M's "Escapade," with Wilist; John Jewel, banjoist, and the
liam Powell and Luise Rainer, will
Mustang Wranglers, hill+ % Oklahoma
be held for a second week at the
orchestra.
billy

8%

.

ert S.

present Pathe firm, is expected to
occur before the end of this week,
following action of the Securities
Exchange Commission in informally
passing on an application for listing of stock of the new company.

SAMSON RAPHAELSON
tania

Va

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
.

Philadelphia are
William Z. Porter, William Karrer,
Obie Derr, R. Eberz, C. Lawson, G.
Lippin, C. Maggioncalda, and Rob-

Major Edward Bowes has

'/8

2V8

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
12%
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 12
Keith A-0 6s46.
805/8
Loew 6s 41ww
104
Paramount 6s47
9534
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 953,4
Par.
s50
973/
5V2
8
Par. 5i/2 s50 ctfs.... 97'/2
Warner's 6s39
66

from

ed the following talent for the cast
of the first of his series of two-reel
shorts to be produced at the Biograph studios with performers from
Net his radio amateur programs:
Chg.
impersonator;
Barlow,
Vivian

—
— IVi
+
— %
—2

834

25V2

Corp., to acquire the assets of the

Coming

Major Bowes Sets Talent
For First Amateur Short

106'/8 IO61/2

4

Week

la

FINANCIAL
High

exchange

Coming and Going

—

Others are "Desert Guns," "Senior
Jim," "Whistling Scull," "Judgment
Book," "Hell's Haciendas," "Three
Fingers" and "Devil's Goal." Tearle
has been placed under exclusive con-

1935

10,

Tryout for Austin Parker Play
"Hell Cat", with Rose Hobart,
Betty Lawford, Henry Daniells,
Alexander Kirkland and Frances
Mattux, opens July 29 at the Red
Barn, Locust Valley, L. I., for a
tryout.
It was written by Austin
Parker.

tribution chief, whereby the Roxy
will play a minimum of 26 Universal pictures next season.
First will

be "Diamond Jim," with Edward
Arnold.
The Music Hall recently
signed to play five "U" pictures.
"Smilin' Through" Returning
"Smilin' Through," M-G-M picture
starring Norma Shearer, will be revived for a week's engagement at
the Capitol starting July 19.

EVERYTHING
Reference to the mopicture industry

tion

— can be found

in the

1935
YEAR BOOK
of

CAN YOU USE THIS MAN?
Up

the present time was employed in
the animation and special film effects
department at Pathe News, photographing
animated maps, charts and cartoons. Also
made fades, dissolves and wipe-offs. (This
latter work is similar to the work done
to

on optical printers.)
Has had 7 years' non-professional experiusing his own standard 35mm motion picture equipment.
Has cut, spliced,
titled and edited his films.
In still photography, can develop,
print
ence,

and enlarge.
Twenty-five years of
Write Box No. 943
1650 Broadway

age.

References.

The Film Daily

New

York City

MOTION PICTURES

Now
ted

being

FREE
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to
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650 B way

DAILY
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6,000

FLORISTS

SELL IT

you

help

will

WITH FLOWERS!
A gigantic

national tie-up with 6,000

bonded members of the Florists' Telegraph Delivery Association. Already
the

Tn-State

picture

at

Florists have hailed the

their

Other

convention.

screenings follow at forthcoming sec-

campaign

hook

for

hoth

Follow

details.

Hollywood Reporter
it

FOX

See the

tional conventions.

s

advice

barrels... audiences

"
:

Give

will love

it!

"ORCHIDS TO YOU!
JOHN BOLES
MUIR
JEAN
CHARLES
This emblem
guarantees

your tie-up

BUTTERWORTH
RUTHELMA STEVENS
HARVEY STEPHENS

ARTHUR LAKE
Produced by Robert T. Kane

v<Cetuetftvet

Directed by William A. Seiter • Screen play by William Hurlbut
and Bartlett Cor mack • Original atory by Gordon Rigby and

Robert Dillon

Adaptation by

Howard

Estabrook

THIS YEARS
PROFITS
come from

THIS YEAR'S

PRODUCT

You Haven't

a

Show Without

0%ff

•*•>

DAILY

Wednesday, July

RUNNING FULL SPEED

USING BANK NIGHT
(Continued from Page 1)

prevent copyright infringement upon its plan, Affiliated Enterprises
has filed several hundred actions, all
charging unfair competition. Suits
against 300 theaters have been settled out of court, stated Ezell, who
is in New York with his attorney,
Judge Emmett Thurman of Denver.
Virtually all major circuits are
using the plan. Balaban & Katz has
just closed for it for its houses in
the Chicago zone, Ezell said.

Fox Theaters Has

On Hand

(Continued from Page 1)

District Court, New York, yesterday.
Receipts for that period were reported at $334,398 and disbursements at $135,601.
The court extended the receivership for six more months.

Youngstown Houses Get

Bank Night

(Continued from Page 1)

Dome, Park, Strand and Paramount,
charged that the giving away of $50
weekly constituted an unfair practice.
Date for hearing has not been
set.

4

More Shakespeare Plays
Are Planned by Warners
(Continued from Page 1)
"As You Like It,"

with
Josephine Hutchinson; "A Comedy
of Errors," with James Cagney, and
"The Merry Wives of Windsor,"
with Guy Kibbee.
rion Davies;

Casey-Pathe Trial Not

Till

will not be

tried

in

the

New York

WE

that is the intriguing
HOPE You Like It
• • •
statement on the attractive cover of the National Screen Serdisplaying a tiny pair of baby shoes
vice advertising book
and the inside presents the smash series of National
Screen full-page ads that appeared in the trade press over a
all built around the pleasant
period of weeks recently
atmosphere of appealing babes in very unusual and human inconceived and originated by Milton Silver
terest poses
we urge every showman in the biz to study the smart
showing
copy that accompanies each photographed study
how a company's product and service can be convincingly tied
again we repeat what we
up to a human interest theme
stated in this column some time ago
these ads step miles
away from the routine formula of copy writing and pictorial
embellishment
they smash over the message of The Trailer with a refreshing zest, snap conviction and
PUNCH.

•

•

AGAIN

our pleasure to comment on the
splendid work of Ted Toddy
editor of the house organ
that he gets out for Columbia's Southern Division
Ted

IT

is

the regional spots
Memphis, New Orleans, Dallas,
Atlanta, Charlotte
besides contributing his
own personal "Hot Toddy Graphs" column in every issue
the entire publication is marked by showmanship, clear thinking
and a lively good humor that is very refreshing
the lad is a great asset to his organization

covers

all

Oklahoma,

•

•

•

REFERENCE

IN

New

York State Supreme Court before
November, at the earliest, and probably not before one year has elapsed.

New Alabama House

our recent article on Baird
Television developments in Great Britain
A. P. Waxman
now informs us that we overlooked one important detail
i.e
Baird Television is controlled by GB
the company
for which A.P. does his masterly advertising and publicity directing
thanks, Abe
it was news to us
to

•

•

SOMETHING NEW

under the

Showman Sun

The Film Exchange managed by H. Pergament

promoting
"Sportland On the Screen"
a new series of giveaways
attractions
ten reels showing the little balls rolling as
they do in those Sportland Palaces where you shoot the metal
balls around for a nickel
now the game will be played
on the screen
these giveaways weeks will be disposed of
is

Greenville, Ala.
W. J. Ray and
associates, who operate a circuit of

theaters in Georgia and Alabama,
will bring a new theater here seating 1,200. It will be ready for use
by Oct. 1 and will cost in the neigh-

borhood of $30,000.

BIG
THE PRESS
AGENT

Dactylology

talking

by

Colin Here to Negotiate
Luigi Pirandello Deals
Saul C. Colin, fiction writer and
authority on D. H. Lawrence and
Pirandello, has arrived in New York
to negotiate a number of pending
deals for the Italian dramatist who
is due in this country some time
Prior

month.
becoming

to

Pirandello's

managing representative, translator
and collaborator, Colin was a prominent figure in the French motion
picture field.
He was co-owner of
"Raspail 216," a class cinema theater in Paris, and was associated
with
in France as assistant

RKO

general manager and Paramount's
Joinville studio as scenario and casting executive. He left RKO to accompany Pirandello to Stockholm
when he received the 1934 Nobel
prize, and gave a number of lectures
in Prague, Rome and London before leaving for New York. He is
stopping at the Waldorf-Astoria.

• • • A
play, "38," by Robert Mulligan, will be
produced by the William Brady-Pearson and Baruch combo at
their summer theater at Deal, N. J.
the play was sold
through the William Morris Agency
Wolfe Kaufman,
author of "Tender Cheeks," and George Antheill, composer,
gave each other a birthday party last Monday nite
Wolfe gave himself a gift the completed manuscript of his
latest novel, "Something Always Happens"
Master Arts
have signed Nils T. Granlund for a series of shorts based on
his experiences in producing nite club shows
production

SUNSHIN€
^MAL'/

—

"Charles (Buddy) Rogers

fossils.

• • THE FAMOUS tap dancer, Bill Robinson, will make
a personal appearance on the Roxy stage Friday eve
a buildup for the opening of his new feature pix, "Hooray for
Love," the RKO Radio musical comedy
the Roxy will also
bring back for a return engagement on Friday the sensational
young Mexican singer, Joaquin Garay
he recently created
a new long-run record at this house by being held over for five

•

NEW

AS SEEN BY

with

cording is required; "Collegiate,"
with Joe Penner; "From Little
Acorns," a story of the C. C. C;
the Harold Lloyd picture, "The
Milky Way," "The Virginia Judge,"
with Walter C. Kelly; the Carole
Lombard picture, "Hands Across the
Table"; and "Amateur Hour," a
story of what happens during those
times when future Bing Crosbys try
for a place on the air.

weeks

NEWS

logist.

:

later this

•

to the territories on a state right basis

—

under Norman Taurog's
which
Gary Cooper and Ann Harding are
featured;
"Annapolis
Farewell,"
with Sir Guy Standing; "The Last
Outpost," with Cary Grant, Gertrude Michael and Claude Rains;
the Bing Crosby picture, "Two for
Tonight"; the George Burns and
Gracie Allen comedy, "Here Comes
Cookie;" "Without Regret," with
Elissa Landi and Kent Taylor; the
King Vidor production, "So Red the
Rose," which stars Margaret Sullavan; the Zane Grey picture, "Wanderer of the Wasteland;" and "Rose
of the Rancho," in which Gladys
Swarthout makes her film debut.
Those which will start within the
next ten days are the Byrd Expedition feature, "Little America," for
which only incidental musical redirection; "Peter Ibbetson," in

Fall

Mismanagement action brought
by Pat Casey against Pathe directors

(Continued from Page 1)

RDUI

•

Injunction on

1935

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

2,000 THEATERS

$645,410

10,

It's

has

is

a dactylo-

nothing to

merely

signs."— RKO

the

art

do
of

starts this

week

Radio City Music Hall holding "Love
Forever" for a third week.

RADIO.

Me

<€

«

» » »

August 2
Paramount Begins the New
Season With a Bang ....

DeMIUES

CECIL B
II

II

THE CRUSADES
with

LORETTA YOUNG
HENRY WILCOXON
Ian Keith

Katherine De Mille

C.

Aubrey Smith

Alan Hale

C.

Henry Gordon

Joseph Schildkraut

Montagu Love

George Barbier
adventures

of Richard, the

The magnificent

Lion-Hearted ... set against the

spectacular background of the world's

"The Crusades"

and dramatic

is

spectacle.

ready over 256,000 lines

v5

De

Cecil B.

Mille' s

fame

Its

great war-

on

.

most pretentious

nation-wide, for

is

of publicity

first

this picture

al-

have

appeared in the newspapers and magazines

of

this

Production Highlights

of

Acre

country
.

.

.

.

mightiest battle yet filmed

horses
feet,

.

. . .

giant catapults

. . .

sets

embracing the wonders

seraglios of Saladin.

.

of

. .

The Siege

10,000 soldiers

... 3500

covering 1,000,000 square
Jerusalem, the scented

m

August 2
Food

for the

//

Box Office

soup to

n:

with

George Burns ,»d Gra
Jack Powell and a large supporting cast

by Norman McLeod
may" ...
radio

let

Directed

"Let the quips fall where they

Gracie fiddle while George burns. The No.

comics in a

riot

of

ghosts of a haunted house

Medbury and Walton

1

fun in which Gracie haunts the
.

.

.

Writers,

Farrar; Director,

humorists John P.

comedy-minded Norman

McLeod ("Horse Feathers", "Mama Loves Papa").

August 9
The "Bengal Lancers" of
the United States Navy
//

ANNAPOLIS FAREWELL

r

With

Sir

Guy Standing Richard Cromwell Tom Brown

Rosalind Keith

Jack Cox andJheJMidshipmen

United States Naval
the

cooperation

of

Academy

the United

.

Filmed

States

picture brings together again Sir

Guy

at

Annapolis with

Naval Academy,

A

this

Standing and Richard

Cromwell, the famous "father and son" combination
Lives of

©* the

of

"The

Bengal Lancer", in a story equally as dramatic

Directed by Alexander Hall("Liltle Miss Marker", "GohV To Town").

I
--<•-+

hmmm

//

August 16
Two Outstanding

Attractions

GARY COOPER
ANN HA

1

//

1
Jf/Sfl*

fcftf«
With Ida Lupino John Halliday Douglass Dumbrille
Virginia Weidler Dickie Moore Directed by Henry Hathaway
One

of

the great

classics

Maurier's famous novel
stage play

.

of

all

time.

Read by millions

heard by thousands more as Deems Taylor's opera.

"Now and

Forever"

.

.

.

Script

and Waldemar Young, who did "The Lives

it

of a

Bengal

by Vincent Lawrence
of

a Bengal Lancer."

Without Regret
With Elissa Landi

/

Du

seen by millions as the celebrated

Henry Hathaway, directed Gary Cooper in "The Lives
Lancer" and

as

A
A

tup

passionate and forceful story of blackmail
ihrilling upper-world

l>y Harold Young,

\V

v&

who

Frances Drake

Kent Taylor

and deliberate death.

melodrama fascinating

in plot

. . .

directed "The Scarlet Pimpernel."

Directed

//

August 23
The ACE

of

Westerns

.

.

.

WANDERER
OF

THE

WASTELAND

Directed by Otto Lovering
Wasteland" as a

of the

was a box

office

silent film in 1924

clean-up everywhere.
to

"Wanderer

It

will

be a

fitting

counterpart

Paramount's 1934-35 Western successes, "The Last

Round-Up" and "Wagon Wheels."

August 30
Adventure, Romance, Action

E

LAST OUTPOST
With Cary Grant Claude Rains Gertrude
Michael Colin Tapley . . A breath-taking story
of

daring deeds during the World War.

action that rushes from the

Exciting

mountain passes

of

Kurdistan through the crowded streets of Cairo to
the end in a stunning climax in Central Africa's

jungle. Spectacular, thrilling,
Director, Charles Barton,

crammed with

("Wagon Wheels.")

action!

a

September
In

6

PARAMOUNT WEEK Comes

One

of Year's Biggest Pictures

MDHDCHST
BING CROSBY AMOS N' ANDY
* ETHEL MERMAN JACK OAKIE BURNS
With

LYDA ROBERTI

and ALLEN

MARY

BOLAND CHARLIE RUGGLES JESSICA
DRAGONETTE SIR GUY STANDING
GAIL PATRICK

WENDY

* BILL ROBINSON

*

BARRIE

INA RAY HUTTON & HER BAND

RAY NOBLE & HIS ORCHESTRA
Directed

HENRY WADSWORTH

RUTH SLENCYNSKI

Music by Ralph Rainger and

by Norman Taurog

Leo Robin, Dick Whiting, Carlos Gardel and Ray Noble,

whose songs, "I Wished

On The Moon," "Why Dream,"

Double Trouble" and "Cheating Muchachita,"

among

1935-36's

outstanding hits

.

.

will

be

Director Norman Taurog

("We're Not Dressing") ("Mrs. Wiggs") ("College Rhythm")

The amazing array

of talent in this picture

*

Specialties

speaks for

by

itself*

these people

September 13
FRIDAY

Day

for

A Big Black Ink
the Nation's Box Offices

the 13th

.

.

BING C
JOAN BENNETT
in

If

FOR TONIGHT
With Mary Boland Frances Drake Lynne Overman

Benny Baker
Me Not".
more
.

.

less

all

from him

.

Is

this is a

the zip in the world

song writer who crashes

dollar musical

of

tuneful than "Here

than "Mississippi,"

faster, flashier

comedy with

Louder and funnier than "She Loves

.

.

.

to success

My

Heart".

.

Crosby musical
Bing

is

a penni-

with a million

and croons back the gal somebody

stole

Music by Gordon and Revel, composers

"Did You Ever See a Dream Walking," "Stay As

Sweet As You Are," "With
Directed

by Frank

"Here

My

Is

Tuttle,

My

who

Eyes

Wide Open"

.

.

.

directed Bing Crosby in

Heart" and "The Big Broadcast

of 1933."

U4t
-

'y-m:

'

September 20
Two Box

Office Bulls-Eyes

eorge Raft

•

Alice

.

.

.

.

Faye
If

ElTEftY

NIGHT AT EIGHT

With Frances Langford, Palsy Kelly, The Three
Directed by Raoul Walsh

Radio Rogues
The

first

motion picture about the currently popular

"amateur" radio hours

.

.

Rait as a Master of

.

Melody

in a merry, musical story of the Three Sweet Singing

Swanee

Sisters

.

croon their radio
Directed

.

.

three gals, not even cousins,

way from Amateur Hours

who
...

to Art

by Raoul Walsh ("The Cock-Eyed World,"

"The Bowery"). Music by Fields and McHugh, who
wrote "I Can't Give
"Lost In

A

Fog,"

You Anything But

"Thank You

for a

A Walter Wanger
//

Love, Baby,

Lovely Evening".

Production

THE VIRGINIA JUDGE
With Walter
Keith

C.

Kelly

Johnny Downs Rosalind

Walter C. Kelly brings

and grand character who

to the screen that great

for years

made

vaudeville

audiences rock with laughter ... Written by Mr. Kelly

and Octavus Roy Cohen, famous Saturday Evening
writer; directed

1

Posl

by Ralph Murphy ("McFadden's FJ **
4

Jm^M^

//

September 27
One

of the

"BEST TEN" Pictures

With PAULINE LORD
Elierbe

.

Randolph

Directed by King Vidor

of 1935

Scott
. .

Harry

As the No.

1

best -selling novel of 1934, Stark Young's great story

was read by

at

least 1,000,000

people and publicized

by newspapers, magazines and word-of-moulh
ditional

millions

.

.

.

Anderson

by King Vidor ("The

Directed

Big Parade", "Street Scene")

.

to ad-

.

.

(Pulitzer Prize Winner),

Script

by Maxwell

Laurence Stallings

("What Price Glory") and William Slavens McNutt,
outstanding writer of short stories and scenarios.

<*>;

;JjgSgnBM|

.

September
A Grand New

27

Series of Westerns

CASS1DY
With James Gleason as "Hopalong
Cassidy" Paula Stone tio^SSk] James
Ellison Kenneth Thompson
Robert
Warwick Charles Middleton
- -

Clarence Mulford's famous novels have sold over
copies and have been read

3,000,000

20,000,000 people.

a

great

series

In addition

HOPALONG
CAS SIDY

and

THE EAGLE'S BROOD
ciARm

will

be

five

to

by

They should prove the
of

least

basis for

box office Westerns

"HOPALONG
"THE

.

.

CASSIDY," there

made from

Mulford's

MAN FROM

BAR-20"

other pictures

novels. These will be

at

"HOPALONG CASSIDY'S PROTEGE". "MESQUITE
JENKINS". "BAR-20 RIDES AGAIN". "HOPALONG

CASSIDY AND THE EAGLE'S BROOD"

Icpalong
Cassidv

CJLAftENCE

E.MOLFORD

'

October 4
Two

lot the

Box

Office

.

.

.

CAROLE LOMBARD
in

Hands Across
II

The Table
With a Cast

of

Prominent Players

. .

A

glorious story of

young love by Vina Delmar, whose novels and magazine
stories

boast

Lombard

of

an amazing popularity; presenting Carole

as a big city manicurist

sionally with the world

and

who

his brother, but

hold hands romantically with someone,

some

.

. .

Directed

holds hands profes-

tall,

by Mitchell Leisen ("Murder

who yearns

to

dark and handat the Vanities.")

urkeLynne Overman
Roscoe Karns
Barbier

Benny Baker

j|fee Friganza

. .

Larry Crabbe

Directed by

George

Max Marcin

highway between Portland
Death staJ^SjTcrack kings of the
phantom juggernaut causes drivers to swerve

^^edtW^T

passengers
from the road a«d"crash their

to oblivion.

•

/;!,;,.;

;

:

October

11

Love Moonlight* -Music Action

II

THE RANCHO
With

JOHN BOLES

•

GLADYS SWARTHOUT

Herb Williams Willie Howard .. Directed by
The first big outdoor musical
Marion Gering
David Belasco's greatest stage

to

hit, set

special music

by Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin, whose "Love
and "June

in

in

January" made musical history

.

Bloom"
-

with

lovely Gladys Swarthout, leading American operatic star

handsome John

Boles,

whose recent personal appear-

ances have testified to his great draw

famous Broadway comedian

dead-pan laugh

fV' v

u—

'

V"j

getter,

.

this

.

.

.

Willie Howard,

Herb Williams, the great

.

is

a Special of Specials.

October 18
Two Comedies
Musical

One

One Marital

PLEASURE

BEACH

//

With Johnny Downs Lynne Overman George
Barbier Alison Skipworlh Gail Patrick .
Directed by

Norman McLeod

musical idea in years

— with

more

action than a three-ring circus!

Coronado Beach
•

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

color,
.

glamor and

The Locale —

The Music by Gordon &

The Dances by LeRoy
Pacific

.

tent city

//

;

'

between a

girl

and a boy from

and

International Exposition

who

its

"The

.The Background

North Island, world's largest naval base

Romance

Revel

Prinz, featuring

Coronado", newest dance sensation .

San Diego's great

The most original

.

.

.

.

The

lives in Coronado's colorful

millionaire hotel.

THE IMPERFECT HUSBAND
With Mary Boland Edward Everett Horton
Lynne Overman . . A new "Mr. and Mrs." combination in

an

The battery
the pitcher,
just

hysterical, hilarious down-to-earth
for this

game

and Edward

is

Mary Boland

comedy.

as "Dizzy" Dora,

Everett Horton, the catcher

imperfect in
a punch-drunk husband,

but perfect!* soreaming in others

.

.

.

many ways

October

25

Grade A Certified Entertainment

'=Way"
With Adolphe Menjou
ted

William Frawley

by Leo McCarey

Broadway plays

One

his

way

Direc-

the best laugh -getting

of

of 1934, this hilarious

milkman who ducked

. .

into

comedy

of a

goofy

the world's middle-

weight championship, should make one of the best Harold

Lloyd comedies
international
of

of recent years

fame

Red Gap" will

.

.

for his brilliant

direct.

.

Leo McCarey, who

manipulation

of

won

"Ruggles

Adolphe Menjou, William Frawley

and a grand supporting

cast insure

;..^ic.

..£..

an

all-star picture.

MMdm*H

111

i

ill

be withdrawn from

will

such major
build

it

up

cities as

for

New

release in

August and given long runs in

York, Chicago

and Los Angeles

in order to

general release.

TITLE CHANGE
The

title

"Pleasure Beach" will be changed to

"CORONADO".

PICTURE CHANGES
In order to take advantage of the current craze for amateur hours, the
picture,

"AMATEUR HOURS",

Baker, George Barbier

instead of

In the

Willie*

same month, "ROUGH

come

Howard,

will

be released in October

"Phantom Bus".

Roberti, will
will

and

with Ida Lupino, Ray Milland, Benny

ON DAMES",

be released instead

of

with Carl Brisson and Lyda

"The Imperfect Husband", which

in the second quarter.

PICTURE ADDED
It

will

probably be possible

to

include another picture in October release

schedule. This will be SYLVIA SIDNEY in "LET'S GET MARRIED".

THE
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HAS BEST YEAR

U. A.

FOREIGN MARKET

IN

(Continued from Page

1)

vention yesterday. The reasons for
this, Kelly said, are the increased
number of pictures, expansion of exchanges, and the gearing of production policies to the demands of audiences in all parts of the world.
As a result of this impetus, Kelly
predicted that the 1935-36 season
will show an increase of easily 50
per cent over last season for U. A.
in the foreign field.
He based this
forecast on the product lineup, particularly the Charlie Chaplin picture.

J-JOLLYWOOD — Moe Streimer,
New York sales manager, was

U. A. Convention Banquet
Being Broadcast Tonight
West Coast Bureau of

—

Hollywood The big dinner dance
Trocadero this evening, serv-

ing as the climax to the business
sessions of United Artists Sales
Convention, will be broadcast over a
national network of the Columbia
system from 9:30 to 10:30 P. M.
The masters of ceremonies are to
be Eddie Cantor, Nick Parkyakakas
and Benny Rubin. Among the entertainers will be George Jessel,

Harry

Richman, Cliff Edwards,
Alice Fay, Donald Duck, Pluto Pup,
Clarabelle Cow and others.

Among

the guests will be Mary
Chaplin.
Will
Charlie
Hays, Douglas Fairbanks, Dolores
Del Rio, Al Jolson, Constance Ben-

Pickford,

Jack Benny, Samuel Goldwyn,
David O. Selznick, Joseph Schenck,

nett,

Irving
Chico

Marx,

Merle

Oberon,

Berlin,

Paulette

Edward

Goddard,
Robinson,

Lawrence

Howard Hughes, Herbert

Tibbett,

Marshall,

Joel McCrea, Barbara Stanwyck,
Frank Fay, Josephine Hutchinson,

Miriam Hopkins and

others.

Armour Given More

Duties

RKO

in the Far East
Reginald Armour, who has been
managing director of the RKO ex-

in

L.

A. for

first

—

Charlie Dortic, Pittsburgh

office

manager, formerly held the same
job at the New York exchange.

Bob Bertschy, now with U. A. in
Washington, was also connected
with the company in Buffalo. Bob
Washington

better.

Frank Young and Joe Hartman
are referred to as Horoiuitz's guncovers the North Side
of Chicago, while Joe Covers the
South.

THE FILM DAILY men. Frank

at the

was formerly located

United Artists.
Jewish jockey to gain national prominence.
During the 80's
A. C. "Buck" Buchanan, selling
and 90's there wasn't a prize horse
that he didn't lift a leg over. And out of the Kansas City office, is
when it comes to fishing ah, there's called the Oklahoma Wildcat because that's his territory. "Buck"
a man.
went west in the days of the real
bad men.
the

likes diplomatic

For

ATTACK FOX BOND SALE
BY HALSEY-STUART CO.

CONVENTION CHATTER

U. A.

Manager

Sales

Denver
Denver

is

Al

Hoffman

in

the shortest guy in the

Once was a salesChicago now is happily
mai-ried in Denver.

man

outfit.

—

in

Don McLucas, sales manager
from Omaha, is a prince of a fellow. Holds his own in a foursome
of bridge. Ask him to fill in once
that might be enough.

—

Ed Rostermundt, Omaha

go-get-

enjoy Hollywood. Anything
so as to visit a city of more than

ter, will

10,000.

Harry Hardin

of Seattle, is the

son of Charlie Hardin, who was
once U. A. branch manager in Seattle.

D.

Freddie Gage of the home territory is what sales managers call a
"real
to

film

knock

He knows how

man."

off

contracts by the yard.

J.

off nifty Irish stories.

Harry Kohen

of Toronto is called

is

now on

way

his

Home

in

to Tokyo.

manager

in

Walt Millar of Salt Lake is called
"Cowboy." Yeh, he covers the Mon-

Line for Boost

of publicity and
United Artists, is likely
to be promoted to an important executive post in the new setup with Al
Conversations
Lichtman as president.
have been held along lines of Home
becoming an executive assistant to the
president or even becoming vice-president.
He is now at the coast attending
the company's annual sales convention.

Hal

Home,

advertising for

director

Eddie
manager,

is

making

selling

Paul Bush, selling U. A. out of

his

first

trip

Stern, one oi Ai Hoffman's
go-getters in the Denver territory,

Harry

—

U. A.

out of New York despite the fact
that he claims he was to Jersey
once getting playdate><

He
was

exsub-

and

re-

strictions.

the fact that he's heard you
the first time. Must be a gag.

spite

Jack Emenheiser, salesman in Atunder the wire to

lanta, just go in

make
U. A.

the trip.

tective committee
of time.

was formed ahead

New Board

of Directors
Elected by United Artists
(Continued from Page

1)

members

tana territory.

shouldered chasing playdates. Don't
he's comlet Elmer's size fool you
out of New York, leads all the city pressed dynamite.
men in sales. Meyer has been with
Johnny Dervin, Boston sales manthe company for many years.
iger, has a nifty habit of making
deMullen, New York office you repeat each question twice

Meyer Lieberman,

an engineering firm.

plained that the appraisal
ject to certain conditions

—

the "big business man" of the Do- San Francisco, is no bushleaguer
change in India since its inception, minion by the boys.
when it comes to knocking off conhas become general manager of the
tracts for U. A. in his territory.
entire Far Eastern territory with
Floyd Murphy, salesman out of
Japan,
China,
supervision
over
Dave Axler of Toronto is on his
New Orleans, likes horseback ridStraits Settlements, Borneo and MaNot bad, but it's not an all- wedding trip. Dave recently maring.
lay States, Phil Reisman announces.
ried Ruth Allen, daughter of Jule
affair.
He will have under his supervi- day
Allen, big theater operator in Cansion the Japanese exchange manLooks to us like Ed Connelly, In- ada.
well
as
Lindstrom
aged by S. F.
dianapolis salesman, has taken on
as the activities of Frank A. KenElmer McKinley, Indianapolis ofsome weight. Qh, well, it's this
office
home
nedy, newly appointed
fice manager, they claim got roundheat.
East who Hollywood

representative in the Far

vis,

Niver was closely questioned by
the committee on other particulars
shifted from. Salt
Lake to Minneapolis and we're of in connection with the flotation of
the opinion that this trip to the the securities which covered more
coast will convince him what a swell than a hundred theaters. Niver admitted that Halsey-Stuart had paid
territory the Dakotas are.
A. C. Blumenthal a $62,000 brokerage commission to contact Fox TheThe only twins in the U. A. out- aters Corp., and that Halsey-Stuart
fit—Milt and Harry Frankle—both had bought the bonds at a iy2 per
sell in the Omaha territory for Don
cent discount.
In addition, he said
McLucas.
$243,000 had been received for expenses on the issue incurred during
During the days of his youth, Bill the first year that the bonds were in
Feldstein, St. Louis sales manager, default, but could not give details as
was quite a figure in both baseball to just what the expenses covered.
and hockey up in Toronto. But that He said he would try to furnish this
was a good number of years ago, information. Niver also stated he
received a letter from W. C. Michel,
eh Bill?
Fox Theaters vice-president, saying
it would be necessary to form a proIrving Schlank, Salt Lake sales tective committee before the bonds
manager, always gets a kick out of were defaulted. Otherwise, the letthese conventions and sure is en- ter said, some of
the bondholders
joying this one.
would demand a receivership under
which 80 per cent of the theater
Salesman Jack O'Brien, from leases held by Fox Met. would revert
It was to
Seattle,
proved himself a swell to the original owners.
avoid this, Niver said, that the promaster of ceremonies?

McNerney, San Francisco Minneapolis, is doing a swell job for
Ralph Cramblet.

—

1)

Don Conley was

C. J. Chouinard, office

sales manager, had a pleasant moWonder
tor trip down the coast.
what the D. J. stands for everybody calls him "Mac." He rattles

(Continued from Page

properties which cost only
$8,749 000
to acquire. A prospectus
in connection with the issue was
declared to
have stated the properties had
a
commercial value of $19,500,000
Niver acknowledged that this figure
had been determined by an appraisal
on the part of Ford, Bacon & Da-

He

recently rejoined

of the U. A. board of directors for the forthcoming year:
Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin,

Douglas Fairbanks, Samuel Goldwyn, Al Lichtman, James Mulvey,
Dennis F. O'Brien, Nathan Burkan
and Edward C. Raftery. The new
board had its first session yesterday.
R. C. Speece in Canton
Canton, O. R. C. Speece, eight
years with Paramount-Publix in
Georgia, Florida and New York, is
now associated with Loew and is
serving as relief manager at the
local Loew house.
Speece also was
two years with Warners in the
Philadelphia zone.

—

Bogart Rogers

in

20th Cent.

Bogart
Rogers,
who recently resigned as scenario editor of Paramount,
has joined the editorial forces of 20th
Century-Fox.
He arrived in New York
last week on a vacation and was signed
by Thomas B. Costain, eastern editor
Fox.
Rogers left for the coast
of
last

night.
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this is

only the second time

in the history of the world's

largest theatre that a picture

has played for three weeks!
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »

on the picture for a week prior

Hero Contest
Plugs "Public Hero"
'THE highlight of Manny Mar-

to the premiere.

5,000 blotters
were distributed throughout the
downtown office buildings in a
tie-up with a local paper. 2,500
tagged daggers were distributed
on the street, with copy: "Beware of the female Dracula."

campaign on "Public Heits showing at his Emboyd theater, Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
cus'

ro" for

was a contest planted in the lowas a contest planted in the local

—Loew's, Rochester, N. Y.

lywood caught by the candid
camera."
In addition to the
photographs of the stars, the ad
included a prominent plug for
the playdate of "G Men." The
novelty

Press-Book Tip Nets
Full Page Tie-Up

FOLLOWING

the

Warner

of the

suggestion

Bros.' press-

book on "G Men", Larry Morris,

manager

of the St.

George

Staten Island, was
able to secure a one full-page
newspaper ad tie-up with a
large local laundry. The ad featured used informal shots of the

Theater

in

—James

Cagney,
and Margaret
Lindsay which were obtained
by the use of the "candid cameta."
The headline on the ad
read: "Fashion Tips From Hol-

"G Men"

Ann

stars

Dvorak

—

the

idea

is

what

—

St. George,
St. George, S.

"News-Sentinel" in which readers were urged to send in their
description of some heroic act or
deed accomplished by some person known personally to them.
The event must be a local one.
The contest ran for three days.
The local police chief assisted
in obtaining a display of guns,
etc., taken from criminals here.
This display was placed in the
window of a large local haberdashery in the downtown business section. 10,000 card pluggers, imprinted with copy to the
effect that ten pairs of tickets
would be awarded to those writing the title of the picture the
greatest number of times on the
reverse side, were distributed

of

brought the laundry firm into
the tie-up, Morris reports.
I.

Buffalo Tieups Put Over
"Keeper of the Bees"

AN

exploitation

campaign that

brought results was put on

by Charles B. Taylor, Manager
of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo,
aided by Harry Berman, Manager of the Republic Buffalo
Exchange, when "Keeper of the
Bees" played Shea's recently.
Taylor and Berman went strongly for local tie-ups, obtaining
special window displays with

Remington-Rand, J. N. Adam
Beauty Shop, Oppenheim-Collins window with Betty Furness

in a

bathing

suit,

10,

1935

« «

signs on foun-

tains and windows, and special
"Keeper of the Bees" menus at
the Woolworth stores, specially imprinted hosiery bags distributed by three of the Jay
Shoe Stores, stills of Betty Fur-

ness and cards with the Hengerer Department store and an
elaborate display in Ulbrichs,
the leading book store of the
city. This latter store used a
special window of Gene Stratton-Porter books with a 40 by
60 blow-up of the front page
of the press book as a background.
There were also distributed 3,000 special imprinted
napkins through the Liggett
stores; 1,000 Postal Telegraph
heralds were handed out by
Postal messenger boys; 1,000
large heralds were distributed
by the theater; 3,000 bookmarks
were placed in Buffalo public
libraries, and a lobby display

and trailer were used one week
advance.

in

—Shea's Theater,

Buffalo.

by Western Union special messenger service. A tie-up with a
mens' store was arranged, featuring Chester Morris stills,
showing him wearing a straw

Samson Raphaelson Urges Advance Screening Aids
Cooperation With Stage 'No More Ladies' in Sioux City
Assured by Trade Comm.

Liberal Code Provisions
(Continued from Page 1)
Davis, in his

The reward for the Weyerbills was posted in the
theater lobby. Twelve boys were
employed to parade te streets
hat.

untary codes.

hauser

initial

indication of the Commission's plays for codification, issued
statements, following inquiries from
some 80 industries including motion
He said "we want to be
pictures.
as liberal as possible, within the
law.
The Commission's rules will

official

carrying cutout letters spelling
out the picture title.

—Emboyd, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

be absolutely uniform. They shall
be stated broadly enough so as to
apply to all industries alike."

Novelty Ballyhoo
for "Vampire"
'"THE highlight of Lester Pollock's campaign on "Mark of
the Vampire" for its Loew's theater, Rochester showing was the

Upstate Grosses 50% Off
Due to Flood Disaster

use of a man dressed in a white
sheet who blew a whistle from
time to time to call attention to
his perch on the roof of the the-

Receipts of approximately 30 theaters in upper New York state are
off as much as 50 per cent owing to
the current disaster, according to reports
reaching
here
yesterday.
Houses affected are located in Binghamton, Hornell, Catskill, Geneva,

speaking then through a
loud speaker about the film. At
night a green spot was displayed on him, attracting much attention. An ambulance was held
in front of the theater for four
days in advance of the showing with cards reading: "We
will be ready for you if you
faint while witnessing 'Mark of
Ushers and
the Vampire'."
doormen wore ribbons with copy
ater,

Picture producers should regard
the legitimate theater not as a competitor but instead as "the life
blood" of story ideas for their product, declared Samson Raphaelson,
playwright and scenarist, in New
York yesterday, prior to sailing for
London. The legit theater, he said,
encourages writers to develop new
ideas, themes which could not possibly be sold in original story form
He urged that proto the studios.
ducers more frequently put their
stars in Broadway plays to help
them succeed.

exploiting
More
"No
Ladies," for its Capitol The-

Sioux City, Iowa, showL. E. Davidson
arranged a
special
advance
screening for newspaper critics,
club women and local celebrities.
This took place ten days
ater,
ing,

Manager

before

the

film's

premiere.

Davidson was assisted by an MG-M exploiteer. Three days in
advance, a jumble word contest
appeared in the local "Tribune."
Readers were offered cash prizes
for the largest number of words
to be formed from the letters

A
of the picture.
Frigidaire tie-up was arranged
with the local Power and Light
Company. Summer clothes window displays featured stills of
in the title

Decision is Reserved
In Claim Against Para.

Special Master Joyce yesterday
reserved decision on motion of the
Circle Theater Co. to allow part of
The
its claim against Paramount.
Ithaca and other towns.
amount of $700 is sought in this
move, which has not been objected
to by attorneys for Paramount.
Iowa Items
Two other claims against the
Des Moines Extension of time company, one from the First Nahas been granted the Grand theater tional Bank, Boston, and the other
improvement program at Ottumwa from the Indemnity Insurance Co. of
under direction of A. H. Blank and North America, were adjourned unTri-States Theater Corp. The plans til Sept. 17.
call for increased seating, from 950
to 1,150, and other major changes.
Leslie Howard in Hospital
Opening set for Sept. 1.
A second-run 400-seat house is
Hamilton, Bermuda Leslie Howtentatively planned by Tri-States ard is in the King Edward VII
Theater Corp. in Ottumwa.
Hospital here as a result of an inDickinson theater at Creston, la., fection developing from a boil on
has installed a cooling system and his knee. His condition was reported
reopened.
After two
improved yesterday.
Harry Pace of Audubon has pur- weeks' vacation here with his famchased the theater at West Union, ily, Howard goes to England to
la., from George Cohen
and will make a film version of "The Petriassume management July 17. Pace fied Forest." He then returns to
also owns half interest in the thea- New York to do "Hamlet" on the
ter at Pocahontas.
stage.

—

SHOWMAN'S

TN

Robert Montgomery and Franchot Tone, who have the male
Five
leads in the production.
in
tabloid
thousand
heralds
form were distributed to homes
in the city.

— Capital,

Sioux City,

la.

FACTS
ABOUT

—

REMINDER
Study your ads to see where you can
improve them in comparison with your
competition.
i

!

FILMS

Czechoslovakia obtains more unexposed motion picture film from the
U. S. than from any other country.
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DATE BOOK

July

8-13:

United

Artists

—

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
nomination

New

York.

July 29:

Indianapolis
Variety
Club
Golf
Tournament, Hillcrest Country Club. Indianapolis.

National
Day, 25 per

war

Allied

10-11:
meeting,

July

Independent Allied Theater
cent of receipts going to

chest.

Allied

Claypool

national
vice-presidents'
Hotel, Indianapolis.

Aug.

11-13:
Southeastern Theater Owners
Ass'n convention, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.

Aug. 21-23: Allied Theaters of New Jersey
convention
Allied
regional
and
eastern
meeting, Atlantic City.

Showmen's

Sept. 3-8:
lantic

Variety

DAY

of the

convention.

sales

July 19:
S. M. P. E. meeting and
of officers, Hotel Pennsylvania,

Aug. 5:

NEWS

«

Jubilee,

At-

City.

Homer City, Pa.
The Empire,
dark since it was partly destroyed
by fire over two years ago, is being
reconstructed and will be opened by
William Lipsie, general manager of
Indiana County Theaters Co. National Theater Supply of Pittsburgh
is furnishing the new equipment.

—

Huron, O.
Fred Schram has
leased the Ritz, formerly operated
by 0. J. Guthrie.

chased the

Mock

theater, Girard, 0.,

some months ago and
ing

all his

time to

He

recently
Girard.

is

its

moved

now

devot-

management.

his

family to
. .

.not unusual

when you

—

Export, Pa.
Ritz theater was
badly damaged by fire recently.
House has been under lease to Mario

Battiston.

—

Columbiana, O. The Globe, dark
for almost two years, has been reAkron, O.
Spayne and Martin
have acquired the Southern theater opened.
have closed it to permit complete
Canton, O.— Wallace (Doc) Ellirenovation for reopening around
ott, Warner's Alhambra manager,
Aug. 1.

—

en route here from the east from
Canton, O. Ken Ried, for the last vacation, suffered minor hurts when
his
automobile overturned.
Mrs.
San Antonio Latest rumor along year manager of the Loew house Elliott was also uninjured.
Doc'
Soledad St. is that Fox may build a here, is vacationing at nearby lake father, John
R. Elliott, will be a
resorts.
film exchange here in the near fucandidate for mayor in Youngstown

—

San Antonio Notes

—

ture.

Beethoven Hall and the Scottish
Shrine Temple are the only unused
houses in town.
Ray Cooke is emceeing out at the
Olmos Night Club this week.
Mrs. Virginia Klemker recently
resigned as cashier at the Palace.
Evelyn LaFon of the Paramount
exchange is on vacation.
Mrs. Mack Rogers is now in the
box-office of the Majestic.
Leroy Handley, former sound man
at the Majestic, has been promoted
to
secretary to Manager Al R.
Lever.

—

Columbus, O. The new Columbia at the coming primaries.
has reopened after being
Washington— "She," RKO Radio
dark two weeks for improvements.
production, opening at Keith's theFarrell, Pa.
Peter M. Pegadiotes, ater in record heat, came within a
manager of the Capitol and Colon- hundred dollars of breaking the
ial, has sold his interest in the two house record set by "Becky Sharp."
local theaters to his partners, Chris It probably will be held a second
and John Lampros. Pegadiotes pur- week.
theater

—

Detroit Doings

—RKO

Downtown Theater

Detroit
will

reopen

management.

Cincinnati Squibs

30 under RKO
It has been closed

Aug.

nearly two years, RKO having had
a pooling arrangement with Fox.

Reserves Decision in Derr Action
Screen Craft Club, formed by
Judge Valente of the New York local operators, has elected officers
reyesterday
State Supreme Court
as follows: Max Cohen, president;
served decision on action of E. B. Sol
Conn, vice-president; Sanny
Fay
Derr seeking a mandamus order to Karo, recording secretary;
examine books of Pathe Exchange. Doyle, financial secretary.
Courdert Bros, represented the deJacob Schreiber has closed the
fendant, while Martin King was Forest and is also closing the Garcounsel for Derr.
den. Latter house will be remodeled.
The Courtesy, west side house
owned by I. J. London, is going to
Circuit
Wyo.-S. Dak. Portable
three days a week for the summer.
Upton, Wyo. Ray Raeburn is opAlex Schreiber has incorporated
erating a portable circuit that in- Flint Rialto Theater Co. to operate
cludes the Upton theater here; Sun- the Rialto in Flint. Harry G. Goff
dance theater, Sundance, Wyo.; Buf- of Pittsburgh and Sidney Foremun
falo theater, Buffalo, S. Dak., and of Detroit are his partners.

—

New Underwood
derwood,

S.

theater,

New Un-

Dak.

"Becky Sharp"
over at
months.

the

is

the

first

Fox Theater

holdsix

in

Reopening of the Broadway-Capitol with stage shows and the Shubert-Lafayette with foreign films

is

forecast.

George W. Sampson, premium
man, is visiting New York on business.

William

Dudley

M. Conselman

Murphy

Sam Wood
Joan

John

Gilbert

Marsh

—

Cincinnati William Onie of Republic is back from Memphis, where
he closed with Warners.
Onie entertained Sam Gorrell, who stopped
off from Cleveland for several days.

install

Kenova Amusement
owner of the Beachwood
has opened a premium
house on Film Row.
Fred

Strief,

Co. and
theater,

Will Kerr, RCA representative,
has moved into his summer home on
Lake Michigan.
Arthur Frudenfeld, RKO chief,
is on vacation in Canada.
M. J.
Whitmar, ad department, is touring

RC/I
Photophone

east.

Mike Cavanaugh is here on pub"Escape Me Never," U. A.

offering

licity for

release.

James McDonald,

RKO

accessories

department, took a wife a few days

True sound performance.

ago.

Complete ownership.

Mrs. Sam Kramer, wife of the
U. A. representative, is convalescing
in the hospital after a major opera-

A

tion.

investment.

RCA super-service.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Warner outfit has
Pittsburgh
been deserted by Bill Scott, Lou Gilbert, Ben Kalmenson, Sammy Speranza, Bill Hough, Sam Gould and
George Bronson for two-week vacations.

self-liquidating

Garry Gosline, Port Huron exhib,
Fire destroyed the Liberty, Saxwas a front-page hero last week ton, owned by Thomas J. Hicks.
when he jumped in the St. Clair Also caused $1,000 damage in the
rapids and saved a man from drown- exhibitor's home.
ing.
S. H. Serlin and I. C. White of
William K. Flemlon is chairman Cinema Systems, Chicago, in town
the
selling a new window light display.
of the yacht sail being held by
Henry Puetz, closed his Vienna
Variety Club tomorrow.
Louis Mylls, former manager of th.?ater in Erie.
George Lenehan, former represen>X
the Ramona Theater, is
tative for National Screen Service,
the Show Boat at Eastwood Amusejoined the local GB forces.
ment Park this summer.

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
Photophone Division

A

•

Camden, N.

J.

Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary
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HOLLYWOOD

and Hugh O'Connell will start upon Pearl Necklace," for Marlene Dietanother co-starring picture for Uni- rich and Gary Cooper.
versal.
Title of the second will be
T
T
"Alone Together." This is the story
Ian Hunter and Molly Lamont,
by Frank T. Dazey and Agnes Chris- English screen favorites who were
tine Johnston which has been known born in South Africa, are united in
the studio as
"Unconscious." the cast of RKO Radio's "Jalna."
in
Kurt Neumann will direct from a Others in the cast of the picture
August.
screenplay by H. M. Walker and based on the prize winning novel
t
t
Starting date by Mazo de la Roche include Kay
Andrew Dennison.
Ernest Vajda has started work at will be about July 15.
Johnson, Peggy Wood, David ManParamount on the adaptation of
ners, Theodore Newton, C. Aubrey
"The Life and Melodies of Victor
Smith, Nigel Bruce, Jessie Ralph
Herbert."
Waldemar Young, writer, has and Halliwell Hobbes.

By

RALPH WILK

pRANK TUTTLE

direct Jan
Kiepura's first picture for Paramount, tentatively titled "Song of
the Nile." Kiepura, now in Europe,
is expected to reach Hollywood the
latter part of July or the first of
will

"LOTS"
the seven-reel footage required by
feature bookings, and has placed
the picture in a special class. "Westward Ho" was produced by Paul
Malvern and directed by R. N. Bradbury from the story and screenplay
by Robert Emmett and Lindsley
Parsons, suggested by the novel by
Edward Finney.

Max Steiner, head *of the RKO
music department, will direct personally the music for "Love Song"
(tentative title), which will introduce Lily Pons, Metropolitan Opera
T
T
T
signed a three-year contract witli
T
T
Immediately upon completion of Paramount. His current assignment
"Motor Boat Girl," an action ro- singer, to the screen. Andre Kosteorchestra
conductor
and
"She Gets Her Man," ZaSu Pitts is with Samuel Hoffenstein on "The mance to be supervised by Jack lanetz,
Cunningham, has been placed on choral leader, will direct the film's
Paramount's production schedule, operatic sequences under Steiner's
with Eugene Walter on the writing supervision.
T
T
assignment.
The picture is tentaRichard Boleslawski's talent as an
tively set for Wendy Barrie.
artist and sculptor has stood him in
r
T
T
good stead during the directing of
Kay Linaker, young Broadway M-G-M's "O'Shaughnessy's
Boy."
actress who flew out here last week,
On several different occasions he has
has been assigned by Warners to
modeled in clay for set designers,
the leading feminine part in "From
scenes which were almost impossible
This Dark Stairway," with Ricardo of
oral description.
th
Cortez, Mary Astor, Lyle Talbot,
ST.

APARTMENTS,

nc.

I

310 EAST 44
MUrray

Mary

4-4800

Hill

Treen, Martha Tibbetts and

Anita Kerry.
T

FREE BUS SERVICE

T

T

Nugent has been signed by
Samuel Goldwyn to direct the forthcoming Rachel Crothers original
Elliott

TO

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

AND GRAND CENTRAL

screenplay,

"Splendor,"

starring

Miriam Hopkins with Joel McCrea.
THESE APARTMENTS ALL
All

have serving pantries,

MAY

BE

HAD FURNISHED,

IF

T

DESIRED

Venetian blinds

electrical refrigeration,

T

T

T

Harry Holman has been added to
the cast of RKO's "Jalna," now
nearing completion under the direction of John Cromwell.

New

«

Incorporations »

T

Nat Levine has bought film rights
to "Red River Valley" for a forthcoming production which will star
Gene Autry, his singing cowboy
star.
The first of the Gene Autry

NEW YORK
Hispano
Capital,
£iann,
York.

International Film Corp., New York
Stockholders: P. C. KaufArmstrong and R. C. Richter, new

$20,000.
F.

Tri-Boro

Arena,

musical westerns which Levine will and roof gardens.
for Republic is in production holders: Joseph J.
Sam Altabef, New
now.

make

Inc.,

Manhattan.

Capital,

O'Leary,
York.

Theaters
$20,000.
StockRudolf Muller and

Max Gordon

T

-©-

3
Corner

Room
living

Studio

room

37'-5"x 15'-7",

2 large bedrooms,
exposures. &<~)f\r\

3

Wendy Barrie has been signed by
Columbia for "A Feather in Her
Hat," in which Ruth Chatterton will
star.
Louis Hayward and Basil
Rathbone also have featured roles,
with Al Santell directing.

Room Semi-Duplex
Corner with River views. Delight-

dropped

13' ceiling ...

ful

2 baths, 3
Balcony, River view

room 26'-l"xl6' with

.

^vv»

roof terrace,

ceiling. 3

15'

exposures

living

<nnn
A\J\J,

.

T

T

George Lollier, for five years
Richard's Dix's stand-in at the RKO
Radio studios, made good in a small
role in Dix's "The Arizonian," and
has been given a bigger part in

"The

1

Room Corner

Apartment,

exceptionally large
living room 31'-9"xl5';4 windows.
Dressing closet
Disappearing
.

.

.

twin beds, serving pantry

.^.
/ 0«

from

1

Room

Complete homes

Three Musketeers," now in
production at RKO under Rowland
V. Lee's direction.
T
T
Edward Small, producer of Reliance Pictures, has signed George
Houston for the co-starring role opposite Josephine Hutchinson in "The
Melody Lingers On," musical drama
now before the cameras.

Suite

2 people.
Disappearing twin beds, serving
for

Many

pantries

.

closets.

Roomy and com-

.

.

fortable, from'

with dressing

....

»i-j-

00.

RESTAURANT AND HOTEL SERVICE AVAILABLE
Tenants say our free bus service saves them at least $5 a month

m§

in carfare.

T

^•a^v.

of

Benwill
atrical

Theater Corp., Manhattan.
Theand amusement business.
Capital, 100

shares

of

stock of no par value.
ShareholdDominitz, Sander Feingold and
New York.
Identicoior Incorporated, New York.
Motion
and sound pictures.
Capital, $2,000.
Stockholders: Julius Triebwasser, Sam Rorhman and
Maurice Gaskin, New York.
ers:

Helen

Emanuel
Humpt,

Sweepstake Nite, Inc., Manhattan.
Motion
pictures.
Capital, 100 shares of stock of no
par value.
Shareholders:
Sam Baker, Jack
Kerner and Sally Levine, Brooklyn.
Eugene

L.

Koneke,

Wright

directing.
T

T

Believing that Republic has a
feature Western in "Westward Ho,"
first of the John Wayne series, Trem
Carr has ordered additional sequences to bring the picture up to

Inc.,

Oneida,

atrical
business. Capital, $5,000.
ers Eugene L. Koneke, William A.

N.

Y.

The-

StockholdDouglas and

Caroline C. Koneke, Utica, N. Y.
Boro
Theaters
Corp.,
Bronx.
Theatrical
business.
Capital, 25 shares of no par value.
Shareholders: Adolph Mendel, Adolph D. Weiss
and Emil Greenstein, New York.
Bayshore Theater,
Inc.,
Manhattan.
To
operate theaters.
Capital, $2,000. Stockholders:
John
J.
Slattery,
David
Coral
and
Jacob
Schaum, New York.
Ncrthport Theater,
Inc.,
Manhattan.
To
operate theaters.
Capital,
Stock$2,000.
holders:
John J. Slattery, David Coral and
Jacob Schaum, New York.
Nikita
Balieff
Productions,
Inc.,
Manhattan.
Motion pictures.
Capital, 100 shares of
stock of no par value.
Shareholders: Nikita

Robert E. Welsh, Republic executive producer, has signed Jo Graham
as dialogue associate on "Cappy
Ricks Returns," which will go into Balieff, Michael
production next week with Mack New York.
T

?&%•

Plays, Inc., Manhattan.
Operatheaters.
Capital, $1,000.
Stockholders:
Ruth Kliger, Mathilda Kossack and Bess
Polotnick, New York.

tion

Dalmotoff and

Michel

Picard,

Hilary Theater Corp., Kings County.
Motion pictures.
Stockholders:
Capital, $500.
Pearl
Teller,
Abraham Schwartz and Sophie
Schindelheim, New York.
Metropolitan Theaters Service Corp., Manhattan.
Advertising.
Capital,
200 shares
of no par value.
Shareholders: Rhoda C. Conroy,

Veronica

New

York.

Harvey

and

Gertrude

Brennan,

Features Reviewed
— Ajax
— Alliance Films
AM — Amkino
AMB — Ambassador Pictures
ANG— AmerAnglo Corp.
ARC — Arcturus Pictures
ARN—Tom Arnold
AU —Capr. Harold Auten
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA — Beacon Productions
BEL— Waldemar
BD —
Dominions

AJA
ALL

After Office Hours-MGM 2-16-35
Age of Indiscretion
5-18-35
6-1-35
Air Hawks-COL

MGM..

...6-29-35
Alias Mary Dow-U
the King's Horses
PAR. .2-13-3 5

All

Ascherraittwoch-XX ....3-12-35
Asegure A Su Mujer-F. .3-13-35
Avec L'Assurance-PAR ..5-9-35
Awakening of Jim Burke

COL.

D.

British
BIP— British

.5-18-35
3-13-35

Ax Uj Rokon-XX

BLU— Blue

BON— Al

Becky Sharp-RKO

DU— DuWorld

BUT
CAP

.6-19-35
3-20-35

MAS.. 3-12-35

DAN — Danubia

6-14-35
.2-16-35
2-26-35
Bella Donna-OLY
3-28-35
Black Fury-FN
6-28-35
Black Sheep-F
5-31-35
Boliche-XX
6-4-35
Border Brigands-U
Break of Hearts-RKO. .5-16-35
Brewster's Millions-UA. . .4-5-35
Bride of Frankenstein-U. 4-1 1-35

My Wife-PAR.

Behold

EMP

.

I
1

EUR— Eureka

— Fairhaven
FD —
Division
FN—
National
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
GAR — Leon Garganoff
GB — Gaumont-British
First

First

Wild-UA

Call of the

Carnival-COL

Escapade-MGM

MGM.. 3-2-35

Vielle Canaille-XX. 1-15-35
for Breakfast
COL.. 7-6-35

Champagne

1-15-35

Egypt

in

F.. 6-4-35

Chan in Paris-F. 1-22-35
Chinatown Squad-U ....5-31-35
4-2-35
Chucho el Roto-XX
Charlie

5-3-35
6-8-35
1-17-35

of India-UA
of the Mounted

Code

7-6-35

AMB.

.6-21-35

Millionaire-F. .4-25-35
Sur Les Toits
PAR. .6-25-35
3-8-35
Crimson Trail-U
4-10-35
Cruz Diablo-XX
3-20-35
Ranger-SPE
Cyclone

Cowboy

.

Criez-Le

6-6-35
7-9-35
.2-27-35

Dawn Rider-MOP
Death Flies East-COL.
Der Judas Von Tirol

.

XX

4-29-35

.'.'..6-4-35

Unhekannte-XX

Woman-PAR.

a

is

.4-17-35

Die Beiden Seehunde-

XX.. 3-12-35
Die Csardas Fuerstin

UFA.. 4-26-35
Mansell-XX. 1-15-35

Die Kalte
Die Liebe

.

Und

die

Erste

Eisenbahn-UFA

2-20-35

Die Reiter Von Deutsch6-10-35
Ostafrika-XX
Die Sonne Geht Auf

AAFA.. 2-20-35
Die Finanzen des Grossherzogs

XX.. 4-10-35
Die Gros-se Chance-XX ..5-9-35
Die Unschuld Vom Lande

XX.. 5-14-35
Doppelbraeutigam-XX

Der

3-27-35

XX.. 3-27-35
The-GB
Dinky-WA
Dona Francisquita-XX
Dos Monjes-XX

3-11-35
6-28-35
.4-29-35
1-22-35
3-19-35

Dictator,

El

.

Kaiserjaeger-XX

Eight

Agua En

El

.

MGM.. 6-1-35
Florentine Dagger-WA. .4-26-35
2-20-35
Fo!ies Bergere-UA
Four Hours to Kill-PAR. 4-1 1-35
Fraeulein Liselott-XX .. .5-31-35

El

Suelo

Dancing-HOF
Dia Que Me Quieras

.2-6-35
1

30-35

XX.. 4-3-35

XX. .4-24-3
Humano-HOF .5-9-35

RKO

6-25-35

4-18-35
G-Men, The-WA
George White's 1935 Scandals

Ghost Walks-CHE
Gigolette-RKO

3-30-35
5-14-35
2-9-3 5
5-28-35

Li!y-PAR

Gilded

Ginger-F
Girl from 10th Avenue

FN.. 5-25-35
Girls Will Be Boys-ALL. .6-7-35
.6-6-35
Ring-ALL.
Give Her a
6-15-35
Glass Key. The-PAR.
.

la

Muerte

XX.. 4-18-35
Elinor Norton-F
Elizabeth of England

En Natt-XX
Enchanged

Town-PAR

4-25-35
Gold Diggers of 1935-FN. 3-15-35
Good Fairy, The-MOP .2-1-35
Go Into Your Dance-FN. 3-19-35
1-28-35
Graefin Mariza-XX
Great God Gold-MOP. .3-5-35
Great Hotel Murder-F. .2-27-35
Gretl Zieht Das Grosse Los
XX.. 2-12-35

Goin' to

Sans

— Raspin

UA.

Productions
Hugo Riesenfeld

Scoundrel,
Secret Agent-ALL
6-5-35
Secret Bride-WA
2-2-35
Secrets of Chinatown-NO. 2-20-35
Senora Casada Necesita Marido
F.. 2-12-35
Shadow of Doubt-MGM. .2-16-35
She-RKO
7-8-35
Shot in the Dark, A
5-23-35
CHE..
Silk Hat Kid-F
7-9-35
Society Doctor
Reviewed as
Only 8 Hours.
Soir De Reveillon-PAR. 1-22-35
Song of Happiness-AM. .4-10-35
Sons of Steel-CHE
4-13-35
Soviet Russia Today- AM. 3-6-3 5
Speed Devils-HOF
6-21-35
Spring Tonic-F
6-27-35
Square Shooter-COL
3-2-35

XX. 4-2-35

Scotland Yard Mystery

ALL. .6-4-35
The-PAR
4-30-35

G. Films

S.

L.

Prods.

S.

TOP—Topical

TOW— Tower
UFA— Ufa

—Olympic Pictures
— Palestine-American Film Co.
— Paramount

PER— Peerless
PIN— Pinnacle

U

Films
Prods.

—

Trop

D.

— Universal

.

UA— United Artists

WA— Warner

WK—Willis
XX

1-22-35

ALL.. 6-8-35

AprU-RKO

.

.

Kevie-.i'fd

Gegen

1-30-35
1-16-35

Moench-MAJ
3-19-35

— No

Bros.

Kent

distributor set

.

.

7-1-35
.5-11-35
5-28-35
Healer, The-MOP
2-2-33
Hei Tiki-FD
Heroes of the Arctic-AM .5-25-35
.6-26-35
Her Song of Love-REI
High School Girl-FOY.. 3-16-35
4-27-35
Hold 'Em Yale-PAR
Home On the Range-PAR.2-8-3o

Hard Rock Harrigan-F.

Headline

..

Woman-MAC

Honeymoon Limited

MOP.

Hooray

for

Love-RKO

.

.6-25-35
.5-20-35

Hoosier Schoolmaster

XX.. 5-9-35
Konjunkturriter-XX
4-29-35
Krach Um Olanthe-XX 5-14-35
.

La Crise Est Finie-XX. .3-13-35
La Dame Aux Camelias-DU
3-21-35
3-19-35
1-15-35

Laddie-RKO
La Violetera-XX

MAS.

.6-17-35

7-2-35
Lady Tubbs-U
Wilderness-DU ...5-15-35
Law Beyond the Range

Last

COL.. 4-17-35
Le Chasseur de Chez Maxim's

PAR

MET.. 7-1-35
.

.

— XX
in

....4-24-35

Dein Herz

Hinein-XX
Idolos De La Radio-XX
Igloi

Dikok-XX

In Spite of Danger-COL.

6-4-35
7-5-35
5-25-35
.4-9-35

Love You Always-COL

I'll

3-30-35

Monastery Garden-

a

SG.. 3-13-35
In Caliente-FN
Informer, The-RKO
In Old Kentucky- F
Iron Duke GB
It

Happened

New York-U

World-F.
Been Around-U
Small

a

It's

I've

Jack

Jo
3

in

6-27-35
5-1-35
...7-5-35
1-25-35

.

3-6-35
.5-21-35
3-5-35
2-9 35

Ahoy!-GB

As

Oreg

A

Haznal

DAN.. 2-6-35

Juarez y Maximlliano-Col 2-20-35
Julieta

Compra Un Hijo-F

3-27-35

Stranded-WA

Mystery

Strangers AU-RKO
Strange Wives-U
Strauss' Great Waltz

Naughty

Marietta-MGM. 2-20-35

Adventures of Tarzan

Night

at

BUT. .5-21-35
Ritz, A
WA.. 5-16-35

the

Night Life

of the

6-5-35
.6-12-35
Northern Frontier-AMB .. 2-8-35
Notorious Gentleman-U .2-15-35
7-9-35
Now or Never-A JA
2-5-35
Nut Farm, The-MOP
.

.

3-6-35

Und

Teufel

UFA.
Life Begins at 40-F
Lightn,ng Strikes Twice
Lila

Obeah-ARC
Odio-XX

2 13-35
6-25-35

Lamps

Oil for the

China

of

WA.. 4-30-35
On Probation-PER

4-17-35

One Frightened Night

MAS.. 4-26-35
One Hour Late-PAR
One More Spring-F
One New York Night

2-1-35
2-12-35

MGM..

5-4-35
6-21-35
6-7-35

Old Curiosity Shop-ALL.

Our

Little

Girl-F

Bloom-PAR
Forever-COL.

Mad Love-MGM

7-1-35

7-9-35
Million-MOP
Man's Best Friend-KRE. 1-18-35
MuchToo
Knew
Man Who

Make

Mark

a

of

the

3-28-35
6-12-35
5-16-35
Mercedes-XX
Marriage Bargain-HOL. .2-20-35
2-9-35
Maybe It's Love-FN
MacFadden's Flatt-PAR. 3-12-35
6-14-35
Mary Jane's Pa-FN
Men of the Hour-COL. .5-9-35
Men of Tomorrow-MUN. 4-1 6-35
.

Men Without Names

PAR.. 6-29-35

Mimi-ALL
Mi«iissippl-PAR
Mister Dynamite-U

6-5-35
4-2-35
5-25-35
6-4-35

Svet-XX
Mosco'v Laughs-AM ....3-23-35

Mizici

for

Reveng<?-MAJ. 5-21-35
ihe Fleet

MGM.. 6-1-35
7-9-35
Man-MGM

Mulder
Murder on

a

Honeymoon-

RKO.. 2-14-35

7-6-35
Mutiny Ahead-MAJ
My Heart is CaUing-GB. 1-26-35

.

XX.. 6-7-35
Sweepstake Annie-LIB
Sweet Music-WA

Port of Lost Dreams

INV.
Charming-GB
Princess
Princess O'Hara-U
Prinzessin Turandot

.

UFA.

Private Worlds-PAR
Public Hero Number

.3-2-35
.6-21-35
4-12-35

.1-16-35
3-9-35

One

MGM.. 5-16-35

Radio Parade

.1-30-35
2-20-35
5-4-35

Head-COL

Swell

Symphony

Living

of

INV.
$10

.6-22-35
5-4-35

Raise-F

Tango-Bar-PAR

7-9-35
5-7-35

Texas Rambler-CPE
Times Square Lady-

MGM.

Tjocka

Slakten.

.3-15-35
.5-23-35

-XX.

.

Tomorrow's Youth-MOP .2-5-35
Topaze (French) PAR.. 2-20-35
Tovarishi-AM
5-31-35

—

Transient Lady U
3-9-35
Traveling Saleslady-FN ..3-28-35

Tribu-XX
6-12-35
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes

OLY.. 5-28-35
$20 a

12-18-34
1-22-35

Week-AJA

Una Semana De

Felicidad

XX.. 6-19-35
Und Wer Kuesst Mich?

XX..

of

1935

ALL.
.

.6-10-35
.3-12-35
6-4-35
4-17-35

AMB.. 6-4-35
3-2-35
4-10-35
5-3-35
6-7-35
...6-17-35

Red Hot Tires-FN
Red Morning-RKO
Red Village-AM
Red Wagon-ALL
Regal Cavalcade-ALL
Rendezvous at Midnight-U
Rescue Squad-EMP
Revenge Rider-COO

Rumba-PAR
Right to Live-WA
Roaring Roads-MAR
Roberta RKO

3-26-35
4-3-35
4-2-35
2-23-35
2-16-35
4-13-35
2-12-35

Rocky Mountain Mystery-PAR

F.. 6-1-35

Unknown Woman-COL.

XX.. 4-24-35

Lady-MGM

Vagabond

Vanessa-MGM
Vanishing Riders-SPE
Viktor

Und

Village

Tale-RKO

.6-21-35

4-1-35
2-19-S5
...7-2-35

Viktoria

XX.. 1-30-35
6-15-35

Wagon Trail-AJA
Wedding

Night-UA
of London-U

West Point

What

When

.

4-9-35
2-19-35
.5-10-35

of the Air

MGM. 2-25-35

Price

Crime-BEA. 5-28-35
a Man-F. .2-23-35

Man's

a

While the Patient Slept

FN.. 3-2-35
Whole Town's Talking

COL.
Wilderness

.2-15-35

Mail-AMB ..3-9-35
the Dark-PAR.2 2-35

Wings in
Winning Ticket

MGM

2-9-35

3-23-35
Woman in Red-FN
Women Must Dress
MOP.. 1-22 35

World Accuses-CHE
Youth

of

Zycie

J.

3-21-35

Maxim-AM

Zigeunerblut-XX
Zwischen Himmel

3-29-35

Rosem Aui Dem Suden

28-35
2-2-35

Unwelcome Stranger
COL..4-6-3S

Werewolf

Valley-MOP.
Raven, The-U
Reckless-MGM
Red Blood of Courage
Rainbow

1

Under Pressure-F
Under the Pampas Moon

.

People's Enemy-RKO ...4-29-35
Perfect Clue, The-MAJ. .3-13-35
Peter Vinogradof-AM ... .7-1-35
4-20-35
Phantom Fiend-OLY

GB. 3-22-3S
Vampire-MGM

Men on Wings-AM...

Motive

Vida-XX
3-19-35

Lover-F

Me

Canyon-MOP
Spring-PAR

Party Wire-COL
Payasadas De La

4-24-35
Pechmarie-F
People Will Talk-PAR. .6-7-35

L'Ordonnance-XX
Lost City-KRE
in

7-8-35
.5-14-35
5-28-35
5-17-35

5-16-35
3-19-35
3-22-35
3-8-35
7-2-35
2-21-35
2-5-35
4-20-35
.6-28-35

Li!iom-F
Little Colonel-F
Living on Velvet-FN

Lottery

Page Miss Glory-WA
Paradise
Paris in

ARN.. 4-9-35
Strosstrupp 1917-XX
2-6-35
Struggle for Life-FOY. .6-19-35
Sunset Range-FD
5-10-35
Susana Tiene Un Secreto

Tu Hijo-XX

RKO.. 2-9-35
Akac-XX

Love
Love

.5-31-35
4-5-35

3-22-35
6-21-35
4-1-35
2-1-35

Gods-U 2-23-35

The-RKO
No More Ladies-MGM
Nittits,

Dumme Mama-BAV

Liebe Tod

Heart-U

the

Wong
MOP.. 1-15-35
2-12-35
Man-MOP

2-6-35

Zio

Les As Du Turf-PAR. .5-14-35
4-3-35
Les Miserables-U A
Let 'Em Have It-UA. .5-16-35
Let's Live Tonight-COL 3-16-35
Liebe

U.. 4-6-35
from

Straight

Mysterious Mr.

New

.1-3-35

.

Stone of Silver Creek

.

Ladies Crave Excitement

Dello

Woman-SHO.

Louis

Star of Midnight-RKO. .4-11-35
Stolen Harmony-PAR
4-20-35

3-20-35

Kid Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
Koeszoenoem Hogy Elgazolt

MOP.. 4-9-35

Huszarserelem

Remewa

Title

My Song for You-GB. .5-28-35
Mystery of Edwin Drood-U

Range

PUR.. 6-7-35

L'Eredita

Hubertus-UFA

Schloss

— Showmen's Pictures
SL— &
Films
SOV — Sov.-Am.
SPE — Spectrum
STA — Stage & Screen
STE—William Steiner
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP — John
Tapernoux
THO — Fred Thomson

OLY
PA
PAR

Title

.6-26-35
6-7-35
..1-25-35
..2-12-35

Famille-XX
Pimpernel-UA

Scarlet

SG— S. &

TRO—J.

Jungfrau

..5-7-35

River

Schwarzer Jaeger Johanna

MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films

.

;

El Pulpo
El Vuelo de

RAS

SHO

Artists

Frankie and Johnnie

Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF 5-20-35

5-11-35

El Fantasma del Convento
i

Krellberg

Keeper of the Bees-MOP. 6-11-35
Kentucky Blue Streak

In

Bells-COL

COL.
El

Sanders of the

Pictures

— Liberty Pictures
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS— Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone Productions
MET — Metropolis
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn -Mayer
MOD— Modern Films
MOP — Monogram Pictures

Paradise-AJA

Pictures

— Resolute
RKO— RKO-Radio
ROY — Fanchon Royer

J.

1-18-35

4-16-35
Fighting Lady-ROY
2-14-35
Fighting Pilot-AJA
Fighting Pioneers-RES. 5-21-35
Fighting Shadows-COL. 5-17-35
Flame Within, The

Ich Sing Mich

Der Page vom Dalmasse-Hotel

Drei

Rustler's

PUR— Puritan
PYR— Pyramid

REI— Dr.

COL.. 6-4-35

.

Dance Band-ALL

Devil

— Progressive

Corp.

RES

LIB

Red Gap-PAR 2-19-35
Queen-UA. ... 1-17-35

of

Runaway
Dist.

REG— Regal

Farmer Takes a Wife-F. .6-11-35
Father Brown, Detective

F.. 4-2-35

...5-14-35
Convention Girl-FD
Corazon Bandolero-XX .. .3-6-35

Der

Ex.

.

4-11-35

Death-SYN
Circus Shadows-PEE
Clairvoyant, The-GB
of

Clive

PRO

Dist.

KRE— S. S.
LAT— Latin

Ruggles

PRI— Principal

— Imperial
— Inter-Csntinent Film
— Invincible Pictures
JE — Jewel Productions
KAN— M. Kandel
KIN — Kinema trade
IMP
INC
INV

Never-U A. .5-24-35

PAR

FN.. 4-4-35

Circle

HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film

Justice of the

Murder Case

Chapayev-AM
Charlie Chan

Me

Escape

Case of the Curious Bride

Cette

Reviewed

Title

4-30-35
..3-26-35
2-23-35
2-1 5-35

Richelieu-UA

Casino

— General Foreign Films
GEN — General Films
GOP — Goldsmith Productions

St.

Hurricane-RKO. 4-25-35

99-PAR

Car

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
GFF

3-30-35
1-15-35

Buzavirag-DAN
Captain
Cardinal

Prods.

FAI

'Em Up Barnes-MAS

Bum

Pictures

— Empire Film Distributors

F— Fox

.

i

International

Ribbon Photoplays

Bondy

Bar Mitzvah-SL
Behind the Green Lights-

MGM.

i

Bell

— Burroughs-Tarzan
— Capitol Film Exchange
CHE— Chesterfield
CIN — Cinexport Distributing
COL — Columbia

1-22-35

Baboona-F
Baby Face Harrington

!

9

Daily, Jan. 15 to July

Rrvieived

Title

Adventurous Knights-AJA. 6-7-35
Abdul the Damned-ALL. .6-1-35

|

in Film

4-20-35

4-10-35

Und
BAV.

Erde
.

1-22-35

Pilsudskiego

MET.. 6-4-35

'
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TEN CENTS

May Be Extended to Include Fox Film

JUNE CLOSINGS AT LOW MARK FOR SUMMER MONTH
U. A. Men Give Relief Fund $1,000 as Lichtman Tribute
Testimonial Presented to
at Sales
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—As

Smalley,
milking

Meet

Smalley

THE FILM DAILY

a testimonial to
their chief, Al Lichtman, president
of United Artists, the company's
sales force yesterday presented him
with a check for $1,000 to be donated
to the Film Daily Relief Fund.

antee.

Night"

&

P.

HOUSES

Presentation was made at the conIN
of the afternoon business
session. The donation, to be known
as the Al Lichtman Endowment, was
Salem, Mass.
Unconfirmed reinspired by Lichtman's long interest
and cooperation in the humanitarian ports state that John Deery has acwork of the Film Daily Relief Fund, quired the Paramount, Rialto, Fedof which he was one of the founders. eral and Salem theaters from M. &
Theaters and no managerial
P.
changes are contemplated at present with Phil Bloomberg remaining
in charge of the ace house, the Par2,
amount. At the M. & P. Boston office all inquiries were referred to

BREAK-UP DEAL

—

PICKFORD MAKING
IN 2

MORE

Harry LeBarron Sampson,
(Continued on Page

West Coast Bureau of

—

receiver,

3)

THE FILM DAILY

In addition to the two
she will produce, without
appearing in them, for the new
United Artists lineup, Mary Pickford will star in two additional productions made by another producer,
she stated at yesterday's session of
the company's sales convention here.
The producer who is to handle Miss

Dudley Nichols, McLaglen
Given Awards for June

{Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 8)

Hollywood

pictures

Pittsburgh Preparing

For Sunday Movie Vote
Pittsburgh

— City

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Dudley Nichols'
screenplay for "The Informer" and
Victor McLaglen's acting in the
same picture were voted the best
writing and performance, respectively, for June, by members of the

Hollywood

May Get

Council's action

—

St.
Louis
All forms of advertising,
including accessories and ads in publications, come under the state's 1 per
cent sales tax which goes into effect
Aug. 27,
office
auditor's
state
the
has advised President Fred Wehrenberg
of the M. P. T. O.

JERSEY POOL

BEING

WORKED OUT

Eight Warner Bros, and Skouras
houses in three New Jersey cities
are being locally pooled under deals
now being worked out and which
will be completed within two weeks.
One pool concerns Hackensack,
where two Warner and one Skouras
(Continued on

Page

8)

Starting First Two Houses
In British Trans-Lux Unit
London (By Cable) — Work is to
start soon on two Trans-Lux theaters in the West End as the initial
houses in the Trans-Lux expansion

project in which Lord Beaverbrook
and Will Evans are associated with
Percy N. Furber. Before sailing for
New York on the Europa this week,
Furber said the deal was all set and
a company will be formed to obtain
funds through a public issue.

Probing by Sabath

Technicolor Sets Plans

For British Laboratory
London (By Cable)—Dr. Herbert

Missouri Advertising Tax

NEW

Fox Film and Fox Theaters

week

in petitioning the County
Commissioners to provide special
ballots for the movie referendum at
(Continued on Page 8)

this

Less

Y—

N.
Among special attractions recently put on by William C.
enterprising head of the Smalley Theaters, to buck the hot weather, were
contests.
Staged in summer towns, they gave the city folks quite a kick.
also did S.R.O. in Johnston with Paul Whiteman in person at a big guarOther hypo stunts included stage weddings in conjunction with "Wedding
and radio auditions in theaters through a hookup with WGY.

FOUR M,

clusion

PLAYING

Than 100 Theaters
Were Darkened in
Past Month

William C. Smalley Bucks the Weather
Cooperstown,

United Artists Prexy

T. Kalmus, head of Technicolor, at
a luncheon here this week, declared
that Technicolor is all set to build

a

laboratory here

almost immedi-

Announcement of
ately.
ish company most int<
undertaking is expeetei
days.

the Britthe

-w

Possibility of extension of the investigating activities of the Sabath
Congressional commission, which is
examining real estate reorganizations, to Fox Film and Fox Theaters was indicated by I. Alfred Levy,
special counsel, yesterday, when he

stated

that

such

a

move

will

be

(Continued on Page 3)
Production Schedules of all companies will be one of the most important features
out in July— Advt.
of the 1935 Production Guide

Complete

—

Due partly to improved conditions,
partly to the increased number of
theaters now equipped with cooling
apparatus and partly to the determination of many exhibitors to keep
going through the summer by playing revivals along with some form
of giveaway or bank night, theater
closings in June were the lowest in
years for the month in which a substantial number of houses usually go
[Continued on Page 3)

FARNSWORTH

DARK

IN

ON VOLUNTARY CODE
Bv

GEORGE

W.

MEHRTEWS

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington In response to many

—

NRA

inquiries at his office in the
headquartei-s, Deputy Administrator
William P. Farnsworth yesterday
stated that he had not yet been in(Continued on Page 8)

Actor Pay Demands Block

Broadway Sunday

Legit.

the demands of Actors'
Equity that actors be paid double
for working on Sunday, the chances
of inaugurating legitimate performances on the Sabbath in this city
are regarded as slim by the League
of New York Theaters, organization
of producers and managers. Result
of Equity's national referendum on
the Sunday show issue will not be

Due

to

known

until next

month.

Plan Quota Films

in

Canada

Booth Dominion Productions, Ltd., of
which J. R. Booth is president and
Arthur Gottlieb, president of Du-Art
Laboratories,

produce
for
law.

six

M-G-M

tion.

The

is

treasurer,

will

likely

quota pictures in Canadj
comply with the British
is now nearing culmina-

to
deal

THE

Kansas-Missouri Ass'n
Smith, Sears Personally
Set to Arbitrate Cases Handling "Dream" Deals
Kansas City

sent

—

members

to

Notice has been

the KansasVol. 68. No. 9
Missouri Theater Association that
Thurs., July 11, 1935
10 Cents
any member having a complaint may
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
submit it in writing to the secretary of the association, R. R. Biechele, or to Frank Cassil, Rialto
Published daily except Sundays and Holiday
Theater, St. Joseph, Mo., chairman
at
Broadway, New
1650
York.
N.
Y..
by Wid's Films and Film Folk. Inc.
for the Arbitration Board established
J.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and
Publisher
at the recent convention.
Donald M. Mersereau,
of

W

Secretary Treasure'
and General Manager; Arthur
F.ddy. Asso
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette.
Manaein
Editor.
Entered as second class matter,

Due to the importance placed on
Shakespeare's
"A
Midsummer
Night's Dream", and the number of
provisions

contracts
for
this
Warner roadshow, all deals for the
picture are being handled by Andy
Smith and Grad Sears personally.
To date, 54 major contracts have
been closed, the company states.

May

1918. at the post-office at New Yoi
N.
under the act of March 3. I87<>
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New
York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreigi
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order
Address all communications to
FTI.»
21,
Y.,

THE

DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone. Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738. 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 H0II3
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
London
Ernest VV. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., VV. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

FINANCIAL
Columbia
Con.

Fm.

Ind
Ind.

Con.

Fm.

East.

Kodak

Fox

Fm.

Loew's,

Pathe

Low

Close

9%

9%

4%
pfd.

I6V2
151

"A"
Inc

Paramount

High

'/4

4%
16'/8

1634

44'/8

435/8

43%

4%

ctfs.

4

%

4'/4

%

RKO

83/4
2'/8

83/4

Vs
83/4

2'/8

Warner Bros

2'/8

4 14

4

4'/s

"A"

do

do

..

pfd

26'/2

Chg.
1/4

I6I/4

150'/2

17

Exch.

—

4%

16'/4

150

251/4

251/4

i/

-f

2

+ %
+
+
.

.

.

.

+
+

.

.

Loew 6s 41ww
Paramount 6s47

....

96

Paramount 6s47

ctfs.

96%

Par.
Par.
Par.

103%

By. 5%s51 ctfs. 62
5'/2 s50
973/4
5'/2 s50 ctfs. ... 973,4

Warner's 6s39

67

123/8

123^

12%

13

97'/4

19%

18

Van Beuren Hearing

18'/4

1

1/

l/
2

13/8

— %

Resume
Examination of A. H. Van Beuren
Corp. officials resumes Monday ir.
to

connection

with a counter action
brought by Charles C. Pettijohn and
Courtland Smith seeking to study
books of the company to which they
sold

rights

a

to

series

of

recovered.
Capitol has expanded by adding Joe L. Zwieback as
salesman for northern Iowa and C.
R. Blubaugh for Nebraska.
Bruce Merrill is reopening the
Lyric, Edgar, Neb., dark for some

W. 60th ST

NEW YORK

CITY

SOUND TRACKS
BVEBY MOOD
AND TYPE OF

MIMICAL,
1011

PICTURE
SEN!)

FOR OCR CATALOG

WALT DISNEY, SAM COr
and LUIGI PIRANDELLO are booked
to II
tomorrow from Naples on the Conte Di
$*
New

for

York.

ED HATRICK

of Cosmopolitan Production
York from the coast.

foreign film

to Hollywood, and FRANZ
arrive in New York today

1

star

VIENNA,

en roi
songwri

from abroad.

j

\

days.

Up

Charlie

for Universal release.
also

Frank Parker and Helen Lynd

are in the cast.
Screenplay is by
John V. A. Weaver, from an original
idea bv Herbert Field.
Eddie Heyman, Dana Suisse and others contributed the musical numbers.

—

here, died Tuesday night as a result
of a bullet wound which police declared was self-inflicted.
He was
57 years old and had recently served
for short neriods at Columbia, Fox

D. LEISHMAN, managing director of
Pictures International, Ltd., who has

E.

dio
in

country

this

the last
his home office headquarters
on the Aquitania.

general
foreign
s>!
Bros.,
sailed
yestero
the Me de France for N)
Hummell spent three months visits
the company's foreign offices.

Warner

for

France

York.
of

all

li

bij

month, sails fj
in London tor

HUMMELL,

JOSEPH
manager
from

for

GRAD

on

SEARS, Warner executive in charge
Western distribution, and C

Southern and
Leserman, his
business

trip

assistant,

have*

for a sh>|
will return

left

They

to Chicago.

Monday.

PAUL KIMBERLEY,

CAPT.
tor

who

of
is

England

dird

Screen Service Ltd., Lond<
York, plans to leave
three weeks.

now
in

JOSEPH
Georgic
months.

managing

National

New

in

SEIDELMAN. who

H.

Saturday,

EDWARD HALPERIN
New York.
VICTOR HALPERIN

is

on
abroad

sails

remain

will

I

t

en route to the Cod]

from
next

week

for

leaves

New

York

eal

Hollywood.

SAM BURGER, M-G-M
arrives in New
after a visit to

field

York this week
South Africa.

representati

from

'

abro

and M-G-M.

Signed for Korda Film
London
Laurence Olivier an
Tine Staff
Penelope Dudley-Ward have bet*
Charles
Herbert,
W.
who
recently
Johann, stage and
returned from Palestine on the com- signed by Alexander Korda for lea^

McCormick-Johann Wedding Bells
John McCormick, motion picture
and Zita
screen actress, were married Tuesday afternoon at City Hall. They
plan to leave tomorrow for the
official,

Ray Long Dead
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Ray Long, noted
magazine editor and publisher, who
lately had been doing scenario work
West Cons' Bureau of

coast.

Tom Meighan Improving

Join

March

of

pletion of a feature picture as yet
unreleased, has joined March of
Time as a cameraman. Richard W.
Maedler has also joined March of
Time's production forces. Beverly
Jones becomes editor in charge of

Chaplin shorts reissues.
Pettijohn
Thomas Meighan, who was taken
and Smith ask $20,000 in their ac- to Doctors' Hospital on Tuesday the cutting room.
tion while Van Beuren, in his move, after a relapse from a recent attack
Third Week for Italian Film
seeks $10,000.
Phillips & Nizer is of pneumonia, was reported somerepresenting Smith and Pettijohn; what improved yesterday.
"L'Eredita dello zio Buonanima"
Sullivan, Donovan & Hennehan is
("The Rich Uncle"), Italian screen
counsel for Van Beuren.
operetta, is being held a third week
Confer on Ledirk Case
Merritt Lane, counsel for major at the Westminster Cinema starting
This sets a record for an
distributors in the anti-trust ac- today.
tion brought against them by the Italian film in the Times Square
Ledirk Amusement Co., and Louis district.
33

Aquit,

ing transferred to the Fox exchange
PERCY N. FURBER, head of Trans-Lux thf
in St. Louis, was presented with a ters, sailed from England this week on
Europa
for New York.
gold wrist watch by the local Variety Club in appreciation of his work
JOHN McCORMICK and his bride, Zlll
as a member and as financial sec- JOHANN, leave New York tomorrow for '
coast.
retary.
MAE MURRAY, HARRY REVEL, HARRY tff
The club recently held its first
outing at Totem Lodge, Burden and HARRY D'ANNUNZIO, son of Gabn
D'Annunzio, are at the Hotel St. Moritz.
f
Lake, on the occasion of Barker
JULES LEVY, vice-president and general sj'
George Williams' twentieth wedding manager
of RKO Distributing, is on a five-(l
anniversary and Chief Barker Ralph inspection tour of the Montreal and Toro
Pielow's sixth wedding anniversary. branch offices.
A testimonial dinner also was
JOE BREEN arrives in New York July
f
given last week for Lou Golding, from abroad.
new manager of Si Fabian's theaSAM SMITH of British Lion, who is now
ters in this territory.
New York, plans to sail for England in

Regal will continue to distribute Brit. Houses Sprucing
product in Canada during the
A 10 per cent increase in renovat1935-36 season, stated Arthur Lee
ing and improving English theaters
in New York yesterday.
Pictures
has occurred in the past four
will go into distribution in the Dominion following their release in the months, Capt. Paul Kimberley, mandirector of National Screen
United States, he said.
He said aging
Service, Ltd., London, said in New
that the British-American company
York yesterday.
The houses are
is now finding no opposition to its
being remodeled along American
pictures on the grounds that they
lines, he stated.
The King George
are made abroad.
Jubilee, now going on in England,
has hurt theater business except ,in
Sidney Fox Back in Films
London, declared Kimberley.
Sidney Fox, after more than a

Monty Brice

%
+ 4
....
+

66% +

65%

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

+

+ %

9734

fully

in "Sweet Surrender." to be made
by Broadway Productions at the Astoria studios under the direction of

+
—

80
80
10334 10334
953/4
96
9534 96'/2 -f
62
62
97'/4
97 V2

week holiday.
Meyer L. Stern of Capitol Pictures is back from Rochester, Minn.,

vear's absence, returns to the screen

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 13
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 13
Keith
A-0 6s46
80%

month.
Regina
Molseed
is
motoring
through the Black Hills on a two-

—

Eddie Hollander, on be-

the

MR. and MRS.

I

76—2

76

branch manager, is back on the job
after a second minor operation in a

Albany

today on

sails

England.

GRETA NATZLER,

Albany Items

Items

Chapman, Columbia

CLIVE BROOK
for

m New

GB

9V4
vtc. 77 '/2

Picts.

J.

Extend Regal-GB Deal
Net

Seat

—H.

time.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am.

Omaha
Omaha

-

in

W

Going

Coming and

Nizer, associate counsel, will confer in Newark today on the case.
Trial is not expected to be reached
in the U. S. District Court, Newark,
until next Fall.
Jurisdiction of the
court is being contested by the defendants.

E. M. Loew Gets Lowell House
Lowell, Mass. E. M. Loew has
added another to his gradually
growing circuit of houses with the
taking over of the Rialto here from

—

Fred Lieberman.

—

ing roles in "Natacha," former
called
"Moscow Nights," Londc
Film production for United Artis
release.

THE

-<£tkDAILY
INCLUDE FOX FILM

l!Y

f ROBING BY SABATH
(Continued from Page I)

committee's
e of the revamping of Fox Metlitan Playhouses discloses inflations between the companies,
nd closed doors, the committee
ilerday resumed its study of Fox
the

event

in

Uropolitan affairs.

Making Two
Playing in Two More

ikford

(Continued from Page 1)
iord's starring films is underd to be Walter Wanger. In the

U. A. product announceMiss Pickford was down for

inal
t,

two releases.
minimum of two pictures a year
lanned by Miss Pickford in her

iir

producer,

independent

of

she

M & P. Houses
In Break-up Deal
(Continued from Page

1)

would neither confirm nor deny
rumor. From Boston exchange
it is generally understood that
is a forerunner of the break-up
ftthe various holdings under reership

of
land, with

Paramount in New
more to follow before

reorganization under sancby the courts.

JUNE CLOSINGS LOW

sk

FOR

man
• SOMETHING UNIQUE in convention routine ocyesterday afternoon at the United Artists gathering
after the business
of Al Lichtman's boys at Los Angeles
session, he was presented with a gift from his sales force
an annual custom that occurs at every United Artists' convention, when the sales lads give their chief a token of their esteem,
to which every man in the sales organization gladly contributes.
curred

T

c

Buffalo Briefs

—Flood

conditions in CenNew York, particularly in the
ica, Hornell, Bath, Elmira, and
ghamton districts proved a probto film distributors here. Though
uffalo

T

• BUT THIS time the gift was out of the ordinary
the committee tried to think of everything in the way
of a gift
but it seems that Al had practically everything
so they ups and asks Mister Lichtman if he could suggest something
and Al sez
"What's the matter with
giving me a nice check for the Film Daily Relief Fund?"
just like that
so yesterday they presented him with a
check for $1,000
which will be sent along to Jack Alicoate,
head of the Relief organization

T
•

•

•

T

T

IS a sweet gesture from a sweet guy
a lot of folks think Al is pretty hard boiled
he isn't
and it may be news to a lot of you that Al was one of the first
sponsors of the Relief Fund
many years ago a case came
to Jack Alicoate's attention of a film gent who was destitute
and had to undergo a serious operation
so Mister Alicoate
called up Mister Lichtman and Al says sure, I'll kick in whatever you want me to
and out of that incident grew the
Relief Fund
to which Al Lichtman has been a regular
and generous donor ever since
now we know Al won't
cheer for all this gratuitous publicity about his benefactions
but we feel all those hundreds who have been helped
through the years by the Relief Fund should know the story
so here it is in all its ungarbled truth
Al's a Sweet

Guy

T

T

T

DON'T FORGET that it is Open House today
over at the New York Exchange of Republic Pictures
for Herman Gluckman is setting up the flowing liquid and
•

•

•

buffet luncheon to all his friends
we'll be seein' you there

between

1

o'clock

and 6

'

ffalo

Variety Club,

fairly well authenticated reports
1 of a lease of the
Erlanger, 1400It legit theater here, by Matthew
din, as part of his arty circuit,
use is to open in the fall,
lussell Hardie, young Buffaloian
ier contract to M-G-M, is passing
vacation here.
Alfred D. Conn,

—

.

.

.

Number

of theater transfers last

month also was only moderate, while
new theater projects slacked up.

New

Four

Acquisitions

Shown by Film Museum
A

showing of four new acquisiby the recently formed Museum of Modern Art Film Library
tions

Corp.
press.

was held yesterday for the
The pictures included a new

animated cartoon, "Joi de Vivre,"
made in Paris by two young artists,
Anthony Gross and Hector Hoppin,
with original music by Tibor Harsanyi, also the oldtime "Great Train
Robbery," first American movie with
a plot, made in 1903; "Animal Locolarge

portfolio

of

still

photographs by Edward Muybridge
analyzing separate segments of one
continuous motion, published in 1878,
and "The May Irwin-John C. Rice
Kiss," early 50-foot movie which was
made in 1896 and achieved box-office
fame because of the objections it
aroused among moralists of the

ness.

Mr. and Mrs. George

S.

Harrison

(he's chief auditor of Harris Amusement) leave Saturday, their 25th
wedding anniversary, on a trip to

their native England.
First independent product to play
the downtown Warner will be Monogram's "Keeper of the Bees" nexc

week.
Allied Theater

Owners

of

West-

ern Pennsylvania held their summer
meet at the Hotel Schenley on Tuesthe severe illness of his mother-inday. Secretary Fred J. Herrington,
law.
among others, discussed new legisMarc Wolf, president of Indianap- lative measures recently passed in
olis
Variety
Club,
and Arthur Harrisburg.
Freudenfeld, Cincinnati, are fishing
Harry Goldstein, former local
in Canadian waters.
Paramount exchange chief, has been
Cozy theater has closed for the named Variety Club's national representative for Pittsburgh, Cincinsummer.

George D. Tyson of Pittsburgh nati and Columbus.
ffalo lawyer signed by Warners,
report in September for a role in spent several days here on business.
Imperial Acquires Feature
japtain Blood"
Earl Wingart, He was the guest of Carl Niesse.
x publicist, here on personal bally"Murder by Television," with Bela
Joe Schilling of Connersville, Bob
b for "The Farmer Takes a Wife," Scherer of Linton, Doyle Carter of Lugosi, June Collyer and George
let Gaynor picture produced by Nashville, and Mike Smith, U. S. Meeker, has been acquired by Imnfield R. Sheehan, former Buf- Army booker, were visitors along perial, headed
by William Pizor.
onian.
Picture was made at the Coast.
film row during the week.
;

the month.

Pittsburgh
Tom Petty of the nineties.
Will Hays office in town on busi-

i-

:

completion of this work instead of
waiting until fall as is customary
with summer layoffs.
In addition, to offset the closings,
there were almost as many reopenings and new theaters opened in

motion,"
the

Pittsburgh Briefs

Indiana Items

—

11

dark for the hot spell.
Though a
few key centers are still to be heard
from, the June reports of the Film
Boards of Trade indicate that less
than 100 theaters closed last month.
Many of the closings were for improvements and repairs, with reopenings expected immediately on

HERE

by floods, Elmira and
Indianapolis
Theatrical Managhamton had to get film through
gers,
Inc.,
will
erect
a new theater
imsylvania and roundabout New
k points. Bath and Marathon in Newcastle, Ind., to be completed
aters were closed through lack early in the fall.
power.
Hornell could not be
Walters & Scheidler, theater opiched by trucks for two days.
erators, have acquired the Rex in
fJicholas J. Basil, president and Dunkirk, Ind.
»eral manager of the Basil CirTed Nicholas, manager of the
ip
of community theaters, is reLyric, spent several days in Chiining this week from a threecago on business.
jnth vacation in Europe, chiefly in
Harry Katz of the Monarch Cirfcece, his native land.
Accompanyhim were his brothers, George cuit made a speedy trip to Indianap1 Basil.
Nick also is treasurer of olis during the week on account of
fleeted

T

•

•

final

i

(Continued from Page

•

•

SUMMER MONTH

New
New

Orleans Notes

Orleans

—Harcol

is

making

six one-reelers in color for national
Covers historical and
distribution.
modern spots of the state.

Southern RKO division gave J. H.
Mclntyre, district manager, a set of
golf clubs.
Guy Brown, New Orleans, did the presenting.
R. L. Bailey plans a new show at
Camp Beauregard; probably a tent.
Joe Alsina of the Famous Theater,
accompanied by his wife, is taking a
two-week auto trip to New York.
RKO workers on vacation: Misses
M. Y. Wilson, Mary Cambo, and Ida
Breau, the last of whom went to
California.

Louis
Fiorito's

Plough

has

taken

over

Dream from George Heck

some disagreement on details
had threatened the deal.
Clare
McNamara, Paramount's
blonde receptionist, is back from a
Ida
vacation minus her appendix.
Israel of the same office left on her
vacation last week.
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FOR ESCAPADE
From Coast

!

to Coast {Held Over 2nd Week, Capitol, N. Y.l

another life-saver from your all-year ''round friend Leo.
Beating the heat! "Public Hero No. 1", "No More Ladies"
it's

and now "ESCAPADE", with a new

STAR

for the fans!
'.
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season.
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1935-36

YOUR
fai»»$ r

j

BIGGEST
M-G-M YEAR!
(Watch

this

magazine next week)

arners
show coming!

There's a great

Not next fall— not next year— but
in the middle of this summer!
This
look

is

this

a friendly but urgent

warning not to ov

quick cash opportunity just because

haven't been yelling about

We've been
of

right smack-d

it

so busy telling

months

in advari:

you the

great nei

"G-Men," "Lamps of China," "Girl from

ltf

Avenue," "In Caliente," "Alibi Ike" and "Strandd
that

we

about

haven't been able to get a

word

in edgewsf

"BROADWAY GONDOLIER."

Here's a

show

that

we

|

had cast lavishly,

DICK POWELL, JOAN BLONDELL,

wtl

Adoljl|

Menjou, Louise Fazenda, William Gargan an(
load of others

.

.

.

.

On

top of that

we

had parts written in for a

pfl

V
am

you

famous radio

acts,

Ted Fio Rito and
Brothers, and the Canova

including

band, the Four Mills
nily

.

.

.

we

Phen

ire-Fire)

arren
ttest

Jut

and Dubin to contribute

still

weren't sure what

us

in

their

we

had until

last

we've got one of those show surprises

make picture business
ne in the world.
Vatch

(n't

of

unmistakable audience terms

it

it

six

sneak preview in Hollywood.

rhat told
it

Bacon, and commissioned hit-writing

songs.

we

ek's

turned the direction over to Lloyd

the

most

"BROADWAY GONDOLIER".

campaign on

warn you!

it!

.

.

.

And

don't say

exciting

.

.Watch

Warners

ZJS&H
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PICTURES

REVIEWS OF THE NEW
"BROADWAY GONDOLIER"
Dick

with

Joan

Powell,

Will Rogers
with

Menjou, Louise Fazenda

Billie

Warners

98 mins.

Burke, Alison Skipworth, Gail
Holloway, Frances Grant
73 mins.

Sterling

Patrick.

Fox

ON AMATEUR THEA-

SMASH MUSICAL TOPS WITH SONG
SWELL SWEETHEART TEAM AND TRICALS WITH RATHER SLIM ROLE FOR
ROGERS.
GRAND ROMANCE THAT'S HEART- WILL
Based on the stage hit of some years
WARMING.
back, "The Torch Bearers," this amusing
FAIR

SATIRE

HITS,

en

"FRONT PAGE

in

"DOUBTING THOMAS"

Adolphe

Blondell,

with

Warner

Bette

Davis

and

WOMAN"
George

Bros.

Brent

82 mins.

«

SHORT SUBJECTS »
"Memories and

Melodies"
(Stephen Collins Foster)

M-G-M

16 mins.

ENTERTAINING NEWSPAPER YARN
High Class
This James A. FitzPatrick proWITH LIVELY PLOT AND PLENTY OF
duction in Technicolor combines the
WISECRACK COMEDY.
class qualities with general appeal.

Taken from the "Saturday Evening Post"
story, "Women are Bum Newspapermen,"

Through the medium
production sequences,

of elaborate
depicts in-

it

Theater
Warners
cidents in the life of Stephen ColIt's all in that headline above.
groups has something of a timely connec- and given a snappy wise-cracking script
have come through with the sweetest b.o.
lins Foster, noted American comtion in the current radio amateur craze.
by Laird Doyle, Liflie Hayward and Roy poser, and his hardships when writhoney in the musical-song-romance division
The script also has been brought op to
delivered this year.
Pop appeal is labeled
ing the native melodies that are
date with a movie test angle. As a vehicle Chanslor, this newspaper story makes satisall over it.
You showmen can't overplay
now classics. Bits of "The Old
for Wifl Rogers, however, it leaves some- factory entertainment that ought to please
it.
And you're a sucker if you don't give thing
Kentucky Home," "Old Folks at
to be desired.
Billie Burke, as the
the
crowds
at large.
Bette Davis and
Dick Powell
it
a ride in your publicity.
Home," "Massa's in de Cold, Cold
wife of Rogers, and Frances Grant, sweet- George Brent are reporters on rival sheets.
does the best work of his career, and puts
Ground" and other popular meloheart of their son, Frank Alberrson, are He wants to marry her because he thinks
over one song in particular in a way to
dies are woven into the narrative,
stage struck and also fall for the line given women don't belong in the news game,
make all the dames old and young swoon
with both Negro and white groups
them by a traveling movie tost director. but she's determined to prove he is wrong.
and like it. Radio crooner stuff, but done
alternating in the vocal renditions.
To save his home from being broken up, After George has made trouble for Bette
intriguing
with
delightfully
original,
a
Has distinction as well as entertainafter the appearance of the two women in several times by giving her bum tips, she
and
that
genuine
sincerity
a
romance
has
ment value, and in addition it packs
an atrociously performed local amateur play turns the tables on him and pulls a scoop
sophisheart-warming quality rare in these
a load of human interest.
brings praise from
their giddy friends, that causes him to admit he was wrong
ticated Hollywood pictures of the light
Rogers frames it to Iwve a supposed Holly- about her newspaper ability. With this acit gets
entertainment variety.
In a word
"Mickey's Service Station"
wood movie director see their screen tests complished, Bette agrees to marry him.
you.
Joan Blondell is immense as the girl
(Mickey Mouse Cartoon)
and pronounce them rotten, while his own Besides the good work of Miss Davis and
boosting her taxicab sweetie to the heights
imitation of a crooner
7 mins.
which is the com- Brent, there is enjoyable comedy in Roscoe United Artists
But the story's the
as a radio singer.
Fast and Funny
edy highlight of the picture
called
is
Karns, photographer with Brent; Crehan,
thing.
We cannot recall any musical that great.
More than the usual amount of
In addition to those already named, as an editor; J. Farrell MacDonald, a cop;
has such a delightful romance with such
Alison Skipworth, Gail
Patrick,
Sterling Winifred Shaw, involved in a murder case, action, plus plenty of good gags,
a smart balancing of struggle, disappointclass this one among the liveliest
Holloway and Andrew Tombes give fine and others.
ments, eager youth fighting for success,
of Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse
performances.
menace, and well knit suspense building to'
Cast: Bette Davis, George Brent, Winiconcoctions.
Mickey, with his dog
Cast: Will Rogers, Billie Burke, Alison
a gasp climax.
fred Shaw, Roscoe Karns, Joseph Crehan,
Pluto and tht comical Donald Duck,
Skipworth,
Sterling
Holloway,
Andrew
Joseph
King,
Dorothy Dare, June Martel, J.
Cast: Dick Powell, Joan Blondell, Adolphe Tcmbes, Gail Patrick, Frances Grant, Frank
are running a service station.
Menjou, Louise Fazenda, William Gargan, Albertson, John Qualen, Johnny Arthur, Carroll Naish, Gordon Westcott, J. Farrell tough bozo comes along and gives
MacDonald, Selmer Jackson, Georges RenaGeorge Barbier, Grant Mitchell.
them just 10 minutes to fix the
Helen Flint, Fred Wallace, T. Roy Barnes,
vent, Mike Morita, Addison Richards, Walsqueak in his lizzie.
Director, Lloyd Bacon; Authors, Sig HerTo find the
Ruth Warren, George Cooper, Helen Freeter Walker, Huntley Gordon.
squeak, they have to tear the car
zig, Hans Kraly, E. Y. Harburg; Screenplay,
man, William Benedict.
Director, Michael Curtiz; Author, Richard all
apart, finally throwing it toSig Herzig, Warren Duff; Dialoguers, Jerry
Producer, B. G. DeSylva; Director, David
Wald, Julius J. Epstein; Editor, George Butler; Author, George Kelly. Screenplay, Macauley; Screenplay, Laird Doyle, Lillie gether willy nilly just as the owner
Hayward,
Roy
Chanslor;
Cameraman, Tony returns. When he hops in and tries
Amy; Cameraman, George Barnes
William
Conselman,
Bartlett
Cormack;
Gaudio; Editor, Terry Morse.
to start the buggy, funny things
Direction, Excellent
Photography, The Cameraman, Joseph Valentine.
Direction, Good
Photography, A- 1.
begin to happen.
Direction, Fine
Best.
Photography, A- 1.
satire

the

activities

of

Little

—

—

—

—

—

A

Kansas City Chatter

Louis Squibs

St.
Louis

—Joe

Litvag

has

sold
his interests in the Roxy to his partners, Alex Papand and Mrs. F.
Shank.
Litvag also has sold his
holdings in the White Way theater
to Papand.
Johnny Walsh of Progressive Pictures has taken office space with
Majestic Pictures.
S'Renco Film Screening Co. has
installed new
sound equipment
St.

RCA

and other new fixtures.
Joe Hewitt of Robinson,

111.,

was

taken ill while visiting film row here.
Ansell Amusement Co. will take
sub-contractor bids Saturday for the
new theater to be built in University
City.

Tod

Cella of Cella Theatrical Enterprises is on a vacation jaunt east-

ward.
Recent film row visitors included
C. W. Wells, George Karsch, H.
Hiles and Claude McKean.
"Clairvoyant" for Boston & Syracuse
GB's "The Clairvoyant," starring
Claude Rains and Fay Wray, is
scheduled to open simultaneously at
the RKO Memorial Theater, Boston,
and the Paramount Theater, Syracuse, beginning July 19.

Wm. Zimmerman
William
the

M-G-M

Joins M-G-M
Zimmerman has joined

foreign department to

work on censorship and

titles.

1935-36 "Almanac"

a

Whopper

Increased in size to more than 1200 pages, the 1935-36 Motion Picture Almanac,
edited by Terry Ramsaye and published by the Quigley Publishing Co., made its official
bow yesterday.
Feature of the volume, as usual, is its extensive list of biographies
of members of the film industry.
Nearly 600 pages are devoted to this part of the
book.
A new feature in the current volume is the reproduction of reviews of the pictures which were winners in the "Motion Picture Herald's" monthly Box-Office Champions.
The Almanac also gives corporate and personnel data on the various film
companies, releases from the start of 1934 to the spring of this year, theater circuits, 2,000 key city houses, summaries on foreign markets, data on exports, lists
of motion picture organizations and other miscellaneous data.

J-

Pittsburgh Preparing

For Sunday Movie Vote
(Continued from Page 1)

Farnsworth In Dark
On Voluntary Code
(Continued from Page 1)

formed of any proposed discussion
next fall's general election assures
for establishment of a voluntary film
Pittsburgh a vote Nov. 5 on Smnday code.
movies. A vote will be held in every
"I don't believe the Federal Trade
municipality in the state petitioning Commission knows anything about
the County Commissioners to pro- it either," he declared.

Jersey Pool

Being Worked Out

—Variety

Club has

set July 29 for its second annual film
picnic.
George S. Baker, chief barker, has designated Gus Diamond of
Warners to head the committee.
R. C. LiBeau, Paramount district

manager, has been selected by John
Harris, national Variety Club chief
barker, as national representative
for the Kansas City, St. Louis and

Des Moines tents.
The downtown Newman, which is
in its fifth week of Screeno on Tuesday nights, has started Bank Night
on Wednesdays.
Charles B. Fogle, M-G-M sound
technician, is visiting the local exchange.
L. A. Johnson, Bill Warner, Lionel
Richey, Joe McGuire, Bennie Benja-

min and Fred Ritter were winners
in the Variety Club golf tournament
this week.

vide ballots.

New

Kansas City

Dudley Nichols, McLaglen
Given Awards for June
(Continued from Page 1)

Fox-20th Eastern Story Setup

Under one phase of the new Fox20th Century merger setup, the

Screen Actors and Screen Writers company's Eastern story activities
(Continued from Page 1)
guilds.
Honorable mention went to will be handled by Franklyn Undertheater will be joined up. At Eliza- Elisabeth Bergner in "Escape Me wood, New York story chief for
Never" and Pat O'Brien in "Oil for Darryl Zanuck, and Thomas B. Cosbeth three houses, tw« of which bethe Lamps of China," while Laird tain, Fox Eastern story head. Unlong to Warners, will be pooled and Doyle took second honors for his derwood will
handle plays, while
at Jersey City, one Skouras and one screenplay for "Oil for the Lamps Costain will have jurisdiction over
deal.
Warner theater will go into a
of China."
novels and originals.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

'

-^DAILYVOL.

NO.

68,

NEW

10

London Films

is

YORK, FRIDAY, JULY

12.

TEN CENTS

1935

Acquiring Interest

in Technicolor

SIROVICH TO LAUNCH PATENT INVESTIGATION SOON

4 U. A. Producers Sign

A
=

Arrangements Extended by
Goldwyn, Fairbanks,

Visit

Modern Art Film

to the

\A/E HAVE

been

never

==

thoroughly

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

in

tune with the many arty outfits that

seem

to

constantly

Perhaps

the screen.

is

it

many come and

seen so

sense

ever,

sincerity

We

go.

of

we have

because

behind

purpose

of

industry

note and

serious

a

the

fringe

do,

how-

a

definite

Mr.

Rocke-

its

curator,

to

serve

in

and

Manager John Abbott and

The

Barry.

Iris

commercial

library

the sense that

not

to

it

is

non-

make money.

^

to

visit

{Continued on Page 6)

It

preparingWprobe

is

the Library

we

sat

once again, at Edwin S. Porter's "The Great Train Robbery," the first
feature productions and the real
of all
start of the gangster cycle.
The famous
"Kiss" sequence of May Irwin and John
Rice, made in 1896 when Will Hays was
a freshman at dear old Wabash, recalls
the morals of the screen were criticized then, just as they are criticized

that

and

will

be tomorrow.

—•—
THE

Library,

as

a

record

of

scientific

and experiment, has an elaborate and complete pictorial record of the
historical Muybridge photographic system,
the most important innovation precedent
to the invention of cinematography.
A
library of books, on matters cinema, from
every country, and planned to be the
finest in the world, is in the making. It's
all
most interesting and has a definite
place in motion pictures, this idea of Mr.
Rockefeller, to perpetuate the early international efforts of the cinema.
'

Jr.,

wally

Franklyn

Mix and

Wales,
Farnum,

William
Francis

Desmond,
Ford,
Art

Wallace Fox is directing the screenplay by Adele Buffington
and Milton Krims from the William
C.

others.

MacDonald

novel.

$240,000 KATZ CLAIM

Patent Cross-Licensing
and Pooling
By ETTA SEYMANS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington House Patents Committee, of which Congressman Siro-

—

vich is chairman, will shortly start
an intensive investigation of "rackets and abuses that come from the

pooling or the cross-licensing of patents," The Film Daily was informed yesterday at the Congressman's
offices. It is understood that motion
picture patents will form a good
(Continued on Page 8)

a. t.

IS

EXPUNGED BY COURT
16 OF

& t. and erpi

Expunging of the claim of Sam
Katz for approximately $240,000
from Paramount, seeking damages
By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
in
connection
with
an alleged
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Investigation of A. breach of his contract, was approved

—

&

Electrical Research
Products will be undertaken after
Congress has settled its controversy
T.

T.

and

its

(Continued on Page 6)

GB

10-day period for

filing of exceptions
(Continued on Page 4)

to Take on
Joe Moskowitz to Okay
20th Century Contracts
Other British Films

GB

is ready to take on distribution of foreign pictures in the United
States provided these films meet its
standards, Arthur Lee said yesterday in New York. The company is

handling 16
the

by Special Master Joyce yesterday
as recommended by the trustees. A

Here

thrilled,

today,

"Powdersmoke Range" has a
lineup of stellar western personalities
including
Hoot Gibson, Harry Carey,
Tom Tyler, Bob Steele, Buffalo Bill,
whose

founded

is

by grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation and its ultimate purpose is the
supplying of a ten-thousand-foot subject,
monthly, to higher institutions of learning.
These to cover both the historical and contemporary cinema from the standpoint of
the arts, rather than that of unadulterated
entertainment.

our

Hollywood Major company trend to
put unusually strong casts in westerns
appears to have hit a peak at RKO,

THE FILM DAILY

Chaplin said U. A. now has a new

established

POURING

—

THE FILM DAILY

morrow.

Museum of Modern Art Film Lithat we had the pleasure of visiting

as the guest of

House Committee to Probe

10-Srar Western

10-year releasing contracts have been signed with
United Artists by Samuel Goldwyn,
Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford, it was announced by Goldwyn in addressing the
sales convention which has been in
progress all week and winds up to-

feller's

brary

of

— New

10 -Year Releasing Deals

Vest Coast Bur.,

Pickford, Chaplin

Library

JACK ALICOATE

By

New

new

GB

productions during

season.

Joseph Moskowitz, 20th Century
executive, will approve all film contracts sold by Fox on Darryl Zanuck
product, which is to be marketed
separately from the regular Fox

He will
(Continued on Page 8)

1935-36 program.

continue

C.

Lang Cobb Appointed
Agent for Magnacolor

C. Lang Cobb, for nearly 20 years
identified with color film activities
and lately associated with Cinecolor,

has obtained from Consolidated Film
Industries the exclusive U. S. selling
Cobb
for
Magnacolor.
franchise
eaves Aug. 1 for Hollywood to es(Continued on Page 6)

London

(By Cable)

—

London

Films, through Gerrard Industries,
is taking an interest in Technicolor

and is expected to be the partner of
Herbert T. Kalmus, head of Techni(Continued on Page 4)
If you want to know "What's to be made and
who's to make it" refer to the 1935 Film
out this month. Advt.
Daily Production Guide

—

FOX LINEUP

READY BY NEXT MONTH
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Fox studios, which re-

cently completed their 1934-35 proof 48 releases, are out to set
a record by having 16 pictures on
the new season's lineup completed
by next month. Ten already are finished. These include "Farmer Takes
a Wife", "Dante's Inferno", "In Old
Home",
e1 co
Kentucky",
e
(Continued on Page 8)

gram

"W

m

11 Warner-F. N. Films

Completed for Release

Technicolor Tieup in England
Being Made with London Films

curiosity

NEW

—

Warner-First National has 11 features completed and awaiting release dates, while a twelfth production, "Special Agent", will be ready
in a few days. The finished pictures
include "Don't Bet on Blondes",

"Front Page Woman", "Page Miss
(Continued on Page 8)

Color for Paramount
definitely set to use
is
color in features during the 1935-36
season.
Just how many productions will
use this element has not as yet been
determined but will depend upon their

Paramount

suitability.

THS

s&m
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N. J. Allied Will Hold
Study of Fox Met. Plan
Will Require One Month All-Day Meeting Tuesday
Next Tuesday's meeting of Allied
Theater Owners of New Jersey under Sidney E. Samuelson will be an
10 Cents
Vol.68, No. 10
Fri., July 12, 1935
all-day affair, held at Asbury Park,
N. J. There will be a luncheon and
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
gating real estate reorganizations, meeting at 1 P. M. in the Marine
Film rentals and drill, at Ocean Ave. and the Boardsaid yesterday.
accounts of the circuit will be ex- walk, with a stag dinner and getPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays amined, he stated. The hearing con- together at 6:30 P. M.
Broadway, New York, N. Y..
at
1650
tinued behind closed doors yesterday.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Study of the reorganization plan
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses will
occupy at least one month, I. Alfred
Levy, special counsel for the Sabath
Congressional Commission investi-

Coming and Going

of

Donald

Editor and Publisher:
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurei

President,

Alicoate,

M.

and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor.
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New Yorl
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order
$15.00.

CICELY COURTNEIDGE, stage, screen
radio star under contract to GB, is due
arrive
in
New York next Tuesday on
Majestic en route to the M'G-M studios to
pear in "The Perfect Gentleman."

ROBERT HUREL, who
to New York in

turns

SIDNEY

on

Legal fees and other expenses incident to the Paramount reorganiza-

New

ed on Broadway between 44th and
45th Streets, on the old Criterion

be materially and Loew's

New York

cost
$350,000, according to plans filed this
week by the 1514 Broadway Corp. of
site, will

day

by

now

in

Paris

September.

from

plane

return

to

ar

arrived at the Coast yeste
New York.

JOHN NATHAN of Paramount sails
New York tomorrow on the Northern
his

tl

KENT, JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

R.

DARRYL ZANUCK

$350,000 WilHtnTSpent on
Para. Reorganization Fees
New Times Sq. House
May Undergo Sizable Cut New theater building to be erect-

is

a

Buenos

fro
Prin<

Aires.

MANUEL

SOLIS has returned to Havana fro
York after buying Western Electric Wi(

are expected to
Range equipment for his new 2,000-seat A
hambra, which opens in that Cuban city Sep
reduced from the present total of
about $3,600,000 before the schedule
Address all communications to THE FII. A
JESSE J. GOLDBURG has left New York f
DAILY, 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y. is approved by the court, which is 20 Exchange PI. Acock & Lloyd are
the plans. the coast, with stopovers en route to do
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738. 7-4739
to hold a hearing on the matter July the architects who filed
state rights deals as representative of J.
Holly
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
18.
Interests close to the company The structure will include a restau- Hoffberg Co. on several independent feature
wood. California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holl>
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
believe that many of the claims are rant and stores in addition to the
SAUL KRUGMAN of GB's home office staf
89-91
Ernest VV. Fredman, The Film Renter.
high, although some of the legal theatre.
has left New York for Buffalo.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne too
reorganization
firms employed in the
P. A. Harle, Ln
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour- had as many as 25 lawyers devoting
Distributing
des-Noues, 19.
all' their
time to this business, in
Handle Foreign Fix
addition to clerks and other office
Danubia Distributing Corp., sub<
help.
sidiary of Danubia Pictures, has
"Dream" World Premiere Oct. 9 been formed to distribute Hungarian
World premiere of Warner's "A and other foreign language films, in- July 8-13: United Artists sales conventio
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Midsummer Night's Dream" will cluding British. Officers are Eugene
In addi- July 16: Allied Theater
J. Lang and Bella Black.
Hollywood
the
take
place
Oct.
9
at
Owners of New Je
MARKET
NEW YORK STOCK
tion to handling the releases of the
sey luncheon and meeting,
P.
M.; st
Net theater on Broadway on a two-adinner
and
get-together,
6:30 P. M M;
Under the parent company, the new unit will
High
Low Close Chg. day basis at $2 top.
rine Grill, Asbury Park, N. J.
roadshow plans for this production, distribute the films of other compa9
9
>/8
Am. Sedt
9
July 19:
S.
M. P. E. meeting and nominatio
no other New York house will play nies here and abroad.
Columbia Picts. vtc. 76
74 Vi 75
of officers, Hotel Pennsylvania, New Yorl
until
year
after
the
the
picture
a
4
4
4
Con. Fm. Ind
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Production's
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Playboy," July 29: Sec nd annual picnic of the Variet
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% Warner brothers and others. Plans with Nick Stuart and Lucille
Club of Kansas City.
Loews, Inc
for
also
are
under
way
simultaneous
105%
105%
1%
105%
do pfd
Browne.
National Independent Allied Theate
Jesse
J. Goldburg has left Aug. S:
4
4'/4
4
Faramount ctfs
Day, 25 per cent of receipts going
V4 premieres in Paris, London, Madrid, New York on a cross-country trip
Sydney
and
Rome.
Allied
war chest.
Pathe Exch
% % %
as special representative of Hoff8'/2
83/4
8</2
Aug. 6-7:
do "A"
First convention of Independent Ex
V4
berg
on
state
rights
sales
for
this
New House for Bolognino
hibitors Protective Ass'n, Milwaukee.
2
2
2
%
RKO
Consolidated Amusement Enter- picture and "Speed Devils," with
Warner Bros
4
4% 4
July
Vs
10-11: Allied
national
vice-president
prises, headed by Laurence S. Bo- Paul Kelly and Marguerite Churchmeeting, Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis.
25
do pfd
25% 25
Va
lognino, has acquired property at ill, and a Buster Keaton feature.
11-13:
Southeastern
Theater Owner
East Mt. Eden Ave., between Wal- On his arrival in Hollywood, Gold- Aug.Ass'n
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convention, Jacksonville Beach, FU
burg will start production on the
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and
Townsend
Aves.,
The
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Republic Luncheon in Philly
Philadelphia In conjunction with
the opening of the new local Republic exchange, Herman Gluckman,
president of Republic Pictures Corp.
of Pennsylvania, and Harry A. LaVine, branch manager, will be hosts
at a luncheon in the Crystal Ball-

W. Goldberg

room

is

manager.

Claudette Colbert on Air Tonight
Claudette Colbert, star in Columbia's "She Married Her Boss," now
in production, and her leading men,
Melvyn Douglas and Michael Bartlett, will feature the Louella Parsons' weekly
radio hour this
evening.

WABC

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

CH 4-2200

>/4

Fifth Week for "Ariane"
"Ariane," the Elisabeth Bergner
vehicle in English dialogue which
was revived last month at the 55th
St. Playhouse, will hold over for a
fifth week at that house.
The picture is being pre-released by Blue
Ribbon Photoplays, Inc., of which

St.

N.Y.C.

Donald Douglas in Tryout Play
Donald Douglas, who has worked

—

of the

Broadwood Hotel.

Para. Promotes E. B. Price
E. B. Price, Paramount salesman
for the past 10 years, has been promoted to branch manager at Jacksonville.
He succeeds Scott Chestnut.

Sept. 3-8:
lantic

Showmen's

City.

Variety

COMPLETEINDISPENSABLE
The

in various studios at the coast, is
rehearsing
in
"Black
Panther,"
Disney Cartoon Held Over
which George Sherwood is staging
Walt Disney's "Who Killed Cock
at his Lyceum, Summit, N. J., for Robin" has been held
over at the
a summer tryout. Douglas has just Rivoli theater.
It also is in its
completed work in a "Voice of Ex- third week at the Music Hall,
United
perience" short.
Artists is releasing.

1935

FILM YEAR BOOK

FREE with

Carl Berger on Air
Carl
Berger,
cameraman for
"Bring 'Em Back Alive," will be
heard on the air tomorrow at 1:45
P. M. with Bide Dudley over WOR.

At

Jubilee,

City.

a

year's

subscription to

The

Film Daily and Film
Daily Service.

THE FILM DAILY
1650

Broadway

New

York

HEWS

HALF HOLIDAY DECLARED
office as

WEEK

OF THE

ot

PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

Warner home

executives spend three hours at secret

oreview of 'Midsummer Night's Dream'.
alans are already

underway

Initial

for elaborate

world

Dremiere of Reinhardt-Shakespeare masterpiece
at

New

York's

Hollywood Theatre Oct.

9th.

•:*>

NOTHING BUT
coast

critics

mm

HL

'THE BEST' was heard as

greeted 'Page Miss Glory' with raves

Marion Davies' pictures
Above you see
Sennwald headed for'Glory'.t

such

as 'best

of

best

comedy

of the season'.

scribes Churchill,

TAKE A

.

GOOD LOOK

— because you're going
Flynn

--'

at this

talented

duo

to see plenty of Errol

and Olivia de Havilland

(below). Brilliant

young Warner players have embarked on
starring

careers by winning coveted leads

'Captain Blood', Rafael Sabatini's colorful

in

tale.°

ARRIVAL OF 'BROADWAY GONDOLIER'

New

ization of

shots on Paul

W.

R.

Muni-Ann Dvorak

film-

Bros. Picture

heralded by Film

in

Daily's superla-

..sweetest

honey of the year' Warners' surprise
summer hit will open at Broadway Strand following successful run of 'Front Page Woman'.*
b

Burnett's thrilling Collier's serial.

•A Warner

is

tive-laden cheer for 'smash musical

BUSIEST OF SIX CREWS now working on
Warner lot is this 'Dr. Socrates' outfit, seen taking final

York

°A

First

National Picture

]A

Cosmopolitan Production

Vitagraph,

o.

Inc.,

Distributors

Friday.July 12, 1935

TECHNICOLOR TIEUP

$240,000 KATZ CLAIM

(Continued from Page

1)

allowed before the matter goes to
the U. S. District Court for approval.
The trustees base their attitude on
a law which allows directors of a
corporation to discharge an execuKatz's connection
tive employee.
with Paramount ended in October,
is

1932.

Philip Smith Organizes

New

England Exchange

Smith, well-known New
England theater operator, and a
group of other New England exhibitors have organized a new independent exchange with offices in BosThe company, which will be
ton.
known as Medallion Pictures of New
Philip

England, was formed especially to
handle the New England distribuof the

tion

eight feature

pictures

which Victor and Edward Halperin
will produce for Medallion Produc-

AT&T

Application
For a Television Permit
A delegation of members of the

Association

for

the

Protection

of

M. P. Theaters goes to Washington
on Monday to oppose granting of a
television experimental license to A.
A hearing is to be conT. & T.
ducted by the Federal Communications Commission.

Baltimore Bits
Baltimore— A study of the

han-

dling of permits for the establishment of movie theaters here will be
made by a special committee appointed by Mayor Howard W. Jackson.

The Little Theater has held over
"The Man Who Knew Too Much"
for a second week.

"No More Ladies" has been held
for a second week at the Valencia.
The Hippodrome is setting more
new attendance records with "Love

Me

Forever."

BIG,
NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

(Continued from Page 1)

HALT

color, in the

there can be such a thing as UNDERthis enviable
STATEMENT in motion picture advertising
record has been achieved by Warners in their double spread
the copy refers to it
trade ad on "Broadway Gondolier"
as "one of those show surprises that make picture business the
after viewing this pix
most exciting game in the world"
we are here to
in the preview projection room showing
it is a Summer
state that it is not only a Show Surprise
Smash
one of the Grandest Romances with pop appeal we
with a Sweetheart Team of Dick Powell
have ever lamped
and that Sweetheart
and Joan Blondell that is immense
Song that Dick sings to Joan is alone enough to send it in
with the way the Powell lad puts it over

•

•

•

IT

SEEMS

T
•

•

AND A

•

ISt>
}

iIm

1 1%

1

I

kb~7
^k__^/

Sam Wood has had a movable miniature
golf
course of four holes constructed on the set for the Marx Brothers
to play
on between scenes while
making "A Night at the Opera" at
M-G-M —DAVE A. EPSTEIN

London laboratories

to

be established by the color company.

T

word about the most heartening thing

of

it brings the
in the eyes of a disillusioned reviewer
note of Sincerity and the Human Touch back into the field of
which for too long has given
light screen entertainment
us the brittle, smart, dazzling and sophisticated note in Hollywood productions of this type

all

WE

tions, Inc.

Fight

WITH LONDON FILMS

"

EXPUNGED BY COURT

IS

I

BELIEVE that folks want the heart-warming
• • •
they want to
touch in their films about everyday people
see their own experiences reflected NATURALLY in motion
pictures
the trials, struggles, disappointments, little hapand that's exactly
pinesses and surprises of everyday life
what the authors and the director have caught most impressiveit's above all a human doculy in "Broadway Gondolier"
ment
and if the public doesn't go nuts over it we'll be
surprised

T

T

T

• • • IT WAS a great Open House party that Herman
Gluckman threw over at the New York Exchange yesterday
to celebrate the inauguration of Republic Pictures
it seems everybody in the film biz dropped in to wish Herman
luck
and on Monday his Republic Pictures Corp. of Penn-

London Films plans to make "Elizabeth of England" in color.

59 Special Aug. Bookings
Set on "Page Miss Glory"
Fifty-nine simultaneous key city

engagements have been set on the
Warner-Cosmopolitan release, "Page
Miss Glory," starring Marion Davies, during the latter week in August, the company announces.
The
unusually heavy demand from exhibitors over the country requesting
bookings on this feature has resulted in its being made available for
special showings during this period,

according to Grad Sears and Andy
Smith, Warner sales executives.

Tichenor Trying to Close
5-Yr. Theater-Union Pact
Plans to arrange a five-year con-

between New York theaters'
and operators who have been having
differences with them are now being
worked out by Frank Tichenor, who
Pending
is functioning as arbiters
an agreement, which is expected in

tract

one week's time, all picketing has
been voluntarily ceased on the part
of the locals involved.

A

meeting between the various
factions and Tichenor scheduled for
yesterday was put off
week, probably Monday.

until

next

sylvania exchange
a brand new set-up for the auspicious
development and expansion
will celebrate with a luncheon
at the Crystal ballroom at the

T

T
•

•

•

WE

TRIED

Broadwood Hotel

to sell

Denver Doings

in Philadelphia.

Denver

T
the "March

of

Time" people a
the idea was to

trade-mark idea for their screen feature
have each release of "Time" open with a guy dressed as Father
Time marching down a road
he keeps saying: "Tick-tock,
tick-tock," as he pulls an alarm clock out of his pocket
then he addresses the audience and says
"Folks, please
look at your watches and repeat with me: tick-tock, tick-tock."
in this manner every time people see a watch or a
clock they will immediately think
"Ha! The March of
Time."
lousy, you say?
yea, that's what the M. of T.
editor said, too

• • • A PICTURE made in Hollywood and containing
Chinese talk has been held up by the censors
who told
Dave Brill, of Principal Pictures, who is handling the film
that they cannot pass it until an interpreter is obtained
to translate the Chinese dialogue

trip to

•

right

in

to the

is

Wyoming.

recently

Colorado exhibitors seen
on film row were H. E.

Gallagher, Mancos; B. P. McCormick, Canon City; H. V. Gamon,
Grand Lake; Ross Labart, Sagauchee; John Green, Oak Creek; L. L.
Moreland, Kiowa; L. L. Beach,
Akron, and Jack Davis, Hugo.

SUNSHIN€
\ x^U//

IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS

B.O
Theater

€<

€<

» » »

of

on a

Wyoming.

Among

•

up

Morgan, manager

Roland Lutz of the Denver Poster
exchange also is on a business trip

IT'S THE Coolest summer sign on Broadway
that one in front of the Roxy
showing an inviting waterfall
with water falling over a cliff and splashing refreshingly before your eyes as you pause in the summer heat to gaze
upon it longingly
it is attractively set off behind a glass
show case that reaches the height of the marquee
a smash
eye-attractor that sells the warm-weather-razzled pedestrians

•

—Jap

Theater Supply,

National

mark

for

closings

summer

in
June
month.

hit

low
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NEWS

of the

DAY

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

— Geo.

Rosenbaum, branch sound, for reopening around Aug.
manager of GB's Buffalo exchange, 5, with a vaudeville and pictures
Buffalo

has closed three first-run deals in policy.
A. C. Haythe Buffalo territory.
man booked the new line-up of 16
Abilene, Kans. Homer F. Strawig
for the Lafayette Theater here and has arranged for installation of RCA
for
in
Niagara Falls. High Fidelity sound equipment in
first-run
Johnny Osborne closed for the new the new deluxe 700-seat Plaza he is
product in Elmira.
building here.
He expects to open

—

—

The Southern
Wichita, Kans.
Theater, modern de luxe suburban
house, owned by T. H. Slothower, is
nearing completion.
It will open
about Sept. 1. Heywood- Wakefield,
represented by F. H. Bowen in
Kansas City, is supplying the seats.

—

Madison, Wis. Donald Johns, for
years associated with the
Strand and Capitol theaters here,
has been named manager of the
Eastwood, local house operated by
the Fair Oaks Theater Corp.
several

—

Racine, Wis. Premiums are getting a good play by local theaters
with the Mainstreet, Rialto, Granada, Capitol and Uptown all featuring them in some form.

Toledo—Jack

O'Connell, head of
Theaters, Inc., who recently
took over the 1200-seat Capitol
Theater, is having the house completely renovated and is installing

Town

new

High

Photophone

Fidelity

around Sept.

1.

Palm Beach, Fla.— Deed

to

the

By CHARLES ALICOATE.

gROADWAY
by

William

Productions, headed

Schlaifer, start production today on
the feature "Sweet Surrender", with
exterior shots being made at Jack
Dempsey's restaurant. Monty Brice
is directing.
Work will be done at
the Eastern Service studio, with release through Universal.

Lloyd French has been signed by
Sax, Vitaphone studio head, to

Sam

Kettler

theater building property
has been filed, the bondholders' protective committee having acquired
title as a result of purchase of the
property at master's sale.

—

A complete
Bridgeton, Maine
Photophone High Fidelity sound reproducing system is being installed
in the

new

700-seat State Theater,
almost ready for opening

which is
by Eugene Tenney.

City— The Stanley theaone of the largest of the resort's motion picture houses, is celebrating its tenth anniversary this
week.
As one of the features of
the celebration, a huge birthday
cake baked by Herman Krauter,
pastry chef at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel here, was cut with due ceremony
by Mayor Harry Bacharach and
slices passed out to the audience.
Atlantic

ter,

a long-term contract to take charge
direct the comedy series at the
Brooklyn plant.

Rowland and Jack and

—

Akron, Ohio Spayne & Martin
have taken over the Southern theater here and closed it to permit complete renovation for reopening with
new RCA High Fidelity sound
around Aug. 1.

Shooting has been started on the
next RKO Van Beuren Easy Aces
subject, "Tricks of the Trade". The
picture will consist chiefly of an expose of tricks practiced by various
individuals
and organizations to
fool the public, sometimes in order
to furnish innocent entertainment
and sometimes with more sinister intent.
The informing will be done
by Goodman Ace, while Jane, as
usual, will furnish the laughs with
her casual remarks and unanswerable queries.

Production on the eastern shots
on for Paramount's "Big Broadcast of
the new Winter Garden theater is 1935", now in work at the Eastprogressing rapidly. C. M. Biggers, ern Service studio in Astoria, will
owner, expects to be ready to open be completed this week under the
by late summer.
Leo
direction of Norman Taurog.
Tover is doing the camera work.
Pattonsburg,
Mo. New Photophone High Fidelity sound equipStuart Stewart, former casting
ment has been installed in the Bindirector at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
ney, operated by Joseph L. Binney.
studio, who resigned to open his
The Park own casting office on the coast two
St. Petersburg, Fla.
theater has been closed for the sum- years ago, returned for the first
mer. E. Reiss, manager, announces time on a combined vacation and
honeymoon.
an early fall opening.

Winter

Garden,

Fla.

—Work

—

—
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Convention Chatter

PREPARING TO PROBE

« «

"And by the way," he
McNerney, albacore.
Francisco sales manager, adds, "ivhat in heck is albacore a

—

J.

San
(Continued from Page 1)
kind of a fish-hawk/"
and he no longer will be the went over big with everybody. A
forgotten man.
He plans to inakd guy of his gross tonage couldn't
S. Nagler, Vancouver sales manat least one .picture annually.
On help it.
ager, and A. Feinstein, ditto for
the coming year's schedule, in addiabout promottion to his own vehicle, Chaplin will
Watson, San Francisco Calgary, are thinking
C. H.
make a talking picture starring salesman, was one of the first to ing Canadian Club for three. They
didn't say whether it would be a
Paulette Goddard.
arrive at the convention room. He
quart or a case.
Fairbanks will shortly start mak- looks more dapper than ever.
deal

new production acget under way afin January to make

ing plans for his
tivity,

which

is to

ter he returns
his home in Hollywood again.

Will H. Hays addressed the convention and declared that production resourcefulness overcame sound,
the depression and a change in audience taste.
Gunther Lessing stated that the
sales on Walt Disney's bla^k and
white cartoons have doubled since
Disney joined U. A., while sales on
color cartoons have tripled.
Maurice
Silverstone
announced
that U. A. sales were far ahead of
any other in Great Britain.
Nathan Burkan stated that U. A.
is the only company in the industry
where there is intimacy between the
owners and the ranks, and that

.

every producer hopes some day to
be allied with U. A.
Dr. A. H. Giannini praised Alexander Korda as the leader in British
pictures and told of the soundness
of the U. A. financial setup.
David 0. Selznick asked the confidence of salesmen and declared he
has two stories set for production
Harry Goetz outlined the
so far.
Reliance product.
Charles Skouras
praised President Al Lichtman. Eddie Cantor spoke in a humorous
vein.
Korda talked to the delegates
from London via telephone.

C.

Lang Cobb Appointed
Agent for Magnacolor
(Continued from Page

vided

between

Consolidated's

New

York and Hollywood laboratories.

Chick Weinberg,

At

least so "Mac"
have one believe.

McCaffrey would

—

a lawyer
most of the boys slay
with "to wit" and "whereas".

Mike Connolly

Jetta

Monty

Bricc

Goudal

in

him

Phil Duffy, of the Quaker City
sales force, claims that his adopted
town is named after him. Anyhow,
Lou Geiger, Cleveland salesman,
he spends a lot of his time at the carries
plenty of weight both on his
Phil's ball park on North Broad St. person
and in his sales.
there.

(Continued from Page

ERPI

1)

over the holding company bill and
Senate Interstate Commerce
the
Committee starts .probing the railroads, it was learned yesterday. The
Federal Communications Commission will act as judge and jury on
Search for
the A. T. & T. matter.
adequate counsel has delayed this in-

Ferdinand Pecora was
vestigation.
picked, but he preferred a $25,000

sin.

Harry Balaban is taking over the
Des Plaines Theatre, Des Plaines,
111.

Sam Abrams has

St.

Louis

office

man-

a Dizzy Dean fiend. Or if
you prefer, he is a dizzy Dean
fiend.
These baseballistics experts!
ager,

is

T. R. Barber, selling out of Dallas,
an old Texan from 'way back.

is

// prizes were distributed for good
you can bet that G. R. "Dick"

looks,

Joe Solomon, one of the brainiest
contract-getters in the U. A. Salt
Lake Ctiy gang, says he put the
U. A. in Utah. He shares the distinction with F. H. Higgins, Seattle salesman, of inventing the semiofficial slogan of the convention. It
is
"U. A. seen nothin' yet!"

—

Frank,
would
hails

New
finish

from

uses the

G

Orleans sales manager,
in the money.
Dick
Washington, but never

in his

name.

side.

Grad Sears, vice-president of Vitagraph, and Carl Lesserman are in
Chicago on business.
GB is moving into the building at
910 S. Wabash Ave., Aug. 1, with
Fox Film.
Florentine O'Connor of the Vitaoffice is

L.

Katz, Washington, D.

C,

office
manager, came to the convention with an open mind and an
open book.
Maybe he'll put new
names and phone numbers in the

— no,

yes?

on vacation.

M-G-M exchange
Minnesota on a fishing trip.
Sam Clark is back in Chicago as
publicity man for Vitagraph after
four months in the New York office.
Georgia Jubilee Singers, under the
direction of Dan Travis, have been
signed by Warners to appear in
Bob Elsas

is

of the

in

'Green Pastures."

"Evensong" is being held a secLeon Herman, out of the New ond week at the World Playhouse.
Veloz and Yolanda, famous dance
York exchange, covers the Albany
territory
we mean just that, cov- team now appearing at the Palmer
House here, will return to Hollywood
ers it and how.

—

in the fall to

M.

taken over the

Newberry Theater on the near north

graph

Ray Curran,

Who was

that asked: "Why was
losing his hair?"
Well, maybe it's that Philadelphia
territory
too much calm.

Harry

make another

picture.

it

Bodkin

—

Harry "Slim" Rees, selling out of
the Pittsburgh territory, is a real
old-timer with U. A. and a swell

—

NEW BOOKS.
PHOTOGRAPHY YEAR BOOK,
1935.

Published by Cosmopolitan Press,

Ltd., 48 Fetter Lane,

by T.
"Photography,"
Edited

Loudon.

Korda,

editor

of

handling sales in
this
is
the first
a former booker from edition of a comprehensive and
that territoi~y. Sid also worked for
representative
collection
of
the
A. J. Jeffrey, Montreal sales man- many of the majors in the business.
world's camera art.
It is intended
ager, is getting daily racing reto be an annual publication. Volume
ports from the Associated Press.
Norman Levin, selling out of runs to 465 pages, large size, conGoing into training for the Caliente Cleveland, is called
"Normie." Cute, taining examples of pictorial and
trip!
eh? And so are many of the sales commercial photography, trick phohe lands.
tography,
scientific
photography;
applied
photography,
embracing
Hoyt, Saint John, N. B.,
G.
photo-murals,
postage
stamps, posttales manager, takes the cake for
H. A. "Windy" Daniels, handling ers, packaging,
showcards and disfurthest-aivay-from-home honors. U. A. in Dallas, is
He misses those Atlantic Ocean lob- can rattle off some a swell guy who play material, magazine and newsnifty tal stories. paper covers, book jackets, etc.,
ster diners, he says, but is sharpen- He was
previously connected with printed salesmanship,
and newspaing his molars for some San Diego M-G-M.

Washington,

Tod Browning
Sam Mintz

manager

Due to the fact that Arthur Horn,
New Haven sales manager, was once

D. Axler of Haskell Masters massales force says that fellow.
Canada offers plenty of shelter in
a rainstorm. "I always have a place
Sid Lehman,
Toronto," he gags.

Hcrsholt

office

Cantor, who has the Cincinnati, prepared for this confinest streamline mustachio in the vention three weeks in advance. He
entire convention, is also one of the finally got that blue shirt.
sartorial bell-wethers of the flock.

Leonard

ter-minders'

Hunt Strombcrg

AND

—

book

Jean

T.

Some one sent Jack Kaplan a let- New York Supreme Court judgeship
Arthur Horn, New Haven sales
manager, is rated as the m.w.t.m.g.s. ter-opener. Guess that'll get some to being paid $10,000 to prosecute
Which means, decoded, the manager action on his mail hereafter.
the electric concern.
with the most genial smile.
Fred Rohrs, manager in Charlotte,
Chicago Chat
of the
most engaging
L. J. Doty had his hands full, has one
smiles.
Chicago
Lou Abramson, secreA prince of a guy and dofirst thing in the morning. Full of
tary of the Illinois Allied Theaters,
knife and fork. He does a mean job ing a fine job for U. A.
is spending his vacation in Wisconon those Ambasador vittles.

1)

tablish his headquarters at Consolidated's offices there. Magnacolor developing and .processing will be di-

&
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW
dancing specialties, romance, chorus

"COLLEGE SCANDAL"
Kent Taylor, Wendy
Barrie, Edward Nugent, William Frawley
76 mins.
Paramount

with

Judge,

Arline

work and ample production back-

PICTURES

covering like a boat that enables
the sportsman to float in deep water

ground, along with the changes in and still angle comfortably.
Add
from the horse-car nineties to to these a sheep-goat, a freak palm
GOOD COMBINATION OF MURDER the modern 1950's, combine to keep tree, a one-armed typist, the famous
MYSTERY AND COLLEGE ROMANCE, things moving along and maintain Fairbanks twins, lumbermen being
shaved with an axe, and a cat-fireCOMEDY AND MUSIC IN ACTION interest.
locale

STORY.
Though

its

lack

marquee

of

to the program bills, this is
entertaining composed of a
mixture of baffling crime, a good sprinkling
comedy, romance, musical trimmings
of
and well-paced direction that keeps things

relegates

it

satisfactory

moving along at

a

nice

gait.

of a student after a hazing
the mysterious murder of

The death

followed by
another lad,
and fear of similar crimes is felt throughArline Judge, a student
out the school.
with amateur detective proclivities, goes
to work on the case and eventually is instrumental in uncovering the guilty party,
who happens to be the demented mother
At the same time,
of the first boy to die.
Arline saves her sweetheart, Eddie Nugent,
from being the next victim, as the parent
had set out to destroy all the boys who
were in the party when her son was hazed.
Additional romance is provided by Kent
Taylor, an instructor, and Wendy Barrie.
Cast: Arline Judge, Kent Taylor, Wendy
Barrie, William Frawley, Benny Baker, William Benedict, Mary Nash, Edward Nugent,
William Stack, Johnny Downs, Douglas
Blackley, Joyce Compton, Samuel S. Hinds,
Douglas Wood, Edith Arnold, Helena PhilMary Ellen Brown, Stanley
Evans,
lips
Andrews, Sam Godfrey, Oscar Smith, Oscar
Rudolph.
Producer, Albert Lewis; Director, Elliott
Nugent; Authors, Beulah Marie Dix, Bertram Millhauser. Screenplay, Frank Partos,
Marguerite
Roberts;
Brackett,
Charles
Music and Lyrics, Sam Coslc; Camerais

man, Theodore Sparkuhl.
Direction,

«

Action.

Photography,

Fine.

SHORT SUBJECTS »
Dave Apollon & Company
"The Wishing Stone"

in

(Melody Master Series)
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Good Novelty
Frequently shifting scene, by the
expedient of rubbing a magic stone
and making a wish to be somewhere
else,

ing

"Sinbad the Sailor"
(ComiColor Cartoon)

strength

this subject presents a pleasdiversification of musical spe-

man

that slides

pole,

and you have plenty of variety.

down

Good Animated

ures largely in the proceedings.
Fights, suspense over a chest of
gold and other incidents help keep
the action going at a lively clip.

it

entertain-

fair

"Going Places"
with Lowell

Thomas

Universal

10 mins.

Interesting

Sterling Holloway in

A

well-made cartoon comedy, with
lots of laughs, nice muscial arrangement and some good singing. Action depicts Sinbad the Sailor aboard
his pirate ship and having an encounter with another vessel, whose
captain has a pet parrot that fig-

laughs to make
ment.

the fire-house

8 mins.

Celebrity

a none too entertaining script.
But he succeeds in getting enough
in

"Double Crossed"
Universal

A
20 mins.

Just Fair

Two
work,

busted hired hands in hotel
Sterling

Holloway and his

pal, Joey
tiful girl,

Ray, meet up with a beauBarbara Pepper, who tells
them that her ma has a hotel in
Hollywood that needs their expert
services to build it up.
So Joey
tells her that Sterling has the in"Stranger Than Fiction"
side track with all the Hollywood
(No. 12)
Universal
10 mins. stars, and he will get them to patronize the hotel.
To make good,
Entertaining
Moves along at an entertaining they hire a couple of agents, who
clip with some novelty bits never frame them with a lot of doubles
before screened. Among the varied for the stars. The plan is a great
assortment are: The game wardens success, and' the pals are sitting
along the Columbia River catching pretty.
Gets over just moderately
giant salmon in "blind alley" flumes well, with Holloway working hard
as they fight upstream to the spawning ground. Testing the giant switch
on the power development between
Boulder Dam and Los Angeles. A
young Texan who is the bar chinning champ, with a record of almost 100 consecutive chinnings of
the bar.
Thirty-five ton trailers
with special balloon tires working
on the Booneville Dam in Oregon.
Two nervy acrobats doing stunts on
the edge of a high building. In addition there are clips of an eggbreaking factory, with the girls
breaking eggs for wholesale bakers.
The New York idea of liquid vegetable demonstrated in a Broadway
restaurant.
Fighting forest fires
with the help of a natural observation tower at the top of a giant tree
in Washington State. Lightning experiments by the British government. And a private circus run by
a Texas philanthropist for the poor

visit to

Rome, presenting

first

the glories of the Ancient City as
revealed in the excavations of the
age-old ruins.
The restoration of
the ancient Forum is shown, the
Labyrinths, the Castle Saint Angelo, and the restored galley of Emperor Caligula. Then into the modern Rome of Mussolini, with a mass
wedding of 2400 couples married
at the same time by Government
subsidy. Scenes of modern Rome are
very interesting. But the final sequence, showing the Vatican and the
Pope addressing his people throughout the world on the new Vatican
radio station, will prove the most
entertaining to thousands of followers of the Catholic Church. Lowell Thomas presents a fine descriptive narration as usual.

kids of the section.

along the lines made familpopular by Dave Apollon in
"Stranger Than Fiction"
vaudeville.
Locales include Mexico,
(No. 11)
Russia, Hawaii and finally to a mod10 mins.
Universal
ern Broadway setting. Musical seVariety
lections are snappily delivered.
A
Well diversified assemblage of unbetter than average number of its
usual scenes and happenings of hucialties
iar and

kind.

Hal LeRoy

man interest from
woman bird doctor
in

"Main Street Follies"
(Broadway Brevities Series)
Vitaphone

18 mins.
Satisfactory Musical
Through featuring the dance work
of Hal LeRoy, who also does some
character roles to bridge the lapse
of a couple of generations in which
he plays his own father and then
his own son, this two-reeler has
other entertainment values to make
it an acceptable miniature musical
comedy. A bit of plot, singing and

quarters.
A
attending a hos-

MIaAT

OkVlflJtt in

knowing how

enjoyable. Our atmosphere

is

to

make

life

truly Continental,

all

pital of ailing feathered friends.

An

unusual floating power plant at
Portsmouth, N. H., being an old
vessel converted into a power generator for the city. A postage stamp
dealer plying his advertising with
his car decorated with thousands
The heaviest children
of stamps.
for their age in the world a brother
and sister in Austria who weigh 396
and 224 pounds respectively as they
play with normal sized children. A.
new device for fishermen in the
fresh-water field, being a rubber

our view of the Park

is

superb, our service

is

really

and our rates invitingly inexpensive. We
successfully created the now famous sidewalk
superior,

CAFE de la PAIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,
and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.

iff.

M OR

1 1 m cm- -fc&it - pouiA.
NEW YORK
50 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH
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(Continued from Page 1)

Roper approves of

his plans.

11 Warner-F. N. Films
Completed for Release
(Continued from Page 1)

Glory," "The Irish in Us," "Broadway Gondolier", "We're in the
Money", "Broadway Joe", "The Real

HOLLYWOOD
PRODUCTION

started this week at
Fox on "Meal Ticket," with Jane
Withers, John McGuire, Gloria Roy,
Diana Revier, Tom Revier, Gordon

Sidney Toler and Ralf
Marshall Neilan is di-

Westcott,
Harolde.
recting.

T

Violet

Kemble-Cooper and Ronnie

Cosby are additions to the cast of
"Warner's "Living Up to Lizzie."
T

T

Rathbone has been assigned
by Columbia to "A Feather in Her
Hat." The company also has added
John T. Murray and Monica Bannister to "The Girl Friend."
Basil

Detroit Doings

—William

Klarry and Ben

Wachnansky have switched
returning

to

their

jobs, both
posts.

firmer

Klarry is new genera' manager for
the Krim Circuit and hiu e manager
of the Sun, while Wachnansky is
again general manager for the Jacob
Schreiber circuit.
Frank Jones, Vitagraph booker,
is in Hamilton, Ont., on vacation.
Jack Donahue, M-G-M auditor, due
for a month's work here.
George McArthur Jr. gave a dinner to 32 to celebrate the golden
wedding of his parents.
William A. Cassidy's three theaters, Strand at Alma, Frolic at

Midland and Dreamland at Saginaw,
are now playing vaudeville the last
half of each week.
Flint's Industrial Mutual Ass'n
Audtiorium has been assessed on a
basis of $50,000 after exhibs protested that, although tax exempt, it

was competing with

theaters.

Guy Bolton Wrote "Dark Angel"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood R. B. Trevelyan, author of "The Dark Angel," is none
other than Guy Bolton, the noted
musical librettist, it has been revealed after ten years. "Dark Anwhich is being remade by
Samuel Goldwyn for U. A. release,
was Bolton's first venture into emotional drama.
gel,"

Not Yet Signed
The Fox-Twentieth Century deal has
not been actually signed yet, although
tentative
agreements have been entered into, it was officially stated in
behalf of Fox yesterday.
A number
of angles are still to be worked out
at Coast conferences involving Sidney
R. Kent, Joseph M. Schenck and Darryl
Zanuck, all of whom arrived at the
Coast yesterday from New York.

NEW
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FOX LINEUP

READY BY NEXT MONTH

By RALPH WILK
with Irene Dunne, Robert
Taylor, Charles Butterworth, Beryl
Mercer, Gilbert Emery, Henry Ar-

sion,"

(Continued from Page 1)

"Dressed to Thrill'", "Redheads on
Parade", "Thunder in the Night",
metta and Arthur Hoyt.
"Here's to Romance", "The Gay Deception" and "Steamboat 'Round the
Bend."
"I live for Love," which is the
Others scheduled for completion
title of one of the song numbers in are
"Way Down East", "Meal
the picture, has been selected as the Ticket", "Ball of Fire", "Charlie
new and definite title for the War- Chan in Egypt" and "Hard to Get".
ner production previously announced
Eight additional productions are
as "Romance In A Glass House." to go in work by the first week in
Dolores Del Rio is starred and the August to mark the second lap of
cast also 'includes Everett Marshall,
the new season's program.
Hobart Cavanaugh, Allen Jenkins,
Berton Churchill and Shaw and Lee.

Joe Moskowitz to Okay
20th Century Contracts

Ben Holmes, RKO Radio comedy
(Continued from Page 1)
whose first feature length his headquarters at United Artists
Signing of Purnell Pratt completes picture was the all-star "Lightning for the time being, keeping in conthe cast of "Red Salute," Reliance Strikes Twice," becomes a full- tact with that company's selling acT

T

director,

picture starring Barbara Stanwyck,
for United Artists release.

fledged

feature

Paris," will play a similar role with
the delineator of the famous fictional sleuth in the newest of Fox
"Chan" presentations, "Charlie Chan
in

Shanghai" which James Tinling

will direct.

T
Claire Whitney, one time star of
the silent films, will make her screen
T

comeback

in a

"Way Down

role in

Fox production featuring
Henry Fonda and Rochelle Hudson.
Russell Simpson has also been asEast," the

megaphonist

on

15,

RKO

Jr.

and screenplay
Zion Myers will

Radio has formed a new

rectorial

di-

team for the making of

"Freckles."

Edward

Killey,

production.

Sam Wren has

been added to the
Robert Lee has been assigned by
of "Dr. Socrates," Paul Muni's
RKO Radio to write the screen play cast
for "Plan 16," mystery story soon newest Warner starring picture, in
which Ann Dvorak plays the leadto go into production under the supervision of Cliff Reid. Douglas C. ing feminine role.
Browne wrote the original story.
r

T

—

until

September.

Fred Morton, Erpi salesman from
is covering this territory
with the local representative, J. R.

Brown.
Bob Livingston and Max Towle,
his
attorney,
went to Colorado
Springs over the weekend for conference with J. H. Cooper, Lincoln
Theaters Corp. head, about impending suits amounting in all to $1,797,000.

T

Director Ralph Staub with a company of cameramen and technicians
spent two weeks at the Yosemite National Park and the Grand Canyon,
shooting technicolor scenes for a
two-reel Vitaphone short subject,
"Romance of the West."
T
T
v

Lincoln Notes

Lincoln, Neb.
L. L. Dent, Westland
Theaters head, was here trying to
decide when to open the Varsity, his
closed acer, but probably will not

who Chicago,

has been an assistant director on
such pictures as "Little Minister,"
"Alice
Adams," "Roberta," and
"Break of Hearts," and William
Hamilton, film editor on the same
pictures, form the team.
The picture will be a Pandro S. Berman

signed to a role in the picture.
t

as they apply to 20th Cenpictures it is still distributing.

tivities

when production of "To tury
Beat The Band" will start with
Holmes at the helm. Story is by
July

McCoy", "Little Big Shot" and "The
Keye Luke, young Chinese actor Georere Marion
Goose and the Gander".
who portrayed the role of Warner by Rian James.
Oland's son in "Charlie Chan in
supervise.
Detroit

16 OF

LITTLE from "LOTS"

PATENT INVESTIGATION
part of the material to be studied.
The House already has authorized
$15,000 for the inquiry, and as soon
as present pressure of legislative
business eases, Sirovich expects to
start calling witnesses for hearings,
which may last the rest of the summer.
A bill has been prepared which
calls for the recording of patent
pooling agreements and contracts
with the Commissioner of Patents
and sets up machinery for handling
He
of complaints, Sirovich states.
added that Secretary of Commerce

Friday, July 12,

"Love Song," debut picture for
Lilv Pons. Metropolitan Opera star,
and "Hi, Gaucho," an original story
of the Argentine by Tommy Atkins,

went before the cameras this week,
with John Cromwell directing Miss
Pons and Atkins megaphoning his
own creation. Pandro S. Berman
is producing "Love Sone" and John
Kay Francis, now recuperating on Burch is supervising: "Hi, Gaucho."
a ranch somewhere in the West fol- In support of Miss
Pons are Osgood
lowing an operation performed in Perkins, New York
stage star. Eric
England during the course of what Blore and others.
"Gaucho" has
started out to be an extended pleas- John Carroll.
Rod La Rocque. Steffi
ure jaunt, will return to Hollywood Duna
and Montagu Love in the
within the next two weeks to pre- leads.

pare for her next role, according to
word received from the star by First
National.
Miss Francis's next heIrving Cumminers looks forward
hicle will be "I Found Stella Parto six weeks in Honolulu upon the
rish," by John Monk Saunders.
completion
of
Shirley
Temple's
T
"Curly Top," which he is directing
Arthur Richman,
noted
play- for Fox. It will be Cummings' first
wright, also screen writer, has been extended vacation in ten years and
will be especially memorable in that
signed by Columbia.
he will spend it in a new home which
T
Mrs. Cummings recently purchased
John Stahl has started production in the
exclusive Moana district of
at Universal on "Magnificent Obsesthe islands.
.

Argument was heard by Federal
Judge Munger as

to whether the 34
protested articles of allegation in
the State Theaters $444,000 suit
against Lincoln Theaters Corp., J.
H. Cooper, Bob Livingston, a string
of film companies, should be stricken.
Munger after hearing defendant attorneys said he thought most
of the matter could come up at the
trial and be judged upon merit as
admissability of evidence.
He left
for a vacation shortly afterward and
said he would make his decision on

his return in August.

RKO Theas.
has booked "Loves of a Dic-

'Loves of a Dictator' for

RKO
tator,"

the

Toeplitz

production

which GB is releasing, for first run
in Des Moines, Sioux City, Cedar
Rapids, and Davenport, Iowa.

Anti-Picket

Idea

Nipped

Taking advantage of a New York City
ruling that only two pickets can patrol
a theater at one time, an enterprising
Broadway de luxre p.a. worked out a
swell idea of putting two pickets of
its own
on the job, thus freezing out
prospective union pickets.
Of course,
the theater's pickets would carry signs
plugging the house.
But in stepped
the managing director of the theater
and killed the stunt as he visualized
retaliatory moves on the part of the
union.
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Louis Suit Put Off Until Fall

St.

RKO IMPROVEMENT SHOWN IN TRUSTEE'S REPORT
William Fox Not Giving Up Hope in Tri-Ergon Patents
Considering Next Move
in Connection With
Sound Devices
William Fox has no intention of
quitting his interests in the motion picture industry as far as his

American

Tri-Ergon

patents

are

concerned, despite the decision of
the U. S. Supreme Court several
months ago failing to find infringements on his flywheel and double
print patents. The former film magnate, with his attorneys, is now
considering his next step, though
as yet no plan of action has been
definitely adopted.
Mr. Fox, through American Tri(Continued on Page 4)

No
New

Orleans

to further

his

—

Film

Earlier

political

Men

belief

that

21-Week

on Louisiana Censor Board
Huey Long's Louisiana censorship

bill

is

designed

machine, as well as prevent recurrence of scenes like the one

"March of Time," gained ground yesterday as reports spread that there
would be no film men on the censor board.
Seymour Weiss, a Long friend, said the
board would not be appointed until July 28, when the law takes effect.
Exchanges
on Long

in

GB

the

censorship.

Product

for Entire

RKO houses throughout the country will play the entire GB 193536 lineup under deals now being

RKO

deals

PARA. MAKING TIEUP
for Patent

Testimony will soon be taken for
In what is described as the initial
picture company tieup with a sum- the U. S. Patent Office at Washingmer theater, Paramount is working ton from Delmar Whitson, who is
out a deal under which it assumes
an advantageous buying position in seeking to obtain a patent for a
connection with five plays being photo electric cell, used in sound retried out at the Red Barn, Locust production. In this move he is in comValley, L. I. D. A. Doran, Jr., who
is operating the theater, will pro(Continued on Page 4)

Screeno is Expanding
In Eastern Territory

—

Chicago In addition to signing a
contract for use of Screeno in eight
Loew houses in New York, with a
total of 22 houses in the circuit
expected to adopt the stunt if it
proves a success, J. S. Markstein
also signed the Schine Circuit to
start the plan next week in Roches(Covtinued on Page 4)

on Photo-Electric

Cell

—

Detroit
Claire Trevor is double-billed
at the Adams theater in two first-run
pictures,
"Spring Tonic" and "Black

Sheep."

(Continued on Page 4)

PETTENGILUCTION
ASKED BY N.E. GROUP
By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington
Although sleeping

—

for the past several weeks, the Petwith American Tri-Ergon tengill bill providing for the aboliand
Fox,
Corp., headed by William
tion of compulsory block booking
Albert Radtke, both of whom are and blind selling was suddenly
trying to obtain patents on photo awakened yesterday when new prespetition

electric

cell

inventions.

All

(Continued on Page 4)

three

parties have applications pending.

Trial of St. Louis Action
Definitely Off Till Fall

Union to Start Collecting
$1,000,000 Defense Fund
locals on Monday are

I.A.T.S.E.

scheduled to start collecting the 2
per cent special assessment, voted
by the general executive board at
its
recent St. Louis meeting, to
create a defense fund of $1,000,000.
Definite decision not to Manner of collecting the tax has
St. Louis
Representing hear the government's anti-trust been left up to each individual local.
Ira
France Film in Hollywood suit against Warners, Paramount
France Film, through President and RKO until after the summer va"Time" Expands on Radio
Robert Hurel has appointed Ira H. cation has been made by U. S. DisWith the release by RKO of the
fifth
"March
Time"
two-reeler
of
Simmons as Hollywood agent to trict Judge George Moore. Notices

—

Simmons

contact producers interested in sign- to that effect were sent yesterday to
large library interested parties by the clerk of the
ing French stars.
of available stars, including their court. This means the trial will be
(.Continued on Page 2)
records, stills and screen tests cut

A

Star Double-Billed

—No Reorg'n Plan Yet

Circuit

already completed
Boston, Lowell, Providence, Syracuse, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
and Newark. Deals covering RKO
worked out or actually closed
New York theaters are now in progthrough George W. Weeks, general ress.
Weeks has also closed the
sales manager.
Out-of-New York GB-Fox West Coast product deal.

ON SUMMER TRYOUTS Compete

$388,002
Million

Substantial improvement in operating results of RKO is shown in
results
the first report of Irving Trust Co.,
trustee, issued yesterday, setting
forth that the company had a net
profit
(unaudited) of $388,002.88
after all charges for the 21 wee) s
ended May 25, 1935, while cash
profit for the period is estimated at
over $1,050,000.
include:
For the year 1934, the report shows

have resigned themselves to the situation and will cooperate to get the best
under

Profit

—Claims Cut 20

from actual productions, has been
France Film has placed
compiled.
a number of stars under contract.

The Film Daily Production Guide for 1935 will
surpass all predecessors in size, appearance,
Advt.
advertising and editorial contents.

—

next month, the "Time" radio program
heretofore has been a weekly
event will be expanded into a nightly
affair, from Monday through Friday, it
was announced yesterday by Roy E. Larsen,
president of Time,
Inc.
The
program, which goes on a national
hookup,
will
CBS
be sponsored on
alternate nights by Time,
Inc.,
and

which

Remington-Rand.
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First Run Houses Booking
Louis Gov't Case
Put Off Until Fall "The Keeper of the Bees"

St.

"The Keeper of the Bees," Monothe Gene
docketed during the September term, gram special based on
Stratton-Porter novel, has already
which opens Sept. 16.
of
Judge Moore leaves about Aug. 1 been booked to play over a dozen
first-run
leading
country's
on vacation and it is probable that the
At the Broadway, Portbefore that date he will rule on the houses.
(Continued from Page
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Net

Am. Seat
Columbia

Picts.

Con.

Fm.

Con.

Fm.

Loew's,

157

157

+

44

Inc

16%
43%

105%

105

..414

4

%
8%

"A"

RKO

2

4%

Warner Bros
do pfd

4.

—

171/2

ctfs.

4

15% 16
148% 148%

Pathe Exch

do

% 74% 77% +

16

"A"

do pfd
Paramount

9

Chg.

149

pfd

Ind.

Fm.

9

4

do pfd

Fox

9
77

vtc.

Ind

Kodak

East.

Close

253/g

157

17%
433,4

105%

+
+
.

4% +
s/

5/g

8

2
4
25

g

..

+
4% +
253/g +
83/4
2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.. 13
Gen. Th. Eq.6s40 ctfs. 12/2
Loew 6s 41ww
1033^
Paramount 6s47
95%
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 95%
Par. 5!/2 s50
97%
Par.
5'/2 s50
ctfs... 9634
Warner's 6s39
66%
.

.

.

12%
12%

13

12%

103% 1033^

94% 95'/4
94% 95%
97% 97%
963/8

963/8

66

6634

+
—
+
—
+
—
—

+

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
18%

Technicolor

2%

Trans-Lux

18%

18%

2%

2%

tracted the attraction to date are:
Balaban & Katz Apollo, Chicago;

Memorial, Boston; RKO Theater, Washington; Missouri Theater,
St. John, Missouri; Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo; Buckley's Harmanus
Syracuse;
Albany;
Eckle,
Hall,
Olympic, Utica; Pantages, Los An-

RKO

trial.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh George Otte, manager geles;
Orpheum, San Francisco;
>f the State in Kittaning and forStrand, Providence; Apollo, Indianmerly connected with the George apolis; Strand, Sturgis, Mich., and
Shafer Amusement Co., is reported Broadway, Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
dickering for the reopening of the
Pitt here next season.
The Tony Stearns back from their Vogues in Pictures
Indies

Disclaimed by Goetz

cruise.

Wen

Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—New

EDWARD W. BURNS, first of the new screen
material discovered by Fred Schuessler, RKO
studio
talent
scout,
his
search
in
in
the
summer stock companies, leaves Monday for
Hollywood.

NED

E.
DEPINET left yesterday by plane
the coast to spend two weeks in product
conferences at the RKO studios.

GARMES, who has signed to co-direct
feature in
England for Alexander Korda,
on the Empress of Britain today from

LEE
a

in

film

Harry Kalmine and Joe Feldman entertainment do not exist, and the
in Philadelphia this week at- vast and varying tastes of the pubtending a policy conference of War- lic cannot be appeased by a formularized picture diet, declared Harry
ner executives.
Hazel Washabaugh of the Harris M. Goetz, president of Reliance PicAmusement became the bride of Carl tures, in addressing the United

..

—

Artists

Buehrig.
Livingston Lanning, former manager of the Penn here and now division chief for the Fox-Skouras interests in Milwaukee, entertained
Gene Mur.phy, present publicity head
at the Penn, who just returned from
his vacation in that city.
Jack Kelly, former vaudeville actor and Fox salesman, now with
Dave Selznick handling "Screeno."

sales

convention,

which

winds up today.
The one and only objective should
be a majority appeal, said Goetz,
and this can best be achieved by individual
producers
turning
out
small quotas of pictures.
Goetz also advocated placing more
importance on the story than on
the star.

Meighan's Condition Favorable
Sam Fineberg up and around
Condition of Thomasi Meighan,
again after a brief illness.
Patrick A. Duffy of Wilkes-Barre who underwent an operation Thurshas been appointed a member of day at Doctors' Hospital, was rethe State Board of Censors, the post ported as favorable last night. Mrs.
Meighan has taken a guest room at
paying $4,500 a year.

MARY BOLAND
Hollywood

production,

COOGAN,

JACKIE
their

returns to Broadway from
September to appear in the Sam

in

stage

Harris

"Jubilee."

brother JOHN, and
mother,
MRS. JOHN COOGAN, a-rive
York on Tuesday from California on
Santa Rosa.
his

New

in

the

MR.

and

today

on

the

MRS. GEORGE BANCROFT sail
Monarch of Bermuda for Ber-

NICK,

P.

international

the I.A.T.S.E., is
Louis for conferences
of

in

vice-president

New

with

from St.
George

York

President

Browne.

E.

PICKENS

BILL
Louis,

ican

of

the

Garrick

he

Legion

Dominion
the
vacation.

for

of

scheduled to arrive
de France Tuesday

is

lie

DIAMOND

LOU
day

St.

York to line up talent for
put on during the Amerconvention there.
will

CAPTAIN RICHARD NORTON
on

Theater,

New

in

is

show

the

the

leaves

New

in

British

New

is

planned,

sales

New
Carl

E.

Milliken

Sidney
Hal

Sloane

Dave Fleischer
M. J. Siegel
Louis F. Blumcnthal
Charles

Weinstein

Cornelius

Keefe

Claude
manager, said

York.

A New

named

be

will

general
yesterday in

Ezell,

York counsel
early next week.

ing foreign
pictures,
principally
Russian, will present the local firstrun of "Alibi Ike", Warner release
starring Joe E. Brown, beginning

Tuesday.

Blackmer
Stuart Stewart
Lucien Prival
Zita Johann
Olive Borden
Jay Henry

&

York

a

short

York on

Tues-

for

Coast.

FRANK FREEMAN returns to New York
New Orleans.
LARRY KENT leaves New York on Tuesday

Y.

Tuesday from

Hollywood.

for

CLARENCE ERICKSON
York

from

the

DOUGLAS
yesterday

has

England

to

New

*

FAIRBANKS

for

returned

Coast.
sailed

on

the

from Quebec
Empress of

Britain.

Horvat Back on Job Next Week
William Z. Horvat of Empire Theater. Supply Corp. is recuperating
rapidly from his recent appendix
operation and expects to be back
on the job next week.

minati.

Warner Film for Cameo
The Cameo theater on 42nd St.,
which for some time has been play-

Huber Managing
David

Huber,

New House

forni&r

assistant

manager at the Lane, will manage
the new Square Theater, at Westchester
calis.

Square,

for

House opens

Springer-Cotonight.

Warner Film

for Capitol
of
the
previously
announced
revival
of
"Smilin'
Through," the Capitol next Friday
will show a Warner picture, "Don't
•

Instead

Bet on Blondes," with Warren William, Guy Kibbee and Claire Dodd.

I

j

JOHN

Joining Lyons Agency
Henrietta Malkeil, magazine edFrance Film Has 5 Releases Ready
In connection with its establish- itor, on Monday joins the A. & S.
Jack Simon, former Aldine manLyons agency, headquartering in
ager, in from Hartford, where he ment of a sales company in this
country, France Film now has five New York.
is managing a Loew house, to spend
features ready for release during
his vacation here.
Columbia pictures now playing next month and September, it is
Titles
are:
"Maria
the Stanley will be switched to announced.
Chapdelaine," "Le Dernier MilliardLoew's Penn next season.
Carl Poke, Sam Hannaur, Milton aire." latest Rene Clair picture;
Samuels, Dave Leff and Harry "L'Ordonnance," from the Guy de
Rachiele among Film Row visitors Maupassant story; "Charlemagne,"
with Raimu, and "The Wedding
this week.
Night," in Italian, with Tullio Car-

sections to represent Affiliated Distributors in their fight against infringement of its "bank night" plan

I

muda.

of

Going After Bank Niight Copyists
Appointment of attorneys in all

i

Quebec.

the hospital.

Spitzer Collins, former manager
the Davis and Kenyon here,
turned benedict.

I

sails

THE FILM DAILY
vogues

1

for

were

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

counsel for a bill of particulars.
Lack of opportunity to pass on
the various motions caused Judge
Moore's decision to postpone the

Owen Clearly of the Fulton vacationing in Atlantic City.

FINANCIAL
High

cent above
motion for a demurrer filed on be- land, Ore., it did 60 per
breaking the house
half of RKO and New E. Depinet the average,
and also the request by defendant record, and was held over.
Other theaters that have con-

West

Coming and Going

1)

ft,
Atlantic City's Finest

Boardwalk Hotel
Sea Water Swimming Pool
Turkish Baths. Marine Sun Deck
American-European Plan
Beautifully Furnished Housekeeping Apartments
Cocktail

Lounge

Bar— Grill
Write for Descriptive Booklet
and Rates

|
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HERE & THERE

yrs||
LITTLE from LOTS
RALPH WILK

By

—

HOLLYWOOD
(~)NE
the

of the

most unique film

col-

ony gatherings of last year was
Fathers and Sons Barbecue

Breakfast held at the Uplifters
Ranch. The idea was conceived by
Sol Lesser at the time he was making "Peck's Bad Boy" and it brought
together some 75 fathers and their
sons.
Everyone had such a good
time and so many interesting friendships among Hollywood's younger
element were cemented at the time
that Lesser was urged make tne
event an annual affair.
T

As a

the second Fathers
and Sons Barbecue will be held at
the Uplifters on Sunday, July 28.
Among the fathers who are expected to attend with their sons are
Charles Chaplin, Jack Warner, Sol
Lesser, Jesse L. Lasky, Hunt Stromberg, Samuel Goldwyn, Pete Smith,
Mike Levee, B. P. Schulberg, Sol
Wurtzel, Charles R. Rogers, Carl
Laemmle, Will Rogers, Jack Holt,
Cecil B. De Mille, Al Kaufman,
Charles
Skouras,
Sam Briskin,
result,

George Marshall and others.
T

T

• • • THAT MUST have been a great thrill experienced
by the members of the Radio Pictures Limited
assembled
at their sales convention in London
when Phil Reisman
and Ned E. Depinet addressed them by trans-oceanic telephone
speaking from the specially outfitted
yesterday morn
broadcasting room in the RCA building
gathered together
for the novel event were the district managers, branch managers and salesmen of the RKO Radio organization in the United
Kingdom
in the convention hall at the Trocadero
there were 50 delegates from England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland
the voices of the two American executives were transmitted through loud speakers in different parts of the hall

forthcoming "Ramona," which will
go into production on July 20.
T

Our Passing

Show: Edward G.
Robinson, Adolphe Menjou, Richard
Barthelmess, Fay Wray, Mrs. Sam-

T

T

• • IN LEADING off, Phil Reisman paid a warm tribute
Messrs. Hanbury, Jay, Tilley, Dawson and Leishman, who
head the British subsidiary
Phil sent in a great plug for
"Becky Sharp," which was to be shown to the assembled delegates for the first time last night
he also got over the
message of "She," "The Three Musketeers," "Last Days of
Pompeii," and "Jalna"
all in the big-money class, as he
stated
he also referred to the inauguration of the 1935with "Top Hat," featuring the Astaire-Rogers
36 program
in conteam
and a super-special featuring Lily Pons
clusion he introduced Ned Depinet, president of the company.
•

to

T

Rita Cansino, 17-year-old dancer,
signed recently by Winfield Sheehan,
Fox Film production head, will play
her first leading screen role in the

T

msii

•

•

•

IN

A

T

T

an idea of the huge
"What does all this mean?"
with which they were identified
"It means that we have the financial
asked Mister Depinet
backing to enable us to obtain the best stories, the best writers,
the best directors and the best artists from which spring the
which all means that RKO Radio is fully
best pictures."
awake to the fact that the United Kingdom ranks first in point
and that this organizaof revenue for Hollywood product
tion is going after that revenue in a most intelligent and busi.

nesslike manner
uel Goldwyn, Basil Rathbone, Myron Selznick, Al Kaufman, Maureen
O'Sullivan, John Farrow, Constance
Cummings, Marcelle Banet, Cary
Detroit Doings
Grant, Betty Furness, Dr. Mark
Detroit
George Santer, former
Rabwin, Aline Pringle, Walter Futter,
the cocktail party ten- assistant, has been made manager
at
dered the visiting United Artists of the Tuxedo Theater in Highland
Park following its acquisition by
salesmen by David O. Selznick.

—

T

Wisper

T

Stevens,
who directed
"Laddie," "Alice Adams," "The Nit-

George

wits,"

other

"Kentucky

Kernels"

and

RKO

"Shooting
Stanwyck.

Pickups

pictures,
will
direct
Star," starring Barbara

from

T
T
the Warner

lot:

Ned gave the

British contingent
corporate ramifications of the organization

brief outline

& Wetsman

circuit.

Jack Fier of Mascot was in town
a few days ago.

ing.

Pa.— The

Pottsville,

Capitol,

house damaged by th

erford

Comflood,

reopens soon.
Philadelphia

—The

Drop-In Thea-

ter at 2224 Market Street, formerly
the old Vogue, has replaced its old

sound equipment with a new
High Fidelity system.

RCA

Ft. Worth, Tex.— The New Liberty theater has started a series of
midnight amateur shows every Friday night. Three prize winners are
selected each week by the audience.
L. B. Lewis is house manager.

—

Middletown, Ohio R o b e r t A.
Gibbs, who with Mrs. Gordon also
operates the Gordon Theater, has
installed new RCA High Fidelity
sound apparatus in the Sorg, to replace the old equipment.

Dayton, Ohio— The Apollo has
been equipped with complete new
RCA High Fidelity sound apparatus
by Henry Burkhardt, who operates
the house.

—

St.
St.

Louis

Louis Squibs

—Active

competition to

lease the Grand Opera House indicates it will open with films and
Report also
vaude about Sept. 1.
persists that the Ambassador will
have a stage and film policy, depending on negotiations with unions.
Harry Greenman of the Fox Theater has taken up gentleman-farm-

Lincoln, Neb. The Nebraska Supreme Court affirmed the judgment
granted by District Court here in

the
Co.'s

matter of the Kimball Realty
suit

to

collect

$3,367.59 rent

due from Lincoln Theater Corp., a
J. H. Cooper enterprise. This brings
to an end the litigation which has
been in the courts for three years.

Echo Ward, former shipper, has
Chicago Chat
become booker at Universal, replac- ing.
Chicago
Leo Carrillo, featured
Charles Kurtzman of the Fanchon
ing Fred Sturgess.
in "Love Me Forever," Columbia's
The Holbrook, recently reopened & Marco exec staff has returned
new Grace Moore picture, is apbride.
by Milton Jacobson, has closed again. from Wisconsin with his
pearing in person with the film at

A new 2,000-seat outdoor theater
George E. Stone, placed under longterm exclusive contract, will appear is being built at Marion, Mich.,
first in "Fnisco Kid"
Archie Mayo which has no house at present.
will direct Warren William in "The
Vernon Smith of Cleveland Sound
Case of the Lucky Legs," with Ver- is recovering from an operation.
ree Teasdale and Patricia Ellis
Mack Krim, circuit operator,
"The Payoff" is the new title for bringing back a couple of polo
"The Real McCoy"
Paul Muni ponies from Hollywood.
will have William Dieterle as his
Walter Flannery is manager of
dirctor again when he makes "The
the new RCA Mfg. Co. office in the
Fighter."
Fisher Bldg. Jack Waugh has been
T
T
T
John Wood, Erik Rhodes and Ron- appointed technical supervisor of
ald Graham, actors, and Hermes the theatrical sound division.
Excavating has started on the
Pan, dance director, have had their
Farnum Theater in Hamtramck for
options taken up by RKO Radio.

—

Theatrical Post 119 of the American Legion, of which John P. Nick,
IATSE vice-prexy, is commander,
will participate prominently in the
Legion conclave here in September.
Nick is at present on a New York
trip.

Cardinal Theater has resumed
opration under Irving Mueller. John
Dickson, former owner, has gone
to California.

John Koenig, Paramount branch
accountant, has been with the company 20 years.
Libby Inger, formerly with Progressive Pictures, is now with the

M-G-M

office staff.

Louis Schlussel.
Out-of-towners seen recently on
Man Mountain Dean, famous
Allied Theaters of Michigan has film row: E. L. Jansen, A. M. Beare,
wrestler, has been signed by Trem obtained a new ad rate of $2.50 Joe Lyman, Otto Ingwersen, E. F.
Carr for "Cappy Ricks Returns," a weekly for all local theaters in the Bebermeyer, Mr. and Mrs. R. W.
Republic feature.
Detroit Free Press.
Asburv.
T

Indianapolis Approximately 100
attended the special Allied meeting
here this week. Among those who
addressed the gathering on various
industry problems were Abram F.
Myers, Sidney E. Samuelson, H. M.
Richey,
Walter
Littlefield,
Ray
Branch and P. J. Wood. The Pettengill bill was endorsed with but
one dissenting vote.
Charles R.
Metzger was chairman of the meet-

the Chicago Theater.
The father of Henry Herbel of
Universal died here recently. Body
was taken to Marion, Ind., for
burial.

Myrtle Collins, secretary to Jack
Miller, head of the Chicago Exhibitors Association, is back at her
desk after two weeks' vacation.
Peggy Eames of Hal Roach's "Our
Gang" comedies is appearing at the
Club Alabam here.
Florence Hillegonds of the Columbia exchange is vacationing at Mammoth Cave, Ky.
The Peoples Theater, neighborhood house, is using five acts of
vaudeville each Saturday.
Phil Tyrrell, booker, has joined
the staff of Sligh & Salkin as associate executive of the agency.
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW
Dickie

Jones,

with Roy Mason, Frankie Darro,
Barbara Worth

Yancey Lane,

Betty Jordan

with Frankie Thomas and 0.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Herman Wohl

"A DOG OF FLANDERS"

"MEN OF ACTION"

"THE HAWK"
with

55 mins.

Conn

RKO

SHORT SUBJECTS »

«

"Dizzy Divers"
(Popeye Cartoon)

Heggie

P.

72 mins.

Radio

Paramount

61 mins.

Pictures

7

mins.

Nifty Animated

DRAMA
PLEASING HUMAN INTEREST STORY
Generously packed with comical
GOOD WESTERN WITH VERSATILE WITH INTERESTING NEWCOMER IN NICELY SUITED FOR THE FAMILY action, this cartoon comedy is well
ROY
MASON
AS
HERO.
KID ACTOR AS HIGHLIGHT OF CAST
TRADE THOUGH CAST LACKS NAMES. up to the average maintained by
"Men of Action" presents Roy Mason,
Popeye. Bluto, his husky rival, grabs
TAKING YARN OUT OF ROUTINE
ACTION

handsome, well-built,
and Frankie Darro

a

CLASS.

OUTDOOR

FAST

type,

clean-cut

Gable

fast

action

in

a

Lack

of

names

box-office

chief

the

is

handicap of this production, which other-

number that should please the fans who
of the wholelike this type of screenfare.
The locale wise is good entertainment
and acts well, this action Western is some- of the story being a dam building job, a some variety that should get it plenty of
what different from the usual Western. lot of very interesting equipment and con- support from local groups. Frankie Thomas,
Yancey Lane has to contend for honors struction is shown that gives the picture who has ambitions to be a great painter,
Due

to

work

the

swell kid actor,

with
is

this

kid

who

of

Dickie

rides,

Jones, a
dances, speaks

and on that score

smaller than the regular

his

Western

role

Star's

Plenty happens in this number to
keep it interesting throughout, the fights
are good, and the story has enough to
job.

Lane
get along with hardly a gun fired.
learns that his father is a ranch owner.
He is forced to take a letter from the
postoffice, which is meant for him and
on that score he becomes a fugitive. On
his father's ranch he finds cattle are being
stolen and on investigation, learns that a
trusted employee is the head of the band
He, with the help of
of cattle rustlers.
the kid, captures the leader of the gang,
Yancey proves his own identity, and wins
the girl.
Cast: Yancey Lane, Betty Jordan, Dickie
Jones, Rolls Dix, Don Orlando and Lafe

McKee.

and

class

picture
plot

is

off

it

from

this classification.

of the usual run, a

such

introduced,

are
all

in

sets

parts of

average
Although the

few new twists
radio

as

dam and the

the

the

control

to

severing of

fuse by putting a bullet through it.
Plenty of fights are included that keep
things moving rapidly and comedy touches

works with
a

grandfather, O.

his

milk peddler.

him with

ing

When

Frankie

dog,

based on Edwin Maxwell's desire to
prevent Mason from finishing the dam job
by a certain date.
Through Fred Kohler,
is

Maxwell

tries

a

number

of

methods

to

accomplish his ends but without avail, for
the dam is finished on time.
Cast: Roy Mason, Frankie Darro, Barbara
Worth, Fred Kohler, Gloria Shea, Edwin
Maxwell, Arthur Hcyt, Syd Saylor, John
I

nee.

is

ents

object

But

Frankie

to

her

applies

interest

his

painting, and despite

a

rival,

who

the

lad.

takes

diligently

works and enters it in a
own name, winning a scholarship with
the poor lad eventually

is

recognized

to

it,

and

RKO

Frankie

Cast:

Joseph

Thomas,

0.
Jennings,

Swickard,
Sarah
"Lightning".

P.

Padden,

Heggie,

Harry

Photography, Good.

Direction, Sympathetic.

Photography, Fine.

RKO 6% secured notes sub- of the Music Hall without further
sequent to filing of claim, $250,000; investment or possibility of loss to
RKO 6% notes in treasury included the RKO estate.
in claim filed thereon, $626,000.
Trustee's statement of receipts
Average monthly expense of RKO and disbursements shows a total of
Service Corp., non-profit subsidiary $386,952.27 received and $254,841.55
Principal payments in(of K-A-O), which furnishes man- paid out.
agement services to all subsidiaries cluded $70,000 to Irving Trust for
and certain affiliates engaged in op- services as receiver and $150,000 to
eration of theaters, was reduced by William J. Donovan for services as
SSl.SOO monthly last year, following solicitor to the receiver. Legal and
a previous reduction of $39,500 in clerical expenses made up most of
1933. Expense of RKO Film Book- the remainder.
Company's balance sheet shows
ing Corp. was cut $11,000 in 1934
from the 1933 figure. RKO vaude- total assets of $92,412,876.48. Conmade on

Trustee Report

Shows Improvement
{Continued from Page 1)

operations of RKO resulted in a net
loss of $310,574.67. RKO Radio Pictures, however, made a net profit of
$570,378.87, compared with loss of
$663,536.18 the year before.
Pathe Pictures, wholly owned subsidiary, cut its net loss in 1934 to
$270,477.07, against $627,149.30 in
1933.
Pathe News, another subsidiary, reduced its loss last year to
from $141,233.64 the
$48,646.08
previous year.
The report, issued through the office of A. H. McCausland and filed in
the U. S. District Court, in charge
reorganization as repof the
resentative of Irving Trust, also
states that "no plan of reorganization has been formulated as yet to
the knowledge of the trustee."
Out of $55,104,721.62 in claims
filed against the estate, reductions
have been made by amended claim,
stipulation, brief, allowance, etc., in
the amount of $15,720,125.82, while
$4,641,386.42 in additional claims
have been withdrawn. Status of the
remainder, as of June 28, was as
follows:
Allowed by Special Master subject
to certain deductions and to the approval of the court, $11,283,101.38;
allowance indicated, subject to court
approval, $5,373,942.39; negotiating,
investigating and/or preparing for
hearing, $3,241,665.61; secured debt
of
RKO, $13,968,500; payments

RKO

RKO

Good.

ville

department cut

its loss

by

$25,-

solidated deficit

is

$10,822,955.42.

741.96 last year.

Operations

of all theater companies, exclusive of Radio City and
subsidiaries of Orpheum Circuit,
showed a reduction of $511,879.52 in
loss last year compared with 1933.
Cash profit for the theaters in 1934
was over $1,000,000.

Popeye

"Three Lazy Mice"
(Color Cartune)

Universal

7 mins.

Clever

This

is

the nursery

rhyme

of the

Three Blind

subject must
cheese.

his

henceforth work for
The three lazy mice

who want

to play and sing and
the time, hit on what they
Helen Parrish, DeWitt
Ann Shoe- think is a clever way to avoid work.
maker, Christian Rub, Richard Quine, Frank They put on dark goggles and claim
Reicher, Nella Walker, Addison Richards, to be blind, so the King excuses
rewarded after the fake painter confesses.

Producer, Herman Wohl; Director, EdProducer, Maurice Conn; Director, Alan
Producer, William Sistrom; Director, Edward Dmytryk; Author, James Oliver Cur- James; Author, Peter B. Kyne; Screenplay,
wood; Screenplay, Griffin Jay; Cameraman, Forrest Sheldon, John W. Krafft, Barry ward Sloman; Author, "Ouida"; Screenplay,
Roland Price.
Barringer; Cameraman, Arthur Reed; Editor, Ainsworth Morgan, Dorothy Yost; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt; Editor, George Crone.
Direction, Lively.
Photography, Satisfac- Charles Harris.
Direction,

which

Mice adapted to the
cartoon technique and done with nice
the crooked work color composition.
It is in the Kingone of Frankie's dom of Mouseland, and the King
contest under his issues an edict that every mouse

himself

of

in

in

ach.

aided by Helen Parrish, whose uppish par-

Beresford,

tory.

battle

eventually comes out winner with
the aid of his trusty swig of spin-

Heggie,

P.

a

are spotted at frequent intervals, with Sid
Saylor carrying most of them.
The plot

undersea

grandpa dies, leav-

faithful

his

off with Popeye's map of
buried treasure, whereupon the sailor goes after him and there is an

and runs

Para. Making Tieup
On Summer Tryouts

dance

all

them from work. But they wander
outside the Mouse Kingdom, and

encounter a big ugly cat, who proves
a nightmare to them. After exciting adventures they escape their
arch enemy, and are glad to go to
work washing dishes in the King's
kitchen.

Very cleverly conceived.

Wm. Fox

Maintains
Hope In Patents

{Continued from Page 1)

Ergon, controls about 20 patents,
several of which he considers as
very important.
All deal with
methods of sound recording and reproduction.
American Tri-Ergon is
still maintaining
an office in the
Times Square section.

Pettengill Action

Asked by N. E. Group
(Continued from Page 1)

sure

was brought

to bear by Congressman Wigglesworth, Massachusetts Republican, in response to an
urgent request from his district
calling for immediate enactment of

{Continued from Page 1)
the bill.
duce whatever of the plays the picWhen reached at his office, Petture firm decides to finance on
tengill declared that he was glad
Broadway next season.
that the Republican Congressman
The plays are: "Hell Cat," "Penny from
Orpheum circuit, which had 49
New England was going to
theaters at the time a receiver was Wise," "Mad Morning," "Return to help push the
bill through.
Folly"
and
"There's
Wisdom
appointed, now has 17 houses owned
in Wo"While there appears to be little
men."
or leased by 11 subsidiaries. Three
chance of my bill going through this
other Orpheum subsidiaries, Orsession due to the heat and prespheum Circuit Booking Corp., Exsing tax measures," Pettengill told
Screeno
is
Expanding
celsior Collection Agency and RKO
Film Daily, "this added support
Western Vaudeville Exchange, also
In Eastern Territory from both sides of the house greatly
are still active.
loss
Net
of these
(Continued from Page 1)
heartens critics of movieland, and I
14 subsidiaries last year was $401,- ter and Buffalo, with a possibility assure
you that my bill will be
089.99,
against $1,045,825.91 the of the circuit's entire 64 houses among the first to
be introduced at
year before.
adopting it, Markstein states on his the next Congress if not at the speOperation of the two Radio City return from New York. George B. cial session the
President may call
theaters since Sept. 1, 1934, has been West has been appointed New York for the fall.
The measure is on my
under an agreement whereby the distributor for Screeno, while Lou personal 'must'
list for
the 74th
RKO estate shares in the earnings Berman is handling Boston.
Congress."

—

o
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Loew's 40-Week Net Up Slightly

to

$5,840,351

EAST TO MAKE 15 FEATURES, 221 SHORT SUBJECTS
Big

Year

for Films Predicted

Cites Increase in Number
of Contracts Signed

$500,000 AVERAGE

Theater Openings
That the coming year will be one
of the most prosperous in the history of the motion picture industry
was predicted in a statement Saturday by Major Albert Warner, vicepresident of Warner Bros.
Major
Warner bases his optimism on the
increase in number of film contracts
signed, pointing out that his company already has closed 4,500 deals
for 1935-36 product, also the larger
number of shipments of prints to
(Continued on Page 2)

18

REMAKES PLANNED

Increase

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

'

THE F LM DAILY

— Negative

cost on the
pictures to be produced by Darryl
Zanuck of 20th Century at Fox will
average at least $500,000, the producer stated on his arrival here

New York late last week in
company with Joseph M. Schenck,

from

Sidney R. Kent, William Goetz, and
George Cohen, attorney. The first
eight 20th Century pictures for the

Production Resumed
By Educational Units

is

Promised

in

Production Around

New York

ON ZANUCK FILMS BY MAJOR COMPANIES

(Continued on Page 2)

LOANING OF PLAYERS

by Major Albert Warner
Current Eastern production plans
call for a total of 15 features and
Eighteen remakes are planned by 221 short subjects during the comseven major companies in connec- ing season, a survey made by The
This promtion with their 1935-36 programs, a Film Daily indicates.
checkup discloses. Following is the ises a slight increase in production
in and around New York City, as
list:
Fox, "Dante's Inferno," "Earth- 11 features and 155 shorts were
(Continued on Page 2)
bound," "Way Down East," "Ramona" and "Poor Little Rich Girl";
RKO, "Quality Street" and "The
Return of Peter Grimm"; Universal,
"Phantom of the Opera" and
"Hunchback of Notre Dame"; M-GM, "Anna Karenina," "Prisoner of
Zenda," "Oliver Twist" and "Twenty

PAYMENT AUTHORIZED

ON ART CINEMA STOCK

Thousand Leagues Under the Sea";

—

Wilmington, Del. Payment of an
Following a vacation of several United Artists, "Dark Angel"; Parweeks, Educational's east and west amount, "Rose of the Rancho," additional $10 on each of 50,000
IS
production units have resumed ac- "Peter Ibbetson" and "The Light shares of the corporation's prefertivity with a two-reel Buster Keaton That Failed"; GB, "The Passing of red stock by trustees in dissolution
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
for Art Cinema Corp. was authorcomedy going in work on the coast Third Floor Back."
ized Saturday in an order signed by
Hollywood Interchange of play- and three one-reelers starting in
Chancellor J. O. Wolcott in Chaners among major studios has again New York.
Keaton's first for the Tri-States Loses Point
cery Court.
On Feb. 15 trustees
turned upward after a short period new season is "The E-Flat Man,"
of hesitancy, a study of current directed by Charles Lamont.
Night Suit paid preferred stockholders a diviIn Iowa
The
casting assignments shows. A short single-reelers started at the BioNewton, la. A direct verdict was dend of $13.50 a share.
The trustees in their petition asktime ago exhibitors were register- graph studios are all in the Song denied G. P. Hundling, manager of
ing strong complaint against the and Comedy Hits group. Al Chris- the Capitol theater, by Judge Frank ing for permission to make the new
lendirg of stars and important tie's unit also is getting ready to Bechly last week in the state's case disbursement stated that assets on
(Continued on Page 2)
start work on two-reel comedies, against Bank Night here. The house hand amount to $735,883.82, the
with an Ernest Truex picture as is a member of the Tri-States cir- greater part in cash on deposit here.
(Continued on Page 2)
the first and a Joe Cook comedy to cuit and the case will be appealed,
President Taking
circuit.
the
officials
of
according to
follow.

ON THE INCREASE

—

Bank

—

Hand

In Probe of A. T.

Washington Bureau of

—

is

&

T.

THE FILM DAILY

Washington President Roosevelt
reported by insiders to be taking

an especial interest

the Federal
Communications Commission investigation of A. T. & T. and Erpi,
in

and

is understood to have formally
requested Ferdinand Pecora as chief

(Continued on Page 2)

S3. 50 a Share in 40 Weeks
Is Reported by Loew's, Inc.
Awarded
For New Warner House

Contract

is

THE FILM DAILY
Contract for the
Washington
new Penn theater to be built by Warners on Pennsylvania Ave. near C
Washington Bureau of

Japan Adopts Shirley
Just
like
France
adopted
Charlie
Chaplin as Chariot, so has Japan taken
Shirley Temple to its bosom with the
appelation
of
Ninki
Dai-lchi,
which
means Favorite No. 1, according to
advices received by Fox from Otsiyi
Shiro, editor of Japan's three outstanding magazines with a total circulation
of

10,000,000.

—

Street

South has been

let

to

the

George A. Fuller Construction Co.
John Eberson designed the theater,
which is a 1,500-seater of unusual
streamline type.

Net profit of Loew's, Inc., for the
40 weeks ended June 6 amounted to
$5,840,351, equal to $3.50 a share
on the common stock and $42.72 a
share on the preferred stock. This
is a slight increase over the earnings in the corresponding period of
last year, which amounted to $5,750,750, or $3.45 on the common
stock and $41.57 on the preferred.
Complete

Production

Schedules of all compaimportant features
Advt.
u t in July

nies will be one of the most
of the 1935 Production Guide

—

—

Honoring Harry Michalson
At Banquet in Pittsburgh
Harry Michalson, former eastern
district manager for RKO

central

Distributing Corp. and recently promoted to short subject sales manager, will be tendered a banquet
Friday at the Hotel Schenley, Pittsburgh.
His friends are sponsoring
the affair.

Zanuck Borrowing Stars
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bur.,

—

Hollywood Darryl Zanuck plans to
borrow a number of stars for his 193536 20th Century Lineup which goes
through Fox.
He brings to the Fox
program, through direct contract, Ronald Colman, Fredric March and Loretta
Young.

Monday, July
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St.,

Oil for the

Ariane

— 2nd

week

(Columbia)

Lamps

— 5th

55th

Playhouse

St.

Zio-Buonanima
Song of Happiness
Amkino)
(Amkino)
Peter Vinogradov
L'Eredita

(Metropolis)

Delia

—3rd

Ginger

Lady

(Fox)

Tubbs

—

July

(Warner Bros.)
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warner
Don't Bet on

Shanghai

Blondes

Inferno

(Fox)

(Paramount)

—July
Bros.)

19

—Oct.

she

New

(c)

(a)

77%

Ind

Con.

Fm.

East.

Kodak

4

Ind.

pfd.

153/4

76
4

Subsequent run.

(c) Follows present bill.

(b) Revival.

In East Next Season

Close

— Chg.

76
4

15%

14834 1483,4

1

made

(Continued from Page 1)
in this vicinity during

the

past year.

1534—"%
Broadway Productions, headed by
14834— %
171/4 —
% William Rowland, is now working
—

17% 17%
43% 42
42
105% 105% 105%

Fox Fm. "A"
Lopw's,
Inc
do pfd

1% on "Sweet Surrender" for Universal
3/4
Paramount ctfs.
release.
Other producers schedull/
4% 4
4
g
Pathe Exch
% % %
ing productions include: Ben Hecht
RKO
2% 2
2% + % and Charles Mac Arthur, Select ProWarner Bros
— % ductions, Exito Productions, Opera
4% 4
4
do pfd
— %
251/4
25
25
Guild, Mentone Productions, BioNEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
13% 13% 13% + % graph Pictures, Skirbo Productions,
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Eq.

6s40

.

ctfs.

13%

13

13

9534
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.
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18% 18% 18%
Warner's

—
—

.

Paramount 6s 47.... 953^
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 95%
68

New York Paramount

+ %
+ %

Sets

Next Four Attractions
rent picture, "Paris in Spring" have
been set as follows:
"Shanghai," with Loretta Young
and Charles Boyer; "Man on the
Flying Trapeze," with W. C. Fields;
"Every Night at Eight," with
George Raft, Alice Faye, Frances
Landlord and Patsy Kelly, and "Accent on Youth," with Sylvia Sidney
and Herbert Marshall.
for

Several

Love" Author

members

Is

Host

of the "Hooray

for Love" company, current feature
at the Roxy, will be the guests of

Marc

Lachman,

author

of

the

screenplay, at a cocktail party today.
Among: those who will be on
hand are Bill Robinson, who plays
a leading role, Dorothy Fields and

Jimmy
lyricist

McHugh,
of

the

composer

film's

Mana Zucca, composer
of Gambarelli's ballet.

this

in

Akron, O., last
house which

doll

NATHAN BURKAN
week

by

from
is

on

to

return

Hollywood.
a

week's

to

trip

plane.

CLARK GABLE,

Al Christie for Educational, Warner-Vitaphone,
Productions,
Paramount and Van Beuren.

Rex

Major Warner Predicts
Big Year for Film Biz
(Continued from Page

distributors

and

1

exhibitors

in

the

aters
which
have
been
closed
throughout the depression years and

the increasing activity in construction of new theaters.

Coincident with the Broadway
world premiere of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" at the Hollywood
theater in October, Warners also
will reopen the Aldine in Philadelphia with the same roadshow picture,

Major

Warner

stated,

and

score,
and
of the music

(Continued from
counsel in the probe.

Page

Broadway.
No official apAttendance throughout the U. S.
pointment has been made yet due to
has been increasing, Major Warner
difficulty in finding the right man,
declared, and "the film industry is
but at the offices of the Commission definitely
out of the doldrums."
it
was admitted that Pecora had
been at the top of the list. Another
possibility
was former Governor
Max Gardner of North Carolina. A Payment Authorized
personal political angle which may
Art Cinema Stock
lead Pecora to acept is that Tam(Continued from Page

Loaning of Players
Is on the Increase
Page 1)
players by one company to another.
Theater men contend this often results in the same star appearing
simultaneously in two competitive
houses in pictures made by different
studios, with one or both theaters
suffering.
(Continued from

role

On Zanuck

Films

(.Continued from Page 1)

coming season are already set. Four
more are to be added to the list
later.

on arrival Schenck
into conference with Winfield

Immediately

went

Sheehan,

Fox

studio

production

and made arrangements for
the .transfer of the 20th Century
organization to the Fox lot without
chief,

delay.

Germany Bars
Berlin

—"Trial

2

American Films
of

Mary Dugan"

and "Ladies of the Big House" have
been barred from exhibition in Germany as a result of a drive against
crime stories.

THEATRE

1)

After

the $10 disbursement, reassets
will
amount to
$235,883.82. Trustees add there will
be sufficient cash on hand to meet
future creditors' claims and to defray costs of dissolution.
Petition states that in view of the
fact that the preferred stock is entitled to $100 a share together with
accrued dividends before any dis-

maining

bursement is made to common stock,
and further because there is not

assets to make the total
to preferred stock, no distribution to the 322,432 shares of
New House for Bastrop, La.
common stock can be made. To pay
Bastrop, La. C. J. Goodwin has .preferred stock in full, including
announced plans for a new theater accrued dividends, trustees would
seating 500 persons.
need $6,424,462.32.

—

his

$500,000 Average

On

opposing his Justice post
many
in the fall primaries with Alex R.
Rorke.

of

and

1)

is

completion

on

the Bounty," plans a trip to
Rio de Janeiro, then to Europe on the Graf
the Normandie,
Zeppelin, to New York on
and back to Hollywood by plane.

"Mutiny on

firm's history, the reopening of the-

other reopenings planned by the
President Taking Hand
company include the Lake theater,
In Probe of A. T. & T. Cleveland, and the Warner on

Next four bookings at the New
York Paramount, to follow the cur-

"Hooray

arrived

York

A. H. BLANK and RALPH BRANTON of the
Tri-States circuit are due in New York this
to buy product.

Paramount

15 Features Planned

Net

Low

High
vtc.

in

week from Des Moines

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Picts.

has returned to New
parents in Pittsburgh.

SPYROS SKOURAS

in

Columbia
Con. Fm.

York

the coast

Rivoli

to

exhibiting.

is

MR. and MRS.

Hollywood

(c)

her

Hall

Capitol

9

STARR

COLLEEN MOORE

Roxy

19

RKO

has been working at
leaves soon for a vaca-

week from the coast with her

Strand

Music

— July

for

goes to Dennis, Mass.,
Playhouse on Aug. 5

studios,

visiting

after

18

(Universal)

week

Europe.

in

SALLY

17

this

who

EDDY,

M-G-M

tion

Cameo

—July

the

at

NELSON
the

FUTURE OPENINGS

—

Cape
Bow Down."

"All

Westminster

Cameo
Acme

July 16
Ike (Warner Bros.)
Broadway Gondolier (Warner Bros.)

York

Hollywood.

Fleet."

the

appear

week

New

leaves

to

ROLAND YOUNG

(

Alibi

return

Saturday

trip.

permit hm to accept any
not
will
stage engagements, must return west bv the
end of August to start rehearsals for "Follow

Palace

(a)

(b)

American

Radio

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

Dante's

FINANCIAL

week

MANNON

his

New York

left

South

a

FRED ASTAIRE, whose commitments

Music Hall

week

(Warner Bros.)

of China

on

Capitol

—3rd

plane for

AL

Strand

National)

(First

(Blue Ribbon)

WOLF KAUFMAN
by

Rivoli

N Y

Phone, Circle 7-4736. 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
Hollywood. California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
London
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

Forever

Radio)

FILV

all

DAILY,

Me

Love

Paramount
Roxy

Paramount)

Thomas

for

Doubting

(

Coming and Going

11

Theater

Distributor

Spring

in

1935

15,

sufficient

payments

OPERATORS
Attention

—

Builders with strong financial institution have developed an acoustically per-

600 seat standardized theatre
Will build and finance for responsible operators, at moderate cost,
in communities within 200 miles of New
York, now without theatres and with a
fected

plan.

drawing power of at least 10.000 people. Will also remodel or build in towns
that have theatres but not overseated.
Address communications to
Box No. 937
1650 Broadway

The Film Daily

New

York City

THE BAG!

IT'S IN

THE NEW SMASH NOVELTY BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION WE
TOLD YOU ABOUT IN FILM DAILY OVER A MONTH AGO
(JUNE 3) IS AN OVERNIGHT SENSATION-A WINNER THE
FIRST TIME OUT— NOTHING LIKE IT EVER BEFORE!

BROADWAY HAND
RACE NIGHT
'The Original Racing Attraction
a high-grade screen attraction that drags the whole town

Actual horse races with the

It's

blue ribbon thoroughbreds on

to your

the biggest tracks combined

WEEK!
It fits

with a novelty idea that

makes

theatre—WEEK AFTER

into your regular

program

your audience a part of the

without any inconvenience!
It is playing in CLASS
HOUSES for it is a CLASS

race.

ATTRACTION!

your territory for circuit deals or exclusive in your town
thoroughly protected by copyright.
Don't squawk if your competitor beats you to it we're offering it to
Exclusive

—

in

—

YOU— Now.

Territories going fast!
tails and proposition.

Act at once-Write or wire for complete de-

MERIDIAN PICTURES CORP.
52 WILLIAM STREET,

NEW YORK,

N. Y.
COPYRIGHT

COPYRIGHT

193$
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AND IMPRESSIVE...
.

.

.

SUPERB."

Murray

Boliinoff

*.. WEALTH OF
MAGNIFICENT
SETTINGS

.

.

AND LOVELY

WOMEN
.

TOPS
1'EM ALL

.

.

Eileen

.

.

."

Creelman

ALL
ABSORBING,
".

.

.

EXCELLENT EN-

TERTAINMENT"
.

.

.

Irene Thirer

^'...STRIKINGLY

WELL PRODUCED...MAGNIFICENT .
.

LAVISH..."
.

.

.

Rose Pelswick.

".

.

.

.

EXCELLENT

IS
.

PLAYING

.

.

MIGHTY WITH MEN
ALMIGHTY WITH W

.

LIFE

.

COLOR
.

.

.

AND
..."

Wanda

Hale

HANDSOME,

*'...

TASTEFUL,
OPULENT

.

.

.

EXCELLENT
ACTING..."
.

^

Lucius Beebe.

"...MADELEINE

CARROLL
LOVELY.

IS
Staf

f

.

am

.

ENTRANCING."
.

.

.

William Boehnel

^m

CV€

BROOK
".

.

SUPERIOR

.

PHOTOPLAYINTERESTING

AND LIVELY."

CARROLL

Andre Sennwald

ove*
"CLIVE

PLAYS

BROOK
IT

MAG-

NIFICENTLY."
.

.

.

Bfand Johaneson
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VICTOR SAVILLE
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HERE & THERE
—

Poli's Palace
Hartford, Conn.
has closed for the summer. Another
the
house,
downtown
Hartford

Cameo,

also closed.

—

Columbus, Miss. Haberfield and
Flexer opened the Varsity theater
here recently in opposition to Ed
Kuykendall's houses. The new house
Meanwhile Kuyseats about 500.
kendall opened his new Dixie, a 500seater, on June 24, and will continue to operate his Princess, which
is

still

larger.

—

Youngstown, O. Idora theater at
Idora Park, dark for several years,
has been reconditioned and is offering second-run films seven days
a week for a dime.

—

Dover, O.

The Nugent, under

of Spidell & Huprich,
has closed for the summer and will
reopen Sept. 1.

management

Wheeling, W. Va.

—

George Shafer,
of several houses here in
recent years, is spending the summer in Atlantic City. He plans to
reopen the old Virginia theater
here about Sept. 1.

manager

Detroit Doings

—

Detroit Harry Irons, manager of
Grand Rapids theaters, is back from
Florida.
F. Meehan, Spectrum Pictures auditor, visited Monarch exchange last week.
Mrs.
Pierce, mother of
Howard O. Pierce, United Detroit
Theaters production director, died
last week.
Audrey Leytell, Film Board of
Trade secretary, on vacation at her

John

Emma

home

in Marion, O.
Harold Brown has been made as-

sistant

manager

of the

Howard

AWAY

from the routine exploitation
• • STEPPING
material
the publicity lads over at RKO Radio have
devised something new for plugging the new screen spectacle,
"She"
this stunt will set a new pace in stop-look-andlisten audacity

• • • YOU WILL recall that the famous Rider Haggard
story deals with an unusual kind of fire that "She" bathes in so
accordingly, a
as to secure eternal youth and beauty
sensational and novel "frozen fire" lobby display has been devised, which is entirely practical and at the same time startling in its effect
so in the Pressbook the stunt is presented to showmen
with the suggestion that they get
the local ice company to freeze a 300-pound block of ice with a
matrix inside of it so as to leave a center slot about two
inches wide
the local Neon light service bends a glass
tube in the form of the letters SHE
this tubing is slid
into the hollow ice block and the Neon light is connected up in
the usual manner
Neon being a cold light, it will not
melt the ice
the same general idea is also suggested
as a house cooling ballyhoo with the Neon letters spelling
COOL INSIDE
this Neon-in-ice stunt is said to be the
first ever suggested for lobby display
.

Ives,

C. Robinson, president of

Film Truck Service, back from At-

.

.

•THIS

IS only one of many Original and Practical
stunts contained in the Pressbook on "She" which
is now in course of preparation
the
Radio pressbook dep't is staffed with men who are Practical Merchandisers
with experience in putting over publicity campaigns in varied
lines of industry
so they know what merchandising is
all about
hence the Pressbooks of this company reflect
the Practical and not just the Theoretical
publicity

RKO

• • A PLUG from coast-to-coast will be given War"Broadway Gondol ers" on the Dick Powell radio program

ners'

;

Friday eve

and Dick will sing all of the song hits from
the pix over his "Hollywood Hotel" hour on the Columbia net-

work

T

T

T

• THE FOREIGN dep't of Metro has been informed
by the German Film Board of Censors that photoplays written
by Herman J. Mankiewicz
cannot be shown in Germany
unless his name is removed from the screen credits.
it seems that a few years ago Mankiiewicz was planning a film
on "The Mad Dog of Europe," but was dissuaded from going
ahead
but the memory of the Reich is evidently long.

•

•

last

of Louis Kaliski, assistant
of the Fox theater, died

week.

•

•

CONSIDER THE

•

Felix F. Feist

case

of

always gone over Big
studio powers
and
Best Scenario Writers
Best Star and Cast
Best Cameraman
and an Assistant Director of long experience working with the best directors in the biz
then
this Director grew so conceited as to really believe that he was
Entirely Responsible for the success of the pix he directed
he thot he was so good that he could make a pix
practically by Himself
with a second-rate string of
persons from writer, star and all the way down the line
and what a Palooka it turned out to be!

•

Raymond Hackett

"Broadway Brevity," directed

by Joseph Henabery.
•

Production on
third
and
the
fourth of the series of one-reelers
featuring the Voice of Experience
has been completed at the Beall
Ben Blake produced and
studios.
directed the shorts, with Joe Nadel
assisting and Frank Zucker doing
the camera work.
•

Work on

the second and third of

the Major Bowes amateur hour series of shorts will start Thursday
at the Biograph studio under the
direction of John H. Auer.
•
Two one-reelers for Educational
release have been completed at the
Biograph studios. Al Christie and
William, Watson handled the direction, with George Weber doing the

camera work.
•

Jack Henley and Burnet Hershey
have completed the story which will
feature Bob Hope in a two-reel comedy at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio.
Lloyd French will direct the
short, which is scheduled to go into
production this week.
•

William
Steiner
and
George
Hiners are doing the camera work
on the eastern shots for Paramount's "Big Broadcast for 1935"
in the place of Leo Tover, as previously reported.
•

•

•

NOW THE

The

bursting of an ammonia
pipe in the cooling system at the
Eastern Service studio at Astoria
shortly after noon on Friday put to
rout Amos
Andy, Ray Noble and
his
orchestra.
Director Norman
Taurog and his production staff,
and a score of others engaged in
the filming of Paramount's feature
film, "The Big Broadcast of 1935."
There were no injuries, however,
and work was resumed Saturday.

V

the Director who had
because he stood right with the
got his pick of the Best Stories

Director, being a really fine and intelhas learned his lesson
and has become a human being once more, and everybody likes him
for he has learned that it is the Combination of Talents
that
makes Pix a success
it's this indisputable fact that keeps
the film biz so Exciting
Exasperating
Interesting
so hard to Control and Monopolize
so filled
with opportunities for a guy who really has something
ligent fellow

Sam Schneider

reel

.

lantic City.

Mother
manager

vue entered its final day of proSaturday at the Brooklyn
plant.
The kiddie musical features
50 talented youngsters who were selected after a long search by Sam
Sax, studio executive, from a group
The children range
of about 500.
in age from 3 to 12, and come from
such communities as Bridgeport,
Boston, Philadelphia and New York.
As yet untitled, the revue is a two-

.

.

•

ALICOATE

unique kiddie re-

duction

•

Ramona.

head of Monarch
Pictures, and Jack Saxe, Republic
Pictures manager, back from vacation in Minnesota.
Howard Hartz of Theatrical Advertising Co. married Doris Slack.
Herbert

By CHAS. A.

yiTAPHONE'S

RI41T

•

1935

SHORT SHOTS

Xh

•

15,

•

with E educational' s policy
of more dancing and more girls in
its short subjects for the coming
season, E. W. Hanmnons has signed
Jimmy Ormonde, formerly director
of dancing at the Paramount and
Capitol theaters in New York, to
supervise dancing in all Educational
pictures to be made in the east. Besides his theater activities, Ormonde
has also had charge of dancing in
Paramount feature pictures. He is
now organizing a dancing chorus to
be known as the Educational Girls.

In

line
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15,

A LITTLE

from "LOTS"

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD Shanghai,"

Warner

with

Oland;

George Irving for "Beauty's DaughParamount July 29 in "Getting ter," in which Claire Trevor and
Smart," by James Gleason and Rich- Ralph Belamy portray the featured
ard Taber, screen play by Sam Hell- roles.
T
T
T
man, Francis Martin and Eddie
Moran.
Roscoe Karns tentatively
Wanda Tuchock is now at Columis up for a co-featured role.
bia, working on an original idea
suggested by Harry Cohn. She was
T
T
"Buccaneer" has been selected as recently at M-G-M, where she and
the final title for "Farewell to Fifth Leonard Praskins did the original
"O'Shaughnessy's
Avenue," Fox adaptation of the so- screenplay
of
ciety-Texpose by Cornelius Vander- Boy."
bilt, Jr. Sol M. Wurtzel will proT
duce it.
Joe Ruttenberg, ace cameraman,
T
t
who photographed "Peoples' EneBoyce DeGaw and Isabel Dawn, emy," "Gigolette," "Frankie and
who wrote "Don't Bet on Love," for Johnnie" and several other pictures,
Warner Bros., are working on "One has arrived from the east and plans
to Two," which will be made by to remain on the coast.

EE TRACY

T

resumes

work

at

'

•

RKO,

Edward Kaufman super-

"with

vising.

T

Tommy
own

Atkins

Y
is

directing

original

story, "Hi,
John Carroll,

RKO.

for

T

Rocque,

Steffi

Love head the
supervising.

his

Gaucho,"
Rod La-

Duna and Montagu
John Burch

cast.

AAA

is

Fox

cast assignments:
S'dney
Toler, Gloria Roy and Gordon Westcott for "Meal Ticket," in which
Jane Withers is featured: Frank
Vogeding for "Charlie Chan in

T
T
T
Pauline Frederick has been signed by Fox for "Ramona," in which
Gilbert Roland and Rita Canstino
Kent Taylor and
have the leads.
George Barbier also have been bor-

rowed from Paramount for
T

r

T

Columbia has assigned Dwight
Frye and John Wray to "Atlantic
Adventure," and Edward Cooper
and Charles T. Arnt to "She Married

Iowa Briefs

—

this pic-

ture.

Her Boss."

All Production

New

Of

Orleans Notes

—

New

Des Moines
Ralph Branton,

A. H. Blank and
Tri-States heads,
have left for New York on a ten-

Orleans Ed Ortte, Republic
salesman who lives in Claremont
Harbor, Miss., probably holds the

day buying trip.
L.
M. McKechneay,

film row
fishing.

three-week

speckled trout and what's more he
tells where they can be found.

Tri
State
treasurer, will leave July 31 on a

New

Montreal, the
England states and New York.
trip

to

RKO

B. J. McCarthy,
chief is on
a fishing trip in northern Minnesota.

Paul Walsh of the Warner staff
has gone to Chicago and the office
rumors he will return married. M.
E. Lee and J. M. Baetty, Warner
bookers, have just returned from
Grand Rapids, Minn.
Joe Kline has been added to the

Columbia territory staff here, replacing Robert Winnick, transferred
to

record

He caught

Completely Listed In The

Connett, who runs a house
Pass Christian, Miss., has another house in his plans but he is
not revealing where it is at present.
One theater for each of his three
sons that's the ambition of George
Carey.
He has houses in Paris,
Ark., Ackerman, Miss., and recently
opened in competition to a house in

Marx

—

1935 FILM DAILY

Kosciusko, Miss.

Lawrence
Visitors to film row:
Lampo, A. Lehmann, William Cobb.

Pittsburgh Briefs

--gaSfflE

For The Coming Year

in

Milwaukee.

ooonononnoo

Companies

summer

for
a boatload of

this

All

—

Pittsburgh A last minute switch
decided not to close the HarrisAlvin this summer. House will continue with double bills until fall.
Variety Club golf tournament will
be staged at the St. Clair Country
Club Aug. 12.
Art Levy is chairman, Harold Lund treasurer and
Johnny Harris in charge of the
trophies.

Doc Herman's farm will again be
the place for the annual outing to
be staged by the Allied M. P. T. 0.
Western
Pennsylvania
next
month.
Fred J. Harrington is
chairman of arrangements.
Fulton is being redecorated for an
of

opening early in August.

Production
Guide
Now
*»

In

Work

^

^
Out

This

°^
Month

CLASSIFICATION
RKO

looks at

an amazing record
THE BEGINNING, the record of THE
FROM
MARCH OF TIME, defies ordinary classification.
Consider its introduction. Following the first announcements in Time and Fortune magazines and over
the radio, thousands of fan letters poured in. More
than that, people went to theatres and asked that the
subject be shown. Film business had no precedent
for such action.

The
Its

first

edition

was

released.

producers were not entirely

print. This, too,

was unheard

To some

satisfied

it

missed.

and said so

in

of.

The succeeding editions improved. In their editorial
prospectus the producers had promised "to make each
issue better, more important than the last." Critics said
of the first, "The formula is new... refreshing... full of
promise." Of the second, "an all around improvement."
The third brought, "really reaches the heights"...
"alone worth the price of admission". ."the tops."
Of the fourth, one critic said, "If this department keeps
on repeating that each new issue is the best yet, it can
only say in its defense that it is voicing the truth,
nothing but the truth."
After four months it is evident that this new kind of
unafraid pictorial journalism has definitely gained
audience favor in theatres where it is showing. But one
fact remains: more people want to see THE
OF TIME than have found theatres showing it.
To an already impressive 1935-36 program
adds the industry's most talked of extra feature. Now
to the theatres of the U. S. and foreign countries,
offers this searching drama of newsworthy events,
unquestionably the most exciting development in
.

MARCH

RKO
RKO

motion pictures

for the year.

FIFTH ISSUE... COMING

AUGUST SECOND.

Re/eased by

THE

Ml

V

MARCH
OF TIME

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-1FDAIIY
VOL.

NO.

68.
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A T& T

Television Permit to

TRADE PRACTICES FOR REFORM

LISTS 10

Soviet Trade Pact to Benefit U.S. Film Industry
Market for Equipment and
Films Will Expand,

Viewing
.

==

.

.

THE

next

horror

the

at

wave

movies

to the

*

Hie passing parade

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

of
will

indignation

^^
relating

very likely be aimed

films.

put in their cocktail glasses.
Box-office returns may
prove

number

certain

folks

of

do

go
the

that
for

Entertaining mystery drama
and horror for horror's sake

—•—

CUPPORT

^

is
is

a

one thing,
another.

the oft-mentioned

for

there

films

is

made

a

for

been

doing comparatively far
better business in its $1.65 mezzanine than
in any other part of the house.
The film has class appeal because its
story is a continental romance and it has
a glamorous new star, Luise Ranier, whose
work is best appreciated by the finer
tastes,
though
this
mean the
doesn't
crowds won't go for her.
In a
small Broadway house at almost
legit show prices this attraction could run
many weeks.
•
has

— —

VA/HICH
T

reminds us that class audiences

interested in "name"
with histrionic ability.
Hollywood is full of these grand old
troupers, many of them former stage stars
whose joy-giving talents are being wasted
*

stars

in

are not so
as

in

subdued
Pictures

genuine
fare.

of American motion pictures suitable for exhibition in Russia, it was stated yesterday by V. I.
Verlinsky, .president of Amkino. It
will also facilitate the production of
pictures in Russia by American com-

much

players

bits.

with casts composed of these
thespians make the ideal class

LOCAL 306 CONTROL

Because of criticism of I. A. T. S.
E. control of Local 306, the international is determined to give the

NEW COLOR PROCESS
BUILDING N.

J.

Paramus, N.

J.

of

the first unit of the Kromocolor
plant here, for the processing and
printing of color films under a secret
chemical formula that develops the
latent color in ordinary black and

Censor Threat in N'Orleans

To Force Return

—

New Orleans
may be used as

a

of

Vaude

That censorship
whip to force

theaters to play vaudeville was inSenator
dicated
yesterday when
Long told exchanges and exhibitors
that New Orleans ought to get
(Continued on Page 4)

ficers, it

was learned yesterday.

Louis Marcus Sees

plan before it will get the serious
consideration of the national exhibitor organization.
These practices
are as follows:
(1) Unfair cut-rate competition
between theaters, frequently forcing
(Continued on Page 13)

Delete 3% Gross Tax
In Wisconsin Measure
Madison, Wis. — An amendment to
the Carow tax bill eliminating the
3 per cent gross tax on theater receipts has been unanimouslly adopted. The tax bill, which would reduce
general property taxes by adopting
other forms of taxation, passed the

For Movies Next Season

—

A boom season
Salt Lake City
for the movie industry in 1935-36 is
seen by Mayor Louis Marcus, former owner of the Marcus circuit and
for years a prominent theater operator in this territory, on his return
from a four-week trip to the coast.
In addition to his personal observations, Marcus said that the sentiments of coast exhibitors and producers all point to a banner year
ahead.

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Declaring that "tele-

—

vision is the greatest threat to the

motion picture industry", the American Society for the Projection of
the Motion Picture Theater, a group
of independent exhibitors, repre(Continued on Page 4)
If

you want to know "What's to be made and

who's to make it" refer to the 1935 Film
Advt.
out this month.
Daily Production Guide

—

B.

& K„

GREAT STATES

SIGN FULL WB PROGRAM

Boom

AT&T

11.

all-inclusive organization of this industry is practical or possible", the
M. P. T. 0. A. in its current bulletin
to members lists 10 trade practices

the membership for Thursday night
at the Central Opera House at which
time there will be nomination of of-

Television License to
Opposed at Wash'n Hearing

assembly on July

Industry Tribunal
Expressing skepticism in a voluntary code, due to difficult problem of
enforcement, and believing that "no

union local autonomy and to this
end has called a special meeting of

PLANT

— Construction

Kuykendall Skeptical Over
Voluntary Code and All-

which must be incorporated in any

BEING TURNED BACK

(Continued on Page 13)

(Continued on Page 4)

Starting right with the opening day, this
picture

lead to increased purchases by
the Soviets of American film equipwill

theory

paying audience for
the upper bracket
trade is provided in the current two-week
run
of
"Escapade" at the Capitol on
Broadway.
that

class

Says Verlinsky
The newly-signed trade pact between the U. S. and Soviet Russia

the

but they are
moronic
group to whom the screen is so often ascused of catering, and even this crowd
has begun to laugh up its sleeve at Hollywood's colossal efforts to scare them.
dramas,

shiver

Signs Arthur Beck

ment and

Because the success of a follow-up picture of this type depends largely on outdoing its predecessors in gruesomeness, the
concocters of these nightmares have gone
to lengths that are downright
ludicrous.
It is no longer entertainment that they
are turning out, but weird hallucinations
that frighten the wits out of weak women
and children, elicit snickers from the intelligent-minded and make cinema students
wonder what those Hollywood script writers

Para.

Arthur F. Beck, independent producer,
has been signed by Paramount as supervisor and associate producer on a fiveyear contract with the usual options.
Beck is now on his way to the coast,
where his first assignment will probably
be an aviation story by Harry 0. Hoyt.

—

Product deals covering the entire
- First
National - Vitaphone

Warner

shorts and trailers for
1935-36 have been closed with the
Balaban & Katz and Great States

features,

circuits in Illinois,

it

yesterday by Grad

was announced
Warner

Sears,

(Continued on Page 13)

Fox

Circuit Taking Over
Two Janesville Theaters

Janesville, Wis.

—

Amusement Corp.

is

Fox-Wisconsin

slated to take
over the Myers and Beverly theaters
in Janesville early in September and
operate them in association with
James Zanias and Chester Goetz of
this city.

Services for
Southampton.

L.

Mike Glynne
I.

— Funeral

services

be held at 2 o'clock this afternoon
St.
John's
Episcopal
Church here
for
Michael Glynne, vice-president of
Prudential Theaters circuit, who died
Saturday night in the Seven Ponds Inn
at Water Hill after an illness of several months.
Glynne had been connected
with exhibition throughout his business
career and had built about 20 houses
in the metropolitan territory.
A son,
Hubert Glynne, survives.
will
in

THE
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M. A. Lightman to Speak
M. P. Academy Meeting
At
Cleve. Singles Pact
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Meet Today to Complete

New

Cleveland— The Cleveland M.

10 Cents
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

Editor and Publisher

:

P.
Exhibitors Ass'n has called a special general meeting for today, preceded by a buffet luncheon, to adopt
a few minor changes in the new sin-

feature agreement with one
weekly dual change, to which 75 out
of 82 independent theaters in the
Greater Cleveland area have sub-

gle
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—

scribed. The changes, it is reported,
cover the few situations in which association theaters are in direct competition with theaters not members
of the association and which are
now playing all or part time dual
With these changes as a
policies.
compromise, it is expected there will
be no further delay in securing the
remaining seven signatures required
to make the agreement binding. This
agreement takes the place of the
1934-35
agreement that expired

July

8.

Set July 25 Hearing

On RKO Allowances

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Low

High

Am.

Picts.

vtc.

Ind.

pfd.

Con.

Fm.

East.

Kodak

Locw's,

Pathe

...

ctfs.

RKO
Univ.

15%

pfd

I71/4

17%

421/2

41%

41 34

8I/2

8'/2

21/4

2

4%

4

26'/4

26
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%

13

13

13

80l/2

803,4

Par.
Par.

5%s50
5%s50
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103% 103% 103%
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95%
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—
—

ctfs.
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+

683/4

68'/4

68%

.

.

18%

20

2%

Trans-Lux

Corum

division.

Exceptions

will

be

filed

before

order.

SPOOR,

K.

veyed

all

Albert

Any
stories,

his

of

n

a

I

negotiations
or

Ti
for

any

giving away cigars all this week.
You guessed it, he's a proud papa,
and its an eight pound boy, born
yesterday to his wife, Sylvia, at the
Beth Moses Hospital.

the

for

iway

acquisition of

be

M. BIRRELL,

Albert

conveyed

said

must,
therefore,
through said Trustee,

LOWELL

Illinois

man-

Naomi

former

the
the

Nick

Shaw,

left

coast to start production
Carter stories.

PERCY

FURBER,

N.

Trans-Lux
London.

chairman

Movies,

of

returned

yesterday for
on a series of
of the board
yestreday from

FAY WRAY arrived from the coast by
plane yesterday and sails tonight on the Europa
She
for England to appear in two pictures.
returns to Hollywood in the fall.

MARKEY

GENE
coast at
Europe.

scheduled

is

end

the

GAIL PATRICK has
ingham

plane

by

en

leave the
route to

Hollywood for Birm-

left

to

to

week

the

of

her

visit

father,

who

is

ill.

HARRY
plan

BROWN

JOE

leave the coast
for Europe.

to

August

CARMINATI

TULLIO

and SALLY EILERS
about the middle of
sails

today

on

the

story at one of the British studios.

A. H. Van Beuren on Stand
A. H. Van Beuren was examined
yesterday by Louis Nizer, counsel
for Charles C. Pettijohn and Courtland Smith, in a preliminary motion
to the trial of the suit for $10,000
brought by Van Beuren against
Pettijohn and Smith in connection
with a series of Charlie Chaplin reissues and their counterclaim for

and Duke Ellington, arrive in New York
day from Europe on the lie de France.

M.

LIGH7MAN,

A.

former

tor

and

the

coast

southern circuit operaM.P.T.O.A. head, arrives on

week

this

RIVKIN, now
the Hal Roach

for

JOE
at

York

in

a

visit.

Hollywood
returns

studios,

conferring
to

New

about a week.

in

RAY

to-

(

tonio for

"TORCH Y") COOKE
Dallas

to

ARTHUR HORNBLOW,
producer,

who

returned

has left San

An-

engagements.

fill

Paramount

last

associate

week from abroad,

leaves New York in a few days for the coast
to start work on "The Light That Failed."

ARTHUR

F.

BECK,

ducer, is on his way
tract to Paramount.

former independent prothe coast under con-

to

oonoonoonoo

option to purchase the house.

with

or

tour the country in concert, returns
to the house Friday as guest con-

Ted Lewis Stricken
of THE FILM DAILY
Ted Lewis is in the

Trustee

New York

City

—

Meighan Resting Comfortably
hospital following a stroke
Thomas Meighan was reported working on the set at M-G-M. while

resting comfortably last night in
Doctors' Hospital, where he underwent an operation last week.

ATTORNEY,
criminal,

Esq.,

OLD BOX-OFFICE!

ductor.

Hollywood

Set "Big Broadcast" Release

W. Mahone,

FOR THE

West Coast Bureau

1,

u

of

sales

GRAD SEARS and CARL LESERMAN returned
New York yesterday from Chicago.
SAMUEL K. WIESENTHAL and his bride,

Bunchuk Back at Capitol
(Weitman) Makes Good
Yasha Bunchuk, associated with
Robert M. Weitman, manager of the Capitol for many years and who
the New York Paramount Theater, left there about 18 months
ago to

1932 con.ind personal property to

W. Mahone,
plays

Chicago,

November

to

New

in

general

York last night for Minneaand Milwaukee.
He is due
York the beginning of next

Chicago

back
week.

GBs

WEEKS,

New

left

polis,

Local Boy

LEGAL NOTICE
Under date

W.

GEO.
ager,

1

2%

is

GEORGE

Fay Wray to Appear in 2 Abroad
Fay Wray, who sails tomorrow
on the Europa for England, is

1/2

+ %

20

2%

sistant treasurer of Electrical Research Products at a meeting of the
board of directors last week. He succeeds F. B. Foster, Jr., who recently
became treasurer.

—

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

Lincoln

Asst. Treas.
H. Weld was named as-

3^

—

95

Names

Thursday to the recommendation of
Special Master John E. Joyce that $20,000.
% the claim of Sam Katz against
Lease Jersey City Plaza
Paramount for $281,734 be disalJersey
City, N. J.
Harold T.
lowed
in
the
reorganization
proceed%
% ings, it was said yesterday at the Rose and Percy C. Russell, Jr. have
office
Hughes, Schurman & leased and reopened the Plaza Theof
Dwight, special counsel for Katz. ater, which had been dark for sevHearing will then be fixed in regular eral years. New operators have an

+

ctfs.

.

Bill

RKO

— %

filed...

Wancr's 6s39

new Sports with

Series being produced by Van Beuren Corp. for
Radio release.
The picture, formerly titled "Boxing," has just been completed at the
Van Beuren studio and deals with
outstanding figures in the heavy-

Filing Exceptions in Katz Claim

803/4

Paramount 6s47
Paramount 6s47

in the

weight boxing

4

Erpi

Coming and Going

—While

here on a combined business and vacation trip, M.
A. Lightman, former president of
the M. P. T. O. A., will address the
Technicians
membership of the
Branch of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences on July 23.
Subject for discussion at this meeting will be the new type, high volume sound recordings such as were
recently heard in "Love Me Forever," "Naughty Marietta" and "One
Night of Love". Directors, writers
and producers also will attend.

Hollywood

for Norway, Sweden and Italy, visitHearing on application of the Irv- signed to appear in two British pro- Europa
On
ing his mother in the latter country.
ing Trust Co., RKO trustee, and ductions before returning in the fall his return to America he will either accept
others for allowances totaling $281,- to fill Hollywood engagements. One a Broadway stage offer or return to Hollywood
525 in the RKO reorganization pro- of the productions is "Come Out of for a picture..
JOHN VAN DRUTEN, playwright; CICELY
ceedings has been set for July 25 in the Pantry," in which she will play
to
the Woolworth Bldg. by Federal opposite Jack Buchanan, for British COURTNEIDGE, British star under contract
LILLIE and JANE COWL
M-G-M;
& Dominions. This will be fol- arrive in BEATRICE
Judge Bondy.
New York today from abroad on the
lowed by "His Majesty's Pajamas," Majestic.
with Clive Brook, to be directed by
First of Bill Corum Series
ROLAND YOUNG; JOSEPH HUMMELL, forJames Flood for C. M. Woolf. Miss
manager for Warners; CAPTAIN
sales
A switch in release dates has put Wray's husband, John Monk Saun- eign
RICHARD NORTON of Birtish & Dominions,
"Inside the Ropes" as number one ders, is at present directing his own and IRVING MILLS, manager of *Cab Calloway

26+1

A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41ww

.

1/4

30% +

21/4

30%

13%

.

l/

l/s

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

.

+ %

1/2

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ..
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
Keith

1

4

173/4

30%

pfd....

Pict.

Warner Bros
do

15%

9

75—1
15%
1473/ —

8

Exch

"A"

do

75

— 4
334
4'/
3% — %
% % %
8
—

Inc

Paramount

76

1473,4 147i/2

"A"

Fox Fm.

8%

9

Seat

Columbia

Chg.

Close

West

Paramount has changed the title
of "Big Broadcast of 1935" to "Big
Broadcast of 1936" and set release
date as Sept. 6.

cal,

civil

trials,

32

,

single,

contracts,

expert
theatri-

commercial,

sition

thorough, desires poas assistant to a busy executive,

New York or anywhere.
Address all communications to
Box No. 940
The Film Daily
1650 Broadway
New York City

IT

WON'T BE LONG

NOW!

G

R

E

Roscoe Karns

•

G

Winifred

Watch the Hits

Shaw

• Directed

by Michael

Roll in from

Curtiz

WARNER

BROS.

THE
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DAILY

INDIE

NEW COLOR PROCESS

GROUP OPPOSES

TELEVISION FOR

AT&T

(Continued from Page 1)

sented by Robert Robins, executive
secretary, and Ralph Va;ner, general counsel, appeared before the

Federal Communications Commission yesterday to oppose the granting of an experimental long-distance
television license to A. T. & T. At
a hearing before Acting Chairman
Irving Stewart and members of the
Commission, Frank B. Jewett, head
of the Bell Laboratories, appeared
as witness to outline the scientific
background to A. T. & T.'s petition
for authority to install a co-axial
cable between New York and Philadelphia.

Jewett pointed to experimental
work already advanced in television
in England and Germany.
Before
filing a voluminous brief in opposition to A. T. & T., Vatner led a
cross-examination of Jewett.
Despite objections by A. T. & T.
counsel, Vatner pointed directly to
the Erpi-Vitaphone contract prohibiting
granting
of
television

and alleged A. T. & T. now
seeks a television monopoly "under
licenses

the guise of experimentation."

"The Commission should adhere
the
mandates of Congress",
shouted Vatner. "The A. T. & T. is
now seeking to circumvent the Com-

to

mission's study of the whole quesThe coaxial cable is a marriage between telephone wires and
short wave and is in effect an encroachment of another field."
The brief asserted the Commission's approval of the petition would
"encourage the creation of an additional monopoly to those the petitioner
already has in unrelated
fields.
The applicant's request
specificially envisions experimentation in transmission of graphics,
images, facsimiles, etc., which are
not classified in vocal telephone
communication and which therefore
constitute an unrelated field of activity. It cannot be maintained with
logical conviction that such experimentation contributes directly to
greater efficiency or notable economies in telephone communication or
that the public interest in this field
is served by such activity in an unrelated field.
The applicant's petition, if granted, may well prove to
be the impetus which leads to the
creation of a monopoly in a field
outside voice telephone communication.

tion."

Completing television hearing late
yesterday afternoon Federal Communications Counsel overruled strenuous objections raised by the A. T.
& T. counsel board by entering in
record the voluminous Vatner statement as an argument of counsel opposed to the petition.
A. T. & T. objected to the Vatner
brief on the ground that it was
not a correct statement of the situa-

Acting chairman Stewart
overruled the objection and the commission admitted it.
tion.
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BUILDING N.

RUM
•

THE NOVELTY

•

showmen

• THE SHOW is only booked in for one performance
and then moves on to another theater
and El-Wyn
has been playing his act for consecutive nights ever since last
Christmas
right across the country
the letters he
has from prominent showmen vouch for the fact that the novelty
attraction has gone over big
•

•

.

PLANT

(.Continued from Page 1)

attractions are coming right along
one that is clicking is the ElEl-Wyn
a very clever idea
Wyn Midnite Spook Party
has a troupe of actors and they put on a novelty skit right on
the stage which is timed to break at midnight just as some
spooky film has preceded it
the theater can choose any
spook feature that is available on the market

•

for the nation's

J.

.

white negative, is expected to be
completed in September.
Excavation work is nearly done and actual
construction will start shortly under
the direction of the Hunt Engineering and Construction Co. of Teaneck.
The corporation, headed by Dr.
Julius Minez of Montclair as president and C. D. Brown of West Englewood as treasurer, is building its
own special developing color processing machines under its own patents.
The machine are designed to
develop and chemically treat motion
picture film in natural color in a
single operation, it is stated.
Kromocolor also will have a car-

toon

department

where

animated

color cartoons will be produced.

THE

• • •
ACT consists of all the spooky atmosphere
that has ever been pulled on the stage or screen
and the
ghosts even walk down and sit with the audience
of course
the act is built for the laughs
and certainly gets them
audiences seem to get a great kick out of it
and the
chances are that when El-Wyn covers the country, he can trail
right back again for repeats
of course he will have imitators
and probably has
but every good idea is imitated in show biz
but it doesn't stop the Originator from
cleaning up
•

•

•

New York

T
NOW THERE

T
are free radio writing classes at

Washington Square

University

it

comes

under the program of free leisure-time adult education
enrollments are limited to 15 students in each class
registrations will be conducted in Room 213 of the University during
this week
between 8 and 10 in the evening on Wednesday
and at 1 and 3 P. M. on Tuesday and Thursday

T
LUNCHEON

• • • A
was given to Shevie Chason, secretary to Jeanne Cohen of Columbia
at Jack Dempsey's
restaurant the other day
by her associates in honor of
her marriage today to Dr. Sidney Spero ......

T

T

T

• • • TO INTRODUCE "Miracle Rider," the new Tom
Mix serial
along with a summer price cut
Manager
Bob Rosen, of Loew's Boston Road theater in the Bronx, aided
by pressages Perry Spencer and Ed Dowden, Jr
tied up
with Bungalow Ice Cream Co. and distributed 200 ice cream
bars to the kids attending the initial performance on a Saturday afternoon
the youngsters were also given a lucky
horseshoe, a duplicate of the nails used in the famous Tony
Junior's shoes, and each child was inducted into membership
of the Tom Mix Miracle Riders Club
a card containing
15 punch spaces was issued
when the card is filled by attendance, the child receives a prize
.

• •
guy

THIS

•
he

.

T
T
T
SHOWMAN Bob Rosen

is

an on-his-toes

out to compete with tuft" opposition in the way of
giveaways and such
he has other added attractions lined
professionals and prominent amateurs will be presented
UP
is

one evening performance on Tuesdays and Fridays
for his Pearl and Givot impersonations,
started the ball rolling on July 12
at

Murray Berger. famous

T
•

•

•

Y

RADIO NOTABLES

Y
will

"CBS

appear

in

person in the

All-Star Radio Revue'' on the stage of the Roxy starting
Friday
the revue will feature Tito Guizar, Mexican tenor
Emery Deutsch, gypsy violinist
Mary Eastman,
lyric soprano, and others

« « «

»

*?

»

The
company now has contracts to make
a "Mutt and Jeff" series. Hollywood

business also will be sought, and the
to turn out color
films for the educational and adver-

company expects
tising fields.

Censor Threat 5n N'Orleans
To Force Return of Vaude
(Continued from Page

1)

vaudeville back and that if it did,
compromise on censorship might be
effected.

Long also mentioned his choices
for censors, which while not official
may constitute final selections.
They are: Marguerite Clark of film
fame, whose husband, Harry Williams,

millionaire

lumberman,

is

a

Long adherent; Ellis Irwin, a Long
lawyer;
A.
W. Noolan, former
newspaperman.
Probably the most important happenings of the meeting were: Long's
interpretation of censorship charges
which would confine the $4 a thousand feet charge to the first print
only and allow duplicates, repairs
to pass free; his refusal to permit
films already released which had
played the majority of bookings to
finish the rest without censorship.
At first he granted them 15 days
after law is effective, then, understanding that some exchanges would
not serve small accounts if forced
to pay censorship charges which
would cost more than rentals, he
waved the matter aside.
Arriving late at a meeting which
he called himself for exhibitors,

Long

theaters were making
a second rate show
town and that vaudeville should be
back, bluntly telling exhibitors he
thought he had the power to compel
them or close them up.

New

said

Orleans

Korda Signs Patricia Hilliard
London
Patricia Hilliard, who
made her screen debut with Douglas
Fairbanks in "The Private Life of

—

Don Juan," has been assigned a featured role in "Things To Come,"
the H. G. Wells story now in production by London Films for U. A.
release.

-

* * +
»
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Q POPULAR
SHORT FEATURES
SCIENCE
The

Six one-reelers in Cinecolor

first

"Popular

Science" reel recently released as one of this year's

Paramount Varieties has proven so popular that a
of six similar subjects will

short feature

program

scientific resources of

series

be included in the Paramount

for 1935-1936

.

.

.

Using the great

Popular Science Magazine, these

shorts will portray in full color the

wonders

of science.

Popular Science Monthly will advertise and
publicize these short subjects through the
of

its

medium

pages to over 2,000,000 readers.

.-a

Three Color Technicolor
Plus The Fleischer
Third Dimensional Effects
1

\)

V

>S^M
s
i

•^.

W

6 MAX
€

FLEISCHER

JORCl&fUCS

Max

Fleischer's third dimensional "Color Classics"

have been such a
release six

more

Technicolor

will

hit this

year that Paramount will

in 1935-36. This time

be used instead
it

of

two

Three Color
color,

and with

the famous Fleischer third dimen-

sional effects

which are exclusive

with Paramount short subjects.

MAX

FLEISCHER'S

Great Cartoons
J.

POPEYES

12
Max
1934

Fleischer's little giant of entertainment

and grabbed the national cartoon championship . The

whole nation

is

are springing

thousands

12
The

stepped out in

up

all

.

Popeye Clubs

over the country and are sending

of enthusiasts into theatres to root for

Popeye.

BETTY BOOPS

Little

monies

now "Popeye"- conscious

Sweetheart of the screen

this year,

is

a Mistress of Cere-

introducing to the screen, King Features'

leading comics: "Henry, the funniest living American",

Soglow's "Little
/'Toots

King", "The

Katzenjammer Kids",

and Casper", and many others.

Both Betty Boop and Popeye Cartoons will

make use

of the exclusive Fleischer third

W^M

dimensional process.

Grantland Rice

SPORTLIGHTS
15th Anniversary Series
This

is

shorts,

the fifteenth anniversary of this great series of

and Grantland Rice promises

to deliver the

most

outstanding series of these fine sport releases that he has
ever produced
writer

.

.

.

Mr. Rice

is

America's foremost sport

and commentator, with a following

These one-reel glimpses into the great world
for years

formed screen high spots

of

millions.

of sport

have

for the nation's theatres.

A

Three-Color Special in

&*wi~f
A

Two

^ApeYY

Feature Short ... a short to be featured! ...

"Popeye the Sailor" and "Sinbad the Sailor" ... the two
greatest

strongest
series of

gobs that never sailed

.

seaman and Sinbad, the

.

.

Popeye, the world's

sea's biggest liar, in a

Arabian nights adventures that should win the

Academy Award,

the Pulitzer prize

medal ever offered

for

outstanding entertainment.

The Max Fleischer
affect will

and every

third dimensional

be used in this picture.

<o

Reels

PARAMOUNT VARIETIES
Twenty novelty

one-reelers, introducing the

newest ideas in entertainment. The spice
life,

of

laughs, cockeyed comedies, music in

a series of unusual short features.

PARAMOUNT HEADLINERS
Eighteen entertainment bulls-eyes with
every "headliner" a

Comedy

or screen.

star

from radio, stage

patter,

lowdown

blues,

swaying dance tunes — the top-notch
amusement

personalities.

PARAMOUNT PICTORIALS
Thirteen thrilling adventures in odd corners
of the

world.

Some

new and

in color.

Everything

interesting,

brought back

by our roving cameras from

the very ends

that

is

of the earth.

PARAMOUNT SCREEN SONGS
The "Bouncing

Ball" returns

by popular

demand,

in a cartoon series featuring only

the latest

and most popular songs sung by

leading radio personalities.

VLS
All the important

news

first

and "scoops"

don't get. Paramount 's great staff of
is

second

is

the

to

that the others

camera news-getters

none, and for that reason, Paramount

standard newsreel

of

News

the world.

fj5B0"JDAILY
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NEWS

MPTOA SEEKS REFORM
IN

TRADE PRACTICES

13

DAY

of the

SOVIET PACT TO AID
U.S. FILM INDUSTRY

—

Caledonia, Mich. Free talkies are
being shown here throughout the
summer under the auspices of the
local Commercial Club.

Carnasion

the new owner, coming
(Continued from Page 1)
here from Frostproof, where he has
(Continued from Page 1)
the sale of motion picture entertainbeen operating a house.
panies in cooperation with the Soviet
ment below cost, demoralizing and
government, Verlinsky said. M-G-M
cheapening the business and ultiPlant City, Fla.— G. Leonard Ben- is one of the companies seeking to
the
ruining
inevitably
Ansted,
W. V.
Skaggs and nett has been returned to the Capi- make a picture in Russia, according
mately and
tol theater from Ocala.
quality of pictures for all theaters. Ruffner have reopened the Lyric.
John W. to the Amkino official.
Black has been transferred to Ocala
The pact will result too in increas(a) Premiums, give-aways and gift
Harlingen, Tex. The new audi- from the Capitol.
ed import of American technical
nights.
pseudo-contests and torium construction here gets under
help into Russia, Verlinsky declared.
(b) Lotteries,
way this week. It will cost around
Mulberry, Fla. Manager J. A. He does not look forward to an imprizes.
Burtis of the Mulberry theater is mediately increased distribution of
$80,000.
(c) Double and triple feature proabout ready to open his house for Russian films here because of the
admission
for
one
grams
Fort Meade, Fla.— The Fox the- the season. Work on the building limited market in the U. S. for Sovcharge.
coupons,
mer- ater has changed from twice-a- is progressing rapidly and it is ex- iet pictures.
(d) Two-for-ones,
week to a six-day house, operating pected to start showing pictures
chants tickets and indiscrimievery day except Sunday.
W. N. about the 20th.
"advertising"
nate
use
of
B.
K., Great States
is

—

—

—

&

passes.

Bargain matinees, cheap balcony admissions, and unreasonably low admission scales.

(e)

(2)

Unreasonable clearance,

eith-

time or area, not based on any
actual competition, secured by private contracts or agreements without the knowledge of subsequent

Sign Full
local

committee

qualified

by place him at the mercy of unscrupu-

personal experience and knowledge to judge each separate

lous competitors.

situation on its merits.

fective plans and proposals are definitely formulated to accomplish any
of the objectives for organized selfregulation, M. P. T. O. A. proposes
to hold a full meeting of its board
of directors in a convenient city to
discuss the suggestions in detail and
map out a program for the benefit
of all exhibitors.

A

er in

reasonable and uncondi(4)
tional rejection privilege in all contracts for ten or more feature pictures bought at the same time.

runs.

suggest 20%.
(5) Control of non-theatrical ex-

(a)

The growing necessity for an
openly negotiated and publishhibitions of professional entertained uniform zoning plan in each
ment pictures to prevent unfair commetropolitan center to limit
petition with an established theater.
clearance in time and area, to
(6) The score charge racket.
provide definite and uniform
availability for subsequent runs
(7) The music tax extortion.
of like classifications, and to
(8) Arbitrary designation by a
encourage reasonable admission distributor of the days of the week
scales by offering earlier avail- a picture must be exhibited regardability

to
theaters charging
higher admissions, thereby reducing cut-rate competition on
day and date runs of the same

picture.
(3)

Overbuying

peting exhibitor of

to deprive a

comneeded pictures.
by
unrestricted

(a)

Encouraged

(b)

Prompt release of pictures

double featuring.

(c)

We

jected under selective
contracts.
Involves questions of

re-

service

theater

less of suitability.

(9) Forcing unwanted short subjects with feature picture sales.
standard form of exhibition
(10)
contract,
reduced
essential
to
clauses, understandable in language
to intelligent exhibitors who are not
lawyers, with no trick clauses giving
unfair advantage to the distributor

A

added thereto without the actual
knowledge and voluntary consent of
the exhibitor, and with a uniform

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Highest
sound
installation
in
the
world is the Western Electric System
|t the Club Peruano, Oroya, Peru,
12,810 feet above sea level.

ished?
(2) What can be done to restrain
unfair competition, remove injustices
and abuses?
(3) How can these things be effectively accomplished?
(4) Who is going to do it?
Kuykendall points out that, in the
problem of enforcement, a mere 10
per cent of chiselers would be
enough to prevent a voluntary code
The
from operating successfully.
only effect of such a code without
100 per cent enforcement, he says,
would be to tie the hands of reputable and responsible exhibitors and

as any workable and ef-

The plan suggested by the M. P.
T. O. A. last month, whereby exhibitors were advised to use a rider on
film contracts to protect themselves
to a limited extent from the unfair
competition of the showing of the
same pictures he is running in a
competing house on dual bills or
with premiums, has met with widespread interest, Kuykendall states.
The current bulletin also urges
exhibitors to write Senator F. Ryan
Duffy in support of the new copyright bill he introduced recently in
the Senate. The measure is regarded as having a fighting chance even
in the present session of Congress.

provision for the enforceable arbitration of all contract disputes, in-

genuine competitive buycluding substitutions.
ing and bidding for pictures,
In asking exhibitors for their rereasonable
booking
require- actions and suggestions,
President
ments of specific theaters and
Ed Kuykendall declares that, before
frequently expert and unbiased
any plans for self-regulation are
judgment of suitability of at- started
or indorsed, it is necessary
tractions, which can only be deto figure out the following points:
termined fairly by an impartial
(1) What should be done to improve the business, the trade relations and what unfair trade practices should be regulated or abolpolicy,

As soon

Omaha
Omaha, Neb.

—

Items
Another down-

giving way to commercial progress with the sale of
the State, old second run, to a business group intent on rebuilding the
house for garage purposes. Ralph
Goldberg, owner of the Town, has

town house

is

WB

Program

(Continued from Page

1)

on his return from
Chicago, where he went to conclude
sales executive,

the negotiations. Carl Leserman accompanied Sears.
In the case of the Great States
circuit, the contract represents new
business over last year in that territory, as this circuit did not play
Warner's 1934-35 program.

John Balaban and Walter Immer-

man

acted for the B. & K. houses
with that circuit, while
Jules
Rubens represented Great
in the deal

States.

New 16mm.

Silent Projector

—

Davenport, la. Victor Animatograph has just introduced a new
enclosed cabinet type of silent 750watt projector, to be known as Victor Model 21, equipped with 1,600foot reel arms. When full film capacity is used, a one-hour presentation may be given without stopping
to change film.
Smaller reels may
be used if desired.
Prices have been reduced on Victor models No. 10 and No. 20.

Wiesenthal and Naomi Shaw Merge
Samuel K. Wiesenthal, at one
time with Universal, and Naomi
Shaw, writer and former press representative, were married a few
days ago and left yesterday for the
coast, where Wiesenthal will engage
in independent production.
He will
produce a series of four Nick Carter
features, with Miss Shaw working
on the stories.

had controlling interest.
H. K. Allen of Dallas and J. J.
Bowler of Springfield, Mo., opened
the Island theater in Grand Island
over the week-end with double features.

It

is

the

fifth

theater

in

Nebraska's third city.
Success of the cooperative auto
giveaway, participated in by 22
downtown and suburban theaters
last week, has induced all the managers to repeat the stunt July 24.
A. H. Blank has secured valuation reductions on the Omaha and

Paramount

totalling $206,000
the county board equalization.

from

Barbara Stanwyck

George

Marion

Ginger Rogers

Mary

Philbin

THE
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HOLLYWOOD

"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK

production to go into work
at the Republic Studios in Cul-

TVTEXT

ver City will be "Two Black Sheep"
from the novel by Warwick Deeping,
author of "Sorrell and Son." Otto
Kruger has been signed for the lead.

TV

Roy Chanslor and Robert Andrews, former newspaper men, who
are prolific scenario writers, are
working on the screenplay for "GWomen," for Warner Bros.
T
T
T
Rowland V. Lee, who directed

season.
Wead is completing a
scenario assignment at Universal.
<*
T
T
Reginald Owen is busy, to say the
During the first three months
least.
of his present long term contract
with M-G-M, he was selected to
play four important parts in as
many features. Having finished

Now

"Jalna" is completed,
John Cromwell is spending a few
days at his ranch in Hidden Valley,
riding, swimming and playing ten-

Warner
Down Memory Lane:
Oland and his golf sticks invading
He was apMinneapolis in 1915.
pearing with the road company of
"The Yellow Ticket."

the "one for all
for one" roles. Lona Andre
Ray K.
the feminine lead.
Johnson, the director, and Irving
Akers, the cameraman, are both
licensed pilots, having served in the

Hughes are playing
and
has

all

World War.
T

T

T

make her debut as a scenarist
on "Barbary Coast," now in production with Miriam Hopkins, Edward
G. Robinson and Joel McCrea in the
leading roles. Miss Miller, who gave
up her career before the cameras
with the advent of sound, has recently been doing short fiction and
essays for the national magazines.
will

Walter Wanger, realizing the
T
T
work in "Anna Karenina" and "Es- growing importance of music in
Henry Kolker, veteran director
capade," he is playing in "A Tale pictures, has built up the largest
and
stage
and
screen
character acof Two Cities" and "The Bishop music department of any individual
tor, has taken on the role of a disWineland
Misbehaves."
Win. K.
producing unit.
coverer, and is preparing to launch
'
Frederick
T
heads the department.
two new playwrights who he beCharles Vidor, who is completing Hollander, under contract to Wan- lieves
sensational successes.

James Barton's picture, as yet un"The Count of Monte Cristo," is titled, has been given a long term
busy with the direction of "The contract by RKO. He directed "The
Walter Abel Arizonian" and "Strangers All."
Three Musketeers."
and Rosamond Pinchot will make
T
T
their screen debut in the picture.
T
T
T

"LOTS"

that

ger to write original music, recently finished a score for "Shanghai" and is now writing incidental
music for "Every Night at Eight."

Paul

Mertz,

formerly

with

a play, "Doc Linby Harold Daniels and Leo
Levy, and is to produce it himself
in September at the Pasadena ComFred
now munity playhouse.

Waring and Red Nichols, is
with Wanger as advisor and vocal
director of all ensemble numbers for

which stars
nis.
He will direct Lily Pons in George Raft and Alice Faye. Nathaniel Finston, head of Paramount's
"Love Song."
music department, aided in organizT
T
department.
T
T
T
"Skybound," now in production ing the Wanger
T
T
T
Frank Wead is all smiles these at the Montebello airport under the
Roger Pryor has been signed by
days.
His play, "Ceiling Zero," is guidance of C. C. Burr, will have
RKO Radio for the male lead in
to be presented soon in England and the three musketeers of the air anSweden.
Six summer stock com- gle, with the modern atmosphere of "To Beat the Band," new musical
panies are now presenting the piece, aeronautic as its background. Eddie with Ben Holmes directing and Zion
which was a hit in New York last Nugent, Grant Withers and Lloyd Myers supervising.
the

picture,

latter

will be

He has purchased

coln,"

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh

RKO

office

—

Dave

Silverman,

manager, vacationing.

Nathlyn Molans, Lillian Gelman
and Don Wermuth of the Warner
office back in harness after two-

week vacations.
Walt Framer and his bride back
from their honeymoon.
Kaspar Monahan back from a
fortnight in Denver.

Manny Greenwald exploiting
Me Never" in Columbus.

"Es-

cape

dozen neighborhood
Another
houses innovated "Lucky" nights
Thalberg's production of "Romeo within the last week, Art England
and Juliet," scheduled to get under reports.
,
way before long at the M-G-M
studios.
Norma Shearer will be
Iowa Items
seen as Juliet and several leading
Des Moines Business and vacaactors are now being considered for
tions have delayed the setting of the
the part of Romeo.
Des Moines Variety Club golf
T
T
T

George Cukor

T
T
will direct

Irving

—

tournament date.
Bob Fulton, manager of the Paramount, on a two-week fishing trip
a

RKO Radio has lifted its option
on Charles Vidor, director, and con-

f MARY*

ONES

have discovered
truly Continental
i

atmosphere —

of Central Park, superior

ifii

service,
rates.

invitingly inexpensive

(Single, $3.50-$5; Double, $5-$7)

verted his original contract into
long term contract. Vidor is currently directing James Barton in an untitled feature.
He recently completed "The Arizonian" with Richard
Dix, Preston Foster, Margot Grahame and Louis Calhern.
T
T
T

The cast of "Robin Hood of El
Dorado," in which Warner Baxter
has the title role, has been completed with addition of Bruce Cabot,
Edgar Kenendy, Eric Linden and
Tom Moore. William Wellman is
directing thus adaptation of Walter
Noble Burns' novel, "I Am Joaquin."
T

The popular CONTINENTAL
«.hii

i

.

the cafe de la

iv\i\

and

America's
only

RUMPELMAYER'S
* smart,

meaning the

clever, the

know-

ing and, of course, the fashionable.

T.

MORITZ-ON-THE-PARK
50

CENTRAL PARE" SOUTH.

Direction: S.

NEW YORK

GREGORY TAYLOR

T

in Rhinelander,

The Windsor

Wis.

theater,

Hampton,

opened last week after redecorating and remodeling.
Charles
Peterson is manager.
The second Tri-States theater
convention will be held in Des
Moines the first week in August.
la.,

EVERYTHING
Reference to the mopicture industry

tion

—can be found

in the

T

Hal Roach plans immediate production of two new Thelma ToddPatsy Kelly comedies, so that Miss
Kelly may complete her present assignments in short features and be
free to play a featured comedy role
in 20th Century's "Sing, Governor,
Sing." William Terhune will direct
the two Roach films.
Two other
shorts are currently under way at
the Roach studio, an Our Gang comedy, "Little Sinner," and a LaurelHardy
vehicle,
"Thicker
Than
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T
Patsy Ruth Miller, former screen
star, has been signed by Samuel
Goldwyn to a writer's contract and
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

Effective

Campaign

On "Les Miserables"
"TES MISERABLES,"

20th

Century production starring
March and Charles
Fredric
Laughton and released through
United Artists, ushered in at
the Majestic Theater here with
an extensive exploitation campaign arranged under the supervision of Jack Chalman. In addition to several advance breaks
in all local newspapers, Chal-

man

secured effective co-operation from his various radio stations with station
de-

KABC

voting five spot announcements
daily six days in advance of the

opening and station

KMAC

givdaily

ing the attraction ten
plugs.
"Les Miserables" was
also announced over loud-speaker equipment at all local fights,

wrestling bouts and ball games.
A tie-up with the San Antonio
buses resulted in 250 cards being displayed
on all their
vehicles. Process cards were on
display in the lobby of the
Gunter, St. Anthony, Plaza,

Blue

15

Bonnet

and

Menger

Hotels. Smaller cards were distributed at all coffee shops and
restaurants.
Five
thousand
bookmarks were distributed at
all public and rental libraries.
In each local branch library
scene stills on the picture were
attractively
displayed.
The

Joske's Beauty Parlor got out a
co-operative ad in which the
picture was prominently mentioned and also distributed 15,000 heralds in all packages leaving their store.
An attractive
artist worked in the window of
the Grand-Silver store on a pastel drawing of Fredric March
and in the evening this di-awing
was illuminated and placed in
the center of the window. The
background for this drawing
was a frame containing 60
scene stills from the production.
The front of the theater was

decorated
of

with

blow-up heads

March and Laughton with

all

backgrounds a vivid red with
large cut-out letters in yellow

forming the title of the picture
and star names.

—Majestic

Theater,

San Antonio.

"Walking Letters" Employed
in "Public Hero" Campaign

QNE

of the highlights of the

campaign put over by Ward
Farrar, manager of Loew's Theater in Indianapolis for "Public
Hero" was a street stunt em-

ploying twelve young men, each
of whom carried an 8-foot cutout letter. These spelled cut the
title of the picture. Farrar was
assisted in his campaign
M-G-M exploiteer. The

by an
radio

dramatization was broadcast by
a local radio station, together
with plugs on the playdate. Ten
thousand card pluggers were
distributed
residences
by
to
members of the Police Safety
Club.
A special screening was
held in advance for police and
detective officials, motion picture
critics,
city
editors and the
President of the Federated Women's Clubs.
A special display was placed in the lobby
offering a $500 reward to anyone presenting one of the Weyerhauser ransom bills at the
box-office. A small arms display
was obtained from the police
and was placed in a window
along with stills from the pic20,000 heralds were disture.
tributed by McCrory stores.
These carried copy on both the
stores and "Public Hero."
Loew's Theater,
Indianapolis.

—

Strong Street Bally Sells
"Sanders" in Kansas City

CEVERAL

effective

tie-ups,

numerous window displays
and an attention-arresting street
ballyhoo were among the highlights of the exploitation campaign arranged by James Major, of Loew's Midland Theater in Kansas City, for the

« «

of "Sanders of the
River," London Film production
starring Paul Robeson and released through United Artists.

opening

Major handled

this

campaign

opening of "Sanders." A local
street car was used for two 24
sheets and a six sheet.
This
car was kept on the street three
days in advance of the opening.
A tie-up with the A. & P. stores
accounted for the distribution of
45,000 heralds in their 84 stores.
One side of the herald contained
an ad on the picture and mentioned the theater. For a street
ballyhoo, Major had a white
man dressed in shorts and a
jungle helmet lead five negroes,
dressed in tiger skins, through
the streets of the city.
Each
negro carried a box with the
title

"Sanders"

on

it.

This

stunt gained outstanding attention for the opening. All members of the theater's staff wore
the jungle helmets with the title
of the picture on it. Window displays were secured in Jenkins
Music Store, while Kresge's arranged several counter displays.

—Loew's Midland,
Kansas

City.

Everyone In The Industry
Is Vitally Interested In

Production — That's Why We
Have So Many Requests For

The Film

Daily

PRODUCTION
GUIDE
A Most

in

the absence of John McManus.
Tie-ups with both the Kansas
City News Distributing Co. and
the Israel Transfer Co. resulted
in all of their trucks carrying
special banners announcing the

of

Efficient

1935
Volume

Thoroughly Covering Ail

Industry Production
Activities
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with

Syndicate

Emil Jannings, Sidney Fox

58 mins.

Exchange

COMEDY FANTASY

BRITISH MUSICAL

BRINGS EMIL JANNINGS BACK
LIGHT AND PLEASING FILM.
This

was elaborately

production

British

IN

produced with all sorts of expensive sets
and bevies of pretty girls, but moves along
draggily

nicely

as

in

spots.

will

It

=

get

over

pAUL TERRY
*

a

and Frank Moser went in work this week at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studios with
Featured
Lloyd French directing.
in the cast are Charles Lawrence,
and Loretta Sayers.

The whole Terry-Toon

staff took

Neila Goodelle, who shoivs promise of being the real "find" of the
year among singers, has drawn Edu-

airman stranded in the kingdom, who comes from the outside modern
world with many strange and wonderful
So the dissatisfied
innovations to offer.
wife frames the King, and gets him aboard
one of his royal boats, and sells him the
idea of having her for his favorite and

with

only
well

a,

Monday

a visiting

wife.

Works out with many

novel

and spectacular angles, and Jannings doing
with his English dialogue.

Cast: Emil Jannings, Sidney Fcx, Jcsette
Day, Jose Ncguerro, Armand Bernard.
Director, Alexis Grancwski Author, Pierre
Louys; Musical Director, Carl Rathaus.
;

Fair

Photography, Okay.

—

the territory.

Nat Levy, new

RKO

division

man-

ager,

Sterling.

ing to be a phoney, and
marries the girl.

Synopsis

in

program

4 Languages

published
by Sigmund Gottlober for the Italian picture,
"L'Eredita dcllo zio buonanima" ("The
Rich
Uncle"),
at
the
Westminster
Cinema, contains a synopsis of the
story
in
four languages.
They are:
Italian,
English,
French and Spanish.

Sterling

"At Your Service"
(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal

7 mins.

Lively
In this animated we see Oswald
running a garage and filling station.

Printed

Ma-

nomination

New

York.

First Annual Glee Day of the Barnes
July 21
Printing Co., Inc., at Karatsonyi's, Glen:

wood

Landing,

L.

I.

annual

Cincinnati Variety Club
July 27:
ing for benefit of Film Board

Mt.

Grove,

Strikers'

Relief

outFund,

O.

Healthy,

Second annual Fathers and Sons BarRanch, HollyUplifters
Breakfast,

July 28:

becue
wood.

Indianapolis

July 29:

Tournament,

Club

Variety

Hillcrest

Country

Golf

Club,

In-

dianapolis.

Second annual picnic of the Variety
Club of Kansas City.

July 29:

Aug. S:
Day,

National
25 per

Allied

Aug. 6-7:

Allied Theater
receipts going to

Independent
cent

of

war

chest.

First

convention of Independent ExAss'n, Milwaukee.

Protective

hibitors

11-13:
Southeastern
Theater Owners
convention, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.

Aug.

Ass'n

Pittsburgh Variety Club golf tour12:
nament, St. Clair Country Club, Pittsburgh.
Aug. 14: Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,

San Antonio Notes

Cincinnati Chatter
Cincinnati Annual outing of the
Variety Club, for the benefit of the
Film Board Relief Fund, will be held
July 27 at Strikers' Grove. William
Onie and Joe Rolling are chief
barkers.
J. J. Grady of Fox reports summer business as exceptional through

SHORT SUBJECTS

Pa frames the nobleman
to be taken in tow by a motor cycle
cop friend till after the wedding,
but through an error they grab
Sterling instead and along with the
nobleman whom he is escorting to the
wedding they take him to the hospital for an operation, thinking he
It all works out right
is the groom.
in the end, with the nobleman prov-

M. P. E. meeting and
July 19:
S.
of officers, Hotel Pennsylvania,

Jer-

stag

Aug.

visited Stanley Jacques last
week.
Mrs. W. Ray Johnston made a
» hurried plane trip to Ohio last week
«
to visit her sister, Mrs. Lily HanSterling Holloway in
shue, who underwent an operation
in a Columbus hospital.
"My Girl Sally"
Phil Chakers has taken over the
Universal
19 mins.
Pythian, Logan, formerly operated
Weak
Not much amusement in this one, by H. L. Smith.
Mrs. H. Younghart has resigned
and done in a very mechanical manSterling Holloway succeeds in from Big Features to go into private
ner.
stirring up a few laughs here and business. Helen Seibler, former secthere by the power of his comedic retary of Independent Exhibitors, is
gifts, but not because of any par- now assistant booker. Don Duff has
ticular merit in the situations.
He been appointed city sales manager.
H. J. Sheeran, M-G-M sales manis the farmer lad who visits his old
J. Donohue,
sweetie whose pa has accumulated ager, is on vacation.
a fortune in the city after leaving traveling auditor, is here. Nina Sisfarm life. He arrives on the day son is touring Alabama.
The Hippodrome and Strand in
the girl is to marry a foreign nobleman.
Ma wants it that way, al- Newport have dropped Saturday
though daughter is still in love with matinees until September.
Direction,

Allied Theater Owners of New
sey luncheon and meeting, 1 P. M.;
dinner and get-together, 6:30 P. M.
rine Grill, Asbury Park, N. J.

cational's first new star contract of
the new season. Miss Goodelle is the

On
week's vacation last week.
evening, without previous young soprano who, a little over a
telephoned month ago, created a sensation with
Weiss
announcement,
French novel,
is
a fantasy based on the
invited him "to a wed- her singing on Al Jolson's coast-toTerry
and
"The Adventures of King Pausole," by ding" at Harrison, N. Y., where coast radio program. She appeared
The theme is a variation
Pierre Louys.
Weiss married Rita Romaner of Far on the road last season as the sucon King Solomon and his many wives. This
cessor to Jane Froman in the "FolRockaivay.
mythical king impersonated by Emil JanMiss Goodelle will make her
lies."
nings selects a wife for every day in the
inventor-cartoonist debut on Educational' s short subject
Gross,
Ray
is
Fox)
(Sidney
One of his wives
year.
whose strip "Can It Be Done?" is program as co-star with Frank Lumad when the King goes off on a search widely syndicated, is the scenarist ther in a one-reel song novelty called
for his favorite daughter when she elopes
of a "Pepper Pot" novelty which "Rodeo Days."
houses, for after all it
Emil Jannings, and the American star, SidIt
ney Fox, to talk about in the publicity.

«

Today:

a honeymoon.

in

DATE BOOK

«

By CHARLES ALICOATE-

yesterday selected "The June
Bride" as the title for their next
Paul Terry-Toon cartoon, thoughts
of romance being brought into the
office by their own business manager, William Weiss, returning from

the smaller
has the great actor,

programmer

Tuesday, July 16,1935

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

"THE MERRY MONARCH"

too

Z0H

DAILY

16

But

his

kid

nephew comes

along and starts to be of help when
a distinguished old gentleman drives
up in his expensive limousine and
orders servicing.
The kid goes to

San Antonio
booked

—

the

Virginia Grey Klumpker, former
Palace cashier, is now in Hollywood
working in a Universal picture.
Eph Charninsky, manager of the
Palace, has made a contract with
King Scenic Co. of Dallas to redecorate his Alamo Plaza house.
George Santikos, at one time manager of the Palace, will depart about

Aug.

1

for

New York

and

sail

for

Athens, Greece, where he and his
brother Louis operate a film exchange.
Lester Ketner has become movie
critic and theatrical columnist for
"The Plaza Parade," local monthly
magazine.

Salt
Salt

Lake City Squibs

Lake City

Cleveland.

"Wiener Blut,"

Plaza theater, is
the first German language picture
to ever play any downtown house.
into

—N. H. and Homer

Theaters of New Jersey
Allied
Aug. 21-23:
regional
Allied
eastern
convention
and
meeting, Atlantic City.

1515 Fifteenth

St.

Structure will

Moscow,

Variety

Jubilee,

At-

City.

Cleveland Clips

—

Cleveland Dick Deutsch Printing
Co. has moved into the fourth floor
of the Warner Bldg.
Memphis theater, Associated Theaters circuit, has closed for the summer.
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager,
and Joe Lissauer, booker, took a
swing around the territory.
Allan Shapiro, president of the
Club, back from vacation.
Shagrin, formerly of Youngstown and now with Warners on the
West Coast, is back in these parts
for the first time in five years. Max
is a twin brother of Joe, operating
the Park theater Youngstown.
Mrs. H. M. Addison, wife of the

Warner

Max

Hansen start construction within
the week on a 554-seat theater at
former
cost at least $25,000.
The Hansens
at present operate a Bestway Food
Store, and the new building will
also house their new shop.
Millburn Kenworthy, exhibitor of

Showmen's

Sept. 3-8:
lantic

Loew division manager
of the Boston division,
here visiting with her two daughlocal

now head
ters.

in charge of the
department, back
from a vacation in New York.
.

Ted Scheinberg,

Fox ad

service

Ida., is building a $25,000
Nate *Schultz, president of Setheater right next door to his preslected Pictures, is stretching his
ent Kenworthy theater. Opening is
Atlantic City stay to four weeks.
scheduled for around Oct. 1.
Chippawa Lake theater at ChipFirst local theater to operate
Bank Night is the Tower. It is pawa Lake has opened.
Annual summer dinner-dance of
getting a big play.
Showmen's Club is set for Aug.
the
Publix Realty Corp. has bought a
Club.
plot
here
from Archelaus Fil- 14 at the Willowick Country
lingame.
After a week at the Orpheum,
Goodrich Stops Free Shows
"Becky Sharp" was transferred to
the Studio.
As a result of protests by M.P.T.O.A.

show
free
advertising
the
by the B. F. Goodrich Co.
consisting of an industrial feature
augmented by a program of short sub-

members,

Goldburg Out of Northern Films
Jesse J. Goldburg, who has re-

work in his own original way, and turned to the coast to start producby the time he finishes the car is a tion on six action melodramas which
complete wreck, and so is Oswald J. H. Hoffberg will distribute, has
and the customer. Done in a light severed all connections with Northand amusing way that will please.
ern Films Ltd., and K. J. Bishop.

sponsored

and

jects

will

be

handled

in

such

a

way

that it will not be unfair competition
rubber
established
theaters,
the
to
company has assured the exhibitor organization.
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Act This Week on

Exchange

U, S.

SENATE JAY LOOK INTO PARA. REORGANIZATION
File

Exceptions

Claim Should Have Been
Trustee
Voided,
Contends

in

$9,942,293 Rockefeller-RKO Award

How They

Started

for

the

EIGHT

CIRCUIT DEALS CLOSED

IN

ON RKO RADIO PRODUCT
deals for

up

was

of

RKO

a

number

yesterday

by

RKO

Warners and Zanuck
In Talent Exchange

—

that the

NEW THEATERS

MEMPHIS TERRITORY

Memphis Addition of eight new
houses to the active list, plus five
reopenings, are reported for this
territory in the past month by the
Film Board of Trade. In the same
period there were only three clos-

circuit

Jules Levy, vice-president and general sales manager of
Distributing Corp., following his return
from a business trip to Canada,
(.Continued on Page 4)

West Coast Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

—Possibility

—

of

Radio's 1935-36 line-

announced

Interest

(Continued on Page 3)

{Continued on Page 3)

Closing

Paramount

Senate will look into the Paramount
reorganization proceedings, which
have stirred up new interest as a
result of the total of about $3,600,000 in fees involved, was admitted
to The Film Daily yesterday by
Senator William Gibbs McAdoo of
California.
Senator McAdoo said
the high amount of counsel fees
in the case had been brought to his

RKO

Counsel

Up
Washington

tion and equipment of the two Radio City theaters, should have found
that this constituted a penalty and
was therefore void, is made by counsel for the Irving Trust Co.,
trustee, in exceptions filed to the

award.

in

Reorganization Stir
Washington Bureau of

Contention that Special Master
Thomas D. Thacher, instead of allowing the Rockefeller claim against
RKO for $9,942,293, representing
the unamortized cost of construc-

Thacher

High Fees

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Warners and Darryl
Zanuck have made a deal whereby
the former will get Fredric March
to play the title role in "Anthony
Adverse" in return for the loan of
Dick Powell to 20th Century-Fox
for the chief role in "Sing, Governor,
Sing".

ings.

New

houses are: Roxy, Alamo,
H. K. Perry-C. H. Follis,
owners; Regent, Ruleville, Miss., P.

Tenn.,

(Continued on Page 3)
Presenting Harry M. Goetz, president of Reliance Pictures, in the "How They Started" series.
Harry is one of the pioneers of the industry.
He broke in as auditor of the Crystal Film Company, later was with Warner Brothers, and graduated to comptroller of production for Paramount.
He is one of the most popular executives in the industry. The inimitable artist, "Hap" Hadley,
none other,
responsible
is

Budget of $700,000 Estimated
For B. I. P. Exchanges in U. S.

Additional information requested
by the Reconstruction Finance Corp.
prior to action on the Roxy Theater's application for a $750,000 loan
was furnished yesterday to
officials here by Carlos Israel of White

RFC

& Case, counsel for the Roxy bondholders' protective committee.

Pittsburgh

— The

one-cent tax on

from 5 to 25 cents and a onecent tax on each 25-cent additional
admission or fraction thereof which
tickets

goes into effect in this state Monday will be passed on to the customers, managers in this territory
have agreed.

Board of directors of British International Pictures is scheduled to
this week in London on a profor $250,000 act
posal to set up its own exchange All Details
Buffalo— Suit for $250,000 dam- system in the United States, it is
In Fox-20th Century Deal
It has been estimated
ages against the Schine Circuit, J. understood.
All details of the Fox-20th CenMyer Schine and his associates, as that it will require a budget bewell as seven major distrbutors in tween $600,000 and $700,000 an- tury merger have been agreed upon
the Buffalo area has been filed in nually for B. I. P. to establish its with final action now awaiting the
Fox stockholders' meeting, which
U. S. District Court by Reliance own exchanges here.
will be held next month, it was said
It
Theater Corp. of Lockport.
will
for
1935
The Film Daily Production Guide
charges monopoly in restraint of surpass all predecessors in size, appearance, yesterday by Felix Jenkins, counsel
for Fox Film Corp.
advertising
and editorial contents. Advt.
(Continued on Page 4)

Schine Circuit, Majors

Additional Data Supplied
In Roxy Loan Request

Pennsylvania Ticket Tax
Being Passed to Public

Are Sued

Agreed Upon

—

THE

%2H
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;uizz William Fox
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17,

JOHN W. ALICOATE

10 Cents

1935

in

Ed tor and Publisher

Coming and Going

Action Against Fox Theaters

Fox Theaters
in«ai«id Corp.
operation vi
of iv*
ww.f
ytsieiuuy un
utiuin ui
quiziuu
on details
of u(jekiiiwm
d yesterday
William
William rox
Fox was quizze
while he was its head during an examination before trial in the action brought
against him, Jack T. Leo, Eva Fox, John Zanft, Jacob L. Rubinstein and others by
Fox Theaters Corp. and William E. Atkinson and Sherman Dryer as ancillary receivers
tor Fox Theaters.
The action seeks recovery of stock allegedly issued to Fox and
Examination of
other defendants at less than its market value, among other matters.
the former movie chieftain is expected to continue all week.
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manager

Spiegel, formerly publicity
of Loews' Paradise Theater, Bronx, and now located at
Loew's Valencia, Jamaica, L. I., and
Carlow Frias, Manager of the Plaza
Theater, El Paso, Tex., have been
declared the winners of "The Whole
Town's Talking" exploitation con-

conducted by Columbia from
March 1 to July 1. The prizes were
two 1935 model deluxe Chevrolet
test

motor

cars.

This division of the contest was

and exploita"The Whole
Town's Talking".
More than 100
campaign books were submitted,

for the best publicity
tion
campaigns on

FINANCIAL

with every section of the country
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New

signed contract covering the trans-

& Dominion
Making 8 Next Season Ted Toddy Quits
Columbia
British & Dominions Pictures pro-

noses to make seven or eight pictures
next season including two or three
for United Artists release, it was
<ated yesterday by Capt. Richard
Norton on his arrival here.

1/4

4-

STANDARD

Given

Board of directors of Trans-Lux
Movies Corp. will meet today to
take formal action on the agreement
under which Lord Beaverbrook and
a group of British associates will
be permitted to use Trans-Lux projection apparatus in Great Britain.
Percy N. Furber, chairman of the
board of Trans-Lux Movies, returned Monday from England with a
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work.
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AL LICHTMAN, HAL HORNE, MONROE
GREENTHAL, MORRIS HELPRIN and ALBERT
MAkGOLIES leave the coast by plane today
for
New York following the windup of the
United
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for "A Perfect Gentleman," leaves
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Four leading candidates for nomination as president of Local 306 at
the special meeting of the local tomorrow night are Wally Byrne, Ben
Norton, Joe Kelvan and H. Stein,
the Film Daily learned yesterday.
Prespective candidates for the two
business agent posts include Jack
Wolheim, Jack Kiely, Paul Siegman,
Dick Cancellare, Bert Popkin, Jack
Lefante, Frank Bishop, Sam Rubin
and Billy De Senna. The president's
term of office will be for two years
and the intervening months to Jan.

ROBINS

and ROBERT
Washington.

from

JULES LEVY, RKO
a
at

1935

17,

York

Atlanta— Ted Toddy, southern division manager of public relations,

and exploitation for ColumToddy had been
with Columbia for six years and before his promotion to division head
publicity

has resigned.

bia,

he was exploiteer for the New Orleans exchange. He started the Buck
Baily Joins
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Jones Club, the Scrappy clubs and
Hollvwood Tom Bailv has joined the Columbia Jubilee Weeks, and
M-G-M to handle special campaigns edited the Southern Division Magon specials for late summer and azine. Columbia organ. Before joinearly fall release.
Baily formerly ing Columbia, Toddy was with Universal in New York, where he hanwas with Paramount.
dled Broadway openings.

Tom

$

UNITED AIR LINES

-A-

New Overnight Service from New York
and Chicago to Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
Fastest, shortest to most cities
on the Pacific Coast.
Leave New York
4:25 P. M. (D.S.T.)
Ticket Office: 58 E. 42nd St., MU. 2-7300
Hotels; Travel Bureaus Telegraph Offices
;

M-G-M

—

Bricht in Dual Post
Willis
C.
Bricht. treasurer of
First Division, has also bepn elected
vice-president of Pathe Exchange.
Tit*.
Bricht formerly was with the
"New York Times" and the Guaranty
Trust Co. of New York. His position at Pathe will not conflict with
his duties in First Division.

Astor Opening Aug. 2
Joe Plimkett and Sherman Krellberg expect to reopen the Astor
Theater on Aue. 2. it is learned.
The house will hold to two-a-day
pictures, if possible, otherwise it
will fro first-run with a strong likelihood that some of the B.I.P. product will be exhibited there.

Garbo To Do "Camille"
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
"Camille" has been
set by M-G-M executives as a forthcoming Greta Garbo picture. Irving
Thalberg will produce it. Whether
\Ve«t

Coast Bureau of

—

Miss Garbo's next production on her return from Europe
has not been decided.
this will be

Columbia Signs Paul Trivers
Paul

Trivers,
playwright
and
author, has been placed under contract by Columbia and leaves
Friday by plane for the coast to join
the company's writing staff.

ooooooonnno
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SENATE MAY LOOK INTO

U1LDING

PARA. REORGANIZATION

NEW STAGE

FOR WANGER'S UNIT
West Coast Bureau

(Continued from Page

1)

attention and that the special committee for investigating bankruptcy
receivership
proceedings,
of
and
which he is the head, will likely consider it at an early meeting.
For the last several days newspapers throughout the country, including Hearst and Scripps-Howard papers, in stories and editorials,
been citing the $3,600,000 in

mount

fees

have
Para-

as typical of the high

cost of reorganization proceedings.

Thomas

D. Thacher, former U. S.

Solicitor General, has been retained
as special counsel by the Paramount
board of directors to fight excessive

applications for fees and allowances
in connection with the Paramount
reorganization on which there will
be a hearing tomorrow before Fed-

AppliC. Coxe.
have
totaling
$3,222,315
The
been filed by 51 claimants.
sum of $2,500,000 is set aside in
plan for adthe reorganization
ministrative and other expenses of
the reorganization.
eral

Judge Alfred

cations

Claim Error in Allowing
Rockefeller-RKO Claim
(Continued from Page

Irving

Trust

Co.

also

1)

holds

damages under the theater

that
lease

should have been confined to three
years' future rent by the provisions
of Sec. 77B. Hearing on the exceptions is set for Aug. 2 before Federal

Judge Bondy.

"Mt. Everest" Release July 19

"Wings Over Mt. Everest," Educational's two-reel special showing
the highlights of the official pictures
of the historic Houston-Mt. Everest
Flight, will be released through Fox
The Houston Flight,
on July 19.

sponsored by Lady Houston and led
by Air Commodore Fellowes, took
men for the first time over the "Top
of the World," and brought back

range pictures of
Himalayas, the
the
Everest in
The
mountain.
highest
world's
story is narrated by Lowell Thomas.
the

first

close

Back St. Louis
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

Usher Fight

THE FILM DAILY

Because the St.
Louis baseball park refused to employ union ushers, organized labor
here is supporting the midwest city
theatrical unions' fight and will boycott all games played here by the
St. Louis Browns.

"Legong" Release Delayed

DuWorld

Pictures will delay release of "Legong" until the fall. It
is a Technicolor feature directed by
Marquis Henri de la Falaise.

Lucienne Boyer Signed
Lucienne Boyer has been signed
through the William Morris Agency
to appear for four weeks at the
Versailles starting Oct.

4.

Hollywood

MALT
•

•

•

production

A

NEW

locale has been hit upon for a Hollywood
in the Fox film, "The Farmer Takes
Wife"
that in his early youth, Winfield Sheehan, vice-

A

seems
president and general manager of the company, learned
it

swimming strokes

his first

when a native
of those parts, Walter Edmonds, wrote his famous novel built
around the old Erie
Mister Sheehan saw one of his longcherished dreams about to be realized
to make a Fox picture that would recreate the scenes that he knew so well in
his boyhood centering around the inland waterways of upstate
New York
in

the old Erie Canal

so

HERE

• • •
IS a colorful period in American history
that has never before been caught by the motion picture camera
so the Fox general manager personally supervised the
pi-oduction
and gave it everything
the Fox publicity
and advertising departments are getting in back of it with
everything they have
and Charles E. McCarthy, Director
of Advertising and Publicity
has done a masterly job in
assembling the Showmen's Folio that is going out to exhibitors
on this picture
it is one of the finest compilations of Complete Data on a picture we have ever seen
and merely
glancing through it indicates what a tremendous amount of
research went into compiling the material

• • • THE PRODUCTION on this p 'dure required a vast
research to get the historical data correct
especially in
the recreation of the scenes of old upstate New York
30
of the 110 acres of the studio plant near Beverly Hills were set
aside
here three series of canalways were constructed
a section of old Rome, New York, was recreated around
the basin formed by the junction of the Black River branch and
on another section was brought back to life some
the Erie
even the old Oneida Fair as held at Whitesof old Utica
and several water routes that the
boro in 1852 was built
really a
oldtimers will recall with sentimental memories
stupendous and magnificent achievement in the annals of the
industry
that shows what the studios can do when they
really want to extend themselves on a worthwhile production.

THE

FILM DAILY
— A new $100,000
sound
of

stage will be erected immediately at
Lhe General Service Studios for the
use of Walter Wanger, who has
signed a new contract with Paramount calling for six features in
the coming season.
Under personal contract to Wanger
are
Charles
Boyer,
Henry
Fonda, Joan Bennett, Alan Baxter,
Frances Langford.
They will appear in several of his productions.
He also plans to borrow several outstanding stars, as he did during the
past season in the case of Claudette
Jolbert,
Loretta
Young, George
vaft, Alice Faye and others.
Wanger's newest production,
"Shanghai", in which Charles Boyer
and Loretta Young have the leadingroles, open soon at the New York
Paramount theater here.

Eight

New

In

Theaters

Memphis Territory

(Continued from Page

1)

Morris
owner;
Ritz,
Shaw,
Miss., C. H. Gollier owner; Ackerman, Ackerman, Miss., G. Carey
owner; Dixie, Columbus, Miss., Ed
Kuykendall owners; The New, Columbus, Miss., David R. Flexner
owner; Gem, Osceola, Ark., Mrs.
Emma Cox owner; New, Hot
Springs, Ar., M. A. Lightman owner.
Reopenings
include
the
Gem,
E.

Charleston, Ark.; Chicot, Lake VilArk.; State, Okolna, Miss.;
Opera House, Union City, Tenn.;
Ruleville, Ruleville, Miss.
Closings were the Radio, Harrisburg, Ark.; Rex, Lonoke, Ark.; Picture Show, Mansfield, Ark.
lage,

RKO-Para. Product Deal Off
for acquisition by
of half of Paramount's product for next season have broken
down.
officials believe, however, that they are in a good position so far as product for next season goes with 116 films under franchise of their total local requirements of 156 pictures, and all of
Warner and Universal product available locally besides the Paramount
product.

Negotiations

•

•

•

SOMETHING NOVEL

in theater advertising.

RKO

.

.

.

the Fine Arts theater in Boston advertised a one-day showing
by getting out a folder showing a couple
of an arty pix
of reviews that slammed the feature, and also one that sent

underneath they ran the line
pretty strong
that's putting it up to the audiWill You Say?"
ence frankly
and letting them be the judge
it

in

"What

•

TO PICK up

pressbooks in one group from one
might reasonably be expected to
but when
find a certain sameness or similarity of ideas
they all click and stand up individually, and dramatically reflect
it
the distinctive showmanship merits of each production

•

•

independent company

is

.

five
.

it

something worthy of special comment

T
•

•

•

WE REFER

T

T

to pressbooks on five current

ing gradually for the past few days.

"Blind Justice,"
visualization of a sinister crime syndicate
"The Phantom
dramatizing the story of a perfect crime
and Sherlock Holmes
Fiend," striking a weird horror note
and Doctor Watson selling the Broadway showing of "The
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes" by doing their "elementary, my
these books prodear Watson" stuff in effective dialogue
duced by the George Harvey service, demonstrate that effective
results can be achieved with the application of expert showmanship in lieu of an Unlimited Bankroll

€t

€t

» » »

Tom Meighan Much Improved
Thomas Meighan was reported
much improved last night at Doctors' Hospital.
He has been gain-

Olympic

Pictures ... "The Night Club Queen," with a flashy tabloid
"The Four Masked Men," with a startling
newspaper idea

«*

RKO

Gail Patrick's Father Dies

Birmingham, Ala.

—

L. C. Fitzpat-

rick, father of Gail Patrick, is
here.
He was 71 years old.

dead
Miss

Patrick and her mother arrived Saturday from the coast.

Fourth Week for Italian Film
"L'Eredita dello Zio Buonanima"
("The Rich Uncle"), Italian feature,
will go into a fourth week at the

Westminster Cinema starting Friday.
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RKO STUDIO STARTING

NEXT 10 DAYS

SIX IN

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Six new features will
go before the cameras in the next
ten days at the RKO Radio studios,
maintaining the production boom
which has kept that studio under
capacity operation for the past two
months
Every type of entertainment, drama, musicals, and comedy
will be represented.
The films are
"Freckles," "To Beat the Band,"

"Love Song" (tentative
via

Scarlett,"

"SylStar" and

title),

"Shooting

"Freckles" will be the picturizaof

the

famed Gene Stratton-

Porter novel, with Carol Stone,
daughter of Fred Stone, and Tom
Brown in the leading roles, and
eight-year-old Virginia Weidler in
support.
It will be a Pandro S.
Berman production, co-directed by
Eddie Killey and William Hamilton.
A musical to be supervised by
Zion Myers, "To Beat the Band," is
an original story by George Marion,
Jr., for which Rian James did the
screenplay.
Roger Pryor, Helen
Broderick and Hugh Herbert will
Sam
have top spots in the cast.
White will direct.
"Love Song" will be the debut
A Pandro
picture of Lily Pons.

Berman

production, it will be
based on an original story by Elsie
Finn and David G. Wittels. Edmund
North and James Gow wrote the
screenplay.
Music is by Jerome
S.

Kern, lyrics by Dorothy Fields. Cast
for supporting roles to date are

Osgood Perkins, of the New York
stage, and Eric Blore.
Starring Katharine Hepburn, with
Cary Grant in the leading male role,
be another
Pandro S. Berman production directed by George Cukor.
Princess
Natalie Paley and Mrs. Pat Campbell are cast for supporting roles.
The story is by Compton Mackenzie,
screenplay by John Collier and

"Sylvia

Hebbronville, Tex.
has opened the Texas, a new 400house.

seat

Scarlett"

will

—

Frisco, Tex.
T. J. Farrington has
opened the Frisco theater, a new
house seating 200.

—

Grand Rapids, Mich. C. J. Reyowner of the Roosevelt the-

nolds,
ater,

reported
is
Stocking theater.

taking

over

Benton Harbor, Mich.
Fodor, owner of an upstate

the

Julius
circuit,

party of 40 guests
from Michigan and Indiana in celebration of his return from Europe.
entertained

a

—

Weston, W. Va. Certificates of
incorporation have been issued to
the Wester Theaters, Inc., here, authorized capital
the
to
$25,000;
Alpine Theater Company in Kingwood, authorized capital $5,000, and
the
also

Community Theater Company,
in

Kingwood, authorized cap-

ital $5,000.

Mannon and Contreras
Doing Four

in

Spanish

Al Mannon plans production of
four Spanish features in association
with Miguel Contreras Torres, he
said yesterday. The first picture will
be made in Hollywood, while the
other three will be filmed respectively in
tine.

Spain, Mexico and the ArgenHispano-International Films is

the producing

company.

Recess for Rivoli
Following
a
week's
run
of
"Doubting
Thomas,"
the
Rivoli
closed last night for about a fortnight,
reopening
July
31
with
"Dante's Inferno."
Both are Fox
pictures.

SUNSHIN€
DAY'S

NEWS
Coming
best

in

season
years for

expected
the

film

to be the
industry.

has been remodeled and reHouse
opened by Louis Perratta.
has been closed for the last two
months.

Duna in leading roles; "Powdersmoke Range," and all-star outdoor
action
picture
presenting
Harry
Carey, Hoot Gibson and other cowboy stars, directed by Wallace Fox
under the supervision of Cliff Reid,
and "The Rainmakers," the new
Wheeler and Woolsey starring vehicle which Fred Guiol is directing
under the supervision of Lee Marcus.

ON RKO RADIO PRODUCT
(Continued from Page

ater

—

Cincinnati William T. Fennessy,
who died here this week, once
toured the country with the father
of Joan Blondell in "The Katzenjammer Kids," which they produced.
Fennessy retired 20 years ago.

1935

CIRCUIT DEALS CLOSED

— Crescent the-

74,

Gladys Unger.
George Stevens, with Cliff Reid su"In Person," giving Ginger Rog- pervising.
ers her first solo starring vehicle,
Now in production at RKO are
is from a story by Samuel Hopkins
"The Three Musketeers," with WalAdams, the screenplay for which ter Abel of the New York stage
was written by Allan Scott and playing d'Artagnan and Rowland V.
Glen Tryon. Pandro S. Berman is Lee directing under the supervision
William Seiter, who of Cliff Reid; an untitled James Barthe producer.
made "Roberta," will direct.
ton feature directed by Charles
Starring
Barbara
Stanwyck, Vidor with Cliff Reid supervising;
"Shooting Star" will be directed by "The Last Days of Pompeii," spectacle drama directed by Ernest B.
Schoedsack under the supervision of
Merian C. Cooper, with Preston Foster in the leading role; "Hi, Gaucho,"
a musical directed by Thomas Atkins under the supervision of John
Burch, with John Carroll and Steffi
IN

THE

Mahonlngtown, Pa.

John Stahl

—

"In Person."
tion

—

DAY

of the

17,

1)

where a 100 per cent contract was
signed with Confederation Amusements, Ltd., operating a large circuit
of
neighborhood houses in
Montreal.
Leo M. Devaney, Canadian district manager for RKO, and
N. M. Durante, Montreal branch
manager, acted with Levy in closing
the deal with N. N. Lawand of Confederation

Amusements.

Other important deals closed since

—

Los Angeles Three new theaters the RKO convention include the
and four reopenings took place in Rome Circuit of ten situations in
this territory last month, according Baltimore, which contract was closed
to the report of the Film Board of by Eastern Sales Manager E. L. McTrade.
New houses are the New Evoy and R. J. Folliard, Washington
Lynn, Laguna Beach, Cal.; Vogue, manager; the Coulter Circuit in
Los Angeles, and El Recro (tent), Richmond and Petersburg, Va., also
Wickenberg, Ariz. Reopenings were closed by McEvoy and Folliard; the
the Daly, Los Angeles; Morales, situations in New Hampshire and
Ontario, Cal.; Hermosa, Hermosa Fred Sharby Circuit, covering six
Beach, Cal., and Apache, Phoenix, Vermont, and the Harry Zeits CirAriz.
The old Lynn in Laguna cuit of Massachusetts, both of
Beach was closed, while the Palm which were signed by Ross CropSprings, Palm Springs, and Little per, Boston manager; the Anger
Studio, Coolidge, Ariz., also went Circuit of Bridgeport, Conn., closed
by Manager Barney Pitkin of New
dark.
Haven; the J. Real Neth Circuit of
Dayton, O., negotiated by Stan
Jacques, Cincinnati manager, and
Schine Circuit, Majors
the first-run Grand theater, EvansAre Sued for $250,000 ville, Ind., signed by Roy Churchill,
{Continued from Page I)
Indianapolis manager.
trade, contending that the defenIn the west and south, Cresson
dants have consp.red to deprive the Smith reports the signing
of the
Palace in Lockport, of first run pic- Dickinson Circuit
of 12 situations
tures. Treble damages are sought.
in
Kansas by Manager Tommy
The Rialto and the Hi-Art are the Thompson of Kansas City; the Hall
Schine houses in Lockport. The Pal- Circuit of 17 Texas situations, signace and the Schine houses were at ed by Huey of Dallas; the
H. H.
odds several times before the griev- Hodge Circuit of eight Texas towns,
ance board. Last summer there was signed by Salesman Adwell of Dala settlement through which the Pal- las; the R. L. Bailey Circuit of
ace got 17 pictures. Early this year seven situations in Louisiana, closed
there were complaints which were by Roy Pfeiffer of New Orleans;
dismissed by the grievance board, a the Manning and Wink Circuit of
determination upheld on appeal.
six towns in Georgia and Tennessee,
Several other Schine corporations signed by Frank Sailey of Atlanta;

are named in the complaint, as well
as Columbia, Fox, M-G-M, Para-

mount,

RKO,

Universal and War-

ners.

Six Musical Westerns
Planned by Resolute
Resolute

Pictures plans production of six musical westerns featuring "Sons of the Pioneers,' noted
coast
musical
aggregation,
Buzz

Barton and others,

it

was

said yes-

terday by Al Mannon, president.

the Anderson Circuit of six situations in Chicago, negotiated by Ray
Nolan of the Chicago office, and the
T. W. Bailey first - run situation
in Wilmington, N. C, signed by
Manager Cam Price of Charlotte.

"The 39 Steps" Openings
GB's "The 39 Steps" is scheduled
for a Washington opening at the
Keith's Theater, Aug. 15, for a Boston premiere on the following day
at Keith's Memorial Theatre.
It
co-stars Robert Donat and Madeleine
Carroll.

Schine to Build Theater
Buffalo
Schine circuit plans to
build a $100,000 theater on the main
street of Perry, Wyoming County.
The 600-seat Auditorium theater,
operated by John C. Herzberger, is
the only film house in the town.

—

Exclusive

RKO

SHOWMAN'S

Raymond
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Under a contract just
signed, Gene Raymond will appear

Is

Radio pictures exclusively.

that

West Coast Bureau

in

RKO

Pact for

REMINDER

of

His last picture at this studio was
"Hooray for Love."

larly?

there

the

any

part

watchman

of

fails

your
to

premises
regu-

visit

SMASH MUSICAL TOPS WITH SONG

HITS,

SWELL SWEETHEART TEAM AND GRAND

ROMANCE THAT'S HEART-WARMING
O

&&
e

**

v

s<*

But there's
in

more

the swell lines

over yonder

.

.

•

"Pop appeal

labeled

is

You showmen

And
in

all

over

it!

can't overplay

you're a sucker

if

it!

you don't give

it

a ride

your publicity!

Warners have come through with the sweetest b. o. honey in the musical -song -romance
division delivered this year!

Dick Powell does the best work of his career, and puts over one song in particular in
old and young
a way to make all the dames
swoon and like it!

—

*?J*

/

.*<?

—

Done with

a

delightfully original,

intriguing

romance that has genuine sincerity and a heartwarming quality rare in these sophisticated Holly-

wood pictures of the light entertainment variety!

We

any musical that has such
a delightful romance with such a smart balancing of struggle, disappointments, eager youth
cannot

recall

fighting for success, menace, and well-knit sus-

pense building to a gasp climax
In a

word — it

gets

you!"

Film Daily

PARDON US FOR POINTING
but can you blame us for
yelling about a show like
this?

We've gotta

yell to

compete with this lung-busting chorus of critical encomiums (Spanish for "praise")

483 IMPART
Before you turn

tc

reviews like thesd

"Best and most entertaining musical
Post-Dispatch

I

have seen!"

"Grand picture and grand evening's fun!"
"Swell idea! Will sing long lines
Herald-Express

at

— Jerry

— Harry

Hoffman

of

Niemeyer

Los Angeles Examiner

any box-office!" — Jimmy Starr of Los Angeles

great picture! First musical with a really fine story !"— Molly Merrick of

"A

of St. Louis

North Ameri-

can Newspaper Alliance

"A

winner! Should land

"Gay and

"One

in the

hilarious, tuneful

of the better

money!"— Variety

important

and showy. Hot and bankable

Warner musicals

!

"

— Douglas

Daily

at the

box-office!"— M. P. Daily

Churchill of Detroit Free Press

ft?** j
O/,

©^
co/ .:°^
t

M4LI
SEEMS

there can be such a thing as UNDERmotion picture advertising
this enviable
record has been achieved by Warners in their double spread
trade ad
the copy refers to it
as "one of those show surprises that make picture business the
most exciting game in the world"
after viewing this pix
in the preview projection room showing
we are here to

•

•

•

IT

STATEMENT

in

is not only a Show Surprise
it is a Summer
one of the Grandest Romances with pop appeal we
have ever lamped
with a Sweetheart Team of Dick Powell
and Joan Blondell that is immense
and that Sweetheart
Song that Dick sings to Joan is alone enough to send it in
with the way the Powell lad puts it over

state that

it

Smash

AND

•
A word about the most heartening thing of
the eyes of a disillusioned reviewer
it brings the
note of Sincerity and the Human Touch back into the field of
light screen entertainment
which for too long has given
us the brittle, smart, dazzling and sophisticated note in Hollywood productions of this type
•

all

•

in

WE

BELIEVE that folks want the heart-warming
they want to
their films about everyday people
see their own experiences reflected
in motion
pictures
the trials, struggles, disappointments, little happinesses and surprises of everyday life
and that's exactly
what the authors and the director have caught most impressiveit's above all a human doculy
ment
and if the public doesn't go nuts over it we'll be
•

•

•

touch

in

NATURALLY

surprised

V

L,

V

V

UNBIASED SUPERLATIVES CAN'T BE WBDNG!
you'd like to play a picture that gets
7
worth! If your answer's 'yes — our answer is

e next page, ask yourself
ind play

it

for

all it's

if

• • •

MISTER, YOU'VE PUT

YOUR FINGER ON
THE SECRET OF TOP
PROFITS THIS SUMMER!

WARNER

BROS.'

BROADWAY
GONDOLIER
We told

you

it

SUMMER-but

would be the HIT-OF-THEthe

way

the

critics

talk

looks like the HIT-OF-THE-YEAR--and

are

we

to

argue with the

if

who

critics!

Coming to the N.Y. Strand July 17th. Coming
to your house July 27th— if you
IT'S

GOT LOVE ITALIANO!

YOUR PIANO! ....

It's

got

.... IT'S

GOT LAUGHS AMERICANO!

DICK POWELL

and

JOAN BLONDELL,

Four Mills Bros., Ted FioRito and his Band .... Warren

&

.... IT'S

need money!
GOT TUNES FOR

Adolphe Menjou, Louise Fazenda,
Dubin's Songs .... Lloyd Bacon's Direction

THE
Wednesday, July

A

DAILY

"LITTLE" from

the

addition

Palange, Frank Puglia and Francis-

i

co

Maran

the

cast

of

Reliance's

"The Melody Lingers On," is now
Production has started
complete.
under the direction of David Burton, with Alberto Conti, symphony
conductor, in charge of operatic sequences.
T

T

T

Allen Jenkins has been assigned
an important comedy role in Warner's "The Case of the Lucky Legs,"
starring Warren William. Also featured in this Erie Stanley Gardner
mystery thriller are Verree Teasdale
and Patricia Ellis.
In addition to Otto Kruger as the
Republic's "Two Black
Sheep" will include Martha Sleeper,

lead, cast of

Cora Sue Collins, Ferdinand Gottschalk

and

Fred

Walton.

Arthur

Lubin will direct.
T

T

T

Robert Barra' has been assigned
by Warners to "Lr. Socrates," starring Paul Muni.
The story is by
W. R. Burnett and is under the direction of William Dieterle. Featured
in
the cast with Muni are Ann
Dvorak. Barton MacLane and Mayo
Methot.
T

T

T

Antonio Moreno, after an absence
of five years from the American
is
making a comeback in
"Storm Over The Andes," Universale romance of war and aviation in
South America.

screen,

T

T

T

Robert Greig has been signed by
First
National for "I Live For
Love," in which Dolores Del Rio and
E\erett Marshall have the leading
roles.
"I Live For Love" is a romantic drama written by Jerry Wald
and Julius Epstein and being directed by Busby Berkeley.
Its cast includes Hobart Cavanaugh, Don Alvarado, Berton Churchill, Guy Kibbee. Shaw and Lee, Allen Jenkins,
Mary Treen and Eddie Conrad. The
music and lyrics were written by
Allie Wrubel and Mort Dixon.
T
T
Two fine plugs for Warner's
"Broadway Gondolier" are scheduled

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Ten-Week

!

15 features and 135 shorts were proin
Poland last year.

Bioderick

"Captain Blood." Warner's picture version of the romance by Rafael
Aug. 5, with a ten-week shooting schedule planned for the picyoung Irish actor who was imported from England a few months
ago by Warners and who recently married Lili Damita, has been cast in the title
role as Captain Peter Blood.
Olivia de Havilland will play the part of the heroine.
Arabella.
The rest of the cast, comprising some 40 characters, will be announced
Michael Curtiz will direct "Captain Blood."
very shortly.
The screen play has been
written by Casey Robinson.
Production on

over the week-end when Al Jolson
and Dick Powell take the air on
their respective coast-to-coast radio
On Friday night, Dick
programs.
Powell will sing the complete score
from his latest musical, over the
Columbia network, while the following night, Al Jolson will sing "Rose
In Her Hair," and follow it with a
special announcement about the piccure itself over the NBC hook-up.

Adrienne Marden, young actress now
at the Ellitch Gardens in Denver.
T

T

T

Thurston Hall is appearing in
three Columbia pictures simultaneously. They are "The Girl Friend,"
"She Married Her Boss" and "Atlantic Adventure."
T

T

T

Paramount has loaned

will

appear

RKO's "To Beat the Band."
Holmes will direct.

Shooting Schedule for "Captain Blood"

Sabatini, will begin
ture.
Errol Flynn,

Julie

Hay-

T

T

in

Ben

T

James Dunn has started work in
"Bad Boy." John Blystone is directing

the picture, which

is

his

65th

Fox assignment.
T

T

T

Albert Malotte has been signed by
RKO Radio to do the music and
lyrics for "Hi, Gaucho," now in production under the direction of Tommy Atkins and the supervision of

John E. Burch.
t

Alfred E. Green predicts that ten
years from now grand opera will
rival motion pictures and the glamorous New York stage revues in its
presentation of beautiful women in
leading roles. He bases this on the

don to Universal for "Magnificent
Obsession" and Cary Grant to RKO
added
to
been
Wilson
has
Howard
for the lead opposite Katharine Hep- number
of
attractive
girls
now
the cast of "Dress Parade," now in burn in "Sylvia Scarlett."
studying for vocal careers. He found
and
Keeler
production with Ruby
T
20 of them in "Here's to Romance,
T
Dick Powell in the starring roles.
Irene
Hervey of M-G-M and which he is directing at Fox.
Wilson joins a supporting cast Charles Locher have been
cast for
T
T
which includes Lewis Stone, Ross Fox's "Charlie Chan in Shanghai,"
While a student at Yale, Frank
Robert
Foran,
Nick
Alexander,
while Thomas Beck goes into the Tuttle, Paramount
director who is
Light, John Arledge, Eddie Acuff,
cast of "Ball of Fire," with Bebe making "Two
For Tonight," was one
Martha Merrill, Daniels, Alice
Sauers,
Joseph
Faye, Jack Haley, of the finest fencers in the
univerMary Treen and Frederick Burton. Mitchell & Durant and Andrew
sity.
His ability with the foils
T
T
T
Tombes, also a Fox picture.
earned him a number of gold
The combination of director and
T
T
T
medals.
actor which was responsible for
Billie Burke and Walter Connolly
T
T
"The Big Broadcast," one of the have been assigned parts in ColumIrving Cummings, Fox director,
musical
talkie
successful
first
bia's "Rich Man's Daughter." George
dramas, come together again in Raft and Joan Bennett are starred. has added a modernistic "play room"
to his spacious ranch home in North
"Two for Tonight," now being pro- Tay Garnett will direct.
Hollywood. The room is unique in
duced by Paramount. The director
T
T
T
that the walls and ceiling are fashis Frank Tuttle; the actor is Bing
Marsha Hunt, newly signed Para- ioned of mirrors, protected by a
Crosby. For his new picture, Tutmount actress, has been given a thin chromium grillwork.
tle has, besides Crosby, such players
as Joan Bennett, Thelma Todd, leading role as her first assignment.
T
T
T
Lynne Overman, Mary Boland and She will share juvenile honors with
Although
T

T

- '

his
most successful
Downs in "The Virginia
Judge," in which Walter C. Kelly screen roles have been those of
"tough" characters, Charles BickParamount has completed a deal will be featured. Edward Sedgwick ford is one of Hollywood's kindliest
Robert Cummings and
giving that studio exclusive rights will direct.
When not working he
for individuals.
to all of Zane Grey's writings over a Stepin Fetchit have been signed
spends much of his time at duties
supporting parts.
term of years.
connected with his membership on
T
T
T
T
r
T
the boards of three local charitable
who
author
Patterson
McNutt,
WanArthur
Jackson
and
Selmer
institutions.
zer have character roles in Colum- turned Fox producer recently, will
T
T
"Fly
production,
by
launch
his
first
in
bia's "She Married Her Boss"
Director Alfred E. Green has sent
which Claudette Colbert is starred, Night," on July 22. Arline Judge
with Melvyn Douglas and Michael will play the feminine lead in the a bid to executives of the Missouri
Valley Live Stock Exposition for
picture, and Robert Young, borrowBartlett as leading men.
of
three
prize-winning
ed from M-G-M, will have the male purchase
T
T
T
Robert Cummings, first signed for lead. Other roles are in the hands Hereford cows, which he wishes to
the King Vidor production, "So Red of Astrid Allwyn, Henry Travers add to the stock on his Pomona Valthe Rose," and next set for a role and Alan Dinehart. The picture will ley ranch.
in "The Virginia Judge," has been be jointly directed by McNutt and
placed under term contract by Para- Harold Schuster, former film cutmount. The studio also has signed ter.

Johnny

James Blakely.
T

T

T

Lawrence Schwab's Father Dies

—

Gustave
Great Neck, L. I.
Schwab, father of Lawrence Schwab,

New York
monday at

theatrical producer, died
his home here of Bright's
disease. The elder Schwab had been
associated with his son in theatrical
activities.

duced

"LOTS'
Helen

of William
Harrigan, David Scott, Ferdiinand Gottschalk, Genarro Curci, Inez

I
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Fox First-Run for Globe
Fox's "The Daring Young Man,"
with James Dunn, Warren Hymer,
Mae Clarke, Neil Hamilton and Jack
LaRue, opens a first-run engagement today at the Globe.
"Lucky" in 128 New York Houses
There are now 128 houses in the
Greater New York area playing

"Dealers in Death" at Acme
game
business-boosting
"Lucky,"
"Dealers in Death," film about the put out by Pardo Co., according to
The
munitions makers, opens today for Howard Parker, president.
a revival at the Acme theater in company has started putting out a
weekly press sheet on the stunt.
Union Square.

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS
AGENT

300 horses used by Cecil
in
"The Crusades" come
where
Hollywood
stables
horses are trained and kept exclusively
for movie work.
PARAMOUNT.
All

B.
De
from

the
Mille

of

six

—

Features Reviewed
Title

in

Title
Remnvea
Rocky Mountain Mystery-PAR

Revie<ri<rH

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

Adventurous Knights-AJA. 6-7-35
Abdul the Damned-ALL. .6-1-35

— Ajax
— Alliance Films
AM — Amkino
AMB — Ambassador Pictures
ANG— AmerAnglo Corp.
ARC — Arcturus Pictures
ARN— Tom Arnold
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G
BEA — Beacon Productions
BEL— Waldemar
BD —
& Dominions
BIP —
International
BLU — Blue Ribbon Photoplays
BON— Al Bondy
BUT — Burroughs-Tarzan

AJA
ALL

After Office Hours-MGM 2-16-35
Age of Indiscretion
MGM.. 5-18-35
6-1-35
Air Hawks-COL
...6-29-35
Alias Mary Dow-U
All the King's Horses
PAR. .2-13-3^
3-12-35
Aschermittwoch-XX
Asegure A Su Mujer-F. .3-13-35
Avec L'Assurance-PAR ..5-9-35

Awakening

Jim Burke

of

D.

COL.. 5-18-35
Az Uj Rokon-XX

3-13-35

Baboona-F
Baby Face Harrington

1-22-35

MGM.. 6-19-35

CAP

3-20-35
Bar Mitzvah-SL
Behind the Green Lights-

— Capitol

Film Exchange
Chesterfield
Cinexport Distributing

CHE—

—
— Columbia

MAS.. 3-12-35

CIN

6-14-35
Behold
Wife-PAR. .2-16-35
2-26-35
Bella Donna-OLY
3-28-35
Black Fury-FN
6-28-35
Black Sbeep-F
5-31-35
Boliche-XX
6-4-35
Border Brigands-U
Break of Hearts-RKO ... 5-16-35
Brewster's Millions-UA. .4-5-35
Bride of Frankenstein-U. 4-1 1-35

COL

Becky Sharp-RKO

My

Bell

British
British

CON — Conn
DAN— Danubia
DU— DuWorld

.

EMP

Pictures
Pictures

— Empire Film Distributors

EUR— Eureka
F— Fox

Prods.

— Fairhaven
FD —
Division
FN—
National
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
GAR — Leon Garganoff
FAI

First

.

First

Broadway Gondolier-WA. 7-1 1-35
Burn 'Em Up Barnes-MAS

GB— Gaumont-British

—General Foreign Films
GEN — General Films
GOP —Goldsmith Productions
GFF

HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film

Ex.

— Imperial
— Inter-Centinent Film
— Invincible Pictures
JE — Jewel Productions
KAN— M. Kandel
KIN — Kinematrade
IMP
INC
INV

Dist.

J.

KRE—S. S. Krellberg
LAT— Latin Artists

LIB— Liberty Pictures
MAJ Majestic Pictures

—
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone Productions
MET — Metropolis
MGM — Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer
MOD— Modern Films
MOP — Monogram Pictures
MUN— Mundus
NO — Northern Films
OLY —Olympic Pictures
PA — Palestine-American Film Co.
PAR — Paramount
MAR — Marcy

PER— Peerless
PIN— Pinnacle

PRI

3-29-35

—
— Progressive

PRO

Rosem Aus Dem Suden

Principal Dist. Corp.
Pictures

PUR— Puritan
PYR— Pyramid

Ruggles

RAS Raspin Productions
REI Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld
REG— Regal
RES Resolute

Rustler's

—
—
—
RKO— RKO-Radio Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
Films
SG— &
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
Films
SL— &
SOV — Sov.-Am.
SPE — Spectrum
STA — Stage & Screen Prods.
STE— William Steiner
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
Tapernoux
TAP — John
THO— Fred Thomson
TOP — Topical Films

..3-26-35
2-23-35
2-15-35

Richelieu-UA

Cardinal

Car 99-PAR
Carnival-COL
Case of the Curious Bride

FN.. 4-4-35

MGM..

3-2-35
Vielle Canaille-XX 1-15-35
Champagne for Breakfast
COL.. 7-6-35
1-15-35
Chapayev-AM

Cette

.

Chan

Charlie

Egypt

in

F.. 6-4-35
Charlie

Chan

Paris-F. 1-22-35

in

Chinatown Squad-U ....5-31-35
4-2-35
Chucho el Roto-XX
of

Death-SYN

4-11-35
5-3-35
6-8-35
1-17-35

Circus Shadows-PEE
Clairvoyant, The-GB
Clive of India-UA

Code

Reviewed

nie

of the

Mounted

April-RKO.

1-16-35
7-6-35
.5-24-35
.

Escapade-MGM

Me Never-U A.

Escape

.

PAR.
Lady-ROY

Fighting
Fighting Pilot-AJA
Fighting Pioneers-RES
Shadows-COL.
Fighting
Flame Within, The
.

.

MGM.. 6-1-35
Florentine Dagger-WA. .4-26-35
2-20-35
Folies Bergere-UA

Four Hours

Kill-PAR. 4-1 1-35
5-31-35
Fraeulein Liselott-XX
Frankie and Johnnie
to

.

UA.

Front

6-25-35

Woman
WA.

Page

.7-11-35

Ghost Walks-CHE
Gigolette-RKO

Dance Band-ALL

Be Boys-ALL.
Give Her a Ring-ALL.

Death Flies East-COI
Der Judas Von Tirol

6-6-35
7-9-35
2-27-35

XX.. 4-29-35
Der Unhekannte-XX
Devil

is

a

Woman-PAR.

6-4-35
.4-17-35

Die Beiden Seehunde-

XX.

.3-12-35

Die Csardas Fuerstin

Die Sonne Geht Auf

AAFA.

.2-20-35

Die Finanzen des Grossherzogs

XX.. 4-10-35
Die Grosse Chance-XX ..5-9-35
Die Unschuld Vom Lande

XX.

.5-14-35

Doppelbraeutigam-XX
3-27-35

Der Page vom Dalmasse-Hotel

XX.. 3-27-35
The-GB
3-11-35
Dinky-WA
6-28-35
Dog of Flanders-RKO. .7-13-35
Doubting Thomas-F
7-11-35
Dona Francisquita-XX. .4-29-35
Dos Monjes-XX
1-22-35

Dictator,

Drei

Eight
El

Kaiserjaeger-XX

... .3-19-35

Bells-COL

Agua En

El

5-11-35

COL.. 2-6-35
El Dancing-HOF
El Dia Que Me Quieras

1-30-35

XX.. 4-3-35
El Fantasma del Convento

XX..4-24-3S
El Pulpo Humano-HOF
El Vuelo de la Muerte

.5-9-35

XX.. 4-18-35

En Natt-XX

Lily-PAR

Gilded

10th

Avenue

FN.. 5-25-35
Girls Will

.

Glass Key, The-PAR.
Goin' to Town-PAR

.

.6-7-35
.6-6-35
6-15-35

4-25-35

Gold Diggers of 1935-FN. 3-15-35
hairy, The-MOP. .2-1-35
Go Into Your Dance-FN. 3-19-35
Graefin Mariza-XX
1-28-35
Great God Gold-MOP. .3-5-35
Great .Hotel Murder-F. .2-27-35
Gretl Zieht Das Grosse Los
XX.. 2-12-35

Good

1-22-35

ALL.. 6-8-35
1-30-35

3-19-35

Range

Justice of the

COL.. 6-4-35

S.

L.

Scotland Yard Mystery

XX.. 4-2-35

ALL. .6-4-35
The-PAR
4-30-35

TOW—Tower

TRO— J.

UA— United

Prods.

Trop

D.

— Universal

WA— Warner Bros.
WOH— Herman Wohl
WK— Willis Kent
distributor set

Hard Rock Harrigan-F. .7-1-35
Hawk, The-WOH
7-13-35
.

Headline

Woman-MAC

.5-11-35
5-28-35
Healer, The-MOP
2-2-35
Hei Tiki-FD
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 5-25-35
Her Song of Love-REI .6-26-35
High School Girl-FOY.. 3-16-35
Hold 'Em Yale-PAR
4-27-35
Home On the Range-PAR. 2-8-35

Honeymoon Limited

MOP.
Hooray

for

.6-25-35
5-20-35

Love-RKO.

.

Hoosier Schoolmaster

MOP.. 4-9-35

Huszarserelem

— XX

....4-24-35

Ich Sing Mich in Dein Herz

Hinein-XX
De La Radio-XX

Idolos

6-4-35
.7-5-35
5-25-35
.4-9-35

Dikok-XX
In Spite of Danger-COL.
I'll
Love You Always-COL
Igloi

In

It

Happened

It's

I've

in

Jack

Jo As

Small

Ahoy!-GB
Oreg

A

is

3-6-35
.5-21-35
3-5-35
2-9-35

Haznal

DAN.. 2-6-35

7-6-35

for You-GB. . .5-28-35
of Edwin Drood-U

Song

Mystery

Naughty

Marietta-MGM

XX.

Kon junkturriter-X X

Um

Krach

Olanthe-XX

.

.5-9-35

4-29-35
5-14-35

Mysterious Mr.

New

La Crise Est Finie-XX. .3-13-35
La Dame Aux Camelias-DU

Adventures

Night

at

the

3-21-35
3-19-35
1-15-35

Laddie-RKO
La Violetera-XX
Crave Excitement

Ladies

MAS.

.6-17-35
7-2-35
...5-15-35

Lady Tubbs-U

Wilderness-DU
Beyond the Range

Last

Law

COL.. 4-17-35
Le Chasseur de Chez Maxim's

PAR
L'Eredita

Dello

2-6-35

Zio

MET.. 7-1-35
Les As Du Turf-PAR. .. 5-14-35
4-3-35
Les Miserables-UA
Let 'Em Have It-UA. .5-16-35
Let's Live Tonight-COL 3-16-35
.

Dumme Mama-BAV

Liebe

3-6-35

Liebe Tod

Und

Begins at 40-F
lightning Strikes Twice

4-5-35

RKO.

.2-9-35
5-16-35
3-19-35
3-22-35
3-8-35
7-2-35
2-21-35
2-5-35

Life

Akac-XX

Liliom-F
Little Colonel-F
Living on Velvet-FN

L'Ordonnance-XX
Lost City-KRE
Lottery

Lover-F

Love
Love

Bloom-PAR

in

4-20-35
.6-28-35

Me Forever-COL.

7-1-35

Million-MOP
7-9-35
Man's Best Friend-KRE. 1-18-35
Man Who Knew Too Mucha

GB.. 3-22-35
Mark

the

of

BUT. .5-21-35
Ritz, A
WA.. 5-16-35

The-RKO

6-5-35
No More Ladies-MGM .6-12-35
N orthern Frontier-A B 2-8-3 5
Notorious Gentleman-U ..2-15-35
Now or Never-A JA
7-9-35
Nut Farm, The-MOP
2-5-35
.

M

.

Obeah-ARC
Odio-XX
Oil for the

On

2 13-35

of

WA

China
.4-30-35
..4-17-35

.

Probation-PER

MAS.. 4-26-35

One Hour Late PAR
One More Spring-F
One New York Night

2-1-35
2-12-35

MGM.. 5-4-35
Old Curiosity Shop-ALL. 6-21-35
Little

Page Miss
Paradise
Paris in

6-7-35

Girl-F

Glory-WA

7-8-35
.5-14-35
5-28-35
5-17-35

Canyon-MOP
Spring-PAR

Party Wire-COL
Payasadas De La Vida-XX

3-19-35

Pechmarie-F
4-24-35
People Will Talk-PAR. .6-7-35
.

People's Enemy-RKO ...4-29-35
Perfect Clue, The-MAJ. .3-13-35
Peter Vinogradof-AM ... .7-1-35
Phantom Fiend-OLY
4-20-35

Port of Lost Dreams

Vampire-MGM

Princess
Charming-GB
Princess O'Hara-U
Prinzessin Turandot

.

UFA.
Private
Public

Strangers AU-RKO
Strange Wives-U
Strauss' Great Waltz

ARN.. 4-9-35
Strosstrupp 1917-XX
2-6-35
Struggle for Life-FOY. .6-19-35
Sunset Range-FD
5-10-35
Susana Tiene Un Secreto
.

XX.. 6-7-35
Sweepstake Annie-LIB
Sweet Music-WA

Head-COL

Swell

Symphony

Maybe

It's

Mary

Love-FN

2-9-35

INV.
$10

Pa-FN

6-14-35
of
Action-CON. .7-13-35
of the Hour-COL. .5-9-35
of Tomorrow-MUN. 4-16-35
on Wings-AM
6-12-35

Jane's

Tango-Bar-PAR

.

.

Mercedes-XX
Merry Monarch. The

Mimi-ALL

•.

Misiissippi-PAR
Mister Dynamite-U
Miiici

Svet-XX

Moscow Laughs-AM
Motive for Revenge-MAJ.
Murder

5-16-35

6-5-35
4-2-35
5-25-35
6-4-35
3-23-35
5-21-35

in the Fleet

MGM.. 6-1-35

Valley-MOP.
Raven, The-U
Reckless-MGM
Red Blood of Courage

.

MGM.. 3-15-35
Tjocka

Slakten... -XX.. 5-23-35

Tomorrow's Youth-MOP .2-5-35
Topaze (French) PAR.. 2-20-35
Tovarishi-AM
5-31-35
Transient Lady
3-9-35
U

—

Traveling Saleslady-FN ..3-28-35
Tribu-XX
6-12-35
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes
OLY. .5-28-35
Tu Hijo-XX
12-18-34
1-22-35
$20 a Week-AJA

Una Semana De

XX..

Right to
Roaring

Live-WA
Roads-MAR

Roberta-RKO

28-35
2-2-35

F.. 6-1-35

Unknown Woman-COL.

.6-21-35

COL.. 4-6-35
Vagabond

Lady-MGM

Vanessa-MGM
Vanishing Riders-SPE

4-1-35
2-19-35
...7-2-35

Viktoria

XX.. 1-30

35

6-15-35

Wedding Night-UA
of London-U
West Point of the Air

Werewolf

.

4-9-35
2-19-35
.5-10-35

MGM.. 2-25-35
What
When

Price
a

Crime-BEA

.

5-28-35

Man's a Man-F. .2-23-35

While the Patient Slept

FN.. 3-2-35
Whole Town's Talking

COL.

3-26-35
4-3-35
4-2-35
2-23-35
2-16-35
4-13-35
2-12-35

1

Unwelcome Stranger

Wagon Trail-AJA

AMB.. 6-4-35

Rumba-PAR

XX. 6-19-35

Under Pressure-F
Under the Pampas Moon

.1-16-35

Red Hot Tires-FN
3-2-35
Red Morning-RKO
4-10-35
Red Village-AM
5-3-35
Red Wagon-ALL
6-7-35
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35
Rendezvous at Midnight-U
Rescue Squad-EM P
Revenge Rider-COO

Felicidad

Und Wer Kuesst Mich?

Und

.3-12-35
6-4-35
4-17-35

7-9-35
5-7-35

Texas Rambler-CPE
Times Square Lady-

Tale-RKO

ALL.. 6-10-35
Rainbow

.6-22-35
5-4-35

Raise-F

Village

Radio Parade of 1935

Flats-PAR. 3-12-35

.1-30-35
2-20-35
5-4-35

..

.

Living

of

Marriage Bargain-HOL. .2-20-35

MacFadden's

3-22-35
6-21-35
4-1-35
2-1-35

Stranded-WA

Viktor

MGM.. 5-16-35

Heart-U

the

.6-21-35
4-12-35

Worlds-PAR
3-9-35
Hero Number One

3-28-35

U.. 4-6-35
from

Straight

6-25-35

Lamps

One Frightened Night

Our

Stone of Silver Creek

.

INV.. 3-2-35

Mad Love-MGM
Make

Tarzan

of

Teufel

UFA.. 5-31-35

Lila

.2-20-35

Night Life of the Gods-U 2-23-35
Nittits.

.

Calling-GB. 1-26-35

Kid Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
Koeszoenoem Hogy Elgazolt

SYN.. 7-16-35

.

Heart

Wong
MOP.. 1-15-35
2-12-35
Man-MOP

5-1-35
7-5-35
1-25-35

New York-U

World-F.
Been Around- U

a

Mutiny Ahead-MAJ

Mystery

Bees-MOP. 6-11-35

of the

.6-27-35

SG.. 3-13-35
In Caliente-FN
Informer, The-RKO
In Old Kentucky-F
Iron DukeGB

RKO.. 2-14-35

Kentucky Blue Streak

Men
Men
Men
Men
Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-35

Monastery Garden-

a

kevtewd

Title

7-9-35
Muider Man-MGM
Murder on a Honeymoon-

My
My

Scoundrel,
Secret Agent-ALL
6-5-35
Secret Bride-WA
2 2-35
Secrets of Chinatown-NO. 2-20-35
Senora Casada Necesita Marido
F. .2-12-35
Shadow of Doubt-MGM. .2-16-35
She-RKO
7-8-35
Shot in the Dark, A
CHE.. 5-23-35
Silk Hat Kid-F
7-9-35
Society Doctor
Reviewed as
Only 8 Hours.
Soir De Reveillon-PAR .. 1-22-35
Song of Happiness-AM. .4-10-35
Sons of Steel-CHE
4-13-35
Soviet Russia Today-AM .3-6-35
Speed Devils-HOF
6-21-35
Spring Tonic-F
6-27-35
Square Shooter-COL
3-2-35
St. Louis Woman-SHO.
.1-3-35
Star of Midnight-RKO.. 4-1 1-35
Stolen Harmony-PAR
4-20-35

—

Artists

UFA— Ufa

PUR.. 6-7-35

Keeper

Hubertus-UFA

Schloss

3-20-35

.

3-30-35

Suelo

Elinor Norton-F
Elizabeth of England

3-30-35
5-14-35
2-9-35
5-28-35

.

UFA.. 4-26-35
Die Kalte Mansell-XX .. 1-15-35
Die Liebe Und die Erste
Eisenbahn-UFA
2-20-35
Die Reiter Von DeutschOstafrika-XX
6-10-35

Der

4-18-35
G-Men, The-WA
George White's 1935 Scandals
F.. 4-2-35

Ginger-F
Girl from

Moench-MAJ

.6-26-35
6-7-35
..1-25-35
..2-12-35

Famille-XX
Scarlet Pimpernel-UA

Sans

Schwarzer Jaeger Johanna

3-27-35

Gegen

..5-7-35

G.

.

.

RKO

.6-21-35
College Scandal-PAR
7-12-35
Convention Girl-FD
...5-14-35
Corazon BandoIero-XX .. .3-6-35
Cowboy Millionaire-F. . .4-25-35
Criez-Le Sur Les Toits
PAR. .6-25-35
Crimson Trail-U
3-8-35
Cruz Diablo-XX
4-10-35
Cyclone Ranger-SPE
3-20-35

Dawn Rider-MOP

1-18-35
4-16-35
2-14-35
5-21-35
5-17-35

Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF 5-20-35

AMB.

Compra Un Hijo-F

Julieta

Queen-UA .... 1-17-35
Paradise-AJA

S.

XX— No

1 itle
Revtewt a
Juarez y Maximlliano-Col 2-20-35

Jungfrau

Farmer Takes a Wife-F. .6-11-35
bather Brown, Detective

Murder Case

Casino

Circle

/

Enchanged

of

Sanders of the River

S.

U

XX.. 4-24-35
Red Gap-PAR 2-19-35

Runaway

3-30-35
1-15-35

Buzavirag-DAN
4-30-35
Call of the Wild-UA
Captain Hurricane-RKO. 4-25-35

16

Film Daily, Jan. 15 to July

Wilderness

Mail-AMB

.2-15-35
..3-9-35

Wings in the Dark-PAR. 2-2-35
Winning Ticket-MGM
2-9-35
Woman in Red-FN
3-23-35
Women Must Dress

MOP.. 1-22-35
World Accuses-CHE
Youth

of

Maxim-AM

Zigeunerblut-XX
Zwischen Himmel
Zycie

J.

3-21-35

4-20-35

4-10-35

Und Erde
BAV.. 1-22-35

Pilsudskiego

MET.. 6-4-35
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Joe

Brown

E.

New Films

of
73

the

for

E.

IN

the grow'n-up baseball fans, but doesn't

look

like

anything

to

attract

cast

as

the ace

Joe

vote.

is

one of the big major league

the

femme

pitcher on

He

teams.

when

for

everything

he

does,

especially

on the diamond.
He
has all sorts of heart trouble with a young
lady who is related by marriage to the
captain of the team, and after they get
engaged he gets himself in dutch with her
by one of his back-handed remarks.
This
leads to all sorts of funny complications,
with the team members trying to straighten
he's

action

in

The excitement comes in the
final reel, when Joe is kidnapped by a gang
of gamblers who have bet their money on
the opposing team, and know they can't
things out.

win with Joe
kidnappers in"

As program entertainment,
do

Joe escapes the
a very funny sequence, and
arrives at the ball field in time to go in
and pitch the winning run amid a lot of
excitement and
more comedy touches.
Will please the kids.
pitching.

Thomas

Chic Chand-

point

on

to

his

He

Grey, also

Shirley

newspaper, by faking

a

circum-

on

sets out to prove his

friend,

girl

to prove the un-

persons

convicting

of

will

murder after

a

having set up apparent evidence that would
incriminate

Vinton,

The

him.

actually

is

Chick then

hand.

planted evidence

blooey,

Arthur

by

killed

mysterious

a

arrested and his

is

enough

is

goes
victim,

idea

when the stooge

however,

own

him

to send

to

But after a good deal of susthe chair.
pense the actual murderer is found.
Story
has been directed by Charles Lamont so
as

the

get

to

greatest

amount

action

of

it.

Cast: Shirley Grey, Chick Chandler, ArVinton, Dorothy Revier, Lee Moran,

thur

Claude

Edward

King,

Keane,

Robert

El-

Carl Stcckdale, Barbara Bedford, Hunt-

liott,

Gordon, Robert Frazer, Lloyd Ingraham

George

Producer,

Charles
Lament;
Screenplay, Ewart

M

Batcheller;

Director,

Tom

Author,

Terriss;

Cameraman,

Adamscn;

A. Andersen; Editor, Roland Reed.

Enright; Author, Ring
Direction,

Lardner; Screenplay, William Wister Haines;
Editor,

newspaper reporter,

a

fairness

ley

Raymond

this yarn

the not too fastidious grinds.

in

Plot deals with the efforts of
ler,

out of

Cast: Jce E. Brown, Olivia de Haviland,
Ruth Donnelly, Roscoe Karns, William Frawley,
Eddie Shubert, Paul Harvey, Joseph
King, Joseph Crehan, Adrian Rosley.
Director,

right

all

stantial evidence.

has a habit of raising an alibi or else apol-

ogizing

FAIRLY SATISFYING COMBINATION
MURDER MYSTERY AND NEWSPAPER
YARN OKAY FOR POP BILLS.

with an appeal also

kids,

68 mins.

Chesterfield

A BASEBALL ATMOSPHERE.
Made

«

with Shirley Grey and Chick Chandler

Bros.

GOOD KID NUMBER WITH JOE
BROWN DOING HIS DIZZY ANTICS

to

Good Photography, Good.

ALREADY FROM

Cameraman, Arthur

Pratt;

Todd.

Hoof Gibson

Direction, Okay. Photography, Good.

in

"RAINBOWS

DATE BOOK

<
July

19:
S.
M. P. E.
of officers, Hotel

July 21:

First

Pennsylvania,

«

New

GOOD WESTERN ENTERTAINMENT
WITH MORE THAN USUAL AMOUNT
OF ACTION AND FIGHTING.

York.

Karatsonyi's,

Glen-

As westerns

I.

Cincinnati Variety Club annual outing for benefit of Film Board Relief Fund,
Strikers'
Grove, Mt. Healthy, 0.

July 27:

Second annual Fathers and Sons Barbecue Breakfast, Uplifters Ranch, Hollywood.

July 28:

J

Indianapolis

Tournament,

Club

Variety

Hillcrest

Country

Golf

Club.

In-

dianapolis.

Second annual picnic
Club of Kansas City.

July 29:

Aug. 5:
National
Day, 25 per
Allied

the

Variety

of

Allied Theatei
receipts going to

war

chest.

First

convention of Independent ExAss'n, Milwaukee.

Aug. 6-7:

Protective

hibitors

Aug.

of

Independent
cent

11-13:
Southeastern
Theater Owners
convention, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.

Ass'n

Aug.

Pittsburgh

12:

nament,

St.

Clair

54 mins.

Division

First

Annual Glee Day of the Barnes
at

HOLLYWOOD AND

END'

with June Gale

meeting and nomination

Printing Co., Inc.,
wood Landing, L.

July 29:

Variety Club golf tourCountry Club, Fittsburgh.

Aug. 14:

Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,

eral

run

cluding

aucta

go, this is above the genthe familiar outdoor action, inplenty of hard riding, a generous
in

of

and

fighting

Hoot Gibson

to subdue.

three

Hoot

villains
is

for

the son of

a big ranch owner, but is penchant for
being a rodeo exhibitionist puts him on the
So Hoot gets a
outs with the old man.
neighboring ranch
job as foreman on a
where June Gale, the love interest, is being

Showmen's
City.

Variety

Jubilee,

EUROPE THEY ARE
CALLING FOR THE
BIGGEST LITTLE BOOK
IN PICTURES

In due course, Hoot
rebbed of her cattle.
rounds up the crooks, wins the girl's hand
and also reinstates himself in the good
-races of his dad, who was being double-

crossed

by

his

partner.

Spencer has done

a

Director

nice job

in

Norman

giving the

familiar ingredients a fresh twist and keep-

ing the action
throughout.

going

at

a

good

pace

Cast: Hoot Gibson, June Gale, Warner
Richmond, Oscar Apfel, Charles Hill.

Cleveland.

Aug. 21-23:
Allied Theaters
of
New Jersey
convention
and
Allied
eastern
regional
meeting, Atlantic City.
Sept. 3-8:
lantic

11

"CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE"

in

"ALIBI IKE"
Warner

&JW.

DAILY

1935

17,

Norman Spencer; Author, Rcllo
Cameraman, Gilbert Warrenton;

Director,

Lloyd;
Editor,

Ralph

Dietrich.

AtDirection, Fast. Photography, Satisfactory.

1935 Edition

Now

In

Work

Delivery This

Month

—
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Critic Notes Improvement
In First Half of Year
AJOW that the cinema has
^ passed the half-year mark,
one finding stands out above all
others and that is that perhaps more than ever before the
general run of screen entertainments has been of a suThe numerous
perior nature.
elements of film-making have

—

been more skillfully integrated,
so that now motion pictures are
not only expert in one or two
departments but in every department of their production
acting, writing, direction, photography, &c.
the outstanding
If that is
finding of the first six months
the most interesting event of
the half year just ended was, of
course, the advent of color into
the feature-length productions.
Indeed, as several screen com-

mentators have remarked, unsigns

all

less

"Becky

fail,

Sharp" may very

likely take its
place as a sort of milestone in
the development of the cinema,
York"
just as "Lights of

New

led the way when the cinema
decided to talk.
Certainly not since the first
talking picture arrived to divide
patrons as well as critics as to
whether sound films would ever
replace the silent offerings has

a

so

much

comment

or ex-

caused

photoplay

speculation or
citement.

That color can play an important part in motion picture production

is,

of

course,

evident

from the manner in which it
brought an excitement and a

drama

to

certain

sections

of

"Becky Sharp" which would have
been lacking in black and white.
But if the producers fail to realbe successful color
must not be used merely as a
novelty or a passing thrill, but,
that it must be carefully integrated with the other elements
of film-making, it will vanish
now as it did once before, in
spite of the fact that it is 100
per cent better than it was
five years ago.
In addition to the second cornize that to

« « « »

ing of color, the first six months
of the current year brought sveeral other interesting developments the interest in operatic
Ever since
films, for example.
the success of :"One Night ot
Love," producers have been trying to outdo themselves in their
efforts to sign famous singers
to contracts, until now Hollywood has all the aspects of a

—

Metropolitan

miniature
House.

Opera

for

the

success

of

"One Night of Love" and the
current "Love Me Forever,"
reasonably eood stories and expert acting and direction had
their place in the scheme of
things.

To continue, the past
months were remarkable,

six
too,

for the return to popularity of
Edward G. Robinson, who, with
"The Whole Town's Talking,"
stepped back to the niche he
had after "Little Caesar," and
Jimmy Cagney, who as a result
of "G Men," is again on the
top of the ladder of popularity.

New

William Boehnel,
York World-Telegram.

Detroit Doings

—

Detroit Ray Schreiber, part owner of the Crystal, is expected to reopen the Nor-Glo, recently closed by

Louis Schmied.
William Exton, former manager
of the RKO Downtown, was a rerent visitor here.

Osterle has resigned
as
treasurer of "Opera Under the
Stars" and the Cass Theater, and
is reported planning to reopen the
Little Theater, class cinema.

day

A. T.
to

S.

E,

is

moving Satur-

new quarters on

the seventh

United Artists building.
George Sninner is closing the Alhambra at Hillsdale prior to remodfloor of the

eling.

E. B. Ward, former shipper, has
succeeded Fred Sturgess as booker
at Universal. Don N. Bessie has been
made assistant shioner. Jack Stew-

Jack
Hcrschel
Al

Bondy

Conway
Stuart

They have
in

fram-

ing words in window displays.
With the figure of Mae West
taken from a 40 x 60 and mounted on compo board and the sur-

rounding figure of "Mae" outlined so that the figure is opaque
a strong light is placed at the
back of the shadow-box. To the
left of the figure the words
"M-A-E W-E-S-T" are spelt
with the red glass buttons.
Holes are cut at the back of the

Indiana Items

—

Indianapolis J. E. Fontaine, Chicago, district manager of Paramount, spent Saturday at the local

exchange office with John Howard,
local manager.
Karl Kemp, booker at Paramount
exchange, is vacationing in the
Michigan woods.
Katherine King,
contract clerk, will spend her vacation in northern Indiana.
Marian Yergin, formerly secretary of the Code division in Indianapolis, is now private secretary
to Roy Churchill, manager of

RKO

exchange.
William Elliott, formerly with
United Artists, has joined Republic
Pictures and will travel the Kentucky territory.
Lyric,

Nicholas, manager of
vacationing at Lake

the

Wa-

is

wasee, Ind.
Charles Metzger, counsel for the
Indiana Allied Theater Owners, recently talked before the Kiwanis
Club, Logansport, and while there
was the guest of William Studebaker, operator of the Logan the-

«

«

buttons in the compo board so
that the light shines through the
holes.
These holes are backed

by two mirrors

set

in

a "V"

angle.
In front of these mirrors is placed a small stand
lamp with the adjustable heat
shade attachment that one often
This
sees in store windows.
shade revolves through heat action from the bulb.
It gives a
blinker effect of twinkling but
the light never goes out and is
most effective.
Patron after
patron stopped to look at the
sign and picture of "Mae" and
when they did so of course read
the message that she was coming to the Strand in "Goin' To

Town."

—Strand, Pawtucket, R.

I.

"Escape" Gets
Big Campaign

£HARLES TAYLOR,

of

Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo,
put on an outstanding exploitation campaign for the premiere
of "Escape Me Never."
Tieups, co-operative ads and attractive merchant displays were all

combined into a most comprehensive drive on putting over
this attraction.
A week in advance of the opening all local

newspapers played up the engagement with attractive art on
Bergner and several advance
feature
stories.
The
and
"Times," "News" and "CourierExpress" as well as the local
Polish daily and nearby papers
devoted columns of space to
the marvelous performance of
Elisabeth Bergner in this production.
A tie-up with Postal
Telegraph accounted for the distribution
of
3,500 miniature
wires with each outgoing message. In addition all local Posspecial
tal
offices
displayed

jumbo telegram blanks in each
of their windows. The local dis-

ater.

tributor of all fan magazines,
the Buffalo News Company coonerated through a tie-un on

Recent visitors along Film Row:
H. H. Johnson,
Dallas Cannon,
Stanley Cooper, B. Bailey, Oscar
Fine and John Osborn.

got out 400 cards for all newsstands and placed banners on
their 7 delivery trucks.

New

—

the hospital.
the Palace at Cedar Grove.

New

C.

&

Orleans

C.

"Screen Romance Magazine" and

—Shea's

Hippodrome,

Orleans Notes

Jossev of Cleveland and Jack
Berkowitz of Buffalo were Republic
visitors a few days ago.

Bill

Theaters

Schiell,

is

Buffalo.

man-

taking over

Tony Demharder, who runs the
Peacock theater, vacationed this
er, is here promoting "Love Me year on the west coast, looking over
Hollywood. He was accompanied by
Forever", booked at the Fox.
his wife and child.
Harold C. Robinson, president of
M. C. Spiers of Southern Poster
Film Truck Service, has introduced Co. is back from
vacation.
n new run covering Howard Citv.
Visitors to film row: Joe Hurd,
Big Rapids. Reed City, Evart, Blad- who has theaters in Sulphur,
Dewin, Scottville, Ludington, Manistee.' Quincey and Haynesville;
Joe BarPentwater, Hart, Shelby, Whitehall, celona, who has several houses
in
Fremont and Newaygo.
Baton Rouge.
exploit-

«

~*

Chicago.

Ed Rosenbaum, Columbia

Whifbeck
Cagney

stores.

ager of Affiliated exchanges, is back
at his desk after several weeks in

J. S.

James

hardware

former lv of Kansas City, replaced Bill Baker as city salesman,
with Baker being transferred to
irt,

Frank

Strand, Pawtucket has a Shadow-Box
that offers a very novel use for
glass buttons, similar to the
type used in the red and green
reflector buttons used in automobile number-plate screws. These
buttons are carried by some

Ted

Paul

I.

Shadow Box for
Mae West Stunt
AL LASH WAY,

been extensively used

However, here, too, something
more than just a name is necessary.
Although no one will
deny that Grace Moore was responsible

EXPLOITETTES

»

»
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Know Your Industry
Who

General Manager of the Charla
Studio?
Answer: Alfred Reeves. (See 1935 Yeaj
Book, page 572, for personnel of Important
is

Chaplin

studios.)

How

many

producers

are

there

i

Detroit?

Answer:
580, for
country.)

a

6.
list

(See 1935 Year Book,

pag'i

of producers throughout thf

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

VOL.

68,

NO.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

NEW

15

Men

Gov't

YORK, THURSDAY, JULY

18,

TEN CENTS

1935

Attending Para. Fee Hearing Today

KENT ANNOUNCES SHEEHAN'S RESIGNATION FROM FOX
Paramount Net Earnings $2,411,411
$20,776,000

Shown

Cash on Hand
Paramount

New

in

report on the plan for formation of a new local circuit was promised
tor the next meeting of the I.T.O.A. on July 31 by the
I.T.O.A. committee,
of

new

mount

.profits

for the

first

quarter

(.Continued on Page 7)

ALLIED-HAYS VISIT

CALLED UNAVAILING
Recent conference held with Will
H. Hays by the Allied States Ass'n
committee appointed at the exhibitor unit's Atlanta convention to call
on the head of the producer-distributor association, in an effort to
straighten out product complaints,
was "unavailing", says the current
(.Continued on

Allied

is

Page

8)

Delayed
War Chest Plan

In
Due

to delays in getting the plan

under way, the carrying out of the
Allied war chest program will not
be practicable on the original date
of Aug. 5 set at the Allied conven(Continued on Page 8)

Action and Reaction
On the marquee
theater yesterday:

of

Loew's

Ziegfeld

"LADIES CRAVE EXCITEMENT"
and

"MURDER

IN

THE FLEET"

Milton

C.

circuit.

yesterday

composed
which is engaged in organizing the
membership discussed the association's
about two weeks before Labor Day at some nearby

Weisman, John Benes and
At the meeting yesterday

annual outing and agreed to hold it
countiy club with golfing facilities and

Earnings of Paramount-Publix
and subsidiaries for the first quarter of 1935 were $2,411,411 after depreciation, amortization and federal

were $2,400,000.
The Ballantine firm's report states

Next ITOA Meet

A

Statement

taxes, according to a report filed in
Federal Court by Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballantine, counsel for the
Paramount trustees, in connection
with their application for fees for
services in the Paramount reorganization. The report does not include
certain subsidiaries in process of reorganization.
Film Daily stated
exclusively on June 18 that Para-

Circuit Plan to be Ready for

the

in

others,

the

accessible

by

bus.

First

Differences
of
Opinion
on Policy Given
as Cause
By RALPH WILK
West Coast Manager, THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood

INDIE BUYING

PATENT MONOPOLY

COMBINE

LIKELY IN N'ORLEANS

Br PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
New Orleans A subsequent run
Washington The Capitol Hill independents' buying combine may
stage was set today for a double- result from a meeting held yesterheaded investigation of patent pools day. Though participants issued no
and allied matters as Senator Dun- statement, the plan is to buy tocan U. Fletcher, veteran chairman gether and force reductions in clear-

—

of the Senate banking and currency
committee, had entered on the calendar of the Interstate Commerce
Committee a special resolution de(Continued on Page 3)

ance as well as a rezoning.
Independents yesterday individually wired Huey Long protesting
conditions imposed on them by circuits, and asking assistance.

Warners Start Westerns
With Dick Foran as Star Recommends Rejection
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Of Two Para. Claims

—

Hollywood Series of westerns to
made by Warners will start tomorrow, with Richard "Dick" Foran

be

selected as the star of the six pictures.
First to go in work will be
"Moonlight on the Prairie." Sheila
Mannors and George E. Stone head

the supporting cast.
Story and
screenplay are by William Jacobs.

differences of opinion as to policy.
In the statement Kent said:
"Winfield R. Sheehan, vice president in charge of the Hollywood
studios of this company, has tend(Continued on Page 3)

TRANS-LUX DIRECTORS

OKAY FOREIGN TIEUP

Board of directors of Trans-Lux
Movies Corp. yesterday approved an
involving settlement of claims of agreement with Lord Beaverbrook
Samuel and Nathan Goldstein and and Will Evans whereby a company
Laurence Berenson, respectively, be known as Trans-Lux, Ltd. will be
denied, have been filed in Federal formed in London for the purpose
Court. The petition relating to the of erecting newsreel theaters in
(Continued on Page 7)
Goldsteins would have allowed the

Recommendations by Special MasJohn E. Joyce that two petitions

(Continued on Page 8)

Theater Construction Boom
Under Way in N'Zealand

Samuel O. Clark, chief attorney
for the protective committee of the
Securities
Exchange Commission,

Wellington, N. Z.
The theater
construction boom which got under
way recently in New Zealand is continuing without abatement, trade reports indicate.
Among latest projects is a new house called the Princess in Auckland for the Amalgamated circuit; the State, Christchurch, nearing completion; Wil-

and other government counsel are
expected to attend the hearing today before Federal Judge Coxe on
applications for fees and allowances
in the Paramount reorganization totaling $3,222,315.
Federal atten-

(Continued on Pag/e 8)

announced the resignation of Winfield R. Sheehan, vice president in
charge of production at the company's Hollywood studios.
According to the statement an amicable
settlement had been effected between Sheehan and the Fox-20th
Century company, following honest

ter

Hearing on Para. Fees Today
Draws Government Attorneys
—

— Sidney R. Kent, presi-

Fox Film Corp. yesterday

dent of

CONGRESS WILL PROBE

Quarter

(Continued on Page 8)

Complete

Production Schedules of all companies will be one of the most important features
of the 1935 Production Guide
Out in July Advt

—

Richards to Defy Long
On Forcing Vaude Back
New Orleans— Reports that E. V.
Richards, head of Saenger Theaters,
would defy Huey Long in the latter's attempt to force the return of
vaudeville with his censorship bill
were current yesterday as a result
of a meeting between Richards, the
musicians, stage hands and projec(Continued on Page 7)

Title Worries
Hollywood— RKO Radio unblushingly
announces that, in order to find a new
title

for

3000
Finally

"Leander

suggestions
decided on

Clicks,"

more than

were

considered.

"Hot Tip."
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legislative consideration this session, never-say-die representative Celler of New York has
introduced a new all-inclusive film
regulation bill into the House.
its

reaching
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management on Aug.

tive

1.

The

Englewood, dark for several months,
completely.
remodeled
will
be
Archer and Dekker already control
the Oriental, Egyptian, and the
Granada theaters, and the new purchase makes five theaters in their

The two men also
organization.
own and operate the Golden Plunge
swimming pool at Golden, Colo.

-f-

%

2%

to an announcement, by Witmark
Publishing Co., publishers of the.
yesterday
upheld Fox Film in its complaint book. Tn addition to the songs, the
against the Bridge theater for un- folio contains full page photographs
played pictures.
The arbiters in- of scenes from Dick Powell's screen

arbitration

wmnmmwnnnvA
33

W.

60th

8T

NEW YOKK

CITY

MUSICAL SOUND TRACKS
KOII

KVERV MOOD

AND TYHK

W

PICTURE

SEND

Saturday

sails

visit

his

on the lie]
mother, who
I

GENE MARKEY and JAMES FLOOD
26

July

to sail
land.

on

Berengaria

the

are booked
for Eng-

in

Fast Foreign Trip

Boris Morros, New York Paramount Theater managing director,
who will sail from New York Sat-

urday to
critically

visit

his

mother,

who

is

at her home near Moscow, Russia, expects to set a new
world's record for the round trip
by returning to his offices here within a total of 22 days.
This will include a two-day visit with his parents.
On his arrival at Havre he
will go by plane to Moscow, via
Berlin.
ill

Guaranteed Acquires 2 Series
foreign territorial rights to the
group of six action melodramas and

from

26

California

HAMILTON

NEIL
route

to

FOR OUR CATALOG

Fox

Universal

dramas

M.

distributing the meloin the U. K.

&

Hearing

is

S.

Motion Adjourned

Supreme Court yesterday on motion of the M. & S.
circuit to confirm its recent $45,000
arbitration against RKO and RKO's
counter-motion to set aside the
award was adjourned until tomorrow.
in

Meighan's Condition Favorable

At

the Doctors' Hospital late last
it was stated that the condition of Thomas Meighan continued
generally favorable.

night

for

lot

for

aboard

is

§

Honolulu.
the

Europa

en 8

has cut short her vacation I
Conn., her home, to return to
her role in "Fly By Night."

JUNE KNIGHT and ALBERTINA RASCH

leave I

the coast in a few days for New York, where
Miss Knight is to appear in "Jubilee." for
which Miss Rasch will stage the dances.

HENRY WILCOXON is leaving Hollywood
temporarily for a quick trip to England, necessitated by passport expiration.
C.

PETTIJOHN and

C.

senger

the

of

list

on the pasweek, did not

family,

Europa

this

MARIE STRAUSS,
dent

today

Taft

motion

the

stylist,

study

to

picture

on the

sails

fashion

h

in

I

MACK GORDON
returned

and HARRY REVEL have I
Hollywood from a ten-day trip to
|
which time they arranged I

to

New

York

with

their

during

publishers

Bing

current
night."

Penner

for their
picture,

Crosby

They
in

write

will
his

score

"Two

for
For

the

To- I

two

numbers for
forthcoming comedy. "Col-

I
I

legiate."

CHARLES
from

a

BOYER

has

obtained

his

release I

Pathe-Natan agreement in France and I
for Hollywood next month.

Need 30 Signatures
In Cleveland Singles Pact

—

Cleveland
Signatures of about
30 independent exhibitors are still
needed to make up the 82 needed
to put into effect the plan whereby
theaters may double-feature any
time all pictures not having played

downtown

A

first-run.

named by Ernest
president of the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n, is now
drafting a code of fair practices
with a view to eliminating prem
iums and other evils. Meanwhile,
in the exclusive Cleveland Heights
residential section, an ordinance has
committee

Schwartz,

been passed barring all schemes of
chance under penalty of fine as high
as $500.
Bank Nights had threatened to invade the section.
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Presi-

trends

INDISPENSABLE

and

I

colony.

COMPLETE-

FREE

li

sail.

Big Boy Williams westerns will sail
which Beacon Productions is currently producing.
The first three
melodramas and the first four westStill
erns have already been produced.

Another folio is being prepared
by Witmark, containing the tunes
from his latest films as well as those
from forthcoming releases.

plans.

i

England.

Bridgeport,

six_

hits.

Pettijohn Staying on Job
Charles C. Pettijohn, who was
booked to sail with his family on
the Europa this week, did not shove
off after all.
He is remaining on
the job at the Hays Office throughout the summer, with no vacation

!l

MR. and MRS. HAL ROACH and MR. and
MRS. NEIL MCCARTHY are scheduled to sail
July

board

cluded Leo Abrams, Henry Randall,
Len Victor and Sam Reiss.

by

I

Morros

all

75,000 Sales on Powell Song Folio
Over 75,000 copies of the Dick
Powell song folio containing the
words and music of the most popular tunes featured by the star in
his recent Warner pictures have
been sold since last Fall, according

today

ARLINE JUDGE

the expiration of the session.

The press was barred yesterday
while the examination before trial
of William Fox continued in Nassau Supreme Court, Mineola. L. I.,
before Referee Elvin N. Edwards.
Edwards said the ban on the press
was bv unanimous consent of all
counsel. The suit against Fox is for
an accounting of profits while he
was head of Fox Theaters Corp. and
charges him with extravagance in
management. Fox has filed a coun^r-suit for $2,000,000 against Fox
Theaters and Fox Film Corp.

York

ill.

in

commerce where it is expected to
meet a slow but painless death with

Reporters Are Barred
From William Fox Hearing

MORROS

BORIS
is

New

leaves

the coast.

for

de France for Russia to

the

Fox Wins Arbitration

An

ARTHUR LOEW
plane

Joe

42
106

3%

.

the production, distribution, and exhibition of motion picture films,
copyrighted or not copyrighted, and
to prevent the further monopolization of the business of producing,
distributing, and exhibiting motion
picture films by prohibiting blind
buying and block booking of motion
picture films and by prohibiting the
arbitrary allocation of such films by
distributors to theaters in which
they or other distributors
have an interest, direct or indirect,
and by prohibiting the arbitrary refusal to book or sell such films to
exhibitors in which they have no
such interest".
The bill was referred to the House
committee on interstate and foreign

the Gothic and Englewood theaters,
to be added to the group of Civic
Theaters.
They will take over ac-

Guaranteed Pictures has acquired

147'/2 147

106

pfd

Paramount

8%

8877 seeks "to prevent obstrucand burdens upon interstate
trade and commerce in motion picture films and to prevent the restraint upon the free competition, in
tion

75

75

17%
42%

"A"

Fm.

Fox

Loew's,

8%

76

Chg.

Close

Coming and Going

—

THE FILM DAILY
Denver A. P. Archer and Joe
With little hope of Dekker announced the purchase of
of

New

York City
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SHEEHAN RESIGNS

CONGRESS WILL PROBE
PATENT MONOPOLY
(Continued from Page

FROM FOX FILM
(Continued from Page

1)

manding a sweeping investigation of
the patent monopoly control, which
embraces the motion picture industry.

In

House Chairman Sirovich

the

has announced the opening of a
patent investigation.
The Fletcher resolution sets forth
that "the combinations of holding
corporations, patent pools, exclusive
franchises to the continuing disadvantage of other manufacturers,
small enterpuises, and the consuming public" through which major

companies in radio, electrical, telephone and telegraph equipment industries and other industries control "most if not all" of the patents
covering products of the industries.

The resolution also alleges
patent monopoly leads to

pracprice
fixing and that the exercise of the
exclusive franchise to manufacture
tical

and

use

various

the

patented

articles "are granted or withheld
solely within the absolute discretion
or
corporations
of
holding
the

patent pools," thus constituting "an
unreasonable restraint of trade."
"It is alleged," the resolution continues, "that this control of holding
corporations and patent pools is
preventing the full recovery of small
industries, and preventing the reemployment of hundreds of thousands of unemployed."
The resolution would authorize
the Interstate Commerce Committee
"to make a full and complete investigation of patent pools, patentholding corporations, and the major
companies and corporations" and
asks the committee to report to the
Senate the results of the investigatogether with recommendation,

• • • AT LAST a genuine novelty to liven up the theintroducing the new racetrack craze
aters of the nation
that is sweeping the country.
now it is brought right to
the exhibitors' box-offices as not only a screen attraction
but also as a real novelty stage thrill that will give the patrons
a brand new incentive to patronize the motion picture houses.
.

•

•

•

THEY SAY

that good things come in pairs
instance
for there are two
first-class Showmen Attractions to put over the racetrack atmosphere right in your theater
"Broadway Handicap" and
"Movie Sweepstakes"
both of them corking showmen
patronage-builders that are past the experimental stage
they have both definitely arrived
and are now sweeping
across the nation and commanding attention of theater managers everywhere
with bookings dropping right in the
laps of the two organizations that originated these two Sweet
B. O. knockouts

and

it

is

borne out

in

this

T
•

•

•

WITH THE

T

T

"Broadway Handicap" the exhibitor

is

presented with a continuous series of actual horse races of thorobreds taken at important race meets all over the United States
showing every exciting detail of the races from start to
finish
with all the accompanying sounds of the track, the
grandstand, and fast race music, put over dramatically by narrations of the race by a horse-racing expert
Meridian Pictures Corporation of 52 William St., New York City, are the
sponsors
of which that well known showman, George Gillette, is president

T
•

•

•

T

THE OTHER

racing

T
attraction,

"Movie

Sweep-

stakes," gives the theater owner or manager a continuous series
of cartoons of horse races done with a novelty showmanship
slant
building up the winners to a fine pitch of excitement
something entirely new in the carwith clever animation
toon field, with the added pull of the racetrack atmosphere
Movie Sweepstakes Corp.
brought right into the theater
is putting out this attraction from 245 West 55th St., New York
City
with Jack Goetz and his experienced theater associates the sponsors

tions.
.

• • • IN BACK of both these horse racing specials is a
showmanship plan for swinging the public right up to your

Denver Doings
Denver
las,

—Henry

Lockhart of Dal-

booker for Griffith circuit there,

was in Denver for a few days.
was formerly with the Griffith
cuit when it was in Denver.

Dave Frazier
manager of the

He
cir-

who

resigned as
Sheffield Republic

exchange here, is now manager of
the Mercury Film exchange in Salt
Bernard D. Newman
Lake City.
manages the Denver office of the

Mercury Film.

I

A party of Denver business men
were the guests of Harry Nolan,
manufacturer's agent dealing in theater supplies, in Denver, and R. E.
Dallas Theater operator,
Griffith,
formerly of Denver, at a deep sea
fishing rodeo, at Port Ai-ansus and
Brownsville, Tex.
Among

the

out-of-town

exhibs

row were B. P. Mccormick, R. V. Irvin, John AnderBeen on

film

B. B. Grove, Charles Klein, J.
D. Manning and Sam Feinstein.
son,

representatives of both companies now in the
box-office
field will supply all the details
..
corking trailers are supplied on both propositions to steam the patrons up in advance
and get them all hot for the New Development in motion picture
theater entertainment
which brings the atmosphere of the
race-track with all its attendant thrills and excitement right into
your house
you can't go wrong on either attraction
for both have been
both have grand box-office draw

FOR Showmen

worked out by Experienced Showmen

•

T
A SERIES of

T

T

shorts is being produced in the stu• •
dios of the General Electric Company by production manager
titled "Excursions In Science"
John Gilman at Schenectady
they will be distributed gratis to theaters by Al Bondy.

T

T

T

THE THEME

song of "Page Miss Glory," Marion
Davies' latest Cosmopolitan Production and her first to be rewill be broadcast by Richard Himber
leased by Warners
and His Champions on Friday evening for the first time over
the Columbia network ...... Interest continues in Louis Nizer's
book, "New Courts of Industry" despite the NRA collapse
the Dep't of Commerce has ordered 20 copies with orders thruout the country

•

•

•

Sheehan

will remain at the Fox
studios until he finishes 'Way Down
East' which is now in production.

He

will

the

work on that

«

€4

» » »

be in complete charge of
picture."

Kent stated that the termination
of Sheehan's contract had come
about through Sheehan's own wishes
and that it was settled with regret.
Kent added that an honest difference of opinion had brought

—

about Sheehan's resignation a difference that in no wise was personal but had to do with the new setup
of the Fox-20th Century company
and the operation of its studios.
He added that the company recognized the position of Sheehan and
his viewpoint and the result of this
difference of opinion was the above
statement. The statement was emphatic in announcing that Kent
would be less than grateful if he
did not publicly acknowledge the
relationship

fine

that

existed

be-

tween Sheehan and himself and that
he and the Fox Film Corp. were
grateful for Sheehan's efforts during the years of the rehabilitation
of the corporation resulting in its
present splendid condition.
Kent
extended to Sol M. Wurtzel and the
other producers of the Fox Film
Corp.
his
appreciation
of
their
efforts also.
He stated that Sheehan's resignation would not forecast
any shakeup in the personnel. On
the contrary, he expects the present
executive heads to remain undisturbed.
"I, and the corporation," added
Kent, "extend our best wishes to
Mr. Sheehan in any new endeavor he
undertakes.
This matter has been
settled amicably and leaves a good
feeling with all of us who have been

involved in

it."

Sheehan's

Last

Statement

night

ment was

the following stateissued by Winfield Shee-

han:
"In leaving Fox Film studio I feel
that I am parting with old and loyal
friends.

The

new

management,

Joseph M. Schenck and Darryl Zanuck, have my heartiest good wishes
in
their
new undertaking.
My
resignation was offered and accepted
on a very friendly basis all around,
and my enduring feeling of goodwill towards Sidney Kent, President of Fox Films, rerhains on the
same basis of cordiality and deep
personal
friendship
that
have
marked our relations for the past
three years.

"On completion
East,'
will

<t

1)

ered his resignation and an amicable
settlement has been effected between
the company and
himself.
Mr.

I

of

'Way Down

plan a European trip, and

announce

my new

arrangement

productions on
turn in October."

for

picture

my

re-

r

THE SIX MAIN

^S*

REASONS BEHIND THIS
HAPPY

«*s$^*

4
MARION
i»

D AVIES
PAGE MISS GLORY

"Best Marion Davies picture

in

several seasons,"

Ruth Waterbury, editor Photoplay. "Season's best

and most

comedy," Jimmy Starr of

original

Herald-Express. "Laughter in

every

L.

A.

foot.. .Marion at

her best," Louella Parsons of Universal News Service

No wonder the boys are staying

open for business, when

they can do the kind of business these excited previews

forecast for this
string of

amazing

summer shows from

WARNER

BROS.

CAGNEY and O'RRIEN
in THE
IRISH IN US°
Only two reviews

them

it's

so far

. . .

never had a better role."
raise the roof
°A

First

National Picture

t Pre-release date.

A 93 5-'36
1

Cosmopolitan Production
Vitagraph,

Inc.,

Distributors

— but

take it from
a "sure sock at the box-office
Cagney
in

.

.

.

"one to

(Variety Daily)}

you can go the

keep 'em howling!"

limit

.

(M. P. Daily)

.

.

should

WOMAN

BROADWAY GONDOLIER

Davis and George Brent

with Dick Powell, Joan Blondell,
Adolphe Menjou, Louise Fazenda

FRONT PAGE
with Bette

News says you can "chalk up another hit"
and the Times, American and Post tell the folks
one headlines ... an
t's "as exciting as page
Y. Daily

V.

excellent

tonic

mid -July doldrums ... the

for

audience liked

it

lots

.

.

.

don't miss

—

at the box-office!"

it!

m MARK
r

"be surprised if the public doesn't
go nuts over it" and the profit predictors for
M. P. Daily and Variety Daily say it "should land in
rhe important money is hot and bankable

Film Daily will

kened During

SUMMER

FOR

Month

Past

the

—Film Daily

4 **».

WE'RE IN THE MONET

JOE

with Blondell, Farrell, Herbert

in

E.

BROWN

BROADWAY JOE
(tentative title)

No coast flashes yet— but when our famous Gimme
Gals crash the breach-of-promise racket and say
it

with subpoenas

—

it's

gotta be a howl! The

tough cutting-room chief wired last week, "unquestionably the biggest laugh-picture they've

made!"

with

Ann Dvorak,

We're shielding

this

from

all

Patricia Ellis
eyes for a while

but here's a quick tip-off; Joe and Ann sing and
dance, there's a honey of a story, six tunes - and such gals!

.*
.
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Reviews

»

of

New Films

THE DARING YOUNG MAN"
with James Dunn,
Neil

Mae

76 mins.

JAIL

IN

BUILT FOR EXCITEOVER.

made-to-order film
and delivers neatly
in
the role of a reporter in love with a
girl
on a rival newspaper, after he has
been dodging women all his life. The piclure starts its real fun and excitement in

Dunn

has

a

for his particular talents,

jail sequences, after a slow start that
takes too long to establish the comedy acDunn plans a fast wedding, but on
tion.

the

ihe wedding day his editor assigns him

to

an inside story about gangsters and
racketeers in jail who are living the life
So
of Reilly and all the comforts of home.
in
order to protect his attempted scoop,
the hero cannot afford to tell his fiancee
and rival in newspaper work why he is
going to leave her waiting at the church.
While in jail as a prisoner trying to get
his story, Dunn hears a broadcast sent out
by his anguished bride-lo-be, and he makes
a jail break to be with her, for he fears
his rival (Neil Hamilton) is about to wed
her.
He is brought back by two kidnapers
working for the prison warden amid some
really hilarious incidents, and the finish is
get

exciting and provides plenty of fun.

Cast: James Dunn, Mae Clarke, Neil
Hamilton, Sidney Tcler, Warren Hymer,
Stanley Fields, Madge Bellamy, Frank Mel-

Raymond Hatton, Jack La Rue, Arthur

Treacher,

YOim

Dorothy

Robert GleckJames Donlan, Phil

Christy,

ler,
W'lham Pawley,
Tead.
Producer, Robert Kane; Director, William
A. Seiter Authors, Claude Binycn, Sidney
Skclsky; Screenplay, William Hurlbut; Dialogues, Sam Hellman, Glenn Tryon; Cameraman, Merritt Gerstad.

FIND

Gccd

Direction,

ALL PRODUCTION OF
ALL COMPANIES FOR
HERE

1935-1936 LISTED

New

Radio

83 mins

WELL

HANDLED ADAPTATION 01
STAGE HIT MAKES GOOD SERIOUS EN
TERTAINMENT OFF BEATEN PATH.
Due

to

the

the

spirit

this

picture

of

technique
Peter

used

in

Grimm back

bringing

to

earth

is different from the everyda'
thing and therein lies its greates
interest and best selling point.
Somewha
heavy and given to a lot of talk, it ma:
not be the best type of summer enter

sort of

tainment, but held for fall, with somi
strong selling, the picture can be put over
since those who see it will be very pleased
especially

if

they

are

in

a

mood

serious

Although Lionel Barrymore is portrayed a
Ihe domineering type, he plays the role a
an everyday human being and on that scor
holds one's interest and sympathy.
characters are nicely drawn and the
are very well handled by a
Bits of comedy are nicely

arranging

competent

Thi
role

cast

placed.

Afte'
his son ami

marriage between
Barrymore passes away.
Whili
on
he ridicules the idea of one'
spirit returning, but when he sees what
mess he has made by planning other peo
pie's lives, he returns in the form of a spiri!
and has the girl break her promise, so thai
she can marry the one she loves.
his

a

ward,
earth

,

Cast: Lionel Barrymore, Helen Mack, Ed
Ellis, Donald Meek, Geq/ge Breaks ten
Allen Vincent, James Bush, Ethel Gnffies
Lucien Littlefield, Greta Meyer.

ward

Producer, Kenneth Macgowan, Director
Ceorge Nichclls, Jr.; Author, David Belasco
Screenplay, Francis Edwards Faragoh, Cam

eraman, Lucien
Schmidt.
Direction,

England Notes

—

post.

RKO

Excellent

Boston
Larry Herman, recently appointed booker at the local Columbia branch, has returned to his
former position as booker for the
Ralph Snider circuit.
Walter Silverman of the shipping department
has been promoted to the booker's

Good

Andriot;

Editor,

Arihu.

Photography, A-l.

Fort Worth Items
Fort Worth, Tex.— The Majestic
second-run Interstate theater, ha:started Bank Nights. This makes twe
theaters here using bank nights, the
other
being
the
New Liberty.

Screeno is still drawing crowds at
Hollywood, Palace and Majestic.

te

Frank Weatherford, manager of
McConville of the New
spent most of the week the Worth Theater, is spending part
of his vacation riding around town
at the local Columbia exchange.
Jack Goldstein, RKO Theaters in police scout cars.
publicity director, is on vacation.
N. Edward Beck, manager of t
The Lt. A. Vernon Macaulay Post,
American Legion, is sponsoring Hollywood theater, also is spendi
again this year the annual outing his vacation at home.
for the employees of the film disThe New Liberty Theater's "Pa
trict with Riverside in Auburndale rade of Amateur Talent"
recently
tly
selected as the place and July 24 as started as a Saturday midnight atthe date. Cyril McGerrigle of RKO traction, has
been changed to the
is chairman.
regular show on Tuesday night. The
Worth, leading Interstate theater
80 at Powell Boys Contest
here, will sponsor a talent contest
Eighty persons turned out last from Aug. 12 through
Aug. 21
night at the Strand for the big
Powell Boys contest over station
in
connection with the
Bolognino to Build on Concourse
showing of "Broadway Gondolier."
Twenty of the entrants sang over
Consolidated Amusement Enterthe air during the half hour of prises, headed
by Laurence S. Bologthe contest. The winner of the con- nino,
has acquired property at
test will be the Broadway Gondolier Grand
Concourse and 183rd St. for
on a sustaining radio program.
the erection of a theater.
Joseph

York

FOR QUICK REFERENCE

Photography,

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

RE-

MENT AND LAUGHS GETS
James

in

GRIMM"

Hamilton

MERRY ESCAPADE OF NEWSPAPER
PORTER

Barrymore

"THE RETURN OF PETER

Clarke,

Fox

ton,

Lionel

«

office

:

1935 Edition

Now

In

Work

Delivery This

Month
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PROFIT

TRANS-LUX DIRECTORS

Allied's Busy Beavers
An

BY PARA.

IN

QUARTER

informal organization known as the Beaver Club has been created within the
Allied States Ass'n ranks.
Membership, which will change from month to month, is
earned by working like a beaver for the good of Allied and the benefit of the independent exhibitors.
Sid Samuelson has become a perpetual member.
Others on the
roster for

(Continued from Page

1.
Nate Yamins for
committee meetings.
2.
Walter Littlefield

1)

that on June 22, 1935, Paramount and subsidiaries had $20,776,-

jlso

JOO cash on hand, of

which sum

$5,-

94,974 was paid out in the bank
This comettlement on June 25.
jares with $5,209,000 cash in posJession of Paramount and subsiiaries when the company went into
Jeceivership on Jan. 28, 1933. Fixed
harges for Paramount and subjidiaries
during 1935, principally
.

and interest, will total $21,100,000 compared with $32,000,000
jents

his

splendid

for

his

Boston

eastern

meeting

regional

and

attendance

conferences

and

his

at

executive

work

(Continued from Page
for

Herman Blum

will

be voted honorary

lite

membership

for his

work

as

treasurer.

report sets forth.

I

,

;

;

England and on the continent, it was
stated to Film Daily by Percy N.
Furber, chairman of the Trans-Lux
board. Trans-Lux Movies Corp. will
have a financial interest in the British company, but the latter firm will
supply all funds for construction of
the theaters. Will Evans, well-known
British theater man, will be chair-

man
Pacific

—

Northwest Notes

Oklahoma City Items

—

1)

the

Peftengill bill.
3.
H. M. Richey for efforts too numerous to mention.
4.
Messrs. Price, Saltz and Hicks for attendance at regional meetings.
5.
Abe Stone and Bill Smalley for the same.
Al Steffes for his efforts to enlarge and strengthen the organization.
6
7.
Aaron Sapersfein, Martin Smith, Ray Branch and Pete Wood for their counsel
and aid at Indianapolis.
8.
Charlie Metzger for his splendid arrangements for the Indianapolis meeting
and his courtesy to and cooperation with visiting leaders.
9.
Newman Waters for journeying to New York to aid in submitting the Atlanta
complaints to Mr. Hays.
Others on the honor roll are Max Levcnson, Eddie Ansin and Arthur Howard.

Seattle
Alex Singelow, ScandiOklahoma City George Y. HengThis navian film impresario of this city,
eduction was effected in about equal is on a three-week trip to Holly- er, operating manager for Standard
measure through elimination of un- wood and San Diego.
Theaters, is visiting relatives in
profitable properties and through
Cascade Theaters Corp., Dela- Dallas.
reorganization and readjustment.
ware corporation, has given original
Jimmie Burge, Capital Theater
The report also notes the improve- incorporation articles and power of
ment in the value of the company's attorney to Frank L. Newman Sr., manager, is on vacation in Mexico.
ecurities from the start of the re- president of Evergreen State TheWalter B. Lovelace of San An•eivership on Jan. 26, 1933, to July aters.
tonio is the new booker in the Sack
Tokay Theater, Raymond, Wash.,
1935.
branch here.
Comparative figures for the 5^2 was opened recently by A. G. Basil.
The new 725-seat Plaza Theater
It is one of the most modern houses
>er cent debentures, the 6 per cent
has opened.
in this area.
lebentures and the stock at the start
Duncan McPherson, who came to
John Brainard, 66, manager of
if
the receivership and on July 1
Grand Coulee from Hollywood, has the Isis, died this week.
<re, respectively, 8 Vs and 96 V2
10 started work
as photographer for
uid 94 2 1% and 4%.
Paul Townsend, manager of the
Coulee Trading Co. to make movies
Claims against Paramount total of the building of the Grand Coulee Liberty, returned from his Kansas
^60,859,242.
Dam.
City vacation a week ahead of time.
In 1932, the

OKAY FOREIGN TIEUP

June-July are.

the board of Trans-Lux,
and Peter Rudyard Aitken,
son of Lord Beaverbrook, will be
of

Ltd.,

president.

First construction will
be in London, where two theaters
will soon be erected.

Richards to Defy Long
On Forcing Vaude Back
(Continued from Page

1)

Richards said he
would not tolerate Long's interferference and would close up rather
than restore vaudeville.
He denounced the unions for seeking politionist

tical

unions.

aid.

At last a genuine
answer to your box
office

problems.

A

thrilling copyright-

ed

sporting

event

brought right to
your theater. Here
something you
is
have been waiting
for. Something you
can't do without.
First showing in
New York brought
tremendous approval

from

exhibitors.

—

Don't wait wire or
write immediately.

-.TtH^iDAILY
ALLIED-HAYS VISIT

A LITTLE

CALLED UNAVALING
from Allied headquarters

bulletin

regional leaders.

its

to

Reporting the

on Hays, the bulletin states:
"Mr. Hays received the committee
courteously and dealt with them
call

frankly.

He

not have

power

pointed out that he did
to compel

anyone

in

the industry to release pictures they
had overbought, or to prevent them

from running a corner
if they were so minded.

in pictures

Mr. Hays
stated, however, that on a proper
presentation he could and would undertake to call the complaint to the
attention of the parties complained
against and endeavor by friendly
conciliation to bring about an amicable adjustment.

"Mr. Hays followed

this procedure
presented directing Mr.
Palfreyman to send the complaints
and supporting data to the parties
These parties
complained against.
have replied and the responses have
been turned over to the committee.
Thus Mr. Hays has done all that he
undertook to do and all that he
in the cases

could do.

GOV'T

from "LOTS"

(~"ARY
^ by

GRANT has
RKO from

been borrowed

Paramount

to

play opposite Katharine Hepburn
George Cukor
in "Sylvia Scarlett."
will direct this Pandro S.
production.

T

Berman

Lloyd Bacon, who directed James

"The
handle Cag-

Irish in Us," also will

ney's

next

National

First

Sothern in the first of the two elab(Continued from Page 1)
orate musical productions in which
Miss Sothern will be starred during tion has been focused on the hearVictor Schert- ing because of the total amount of
the coming year.
zinger will direct.
the applications and assertions that
seme of the applications are exces-

in

picture,

"The Frisco Kid." Mervyn LeRoy,
who was to have directed the latter
film, will do "Radio Jamboree" instead.
George E. Stone will be in
the new Cagney picture.

Grant Garrett has been signed by
RKO Radio to do a script on "The
Rainmakers," Bert Wheeler and
Robert Woolsey comedy feature,
which Fred Guiol is directing under
the supervision of Lee Marcus. The
story is by Guiol and Albert Traynor and included in the cast are
Dorothy Lee, Berton Churchill and
George Meeker.

Ricardo Cortez, Frank Lawton,
"Hot Tip" is the title selected by
Jack LaRue, Arthur Treacher and RKO Radio for the race track picBeulah Bondi have been added to ture photographed largely at Santa
the cast of Universal's "Hangover Anita Race Track and co-featuring
Murders," with Edward
Arnold, James Gleason and ZaSu Pitts.
It
Robert
Armstrong and Frances formerly was known as "Leander
Drake.
Cortez replaces Randolph Clicks," the title under which it was
Scott.
published in story form in the "Red
The picture is
T
Book Magazine."
T
T
Frank McGlynn Sr., George Has- now in the cutting rooms. William
Sistrom supervised. William Slavens
sell and David Torrence will appear
in Warner's "Captain Blood," with McNutt wrote the story. The screen
Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havilland play was by Gleason, Hugh Cummings and Olive Cooper.
heading the cast.

T
T
T
is apparent that the matter
First of Columbia's new season
the same status as it was at
the time of the convention.
The two-reelers, an Andy Clyde comedy,
complainants
similar
com- goes in work Saturday with Del
(and
plaints are piling up all over the Lord directing. Ewart Adamson did
country) who have had their prod- the script. Preston Black has been
uct taken away by their circuit com- signed to write the initial All-Star
petitors feel that their legal rights comedy, while Felix Adler is at work
The circuits on the first vehicle for The Radio
have been infringed.
Rogues. All two-reelers are under
feel that they have merely exercised
the supervision of Jules White.
their legitimate buying power and
that the complaints are baseless.
T
T
T
They will never see eye to eye unDouglas Fairbanks, on his return
til their conflicting claims have been
in January from England, will imsubmitted to the determination of mediately start preparations to rethe only authorized tribunals the sume production of two pictures a
year for United Artists release.
Federal Courts."
in

—

T

Thea. Construction

Way

Under

(.Continued

in

Boom

N'Zealand

from Page

1)

liamson's new Avon, also in Christchurch, and a house to be erected
by P. Elworthy in Timaru for lease
to Amalgamated Theater.

"Gentle Julia," Booth Tarkington
story, has been adapted, modernized
and purchased by Fox as a vehicle
for Jane Withers.
The picture will
go into production as soon as the
nine-year-old star completes work
on her present picture, "Meal Ticket."
Lewis Seiler will direct.
T

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

T

Betty Furness has gone into the
cast of John Stahl's Universal production,
"Magnificent
Obsession,"
taking the place of Julie Haydon,
who was unable to accept the role.

T

T

Hugh Herbert has been borrowed
from Warners by RKO Radio to provide mirth in "To Beat the Band,"
which Ben Holmes is to direct under
the supervision of Zion Myers. Son-

ny Lamont, 270 pound dancer, who

vestigation of the Paramount reorfees
because of the
ganization
sought.

Allied Is Delayed

In

War

Chest Plan

(Continued from Page 1)

The executive committee which was charged with the
handling of the Independents' Day
movement decided to make a survey as to the probable results before
finally approving the plans submitted by H. M. Richey.
The convention had no power to bind the regional units or individual theater]
owners to the plan. Several thousand return postcards have been sent
out with request that exhibitors indicate whether they care to participate in the proposal to give a
percentage of one day's receipts to;
Allied's fighting fund, and, if so,
which date they prefer.
tion in Atlanta.

T

"It

is

Senator William Gibbs McAdoo
has voiced a threat of senatorial in-

sive.

T

Cagney and Pat O'Brien

MEN ATTENDING

HEARING ON PARA. FEES

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from Page 1)

Thursday, July 18, 1935

Warner Oland is slated to disclose additional talent in his newest Fox film, "Charlie Chan In
Shanghai," when he renders a singing solo, "The Prince

And Ming Lo

Fu," a "St. George and the Dragon"
type of ditty written especially for
the film by Sanders.

Kay

Linaker, Warner's latest refrom the stage, has been renamed Lynn Acker. Miss Acker is
cruit

Recommends Rejection
Of Two Para. Claims
(Continued from Page

1)

$127,500 claim of G. B. Theater?
Corp. for $55,000 in the reorganization proceedings and involved also
a plan for partial payment of prin
cipal on a mortgage covering the
Rivoli theater, Chicopee, Mass., and
a readjustment of the terms of the
mortgage.
The agreement with
Berenson provided for allowance of
Berenson's $35,540 claim for $20,

beginning her screen career as leading woman opposite Ricardo Cortez
in "From This Dark Stairway," the 000.
new mystery thriller based on a
novel by Mignon G. Eberhart. Mary
Dissolves Bank Night Injunction
Astor, Lyle Talbot, Frank Reicher,
Youngstown
Temporary injuncMary Treen, Martha Tibbetts, Joan
Eldredge and Anita Kerry are also tion issued against Bank Night at
in the picture, which is being di- the State theater was dissolved this
week by Common Pleas Court. Sis
rected by Frank McDonald.
theaters had charged unfair com-

—

>

petition.

Paramount has drawn up a new
term contract for W. C. Fields. His
first

picture

under

it

will

go into

production in November. No Fields
production is scheduled between now
and that time, due to the players
illness.

RKO cast additions recently included Addison Richards for "Freckles" and Fredric Roland for "The
Rainmakers."

recently
All
B.

of

six

horses

are

for

300 horses used by Cecil
in
"The Crusades" come
Hollywood
stables
where
trained and kept exclusively

the

De Mille

from

movie

work— PARAMOUNT.

Man

completed a role in "Old
Rhythm," is another addition

Down Memory Lane: The late
Frank Joyce taking us to lunch at
the Astor, in 1927, and wondering
James Dunn has been engaged by whether he should go into business
Columbia to play opposite Ann on the coast.

to the cast.

T

T

T

Richard

Dix

Lupe

Walter Hiers
Paul Perez

Arthur
Charles

Gene

Lockhart

A.

Velez
A. Lee
Stimson
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Slash in Para. Fees Indicated at Court Hearing

SHEEHAN'S OUT SEEN AS CHASE BANK VICTORY

Made $9,450,000 Net

Erpi

A. T.

Viewing

&

Shown

... the passing parade

=

By

DON CARLE GILLETTE

—

among movie men.
far as known factors are concerned,
there is not yet much cause for showmen
ry

As

to be apprehensive.

Television cannot be put into the homes
except at great cost.
To foot this cost, heavy sponsorship will
be required.
Which means there will have to be a
prolot of advertising on the television
grams in order to pay the overhead.
advertising, as in the case of
ever tend to keep television
out of the unadulterated entertainment
class, stamping it indelibly with the mark
of commercialism and depriving it of the
this

Washington

of

THE FILM DAILY

—From

time

the

of
its organization to the end of 1934,
Electrical Research Products, A. T.
& T. subsidiary through Western
Electric, made a net profit of $9,450,000, of which $4,000,000 went to
Western Electric in the way of dividend, it is disclosed in connection
with the move of the Federal Communications Commission to deter-

STRONG ON REISSUES
Pittsburgh

—

hits are coming
aters in greater
Several
before.

Seven Years
Darryl Zanuck Takes Over
Fox-20th Century Production Post

Holdovers

PITTSBURGH DISTRICT

(Continued on Page 24)

LOWER FILM OUTPUT

in

—

as Profitable

Washington Bureau

more the bugaboo of television
^•^ competition seems to be causing wor-

And

Record

in

Baltimore
Approximately 30 firstrun films have been held for extended
runs here in the first six months of
this year.
This sets up a new local
record.
Current holdovers are "Love
Me Forever" at the Hippodrome and
"My Heart is Calling" at the Little.

Venture

^NNCE

radio,

T. Subsidiary Is

Profit

Adjustment of Winfield Sheehan's
contract, whereby the Fox vice-president and chief of production at the
Hollywood studios withdraws from
the company next month, yesterday
was a lively topic of conversation in
Wall Street, where the move was
regarded as a victory for the Chase
bank interests.
The financial district for some
time has regarded the Fox situation
(Continued on Page 24)

Reissues of recent

back to

local the-

numbers than ever

Warner neighborthis week with
The Ritz, among

BIZ

BETTER ABROAD,

hood theaters opened

will

IN

FRANCE THIS YEAR

revival
others,
for two
thrice

policies.
will continue

HUMMEL REPORTS

JOE

with old hits
weeks, switching programs
glamor that makes the ad-less pay-as-you"Gay Divorcee,"
weekly.
Production activity in
Paris
enter theater a perpetual and preferential
"Thin
Motion picture business in Europe
Melodrama,"
France this year will be on a some- "Manhattan
drawing card.
•
{Continued on Page 25)
lately has shown a vast improvement
what smaller scale than in 1934, a
kJOTING the surprising amount of bus- checkup reveals. In the first six
over previous years, it was stated
' ^
in an interview yesterday by Joe
iness being done by subsequent run months only 48 pictures were turned
Earned
by
$130,513
Hummel, general foreign sales manneighborhood theaters playing revivals of out by French studios and it is exold favorites, the thought occurs that at
In Year, Before Charges ager for Warner Bros., following his
(Continued on Page 21)
each season's end, when distributing comFor the year ended June 13 the return this week from a four-month
panies are behind in the delivery of their
Quota and
Theater showed a profit of business trip abroad.
Roxy
schedules, it would be far better to reissue Acquires 88 Foreign Films
other restrictions on American films
$130,513.26, and a profit of $40,461

—

— —

Roxy

few of

biggest hits of the past,
out a bunch of quickies
to fill their quotas.
Every company now has a substantial
repertoire
memorable pictures that
of

a

their

rather than

For Distribution

in U. S.

rush

Joseph Sheimann, president of the
86th St. Casino Corp., returning July
25 after an eight-month stay abroad,
has acquired 88 German, Hungarian
could stand revival from time to time.
Polish features for American
An annual "repertory season" wouldn't and
distribution next season.
be the worst idea

in

for the six months ending June
before interest on funded debt,
and remuneration
preciation
Howard Cullman, trustee for
theater.
Attendance at the Roxy for
(Continued on Page 25)

deto

the

current release of several films deal-

ing again with newspaper folk has stir-

'

up the journalistic fraternity to do its
usual squawking about the liberties taken
red

the portrayal of reporters.
is
all
such small-time stuff on the
part of the Fourth Estate.
reporters
were portrayed on the
If
screen as they really are, they wouldn't
be any more interesting than film folk
would be in newspaper stories if reporters
wrote only the plain uncolored facts about

Court Listens to Arguments
In Support of Para. Fees

in

It

our movie people.

Newspapers, which are so fond of scandalizing the private lives of screen celebs,

apparently can't take even a bit of fictionizing

where

cerned.

their

own

fraternity

is

con-

William Fox Interested
In Col. Lawrence Film

the

the world.

—•—

THE

(Continued on Page 25)

13,

William Fox

is

reported to be in-

terested in Lawrence of Arabia,
Inc., a new company formed by a
group of British production people
in

Hollywood to produce an authen-

version of the late
rence's activities in the
tic

during the

Col. LawNear East

World War.

Ac

(Continued on Page 25)

Speaking for the directors of
Wisconsin Indep't Unit
Paramount, Thomas D. Thacher yesAlWill Convene Aug. 6-7 terday informed Federal Judge fees
hearing on
the
Coxe
at
fred
C.
of
convention
First
Milwaukee
allowances in the Paramount
the Independent Theaters Protective and
$3,222,315
totaling
Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper Mich- reorganization

—

igan, organized last January, will
be held here Aug. 6-7. A follow-up
outing will take place Aug. 8 at
Hales Corners, where exhibitors will
be guests of Thomas Saxe at his

summer home.

that many of the applications for
fees should be disallowed in toto,
(Continued on Page 21)
you want to know "What's to be made and
who's to make it" refer to the 1935 Film
out this month.— Advt.
Daily Production Guide
If

—

Paging

E.

V.

Richards

release,
Warner
current
"Broadway Gondolier," the character
of a much harassed broadcasting station president is named E. V. Richards.
Whether the real-life E. V. Richards,
who is head of the Saenger circuit down
south, will appreciate the coincidence,
any, will depend on his sense of
if
In

humor.

the

ed

-.&&n.DAILY
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Season Releases Withholding Information
Are Dated by Educational On Wm. Fox Examination

8 of

New

Buster West and Tom Patricola,
with the first picture under their
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St.,
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Rue

<le

a

la

new

star contract, will start Educa-

tional^ release schedule for the new
season. "Dame Shy," featuring these
comics, will be released Aug. 2.
An Ernest Truex comedy will be
released Aug. 9, followed a week
later by Buster Keaton's first for
the new year, "The E-Flat Man." A
two-reel Musical Comedy and a Tom
Howard Comedy will be available
Aug. 23 and Aug. 30, respectively.
of August will
one-reel subjects

The month

from
bring three
These include two
Educational.
Song Hit Stories, "Radio Rascals"
with the Cabin Kids and "Hurray
For Rhythm" with Johnny Johnson
and his orchestra, and the first of
the new season's Paul Terry-Toon
cartoons, "Bird Land."

Onthank as Assistant Director
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington A. Heath Onthank,

—
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FITZPATRICK,

A.

producer

from New York nex
appear in the new Andr

sails

to

musical.

JOSEPH SHEINMANN, president
Casino
on the

St.

25

returns

Corp.,

of

New

to

the

86t

York

Jul

Bremen from abroad.

GINGER ROGERS and LEW AYRES have

ha

to
cut short their Honolulu honeymoon an
return to Hollywood, where Miss Rogers mu:
start work on Monday at RKO Radio in

Person."

THE YACHT CLUB BOYS

due

are
12 to appear
Governor, Sing."

Hollywood on Aug.
fury's

"Sing,

AILEEN

STANLEY,

singer,

in

back
20th Cer
i

returns

Ne

to

York today from abroad on the President Hart
ing.

WILLIAM

G. UNDERWOOD, president of R(
Pictures of Texas, and his wife,
Charninsky, prominent exhibitor from Si
Antonio, and wife, arrived in New York th
week on the first leg of a trip to Los Ai
geles aboard the Santa Rosa, via the Panan
Canal.

public
E.

in

JAMES MULVEY and LYNN FARNOL
New York from the coast by plane.

arrive

G.

LOU HALPER, Warner theater head
is
on a New York trip.

of

Pitts Story

on

tl

coast,

HENRY GINSBERG,
Hal

general manager of tl
Roach studios, is due in New York la
month, with plans for sailing Aug.
the Rex for a vacation abroad, accer

en
panied

THE FILM DAILY

by

Mrs.

Ginsberg.

MAJOR JOHN ZANFT
day

on

the

Majestic

booked

is

to

sail

t<

on

agen

SAM COHEN,

Unit

England

for

business.

WALT

DISNEY

and

publicity
Artists'
foreign
representative,
rive tomorrow from abroad on the Conte
Savoia.

CLIFF REiD,
in

New

York

RKO

associate producer, arriv
yesterday by plane from t

coast.

Audio Making British Ad Film
Mary Brian for London Revue
Raschbaum a Kentucky Colonel
"Gulliver in Greenford," a black
Mary Brian has been signe
Edwin B. Raschbaum, president and
white animated cartoon is be- through the William Morris Ageni
of Raspin Productions, has been aping produced by Audio Productions for the new Andre Chariot music
pointed an aide-de-camp on Goverfor J. Lyon & Co., of London. The to open next month in London.
nor Ruby Laffoon's staff, with the

Colonel.

Will

Murphey Joins Republic
C.

headed

German Films

picture, dealing with the mythical
adventures of Gulliver, is designed
to exploit Lyon's Green Label Tea.
H. L. Roberts is directing the animation and the musical score is by
Edwin E. Ludig.
Griffith

to

at 86th St.

THERE

IS

ONLY ONE
of

Start Brutish Film

London— D. W.

Griffith will short-

ly begin camera work on a new verby sion of "Broken Blossom" at the
Twickenham Film Studios.
Dolly
Haas and Emlyn William will play
the roles which Lillian Gish and
Richard Barthelmess portrayed in

the silent version 16 years ago.

MOTION PICTURES
And

that

signed
for
20th
Century-Fox's
"Sing, Governor, Sing."
Deal was
set by the William Morris Agency.

is

issued by

THE

FILM

DAILY

The

Standard

Refer-

ence Book of the Motion Picture Industry
for the past 17 years.

Yacht Club Boys for Film
The Yacht Club Boys have been

Casino
"Java Head" for Cameo
Gertl Zieht das Grosse Los," with
Lucie Englisch, and "Drei Kaiser"Java Head," Basil Dean producjaeger," with Paul Richter, open to- tion, will follow "Alibi Ike" at the
day at the 86th St. Casino.
Cameo.
2

:

YEAR BOOK

Murphey, former newspaperman and film company publiWill

Loew Books 3 Mascot Films
Three Mascot features, "Little
Men",
"Headline
Woman" and
"Ladies Crave Excitement", have
been booked for the entire Loew
metropolitan circuit. Deal was negotiated by Herman Gluckman of the
Republic exchange.

Edward Slom.in

Chariot

this

—

advertising department
Edward Finney.

Aylesworth

Fox, Jack

Melcher's Play Being Tried Out
Hollywood
"The Comeback,"
play titled "44 Below,"
the first dramatic brainchild of Ed- based on the life story of Alabama
ward de S. Melcher, cinema critic Pitts by Warden Lewis E. Lawes
of the Washington, D. C, "Star," of Sing Sing, will be filmed by WarWarden Lawes, who recently
will be tried out next week by the ners.
Summit Players, Summit, N. J., left for a tour of Europe, authored
under the direction of George Sher- "Twenty Thousand Years in Sing
wood.
Marie Nordstrom will be Sing," also produced by Warner
Bros.
starred in it.

city head, has joined Republic Pictures as press-sheet editor in the

H.

Dreyer, against
Leo, Eva Fox,
Caroline Leah Tausig, John Zanft,
Jacob L. Rubenstein and Bessie
Livingstone, directors of Fox Theaters Corp.

Mr.

A new

5/8

— %

man and Alphonso

West Coast Bureau

rank and grade of Colonel. David
Weissberger of Edw. Peiper & Co.
has also been appointed a Kentucky

1

order of the court binds all counsel
involved not to discuss the proceedings with the press after the session nor until a report is submitted
to the Supreme Court.
When the case comes to trial in
the Fall, counter-claims of Mr. Fox
against the plaintiffs in the present
case, and also against the Bankers
Securities Corporation and Harley
L. Clarke, will be jointly tried. Mr.
Fox seeks one item of $250,000 and
another of $1,954,425, representing
stock transactions against the plaintiffs,
in addition to the value of
87,000 shares of Class A common
stock of Fox Theaters, with interest from Feb. 27, 1929.
The plaintiffs in the present case
include Fox Theaters Corp. and the
receivers of that corporation, William B. Atkinson, Milton C. Weis-

Warners to do Ala.

Ed

JAMES

Traveltalks,
and LUIGI PIRANDELLO, Italia
playwright, arrive in New York tomorrow 01
the Conte di Savoia.

head of Fox Film and Fox Theaters
MARY BRIAN
The week for London
Corp. and other principals.

which embraces amusements.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

NRA

74—1

148i/4

17%
42%

"A"

Fm.

74

Chg.

Close

served

as assistant
executive officer, will be assistant
director of the newly created Division of Business Cooperation under
the direction of Prentiss L. Coonley.
The new Division has five sections, with Leighton H. Peebles as
director and William P. Farnsworth
as assistant director of Section 5,

FINANCIAL
High

also

I.

Coming and Going

—By

order of the
Nassau Supreme Court, there will
be no further revelation of proceedings in the examination before trial
of William Fox in the claims and
counter-claims involving the former

Mineola, L.
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'ANTHONY ADVERSE'
March

to

Warner

now being
'A SURE
limit

SOCK

on this

some of

.

.

It

at the box-office

.

.

Go

TITLE

ROLE

brings Fredric

lotto lead cast-full of screen notables

selected

behemoth

for

of

best

-

sellers.

the

should keep 'em howling,' are

the bouguets tossed by excited trade

previewing 'The Irish in Us, coming
Cagney-O'Brien-McKugh-De Havilland comedy.
critics after

OFFICIALLY LAUNCHING construction of 50
new buildings which will give Warners world's
largest production plant are Studio Manager
William Koenig and members of

EAL-OF-THE-WEEK,

involving

his technical staff.

Grad
'BEST

and John Balaban (above), adds
ilaban and Katz and Great States circuits
sars

4500

complete-product

ady closed by Warners

contracts

for

new

New

al-

season.

*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A

First

National Picture

Vilagraph,

WARNER MUSICAL SINCE 42ND
York Strand with

at

Lobby radio search (above)
'Broadway Gondolier' proved effective bally.*

miss

"Broadway Gondolier."

for

real

Inc.,

STREET'opens

advising Manhattanites 'Don't

critics

Distributors

'
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"DANGER AHEAD"
Lawrence Gray,

with

Fuzzy

Mannors,

Sheila

Knight

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Victory

65 mins.

Pictures

GOOD ACTION MELODRAMA WITH
LIVELY STORY, ABLE CAST AND AMPLE
PRODUCTION VALUES.

A bang-up team
Fuzzy Knight gives

Lawrence Gray and
number the type
of stuff your action melodrama fans go
for.
Fights, chases, speed, comedy, all are
there in quantity and well placed.
Noteworthy as well are the cast and sets; some
of

the

in

much

plot

of

this

could stand with those used
product.
Although the

latter

costlier

the type usually used

is

sification

of

picture,

in

Gray's

this

clas-

singing

and

Knght's comedy and song do much to raise
this number from
the regular standards
Sheila Mannors looks especially nice and
handles her role well.
While in a res-

newspaper reporter, sees
and he also sees a man
being robbed.
He goes to the rescue and
after a struggle gets away with the money.
Taking the money to Knight's delicatessen,
they hide the $40,000 in a sausage which
is
bought by a detective.
To get the
money back they go to the detective's
home where they are trailed by the gang.
In the remains of the sausage they find
the money and manage to evade the gang.
On advertising for the rightful owner to
claim his money, Gray learns the beautiful
girl is the daughter of the sea captain who
had been robbed.
When the girl goes to
the boat with the money she is held up by
the gang, but Gray and the police arrive
in time to capture the hoodlums and Gray
wins the girl.
taurant,

a

Gray,

beautiful

a

girl

Cast: Lawrence Gray, Sheila Mannors, J
MacDonald, Fuzzy Knight, Bryant
Washburn, Fred Kelsey, John Elliott, Eddie
Farrell

Phillips,

Gordon

Hershel

Griffith,

Mayall,

Dick

Arthur
Cramer,

Loft,

Sam Katzman;

Director, Albert

Direction,

Photography, Good.

FOREIGN

» »
HOMBRE QUE SE REIA DEL AMOR"
Man Who Laughed at Love"), in

« «
("The

Fast

Spanish;

produced

by Star Film; directed
by Benito Perojo; with Maria Fernanda
Ladron de Guevara, Rafael Rivelles, et al.
At the Teatro Campoamor.

Generally
well-made
production
from
Madrid, with some good performances and
attractive scenes, depicting a romance of
the

Don Juan type.

Today:

WE

of

New

—

and several associates have taken over the Strand
Theater, Inc., here, from Louis M.
Gordon and Joseph F. Borenstein.
Britain

The New Britain men operate the
State in that city and a summer
house at Walnut Beach, Mil-

film
ford.

officers,

ii

nomination

New

York.

July 21
First Annual Glee Day of the Barnes
Printing Co., Inc., at Karatsonyi's, Glen:

wood

Landing,

auspices

T

T

T

T

T

I.

Macaulay

Vernon

Lt. A.
Legion,

of

American

SPENT a perfectly delightful day yesterday
• • •
celebrating the arrival of
as the guest of United Artists
the new United Artists' President, Al Lichtman, from Hollyalong with Mister Fred Baihler of the Quigley Pubwood
lications, the company's publicity blurber extraordinary Herb
Cadillac
Berg took us out in state to the Newark Airport
V-12, chauffeur, 'neverythin'

L.

Boston film row annual outing under

July 24:

Post,

Auburndale,

Riverside,

Mass.
July 27:
Cincinnati Variety Club
ing for benefit of Film Board

Grove,

Strikers'

July

Mt.

annual

outFund,

Relief

Healthy,

0.

Second annual Fathers and Sons Bar-

28:

becue
wood.

Breakfast,

Ranch,

Uplifters

Holly-

Indianapolis
Variety
Club
Golf
Hillcrest Country
Club,
In-

July 29:

Tournament,
dianapolis.

WE

WAITED for an hour on a delayed flight till
• • •
the beautiful transcontinental flier circled the field and swooped
gracefully down
as we trade paper representatives swooped
clown on Messrs. Lichtman, Home and Greenthal for our story
Mister Lichtman
but it seems there was no story
so we tore up our list of 27 prewas not prepared to talk
pared questions as to the new promotions in U. A., the number
of British & Dominion pix on the program, whether the company would release a Disney feature-length cartoon, who the
and rode back in state to Broadway
new officers would be
in the Cadillac V-12

Second annual picnic of
Club of Kansas City.

July 29:

Aug. 6-7:

First

Aug. 6-7:

WE

Michigan,

•

•

WHILE WAITING

for the U. A. contingent to arrive at the airport
another big transcontinental plane
landed with Cliff Reid, associate producer for RKO Radio
Barret McCormick was there to greet him and introduce us
Cliff

was

all

pepped up on "Musketeers"

which he

says looks bigger than anticipated
and told us that
Depinet will leave Hollywood for New York on Friday

T
•

stated

•
to

AT THE
Publisher

T

Ned

T

Aug.

race-track

last
in

Saturday

Harry Cohn

Schenck and Eddie Churchill
ers I have nothing to say and

T

I

the presence of Nick
"Tell the 'Film Daily' readdon't care to be quoted"

T

• • • ALL
impatient young novelists trying to sell
the movie rights to your brain-cheeilds can take heart ...
Joseph C. Lincoln, the veteran novelist, has just sold the film
rights to "Cap'n Eri," his first novel, published 31 years ago
it was made into a stage play in 1915

YOU

T
•

T

T

A COCKTAIL

•

•

•

• A DANCE

party was given to Cicely Courtneidge, GB star
at the Waldorf-Astoria
before her
departure for the Coast yesterday
she will co-star with
Frank Morgan in Metro's "The Perfect Gentleman"
With
the opening of Warners' "Don't Bet On Blondes" at the Capitol
today, the company has three of its features playing first-runs
on Broadway
the others are "Broadway Gondolier" at the
Strand, and "Alibi Ike" at the Cameo

•

filmed this

T

sequence in "The Big Broadcast" was
week by Norman Taurog at Paramount's Astoria
team of Dorothy Fox and Charles

studio, featuring the dance

ne and Katrine
d*
Monday in the

Lee start a radio series on
WMCA on
"Two O'Clock Revue"
Leon
Bamberger of RKO Radio will speak over WFAS at
White
Plains on Tuesday on picture production and distribution
SrSi'/?."

,

€t

<<f

» » »

home

Thomas

of

Saxe,

Mil-

11-13:
Southeastern
Theater Owners
convention, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.

Ass'n

Pittsburgh

12:

St.

Variety

Club

Clair Country Club,

golf tourPittsburgh.

Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,

Aug. 14:

Cleveland.

Aug. 21-23:
Allied
Theaters of New Jersey
convention
Allied
and
eastern
regional
meeting, Atlantic City.
Sept. 3-8:
lantic

Showmen's

Variety

Jubilee,

At-

City.

Omaha

—"Love

Items

Me

Forever" went
second week at the Brandeis, the first holdover for the house
during the summer since Mort Singer circuit assumed control two
years ago.
Omahans were treated to their
first Soviet film with the showing
into its

of

Jack Alicoate

convention
of
Independent
of Wisconsin and Upper
followed by outing on Aug. 8
Ass'n

summer

Omaha

•

convention of Independent ExAss'n, Milwaukee.

waukee.

nament,

hovered around the home offices of United
• • • SO
Artists practically all afternoon
till Hal Home came down
and Hal regaled us in his
from an upstairs conference
delightful manner with stories of Hollywood life, how the U. A.
convention lads cleaned up at Caliente the last day
but we
didn't get The Story
Hal was quite sure, though, that all
the important details would be forthcoming today
but we
still claim that we spent a delightful day yesterday as the guest
of United Artists

Variety

First

Protective
at

the

Protective

hibitors

Aug.

T
Kata Takes Over Theater
Wallingford, Conn. John J. Kata

P.
E.
meeting and
Hotel Pennsylvania,

M.

S.

of

T

J

Herman; Author, Peter B. Kyne; Screenplay,
Al Martin; Cameraman, Bill Hyer; Editor,
Dan Milner.

"EL

ALQf®
RIMI

•

Producer,

DATE BOOK

ii

George

Chesebro.

Friday, July 19, 1935

"Chapayev" at the

Ritz,

for a

midnight special performance. Film
was backed by members of New

Masses club and a fair profit was
reported.
Charley Prokop, manager of the
Wahoo in Wahoo, has left for a
three-week vacation on the coast.
C. A. Schultz, president of Com-

monwealth Theaters and district
manager for Republic Pictures,
exchange
during the weekend.
George K. Werner has closed the

called on Republic-Midwest

Orpheum

in Fairfield

and

is

making

preparations to open a new house
with all new equipment.
Bill Miskell, manager of the Orpheum, is vacatoning in Minnesota;
Don Fuller, city manager at Hastings, in Minneapolis; Ethel B. Good,
secretary to E. R. Cummings, A. H.
Blank district manager, at Lake
Okoboji, la.

Sunday Movie Referendum
Washington, Pa. Donora has the
distinction of being the first municipality to petition the Washington
county commissoiners for a referendum on Sunday movies. Washington, Monongahela and other districts are preparing to vote on the

—

question.

^

€ H es

"We

M-G-M '35-'36
RELEASES!

COMPLETED!
PREVIEWED!
ACCLAIMED!
(Only

ONE Company can— be FIRST)
Sure,

it's

great news.

Go

on please-

TWO

BIRDS IN

THE HANDNo

use

beating

around the bush!

M-G-M

Giant Fall Releases not only scheduled but

COMPLETED, PROVEN BEFORE
AUDIENCES, ACCLAIMED BY CRITICS

AND ALREADY BEING
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED!

If

you've already seen

the great Coast reviews,

page and
keep going. BUT THESE
REVIEWS MERIT RE PRINTING AND RE-READING
skip the next

so here they

are—

WE
REPEAT!
(Reading 'em the second time
they sound better than ever)

asff«s«^sss

r
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MGM'S 'ANNA KA
AN OUTSTANDI

Page Three

PDRTER

TRIUMPHS;

flENINA'

ACHIEVEMENT

FILM

jG

Garbo's Best Picture and Brown's Supreme
Directorial Effort; Production A Stand-out

It Is

"ANNA KARENINA"
1

Metro -Cold wyn- Mayer

Producer

Here's a holiday in Dixie for the-

Dialogue Adaptation

Photography

Cast: Greta Carbo, Fredric March, Freddie Bartholomew,

Robson,
Denny, Gyles
Padden, Cora
Sidney Bracy,

Maureen

O'Sullivan,

Rathbone, Reginald Owen, Phoebe Foster, Reginald
Isham, Joan Marsh, Ethel Griffies, Harry Beresford, Sarah
Sue Collins, Mary Forbes, Guy D'Emery, Buster Phelps,
Harry Allen, Ella Ethridge.
Basil

A glorious, vital Carbo ... A Carbo who is not only allure
personified but with a new grace and charm, a vivacity that
will send her fan following soaring to new heights. It's a classic
love story told magnificently pictorially, that is thrilling in its
production qualities, that is a triumph for Clarence Brown and
that has a glorious music score by Herbert Stothart.
Perhaps this is still further argument for re-makes. At any
rate, it is proof that practice makes perfect, and this well
known story lives once more on the screen and is faithful to the
tragedy of unhallowed love. Anna dies once more in her tragic
flight to love from a cold, cruel husband. A love for which she
gives up her child and a love which must eventually desert her.
Garbo's pedestal is not only restored, but is made to look unbreakable in this picture. Her moods are varied and sincere.
There is a minimum of close-ups devoted solely to her beauty.
She is a woman to love and to be loved. Frederic March, as the
lover, is necessarily over-shadowed by both the character and
portrayal of Carbo, but his work is good and there's plenty of
reason to believe that a woman would leave home for him.
Freddie Bartholomew snatches scenes away from people before they know it. He is a remarkable actor and literally stops
the picture twice with his genius. Basil Rathbone is magnificently irritating as the convention-bound, petty government official who is the husband of Anna. Reginald Owen, Maureen
O'Sullivan, Phoebe Foster, Reginald Denny and Cyles Isham,
score in their parts, and the others in the large cast give generously to make that cast good.
Clarence Brown, definitely, should always direct Carbo. He
seems to be the one who can bring out all the facets in the
brilliantly fashioned Carbo, and he has an especial talent for
making the familiar bright and new.
A very special bow must go to Adrian for his costuming. It's
an awkward era to which he brings grace, and Carbo has never
looked lovelier. And another very special bow to Daniels for his
photography. Particularly for the train scenes. And still another
bow to Herbert Stothart for the music.
No offense to the writers for putting them last
the
others so seldom get a break. Their work is good
it's sincere
and beards do not grow on their words. Not to forget the
Chester Hale Mazurka and the Wallman ballets.
From a production standpoint, even
has rarely if ever
achieved such a triumph. Cedric Gibbons and his competent
staff of art directors have simply outdone themselves with the
sets and their dressings
never gaudy, but always luxurious. It
is one of the finest jobs we have seen for many a day.
"Karenina" is destined to be a terrific money maker. It will
renew that big box-office interest in Carbo, will send early patrons out talking and bringing to the theater others who have,
for too long, been sitting at home.
Showmen should and must get behind this attraction, build
it for one of their greatest openings. The rest will take care c
.

.

.

.

.

.

ploitation then live

but

up

is

come

pictures

in

ex-

to the bally.

'China Seas' not only lends
exploitation,

to

itself

crammed with

selling angles.

It should pay the inon many a theatre's mortgage.
Ably produced by Irving Thalberg
and supervised by Al Lewin, have

terest

GO

stinted nothing to make
entertainment.
Picture

it

top notch

is

eyefilling

from start to finish. Jules Furthman
and James McGuinness have compiled
a yarn of piracy on the China coast
that is almost perfect picture mate-

Tay Carnett's robust direction
the story gives the fans all they
want in the line of romance, thrills
and s.a.
To top this, the BeeryCable-Harlow trio contribute performances that are standouts.
Cable is the skipper of a tramp in
the China coast trade.
He is mixed
up with Jean Harlow, the Orient's
rial.

of

number one

trollop.
Beery heads a
gang of Chinese pirates. Cable sails
for Singapore with the three on board
plus Rosalind Russell, his old sweet-

The two girls fail
when Miss Harlow de-

heart in England.
to hit

/

/

it

off

if

cides she is getting the air for the
English girl.
Boat is carrying several
million pounds in bullion which Cable is out to get.
Typhoon comes up, almost sinks
the ship.
With better weather,
Beery enlists the aid of the jealous
Harlow to steal the guns from the
ship's arsenal.
Pirates headed by
Ivan Lebedeff board the ship, kiil
half the crew, torture Cable but find

no money.

Cable suspects Beery and
questions them and she
However, she had
the beans.
tried to warn Cable of the impending holdup only to be thrown out of
Before much can be done
his cabin.
Beery committs suicide and Cable
the

girl,

spills

Miss Harlow after
end he decided to make

realizes he

loves

In the

all.

her an honest

With

woman.

to start with
Carnett has given the picture everything.
He has not missed a single
opportunity in giving the picture suspense, dramatic tension and smoothDialog is near perfect for this
ness.
It's no easy job to
type of picture
make a flock of renegades tough
In
most cases,
through dialog.
screen tough guys express themselves
a

good story

pansies.

like

In

this

case

they're

tough and there's no mistake
Cable, Harlow and Beery turn in
performances that should bring raves
Rosalind Russell
from their fans.

makes her

portrayal of the cultured
direct contrast to Miss
Harlow, one of the picture's standRobert Benchley, as a drunk,
outs.
gets a load of laughs with swell dialog.
William Henry, the juve, is
pleasing as a young officer though
scenes
during the typhoon could
his
be cut considerably. C. Aubrey Smith
fs
excellent as the owner of the

.

English

.

.

MCM

—

itself.

Few

operators.

along that will stand the limit

David 0. Selznick
Clarence Brown
Leo Tolstoy
Clemence Dane and Salka Viertel
S. N. Behrman
William Daniels

Direction
Original Story
Screen Play

May

atre

)

girl, a

line.
Dudley Digges, as
the chief officer, handles his assignLewis Stone, though
ment neatly.

steamship

HOW WE
ADVERTISE

THEMNext page
tells

it

—

his

assignment

.is

small,

makes

it

Bond, Eddie Brophy
and Akim Tamiroff, in small assignCharles Irwin
ments are very good
and Pat Flaherty as officers on the
ship also keep up the standard of
good performances.
Ray June's photography is. class
throughout.
Art direction, particularly the scenes of the Hong Kong
count.

docks,

Lillian

is

excellent.

Only

ONE

company does

it I

Bigger than Ever!

LEO STANDS
BEHIND

YOUR
THEATRE

with

BILLBOARDS

MAGAZINES

NEWSPAPERS
RADIO TIE-UPS

EXPLOITATION^^,, ,^
MA M »*«
^$&*-*
STAFF
CONTESTS, Eft;
On

just a

to

&

page and following pages are
few samples of what M-G-M does

this

promote

its

great product.

We can

only scratch the surface here, but the

many and

varied promotional services

other than what you see will be explained by any M-G-M representative.

/

n

!

\i

i

si

iMkUuiliKS
M-Q-M
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Shoivmanship Budget Makes Historyl

"*<^<

ABLE
RLOW CHIN
flSk

»

«s

f&z

m*

LEWIS»YSTONE
ROSALIND
RUSSELL
TAY
SOC>*T( PAODUCIIL AttECT >h
r*0

GAt>

.

l
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METRO COLD WYN-MAYER

24-SHEET ACROSS AMERICA!
9,500 of

u
the brilliant

giving this giant

new

1,500
advance plug ever known.

China Seas' stands are posted nationwide

season

hit the longest

in

cities

LEO-

.FULL PAGE

ADS IN 40
MAGAZINES

ONES- Wnte
usf° T
proofs-

jnthe September
jAmerica's

issues of

greatest, nationally-

^circulated magazines

"Anna

Karenina" will be introduced
to

On

100,000,000 people. Watch!
the newsstands, during August.

GO ON
thank you

MORE ABOUT M-G-M

SHOWMANSHIP
a few

(Just

of

many

things

fctc

under way)

)NTEST

JACK BENNY
ON THE AIR!
what

a

plug for

the song hits of

"BROADWAY
MELODYa
OFl936

i

**

%C^

**

?^>^

PROMOTION MANUAL
cjfa paDtons of

GET THIS

{fabcd/il

^

can vuc^

CONTEST

CAMPAIGN
BOOK!

/250QOd

Imagine.This contest is so big it
The most widely

requires a special

publicised—

The most

feature-size press

book

"FORTY DAYS OF

Motion Picture

MUSA DAGH"
months

in

vance of

release.

ad-

in behalf of the

Theatres of America'

M-G-M
promotion plan
that means extra

CASH PRIZE
CONTEST
evei planned

It

THE

interesting

sells

.

\

Anothei Great

SUMMER
BUSINESS

OF

for

your theatre

AT NO COST
TO YOU!

^v

,^c*

6 MILLION COPIES
FREE TO THEATRES
Above is reproduction of last season'sM-G-M

SCREEN FORECAST, the little magazine
with a big wallop. Six million were circuthe STARS and
of Leo. The $600 Prize
Contests were additional factors in its success, bringing thousands of returns from all
lated to patrons selling

ATTRACTIONS
READ COMPLETE DETAILS OF THIS CONTEST
THAT 100,000.000 PEOPLE WANT TO ENTER!

Watch for SCREEN FORECAST of 1935-36,bigger and better than ever!
over America.

THE BIGGEST

NEWSPAPER
TIE-UP

Spreading like wild -fire.

grows longer.

INDUSTRY!

the

in

Every day the

M-G-M PROMOTION SPECIALS, the

most sensational showmanship idea
An

exciting

romance by

the popular author

BEN AMBS

WILLIAMS

list

SMALL TO\VI\

by
brated

Illustrated

<.IItL

JAMES

F L

the

cele-

in ten years.

BOSTON

artist

MONTGOMERY

A G G

».

TRAVELER
PHILADELPHIA
LEDGER
«
"ORONTO
tVE. TELEGRAM

ALBANY
NEWS^
SYRACUSE
POST-STANDARD
Just

added

list

of

to the

Key City

newspapers.

HERE'S THE PLAN:
|

— Serial stories by
Williams

is

the

top rank novelists. Ben

Ames

first.

2 — Illustrated

by America's most famed
James Montgomery Flagg for instance.

artists.

0__ "SMALL TOWN

GIRL" is the first of M-G-M's
Four Promotion Specials. It will run serially
for 20 days in important cities throughout the
country prior to release of picture.

4 — Joint

advertising

M-G-M

and posting campaigns by

and newspapers with

direct theatre

tie-up.

C — Biggest

advance promotion ever devised. Play
dates synchronized with climax of serial story.

x

Get the complete Manual from your M-G-M
Branch Office. Learn how your theatre will
profit

(THIS GETS

HOTTER AS

with

M-G-M PROMOTION

SPECIALS.

WE GO ALONG. NEXT PAGE

IS

HOT!)

THIS COLLAR

»!•

ES

NOT BELONG TO AN
M-G-M EXHIBITOR!

/

HOW

TO AVOID

that

HOT-UNDER-THE-COLLAR
FEELING

this

summer!

The Coolest man
is
Helpful, but

you won't
need

it

the fellow with an

35-36

in

town

M-G-M

contract signed, sealed

I

and

delivered-

HE KNOWS THAT
Not

essential

(but nice to

help celebrate

your

new M-Q-M

contract)

y^

CHINA SEAS and
ANNA KARENINA
(August and September

releases)

A
(

will start
K
You could do

him

off

on the most

profitable year since he's

been

without this
(but

it's

the

in picture business-

where
happy M-Q-M
spot

Sr

A;

t,

W><3
MP

More

cooling
thoughts on

showmen do
their singing)

^

next page

—

WE GOT
DIZZY looking
at BUSINESS

CHARTS ... but we learned that
they all predicted^the

same thing

Will

MORE MONEY TO SPEND
NEXT FALL than any time
since the depression.

AND SO-

M-G-M HARVEST!
Just
|^\||fe/rorn

a

hint of

Leo

in

You

happy entertainments

Aug., Sept, Oct, Nov.

already

know

about

CHINA SEAS,ANNA KARENINA
There's a grand new LAUREL- HARDY
feature-length comedy "Bonnie Scotland"
for late

summer

hilarity*

STAGE TRIUMPH BISHOP MISBEHAVES
^^J Remember

this?

It's

from "The Champ."

Well, get ready for the greatest heart picture

your

folks ever

WALLACE BEERY.

laughed and cried through.
. .

JACKIE COOPER

... in

the

beloved story of" O'SHAUGHNESSY'S BOY."

CRAWFORD^ GLAMOUR
Need we

The

a

title

describes

say more?
the star!

Reports from California assure us that "HERE COMES
THE BAND" with TED LEWIS and his band, plus a
swell M-G-M cast and Jerome Kern tunes is the
surprise musical of the year*

YOUR HARVEST
CONTINUES ON
NEXT PAGE
MR. EXHIBITOR-

SHINE

ON

ARVEST

...

MOON

(The good news for Aug., Sept., Oct,
Nov. continues— and that's just four
months out of a long, prosperous year)

IN

TWO

CITIES" IS

THE REASON!

Morris work in "Public Hero No* 1"?
for him in "PURSUIT" with another strong cast*
,

like Chester

WARNER BAXTER SIGNED FOR "ROBIN HOOD OF
ELDORADO"

(October

release),

'THIN

THAT'S NICE!

MAN" GETS

FAT ROLE!

WILLIAM POWELL
in Herbert O. Yardley's thrilling story of

the Secret Service during the War!
what the fans want! (Title to come).

AND

A

It's

OF NEWS
FOR YOUR HARVEST
FESTIVAL-THE MUSICAL GIANT!
HERE'S

PIECE

BROADWAY MELODY OF
rt ^JZ. 77
lO
M *J
" *T
7*.***

mm

1935,

Imagine! "China Seas", "Karenina" and
"Tale of Two Cities"— all within the space
Not to mention the Big
of a few weeks.
Musical of the year (at the bottom of this
page). Happy harvest to you!

Watch

//

FAMED DATE
FILM HISTORY! "TALE OF

OCTOBER

Did you

.

JACK BENNY, ELEANOR POWELL, ROBERT TAYLOR, SID SILVERS,
BUDDY & VILMA EBSEN, FRANCES LANGFORD, SHIRLEY ROSS,
UNA MERKEL, STUART ERWIN, JUNE KNIGHT, NICK LONG, JR.,Etc.

y J&$$j

YOU'LL

REMEMBER
NOVEMBER!
GTS*

'ONESTLY,

did you

ever see the like of the en-

tertainments coming from

CLARK GABLE, CHARLES
LAUGHTON, Franchot TONE
MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY

M-G-M

precedented in
history!
effort

Un-

this Fall?

It's

all

and your

opportunity.
peat, this

is

screen

our biggest

And

biggest
to

re-

just the begin-

ning of a long and prosperous year

WHEN IRVING THALBERG
THE MARX BROTHERS-

presents

of Movies, the Master Showman of them all . his "Night At The Opera"
featuring the merry Marxes is the last word in hilarity, tried and proven in a series of
tryout engagements on tour.

The Maestro

.

.

JOAN CRAWFORD
with the singing, dancing, suave comic of
Show", "Three's A Crowd", "As Thousands Cheer" and other Broadway $6.60 hits
"Little

CLIFTON WEBB
Watch for title of the great entertainment
which Joan introduces him to the screen.

in

AND LET'S END THE HAPPY HARVEST
ON A HIGH NOTEaughty Marietta"
awaited follow-up

Jeanette Mac DONALD
Nelson EDDY
LET

FREEDOM RING'

(and talk about being independent. Here's how, on next page)

THE
LION

AT

YOUR
BOX-OFFICE!

THE
Friday, July 19,

SLASH

IN PARA.

a^k

DAILY

1935

NEWS

FEES

INDICATED AT HEARING

of the

21

DAY

—

LOWER FILM OUTPUT
IN

—

FRANCE THIS YEAR

Milwaukee Otto Meister, operaCanonsburg, Pa.
The Strand
tor of the Whitehouse Theater, has Theater has been closed for an
(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page 1)
and that a great many were exces- left on a three-week vacation to eight-week period by the Beedle pected that the year's total will be
sive in amount.
Judge Coxe's com- the west coast. He will be back in Brothers to undergo complete mod- 110, against 126 last year.
ments at various times during the time to get his theater in shape for ernization.
Seating capacity will
Native and imported films shown
be increased from 252 to 630.
hearing indicated that his opinion reopening late in August.
in the six months totaled 243. This
coincided with Thacher's in a large
included
130 dubbed in French,
Bucyrus, O. The Limo Corp. has against 73 in 1934.
measure.
Alliance,
O.
Ray
Wallace
has
purchased
the Hoover theater buildDuring Nathan Burkan's summaFox plans to present 20 pictures
tion of the work he had done as closed his Columbia Theater for the ing here for $15,000.
The concern here next season, but despite exsummer,
to
reopen
about
Sept.
1.
is
a subsidiary of Schine Enter- pectations will not
counsel, for the merchandise crediproduce any
New owners plan to recon- films in France. Warners
tors' committee and the work of the The Morrison, also under Wallace's prises.
plan to
direction, will
continue operation dition the house and reopen it
members of that committee, Judge
make
three French pictures here,
shortly.
Coxe said that the individual work throughout the summer.
for the first time, while 16 Ameriof committee members was often
can pictures will be dubbed. United
very slight but that they asked carried with it the implication that Kuhn-Loeb's elimination from the Artists will have three made in
the Federal Court was unable to reorganization picture and the seleclarge fees nevertheless. Judge Coxe
French, and Toeplitz is doing "Beconduct its affairs efficiently. Cook tion of Alfred A. Cook as Paraindicated that he would completely
loved
Vagabond," with Maurice
seeks $250,000 for his firm's ser- mount counsel to steer the reorgandisallow the claim of R. E. AnderChevalier. Paramount will make 10
vices.
ization
plan
through to completion. French pictures for the coming season, former Erpi treasurer and chairArthur Ballantine, of Root, Clark,
There will be another hearing next son.
man of the merchandise committee,
Buckner
&
Ballantine,
summarized week, at which time those who wish
and who is now a Paramount viceUnited Artists, in addition to the
the work and accomplishments of to
president.
oppose any of the fees or allow- three French films to be made, will
Pointing out that Erpi
his firm on behalf of which he is
ances will have an opportunity to distribute 10 French pictures on the
held the largest claim of the merGrenville Clark, express their opinions.
chandise creditors, Judge Coxe said asking $700,000.
continent next season.
another member of the firm, supthat Anderson's work had been valplemented
Ballantine's
remarks
with
uable to Erpi and that that firm
should pay him. Regarding the ap- a statement of the criteria on which
Observers at Para. Hearing
plication for $150,000, Malcolm Sum- the firm sought its allowance and
Irwin
Langbein, of counsel for
England Notes
an
analysis
of
the
work
done.
Clark
ner and former Judge Edwin L.
said that members of the firm had the Securities Exchange CommisMike Thomas has rejoined the
Garvin,
representing
petitioning
labored over 72,000 hours on the sion, and Meyer Kraushaar, repre- local sales staff of First Division,
creditors, Judge Coxe said he was
senting the Sabath Congressional coming from the Buffalo territory.
unable to see on what legal grounds Paramount reorganization and that
Committee, were present as observthe
compensation
sought
was
at
the
Abner Pinanski, recently appointthey claimed compensation. He also
ers yesterday at the hearing before
ed manager of the M. & P. Modern,
questioned the right of Sumner and rate of $13.17 an hour. He declared Federal
Judge Coxe on applications is on vacation.
Garvin to have engaged accountants that the fee applied for was a reasfor fees and allowances in the ParLoews' State is holding over "Love
and a theater expert, who have filed onable fee and less than would have amount
reorganization totaling $3,Me Forever."
claims for $23,500, to prepare a re- been asked from a private client.
222,315.
Neither
made
any
comBoth
Ballantine and Clark paid
organization plan for the company.
Al Steen has bought a roadster.
ment on the proceedings.
Immediately after Arthur Ballen- tribute to the devoted and efficient
Florence Laighton has resigned as
work of the members of their firm.
tine, counsel for the Paramount trusoffice manager at Columbia.
Robert T. Swaine, speaking on
tees, had completed his summation
Committee
House
Sabath
Tim O'Toole, Columbia branch
behalf
of
his
firm's
application
for
of the work done by the trustees and
manager, threw a party over the
his firm, Judge Coxe asked for a $150,000 as counsel to Kuhn-Loeb
Probe Para. Fees week
To
end at the South Shore Counbreakdown on items listed among & Co.. which is asking $100,000 for
Bv PRESCOTT DENNETT
try Club for the exchange emFILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
disbursements and held to this de- work in preparing a reorganization
ployees to celebrate his winning the
mand with other attorneys. There plan, was asked by Judge Coxe to
Washington
The sub-committee $250 prize in the recent short subwere other indications that Judge state whether his application and of the House Sabath committee will ject contest.
Coxe plans an extremely sharp scru- that of Kuhn-Loeb was as reorganiHenry Wolper, M-G-M office manwitnesses in
tiny of all claims for fees and al- tion managers or as employes of the start hearings and call
Vanderlip debenture and bank group a specific investigation of the $3,- ager, is at the Charlesgate Hospital
lowances.
as a result of a fall.
Alfred A. Cook, who represented committees. Swaine said the theory 600,000 fees involved in the Parathe stockholders' protective commit- on which his application was based
mount reorganization as soon as
tee, since its inception and later be- as that Kuhn-Loeb had been employErpi-Paramount
connections
came counsel for Paramount, re- ed by the debenture and bank group congressional decks are cleared by a all
recess to allow extensive study of would be investigated.
plied to attacks on the fees sought committees.
In connection with Frank A. Van- the question. Congressman Thomas
in the Paramount reorganization by
It is reported that the Senate inthe
application
stating that none of the critics had derlip's
for
$50,000, O'Malley, Wisconsin member of
vestigating committee is seeking
any detailed knowledge of the work Judge Coxe asked Theodore Ken- sub-committee, told the Film Daily either an assistant attorney general
done in the Paramount reorganiza- dall, of Davis, Polk, Wardwell, vesterday.
for prosecutor or Sol. A. Rosenblatt,
O'Malley stated he had demanded, former NRA administrator.
tion.
Cook said that the criticism Gardner & Reed, counsel to the Vanderlip committee, whether it wasn't and the sub-committee had approvtrue that Vanderlip had traded in ed, application to subpoena not only
Paramount securities while a mem- Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe but
ber of the debenture committee and "all judges acting in these equity
had profited thereby.
Kendall ad- cases."
mitted that he had.
"And", said
"We have alreadv set our investiABOUT
Judge Coxe. "he now asks for an gators to work on these tremendous
allowance of $50,000." "Precisely," fee navments." said O'Malley. "AlKendall replied.
so we have alreadv taken testimony
AS SEEN BY
Morton G. Bogue, counsel for the from an attorney making serious
THE PRESS
charges
the
Coxe.
By
against Judge
bank group committee, spoke withAGENT
out interruption, as did Sol A. time the attorneys and fixers would
Stroock, representing the Grimm be paid their tremendous fees it
Broadway bondholders' committee doesn't appear there will be anypoodle,
French
Claudette Colbert's
and Robert Szold, representing the one left for the stockholders or
Smoky, has won a decision over the
Approximately 20,000 individual ear1

—

—

New

—

FACTS

FILMS

drawn for each of the oneHarmonies" produced by
Harman-lsing for M-G-M.
toons
reel

are

"Happy

Munger independent debenture committee.

O'Malley said Congressman

Malcolm Sumner
of

conferences

the public."

told of a series
had led to

that

Cul-

kin of New York is joinine him in
He added
the Paramount inquiry.

ringworm which threatened to become a
permanent fixture on his nose. CO-

—

LUMBIA.

HELD OVER
ALL OVER

AMERICA!
Going into a 2nd Week
WASHINGTON NEW HAVEN

OMAHA

CLEVELAND

PHILADELPHIA

CINCINNATI

N

SAN FRANCISCO

D

A Y

C

HI

T
C A G

LOS ANGELES

BALTIMORE STAM FORD
HARTFORD WATERBURY
MINNEAPOLIS SAN DIEGO
NEW ORLEANS KANSAS CITY

COLUMBUS

INDIANAPOLIS

NEW BEDFORD SPRINGFIELD
BOS TON ASBURY PARK

WORCESTER

NEW BRUNSWICK

WEEKS... RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL, NEW YORK CITY!

3

A

unique and extraordinary record

in

sweltering

summer heat by

a

unique and extraordinary picture!
.

.

and

that this

this

is

only the

picture has

first

week

been released!

(Jfmce Wooht
LOVE

M E FOREVER
LEO CARRILLO
MICHAEL BARRETT • ROBERT ALLEN
wiri.

*

Screen play by

Jo Swerling and Sidney Buchman

Directed by

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER

A COLUMBIA TRIUMPH!

DAILY
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SHEEHAN'S OUT SEEN

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

VICTORY FOR CHASE
.

(Continued from Page

A

1)

as a bankers' battle, which has been
more or less under way for some
three years, and in some quarters

intimated that the fight is not
Although the withdrawal
of Sheehan paves the way for consummation of the merger between
Fox and 20th Century, it is pointed
out that the merger is yet to be approved by the stockholders, and

it

is

yet over.

Sheehan is believed to hold a sizeable block of stock.
Darryl Zanuck of 20th Century is
taking over charge of Fox-20th Centure production upon Sheehan's departure about the middle of next
month.
On his return in October from a

European vacation, Sheehan is regarded as a possibility for a berth
at Paramount, though other propositions also are said to be available to

TWO-REEL

Vitaphone musical,
"Tickets Please", starring Georgie Price, starts production today at the Brooklyn Studios.
Featured with Price in the short are
Evelyn Dall, stage comedienne, The
radio
song team, and
Sizzlers,
Byrnes and Farney, dancers. Roy
Mack is directing from the script by
Cyrus D. Wood.
entitled

chorts

Major Bowes Amateur hour

is

now

scheduled for

next

Installs New Projectors
week at the Biograph studio in the
Dover, 0. State Theater here has Bronx.
John Auer will direct.
completed the installation of two
•
of the most recent type of projecA group of advanced students,
tion machines and a new screen.
Contract has been renewed for con- enrolled in the motion picture course
tinuation of Paramount pictures.
at the summer session of Teachers

IN 7

Denver Doings

—Alfred

(Continued from Page

1)

its

business, be-

paying some $5,700,000 direct

&

to A. T.

McNeil, in charge

YEARS

mine if telephone rates were affected by the A. T. & T. outlays in the
sound field.
Erpi has paid back the $5,750,000
in research and development exsides

headquarters.
the

BY ERPI

penses incident to

Al Christie will resume production next, week at the Eastern Ser- of visual education for Skouras Thevice studio with a two-reel short aters in New York, spent two weeks
featuring Ernest Truex.
in Denver and vicinity conferring
•
with and advising Fox theater manHaving finished shooting exterior agers on the building of programs
scenes on "Sweet Surrender", the in cooperation with the schools.
feature being produced by BroadHerman Wobber, manager of the
way Productions for Universal reWestern division for Fox Film, spent
lease, work will get under way Monday on the interior shots at the a few days here.
Fred Metzler, treasurer for Fox
Eastern Service studio, according to
Film, stopped off here on his way
William Rowland.
from New York to his Los Angeles
•
series of

—

College, Columbia University, visited the Brooklyn Vitaphone studios
yesterday as the guests of Sam Sax,
They witnessed
production chief.
production on a one-reel Vitaphone
"Melody Masters" number starring
Jack Denny and his orchestra.

Denver

of-

$9,450,000 PROFITS

=

By CHARLES ALICOATE -

Production on the second

him.

Friday, July 19, 1935

way

T. in the

under patent
brbught out.
ties

of royal-

licenses,

it

is

Boston Brevities
Boston

— Independent Exhibitors,

Inc., local Allied unit,

plans a cam-

paign against utility companies for
lower electric rates.
George Kraska, managing director of Fine Arts Theater, pulled a
new wrinkle this week by giving a
midnight showing of "Once in a Blue

Moon",

billing

it

as

the

"world's

worst film", with patrons requested
to judge for themselves. With scale
raised to 90 cents plux tax, the per-

Rick Ricketson of Fox Intermounannounces the following manager changes: Fred Glass trans- formance drew S.R.O.
ferred from McCook, Neb., to city
New England's "Stardom Hollymanager at Boulder, Colo.; Ray Da- wood Opportunity Contest", sponvis, formerly of Boulder, promoted sored by I. J. Fox, furrier, in coto city manager at North Platte, operation with M. & P. Theaters and
Neb., succeeding Mark Berkheimer, Paramount, got under way this
now unassigned.
week.
tain

won't be long now because
the presses are rolling on

It

filmdom's new production
book of reference

The Film

Daily

PRODUCTION
GUIDE
A Most

of

Efficient

1935
Volume

Thoroughly Covering All

industry Production
Activities

2b

BIZ

A

BETTER ABROAD,

JOE

HUMMEL REPORTS
(Continued from Page

1)

By RALPH WILK

-i&K!ia

HOLLYWOOD
iu«i.Jj n.x v»ij-,ij naa occu signer
ujr
t* culldS
bu i-"^.) cue Iwc ui
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also are being relaxed in a number
of foreign countries, Hummel said,

with the quality of Hollywood product playing an important part in this
respect.
Great Britain, he pointed
out, has made its quotas on American films more flexible, and some
other governments are snowing similar tendencies.
Where a country produces pictures
in its own studios, native moviegoers
are partly influenced by patriotism
to patronize the home product, but
as the local films increase in volume
the fans become more discriminating and there is a greater demand
for U. S. films because of their recognized better quality, said Hummel.
Foreign films are still in the
embryonic stage compared with
Hollywood, he declared, and meanwhile American producers are putting more international appeal in
their pictures.
Hummel visited Warner branches
in Italy, Spain, France, Germany,

Poland, Finland, Sweden, Denmark.
Norway, Holland, Belgium, Austria.
Hungary and Czechoslovakia.
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DAY'S

Paramount
quarter

rise

net
earnings
to $2,411,411.

tirst

pictures.

George Shafer on the

Row

trying
to get some product for his Virginian in Wheeling, which is to reopen in the fall. Jack Jones will be
the house manager.
Harry Davis, former leading theater manager here, revealed that his

former assistant, Harry Cohen, is
now an executive with a British
movie firm.

American
Madrid

was

income

$1,337,589,

of

which

$19,254 was miscellaneous income.
Total operating expenses were $1,038,597.
The theater has $250,000
Fanchon & Marco
cash on hand.
are operating the theater for the

William Fox Interested
In Col. Lawrence Film
(Continued from Page

1)

Abdullah, who wrote the script for
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer", has
been engaged to prepare the screen
story for "Lawrence of Arabia", according to an announcement from
Hirsh, Newman, Reass & Becker,
counsel for William Fox.
Sherman
S. Krellberg is understood to be associated with the new company.

Provincial

John Reilly, veteran theater manThe Plaza and Strand have drop- ager, now with the Metropolitan News theater has been formed to
buy a number of theaters. Initial
ped Cash Night for Screeno.
Theater.
capital is $150,000.
On the nights that the S. A. MisJack Judd of National Screen SerParis
Cesar Film has signed
sions play baseball here at Tech vice back from Bermuda.
Conchita Montenegro for "La Vie
Field, it is estimated that 8,000 fans
George Collins of Republic vaca- Parisienne"
in French and English.
are present. This is the stiff est com- tioning in Norfolk.
Rome
Native production this
petition that the downtown and subM. A. Rosenberg of the Rialto
urban theaters have to contend with tossing a free beer party for the year will amount to 24 pictures,
also three American versions and
these summer nights.
trade and customers July 27.
Ben K. Gersdorf, at one time
Herbert K. Hambly, 68, former three French.
house manager of the old Majestic, theater manager, here
Madrid Ediciones Cinematografidied last
and more recently floor manager of week in St. Francis Hospital.
cas has been formed to produce,
the Alamo Night Club, has taken
Raquel
Art Levy, Columbia exchange with capital of $250,000.
over the managerial reins of the Big manager, in charge of the Harry Meller has been signed for three
Tree Show Boat Cabaret.
Michalson banquet tendered this pictures.
Friday.
Tel Aviv, Palestine
Three new
Dorothy Raymond, local perform- movie houses are under construcer, off to Hollywood for a try at tion here, bringing the total to six.
,

1)

year 1934-35 increased 39 per cent
over 1933-34, with a corresponding
gain in admissions. Total operating

trustee.

Foreign Flashes

—

cently.

Earned by Roxy

(Continued from Page
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NEWS

suit.
Harry Handel of the Granada
issued a questionnaire listing about
a dozen old films. Pictures getting
most votes will be reissued.

In Year, Before Charges
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duapiauon was completed some time Republic, has been changed
to "La™
ago by Sheridan Gibney. According less Range," due to the similarity
to present plans, "shooting" will be- of the former title to that of a regin within the next two months, and cently released Western.

—

THE

Penn, it is reported, will replay
"Smiling Through."
Independents have been following

"A $130,513

a

Pittsburgh Emmaline Fineberg,
Paris Under auspices of the govlocal
representative of the Film ernment,
Gaumont Franco Film
Board of Trade, acquired office space Aubert has been reorganized, with
at 1024 Forbes Street.
General Targe appointed president
Ace Berry, former zone manager and the government acquiring more
for the Stanley-Rowland-Clark Cir- than a third of the company's stock.
gaard succeeded Conradsen in Co- cuit here, has been named publicity
Paris Harold Smith, Hays orpenhagen.
manager by Theatrical Managers, ganization representative, has been
chosen president of the American
Inc., in their Louisville division.
The George Tysons and Mike Cul- Legion in France.
San Antonio Notes
lens of the Alvin and Penn, respecBuenos Aires La Empresa LoSan Antonio Dolly Von Scheele, tively, off on their annual vacations. coco will build the largest movie
cashier at the Texas, was married
W. E. Finney, Loew's district theater here next spring.
to Rudy Wildenstein in Houston re- manager, in
town for a few days.

IN

1)

Hum

foreign offices, one in Athens with
V. Michaeldies as manager and the
other in Vienna under Ernest Reich.
C.
Conradsen has replaced S.
Swenson, who resigned as manager
of the Stockholm office.
G. Wester -

SUNSHIN€

(Continued from Page

Man" and "Little Miss Marker" are
among films replayed. Johnny Harwestern ris, manager of Harris Amusement

AM
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STRONG ON REISSUES

Paul Malvern, Republic
producer, has purchased Lindsley
Co., brought back "The Virginian"
Farsons' original story,
"Mountain for a week's run at the downtown
Men, based on the career
of Kit Alvin and "Imitation of Life" at the
Carson and Fremont's conquest
of Harris-Family for a week.
Loew's

J^ Wayne™*

ucuigc i.Uc;cu.
T

PITTSBURGH DISTRICT

LITTLE from "LOTS 44

St.
St.

Louis Squibs

Louis—Eddie Hollander,

for-

merly of Albany, N. Y., has assumed
his new duties as ad sales manager
in the Fox exchange here, succeeding William Guinan, who was promoted to salesman. B. B. Reingold
is branch manager.
Community Theater Corp. has
been organized to operate theaters.
are
Henry Holloway,
Principals
Adele M. Holloway and Eleanor
Shelton.

Loew's State is having patrons
vote on favorite old pictures which
they desire revived.

films lead in popularity.

— United

Artists will distribute all the pictures to be made

by Sociedad

Iberia.

Paramount

SHOWMAN'S

will

make

three Spanish productions for
1935-36, while Fox plans to turn
out five.

Nugent, Dover, Goes Dark
Dover, O. Nugent Theater here
C. J. Latta, Warner district man- is dark again and will reopen about
ager,
Dick
Brown and Harry Sept. 1. New seats will be installed
Thomas, Warner theater managers, and other improvements made to the
vacationing.
house.

—

REMINDER
Watch

the temperature created by
your cooling system, making sure it
does not run too low.

—

—
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
ALABAMA
Changes

Ownership

in

SYLACAUGA— Sylacauga,
R.

Martin by

E.

W.

J.

MASCOUATH

transferred

to

—

New Theaters
WICKENBURG— El Recro.

ARKANSAS
LAKE

Openings

HARRISBURG — Radio.

-MANSFIELD— Picture

New

Kreighbaum.
ferred to Meyers Flater by H. E. Campbell.

Theaters

HOT SPRINGS — New.

LONOKE — ORLEANS— State.
Show.
New

Feehan

BER-

in

Ownership

Loew by

Lieberman.

F.

WASHINGTON—

in

Ownership

&

C. C.

transferred

MICHIGAN
in

Anderson.
KNIGHTS
come, transferred to Wally Feehan by

Dreamland, transferred
W. L. Ray.

Harold

to

London &

H.

to

transferred
Egelston.

D.

B.

Co.

Mousel

A.

W. H.

by

Openings
Side)^
AURORA— Pawnee (formerly EastEDGAR
COOK— Cook (formerly Strand).
WINStrand.
— Eyrie. NORTH LOUP—

BLUE
Harks.
Hospital.
Orleans.

HILL

—

CLARKS

Sterling.

—

MERNA— Merna. NORFOLK—
OMAHA— Magic. ORLEANS—

VALPARISO— Town.
Openings

Roosevelt,

CARLIN— Eagles

trans-

& Willard.
Tuxedo, transferred to Tuxedo
Co. by Tuxedo Enterprises Inc.
Regent, transferred to W. S.

A.

by

NEVADA

Hayes by Morris

.

Smith by

Bowker

A.

Ownership

NEW BALTIMORE —
ferred to Clifton

W.

to

trans-

Closings

to

Moore by McCabe &

ferred

Cady

DODGE— Dodge,

Frederick.

to
GRAND ISLAND— Island, transferred
NORTH BEND— Bend
Allen.
K.
H.
BuxD.
M.
to
(formerly Star), transferred
TRENTON— Gem,
ton by R. B. Thomas.

Closings

DETROIT—
Theater
ALLEGEN —

IOWA

Casino.

NORTHAMPTON— Plaza. FITCHBURG
FALL
FITCHBURG— Lyric.
—Shea.
RIVER— Royal. BOSTON— Howard.
Changes

Owen

SIDO — Brunada.

Openings

BOSTON— Waldron's

Changes in Ownership
Buttei field by Carley & Leverenz Co. CHEBUSSEY — Bussey, transferred to Carl SAN IN G — Crystal,' transferred to Lavenne
by H. R. Wiley.
COAL- Sandiland. SIOUX CITY— West, transferred Ingersoll by J. X. La Due. THREE RIVERS
(formerly Calif.), transferred to
Weiner by Gus Zaft'rias. WALNUT— — Rex, transferred to Alex Schreiber, Wm.

Changes

ARBUCKLE— Almond,

Wally

SO.

MASSACHUSETTS

Star.

Temple Court.

CALIFORNIA

to J. Patridge

H.

O.

BERWICK— State.

SO.

Changes

Theaters

FOWLER— Fowler.

OSCEOLA

Gem.

INGA — Liberty

GENEVA —

ARGOS — Princess.

Closings

Rex.

VIL-

by

DEDHAM — Community, transferred to M.
Spero by S. Sumner. BOSTON— Park, trans,
Wilansky by M. Michaels.
ferred
to
B.
REMINGTON LOWELL— Rialto, transferred to E. M.

MONROEVILLE—
ROCHESTER
transCampbell,
SPENCER—

—

Openings

— Gem.

DIXFIELD— Tuscan

Harold
to
transferred
Alicon),
Hays by Jones & Clendenin.
Rex, transferred to John Servaas by Chas.
(.formerly

Changes in Ownership
CAIRO — Cairo, transferred to John

House.

GENEVA—

—

Studio.

— Opera

WICK— Star.

Ownership

—
BROOK—

Closings

LAGE— Chicot.

in

ARGOS Princess, transferred to V. R.
Paul and C. M. Rummel by Neil Thompson.
Brook, transferred to Paul A. TeeStar,
garden by C. Harstad.
transferred to M. C. Edwards by R. Grove.
A.
Garald
ORLEANS State, transferred to
Sheperd by Harry Palmer.
Legion, transferred to L. E. Dowell by
Ritz
Bahler & Taylor.

Openings

CHARLESTON

STAUNTON -

BELGRADE LAKES— Acme. ASHLAND
Closings

Changes

PHOENIX—Apache.
COOLIGE— Little

St.

INDIANA

Openings

WAYNE— De Kalb.
ARIZONA

FT.

—

6219 S. Halsted
Grand.

Labor Temple.

Peck.

NEBRASKA

Openings

Closings

CHICAGO — National,

Howard Smilay by Hughes

&

Hall.

NEW

JERSEY

Changes in Ownership
JERSEY CITY — Plaza, transferred

to

Harold T. Rose and Percy C. Russell Jr.
Metropolitan, transferred to E.
\
B. Dudley by Julber Realty Co.
Congress, transferred to Goldbaum Th. Inc.
by Teicb Bros. PATERSON— Capitol, trans,
ferred to Capitol Amus. Co. by People's Park

EWARK—

NEWARK

—

LANDING— WelHughes.
C F
Openings
Openings
LONG BEACH— Lee, transferred
RAHWAY— Rahway, transCo.
DOWAGIAC— Amus.
ARNOLDS
DETROIT— Holbrook.
ARNOLDS PARK— .Park.
McManus by Jesse Jones.
ferred to S. E. Theatrical Ent. by Stanley
LOS PARK
—
Savoy).
(formerly
Rialto
Dreamland
FLINT—
Beckwith.
Upton.
WALNUT
—
ANGELES — Home, transferred to Louis
RED BANK — Strand
Co, nf America.
MAPLE RAPIDS— Elmac.
formerly Walnut).
Berkoff by Mary Sebright. MONTE RIO—
transferred to Carlton Op. Corp. by Strand
Monte Rio, transferred to E. E Werder
Closings
SEA ISLE CITY— Pier transClosings
Th. Inc.
man by S. A. Bartlett. NORWALK— Nor
WILDWOOD VILLAS
LEEDS— Leeds.
to D. Clint.
CHARLES— ferred
ST.
DETROIT— Mack.
walk, transferred to Hy Peskay
- -Community, transferred to R.
H. Wertley.
by O A
Roxy. DETROIT— Amo.
KANSAS
Olsen
SAN FRANCISCO— Cortland,
trans
Theaters
New
Openings
ferred to W. K. Bert by Mrs.
Ownership
Changes
in
Bertra Feld
TRAVERSE CITY— Trabay. MACKISAN FRANCISCO-Roxie, transferred
SEA ISLE CITY— Pier. WILDWOOD
LEROY' — Kansas, transferred to Glen E.
to
NAW CITY— Silver.
VILLAS — Community.
b
Paul Aglietti.
"*,
Skelton by O. C. Taylor. GARDEN CITY
WHEAT
?
t •aatA
LAND— Wheatland, transferred to C C — State, transferred to Homer A. Ellison Th.
MINNESOTA
Closings
Moore.
MADISON—
Corp. by Homer A. Ellison.
MAT A WAN— MataChanges in Ownership
CAMDEN— Star.
Hobbs
by
M.
transferred
to
Madison,
J.
BAYONNE
Openings
Orpheum.
NEWARK—
wan.
State, transferred to
CALEDONIA
—
New
R UC LE ~ Almond.
Mead
Shaffer.
&
Park.
NEWARK—
—Opera House.
Roy Howard by L. B. West. CALUMETRA ru — |Herm °sa. KNIGHTS HERMOSA
Closings
LANDING
Calumet, transferred to R. A. Beck by W. B
NEW HAMPSHIRE
me
L,? S
ARGONIA— Argonia. VALLEY FALLS Heick. SACRED HEART— Cozy, trans
ANGELES — Daly.
Mr!S
in
MONTE nRIO—
Monte Rio. ONTARIO— —Royal.
Changes in Ownership
ferred to V. S. McCarthy hy Albert Otto
Morales. WHEATLAND— Wheatland.
New Theaters
ST. PAUL— DeLux, transferred to J. J
NASHUA — Colonial, transferred to F.
Closings
Capeto by Theo. Haus Jr.
CENTRALI A— Central.
E. Leiberman by M. Shea.
LA
A
BEACH
PAL M
Openings
- Lynn
KENTUCKY
Openings
sp
R mr^ P
bl'KINGS—Palm
Springs.
PITTSBURGH
HOLDINFORD— Holdinford.
WILTON— Town Hall. BRADFORD—
Changes in Ownership
Closings
Town Hall.
BARLOW— Barlow, transferred to Howard ALBANY— Wertin.
New
CLAY— Clay, Deal. FRAZEE— Palace. COMFREY—
Closings
B. Frank by J. I. Harlan.
New Theaters
MINNEAPOLIS
Cal.
transferred
Emil
Courte
by
E.
to
C.
J.
NEWMARKET— Star.
H-New Lynn. LOS man. DIXON — Dixon, transferred to Allied — Alvin. NORTHFIELD— Grand. SANANCFM^ ?EAC
Vogue.
—
PITTSBURGH
Ene
Simpson by J. A. Derringer. LAWRENCE- BORN— Sanborn. ST. PAUL— Dale.
NEW MEXICO
BURG — Lyric, transferred to Humston &
Theaters
New
Openings
COLORADO
McGurk by C. O. Humston.
BLUE EARTH— Movies. PERHAM—
TERRERO— Terrero.
Changes in Ownership
Closings
Comet.
DENVER—Roxy, transferred to Atlas Th
NEW YORK
LEITCHFIELD—Jo-Jon.
R
MISSISSIPPI
Th C °/ p
STEAMBOAT
Changes in Ownership
New
Theaters
SPRiNCS
G S r^
nSferred t0 Me Vi
Changes
in
Ownership
S
Wh^r b y-^ed 'Lind
ARVERNE, L. I. — Arverne, transferred
"
Legion.
CADIZ —American
UNIONBATESVILLE— Rex, transferred to H. to Arvo Inc. BROOKLYN— Glenwood,
TOW N — Uniontown.
Openings
W. Evans by R. B. Cox. LAKE VILLAGE transferred to Glenwood Pictures by ReigelAGUILAR— Colorado. GRAND LAKF—
Openings
— Chicot, transferred to David Fewell by wein Amus. Co. Inc. BUFFALO— Masque,
r
e

Taylor.
to A. W.

(,

1

1

1

]?,

,,,

,

-

,

-

-

f
f

'

™-

N ° RWOOD -- Mesa

T OU^Mt itou

'

-

WAYLAND— Wayland.

N A M ~ Rivoli08ln

Town H a

^ASHI NCTON

Changes

-

,

M^
ATLANTA—

DUBLIN—

J.^."

.

Theaters

H

S *eve Habanek.

11
t
ransfer,'ed
transferred
i5'
J
P. H. Heyde.
de
tra^r?J;„
xxSey&
.
;
transferred to Hall

Olney Th
Olnev

to

HartVy

e

LeI^

TlJ.v.

"'

RFWin
HkNLD

o

-er
T'Sum
C

e s

RIVER-Wood

RTver

Camp.

-

D.

MAINE
Changes

in

LONDON —

Ownership

Couture by M.

Hoffman

Estate.

NEW

LOUIS—

LOUIS —

BINGHAM-

Nevinger.

transferred

to

MOLINTAIN

LONDON— Gem.

Smith.
ferred to Geo.
burton, transferred to Barkely
Warburton Show House Inc.

J.

Rogola.

VIEW— Electric.

Closings

Th. Corp. by

Closings
N. Y. CITY— Bluebird, 1763 Amsterdam
Ave.
N. Y. CITY— Photoplay, 1770 3rd
Ave.; 34th St., 34th St.; Victory, 2094 2nd
Haven, 310 E. 138th St.
Ave.
Ave.
Westchester
745
Louis,
Billy
Minsky's, Bklyn, 409
Flatbush Ave. Extension.
152 Manhattan Ave.
Clinton,
BEACH, L. I.— Howard. MINEOLA, L.

BRONX—
BRONX —
BROOKLYN—
NEW

& Vance.
Openings

Oscar Dane by Braun

BROOKLYN—
HOWARD

JOPLIN— Paramount.
PRINCETON— I. — Williston.
YONKERS — Broadway.
Grand.
ST.
LOUIS— Montgomery. ST. MEXICO —Jasmine (formerly Town Hall).
LOUIS— Shubert (formerly Rialto).

New Theaters
COLUMBIA— Rialto. DE SOTO— De

Montana
Changes

in

RED LODGE— Iris,

WATERVILLE— Opera House, transferred to H. H. Paul by M. & P. Circuit.
WOOD OLD ORCHARD— Capital, transferred to
F.

M.

YON

Ownership

transferred
to L. S. Sutterby by C. H. Bates.
Gem, transferred to C. A. Greenlee by H. Weaver.
Princess,
ST.
transferred to Mr. Roseau by Princess Amus.
Odeon,- transferred to
Co.
ST.

CENTURY — Century.
CHAUVIN
Chauvin.
NATCHITOCHES— Fox-Tent.

^^^JA—

" OU

to

BUDE— Amusu. HAYES— Magnolia.
Closings
NEW ORLEANS— Crescent.
New Theaters

WEST'AT
Tnu
ALTON-Ruz^AST
LOUISAS

Turner Hall.
ST.

ST.

Clemens.

transferred

Openings

OLNE\
OLNEY

WAVFRT
V
WAVERLY-B

^E 5M ^

SHREVEPORT—

Romaine.

J.

transfe

1

CHAUTATTO
A A 3 it Aa

CLARKSVILLE—
MARKSVILLE—

FRANC 1SVILLE— Leslie,

ai es in Ownership
FAc:T^
FAST ST. LOUIS -American

Grand.

Lyric, transferred to Dixon
Globe, transLedbetter.
ferred to J. Sawyer.
Palace,
transferred to R. L. Bailey.
PLAIN DEALING Electric, transferred to W. F. KirkMagic, transferred
land.

PORT ALLEN—

in

KANSAS CITY— Hollywood,

Ownership

Ernest
Delahayee.
Venus, transferred to Bob

ILLINOIS

COLLINSV^I

BALDWYN —

in

to

McCall

_BECKMEYER-? prKs

Changes

—

IDAHO

H

Changes

LOUISIANA

s in Ownership
att 4
^
Temple, transferred to Ike
Katz by Geo. S. Campbell.
D.,h
hn, transferred to
R. E Martinbf

-A&lgnfr
r»™
K
Corr by
Corp
hv o
P J
w ^

Moe

transferred to

HURLOCK— Hur-

RIDGELY—

ng

New

Ownership

Moore.

GEORGIA

to

Glen, transferred to
OKOLONA— State. Ruleville— Ruleville. GLEN COVE, L. —by
Glen. Th. Corp.
Skouras Theaters Inc.
Mflur The* liters
Colonial Hall, transferred to
PALTZ
—
NEW
ACKERMAN— Ackerman. COLUMBUS Mr Fred Green by St. Joseph's Church;
Dixie.
COLUMBUS— The New. RULE- NEW YORK CITY— Mayfair, 701 7th Ave.,
VILLE— Regent. SHAW— Ritz.
transferred to Loew's by Broadway & 47th
SYRACUSE— Harvard, transCorp.
St.
MISSOURI
KERS— WarI.

transferred to Eastern Shore Th. Corp.
by Lee Insley.
Ridgely, transferred to Eastern Shore T:i. Corp. by E. L.

WAUCHULA^S,ngS

r-.rr
McCALL—

in

BALTIMORE— Dainty,

Kohn by Milton Caplon.

transferred

XON — Laurel,

Openings

lock,

FLORIDA

tvt

Delta Amus. Co.

MARYLAND

CONNECTICUT

Post by F. A.
can,

transferred

Olson.
to A.

transferred

by

O.

W.

Lambert.

Openings

TOWNSEND— Sautter

—

Cordell

to A. E.

ROUNDUP— AmeriPost

in Ownership
BURGAW Tenner transferred to Mrs.
Nina Rowe by M. H. Bloodworth. JACK-

SONVILLE— New,

Ownership
E.

NORTH CAROLINA

Changes

(formerly

Rex).

by

Chas.

transferred

to

P.

J.

Worthington.

Openings

BURGAW— Tenner. JACKSONVILLE—
New Theaters
CANTON— New. HEMP—Village. LIL-

New.

LINGTON— Halliway.

THE
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
in

Hall,

transferred

to

Mahoney by Ambrose Movie Assn.

AMBROSE— Norway

Hall.

Closings

in

transferred to Melvin L. Spigelmeyer.
Lyric, transferred to
Weber and Co. by E. Butler.

PENSBURG—

Ownership

CIRCLEVILLE— Cliftona,

transferred

to

&

Richard Simkins by Harry
Logan (formerly PythClifton.
ian), transferred to Chakeres Theas. Inc .by
Logan Holding Co. Inc.

Hazel Clifton

—
MEISERVILLE — Keystone,

McCombs.

OHIO
Changes

Helen Walker by Phillip Samuels. FARtransferred to John & Christ
Lampus by P. Pegadiotes. FARRELL
Colonial, transferred to John & Christ Lampus by P. Pegadiotes. GIRARD Denman,
transferred to Chas. J. Schwartz by M. C.

RELL— Capitol,

LOGAN —

Auditorium),

(formerly

WEST

Vernon

to

W.

SCHWENKS-

VILLE— Perkiomen
transferred

SHIP-

F.

Kline.
transferred
to
Shindler.

GROVE— Roselyn,

Gould by Benjamin

A.

W.

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership
COEBLTRN — New Coeburn, transferred

Openings

UNION CITY— Opera

New

to

Openings

VELVA— Iris.

Changes in Ownership
transferred
DIXON VILLE— Dixonville,

Ownership

AMBROSE— Norway
L. E.

TENNESSEE

PENNSYLVANIA

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes

House.

to J.

ALAMO— Roxy.

by

in

BLANCO —

transferred

Openings

McClure.

Openings

E.

NEW

Arcaro

VERMONT
Changes

Th.

Weinstein by E. D.

BRAUNFELS— Rialto

Ownership
transferred

to

M.

C.

W.

McMahon.

WASHINGTON

Changes

Inc.

Meecham &

transferred to

in

NOTHFIELD— Savoy,

KILGORE—

East Tex. Th. Inc.
to East Tex.

to

MEMPHIS — Rilz,

RICH-

Storino.

Jefferson.

DALLAS —

DAWSON —
HENDERSON—

Texan,

&

LOVINGSTON — Nelson. ROANOKE—

Ownership

Riggs (formerly Byars), transferred
Riggs.
Sunset,
to
L.
transferred to H. F. Smith and R. L. Thurman.
Ritz, transferred to C. L.
Lawrence.
Victory, transferred

Arcaro

Openings

TEXAS
Changes

D. Amnions by M. K. Murphy.
transferred to J. A.

MOND — Star,

Theaters

in

TACOMA— Victory,

Ownership
transferred

to

Merwin.

Openings
MEISERVILLE— Keystone.
NESQUE- (formerly Capitol), transferred to Hall IndusRTDGEFIELD— Ridgefield.
COLUMBUS — HONING— Roxy.
BREMEN — Bremen.
OBISONIA — Strand. tries. NEW GULF— Texas, transferred to
(formerly
Columbia.
LOGAN — Logan
PITTSBURGH— McClure (formerly Happy W. A.- Edmondson. PLAINVIEW— GranClosings
Pythian).
MASON— Dream. WESTER- Hour).
ROBERTSDALE — Liberty. ada. transferred to R. E. Griffith. PLAINRYDERWOOD— Sunset.
V JEW— Palace, transferred to R. E. GrifVI LLE— State.
SCHWENKSVILLE— Perkiomen.
Openings
fith.
PLAINVIEW— Texas, transferred to
OKLAHOMA
Closings
R. E. Griffith.
WEST VIRGINIA
SAN ANTONIO— Venus,
MILTON— Virginia.
EASTON— Fourth Street. ERIE— Vienna. transferred to Pedro Hernandez. SAN
Changes in Ownership
Mather. MINOOKA— Minooka. AXTONIO — Venue, transferred to L. J.
CANTON— Grand, transferred to L. H. MATHER—
WISCONSIN
Fulton.
PORT CARBON Joseph. VALLEY MILLS— Royal, transGoerke
by
Donald
Bredbeck.
RAW PITTSBURGH—
Changes in Ownership
SAXTON— Liberty. UNION- ferred to Mrs. Daisy Hunt. WEST COCITY —New Kaw, transferred to M. Dem- —Rialto.
AUGUSTA—Joylin (formerly O. H.,
LUMBIA 1st Capitol, transferred to W. A.
mitt by E. C. Walker.
THOMAS— Palace, TOWN—West End.
to D. E. Sieg by Ray Niner.
Edmondson.
LAMPASAS — Lerov. trans- transferred
transferred to W. O. Young by J. H. Hooks.
RHODE
ISLAND
HILLSBORO—
Royal, transferred to Sanferred to R. E. Griffith Th.
BELTON—
BelSEMINOLE— Rialto, transferred to Griffith
die
Brown.
&
MILWAUKEE— Kosciustoniatl & Beltex. transferred to R. E. GrifChanges in Ownership
Amus. Co. by A. T. Lily. MEEKER— Rex,
zko, transferred to O. J. Vallert: PHELPS
fith Th. CLARKSVILLE— Colonial & State,
transferred to A. H. Buchanan by Capshaw
WOONSOCKET — Laurier, transferred transferred to R. E. Griffith Th.
Northern
Lakes,
transferred
to
Ray
GEORGE- —
& Bradford. WELEETKA— Ritz (formerly to M. & P. Circuit by C. Williams.
TOWN — Palace & Gem, transferred to R. Quady. RED GRANITE— Community, transBlaine), transferred to S. A. Cluck by Blaine
Closings

WETUMKA— Nusho.

Estate.
transferred to J.

Bowden by

J.

(form. Blaine),
Blaine Estate.

Openings

STRATFORD— Gaiety
DRUMRIGHT

Folly).

Closings

—

Ritz.

FT.

COBB

SHALL— Mecca. GUTHRIE— Gem.

transferred

A.

M.

F.

Coloby Colo-

Crabill

PORTLAND— Taylor

to

P.

Carlin

by

Street,

M. Yoes.

J.

Closings

MYRTLE CREEK— Myrtle.

to

to

Frey and

J.

Openings

BUFFALO— Buffalo. FREEMAN— Met.
HURLEY— Star. NEW UNDERWOOD—
New Underwood. LAKE NORDEN — Opera

LEMMON— Aristo.

Red

to

Granite

der Vaart, transferred to Karros

WORTH— Harlem.

WHITEWRIGHT— Palace.
New Theaters

JRVING WINDISCH,
exploitation

Benefit
of

the

department

of

W N E W,

Warners

sought a male voice which most
closely resembles that of Dick
Powell's, star of the operatic
musical. The contest started the
week before the opening and received loads of publicity over
the radio station in the form of
orchestral and vocal renditions
several times daily of the song

from "Broadway
as

well

Gondo-

as

nouncements. The

special anwinner of this

test will be known as "The
Broadway Gondolier" and will

be given a spot on a sustaining
program to sing popular songs.
Contestants desiring auditions
were asked
at
to
appear
the
Strand Theater on the
film's opening night where they
broadcast over
from a
lobby microphone.
Strand Theater,
New York.

WNEW

—

for

HEBRONVTLLE —
QUITMAN— Quitman. REFUGIO

Merchants' Windows
Aid "Miser ables"

"Let 'Em Have It"

Warner's Metropolitan Theaters,
arranged an unusual contest for
plugging the world premiere of
Warner's "Broadway Gondolier"
at the Strand Theater on Broadway. In conjunction with Radio
Station

Show

'THE

premiere of "Let 'Em
Have It," was put over at
the Omaha, in Omaha, with an
outstanding exploitation campaign arranged under the supervision of Manager Charles
Schlaifer. The highlight of the
campaign was a tieup with the
"Bee-News".
This newspaper

co-operated with Schlaifer in
putting over a Benefit Show for
the local Milk Fund. The "BeeNews" played up the program

days

five

in

feature

cial

advance with spestories,

art

work

and an assortment of sizeable
ads.

A

tie-up with Postal Tele-

graph planted window displays
in

of

their

branches.
Through the co-operation of the
local police a Bertillon expert
was stationed in the lobby of
the theater and fingerprinted all
persons
desiring
to
protect
themselves.
Each day, out of
the number of fingerprints received, one was reproduced in
the newspapers and the persons
identifying their
own finger
prints received guest tickets.
This stunt kept the attraction
well represented in local papers
during the entire engtgement.
all

local

— Omaha,

Omaha, Neb.

jy[ANAGER

Wally

OMRO— High

School

WYOMING

Changes

V.

in

Caldwell,

arranged a number of effective
tie-ups and window displays for
the premiere of "Les Misera-

A

week before the open-

newspapers heralded the engagement with feature stories and plenty of art on
ing,

all

the

stars

local

A

special

in the picture.
preview, arranged

critics,

parochial school heads,

for

Board of Education, executives
and women's club officials, also
resulted in the attraction receiving additional publicity and
early reviews.
Three thousand
imprinted photos of Fredric
March were distributed a week
in advance at the box office, 10,000 5x8 "Reward" heralds were
circulated throughout the city,
3,000 doorknob hangers were
placed on all cars, 2,000 hand
heralds were circulated throughout the business section and
300 Photo Play Study guides
were distributed to teachers in
all

local

Annex.

Ownership
transferred

ray by August Dabel.

to

C

S.

Openings

SUNDANCE— Sundance.

UPTON— Up-

€1

«

Police Field Day Tie-up
In 'No More Ladies' Campaign

of Loew's Valentine, Toledo,

bles."

Giannos.

•

AFTON — American,

FRISCO— Frisco.

—

&

Openings

COSBYTON— Queen.
PEC— Donna. MARBLE FALLS— Riggs.
MECCA — Thurber. PALACE — Ozone.
Liberty.

Texas.
Low's.

Assn.

'

Closings
FT.

Advancement

KENOSHA— Butterfly. MILWAUKEE
—Columbia. MILWAUKEE— Garden Gem
Whitehouse.
OSHKOSH— Grand Opera
House.
New Theaters
ATHENS— DODGEVILLE—
Dodge. MILWAUKEE
CHAPULT. —Times.

YOAKUM— Ritz.

—Venus.

Ownership

transferred

W. A. Hartman. LAKE NORDEN
Opera House, transferred
—
Rude Linstrom by Horten & Redburn.
WOOSOCKET — Gem, transferred
N.
Zimmer by
Amy Zimmer.

House.

Voice Contest Plugs
"Gondolier" Premiere

lier,"

in

ferred

SHEBOYGAN— Butterfly, transferred to
Karras & Giannos. SHEBOYGAN— Van-

EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »

hits

HURLEY — Star,

to

in Ownership
Mayflower
(formerly
to

Changes

trans-

Th.

WELLS—
Gem. SAN BENITO— Jaurez. VALLEY
MILLS— Royal (formerly Lyric). VENUS

Carr by

Changes

EUGENE—

PROVIDENCE— Fay's.

SOUTH DAKOTA

—

MAT-

OREGON
nial), transferred
nial Th. Inc.

ARCTIC— Gem.

HEREFORD— Star,

Griffith

Openings
EL PASO— Rex. MINERAL

Closings

(formerly

WAPANUCKA— Gaiety.

Rialto.

Griffith Th.
ferred to R. E.

NARRAGANSETT— Casino.

high schools.

—Loew's Valentine,
Toledo, O.

QRDINARILY,

it
would be
impossible to obtain a per-

mit from Richmond, Va., police
authorities to use the light poles
for posters, but George Jones,
manager of Loew's Theater in
this city, accomplished a tie-up
with the police during his campaign on "No More Ladies."
1,000 printed cards, carrying
copy on the picture as well as
on the local Police Field Day,
were printed and tacked on all
electric
light
poles
by the
police themselves. Such a stunt
had never before been consummated.
Jones was assisted by
an M-G-M emploiteer. Fifteen
thousand tabloids were distributed through the medium of a
local chain store.
These were
given out to customers, and carried an ad on the back page as
well as picture-copy on the
front page.
Fifteen thousand
hangers were placed on milk

bottles

and arrangements were

made with

the largest distributor of milk in the city to fol-

low through on this. Two thousand five hundred June bride
heralds were inserted in "Liberty" magazines.
Loew's Theater,
Richmond, Va.

—

.

NEWS

BIG
WITHOUT
Negative

raw film

is

a doubt Super

X

Panchromatic

the big news of the year as far as

is

concerned.

speed ... its fine grain
graphic cpiality

. . .

Its

unprecedented

the improved photo-

cameramen

are getting with

under greatly varying working conditions
these factors point to Super

film advance. Eastman

Rochester, N. Y.
Distributors,

(J.

New York,

it

. .

X as 1935's major

Kodak Company,

E. Brulatour, Inc.,
Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-WAILYVOL.

68,

NO.

NEW

18

YORK, MONDAY, JULY

Bergerman Plans Six

NEW MOVE TO UP
Expect

Pictures for

May Be Cut More
Than One-Third

Two

From the temper of the court as
exhibited at the hearing Thursday
in Federal Court on applications for
fees and allowances in the Paramount reorganization totaling $3,222,315, present indications are that
not more than $2,000,000 will be
granted to all the claimants.
In
addition to stating that he considered one fee "pretty steep" and that

to be

Allied Unit Meetings for

Spectacle Films

West Coast Bureau,

Hollywood

— Production

spectacle films, which
in

of

of

big

became fewer

number following the

West Coast Bureau of

—

have

been

introduc-

stage a comeback in the coming season, a checkup of current plans indicates. Recent advances in the science
of sound-recording have made it possible to handle the large and specscenes
with comparative
tacular
ease, according to the heads of studio

scheduled

White River Junction.
possibly several others
the Boston group will
Maine is to be held.

THE FILM DAILY
technical departments.
Among the most elaborate productions planned is "A Tale of Two
Cities," the Dickens novel to be
filmed by M-G-M with Ronald Colman starred. This picture calls for
a principal cast of 112 players, while
6,000 extras will be used in the
French Revolution scenes.
"Mutiny on the Bounty," from the
same studio, also is a big-scale production, and another in this category
is

"Mala."

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood By the end of
month the Hal Roach studios

this
will

completed seven of the 24
shorts to be produced by Roach on
the new season's program, the studio
will undertake no production during
August, it was announced last week
by Henry Ginsburg, general manhave

ager.

"We

are so far ahead of our schedule," he stated, "that we are taking
time out to prepare and organize for
(Continued on Page 4)

Pittsburgh First-Runs

Dropping Dual Features

—

Pittsburgh
The two first-run
houses here which have been playing
double bills are switching to single
features again. The Harris-Alvin, it
was proven, has not been doing any
(Continued on Page 4)

Boosting Dickens
Since announcement that "A Tale of
Two Cities" was to be made into a
motion picture by M-G-M, sales of the
Dickens novel have increased 38 per
cent, according to information received
by Metro from the publishing and library fields.
It
is
stated that 627 librarians in 19 states report they have
bought from one to six new copies of
the book in the last three months.

Paramount

Still

Litigating

Claims totaling $10,000,000 are
being litigated by Paramount
in connection with its reorganization,
according to a report filed in Fedstill

eral Court.

The claims include the

10 Million

in

in

Para. Fees

New

England

Are Coming Back

tion of talking pictures because of
committee members technical difficulties in the handling
(Continued on Page 4)
of sound during the early days, will

BEFORE 30-DAY LAYOFF

New

—

reorganization

ROACH FINISHES SEVEN

Allowed

Boston
Two Allied meetings in the New England territory
Allied Theaters of Vermont will meet Aug. 4 in
for next month.
Vt.. with Walter Littlefield, Nathan Yamins, Arthur Howard and
from Independent Exhibitors. Inc., Boston, attending. On Aug. 6
journey to Bangor, Me., where a meeting of Allied Theaters of

by Court

Major Release

PRICES EXPECTED IN FALL

B. 0.

Only $2,000,000

Claims

TEN CENTS

22, 1935

Claims

DeForest and General Talking Picture patent claims for $1,000,000
each, the $4,960,512 Momand antitrust action and 18 other claims
totaling $3,550,720.

Writers, Directors to Share
In Bergerman Picture Profits

Season Seen as More
Favorable for Boost
in Admissions
New and more determined efforts

to raise admission prices, which are
still around their all-time depression
lows, will probably be made this fall,
according to views expressed by

theater executives contacted by The
Film Daily. The opening of the new
season will have a number of favorable

factors

to

aid

boosting their scales,

exhibitors in
it is pointed

out.

One of these is the indicated pickup in general industrial activity,
(Continued on Page 4)

14 BUILDING JOBS

UNDER WAY IN MICH.
Detroit — In addition to at least 11
theater construction jobs already
reported, three remodeling projects
have just been placed under way by
Bennett & Straight, Dearborn theatrical architects. These include D.
Bernstein's Lafayette Theater, Bay
City; W. A. Cassidy's Frolic Theater,
(Continued on Page 4)

Music Groups to Support
Guild's Opera Pictures
Cooperation of a long list of music
groups situated in all parts of the
country will provide an assured audience for the operatic films to be produced by Music Guild Productions, it
is stated by George Bailhe, president
of the organization, coincident with
"5
" will
the announcement that

Definitely committed to a plan to his plans. He said he believed that
produce a series of pictures on a writers and directors would work
profit-sharing basis with writers and more devotedly and contentedly undirectors, Stanley Bergerman, for- der the spur of a financial interest in
full-length feature to be
mer Universal production executive, a picture. Bergerman observed that be the first
(Continued on Page 11)
he was not unmindful that such aris here conferring with several major
companies on a releasing deal rangements also cut down the proBergerman said financing up to ducer's initial cost. He expects also
Chaplin Release in Sept.
$1,500,000 has been arranged for the to make percentage deals with stars,
Coast Bwr., THE FILM DAILY
West
production of six pictures. He hopes when they are obtainable.
Hollywood — Release of the Charlie
Bergerman said also that he was
to make two of these six pictures in
Chaplin feature, which now bears the
"Charlie Chaplin in Modern
prepared to partially finance the
title
of
the east.
Times," is scheduled for September by
Bergerman declined to go into de- production of legitimate stage plays
Chaplin is now comUnited Artists.
tail on the stars, writers and di- where he likes the setup.
pleting the work of editing, with synchronization due to start in a day or
rectors he has arranged for, stating If you want to know "What's to be made and
two.
that he wished first to obtain ap- who's to make it" refer to the 1935 Film
proval of the releasing company to Daily Production Guide out this month. — Advt
^

—

&JW

—.
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Tubbs

Alibi

Ginger

Capitol

Bros)

Rox y

(Universal)

(Warner

Ike

(Warner

Cameo

Bros.)

Broadway Gondolier (Warner

W

Strand

Bros.)

Music

(Fox)

Dealers

in

Death

Ac me

(Topical)

Ribbon)—6th week (a)
Men Without Names (Paramount) (b)
Ariane

55th

(Blue

Delia

Zio-Buonanima

(Metropolis)

Palace

— 4th

Westminster

week

Java

FINANCIAL

Head

(First

Hollywood

9

Cameo

(b)

GORDON

Hal Roach
York today

for

New

in

of the Jefferson AmuseTexas, accompanied by his
Saturday from New York

stopped off in Deon his way back east from the United
Artists convention, is due in New York ea
th's week.

MORT CONN
BARNEY
Nebraska

of

motor

extended

an

Ambassador Pictures
through

trip

OLDFIELD,

movie

the

is

:
on

east.

of

editor

the

Omaha,

and his
Saturday for a
They are making the trip by ear.

"State

bride arrived
short visit.

Subsequent run.

representative

MORRIS HELPRIN, who

Paramount

(c)

(a) Revival.

RIVKIN.

troit

Roxy

— Oct.

feaSatur-

six

left

his

in
the east, is due back
from the coast by plane.

Rivoli

31

Division)

Hall

Capitol

A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warner Bros.)
Man on the Flying Trapeze (Paramount) (c)

market,

Acme
Music

—
—
(Fox) — July

make

to

is

radio singer recently signed
tomorrow for the coast to
picture contract.

leaves

under

circuit in
sailed
son,
Julius,
for California.

Moscow Laughs
(RKO Radio)— July 25
Murder Man (M-G-M)
July 26
The Arizonian (RKO Radio) July 26
Inferno

work

SOL E.
ment Co.

She

Dante's

Warners,

JOE

FUTURE OPENINGS
(Amkino) — July 24 (b)

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
Holly
wood, California—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
London
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, L?
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour
des-Noues, 19.

JAMES MELTON,
by

start

all

DAILY,

FRANK MELFORD, who
for the independent
day for the coast.

tures

Playhouse

St.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM
L'Eredita

THOMPSON

MAJOR LESLIE E.
of RKO Theaters,
on a westward flying trip via United
Airlines, will visit San Francisco, Des Moines
and other cities before returning east.
His
first calls were Ch cago,
Denver and Los Angeles.

Hall

Globe

The Daring Young Man (Fox)

communications to THE FILI
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y

Address

Paramount

Blondes

Dcn't Bet on

Editor and Publisher

:

:

Theater

Distributor

(Paramount)

Shanghai

in

Journal,"

New York

an

(c) Follows present bill.

INA CLAIRE goes to Dennis, Mass., to apLiberty" at the Cape Playin "Ode to
house there the week of July 29.

peal

Warners Order

"Glory" Sengs Are Plugged
Additional Star Stamps Over 16 Network Programs

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Nationally famous radio artists
Warners have purchased four miland orchestra leaders on 16 chain
lion additional star stamps in re- programs will plug the title song
sponse to increasing demands from from "Page Miss Glory," Marion
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Dan Totheroh
Fernando Mendez
Sack

at

the

Summer

week from the

"The Road

Conn.,
Par-

to

theater.

STANLEY BERGERMAN
last

Stamford,

in

in

arrived

New York

in

coast.

&

s

Enterprises.

They

are

Loew's Gates and the Fox theater
in Brooklyn and the Boulevard in
Manhattan.

L. J.

adise"

be

will

week, appearing

this

starring production un-

—

filiated

Phillips

first

Leafer and his Tavern on the
large stores and various other ex- Green orchestra
four dates; Enric
ploitation angles suggested in War- Madriguera
from Saratoga; Benny
ner press-books.
Goodman from Denver four sucIn Baltimore, a neat tie-in was cessive dates; Frank Dailey, Atlanrecently effected with a large ice tic City's Steel Pier; Emery Deutsch,
cream concern, which uses the and Bog Chester from Syracuse.
tamps as the basis for a contest,
It is expected that by the end of
offering monthly cash prizes to its the month approximately 50 chain
customers, who are given a stamp programs will have been set for
with every purchase.
"Page Miss Glory" plugs.
In addition, exhibitors are using
Joe Fliesler Joins Ascap
these stamps, which are available in
Joseph R. Fliesler has been apall the Warner exchanges, to promote the company's product for the pointed press contact for the American Society of Composers, Authors
new season.
and Publishers, it is announced bv
E. C. Mills.

Three More Sign Bank Night
Three more houses in the New
York metropolitan area have signed
for Bank Night, it was announced
Saturday by Eddie Goldstein, representative in this section for Af-

Marjorie

Davies'
der the
banner.

—

l/

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Trans-Lux

throughout

LENORE ULRIC
all

Warner Bros. Cosmopolitan
B.
D. Sets U. A. Deal
158'
They are:
158
as
promotion
aids.
Richard Himber, Eddy Duchin,
16% I6I/4 — %
For Release of 3 Films
The "star" stamps are miniature Rudy Vallee, Jack Shilkret, Crum40% 405/8 — l/4
British & Dominions has com35/8
3%
photographs of contract players on mitt and Sanderson, Red Nichols,
%
% + % the company roster. They are in- Ruth Etting, Claude Hopkins, Mor- pleted arrangements with United
ton Downey, Billy Bissett from To- Artists for release of three pictures
83/4
83/4
tended for distribution to movie- ronto, Bill Hogan from
30
— l/2 goers
30
Chicago, Al
by exhibitors for prize contests, Roth, St. Louis Parade, St. Louis; in the United States next season, it
4
4% + % tie-ins
was stated Saturday by Capt.
with
manufacturers
and Allan
147

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

4 Million

Affiliated Enterprises has retained the legal firm of O'Brien, Driscoll and Raferty to prosecute infringers of Bank Night.
Charges
that this stunt is a lottery were recently dismissed in the 54th St.
Court.

Richard Norton before sailing for
London. One of the three may be a
Technicolor production of De Vere
Stackpool's story "The Blue Lagoon," Norton said. He expects to
return here next month to engage

American players and

directors.

YTHING
Reference to the mopicture industry

tion

—can be found

in the

1935

WANTED

YEAR BOOK

For Contract Department a man
who is acquainted with and ca-

MOTION PICTURES

of

pable of handling such department. Must know this kind of
work thoroughly. Write in de-

Now

your qualifications, for an
appointment. Please do not telephone or call personally. Address Republic Pictures Corporation, RKO Building, Radio

scribers

tail

Attention
Golden.
City,

Edward

A.

ted

THE

being distribu-

FREE

to

sub-

to

FILM

1650 B'way
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DATE BOOK

«

July 24:

of

American

"MANHATTAN MOON"

Macaulay Post
Auburndale

Vernon

Lt. A.
Legion,

with Ricardo Cortez, Dorothy Page, Hugh
O'Connell, Henry Mollison, Henry Armetta,
Regis Toomey

Riverside,

Mass.
Cincinnati Variety Club
July 27:
ing for benefit of Film Board

Grove,

Strikers'

Healthy,

Mt.

annual
Relief

out-

0.

(Hollywood

Variety

Indianapolis

Country

Hillcrest

Club
Club,

Golf
In-

dianapolis.

Second annual picnic of the Variety
Club of Kansas City.
Meeting of Allied Theaters of VerAug. 4:
mont, White River Juhction, Vt.
July 29:

Meeting of Allied Theaters of Maine,

Bangor, Me.

convention of Independent ExProtective Ass'n, Milwaukee.

Aug. 6-7:

First

hibitors

Aug. 6-7:

First

convention

of

Independent

Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan, followed by outing on Aug. 8
Milat summer home of Thomas Saxe,

HERE IS a gent who is unique in the field of
• •
referring to Jimmy Briant
branch managers
branch manager of the New Orleans territory for M-G-M.
for years Jimmy has been doing a big percentage of
Bill Ferguson never
the exploitation for his exchange
has to worry about shooting a special exploitation man into
he just sends the data along to Mister
that section
who starts to steam up the southern city and
Briant
which he is
environs like any expert exploitation man
and all this in addition to his very responsible job of
running the N. O. branch for Metro

Protective

waukee.
Theater Owners
Southeastern
11-13:
Ass'n convention, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.
Pittsburgh Variety Club golf tourAug. 12:
nament, St. Clair Country Club, Pittsburgh.
Aug.

12-13:
Des Moines Variety Club Golf
Tournament, Hyperian Club, Des Moines.
Aug 14: Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,

Aug

Cleveland.

Theaters of New Jersey
Allied
Aug. 21-23:
regional
eastern
Allied
and
convention
City.
Atlantic
meeting,
AtJubilee,
Variety
Showmen's
Sept. 3-8:
City.

lantic

Convention, WardWashington, D. C.

Oct. 21-24:

man

S.M.P.E.
Park Hotel,

New

Fall

Orleans Notes

—

Orleans Grace Moore in
"Love Me Forever" is set for a second week at the Orpheum.

New

F. O'Donnell, First
auditor, is paying the local
a professional visit.
J.

Division

exchange

Murphy, United Artist
Floyd
salesman, is back from the convention with his autographed belt—
white belt upon which he had film
stars inscribe their autographs. Edward G. Robinson heads the circle.
Claude Hazel plans to open a
theater in Vivian, La., a town of
1,600 which already has a house run
by B. F. Milshire. Jimmie Adams of
Ruston and Vicksburg also wants to
open there. The town has an oil
boom on.
Visitors to film row: Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Paternoster, R. L. Bailey, Jr.,
and Bob Clemmons of C and C Theaters.

Theatrical labor unions are reported to have conferred with Sen.
Huey P. Long last week asking for
his help in bringing back vaudeville.

San Antonio Squibs

—

San Antonio W. J. Lytle, general
manager of the Strand Theater, will
play a series of pictures for the Mexican trade.
Allan Sachs,
of the Dallas branch

RKO

salesman out
was along

office,

North Soledad St. recently.
Tom Wales, manager of the Cascade in Boerne, was also in town.
Dorothy Mann is back at the Majestic as ticket seller after a prolonged leave of absence.
Marvin Jacobs, newsreel cameraman, expects to leave soon on a
South American mission.

• • • TAKE FOR instance his grand work on handling
the high
the six winners of the "Sequoia" essay contest
school students in the nation-wide contest who were given a
trip to New York, New Orleans, Hollywood and Sequoia Naand
he stepped heavy on this one
tional Park
had stories and interviews with the contest winners as well as
and even
in every New Orleans paper
he lined up 15 minutes on
landed front-page breaks
and personally wrote the radio copy for each of the
mentioning M-G-M and Loew's State about
youngsters
two dozen times
photographs

WSMB

T

T

T

• ON TOP of this he gave the winners a dinner on
•
the Jung Roof and they again went over the air when one of
the students sang a song and Ray Teal made a very elaborate
the contest and the conannouncement about M-G-M
then there was a breakfast on board the Dixie,
testants
with the Southern Pacific Steamship Company acting as hosts
•

the Superintendent of the New Orleans Schools, Nichand the first-string reolas Bauer, acted as toastmaster
porters of every newspaper were present and played it up in
their papers

T

T

call a Perfect Score
• • • AND
with very limited time to
on an exploitation campaign
put it over due to the short stay of the "Sequoia" contest winso we hereby nominate Mister Jimmy
ners in town
Briant of New Orleans to our personally conducted Back Tu
Jimmy qualifies without a struggle
Show Biz Club
and
a branch manager doubling in Exploitation

THAT,

how

folks,

is

T

T

MUSICAL THAT
SATISFACTORY LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT.

T

HAVE

T

T

• • • AND WHILE discussing activities of RKO Radio
we take opportunity to record our individual delight
every time we drop off on the twelfth floor of the company's
and visit the ad and pub divisions of S.
home offices
there you will find as contented and
Barret McCormick
happy a bunch of workers to be found in the entire picture biz
because their Chief, S. Barret, is so
why?
darned Human, Regular, Understanding and Appreciative
we've seen that gang go into long night hours of work
and on a moment's
to rush through special campaigns
Barret just drops
and do it with eagerness
notice
and the boys cancel their eveNO orders
a hint
ning's engagement and tear into the job with pleasure
and that Spirit is Priceless to any film organization

« «

<€

presents

Universal

new

a

personality,

Dorothy Page, who, given the proper roles,
should prove a valuable box-office asset.
She sings well, possesses beauty and charm,
and shows acting ability from the manner
which she handles dual roles in this
in

Moon"

"Manhattan

picture.
fast

light,

is

pleasing,

moving, and based on the

of mistaken

has sustained

identities,

idea
inter-

The musical numbers are fair but
est.
were they stronger, and more spectacularstaged, much would be added to this
ly
As is, it is a charming comedy
picture.
musical

should

that

play

regular

to

busi-

sympathetic
that he handles well and although
role
Henry Armetta, Hugh O'Connell and Luis
Alberni have small roles, they do get laughs.
Dorothy Page as Yvonne, a French singer,
Ricardo

ness.

Cortez

has

a

has a double Toots Malloy, also played

by

Difficulties arise, caused by
Dorothy Page.
happily
is
all
but
identities
mistaken
straightened out with Toots marrying her
Eddie, played by Regis Toomey, and Cortez

winning
Cast:

his

Yvonne.

Ricardo

Dorothy

Cortez,

Page,

Henry Molliscn, Hugh OConnell, Luis AlTccmey,
Regis
Henry Armetta,
berni,
L'Estrange Millman, Irving Bacon.
Producer, Stanley Bergerman; Director,
Harris;
Robert
Author,
Stuart . Walker;
Barry

Screen' Play,

Trivers,

Ben Grauman

Kohn, Aben Kandel; Cameraman, Charles
Stumar; Editor, Phil Cahn.
Photography, Good
Direction, Gccd

what you

JUST seen some of the first stills of the
• • •
with
"Top Hat"
heavily touted RKO Radio pix
music and songs by
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
and directed by Mark Sandnch who
Irving Berlin
we have it on the
whammed over "The Gay Divorcee"
that this
word of no less than President Ned E. Depinet
pix "will undoubtedly prove the very biggest box-office success
but you
them's Strong Words, Ned
of all 1935."
so mebbe you have
were never given to Exaggeration
some secret dope that makes you so confident

T

Preview)

PLEASING

FAIRLY
PROVIDES

wood.
Tournament,

67 mins.

Universal

Fund

Second annual Fathers and Sons BarJuly 28:
becue Breakfast. Uplifters Ranch, Holly-

Aug. 6:

REVIEWS «

»

Boston film row annual outing undei

auspices

July 29:

3

B

» » »

SHORTS
"A Language

All

My Own"

(Betty Boop Cartoon)
7 mins.

Paramount
So-So

to this Betty
either in the
way of idea or execution, to give
Merely
it any kind of distinction.

There's

not

much

Boop animated cartoon,

shows Betty doing her act before
a theater audience, then hopping into her plane and jumping to Japan,

where she repeats the performance,
the impression conveyed being that
her boop-a-doop stuff
able in any country.

is

understand-

Richard Himber and His Champions
in

"The Magic of Music"
10 mins
Paramount
Good Novelty

-

Given a refreshing touch of novby the application of supposed
magic, whereby Richard Himber

elty

turns various statuettes into miniature performing artists, along with
other tricks, this orchestra novelty
entertaining.
generally
is
short
Some singing and impersonations by
Sugar Cane, dancing by a ballroom
team, and various band selections
comprise the routine, which is kept
moving along in interesting fashion.
Production is by Fred Waller.

THE
Monday, July

NEW MOVE
TO UP

IN

FALL

B. 0.

(Continued from Page

which has had a
decline this

less

NEWS

PRICES

DAY

of the

EXPECT $2,000,000
PARA. FEE ALLOWANCE

—

Frank Mann, Sept. 1. Plans call for the expenRockville, Conn.
owner of the Princess, Village St., diture of $18,000, officials of the often

1)

than seasonal

summer and promises

to

show continued improvement.
Unusual stability of theater operations this summer, at a time when
usually drops sharply
and many theaters close, also is interpreted as an indication that public
appetite for pictures is keener than

attendance

ever.

Some circuit executives believe
that a change of policy, or something
along that line, will provide the most
lifting
acceptable
expedient for
prices.
Others see the extensive
roadshow plans of Warners in connection with "A Midsummer Night's

remodeling the house preparatory
reopening it in the fall. A new
front and marquee will be built and
a new projection booth and equipment installed, with a ventilating
system and reseating. The house
has been under lease to the S. A.
Amusement Co., which also operates the Palace here, but the Princess lease expired recently and was
not renewed.
is

company

said.

to

O—

Three armed bandits
Canton,
gun point forced the cashier at
Alhambra theater here to hand over
a box containing $125 and then fled
at

in

22, 1935

(Continued from Page

1)

did very little work but
sought large fees regardless, Judge
Coxe questioned the rights of creditors to receive payment for servicet
which had benefited them.
In a
number of instances Judge Cox?
sought to ascertain on what theory
claimants justified applications for
In general his attitude was
fees.

highly

critical.

an automobile.

Pittsburgh First-Runs

Dropping Dual Features
Miles-Royal, East AkAkron,
Boston The Hollis St. theater,
(Continued from Page 1)
oldest legitimate playhouse in the ron, is dark after a several months
city and one of the nation's most
box office with its
of double feature second- too good at the
policy
famous theaters, was doomed when
twin bill policy. It switches to singles
for
planned
Reopening is
Probate Court Judge William M. runs.
early next month, opening with Jane
Withers in "Ginger." The Warner
Dream" at two-a-day prices as a Priest ruled it "Antiquated and un- about Sept. 1.
financial liabilchanges its policy on Thursday when
helpful factor in creating a higher- salable a distinct
ity."
So the trustees of the estate
Warner's "Front Page Woman"
price consciousness.
will
Brigham
of the late Robert B.
opens a week's run.
theamovie
Summer
Medina,
O.
demolish the theater.
Chippewa
ter has been opened at
Lake Park, near here.
Roach Finishes Seven
Deery,
John
A.
Mass.
Salem,
Fourteen Building Jobs
president of the Salem Realty Co.
Before 30-Day Layoff
Under
in Michigan which is negotiating to take over
(Continued from Page 1)
the four theaters here from the
(Continued from Page 1)
Detroit A new licensing increase
Midland, and Mrs. Eva B. Francis' Paramount interests, will appeal for theaters will be made by Ham- an unusually heavy fall program
the recent decision of the United
Lakeview Theater, St. Clair Shores. States Circuit Court of Appeals to tramck, Detroit suburb of 50,000 which will be inaugurated shortly
after Labor Day."
Theater equipment and supply the Supreme Court that he must population. The city attorney is preThe Roach lot will remain open
men state that the present boom in serve one year and a day for viola- paring the ordinance, based on seat- during August with some executives,
tion of the National Banking Act
building and improving theaters is
minimum. writers and others involved in the
in aiding and abetting misappro- ing capacity, with a $50
preparatory plans, which include
the biggest in many years. Better priation of $131,000 loaned to the The present fee is a flat $50.
treatments
on several projected
conditions brought about partly by Salem Realty Co. The case involved
feature pictures, engaged as usual.
the
lease
Olympia
Theaters,
Inc.,
to
upturn in automobile factory activity
Among the contemplated pictures
which was supposedly assigned to the
is said to be the chief cause.
which will go into production shortly
bank and no written assignment of
Detroit Jacob Schreiber, circuit
same could be found. Deery is out owner, and George Buckley, Colo- after the reopening are: "The Honesty Racket," a full-length film feaon $10,000 bail.
nial theater manager, fwere held turing
a galaxy of well-known
Aiding German Refugee Fund
over under $500 bond for jury trial comics and the "Our Gang Follies of
Louis K. Sidney, Louis Nizer and
Logan, O. The Pythian theater,
on charge of operating a lottery. A 1935," a miniature musical spectacle.
Nathan Burkan are among members recently leased by the Chakeres
It is also anticipated that Laurel and
game
similar to Screeno was used Hardy will be ready to start work
of the Committee of One Hundred Theaters, Inc., of Springfield, is being remodeled and will reopen about in the theater some weeks ago.
in the first of a series of four reel
which is raising an emergency fund
fun-films to be made on the new proto aid in the rehabilitation of Jews
gram.
from Germany. The work is being
done under the auspices of the Un- Three
World Shorts
Jerry Fairbanks to Make
Robert Vreeland Married
ited Jewish Appeal, and a big benefit
Acquired by B. I. P.
Shorts Series for Para. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
show, the second annual version of
Hollywood Robert Vreeland, diArthur Dent, B. I. P. general manJerry Fairbanks, producer of "The
the "Night of Stars," will be given
rector, and Wilma Holly, actress,
ager, has acquired three DuWorld Last
Wilderness,"
has been signed were married late last week. They
Oct. 2 in Madison Square Garden as
shorts for British distribution. The
by Paramount to make a series of will return here to live and continue
a means of raising funds. Nathan
subjects are "The Chump," with the
color shorts.
Fairbanks formerly film work after a motor trip to VanStraus heads the committee.
couver, Wash.
late Hal Skelly, "Yokel Dog Makes
produced the "Stranger Than FicGood" and "Stars in the Making."
tion" series for Universal.

—
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—

—

—
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—

—

—
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New

Brooklyn House Opens

Strausberg's

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS
AGENT

W.

C. Fields collects only three kinds

—

books dictionaries, thesaruses,
volumes of wit and humor.
of

and

—PARAMOUNT.

New Harbor

Directing Negro Musicals

Theater,
at 92nd St. and 4th Ave., Brooklyn,
opened last week. The house was
equipped with the latest projection
equipment by the Capitol Motion
Picture Supply Corp.

David Niles, former
rector for WMCA and
Broadcasting Co., has
by International Road

Capitol also supplied all equipment, including chairs, carpets and

a

draperies, for Fred Greene at the
New Colonial Theater, New Paltz,

tatively entitled

N. Y.

dramatic dithe National
been signed
Shows, Inc.,
to direct a series of Negro musical
pictures. Niles, who has also staged

number

wili

of

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Broadway productions,

begin work on a picture ten-

turing

"Dark Town," fea-

Jack Johnson,
weight champion.

ex-heavy-

Out

of

last year,

268 films released
155 were American.

in

Greece

2

2

FRANK
CAPRA

GRACE
MOORE

productions

2

starring in

W

in

P.

Schulberg's

supervised by

FRANK
CAPRA

i«

GEORGE RAFT
JOAN BENNETT
B.

PICTURES

PRODUCTIONS

J Luteal
VON STERNBERG
lie

<=~DistiiiijiiiskeJL

RUTH

first

directing

CRIME AND
PUNISHMENT

RICH MAN'S

CHATTERTON

DAUGHTER

in

Edward Arnold

MODERN LADY

Peter Lorre

Directed by Jay Garnett

HAROLD BELL
WRIGHT'S
THE CALLING OF
DAN MATTHEWS
and

with

1

r

ANN
SOTHERN

THE MINE WITH
2

MUSICAL PRODUCTIONS

2 Great Idea Pictures!

T-MAN
a story of the

G-Men

of

the Treasury Department!

NOTORIETY
based on the biggest
headline story of the yeari

—

/

RONALD
COLMAN

aveiu

IRENE
DUNNE
in

starring
in

a special

Columbia production

Columbia production

A story of San

EDMUND

Quentin

LOWE

ONE-WAY

TICKET
Exposing a

in

GRAND

hell

of loneliness.
a

a special

EXIT

by Gene Towne and
Graham Baker

Schulberg
production

B. P.

JEAN ARTHUR

Z A N

the girl they're all talking

GREY'S

about

.

.

.

starred

in

E

great adventure classic

YOU COULD

OUTLAWS

ONLY COOK

OF PALOUSE

IF

iLJ

The botctnce of the program

be selected from some of

trrn

following im-

portant properties and from additional out-

acquired during the year:

standing stories

VALLEY FORGE

\\

Theatre Gu'ld socus*, by Maxwell Anderson

THE BIG SHOT
by Ben Herht and Choilos MacArthur

FRISCO FURY
by H

S.

Kraft

and San«uel

Ornifi

MOONLIGHT ON THE RIVER
by Joseph Mon<urr> March and Sidney Buchman

ARCTIC WINGS
by Dick Grace

ROAMING LADY
liberty V,ngo:ino story by

Diana Bourbon

THE CRAIGMOOR CASE
Owen

from the mystery play by

HELL-SHIP

Davis

MORGAN

by Harold Shumate

DEVIL SQUADRON
by Dick Greco

MULDOON'S PICNIC
THE LONE WOLF RETURNS
by louii Joseph Vpnce

WEEKEND BACHELOR
by Vera Caspary

THE RENTED BODY
by Rupen Hughes

THE HOUSE OF REMSEN
Broadway stage

hit

by Nicholas Soussanin ond William

J

Perelman

TWO FOR ONE
Americon Magazine

story by Corey Ford

NEGLIGEE

1

i

by E'nett Vadja

ME LIBERTY

GIVE

by Vera Caspary

LISTEN BABY
Red Book

story by Elsie Jonis

and Gene Markey

EXCURSION INTO PARADISE
by Diano Bourbon

SHOCK ABSORBER
by William Hurlburl and Frederick and Fannie Hatlon

THE IRON CLAW
novel by Arthur Stringer

PLAYBOY
Cosmopolitan Magazine

story by

Helen R Hull

COLLEGE HERO
Saturday Evening Post

serial

by Corey Ford

INTERMISSION
by Lawrence Hurcifd

THEODORA GOES WILD
Mary McCarthy
by

ONLY HAPPENS ONCE
by Ben Kohn
OF THE DAMNED
by

Li-

1

ci

nd Jomieson

rCLOTHES
g Post

serial

by lucy Stone

Terrill

KEN MAYNARD
hard riding, fast-shooting

favorite of millions

in

THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
appearing

in

dramatizations of true-life

confessions from his amazing file of
5,000,000 letters! Bringing you a ready-made

audience of 2,500,000 radio

listeners!

FEATURE COLUMBIA SHORTS!!
Amateur Nights
On

the screen at last!

BARNEY
GOOGLE
in

the

on the screen!

COLOR

STARS OF

RHAPSODIES
in

TOMORROW

new 3-co/or

new/
sensational

TECHNICOLOR!
produced by Charles Mintz

new 3-co/or

TECHNICOLOR!
produced by Charles Mintz

I

The fan magazine

The tops

of the screen!

sport

NEW
Something new!

the

in

thrills!

SCREEN

NEWS
WORLD

SNAPSHOTS

OF SPORTS

COLUMBIA

Another new
note

in

shorts!

VARIETIES

MUSICAL

Complete entertainment in every reel!

SURPRISES
Every reel a melody treatl

For laughing out loud!

COLUMBIA'S FAMOUS

2-REEL COMEDIES
with all-star casts

The

headed by

ever-growing,

THE 3 STOOGES

beloved

ANDY CLYDE
HARRY LANGDON
LEON ERROL

THE RADIO ROGUES

A

YOU'RE

BUY-WORD FOR 1935-36

THE

Z&*

n

DAILY
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Words and Wisdom

MUSIC GROUPS TO AID
€<

»

GUILD'S OPERA FILMS

ARE SET FOR AUGUST
""LJISTORY, according

to the cine-

"For wide dissemination of the
drama, the movies are incompar-

ma, has three epochs: the epoch
WALTER PRICHARD
oaths and circuses, fol- able."
that of polygamous mon- EATON.
lowed
by
will be general music director for
archs, followed at once by that of
the picture, while George Antheil, George Arliss."— PHILIP GUEDALcomposer for the American Ballet LA.
"Hollywood is definitely making
an appeal for intelligent audiences
and for several operas, and music
and letting the radio keep bidding
director for Hecht-MacArthur, will
"Directors have turned against for the low IQ response." CLAUDdirector.
collaborate with the
the beautiful girl.
In Hollywood ETTE COLBERT.
beauty is worth about a dime a
Among educators, musicians, and dozen.
A girl's personality and abilprominent citizens who have indi- ity mean more now."
SYLVIA
cated their interest or their imme- SIDNEY.
"Writers look upon the movies
merely as a means to make money."
diate cooperation in the project of
—SAMUEL GOLDWYN.
the Music Guild Productions are:
"A great lover is the most pitiLucrezia Bori, Soprano, Metropoli- ful
creature
the
world."
in
tan Opera Company; Dr. James CHARLES BOYER.
Francis Cooke, editor and publisher
"Actors don't live their parts.
They can't. If they do, they are
of the Etude; Mrs. Elizabeth Sprague
"The film stars are just folks to lost. When an actor really lives his
Coolidge, Founder, Berkshire Festithe high school students in Holly- roles, he has permitted himself to
vals of Chamber Music; Dr. Walter wood."— L. F. FOLEY, Hollywood fall under the spell of the role. And
Damrosch, Musical Counsel for the High School Principal.
that's fatal."— ERNEST COSSART.
Broadcasting Company;
National
Hollis E. Dann, head of Department
"Women are more beautiful every
of Music Education, New York Uniyear, and motion pictures are large"The fight today is for individversity; Dr. Carl Engel, President,
W. S. VAN uality and confidence in your own
ly to be thanked."
Schirmer, Inc.; Mrs. William DYKE.
G.
ability against that of anyone else.
Arms Fisher, President, The AmerAnd beauty is a most common attribute today.
It is merely a matican Choral and Festival Alliance,
appearance is against me." ter of wavy hair, clear complexion,
"My
Inc.; Rudolph Ganz, President, ChiBENNETT.
-CONSTANCE
and proper makeup. Any girl who
cago Musical College; Alma GluckThat is
cares for it can have it.
Zimbalist, formerly soprano, Metrowhy most girls are beautiful nowpolitan Opeia Company; Mrs. H. S.
That is the reason mere
"I realize that I haven't the mak- adays.
Chairman, Division of
Godfrey,
from
Music, General Federation of Music ings of a Barrymore." JOEL Mc- beauty doesn't set one off
other girls."—WENDY BARRIE.
Clubs; Howard Hanson, composer, CREA.
(Continued from Page

made by the company.

—

1)

Fritz Reiner

of

Roman

—

—

—

—

—

conductor, educator;

Hermann

Irion,

General Manager, Steinway and
Sons; Mrs. John Stillman-Kelley,
President, Ohio Federation of Music
Clubs; Paul Kempf, Editor, The
Musician; Mrs. Edward MacDowell,
Founder, The Edward MacDowell
Memorial Association; Dr. Earl V.
Moore, Director of School of Music,
University of Michigan; Mme. Olga
Samaroff-Stokowski, Pianist; Ernest
Composer,
Schelling,
Conductor,
Pianist; Charles M. Tremaine, Director, National Bureau for the Advancement of Music; Augustus D.
Zanzig, Director of Music, National
Recreation Association; Efram Zimbalist; Paul D. Cravath, Bertram
deN. Cruger, Charles D. Halsey,
Charles M. Theriot, Arthur Van
Rensselaer Thompson and Selden T.
Williams.

SUNSHIN€

Woman's Place in Industry
Traveling Power Plant
Used by Location Unit Discussed by Mrs. Bucknall
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

—A kitchen

on a truck,

a traveling garage, and a traveling
power-plant provide all the comforts

home for the oddest location company ever sent out on the highways
and byways to film a picture. This
of

is

the motorcade, or motorized stu"Pursuit," M-G-M's ad-

dio, filming

N^~H\<

THE
DAY'S

NEWS

light.

Edwin L. Marin is directing
new picture, based on the L.

novel, "Wild Goose, Golden
Goose?" adapted by Robert -Benchley
and Wells Root. C. Henry Gordon,

Blochman

Henry
Joe
abroad

Hummel
improving.

reports

film

business

the
G.

Travers,

Granville

Bates,

Headed by "China Seas," with
Wallace Beery, Jean Harlow and
Clark Gable, four pictures will be released by M-G-M in August. The
list includes "Bonnie Scotland," a
new Laurel and Hardy featurelength comedy; "Here Comes the
Band," a musical production with
Ted Lewis and his band; and
"O'Shaughnessy's Boy," which costars Wallace Beery and Jackie
Cooper.

Based on the novel of the same

name by

the late Crosbie Garstin,

"China Seas" was directed by Tay
Garnett from a script supplied by
Jules Furthman and James K. McGuinness. Supporting the three stars
are Lewis Stone, Rosalind Russell,
Dudley Digges, C. Aubrey Smith,
Robert Benchley, William Henry,
Lillian Bond, Edward Brophy and
Carol Ann Beery, daughter of Wallace Beery, who makes her motion
picture debut in this production.

Hal Roach produced "Bonnie Scotis an original story for
the screen by Frank Butler and Jeff
Moffitt.
Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy head a cast including June
Lang, William Janney, James Finlayson, David Torrence, Daphne Pollard and Lionel Belmore. James W.
land," which

Home

directed the picture.

Ted Lewis and his band have featured roles in "Here Comes the
moSeattle Woman's field in the
Band," which Paul Sloane directed.
tion picture industry was discussed The story was written directly for
at the Occupational Round Table of the screen by Sloane and Victor
the Northwest Biennial, National Mansfield. The cast includes Harry
Stockwell, Nat Pendleton, Ted Healy,
Federation of Business and Profes- Virginia Bruce, Donald
Cook and
sional Women's Clubs last week by Spanky McFarland.
Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper
Mrs. Nathalie Bucknall, director of
research at the M-G-M studios in are teamed in "O'Shaughnessy's
Boy," which Richard Boleslawski diHollywood. Mrs. Bucknall was inrected. In the cast are Spanky Mcin
assemblage,
the
vited to address
Farland, Henry Stephenson, Sarah
Leona
Maricle,
Willard
which a wide group of organizations Haden,

—

venture romance of the high road,
now in production with Chester Morin many cities is represented, followris and Sally Eilers in the principal
ing several addresses she made reroles.
cently before important organizaCamera cars and sound trucks
tions in New York. To be invited to
follow the auto in which Morris and
address this meeting is one of the
Scotty
little
transport
Miss Eilers
high honors a professional woman
Beckett, playing the child in the case. can achieve.
Meantime lunch is prepared in the
The address was arranged through
kitchen truck. When twilight comes
Frances Cummings, Director of Edufurnishes

the portable power plant

IN

RELEASES BY M-G-M

cation for the organization, and the
Minnesota, one of the few woman
chairman of the section is to b3 Mrs.
Percil E. Stephenson, of Fairmont,
theater owners and operators in the
country.
Mrs. Bucknall discussed new developments in the screen industry,
especially as they affect women,
training for studio work, and activities in studios especially suited to

Minor Watson, Harold Huber and
Dorothy Peterson are among the
Lucien Hubbard and Ned
players.
feminine
Marin are producing the picture.

talents.

Robertson, Clarence Muse, Wade
Boteler and Oscar Apfel. The story
was written especially for the screen
by Harvey Gates and Malcolm
Stuart Boylan. Philip Goldstone is
the producer.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Spontaneous
place
fire,

in

turn

combustion

soft coal.
To
coal over.

may

avoid

take

possible

—
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"Jalna" Presents Problem to

r

t
Nick Condos, specialty dancer, has
been added to the cast of "To Beat

Hugh Herbert and Sonny Lamont.
T

de

shown

"Jalna" based on the "Atlantic Monthly" prize novel of the same name by Mazo
Roche, was supervised by Kenneth Macgowan, with John Cromwell directing.

la

stellar array of cowboy favorites in
this action special of the pioneer

west.

T

Art Dept.

in August, featuring a cast headed by Kay Johnson and Ian
major prcblem to the art department at the RKO Radio studios.
of the story occurs within a 20-room Canadian farmhouse. Finding
accommodate this ancestral home of the Whiteoaks of Jalna with
Consufficient unity was the problem the art directors were called upon to solve.
tinuity of the story demanded that action move from room to room without a break.
for
director
unit
art
Van Nest Polglase, head of the art department, and Chick Kirk,
The house
the picture, attacked the solution by mapping out the sets in floor units.
and its furnishings are of the Victorian era and reflect the ornate tone of that
period.
Because of the size of the mansion, the studio's supply of Victorian furniture
was not adequate to meet the need and many additional pieces had to be purchased.

"Jalna," to be
Hunter, afforded a
Much of the action
the stage space to

direct.

the Band," RKO Radio musical now
Already cast
before the cameras.
are Roger Pryor, Helen Broderick,

RKO

Boots Mallory has the femin-

Pawley, brother of Edward Pawley,
who is also working on the Universal lot; Phil Tead and Irene Frank-

thoroughly ine lead and Sam Hardy is the prin- lin. For the first scenes of the picHaving
recovered
from an illness which overtook him cipal "heavy." The picture, directed ture showing a candy shop Kurt
following a short fishing trip, Buck by Wallace Fox under the supervi- Neumann has assembled a number
Jones has begun production of his sion of Cliff Reid, has such other of young players all of whom have
,

western productions for
Universal for the next season. The
first of

six

picture is entitled "The Throwback" and was written by Cherry
Wilson. It is being directed by Ray
Taylor.
At the head of the supporting cast is Muriel Evans, who
first

was Buck Jones' leading lady
"The Roaring West." Others
cast include: Eddie Phillips,

in
in the

George

Hays, Earl Pingree, Charles K.
French, Allan Ramsay, Bobbie Nelson, Paul Fix, Frank LaRue, Bob
Walker, Bryant Washburn, Margaret Davis, Mickey Martin.

outdoor action stars of today and
yesterday as Francis Ford, Wally
Wales, Art Mix, Franklyn Farnuns,
Bill Desmond, Buzz Barton, Buffalo
Bill, Jr., and William
Farnum in
the supporting cast, which also includes Adrian Morris, Ray Mayer
and Eddie Dunn. Adele Buffington's
screenplay is based on the novel of
the same name by William Colt

MacDonald.

T
T

A

T

large cast

is

T

War"From

appearing

in

new mystery thriller,
This Dark Stairway," based on the
novel by Mignon G. Eberhart and
T
t
r
"Living Up to Lizzie," with War- directed by Frank McDonald. Lynn
ren Hull and Margaret Lindsay in Acker, Ricardo Cortez and Mary
the leading roles, will be completed
by First National next Friday. It
is based on a "Saturday Evening
Post" story by Lillian Day.
The
adaptation was done by F. Hugh

Herbert and

Lillie

ners'

Astor head the cast, other principals
being Frank Reicher, Mary Treen,
Ellen Lowe, Martha Tibbets, Mary
Russell, Robert Strange, Anita Kerry, John Eldredge, Joan Blair, Don

Hayward. Arthur Barclay, Gordon Elliott, Philip Reed
and Frank Shannon.
Peter Milne
and Si Bartlett have adapted the
book, with additional dialogue by

Greville Collins is directing, and the
supporting cast includes Ruth Donnelly, Anita Louise, Frank Albert-

son and Arthur Treacher.
T

T

T

T

Returning to Hollywood last week
after a week of hard riding action
in the cattle country near Kernville,

Cal., RKO Radio's "Powder-Smoke
Range" company has started filming

interior scenes of the all-star western at the company ranch in San
Fernando Valley. Harry Carey, Hoot

Gibson, Guinn "Big Boy" Williams,
Bob Steele and Tom Tyler head the

Only 10 Per Cent Dialogue
While Buster Keaton, Educational's
famous frozen-faced funster, has never
taken a strict stand for screen silence,
nevertheless as a pantomimist he believes in keeping his own dialogue discourse down to a minimum. In his first
comedy of the new season, "The E-Flat
Man," actual dialogue takes up but 10
per cent of the film. Comedy situations
and visible pantomime are made to tell
the story of an ardent eloper and his
pretty girl (Dorothea Kent), whom the
police mistake for a gangster and his
moll.

Charles Belden.
T

T

Georges
de
Gombert,
former
Paris newspaperman, has been engaged as technical advisor for "Love
Song" (tentative title), the RKO
Radio picture which will introduce
Lily Pons to screen audiences.

been featured in two-reel comedies
in
various Hollywood companies.
They are: Dorothy Granger, Julie
Kingdon, Gertrude Short, Lois January, Connie Bergren, Carol Tevis,
Phyllis Crane.
"Alone Together"
is a magazine story by Mann Page.
It was put into screen form by Arthur Caesar, Andrew Bennison and
H. M. Walker.

T

T

"Little Big Shot," the First National film with Robert Armstrong

and Glenda Farrell
Jason,

the

in

child

ac-

from South Africa makes her
American screen debut, is now in
the cutting rooms being edited for
early release by Jack Killifer. "Little Big Shot" is a comedy drama
based on an original story by Harrison Jacobs and adapted by Robert
Andrews, Jerry Wald and Julius
tress

Epstein.

Michael

Curtiz

directed.

Edward Everett Horton, Jack LaRue,
Arthur Vinton, J. Carroll
Naish, Edgar Kennedy, Guy Usher,
Joseph
Sauers,
Marc Lawrence,
Murray Alper, Ward Bond, Emma
Dunn, Addison Richards and Tammany Young appear in the supporting cast.

T

novel experiment in the filmiing
of a motion picture is to be revealed
to the public when "Broadway Melody of 1936," which Roy Del Ruth
directed for M-G-M, is unfolded.
From the very first foot of film to
the last, the camera has kept pace
with the moving objects before it.
Del Ruth, as a result, has taken
unusual liberties with the camera
insofar as angles are concerned and
should this innovation find favor
with the film-going public, it should
mark the beginning of a new phase
in screening effect. "While the idea
of keeping cameras in movement is
not new," Del Ruth declares, "we
believe we have perfected it to the
point where former objections have
been eliminated."

which Sybil

five-year-old

T

A

T

T

Madame Dora Shalleck, famous
New York couturiere, is visiting in
Hollywood. She has designed clothes
for Mary Pickford, Constance Talmadge, Ethel Barrymore, Florence
Walton, Mary Eaton and others.
She is a sister of Judge Benjamin
J. Shalleck, who is here on a visit
with his wife, Lillian Roth.
T

T

Hon. John Henderson, who produced three pictures in England, has
joined Lyons, McCormick and Lyons
as an associate.
He is the son of
Lord Henderson.

On

his

T
arrival in

ter

Catlett,

Inez

Courtney,

Edgar-

John Hicks,

Jr.,

T

Minneapolis

T

Tom Moore

returned last week
to the studio he left a dozen years
ago at the height of his fame. He
was signed by M-G-M for a featured
role in "Robin Hood of El Dorado,"
starring Warner Baxter.
T
"I Live
lores Del

T

Love," starring DoRio and with Everett
Marshall in the leading male role,
will be completed at the First National studios in two weeks.
It is
Marshall's first film for First National and his first since the earliest
era of musical pictures. He has, up
to the beginning of work on "I Live
for Love," been a star on Broadway,
in its stage and radio theaters. His
fellow players in "I Live for Love"
are Hobart Cavanaugh, Don Alvarado, Berton Churchill, Guy Kibbee.
Shaw and Lee, Allen Jenkins, Mary
Treen, and Eddie Conrad.
for

T

T

Frances
Langford was heartbroken when she lost her soprano

But her new contralto voice
has won her a long-term contract
with M-G-M studios. After seeing
her in the "rushes" of her scenes
voice.

in

her first picture,

"Broadway

Mel-

ody of 1936," studio executives
were so impressed with her acting
ability and the unusual quality of
her voice that they awarded her
the contract.

.

T

T

TreE-i
Carr has signed Minna
Gombell for one of the leading roles
in "Two Black
Sheep," Republic

production

starring

Otto

Kruger.

The picture will go into production
this week with Arthur Lubin drecting.
Miss Gombell recently was
featured in "Women Must Dress,"
a

Monogram

production. Ferdinand
been replaced by
Ferdinand Munier in support of
Otto Kruger. Mary Carr has also
been added to the cast.

Gottschalk

Mary

has

T
Carlisle has

T

gone heavy

tional

dialogue.

Obeyed That Impulse
One

hundred featured players and
emerged from a scene last week

Los Angeles,

"Two for Tonight,"
bedraggled,
and thoroughly
up and they loved it!
For
Director Frank Tuttle had given them
an opportunity to exercise one of man-

another important

figure in the foreign field now, han-

in

a light way.
The blonde actress
has been cast to play the siren villainess in Jack Benny's starring vehicle, "In the Bag," which Charles
F. Riesner is to direct.
It is taken
from an original story by Byron
Morgan and Lew Lipton and was
adapted by them for the screen.
Herman J. Mankiewicz wrote addi-

extras

T

Kennedy, Thomas Dugan, William

Paramount

T

Ben Goldman, Warner Bros, field
With the exception of four names representative, found his commisthe cast of Universal's "Alone To- sion as a Kentucky Colonel awaiting
him.
gether" is now complete.
"Alone
Together" is the second of the ZaSu
Pitts-Hugh O'Connell stories and
Down Memory Lane: Phil Reisman
went into work the very next day traveling the frozen wastes of Minafter "She Gets Her Man" was nesota and the Dakotas
in the intercompleted. The cast includes Wal- ests of the old Goldwyn
company.
T

22, 1935

"LOTS'
dling the
exchange.

next

starring picture for First National, "Money Man," based on a
Hammett, is
story by Dashiell
scheduled to enter production at the
Burbank studios on Sept. 1. Bette
Davis will be Robinson's leading
lady.
Brown Holmes wrote the
screenplay and Alfred E. Green will

T

HOLLYWOOD

"LITTLE" from

ROBINSON'S

Monday, July

in

Paramount's

dripping,

massed

—

—

kind's greatest desires
the shooting off
of bottles of seltzer water with human
beings for targets!
The scene, laid in
a fashionable night club, was originally
scheduled to be faked.
But Tuttle. a
fiend for realism
and secretly possessing a normal desire to squirt seltzer
called his players together and put it
up to them.
Every actor and actress
on the set voted for reality.

—

DA
THE
And dam'
the

VER
American public, from

interesting, too, to the

way they havi

flocked to see such plays as

"Chu

11

Chin Chow", "Shanghai Gesture "Eas* Is West". . . and
/•
read such books afs "The Good Earth", "Oil for the Lamps
,

L

of

China".

.

.

and turned out

to see

such great motion

pictures as "Broken! Blossoms", "Shanghai Express", "Fu

Manchu", "Limehouse Blues".
That

is

why

PARAMOUNT

"SHANGHAI" will! be

a

there are other reasons, not

«*

^

believes Walter Wanger's

mmm

SHANGHAI
LORETTA YOUNG, one

stars

sonalities

young

of

the loveliest per-

on the screen today and one

stars.

"Loretta

Young has never been

weeks than any other screen

more

alluringly displayed or

persuasive in appearance", says
Hollywood Variety

at

of the brightest

Miss Young has grabbed more front page

and motion picture page publicity
more

//

a peak just as this picture

star.
is

in the last six

Interest in her is

released.

SHANGHAI
brings to the screen again

CHARLES BOYER, now

definitely a potent box-office draw,

charming performances
"Break of Hearts" created a

and

started a world of

whose suave and

in "Private

Worlds" and

new feminine

women

heart -wave

talking.

and make
no mistake about that", says
Hollywood Reporter.
"Boyer

//

for the

box

office

SHANGHAI
•MOTION PICTlJREDAlO

HOLtV>VOOp_PR525rL|
V-^Tthe enteTToT^^TvaWes
being of

/

ter,

on Boyer,

:

;

trot ing

an

.

d

showmansh.p char-

exhibitors, by

romance

\

Shongha,

|l

above

title

conce-

M«

^oung
plus the

"With the marquee strength of Charles Boyer and
Loretta Young to inspire word-of-mouth and the fact
has strong

woman appeal augurs

that

it

box

office for 'Shanghai' following

impressive

Walter Wanger's

should do well

average

busmes*

.

money-garnering predecessor, 'Private Worlds'."
—Hollywood Variety

a
.(./>,,/,

SHANGHAI

//

starring

LORETTA YOUNG a„d CHARLES BOYER
with

Warner Oland Alison Skipworth

Fred Keating

•

Directed

by James Flood

A

A

Walter Wanger Production

Paramount Picture

//
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TOPICS OF TIMELY INTEREST
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Says Term "Independent"
Is Wrongly Construed
r

reason that a ranking star was
not available when we were

HAT

is the most misunderstood and mis-used word
in the industry ? The word, "Independent."
I always object to the usual
haphazard use of the word, "Independent." And the reason is
this: it is usually applied to
producers in the Class B bracket. It is usually taken to mean
anyone outside of a major af-

~y^H

filiation.

That is absolutely contrary to
what should be the use of the
word. Any individual who produces courageously and stands
on his own judgment and vision
in catering to public taste is, in
the best sense of the word, an
independent. You may be sure
the best ones
producers, I
mean
are
independent in
thought independent in action.
By my standards, the most outstanding men in the business
are the truest "independents"
no matter their studio affilia-

—

—
—

casting.
Although we were
willing at the time, perhaps, to
pay "tops" for the star we
knew to be right, we have found

him under contract and not to
be borrowed.
Thrust back on
our own faith in our own judgment we have taken another actor

—and

made,

advantage. We are forced to hit
a
higher average of "dead
shots" than some of the larger
units
for the simple reason
that we cannot absorb as many

—

failures in a year's program.
gratifying side of this
method of producing is that it
is fluidelastic.
are able
so to design the production
around the story that the story
itself becomes the "star." "Monte Cristo" is an instance.
like to aim at that objective

A

—

We

We

always.

Moreover, we have no
overhead; we can leap

terrific

More and more is this true.
More and more have methods of

into action
readily.

and distribution been
geared to give the best minds
of

the

business

dence of action.
for independence

indepenIt is the day
and Indepen-

this

—

dents.

Actually-technically

—

all

—

they are individual. That, first
of all!
And after that is the
fact that this method of producing gives the maximum of result for the effort
invested.

Each production is designed to
meet its own special conditions
and demands.
There is no

—except

the waste occasioned by the vagaries of the
business itself.
Our problems are special. And
we have handicaps. But they
are the same handicaps suffered
by everyone in the industry.
Dearth of good material is the
chief of these. And nobody is
free from it! Certainly not the
larger studios.
do have to operate on a
closer margin of costs. Proportionately we pay as much but

We

—

we must

get full value!

But

that's not a handicap, as I see
it.
That's an incentive.
It
forces us to develop. You know
what happens where there's
ease, quiet, and contentment.

Well,
pens.
force

I'll

tell

on a new idea more
have no heavy commitments, no stars already allocated. We can never be "over-

We

bought."
We are free agents.
We can retain our "personal"
quality.

—Harry M.

Goetz.

is

group action. But in the creative end of the business all producing is independent or it is
just no good.
The reason those of us who
are committed to this form of
producing feel that independent
pictures are good is because

waste

proven him

Another condition which may
seem a handicap, is really an

tions.

release

.or

a star.

you: nothing hap-

Stress
a great driving
—-necessity,
the element of
is

"have-to"!
More often than not, we have
developed a star for the simple

Audience Standards
Gradually Rising

PRODUCERS have gone farther than the public asked
them to go. The public asked
for one step cleanliness.
The
producers replied:
"We will
take four steps: we will make

—

cleaner pictures; we will make
more entertaining pictures; we

their

pictures."
first of these

—cutting

out dirt.

is

negative

The other

three are creative. No one outside the studios, no control or
supervision, no legislation, no
censorship can give us charm
or drama or beauty. That must
come through genius in the picture maker. "Black lists" nowadays are made up almost entirely of pictures made a year
or more ago.
Not all pictures
are notable, but almost altogether they are clean and more
than ever before they are notThat the
able and inspiring.
public recognizes this could be
shown in page after page of
quotations from all over the
country.
More than 300 public libraries use the preview reports
sent out by the east and west
reviewing committees for the
dissemination of information,
schools and colleges print them,
clubs distribute them among

churches

bulletins.

American. It incommittees from the

cludes

great organization of women's
clubs, university women, certain local parent-teacher associations, Daughters of the American
Revolution,
committees
from Catholic, Protestant and
Jewish groups. It shows many
colors of opinion
many variations, and even disagreements
in particulars, but a solid phalanx of good sense, determina-

—

tion

and desire for better things.

One

of the

most interesting

phases of the intensification of
better films work is that which
is taking place in the schools.
Teachers of English are selecting more significant pictures for
study,
parallel
to
study of

drama, and

developing

among

children a high critical faculty
that is also appreciative of the
social, literary,
artistic value of

dramatic and
whatever de-

serves their study.
All this is nation-wide.

ended

in

words,

it

If it

would be of

little value.
The question immediately comes up, what is it
doing?
Very definitely it is
lifting audience standards.
It
increasing the reaction of
is
constant picture attendants to
a finer type of picture and i»

steadily building into theater
audiences a finer type of people
who are responding to the lure
of the better pictures. This general lifting is almost sub-conscious.

Mrs. Thomas G. Winter.

make more dramatic pictures; we will make more artisThe

in

acteristically

will

tic

members,

use
In all this
wide-flung contribution to raising standards from the outside,
no one of the workers is paid,
nor is any attempt made by the
producers to influence or color
the judgments.
It is a generous piece of social service, char-

them

Walt Disney Has Faith
In Future of Cartoon

W7E

have faith in the future
of the animated cartoon
as a part of the motion picture
industry, and we refuse to build
our pictures for the present, but
with enthusiasm aim for the
future.
We want to raise our
own standard of production, not
only in color, but in story, animation technique, music, effects
and all other divisions of our
animated cartoon creation.
Through color and animation
and the ability of an animator
to visualize and portray character, we attempt to achieve
greater personality in our "actors." We deal in pure fantasy,
for no motion picture star plays
a role in our productions, but
the "Big Bad Wolf" is always
Toby
the "Big Bad Wolf."
Tortoise, for example, is not

called

upon

to

act

»

as

»

anyone

but himself.

Through consistent study of
action and motion in the application of our findings, we are
attempting to portray the illusion that our characters live. We

want our audiences

to feel that

our characters are people they

want
ities

remember

to

with

whom

— personal-

they have had

amusing experiences.

This is the goal we are setting for ourselves this, and the
creation of a better product
with each release, so that in
competing with ourselves we
are constantly improving our
service to the audiences of the
world.
All our stories now are built
for color and our entire production staff is active in its
study.
Classes are held during
the day in the studio at which
all of us benefit by general discussion and expert advice on
this
important
angle.
The
dramatic use of color, line and
form are all carefully valued.
Reproductions of the old masters,
the modern illustrators,
commercial posters, advertising
displays, all classes and divisions of art are carefully studied
not only for color but composition.
With each picture we pro-

—

duce

we are experimenting,

— Walt

*

*

Disney.

*

Says Stage and Screen
Must Work Together
'J'HE movies have killed the
market for inferior plays
and players at superior prices.

When every crossroad can see
the best Hollywood can produce, and see it often as soon
as New York, it will not go back
to the living theater, at higher
prices, without a definite lure,
without some assurance that it
is going to see something it cannot get in the movies.
wellknown star, a much-discussed
play, is such an assurance.
The stars, then, must be persuaded to go trouping as well
as the unemployed, and the suc-

A

cessful plays, perhaps with several companies simultaneously,
must be sent out, instead of, as
now, sold at Hollywood at the
end of the Broadway run.

doubt whether even the FedGovernment can accomplish
this, without the cooperation of
the motion-picture companies.
Yet I thoroughly believe that it
should be accomplished for the
good of all, the screen no less
than the stage, the actors no
less than the public.
I believe
this because neither art
stage
or screen is a substitute for
the other; there are important
differences
between them so
I

eral

—

—

(.Continued on Page 20)

Remember—
THIS YEAR'S PROFITS come

HER

joyous

spirit reflects

childhood's

happiest days. ..as she lifts her rippling voice in two delightful songs
flutters her twinkling feet like flowers in
the wind
and plays a mischievous
.

.

.

.

.

.

Cupid to two hesitant lovers. It's what
the world was waiting for... and they'll
pack your house to see it!

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

Top
tyrly
JOHN BOLES
ROCHELLE HUDSON
JANE DARWELL
Produced by Winfield Sheehan
Directed by Irving Cummings.

Screen play

by Patterson McNutt and Arthur Beckhard.
Lyrics by Ted
Music by Ray Henderson.
Koehler, Edward Heyman and Irving Caesar.

YOU HAVEN'T A SHOW WITHOUT

0&
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS
ments

Old-Fashioned Showmanship

store

Behind "Becky Sharp"

5.

WflTH
was

results at the box-office
proving that the effort
fully repaid, the exploita-

The campaign used by Singer,
resume,
1.

as follows:
Campaign started a
is

month

advance, with special stories
and art in the newspapers; underlines on 10,000 heralds enclosed in Brandeis department
store packages; radio announcements on four stations; and lobin

by displays.
2.

Tied-up with book stores,

public and circulating libraries,

furnishing them with pictorial
heralds and window displays.
3.

Twenty thousand

pictorial

heralds, advance and current,
distributed
through Brandeis
store
packages and through
book shops.
4.

Ten

thousand

announce-

in

Brandeis

daily.
6.

Special

Lux

ad, with Mir-

talks on the latest developments
in pictures, stressing "Becky

Sharp" in the new Technicolor
process, and getting across the
playdate.
13.

Daily plugs

in

Brandeis

Hopkins testimonial, on
opening day.
with four promi7. Tie-up
nent dancing schools on the

store ads, advance and current.
14. Daily radio plugs on all
four
starting
four
stations,
weeks in advance and continu-

"waltz-quadrille."

throughout engagement.
dislobby
15. Outstanding
plays, using cut-outs of stars,
stills and attractive art work.
hundred one-sheet
16. Two
pictorial can cards on all down-

iam

campaign used by William
A.
Singer, manager
of
the
Brandeis theater in Omaha,
in behalf of the first full-feature in three-component Technicolor, "Becky Sharp," revealed
a genuine brand of good, oldfashioned showmanship.

enclosed

monthly statements.
Midget cards in Brandeis

store restaurants, serving 5,000

tion

in

Monday, July 22, 1935

ing

with Omaha "Bee
Tie-up
shopper's page, story
and art on "Becky Sharp."
9. Lux tie-up with two large
downtown markets, window displays and newspaper ads.
window display,
10. Special
Brandeis store, using model of
Miriam Hopkins as Becky Sharp
as the centerpiece, and featuring stills from the picture.
Model designed by store window
designer.
Attractive card announced playdate and theater.
This display continued during
the entire week of the engagement.
11. Tie-up with leading beaushop,
demonstrating the
ty
8.

News"

"Becky Sharp" hair-dress.
12. Personal contact with 25
men's luncheon clubs and women's organizations, the publicity agent giving three-minute

town
17.

street corners.

Distributed 100 half-sheet

window

pictorial

cards.

Posted 25 24-sheet posters.
and art in 12
weekly local papers, and stories
in
surrounding
in
weeklies
towns.
20. Attractive lobby displays
in hotel lobbies and night clubs.
21. Twelve hundred-line national ads in both newspapers
day preceding and opening day.
This campaign was one of the
greatest given any picture in
18.

19. Stories

the history of the theater. This,
despite the fact that the production received reams of publicity
previously in the newspapers

and magazines.
Brandeis Theater, Omaha.

—

Uses Novel Lobby Stunt
For "Hooray For Love"
'THE Loew-Poli theater in
New Haven arranged a novel
lobby stunt as an advance
ballyhoo for the showing of
the RKO Radio Pictures' musical
film, "Hooray for Love,"
which features dancing scenes
with Bill Robinson, the world's
most famous tap dancer. Harry
Black, the manager, employed
a song and dance combination
to perform for a week in advance of the run of the produc-

tion.

enjoyable.

in knowing how to make life
Our atmosphere is truly Continental,

our view of the Park
superior,

is

superb, our service

is

The combination dancing in the
lobby of the theater on a specially constructed platform, imitated the steps created by Robinson to the accompaniment of
the musical tunes featured in
the production. The stunt handled at the break of each show
attracted great attention.
Loew's Poll Theater,

—

really

and our rates invitingly inexpensive.

New

now famous sidewalk
CAFE de la P AIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,

successfully created the

and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.

SY.

Shatters Records

CUPPORTED

by one of the
most powerful publicity and
exploitation campaigns ever witnessed

ovi-tlta-Pcw/ik

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH

•

NEW YORK

Dillon

Damen, pub-

licity director for Warner Bros,
in England, the company forces

plotted
a
gigantic
campaign
consisting of billboard ads, tieup window displays in some of
London's most exclusive shops,

magazine and newspaper breaks
and throwaways featured by
unusually dramatic layout.
Results consisted of blocklong lines three abreast on
the opening night of the film at
the Regal a phenomenon which

—
—

—

continues; a full page of
photographs of the premiere in
"Today's Cinema," a London
still

trade publication; a story under
Jimmy Cagney's by-line
about "G Men" with photographs in a widely-circulated

fan magazine; window displays,
illustrated with stills from the
picture in fashionable shops like
Adrian's and Lawrence, Ltd.,
in the Strand sector.
Another factor which contributed

Damen's

to

the

success

campaign

was

of
the

Royal Air Force pageant, an
annual event, which, attracting
about 100,000 spectators, was
thoroughly blanketed with
throwaways of all sizes and de-

The highlight of the
lobby display was a
blow-up of a scene from the film
plus ad lines banked with a
huge floral display.
This attracted loads of favorable comment and aided in the word-ofmouth build-up for the playdate.

scription.

Regal's

The fan magazine plugged Cagarticle
by distributing
newsstand posters, 20x30, featuring a large head of the star

neys'

plus strong copy. Damen made
an unparalleled bid for the
suburban trade by concentrating an outdoor bill-board campaign in that section of London. Blowups plus flaring headlines, heralding exploits of the
undercover agents, made English suburbanites conscious of
the arrival of "G Men" at the
Regal.

—Regal,

London.

Street Parade Gets Attention
For "Sanders" in Nashville

THE

premiere of "Sanders of
the River," London film production starring Paul Robeson
and released through United
Artists,
was ushered in at
Loew's Vendome
Nashville
with a number of effective window displays and stunts arranged by Manager R. L. Jones.

m

London Campaign

Warner

30

Haven.

We

manded by

««

in
the
Bros.'

British

Isles,

"G Men"

shat-

house records of years
standing during its run at the
Regal theater in London. Comtered

A

tie-up with the local distributor of "Liberty Magazine"
accounted for the distribution
of 8,000 throwaway inserts in
each issue of the publication.
Later, Manager Jones arranged
a special showing of "Sanders"
(Continued on Opposite Page)
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the

picture

ders of the River." The Capital
News Company placed special
banners plugging the picture on
all of their trucks and a tie-up
with the National Life Insurance Company resulted in special
stickers being placed on
1,000 copies of their special
All local street cars
booklets.
carried special 22x28 cards announcing the picture's opening.

Window displays were arranged with leading merchants
and each window contained
scene stills with appropriate
cards
announcing the film's
opening.
All local book stores
carried copies of the book; music stores displayed the special
sheet music and local hat stores
featured the jungle helmets
with pictures plugging "Sanders."

For a street ballyhoo an 18foot trailer was used containing
The special
special banners.
Paul Robeson record was given
daily plugs over Radio Station
atmosphere,
Jungle
WLAC.
consisting of burlap and sugar
cane, was used in front of the
theater with special panels con-

following

highlight of the "Public

Hero" campaign put over by
George Mason and C. G. Taylor,
managers of the Great Lakes
theater in Buffalo, was a private screening of the film for
the local Police Commissioner
and his staff, in advance of the
regular showing.
Also invited
was Buffalo's own public hero,
a policeman who performed a
heroic deed recently.
Photographs were taken at the screening showing the commissioner
congratulating the public hero.

The commissioner also wrote an
endorsement of the film, and this
was used to make up a lobby

own
own

Buffalo.

Cosmetic, Drink Tie-ups in

"No More

Ladies'

Campaign

featured the campaign put over
by Milton Harris, director of

In

publicity at Loew's State theater in Cleveland on "No More
Ladies."
5,000 special heralds
were distributed to patrons at
leading grocery stores in conjunction with the Lux tje-up.
The same number of special

Is

streamers were placed in windows where Coca Cola is sold.
5,000 more were given out at
dispensing
fountains
soda
Harris was asWhite Rock.
sisted by an M-G-M exploiteer.
10,000 one-page heralds were
inserted in "Liberty Magazine."
The boys selling the magazines
were given a theater party, parading to the theater in a body.
5,000 "June bride" pamphlets
were distributed through the

medium

of

department

local

stores.

—Loeiv's

State Theater,
Cleveland.

was played

Cleveland just
before the premiere there of
"Escapade" at Loew's State theater, where Milton Harris is the
manager, and Harris took ad-

vantage of this fact by having
15,000 special score cards, carrying theater copy, distributed
He was asat the ball park.
sisted in his campaign by an
M-G-M exploiteer.

Three thousand "Luise Rainer
Roses" were distributed to ladies

in

downtown

Cleveland.

These bore ribbons with copy
on the film and the florist who

was cooperating.
arranged

A

with the

tie-up was
Greyhound

placed on both sides of 25 of
the Klein new company trucks,
which are on the streets 24
hours a day.

M-G-M

A

exploiteer.

complete finger - printing
outfit was assembled in the lobby
anr] men from the Police Department were assigned for four
hours a day to take the prints
The
of patrons who wished it.
police also broadcast concerning

the Industry

More Important

To Everybody
Motion

in

Pictures

Than Production
that's

why

the Coming
Film Daily

Production Guide

in

also cooperated with

an

Element

1935
"Luise Rainer Roses"
Distributed in Cleveland
THE All-Star baseball game

the theater so that it might acquire display of guns and other
implements used by gangsters.
The managers were assisted by

He

No

npIE-UPS with Lux soap,
X White Rock and Coca Cola

Bus Lines whereby 15,000 heralds were distributed on all inBanners were
coming buses.

display.

PRODUCTION

Great Lakes Theater,

Loew's Vendome Theater,
Nashville, Tenn.

"Public Hero" in Buffalo

its

station.

stills.

Special Screening Aids

its

morning broadcasts over

rying banners announcing they
were on their way to see "San-

'THE

it

ontiwued horn Opposite Page)

for the "Liberty" boys and staged
a huge street parade with the
boys
marching through the
principal street of the city car-

taining scene

it

it

19

Ten thousand "Escapade Sundae" streamers were placed on
windows and behind fountains
of various drug and soda stores
Three announcein the city.
ments were made daily at Thistledown Race Track, and six
(Continued on Page 20)

(out next week)

Will Be Used By
Executives Every

Day Throughout
The Coming Year

—JEW

DAILY
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NEWS FROM THE FOREIGN

FIELD

TIMELY TOPICS
(Continut d

{Continued from Page 19)

tickets
were awarded
daily to patrons having lucky
numbers on their programme
cards.

guest

—

Reports that income taxes
Berlin
at the rate of 40 per cent are levied
on foreign actors working in German studios are branded as untrue
by government film officials here. It
is stated that there is no discrimination in regard to the income tax imposed on foreigners in Germany, and
foreign actors working in German
studios pay the very same tax rate
as their German colleagues.

Orchestrations of "You're All
I Need," sung in the film, were
distributed to band leaders in
hotels and night clubs. Stills of
Luise Rainer were placed in
windows of leading stores along
Euclid Ave.

—Loew's

State Theater,

Police Cooperate in
"Public Hero" Campaign
police

department,

of the
Congress,
Saratoga
Springs,
N. Y., secured a collection of
guns, knives, blackjacks and
other weapons confiscated from
captured criminals, and employed these in a window display
as part of his campaign on
"Public Hero." There were also
tear-gas bombs, Bertillion records from police files and other
parapliernalia used to combat
gangsters. A list of the serial

—

with feature stories and cuts
on both Paul Robeson and Leslie Banks. The "News-Bee" ran
a "Search for African Relics"
contest in which articles were
brought to the theater. Later

numbers of the ransom money

these relics were placed in lo-

paid in the Weyerhauser case
was obtained from the Buffalo
office of the Department of Jus-

cal

merchant windows for

at-

tractive displays.

tice and these numbers were
listed on a board in the lobby.

Large circus heralds were

A

dis-

theater a few
days in advance of the opening
and 3,000 arm shield cut-out
cards were placed in prominent
spots in all playgrounds and local recreational schools.
A tieup with Postal Telegraph accounted for the insertion of spetributed

reward was offered to anyone
turning in any of these bills.
20,000 heralds were distributed
in the city, with copy on the

—

Congress Theater,
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

cial

at

the

messages

in

all

of

their

outgoing wires, and each local
P. T. window was used for a

Caldwell Plugs Opening
of "Sanders" in Toledo

display of scene
production.

stills

from the

Copies of the book as well as
llxl4's and scene stills were
placed in the windows of all lo-

'pHE

premiere of "Sanders of
the
River,"
London Film
production starring Paul Robeson
and
released
through
United Artists, was ushered in
with
extensive
exploitation
campaign arranged by Manager
Wally Caldwell of Loew's Val-

book stores.

Both the* Lion
Department Store and La Salle
& Koch also devoted one of their
main windows for a book display.
The sheet music on the
picture was displayed on counters in Kresge's and McCrory
stores. Other attractive windows
were arranged by the Home
Furniture Company, Stark &
Hawkins, B. R. Bakers and the
Basch Jewelry Store.
A 36x4 foot banner was
cal

entine theater in Toledo.

A few days in advance of
the opening all local newspapers played up the engagement

Looking Back
From The Film Daily

stretched across the

main

street

plugging the Loew's attraction.

Files

The front of the theater was
FIVE YEARS
Arts

&

AGO— Academy

of

M.

P.

Sciences to admit assistant direc-

tors.

TEN YEARS
by

Paramount

FIFTEEN

AGO— Acting
at

the Astoria

YEARS

school opened
studio.

AGO— Booking

com-

bines springing up around the country.

Artists.

|

Frank Williams, manager

picture.

announces that he has signed Siegfried Sassoon and Colonel W. F.
Stirling as technical assistants and
litei'ary advisors on the production.
Both were close personal friends of
the late Colonel T. E. Lawrence and
will work in collaboration with A.
W. Lawrence. "Revolt in the Desert"
will
be released through United

—

the cooperation of the

local

film rights to "Revolt in the Desert,"

Denial also is made in regard to
the formation of a company known
Sydney—"The Scarlet Pimpernel,"
as Presto-Films which supposedly London Film production, has comfinances production of films by get- pleted a successful ten-week engagefrom ment at the Embassy theater here.
ting advance
subscriptions
theater patrons. It is pointed out
that the organization of the Film
Buenos Aires RKO Radio PicChamber had the consequence of
eliminating everything that resem- tures musical, "Roberta," has combled speculation from the German pleted a record week's engagement
and is off to an extended long run
film industry.
which promises to surpass any atLondon Alexander Korda, who tained in the history of the Argenhas purchased the sole official world tine theaters.

Cleveland.

W/TTH

that

decorated with jungle atmosphere and a 50 foot transparent
silk
valance surrounded
the
marquee.
Poster cut-outs and
panels of scene stills were also
effectively used.

—Loew's

Valentine Theater,
Toledo.

Black-White Cellophane
In Novel Production
West Coast Bureau

of

THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood Black and white cellophane figures in one of the spectacular motion picture sets of the season,
in

the

elaborate modernistic back-

ground for a stage ballet number
with Ted Lewis and his band in
"Here Comes the Band" at the
M-G-M studios. Odd angles and perspective are responsible for the unusual effect.

Constructed on a large sound
stage, the set consists of strips of
black and white cellophane, before
which is a circular platform with
serrated runways, in black and
white, all tapering to a perspective
vanishing-point.
Geometrical
designs in black and white lie behind
the cellophane strips. Girls, alternating in black and white gowns,

form a background on platforms and
on the runways, as Lewis sings his
new song hit, "Harmony."
Paul Sloane is directing the new
picture, with Virginia Bruce, Harry
Stockwell, Donald Cook, Ted Healy,
Nat Pendleton, May Beatty, Addison
Richards,
Robert
McWade,
Henry Kolker and Robert Gleckler.
Lucien Hubbard is the producer.

either

f

inn

Page

15)

perishes

someour culture; and at the same time they
if

ttr'ng definite is lost to

are now fast becoming interdependent, and cooperation is
for their mutual advantage.
The similarities and the differences
between
stage
and
screen, it seems to me, should
be clearly understood before
there can be wise cooperation,
and before any well-reasoned
campaign to "restore the Road"

can be undertaken.
We must
know where, and why, either art
should survive, and what its
functions should be in a well-or
dered cultural program. Otherwise the government millions
will go the way of other unplanned expenditures.
There is, of course, one fundamental correspondence between
stage and film play which has
been the more emphasized since
the invention of synchronized
speech on the screen. Both are

drama and

differentiated

from

other arts by the peculiar
features which
make drama
all

unique

— direct

apprehension by

the spectators, primarily through
the eye, and motion.
Motion
lies
at the heart of Shakespeare's plays no less than the
liveliest movie.
Direct and vivid, drama has
always been the liveliest art,
and the cheapness and easy
transportation of pictures has
resulted in their inevitable and
phenomenal spread. So far as,
in the large and simplest sense,
the pictures are drama, liveliest
of the arts, they are performing
the function of the stage, cheaper and more generally, and there
would appear to be a duplication of function when the two
compete.
Should there, accordingly, be any effort to maintain,
the more costly form? Must it
not inevitably disappear?
It is this simple and fundamental correspondence between
the two forms which has blinded

many

people in the real differences between them, and which
also,
paradoxically
perhaps,
makes cooperation essential
rather than elimination of one
or the other.

—

Walter Prichard Eaton.
Sidney Fox in Radio Skit
A one-act dramatic play by
Charles Beahan, entitled "Rendezvous," was broadcast on the Radie
Harris motion picture hour last Friday night by Sidney Fox and Charles
O'Brien Kennedy. As Radie Harris
is spending a months' vacation in
London, her sister, Lillian Harris,
How many Song Writers worked on
who officiates in her absence, intro- recent
productions?
duced Miss Fox and gave a preAnswer: 113.
(See 1935 Year Book,
liminary talk on the star's return to
the screen, after an absence of two page 518, for list.)
How many Dance Directors worked on
years, in "Sweet Surrender," the
Herbert Fields and John V. A. recent productions?
Weaver story adapted and dialogued
Answer: 19.
(See
1935 Year Book,
by Charlie Beahan.
page 523, for list.)
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Fabian Buys Buckley's Interest in 4 Albany Houses

JALF-YEAR JUMPJO 395
Reported After 10 More Ohio Spots

FEATUREJELEASES
Schine Circuit

Three Houses

Viewing
By

DON CARLE GILLETTE

Now Under

=

Hollywood

—

Cleveland
Schine Enterprises,
EXCEPT for an occasional star in the already operating a substantial
^" rough, foreign countries have contribu- group of nouses in Ohio, will increase its operations by some 10 or
ted practically nothing toward the de12 new houses, according to persisinternationvelopment, improvement and
tent rumors. The theaters, it is said,
alization of the cinema art.
will be located in towns of over
Unlike the stage drama, which had inpopulation.
10,000
New Schine
dividualistic movements in Germany, Rushouses are now under construction
sia,
France, England and other countries,
in Van Wert, Bucyrus and Wooster.

of them exercising influence on the
American theater, few ideas of importance
and little competitive inspiration has come
all

from any of the film studios abroad.
Russia is mainly concerned with turning out instructive and propaganda films:
Germany has gone more or less nationalistic;
England is copying Hollywood from
sets right down to slang; France, Italy and
other countries are doing negligible work
insofar as anything of lasting importance
to the screen is concerned.

Paramount Starting Four
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bur.,

Construction in Expansion Move

... the passing parade

=

IN

— Four

pictures

get

under

way at Paramount within the week.
"The Milky Way," with Harold Lloyd,
has just started; "From Little Acorns,"
starts
tomorrow; "Hands Across the
Table," a Carole Lombard picture, on
Thursday, and "The Virginia Judge,"
with Walter C. Kelly, next Monday.

BERGERMAN URGES
PRODUCTION

IN

EAST

PLAN SUIT TO OBTAIN

Every major motion picture company company would be well-advised
to make a few pictures in the east
PARA.
each season, it was said yesterday
by Stanley Bergerman, former Uniobtain issuance of new versal production executive.
Hav-

NEW
Action to

Paramount

abroad, Hollywood immediately grabs it.
In the case of directors, for instance,
Hollywood did not take Eisenstein or
Pudovkin or Rene Clair or A. E. Dupont,
yet these directorial standard-bearers for
their respective countries have made little or no progress after their one or two
splashes.

original

Compare them with the consistency
performance
as

pilots

of

Hollywood by such
Brown, Capra, Cukor,
Mille, Leonard, Van Dyke,

given
Borzage,

in

Del Ruth, De
Franklin, the Griffiths, Lloyd, Boleslawski,
Mamoulian and Lubitsch, to mention only
a few.

•

YES,

Lubitsch

is

an

imported

product,

Boleslawski and Mamoulian are
likewise of foreign origin.
But their development is strictly a Holly-

and

wood accomplishment.
not have happened abroad, any
has happened to Eisenstein
it
or Clair or any of the rest who are still
over there.
The conclusion seems to be that the
movies are primarily an American product,
responding better to Hollywood cultivaIt

could

more than

tion

than

to

any other.

Jules

securities

E.

to

Brulatour,

in suits instituted by the Paramount
trustees, will probably be instituted
{Continued on Page 3)

{Continued

Opening
Gov't Film Showings
Increase 23 Per Cent
Films supplied without charge by
the Bureau of Mines, U. S. Department of the Interior, were shown on
61,002 occasions to a total attendance of 4,970,000 in the fiscal year

Month

New Movie Season

Earlier

six months of 1935 totaled 395, indicating that releases for the full
year will be well over the 700 mark
and will establish a new high mark
since sound came in.
Of the half-year releases as tabulated from The Film Daily reviewing records, 260 were American productions and 135 from the foreign
market. Germany accounted for 44
{Continued on Page 3)

cording to A. H. Blank, president,

CLIFF REID

12

MAKING

ON RKO SCHEDULE
RKO

associate pro12 pictures for
RKO Radio next season, he said yesterday. Reid, who produced "The Lost
Patrol" and "The Informer," seeks
to emphasize action and movement
in his pictures, and remarked that
Cliff

ducer,

Reid,

will

make

"The Three Musketeers," which he
{Continued on Page 3)

See Benefit to U. S. Firms
In New French Film Ass'n

—

Paris Recent formation of the
association called Comite du
Film, covering all branches of the
industry from production and distribution to theater-ownership, is expected to have a beneficial effect on
the present foreign film situation
inasmuch as American film interests are represented in the new

new

in

Albany

Si Fabian Circuit

Bank Night Breaks Out
In Birmingham Territory

—

Than Usual

—

Des Moines Tri-States Theaters
Corp., on July 27 will open the new
1935-36 motion picture season, four
weeks ahead of the usual schedule.
Reason for the early opening, ac-

Four Buckley Houses

Are Added to

4)

{Continued on Page 4)

{Continued on Page 3)

Birmingham Bank Night has
broken out here among the second
run houses. The Galax, first run,
also is staging the weekly jackpot
drawings. The Lyric and Royal,
third runs, have likewise gone in
for the idea.

Six Months of 1935
Helped materially by an increased
number of imported pictures, feature
releases in this country for the first

STOCK

Sidney R. ing produced on both coasts, BerDaniel german declares that the advantage
Frohman and William H. English as of occasional eastern production is
•
executor
of
estate
the in the changed perspective which is
the
of
THE explanation of the foregoing is not late William H. English, now being afforded and the stimulus of workto be found solely in the fact that,
withheld because they are defendants ing with new people in different surthe minute any unusual talent is shown
on Page
Kent,

Big Increase in Imported
Films Shown in First

Si Fabian has completed negotiations with Chris Buckley for acquisition of Buckley's interest in
The houses
four Albany theaters.

are the Palace, Grand, Harmanus
Fabian
Bleeker Hall and Leland.
recently acquired RKO's interest in
the Palace and Grand and has been
operating those two houses for several months.

{Continued on Page 3)

Cleveland Biz Bucks Heat
Cleveland— In the face
record

business

heat,

in

of continued
principal local

movies was up about 10 per cent last
Convention of Women's Benefit
week.
Ass'n

was

a

help.

THE
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Company Bonds Spurt

Coming and Going

Debentures of motion picture companies featured trading in the bond market yesterday, with Paramount Publix and Famous Players issues reaching par, while Warner
bonds duplicated their 1935 high with a gain of two points.
Columbia pictures common stock on the Curb, after being inactive for some time,
sold up to 70, closing there for a gain of 11% since the previous sale.
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Supreme Court Justice Lauer has
PAUL GREEN, playwright, is expected up
reserved decision on the application north from the Carolinas late this month for
a visit.
of Pat Casey for an injunction restraining Pathe Exchange from disMELVILLE COOPER, British actor under conposing of some of its DuPont stock tract to M-G-M, and MAY BOLEY are being
drafted
from Hollywood for the Sam H. Harris
the same time was named as as- and from carrying through its plan
stage production of "Jubilee."
sistant to Lewis Gensler, supervisor of reorganization pending trial of
pictures
of three
scheduled for Casey's suit against the Pathe diLOU WISWELL, representing Tay Gan.ett,
"Amateur rectors charging mismanagement and T. HAYES HUNTER, British producer, have
immediate
production:
left
the coast for England to close a deal
Hour", "The Bouncer", with Carl and asking appointment of a re- whereby
Garnett is to go to London in the
Brisson, and "From Little Acorns". ceiver. In their reply to the injunc- fall and produce a group of pictures backed

—

of

Hollywood Romer Grey, son of
Zane Grey, has been named assistant to William T. Lackey, supervisor at Paramount. Sid Brod at

Pathe directors
admitted they were negotiating the
tion proceedings, the

Battersby Gets Watch

On

25 Years of Service

sale of

some

of the

DuPont

stock.

gold watch has been presented
Battersby of the Warner
Philadelphia zone, in recognition of
his 25 years service with the company. The gift was presented to
Battersby by Ted Schlanger, circuit
manager for Warners' Philadelphia
G. E.
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CARLYLE BLACKWELL opens tonight at the
New Rochelle Playhouse, New Rochelle, in
Library, for many years merely a "The Play's the Thing."
storehouse for priceless records in
THE THREE STOOGES, movie comics, are
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
the making of motion picture his- stopping at the Hotel Edison while making
Net
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tory, will co-operate this fall with personal appearances in the metropolitan area.
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for movie jobs. He was released later because of insufficient
evidence.

Reference to the mo-

Gulfport Manager

YEAR BOOK

Switched
Gulfport, Miss. Harry Marchand,
manager of the Paramount and Anderson theaters, has been transferred to Greenwood. He will be
succeeded here by John McKenna,

of

present manager of the Greenwood

tion picture industry

—can be found

in the

1935

—

theaters.
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being

FREE

distribu-
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to

Hollywood Rian James, novelist
and scenarist, has been signed to an
exclusive writing contract by RKO
Radio Pictures, which also acquires
his services as director by the docu-

sub-

scribers to

THE

Radio Signs Rian James

—

of

1650 B'way

—

Columbia Preferred Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of 75
cents a share has been declared by
Columbia on the preferred stock,
Sept.

Morris Sanders Loses Mother
The mother of Morris Sanders,
Fox office manager, died Sunday.

2 to

stockholders of

record Aug. 15.

PICTORIAL FILM LIBRARY, INC
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THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY'S MOST
COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE STOCK SHOT
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EDMUND PARKER, president and general
manager of Consolidated Amusement Co. of
Hawaii, with headquarters in Honolulu, accomALAN DAVIS, vice-president of
panied
by
Hawaiian Trust Co., Honolulu, and FRED WILLIAMS, San Francisco, domestic representative
of Consolidated Amusement Co. are in New
York at the Waldorf-Astoria for a stay of
about two weeks.
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Randall Dead
Corona, Cal. Mon Randall, screen
artist and advertising man, died on
his orange ranch here Sunday of a
heart attack. He had been connected
with the old Triangle studios and
later with Universal and M-G-M.
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MAKING

CLIFF REID
12

DAH.V
FEATURE RELEASES

ON RKO SCHEDULE
(Continued from Page

395 IN HALF YEAR

1)

now

completing, would probably
not require more than 20 titles when
is

shown

speaking

non-English

in

countries.

Reid is here to confer with Dudley Nichols, script writer, on a story
for one of his next productions,
Nichols, who wrote the screen play
for "The Lost Patrol and "The In-

former," and John Ford, who directed both pictures will be united for
the production of Sean O'Casey's
famous play "The Plough and The
Other pictures
Stars," Reid said.
on the Reid production schedule for
next season are "Shooting Star,"
based on the life of Annie Oakley
with Barbara Stanwyck in the leading role; "It Happened In Holly-

"Plan
comedy melodrama
mystery story, and Dan Totheroh's "Mother Lode," which will
be Richard Dix's next picture.
wood,"

;

16," a

Gov't Film Showings
Increase 23 Per Cent
(Continued from Page

1)

ended June 30, according to M. F.
Leopold, supervising engineer of the
Motion Picture Pi-oduction Section,
Bureau of Mines, Washington. The
showings represent an increase of
23 per cent over last year. The
Bureau now has 2,771 reels of film
in its library.

DATE BOOK

«

«

Boston film row annual outing undei
auspices of Lt. A. Vernon Macaulay Post,

July 24:

American

Auburndale

Riverside,

Legion,

Mass.
Cincinnati Variety Club annual outJuly 27:
ing for benefit of Film Board Relief Fund.
Strikers'
Grove, Mt. Healthy, 0.
July 28:

becue
wood.
July 29:

Second annual Fathers and Sons BarHollyUplifters Ranch,
Breakfast,

Tournament,

Club

Variety

Indianapolis

Hillcrest

Country

Golf

Club,

In-

• • • THERE IS a very unique organization located in
the Knickerbocker building in New York City
that every
producer in the biz should get acquainted with
if they are
contemplating making any feature with a railroad atmosphere
or railroad sequence
for this private enterprise controlled
by a group of practical young railroad engineers
is ready
to co-operate to the fullest extent with the industry
they
are known as the New York Society of Model Engineers

•

•

T
HOW WOULD

•

Second annual picnic of the Variety
Club of Kansas City.
Meeting of Allied Theaters of VerAug. 4:
mont, White River Junction, Vt.

Meeting
Bangor, Me.

Aug. 6:

Aug. 6-7:

First

• •
men

convention of Independent ExAss'n, Milwaukee.

First

convention

of

Independent

Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan, followed by outing on Aug. 8
at summer home of Thomas Saxe, MilProtective

waukee.
11-13:

Theater Owners
Southeastern
convention, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.
Pittsburgh Variety Club golf tourAug. 12:
nament, St. Clair Country Club, Pittsburgh.

Aug.

•

all

Des Moines Variety Club Golf
Tournament, Hyperian Club, Des Moines.
Aug. 14: Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,
Cleveland.

Aug. 21-23: Allied Theaters of New Jersey
regional
Allied
eastern
convention
and
meeting, Atlantic City.
Sept. 3-8:
lantic

Oct. 21-24:

Showmen's

Variety

T

T
©

•

•

IS a highly specialized and equipped organization that can be of inestimable value to film producers
with their trick photography they can put any authentic
background in the world into sequences with these trains in
operation
and secure anything they want that can happen
in a railroad theme
and these young engineers will not
try to soak you for your bankroll
they put pride in their
work above monetary considerations
the wonder of it is
that no producer seems to have discovered them long before this

announcement

T

•

•

•

AND NOW

spiritual titled
lishers, will

"Lazarus"

bring out

Jubilee,

At-

S.M.P.E.
Hotel,

Fall
Convention, WardWashington, D. C.

See Benefit to U.

New French

S. Firms
Film Ass'n

(Continued from Page

1)

The Comite du Film was
formed by the union of three indibody.

vidual groups, the new Syndicat des
Producteurs de Films, the Bureau de
l'Union Syndicale des Distributeurs
de Films and the Union des Chambres
Syndicales
Francaises
des
Theaters Cinematographiques. The
Union Syndicale des Distributeurs
includes representatives of all the
large American film companies distributing in France.

Plan Suit to Obtain

New Paramount

Stock

(Continued from Page 1)

was said yesterday at
of Hughes, Schurman &
Dwight.
The action will take the
form of a petition asking Federal
Judge Coxe to strike out that portion of the order confirming the
this week, it

the

office

Paramount reorganization plan which
states that

withheld

new

from

securities

defendants

shall be
in the

suits instituted by the Paratrustees. The action on behalf of Kent and the others will act
as a test case for all defendants in
the trustees' suits, it is understood.

mount

.

T

WE

• • •
CAN now record the recent nuptials of Bill
Dahler, assistant to Eddie McEvoy, eastern sales manager of
RKO Radio
and May McQuilkin, Rutgers Neilson's assistant
they were married at St. Brendan's Church in the
Bronx the other day
the affair was going on for over a
year right under the noses of all their associates
and nobody ever suspected it!
•

•

•

T
A POSTCARD

T
from

Ed McNamee

of National
spending his vacashe in Costa Rica
it seems New York wasn't hot enough for him
Ted Green
of Screenland Fashions is doing nice work in publicizing Armida
and Dorothy Mackaill via the fashion tie-up route
Joe
Weil deserves some sort of an award for the clever exploitation
accessories he is turning out on "Bride of Frankenstein"
all with that cooling hot-weather note that makes 'em very
Timely

Screen

who

is

City.

man Park

(Yiddish).

two

T

Hal Hode of Columbia has written a
which Handy Bros., music pubDaniel Hey ward wrote the music

T

There were also 16 pictures from
France, 10 from Russia, seven from
Hungary, three from Sweden, two
from Poland, and one each from
Italy, Czechoslovakia and Palestine

T

HERE

T

Argentine, Mexico and Spain supplying a greater number than before, while Hollywood's output of
Spanish films declined somewhat.

In

artisans and craftsthe work in their spare time as a hobby
all movements of their perfectly modeled trains are controlled as in actual practice by the Union Swiitch & Signal
Company's interlocking machines
the portions of track
occupied by rolling stock are at all times known to the chief
dispatcher by means of a marvellously illuminated diagram
board
these experts can stage a railroad wreck that is so
realistic that it will knock you cold
you can't name a type
of car or locomotive on any American or Continental line that
they haven't got a model of
everything has been constructed by the Society's members
from plans obtained
from builders of big-time railroad equipment
besides this,
they can produce on order models of every type of power plant
houses
cities
steamships
absolutely true
to the original

they do

Ass'n

Aug. 12-13:

like to

T
T
T
THESE YOUNG engineers are

Maine,

Protective

hibitors

Aug. 6-7:

of Allied Theaters of

you

T

have these unusual facilities at your disposal for making some feature sequences 1
a series of absolute duplicated models on practical railroad
operation
rolling stock and equipment representing 50
years of railroading
a system featuring the latest control
system by telephone
two Shirtzer rolling lift bridges as
used at the Chicago terminal
a model of the 500-foot trestle on the "Soo" Line

dianapolis.

July 29:

T

(Continued from Page 1)
of the imports, the largest number
of any country.
British pictures
shown here set a new record of 26
for the six months, not counting the
dozen B.I.P. productions which were
recently tradeshown in New York
but have not yet been set for exhibition.
Spanish productions also registered an increase to 24, which

€€

«

» » »

Harry Cohn
Joseph Seiden
Florence Vidor

Lewis Innerarity

Ray

Warner
Cozine

Aileen

Pringle

Albert

Whitney Bolton
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SERGERMAN URGES
PRODUCTION

IN

EAST

Los Angeles Warner Bros.' twoVitaphone comedy, "Keystone

In Hollywood, he said,
roundings.
the temptation is to follow the Hol-

lywood pattern.

One of the faults
pany production, he

major com-

of

believes, is the

unwillingness of executives to give

younger men who show

ability

tures,

Bergerman

Opening

Month

said.

New Movie Season

Earlier

Than Usual

FOR LOCAL 306 POST

Vivien Oakland, Hank Mann, Ruth
Moody, Patsy O'Byrne, the Keystone
Cops and other "custard-pie specialists," all of whom are featured

Cleveland Clips

Long, ing a president, vice-president, treasformerly manager of the Circle and urer, financial secretary, two trusIndiana theaters, but for the last tees, nine members of the executive
board and a sergeant-at-arms, will
three years with Skouras Theaters
Palm
place
Thursday
at
take
in New York, is visiting his father, Garden.
Dr. Frank E. Long.

old-time

comedy

was previewed here Friday evening before an audience of
movie-goers and critics. Publicized
in advance, the theater was packed

favorites,

with film fans who came in droves
to see Chester Conklin, Ford Sterling, Ben Turpin, Marie Prevost,

—

ously.

{Continued from Page 1)

CANDIDATES NAMED

Cleveland The Ohio Theater, one
of Cleveland's two legitimate theaters, has been leased from Loew's
for five years by Casino, Inc., local
interests, who will turn it into a
Casino de Paris. Table service and
stage shows will go on simultane-

starring

Hotel,"

an

If
opportunity to direct pictures.
this were done there might be an
increased production of better pic-

6

Six candidates have been nominated for president of Local 306,
including
Nat
Doragoff,
Wally
in this picture.
Byrne, Ben Norton, Bert Popkin,
Frank Boswell and Joseph Basson.
Hollywood "My Song For You," Candidates for business agent inGB musical starring Jan Kiepura, clude Jack Wollheim, Sam Goldfarb,
is being held for a second week at
Jack Kieley, A. Lanzette, H. Spivak,
the Filmarte Theater.
J. Titler, Frank Bishop and Joseph
Kelvan.
There is a similar multiplicity
candidates
of
for
other
Indianapolis Items

reel

1)

DAY

of the

—

{Continued from Page
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Indianapolis

— Charles

Election of officers, includ-

offices.

K.

Fred Dolle, president of Fourth
Harry Horwitz, owner of the
Cincinnati Chatter
Olympia and New Broadway thea- Avenue Theater Corp., has gone to
Cincinnati Ike Libson, RKO theaters, and Mrs. Horwitz are back New York on a buying expedition.
from a three-week Panama trip.
ters
chief here, on vacation in
Loew's Theater is holding "Love
Maine.
Maurice Kaplan, suburban circuit
Me
Forever"
second
a
week.
Col. Arthur Frudenfeld back from
owner, is vacationing in Boston.
J. M. Dixon of Ger-Bar Theater Canada.
Colleen Moore and her $500,000
Manny Shure, manager of RKO
doll house are here on exhibition at Supply Co. is in Chicago on busiJacksonville Jottings
Albee, among vacationers.
ness.
department
store.
the
May
Twenty-one
Jacksonville, Fla.
Mrs. Mary Meier, operator of two
Claude Penrod, RKO traveling houses in Covington, seriously ill.
Frank Phelps of the Warner
Sparks theaters in Florida are staging a state-wide beauty contest next home office was in town last week. representative, is
suffering from
The Mayfair reopens early in SepWarner Club of Cleveland will torn ligaments, caused in an auto- tember with GB's "Loves of a Dicmonth, with Miss Florida to be se-

better business conditions in the
past three
territory during the
months and the particularly gratifying results of the "Let's Be Happy"
campaign sponsored throughout the
state by the Tri-States organization.
is

—

—

at the Florida Theater, St.
Petersburg, Aug. 14. First prize is
a trip to Atlantic City for National
lected

its

annual summer outing to-

at Mentor Beach Park. Allen Shapiro is president.

Harry Sachs, formerly of Cleve-

event.

An

all-Negro amateur night at the
Florida Theater, de luxe Jacksonville house was so popular that several hundred people were turned

away.
E. J. Sparks, Florida circuit chief,
spending the Summer in the
mountains of North Carolina and
»s

West

hold

morrow

Virginia.

Prince has arrived here as
branch manager for Paramount exD.

change,

replacing

who has gone

to

Scott Chestnutt,

Birmingham

cuperate from a long

to re-

illness.

Conclude Canadian Music Probe
Toronto Hearings in the federal
probe into the Canadian Performing
Right Society were concluded last
week. Judge Parker said his report
to the government would be ready
in September.

—

land and

now with

the Hoblitzelle
with the
missus, spent part of their vacation
here as the guests of M-G-M office
manager "Buck" and Mrs. Stoner.
circuit in Texas, together

mobile accident.
G. L. Heinrich, head booker at
RKO exchange, is spending a twoweek vacation at Schafer Lake.
Don Hammer has joined the G-B
sales staff.

John Howard, Paramount exchange manager, spent the week in
Kentucky calling on exhibitors as

Fred Baisch, 66, veteran theater far south as Tennessee.
owner, died last week of a heart atCharles Olson, operator of the
tack.
Lyric, spent several days in ChiSchine Enterprises will increase cago on business.
the seating capacity of the Vine
Recent visitors along Film Row:
Theater, Mount Vernon from 600 to
John Osborn, A. M. Lyons, V. M.
900.
Young, Pete Mailers, George HeliTed Scheinberg, head of the Fox otes, Roy Harold and J. Goldberg.
ad service department, is back from
vacation in New York.
Columbia's "Love Me Forever" at
Warner's Hippodrome, is being held
Pittsburgh Briefs
a second week.
Pittsburgh George Tyson of the
Lakewood, residential suburb, is
following the recent action of Cleve- Harris-Alvin back on the job after
land Heights, another suburb, and a rest in New York.
Mike Cullen, Loew's Penn chief,
is formulating an ordinance designating all schemes of chance as a delayed his vacation plans to remain
in town and see how the new state
misdemeanor.
amusement tax is working out.

—

Harry

Salt

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS
AGENT

"Alfred

Green has shipped several
head of cattle from his Pomono Valley
ranch
for
showing in the livestock
exhibit in Salina, K.ins., next month."
—DAVE A. EPSTEIN.
E.

Lake City Squibs

Warners,

Feinstein, head booker for
off to Atlantic City for two

tator."

RKO Shubert scheduled to reopen
Aug. 23.
Ohio Theater, Cambridge, has
closed.

Buddy W'nthrop, manager of the
Palace, Columbus, father of a boy.
J. L. Hatcher is opening the Majestic in Corning and the Bremen in
Bremen, O.
John Kaiser is opening a theater
in Frankfort.
Eddie Ornstein, Brooksville exhibitor, is now a benedict.
The Strand, downtown house, is
doing well with daily amateur shows
in conjunction with films.
Bill Gerves of the Upton and Fairview theaters is touring the east on
vacation.
RKO Gifts, oldest house here, has
been completely remodeled.
"Love Me Forever" went into a
third

A.

week

at the

W. Smith

RKO

Jr. of

Albee.

Warners and

George Roberts and E. C. Grainger
Fox were visitors last week.

of

FACTS

weeks.

Salt Lake City— Beverly S. ClenGeorge Tice, office manager of the
dennin, secretary and treasurer of
exchange here, left for Washthe Intermountain M.P.T.O., is on
ington, D. C, on Saturday to spend
vacation.
George Smith of the Gem Thea- his vacation.
As stated in The Film Daily reter, Magna, lost both his mother and

ABOUT

RKO

a brother in an auto crash last week. cently, Pittsburgh will have an art
Another brother died less than a picture theater in the fall. The old
month ago.
Avenue Theater is being readied
Holdovers here this week include for opening around Sept. 16 as the
"Sequoia" at the Isis, being changed Fine Arts Cinema Theater.
Manto the Broadway, and "White Par- uel M. Greenwald, U. A. publicity
ade" at the Star.
man, will manage the house.

FILMS

Paris has
at present,

approximately

265

compared with 175

theaters
1929.
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TO THE TRADE:
When, two months

ago, the Fox Film

Corporation announced

its

product for the

coming season the enthusiastic response
from the exhibitors of the world was most
gratifying.
first

Now

we

are

announcing the

group of Twentieth Century Pictures.

tS&ti.

'

But more than

,._%

that,

in the organization

we

are acquiring,

headed by Mr. Joseph

M. Schenck and Mr. Darryl

man power and

.

*£&k

F.

production

Zanuck,
£*.

resources
>

which we

feel

certain will increase the

confidence which exhibitors already have

shown

in these

two great producing forces.

..*;*.*&

President,

Fox Film Corporation

,

5; e

#^

4£j
w§j*»'

JlPfe*

Tie?.

$£•**

Features Reviewed

in

22 to

Film Daily, Jan.

Rpyinnril

Title

—Ajax
ALL — Alliance Films
AM — Amkino
AMB — Ambassador Pictures
ANG— AmerAnglo Corp.
ARC — Arcturus Pictures
ARN — Tom Arnold

MGM.

AU— Capt.

Harold Auten

BAV— Bavaria

.2-13-3-;

A-G

Film

— Beacon Productions
BEL— Waldemar
BD —
Dominions
BIP —
International
BLU — Blue Ribbon Photoplays
BON— Al Bondy
BUT — Burroughs-Tarzan
CAP — Capitol Film Exchange
CHE— Chesterfield
CIN — Cinexport Distributing
COL — Columbia
CON — Conn Pictures
DAN — Danubia Pictures
DU— DuWorld
EMP — Empire Film Distributors

3-12-35
Aschermittwoch-X X
Asegure A Su Mujer-F. .3-13-35
..5-9-35
L'Assurance-PAR
Avec
Awakening of Jim Burke

BEA

Bell

D.

British Or
British

COL.. 5-18-35
3-13-35
1-22-35

Baboona-F
Baby Face Harrington

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

AJA

After Office Hours-MGM 2-16-35
Age of Indiscretion
.5-18-35
6-1-35
Air Hawks-COL
6-29-35
Alias Mary Dow-U
7-17-35
Alibi Ike-WA
All the King's Horses

Az Uj Rokon-XX

MGM.. 6-19-35

3-20-35
Bar Mitzvah-SL
Behind the Green Lights-

MAS.. 3-12-35
6-14-35
Becky Sharp-RKO
Behold My Wife-PAR. .2-16-35
2-26-35
Bella Donna-OLY
3-28-35
Black Fury-FN
6-28-35
Black Sheep-F
5-31-35
Boliche-XX
6-4-35
Border Brigands-U
Break of Hearts-RKO .. .5-16-35
Brewster's Millions-UA. .4-5-35
Bride of Frankenstein-U. 4-11-35
Broadway Gondolier-WA. 7-1 1-35
.

EUR— Eureka

Prods.

—General Foreign Films
— General Films
—Goldsmith Productions

HOF—J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film
IMP
INC
INV
JE

Riesenfeld

— Northern Films
—Olympic Pictures
— Palestine-American Film Co.
— Paramount

UA— United

Corp.

Call of the

Wild-UA

4-30-35

Hurricane-RKO. 4-25-35
Richelieu-UA

..3-26-35
2-23-35
2-15-35

Car 99-PAR
Carnival-COL
Case of the Curious Bride

Murder Case

MGM.. 3-2-35

Champagne

for Breakfast

COL.. 7-6-35
Chan

Charlie

Egypt

in

F.. 6-4-35

Chan

Paris-F. 1-22-35
5-31-35
4-2-35
4-11-35
Circle of Death-SYN....
Circumstantial Evidence
CHE.. 7-17-35
5-3-35
Circus Shadows-PEE
6-8-35
Clairvoyant, The-GB
Mounted
Code of the
AMB. .6-21-35
7-12-35
College Scandal-PAR
...5-14-35
Convention Girl-FD
Charlie

in

Chinatown Squad-U
Chucho el Roto-XX

Corazon

Bandolero-XX.

Cowboy

Millionaire-F.
Sur Les Toits
.

Criez-Le

.3-6-35
.4-25-35
.

PAR.. 6-25-35
Crimson Trail-U
Cruz Diablo-XX

3-8-35
4-10-35
3-20-35

Cyclone Ranger-SPE

Dance Band-ALL
Danger Ahead-VIC
Daring Young Man-F.

.

Dawn Rider-MOP
Death Flies East-COL.
Der Judas Von Tirol

.

XX

Der Unhekannte-XX
Devil

is

a

6-6-35
7-19-35
.7-18-35
7-9-35
.2-27-35

.4-29-35

.'.'..6-4-35

Woman-PAR.

.4-17-35

Die Beiden Seehunde-

XX.. 3-12-35
Die Csardas Fuerstin

Mansell-XX .1-15-35
.

Und

XX.. 4-18-35
1-22-35

Elinor Norton-F
Elizabeth of England

En Natt-XX
Escapade-MGM

Me Never-U A.

Escape

Farmer Takes

a

2-20-35

Von Deutsch6-10-35

Ostafrika-XX
Die Sonne Geht Auf

AAFA.

.2-20-35

Die Finanzen des Grossherzogs

XX.. 4-10-35
Die Grosse Chance-XX ..5-9-35
Die Unschuld Vom Lande

XX.

.5-14-35

Der Doppelbraeutigam-XX

MGM..

Frankie and Johnnie

RKO

Page

XX.. 3-27-35
The-GB
Dinky-WA
Dog of Flanders-RKO.
Doubting Thomas-F
Dona Francisquita-XX.

Dictator,

3-11-35
6-28-35
.7-13-35
7-11-35
.4-29-35

Don't Bet on Blondes

WA.. 7-20-35
Dos

Monjes-XX

Drei

Kaiserjaeger-XX.

El

..

1-22-35
.3-19-35

Bells-COL

5-11-35

Agua En El Suelo

COL.
Dancing-HOF
El Dia Que Me Quieras
El

.2-6-35
1-30-35

XX.. 4-3-35
El Fantasma del Convento

XX.

El

.7-11-35
5-20-35

Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF
G-Men, The-WA
4-18-35
George White's 1935 Scandals

F

4-2-35
3-30-35
5-14-35
2-9-35
5-28-35

Ghost Walks-CHE
Gigolette-RKO

Lily-PAR

Ginger-F
Girl from 10th Avenue
Girls

Amor-XX
Humano-HOF

7-19-35
.5-9-35

DAN.. 2-6-35

FN.. 5-25-35
Will Be Boys-ALL. .6-7-35

Her a Ring-ALL. .6-6-35
Glass Key, The-PAR. .. 6-15-35
Goin' to Town-PAR
4-25-35
Gold Diggers of 1935-FN. 3-15-35
Good Fairy, The-MOP. .2-1-35
Go Into Your Dance-FN. 3-19-35
Graefin Mariza-XX
1-28-35
.

3-19-35

Keeper

She-RKO
Shot

7-9-35
Hat Kid-F
Doctor Reviewed as
Only 8 Hours.

Song

XX.. 5-9-35

La Crise Est Finie-XX. .3-13-35
La Dame Aux Camelias-DU

.7-1-35
7-13-35
Headline Woman-MAC .5-11-35
Healer, The-MOP
5-28-35
Hei Tiki-FD
2-2-35
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 5-25-35
Her Song of Love-REI. 6-26-35
High School Girl-FOY. .3-16-35
Hold 'Em Yale-PAR
4-27-35
Home On the Range-PAR. 2-8-35
.

Ladies Crave Excitement

MAS.. 6-17-35
7-2-35
Lady Tubbs-U
Last Wilderness-DU ...5-15-35
Law Beyond the Range

COL.. 4-17-35
Le Chasseur de Chez Maxim's

PAR

MOP.
Love-RKO

.

.6-25-35
.5-20-35

MOP.. 4-9-35
....4-24-35

in Dein Herz
Hinein-XX
6-4-35
De La Radio-XX .7-5-35

Idolos

Dikok-XX

Igloi

5-25-35

In Spite of Danger-COL. .4-9-35

Love You Always-COL

I'll

3-30-35

Monastery Garden-

In a

SG.. 3-13-35
In Caliente-FN
Informer, The-RKO
In Old Kentucky-F
Iron Duke-GB
It

Happened

It's

I've

Jack

in

New York-U

Small World-F.
Been Around-U
a

Ahoy!-GB

6-27-35
5-1-35
7-5-35
1-25-35

.

3-6-35
.5-21-35
3-5-35

2-9-35

Fleet

Und

UFA.. 5-31-35
Begins at 40-F
Lightning Strikes Twice

4-5-35

RKO.. 2-9-35
Akac-XX

Liliom-F
Little Colonel-F
Living on Velvet-FN

L'Ordonnance-XX
Lost City-KRE
Lover-F

Love
Love

Bloom-PAR

in

Me Forever-COL.

5-16-35
3-19-35
3-22-35
3-8-35
7-2-35
2-21-35
2-5-35
4-20-35
.6-28-35
7-1-35
7-9-35

Million-MOP
Man Who Knew Too Mucha

GB.
of

the

.3-22-35
....7-22-35

Vampire-MGM

3-28-35
Marriage Bargain-HOL. .2-20-35
2-9-35
Maybe It's Love-FN
MacFadden's Flats-PAR. 3-12-35
6-14-35
Mary Jane's Pa-FN
Men of Action-CON... 7-13-35
Men of the Hour-COL. .5-9-35
.

Men of Tomorrow-MUN.4-16-35
6-12-35
Men on Wings-AM
Men Without Names
PAR. .6-29-35
Mercedes-XX
Merry Monarch. The
..

Mississippi-PAR
Mister Dynamite-U
Mizici

Svet-XX

Moscow Laughs-AM
Motive

for

Marietta-MGM

.2-20-35

Adventures of Tarzan
at the

A

Ritz,

Revenge-MAJ.

6-5-35
4-2-35
5-25-35
6-4-35
3-23-35
5-21-35

Heart-U

the

of the

Gods-U 2-23-35

6-5-35
Nittits, The-RKO
No More Ladies-MGM. .6-12-35
Northern Frontier-AMB .2-8-35
Notorious Gentleman-U. .2-15-35
7-9-35
Now or Never-A JA
2-5-35
Nut Farm, The-MOP
.

Obeah-ARC
Odio-XX
.

2-13-35
6-25-35

._.

Oil for the

Lamps

China

of

WA.. 4-30-35
On Probation-PER

4-17-35

One Frightened Night

MAS.

Our

Little

XX.. 6-7-35
Sweepstake Annie-LIB
Sweet Music-WA

.1-30-35
2-20-35
5-4-35

Head-COL

Swell

Symphony

Living

of

IN V.. 6-22-35
$10

Raise-F

5-4-35

Tango-Bar-PAR
Texas Rambler-CPE

7-9-35
5-7-35

Times Square Lady-

MGM.. 3-1 5-35
Tjocka

Slakten...

-XX.

.5-23-35

Tomorrow's Youth-MOP .2-5-35
Topaze (French) PAR.. 2-20-35
Tovarishi-AM
5-31-35

.4-26-35
2-1-35
2-12-35

Transient Lady U
3-9-35
Traveling Saleslady-FN ..3-28-35

MGM.. 5-4-35

Tribu-XX
6-12-35
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes

6-7-35

Girl-F

Page Miss Glory-WA
Paradise
Paris in

2-1-35

Strosstrupp 1917-XX
2-6-35
Struggle for Life-FOY. .6-19-35
Sunset Range-FD
5-10-35
Susana Tiene Un Secreto

WA.. 5-16-35

Night Life

3-22-35
6-21-35
4-1-35

Stranded-WA
Strangers All-RKO
Strange Wives-U
Strauss' Great Waltz

.

BUT.. 5-21-35
Night

U.. 4-6-35
from

Straight

ARN.. 4-9-35

..7-8-35
.5-14-35
.5-28-35
.5-17-35

Canyon-MOP
Spring-PAR.,

Party Wire-COL
Payasadas De La Vida- XX

3-19-35
.4-24-35
Pechmarie-F
People Will Talk-PAR. ..6-7-35

—

OLY.. 5-28-35
Tu Hijo-XX
12-18-34
1-22-35
$20 a Week-AJA
Una Semana De Felicidad
XX.. 6-19-35
Und Wer Kuesst Mich?
XX.. 1-28-35
Under Pressure-F
Under the Pampas Moon

2-2-35

F.. 6-1-35

Unknown Woman-COL.

.6-21-35

.4-29-35
People's Enemy-RKO
Perfect Clue, The-MAJ. .3-13-35
.7-1-35
Peter Vinogradof-AM
Phantom Fiend-OLY... .4-20-35
Port of Lost Dreams
INV ..3-2-35
Charming-GB .6-21-35
Princess
.4-12-35
Princess O'Hara-U
..3-9-35
Private Worlds-PAR
Public Hero Number O ne
.5-16-35

Viktor

Und

Village

Tale-RKO

6-15-35

Wagon

Trail-AJA

Radio Parade of 1935

Werewolf

4-9-35
2-19-35
.5-10-35

.

.

.

.

.

MGM

ALL.
Rainbow's End-FD

6-10-35
7-17-35

Rainbow

Valley-MOP.. 3-12-35
.6-4-35
Raven, The-U
4-17-35
Reckless-MGM
Red Blood of Courage

AMB

Red Hot Tires-FN.
Red Morning-RKO.
Red Village-AM ...
Red Wagon-ALL ..
Regal Cavalcade-ALL
Rendezvous

at

.6-4-35
.3-2-35
4-10-35
.5-3-35
.6-7-35
6-17-35

Midnight •U

Rescue Squad-EM P
Return of Peter Grimm

3-26-35
.4-3-35

RKO.. 7-18-35
Revenge

Rider-COO

Rumba-PAR
Live-WA
Roads-MAR
Roberta-RKO

Right to
Roaring

Unwelcome Stranger

COL.. 4-6-35

.

.

5-16-35

SYN.. 7-16-35
Mirai-ALL

3-20-35
2-12-35

Man-MOP

Naughty

New

Edwin Drood-U

of

.

Mad Love-MGM

Mark

.

Old Curiosity Shop-ALL. 6-21-35

Teufel

Lottery

Stone of Silver Creek

7-6-35
Heart is Calling-GB. 1-26-35
Song for You-GB. .5-28-35

.

3-6-35

Liebe Tod

Star of Midnight-RKO.. 4-1 1-35
Stolen Harmony-PAR
4-20-35

RKO.. 2-14-35
Mutiny Ahead-MAJ

.

Dumme Mama-BAV

Liebe

7-9-35

One Hour Late-PAR
One More Spring-F
One New York Night

Les As Du Turf-PAR. .5-14-35
4-3-35
Les Miserables-UA
Let 'Em Have It-UA. .5-16-35
Let's Live Tonight-COL 3-16-35

4-13-35

Russia Today-AM .3-6-35
Speed Devils-HOF
6-21-35
Spring Tonic-F
6-27-35
Square Shooter-COL
3-2-35
St. Louis Woman-SHO. .1-3-35
.

MGM.. 6-1-35

2-6-35

Zio

Manhattan Moon-U

Hoosier Schoolmaster

— XX

Dello

MET.. 7-1-35

Make

Honeymoon Limited

3-21-35
3-19-35

Laddie-RKO

Lila

Hard Rock Harrigan-F.
Hawk, The-WOH

Revteu-U
in the

Murder Man-MGM
Murder on a Honeymoon-

My
My

1-22-35

.

Happiness-AM. .4-10-35

of

Sons of Steel-CHE

Title

Bees-MOP. 6-11-35

4-29-35
Konjunkturriter-XX
Krach Urn Olanthe-XX. 5-14-35

De Reveillon-PAR.

Soir

Soviet

Mystery

PUR.. 6-7-35

—

Society

distributor set

Mystery

Kid Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
Koeszoenoem Hogy Elgazolt

XX.. 2-12-35

Huszarserelem
Ich Sing Mich

of the

7-8-35

A

Dark,

in the

CHE.. 5-23-35

WA— Warner Bros.
WOH— Herman Wohl
WK— Willis Kent

COL.. 6-4-35
Kentucky Blue Streak

Life

.

for

Range

Justice of the

.6-4-35

.

Pictures

3-27-35

Gegen Moench-MAJ

Jungfrau

Great God Gold-MOP. .3-5-35
Great Hotel Murder-F. .2-27-35
Gretl Zieht Das Grosse Los

Hooray

Compra Un Hijo-F

Julieta

6-7-35
..1-25-35
..2-12-35

Shadow of Doubt-MGM "2-16-35
Shanghai-PAR
7-20-35

Silk

Murder

Juarez y Maximlliano-Col 2-20-35

L'Eredita

Give

.4-24-35

Hombre Que Se Reia Del

El Pulpo

6-25-35

Woman

WA.

Gilded

As Oreg A Haznal-

.

.

Front

Reviewed

Title

Jo

Wife-F. .6-11-35

6-1-35
Florentine Dagger-WA. .4-26-35
2-20-35
Folies Bergere-UA
Four Hours to Kill-PAR. 4-11-35
Fraeulein Liselott-XX . 5-31-35

3-27-35

Der Page vom Dalmasse-Hotel

Eight

.

1-30-35
7-6-35
.5-24-35

4-16-35
Fighting Lady-ROY
2-14-35
Fighting Pilot-AJA
Fighting Pioneers-RES. .5-21-35
Fighting
Shadows-COL. 5-17-35
Flame Within, The

Erste

die

Eisenbahn-UFA
Die Reiter

Muerte

.

UFA.. 4-26-35
Die Kalte
Die Liebe

la

ALL.. 6-8-35

FN.. 4-4-35
Casino

Reviewed

Title

El Vuelo de

Hubertus-UFA

Scoundrel,
4-30-35
Secret Agent-ALL
6-5-35
Secret Bride-WA
2-2-35
Secrets of Chinatown-NO. 2-20-35
Senora Casada Necesita Marido

3-30-35

Captain

Schloss

XX.. 4-2-35

Artists

VIC — Victory

— No

Pimpernel-UA

ALL.
The-PAR

UFA— Ufa

XX

Scarlet

Scotland Yard Mystery

D.

J.

..5-7-35

Schwarzer Jaeger Johanna

S.

MUN— Mundus

Paradise-AJA

UA.. 6-26-35

L.

S.

— Liberty Pictures
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS— Mascot Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone Productions
MET— Metropolis
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram Pictures
LIB

of

FamiUe-XX

Sans

— RKO-Radio Pictures
— Fanchon Royer
SG— & G. Films
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SL— &
Films
SOV — Sov.-Am.
SPE — Spectrum
STA— Stage & Screen Prods.
STE— William Steiner
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP — John
Tapernoux
THO— Fred Thomson
TOP — Topical Films
TOW—Tower Prods.
TRO—
Trop
U — Universal
S.

KRE— S. S. Krellberg
LAT— Latin Artists

XX.. 4-24-35
Red Gap-PAR 2-19-35

Sanders of the River

RKO
ROY

Kandel
KIN— Kinematrade

Dist.

Ruggles
Rustler's

RES— Resolute

Pictures

J.

PER— Peerless
PIN— Pinnacle
PRI— Principal

Rosem Aus Dem Suden

REG— Regal

Productions

KAN— M.

NO

First

REI— Dr. Hugo

Ex.

Dist.

Invincible

3-29-35

— Progressive Pictures
PUR— Puritan
PYR — Pyramid
RAS — Raspin Productions

Inter-Continent Film

— Jewel

OLY
PA
PAR

First

— Imperial

Rocky Mountain Mystery-PAR

PRO

GEN
GOP

FAI

— Fairhaven
— Division
FN—
National
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
GAR — Leon Garganoff
GB — Gaumont-British

Burn 'Em Up Barnes-MAS

GFF

F— Fox
FD

.

Cardinal

R<"m-d

Title

Adventurous Knights-AJA.6-7-35
Abdul the Damned-ALL. .6-1-35

PAR.

22

July

4-2-35
2-23-35
2-16-35
4-13-35
2-12-35

Lady-MGM

Vagabond

Vanessa-MGM
Vanishing Riders-SPE

4-1-35
2-19-35
...7-2-35

Viktoria

XX.. 1-30-35
Wedding Night-UA
of London-U.
West Point of the Air

MGM.. 2-25-35
What
When
While

Price

Crime-BEA. 5-28-35

a Man's a Man-F. .2-23-35
the Patient Slept
FN.. 3-2-35

Whole Town's Talking

COL.. 2-15-35
Mail-AMB ..3-9-35
Wings in the Dark-PAR. 2-2-35
Winning Ticket-MGM
2-9-35
Woman in Red-FN
3-23-35
Wilderness

Women Must

Dress

MOP.. 1-22
World Accuses-CHE
Youth

of

Maxim-AM

Zigeunerblut-X X
Zwischen Himmel
Zycie

J.

35
3-21-35

4-20-35
4-10-35

Und Erde
BAV.. 1-22-35

Pilsudskiego

MET.. 6-4-35

—

—M0<

DAILY
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» »
Nat

Tuesday, July 23, 1935

EXPLOITETTES

»

nouncing the show, to

Silver Brings

Mae West To Town
ATAT SILVER, at the

Strand

—

theater, Lowell, evidently be"If
lieves in that old proverb
at once you don't succeed, try,

With Mae West's
try again."
"Goin' To Town" booked in, Nat
decided to have an auto parade
right through the middle of
Lowell. With this idea in mind,
he visited a number of auto
dealers in an effort to borrow
some cars for the parade, but
he was turned down on all sides.
But— did that stop Nat? Not
on your life!
He decided to
hold his own parade. He lined
up all the cars owned by the
employees of his theater, and of

Art

Keenans

Merrimac,

and

then promoted the cars of several of his close friends.
All
cars were equipped with large

banners selling

Mae West and

However,
picture.
there was one last crowning effect that put the finishing touch
to a great idea. At the start of
her

latest

the parade, Nat discovered that
every car had a radio.
So
he had all the radios tuned into
one station that happened to be
playing some march music at
the time. You can imagine the
effect that the parade made,

what with music and all.
It
was tremendous, and we congratuate Nat on his splendid
efforts. For the same campaign,
he secured forty window dis-

OUT

plays at practically no cost.
Strand, Lowell, Mass.

—

NEXT WEEK

Diversified Plug
for "Copper field"

T-JERE

are a few of the highan excellent cam-

lights of

AND

JUST

AT

paign, put on by Manager J. J.
Sullivan, of the Rialto, Roslindale, on his showing of "David
Copperfield"
Planted a newspaper serialization of "Copperfield" in the local weekly paper
three weeks before opening day.
Screen and lobby plug a month
before opening date.
A letter
was sent out a week in advance to all school headmasters
and English teachers together
with a study guide of the picture.
A window display consisting of several stands and a
complete set of 8 x 10's. Distributed 3,000 planograph heralds
1,500 being used on a mailing
list and the rest through several stores and a local market.
A few days later Joe put on a
spring show in conjunction with
three local stores.
He tied-in
with men's shop, hairdressing
parlor and a woman's shop.

THIS TIME THE

:

MOST
IMPORTANT
BOOK ON PRODUCTION
IN

MOTION PICTURES
.

This was sold through screen,
lobby and a combination ad
which was paid for by the merThe dress shop also
chants.
mailed 1,200 post cards, an-

« «

«

its

cus-

tomers.
Talent, all local girls
picked from the Radio Audition
Talent, was used between the
fashion displays to pep up the
style show.

—Rialto,

Roslindale, Mass.

Transportation Stunt

Hero"
IEING-UP with

for "Public
'T

H

local

Ford

dealers, Milton Harris, publicity director for Loew's State,
in Cleveland, Ohio, exploiting
"Public Hero," arranged for
them to send a car and driver
to the home of any Clevelander
who called them and asked to
be driven to the theater to see
Four cars with
the picture.
banners carrying copy on the
film were parked in front of the
theater by special permission of
These waited for
the police.
.patrons leaving the theater who
A
wished to be driven home.
special screening was held in
advance of the opening for the

press, police officials and leaders of civic and educational organizations.
10,000 teaser reward heralds, on the ransom
angle, were distributed at the
Cleveland baseball stadium.
special sermon on "Public Hero"
was delivered at a Unitarian

A

church on Sunday.
Loew's State, Cleveland.

—

Gets Unusual
Editorial Break

T HROUGH
ager Maurice Corkery,

the efforts of

Central

Manof the

Square theater, Cam-

theater received a
editorial
that
pleasing
praised it very highly. The editorial explained just how the
theater was a benefit to the
his

bridge,

very

nearby merchants and an asset
to the community. If you would
like

copies of this editorial, in

order to sell the idea to your
local paper, write to Maurice at
the Central Square theater.
Central Square,

—

Cambridge, Mass.

Stamp Club
Matinee Goes Big

O NE

of

1

the

most successful

with
matinees,
the exception of the Saturday
the theater opened, was held at
the Federal theater, Salem. The

Saturday

business, which was
twice that of an ordinary Saturday, was due to the organization of a stamp club by manArt reports
ager Art Murch.
that the children seemed very
interested, and that it looks as
though this stunt will keep 'em
coming. For additional dope on
this club write to Art at Salem.

unusual

—Federal,

Salem, Mass.

THE

«

TOPICS OF

«

Culture Overrunning
the Hollywood Lots
TT could be called a renaissance
if Hollywood had known anything like it before.
But this
year of grace will go down in
movie history as Hollywood's big
year of culture with a capital
C.
Fox Hollywood, to coin a
phrase, is practically cock-eyed

«

New

Incorporations »
NEW YORK

Lang-Worth Feature Programs, Inc., Manhattan.
Theatrical, radio and amusement business;

capital, $10,000.
Stockholders: Sylvia L.
Joseph M. Mandra and Salvatore
Cassiano, New York.
Light
Opera Associates,
Inc.,
New York
City.
Theatrical and motion pictures; capital,
200 shares no par value.
Shareholders: Win
throp G. Brown, Dennis P. Donovan and John
J.
Ryan, White Plains, N. Y.
Rosta Pictures Corp., Manhattan.
Theatrical
and motion picture business;
capital,
200
shares no par value.
Shareholders: Norman
Lazarus,
Nathan Rothstein and Hilda Geier,

Dornbusch,

B.

New York

City.

Gilyon
Amusements, Inc., Queens County.
Theatrical and motion pictures; capital, 100
shares
no
par
value
stock.
Shareholders:
Charles Suozzo, Julia Bregger and E. M. Chadnow, Brooklyn.
Macon Amusement Corp., Manhattan.
Theatrical and general amusement business; capital,
1,000 shares of
no par value stock.
Shareholders: Benjamin S. Moss, Charles B. Moss
and Freda Freeman, New York City.
Library,
Inc.,
Manhattan.
Theenterprises;
capital,
100 shares
no
par
value stock.
Shareholders:
Gerson
H.
Werner, Sally Jacobs and Dorothy Weinberger,
New York City.
Verday Productions, Inc., Manhattan.
Theatrical and motion picture film business; capital, 200 shares of no par value stock. Shareholders: Bertha Fried, Helen Bovis and Maxinc
Strunk, New York City.
Berkof Amusement Corp., Kings County.
All
branches of the theatrical business; capital,
100 shares of no par value stock.
Shareholders: Joseph Richman, Joseph Greenberg and
Ethel Honig, New York City.
Amityville Theater Corp., New York.
Theatrical
and motion picture business; capital,
Stockholders: Elsie V. Maly, Vivian R.
$2,000.
Lambert and Helen V. Schwitter, Bay Shore,
N. Y.
Motran Operating Corp., Kings County. Theatrical
and pictures; capital, 200 shares of
Morris
stock
par
value.
Shareholders:
no
Bleendes. Louis Lambert and Ina Israelite, New
York City.
Braddock-Gould Enterprises, Inc., New York.
To assist artists and entertainers; capital. 100
Shareholders:
shares of no par value stock.
Sylvia Brown,
Dorothy Keepie and Antoinette
Benvenga, New York City.
Kahn's
Amusement Corp., Kings County.
Amusement enterprises of all kinds; capital,
Share200 shares of stock of no par value.
Bernard Borenkind and
holders: Jules Honig.
Monroe Goldberg, Brooklyn.

Century

atrical

DISSOLUTION
Roosevelt Theater,

New

Inc.,

York.

CHANGE OF NAME
Sweepstakes Nite,

Inc.,

to

Movie Sweepstakes,

Inc.

Library

Modern

Cinema

Art

Film

Arts,

Library

Inc.,

to

Museum

of

Corp.

DELAWARE
Cascade

Theaters

S^
TIMELY
DAILY
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Corp.,
$60,000.
United
States Corp., Co., Dover, Del.
Edison Film
Corp., $1,100,000.
The Corporation Trust Co..
Dover,
Del.
Fox Janesville Corp.,
$1,000.
United States Corp. Co., Dover, Del.
Prudential
Theaters Co.,
Inc.,
United
$100,000.
States Corp. Co., Dover, Del.
Rainer Theaters
Corp., $1,000.
United States Corp., Dover,
Del.
Varsity Theater Co., $21,000.
PrenticeHall, Inc., of Delaware, Dover, Del.
Western
Pictures Corp., $5,000.
The Corporation Trust
Co., Dover, Del.

with culture. In its beginnings it
went out and made pictures,
shooting "off the cuff" as fancy
or necessity dictated. It served
up for public consumption a cinembellished
with
ema
the
charms of stereotyped heroes
and heroines of unbelievable
beauty and mixed with the guaranteed ingredients of slapstick
and the "chase" finish.
Even
so, quite often it turned out a
good picture, a really good picture.
But today's producing
angels are rushing in where yesterday's dared not tread.
The
old taboo against costume pictures is gone, washed away
partly by the flood of protests
against the sex and so-called
T
'modern" screen angles, partly
by the box office success of a
couple of outstanding pictures.
From "costume pictures" to
classic drama was but a courageous leap and the producers
who
haven't
announced
a
Shakespearean play for early
production are practically out
in the cold. Not that the movies
ignored
Shakespeare
before.
"Romeo and Juliet" was a recurrent movie plot.
But since
Max Reinhardt made a film of
"A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
Shakespeare has become the big
"discovery" among scenarists
and this despite the fact his
"Dream" will not be released
until autumn.
Warner Bros,
(and Reinhardt, naturally) will
soon be working on "Twelfth
Night" for Marion Davies; "As

—

You

Like

Wives

of

Comedy

It,"
"The Merry
Windsor" and "A

of

Errors."

Irving

Thalberg definitely will produce
"Romeo and Juliet" with Norma
Shearer and some yet unnamed
Romeo, and he is considering
"The Merchant of Venice" as a
follow-up.
The thing about
Shakespeare that intrigues producers is his well-known longevity.

They

figure that the pic-

even if not box office
smashes immediately, will gross
heavily in constant revivals. Of
course, many Shakespeare fans
will argue Shakespeare is just
good old-fashioned, rip-roaring
drama and comedy, which has
been maligned as being "highbrow." Be that as it may, this
is the year the talkies "discovered" Will.
And then there's
opera.
Ernst Lubitsch is still
planning that "Carmen" as a
real screen opera. Grace Moore
is singing arias in all her pictures. The opera stars are in a
Hollywood
Convention
but
tures,

—

aside

from

all

that,

pictures

having nothing to do with opera
are sending their heroes and
heroines to the Opera House so
that famous melodies can serve
as musical background for their
emotions. They even resurrected

13

INTEREST

the voice of Caruso recently for

an

operatic

interlude.

The

Marx

brothers are spending a
"night at the opera."
(And it was only five years ago
that Lawrence Tibbett, making
his talkie debut, sang only operetta-type melodies because "movie fans won't go for opera.")
The fact that the public would
go for "costume pictures" opened the gates wide to history and
its personages as screen mate-

whole

rial.

"The Crusades" and "Ma-

which once
might have been regarded as
risky business, are counted on

rie

Antoinette,"

not only to impress but to make
money. And there's the dance.
Fred Astaire's steps never were
a risk. Clifton Webb's won't be
But they're
a gamble, either.
getting down to cases on that

long-scheduled "Flight of the
Swan," story of. Pavlowa's life.
Maria Gambarelli has been flitting about a picture or two late-

("Hooray for Love" and Nino
Martini's "Here's to Romance,"
which showed her talents as an
actress also) and she has a good

ly

chance of portraying Pavlowa
when the film is made. Ballet?
Tatiana Tuttle, wife of Frank

»

»

Tuttle, the director, already has
a screen-ballet as an experiment.
At this rate Hollywood soon will be drinkin' its
tea or what-have-you, like that
Eadie who was a lady, with a
finger stuck well out.

made

—

New

Robbin Coons in
York World-Telegram.

Freund Calls Cameramen
Unsung Heroes of Films
T JNSUNG heroes of successful
film

productions

are

cam-

eramen.
If
the public ever
thinks about the photographers
at all, they simply believe they
turn a crank or push a button
to operate the camera's motors.
Instead, the whole complex business of picture making devolves, in the final analysis,

upon the man behind the lens.
Story, acting, talent and directorial ability mean nothing unless
they are
painstakingly
captured in celluloid. And when

production executives occasionally find themselves "stumped"
obtaining
in
special
effects,
they know that somehow or
other their cameramen will pro-

vide the proper answers.

—Karl

Freund.
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"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
LIGHTMAN, exhibitor leader,

which he directed,

is

HOLLYWOOD

receiving ex-

cellent box-office reaction.

who arrived from Memphis yesT
T
Down Memory Lane, Clara Bow
terday morning, and Victor Scherthaving
fan
magazine
just won a
zinger, director, conferred at luncheon in the Academy offices with beauty contest, acting a small part
members of the Technicians Branch in a Christy Cabanne-directed picPapers and Programs Committee re- ture at the old Metro studio in New
garding their talks at this evening's York. Billie Dove making her screen
meeting of the Branch. Lightman debut in "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingis scheduled to discuss the effects ford, in 1921, with Frank Borzage
of high volume recordings on the as the director.
public and the theater box-office, and
T
T
T
will probably detail some of his exFor her new picture, which will
periences in connection with recent be a sequel to her recently filmed
showings of musical pictures in ballet short "A Night With Pan,"
which the loud volumes have been Tatiana Tuttle, independent prorecorded.
Schertzinger will speak ducer, will take her troupe to
on the psychological and dramatic Crater Lake, in Oregon, for exterior
effects of high volume sounds, and scenes. She will leave about Aug. 1.
will discuss the removal of limitaT
T
T
tions affecting the director as a
Frank Tuttle, Paramount director,
result of the increasing improvement

in recordings.
T

Bank Night Charges Dismissed

T

T

Tuesday, July 23, 1935

—

"LOTS'

while a student at Yale, collaborated dollars, the equipment has been colon the dramatization of Sir Walter lected by the director over a score
Scott's "Quentin Durward", which of years.
was the first play, written by unT
Y
T

dergraduates, to ever be presented
by the university dramatic associa-

Henry Fonda has been signed by

RKO

Radio to play the leading role
opposite Lily Pons in "Love Song".
Fonda's work opposite Janet Gaynor
W. P. Lipscomb, 20th Century in "The Farmer Takes a Wife" has
scenarist, while in England recently attracted considerable attention.
on a "vacation", wrote two new
stage plays, "The Man in the Zoo"
and "The Life of Pepys." He plans
Columbia has made a sudden imto hold the first public performance portant change in casting. By muof the former in Hollywood.
tual
agreement, Ruth Chattertcn
was shifted from the lead in "A
Feather in Her Hat" to the starring
tion.

T

T

T

Karl Freund, M-G-M director, who role of "Modern Lady", which
is to
recently made "Mad Love," has one go into production in
the near fuof the finest personal collections of ture. Company
officials immediately
motion picture cameras in the world. signed Pauline Lord to assume
the
of
hundreds
of
thousands
Valued at
role relinquished by Miss Chatterton
60

At Michalson Testimonial

in "A Feather in Her Hat".
The
change of casting caused no delay

—

Pittsburgh Over sixty prominent in the production of the picture,
director
of
Des Moines Charges of operatM-G-M, will ing "Bank Nights" against Mrs. men in the film industry here at- which is being directed by Alfred
preside at the Academy meeting Lillian Rittenmeyer, manager of the tended the testimonial dinner given Santell.
and will speak on recent develop- Casino, were dismissed in the court Harry Michalson by his Film Row
ments in recording extremely loud of Justice of the Peace W. H. Davis friends at the Hotel Schenley on
"Nevada" has been set as the
Fred McConnell came in title for the next Zane Grey picsounds, such as were recently heard on plea of her counsel that there Friday.
no "consideration" for the from New York and Herb Green- ture to be produced by Paramount.
in "Naughty Marietta" and other was
Members of chance on the money. Defense at- blatt and Art Goldsmith of the The story is being prepared by
musical productions.
the directors, producers, and writers torneys argued that there was no Cleveland RKO branch were on hand Eddie Moran and Milton Krims.
branches of the Academy have been consideration due to the fact that to greet the former eastern central
invited to attend the meeting, which registration for "Bank Night" took district manager for the RKO Displace outside the theater and with- tributing Corporation who was prois under the direction of the Techmoted to short subject sales man- Para. Studio Entertains .Governor
nicians Branch Papers and Pro- out purchase of a ticket.
ager. The gang presented Michael- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
S. J. Twining,
grams Committee
Hollywood Governor Harry W.
son with a cocktail set. Jules Levy
chairman, L. E. Clark, Harris EnGB to Equip New Cunard Liner and other RKO executives wired in Nice of Maryland and official party,
sign, George Folsey, Jr., Anton Grot,
now touring Southern California,
Gene Milford, William Rudolph, and
A cable received from London by congratulatory messages.
were luncheon guests Saturday at
Gordon S. Mitchell, manager of the Arthur A. Lee, vice president of
Paramount studios, received there
Lincoln Theater Corp. in Suit
Academy Technical Bureau.
GB, states that GB Equipments.

Douglas
Shearer,
sound recording at

—

T

—

GB

T

Wellyn Totman's original

story,
now in

"Streamline Express", is
production at Mascot, with Leonard
Fields directing.

The cast includes

PicLimited, a subsidiary of
tures, is to install three complete
sets of talkie apparatus aboard the
Queen Mary, the super - liner now
under construction in the Cunard

Evelyn Venable, Victor Jory, Esther White Star dockyards. The equipRalston, Vince Barnett, Lee Moran ment will be installed in the firstand Harry Tyler. Fields and David class and tourist lounges as well as
Silverstein wrote the screenplay.
in
one of the third-class public
T
T
T
rooms, so that each cass can have
writer
and
Rubin,
actor
Benny
its own cinema performances.
has been made a full-fledged direcA veteran of
tor by Columbia.
musical comedy and vaudeville, he
Melford Sets Four Stories
entered pictures in 1927, producing,
Four of the six stories to be prodirecting and acting in short com- duced by Frank Melford for the inedies at Universal. Later, he joined dependent market have been set,
M-G-M as an actor.
as follows:
"Modern Buccaneer,"
r
r
by J. H. Forster; "Thunderbolt ExArthur Lubin is directing "Two press," by Henry Karns; "Dynamite
Black Sheep", starring Otto Kruger, Bill," by Jules Simon; "Green Gold,"
for Republic. "Honeymoon Limited", by H. T. Powers.
Melford left for
the coast on Saturday, and production on the first picture starts immediately on his arrival.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Do

all

location

how

to

members of your staff know
of nearest fire alarm box and
send in an alarm?

Lincoln, Neb.

— Suit

for $7,596

and interest against the Lincoln
Theater Corp., was filed in district
court here by Homer K. Burket, Willard M. Folsom, Annie K. Leonard
and Phebe F. Miller for rental
claimed to be due from Nick Paper
on the Capital theater. Paper leased
the theater and the plaintiffs obtained judgment for $8,500 in April.
1931. Later a credit of $909 was allowed by the court, leaving the balance sued for in this action.

Finishing Georgie Price Short
"Tickets, Please," a two-reel Vitaphone musical comedy starring
Georgie Price, stage and radio entertainer, will be completed tomorrow at the Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio.
Supporting Price in this number are Evelyn Dall, stage comedienne. The Sizzlers. radio song-team,
and Byrnes and Farney, dancers.
Roy Mack directed from the script
by Cyrus D. Wood.

Theater in Western Style
Jane Winton Opens in London
Denver Fox Intermountain Corp.
has reopened the Lotus theater at
London (By Cable) Jane Winton
Sheridan, Wyo., after complete re- opened last night at the Carlton
modeling. The house is unique and Hotel.
distinctively western from ticket
"Gondolier" Held Over
booth to stage. Hewn logs, the bark
still
on them, take the place of
Warners' "Broadway Gondolier"
woodwork and moulding in ordinary is being held over for a second
theaters.
William Fowers, Jr., is week's run at the Strand, starting
manager of the theater.
tomorrow.

—

—

by

President

John

E.

Otterson,

Henry Herzbrun and Ernst Lubitsch.
Stars

present included

Mae West,

Gary Cooper, Ann Harding, Harold
Lloyd and Sir Guy Standing. Others
at the luncheon were:
Watterson
Rothacker, J. Purdon Wright, Sen.
Frank Every, Sen. and Mrs. Harry
O. Levin, Read Mullan, Sen. and
Mrs. Harold Coburn, Mr. and Mrs.
John Covey, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
R. O'Connor, Hon. and Mrs. Fred
Blair
Townsend, Hon. Wm. H.
Campbell, Representative William
E. Evans, George R. Babylon, Miss
Fay Lessel, Charles Ruzicka and,
from the studio, A. M. Botsford,
Melville A. Shauer, John Hammell,
William Pine, Jacob Karp and Director

Henry Hathaway.

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE

DAYS
NEWS
Cleveland movie business last week
was up 10 per cent despite the heat.
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Hot Battle Being Waged Over Duffy Copyright Bill
CODE AUTHORITY TO BTliqUIDATED
Brandt and Springer
.

"A Midsummer

.

By

Additions Being
to the Brandt
Theater Group

TO

THOSE

of

=

who have watched

us

In

music, too, the rank and

is

rapidly

of

the

file of America
becoming music conscious and
mindful of the work of the great composers

because the screen,

past,

in

addi-

to the splendid orchestras in the bettheaters of the country, has educated

tion

ter

our millions to a fuller appreciation of fine
music.

THE

of

art

young.

'

when

especially

screen

the

Trite

is

compellingly true,
compared to the stage,

literature

in so short a span of time, has so revolutionized the tastes, habits and ambitions

of

(Continued on Page 3)

PARA. CONCLUDES DEAL

hundreds of millions of inhabitants as
motion picture.
And the screen has

Paramount has

closed a deal with
Salem Realty Co., of Salem, Mass.
under which it has acquired the fee
of the Paramount theaters in Lynn
and Newton, Mass., and a new lease
on the Colonial, Haverhill, and ob(Continued on Page 3)

its

the

no alternative, if it is to survive, than to
go on to greater and finer accomplishments.

—•—

Fabian Albany Deal
Being Closed Today

—

Seal

manner as is now employed on
At present the feature seal is

carried in a separate frame preceding
the title frame.
Under the new policy
it will appear as part of an
introductory frame, the proportionate size of
the seal and code number to be uniform
at
all
times.
The purpose of the
change is to obviate the extra running
time required by having the seal on a

separate

9

frame.

WARNER PICTURES
START

IN

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Nine

no

LL of which brings us

the

its simultaneous premiere
in
the
speaking Capitals of the world in
early October.
were asked not to review it.
Why, we do not know, for it
is
an unusual and advanced combination
of screen artistry, cinema symphony and
ultra-modern
photography.
Perhaps
it
is too advanced.
We are inclined to think
that it is, but, it is art and culture, young
man, such as we have never before seen
on the screen.

prior

to

English

We

IT

(Continued on Page 3)

picture and we were one of
privileged few to see this spectacle

weeks, it is announced by Jack L.
Warner, vice-president in charge of
(Continued on Page 8)

HAS

ballets,

from

the

pure

Russian

Independent Outfit
Plans 24 Films in Chicago
A new independent company, with

Howard

Hummell, formerly sales
executive with Columbia and First
S.

school, that could never have been done
even upon the stage of the Metropolitan

Division,
heading the production
units and Dave Mountan, independent producer-distributor, as presi-

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)

'

(Continued on Page 8)

PAT CASEY DENIED

PATHE INJUNCTION
Supreme Court Justice Lauer has
denied the application of Pat Casey
an injunction restraining Pathe
Exchange from selling 1,400 shares
of Dupont stock and from carrying
for

Ben Fish

Appointed
Coast District Mgr.
is

U. S.
Ben Fish, former representative through its reorganization plan.
for Samuel Goldwyn, has been ap- Martin King, Casey's attorney, said
pointed West Coast District Man(Continued on Page 3)

and Denver.

Ascap Hies Brief Against
Duffy Copyright Measure
New

Liquidation
Plans for liquidation of the Code
Authority by Aug. 1, including the
refunding of surplus funds totaling
$15,999 in cash and $7,874 in undeposited checks, have been completed by the finance committee headed
by Nathan Yamins.
The producer-distributor group
will get $8,567 of the cash surplus
and the exhibitor group will get $7,431 under the distribution plan,
which provides that the two groups
shall share in the cash on the basis

the Warner-First National-Cosmopolitan studios within the next few

to the point tha;

ordinary

Being Re
>d
by Code Authority in

special productions are scheduled for shooting at

Albany Closing of the deal un- ager by Al Lichtman, president of
der which Si Fabian obtains con- United Artists. Fish will supervise
** yesterday, as the guest of Warner trol of the Harmanus Bleeker Hall, the sales-activities of United ArBrothers, we had the pleasure of seeing Leland, Grand and Palace theaters tists exchanges in Seattle, San Fran"A Midsummer Night's Dream." Here is from Chris Buckley is scheduled to cisco, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City

A

1

$23,873

FEW WEEKS

West Coast Bureau of

ON 7 MASS. HOUSES

comparatively

but

and sculpture.
No
element, over the thousands of years that
this old world has been moving on, and
painting,

same
shorts.

the

hattan, together with Jack Springer
production of motion pictures over the and a group of associates, not inpast decade it is obvious that their prog- cluding Sam Cocalis, and
will take
ress toward the cultural and artistic has
over independent operation of the
been constant and uninterrupted.
This is Stratford, Brooklyn, on Aug. 1 and
not unnatural, for the amusements tastes
the Cosmopolitan Theater in Coof our vast army of picture fans has been
lumbus Circle on Aug. 15, he said
gradually lifted, by their own desire, for
yesterday.
higher and more intellectual screen food.
Brandt said further that he ex-

in

Starting Aug. 1 the seal of approval
of the Production Code Administration
on feature pictures will appear in the

Harry Brandt has acquired the
Monroe and Eagle Theaters, Man-

AUG.

Theater Acquisitions
Change

Made

Night's Dream'

JACK ALICOATE

New

Seven

Thoughts, and
.

in

]W

Krim

Circuit Starts

Expansion Program

—

Detroit Krim Circuit is taking
over the Harmony, important east
side house, from John O'Dell, as the
first step

in

an expansion program.

Court Slashes Fees

By ETTA SEYMANS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington With time getting

Holding that Federal Judge Inch went
outside the limit of statutory payments
in awarding allowances of $30,000 each
to William Greve, Percival Jackson and
Stephen Callaghan for their services as

short for action on the Duffy Bill
to amend the copyright law, a new
flood of "pro" and "con" letters and

Owners Corp., thj
of Appeals yestei
reduced the allowances to a total
of $14,628 for the three trustees.
The
appellate court also cut the allowance
of $75,000 for Goldwater & Flynn, counsel for the trustees, to $50,000.

—

telegrams has been reaching Congress, The Film Daily learned yesterday.
Supporting Nathan Burkan's brief opposing the measure on

trustees of Allied
U. S. Circuit Court

day

53

5

—

3
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Midsummer Night

(Continued from Pa,

s

Dream"

:

:

10 Cents

Wed.. July 24 1935

JOHN W. ALICOATE

"A

wholly Mendelscould not have been better resohn,
Philharmonic.
flected by the New York
No stage, auditorium or amphitheater,
could possibly present this brain-child of
the Bard of Avon with such refreshing
fuliness. and at the same time with such

Opera House.

minute

THE

Its

Of

detail.

screen

score,

has

that

to

its

we

are

sure.

credit

many

ac-

complishments of which it can well be
"A Midsummer
understand

proud.

I

•

Address all communications to THE I"
DAILY. 1650 Broadwav. New York, N V
Phone. Circle 7-4736. 7-4737. 7-4738. 7-4739
HolK
Cable Address: Filmdav. New York.
wood. California— Ralph W'ilk. 6425 H..II
Loroli
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest \Y. FrHman. The Film Renter. gQ-91
'

1

Wardour

St., \V. I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse. 225. Paris
Cinematoeraphie Francaise,
'"

\"ues.

-

— Lichtbilrihuehnr

— P.

A. Harle. I.a
Rue de la frair

Dream"

cost close to a million
Regardless of its cost or
and a half.
whether it makes millions. Warner Brothers and Max Reinhardt have given to the
of
the world, a
lovers
of Shakespeare

Night's

study in music,
greatest author
forever.

a
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it

had no approval certificate.
The censors readily acknowledge

film

all the film
they must pas? upon in time for
July 28 releases. They have said that
no film which has not the perforated
seal of approval, may be shown in
the state, but they are willing to
grant temporary 10-day certificates
of approval. That the exchange will
have to pay the censor fee based on
S4 for each thousand feet or fraction thereof, whether the entire film
is
reviewed or not, is accepted.
Whether or not the censors will collect each their fee of 25 cents for
each thousand fee or fraction thereof in the subjects they look at, even
when they do not review the entire
subject, as not been stated.
Temporary offices for the censors
are those of Ellis Irwin, censor
chairman, in the Union Bldg. Censors are: Irwin, John D. Klorer, and
Marguerite Clark (Mrs. Harry Wil-

Uncle."

SERVICE

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY
Brand is now

—Harry

Fox.
Gabe Yorke is remaining to
organize an advertising and exploitation department at the studio.

Commercial Reel in 40 K. C. House*
General Baking Co. is showing in
40 Kansas City theaters, a reel on
how to make new and interesting:
dishes with Bond Bread.
Signer &
Bryne are handling the distribution
for Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn. This is in addition to a screen
advertsiing campaign in Long Island
theaters.

N.Y.C.

staying

head

the

of

the

at

Soviet

tentatively

returns

New

to

appear

to

Maid," for $40,000.

took a European
two years in Hollywood,
York today on the Champlain

following

stage

the
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"The Ascending

play,

Dragon."

TED TODDY, who
lumbia's

southern

resigned

New York from
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SHUBERT
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exploitation,
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home
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color
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film
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publicity
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CenYork
work
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start

last

LaPORTE

has

MEEHAN,

night for Albany.
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Wash.ngton.

to

representative

special

back at the

is

twelve-month

a

in

for

"Hamlet."

of

left

Spectrum Pictures,
:ft;r

York

Warner

on

play

has

Colo.,

City.

He

JONES,

annual

the

New

in

the

of

Friday

leaves

EDMOND

ROBERT
directing

and

week.
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RECHETNIK

SID

department

side

brings

manager

Bros,

arrived

conferences.

office
for

also

designer.

theatrical

has

Rico,

other

the

which

Berengaria,

the

FRANK PLANAS. Warner
Puerto

tral

in

is

from abroad today

returns

OLIVER
MESSEL.
BEATRICE LILLIE.

prior

pub-

Champlain.

the

here

Co-

as

of

Atlanta.

BERNICE CLAIRE
on

recently

director

division

publicity

relations,

lic

tour

of

Home

the

for

Office

states.

FRED BELLIN. Amity Pictures treasurer, has
left
two-weeks sojourn in the woods
for a
cf Connecticut.
He is accompanied by Mrs.
and

Bellin

HERB
role

in

returns

#

their

daughter,

Elsie.

WILLIAMS,

who

Paramount's

"Rose

to

New

York

has

on

completed

of

the

hs

Rancho

Friday.

UNITED AIR LINES

Overnight Service from Xew York
Chicago to Los Angeles, and San
Francisco.
Fastest, shortest to most cities
Leave Xew York
on the Pacific Coast.

New
and

4:23 P. M. (D.S.T.)
Ticket Office: 58 E. 42nd St., MU. 2-7300
Hotels Travel Bureaus Telegraph Offices
;
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MOTION PICTURE

titled

Para. Gets "Old Maid"
is understood to have
bought film rights to the past season's Pulitzer Prize play, "The Old

Paramount

industry,

BARBARA ROBBINS. who

Ea*y Ace Subject on Wash'n
started by Van
Beure~n Corp. on an Easy Ace release

Books Educational Comedy
Educational's latest Tom Howard
comedy, "Time Out," has been
booked to play the RKO metropolitan circuit starting Saturday.

and

Africa

picture

Work has been

"Inside
Dope," showing little known scenes
President Sees GB Film
of Washington, D. C, and containing
lion Bureau of THE FILM DAILY human interest information regardA Van
Washington President Roosevelt ing the nation's capital.
iast night was given a private pre- Beuren production unit will leave
view of GB's "Born for Glory" at for Washington to shoot the subject.
the White House.

RKO

from

SHUMIATSKY,

BORIS
moticn

JOHN

Heads Publicity
At 20th Century-Fox

publicity director for 20th Century-

Film for Westminster
"H Delitto di Mastrovanni" ("The
Crime of
Mastrovanni,"
Italian
drama with music, opens Monday at
the Westminster Cinema, following
the five-week run of "The Rich

Moritz.

that they cannot look at

picture."

Italian

St.

vacation

West Coast Bureau of

Truex two-reeler, tentatively titled
"O, Huntington!" This will* be followed by a Tom Howard comedy and
then a Joe Cook subject.

FITZPATRICK. travelogue produc-

back

is

Vitgraph made no formal application for reviewing the production
nor paid the fottage charge, and the

a single mis-statement of fact was
presented either by sound or by the

Al Christie resumed shooting yesterday on two-reel comedies fcr
Educational at the Astoria studios.
First to go in work was an Ernest

JAMES A
er,

accompanied
by
FRIEDRICH ERMLER and VLADIMIR NIELSEN, arrive today from Hollywood.
Thay sail
July 31 on the Normandie.

chain store interests, alcould not be claimed that

Al Christie Resumes

Coming and Going

it is stated, at the Orpheum
Theater, where it opened. Marguerite Clarke praised the picture which
did good business throughout the
day.

quest,

—

Reliability.

1935

a

I

was made hy Representative Patman, sponsor of the bill last session
to create a movie commission.
The movie. Patman explained,
was in favor of independent merchants and against chain stores, and
John Logan, chain representative,
Patman declared, secured the "arm liams).
of government" to protect the chain
store men and "prevent the showing
of the picture that was considered Brand

New

FILM DAILY
to

motion picAmerica"

in
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"Forward
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Washington
Accusation that,
code authorities have censored the

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

its

live

—•—

19.

High

and shadows of
form that should

lights
in

I

came through the censorship board,
here with the board's unanimous
approval, Chairman Ellis Irwin declared yesterday.
"Stranded" was
reviewed yesterday morning, by re-

Jul/ 24, 1935

EXECUTIVE
With long experience in the motion picture
industry owns the world's rights to story
tremendous

with

and
cf

exploitation

great box office

a
this

story

receives

title.

a

possibilities

The theme

million

dollars

worth of publicity annually in newspapers
and magazines. Would like to hear from
someone who would furnish financial assistance and join in producing this picture.

Box Nc

Film Daily. 1650 Broad-

Mew

York

THE
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BRANDT AND SPRINGER
TAKE OVER THEATERS
(Continued from Page

AT PARAMOUNT STUDIO
West

1)

open the Colony, Jackson
Heights, now being completed, on
Aug. 10, and that he is erecting a
600-seat theater at Grand Concourse
and Burnside Aves., and will soon
begin construction of another 600seater at 167th St. and Sheridan
Ave.
This will bring the number
of houses in the Brandt circuit well
pects

PHIL M.DALY
THOSE

• • • ALL
thousands interested in aviation can
easily be sold on the new Alexander Korda production
"Conquest of the Air"
to be distributed by United Artist>
for it shows an exact reproduction of Bleriot's famous
first flight across the English Channel
the physical conditions of the flight were reproduced exactly as Bleriot experienced them in his epic flight when he amazed the world on
July 25. 1909

T

On Seven

Mass. Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

tained cancellation of its lease on
the Paramount, Federal, Salem and
Empire Theaters in Salem. As a
consideration for the deal, Paramount relinquished its 50 per cent
stock interest in Salem to Liberty
Holding Co., owner of the other
half interest.
Paramount is turning over the Paramount theaters in
Lynn and Newton and the Colonial,
Haverhill to Olympia Theaters, a
subsidiary.

Fabian Albany Deal
Being Closed Today
(Continued from Page

1)

take place here today. Fabian, who
arrived last night from New York,
will acquire the fee of the Leland
and a 21-year lease on the Bleeker
Hall from Buckley.
Buckley is terminating the pooling agreement under which he operated the Palace and Grand, thereby permitting the theaters to revert
to Fabian, who recently took them
over from RKO.

Pat Casey Denied
Pathe Injunction
(Continued from Page

1)

that decision would be made today
on whether motion for a re-argument would be made. There is pending before Supreme Court Justice
Valente an application for a man-

damus by Casey permitting examination of the books of Pathe Exchange.
Justice Lauer stated that the price
of $1,200 a share for the Dupont
stock which Pathe directors expected to realize was fair. Casey maintained that the stock was worth
much more.
The Pathe directors
estimate the value of their 49 per
cent interest in Dupont at 86,000,000.
Justice Lauer criticized the
Pathe directors for lack of frankness on the value of the Dupont
stock in the prospectus accompanying the reorganization plan.

•

•

•

T

A REPLICA

of the plane was used for this pix,
v^hich dramatizes aviation from its very earliest beginnings
brings it down to the present day
and even forecasts
future developments in aviation
truly a subject on the
screen that will capture the imagination of the countless multitudes who are air-minded
the famous aerial photographer,

Hans Schneeberger
who achieved such wonders in photographing "The White Hell of Pitz Palu," "Storm Over Mont
Blanc," and "S.O.S. Iceberg"
did the filming of all the air
shots in this Aviation Special

T

T

T

• • • A SHORT film that every exhib can show with
pleasure to his patrons
and touching on a timely theme
that is now engaging the attention of civic organizations in
every community
that of helping the youth of the land to
steer clear of evil companions by providing them healthy and
stimulating environment
it is titled "The Greatest Crime"
sponsored by the Loyal Order of Moose
showing
graphically the great work being done at the Child City of
Mooseheart in Illinois
where girls and boys are raised
in a wonderful atmosphere that accords them every privilege
of recreation and study
and teaches them any trade to
which they are adapted
the title of this film is very apt
and the showman playing the short can line up all kinds
of support from the local civic organizations interested in child
welfare
the Atlas Film Corp. produced the reel

T

T

T

.

T

T

T

IT SEEMS to us that a lotta guys in this
biz are working most of the time in the Fog Department

•

•

•

•

•

•

film

T

T
THE TITLE

song of the Warner-Cosmopolitan
pix, "Page Miss Glory," has been recorded by such artists as
Rudy Vallee, Hal Kemp, Dorsey Brothers, Angelo Fernando
and Eddie Paul

T

T

THE SKETCHES for the musical revue, "Smile at
opening at the Fulton theater on Aug. 14
will
be staged and directed by Frank Merlin
Bob Hope begins
work tomorrow on a new comedy for the Vitaphone studio, to
be directed by Lloyd French
Bob will be supported by
Johnny Berkes, Loretta Sayers and Jules Epailly
•

•

•

Me"

T

T

T

week
from RKO Radio's
ably edited "Flash"
(bows to Harry Gittleson)
it
seems that Ed McEvoy and Harry Michalson were arguing
about Auburn. Mass.
Ed said there is no such town
Harry showed him on the map that there was such a town
and a few minutes later Ed recalled that he was married in
©

•

•

PRIZE STORY

Auburn, Mass.

.

<€

of the

oops

« «

» » »
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up something

in

work or

for

the

in

fiscal

final

year

story

which

opens Aug. 1.
These productions are: the Cecil
B.
DeMille spectacle, "The Crusades";
"The Big Broadcast of
1936"; "Peter Ibbetson", with Gary
Cooper and Ann Harding; "Annapolis Farewell", with Sir Guy Standing; "The Last Outpost", with Cary
Grant and Claude Rains; the Bing
Crosby picture "Two For Tonight";
"Here Comes Cookie", featuring
George Burns and Gracie Allen;
"Without
Regret",
with
Elissa
Landi; the King Vidor production,
"So Red the Rose", starring Margaret Sullavan; the Zane Grey picture, "Wanderer of the Wasteland";
the Gladys Swarthout picture, "Rose
of
the Rancho";
"The Virginia
Judge" with Walter C. Kelly; "Collegiate" with Joe Penner and Jack
Oakie; the Harold Lloyd picture
"The Milky Way" and Carole Lombard's
new assignment, "Hands
Across the Table".

John E. Otterson, newly-elected
president, recently arrived at the
Hollywood studio to discuss second
and third quarter production plans
Lubitsch and Henry
plans to remain in
Hollywood several weeks.

with Ernst
Herzbrun.

He

New

Independent Outfit
Plans 24 Films in Chicago
(Continued from Page 1)

the distributing company,
been formed with announced
plans for making from 18 to 24 features, six westerns and at least one
roadshow attraction, with produc-

dent

of

has

9
• • THE OFFICERS and crew members of the British
naval ship, "H.M.S. Dundee," were guests of Sam Sax at the
Vitaphone studio in Brooklyn yesterday
they witnessed
production on "Ticket, Please," a two-reel musical starring
Georgie Price
.

of

— Setting

of a record for progress on new
season's pictures, the Paramount
studio has 15 productions either cur-

rently
stages

T

tively.

Para. Concludes Deal

Coast B:< cau

Hollywood

to

over 40.
Extensive renovations are planned
for the Monroe and Eagle theaters,
which seat 2,900 and 1,500, respec-

UNDER WAY

15 FILMS

tion at Studio City, Inc., just outside of Chicago.
The studios, built
by Hummell, expect to start activity Aug. 5.
There are three stages,
the largest 300 x 220 feet, on a plot
of 80 acres, and there is also an
broadcasting station on the
lot.
Mountan will handle the dis-

NBC

tribution from offices in

New

York.

Mrs. Ben Blotcky in Auto Accident
Omaha, Neb. Mrs. Ben Blotcky,
wife of the Paramount district
manager at Minneapolis, left here
Monday scarcely the worse for an
amazing auto accident of last week
in Wyoming.
Accompanied by her
two children en route to Omaha,
the auto plunged over a 90-foot embankment, turned over twice.

—

Bergerman Buys Story
"Elice the Magnificent," an English story by Rupert Hargrave, has

been bought by Stanley Bergerman,
former Universal producer, as one
of the six pictures he plans to produce independently. Book and serialization rights to the story have
been sold. The picture will be made
in color.

thank you, warner
bros., for a lovely
summer; say the

trade critics
"We'll never forget the wonderful hours we've spent previewing your 1935 summer product! Even in the kind of

weather we've been having it's a real pleasure to review
and write about shows like 'Page Miss Glory', 'Front Page
Woman VBroadwayGondolier' and We'relnTheMoney'
And we've just had the most delightful time of all at
4

JAMES CAGN
FRANK McHUGH

SI

ALLEN JENKINS

•

Variety Daily

"Grand, heart-stirring ... fine, unashamed sentiment,
gusty comedy, homely reality and slap-bang action, all
geared for the greatest
greatest
.

.

.

number

amount

of entertainment for the

of folk and a sure sock at the box-office!

Terrific suspense build-up.

Cagney has never had

a

better role. Pat O'Brien gives one of his top performances
Mary Gordon will probably start an Irish mother screen,
cycle. Olivia de Havilland
unquestionably is going
. . .

.

places.

.

.

Lloyd Bacon has done a grand job of direction."

Al

REVIEWS
THAT BR
5H<
SHOWN

9

PAT O'BRIEBACON

nd
>E

HAVILLAND

•

Directed

by LLOYD

Motion Picture Daily
"Here is one to raise the roof with audience mirth. Comedy
and sentimentality mingle for a wild Irish hit. Mary Gordon
Allen
scores as the waddling, sweet, peppery mother
Jenkins draws howls as a dim wit fighter who starts
to slug every time he hears the bell. McHugh causes
.

E

THESE

OUT THE
IN US!

waves
coming bet

three tidal
like a

w

.

.

.

of laughter. Olivia de Havilland looks
Sure box-office material emphasized
.

.

for laughter and sentiment

by Director Lloyd Bacon. You

can go the limit on

It

this.

should keep 'em howling."

,

—&W
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NEWS OF THE DAY

«
—

Seattle

"Call

Darryl

Zanuck

lished a

new record

the

of

Wild,"
estab-

operated as a picture theater catering to negroes.

Orpheum

Liberty Theater was damaged $7000 by a fire

the

production,

Theater here.
beat
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record

at the

This U. A. release
made by "Roths-

recently.

—

Waverly, 111. The Bijou, formerly operated by J. Earling, is now
under the management of Hall &

child."

—

St. Louis
Homer
licity director for the

Mo.— The

Maiden,

Harmon, pub-

Hart.

Shubert Theater, Warner house, has been promoted to zone advertising manager
for Warner Theaters.
These include the Shubert and Orpheum in
the first run field and the Hi-Pointe,
a second run.

Great Bend, Kans.— 0. K. Mason
of Hoisington has become general

is

—

Saturdays and Sundays, while the
Brin at Menasha has reverted to a
Both theaters are
first run house.
operated by Milwaukee Theaters,
Inc.

—

Wickliffe, Ky.
Howard Frank
has purchased the Barlow Theater
and will assume active management.

Cynthiana, Ky.— The Rohs Theawill be completely remodeled
redecorated and new sound
equipment installed.
Karle
M.

manager of the Commonwealth ter
Amusement Co. resulting from the and
merger of Central States Theater
Co.

—

Hoisington

of

with

Common- Rohs

manager.

is

»

The Embassy the- ness visitor here. He was accomnow operating only on panied by Sidney Dannenberg, pub-

Neenah, Wis.
ater here

»

lic

relations counsel for
area.

Warners

in

this

—

Fort Worth, Tex.
The Capitol,
second-run operated by Earl Penix,
has closed for repairs.

—

Fort Worth, Tex. Another local
theater to start bank night on Wednesday nights is the Ideal, which
plays westerns.

Memphis— W. E. "Dad" Sipe of
the Universal exchange reports that

Randolph Elliott, formerly salesLouis Braun and Vance have wealth Amusement Co. of Kansas
man in Kansas City, has joined the
transferred the Odeon Theatre to City, it was announced here last
Henderson, Ky. Preparations for Universal
office here to succeed H.
Oscar Dane and it is believed that week. The company has two houses the opening of the new Citizens
I.
Mansfield, who has been transthe house may be turned to burles- here and others in about 16 addi- Theater here are practically comferred to the booking department
que in the near future. It has been tional midwest cities.
pleted. Opening is tentatively schedand will serve as office manager.
uled for Aug. 1, according to H.
Elliott will work in Arkansas.
Kraver, president of the theater
St.

—

company.
Banville,

Ky.—-Ray

—

C.

Brown,

dis-

manager of Warner Theaters,
one of the latest additions to Governor Ruby Laffoon's staff of Kentucky Colonels, was a recent busitrict

APARTMENTS,
44th

310 EAST
MUrray

I

nc.

Detroit Doings

— Milton

THESE APARTMENTS ALL
have serving pantries,

MAY

HAD FURNISHED,

BE

reC. C.

is

Vogel, owner of the Capital in Utica,
Mich., as partner.

TO

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
AND GRAND CENTRAL

All

electrical refrigeration,

IF

DESIRED

Venetian blinds

Theater, died last week after a long

illness.

Louis Weinberg, Detroit represenfor Screeno, has closed his
office and left for Chicago.
Arthur D. Baehr has withdrawn
from Junior Aero Associates, leaving Raoul D. Cleaver as sole owner.
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Tenants say our free bus service saves
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people.
Disappearing twin beds, servipg
pantries
Many with dressing
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Room Corner

Apartment,

twin beds, serving pantry
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em

at least

$5 a month

Inc., to
ette.

house.

trr
OO.

in carfare.

operate the Shubert-Lafay-

in Atlantic City.

Lee Mann retained by Harry
Baltz to keep watch over the Pitt
during the summer.

Omaha
Omaha

—

Items

Capitol Pictures announced here that Joe Foley has resumed management of its Des
Moines office, replacing Joe Krestul,
who goes to Florida.
John Cady has taken over the
Cairo, in Cairo, from Owen Fred-

former treasurer
formed Europa, erick.
The latter has also closed
Inc., to open the former Rivoli as a his house at Wood River.
foreign film house. M. J. Kirchner
Fred Baker of Walthill has turnand Lewis M. Cromwell of the Cass ed over the theater there to Rosaare co-incorporators.
lie Boughn, the original owner.
Gem Theater Co. has been incorporated by Ray Schreiber and WilMeighan's Condition Good
fred D. Fink to reopen the former
At the Doctors' Hospital late last
Nor-Glo or Greenfield Theater.
Joseph Kessler has replaced Earl night it was stated that the condiPaul

J. Osterle,

the

of

Corner with River views. Delight-

2 large bedrooms,
exposures.

Balcony, River view

Room Semi-Duplex

3

37'-5"x 15'-7",

—

Pittsburgh
Herman Littlestone,
former operator of the Loyola in
East Pittsburgh, shopping for a new

Eddie Pascoe .plans to reopen the
Lou Gilbert, Warner
manAmo and Library, the latter closed ager, on the job again Theater
after a twofor over a year.
week stay in Boston.
Walter L. Kramer, partner with
Jimmy Balmer, Harry Amusement
his brother Herman in the Kramer
executive, crowding the boardwalk

STUDIO

w9^

of July 31.

Pittsburgh Briefs

Jacobson
opening the Holbrook with
Detroit

FREE BUS SERVICE

week

ST

4-4800

Hill

Hollywood First Western to play
Hollywood Boulevard in years, since
Reoublic Pictures's "Westward Ho,"
starring John Wayne, has been
booked by the Pantages for the

Krim

Cass,

as

has

manager

of

the

Kramer

Theater in the Krim Circuit.
Al
Reinecke succeeds Kessler at the
Buchanan.
Krim circuit will book vaudeville
next fall in the Kramer, Granada,
Lasky and Sun.
Jack Saxe of Republic Pictures is
chairman of a committee to raise
funds for the family of Syd Hackford, film man who died recently.
Bert Silver of Greenville is giving
shows in a tent there while the Fam.

tion of

Thomas Meighan was

good.

Central City Festival Loss
fourth annual Central City play festival closed with
a gross about $2,000 ahead of last
year $23,000. Expenses are about
$29,000.
The loss will be made up
by Denver business firms and individuals.
The show ran for 20 performances.

Denver— The

—

Greening for David Newman, has

Helen Vinson to Marry
Helen Vinson and Fred
Perry, tennis star, will be married

closed.

here next week.

ily

Theater

Mack

is being rebuilt.
Theater, managed by Gus

London

—

THE

A

^
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"LITTLE" from

HOLLYWOOD

RALPH WILK

Lyle Talbot, Allen Jenkins and
Robert Florey has
Anita Kerry.
port to Hell," by James Warner been given the directorial assignBellah, as his first American pic- ment.
ture under a long-term contract
T
T
T
with M-G-M.
Lumsden Hare, Addison Richards,
T
James Bush and Dick Alexander
Preston Foster will play the male have been added to the cast of RKO
lead opposite Barbara Stanwyck in Radio's
production of the Gene
"Shooting Star" at RKO.
Stratton - Porter novel, "Freckles".
T
T
T
Tom Brown and Carol Stone have
Irene Hervey has signed a new the romantic leads, with eight-yearcontract with M-G-M.
old Virginia Weidler cast in the
part of Laurie-Lou. The picture is
T
T
direct being directed by Eddie Killey and
Barker
will
Reginald
"House of a Thousand Candles" for William Hamilton, with Pandro S.
Republic. James Knox Millen adapt- Berman producing.
ed the Meredith Nicholson novel.
T
T
T
T
T
T
Roscoe Karns has been signed by
Tom Brown has been awarded the Paramount to the leading role of
male lead in RKO's "Freckles."
the dumb fighter in "Gettin' Smart",
T
T
T
in which Lee Tracy will play the
RKO has bought "Count Pete," role of the manager. Grace Bradley
"Cosmopolitan" Magazine story by will have the leading feminine part.
Francis C. Cockrell.
She is currently playing a featured
part in the Gladys Swarthout picT
T
T
Robert E. Welsh, Republic ex- ture, "Rose of the Rancho." James
ecutive
producer,
has
assigned Cruze has been assigned to direct.
Charles Logue to write an original
T
T
T
screenplay for "Smiling Irish Eyes",
Director Roy Del Ruth will have
Republic musical production which
one of the greatest casts on record
will star Guy Robertson, New York
when he begins work on the 20th
stage star.
Century-Fox musical, "Thanks A
T
Included
Edgar Dearing has been stigned Million", next month.
names are Dick
by RKO for a comedy role in "The among the big
Rainmakers," new Wheeler-Woolsey Powell, Fred Allen, Paul Whiteman
Beetle
film now in production with Fred and his band, Phil Baker with
Guiol directing.
Dorothy Lee is and Bottle, Ann Dvorak, Patsy
Kelly, the Yacht Club Boys, Rubinleading woman.
Radio Rogues and Ramon.
off,
T
T
T
Lorraine
Bridges,
who
sang Del Ruth will begin production on
"You're All I Need" in the cabaret the picture just as soon as he finscene in "Escapade," has been added ishes "Broadway Melody of 1936",
to the cast of "Night at the Opera," for which he has been loaned to
"Thanks A Million" was
in which the Marx Brothers are M-G-M.
formerly titled "Sing, Governor,
currently working at M-G-M.

By

pRITZ LANG

T

will

T

direct

"Pass-

T

Bradley Page and A. R. Haysel
have been added to the cast of Columbia's "Lady Beware," featuring
Jean Arthur and George Murphy.
Ethel
Hill
Lionel
and
Hauser
adapted and wrote the screen play
which Earle Kenton is directing.
Douglas Dumbrille, Victor Kilian.
Shirley Grey, Charles Wilson and
Hal Price have already been cast
for important roles.
T

T

T

Sing."
T

T

T

After a search of many months
for three children to portray Merle
Oberon, Fredric March and Herbert
Marshall as youngsters in "The
Dark Angel", Samuel Goldwyn has
signed Cora Sue Collins, Jimmy
Butler and Jimmy Baxter for these
age
Connolly,
Randolph
roles.
eleven, will play the part assigned
to Claude Allister, in the earlier
sequences of the film.

Charles
'Chic'
Sale
has been
T
T
T
signed by Paramount for a featured
When Director Clarence Brown
lead in the Joe Morrison picture,
"From Little Acorns", which Edward begins shooting on location at
Cline will direct. The picture will Grafton, Mass., for his forthcoming
go into production tomorrow. Rosa- M-G-M picture, "Ah, Wilderness",
lind
Keith,
Paramount contract he will have the scenes of his boyBy a coinplayer, has been assigned to the hood vividly recalled.
leading feminine role in the pro- cidence, the town selected by studio
duction.
Others featured will in- executives as the ideal location for
clude Dean Jagger and Gloria Ann the film is the same in which Brown
was born and spent most of his
White.
early years. The director himself
T
T
"The Case of the Lucky Legs", "rediscovered" Grafton a few weeks
Warren William as Perry ago when, with a cameraman, he
with
Mason for the third time and Verree made a trip through the New EngTeasdale, will go into production at land states hunting suitable celluthe First National studios next load backgrounds for the picture.
T
T
Monday. It is based on an Earle
T
Stanley Gardner story which Brown
One of Charles Bickford's earliest
Holmes adapted for the screen. recollections as an actor was when
Players announced for the support- he was a "spear carrier" in a small
ing cast so far are Patricia Ellis, town show.

Frank W. Gay is making plans for
the eight border westerns he will
produce, with Jay Lloyd, former
M-G-M contract player, as the star.

"LOTS"
produced by Bernard Hyman. Aline

MacMahon,

Frank

T

With the engaging of Ethel Bryant and Marie Wells last week, Columbia has completed the cast for
musical romance, "The Girl
its
Friend," co-starring Ann Sothern
and Jack Haley, with Roger Pryor
Other prominent memfeatured.
bers of the cast include Victor
Kilian, Margaret Seddon, Lee Kohlmar, Geneva Mitchell, Inez Courtney, Ray Walker, Thurston Hall,

Morgan,

Fred

Keating, Eric Blore, and Arthur
Treacher are prominently cast.
T

T

Florence Rice, Columbia's young
contract player, had just completed
feminine
the
lead
in
"Superspeed" when she was assigned
to
the lead in a new feature,
temporarily
titled
"Bodyguard,"
which the company will shortly place
in production.
Robert Allen will
play opposite Miss Rice.
Lambert
Hillyer, who directed "Superspeed,"
will again be in charge.
T

T

T

"Special
Agent," with George
Lafe McKee, Arthur Rankin, John
Murray and Monica Bannister. Brent and Bette Davis, has gone
Eddie Buzzell is directing from into the cutting rooms at the First
Gertrude Purcell and Benny Rubin's National Studios. The film will be
Arthur Johnson and edited within the next two weeks
screenplay.
Gus Kahn are responsible for the and previewed in the New York
music and lyrics, while Seymour home office of First National shortFelix, Broadway dance director, is ly thereafter, preparatory to its
early showing on Broadway. "Spesupervising the dance routines.
cial Agent" has a large supporting
cast which includes Ricardo Cortez,
Though he has been in pictures Jack LaRue, Henry O'Neill, Joseph
five years, Sterling Holloway is on Crehan, Paul Guilfoyle, J. Carroll
Just cast as Naish, Joseph King, Joseph Sauers
his first location trip.
Max, valet to mountain burros, he and Irving Pichel. William Keighlast week joined Joan Crawford and ley directed from the screenplay by
the large cast of M-G-M's "Gla- Laird Doyle and Abem Finkel. Marmour" on the hill-top and yacht lo- tin Mooney furnished the story idea.
T
T
cation at and off the Catalina Isth"Sailing" is the title of the next
mus. Brian Aherne is featured opfor M-GOddity
Smith
Screen
Pete
posite Miss Crawford in "Glamour,"
directed by W. S. Van Dyke and M.
T.
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CODE LIQUIDATION
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SET FOR AUG.

IS
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"LA LLORONA,"

(Continued from Page 1)

payments
to the total of all funds received hy
the Code Authority. Each producerdistributor member in good standing
of the ratio of their total

on

May

27

will

receive

FOREIGN

refund

a

in

of
» »

Spanish;

produced

Mexico by Eco Films; directed by Ramon

in

Ramon Pereda, Virginia Zuri,
At the Teatro Campoamor.
Well-made Mexican drama based on a

Peon;
et

with

al.

curse supposedly inflicted on the descendants of Hernando Cortez by his Aztec

sweetheart because of

his

cruelty.

equal to the total of such member's
individual payments to the total paid
»
«
by the group. Exhibitors will share
in the cash on the same basis, with
"The Greatest Crime"
the exception that exhibitors who
10 mins.
Atlas Film Corp.
paid for tree periods, that is for
Fine
Special
1934
all
of
1935
and
the first half of
A very timely and worthy subshall be entitled to three units of
refund, whereas exhibitors who paid ject, dealing with the proper enfor two half-years or one half, will vironment
for the youth of the land,
be entitled to two units or one unit
showing the wrong system where
of refund, respectively.
Checks received prior to or after young chaps are led into evil comMay 27, but not deposited, will be pany in the big cities, and then the
returned to the senders. Under this right way as exemplified by the
ruling, hundreds of checks sent by work at the Child City of MooseThis is the movement
exhibitors and totaling $6,762, will heart, 111.
sponsored by the Loyal Order of
be returned.
The Price, Waterhouse & Co. Moose, and the showing of the film
in your theater will certainly get
audit, upon which the distribution
the backing of this organization and
is being made, showed that industhat of all other civic welfare
try members contributing $101,709

SHORT SUBJECTS

Code Authority from Jan. 1,
June 29, 1935, and that
proceeds from the sale of furniture,
fixtures and equipment totaled $3,Expenses for the first half of
632.
1935 were in excess of receipts by
$13,367.05, deducted from the credit

Wednesday, Juiy

HOT BATTLE

New Films
groups.

It

very

is

of the boys and

various activities

who

are educated at this very
progressive community.

girls

Although 8,486 exhibitor members
were in good standing and had
signed assents to the code and paid
assessments for the two periods in
only

had paid a
27

of Ascap, President Carl
Engel of Schirmer, Inc., called the
measure "child by marriage between unreason and unfairness."

in

9

509

exhibitor

total of $4,284

when code operations
John

members
up

to

May

ceased.

executive secretary of the Code Authority, said the
allocation of the refund to individual contributors will be checked by
Price, Waterhouse & Co. before the
checks are mailed later this week.
Final affairs of the code authority,
including storing of home office and
branch office records, will be concluded by July 31. The total number of individual complaints heard
by the 62 local boards was 2,431 and
the total number of appeals to the
code authority was 536. The standing committee for extras in Hollywood adjusted 981 cases out of a
total of 1,065 complaints, and the
studio labor committee in Hollywood
disposed of 258 cases of a total of
262 complaints.
C.

Flinn,

»

»

»

Warner Pictures

WINDOW

tie-ups and an effective display of guns in
front
of
the
theater,
were
among the highlights of the exploitation
campaign arranged
by Jack Chalman of the Texas

San Antonio for the
premiere of "Let 'Em Have It",
Theater,

Reliance

productions starring
Richard Arlen, Bruce Cabot and
Alice Brady, released through
United Artists.
Through the
co-operation of the local Depart-

ment

of

Justice,

machine and

guns, tear bombs, blackjacks, handcuffs, craw-cuffs and
other implements to fight crime,
were secured and placed in the
lobby of the theater. This layout attracted attention during
riot

the entire engagement. One of
the new radio police motorcycles was also placed in the theater lobby.
The radio was
hooked up with the local police
dispatcher and all day long the
radio kept sparking out police
calls.
Another
attention-attracter was a fire siren.
This
was placed on top of the theater and five minutes before the
picture was flashed upon the
screen it was turned on.

— Texas

Theater,

San Antonio.
Flinn Joining "Variety"
John C. Flinn, executive secretary
of the Code Authority, will join the
executive and editorial staff of "Variety" on Aug. 1, he said yesterday.

Start in

EXPLOITETTES

Attractive Lobby Display
Aids "Let 'Em Have It"

Morris Simms Shows

The Way for Mae
JF Morris Simms, Olympia,
New Bedford, overlooked any
bet in selling "Goin'

To Town"

1)

behalf

to

balance of Dec. 31, 1934.
Total contributions by the producer-distributor group during the
period of code operations were $183,089, including $32,625 from seven
producer-distributor members on account of 1935 assessments. The exhibitor group contributed $158,791.

1934,

(Continued from Page

BILL

Arthur Freed, wiring from Hollywood to Senator Wagner, declared
the bill "would encourage piracy".
Also given official recognition as
Educational
20 mins. the controversy was aired in the
Congressional Record to help SenaGood Comedy
tors form an opinion before the bill
Intruding upon a magician's act
is reported out of committee was H.
in a vaudeville theater, Tom HowP. Somerville, chairman of the legisard and George Shelton hand out
a routine of stooge comedy that is lative committee of the American
good all the way. They start out Hotel Ass'n, supporting the measHe said "the three largest
by heckling the magician from then- ure.
boxes on opposite sides of the the- users of music in this country, nameater. Then they go up on the stage, ly, hotels, broadcasters and theaters,
at the invitation of the performer, are united for the first time in apto assist in one of the tricks, and proving this legislation, which is
proceed to gum up the works. While the first constructive effort on the
the wizard is offstage, Tom and part of Congress to eliminate the
George try to do the sawing-a-wo- vicious evils that now exist under
man-in-half trick, exposing how it the present law."
Among features of the Duffy Bill
is done.
They also get somewhat
tangled up with the magician's co- is the elimination of the arbitrary
quettish wife, leading to a windup $250 fine for any copyright violafight
with the jealous husband. tion on music.
Enough laughs and action to satisfy.

Tom Howard and George Shelton
"The Magic Word"

to the

1935,

RAGING

OVER COPYRIGHT

interestingly

presented, has plenty of entertainment value, in the recording of the

IS

24, 1935

to the

can't

New
spot

«

«

Bedford public,
it

at

this

«
we

writing.

On the screen were advance
teaser trailers two and three
weeks jn advance in addition to
the regular National Screen
trailer.
The advance lobbv
started 6 weeks in advance with
a steady build up with special
40 x 60 display and stills,
stretched over the door 5 special
five foot cut-outs and the regular lobby frames a week in advance.
The front was a special false front for the run with
strings of lamps and streamers, 2-way stretcher under marquee and inside material moved
to front lobby.
The newspaper

Few Weeks

(Continued from Page

1)

production. A feature of the schedule is the fact that more than 7,000
extras will be used for extended periods in the nine pictures, thus aiding the employment situation at a
time when activity usually is low.
The first picture, "Captain Blood",
co-starring Errol Flynn and Olivia
de Haviland in the novel by Rafael
Sabatini, will employ 1,485 extras
during its ten weeks of shooting.

"The Legionnaire" will need about
780; "The Petrified Forest", which
will star Leslie

Howard

in the role

he enacted on Broadway last season, 350 extras; "Radio Jamboree
of 1935", featuring Franchot Tone,
James Melton and Jane Froman,
with Mervyn LeRoy directing, about
300.

"Frisco Kid", starring James Cag-

campaign was excellent, fine selection of mats and yet well
within his regular newspaper
budget.
Radio had 2 announcements daily a week in advance
and during run, special plugs

ney, will call for more than 1,000;
"LaFitte The Pirate", 1,100; "Ceiling Zero", starring Pat O'Brien in
the picturization of the stage play
of last season, about 150; "The
Charge of the Light Brigade", based

over

on Lord Tennyson's poem, 2,500, and
"The Green Pastures", which Marc
Connolly will produce for the screen,

radio

Nights"
trical

on

"Discovery

and use

an electranscription from Paraof

mount.
Exploitation: Display
cards in all diners, 2,000 menu
cards in diners and restaurants,
cooperative newspaper ads
2

from

merchants,

music

store

tie-ups, publicity story in paper
in connection with baseball club
tie-up, golf clubs posted on score

boards, gummed stickers on paper bags in almost every store
in town, Mae West photo in
cake of ice for window display
and guessing contest.
Soda

fountains also tied

in.

—

New

Olympia,
Bedford, Mass.

200.

The extras also receive an unusual
"break" in that all of these nine important films will have more prolonged shooting schedules than the
so-called "regular" pictures, which
means that their number of paydays will be considerably multiplied.
M.

&

S.

Award Affirmed

Supreme Court Justice Lauer yesterday

affirmed

the motion of the M.
circuit for judgment on its re$45,000 arbitration award against
RKO and denied RKO's motion to set
aside the award.

&

S.

cent
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Expect

Stiff Battle

YORK, THURSDAY, JULY

TEN CENTS

25, 1935

Over Paramount Fees Today

KENT, SCHENCK, ZANUCK ON 7-YEAR CONTRACTS

More
K.

British

J. Bishop to Produce
Eight in Victoria
for Columbia

Quota

Pictures

How They

Are

Planned

Started

Canadian studio. Ben Schwab will
assist Bishop in production of the
as

Edgar

Columbia's representa-

Ulmer

B.

cluded in the plan.
In announcing the date of the
stockholders' meeting, details of the
merger also were given out yesterday, as follows:
The merger takes the form of an
acquisition of all of the assets of

will direct the

(Continued on Page 7)

MARY PICKFORD PLANS
BOOST TO

FIVE

20th Century-Fox Merge?
Up to Stockholder

on Aug. 15

eight British quota pictures at the

pictures

Canada

Seven-year contracts i
President Sidney R. Kent, Chairman
Joseph M. Schenck, and Darryl
Zanuck, head of production, are provided for in the Twentieth CenturyFox Film merger plan, which will be
presented to stockholders for action
at a special meeting on Aug. 15.
Stock options for Kent also are in-

Kenneth J. Bishop, Canadian producer and general manager of the
Willows Park studios, Victoria, B.
C, has completed arrangements
with Columbia Pictures to produce

tive.

in

Twentieth Century Pictures,

OR SIX

Inc.,

by

(Continued on Page 8)

Though originally announced as
making only two pictures for United

HORNE LEAVES

release next season, Mary
Pickford plans to produce five or six,
she stated yesterday on her arrival
New York. Miss Pickford's
in
franchise with U. A. allows her to
make as many as 12 pictures. Exact
number of productions on her 193536 list will depend on her co-producer, whose name is expected to be
announced in a few days.

U. A.

Artists

&

T. Gets Permission
For N. Y.-Philly Cable
Bv PRESCOTT DENNETT

A. T.

FILM DAILY
Washington

Staff

—

Commission issued

finding^

and order permitting the American
Telephone and Telegraph Co. and
New York Telephone Co. to install
coaxial cable between New York and
(Continued on Page 2)

$800,000 Capitalization
For British Technicolor

—

London (By Cable) Capital of
the Technicolor laboratories being
established here is stated to be
The project, as previous$800,000.
ly reported, is linked with Alexan-

•

(Continued on Page 7)

OWN

Hal Home, director of advertising
and publicity for United Artists,
yesterday announced his resignation
in order to organize and head a new
advertising and publicity company in
New York. Home joined U. A. sevof United Artists, in
when
Charlie Chaplin
eral years ago after serving as genin Hollywood, became
eral manager of Far West Theaters,
post with
A.

Today we present Arthur W. Kelly, Vice-President and Foreign Manager
the "How They Started" series.
Arthur is an old-time showman, met
they were both touring England, broke in pictures with First National
Eastern representative for Chaplin, and from there graduated into an executive
Don't blame anyone but the old master "Hap" Hadley tor the art work

U.

Correspondent

Television experiseen advanced here

mentation was
today as the Federal Communications

TO GO ON HIS

Stiff Battle Over Para. Fees
Expected at Hearing Today
25%

of Louisiana Intake

Grossed in
New

Orleans

New

—

Orleans

Twenty-five per

cent of the total business done by
films in Louisiana comes from firstruns in this city, it was revealed at

Strong opposition to many of the
applications for fees and allowances
totaling $3,222,315 in the Paramount
reorganization is expected today
from various quarters at the hearing
before Federal Judge Coxe at which
objections to the applications will be
heard.
Thomas D. Thacher, special counsel for the Paramount board of di-

a meeting of the censor board. The
second 25 per cent comes from
first-runs in other principal Louisi- rectors, informed Judge Coxe last
ana cities as well as subsequent week that he would be prepared to(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 8)

Consolidated Film Earns
$477,657 in Six Months
With an increase

the second
of Consolidated Film Industries for the six
months to June 30, after depreciation and federal taxes, amounted to
$477,657.39, equal, after $1 a share

net

quarter,

in

earnings

(Continued on Page 8)

Huey Long in New York
With Yen for Vaudeville
Senator

Huey Long, who

recently

film censorship bill enacted in
Louisiana, arrived in New York yesterday and told reporters he is interested in bringing vaudeville back
(Continued on Page 8)

had a
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& T. Gets Permission

Canadian Studio Making

For N. Y.-Philly Cable
(Continued from Page

The A. T. and T. petiwas opposed by film interests.
The Commission's decision de-
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10 Cents
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Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
at
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Loew's,
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Paramount
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Hawaiian

To safeguard against mononoly of Consolidated Amusement Co. of
the Commission's ruling- provides Hawaii. At the moment
interest in
that
"parties
interested
in
the Hawaii is centered on Congressional
transmission of television images" action on the Agricultural
Adiustshall have access to and use of
ment Act which has been declared
f^ble for their own experiments. unconstitutional bv a federal
court.
The Commission added: "Under The
has helped Hawaiian
these
circumstances, the
coaxial sugar growers and improved theater
cable in its demonstration neriod business,
Parker said.
cannot be used by the petitioners
for the development of the right to
television patents, to the exclusion Potter and
of other parties having access to
Contract
the coaxial cable through agreement with the petitioners or by Wr- rnnsi Bu-en« nf THE FJT.M DATT.V
Hollywood Bv signing Henrv C.
order of the Commission."
Pofter a few davs ago. Samuel Gold"'vn has both
members of the
Westinghouse Transfers

AAA

—

Air Conditioning Dept.
Transfer of the Air CeuditioninoFlepartmont from East Pittsburgh
to Mansfield. Ohio.

where

it

a nart of the Merchandising
Division, is announcer! bv A. T<! Allen. vice-p*-esident, in cn«>rp-p of Wost;fr

Potter
tract.

wyn

Xt

producing firm.
Haight. now under constap-e

Haip-ht wa= signed
several months ago.

by Gold-

he-

•"•emes

ino-house Ele^tnV

^roadwav

Manufacturing

Co.. niprcTianrh'sine- operations. Thi=
<-ransfpr affppts all salps. pnerinperino-

Starting Hungarian House
W^rk on the r)"w Tob s theater
at First Ave. and 78th St.. to be
onlv
Permanent Hungarian film
house in the U. S.. will start, in a
few days, according
Mum'e Pod;

and manufacturing activities of fh"
norzer, managing director. The new
air conditioning denartmont.
Alien
311/2
28
3IV2+31/4 c-fntod that the comnanv's ai" con- theater will seat 40f> and is expected
oWoniuo- n*"on-ram will he enlarp-p^ to b° ready by the end of next
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
month.
and pynnridP''.
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13% 13% 13%
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"ontinuo to distribute its air roudi
rionincr nrorliT»ts throno-Vi its nrPsonf
dealer channels

routinued. R. V
Mvprs will pr.nr.irmo as mnnatrer of
air conditioning coles.

+ %
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^nvnr TT!+ liv Snmme- fite"lr
n "vp-— With five wppVs of trip

2%+ %

ElitrVi

th^ai-^r sumiiov stn^k seanaif. r»i" f "re hnuseo arp pn-

son
Three Stooges for Roxy Stage
'•oiinTprinosti^ coninptition from
The Three Stooges (Moe, Larry +hi<» source.
The p-i-osa this vpar
and Curley), who have been work- io 10 npr cent ahead of last vear.
ing in Columbia two-reel comedies altho no week has eoualled the two
on the coast, will appear in person tops of last vear.
at the Roxy for the week starting
R~r>nenin"- IMVPCp^t. RpM rC p- „ co
tomorrow. Eddie Laughton also is
M^TTees T?or>Vc pr,
Tne Roo-pnr
in the act.
The Stooges return to enpratprl hv M. Akselrad. hadlv
the coast shortly to resume work da-n^rrpd rnr f,,„ several W poV<j arro.

Akron Bank Nights in Court
Akron, O.— Bank Night which has
heen drawing crowds to two East
Akron movie theaters, has been
tumbled into the courts. John Romweber. operator of the
les-Roval.
asked in Summit County Court that
two competing theaters be restrained
from
promoting
bank
nierhts and further asked $5000 damages from operators of the competing- theaters. Romweber charges
that the stunt violates state laws
and city ordinances against lotteries.

M

HERBERT KALMUS. head

DR.

from

yesterday

sailed

mandie

New

for

of Technicolor,

England

on

the

Nor-

York.

FRANK REICHER,

period

a

after

Holly-

in

be back on Broadway this fall with
the p'oduction of "Tomorrow Is a Holiday,"
going in rehearsal late next month with Joseph
Schildkraut in it.

wood,

will

JOSEPH I. BREEN, head of the producers'
purity seal activites with headquarters in Hollywood returns today on the Washington from a
vacation

Says Parker

p a..

1

+

16'/8

331/2

Warner Bros
do

733/4

4

—

Chg.

163/g

Exch

RKO
Univ.

70%
15%

148%

"A"

Fm.

Pathe

74
16

pfd.

Ind.

pfd

Fox

8%

4'/8

Ind

Con.

do

vtc.

Picts.

Fm.

Close

8i/2

8?8

:

clared it found such experimentation "should be encouraged for the
public welfare and in the public interest.
The record indicates, and
the Commission finds, that the introduction
of
the coaxial
cable
would have a tendency to reduce
rates for services rendered by the
Theater Biz
us" of such cable."
The order provides for a new
Is Fair,
hearing before A. T. and T. can put
Theater business is fair in Hawaii
in public service a successful coaxial
and remains at about the same level
cable.
Further protests -can be as a vear agp, it was said here vesheard then.
terdav bv Esmond Parker, president

Under Goldwyn

Net

Low

Bishop, Canadian producer, will make a series of six action pictures for William Steiner
at the Willows Park studios. Victoria, B. C.
Titles of the six pictures are "The Green Canoe Case,"
"Riders of the Highway," "Vallev
of
Death,"
"Cascade
Mystery."
"Murder at the Post," and "Death
Strikes Again."
J.

Haight Both

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

tion

Coming and Going

Six Pictures for Steiner
Kenneth

1)
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abroad.

MARY PICKFORD

New

in

is

York from the

coast.

MARKEY

GENE

and

Europe

has

remaining

is

postponed his
in Hollywood.

trip

to

JANET GAYNOR, accompanied
and

a

for

Honolulu.

nurse,

will

RAYMOND
at
a

San

sail

by her mother
Saturday from California

WILLIE,
was

Antonio,
brief business

Interstate city
Dallas last

in

trip.

MAJOR EDWARD BOWES
ing

through

dates

SOL.
tive

Good-All

SIDNEY
plane

BILL

mount
office

and

in

R.

from

the

show play-

his

Texas.

DAVIDSON, San Antonio

J.

for

the factory

manager

week on

Sound

'Ogallala,

KENT,

System,

representahas left for

Neb.
returns

week

this

PINE, head of publicity at the
studios on the coast, is on
conference trip.

JOHN

FINDLAY

Berengaria

for

by

coast.

tomorrow

sails

Para-

home

on

the

London.

FRANK GILLMORE, president
Equity, leaves New York shortly
nual trip to the coast.

Actors'

of

on

his

an-

KENNETH
New

leaves

Willows

BISHOP, Canadian porducer,
J.
York on Saturday by auto for the
Park studios in Victoria, B. C.

PEGGY WOOD, stage and screen star, arrives
today by plane from California, where
featured role
in
a
she recently completed
She will
"Jalna" for RKO Radio Pictures.
return shortly to California with her playwright
husband, JOHN V. A. WEAVER, who is now
engaged on a production.
ELISSA LANDI has left the coast for New
York en route to Paris to appear in "Koenigsmark" for Roger Richebe.

PHIL REGAN, featured Warner player who
has
been making a series of personal appearances in eastern theaters with Wini Shaw,
another Warner luminary, is en route to California and the studios after spending a few
Miss Shaw
days with relatives in New York.
The
returned to the Coast several days ago.
two of them will head the cast of "Broadway Hostess."

;
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RCA

BuildTheaters, Inc..

while Monarch
Dave Chatkin circuit with
houses in the Ohio and nearby territory, has added space in
the RKO
Building, Rockefeller Center.
ing-,
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subscription to The
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Daily Service.

New House

for Roy Martin
Columbus. Ga. Rov E. Martin
Seventh Week for "Ariane"
•wner of the Martin Circuit of theRevival ef sh"wi"f? of "Aria n e " aters, has
purchased a $16,000 busistarring- Elisabeth Bergner, will
go ness site in Tifton, Ga. and expects
into a seventh week on Saturday
at to erect a new theater thereon
the
the 55th St. Playhouse.
early part of next year.

operation.

Kill

Hospital

Lease Radio City Space
Century Circuit has leased addi-

Circuits

—
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That

M-G-M

line-up for Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov. has electrified the

WM »

industry

Happy

harvest to you Mr.

Showman

"CHINA SEAS" {Clark Qable,
Then there's "ANNA KARENINA"

with the Giant Hit
Beery)

(^^

Freddie ("Copperfield") Barthelomew

rag m

In

JBJ^U)

(

We

begin

Jean Harlow, Wallace
[Qarbo, Frednc March,

between come pleasant

"O'SHAUGHNESSY'S BOY" (Wallace Beery, Jackie
Cooper) and Laurel-Hardy's roaring, rulUength "BONNIE SCOTLAND"
"TALE OF TWO CITIES" (Ronald Colman and Qreat Cast) will
male? exhibition history w\^ p Along comes the stage triumph "THE
BISHOP MISBEHAVES" followed by JOAN CRAWFORD'S biggest
interludes

like

dramatic role in

OF

1936"

cast of

i5

is

"GLAMOUR" ||g> "BROADWAY MELODY

the Musical Giant of the

electric

light

names)

new

season [Jack Benny heading

(j|p "MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY"

(Clark Qable, Charles Laughton

,

Franchot Tone)

is

just

one reason why

remember November wL^ % Others are the grand picture [title
come) in which JOAN CRAWFORD introduces CLIFTON WEBB

you'll
to

to the screen.

Also

"LET

FREEDOM RING"

(Jeanette

MacDonald,

Nelson Eddy) the long-awaited follow-up to "Naughty Marietta"

Mfeg

M

The Marx Brothers in "A NIGHT AT THE OPERA" and Bill Powell's
new Secret Service drama and "ROBIN HOOD OF ELDORADO"
[Warner Baxter)
of your

HAPPY

mfa

p

These are

NEW YEAR!

just highlights in the first four

months
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'Delightful.

.

plenty of laughs

.

.

.

.

midsummer entertainment

'Perfect

'First rate

.

.

the best

.

.

.

Warner musical

since *42nd Street!'

—Evening Journal

loaded with mirth

.

.

don't miss it!'
Daily Mirror

.

—

every musical comedy film fan will want to get an earful!'
Daily News

.
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news

Broadway with this
unusual ad campaign!
If you're out for a

to

'100% different' slant
why not pick it up?
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REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS

LITTLE from LOTS
By

RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

AN

INCREASE of approximately
$2,500,000 in the Warner Bros,
production budget for the season
of 1935-36 over the budget for 193435 is announced by H. M. Warner,
president of the company. The budget for 1934-35 also was $2,000,000
above that for the preceding year.
T
T
Photography on two Warner special productions, "Frisco Kid," starring James Cagney, and "Captain
Blood," co-starring Errol Flynn and
Olivia de Havilland, starts next
Monday at the Burbank studios
under the direction of Lloyd Bacon
and Michael Curtiz, respectively,
r
T

RKO

Clark Gable, Jean Harlow, Wallace Beery

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
COLORFUL AC-

is

for

Harlow

Clark Gable, Jean
Beery, in a thrilling story
colorful
characters who
captivate and hold one's
some weaknesses in the
direction

nett's

The

galore.

well

vise the production.

some

In

WITH

is

talk

fast

is

that deals with
things that

do

interest,
plot.

despite

Tay Gar-

and there's action
and the comedy
Benchley deserves

clever,

Robert

placed.

Wallace

and

work as the drunk.
production expresses

special mention for his

Everything about the
big

picture
parts

and
a

class.

bit

Worn

strong,

may

find

especially

the

storm scene when a steam roller on deck
T
T
T
in
its
Universal studios reach a five- breaks loose destroying everything
Gable fans will rave about their
year production peak this week with path.
hero for he has one of those colorful
ten companies at work.
powerful roles.
Harlow is cast as a tough
V
T
gal who has a soft spot for Gable and
Columbia has assigned Robert she gives it everything.
Beery has the
Middlemass and Montague Shaw to part of the villain in love with Harlow.
"Atlantic Adventure;," land Jessie
Gable, a boat captain, has been carrying
Arnold and Gene Morgan to "Lady on with Harlow.
His old love, Rosalind
Beware."
Russell, follows him to the China Seas.
T
V
V
She is a direct opposite of the tough
Eric Blore, popular
comic Harlow and Gable tries to drop Harlow
whose first hit was in "The Gay to marry Miss Russell and return to EngDivorcee," is working in two at land.
There is a storm in which plenty
once these days "Love Song," star- happens, and there is also an attempted
ring Lily Pons, and "To Beat the robbery engineered by the villain. Having
Band," new musical in which Roger gone through the ordeal, Gable decides that
Pryor, Helen Broderick and Hugh the China Seas is where he belongs and
that Harlow is the girl for him.
Herbert have leading roles.
Cast: Clark Gable, Jean Harlow, Wallace
Beery, Rosalind Russell, Lewis Stone, Dudnew dance routine has just ley Digges, C. Aubrey Smith, Robert
been completed
at
Disney Benchley, William Henry, Live de Maigret,
the
Studios, and will be seen for the Lilian Bond, Edward Brophy, Soo Yong,
first time on any screen in "Cock
Ivan
Carol Ann Beery, Akim Tamiroff,
of the Walk," a new Silly Symphony Lebedeff.
production which is soon to be reProducer, Albert Lewin; Director, Tay
leased through United Artists.
Garnett; Author, Crosbie Garstin; ScreenT
T
T
play, Jules Furthman, James Kevin McOliin Howland and Porter Hall are ("iuinness; Cameraman, Ray June; Editor,
the newest players to be added to William LeVanway.
Direction, Punch.
Photography, A-l.
the cast of "The Case of the Lucky

RKO

—

A

Legs," which goes into production
at the First National studios tomorrow.
T
T
T
Genevieve Tobin has replaced
Verree Teasdale in the Warner

Wallace Ford

in

"GET THAT MAN"
Empire Film

murdered

M-G-M.
T

T

David Holt, child player, have been
given new term contracts at Paramount. Jack Cunningham also was
granted a new deal as a writersupervisor.

96 mins.

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT IN TYPICAL
ROGERS VEHICLE WITH HUMAN INTEREST AND COMEDY.
A more dramatic offering than the
AlWill Rogers type of picture.
though somewhat slow in starting and with
plot that is not difficult to fathom,
a
the manner in which the story is pictured
with the homey regular characters, along
with the comical yet thrilling steamboat
There
race, makes for genuine interest.
is plenty of stuff to play to regular Rogers
business, and for a change his fans may
want to see him do a bit of acting. The
usual

cast

make

seem

realities.

Ber-

the

New Moses

plays

and

John

their roles

ton Churchill, as
very convincingly,

McGuire,

millionaire,

as he is his double,
on threat of being implicated^ !! the bank
robbery.
The detective's gam* is to shake
down the rich relatives of the murdered
man, and use the hero as the catspaw.
But other complications arise with two
clever blackmailers horning in, and between
them all some exciting happenings take
place that keeps the action and the thrills

you advertise in the

ALLIED

as

CONVENTION

Duke, shows the stuff that should get
The
him more roles in he-man parts.
Duke,
river scenery is worthy of mention.
Rogers' nephew, has killed a man over
Fleety

Belle,

Ann

by

played

YEAR
BOOK

Shirley.

Rogers advises Duke to give himself up and Duke
The only witness
is sentenced
to hang.
to the killing, which was in self defense,
was the New Moses, an evangelist. Rogers
and Fleety Belle are hunting for the New
Moses when they are forced into a steamWhile the race is on, Rogers'
boat race.
Lackroping knowledge comes in handy.
ing wood to make steam he lassos the leading boat, which pulls his boat through the
Against Fleety

wishes,

Belle's

OF

19

3 5

'

He

night.

from
which

also

lassos

dock and

a

a

in

the

New Moses

thrilling

finish,

in

Rogers has been selling is found to furnish motive power,
Rogers wins the race and saves Duke, who
is on the verge of being hanged.
Cast: Will Rogers, Ann Shirley, Irvin
Eugene Pallette, John McGuire,
S. Cobb,
Berton Churchill, Francis Ford, Roger Imhoff, Raymond Hatton, Hobart Bosworth,
Stepin Fetchit.
Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Director, John
Ford; Author, Ben Lucien Burman; ScreenNichols,
play,
Dudley
Lamar
Trotti;
tonic drink

a

Cameraman, George Schneiderman;

here's

IAn

ad which will be read by 1660
independent exhibitors in a friendly

—

mood!

2

firm's name on the Allied BuyGuide which appears on the back
of the organization stationery, and which
hangs on the organization bulletin board.

Your

ers'

Editor,

3

It all winds up in the usual
manner, with Ford grabbing the
beautiful daughter of the rich family who

4

De Gaetano.
Direction, First-rate.

what you

get for your money:

Photography, Fine.

Al

Members receive reminders by mail
through the year to support the advertisers in the Year Book.

up.

to know that the hero was not
an impostor after all.
Cast: Wallace Ford, Finis Barton, E. Alyn
Warren, Leon Ames, Lillian Miles, Laura
Treadwell, William Humphries, Johnstone
is

67 mins.

-

Dean Jagger, leading man, and

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Fox

piling

V
T
T
A crime story that hits all the high
Clara Kimball Young and Adalyn spots in meller thrills with a fast action
Doyle have been assigned by Colum- story and plenty of plot to keep the suspense mounting.
bia to "She Married Her Boss."
Wallace Ford plays the
role of a taxicab driver who is forced to
T
T
Binnie Barnes was stricken with drive two bank robbers, and the three land
appendicitis yesterday, making it in the police line-up. Ford is later used
necessary to halt work on "Black by a crooked detective to pose for a young
at
T

Eugene Pallette

happy

THRILLING MELLER OF CUAL IDEN"Perry Mason" mystery story, "The TITY MADE FOR THE POP CROWDS
Case of the Lucky Legs."
HAS PLENTY OF STEAM.

Chamber"

Berton Churchill, Stepin

Shirley,

Fetchit,

what this picture spells.
every type theater and for
In a sentence,
audiences the world over.
this should be in the money because it is
a picture with a big name cast headed by
Box-office

That goes

BEND"
Ann

with

90 mins.

PICTURE
IN

in

"STEAMBOAT 'ROUND THE

with Lewis Stone, Rosalind Russell, Dudley
Digges, C. Aubrey Smith

M-G-M
SMASH MONEY
GOLD-MINE CAST
TION STORY.

Rogers

Will

in

"CHINA SEAS"

Radio has purchased "The
The Silk Hat," original
story by Rowland Brown, the author-director. Cliff Reid will super-

Guy
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glad

really

Full page advertisers are given free
display space at the convention. Half
page and full page advertisers are given the
opportunity of addressing the convention.

All advertisers are allowed free insertion of
reading matter in the book.

White.
Producer,

Lester

Scott,,

Jr.

;

Director,

Spencer Gordon Bennet; Author, Robert
Bridgewcod; Screenplay, Betty Burbridge.
Cameraman, James S. Brown, Jr.
Direction, fast.

FORMS CLOSE AUG.

1

Photography, good.

Plays "Ten Best" Repertoire
City Unable to secure
first-run pictures, and finding flickers necessary to augment big surrounding flesh bill, Young's Million
Dollar Pier is putting over a 10week revival advertised as "10 Best
Pictures of Year."
Opened to big
biz with return of "One Night of
Love."
Atlantic

HURRY!

—
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MORE QUOTA FILMS

EXPECT STIFF BATTLE

ON PARA. FEES TODAY

PLANNED

(Continued from Page 1)

to give the

PHIL

many of the applications
should be disallowed in toto, and
that a great many others were exPalmer and
Archibald
cessive.
Samuel Zirn are expected to speak
in opposition to some of the applications and other attorneys will voice
objections, it is understood.

lieved

•

to

New

•

Release dates have been set by
United Artists on its first nine pic-

Lingers On," with Josephine Hutchinson and Helen Westley, Oct. 25;
"100 Years from Now," Korda production, Nov. 8; "Shoot the Chutes,"
with Eddie Cantor, Dec. 25.
After "Barbary Coast," Samuel
Goldwyn will make "Splendor,"
"Navy Born" and "Dodsworth."
Chaplin is preparing a vehicle for
Paulette Goddard. Reliance will next
start "Last of the Mohicans." Korda
is to deliver three more, "The Ghost
Goes West," "Cyrano de Bergerac"
and "Lion of Mayfair." David O.
Selznick will make five, and five or
six are planned by Mary Pickford.

T

HE

T

T

•

•

AND SO

T

T

—

Annual picnic of AlM. P. T. O. of Western Pa. will
be held Aug. 18 at Doc Herman's
Pittsburgh

lied

farm.

M. Akselrad is readying his Regent Theater in McKees Rocks for
reopening next month.
The Leona Theater in Homestead
switches to a regular stage and
screen policy next season.
Milt Lefton, Monogram office
ager, sporting a new car.

man-

Bob Senft in charge of Loew's
Penn during Mike Cullen's absence.

T

field

George Jean Nathan,
and that's Something
Theodore Dreiser, Eugene O'Neill and Branch Cabell, who made
the award, said the copy deserved the

Fort Worth Notes
Fort Worth, Tex.— The new 240seat balcony of the Tivoli theater,
neighborhood deluxer, was opened
Sunday, July 21. It brings total seating capacity to 1,000. A 15-cent admission will be charged for balcony.
I. B. Adelman operates the Tivoli.

The Tivoli began its third annual
"Revival Week" on Sunday.
Jack Gordon, movie critic of the
Fort Worth "Press," Scripps-Howard paper, has gone on the air with
a 15-minute program of movie chatter over Station KTAT.

Oklahoma City Briefs

—

Oklahoma City Jimmy Burge's
duties as manager of the Capitol
have been extended
of

manager

of the

to include that
also.

Empress

George Y. Henger, operating manager of Standard Theaters, has returned from a visit to his brother
in Dallas.

Pittsburgh Briefs

T

ANY

J. J. Bowler of Springfield, Mo.,
and H. K. Allen of Dallas opened
their new Island theater in Grand
Island, Neb., with double features.

New
New

Orleans Notes

—

Jerry Jarnegan,
Orleans
Vitagraph head booker and assistant manager, has returned from a
vacation in California.
Loew's State gets its first Paramount picture in many a moon
when "Man on the Flying Trapeze"
opens there.

Dave Boudreau of Morgan City
was a visitor to film row.

title

of "literature"

series,

which

The

will

be

two
pictures are tentatively titled "The
Man With the Umbrella" and

T

the 1934 Spectator Prize for the best advertising in

the

of

mystery melodramas.

Hal has announced his intentions of organizing and heading a new advertising and publicity company
in New York
and the gent who has won awards with
several outstanding advertising campaigns hasn't much to worry
about
for the campaign on "Palooka" he was awarded

Nine Release Dates
Set by United Artists

tures for the 1935-36 season. They
are: "Call of the Wild," with Clark
Gable, Loretta Young and Jack
Oakie, Aug. 9; "Dark Angel," with
Fredric March, Merle Oberon and
Herbert Marshall, Sept. 6; "Red
Salute," with Barbara Stanwyck and
Robert Young, Sept. 13; "Barbary
Coast," with Miriam Hopkins and
Edward G. Robinson, Sept. 27; "Man
Who Could Work Miracles," Alexander Korda production with Roland
Young, Oct. 4; Charlie Chaplin in
"Modern Times," Oct. 11; "Melody

T

M DALY

leaves with the keen regret of his chief,
who considers him owe of the real aces in
the advertising end of this biz
an> anyone who has been
close to the operations of Hal's department, can vouch for the
marvelous efficiency with which every phase of the company's
advertising and publicity was supervised by this lad
who never seemed ruffled or disturbed
and had every
detail of the business at his finger tips

York.

First

ONE OF

• • BUT
Al Lichtman

der Korda, who will make the first
Technicolor picture here. The color
process also will be available to
other producers, with Herbert T.
Wilcox said to be interested. Kal-

on his way back

•

•

(Continued from Page 1)

is

•

first

the surprise moves in an industry that is
filled with surprises ...... Hal Home has resigned as director
of advertising and publicity for United Artists
a few
days ago we were in Hal's office and he was all enthused over
the prospects of the company
and his own prospects with
the company
and if Hal was putting on an act for our
benefit, then it was a swell act
but we don't think it was
S-O
the gent who did so much to put Mickey
Mouse on the world map, and to build up the campaign on 20th
Century, moves on to other fields of endeavor

$800,000 Capitalization
For British Technicolor

mus

CANADA

(Continued from Page 1)

views of the Paramount directors on the applications.
Thacher said last week that he be-

day

IN

"Trans-Pacific."

first

Peerless Pictures,

Ltd., will release the series

on the

independent market here.
Col. Keen is president of Northern
Film, Ltd., operating company of
the Willow Park studios, and Bishop
is vice-president and general manager.
Bishop leaves Saturday by
auto en route to Victoria. He will
be joined there shortly by Arthur

Hoerl and Edgar Ulmer.

Booth

Dominion Productions,
R. Booth and Arthur
also is working on a deal

headed by

J.

Gottlieb,
to make six British quota films in

Canada for M-G-M.

25%

of Louisiana Intake
Grossed in New Orleans
(Continued from Page 1)

A

film earns 80 per cent of
rentals during the first six
months of its Louisiana release and
from 60 to 70 per cent of the rentals come from New Orleans, Alexandria, Shreveport, Baton Rouge,
Lake Charles.

runs.
its

Thursday, July 25, 1935

DAILY
3 FOX EXECUTIVES

ON 7-YEAR CONTRACTS
(Continued from Page 1)

new common

stock.

Name

of

Fox

Film Corp. will be changed to TwenAs
tieth Century-Fox Film Corp.
a part of the transaction, the existing capital stock structure of Fox
Film Corp. will also be simplified,
all of its present Class "A" common
stock and Class "B" common stock
being reclassified into shares of such
new preferred and common stock on
the basis of one-half share of such
new preferred stock and one-quarter
share of such new common stock for
each share of "A" common stock
and one share of such new preferred
stock and one-half share of such new
common stock for each share of "B"

common

stock.

under the direction of Ray Cozine. and before that was a production
A major company, it is understood, executive with Mayflower Producwill release.
Productions
and
Ziegfeld
tions,
•
Raoul Walsh. He is a past-presicom"Loose Money," a two-reel
dent of the A. M. P. A.
edy featuring Tom Howard supportPresident Al Lichtman of U. A.,
ed by George Shelton will be put voicing his regret at Home's deinto work July 30 by Al Christie parture, said: "I consider Hal one
at the Eastern Service Studio for of the finest advertising executives
Educational release. William Wat- in the industry, possessing a mar•
son and Arthur Jarrett wrote the velous show sense and knowledge of
Tentatively titled "Oh Huntingstory.
our business."
featuring
comedy
two-reel
ton," the
•
understood that Monroe
is
It
directed
and
produced
Ernest Tmex
Taurog and his assis- Greenthal will be promoted to fill
Norman
by Al Christie at the Eastern Ser- tants, Rowland Ascher, Jack Mintz
the post vacated by Home.
vice studio in Astoria for Educationand Arty Jacobson, having com-

KLUNE,

production manag-

er in charge of the Educational
production unit in the east, with
headquarters at the Eastern Service
Astoria, has resigned.
studio in
After a short vacation he will announce his future plans, which will
probably be a connection with a feature producer in the east.

al release

of the reorganization, the capitalizaJohn Auer put the second of the
tion of Fox Film Corp. will consist
of l,329,042y2 shares of preferred series of Major Bowes amateur hour
shares of shorts before the cameras yesterday
stock and 1,226,529
common stock. All shares of pre- at the Biograph studios in the
ferred and common stock will have Bronx.
equal voting rights and the holders
will be given the privilege of cumuProduction on the first of a series
In the event of cer- of shorts being made by Game Prolative voting.
tain defaults in the payment of pre- ductions got under way yesterday
ferred stock dividends, the preferred at the West Coast Service studio
shareholders will elect a majority of
the directors until such defaults are

%

Florida Briefs

cured.

convertible into common stock at the
rate of 1% shares of common for
each share of preferred, with appropriate provisions for the protection
is

of these conversion rights.

Dividend requirements on the new
preferred stock to be issued to existing stockholders of Fox Film Corp.
and to Twentieth Century will be
approximately $2,000,000 per year.
According to the certified net income
and surplus statement of Twentieth
Century, its net income for the

pleted

shooting

eastern

takes

for

New

Paramount's "Big Broadcast of Huey Long in
York
1935," have returned to the coast,
Vaudeville
With Yen for
where they will complete shooting
(Continued from Page 1)
on the -picture. Taurog on leaving
complimented the heads of the de- to New Orleans. In a gay mood,
partment and the boys at the East- Long said he is a vaudeville fan and
ern Service studio for their close
and
and assistance
cooperation
hoped he would be able to return
and direct a complete feature in

misses the variety shows. It is understood he was to meet C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays Office yesterday,

the east.

day, on the Louisiana censor

•

Sidney Fox, who was signed for
in production at the Eastern Service studio
for Universal release, has withdrawn
from the cast due to sudden illness.
featured player in
Tamara,
"Roberta," will replace her.

"Sweet Surrender," now

San Antonio Notations

—

—

San Antonio Virginia Klumbker
Winter Garden, Fla. Plans are
completed to open the new Winter has returned to the Palace box-office
Garden theater by Aug. 1. C. M. after a brief fling in movies.
Biggers is owner-builder-manager.
Maurice Gleaves, treasurer and asPompano, Fla. W. H. Freeman sistant skipper of the Aztec, now a
til

winter.

—

a

Ft.

—

—

Transfer of assets by Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., to the new company provided for in the company's
reorganzation plan will not occur before Aug. 15, it was learned yesterday.
had been hoped that the closing
It
would occur on Aug. 1, but the complexity of legal details surrounding the
termination of the reorganization period
has made this impossible.

to-

bill.

Consolidated Film Earns
$477,657 in Six Months
(Continued from Page 1)

on the 400,000 shares of $2 preferred stock outstanding, to 15 cents
a share on the 524,973 shares of
common stock outstanding. Profit
in the three months to June 30 were
$265,120.66, equal to 12 cents a
share on the common after 50 cents
a share on the preferred.

Atlantic City Notes

State Theater recently played
triple bill for 15 cents.

—

Fox Met. Transfer Delayed

and a group of sales managers

—

has closed the Pompano theater un- benedict.

Meade, Fla.
Extensive imRecent visitors: Jean Finlay and
provements have been made in the
Fox theater, recently acquired by C. E. Hilgers, both from Dallas.
The Majestic has dropped Screeno
W. N. Carnasion.
Brooksville, Fla.
Manager Rob- on its midnight shows. This house
Aztec are the only local
?rt H. Oulette of the Dixie is in and the
houses free from any kind of giveperiod from June 1, 1934, to May 4, New York arranging for new equipaways.
1935, was $1,409,277.71, and on the ment and furnishings.
Jack King of Texas Consolidated
basis of Fox Film figures the conMulberry, Fla.
The Mulberry Theaters was here recently from
solidated earnings of that corpora- theater opened this week.
J. A.
Harlingen, Tex.
tion and its wholly owned subsidi- Burts is manager.
The Empire has renewed its lease
aries (including proportion of profits
Jacksonville,
Fla.
John
M. for the next twelve months.
and losses of controlled subsidiaries
Thomas, manager, Palace theater, is
A. R. Lever, Majestic manager,
not consolidated) for the first quarspending the week in Alabama.
back on the job after a two-weeks'
ter of 1935 amounted to $616,800 and
for the second quarter are estimated
to have amounted to approximately
$700,000.
Upon consummation of the reorganization, the production activities
and studio management of Fox Film
Corp. will be in the charge of Joseph

OWN

(Continued from Page 1)

was completed yesterday.
Supporting Truex in the short are
Mary Jane Barrett, Linda Lee Hill,
Cora Witherspoon, Dulcy Clayton
and Austin Fairman. Marcy Klauber and Charles Williams wrote the
script, with Fred Scheld assisting
on the direction and Warren MurUpon consummation ray doing the casting.

The new preferred stock

U. A.

TO GO ON HIS

By CHARLES ALICOATE

DAY

Fox Film Corp. in exchange for the
issuance to Twentieth Century of
132,513 shares of the new $1.50 dividend cumulative preferred stock of
Fox Film and 613,264% shares of
its

HORNE LEAVES

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Atlantic City

—

Manager

F.

ever."

One of best tieups of season made
by I. Perlin of Colonial in connec-

Mae West's latest.
Strand theater returned by special
request "Naughty Marietta,"
which set record here during early
spring and did good biz.
Steel Pier now running three pic-

tion with

tures at once.

vacation.

Bernard Bragger, Paramount
M. Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck, booker, returns July 29 from vacawho are now, respectively, the presi- tion.
dent and head of production of
Gordon Craig is still planning that
Twentieth Century. Under the plan return to Hollywood and the movies.
Schenck and Zanuck, together with
Gidney Talley, owner of several
Sidney R. Kent, president of the houses in Texas, is planning to open
corporation, will be placed under another theater in this district soon.
seven-year contracts, so that the corporation can expect a unified management for an extended period of

The charter changes, the issuance
of stock to Twentieth Century Pictures, Inc., for its property, the options to Kent and other features of
the plan will be submitted to stockholders of the corporation at the special

meeting on Aug.

Max

Schagrin on Visit
0. Max Schagrin,
formerly of Youngstown and now
with Warners on the west coast, is
visiting relatives and friends in
these parts for the first time in five
years.
He is a twin brother of
Joseph Schagrin, manager of the
Park Theater here.

Youngstown,

time.

15.

—

E.

West, who returned to the Warner
theater, Boardwalk's ace house, for
a third season, had 'em standing for
opening and run of "Love Me For-

Movies

in

Pullmans

Air-conditioned
Pullman cars, specially equipped with Trans-Lux projection apparatus for movie showings, and
capable of seating 60 persons at tables,
will soon be a regular feature of railroad service under a plan being worked
Davis Cohn,
out by Capt. Jefferson
European rail magnate, in association
with the Pullman Co., Trans-Lux Movies
Corp.
RCA Photophone and RKO.
The showings would consist of newsreels, shorts and stock market quotations
on short trips and feature films on
longer journeys with a proposed charge
of 25 cents for the newsreel showings
and not more than 75 cents for the
features.
The first of the new cinema
cars will be given a demonstration run
in a few weeks.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-*F DAILYVOL.

NO.

68.

NEW

22
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TEN CENTS

1935

26,

Warners Report $371,591 Net

Profit for

THACHER ASKS TWO-THIRDS CUT

IN

PARA. FEES

in

Stock Value

20th Century to Receive $11,000,000
$4,500,000

Viewing
.

=

the passing parade

.

.

=

DON CARLE GILLETTE
A LTHOUGH the current summer

**

By

has

uneventful from a new product
is no cause for exhibitors
to be alarmed.
It does not mean that the studios are

been

slipping.

Outstanding pictures were quite plentiful in the first part of the season, and the
outlook for the months ahead is the best

preferred and 613,264% comshares to be received by 20th
Century under the proposed 20th
Century-Fox Film merger will be
approximately $11,900,000.
Since
the number of outstanding shares
under the new plan will be 2,555,513

mon

(Continued on Page 6)

Watch

particularly
for
these: "China
"Curly Top," "In Old Kentucky,"
'She Married Her Boss," "Farmer Takes a
Wife," "Anna Karenina," "The Crusades,"
"Top Hat," "The 39 Steps," "The Irish in
Us,"
"A Midsummer Night's Dream,
"Broadway Melody of 1936," "Dark Angel,'
"Call of the Wild," "Page Miss Glory,"
"Freckles,"
"Big
"Three
Musketeers,"
well, that's enough
Broadcast of 1936"

Seas,"

1

starter.

for a

IDEA

"T".HE

—

—

9

:

—

of a theater advertising a pic-

as

gilding

pictures

instead

with

same meaningless bombast.

of

of

all

reading your

trade

25%

Disallowance
Many Claims Urged
By Thacher

Total

Better

— Downtown

houses reportcent increase in business
receipts
as compared with

Pittsburgh
ed a 25 per
this week
for the last

month.

IN

WORK

REACH A TOTAL OF 14

FOX THEATERS PROBE

SET BY SABATH GROUP
A thorough probe of the Fox Theaters Corp. receivership and of the
company's affairs antedating the receivership is definitely planned by
the Sabath Congressional Committee, it was stated yesterday to The
Film

Daily

counsel

by

I.

Edgar

Levy,

The
the committee.
has not yet determined
will investigate the Fox

for

Levy

production, the M-G-M studios
at present have a total of 14 in work.
"Here
They
include
"Pursuit,"

reorganization,

Comes the Band," "The Bishop Misbehaves," a Crawford-Aherne ve-

pers regularly you will have noticed that
has been an unusually good season

A.T.&T. Going Through

Greenthal Takes Up Duties
As U.A. Advertising Chief
his new
as director of
publicity
for

Monroe Greenthal begins

duties immediately
advertising
and
United
Artists,
succeeding

declared.

With

Television Plans

&

T. will go through with
its Philadelphia-New York coaxial
cable television experimental work
despite the restrictions included in
the permit granted it Wednesday by
the Federal Communications Com-

A. T.

Hal mission in Washington, it was staWednesday. ted in informed circles yesterday.

Home,

who resigned
Greenthal joined U. A. in 1931 as
(.Continued on

Page

It

was pointed out that

it

is

not

(.Continued on Page 2)

6)

in

Shown

Operating Results
in Warner Statement

this

for

promotions

from

the

for

better

recognition

of

Colman
Contract
Long-Term
On

Selznick Signs

ranks.

Weeding out, stabilization and
ment in the industry have paved

realign-

the way
competent man-

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood David O. Selznick has
tendency may become even more signed Ronald Colman on a long
pronounced as the banker groups intensify term contract as the first of the
their interests in movie business, but restars who will appear in his progardless of how much shuffling there is ductions for United Artists release.
yet to come, the boys with ability will Before starting with Selznick next
power.
This

continue to get the top posts.

8 FOREIGN COUNTRIES

PLAN HIGHER OUTPUT

(Continued on Page 6)

Increased production of pictures
planned for next season in at
least eight foreign countries, including Great Britain, Russia, Spain,
Mexico, Argentina, Sweden, India,
and New South Wales, a survey
Production in most of the
shows.
other countries will hover around
the same level as during the current

is

(Continued on Page 6)

Upturn
pa-

(Continued on Page 8)

—

in

of

Reduction of the total of $3,221,328 being sought for fees and allowances for services in the Paramount reorganization to a figure
somewhere between $1,000,000 and
$1,500,000 was asked yesterday by
Thomas D. Thacher on behalf of
the Paramount directors at a hearing before Federal Judge Coxe.
Thacher took up each claim individually and gave his opinion on its
merits. He advocated complete disallowance of the claims of Kuhn,

committee
whether it
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Setting a new peak Film-20th Century merger, but it
for the year in number of pictures will definitely go into the Paramount

them

—•—

YOU'VE been

IF
-

the

M-G-M FILMS

'

being the "worst" is not particularly
new, but it certainly has not
suffered from overwork.
The Fine Arts Theater up in Boston
tried the stunt for a special showing and
went over so big that the attraction
it
is being brought back for a three-day run.
Funny thing about it was that some of
the Boston critics even praised the film
as being different and unusual.
It
all
proves once again that there is
an appreciative taste for almost any variety
or quality of entertainment, if sold with
ingenuity, and that most often the best
box-office results can be obtained by givinformation about
ing honest facts and
ture

Pittsburgh Biz

the basis of current market
value of Fox Film stock at around
$16 a share, the value of the 132,-

long time.

a

to

On

standpoint, there

in

Added

is

Surplus Accounts in
New Fox Setup

39 Weeks

Net operating
84 after

all

profit of $371,501.-

charges including amor-

and federal
tization, depreciation
income taxes (including federal income tax on taxable profits arising
from discount on bonds purchased
during the period) is reported by
Warner Bros, and subsidiaries for
the 39 weeks ended May 25. Before
deducting federal taxes, the oper(Continued on Page 8)

?eason.

Paramount Roadshowing
DeMille's "The Crusades"
Paramount has set the two-a-day
world premiere of Cecil B. DeMille's
"The Crusades" for the Astor Theater on Aug. 21, following which it
will
be similarly roadshowed in
leading key cities throughout the
country before its general release,
it
was announced yesterday by
Paramount
Schaefer,
George J.
vice-president.

Managerial Record

—

Detroit
What is probably a record
for a theater manager holding down the
same post was recently established here
by Edgar E. Kirchner in the celebration
of his 25th year as manager of the
Family theater, a Harris house.

Friday, July 26, 1935

Paramount Film

for Capitol

W. C. Fields picture, "The Man on the
Capitol, M-G-M's Broadway showhouse, on Aug.

Flying

Paramount's
into
Vol. 68, No. 22

Fri.,

JOHN W. ALICOATE

was
"Shanghai"

10 Cents

July 26, 1935

the
scheduled

to

for

a

open today at
second week.
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A. G. Swenson Starting
Own Swedish Film Co.
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Warner-First National in Sweden,
is
going into Swedish production
with A. B. Wivelfilm. Swenson also
plans to release a few imported

+
+
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More Fox Wisconsin Partnerships
Milwaukee
The Fox-Wisconsin

—

Amusement

Corp.

nounced that

it

here

has

an-

will take over part-

nership operation of three more
theaters, the Strand at Manitowoc,
the Menasha at Menasha and the
Van der Vaart at Sheboygan. Fox
plans to operate all these houses,
including
two recently anthe
nounced in Janesville, in association
with the local business men who

have been running them.

RKO Gets Mexican Film
"Clemencia," a Spanish talking
picture made in Mexico, will be distributed by RKO in all Spanish
speaking lands save that country,
according to a contract just signed
between Phil Reisman, vice-president of RKO Export Corp., and
Hugo Riesenfeld, president of Realart Pictures Corp.
Dual German Bill at Casino
Two German features, "Die Reitvon

Deutsch-Ostafrika" ("The
Horsemen of German East Africa"),
and "Ich Sing Mich In Dein Herz
Hinein" ("I Sing Myself Into Your
Heart"), musical, opens today at
the 86th St. Casino.
er

William De Mille
Lila Lee
Arthur Lubin
Phillipe De Lacy

Nat Levine
Emil

Jannings

Bob Wolff
Harry H. Zehner
Johnny Hines
Mortimer D. Sikawitt
Charles
C.

Butterworth
L.

Yearsley

of Warner's advertising and
under
department
S.
publicity
Charles Einfeld, is moving on Monday to First Division as assistant
to Al Friedlander, advertising and
publicity chief.

UPSTATE NEW YORK
SALESMAN
To handle program
Shorts and Features.
snd references.

of

good

Independent

SELZNICK, who

O.

Artists,

HERBERT
a

staff

York

that

to

Buffalo

WEISBERG, personal assistant
Einfeld, Warner advertising and

two-week
and

their

Berengaria

today

will

today on

sail

the

England.

ROSAMON PINCHOT

returning

is

with

appear

to

a

from

east

stage

repertory

New

York to-

London
Jacques Feyder has
been engaged by London Films to
Merle
direct
production with
a
Oberon and Conrad Veidt.
Madrid The Vizcaya Bank has
formed Industria Cinematografica
Espanola to produce native pictures.
Berlin Raquel Torres has been
engaged to make "Volga-Volga"
under the direction of Volkoff. English and French versions also are

return west for a voyage to Honolulu on Joseph

planned.

M.

—

group.

VINTON FREEDLEY
morrow
to

line

Film

—Hakim

has formed

Productions,

Films.

London

—John

also

Paris
Colisee

up

the

the

for

Crouse

show

has

the

left

Long

Schenck's

Branch,

rehearsals

after

which

Hollywood

which

he

for

at Sara-

he

is

to

yacht.
arrives

"The

of

in

Great

New

York today
Waltz," which

reopens at the Center theater on Aug.

Monk Saunders

coast

fall.

make personal appearances

GUY ROBERTSON
for

in

west

Porter-Howard

Cole

musical

HARRY RICHMAN
and

the

for

produce on Broadway

the east to

toga

from

sails

Virginia

talent

Lindsay-Russel
will

—

Paris

on

5.

DAVID SARNOFF, president of RCA, and his
learning to fly in an autogiro for son, ROBERT SARNOFF, sail from New York
his production, "Conquest of the today on the Berengaria for Europe.
Air."
Fox is to make six pictures
TOBY WING is expected in New York
here for 1935-36.
is

6 "Java Head" Day-and-Dates
"Java Head," First Division release with Anna May Wong, will

start off the First Division 1935-36

week

from

the

coast.

Louis Golding in Charge
of Fabian
Albany

—

Albany Houses
The Fabian theater

releasing season with six day-andwhich
recently
chain
acquired
date bookings.
The picture opens
Tuesday at the Cameo in Times Christopher H. Buckley's interest in
the Palace, Grand and Leland theSquare. Other spots are the Filmaters and Harmanus Bleecker Hall
arte, Hollywood; Belasco, Washingoperation
ton; Fenway and Scollay Square, here, yesterday assumed
of the properties with Louis R.
Boston, and RKO Palace, Chicago.
Golding appointed as group manager.
The assessed valuation of
the four theaters is said to be more
Detroit Producer Reorganized
Detroit
B. C. Fassio, general than $1,000,000.

—

manager

of

Golden Arrow Produc-

tions, has reorganized the company,
prior to incorporation, with Hubert

A. Pratt as president, and Fassio as
general manager. According to Fassio, the company has signed Hope
Emerson, operatic star now playing
for J. J. Shubert at Navin Field
here, for a musical short.

Tennessee Tax Proposed
Nashville —A tax on amusements
has been proposed in the House in
order to help finance proposed old
The legislature reage pensions.
convened recently after a short
recess.
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children,

for
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LESLIE

after

visit.
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film
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Newman, formerly on the

Steve

the company's policy to abandon a
project of this kind.
Independent theater interests, who
through the American Society for
the Protection of the Motion Picture Theater had appeared in Washington to protest against granting
V. T. & T. a monopoly in the television end, were highly elated yesterday at the limitations imposed
in the permit granted the telephone
company. They declared this would
prevent the creation of a monopoly
in the television field such as the
alleged sound film monopoly.

—
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Newman

Going Through Steve

Stockholm, Sweden
S. A. G.
Swenson, who recently gave up the
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OF THE

'MOST MAGNIFICENT PICTURE EVER PRODUCED ... The
lifetime,'

say Delight Evans, James Reid, other fan

mag

HOLLYWOOD HOWLS
in

as old-timer Ben Turpin and

his

thrill

of a

STARS SHAKE on

pre-

'Broadway Gondolier.'* Holdover of latest Dick Powell hit postpones
N. Y. Strand debut of Jimmy Cagney's 'The Irish In Us'° to July 31st.

Keystone gang

'Keystone Hotel,' Vitaphone's2-reel custard-slinging opera

which Variety Daily says 'can stand up as second feature on double

7000 EXTRAS TO

WORK

bills.'

on Warner

lot during next few weeks as 9 big
above shows test for one of 40 major
Sabatini thriller due before cameras this week.

specials ready for production. Photo

L*A
roles in 'Captain Blood,'

Warner

Bros. Picture

"A

First

PHOTO-REVIEW

critics after

view of 'Midsummer Night's Dream,' Reinhardt-Shakespeare masterpiece.*

return to the fray

IN

National Picture

fA

IS

premiere success as

New

York shakes with laughter at

SHE LIKE RUBY KEELER? Judges said yes, so they picked
Weaver of Louisville from thousands of entries in Warner

Marjorie

Screen Book contest for

girl

similar to dainty star of

STORY OF 'ALABAMA'

lovely
Bros.-

'Navy Sweethearts.'f

PITTS, written by Warden Lewis E. Lawes, is
scoop for Warners. Caught by cameraman while intent on ball
game are (I. to r.) Johnny Evers, Warden Lawes, 'Alabama' Pitts, Cherry Lawes.

LIFE

latest story

Cosmopolitan Production

Vilagraph,

Inc.,
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"Wait a minute — Mr.
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REACH TOTAL OF 14
(Continued from Page 1)
hicle not yet titled, "A Perfect Gentleman," "A Tale of Two Cities,"

PHIi M. DALY

Boy,"
Opera,"
"O'Shaughnessy's
"Robin Hood of El Dorado," "Tarzan
Returns," a Powell-Russell picture

Greenthal Takes Up Duties
As U. A. Advertising Chief
(Continued from Page

manager

exploitation

1)

9 • • WE TOLD you a short while ago about the developby the Baird
ment of television for the theater showings
which promised that teleTelevision Corp. in Great Britain
before
vision equipment would be installed in London theaters
and it has already happened
the end of the year

been identified with Universal first
as editor of its house organ and
as associate editor of the
Universal Newsreel. Before that he
was with the Lawrence Fertig and
Central Advertising agencies, and
previously with "Vanity Fair" and

• • • AT THE Dominion theater in London, the equipso this theater takes the honor for
ment has been installed
being the

first

it
Television Theater in the entire world
of the New Era in the motion picture theater.

marks the coming

"Vogue."

Colman
On Long-Term Contract

Selznick Signs

(Continued from Page

1)

March, Colman must complete a
commitment with 20th Century for
Colman appeared
one more film.
recently in "A Tale of Two Cities,"
a Selznick production at M-G-M.
Selznick expects to be in New
York next week to acquire some
stories for his new program.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Stanley
manager, back on the job after a
trip to Canada.
Terry Turner, former exploitation
man, doing similar work for a soap
Pittsburgh

Bill

Scott,

company.
During the two-week closing peHarris-Alvin, Manager
will be busy conducting the eliminations of the "Miss
Pittsburgh" contest in 16 theaters.

riod

of

the

George Tyson

• • • THIS DEVELOPMENT follows closely on the first
demonstration of motion picture screen television at Cardiff

—

amusement by Thomas B. Mouer,
T. Eide and Henry Mulder. Cap-

J.

ital

is

St.

$25,000.

James

—The

Princess theater

has been reopened after rebuilding.
Bronson The village auditorium,
after being equipped for sound, is
to be reopened on Aug. 2 as the
Bronson theater in the charge of
Nels E. Johnson.

—

Detroit Doings

—

Detroit Lew Emery, manager of
the RKO Uptown, leaves this week
for a vacation at Lake George and
the Adirondacks.
Edgar E. Kirchner, manager of
the Family, is spending his vacation on Whitefish Bay, near Lake
Superior.
The Amo, operated by G. Rancourt and F. Spears, has closed.
Clifton Hayes has taken over the
Roosevelt in New Baltimore, formerly operated by Norris & Willard.
P. H. Knoll has closed the Roxy
in St. Charles.

"

undergo little change from the
oresent price.
The paid-in and earned surpluses
after making the corporate changes
called for in the merger will be
about $4,500,000 higher than in the
last Fox annual statement.
Following is the pro-forma consolidated
balance sheet of Twentieth CenturyFox Film Corp. and whollv-owned
subsidiary companies as of May 4,
1935, after giving effect to the exchange of new $1.50 dividend cumulative convertible preferred stock
and new common stock for the present outstanding Class A and Class
B common stocks and the acquisition of the net assets of Twentieth
Century Pictures. Inc.

to the members of the Cinema Exhibitors' Association
here for the first time high definition pictures were shown
the demonstration lasted for a half
on a regular screen
scenes shown included a galloping horse, a stage
hour
conjurer doing his tricks at the Crystal Palace, also clips from
news reels showing the big boat race and the Jubilee proces-

Assets:
Land,
buildings
and
equipment, at cost, less depreciation,

sions

vances to

T

T

T

• • • ALL THESE television pictures were sent out on
the air as they actually occurred, received again, and put on
HAPAS
the film again for immediate projection
there was no flicker, and the sound
miles away
reception was perfect, they say who witnessed it

THEY

PENED

.

• • • AND YOU can take it on the word of A. G. D.
West, technical director of Baird's Television, in a statement to
AVilliam Stapley of the "Sunday Referee" whose paper carries
"I forecast that by the end
this great television scoop
of the year you will see no difference in quality and definition
between pictures sent by television and the ordinary studiomade

talking pictures."

Minnesota Items
Minneapolis
Red River Enterprises, Inc., has been incorporated
to operate theaters and places of

1)

572, only a slight increase over the
present total of 2,436,409, marked
valile of the new issue is expected
to

after having

later

20THC

(Continued from Page

"Broadway Melody of 1936," "Mutiny on the Bounty," "Night at the

and the Mala production.

MILLION FOR

•

•

•

IT

WILL

be some time before this television ser-

vice can be extended to other theaters in the London area
as technical developments at present only permit sending telebut as soon as the exvision pictures on a 30-mile radius
perts are satisfied with the initial installation in the Dominion
it will be extended to the other Gaumont British
theater
(GB controls the Baird Television)
theaters in London
but he comforted, you worried exhibs of America
for Arthur Jarratt, the GB theater directorial head says
"Television in the home is not going to make any difference
Television will help the theaters instead of
to the theaters.

hindering them."

T
THE TFEME

T

T

song of "Page Miss Glory," Marion
• • •
will be
Davies' first Warner-Cosmopolitan production
broadcast by Ethel Merman and Al Goodman on their broadthe pix has its world premiere at the
cast Sunday eve
national release date is
Strand in New York on Aug. 15
set for Aug. 24

T

T

T

• • • A VERY cheering cablegram was received by Belle
Baker from London .'..... informing her that the preview of her
B.I. P. pix, "Charing Cross Road," received lavish praise from
public and press
Belle makes her first New York appearance since her European trip at the Capitol today

$10,009,212;

» » »

$5,026,300;

ac-

serves. $1,552,883; inventories. $20,-

204,772;

investments in and adaffiliated companies. $16,-

961,600; other assets. $155,689; deferred charges, $161,900; total, $54,072,356.
Liabilities: $1.50 dividend
lative convertible preferred

cumustock

(represented bv 1,359,042 no-par
shares) $6,795,212; common stock
(represented by 1,226,529 no-par
shares) $6,132,647; notes payable
(banks)
notes payable
$934,885;
(others) $1,239,553; accounts payable and accrued expenses, $3,820,984; reserve for federal taxes, $504 _
021; portion of funded debt maturing in one year, $1,786,400; sundry
liabilities, due after one year, $144,751; funded indebtedness of subsidiaries, due after one year, $2,134,200; deferred credits, $741,217;
reserve for contingencies, $764,941;
reserve for fluctuation in dollar
value of working assets in foreign
countries, $250,000; paid in surplus,
$24,654,315; earned surplus, $4,169,230; total, $54,072,356.
)V

Kansas City Items

—

A film explosion at
the State theater, East Side house,
caused minor injuries to the operator and necessitated closing the
house for several days while repairs
are being made.
Kansas City

H. E. Jameyson, H. A. McClure

and

L.

J.

McCarthy,

district

man-

agers for the Fox West Coast Theaters, are expected to return from
vacations the last of this week.
A 1,500-pound safe containing

week-end
$506 was

amounting to
receipts
stolen from the Benton

theater.

Lawrence

RKO

Lehman, manager

of

Mainstreet, is motoring
through the east and will spend his
vacation in Montreal.
the

« «

cash,

counts and notes receivable, less re-

THE
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A

"JALNA"
77

Radio

mins.

DRAMA HANDICAPPED
GENERAL APPEAL BY UNSYMPA
CLASS

FAIR
IN

THETIC LOVE MIXUPS
Main appeal will be to the class audiAlthough the members of the
ences.
cast all play their roles exceedingly well,
the characters that they portray are not
especially interesting and important, the
piece becomes over-talkative, there is little that is exciting and the total result
hardly seems to have the material to hold

The locale is a large
Canadian farm. With a number of characters being English the picture might show
its best results in Canada and in the forone's

attention.

John Cromwell's direction
and the production well
The camera
dressed and well handled.
work and scenery, too, are noteworthy.
Ian Hunter's looks and acting ability should
David
make him an important player.
Manners, as a member of a large Canadian
farming family, shows ability as a poet.
He goes to New York, where his book
of verse is being published, and meets
He marries her and returns
Kay Johnson.
to the farm, where he falls in love with
markets.

eign

intelligent

is

the wife of his

brother, Theodore Newton.

the real head of the
family, falls in love with Kay, his brother's
Theodore, hearing of David's affair
wife.
with his wife, wants to kill them both and

Meantime

to

recent recruit from the Broadway
stage, plays the leading feminine
rowed by RKO from Warners role opposite Ricardo Cortez, and
for the lead opposite Ginger Rogers the list of principals also includes
in "In Person." In return, Warners Frank Reicher, Mary Treen, Mary
get Gene Raymond from RKO for a Astor, Ellen Lowe, Martha Tibbetts,
Mary Russell, Robert Strange. Anita
picture later on.
Kerry, John Eldredge, Joan Blair
T
T
and Johnny Arthur. The Eberhart
"If You Were Mine" is the new
novel was adapted by Peter Milne
title for the RKO Radio musical
Frank McDonald
formerly titled "To Beat the Band." and Si Bartlett.
Because of her work in "She MarThe story is by George Marion, Jr.,
and the screen play was done by ried Her Boss," Columbia has reRian James.
Roger Pryor, Helen tained the services of nine-year-old
Broderick and Hugh Herbert have Edith Fellows under a long-term

has been bor-

the leading roles. Eric Blore, Evelyn
Poe, Phyllis Brooks and Sonny Lamont are also cast. "If You Were
Mine" will soon go before the
cameras under the supervision of

Zion Myers.

Ben

Stoloff

will

di-

rect.

T

T

"Captain Blood," from the novel
by Rafael Sabatini, will go into production at the Warner studios next
Monday under the direction of
Michael Curitz.
T

T

T

Down Memory Lane: William
Powell making his screen debut in
"Sherlock Holmes," starring John
Barrymore, with Albert Parker directing.

New

The

picture

was made

in

York.

T
T
Ethel Hill and Lionel Houser will
adapt "All His Geese Are Swans,"
Walter Connolly's next vehicle at
"The Butler," by J. J.
Halliwell Hobbes, George Offerman, Columbia.
ton,
Clifford Severn, Molly Lament, For- Hynes and William A. Johnston, also
Jr.,
is being adapted by Henry Myers as
rester Harvey.
a Connolly picture.
Producer, Kenneth Macgowan; Director,

Mazo de

la

jager,

Editor,

William Morgan.

Direction, Best possible.

T

Roche;

Screenplay, Anthony Veiller, Garrett Fort,
Larry Bachman; Cameraman, Edward Cron-

Photography, A-l.

T

Our Passing Show: John McCormack, Nancy Carroll, Zita Johann,
Charley Chase, Patsy Kelly. Harry
Carey, Mauri Grashin, Jack Kirkland, June Travis, James Finlayson,
attending "Tobacco Road," starring

«

SHORT SUBJECTS »

TheJma Todd and Patsy Kelly

in

"Sing, Sister, Sing"

M-G-M

21

mins.

Satisfactory Comedy
Somewhat thinner in story as compared with recent Todd-Kelly tworeelers from the Hal Roach studio,
has
nevertheless
comedy
this
enough in it to provide a satisfying
Patsy moves
number of laughs.
into

Thelma's

apartment,

and

in

insure against clashes,
Thelma lays out a set of rules to
be followed in the use of the bathroom, closet space, answering telephone, etc., with the added stipula-

order

to

James Barton; Rouben Mamoulian,
Edward G. Robinson, Frank Tuttle,
Paul Muni, Eric von Stroheim, Lee
Marcus, Slavko Vorkapich, Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld, Edward Chodorov, Peter
Lorre, Erwin Gelsey, Jame Timoney,
Boris

Petroff,

Don

Gledhill,

Ray

Chester Conklin, Norman
Rivkin at the dinner tendered members of the film colony by Boris Z.
Shumiatsky, head of the Soviet mo-

Mayer,

tion picture industry.
T

T

T

Bacon, director of "The
Irish In Us," with James Cagney,
Pat O'Brien and Frank McHugh,
will begin the direction of "Frisco
Kid," in which Cagney will star
again, at the First National studios
on Monday.
"Fi'isco Kid" will be
produced from the screen play by
Seton I. Miller and Warren Duff.
George E. Stone will have a leading
role in it and other members of the
cast will be announced shortly.

Lloyd

that, any time an argument
about to start, they must sing a
Then
tune before going to blows.
Thelma proceeds to do everything
according to her convenience and
totally
ignoring Patsy,
pleasure,
T
T
T
who goes through the humorous
"From This Dark Stairway," Warbased
on the
tribulation of trying to sing in or- ner mystery thriller
der to keep from pouncing on her novel by Mignon G. Eberhart, was
pal.
completed this week. Lynn Acker,

tion

is

July 27:
Cincinnati Variety Club
ing for benefit of Film Board

Grove,

Strikers'

July 28:

becue
wood.
July 29:

annual

out-

Fund

Relief

Healthy,

0.

Indianapolis

Club

Variety

Hillcrest

Country

Golf

Club,

In-

dianapolis.

Second annual picnic of the Variety
Club of Kansas City.

July 29:

Aug.

4:
Meeting of Allied Theaters of
mont, White River Junction, Vt.

Ver-

Aug. 6:
Meeting of Allied Theaters of Maine,
Bangor, Me.

Aug. 6-7:

First

convention

Independent

of

Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan, followed by outing on Aug. 8
at summer home of Thomas Saxe,
Mil-

Protective

T

T

T

Production work on "I Live For
Love," in which Dolores Del Rio
stars with Everett Marshall as her
leading man, will be completed at
the
First
National
studios
this
week. The picture will include six
song numbers sung by Marshall, the
baritone who has been familiar to
Broadway and radio audiences for
the past several years.
It is under
the Busby Berkeley banner and was
written by Jerry Wald and Julius Ep-

Hobart

Cavanaugh, Don Alvarado, Berton

waukee.
Aug.

11-13:
Southeastern
Theater Owners
convention, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.

Ass'n

Aug.

Pittsburgh

12:

nament,

St.

Club

golf tourPittsburgh.

Des Moines Variety Club Golf
Tournament, Hyperian Club, Des Moines.

Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,

Aug. 14:

Cleveland.

Aug. 18:
of

Annual picnic of Allied M. P. T. 0.
Western Pennsylvania, Doc Herman's

farm,

Pittsburgh.

Aug. 21-23: Allied Theaters of New Jersey
regional
convention
Allied
eastern
and
meeting, Atlantic City.
Sept. 3-8:
lantic

Conrad.
Allie Wrubel
Mort Dixon wrote the songs.

Oct. 21-24:
S.M.P.E.
man Park Hotel.

and

Variety

Clair Country Club,

Aug. 12-13:

Churchill, Guy Kibbee, Shaw and
Lee, Allen Jenkins, Mary Treen and

Eddie

Mt.

Second annual Fathers and Sons BarBreakfast,
Uplifters
Ranch, Holly-

Tournament,

contract.

stein. Its large cast includes

Cast: Kay Johnson, Ian Hunter, C Aubrey Smith, Nigel Bruce, David Manners,
Peggy Weed, Jessie Ralph, Theodore New-

John Cromwell; Author,

«

Boston film row annual outing under
auspices of Lt. A. Vernon Macaulay Post.
American Legion, Riverside, Auburndale
Mass.

HOLLYWOOD

QEORGE BRENT

Hunter,

escape, David is accidentally
Theodore forgives his wife and
killed.
with the family sanction Hunter goes after
Kay who is about to leave the farm.
trying

in

DATE BOOK

Today:

By RALPH WILK

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
RKO

«

LITTLE from "LOTS"

Showmen's

Variety

Jubilee,

At-

City.
Fall

Ward-

Convention,

Washington.

D.

C.

—

DAILY
ASKS TWO-THIRDS CUT

PARAMOUNT FEES

IN

(Continued from Page

Loeb

&

1)

Co., for $100,000; of

» » »

Sumner

Malcolm

Garvin, $150,000;

mark &

and

Cravath,

Edwin
Samuel

calumnies
uttering
against the screen all Winter, St. John Ervine, the embattled

L.

Zirn,

$10,000; Archibald Palmer,
$15,000; Bibb, Dederick & Osbourne,
$25,000; Jacob J. Lesser, $37,500;
Adolph Feldblum, $3,000; Samuel
Spring, $7,500; Orrin R. Judd and
J. Andrew Crafts, $11,000; Myron
Robinson, $12,500.

Thacher said the Paramount trustees had done an excellent job and
deserved the maximum compensation.
He said however, that he
wondered if that maximum had not
Root, Clark

Buckner & Ballantine, counsel for
the trustees, who are asking for
$700,000, were said by Thacher to
have performed extraordinary services whose value he did not dis
pute.
He declared their fee to be
too high and said he thought some

other firm might have performe
the same job fully as competently
and more economically.
The applications of both the stock
holders and bondholders committe
were declared by Thacher to b
much too high. He said that a no
unfair measure of the amount to
be granted the committees would be
the provisions in the deposit agree
ments under which they were to be
compensated if a plan was not
adopted.
Under these agreements,
the stockholders' committee would
receive $127,000 and the bondholders' committee would get $150,000.
Aggregate amounts sought by the
bondholders and stockholders committee is $500,000 and $347,000, respectively. Thacher said he did not
doubt the necessity and skill of the
work performed by Alfred A. Cook,
but believed that in view of the expenses incurred by the committee
and the total sought, his application for $150,000 should be cut.

Members

of the stockholders and

bondholders

committee

who

had

of

The

London

cation at the hands of a cinema
sage has raised his respect for
the screen, he remains convinced that the spoken drama is superior to the motion picture,
"just as a man is superior to
In spite
his own photograph."
of its fabulous art and financial
resources the screen has not, he
"produced one picture
says,
which is commensurate in quality with the masterpieces of the
Being a contentious
stage."
fellow, Mr. Ervine makes his
comparisons in terms of conLike a great many other
flict.
people, he looks upon the stage
and screen as rivals. Certainly
they are business rivals. In the
sphere of cheap amusement the
rivalry has resulted in the fact
that the screen has virtually
destroyed the road and greatly
in
activities
stage
curtailed
New York City. But in the
sphere of art the comparison is
not properly between routine

Grant,

.

critic

"Observer", has been educated.
He has been carefully exposed
to a private showing of nine
films, mostly of French and German origin. Although his edu-

$75,000; A. J. Schanfarber, A. M.
Frumberg, Edgar J. Schoen and
Samuel Zirn, $75,000; Szold &
Brandwen, $75,000; Weiss, Pels &

already been reached.

drama and routine

A FTER

Rosenberg, Gold-

Colin, $10,000;

TIMELY TOPICS

Sees Great Artists
Evolving in Movies

DeGersdorff, Swaine & Wood, for
Rogers,
Saul
$10,000;
$150,000;

raded in the company's securities
Some of
were cited by Thacher.
u

when they

them traded in stocks
were members of the bondholders

committee and vice versa, thus acting against the interests they were
supposed to represent, Thacher said.
Regarding the bank group committee applications, and that of their
Thacher said that they
counsel,
should be compensated only for services they had rendered in formulation of the plan and not in proThacher
tecting the bank claims.
announced that the members of the
committee
creditors
merchandise
had all withdrawn their applications for allowances, but wanted to
be paid for disbursements made. Re-

garding the application of Nathan

Burkan for $50,000

as

counsel for

merchandise creditors committee, Thacher said he should be paid
only for the work he had done in
actual formulation of the reorganization plan and that he found small
evidence of such labors.
the

BIGNEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

"Because

wL,

'n
VI^
M

^§

she began her film career
five years ago, Ida Lupino will
in
it
not begin a new pic ture or a day's
work without wearing an old, flowered
silk
dressing gown." -PARAMOUNT.

advocated payment in
full of the claims of Choate, Hall &
Stewart, for $35,000; Cobb, Hoke,
Benson, Krause & Faegre, $4,559;

Madison

&

Sutro, $3,534;

Sonnenschein, Beikson, Lautinann,
Levinson & Morse, $6,035; Strauss
& Hedges, $501; Kiddle, Margeson
& Hornridge, $700; Chase National
Bank, $1,875; Milbank, Tweed, Hope
& Webb, $1,000, and several other
small claims.

« « «

$371,591 NET PROFIT

(Continued from Page

1)

ating profit was $821,320.99, compared with a net operating loss of
$528,836.69 after similar charges in
the corresponding period of last

accomplished by comparing actors with photographs of actors and sound with reproductions of sound; that sort of
thing is trivial. The main point
is that the stage and screen are
related branches of the common
art of drama. Walter Prichard
Eaton, in last Sunday's "Times",

made

1935

REPORTED BY WARNERS

screen, both

of which are either bad or
mediocre, but between the best
each art has to offer. It is obvious here that nothing much is

year.

The net profit from operations for
39 weeks before amortization
and depreciation of properties and
Federal income taxes was $5,293,-

the

812.38.

During the period $877,137.80
was credited directly to Deficit Account, representing profit of $856,312.16 on the redemption of funded
indebtedness retired during the per-

the sort of analysis that

and other items amounting to
There was charged to
Deficit Account $508,991.28 repreiod

discussion

this endless

clarifies

about a topic that

monly understood.

$20,825.64.

not comBeing basi-

is

senting a provision of $170,000 for
possible loss on a deposit under a
purchase contract not consummated
a loss of $41,384.91 on the sale of

cally photographic, the screen is
the medium of pantomime, he
says. Pantomime is essentially
simple in ideology. Although

;

capital assets
tion of leases;

rooted in pantorate, should be,
the stage drama is inherently a
wordier medium and in consequence it has a greater capacity
for the refinement of character
and the discussion of social
ideas. If the screen has not yet
produced the equivalent of Shaw
and O'Neill it is partly because
the talents of the screen do not
lie in that field.
Most of its
genius is for photography, which
is the basis of the art, and for
acting and directing, which are
the handmaids of pantomime.
As a branch of the dramatic
art the screen is hampered
chiefly by the size of the industry. If the stage is indigent the
screen is too rich; it can hardly
operate except as big business,

stage acting

mime,

which

or, at

is

mon

not accustomed to minBut photography is a great art; light
and shadow are eloquent; the
truth about mankind can be
caught on a film and frequently
is. It is common knowledge that
the quality of screen plays is
constantly improving. The technic of the screen is brilliant and
the film library already includes
many masterpieces. No medium
with such technical virtuosity
can be destitute of artists long.
They will not be masters of the
spoken word, but as artists they
will rank with the great men
the stage has laborious }' acquired over a period, not of
years but of centuries.

"Irish in

FACTS
ABOUT

York Times.

Kolste,

Jr.,

B.

J.

Heinzen and Nick Johnson, who is
manager of the Van der Vaart and
Butterfly

theaters here.

Us" Opens Wednesday

Irish in Us," First Nation-

picture with James Cagney, Pat
O'Brien, Frank McHugh, Allen Jenkins and Olivia De Havilland, opens
Wednesday at the New York Strand.

—

A.

set-

al

New Wisconsin Firm
Sheboygan, Wis. Articles of incorporation have been filed here by
Johnson Amusement Co.
Incorpoare

stock in compromise and

"The

1

rators

and cancella-

tlement of the claims advanced in favor of the corporation against Renraw, Inc., and Harry M., Abert and
Jack L. Warner based upon or arising out of the contract between the
Corporation and Renraw, Inc., dated
as of Sept. 1, 1928, and as modified,
under which contract the Warner
brothers rendered their personal
services to the Corporation during
the six years ending Aug. 31, 1934.

is

—New

(net)

and a net loss (other
than operating losses provided for
to the beginning of the current fiscal
year)
on investments in capital
stock and bonds of, and advances
to, a subsidiary previously consolidated amounting to $297,606.37.
The consolidated balance sheet as
of May 25, 1935 shows current assets
of
$19,009,785.58,
including
cash of $4,171,160.65.
Current liabilities (other than mortgages and
funded debt maturing within one
year) were $11,095,713.41.
The corporation reported the receipt of 100,000 shares of its com-

any

istering to the spirit.

Thacher

Pillsbury,

Friday, July 26,

FILMS
Producers in Spain are exempted from
paying import duties on studio equipment until June 4, 1937.
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Court Holds Films Intrastate

TEN CENTS

27, 1935

in

Mich. Co-op Case

PARA. COMMITTEES AROUSED BY THACHER ACTION

GB Becomes Member of New
First British

Company

Hold Membership
Trade Board

to

in

CALLING
IN

WM. FOX
SABATH PROBE

Gaumont-British has joined the
New York Film Board of Trade
and has designated Phil Meyer as
William Fox will be called as a
its representative on the board. UnCongressional
der a special arrangement, the legal witness in the Sabath
department of the board wilJ act as Committee's investigation into the
enforcing agent of all G-B contracts Fox Metropolitan reorganization, it
irrespective of their date.
GB is was stated yesterday by I. Edgar
the first British company to become Levy, counsel for the Sabath committee. Levy said that the commita member of the Film Board.
tee's accountants were going over
the Fox Met. books and that among
the witnesses still be heard were
Jos. M. Schenck, A. C. Blumenthal,

UNION DEMANDS BLOCK

Milton C. Weisman, representatives

ST. LOUIS
Louis

(Continued

VAUDE PLANS

— Inability

on

Page

3)

Toronto Producing Group

a
working agreement with the musiPrepares to Start Soon
cian and stage hand unions has put
Toronto Surrounded with consida crimp in the Fanchon & Marco
erable secrecy, a producing group is
stage show plans here. F. & M. is
expected to start work here soon on
cancelling the bookings of Olsen and
of pictures that
St.

to

effect

—

Johnson and the Texas Mustangs
of the Southern University, and the

theater company states it will operate with pictures only. Plans were
(Continued on Page 3)

a first of a number
are said to be intended for a U. S.
company, which will use them as
A casting diBritish quota films.
rector has arrived here from the

York

Film Board of Trade

RECEIVERSHIPS PROBE
IS

BEING BROADENED

—

probe into receivership and bankruptcy proceedings in U. S. Courts,

under which several movie company
cases are expected to be scrutinized,
the Senate has voted additional powprs to the investigating committee,
Film Daily learned yesterday.
Under the new McAdoo resolution just adopted, the special committee is given "authority to make
a full and complete investigation of
the administration of justice in the
courts of the United States." At the
same time the Department of Justice is requested to furnish the committee with such investigators and

For Film Attacks

Continued attacks by Catholic
groups against the movies, de- ing yarn.
spite the "unprecedented cleanliness"
brought about in screen fare, are
severely criticized by Father Gerard
B. Donnelly in the current issue of
"America", Catholic weekly. Father
Donnelly takes issue with the Catholic Daughters of America for the

Suit

(Continued on Page 3)

Dickinson Circuit Signs
GB's 1935-36 Schedule

Detroit

Virginia Theaters Business
Home- Made Cooling System

—

Harvard, Neb.
Unable to afford a
cooling system, and seeing his patrons
slipping
away because of the heat,
Manager R. Gollehon of the Havard
Theater invested in a half ton of coke,
arranged a water-drip system over the
coke and placed an extra large fan behind it.
Customers swear you can't
tell
it
from the real thing.

Circuit, operating in Kansas, MisRussell Borg, GB
souri and Iowa.
branch manager here, closed the
deal.

Against Michigan Co-op
Dismissed by District Court

Infantile Paralysis Hits
Richmond

—

Spread of infantile

paralysis to almost every section of
the state has had a serious effect
on theater attendance in Virginia.

for their services has aroused the
ire of counsel
for the committees
and others, who point out that the
plan would never have been approved by the committees except under
the understanding that committee
members would be paid. One of the
critics of the Thacher action was
(Continued on Page 3)

DUFFY

BILL PRAISED

BY COPYRIGHT CHIEF

(Continued on Page 2)

Kansas City— GB's entire 1935-36
and it is reported that Toby program of 16 pictures has been
Wing and Charles Starrett will ar- signed by the Glen W. Dickinson

rive shortly for the leads in the first
Second
picture, a racetrack story.
production is to be a Canadian min-

No Reimbursement

of

Repudiation
Thomas
by
D.
Thacher, acting on behalf of Para-

mount Pictures, of the provisions of
By PRESCOTT DENNETT
the reorganization plan naming cerFILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
reimbursed
Assuring a broad tain committees to be
Washington

states,

Priest Censures Catholics

Reorganization Groups Are
Stirred Up by Prospects

— Holding

that the U. S.

Theaters of Michigan
Action was filed
placed under surveillance as a result a year ago and taking of testimony
of the malady, and the state health occupied 30 days. Schreiber chai-ged
director has urged that children be conspiracy to prevent him from buy(Continued on Page 3)
kept away from crowds.
Cooperative

—

bill,
Senator
Duffy has inserted in the record a
statement of Thorvald Solberg, register of Copyrights for 33 years, as-

ics

of his

copyright

(Continued on Page 3)

Another B. I. P. Film
For Columbia Release
Arthur Dent is understood to have
closed a deal under which Columbia
Pictures will release the B.I. P. proCoduction, "Abdul the Damned".
lumbia

already

has

acquired

one

P. film, '"April Blossoms", film
version of '"Blossom Time".

B.

District Court is without jurisdiction in the case because it does not
affect interstate commerce, Standing
Master William S. Sayres Jr., in a
preliminary decision, has dismissed
the suit of Jacob Schreiber against

More than 200 homes have been and 10 exchanges.

By GEORGE IV. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Hitting back at crit-

I.

Wreck

Indianapolis

— An

House

explosion and fire
of undetermined origin did about $75,000 damage to the Roosevelt Theater
The house, seating 1.200.
on Thursday.
was recently remodeled at a cost of
is
Jacob Friedman,
Owner
$40,000.
while W. L. Passen managed the theater.
They said there had been no
Indianapolis

trouble.
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Receiverships Probe
Local 306 Setup
Is Being Broadened
Plans Active Regime
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George

Magarian,

trustees.

The

executive board includes Edmund D.
Bendheim, Louis Boritz, George Ed-

may

assistance
require.

as

the

committee
LOUIS

Senator Nye has inserted in the
record newspaper accounts from
New York papers of "stupendous
fees" claimed by lawyers in the

Paramount reorganization, calling
them "acts of legal vultures".

Detroit Doings

.

month.

—

ater.

..

Atlantic City's Finest

Boardwalk Hotel
Sea Water Swimming Pool
Turkish Baths. Marine Sun Deck
American-European Plan
Beautifully Furnished Housekeeping Apartments

Lounge

Bar— Grill
Write for Descriptive Booklet
and Rates

to

succeed

to

6.

Owen Cleary remaining in
keep track of the dark the-

cago.

A new house is reported under
construction in St. John's for Roy
Beechler.

Out of town visitors on Film Row
week included R. T. Jennings,
Ann Zimmerman, formerly with
Steve Rodnenok, Harry Wilt, Wil- First Division, is transferring to
liam Byers, John Oglietti, Chalmer Columbia, replacing Margery Rice,
Cripler and Bill Walker.
who goes to the RKO office.
Mac Krim is now a member of
Fox Film Upheld in Arbitration
the Golc'en Hats Polo Team.
Fox Film was upheld by an arbiAlbert Reinecke of the Buchanan
tration
board comprising Sidney Theater becomes a benedict Aug. 10.
Samuelson. Julius Charnow, Henry Bride will be Dorothy Schultz,
Randel and Harry Decker in its com- bookkeeper for the Krim circuit at
plaint that the Plaza Theater, Lin- the Granada.
den, N. J., was making incorrect
Pearl Sprott, Allied Theaters ofLouis Nizer fice manager, returns
percentage returns.
Monday from
represented Fox at the Film Board vacation.

this

hearing.

Lou Irwin Moving

DISNEY

Rex after

work

in

zie,"

leaves

vacation

Kessler at the Buchanan.
Alex Schreiber, back from vacation, has promoted Charles Simms
from the Capitol to manage the CenPittsburgh Briefs
ter, succeeding Charles T. Danke.
Pittsburgh Sam Honigberg, for- Sam London, brother of I. J. Lonmerly in charge of publicity and ad- don, becomes assistant at the Capivertising for the George Shafer tcl. Schreiber is now after managAmusement Co., named house man- ers for his new houses in Flint and
ager of the Cinema Theater, which Three Rivers.
will reopen in the fall.
Shubert-Lafayette
opens
about
L. B. Cool, manager of the FulAug. 17 with foreign films.
ton, off to Akron, where he will reArthur D. Baehr has gone to Chimain until the house reopens next

town

F.

selecting
for the

WALT
the

—

Detroit George F. Theison, former secretary of Shamrock Pictures,
will announce plans of his new inde-

—

meetings of those organizations

BLUMENTHAL, who

has been in
and attending rerevue to open in September at the French Casino, which he owns
in
partnership with Jack Shapiro and Charles
Haring, returns Monday on the Normandie.

Europe

hearsals

a

cast

new

on Thursday aboard
vacation in Europe.

will arrive

short

a

MARGARET LINDSAY,

Dave Garden, Phil Grill,
Maxwell Horowitz, Julius Jilson, pendent producing company in about
two weeks.
Benj. Morel and Tony Rugino.
C. A. Shepard and Fred J. Steveling of Walled Lake Amusement
Boston Brevities
Park have formed Shepard's Inc.,
Boston Annual film outing sched- to own and operate theaters.
Douglas Facer, formerly at the
uled under the sponsorship of the
Lt. A. Vernon Macaulay Post for Royal Oak Theater, has been prothis week at Riverside was cancelled moted by the Komer circuit to asto allow more time for arrange- sistant manager at the Redford.
ments.
It is now set for Aug. 14.
Mac and Sol Krim will take over
If it rains on that day, it will be the Harmony, east side house, from
The
place
has
been
held Aug. 21.
John O'Dell circuit on Aug. 1. About
changed to Norumbega Park in $20,000 will be spent to remodel the
Auburndale.
house for reopening Labor Day.
Arthur Howard, secretary of the
Joseph Kessler, former manager
Independent Theaters, Inc., local Al- of the Buchanan, has succeeded Earl
lied unit, is making a tour through
Krum as manager of the Kramer, a
Maine and New Hampshire lining Krim house. Al Reinecke
was proup exhibitors in preparation for the moted from the
Granada to
wards,

+

^Fbeswest

Cocktail

vice-presi-

legal

Coming and Going

1)

—

+
+

.

Frank Ruddock,

ident;

Ambrozio, treasurer;
Jas.
dent;
Chas. Beckman, financial secretary;
Herman Ghelber, recording secretary; Jack Kiely, New York business agent; Joe Kelban, Brooklyn
business agent; Max Horowitz and

be held Aug. 4 and Aug.

+
+

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
,Gen.

administration of Local 306
is pledged to an active organization
campaign, economy of operation and
The new
full union democracy.
officers include Joseph Basson, pres-

Recent visitors included William
Raynor. former Fox Theater man-

W.

Rogers, M-G-M sales
Lou Irwin, booking agent and
and Barrett Kiesling, M-G-M
manager of Ethel Merman, Lita exec,
studio publicity man.
Grey Chaplin and others, moves
Radio
Aug. 1 to the RKO Building,
ager;

completed her

having

Up

National's "Living
California today for

First
in

Liz-

to

two-week

a

Honolulu.

NORMAN WESTWOOD,

manager

Universal

in

with offices in Shanghai, has arrived
York for conferences with N. L. Manheim, export manager.
He will spend several
weeks in New York, going later to
Universal City for conferences.
China,
in

New

LEO PILLOT of GB's publicity staff left for
Boston last night to work on the advertising
and exploitation campaign for "The 39 Steps"
opening at the Keith Memorial Theater there
on Aug. 2, instead of Aug. 16, as previously
announced.

SAUL KRUGMAN of the GB
now doing special work

staff,
is

in

STANLEY BERGERMAN
night

home

office

the

in

field,

Cleveland.

for

the

left

New York

last

coast.

JOSEPH SKIRBOLL

MARGARET

of

Pittsburgh

in

is

town.

CALLAHAN, Broadway actress
to
RKO Radio, returned to

under contract
New York yesterday from Hollywood after
eppearing in two pictures, "Hot Tip" and the
untitled James Barton film.
She will spend
a
month in Maine and return to the coast
in

the

fall.

ELEANOR POWELL,

headline dancer

who

has

working at the M-G-M studios, returns
York in a few days to appear in the
Howard
Dietz-Arthur
Schwartz
show,
"At
Home Abroad."
She returns to the coast
later for more work under her M-G-M contract.
been

New

to

TOM TYLER
following a

gone back to Hollywood
with his family in Detroit.

has

visit

RITA WEIMAN, playwright and novelist, has
for Cape Cod to complete the dramatizaof her racently published novelette, "The

left

tion

Witness

Chair."

Dead
THE FILM DAILY

Irene Franklin
West Coast Bureau

—

of

Hollywood Irene Franklin, whose
husband, Jerry Jarnagin, died under
mysterious circumstances last August, passed away Thursday in the
Patton State Hospital. Miss Franklin for years was a stage headliner,
and lately had appeared in pictures.
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ence Book of the Motion Picture Industry
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J

F.

City.

Tryout for Maurice Marks Play
"Java Head" for New England
"All Girls Don't," a comedy by
First Division has closed for ex- Maurice Marks, will be produced by
hibition of "Java Head" over the the Players Group at Scroon Lake
Paramount New England circuit.
on Aug. 1-2.

Given
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COURT HOLDS FILMS

PARA. COMMITTEES

AROUSED BY THAGHER
(Continued from Page

Omaha

(Continued from Page

PHIL
•

Items

An Experimental

he will appeal.

Duffy

•

Theater, organ-

Allegiance".

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
of the Irving Trust Co., trustee for

Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.,
and a few others. Those who have

Union Demands Block
Priest Censures Catholics
St. Louis Vaude Plans
For Attacks on Films
(.Continued front Page 1)

reopen the Ambassador with
Community Playhouse due to stage shows and films with a posname Bernard Szold's successor this sibility of adding vaudeville to anSzold recently signed to di- other F. & M. first-run house later.
week.
rect at New Orleans Petite Theater.
Theater management says Sam
Bill Miskell, Orpheum manager, Meyer of the musicians' union reback from his ten-day holiday; E. R. fused to consider any contract exCummings, A. H. Blank's district cept a full season agreement, while
manager, preparing for his Black the stage hand are said to have
Hills vacation next week; Ethel B. asked for an increased number of
Good, Cummings' secretary, back workers.

(Continued from Page 1)
anti-film resolution adopted at their
recent Seattle convention. He says
the producers have done such conscientious work in making films

cleaner

if

Catholics

continue

may

result in the
studios declining to cooperate further with the Legion of Decency.
Proposed boycotting of films because
of scandal attached to any member
of the cast also is termed unfair by
it

Father Donnelly.

from Lake Okoboji.

Seattle Sidelights
Funeral services were held yesterday for the mother of C. (Schotty) Schottenfels, advertising
for movie publications.

man

SHOWMAN'S

Seattle John Danz, local circuit
operator, figured in the major 1935
real estate transaction, with the
sale of his Capitol Theater building
at a figure well above his purchase
A
price of this property in 1919.
new Seattle structure for business
purposes is expected to rise on the
site of the present theater.
The Post Theater Co. has been

incorporated in Spokane to operate
Incorporators are W. L.
theaters.

Evans,

Arthur O'Neil, and

J.

L.

Cooper.

REMINDER
heads

coated

or

already appeared before the comm'ttee include Saul Rogers, Si FaWilliam Brandt, Alvin J.
bian,
Schlosser, Ernst W. Niver, Morton
G. Bogue, and members of the firms
of Touche, Niven & Co., and Ford,
Bacon & Davis, Levy said.
Finishes Spanish Feature
Kahn, independent
C.
Hollywood producer, has just completed the shooting of a Spanish
language feature picture starring

Richard

Anita Campillo and Paul

"Un

Ellis,

and

Hombre

Peligroso"
Distribu("A Dangerous Man").
tion in the western portion of United
States will be handled by Sack
Amusement Enterprises, and world
distribution including eastern United
States will be handled by David
Strong of Criterion Films.
entitled

Des Moines Notes

—

Schottenfels Loses Mother

sprinkler

that

nagging them

1)

Calling William Fox
In Sabath Fox Met. Probe

FROM NOW

to

Praised
Copyright Chief

suring authors that it is "an opportunity to secure a greater measure
of direct legislative benefit than has
been possible since 1909". Solberg,
in answer to Ascap's criticism of
the bill, declared "remedies against
infringement are ample and represent an adjustment to needs of the
present time in the light of experience under previous statutes".

TV

•

Bill

By

on Mark Goldman of the GB office in
Pittsburgh will be a firm believer in Santa Claus
the
other day he received a back salary check from the old Select
Pictures Corp. by whom he was once employed
and that
folded back in 1923'!
oops

•

1)

firmed by the District Court Judge.
If unfavorable to Schreiber, he says

of a thrill

"World^Herald"

ized by local left-wingers, is set to
do a pacifist play entitled "Pledge

any
corroded?

way

in the

due to failing eye-

sight.

Are

new

:

so married.

'

ALWAYS SOMETHING

.

Orpheum, who won a world's
"most beautiful usherette" title, alAbbott,

•

• • • AND TALKING about wild animals in pix
they have a scene in Metro's "O'Shaughnessy's Boy" that calls
for a "wrestling match" between Wallace Beery and "Romeo,"
a 600-pound lion.
but on the first try the lion insisted on
making snarling lunges at Director Richard Boleslawski and
the cameraman, and ignoring Beery
so finally they solved
the problem by having the director and cameraman work behind
a wall of glass two inches thick
then the lion had to go
to work on Beery
and they think actors and d rectors
have a fairly simple life on the set, without much dangerous
excitement

—

retiring

•

novelty for the screen
now we learn that Frank Buck has
advised the Van Beuren Corp.
the folks who are paying
the freight on his third wild animal special
that he has
not only succeeded in photographing for the first time the rarest
and most ferocious of wild animals
the saladang
sometimes called the gaur
this animal looks like a buffalo,
has the strength of an elephant, the speed of a panther, and the
killing instincts of a king cobra
it fights to the death and
has never before been captured
BUT Frank Buck with
the help of 200 natives in Sumatra captured a young gaur
this episode is shown in the forthcoming pix

the

Keene

M DALY

ing product for some of his houses.
Decision will not be final until con-

WITH

Glenn Fratt, Brandeis
artist and Merle Conners, Orpheum
ticket seller, were married recently.
Allene Fransen, head usherette at

critic,

INTRASTATE BUSINESS

1)

A. Cook, counsel for the
stockholders' protective committee.
In asking that allowances be
denied to applicants representing
individual creditors such as Archibald Palmer, he said that it was unnecessary for outsiders to come into
court and criticize the acts of i-eponPalmer assailed
sible committees.
Thacher for this statement, charging him with being Wall Streetminded and pointing out that
Thacher himself had sharply criticized members of the stockholders
and bondholders committees for trading in the securities of the company.
A ruling on the application is
looked for in about a month. Judge
Coxe is not expected to decide on
the applications before a month because of the number of applications,
the precedents his rulings will set,
and the public interest centered in
the case.

Alfred

Omaha

MClTHE

About 75 prominent members of
Seattle's film colony turned out to
honor Albert Finkelstein of Evergreen State Amusement Corp. at
a "farewell dinner" prior to his
leaving for Portland, where he will
make his Evergreen headquarters.

Des Moines

—

Municipal Judge

Don

G. Allen dismissed a charge of
?xhibiting prize fight films against
Harry Hiersteiner, manager Family
Theater.
The Carnera-Louis
films were seized July 21 by court
bailiffs, and later returned.
Frank Barry and Milt Goodman
of the Columbia home office were recent visitors here.

Bank night has reached a total
of $550 at Tri States five local theaters grouped in the plan.
theMajor L. E. Thompson,
rters head, was met at the Omaha
airport by Hale Cavanagh, local

RKO

nanager.

and

brought

here

in

Hale's V-8.

Mel Evidon, local Columbia head,
spent several days in Minneapolis
on business.

Charles Vidor
Natalie Moorhead
Albert

Joe E. Brown
Skeets Gallaghsr

Blanche

Joseph

Quillan

Lawrence Gray

Wetzel

Rudy Vallee
Edward Martindel
Mehaffey
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LITTLE from LOTS
By RALPH WILK

Hollywood

VION MEYERS
*-*

supervising "If
Mine," the new RKO

You Were

T

James Flood, who directed "Wings
Dark" and "Shanghai," will
"Husk," for RKO.

"Husk,"

which is the Thomas Walsh "Saturday Evening Post" story, will be
supervised by Edward Kaufman.
T

T

T

her eighteenth

celebrated

birthday this week by appearing tin
"Robin Hood of El Dorado" at MG-M. The Latin dancer was discovered by Hecht and MacArthur
and given an important role in
"Crime Without Passion."
T

T

T

remained for Kitty Carlisle to
play a practical joke on three pracIt

tical jokers in the

persons of Chico,

Groucho and Harpo Marx.

They

many

tricks on the
return, she
hoaxed the three of them into hiding
all day from a process server that
never existed.

played one too

young

star,

and

T

Benny Rubin's

in

T

T

first directorial as-

be "What
Price Hotel."
The Three Radio
Rogues will be prominent in the
cast.
Rubin and Felix Adler wrote
the screenplay, which is based on
a story by Adler.

signment at Columbia

T

T

will

T

is

T

Samuel Goldwyn has s gned Paul
Cavanagh and Helen Westley for
featured roles in the Miriam Hopkins-Joel McCrea production, "Splen:

dor."

T

RKO

Radio Pictures has taken
an option on "Long-Ago Ladies," a
play by David Carb, for possible
production under the supervision of

Kenneth Macgowan.
T
T
T
Patricia Ellis is "the most prom'sing young actress of 1935," according to a majority of voters in
"Screen Book's" recent poll.
A
plaque will be presented to Miss
Ellis by the popular magazine in
commemoration of her triumph.
T

T

T

Universal will start next week on
the production of its annual football picture, "Off-Side," being developed by Henry Johnson, Florabel

Boston

William

Ellis,

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
83 mins.

GOOD COMEDY WITH JOSEPH CAWENTERTAINING BACKSTAGE YARN
THORN SCORING PLENTY LAUGHS IN WITH GOOD SCRIPT AND DIRECTION
AMUSING ROMANTIC YARN.
OFFSETTING FAMILIAR STORY.
"Smart

Cawthorn has a field day in
The veteran comedian scores

Girl".

Joe

E.

Brown goes

to

Although

the

Lights".

town

in

basic

Kalmar,

"Bright
story

Harry

is

Ruby,

laugh after laugh, with Pinky Tomlin also
Sidney Blackprovoking a few guaffaws.

rather

capable performance,
but Gail Patrick seems miscast as a twoDirector Aubrey Scotto has
timing wife.

nished an excellent script and Busby BerkeThe
ley has done a fine directorial job.
atmosphere is authentic and many laughprovoking situations have been concocted.

mer turns

handled

in

his usual

comedy

the

Kent

effectively.

Taylor, married to Gail Patrick, gets a job
selling

phony

oil

stock

for

Blackmer, who

Lupino, Gail's sister,
employed by Cawthorn, a hat maker, learns
that the Blackmer stock is worthless.
She
arranges with Cawthorn and Tomlin, his
son, to make a deal with Blackmer to buy
is

Gail's

lover.

Ida

Taylor has sold.
Tomlin
mixed up and buys stock
from Blackmer.
Oil is finally struck and
Ida, Cawthorn and Pinky have the final
laugh.
Blackmer flees with Gail, making
way for Taylor and Ida, who are in love.
Cast: Ida Lupino, Kent Taylcr, Gail Patrick, Joseph Cawthorn, Pinky Tomlin, Sidney Blackmer, Greta Meyers, Claude King,
Fern Emmett, Perry Ivins, Harold Minjir,
Charles Wilson, Bcoth Howard, Kernan
Cripps, Louise Brien, Theodore von Eltz,

back

gets

the

his

stock

signals

Mcnty Vandergrift, Stanley Blystone, Ernest Hilliard, B. O'Farrell, Otto Hoffman.
Producer, Walter Wanger; Director, Aubrey Scotto; Original Screenplay, Frances
Hyland; Cameraman, John Mescall; Editor,

Tom

Persons.

Direction,

Stanley

Lively

Photography,

A-l

Meyer, an exhibitor from
and son of Fred S.

Milwaukee

familiar,

Bert

Benny Rubin and

Markson have

Ben

fur-

comedian, who is
discovered by a Broadway press-agent, William Gargan, and signed for Henry O'Neill's
Brown's partner and wife, Ann
revue.
Dvorak, wanting him to make good, insists
that Brown team with stage-struck Patricia
Ellis, an heiress, although Ann is not used
Patricia makes a play for
in the show.
Brown, who is a big hit, and he starts
Ann, her pride hurt, reto neglect Ann.
Brown disturns to the burlesque show.
covers Patricia with Gargan, with whom
He loses no time
she is really in love.
in rushing to Akron, where Ann is playing,
and the picture ends with the two doing

Brown

their

old

burlesque

a

is

Muir and Hamilton McFadden

from an original idea suggested by

—Decision

expected next
case filed
in Federal Court to determine if
"Gold Mine" is an infringement on

week

Bank

the

is

Bank Night

in the

Night

Hearing
was

idea.

scheduled for last Thursday
postponed to Monday.

—

Richmond, Va. Brock Whitlock,
former exploitation assistant to
George
A.
Jones,
manager of
Loew's, has become assistant manager
of
the
Columbia theater,
Washington.
Richmond, Va.

—A

poll of Virginlegislative candidates portends
fights as to the proposed repeal of
ia's

the

Sunday blue laws and the aboState Division of MoPicture Censorship.
Twenty-

lition of the

tion

seven candidates have said they will
vote for the retention of the division, while 13 say they will vote
for

its

abolition.

Sioux City,

la.

— Robert Haley, as-

Mickey Gross at the
Orpheum, becomes city manager at
Marshalltown, la., where Mort Singer has taken over the Family and
sistant

to

Brcwn, Ann Dvorak, Patricia
William Gargan, Joseph Cawthorn,
Ellis,
Henry O'Neill, Arthur Treacher, Gordon
Westcott, Joseph Crehan, William Demarest, Jack Wnse, Phil Ryley, Tom Kennedy,
Howard Hickman, Gene Morgan, William
Geffery, Eddie Larkin, Irving Bacon, Grace
Hayle, Sam Ash, Charles Kaley, Milt Kibbee, The Maxellos, William Davidson, AugE.

—

Kansas City
Regular business
meetings of the Variety Club have
been discontinued for the rest of
the summer.
George S. Baker,
Chief Barker, says the members will
continue to meet for an informal
discussion and buffet luncheon each
Monday, however.

ust Tulare.

Director,
Busby Berkeley Author, Lois
Leeson; Screenplay, Bert Kalmar, Harry
Ruby, Ben Markson, Benny Rubin; Lyrics
and Music, Mort Dixcn, Alhe Wrubel, Bert
Kalmar, Harry Ruby; Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Editor, Herbert Lenard.
Direction, First-rate
Photography, Fine.

Last sequences of "Dr. Socrates,"
Richard Dix in
Paul Muni's new starring vehicle,
"THE ARIZONIAN"
have been shot at the Warner
75 mins.
studios under the direction of Wil- RKO Radio
liam Dieterle. The film is based on
WESTERN EPIC WITH HISTORICAL
a novel by W. R. Burnett, author BACKGROUND GIVES DIX COLORFUL
of "Little Caesar" and "Dark Haz- AND POPULAR ROLE.
ard." Muni's leading woman is Ann
This is the story of Arizona in the early
Dvorak, and among the other principals are Barton MacLane, Grace '80's when the frontier towns were ruled
Stafford, Mayo Methot, Raymond by outlaws under the protection of crooked
Brown, Helen Lowell, Ralph Reni- politicians and officials. Richard Dix enley, Carl Stockdale, John Kelly, Hal
K. Dawson, John Eldredge, Samuel
Hinds, Ivan Miller, Marc Lawrence,
Adrian Morris, Hobart Cavanaugh
and Olin Howland.
Mary McCall.
Jr., has adapted the Burnett book.

DAY

of

Strand.

act.

Cast: Joe

scheduled as

latest production for
Columbia.
Robert Riskin will do
the screen play.

T

Patricia

Naiional

First

Meyer, executive studio manager of
Hamilton McFad-

Frank Capra's

T

"BRIGHT LIGHTS"

69 mins.

NEWS

in

Gargan, Joseph Cawthorn

Gary Cooper will play the lead Universal City.
in "Opera Hat," the Clarence Bud- den will direct.
ington Kelland "American Magazine" serial which

Brown

E.

Ann Dvorak,

with

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount

Joseph

playing the title role in the road
company of "Pollyanna."

Margo

"SMART GIRL"

Joe

with Ida Lupino, Kent Taylor, Gail Patrick,
Joseph Cawthorn

T

Down Memory Lane: Helen Hayes

in the
direct

••REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS"

is

musical, which Ben Stoloff will direct.
The cast includes Roger Pryor, Helen Broderick, Hugh Herbert,
Eric Blore, Fred Keating, Phyllis
Brooks and Evelyn Poe.

Saturday, July 27, 1935

and

soon enmeshed in
to bring law and
order to the crime-ridden community.
Dix
finds a crooked sheriff with his kid brother
and his sweetheart more or less in his
toils,
and has himself appointed marshal
by the law-abiding citizens to clean up
the town.
Then the excitement starts in
earnest, with Dix featured most of the
time with Margot Grahame, the girl who
scored so impressively in "The Informer."
ters

Silver

the

thick

City,

of

the

is

fight

Revised cast of "Hangover Murders", which Carl Laemmle, Jr., is
producing, now includes Edward
Arnold, Robert Armstrong, Con- They make a grand team, and the thrills
stance Cummings, Robert Young, come as much on the quiet courage of the
Sally Eilers, Reginald Denny, Greg- hero and his manner of handling situations
ory Ratoff, Louise Henry, Monroe as on his gun-play. But the gun gymnasOwsley, Gustav Von Seyffertitz, tics are in evidence, too, as well as some
Jack LaRue, Ed Brophy, Beulah thrill scenes with Dix breaking out of a
Bondi and Arthur Treacher.
burning jail where the killers tried to mur-

Milwaukee— "Call
Darryl

of

Zanuck-United

the Wild,"
Artists re-

lease, established a new box office
rceord on its opening at the Warner
The picture topped
Theater here.
the record-holder, "Les Miserables,"

by more than $300.

—

Harry Maizlish,
San Francisco
Warner Bros, west coast exploiteer,
nabbed a double truck tie-in in the
San Francisco "Examiner" with
Philco radio plugging the premiere
of Warner's "Broadway Gondolier"

The top
at the Warfield theater.
of this double spread featured heads
of Dick Powell and Joan Blondell
and announced in large type the
opening of the film at the Warfield
theater. The rest of the pages featured radio copy interspersed with
plugs for "Gondolier."

der him,
peradoes,
fights

guns

four

des-

facing

the

and

assortment
stuff that will send

in

and action

a

fine

of

of
all

fans out satisfied.
Dix,
Cast: Richard
Margot Grahame,
Preston Fester, Louise Calhern, James Bush,
Ray Mayer, Willie Best, Joseph Sauers,
Francis Fcrd.
Producer, Cliff Reid; Director, Charles
Vidor; Author, Dudley Nichols; Screenplay,

the

Editor,
Jack Hively. Cameraman,
Harold Wenstrom.
Direction, Very Gccd. Photography, Ex-

same;

cellent.
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Law May Not Be

Enforced

855 FEATURES SCHEDULED FOR 1935-36 RELEASE
Loew Brooklyn
Sale

by Allied Owners
Includes Valencia,
Pitkin,

Theater Deal Set for Closing Today

1935-36 Feature

(Continued on Page 4)

—Fewer Shorts

An

number of
American and foreign pictures to
a
o£

MIDWEST CIRCUIT

Columbia

52

Educational
Fox

(Distributed

by

—

Twenty-five situaDes Moines
composing the entire Paramount circuit in Minnesota, North
and South Dakota operated by the
tions,

Minnesota Amusement Corporation,
have signed up for Bank Night, according to Ray Coffin, head of Af-

A deal
Distributors here.
is on in the Omaha territory grouping 25 independent theaters for
Bank Night, according to Coffin.
filiated

"Irish in Us" Ads Spotted
In 4 Sections of Papers

A plan for departmentalized appeal, through placing newspaper ads
in various sections of the paper instead of just on the amusement
page, has been worked out by S.
Charles Einfeld, Warner advertising
and publicity director, in connection
with "The Irish in Us," which has
its world premiere Wednesday at
(Continued on Page 4)

Sound and Flesh Blended
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bur.,

—

a
presentation
of
stage play with a complete synchronized
take place when
musical score will
"Common Flesh" is presented Aug. 5
at the Hollywood theater by James A.
Timony and Boris Petroff. Synchronization is the work of Thil Boutelje, stage
The drama
and film musical director.

also

will

have

First

a

theme song.

a
cc

RKO

Radio
United Artists

Warner

National

Bros. -First

24

42
66

79
130

52
78

27
52

396

759

519

240

50
49
65
48

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Paramount

99
48

125
98
12
83
107
107
18

Fox)

26
50
104
104
104
104

12

47
106
59

36
1

48

18

104

13

Alliance Films.

Ltd. (Made in England)
Distributing Corp
Ambassador Pictures, Inc
Amkino Corp. (Made in Russia)
Beaumont Pictures, Inc

25

Amalgamated

16
8
15
14

Kenneth J. Bishop (Made in Canada)
Burroughs-Tarzan Enterprises

14

Celebrity

Cinema Investment Corp
Conn Pictures Corp
DuWorld Pictures (Some from abroad)
Empire Film Distributors
GB Productions (Made in England)
J. H. Hoffberg Co.
(Some from Argentina)
Imperial
Distributing
Corp
Latin Artists Pictures
Liberty Pictures
Mascot Pictures

Medallion

62
33
.

.

(Spanish dialogue) ....

Productions

Olympic

Pictures
Puritan
Pictures
Regal Distributing
Republic Pictures
Screen Attractions

(Continued on Page 4)

10

3
6
2
8

Pictures

70

70

56

36

6

4
5
8
18
7

Totals

Majors

GRAND TOTALS

1

New

—Likelihood

that the
censorship law
may not be enforced was reported
along film row late last week, as

Orleans

film

F. D.

(.Continued on

Page

4)

8

20

Extensive Radio Tieup

7

Is Set on "Top Hat"
One of the biggest tie-ups ever
made between a film company and

6
16
8

459
396

163

133

18

759

519

240

855

922

652

258

12

16

4

520

12

20

520

Enforcement of Censorship
May Be Dropped by Louisiana
new Louisiana

DEAL WITH

Arthur Dent, vice-president of
Alliance Films and managing director of British International Pictures, has closed a deal under which
First Division will release a minimum of 10 B. I. P. pictures in the
The
United States next season.
agreement runs for one year. Formal announcement of the agreement

53

Corp
William G. Smith Productions
Spectrum Pictures Corp
Stage & Screen Productions
Superior Talking Pictures
Supreme Pictures Corp
Victory Pictures Corp

RELEASES

48

22
Corp

B.I.P.

IN

16
9

26

reproduced in this issue.

In the case of short subjects, the
number planned shows a slight de-

INDEPENDENT COMPANIES:
Ajax Pictures Corp

all-time record in

be released here is in prospect for
the 1935-36 season, with a total of
855 features in prospect, it is shown
in a tabulation of official company
announcements of new season's
plans as compiled for The Film
Daily Production Guide and Directors' Annual, which comes off the
press this week. The tabulation also
is

Totals

GOES FOR BANK NIGHT

\-

MAJOR COMPANIES:

Universal

Hollywood

of Features Next
Season to Set Record

Kings

Closing is scheduled to take place
today on the sale by Allied Owners
Corp. to Loew's Theater & Realty
Corp. of the Pitkin, Valencia and
Loew's Kings theaters under a modified agreement providing for payment over 25 years instead of 12
years and increasing the purchase

PAR.

Number

and Shorts Programs

exhibitors and exchanges planned to
continue operations the same as in
the past until such time as the legislation really goes into effect. The
(Continued on Page 4)

a manufacturer has just been con-

summated between

RKO

Radio Pic-

(Continued on Page 4)

Another

—

for Schine

Cleveland
Schine Enterprises has acquired the 800-seat Forum theater, Norwalk, as the latest step in its Ohio
expansion.
William K
Selman, president of Norwalk Theater Corp.. remains
as manager.
Louis Lazare, Ohio zone
manager for Schine, says additional acquisitions in good towns are being considered.

y
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for a
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Westminster

the Santa

radio
arrive
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Technicolor
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Java

The

Head

—

Cameo

tomorrow
Division)
(Warner Bros.)— July 31

(First

Us

in

Irish

William Jaffe, for six years in
charge of Columbia's legal work,
has resigned from that post and

from the Nathan Burkan
become associated with

office

(Fox)—July 31
(Fox)— August 1
Man on the Flying Trapeze (Paramount)— August
Mad Love (M-G-M)— August 2
Every Night at Eight (Paramount)— August 2
Dante's

Rivoli

Inferno

(b)

M « sic

feller center.

Powell

Thelma Todd
Clara

Bow

California.

HERBERT KALMUS, head
rives in New York today

ment

store

JULIE

Four two-reel subjects and four
one-reelers will be released by Vitaphone next month. They are: "Romance of the West," a two-reel
Technicolor Broadway Brevity, with
Dorothy Dare, Phil Regan and Henry Armetta, Aug. 3; "Watch the
Birdie," a two-reel Big V Comedy
with Bob Hope, and Rubinoff and
his Orchestra, a one-reel Melody
Master, Aug. 10; "Lady in Black,"
Broadway Brevity, starring Countess
Olga Albani; "What's the
Idea?" a one-reel Pepper Pot, with
Lew Pollack, and "A Merry Old
Soul," a one-reel Merrie Melody
color cartoon, Aug. 17; "Keystone
Hotel," a Big V comedy, starring

—

Chester Conklin,
Ford Sterling, Ben Turpin, Hank
Mann, and Vivien Oakland, and
"Buddy the Gee Man," a one-reel

Paramount

Looney Tune cartoon, Aug.

24.

Naming New

NRA

Head

is

in

Newburgh,

N.

Y.

HAYDON, now working

Astor

studios,

comes

east

play.

Hollywood

9

SAM WOOD leaves for Honolulu about the
middle of August after he completes direction
of "A Night at the Opera" for M-G-M.

Four Warner-First National-Cosmopolitan productions will be released in August, as follows: "The
Irish in Us," with James Cagney,
Pat O'Brien, Olivia de Havilland,
Frank McHugh, Allen Jenkins and
Mary Gordon, Aug. 3; "Page Miss
Glory," with Marion Davies, Pat
O'Brien, Dick Powell, Mary Astor,
Frank McHugh, Lyle Talbot, Patsy
Kelly, Allen Jenkins, Barton MacLane and Hobart Cavanaugh, Aug.
12; "We're in the Money," with
Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Hugh
Herbert, Ross Alexander, Hobart
Cavanaugh and Phil Regan, Aug.
24; "Bright Lights," with Joe E.
Brown, Ann Dvorak, Patricia Ellis,
William Gargan and Henry O'Neill,
Aug.

of Technicolor, aron the Normandie

at the Unifrom Hollywood in
the near future to appear in the Arthur Hopkins stage production of "Bright Star."
LEE
TRACY also will trek east to appear in this
versal

Ro *V

4 Warner-F. N. Features
Vitaphone to Release
Set for August Release
8 Shorts Next Month

31.

RKO Product Deals Near

charting

is

another

to

trip

Europe.

VILMA EBSEN, who

with her brother, Buddy
went to Hollywood to appear in M-GM's "Broadway Melody of 1936," leaves in
about a week for Honolulu with her husband,
BOBBY DOLAN, and MRS. CHARLES BUTTERWORTH. BUDDY EBSEN will make a motor
Ebsen,

tour

of

Both

California.

return

later

to

the

M-G-M studios.
MAXSON F. JUDELL, who
publicity

for

Herbert

on vacation prior

make

a

to

J.

has been doing
Yates enterprises, is

leaving for

Hollywood to

new connection.

Bergerman

Sets Deals

Stanley Bergerman, former Universal production
executive,
has
reached agreements with two major companies for release of two
pictures he will make for each company, he said before leaving Saturday for the coast. Bergerman declined to name the companies.
He
expects to return to New York in
about three weeks to conclude the
deals.

RKO

expects to close this week
with Warners and Universal for
half of their next season's output,
which will amply provide for RKO's
local theater needs, it was stated

The Film Daily by

Saturday to

THE FILM DAILY John O'Connor,
Washington A new head of the buyer.
NRA will be named today or tomor-

Washington Bureau of

—

row by President Roosevelt to succeed James L. O'Neill, who resigned,
effective Wednesday, to return to
his post as vice-president of the
Guaranty Trust Co.

William

from

and his bride,
York tomorrow

Ha "

Capitol

2

Subsequent run.

to

A.
Sol
Rosenblatt in private practice. The
new law firm opens offices today in
the International Building, Rocke-

New

EDWARD HUGHES, long with Universal'*
playdate department, leaves on Aug. 1 to take
up his duties as general manager of a depart-

Strand

Curly Top

the old-timers

Jaffe Joins Rosenblatt

artist,
in

from England.
GRACE POGGI, dancer, also
on the Normandie's passenger list.

FUTURE OPENINGS

(a) Revival.

Net

Low

High

finishing

"Hollywood Holiday."

WILL ROGERS

Am. Seat

York
"Times"
from a visit

Century-Fox, will come
opening in their play,

20th

for

BUD ERNST,
LYDA ROBERTI,

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

east

studios.

(

The Crusades (Paramount) August 21 (two-a-day)
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warner Bros.)—Oct.

FINANCIAL

east

Palace

Moscow Laughs Amkino)
The Crime of Mastrovanni (Metropole)

returned

has

Hollywood

BEBE DANIELS and BEN LYON, on
their

Playhouse

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

THE

—

55th

New

SENNWALD,

critic,

the

to

Strand

(b)

Bros.)

ANDRE
movie

Cameo

(a)

of
studios are at the Waldorf-Astoria

M-G-M

from the coast.

Paramount

week
(Warner Bros.)— 2nd week

(Warner Bros.)— last day

Ike

Alibi

CLARENCE BROWN and SAMUEL MARX
the

Roxy
Globe

(Paramount)— 2nd

Shanghai

Hal

Capitol]

(Fox)
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Another Irene Franklyn
West Coast Bureau of

—
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Maxson F. Judell Resigns
Maxson F. Judell, for the past

Hollywood Irene Franklyn, who
died last week, was not the Irene
Franklin, widow of Jerry Jarnagin,
but Mrs. Irene Lynch Johns, also
a former vaudeville performer. Similarity of names caused confusion
in first reports.

few years on publicity and other
work for enterprises, has resigned
from the Consolidated Film organization to go to Hollywood.
Judell
lately has been doing publicity and
other special work for Brunswick
Record, American Record and Co-

"Sequoia" Repeats for Third
Chicago
M-G-M's "Sequoia,"
which was turned down originally
by the Adelphia theater because of
doubt over its box-office value, has
now been booked to return for a

lumbia Phonograph.

third

—

engagement

at this

house.
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You'll see

it

demonstrated

in a

great big way when Warner Bros, present

Vitaphone's

A MERRY OLD SOUL
A New

Departure in Merrie Melody Cartoons in Color*

Take all

the cartoons

youVe ever run,

silent

Lived In

— Produced

A Shoe. ..and

or sound, full-color or no-color, good or bad...

and

and forget 'em when you play

that's as certain to

this

one! Be-

cause, as sure as you're born, here's one
reel that's in a class

ried Old King Gole

all its

little

own. We've mar-

and The Old WomanWho

IT'S

color for 7

by Leon Schlesinger
tell

the story in song

minutes of screen sunshine
send them out talking as

the top hit in your date book. And... speaking of date books... August 15th

remember

if

you want

to

be

is

the day to

first to

show it!

ANOTHER HAPPY INDICATION THAT

ITAPHONE
HAS THE BEST SHORTS ON THE MARKET
THIS SEASON AND EVERY SEASON"

!

THE

-&IK

DAILY

FOR 1935-36 RELEASE

TO BE CLOSED TODAY
1)

price from approximately $10,800,000 to $12,000,000. Under the deal
Loew is obligated to make annual
payment of $500,000 for 10 years
from June, 1933, to June, 1943, and
$550,000 annually from June, 1943,
to June, 1945.

"Irish in Us" Ads Spotted
In 4 Sections of Papers
(Continued from Page 1)

Under the
the New York Strand.
plan, which is applicable to any picture having varied appeal, special
ads have been prepared for placements in four different sections of
newspapers.
One type of ad, with copy and
layout playing up the prizefight angle of the picture, has been set for
the sports section of the metropolitan dailies, thus appealing to the
sports lover who may be interested
in witnessing a film containing boxing action. Another type of ad will
be spotted in the women's sections,
with the angle here being the devotion between James Cagney and
his screen mother.
The stenographer and shop-girl
are also appealed to with an ad appearing on the love story page. This
aims at the reader of the "true
story" or "continued love story"
sections of the papers, and "plays
up" the romantic love angle of the

(Continued from Page 1)

WE HAD

a long chat with President Ned E. DeDistributing Corp.
who has been to the
Coast looking over the new season's line-up for RKO Radio
now naturally you would think that he would have
spoken about the program in general and of course certain pictures in particular
but he didn't say a word about any
pix but the company's touted Ace Attraction
"Top

•

•

•

RKO

pinet of

Hat"

cline to 922, including 652 one-reelers, 258 two-reelers and 12 threereelers.
In addition there will be
the unusual total of 20 serials and
520 newsreel issues.

Major companies are down for
396 features, 759 shorts and four
serials, while independents, including distributors of foregn product,
announce 459 features, 163 shorts
and 16 serials.
Some increase in
the indie shorts

•
a

•

•

NEVER

IN all our years in
Big Exec who knows what he's talking

the biz have we seen
about, so steamed up

on a specific feature as is Mister Depinet on "Top Hat"
so, coming from a gent who doesn't steam easily
we
naturally sat back and listened with all due respect and attention
and we hope he's right

Extensive Radio Tieup

•

•
A PIX

•

TO BACK

judgment that

company has
Ned Depinet has supervised the placing of- what
they claim as the biggest money tie-up between a producer and
a national advertiser
with Lucky Strike cigarettes budhis

his

geting a quarter million on the hook-in
embracing a
Fred Astaire radio program, newspaper campaign, store windows of all dealers, and a booklet giveaway plugging the "Piccolino" dance that Astaire features
okay, Ned
it's all YOUR statement
not ours
we're just a
trade reporter trying hard to please everybody and do justice
to all
and what a Tough Assignment that is

(Continued from Page 1)

Half-Day for K. C. Exchanges
Kansas City All motion picture
exchanges will be closed for a half
day today in order that employees
may attend the annual motion picture picnic and golf tournament
sponsored by the Variety Club. Arrangements for the golf tournament
and the various contests have been
completed by G. C. Diamond of

—

Warner

Bros.

Ernst Lubitsch Marries
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Ernst Lubitsch and
party,
including
Vivian
Gaye,
writer's agent, Sam Katz and Sari
Maritza, are due back early this
week from Arizona, where the Paramount production executive and
Miss Gaye were to be married.

1)

tures, the Irving Berlin offices and
the manufacturers of Lucky Strike
cigarettes through their advertising

agents, Lord

& Thomas,

for "Top

Hat," the Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers musical which will be shown for
the first time around Labor Day in
the country's key cities.

The basis of the tie-up is Fred
Astaire's appearance on four consecutive weekly Lucky Strike broadSaturdays, Aug. 10,
from 8 to 9 P. M. over
the WEAF-NBC network from coast
17, 24

will appear in the amusement sections with copy and layout stressing

law was scheduled to begin functioning yesterday, but no films had
been officially approved yet up to
Saturday. John Klorer of the censor board said: "We have no statement to make." Hon. Huey Long,
who sponsored the censorship bill,
is said to understand the film situation much better now.

on "Top Hat"

(Continued from Page

casts,

Many Not Be Enforced

likely.

materialize in full, the aggregate
plans still indicate that the season
will wind up with a record number
of releases.

Is Set

In addition, general display ads

Louisiana Censorship

is

In the case of the features, while
some of the announcements may not

film.

the general entertainment features
of the production.

29, 1935

855 FEATURES LISTED

i.OEW DEAL IN B'KLYN

{Continued from Page

Monday, July

on the

and

31,

to coast.

•

•

•

A TINKLING

brook rippling through a shady dell
soft arms caressing
gold coins and bullion and
green and yellow bank notes falling on us gently like an April
shower till we are smothered in Dough
and we too
dam lazy with the summer somnolence to reach forth our
hands to grasp a few millions
as Darryl Zanuck phones
us from the Coast to sit right down and dash him off a Million
Dollar epic as only we can write it for the theaters of the
nation IP we only could find The Time
"And name your
own price, Phil," says Darryl as he hangs up
oh, hell
everything seems so Trivial
what is Money?
Fame?
when you've got to Struggle and Fight
to get it
and it is so nice to just sit here and think of
a tinkling brook
soft arms caressing
gold coins
and greenbacks smothering us
.and Zanuck offering us
the world on a platter
shucks
look at all the
Big Shots who had Money and Fame
and what have
they got today?
we'll name you two dozen who have
FADED right out of the picture Picture in the last three
so give us our Dreams
y ea ^ s
that's one thing
no dirty so-and-so can ever rob us of
so what the hell.

• • • CAN THIS politeness thing be overdone?
our Missus was talking to Junior the other day, and he started
absentmindedly to leave the room
"Don't you know "
sez the Missus, "it's very impolite to leave the room
when
someone is talking to you?
Wait till they have finished."
s° l as t nite Joonior was absorbed in an excitiing
novel
"It's bedtime," warns the Missus
"But I can't
leave the room while this author is talkin' t' me," sez
Junior
I gotta wait till he finishes."
so Junior sat up all nite
reading and slept all next day
the Missus is still trying
to figure it out

4*

€€

<€

» » »

On the first two broadcasts
Astaire, with Lennie Hayton's Orchestra, will introduce Irving BerDetails of
lin's "Top Hat" tunes.
the third and fourth programs are
still being planned.
Early in August, Lucky Strike
launch a nationwide ad campaign, budgeted at about $250,000,
which will use newspapers, store
windows, and counters and radio
giveaways. Newspaper ads all over
the country will carry a heavy underline hailing the appearance of
Astaire on the Lucky Strike hour.
Store window and counter displays
have been prepared for use in over
250.000 stores everywhere, while
several million copies of a booklet
showing Astaire doing "The Piccolino" will be distributed.
The final
broadcast, Aug. 31, brings the series
right up to "Top Hat's" pre-release
date.
Other angles on this tremendous tie-up are now being worked
out by S. Barret McCormick of
RKO Radio, and Lord & Thomas.
will

10 B.

I.

P. Releases
In Deal With F. D.

(Continued from Page

1)

be made today at a luncheon
at the St. Moritz Terrace Club jointly sponsored by Dent and Harry H.
Thomas, president of First Diviwill

sion.

I

I

&M%

AND WE'RE NOT TALKING
ABOUT THE WEATHER

•

•

•

Were talking about a
hot natural.

It

will

red

freeze

out competition and
bring buckets of cold
cash to your box office.
TOPS

£m ALL J

Directed by

A

VICTOR SAVILLE

TOEPLITZ
A

Physical Distribution

Produced by

•

L.

TOEPLITZ

PRODUCTION

GB RELEASE
•

Fox Exchanges

•

Canada: Regal

Films, Ltd.

>-v

FOX GIVES
THAT WILL

Janet

Henry

GAYNOR- FONDA
in

THE
.

.

.

DRAMA OF A GREAT EPOCH
ana me Great American Love Story

YOU THE PICTURE
GIVE YOU NEW HIGHS!
"One

of the finest productions

certain

box

has ever offered for release.

box office. Gripping,
and sobs."

is

thrills

"An important, big money

picture.

A

— Hollywood Reporter

office bet."

"This picture
laughs,

FOX

well-acted,

it

has heart, names,

— Showmen's
FOX

Trade Review

has transmuted dramatic

metals into finely-rolled gold cashable at any box office."

— Motion Picture Daily
"In the bag!

every night

Looks
in

like

dough

the theatres.

for the boys that check

up the

tills

— Variety Daily

1

WIFE
$$S
a

«fN

wiith

JANE WITHERS
SLIM SUMMERVILLE • ANDY DEVINE
MARGARET HAMILTON • ROGER IMHOF
CHARLES BICKFORD

•

Produced by Winfleld Sheehan. Directed by
Victor Fleming. Screen play by Edwin Burke
From

r^

Max

Gordon's stage play. Authors: Frank B. Elser and Marc
"Rome Haul" by Walter D. Edmonds.

Connelly. Based on the novel

yOU HAVEN'T A SHOW WITHOUT
A

heart-warming

life

tale of simple folk, set in

and showing the

tidal

wave

of

nation's great

a dramatic,

colorful era of

0t

American

humanity and progress through the young

waterway

to the

West.

THE

'c&m

DAILY

A
By

"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK

JEAN ARTHUR, who

to

is

make

pictures for Columbia's
lineup, will be starred for the
first time in "If You Could Only

J

several

new

Cook," comedy by

Hugh

T

Sig Herzig, Paramount scenarist,
leaving Saturday by plane for
New York, called there by the illness of his mother.
T
T

Hally Chester, 16-year-old actor,
in eastern stage
productions for the past eight years,
has arrived from New York to enter

who has appeared

pictures.

T

T

T

Pictures

has

purchased

two western stories, "The Swimming Herd" and "Man Country," by
George Cory Franklin. Adeline M.
Alvord handled the deal for Franklin.

Charles

T
T
well
Fernandez,
Torres
known Spanish ballet master, will
direct the dance numbers in "Ramona," which will be directed by
Eugene Forde, with Rita Cansino
He
and Gilbert Roland featured.
has made an exhaustive research of
dances used in "Ramona's" period.

Jose

is

is

Reliable

Man Murphy," which
Vlidor directed for RKO.
"Old

T

"Shaddy" Graham

editing
"The Voice of India." Paul Hoefler,
the producer of the picture, is preparing to leave Hollywood in about
two weeks for New York and London to arrange premiere showings
of the picture.
T
T
T
S. E.

HOLLYWOOD

Orville Caldwell, prominent in silent pictures, who left the screen to
go into the brokerage business, has
returned to his first love. He has
just completed an important role in

Herbert.

Monday, July

"LOTS"
"Living Up to Lizzie," the First
National picturization of a "Saturday Evening Post" short story by
Lillian Day, finished shooting last
week. Warren Hull makes his motion picture debut opposite Margaret Lindsay in "Living Up to Lizzie."
Hull, before his migration to
Hollywood, was a successful performer over the air waves and on
the Broadway stage. Other important members of the cast. are Ruth
Donnelly, who will portray Lizzie,
Anita Louise, Frank Albertson and
Arthur Treacher. The screen play
was written by F. Hugh Herbert
and Lillie Hayward. Arthur Gre-

tures, goes into production Aug. 1.
Al Herman will direct from a Peter
B. Kyne story. Gordon Griffith wrote
the screen play.
r

Paul Malvern, Republic producer,
has purchased two new stories for
the current John Wayne western
program. They are "Gun Slingers,"
by Robert Emmett, and "The Oregon Trail," by Lindsley Parsons.
Both writers have been assigned to
the respective screenplays.
t

29, 1935

T

Betty Grable, comedienne, and
Ronald Graham, young radio singT
r
T
"Hard Rock Harrigan" for Globe er who made his film debut in "Old
"Hard Rock Harrigan," Fox re- Man Rhythm," have been added to
lease starring George O'Brien, will the cast of "If You Were Mine,"
have its local first-run at the Globe new musical picture soon to go into production at RKO Radio's Holstarting today.
lywood studios under the superviT
T
Johnny MerEddie Quillan, Stanley Fields and sion of Zion Myers.
Donald Crisp were among the prin- cer, who wrote the lyrics for the
cipals of M-G-M's "Mutiny on the film's songs, will also be a member
Bounty" company on location when of the cast.
T
T
T
the barge on which they were shooting scenes encountered trouble and
Jean Parker has arrived in Engwent down. Glenn Strong, a cam- land to play one of the leading roles
eraman, was drowned.
in the new Alexander Korda proT
T
T
duction, "The Ghost Goes West,"
"Hot Off the Press," which Sam with Robert Donat. Eugene Pallette
Katzman will make for Victory Pic- and Patricia Hilliard also are in it.
United Artist will distribute.

ville

Collins

is

directing.

"Freckles," RKO Radio's picturization of the Gene Stratton-Porter
novel of the same name, is now in
production on location 35 miles from
Sonora, in the Mother Lode country
of California.
A crew of 60 technicians, in addition to the cast and
directors, are on the job.
Tom
Brown plays the title role, with
Carol Stone in the role of Mary Arden and little Virginia Weidler as
Laurie-Lou.
Eddy Killey and Willam Hamilton are co-directing, with
Pando S. Berman producing.

St. Louis Squibs
Evelyn Poe, Broadway night club
performer who appears in RKO
St.
Louis
Hamilton theater
Radio's musical film, "Old Man opens about Sept. 1 under manageRhythm," with Charles Buddy Rog- ment of Adrian Colona, who formerers, has been re-signed by that com- ly operated the Ritz, East Alton, 111.
pany for a role in "If You Were
Lina Basquette and her husband,
Mine," new musical picture about Teddy
Hayes, arrived last week for
to go before the cameras under the
a visit with Miss Basquette's padirection of Ben Stoloff. Roger Pryrents.
They are en route to Calior, Helen Broderick, Hugh Herbert
fornia.
and Betty Grable will have the feaDinty Moore, Warner zone mantured leads.
ager, vacationing in Brainerd, Minn.
T
T
T

—

SMART" ONES
have discovered
truly Continental

atmosphere —

view of Central Park, superior
service,

rates.

invitingly

inexpensive

(Single, $3.50-$5; Double, $5-$7)

The popular continental
GRILL, the CAFE de la PAIX

and

America's
only
meaning the

clever, the

know-

ing and, of course, the fashionable.

T.

MORITZ-ON-THE-PARK
50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH.

Direction: S.

NEW YORK

GREGORY TAYLOR

Dietz of Majestic Pictures

ger, a recent visitor.

company for the colorful role of
Buffalo Bill in "Annie Oakley," soon
to go into production with Barbara
Stanwyck starred.
It will be directed by George Stevens and supervised by Cliff Reid. Preston Foster
has already been given the male
Anlead opposite Miss Stanwyck.
other addition to "Annie Oakley"
is Ray Mayer, actor-author.

George Wood of

St.

ment Co. vacationing
and same for Bessie

Louis Amusein the Ozarks,

Shulter, book-

er for the circuit.

Theodore Lending, Kirkwood, Mo.,
Mexico City with the missus.
Barney Rosenthal of Republic
Pictures back from Iowa.
Leo Sullivan, Columbia shorts
T
booker, on vacation in Rolla.
Complete cast on Republic's "Two
Al Zimbalist conducting an "AuBlack Sheep," which went into pro- gust Movie Carnival" exploitation
duction last week with Arthur Lu- drive for St. Louis Amusement Co.
bin directing, includes Otto Kruger,

Martha

RUMPEEMAYER'S
* smart,

Andy

Moroni Olsen, stage player now and Johnny Walsh of Progressive
enacting the role of Porthos in "The Pictures back from New York.
Three Musketeers" for RKO Radio
W. E. Scott, Fox district manaPictures, has been signed by that

Sleeper,

Minna

in

Gombell,

Ferdinand Munier, Cora Sue Collins,
Margaret Seddon, Fred Walton,
Robert Warwick, Pat Somerset,
Harold Nelson, Howard Davies, William P. Carlton, Richard Lancaster,
Stanley Orr, Hart Rooksby, Boyd
Irwin,
Ernest Van Pelt, Monty
Shaw, Stuart Tavant, Rolland Cleveland,
Marcelle Printemps, Andre
Cherin, Olaf Hytten, Nellie Nickoles,
Louis Fresano, Ed Reineck,
Mario Ramirez and Wilbur Stutz.

Gala Opening for Italian Film

A

gala performance of "II Delitto
Di Mastrovanni" ("The Crime of
Mastrovanni"), opening today at the
Westminster, will be given at 8:30
tonight, with prominent members of
the audience expected to include
Luigi Pirandello, Alfredo Salmagi,
Mimi Aguglia, Judge Freschi, Dr.
Spinelli,
I

Italian

and others.

consulate

general,

Is

the Motion Picture Industry prepared for voluntary

Should the benefits

"Self-regulation?"

of the

Code

be embodied in a new voluntary pact? Should there
be an industry tribunal voluntarily organized and
representative of the entire industry, to enforce

a

• The answers to these and many

voluntary Code?

other guestions of egual importance to the Motion
Picture Industry

can be found

in

.

.

.

Louis Nizer's

"NEW COURTS OF INDUSTRY"
With Introduction by Austin C. Keough
Written with great

clarity,

"New

and workings

study of the benefits

statistical

Courts of Industry"

a complete

is

"NEW COURTS OF INDUSTRY
of the

Motion Picture

oughly enjoyable book.

intelligent

understanding

is

"One

Code.

It

is

a book

that

must be read

of these vital guestions

for

an

which are the subject

of so

much

discussion

oi the

a stimulating and

is

most iniormative sections

found

I

in the

thor-

book

the discussion of what was designated as fair trade practices and those which were unfair trade practices, and of how

was proposed to eliminate the latter. The book deserves
wide attention and wide reading."

it

RAYMOND MOLEY

at this time throughout the industry.
of
to

immeasurable assistance

know whether

to

• "New

everyone

Courts of Industry" will

in this industry

voluntary self-regulation

is

who

be

"Mr. Nizer's book
standing."

is

a valuable contribution

DONALD

desires

necessary or advisable.

public under-

to

RICHBERG

R.

"Mr. Nizer's book, replete with interesting and informative
data fresh from the record, is of value not only to those of us
within the motion picture industry, but to all
the book
records a significant example of what can be done in self.

.

.

regulation of industry."

DO YOU KNOW HOW, under a voluntary Code...?

WILL

Reasonable clearance can be effected?

(2)

Operating policies can be regulated?

(3)

Selective buying

(4)

A

HAYS

"Mr. Nizer's pioneer study of the industrial boards established
under the Motion Picture Code constitutes a welcome and
notable contribution.
His effort is the first step in the
process of scientific observation, and it is hoped that the
literature which he is initiating will soon be crowded with
.

(1)

H.

.

.

similar studies."

can be

restricted

PROFESSOR MILTON HANDLER, Columbia Law Review
"The author, for years one of the industry's outstanding attorneys, has lived and slept with motion picture practices and

reasonably?

litigations

Mr. Nizer sets forth all the facts concerning these

.

.

.

NEW COURTS OF INDUSTRY

and many

other

WILLIAM ROSE BENET

"NEW COURTS OF INDUSTRY
material extremely well and

members

of all industries.

.

it
.

comprehensive, compre-

is

hending and highly constructive

.

.

.

the

Inc.
Originally published at

Street

$5.00,

New York

City, N. Y.

we

book presents

its

written tor

all

is intelligently

."

SOL

THE LONGACRE PRESS,
West 42nd

virtually in-

"There is nothing that Mr. Nizer does not know about the
motion picture industry and he writes with great clarity."

guestions.

427

is

dispensable to all members of the motion picture business. It
deserves a spot in every library."
Film Daily

shortage of quality product can be remedied?

A.

ROSENBLATT

"As a factual analysis, I believe this book should have a
very important informative and historical significance."

are offering

DANIEL

C.

ROPER

this reprint at $3.00 for

"Written with a terse clarity and simplicity that render the

a limited time only

Gentlemen:

tear out

Enclosed find three dollars
of

Louis Nizer's

($3.00) to

cover cost and mailing

new book "NEW COURTS OF INDUSTRY."

::zi::z::s3®w

example

$)1^(D(D

this

making with

of

phy and

its

wide

rich binding.

a worthy addition

editions.

problems of the industry intelligible and interMr. Nizer ends on a prophetic note
Recommended to motion picture people as an excellent handbook
for their use and guidance, and to lawyers and students oi
arbitration, industrial and sociological development, as an
authoritative and well written treatise."

most

intricate

esting*.

.

.

of

It

.

HARRY

book-

margins, fine typogra-

your collection

State

.

coupon with your check

is

City

.

NOW!

A fine

fc:

and mail

.

P.

LANDER, New Haven

fine

.

Journal Courier

"For a lawyer, Louis Nizer is surprisingly direct. His literary
new book, 'New Courts of Industry.' is swift and
lucid. The net result for exhibitors and distributors is that
probably for the first time they have a guide to
whatever
goal they happen to be seeking. The book
will appeal to
with
an
aversion
exhibitors
to the legal phraseology ... it
furnishes more real information
than has been available

style in his

.

.

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

heretofore."
J.

M. JERAULD, Motion Picture Daily
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HERE & THERE
New
ater,

Madrid, Mo.

now

—The Dixie

in operation, will

verted into
the 550-seat
structed by
cent Rost is
Centralia,

the-

» »

Short Subject Reviews

Remodeling and

decorating of the Playhouse has
been completed. J. L. Carpenter is

A

"A ibi Racket"
(Crime Doesn't Pay Series)

"The Perfect Tribute"
with Chic Sale

M-G-M

—

« «

be con-

a store building when
theater now being conS. L. Hunter and Vinready.
111.

11

19 mins.

M-G-M

18 mins.

Very Good

Outstanding
dramatization of Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address is a little masterpiece in the shorts line. Produced
by Harry Rapf in big-time style,
with Edward Sloman directing the

Serving a dual purpose as entertainment and as an anti-crime inmanager.
fluence, this is a thoroughly worthwhile subject on both counts. It has
The Gem theater,
Chester, 111.
been handled in feature style from
owned by A. M. Beare, is scheduled
story by Mary Raymond Shipman the standpoint of casting, direction
It
will
undergo
Aug.
1.
close
to
Andrews, it not only is a distinctly and production values. Produced by
extensive repairs and improvements,
worthy subject, but it packs a hu- Harry Rapf, with George Seitz as
including a 45-foot addition that
man interest wallop that is not director and story by Marty Brooks,
will
reopen
will add 125 seats, and
Chic Sale players include Charles Trowbridge,
usually found in shorts.
about Sept. 1.
distinguishes himself in the char- Granville Bates, Al Bridges, Edward
acter of Abraham Lincoln, and his Norris, Nick Copeland, Mary Jo
Des Moines "Curly Top" doubled
rendition of the Gettysburg speech Matthews and others. Story depicts
the all-time record for an opening
something that ought to be heard how even the most cleverly framed
matinee at the Des Moines theater. is
in every schoolroom as well as the- alibis contain loopholes which can
The highest previous record for a
pictured shows be found by present-day scientific
matinee opening was made by an- aters. The episode
off his now fa- crime detection.
Lincoln
dashed
how
other Shirley Temple picture, "Litmous speech on a scrap of paper
tle Colonel."
while on the train, how disappointed
"Historic Mexico City"
Washington Through the gener- he felt when no applause broke out
after the delivery of his oration,
(FitzPatrick TravelTalk)
osity of the Variety Club here, a
while doing
projection machine has been pro- and his discovery later,
9 mins.
M-G-M
vided for the Children's Tubercu- a kindly deed at the bedside of a
Exquisite Travelogue
wounded
soldier, that the silence
losis Sanitarium in Glenn Dale, Md.
Enhanced by Technicolor photogJohn J. Payette of Warners launched had been due to the fact that his
listeners were spellbound by the raphy and musical background, this
the movement for the gift, with Ruwords. is one of the finest travel subjects
dolph Berger making the presenta- depth and forcefulness of his
V. yet turned out by James A. Fitztion.
A. E. Lichtman and Nat Supporting cast includes William
Glasser also were on the committee. Mong, Walter Brennan, Oscar Ap- Patrick. Photographed with unusual
fel, George Irving, Leila Mclntyre, effectiveness from the standpoint of
Minneapolis
Bennie Berger has George Ernest, William Henry and composition, a most comprehensive
and delightful picture of Mexico
closed the Alvin, local first-run, af- Edward Norris.
City is crammed into the brief space
ter several weeks of operation. The
of a single reel. Both the modern
theater reverts to Al Steffes.
Laurel and Hardy in
city and remaining evidences of its
"Thicker Than Water"
historic past are included. The runToronto H. W. Phelan has filed
ning comment by FitzPatrick is
suit
against Paramount Pictures
with James Finlayson and
helpful.
seeking to rescind all exchanges of
Daphne Pollard
Paramount stock for Famous Play- M-G-M (Roach)
21 mins.
ers Canadian Corp. stock on the
BulFs-Eye Comedy
"Basketball Technique"
ground that misrepresentations were
Best proof in the world that the
with Pete Smith
made about the value of the Parateam of Stan Laurel and Oliver
mount stock.
(Sports Parade)
Hardy should never be separated is M-G-M
8 mins.
provided in this knockout comedy.

—

—

—

i

i
1

good way
get the

good

independent
exhibitor 2
is

DATE BOOK «

Today:
Indianapolis Variety Club Golf Tournament, H Merest Country Club, Indianapolis.
July

Second annual picnic of the Variety
Club of Kansas City.

Aug.

29:
4:

mont,

Meeting of Allied Theaters of VerWhite River Junction, Vt.

Aug. 6:
Meeting of Allied Theaters of Maine,
Bangor, Me.
Aug.

6-7:
First
convention of Independent
Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper

Michigan,
at

summer

followed

home

by
of

outing

Thomas

on

Aug.

Saxe,

8
Mil-

waukee.
Aug.

11-13.
Southeastern
Owners
Theater
Ass'n convention, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.
Aug. 12:
Pittsburgh Variety Club golf tournament, St. Clair Country Club, Pittsburgh.
Aug. 12-13:
Des Moines Variety Club Golf
Tournament, Hyperian Club, Des Moines.
Aug. 14:
Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,
Cleveland.
Aug. 18:
Annual picnic of Allied M. P. T. 0.
of
Western Pennsylvania, Doc Herman's
farm, Pittsburgh.
Aug. 21-23:
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
convention
regional
and Allied eastern
meeting, Atlantic City.
Sept. 3-8:
Showmen's Variety Jubilee, Atlantic

Oct.

City.

21-24:
S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.

of perfect comedy
teamwork, as well as in its results
as amusement, it takes front rank.
Oliver is the shiftless husband of
Daphne Pollard, with Stan as the
boarder and Oliver's pal. At Stan's
suggestion, Oliver takes the family
savings from the bank to buy some
furniture outright in order to end
the visits of James Finlayson, installment collector on their present
furniture. Then Oliver gets hooked
into an auction sale, where the

the

expert

CONVENTION

YEAR
OF

teamwork

An

Apply

ing scenes of Ethiopian life including the Emperor Haile Selassie and
his court, has been booked over the
entire

New York RKO

New House
Lexington,

Amusement

circuit.

for Lexington, Tenn.

Tenn.

—

Lexington

to build
theater here seating 600.

Co.

is

a

new

New House

Theatre

St.

Corp.
St.

Johns, Mo.
is

—

Gem

Mo.

It

of

N.

J.

Inc.

Hotel Lincoln, N. Y. C.

is

PEnnsylvania 6-8447

.

Theater

building a theater at 8840

Charles Rock Road.

Owners

in,

for St. Johns,

to:

occa-

clock,

RKO Books "Ra-Mu"
"Ra-Mu," DuWorld release show-

1

ALLIED

thrown
goes on a grandfather's
which is later ground to and there is a neat one for the
Ray McCarey directed and
Plenty of swell finale.
pieces by a truck.
comedy gags are sprinkled through- players from U. C. L. A., Fordham
and Iowa State are used.
James Home directed.
out.

money

3 5

forms close Aug.

more

clear to the uninitiated.
sional comedy quip is

19

HURRY!!

and with Pete
accompanying talk held

to the informative rather than
wisecracking vein, this sports reel
Its dsplay
is generally absorbing.
of physical prowess should interest
more than just the sport fans because the various team plays are
judiciously presented and Smith's
make matters
will
explanations

3

BOOK

of basketball groups,

Smith's

the

ALLIED

Good

Featuring

to adver-

tise in

—

As an example

will *

of the

—

»

to

This

un-

derstood that he recently incorporated Community Theater Corp.,
headed by Henry Holloway, will operate the house.

1.

Leading

2.

1660 of them.

3.

to sales.

Which means your ad
packs a year 'round punch!
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...Two reels packed with the supreme

e

thrills

of man's

(

first flight

over

a 100-mile gale at 33,000
feet to conquer one of Nature s last untouched strongholds
a featurette of historical value and exceptional box-office strength.
the world's highest peak... defying death

in

.

Coming soon

to

MUSIC

HALL, N.

Y.
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Hold Hearing Wed. on Exceptions

RKO

to

Fees

KENT SAYS ZANUCK WILL DIRECT ALL PRODUCTION

A

Fox Class

Stockholder Group Seeks to
Committee Formed With

Viewing

Intention of

... the passing parade

l==

DON CARLE GILLETTE
nATHE NEWS has prepared a clip
By

=J
on the

Ethiopian situation that ought to remind

'

the newsreel field of a long-neglected opportunity.

Within

short

a

by

footage,

use

the

of

pictures, maps, photographed headlines and

accompanying
the

plains

spoken

case

so that any layman

word,

this

Ethiopia

of

in

clip

a

can understand

ex-

nutshell
it.

Such treatment of leading events of the
day should be a regular feature of the
newsreels.
It has far, far more public interest than
motorcycle hill-climbers or marble champs
or firemen on parade.

And

would

it

lift

standing

the

of

the

Mort Singer Adds Two

Making

Chicago

— Mort

Singer
has
acquired
the
Strand
and Family Theaters,
Marshalltown,
la.
The Strand,
now closed, will reopen in the tall.
linger has appointed Robert J. Haley

an Appeal
An appeal to the Attorney-General
of New York State or to the Securi-

H.

Sift

Merger

Duties of Darryl Zanuck
Clarified in Statement

by

S.

R. Kent

Clarifying the variously intercity
manager in Marshalltown.
preted duties of Darryl F. Zanuck
under the new Twentieth Centuryties and Exchange Commission for
Fox Film Corp. regime, President
an inquiry into the proposed 20th
S. R. Kent, who returned from the
Century-Fox Film merger is being
coast a few days ago, issued the
U. A.
considered by a newly-formed Comfollowing statement yesterday:
mittee for Fox Stockholders, which
"Mr. Zanuck will be in charge of
charges that the merger is being un(Continucd on Page 3)
all production of the Fox Film Corp.
In this capacity he will have general supervision of all pictures made
Full program of United Artists for at our studios. In addition to that,
1935-36 will play the Warner thea- he will personally supervise the
(.Continued on Page 3)
ters throughout the country under a
deal negotiated by President Al
S. E.
Lichtman of U. A. and Joseph Bernhard, general manager of the Warner circuit. Bookings will start with
Jacksonville, Fla.
Tentative plans "Call of the Wild," set for release
for the South Eastern Theater Own- Aug. 9.
ers' summer convention to be held
B, I. P.-F. D.
here Aug. 11-13 call for only one
business session, starting at 9 a.m. Additional Studio Space
Substantial cash payments against
on Aug. 12 and continuing as long
Is Acquired by Columbia negatives and a percentage from the
(Continued on Page 12)
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY first dollar is provided for in the
Hollywood In addition to start- agreement between Alliance Films,
ing work on the erection of per- Ltd., and First Division Exchanges
N. E. Circuit
manent sets on the 40-acre tract under which First Division will reSigns for
in Burbank acquired a short time lease here next season 10 out of a
GB's entire lineup for 1935-36 ago, Columbia has taken a long-term selection of 18 B. I. P. pictures, it
(Continued on Page 13)
has been bought for showing in the lease on a stage and space for 16
Warner circuit of houses in Con- orhces at the California studios. This
necticut and Massachusetts, it is gives the company seven modern
Biz
Capitol
announced by George W. Weeks, sound stages. First picture to use
Man's
"Rich
GB sales chief. John Scully, branch the new stage will be
Biggest Since January
manager in Boston, and W. A. V. Daughter", B. P. Schulberg producWith a stage show headed bv
Mack, New Haven branch salesman, tion with George Raft and Joan Lou Holtz, Belle Baker and Block
Bennett, directed by Tay Garnett.
handled negotiations.
and Sully, and M-G-M's "The Mur-

LINEUP

ENTIRE

FOR WARNER THEATERS

ENTERTAINMENT SET

:

CONFAB

TO TOP

GASH AND PERCENTAGE

S

—

j

DEAL

!

1,000 per cent.

by

reels

—•—
VA/HEN and
"™ lar mass
home

or

in

ploitation

be a
necessary
will

This

enterprise.

limited

made

been
the

of

Commission
a

becomes regu-

television

and retailing of this electrical art
business open to anyone with the

has

action

if

entertainment, either in the
the theater or both, the ex-

possible

by

the

Communications

Federal

in granting to A. T. b T. only
permit for experimental work

with a coaxial cable, and by specifying that
the cable shall be made available to other
parties interested in developing television.

Though
published

does not stand out in the brief
accounts of the Commission's

it

action, the effect of the ruling is very
far-reaching from the future standpoint of
the amusement business, and the small

handful of

who

tives

connection

independent movie

went

to

deserve

—

Warner

GB Program

Week-End

Hearing Being Held Tomorrow

On Exceptions

representa-

Washington in this
more than a vote of

thanks.

Postponed
I.T.P.A. of Wisconsin

Convention
THE

By
height

of

small-time

'
appears in the latest
boners" rounded up by a

fault-finding

list
of "movie
newspaper col-

umnist.

A

fan points out that,

in

calling a

New

York telephone number, an actor turns the
(.Continued on Page 2)

Milwaukee

Is

—First

to

RKO Fees

Hearing will be held tomorrow in
Federal Court before Judge Bondy
on exceptions- to the recommendations

made

by

Special

der Man" featuring Spencer Tracy
and Virginia Bruce on the screen,
the week-end business at the Capitol
was the biggest since "David Copperfield" played the house in January. The S.R.O. lines were something unusual for midsummer.

Fred Jack's Luck

Master

convention of Thomas D. Thacher in the RKO rethe Independent Theaters Protec- organization on the claims of the
tive Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper Broadway and 47th Street Corp.,
Michigan, originally set for Aug. 6- Hoblitzelle Investment Co., HoblitNew date zelle Realty Corp. and Hoblitzelle
7, has been postponed.
will be announced later, according Corp., Hippodrome Building Co. of
to R. A. Tesch, business manager.
(Contniued on Page 12)

M.

Jack, southern district sales
tor Warners, was a passenger
plane that crashed to the ground
in
in
Tennessee last
the tog down
Three passengers were hurt,
Saturday.
and the plane demolished, but Jack
only lost his baggage and some sleep.

Fred

manager
in

a

THE

•c&m
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THE

—

to

only

SEVEN

keeping with
his punctiliousness for realism, he is asked
to come back ten years later to pick up
stops

at

point

that

and,

in

the story.

Warner, Fabian Houses
Signed for Bank Night
Edward

Goldstein,

Bank

Night

representative in this territory, announces that several upstate Warner
theaters and Fabian's Grand and
Leland in Albany have signed for
Bank Night.

—

Friday, the Capitol will get a string
of M-G-M specials including "China
Seas," opening Aug. 9 under the
theater's new straight-film policy,
"Anna
Karenina,"
followed
by

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am.

Seat

Columbia
Fm.

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

Kodak

East.

Fox
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James C. Woodworth Dead
Grand Rapids, Mich. James C.
Woodworth, 55, a pioneer in the mo-

—

1

tion picture industry in the upper
peninsula and a resident of this city
for several years, died last week
after a long illness.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
20i/2

Technicolor

2l/4

Trans-Lux

20l/4
2'/4

20l/4

—

'/2

Heywood-Wakefield Reports Loss
Net loss of $53,129 is reported by
for
six
Heywood-Wakefield
the
months ended June 30, compared

21/4

SPOOR, Chicago,

K.

Under date
veyed

all

Albert

Any

November

of

his real

Illinois

1932 con-

and personal property

W. Mahone,

to

Trustee.

negotiations for the acquisition of

stories,

plays

or

any

of

must, therefore,
through said Trustee.

LOWELL
Attorney

for

conveyed
with

M. BIRRELL,

Esq.,

Albert

Broadway

said

be

property

165

1,

following features:
The existing limitation on
(1)
import of films would be removed
to the extent that imports would
be allowed equal to 100 per cent
of the corresponding imports in

the

the present "dubbing"
1934;
(2)
tax of 25,000 lire per film would
be eliminated; (3) a tax would be
established amounting to 10 per
cent of rental receipts on imported
films, this tax, however, not to be
less than 15,000 lire per film; (4)
an additional provision, reported to
be under discussion, would allow
Italian producers to import for each
Italian film produced three foreign
films free from the rentals tax.
It is understood that the proposal
to tax film rentals would have the
double objective of reducing the
amount of money sent out of Italy
and of providing funds for promoting the growth of the national film
industry, the report states.

on

Montgomery
the

M-G-M
from

return

BILL
GARITY,
production
Walt Disney, arrives in town

BOB
ing.

manager

SUITS,

Pa.,

after

today

the

Loew's

for

movie

Britannic

OCTAVUS
New York

manager

actor,

Read-

in

home

town

yesterday

sailed

England.

for

ROY COHEN,
today

tor

today.

yesterday for his
vacation here.

left

short

a

HAL CHASE,
on

and

star,

abroad

Aquitania.

on

author,

arrives

Santa

the

in

from

Elena

California.

MERMAN leaves Thursday for the
appear in Samuel Goldwyn's new
Cantor picture.

ETHEL
coast
Eddie

to

MERLE OBERON
coast

about

in

scheduled

is

weeks

three

the

leave

to

England.

for

ROSAMOND PINCHOT, who

has come east
"The Three Musketeers" for

after

appearing

RKO
pear

Radio, will go to Falmouth, Mass., to apin
summer stock with the Ross Reper-

tory

Company.
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has

to coach
voice.
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Warner

the

department

Bros,
to

home-

New

returned

Beaumont Pictures leaves tomorrow

land.

for a tour of key city exchanges.

GEORGE BURN r anud GRACIE ALLEN leave
Hollywood tomorrow for New York.
They

He

will show "Gunners and Guns"
and "Trial's End" on the tiip.

or

W. Mahone, Trustee
New York City

with loss of $59,099 in the same period of the previous year.

will

She

return

plans

in

return

to

the

pictures

further

for

fall

November.

in

Paramount.

at

LYDA ROBERTI, who
lole

in

has just completed a
"Big Broadcast of 1936",

Paramount's

New York from Hollywood

toUnit
day aboard the Santa Elena.
Orleans
United Theaters,
which operates 18 subsequent run
Triple Boston First-Kun
houses here, resigned recently from
Boston First Division hangs up
the Gulf States Theater Owners
a record with the booking of "Java
Ass'n. Action did not become known
Head" in three local Paramount theuntil a few days ago.
aters, the Fenway, Paramount and
This is the first
Scollay Square.

Circuit Quits Gulf

is

arriving

in

—

New

—

Bromberg Reports Good

—

Bliz

New Orleans Film business in
the south is splendid, Arthur Bromberg, president of Republic Pictures
of the Southwest, told The Film
Daily.

LEGAL NOTICE
GEORGE

—

Firm

+

+
+
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—
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Berlin Export

Filmexport
Deutsche
G.m.b.H. has been established here
with the object of increasing exports
of German films in cooperation with
the
German Film Credit Bank.
Founders and partners are the General Association of Film Producers
and Distributors and the National
Association of Film Institutions and
Producers of Cultural Films.
Berlin

1

I/4

11

ROBERT MONTGOMERY,
Mrs.

York yesterday, after a business tirp through
"Glamour," "Romeo and Juliet,"
Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.
"Mutiny on the Bounty," "O'Shaughnessy's Boy," "Broadway Melody of
WENDY BARRIE, Paramount contract acLeichter on Tour of Exchanges
tress,
who just completed the feminine lead
1936," "Forty Days of Musa Dagh" West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
in "Big Broadcast of 1936", will leave Hollyand others.
Hollywood Mitchell Leichter of wood on Thursday for a brief vacation in Eng-

New

+
% +

%

domestic film industry are being
studied by the Italian government.
A project is reported to be under
consideration at present involving

—
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String of Specials
Set for the Capitol
Following Paramount's "Man on
the Flying Trapeze," which opens

FINANCIAL

Rome Various measures designed
foster the growth of a strong

1)

it
takes
five
times, whereas
turns to get a number in New York.
Next time this fan goes to a movie, and
at some stage of the drama there is a
lapse of ten years, we hope the action

dial

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Coming and Going

—

the passing parade

He

Louisiana is an
exception, however.
Bromberg expected to leave New Orleans during
the early part of the week.
said

company to open a picture day and
date in three theaters in this city.

It

an interesting fact!

is

that

many Executives

this

industry

FILM DAILY

Reference
Preference

Bans Endurance Contests
Federal Judge
Louie W. Strum has handed down a
Jacksonville, Fla.

—

Cantor Back on Air in October
decision sustaining the constitutionEddie Cantor, now on the coast ality of a recently enacted State law
preparing to appear in his annual banning walkathons and other enmusical film for Samuel Goldwyn, durance contests.
returns to the radio in October, with
Pebeco as sponsor.

in
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in
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Statistical
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Daily;

Completeness;

Reliability.
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YEARBOOK

Free to Subscribers to

New House

for

—

Memphis

Helen Harrison Joins F. D.
Columbus, Miss. H. M. Pratt of
Helen Harrison has joined the this city has leased a site for a
First Division publicity and adver- new theater at McLean and Maditising depaitment as assistant to son Sts., Memphis, Tenn.
A neighAl Friedlander.
borhood house will be constructed.
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STOCKHOLDERS' GROUP

DUTIES OF ZANUCK

STUDYING FOX MERGER
(Continued from Page

EXPLAINED BY KENT
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

fairly consummated at the expense
of the Class
stock and has retained
Henry L. Sperling as counsel, it was

A

announced yesterday.
The committee was formed, ac
cording to a statement from L. T.
Pidwell, chairman, and Cromwell
Gibbons, secretary, for the followingreasons:

"A proxy fight
tion which may be
siders in the Fox

to stop any course of acdetermined upon by the inis a futile course
in the opinion of the committee. A majority of
the Fox stock has always been voted as a unit.
Some of the members of the present committee surveyed the situation at the time
of the reorganization in which five-sixths of

company

the equity of the stockholder was transferred
to
holders of obligations of the company.
Prior to that time the ownership of the
control was generally known but this iden-

has

tity

now been

"However,

lost.

apparent

that the control
Aca single unit.
cording to newspaper reports the merger
awaiting
has already been effected without
the formality of its approval at the meeting
of
Mr.
stockholders called for Aug. 15.
Zanuck and Mr. Schenck are already in
their jobs at Fox, promised under the merger plans, and presumably drawing their
salaries
of
$5,000 a week and $2,500 a
week, respectively, as provided for in the
still

is

merger

it

is

functioning

as

PHIL M. DALY
• • • PLENTY OF ingenuity went into the planning of
the ballyhoo preceding the showing of Metro's "Escapade" at
the Regent theater in Springfield, Ohio
W. G. Bishop
takes most of the credit for handling the special exploitation
that went in advance of the playdate
it seems from all
the newspaper accounts to have gone over as a smash novelty
attraction with the public
especially with the girls who
participated in the novel contests

•

•

•

is satisfied, however, that
for the reclassification of the
stock when the merger is consummated
opens a door for the minority.
This certificate,
according to the printed announcements sent to stockholders of record, states
in
Paragraph:
Section
(a)
of the Fourth
'That said Class
common stock and the
said
Class
B common stock shall share
equally in any distribution to stockholders
whether by way of dividends or otherwise.'
In the eighth paragraph the same proposed
certificate states, regarding the exchange of
the stock: 'On the basis of '^ of a share
cf said preferred stock and Va, of a share
common stock for each share of
of said
common stock issued or unsaid Class
issued, and on the basis of 1 share of said
preferred stock and V2 of a share of said
common stock for each share of said Class

Fox

A

A

B common
"The

stock.'

Committee

is

interpretation of
the
wise' in this proposed

interested

in a legal
'equally'
and 'othercertificate."

The committee

also points out that
stock was sold to
the public it had no voting power so
long as it paid a dividend of $4 a
share.
Because of failure to pay
dividends, it is the committee's un-

when the Class

A

derstanding that the Class A stock
is now three times more powerful
than the Class B stock and is entitled to nine of the 12 directors of
the company.

New Milwaukee Incorporation
Milwaukee Articles of incorporation have been filed by the Operating Theaters, Inc., with E. L. Weisner, George Levine and R. Weisner

—

Levine was foras incorporators.
merly branch manager for Universal
here, while E. L. Weisner has been
associated in the operation of the

Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises,
Inc.

Renews Waterbury Lease

—

Waterbury, Conn.
Connecticut
Theatrical Corp. has renewed its
lease
on the Strand, downtown
house, for another five years. House
is owned by Poli-New England Theaters, Inc., and the lease calls for
a minimum rental of $20,000 a year
-

or 20 per cent of gross business.

•

was made with the

local

•

A TIME
off

producers,

including

Sol

"Daily

schedule was mapped out when the stunts
in the downtown section
other
participants were permitted to do their "escapades" without
advance information, as that would have killed the "kick" in
the stunt
one girl directed traffic at a busy corner
a half hour later two daring girls were served a luncheon at
a table placed at the sidewalk curb in front of a popular restaurant
two other young ladies became itinerant sign
painters, and displayed their art on windows of downtown stores
and the photographs of the most interesting "escapades"
were published in the Sunday edition of the newspaper
the public went for the stunts in a big way
and everybody got a kick out of the novelty angle of the entire idea
just another fine example of how New Stunts can be
created on a pix that lends itself to them
as does an
attraction with such an intriguing title as "Escapade"

•

eight of these

Wurtzel."

News," which ran big feature stories explaining the contest,
and building it up for several days
the idea was that on
the Saturday designated, the young women of Springfield would
have an opportunity to "carry out that long concealed desire to
engage in an escapade"
of course the "escapades" that
the contestants selected were carefully checked by the "Escapade" Editor and the theater
and nothing was done to
offend public taste, or make the theatre ridiculous
and
some very novel and clever stunts were the result

were pulled

first

Twentieth Century pictures, as announced recently, are "Metropolitan," "Thanks a Million," "The Man
Who Broke the Bank at Monte
Carlo," "Professional Soldier," "Message to Garcia," "Shark Island,"
"John Barleycorn," "Snatched."
"In the production of the Fox pictures, Mr. Zanuck, of course, will
have the assistance of several other
associate

THE TIE-UP

agreement.

certificate

The

product.

"The committee

the

Twentieth Century pictures which
are to be released by Fox Film Corp.,
just as he has personally supervised
previously-made Twentieth Century

somewhere

Cleveland Clips

—

Cleveland Abe Kramer of Associated Theaters and Mrs. Kramer,
back from a Mediterranean cruise,
are off again to Atlantic City for
a couple of weeks.
Nate Schultz, head of Selected
Pictures, back from four weeks in
Atlantic City.
Jerry Steel, Apollo theater, Oberlin, is down with an attack of pleurisy.

Bert Diener, manager of the Imtheater, and Louis
Swee,
manager of the Jewel, both belonging to the Associated circuit, are
contesting for first place in the number of hold-ups in their experience.
Swee leads with seven stick-ups.
The other morning Diener was held
up for the fifth time and relieved of
some $800 that he was taking to
the bank.
By catching the license
number of the bandit car, Diener
aided in the capture of one of the
perial

robbers.
Soni, head of the M-G-M
supply and accessory department, is spending several days in
C.

J.

office

• • • THE SMASH stage show at the Capitol on Broadway certainly got the crowds over the week-end
in spite
of the weather and the outside summer attractions
spotted in the audience were Ethel Merman, Rex Beach, Gregory Ratoff, E. Ray Goetz
Sidney Fox, Charles Beahan,

Graham

McNamee, Gus Edwards, Bill Terry
Richard
Himber, Ed Sullivan, Harry Jans, Nils Granlund, and the Easy
Aces

T
•

•

•

team

A BIG

day

T
last

T

Saturday for the Columbia base-

M.

Baseball League
leaders, NBC,
Weinstein was the
pitcher to stop the NBC boys seven-game winning streak
Schwartz of Columbia hit a triple, and scored two runs that
clinched the game
ball

for they trounced the
by a score of 7 to 4

P.

• • • THE TITLE song of "Love Me Forever" in the
Columbia Grace Moore pix will be featured on the Philip MorLeo Reisman and his
ris program tonite over WEAF
orch will play a special arrangement
The signal honor
of appointment as a regent on the board of the Society of Arts
and Sciences was conferred on Leon Leonidoff, stage producer
thus Leon becomes a felat the Radio City Music Hall
low-member of the advisory board with such distinguished personalities as Eva Le Galliene, Grace Moore, Dr. Lee De Forest,
James Montgomery Flagg, Clara Clements Gabrilowitsch,
Reinald Werrenrath

€€

€€

€4

» » »

the city.

Lou Goldstein, formerly with
Warner's theater department here
and now with Schine Enterprises in
Gloversville, N. Y., was in town last
week with Louis Lazare, Schine zone
manager.
H. M. Gerson, with the local RKO
sales force for nine years, has been
appointed regional representative of
Mallay Brothers of Shelbyville, Ind.,
for the sale of that company's exclusive lobby displays.

Ray Brown, Warner

district

man-

ager in this zone, is the latest recruit to Governor Ruby Laffoon's

army of Kentucky Colonels.
Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager,
was the baseball star of the Warner annual picnic held last week at
Mentor Beach Park.
Big Biz for "Sweethearts" Stunt
Lincoln, Neb.
More than 130
couples, many of whom boasted of
having been married longer than 50
years, attended the "Oldest Sweethearts" party given at the Stuart
theater and Lincoln Hotel by Lincoln newspapers.
The stunt made
good copy in the Lincoln "Star" for
about a week.

—

G-MAN JIMMY
FOR A SURE SOCK
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OH, IRISH EYES ARE SMILING — and so is the rest of New
York — at this novel teaser series spotted thru the paper for the
Broadway Strand's first flash on Wednesday's big opening
.
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and wipes the

floor with his

'Navy' pal, Pat
What
and the way

Sure an' they'll be the makin' of yez yet— the divils

with their 'Here Comes the Navy' business
the trade critics have been
this

tellin'

Daily)
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"HOP-ALONG CASSIDY"

"EVERY NIGHT AT EIGHT"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
62 mins.

with Robert Young, Madge Evans, Betty
Furness, Ralph Morgan, Nat Pendleton

Regis Toomey, Judith Allen,
Lloyd Hughes

with

Paramount

"CALM YOURSELF"

"RECKLESS ROADS"

Boyd

with William

with George Raft, Alice Faye, Patsy
Kelly, Frances Langford

M-G-M

60 mins.

Majestic

70 mins.

GOOD
FAIRLY ENTERTAINING DRAMA-ROAMUSING COMEDY WITH VARIED INAND MANCE
NICE BOX OFFICE
WITH COMPETENT CAST BUT GREDIENTS TO KEEP THINGS HUMMING
PACKED WITH GOOD ENTERTAINMENT PLENTY ACTION AND COMEDY.
AND AMPLE LAUGHS.
ROUTINE STORY.
BETTER-CLASS WESTERN WITH
ATTRACTION CAST, INTERESTING STORY

Paramount

80 mins.

-

IN

THE MUSICAL CLASS.

Mark

Every

down

as real entertainment.
It should do excellent business at the boxoffice and is worthy of much exploitation.
It is a credit to Walter Wanger and everyPatsy
one connected with the picture.
this

Kelly delivers

in

a big

way, her every move

and comment bringing laughs. George Raft
has an ideal role and will please his fans.
Frances Langford, making her screen debut,
can sell a song and is an important discovery.
Alice Faye is decorative and effective as a singing partner of Patsy and
Frances.
The girls and Raft's band are
Raft
leaders in an amateur radio contest.
signs up the girls and guides them to
He is a tough tasksuccess on the air.

The
but Frances falls for him.
girls walk out on him to attend a Long
Island society party, but when they hear
him on the air they rush back to him and
Of course, Raft and
their radio work.
Frances go into a clinch, Graham Baker
and Gene Towne have done a fine job of
scripting, while Bert Hanlon's dialogue is
Raoul Walsh's direcworthy of mention.
tion
is
high class.
Cast: George Raft, Alice Faye, Frances
Langford, Patsy Kelly, Three Radio Rogues,
Walter Catlett, Harry Barris, Eddie Conrad,
master,

Herman

Bing.

Director,
Wanger;
Walter
Producer,
Stanley
Garvey,
Author,
Walsh.
Raoul
Screenplay, Gene Towne, Graham Baker;
Music-Lyrics, Dorothy Fields, Jimmy Mc-

Hugh;
Editor,

Cameraman, James
W. Don Hayes.

Direction, Aces.

Van

exhibitor

Western
Boyd,

can
play

to

experienced,

the

as

who

want

will

cowboy with a heart
Ellison, young spitfire

and Jimmy

gold,

of

the ranch,

team.
This well-produced interhas plenty of action, beautiful
scenery that you don't see in every outdoor picture, a nice smattering of comedy,
some romance, and a cast that handles its
esting yarn

work very
rection

is

well.

nicely

Howard Bretherton's dipaced.
The original story,

plus Doris Schroeder's and Harrison Jacob's
writing, contains interesting characters who

do things that hold attention at all times.
battle is brewing between Robert Warwick and Charles Middleton, ranch owners.

A

Kenneth Thomson, Warwick's trusted foreman, is head of a gang which is rustling
cattle

from both ranches, while Warwick
Middleton is doing the stealing,

believes

and vice versa. Through Boyd, Ellison and
George Hayes as Uncle Ben, the outlaws
are discovered and, after a gun battle in
the big rock area, the gang is wiped out.
Cast: William Boyd, Jimmy Ellison, Paula
Stone, George Hayes, Charles Middleton,
Robert Warwick, Kenneth Thomson, Frank
McGlynn, Jr., Willie Fung, Frank Campeau,
Ted Adams, Jim Mason, Franklyn Farnum.
Producer, Harry Sherman; Director, Howard Bretherton; Author, Clarence E. Mulford; Screenplay, Doris Schroeder; Cameraman, Archie Stout.

The plot ingredients of this production
are so familiar that the audience is never
very much intrigued or kept in suspense,
but on the whole the yarn has fair entertainment value for the not too particular
pop audiences. Regis Toomey, a newspaper
reporter, is in love with Judith Allen, whose
mother is still living in the past when they
were socialites and whose brother is a
gambling no-account.
Through an auto
crash in which the brother is involved,
Judith meets an old suitor of her mother's,
Gilbert Emery, who gives Judith a job in
his office.
There she is pestered by Lloyd
Hughes, the philandering nephew of Emery,
and for a while she humors him because
he also gives a job to her brother.
So
Regis appears to be getting the air, but
after helping the kid brother to get out
of a jam and rescuing Judith from Lloyd's
unwelcome advances, Regis wins the girl
as well as the good-will of the aristocratic
mother. A racetrack scene provides a good
action finale.

Cast: Regis Toomey, Judith Allen, Lloyd
Gilbert
Emery,
Ben Alexander,
Louise Carter, Mathew Betz, Dorothy Wol-

Hughes,

bert,

"CAPTURED

IN

Carlisle;

As mellers

WESTERN HUMMER PACKS THE FAST
BOB
FIGHTS AND THRILLS WITH
STEELE IN ACTION MOST OF THE TIME.

variety

thrills

for

This one is up to the usual Bob Steele
standard of plenty of action, and Bob doing
his share of fighting with fists and gunplay.
The plot is well knit, and nothing
involved about it.
Just a plain theme of
revenge, with Bob the nemesis pursuing
the unknown murderer who killed his parents years before while they were en
route to their new home in a wagon train.
Finally the hero gets on the trail of the bandit
gang whom he has reason to believe were
involved in the killing of his parents. There
is plenty of excitement as
Bob finds himself at odds with the lieutenant of the
bandit gang, with whom he becomes identified as he works out his scheme of revenge.
He is really a deputy sheriff trailing his man.
He pins it on the lieutenant
that he is the killer of his parents, and
then in a final gun battle evens the score,
and grabs the girl that the villain was
trying to kidnap.
Cast: Bob Steele, Mary Kcrnman, George
Warner Richmond, Earl Dwire,
Hayes,
Horace Carpenter.
Producer, A. W. Hackel; Director, Robert
Bradbury; Author, R.
N.
Bradbury;
N.
Editor, S. Roy Luby; Cameraman, William

ment.

It

Nobles.

Photography, Good.

stuff

of

Cameraman, James

that

go,

this

one

and

slap

will

the

is

the

bang

usual

action

appeal to the lovers of
sake of the mere excite-

has no particular class in presentation, but should go well in the smaller
houses where they want plenty of action.
Ta-zan, the police dog, is featured as the
four-footed hero who finally downs the
villain

and

saves

the

situation

for

the

principals in the cast.

Marion Shilling and
Charles Delaney have the roles of sweethearts who both work for a newspaper
and are covering a wedding in Chinatown
of the son and daughter of two warring
tongs.

A

crook

steals

a

jade

necklace

from the bride, and her new-found husband is stabbed by the thief when he
attempts to capture him.
Thus the tong
war is on again, amid lots of excitement
and the imprisoning of the heroine by the
crook. Then Tarzan gets in his fine work
and all ends happily as the dog captures
the villain with the aid of the police.
Cast: Tarzan, Marion Shilling, Charles
Delaney,
Philo
McCullough,
Paul
Ellis,
Robert Walker, Bobby Nelson, John Elliott,
Bo Ling, Jimmy Leon, Wing Foo, Paul C.
Feng.

Producer,

Bert

Sternbach;
Author,
Arthur
Screenplay, Elmer Clifton, Arthur
Cameraman, Harry Forbes.
Direction, Snappy.
Photography,

Elmer

Clifton;

S.

Brown;

Dwight

Editor,

Director,

Durlam;
Durlam;

Wayne

John

By virtue of an assortment of action
twists and an amusing basic situation, this
laugh number.
an advertising
he paid too much attention to Betty Furness, daughter of the sour
boss, Claude Gillingwater, starts a business
of
his
own, with the motto of "Calm
Yourself", his idea being to handle other
people's worries.
This brings him many
curious and comical cases, along with one
romantic interest when the rich Ralph
Morgan hires him to keep his daughter,
Madge Evans, who is about to visit him
after an absence, from meeting up with
Morgan's second wife, who doesn't know
he has a grown daughter.
Robert takes
Madge into his business, where plenty of
lively things happen
before reaching the
finale where things are straightened out
all around and Robert heads for the altar
with Madge.

'

|

I

[

1

'

I

generally

a

is
!

Robert
agency

Republic

Hurst,

Plenty of action, an intriguing story, an
cast and special attention to scenic
backgrounds makes this red meat for the
action fans.
A bit of song and novelty is

worked

in

Singing

Riders,

through a band known

the

as

John Wayne
to help him in a search for the murderers
of his parents and the abductors of his
younger brother.
His quest leads Wayne
and his men to capture several outlaw
bands, and
gang which

death

to

killed

his

this

step

behind
in

romance

to
a
is

recruited

finally

with

revealed

by
the

trap

just

set

capture
In

of

the

his

en-

Wayne is
who

brother,

band.

them
nicely

the

parents.

band,
his

by

Their
as

by

fought
is

kinship

Wayne

his

the

Canutt,

Ross,

Hale

Hamilton,

Clau-

B.

Screenplay,

Lucien
Hubbard;
Director,
Author, Edward Hope;
Arthur
Kober;
Cameraman,

Seitz;

Direction, Good.

SHORT SUBJECTS »
Ernest Truex in

"The Light Fantastic"

brother.

A

Hank

Bell,

Mary

Dickie Jones.

Producer, Paul Malvern; Director, R. N.
Bradbury; Author, Lindsley Parsons; Screenplay, Lindsley Parsons, Harry Friedman and
Robert Emmett; Cameraman, Archie Stout;
Recording Engineer, Dave Stonert; Film

Direction,

Pierscn.

Good

him.

"Stop That Noise"
(Betty Boop Cartoon)

John
Wayne, Sheila Mannors,
McGlynn, Jr., Jack Curtis, Yakima
Bradley Metcalf,

Educational-Fox
18 mins.
Good Domestic Comedy
Another of those domestic complications in which Ernest Truex is
at his hest. As the truant husband
with a suspicious wife, necessitating all sorts of camouflage to conceal his entanglement with another
man's wife, Truex hands out a good
quota of laughs. When caught in
a compromising situation with the
other woman, Ernest explains that
she has been giving him dancing
lessons, whereupon his wife tries
him out with a tango, finds him
able to do his stuff, and so forgives

is

interwoven.

McClaren, Jim Farley,

Photography, Good.

faces

Cast:

Frank

Shirley

Producer,

George

60 mins.

able

brains

from

Kaye, Clyde Cook, Herman Bing,
Raymond Hattcn, Tempe Piggott, Richard
Tucker, Ivan Miller, Charles Trowbridge.

«

WESTERN WILL PROVIDE
SATISFACTION FOR THE THRILL FANS.

every

fired

delle

LIVELY

counter

satisfactory

Cast: Robert Young, Madge Evans, Betty
Furness, Nat Pendleton, Hardie Albright,
Ralph Morgan, Claude Gillingwater, Paul

with Sheila Mannors

at

Young,
because

in

"WESTWARD HO"

Editor, Carl

Okay.

1

Lester White; Editor, Conrad A. Nervig.

CHINATOWN

hectic

Heifetz, H. A.
Betty
Burbridge;

Caldwell.

50 mins.

OF

A.

L.

Screenplay,

CHINATOWN"

MELLER

Darmcur; Director, Burt

Larry

Lynwood; Authors,

Direction, Satisfactory. Photography, Good.

OF THRILLS FOR POP APPEAL.
58 mins.

Kit Guard.

Producer,

Direction, Lively. Photograpry, Fine.

MADE FOR THE MOB, CARRIES PLENTY

in

"SMOKEY SMITH"

Fast

make

swell

a

LURID

Direction,

worldly

hard,

of

Superior

William Steiner

a

William

this.

Trees;

Photography, A-l.

Bob Steele

run

possibly

Photography, Fine.

Paramount
Okay Animated

7 mins.

An average good animated cartoon.
Driven frantic by the noises
of the city, especially the rumble
of the elevated trains, Betty beats it
out to the country where the farmyard animals, bugs, etc., make such
a clatter of their own that she is
glad to rush back to the comparative peace of the big town.
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"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
T EWIS MILESTONE is receiving

J.

Gasnier, director,

on the Paramount
T

is

second

T

M-G-M

in

feature, "In the

Bag."
T

Robert Fairbanks

giving up his
post as manager of the United Artists studio to devote all his ttime
to handling the business affairs of
his brother, Douglas Fairbanks.
v

shall.

T

A Hollywood

correspondent writes in his publication that eventually RKO Radio
will merge with Paramount, while 20th Century-Fox will join with M-G-M, leaving
United Artists to affiliate with Columbia and possibly some other concerns.
Despite the govornment and the RCA-Erpi rivalry, the correspondent holds that such
mergers are in the offing and may start next year.

T

is

T

Raoul Paget has been appointed
a unit manager with Sol Lesser and
will handle the George O'Brien picture, "Thunder Mountain."

with Spencer Tracy in "Riff-Raff,"
an original story by Frances Marion which will be directed by J.

Warner

picture.
T

T

T

William Keighley, who directed
Mervyn LeRoy will direct Kay "G Men", has been assigned to
Francis for the first time in "I "Radio Jamboree of 1935". It feaStella
Found
Parish",
Warner tures Franchot Tone, James MelThe WarBros, production. The film is based ton and Jane Froman.
on John Monk Saunders' drama. ner production is based on a magSybil Jason, child player, has been azine story, "Thin Air" by Mildred
T

V

assigned a role in the picture.

TV

T
writer,

Ben

RKO

T

v

John Halliday has been signed
by Edward Small for the Reliance
production, "The Melody Lingers
On" for United Artists release.
David Burton is directing.
T

T

Josephine Hutchinson's next film
Warners will be "A Present
from Margate". She will be teamed with Warren William.
v
T
T
Jean Harlow will be co-starred
for

recting from the screen play by Seton I. Miller and Warren Duff.
T
Rosalind Russell has signed a
new long-term contract with M-GAmong her recent roles are
M.
those in "China Seas," "Reckless"
and "Forsaking All Others."
T
T
"The Infernal Triangle" has been
completed at the Hal Roach stuunder direction of Gordon
dios
Included in the cast are
Douglas.
Phyllis Barry, John Warburton and

John Williamson.

Negro Actor
Daniel
Haynes,
actor
playing an

to

be Minister

distinguished

negro
important role
in
Paramount's "So Red the Rose", has
announced that he would enter the
ministry upon
the conclusion of his
picture work.
The possibility that he
might portray the role of de Lawd
in the filmization of "Green Pastures"
may prolong his lifelong ambition a
few months, but after that he will
don the clerical robes of an Episcopalian

minister.

T

T

T

Oliver Messel, European stage
designer, has arrived at the M-Gstudios to begin work on the
production
of
forthcoming
film

M

"Romeo

and
Norma Shearer

which
in
Juliet,"
is to have the femi-

nine lead.
T
t
v
Lyle Talbot has been assigned the
male lead opposite Winifred Shaw
Genevieve
in "Broadway Hostess".

up by Paramount.

T

Henry Fonda

T
will

T

be a Walter
star for the next five years
at least.
contract stipulating
this has been drawn up between the

A

promising

young

player

and

the

producer.
v

t

Paramount has closed term contracts with two of Hollywood's most
successful

screen

writers,

Vincent

Lawrence and Harold Lamb.
prepare

Law-

the script for
Marlene Dietrich's "Invitation to
Happiness," which Lewis Milestone
will direct.
Lamb, who collaborated
on the screen play for the De Mille
production "The Crusades," will
work with that director on the screen
play for "Samson and Delilah," his
next production.
T
T
v
Charles Wilson, Luis Alberni and
Ray Walker have been assigned to
the 20th Century-Fox film "Ball of
Fire," featuring Alice Faye, Bebe
Daniels and Mitchell and Durant,
will

T

Verree Teasdale, wife of Adolphe
Menjou, has been signed by Paramount for "The Milky Way," in
which Harold Lloyd is starred and

Menjou is featured.
The picture
started today with Leo McCarey directing. Others in the cast are Sally
Blane, also newly signed, Ida Lupino,
William Gargan, George Barbier and
Lionel Stander.

Director

Karl Freund, since his

work on the M-G-M "horror"

film,

"Mad

Love," has received an offer
from Carl Laemmle, Jr., at Universal to direct a series of three pictures, all of which are scheduled to
have a similar "horror" appeal.
T

T

T

Tatiana Tuttle, who recently completed her independent ballet short,
"A Night with Pan," has signed
Bakaleinikoff to conduct the musical

accompaniment from a score written
by Joseph Achron.
T

T

Sidney Toler and

T

Kay Kover

are
the latest additions to the cast of
"Charlie Chan In Shanghai," 20th
Century-Fox film featuring Warner Oland.

Salt
Salt

Wanger

rence

T

T

v
T
The story which Mildren Cram
has completed for Samuel Goldwyn
production,
previously
known as

•

v

Farewell," with Sir Guy Standing.
T
V
Ernest Cossart, brought to Hollywood from the Broadway production of "Accent on Youth" to repeat
on the screen his part as the butler, and now playing a second featured role in the Bing Crosby picture "Two For Tonight", has had
his option for a third picture taken

Cram.

Stoloff has been signed by
Radio Pictures to direct "If
Louis Stevens,
has been You Were Mine", new musical picadded to the Walter Wanger roster ture soon to go into production. "Navy Born," has been retitled
at Paramount.
Stoloff replaces Ben Holmes, orig- "Merrily We Marry." Miriam Hopinally signed to direct, who has kins is slated for the stellar role.
T
T
W. P. Lipscomb, British author, been forced to take time out from
T
T
T
as his first assignment since his re- studio activities because of illness.
Murray Alper, John Kelly, Ruth
turn from England, is writing "A The tentative title of "If You Were
Gillette, Susan Fleming, Ann HowMessage to Garcia," for Twentieth Mine" was "To Beat The Band". ard, Jed Prouty and
Nick Lucas
Century-Fox.
Roger Pryor, Betty Grable, Helen have been added to the cast of
Broderick and Hugh Herbert have "Beauty's Daughter," 20th CenT
T
T
Paul Kelly has been borrowed for been given featured leads in the tury-Fox
production
featuring
Paramount's "From Little Acorns", picture.
Phyllis Brooks, who has Claire
Trevor, Ralph Bellamy and
in which Joe Morrison is featured. posed for such artists as McClelBen Lyon.
Others in the cast are Rosalind land Barclay and James MontgomT
T
T
Keith,
William Frawley, Charles ery Flagg, has been signed for a
Contrary to reports, Paramount
(Chic) Sale, David Holt, Dean Jag- role.
Zion Myers will supervise.
announces that no arrangement has
ger, Baby LeRoy and Benny Baker.
been made for the use of Composer
Edward Cline is directing.
"Freshman Love," a story of col- Deems Taylor's music in connection
T
T
T
lege crew racing by Earl Felton,
Grace Bradley and Gail Patrick has been bought by Warners for with the screen production of "Peter
have been set by Paramount for the filming under the supervision of Ibbetson" which is now being filmed
leading feminine roles in "Gettin' Bryan Foy. The author is now on with Ann Harding and Gary Cooper
Smart," in which Lee Tracy and the studio lot writing the screen in the leading roles,
ner Oland.
Roscoe Karns will be featured, play.
T
T
James Cruze to direct.
With the signing of John Wray,
T
has
comedienne,
Helen
Broderick,
r
Irving
Thalberg
will
produce been given a long-term contract by Louise Fazenda, Victor Killian, Allen Vincent and Gertrude Astor,
"Knights of the Round Table," a RKO.
"Bad Boy," 20th Century Fox film
dramatic saga of the Arthurian
T
adapted from the story by Vina
period, for M-G-M.
This will be a
Ricardo Cortez has been assigned
Delmar and featuring James Dunn,
featured production on the new seato
Warner's "Frisco Kid", with
went into production.
son schedule.
James Cagney. Lloyd Bacon is di-

T

T

Paramount, has been loaned to
Twentieth Century for a featured
part in "Thanks a Million." Baker
just completed a role in "Annapolis

Tobin, Phil Regan and Phillip Reed
also have important parts in this

Walter Ruben for M-G-M.

T

Benny
Baker,
rapidly-building
young comedian under contract to

lot.

T

"LOTS"
under the direction of George Mar-

back

Jack Benny has started work
his

HOLLYWOOD

More Merger Speculation

congratulations on his marriage
to Kendall Lee Glaenzer in Tucson,
Ariz., last week.

Louis

n

Lake Squibs

Lake City—The

old Isis the-

modernized and" renamed the
Broadway, has started its career
under the new name. J. E. Kerikas
is manager.
Dave Frazier, former SheffieldMonogram manager here and recently transferred to Denver, has
taken charge of the Mercury exchange here.
As a result of crowds coming for
the Pioneer Days celebrations, local
houses did tremendous business last
week, with several films holding
ater,

over.

Frank Morgan Co-Featured
completed arrangehas
M-G-M for Frank Morgan
be co-featured with Bing Crosby
in
the forthcoming screen adaptation
of
the New York stage hit, "AnyLewis Milestone will
thing Goes."
direct.
Dixie Lee is being considered
the part
lead
in
for
the feminine
Ethel Merman made famous.

Paramount
ments with
to

THE
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HEARING TOMORROW

By CHARLES

T OCATION shots calling for a ship
(Continued from Page 1)
scene on "Sweet Surrender", the
Cleveland,
Ft.
Worth Properties
feature production which William
Corp., and the claims of Gordon W.
Burnett and Mudd & Mooney, which Rowland is now producing at the
were completely disallowed. RKO Eastern Service studio, will get unhas filed exceptions to all the claims der way today on the "Normandie."
The story calls for a big ballroom
except the last two.
Hearing on exceptions to the scene aboard ship. Frank Parker,
Lynd and Abe
Helen
Rockefeller award of $8,270,337 on Tamara,
the Radio City Theaters has been Lyman are featured in the producset for Sept. 30, because Judge tion, which Monty Brice is directing
Bondy leaves shortly on a European for Universal release.
•
vacation and did not want to carry
the case with him over the summer.
"Loose Money", featuring Tom

Howard and George

—

Paramount vacationists: Jackie

who took a

McCormick

already operates
the Jones theater, only other house
15.

Gayety Theater Closed for Repairs
The Gayety
Fort Worth, Tex.

—

in

Canon

City.

L. L. Dent, president Westland
has closed for repairs. Theater was
damaged by fire on July 22 to the Theater, Inc., spent a day recently
extent of $1,200. It will reopen in at headouarters here conferring with
T. B. Noble, general manager.
a few days.
He
then went on to Salt Lake City.
F. D. Morton, Erpi sales representative, is spending three weeks in

DATE BOOK

«

4:
Meeting of Allied Theaters of Vermont, White River Junction, Vt.

Aug. 6:
Meeting of Allied Theaters of Maine,
Bangor, Me.
Aug.

11-13:
Southeastern
Theater Owners
convention,
Carling
Hotel,
Jack-

Ass'n

sonville,

Fla.

Aug.

Pittsburgh Variety Club golf tour12:
nament, St. Clair Country Club, Pittsburgh.
Aug. 12-13: Des Moines Variety Club Golf
Tournament, Hyperian Club, Des Moines.
Aug. 14. Annual film outing of Boston film
row, Norumbega Park, Auburndale, Mass.
Aug. 14: Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,

Aug. 18: Annual picnic of Allied M. P. T. O.
of
Western Pennsylvania, Doc Herman's
farm,

Pittsburgh.

Indianapolis
Indianapolis.

Variety

Club

picnic,

Aug. 21-23: Allied Theaters of New Jersey
convention
and
Allied
eastern
regional
meeting, Atlantic City.
Sept. 3-8:
lantic

Showmen's
City.

Oct. 21-24:
S.M.P.E.
man Park Hotel,

London cameraman.

The

film

is

now

being edited for a "World on
Parade" release featuring Alois
Havrilla.

Indiana Items

—

Indianapolis
Dudley Williston
operator of the Walker here and fcV
Lvric in Louisville, has gone to
Maine on vacation.

Mannie Marcus,
tor.

is

in

Wavne

oneraplanning p
connection with

Ft.

New York

1

vaudeville policy in
pictures in the Emboyd theater.
Katherine Jones, cashier at the

San Antonio News

San Antonio
of the Empire

—Cashier Helen Jones

on vacation. Norassistant manager
of the same house, and his wife are
enjoying the cool breezes in Galveston.
is

Schwartz,

Margarite Peterson, formerly on
the Texas staff, is now selling tickets at the Majestic.

Jubilee,

At-

The

New

CONFAB

(Continued from Page

1)

as anyone has anything to say, and
one open forum for the airing of
grievances, according to announcement from Nat M. Williams, Thomasville, Ga., head of the publicity
committee. The program is being ar-

ranged to emphasize entertainment
rather than business for the 400
delegates that are expected from the
Atlanta,
Jacksonville
and other
areas.
M. C. Moore of the Riverside Theater here is entertainment chairman.
Program for the business session is

being handled by Bob Wilby of Atlanta, Oscar Lam of Rome and Col.
Sam Borisky of Chattanooga. President Ed Kuykendall of the M. P. T.
O. A. will talk on "We Need Each
Other."
Headquarters for the convention
will be at the Carling Hotel here,
though many of the entertainment
features will be held at Jacksonville
Beach.
A golf tournament is
planned, with Ching Allen of the
local RKO branch in charge.
Guy
Kenimer, city manager for the
Sparks circuit, as well as E. J.
Sparks, Frank Rogers and the Chambers of Commerce are cooperating
with Moore on entertainment plans.
No election of officers is scheduled
at this meeting, but will be held at
the annual convention in Atlanta
next winter. Registration fee also
will be omitted.
Several distributing companv officials from New York
are expected, and there will be ex
hibits by supply dealers.

Paramount exchange,

is vacationing
northern Michigan.
Marty Solomon, Columbia exchange manager, and his wife were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Col. Collins
at a dinner in honor of Marty's

Remodel Neenah, Wis., House
Neenah, Wis.
The Embassy,
Fox-Wisconsin Amusement Corp.
house which recently went on a
week-end schedule of operation, is
birthday.
to be remodeled and operated daily
Buddy Rogers, screen star, was within 30 days, according to an anthe official starter of the Indiana- nouncement by Gilber Courshon
polis Soap Box Derby, Saturdav manager of the house.
morning. He is at the Lyric this

week.

—

Ask New Lincoln Thea.

— Motion

Trial

for new
trial was filed in district court here
by Lincoln Theater Corp. in the suit
Lincoln,

Neb.

brought by Augusta Paper in which
the court awarded her a judgment
for $11,754 on an assignment of a
claim from Nick Paper.

cation.

New theater, Morton, Tex.,
be opened by W. B. Blankenship on or about Sept. 1.
A new theater is to be opened in
Laredo in September by Bob Bowers.
The house will show Spanish
The

will

pictures.

Lowell Parmentier Marries
Kenosha, Wis.
Lowell Parmen-

—

Mecca, Jacksboro, Tex., tier, assistant manager of the
has been opened by J. R. Walker and Kenosha and Gateway theaters here,
J. A. Gerhardt.
Fall
Convention, WardThe only other was married last week to Prudence
Washington, D. C.
house here is the Opera House, man- Jane Bretting of Green Bay.
Variety

S, E.

in

Kansas and Nebraska assisting the
Second annual picnic given by the
sales representative from the Kan- Indianapolis Variety Club is set for
sas City office.
Aug. 19.
Recent visitors along Film Row:
Out-of-town exhibs seen on film
row: Dave Ashman, B. D. Grove, T. Edward Ewing, Bruce Kixmiller. S.
W. Hall, A. E. Bennett and Jack
E. Richards, H. D. Bischoff, J. F.
Carper, Marie Goodhand, S. Biella, Rose.
A. F. Allen, John Grieve, Mrs. Fred
Lind.
aged by C. A. Worthington.
Leta Reed of the Empire is back
on the job after a two weeks' va-

man

Cleveland.

Aug. 19:

comedian, completes work today at
the Brooklyn Vitaphone studios in
a two-reel comedy, as yet untitled.
Hope is supported by Johnny Berkes.
vaudeville comic, Loretta
Sayers
and Jules Epaillv, musical comedy
players.
Lloyd French directs.
•

Piz-

—

Aug.

TO TOP

Ruby Film Co. is making an industrial for Nedick's Stores, Inc.
The film will show the process of
oranges from the time they are
bought until they are made into
orange juice and sold on their
stands. The picture will be shown
on all the company's stands throughout the Metropolitan area. Edward
Ruby will do the camera work.
•
Bobe Hope, stage and screen

trip to St. Louis

Denver Doings
and Chicago; C. N. Johnson; J. Nicoll; Miss H. Brodman; Mrs. PauDenver
Manager Benjamin D.
line Taylor, who went to Hollywood, Cockrill of the Denham has cut
and Amelia Mearian, now in Cuba.
prices from 50 cents top to 40 cents.
A program of house renovation
Webber theater. Fox neighborhood
which will include the majority of house, is now running a matinee
Saenger circuit houses, making performance daily, in addition to
them look like new, is understood to evening show.
be quietly under way. Part of the
B. P. McCormick will open a new
program on local houses has already
been undertaken in the Tudor and theater at Canon City, Colo., which
he had remodeled from a building
Globe.
there.
Opening will be about Sept.

«

ALICOATE==

Shelton, sitpby Ed Hall, "Cookie" and
Eddie Roberts, gets under way today at the Eastern Service studio
in Astoria. Al Christie is producing
and directing the short from the
Several thousand feet of film
story by William Watson and Arthur
covering the human interest side
Jarrett for Educational-Fox release.
of London, have been received by
•
the Van Beuren Corp. from their

norted

Orleans Notes

Walter Miller
New Orleans
(Snake) Richardson, First Division
district manager, is here on an inspection trip.
So is Tom Brannon,
owner of the Affiliated Producers
exchanges, with offices in Charlotte,
Atlanta and New Orleans.
Ray Cozine, directing a short and
Joe Barcelona, Baton Rouge excompleted location shots,
hibitor with several houses, says having
interior work today
his McKinley, Negro house, will starts on his
at the West Coast Service studio.
open Aug. 18.
zolota,

ENTERTAINMENT SET

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

ON RKO ALLOWANCES

New
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Sidney R.

Kent
Robert

Holmes Herbert
Bennett

"I
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CASH AND PERCENTAGE

New

Plane for Henry King

THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bur.,

IN B,

I.

Hollywood

DEAL

P.-F, D.

— As

soon

"Way Down

directing

Century-Fox
old
pick

his

1)

was

stated yesterday by Arthur
Dent, vice-president of Alliance end
managing director of B. I. P. Announcement of the releasing deal

1

was made jointly yesterday by Dent
and Harry H. Thomas, president of
First Division, at a luncheon to the
press at the St. Moritz.
Dent said that selection of an
American representative for Alliance
Films would be ratified by the B. I.
P. board of directors on his return
to London.
Dent declined to name
the man selected, because he is
presently employed.
Among the 18 pictures from which
First Division will select 10 are:

Film,
plane to

as
he finishes
East" for 20th

Henry
Troy,

King
0.,

will

fly

where

he

newly bought fourpassenger cabin cruiser and take it for
rr 3
spin around the country. King,
a
during the war, is now one
a
flyer
of the film colony's most accomplished
amateur aviators.
will

(Continued from Page

13

up

his

1

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh

—Johnny

Harris

back

from Boston.

Warner theaters are

testing the
of the local movie goers in
regards to the Sunday movie vote
which will be held Nov. 5. Within
a week, over 10,000 signed their
names to petitions approving Sun-

pulse

day movies.

Dorothy Phillips,
"Mimi" with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Warner advertising secretary in the
office, and Pete
Gertrude
Lawrence;
and
''Red Rosenthal of the Aliquappa
theater
Wagon," starring Raquol Torres,
will be married next month.
A
Charles Bickford and Greta Nissen;
"The Secret Agent," starring Greta California honeymoon will follow.
Nissen; "It's a Bet," with Helen
Kar Krug off for a two-week
Chandler; "McGlusky, the Sea Rov- cruise on the Ohio River.
er," with Jack Doyle; "Crime on the
Harry Nathan, foreign picture
Hill" with Sally Blane and Anthony
distributor, in from Cleveland on
Bushell; "Southern Maid," with Bebe
business.
Daniels; "Love at Second Sight"
with Marian Marsh, Ralph Ince and
Cress Smith, manager of WarAnthony Bushell; "Elizabeth, the ner's Palace, off to New York for
Virgin Queen," with Matheson Lang a two-week vacation. Ed Segal of
and Jane Baxter; "Radio Parade of the Ritz pinch-hitting.
1935" with Helen Chandler, Clifford
Mollison and Teddy Joyce; "Give Her
a King," with Zelma O'Neal, Wendy
Barrie and Clifford Mollison, "Girls
Will Be Boys," with Cyril Maude;
"My Song Goes Round the World"
with John Loder; "Freedom of the
Seas" with Wendy Barrie and Zelma
O'Neal; "Scotland Yard Mystery,"
with Gerald Du Maurier; "The

Great

Defender"

with

Joe

weeks

Curiosity Shop."
Speakers at the luncheon yesterday included Dent, Thomas, Louis
Nizer, Anna May Wong, and Arthur
A. Curtis, vice-president of First Division Productions.

of

War-

in Atlantic City.

Sam

Republic, back
immediately on
a business trip through West VirCollins

of

from vacation,

left

ginia.

Cincinnati Chatter

Matheson

Lang and "Old

manager

Blowitz,

Manor, leaving today for two

ner's

—

Lee Goldberg, prexy
Big Features Corp., has gone to
Atlantic City and then to New York
later this week to confer with First
Cincinnati

of

Division

officials.

M. Johnston, former Educational
exchange manager, has joined Big
Features, replacing Bill LaSance,
J.

Florida Notes

resigned.

Maury White, associated with the
Ike Libson interests and operating
Theater, in Winter Garden, replaca circuit here, is reported to have
ing the one recently destroyed by
acquired the Paramount Theater,
fire, opens this week.
C. M. Biggers
Ashland, Ky.
is owner.
Joe Meiser closed his Oxford
Following rearrangement of seats
Theater, Oxford, O., for remodeling
and installation of new sound, the
and new equipment.
Ketter Theater in Palm Beach has
J. B. Elliott, Phoenix Amusement
opened.
Co., and family are summering at
The Manavista Theater, Chipley, Lake Harrington.
in temporary quarters
since the
Col.
Paul Krieger,
Universal,
building was destroyed by fire, opens
Aug. 1 with new equipment. B. S. went to Cleveland for a conference
with Frank McCarthy, eastern sales
Donnon is manager.
Miami

W.

—The

A.

OUT

THIS

WEEK

AND

JUST AT
THIS TIME THE

new Winter Garden

Krause

the Imperial,
Jacksonville, has been transferred
to the Howell, Palatka, for a month
while A. V. Wooten, manager, is
vacationing in Mexico.
Bill Hart, manager of the Edwards Theater, Sarasota, will hold
a beauty contest the week of Aug. 4
to pick a winner for the state contest being staged in St. Petersburg.
of

manager.

Charles Behlen and H. C. Congelton of Phoenix Amusement Co. have
taken over the theater in Lancaster
formerly operated by Hazelton Bros.
Stanley

moved

his

Jacques
family

of
to

RKO

has
Frankfort,

summer.
The Apollo, Dayton, opened Sunday with RCA High Fidelity sound.
Mich., for the

MOST
IMPORTANT
BOOK ON PRODUCTION
IN

MOTION PICTURES

—

—
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EXPLOITETTES

»

"Lamps

of China" Bally
Sells Feature Big
campaign,
exploitation

AN

featuring exclusive tie-ups
with book and chain stores and
a special tie-in with the public
library, put across "Oil for the
Lamps of China," a CosmopoliWarner
for
production
tan
Bros, release, for Arthur Barry,
manager of the Capitol theater
in Macon, Ga.
Barry's "house advance" plugs
consisted of the standard trailer,
three sheets compo board panels
distributed
and
one - sheets
around the lobby, stairways and
foyers. He used a red and white

scheme for an attractive
front featuring title and cast
color

with catchlines. A pergola-like
structure supporting a Chinese
gong sounded by a little Chinese boy who distributed programs, was placed at the curb.
The library tie-up was an unusual one and Barry took full
advantage of it, spotting a
three-sheet display of stills with
adequate billing in the Main
Room and getting the Circula-

Department to distribute
bookmarks plugging the
picture a week in advance of

tion
3,000

the opening.
chain of grocery stores installed displays six days prior

A

the opening and used the
grain of rice guessing contest.
Boys also distributed 4,000 special heralds, one side blurbing
the film and the other blurbing
grocery specials for the week.
to

The Macon "Telegraph" went
over big for a six-day classified
contest a week prior to the
premiere.
About 12 inches of
display was given the contest
A "Chinese story"
film daily.
contest suggested in the Warner Bros, press-book was planted with the Macon "News," also
a week in advance with guest
tickets for prizes.
Capitol,

—

Macon, Ga.

Special Screening
Aids "Public Hero"

HPHE

highlight of H. E. Rice's
campaign on "Public Hero,"
scheduled for the Empress Thea-

«

Laramie, Wyo., was a spescreening, held in advance of
the premiere, for the local police
chief, the mayor and other law
enforcement officers in the counLocal business and profesty.
sional leaders also were invited.
Their comments were used as
part of the lobby display. Rice
was assisted by an M-G-M ex-

ter,
cial

Three days

ploiteer.

in

advance,

the cashier of the theater called
all patrons listed in the telephone book and advised them of
the picture, the cast and the
playdate. Ten days in advance
a new Buick car paraded the
streets of the city with a ban-

ner on each side carrying copy
on the picture and the automoA police display was used
bile.
in the lobby of the theater. All
taxi cabs carried back and front

bumper

cards,

weeks

advance of playdate.
Empress, Laramie, Wyo.

in

starting

three

—

Radio Tie-Up Aids
"Escape Me Never"
"Escape Me
Never," Herbert Wilcox production starring Elisabeth Bergner and released through United

'T'HE premiere

of

was ushered in at
Grand Theater in Atlanta with a number of outstanding window displays and
an effective radio tie-up. The
entire campaign was handled by
Manager Ed Melniker. Newspapers played up the engagement with art work, advance
and feature stories on Bergner.
Through the co-operation of
Artists,

Loew's

radio station WJTL, an "Amateur Critic Contest" was arranged and the writers of the
best letters on "Why I Think I
Can Qualify as a Critic to Re-

view 'Escape Me Never'?" received guest tickets to see the
picture.
This stunt kept the
title of the picture and playdate before the radio audience
five days prior to opening.
A
15-minute musical program, giving the picture several plugs
was obtained through station
WGST. Five hundred special
announcements were sent out on
the local Who's Who list and
another batch of letters was
circulated throughout the business districts of the city.

tally
cards,
with
strong selling copy on "Escape
Me Never," were distributed at
more than 100 local bridge

IG

NEWS
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

sst>

wi
it
M

"No matter how

late

in
required to work
and it's frequently until
is

little

lop,

lT/~7
^k__y

Grace
a

2

Bradley
picture
A.M. her

—

blonde secretary, Mickey McKilremains on the set with her."

PARAMOUNT.

clubs.

Leading merchants

played special

stills

—-Loew's

Theater Manager
Discusses Acting

CIXTY

per cent of the action
the average Hollywood
movie consists of people coming
in and out of doors. Notice this
sometime.
And yet, there is
but one film director in Hollywood who should be allowed
this dramatic device and he only
because he can make the device dramatic or comic, as he
chooses.
If you know your
in

have
already
guessed it
Ernst Lubitsch.
Lubitsch uses doors as integral
parts of his action, they are not
just incidental to it. Witness his
delicious use of this device in
"The Merry Widow" and "Trouble in Paradise," and in his early
sex comedies where doors, forgotten hats and canes, doorbells,
windows, winks and leers were
all scrambled together in a veritable
"ballet
mecanique" to
make for hilarious pantomime.
There is i-eally no room for

you

movies,

—

superfluous action in the film.
film crystallizes action
for us.
"To see eternity in a
grain of sand" a poet said. "To
see a life cycle in an hour and
a half" is the modern screen

The true

parallel.
That is why "The
Man Who Knew Too Much" is

a true film.

dis-

of Bergner.

Grand, Atlanta.

not a superfluous word, scene
or gesture, both using dialogue
crisp, smart and crackling
as percussion, both utilizing the
actor as part of the general
pattern and not as a highly
publicized mannikin mouthing
facile lines.
In "Waltz Time
in
Vienna" the actors were
used as in a ballet, their entire
persons were thrown into the
percussive shocks of the Strauss
waltz rhythms.
In "The Man
Who Knew Too Much" the
highly geared machinery of director Alfred Hitchcock's violent
continuity pivots and is made to
"dance" around the person of
Peter Lorre, the arch-criminal,
who acts as a sort of high
powered gear to set the various
cogs in motion to produce a
desired and planned result. As

—

place special lobby display
material in the various assembly rooms. Special letters were
posted on the bulletin boards.
Dr. Fraser made a personal announcement on the picture. Bencent was assisted in his cam-

A. H. Bencent, man-

ager of the Sterling TheaGreeley, Col., put over his

campaign

on

"Escapade,"

M-G-M

ent,

yet

actually

invisible,

"fourth

dimension" which the
director imparted to the film,
i.e., the high irony that came
at cross-purposes with the lives
of the three aerialists and which
led to the

destruction of them
of the actor
is to be functional.
Everything
else is interior decoration.
Herman G. Weinberg,
Little Theater, Baltimore.
all.

The function

—

Director Lauds Leading Men,
Calls Stars "Specialists"

CTARS

come and go but leading men start young and continue their careers before the
camera usually to a ripe age.
Male stars are men with
peculiar characteristics which
provide them with unique appeal in certain kinds of roles.
They usually fail when presented to fans in other than
their natural fortes.
Leading men, on the other
hand, are the utility men of Hollywood, masters of acting technique.
They must be able to
step into any kind of a story or
any type of character, and make
good.
They must be able to
make convincing love to anything in skirts. In other words,
they are, and always will be,
Hollywood's only real representatives of the histrionic art.
Naturally, film producers cannot afford to sacrifice leading
men for the specialty work of
stardom.
It is just a case of once a
leading man, always a leading
man.
to be

man

I, for one, however, hope
going strong as a leading
twenty years from now.

— Aubrey

Scotto.

he

contacted Dr. George W. Fraser,
Dean of the Colorado State College of Education and arranged

minute special broadcast each
evening from the stage of the
theater, with the theme song of
the picture, "You're All I Need,"
being played nightly.

—Sterling,

FACTS
ABOUT

exploited*.

spot
announcements
were made daily for a week in
advance of the opening over a
local radio station, with a 15-

Several

"Escapade" Campaign

ter,

great an actor (though I prefer the term, "film player") as
Jannings is, he never insists on
dominating a film at the expense of continuity and dramatic purpose as do so many of
our own Hollywood "stars."
.Tannings gave a magnificent
performance in "Variety," probably unsurpassed by any living actor, yet the thing you
carried away with you from
"Variety" was that ever-pres-

to

paign by an

College Ties in on

^VJHEN

That was the merit

also of "Waltz Time in Vienna."
Both exquisitely chiseled with

« « «
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Louis Suit

in St.

STABILIZED REVIVALS IN VIEW FOR NEXT SEASON

Seek

Action Planned by Group

Finds Newsreels Improving

A Stockholders

Newsreels have in the past year increased the quantity and diversity of their
subject matter and are a whole lot more interesting, it was said yesterday by F. C.
Wood, manager cf the Embassy Newsreel Theater.
Stimulated by the "March of
Time" idea, newsreel companies have gone out after subjects not previously filmed,
have dramatized news events, and are building up stories around clips shown previously
as straight news happenings, Wood said.

of Class
Move

to enjoin the

proposed Fox

Film-20th Century merger either
through a stockholders' action or an
appeal to the State Attorney General will probably be taken by the

newly-formed
Stoc

'

ama.„

1H-

s,

Century Affiliation

to Enjoin Fox Film-20th

Committee for Fox
which charges that the

being unfairly conat the expense of the
stockholders, it was stated
lion is

BOUGHT

Class A
yesterday to The Film Daily by
Henry L. Sperling, counsel for the

IN

Repeat Runs

recognizing the revefrom repeat runs,
including revivals going back several years, some of the major companies are understood to be studying plans for a stabilized system of
presenting these return runs. The
idea, which would be put into effect
next season, is to follow a practically-devised method instead of playing
the repeats in hit or miss fashion,
Probability of large-scale installa- and to make this type of booking and
tion of American equipment in So- selling an established part of exDefinitely

nue

possibilities

AMERICAN EQUIPMENT

13 6-B THEATERS

summated

Considering Plans for the
Systematic Booking of

AT SALE

—

FOR SOVIET STUDIOS

Springfield, Mass.
At a foreclosure sale yesterday of a $574,000
blanket mortgage on the properties viet studios and film laboratories
of the G. B. Theater Corp., including was voiced yesterday by B. Shumiat13 theaters in Massachusetts, Rhode ski, president and general manager
BILL
Island and New York, the mortgage of the Soviet motion picture industry
was acquired without opposition by at a press conference. Shumiatski
a committee of G. B. bondholders said that he had been studying varifor $287,050. The mortgage will be ous types of equipment for use in
motion picture production and had
{Continued on Page 2)
practically concluded to use AmeriWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
can equipment.
Washington The Duffy copyright
"Time"
Will
Shumiatski related that Russia is
bill is near the top of the Senate
now engaged in making its first
Middle
Release
of
(Continued on Page 2)
calendar, although action on it this
session is still questionable, The
To maintain a balance on the RKO
Film Daily learned yesterday as short subjects schedule and to better
Senate consideration of non-con- meet the booking demands of cir- Disallow $289,712 Claim
tested measures by complete calen- cuits, RKO has changed the "March
Of Salem Realty Corp.
dar call continued.
The bill was of Time" release to the middle of
Report disallowing the claim of
reached early, but on motion of each month, it was announced yes{Continued on Page 3)
Realty Co. for $289,712
terday by Jules Levy, sales chief. Salem
Release was originally slated to start against Paramount was signed yesAug. 2. First issue under the RKO terday by Special Master John E.
releasing arrangement now is set Joyce and submitted to Federal
Baily at Reliance

committee.

(Continued on Page 3)

ACTION

HENRY LAZARUS HEADS

UNLIKELY THIS SESSION

GULF BUYING COMBINE

COPYRIGHT

RKO

—

Make

Month

Tom

As Advertising Chief
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Tom Baily has left
M-G-M to head the Reliance advertising and exploitation department.

Russell Phelps continues as

Judge Coxe for

for Aug. 16.

Court Sets Sept. 30 for Trial
Of Gov't Action in St. Louis

publicity director.

Paramount Celebrates

Jack Goldstein Is Slated
For U.A. Exploitation Post
Jack Goldstein, publicity director
for the
is

RKO New

understood

England theaters,

slated

to

take over

Morroe Greenthal's former

position

as exploitation head for United Artists.
Greenthal was promoted to

succeed Hal
licity chief,

Home, advertising pubwho resigned last week.

—

Louis On or before Sept. 9
the Federal Government must furnish RKO Distributing Corp. and
its president, Ned E. Depinet, bills
of particulars in the anti-trust case
against that corporation, Warners,
Paramount, et al, according to a
St.

Tenth anniversary of the New York
Paramount Theater will be celebrated
on
Friday
simultaneously
with
the
opening of Paramount Pictures' 1 93536 Jubilee Year.
Bookings of the
theater for the next four weeks include "Every Night at Eight", "Annapolis
Farewell",
"Big Broadcast of
1936" and "Two for Tonight".

his signature.

ruling by Judge George Moore coincident with setting Sept. 30 as the
date for the trial. The request for
the bills of particulars was granted
(Continued on Page 2)

Bv WILLIAM SPECHT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

—

New

Orleans Allied Exhibitors of
Louisiana, with 14 exhibitors as a
starter, was incorporated yesterday,
giving birth to the independent booking and buying exclusively predicted
in Film Daily weeks ago. Officers
(Continued on Page 2)

Pittsburgh Outlook
Brightest in Years

—

Pittsburgh Prospects for the newseason here are brighter than they
have been for several years. With
the reopening of the Cinema and
possible use of the Davis for road(Continued on Page 2)

Reel Approved

2,000-Fr.
West Coast Bur.,
Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

— Recommendations

for

2,000-foot

as

the

the

adoption

of

a

standard

of

the

approved

last

night at a meeting of the

Research

Council

entire

of

the

reel

industry

Academy

Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.
proposed to put the larger size
into

general

use starting

were

Jan.

1,

of

It

is

reel

1936.

V

.
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FINANCIAL

after Judge Moore overruled de- shows, no equipped downtown theamurrers to the Government indict- ter will remain idle. The Fulton and
ment filed on behalf of RKO and Alvin are reopening next month.
Depinet.
Single features will dominate the
The bills of particulars are to in- field, with stage attractions to be
form the defendants as to the time, used for support at the Stanley,
place and circumstances of the al- Loew's Penn and Harris-Alvin.
leged acts and the names of the
agents to whom they acted and the
Equipment

persons, firms or corporations adversely affected by the alleged con-

(Continued from Page

Henry Lazarus Heads
Gulf Buying Combine
(Continued from Page 1)

Henry Lazarus,

president;

I.

J.

Harrelson, Louis Hemstreet and A.
H. Yoemans, vice-presidents; Benny
Dudenhefer, former Fox manager,
booker-buyer.
The new corporation will make a
drive for other independents, fighting for lower clearance and rezoning.
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turned over to a new companv being formed for operation of the
G. B. properties and in which Paramount will have a 52 per cent interest. Nathan E. and Samuel Goldstein will operate the new company's
theater properties.

l/g
1/4

Acquire "Tarzan" Serial

%
103/4 —

I/2
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34
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8
121/2

125/g

3/8
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1/4

Arthur Dent has acquired distribution rights to the "Tarzan" serial
for England and M-G-M has acquired releasing rights in the Far
East, it was said yesterday by Harry Rathner, local representative of
Tarzan-Burroughs Enterprises.

1/2

991/2

993/4

75

76

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

1/4

color picture using its own process.
After this film is completed further
experimentation with the color process will be necessary before mass
production in color begins, he declared.
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+
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+

+
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1
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Local 306 Board Meets
New executive board of Local 306
held an all-day session yesterday to
chart the future policies of the association.
Over 30 members presented their grievances to the board.
The present officers of Local 306
will hold office until December when
the regular election will take place.

distribution of international music.

Rochester, N. Y.

—

Business of

Quimby
Gilbert

James
Golden

Flood

to

fly

the coast

late

CROSBY,

photographer
Mexico.

from

returned

"Tabu,"

of

GREGORY

RATOFF, ERICH POMMER, DR.
GIANNINI, BORIS SHUMIATSKY, head
of the Soviet film industry, with FRIEDERICH
ERMLER and VLADIMIR NIELSEN; ANDRE
LAVARRE, assistant to Burton Holmes, and

A.

H.

Mrs.

and WILLIAM S. PALEY, presiColumbia Broadcasting System sail
the Normandie for Europe.

Lavarre,

dent of
today on

VICTOR

HALPERIN

has

tions

left

New

Produc-

Medallion

of

York

the

for

coast.

FRANK TUTTLE,
two
land,

in
the east to meet his
daughters on their return from Switzerwill remain a few weeks before returnto the Paramount studios.

OSCAR SERLIN,
the east,

PATSY
the

KELLY,

in

coast.

following a brief visit in
the coast by plane next
a 20th Century-Fox pic-

to

appear

to

man

talent

week from the

this

returns

east,

week

Paramount

returned

in

ture.

LORETTA
returns

late

CHARLES
coast

YOUNG,
in

now

abroad,

sojourning

August.

LAUGHTON

takes

from

off

the

England.

for

Lovejoy, president.

Capitol Holds Stage

Show

Marking the first time in the history of the Capitol Theater that it
has retained its stage show intact
with a change in screen attraction,
the house on Friday will hold over
the revue bill including Lou Holtz,
Belle Baker, Block & Sully, Moore
& Revel, and Tip, Tap & Toe. Incoming screen feature is Paramount's "Man on the Flying Tra-

HARRY HOWELL, stage director of the New
York company of "Anything Goes", has left for
Hollywood to start rehearsals for the coast
presentation of the stage musical.

ARTHUR
Films
sails

DENT,

vice-president

ter consummating
of First Division.

a

REG WILSON, GB's
tive,

is

visiting

the

SAUL KRUGMAN
returned

has

staff

of

Alliance

and managing director of B. I. P.,
for England today on the Normandie afwith

deal

special

New

Harry

representa-

sales

Orleans

of the GB
to New York.

Thomas

exchange.

Home

Office

peze".

Presenting Warshawsky's Play
"The Woman of Destiny", play
by Samuel J. Warshawsky, former
member of the RKO Radio and GB

•-;'-

Overnight Service from New York
Chicago to Los Angeles and San
Fastest, shortest to most cities
Francisco.
Leave New York
on the Pacific Coast.
4:25 P. M. (D.S.T.)
42nd
St., MU. 2-7300
58
E.
Office:
Ticket
Hotels Travel Bureaus Telegraph Offices

and

Heights Club Theater in Jackson
Heights, L. I.
The play was novelized and published in "Woman's
Home Companion" under the title
of "The Heart Compelled."

countries in addition to the regusuperimposed-title version.

Halperins Add Dreyfus Story
Plans Color Short in Mexico
By acquiring film rights to Rene
Floyd Crosby, photographer of
D'Annelle's "The Famous Dreyfus
Case", Victor and Edward Halperin "Tabu," plans production in Mexico
have added a ninth production to of a short in Technicolor based on
James
the program which they will make some Mexican folk tales.
for
Medallion
Productions,
Inc. Bodero is preparing a story.
Richard Carroll, formerly with Fox
New Soviet Film for Acme
and now story head for Medallion,
"Golden Taiga", Soviet producis doing the screen treatment for
the Dreyfus story. Victor Halperin tion with English titles, will have
American premiere tomorrow
left this week for the coast to pre- its
morning at the Acme Theater.
pare for filming this production.

A
UNITED AIR LINES

New

publicity staffs, will be presented
the week of Aug. 5 at the Jackson

lar

C.

FLOYD

ing

By Eastman Kodak Head

will

week.

has

Improvement Reported

"Becky Sharp" Spanish-Dubbed
Spanish
dubbing
Pioneerof
RKO's "Becky Sharp" is to be
Cummins
Gets Song Numbers
started immediately in Barcelona,
aters died last week in Jamestown,
Six new songs by C. A. Bixio, under the supervision of Roberto
N. Y., according to word received
by E. W. Smith, manager of the Italian composer, author of "Tell Trillo, manager of the company's
Me That You Love Me", have just Spanish branch, according to a cable
twbo local theaters.
been received from Italy by Samuel just received at the home office. It
Cummins, who has signed Bixio for is expected that this Spanisha period of years. Cummins intends dubbed version of "Becky" will be
to open a publishing division for used extensively in Latin-America
George Sewell Dead
Dover, O. George Sewell, 31,
Ohio district manager for Shea the-

Fred
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.
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Eastman Kodak for the first half
of this year is somewhat higher
than in the same period of 1934,
and the last half should show an
Theaters
increase over the final six months
Bought in at Sale of last year, according to Frank W.

(Continued from Page 1)
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American
For Soviet Studios

spiracy.

are:

Coming and Going

(Continued from Page 1)
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HERE & THERE

REVIEWS

»

—

Philadelphia A further discussion of the proposed local buying
combine took place at a meeting
Monday in the Independent Exhibitors Protective Ass'n headquarters.
The city was divided into six districts for zoning purposes, and each
district is to meet by the middle of
next week, after which a combined
meeting will be held for final formation of the corporation.

Anna May Wong and

—

Majestic in Corning, following several weeks of darkness when improvements were made to both
houses.

—

Mount Vernon, O. Schine Enterprises will increase the seating capacity of the Vive Theater here
from 600 to 900 and will make
improvements.

other

with
First

Atlanta

—A

vaudefilm

policy

when

ment

of Lucas

&

Jenkins,
just acquired the house.

is
it

manage-

•

THERE'S ALWAYS

something new in pressbooks
these hot summer days
the pressbook lads are getting so
original and on-their-toes the last few months that it behooves
us in all fairness to take back some of those dirty cracks we
used to make
in the Old Days
about the paucity of
ideas, initiative and general resourcefulness on the part of the
publicity lads who handle the Blurb Books for the industry
the latest cause for this admission on our part is the
Rrand job done by Charlie Einfeld's staff on the pressbook for
Marion Davies' "Page Miss Glory"

•

WE CAN

go just as Screechy with praise when a
as we can go Sour with the ole razz
and we want to state to you exhibs that here is a Warner
Pressbook that simply dumps the entire publicity set-up right
in your lap
it is one of the most complete and practical
showman sheets we have ever lamped on a pix

•

•

it

•

•

•

JUST A few

three distinct cam-

highlights

paigns

In

View Next Season

(Continued from Page 1)

change

activities

for

a

definite

period.

One system proposed

Edmund Gwenn
70 mins.

Division

production

Cast,

•

who have

Stabilized Revivals

in

HANDSOMELY PRODUCED AND SPLENDIDLY ACTED DRAMA WILL APPEAL TO
BETTER CLASS AUDIENCES.

job deserves

likely at the Fox Theater
reopens in the fall under

Allan

"JAVA HEAD"

•

Bremen, O. J. L. Hatcher is
opening the Bremen here and the

Elizabeth

«

one for
one for large metropolitan theaters
first-run houses in smaller situations
and a third for
neighborhood houses
the three campaigns were contributed by theater experts who are ACTUALLY using these campaigns in their own situations
Irv Windisch of the New
York Strand
Jules Field of Jersey City's Central theater
and Al Plough, at Philly's "nabe" Commodore

first-rate

in

this

and

direction

picture.

are

Where

is
not in the telling
story but in its familiar substance.

distinction

all

lacks

it

of

the

Summed

up the tale concerns a young handsome and
wealthy sea captain, John Loder, who weds
and brings home to England a beautiful
Manchu princess, Anna May Wong, and
then

that he really loves Elizabeth
neighbor.
Miss Wong discovers
this, proposes an Oriental solution by suggesting that Loder may love two wives,
and when this is rejected, seeks first to
kill Miss Allan, but commits suicide instead.
The picture is very attractively costumed.
Dialogue is very literate and the conflict
worked out principally in well-pointed
finds

Allan,

a

without

talk

much

action.

Miss

Wong

splendid performance, as do John
Loder, Elizabeth Allan, Edmund Gwenn and
the rest of the able cast.
Cast: Anna May Wong, Elizabeth Allan,
Edmund Gwenn, John Loder, Ralph Richard-

gives

a

Herbert Lcmas, George Curzcn, John
Gray Blake, Rcy Emerton, Amy
Brandon Thcmas, Frances Carson.

sen,

Marriner,

Producer, Basil Dean; Director,

Ruben;

Author,

J.

Walter

Hergesheimer;
Screenplay, Martin Brcwn, Gordon WellesCameraman, Robert Martin.
J'cseph

Direction, First-rate.

Photography, Fine.

calls for the

distributing companies to make up
a list of specific pictures and have
their field sales force confine their
Another idea is
efforts to this list.
to have theaters poll their patrons
to ascertain which pictures they
want to see again.
As an instance of the extra money
that is possible from repeats, M-Ghas set a figure of $72,000 in a
''Thin Man" revival drive in Jack
Flynn's district embracing six ter-

M

•

•

•

THEN THERE

are two pip contests outlining
a "Dawn Glory" beauty contest,
and a "newspaper plant" contest
there are "Welcome,
Marion Davies" stunts, to usher in Miss Davies' first production in two years
a "Kiddy Korner" section
woman's pages are covered with beauty hints and Fall fashions
literally hundreds of tie-ups on the "Dawn Glory" slant,
(that being the name of the heroine in the pix)
a serialization, radio contest, how to plug the title song, and an autographed photo stunt for a co-op page
yes, Mister Exhib
what you call a Complete Pressbook

every step of the stunts

ritories.

SCREEN

Copyright J3ill Action
Unlikely This Session
(Continued from Page 1)

Senator Ashurst was passed over.
A drive to press for .passage has not
materialized, and if the
Senate
should follow the expected plan of
three-day recesses while waiting to
consider the tax bill, prospects are
that it will die on the calendar.

THRILL
• • •
the epic flight of the British scientific expedition over the Roof of the World
Mt.
Everest
special two-reeler released on the Educaa
tional-Fox program
showing the intrepid airmen in two
planes soaring 32,000 feet over the crest of the highest mountain on this planet
and what a splendid job done by the
cameramen!
with oxygen tanks to keep alive in that
rarified atmosphere
with 100 below zero
shooting
some of the grandest stuff ever caught by a camera
thrilling
awe-inspiring
a picture that will rock the
most hard boiled out of their coma
and to the apprecia-

GB

tive,

a Supreme Screen

glorious achievement

H. G. Wells Writing Only For Films
London H. G. Wells plans to
abandon his regular writing and devote himself entirely to creating
and adapting stories for the screen.
It is to be a temporary arrangement in the nature of an experiment, and Wells intends to devote
the next three years to it. At the
present moment, the world-famous
author is occupied with two screen
plays for Alexander Korda, "The
Man Who Could Work Miracles"
and "100 Years From Now", to be
released through United Artists.

of human courage, daring and
and what an ace narration by Lowell

thrill

Thomas!

T

—

•

•

•

IF

YOU

T

have a

ole Irish shillelah in your souvenir collection
please loan it to Irv Windisch at the
Strand on Broadway
where "The Irish In Us" opens this
morn
Irv promises to return it intact
IF some spalpeen from the Ould Sod doesn't steal it from the lobby exhibit
Spotted at the Fenimore Country Club last Saturday

«<

«

SHORT SUBJECTS »
"Wings Over Mt. Everest"

Educational

» » »

22 mins.

Smash Screen

Thrill
Really an epic short, showing for
the first time since history began
the conquering by man of the insurmountable Mt. Everest in Asia,
the highest peak in the world.
It
was accomplished by a British scientific expedition in two planes, with
Gaumont British cameramen taking
the remarkable shots at an altitude
of 32,000 feet, the highest recording
on a film ever achieved. The photog-

raphy

is

remarkably

clear,

and the

views of the towering glacial peaks
are awe-inspiring. Here is a subject
that should be billed on the marquee
with any feature. It is an exclusive
that probably will never be duplicated again, for it took months to
plan this flight and a fortune to
equip the expedition.
Lowell
Thomas puts over a most dramatic
narration. It's a real Screen Thrill.

"Dog Days"

li'l

Al Lichtman, George and Spyros Skouras, Abe Montague,
Nathan Burkan
Harry Gold, Paul Lazarus, Eddie Alperson, Harry Buckley, Jack Gluckman
mebbe this is the
new hangout of the Motion Picture Club

m

«

(Treasure Chest)
Eduucational
8 mins.
Dog Study
Very interesting presentation of
the wire haired fox terrier that will
please all dog-lovers.
The wire
haired blue ribbon winners are

shown

in all sorts of poses, and the
entire story of this fine breed is told
in a breezy fashion by an expert narration that discloses all the inside
dope about this breed of canines.

THE

SHOWMANSHIP

-FOR DRAMA,

SPECTACLE, THRILLS!

WORLD

PREMIERE

JULY

31

st

RIVOLI- New York

dbai**
SPENCER TRACY
CLAIRE

TREVOR

HENRY B.WALTHALL
ALLAN DINEHART
and a Cast

of

2500

Produced by Sol M. Wurtzel
Directed by Harry Lachman
Screen play by Philip Klein and Robert

M.

Yost

YOU HAVEN'T A SHOW WITHOU]

PICTURE OF THE YEAR
-FOR PATRONAGE, APPLAUSE,

PROFITS!

TO THOSE SMART

SHOWMEN WHO HAVE

BOUGHT RKO-RADIO'S

1935-36 PRODUCT

EDWARD

EVERETT

HORTON

HELEN BRODERICK

RHODES
ERIC BLORE
ERIK

Directed by

MARK SANDRICH

A

Berman Production

Pandro

S.

•

•

•

sta

r

ri n

g

FRED AST^fcEE
GINGER ROGERS
with music

and

lyrics

by

IRVING BERLIN
WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR
PRE-RELEASE

ENGAGEMENTS

LABOR DAY WEEK
(GENERALLY RELEASED SEPTEMBER

\i- y

6th)

THE FIRST ATTRACTION OF THE NEW

SEASON

.

.

.THE

LAST WORD IN
MUSICAL SHOWS

•

THE

a&a

DAILY

A

"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK
EDWARD SMALL has added Mona
By

Barrie to the cast of Reliance's
Miss
"The Melody Lingers On."
Barrie was loaned by 20th CenturyFox, to whom she is under contract.
With Josephine Hutchinson,

HOLLYWOOD

June Travis has been added by
of "The Case

Warners to the cast
of the Lucky Legs".
t

r

Dorothy Peterson has been signed
Gene
RKO

Radio's production of
for
Stratton-Porter's "Freckles".

T

T
George Houston, Helen Westley and
Forrester Harvey has been asJohn Halliday in the leading roles,
"The Melody Lingers On" is now signed to Warner's "Captain Blood".
T
before the cameras under the diBack from Europe after a three
rection of David Burton. It will be
months' visit tc England and the
released through United Artists.
Jr.,
continent, Arthur Hornblow,
launched
Fred Keating has been signed by Paramount producer, has
"The
RKO Radio for "If You Were Mine," work on Rudvard Kipling's
The script for
musical to be directed by Ben Stol- Light That Failed."
the picture is unusual in that, aloff, with Roger Pryor, Helen Broderthough it was originally written in
ick and Hugh Herbert.
Hollywood, it bears pencilled notaT
T
T
tions and suggestions written by Kip"Public Enemy's Wife" will be ling himself.
Hornblow was tbe
filmed in the near future by Warguest for several weeks of the famners.
ous author in his London home,
during which time the two discussed
William Farnum has been signed at great length the scenario and
by RKO Radio for "Powdersmoke treatment for the film.
Range", super-outdoor drama feaT
T
T
turing Harry Carey, Hoot Gibson
A new Vitaohone Technicolor twoand a host of "western" favorites, reeler,
"Soldier
Misfortune",
of
and now in production with Wallace enters production today at the BurFox directing.
bank studios. El Brendel will star.
T
T
Direction will be in the hands of
Betty Grable, RKO Radio's pret- Ralph Staub.
Joe Traub dlid the
ty blonde singing and dancing com- screen play.
edienne, is working in two pictures
T
T
at once on the home lot at present.
"If You Were Mine" and

They are

"Love Song".

Omaha
Omaha

—

Items

"World-Herald" movie reKeene Abbott, at its Monday luncheon. Abbott served on the
"World-Herald" for 32 years.
Bob Ballantyne of Scott-Ballantyne Supply Co., and family, en
route to Yellowstone for a two
weeks' vacation.
Sam Stern of Capitol Pictures in
Chicago for two-week holiday.
Ben Mariner, United Artists bookvacationing.

George Bickford, former Paramount manager, has left show business for auto selling at Davenport,
la.

E.

R.

Cummings,

Frank

Tuttle,

Paramount

direc-

tor has

a rare treat in store for
himself these next few weeks, with

Seattle Items

Variety Club honored

retiring
viewer,

er,

T

district

man-

ager for A. H. Blank, and the Mrs.
are Black Hills bound for a ten-day
vacation.
Orville Rennie, assistant manager
at the Omaha, has left with his
family for ten days at Lake Okoboji, la.

—
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Seattle
Twentieth
Century's
"Call of the Wild," which staged its
world premiere at John Hamrick's
Orpheum last week, has been held
over for a second week.

the

completion

of

Bing

"Two For Tonight." He

Crosby's

visits

New

York to welcome to America his
two daughters, whom he has not
The girls,
seen for many months.
Fredericka, 18, and Helen, 15, have
been students at the International
Geneva,
Switzerland.
School
in
Fredericka will attend Vassar this
Tuttle will remain in the
east for a couple of weeks before
returning for his next directorial
assignment at Paramount.
t
T
Fall.

Studio officials at Warners are
predicting "big things" for Everett
Marshall after viewing the rushes
of "I Live for Love", the film in
which the concert singer is paired
with Dolores Del Rio. Busby Berkeley directed.
t

t

"LOTS'
tiplies

the enjoyment of

Baltimore

—"My

Heart

is

Call-

ing" is held over for a third week
at the Little Theater and "Curly
Top" will have a second week at
the New.
Loew's Century is permitting the
Charcoal Club to hold its summer
j^r in the lobby.
A large numworks by members of the
<?Dlayed and are attract' ;

ion.

watch-

Dick

Warner

Foran,

featured

player, leaves with Director D. Ross
Lederman and the remainder of the
cast in the picture "Moonlight on
the Prairie" for a week's location
trip at Big Bear Lake.
The film is
one of a series of six Westerns in
which Foran and other Warner actors will appear.
T

May Robson
starring

T

has started on her

picture

for

Universal,

"Three Kids and a Queen", under
the direction of Edward Ludwig.
T

T

Writing screen plays on subjects
with which one is entirely unfamiliar is a guarantee of authenticity.
This oddly paradoxical statement is

"Talkie technique" in dancing is
one of the unusual developments of the conclusion of Laird Doyle, Warsound pictures, according to Roy ner scenarist, whose own career has
Del Ruth, who has just completed proved it to be true. "The answer,"
directing
"Broadway Melody of Doyle points out, "lies in the fact
1936" for M-G-M.
"When I made that when a writer is familiar, from
'Gold Diggers of Broadway' in 1930," personal experience, with a subject,
Del Ruth says, "dancing girls of he is apt to take too much for
the films were just as talented and granted.
On the other hand, when
as pretty as those I've used in my he is assigned to do a scenario on a
latest picture.
But the modern girl subject that is new to him, he will
has developed a rhythm and sound engage in thorough research, with
cadence to her dancing that was not the result that the material he obeven dreamed of by her sisters of tains is bound to be authentic."
five years ago.
The result is that Screen plays by Doyle include "The
screen dancing now possesses a Key," "British Agent" and "Oil For
vibrant, electric quality that mul- the Lamps of China."

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

St.

Louis Brevities

—

St. Louis
Carl Krueger, for
Pittsburgh Joe Tilton, sound engineer with the Atlantic Screen some months connected with the
publicity department of the FanService, is leaving for New York
chon & Marco organization here,
this week to join Mr. and Mrs. Mar- has left for Hollywood.
Prior to
Will Maylon has gone to Portland, tin Johnson on their trip to Borneo. joining Fanchon & Marco he was
Max
representative
for
where he is operating a girl show. His post here has been taken over special
Reinhardt's
"Midsummer Night's
Empress Amusement Co. was re- by Oscar Roup.
Dream" and before that handled
cently formed in Spokane, with capAfter several delays, Harry Fein- publicity for Olsen & Johnson.
italization of $50,000, to operate stein, Warner's head booker here,
Billy Link, a local entertainer,
theaters.
C. D. Miller, Robert R. finally got away to Atlantic City
has returned from Hollywood and
Pence, and J. T. Nelson are the for a two-week rest.
is performing at the Mar-del Couni.icorporators.
The Sheridan Square closes SatVaude and a girl revue are added urday for remodeling of interior try Club in University City.
There is a serious controversy beto screen fare at the New Rex and reseating of the entire first
tween Motion Picture Operators
theater of Seattle.
floor. Manager George Johnson will
Union No. 143 and the Urban
After managing the Fox theater vacation
shutdown.
during
the
League, a local negro organization,
in Spokane, and later a theater in House reopens Aug. 17.
as to whether white or negro proPortland, Floyd Maxwell has gone
Local showfolk vacationing in At- jectionists should operate the mato Denver, where he is now oper- lantic City include Mr. and Mrs. M.
chines in three all-negro motion
ating the Orpheum.
J. Cullen, C. J. Latta, Mr. and Mrs. picture theaters here.
Ben Steerman, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
DeFazio,
Jimmy Balmer, Eddie
San Antonio Notes
Johns and Ruth Miller.
Wins Women's Neb. Golf Tourney
San Antonio
Ken Coffman of the Harris-Alvin
Steve Wilhelm is
Plainview, Neb.— Mrs. J. J. Hoffframing a variety show to play the- off to the nearby mountains.
man, manager of the Plainview theater dates in surrounding towns.
ater, won the women's northeast NeBank Night will get under way RKO Lineup for British W. Indies braska golf tourney. She is the
at the Texas on Aug. 6.
RKO Radio's 1935-36 product only woman exhibitor in Nebraska
H. W. Kier and A. A. Phillips of lineup, including shorts, has been who plays outstanding golf.
National Pictures were in Austin sold to the British Colonial Film
on official business last week.
Exchange, Ltd., for distribution in
Twins to H. Van Boxtel
Ray Cooke back to the West Coast Trinidad, Barbadoes, Demarara and
surrounding islands in the British
after a short stay in Texas.
Orange City, la. H. Van Boxtel,
Recent visitors along N. Soledad West Indies. W. P. Humphreys of manager of the Nira theater, beSt.: Gidney Talley, H. F. Donaldson, British Colonial came to New York came the father of twins recently,
G. Raetzch, "Bill" Billingsley.
to close the deal.
a boy and a girl.

—

Baltimore Bits

its

ers in the theater."

—

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Pathe Sells Part of Its Interest in

NEW INDEPT

CIRCUIT HAS OPTIONS ON 72 HOUSES

Fox Film Half-Year Net Profits Rise
Earnings of Fox for 26
Weeks Equal to 55
Cents a Share
Consolidated net profit of $1,355,781, after all charges including federal taxes, is reported by Fox Film
Corp. for the 26 weeks ended June
29, comparing with $1,199,241 for
This is
the same period of 1934.
equal to 55 cents a share on the
Class A and Class B stocks in the
first half of this year, against 49
cents in the first half of last year.
For the quarter ended June 29
the consolidated profit from operations, after all charges including
Federal Taxes, was $738,974, com(Continued on Page 10)

ENGLISH-DIALOG FILMS

MADE IN MEXICO
City — Impulsa Cinemato-

BEING
Mexico

DuPont Film

Decision

Reserved on

RKO

To

Exceptions

Bondy yesterday reserved decision on exceptions filed by RKO to the
recommendations of Special Master Thomas D. Thacher that the Broadway and 47th
Street claim be allowed for $337,500 and to allowances on the claims of the Hoblitzelle Realty Corp.,
Hoblitzelle Investment Co. and Hobli tzelle Corp., Hippodrome
Building Co., of Cleveland, and Fort Worth Properties Corp.
Bondy also reserved
decision on exceptions filed by Gordon W. Burnett and Mudd & Mooney to disallowance of their claims.
Federal Judge

REVAMPED NRA SETUP PARAMOUNT INQUIRY
TAKES STEP FORWARD
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY
new revamped

—The

SET FOR DECEMBER
Washington Bureau

—

(Continued on Page 10)

3

Warner

New

Theater Projects
Michigan
Total to 17
Lift

Pix
new company headed by Broadcasting
Gerald E. L. Hanson of New York,
Versions
Detroit Continuing the boom in
Radio
Weekly
In
will place an English-dialogue film,
effected between theater activities throughout Michhas
been
A
tieup
American
the
on
"Maria Elena,"
and Warner Pic- igan, three new projects have just
Picture Station
market within a month.
radio dra- been announced, making a total of
15-minute
whereby
tures
most
the
one
of
cost 200,000 pesos,
films 17 construction and reconstruction
company's
of
the
matizations
Mexico,
made
in
expensive films ever
The first jobs either under way or planned.
will be broadcast weekly.
{Continued on Page 2)
program will be on the air this eve- Frank Stuart, state salesman for
ning from 7 to 7:15, with a radio Excellent Pictures, has optioned a
Neighborhood House version of "The Irish in Us," now store building in Davison to erect
Richard Ingin Kansas City at the New York Strand, as the lead- a 300-seat theater.
grafica,

—

WNEW

New

Planned

(Continued on Page 10)

Carrillo

—

Bucks Himself

Detroit
Leo Carrillo played in ophimself this week here.
position
to
Appearing in person at the Michigan
Theater, Publix ace house, he was also
on the screen in "Love Me Forever"
at the Fox Theater, the principal opposition.

(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued on Page 2)

—

Kansas City A site at 63rd and
Wyandotte streets has been purchased by Jacobs Realty Co. for a
development which will include a
theater seating 1,500. Although the
new owners have been approached
by several theater operators, no definite lease arrangements have been

Sale of DuPont Stock by Pathe
Will Enable Dividend Payment
More

Pathe Exchange,

British Product

(Continued on Page 10)

Formation

of
the Independent
Circuit, Inc., which has
valid options to acquire 72 theaters
in the metropolitan area and will
begin functioning with this nucleus
in two weeks was made known yesterday by Milton C. Weisman, one
of the organizers of the new circuit and its counsel.

Theater

Weisman

said that 34 exhibitors

Inc.,

INFERNirANlT'lRISH'

HAVE SMASH OPENINGS
Breaking midsummer precedent,
two pictures had simultaneous record-breaking openings on Broad-

way
Fox

"Dante's Inferno",
a five-year openRivoli,
the
at
record

yesterday.
release,

set

ing
day
while Warner's "The Irish in Us"
made it look like height of the winter season at the Strand. Both attractions had long waiting lines on
hand for the 9:30 A. M. opening of
(Continued on Page 11)

Buckley To Be Honored
At Testimonial Dinner

—

C. H. Buckley,
relinquished his theater in-

Albany, N. Y.

who has

to Si Fabian, will be
given a farewell testimonial dinner
at the Variety Club on August 5.
to branch managers,
yesterday In addition
(Continued on Page 10)

shares of DuPont Film
Manufacturing Corp. capital stock to
Seeking U. S. Release E.
I. duPont deNemours & Co. for
Jacques Salviche, representative approximately $1,400 a share and
of the Sound City Studios, London, will apply $1,500,000 of the proceeds
has arrived from abroad to arrange of the sale to reduction of its recent
for American distribution of 15 Brit- $2,000,000 loan from the Bankers
ish features and nine shorts and to Trust Co.
A statement from Pathe said that
acquire, as agent for the International Film Consortium of Paris, a "this will put the company in a
sold

34 Exhibitors Included in
New Metropolitan
Theater Group

whose theaters were included in the
new circuit had subscribed to $100,of THE FILM DAILY
000 worth of debentures which will
Hearings on the
(Continued on Page 10)

Washington
set-up was advanced a step
yesterday as the Federal Trade Paramount receivership administraCommission issued a statement ex- tion will begin next December in the
plaining group 1 and group 2 rules Southern District Court of New
which may be incorporated in the York, it is stated by William G. Mctrade practice conference rules or Adoo, chairman of the Senate comagreements approved by the Com- mittee that is looking into the affairs
mission, many of which are now in of bankruptcies and receiverships.
process of negotiation with various

NRA

$1,355,781

terests here

1,400

(Continued on Page 11)

Reception for Walt Disney
Walt Disney, just back from abroad,
be tendered a reception from 5
afternoon in the
o'clock
this
to 7
east foyer salon of the Waldorf-Aswill

toria

Hotel

distributes

by United Artists,
the Disney product.
be by invitation.

tendance will

which
At-

THE

-3&*lDAILY

Thursday, Aug.

Broadcasting Warner Pix Fox Branch Changes
In Boston and Albany
In Weekly Radio Versions
Thurs, Aug.
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10 Cents

Editor and Publisher

Page

Cominq and Going

—

Boston Roy Hefner, sales manager here for Fox, has resigned and
off.
It will be followed by "Front
Harry Alexander from the Albany
Page Woman" on Aug. 8. On Aug. office has been appointed his suc13, a 15-minute dramatization of
cessor. Jack Jennings, salesman for
Marion Davies' "Page Miss Glory" western Massachusetts, has been
Programs there- transferred to Albany territory and
will be presented.
after will take place on consecutive
John Felony is promoted from bookTuesdays.
er to the sales staff in Boston. Norburt Murray of the ad sales depart(Continued from

1)

W

Donald
M. Mersereau, Secretary-Trea-un
«nd General Manager; Arthur W. F.ildy, Asm)
ciate
Editor; Don Carle Gillette. ManaamEditor.
Entered as second class matter.

May

1918, at the post-office at New *.
N.
under the act of March i. IR7"
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.0(1.
Foreign
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order
Address all communications to
Fll v
21,
Y..

Peru Leads Latin Field
In Sound Film Progress

ment takes Felony's post as booker,
with

Haven

of the New
taking the local ad sales

Horowitz

Sis'.

office

has shown proportionately post.
greater progress in talking pictures
Technicolor Board Confers
than any other South American
country according to E. M. Hall,
Board
of directors of Technicolor,
THE
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y. Latin-American export manager of Inc., conferred yesterday on proElectrical Research Products, who posals outlined by Dr. Herbert KalPhone. Circle 7-4736. 7-4737, 7-4738. 7-4739
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
Holly
has just completed a survey of the mus, president, for establishment
wood. California
Ralph Wilk, 0425 Hull}
territory.
In the neighboring cities of Technicolor laboratories in Engwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
London
of Lima, Callao and Miraflores there land and on the continent.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
AnWardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichthildbuehne. are 25 sound installations, an aver- nouncement of the board's action
Friedrichstrasse. 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
age of one for every 12,000 possible will be made today.
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courpatrons, Hall stated.
les-Noues, 19.
Western Electric has 25 installaShoot Part of Fox Film in East
tions in Peru, including 11 Wide
Because of the radio and stage acRange attachments.
Further emphasis is given the fig- tivities of the stars signed to apures by the fact that the population pear in the 20th Century-Fox screen
musical, "Thanks A Million," Darryl
is largely Spanish whereas most of
the pictures exhibited have been re- F. Zanuck, production head of the
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
company has decided on filming the
corded in English, Hall pointed out.
Net
picture
simultaneously
in
New
High Low Close Chg.
York and Hollywood.
Am. Seat
83/4
83/4 +
1/g
85/g
Lincoln Operating 100 Per Cent
l/
Columbia Ticts. vtc. 72
70
7134 +
2
Lincoln, Neb.
With opening of
Con.
Fm.
Ind
4
4
4
Jack Hoxie to Make Three
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 16'/8
16
153/4
+ 1/4 the Varsity, town is back to 100
Bisbee,
Ariz.
Jack Hoxie, who
per
cent
operation
and
there
isn't
East.
Kodak
1477/g 147
14734
1/4
a shuttered spot on the street. Var- built a dude ranch in a canyon near
Fox Fm. "A"
153/4
15y8 151/4
1/4
sity, the ace of the L. L. Dent pair here last winter, plans to produce
Loew's,
Inc
40
38% 40
+
fall
westerns
during
the
here, is selling dual features for three
do pfd
105
105
105
10-15c afternoons and 10-20c nights. months, using Arizona scenery^sole4 1/„
Paramount ctfs.
41/4
41/4
Manager "Shorty" Warren says ly for background. His wife, Dixie
3
3
Pathe
Exch
/4
/4
%
this policy is to stick for five weeks, Starr, will star with him.
7/g
IOI/4
"A"
113/4
do
115/g +
when
a change will be made.
Lee
RKO
2'/2
23/g
23/g
Mischnick is managing the Kiva,
Warner Bros
5'/8
5
Meighan Much Improved
51/g +
Vs
37i/2
do pfd
39
39
+ ]*2 since Warren has been moved. ForThomas Meighan, who has been
mer
City
Manager
Milton
Overman
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
in Doctors' Hospital for more than
is expected back in September.
Gen.
Th.
Eq.
6s40 143/4
123/4
143/4 + 2 1/g
two weeks following a bronchial opHI/4
Gen. Th. Eq.6s40ctfs. HI/4
13
3/4
eration, yesterday was reported as
Paramount 6s47 filed 98i/2 98'/2 98V2
Westinghouse Dividend
much improved.
Doctors said he
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 983/g 983/g 983/g -f- 1/4
Westinghouse Electric yesterday had passed the crisis.
i/
Par.
By.
5'/2 s51 .... 61
61
61
8
5V2 s50 filed
99 '/g 991/g 99 Vs
Par.
declared a dividend of 50 cents a
ii/2 s50
4Par.
100
ctfs.
100
100
1/4
share on the common stock, the first
Schwarz New Agfa President
4-4
Warner's 6s39 .... 80
76 Vs 80
cash payment since April 30, 1932,
Dr. Ernst Schwarz has been electNEW YORK CURB MARKET
when 25 cents was declared. The ed president of Agfa Ansco Corp.,
21 7/8
Technicolor
4201/4
21
new dividend is payable Aug. 30 succeeding Herman A. Metz. Dr.
Trans-Lux
21/4
21/4
21/4
to stock of record Aug. 12.
Schwarz for more than a year has
been chairman of the executive
$200,000 Theater
committee.
Katz Claim Hearing in Sept.
Planned in Stamford
Hearing on exceptions to the reSidman Joins Street & Smith
Stamford, Conn. Plans have been port of Special Master John E.
announced by Rena Realty Corp. Joyce disallowing the claim of Sam
Robert Sidman leaves the Columfor erection of a $200,000 theater Katz for $282,000 against Para- bia press department tomorrow to
seating 1,108 at Main and Pacific mount was fixed for September be- join Street & Smith as associate
streets in the downtown section fore Judge Coxe in Federal Court editor of a new magazine.
here. Max Guggenheim, New York, yesterday.
is president of the Rena corporation.
Claim Disallowance Signed
Plans have been drawn by Thomas
Burglars Get $750
Federal Judge Coxe yesterday
W. Lamb, New York theatrical
New Haven, Conn. Burglars who signed an order disallowing the
architect.
failed in their attempt to open a claim of Salem Realty Co. for $289,safe in the Howard theater, neigh- 712 against Paramount.
borhood house, later stumbled upon
$750 in a hidden cash box and made
off with that.
WRITERS!
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1,

the coast
the Nor-

mandie.

WALLACE BEERY has arrived in New York
is
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
He will be
joined later in the week by Mrs. Beery and
their young daughter,
with the trio scheduled
to
sail
Aug. 8 on the Majestic for
Europe.

and

HENRY GINSBERG,
New

York

and

sails

weeks

Hal Roach studio vicegeneral
manager,
arrives
in
by plane from the coast
Rex for a sojourn of five
Italy,
France and England.

and

president

in

today
on the

MARAGRET
lot

had
to
cut
short
and
return
to
the
with James Cagney

vacation
to

appear

Kid".

"Frisco

in

LINDSAY

Honolulu

her

Warner

SYLVIA SIDNEY, who

has been vacationing
east for the past two months, departs
by plane for Hollywood to make ready
her next Paramount film.

the

in

today
for

CAPT.

HAROLD AUTEN

returned

has

from

England.

JACQUES SALVICHE

WALT
from

abroad,

will

few days before
where the Disney
nearing

returned

remain in
departing

completion

from

here

is

who

DISNEY,

Paris.

this

New York

week
for

a

coast,
the
14 subjects

for

studios
have
for U. A. release.

English Dialogue Films

Being Made

in

(Continued from Page

Mexico
1)

and the Hollywood-trained cast includes Carmen Guerrero, Juan Jose
Martinez Casado, Guillermo Callas
and Adolfo Giron. William Clothier
and Jack Draper shot the English
version, with Charles L. Kimball
editing it. Hanson had unusual success with "Cruz Diablo," Spanish
talkie distributed by Columbia.
Another company planning to experiment with English films is Fesha
Productions, headed by Jorge Pezet,
formerly with Cecil B. DeMille. This
firm

will
shorts.

confine

to

itself

travel

American cameramen are being
almost exclusively now by
Mexican companies. Others here include Alex Phillips and Ross Fisher.
A big demand for Mexican pictures
has cropped up in Texas and Caliused

fornia theaters.

1
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Write

"Girl Friend" Release

Aug.

9

Columbia's "The Girl Friend",
musical with Ann Sothern, Jack
Haley and Roger Pryor, will have
its nation-wide release Aug. 9.

your

plots

around
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PLASTERE

AG Al N

old \J. S* A* is in holiday mood* The New Movie
season opens with a Whoopee entertainment* Everywhere
they're saying "CHINA SEAS/ Wow! Leo has done it againl"
(P. S. HOLDING EXTRA TIME IS JUST PLAIN COMMON SENSE!)

The good

ii

DA

'S

ASH
P

NING

AT RIVOLI

RNO
FIVE-YEAR
DAY RECORD

EW YORK
fOU HAVEN'T A

SHOW WITHOUT

00

J*

UNITEI
AUGUST
AUGUST
Clark Gable in Jack London s

A

1

9th

CALL OF THE WILD with Loretta Young and Jack Oakie.

Darryl Zannck production presented by Joseph

M.

SEPTEMBER

Scjienck.

6th

Samuel Goldivyn presents Fredric March, Merle Oberon and Herbert Marshall in
THE DARK ANGEL

directed by Sidney Franklin.

SEPTEMBER

13th

An Edward

Small Production. Barbara Stanwyck in RED SALUTE with Robert Young

and Hardie

Albright,

Harry M. Goetz and

Joel

McCrea

Reliance Picture presented by

directed by Sidney Lanfield.

SEPTEMBER
Samuel Goldwyn

A

Ruth Donnelly, Cliff Edwards.

presents

directed by

27th

BARBARY COAST with Miriam Hopkins; Edward G. Robinson and

Howard Hawks from

the story by

OCTOBER
The World Premiere of CHARLIE CHAPLIN in

Ben Hecht and Charles Mac Arthur.

11th

MODERN

id

what

TIMES.

s

more,

this

is

only

ilie

begtnntm

has 14 more important pictures in preparjk

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

•

plus

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
18

•

MARY PICKFCl

WALT DISNEY MICKEY MOUSE

ART

I

T

S

S

DECEMBER
OCTOBER
The Alexander Korda production

of

18th

MOSCOW

OCTOBER
THE MELODY LINGERS
directed by

OH

25th

with Josephine Hutchinson, Helen Westley and George Houston

David Burton, produced by Edward Small, presented by Harry M.

NOVEMBER
H.

G. Wells' daring prediction of the future "100 YEARS

MAN WHO COULD WORK

An

Alexander Korda Production.

MIRACLES with Roland Young

Samuel Goldwyn presents EDDIE CANTOR

1935-36 season!

the gorgeous

in

production.

directed by Lothar Mend.es.

25th

SHOOT THE CHUTES

Goldwyn

production

14th

DECEMBER
Parkyakakas and

FROM NOW". In

An Alexander Korda

DECEMBER
THE

Goetz.

29th

two years at a cost of over a million dollars.

m

NIGHTS.

Girls

with Ethel

Merman,

Norman

Taurog.

directed by

UNITED ARTISTS

process oj fyroauciwn jrc
rrom

VID

LLY

O.

SELZNICK

•

ALEXANDER KORDA

SYMPHONIES

all

in

•

RELIANCE PRODUCTIONS

TECHNICOLOR

KATHARINE HEPBURN'S
GREATEST MODERN ROLE!
.

.

.

not even excepting her triumphant "Morning Glory"!
.

.

.

Radiantly, stirringly

tensity

life

of feeling

.

.

.

.

BOOTH TARKINGTON'S
PULITZER PRIZE NOVEL

EVELYN VENABLE

with amazing
electric star

new

in-

brings to

the dynamic heroine of one of fiction's best-read

part you'll find in every

FRED MacMURRAY
FRED STONE

.

America's

books ... a whispered-about

with

.

girl

whose daring counter-

community

in the land!

uCTURE
Directed by George Stevens

A

Pandro

S.

Berman Production

THE

2&*l

DAILY
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NEW

INDEP'T CIRCUIT

LINES UP 72 HOUSES
(Continued from Page

1)

«

REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS
"THE IRISH IN US"

"DANTE'S INFERNO"
with Spencer Tracy, Claire Trevor,
Henry B. Walthall
88 mins.
Fox

with James Cagney,

De

Pat O'Brien, Olivia
Frank McHugh,
Allen Jenkins

Thursday, Aug. 1,1935

FOX HALF-YEAR NET
RISES TO $1,355,781

Havilland,

(Continued from Page

1)

SPECTACULAR MELODRAMA WITH Warner Bros.
84 mins. pared with the first quarter profit
new company. The agreement under GREAT PUNCH BUILT ON "INFERNO"
of $616,806 and a profit of $393,865
ENTERTAINTOPNOTCH
COMEDY
which exhibitors joined in the ven- THEME WITH MODERN TREATMENT. MENT HAS BO. SOCK IN LAUGHS for the second quarter of 1934.
It looks like a showman's picture from
ture is that they would be paid
Consolidated earned surplus on
INTEREST AND ROPLUS HUMAN
in
the way you sell
It's all
within four years the sale price of any angle.
Dec. 29, 1934, was $3,006,812, and
MANCE.
after adding the net profit and
their
theater estimated at four this one, for it has plenty of exploitation
One of the biggest laugh loads delivered profits on foreign exchange amounttimes the average earnings of the ammunition to build it any way you choose
past two years for theaters with to meet the particular requirements of in a long time is contained in this pro- ing to $20,940.
Earned surplus on
The company need your theater. Spencer Tracy plays the duction. Strongly geared for comedy re- June 29 stands at $4,383,533, all
20-year leases.
from
job
a
comes
up
who
chap
role
of
a
sults,
with
plenty
of
sure-fire
hokum,
not, however, make any payment
of which has accumulated since the
furnish the working capital of the

for the first three years, but if no as stoker on an ocean liner to be a big though not neglecting romance and a touch effective date of reorganization of
payment on the sale price is made amusement producer of spectacular pro- of human interest, it's the type of fare the company, April 1, 1933.
He starts on his rise to success that should make the box-offices sing a
it must pay as monthly rent to the ductions.
Fox has a 42 per cent stock inexhibitor one-twelfth of a year's through joining forces with Henry B. Wal- merry tune. James Cagney is mother's pet terest in National Theaters Corp.,
rent using the average of the pre- thall, who owns a small show at a seaside in an Irish family that includes Pat O'Brien, but as no dividends were declared
ceding two years as the standard. resort depicting Dante's classic "Inferno". a cop, and Frank McHugh, a fireman. during the period by the latter unit,
The board of directors will de- Tracy with his business acumen builds Instead of taking up a career like his no income therefrom has been incide who shall be paid out first. this up to a de-luxe attraction, and finally brothers, Jimmy goes in for managing cluded in the Fox statement.
Officers of the company will be winds up with a gambling attraction with palooka fighters, his latest being Allen
an ocean liner that takes the ritzy crowd Jenkins, whose fists begin to fly every
elected tomorrow.
Buckley
Each exhibitor who joins the right out to sea. Then comes disaster with time he hears the ring of a bell, but
melofurnishes
the
which
fire
on
board,
who passes out in a dressing room tiff
circuit will receive one share of a
Testimonial Dinner
(Continued from Page 1)
common or voting stock for each drama in smash sequences. The spectacular just a few minutes before he is to go in
are
pretheater he places in the combine. is in the "Inferno" scenes which
the ring with the champ.
So Jimmy sub- salesmen, bookers and office manHe will receive the sale price of sented as Walthall describes the Dante stitutes and, after several tough rounds, agers from the local film row, atThese are gets a fillip when Pat forgets their quarrel tendance is expected to include sevhis theater in preferred stock of poem to his young friend.
Those included in the allegorical, as in the original, and present over Olivia De Havilland and becomes his eral sales managers from the New
$100 par.
circuit thus far are Louis Shiff- the fantastic imagination of Dante in second, spurring Jimmy to victory. There's York offices and some district manman, Maurice Fleischman, Bernard scenes of half-naked men and women going plenty of action, topped off by the amus- agers.
Barr, Bernard Pear, David Davis, through the fiery tortures of the Inferno. ing fight.
Besides the good work of
John Benes, Rudy Saunders, Mau- Has the novelty, sensation and meller, along Cagney, O'Brien, McHugh and Jenkins, battle, with the airplanes flying
with a strong love interest to make it pop Mary Gordon does a swell job as the Irish overhead.
Swell kick for the windrice Brown and others.
Produced by Truman Talley
Weisman said that Harry Brandt, entertainment done with Class.
mother and Miss De Haviland is appealing up.
Trevor, as the love interest.
Claire
with Class
Spencer Tracy,
Cast:
honors.
Nelson & Renner, Leff & Myers,
Jack Haddam, and Strausberger & Henry B. Walthall, Alan Dineharr, Scott
Cast: James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Olivia
Buster
West
and
Tom Patricola in
Small were some of those who had Beckett, Robert Gleckler, Rita Cansino, De Havilland, Frank McHugh, Allen Jenkins,
"Dame Shy"
expressed interest in the circuit and Gary Lecn, Willard Robertson, Morgan Mary Gordon, J. Farrell MacDcnald, Thomas
(Tuxedo Comedy)
from whom he expected decisions Wallace.
Jackson.
Producer, Sol Wurtzel; Director, Harry
Educational
on the matter within a few days.
17 mins.
Author, Frank
Bacon;
Director,
Llcyd
Swell Laughs
Weisman predicted the circuit would Lachman; Screenplay, Philip Klein, Robert
BaldwinCameraEarl
Orsatti; Screenplay,
These two specialty comics get
have 130 theaters and $3,500,000 M. Yost.
Gibbon.
Photography, Ex- man, George Barnes; Editor, James
Direction, Very Good.
over with big laughs in a very clever
annual buying power in two months.
Photography, A-l.
Direction, Fast.
skit of two gobs on shore leave runcellent.
ning afoul of a petty officer who is
British Product
always making their life on board
retires safely to his house along
« «
» »
ship miserable. They date a couple
Seeking U. S. Release
with the rest of the fox family.
(Continued from Page 1)
of girls at a swell night club, but
DELITTO Dl MASTROVANNI"
"IL
number of American films for exthe dates get mixed with those of
("The Crime of Mastrovanni"), in Italian;
Kids
in
The
Cabin
hibition on the continent. Salviche
the swell dames dated by the tough
produced by Capitani Film; directed by
"Radio Rascals"
has arranged with DuWorld Picpetty officer and his pal.
The reAmleto Palermi; with Irma Gramatica,
(Song and Comedy Hit)
tures, where he is making his headsultant mixup affords a slew of
At
Giovanni Grasso, Elsa di Giorgi, et al.
11 mins. grand laughs that will put this one
Educational
quarters, to handle American disth° Westminster Theater.
tribution of "Juanita," French picGood Pickaninny Stuff
over in any theater.
Produced by
Well-made melodrama-romance about a
ture starring Alfred Rhode.
An Amateur Hour on the radio, Al Christie.
young man who is unjustly sentenced to
featuring the five pickaninnies, the
prison but eventually establishes his innoCabin Kids.
These clever young"Fifty Dollar Bill"
Setup
cence and returns to sweetheart and mother
sters do several song numbers with
with
wavered.
whose faith in him had never
Step
The comedy Jack Powell, Carolyn and Marsh,
fine harmony effects.
Good acting and authentic settings help relief is secured through interspers(Continued from Page 1)
Eleanor Whitney, Twelve Aristocrats
branches of the industry. A large the story.
ing several so-called amateur acts
(Broadway Brevity)
number of inquiries, including some
built for the absurdities. The MounVitaphone
20 mins.
from the motion picture industry,
tain Melodeers do their hill-billy speGood Musical
concerning negotiation of agree» cialties, and other entertainers are
«
A nice variety of entertainment
ments are being received by the
Austin Fairman, Elmira Sessions is included in this
two-reeler.
To
Commission.
and Ruth Denning.
"The Foxy Fox"
provide something of a continuity
Group 1 rules involve unfair trade
(Paul Terry-Toons)
for the musical specialties, a couple
practices directly affecting interEducational
7 mins.
of characters, posing as officers of
Armies of the World"
state commerce.
Group 2 provides
Snappy
10 mins. the law, go from theater to movie
Fox
for observance through industry costudio to broadcasting studio in an
A fast-moving and clever comedy
Ace Show
operation except where there is vioAn expert compilation of Fox effort to trace the origin of a counlation of any law over which the satire on the fox chase, with the
event being staged as a society special newsreel shots of the armies terfeit bill. In each place they get
commission has jurisdiction.
event.
At the signal from the of the world in their military man- some celeb to sign a slip stating
judge's stand, Mr. Fox starts off, euvers, showing all types of soldiers from whom the bill was received.
with the hounds in full cry right throughout the world as they are Surprise finish has the investigators
Planned in
City behind, and the hunters on their today. The editing job is something turning out to be autograph huntFor specialties the novelty
(Continued from Page 1)
fiery steeds. The fox leads the pack to talk about.
And Lew Lehr gives ers.
made for this theater, which will be and the riders a merry chase over one of his peppy narrations that drumming by blackface Jack Powthe first to be built in the large and hill and dale, with a load of funny keeps the interest high right through ell tops the list, with a torch song,
exclusive Country Club residential situations and ingenious animation. the reel.
The finale shows the a tap dance by a charming miss and
district.
He beats the dogs to the wire, and American regular army in a mimic some ensemble work also included.
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Lincoln, Neb.— E. A. Patchen and
the Missus, who are taking their
recess in Hollywood, will be back to
work this week. Patchen is the exploiter
for the
Lincoln Theater
Corp. string here.

HOLLYWOOD
BRUCKMAN,

/""LYDE

writer-di-

now

in
vacationing
Vancouver, wires that the air is
invigorating and the fish exasperatBruckman headed north after
ing.

rector,

W.

directing

C.

Fields

in

"Every-

—

thing Happens at Once," for ParaT

T

T

Memory

Down

Lane:

Dorothy

Mackaill attracting much attention
by her work in one of her first pictures. "Mighty Lak a Rose," directed by Edwin Carewe.

Edward Cahn

T
will direct

"Confi-

He was

dential," for Mascot.

for-

merly with Universal and RKO and
has also directed in England.
T

"Rio Rattler," starring Tom Tyler, is in production at the Reliable
Marion Shilling, Eddie
studios.
Gribbon, George Whittaker and W-'lliam Gould are among the principals.
B. B.

Ray

"Never Too

directing.

is

Late," a Richard Talmadge production, will start Aug. 8, with Ray

•

•

Charlotte, N. C.
About 60 attended the annual outing of the
Charlotte Warner Club held on the

REMEMBER

the mail-carrier who spent his vacation taking a hiking trip?
well, he had nothing on Barney
Oldfield, amusement editor and movie crit of the Nebraska
Barney, in the pursuit of his official duState "Journal"
ties out in Lincoln, sees only about 450 pictures a year
so on his vacation, from which he has just returned, he motored
round-trip to New York and took in the following shows en
route: "Love Me Forever" at the Earle, "No More Ladies" at
the Columbia and "Men Without Names" at the Fox, all in
Washington, D. C.
"Ginger" at the Music Hall, "Don't
Bet on Blondes" at the Capitol, "Broadway Gondolier" at the
Strand, "Lady Tubbs" at the Roxy, "Escapade" at Loew's State
"The
and "Shanghai" at the Paramount, all in New York
Arizonian", Great States, Buffalo
"Black Sheep" at the
Oriental, "Paris in Spring" at the Palace and "The Raven" at
the State-Lake, all in Chicago
the Hagenbeck-Wallace

•

mount.

private lake estate of Henry C.
Wall, owner of the Richmond the-

Rockingham. W. H. "Cotton"
Eubanks, manager of the Richmond,

ater,

The party
went out in a motocade led by
Kenneth R. Davis of the Broadway
assisted in playing host.

theater.
Davis is president of the
club; Hugh M. Sykes, vice-president;

G. D. Hutcheon, secretary-treasurer,
and Mrs. Roy Austin, chairman of

entertainment.

Louisville

circus in Schenectady
two Broadway legit shows, "Children's Hour" and "Three Men on a Horse"
and eight
vaudeville shows
on top of that, Barney double-featured
his vacation with a honeymoon
it takes a cornfed
boy
from the open spaces to do all that!

—"Becky

Sharp" at the

Brown and "Les Miserables" at
Alamo are both being held over

the
for

a second week. Each show ran about
50 per cent over normal in spite of
extremely hot weather.

also directing.
T

Abe Meyer

T

using a 40-piece
orchestra and chorus of 50 in the
synchronization of "Harmony Lane,"
Mascot's special production. Arthur
Kay is musical director under Meyis

er's supervision.

T

Samuel Goldwyn now has on

his

executive staff three former Yale
classmates and one-time students of
Prof. George Pierce Baker's "Drama
47 Workshop." They are H. C. Potter, director; George Haight, Potter's partner in the Broadway stage
producing firm of Potter & Haight
and also author of many stage hits,

and Jock Lawrence, publicity director.
All are 30 years of age.
T

Associate Producer George Green
and Howard Bretherton are at Sonora and the Mammoth Lake section
seeking locations for the second
Clarence E. Mulford "Hop-Along
Cassidy" story, which Harry Sherman is producing for Paramount
release.
Production is scheduled to
start about the second week in Au-

• • • BOSTON has been made all hot and bothered over
"Once in a Blue Moon", the Jimmy Savo picture made by
Hecht-MacArthur
through the ingenuity of George Kraska
managing director of the Fine Arts Theater in the Hub ...
balloting started yesterday to decide whether the picture is
the "year's best" or the "world's worst"
the pix was
given a special midnight showing recently and aroused so much
interest that Kraska has brought it back for three days
during which fans are being given ballots to record their opinion
clever newspaper advertising, urging folks to come
and see the picture and decide for themselves whether it is the
best or the worst, promises an S. R. O. engagement
and
lots of fun
.

T

r

r

Paramount has changed the

•

•

A.

Rosenblatt

Pathe

Sells

(Continued from Page

1)

title

the

12.

RCA
Net

Earnings Increase

income

$671,111.06 is reported by RCA for the second quarter,
representing an increase of approximately
$135,200 over the corresponding quarter of last year.
The
net income of $2,289,135.80 for the
first six months of 1935 represents an
increase of approximately $517,500 over
the corresponding period of 1934.
of

—

3

ings to the payment of dividends
rather than to wiping out the debt."
Pathe still retains 3,500 shares or
35 per cent of DuPont Film stock.
The sale was consummated while
decision is pending on Pat Casey's
motion for re-argument of Justice
Lauer's decision declining to enjoin
sale of the DuPont stock.
Casey
maintains that the value of the DuPont stock is difficult to estimate,
but that it is worth about $6,500 a
share.

doors,
noon.

(Continued from Page
S. R. O. in

with

New

Theater Projects

Lift Michigan Total to 17
(Continued from Page

1)

ram, owner of the Dixie and Ingram
in Flint, plans a 300-seater in

Have Smash Openings

Stock

retired.

Fort Worth, Tex. Barry Burke,
of the Palace here until
eight years ago, and now city manager of a group of theaters in Minneapolis, is visiting theaters in Fort
Worth.

"Inferno" and "Irish"

Part

Du Pont

Fineman

manager

break in yesterday's "Herald-Tribune" for
former NRA big shot who has just
opened his own law office in Rockefeller Center with William
B. Jaffe as associate
Sol was photographed escorting a
distinguished client, the Hon. Mrs. Calypso Baring Liddell, and
her four children on landing at the Battery after a visit to Ellis
Island
Bette Davis will be on the Al Jolson radio program
Saturday night
and another Warner star, Dick Powell,
will give another boost to two "Page Mrs. Glory" song numbers on his radio program tomorrow night

sound financial position and, upon
forthcoming Marlene Dietrich-Gary Cooper production from completion of the reorganization
"The Pearl Necklace" to "Desire". plan, will enable it to apply a subFrank Borzage will direct.
Pro- stantial proportion of current earnduction is scheduled to start Aug.
of

who

T

T

— Archie

Monday for a month to permit remodeling. The theater was formerly managed by Mayer Silverman,

SWELL

•

Sol

of

gust.

Braddock, Pa.

and Michael N. Shapiro, Pittsburgh
exhibitors, have acquired the Braddock theater here.
House, owned
by George Callahan, will be closed

Mount

Howard Paul, who runs
Morris.
the Palace in Romeo and the Princess in Yale, has acquired a corner
in Romeo for a large new house.

1)

effect

by

"Dante's Inferno" was ushered in
with a strong and attractive advertising campaign conducted by the
Fox advertising and publicity department under Charles C. McCarthy.
ceived

"The Irish in Us" also regood exploitation treatment

under the direction of

S.

Charles

Einfeld.

Dickinson Gets "U" Product
Kansas City- Dickinson Circuit
in Kansas has closed for the Universal product. E. T. Gomersall and

—

branch
local
Benjamin,
William
manager, handled the negotiations.

Herman

Madge Evans
William

Orlamond
Judith

Erie

Wood

C.

Gumbin
Kenton

:
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TECHNIQUE OUTLINED

—

of

the national income, is spent each year for recreation, with autos getting the
Radios accounted for
major portion or about $5,000,000,000, the survey states.
$117,000,000, followed by toys, games, sporting goods and musical instruments.
of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
The following outlines the recommendations for technique in each department of production, distribution and exhibition,
and includes a summarization of
the changes necessary in each as
a result of the proposed adoption
on Jan. 1 of the new 2,000-foot reel
standard for feature releases, as
approved by the Research Council
of the Academy of M. P. Arts &
Sciences

In connection with sound-on-disc prints
(some of which are made by some of the
companies for foreign release, a few domestic
accounts, and for miscellaneous releases) the
matter has been considered individually and
collectively by the head of each of the studio

Opinion is unanimous
departments.
that the problems arising from the adoption
of a 2',000-ft. reel from the standpoint ot
and
negligible,
are
releases
sound-on-disc
that whatever small changes may be necestaken
sary in operating technique can be
care of within each sound department as
they arise.

sound

EXCHANGE

EDITORIAL
The adoption

2000-ft. reel will result
in considerable saving in time and expense
in the cutting department, due to the fact
that approximately half of the number of
reel end changeovers will be necessary.
The editor assembling a feature production is now faced with the necessity for finding a satisfactory changeover approximately
every
ft.
With the 2,000-ft. reel
1,000
in use, the end of the. first 1,000 ft. will be
made as a direct cut, for although the reel
1,000 ft.
will be processed in its present
length, it will be spliced to the second 1,000
ft. of picture and the two will be projected as
It will thus only be
a unit in the theater.
necessary to find a projection changeover at
the end of what now corresponds (with the
presently used 1,000-ft. reel) to reels 2, 4

and

of a

6.

order that maximum savings may be
achieved, however, it should be emphasized
that each half of the 2,000-ft. reel should
be kept up to maximum length.
Feature productions should be so edited
that they will reach the theater in the least
number of reels, and in no event sliould the
total length of any reel be less than 1,700 ft.

In

LABORATORY
No

change

laboratory

in

release

printing

procedure will be required.
As recommended after extensive study and
consideration by committees including representation from all of the Hollywood laboratories, plus correspondence and personal conference in New York with the eastern laboratory heads, release printing procedure may
remain as at present, i.e.:
1. Laboratories will continue to process release prints in 1,000-ft. lengths.
2. Prints will be shipped from the laboratory to the exchanges in 1,000-ft lengths,
in cans but not mounted on reels.
exchange will splice the approxi3. The
mate 1,000-ft. length rolls together and mount
the spliced print on 2,000-ft. reels.
from this
4. Each reel of the print will,
point on, in its inspection by the exchange,
shipment to the theater, projection in the
theater, etc., remain in the 2,000-ft. length
mounted on a 2,000-ft. reel.

CAMERA
Raw
1,000-ft.

be

no

stock will
lengths,

change

the adoption

of

in

continue to be supplied in
and there will of course
camera technique due to

the 2,000-ft. reel.

SOUND RECORDING
connection with sound-on-film prints,
there will be no change in recording, dubbing
or duping, or sound track printing procedures.

In

The adoption

of the 2,000-ft. reel will neof one additional
cessitate the setting up
operation in the exchange, i.e., the splicing of
the two 1,000 ft. (or thereabouts) rolls of
print and mounting of the spliced longer roll
on a 2,000-ft. reel.

As outlined above, it is recommended that
the laboratory process release prints as at
present in 1,000-ft. rolls, and ship the 1,000not
ft.
rolls to the exchange in cans but
mounted on reels, and that the exchanges
thereupon splice the appropriate 1,000-ft. rolls
together and mount the print on 2,000-ft.
reels for shipment to the theaters.

From
all

of

this point, the print will pass through
normal operations of inspection,
in
the 2,000-ft.
projection, etc.,

the

shipment,
length.

Certain items of exchange equipment must
necessarily be altered in order to accommodate the 2,000-ft. reel1. Vaults. Most exchange vaults are built
up on angle iron frames, bolted together. This
type of storage vault may be altered very
easily and with a minimum expense (which
has been estimated at approximately $10.00
per vault, the actual cost depending of course
A number of exupon local conditions).
changes are equipped with storage vaults of
welded angle iron frames, which will be

somewhat

more

expensive

alter,

to

but

in

no event will the cost of revising the vaults
be a major item of expense.

Rewinds. An extensive series of tests
by the Subcommittee indicates that a rewind having a gear ratio of 2J4 to 1 will
2.

turn as easily with a 2,000-ft. reel as the
present 4 to 1 geared rewind turns with the
1,000-ft.

reel.

(permitting maximum efficiency in inspection,
rewinding, etc., with a minimum of
fatigue on the part of the personnel engaged
in the work) the presently used rewinds will
operate with the 2,000-ft. reel, although in
seme cases necessitating a wooden block under the frame of the rewind to place the
shaft sufficiently high above the table to permit the larger diameter reel to be mounted
thereon.
The use of the old type rewinds
is
not recommended, and from the standpoint of efficiency of personnel engaged in
film inspection and handling of film on the

machines,

2J4

should be installed
as soon as possible.

to

to

1

geared

replace

the

rewinds
type

old

3. Shipping Cases.
Features will be reon 2,000-ft. reels, short subjects and
newsreel will continue to be released on the
1,000-ft. reels until the supply of these reels
and cases is exhausted and all equipment is
converted to the new standard.
An initial expenditure for sufficient new
2.000-ft. reel shipping cases to handle the
feature releases of each exchange will be
necessary, but the expendable character of
this item will permit the greater portion of
the necessary expenditure for cases to be
charged over a period of time, inasmuch as
the new 2,000-ft. cases will be used as releases come out on the longer reels, and the
1,000-ft. cases already on hand may be used
for old releases which may still be sent out

Katharine Hepburn has made one of
Hollywood's big sacrifices to artistic
by submitting her long chestnut tresses to the barber's shears for

on

—

Scarletf.-RKO

RADIO.

1,000-ft.

reels,

and

for

short

subjects,

newsreels, etc.

realism

4.

has

Reels. The reel (specifications attached)
been designed for maximum efficiency,

minimum expense. With the release of
feature product on a 2,000-ft. reel, the entire character of the reel problem as relating
to the exchange is altered.
There will be
at

All doubling will

be

eliminated.

During the consideration

of

the

2,000-ft.

manufacturers

were consulted
and specifications for the reel were submitted
for comment and suggestion.
In this manner, in addition to the knowledge and expereel,

reel

all

rience of those of the industry who cooperated in the project, the combined technical
knowledge of the designers and engineers engaged in the manufacture of reels was utilized, and the specifications for the 2,000-ft.
reel as finally evolved seem to be, in the
judgment of the Reel Length Subcommittee
and the Research Council, the best possible
from all standpoints.

A

primary limitation that the 2,000-ft. reel,
were to be finally adopted, must be so
designed that the weight and cost of the
if

it

larger reel should not be
the cost -of the 1,000-ft.

The

recommended

more than double
reel was set up.

well within this
limitation.
Tentative prices submitted
by
the manufacturers indicate that the new reels
may be purchased for somewhat less, in most
cases, than double the price of the 1,000-ft.
reel, although a definite price of course de
pends mainly upon the quantity of reels
reel

is

purchased.

1,
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TELEVISION

SHOWN BY INVENTOR

IS

—

Philadelphia On a
inches built into a
Philo T. Farnsworth
Laboratories,
Inc.,

screen 5'/2 x 7
radio cabinet,
of Television

in
Chestnut
on Tuesday, demonstrated his
system of television which is expected to make this home entertainment a possibility within a year.
The program included a Mickey
Mouse film, a group of chorus girls
Hill,

and an orchestra. Although size of
the screen was small, the objects
appeared with clarity even when
group scenes were shown, and
Farnsworth said there would be no
difficulty in reproducing the pictures
in any desired size.

Principal problem at present is the
establishment of transmitting stations, the inventor said.
Receiving
sets can be put on the market at

any time.

Farnsworth's system does not employ a scanning disc.
He said he
has devised a cathode tube which
amplifies electronic impulses several

thousand

times their

original

strength.

will be no additional cost
for reels as a result of the change in reel
size, because of the fact that the total number
of reels used will be half the number for-

Illumination of only sunlight strength is needed, and transmission is on radio waves four to
seven meters long.

merly purchased.

The

reel
design as submitted has been
careful consideration from all standand in the opinion of the Subcommittee and the Council embodies a construction which wll best meet the requirements

given

points,

film

of

use.

recommended

the companies purchase only reels meeting the Research Council
specifications which are a part of this
report.
It is

that

DISTRIBUTION
The Subcommittee has conducted an

extensive survey of film distribution regulations,
laws, rules, etc., and has found that there
are no legulations in the United States which
will interfere with the shipment or exhibition
film on 2,000-ft. reels.
In connection with the distribution of film
in foreign countries, surveys made for the
Research Council by the Foreign Office of
the Association of Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Electrical Reof

rewinds
It is recommended that all new
purchased be geared in a 2^4 to 1 ratio.
Although optimum operation would be obtained if every exchange were to be equipped with rewinds of the lower gear ratio

rewind

no necessity for the theaters to transfer the
film from the shipping reel to a theater reel
unless such procedure is particularly desired
by the projectionist or theater management.

However, there

leased

"Sylvia

NEW HOME

Amusements

Half Billion Yearly for

About $500,000,000 is spent yearly on amusements such as movies, according to a
Total of $6,000,000,000, or about one-eighth
study made by the New York Trust Co.

FOR 2,000-FT. REEL
West Coast Bureau

Thursday, Aug.

search Products, Inc., and the International
Projector Corporation indicate that the 2,000ft. reel will be acceptable for use in all of
the foreign countries in which the companies release pictures with the exception of
the Argentine, Spain and Puerto Rico.

We

find that projection machines in some
theaters in the Argentine will not accommodate the larger reel, which may necessitate
the splitting of prints released there into

two

1,000-ft. sections.
Postal and shipping
laws in Spain and Puerto Rico forbid the
shipment of more than 1,000 ft. of film in

any container, which will necessitate the
shipment of film in 1,000-ft. lengths in these
two countries.

The

2,000-ft.

reel

may

be

used

Tulsa Tattles
Tulsa— Truman (Pinky) Tomlin,
Oklahoman who has won his spurs
Hollywood, is visiting this week
Durant.
He will be in Tulsa
beginning Saturday to make a personal appearance at the Ritz.
Connie Crowell, former Tulsan
who is under contract to M-G-M, is
visiting here this week.
She will
leave shortly for New York to take
part in a Max Gordon stage proin
in

duction.
G. B. Martin, formerly manager
of the Mozart Theater, part of the

Southwestern Theaters string, has
been moved here to manage the Main
Street.
remounted
back

The

on the 1,000-ft.
to the exchange.
evil of this practice

reels

and

without

modification of equipment or change in legislation in all other countries.

THEATER
There will be no actual change in opera-

FACTS

A

the theater.
very complete survey
shows that all theaters in the United States,
with a few isolated exceptions, are equipped
to project 2,000-ft. reels without any change
or alteration of equipment.
Investigation made recently indicates that
a great majority of the theaters, not only
in
the United
States but throughout the
world, "double" their prints.
Doubling may be described as the practice
of cutting the tail end leader from reel 1
and the head end leader from reel 2, splicing
the two together and mounting them on 2,000ft. reels kept at the theater for the purpose.
In a similar manner, reels 3 and 4, reels
5 and 6, etc., are spliced together and projected "doubled."
Upon the completion of
the picture's run, the reels are cut apart,
tion in

sent

arises from the
fact that with each "doubling" operation, 2
frames of film are cut away from each reel,
eventually resulting in a considerable jump
in the picture on the screen and necessitating
replacement of the reel end by the exchange.
The elimination of the practice of doubling
will not only result in an economy, but will
greatly improve the technical excellence of
the show in the theater.

ABOUT

FILMS

Spain will turn out from
native features this year.

25
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Improved Outlook for Movie Biz Shown

Survey

in

COPYRIGHT MEASURE SPRUNG ON SENATE FLOOR

New

Eleven

Paramount Pictures Completed

Viewing
.

.

By

D ECENT
*

.

the passing parade

DON CARLE GILLETTE
feature

a

and
of forthcoming

com-

miere on Broadway late this month,

of

lack

finished list includes "Smart
Girl," "Every Night at Eight," "Ac-

the

Lots of attention is given to
spectacles,
shockers, horrifiers,
classics, G-men yarns and other
gunfire melodrama, but nearly
seems to have forgotten that the

fantastic

forms of
everybody

cent on Youth," "Wanderer of the
Wasteland," "Annapolis Farewell,"
"Without Regret," "Here Comes

cash cus-

(Continued on Page 14)

musicals,

tomers want to laugh, too, more than just
once in a while.
Proof that the public

where the laugh

fest,

hungry for some
can be

is

good exercising of the
found currenHy at the

risibilities

New York
"The

Irish

in

Us,"

The way they are eating up the guffaw
hokum dished out by this Pat and Mike
you

farce,

starved for

THIS
the

bit

can

just

haw-haw

of

see that they
nourishment.

eavesdropping

conversation

of

radio advertisers

tional

a

may

pickup

couple
give a

FOX OFFICIALS HOLD

Strand,

holding forth.

is

of

are

B'

na-

STOCK TRADE FAIR

Fox Film Corp. officials yesterday
informed Henry L. Sperling, counsel
for the
holders,

from

Committee for Fox Stockthat the provision of the

Fox-20th Century merger giving the
Fox Class B stock twice the value
of the Class A stock in the exchange

Comparing notes, the two users of air
space related that, after trying the familiar
barrages of superlatives to arouse interest
in their lines, and getting indifferent results, they switched to talking about the
ingredients of their products.

Cameron Rogers Appointed
FitzPatrick Scenario Head
Cameron

Rogers, author, who
adapted the screenplay of "Cardinal
Richelieu" for United Artists, has
They found there were lots of things to been signed by James A. FitzPatbe said about those ingredients that aroused rick, president, as scenario head of
the public's interest and buying urge.
FitzPatrick Pictures, which plans a
Applying that to the movies, there is so
of a glamorous, appealing and intriguing nature to talk about in a film's "ingredients," starting with a fairly complete
list of who's in
the cast, that movie ad
copy writers only dilute their stuff when
they go beyond the simple facts to conjure result-getting copy on their product.

Wrecks Schine House

—

Watertown,
N.
Y.
Interior
of
Schine's Avon Theater was wrecked by
fire of
undetermined origin on Wednesday.

Damage

is

placed at $75,000.

(Continued on Page 8)

COMMITTEE TO DRAFT

NEW UNION CONTRACT
A

committee of Local 306 members has been appointed to draw up
an equitable contract for major circuit and independent theaters, it
was stated yesterday to The Film
Daily by Joseph Basson, new president of Local 306. The contract will
be submitted to the membership for
approval before exhibitors are asked
to act upon it, Basson said.
In regard to the proposal of Frank
Tichenor, representative of Mayor
LaGuardia, for a merger of Local
306, and the Allied and Empire operator unions, Basson said: "We have
(Continued on Page 14)

13 Pre-Release Dates
Are Set on "Inferno"
Thirteen August pre-release openings in key spots have been set by
Fox on "Dante's Inferno," which had

a

record-breaking

Wednesday at the

world

IT
*

one of the unexplained phenomenons

IS

of

this

business that,

in

every fan

poll

conducted on double features, the public
is from 79 to 97 per cent against duals
yet exhibitors keep hurling twin bills at
them regardless.

You

figure

it

out.

By ETTA SEYMANS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington In a surprise move,
Duffy copyright bill, which is
advocated for passage by movie

theater interests among others, was
current business of the Senate yesterday, but despite administration
support voiced by Senator Robinson
the measure was forced to go over
to next week.
First hint of possible consideration came when the petition of

Thorvald Solberg, former Register
(Continued on Page 8)

TECHNICOLOR ROARD

OKAYS FOREIGN DEAL
Technicolor's board of directors
has confirmed the negotiations conducted in London by Dr. Herbert T.
Kalmus, president, with Alexander
Korda of London Films, Gerrard Industries, controlled by Prudential
Life Assurance Co., and Sir Adrian
Baillie for the erection of a Technicolor plant in London, it was announced yesterday.
After completion of the financing
(Continued on Page 8)

premiere

Rivoli on Broad-

way.
The Paramount and Fenway Thea(Continued on Page 14)

Financial Paper Survey Finds
Better Outlook for Movie Biz
Outlook for the movie business in
the season ahead is the best in some
according to a survey made
U. A. Product Deal time,
by "The Wall Street Journal." SumLoew theaters throughout the marizing various data, the financial
country will
show the 1935-36 publication points to the improved
United Artists lineup under nego- financial position of the big comtiations just concluded.
The deal panies as a result of realignments
includes both features and the Walt and reorganizations, the improve-

Loew

Due Next Week

—

much

—•—

Further Consideration of
Copyright Revision

the

{Continued on Page 8)

pointer

movie ad copy writers.

to

Fire

Paramount currently has

11 productions completed and ready for release. In addition to "The Crusades,"
which will have a two-a-day pre-

schedules,

release

glance over the lists
product, show a compelling
edy entertainment.
'

=!

Eight Additional Films
Now in Work on
the Coast

(or Release

Distributors Continue
Fight on State Taxes
Further establishing major distributor policy not to pay state
sales taxes on the grounds that films
are leased and not sold, attorneys
for first line companies, at a meeting at the Hays office yesterday, decided not to make returns in connection with sales taxes in North
(Continued on Page 8)

Circuit Closes

Disney shorts.

(Ccmtinued on Page 8)

Shearer Revival in

— Revival

Harrisburg, Pa.
"Smilin' Through"

broke
at

a

Record
of

M-G-M's

with Norma Shearer,
three-month box-office record

Loew's.
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Pictures

WILTSHIRE,
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York to confer with
York representative, on

HARLAN KNIGHT
Hollywood

from
the

with

east
to

en route to New York
personal appearances
in

serial,

LEWIS STONE and
cruise

of

J.

is

for

the

official

New
in
has arrived
H. Hoffberg, New
next season's releases.

Argentine,

of

Liberty

"Roaring West".

STONE

MRS.

are

on

a

Alaska.

LEO CARRILLO will be in Pittsburgh the
week of Aug. 23 for appearances at the Stan-

CANNON, who

REGINA
editor

take

of
over

Modern
the

Screen,
editorship.

been

has

western

coming

is

east

BILL PINE, director of advertising and publicity
at Paramount's
Hollywood studio, left
New York for Hollywood by plane last night
to arrange with Cecil B. DeMille, Harold Lamb,
Henry Wilcoxon and others connected with
"The Crusades", to attend the New York
world premiere of the picture here on Aug.
Pine returns east in a week.
21.
a

week-end

fishing

COURTNEY
director
sails

SAVAGE,
of

tonight

playwright and draBroadcasting Systhe Aquitania for Eu-

Columbia

Aug.

on

PATSY

HARRY

RICHMAN'

leaves

New

York

on

to

the

leaves
Coast.

MARY BOLAND
terday

rope.

KELLY

return

by

arrived

plane from

morrow on the Rex

General Trade Magazines
Used to Exploit "Top Hat"

S.

in

York

New

on

today

York

yes-

the Coast.

LAWRENCE STALLINGS

Tuesday for the Coast.

New

for
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will

Katharine Hepburn, Fred MacMurray, Fred Stone and Evelyn Venable; "Jalna," with Kay Johnson,
Ian Hunter, C. Aubrey Smith, Nigel
Bruce, David Manners and Peggy
Wood; "Old Man Rhythm," with
Buddy Rogers, and "Hot Tip," with
James Gleason and ZaSu Pitts.

Jimmy Savo
For

Is

Signed

Two Roach Pictures

Jimmy Savo

is set to

star in fea-

Roach under a deal
arranged by Sam Lyons of A. & S.
Lyons. He begins work Oct. 15 at
tures for Hal

the Coast.

Sue Over Lincoln Theater Rent
Lincoln,

in

Person

was

1/2

—

—

East.

21-23:
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
convention
regional
and
Allied
eastern
meeting, Atlantic City.
3-8:
tic

Oct.

Showmen's Variety

Jubilee,

Atlan-

City.

21-24:

man Park

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

"Jumbo" Ruled Outside
Equity Jurisdiction
"Jumbo," the stage production to
be presented by Billy Rose at the
Hippodrome, with Jimmy Durante
and a number of other film names
in the east, has been accorded a
"circus" classification by Actors'
Equity, thereby placing it outside
the jurisdiction of the actor organization, it was stated yesterday by
Frank Gillmore, Equity president.
The ruling was made on application
of Rose, who appeared before the
Equity council and showed that more
than 90 per cent of the material in
the show would be of a circus nature, performed by circus people.

filed

Korda Completes "Moscow Nights" York dates, Knight will appear in
the New England territory.
London "Moscow Nights," AlexWard Wing to Make Two More
ander Korda feature to be released
through United Artists, has been New Wide Range Sound for Capitol
London
Ward Wing, American
completed.
A new Western Electric Wide producer and director, has signed
Range sound system is being in- to make two more pictures, one in
stalled in the Capitol, which will London and the other in the Far
go on a straight-film policy with
the opening of M-G-M's "China
Seas" on Aug. 9.

tournament, St. Clair Country Club, Pittsburgh.

Neb.— Suit

for $7,596.95
here this week against
Lincoln Theaters Corp. by Annie
West Coast Bureau of. THE FILM DAILY
Leonard, Homer K. Burket, Willard
Hollywood Harlan Knight, who Folsom
and Phebe Miller for rent
has left for New York, will make
due on the Capitol Theater.
Suit
personal appearances in conjunccame out of fact that plaintiffs got
tion with the Universal serial, "The
judgment against Nick Paper, who
Roaring West".
After his New operated the
house.

Harlan Knight

—

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

August Releases

Fla.

Club golf

Annual picnic of Allied M. P. T. O.
of
Western Pennsylvania, Doc Herman's
farm, Pittsburgh.

Sept

feature releases for August
include "Alice Adams," with

Beach,

Jacksonville

Variety

Cleveland.

It was S. R. O. at the Radio City
General trade magazines, such as
Furniture World, American Hatter, Music Hall yesterday noon, even beRailway Express Messenger, Ameri- fore the first show was half over,
can Dancer, Popular Songs and for the opening of Fox's new Shirother publications are being used ley Temple picture, "Curly Top."
Likewise bucking the intense sumby RKO in its publicity campaign
on "Top Hat," new Fred Astaire- mer heat were "The Irish in Us,"
Ginger Rogers musical.
Special Warner release, at the Strand, and
matter applicable to each of these Fox's "Dante's Inferno" at the
trades is being run in the respective Rivoli, both of which opened Wedmagazines.
nesday to record business.

RKO

Pittsburgh

12-13:
Des Moines Variety Club Golf
Tournament, Hyperian Club, Des Moines.
Aug. 14:
Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,

Aug.

RKO

convention.

12:

Aug.

R. O. at Music Hall
For "Curly Top" Opening

4

6-7:
First
convention of Independent
Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan, followed by outing on Aug. 8
at summer home of Thomas Saxe, Mil-

Aug. 18:

2 1/4

&h +

Meeting of Allied Theaters of Maine,
Me.

Ass'n

Aug.

to-

Europe.

1

3£

Variety Club Farewell TesH. Buckley, Albany, N. Y.

waukee.

—

FINANCIAL

C.

Aug. 8:
Northwest Film Club annual picnic,
Mercer Island, Seattle, Wash.
Aug.
11-13.
Southeastern
Theater
Owners

trip

her

to

Bangor,

Theater.

ley

matic
tem,

Albany

timonial

Aug. 6:

GEORGIA CAINE, comedienne of stage and
on a New York visit from Hollywood.

SIDNEY R. KENT is on
to Montauk Point.

Aug. 5:

to

screen,

1935

Meeting of Allied Theaters of VerWhite River Junction, Vt.

4:

mont,

offices,

2,

DATE BOOK «

»

Coming and Going

August

He

here at present, following completion of a feature in
Singapore.
is

Free Film Course Under Ormston

Under the

direction of

Frank D.

Ormston, a free course in motion
picture technique this week becomes
part of the adult education project
of the Board of Education.
The
course, to be given at Christodora
House, 147 Avenue B, is especially
designed for the writer, photographer and actor.

THE STANDARD!
Reference Book
of the

MOTION PICTURE

John A. Kent Dead
John A. Kent, for the past two

Brooklyn House Back to Brandt
Federal Judge Caffey has disafyears associated with Producers firmed the lease of Fox MetropolLaboratories, Inc., died Tuesday at itan Playhouses on the Stratford
his home at Merrick, Long Island. Theater, Brooklyn, and
the house
Funeral was Wednesday from his has reverted to Harry Brandt.
home.
Jack

L.

Olga

Baclanova

Claude

Sam

Warner
Gillingwater

Sam

Taylor Takes Leap

Dickstelin

Back on Brooklyn Eagle

Taylor, movie commentator
Martin Dickstein returns to the
over WMCA, stepped out Wednes- Brooklyn Eagle on Monday as moday and got married to Marie tion picture editor in charge of all
Shuer.
motion picture activity.

INDUSTRY

Given

Free with

a

J

Year's Subscription to
\

THE FILM DAILY
and

THE
FILM DAILY SERVICE
1650 B'way,

New

York

NEWS

OF THE

BRIGHT LIGHTS TO BLAZE

across

fronts

of

WEEK

PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

NEWS PAGES

of Joe

E

star cast

Brown's big show,

and

thrilling

of 'The

minute

'packed

Irish

In

N.

Us' with

comedy — without
with

laughs

Lights',

with

ing

all-

Busby Berkeley song numbers."

BOUQUETS OF WILD
traditional orchids as

'Bright

IRISH
Y. critics

lines

ROSES

socks'

PAGE AMERICA

Marion

'SPECIAL AGENT'

Davies'

of lovely

her

Big

natural'.

typical

°A

First

little

HARD

for

Sybil Jason,

Hollywood screen debut

Little

Bros. Picture

IS

RUSHED

release date of Bette Davis all-star

IMirrorl°

CRITICS FALL

*A Warner

of

to theatres, exhibitor

and public demand for first screen story of government T Men' prompting Warner Bros, to advance

laugh-a-

a dull moment' (Journal), and
with

premiere

supplant the

cheer B'way premiere

like 'rollicking,

— loaded

WILL

for approachPage Miss Glory.
Final details of gigantic national campaign get official
okay as key theatres speed plans for gala August 23rd
key city openings of Cosmopolitan-Warner special.

39

houses awarded privileged pre-release engagements

.

charms
making
in

'The

'A great bet'.

Shot.'

.'destined to

go

far'.

.

.

.'a
.

is

S

comment

National Picture

of coast experts.
&H
^A Cosmopolitan Production Vitagraph,

Inc.,

Distributors

thriller to Sept. 14th. t
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REPUBLIC PICTURES
AS

NEW AS

TODAY'S HEADLINES

1

PUBLIC

I

Operating
that are
magazines'
1

LND DETERMINES REPUBLIC 1935-36
»

PROGRAM

the thing, Republic has lined up stories
written by popular writers and ranking high either in the
best- selling novels. Book Republic and play safe.
basis that the story

is

THE

is&m

DAILY

COPYRIGHT MEASURE

August

1)

record by the Senator. Calling up
of the measure for immediate Senate
action came as a surprise, however.
Major conflict on the bill will be

over

elimination of the $250
damage clause which the

the

minimum

ment

virtu

PHIL M. OALY

of Copyrights, favoring passage of
the bill, was introduced into the

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers imposes for
any infringement of its copyrighted

•

•

•

IT

LOOKS

this

Stuff

Fox

like a pippo for the ole
special, "Dante's Inferno"

Exploitation
for

it

has everything in the way of the Sensational and Spectacular
and
and the Novel for any showman to go to work on
that's about all a real showman needs to put it over
and you can take it from us
IF the pix backs him up
that this

ago

will

modern version of Hell as Dante visualized it centuries
more than justify any ballyhoo you want to launch

TV

exhibitor organizations are strongly

that this one needs the Special
Exploitation is the fact that the title may lead the public to
believe it is simply a version of the classic poem of the same
title
as a matter of fact, the "Inferno" comprises only
a few sequences that give the background to the modern story
full
but those sequences are plenty spectacular
and tied in very neatly with the very
of novelty thrills
up-to-date romantic drama of Spencer Tracy and Claire Trevor
two modern young people fighting out their battle to
get somewhere as man and wife

aligned

especially

behind the Duffy measure

for this reason in particular.

Monday

is

expected to bring

positive action on the

first

bill.

Technicolor Board

it

•

•

•

THE REASON

Okays Foreign Deal
(Continued from Page

1)

plans which were approved Wednesday, the new British unit, Technicolor Limited, has a capitalization
of $1,600,000 owned equally by the
American Technicolor Motion Picture Corp. and British interests. All
the required capital was supplied by
the British interests, with Technicolor acquiring its 50 per cent stock
ownership for licenses under its patents, processes, etc.
While the British plant is being
built, orders for British color pictures will be serviced from Hollywood. Korda is the first to sign a
contract for such a picture, with
Mrs. Natalie Kalmus engaged as
color director. Negotiations are expected to be closed in a few days
with Herbert Wilcox of British &
Dominions for another picture.
Kalmus says the showing of

WAY

here is a very
you figure it
• • • ANY
worthwhile production that is bound to raise all kinds of wordmoves along in the
it's Fast
of-mouth publicity
has all kinds
melodramatic sequences like a racehorse
and a very human story and a pip
of unique Punch
and
of a love story that CONTINUES after marriage
so go to it, Showmen
that in itself is a Novelty
if you get out and
you can pie 'em in with thiis one
ballyhoo

it

intelligently

T

T

T

so inhale all this foggy
• • • BACK TO Fogland
Max Friedland is off to
news from dear ole Lunnon
Joe Pasternak in and
Carlsbad for the water treatment
Bela Lugosi is one of the
out of town from Budapest
few Hollywood gents the autograph hounds left alone they
Mayfair now
were that scared to go near "Dracula"
looks like Broadway or Sunset Boulevard, what with Walter
Huston, Noah Beery, Loretta Young, Bessie Love and other
celebs strolling the London streets
Joe Rock sewed up
Harry Roy for a Pix, which is a scoop in any language

—

Cameron Rogers Appointed
FitzPatrick Scenario Head

as the cheese sandwiches
and anything else that you cared
here are just a few of the celebs whom we were
to order
able to catch in the hubbub
Arthur W. Kelly, Nathan
Burkan, E. J. Sparks, Haskell Masters, Arch Smith
Bob
Garrity, Maurice Kann, Russell Patterson, Bide Dudley, Harlan Eugene Reade
Stookie Allen, Harry Gold, Paul Lazarus, Ernest Morrison, Gus Eisell
Kelcy Allen, Pete Wood-

color.

(Continued from Page

1)

series of features in addition to the

being made for M-G-M.
"David Livingstone," based on the
life of the noted African explorer, is
the first Rogers assignment.
shorts

—

mer GB executive, for his initial
program planned by the new production-distribution company.
He is
reported to have made single-picture
deals with both Marlene Dietrich
and Anna Sten.

bond issues also were up more than
two points, while K-A-0 6s of 1946
were up two points.

Fox

Hold
Stock Trade Fair

Officials
'B'

(Continued from Page 1)

new company

is fair

because the Class B stock is giving
up its voting preference.
Sperling said that the committee
does not feel, however, that sufficient
consideration has been given to justify a double value for the Class B
stock and has instructed him to request elimination of this feature
from the merger plan. In the event
that a change in the plan is refused, the committee has advised
him to inform them on what legal
redress
can be taken, Sperling

•

Roy Disney, Kay Kaymen, James Mulvey
Lynn FarHarry Buckley, Jack Goldhar, Al Lichtman, Jack Alicoate
Don Mersereau, Luigi Pirandello, Colvin Brown, Amy
Vanderbilt, Morton Clark, Monroe Greenthal, Al Sloane

hull,
nol,

IT SEEMS that Olsen & Johnson are about to
launch a snappy stage revue for the pix houses
so they
get themselves a special trailer
showing Mussolini talking like a Harlemite
Hitler with an East Side accent
and gestures
and others in similar vein
they
say it's a Riot of Laff s
IF the censors and the various
ambassadors of the different countries involved don't yell blue

•

Woolf After U. S. Players
London
American players are
being lined up by C. M. Woolf, for-

Board also showed special activity
yesterday, though the market as a
whole was somewhat reactionary.
Reflecting the improved outlook
for the film industry, amusement
company bonds went into new high
territory in yesterday's dealings.
Radio-Keith-Orpheum 6s of 1941
jumped 13% points to 63%, a new
high for the year, closing with a
11-point gain, following an advance
of five points the previous day.
Paramount Publix 5%s rose more
than three points to well above 100.
Warner Bros, convertible 6s also
moved up. Two other Paramount

stated.

Sharp" in England has
up considerable interest in

stirred

cover substantially in profits, the
survey points out.
Amusement stocks on the Big

for stock of the

• • MICKEY MOUSE gave a gorgeous reception at
the Waldorf
of course Mickey was represented by his
creator, Walt Disney
the drinks were on Mickey as well

"Becky

estate valuations and rentals,
and other factors. Raising of boxoffice prices, however, remains as a
necessity before theaters can rereal

on

Theaters

1)

security values, the record

in

array of strong product for release
in the coming months, reductions in

have
fought this arbitrary imposition, and
music.

1935

INDICATED BY SURVEY
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

2,

GOOD MOVIE OUTLOOK

news

„

REACHES THE SENATE

Friday,

•

•

Distributors Continue
Fight on State Taxes
(Continued from Page 1)

Carolina, Missouri and Washington.
With the exception of Missouri, the
majors will not interpret the taxes
as applying to adsales material. The
levy will be paid by theaters in that
state.

"Crusades" Coincidental Premieres
By pure coincidence, Cecil B. De
Mille's
production of "The Crusades" will have its world premiere"
at the Carleton Theater in London
at the same time as at the Astor
Theater in New York. Paramount's

London

office set the date some time
advising New York by mail,
and while the letter was in transit,
the home office decided upon the
same date for the premiere here.

ago,

murder
'«

€€

«

» » »

NOW

IS

THE TIME
motion picture theatres
all over the country to cash
in on the popularity of
amateur radio programs.
for

TO BOOK
PARAMOUNT S
EVERY NIGHT
V

^

AT EIGHT
The screen's

dramatization of the current craze for
amateur radio programs.
first

SEE

NEXT PAGE

##

EVERY NIGHT
AT EIGHT
#f

PARAMOUNT PICTURE

A

starring

GEORGE RAFT

with Frances Langford
Walter Catlett

•

•

end

Patsy Kelly

Directed by Raoul

•

Walsh

•

ALICE FAYE

The Three Radio Rogues

A

Walter

Wanger

Production

41

\»,

Romance
by GEORGE RAFT, FRANCES LANGFORD
and ALICE FAYE, Raft at his best

SONGS
by FRANCES LANGFORD, C B.S. headline
singer

and

screen's

newest sensation

LAUGHS

DIRECTION

by Patsy Kelly, Walter Catlett, The
Three Radio Rogues and Florence Gill

by Raoul Walsh (who directed "CockEyed World" and "The Bowery")

PRODUCTION

STORY

by Walter Wanger (who produced

by Gene Towne and Graham Baker

"Private Worlds," "Shanghai")

<j

MUSIC
6 BIG HIT SONGS: "I'm In The Mood For Love", "I Feel A Song Comin' On",
"Take It Easy", "Speaking Confidentially", "Then You've Never Been Blue",
"Every Night At Eight" by Dorothy Fields and Jimmy McHugh, who wrote
"I Can't Give You Anything But Love, Baby", "Thank You For A Lovely Evening."
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW PICTURES
Shirley

Temple

"OLD

in

"CURLY TOP"
John

with

Boles

and

with

Hudson

Rochelle

75 mins.

Fox

RKO

MAN RHYTHM"
Charles

Radio

DELIGHTFULLY ENTER-

TAINING THROUGHOUT.
Ranking

Temple
star

to

with

the

pictures,

best

of

excellent advantage

new and

the

showing

and

in

Shirley

the
varied

little

dis-

one
be a pushover for big business
anywhere.
The story and characters as a
group are among the most likeable that
have yet surrounded Shirley, while comedy
and pleasing musical numbers are nicely
sprinkled among the human interest. The
plot concerns the adoption of the orphaned
Shirley and her big sister, Rochelle Hudson, by the rich John Boles, who falls in
love with Rochelle besides taking a keen
liking to Shirley.
The two girls go to
live with Boles, who pretends he is merely taking care of them for the real benefactor, and they revel in luxury and happiness until a rival nearly takes Rochelle
from Boles. But a happy solution promptly
Among the principal bits of enfollows.
joyment in the film are a group of imitations by Shirley, varying in ages from a
little girl to grandma.
plays

of

old

talents,

this

should

Temple, John Boles, Rochelle Hudson, Jane Darwell, Rafaela OtCast:

Shirley

Esther Dale, Etienne Girardot,
thur Treacher, Maurice Murphy.
tiano,

Ar-

CAMPUS MUSICAL LETS DOWN WITH
FAR-FETCHED STORY AND TOO

can't save this from being just
program number.
The girlies are
cute and do some good stepping and specialty numbers.

but

a

they

fair

Charles Buddy Rogers, George
Barbara Kent, Grace Bradley, Betty Grable, Eric Blore, Erik Rhodes, John
Arledge, Johnny Mercer, Donald Meek,
Cast:

Barbier,

Seitz;

Ludwig; Authors, Lewis Gensler, Sig HerDon Hartman; Screenplay, Sig Herzig,
Ernest Pagano; Editor, George Crone; Cameraman, Nick Musuraca.

Winfield

Sheehan;

Director,

Dances, Jack Donchue.

Direction,

Excellent.

Photography,

Fine.

Seattle Sidelights

—

Guy Williams, formerly
with the Egyptian Theater, has been
appointed to handle publicity for the
presentations
special
of
Cecilia
Schultz Moore.
Grace Moore in "Love Me Forever" is a holdover at the Liberty.
Rex Thompson has been appointed
salesman for Republic.
Wayland Cook, local theaterman,
has accepted a position at the Liberty, Wenatchee, where he will asSeattle

sist

Morry Nimmer.

Jack Samson has been appointed
press agent for the Sterling Circuit.
Robert Connell has been named
cameraman for Universal at Seattle.
Ron Harrington is the new manager of the Oriental Theater in
Portland.

Northwest Film Club
its

first

annual

picnic

will

stage

Aug. 8 at

Mercer Island.
All film supply
houses and exchanges will be closed for the day. Committee chairmen are Neal East, Neal Walton,
L. J. McGinley, Roy Peacock and
Al Rosenberg.
Moore Theater of Seattle, follow-

"Mickey's Garden"
(Walt Disney)
United Artists

9 mins.

Fair

Photography, Good.

includes Beth Laemmle,
Phyllis Fraser.

Joey Ray

and

Grand Phantasy

This is the story of the untamehorse of the cowboy legend

able

who was broken by a stranger. In
the picture a baldness-cure salesman
is the bronco-buster.
The vocal accompaniment, in which the legend
of the horse is told in song, is very
well rendered.
There is a fair
amount of humor in the animation.
Sterling Holloway in
"His Last Fling"
20 mins.
Universal

"Stranger Than Fiction"
(No. 13)
Universal
io mins.
Interesting
the clips in this interesting reel is the woman who manages
the San Diego zoo and her charges,
a gal baseball player, a new eggcracker, wooden handkerchiefs, a
lion being given a blood transfusion, a walled kingdom in Texas,
children going to school 16 miles
daily by boat and other items.

Among

"Going Places"
(No. 13)
with Lowell Thomas
Universal
10 mins.
Fair
Items in this one include some
views of Texas missions, now carefully preserved by the state; the
new African wild life exhibit at the
American Museum of Natural History showing taxidermists at work,
a glimpse into a pottery factory,
and the very interesting bad man's
burial ground at
sas,
where the

The familiar story

who

of

the

gent

he is leaving
the city on business and then meets
tells

his fiancee

Dodge

City,

Kan-

features of the
town's onetime bad men, modeled in
clay,
lay
over
their
supposed
graves, marked by a crude sign giving the reason for their demise.

So-So

zig,

Direction,

her on a party where she makes a
heavy play for another guy. There
are the usual complications.
Cast

A

swell fantasy of the summer,
The usual theme of the college campus with Mickey and his faithful hound
with the co-eds getting the boys' minds snooping through the garden with
an insect exterminator to kill the
off their serious work gets over as far as
the pretty grrls are concerned, for there bugs that are putting the flowers
are plenty of them.
But there
But Buddy Rogers' and shrubs on the bum.
is
an accident, and Mickey takes
father, a staid old business man, suddenly
decides to enter college as a freshman in the full charge of the insect pump
order to keep his son from getting tangled right on the snoot, and passes out
with the college vamp and
Then
neglecting and into a horrid nightmare.
the sweet girl that dad wants him to the picture shows Mickey and Pluto
marry.
Here the picture slumps, for dad pursued by all the assorted bugs
is
seen from then on doing a lot of which have grown to giant proportions.
Mickey comes out of the
rather silly things for a middle aged business man.
If you
can overlook this on trance and is grateful to find that
the ground that it is a musical extrava- he and his doggie are still masters
Very cleverly and
ganza made for light entertainment and of the situation.
harmony, still you must face the fact that delightfully conceived and executed.
the rhythm seems overdone.
One smash
musical number would have made you for"The Bronco Buster"
get this, but all the numbers are just
(Oswald Comedy)
the routine formula.
Rogers works hard,
Universal
7 mins.
as does his screen dad, George Barbier,
Fair

Irving

Cummings; Screenplay, Patterson
McNutt, Arthur Beckhard; Music, Ray
Henderson; Lyrics, Ted Kchler, Edward
Heyman, Irving Caesar; Cameraman, John

SHORT SUBJECTS »

MUCH

Dave Chasen, Joy Hedges, Douglas Fewley, Evelyn Poe, Margaret Nearing, Ronald
Graham, Sonny Lamont, William Carey.
Producer, Zicn Myers; Director, Edward

Producer,

«

Rogers

75 mins.

ANOTHER SHIRLEY TEMPLE BOX-OF- RHYTHM EMPHASIS.
FICE CLEANUP,

Buddy

"Going Places"
(No. 12)
with Lowell Thomas
Universal
9 mins.

Good
The most interesting subject in
Boston Briefs
this reel is that of a chubby public
Milwaukee Items
school lad who puts a group of lions
Hy Fine, production through
Boston
Milwaukee Variety Club's first
a series of difficult maneuvsocial affair at Lake Geneva drew chief for the M. & P. Theaters, is ers with all the skill, daring and
approximately 100 members, wives, recuperating at Beth Israel Hospital courage of a Clyde Beatty. Other
items include views of the Gardens
sweethearts and friends.
E. J. from an appendix operation.
of the Nations in Rockefeller CenWeisfeldt, operator of the Riverside
Henry Wolper, M-G-M office man- ter and of Mexico City.
Theater, was chairman of the com- ager, is rapidly recovering at the
mittee in charge of the event.
Charlesgate hospital from a frac-

—

—

Iowa Items

Independent

Theaters Protective tured hip.
Association of Wisconsin and Upper
Lou Weschler, salesman f or
Michigan now expects to hold its United Artists, was married recently
first annual confab late in September
to Evette Morrison.
or early October.
Hearings on the Bank Night inPabst Theater, Inc., has been or- fringement case was resumed beganized to take over operation of the fore the master in Federal Court
Pabst Theater.
Incorporators are here on Monday and decision is expected this week.
Margaret Rice, Alfred F. Kohler and

—

Myron N. Blank,
son of A. H. Blank and assistant
general manager of Central States
Theater Corp., will marry Jacqueline
Navran of Kansas Gity this fall.
Formation of Algona Theater Co.
in Algona is announced by H. W.
Weinberg of Central States Theaters, Des Moines, for the purpose of
15-year lease arrangements between
Dave Ambuter of the Ambuter
Erwin W. Jacobi. The theater is Film Laboratory had three camera- the present owner, N. C. Rice, Algona, of the Call and Junior theaters
primarily a legitimate house, al- men shoot the heavyweight boxing
Rice and Central States
in Algona.
though it plays German films from championship match between Danno will each hold 50 per cent of the
O'Mahoney and Ed Don George at stock. Central States now operates
time to time.
Braves Field on Tuesday night. over 75 theaters in Iowa.
Jimmy Braddock world's heavyNo definite date has been set for
ing a dark period, will be opened weight boxing champ was the third Tri States convention to be held here
man in the ring.
to stage attractions.
early in August. Plans are to posPhil Smith, who has taken over sibly include all newspaper men in
Max Hadfield has been appointed
chief shipper and Alvin Hammel distribution of Medallion pictures, is the Tri States area, according to
promoted to assistant shipper at negotiating for the former Columbia Dorothy Day, Tri States publicity
exchange at 10-12 Piedmont Street. department.
the Paramount offices.
Des

Moines
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A
By

"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK

Final

by

Joseph Fields.

W/TTH

of Luis AlMarion,
Sr.,
Adrian Rosley, Christian Rub, Ruth
Donnelly and Etienne Girardot, the
cast of the 20th Century-Fox opproduction, "Metropolitan,"
eratic
has been completed. Lawrence Tibbett will star in the film, with Virginia Bruce, Alice Brady and Cesar

signing

the

T

George

berni,

Romero

HOLLYWOOD
done

be

will

continuity

T

Sam
phy

"Men Rem-

T

Estelle Taylor will play the role
spouse
in
Cortez's
Ricardo
of

"Frisco Kid", Warner film. She replaces Winifred Shaw, who has been
given the lead in "Broadway HosT

Frank

Director

McDonald,

who

has just completed "From this Dark
Stairway", a Warner mystery starring Lynn Acker, has been given
the megaphone for "Broadway Hos-

Samuel Goldwyn has signed a new

supervise.

Grant

T

Goulding

has
to

T

assigned

direct

an

Edmund
adaptation

Sigmund Romberg's popular operetta, "Maytime," and Tim Whe-

of

three-year

contract

T
T
Mitchell,

Trow-

bridge and Johnny Arthur have
been added to the cast of "In the
Bag," soon to go into production
at M-G-M with Jack Benny, Una
Merkel, Ted Healy in leading roles.

Memory

on the second picture of his series
for

Commodore

Pictures.

The

title

has been changed from "The Secret
of

Buddha"

to

"A Scream

Dark," from an original by

|

in

the

Norman

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Springer.

By CHARLES ALICOATE
T

T

T

Adeline M. Alvord has gone to
Medford, Ore., to speak before the

League of Western Writers. The
organ zation consists of well known
writers of the western part of the
United States.
!

T

T

T

Bonded Management,

Inc., is

now

QTTO BROWER,

heading a production unit from the coast, will
start work Thursday at the Eastern
Service studio on the eastern sequences for "Thanks a Million," the
Twentieth Century-Fox feature. Joe
Nadel will assist Brower on the production work here, which will featrre Paul Whiteman and his orchestra and Phil Baker and his

occupying the building at the corner of Hollywood and Sycamore.
George H. Bowles is general man- stooges.
•
ager, with Betty Boyd, S. J. Albright, Walter Sargent and J. W.
Bill Corum, who is featured in the
Ehrlich, formerly of San Francisco, Van Bcuren snorts releases, is now
members of his staff. The firm will plannina his third reel for this comrepresent players.
vany. It is tentatively titled "GenT

T

T

tlemen's Sports." Corum, sports columnist for the "New York Evening
Journal" and a soore of papers
throughout the country, will return

Bemis, dancers who have just returned from a successful tour in
Europe.
•

"Sweet

Surrender,"

the feature
production being made for Universal
release, having completed location
shots on the Normandie, has returned to the Eastern Service studio
in Astoria,

completed.

Monty Brice

is

will be
directing.

•

Ben Blake, who

is

T

T

will be the
definite title for the Warner production about life at the U. S. Naval
Academy.
The film co-stars Dick

Powell and Ruby Keeler and
Frank Borzage.

producing a

of
shorts
featuring
the
"Voice of Experience" for Columbia
release, will start Aug. 10 on the
fifth and sixth of the series.
•
series

is

di-

rected by

T

T

Peggy Shannon and Craig Reynolds

are

the

latest

additions

to

"The

Case of the Lucky Legs,"
which, with Warren William and
Genevieve Tobin in the leading
roles, is

now

in production at First

National.
T

Margaret Lindsay has been given
the
feminine
lead
in
Warner's
"Frisco Kid".
Barton MacLane also will appear in it.
Miss L'ndsay
is
expected shortly from Hawaii,
where she is vacationing with Janet
Gaynor and the latter's mother.
T

T

T

RKO

Radio has picturized Louis
Alter's
symphony,
"Metropolitan
Nocturne", as a tone picture in
which music is brought to the
screen not as an incidental thing
but as the story itself of a picture.
In this musical interpretation of
the moods and nuances of New
York, Alter has drawn a tone picture of a great city. In the screening, under the direction of Leigh
Jason and the supervision of Lee
Marcus, there is no word of dialogue, all the action being in pantomime with three orchestras employed to translate the melodies.
RKO plans to follow "Metropolitan
Nocturne" with other tone pictures
wherein music will play the leaa
and living actors will be incidental.

where the picture

"The Middle Deep," original by
Al Ch7-istie completed work yesterA. Ulman, was purchased
day on "Loose Money," a two-reel
by Nat Levine for release by Recomedy featuring Tom Howard and
public.
The title has been changed from a trip to Chicago this week and George Shelton.
•
to "Twenty Fathoms Deep" and the will immediately start preparations
supervision has been assigned to for the new release.
Beuren production unit
A
Van
•
Armand Schaefer.
headed by Stacy Woodward of H. L.
T
T
T
One of the largest casts ever as- and Stacy Woodward, associate producers of the "Struggle to Live"
Lloyd Nolan and Raymond Wal- sembled for a two-reel musical at
Brooklyn
studio series released by RKO, is at work
Vitaphone
burn have been assigned parts in the
on the government protected islands
"Rich Man's Daughter," B. P. Schul- started work yesterday under the
En- off the coast of Alaska making a
berg's first production for Columbia. direction of Joseph Henabery.
titled "Rooftops of Manhattan," the picture on seals, walrus and other
T
T
T
short will feature Herb Kingsley and sea mammals.
•
Jack Natteford and Claire Church Evelyn Chase, piano and singing'
are working on the completion of duo; Deane Janis, blues singer; Gil
Ray Cozine, directing a novelty
the first feature for Republic, "A Lamb and Marion Bellett, comedy short for Game P-rocPuctions, comThousand Dollars a Minute," under team; Bob Burns, monologist with a pletes work today at the West Coast
the supervision of Ken Goldsmith. rustic twang, and Billie and Beverly Service studio.

Willam

AAA

Samuel Goldwyn has assigned
David Niven to "Splendor."

T

T

Charles

Lane: Thelma lan to do "A Perfect Gentleman,"
T
T
Joseph Calleia will have a feaTodd and Buddy Rogers attending with Cicely Courtneidge and Frank
tured part in M-G-M's "Riff-Raff,"
the Paramount school, which was Morgan in leading roles.
an original story by Frances Marin charge of Sam Wood.
T
T
T
Pat O'Brien has been assigned the ion with Jean Harlow starred. IrvT
T
T
Lon Chaney, Jr., has started work leading role in Warner's "Radio ing Thalberg is the producer.

Down

Louis Mason has been signed by
Radio for "In Person", Ginger Rogers starring picture soon
to go into production under the direction of William A. Seiter.

T

T

T

1935

RKO

tess".

T

2,

"Shipmates Forever"

T

T

August

"LOTS'

T

tess".

the world.

T

T

T

in this film.

T

Republic's

M-G-M

York

T

and
Peter Finley Dunne, Jr.,
Alden Nash are doing the script for

title,

"Leathernecks
Have
Landed," which Ken Goldsmith will

in

New

from the

ac-

appear

will

with
Omar
Kiam, head costume designer of the
Goldwyn studios. By the terms of
the new agreement, Kiam becomes
one of the highest paid stylists in

T

Payoff" for Warners, is
ing in "Special Agent" at the Burbank studio. "Special Agent" is his
He
eighth picture in six months.
originally
stage.

has

G. Engle story, "The Biograof Judge Roy Bean." The pic-

ture will bear the
ington Knew."

"The
now work-

is

Century-Fox

Twentieth

nuired screen rights to "The Law
West of the Pecos," based on the

T

Frank Bruno, who played

T

T

r

Paul Malvern has assiigned Carl
Pierson and R. N. Bradbury to direct the next two John Wayne
westerns for Republic. Pierson will
do "The New Frontier," which
starts Aug. 8, and Bradbury will
direct "The Lonely Trail" immediately upon completion of the Pierson picture.
T

T

Second Gene Autry western for
Republic will be "Melody Trail,"
going in work Aug. 17. Story has
been prepared by Sherman Lowe.
will
prepare
Trail"
"Sagebrush
Autry's third.

featured.

Jainhoree of 1935", in lieu of Franchot Tone. James Melton and Jane

Froman

T

Charles Sellon has been signed to
a new long term contract by 20th
Century-Fox.
r

Friday,

T

T

Darryl Zanuck, production head
of 20th Century-Fox, has sent word
to Loretta Young, vacationing in
Paris, that she is to report at the
studio on Sept. 3 to begin work on
the

title

Wurtzel

role
will

of

"Ramona."

produce

T

T

Sol

it.

T

Laird Doyle, Warner scenarist,
was once a news service correspondent assigned to cover a Chinese
"war" between the government and
bandit hordes. Although he sought
the "war" for several weeks in
China's deep interior, the fighting
locale moved so rapidly, he never

caught up with
T

it.

T

James Flood has been signed by

RKO Radio Pictures to direct
"Husk", from a "Saturday Evening
It
Post" story by Thomas Walsh.
will be supervised by Edward Kaufman, marking the writer's debut in
this

capacity.

THE
Friday,

»
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Holds Foreign Countries
Did Much for Films
"W/"HO says

little

ward the development
cinema
Garbo?
Leslie

to

art?

Who

to-

of

the

gave

us

Or George Arliss,
Howard, Marlene Diet-

Maurice Chevalier, Paul
Ramon Novarro, Anna
Sten, Robert Donat, Jan Kiepuga, Marta Eggerth, Lillian Harrich,

Muni,

vey,

Elizabeth

Allan,

Cedric

Hardwicke, Claude Rains, HerbMarshall,
ert
Evelyn Laye,
Emil Jannings, Conrad Veidt,
Luise Rainer, Brian Aherne,
Heather Angel, Tala Birell,
Elissa Landi, Charles Laughton,
Tullio Carminati, Helen Chandler, Ricardo Cortez, Lily Damita, Fifi D'Orsay, Merle Oberon,
Charles
Boyer,
Pola
Negri,
Francis Lederer, Edna Best,
Sari Maritza, Adolphe Menjou,
Conchita
Montenegro,
Rene
Adoree, Frank Lawton, Joseph
Schildkraut, Sir Guy Standing?
As for the outstanding European directors, didn't Eisenstein have a contract and wasn't
he slated to make "The American Tragedy," and wasn't his
divorce from Hollywood due to
the fact that he insisted that

Paramount refrain from dicto him about how to
make a picture? Eisenstein is
credited with having made three
tating

in Russia, each one
representing a recognized progressive step in cinematic art,

pictures

"Potemkin," "Ten Days That
Shook the World," "Old and
and New"; and his American
production,
"Thunder
Over
Mexico,"

although

hopelessly
recognized

mutilated, was still
as a work of genius.
As for Rene Clair, time and

time again Hollywood has made
proposals to have this French
genius come to Hollywood and
each time he said "No" unless
he was given full sway to work
out his own ideas. And about
not making progress?
Clair
Every one of his five films has
been recognized throughout the
world as a definite cinematic
advancement. I shall list them:
"Sous Les Tois de Paris." "Le
Million," "A Nous La Liberte,"
""July 14," and the last one soon
to be released in this country,
""Le Denier Milliardaire."
Without question, Hollywood
excels in the mechanical and
lavishness of sets, but when it
comes to authenticity of background, story and execution, I
am afraid that you will find
that the European productions
excel.

"Congress Dances," "Maeddien in Uniform," "M," "Road

"Poil

Life,"

Me

"Escape

foreign countries

have contributed

J^S
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2,

de

Carrotte,"

Never,"

"Henry

Eighth," "Zwei Herzen,"
"Blue Light," "Man of Aran,"
"Passion of Joan of Arc"
every one of these films left a

the

definite

example for Hollywood

to follow.

And without

contradiction,

I

fear of

say, that both

and Clair
having
as

be
credited
created
works of high order that have
had their influence on Hollywood.
George Kraska, Manager
Art Cinema Guild, Boston.
Eisenstein

can

—

Sees Fine Opportunity
For Opera on Screen
A NEW and potentially

glori-

ous field for motion pictures is
about to be opened by Music
Guild Productions, a newcomer
"Faust,"
in the movie world.
the

of

first

its

projected

pic-

tures, will also be the first fulllength opera to be done in color.
Fragments of other operas and
condensations have been at-

tempted, operatic singers have
appeared since the arrival of
the talkie, and one or two highly
successful films have been written around an opera. The new
company, under the musical direction of Fritz Reiner of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, scorns
It is not yet
half measures.
settled to what extent color will
be used, though Mr. Reiner and
others who see color as the longest step (forward since films were
given sound, hope it will be used
throughout. As for the music,
the players, the background of
the story, all versions will be
consulted, all records searched,
and a full and authentic opera
presented.

Announcements of future productions from this company
have not yet been made, but
opera lovers hope that "Faust"
It is curiis only a beginning.
ous that the movies in their insatiable search for stories have
not turned more quickly to
opera. The plots lie ready to
their hand, filled with physical
action, murder, deep tragedy,
intrigue, conspiracy and laughNothing in the movies has
ter.
ever been more incredible than
some of the operatic stories. If
it is romance they want, here
it

is.

Attempts to employ beautiful
voices, heard but not seen, while

who

look the part are
visible but inaudible, have not
It would be
been successful.
charming to see a slim young
Marguerite, singing with the

players

»
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"Dance" Campaign Boosts Biz Front and Herald Help
Bally "Front Page Woman"
For Capitol, Macon, Ga.
A HUGE front, in front page
"QO INTO YOUR DANCE,"
the Warner-First National
musical, received a special ex-

campaign from Ar-

ploitation

thur Barry, manager of the Capitol
Theater in Macon, Ga.,

which

resulted

A

patronage.
store tied

with the theater
Factor cosmetics as

in

Max

using

in tripling of
large department

"jumpoff", Ruby Keeler,
who was co-starred with Al
Jolson, and the title of the film
was used in a large display ad
tie-up.
Music shops came in
with window displays of sheet
the

music and star and attraction
stills
together
with
credit
cards.
Two large local drug
stores distributed 3,000 throwaways announcing a contest
search

for

match

lip

Ruby

impressions
Keeler's.

to

The

newspaper style, was used
by the Stanley Theater, Atlantic
City, to plug "Front Page Woman". A masthead announced
it was the "Stanley News". For
the date-line, the playdate was
substituted. Below the regulation double rule separating the

masthead from the page itself,
was headline ad copy in large
plus a large photo of
Bette Davis, star of the picture.
Surrounding this unusual front

letters

were 8x10

stills.

The local daily set up a five
column ad which was printed
on its front page after removal
of an equal number of news
type. These heralds were distributed by newsboys.
The bailies were the work of
Sid Blumenstock, Warner Bros,
advertising and publicity manager in Atlantic City, working
under the supervision of Herbert Copelan, zone manager.
Stanley Theater,
Atlantic City.

—

stores

featured large displays
its
departments.
For
street ballyhoo, two Negroes
were outfitted with evening
clothes and top hats to tap
in

all

dance on main streets. Banners
on their backs bore copy for the
show and theater. Their exhibition
on the most popular
shopping night of that trade
area
Saturday
attracted
thousands of people. The trailer
and one sheets planted
throughout the theater featured
the house advance.
A special
front, consisted of a deep panel
bearing heads of the two stars.
A ten-foot figure of Keeler in
dancing costume designed for
animation was erected on the
marquee. A small blow-up of
Jolson mounted above the recording of one of the picture
songs and made fast to the

—

—

phonograph turntable was the
The
basis of patron "bally".
mechanism was controlled by

Uses Memorandum Slip
In Promotion of "Becky"
7H HE management of the
/

Fischer

Theater, Danville,
the memorandum
slip idea for excellent promotion during the run of RKO
Radio "Becky Sharp".
Under the titles "While You
Were Out" and "Party Called
to Say" was the reproduction
of the following in long hand
"Miriam Hopkins personally
called to say she can tip you
off how Captain and Mrs. Raw111.,

utilized

don Crawley live high, wide and
handsome on nothing a year
she exposes their system in
'Becky Sharp', all-Technicolor
.

The

were widely used in
throughout Danville.
Fischer Theater,

slips

offices

—

Danville,

cashier.
Passes
were given to those in line with
Jolson's extended hand when

ing current.
On another platform, a local dancing teacher
principles
demonstrated
of
dancing twice daily.
Capitol, Macan, Ga.

—

voice of a plump,

mature angel,

but when synchronization fails
the result is grotesque. How the
movie "Faust" will get around
these difficulties is not known,
but one thing is happily certain
Marguerite will go to heaven
in the traditional manner, with
no happy-ending apologies to
the supposed demands of movie

—

audiences.

—New

York Times.

.

screen sensation."
Name of the theater followed.

the box-office

the cashier shut off the actuat-

.

III.

Utilizes Parts of Herald
For "Class" Throwaway
TOE GOETZ, manager of the
J Paramount

Theater, Cincina clever special
"Becky Sharp" herald for distribution to the Art Institute
and local apartment buildings
nati,

devised

and suburban

A

color

hotels.
strip was cut

from

the heralds and pasted alongside black type on white paper,
over which was a white fold.
The color contract was extremely effective and Goetz' folder is
a fine example of special uses
to which regulation heralds may
be put.
Paramount Theater,
Cincinnati.

—
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PARA. FILMS

READY FOR RELEASE

Des Moines
from Page

(.Continued

Cookie,"

"Two

for

1)

Tonight," "Big

Broadcast of 1936" and "The Last
Outpost."
In production on the coast are
"Peter Ibbetson," "So Red the Rose,"
"From Little Acorns," "Rose of the

Rancho," "The Milky Way," "Hands
Across the Table" and "The Virginia
Judge."

Page

1)

with a showing
of the picture beginning Aug. 8. On
the 9th, the picture opens at the
Roosevelt Theater, Chicago; the
Four Star Theater, Los Angeles, and
the Paramount Theater, San FranThen follow the Uptown
cisco.
Theater, Kansas City, Aug. 10; the
Palace, Cincinnati; Fox Theater, Detroit, and the Fox, Philadelphia on
the 16; the Hippodrome, Buffalo, and
Hippodrome, Cleveland, 17;
the
the Denver Theater, Denver, 22; the
Fox Theater, Atlanta, 23, and the
Alvin Theater, Pittsburgh, 23 or 30.
ters, Boston, lead off

Roxy Ball Team Wins
Roxy Theater Baseball team,
league leaders, defeated the Loew
Paradise team 1-0 yesterday, Dick,
pitching for the Roxy, hurled a no
hit

no run game.

150 At Indianapolis Golf Meet
Indianapolis
First annual golf
tournament of the Indianapolis Variety Club drew more than 150 participants.
Stuart Tomlinson, Shel-

—

byville, won first prize. John Howard, manager of Paramount ex-

change,
distributed
the
awards.
Carl Niesse, manager of the Ambassador Theater, directed the entertainment.

offices.

Up

Lining

Talent for Australia

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY
Howard C. Brown

of

will represent Central

Film Casting

Agency here for Sydney, Australia.

He

will contact stars

and play-

ers who are available for making
pictures in Australian studios.

Columbia Signs Richman
Columbia
a

will

leaves

wood

signed Harry Richman
contract under which
pictures a year. He
York on Tuesday for Hollyhas

long-term

to

he

make two

New

manager

braska and Iowa.

Pittsburgh

—

COMMITTEE TO DRAFT

NEW UNION CONTRACT

Harry

Goldstein,
Paramount sales executive, in from
Cleveland and talking business with

(Continued from Page

1)

exchange no quarrel with Allied or Empire.
head.
We are not fighting any working
people. We want a living wage and
Detroit Mrs. A. Fisher, widow of
good working conditions. If we get
Ruby Fisher, former owner of the
Holbrook and New Plaza, has taken that we expect Allied and Empire
over the Hippodrome, west side will benefit also."
house, from Oscar Becker.
House
Basson said mass picketing would
will be remodeled.
be resumed only if negotiations with
theaters break down. In the future
all important measures will be submitted to the membership and they
Detroit Doings
Detroit
Biggest opening day in will decide the union's policies, he
The new administration
a year and a half was reported by declared.
will endeavor to cut the tremendous
the United Artists Theater with
overhead of the local and thereby
"Call of the Wild".
Manny Nathan, here to sign with reduce the assessment on members.
A general meeting of the memExcellent Pictures for Michigan distribution of "Last Wilderness", said bership has been called for Aug. 7
all territories have now been sold. at Odd Fellows Hall, Brooklyn.
Jim Crist is closing the North
Side Theater, Saginaw, for remodelShowing Archaelogical Film
ing.
First New York showing of "The
Dorothy Zirbes of Excellent Pictures
is
vacationing
at
Lake Human Adventure", picture made
Chemung, while Ned Weitzman of by the Oriental Institute of the
the same office is at Horseshoe University of Chicago and featur-

Dave Kimmelman,

local

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

—

Pittsburgh Betty Lefko, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Lefko,
was married to Phillip Wimmer last
week.
Bride will continue temporarily as secretary for Reichblum
Theaters, Inc.
George Leary, Universal salesman,
is the father of a girl.
Rudy Navary closed his Liberty
Theater in Verona to permit installation of new equipment.
House
will reopen early in September.
Phil Rosenberg already has lined
up some thirty exhibitors for the
newly formed Showmen's Club of
Lake.
Pittsburgh.
"Love Me Forever" holds over at
Mrs. Julia Carmody is the -new
manager of the local office of the the Fox.
Clifton Hayes, who recently took
State Board of Censors.
Harry Goldman will close his over the Roosevelt, New Baltimore,
Broughton Theater Aug. 26 for re- has closed the house.
Ralph Peckham, former exchange
modeling.
Ken Coffman of the Harris-Alvin man in Atlanta, is now state salesentered a local hospital on Wednes- man for Universal, succeeding Bert
Tighe, who joined RKO.
day to undergo a toe operation.
Frank Stuart of Excellent PicThe Lyric in Erie closed.
The
Avenue there reopened and is op- tures was invited to Governor Frank
D. Fitzgerald's cottage at Mackinac
erating several times weekly.
A. E. Gibbs has taken over the Island for the week-end.
Harold Cortez, owner of the Sun
Albion Theater in Albion, formerly
Theater circuit of southwestern
operated by James E. Gladfelter.
Joe Feldman, Warner publicity Michigan, is fishing at Bellaire.
chief here, left for Philadelphia to
attend a meeting of Warner execuForeign Flashes
tives from the eastern end of the
Paris A. C. E. announces 15 pro-

—

state.

New

August 2, 1935

—

—

Seattle Harry L. West, for the
past 7 years advertising manager for
Paramount in Portland, recently left
to accept a position with the San
Francisco Opera Ballet School.

New
FitzPatrick Installs Cooling Device
James A. FitzPatrick is installing cooling equipment in his ofThe cooled air will not only
fices.
penetrate the various offices which
FitzPatrick occupies, but also the
projection room which connects the

Patz,

DAY

of the

of Universal exchange, has closed
a product deal with the Tri-State
Circuit covering 13 towns in Ne-

13 Pre-Release Dates
Are Set on "Inferno"
(.Continued from

—Louis

Friday,

Orleans Notes

Orleans

—Rodney

Loew's State manager,
vacation.

is

Toups,
back from

ductions to be made for 1935-36,
with at least two starring Elissa
Landi.
Rome Pittaluga plans 40 pictures
for 1935-36 release, with two George
Arliss films included.
Berne Atelier des Films Sonores
plans to build a large modern studio

—

—

ing
archaelogical
discoveries
in
Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Iraq and
Iran, will be shown Oct. 29-30 in
Carnegie Hall under sponsorship of
the United Parents Ass'n.

Gets Hungarian Features
Elnok Kisasszony" ("Miss
President")
comedy with music,
"Szerelembol Kituno" ("Excellent
in Love"), farce comedy and "Melody of the Heart," operetta, are the
newest Hungarian pictures obtained
by Joseph Sheinmann for presentation at his new Tobis Theater next

"Az

season.

Duals Back in 5 Lincoln Houses
Lincoln, Neb.
Dual bills, which
got down to one house, are now
back in five local theaters. Boosting of prices also appears distant,
with the Kiva cutting to 10 cents
anytime now that the Varsity, sis-

—

ter house, is open.

George Atchison has joined Affiliated Producers Distributing Co. here here.
May License Musicians' Agents
as salesman.Budapest Color Film has been
Plans for the licensing of musiMrs. Henry Lazarus is in New formed to produce and also to discians' booking agents, in the same
York on vacation. She will be joined tribute American product.
manner as Actors' Equity licenses
by her husband for a motor trip
theatrical agents, are being considthrough Maine and Canada.
Jolson to Sing on Air
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ered by the American Federation of
Hollywood Al Jolson will sing Musicians, according to Joseph N.
Expert on Foreign Legion
"Covered
Wagon
Days"
from Weber, president. The subject will
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY "Moonlight on the Prairie", the be discussed at a meeting of the
Hollywood Julius Epstein, who Warner western starring Dick Fo- executive board in a few days.
is co-authoring the script on "Leg- ran,
on his Saturday night coastionnaire" for Warners, is an expert to-coast radio broadcast.
on France's Foreign Legion, alRepeaters
though he never served a day in
Thespian Turns Film Writer
Pat O'Brien, Frank McHugh and Althat famous division. It was while West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
len Jenkins, who have important roles
attending Penn State University
Hollywood W. P. Lipscomb, 20th
in
the current attraction at the New
that he became so fascinated with Century-Fox screen writer, began
York Strand, "The Irish in Us", do
double duty by appearing also in the
the exploits and lives of the Legion- his film career as an actor in Engtrailer on the next picture scheduled
naires as to spend days and nights land's
first
silent
picture.
The
for this house, "Page Miss Glory", in
delving into the arcana and lore of World War cut him short as a Theswhich the trio likewise will be prominent.
this brigade, purely to satisfy his pian and after the Armistice he
own curiosity,
turned to film editing and writing.

—

—

—

—
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RKO- Music

Temporary Extension for

2,000-FOOT REEL MEETS WITH

New

Three

Studios

One Studio at Sound City
Will Be for Color
Films Only
London

new

— Construction

three

of

by

New Times

and

has begun at Sound
One
City, Shepperton, Middlesex.
of the studios will be devoted exstudios

clusively to

making

color pictures.

GIVEAWAY WAR RAGING

VIRGINIA DELETIONS

expected that five color pictures
will be made during the next year
at the new studio, which will be
completed in two months.
It is

AT NEW LOW LEVEL

—

BRITISH FILM

MERGER

FAILS TO MATERIALIZE
London (By
merger
posed

Cable)

—The

between

pro-

Reunion

independent British
Films,
Ltd.,
film organization, and the recently
formed Anglo-American Renters,
Reunion
Ltd., has fallen through.
Films will continue its status as an
independent company.

Richmond, Va.
As a result of
the high standards maintained in
recent motion picture releases, deletions in this state have become so
few lately that there is talk of the
state censorship department being
likely to eliminate itself by reason
Because
of having no work to do.
of the profits taken from the division, however, a fight to retain it
undoubtedly be made even if
censoring of pictures may
become unnecessary.

will

actual

Though a poll of legislative candidates shows a majority opposed to
the proposal for abolishing the division, most of the candidates are
in favor of the proposed repeal of
the blue laws so as to permit Sun-

"Call of Wild" Held Over
day
In First 15 Engagements
First 15 pre-release engagements
of "Call of the Wild," Darryl Zanuck
production released through United
Artists, have resulted in holdovers
for the picture. It is playing additional time in the following theaters: Orpheum, Seattle; State, Spo-

shows.

Ohio Union Convention
In Columbus on Aug. 18
Columbus

—

Fourth annual con-

vention

&

of the I. A. T. S.
M. P. O. of the state of Ohio will
be held in the Deshler Wallick Hokane; Fox, San Diego; Mount Baker, tel here on Aug. 18. The following
Bellingham; Chinese, Los Angeles; day the entire group will attend the
State, Los Angeles; United Artists, Ohio State Federation of Labor conPortland; Music Box, Tacoma; State, vention.
Minneapolis; Warner, Milwaukee;
United Artists, Chicago; Paramount,
St. Paul; Palace, Dallas; and the
United Artists Theaters in both Detroit and San Francisco.
E.

IN

AUSTRALIAN HOUSES

Sydney, Australia

—

New House

for

Nebraska

—

Ogallala. Neb.
Contracts have been
let by A. F. Kehr & Son here for the
building of a $50,000 theater.
House
will seat 600 and have a stage 20 x 30
feet.

—

RKO

Very much

Major producers ha ,r o indicated
a favorable and cooperative attitude
toward the proposal of the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences and the
S. M. P. E. that a 2,000-foot reel
be adopted as a standard for the industry. The Research Council of the
Academy approved the recommendations for the new standard reel at a
meeting this week and submitted the
proposals to the various companies

situation in the U. S., suburban theaters here are battling
each other with all sorts of giveaways, with as much as $3,500 and
$1,000 in free stuff being handed

for their action. Annual economies
resulting from this changeover are
(.Continued on Page 7)

out weekly by Sydney's neighborhood houses.
A conference of 14

EXPOSITION TO HONOR

theater managements was called
here recently to discuss means of
curtailing the activity, but only five
or six attended, although these included
representatives
Hoyts
of
and Broadway Theaters, the main
contenders. The parley was a failure.

Expects Adjustment In
Circuit Wage Reductions
Joseph Basson, president of Local 306, said last night that

he ex-

pected a peaceful adjustment would
be reached with the Loew and RKO
circuits on notice given yesterday
to movie operations that reductions
in wages averaging 45 per cent

would

become

effective

in

two

weeks.
Basson said also that the
union was solidly behind him in opposition to any such reduction.

be Temporarily Extended

Nets $250,000

Plant

like the

RKO-Music Hall Advisory Deal

May

British

Expect More Time Will Be
Needed to Put New Reel
Into General Use

Square House

the Plunket-Krellberg interests are the two principal bidders for
the lease on the new 1,200-seat theater to be erected on the old Criterion Theater
site, with B. S. Moss also interested in obtaining the theater, it is learned. Plunkett
and Krellberg have offered to lease the theater for $75,000 yearly, and Loew's
has made an offc for an almost equal amount.

Loew's

Hall Deal

PRODUCER FAVOR

Erected

Being

Bidding for

TEN CENTS

1935

Extension of the present one-year

agreement expiring Aug. 31 under
In First Six Months which RKO advises on operation of
RKO earnings for the first six the Music Hall is understood conmonths of 1935 are approximately templated for a period of four or
(Continued on Page 7)
$250,000, The Film Daily learns.

40TH YEAR OF MOVIES
Paris

— An

international technical

motion picture congress is planned
for November to honor the 40th anniversary of the movie invention by
Louis Lumiere. American equipment
will be included

New

among

the exhibits.

M. P. E. Officers
Being Elected by Mail
S.

Officers of the S. M. P. E. will
be elected via ballots which go into
the mails within a month and which
will be counted at the society's fall
convention to be held Oct. 21-24 at
(Continued on Page 7)

"Curly Top"

—

Upsets

Buffalo

Buffalo
Precedent was broken here
by the Shea theaters in holding over
"Curly
Temple picture,
Shirley
the
Top"
After an excellent week at
the Buffalo, it was transferred to the
Pictures
H ppodrome, to open today.
scheduled for the Hipp were switched
to the Great Lakes, and "Every Night
at Eight", listed for the Great Lakes,
The Buffalo never
was postponed.
has held over a picture for a second
week in its nine years of operation.
This is the first instance of a picture moving from one first run house
directly to another.

THE

-cBVHDAILY
Two

—

29

Sat.,

Aug.

JOHN W. AL1COATE

3,

10 Cents

1935

Editor and Publisher

Exploitation Previews
Set by Chicago Theater
to Pascoe Group

Detroit Theaters

Added
Vol. 68, No.

Saturday, Aug. 3, 1935

Detroit Eddie Pascoe, owner of
the Wolverine and Campau theaters, has taken five-year leases on
the Empire, closed ahout two years,
and the Amo. He will open the

Chicago

— Special

exploitation

Coming and Going

on

"Broadway Gondolier" and "Page
Miss Glory", two Warner Bros, releases, the latter a Cosmopolitan
production, has been set by the Chicago Theater.
A special screening of "Gondo-

LOU HALPER
New York.

has

returned

to

Los

Angeles

from

HASKELL MASTERS,

U.

A.

general

manager

in Canada,
Pascoe also
is
for a few days.
in town
houses next month.
plans to remodel and enlarge the
MRS. NATALIE KALMUS, who returned this
seating capacity of the Campau in lier" for movie critics and radio edi- week from abroad, has left for the coast,
tors plus a special dinner sponsored where she will be busy until fall, where she
Hamtramck.
to England again to supervise the first
by Ted Fio Rito, whose orchestra goes
Technicolor
feature
to
be
made there by
"39 Steps" in Smash Boston Opening is featured in the film, has already Alexander Korda.
arranged.
been
Boston Despite the terrific heat
JACQUES SALVICHE sails for Paris on
On "Page Miss Glory", a Holly- Wednesday
aboard the Roosevelt.
wave, "The 39 Steps," a GB release,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 187'
wood Charity preview in advance of
JIMMY
returned to New York this
SAVO
Terms (Postage free) United States outside had a record-breaking opening at the premiere
is scheduled, the proceeds week
Keith Memorial Theater. Better than
and is at the Hotel St. Moritz.
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign double the average business on the to go to The Cradle at Evanston.
CLIFF EDWARDS, on completion of retakes
Subscriber should remit with order
$15.00.
first day and rave reviews in the
for "Red Salute",
Reliance picture, plans to
Address all communications to THE FILM
motor
east from Hollywood.
Special
Sessions
in
10
States
exDAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. local papers point toward an
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. tended engagement.
RAFAEL G. MARTI, distributor with headIntroduction of revenue and other
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
A. P. Waxman, GB's advertising measures affecting the film indus- quarters in San Juan, Porto Rico, sailed from
wood, California Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyNew
York yesterday after a business trip here.
counsel in New York, has laid out a try is indicated at special legislaLondonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
SYLVAN HARRIS, business manager of the
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
strong and attractive advertising tive sessions planned in at least
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne. and exploitation campaign on the
S.
M. P. E. is spending his vacation in New
10 states, a checkup of the situation Jersey.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
picture.
discloses.
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cou"
Legislatures
and the
ROUBEN MAMOULIAN is due in New York
des-Noues, 19.
months in which they convene are from
the coast next week to stage the operGarmes Directs Korda Film
as
follows:
California,
January; atic version of "Porgy" for the Theater Guild.
London When Alexander Korda's Florida, September; Indiana, after
M. A. LIGHTMAN has returned to Memnew production, "The Conquest of Congress adjourns; Kansas, Sep- phis from Hollywood,
screen tember;
to
the
New Jersey, September.
the
Air," comes
EARL SWEIGERT was in New York yesterthrough United Artist srelease, Lee Other states which have scheduled day from Philadelphia.
Garmes will be credited as director special sessions are Michigan, Ohio,
WALT DISNEY left New York yesterday on
of 'the production.
Originally a Rhode Island and Texas.
Tennes- his return to the Coast.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net cameraman, Garmes rose to the po- see is now holding a special sesROY DISNEY, who is now in New York, reHigh Low Close Chg.
sition of director in a number of sion, with a 10 per cent admission turns to Hollywood next week.
74l/
Columbia Picts. vtc.
723/4
723/4
2
The script tax bill pending.
recent American films.
Wilder Heads New Virginia Firm
Con.
Fm.
Ind
4% 4% 4V2 + 1/g of the Korda production has been
Regular sessions are at present
3/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 17%
171/4
173/4 +
Norfolk, Va. A charter has just
completed by John Monk Saunders. continuing in Wisconsin, MassachuEast.
Kodak
1431/4
21/4
been issued to the Colley Theater,
451/4 143
setts, Rhode Island and Alabama.
Fox Fm. "A" .... 16
153/8
Inc., to do an amusement and en151/2
Vi
Lillian Emerson in Play Tryout
40i/4 +
tertainment business. Officers are:
Loew's, Inc.
401/4
%
395/s
Lillian Emerson, who was starred
Leon Abrams Wins Tourney
William S. Wilder, president and
do pfd
O51/2 105V2 IO51/2 +
Vi
opposite Harry Richman in "Say
Kansas City
Leon Abrams, treasurer; A. B. Wilder, vice-presiPsramount ctfs.
4% 45/g 43/4
When"
last season, has been en- M-G-M booker, won the golf tourna7
3
3
dent; Charles L. Kaufman, secrePafhe Exch
'8
8
4
4
gaged by Louis Simon to play a ment which was a feature of the tary.
The new corporation's audo "A"
lH/2 lH/2
121/4
dramatic ingenue role in a tryout of picnic sponsored by the Variety Club. thorized maximum capital stock is
RKO
1/g
2% 21/2 25/8
"Thy People" at the Red Barn Benny Benjamin and C. Bratton 150 shares without par value. PresiUniv.
Pict.
pfd.
341/2
331/4
331/4
21/2
Theater in Locust Valley during the tied for second place, while Mrs.
dent Wilder is identified with several
i/
Warner Bros
47/8
51/4
5
8
week of Aug. 12.
Bill Warner, wife of the Warner motion picture corporations.
7/8
do pfd.
381/4 371/2 375/8
branch
manager, won in the women's
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Hoffberg Closes West Indies Deal
Vitaphone Signs Radio Trio
division.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 141/2
14
14
J. H. Hoffberg Co. has concluded
The
Three Marshalls, radio har13l/
Gen. Th. Eq.6s40ctfs.
131/4
3/4
131/4
4
a deal with Rafael G. Marti of San
mony trio, have been signed by the
M-G-M Gets Color Short
Keith
A-0 6s46
89
897/s
Juan, Porto Rico, for the distribul/
Loew 6s 41ww.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will han- Brooklyn Vitaphone studios for a
033/4 1033/4 1033/4 +
8
tion of 52 pictures by Marti in Porto
102i/8 + 13/g
dle distribution of a Technicolor musical film which enters producTaramcunr 6s47filed 021/g 101
Rico, Santo Domingo and Haiti.
This will be their
short with three-dimensional effects tion Aug. 13.
Paramount 6s47ctfs.l 02 i/g 1007/g 1021/8 + 1%
Included in the deal are the Libertv
first appearance before the movie
Par.
produced
By.
5'/2 s51ctfs. 61
61
61
by
Visual
Pictures.
DiaPictures, which Hoffberg controls
Par.
logue by Pete Smith will be added. cameras. The trio has just return031/2 IO21/2 IO31/2 + lVg
5Vis50 filed.
for Latin America. Marti, who has
ed from a 12-week vaudeville tour
Par.
s50
ctfs....l
O31/2
IO31/4
IO31/4
31/4
5V2
+
been in New York on a short trip, Jack Norling and J. T. Leventhal throughout the West. Past appearRKO 6s41
produced the picture. William Fitel62
61
61
sailed yesterday.
son negotiated the deal for Visual ances on the air have been on the
Warner's 6s39
80 1/2
785/g
79
2
Lanny Ross, Ex-Lax and Morning
Pictures.
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Woman
to Manage Brandt House
Roy Mack will
Parade programs.
22i/8 213/
Technicolor
21%
%
8
Edythe Sullivan has been apdirect the short.
"Bright
Lights"
Next
at
Strand
pointed manager of the new Colony
"Bright Lights", Joe E. Brown's
theater, Jackson Heights, to be
THE STANDARD
opened Aug. 8 as a unit of the latest Warner picture, follows "The
Irish in Us" at the Strand.
GenBrandt circuit.
Reference Book
eral release of "Page Miss Glory"
of the
GB Product for Monarch Theaters has been changed from August to
Geo. W. Weeks, GB's general sales Sept. 7.
MOTION PICTURE
manager,
has closed a deal with
INDUSTRY
Dave Chatkin of Monarch Theaters, Filming "Kreutzer Sonata" in Parts
Inc., on the entire 1935-1936 GB
Paris Franco-Austro Films has
product for first run in Akron and started production on the film verSteubenville.
sion of the Tolstoy novel "Kreutzer
Given Free with a
Sonata," which will star Charles
Year's Subscription to
Monogram Quarterly Dividend
Boyer.
THE FILM DAILY
A quarterly dividend of 1% per
Dolores del Rio
Wellyn Totman
cent was paid this week by Monoand
Justin McCloskey Dead
Charles M. Mersereau
Adrienne Ames
gram Pictures. This is one of the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
THE
regular quarterly payments declared
Anita Page
Charles Delaney
Hollywood
Justin McCloskey,
FILM DAILY SERVICE
Helen Kane
Daniel N. Rubin
earlier in the year.
Other pay- veteran unit manager and assistant
1650 B'way, New York
Fred Steele
ments take place Nov. 1 and Feb. 1. director, died of heart trouble this
One also was made last May.
week.

Published daily except Sundays and Holiday?
at
1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y..
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher;
Secretary-Treasurer
Donald M. Mersereau,
and General Manager; Arthur \V. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor.
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York.
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DATE BOOK

»

REVIEWS «

»

<

W.
Meeting of Allied Theaters
mont, White River Junction, Vt.

Aug.

4:

Albany

Aug. 5:

timonial

to

C.

Meeting
Me.

Aug. 6:

with Mary
Paramount

Maine,

6-7:
convention of Independent
First
Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper
Michigan, followed by outing on Aug. 8
at summer home of Thomas Saxe, Mil-

Aug.

picnic,

Owners
Theater
Southeastern
11-13.
Ass'n convention, Jacksonville Beach, Fla.

Aug.

Pittsburgh

12:

nament,

Des Moines Variety Club Golf
Hyperian Club, Des Moines.

12-13:

Aug.

golf tourPittsburgh.

Club

Variety

Clair Country Club,

St.

Tournament,

Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,

Aug. 14:

Aimed

of

Annual picnic of Allied M. P. T. 0.
Western Pennsylvania, Doc Herman's

farm,

• • •
a Jersey exhib who is having no
trouble at all with his programs and playdates
look at
his line-up!
Monday a Smash Program of Cups and
Saucers
Tuesday Pie Plates
Wednesday Salad
Forks
Thursday Pickle Jars
Friday Cocktail Shakers
Saturday Special Return Engagement of
Pie Plates
who said Pictures?
huh
the
guy is thinking of calling his house Kitchen Komforts
why not?
he's got all the wimmen leaving their kitchen
sinks to try for his Giveaways

—
—

—

—
—

—

Aug. 18:

&

M.

Annual convention of
P.

about

I.
A. T. S. E.
0. of the State of Ohio, Deshler
Hotel, Columbus.

Wallick

Aug.

Sept.

21-23:
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
regional
eastern
convention
and Allied
meeting, Atlantic City.

Oct.

Showmen's

3-8:
tic

MORE

• • • SOME
from the London Fog
Don
Pedelty, one of London's ace writers and directors, just finished
"The Fiery Cross," which the whole town is already talking

Pittsburgh.

Variety

Jubilee,

21-24:

man Park

Yankee cameraman-director, has
and should be signed before you read
Dave Bader is still waiting to hear from Scotland on
this
his 250 chain letters that went out over a month ago
Herrick-Herrick,

several offers on the

fire,

Atlan-

City.

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention. WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

• • • LOOKS AS if Cab Calloway will soon be making
a pix in Hollywood, after he plays theaters from Los Angeles
to Spokane. ... .In spite of the heat, Ina Ray Hutton and her
Melodears rang up a b.o. record last week in Washington, D. C.
Wingy (Oh, Capri!) Mannone, the New Orleans trumpeter
who won fame with his peculiar recording of "Isle of Capri,"
has signed a contract with Mills Artists
First prize of
$2,500 was awarded by the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers to Duke Ellington and Irving Mills for
their number, "Solitude"
.

Detroit Doings

—

Detroit Gus Greening, for 25
years a theater manager here, has
been made manager of the Players
theater by Eugene J. Sharkey, own-

Butterfield

has

circuit

reopened

the Regent theater, Battle Creek,
after complete remodeling. Stanley
Cady remains as house manager.
John Morin of the William Penn
theater, Pittsburgh, came here this
week while Edgar E. Kirchner, manager of the Family, Harris circuit
William
house, went on vacation.

Anderson is assistant manager.
Eddie Rosenbaum, formerly of the
New York Columbia office, ap-

man

pointed exploitation
Detroit division.

for

the

Al Dezel, roadshow operator, back
trip to New York.
Milton Jacobson has reopened the
former Paloma theater, East Side
house, renaming it the Holbrook,
its former tag.
Otto Vogel is Ja-

• • • DETECTIVES RAIDED a fraternity house in
Ithaca, N. Y., and recovered several expensive colored photographs of Ina Ray Hutton, which her college admirers had
"borrowed" from a theater lobby display
Since the new
Cotton Club show opened, "Truckin," the new Dance Craze in
Harlem, has spread so rapidly that it threatens to become anBroadway and Park Avenue are adopting
other Charleston
the new shuffle

• • • THE WORLD do move!
peep this li'l item
from the Waterloo (Iowa) "Daily Courier"
run in their feature column, "What Happened Twenty Years Ago"
the
item
"W. Ray Johnston, formerly employed in an office
in the Black Hawk building here, and now with the Thanhouser
Film Corporation in New York state, is the ringmaster in a
circus picture, 'The Flying Twins,' showing now at the Grand
Theater here."
Well, Ray is still the Ringmaster
but
he's headin' a far more important Show
known to the in-

from a

dustry as Republic Pictures

cobson's partner.

• • AT A private golf tournament at Rochester, N. Y.,
Bill German won second prize
Ted Curtis was the handicapper, while a bunch of other Eastman film men acted as cheer

Gem

Theater Co., formed by Ray

Schreiber and Wilfred D. Fink, has
reopened the former Nor-Glo theater, with name changed to the Gem.
Clifford

Rancourt

is

"Wild" Opens Big

manager.

in

San Antonio— "Call

San Antonio

of the Wild"
Zanuck-United Artists release, had
a sensational premiere yesterday at
the Aztec Theater here.

FIELDS FANS.

C.

W.

ing with an ample quota of laughs evoked

T

T

T

•

leaders to lend Bill moral support
was under 140
his pals say it
won the cup

•

•

•

Bill tells

was 139

T
T
T
TWO MEXICAN features have

us his score
anyway, he

just been through

"Tribu," to be released by Fox and "Alma
no release set..
both pix produced in
Mexico by M. C. Torres
Elmer J. McGovern handled the
cutting in New York
the cutting room
Insergenta," with

<K

€€

€4

» »

*>

Otherwise the picture
and rather short on cumu-

the gag route.

via

thin on story

is

lative

suspense.

What

there

is

of

plot

concerns the nagging of Bill Fields by his
wife and a couple of in-laws, while his
daughter, Mary Brian, sticks up for him.
On top of that, climaxing a series of
troubles, he loses his job because he used
the mother-in-law funeral gag in order
to
get an
afternoon off
which incidentally results in an avalanche of flowers
and sympathy being sent to his home, with
highly comical results.
But in the end
Bill gets his job back, because his memory system is indispensable at the office.
He also finally squelches his family and
becomes the real head of the house.
Cast: W. C. Fields, Mary Brian, Kath-

—

Grady Suttcn,

Howard,

leen

Vera

Lewis,

Lucien Littlefield, Oscar Apfel, Lew Kelly,
Arthur Aylesworth, Tammany Ycung, Walter Brennan, Harry Ekezian, Torr Johnson,
David Clyde
Producer,
William
LeBaron;
Director,
Clyde Bruckman; Authors, Charles Bogle,
Sam Hardy; Screenplay, Ray Harris, Sam
Hardy; Cameraman, Al Gilks; Editor, Richard

Currier.

Good

Direction,

« «
English

held over.

straight at the

Photography, A-l.

FOREIGN

"GOLDEN

er.

"Call of the Wild" gave the
United Artists theater its best
opening in 18 months and is being

65 mins.

C. Fields clientele, this production will supply his follow-

Cleveland.

Aug. 18:

Howard

Kathleen

and

WILL PLEASE THE W.

WE KNOW

waukee.
Northwest Film Club annual
Aug. 8:
Mercer Island, Seattle, Wash.

Brian

AMUSING COMEDY WITH MORE EMPHASIS ON GAGS THAN ON STORY

Bangor,

Aug.

FLYING

TRAPEZE"

Variety Club Farewell TesH. Buckley, Albany, N. Y.
of Allied Theaters of

C. Fields in

MAN ON THE

"THE

Ver-

of

TAIGA",

» »

with
produced by Mezhrabpom;
Vladimir Schneiderhof
with
in

Russian,

titles;

directed

by
Novoseltsof, V.. Tolstova, et al.
Distributed by Amkino.
At the Acme The;

A.

ater.
Fairly enjoyable adventure story dealing
with an expedition to find gold in Northeastern Siberia.
Has interesting scenes
of the wild country, and some good outdoor action.

«

SHORT SUBJECTS »
"Hollywood Extra Girl"

with Cecil B. DeMille,
Clara Kimball

Ann Sheridan,
Young

Paramount

12 mins.

Dramatized Trailer
Presented as a picture of the •exgirl's
lot in Hollywood, this
short also serves as a trailer plug
for the forthcoming Cecil B. De
Mille production, "The Crusades". It
has been handled, however, to give
the subject an element of interest
tra

Starts out by showing a
group of typical extra girls, who

in itself.

voice their varied reasons for joining the ranks.
Then it shows how
a girl sometimes gets that break,
though it's a 10,000 to 1 chance, by
being accidentally discovered by the
director informally on the set. The
director in this case is DeMille himself, and the set is "The Crusades".
Action allows for showing of several scenes from the picture, while
in work, and the array of leading
players.
Taken as a whole, it's a
good piece of showmanship.

—JXI^i
» »

THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES
—

Paducah, Ky.

« «

culation system has been installed
in the Zionsville.

Cooling systems

for the Arcade and Columbia theaters here are being installed and
will soon be in operation.

—

Greensburg, Ind. The K. of P.
has a new Ger-Bar air circulating
New York
The Park, formerly system.
the Cosmopolitan theater at ColumTallahassee, Fla. A new Brenkbus Circle, reverts to pictures after
its recent season under the Civic ard lighting system is being inGroup management. Western Elec- stalled in the Ritz. A. P. Talley is
tric Wide Range has ben contractd manager.
for and is being installed for a SepThe Lyric has inSullivan, Ind.
tember opening.
stalled a new Walker Silver Sheet
Lawrenceburg, Ind. The Liberty screen.
has installed a complete National
Tipton, Ind. The Diana has a
Sirocco cooling and ventilating sysnew National Sound equipment.
tem.

—

—

—

—

—

Osgood, Ind.

new Walker

— The

Daum

—

Silver Sheet screen.

RCA

Birmingham

entirely

Alabama has

THE EVIL CALI

installed
is

—An

— The

new West-

manager.

—

Tulsa Southwestern Theaters is
ern Electric installation is in the
Harvard. Equipment includes the installing Sirocco cooling systems
Work has
throughout its houses.
latest Wide Range refinements.
just been completed on the Main
Shawano, Wis. The interior of Street and Plaza in Tulsa, the Midthe Crescent here has been entirely west in Chickasha and the Mozart
redecorated and extensive improve- in Springfield.
ments are planned for the foyer of
Minneapolis
Theaters installing
the theater to be started within the
cooling systems recently are: Lyric
next week.
at Waconia, Scenic at Tyler, State

It

this

Zionsville, Ind.

—A

new

C. E. cir-

is

—

I

Well,

edge

I

at the

A

chisel

TRANSPARENT

VALANCES
MADE TO

FIT

the dictionary.

in

my

estimation

is

FOR

Tel.

SPpring 7-2320

with a sharp cutti

dangerous tool and weapon, easily concealed
Sullivan Law.

a

—

a

I

I

all

It

my

life

to

the moving picture industry, and as

Moviedom from top

to

a

theater architect

<

I

bottom.

The use and possession of chisels amongst our trade should be forbidden by
would make it easier to succeed and aid in real business building.
You should buy the best and most

lasting

equipment

for your theater

—cheap

la

su

stltutes and imitations to be tabooed.

Don't chisel on your booth equipment or experiment with cheap, untried innovatioi
so quickly forgotten the business and money lost during the early period
sound caused by buying and use of bootleg "sound" equipment?

Have you

Don't chisel

when considering suggestions

for

the

proper acoustical

treatment

HEADQUARTERS
THE G-MAN

h'or itetiaUIr

OF YOUR BOX-OFFICE

ALL MAJOR

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT OF THE BETTER
KINO
THEATRE ACCESSORIES CARPETS— CHAIRS
ISeur

ami Hrlmitt

r-.V;ni|»rrirfll

AMUSEMENT "SUPPLY
341

PICTURES

W. 44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

CO.,

INC.

LAckjwanna 4-7510

TO YOUR THEATRE

MORRIS LIBERMAN
NEW YORK

tool

a

come under the

BUDGET AND PLAY DATE RATING

BROADWAY

I

YOUR MARQUEE

PRICED ACCORDING

729

have hea
"Chiseler"?
Nev
is "a Chiseler"?

What

—

I

//

YOUR BOSS WILL 'LOVE YOU
FOREVER' IF YOU ORDER

RENTED

in

a

is

have heard this word used mo
that
The reason
feel that way about it is
have devot
And after all,
among the movie trade than anywhere else.

painted with

SILK

in the deuce
the last two years.

often

{Continued on Page 6)

LOVE ME FOREVER

in

presume it is a man who is using a "chisel,"
end of a blade used in shaping wood or stone.

carried on person, and should

practically

//

What

not "The Chiseler"
it many times
It is not
looked it up.

word and used

mind.

—

—

the fourteenth of a series of artich

tects.

ear phones for the convenience of deaf persons. Sam Suggs

RCA

is

These are regular weekly features and are written with it
prominent people will follow Mr. Eberson's. Letters from

Waterbury, Vt. The Opera House
is installing Western Electric Wide
Range.

has a

Harlan, Kd.— Will Kerr,
representative, announces the installation of
High Fidelity Sound
equipment at the Harlan.

Syracuse

EDITOR'S NOTE: — This

S.WABASH
CHICAGO

1018

Tel.

Wabash 5815

AIR CONDITIONING
Prevent losses that cannot be measured. Install a
Genister machine

NOW

!

GENERAL REGISTER
CORPORATION
1540 Broadway, New York,

N. Y.

PHOON

m.

ONDITIONINCCQ
BLOWERS -FANS
AIR

WASHERS

252 Witt 26th

St.,

Ntw York

w
\>
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EQUIPMENT

NT

—

Chicago Bell & Howell announces
a new line of Title-Craft titles, improved typewritten titles.
Advantages afforded by the new titles, it
is pointed out, are: a choice of variout appropriate all-over backgrounds
at the same price as the black backgrounds, careful arrangement of
type matters for artistic appearance and legibility; many pictorial
backgrounds available at only 10
cents more than the minimum price;

UILDERS

fine technical quality in filming.

industry techevincing considerable interest in the "thinking"
amplifier for dynamics which Dr.
John Hays Hammond, Jr., radio engineer and scientist, has developed.

John Eberson, one of America's leading archiving BUSINESS BUILDERS for exhibitors. Articles by other

Laboratory work has been done at
the Gloucester Radio Engineering
Laboratories in Massachusetts. According to Hammond, the new system eliminates background scratch
and does away with various recording limitations.

e

William V. Marley, head
Theater Engineering Co., has
added the Lakewood and New Plaza
theaters to the list of houses he is
servicing on Western Electric sound
equipment. The firm is now servicing a total of 20 theaters.

Fidelity.

M-G-M

—The "speech meter," a

cheap wall-fabric

not

is

Consult your architect. Arrange and pay for the nominal expense of an acoustical
and then buy the best and most dependable acoustical material, applying same in
escribed fashion.
More than sixty per cent of existing moving picture theaters are

in

making "Woman Wanted."

disc, placed outside
the camera lines.
When a speech
starts the big needle moves, registering footage.
Players are instructed to keep their lines to a certain number of feet.
It

solution.

is

a

installing High Fidelity
in his Orpheum.

—

—

oustically imperfect.

are talking about ventilation and air conventilation are very simple, all being based

well-established and proven facts.
It is, however, not just a fan
here and a fan
Let a ventilating engineer, not a fan salesman, tell you what to do
and

New York — High

large

alysis

Do not bring out your chisel when you
tioning.
The principles underlying proper

equipment
Detroit

device for spacing sentences to bring
about proper speech speed into the
exact footage, has been used by

felt-lined banners or the application of

Fidelity

is

—

New York Work is progressing
on the complete reconditioning and
renovating of the Astor, preliminary
to the world premiere of "The Cru-

New Roads, La. L. J. Langlais sades," Cecil B. De Mille spectacle,
has contracted for High Fidelity on Aug. 21. An elaborate new modequipment in his Alamo, which was ern front of aluminum and chromium
damaged by fire last March.
(Continued on Page 6)

it.

you chisel your

If

air

conditioning appropriation, you

are

cutting

right

into

your

Bits.

Proper ventilation based on scientific rule, installed on
ade compulsory under Public Health Laws.

II

The quest for deserved profit and pressure
theater owners to install refrigeration units.
this

practical

of competition

will

lines,

oblige

should

be

practically

of endeavor that great progress has

line

been made, affording better
predicted that the activities in the ventilating and
r conditioning line, together with the corresponding necessary architectural changes in
t. stmg
theaters, will show enormous activity in the pending and coming season.
It

id

is

in

more economical

Let us

plants,

and

it

is

hope that the good showman will forget his chisel when
and consider the proper installations for his house.

it

comes

to

irving his public,

Hide your chisel and think of the comfort of your "Paying Guests" when buying
pera chairs or establishing seating capacities.
No fancy nor pitches. No stingy sizes
r row spacings, spring edge seats, deep curve, fully upholstered backs. Don't chisel the

umber of springs

or the type of your hinge.

It

does not pay.

Having concentrated and having been mindful of projection, sound, ventilation and
(Continued on Page 6)

"SOUP TO NUTS"*
We

cover the theatre carpet

from soup to nuts
terns

and

National

Service

never relaxes.

It

You
is

colors for every type of

of

KNOWN

QUALITY.

i
NATIONAL THEATRE
92 Gold

St.

projectors.

Send for catalog.

SERVE your

theatre.

or Office Nearest

You

one reason

why our

Which

is

carpets are

used by the majority of the coun-

ready to help your

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

ment

field

— qualities, pat-

house, large and small.

All Set to Serve

Only equip-

try's

most

successful theatres.

Carpets, seating, screens,

National

is

PREPARED

SUPPLY
New

to

CO.

York, N. Y.

be-

ing installed in the theater at 183rd
St. and Grand Concourse.

—

lere.

en do

D.

High

is

of

"CHISELING"
A few

W. Va.— Richard

Marks

Hollywood

ur auditorium.

are

Schenectady, and Proctor's, Troy, are replacing present equipment with RCA

requesting information will be answered by this department.

>

experts

Clarksburgh,

New York — Proctor's,

«

«

New York— Film

nical

SON
or this paper by

NOTES

FIELD

* Since we had the drawing made, this title has been changed
to "Here Comes Cookie" but "Soup to Nuts" still holds
as far as the Alexander Smith Carpet story is concerned.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

THE

-C&H
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BUSINESS BUILDERS

IMPROVEMENT NOTES
(Continued from Page 4)

(Continued from Page

(Continued from

Page

5)

5)

being installed as well as an outer
good seats, in my estimation the main virtues or faults of any "flickery," you may turn to lobby of blue marine glass with
your front, your lobby and your retiring rooms.
aluminum trimmings. The house's
entire 1,200 seats are being re-covThe proper and up-to-date appearance and arrangements of matters coming under
ered with summer materials.
Its
importance.
in
next
consider
would
these headings
cooling plant is being overhauled.
And again let your chisel get dull until it becomes useless, because a clean, bright Joseph Plunkett, who is in charge
and well kept-up front, while requiring certain outlays, will help to build up business. of the theater, is supervising the
work.
is

Waseca, New at Sandstone, State
Mountain Lake.

at
at

I

Salem, N. J.— Wide Range has
been added to the Western Electric
equipment at the Palace.

—

Don't buy cheap, wooden, leaky display frames.

Tell

City,

Ind.—The Rialto has

been recarpeted throughout
National velvet carpet.

with

Don's

—

—

Sammy Steinberg
just installed a Kooler-Air system
into Bill Brown's Palace in Tarentum, Pa., and new booth equipment
at the Aris in Erie, Pa.
Ruleville, Miss.

—Western Electric

Wide Range goes

into the

to

keep sign and canopy

Plan on changing color

The Strand
Huntingburg, Ind.
has installed two Peerless Magnarc
lamps.
Harrisburgh

fail

New,

Eliminate your

wooden

terms of Carrara

in

—

Indianapolis, Ind. The Apollo has
been recarpeted completely with National velvet carpet.

Refurnish your parlors.

worn

lost

—

Orlando, Fla. The Beacham has
been air conditioned, the work of installing machinery under the direction of A. J. Jones, state maintenances upervisor of Suarks theaters.
Homer Fuller is local manager.

Mays

joined the list of Western
Electric Wide Range installations.

has

—

Tallahassee, Fla. The Ritz is unextensive improvements,
including a new lighting system of
the Brenkard type.
A. P. Talley

dergoing

manager.

—

Runnemede, N. J. Wide Range
is being installed by ERPI engineers
in the Runnemede.
is

buying new

—W.

A. Sandon
seats for the Sandon.

Blue Earth, Minn.

—

Abbeville, La.
Frank DiGraaw
has installed Western Electric sound
in his theater here.

—

Woodbury, N. J. Western ElecWide Range replaces existing
sound equipment at the Rialto this

tric

week.

La

—

toilets.

Think

it

is

completely

It is time to remodel with hammer and
on the "up and up."
You may fake a background in a
Leave your chisel at home.
saw, brush and pallet.
You may dub sound. But in the building game, you cannot fake or dub anypicture.
thing if you want to be honest with yourself and your public.

Show Business

I

is

entreat and beseech you to throw your chisel away.

"THROW YOUR

Crosse, Wis. Plans have been
announced for renovating and redecorating the Majestic, which is operated by the La Cross Theaters Co.

CHISEL

AWAY"

EXPLOITING CURRENT FILMS
"Sanders" Gets Good

Campaign

in

"C ANDERS

Albany
of

the

River,"

Alexander Korda production starring Paul Robeson and

Banks

and

released

through United Artists, was put
over at the Warner Ritz Theater in Albany with a good allcampaign
round
exploitation
arranged by Manager Robert
Rosenthal. A few days before
the opening a special showing
was arranged for the governor.
This was the start of a publicity
campaign which kept the picture
before the reading public for
several days. As a street bal-

Rosenthal had two men
on the streets dressed in native
costumes, carrying signs announcing the picture's engagement.
In addition a ballyhoo
truck, pasted with six-sheet and
utilizing the ballyhoo record,
paraded the streets of the city
four days in advance of the
opening. A tie-up with the "Liberty Magazine" distributor got
lyhoo,

8,000 heralds inserted in issues
of that publication. Special inserts were placed in all outgo-

ing Postal Telegraph wires and
each local office arranged an attractive
window display on
"Sanders."
Bookmarks were
placed in all public and circulating libraries. More than 200

— Western

Denver

Replace musty carpets. Don't wait until

"business builders."

Leslie

—The

lobby of Olympia
Auditorium will be rebuilt at a cost
It will be enlarged bj
of $2,000.
addition of space of two stores, and
nex box offices will be installed.

is

in

Lenoir, N.
The Wil-kin Supply Co., Atlanta, has put new High
Fidelity equipment into the State
here.

vitrolite.

Things have changed. Our theaters, most of them ten and twelve years old, have
most of their lustre and are lacking modern functional properties tending to be

—

Detroit

cheap plaster walls

partitions and

Every season!

of us.

Terre Haute, Ind. The Grand has
recarpeted its foyer and stairway
with National velvet carpet.

—The

Yes.

C—

times.

Whether you do, or don't read these yarns industriously and sincerely prepared by
many well-known experts in this line, the recognition of this fact must come to

so
all

tile,

of your lobby every season.

all

out.

Hence

J.

toilet

Glass,

clean brilliant paint at

re-

placing previous sound equipment.

Mays Landing, N.

sceme

in

special

window

placed

in

were
cards
leading
windows
throughout the city. Displays
on books were arranged in the
Murray Book Store and Joe's
Library.
Sheet music on the
picture accounted for attractive
displays at Grant's, Kresge's,
Van Curlan's and Newberry's.
More than 10,000 heralds were
distributed about the city in advance of the opening. All ushers wore special silk badges announcing the film's engagement
and the front of the theater was
decorated with spears, drums,
head-dresses and animal skins.
Ritz Theater, Albany, N. Y.

—

Uses Old Newspaper
on Front Page Woman"
T.

F.

THAMES,

JR.,

manager

J of the Robb and Rowley Theaters in Corpus Christi, Tex., used
old newspapers recently to plug
the Warner picture, "Front Page
Woman." Overprint copy was
processed by the theaters' art
department on a large quantity
of back numbers supplied gratis
by the local newspaper.
The
copy read:

Electric has in-

Wide Range sound, as follows: Chief, Greeley; Mesa, Grand
Junction; Acme, Riverton, Wyo.;
stalled

Hippodrome, Julesburg,
the

Colorado,

Pueblo.

Colo.,

Hard

and
of

hearing equipment has been installed
in the Ute at Colorado Springs, and
the Colorado at Pueblo.

—

Lake Forest, 111. Albert D. Lasker has installed High Fidelity in
his residence.

Oklahoma City

— National

Supply Co. reports isome of

Theater
its

re-

cent sales as follows: New Simplex
machines for St. Elmo at Houston;
New Condenserless Peerless Lamps
at
Cecelia,
Texas;
Silversheet
Screen for Pastime at Clarendon,
Texas; new coin meter for Boulevard, Houston; chair bottoms in the
Novarro, San Antonio; new film cabinets for Loew's theater, Refugio
and Rialto at Brownsville.

—

Christopher, 111. W. O. Baker has
installed High Fidelity apparatus in
his Globe.

—

Brooksville, Fla. The Dixie at
Brooksville, Fla., will install new
seats,

new sound system, modern
new drapes and rugs.

cooling plant,

Remodeling

Denver

is

—

also planned.

The National Theater

Supply office here reports the following recent sales in Denver terriventilating equipment to the
Grand at Lander, Wyo.; spotlight
equipment to the Victory, Denver;
National Sirocco ventilating fan and
air washing pump for the Liberty
at Colorado Springs, Colo.; two protory:

jectors to the Chief at Greeley,
Colo.; set of Peerless low intensity
lamps to the Palace, Lordsburg, N.
Mex.; set of spotlights with motordriven color wheels to the Deadwood at Deadwood, S. Dak.; two

Peerless Magnarc lamps and a new
carpet to the Vita, Spearfish, S. Dak.

Detroit

— Carl

S. Brenkert, sales
of Brenkert Light Projection Co., said this week that his com-

manager
pany

is

enlarging

its

plant produc-

"HEADLINE

tion capacity by one-third in order
to get production caught up with
sales volume of recent months. The

Cast and theater dates
Regular newsboys
were used to distribute the front
pages and shout, "Extra."

company recently put a new Enarc
lamp on the market. It is claimed

NEWS, FRONT PAGE WO-

MAN."

followed.

— Warner Bras.

to give better screen results at lower
operating costs, because of use of

a

new type

of carbon.

THE

Wl

DAILY
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EXTEND TEMPORARILY

A

HOLLYWOOD
1)

five

A/TAJESTIC has placed

an entirely new

tion the eighth feature of its
current season's program under the
working title of "Secret Agent X."
Larry Darmour continues in the
capacity of supervisor of production
Selection of director and cast assignments will be announced within the
next few days.

months. By that time it is expected that the amount for which
the Rockefeller claim against RKO
will be allowed in the reorganization proceedings will be made known
and perhaps lead to the making of
deal.

Another rea-

son for the short-term extension is
that a reorganization plan may be
brought forth soon in which case the
Rockefellers might want to make a

new

T

T

in produc-

T

Fred Stone, stage star who makes
his screen debut in Katharine Hepburn's

new

starring picture, "Alice

Adams," has been signed for another film by RKO Radio, with an

deal.

option for still further services.
Carol Stone, one of Fred's beautiful
P. E. Officers
S.
and talented daughters, is also on
Mail the RKO lot, playing the romantic
Being Elected
Stratton-Porter's
Gene
lead
in
(Continued from Page 1)
"Freckles," now in production.
the Wardman Park Hotel, WashT
T
T
ington. Nominations, subject to acone
of the most
Gwenn,
Edmund
ceptances, have already been made.
popular character stars of the Britcurrent
the
is
Trasker
Homer G.
ish stage and screen, has been borpresident whose term expires on rowed by RKO Radio from M-G-M,
to whom he is under contract, for
Dec. 31.
"Sylvia Scarlett," Katharine Hepburn's next starring drama soon to
go before the cameras with George
Pittsburgh Briefs

New

M.

by

Pittsburgh

—

Construction of a

in the Oakland district
is scheduled to get under way late
Al Weiland will operthis month.
ate.

new theater

T

to be

known

as "Sleep

'n'

Five features

Trem Carr has acquired

the screen
rights to "Custer's Last Ride," an
original by Lindsley Parsons, for
early production. John Wayne will

Malvern

Paul
star.
this picture.

will

"home

lot"

Cenpreparing

at Twentieth

where

he

is

A Million," the first of
three pictures which have been assigned him.

"Thanks

T

to the cast of
"In Person," in

RKO

t

T

t

scheduled for

by

National-Cosmopolitan

Sept. 7, following special pre-release engagements
on Aug. 24; "Little Big Shot", with
Robert Armstrong, Glenda Farrell
and Sybil Jason, Sept. 7; "Special
Agent", with George Brent, Bette
Davis and Ricardo Cortez, Sept. 14;
"The Goose and the Gander", with
Kay Francis and George Brent,
Sept. 21, and "Dr. Socrates", with
Paul Muni and Ann Dvorak, Sept.
28.

triple-threat

ment

officials

in

lantic Adventure", with

Nancy Car-

and Tola Nesmith and Snub
Pollard to "A Feather in Her Hat",

roll

with Pauline Lord.

One

of the

most important

results

to Luise Rainer on her screen triumph in "Escapade" and her successful debut in Hollywood has been
the receipt of enthusiastic letters
from her friends in Vienna, who have
heard of her picture success here, although due to the fact that M-G-M
does not own the Austrian rights to
this story "Escapade" will not be
shown there.

r

James Gleason, Hollywood's famed

man, has been given a
Oklahoma City Griffith Amuse- long-term three-way contract by
ment Co. has made the following RKO Radio Pictures for his work on
managerial changes: Bob Browning and in the new racing comedy, "Hot
of Enid and Okmulgee, now city Tip," in which he co-stars with ZaSu
manager for Shawnee; Earle Settle, Pitts and which is to be released in
Jimmy worked on the
former Publix manager in McAles- August.
ter, now city manager in Okmulgee; script, co-directed with Ray McCarey
John Gray transferred from Maud, and co-starred so. successfully that
Okla., to manage the Ritz and Texan, the new document calls for his serCharlie Trego vices as a writer, director and actor.
Wellington, Tex.;
transferred from Ardmore to the
T
T
Arcadia in Maud; Tom Davidson,
Charles Bickford, red-headed "hemanager
in
Duncan,
former assistant
man" of the screen, will receive his
now managing the Rex, Elk City.
private pilot's license from govern-

Harris, Apfelbaum Lease Two
Harry A. Harris, Paul Apfelbaum

and associates have leased the Sunshine Theater at 141 East Houston
St., and the theater at 235 East
14th St., Manhattan, both for a period of 15 years.

supporting cast, to date, are Henry
Fonda, one of the season's film discoveries; Betty Grable and Paul
Max Steiner, head of the
Porcasi.
RKO music department, conducts
the Kern music, while Andre Kostelanetz, radio maestro, will have
charge of the operatic music. "Love
Song" is a Pandro S. Berman pro-

Having completed the important duction.
roles he was playing simultaneously
in "The Girl Friend" and "She Married Her Boss," Thurston Hall, Columbia's busy featured player, was
Erie
assigned to "Lady Beware."
Kenton is directing, with Jean
Arthur and George Murphy in the
Other members of the imleads.
posing cast include Douglas Dumbrille, Victor Kilian, Noel Madison,

James Cagney's next First National starring vehicle, "Frisco Kid,"
will go into production at the company's Burbank studios on Monday.
The story was written especially for
Cagney by Seton I. Miller and WarIt will be directed by
ren Duff.

Lloyd Bacon. Appearing with Cagney in "Frisco Kid," much of which
will be filmed on actual San Francisco locations, will be Ricardo CorMorgan.
Gene
and
Arnold
Jessie
tez and George E. Stone.
are
reHouser
Lionel
and
Ethel Hill
Shirley Grey, Charles Wilson, Hal
Price, Bradley Page, A. R. Haysel,

sponsible for the screenplay.

a few days, after

undergoing a thorough training in
Mass. Billboard Bill
"Love Song," the romantic drama
airplane flying in order to visit his
slide new ranch.
He is now working in with Jerome Kern music in which
attempt
to
Boston An
through Governor Curley's billboard "Rose of the Rancho" at Paramount. RKO Radio presents Lily Pons of the
Metropolitan Opera to motion picbill to place outdoor advertising unv
Reginald Barlow, Tom Ricketts, ture devotees for the first time, has
der control of a state director was
the dikilled late yesterday in the final Edward McWade and Russ Powell, gone into production under
prominent character players, rection of John Cromwell. In the
all
hours of the present session.

—

release

Nana
assigned
Columbia has
Henry Stephenson, Alan Mowbray
and George McKay to "AtBryant
and Joan Breslau have been added

theater circuit.

Kill

national

tor, set for release

"Broadway
completed
Having
Melody of 1936" for M-G-M, Director Roy Del Ruth has returned to
tury-Fox

are

Warner-First
in September.
The list includes "Page Miss
Glory", with Marion Davies, Pat
produce O'Brien, Dick Powell and Mary As-

T

T

T

his

Scheduled by Warners

Eat."

T

T

T

.

—

2,000-FOOT
REEL
f

have been added to the cast of RKO
(Continued from Page 1)
Radio's "The Three Musketeers," estimated at from $250,000 to $500,now in production under the direc- 000.
tion of Rowland V. Lee and the
Sponsors of the move, which ensupervision of Cliff Reid.
tails changing size of rackets and
T
cans, hope that it can be put into
T
T
early in January, but indicaRKO Radio has lifted the option effect
will be reon the services of Willie Best, shuf- tions are that more time
quired in order to put the plan into
fling sepia comedian last seen in
"The Arizonian," and he goes into operation simultaneously throughout
the cast of "Powdersmoke Range," the industry.
featuring Harry Carey, Hoot Gibson,
Boots Mallory and a dozen of the
leading western players. Best used 5 September Releases

Cukor directing.

Radio Pictures'
which Ginger Rogers
Israel White, 50, manager of the
and Gerge Brent will have the feaElite theater on the North Side,
William A.
tured leading roles.
died at his home Thursday.
Seiter will direct this story by SamHarry Brown of the Nixon off to uel Hopkins Adams.
New York on business.
T
T
T
Charles (Chuck) Keifer of AmerKentucky
"Miss
Madelyn
Batson,
ican Poster Supply Co. joined Flynn
of 1935," winner of a beauty contest
Screen Resurfacing Service.
conducted in Kentucky and TennesJoe Feldman back from Philadel- see, will arrive in Hollywood on
phia and on the job.
Monday to appear in the Republic
Seen on Film Row this week: Mr. production, "The Spanish Cape MysThe contest was conducted
and Mrs. Charles Blatt, George Otte, tery."
E. C. Herman, Bill Brown, Bart in 38 southern towns by the Crescent Amusement Co., operators of a
Dattola and Jack Malloy.

Oklahoma City Items

=

= By RALPH WILK

MUSIC HALL DEAL
(Continued from Page

PRODUCERS FAVOR

LITTLE from "LOTS"

Bobby Connolly, Warner dance

di-

rector, has started rehearsals on the
big musical number in "Soldier of

Misfortune," the two-reel Vitaphone
Technicolor musical comedy featurRalph Staub will
ing El Brendel.
direct from the screenplay by Joe
Traub. Production will begin shortly.

SENSATION
EASTMAN

Super

X

Film was originally de-

signed for rephotographing projected back-

grounds. Yet because of

won fame

its

great speed

it

also

as the negative extraordinary for

tough newsreel shots.

And now

it

is

being

widely used for regular feature production,
as well.

Offering not only extra speed but

generally improved photographic quality,

Super

X

is

unquestionably the sensation of

the year in 35-millimeter

Kodak Company.
tributors,

(J.

New York,

raw

film.

Eastman

E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE
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Of Motion Pictures
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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68,
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Amusement Bonds

REPUBLIC CLOSES $5,000,000 BRITISH DEAL
Local

306

Mass Meeting
COPYRIGHT
Wednes-

Is Called for

day Noon
Major L. E. Thompson of RKO,
C. C. Moskowitz of Loew's and a
representative of the Skouras Bros,
circuit
will
meet this afternoon
with Joseph Basson, president of
Local 306, and the union wage scale
committee, to discuss the proposed
reductions in movie operators'

UP

circuit

CASEY AGAIN DENIED

PATHE INJUNCTION
re-

affirmed on Saturday his previous
decision denying Pat Casey's motion for an injunction restraining

Pathe
Exchange
from
putting
through its reorganization plan. The
order also denied Casey's request
that Pathe be enjoined from selling
part of its Dupont stock, but this
had only an academic significance
as the sale was consummated early

week.

the subject matter
Duffy copyright bill, the
measure is expected to come in for
more attention in the Senate today.
Among others who have been
quoted by Senator Duffy in support
of the bill are A. Julian Brylawski,
M. P. T. O. A. official; F. G. Melcher of the National Ass'n of Book
Publishers, and George W. Benton

Two East

houses on the East Side.

co, Inc.

St.

(Continued

on

Louis

—

Page

2)

Odeon Burned

Louis
Fire
late last week
destroyed the Odeon Theater, 3,000-seater,
which formerly was used for symphony
concerts and lately had played pictures
and vaudeville. Damage is estimated at
$100,000.

talent for their next shows,
learned.
The intention is to

cruit
it

is

obtain not only former stage names
who deserted Broadway for Hollywood, but also to try for film names
who have not yet appeared on

British Lion Will Release

Republic Films in U. K.
for

Four Years

A

distributing contract that will
bring about $5,000,000 in film rentals has been closed by W. Ray
Johnston, president of Republic Pic-

in
person but
screen following is good for additional pull at the legit box-office.
Billy Rose already has signed a
quantity of film people for his
"Jumbo." Vinton Freedley left recently for Hollywood to line up talent for the Cole Porter-Howard
Lindsay-Russel Crouse musical pro-

Being Supplied by Pathe
are understood to
to furnish more financing for First Division. The matter
will be acted upon by the Pathe
board of directors at a meeting to
be held this week.

RKO
As

Circuit to Get

Warner-F. N. Product
RKO Theaters continues to

up product for the 1935-36 seaindications

are

that

its

New

circuit will play all of WarnerFirst National and half of Universal, in addition to Radio and Twentieth Century-Fox, which has al-

York

ready been bought. Deals covering
the Warner and Universal lineups
remain to be closed, but expectations are that they will be consum-

mated soon.

Amusement Bonds Register
Sharp Rise in Past Week
Reflecting the more optimistic attitude of investors toward the outlook for movie business, bonds of

companies last week
showed a sharp rise, ranging as
high as 17 points on RKO 6s of 1941
despite the fact that they are in
default. Paramount 5Mss of 1950 were
up about five points, Paramount 6s

amusement

the Repub-

throughout
a period of
forecast in

(Continued on Page 3)

N,

L.

NATHANSON LINK

IN BRITISH LION

MOVE

duction.

son,

for F. D.

British Lion will release
lic features and serials
the United Kingdom for
four years.
The deal,

The Film Daily six weeks ago
when Smith arrived from England,
whose was concluded late Friday night in

Broadway

line

officials

They are the Sunshine and the New
14th Street, both of which have
been operated by Belle Theaters.
Monamco, Inc., will operate the
Monroe, which has been acquired by
Harry Brandt, Jack Springer, Bernard Zintilbaum and J. C. Bolte. The
Eagle, which was acquired by the
same group, will be run by Eagam-

St.

American Book Co.

In addition to doing away with
the $250 imposition demanded by
Ascap on every copyright infringement, the measure also provides for
division of copyright so that the
author, not the publisher, controls
other uses such as film rights; copyright for work not yet published,
and automatic renewal of original

Pathe
Side Theaters have
decided

Harry Harris has taken over two

New York

the

More Financing

Harry Harris Takes Over

AFTER FILM TALENT

SENATE TODAY

—

of

Supreme Court Justice Lauer

BROADWAY PRODUCERS

Scales

Dearth of talent to fill Broadway
Bv ETTA SEYMANS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
stage casts in the coming season
Washington Following a week-end has resulted in an unprecedented tures, with Sam W. Smith, managrecess during which Congressmen number
producers ing director of British Lion Film
legitimate
of
are expected to have familiarized planning to go to Hollywood to re- Corp., Ltd., of London, whereby
of

(Continued oh Page 3)

last

IN

MEASURE

wage themselves with

scales.

Basson has informed the

New

Confer Today with Union on

Circuits to

1947 rose six points, Keith-Albee6s of 1946 were up about
seven points, Warner 6s of 1939
touched 80% for an increase of five
points after a rise of four points
the previous week, when the Warner preferred stock also jumped
more than four points, and there
were fractional changes in other
bonds.

N. L. Nathanson, Canadian theater executive and distribution offiin
cial, is understood to be tied
with the expansion plans of British
Lion Film Corp., which, according
Managing Director Sam W.
to
Smith, plans a recapitalization coincident with the deal it has just
closed to handle the Republic Pictures lineup in the United Kingdom
for four years.

More Two-a-Day Openings
On "Midsummer Dream"
Three more two-a-day openings
have been set by Warners on "A

Midsummer Night's Dream," to follow the Broadway world premiere
on Oct. 9 at the Hollywood theater.
Newly set dates are the Wilson theater, Detroit, Oct. 20; National the(Continued

on

Page

2)

Orpheum

Enterprising

—

Neophyte

Browar
of
the
Mark
Pittsburgh
Roosevelt, operating a weekly amateur
show for the last year, received the
following note the other day:
"I'm an amateur usher. Can you give
me an audition?"

%£!
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Capitol

Paramount)

(

Music

First

Silk

Hat Kid

(Blue

Rivoli

Strand

Doubting

Thomas

—8th

(Fox)

week

55th

(a)

Playhouse

St.

Palace

(b)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS
Golden Taiga

(Amkino)

The Crime

Mastrovanni

of

— 2nd week
FUTURE OPENINGS

Wife (Fox)— August 8
China Seas (M-G-M)— August 9
Orchids to You (Fox)— August 9
The Crusades (Paramount) August 21 (two-a-day)
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warner Bros.)— Oct. 9

The Farmer Takes

a

Call

Lights

(First

of the Wild

Accent on Youth

FINANCIAL

National)

(Paramount)

NELSON EDDY, due

M-G-M

to his assignment on the
called off his vacation and
in northern Califor-

has

lot,

Europe and will go fishing
nia

Capitol

Roxy

instead.

IRVING
two-week

Astor

SHAPIRO
trip

SAM W. SMITH

Strand

Aquitania

the

Rivoli

on

Net
High
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Ind
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40
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12

2%

29

29

5

5

New

(c) Follows present bill.

protection to the theaters in the
respective situations. Shortly after
the Broadway premiere, the picture
also will open in London at a theater to be designated later.

—
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+
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41/4
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
21%

Technicolor

2%

Trans-Lux

21

21

2%
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3/8

2%

Marion Naylor With Chambrun
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Marion Naylor is rep-

West Coast Bureau

—

resenting Jacques

Hollywood

Chambrun

in his

through which he
will handle directly the motion picoffice,

ture interests of his authors.

(Continued from Page
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+ %

i/

+1%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40...

from Page

ater,

3/4

3/4

(.Continued

+ %
+ 2
+ 8

Washington, Oct. 2,7, and Royal Alexandra theater, Toronto, Oct.
28.
All engagements will be on a
reserved seat basis, with a year's

Additions to 'Sweet Surrender' Cast
Sheridan, Frank Noruno,
Otis
Loona Powers, James Spottiswood
and the Sam Mildred Strauss ballet
of 50 girls have been added to the
cast of "Sweet Surrender," the film
musical co-starring Frank Parker
and Tamara, being directed by Monte Brice at the Eastern Service studios in Astoria, Long Island. Aloise
Havrilla, N. B. C. announcer, replaces James Wallington.
Larry
Ceballos has been engaged as technical dance director for the dance
numbers created by Sara Mildred
Strauss.
He has just completed
staging one of the outstanding features of the film, a Milgrim Fashion Show sequence in which 25 models forecast the coming fall and
winter styles.
This sequence was
made on board the Normandie.
"Sweet Surrender," according to
William Rowland and Jack Schlaiffer, the producers, will be completed
in time for September release.

Wednesday

on

and

York

Film
for

caught
London.

Orleans Notes

from their vacations.
Contracts have been signed for

1)

copyright for a second 28-year period.

Senators Wagner and Copeland
are expected back from New York
today to lead the fight against the
measure, while Senators Connally,
Russell and O'Mahoney have supported Duffy.

the installation of an air conditioning system in the Paramount exchange here. This will make the
first film row building to be air
conditioned.
Visitors to film row: Jeff Rebstock of Golden Meadows, La.; H.
Solomon, who has the Columbia at
Tylertown, and the Strand and
Lyric in McComb.

DuWorld Gets Czech Film
DuWorld Pictures has acquired

Seattle Sidelights

—

the rights to "Nocturno," which is
directed by Gustav Machati of "Extase" fame.
The picture was pro-

duced

in

Czecho-Slovakia and passed

the censors here with no deletions.

—

Orleans Joe Alsina of the
Famous theater and Tony Demharder of the Peacock have returned

Seattle J. von Herberg, local thereturned
recently
operator,
ater
from a trip to New York.
daughter of
Patricia Wheeler,
Bert Wheeler of Wheeler and Wool-

and her mother, Bernice Wheelare vacationing in Seattle, and
taking prominent dramatic roles in
the Potlatch pageant, "Men Over
sey,
er,

"The Irish in Us" Holds Over
"The Irish in Us," First National
picture with James Cagney, Pat Mountains."
O'Brien and Frank McHugh in the
Congressman
leading roles, will be held over for
a second week at the New York

Strand beginning Wednesday morning.

C.

Elmer

Dietrich,

theater owner, arrived in Seattle last week on his
way to a tour of investigation of
Alaska.

Pennsylvania

COMPLETEINDISPENSABLE
The 1935

Extend "Blue Moon" Booking
Boston "Once in a Blue Moon,"
which started a three-day booking
at the Fine Arts theater last Wednesday on the strength of a muchballyhooed midnight showing at the
same house several weeks ago during which it was billed as the
"world's worst picture," is being held

—

M. A. Lightman
Robert Vignola

Emanuel Cohen
Burton King
Reginald

Owen

over for a full week.

a

New

Paramount

Subsequent run.

More Two-a-Day Openings Copyright Measure
Up in Senate Today
On "Midsummer Dream"

Chg.
i/
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15%
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175/8
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40%
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735/8
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Picts.
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Con.
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New

of British Lion
Friday midnight

New

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

leaves

through

England.

Hollywood

(c)

(c)

(b)

(a) Revival.

TIBBETT, on completion of his
"Metropolitan" for Twentieth Centurythe coast for a concert and

in

Fox, will leave
radio tour.

Music Hall

(c)

(United Artists)

role

Westminster

—

Bright

New

LAWRENCE
Acme

(Metropole)

is

for

MOE HOWARD, JERRY HOWARD and LARRY
FINE (The Three Stooges), after their personal
appearances in Baltimore this week, will play
Newark,
Jamaica,
L.
Philadelphia
I.,
and
Booklyn, after which they return to the Columbia lot in Hollywood for more work in two-reel
comedies.

Paramount
Globe

(Fox)

Ribbon)

RKO's British contract
scheduled to leave the coast this
York in order to sail Aug. 10
on the lie de France for England. On her return
she will be accompanied by her parents.
player,

week

Cameo

Division)

in Us (Warner Bros.)
Night at Eight (Paramount)

Ariane

MARGOT GRAHAME,

Hall

Roxy

,

Irish

Every

The

(

Coming and Going

11

(Fox)

Inferno

Head
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AND UNION
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HOLD CONFAB TODAY

REPUBLIC CLOSES
BIG BRITISH
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

representative

of

Mayor

LaGuardia, of the circuits' proposed
action on operators' wage scales.
Plan Another Soviet Festival
Moscow A second international
cinema festival is planned for next
year by the Soviet film industry,
which recently held its first international movie congress.

—

TIMELYTOPICS
Styles Influenced
By Motion Pictures

CONSIDERING
fluence

of

the definite in-

moving pictures

on the mass public taste, it
would seem reasonable that furshould
niture
manufacturers
trend of styles as
portrayed in the interior sets,
and design accordingly. But, as
a matter of fact, the manufacturers are in most cases many
months behind the public taste
follow the

and demand.
Of course,

it

1)

1)

heads that Local 306 will not agree
A general meetto the reductions.
ing of the union membership has
been called for Wednesday noon
at Odd Fellows Hall in Brooklyn, where a vote on vesting authority in the union executive board
to call a walkout, if necessary, will
be taken. The executive board has
already set up a strike committee.
Basson has informed Frank A.
Tichenor,

DEAL

would be an im-

possibility to make new designs
continually, but what I am trying to convey is, that the manu-

facturers should follow the general trend.
For the past two
years the trend has been decidedly to the modern, and it is
only the past few months that
any mass production of modern
furniture has been made. The
past two or three exhibitions of
furniture (shown in the recent months) have been about
50 to 60 per cent modern. From
my own experience I have found
that this demand has been created by the "movies."
It is up to the manufacturers
to take note of this and design
accordingly. A humorous situation might arise in this connection. If pictures like "Little Women" were produced alternately

with some like "Top Hat" and
"Roberta," furniture manufacturers would be tearing their
hair and asking the producers
to please behave.
While I have discussed this
matter of style from a furniture viewpoint, it applies just
as forcibly to wearing apparel.
Hollywood sets the styles.
word to the wise.

A

—Reginald Ross,

Furniture Designer and
Manufacturer.

PHIL

M DALY

time for Smith to sail on the Aquitania for England.

Under the terms

of the contract,

Lion will handle no other
American pictures during the period of four years.
British Lion
also is to expand its program of
British
productions,
and
Smith
stated before sailing that his com-

British

T
•

•

•

Art

THE HOUSE
referring

and we mean
Of Lobby Art
American Display Corporation

the

to

a most amazing institution specializing in a scientific
and highly practical commercial plan for servicing the theater
lobbies of the nation
with such Art Displays as the
film biz has never seen before

T
•

•

•

T

HERE

IS really a brand-new development in theater servicing
originated, planned and executed by a
Showman for Showmen
the American Display outfit
represents a carefully laid-out plan which was chai'ted over a
period of years before its sponsor finally brought it into actual
operation
and now it has been functioning successfully
for months
and growing by leaps and bounds
because it SERVES
and serves most effectively and
profitably every theater that is serviced by the company on its
lobby displays

T

T

T

MAN

responsible is Charles Casanave
• • • THE
the president and presiding genius of the entire proposition
and to talk to Charlie for a half hour on the Psychology of Lobby Displays is a Liberal Education
we will
try to give you in a few words the conception he gave us of
what constitutes Modern Lobby Servicing

T

T

pany's studios in Beaconsfield will
lay plans for the new schedule so
as to match the American output
which this company has just acquired.

Johnston, expressing his gratification over the consummation of the
British Lion deal, stated on Saturday that this is the first step in a
plan for extensive world-wide distribution of the Republic product.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh -Irene Lee off to New
York to spend the month of August
with friends before returning to
Hollywood to resume her post at

Warners.
Harriet Pettit of the Warner ofback from her Bermuda vaca-

fice

tion.
Bill

• • • FIRST OF all
the terrific waste and duplication of effort under the old system of lobby servicing of accessories is entirely eliminated
the enormous aggregate
Cost of buying or renting individual lobby displays for the
individual theater is reduced to a sound and pre-determined
Cost basis over any given number of theaters
covering
any given time
home-office supervision, headaches and
the attendant confusion of supervising the producer or distributor's lobby accessories is entirely eliminated
the home
office execs simply lay out the campaign for their company's
seasonal program of pictures
then the American Display Corporation steps in
works out the smash assortment of lobby art pieces and paper
and each theater
gets their entire Lobby layout on time and with a Class Standard at a very nominal price
it's just sane standard
manufacturing practice
the original art creation is
mechanically duplicated for wholesale consumption
every
theater gets the equivalent of the Original Cost of the expensive art work and attendant service
at a nominal price
which they would pay for the most ordinary lobby mate-

T
•

•

T

SO EVERYBODY

enormously

and
the distributor
the theater
for to the latter is presented in the nation's
lobbies a beautiful, impressive and dignified concept of EVERY
feature attraction
done with ace Showmanship
in a word
this Service lifts the standard of the Motion
Picture in the eyes of the nation

The Ben Browns started

• • • THE PLANT of the American Display Corp. is
probably the most complete system of its kind functioning in
any industry
absolutely self-contained
they even
have a wood-turning department for making the original wood
frame designs and compo board creations and special art creations
the big features have art work done in oils by
celebrated artists
there are distinct departments for
every phase of lobby art work
even as a standard trailer service like National Screen serves effectively and completely
the Screen for all producers
so the American Display
Corp. serves the Lobby
for the first time in the history
truly an impressive step forward in
of the industry
Modern Merchandising
WITH Showmanship
.

manager,

«<

«

» » »

back

to

dis-

Cleveland

after a short stay at the local ex-

change.

DATE BOOK »

«

Albany Variety Club Farewell TestiToday:
monial to C. H. Buckley, Albany, N. Y.

Meeting
Me.

Aug. 6:

of Allied

Theaters of Maine,

Bangor,

6-7:
convention of Independent
First
Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and Upper
by outing on Aug. 8
followed
Michigan,
at summer home of Thomas Saxe, Mil-

Aug.

Northwest Film Club annual
Aug. 8:
Mercer Island, Seattle, Wash.

picnic,

Theater Owners
Southeastern
11-13.
Ass'n convention. Jacksonville Beach, Fla.

Aug.

Aug.

12:

Pittsburgh

nament,

St.

Variety

Club

Clair Country Club,

golf tourPittsburgh.

Des Moines Variety Club Golf
12-13:
Tournament, Hyperian Club, Des Moines.

Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,

Aug. 14:

Cleveland.

Annual picnic of Allied M. P. T. 0.
Doc Herman's
Pennsylvania,
of Western
farm, Pittsburgh.

Aug. 18:

Annua! convention of I. A. T. S. E.
Aug. 18:
& M. P. O. of the State of Ohio, Deshler
Wallick Hotel, Columbus.
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
21-23:
regional
and Allied eastern
convention
meeting, Atlantic City.

Aug.

Sept.

3-8:

tic

m

off their

Harry Goldstein, Paramount
trict

Aug.

T

'.

Alvin off to
Christy Wil-

waukee.

the

producer
the public

T

the

annual vacation on Saturday with
a week-end visit to Erie and a
glance at their new grandson.

T

benefits

of

visit the

berts.

rial

•

Zieler

Providence to

Oct.

Showmen's Variety

Jubilee,

Atlan-

City.

21-24:

man Park

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

Revieiveit

Title

Reviewed
Adventurous Knights-AJA. 6-7-35
Title

—Ajax
— Alliance Films
AM — Amkino
AMB — Ambassador Pictures
ANG— AmerAnglo Corp.
ARC — Arcturus Pictures
ARN —Tom Arnold
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
Film A-G

AJA
ALL

Abdul the Damned-ALL.

.6-1-35
After Office Hours-MGM 2-16-35
Age of Indiscretion
5-18-35
6-1-35
Air Hawks-COL
6-29-35
Alias Mary Dow-U
7-17-35
Alibi Ike-WA

MGM..

the

All

BAV— Bavaria

Horses

King's

of

BIP

BUT

International

Ribbon Photoplays
Bondy

— Burroughs-Tarzan

— Capitol Film Exchange
CHE—Chesterfield
CIN — Cinexport Distributing
COL — Columbia
CON — Conn Pictures
CAP

MGM.. 6-19-35

3-20-35
Bar Mitzvah-SL
Behind the Green Lights-

DAN — Danubia

MAS.. 3-12-35

Pictures

DU— DuWorld

6-14-35
.2-16-35
2-26-35
Bella Donna-OLY
3-28-35
Black Fury-FN
6-28-35
Black Sheep-F
5-31-35
Boliche-XX
6-4-35
Border Brigands-U
Break of Hearts-RKO .. .5-16-35
Brewster's Millions-U A. .4-5-35
Bride of Frankenstein-U. 4-1 1-35
7-27-35
Bright Lights-FN
Broadway GondoKer-WA 7-1 1-35

Becky Sharp-RKO

Wife-PAR.

British

EMP

.

— Empire Film Distributors

EUR— Eureka
F— Fox

—
—
—
REG— Regal
REP — Republic Pictures

HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film

.RAS— Raspin Productions
jREI Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld

Ex.

— Imperial
— Inter-Continent Film
— Invincible Pictures
JE — Jewel Productions
KAN— M. Kandel
KIN — Kinematrade
IMP
INC
INV

Dist.

— Fairhaven
Division
FD —
National
FN—
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
GAR — Leon Garganoff
GB — GaumontGFF — General Foreign Films
First

First

British

Rumba-PAR
Right to
Roaring

RKO— RKO-Radio Pictures

3-29-35

— Fanchon Royer
SG— & G. Films
SHO —Showmen's Pictures
Films
SL— &
SOV — Sov.-Am.
SPE— Spectrum
STA— Stage & Screen Prods.
STE— William Steiner
SUP — Superior Films
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
Tapernoux
TAP —John
THO— Fred Thomson
TOP — Topical Films

Rosem Aus Dem Suden

ROY

XX.. 4-24-35

S.

Ruggles of Red Gap-PAR 2-19-35
Paradise-AJA ..5-7-35

Rustler's

L.

S.

— Liberty Pictures
— Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS— Mascot Pictures
MAY— Mayfair Pictures
MEN — Mentone Productions
MET — Metropolis
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOD — Modern Films
MOP — Monogram Pictures
TOW—Tower
MUN— Mundus
Trop
TRO—
NO— Northern Films
U — Universal
OLY —Olympic Pictures
UA— United
PA — Palestine-American Film Co.
UFA— Ufa
PAR — Paramount
VIC — Victory Pictures
PER—
WA— Warner
PIN — Pinnacle
WOH— Herman Wohl
Kent
PRI—
WK—
Corp.
PRO — Progressive Pictures
XX— No
LIB

MAJ

Sanders of the River

U A.. 6-26-35
XX.. 4-2-35
Scotland Yard Mystery

ALL.. 6-4-35
4-30-35
Scoundrel, The-PAR
6-5-35
Secret Agent-ALL

Prods.

WA

Artists

Bros.

Willis
distributor set

3-30-35
4-30-35
..7-30-35
Hurricane-RKO .4-25-35

Wild-UA
Yourself-MGM

Calm

Captain
Captured in Chinatown-

SUP.. 7-30-35
..3-26-35
2-23-35
2-15-35

Richelieu-UA

Cardinal

Car 99-PAR
Carnival-COL
Case of the Curious Bride

FN.. 4-4-35
Murder Case

Casino

MGM.. 3-2-35

Champagne

for

Breakfast

COL.. 7-6-35
Charlie Chan

Egypt

in

F.. 6-4-35
7-25-35
China Seas-MGM
Chinatown Squad-U ....5-31-35
4-2-35
Chucho el Roto-XX
Circle of Death-SYN. .. .4-11-35
Circumstantial Evidence
CHE.. 7-17-35
5-3-35
Circus Shadows-PEE
6-8-35
Clairvoyant, The-GB
Mounted
the
Code of
AMB.. 6-21-35
7-12-35
College Scandal-PAR
...5-14-35
Convention Giri-FD

Bandolero-XX.

Corazon

Cowboy

.3-6-35

.

4-25-35
Millionaire-F
Criez-Le Sur Les Toits
PAR.. 6-25-35
3-8-35
Crimson Trail-U
4-10-35
Cruz Diablo-XX
8-2-35
Curly Top-F
3-20-35
Cyclone Ranger-SPE
6-6-35
Dance Band-ALL
7-19-35
Danger Ahead-VIC
8-1-35
Dante's Inferno-F
Daring Young Man-F. .7-18-35
7-9-35
Dawn Rider-MOP
Death Flies East-COL. .2-27-35
Der Judas Von Tirol
4-29-35
.

.

.

.

.

XX

Der Unhekannte-XX
Devil

a

is

.'.'..6-4-35

Woman-PAR.

.4-17-35

Die Beiden Seehunde-

XX.. 3-12-35
Die Csardas Fuerstin

UFA.. 4-26-35
Die Liebe

Und

Erste

die

Eisenbahn-UFA
Die Reiter

2-20-35

Von Deutsch-

Ostafrika-XX
Die Sonne Geht Auf

6-10-35

AAFA.

.2-20-35

Die Finanzen des Grossherzogs

XX.. 4-10-35
Die Grosse Chance-XX ..5-9-35
Die Unschuld Vom Lande

XX.. 5-14-35
Der Doppelbraeutigam-XX
3-27-35

Reviewed

Title

El Pulpo Humano-HOF
El Vuelo de la Muerte

XX.. 4-18-35
Elizabeth of England

ALL.. 6-8-35
Escapade-MGM
Escape Me Never-UA.
Every Night at Eight-

The-GB
Dinky-WA
Dog of Flanders-RKO.
Doubting Thomas-F
Dona Francisquita-XX.

Dictator,

3-11-35
6-28-35
.7-13-35
7-11-35
.4-29-35

Don't Bet on Blondes

.7-30-35
Farmer Takes a Wife-F. .6-11-35
4-16-35
Fighting Lady-ROY
2-14-35
Fighting Pilot-AJA
Fighting Pioneers-RES. .5-21-35
Shadows-COL. 5-17-35
Fighting

Flame Within, The

MGM.. 6-1-35
Florentine Dagger-WA. .4-26-35
2-20-35
Folies Bergere-U
Four Hours to Kill-PAR. 4-1 1-35
5-31-35
Fraeulein Liselott-XX . . .

A

Frankie and Johnnie

Page

Front

RKO. 6-25-35
Woman
WA.. 7-11-35

Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF 5-20-35
4-18-35
G-Men, The-WA
7-25-35
Get That Man-EMP
George White's 1935 Scandals
F.. 4-2-35
Ghost Walks-CHE
Gigolette-RKO

Kaiser jaeger-X X

Ginger-F
Girl from 10th Avenue

FN.. 5-25-35
Will Be Boys-ALL. .6-7-35

Girls

Give Her a Ring-ALL. .6-6-35
6-15-35
Glass Key, The-PAR
.

Town-PAR

4-25-35
Gold Diggers of 1935-FN. 3-15-35
8-3-35
Golden Tdga-AM
Good Fairy, The-MOP. .2-1-35
Go Into Your Dance-FN. 3-19-35

Goin' to

Great God Gold-MOP. .3-5-35
Great Hotel Murder-F. .2-27-35
Gretl Zieht Das Grosse Los

Eight Bells-COL
El Agua En El Suelo

.

XX.

2-12-35
.7-1-35
7-13-35
Headline Woman-MAC .5-11-35
Healer, The-MOP
5-28-35
2-2-35
Hei Tiki-FD
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 5-25-35
Her Song of Love-REI. 6-26-35
High School Girl-FOY.. 3-16-35
Hold 'Em Yale-PAR
4-27-35
Home On the Range-PAR. 2-8-35

Hard Rock Harrigan-F!
Hawk, The-WOH

Que Me Quieras

XX.. 4-3-35
XX.. 4-24-35
Hombre Que Se Reia Del

Amor-XX

7-19-35

Revie-.ved

Small World-F.

a

.5-21-35
3-5-35
2-9-35
7-26-35
7-31-35

.

I've Been Around-U
Jack Ahov!-GB
Jalna-RKO

Head-FD

Java
Jo

As Oreg

A

Haznal

DAN.. 2-6-35
Julieta

Compra Un Hijo-F

Jungfrau

Gegen Moench-MAJ
3-19-35

Justice of the

Range

MO

Keeper of the BeesP. 6-1 1-3 5
Kentucky Blue Streak

PUR.. 6-7-35
Kid Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
Koeszoenoem Hogy Elgazolt

XX.. 5-9-35
4-29-35
Konjunkturriter-XX
Krach Urn Olanthe-XX. 5-14-35
La Crise Est Finie-XX. .3-13-35

La Dame Aux Camelias-DU
3-21-35
7-24-35
3-19-35

La Llorona-XX
Laddie-RKO
Ladies Crave Excitement

MAS.. 6-17-35
7-2-35
Lady Tubbs-U
Last Wilderness-DU ...5-15-35
Law Beyond the Range
COL.. 4-17-35
Le Chasseur de Chez Maxim's

PAR

L'Eredita

Dello

2-6-35

Zio

MET.. 7-1-35
Les As Du Turf-PAR. .5-14-35
4-3-35
Les Miserables-UA
Let 'Em Have It-UA. .5-16-35
Let's Live Tonight-COL 3-16-35
Liebe Dumme Mama-BAV
.

.

3-6-35

Liebe

UFA.. 5-31-35
Begins at 40-F
Lightning Strikes Twice

4-5-35

RKO.

.2-9-35
5-16-35
3-19-35
3-22-35
3-8-35
7-2-35
2-21-35
2-5-35

LOrdonnance-XX
Lost City-KRE
Lottery

....4-24-35

6-4-35
Hinein-XX
De La Radio-XX. 7-5-35

Dikok-XX
5-25-35
of Danger-COL. .4-9-35

In Spite

Delitto

di

Mastrovanni-

XX.. 8-1-35
I'll

Love You Always-COL
3-30-35

In Caliente-FN
Informer, The-RKO
In Old Kentucky-F
Irish

in

Us-WA

Happened

in

Bloom-PAR

a

Million-MOP

4-20-35
.6-28-35
7-1-35
7-9-35

Flying Trapeze-

PAR. .8-3-35
Man Who Knew Too Much-

6-27-35
5-1-35
7-5-35
8-1-35

New York-U
3-6-35

Mister Dynamite-U

Svet-XX

Mizici

Moscow Laughs-AM
Murder

Manhattan Moon-U

Mark

of

the

....3-23-35

for Revenge-MAJ. 5-21-35
in the Fleet

MGM.. 6-1-35

7-9-35
Murder Man-MGM
Murder on a Honeymoon-

RKO.

.2-14-35
7-6-35
.5-28-35

Mutiny Ahead-MA J
Song for You-GB.
of Edwin Drood-U

My

.

....7-22-35

Vampire-MGM

3-28-35
Marriage Bargain-HOL. .2-20-35
Maybe It's Love-FN
2 9-35
MacFadden's Flats-PAR. 3-12-35
6-14-35
Mary Jane's Pa-FN
Men of Action-CON. ..7-13-35
Men of the Hour-COL. .5-9-35
Men of Tomorrow-MUN. 4-16-35
Men on Wings-AM
6-12-35

Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-35
Mercedes-XX
Merry Monarch. The

3-20-35
2-12-35

Mystery

Man-MOP

Naughty

Marietta-MGM

New

5-16-35

SYN.. 7-16-35

.2-20-35

Adventures of Tarzan

Night at the Ritz,

BUT.. 5-21-35
A

WA.. 5-16-35
Night Life of the Gods-U 2-23-35
6-5-35
Nittits, The-RKO
No More Ladies-MGM .6-12-35
Northern Frontier-AMB. .2-8-35
Notorious Gentleman-U. .2-15-35
7-9-35
Now or Never-AJA
2-5-35
Nut Farm, The-MOP
.

Obeah-ARC
Odio-XX
Oil for the

2-13-35
6-25-35

Lamps

of

China

WA.. 4-30-35

On

Probation-PER
One Frightened Night

4-17-35

MAS.. 4-26-35
One Hour Late-PAR
One More Spring-F
One New York Night

2-1-35
2-12-35

MGM.. 5-4-35
Old Curiosity Shop-ALL. 6-21-35
Old Man Rhythm-RKO. .8-2-35

Our

Little

Girl-F

Paradise Canyon-MOP
Paris in Spring-PAR
Party Wire-COL

Payasadas

Stone of Silver Creek

U.. 4-6-35
from

Straight

the

Heart-U
3-22-35
6-21-35
4-1-35

6-7-35
7-8-35
.5-14-35
5-28-35
5-17-35

Stranded-WA
Strangers AU-RKO
Strange Wives-U
Strauss' Great Waltz

3-19-35

Pechmarie-F
4-24-35
People Will Talk-PAR. .6-7-35

ARN.. 4-9-35
.

XX.. 6-7-35
Sweet Music-WA
Swell

2-20-35
5-4-35

Head-COL

Symphony

of

Living

IN V.. 6-22-35
$10

5-4-35

Raise-F

Tango-Bar-PAR
Texas Rambler-CPE

Vinogradof-AM
Phantom Fiend-OLY
Port of Lost Dreams
Peter

MGM.

Tjocka

—

3-9-35
Transient Lady U
Traveling Saleslady-FN ..3-28-35

6-12-35
Tribu-XX
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes

OLY.. 5-28-35
Tu Hijo-XX
Una Semana De
Under
Under

Unknown Woman-COL.

COL.. 4-6-35

Lady-MGM

Vanessa-MGM

4-1-35
2-19-35

Vanishing Riders-SPE ...7-2-35

Tale-RKO

6-15-35

Trail-AJA

4-9-35
2-19-35
.5-10-35

3-9-35

MGM.. 5-16-35

Radio Parade of 1935

ALL.. 6-10-35
7-17-35
End-FD
Valley-M OP. . .3-12-35

The-U
Reckless-MGM
Reckless Roads-MA J
Red Blood of Courage

6-4-35
4-17-35
7-30-35

AMB.. 6-4-35
Red Hot Tires-FN
3-2-35
Red Morning-RKO
4-10-35
Red Village-AM
5-3-35
Red Wagon-ALL
6-7-35
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35
Rendezvous at

Vagabond
Village

Worlds-PAR

Raven,

.6-21-35

Unwelcome Stranger

Wagon

Hero Number One

Rainbow's

12-18-34

Felicidad
XX.. 6-19-35
2-2-35
Pressure-F
the Pampas Moon
F.. 6-1-35

IN V.. 3-2-35
Charming-GB. .6-21-35
Princess O'Hara-U
4-12-35

Rainbow

.3-15-35

Slakten... -XX.. 5-23-35

Tomorrow's Youth-MOP .2-5-35
Topaze (French) PAR.. 2-20-35
5-31-35
Tovarishi-AM

7-1-35
4-20-35

Princess

Private
Public

7-9-35
5-7-35

Times Square Lady-

.

People's Enemy-RKO ...4-29-35
Perfect Clue, The-MAJ. .3-13-35

2-1-35

2-6-35
Strosstrupp 1917-XX
Struggle for Life-FOY. .6-19-35
5-10-35
Sunset Range-FD
Susana Tiene Un Secreto

De La Vida-XX

GB.. 3-22-35

.

SG.. 3-13-35

It

Lover-F

Me Forever-COL.
Mad Love-MGM

Dein Herz

Idolos
Igloi

in

Man on

MOP.. 4-9-35

in

Akac-XX

Liliom-F
Little Colonel-F
Living on Velvet-FN

Make

— XX

Mississippi-PAR

Page Miss Glory-WA

Tod Und Teufel

Life

Lila

6-5-35
4-2-35
5-25-35
6-4-35

Mystery

COL.. 6-4-35

Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hooray for Love-RKO. .5-20-35
Huszarserelem
Ich Sing Mich

Mimi-ALL

3-27-35

Love
Love

Hoosier Schoolmaster

Retnew'd

Title

Motive

Juarez y Maximlliano-Col 2-20-35

MOP.. 6-25-35

In a Monastery Garden-

El Fantasma del Convento

El

.

Honeymoon Limited

COL.. 2-6-35
El Dia

Title
It's

.

II

3-19-35
5-11-35

3-30-35
5-14-35
2-9-35
5-28-35

Lily-PAR

Gilded

WA.. 7-20-35
Drei

.

7-6-35
.5-24-35

PAR.

Der Page vom Dalmasse-Hotel

XX.. 3-27-35

.5-9-35

2-2-35
Secret BrideSecrets of Chinatown-NO. 2-20-35
Senora Casada Necesita Marido
F.. 2-12-35
Shadow of Doubt-MGM. .2-16-35
7-20-35
Shanghai-PAR
7-8-35
She-RKO
Shot in the Dark,
CHE.. 5-23-35
7-9-35
Silk Hat Kid-F
7-27-35
Smart Girl-PAR
7-30-35
Smoky Smith-STE
Song of Happiness-AM. .4-10-35
4-13-35
Sons of Steel-CHE
Soviet Russia Today-AM .3-6-35
6-21-35
Devils-HOF
Speed
6-27-35
Spring Tonic-F
3-2-35
Square Shooter-COL
Star of Midnight-RKO.. 4-11-35
Steamboat 'Round the BendF.. 7-25-35
4-20-35
Stolen Harmony-PAR

A

Up Barnes-MAS

Call of the

6-7-35
..2-12-35

Schwarzer Jaeger Johanna

.

Burn 'Em

Hubertus-UFA

Schloss

D.

Peerless

Famille-XX

Sans

S.

Principal Dist.

2-23-35
2-16-35
4-13-35
2-12-35

Live-WA
Roads-MAR

Roberta-RKO
Rocky Mountain Mystery-PAR

RES— Resolute

KRE— S. S. Krellberg
LAT— Latin Artists

4-3-35

of

RK0..7-18-3J
4-2-35
Revenge Rider-COO

PUR Puritan
PYR Pyramid

Films
Productions

J.

Prods.

FAI

.

— General

—Goldsmith

J.

BLU— Blue

Az Uj Rokon-XX
Baby Face Harrington

My

—

BON— Al

Jim Burke

COL.. 5-18-35
3-13-35

Behold

Productions

BEL— Waldemar D. Bell
BD — British & Dominions

7-27-35
Arizonian-RKO
Aschermittwoch-XX ....3-12-35
Asegure A Su Mujer-F. .3-13-35
Avec L'Assurance-PAR -.5-9-35

Awakening

— Beacon

BEA

PAR.. 2-1 3-3";

GEN
GOP

Squad-EMP
Peter Grimm

Rescue
Return

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

Midnight-U
3-26-35

Wedding Night-UA
of London-U.
West Point of the Air

Werewolf

MGM.. 2-25-35
7-30-35
Westward Ho-REP
What Price Crime-BEA. 5-28-35
When a Man's a Man-F. .2-23-35

While the Patient Slept

FN.. 3-2-35
Whole Town's Talking

COL.. 2-15-35
Mail-AMB ..3-9-35
Wings in the Dark-PAR. 2-2-35
2-9-35
Winning Ticket-MGM
3-23-35
Woman in Red-FN
Wilderness

World Accuses-CHE
Youth

of

3-21-35

Majcim-AM.... 4-20-35

Zigeunerblut-X X
Zycie J. Pilsudskiego

4-10-35

MET.. 6-4-35

,

I

PARAMOUNT •

BRITISH -GAUMONT

COLUMBIA

UNITED ARTISTS

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

UNIVERSAL

want

to

FOX

REPUBLIC
EDUCATIONAL

RKO RADIO

We

•

tell

you how much we've

en-

joyed reading your interesting and instructive an-

nouncements

of

They were
We're glad

new

product in the trade papers.

swell

.

.

to see that

.

every one of them!

you have so many

fine

shows
our

lined

up

coming

for the

belief that this is

It

confirms

going to be one of the great-

est picture seasons the

maybe

year.

industry has ever had-

the greatest.

With

all

the earnestness and sincerity at our

command, we congratulate each and every one
you on your shrewdness and

of

foresight in recog-

nizing the necessity of assembling programs as

strong as these in order to cope with the unparalleled

product which will come from

WARNER BROS.
IN 1935-1936
for not having a great big beautiful

announcement of our next

year's goods, too.

But we've been pretty busy preparing material to help you
sell a lot of swell shows that are coming through right now.
Besides, we've read somewhere that good wine needs no
bush so it should follow that good pictures need no bull.

—

However,

any hermits in the audience
who haven't heard what everybody else is talking about, we
for the benefit of

present the following data to bring them up to date on next
season's headline

news

.

.

.

to

show you

in black

7 or 8 other colors
lights of

season

Warner

— plus

—a

Bros.'

and white

few

— and

of the high-

program for next

memoranda

the maestro's

of the salient points of each production.

™

J>o.

l

a star

CH „,..
ANTHONy
S to w
best-seller fn r
ri te
***«* role. A
ta ever/
on
£
SE

,,

;f

.

,cTl]R £S

. .

and KEELERin "NAVY
SWEETHEARTS" (Tenr. Tif/e)-Dick

POWELL
and Ruby
marching
Navy's

Annapolis.

at
.

.

.

.

.

martial music

'Flirtation Walk'.

Middies
.

.

.

the

1750

"CHARGE OP t JT^
~*»0 the v a(IeyT H E ^HTBR lGADE

,,
° f d ea( h
rode the 600'
_
~Florence
v
vaast
f
V"
nceJNJ>ightbattles.

Ten °yson'
'ngal e ...

•

sfam ; u Sep,c
s ^
.

,

tr

Pm
emendous
_,

action.

LESLIE

HOWARD

"GREEN

in

LIGHT"— Famous

novel ... great human
story... by Lloyd C. Douglas, sensational
best-selling author find of past season.

M ARlON DAV7PO
GLOR y^Her
fl£

Auction for
Warner
including
O'Brien
u, ar stage
success

PAGE MlS *
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/

»

Bro°PI2° Star P™«st
,itan
-

'

"

and P ° We,l
-fron,
'

pop.

corner of
panies in every

'"
,

r

HOWARD

melodrama

-THE PETRl
stage
*

'

'

,„ n(r . r un

.

matinee Wol.

/

RUDY

VAIl'J"E

""'"musie

,

,
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a
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G
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again/

LIVE FOR LOVE'-Story

ular stars

of two popwith the private lives of gold-

fish. ..introducing famous baritone
Everett
Marshall opposite DOLORES DEL RIO.

"G-WOMEN"-Successor
.

.

.

same dynamite action

gangs ... gals ... the

to 'G-Men'
.

title tells

.

.

guns

.

.

.

SAN QUENTlN"-«j« r

the story!

^

•• Search
escaping convicts
'%hts
martyred
prison
^ards...another great 'r,;
ne ws-value
theme
•

•

•

,

n
Cae sar '^...ve„.
i,£s

"I

I

Bl °
llfA
C A pTM^Pirates
•

Sabatmi

.

the jolly

Roger-

OD
.

•

•

_by Rafael

LAFITTE THE PIRATE-Buried trea

battles.
sea
*

^; e -scale
.big"

sure

romantic Louisiana
skull and
bones ride the waves
blood and
thunder
another big action special!

orodu ction.
pr°

.

.

.

.
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.
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adapted from best-selling novel.
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"SPECIAL AGENT'-Celebrating
female of the Federal Agents

.
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.

the
the

Treasury Department's 'T-Men A
Cosmopolitan Production starring
.

Bette Davis, George Brent.
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WESTERN PRODUCTIONS
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augmented

including twice as
strength
comedy names.
.

Rembrandt doesn't

im-

VITAPHONE SHORTS featuring

portant

valu es ...starring Dick
Foran

w ««e publicity

live here

.

star

many

top
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any more

— and

we

decided

nobody

else

could do justice to the kind of pictures that are
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Anyway, we
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know much
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figured that those titles not only
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NOW AVAILABLE
FOR REPEAT
BOOKINGS IN
1945-H6
—because they will be made so universal
in their interest, so all-embracing in their

grasp of every possible appeal to mankind's entertainment impulse, that they
will be re-booked again and again like

all

the other great screen classics of the past.

WARNER

BROS.

PICTURES
1935-'36
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<^2
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »

Big Campaign on
"The Irish In Us"

TWO

weeks

advance of the

in

picture, a barricade was built
at the Hollywood theater. Two

banners appeared on the Roseland Building, at the

Broadway

and Seventh Avenue sides. Eight
thousand one sheets were posted
on East Side and West Side and
all around town.
An attractive
one sheet, it caught the eye car-

—

rying out the Irish motif black
letters on emerald green with
shamrocks dotted here and
there.
75,000 napkins distributed in drug stores, lunch rooms
and restaurants in the Metropolitan area.
75,000 napkins
distributed in bars throughout
the Metropolitan area.
20,000
Cagney stills imprinted with
theater name, address and date
distributed in restaurants, lunch
rooms, bars and sport clubs. 30
x 40 signs carrying fight scenes
placed in all the well-known
sport clubs and gyms throughout the Metropolitan area. Heralds distributed in local boxing
arenas. A special screening was
given for all radio commentators.
Advance reviews were received and broadcast.
Special
screenings were given for sports
writers.
Special letters were
sent to all Irish-American Societies and Athletic Clubs. Special release sent to motion picture editors of suburban newspapers within a radius of 25
miles.

Display in

lobby
—Dempsey gloves, Strand
pictures, exhibit
of
championship fight
tickets.
Special ads spotted in

different sections of newspapers.

Fifteen minute dramatization of
Us" broadcasted over
day after picture opens.
Strand, N. Y. City.
"Irish in
station

WNEW

Colorado State College
Education is located in
Greeley, Colo., with a summer
enrollment of 3,000 students.
Contacted Dr. Geo. W. Fraser,
Dean, and arranged to place
special lobby display material
in the various assembly rooms,
also special letters were posted
Dr.
on the bulletin boards.
Fraser made a personal announcement on the picture, selling Luise Rainer as the new
American motion picture star,
etc.
One week in advance a
special write-up with publicity
mat of the Two Stars, the Greeley "Journal" (weekly) carried
a special write-up and a 3-column scene mat of Powell and
Rainer
the "College Mirror"
also played up this production
very big, also playing up the
fact that Dr. Fraser personally
announced it in the class room.
of

.

Loft Candy Stores
Feature Scrappy Pails

announcements
Several
spot
daily one week in advance over
with a 15-minute
Station
special broadcast each evening.
This broadcast is from the
stage of the theater and the
theater organ is used. At each
of these broadcasts on "Esca-

KFKA

pade," the musical hit, "All I
Need Is You" was used as the
introduction and closing numThis theater used our
ber.
weekly radio broadcast material
The
broadcasts.
these
for
greater part of the 15-minute
broadcast devoted to "Escapade," the cast and special
mention about Miss Rainer, selling her as the newest and outstanding star, etc.
—Sterling, Greeley, Colo.

one

of the largest national
chains of candy stores, will feature Scrappy pails manufacInc.,

Brook-

lyn,
N. Y., in their stores
throughout the entire country.
These pails will be filled with
candy and will be sold in two
sizes to retail for twenty-nine
and thirty-nine cents.
Columbia Pictures.

—

ooking Back
Files

—

FIVE YEARS AGO
Momand Circuit
merged with Griffith Amusement Co.; Universal retains interest in the Griffith houses.

TEN YEARS
for "Greater

AGO— 1,500

District

of

chise to

J.

towns

in

line

Movie Season."

FIFTEEN YEARS

AGO—Tom

Columbia

First

D. Williams.

Loew's

paign arranged by Manager
Francis Deering. The best stunt
was the promoting of an entire
building for a nursery so that
mothers could check their babies before seeing the picture.
Deering promoted the building
next to the theater, secured
beds,
sheets,
mattresses and
pillows and then secured the cooperation of Munn's, local department store, to dress the
front of the building with baby
things. Later the Goggin's Music Shop placed a piano in the
building to entertain the kids.
The entire front of the building
was a strong selling argument
for the picture. The stunt broke
in all local dailies and sent the
picture off to a swell start. Radio Station KPRC gave the attraction daily mentions and also

plugged "Escape Me Never" on
a cash prize word contest. Station KXYZ devoted time on
of their programs to
announce the premiere of the

several

attraction at Loew's. A special
screening was arranged for local
critics, editors, church and educational leaders with the result
attraction
received
that
the
early reviews and considerable
Five
word-of-mouth publicity.

hundred special announcements
were mailed to the local ParentTeachers and various women's

A

tie-up with the local
distributor of Electrolux resulted in a classified contest in the
"Post."
In the lobby of the
theater a modern refrigerator
clubs.

was placed with a life-size blowup of Elisabeth Bergner. The
entire stunt was built around
the
tress

angle

the

"Greatest

Ac-

——Greatest Product."
Loew's State, Houston.

Clever Co-op
Helps "Marietta"
WALTER STUART,

Com-

munity, North Attleboro,
sent us a tear sheet of a clever
cooperative ad on "Naughty
Marietta" illustrating a tie-up
obtained with local drug store
on this attraction. The tie-up
features a full window display
with a five-foot head of Jeanette MacDonald, winking eye
effect and other display material.
In this ad it was announced that every twentieth
purchaser of a "Naughty Marietta" sundae would receive a
guest ticket to see the picture.

—

Community,
North Attleboro, Mass.

*

CONCURRENT with the
^
"The Informer"
ex-

DEAL

From The Film Daily

*

at

"The Informer"

J^ whereby has been closed
Loft, Inc., controlling

tured by T. Cohn,

.

*

in

Contest on

*

*

.

ushered

State theater, Houston, with an
outstanding exploitation cam-

'THE

—

*

was

"Escapade" Is
Given Wide Plug

a «

Moore

National

sells

fran-

hibition

of

at the Paramount theater, Newport, Manager Bill Powell ran

Unique Guessing Contest
a
which was sponsored by the
Newport "Herald" and the the-

The contest consisted of
three questions: Name the complete cast of "The Informer";
the author of the story; name
greatest
McLaglen's
Victor
starring role and give a brief
explanation of the picture in
not more than 50 words. These
questions were printed in the
Newport "Herald." The theater, of course, received its due
share of publicity from this
stunt and the reaction to this
contest was very favorable.
Paramount, Newport, R. I.
ater.

—

Deering Promotes Nursery
For "Escape Me Never"
THE premiere of "Escape Me
Never," B. & D. production
starring Elisabeth Bergner and
released through United Artists,

starring

ANN SOTHERX
JACK HALEY
Columbia** jo* ful- eyeful-earful box-office belfe!

ON

m

•

mst

her a

Fhe

fc

jng w
ng we

ly

d bride against bride!

I

skeleton shakes

cible of love

c

to stay!

!

.

.

.

jealousy

triumph. ..behind the
Jalna'

bones as

i«.

.

.

...

of tragedy ant

worn walls

of rugge<

homestead of the Whiteoaks clan

RKO- RADIO BRINGS TO
THE SCREEN ONE OF
THE GREATEST STORY
SUCCESSES OF RECENT
YEARS»..MAZO DE LA
ROCHE'S $10,000 PRIZE
NOVEL!
DIRECTED BY JOHN CROMWELL

w
KAY JOHNSON
As

Aloyne,

Eden

Whiteoaks' sensitive bride from
the city ... A "stranger" at
Jalno
loved by her husband's brother
.

.

IAN HUNTER

C.AUBREY SMITH

As Renny, younger master
cf the Whiteoaks family
Counsellor and guide
whose loyalty ond honor

As Nicholas, bachelor son
of Jalna's founder
fussbody deep in the
ory of past escapades

battle with his love for his

Meddlesome and

.

.

brother's wife

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

senti-

th<

and the curio ui
"the Family" becomes the flamim

comes
call

its

NIGEL BRUCE

DAVID MANNERS
Eden,

the

handscme

Maurice, lovable, laz/
ne'er-do-wetl Past soito' at

young forn\f

Whiteaoki
family Father of the madcap Meg. who nterrikd

pcerr: started him toward
and hi; hni'f rr.cHMi */> h A !o/ne

A-.

Meg. onl/

P o
,

. -

girl in

01

MlUM

k

pel,

whsse

**

Mm.

x
PEGGY
as

Meg,

WOOD

spinster.

The lone

Whiteoaks' daughter,

who

ate her heart out over a
fancied jilting by Maurice
years before.

'

T*

\

JESSIE

RALPH

as Gran, ninety-year-old
matriarch of the Whiteoaks
clan. Wife of the original
owner. A merry martinet
with whims of steel.

MOLLY LAMONT
as Pheasant, wild daughter
of Maurice, who became
the bride of Piers Whiteoaks, only to foil in love
with Eden.
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Lowe will play opposite each
other again in Columbia's "Grand
Exit," from the story by Gene
Erie
Towne and Graham Baker.
Kenton has already been assigned
to the direction, while Bruce Manning is doing the adaptation.
T

Warner Baxter

T
is

about to start

preparation for his role in "King
Burlesque," which Darryl F.
of
Zanuck announced last week as the
next starring vehicle for Baxter at
Story lis by
20th Century-Fox.
Vina Delmar, with Gene Markey as
the adaptor.
T

"Our Gang"

T
is

T

to have an official

song to introduce it when "Spanky"
and his pals play benefit shows and

make

personal appearances.

Words

and music are being composed by
Marvin Hatley, musical director of
the Hal Roach studios. The number
will probably be introduced for the
first time in "Our Gang Follies of
1935," which goes into production
early in September.
T

Rita Cansino, young stage dancer,
has had her contract extended for
an additional long term period by
Darryl F. Zanuck, production head
of 20th Century-Fox. Although the
initial period of Miss Cansino's contract does not expire until Aug. 11,
Zanuck took this advance action in
order to set her for an important
role in "Hawk of the Desert," which
is

slated for immediate production.
T
T

Richard Boleslawski has found
out that the circus is a more "encompassing" form of entertainment
than the movies. He originally intended to use a three-ring circus in

"O'Shaughnessy's Boy," but found
there was so much activity in the
three rings, with so many artists
doing so many things at the same
time, that the cameras were baffled.
As a result it was necessary
to cut down the sphere of circus
action and limit it to shots of individual performances.
t

T

Marian Mansfield, actress under
contract to Paramount, and Arthur
Rankin, actor and writer at Colum-

with ZaSu

Loretta Young, Henry Wilcoxon, Ian
Keith, Katherine DeMille, C. Aubrey Smith,
Joseph Schildkraut, George Barbier

with

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount
BIG BOX-OFFICE

ATTRACTION, RAT-

ABOUT BEST OF DEMILLE'S
WORKS, STRONG IN ALL DEPARTMENTS.
This one of the best DeMille pictures.
Although the production is replete with
spectacular scenes, the story has not been
Intrigue and love interest are
dwarfed.
maintained.
The battle scenes are among
the most thrilling made since the inceptalking

of

tion

One

pictures.

scene,

in

horsemen clash head-on,
tops all thrills.
C. Aubrey Smith, the Her(C.
mit, induces King Philip of France
Henry Gordon) and other European monarchs to join the Crusade to Jerusalem.

To

hordes of

avoid

marriage with Alice of France
Richard the LionDeMille)
(Henry Wilcoxon) also joins the

(Katherine

Hearted

At Marseilles, the King of Na(George Barbier) forces Richard to

Crusade.
varre

daughter, Princess Berengaria
before he will provide
food for Richard's Crusaders. The Princess
follows Richard to Jerusalem and finally
prevails upon him to make peace with
Saladin, head of the Infidels, ably played
Joseph Schildkraut, Alan
by Ian Keith.

marry

his

(Loretta

Young)

Hale and Lumsden Hare are prominent in
Victor Milner's photogsupporting roles.
raphy is high class.
Cast: Lcretta Ycung, Henry Wilccxon,
Ian Keith, Katherine DeMille, C. Aubrey

George Barbier, Joseph Schildkraut,
Hale, William Farnum,
C. Henry Gordon, Hcbart Boswortb, Montagu Love, Pedro De Cordcba.
Producer, Cecil B. DeMille; Director, CeDeMille; Screenplay, Harold Lamb,
cil
B.
Waldemar Young, Dudley Nichols; Cameraman, Victor Milner; Music and Lyrics, Rudolph Kcpp, Harold Lamb.

Smith,

Lumsden Hare, Alan

Direction,

Impressive.

Pitts,

Helen

Hugh O'Connell,

Twelvetrees

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Universal

123 mins.

ING

which

MAN"

"SHE GETS HER

"THE CRUSADES"

By

^NN

Photography, Best.

65 mins.

PLEASING PROGRAMMER SATIRIZING
THE PUBLIC ENEMY SUBJECT FOR AMPLE LAUGHS.
The
unexpected
and
unconventional
twists

that the
interesting

plot

makes this a
As a burlesque

takes

neat
comedy.
on public enemies and a national heroine,
it
is
something very different from anything shown.
Some of the situations could
have been laugh riots, but things were held
in
check and the real belly laughs are
missing.
As is, it is nice pleasing program
entertainment.
The members of the cast
handle their roles well, especially ZaSu
Pitts as Esmeralda the heroine, and Eddie
Brophy as Flash, the gangster leader. Hugh
O'Connell seems to be held in check as
the press agent.
Bert Gordon and Warren
Hymer are worthy of special mention. Esmeralda becomes so excited while depositing a dollar at the Plainville bank that she
falls on a tear gas release valve, thereby
preventing a bank robbery.
With Windy
as her press agent she becomes a national
figure
and Esmeralda clubs are formed
throughout the country to stamp out crime.
Flash's business rackets have flopped due
to the crime campaign.
He has Esmeralda
kidnapped and brings her in to organize
the boys.
However, when she gives her
standard crime speech to the boys they
soften and gladly turn themselves over
to the police and Esmeralda is then able
to return to Plainville and her Elmer.
Cast: ZaSu Pitts, Hugh O'Connell, Helen
Twelvetrees, Lucien Littlefield, Eddie Brophy, Warren Hymer, Bert Gordon, Ward
Bend, Richard Alexander.
Producer, David Diamond; Director, WilNigh; Authors, Aben Kandel, David
Diamond; Screenplay, Aben Kandel; Camerman, Norbert Brodine.
Photography, A-l.
Direction, Good.
liam

—

Hattiesburg, Miss.
A. H. Yeomans, who ran the Rose here is reported to have rented the house to
his manager. Yeomans has just returned from Detroit, where he managed the tour of Al and Fred Key,
the Meridian aviators who broke
the endurance record.

—

Laurel,
Md.
An agreement
whereby a local American Legion
post would share the profits to construct a Legion headquarters may
bring Sunday movies here when the
town holds a special election to determine the matter Sept. 9.
The
post has an agreement whereby 50
per cent of the net profits from
Sunday shows for the first year will
go to the Legion for construction of
the headquarters.

West

Wis.

Allis,

—

Admission

prices at Fox's Paradise here have
been reduced to 15 cents for Fri-

days and Saturdays.

—

Madison, Wis. The governor
week approved the bill to ban

Chippewa

Falls,

Wis.—The

King
nard

bia,

ried

announce that they
Aug. 12.

will be

mar-

tions.

—

Milwaukee The Alhambra, downtown house operated by Fox for the
past eight months, has gone dark
for an indefinite period. It is doubtful whether Fox will renew its lease
on the theater.

Newark, N. J.—William

ter",

175-pound Saint Ber"Rich Man's Daugh$15 worth of dog food a

eats

in

month.— COLUMBIA.

Hunt

C.

planning to reopen his two local
theaters next month.
is

York, Pa.

—George

Shewell, forof the Rialto theater
seriously ill in
here, has been
Jamestown, N. Y.

Billie

Burke

is

the most recent ad-

dition to the cast of "Splendor," the

Rachel Crothers screen play which

Samuel Goldwyn will place in proArthur Hornblow, Paramount as- duction shortly. She joins the cast
sociate producer, has been given a which is headed by Miriam Hopkins
choice assignment by Ernst Lu- and includes Joel McCrea, Helen
bitsch, studio executive, is being se- Westley,
Paul Cavanaugh, David
lected to handle "The Old Maid," Niven and Arthur Treacher.
Pulitzer prize play of the past season. It will be one of the big Paramount pictures for 1935-36.
T
T
T

There are, according to the new
personnel list of the associated Warner Bros., Cosmopolitan and First
National studios, twenty-five fullranking stars under contract to
them.
The list includes Marion
Davies, Leslie Howard, Dick Powell,

Ruby

Keeler, Clau-

Joan Blondell, Bette
Davis, Mary Boland, Charles Ruggles, Kay Francis, Al Jolson, Pat

Pharaoh,

working

Rivoli

theater has reopened after being
dark for several days for renova-

mer manager

lores Del Rio,
dette Colbert,

AGENT

last

pre-

ferred playing time.

Boston Briefs

—

Philadelphia

— Sam

Frank

O'Brien, Edward G. Robinson, Guy
Kibbee, Jean Muir, Ricardo Cortez
and Jack Oakie. All of them are
scheduled to appear in various of the

Warner-First National-Cosmopolitan
productions for 1935-36.

will re-

open the Runnemede theater late
The house is now unthis month.
dergoing renovations.

—

David Barrist rePhiladelphia
turns on Aug. 17 from a cruise that
extended over a month and a half.

Hammonton, N.

J.

— The

Palace

theater will be reopened on Labor

The hearing before a
Boston
master on the infringement claim Day by
of Bank Night sponsors against the
proponents of Gold Mine Night has
been completed and the many pages
of testimony will be gone over and
a decision rendered in a week or
ten days.
The hearing also was

Sam

Frank.

SUNSHIN€

James Cagney, Rudy Vallee, Robert
Donat, Warren William, Boris Karl- held to decide if either or both
forms of cash giveaways were a
off, Paul Muni, Joe E. Brown, DoAS SEEN BY
THE PRESS
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REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS HERE & THERE

LITTLE from LOTS
RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
SOTHERN and Edmund

Monday, Aug.

THE

violation of the lottery laws.

The senate has passed the 10 per
cent surtax on incomes which is
applicable to last year's incomes.
Vacationing at the present time
are Angy Maney of the Metropolitan publicity staff, who is in the
provinces, and Buster Holt, assistant manager of the Fenway, who
is touring New York with his bride.

DAY'S

NEWS
Several
ord biz

Broadway first-runs doing recdespite

intense

heat.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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United Artists Negative Costs Will Top the Field

DUFFY COPYRIGHT BILL PASSAGE TODAY

New

Theater Circuit Project

Schreiber, London, Smilay
Plan String of Upstate Theaters

How They

is

Launched

Started

—

last night as the Senate
recessed after Senators Borah and
Wagner, chief critics of parts of
the bill, indicated their favorable
opinion of the general measure.
Borah's opposition was levelled at
the bill's injunction feature.
The
Idahoan won his fight to strike out
(Continued on

to

BY

(Continued

on

Page

12)

LUNCH

—

aters
large

Equipment Corp., which is a
holder of Fox Film Corp-

stock, is absolutely in

favor of the

merger with 20th Century,
John E. Otterson, President of Paramount Pictures, in the "How They Started"
John Otterson broke into pictures via the electrical route, joining Western Electric
in 1924 and becoming president of ERPI in 1928.
He is a graduate of the United States Naval
Academy and Mass. Institute of Technology. The art work is from the studios of the inimitable
"Hap" Hadley

(Continued

Introducing

on

Page

it

was

12)

series.

$18,000,000 Set by U. A.
For New Season 's Program
Share-the-Wealth Plan
In

connection

—

Ptge 12)

RECEIVER

Hastings, receiver for General The-

with Paramount
Week, Sept. 1-8, a purse aggregatIn St. Louis Situation ing $3,500 will be distributed to
The anticipated injunc- theater managers and theater pubSt. Louis
tion suit against Warners, RKO, licity men showing the best business
Paramount and their subsidiaries to on the company's product, it is anrestrain them from continuing to nounced by George J. Schaefer,
refuse to book first run pictures in Paramount
vice - president.
First
(Continued on

12)

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington
Senator Daniel O.

For Paramount Week
Hearing Set for Aug. 19

G. T. E.

By ROBERT CHARLES

permit Sunday performances in

the legitimate theater for one year

Page

FOX MERGER FAVORED

—

Council of the Actors' Equity and
the Chorus Equity voted yesterday

to Courts
PRESCOTT DENNETT

assured

POOLING IN TROY

Equity Okays Sun. Legit
With Double Pay Specified

—

Up

—

WARNER, FABIAN

(Contniued on Page 12)

Borah Favors Amended
Measure In j unctions
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Passage of the Duffy
copyright bill today seemed virtually

(Contniued on Page 12)

Troy, N. Y. A pooling deal involving three Warner houses and
the Griswold, which Si Fabian has
just taken over from RKO, is now
circuft to
set, with the national
Warner
operate the combination.
theaters in the deal are the Troy,

Michigan

in

By

Detroit
Plans for an extended
upstate circuit by Associated Theaters, the holding company formed
by Alex Schreiber, William A. London and Harold Smilay, with the
Loop Theater here as headquarters,
are revealed by Smilay coincident
with announcement that the former
Savoy in Flint and the former Rex
in Three Rivers will be reopened
about Sept. 1, both renamed the
Rialto.
About six important upstate locations will be sought in
addition to those already controlled.
Smilay announced construction of a

LIKELY

IS

(Continued on Page 12)

Negative costs of the 1935-36
United Artists program, embracing

Deadlock Continues
In Operator Parley
Deadlock between circuit representatives and Local 306 over the
circuits' insistence that operators
accept a 41 per cent reduction in
scales and the union's demand that
the pay cut be rescinded before
(Continued on Page 11)

minimum of 24 features and 18
Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphony Zanuck to Finish Four
cartoons from Walt Disney, will
Early in November
average about the highest of any West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
studio, a total of $18,000,000 having
Hollywood In addition to "Metbeen set for the activities of the ropolitan", starring Lawrence Tibeight producers under the U. A. bett, placed before the cameras this
banner.
week, Darryl Zanuck has set startThis week Samuel Goldwyn is ing dates on two more pictures
a

By

—

(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued on Page 10)

—
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More Information Sought
Plans 20 Maximum On Fox-20th Cent. Merger
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of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to

Dominions

plans to
make a top of 20 features for the
1935-36 season, with three or four
of these to go into international
The company releases
distribution.
through United Artists in the United
States.

Baggage for Buckley
Albany

—A

_

—

—

yesterday wrote to Haskins

&

Sells,

certified public accountants, seeking
more information in connection with

merger.
Century
Facts were asked to amplify the
Twentieth Century balance sheet as
of May 4, 1935, incorporated in the
booklet prepared for Fox stock-

Further delay in the election of
successors to Arthur and David
Loew as members of the Loew board
of directors occurs with decision
not to hold the regular board meetReason
ing scheduled for today.
for the postponement is that a number of directors are out of town.

—
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—

—
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RKO
Univ.

Pict.

Warner
do

7/g
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11V4
23^

1114

pfd
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7/g

HVi—

34
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29
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5%

5

5

37V4
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pfd
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
14l/2
Eq. 6e40. 14%
14V2
A-0 6s46....92
90% 90%—
Lbew 6s 41ww....l03% 1035/8 103% +
Paramount 6s47filed. 104% 104% 104%
Paramount 6s47ctfs. 1043,4 104% 104%

Gen.

Th.

Keith

—

5l/2 s50

Par.

Warner's

ctfs.. ..

6s39

%
%

803/8

79

J.

20%

20%

2034

M

Closes Hawaiian Deal
R. Grainger, general manager

of distribution, yesterday concluded
a'

board of the latter firm.
'Annapolis" Premiere in Wash'n
THE FILM_ DAILY

—

80

contract

for Universal product
Consolidated Amusement Co.

with
of Hawaii. The deal was signed by
Grainger with Fred Williams and E.
Z. Parker of Consolidated.

—

main unclosed.

—

in

LELAND HAYWARD
late

TED CURTIS
from

MOE

returns

New

to

York

week from Hollywood.

this

York

is

coast.

Eastman

of

in

New

Albany

from

Kodak

is

Rochester.

SILVER

returned

has

to

York.

JOEY

RAY, upon completion of his role
"Sweet Surrender", leaves for the Coast in
10 days to work in a picture for Universal.

in

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN arrived in New York
yesterday by plane from the coast.
He will
be at the New York Athletic Club for about
week.

a

FRED

M. JACK, southern division manager
Warners, and HERB OCHS, Atlanta branch
manager, arrived in New York yesterday from
Memphis by plane for home office conferences.
for

late

month

this

due

is

route

en

New

in

Europe

to

York
for

a

vacation.

MAX

BERNSTEIN

London, arrived
the Samaria.
E.

J.

SPARKS,

KENIMER

Bernstein
Theaters,*
York yesterday on

of

New

in

FRANK

GUY

ROGERS and

of the Sparks circuit in

been spending a few days

have

Florida

Miami.

in

JUNE CLAYWORTH is returning to New
York, but plans to go back to Hollywood in the
near future as a free lance player.

WILL ROGERS
by
to

from

plane

accompanying Wiley

is

California

Alaska

to

en

Post
route

Siberia.

H.

C.

BUCKLEY, who

Albany

sold out his
Fabian, leaves
the production

recently

theater interests
shortly for Hollywood to
end of the business.

to

Si

enter

cation here,

Larry Rich, vaudeville actor,
whose father, Victor Rich, is a Hollywood film player, died this week

UNITED AIR LINES

ti

Overnight Service from New York
Chicago to Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Fastest, shortest to most cities
Leave New York
on the Pacific Coast.
4:25 P. M. (D.S.T.)
Ticket Office: 58 E. 42nd St., MU. 2-7300
Hotels Travel Bureaus Telegraph Offices

New
and

;

;

"Diamond Jim" at Roxy Aug. 23
"Diamond Jim," Universal's lead-

—

was among several persons killed when their car toppled
over a 200-foot cliff.

#

it.

Washington World premiere of off production for 1935-36, will have
Paramount's "Annapolis Farewell" its world premiere Aug. 23 at the
will take place Aug. 23 at the Earl Roxy.
Theater here, with a special Navy
Night attended by Army and Navy
Shorts on Capitol Bill
officials.
Much of che picture was
Short subjects will get a bigger
filmed in Annapolis and a number play at the Capitol when the new
of middies and Washington girls straight-film policy starts Friday
were used in it.
coincident with
the opening
of
"China Seas." A FitzPatrick travDavid Townsend Killed in Crash
elogue, "Colorful Guatemala," and
Sonora, Calif. David Townsend, a Pete Smith oddity, "Fighting
M-G-M technical art director on lo- Fish," will be on the incoming bill.

Larry Rich Dead
Stanley Nearly Set on Product
Philadelphia
The Stanley- Warner circuit is virtually set on its
1935-36 product buys.
Only deals
with RKO Radio and Columbia re-

Florida Trucking Service

Film Forwarding
Jacksonville
Co. of Jacksonville has taken out a
corporation charter for the purpose
of hauling films by truck in Florida.
Directors are F. M. Jack, J. W. Jack
and F. H. Kent. The Liberty Film
treasurer of the forLines of Dallas, Tex., is interested
and a member of the

Washington Bureau of

106 1/4 106'/8 106 1/4

New

William Phillips' Duties
William P. Phillips, who recently
resigned as treasurer of United Artists and was succeeded by H. J.
Muller, is now devoting all his time
to Reliance and United Artists The-

aters.
He is
% mer company

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

manager of Ascap,

general

the

.

Exch

"A"

do

to

WINFIELD SHEEHAN

Cast for "Ah, Wilderness"

Wallace Beery and
Hollywood
"Java Head" Release Sept. 1
Lionel Barrymore have been set by
National release of "Java Head" M-G-M to head the cast of "Ah,
has been set by First Division for Wilderness!" Barrymore will play
Sept. 1. Picture meanwhile is play- the role which George M. Cohan
ing a number of pre-release engage- filled in the stage production. Cecelia
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
ments in big cities.
Parker and Eric Linden are other
Net
Clarence Brown
cast assignments.
High Low Close Chg.
will direct, with Hunt Stromberg as
8i/
8i/2
Am. Seat
Phil Hill Promoted
8Vi
2
Columbia Picts. vtc. 76'/2 75
— Vl Beatrice, Neb. Phil Hill, city the producer. A unit has been des75
Con. Fm. Ind
434
4% 4% — '/s manager for the two Fox Midwest patched to Grafton, Mass., for location scenes.
17i/8 —
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 17i/2
5/a
17
the Rivoli and Fox, has been
146i/2 147
East.
Kodak
149
+ 1% houses,
promoted to manager of the Fox at
do pfd.
159
159
159
2
Milton Salzburg a Father
Topeka.
He is succeeded here by
Fox Fm. "A" .... 16
15% 15% + %
Milton
J. Salzburg of Pictorial
Loew's, Inc
405/8
39% 39% — V2 C. A. Stewart, who comes from Film Library yesterday became the
Marysville, Kas., where he managed
do pfd
105'/2
105
105V2
Vi
father of a girl.
Paramount ctfs.
5% 5% 53/8 + % two Fox theaters.
.

route

New

Loew Board Meet Delayed

MILLS,

C.

E.

en

Fox - Twentieth

West Coast Bureau

1

Coming and Going

Henry J. Sperling, counsel for the
Committee for Fox Stockholders,

trunk and two suit holders.

cases were presented to Chris Buckley, retiring veteran theater operator, at a party tendered him at the
Variety Club on Monday night. He
leaves Albany late this month for
THE FILM Hollywood, where he will join a proDAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Guests at the dinner
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. ducing firm.
Holly- included A. W. Smith, Jr., Si Fabian,
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyMeyer Schine, Moe Silver, and
Londonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Lou Golding, director of
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 others.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuebne, the Fabian interests, and Ralph
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris P. A. Harle, La
Pielow of M-G-M arranged the
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cow
des-Noues, 19.
dinner.

Pathe

1935

Dominions

&

British

7,

Grace Moore Returning to Radio
Grace Moore will be back on the
radio with a weekly program over

WEAF

starting Sept. 16.

Italian Film Holds

Over
Mastrovanni" ("The
of a heart ailment at his home in Crime
Mastrovanni"), Italian
of
Jamaica.
He had appeared at talker with English synopsis, is ber
Loew's Paradise theater in the Bronx ing held over at the Westminster
last Wednesday.
theater.

an interesting fact!

t is

that

many Executives
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1650

Broadway

N.Y.C!

"And now, gentlemen
thriving industry,
fitting

it

of this great and

seems peculiarly

and appropriate that the next

number which Warner
sent to exhibitors

Bros, will pre-

who have just played
"Broadway Gondo-

"The

Irish In Us,"

lier,"

and "Front Page Woman"-and

who

are about to receive "Page Miss

Glory, ""Bright Lights," "Little Big Shot"

and "Special Agent"- will be entitled

J

WERE IN

THE MONEY

which makes the breach-of-promise racket one
long roar, thanks to

GLENDA

JOAN

BLONDELL • PARRELL
Hugh

Herbert

•

Ross Alexander

Hobart Cavanaugh
in person

•

•

•

Phil

Regan

Man -Mountain Dean

and Director Raymond Enright

—and introduces that celebrated Dixon and Wrubel song-hit,

"So Nice Seeing You Again"

THE Vie NEWS ON
THE WORLD'S

SPENCER TRACY
HENRY

B.
Produced by
Directed

WALTHALL
Sol

M. Wurtzel

by Harry Lachman

Screen play by Philip Klein and
Robert M. Yost

THE Vu/ STRE ET OF

i^CITY
S. R.

Waiting lines a block long

O.

braving the blistering sun of

New

.

.

.

York's

heat wave. As the showmanship drama of

a decade

campaign
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em'

.

•
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.
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KNOCKING

THEY'RE
«**&

Baltimore;

2nd smash week indicates

week

hold-over; Seattle; Twice as

3rd

big as last Temple. ..biggest opening in

X

V

I
*%

history of house; providence; Biggest in

town... hold over assured; Birmingham;

Socko

...

hailed as Temple's best yet;

omaha; Hitting toward record despite record heat;

WASHINGTON; Cops town's top honors; INDIANAPOLIS;
Sizzling

toward holdover;

headed for record; buffalo; Town

Temple yet

...

standout;

Atlantic

years;

Denver: Biggest

new yqrk;

city;

S

RO

Biggest business in four
at Radio City Music Hall

SHIRLEY TEMPLE

XurlyJbp
JOHN BOLES
Rochelle HUDSON

~~

JANE DARWELL
Produced by Winfield Sheehan
Directed by Irving Cummingj

Screen play

by Patterson McNutt and Arthur Beckhard.
Music by Ray Henderson.
Lyrics by Ted
Koehler,

Edward Heyman and

Irving Caesar.

-$?/ WITHOUT
YOU HAVE^'

T

ME HOT

»
I

SPELL
more

Pre-release run in Philadelphia

than

justified

critic's

raves*

ecstatic

Despite an almost incessant rain and

Turkish-bath temperature which
played havoc with

"Farmer Takes
'flNNMW *

"

;

?

other grosses,

all

smashed

a Wife"

through to a tremendous gross necessitating

an extended run

.

.

.

Just the

beginning of a parade of highs that

from coast to coast

will stretch

JANET

I

HENRY

GAYNOR w FONDA
IN

©FARMER
TAKES*W1FE"
Charles Bickford • Jane Withers

Slim Summerville

•

Andy Devine

Roger Imhof "Margaret Hamilton

Prailuced by

WinfieM Shcehan. Dirrfletl by
Serpen Play by Edwin Burke

Victor Fleming.

From Max Gordon s Stage Pluy. Authors,
Frank B. Elscr and Marc Connelly. Based on
the novel "Roma Haul" by Waller D. Edmonds

-^ vvithow.
StfO

rou have^'

1

.

"Columbus 5-650O!"
RKO? ...

want

I

Hello, Jules, this
goin' swell

!

is

Eddie

.Yeah

.

.

to speak to Jules

.

.

.

.

.

Levy

.

.

.Yeah, things are

Becky

hung

sure has

up a record all right. I'm sure glad we've got
two more of those Technicolor babies comin'

THE MARCH OF TIME? Say,
the way THE MARCH OF TIME is

along...
Jules,

going
197

immense!

is

new

This week they've signed

•}£ Exhibitors : If by any
chance an RKO salesman
has not yet called on you

re

MARCH OF

you

will receive

ate service

number

plenty more

.

.

.

York City (RKO's
Office)

COlumbus

showing

TIME
.

.

.

it?

That's where that

weren't

MARCH OF

went to work, I guess
the customers seem to

radio program

More than

have heard a

that,

THE

about

lot of chatter

MARCH OF TIME from their friends. They
heard about the stew the
quence stirred up in No.

3.

Huey Long seAnd about those

scoop sequences on the munition makers and

The

the transpacific passenger flight.

inside

war games got a lot of
they want to lamp No. 5

story of the Navy's

Now

talk, too.

when we
tell

me

release it

it's

August 16th

.

.

.

My

the fastest, easiest-selling subject

they've ever had anything to do with

about this

boys

.

.

.

.

Now

.

GRATIFIED and pleased, THE
MARCH OF TIME views the enthusiasm of

mounting

RKO'S

sales force with

satisfaction.

In a short time there will be almost as

many

TIME

theatres
as

showing

THE MARCH OF

Time and Fortune

friends have

asked for in their flood of letters. Results**

speak for themselves.

ALTOGETHER SINCE THE LAST RELEASE OF
MARCH OF TIME MORE THAN 500 NEW CONTRACTS HAVE BEEN SIGNED WITH EXHIBITORS

5-6500.

for either Eddie
McEvoy, Cresson Smith
or

Harry Michalson.

have been around to the exhibitors and writ-

why they

New

Home

Ask

know where they can get
Do you know that people

ten 'em letters asking

calling this

collect in

contracts already in this one terri-

tory and they

by

TIME,
immedi-

^

*

'

THE
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NEWS
Philadelphia

—First

A

A

mass meeting.

—

—

Girard, Pa. M. C. McCombs, opLaHarpe, 111.
Opening of the
newly built LaHarpe theater, 500- erator of the Denman theater here,
seater owned by M. Ewing, takes has transferred ownership of the
place about Sept. 1.
house to Charles J. Schwartz.

HOLLYWOOD

WAHEN
from
where she

Shirley Temple
her vacation in
is

spending

returns
Hawaii,

six

weeks

with her parents, she will start work
in "The Littlest Rebel" as her first
starring vehicle under the 20th Century-Fox banner.
The two other
Temple pictures on the 1935-36 program will be "Captain January" and
"Poor Little Rich Girl."
T

T

Goldbeck has been signed
by RKO Radio to scenarize "Two
O'Clock Courage," story by Gelett
Burgess.
Willis

T

T

coming year, under a contract signed this week.
T
T
Estelle Taylor has been signed
by First National for "Frisco Kid,"

starring

James Cagney.

Hugh

another cast addition.

is

AAA

^

44th

310 EAST
MUrray

^jtjW

st.

4-4800

Hill

dance ensemble scenes by
Busby Berkeley will be included in
Warner's
"Radio
Jamboree
of
1935," starring Pat O'Brien with
James Melton and Jane Froman.

THESE APARTMENTS ALL
have serving pantries,

All

MAY

Latest

to Finish

Four

November

in

BE

HAD FURNISHED,

IF

DESIRED

Venetian blinds

include

"Thanks a

mus-

with Dick Powell, Ann Dvorak,
Fred Allen, Patsy Kelly, Paul
Whiteman, Phil Baker, Rubinoff and
others, going in work Aug. 12, and
ical

registered.

Bank Night

"The Man Who Broke the Bank at
Monte Carlo", starring Ronald Colman, scheduled to start Aug. 19.

—©'•

Cincinnati

— William

cuit owner, is seriously

in

—

The policy gets its foothold at Pottsyille.
Premiums are going strong
in

Good

competitive situations here.

Samaritan Hospital.
C. O. Morton, who has the Oak

3 Room Studio
Corner

living

room

37'-5"xl5'-7",

2 large bedrooms,
exposures. t<-\r\r\

13' ceiling ...

2 baths, 3
Balcony, River view

.

£\)\J»

Room Semi-Duplex

3

Corner with River views. Delightful

roof terrace,

dropped

room 26'-l"xl6'with
ceiling.

15'

3 exposures

living

tOAft

^\J\J»

.

1

Room Corner

Apartment,

exceptionally large
living room 31'-9"xl5';4 windows.
Dressing closet
Disappearing

1

Room

Complete homes

Suite

2 people.
Disappearing twin beds, serving
for

Many

pantries

.

twin beds, serving pantry

.-.

closets.

Roomy and com-

from

'/ 0*

fortdble, from

.

.

.

.

.

with dressing

....

...
OO.

RESTAURANT AND HOTEL SERVICE AVAILABLE
Tenants say our free bus service saves them at least $5 a month

£h

cafe;

in carfare.

San Antonio Squibs
San Antonio

state

George Roberts arrived at the Fox
exchange this week for the opening
meeting of the S. R. Kent drive.
Fredeking, Ritz theater,
Va., has been elected
mayor in his town.
J. Real Neth and wife of Columbus spend the week-end with the
Paul Kriegers here.
Capt. C. E. Davie, Perry theater,
New Lexington, assigned to duty at
Camp Perry, has been promoted to
Major.
Tony Cassinelli has acquired the
Wyoming theater, Mullins, W. Va.
His brother Charles will manage it.
M. Lucas has leased the Rialto,
Dayton, formerly operated by E. E.
Coleman.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Jackson of the
Jackson Circuit in Columbus are
vacationing on the Great Lakes.
Jim Shanklin, who has theaters in
Greenbriar, Gauley and Grand, entertains many film boys on weekends at his new camp on Greenbriar
River, W. Va.

—

The Texas, Interhouse,
has
discontinued
Screeno and started Bank Night.
C. H. Moss, assistant Interstate
publicity manager, goes on vacation
from Aug. 10 to 24.
Benn Hill, United Artists exploiteer, was in town last week in advance of "Call of the Wild" at the
Aztec.
Venita King of Interstate is on
vacation.
Lee Aroenstein, assistant manager of the Palace, is pinch-hitting
for Manager Eph Charninsky, who
is vacationing.

Hill theater, Fayettesville, is taking
over the theater in Mt. Hope.
W. C. Gehring, Roger Ferri and

Julian
Hinton,

Invading

Philadelphia Bank Night will invade this territory in approximately
12 spots within the next two weeks.

Gerves, cirill

Is

Philadelphia Territory

Cincinnati Chatter
-

Bank Night Twist

—

1)

Million",

Jr.

Is Free Savings Account
Albany New twist on the Bank
Night idea will be inaugurated here
Aug. 22 by Fabian's Grand theater,
which will give away a free $50 savings account every Thursday night.
Lucky person does not have to buy
a ticket, but must have his name

he will personally produce
for 20th Century-Fox, with plans
to have at least four of his productions completed by early November.
The two additional starting dates

electrical refrigeration,

T

McCall

Zanuck
which

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
AND GRAND CENTRAL

Lawes' story about

E.

"Alabama" Pitts is being written
by Harry Sauber and Ben Markson.
The tentative title is "The Come-

D. Ross Lederman, director, returns to the Columbia lot for the

By Early

TO

T

T

The screen adaptation of Warden Lewis

has completed
the screen adaptation of "Green
Light," the novel by Lloyd C. Douglas. Leslie Howard will be the star.

(Continued from Page
FREE BUS SERVICE

Frank Mc-

T

Two

Ross Alexander will appear in
Warner's "Captain Blood".
Pedro back."
de Cordoba, stage star, also has an
important role in this film.
Mary

Inc

1935

By RALPH WILK

T

APARTMENTS,

7,

LITTLE from "LOTS 44

—

"Dizzy
Providence
Liberty's
Dames," musical production has
been booked into the Strand theater
for a first-run engagement. Herman
Rif kin, president of Republic Pictures
of New England, distributors of the
product in that territory, negotiated
the deal. The Strand will likewise
present three other Liberty specials,
"Born to Gamble," "The Old Homestead," and "Sweepstake Annie."

of a series of

sectional city meetings with purpose
of organizing a film buying combine
will take place tomorrow in West
second mass meetPhiladelphia.
ing is also scheduled to be held within a few days to further develop the
plan, which is described as nonTwenty-three exhibitors
political.
indicated interest in the project at

the initial

DAY

of the

Wednesday, Aug.

W.

The Empire, managed by John
Floore, has
with boys.

replaced

girl

T.

ushers

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pickens, theawere here

j

ter operators of Laredo,
recently.

;

!

Rebuilding Florida House
Leesburg, Fla.
Earle M. Fain,
owner and manager of the Palace
theater, will erect a new theater on
his present site some time this fall.
It will cost approximately $25,000,
will feature a balcony and seat 500.

—

THE
Vv

a^k

DAILY
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW PICTURES
FOREIGN

« «

» »

"BOHEMIOS"

(The
produced
by

Bohemians),
in
Cinematografica
Mexicana, S.A.; directed by Rafael E.
Portas; with Julian Soler, Amelia de llisa,
Alejandro Changuerotti, Luis G. Roldan,
Fernando Rivero, Luisa Obregon.
Distributed by Cinexport.
Spanish;

Idealistic

Mexico

in

principal

romance
City's

love

young

of

art

colony,

Bohemians
with

the

around a young
painter and his model with whom he falls
madly in love.
There is a tragic ending
in her death as he achieves success in his
story

built

It has the stuff that will appeal to
the Latin American temperament.

art.

mentator adds much with his re- of shooting down a group of female dressing table mirrors. The Radio
marks.
puppets in revenge.
The story is Rubes are in a cabin scene, singing
somewhat tangled in the telling, several of their pop numbers, and
"A Merry Old Soul"
otherwise it might be even funnier. finish with a barnyard imitation.
Then comes Charlie the Seal with
(Merrie Melody)
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Ray Huling, with the seal doing
"Gobs of Trouble"
some swell balancing acts. Directed
Ingenious
with Tom Kennedy and Monte
by Roy Mack.
This colored cartoon from the
Collins
workshop of Leon Schlesinger goes Columbia
19 mins.
ingeniously mechanical. We see Old
Fair Comedy
The Yacht Club Boys in
King Cole marrying the lady who
This is familiar stuff, but well
"The Vodka Boatmen"
lives in a shoe according to the directed and well acted.
Story conVitaphone
20 mins.
fabled rhyme of childhood. He finds cerns two sailors, Tom Kennedy and
Noisy Laughs
himself loaded down with her gang Monte Collins, who become comA very snappy and hilariously
of babies from some previous mar- pletely henpecked after their marriage, and the poor old king has to riage and have to do all the house- rowdy session with the Yacht Club
stay home and play nurse. He solves work while their wives boss them Boys Adler, Kelly, Kern and Mana
who appear as Russian immihis problem of taking care of the around.
They manage to wreck
brood by rigging up a mechanical everything they lay their hands on. grants having their troubles trying
device which puts the kids on a The
Geneva to get through the officials at Ellis
cast
also
includes
Island.
One of them is already
mechanical runway, and the various Mitchell and Lona Andre.
in New York as a marriage broker
nursery steps of washing, drying,
lining up counts and princes for
powdering, etc., are taken care of
"Vitaphone Music Hal!"
wealthy dames.
He sells one the
with speed and fun.
19 mins. idea of marrying off her daughter
Vitaphone
Variety Musical
to one of his cousins, all of whom
This one is a musical revue with he represents as Romanoff princes.
"Puppet Murder Case"
novelty acts, employing a variety Then the fun starts when he lands
(Scrappy Cartoon)
Columbia
7 mins. of sets for the different numbers. at the Island and tries to get his
The cast consists of the Honey Boys cousins through the red tape. They
Diverting
Amusingly animated and with as sailors doing several snappy almost wreck the joint, and have
lots of action, this subject unfolds songs, with a tap routine for the everything in an uproar with their
The Four Mullen Sisters crazy antics. It is plenty noisy and
the tale of the kid who gets kicked finale.
around as he tries to sneak into sing their special number, "Go Into rough, and gets the laughs. Directed
a puppet show and then is accused Your Dance," seated before their by Lloyd French.

—

«

SHORT SUBJECTS »

"Ashton Dog Derby"
Harold Austin
9 mins.
Interesting Novelty
Produced by Harold Austin, with
Lou Yaconelli as commentator, this

an interesting novelty showing
dog races at Ashton, Wyoming.

is

Since the number is much different
from the regular run of shorts, it

prove interesting, especially to
dog lovers. The race with
its spills and dog fights holds one's
attention throughout and the comwill

kids and

United Artists Tops
Deadlock Continues
On Negative Costs
In Operator Parley
(Continued from Page

completing his

first

two

1)

films of the

new

season, each representing an
investment of a million dollars. They

"The Dark Angel," with Fredric
March, Merle Oberon and Herbert
Marshall, and "Barbary Coast," with
Miriam Hopkins, Edward G. Robinson and Joel McCrea.
are

Two more

productions, each just

{Continued from Page

1)

negotiations for a new scale begin,
continued unbroken yesterday. Membership of Local 306 is to meet this
morning at Odd Fellows Hall,
Brooklyn, to vote on vesting authority in the executive board to call
a strike, if necessary.
Jos. Basson, president of Local
306, said yesterday that 12 theatrical
unions have formed the Associated
Theatrical Bodies of Greater New
York have promised him their "full
support".

under the million-dollar mark, are
to go before the Goldwyn cameras
next week.
These are "Splendor,"
also with Miss Hopkins and McCrea,
The proposed scale reductions go
and "Shoot the Chutes," Eddie into effect Saturday on the RKO
Cantor comedy.
circuit and Monday on the Loew
Reliance Pictures is making final circuit. Skouras Bros, circuit gave
preparations for James Fenimore notice to Local 306 that similar reCooper's "Last of the Mohicans," ductions will become effective in
which goes into production within their local houses on Aug. 19.
three weeks.
Edward Small, production chief of Reliance, is at
present finishing "Red Salute," with

Seattle Sidelights

—

Barbara
Stanwyck and
Robert
Seattle
In the contest for manYoung, and "The Melody Lingers agers and other house staff memOn," starring Josephine Hutchinson bers conducted by Evergreen State
and George Houston.
Theaters throughout Washington
Charlie Chaplin's new production, and Oregon, the managerial win"Modern Times," now being edited ners were Carl Mahne of the Egypand scored, involves one of the high- tian here, Morrie Nimmer of the
Liberty in Wenatchee, and Mike
est costs ever expended on a picture.
Newman of the Hollywood in PortFive films from David 0. Selznick, land. Kay Harris of the Fifth Ave.
two from Mary Pickford, five from here topped the cashiers.
Alexander Korda, and "Call of the
"Curly Top" has been held over
Wild" from 20th Century also are at the Fifth Ave.
on the program of United Artists
Hamrick's Music Box is holding
releases.
over "Becky Sharp."

—

—

THE
12

DUFFY COPYRIGHT

BILL

ALONG PHIL
THE DALY
RIALTO

(Continued from Page 1)

The Film

"The measure
Daily.
should be passed tomorrow".
Duffy said the Borah amendment
was satisfactory to him, leaving the
law stand as it now is with injuncSenator
tions up to the court.
Wagner commented that he would
like to see the bill pass with changes,
considering it "well prepared".
Meanwhile a lengthy letter written
by Senator McAdoo, California, to
Irving Berlin strongly supported the
Duffy bill, answering the song
writer's telegraphic attack on the
measure.

Fox Merger Favored

By
in

G. T. E. Receiver
an exclusive interview

with him yesterday.
"I see no reason why anyone
should fight against the merger,"
said Hastings. "It is the only way
out of the situation if we are to
save General Theaters Equipment
stock at
Fox Class B stock must be given
double value and passed on by the
Chancellor for G. T. E. before the
all."

merger can go through, Hastings
declared.

Hearing Set for Aug. 19
In St. Louis Situation
(Continued from Page 1)

Ambassador,

the

Missouri

Grand Central Theaters was

and
filed

Court here late
A hearing will be held
yesterday.
here on August 19 to show cause
why a preliminary injunction should
not be granted.
in the U. S. District

Hollywood, Ft. Worth, Robbed
Two gunmen
Fort Worth, Tex.

—

held up the box-office of the Hollywood theater a few days ago and
escaped with $200. The house had
just had one of the most successful

opening days in months on "The
Call of the Wild."

Miracle Mickey

—

Murray
Bay,
Que. The
discarded
are in the office of John 0.
Evans, manager of the Manoir Theater,
to prove this story.
At the showing
of a
Mickey Mouse cartoon to an
audience that included a number of
paients from the Murray Bay Convalescent Home, one of the invalids, who
had entered the theater on crutches,
laughed so heartily at the antics of the
famous mouse star that he forgot all
/-'about
his
affliction,
and when the
crutches

performance
of

the

was

theater

Wednesday, Aug.

Par
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(Continued from Page 1)

in Albion, and about
other houses may be built or
acquired. All will be named Rialto.
Reports of construction projected at
Sturgis were not confirmed.
Schreiber and London are away
this week, reportedly to interest
eastern capital in their expansion

1,000-seater

six

• • • THAT VERY interesting departure inaugurated
by Fox Films of having a representative group of exhibitorshowmen help them plan a sales approach for a production
will now get its try-out with the issuance of the press22 representative theater adbook on "Dante's Inferno"
vertising men from all sections were called together in New
York recently to help prepare this campaign book in collaboration with the company's advertising dep't
•

•

THESE MEN

•

are representative of circuits and
from
big theaters and small
independent operations
the reason for selecting "Dante's
all parts of the nation
Inferno" for the innovation is the fact that this pix is loaded
and out of several days' discusdown with sales angles
sion and a thorough study of a tentative exploitation campaign
these exhib-showmen
that the home office had prepared
kicked in with their own practical slants

plans.

Share-the-Wealth Plan

For Paramount Week
(Continued from Page 1)
prize in each case is $500, second
$350, third $250, fourth $100, and
ten awards of $50.
All theaters
and runs are eligible, so long as it
plays a complete Paramount show
from feature to shorts during the

week.

(Continued front Page 1)

learned

M.

-wHL

PASSAGE TODAY LIKELY
the provision denying preliminary
injunction to copyright holders.
"As long as the right to preliminary injunction is maintained I am
in favor of the bill", Borah told

jggfr*DAILY

over he walked out
leaving the crutches

HERE

is a pressbook that reflects the consen• • • SO
the strongest
sus of opinion of 22 experts in the field
so in a manner of speaking
b.o. appeals are incorporated
it might be said that the exhibitor booking this pix has had his
in any event, the plan is
campaign Pre-Tested for him
reflects intelligent thought and a seria big step forward
ous effort to use to the limit all the available experience of
practical showmanship
it's getting far away from Theory
in pressbooks and down to the bedrock of Practical Experience
we congratulate the Fox advertising chiefs for their

initiative

T

T
• •
next week

editor of

Paramount News

• • • AN INTERESTING development has been inaugurated by Warners
in the preparation of their trailers
an attempt has been made to secure an intelligent continuity in the presentation of the story in the trailer
not
just highlights from unrelated bits of action as heretofore
but scenes that will hold the thread of the plot and at the same
time not reveal the climax and the surprise angles
also
an effort is being made to turn out trailers on certain important
pix in advance of the season
four of these are now ready
designed by George Bilson at the studio
under supervision of Charlie Einfeld's home office staff

WE

• •
NOTE that the Winter Garden on Broadway
advertising itself as "The Coolest Spot In Town"
and
right below the swinging marquee sign are beautiful photos of
Hot Nudes in Arty Poses
well, mebbe Earl Carroll's pressagey is so used to looking at these gorgeous photoed Nudes
that it leaves him Cold
but why advertise it to the cash
•

is

customers

•

T

cently

extended

his

Fabian

upstate
acquiring

WE ARE

behind him.

<€

€€

«

re-

New

York interests by
four
Albany houses, two from Chris
Buckley and two from RKO.

Equity Okays Sun. Legit
With Double Pay Specified
(Continued from Page

1)

starting Sept. 1 on condition that
actors and chorus persons so employed be paid double salary and
get one day off a week in addition.
This action by the Council was
based on the results of recent
nationwide poll of Equity members

on permitting Sunday performances
in

New York

state.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Mike Cullen of the
Penn and Bill Beck of the Stanley
back from vacation.
Pittsburgh

Maurice Silverberg of the Parain an auto
accident recently, is on the road to

mount exchange, injured

recovery at Montefiore Hospital.
George Collins of Republic Pictures sporting a new car.
Alfred Singer, in charge of Sheridan Square, replacing Manager
George Bronson, who is on the sick
list.

T

cheering for Sam Warshawsky and his
play, "Woman of Destiny"
being presented this veek at
the Jackson Heights Club theater
for Sam has had several offers for the production

•

(Continued from Page 1)

American and Lincoln.

?

T
•

Pooling Theaters in Troy

T

OUT OF

Ethiopia Paramount News will receive
the first shots showing the preparations of Haile
Selassie
for the threatened
the Ethiopian Emperor
war with Italy
the tribal chieftains are seen pledging
their loyalty
the shots were taken by John Gored, Paramount's own cameraman
who is also official photographer
Paramount also has three
to his Majesty the Emperor
and two others
cameramen with the Italian border army
en route to assist Gored
according to A. J. Richards,

•

Warners and Fabian

» » »

Franklin

Observing

"Just looking things over" is the
way Harold B. Franklin described his
activities yesterday when he arrived in
New York from the Coast for a week's
stay.
No production, picture or stage,
and no theater acquisitions planned,
said

Franklin.
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Duffy Copyright Bill Passed by the Senate
IMPORTANT' STORIES NEW TREND AMONG MAJORS

New G-B
Minimum

of 15

Theaters Corp. Starts Functioning Sept. 15

Houses

Paramount New
England Unit

In
Boston

—New G-B Theaters Corp.,

Paramount

minimum

operate a

New

subsidiary

which

of 15 theaters

York,

closure sale of a $574,000 blanket
mortgage on 13 G-B properties is
set for Aug. 21 in state court,
Springfield, Mass., after which a
(Continued on Page 3)

LOCAL 306 TO RESIST

REDUCTIONS
A
RKO

SCALE

IN

movie operators in
and Loew Theaters appeared
imminent yesterday as over 1,500
strike

of

members

of Local 306 voted to authorize a walkout unless the circuits
rescind proposed reductions in scale
averaging 41 per cent and the circuits refused to take such action.
Informed of the strike vote by Local
306, Charles C. Moskowitz of Loew's
said "the next move is up to the
union."
In the event of a strike by movie
(Continued

on

Page

Paramount

12)

Hacker Joins Republic
As Contract Dept. Head
Sam

Hacker, formerly with Warners and Columbia, has joined Republic Pictures as manager of the
contract department, it is announced
by Edward A. Golden, general sales

manager.

"The Keeper

Film

for

of the Bees",

Roxy
Monogram

(Republic) production, has been booked
to play the Roxy.
Exact date has not
been set, but it will be within the

next

few

weeks.

Producers

Now

After 'Big'

Stories, Passing

Up

Program Yarns
Major

EASTMAN NET GAINS;

REPUBLIC AND EMPIRE

companies have stopped
asking for program pictures and are
now seeking important stories and
big musicals, it was said yesterday

Verne

by

PAYS EXTRA DIVIDEND
Net

profit of

Eastman Kodak

for

ended June 15 was
$7,048,951, equal to $3.05 a share on
the common stock, compared with
$2.91 a share in the corresponding
the 24 weeks

period of 1934.
The improvement
also has continued since the middle
of June, the financial report states.
An extra dividend of 25 cents a
share on the common stock, in addition to the regular $1.25 quarterly
on the common and $1.50 on the
preferred, was voted yesterday. All
are payable Oct. 1 to stockholders
of record Sept. 5.

Lesser Signs Dick Arlen
For 2 Columbia Pictures

IN 4-YR,

CANADA DEAL

Republic Pictures yesterday concluded an agreement giving Empire
Films of Toronto a four-year franchise to handle all Republic features

and

serials

foundland.

in Canada and NewThe deal was closed here

by W. Ray Johnston, Republic president, with Oscar Hanson, managing
director of

Porter, literary agent.
explained that important
stories were stories dealing with
chai-acters such as P. T. Barnum or
with outstanding events.
Studios are exhibiting lots of buying activity, Porter said. This has
been marked in the past few weeks
and is attributed by Porter in part

Porter

Empire Films.

(Continued on Page 3)

MINN, RECEIVERSHIP

Johnston said yesterday that Republic had now completed distribution arrangements for its product in
North America, as well as the United

NEAR TERMINATION

(Continued on Page 3)
St.

Paul

—Final termination of the

receivership

of

the

Minnesota

Amusement Corp., Paramount subGreat States to Build
sidiary, is expected within the next
New Theater in Aurora few days. The matter is under ad-

—

Aurora, 111. Publix-Great States visement in Federal Court here folTheaters, Inc., will erect a new the- lowing a hearing several days ago.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ater on Main St. here.
It will De
Hollywood Sol Lesser has signed known as the Fox (named for the
Motion Pictures
Richard Arlen to star in Harold Fox River) and will seat 650. The
Gain in the Netherlands
Bell Wright's "The Calling of Dan building, completely air conditioned,
Mathews" and "The Mine With the will be ready in five months. This
American films strengthened their
Iron Door," to be released through is to be the fourth theater the firm position in The Netherlands during
Aurora.
will
operate
in
Columbia.
the first half of this year, according
to a report from Consul W. M.
Chase, Amsterdam, made public by
the Commerce Department.
It is
estimated that during this period
American feature films accounted
for 52 per cent of those exhibited in
the country, compared with 43 per
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY cent in 1934. British films dropped
Assigned
Eddie
Washington The Duffy copyright from 10 per cent to 3 per cent.

—

American

Senate Passes Copyright Bill;
Early Action by House Expected
—

Moore

Philly District Post
Monogram

Theater Partnerships

will

Massachusetts and
Rhode Island, will begin functioning
by Sept. 15, it was learned yesterday.
Confirmation of the recent forein

Extending

Signing of long-term deals with Paramount's theater partners is expected following
expiration on Sept. 28 of short-term extensions of present arrangements.
Working
out of the contracts will not be started until John E. Otterson, Paramount president
returns to New York from the Coast in several weeks.

Pittsburgh
ner's

main

—

line

Eddie Moore, Wardistrict manager,

has been promoted to a larger district management in the Philadelphia zone. His post here has been
divided among C. J. Latta, Marshall
Taylor and Tom Fordham.

passed the Senate yesterday
afternoon without the formality of
a record vote.
The measure now awaits House
action to be enacted before the close
Senator Duffy anof the session.
bill

(Continued on Page 3)

28

Features

for

Ufa

—

Ufa's 1935-36 program enumerates 28 features, in addition to 30
subjects of a cultural nature and 29
Berlin

other shorts.
a newsreel.

The company

also

issues
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Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cou»des-Noues, 19.
St.,

I.

ALMA

LLOYD, daughter of the director,
Lloyd, will fly to New York this weekcoast to start rehearsals in Max
from
the
end
AfGordon's stage play, "Fish in the Sea".
ter a season on Broadway, she returns to the
coast, where Warners have her under contact.
Frank

HARRY GOETZ, who

arrived
remains East

has

in

New

a

week

York from the Coast,
before returning to Hollywood.

EMANUEL
York late

SILVERSTONE

CLAUDIA

MORGAN

York after playing

in

New

to

returns

London.

next week from

Al LEWIS, who has arrived in New York
from abroad, returns to the Coast next week.
A.

FITZPATRICK

left

yesterday

Easton, Md., to look over a number
tions for his first feature production,

Livingstone".
to
FitzPatrick,
from Easton.

the

coast

for

loca-

"David

leaves
start work

New
on

last

directed

York today for
his next produc-

vacation trip to
tion.
He had planned
Europe a month ago, but cancelled it and remained in New York due to the illness of his
a

FINANCIAL

uncle,

Thomas Meighan.

Mrs.
by
accompanied
BEERY,
Beery and their adopted child, Carol Ann;
MARGOT GRAHAME, and ROSE DAVIES, sister
of Marion Davies, sail today on the Majestic
for

Europe.

New

York

few days
adaptation of

the

M-G-M.

for

WOLFGANG

KORNGOLD, Viennese
composer and conductor who arranged the
Mendelssohn music for Warner's "A Midsummer Night's Dream", will remain in New York
for a few days before proceeding to Hollywood.
ERICH

LIPSCOMB, actress-daughter

W.

of

P.

Twentieth

Century-Fox writer, affather in Hollywood, will go
cast in a few days to discuss offers of two
theatrical producers to do shows on Broadway
Lipscomb,

her

visiting

ter

this

Fall.

and
general
LEVY,
vice-president
manager of RKO Distributing Corp., left
trip
to
business
New York on Tuesday for a
Canada, where he expects to close several

JULEY

sales

product deals.
He
end of the week.
his role in
arrives in

is

back

expected

at

the

has just finished

M-G-M's "Mutiny on the Bounty",

New York

FRANK BUCK, who
Van

making

Beuren,

a

sails

has been

in

new animal
for

the

the Malayan

film

U.

S.

fo
late

RKOthis

month.

DILLWYN PARRISH
and

is

arrived

from

the

coast

stopping at the Warwick.

Net

Am.

Seat

Columbia
Con.
Con.

vtc.

Ind

Fm.

Ind.

pfd.

pfd

"A"

Fm.

Fox

Loew's,

Inc

Paramount
Pathe

ctfs.

...

Close

8l/2

8'/2

81/2

17

17

17

147y2

147l/2

159

159

—
—
+

16

15%

15y8

40

39S/8

395/8

—

5'/4

5'/2

+

7/8

7/8

7/8

Vs

llVs

1H/4

23/4

2'/2

2i/2

5'/4

5

5

1 1

Bros

37l/2

pfd

4|/2

159

RKO
do

4'/2

148'/2

Exch

Warner

Chg.

74—1

74

75

5Va

"A"

do

Low

43,4

Kodak

East.

do

fiefs,

Fm.

High

36'/2

36l/2

—
—

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Th.

Gen. Th.

6s40 14'/2

Eq.

Eq.6s40crfs.

A-0 6s46.
Loew 6s 41ww
Keith

.

.

14

14

13'/2

13'/2

13'/2

90%

90 '/8

90 '/8

104

1035/8 1035/g

Paramount 6s47 filed. 104'/g 102% 102%
Paramount 6s47ctfs..l04% 103y4 103l/4
Par.

RKO

5V2 s50

ctfs..

.105

105

105

58

58

58

79%

79

6s41

Warner's

6s39

....

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

20%

20%
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Showmen's Jubilee Draws Upstate Pool Dicker
Also Takes in Albany
12 More Talent Entries
Atlantic

City

—

Plans

for

Showmen's Jubilee celebration

the

to be

8

20'/2

—

Make

1

As

a result of expanding activi-

Republic Pictures has taken
space for its executive
office in the RKO building.
New
quarters will be on the 22nd floor.
President W. Ray Johnston, General
Sales Manager Edward A. Golden
and other officials will continue to
have their offices on the 20th floor.
additional

Sylvia

Sidney

C.

accord-

in

pany was $887,798 instead of

$1,-

Expenses were broken down to

show

of $546,495 in 1934
subsidiary companies,
not including amount absorbed in
production costs; and participation
in film rentals was split into $1,642,571 for controlled companies and
$2,421,842 for others. Provision for
losses of wholly owned subsidiaries,
less
cancellations
by subsequent
profits, showed a credit of $126,099
in 1934, but a deduction of $433,535
in the eighteen weeks to May 4.

rent

charged

by

Ross Federal Field Changes
Jack Kraker, formerly Philadelphia branch manager for Ross Federal Service, has been made New

York

branch manager.
Walter
who formerly handled the
New York branch and who is recuperating from an appendicitis opGreen,

eration, will be transferred to the

home

as soon as he comes out
Ray Olinger sucKraker in Philadelphia.
0.

office

of the hospital.

ceeds

M. Young, formerly Ross Federal
manager in Minneapolis, takes dinger's place in Washington. Carlisle
Storein, formerly assistant branch
manager in Minneapolis, replaces
Young.

Ising

Smalley

John Hobble

everything;
Reference to the motion picture industry

—can be found

in the

1935

Sally Rand in Chicago
Chicago Sally Rand, fan dancer,
has moved into the luxurious Seneca Hotel apartment formerly occupied by Samuel Insull.
Miss Rand,
who has been "roughing it" in Wyoming, announced that she has a
new dance called Leda and the
Swan.

—

Dr.
Rudolph

The revised accounts,

ance with the request of the Stock
Exchange, eliminate the undistributed profits of subsidiary companies
from the parent company report.
Net income for 1934 therefore is reduced from $1,332,458 to $645,008
and for the eighteen weeks to May 4
the net income of the parent com-

1

ties,

Phillips

Fabian for their

held

Republic Adds Office Space

Ann Harding

Si

here Sept. 3-8 have spurted Troy, N. Y., theaters is understood
l/
with the announcement that a dozen to include the Warner and Fabian
2
additional entries had been received houses in Albany also. Fabian will
in the Miss America beauty and tal- operate in the event pooling deals
y4 ent contest, bringing the total to 65. are made.
Evolution of the theater from anVs
cient times to the present will be
Al Lewis to Handle Six
depicted in a series of floats that
Al Lewis, Paramount producer,
feature
outstanding
furnish
an
will
Va
in connection with the Boardwalk who has just returned to New York
from abroad, will make six features
parade.
'/2
John Hollinger is general chair- for the company's 1935-36 program.
man of the Jubilee. Eddie Corcoran First will be "New Divorce," with
Entire affair Carole Lombard and Gary Cooper.
l/
is executive director.
2
i/
is sponsored by the Variety Club
2
Finishes Deep-Sea Film
% of America.
l/
Otis Barton, explorer and in4
1%
ventor of Doctor Beebe's Bathy10
Alexander to
sphere, returned to New York this
y4
Arthur Alexander will produce 10 week on the Santa Barbara with
y4
features,
comprising four melo- "Five
3
Hundred Fathoms Deep,"
dramas and six Westerns, for First filmed over a period of three years
Division's 1935-36 lineup under a in Bermuda, Nassau and Panama.
deal which is now set for signatures. The picture contains a number of
'/4
The producer is at present in New battles between giant swordfish,
York from the Coast.
tiger sharks, crocodiles and divers.
l/

in the first draft.

Pooling deal being discussed by

Warners and

79—1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

l/

Fox Film Corp. financial statement, as restated for the final printing of the listing application of 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp., will show
earned surplus of $2,674,396 as of
May 4 instead of $4,169,230 reported

162,418 previously shown.

on Saturday with plans
to sail on the He de France for England to
appear in "Cyrano de Bergerac" for Alexander
Korda.
jungles

WALLACE

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

arrived in
leaves in a

on

CHARLES LAUGHTON, who

Jim",
to

of

CHARLES LIPSCOMB, assistant
today
returns to New York

EDWARD SUTHERLAND, who
"Diamond

Twist"

"Oliver

JUDI

New
New

returned to
summer theaters in
has

England.

JAMES

HUGH WALPOLE, who
this week from England,
for the coast to work

1935
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Alterations Are Made
In Fox-20th Statement

Coming and Going
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Freeman MacDonald Dead

Hal Hode on Lecture Series
Dr.
Freeman W. MacDonald,
Hal Hode, assistant to Vice-Pres- president of Cinaudagraph Corp.,
ident Jack Cohn of Columbia, has Long Island City, died Tuesday in
been signed by the Frances Grossel the Albany General Hospital. Funlecture bureau to give a series of eral services will be held today in
lectures in and around New York. Boston.

THE
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IMPORTANT' STORIES

BILL

PASSED BY SENATE

IS

NEW MAJOR TREND
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

ment

there.

In answer to questions by fellow
Senators, Duffy explained that the

prevented "an author who has
granted motion picture producing
rights from claiming that he is entitled to prevent the produced picture from being exhibited."
Senator Duffy said last night that
Congressman Bloom of the House
patents committee, who has introduced similar copyright bill in the
House, was hopeful getting action
Duffy's
before the session's close.
bill is the first copyright bill passed
by the Senate in twenty-five years.
bill

Three

Wagner

amendments

were

defeated and one, similar to Borah's
amendment Tuesday was accepted.
Senator Wagner took occasion

during the debate to give a tremendous plug and advice for news reel
theaters.
"In New York City," he
said, "we have several motion picture houses which exhibit nothing
but current events. They are very
profitable and very interesting.
I
attend them very frequently and enjoy the speeches of some of my colleagues, along with other current
events.
I think that if they interspersed a few popular songs which
were 'incidental' they would increase the

number

of their patrons."

Addressing W.-B.

Ad Men

Joseph Bernhard, S. Charles Einfeld and Mort Blumenstock will address Warner theater zone advertising managers on Tuesday, the second and final day of a two-day home

Dream."
Those attending

will

Stein, Chicago; Sidney

Cleveland;

Dan

• • • A GREAT break for Metro's Traveling Motion
Picture Studio
which is now visiting Chicago in the course
of its trans-continental tour
after being steadily on the
road for over a year
and still going strong

•

•

•

THE STUNT

has been tied up with the Chi tab
which smashes it over with a
big double-line streamer head across the front page of the
July 10th issue
and then devotes the ENTIRE front page
to a photo layout
showing the Studio on Wheels
photos of Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford and the Our Gang kids
with appropriate captions urging the Chi beauties with
screen aspirations to line up for the free screen tests
sponsored by this newspaper.
sheet, the "Daily

•

•

•

Times"

AND THAT,

gentlemen of the film industry
can't buy
the Traveling Studio
has been garnering millions of dollars worth of this free publicity in the leading newspapers of thousands of towns and
and steady
cities visited
so for duration of the stunt
publicity pulling right direct with the public
the Traveling Studio created from the fertile brain of Billy Ferguson
and efficiently handled by Eddie Carrier and his crew
with the Train
easily ranks as the outstanding Ballyhoo
if you disagree, name any stunt
ever put over in the biz
that approaches it on the two counts mentioned above
oh,
yes
there's one other
the Metro Round-the-World
Train of several years ago
but this one even beats that
brain-child of M-G-M's publicity ace
is

•

Publicity that

•

•

money

AT THE

Steel Pier in Atlantic City is a

Emo Movie

smash

formerly Emo's
Movie Broadcast
it is
a 600-foot display showing an
enormous map of the United States
with ribbons running to large printed boards on each side
showing the
broadcast tie-up of the attraction with over 100 important
attraction

of the

Club

this national institution brings inside stories about Movieland to the radio fans twice weekly
visitors to the pier
and there are thousands daily
receive a free set of eight 8x10 photos of film stars
an-

radio stations

other stunt is that of answering
by fans on the next broadcast

all

movie questions propounded
a darb

it's

Monday

conference.

the visitors will have luncheon at the Advertising Club and in the afternoon
they will see "Midsummer Night's
office

Finn,

be:

L.

S.

Dannenberg,

will be present, as well as Bill

Hend-

ricks of Memphis, who is vacationing
in New York and who will attend at
the invitation of Blumenstock.

Reduce Para. Trustees' Bonds
Order reducing the bond on
Charles D. Hilles and Eugene W.
Leake, Paramount trustees, from
$100,000 to $10,000 was signed yesterday by Federal Judge Coxe.

them

first

because

to

he

the

company

direct

can

thereby effect a
speedier sale for a higher price,
Porter declared.
Independent producers should concentrate on building up yarns by special treatments,
Porter believes.

New G-B

Circuit
Starting Sept. 15

(Continued from Page 1)

period of 20 days must elapse before the new corporation can be set
up.
In this interval all legal details will be attended to, so that the
new G-B Theaters can start operating soon thereafter.
Samuel and
Nathan Goldstein will operate the
New G-B Theaters Co.

Republic and Empire
In 4-Yr. Canada Deal
(Continued from Page

1)

Kingdom, and would next turn its
attention to making deals for South
America. Empire Films has six exchanges

in

Canada.

Fitelson

Mayers represented Hanson

in

&
the

negotiations.

A BREAK

her first fullfor Mary Pickford
length novel is off the press
"Demi- Widow" is published
and the current issue of "Liberty" mag
by Bobbs-Merrill
carries her picture on the front page
and the lead story,
"Why Die?" by Pickford will also be the title of her next novel.

•

•

•

New Haven;

Robert Paskow, Newark; Charles
Smakwitz, Albany; Harry Goldberg,
Philadelphia; Joseph Feldman, Pittsburgh; Frank La False, Washington;
Sid Blumenstock, Atlantic City and
Howard Waugh, Memphis. David
(Skip) Weshner, general manager of
Warner first runs in Philadelphia,

1)

Darryl Zanuck's association with
Fox and widespread concern lest
Zanuck attempt 50 important pictures instead of 12. Zanuck has always stood for stories, as has Irving
Thalberg, Porter observed.
Most intense story-hunting is carried on by independent producers
with major release, Porter said.
Their position is an unfavorable one
because they must have their stories
approved by the distributor before
they can start producing and if there
are any stories about suitable for
major production, the agent sends
to

nounced he would press for enact-

T
THE HEAD

T

T

• • •
of Efficient Advertising Service was
they gave Mister Kessler a luncheon
honored by his staff
and presented him with a
on his birthday at the Dixie
handsome Masonic pin

ANOTHER

Birthday celebration was that given by
western and southern sales manager for
Cresson Smith
in honor of his daughter
RKO Distributing Corp
when it
the entire family was there
at the 21 Club
came time for the dessert, they all gave their orders to the
waiter
who brought in instead an enormous special birthday cake
just a li'l touch added by the show-miinded Cresson
And today Madeleine S. White, sec to Ray Johnston
of Republic, is privately celebrating her 14th year as Ray's
give her a call, and make the event a
right-hand man
she's a great gal
public one

•

•

•

««

€«

€€

» » »

Triple Version Cartoons

The new series of Bert Gillette's
"Rainbow Parade" cartoons, to be
filmed by RKO-Van Beuren Corp.
in the new three-color component
Technicolor, will be made in French
and Spanish as well as English versions.
Other versions will be added
later.

Paramount Branch Changes
Paramount has effected the following changes in

its

sales personnel:

Warden, formerly adsales
manager in Chicago, made a salesman working out of that branch;
Louis Aurelio transferred from a
similar position in Milwaukee to succeed Warden; John Kent, formerly
Burns

adsales

clerk,

succeeds

Aurelio;

William A. Plunkett appointed adsales manager in Denver, following
John Vos, recently made booking
manager at that exchange.

•
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1936

Whoopee/

IFT THE GLASS TO
ACK BENNY, Robert

Taylor"
Jna Merkel, Eleanor Powell, June
Chight,Vilma
Buddy Ebsen, Nick
,ong, jr., Robert Wildhack, Frances

&

.angford, Sid Silvers. Director Roy
)el Ruth and the
Studios!

M-G-M

i

—

—

YOU HAVEN'T HEARD
THE GOOD NEWS YET-

IF

LISTEN!
1936" was shown in rough-cut form to
officials, publicity men and a few newspaper

"BROADWAY MELODY OF
a

group of

M-G-M

people sworn

•

to secrecy!

WE KNEW
but frankly

Studio

IN

ADVANCE

that

we had

we had no conception

cause every person in that projection

that

room

a swell -show- in- the - making,

the

assembled picture would

to say

"It

:

is

positively the greatest

entertainment ever put on the motion picture screen!"

THOSE ARE STRONG WORDS
naturally will not take

them

and

for granted.

now

until

you

see for yourself,

BUT

M-G-M

THE THING

TO REMEMBER right

Season

not duplicated ever in the history of our business.

stride

you

is

that

is

hitting a

New
You

those completed, in-the-bag, nationally advertised hits

know about

"CHINA SEAS" (Clark Gable, Jean Harlow, Wallace Beery); "ANNA
KARENINA" (Garbo, Fredric March, Freddie Bartholomew.)

AND NOW "BROADWAY MELODY OF
not
in

all.

As

the final scenes are being taken for

"A TALE

OF TWO

inside -reports of another

conclusion.

M-G-M

PANY CAN BE

is

CITIES"

the

That's

RONALD COLMAN

West Coast

M-G-M GIANT!

miles ahead already and

FIRST!

1936"!
is

1935-36

rumbling with
is

a

foregone

ONLY ONE COM-

Ji

My

JOE THE

DVORA
JOSEPH CAW!
And ANN

And these natu
"Your An Eyeful of Heaven'f]

1

ii

Me

ti-i-m*
is a

And who could ask for anything less for a show thai has Joe Brown's sureas-shooiin' draw, plus four other top star names, three

song

hits,

Busby

Berkeley chorus numbers, and Joe himself as a one-man vaudeville show!

NO WONDER THE BROADWAY STRAND HAS BOOKED IT FOR AN INDEFINITE
RUN FOLLOWING THE RECORD ENGAGEMENT OF "THE IRISH IN US"

OWN

LIGHTS
With All
El*

These Stars—

CROONER JOE THE

JOE THE

m ACROBAT

WILLIAM GARGAN • PATRICIA ELLIS
ORN • And THE FIVE MAXELLOS
exploited songs by

Dixon

&

"Toddlin' Along With

\

JVrubel and Kalmar

You"

famous beauty chorus and smart

. . .

"She

direction

BUSBY BERKELEY

& Ruby—

Was An

of

Acrobat's Daughter

ii

Good Morning!

Complimentary to
subscribers as part
of

Film Daily

service.

I

am

the Film Daily

PRODUCTION
GUIDE

of

1935

— and I'm now on my merry way
to the

desks of production exec-

utives

and exhibitors everywhere

throughout the world where

be a useful,

I

will

silent, efficient aid,

completely covering production,
until

my

big brother, the

BOOK, makes
next January.

its

• * *
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1936 bow
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A
By

JESSE

L.

"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK

LASKY, who

is

der a five-year contract calling for
Martini retwo pictures a year.
cently finished work in "Here's to
Romance".
He will continue his
opera and radio work in addition
to films.

T
play

the
Anita Louise will
genue role opposite Paul Muni
"The Fighter" for Warners.

inin

T
T
Broadway" is the
the Warner
selected
for
final title
picture, "Radio Jamboree of 1935".
In the cast are Pat O'Brien, James

T
over

Melton and Jane Froman.
T

T

Raoul Walsh will direct Mae
West's next, called "Klondike Lou"

Paramount announces. The star
now writing the screen play.

is

t

Melvyn Douglas, appearing in
Columbia's "She Married Her Boss",
has been placed under contract by
the

company for a

series

of

pic-

tures.

T

Jane

T

Withers,

newly

child actress, will attain

HOLLYWOOD

discovered

stardom

"LOTS"

in

TV

T

t

Trem Carr has purchased Percy
write an
original screenplay for "Frisco Wa- Pembroke's story, "G-Men Of the
terfront", which has been placed on Nineties", and will substitute the
the Republic schedule for November title for "Trail's End", previously
announced as one of the John Wayne
production.
productions on the Republic program.
Lindsley Parsons has been
Harry Stubbs, Huntley Gordon assigned to assist Pembroke in preand Frank Sheridan have been paring the screenplay, and Paul
added to the cast of "The Spanish Malvern will produce.
Cape Mystery", Republic producT
tion, which Lewis D. Collins is diPert Kelton, comedienne under
recting with Helen Twelvetrees and
contract to RKO Radio Pictures, has
Donald Cook in the leading roles. been
added to the cast of "Annie
The company is now on location at Oakley", starring
Barbara StanLaguna Beach, and will return to wyck, and
soon to go into producRKO-Pathe studios next week for tion under
the direction of George
interiors.
M. H. Hoffman is in
Stevens.
charge of this Republic unit.

Norman Houston

will

TV

v

being

T

adapted

for

20th

Century-

Fox by Stephen Morehouse Avery
and Dore Schary and will come to
the screen as "The Song and Dance
Girl", with Claire Trevor in the tiSol M. Wurtzel, will produce the picture which will go before the cameras about Sept. 10.
tle role.

Ruth Etting, one of the most popular singers of the day on stage,
screen and air, and now in Hollywood making a series of four musical featurettes for
Radio, says
she plans to retire upon the completion of her current film commit-

RKO

ment.

new player
Rogers

At her own request, Kay Linaker,
Warner featured player, has dropped her screen name, Lynn Acker.
Miss Linaker is appearing opposite Ricardo Cortez in Mignon G.
Eberhardt's story, "From this Dark

'Ho*

in

v

in knowing how to make life
Our atmosphere is truly Continental,

our view of the Park

is

superb, our service

is

really

and our rates invitingly inexpensive. We
successfully created the now famous sidewalk
CAFE de la PAIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,
and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.
superior,

ft.

MORIYI
CENTRAL PARK SOUTH

ow-fcJit- pom*.
•

NEW YORK

v

be seen with Will

T

T

Ferdinand Munier has been signed
by RKO Radio for "The Three Musketeers." now in production under
the directorial baton of Rowland V.
Lee.
r
T
Boteler and Louis Natheaux
have been added to the cast of
"Freckles," now in production at
RKO Radio, and Joe Cunningham
has been engaged to stage the "Rag
Doll Dance," which will be a feature
of the film.

Wade

v

Charles Bickford, who says he has
sounded out his fans and learned
that they would like to see him
teamed with Mae West, has conferred with William LeBaron, Paramount associate producer of the
West pictures, and has submitted to
LeBaron a story of the Mae West

type,

"The

titled

Yukon

Circe,"

written by Bickford himself.
T

T

T

Vinton Freedley, co-producer of
the
musical
comedy,
"Anything
Goes", arrives Saturday on the Virginia to confer with Benjamin Glazer, who is to produce the hit
as
Bmg Crosby vehicle for Paramount.a
Freedley will also confer with Henry
Duffy, who is to stage the show
locally before it goes into production at the studio.

TV

C. Fields' physician

announces

that the comic star is making rapid
strides toward recovery.
Visitors
are not permitted as yet, however,
and at least two more months of rest
will be required before the comedian can return to work.

TV

Stairway".

QuA{ SWetfii

will

"Steamboat 'Round the

Bend."

W.

50

1935

Osgood Perkins, one of Broad- release, and the picture is now in
own right in "The Immigrant",
which will go in work on the 20th way's most popular actors, has ar production.
Century-Fox lot as soon as her rived in Hollywood for a prominent
T
"This
The role in Lily Pons' first RKO Radio
present
picture,
Is
Melvyn Douglas has been signed
Life", reaches completion, accord- starring picture, tentatively called by RKO Radio for the new Barbara
ing to Darryl F. Zanuck, produc- "Love Song".
The opera star will Stanwyck starring film tentatively
tion head.
The film, an elaborate also be supported by Henry Fonda, titled "Annie Oakley."
musical romance, will be produced Betty Grable and Eric Blore, with
T
by Sol M. Wurtzel from the screen- John Cromwell directing.
Bill Benedict has been borrowed
play now being prepared by Sonya
from 20th Century-Fox by Universal
Levien and Louis Breslow.
Lewis
Freddie Bartholomew has been for a featured role in "Three Kids
Seiler, who guided Miss Withers borrowed from M-G-M by Darryl F. and a Queen."
Benedict will start
through "Ginger" and her present Zanuck of 20th Century-Fox to ap- work on his new assignment
as soon
picture, will again handle her direc- pear with Victor McLaglen in "Pro- as he completes
his role in "Bad
tion.
fessional Soldier."
Boy," a James Dunn feature. The

"The Song and Dance Man",
George M. Cohan stage success, is

enjoyable.

8,

her

working

J out a new deal at 20th CenturyFox, has placed Nino Martini un-

"Stars

Thursday, Aug.

When

he

completes

his stellar
Camera work has begun on Carole role in Paramount's
"Rose of the
Lombard's new picture, "Hands Rancho,"
Charles
Bickford
will
Across the Table". Fred MacMur- spend a week at his new ranch in
ray appears opposite Miss Lombard, the Redwood forest of Oregon. He

with Mitchell Leisen directing this

Paramount

picture.

T

T

The scenario

T

of the Burroughs-Tarzan Enterprises is preparing two new productions, tentatively titled,

staff

"The Mad King" and

"Tarzan, Lord of the Jungle",
v
Signing of Frances Grant, Sydney
Blair and Rand Leavitt completes
the cast of "Thunder Mountain,"
newest of the George O'Brien outdoor pictures for 20th Century-Fox

will take a party of friends for deer
hunting.
»
v

Dare", magazine fiction
to grace motion pictures
with her comedy in the person of
Joan Bennett, who is to be starred
as Miss Dare in Walter Wanger's
"Big Brown Eyes".
"Doi-is

heroine,

is

V

T

John Francis Larkin has been
hired by RKO to write the screen
play for "Mother Lode," Richard
Dix's next starring film.

THE
Thursday, Aug.

8,
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Short Subject Reviews

«

HERE & THERE
Jacksonville, Fla. —John L. Crovo,

c<

ALICOATE

£HARLES AHEARN

and his hobo

"Scrappy's Big Moment"
troupe enter production today
on "Old Idleberg", one-reel comedy,
(Scrappy Cartoon)
at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studios. Columbia
7 mins.
Appearing with Ahearn in this
Fair
short are Willie Solar, Fred Pisano,
This subject is splendidly aniTor Johnson and Gene Bruce. The
latter two are professional wrest- mated, but doesn't come through as
a sock one-reeler because not enough
lers.
Lloyd French is directing.
*
*
*
attention is paid to lending more
Vivian Fay and Virginia Verrill plausibility to the story. Scrappy
have been engaged as solo dancers and his pal manage to whip a giant
for the Sara Mildred Strauss ballet in a prizefight and then they awake
of 50 girls in "Sweet Surrender", to find it is all a dream.
There
the Broadway Productions film-mus- is considerable entertainment in the
ical starring Frank Parker and reel.
Tamara, now in its second week of
production at Astoria. Special mu"Screen Snapshots"
sic has been written for the dance
(No. 13)
sequences by Dana Suesse and Edward Heyman, with Miss Strauss Columbia
10 mins.
furnishing the choreography. "Sweet
Very Entertaining
Surrender", adapted by John V. A.
This newest venture in "Seeing
Weaver from an original story by
Herbert Fields, is being directed by Hollywood with Harriet Parsons"
has an interesting collection of the
Monte Brice.
*
*
*
stars
in
informal
and amusing
Louis Prima, cornetist and his poses including Leo Carrillo, Merle
Famous Door orchestra, are before Oberon, Laurel and Hardy, Vince
the cameras today at the Brooklyn Barnett, Mary Brian, Ken Maynard,
Vitaphone studios featured in a and others, and is further benefited
one-reel short.
The vaudeville reel by a very diverting narration.
includes a comedy team with Hal
Sherman, eccentric dancer, in the
lead; Ferry Corwey, musical clown,
Detroit Doings
and Alf Loyal's Stallions, a cixxus
Detroit The Forest and Garden
act.
Roy Mack is directing.
theaters, closed when street car
tracks were temporarily put in front
St. Louis Squibs
of the lobby, will be reopened by
St. Louis— After being closed since Jacob Schreiber in three weeks.
July 5, the Shubert theater reopens
Joseph Daly, manager of Alex
Saturday with "The "Irish in Us."
The Grand Opera House also may Schreiber's Loop Theater, is on

manager of the Arcade Theater, is
returning to his old home in Louis"Tomorrow's Champions"
ville, Ky., for several weeks.
(World of Sport Series)
Columbia
10 mins.
Very Good
Franklin, Pa. Park theater, now
This is an excellently compiled closed, will reopen in the fall.
and well-described reel showing
youngsters, girls and boys, who
Milwaukee "Escape Me Never,"
have already attained a high degree

—

—

of skill in various sports including
golf, swimming, skiing, etc.
These
are truly the sport champs of tomorrow. Ford Bond is the narrator,
and Jack Kofoed wrote the story.

&

D. -United
Artists
release
starring Elisabeth Bergner, is now
in its fifth week at the World TheB.

ater.

—

Cincinnati Republic Pictures of
has closed with the Strand
theater for first-run presentations of
the last four Liberty features: "The

Ohio

"Phil

Spitalny's

All-Girl

Orchestra"
Vitaphone

11 mins.

Musical Novelty
very handsomely staged musical
specialty with Phil Spitalny's allgirl orchestra in white against a rich
novelty setting of an immense curving double runway coming down
from a great height.
They play
such numbers as "Lullaby of Broadway, "Forty Second Street" and
"Sweet Adeline."
The finish has
Maurine and Norva, the dance team,
doing La Paloma, as they come down
the runway and go into their routine.
Directed by J. Henabery.

A

Old Homestead," "Born to Gamble,"
"Dizzy Dames" and "Sweepstake
Annie." Bill Onie closed the deal for
Republic.

Albany

— Syracuse

Strand

Thea-

ter Co., Inc., Buffalo, has filed a certificate in the office of the Secretary
of State decreasing the amount of
its capital stock from $425,000 to
$185,000.

Heads Radiomarine Corp.
Charles J. Pannill has been elected president of the Radiomarine
Corp. of America, RCA subsidiary.
Pannill

—

be reopened with a dramatic stock
troupe.
Carl Kreuger, former Fanchon &
Marco publicist, has gone to Hollywood for a new post.
Charles Byrnes, manager of the
Fortieth St. theater in East St.
Louis, is serving as vaude booker
in spare time for southern Illinois
houses.
Morris E. Jones is the new general manager for Hammer Dry Plate
& Film Co.
Lester Kropp, manager of Wehrenberg's Melba theater, back from
a western vacation.
Mary Moynihan, with the Paramount exchange for 15 years, has

become Mrs. Bernard Noonan.
Arthur Burke, salesman for Ju-

left to

has a new car.
Mayor Dickmann

dell,

vacation.

Peter J. Iodice, booking agent,
and Clio Good, dancer, married this
week.

"Love
the

Me

Adams

Forever" has moved to
week of a

for a third

first-run.

An opening record was set by the
Fox Theater on "Curly Top", with
7,500

in

the

house,

which

seats

6,000.

Jack Hurford, Fox Theater assishas gone to Minneapolis as
manager of the Hennepin-Orpheum.
Louis Kaliski, chief of staff, temporarily is filling Hurford's job.
Kendal & Enuas, Grand Rapids
operators, have opened the Lakeside
Theater, Muskegon, dark for a year.
Jack Goldhar, U. A. western sales
manager, left for Chicago to start
tant,

will appoint a
board to arbitrate the dispute over
whether white or colored operators a trip over part of his territory.
are entitled to the jobs in the Star,
Charles N. Board has been awardCriterion and Strand, Negro houses.
Harry Koplar has not yet started ed the general contract for conhis
recently
announced
theater struction of a theater in East Detroit for Roosevelt Theater Co.
building campaign.

Fred Waters Out of Hospital
Fred Waters of Donahue & Co.,
recently hurt in an automobile accident, has been discharged from the
Polyclinic Hospital and has gone
home. He returns to his office in
about a week.

starring

Grand Rivera, Publix second-run,
has been leased to Pontiac Theater
Corp. for 22 years at $45,000 a year
plus percentage of the profits.
Willis Kent visited
tures recently.

RKO Downtown
Sept.

1.

Monarch

\NN SOTHERN

JACK HALEY

Pic-

Theater reopens

uihta'i* *fiiii~ filled

festival of

<>;al*

and grins!

THE
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EXPLOITETTES

Little

Few

CEVERAL

distributors of Chase &
Sanborn coffee resulted in more
than 1,000 cards, plugging the
local

picture, being placed in all loAll local
cal grocery stores.
book stores displayed copies of
the book with scene stills of

Young and

Gable,

Oakie.

The

Woolworth

store arranged several counter displays featuring
miniature copies of the book,
"Call of the Wild," with attractive scene stills from the picture.

Prominent merchant win-

dows carried

special insert cards

beaverboard frames heralding the opening of the picture.
in

The

Eastman-Kodak

window

carried huge cut-outs on the
production; Kennedy's arranged
a display on guns featuring
Marselem
the
Gable;
Clark
beauty salon got up a special
window with scene stills on Loretta Young and the Standard
Clothing store featured cut-outs
of Clark Gable in one of their
one-sheets
Special
windows.
were spotted in the lobbies of
the 12 major hotels. Flash announcements plugging "Call of
the Wild" were broadcast daily
and Station
over Station
cooperated by giving the
picture several important spots
Special
on their programs.

WCCO

WTCN

trailers

were used in four down-

town and nine suburban houses
four

days

playdate.

in

advance

of

the

The front of the house

was decorated with evergreen
carrying out the adventure angle.

—State,
*

Minneapolis.

*

#

"Little Colonel"

Gets Tie-Up

'TOM KELLEY,

in his "Little

Colonel" campaign at the
Rialto theater, Brockton, had
the following effective tie-ups:
A window display of the "Little
Colonel" story books, both the
10-cent and 50-cent sizes, was
featured at Newbury's, together
with an appropriate announcement card in the center of the
display
carrying
the
title,
names and playdate at the Ri-

Booking
An
a

Problem

exhibit the other
soup plate
into
the

day brought
sanctum of

Harry Buxbaum, Fox metropolitan manager, and asked: "What can
play
with this?"
I

Danger of Sunday Legit Competition

producers are likely to offer Sunday shows in New York City under
the Equity requirements that members appearing on Sunday be given double pay,
it was said yesterday by Dr.
Henry Moskowitz, executive secretary of the League of
New York Theaters. Dr. Moskowitz said that the producer offering a play with a
small cast might be willing to sponsor a Sabbath show under such conditions, but
that the cost would be prohibitive for managers of musicals or shows with large casts.

Minneapolis Plugs "Call"
With Tie-Ups and Displays
outstanding tie-ups
and numerous effective window displays were among the
highlights of the exploitation
campaign arranged by Manager
M. Steffy of the State theater
in Minneapolis for the premiere
of "Call of the Wild," Darryl
starring
Zanuck
production
Clark Gable, Loretta Young and
Jack Oakie and released through
United Artists. A tie-up with

Thursday, Aug.

8,

1935

TIMELyTOPICS

theatrical

Ned Marin Sees Trend
To Outdoor Sequences
gEEING America through

the

medium

Omaha

Local 306 to Resist
Reductions in Scale

Omaha
Givot as

Bits

—Variety Club had

George

guest speaker.
This
operators, musicians and stagehands is Givot's home town, and he is here
will probably walk out in sympathy, filling a two-week engagement at an
it was said yesterday by William outdoor night club.
Feinberg, vice-president of the musiW. P. Bernfield, United Artists
cians' union and secretary of the exploiteer from Kansas City,
here
new Associated Theatrical Bodies of on behalf of "Call of The Wild,"
Greater New York, comprising 12 opening at the Omaha.
(Continued from Page

1)

its

theatrical unions.

Charles E. Williams, president of
M.P.T.O., was sick in bed Monday.
He has been ailing most of the sumE. E. Leeves, Kansas mer, spending only short periods

Denver Doings

—

Denver

City Erpi sales representative, is daily in his office.
on a two-week vacation at EverH. J. Chapman, Columbia branch
green, Colo.
manager, on Monday went under
D. H. Rulifson, division sales
the knife for the third time this
manager for Erpi, with headquarsummer.
ters in Chicago, spent a few days
Dale Goldie, M.P.T.O. executive
in Denver on business.
Jap Morgan, manager, National from Cherokee, la., was a caller on
Theater Supply here, is in northern film row and later visited Charles
Colorado on a vacation.
E. Williams.
Lon T. Fidler, Distinctive Screen
Bob Ballantyne back from a twoAttractions
exchange
owner,
is week trip to Yellowstone.
spending a week in Salt Lake City
The Ericson in Ericson, Neb., is
on business.
being opened by a company titled
S. B. Rahn, former Pathe exBingham & Walthers.
change manager here, lately with
Federal-Ross, was recently added to
the force of the Sheffield-Republic
Pittsburgh Briefs
exchange as salesman.
Visiting Colorado exhibs to film
Pittsburgh George Tyson, manrow recently were: Eugene Haw- aging director of the Harris-Alvin,
kins, B. P. McCormick, George Mc- and his family leaving today for a
Cormick, J. K. Powell, John Ander- two-week rest in New York.
son and Melvin S. Wheeler.
Anton theater in Monongahela
and the Jefferson in Punxsutawney
switched to tab and picture policies.
alto.
A special Shirley Temple

—

sundae was featured at Kresge's
soda fountain with a long
streamer running the full length
of the mirror at the back of
the fountain reading, "Shirley
Temple Sundae 10 Cents" together with an announcement
card showing an 11x14 scene
from the picture with the
Rialto
playdate.
The same
Shirley Temple sundae was featured at the Erlmont Drug
Store, where several smaller
streamers were pasted to the
mirror in back of the fountain
and also on the windows outside
the store.
Each one of these
streamers bore the title, name
and Rialto playdate.
Rialto, Brockton, Mass.

—

—

*

*

*

Good-Will
Builder

]y[ANAGER JOE CAHILL
the

Brockton

of
theater,
plenty
of

Brockton,
secured
good-will by allowing the graduating class of the Brockton
High School the use of the theater for their class day exercises.
While this stunt is not

new

it

always

is

effective

and

certainly acts as a swell boost
for the theater.

it

—Brockton,

Brockton, Mass.

of the talking screen,
is to be the pleasure of audiences in the next few seasons,
as pictures are tending more

and more to authentic locales
and outdoor sequences.

We

that there is a defion the part of the
public in seeing places. This is
especially true during the vacation period, when people generally have a touch of the wanderlust and are curious about
feel

nite interest

remote places.

Of course, outdoor photography opens up an entirely new
field

of story-telling.

There

more action and speed

is

in this

type of a story. Interior sets
tend to give the impression that
a story is static, but the open
air suggests action and movement, this setting a faster pace
for entertainment.

—Edwin

L. Marin.

Iowa Items

—

Des Moines
Tri-States Theater
managers' contest for better theater
operation running through the past
months closed with Rockey

three

Newton, Paramount, Cedar Rapids,
winning the $200 first prize in the
The George Currys spending their A-Theater group; second prize, $100,

vacation at Shady Side, Md., fishing
in Chesapeake Bay.
Tony Stern, Warner booker, back
from Atlantic City where he has
been fishing with Harry Feinstein.
Mort Shea, owner of the Fulton,
in town planning to reopen the
house. Manager L. B. Cool rushed
in from Akron to complete arrangements.

Meeting on Jersey Race Bill
Attorneys associated with major
companies will meet at the Hays
office within a few days to further

Bill Prass, Le Claire, Moline, 111.;
third prize, $50, T. J. Kempke, Bon-

ham, Fairbury, Neb. An improvement prize in the A-Group of $50
was won by A. G. Stolte, Paramount,
Waterloo.

First prize, $150, in B-

Group was won by Harry Holdsberg, Spencer, Rock Island, 111.;
second prize, $75, John Krier, State,
Cedar Rapids; third prize, $25, J. W.
Pickett, Strand, Hastings, Neb. The
improvement prize, $50, in the BGroup was won by Eddie Forrester,
Majestic, Grand Island, Neb.
Geo. P. Hundling, co-owner and
manager of the Capitol in Newton,
has served notice of an appeal to
the State Supreme Court of the recent Bank Night conviction in the

consider the prospects of New Jersey enacting a bill legalizing parimutuel betting at dog races.
A
special session of the state's legislature is scheduled for this month Newton court.
when the bill is to be acted upon.
The new Hubbard Theater in HubFilm companies are opposing it.
bard has opened.
S. Marshal Scraps Foreign Film
"Ecstasy," the Czech feature imported by Samuel Cummins of Eureka Productions but banned by a
Federal Court jury because of its
nudity, has been destroyed by order
of the U. S. Marshal Raymond Mulligan, it was
learned yesterday.
Cummins had planned to appeal the
court verdict.

U.

$225,000 for

F.

D.

of $225,000 is understood the
financing to be supplied
of
First Division
by Pathe under an arrangement which has been tentatively
made and which is to be approved by
Another matthe Pathe board soon.
by the board
ter pending for action
is
the formal election of Robert W.
Atkins as its chairman.

Total

amount

—

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Film Firms Win Point
INDIE CIRCUIT

Louis Inju nctio n Case

in St.

New

Jersey Pooling Deal

Pool With Fabian in Troy

viewing

Goes Into Effect

... the passing parade

Immediately

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

SOME

—

good pointers on the merchandis-

ing of pictures with special class appeal

Contracts covering pooling deals

between Warners and Skouras Theaters Corp. involving seven theaters
Jersey City, Hackensack and

(Continued on Page 4)

ly

—•—
Shrewdness and intelligence mark the
manner in which the Warners are meeting
this

problem.

The first step, roadshowing the picture
on a two-a-day basis at higher prices, with
the grind houses not getting it until a
year later, is smart figuring.
In that space of time, while the picture
getting a play from the class clientele
is
that is particularly interested in it, the
general public appetite will be whetted to
attraction
a sufficient extent to give the
a sizeable waiting audience in the popularprice

houses.

Shakespeare, like costume films in gendoesn't have to worry about the ele-

eral,

ment

of

timeliness.

of this type if produced with
reasonable adherence to the original, will
be as good two or ten years from now as

Pictures

they are today.

Consequently the investments made in
such films should be considered more on
basis
a long-term basis rather than on the
of the regular run of product which must
be amortized within a year or so.

—•—

eventually
It is not beyond possibility to
have a central film library containing productions of all the great dramatic works
of the past, available for

re-showing when-

ever occasion demands.
A fine thing for the public; prestige plus
revenue for the screen.
To the Warners and others who already

25

— Decree

the
terminating
Minnesota Amusement Corp. receivership has been entered in Federal Court
William Hamm, Jr., who acted
here.
as receiver for the properties, is operating the company under a management contract with Paramount.

Paul

More Houses Sought by
Indie Circuit

Meeting Monday
Independent Theater Circuit, Inc.,
which has 75 theaters lined up, pro-

REFUNDING BY LOEW
IS

IN

Ready

is

New

in

Elizabeth have been prepared, with
final agreement looked for shortly,
business of selling "A Midsummer Night's it was said yesterday by George
Skouras.
Dream" to the public.
Warner-Fabian pooling deal in
This Shakespearian production, a distinct-

and that requires time.

Receivership Ended
St.

or unusual merit can be gleaned by watching how the Warners are going about the

meritorious undertaking that required
considerable courage to put it on the
screen, has plenty of audience at its command, but a large part of that audience
more potential than actual.
is
It must be drummed up, so to speak,

TEN CENTS

1935

STARTS WHEN 100 HOUSES ARE

Warner-Skouras
=

9.

AGAIN REPORTED

poses to seek 25 more theaters before starting operations, it was said
yesterday by Milton C. Weisman,
A
counsel for the new circuit.
meeting of the organizers of the circuit will be held Monday in his of-

Weisman

fice,

said.

Wall Street yesterday revived
the recent reports that Loew's, Inc.,
plans a refunding operation, the
hint now being that this will take
IN
place coincident with the close of
the company's fiscal year on Aug.
Deadlock between the RKO and 31. The company is in a good cash
New Orleans Quicker sales and
Loew circuits and Local 306 con- position for the calling of its deOriginal reports were better prices characterize the presThe bentures.
tinued unchanged yesterday.
proposed reductions in scale against that at least $15,000,000 in bonds ent selling season in this area, acThese deben- cording to exchange managers here.
which Local 306 is fighting go into would be called in.
cent interest.
embraces
which
The territory,
effect Saturday on the RKO circuit tures now pay 6 per
Louisiana, Mississippi and parts of
and Monday on the Loew Circuit.
Alabama and Florida, began buying
even before the season officially
Nights
on

CIRCUITS

AND UNION

GOOD SELLING SEASON

CONTINUE DEADLOCK

GULF TERRITORY

—

24 Features and Serial

Planned by

Wm.

Bank

Drive

Berke

Is

(Continued on Page 5)

Launched in Akron

of THE FILM DAILY
Akron, O. On the ruling of Law
Hollywood One of the most amBenner that Bank Duffy is Still Hopeful
bitious programs for 1935-36 has Director C. C.
of lottery, Vice
form
a
is
Night
Berke,
Of Bill Being Passed
been announced by William
anwho plans eight westerns starring Squad Chief E. J. Heffernanwould Washington Bweau of THE FILM DAILY
Harry Carey, six features with nounced this week that he
on theThough Senator
Washington
David Sharpe, six with Fred Kohler, launch an immediate drive
Attorney Wagner and Chairman Sirovich of
using this stunt.
Jr., four westerns with Jack Perrin aters
has filed 10 suits the House Patents Committee have
and a serial titled "Wild Bill Scott Belden also
who ask re- predicted that the Duffy Copyright
persons
of
behalf
on
series
Carey
the
of
Hicock". First
the statu- bill, which passed the Senate Wedand
admission
of
covery
direction
under
has gone in work
will not get through the

West Coast Bureau

—

—

—

of

nesday,

tory penalty of $50.

Harry Frazer.

Judge,
Louis Film Action

No Emergency, Says
In St.
RKO
For
RKO

Dickering Again

New Warner

Lineup

have helped make a start in this direction,
the entire industry should give its coopera-

reopened negotiations with
Warner Bros, yesterday for acquisition of the entire Warner-First
National product for New York

tion.

City.

St.

Louis

— Warners,

RKO

and

Paramount yesterday won a point
government controversy over

in the

supplying

films

Ambassador

and

to

the

Grand

Missouri,
Central

now under Fanchon &
Marco, when Federal Judge Charles
Theaters,

(Continued on Page 4)

House this session due to lateness,
Congressman Duffy yesterday continued hopeful of the measure passing.

Cohen Plans Others
Emanuel Cohen, who recently formed
Major Fictures, of which he is president,

plans

to

make

several

other

pro-

ductions in addition to one starring
He is understood to be
Bing Crosby.
negotiating a releasing deal with Paraleaves
Cohen
Crosby.
on
mount
New York next week for the Coast.

THE

-S&H

DAILY

Bill Jaffe is

Honored

By Columbia

Allied's

Legal Plans
at A. C. Meeting

Up

Executives

Columbia executives gave a lunchPlans for projecting court actions
eon in honor of William Jaffe at aimed at various circuit practices
Vol. 68. No. 34
10 Cents the Hotel Astor yesterday when he will be discussed by Allied leaders
Fri., Aug. 9, 1935
was presented with a desk set. Jack at a closed-door session coincidenEditor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Cohn presided at the festivities, tal with the Allied Eastern regional
which were attended by: Abe Mon- meeting and annual convention of
Holiday
Published daily except Sundays and
tague, Nate Spingold, Jerry Saffron, Allied Theaters of New Jersey Aug.
at
1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Abe Schneider, Joe McConville, Rube 21-23 in Atlantic City, President
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W
Publisher
Jackter, Len Picker, Lou Weinberg, Sidney E. Samuelson said yesterAlicoate,
President,
Editor and
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurei Floyd Webber, Max Seligman, Bruce day in New York.
The move will
:

:

and General Manager; Arthur

W.

Eddy, Asso

ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor.
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 187
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order
Address all communications to

Max

Gallup,

Eddie

Louis

Wurmser and

Mort

Nat Cohn,

Galfunt,

Schnitzer,

J.

Barbano,

W. Mac-

Farland. Jaffe has become associated with Sol A. Rosenblatt in
private law practice.
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1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y.
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HollyAddress:
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FINANCIAL

New

be resorted to following failure of
the national exhibitor association to
obtain what it terms "satisfaction"
in a protest made to Will H. Hays
several weeks ago.

Sanford to Produce
6 Features for Imperial

Cliff

Center Film Policy
Starts About Oct. 1

Center Theater will go into pictures around Oct. 1, under the deal,
awaiting action by the Music Hall
operating committee, whereby 20th
Century-Fox product would be split
between the Music Hall and Center
Theaters.
The plan to lease the
Rivoli Theater and use that house
instead of the Center for showing
part of the Fox product is definitely
out.

Net

Low

Am.

9y8

Seat

Columbia
Con. Fm.
Fm.

Con.

vtc.

Picts.

Ind

45/8

Ind.

pfd. 17'/8

16%

Loew's,

Inc

Paramount
Pathe

148

"A"

Fm.

ctfs.

.

.

.

15%

3934

393/8

5%

4%
V4

%
11

RKO

25/8

Univ.

Pict.

10%
2i/2

9'/8

—
—
147
16
+
39% —
—
Va
103/ —

l/

2

Vs

V4

5

4

5

5

37

37

30'/2

Productions, headed by
Cliff Sanford. will make six features
Imperial, of which William
for
Pizor is president, under a deal being closed in New York. Sanford
is in New York from the Coast,
where the pictures will be produced.

Here on Foreign Deals
Arpad
number

Szemere, representing a
foreign distributors, is
in New York for a month's stay to
look over the independent field for
the acquisition of product and to
arrange for distribution of European films on this side.
Roman
of

Vi

resentatives here.
Szemere, who is
a director in various foreign companies and publisher of a monthly

1 VSi

-f-

Vi

film

York

magazine will go from
to Japan and China.

New

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

"Time"

Gen.
Keith

Th.
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Dorothy
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Lloyd

Jordan

Walter Butterfield
Fred

Newmeyer

of
the
the

i/

4

+ %

"Alice

San

Gerrit

Music Hall Aug. 15

world by RKO Radio Pictures, will
open at the Radio City Music Hall
on Aug. 15 in conjunction with the
Metropolitan premiere of "Alice
Adams", Katharine Hepburn's new
RKO Radio film.

RKO

Charles

at

+ 'A
New issue of "The March
+ % Time",
5 in the series and
+ V4 first to No.
be released all over

— 3^
—
105
1043,4— y4
78l/4 —
%

role

Adams" Opens Big

—

Francisco "Alice
Radio's new film

West
Adams",
in

starring

Fred Astaire, RKO Radio star,
be heard on the air with Lenny
Hayton's orchestra at 8 P.M. tomorrow, over WEAF and the NBC
network from coast to coast.
Astaire and Havton's band will present on the air for the first time
three of Irvine Berlin's song hits
from "Top Hat".

finished

Paramount pro-

JESSIE ROYCE LANDIS has returned to
York from Ann Arbor.

ARTHUR A.
New York

left

tion

at

Lee's

SIDNEY

and

last

night

for

Bay,

returned
to
New
England summer

has

tour

week's vacaCanada.

a

lodge at Georgian

a

New

GEORGE W. WEEKS

LEE

PHILLIPS

York after
theaters.

New

of

JERRY SAFRON, who

New

in

is

York from

Los Angeles, returns to the Coast in one week.

TYREE DILLARD, JR.
from a West
GRIFFITH

C.

R.

PAT McGEE
York

of
business.

on

LOUIS DENT has

of

to New
cruise.

returned

yesterday

Indies

Dallas

is

Oklahoma
arrived

New

in

City

York.

New

in

is

New

in

York

York from

Denver.

FRED RODGERS of the Sparks
New York from Jacksonville.

SANFORD

EDNA FERBER,
in

in

is

by

New

having

screen

of her book, "Come
ual Goldwyn, has left

interests

in

is

York from Holly-

completed

her

first

adaptation

the

writing,

and Get It,"
Hollywood for

for

Sam-

New

York

motor.

EMANUEL COHEN
week

for

the

New

leaves

York

next

Coast.

GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN, who
were called back to the Paramount studios for
retakes on "Here Comes Cookie", are now expected in New York next week.
LILLIAN

Astaire on the Air

recently

DeMille's

B.

"The Crusades", will arrive in New
York by plane from Hollywood on Sunday and
remain here for the world premiere of the
film at the Astor on Aug. 21.
BILL PINE
accompanies him east.

Seeking to Unionize
Efforts are beine: made to unionize
insnectors and other exchange emplnvees in New York.
A local,
affiliated with the American Federation of Labor, is being formed.

Cecil

in

duction,

CLIFF
wood.

Exchange Employees

Rebush of Kinematrade and Empire
Film Distributors will be his rep-

+

HENRY WILCOXON, who
his

assignment

Vi

21/2

30

37

%

16%

5%

pfd

+ %

74
4Vi

pfd... 30'/2

Warner Bros
do

147

16

Exch

"A"

do

85/8

74
4l/2

Kodak

East.

Fox

74

Chg.

Close

Coming and Going

Cameo

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High
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HELLMAN,

author

of

the

current

hit,
"The Children's Hour", returns to
Hollywood today by plane to complete a writing assignment for Samuel Goldwyn.

stage

will

NORMAN WESTWOOD,
in
in

Universal's

manager

China, after a visit with N. L. Manheim
York, has moved on to Universal City.

New

ROY DISNEY

leaves

FRANK GATTERI

Saturday for Hollywood.

returns

to

Tampa tomor-

row.

M-G-M Buys Play
M-G-M has bought "What

Will
"Bright Lights" Debut at Warfield
You Do," play by A. Carter GoodSan Francisco Joe E. Brown's loe.
The company has also taken
new Warner film, "Brisrht Lights" an option on "Three Dragons", Hunwill premiere here at the Warfield garian play.
Theater. The star, Pat O'Brien, and
Frank McHugh are expected to
make personal appearances. "Bright
Lights" is the first Brown picture
to play the Warfield.

—

COMPLETE-

Roxy Team
Katharine Hepburn, cracked all but
The Roxy Theater Baseball Team
one attendance and receipts records
in its world premiere at the Gol- yesterday captured first place in
den Gate here Wednesday. The ex- the Tri-Boro Theater League by
ception is "Roberta", which played winning their final same of the seaan extra show on its opening day. son, defeating the Paradise Theater
Dick, pitching for the Roxy,
"Alice Adams" opens at the Ra- 3-0.
hurled a no-hit, no run game.
dio City Music Hall next Thursday.
This was the 14th straight victory for the Roxy. The battery for
Crosby and Whiteman Reuniting
the Roxy was Dick and Hi Berger.
For the first time since Bing and for the Paradise, Hudson and
Crosby sang as an unknown member Jones.
of
Paul
Whiteman's
"Rhythm
Boys", the now-famous crooner will
Dual German Bill at Casino
unite again with the King of Jazz,
appearing as a feature of the Kraft
A dual German bill, "Die Grosse
Music Hall program over the NBC Chance" and "Fraulein Liselott",
network at 10 P.M. on Aug. 15 over opens today at the 86th St. Casino
a coast-to-coast network.
Theater.
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KAY FRANCIS AS LAUGH
STAR

hailed

as coast

debut

in

critics

by preview raves,
cheer her comedy

Warners' The Goose and

the Gander,' with

George

Brent,

Genevieve Tobin, Ralph Forbes."

MUSIC HATH CHARMS
moments from
final

for Dolores Del Rio, as she steals a

few

the set to hear stage-star Everett Marshall rehearse

recording for their co-starring

Warner

feature,

'I

Live for Love.'*

A STOUT

SHIP FOR 'CAPTAIN BLOOD' is subject of conference
Burbank studios as Director Michael Curtiz (below) looks over
plans designed by master ship-builders for reproducing frigate which

at

carried famed buccaneer

crew

in

quest of booty over the seven seas.°

BUSBY BERKELEY DRAFTED
from

directorial

duties

to

stage

two musical numbers for'StarsOver
Broadway' after tests convince
Warner studio officials that James
Melton (above), noted radio
singer,

is

screen find of the year.*

FAREWELL TO THE FLEET waves
Ruby Keeler as she comwork with Dick Powell and
huge cast on Warner Bros.'

lovely
pletes

romance of the U
Academy, 'Shipmates

'~^»fZ

*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A

First

National Picture

fA

Cosmopolitan Production

S.

Naval

Forever', t
Vitagraph,

Inc., Distributors'

THE

'cB&lDAILV

NEWS

SET POOLING DEALS

ON WARNER HOUSES
(Continued from Page 1)

N. Y., is operative immediately and involves Warner's Troy
and American theaters, and the
Fabian-controlled Griswold theater,
was said yesterday by Mort
it
Blumenstock. Pooling deal between
Warners and Fabian theaters in
Albany is still in the preliminary
stages of discussion, Blumenstock
Troy,

Kensington, Pa. It is reported here that Bart Dattola, veteran exhibitor and operator of the
local Paramount, plans to build a
de-luxe house, with actual work to
start early in the spring when his
five-year lease on the Paramount
expires.
The Leibowitz Brothers,
owners of the Paramount building
and former exhibitors, plan a comeback in the theater operation field.

aid.

Educational Releases Set
Release dates on six additional
short subjects in August have been
set by Educational-Fox. This week's
release is "E-Flat Man", with Buster
Keaton, followed Aug. 16 by "Amateur Husband", with Ernest Truex,
and "Hurray for Rhythm", with
Johnny Johnson's Orhcestra and

Aug. 23, "Loose
Joan Abbott;
Money", with Tom Howard and
George Shelton, and "Bird Land",
Terry-Toon; Aug. 30, "Mr. Widget

Makes Good", with Joe Cook.

"Dame

with

Shy",

Buster

West

Tom

and "Radio
Patricola,
Rascals", with the Cabin Kids and

and

—

Fairfield,
Neb. Fred Anderson
has changed the name of the Orpheum to the Joyo, and has taken
it
over from its former operator,

George Werner.

Canton,

—

Keith
O.
of the Palace,

ing.
During
Belis, district

FILM FIRMS WIN POINT
IN ST. LOUIS

stant theaters
Palace.

is

in

ACTION

charge of the
(Continued from Page

1)

A. Dewey of De Moines declined to
Connellsville, Pa.— The old Sois- order a hearing on Aug. 19 on the
son Theater, formerly owned and Department of Justice injunction
operated by Chris Wagner, is sched- suit against the three companies.
uled for reopening this fall after The
temporary
injunction
was
Reports sought
being dark many years.
by the government in a move
have it that John Bixler of the this week preliminary
to the hearScottdale Amusement Co. is negoing of its action set for Sept. 30
tiating or has closed a deal for the
in the U. S. District Court.
local house.
Judge Dewey said he could not
see that the matter complained of
Milwaukee Jack Schumow, film in the suit constituted an emergency,
salesman
for
M-G-M,
suffered
and that he would order the hearbruises in an automobile collision
ing only if specifically directed to
near Weyauwega, Wis., recently.
do so by the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals.
He directed that the deDallas Three product deals have fendants show cause Sept. 4 why
been signed by Edward Oldsmith of the temporary injunction should
Universal's local office.
The first not be issued.
deal is with R. J. O'Connell of the
Interstate Texas Consolidated TheChicago Chat
aters, with 32 situations in Texas.
The second is with Harold Robb
Chicago Sam Katzman has taken
and Edward' Rowley of the Robb- over the Avenue theater, neighborRowley Circuit, with 25 situations hood house.
in Texas, and three in Oklahoma.
R. S. Markstein of the Screeno
The third is with Henry Hall of organization is in New York on
the Hall Circuit and involves 31 business.
towns in Texas.
United Artists exchange reports
the largest summer business in recent years.
Denver Doings
Harry Balaban has taken over

—

—

—

Frederickstown, Pa. Pete Profili
has taken a lease on the FredericksAfter remodeling,
town Theater.
the house will be reopened. He also operates the Grand here and the
American in Vestaburg.

manager

DAY

of the

—

New
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his

Chambers,
is

vacation-

absence

manager

George

for the Con-

Mountain Melodeers, were released

—

"Dame Shy", first of National Advertisers
week.
Educational's new season releases,
Denver Harry Marcus, who man- the Rose theater.
Angel" Tieup
In
opens today at the Roxy. "All for
Bunny Bryan, manager of the
ages the Allied exchange, was in
One", with Sylvia Froos and Warren
Coincident with the general rePantheon theater, left this week for
Hull, plays the RKO metropolitan lease of "The Dark Angel" on Sept. Salt Lake City for a few days.
a vacation among his old haunts in
Frank Barnes is now publicity New England.
circuit starting Aug. 17.
6, a group of tieups with national
manager
for
the Gibraltar Enteradvertisers will break on this Samuel
Rose Pinsky, secretary to Charlie
Foreign Flashes
Kemp, manager of the United ArtGoldwyn production for United prises circuit.
Exhibs seen in Denver recently: ists office, and Harry James, head
London
Garrett Clement Pic- Artists. Among the advertisers are
Motors, Red Cross Shoes, S. L. Hessback, E. K. Menagh, Clar- booker, are vacationing.
tures, Ltd., has been formed by Buick
Joe Hartman, U. A. salesman, is
Robert Garrett and Otto Klement. Coca Cola, Lux Soap, Collins & ence Chidley, Mrs. C. W. Simons,
Harry McDonald.
on an eastern business trip.
Six pictures are planned at a cost Aikman Furnishings, Fisher Bodies,
The Castle theater, State Street
A. J. Hamilton, recent manager
The first will be "A Rand - McNally, Gotham Hosiery,
of $400,000.
house, closes August 11. C. E. Beck,
Woman Alone", with Anna Sten, Kaywoodie Pipes, United Cigar of the Strand at Rawlins, Wyo., for head
of Castle Amusement Co., says
Stores Co., Joseph Love & Co., man- Fox, has taken over the Bide-a-Wee
directed by Fedor Ozep.
Pathe-Natan is reported ufacturers of children's clothes, theater here from Harry Huffman. he can't get suitable pictures.
Paris
Burns Warden, who has been in
The Orpheum at Buena Vista,
to have engaged Grace Moore to Louis Phillippe lipsticks and coscharge of advertising accessories
Colo.,
being
remodeled
Eugene
Pons
is
by
Lily
metics,
the
nationwide
chain
of
while
"Louise",
star in
for the Paramount exchange, has
Cinema Fashion Shops, Edgar Hei- Hawkins after being dark for sevis to be the star of "Allegria".
been appointed salesman for northeral
years.
London Nelson Film, Ltd., has man & Co., manufacturers of Dark
ern Indiana and central Illinois.
Ross Bluck office manager of the
been declared in bankruptcy, with Angel Scarfs, and Lorrillard & Co.,
manufacturers of Old Gold cigar- RKO exchange, is receiving con$500,000 liabilities.
Closes Deals for Florida
gratulations, the occasion being the
Paris M-G-M is erecting a 1,200- ettes.
Frank P. Gatteri, head of the
The exploitation includes maga- arrival of a new baby girl.
seat house, the Normandie. Gaumont
Gatteri
Film Exchange, Tampa,
Franco Film Aubert will soon take zine and newspaper ads, window
Fla., has closed with Movie Sweepover the Madeleine, which has been displays, radio programs, directstakes, Inc., to distribute a series
leased to M-G-M, while a new house mail offerings, dealer broadsides and
Florida Items
of horse race shorts in Florida and
being built for Umansky and actual contact with local stores by
is
Miami Juan Carbonell is plan- expects to close contracts for sevthe advertisers' sales organizations
three others for G.F.F.A.
in cooperation with the exploitation ning to rebuild the Strand theater eral other series before returning
Saturday to Tampa.
depai-tment of United Artists.
in Key West if the Federal Housing
last

—

"Dark

—

—

•

—

—

—

Oklahoma City Items
Oklahoma City

—Robb

& Rowley

is putting Screeno in some
Oklahoma houses and Award Nite
in some Texas spots.

circuit
AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

V.

E.

among
Sybil

Jason

is

in

deep mourning over

the death of her black Scottie

FIRST

NATIONAL.

puppy.^

Hamm

and L. Sneed were

recent

out-of-town

exhibs

visiting here.

Vacationists: Elland Holstein of
the Capitol, Elizabeth Nolen of Republic.
Juanita Black of the Empress has returned.

Administration grants him a loan.
Florida theater, Daytona Beach,
has reopened. After Labor Day the
house will go dark until Christmas,
L.
according to
J.
Cartwright,
Sparks circuit supervisor.
R. H. Ouellette, manager of the
Dixie theater, Brooksville, is reopening the house after improvements.
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Donnan have
reopened the Manavista theater,
Chipley, after reconstruction necessitated by a recent fire.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Keep your eye on candy machines and
scales.

THE

aB&H
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GOOD SELLING SEASON

(Continued from Page

ON 10 GB FEATURES

M.

-u,HL

GULF TERRITORY

IN

RELEASE DATES SET

RIALTO
THE DALY
ALONG PHIL

GB

has set release dates on 10 of
16 pictures planned for the year
ahead, the schedule covering distribution plans up to and including
Nov. 15. Following is the tentative

1)

opened and the pace has not slackened. Exhibitors acknowledge business has been good and are even
said to be willing to meet reasonably higher prices. The one exception to this Utopian picture is New
Orleans.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh William Pritchard is
shaping plans for a new house in
Weston, W. Va. He purchased RCA
equipment.
John G. Rainey, Verona and Natrona exhibitor, has taken over the
interest of William Liebler in the
Keystone theater, Natrona. Liebler
is now with the GB office in Washington.

H. Rosen, formerly with the Modnow connected with
theater,
el
Harry Handel.
Bernard Haberfeld of Beaver
Falls moved to Columbus, Miss.,
where he opened the Varsity thea-

its

• AN INTERESTING development in the Internawith the recent American
Motion Picture Scene
premiere of the new Italian screen operetta, "L'Eredita Dello
brought to the Westminster
Zio" ("The Rich Uncle")
which marked the inaugutheater on West 49th Street
ration of presentation in this country of a series of Italian films
by Metropolis Pictures Corp.
•

•

tional

Fred

Herrington goes on vaca-

J.

Art Doyle now connected with
Fox here on the selling end.

"Lucky Legs" Near Finish
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood First National's "The
Case of the Lucky Legs," in which
Warren William and Genevieve Tobin have the leading roles, will complete camera work next Thursday,
West Coast Bureau

—

there are no schedule interrupThis is the third Perry Mason murder mystery by Erie Stanley Gardner to reach the screen.
Warren William is Perry Mason for
the third time. Other principals in
the cast are Patricia Ellis, Lyle
Talbot, Allen Jenkins, Anita Kerry,
Porter Hall, Olin Howland, Craig
Reynolds, Peggy Shannon and June
Brown Holmes wrote the
Travis.
screen play, which is being directed
if

DATE BOOK
Ass'n

convention.

12:

Pittsburgh

Aug.

nament,
Aug.

Jacksonville

Club

Variety

Clair Country Club,

St.

Des

12-13:

Tournament,

Variety

Moines

Hyperian

Owners

Theater

Southeastern

11-13.

Aug.

Beach,
golf

Pittsburgh.

Club

Des

Club,

Fla.

tour-

THE SELECTION

of this picture to lead off the
for it
new invasion of foreign product was significant.
stars the celebrated Italian comedian, Angelo Musco ........
whose technique is simply that of naturalistic acting, combined
it was
with a marvelous mastery of unlimited Gestures
with pantomime that Charlie Chaplin established himself before
the era of sound as the supreme comic of the screen
by gesAngelo Musco also is a Master of Pantomime
he makes you
creates images
tures he speaks.
in Gestures
see the invisible

•

•

•

only
• • • ANY SCREEN actor can speak words
an artist can convey the meaning of words in gestures
it has truly been said that gestures can neither be learned nor
and this genius
taught
they must be born in you
of gesture Angelo Musco possesses to a superlative degree

so to all native-born Italians, to those of American
and to the thousands interested in the language and art
the presentation on the screen of thus celebrated
of Italy
comedian
and other worthwhile pictures to follow from
is an event of no mean importance
the studios of Rome
that should eventually mark its impress upon Hollywood alive to New Ideas and Trends
birth,

Cleveland.

Annual picnic of Allied M. P. T. 0.
Western Pennsylvania, Doc Herman's

farm,

&

Pittsburgh.

Annual convention of

Aug. 18:

M.

A. T. S. E.
0. of the State of Ohio, Deshler

P.

Wallick

Hotel,

21-23:

Aug.

Allied

and Allied
convention
meeting, Atlantic City.
Sept.

3-8:
tic

Oct

I.

Columbus.
Theaters

of

New

eastern

Showmen's Variety

• •
week

•
in,

WE KNOCK

out kolyums from day to day
ha
mostly
here
but be that as it may
the merry drool as the weeks pile into

week out

WEAK

we're ahead of you
we are still dashing off
we
oh, well
years
so what ? you ask
just got a letter from Sigmund Gottlober, Director of Foreign
Press Publicity Service ....... inclosing a copy of a column
Sig says he still finds
we wrote exactly two years ago
he talks six lanforeign languages the Spice of Life
with such
guages fluently, and can get by in 20 more
odd numbers as Bohemian, Ukrainian, Bulgarian, Serbian
so he sends this old column in which he mentioned that he was
handling publicity on 71 foreign language newspapers published
we had forgotten he wrote
in and around New York
we're sending the old column
so, Sig
the stuff
please send it to us every two years
back to you
hell, you've given us enough dope to fill a quarter column
ask any
huh
and ain't that somethin' ?
columnist
.

21-24:

Nov.

"Morals

15,

of

Marcus."

Pacific

Northwest Notes

—"Love

Seattle
staying a

third

Me

Forever"

week

at

the

is

Lib-

erty.

The Grand, Salem, Ore., is to be
enlarged and seating capacity increased to 800. O. E. Schmidt and
Loring Schmidt are the owners.
Motion Picture Service Co. has
been incorporated at Spokane, to
deal in motion picture films.
Incorporators are Edwin F. Bailey,
M. E. Smith and F. Starkey.
Oscar Nyberg, manager of the
State, Spokane, says "Call of the
Wild" broke house records for
length of run, as well as receipts
and total attendance.
A new $30,000 picture theater for
F. C. Weskil and son, Lavance Weskil, theater owners of Colfax and
Sandpoint, will be built at Colfax,

manager

Appleby,

of

Portland's
Music Box, has announced a new dual bill policy with
three changes a week.
Following two weeks at Seattle's
Orpheum, "Call of the Wild" was

moved

to

Hamrick's Blue Mouse.

Boleslawski's Book in Japanese
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

—Richard

Boleslawski's
of a Lancer," has just
come off the press in Japanese, the
director has been informed by his
publishers. This makes the sixth
foreign language in which the volume has been printed in the last
three years.

"Way

book,

«

New

Jersey
regional

•

•

•

MORE FROM

Incorporations »

dear ole Lunnon where the fog-dew

lingers
Joe Rock has put his signature to a contract
F. Herrickto make three pix this year for A. B. F. D.
Herrick has sewed himself up with British International to
write, direct, camera or do any other odd jobs around the place
Dave Bader is taking a
versatile lad, F.
small cottage in the English Lake district for his fortnight's
holiday to finish his novel, "The Peace Pirates," which Harrup
Radie Harris' American
the publishers will bring out

value.

she had Fairbanks
broadcast here was a big success
Junior, Jean Parker, Noah Beery and 12 other big names on

York

H

the air
Jubilee,

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

NEW YORK
H.

Pictures

M.

capital,

aters;

<€

<€

»

» »

Corp.,

shares

The-

Manhattan.
of

stock

par

no

Ben Hecht, Charles MacArthur and Hilda Goldman, New York City
OpLindsay Productions, Inc., Manhattan.
capital,
100 shares no
theaters;
eration of
Shareholders:
par value.
heimer, Hilda and Dorothy

Howard
S.

E.

Lindsay,

Rein-

New

City.

PENNSYLVANIA
operate

4t

100

Shareholders:

Demurchel

Atlan-

City.

man Park

Matthews pro-

Jessie

first

1,

Wash.
George

Golf

Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,

of

15,

Moines.

Aug. 14:

Aug. 18:

Aug.
"The

duction;

tions.

by Archie Mayo.

20,

Nov.

ter.

tion next week.

"The 39 Steps"; Aug.
Clairvoyant"; Sept. 1,
"Alias Bulldog Drummond"; Sept.
15, second George Arliss picture;
Sept. 30, "Passing of the Third
Floor
Back" and "Camels are
Coming"; Oct. 10, "Born for Glory";
Oct. 20, "The Transatlantic Tunnel";
list:

Amusement

theaters.

Co., Parkersburg,
Incorporators,
Joseph

Charles
Murphy, Philadelphia'
Nathan Michel, Parkersburg.

Demarest

to

A.

and

DAILY

»

»

EXPLOITETTES

»

amusing

KO

Radio's "Top Hat" accessories are the most complete and varied ever issued by
that company for a single atThey are featured
traction.
by display material designed to
cash in on the tremendous personal appeal of Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers, the "Top
Hat" stars. Action cut-out star
standees are six feet high and
The playbrilliantly colored.
ers are highlighted in a second
giant unit, a lobby standee
showing both in a dancing pose,
also six feet tall. The company
is

its

« »

«

ply of pencil stubs and a ballot
box.
Folks will find many

Varied Accessories
Prepared on "Top Hat"
"D

«

also marketing another of
exclusive display one-sheets,

this one featuring Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers in twelve
dancing poses of "The Picco-

combinations, and
sure to arouse a
comment about town.
title

the contest
of

lot

is

For example: what title would
you give a picture of Joan
Crawford walking along the
boulevard with a Pekinese pup
on a leash?
"Beauty and the
Beast" or "A Lady and Her Escort."
More than ever before,
people
contest

over the nation are
The national
magazines and the radio are offering all sorts of dull and uninteresting contests to increase
the sales of everything from
cheap soap to junk motor oil.
Cash in on the fad by offering
your patrons a contest that is
amusing and brain teasingYou'll win.
all

crazy.

—M. & P.

lino", Irving Berlin's dance hit
The easilypicture.

Theaters, Boston.

from the

performed ballroom version is
The lobby-hanger
illustrated.
for "Top Hat" is a novelty
three-piece unit, die-cut, with
top hats dominating the illusThere are two
trative note.
styles of panel and door streamers, die-cut and in four colors.
The forty by sixties are also
in two styles. A new accessory
for the department is introduced in a window standee for
display in the lobby or stores,
three feet high and in six colThe tire cover is in eight
ors.

The "Top Hat" mar-

colors.

quee streamer comes in seven
lithoand
die-cut,
pieces
graphed in four colors. In ad-

—

as-

a colorful
sortment of paper, lobbies, 14x
17's tabloids, heralds, burgees
and window cards. Novel and
practical accessories for rental
by the American Display Corporation round out the lineup,

there

dition,

is

Beauty Tie-Up

On "No More Ladies"
JOAN CRAWFORD in

"No

J More
Ladies,"
admirably
lends herself to all kinds of

beauty tie-ups. Manager Ellis
H. Brodies, Paramount theater,
Haverhill, took advantage of
this fact by tieing in with a
Max Factor expert who was located in the beauty section of a
local department store. Through
this tie-up Manager Brodie secured, at no cost, a plug for the
picture in the form of a photo
of Joan Crawford with a few
explanatory lines stating that
the picture would play the Par-

amount in a few days. The phowas planted in newspaper
of

who have

tied in with the
tie-up
calls for car cards, disfor 250,000 store win-

The Lucky Strike

film.

alone
plays

dows and counters, as well as
radio giveaways illustrating the
"Piccolino".

—RKO

Radio Pictures.

Your Lobby
For Contests

VOUR

lobby

more

can

be

made

interesting to your
you keep some novel
stunts
going all the time,
changing every month. A "Title
This Picture" contest has many
variations and can be used successfully to plug any picture.
Take a set of stills on a given
picture and mount them on a
panel with contest copy in
streamer across the top. Ballots for entries should be on a
table near the panel, with a sup-

patrons

if

street ballyhoo,
tie-ups
and radio

effective

several
plugs, were among the highlights of the exploitation cam-

paign arranged by Manager Ed
Melniker, of Loew's Grand Theater in Atlanta, for the opening
of
"Sanders of the River",
Alexander
Korda production
starring Paul Robeson and Leslie Banks and released through
United Artists.
For a street
ballyhoo, Melniker got out a
huge reproduction of the book
mounted on a truck. Two husky
colored men, dressed in native
costumes, were seated on the
truck and beat war-drums along
the principal streets of the city.
Later, through a tie-up with
the "Journal" newsboys, a street
parade was arranged with the
boys carrying banners to the
theater.
All local street cars

Hollywood

motion

pic-

ranging

The

the

theater-going

public

to sixty pictures annually.

its

program.

It

An

can go

into action on a new idea more
speedily.
Stars are not always

when good

screen ma"The Count
of Monte Cristo" and "Let 'Em
Have It" are two striking examples of popular screen ve-

necessary

terial is available.

hicles that served to create new
personalities.
As the result of
his characterization in "Monte
Cristo," Robert Donat, hitherto
little known to the screen public,
leaped to instant acclaim.

The same reception is being
accorded to Bruce Cabot, who
was given his first great opportunity in "Let 'Em Have It."
Those two pictures simply prove
that individual production can
successful
without name
be
In other words we are
stars.
able so to design the production that the story itself becomes the star. It is a condition which at first glance may
appear to be a handicap. But

—Harry M. Goetz.
AN

'T'HE

individual producing unit has
broader scope and greater flexibility in arranging or re-ar-

of

cannot possibly be appeased by
a formularized picture diet. The
one and only objective on our
horizon is a majority appeal.
In short, the problem is to strike
a healthy batting average. This
can be achieved by individual
producers more readily than by
large companies making fifty

eye on public tastes.

Street Ballyhoo Helps
"Sanders" in Atlanta

« « «

tures have too much the
characteristics of stage productions. They do not take the fullest advantage of the cinematic
possibilities of their subjects.
They contain too much dialogue
and seem too much like photographed stage plays. I depreciate their tendency to deal
with subjects of an ephemeral
and seasonal nature.
I think
they call these cycles.
The
film is a serious medium and it
seems a shame that time should
be spent on fleeting themes.

Haverhill, Mass.

augmented by
units from a dozen manufacturers

'T'HE vast and varying tastes

an opportunity to select and
gauge story material with an

will be

which

1935

Russian Film Chief
Sizes Up U. S. Product

Majortiy Appeal
Is Producer Aim

department

the

store.

—Paramount,

TIMELY TOPICS

actually it is an advantage to
the producer, if for no other
reason than that it gives him

to

advertising

» »

Friday, Aug. 9,

carried special dash-board signs.
1,000 book-marks
were distributed at the Carnegie
Library and all local circulating
libraries.
A tie-up with Postal
Telegraph accounted for the distribution of 2,500 inserts in all
outgoing wires. A four-day tieup with the "Constitution" on
their classified page kept the
picture's title and playdate well

More than

represented in its columns. A
25-minute broadcast was arranged over station WGST and
daily announcements on the picture's premiere were broadcast
All local
over station WJTL.
commentators plugged the opening. Ushers at the theater were
dressed in explorer uniforms
and each carried a special
breast ribbon announcing the
opening of "Sanders of the
River."

—Loew's Grand, Atlanta.

American film producers
are not producing films which
represent the life of America.
They are not presenting the serious problems facing the people
They have a
of this country.
tendency to go back into the
classics or to ancient subjects.
They should pay more attention
They
to projecting America.
make films too quickly in Hollywood. Making a serious motion picture is a big intellectual
and technical collective project
for a great many artists. The
speed of Hollywood is not conducive to the best artistic endeavor. Why, I heard the other
day of a composer who was
asked to supply incidental muThat is imsic in three days.
The
possible for good work.
artistic quality of a film should
not be sacrificed to a production schedule.

—Boris

Z. Shunviatsky,

Head

of the Soviet

Motion Picture Industry.
*

Director's

*

*

Trademark

Imprinted on Films
as virtually every household article has the name of
its maker upon it, so do motion
pictures bear their director's
trademarks. More subtle and
indirect as are the latter, they
remain, nevertheless, keen expressions of a megaphonist's inWhile a director's
dividuality.
tools of self-expression are not
as obvious as those of an actor's,
they offer just as wide an opportunity for self-expression.

JUST

The most common manner in
which individuality may be
demonstrated is in tempo of
scenes; camera angles, lighting
technique, development of situations, and the editing or cutting
of a film.

—Richard Boleslawski.

Directs

New

Sullavan Film

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— E. H. Griffith will direct Margaret Sullavan and FranLederer in "Next Time
cis
Production on this Ursula
Love".
Parrott story will start on Aug. 15

We

at Universal.
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A LITTLE

from "LOTS"

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

J3y RALPH WILK.
HOLLYWOOD Charles

By CHARLES ALICOATE
Work has been

Waldron, whose interpre- from EASTER STUDIOS
OLANS for the production of "Cap- tation two seasons ago on Broadway A L CHRISTIE completed work
tain January" as a Shirley Tem- of the father role opposite Kathyesterday on "Mr. Widget Makes
"The Barretts of
ple starring picture for 20th Cen- arine Cornell in
Good", two-reel comedy featuring
him
wide
won
for
Street"
Wimpole
dropped
and
been
tury-Fox have
Joe Cook. Ann Thomas, Eve LaurDarryl F. Zanuck now is making critical and popular acclaim, is bepreparations for the filming of ing tested for an important role in ence and Charles Olcott supported
"The Littlest Rebel" as the child "The Fighter", the Warner film in Cook in the short, which was made
at the Astoria studios for Educawhich Paul Muni is starred.
star's next picture.
tional-Fox release.
George Weber
r
t
T
T
r
Harvey Parry, Chic Collins, Bert was in charge of the cameras, while
"To Beat the Band" is the final Bracken and J. P. McGowan have Joe Kane handled the sound.
title of the RKO Radio musical pic- been added to the cast of "This Is
•
ture now in production under the The Life", a dramatic comedy set
With Joe Louis knocking out
direction of Ben Stoloff, with Roger against
a vaudeville background Levinsky in the first round, Burgi
Pryor, Helen Broderick and Hugh and featuring Jane Withers, the
Contner, John demons and Dave
Herbert in the featured leads. The new 20th Century-Fox child star.
Scott had very little to do after
film was temporarily called "If You
T
T
making the trip to the windy city
Were Mine". "The California Colphotoformer
Burke,
Kathleen
legians" stage and dance band, have grapher's model and beauty contest to shoot the fight pictures for Emjust been signed to appear in it. winner, is the latest addition to the pire Films. Complete equipment was
Also in the cast of the new musical cast of "Beauty's Daughter", 20th rented by the Motion Picture Camera
are Sonny Lamont, Ronald Graham, Century-Fox production featuring Supply Co.
Blore
and Claire Trevor.
Eric
Fred Keating,
Johnny Mercer.
pleted for RKO Radio under the div
v
Wallace Smith, author of "The rection of Charles Vidor.
It is a
"Captain
Blood" Captain Hates the Sea" and who screen adaptation of Patrick KearShooting
on
scheduled to enter production at the adapted it for Columbia, has been ney's Broadway hit, "Old Man MurWarner studios last Monday, was placed under contract by that com- phy". Barton is supported by Maudelayed until yesterday due to a pany, together with Joe Krumgold, reen
Delany,
William Harrigan,
severe cold which has been contract- author of "Thanks to Murder". Mr. Margaret Callahan and Marjorie
ed by Errol Flynn, who is portray- Smith has been assigned to do a Gateson.
ing the title role. He is co-starred
Colin
Olivia de Havilland.
Kenny, well-known British actor,
has been assigned the part of Lord

with

Dyke

in

"Captain Blood".

screen play for

v

Ann

Sothern.

"His Family Tree" is the title of
the new James Barton picture which
the character actor has just com-

completed at the
studios in Hudson Heights,
N. J., on a one-reel amateur hour
short with N.T.G. in the m.c. role.
Frank Zucker did the camera work
on the short, which will be released
Ideal

by Columbia.
•
Exterior shots for the fifth of the
series of shorts featuring the "Voice
of Experience" have been completed
by Ben Blake, with studio work
scheduled to get under way next
week.

John Auer is scheduled to put
the second and third of the Major
Bowes amateur hour shorts into
work on Wednesday at the Biograph
studios.

Brigade", one of the company's specials for the coming season.
T

T

Warner Bros, has signed Marie
Wilson,

18-year-old

blonde

"Little

Theater" Graduate, to a long-term
contract.
Miss Wilson was spotted
Rowland Lee has been assigned by a company scout during her apby Warner Bros, to write the screen pearance in a play at the Beverly
play for "The Charge of the Light Hills Community Playhouse.
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Soviet Film Output to Exceed Hollywood Next Year

MAYlT DROPPED BYXT. &

TELEVISlWPLANS
Para, to

Spend $110,000

Elaborate Campaign Is
Mapped for DeMille
Production
Paramount will spend $110,000 on
the advertising campaign for "The
Crusades," Cecil B. DeMille production which will have a two-a-day
opening at the Astor on Aug. 21, it
It is understood that $60,is said.
000 will be spent on newspaper advertising, that 1,000 billboards will
be used from New York to Wilkes
Barre, Pa., and that a sign costing
$15,000 with letters 16 feet high
will go up in front of the Astor. De
Mille is said to have spent $1,400,000
in making "The Crusades."

REPUBLIC STARTING

No Settlement
No settlement

of

the

'FAUNTLEROY'

on Advertising "Crusades

IS

ON SELZNIGK-U.

a

FIRST

A.

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood First production to be
made by David O. Selznick for United Artists will be Frances Hodgson
Burnett's "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
starring Freddie Bartholomew, borrowed from M-G-M in return for the
loan of George Cukor, director, now
under contract to Selznick. "Faunt-

—

leroy" will be

made

CUMMINGSSAYSCOLOR

LIST

on an elaborate

BEST FOR SHORTS

IS

generally a disadvantage
it has the effect of
distracting audience interest away
from the story, said Irving Cum-

Color

is

in features as

mings, Fox director, in

In scenic and
shorts, however, he believes

OWN CONTRACT
West Coast Bureau

—

of

LIST

THE FILM DAILY

To meet the difficulcreated by scarcity of name
players and other talent, Republic
Pictures has decided to build up its
own list of players, writers and diHollywood

ties

Promising young talent
long-term contracts
and given thorough training. First
players to be signed are Barbara
rectors.

will be signed to

(Continued

on

Famous Players

Page

3)

envisions a trend away
sophisticated story material

Cummings

(Continued

Theater in Toronto
Toronto— A new theater is being
constructed in the Eglington district
of Toronto for operation by the
Famous Players Canadian Corp. It
is expected to have the house ready
for opening in December.

With
features

mount

is

Plans 3

War is Resumed
By Lincoln Theaters

Lincoln,

Neb.

—Year-old

war

be-

tween L. L. Dent and J. H. Cooper
forces
has been resumed, with
Cooper's Orpheum, dual biller which
formerly had a 25-cent top meeting
the 15-cent matinee and 20-cent evening price at Dent's newly opened
Next
Varsity, also a dual house.
step is expected to be the booking

on

Page

Robert Edmond Jones, stage de-

who

acted as color designer

Cucaracha" and "Becky
Sharp", has been signed as color
director for Pioneer Pictures by
John Hay Whitney, president. Jones
will go to Hollywood early in September to begin preparatory work
on the first of the two Pioneer
of stage talent. Orpheum is already Technicolor features to be produced
for RKO release next season.
signed with the Cushman circuit.
on

"La

in

Spain

production
of
three Spanish
in
Spain contemplated, Paraexpected to increase its for-

eign picture output to a total of 11
features.
Eight are being produced in
Paris for new season distribution.
In

event the Spain production move is
adopted, tbe pictures will be made by
local producer.
a

600 Fix Next Year, 900 in '37
Planned by Russian Studios
Promotions and Additions
For U. A. Publicity Dept.

Moscow

—Output

of

the

and about

the same number of shorts
Heading a group of new promo-

this year,

600 next year
and 900 in 1937, according to Soviet
film officials.
This means that in
the past year engaged on special
1936 the Russian studios, which now
assignments, has been added to
permanent writing staff of number 19, will be turning out more
the
department under features than Hollywood, although
the
publicity
Myer P. Beck the bigger part of the Russian prodMorris
Helprin.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

will be increased to

(Continued

on

(Continued

on

Page

3)

LOEWS TAKES OVER

Page

3)

Loew's, Inc., has acquired the
Apollo and Hollywood Theaters from
the M. & S. circuit and is now operating the houses, it was said yesterday by Charles C. Moskowitz. The
theaters had been under long lease
to
RKO, which relinquished its
leases.

Higher Type Pictures
Helped Lick Blue
West Coast Bureau of

—

Law

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Higher type of pictures turned out by Hollywood has
been a big factor in creating the
public opinion that brought about
defeat
of
Pennsylvania's
laws
against Sunday amusements,

it

was

stated by Justice John W. Kephart
Soviet of the state's supreme court while

studios, set at 300 features

tions in the United Artists publicLouis Berg, for
ity department,

Philadelphia for television experimentation, it was stated yesterday
to The Film Daily by a high official of A. T. & T.
A decision will be reached in a few

2 EAST SIDE HOUSES

Pioneer Signs Jones
As Director of Color
signer

Because of the restrictions imposed by the Federal Communications
Commission, the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. is undecided whether it will lay down a
coaxial cable between New York and

3)

Building

New

Para.

Price

other
en-

it

hances the production.

from

of Coaxial Cable Due
to Restrictions

New York

yesterday.

scale.

//

Undecided on Construction

Union Situation

in

between the RKO and Loew circuits and Local
The proposed reductions in scale go into effect
walkout of movie operators threatened as a result.

difficulties
last night.

306 had been reached
on the RKO circuit today, with

T.

(Continued

on

Page

3)

Center After Chaplin Film
United Artists' Charles
ture, "Modern Times", is
for
the Center Theater

Chaplin picbeing sought
under a 10week guarantee it is understood. The
Center proposal is for the picture to
open in November. There is some likelihood that it will go into the Astor
at

advanced

prices.
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Promotions and Additions Missouri Theater Claim
Is Allowed for $270,000
For U. A. Publicity Dept.
(.Continued from
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arbitration proceedings in New York
Robert Montgomery on Air
Robert Montgomery will be fea- will not be suspended during the abtured on the WABC "Radio Theater sence of Attorney Louis Nizer, execof the Air" program Monday eve- utive secretary of the Film Board of
ning when he will do a scene with Trade, who is now en route to Eu-
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Inc

ctfs.

England,

Holland.
The Reisman itinerary
may take in other countries also.
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Federal Judge Coxe yesterday approved allowance of the $443,832
claim of the Missouri Theater Building Corp. for $270,000 in the Paramount reorganization proceedings
on condition that the appeal to the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals from
the order confirming the foreclosure
sale against the St. Louis Properties
Corp., which originally owned the
claim, is not reversed. The claim is
based on rent owing on the Missouri
Theater, St. Louis, and three years'
future rent under the lease held by
Paramount. In the event the foreclosure is not confirmed, objections
filed against the claim by Paramount
will be heard.

Four cases are scheduled for
hearing Tuesday, as follows: Fox
vs. Gem. Frenchtown; Fox vs. Photoplay, New York; Fox vs. Eagle, New
Leasing Third-Dimension Lens
Leasing of the so-called "eye York; RKO vs. Alben, Brooklyn.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Seat

to

1)

exploitadepartment
from
the
tion department, where he was engaged on special campaigns, and
will act as contact man with newspapers and syndicates. Burt Champion has been promoted into the
Morradio publicity department.
ton Freedgood moves into a publicity writing job after a year as

Irene Purcell
Possession."

FINANCIAL
Am.

over
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United Artists vs. the Palace, Jersey City, is on Thursday's calendar.

DeWaal Gets RKO Foreign Post
Jack De Waal, formerly treasrepresentative of RKO
covering five large midwestern cities, has been transferred to a foreign post in the export department
and will sail for Europe on the
urer's

field

Coming and Going
GRAINGER

R.

J.

Monday
Great

from
States

new

versal^

returns to New York on
Chicago where he signed the
and Essaness circuits for Uni-

lineup.

ALBERT DEANE
on

CARL
nesday

DIXON
en

Boardwalk Hotel
Sea Water Swimming Pool
Turkish Baths. Marine Sun Deck
American-European Plan
Beautifully Furnished Housekeeping Apartments
Cocktail

Lounge

Bar-Grill

Write for Descriptive Booklet
and Rates

New

from

York

Wed-

SANFORD CUMMINGS
York

from

M.

stock.

O'TOOLE

J.

York

has returned to New
Me., where he worked

Skowhegan,

summer

in

Scranton

of

was

New

in

yesterday.

PHIL REISMAN sails today on the lie de
France for
Europe.
CHARLES LAUGHTON
and MARGOT GRAHAME are on the same
passenger list.

CUMMINGS

IRVING
morrow on

return

his

leaves New York
to Hollywood.

to-

ARTHUR HORNBLOW
within

is
due in New York
few days from the Coast.

a

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK and LOU ANGER
scheduled

New
a

to

Hollywood

leave

are
for

tomorrow

York.

CLARENCE BROWN. M-G-M director,
New York trip by plane to look over a

player

for

"Ah,

on

is

stage

Wilderness".

MARY BOLAND has arrived at the Hotel
Savoy-Plaza from Hollywood.
She is in New
York to appear in the stage musical, "Jubilee".
ROBERT HUREL
this

month from

FRANCES
middle of
Hollywood,

returns

New

to

York

late

Paris.

STELOFF

New

leaves

next week for
bringing along

San

York the
Francisco and
and paint-

scripts

ings.

FRED
leaves

and

BRISSON,
the

coast

of

brother

Wednesday

Brisson,

Carl
for

New

York

London.

MRS. SEWELL HAGGARD, head of the book
and script department in the William Morris

Office,
leaves Monday for the coast.
Gable-MacDonald Teamed
Berengaria Aug. 16.
DeWaal will
of THE FILM DAILY
GLADYS COOPER and PHILIP MERIVALE,
Hollywood
Clark Gable and work directly under E. D. Leishman, British players, arrive in New York tomorJeanette MacDonald will be co- chairman of the board of Radio row on the Statendam for stage engagements.
LUPE VELEZ arrived in New York yesterday
starred for the first time in M-G-M's Pictures
International,
Ltd.,
and
sails today
on
"San Francisco," an original story will have as his special duty the from the coast by plane and Aires.
the Eastern Prince for Buenos
Anita Loos business organization of all the
by Robert Hopkins.
MR. and MRS. HENRY J. TOPPING, JR.
adapted it for the screen. Bernard company's branches on the conti(Jane Shadduck) sail today on the Monarch
Hyman and John Emerson will be nent.
of Bermuda for Bermuda.
Emmett Cashman, at present ofco-producers, and an early start on
PEGGY WOOD, stage and screen star whose
fice manager of RKO's Washington
the picture is anticipated.
in
RKO Radio's
be
next
appearance will
exchange, will fill the vacancy "Jalna", left for California yesterday to apof ShakesRKO Buys Theater Guild Play caused by DeWaal's transfer, though pear in an openof airthe production
Shrew" at Berkeley.
"Green Grow the Lilacs," New he will not cover precisely the same peare's "Taming
JACK DEWAAL, assigned to a post in the
York Theater Guild play by Lynn territory.
RKO export department, sails Aug. 16 on the
Riggs, has been purchased by RKO
Berengaria
for Europe.
Westbound on Script Deals
Radio Pictures as a starring vehicle
GARY COOPER, Paramount star, accomMrs. Sewell Haggard, head of the panied by MRS. COOPER, have arrived in New
Cliff Reid will
for Richard Dix.
They will
William Morris Agency's book and York by plane from Hollywood.
supervise the production.

West Coast Bureau

—

for FitzPatrick Pictures,
including collaboration on a screenplay and the writing of dialogue for
the David Livingstone feature, is of
Rogers is
an "ex-officio" nature.
regularly employed as publicity director for the Grace Lines.
activity

Atlantic City's Finest

today

Paris.

script department, leaves Monday remain about ten days.
RAY KIRKWOOD, coast
for Hollywood to confer with studio
Cameron Rogers Ex-Officio
Cameron Rogers says his writing executives on the picture for James New York yesterday.

isPRESMjST

York

cruise.

sails

route to

New

from

sails

Halifax-Bermuda

a

Rosenblatt in Garment Post
Sol A. Rosenblatt, former comand
pliance director for the
now back in law practice, has become the impartial chairman of the
coat and suit industry.

NRA

in

Braddock, heavyweight champ.
She also will negotiate on behalf
other authors, including T. S.
Stribling, Nunnally Johnson, Robert Nathan, John O'Hara, Roland

of

the standard:
Reference Book

English Hartley and Milton MacKaye, and consult with James M.
Cain regarding his new play scheduled for fall production by the The-

of the

MOTION PICTURE

\

INDUSTRY

ater Guild.

Fred Brisson Sailing on Deals
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

—Fred

Carl Brisson,
leaves Wednesday

THE FILM DAILY
Given

Brisson, brother

Paramount

for New York
He will negotiate for
story material for his brother ana
will also handle some film deals of
his own.
While in London he will
represent Mitchell Camera Co. of

Hollywood.

Free

with

i

Year's Subscription to

star,

Monroe Salisbury Dead
Monroe and London.
San Bernardino, Cal.

—

arrived

J.

of

Salisbury, 59, early film actor, died
this week as a result of injuries
received in a fall Monday night. He
had been a patient in the Paton
State Hospital.
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Best for Shorts
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1)

and distinctly towards the classics
and stories which are down-to-earth
Sophisticaand close-to-the-heart.
tion, in his opinion, has hurt entertainment values of many pictures.

Cummings

believes that a director
or
should not
three pictures a year, thus having
an opportunity to revitalize himself
mentally and physically between
productions.
Trick lighting of a set can add effectiveness to a scene, Cummings declared, and incidentally do away
with the necessity of building big
and expensive sets in various instances.

make more than two

"Top Hat" Score on Radio
Irving
score for

Berlin,

who

"Top Hat",

wrote

the
Radio's
which will be

RKO

Astaire-Rogers film
September, and Frank
seen
in
Tours, noted orchestra conductor,
will be heard on the air tomorrow
evening over WABC and the CBS
network.
Tours will play the entire "Top Hat" score, while Berlin

program from Hollywood and sing one of the numbers.

will join the

weeks,
formed.

The

• • • THIS IS Sidney Lust's Column
the well
known theater man at Washington, D. C. for the past 25 years
Sid was guest columnist for Andrew R. Kelly of the
Washington "Times" for one column while Andy was on vacashe
and he wrote a pip column mentioning slews of the Washington boys who have been in show biz during the past quarter
century
here are extracts from his memoirs

T

T
•

•

•

IT

as a carbon salesman that Mister Lust
hit Washington 25 years ago
the first gent he met was
Harry Crandall
Harry was running the Joy Theater
Sid met Jo Morgan, who was Crandall's right-hand man
also George Crouch, now head of the local Warner booking
dep't

T
•

•

•

SOON AFTER

Sid opened a film exchange in
partnership with Harry, Warner
during the War Sid was
appointed head of the motion picture vocational dep't of Fort
Henry
and Walter Reed and Harry Warner's brother, the
late Sam Warner, worked for him as instructors in the use of
his bookkeepers then were Mrs. Estes,
projection machines
now auditor at the Warner exchange in Washington
J. B.
Fitzgerald, now secretary to the film board of trade
and
Phil Bobys, Metro salesman

T

AND THEN

.

HERE & THERE
Pa.— The

old

Sois-

—

Sisterville, W. Va.
Lewis Hepinger is reopening his Orpheum theater here on Monday after remodel-

ing.

Toronto

—

Premier Hepburn of

Ontario announces that he and his
cabinet are considering a revision
of the province's amusement tax.
This tax was raised in June so
sharply it has cut heavily into the
attendance at theaters in Ontario
and the film industry here has
strongly protested and urged a reduction.

T

Sid recalls later how the gang would
•
gather after the shows at a place on Ninth Street
such
lads as Jo Morgan, Maurice Davis, George Crouch, Johnny
Payette and Harry Crandall.
.Johnny Payette was then
manager of the Rhode Island Theater
Bob Smeltzer, now a
division manager of Warners, came to Washington to manage
the old World Film Exchange
those were the days when E.
Lawrence Phillips ran the Stanton theater and also announced
at the ball park in the afternoons
Rudolph Berger, now
Metro local exchange manager, was with the George Kleine
exchange
Frank Storty, operator at the Palace, was at
the old Plaza ... Harry Hunter, manager of the Paramount exchange, has never changed his job
he is one of the pioneers in Washington show biz

•

•

Law

Connellsville,

T

WAS

Farewell Party to Carl Dixon
Paramount executives tendered a
farewell party to Carl Dixon, for
years in the company's theater acHigher Type Pictures
counting department, last night at
the Hotel Lincoln, preliminary to
Helped Lick Blue
(Continued from Page 1)
his sailing Wednesday on the Manhattan to become general assistant on a visit here this week. Justice
to T. X. Jones, European accoun- Kephart, who will soon succeed to
tant for Paramount International the post of chief of the Pennsylvania
Corp., headquartering at Paris.
Supreme Court, said pictures like
"David
Copperfield,"
"Count of
Monte Cristo," "Midsummer Night's
Dream," "Last of the Mohicans" will
do much to sway public opinion in
favor of the screen.
son theater, formerly operated by
Chris Wagner, will be reopened next
month by John Bixler of Scottdale
Amusement Co. House, closed for
several years, has been remodeled.

MAY DROP

T.

(Continued from Page 1)

is

Cummings Says Color

&

TELEVISION PLANS

1)

intended solely for the approximately 40,000 native theaters.
Increased construction of studios and
training of artists and technicians
also is planned.
uct

&&**

Jacksonville Jottings

—

Jacksonville, Fla.
William L.
Whitehead, public relations director
for Sparks Theaters in Florida, and
a resident of Jacksonville for 25
years, died this week.

E. J. Sparks and Mrs. Sparks
leave today for New York, where
they will embark for a South American cruise.
Dick Ludwig, manager of the
Empress Theater, is recuperating
from an emergency operation for
appendicitis.

St.

Morris Engel Dead
Louis Morris Engel, pioneer

—

motion picture exploiteer and advertising man, for years connected
with Universal, died at his home
here this week; He was 52.

.

St.

Louis Squibs

—

The Film Daily was
specific

in-

which

restriction to

A. T. & T. is understood to be opposed is that "parties interested in
the transmission of television images
shall have access to and use of the
cable for their own experiments."
This ruling was made by the Commission to safeguard against development of a television monopoly
by the A. T. & T.
The American Society for the Protection of the Motion Picture Theater led the fight

the Commission's
coaxial cable.

which resulted in
rulings on the

Republic Starting
Own Contract List
(Continued from Page

1)

Pepper, former Goldwyn girl who appeared in King Vidor's "Our Daily
Bread," and Ann Rutherford. Miss

Pepper will have the lead in "Waterfront Lady," with Miss Rutherford
also appearing in

it.

Lupe Velez on South American Tour
Lupe Velez, who arrived in New
York yesterday from the coast by
plane and sails today on the Eastern
Prince for Buenos Aires, will make
an extended personal appearance
tour in South America under arrangements made by J. Yankelevitch
through his New York representative, Fally Markus.

Sam

E. Lind Honored

—

Zanesville, 0.
Sam E. Lind of
Zanesville Theaters, Inc., was a recent recipient of the weekly "Gift
of Roses" conferred each Sunday by

Louis Andy Deitz, formerly the "Times-Signal," local newspaper, to an outstanding citizen of the
with Majestic Pictures, is now han- city.
dling independent product on his
own. He has some fight films.
New Famous Theater Unit Formed
Berney McCarthy, formerly of
Famous is forming Abbeville TheDes Moines, has succeeded Lou Ell- ater Corp. to operate the Opera
man at the local RKO office, with House, Abbeville, S. C, which it
takes over on Jan. 1, next.
Ellman going to Des Moines.
Josephine Golub, private sec to
J. E. Garrison, Universal manager,
will soon become the bride of Abe
St.

Freeman
Bing

of Washington.

Miller,

head booker for UniRuth Novason on

versal, marries
Sept. 1.

Detroit Doings

—

M. C. Callahan, real esmanager, says there are no
immediate plans for reopening the
Detroit

tate

Broadway-Capitol.
"Curly Top" is being held a second week at the Fox Theater, while
"Love Me Forever" went to the
Adams after two weeks at the Fox.
Lyndon Young, assistant to Earl
Hudson, Publix publicity chief, on
vacation at Three Rivers.
Paula Weisberger of the RKO office back from Hollywood.

Norma Shearer
Harry J. Gumbin
Joseph

Roy T. Barnes

Hobart

Bosworth
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Harry
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Lang

Bernstein
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW PICTURES
"ORCHIDS TO YOU"

Sidney and Herbert Marshall

Sylvia

with

Prnttip

Reed, Astrid Allwyn,

Kennedy, Adrienne Ames

77 mins.

Paramount

ROMANCE OF

M-G-M

This one
undistinguished
is
by any
strong dramatic situations, but manages to
prove a very entertaining number that
moves along with a pleasing romance
nicely handled by the principals.
Jean
Muir is the proprietress of a flower shop,
and John Boles, an attorney, is one of
her customers.
It develops that the wife
of Boles is carrying on an affair with
Harvey Stephens, who has a standing order
for orchids to be delivered to her from the
flower shop.
The drama comes in the
fact that Jean Muir knows of the affair
and keeps silent, while Boles and she are
becoming very interested in each other.
Finally
the wife of Stephens sues for
divorce after discovering that he has been
sending flowers to some unknown woman,
and Boles is the wife's attorney.
He puts
Miss Muir on the stand to reveal who the
hidden woman is, little suspecting that it
his own wife.
She refuses to divulge,
sentenced to jail for ten days for contempt, and then the truth develops and
all ends as desired.
Cast: John Boles, Jean Muir, Charles
Butterworth,
Ruthelma
Stevens,
Harvey
Stephens, Arthur Lake, Spring Byington,
Sidney Toler, John Qualen, Patricia Farr,
Arthur Treacher.
Producer, Robert T. Kane; Director, William A. Seiter; Authors, Gordon Rugby,
Robert Dillon; Screenplay, Howard Estabrook, William Hurlbut, Bartlett Cormack;
is
is

Cameraman, Merritt Gerstad.
Direction, Good. Photography,

A
By

Very Good.

Transplanted with creditable efficiency
from the stage play of the same name,
this is a generally engaging bit of enthe
tertainment appealing primarily to
Highlights are the performgrown-ups.
ances of Herbert Marshall, as a playwright in love with his secretary, Sylvia
Sidney, but concerned about the disparity
Ernest Cossart, as his
in their ages, and
butler, the role he played in the Broadway
Miss Sidney, though hardly
stage version.
the type for the secretary role as written,
manages to do all right. When Marshall
is
about to go away with another girl
friend, Sylvia makes him change his plans
After they
by telling him of her love.
have hurdled the age question and agreed
to marry, Sylvia falls for a younger lad,
Phillip Reed, and marries him.
But she
soon finds Phillip too active to suit her, so
she eventually realizes it is Herbert she
prefers, and things are engineered so that
she returns to be his wife and playwriting

70 mins.

Cast:

Sidney,

Sylvia

Herbert

RALPH WILK

nicely

satisfying

Donald Meek, Lon Chaney,
Samuel S. Hinds, Florence

Jr.,

Nick Foran,

Roberts,

Laura

Treadwell.
Producer,

affair

for

by Joel McCrea, a lawyer, and while both the police
and the gangsters are on her trail, with
tain.

Maureen

shielded

is

Maureen having many narrow and exciting
escapes from both of them, Joel takes her
case in hand and the guilty party, who is
none other than Calhern himself, eventually
is
cornered by the police.
Love interest
between Miss O'Sullivan and McCrea is
pleasing, and there is a good sprinkling of
comedy touches among the more melodramatic activities, all nicely paced by
B.

Seitz.

Cast: Maureen O'Sullivan, Joel McCrea,
Stone, Louis Calhern, Edgar Ken-

Marshall,

Reed, Holmes Herbert, Catherine
Astrid
Allwyn,
Dcucet,
Ernest
Cossart,
Phillip

Lewis

Adrienne Ames, Robert Grief, Noel
Madison, Granvillle Bates, William B. Davidson, Richard Powell, Erville Alderson, Gernedy,

trude Short.
Producer, Phil Goldstcne; Director, George

Douglas MacLean; Director,
Wesley Ruggles; Author, Samson Raphael
son; Screenplay, Herbert Fields, Claude
Binyon; Cameraman, Leon Shamroy; Editor,

Fields,
Dave
Leonard
Cameraman, Charles Clarke;

Otho Levering.

Lewis.

Direction, Nice

"I

Live

My

Life"

is

B.

Seitz; Author, Wilson Collison; Screen-

play,

Silverstein.

Editor,

Ben

Photography, Good.

Direction, Snappy.

Photography, A-l.

make

yarn to

in this

audiences
at
large.
Maureen O'Sullivan, wrongly
convicted of a murder, is being carted away
when the car conveying her is crashed,
and she makes a getaway. The crash had
been maneuvered by Louis Calhern, a gang
leader, who wanted to prevent Maureen
from being taken away because she has
some information that he is anxious to oba

Director George

aide.

HOLLYWOOD

"LITTLE" from

^ PROMISING
American

There's plenty doing
it

the release

while

Killy has

"SOVIET
travelogue

MODERN
PLEASING ROMANTIC COMEDY,
THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE ENTERMARRIAGE MIXUP GIVES BOLES AND CHIEFLY FOR ADULT TRADE, WITH
TAINMENT COMBINING ACTION, SUSMUIR ATTRACTIVE PARTS.
SCORING.
MARSHALL AND COSSART
PENSE AND ROMANTIC INTEREST.
PLEASING

FOREIGN

« «

with Maureen O'Sullivan, Joel McCrea,
Lewis Stone, Louis Calhern, Edgar

Ernest Cossart

73 mins.

Fox

"WOMAN WANTED"

in

"ACCENT ON YOUTH"

with John Boles, Jean Muir,
Charles Butterworth

been an assistant

JOURNEY,"
with

musical

» »
Russian

silent

accompaniment;

produced by Soyuzkinonews; distributed by
Amkino.

An

interesting

tour

of

Soviet

Russia,

showing various highlights of the country
in

the way of landmarks, scenic beauties,

and the progress of industry.

«

SHORT SUBJECTS »
"Romance of the West"

Henry Armetta, Phil Regan,
Dorothy Dare, Mary Treen, Gordon
Elliott, Joseph King, Chester Gann
Vitaphone
17 mins.

wiith

Exceptional

The scenery and locations of the
Grand Canyon and Yosemite National Park photographed in Tech-

make

nicolor

this short

one of the

most beautiful things ever
is

outstanding that

so

it

seen. It
is

really

worthy of exploitation as an integral part of any program. Techis
very effective in these
outdoor scenes.
The story only
serves as a medium to show this
scenery.
Henry Armetta has the
biggest role and his comedy antics
stand out. Phil Regan sings a song
very nicely.
Ralph Staub's direction keeps things moving at an interesting even gait. Joe Traub did
the script and William Skall handled photography.

nicolor

"LOTS"
Herbert and Helen Broderick, and

new Joan Crawford- director and until recently manager the company includes Eric Blore,
Fred Keating, Johnny Mercer and
the
Olympic Games Brian Aherne production for M-G- on several important pictures.
Evelyn Poe.
when 20th Century-Fox executives M which is now in final stages of
T
T
athlete

was

lost to

informed Charles Locher that he
had scored successfully in his first
screen role, the juvenile lead
"Charlie Chan in Shanghai."

in

A

title

of

the

work at the Culver City studios.
Wally Albright, child star, has
The film had been tentatively known been signed to play a leading part
as "Glamour." W. S. VanDyke is in "Water Front Lady," at Mascot.
He is represented by the Lew Goldthe director.

former Santa Clara quarterback is
John McGuire, also under contract
to 20th Century-Fox.
He attracted

pleted

much attention by his work
"Steamboat 'Round the Bend."

Paramount, has begun work at Columbia on the screen play of F.

T

The

T

film editing

in

is

a

prolific field for new directors and
executives. Recent graduates of the
cutting department, who are now
M-G-M contract directors, include
James McKay and Sam Zimbalist.
Lewis Milestone, Richard Wallace,

Harold M. Young and Otho Lovering are among former film editors
now directing for Paramount, as is
Alexander Hall.
George Nichols,
Jr., and William Hamilton are RKO
graduates of the cutting rooms who
are now directing. George Arthur,
veteran film editor, has been made
an associate producer at Paramount.
Aubrey Scotto, another former cutter, is directing for Walter Wanger.
Joe Kane is directing for Mascot,
while Carl Pierson is doing likewise
for Republic.

Howard

Hugh

T

department

T

his

J.

er agency.

T

Green,

having

three-picture

deal

comfor

Herbert's original story, "If

You Could Only Cook."
T

Marie Wilson, a new screen discovery, has been signed to a long
term contract by Warner Bros. The
deal was set by the Lew Golder
agency.
T

T

Manny Seff and Mildred Cram are
working on the screenplay for
"Small Town Girl," which Hunt
Stromberg will produce for M-G-M.
Robert Montgomery and Loretta
Young will head the cast.
T

William

Hamilton

t

and

T

T

T

Letter Good Story
Club, originated by Gene Lockhart, featured screen player, will
go on the air early in the fall, according to present plans.
Each
contributor of a story will be given
credit in the proposed coast-to-coast
broadcasts.
Lockhart sent his initial
good story chain letters to
Tony Sarg, Rupert Hughes and
Clarence Budington Kelland.

The

Chain

Edward

Killy have completed their initial
directorial assignment, "Freckles,"
for RKO. Tom Brown, Carol Stone

and Virginia Weidler head the cast.
Hamilton is a veteran film editor,

Radio for the tentatively titled
"Annie Oakley," starring Barbara
Stanwyck.
George Stevens is directing, Preston Foster is leading
man, and Melvyn Douglas and Pert
Kelton are prominently cast.

Kay

Francis will report at the
National studios on Sept. 1
following an extended vacation and
her convalescence from a recent
operation.
Miss Francis is scheduled to star in "I Found Stella ParT
T
T
rish," an original story and screen
Anne Shirley will be starred by play by John Monk Saunders. Her
RKO Radio in "Long Ago Ladies," most recently completed picture is
film version of a play by David "The Goose and the Gander."
Carb.
Sam Mintz has been signed
T
T
T
to do the screenplay.
T

First

Frank

T

Edward Burns, young stage

•

Andy Clyde has been signed by

RKO

actor

recently brought to Hollywood by
RKO Radio Pictures, will make his
film debut in the new musical picture, "To Beat the Band," to be
Featured
directed by Ben Stoloff.
in the cast are Roger Pryor, Hugh

who

Tuttle,

Paramount

director,

recently completed Bung Cros-

by's "Two For Tonight", and his
wife, Tatiana, who recently launched a career as an independent film
producer, have left on a four day
cruise of Mexican waters on the
yacht of Douglas MacLean.
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Pictures in View for

Next Season

WEEKLY THEATER ADMISSIONS JUMP 5,000,000
Operator Walkout
Negotiations on

New

Scale

Being Resumed With
Local 306 Today

in

Circuit Theaters

Average

ROBERT T.KANE HEADS 300
FOX UNIT

IN

ENGLAND

ATTENDANCE

IN

AT SOUTHEAST MEET

Threatened walkout of Local 306
operators as a result of a dispute
Bv JEAN HENDERSON
C<m<t Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
over a new wage scale was averted West
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Hollywood Robert T. Kane will
Jacksonville, Fla. About 300 are
on Saturday, when major circuits
head the 20th Century-Fox producwithdrew their proposed reductions ing company in England, said Joseph on hand for the Southeastern Theaaveraging 41 per cent and agree- M. Schenck, chairman, before leav- ter Owners Ass'n convention and
ment was reached to resume nego- ing by plane yesterday for New frolic which will continue here
tiations today with Local 306 for a York. The unit will be quartered at through tomorrow, according to M.
new basic scale. The walkout was the Alexander Korda studio and the C. Moore, local chairman.
The business session this morning
to begin in the RKO houses. Maior ten annual features planned will be
L. E. Thompson of RKO advised designed for world release including will be open and informal, permit(Continued on Page 8)
Joseph Basson, president of Local the U. S.
First will be Shaw's
306, early Saturday morning, of the "Saint Joan," with Elizabeth Bergdecision not to put the cuts into
22 Features Planned
effect pending further negotiations.
'36

—

—

By Kirkwood for
Anti-Bank Night Drive
Ray Kirwood, coast producer, will
Being Extended in Ohio make 22 features for new season

RKO-MUSIC HALL DEAL
IS

EXTENDED 4 MONTHS

Order extending for four months
the agreement under which
advises on operation of the Radio
City Music Hall and shares in the

RKO

profits has been signed by Federal
Judge Bondy.

Propose Drinks, Smokes
In Legitimate Theaters
In an
theaters

effort

to

make

legitimate

more inviting to the general public, a move has been started
by Broadway stage interests to
amend the statutes so that drinking
and smoking may be permitted in

Averted

is

Roadshow
More Numerous

Films of

Caliber
for '35-36

As a

result of more houses being
better general conditions in
many sections and the increased
popularity of air-conditioned movie
houses as a retreat in hot weather,
movie attendance this summer is approximately 5,000,000 a week over
the same period last year, it is
shown in a summary of exhibitor
reports and trade information. Indications are that attendance for all
of 1935 will average about 80,000,000 weekly, an increase of about 10
per cent over last year. Box-office
(Continued on Page 8)

VOTE MIRIAM HOPKINS

number

New

—

fringement

suit.

Law

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Performance given by
Miriam Hopkins in RKO's "Becky
Sharp" was voted the best acting

work for July in the Screen Actors
Honorable
Guild monthly award.
(Continued on Page 8)

No

Theater Closings
Caused by Ohio Flood

—

Cleveland Excessive rains which
resulted in heavy floods and much
property damage, failed to close a
single theater in this territory.
Working day and night, and using
detours and back roads, both the

of pictures of

playhouses.
Actors'
Equity Music Fee Collectors
Ass'n and the League of New York
Wis.
in
Theaters are working with Mayor
Madison, Wis. Organizations such
LaGuardia's Municipal Art Commitas Ascap which collect fees for comtee on the proposition.
mercial use of copyright music are
to be licensed and taxed 5 per cent
of their gross receipts under a bill
Buys 2 Florida Houses
signed by Lieut. Gov. O'Malley. A it two-a-day at the Astor with roadLake City, Fla. —-J. H. Thompson of
RKO's "Top
$500 fine also is provided for any showing to follow.
All-Amusements, Inc., Hawkinsville, Ga.,
is
reported to have bought the two
Astaire-Ginger
Fred
the
person requesting performance of a Hat,"
local picture houses from Robert Gore.
copyrighted piece to start an in- Rogers musical with Irving Berlin

Taxed

BEST JULY ACTRESS

Film Transit Co., operated by P. L.
roadshow Tanner, and Johnson & Gross, the
caliber are in the offing in addition two local film delivery companies,
to Paramount's "The Crusades" and delivered their cargoes on time to
Night's every picture house.
"Midsummer
Warner's
Dream," which are slated for two-aday showings here and throughout
25th Year for Riesner
the country. M-G-M has decided to
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
withhold "A Tale of Two Cities"
Hollywood— Charles
F.
Riesner
of
from the Capitol and may present
M-G-M has just celebrated his 25th

A

the

of

open,

—

Akron, O. Following the halting release at his Hollywood studio, he
of Bank Nights in several neighbor- said here following his arrival for
hood houses here by Vice Squad conferences with George Callaghan
Chief E. J. Heffernan, preparations and home office officials of Spectrum
have been made to extend the drive Pictures, distributors of Kirkwood's
into Cuyahoga Falls, according to westerns. Kirkwood expects to close
Attorney Scott Belden. He said he a number of distribution deals here
has suits ready for filing against within the next few days.
First picture on Kirkwood's new
the Falls and Alhambra theaters.
"I want to get the 'big shot' in schedule is "Scream in the Dark,"
The producer
this racket, said to be a Cleveland with Lon Chaney.
man, and find out to whom the ex- said that he may make a Bill Cody
hibitors are paying their $25 a night feature, "Daredevil Cowboys," in the
license and make them party de- east, because Cody is in this vicinity
with the Downie Bros, circus.
(Continued on Page 8)

Attendance

80,000,000 a Week
Seen for 1935

(Continued on Page 8)

year as movie director.
He left vaude
acting 25 years ago to megaphone a
one-reeler for the Harry Revier company operating a small studio in Salt

Lake City.

—
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Distributor

Theater

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
The Farmer Takes a Wife (Fox)
Accent on Youth (Paramount)
Orchids to You (Fox)
Manhattan Moon (Universal)
China

Seas

:

:

Editor and Publisher

Published daily except Sundays and Holiday?
at
1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and
Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso

Dante's

The

Irish

In

(Fox)

— 2nd

(Warner

Us

—9th

.

.Capitol

Music Hall
.Paramount
Roxy
Globe

week

Bros.)

Rivoli

— 2nd

week

Ariane (Blue Ribbon)
She (RKO Radio) <b)

ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor.
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 18
Term* (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. _ Foreign
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to

week

Strand

.

55th

(a)

St.

Playhouse
Palace

NAT SHILKRET, who

has sailed from CaliforHonolulu to work on the musical score
"David Livingstone," James A. FitzPatrick
feature, is due back in New York on Sept. 6
with the completed score.
for

nia
for

FRED KENT
LEY

of Jacksonville and M. C. TALLakeland, Fla., both officials of the
theater circuit, accompanied E.

of

Sparks
J.

Florida
SPARKS to

New York
SAMUEL CUMMINS of

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS
Journey

Soviet

Golden Taiga

(Amkino)
(Amkino)

Cameo
Acme

FUTURE OPENINGS
— August 13
the Wild (United Artists)— August 14
Bright Lights
National) — August 14
Alice Adams (RKO Radio) — August 15
Keeper
the Bees (Republic) — August 16
(two-a-day...
The Crusades (Paramount) — August
Diamond Jim (Universal) — August 23
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warner
—Oct. 9..
(French

Liliom

Call

of

Rivoli

Strand

(First

Music Hall

Roxy

of

Astor

21

Bros.)

Annapolis Farewell

Anna Karenina

FINANCIAL

(Paramount)

(M-G-M)

(a) Revival.

(c)

Roxy
Hollywood
Paramount
Capitol

(c)

(b)

Subsequent run.

and

York

Acme

ic) Follows present bill.

shortly for

THOMAS N. HEPBURN and MARION
MARGARET H. HEPBURN, mother and

MRS.
sisters

production)

sail

mont.
H.

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone, Circle 7-4736. 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Address:
Cable
Filmday, New York.
Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
London
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Caw
des-Noues, 19.

of

today

Katharine Hepburn, arrive in New
from England on the American

Shipper.

GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN have
Lombardy from Hollywood. They
the fall and winter in New

arrived at the
plan to spend

York.

HARRY RATHNER,

of

Saturday

terprises,
left
for the Coast.

TED PIERPOINT, Canal Zone manager for
Paramount, has sailed from London for Panama

CHARLES CAMPBELL

Net

Am. Seat

10'/8

Columbia
Con. Fm.
Con.

Picts.

Ind

Fm.

77
45/8

pfd. 17
pfd.
158 '/2

Ind.

Kodak

East.

vtc.

Fox Fm. "A"
Loew's, Inc

Paramount

ctfs.

16V8
39'/2
.

4%

.

%

Pathe Exch
do "A"

11

RKO
Warner Bros
do

pfd

Low
10

76%
4'/2

16%

Close
10
763/4

+

4'/2
163/4

—

Chg.
Vb
V*.

barker

4%

43/4

%

— "Vs

103/4

Vs

25/8

2'/2

434
35

+

2'/2

4%

Hi/4
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. Hi/4
141/4
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 131/4
131/4
131/4
Par.
6s 47 filed... 1 015/g IOH/4 1 01 5/s
Par. 5'/2 s50 filed... 1 03
1023/4 103

RKO

41

6s

533/4

6s39

....

78

533/4

533/4
761/2

76i/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

203/8

20i/8

203/g

2'/2

2'/2

21/2

Trans-Lux

+
—
—
—2
—
—
—
1

5/8

1

41/4

Warsaw, Poland, where
title

it is

of "Bengali."

'/4

Midway

—

— main

—

—

dianapolis;

known

The run

S.

Earle Sweigert, Philadelphia, and
Moritz, Cincinnati.

Philadelphia,
Emanuel,
The
Biller— Jay
main guy; George D. Tyson, Pittsburgh;
Harry Kalmine, Pittsburgh; W. E. Banford,
Des Moines, and Rudy Berger, Washington.
The Payoff Nat Holt, Cleveland, main

—

guy; Izzy Schmertz, Cleveland; E. E. Kirchn»r, Detroit; Mike Cullen, Pittsburgh, and
Ralph Pielow, Albany.
The Winter Quarters Max Stearn, Co-

—

lumbus, main guy; Billy James, Ross Anderson,
Les Irwin and Duke Clark, all of
Columbus.

from War- Liberty

saw.

In

and Majestic

New

Quarters Today

Liberty Pictures and Majestic
Pictures starting today will be located in their new offices in the Republic Pictures layout in the RKO
Building, 1270 Sixth Ave. Liberty
will occupy Suite, 2005, while Majestic will be in Suite 2208.

May Make "Extase" Here

De Mille

Cecil

B.

Mort

Spring

Hal
Pauline

Home

Frederick

15

JOE

for

a

New

in

New

from

sails

York

to-

York on

Quebec and Bermuda.
Warner writer, who recently
for "The Romance of the West,"
cruise to

TRAUB,

did the script
arrived in New York
California.
HELEN

yesterday

MORGAN

senger on

by plane from

was

also

a

pas-

the same plane.

has by James A. FitzPatrick, under the

Barron,
Concession
Carter
guy; R. C. LiBeau, Kansas City; Jack E. Flynn, Detroit; Harry H.
Goldstein,
Cleveland, and
Eddie Fontaine,
Chicago.
The Law Eddie Ruben, Minneapolis
main guy; D. J. Miller, Milwaukee; George
Milwaukee; James Lognard, PittsFisher,
burgh, and one more to be named.
The Side Show Leo Haelein, Columbus,
main guy; John Hardgrove, Bernie Gardiner,
Dick Borel and Lew Bryer, all of Columbus.

Washington

Allan

being maintained in the face of
the toughest heat wave the country
has experienced in a long while. A
run through Sept. 1 is assured, according to reports received at the
office

Clubs,

guy;

is

Paramount home

Variety

The Heart Duke Clark, Columbus, main
Ted O'Shea, Buffalo; Mark Wolf, In-

1

"Lancers" 15 Weeks in Warsaw
Paramount's "Lives of a Bengal
Lancer" is in its 15th week of an
extended run at the Apollo theater,

by the

all

—

35

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Warner's

of

1

10%

43^
35

'36 Committees
FitzPatrick Color Unit
For the Variety Clubs
Gets Canadian Material
Pittsburgh —John H. Harris, chief
A Technicolor unit sent to Canada

Vs
named the new Variety Club com+
mittees for the year beginning Jan.
+ "% 1. They are:

158 Vi 158i/2
15y8 16
39'/8 393/8

%

Names

the Paramount legal

of

department, Paris, arrives
morrow on the Berengaria.

PAULA GREENWALD

High

Burroughs-Tarzan Enby United Air Lines

City.

Aug.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATVRD AY)

week.

last

Eureka Productions
Europe.
MR. and MRS. JAMES A. FITZPATRICK return tomorrow from a brief vacation in Ver-

plans to

THE FILM

DAILY.

Inferno

.

.

.

ALICOATE

Coming and Going

11

In event the government persists
in refusing to admit the Czech film,
"Extase," into the U. S., Samuel
Cummins of Eureka Productions
says a picture of the same story will
be made in this country. Cummins
goes abroad shortly.

supervision of Benjamin D. Sharpe,
has returned to California after taking 10,000 feet of colorful material
for the third of a series of ten Travel
Talks which FitzPatrick is producing for M-G-M release this season.
Included in the sequences taken
are scenes of Lake Louise, Banff,

37 "Bright Lights" Pre-releases
"Bright Lights," Joe E. Brown's
latest Warner comedy has received
pre-release bookings in 37 cities to
Some of the key spots are:
date.
Warfield, San Francisco; Strand,
Orpheum, Des
Conn.;
Hartford,
Moines; Keith's, Cincinnati; Para-

Victoria, Vancouver,
Quebec and
particularly a colorful panorama of
the Royal Mounted Police in which
the famous musical ride is featured.

mount, Ogden, Utah; Hollywood,
Fort Worth; Orpheum, St. Paul;
Melba, Dallas; Rialto, St. Louis,
and Broadway, Portland, Ore.
The picture will be nationally released Aug. 31.

is the first time the Canadian
Mounties have been pictured in color.
The material is now being edited.

This

New William Fox Action
Attorneys for William Fox are
preparing another action, involving
some millions of dollars, against
Fox Film and other companies. The
action will be filed in New York
within a few days. It supplements
the $20,000,000 action already instituted against Fox Film, Fox Theaters and other companies in the New

York State Supreme Court.

Jack Goldstein Starts at U. A.
Jack Goldstein, formerly with

RKO

in

Boston, assumes his new
Artists as

duties today at United
exploitation manager.

THERE

IS

ONLY ONEYEAR BOOK
of

MOTION PICTURES
And

Seiden Adds Accounts
Seiden Sound Library has added
the following new accounts: McCurdy Films, Philadelphia; Sly-Fox
Minneapolis;
Films, Inc.,
Parrot
Films, Des Moines; Master Motion
Picture Bureau, Boston; Consolidated Advertising Co., Hollywood;
Filmack Trailer Co., Chicago.

that

is

issued by

THE

FILM

DAILY

The

Standard

Refer-

ence Book of the Motion Picture Industry
for the past 17 years.

Given

FREE

with

year's Subset iption

French "Liliom" for Acme
French production of "Liliom,"
with Charles Boyer and Madeleine
Ozeray, directed by Fritz Lang,
opens tomorrow at the Acme theater
on 14th

St.

a
to

FILM DAILY
and
The Film Daily Service

)650B'way

N.Y.C

Sign

now

for the fastest -moving shorts series ever

3 newest issues featured for 3 consecutive

Radio City Music Hall! Set

for

new

weeks

made!

at

season, too!

Played by Loew's-Warner's-Balaban and Katz-and
over 6/000 other theatres operated by smart showmen!

CZXmkaJi THRILL

SHORTS!

THE

'3&H

DAILY

Words

&

a melodramatic cooperation of every
is

craft."— HUGH

and

WAL-

—

following attraction.

San Francisco

"If the picture is not entertaining,
BORIS
will not educate people."

—

"Any mention of my fan mail IrThere is nothing quite
ritates me.
so sacred or quite so wonderful as
the tribute of an admirer to the one
who receives it, and to publicly make
mention of this seems to me as
brazen and as unpolished as to open
another

person's

mail."

—

RUDY

VALLEE.

•

•

nificance is of that better phrase to describe pressbooks that
Howard Dietz employs for his company's showmanship manuals
BOOK"
come to think of it, Mister
Dietz' department has been turning out Campaign Books right
through the selling seasons
not just Pressbooks
the latter is an outworn phrase
the film biz has grown
beyond it
these M-G-M lads have had the right idea

"CAMPAIGN

wood."— ARTHUR DENT.
"I'm just a plain sort of guy
who's had a lot of luck."— GEORGE

•

—ELMER
"Elstree

RICE.

now

is

a suburb of Holly-

all

T

T
•

•

AND SO

if

Howard
from
pressbooks as Campaign Books

T
will allow us to steal your
now on we will refer to Metro

you

RAFT.
"I don't act except when I'm paid
for it; other times I like to forget

ducers' pressbooks that really qualify for that honor
for the ordinary routiney pressbooks we will still refer to
as
Pressbooks
fair enough ?

actor."— CHARLES

an

I'm

LAUGHTON.
"A

T
•

visit

first

Hollywood

to

dangerously narcotic."

—

is

ANDRE

SENNWALD.
"Time was, perhaps,

in the 'silent
days,' when leading roles were sometimes cast at Hollywood parties,
and to be seen socially might have

had some bearing on one's screen
success.
But today, very little is
left to the judgment of one man
and his fancies."— HEDDA HOP-

PER.

•

•

T

WE HARDLY

and on

all

Omaha

—H.

J.

Chapman, Colum-

bia branch manager, seriously ill
since his operation Tuesday, is recovering.

Hanson has taken over
la., from

Carsten

the Riviera at Pomeroy,

Harold Smith.
K. L. Parkinson now operates the
Star at Rosalie.
Exhibitors visiting here last week
included Mr. and Mrs. John Noffsinger, Jack Riggs, Art Record and

Fred Levy of Holstein.

them

T

to start first
giving you a panoramic flash of this Campaign Book on
hell, it has Everything
and not a
"China Seas"
line of Empty Blurb in the entire 36 pages, and the special
9-page Exploitation Section
every word is practical,
down-to-horse-sense showmanship
expressed in individual campaigns on Billboards
National Magazines
in

Newspapers
Billy Ferguson's ExRadio Tie-Ups
pert Permanent Exploitation Staff
AND Special Contests that are honeys to grab the enthusiastic co-operation of
the public everywhere
there are 9,500 smash 24-sheet
and these
stands located in 1500 cities across the nation
stands have been set for weeks in advance
blaring their
message of "China Seas"
the longest Advance Plug

•

•

•

AND SO

other features
izations

T

could go on and dilate on a dozen
such as two styles of newspaper serialone for dailies and one for weekly newspapers

T
•

•

•

THEY ARE

T
two ocean

the contest rules are so simple!
the contestant writes
not more than 50 words on "Why I Want To Visit the Romantic
China Seas"
that's all there is to it
everybody
of adult age in the United States is entitled to enter
and every penny of expense is paid to the two fortunate winners
from the minute they leave their home, taxi to the railroad,
embark on the liner, and return to their doorstep again

what you

call

A boon to pencil manufacturers is
Laird Doyle, Warner scenarist; during a
day's scripting he frequently wears the
points off as many as a hundred pencils.

—DAVE

T

T

WE MAKE

correction on that item about Mary
Pickford's new novel
her next novel will be titled "My
Rendezvous with Life," published by H. C. Kinsey in October
and the next will be "Magic Lake"
Dave
Hampton sets us straight
he is Mary's agent in these
matters
George Sherwood has optioned "Memories," a
play by Eleanor Gates and George Frank
which has
attracted plenty of stage and screen producer interest
with a most unusual and intriguing theme, it offers grand
possibilities for either films or stage
it is being touted
in informed theatrical circles as one of the Real Finds of the

•

•

—

Akron,

O. Provided remodeling
completed, the Colonial, down-

is

town first run, will reopen Aug. 28,
Frank King, manager, announces.
The Colonial, under lease to Fieber

&

Shea,

is

being remodeled at a cost

of approximately $100,000.

Washington

—The

Rialto,

first-

reopening Sept. 2 with Mascot's "Harmony Lane."
run,

is

Oshkosh, Wis.— Charles G. Baumann, 78-year-old owner of the Star
theater, was arraigned in municipal
court at Fond du Lac on a charge
of arson in connection with the fire
at the Rex theater in North Fond
26.
Baumann was refrom custody when a $2,500
bond was furnished. The pre-

du Lac, June
leased
bail

liminary hearing has been set for
Sept. 4 in municipal court.

—

Milwaukee, Wis. The Studio, loneighborhood house, is undergoing remodeling and slated for an

cal

early reopening.

—

New

Orleans Report that welfunds here provided by city
amusement and gasoline taxes were
inadequate to the demand, does not

fare

necessarily mean the city commission
council will
increase
these
taxes, an executive of the welfare
department told The Film Daily.
The amusement tax showed no decrease during July though all theaters complained of business.

A CONTEST

T

AGENT

T
trips First Class

aboard a luxurious Dollar Line steamship
one called
'Round the World
and
the other the Orient Trip

•

THE PRESS

T

we

nothing has been overlooked
but we want to
speak particularly about those darb Special Contests

that's

AS SEEN BY

Lewis Lazaar of Bellefontaine,

representing the purchaser, said
completion of the building would begin at once.

know where

T
Bits

500,

other pro-

ever given a picture

Omaha

—

Bucyrus, O. Following Judge C.
U. Aul's confirmation of the sale of
an uncompleted theater building by
John Hoover, Cincinnati contractor,
to the Schine Enterprises for $15,-

really

conception,

that

Warner's "The

in

Jose.

IT NEVER struck us before we looked over the
pressbook on Metro's "China Seas"
what the real sig-

•

along
they are Campaign Books
IF they
present a complete showman's campaign
the
Metro books always do
and for their first Big Gun of
the new season
"China Seas"
it looks to us like
the campaign book to set a mark for all other campaigns to
shoot at

"The theater is no good if it does
not disturb and irritate the public."

—

Us," with James Cagney
and Pat O'Brien, outgrossed "G
Men" in its first two days at San
Irish

SHUMIATSKY.

Z.

1935

Philadelphia
"The Call of the
Wild" opens at the Aldine on Aug.
31, with "The Dark Angel" as the

XQ*v* ^ ML M. DALY

POLE.
it

12,

HERE & THERE

Wisdom

"/"^INEMA production
art

Monday, Aug.

new season

EPSTEIN.

« «

» » »

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Thar* are aow
wired theater* In
tbara
ho

»ra

itlll

approximator
Spain.

about

In

1,300
addition

1,900

anwlred

Monday, Aug.

12,

1935

REVIEWS OF THE NEW SHORT SUBJECTS
"Broadway Highlights"
Narrated by Ted Husing

(Paramount Varieties)
10 mins.
Paramount
Good
Three interesting stops are made
The
in this Broadway travelogue.
first

is

studios,

at

the

NBC

broadcasting

where several minutes are

devoted to the rehearsal of a radio
program put on by N. T. G. and his
girls, with James Wellington as announcer. Some snappy musical specialties are crowded into this sequence.
Then comes an amusing
bit at the Lambs Club, where members put on one of their informal
shows for their own entertainment.
Final clip is a backstage visit at
the Winter Garden, housing the
Earl Carroll revue, "Sketch Book."
This shows some of the activities
behind the scenes, such as changing
of costumes, makeup, etc., and a
few glimpses of the show from out
All in all,
front also are included.
an entertaining reel.

"Paramount

Pictorial"

(No. 4-13)

Paramount

10 mins.
Interesting
This generally engrossing issue of
the Pictorial starts off with a group
of numbers by Willard Robison, the
piano-playing composer well known
to the radio as the evangelist of
rhythm. Then comes "Gadgets for
Madame," a beauty number, showing

some new ways for the ladies to orchestras used at different times to
"Inside the Ropes"
transform their appearance for the interpret the melodies. In a word,
Radio
RKO
10 mins.
better, and presenting also a num- the music becomes the story, which
Sports Interviews
ber of- modern accessories for the concerns a young composer in love
A good sports short of prizefightup-to-date woman-about-^town and with a girl. He writes a symphony
hostess. Closing sequence shows the for her, in which he interprets the ers, produced by Van Beuren with
construction of streamlined locomo- various moods of New York. Later Bill Corum, the sports authority, dotives in a Pennsylvania factory, he finds her in a love affair with an- ing the narration as he talks in turn
topped off by some glimpses of other man, and so ends his life sym- to various prizefighters past and
these speed demons in action.
Intimate views are prephony on a note of tragedy. Very present.
well presented from the musical, sented of all the title holders, includdirectorial and atmospheric angles, ing Jack Dempsey, James Braddock,
"A Little Soap and Water"
this short provides a class novelty Joe Louis, Max Baer and Camera.
(Betty Boop Cartoon)
Paramount
7 mins. that will appeal to the better class Some of them are shown at their
Amusing Animated
audiences. Directed by Leigh Jason. training camps, former champs are
seen in their present employment,
A satisfactory amount of enjoyment of its kind is provided by this
and the entire reel has been designed
"A Quiet Fourth"
Betty Boop animated cartoon. Acto present the fighters in intimate
tion revolves around the efforts of RKO Radio
13 mins. scenes.
Betty to give her little dog a bath.
Just Fair
The canine is unwilling, however,
"The Hunting Season"
family
comedy, done on the
A
and makes his getaway from the
(Rainbow Parade Cartoon)
tub of suds.
After Betty finally style of the old Edgar Kennedy
7 mins.
accomplishes the job, the white dog- shorts, with the father siding with RKO Radio
Animal Antics
gie hops around and pulls a bucket
of coal down on top of himself. the boy friend whom daughter likes
Color cartoon showing the woodBasic idea is cute and the anima- in preference to the rich snob that land and farm animals disporting
tion is lively.
mother had picked for her to marry. themselves happily, with a great
They go on a Fourth of July outing friendship developing between the
"Metropolitan Nocturne"
A hunter arfor a quiet picnic in the woods, but cow and two ducks.
RKO Radio
18 mins. find that they have picked the spot rives in the woods, and starts popClass Musical Novelty
that a U. S. Army artillery troop is ping at the ducks. The cow rescues
Dramatic romance of Manhattan using for target practice. There is them, and organizing his pals, they
life told in music.
It employs Louis a lot of noisy comedy that results make a raid on the hunter's damp
Alter's symphony of the same name, in the discomfiture of the unwanted and steal all his guns.
With these
and presents it as a musical inter- suitor. Directed by Fred Guiol. In they come back and rout the hunter,
pretation of the moods of New York. the cast are Betty Grable, Edgar winding up with a barrage of pumpThere is no spoken word, the action Dearing, Jack Rice, Margaret Arm- kins and then a hive of bees comcoming in the pantomime with three strong and Earl Blackwell.
pletes the hunter's defeat.
!

Producers' Biographies
ONE

of the

many

important features of the

PRODUCTION GUIDE
AND

DIRECTORS' ANNUAL

now

being distributed

to all

subscribers of

MM
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Features Reviewed

in

Film Daily, Feb. 12 to

Aug. 10
Title
Remnved
Rocky Mountain Mystery-PAR

Title
Reviewed
Adventurous Knights-A JA 6-7-3 5
Abdul the Damned-ALL. .6-1-35
Accent on Youth-PAR 8-10-35
.

3-29-35

After Office Hours-MGM 2-16-35
Age of Indiscretion
MGM.. 5-18-35
Air Hawks-COL
6-1-35
Alias Mary Dow-U
6-29-35
Alibi Ike-WA
7-17-35
All the King's Horses
PAR. .2-13-35
Arizonian-RKO
7-27-35
Aschermittwoch-XX
3-12-35
Asegure A Su Mujer-F. .3-13-35
5-9-35
Avec L'Assurance-PAR
.

Awakening

—Ajax

AJA

— Alliance Films
AM — Amkino
AMB — Ambassador Pictures
ARC— Arcturus Pictures
ALL

Az Uj Rokon-XX
Baby Face Harrington

MGM.. 6-19-35

My

Behold

Wife-PAR.

.

Donna-OLY

Bella

Fury-FN

Black
Black

Sheep-F

Bohemios-CIN
Boliche-XX
Border Brigands-U
Break of Hearts-RKO.

.

6-14-35
.2-16-35
2-26-35
3-28-35
6-28-35
8-7-35
5-31-35
6-4-35
.5-16-35
.4-5-35

IMP— Imperial

REP

— Republic Pictures

Dist.

Sans

RKO— RKO-Radio

Schloss

— Fanchon

Pictures

PUR— Puritan

XX

— Empire Film Distributors
Division
FD—
National
FN—
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
EMP

F— Fox

ROY

SPE

Scotland Yard Mystery

ALL.. 6-4-35
Scoundrel, The-PAR
4-30-35
Secret Agent-ALL
6-5-35

Films

— Spectrum

STE— William
SUP

SYN
U

XX.. 4-2-35

Royer

G. Films
L.

Shadow

She Gets Her Man-U
Shot in the Dark, A

Artists

CHE.. 5-23-35

UFA— Ufa
VIC— Victory

Silk Hat Kid-F
7-9-35
Smart Girl-PAR
7-27-35
Smoky Smith-STE
7-30-35
Song of Happiness-AM. .4-10-35
Sons of Steel-CHE
4-13-35
Soviet Journey-AM
....8-10-35

Pictures

distributor set

Soviet

Wild-UA. .. .4-30-35
Calm Yourself-MGM ..7-30-35
Captain Hurricane-RKO. 4-25-35
Captured in Chinatown-

Reviewed

Title

El Fantasma del Convento

XX.. 4-24-35

Richelieu-UA ..3-26-35
Car 99-PAR
2-23-35
Carnival-COL
2-15-35
Case of the Curious Bride

Amor-XX

FN.. 4-4-35

MGM.. 3-2-35

Champagne

Breakfast

for

COL.. 7-6-35
Chan

Charlie

Egypt

in

F.. 6-4-35

MOP

.8-6-35
7-25-35
5-31-35
4-2-35

China Seas-MGM
Chinatown Squad-U

Chucho

Roto-XX
Death-SYN

el

of

Circumstantial

4-11-35

Evidence

CHE.. 7-17-35
Circus Shadows-PER
Clairvoyant, The-GB

Code
_ _

of the

5-3-35
6-8-35

Mounted

AMB.. 6-21-35

„

College

Scandal-PAR

7-12-35
Convention Girl-FD
...5-14-35
Corazon Bandolero-XX. .3-6-35
Cowboy Millionaire-F .4-25-35
Criez-Le Sur Les Toits
PAR.. 6-25-35
Crimson Trail-U
3-8-35
Crusades. The-PAR
8-5-35
Cruz Diablo-XX
4-10-35
Curly Top-F
8-2-35
Cyclone Ranger-SPE
3-20-35
.

.

XX.. 4-18-35
Elizabeth of England

ALL.. 6-8-35
Escapade-MGM
Escape Me Never-U A.
Every Night at Eight-

.

7-6-35
.5-24-35

Daring Young Man-F.

Dawn Rider-MOP

Death Flies East-COL.
Der Judas Von Tirol

.

.

6-6-35
7-19-35
8-1-35
.7-18-35
7-9-35
.2-27-35

4-16-35
Fighting Lady-ROY
2-14-35
Fighting Pilot-A J A
Fighting Pioneers-RES . 5-21-35
Fighting Shadows-COL. 5-17-35
Flame Within, The

MGM.. 6-1-35

WA

4-26-35
Florentine Dagger2-20-35
Folies Bergere-UA
Four Hours to Kill-PAR. 4-1 1-35
5-31-35
Fraeulein Liselott-XX
.

.

.

.

.

Frankie and Johnnie

RKO

Front

Der

.

Devil

is

Woman-PAR.

a

.4-17-35

Die Beiden SeehundeXX.. 3-12-35
_
_.
.
Die Csardas Fuerstin
rvr
.
Die
Liebe
•

UFA.. 4-26-35

.

Und

die

Erste

Eisenbahn-UFA
Die Reiter

2-20-35

Von Deutsch-

Ostafrika-XX
6-10-35
Die Finanzen des Grossherzogs
XX.. 4-10-35
_.
„
Die Grosse Chance-XX ..5-9-35
Die Unschuld Vom Lande

_

XX.. 5-14-35

_

Der Doppelbraeutigam-XX

Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF 5-20-35
4-18-35
G-Men, The-WA
7-25-35
Get That Man-EMP
George White's 1935 Scandals

F
Ghost Walks-CHE
Gigolette-RKO
Ginger-F
Girl from 10th Avenue

4-2-35
.3-30-35
5-14-35
5-28-35

3-27-35
Der „
Page vom Dalmasse-Hotel
XX.. 3-27-35
Dictator, The-GB
3-11-35

Dinky-

WA

of

6-28-35

Flanders-RKO.. 7-13-35

Doubting Thomas-F
7-11-35
Francisquita-XX.. 4-29-35
Don't Bet on Blondes
WA.. 7-20-3
_
„
Drei Kaiserjaeger-XX
3-19-35

Dona

FN.. 5-25-35
Be Boys-ALL. .6-7-35
Give Her a Ring-ALL. .6-6-35
Glass Key, The-PAR
6-15-35
Girls Will

Town-PAR

Goin' to

4-25-35

Gold Diggers of 1935-FN. 3-1 5-35
Golden Taiga-AM
8-3-35

Go

Into Your Dance-FN. 3-19-35
Great God Gold-MOP. .3-5-35
Great Hotel Murder-F. .2-27-35
Gretl Zieht Das Grosse Los
XX.. 2-12-35
.

Hard Rock Harrigan-F.
Hawk, The-WOH

.7-1-35
7-13-35
.5-11-35
Healer,
5-28-35
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 5-25-35
Her Song of Love-REI. 6-26-35
High School Girl-FOY.. 3-16-35
Hold 'Em Yale-PAR
4-27-35
.

Woman-M AS
The-MOP

Headline

Honeymoon Limited

Small World- P.
Been Around-U
a

Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hooray for Love-RKO. .5-20-35
Hoosier Schoolmaster

— XX

MOP.. 4-9-35

Huszarserelem

4-24-35

Ich Sing Mich in Dein Herz

Hinein-XX
6-4-35
Idolos De La Radio-XX. 7-5-35
Igloi

Dikok-XX
5-25-35
Danger-COL. .4-9-35

In Spite of
II

Delitto

di

Mastrovanni-

XX.. 8-1-35
I'll

Love You Always-COL

XX.. 4-3-35

In Caliente-FN
Informer, The-RKO
In Old Kentucky-F

for Revenge-MAJ. 5-21-35
in the Fleet

MGM.. 6-1-35

Murder Man-MGM
Murder on a Honeymoon-

RKO.

Gegen Moench-MAJ

Justice of the

Range

COL.. 6-4-35
Keeper

of the

Bees-MOP. 6-1 1-35

Kentucky Blue Streak

PUR.

.6-7-35
...7-5-35

Kid Courageous-STE
Koeszoenoem Hogy Elgazolt

XX.. 5-9-35
Konjunkturriter-XX
4-29-35
Krach Um Olanthe-XX .5-14-35

La Crise Est Finie-XX. .3-13-35
La Dame Aux Camelias-DU
3-21-35
7-24-35
3-19-35

La Llorona-XX
Laddie-RKO
Ladies

Crave Excitement

MAS.. 6-17-35
Lady Tubbs-U
7-2-35
Last Wilderness-DU ...5-15-35
Law Beyond the Range

COL.. 4-17-35
L'Eredita

Dello

MET.. 7-1-35

7-9-35

Today-AM .3-6-35

Mutiny Ahead-MAJ
My Song for You-GB.
Mystery of Edwin Drood-U
.

3-20-35
2-12-35

Mystery

Man-MOP

Naughty

Marietta-MGM. 2-20-35

New

Adventures of Tarzan

Night

the

at

BUT.. 5-21-35
Ritz, A

WA.. 5-16-35
Night Life of the Gods-U 2-23-35

The-RKO
No More Ladies- MGM.
Nittits.

Notorious

Now

Gentleman-U.

Never-AJA

or

6-5-35
.6-12-35
.2-15-35
7-9-35

2-13-35
6-25-35

Lamps

Oil for the

.

Dumme Mama-BAV

Liebe

3-6-35

Liebe Tod

Und

4-30-3
W A..China
Probation-PER
4-17-35
of

5

Life Begins at 40-F
Lila Akac-XX

Liliom-F
Little Colonel-F
Living on Velvet-FN

L'Ordonnance-XX
Lost City-KRE
Love in Bloom-PAR
Love Me Forever-COL.

Mad Love-MGM
Make

Man

a

6-27-35
5-1-35
7-5-35

7-1-35
7-9-35

Million-MOP

on Flying Trapeze-

PAR.. 8-3-35

Man Who Knew Too Much-

GB.. 3-22-35
Manhattan Moon-U

Mark

of the

7-22-35

Vampire-MGM

3-28-35
Marriage Bargain-HOL. .2-20-35
MacFadden's Flats-PAR. 3-12-35
Mary Jane's Pa-FN
6-14-35
Men of Action-CON... 7-13-35
Men of the Hour-COL. .5-9-35
.

Men of Tomorrow-MUN.4-16-35
Men on Wings-AM
6-12-35
Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-35
Mercedes-XX
Merry Monarch. The

5-16-35

2-12-35

MGM.. 5-4-35
Old Curiosity Shop-ALL. 6-21-35
Old Man Rhythm-RKO. .8-2-35

Our

8-10-35
6-7-35

Girl-F

Little

Glory-WA

Page Miss

Mississippl-PAR
Mister Dynamite-U
Murici

Svet-XX

7-8-35
.5-14-35

Paradise Canyon-MOP
Paris in Spring-PAR
Party Wire-COL

5-28-35
5-17-35

De La Vida-XX

Payasadas

Pechmarie-F
4-24-35
People Will Talk-PAR. .6-7-35
.

People's Enemy-RKO ...4-29-35
Perfect Clue, The-MAJ. .3-13-35
Peter Vinogradof-AM ... .7-1-35
Phantom Fiend-OLY
4-20-35

Port of Lost Dreams

INV.. 3-2-35
Princess
Charming-GB. .6-21-35
Princess O'Haxa-U
4-12-35
Private Worlds-PAR
3-9-35
Public Hero Number One
5-16-35
MGM..

Radio Parade of 1935

ALL.. 6-10-35
End-FD
7-17-35

Rainbow's

Rainbow

Valley-MOP.
Raven, The-U
Reckless-MGM
Reckless Roads-M AJ
Red Blood of Courage

Moscow Laughs- AM

.

.3-12-35
6-4-35
4-17-35
7-30-35

AMB.. 6-4-35
Red Hot Tires-FN
3-2-35
Red Morning-RKO
4-10-35
Red Village-AM
5-3-35
Red Wagon-ALL
6-7-35
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35
Rendezvous at
Rescue
Return

Squadof

Midnight-U

EM P

Peter

SYN.. 7-16-35
6-5-35
4-2-35
5-25-35
6-4-35
....3-23-35

Harmony-PAR.

3-26-35
4-3-35

Grimm

RKO.. 7-18-35
Revenge

Rider-COL

Rumba-PAR
Right to Live-WA
Roaring Roada-MAR
Roberta RKO

.

7-25-35
.4-20-35

.

Stone of Silver Creek

from

Straight

Heart-U

the

3-22-35
6-21-35

Stranded-WA

All-RKO

Strangers

Strauss' Great

4-1-35

Waltz

ARN.. 4-9-35
1917-XX
Struggle for Life-FOY.
Sunset Range-FD
Strosstrupp

Susana Tiene

Un

2-6-35

.6-19-35

.

5-10-35

Secreto

XX.. 6-7-35
Sweet Music-WA

2-20-35

Head-COL

5-4-35

Swell

Symphony

of

Living

INV.. 6-22-35
Raise-F

5-4-35

Tango-Bar-PAR
Texas Rambler-SPE

7-9-35
5-7-35

Times Square Lady-

MGM.. 3-15-35

MAS.. 4-26-35

3-19-35
4-5-35
5-16-35
3-19-35
3-22-35
3-8-35
7-2-35
2-21-35
4-20-35
.6-28-35

F
Stolen

One Frightened Night
One More Spring-F
One New York Night

Teufel

UFA.. 5-31-35

Midnight-RKO.. 4-1 1-35

of

Steamboat 'Round the Bend-

$10

Obeah-ARC
Odio-XX

On

Star

6-21-35
6-27-35
3-2-35

U.. 4-6-3 5

.2-14-35
7-6-35
.5-28-35

Orchids to You-F

Zio

Les As Du Turf-P A R. .5-14-35
Les Miserables-UA
4-3-35
Let 'Em Have It-UA. .5-16-35
Let's Liva Tonight-COL 3-16-35

Mimi-ALL

Monastery Garden-

SG.. 3-13-35
5-11-35

Murder

3-27-35

Jungfrau

3-30-35

In a

.

JaJna-RKO
7-26-35
Java Head-FD
7-31-35
Julieta Compra Un Hijo-F

MOP.. 6-25-35

.

Eight Bells-COL
El Dia Qua Me Quleras

It's

I've

3-6-35
.5-21-35
3-5-35

Revtewd

Title

Motive

.

r.

Dog

New York-U

in

6-25-35

Woman
WA.. 7-1 1-35

Page

.

XX.. 4-29-35
„
t
Unbekannte-XX
....6-4-35

r>

Happened

8-1-35

Farmer Takes a Wife-F. .6-11-35

.

Dante's Inferno-F

It

Us-WA

3-19-35

PAR.. 7-30-35

.

Dance Band-ALL
Danger Ahead-VIC

in

.

Cheers of the Crowd

Circle

7-19-35
.5-9-35

El Pulpo Humano-HOF
El Vuelo de la Muerte

Murder Case

Casino

Reviesved

Title

Irish

Hombre Que Se Reia Del

El

SUP.. 7-30-35
Cardinal

Russia

Speed Devils-HOF
Spring Tonic-F
Square Shooter-COL

3-30-35
Call of the

.2-16-35
7-20-35
7-8-35
8-5-35

.

She-RKO

.

Broadway Gondolier-WA.7-11-35
Burn 'Em Up Barnes-MAS

Doubt-MGM

of

Shanghai-PA R

— Universal

— No

Chinatown-NO. 2-20-35

Secrets of

Senora Casada Necesita Marido
F.. 2-12-35

Steiner

— Superior Films
—Syndicate Exchange

UA— United

6-7-35
..2-12-35

Hubertus-UFA

Schwarzer Jaeger Johanna

Brewster's Millions-U A
Bride of Frankenstein-U. 4-1 1-3 5
Bright Lights-FN
7-27-35
.

Famille-XX

RES

SG—S. &
SL—S. &

.

UA.. 6-26-35

— Resolute

INV Invincible Pictures
KRE-S. S. Krellberg

.

Sanders of the River

Ex.

WA— Warner Bros.
WOH— Herman Wohl

Pictures

DU— DuWorld

Ruggles of Red Gap-PAR 2-19-35
5-7-35
Paradise-AJA

Rustler's

Hugo Riesenfeld

Dr.

PER— Peerless

Productions

DAN — Danubia

MAS.. 3-12-35
Becky Sharp-RKO

A-G

— Burroughs-Tarzan
CHE— Chesterfield
CIN — Cinexport Distributing
COL — Columbia
CON — Conn Pictures

Bar Mitzvah-SL
3-20-35
Behind the Green Llghts-

HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film

—

REI

First

BEA
BUT

3-13-35

— Gaumont-British
— General Foreign Films

GFF

First

— Beacon

.

GB

XX.. 4-24-35

—
LIB — Liberty Pictures
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS— Mascot Pictures
MET — Metropolis
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP— Monogram Pictures
MUN— Mundus
NO — Northern Films
OLY —Olympic Pictures
PAR — Paramount

ARN— Tom Arnold
BAV— Bavaria Film

Jim Burke
COL..S-18-35

of

Rosem Aua Dem Suden

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

4-2-35
2-23-35
2-16-35
4-13-35
2-12-35

Tjocka Slakten
Topaze (French)
Tovarishi-AM
.

.

.

-XX

.

.

5-31-35

Lady— U

Transient

5-23-35

PAR.. 2-20-35
3-9-35

Traveling Saleslady-FN ..3-28-35

Tribu-XX
6-12-35
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes

OLY.. 5-28-35
Tu Hijo-XX
Una Semana De

12-18-34
Felicidad
XX.. 6-19-35

Under the Pampas Moon
F.. 6-1-35

Unknown Woman-COL.

.6-21-35

Unwelcome Stranger

COL.. 4-6-35

Lady-MGM

Vagabond

4-1-35

Vanessa-MGM

2-19-35

Vanishing Riders-SPE
Vidas Rotas-XX
Village

Tale-RKO

Wagon

Trail-AJA

...7-2-35
8-6-35
6-15-35

4-9-35

Wedding Night-UA
Werewolf of London-U.
West Point of the Air

2-19-35
.5-10-35

MGM.. 2-25-35
7-30-35
Westward Ho-REP
What Price Crime-BEA. 5-28-35
When a Man's a Man-F. .2-23-35

While the Patient Slept

FN.. 3-2-35
Whole Town's Talking

COL.. 2-15-35
Mail-AMB ..3-9-35
3-23-35
Woman in Red-FN
Woman Wanted-M GM 8-1 0-3 5
Wilderness

.

World Accuses-CHE
Youth

of

Maxim-AM

Zigeunerblut-XX
Zycie

J.

.

3-21-35

4-20-35

4-10-35

Pilsudskiego

MET.. 6- 4-35

THE

A

"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
yiRGINIA PINE has been

LaRue. The picture is now in work
Bryan Foy's studio.

at

T

T

Charles R. Rogers, Benjamin Glazer, Walter Wanger, Henry Herzbrun, Al Kaufman, Travis Banton,
Nathaniel Finston, Sid Grauman and
Hedda Hopper will be among the
members of the audience at the opening of "Common Flesh" at the Hollytown theatre Aug. 12th.
T

"LOTS"

in "AtAdventure," Vivian Oakland
was engaged for the Columbia proA new "voice testing" device by which screen players can hear themselves exactly
as they'll sound on the screen is the latest invention evolved by the M-G-M sound
duction temporarily entitled "Bodydepartment. It made its appearance last week on the "Tale of Two Cities" set, and
guard," along with Fred Walton and
Ronald Colman was given the honor of first trying it out. Sound engineers call it
But it is a complete sound"the tea wagon" because it's just about that size.
Charles Brinley. The picture, which
recording mechanism equipped with an instantaneous "play-back," which means that
is being directed by Lambert Hilla player may speak the line into the microphone and simultaneously hear it through
yer,
features Florence Rice and
special ear-phones that deafen him to all extraneous sounds.
Robert Allen, while Barbara Kent
and Bert Roach were added to the
contract for the last eight months. aid, Ida Koverman (executive at the
Proud of Jane's success as any par- M-G-M studios), Jean Harlow, Fran- cast last week.
ent could be, he has never told ces Marion (author and writer),
Jane's director how to direct pic- Joan Crawford, Constance Bennett,
Irving Thalberg is making elabortures.
He hasn't even written a Helen Hayes, Myrna Loy, Virginia ate plans for his production of the
Nathalie
Bruce,
Bucknall
(research
scenario for her.
King Arthur saga, "Knights of the
director), Greta Garbo, Anita Loos
T
T
T
Round Table," at M-G-M.
Guy Kibbee has been cast in (writer), Maureen O'Sullivan, May
Warner's "Captain Blood," drawing Robson and Gloria Swanson.

New

Voice-Testing Device Tried Out at

the principal comedy role.

T

T

HOLLYWOOD

Having completed a part

signed
by Sam Katzman of Victory Pictures for "Hot Off the Press." Monte
Blue, Fuzzy Knight, Bryant Washburn, Fred Kelsey have been added
to the cast, which is headed by Jack

T

&&H

DAILY

Monday, Aug. 12,1935

Ten other

Eugene

Forde will direct "Ra- actors were tested for this part by
mona," which is scheduled to start Director Michael Curtiz. Production
Sept. 3rd at 20th Century-Fox West- will begin on Wednesday on "Capern Ave. studio. The picture will be tain Blood," in which Errol Flynn
produced as a special.
will play the title role, with Olivia
T
T
T
de Havilland heading the feminine
James Edward Grant is now with portion of the cast. Other important
Walter Wanger Prods., doing the players assigned to this film are
screenplay on "Big Brown Eyes," Ross Alexander, Lionel Atwill, Forwhich he authored. Joan Bennett rester
David
Harvey,
Torrence,
has one of the important roles.
Frank McGlynn, George Hassell and
T
T
Colin Kenny.
The ideal film star's father has
T
T
T
been discovered at the 20th CenturyColumbia last week exercised the
Fox studio. He is Walter E. With- options on a number of players iners, daddy of nine-year old Jane cluding Thurston Hall, Robert Allen,
Withers, whose name* will pop out Nana Bryant, Victor Kilian and
in electric lights as a full-fledged Arthur Rankin.
star when her picture, "This Is the
Life," reaches theater screens. Par-

T

T

v

M-G-M

T

lantic

Brown Holmes

T

Josephine Hutchinson's next picture for First National, "A Present
From Margate," in which she will be
starred with Warren William, is
scheduled to enter production at the
company studios within the next
three weeks. William is working at
present in the starring role of "The
Case of the Lucky Legs." "A Present From Margate" is based on the
successful London play by Ian Hay
and A. E. W. Mason. The screen
play was written by F. Hugh
Herbert.

of the First Nascenario staff has
completed the screen play of "Money
Man," which is to be Edward G.
Robinson's next starring picture for
the company.
"Money Man" was
adapted from a story by Dashiell
Hammett, author of "The Thin
Man" and numerous other successful detective tales, and is the story
of a different kind of private detective.
Bette Davis is scheduled to be
Robinson's leading lady in "Money
Man" and Alfred E. Green will
tional

studio's

direct.

T

The latest "Who's Who" among
Withers has yet to visit the
the women of the nation, edited by
studio, where Jane has been under
Durward Howes, just published, lists
the following among the most promSan Antonio Notes
inent women of the United States:
San Antonio Taylor Byars, chief Norma Shearer, Jeanette MacDon-

ent

—

service

of

the

at

News

Pathe

Texas,

is

cameraman

now

during

Pittsburgh Briefs

spare time.

James Grimes has been promoted
to chief of service at the Empire
theater.

The Crown, 35 year-old theater
Electra, Tex., recently burnt to
the ground, will be replaced by a
new and modern house in the near
future.
in

—

Pittsburgh Mrs. George Craig
is
again operating the Meadowlands Theater in Meadowlands, Pa.
Fred Solomon turned benedict.
Joe Kaliski, veteran film man
here who is now managing the GB
office in Washington, and Minnie
Sherman will be married.

f MART

have discovered
truly Continental

Harry Feinstein, head Warner
booker, back from Atlantic City.

DATE BOOK
Today:

Pittsburgh

nament,
Aug.

Aug.

St.

Variety

Club

Clair Country Club,

golf

tour-

Pittsburgh.

12-13:
Des Moines Variety Club Golf
Tournament, Hyperian Club, Des Moines.

Annual summer dinner dance of the
Showmen's Club, Willowick Country Club,
14:

Cleveland.

Aug. 18:
of

Annual picnic of Allied M. P. T. 0.
Western Pennsylvania, Doc Herman's

farm,

Aug. 18:

&

M.

Pittsburgh.

Annual convention of
P.

Wallick

Aug.

21-23:

A. T. S. E.
0. of the State of Ohio, Deshler
Hotel, Columbus.
Allied

Theaters

convention
and Allied
meeting, Atlantic City.
Sept.

3-8:
tic

Oct.

I.

of

New

eastern

Showmen's Variety

Jubilee,

Jersey
regional

Atlan-

City.

21-24:
S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.

Andy

Battison,

Pete

service,

ProRich-

Pete Rosenthal and Harry
man.
Dave Broudy back on the job at

fili,

atmosphere —

view of Central Park, superior

Seen on Film Row: Harry Handel,
Bob Higgins, Manny Golden, Bart
Dattola,
Johnny Lengyel,
John
Bixler,

OMEf

rates.

invitingly inexpensive

(Single, $3.50-$5; Double, $5-$7)

The popular CONTINENTAL

the Stanley.

GRILL, the CAFE de la PAIX

The Sheridan Square theater reopens Saturday with Grace Moore's
"Love
Me Forever."
Manager
George Bronson will be back on the

America's
only

job.
It

appears now that the HarrisAlvin will reopen Aug. 30 with
"Curly Top." The Fulton will open
its doors on Labor Day.
Cress Smith, manager of the Palace, back from New York.
Joe
Blowitz also returned to resume his
managerial duties at the Manor.
The Ritz theater in Belle Vernon,
Pa., will be sold at a public auction

Aug.

20.

and

RUMPELNAYER'S
* smart,

meaning the

clever, the

know-

ing and, of course, the fashionable.

T.

MORITZ-ON-THE-PARK
50

CENTRAL PARE SOUTH.

Direction: S.

NEW YORK

GREGORY TAYLOR

THE

c&Oi

DAILY

WEEKLY ADMISSIONS
IN 5,000,000
(Continued from Pane

1)

300 In Attandance
At Southeast Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

ting

all

to bring

up any matter de-

Ed Kuykendall,

president of
M.P.T.O.A., will address the group on
"We Need Each Other." Mayor John
T. Alsop Jr., for many years associated with Paramount, will give the
address of welcome. R. B. Wilby
is chairman of the Business Committee, with O. C. Lam and Col. Sam
sired.

Borisky assisting.
Among others attending are O. C.
Lam of Rome, Ga.; Roy Martin,
Columbus, Ga., operator of the Martin theaters; Mitchell Wolf son of
Miami, owner of the Wometco theaters; Hugh Manning, of Etowah,
president of the exhib unit; H. W.

Thompson of Hawkinsville, Ga.,
president of All-Amusements Inc.;
Nat Williams of Thomasville, Ga.;
Arthur Lucas and Bill Jenkins of
the Lucas-Jenkins theaters in Atlanta.

New

pictures being screened for
are
convention
Paramount's
"Accent on Youth" and RKO-Radio's
"Alice Adams."
Mr. and Mrs. Wilby will spend two
weeks at the Atlantic Beach Hotel
after attending the convention. Mr.
and Mrs. Kuykendall and son also
will remain a few days.

the

his danccrs now

and

Phil Baker and
his stooges will start work tomorrow at the Eastern Service studio
in the eastern sequences of the
Twentieth
Century - Fox feature,
"Thanks a Million." The work is
being done under the supervision of
Otto Brower, with Arthur Miller
doing the camera work and Joe
Nadel assisting on the production.
•

Orchestra and

John Auer starts work tomorrow
Biograph studio on a Major
Boives amateur hour short.
at the

•

Ben Hecht and Charles MacArreturn to the
Astoria studios the latter pax t of
September, when they will start on
the first of three features.
John
Barrymore, it is understood, will
play the lead in the first.
thur,

it

is

said, will

-

A

Christie, producing

and

direct.
ing shorts for Educational at the
Astoria plant, will start work this
week on a two-recler for the Frolics
of Youth series.
I

Souland Productions

scheduled
to start work shortly in an eastern
studio on "Sutter's Destiny," the
first of a series of three features.
•
Jean La,cy, who has been seen in
a number of shorts produced in the
east and has posed as a model for
several well known advertisers, will
be known in the future as Eve
Laurence.
She recently completed
work in two serials under that
name, produced in Florida for state
right

is

distribution.

•

Joey Ray, having completed work
in "Sweet Surrender," the feature
now in work at the Astoria studios
under the direction of Monte Brice,
plans to leave for the coast shortly.
•

Red Nichols and
u'cs

Orchestra

his

Famous Pen-

entered

production

—

Braddock, Pa. Bobby Lieber has
been named manager of the newly
acquired Fineman & Shapiro house
here.

Hcnabery

.

More Roadshow Pix
In View for

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood
at

M-G-M

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bob Lee, after receiving a letter
from his wife in California, becomBob Snody
ing a little homesick
and George Nofka keeping a close
Frank
check on the production
Parker, with a day off, spending it
Helen Lynd being
on the set
made up to perfection by Eddie
Senz and being kept that way by
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

subject.

The six short subjects now being
edited include "The Great American
Pie Co.," starring Chic Sale; "How
to Sleep," starring Robert Benchley,
and four Pete Smith subjects, "Virginia Military Institute," "Trotters,"
"Greyhounds," and "Football Teamwork."

Willon Fieldz
Bill Miller turning
out a swell job with the cameras,
.

.

.

Subjects in preparation include
"Archery," "Fencing" a new Charles
"Chic" Sale one-reeler, "Shell Rac•
Over 350 extras were enriched ing," and two additional Pete Smith
novelties which have not been titled.
last week, that many having been
used in the large scenes on "Sweet
Surrender," which will be released
by Universal.
Vote Miriam Hopkins

and Frank Tuthill okaying sound.

•

A

large

number

Best July Actress

of picture people

(Continued from Page 1)
Jackson Heights
summer
during the past mention went to Noel Coward and
week to view "The Woman of Des- Julie Haydon in "The Scoundrel"
tiny," by Sam Warshawsky, for its and Louise Rainer in "Escapade."
picture
possibilities.
Linda Lee
Screen Writers Guild voted the Ben
Hill, who has been seen in several Hecht and Charles MacArthur script
productions in the east, is playing a of "The Scoundrel" as the best
supporting role in the cast, which screenplay of the month, with honorwas directed by B. Franklin Kams- able mention to Herman J. Manler.
kiewicz for "Escapade" and Francis

the
theater
to

settled.

Akron and the Majestic and

"Last Days of Pompeii," which
Merian Cooper is making. United
Artists'
Charles Chaplin picture,
"Modern Times," will probably be
shown at advanced prices, during its
New York run at least.

this

in

.

.

fendants to the suits," Belden said.
First action is scheduled for trial
Aug. 14. Suits so far filed are
against the Norka and Rialto in East

in

shorts

of

new peak

.

.

understood to have been
offered to the Astor, but because of
inability to obtain a prompt booking may open the show at the Music
Hall, though this has not been

considers also that it will
probably have a two-a-day picture

will hit a

actual
edited and

Anti-Bank Night Drive
Being Extended in Ohio

is

THE FILM DAILY

—Production

week with four pictures

'35-36

RKO

Anticipate the school reopening slump.

directing.
•

.

(Continued from Page 1)

REMINDER

Club,

Joseph

well.

Edwards

music,

SHOWMAN'S

is

Cotton

the

Astoria Studios notes: William production, six being
Rowland, after supervising the re- seven in preparation.
cording of five numbers for his
The four scheduled to go before
"Sweet Surrender" in eight hours, the cameras before the end of the
aside from his usual work, being week include two Pete Smith sport
more than ready to retire for the shots, one Pete Smith "Miniature"
day
Monte Brice, almost back and the third of the series of "Crime
to himself again after suffering all Doesn't Pay" two-reel melodramas,
week from a cold and the grippe
"A Thrill for Thelma," which George
Chris Beute looking forward to his Seitz is to direct.
new connection with Al Christie
The first of the Pete Smith subupon the completion of "Sweet Surjects is "Sailing," which will explain
render"
Bill Saulter, art director,
being commended for his novel the methods of handling small racideas and effective settings for the ing craft. Charles Trego is to direct
big ballet scene
Jack Schlaifer from a script prepared by Robert
The
definitely deciding to become a pro- Lees and Frederick Rinaldo.
ducer
Tamara, playing in her picture is being made at Balboa.
first picture, and a dual role, going
The other two are "Paper," which
through it like an old trouper
will show how the finer grades of
Ed Clark Lillie, who is credited with paper are made, and "Gymnastics,"
giving Clark Gable his first job in which is to feature the world's greatstock in Akron, O., and assisting est amateur
athletes. Lester Ilfeld
Rowland on the production, study- is directing the paper short at Vering his lines for a bit in the picture
non, and Trego is to direct the sport
for which he just fits the part

motored

Hess Judgment Paid
Saturday at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
Judgment obtained by Gabriel L. studios on a one-reel musical numHess against Peter S. Harrison, ber, which comes under the series
publisher of Harrison's Reports, for classified as "Melody Masters."
Aplibel, has been settled by the pay- pearing
in the same short are the
ment to Hess of $5,000.
Wallace Sisters and Bob Carter,
who sing. Cook and Browne, tapBobby Liieber Named Manager

at

featured as

be

will
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HITS PEAK AT M-G-

By CHARLES ALICOATE.

OAUL
WHITEMAN
A

12,

SHORTS PRODUCTION

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

JUMP

strength of films for fall release is
counted upon as a stimulating factor in new season attendance.
Unusual stability of theater operations for this time of the year is
further indicated in reports of the
Film Boards of Trade for July. Although this month usually sees a
large number of closings, in the
present year there continues to be
only a very few houses going dark,
and these are more than offset by
reopenings and new theaters.

Monday, Aug.

(Continued from Page

1)

Ohio towns.

for

"Becky

SUNSHIN€
\\m=i//

IN

THE

Tivoli

DAY'S

here.

Bank Night

Faragoh

Sharp."

is

now operating

Its legality

NEWS

in 36

previously

was questioned

in Cleveland, where
a hearing is scheduled later in the
month, and in Youngstown, where

an injunction was denied.

Paramount mapping $110,000 advercampaign on "The Crusades."

tising
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68,

New

Parley on

COURT ORDERS

.

G. T. E.

TO VOTE FOR FOX MERGER

as Talent
Scout in Foreign
Countries

the passing parade

.

DON CARLE GILLETTE

=

Century-Fox producA MONG the sundry improvements that tion activities in England, to be car** have been effected in the motion pic- ried on by the newly created company with Robert T. Kane as proture field over the last few years, it is
duction head, will be an integral
gratifying to note a discontinuance of the
part of the 20th Century-Fox proonce prevalent practice of forcing unknown
gram for world distribution and
and unqualified "stars" on the public.
Without meaning to belittle the value will call for considerable exchange
of talent between the British stuof good ballyhoo, it has been demonstrated
By

moviegoer opinion must show

that

its

Twentieth

of

Sheehan-Jeritza Married
Hollywood

— Winfield

Sheehan,
retiring chief of Fox production, and Maria
Jeritza, opera star, were married yesterday afternoon. Edwin Burke, writer,
was best man. Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Cobb
were attendants.
A wedding reception
was held last night at Sheehan's Ranch.
The couple will sail Aug. 21 on the

Normandie.

COLUMBIA

NOW

SELLS

General Theaters Equip't
Authorized to Vote
for

SHORTS BY SERIES

a

FORM 2 SUBSIDIARIES

—

—

Fox Merger

—

Wilmington, Del. Chancellor J.
0. Wolcott in Chancery Court yesterday signed an order authorizing
U. S. Senator Daniel 0. Hastings,
receiver for General Theaters Equipment, to direct the voting trustees
of Fox Film Corp. stock owned by
General Theaters to vote the stock
favor of the consolidation of Fox
The only
opposition to the receiver's petition
for such authority came from New
in

personality

NEWMAN AND HAMRIGK

Unit

British

and Twenthieth Century.

(Continued on Page 6)

ap-

screen newcomer before such
can be lodged by publicity
into the class of strong public appeal.
One of the first major complaints registered in the nationwide critics' poll conducted annually by The Film Daily was
directed against the exploiting of halfbaked stars trying to make an untalented
pretty face into a marquee name overnight.
proval

a

TEN CENTS

1935

Union Scale to Last Several Days

Kane Will Act

Viewing
.

13,

Century-Fox to Interchange With

20th
=

YORK, TUESDAY, AUGUST

(Continued on Page 7)

Columbia has dropped

policy
of selling short subjects in bulk,
without identification of individual
its

KUYKENDALL WARNS

series, and is now merchandising
this product on a separate group basis, it was stated at the firm's home

SOUTHEAST EXHIBS

Seattle
Under the newly formed
office yesterday.
Cascade Theaters Corp., amalgamaBr JEAN HENDERSON
Hamrick's
houses
tion
of
John
in
not
A UDIENCES are peculiar animals,
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
** very pliable to the views and wishes this territory with Frank L. NewWarning exJacksonville, Fla.
Orleans Circuit
mentally superior persons who man's Evergreen State Amusement
of those
hibitors that their business will be
think they know best what is good for Co., taking in 25 houses altogether,
Adopts Family Night run by the government if they pertwo operating subsidiaries have been
the folks at large.
New
Orleans Acting upon a res- mit the passage of the Pettengill
That is why, for one thing, despite all formed. Rainier Theaters Corp. will
olution passed by the Louisiana Co- anti-block booking bill, which he
the clamor of various groups for family handle the Seattle division, while
operative Motion Picture Council, termed one of the most vicious measpictures, you find youngsters, usually ac(Continucd on Page 6)
Multnomah Theaters will operate recommending at least one family

—•—

—

New

—

companied by parents, attending and

(.Continued

relish-

on

Page

3)

night a week for film houses, United
Theaters is experimenting with such
Joe Skirball Injured,
a policy in the Rivoli, Tivoli, Fine
Mother Dies, in Crash Arts and National theaters. The
And a "disillusioned exhibitor" out in
Joe Skirball, independent exchange programs at present are on SaturLos Angeles, who apparently is obliged
day nights but, if continued during
to play double features though he is per- man and brother of J. H. Skirball,
school season, will be shifted to Frisonally opposed to them, writes in to ex- general sales manager for EducaThe Council had pledged its
plain that it is the box-office vote of the
tional, was seriously injured and days.
members' attendance at such proinaudible majority that keeps dual policies their mother, Mrs. Sarah Skirball,
ing

many

adult films far more
catagoried as family en-

so-called

than the picture
tertainment.

in existence despite the verdicts of polls,
surveys and other forms of consensus which
draw participation only from the discriminating minority.

—•—

kyiOVIE
'"'

is

a

New

glamorous

and must be presented glamororder to maintain the illusion
necessary part of successful show-

article

cusly

that

entertainment

(Continued

in
is

a

manship.
Exhibitors

who

shatter

that

illusion

and

desecrate the prestige and entertainment
value of the screen by shots-in-the-arm
with such unrelated serums as premiums,
raffles, bank nights and whatnot, are cutting away at the foundation and permanency of their business for the sake of
temporary box-office stimulation.

on

Page

3)

grams.

Union Wage Scale Parley
Will Last for Several Days
Negotiations for a

new

basic

predicted by the
Enterprises, which reports last week
as the biggest week in both new
business written and cash collections

—

—

its

San Antonio exchange has had
(Continued

on

Page

3)

tion

pictui-e
theater circuits and
It is expected that sevdays will elapse before any

Local 306.
eral

agreement can be reached on terms.
Representatives of RKO, Loew's and other
(Continued on Page 6)

—

Bob Livingston,
Lincoln, Neb.
one of the defendants in the $1,353,000 damage suit filed in Federal
Court by Independent Theaters, Inc.,
filed his answer yesterday, denying
every allegation and asking that he
be permitted to recover costs to
Suit is against Livingston,
date.
Lincoln Theater Corp., J. H. Cooper
six distributors for alleged conspiracy against the plaintiff, which
operated the Rialto, Liberty and Or-

and

pheum.

wage

4-Year Record Reported
scale for motion picture operators in
By Southwest Exchange New York City got under way yesSan Antonio— A big fall season is terday at a conference between
representatives of the leading moSack Amusement

Denies All Allegations
In Lincoln Film Suit

Plan Soviet Hollywood
Moscow

— Creation

of

a

Soviet

Holly-

wood, to be located either near Odessa

Sukhum

Caucasus, is
Enplanned by the Soviet government.
tire
town will be devoted to film
Work already is under way
studios.
on designs for the buildings and equipment.

or

near

in

the

THE
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Tom Connors Assigned
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Toronto

—Booth Dominion

Produc-

tions, Ltd., starts activity this week
in its studio in the large Ravina
Rink Bldg., with Toby Wing playing a leading role in the initial picture, "The King's Plate." Sam Newfeld will direct and Burt Kelly is
in charge of production. Backers of
the project include Arthur Gottlieb,
Jack Goetz and J. R. Booth. Two
features are called for in the original plans, with intimation that they
may be quota films for Paramount,
though the Paramount offices in New
York deny any deal has been made.

Adds Theater

Denver

—

Gibraltar Enterprises,

with headquarters here, has
taken over the Trail theater, Bridgeport,
William
Ostenburg,
Neb.
Scottsbluff, Neb., a member of the
corporation, purchased the house
from D. E. Anderson.
Inc.,

105
78

23/8

will close

Aug. 15 for the

job.

l/

1

76%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
20l/4
Techncolor
19% 19%—
Warner's 6s39

Toronto Studio Starts
Production Activity

Gibraltar has taken over the
+ 4
+ 4 agency for the Denver territory for
+ Vi Multicolor.
+ V4
+ 234 Cinema de Paris Opens Saturday

+ %
+ 3/8
+
+2
+ Vi
+ 1%

23/8

—

7/g
i/

g

Cinema de Paris, formerly the
Fifth Ave. Playhouse, opens Saturday under its new policy of presenting French films.
First attraction
will be "Prenez Garde a la Peinture" ("Look Out for the Paint").
Other bookings include Rene Clair's
"Lj Dernier Milliardaire" and "Maria Chapdelaine."
Get

New M-G-M

West Coast Bureau of

—

Contracts

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood New M-G-M contracts
Irving Moross at Columbia
Irving Moross, who has been with are announced with Madge Evans,
the Nathan Burkan law offices, has soon to return from England afjoined Columbia as head of its legal ter making a picture abroad, Duddepartment. He follows Bill Jaffe, ley Digges, and Fritz Lang. Lang
who resigned to become a law part- Austrian director who made "Metropolis," will soon do a photoplay
ner of Sol A. Rosenblatt.
for M-G-M called "Tell No Tales."
Emenheiser with First Division
Charlotte, N. C.
Jack Emenheiser, formerly with United Artists

—

exchange, has accepted a
with First Division.

position

Para. Backing Van Druten Play
Paramount backing is behind the
new John Van Druten play, "Most
of the Game," soon to be presented
on Broadway by Dwight Deere

Wiman and

WRITERS!
Write

your

ATTENTION!
plots

around

SPECTACULAR PATHE LIBRARY STOCK
SHOTS

ABE MEYER
General Service Studios

Hollywood, Calif.

Coming and Going
RAMON NOVARRO

airplane pilot, are in the party.
The expedition also is taking
along an Electrolux kerosene-operated refrigerator which is expected
to make it possible to expedite
developing of films and to help conserve
supplies
of
photographic
chemicals.

Clinton,

Ind.

SIR WILLIAM WISEMAN of Kuhn, Loeb &
and FRED PERRY, tennis star who is to
appear in an RKO picture, arrive in New York
today on the Berengaria.

Auriol Lee.

Richard V. Anderson Honored
Richard V. Anderson of Universal
Newsreel has been commissioned assistant grand lecturer of the Second Masonic District of Manhattan. There are 24 lodges in his district.

New

in

Al Duffy Joins Columbia

Al
Duffy,
newspaperman and
theatrical press agent, has joined
Columbia's
publicity,
advertising
and exploitation division to do special
exploitation work under the
supervision of Bruce Gallup, director of the department.
Produce

in Florida

favorites, such as William Farnum,
Pauline Starke and Priscilla Dean,
will be

EDMUND
this

week

"Night

employed.

Fourth

to-

sail

Pinang for Borneo.

BREESE comes

Hollywood

to

the

east from
rehearsals for

start

June

of

GREGORY LA CAVA
this

week from the
Friday

on

due

is

Berengaria
in

New

York
booked to

in

He

coast.

the

CHARLES RICHMAN

is

for

Europe.

New York from

eastern scenes
a Million."

for

play,

16."

sail

Hol-

Century-

20th

in

"Thanks

work

in

roWELL, who recently finished
M-G-M's "Broadway Melody of 1936,"

—

Arrest Times Sq. Pickets
A disturbance caused by picketing
on the part of rival unions in front
of the Times Square Theater yesterday led to the arrest of four out
of some 300 pickets who crowded
in front of the house.

York tomorrow from the coast
Shubert musical, "At Home

the

in

JUNE KNIGHT, who

Abroad."

the Metro
Thursday.
in

film,

arrives

has

also

New

in

role

a

York

department.

RAMM,

LOUIS
the

Atlanta

United

territory,

Artists

exploiteer

town

in

is

for

SID RECHETNIK
department returned

ROBERT

the Warner
yesterday from

of

ALTON,

Broadway
Goldwyn

Samuel

by

publicity
vacation.

dance director
to
do similar

service tor the

Eddie Cantor production, "Shoot

the Chutes,"
weeks.

leaves

CECIL

B.

Hollywood

for

DeMILLE

two

in

LAMB

HAROLD

and

arrive in New York on Monday from the Coast
to attend the premiere of "The Crusades."

SAM MOSCOW
D.

York

HELEN

i,

DORAN,

A.

from

LYONS

is

tryout

a

New

in

York from Atlanta.

has
Mass.

JR.

Dennis,

back
at

in

Dennis,

VINSON, who

has

returned

New

New

to

York

after

Mass.

been

at

the

in

Damned"

Leo Jaffe Promoted
Leo Jaffe has been named manager of the Columbia sales accounting department, succeeding
Hecker, who has resigned.
has been Hecker's assistant.

William

Sam
Jaffe

A. Gervers Dead

—

Cincinnati William A. Gervers,
veteran theater owner, died last
week after a short illness. At his
death he operated three houses.
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GB

England
making "King of the
and
"Transatlantic
Tunnel,"
sails
for New York on the He de France on Aug.
21, arriving here Aug. 27.
studios

INDISPENSABLE

unci

in

few

a

days.

COMPLETE-

FREE

on

JAC THALL of Universal's home office leaves
today on the Twentieth Century for Universal
City to join the staff of the Universal scenario

SAM

Office for Superior
Louis With the opening of
new quarters at 3317 Olive St. here
under the management of Andy R.
Dietz, Superior Pictures is now operating four offices. The others are
in Chicago, which is the headquarters, Indianapolis and Milwaukee.

New

arrives in
to apear

viewing

St.

Kota

the

engaged

to

and SOL LESSER arfrom the coast.

yesterday

ELEANOR
is

building a new 750-seat theater
here. House is expected to be ready
for opening about Sept. 15.

Coleman

York

MR. and MRS. MARTIN JOHNSON
d*y on

for Indiana
Bob Scherer

M SCHENCK

JOSEPH
rived

Fox's

—

east from Holpicture,

Spanish

his

Co.

lywood

New House

come

has

lywood with a print of
"Against the Current."

camp

l/

11

102

ctfs

5%s50
5%s50

.

....

filed

Kinabatangan River, where
will be made.
Joseph Tilton,
sound engineer, and James Laneri,
the

pervision.

—

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 14%
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 13y4
Keith A-0 6s46
92

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson, who
sail today on the Kota Pinang for
their latest jungle expedition, plan
to spend 18 months in the wilds of
Borneo.
They are taking a plane
along and on arrival in Singapore
will fly to Sandakan in North Borneo, then going by raft 800 miles up

Ed Schulte, member of Gibraltar,
2%
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Production
+ '/4 and owner of three theaters in Cas- of outdoor films in a local studio is
3/
per,
will
spend
re$30,000
41% +
Wyo.,
4
planned here by Robert Bruce Cole5
+ % building the Rialto at Casper. House man. He says old-time silent film

4%

5%

Warner Bros

'/i

expanded to cover Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee and Minneapolis.
Sam Shirley, who has had charge
of this area, remains in Chicago as
district manager under Connors' su-

Martin Johnson Expedition
Plans 18 Months in Borneo
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NEWMAN AND HAMRICK
FORM 2 SUBSIDIARIES
(Continued from Page

Joe Skirball Injured,

Mother

(Continued from Page

Crash
1)

was killed in an auto accident Sunday in Sewickley, Pa. Two sisters
J. H.
also were hurt in the crash.
Skirball left yesterday for Sewickley,

and will go from ther to Clevewhere the funeral probably
be held tomorrow.

land,
will

4-Year Record Reported
By Southwest Exchange
(Continued from Page

in four years. Sack's
exchange, opened in

1)

Oklahoma City
March, also

re-

ports a steady increase in business.

58 Pre-Release Bookings
For "We're in the Money"
Pre-release bookings on the Warner comedy, "We're in the Money,"
total 58, according to the company's

home

offices.

Among

Sherman,

New

Haven;

Strand, Hartford; Paramount, Syracuse; Keith's, Cincinnati; Orpheum,
Louis; Strand, Akron; Lyric,
St.
Indianapolis; Tampa, Tampa, Fla.;
Lyric, Minneapolis; Fox, Phoenix,
Ariz.; Stanley, Baltimore; and Warner,

^

PHIL

—

Salt

is

Aug.

17.

Lake City Squibs

•

ing ahead with their plan of having these experts in the field
put the showmanship and exploitation angles into the selling
campaign
on "Midsummer Night's Dream"
after the
luncheon the out-of-town contingent looked at the special roadshow feature for the first time
and today they will sit
in on a round-table discussion
and kick in with their opinions as to just how this pix should be handled
in order
to get the maximum in advertising and publicity

T
•

•

•

T

ALL THEIR

ideas that pass muster with the home
office executives
will be incorporated right into the selling campaign from the outset
no Theory here
all
Practical Showmanship slants that should go far toward making the "Dream" one of the best-sold specials in the history
of the biz

THE BOYS

who

are in town for this two-day conL. S. Stein, Chicago
ference on the Warner special are
Dan Finn, New Haven
Sid Dannenberg, Cleveland
Charlie Smakwitz, Albany
Rob Paskow, Newark
Harry Goldberg, Philadelphia
Joe Feldman, Pittsburgh
Frank La Falce, Washington
Sid Blumenstock, Atlantic Oity
Dave "Skip" Weshner, first-run zone manager,
Philadelphia
Howard Waugh and Bill Hendricks, Memphis
Charlie Einfeld and Mort Blumenstock are handling the
proceedings for the home office
and the boys were all
plenty enthused as we left them after the luncheon
they
feel they have something unusual to go to work on

•

•

•

• HERE IS a case history of a Hot Harmony Combo
that should be grabbed up by some major producer who
wants to put Smart Class into his musical productions
referring to the composer-lyricists, Walter G. Samuels, Leonard
Whitcup and Teddy Powell
these lads turn out tuneful
melodies and clever lyrical ideas that will enhance the b.o.
value of any smart production
just a few of the recent
numbers they have turned out
"Fiesta," "I Gotta Have
You," "True," "Infatuation," "I Couldn't Believe My Eyes,"
"It's Too Hot for Words," "Blue Mist," "Look In the Mirror"
they wrote all of Ned Wayburn's acts including his show,
•

•

"Ned Wayburn's Gambols"

T

After two weeks at the Orpheum,
Me Forever" moved to the
Studio. "Bright Eyes" is a secondrun holdover at the Star.
Manager Robert Hill of Columbia
plans a three-week trip.
Fox's Babcock Theater, Billings,
Mont., has reopened.
Star Theater, a Huish house in
Eureka, Utah, has been completely
remodeled.
The new Roxy, Logan, Utah, has
set back its opening date to about
Sept. 10. Salt Lake Service Supply
Co. is equipping the house, being

"Love

Mike Neilson.

T

IN LINE with Columbia's new aiir-cooled regime.
Jack Cohn is now installed in one of the industry's swankier
offices
all
modern equipment, and Venetian blinds, no
•

•

•

•

•

less

T

—

Salt Lake City Harry David of
Publix-Salt Lake has booked "Tobacco Road", legit show, for the
Paramount on Aug. 23-24.

built for

T

T

• FOLLOWING A luncheon to the theater advertising managers at the Advertising Club
Warners are go•

Memphis.

National release date

THEATERS JOIN

CAROLINA ACTIVE LIST

M.DALY

principal spots

scheduled for an advance showing
of the film, which stars Joan Blondell with Glenda Farrell, Hugh Herbert and Ross Alexander, are:
Stanley, Atlantic City; Paramount,
San Francisco; Earle, Philadelphia;
Boise;
Fox,
Rochester;
Palace,

Roger

kXO* ^

1)

Hamrick will
the Portland group.
be city manager here, with eight
houses. Al Finkelstein will be city
manager in Portland, with 17 houses.
Officers of the Cascade company include Frank L. Newman, Sr., president; John Hamrick, vice-president;
Alfred Shemanski, Clarence Innes
and J. P. Garvin, directors.

Dies, in

FIVE

•

IF

ANY

T

producer

is

T
looking around for a strictly

up-to-the-minute murder mystery
we commend to his attention the new book just off the press of Harrison Smith and
Robert Haas
"The Communist's Corpse," by Richard
Wormser
this author certainly knows his police court procedure
and hits all the latest slants in the underworld
of New York life ...... with a bunch of live, believable characters that everyone will recognize as written from life as they
really are
and
the book has garnered swell reviews
is filled with picture atmosphere .....

T
•
in a
girl

•

•

big

ONE OF
way

our

own

T

film biz is breaking into radio

Ruth Morrow, the "Sweeter Than Sweet"

because of
sec to the purchasing agent at GB
has been assigned the 7:30 p.m.
her sweet, melodic voice
her initial prospot every Thursday on Station
gram established her as a comer on the airlanes

WHOM

m « «

» » »

Charlotte, N. C.
New theaters
recently opened in the Carolinas include:
Haliwal, at Littleton, by
John H. Boyd; the Moncks Corner,
Moncks Corner, by Cummings &
Fridell; the new State, Gastonia, by
W. L. Parker. In addition the Carolina, Clover, S. C, has been reopened
by Bates Harvey, and the Loray,

Loray, N. C, has been reopened by
W. A. Gray under the new name of
the Carolina.

Recent transfers are: the Roxy at

Bessemer City from B.

C. Tally to
A. L. Scarborough; the Paramount,
Hickory, from Criterion Amusement
Co. to North Carolina Theaters;
Liberty, Darlington, from Pee Dee
Amusement Co. to North Carolina
Theaters;
Colonial and
Carolina,
Florence, from M. F. Schnibben to
Carolina Theaters.

Expect More Tran 150
At Allied A. C. Convention
More than 150 exhibitors are expected to attend the Allied Eastern
regional meeting and Allied Theaters of New Jersey annual convention in Atlantic City on Aug. 21-23.
Allied leaders attending will include:
President Sidney E. Samuelson, Abram F. Myers, Nathan Yamins, R.
M. Richey, Walter B. Littlefield,

Herman Blum, Fred Herrington and
Charles Metzger.

Pathe-Natan Unit Starts
Releasing Here Sept. 1
France Film, the new American
organization for Pathe-Natan, on
1 begins distribution of the
features it plans to release in
this country. The former Fifth Ave.
Playhouse, which has been renamed
the Cinema de Paris, reopens Aug.
16 with "Look Out for the Paint."
The house will serve as a New York
show-window for France pictures.
Included in the list of titles of
films to be sold in the United States
are: "Mystery of Paris," "The Last
Billionnaire,"
directed
by Rene
Clair; "Maria Chapdelaine," "Wedding March," an Italian picture with
Carminati,
"Charlemagne"
Tullio
and "The Orderly."

Sept.

25

"Wilderness" Unit in Union Jam
Grafton, Mass. Clarence Brown,
M-G-M director, and his "Ah, Wilderness!" unit started location work
here under difficulties yesterday as
Business Manager Jack Hauser of
the Worcester stage hands' local de-

—

manded

that electricians and carpenters from his jurisdiction be employed, although Brown brought a
crew of 25 from Hollywood. Brown
conceded to employ any local technicians
could.

who

qualified,

but

none

The Worcester musicians'

union also protested against using
of a local band in a scene.

:
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Joe Cawthorn,
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all

together

picture, but
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Universal have filed applications for hearing in regard
to their protests against plan of the city finance department to include film grosses
in the New York 2 per cent sales tax.
Assertion is made that pictures are leased
and not sold.
In event the comptroller's decision is unfavorable, the companies are
expected to seek injunctions restraining the finance department from trying to collect
the tax.

WITH BRITISH STUDIOS
(Continued from Page

UNION WAGE PARLEY

Seek Hearing Against City Sales Tax
Both

1)

and the Hollywood organizaunder Darryl F. Zanuck, according to Joseph M. Schenck, 20th
Century-Fox chairman, who arrived
in New York yesterday from the

Tuesday, Aug. 13,1935

United

Artists

and

dios
tion

coast.

Kane, in addition to handling the
ten features annually to be made by
the British unit, will represent 20th
Century-Fox in Europe for the purpose of finding new talent for the
combined companies, said Schenck.

Cleveland Clips

—

Cleveland Nat Lefton, local head
of Republic Pictures, is vacationing
at Vermillion-on-the-Lake.
Jack Shulman, who owns theaters
in Cleveland and Painesville, recently
added the Lyric, Fairport Harbor,
to his circuit.

Jack Flanagan, president of TriState Motion Picture Co., has moved
his office and studio from the Film
Exchange Bldg. to the Rockefeller
Bldg.
Max Lefkowich expects to take
over the active management of the
Mall theater about Sept. 1.

Fred North, Vitagraph division
manager, paid the local exchange one
of his rare visits.

Frank Drew, M-G-M branch manager, reports that his office has
closed contracts in practically every
important town in the territory.
First-run houses start negotiations this week with the unions for
new wage scales to succeed the contracts expiring Aug. 31. Both operators and stagehands are asking increases. Subsequent runs also will
begin negotiations on new agree-

ments.

Mike Resnick arrived in town to
head the newly opened M. & G. Film
Exchange, Film Exchange Bldg.,
handling the Louis-Levinsky fight
picture.

Dorsey Brown has been

named

officially

theater
ence.

Kansas City Notes

Indianapolis Items

—

Indianapolis
A bandit last week
held up the cashier of the Zaring
theater and escaped with approximately $125.
I.
N. Halperin, general manager
of the Indiana and Circle theaters,
went to Akron for a preview of the

Maj. Bowes amateur show.
Tom Long, formerly publicity director of the Indiana and Circle,

and now

in the theatrical advertising business in Youngstown, is visiting his parents here.

Sam
the

Dallas, formerly

Paramount theater

manager

of

Logansand later associated with Maiin

port,
lers
Bros, in Defiance, 0., was
drowned last week in the Maumee
River while on a fishing trip.

G. L. Heinrich, head booker RKO,
back from a fishing trip in Michi-

gan.
E. A. Sipe, Republic Pictures representative, is vacationing in Pensacola, Fla.
Colonial theater opens Aug. 17.
Harry Koch, former manager of
the Ohio theater here, and now in
the Pittsburgh district for Warners,

City Jay Means, exhib
0. A. president, motoring
to California with his family.

Fred Greenberg, Warner

district

representative, is leaving on a twoweek fishing trip.
M. P. Harwood, representative
from New York, will spend several
weeks with the local Warner ex-

change.

Des Moines.
Ralph
Scherzer,

Fox booker,
leaves this week on vacation in
Colorado.
Harry Taylor, Columbia manager,
has been in the hospital recovering
from a minor operation.
Arthur Cole of Paramount on vacation in Wyoming.

Omaha

—

manager announces.
manager of the
Orpheum takes on a week of vaude-

district

Ted

ville

Emerson,

with the

Olsen and

Johnson
Blank

unit, E. R. Cummings, A. H.
district manager announces.

Ted Emerson, manager of the
Omaha, on vacation. Orville Rennie
will be in charge.

conferees are pledged to no publicity.
According to a statement from a committee representing the major circuits, the rescinded wage cut will go into effect next
Saturday unless a new wage scale is worked
out in the meantime.
The circuits maintain
that Local .306 is discriminating against them

by charging hundreds of New York theaters
much lower rate for the same class of work.

a

Kuykendall Warns
Southeast Exhibs
(Continued from Page

Gene Raymond
Mary Duncan

Rogers

Regis Toomey
Leo Brecher
Alfred Hitchcock

W.

E.

Green

1)

ures ever known, and deploring the
loss of the
code and declaring
that any voluntary code would be
only a gentleman's agreement impossible to enforce, President Ed
Kuykendall of the M. P. T. O. A.
yesterday addressed the only business session of the Southeastern
Theater Owners' convention here
yesterday.
About 300 delegates from four
states are assembled for three days
of fun at local beaches.
The future of the proposed re-

NRA

vival of

scribed

as

impossible

to

make accurate

pre-

dictions at this time.

You haven't

seen any trouble yet

you see the government running our business, which is what
will happen if the Pettengill bill
becomes
law,"
said
Kuykendall.
until

"What

this industry needs is more
a coordination of
between exhibitors, distrib-

cooperation, and
effort

utors and producers," was the president's parting statement.
The convention passed a resolution honoring the memory of WilCincinnati Squibs
liam L. Whitehead, executive head
Cincinnati
Ike Libson is back of public relations for E. J. Sparks
from several weeks' vacation. Strong enterprises. Whitehead died a week
rumors that the Libson interests will ago.
acquire the Orpheum, Peebles CorHugh Manning, president of the
ner, from Chester Martin.
Southeast unit, presided over the
Two downtown RKO houses book- meeting. M. C. Moore, manager of
ed
revivals
this
week:
"Hell's the Riverside Theater here, is conAngels" at the Grand and "Smilin' vention chairman. Festivities close
Through" at the Capitol. The Clif- today with a deep sea fishing party
ton, suburban, is running its fifth and Golf Tournament at Jacksonrequest return.
Beach, and a banquet and
ville
Charles Stofiet has resigned as dance.
manager of the Margie-Grand, Har-

—

and returned to his home in
Grover C. Scott, PikeMichigan.
ville, has taken over the house.
Alberta Zebei'ink of U. A. is
lan,

honeymooning

at Cedar Point.
has closed the Auxier
Theater, Auxier, Ky., due to mining

Tom Moran

HERE & THERE
Newark, N.
—Upon completion
J.

of alterations costing about $25,000,

"Call of the Wild" at the Omaha
the Shubert theater will be reopened
opened to su^h heavy business the conditions. The Melton, Melton, W. Sept. 1 by Emajay Corp. as the
closed.
house had to be opened at 11 o'clock Va., also
Beacon, with films and vaudeville.
Vacationists include Jim Curran
in the morning two consecutive days.
When Mort H. Singer stops off of Columbia, who is in Boston, and
Lincoln, Neb. Ike Hoig, personhere Aug. 20 he will have the final Y. Miller, Ann Keck, Helen Fleming nel man with Lincoln Theater Corp.
plans for the lobby renovation of and Eleanor Ingrot of Warners.
here, narrowly escaped death rethe Brandeis theater.
turning from his vacation when his
Steiner Has Chaney Films
The third car giveaway drawing
car crashed into a bridge railing and
William Steiner is releasing the drove a timber clear through the
will be held the latter part of August with nearly every theater in eight Lon Chaney features to be engine and up to the footboard on
the car.
produced by Ray Kirkwood.
town co-operating in the venture.

—

Charles (Buddy)
Sam Taylor

confer-

Film Boards was also de"doubtful" by KuykenRalph LiBeau, Jr., Paramount dall, though he amplified his posibooker, driving to Maine on vaca- tion in this matter by stating it was

B.

Budd Silverman, operator of the
Granada, South Bend, will open the
Strand,
Ft.
Wayne.
Arthur T.
Worthington will be the manager.
Mannie Marcus, Ft. Wayne operator, was here last week on business.

(.Continued from Page 1)
attended yesterday's

circuits

The union delegation was headed by
Joseph Basson, president of Local 306.
The

"Curly Top" has been moved to
the Apollo for an indefinite run to
make room for "Dante's Inferno" at
the Uptown.
George W. Fuller, Fox exchange
manager, away for a week on a business trip through Kansas.
W. E. Scott, Fox district manager, back from a business trip to

tion.
last week.
A hundred Fox-Midwest theater
Coleman, traveling auditor
for Paramount, spent several days managers meet today and tomorrow
at
the
Elms
Hotel,
here last week.
Excelsior
Ted Nicholas, manager of the Springs, Mo., for their annual conLyric theater, was in Chicago sev- vention.
Benny Benjamin, Universal maneral days on business.
Dave Chatkin of the Monarch the- ager, back from a week's business
trip through northern Missouri.
ater was a visitor here last week.
C. A. Schultz of Commonwealth
Indianapolis
Variety Club will
hold its second annual picnic Aug. Theaters back from a vacation in
Minnesota.
19 at Northern Beach.

L.

M-G-M

tion.

—

Kansas
and I. T.

was here

booker, giving
the exchange three bookers.
Items
Bill
Twig, manager of ParaOmaha Beginning Aug. 23, the
mount's accessory department, back
Orpheum takes on a week of vaudefrom a vacation in Atlantic City.
ville with the Olsen and Johnson
Bill Skirboll plans to leave this
week for Moundsville, Ind. on vaca- unit, E. R. Cummings, A. H. Blank
local

ON FOR SEVERAL DAYS

THE
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SOVIETS ENGAGING
4

U. S.

A LITTLE

TECHNICIANS

Three American laboratory technicians and an engineer will be given
two-year contracts by the Soviet
motion picture industry to give practical instruction in laboratory methods to Soviet workers, it was stated
yesterday to The Film Daily by V.
president of Amkino.
I. Verlinsky,
The engineer will advise on construction of machines for use in laboratories, Verlinsky said.
Verlinsky declined to name the
technicians who will be signed because no contracts have yet been
prepared.
The Amkino president
received authorization to engage the
men by cable yesterday from Boris
Z. Shumiatsky, general manager of
the Soviet film industry, who is in
Paris.
This is the first instance of the
Soviets enlisting Americans to help
build their industry. While here recently Shumiatsky said that film
laboratories were the weakest link
in the Soviet industry and paid high
tribute to the perfection of method
and equipment in the U. S. film
boratories.

-By

LEIGH, and

not

Row-

land V. Lee, the director, as inadvertently published, is writing the
screenplay
for
Warners'
"The
Charge of the Light Brigade." Rowland V. Lee, who directed "The
Count of Monte Cristo" and "Cardinal Richelieu," is now completing
the direction of "The Three Musketeers," for RKO.
T

T

T

Our Passing Show: Carl Laemmle,
Jr., George Volck, Sam Jaffe, Jean
Muir, Charles Feldman, Ivan Lebedeff, Philip Reed, Wera Engles, Bill
Thomas, Anita Louise, Robert BroClaire
Windsor among the
guests at cocktail party given by

der,

Attorney Roger Marchetti to celebrate the opening of his new Beverly Hills offices.
T

T

T

at

Carl Brisson will soon start work
Paramount in "The Bouncer,"

which

Harold M. Young will direct.
Immediately following "The
Bouncer," he will appear in "Stormy
Spring."

¥

T
Born," the

T

"Navy
Samuel Goldwyn production which for the past
three weeks has been known as
"Merrily

We

Marry," reverts back
original title.
Miriam Hopkins has the stellar role.
T
T
T
"Enemy of Man," Warner film in
which Paul Muni will play the part
of a famous scientist, enters production Aug. 19.
Supporting cast includes
Anita
Louise.
William
Dieterle will direct from the screen
play by Sheridan Gibney.
to

its

T

T

T

Colin

Clive has been signed for
a featured role in the Ronald Colman starring picture, "The Man
Who Broke the Bank at Monte Car-

George Bricker, whose original
story, "The Payoff," was produced lo,"
which Darryl F. Zanuck will
by Warner Bros., with Robert Florey personally
produce for 20th Cendirecting, wrote the screenplay for tury-Fox.
"Broadway Hostess," which Frank
T
T
T
McDonald is directing at the BurPatsy Flick, Greek dialectician,
bank studio. Bricker has been given has been added to
the Warner writa new writing contract by Warner ing staff.
His first assignment will
National Tieups Set
Bros.
be the diaolgue for "Stars Over
Republic's First
T
T
T
Broadway," in which he will also
Republic's first release, "ForbidFive secretaries handle Francis have an important role.
den Heaven", with Charles Farrell Lederer's fan mail. One of these is
T
T
T
and Charlotte Henry, will be launch- an expert linguist and takes care of
Allan Scott, who wrote the screen
ed with an imposing series of na- the French, Austrian and Czech play of "Top Hat," new Astairetional tieups arranged by Ed Fin- mail.
The star charges no fee for Rogers muscial picture with Irving
ney, director of advertising and pub- sending h|is photograph and the Berlin score, in collaboration with
with
licity.
Included are hookups
more interesting letters receive per- Dwight Taylor, has been given a
Dare sonal answers from him.
Virginia
Bost
Toothpaste,
new five-year contract by RKO
Dresses, Geraldine Hat Co., Lever
Radio. The same team is now workT
T
T
Bros. (Lux), Oppenheim & Baruch,
Although William Wyler, director ing on the script of "Follow the
Lettie Lee, Postal Telegraph, George of "The Gay Deception," Jesse L. Fleet," soon to go into production
W. Luft Co. (Tangee), Screen Book Lasky's production for 20th Century- starring Astaire and Miss Rogers.
Magazine, and others, embracing Fox, was a violin student at the It also will have Irving Berlin
various local tieups with banks, ra- Paris Conservatory of Music, the music.

On

dio stations, contests, etc.
practical showman's pressbook,
32 pages in size, also has been issued on this feature.

A

New

Orleans Notes

New

—

only time he plays now is when he
has musicians on the set and joins

them between
Carl

Wayne

Pierson
in

"The

T

T

department and Alice Richard.
The Tivoli, United neighborhood
theater here, has inaugurated a Saturday midnight show policy featuring negro vaudeville talent.
Sidney Harp, Thibodeux exhibitor
visited film row last week.

Bob Kelly, assistant manager for
First Division, is in the country on
a sales trip.

Teddy

will

direct

New

Frontier,"

McDonald,

a

a

T

—

Week"

in

Macon

Macon The week of Aug. 12, durwhich M-G-M's "China Seas" will
have its Southern premiere in Macon,
has been designated "China Seas Week"
by Mayor Herbert Smart.
ing

of

r

Down Memory Lane:

Constance,

Donald is directing from the screen
play by Abem Finkel.
T

T

T

Ian Hunter has been cast by First
National for the leading male role
opposite Kay Francis in "I Found
Stella Parrish."
T

T

McDonald and Eddie Nugent, and

road tour with their parents, Richard Bennett and Adrienne Morrison,

contingent of some thirty football
players headed by Paul Schwegler,
Jim Thorpe, Nick Lukats, Jim Pur-

who were appearing in "Damaged
Goods"; Edward G. Robinson playing in the Theater Guild's "Brothers
T

T

T

vis

a

and "Moon" Mullins.
T

T

(.Continued

from Page

1)

York counsel representing All-Continent Corp., owned by Mrs. William Fox.
Counsel urged that action be deferred. The court pointed
out, however, that the Fox meeting
is scheduled for tomoi*row.
Opposing counsel charged that "the court
can safely assume that what Senator Hastings, as receiver, does, is
what the Chase National Bank
wants done." It also was charged
the consolidation plan was evolved
by Chase, a large creditor of General Theaters. Several times during

argument Murray Becker

of

New

York, counsel for All-Continent,
was cautioned by the court to confine his argument to the merits of
the consolidation plan. General Theaters controls 8 per cent of Fox
class A stock and 86 per cent of
the class

B

stock.

Will Seek to Delay

Fox Stockholder Meet
Another attempt to block the proposed merger of Fox and 20th Century will be made today or tomor-

row when the Committee for Fox
Stockholders will seek to bring about
postponement of the Fox stock-

meeting called for Thursto ratify the plan.
The committee will apply in the New York
holders'

day

State Supreme Court for a show
cause order on why the meeting
should not be put off, said Henry J.
Sperling, counsel of the committee,
yesterday. The group may seek an
injunction in event other efforts to
stop the consolidation fail, he indicated.

New Contract for DeSylva
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood B. G. DeSylva, producer of Shirley Temple's more recent starring pictures, has been
signed by Darryl F. Zanuck to a
new 20th Century-Fox contract. De-

—

Sylva's early assignments under the
will be the first
Shirley Temple vehicles of the new
season.

new agreement,

Baxter to Star in "Earthbound"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood

—That

Warner Baxter

slated to assume one of the important places in the new 20th Century-Fox production set-up is disclosed with announcement by Darryl
F. Zanuck that Baxter is to be
starred in "Earthbound," based on
a novel by the late Basil King and
picked by Zanuck as one of the
is

Charles Farrell's Universal picture will be called "Fighting Youth."
The story was suggested by Stanley
Meyer and is being directed by
Hamilton McFadden. The supporting cast includes June Martel, Anne
Sothern, Andy Devine, J. Farrell

Barbara and Joan Bennett making a

Karamazov."
"China Seas

member

Universal studio publicity department for four years, leaves Sunday for his home, Springfield, Mass.
the

T

T

"Broadway Hostess,"
Warner picture starring Winifred
John Shaw and Phil Regan. Frank Mc-

Orleans Leo Seichsnaydre, Republic western, which Paul MalRepublic branch manager, has re- vern will produce. The supporting
turned from his first sales trip since cast wiill include Warner Richmond,
the exchange put up the Republic Murdock McQuarrie, Alfred Bridges
standard.
and Alan Cavan. Pierson also diDick Frank, United Artists head, rected "Paradise Canyon."
is on the road selling.
T
vacationists:
Paramount
More
Henry Thibodeaux of the shipping

T

Spring Byington has been added
to the cast of

scenes.

T

G, T. E.

TO VOTE FOR MERGER

RALPH WILK-

HOLLYWOOD

ROWLAND

COURT ORDERS

froml "LOTS"

outstanding

twelve

productions

which he will personally produce for
20th Century-Fox. Bess Meredyth is

making the adaptation.

T

One of Director Roy Del Ruth's
prize possessions is a handsome
samovar which he received from a

Gordon Wiles, whose initial directorial assignment was the Spanish Russian motion picture exhibitor
production, "Rose of France," will who was the guest of the megadirect "Charlie Chan in San Fran- phonist several weeks ago on the
cisco" for 20th Century-Fox. Wiles set of "Broadway Melody of 1936"
at M-G-M.
is a former art director.

GB

Lineup for

RKO
tire GB

RKO

Houses

for
the enand half of Universal's
1935-36 output for the circuit's New
York City theaters, it was said yesterday by John O'Connor, chief film buyer.

closed
lineup

yesterday

.

HERE S THE DICTATOR
EVERY WOMAN LOVES
#

He's the Box-office Toasi

from Coast

to

. .

Coast

dim

yhcddtiM,

BROOK

CaRHOIiIi

LOVES of a DICTATOR
Directed

by Victor Saville

•

Produced by L.Toeplitz

A TOEPLITZ PRODUCTION
A GB RELEASE

:

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Low Mark

Loezv Vaudeville Time Hits Ail-Time

MEET NEXT MONTH TO TALK ARBITRATION SYSTEM
8,000 Houses to Cooperate on Community Projects
Plan of Hays Organization
Includes Family Nights
and Other Shows

How They

Started

National Arbitration Plan
to be Discussed on

Return of Hays
Establishment of a national arbitration system to handle differences
between exhibitors and distributors
will be discussed by leading distribu-

Approximately
theaters
8,000
throughout the country are expected
to be cooperating with various community film projects, in association
with the Hays organization, by Fall.
Projects under the program include

tion

company executives when Will

H. Hays returns to New York from
the Coast around Labor Day. Hundreds of letters received by distributors from theater operators urge
setting up of a plan which, in part,

"family nights," special children's
shows, etc.
About 5,000 theaters
have operated on similar plans during the past year.

(Continued on Page 14)

CONVENTION PROGRAM
RKO TO DISTRIBUTE

DRAWN UP BY

ALLIED

MAJ.

BOWES SHORTS

Work

of preparing the program
for the Eastern Allied meeting and

RKO yesterday signed to distribute the series of Major Bowes amateur talent shorts being produced by
Biograph Pictures, Inc., at the Biograph studio. The series, known as
"Major Bowes' Theater of the Air",
originates from the amateur hour

annual convention of Allied
Theaters
of
New Jersey,
scheduled for Aug. 21-23 at the Ritz
Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City, has
been completed. It reads as follows
Aug. 21 10 a. m., Eastern regional directors' meeting, Gold Room;
luncheon for Eastern regional directors in Dining Room Loggia; East-

—

(Continued on Page 14)

Schaefer, Vice-President of Paramount Pictures, in the now famous
George broke in via the sales route with the old
FILM DAILY "How They Started" series.
World Film, joined Paramount as a booker in 1919, rose rapidly until 1932, when he became
In 1932 he was made General Manager of ParamountGeneral Sales Manager of Paramount.
Publix.
That old Kentuckian, Col. "Hap" Hadley, is the artist

Introducing

Sol Lesser Dickering
On 12 Films for Major
Sol Lesser, who will make four
George O'Brien westerns for 20th
Century-Fox release next season,

now

is

12

negotiating a deal to make
features for major release, he

said.

"Thunder Mountain,"

George

J.

Vaudeville in

Cut to

first of

the O'Brien features, is now in work
oh the coast. Lesser leaves Sunday
for Hollywood.

Loew Theaters

Seven and Half Weeks

including Republic, have
formally filed a protest with the Department of Justice in Washington
against major distributor banning
of double features in film contracts.
The complaint was lodged recently

and Cameo theaters, which will be
up for foreclosure sale Aug. 21, has
been filed in the Common Pleas
Court by W. C. Chesbrough, who already
operates
the
Alhambra,
Grandview, Hudson, Garden and
Empress.
The foreclosure is the

With three houses slated to drop
stage shows in the next two weeks,
Loew's will have but IV2 weeks of
vaudeville, a low mark in the history
of the circuit, it was said yesterday
by J. H. Lubin, general manager of
the Loew vaudeville department.
The houses dropping vaude are the
Orpheum, Boston, on Thursday, and
the State, Newark, and Journal
Square, Jersey City, on Aug. 23.
Decision will be made in the next

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 6)

Squawk to Wash'n
On Double Feature Bans

Indies

Independent

producers

tributors,

and

dis-

Record
"China
Seas"
Set by

3- Year Capitol

(Continued on Page 6)

Bid for 4 Columbus Houses
In Foreclosure Proceedings
Columbus, O.
chase

the

—An

Eastern,

offer to purClinton, State

Is
M-G-M's "China Seas," presented
without a stage show, established
a three-year attendance record at
the Capitol over the week-end, topping all figures since September,
1932, when "Grand Hotel" played
there.

set for a holdover.
will hold "Accent
(Continued on Page 3)

Picture

is

The Paramount

Ascap Signs Contract
With Wired Wireless
Ascap has signed a five-year conWired Wireless, Inc., new

tract with

radio entertainment project soon to
get under way in Cleveland which
will bar advertising spiels and provide programs via electric light
wires. Wired Wireless, a subsidiary
of North American Utilities Co.,
will provide sets to customers at
(Continued on Page 3)
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Indications are that Warners will
be unable to carry out its announced plan of selling public performing
rights to copyrighted music independent of the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers.
In ipreparation for a test of

strength on this issue, Ascap has been
successful in getting practically 100
per cent of the songwriters and composers to sign new five-year agreeciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
the Society. This leaves
Editor.
Entered as second class matter, ments with
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, Warners in the position of being unN. Y., under the act of March 3, 187'
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Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,

Wardour

— Lichtbildbuehne,

— P.

des-Noues,

A. Harle, La
Rue de la Cour

of performing rights.
The Society viewpoint on the
threatened Warner action of selling
performing rights independently is
that the film company cannot possibly realize for writers the. amount
of money that the Society has obtained for them. Warners has stated
that it believes it can do better with-
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production, Edward Small, Reliance
Pictures production chief, says he
thinks the public is not yet ready
for color and that it will take a $25,000,000 educational program to pave
the way. Small says his next United
Artists picture, "Last of the Mohicans," will be made in black and
white, instead of color as previously
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Hollywood Though of the opinion
that color and third-dimension are
the next big forward steps in. film

1%

+

\3/A

+
+

Vl
Va

representatives engaged
working out a new basic wage
scale for movie operators in New
York City hope to evolve fixed scales
for various types of houses and
Circuit

lower the present cost of booth operation in major circuit theaters, it
is learned. No meeting was held yesterday by the circuits and Local 306
but is expected that a further conference on the booth scale will be
held today.

Leonard Picker and Irving Moross
will jointly head Columbia's legal
department, formerly handled by
William Jaffe, who resigned to join
Sol A. Rosenblatt's new law firm.
Picker and Moross take up their
duties on Monday.

T. O. A. Outing Aug. 27

JACK ALICOATE
tan

3 Arbitration

Awards

WILL

vs. Eagle, New York, $100; RKO vs.
Alben, Brooklyn, $66. The Fox vs.

settled.

Courtland Smith's Son Killed
Archibald B. Smith, 18, son of
Courtland Smith, president of Pathe
News, was killed early yesterday
near Edgarstown, Mass., when the
car which he was driving plowed
through a field and crashed into a
house.
Cortland Smith took off by
iplane for the scene of the fatal accident soon after receiving word of his
son's death. The body will be brought
to New York today.
Funeral will
be held from the Chancery of Grace
Church at 11 A. M. tomorrow, with
burial at Sleepy Hollow Cemetery.
Triple "Annapolis" Premiere

A

triple

national

premiere

In

New York

returns

theatres

in

New

Connecticut.

for our

York,

New

Write
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the

American

phone

representative.

ALBERT M.GREENFIELD
&CO., INC.
521 Fifth Avenue

New

MUrray
York City

Hill

Minneapolis.

Jersey

2-6000

Pettijohn Jr. Wins Trophy
Charley Pettijohn, Hays office
legal mogul, entered Charley, Jr.,
in the golf tourney held by the Indiana Democratic Editorial Association the other day at French Lick
and the young man walked away
with the trophy on a score of 72.

York about

CHARLES C. PETTIJOHN has returned
New York from a trip to Washington and

to

the

Middle West.

DOROTHY GISH

LILLIAN and
row from
Paris
their

on the Conte

bro.id

.

of Paramount International's
accompanied by Mrs. Dixon and
sail
today from New

daughter Barbara,
on the Manhattan

York

return tomorSavoia.

di

DIXON

F.

office,

other

the

for

side.

BORIS MORROS, managing director of the
Paramount Theater, arrives in New York on
Monday aboard the Normandie.
He made a
quick

trip

Russia.

to

ROBERT PRESNELL
week from

this

the

sale

of

his

GENE BUCK,

expected in New York
in connection with

is

coast

the
play,

Knew You When."

"I

president

Ascap,

of

yes-

left

Washington.

for

MEYER SCHINE

in

is

New

to

York from Glovers-

vi lie.

VINCENT HART
the

is

spending

DAVID PALFREYMAN
Monday from

vacation

at

Coast

late

MAXSON

returns

to

New

York

Maine.

WILLARD McKAY
the

a

Lido Club.

this

New

returns to

York from

week.

publicity man lately
with Herbert J. Yates enterprises, left yesterday for the coast to go into a production
job.
He expects to reach Hollywood in two

JUDELL,

F.

weeks.
Departing

last

night for their respective ter

after attending the New York adver
conference on Warner's "A Midsummer
Night's Dream," were L. S. STEIN, Chicago;
SIDNEY DANNENBERG, Cleveland; DAN FINN,
ritories,

ising

New Haven; BOB PASKOW, Newark; HOWARD

WAUGH, Memphis CHARLES SMAKWITZ, Al
bany; HARRY GOLDBERG, Philadelphia; JOE
FELDMAN, Pittsburgh; FRANK LaFALCE, WashSID

ington;

DAVE

"SKIP"

BLUMENSTOCK, Atlantic
WESHNER, Philadelphia,

BILL HENDRICKS,

City:

and

Memphis.

Shuberts Option Warshawsky Play
The Shuberts have optioned Sam

Warshawsky's

"Woman

play,

of

Destiny," which was given a summer tryout at Jackson Heights last

#

A
UNITED AIR LINES

New
and

Overnight Service from New York
Chicago to Los Angeles and San

Francisco. Fastest, shortest to most cities
Leave New York
on the Pacific Coast.
4:25 P. M. (D.S.T.)
Ticket Office: 58 E. 42nd St., MU. 2-7300

Hotels

;

Travel Bureaus

;

Telegraph Offices

the standard:
Reference Book

ATTENTION

and

New

to

Hollywood.

week.

planned by Paramount for "AnnapFarewell", opening simultaneously on Thursday evening, Aug. 22
at the Paramount in New York, the
Earle in Washington and the Fox

San Diego.

trom

tilm

is

olis

in

HAYS

H.

Day

Labor

today on the Manhatsituation abroad.

sails

the

LOU DIAMOND has deferred his return
New York from the Coast until tomorrow.

tration proceedings held yesterday
at the office of the New York Film
Board of Trade, with Attorney Robert Benjamin representing distributors.
The awards were: Fox,, vs.
Photoplay, New York, $157.00; Fox,

Gem, Frenchtown, was

over

look

to

terday

A. F. A. in Minneapolis
theater will be closed following the
Federation of Actors final afternoon showing
The I. T. O. A. is planning a
on Aug. 22,
has established a Minneapolis-St.
to prepare for the gala evening 8:30
shore dinner, dance and entertainPaul branch, with Ralph Edwards
o'clock premiere.
ment at Villepigue's, Sheepshead as representative.
Headquarters are
Bay, Aug. 27.
in the Minneapolis Musicians Ass'n
Warner-Friedl Product Deal On
Bldg.
Warner-First National product
Ralph Whitehead, executive secretary of A. F. A., has returned will play the 80 houses comprising
from Minneapolis and will go to the John Friedl circuit in MinneWashington to confer with Harry apolis and nearby spots under a deal
THEATRE OWNERS
Hopkins, Federal Relief Administra- now being worked out in New York.
AND BUILDERS
tor, on adoption of more projects to Carl Leserman, under supervision of
We have principals who are interprovide employment for actors and Gradwell L. Sears, is negotiating
with Friedl, who is in town from
ested
in
leasing
or
purchasing
musicians.

I.

Coming and Going

CARL

Picker and Moross Head
Columbia's Legal Work

Three awards were made at arbi-

Edward Small Says Public
Is Not Ready for Color

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Columbia

why they should not be restrained
from holding a stockholders meeting at 11 o'clock the same day to
vote on the merger with 20th Century.
An order was obtained by
Alex Gilbert, an insurance broker
holding 50 shares of Fox stock.

out Ascap.

19.

FINANCIAL
Am.

Supreme Court Justice McLaughlin in Brooklyn yesterday issued an
order directing officers of Fox Film
to show cause at 9:30 a.m. tomorrow

of the

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

Given

Free with

*

Year's Subscription to

Allows Circle Theater Claim
Federal Judge Coxe has signed an
order allowing the claim of the Circle Theater, Indianapolis, for $371,000 in the Paramount reorganization proceedings and authorizing issuance of securities.
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and
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TRENDS NON-EXISTENT

VAUDE GOING INTO
THREE RKO HOUSES

AO^* ^

PHIL

J^

M.DALY

West Coast Bureau

RKO

will reopen the Shubert TheCincinnati, on Aug. 30 with
vaudeville and pictures and will add
vaudeville at the Palace, Rochester,
and Boston, Boston, on Aug. 30.

Hollywood

ater,

Bid for 4 Columbus Houses
In Foreclosure Proceedings
(Continued from Page 1)
result of a suit brought by

Walter

as trustee for mortgage
bondholders of the Ohio State Theaters Co. Opposed to Chesbrough's
bid is a reorganization plan offered
by J. Real Neth of the J. Real Neth
Theaters Co., also involved in the
The purchase plan presented
suit.
by Chesbrough provides for formation of Associated Theaters Co.,
which will assume the leases of the
new properties.

Murphy

A.

Ascap Signs Contract

With Wired Wireless
(Continued from Page

1)

charges varying from $1.50 to $5 a
month and will service the sets at
no extra cost.
According to Gene Buck, Ascap
president, Wired Wireless expects
to
start its initial operations in
Cleveland with 65,000 customers.
The company has spent $11,000,000
in experimentation with its plan and
is now ready to go. A complete daily
entertainment,
news,
service
of
weather broadcasts, etc., will be provided.

3-Year Capitol Record
Is Set by "China Seas"
(Continued from Page

1)

on Youth" for a second week.
"Araine," with Elisabeth Bergner,
goes into a tenth week at the 55th
St. Playhouse on Saturday, making
it the longest run since "Zwei Herzen" five years ago. "Crime of Mastrovanni," Italian talker, will hold
for a third week at the Westminster
Theater.

Bid High for Fight Pictures
high figures for the screen
rights to a championship fistic battle are reported being offered in connection with the Max Baer-Joe Louis
As
fight scheduled for next fall.
much as $50,000 is understood to
have been offered for the contract.
Bidders include Oliver Pictures and

New

Nat Saland.
Using More Posters

—A

25 per cent increase
over 1934 is reported by
Phil Kaplan, owner of Theatrical
Advertising Co. He says the boost
is largely on poster work.

Detroit

in business

Alex Schreiber After More

—

Detroit In addition to plans for
upstate construction, Alex Schreiber, head of Associated Theaters, is
reported negotiating for a local circuit.

SAYS GEORGE STEVENS
things as

of

THE FILM DAILY

— There

new trends

are

no

such

in the enter-

tainment tastes of the movie jjubaccording to George Stevens,

lic,

•

•

•

AND NOW

Republic Pictures takes its rightful
place in the Motion Picture Scene as a big-line company stepping out with a national ballyhoo that is earmarked with B. O.
Quality
referring to that neat stunt to put over their
new find
Gene Autry
the Singling Cowboy Star
Gene has scored impressively with the radio dial addicts
throughout the nation
so it won't be hard to sell him
as the lad screens like a real he-man, has an engaging personality, considerable histrionic talent, and can ride and shoot with
the best of the western horse opera male prima donnas
AND he has A Voice

RKO director, who recently finished
"Alice Adams", starring Katharine
Hepburn.
"Every so often we hear that the
public wants this or is tired of that
in the matter of pictures", says
Stevens. "As a matter of fact people go to the theater today for the
same reason that they went to the
first

and have their emotions jounced and
live through romance.
"In

•

•

SO IT was

natural that the gents who do the heavy
thinking for Republic should get their domes together
and they have whammed out a really fine idea for exploiting the
lad
a national song-writing contest
with the release
of Autry's first pix, "Tumbling Tumbleweeds," the local songwriting talent everywhere will be invited by the exhibs to do
their stuff
lyrics and songs along the order of the type
Gene sings on the radio and in his pix will be in order
the -best in each local contest will be sent to Sam Fox Publishing Co.
the final winner will have his song published
to music by a well known composer
and the song will be
eligible to be featured in a forth-coming Gene Autry western
fair enough
and a Natural to snare the interest
of the great song-writing public of these U. S. A.
who
are only outnumbered by the guys who think they can write for
the pictures

•

T
•

•

•

NOW THAT

we have

sional lyric and song writers
self in for an Avalanche

T
started to plug the profeswe realize we have let our-

here come Billy Hueston, Sammy
Mysels and Bob Emmerich
with their first contrib to the
nation's harmonies a number titled "Conversation for Two,"
published by Stasney Lang
the boys are ready to show
their stuff to any sympathetic producer
we don't know a
dam thing about 'em
but they sent us a marvelous publicity blurb
and if they can put the same color into their
songs and lyrics
then they rate consideration

T

T

T

• THAT FRIEND of the house managers
•
•
A.
Mike Vogel
giving the best that's in him for Mister Quigstuck his feet under the
ley and the "M. P. Herald"
and what did he come away with?
Managers Round Table
Stefan Michael
a seven-pound boy
he spoke
for 15 minutes at the Warner Advertising Men's Luncheon the
other day, and didn't breathe a word of it
that's what you
call Modesty in Show Biz

T

T

• • THE SEVENTH anniversary of the first showing
will be celebrated
Mickey Mouse to a delighted world
the week beginning Sept.
with a grand national campaign
all theaters
28 will be known as Mickey Mouse Week
throughout the world will be inveigled and coaxed into playing
an ina group of the Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphonies
ternational publicity campaign will back up the anniversary
•

of

the Kay Kamen Enterprises will work with their manufacturer and retailer licensees on window displays everywhere
radio contests, newspaper co-op pages, special exploitation material, etc., will wham Mickey over as he so justly deserves

T

T

T

A SMASH

advance campaign on Sam Goldwyn's
with national manufacturers tied in
with full-page ads in such mags as "McCalPs," "Woman's Home
Companion," "Ladies Home Journal," "Vogue," "Town and
Country," "Harper's Bazaar"
a 10,000,000 circulation at

•

•

•

"Barbary

Coast"

least

« «

» » »

—

show ever staged to be enterThey want to laugh a little,

tained.

my

opinion

we do

not need to

worry about a new trend but rather
about showmanship.
We need human stories, consistently played, and
well-written, and presented by actors and actresses who have the ability to

come

make fictional characters berealities. Stories about people

everybody knows and understands
always meet with popular response
when they are sincerely portrayed.
They may vary in theme and type
but if the human element is there,
the public will like them."

Two Indep't Houses Bombed
Three men in a sedan sped away
undetected from Columbus Circle
early yesterday morning after hurlng bombs at the Circle Theater, operated by the Consolidated Amusement Co., and the Park Theater,
formerly the Cosmopolitan, which is
under lease to Harry Brandt. The
ticket booth and mirrors and windows in the lobby of the Circle were
wrecked by the blast. The bombers
missed the Park Theater in their
haste and blew out the front of an
;

establishment next door.
Special Plugging for "Melody"
Under the new M-G-M national
policy,
"Broadway
bill
posting
Melody of 1936" will follow "China

Seas" as the next production to be
exploited throughout the coun-

so

In between 2,000 and 2,500
stands "Anna Karenina" will be
ballyhooed via 24-sheets when space
The plan proavailability allows.
vides for direct identification of
houses playing the pictures extry.

ploited.

Olivier

London

in

—

Korda Color Film
Laurence Olivier will

have the leading role in the Alexander Korda feature that is to be
the first British-made picture using
the three-color Technicolor process.
The picture, to be distributed
through United Artists, is not yet
titled.

Meighan Leaving Hospital Soon
Tom Meighan is expected to leave
Doctors' Hospital within the next
few days. He has been there for
several weeks following an operation.
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claire trevor
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ALAN DINEHART

HENRY

B.

Produced by Sol M. Wurtzel
Directed by Harry Lachman

,

and a Cast

Screen play by Philip Klein and
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Another milestone in
its triumphant march!
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CONVENTION PROGRAM

DRAWN UP BY

ALLIED

—Warner's

starring

ern regional directors meeting, Gold
Room, after lunch; initial general
session, Trellis Room, 2:30 to 5 p.
sailing party for ladies and
m.
children, 4 p. m.; reception in TrelGeorge Pekras,
Columbus, O.
lis room, 8:30 to 10:30 p. m.
manager
of the Rivoli, is back on
Aug. 22 Beach get-together, 10 the job following a week's layoff due
a. m. to 12:30 p. m. secoYid general
to a sprained ankle.
session, 2:30 to 5 p. m., bridge party
to
5
room,
3
p.
Bridge
for ladies,
Flint, Mich.— Exhibitors, have enofficial photograph and boardm.
gaged attorneys to attempt to have
walk pictures, 5 p. m., annual ban- the property of the Industrial Muquet, Trellis room, 7:30 p. m., danc- tual Assn. auditorium placed on the
ing in Ritz Garden afterwards.
real estate and income tax rolls. It
meetings, was recently assessed for personal
23 committee
Aug.
convention floor, 10:30 a. m.; bath- taxes for the first time. Exhibitors
ing party, 10 a. m.; auditorium in- have fought the IMA for years as
spection, 2 p. m. third general ses- direct competition to their business.
sion, Trellis room, 2:30 p. m., including election of officers.
Rio de Janeiro "Roberta," RKO
;

—

—

;

—

;

—

Paramount Announces
Winners in Ad Contest
Winners of the $1,500 contest for
the best combined advertising, publicity
and exploitation campaigns
for Mae West's "Goin' To Town"
are announced by Paramount as follows:
Walter
Rapids,

Norris. Regent Theater, Grand
prize of $500; Al Sindlinger,
Theater, Appleton, Wis., second

J.
first

Appleton

DAY

of the

"Bright
Joe E. Brown,
broke all opening days records at
From
the Warfield Theater here.
all indications, the picture will hold
for a second week's run.

San Francisco

Lights,"

(Continued from Page 1)

Detroit Doings

Radio's

Wednesday, Aug.

musical,

broke

all

of

Lou

$350;

Brown,

Loew's

seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth
each, were awarded to E. M.
Hart. Oxford Theater. Plainfield. N. J.; C.
Palace Theater, ColumD. Schreiber,
bus; Will J. Conner, Music Box Theater,

$50

RKO

Tacoma; W. W.
ater,

Grist, Jr., Paramount TheCharlottesville, Va., and T. A. Read,

Paramount Theater, Atlanta.

Florida Flashes
Miami

Ponce.

straight films last week.

—

Granite City,
Harry Swan,
manager of the Washington The- Indies Squawk to Wash'n
ater, was robbed of $120 by a polite,
On Double Feature Bans
smooth-talking young bandit the
111.

other night.

(Continued from Page

—

Fort Worth, Tex. A group ol
Major Edward Bowes' amateurs who
played the Worth theater, drew
$7,000 in four days.
This is next
to
the all-time record of $8,000
made by the Weaver Brothers' stage
show several years ago at the

Worth.

Pacific

Northwest Notes

—

Portland.

Lyric

in

Gainsville,

Sparks house, closed for remodelTheater, Mt. Dora,
four days a week.

is

Contract has been awarded for
building the new Fain Theater, Leesburg, and work starts immediately.
The Florida Theater, Daytona
Beach, has been reopened.

New Baker

Theater,

Macclenny,

has opened and will run four nights
a week plus Saturday matinee.

Sidney Franklin to Triple
West Coast Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

completing the
final scenes for Samuel Goldwyn's forthcoming United Artists production, "The
Dark Angel," in which Fredric March,
Merle Oberon and Herbert Marshall are
starred, Sidney Franklin will direct one
more film for a major producer and
then start on a picture venture in
which he will act as cameraman, direcThe film
tor,
producer and author.
is
to be made in the Canadian Rockies
and will dramatize the unusual life of

Hollywood

After

community of natives
a
there.
There are to be no
actors.

now

living

professional

Harry Berman, Republic
eer,

ing, will reopen about Sept. 25.

Mount Dora
now operating

scription basis.

Dismissal of the giveaway suit
As Seattle's only first-run vaude
involving Jacob Schreiber's Colonial, theater, the Rex has augmented its
thereby in effect allowing prize-giv- policy with first-run films and coming, will be followed by an appeal plete change of stage policy. Augto the Supreme Court on the part of mented band is made up of former
Cohen Bros.
musicians from the Paramount and
Evelyn Clunes of the RKO ex- Orpheum theater orchestras.
Marie Jensen, Embassy theater
change is ill in Henry Ford Hospital.

—The

exploit-

here for several weeks.

Fred B. Miller, former owner of
tne Loyal Theater, now managing
the Imperial for Michael J. Chargot,
circuit

owner.

Nat Levy,
left for

New

RKO

district

manager,

York.

of Arthur Zilch to
give the M-G-M exchange three bookers, the increase
being necessary to handle additional
business in this territory.
Hollywood Theater, Jackson, owned by E. C. Hoffman, has joined

Promotion

booker

will

AT ALL-TIME LOW

records

Palace

Sixth,

prizes,

LOEW VAUDE TIME

up in the history of the Broad(.Continued from Page 1)
way Theater during its first week. few days on whether the MetropolThe picture is set for at least three itan, Brooklyn, will discontinue
weeks. The Broadway is Rio's first stage shows.
run for all RKO product, which is
The Capitol on Broadway, firstdistributed in Brazil
by Irmaos run for M-G-M product, went to

Seattle
The Metropolitan TheDetroit— United Detroit Theaters
will open the new 1,200-seat Alger ater here will be "legit" for the
1935-36 season, opening the week of
Theater on Aug. 22.
Sept. 2 with "Three Men on a
a
as
Lafayette
the
Opening of
Horse".
29.
for
Aug.
set
foreign film house is
Harold Young, former Portlander,
Mark B. Rauch has formed Visual
Audio Film Exchange and Equip- now director in Hollywood under
ment Service at 204 Title Trust contract to Paramount, is visiting

Bldg.

1935

set

Eddie Cook, former manager of
Duke Jerome, who has been oper- the Metropolitan, plans to put over
Theater, Washington, $200 third prize.
thelocal
went
at
each
tieups
Fourth and fifth prizes of $100
ating contest
legitimate stage shows in a numto S. S. Solomon, Regent Theater, Newark,
aters, has formed Paramount Newsber of California theaters on a suband C. B. Taylor, Shea's Buffalo Theater,
reel service at 631 Stimson St.
Buffalo.
prize

14,

when a delegation

1)

visited the

from New York.
The Department of Justice

Cap-

ital

is

now

understood to be studying evidence
submitted by the group. This move
supplements the independent company test of anti-double feature
clauses in film contracts made at
Philadelphia some months ago and
in which a decision favoring the
The case
plaintiff was rendered.
has been appealed by the majors.

117 St. Louis Houses
St.

Institute Bank Night
Bank Night has swept

Louis

—

through this territory, with 117
houses signing up for the stunt, according to G. E. McKean, film man,
Up
is handling the plan here.
to this week only one local house
was using the stunt.

who

Milwaukee Items
Milwaukee

—

Fox's Palace is playing dual bills with closing of the
circuit's

Alhambra.

"Curly Top" is being plugged
over the Fox circuit as a special attraction, with prices upped.
Recent state closings include the
Brillion; Rapids, WisAuditorium,
cashier, elected "Miss Seattle, is
Calumet, Calumet,
having homage paid to her and consin Rapids;
and Capitol, Breitung.
Seattle at the San Diego Fair.
Madison is overseated, it was
Victory for the theater owners is
hearing on financial rein the decision last week whereby stated at a
Ascap is enjoined from doing fur- organization of Beecroft Building
Strand
ther business in the state of Wash- Co., owners of the Orpheum,
Reand Parkway theaters there.
ington.
ports have it that another house, the
"Love Me Forever" has been held
is to reopen.
for a fourth week at the Liberty. Garrick,
"Call of the Wild" also is in its
fourth at the Blue Mouse. "Becky
Iowa Items
Sharp" has been held a third week
Des Moines Tri-State Theaters'
at the Music Box.
convention has been postponed until
The Palm theater, Seattle, has re- late this month. All Tri-State manopened with subsequent run duals agers in Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska
and a stage policy.
will attend.
Iowa theater, Des Moines east
side loop house, has changed from
San Antonio Briefs
I. Lepovitz to A. H. Blank interests.
San Antonio Atlas Educational It will be dark until Sept. 1.
Films of Chicago has sent Chester
Grand theater at Remsen, Iowa,
Rehm here to film local points of will start Bank Night Aug. 21.

—

Cooperative Theaters of Michigan.
Waxman, First Division
Clive
manager, went to New York over
the week-end.
Sam Seplowin, Republic manager,
has been visiting state theaters the interest.
past week.
Frank Nelson, Sack Amusement
Vacationists: Lew Metzger of Vi- branch manager in Oklahoma City,
tagraph, E. Clyde Adler and Mary visited here last week.
Seen along N. Soledad St.: Taylor
Holoyad of the I. A. T. S. E.,
George Custer of Excellent. Roger Byars, Elmer R. Seffel, Alberto
Kennedy, I. A. T. S. E., back this Monroy, G. Talley, M. M. Lewis, M.
B. Jacogs.
week.

—

Staff Runs
Seattle

1413

—The
Ave.

First

House on Co-op
First
is

Avenue Theater at
now a co-operative

house, owned and operated
ater staff.

by the the-

ix

Months Ago two great

enter-

tainment favorites joined forces in an alliance, banner-

headlined from coast-to-coast, and presaging mutual
accomplishments of high importance to the picture industry.

Now the union of these talents has reached

its

fruition,

realized the most optimistic anticipations of trade

it

is

and

with complete confidence and satisfaction that

public.

So

we present,

FOR THE FIRST TIME
ON ANY SCREEN

and has

.

THE WARNER BROS

avies

t liario n

her first picture for this

In

company

//

age Q7l;ss

loty

PROMOTED
by thousands

of

lines

newspaper publicity

of

advertising and

the most extensive

in key-market areas from coast-to-coast.

ADAPTED
from the celebrated stage comedy

of

the same

title.

SUPPORTED
by

a press

book campaign the trade papers are

editorializing about.

FEATURING
the

new

national theme song, "Page Miss Glory".

*y±nd

.

.

.

All of the 12 Stars Listed

Appear

Here

Miss Davies' Support

in

*****

in
//

miss
Q7&

age

^jiory
PAT O'BRIEN
DICK POWELL

MARY

A

R

T

S

FRANK McHUGH
PATSY KELLY
JENKINS

ALLEN
L

Y

L

TALBOT

E

MAC LANE
Hobari CAVANAUGH
JOE CAWTHORN
Barton

14
*9

A

L

S

HELEN

H

A

E

N

LOWELL

The song "Page Miss Glory" by Warren & Dubin

And

the direction

is

by

MERVYN LEROY
A Cosmopolitan Production

"THE BEST

MARION DAVIES PICTURE

IN

SEVERAL SEASONS"

(Ruth Waterbury, Editor of Photoplay)

"EASILY THE BEST

AND MOST ORIGINAL COMEDY OF THE SEASON"
(Jimmy Starr of L.A. Herald-Express)

Is

now

And

available

for

pre-release

dales

for national release dates

August 24th

September 7th

!Wi
5
THE NEW

DAILY
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REVIEWS OF
"AFTER THE DANCE"
Nancy

with

Columbia

FAST

Katharine Hepburn

61
-

MOVING ROMANCE

mins.

with

MacMurray, Fred Stone, Evelyn
Venable

Fred

DRAMA

-

in

"ALICE ADAMS"

and George Murphy

Carroll

WITH MURPHY-CARROLL SWEETHEART RKO Radio
99 mins.
TEAM DELIVERING ACE SHOW.
VERY ENJOYABLE SMALL-TOWN ROMANCE WITH HEPBURN AT HER BEST
Here
a money show made for little
is

dough

that

looks like the best that any
major outfit has turned out along this
theme.
Nancy Carroll and George Murphy, doing their stuff before a night club
background, put the show over with a bang.
And can that boy George Murphy step!
Also a pleasing crooner, besides a most engaging personality with his air of sincerity and naturalness throughout his acting.

A

real find.
And Nancy steps right along
with him beautifully.
There is a real human story backing it, done before, but
never with such conviction. The boy lands
in jail through no fault of his own, a jail
break, "discovered" by the girl who heads
a nite spot, and then the comeback as a
dance team and eventual tracking down
by the cops.
And there is a scene as he
is being led away to prison and Nancy says

goodbye that

your heart out. Give
will score with all the

will tear

this the gun, for

it

famines.
Cast:

Nancy Carroll, George Murphy,
Thelma Tcdd, Jack La Rue, Arthur Hchl,
Wyrley Birch, Thurston Hall, Victor Killian,
Robert Middlemass, George McKay, Harry
Virginia Sale.

Barris,

Director, Leo Bulgakov; Author, Harrison
Jacobs; Screenplay, Harold Shumate; Editor,

Otto Meyer; Cameraman, Joseph August.
Direction, Very Good Photography, Okay

APPEALING ROLE.

IN

Nice

entertainment has been provided
the adaptation of this Booth Tarkington
novel.
Besides the good human interest
in

building up to an emotional climax,
Katharine Hepburn has a wide opportunity
to
display her particular acting talents,
thereby providing a special treat for her
fans.
Fred MacMurray makes the lover
a very likeable character, while Fred Stone
as the oppressed father ingratiates himself
solidly.
Story is about a small-town wallflower, but attractive, who is shunned by
her friends because of her family's poverty.
At a party she meets a rich lad
and in her imaginative way proceeds to
put on airs in order to impress him. Eventually, at a rather hilarious dinner in the
home of the girl's parents, the real state
of affairs is exposed to the hero, who as
a matter of fact already knew about it.
But he loved the girl for herself, so there
is the happy ending to the romance, along
with the solving of other family worries.
Cast: Katharine Hepburn, Fred MacMurray, Fred Stone, Evelyn Venable, Frank Albertscn, Ann Shoemaker, Charley Grapewin,
Grady Sutton, Hedda Hopper, Jonathan
Hale, Janet McLeod, Virginia Howell, Zeffie
story,

McKenzie, Hattie McDaniels.
Pandro S. Berman; Director,

Tilbury, Ella

Producer,

George Stevens; Author, Booth Tarkington.
Screenplay, Dorothy Yost, Mortimer Offner,
Dorothy Grainger and William

Bakewell

in

"MANHATTAN BUTTERFLY"
Imperial

Jane

73 mins.

characters

in

a

very fast-moving yarn

that

and flash and some neat song
numbers.
The people in it are everyday
folks with parts written for them that are
plausible and not overstrained for that well
known Hollywood glamor and flash. Dorothy Grainger is the hunted femme who
carries color

becomes involved innocently

in

a

gang

Robert

de

Photography, A-l.

Direction, Fine

SWELL HUMAN INTEREST ROMANCE
DRAMA OF EVERYDAY FOLKS IN SHOW
LIFE PACKS ACTION AND SUSPENSE.
There have been few pictures in the independent field that can top this one for
all-round entertainment.
It
manages to
combine all the ingredients that make for
pop appeal. A strong heart interest, plenty
of menace, with the girl fighting against
ferces trying to drag her down, and the
hero coming through in the pinches to save
her.
There is a fine emotional climax,
and through it all the Broadway night life

Cameraman,

Murfin;

Grasse.

FOREIGN

« «

AMOR

"TIERRA,

Y

Love and Suffering"),
Atlas;

by

Domingo

directed

in

DOLOR"

("Land,

Spanish; produced

Ramon

by

» »

Peon;

Consuelo Frank, et

Soler,

known.
Father Coughlin's career is traced
from the time he was a modest
parish priest, just going on the air
with his

sermons, his defiance of
the Ku Klux Klan, and his rise as
a moulder of public opinion, concluding with the hint that his prominent
spotlight activities may cause the
Catholic Church eventually to assign
him to a less conspicuous office.
Scenes
in
France,
following
glimpses of the second worst railroad wreck in history, show the rioting and other commotions that resulted from the collapse of the statesponsored loan company, with Alex-

andre Stavisky committing suicide,
the Premier resigning, and a new
political force, the Croix de Feu
(Cross of Fire), rising by leaps and
bounds
and
holding
impressive
torchlight
demonstrations to the
tune of "La Marseillaise."

Paramount

al.

handled

with

many

special
in

director ially

attractive

highlight

Mexico

is

and

native

technically,

views,

provided by

a

mins.

Lively

and

a

bullfight

City.

—

SHORT SUBJECTS »
"The March

of
(No. 5)

kill-

Pittsburgh Briefs

Phillips in the

Warner

publicity of-

fice.

Jack Simons, former manager of
Aldine theater here, and now
handling similar duties at the Poli
in Hartford, Conn., in town on vacation.
in

town

after a week's stay in the big city.

These "March of Time" releases
get better with each issue.
Un-

gang

Elmore theater has been turned
into a ballroom by Harry Handel,
operator of the Granada.
Paul Moss, former screen writer

James

usual camera shots of incidents having world interest, coupled with
punch in presentation, combine to
make the two reels gripping
throughout. Trio of episodes in the
present release include a sequence
on the U. S. Army, a summary of
the rise of Father .Coughlin, and
views of France's recent railroad
wreck followed by political turmoil
over the Stavisky scandal.
The Army bit depicts how the U.

Direction, Very Good. Photography, Okay.

tively small standing force, has the

spirited

into jail

to

Paris

and landing the big yarn for
Very neatly done, and very

his dad's paper.

refreshing.

Cast: Dorothy Grainger, William BakeBetty Ccmpson, Kenneth Thomson,
Dorothy Burgess, Carmelita Geraghty, Harry
Holman, George Meeker, Matty Fain, Alphonse Martel, Edward Keene, William Ar-

well,

nold,

Jack Trent

Producer,

Sanforth;
Director,
Louis Collins; Author, Lois Bull; Screenplay,
F.

McGrew

Brown,

Clifford
Willis;

Cameraman,

Jr.

Radio

S.,

Carlton Theater on Penn Avenue

20 mins.

Best So Far

though maintaining a compara-

the

RCA

Sonotone

Hearing Aid for use in theatres*. This enables the hard-of-hearing to enjoy motion
fect clarity

them the sound with

per-

and purity of tone. These people

have been unable to attend motion pictures since they became the "talkies".
About 10% of the population have
defective hearing. This

is

a vast "forgot-

you can now bring
back, and with them their families and
ten audience" that

friends

who

have been indirectly

influ-

is

than the huge revenue

What
will,

this means in money,
and publicity, has been

shown

in

numerous

in

good-

definitely

theatres.

The

Sonotone Theatre, Chicago, has every
seat wired. Others have 10 or more seats

show that the

equipped. All
is

original cost

quickly repaid. Original installations

You

have a perfect check on results,
new customers ask at the box

for these

RCA Sonotone Oscillator.
simple, inexpensive and very
effective promotion plans are available
.Write for information on
for your use
adding to your attendance by bringing
office for the

closed.

for Warners, back in his
at Farrell, Pa.

office

they directly represent.

are being expanded.

Manny Greenwald back

Time"

RKO

is

AUDIENCE"

on the box

—

Pittsburgh
Harry Brown back
from New York.
Nat Molans replaced Dorothy

by her mysterious
boy friend, William Bakewell, returns after
a year and gets a clean bill of health as
the hero uncorks his coup by springing the
ing,

"FORGOTTEN

the

enced to stay away— the millions of hardof-hearing have an even greater influence

the

«

BACK

pictures, giving

Revolving around the efforts of
Betty Boop and her little pup to
catch a frisky fly that is proving
quite an annoyance to both of them,
this animated cartoon is well filled
with liveliness and laughs. In trying to do away with the winged
pest, Betty just about wrecks her
entire kitchen
and still the fly gets
away.

At

drama of the struggles of
country youth to overcome his love for
pretty but flighty wife. Picture has been

well

7

BRING

RCA now announces

"Swat the Fly"
(Betty Boop Cartoon)

with

Entertaining

a

FILMS

organization and resources for quick
mobilization and fast movement of
troops and supplies. This is shown
by gradual steps from the time an
order of war is issued to the arrival
of battle forces on a scene of action.
From a comparative standpoint, it reveals the U. S. fighting
machine to be one of the finest ever

the Teatro Campoamor.
a

11

home town

and John Finley, house
manager and assistant of the Harris-Alvin, spending a few days in
Bill Zeilor

Atlantic City.
Steve Trilling, chief stage booker
for Warners, in town looking over
the new attraction at the Stanley.
Sam Stern of the local Warner
office on a cruise to Bermuda.

Many

.

.

back these lost customers.
'Regardless of the

Sound equipment

make of
installed.

SONOTONE
PHOTOPHONE DIVISION
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Camden
New Jersey
.

.

The

//

of

a great

new

HOP-A-LOrv
with

WILLIAM BOYD JIMMY ELLISON
•

Directed

Howard Bretherton

by

Clarence Mulford's famous novels

first

have sold over 3,000,000

copies and have been read by

20,000,000.

A

great audience

awaits these pictures

.

.

.

.

es of

Western

pictures

.

.

MuMohd'6

CASSIDY

//

PAULA STONE GEORGE HAYES
Harry Sherman Production
•

Read these rave reviews:
will hit. Boyd rings the bell as Western
a grand opening number for Paramount's new
series of westerns. Everything a western should have has gone
into the making of 'Hop-A-Long Cassidy' and has been handled
in the shrewdest manner by experienced brains who know their
westerns and their showmanship."
Hollywood Reporter

"'Hop-A-Long Cassidy'
star.

This

is

—

"Smart casting and a showmanlike production give this an edge
as an unusual action type of picture. The story for the first of the
series moves rapidly and ends on a note which leaves the audience
anticipating adventures to be produced later."

—Mot/on Picture Daily

IF

IT'S

"Ace Entertainment!

First of the 'Hop-A-Long Cassidy stories by
Mulford to be transferred to the screen by Harry
Sherman is a fast-moving, ably enacted action yarn that stacks up
as ace entertainment. Particularly in the spots where western
pictures have a strong appeal this one will have little trouble
standing up nicely."
—Hollywood Variety

Clarence

E.

"Every exhibitor who can possibly run a Western will want to play
this. This

well-produced, interesting yarn has plenty of action,

beautiful scenery that you don't see in every outdoor picture, a

nice smattering of
its

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

work very

IT'S

comedy, some romance and a cast that handles

well."

THE

—Film Daily

BEST

SHOW

IN

TOWN!

THE

-%ti

DAILY

14

MEETING NEXT MONTH

A LITTLE

ON ARBITRATION PLAN
UOWARD

{Continued from Page 1)

picture code.

screen

Action on the proposal has been
deferred up to the present time
owing to the absence from New

is

York

of

Harry M. Warner and other

industry leaders and the occupation
of others with important deals.

Chicago Chat
Chicago— Sid Spiegel is in New
York on a Metro deal.
The Joe Louis-King Levinsky
fight picture,

due to the briefness of
a two-reeler, one reel

from "LOTS"

By RALPH WILKHOLLYWOOD duction
ESTABROOK has be- studios.

gun work at M-G-M on the

would supplant the defunct motion

play

of

"Oiver

Twist,"

a

Larry Weingarten production which
scheduled as one of the studio's

most elaborate and expensive

pic-

tures for next season. This will be
the writer's second scenario from
the works of Charles Dickens, his
first having been the screen play of
Estabrook,
Copperfield."
"David
who is under contract to 20th Century-Fox, recently completed "The
Young Lincoln," a tale of Abraham
Lincoln's youth, for that studio.

a new
the fight, is
style of "long distance directing" as
slow-motion.
being
a result of being unable to go to
The Devon theater is being remod- New York to personally direct the
eled without interfering with busi- sequences of Paul Whiiteman and
his band, who will be featured in
ness.
"Close Relatives," Swedish pic- the new 20th Century-Fox produc"Thanks a Million." A camture, is being shown at the Julian tion of
era and sound crew were sent east.
theater.
With their equipment set up, the
Irving Mack, head of Filmack Co., telephone company plugged through
short
a
after
desk
his
at
is Sack
a two-way line to Del Ruth's office.
vacation.
The receiver was wired to a loudBen Bernie and his band will open speaker; Del Ruth's transmitter was
at the Chez Paree Sept. 5.
connected with a magnavox directly
The Linden theater at 63rd and behind the cameras in New York.
Halsted Streets, has been leased by As the famous musician led his boys
Harry A. Reckas, the lease starting through their paces, Del Ruth
May 1, 1937, and running 62 years. "caught" every note of the program,
Joe Corrigan is resigning as man- and when he had occasional suggesager of Warner's Capitol theater tions, his own voice boomed onto the
and will enter government service. set as though he were actually
Richard Barry, assistant manager, standing there.
•succeeds him.
T
T
T

Roy Del Ruth employed

Wednesday, Aug.

14,

1935

RKO TO DISTRIBUTE

MAJOR BOWES SHORTS
at

the

T

programs now being conducted by
Major Bowes over WEAF and the
NBC nationwide network each Sunday evening.

Boston Brevities
Boston

—Jack

Granara

is

the

new

RKO

publicity director for
Theaters,
succeeding Jack Goldstein, who joined United Artists in New York. Jos-

eph Lonzo takes Granara's former
post as assistant to Joe DiPesa,

Loew

T

T

(Continued from Page 1)

First

National
T
Ernest Cossart has been given a
term contract by Paramount.
His
first assignment will probably be a
part in "Millions in the Air," originally announced as "Amateur Hour,"
which will feature Willie Howard.
T
T
T
Leonard Mudie and Ivan Simpson,
have joined the cast of "Captain
Blood," which has started production at the Warner studios under
the direction of Michael Cm-tiz.
T

Following

publicity chief.

the success of "The
Band Concert," Walt Disney has
placed
in
production
"Mickey's
Grand Opera," tin which the famous
character will add to his cultural accomplishments. The cartoon is being filmed entirely in three-tone
Technicolor.
It
will be released

Theaters staff christened his new
cruiser with a party attended by
R. L. Silver, Leo J. Levinson, George
T. McAleenan, John T. Loftus and
Joseph Rosen, all of M. & P.

through United Artists.

single

T

T

Making three of the year's most
pretentious musical productions in
less than a year is the record of
Director Roy Del Ruth.
The first
was "Folies Bergere," the second
"Broadway Melody of 1936," which
he has just completed, and the last,
"Thanks a Million," which he is
making for 20th Century-Fox.
T
T
W. P. Lipscomb, British writer
and 20th Century-Fox scenarist, has
decided to make Southern California
his homeland. He recently purchased
an estate on the shores of Big Bear
Lake and intends buying a Hollywood home this winter.

Margaret Armstrong, Eddie BorOtto Hoffman, Brooks BeneT
T
T
Baltimore Bits
dict and George Lollier have been
Grace Poggi, musical and dance
Baltimore Work on the new mo- qdded to the cast of "Annie Oakley," star who has just returned from a
tion picture house being erected on Barbara Stanwyck starring picture tour of England and the Continent,
Liberty Heights Ave. near Gwynn now in production at RKO Radio has been engaged to play the role
Oak Ave. by the Perry Amusement under the direction of George of Carmen in the operatic sequences
Co. and the Frank H. Durkee En- Stevens.
of the forthcoming Reliance proterprises, is progressing rapidly.
T
duction, "The Melody Lingers On."
its
continuing
is
Valencia
borrowed
Loew's
Jean Arthur has been
She will be seen opposite George
experiment of bringing back old hits from Columbia for the lead in Para- Houston, the newly-discovered star
Joan
with
by showing "Chained,"
mount's "Easy Living," from the who is doing so well in this picture
Crawford and Clark Gable.
story of the same title by Vera that Edward Small, the producer,
Charles Brackett and has rewarded him with a seven-year
Caspary.
Savini Gets Another U. A. Reissue Eve Greene are writing the screen screen contract.
T
T
Another United Artists reissue, play.
T
Andre Kostelanetz, noted orches"Hell's Harbor," Inspiration PicMarsh
Marian
Birell
and
Tala
tra leader on the staff of the Cotures production with Lupe Velez
and Jean Hersholt, has been ac- have been signed for featured roles lumbia Broadcasting System, is in
quired by R. M. Savini of Atlantic in Columbia's "Crime and Punish- Hollywood to conduct the operatic
Pictures. It will be re-released Oct. 1. ment," with Edward Arnold and sequences in RKO Radio's "Love
Peter Lorre in the male leads.
Song", in which Lily Pons make her
T
T
T
The specially writscreen debut.
Betty Grable will appear opposite ten Jerome Kern score for "Love
Joe Penner in Paramount's "Col- Song" is being conducted by Max
legiate."
Miss Grable is loaned by Steiner, RKO's musical director.

John

Halney of the M. &

J.

P.

"Dante's Inferno" marks the first
bill played by the Paramount
and Fenway theaters since they
went to day-and-date bookings.

George French, RKO Keith managing director, on vacation.
Joseph Wolf, Warner booker, has
resigned to join Columbia in the
same capacity. Jerry Callahan succeeds him at Warners, while Warren Gates is promoted to take
charge of the ad sales department.

Fred Lieberman has transferred
the Colonial, Nashua, N. H., to the

Morse

&

Rothenberg

circuit.

Dorack and H. Stanton have
acquired the Capitol, Monson, Mass.,
from P. Schwark.
R.

den,

—

_

Paramount Signs Composer
Wolfgang Korngold, com-

Erich

poser, of the music for the screen
"Midsummer Night's
of
version
Dream", has been signed to write
the songs for the first American
film, a Paramount picture, tentatively titled "Song of the
York,
Nile". Korngold, now in
will collaborate with Oscar Hammerstein II, on the numbers for the production before coming to the studio
to complete his assignment.

Jan Kiepura

New

Meet on Booking Combine
A general mass

Philadelphia

—

meeting was held yesterday on a
booking combine with
proposed
President Morris Wax of the I.E.P.
A. in charge. Attendance was light.

RKO.

T
T
Robert Middlemass and Arthur
T
Ida Lupino is out of the cast of Rankin, Columbia contract players
"The Milky Way" due to illness. are in the cast of the production
T

T

"Lady Beware."
and Lionel Houser
story, directed by Erie Kenton, features Jean Arthur, George Murphy
Players
John and Douglass Dumbrille.

Dorothy Wilson takes the Lupino temporarily
Lloyd in this This Ethel

role opposite Harold
Paramount feature.
T
T
Fred Colin, Joe
Robert

Woolsey
Edward

Lois
L.

Boniva

Brisbane

T

Sawyer,

New Incorporations »

titled,

Hill

Claudie Coleman are the previously cast include Shirley Grey,
the
cast of Victor Kilian, Bradley Page, Gene
additions
to
latest
"Frisco Kid," starring James Cag- Morgan and Thurston Hall among
ney and in the first week of pro- others.

Wray and

«

DELAWARE
(July)

Fox Inter-Mountain Theater Corp. $10,000.
U. S. Corp. Co., Dover, Del.
$250,000. DelaUnited Films Libraries, Inc.
ware Registration Trust Co., Wilmington, Del.
Warner Bros. First National Films (South),
Corporation Trust Co., WilInc.
$2,000,000.

mington,

Del.

—

Tom Patricola
//
DAME SHY

Buster West

and

in

//

A TUXEDO Comedy

"SWELL LAUGHS"

Presented by
E.

W.

HAMMONS

Qonunq^

Produced by AL CHRISTIE

"These two specialty comics get over with big laughs in a
very clever skit of two gobs on shore leave... affords a
slew of grand laughs that will put this one over in any
• •

theatre."

Film Daily

ff

(£k{<t<xiticn{U (J

rHE SPICE

tetivxjLd-J

OFTHE PROGRAM"

Distributed in U.S.A. by
Film Corporation

FOX

BUSTER KEATON in "THE E-FLAT MAN"- and comedies
starring ERNEST TRUEX, JOE COOK, TOM HOWARD and GEORGE SHELTON,
The CABIN KIDS, JOHNNY JOHNSON and his orchestra.

All in one

month

.

.

.

and another NEW idea from Columbia !

AMATEUR
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Committee on 2,000-Ft. Reel

l

k OF NEW PARA. STOCK SUBSCRIBED FOR TO DATE
C. M. Woolf Assumes British & Dominions Management
Herbert Wilcox Continues
With Company Also
Forming Own Unit

—

London (By Cable)— C. M. Woolf,
former joint managing director of
Gaumont British, has become managing director of British & Dominion Film Corp. Herbert Wilcox will
continue with the company. He also
is forming his own independent proDistribution of B. &
duction unit.
D. product through United Artists
is not affected by the new development.

NEW ENGLAND DEALS

Extended Runs
M-G-M

for

M-G-M

Films at Capitol

Film Companies Oppose
Paying Fla. Stamp Tax
Holding that film contracts are
executed beyond the limits of the
state, major distributors will take
the position that such agreements
do not come within the prpvince of
the Florida state documentary stamp

(Continued on Page 8)

CONTINUE DICKERING

Asks Committee
Fox and 20th

In Boston one-third of Fox product goes first run to RKO and twothirds to M. & P., Paramount partner, thus playing at the MetropoliAll
tan, Fenway and Paramount.
(Continued on Page 8)

M-G-M

Release Schedule
Set for Next 13 Weeks

M-G-M's national release scheduled for the next 13 weeks, including 14 pictures and running to Nov.
8, has been set as follows:
"China Seas", Aug. 16; "Bonnie
Scotland" and "Smilin' Through"
(reissue), Aug. 23; "Here Comes
the Band", Aug. 30; "Anna Kare(Continued on Page 8)

Oh Shush!

—A

marquee doublefeature combo that sets something of
a record took place at the Sun theater
Lincoln,

here.

It

Neb.

read:

"The Good Fairy"

"Maybe

It's

Love"

Para. Shares

Fox Moves to Block Merger

(Continued on Page 8)

trip to Boston.

for

New

Subscriptions to date to the $6,500,000 of new Paramount Pictures
second preferred stock total about
$1,600,000, it was learned yesterday.
Deadline for subscriptions is Aug.
30.
Under the terms of the underwriting agreement, Atlas Corp. is
William Fox yesterday moved to obliged to take all warrants not
block merger of Fox Film and 20th subscribed for. The Paramount reCentury when his attorneys, in be- organization plan gives stockholdhalf of All-Continent Corp. and Eva ers the right to subscribe for the
Fox, his wife, served papers in con- new second preferred stock by paynection with a show cause order ment of $2 for each share of old
which is returnable at 9:30 o'clock
(Continued on Page 8)
this morning before Judge Alonzo
McLaughlin in the New York State

ARE CLOSED BY FOX
Century 1935-36
product deals covering Boston and
other New England spots have been
closed by John D. Clark, general
sales manager, following a recent

$1,600,000 of

I

Wm.

Apply

Stockholders

figuring on extended runs for a number of the pictures slated to follow
"Anna Karenina" starring Garbo and Fredric March,
"China Seas" into the Capitol.
goes ...
in after "China Seas," which is holding over, and the new Joan Crawford pic4.,.« »«_*«»:..»!.. *.H r A "I
SaM My
ki..
I ,ir."
w scheduled
rrkni4i,lnil to
*« follow.
fnllnu,
kJ n
nlhar pictures
nirtnroc
other
Life
is
No
ture
tentatively titled "I Live
are definitely booked yet
is

Washington Bureau

of

Washington — A

to Survey Film Industry

THE FILM DAILY
resolution asking

ON NEW UNION SCALE
100 Arrests in 4 Days
Due to Mass Picketing

Circuit representatives and a committee from Local 306 continued
uncontinues
their conferences on a new basic
phases of the motion picture indus- abated at five Brandt theaters and wage scale yesterday. Some agreeAmusement
Co.
one
Consolidated
try and report recommendations at
ment must be reached before tomorhouse with over 100 members of Lo- row
night when the truce on the prothe Congressional session in January
306 arrested since Saturday posed
cal
cut in operators wages ends.
1937 was introduced in the House night.
The Brandt theaters being
Times
yesterday by Representative Siro- picketed
Park,
the
are
Square, Liberty, Globe and Central. I. T. O. A. to Resist
vich of New York.

appointment of a committee of 7

House members

to inquire into all

Mass

picketing

Committee on 2,000-Ft. Reel
Is Appointed by Distributors

Ban on Bank Nights
Determined

to

resist

any

efforts

of the New
sioner to ban

York license commisBank Nights and simschemes, I. T. O. A. members

ilar

contend that since patrons do
not pay for chances in connection
with these plans, they do not violate
the lottery or gambling laws. Claim
will be made that when a customer
buys an admission he only pays to

will

M-G-M Will Enforce
Myrna Loy Contract

Major distributors yesterday took
another step in the direction of
adoption of a 2,000-foot reel as a
standard when officials concerned
with exchange operations met at the
Hays office and named a committee

In a statement yesterday regardwith
controversy
M-G-M's
ing
Myrna Loy, Nicholas M. Schenck,
president of M-G-M, said that the
company had observed Miss Loy's to investigate matters in connection
contract to the letter, but that the with the proposed changeover from
actress had arbitrarily chosen to an equipment angle. Comprising the
deand an immediate salary increase committee are: Charles Ryan, Warfrom $1,500 to $3,000 a week. ner Bros.; John Ojerholm, ParaSchenck declared that M-G-M want- mount; J. S. McLeod, M-G-M; J. K.
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 10)

Swapping Colors

—

Musser plans to
F.
garage into a 500-seat
the job is completed the present Lyric Theater will
be converted into a garage.
Casey,

remodel

theater,

III.

a

P.

local

and

when

THE

c&H

DAILY

By

Set

one Chesterfield
and one Associated Talking Pictures
productions have been set for na-

Rafael Ramos Cobian, president
of United Theaters Co., Inc., of
Porto Rico, which embraces 15 the-

tional release in September by First
Division, which recently started off

aters and is the largest circuit in
the island, has closed contracts for

Two
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Coming and Going

in

down

for Sept. 18.

Double-Pay Demands
Block Sunday Legit.
Because

double-pay

for
Sunday work demanded by Actors'
Equity Ass'n, the League of New
York Theaters, at a board meeting
this week, decided against Sunday
legitimate performances next winter.
The theater men said their
of

the

double scale.

Cameramen Employed
In Public Works Project
THE FILM DAILY
Jobs for a number

Warners has

—

Works Progress Administration
under Harry L. Hopkins, who states

the

that a historical motion picture record is to be made of the activities
Three cameramen
of this division.
already are at work, with others to
be added.
They are using silent
equipment, either their own or bor-

rowed

from

newsreel companies,
who in return will be permitted to
borrow shots. The films will be government property.

7/g

3/4

"Wild"

in

Smash Opening

at Rivoli

New

to

Hollywood.

AUSTIN
L.

KEOUGH

C.

W.liamstown,

FINSKE

J.

E.

from

New

in

is

Middletown,

at

York.

O.,

in

is

sails
Aug. 19 for a South
departing from New York.

SAVO

Atlantic

returned

has

coast after
Reliance.

New

to

York

City.

ARTHUR HORNBLOW is
Coast fom New York.
CLIFF EDWARDS returns
appearing

FABIAN

SI

vacationing

is

Denver

of

trip,

JIMMY

set five productions

route

to

the

today from
Salute"

the

"Red

in

gone

has

en

Albany

to

for

a

for

few

days.

ROBERT ROBINS

today

returns

Wash-

from

ington.

RAFAEL RAMOS COBIAN,

Robert Armstrong and
Edward
Everett Horton, Sept. 7; "Special
Agent", with Bette Davis, George
Brent, Ricardo Cortez, Jack LaRue

Theaters
York.

Co.,

of

Inc.,

CHRIS BUCKLEY

president of United
Porto Rico, is in New

New

in

is

York

from

Al-

bany.

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON

and Henry O'Neill, Sept. 14; "The
Goose and the Gander", featuring
Kay Francis, George Brent, Genevieve Tobin and Ralph Forbes, Sept.
21,
and "Dr. Socrates", starring
Paul Muni with Ann Dvorak, Barton
MacLane and Robert Barrat, Sept.

on

arrives

Monday

Normandie.

the

NAT LEVY, recently appointed RKO Radio
eastern central district manager with headquarters in Pittsburgh, is in New York.
GREGORY LA CAVA, who recently completed
direction
of
Columbia's
"She Married Her
Boss," arrived in New York today and sails
tomorrow on the Berengaria for a vacation
abroad.

28.

LAIRD DOYLE

"Crusades" Delays Golf Meet
Because of the conflict in date
with the world premiere of the
Cecil B. DeMille production "The
Crusades," the proposed golf tournato -be held at

leaves

SPARKS

J.

American

for release in September. They are:
"Page Miss Glory", starring Marion
Davies, Sept. 7; "Little Big Shot",
with Sybil Jason, Glenda Farrell,

ment

today

York,

Mass.

TRACY BARHAM of
New York on business.

Washington Bureau of

Washington
of cameramen are being created by

in

troit.

September Releases
Scheduled by Warners

5

in
Chicago
tomorrow.

SOL LESSER, who is
a week on his return

GEORGE TRENDLE and WILLARD PATTERSON left New Yok last night returning to De-

Lloyd Hughes and Grant Withers,
is

JOHN D. CLARK arrives
New York, returning

from

the season with acquisition of 18 Al- all major product except Universal
liance pictures. "Death from a Dis- for next season, he said yesterday.
Cobian has been commissioned by
tance," Invincible picture with Russell Hopton
and Lola Lane, and the Porto Rican government to erect
"Java Head", A. T. P. production a new film exchange building at San
with Anna May Wong, are set for Turce and to date all major comSept. 1 release. "The Girl Who Came panies
excepting Universal have
Back", Chesterfield picture with agreed to lease space there. Cobian
Sidney Blackmer and Shirley Grey, will begin construction of the two"Society Fever", story structure on his return to
is set for Sept. 8.
another Invincible with Lois Wilson, Porto Rico.

iy4

5/g

5/g

RKO
do pfd

Chg.

Close

43/4

5

"A"

Fm.

Loew's,

10

11'/4
pfd.

Low

Invincible,

shows would lose money, even with
packed houses, if obliged to pay the

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Acquires Major Product
For Porto Rico Circuit
First Division

September Releases

4
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row

for

rival

in

sails

vacation

a

New

York

on the Champlain tomorabroad, following his ar-

from

Hollywood.

NILS ASTHER has arrived
the coast to confer with Al
appearance.

RAMON NOVARRO

Adolph Zukor's

Hotel

next Wednesday has been
postponed until September.
The tournament will be an amateur and professional one day medal
play, and the proceeds of the gate
will be turned over to motion pic-

New

York from

Woods on
checked

in

a stage

the

at

Savoy-Plaza.

WOLFGANG

ERICH

estate

has

in

KORNGOLD,
New York at the

composer now

in

Moritz,

shortly

leaves

assignments for both

BEN GOETZ

of

Viennese
Hotel St.
Hollywood.
He has
Paramount and Warners.
for

Consolidated

Film

Industries

comes east from Hollywood at the end of the
week and is scheduled to sail Aug. 21 on the
Normandie to look over laboratory conditions

ture charities.

abroad.

JOE BRANDT

French Musical Completed
Paris
"Juanita," an elaborate
musical production described as employing a new formula in such entertainment, and designed for international appeal, has been completed
for release by Intercommercial Film
Consortium. Heading the cast are:

York from

—

DAVID

is

O.

his way back to New
via the Canadian route.

on

the coast

SELZNICK on

an eastern trip from

Hollywood.

"Call of the Wild," Darryl Zanuck
RALPH G. FEAR of Fearless Camera and M.
J. WEISFELDT are expected in New York next
production released through United
week from the west.
Artists, tallied more than 8,000 admissions up to 5 P. M. yesterday on
Eureka Gets "Itto"
its opening day at the Rivoli.
At
"Itto," French-American picture, this rate, the house expected to ap- Alfred Rode, Andre Berlay, Raymond
IS
has been acquired for distribution proximate the house record held by Cordy, Alice Tissot, Nane Germon,
in North and South America by Eu- "Les Miserables."
Mireille Perrey and Ginette GauYEAR BOOK
reka Productions, according to word
bert.
Music is provided by six dif197/g

191/4

197/g

2%

21/2

21/2

Trans-Lux

1/g

THERE

of

Cummins from

received by Samuel

ferent orchestras, including a 40Walsh Made RKO Test Director
piece symphony, a Cuban group and
Frank Walsh, at one time with a tango band.
who is now abroad. The film will
D.
W.
Griffith,
has
joined
RKO
Raroadshowing
in
the
be dubbed for
dio Pictures as test director in the
U. S.
Pete Smith on Air With Kate
east.
He has just completed his West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
first testings at the West Coast SerBuilding in Mt. Union, Pa.
Hollywood
Pete Smith, M-G-M
his

associate,

—

Mt. Union, Pa. J. C. Shapiro,
theater operator here, is building a
500-seat house at Six Mile Run, Pa.,
scheduled for Oct. 15.

vice

Studio.

Using 9,500 Stands on "Melody"

M-G-M

network.

will use 9,500 stands in
billposting campaign on "Broadway Melody of 1936", which follows
"China Seas" in national handling

to

Purchase

FEATURE ATTRACTIONS
OF UNUSUAL MERIT
the

Eleven

Western States

Box No. 939
c-o The Film Daily
6425 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood, California

on this

scale.

And

that

is

issued by

THE

FILM
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The

Standard

Refer-

—

short subject commentator, will appear with Kate Smith tonight on
her radio program over the CBS

its

for

MOTION pictures:

Jacques A. Koerpel,

Wanted

ONLY ONE!

Cantor Film Starts Sept.

Hollywood

—

7

THE FILM DAILY
Samuel Goldwyn has

West Coast Bureau

ence Book of the Motion Picture Industry
for the past 17 years.

Given

of

with

a
to

FILM DAILY

set Sept. 7 as the starting date for

"Shoot the Chutes", Eddie Cantor
"Top Hat" at Music Hall Aug. 29 film, with Ethel Merman and ParkRKO Radio's "Top Hat," featur- yakakas heading the support. Noring Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire man Taurog will direct the United
opens Aug. 29 at the Music Hall.
Artists release.

FREE

year's Subscription
'

and
The Film Daily Service
j

1650 B'way
j

i

N.Y.C

\

CHINA SEAS
THE TALK
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INDUSTRY!
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Douglass Montgomery

in

"HARMONY LANE"

DATE BOOK
w\0* ^ ^

Aug.

'PHIL

84 mins.

Mascot

Thursday, Aug. 15, 1935

M.DALY

farm,

Aug. 18:

SPLENDID DRAMATIC PORTRAYAL OF
LIFE OF GREAT AMERICAN COMPOSER
Aug.

Susannah," and many others too numerous
to list form the background of the story,
woven with beautiful artistry into a
all

moving romance-drama that will
sway the emotions of all who witness it.
simple,

Douglass Montgomery contributes a notable
of the great composer, and
breathing character
living,
a
true to the life, done with sincere and

performance
makes him

•

—

So
leader, Christie, is immense.
Joseph Cawthorn as the composer's old
German mentor. Get out and shout about
this one, for it is backed with the tremendous sentimental appeal that Foster's
immortal songs have made a part of the
minstrel
is

•

T

HERE

T

T

the people.
Cast: Douglass Montgomery, Evelyn Ven-

•

Adrienne Ames, Joseph Cawthorn,
William Frawley, Lloyd Hughes, Gilbert
Emery, Cera Sue Collins, Florence Roberts,
David Tcrrence, Ferdinand Munier, James

•

clicked decisively at the box offices of the nation
which we are convinced it will
you can then dig
up a score of other True Portrayals of illustrious Americans

and reap great rewards
IF you present them with
the sincerity, humanness and skill that the Mascot aggregation
have employed in their selection
gawd knows, the public
is getting awfully fed up on the sophisticated, smart, brilliantly
empty flash material that represents so much of our big Hollylet's get back to the simple human emotions
wood product
and sincerity that marks "Harmony Lane" as one picture in a
thousand

DeCamp, Al Herman, Rodney
James B. Carson, Edith Craig,
Hodgins, Mary McLaren, Wynne Da-

Bush, Victor
Hildebrand,.

Mildred Govers.
Producer, Colbert Clark; Director. Joseph
Santley; Author, Milton Krims; Screenplay,

vis,

Joseph Santley, Elizabeth Meehan; Editors,
Joseph Lewis, Ray Curtis; Cameramen, Ernie Miller, Jack Marta,
Direction, Excellent Photography, Expert

•

•

•

THERE ARE

T

a lot of honest mugs in the film
look at Charlie Baron, the U. A. exploiteer
he
walked into the Friars Club the other day, and found a wallet
containing 450 slugs
coin of the realm
he turned it in
at the desk
and later found that it belonged to Walter
still

biz

Korda Starts "Revolt in the Desert"
London Alexander Korda, production chief of London Films, will

.

—

T

•

•

•

T

FRIENDS OF Bob

T

•

•

•

T

SEEMS

brother

—

France Film Acquiring
U. S. Product for Europe

prominent

local

59,

the Cleveland Motion
Picture Exhibitors Association, died
today at the Cleveland Clinic, following an operation. Surviving are
his widow, a son and a daughter,
a sister and two brothers.
director

of

Aug. 27:
I.T.O.A.
entertainment,
Bay,

L.

tic

shore

dinner,
Villepigue's,

Jersey
regional

dance and
Sheepshead

Showmen's Variety

Atlan-

Jubilee,

City.

21-24:

Oct.

New

I.

3-8:

Sept.

of

eastern

man Park

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention. WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

M-G-M Will Enforce
Myrna Loy Contract
(Continued from Page 1)

Miss Loy to fulfill her obligations and intended to enforce and
nrotect its rights under the contract
by all legal means.
Miss Loy's contract provides for
salary increase during its term.
Miss Loy, at present in New
York, announced yesterday that she
was abrogating her M-G-M contract,
with her lawyers notifying the com-

ed

pany to that effect. Differences over
salary caused the breach.

Expect Delay in House
On Copyright Measure
Washington
copyright

bill,

George O'Brien Sales

Up

Sales on the George O'Brien Westby Sol Lesser, show-

erns, produced

ed a 25 per cent increase in gross

THE

DAILY
—Action onFILM
the Duffy

Washington Bureau of

passed by the Senate

week and sent to the House,
where it has been referred to the
last

Patents Committee, is likely to be
delayed for some time, Chairman
Sirovich of the Patents Committee
told The Film Daily yesterday.

Due

to

members having

so

many

more

pressing committee assignments, no meeting has been held yet
on the copyright measure, said Sirovich.
Even if the bill is brought to
the floor of the House, there are
several major pieces of legislation
there that will preclude action on it
at this session, he pointed out.

"Popeye" on the Radio
"Popeye the Sailor" and other
characters in the Max Fleischer cartoon go on the air over
starting Sept. 10 when sketches
based on the Paramount short subject begin a 30-weeks' booking. Deal
was arranged with Wheatena by the
A. & S. Lyons office.

WEAF

Columbia Signs Howard Gre«n
of

THE FILM DAILY

known

scenario writers,

Hollywood
of the best

—Howard

Green,

one

been placed under long-term
He is now
contract by Columbia.
doing the screen treatment for "If
You Could Only Cook", a Jean Ar-

has

up prod- during the past year, John D. Clark,
thur vehicle.
uct of American independent pro- Fox general sales manager, estiReturning from Hollywood
ducers for distribution in France, mated in New York yesterday. Les-

of Pathe-Natan,

Frank Gross,
theater owner and

Theaters

Allied

West Coast Bureau

7.

of

T

that Charlie Pettijohn of the Hays office
had to cancel his stateroom on the Manhattan just before it
sailed yesterday for Europe
so our boss Jack Alicoate
grabbed it
Charlie sent him a flit gun with a message
"Best of luck keep my room clean."

IT

France Film, American subsidiary

eldest

T

Gillham, Director of Advertising for Paramount
assure us that Bob played a giant marlin for three hours off Montauk Point last Saturday
and
then lost the prize
too bad, Bob
but what the hell
would you have done with the darn thing if you had landed it?

Advance

—

.

Lindsay

"Revolt in the Desert" next
week. This is the film based on the
life and exploits of the late Colonel
Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia).
Under the direction of Zoltan Korda, a production unit is preparing
to depart for Arabia next week.
start

William Gross Dead
William Gross,
Cleveland

T

and writers and directors
• SO, PRODUCERS
we leave this little hint in your keeping
after "Har-

mony Lane" has

able,

tional distribution Sept.

21-23:

is

of

"Little Big Shot" Date
Following a home office preview
of "Little Big Shot", Warner executives decided to rush the picture
for an advance pre-release premiere
on Broadway shortly. The feature,
which presents little Sybil Jason in
her first Warner film, is set for na-

•

IS dramatic screen material in its purest
form
struggle, despair, a great love that is never fully
possessed, a nagging, unsympathetic wife, the fight to express
himself through his glorious songs, and eventual frustration
it is of such things that great dramas are written
and the wonder is that our producers have not turned to this
fertile field long ago
the life of Stephen Foster on the
screen has pointed the way to many others that but await
intelligent and sympathetic treatment to turn into outstandwhich "Harmony Lane" most assuredly
ing productions

That is the keynote of
simple conviction.
conviction. It rings
production
William Frawley as the celebrated
true.

Earl

•

•

IT IS quite within the realm of probability that
Mascot's "Harmony Lane" will open up a hitherto neglected
portraying the lives and careers
field for picture material
of great Americans in various fields of activities just as they
true, we have had our Itanium on the screen
were
but in the
but he was essentially theatrical to begin with
life of the immortal composer, Stephen Collins Foster, as limned
so truly and beautifully in "Harmony Lane," there is really
done without theatricalism or
a great human document
glamour
it is Foster as he moved through the years of
presenting the story of his
his tragic yet glorious career
thwarted love and unhappy marriage in a manner that will grip
the hearts and emotions of every girl and woman who sees it.

•

composer, Stephen Collins Foster, has been
handled with consummate artistry and symHere is a propathetic understanding.
duction that will touch the heart of millions who have sung the well-beloved songs
Foster's immortal songs,
since childhood.
"Old Black Joe," "Swanee River," "Oh,

life

I.
A. T. S. E.
0. of the State of Ohio, Deshler
Hotel, Columbus.

convention
and
Allied
meeting, Atlantic City.

truly

the entire

P.

Wallick

an outstanding production
in the field of authentic biography on the
screen.
The life of the great American
is

T. 0.

P.

Herman's

Pittsburgh.

Annual convention of

M.

Cr

HAS IMPRESSIVE APPEAL.
This

18:
Annual picnic of Allied M.
of
Western Pennsylvania, Doc

»

is

lining

ser, who is now in New York, is
Belgium, Holland and Switzerland, making four more O'Briens for the
stated Andre DuMonceau yesterday Fox 1935-36 program. First will be

in

New

York. Deals are being

for both features and shorts.

made

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood John Boettiger of the
Hays office and Mrs. Boettiger, who
have been visiting here, expect to
return to New York within a few

West Coast Bureau

"Thunder Mountain" and other titles
set are "Whispering Smith Speaks"
and "Recreation of Brian Kent."
days.

—

EXTRA!
a
J9

BROKE EVERY RECORD
IN THE HISTORY OF THE

CAPITOL THEATRE

MACON, GEORGIA
the gross of the best

DOUBLED
MrG-M picture

that ever played there.

Hello 1935-36!

Opening

day's business nearly

DAVID

SELZNIC]

O.

presents

m

FREDDIE

David Selznick's
ises to

first

picture for United Artists proi

"David Copperfield

be as sensational as his

"Dinner At Eight" and "Little Women". Millions ha
read the famous book and millions more will want
see

it

on the

for Freddie

screen... offering, as

it

Bartholomew. With

does, the perfect

re

this auspicious begi

ning, you can look forward to big things from

Dav

Selznick...who has already signed George Cukor, direct
of the above mentioned

money

Colman, one of the leading

pictures

box-office stars of the scree

\3
CJ\. e

leased

and Rona

tf

BARTHOLOMEW

Frances Hodgson Burnett's
great story leaps to life on the

screen with a colorful proces-

sion of beloved characters such

as" Dearest'' and the old Earl.
In a later announcement,
two of Hollywood's foremost
actors will be

named

these important roles.

to fill

—

THE

c&m

DAILY

NEWS

1/4 OF PARA. STOCK

SUBSCRIBED TO DATE
(.Continued from

common

Page

1)

held in return for
which they will get
share of new
common stock and 1-5 share of new
cumulative convertible 6 per cent
second preferred stock of $10 par
value.
stock

%

New

England Deals
Are Closed by Fox
(Continued from Page

1)

of 20th Century pictures in Boston

go

first run to Loew's circuit.
Outside of Boston, all of Fox films
playing the territory will be shown
by M. & P. houses first run. Except in Providence and New Bedford, the entire Darryl Zanuck lineup goes to Loew theaters.
Clark left New York yesterday
for Chicago on more product deals.

M-G-M

Release Schedule
Set for Next 13 Weeks
(Continued from Page

;

Opera", Nov.
Boy", Nov. 8.

1;

"O'Shaughnessy's

Services for Mrs. Skirball
Cleveland
Services were held
yesterday at Deutsch's Funeral Parlors for Mrs. Sarah Skirball, mother
of Jack, Joe, William N. and Harry
R. Skirball. She died Sunday as the
result of an auto accident just west
of Pittsburgh while driving home
from Lake Placid. With her at the
time of the accident were Joe, Mildred and Grace. Joseph suffered a
broken jaw and broken ribs, Grace
received a broken nose, and Mildred's injuries are not yet determined. All three were taken to the
Sewickley Hospital.

—

Not After Fight Film
Nat Saland yesterday denied that
is among the bidders for the pictures on the Baer-Louis fight scheduled for the fall.

he

—

—

—

many

years.

East St. Louis, 111.—The Granada
has has been reopened by Sid Johnson
been city manager of the two West- with Howard Zulaufas as house
land Theaters here, Kiva and Var- manager.
Lincoln

— Shorty Warren, who

St.

Louis Squibs

Chicago Chat

—

St. Louis
Due to internal troubles, all I. A. T. S. E. local officers

—

A week

field.

ago

it

carried

62 such ads.
and slacks are the favcoming-to-work clothes for screen

stars

these

hot

days."

COLUMBIA.

—

Chicago The Ace Theater, formerly the National, at 6221 S. Halsted Street, reopens soon as a movie
house under the management of Van
Nomrikas.

here have been temporarily suspended.
The suspension is without discredit to any of them.
Fanchon & Marco will reopen the
Larry Stein of the Warner office
Ambassador on Aug. 30 with straight is in New York on business.
films. F. & M. also plans to reopen
Sidney Spiegel of the Essaness
the Grand Central on that date with Theaters is back from an eastern
revivals.
business trip.
Harry C. Arthur will move here
Sam Clark, Vitagraph publicity
about Sept. 15 to look after the F. man, is back from Hollywood.
& M. interests. He will be assisted
Emma Abplanalp, former Code
in the management of the five houses Authority secretary, who has been
by Charles Kurtzman and Harry employed at the Midwest Theater
Greenman.
Supply Co. since the code office
Mayor Dickmann's special arbi- closed, is leaving next week for her
tration board headed by Father home in Pennsylvania for an indefiDempsey has settled the dispute re- nite stay.
garding Negro and white operators
Sam Trinz, owner of the Clarkat the Criterion, Star and Strand.
Monroe Theater, has left for a moAnnual boat ride of the local Fan- tor trip through the west.
chon & Marco School of the Theater
Balaban & Katz Employees Club
takes place Sept. 7.
will hold its annual summer outing
Hazel May Silverburg, known in Aug. 21 at the Lincolnshire Country
F. & M. productions as Wanda La Club, Crete, 111.
Mar, becomes Mrs. John Hurck Jr.
on Aug. 23.
Lucille Diekemper is the new bookBoston Briefs
er at the Majestic Exchange.
Boston- Loew's Orpheum adopts
George Stern, formeily with Maa new policy tomorrow when it
jestic, is now with the GB sales
drops vaudeville and goes straight
staff.
Another change is the day
Russell Mortensen, formerly with films.
GB, has joined Andy Dietz in the and date playing time with Loew's
uptown house, the State. "China
independent field.
Seas" is the opening picture for
Bill Reid, manager of the Pageant
Theater, recently became the father the two-house tie-up.
Another dog racing track is to
of a girl.
The newspaper advertising war open at Onset, so exhibitor Al Werreached a climax this week when the rall of the New Onset theater grab"Star-Times" appeared with only bed himself off most of the concesater

"Pajamas

NAME COMMITTEE
ON

2,000-FT. REEL

—

four ads in the subsequent run the-

orite

DAY

New Orleans A quick change in sity, left this week for Grand Juncthe Saenger managerial staffs here tion, Colo., where he will assume the
post
with
Westland
the
brought two promotions from the same
They are: pair there. Lee Mischnick is hanlocal Saenger Theater.
Jack O'Quinn, formerly assistant dling the houses here until Milton
manager and treasurer of the Saen- Overman arrives later in the week.
ger, promoted to manager of the TuSaxton, Pa.
T. J. Hicks is redor, and Jack Pusieger, service head
of the Saenger, promoted to man- building the Liberty at a cost of
Both replace some $30,000. House, destroyed by
ager of the Globe.
Joe Estes and his assistant Anthony fire recently, will be reopened Nov.
A. Petrie, who managed the two 15.
houses.
Estes also was in charge
Holsopple, Pa. Orlo Heckler will
of Saenger New Orleans advertising
reopen the Auditorium early next
and publicity.
month.
It was formerly operated
New Orleans Word received here by Dr. H. A. Zimmerman.
reported the death of Bert Tiller
Tiller
Mullins, W. Va.— Castinelli Brothat Venice, Calif., this week.
had been in charge of the Southern ers, Hazard, Ky., theater operators,
Amusement Company, which has have taken over the Wyoming Thehouses in Lake Charles, La., for ater here.

1)

nina", Sept. 6; "The Bishop Misbehaves", Sept. 13; "Broadway Melody of 1936", Sept. 29; a PowellRussell picture, Sept. 27; "I Live
My Life", Oct. 4; "A Perfect Gentleman", Oct. 11
"Mutiny on the
Bounty", Oct. 18; "Let Freedom
Ring", Oct. 25; "Night at the

of the
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sions.
Theater losses will be offset
his profits at the puppy oval.
Anna Hughes, secretary to Joseph

by

Brennan at the Allied Theaters of
Mass., has returned from vacation.
After a session which set an allOrange, N. J.
Mrs. Catharine time record for length, the MassaO'Neill, 65, mother of Henry J. chusetts legislature is set to proO'Neill, film actor, died at her home rogue this week with no anti-movie

Henry

O'Neill's

later.

Win. Fox Moves to Block

Fox Film-20th Merger
(Continued from Page

1)

Supreme Court, Kings County. Another show cause order, obtained
for Alex Gilbert, is also returnable
at the same time and place.
The
Fox stockholders' meeting to pass
on the merger plan is scheduled for
11 a. m. today.

In its action seeking to prevent
the merger, All-Continent lists voting trust certificates given under an
agreement made July 10, 1931, 18,000 shares of Class A stock, claims
against G. T. E. equipment amounting to $2,300,000 and eventually reduced, via agreement, to $1,850,000,
18,900 shares of General Theater
Equipment preferred stock and 42,900 shares of G. T. E. common. Mrs.
Fox controls 37 shares of Fox Film
Class A stock and 25 shares of Fox
Film Class B.

Hearing on Bank Night
Scheduled for Aug. 26
Cleveland

—

The Cleveland Bank

Night case, in which Judge Frederick Walther of common pleas court
denied a petition for an injunction,
will be heard by the court of appeals on Aug. 26, according to the
This is said to be
court calendar.
a significant hearing inasmuch as it
is the first higher court in the country to pass on the legal status of
Bank Night.

Film Companies Oppose
Paying Fla. Stamp Tax
.

(Continued from Page 1)

tax.
tried

The
to

state comptroller recently
collect

from

the

RKO

branch there.
The tax applies to
documents which involve the passing
of money and starts at 10 cents for
every $100.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

Mother Dies

—

here this week.

(Continued from Page 1)

Burger, United Artists, and J. P.
Skelly, RKO.
A meeting of the
committee is planned for Tuesday,
with a general meeting to take place

bills

enacted.

Hollywood's annual payroll
proximately

$76,500,000.

is

now ap-

THE

TIMELY TOPICS

» » »

Director-Cameraman Team
Basis of Soviet System
""THE basic unit of the Russian
cinema system is the team
of Director and Cinematographer.
They work together as coproducers, jointly supervising
every detail of production, from
story to scoring, and snaring
in the film's profits.
Their re-

—

sponsibilities
both moral and
financial
are very great; therefore we strive to ensure their

—

success by equipping them with
a thorough education in their
specialties before putting them
to work.
All our Directors and
Cinematographers
must
be
graduates of the State Motion
Picture Institute, exactly as
Doctors or Engineers everywhere must be graduates of
accepted medical and engineering
colleges.
The Russian
Cinematographer prepares himself by four years of intensive
study at the Institute.
The
course
is
difficult,
and the
standards exacting: less than 65
per cent of those who enter,
graduate.
But when one has
completed the course, we know
that he has both the theoretical
knowledge and the practical experience to prove himself a
thorough master of his craft.
Entering the Institute, the prospective Cinematographer is expected to have an education at
least equal to that obtained in
a
first-class
technical
highschool, with sufficient theoretical
and practical knowledge of
photography so that little time

need
be
wasted
fundamentals.
He
the

Institute

in

inculcating
may attend
one of two

ways: paying his own expenses
(in which event he must usually
spend part of his time in selfsupporting work); or he may
come on a scholarship from his
studio in
which
event
the
studio pays his living expenses,
etc.
The curriculum includes
composition, principles and his-

—

tory of Art, chemistry, physics,
optics, electrical engineering as
applied to studio problems, philosophy, and, of course, both
practical and theoretical instruction in the details of Cinema-

Cinematogtographic work.
raphy students also study some
of the basic studies included in
the Director's course, while the
Directors, in order to understand the work and aspirations
of the Cinematographer, are required to take a brief course
in the principles of Cinematography. This last also applies
to actors, as well, for if they
are to appear before the camera,
they must know something of
the camera and how it affects
them. The teachers in our Institute are not mere theorists,
but practical exponents of what
How else would
they teach.
they have authority to instruct
The famous Ditheir pupils?
rector, Sergei M. Eisenstein, for

<7^

DAILY
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« « «

example,

is President of the Directors'
Faculty, and spends
half the year in actual production, the other half in teaching.
I am myself an active Cinematographer, devoting six months
of every year to photographing films directed by Alexandrov, Eisenstein's former associate.
Edvard Tisse, who pho-

THEATRE OWNERS OF NEW JERSEY,
YOU!

course is required to make
short film personally.
He
must write the story, cast the

ship, for sincere

a

direct,

photograph

borne by the school; after all,
what better proof could there
be of our teaching, and of the
student's ability?
Graduating
from the Institute, the student
goes into the field as a fullyFirst CinematographIn the Russian Cinema, we
recognize four definite classes
of Cinematographers: those who
are worthy of making the best
and greatest films; those assignable only to what you call
"programme pictures"; those
suited
to
short-subjects
and
comedies; and those fitted for
newsreel and similar non-dramatic filming. The salaries the
men receive, incidentally, are
dependent upon their classification, with the men capable of
turning out the best work reaping the largest rewards.
Students at the Institute who fail
qualified

er.

graduate become
Second
Cinematographers or
Operatives, as you call them here.
It is during these years at the
Institute that the majority of
our
Director-Cinematographer
"teams" originate. They are not
formed by compulsion; we realize that
a Cinematographer
(or Director) may be able to
do brilliant work with an understanding partner, while he
would be only mediocre with an
unsympathetic confrere. Let us
say that I, as a Cinematographer, am a romanticist: clearly, I
could not do my best work with

—

a Director whose artistic ideas
tended
toward
surrealism.
Therefore, I choose a Director
whose ideals are similar to my
own. Once formed, these combinations are seldom broken,
though either party is free to
join a new partner if he feels
that such a change would be
beneficial. Whatever complaints
may arise are adjudged by the
officials of the Cinematographers' Association, just as in this
country they would be judged
by the Board of Governors of
the A.S.C. The decision is final.

— Vladimir

exhibitor who's

ALLIES

S. Nielsen,

President of Faculty of
Cinema Technique, State
Motion Picture Institute, Moscow, in "Am. Cinematographer."

in his fight

against the forces that seek to

and

monopo-

lize this business

edit the production, single-handed.
The expense, of course, is

to

The independent

looking for action, for militant leader-

er's

roles,

you

invites

tographs Eisenstein's films, is
likewise on the Cinema Technique Faculty.
As a graduating examination or thesis, each
student of the Cinematograph-

INC.

to its Sixteenth

ANNUAL CONVENTION
AND EASTERN

REGIONAL

CONFERENCE

OF

INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS
where yon will meet with and work
with your fellow exhibitors, men who
are fighting and planning for the cause
of the independent

to

be held in

ATLANTIC CITY
CARLTON HOTEL

RITZ

where work and play can be mingled
in

proper proportion. Special attractive

rates

who

and

privileges

are offered

to all

attend the convention

Remember

the date!

AUGUST

21, 22,
The

Plan to attend!

convention

this

year

is

business of the

extremely vital

to the interests of the independent exhibitor.

Come and

fighting platform

help formulate a

and course of action!

23

THE
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HOLLYWOOD

"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK

By

Bracey have been added

]\TANCY SHERIDAN,

leading lady
of the Elitch's Gardens stock
company, Denver, will arrive in Hollywood on Sept. 1 to begin picture
work.

Broadcasting "Melody"
A Hollywood

for

Our Passing Show: Pat Casey,
fighting the heat,

and

collar-less,

the

studios;

hatless, coatless
his tour of

making

autograph fans stop-

a

preview

description

of

be

will

the press.

tury-Fox style department by Darryl on the River" (temporary title), coF. Zanuck, production head of the starring Ann Sothern and Harry
Victor Schertzinger will
Richman.

Peggy Fears and Constance company.

ping

Collier.

T

T

direct.

T

T

Spring

Byington

has

been

cast
in pro-

V

T

George Stevens has added Eddie in "Broadway Hostess," now
John King, radio baritone, will
Borden, Otto Hoffman, George Lol- duction at the Warner studios. Winimake his film debut as featured
lier, Brooks Benedict and Margaret
fred Shaw, Phil Regan, Lyle Talbot,
Armstrong to the cast of "Annie Genevieve Tobin and Allen Jenkins player in "Yellowstone," by Houston
Branch, with screen story by Arthur
Oakley," which he is directing for are headliners tin the picture, which
Phillips
and Si Bartlett.
Jerry
RKO. Barbara Stanwyck is starred. is being directed by Ben Kaye.
Sackheim will produce it for UniT

T
T
ignorance fed by
"From This Dark Stairway," Warvanity and the consciousness that ner mystery thriller based on the
the actor or actress concerned has story by Mignon G. Eberhart, will be
no ability," according to Lawrence released under the title "The Murder
Tibbett, who is being starred in of Dr. Harrigan."
The picture, di"Metropolitan," by 20th Century- rected by Frank McDonald, with
Fox. He declared that Enrico Caru- Kay Linaker, Ricardo Cortez, Frank
so, the greatest of all artists, was Reicher,
Mary Astor and other popthe gentlest, most considerate gen- ular players in the cast, is now betleman the world ever knew.
ing edited and cut. Peter Milne and
T
T
T
Si Bartlett adapted the novel for
Robert Alton, who is not yet 30 screen production.
years old, has been signed by Samt
uel Goldwyn, to direct the dance
Maureen Delany, character star
numbers in "Shoot the Chutes," of the Abbey Theater Players of
starring Eddie Cantor. Among the Dublin, has been signed to a new
Broadway shows he staged last sea- contract by RKO Radio, following
son were "Anything Goes," "Life her American film debut in supBegins at 8:40," "Thumbs Up" and port of James Barton in "His Fam"Parade."
ily Tree" at that studio.
T

"Temperament

versal.

is

TV

T

Niles Welch, character actor, and

Marbeth Wright, Betty Brown, Lee
Edith Haskins, Patsy Lee,
Mildred Morris, Crystal Keats, Del
Richards, Irene Winder, Nondas Casselman and Ruth Mayon, specialty
dancers, have been added to the cast
of "Ball of Fire," a 20th CenturyFox production featuring Alice
Faye. Phillippa Hilber, Geneva Sawyer, Anita Thompson, Marian Weldon and Anne Nagel of the 20th
Century-Fox training school, have
also been assigned to roles in the
Bailey.

cast.

T

T

T

An

unpublished novel by Theodore Reeves, entitled "Glory Hole,"
will be used as a starring vehicle
for Jack Holt at Universal.

T

T

nationally

the advance

to

"Magni-

Obsession" at Universal.

ficent

Hollywood Preview

broadcast for the first time on record
showing of "Broadway Melody of 1936" is put on
the air from Grauman's Chinese Theater in Hollywood on Saturday afternoon, Aug. 24.
The event will be broadcast from the theater lobby and will be heard in the east at
6 P. M. New York time over WJZ.
Cast of "Broadway Melody" is headed by Jack
Benny and Frances Langford and other members of the cast. The preview is being held

when

T

T

"LOTS"
T

Camera work on "The Case of the
Lucky Legs," in which Warren William and Genevieve Tobin have the
leading roles, will be completed at
the First National studios today
after a longer production schedule
than has ever been allotted to any
of the studio's Perry Mason mysteries.
Cast in support of the principal
members includes Patricia
Ellis, Lyle Talbot, Anita Kerry, Allen Jenkins, Porter Hall, OMn Howland, Craig Reynolds, Peggy Shannon, Henry O'Neill, Barton MacLane, Mary Treen, Joseph Downing,
Joseph Crehan, Charles Wilson and
June Travis.
Archie L. Mayo directed "The Case of the Lucky
Legs." The original story was written by Erie Stanley Gardner. Brown
Holmes and Ben Markson wrote the
screen play, and the adaptation was

done by Edward Chodorov.
T

T

Howard

Green, before he turned
to motion picture writing, was a
nationally-known newspaper man.
In a scrap book he retains stories
he wrote on virtually every important news "break" of a decade.
J.

T

T

Sam Wood

advocates giving direc-

tors a variety of stories to handle,
instead of typing them in any particular kind of production.
There
is danger of a director going stale
if he sticks to the same class of picture for any length of time, says

Wood.
According to Alton, Fred Astaire
Preston Foster has been assigned
to the dancing profession what the featured leading role
T
T
T
T
T
in "Husk,"
Lindbergh was for airplanes
he "Saturday Evening Post" story by
To win a bet from college friends
Rudolph Cameron, Anita Stewart's
has made the world feet-conscious. Thomas Walsh scheduled to
go into leading man of the silent days, has Laird Doyle, Warner scenarist, once
Which is praise from one dancer to production at the RKO Radio studios been assigned a role in "This is worked his way from the interior
another.
in September under the direction the Life," the 20th Century-Fox pro- of China, where he had gone to
T
of Stephen Roberts. James Gleason duction
featuring
Jane Withers. "cover" an uprising for a news synKen Maynard is beginning to will also play a featured role.
Cameron recenlty appeared opposite dicate, through Europe and across
think the life of an actor is pretty
the Atlantic with a capital of only
Ginger Rogers in "Queen High."
hard. During this hot weather, his
$2.
Harry Akst, noted composer and
T
T
T
troupe has been in Chatsworth, mak- song writer, has been engaged by
T
Cora Sue Collins, Craufurd Kent,
T
T
ing scenes for "Heir to Trouble," Columbia to collaborate with Lew Grady Sutton, Maidel Turner, Beryl
Bette Davis' next starring pichis second Larry Darmour picture, Brown
on the music for "Moonlight Mercer, Mickey Daniels and Sidney ture, "Hard Luck Dame," will go
which will be released by Columbia.
Warner
production at the
into
is

—

.

Gordon Wiles, who recently was
given the Spanish production, "Rose
of France,"

as

his

first

directorial

assignment,

has been handed the
script of "Charlie Chan in San
Francisco," which he will start at
20th Century-Fox on Aug. 26. Wiles
was formerly an art director at the
Fox studio. Warner Oland will again
be Charlie Chan. The new story was
written by Robert Ellis and Helen
Logan.

I.

T. O. A. to Resist

Ban on Bank Nights

Para. Theater Partners

Here on Product Buys

(Continued from Page 1)

Representatives of seven Parasee the show and the chance is mere- mount theater partners have been in
ly thrown in as a bargain.
New York during the past few days
This procedure was discussed by lining up product for showing durthe I. T. O. A. at a meeting yes- ing the 1935-36 season.
Buyers interday. The operators' situation was clude
Tracy Barham, of the Ohio
considered and it was decided to group, John Friedl of Minneapolis,
cause arrest of pickets whenever George Walsh who operates upstate
possible.
Enthusiasm was register- New York houses, L. J. Finske of
Gwen Wakeling, stylist, who ed in regard to the new independent the Joe Cooper circuit in Colorado,
gained fame as a designer for Ann circuit being formed and a meet- E. J. Sparks of Florida. Louis Dent
Harding and Constance Bennett, ing of interested exhibitors will be of Salt Lake City, George Trendle
has been signed for the 20th Cen- held tomorrow to elect officers and and Willard Patterson of Detroit.
develop other plans.

RKO
Phil

the

Buys Phil Srong Novel
Stong's

new

novel,

"Farmer

in

which recently ran serially
the "Saturday Evening Post," has
been purchased for filming by RKO
Radio Pictures.
in

Dell,"

:

Exhibitor Drowned
Milton Weiss on Location
Samuel Dallas,
Dennance, O.
Milton Weiss of the M-G-M pub- manager of the Valentine Theater,
licity department left yesterday for
independent house, was drowned in
Grafton, Mass., where M-G-M is
shooting scenes for "Ah, Wilder- the Maumee River when his motor
ness!"
boat capsized.

studios within the next few days.
The leading man has not yet been
selected, but there is a strong possibility
that it will be Franchot

Tone

if

he finishes his current picAlfred E. Green will

ture in time.

"Hard Luck Dame."

direct

The King of Sweden soon will bestow upon Greta Garbo the highest
honor in Swedish art circles, according to widely circulated reports current in Europe. The decoration, according to Sweden's "Vecko Journal"
is the personal gift of the king who
alone decides to whom it is to be
given.

—

Next
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by

E.

First

called

written
stein.

for

Joe

Brown

will

National

"In The
by Jerry

Brown

E.

be

in
an
Legion,"

starred next
original story

Wald and

now

being
Ep-

Julius
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS
Newspaper Stunt Gains

Finger Print Station
Exploits "Public Hero"
cooperation with the police
department, Francis Deering,
manager of Loew's State Theater in Houston arranged a
lobby display of revolvers, etc.,
confiscated

Two

by

officers,

which

used by criminals.
weeks before playdate a

been

finger print station
in the lobby and a

was set up
young lady

assigned
to
was
finger-print any patrons who
wished to have this done. The
made on cards
prints were
bearing appropriate copy. Deering was assisted in his campaign by an M-G-M exploiteer.
special screening was held
in advance of the premiere for
the police chief, the press and
The screenother celebrities.
ing was preceded by a dinner
party.
Five thousand contest cards
were distributed in office buildings, and prizes were awarded
to
those writing the words
"Public Hero Number One" the
greatest number of times on the
back of the cards.
portion of the Police Department paraded to the theater in uniform on opening
night and were given seats in
Five thoua reserved section.
attendant

A

A

"Wanted" heralds were
given out at the Londos-Lewis
wrestling championship bout,
held in the city just before the

sand

play-date.
—
Loew's State,

copy on "Call of the Wild." The
stunt kept the picture in the
Daily News columns for several

Attention for "Call"

TN

had

Houston, Tex.

New Cash Giveaway Plan
Cleveland Pay Off, a plan to give
away cash at theaters similar to
Bank Night but not employing the
Bank Night copyrighted register
plan, will break here on Aug. 20 at
the Knickerbocker Theater, one of
the houses belonging to the AssoThe plan
ciated Theaters circuit.
will be run four nights a week
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, with $25 given away each

—

night.

Acquire Miami Paramount
J. W. Bullock and C. H. Nelson
Jr. have acquired the feeholders' interest in the Paramount at Miami.
Paramount Enterprises, a subsidiary of Famous Theaters, continues to operate the theater, however.

'T'HE premiere of "Call of the
Wild," Darryl Zanuck production released through United
Artists, was ushered in at the
Paramount Theater in St. Paul
with an effective exploitation
campaign arranged by M. Seibel,
manager.

A

tie-up with the Daily News
sports department on the annual
dog derby resulted in plenty of
local
space in that newspaper.
ice company supplied a runway
of ice which was placed in the
lobby of the theater and last
year's winners were invited tc
train for the big event. Later a

A

sales

York,
sales

town

—

APARTMENTS,

Lou Astor, assistant
manager for Columbia in New

Sam

and

Galanty,

district
Washington, in

Lock Haven, Pa.
Johnny Harris, president of

44> h ST.

310 EAST

manager in
this week talking business

with Art Levy, local exchange head.
Art Morone up and around again
after a two-week illness.
Karl Krug back on the job after
a cruise on the Ohio River.
Philip Samuels reopened the Ritz,
Cainbrook, dark for several years.
A. N. Notopoulos, circuit operator, has taken over the Garden in

MUrray

4-4800

Hill

FREE BUS SERVICE

TO

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
AND GRAND CENTRAL

THESE APARTMENTS ALL
All

have serving pantries,

MAY

BE

HAD FURNISHED,

electrical refrigeration,

IF

DESIRED

Venetian blinds

all

Variety Clubs, will attend institutional ceremonies at Des Moines and
Omaha, where new chapters are being formed.
Jake Silverman, operator of the
Strand, Altoona, is recuperating in
Saratoga following an operation in
Johns Hopkins Hospital.
Braddock theater in Braddock, acquired by Shapiro & Fineman, has
Paramount.
the
renamed
been
Archie Fineman will be in charge.

3 Room Studio

Nebraska Notes

—

The sick list here is
Omaha
slackening with Charles Williams,
president of M. P. T. 0., able to
visit film row, and H. J. Chapman,
recuperating
manager,
Columbia
from his third operation this sum-

Corner

living

room

3 Room Semi-Duplex
Corner with River views. Delight-

37'-5"x 15'-7",

2 large bedrooms,
3 exposures.

13' ceiling ...

2 baths,
Balcony, River view

.

roof terrace, dropped living
26'- l"x 16' with 15'
«os\rt

ful

room

$200.

L.

"
1

" 1

i!

!

1

1

leading the nation
this week among 30 Republic exchanges in a seven-week sales

was

J.

Held

Neb.,

from

W.

S.

has pui'chased the
Wakefield from Bob

Wakefield in
Freed.
Clarence M. Lay is now operating
the Dodge, Dodge, Neb., acquiring it

from Frank Beal.

xUU.

.

22'Oxl3 O"

0. Ringler's Republic-Midwest

exchange

3 exposures

ceiling.

mer.

P.

Akst

—

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh

Crystal, Peru,
Whitfield.

Harry

WCTN

special matinee was arranged
for the winners. All newsboys
wore special aprons with selling

Jack Anderson succeeds Frank
Weilbusch in the poster department
at M-G-M; Danny McCarthy, formerly of Fox, succeeds Anderson at
Columbia.
Elmer Olson has taken over the

Brady

€€

.

!

1

i

1

Hrf" t^tfI

i

1

Room Corner

exceptionally large
living room 31'-9"xl5' ; 4 windows.
Dressing closet ... Disappearing
twin beds, serving pantry t-7 r
from

Apartment,

VO.

«

worth's and Kresge's arranged
several effective counter displays with photos of the stars.
Kennedy's got out a full window
on Remington Arms, using cutouts of Gable and Oakie, and
mentioned the picture's opening.
Connie's Book Shop featured
"Call of the Wild" books in their
main window and used 22x28's
and scene stills.
Radio Station KSTP used the
special transcription, and other
local
stations announced the
Stations
picture's
opening.
devoted several plugs to
the film on various programs.
Paramount Theater, St. Paul

days.
All local libraries carried special displays consisting of scene
stills from the picture and appropriate cards announcing the
film's opening.
One thousand
fan photos were distributed at
the theater a week in advance
and 100 "Claim cards" nailed to
stakes
were placed in the
ground at all important street
car stops.
Local book stores displayed
copies of the book and used cutouts of Gable and Young. Wool-

drive.

Estelle

n

1

Room

Complete homes

Suite

2 people.
Disappearing twin beds, serving
for

Many

with dressing

pantries

.

closets.

Roomy and com-

.

.

fortable, from

....

*cc
OO.

RESTAURANT AND HOTEL SERVICE AVAILABLE
Tenants say our free bus service saves them at least $5 a month

in carfare.

we believe
in TRUTH in
advertising
But

if

we

started to tell

you the truth about

PARAMOUNT^ "ANNAPOLIS FAREWELL"
in

words strong enough to do

justice

full

to

the terrific emotional impact of this picture,

you wouldn't believe

it.

The only

can do

is

earliest

opportunity and screen

to tell

you

thing

we

to get this picture at the
it

for yourself!

ANNAPOLIS FAREWELL
with

Rosalind Keith
Guy Standing
Tom Brown
Richard Cromwell
Sir

•

•

Directed

Triple

by Alexander

Hall

•

A

Paramount Picture

World Premiere, New York,

Washington, D.C. and San Diego, Calif.
August 22nd. Twenty-one gun smash!

.»tii

•',.,'.

i

^lSlLL

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS
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Music Ass'n Denied Dismissal of Sound Suit
FOX STOCPOLDERS

Manpower

RAM

Main Asset, Kent

is

Executive Ability
Most Important Defends Salaries

Holds

Viewing
... the passing parade

—

"The main asset of a motion picture company i s manpower", declarR. Kent, Fox president,
IT MAY come as something of a surprise ed Sidney
in explaining and urging ratificathat
learn
to
I to Hollywood
makers
film
tion of the 20th Century-Fox meramong the keenest critics of their product
ger plan yesterday at a special
age.
school
primary
are the youngsters of
stockholders' meeting. He made the
in
This is revealed, among other places,
Young statement in eulogizing the ability
the opinions on films voiced by the

=

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

=

Reviewers group of the National Board of
Review.

How

these

youngsters,

at

selected

ran-

attendance at showings to obtain
and
their reactions on pictures, can analyze
scenappraise a production, from story and

dom

20TH CENUAERGEIl

of Joseph
Zanuck in

M. Schenck and Darryl
answer to charges that

(Continued on

Page

6)

Stockholders

New

Fox Board

The new
ized

under

merger

board

of

of

in

Twentieth

not

be elected

will

April

directors

the

when the annual
The
takes place.
sist

Fox Stockholders

Tells

author-

Century-Fox
until

stockholders'

April,

meeting
con-

directorate will

12 members.

FILE SUIT

AGAINST

WIS. PLAYDATE

LAW

for

ery to direction and acting,

is

amazing.

,

SEEK COURT SANCTION

ON FOX MET. MATTERS

Milwaukee

— Legal

action

to

strain the state of Wisconsin

re-

from

enforcing its recently enacted law
It
youth, born in
prohibiting specified playdates has
side of
that inures them early to the hard
Effort will be made to set a hear- been started in a suit filed jointly
discriminaunusual
possesses
life, not only
ing next Thursday before Federal by Fox and M-G-M in Federal Court
to stand a much
tion, but is equipped
Judge Caffey on the various matthe
than
entertainment
here.
stronger diet in
ters connected with the Fox Metroago.
years
twenty
youth of ten or
Playhouses reorganization
politan
have
extent,
great
Kids of today, to a
which must be given court sanction
Foreign Producing
amusement tastes and ideas far ahead of
(Continued on Page 4)
for

proves,

one thing, that todays
a fast-moving generation

Fox

their parents.

idea

that

Producers who still have the
mentality of
they must play down to the
their
the younger element had better revise

views a

Expect Last Minute Rush
For New Paramount Stock

—•—

bit.

Twentieth

fine its foreign producing activities
to England, said Joseph M. Schenck

Last-minute rush of subscriptions
Robert T.
in New York yesterday.
for the new Paramount second preKane, who will have charge of proferred stock is looked for because
England, leaves the Coast
holders of substantial blocks of ducing in
for New York en route
Sunday
on
use
to
enabled
thus
be
stock would
stated.
Schenck
London,
to
precedday
the
them be- their funds up till
seeing a picture is spoiled for
Eight story changes have been
ing Aug. 30.
frequently
matter
advertising
cause advance
To date about $1,600,000 of the effected by Darryl Zanuck in the
the plot,
gives away some vital part of
new
$6,500,000 issue has been sub- Fox story schedule for next season,
when
surprise
and
thereby killing suspense
said Schenck.
scribed for.
the film

Type

is

is

a

seen.

of story,

and who's

things they want to read
how the plot goes.

in
in

the cast, are
ads; but not

—•—

QUOTED
Peace,"
latest

issue

from
by
of

an

editorial,

Andre
"This

"War and

Maurois,

in

The stockholders' meeting, which
ran three hours, was held after the
Supreme Court in Brooklyn had put
(Continued on Page 6)

COMPROMISE

IS

SEEN

ON NEW UNION SCALE
Indications are that a new basic
for movie operators in
City will be worked out
peaceably by circuit representatives
and Local 306 and that Local 306
will consent to a reduction in wages
from their present level, though
nothing like the 41 per cent asked
by the circuits. Conferences on the
wages cale matter continued yesterday.

Times Square House
Being Offered for Sale

New

City

Court Refuses to Dismiss
Sound Conspiracy Action

Week":

10 I.A.T.S.E. Locals

Holding Meet Today

imaginary adventures to those
Representatives of 10 I.A.T.S.E.
offering
locals in New York City, Long Island
who lack the real thing."
And the movies, which enabled America and Westchester County will meet
spirits cheer^oday at 251 West 42nd Street to
to keep its chin up and its
depression, have develop plans for a united front on
ful during five years of
scope of common problems. The locals reprereally only begun to show their
influence.

2,032,-

Bank Farmers Trust

which has

in

hand

offers

Co.,

totaling

$700,000 in leases on the two-story
structure to be erected on the site
(Continued on Page 4)

the

development of moving pictures
by
has saved more than one government

"The

agreement was endorsed by

Confined to England wage scale
New York
Century-Fox will con-

complaint from
in the
that wide-awake newer generation
matter of movie advertising.
They claim that lots of the pleasure of
there

INCIDENTALLY,

Fox Film stockholders overwhelmingly ratified the merger with 20th
Century at a special meeting yesterday at the company's home office
and also approved a resolution giving President Sidney R. Kent options on 60,000 shares of the new
The consolidation
common stock.
was supported by a vote of 2,030,646 shares to 1,945, and the Kent
610 to 490.

short of

still

Overwhelm-

ingly Favor Merger
of Fox-20th Cent.
By ARTHUR W. EDDY

(Continued on Page 4)

Federal Judge William J. Bondy,
yesterday denied the motion of the
Music Publishers Protective Ass'n
suit
conspiracy
the
dismiss
to
brought against it by the Royal
Amplitone Corp., one-time manufacturer of sound projection apparatus,
and also naming as defendants the

American

&

Tel. Co.,
Tel.
(Continued on Page 4)

Western

2 Galas for Paramount
will have two gala world
premiere showings on Broadway next
B. DeMille's producCecil
week, with
launched on
tion of "The Crusades"
two-a-day extended run at the
its
Astor on Wednesday evening and "AnThursday
opening
Farewell"
napolis
Celebs and
night at the Paramount.
klieg lights will feature both events.

Paramount

.

.
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Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Paris— P. A. Harle, La

Fnednchstrasse, 225.
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de
des-Noues,

Coin-

la
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MARTIN M. WAGNER, chief road booker of
the William Morris Offices, sailed yesterday for
Mexico City on the Siboney to arrange reciprocal theatrical bookings between American
and Mexican theaters, as well as to scout for
talent.

RAMON NOVARRO,

on the
Berengaria for
accompanied by
his sister,
CARMEN SAMANIENGO. Another
passenger on the Berengaria will be MRS. EUsailing
England, will be

i/

8

i/
8
1/4

ft

Trans-Lux
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19%
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2ft
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Keane Reopens Milwaukee House
Milwaukee The Abbey, until its

MR.
rived

MRS.

New

1935

DATE BOOK

up

Aug. 18:

EDWARDS, who

CLIFF

York this week from
at the Lombardy.

Annual picnic of Allied M. P. T. O.
of
Western Pennsylvania, Doc Herman's
farm, Pittsburgh.

arcoast,

the

Aug. 18:

MR. and MRS. LAIRD DOYLE

are at the

P.

Wallick

JOSEPH
Sunday

M.

SCHENCK

New

leaves

York

Aug.

the Coast.

for

SIDNEY

R.

KENT

plans

a

Europe

to

trip

September.

in

Annual convention of

& M.

War-

wick.

21-23:
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
convention
and Allied eastern regional
meeting, Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City.

Aug. 27:

I.T.O.A.

ROBERT T. KANE leaves
day for New York en route

Bay,

the Coast on Sun-

London.

to

Sept.

3-8:
tic

OWEN MARSH,
New

has

York from a two-months'

MARIE STRAUSS,
York

designer,

yesterday

from

trip

returned
abroad.

returned
Hollywood.

stylist,

to

to

Oct.

L.

MARY
on

ISABEL JEWELL, whose
M-G-M's "A Tale of Two

New

York from the

12

westerns next season

the

DAVID

B.

HAMPTON,

two series to be produced by Ray
Kirkwood. Contracts covering production of the two series one of
which will star Bob Custer and the
other Bill Cody and his 10-year old
son Bill Cody, Jr., were signed yesterday with Kirkwood.
Kirkwood will leave for the coast
in about 10 days to produce three
more Cody westerns on the current

from

literary

departed for a six-week stay

in

in

dance and
Sheepshead

dinner,
Villepigue's,

I.

Showmen's Variety

Jubilee,

Atlan-

21-24:

man Park

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

New

Chicago Chat

J.
KRELLBERG returns
Roma on Aug. 22.

Langdon May Go
rein

shore

City.

N.

latest
role
is
In
Cities," has arrived
coast.

I.
A. T. S E
O. of the State of Ohio, Deshler
Hotel, Columbus.

entertainment,

GENE PALLETTE.
D. GOLDEN of the Department of Commerce film section in Washington is in New
York for a few days, stopping at the Edison.

and
in

have put

today

Europe

agent,

has

Hollywood.

Road Show

William Morris Agency

is

nego-

tiating to place Harry Langdon in
the road company of "Anything
Goes," playing the role filled on

Chicago— Mrs.

J. W. Frackman,
mother of Jack Frackman, manager
of the Milwaukee office of Republic
Pictures, was killed Aug. 13 in a
fall from a window of her home in

Peoria,

111.

Phil Weinshanker is leaving B.
N. Judell soon to become a salesman for Universal in Milwaukee.

The

New Main

Broadway by Victor Moore.
The Morris office also set the
whereby Ramon Novarro, who

ton

garia, will appear in the Joe Sachs
production of "Royal Exchange" on
the London stage.

business.

will

theater in Evans-

reopen this week.

It

"Glory" Players Going on Air
Marion Davies, star of the War"Dark Angel" Version on Air
ner Cosmopolitan production, "Page
Columbia Broadcasting System Miss Glory." will appear on a coasthas
completed
arrangements to to-coast radio broadcast the evening
broadcast a radio dramatization of of Aug. 30, with other members
of
Samuel Goldwyn's "The Dark An- the cast including Pat O'Brien,
gel," soon to be released through Frank
McHuerh and Patsy Kelly.
United Artists.
The program will The presentation will be part of the
be heard on the evening of Aug. 27 regular Dick Powell program
over
the

CBS

network.

Attend Funeral of Young Smith

Gets New Stamford House
A number of industry executives Brandt
Harry Brandt has taken a 21-year
attended the funeral of Archibald
B. Smith, son of Courtland Smith, lease on a new 1,200-seat theater
Fathe News president, which was being built in Stamford, Conn., by
held yesterday with services at Rena Realty Corp., of which Max
Guggenheim is president.
David
Grace Church.
Interment was at
Berk was the broker in the deal.
Sleepy Hollow Cemetery.
Architect on the project is Thomas

W. Lamb.
Daughter for Moe Silvers
remodeling earlier this year the
A daughter, Barbara, weighing
Pioneer Changing Studios
Pastime, has been reopened by John eight
pounds, was born to Mr. and West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Keane.
Mrs. Moe Silver in the Doctors' HosHollywood
Pioneer
Pictures,
pital
at
midnight
Wednesday. which will continue to release
Father is the Warner theater zone through RKO, will produce
its fu-

—

Philly Golf Tournament
Philadelphia
The annual Philadelphia golf tournament will be
under the combined auspices of Variety Club Tent No. 13 and "The
Exhibitor" this year. Variety Club"The Exhibitor" of Philadelphia golf
tourney will be the official name,
with Whitemarsh Country Club the
course. The usual dinner-dance program will follow in the evening.
Committee appointed for the affair
by Chief Barker Earle Sweigert includes Jim Clark, Paul Greenhalgh,
Jay Emanuel, Oscar Neufeld, secretary, Al Davis, J. Grif Boardman,
Emanuel Sachs, Harry Weiner,
Johnny Bachman, Charlie Zagrans,
Ted Schlanger, Leonard Schlesinger.

—

COMPLETEINDISPENSABLE

—

ATTENTION

manager at Albany.

ture pictures at the United Artists
Casting, wardrobe and other

The 1935
FILM YEAR BOOK

studio.

THEATRE OWNERS

AND

Acquires Wrestling Film

We

have principals who are interested
in
leasing
or
purchasing
theatres in New York, New Jersey

and

Connecticut.
Write
for our representative.

ALBERT M. GREENFIELD &

A

or

A. .departments will be used
Ernest L. Scanlon has
the exclusive foreign distribution been made comptroller of the comrights to the world heavyweight pany.
championship wrestling bout between Danna O'Mahoney and Ed
Don Hancock a Colonel
Don George. It is a two-reeler.
Don Hancock, head of production

U.

Modern Film Sales has acquired by Pioneer.

BUILDERS

phone

CO.,

Inc.

Complete Real Estate Institution
521 Fifth Avenue
MUrray Hill 2-6000
New York City

GB's "Drummond" for Globe
GB's "Alias Bulldog Drummond,"
with Jack Hulbert and Fay Wray,
will have its New York premiere
Aug. 26 at the Globe.

is

deal owned by Harry Kroon.
sails
Harry Vonderschmidt, Indiana exfor England today on the Beren- hibitor, in Chicago this week
on

season's schedule of eight.

over 81 associated stations.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

studios

has been working at
on the coast, has re-

resume his role in "Tobacco
Road" on Broadway next Monday night.

lease

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

is

12 Westerns for Spectrum
Spectrum Pictures Corp. will

FINANCIAL
Columbia

after another session in Hollyon his way back to New York by car
to line up a fall show.
He is due in town
about Thursday.

wood,

in

High

16,

10 Cents

PAUL PARRY,

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Aug.

for RKO Van Beuren Corp., now
rates a Kentucky salute. His commission as Colonel on the staff of

Governor Ruby Laffoon was
ered to him yesterday.

deliv-

FREE with

a

year's

subscription to The

Film Daily and Film
Daily Service.

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway

New York

PHOTO-REVIEW

HIS MASTER'S VOICE? No, Paul Muni,
whose Dr. Socrates' is being readied for
September 28 release, is rehearsing his role
for

'Enemy of Man', dramatic special

just

Unique method enables
portrayal on dictaphone.*

starting production.
star to

hear

own

'BRIGHT LIGHTS' SHATTERS ALL RECORDS

for opening
San Francisco's Warfield Theater, as Golden Gate
joins New York, other first runs in applauding 'Joe E Brown's
first rate fun'
(N. Y American)
most important vehicle

day

at

NATION'S FAVORITE NO-LOVE TEAM
O'Brien duo, as 'The

Irish

in

records throughout the country. 'Nifty,
Variety's verdict

on impressive

b. o.

the

is still

Us' continues

to

hotcha

grosses

in

Cagney-

tag 'G-Men'
swell'

key

is

situations."

JUST FINISHED are the prone gentleman in the foreground and the new

ACADEMY HONORS SUGGESTED

Warren William Clue Club mystery film,
'The Case of the Lucky Legs.' Best-selling
'Perry Mason' story has Patricia Ellis,

Technicolor 2-reeler, which received tumul-

Genevieve Tobin

Regan, Dorothy Dare (above) are featured.

in

for

'Romance of the West', Vitaphone's new
tuous

critical

feature

the supporting cast.

*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A

First

National Picture

Vitograph,

Inc., Distributors

praise as 'a masterpiece... of

importance.'

Henry Armetta,

Phil

SEEK COURT SANCTION

MUSIC ASS'N DENIED
DISMISSAL OF SUIT

A0^* ^

PHIL

ON FOX MET. MATTERS

M.DALY

.

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

Electric, Erpi, Ascap and all the
major producing companies except

new company can occur, it was said
yesterday by Milton C. Weisman,
proponent of the Fox Met. reorgan-

RKO.
Judge Bondy ruled that "it can be
chose to
inferred that the
further the objects of the conspiracy," which Amplitone charges resulted in putting the company out
of business. Judge Bondy's opinion

ization plan.

MPPA

•

•

•

The documents to be approved include the certificates of incorporation and by-laws of the new company and its two subsidiaries, the

HANDSHAKES OF

congratulations are being
showered on Jesse L. Lasky these days
for winding up
his current Fox contract with a bellringer
"Here's to Romance" is the title
and according to New York echoes of
what Hollywood is saying about the pix following its recent
preview
it's a pippo
the picture introduces to screen
fans the excellent voice and handsome personality of Nino Martini
well known in the radio and operatic fields

follows:

"Although the contract left the
defendant, Music Publishers ProtecAssociation, free to license
tive
others than the defendant, Electrical
Research Products, Inc., the alleged
conspiracy comprised the fact that
the producers of a very large percentage of sound pictures did take
sub-licenses from the Electrical Research Products, Inc., and not directly from the Association. When
pictures embodying sound licensed
by the Electrical Research Products, Inc., to sub-licensees were used
by exhibitors, the latter were compelled to use Electrical Research
Though the
Products apparatus.
Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
might have accomplished the same
result without the association's aid,
facts are alleged from which it can
be inferred that the association
chose to give its aid and further
the objects of the conspiracy. The
motion therefore is denied."

•

•

•

forms of leases to Skouras Theaters
and Randforce, the authorization of
the new stock and debentures and
the form of indenture under which
the

T
T
T
AN EXTENSIVE search is

•

work for

•

•

month.

and the Hamilton News Company, distributors of magazines
and newspapers, got "Call of
the Wild" special billing on all
of their delivery trucks with
huge banners. Both companies
distributed special cards which
were displayed at all news-

distribution to his friends

T
AMONG THE

T

The Hamilton News
Company, distributors of "Lib-

T

stands.

more interesting

articles being writfor the fans is the current series on "How

erty" Magazine, also secured six
outstanding window displays in
which
the
picture
received
prominent mention.
Special

ten on Hollywood
Movtes are Made", by Dan Thomas, NEA Hollywood correspondent
currently running in the Scriipps-Howard papers
After making money consistently since it opened, the
French Casino closes Aug. 24 and reopens Sept. 5 wiith a new
show
Abner Silver, Al Sherman and Al Lewis, songwriters,
have composed a song called "The Melody Lingers On" dedicated to the Reliance-U. A. film of the

same

book-marks were distributed at
all circulating and public libraries throughout the city, with
bulletin boards showing stills in
each branch library.
Co-oper-

title

ative

(Continued from Page 1)
will include operators, stage-

New

Times Square House
Being Offered for Sale

(Continued from Page 1)
of the Criterion Theater, is endeavoring to sell the property on the
strength of the lease, because it is
not interested in operating the prop-

erty itself.
No leasehas yet been
signed for the theater to be erected
on the site.

» »

»

EXPLOITETTES
in the

It

Press Book Material
'"THREE executive specialists

believed by S. Barret McCormick, advertising and publicity director of RKO Radio
Pictures, that such literary contributions by authorities in different lines add to the prestige
and scope of the exploitation departments of the company's
pressbooks. From time to time,
other executives outside the industry who have had practical
experience in tying in with motion pictures will be invited to
address fellow workers via the

ing scene stills and cutouts of
Loretta Young. Scene stills and
appropriate cards were also displayed in the Muhlfelder window. The Newberry Store also
devoted an entire window to
editions of the book featuring
stills of Clark Gable.
The special
radio transcription was
broadcast over Station
and additional plugs were given
the picture over other stations
by local commentators.
Strand, Albany, N. Y.

contribute articles to RKO
on intensive
exploitation of the productions
in the respective fields of the
writers.
For the "Top Hat"
campaign book, Dorothy Mason
of the Emerson-Mason School
of the Dance, Portland, Me., has
written a signed story in which
she outlines for dancing teach-

Radio pressbooks

numerous ways

in

which

promoted
locally.
Dorothy Norman Cropper, vicepresident of the Dancing Masters of America, outlines in the
same campaign book a special
"Picccolino" routine for teachers only, arranged in a popular
ballroom version. Bess W. Timmerman of the Extension Division of Queens Borough Public

All

movie

theaters are required by law to show one native feature for every three foreign pictures.
Italian

Library, which embraces some
twenty branches, addresses a
message to librarians on exploitation phases of

"The Three

Musketeers."
A number of
Miss Timmerman's ideas were
used by theaters and librarians

"Laddie" campaign.

is

pressbooks on such activities.

—RKO

tageously

FILMS

« «

each using a scene

Specialists Contribute

ers

ABOUT

«

ads,

from the picture and mentioning
the theater and playdate, were
secured with the Whitney Store,
on furs, and with Muhlfelder's
on make-up. In addition to the
ads, the Whitney Store arranged an attractive window utiliz-

the Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers
dance routines can be advan-

FACTS

leases are issued.

approved, the transfer of assets can
occur, perhaps before the end of the

.

of

new

Soon after these documents are

being conducted by
Clarence Brown, M-G-M director
for a Winton auto of
1906 vintage
to be used in "Ah, Wilderness"
Brown
sez that, regardless of the car's condition, the studio mechanical
wizards will make it run
Brown is an optimist
And
speaking of M-G-M directors, if you are a friend of Richard
Boleslawski, on your next birthday or at Christmas time you
are likely to receive an unusual present
for we learn from
Dave Epstein that Boleslawski has an elaborate metal and wood
working shop in the basement of his home
and in his spare
time the director turns out a large number of finely tooled pieces

IATSE Locals in Parley
On Common Problems
sented
hands, laboratory technicians, studio
mechanics and cameramen. Several
of the locals, including Local 306
and Locals 1 and 4, stagehands, are
faced with renewals of existing
agreements expiring next month.

1)

before the transfer of assets to the

ads,

—

Radio

SUNSHIN€

Co-Op Ads and Tie-Ups
Aid "Call" in Albany

£0-OPERATIVE

WABY

effec-

~*

windows and several
were among the stunts
arranged by Manager Andy Roy
tive
tie-ups

of the Strand Theater in Albany for the premiere of "Call
of the Wild", Darryl Zanuck
production starring Clark Ga-

Loretta Young and Jack
Oakie and released through
United Artists.
Tie-ups with
both the Albany News Company

IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS

ble,

M-G-M's "China Seas" sets threeyear record at Capitol on Broadway.

SENSATION
EASTMAN

Super

X

Film was originally de-

signed for rephotographing projected back-

grounds. Yet because of

won fame

its

great speed

it

also

as the negative extraordinary for

tough newsreel

shots.

And now

it

is

being

widely used for regular feature production,
as well.

Offering not only extra speed but

generally improved photographic quality,

Super

X

is

unquestionably the sensation of

the year in 35-millimeter raw film. Eastman

Kodak Company.
tributors,

(J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE

—

THE

%tl

DAILY

FOX STOCKHOLDERS

Miniature Gable Photos Click in Tieups
photos of Clark Gable being used by the M-G-M exploitation

Page

1)

arguments on a show cause application filed by the William Fox
interests, until 2 p. m. yesterday.
Late in the afternoon Judge Alonzo
McLaughlin granted a temporary
injunction to All-Continent and Eva
t'ox staying consummation of the
merger ipenaing a hearing on a mo- Opposes Cooperation
tion to make the injunction permaWith the Legit Stage
nent.
Murray Becker,
off

» » »

tives involved in the plan.

The major attack on the move
occurred when Henry J. Sperling,
counsel for the Committee for Fox
Stockholders, submitted an amendment to the motion ratifying the
plan, authorizing the appointment
of Class A stockholders to confer
with the management on a revised
merger deal.
After much discussion, mostly in opposition to the merger, a vote was taken with the results
that the
amendment was
killed, 2,032,610 to 184.

After the meeting had formally
approved the merger, Kent retired

and W. C. Michel, executive vicepresident, took the chair as the matter of the stock agreement came up
for consideration.
Schenck, in advocating adoption of the resolution
authorizing the move, paid high
tribute to the Fox distribution organization. He said that the company is selling 9,500 accounts, the
greatest number of theaters ever
sold by a film company. He complimented Kent as a great executive.
Attendance at the meeting included: Richard Dwight, Fox attorney;
Sydney Towell, Charles C. McCarthy, Dan Michalove, George Skouras, Felix A. Jenkins, Fox secretary, Clayton P. Sheehan and Sol
Lesser.

pOR

TIMELY TOPICS
to

the past twenty years or

more Mr. Walter Prichard
Eaton has made a special profession

(or has it been

merely

a hobby?) of attacking the moThose familiar
tion picture.

with this age-old attitude of
Mr. Eaton must have been surprised, perhaps even bewildered,
on reading his seemingly friendly overtures in "The Times"
Magazine of July 14. A close
inspection of this article reveals,
however, that Mr. Eaton is at
least as obtuse as ever, and the
theory on which he bases his
proposals should be demolished

for all time.

What, precisely, does Mr. Eaton propose ? In a word, he proposes that the motion picture
industry that same industry
which he has so passionately desired to drive out of existence

—

for the past two decades
should cooperate with the Federal Government. To what purpose for the greater advancement and glory of the cinema,

—

Not a bit of it. He
proposes cooperation for no
other purpose than to restore

perhaps?

the so-called legitimate theater,
the stage, "to the rest of
ica

Amer-

beyond Broadway." He adds,

and several times emphasizes,
he "thoroughly believes
that (this) should be accomplished for the good of all, the
screen no less than the stage."
that

As

a champion of the cinema,

answer Mr. Eaton first
by assuring him that in the
I

will

my

art the cooperation he urges is
neither desirable nor logical. It
would, on the contrary, prove
detrimental to the motion picture in the long run, and it
would be the most absurd, the
most insanely illogical thing the

Hollywood movie magnates have
ever done if they contributed
one cent to any program, governmental or private, that has
G.

Katz

Mae
Lucien

Littlefield

Clarke

PRINCIPAL ASSET

IS

(Continued from Page 1)

Fox

is

getting the worst of the mer-

Compared

light of the best interests of

R-

KENT SAYS MANPOWER

ger.

counsel for

Fox, has until tonight to file supporting papers. Attorneys for Fox
Film must file their answer by tomorrow. Another show cause order
filed in behalf of Alex Gilbert to
prevent holding of the meeting was
withdrawn.
Less than 100 stockholders and
their attorneys were present at the
meeting, at which Kent presided.
Total of 2,018,053 shares of Class
"A" stock were represented and 14,557 of Class "B". Objection to the
merger was raised on the grounds
that Fox was getting no important
assets from 20th Century and also
in regard to compensation of execu-

Aug. 16,1935

department

Miniature
These small pictures
have attained exceptional popularity throughout the country.
are being used effectively on radio programs by music stores, department stores,
promotions,
drug
stores
and
ad
dozens of other
classified
newspaper
beauty shops,
Special window and
channels.
One tie-up involves 200 stores handling Salada tea.
picture
with each tea purchase.
counter cards are being used announcing a free
A New York City tie-up was arranged with Dell Publishing Co. by which a photo
was given in 90 stores with each copy of "Modern Screen."

VOTE FOR MERGER
{.Continued from

Friday,

for its object the "restoration"
of a branch of the drama which
is
now virtually extinct and
which, even at best, bears only
a thin, superficial resemblance

« « «

the cinema.

Probably few people who read
Mr. Eaton's article appreciated the motives that inspired it
namely, the commercial restoration of the speaking stage
through the good grace and
financial support of the screen
(what a joke on Hollywood this
would be!) and, coupled with
this, an attempt to undermine

—

the growing prestige of the
cinema in this country by depicting it as a mere counterfeit
of the so-called legitimate the-

which naturally cannot
hope to compete with the theater on the latter's own grounds.
If I were not so familiar with
Mr. Eaton's tireless campaigns
against the motion picture, I
should not find an unpleasant,
hollow sound in his adjuration
ater

that "the older type of living
theater must not be allowed to
die, not only for its own sake
but quite as much for the sake
of the new art of the screen."
It is quite inconceivable to any

who has kept

touch with
his perennial prejudices on this
subject that Mr. Eaton should
be ever so slightly concerned
over the "survival" or the "artistic growth" of the screen.
It would have been so much
more to the point had he come
straight out with a smashing
frontal attack against the motion picture, as he used to do
in the old days when the movies
were still struggling with the
stage for artistic and financial
supremacy and the struggle, despite D. W. Griffith, had not yet
been absolutely decided in favor
of the screen.
Instead of this,
he chooses a new line, a camouone

in

which
actually
flaged
line
amounts to nothing more than
whining to his enemy (after
twenty years of unsolicited at-

—

tacks) for "cooperation" "just
as much for your sake as for
mine." For all this, it is doubt-

whether Mr. Eaton

will fool
of the living cinema
as to his true position, least
of all as to his true motives,
in offering the movie magnates
the dubious honor of perform-

ful

creative power and
asserted Kent, physical assets mean nothing.
Talking straight from the shoulder,
Kent, at the opening of his remarks,
said that in April, 1932, Fox Film
owed $40,000,000, of which $30,000,000 was long past due.
The company was in a "live or die" situation, explained the Fox president.
Justifying his compensation requirements under the merger move,
Kent said that when he entered the
company, he "could have written his
to

imagination,

own

However,

ticket."

in

view of

acute financial condition, he only
drew $66,000 in salary one year and
$77,000 the next, he stated.
"I have no apologies_to offer for
the job I've done," declared Kent.
Going into the value of manpower,
ne said that Loew's is the best company in the business because it has
men like Nicholas M. Schenck,
Louis B. Mayer, J. Robert Rubin,
David Bernstein and others. By the
same token, he declared, Columbia
has made an important success.
Defending salaries paid by Fox,
Kent said that his company pays
Will Rogers $8,000 a week and that
the star is worth that much money.
Darryl Zanuck, too, deserves $5,000
or more a week, asserted the Fox
its

jhieftain.

"You
bunches

don't
like

buy

manpower

stockholders.

He outlined the records of Joseph
M. Schenck and Zanuck in 20th Century, describing the producing firm's
success as "the finest record ever
established" in the film industry. All
but two of the pictures produced by
20th Century have showed a profit,
stated Kent, who reiterated his
statement that the consolidation
brings the Fox outfit $4,000,000
added capital. Since the merger plan
was drafted, he explained, 20th Century pictures have brought in $1,100,000 in revenue during a twomonth period. Product of the Zanuck
forces has grossed two and one-half
times its negative costs, it was
stated.
listing the advantages
will derive from the consolida-

Further

Fox

tion, Kent said that while Rogers is
not a big draw abroad, players under contract to 20th Century have
big followings there.
Kent also stated that dropping of
the Fox name had been under consideration for some time.

any friends

ing an emergency operation, at
their personal expense, to save
the dying theater.

—Seymour Stern,

in

New York

Times.

in

bananas", Kent told the

Fox Holds Will Rogers
Sheehan,
R.
that Winfield
who recently resigned as head of Fox
production, has a personal contract with
Will Rogers were, in effect, denied by
Sidney R. Kent yesterday at the Fox
stockholders' meeting when he stated
that his company has the star's excluReports

sive

services

for

motion

pictures.
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REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS NEWS

LITTLE from LOTS
RALPH WILK

By

Fred Astaire

HOLLYWOOD
]\TORMA SHEARER

has signed a
new long-term contract with MG-M. She is next to be seen in the
first talking picture production of
"Romeo and Juliet," which will be
directed by George Cukor as an Irving Thalberg presentation. Another
vehicle will be the photoplay version of Stefan Zweig's "Marie Antoinette," in which Miss Shearer will
have the title role and Charles
Laughton will be seen as Louis XVI.
This will, according to present plans,
follow "Romeo and Juliet" on the
M-G-M production schedule.

and Ginger Rogers

"TOP HAT"
Edward Everett Horton, Helen Broderick, Eric Blore, Erik Rhodes

*

Ray Mayer has been added

to the

"To Beat the Band," new
RKO Radio musical now before the
cameras under Ben Stoloff's direction.
Helen Broderick, Hugh Herbert, Eric Blore, Roger Pryor, Phyllis
Brooks, Fred Keating and the Calcast

of

ifornia

Collegians
are
Zion Myers supervises.
T

T

bags her quota of guffaws and
howls.
Irving Berlin's music is catchy, and
Hermes Pan has staged the ensembles effectively. Astaire meets Ginger in London
and soon falls in love with her. She is disappointed when she gets the impression Astaire is the husband of Helen Broderick, her
best friend.
Out of spite, she agrees to
marry Rhodes, a dress designer. Of course,
all complications are straightened out and
Dwight Taylor, who
Astaire wins Ginger.
wrote "The Gay Divorcee," also authored
"Top Hat" and did the screenplay with
vaudeville,

featured.

T

Damita, who recently married
Errol Flynn, male lead in Warners'
"Captain Blood," has been signed
Lili

Allan Scott.

for a role in "Frisco Kid."
The
picture will star James Cagney and

Ginger Rogers,

Ed-

ward Everett Hortcn, Helen Broderick,

Eric

Margaret

Blore,

Lindsay.
Fred Kohler,
noted film "bad man," has also been
assigned a role. Lloyd Bacon is directing.

Roma

Gabriel, Viennese importaas Grete Natzler,
is announced as tentatively cast for
"Mile. Modiste."

tion

Cast:

T

has

been
selected by Warners to play opposite Paul Muni in his next starring
vehicle, "Enemy of Man."
Anita
Louise will play the ingenue lead as
Muni's daughter. The picture, scheduled to enter production Monday,
will probably be held up for another
week due to Muni's sudden illness.
T

T

T

Eddie Duchin and his orchestra,
and Jack Haley, are the newest additions to the cast of "Coronado,"
in which Johnny Downs is to have
the male lead.
T

T

Peggy Hopkins Joyce is announced
Charm Teacher

Encouraged
by
exceptionally
heavy
grosses on outstanding repeats, M-G-M's
sales
department under direction of
Felix

Feist
on this

concentrating much
energy
type of booking, especially
in
connection with "The Thin
Man" and "Naughty Marietta."
In
one situation, company officials point
out, the former picture showed a gross
which was 111 per cent higher than
its original
take in the same theater.
F.

is

"The Love Department"
(Broadway Brevity)

Direction,

Aces

"Collegiate,"

fea-

turing Joe Penner.
t

"Small Town Girl," based on the
novel by Ben Ames Williams, will
be brought to the screen by M-G-M,
with Maureen O'Sullivan in the title
role and Robert Montgomery in the
starring male lead.
The two appeared together in "Hideout." Miss
O'Sullivan is now at work in a new

Tarzan picture, with Johnny Weissmuller, and will start in "Small
Town Girl" as soon as Montgomery
returns to the coast from his present eastern vacation. Mildred Cram
has adapted the book for pictures
and Hunt Stromberg will be the
producer.
T

T

T

Gladys Swarthout, upon compleof Paramount's "Rose of the
Rancho" will appear opposite Jan
Kiepura in the latter's first American picture, "Song of the Nile." She
then returns to the Metropolitan
Opera to remain until next April,
when additional films are planned
for her.

T

Y

RKO

starrer for Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers, with Irving Berlin music, was previewed at the
Hillstreet here this week and a
packed house gave the film an ovation after its first public showing.

—

Detroit
Maxie Gealer, former
manager of the Colonial Theater,
has been made manager of the Rialto at Flint, scheduled to be reopened
this month by Associated Theaters,
Inc. William London, partner in the
circuit, stated that negotiations are
being conducted to acquire a small
string of theaters in Detroit.
The
group also plans to add six up-state

houses.

Rosalie, Neb.

—K.

L. Parkinson
of the Star.

new operator

the

is

—

Lincoln, Neb. Free shows operating in Nebraska are at Winside,

Meadow Grove and Naponee.

—

Beatrice, Neb.
Philip Hill, forcity manager of the Fox and
Rivoli here, is now at the Fox, Topeka, Kan. C. A. Stewart, formerly
at Marysville, Kan., replaces him.

mer

—

City, Pa.
Karl Friedrich
reopen the Princess early in
September. House is being remod-

will

eled.

20 mins.
Pleasing Skit
Pittsburgh Briefs
A romantic skit, with opportunities for Bernice Claire to do a bit
Pittsburgh
George D. Tyson
of vocal work, providing satisfacback from vacation.
tory entertainment in its class.
Hester M. Frye of Waynesburg
Miss Claire, as the editor of a lovelorn department on a newspaper, has been named secretary of tne
has been burdened by fans with so state censor board at a yearly salmany problems of the heart that ary of $4,500.
Harry
Walker,
Crafton
she has become sour on the whole
and
idea of romance. Then it enters her Sharpsburg exhibitor, father of a
own life and she sees things differ- baby girl.
ently.
Milton Douglas and Billie
Bill Davis, M. A. Rosenberg, Bart
Leonard are featured in the support- Dattola and Fred J. Herrington
ing cast, which is ample and com- leaving tomorrow for Atlantic City
petent.
Production values also are to attend the Allied convention.
good. The subject was directed by
Harold W. Cohen going to New

Vitaphone

—

Photography, Best

Paramount's

"Top Hat,"

new

Ford

Rhodes.

tion

Plugs Repeats

the final issue in E. M. Newman's See America First series, this
subject gives a brief review of
events, mostly political, from 1933
to the present. It shows the inducting of Franklin D. Roosevelt into
office, the overthrow of prohibition,
and various other highlights already
well known through the newsreels.
A few of the more important developments of the century, including
pictures,
radio
talking
and air
travel, also are flashed. Dialogue is
by John B. Kennedy.

—

Los Angeles
Radio's

As

Bernice Claire in

Berman; Director,
Pandro S
Sandrich; Author, Dwight Taylor;
Screenplay, Dwight Taylor, Allan Scott;
Cameraman, David Abel; Dance Ensembles,
Hermes Pan; Editor, William Hamilton.

for the role of the

M-G-M

"Forward Together"
(See America First Series)
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Fair

Mark

in

T

Hutchinson

Erik

Astaire.

rected.

Producer,

known abroad

Josephine

Fred

DAY

of

»

"Rubinoff and His Orchestra"
with Adia Kuznetzoff
(Melody Master Series)
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Vitaphone
10 mins.
RKO Radio
105 mins.
Russian Musical Cocktail
ANOTHER ASTAIRE-ROGERS WINNER
Dave Rubinoff opens and closes
HEADED FOR PLENTY OF NOISE AT THE
this combination of Russian musical
BOX-OFFICE.
tidbits with selections on his violin.
With a few additions, the same com- In between, there is
a lively and
bination that created an enviable screen
tuneful repertoire of singing, dancmusical comedy in "The Gay Divorcee" has ing and
orchestra numbers, all of
turned out another winner in "Top Hat". Russian flavor, and presented in
a
Mark Sandrich again proves he is in the fitting background of the night club
top flight of directors with his guidance of order.
It's distinctive and generally
the players.
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rog- entertaining.
Joseph Henabery diwith

ers, dancing better than ever, romp through
T
T
Ethel Merman, by arrangement the leading roles. One of Astaire's dances,
with Samuel Goldwyn, and her backed by chorus boys, is one of the most
songs from "Anything Goes," will original seen on the screen in a long time.
be in Paramount's screen version of Horton, Blore and Rhodes are back, scorthe hit musical, in which Bing ing more laughs than in "Gay Divorcee",
while Helen Broderick, of Broadway and
Crosby takes top billing.

t

SHORTS

in

T

Ray Taylor has started production
on "Tailspin Tommy in the Great
Air Mystery," the sequel to Hal

Roy Mack.

York

this

year on his annual vaca-

tion.

Forrest's newspaper strip serial of

Tommy." The
production is being made by Henry
MacRae from a screenplay by Ray

last season, "Tailspin

Cannon,
Dickey,

New

state

amusement tax law
on

levies a $1 license fee

all

movie

houses.

Robert

Basil
Hershon,
O'Neill and George
Its principals are Clark

Ella

Plympton.

SHOWMAN'S

Williams, Noah Beery, Jr., Jean
Rogers, Bryant Washburn, Matthew
Betz, Pablo Alvarez, Delphine Stan-

Herbert Heywood, Paul Ellis,
Pat O'Brien and Charles Browne.

ley,

T
T
T
well-known
Ricciardi,
character actor of the Broadway
stage, has arrived here for a role in
"Stars over Broadway," the Warner
film which stars Pat O'Brien, James

REMINDER

William

Melton and Jane Froman.

See

if

your

marquee

part of the front of
particularly in need of

or

your
a

any other
house is

little

paint.

herford
er
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mat

i
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Up Three for One

to be Split

WILL ROGERS' AIRPLANE DEATH STUNS INDUSTRY

New Company

Pathe Exchange Assets Transferred to

WILL ROGERS

New

Setup, Pathe Film
Corporation, Begins

By

Functioning
has completed its plan of reorganization
with the transfer of assets to Pathe

Pathe Exchange,

WILL

Inc.,

IN

IS

bereaved.

Truce on the

circuits'

demand

slated to go into effect.

circuit to a total of 42 houses. Another Brandt deal this week, previously reported, is for the new house
being built in Stamford for opening
1.

P.

—An

international movie

best picture made anywhere.
U. S. wil also participate.

the

Improved Conditions
Reported by Nat Levy
Conditions

in

the

central

M.

yesterday,

states

belt

(Continued on

Page

"Call

of

the Wild," United Artists release, had
played to more than 31,000 admissurpassing the house record set
sions,
by "Les Miserables," according to the

(Continued on Page 8)

Reorganization Drafted
2
For Higgins Enterprises
Shamokin, Pa.
consideration

— Hearing

of

a

for

the

ruptcy, Mifflinburg, Pa.

The reorganization plan has been
in

filed

the District Court for the

000 000 Shares

Pettengill Will Speak
At Allied Convention

READY FOR RELEASE
Fox will release the two Will Rogers pictures which have been completed for its 1935-36 schedule, it
was stated yesterday in New York
after word had been received of the
death of the star and Wiley Post,
noted aviator, in an airplane crash
15 miles south of Point Barrow,
The pictures are "SteamAlaska.
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

Increase to 1
Planned by Columbia Pictures
9

WILL ROGERS FILMS

reorganization

plan under Section 77B of the Bankruptcy Act covering the Higgins Enterprises theaters will be held in the
law offices of Frederick B. Moser in
this city on Aug. 27 at 10 A. M., according to notice sent out by Lee
Francis Lybarger, referee in bank-

2)

Congressman

"Call" Sets Rivoli Record
3

Brussels

festival will be held from Sept. 26
to Oct. 17 under the patronage of
the King, who will offer a prize to

and its industrial centers
are better than they have been in

Signing of a long-term lease for
the Queensboro theater, opening
Sept. 15, brings the Harry Brandt

to

In Brussels Next Month

farm

Harry Brandt Circuit
Now Totals 42 Houses

Up

Internat'l Film Festival

for

reduction in movie operators'
wages will continue while negotiations looking toward a peaceful settlement of the wage scale issue proceed, it was said yesterday by circuit and union representatives. Any
scale agreed upon by the circuits
and Local 306 will be retroactive to
Saturday, Aug. 10, the date when
the reduction in pay was originally

about Nov.

Through his witty and incisive but always kind and considerate
interpretations of the leading events and foibles of the day, Will
Rogers had become a daily household visitor endeared to the millions, many of whom looked upon him not merely as entertainer
but as philosopher and sage.
The record of wholesome service that Will Rogers leaves behind
him will be the best monument to his memory.

CONTINUING

a

the machine which figured in the
tragedy, met his death with the picture star. The crash occurred early
yesterday morning when the engine
misfired as the plane took off from
a native village.
Commenting on Rogers' death,
Sidney R. Kent, Fox president, said:
"All of his friends and ce-workers
in the Fox Film Corporation are in-

Words are too weak to convey the enormous loss in the passing
of the universally popular entertainer.
Not only his family and close friends, but the entire world is

8)

UNION SITUATION

Hollywood to New York, as well as
north and south, was stunned yesterday to learn of the death of Will
Rogers in an airplane crash 15 miles
south of Point Barrow, Alaska.
Wiley Post, noted aviator, pilot of

Airplaning with Wiley Post over Alaska, they crashed together

assistant treasurer.
Certificates for shares of stock of

Barrow, Alaska

Pt.

The motion picture industry from

into the Beyond.

treasurer; Willis Bright, vice-president, and T. P. Loach, secretary and

TRUCE

DON CARLE GILLETTE

ROGERS, ambassador

of good-will for the screen and
for America in general, the genial humorist whose stage,
screen and radio activities, literary endeavors and political hobnobbing here and abroad had made him a world-known and worldloved figure, is no more.

Film Corporation, the new company
which began functioning yesterday.
Frank F. Kolbe is president of Pathe
Film Corporation; Robert W. Atkins, executive vice-president; Arthur B. Poole, vice-president and

(Continued on Page

Fox Star and Wiley Post
in Fatal Crash Near

9

Frequently

Columbia

rumored

Pictures

Pettengill, author of
the block-booking bill pending in
Congress, will address the Allied convention next Thursday at the Ritz
Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City. He will
also talk at the convention banquet
Al
to be held the same evening.
Steffes will arrive at the convention

was

on Thursday from Minnesota.

for each one

Italian Gov't Sponsors

Tri-Lingual "Columbus"

Rome—A

subsidy of $500,000 has
been given by the government for
"Columbus," to be directed by Carmine Gallone in French, English and
split-up of German.
Picture will cost over a
in all.
United Artists will
stock million

common

distribute.

verified yesterday in the filing

of notice with the

Exchange

New York

Stock

authorized shares to 1,000,000 from
This would put the split300,000.
up on a basis of three new shares

now

held.

RKO

Awarded

of a proposed increase in

Randolph
the
allowed
in

Judge
Co.,

E.

RKO
a

fee

Paul,

Fees

special

reorganization,

tax counsel
has been

of $20,000 by Federal
Waferhouse
Price,

Bondy.
accountants,

&

are

granted

$3,000.

.

.

zuw

—.
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Skouras to Continue
Reported by Nat Levy
Nights
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

Editor and Publisher

:

(Continued from Page 1)
Skouras theaters have served
notice on city officials that they will years, says Nat Levy, newly apcontinue to use "bank nights" as pointed east central district manager
they do not constitute a violation of for RKO, who has just finished a
the lottery or anti-gambling laws. swing around his territory and is

will cite a recent decision rendered in the magistrate's court, West
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when an

exhibitor using the
acquitted.

Multi-Lingual

Amusement Mag

amusement.
The Guide

ine'

THE STANDARD
Reference Book
of the

MOTION PICTURE

home

office.

will be published

from

York, with

Myrna Loy for their first Paramount release of the new season,
entitled "Soak the Rich", to be made
Eastern Service Studio in
Long Island. Miss Loy earlier this
week announced that she had abrogated her contract with M-G-M,
which in turn stated that it would
at

the

enforce the contract.

Two

Fred-AstaireGonger Rogers musical, "Top Hat,"
will be featured on the Lucky Strike
broadcast at 8 p. m. tonight. This
is the second of a series of four
such broadcasts featuring Fred Astaire and the "Top Hat" music. The
Berlin music will also be heard on
the "Music Hall on the Air" program tomorrow at 12:30 p. m. over
an NBC-WJZ network.
Radio's

latest

James A. FitzPatrick, who is producing a series of ten TravelTalks

M-G-M

release this season, is
editing and recording two new
subjects, one dealing with the highlights of Canada and the second encompassing the colorful sites and
structures of Honolulu.
"Historic Mexico City", the first
release of this season, is slated to
bow into the Capitol within the next
few days. "Colorful Guatemala",
now at the Capitol, is the last on the
1934-35 release schedule.

for

now

Given Free with a

THE FILM DAILY
and

Vita. Finishes Spanish Revue
The Spanish revue which has been

THE
FILM DAILY SERVICE
1650 B'way,

New

York

—

charge.

for

FRANKLIN
New York.

returned

has

B.

to

the

FELIX F. FEIST and M. B. SHAMBERG of
Kansas City sailed for a vacation abroad, leavNew York last night.

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON,
England
leaves

arriving from
on Monday aboard the Normandie,
immediately by plane for Hollywood.

DAVID O. SELZNICK, producer
United Artists banner, is spending
end at Saratoga.
He will be in
on Monday or Tuesday.

under the
the weekNew York

GRACE MOORE is due to arrive in New York
She will go
about Aug. 28 from abroad.
immediately to Hollywood to resume film work.

DAN

casting director, and JOHN
studio publicity director,

KELLEY,

JOHNSTON,

LEROY

have returned to the coast from
Chicago, where they tested new talent and
took along Priscilla Dawson, Indianapolis girl.
Universal,

MR.

and

passenger

New

MRS.

list

York

E.

SPARKS

J.

Lucia

the Santa

of

today

for

cruise

a

are

on

sailing

the

from

Valparaiso,

to

Chile.

JOHN
lishers

on

a

PAINE,

G.

Protective

two-week

MORT

head

SINGER,

impartial

circuit
committee
scale
with
Local
night for Chicago

A.

DUNLAP,

R.

Petersburg,
visiting

New

Trial of

the

Music

left

New

PubYork

member of the
new wage

negotiating a
306,
left
by

and
on Tuesday morning.
St.

of

has

Ass'n,

vacation.

will

return to

amusement

plane

last

New

York

editor

of

the

"Evening Independent,"
Fla.,
York with his family.

Wm. Fox

Suit Far Off

Crowded condition of the New
York State Supreme Court calendar
indicates that William Fox's suit for
$20,958,333 against Fox Film, Fox

Theaters, General Theaters Equip-

ment, Chase Securities and Chase
National Bank will not be reached
for several years. The former film

magnate

&Pres
Atlantic City's Finest

Boardwalk Hotel
Sea Water Swimming Pool
Turkish Baths. Marine Sun Deck
American-European Plan
Beautifully Furnished Housekeeping Apartments
Cocktail

Lounge

Bar—Grill
Arrest 10 More Pickets

from rival
pickets
were arrested yesterday
around the Times Square Theater.

Ten
paid a warm tribute to his lifelong
friend Will Rogers in a short radio unions
talk here.

yesterda>

<

Lanny Ross Married
Poster Ass'n Board to Meet
Lanny Ross, screen and radio
Executive board of the National
singer, and his personal manager,
Olive White, were married in Mill- Poster Service Association will hold
brook, N. Y., on July 29, it became a meeting in New York next week.
Simon Libros, president, will be in
known yesterday.

—

York

alleges in his action that
the defendants have failed to keep
certain agreements made with him
Neil Hamilton for French Films
coincidental with his withdrawing
Neil Hamilton is anParis
from the head of Fox interests sevnounced for the leading role in a
eral years ago.
picture to be directed by Leonce
Hamilton also is scheduled
Perret.
for "La Vie Parisienne," with Conchita Montenegro and Max Dearly.
Elissa Landi and John Lodge recently were signed for the French
production of "Koenigsmark."

Skouras After Englewood House
Skouras is negotiating to take
Arthur S. Dickinson on Vacation
over the Englewood, 800-seat house
Arthur S. Dickinson of the Hays at Englewood, from Walter Reade.
Office staff left last night on a two- Deal will give Skouras complete conweek vacation. He will spend it in trol of situation as the circuit now
the Berkshires with his family.
operates the Plaza there.

Hays Pays Tribute to Rogers
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Will Hays
Los Angeles, Cal.

New

left

ing

is

INDUSTRY

Year's Subscription to

HAROLD
Coast from

of

Michael Bartlett on Air With Benny in production at the Brooklyn VitaMichael Bartlett, who appeared phone studios during the past week
with Grace Moore in "Love Me For- was completed yesterday. It stars
ever", will be on the Jack Benny Armida, the Latin dancer and singer,
radio program starting the latter and features Tito Coral, radio tenor,
part of September. The broadcasts the Three Marshalls, noted singing
will emanate from the coast until trio, and Harris, Clair and Shannon,
Roy Mack diabout the first of the year, and from ball-room dancers.
New York after that. William Mor- rected, with the dance numbers
staged by Harlan Dixon.
ris office arranged thetdeal.

"Top Hat" Tunes On Air
The New Irving Berlin tunes from

JACK

FRED
Dallas.

Levy, whose headquarters are in
Detroit, spent three and a half weeks
visiting all branches and exchanges
territory,
which includes
in his
everything in the east save the New

FitzPatrick Completing

Lesley Kuhn as
editor and Munio Podhorzer as business manager.

New

RKO

Ellen Keogh Joins "Fortune"
Ellen U. Keogh, assistant secretary of Pathe Exchange, Inc., has
resigned to join "Fortune Magaz-

at the

International Amusement Guide, York,
Boston and New Haven
a new weekly for national distribu- branches.
appearance
tion, will make its first
"Exhibitors all through this vast
early in September. Covering Broad- territory are beginning to share in
way as well as all foreign language the general better-times feeling that
amusements, the Guide will be a prevails, says Levy. "I found selling
multi-lingual affair, with supple- in all the RKO branches I visited far
ments in each of the widely-spoken ahead of that at the same period
foreign tongues. Distribution will be last year."
via the foreign-language places of

Hecht-MacArthur Sign Myrna Loy
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur
announce that they have signed

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

54th
plan

now conferring

Coming and Going

more

Write for Descriptive Booklet
and Rates

A TRULY GREAT AMERICAN

FOX FILM CORPORATION

THE

DAILY

THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES

» »

—

Fla.
The Delray
complete power
installing
a
plant.
The plant represents an investment of approximately $4,500,
according to E. C. Hall, manager.

Delray Beach,

is
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QUIF

—

Detroit James Minter is installing new sound and carpets in the
Ritz at Flint, the second local house
to be modernized this summer.

Wichita, Kans.

—Additional

— Wide

Range

is

Western being added to the Western ElecElectric Hard of Hearing sets have tric equipment at the Palace.
been put in the Paramount.
Denver National Theater Supply
George F. Spin- Co. has installed sound equipment at
Hillsdale, Mich.
ner's Alhambra is being remodeled, the Orpheum in Buena Vista.
Atlanta, Ga.

—

—

new

including a

front.

—

Erpi engineers are
Cisco, Tex.
due at the Ideal this week to install
Western Electric Wide Range after
the old equipment has been removed.

—Western

West

Springfield, Mass.

Electric

Wide Range goes

Empire

BUSINES
JOH1N

in at the

this week.

Al

Battle Creek, Mich.— The Strand
has taken on Wide Range sound.
Asbury Park The seating job at
the new St. James was done by the
Western Electric
Rome, Ga.
American Seating Co., which in- Wide Range will be installed in the
Heywood-Wakefield
1,900
stalled
Gordon this week.

—

—

chairs.

Los Angeles,

EDITOR'S NOTE:— This

i

—

San Jose, Costa Rica American
The Tower has
Cal.
has placed 123 chairs in the
Wide Range addition Seating

—

contracted for
to its W. E. sound.

—

Van Wert, O. Wide Range goes
Van Wert this week.

For Krliablr

Atirarn

<>'•

Equipment

W. 44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

—

CO.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Stratford
has added Wide Range to its Western Electric sound system.

INC.

LAckawanna 4-7510

(Continued on Page 6)

asking

me

for

yarn contributions on

"BUSINESS BUILDERS,"

the subject of

I

me, so to speak, draw a "road map" which would
show and trace some of the best routes, and indicate some of the latest modern highways along which our pet and customer, Mr. Theater Owner and Exhibitor, could travel
to happiness and success.

am

Atlanta, Ga. The Fox is installing Western Electric Audiphones for
the hard of hearing.

llaml

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY

In

into the

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT OF THE BETTER
KIND
THEATRE ACCESSORIES CARPETS—CHAIRS
JVeu- anil K, built

BAR

ii

Palace.

HEADQUARTERS

341

the fifteenth of a series of articlei

is

These are regular weekly features and are written with th
prominent people will follow Mr. Eberson's. Letters from
tects.

sure Jack had

in

mind

to have

can, this is
of my experience, and willingness to be of help if
am really not a showman in the true sense of the word.
me.
can do what is more imbelieve
am not fit to teach showmanship, but, by golly,
portant.
can draw correct plans and road maps showing the safe route, and warn
you against blind alleys, side roads, steep hills and marshy land leading to disappointment.

Well,

a

spite

in

I

difficult job for

I

I

I

I

I

FOLLOW THE EXAMPLE OF SUCCESSFUL THEATRES

The
map and

best operator, the best driver, gets off the right road

he does not read his

if

pays no attention to signs.

"To be forewarned

is

to

be forearmed."

As a theater architect and builder, let me tell you again
and UPKEEP of your movie house are very important factors

The theater

architect

is

still

"worthy of

his

—appearance,
in

arrangement

your success.

hire."

Although you have bought a few theaters, or have diligently watched the erection
moving picture theater having been designed and been built for you by others,
and have become more or less familiar with some building details, the experienced
and should be your paid guide.
theater architect is still your best friend

of

a

—

—

am not suffering from tumefaction of the
misunderstand me.
refuse to ape the
To the contrary,
as "Big Head."
political orator, and aim to avoid to "point with pride" to my experience of many
rather prefer to present and call
years, and some personal architectural successes.
attention to more significant successes made by other well known theater architects
whose services and advice in the successful building or remodeling of your next theater
Please do not
popularly

cranium

I

known

I

I

represents a condition "Sina

®

NATIONAL HIGH INTENSITY
PROJECTOR CARBONS
.

Intensity
HIGH
illumination

Projection allows

.

ample general

without stumbling or groping. National High Intensity Projector
Carbons, in addition to comfortable vision, bring the further satisfaction of perfect projection. They improve the depth and realism
of black and white and make colored pictures especially pleasing.

INC.

Carbon Sales Div ision Cleveland, Ohio
,

Unit of Union Carbide
Branch Sales Offices:

New

York

fTT?3

and Carbon Corporation
Chicago • Son Francisco

Pittsburgh

I

I

I

.

for comfortable vision from the moment of entrance into the theatre. It dispels that annoying period
of blindness. Patrons appreciate the ability to find their seats

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

just returned from an inspection trip of two
speak thusly today?
Hence the auto and road map talk.
drove the car myself.

And why do
weeks, and

Qua None."

RECORDING
ON

AIR CONDITIONING

Film or Disc

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

PHOON

A'»C ONDITIONINGCQ
BLOWERS -FANS
AIR

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH 4-2200

321

W. 44th

St.

N.Y.C.

WASHERS

252 West 26th

St.,

New

York

DAILY
EQUIPMENT

NOTES

FIELD

—

Chicago
The Hild Method of as a new large screen and rectifiers,
washing rugs and carpets is inter- according to 0. C. Hazen of the
estingly described in a booklet which Salt Lake Service Supply company
has
been
issued
by the Hild here.
Floor Machine Co. entitled "How to
Ontario, Ore. Howard Mathews'
Save Money Washing Carpets the
Hild Way." The method consists of Roxy has just had an air conditionshampooing carpets without a spe- ing system installed here by the
cially-designed rotary scrubbing ma- Service Theater Supply of Salt Lake
chine and Hild Rug Shampoo. The
(.Continued on Page 6)
shampoo is compounded with volatile chemicals which eliminate the
necessity of rinsing or wiping and
prevents any soap residue from remaining in the carpet, it is pointed
out.
A specially-designed "shower
BOX-OFFICE
OF
feed" refillable brush is used with

—

UILDERS

THE G-MAN

ISON

YOUR

the machine.

It distributes

a light,

even film of the shampoo solution
over the entire surface of the carpet and as a result the carpet is
never soaked through and the danger of shrinkage is entirely elim-

or this paper by John Eberson, one of America s leading archibeing BUSINESS BUILDERS for exhibitors. Articles by other

requesting information will be answered by this department.

inated.

INS

—

J J

Preston, Idaho The Isis, operated
by George Paul and Lawrence Jones,
recently installed a pair of Suprex
High-Intensity Arc-Lamps, as well

saw seas and seas of

square miles of screens, it seems to me.
Horribly
neglected theaters, but ten or twelve years old, on their "last leg" as far as serviceability and "business builders" are concerned.
I

Cheap metal cornices

seals,

away

rotted

(originally

— and

bargains), display frames leaning and

hardware patched and polished to death.
Paint peeling (originally a cheap decorating bargain)
carpets threadbare and smelly,
lighting fixtures crooked and minus shades, art glass panels dirty, sagging and cracked,
retiring rooms and toilets!!
Opera chairs, once the pride of the owner land bargains), now torture chairs; broken springs, sagging hinges, ripped covering, dirty screens,
shutters out of step, sound volume un-adjusted, sidewall fabrics (very cheap and
bargains at one .time), and proscenium valances in rags, robbed of their former brilliancy
and lustre.
falling apart

bargains), doors

(originally

—

S.

0.

S.

The Mark
in

Cinemaphone

Prevent losses that cannot be measured. Install a
Genister machine NOW!

of Perfect Sound

the

Theatre

Complete Equipment or Parts
You Save on Every Buy with Us
0. S. CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York

GENERAL REGISTER
CORPORATION
1S40 Broadway, New York,

S.

N. Y.

Side exit doors warped and rotted, fire escapes rusty and failing, overloaded circuit
wiring with dead and hardened insulation, control switches, spark-burned out of line.
leaking roofs, unpainted, and rusting roof trusses.

Fan housings and ducts

Steam and plumbing

of leaks,

full

—dust and

friction noise.

bought under a bargain plan), pipes rusted down
leaders stopped up, backing up.

to a thin shell, rain

(originally

Abandoned dressing rooms, now storage spaces for trash. Old furniture, discarded
bootleg sound equipment, advertising matter, old mirrors.
Trash!
Trash!
Trash!
Old age, helpless and neglected.

—

I

am

felt,

I

heard about the "Depression."
how?) the "Depression."

bewildered.

— (and

I

I

knew about the "Depression,"

m«*

—

ft:..,,.

Everywhere did
see the faint and useless effort of
"Do the best we can."
Amateurish and foolish efforts to stem the tide of deterioration under the "bargain"
I

plan.

A "bargain" is something
no use for it, and we know it
To put coat after coat of
To try and re-upholster a
do

it,

might appear as

a

we
a

is

buy, or do because

it

cheap, but

is

we

really

have

makeshift, only a cheap substitute.

paint over old paint and dirt

is

"Wanderer of the Wasteland"

useless.

seat here and a back there, letting your night watchman
"bargain" to you, but it is not a "business builder."

(Continued on Page 6)

Zane Grey and Alexander Smith
both possess the happy faculty of
being able to produce best-sellers
year after year because they

All Set to Serve
National

Service

never relaxes.

It

You
is

ready to help your

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

ment

of

i
NATIONAL
92 Gold

St.

KNOWN

QUALITY.

projectors.

Send for catalog.

SERVE your

theatre.

Only equip-

Carpets, seating, screens,

National

is

PREPARED

You

New

is

one reason why the majority of the
country's most successful theatres
book pictures by Grey and install
carpets by Smith.

to

TH EATRE SUPPLY CO.

or Office Nearest

know

what the public wants. Which

York, N. Y.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

—

THE
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••••EQUIPMENT****
IMPROVEMENT NOTES
stallation

(.Continued

To put

—

Erpi incompleted a Wide

Detroit Lakes, Minn.

men

addition to the Western Electric equipment at the Lake.

Range

rail

is

sham

You

—

by the

Ellis,

replacing former equip-

ment.
Gallup,

N.

M.—Western

Electric

from Page

(Continued from Page 5)

5)

cheap patch of rubber mat over the worn carpet at the door,

a

—

a

costly

or hold-out

"bargain."

made an estimate

a year ago, publicly stating and predicting certain
be spent in my estimation to recondition the moving
am today prepared to make the defendable statepicture theaters of this country.
ment that no matter what my figures were a year ago, just DOUBLE these amounts.
I

foolishly

I

—

Cheap, "bargain" methods will not do. Devote your first "surplus" or spare money
to intelligent rehabilitation and remodeling, well directed and supervised.

The ravages of time and depression have made
Send for your theater architect.
deeper inroads, and have damaged your property, Mr. Owner and Operator, more than
Get off the "bargain" standard.
idea of.
If

you delay much longer you cannot possibly catch up with decay and obsolescence.

Go!

Let's

No more
Well

It

is

conceived,

tak-

is

Wide

Installation promised
fore the end of the month.

Range.

be-

No more
economical,

is

Range addition
the Western Elec-

being made to

tric

system at the Shubert.

—

thorough

but

and

complete

modernization

the

is

Replacement of wornout equipment, modernization of plan arrangement, redeconew air conditioning and ventilation; salvage of structure, are real "business

Des Moines, la.
goes Wide Range next week.

have voluntarily or involuntarily allowed "the weeds to grow"

IT IS

TIME TO REMODEL!

Do

the right and economical way.

it

A

chiseler

nothing

Joseph, Mo.

in

and

Brookesville, Fla.
Manager Oueljust finished installing new
chairs in the Dixie, as well as a new
and bigger screen supplied by S.O.S.
Corp.

ity

is

a

man

that

chisels

—

—

Canada The LeWide Fidelsound and new Arc Lamps also

gion

is

Sas.,

installing S.O.S.

by SO.S.
Let your Architect draw

a

"road

map"

for you.

and chisels on

a

piece

wood

of

until

They

Monks Corner,

C— New

S.

there

is

etc.,

are

Rectifiers,
installed at the

being

Monks Corner.

These lamps were

especially designed by S.O.S. Corp.
engineers for the job.

GET OFF THE "BARGAIN" STANDARD

ern Electric equipped, has contracted for a Wide Range addition.

—

Plainview, Tex.

Modern Wide

Range is being installed
Granada by Erpi engineers.
Forge Valley, Mass.

in

—New

the Abbot
theater in the near future.

Range goes

into

the

Foreign Flashes

— M.

E. Koenig, formerly
with Warners, has been appointed
assistant to F. L. Harley, general
director for Fox.
Berlin Film Export has been
formed with capital of $50,000 to increase export of independent films.
London Basil Dean has signed
Annabella for "Ballerina". English
and French versions will be made.
London Gaumont-British is making English and French versions of
a film on Spada, the Corsican bandit
recently guillotined. Boris Karloff
will play the lead.
Berlin Paul Martin will direct
"Black Roses", with Lillian Harvey
and Willy Fritsch. There will be
German, French and English verParis

GIVE YOUR

Mills

—

Henderson, Ky. Western Electric
Wide Range will be installed in the
Kraven during the next fortnight.

A NEW SEASONS FLASH' FOR

—

//

—

—

Paris

—

— Cecil

SILK

—

—Exhibitors

who

//

A

TRANSPARENT

VALANCE

Sorel sails for Holly-

Vero Beach, Fla.
S.O.S. Wide wood in October to make a film on
Fidelity Model WF8-2MD 44 watt the life of Sarah Bernhardt.
power output double channel amLondon Rene Clair has made a
plifier
has been installed at the discovery in Patricia Hilliard, who
Vero. Manager Bott supervised the will be seen in "The Laying of the
installation.
Ghost", with Robert Donat and Jean
City

CHINA SEAS
USE

Savannah, Ga. Western Electric
hard of hearing aids are being put
into the Lucas here.
sions.

New York

MARQUEE

—

—

Wide

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR ALL FEATURES

Parker.
Venice Three Walt Disney cartoons and eight other U. S. films are
being exhibited at the international
movie exposition being held here un-

—

have been puzzled by the requirements of the National Housing Act
on being improved that the S.O.S.
Corp, equipment manufacturers, has til Aug. 25.
inaugurated a special department to
Paris The new Hakim producing
explain and negotiate deals. 2Quali- firm will make "Samson", by Henri
fications, terms, budgets and costs Bernstein, with Harry Baur. English
will be explained to all who write in and French versions will be directed
for information.
by Duvivier.

—

MORRIS LIBERMAN
729

BROADWAY

1018

NEW YORK
Tel.

SPring

7-2320

S.O.S.

Automatic Reflector Arcs,

Electric

Dubuque, la.—The Avon, West-

new

lette

Wynward,

our theaters

neglect.

left.

A new Western
Wide Range installation is
being made in the Rialto.
St.

equipment

builders."

"Bargains" never spell "success," and never represent anything "worthwhile."
are not "business builders."

The Uptown

booth

chairs, also a black Vitriolite front
and Vitriolite lobby.

rating,

We

—Wide

new

—

"bargains."

the weeds of destruction, obsolescence and

Cincinnati

Chicago— The Joe Goldberg Theater Supply Co. has just completed
remodeling and equipping the Lucille and Avenue theaters.
In the
latter complete new booth equipment was installed. In the Lucille

time to remodel and modernize.

patching.

greatest problem of the exhibitor today.

—

• Lafayette, Ind. The Luna
on Western Electric
ing

new screen were supplied
as the former stage equipment was
destroyed by a recent fire.

to

Wide Range makes another replace- you have any
ment in the El Morro this week.
Manchester, N. H.—Western Electric sound, including Wide Range,
goes into the Strand shortly.

Also new drapes, a new cur-

City.

tain and

are not fooling your public.

amounts which would have

San Francisco Western Electric
Wide Range has been contracted for

EQUIPMENT NOTES

BUSINESS BUILDERS

from Page 4)

(.Continued

S.

WABASH

CHICAGO
Tel.

Wabash 5815
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REVIEWS «

HERE & THERE
—

The Columbia
Alliance,
Ohio
theater, which has been closed for
the summer, will reopen Sept. 1.
Ray Wallace, who also operates the
Morrison and Strand,
the Columbia.

will

9.

theaters in the
ery, Mobile

not affect

Montgom-

and Birmingham.

—

Thomas J.
Britain, Conn.
Grogan, assistant manager of the
Palace here for the past four years,
has been named manager of the
Capitol, Lowell, Mass., operated by
the Daly-Lorenzo circuit. He starts
Sept. 1. His brother, Bernard Grogan, is now manager of the Central,

Tex.—The

first

stage

attraction ever booked for the Hollywood theater, the Colorado Cowboys, NBC quartet from Denver,
proved such a hit that Manager N.
Beck held them over five days after
their original engagement of two
days. Other such bookings may follow.

•

•

UP AT

•

the Biograph Studio in the Bronx there are
big things under way
with the place alive with the enthusiasm and vitality of Youth
for they are making the series
of Major Bowes' Amateur Shorts
and a lot of you guys
who are getting old and crabbed and cynical should run up to
the Biograph
and really find out what bubbling Youth can
do to rejuvenate the pictures

•

ONE OF

•

•

—

Mark Goldman, GB exchange manager, back on the job after an auto

smashup.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Harris off
to Atlantic City on a 10-day vacation.

from Akron prepar-

ing for the l'eopening of the Fulton.
Bernie Armstrong moved to the
Harris-Family, where he will remain
until opening of the Alvin.

Glanced on Film Row: M. C. McCombs, Charles J. Schwartz, Hyman
Goldberg, Sam Hanneaur, John Bixler, Peter Profili and John G. Rainey.

is

H.

J.

and one whose time is absorbed by the complex
problems- of many important industry activities
yet he
found the time to sit with us for an hour in his Biograph studio
and we never saw anyone more enthused than was H. J.
as he watched the Amateur kids go through their paces
and he had good reason to be
for those youngsters are
versatile
they have kids performing up there that can do
practically everything: seasoned actors can do
PLUS that
vital and exuberant Youth that folks want to see on the screen.

THEY ARE

•

•

first

now on the second of the Bowes Series
was previewed in New Rochelle not long ago, and

they had to call out the police reserves to handle the crowds)
it takes two weeks to rehearse the youngsters before the
cameras are started
that gives you a slight idea of the care
that is going into production
John Auer is the Director
Bunny Brown, assistant
Eddie Lane is musical director
and Doctor Martin, the radio personality and friend
of Youth, is ever present, watching over the youngsters
of course Major Bowes is on hand, and does his famous emceeing in every pix

T
WE COMMEND

•

•

•

T

to your attention a very splendid
by Ben H. Atwell of Columbia
for the mag
issued by the Stadium Concerts at Lewisohn Stadium at the
College of the City of New York
Ben writes on "Grand
Opera and the Movies"
and ties it up very cleverly and
adroitly with his company's productions of Grace Moore's "One
Night of Love" and "Love Me Forever"
article written

•

• •
Gun of

THERE SEEMS

to be no doubt that Metro's first

new season has gone over with

a grand salvo
judging by the four-deep line that winds around Fiftyfirst Street every morn before opening time
to see "China
Seas" and Clark Gable, Jean Harlow and Wally Beery at the
Capitol theater
they have to detail several cops to keep
the customers in orderly line
the regular theater attendants
can't handle 'em

Big

L. B. Cool in

the busiest gents in this industry

Yates

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh The Nixon turns to a
screen policy Oct. 28 when "A Midsummer Night's Dream" opens a
two-a-day showing at a $1.71 top, including taxes.

MELODRAMA, OF
SHORT ON NAMES

INTEREST.

Karloff, in a dual role

(the

Fort Worth,

67 mins.

MURDER

AND HUMAN

•

West Hartford, Conn.

in

Columbia

SEMI-HORROR TYPE,

It does
cities of

New

Karloff

with Marian Marsh, Robert Allen,
Katherine DeMille

— Sale

—

to

^PHIL M.DALY
FAIR

Montgomery, Ala. Sunday shows
in towns of a population of 1,000 or
more was defeated in the Legislature recently as the House voted it

down 21

Boris

"THE BLACK ROOM"

manage

of the Empire
theater building by the Catherine
C. Wheeler estate to heirs of the
Marvin Wise estate for $113,000 has
been approved by Circuit Court. The
Wise estate has operated the theater for several years under the
name of Acme Theaters, Inc.

Birmingham

k\0V^

the

card

ing

in

this

is

the chief draw-

The

attraction.

story

it-

with murders that are more
or less unpleasant, is a fair concoction of
its kind but not fused with enough human
interest for it to appeal very far beyond
self,

replete

A cruel baron who is hated
by the people because of his atrocities,
sends for his twin brother, a likeable fellow. Seeing that the people are fond of
the horror fans.

the brother, the hated one announces that

he will turn over the estate to him and go
awav. After making a public performance
of this, the baron murders his brother and
assumes his identitv. thus deceiv n<? th°
He also takes in
o'-ople into liking him.
Marian Marsh, whose uncle he had killed,
and is on the verge of marrvinsr her when
his exposure is effected through the medium
of the dead brother's faithful dog. Then
follows a horrible death for the baron, with
Marian free to marry Robert Allen, her true
sweetheart.
Cast: Boris Karloff, Marian Marsh, Robert
Allen,
Katherine DeMille, Henry Kolker,
;

Thurston

Hall,

John Buckler. Torben Meyer,
John Bleifer.

Colin Tapley, Egon Brecher.
Frederick Vogeding, Edward

Van

Sloan.

Robert North; Director, Roy
William Neill; Author, Arthur Strawn;
Screenplay, Henry Myers, Arthur Strawn;
Cameraman, Al Seigler; Editor, Richard CaProducer,

hoon.
Direction, Satisfactory Photography, Good.

San Antonio Notes
San Antonio

— Col.

J.

Davidson of

National Theater Supply due back
here soon.
Mrs. Mack Rogers is now relieving in the box-office at the Texas.
Dan Goldstein is bound for Los
Angeles this month. He will be located at the Mascot Studios.
Sophie DeMaetteis, Auditorium
cashier, is recovering from a recent
ailment.

Work

on "Wings Over San An-

tonio", airplane film, will be resumed
this month. It is to be a National
Pictures' Kier-Phillips production.

• • • IN THE M. P. Baseball League the Erpi sluggers
managed to nose out the RKO nine the other evening
at the

George Washington Stadium

scoring the deciding

Andy Pustay,
runs in the last half of the seventh inning
star right-fielder of the Erpi nine, hit a double with two on,
Bill Moylan and Bud Gordon
putting his team out front
Jimmy Mulhall and Jack Alexander held
were the battery
down
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS
AGENT
"Jalna," the estate made famous by
Mazo de la Roche's fiction and to be
seen on the screen in RKO's picture of
that name, exists only in the imagination of the author.
RKO Radio.

for

RKO

• • • LUNCHING AT the Tavern yesterday
Bill
German, Eddie Golden, Pete Harrison, Harry Thomas
Jack
Goetz, Bill Pine, Andre Sennwald, Emil Jenson
Arnold
Van Leer, Irwin Kleeblat, James A. FitzPatrick, Floyd Weber,
Truman Talley, Neil Agnew, Herman Gluckman

—

M

€€

€4

» » »

McGrew

F.

Gus

Willis

Vernon
E eanor
Boardman
Kenneth McKenna
June Collyer

Edwards

Gray
Alan

Crosland

Colleen Moore

Joan

Peers
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WILL ROGERS' DEATH

A LITTLE

STUNS FILM INDUSTRY
(Continued from Page

1)

expressibly shocked by this terrible
thing. As big as this loss is to the

Saturday, Aug. 17,1935

PATHE EXCHANGE

from "LOTS"

By RALPH WILKHOLLYWOOD girl was Madge

TRANSFERS ASSETS

;

T-IENRY King and

Bellamy, one of the

(Continued from Page 1)
two sons will films' foremost stars of the silent
the new company and scrip
Troy, Ohio, tomorrow. The days. And, Boley explained, in those

his

will be
stockholders of Pathe
Exchange upon the completion of
Fox company, however, we must
registration under the Federal SecuT
T
T
stand aside in recognition of the
rities Exchange Act of 1934.
The
Wright whirlwind engine and a conDennie Moore, stage comedienne,
greater bereavement which has been trollable pitch propeller. It will be has been signed by RKO Radio for application for listing of the new
visited upon his wife and family, the first of the new model Waco "Sylvia Scarlett," Katharine Hep- common stock on the Stock Exchange
has already been approved.
and indeed upon all America. Will airplanes to be seen on the Coast, burn's next starring picture from
Stockholders will be notified when
the
novel
by
Compton
Mackenzie.
r
r
Eogers brought happiness and the
Nino Martini, who is under con- Miss Moore has left the cast of the the new securities are ready for issuance.
cleansing influence of his good hu- tract
to Jesse L. Lasky to make two Chicago company of "Three Men on
mor to millions, and no eulogy from pictures annually for the next five a Horse," current stage hit, to go
us could express the loss his death years, will fly to New York tomor- to Hollywood for her assignment Reorganization Drafted
Cary Grant
row. He will resume his concert and at the RKO studios.
means to them."
For Higgins Enterprises
radio work and will also appear at is Hepburn's leading man in "Sylvia
(Continued from. Page 1)
The star is survived by his widow, the Metropolitan again.
Scarlett."
George Cukor directs.
Middle District of Pennsylvania.
a daughter, Mary, who is a screen
T
T
T
Properties included in the Higgins
Mr. and Mrs. David Torrence have
Howard Bretherton, who directed
and stage player, and two sons, Will
theater group are located in Shamobeen assigned to First National's
"HopAlong
Cassidy,"
the
first
of
the
Jr., and James.
kin, Pottsville and Tamaqua, with asClarence E. Mulford stories, will "Captain Blood." Professional name sets totaling
$825,000. Income from
Rogers's career took him from
place "Eagles Brood", the second of of Mrs. Torrence is Maude Leslie.
cowboy days in Oklahoma to the the series, in work next week. Wil- She will be playing her first screen April 1, 1934, to March 31, 1935,
amounted to $123,556.24, while disstatus of a screen star whose pic- liam Boyd and Jimmy Ellison head role with her husband after more
bursements were $123,946.27, leavthan
30
years
on
the
stage.
the
cast,
with
Dorothy
Revier
and
tures made box-office history. During a deficit of $390.03. John F.
Addison Richards among those in
ing the past few years, receipts
Jack Mulhall has been signed by Higgins is president of the company,
supporting roles.
were consistently in the million dolRKO Radio for "Annie Oakley," with Harry A. Nagle as secretary.
T
T
which stars Barbara Stanwyck and
lar brackets on each production.
Madame Schuman-Heink will fly
Rogers himself drew a salary of $8,- to Chicago tomorrow. She recently has Preston Foster and Melvyn 2 Will Rogers Films
Douglas in leading roles.
George
000 a week, plus big earnings from completed work in "Here's to Ro- Stevens is directing under Cliff
for Release
mance",
a Jesse L. Lasky produc(Continued from Page 1)
radio broadcasts and
syndicated
Reid's supervision.
tion, and now is to resume her broadboat 'Round the Bend," which is
writings.
T
T
T
casting work.
J.
M. Kerrigan and Lawrence scheduled for national distribution
The star
fly to

director is purchasing a Waco airplane, which has a cruising speed of
166 miles. It has the latest type

days he considered himself probably
the actress' most ardent fan.

delivered

to

'

Ready

was born in Oolagah in
the Indian Territory on Nov. 4, 1879.
He served with the British forces in
the Boer War. On returning to the
United States, he joined a Wild

Grant have been engaged by Colum- on Sept. 6, and "In Old Kentucky."
for "A Feather in Her Rogers was down on the Fox pro-

One of Hollywood's unscreened bia Pictures
little dramas occurred on the set of
Hat."
"Metropolitan,"
which
Director
Richard Boleslawski is making for

West show organized by Zach MulTwentieth Century-Fox.
hall.
Eventually he

drifted into
vaudeville, where his rope swinging
to the tune of dry humor and gumchewing further pushed his name
towards the big lights. In 1917 he
became a Ziegfeld star, appearing in
the "Ziegfeld Follies" of that year.

Then Hollywood lured him and under the Fox banner he developed into

one

names

of

the

greatest

film

history.

tive

newcomers, was meeting mem-

bers of his cast who had not before
reported for work. As one young
woman, dark-eyed and comely, was
introduced, the director eagerly extended his hand and exclaimed: "Miss
Bellamy! My favorite actress!" The

box-office

His radio
broadcasts were rated one of the
most important air attractions, and
in

The mego-

phonist, one of the screen's compara-

Columbus Briefs
Columbus

— Frank

AAA

Spencer Charters has been given
an important role in Ginger Rogers'
first starring picture, "In Person,"
now in production at the RKO Radio
studios under the direction of William Seiter. Also prominent in Miss
Rogers' support are George Brent,
Joan Breslaw, Louis Mason, Alan
Mowbray, Henry Stephenson and
"In Person" was
Grant Mitchell.
written by Samuel Hopkins Adams.

New

—

England Notes

gram for four
new season.

pictures during the

Show Color Film of Operation
What is said to be the first sound
picture in color dealing with a major
operation performed at the Fifth
Avenue Hospital was shown privately this week to about 100 physicians
William
at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Armstrong, publisher and sponsor of
the Urological Foundation, sponsored
the picture. The operation, taking
an hour, was photographed by a
special process developed after two
years of research at the Eastman

Serbus, treasBoston Dave Weiner, brother of
urer of the RKO Palace, is the father
Abe Weiner at the United Artists Kodak plant.
his daily syndicated news articles of an 8V2-pound boy.
were widely read.
A new radio program now in the exchange, has joined the ad sales
John E. Lawler Marries
Rogers' estate is estimated at sev- planning stage will require
a 25- department of the Warner exchange.
John E. Lawler, private
Seattle
eral millions of dollars and his life piece band and
will probably broadPeter Latchis has taken over the secretary to F. L. Newman, presiinsurance at approximately $1,000,- cast from the Hartman
theater this Plymouth and Rialto theaters,
Leo- dent of Evergreen Theaters, and
000. His chief recreation was polo. winter.
Ethyl U. Scott, married recently are
Between pictures he spent most of
Construction on the new Grand minster from the M. A. Shea circuit. honeymooning at Lake Crescent.
his time at his ranch, located be- theater
Myer
Feldman,
booker
is
at Warner Frank Christie, head booker of Evermoving along rapidly.
tween Beverly Hills and Santa Mon- Opening is expected
exchange, is confined at the Charles- green at Everett, was one of the
about Oct. 1.
ica.
The Variety Club is planning a gate Hospital due to a foot infec- witness to the wedding ceremony.
Fox Film does not carry life in- bridge-golf-dinner-dance
affair for tion.
surance on Rogers, it was stated. A Aug. 26 at
About 200 members of the Boston
Wyandotte Country Club.
Coast Guard cutter is now en route
Ann Shott, cashier at the RKO film district attended the annual outFox Decision Due Monday
to Point Barrow to pick up the bod- Palace,
is now Mrs. Denver Haven. ing sponsored by the
A. Vernon
Judge Alonzo McLaughlin of the State
ies and bring them to Seattle.
Macaulay Post of the American LeSupreme Court, Brooklyn, is expected
Two New Government Shorts
to render a decision Monday on apgion.
plication
filed
Two new shorts in the U. S. Deby All-Continent and
The Opera House, Hillsboro, N. H.,
Mrs. Eva Fox seeking to restrain officers
partment of Agriculture series have has been darkened by J. Thayer.
Warner in 41 Local Houses
of
Fox Film from consummating its
been completed by that department's
merger with 20th Century.
Total of 41
After a strenuous attendance at
The speNew York houses will
play the Warner-First National
cial
Extension Service, Division of Mo- the long session of the legislature,
stockholders' meeting, which was
193536 lineup under the deal which is now
adjourned
yesterday
until
afternoon,
has
tion Pictures. One is a two-reeler where he watched for bills affecting
reported as progressing toward signabeen again adjourned, this time to
entitled "Regulated Deer Hunting", the industry, Joseph Brennan,
tures.
Monday
afternoon.
Three Skouras theaters, which
The
action
is
a
exeRKO books, are included in the deal.
by the Forest Service. The other, by cutive secretary for Allied Theaters
formality which keeps the session open
They are the Park Plaza, Crotona and
pending determination of the action
the Bureau of Entomology and Plant of Massachusetts, is planning
to rethe Academy.
sponsored by the William Fox interQuarantine, is a two-reeler called cuperate with a bit of leisurely
ests.
"The Mosquito— Public Enemy".
camping.

—

:

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Zanuck Unit Set on Complete List of Stories

NEW INDEPENDENT

CIRCUIT

NOW HAS

Small Says $30,000,000 Yearly Lost
Advocates More Thorough
Follow-Up on Smaller
Film Programs
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Approximately

$30,film

000,000 in potential annual
revenue is lost because of the mass
production policy, because producers
cannot devote their full time to following through on every detail of

Edward
pictures,
declares
Small, vice-president and production
head of Reliance, in connection with
his announcement that for the coming year he will concentrate on five
feature films for release through
their

United Artists.

"Making a ^box-office success is not
a matter of merely getting an idea,
putting a staff of writers to work
developing it, assigning a director
to direct," says Small. "You must
concentrate on your venture, work
with the writers, with the director
and players, then assist your cutter

by Mass System

N.

STUDIOS WILL ROGERS' BODY

BUYS

(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued on Page 2)

Shifts to Atlantic City

guaranteeing eight weeks for "The
The picCrusades" at the Astor.
ture will have one of the most elaborate premieres ever seen on BroadExpansion of the Rosenblatt-Welt way on Aug. 21. Mayor La Guardia
circuit to embrace 20 theaters is
and perhaps Governor Lehman are
planned by Jan. 1, Leon Rosenblatt expected to be in attendance, besides

Examination of William Fox, defendant in the action by Fox Theaters and Fox Films to determine
what became of the proceeds of a
$50,000,000 stock issue floated by
these companies when he was at
their head, will be resumed today at

is

understood

to

AIM FOR 20 HOUSES

Houses will be acsaid yesterday.
a host of political, social, business
quired in New York and New Jersey
and film luminaries.
to supplement the nine theaters now
being operated.

Reorganization plan for Olympia
be
month,
not

Paramount
filed

it

until

next

was learned yesterday.

24 "Curly" Holdovers
"Curly

Top",

was
engagements
picture,

latest

held
last

over

week.

Shirley

Temple

24 tirst-run
Another Fox rein

lease, "Dante's Inferno", is holding over
additional ex1 1
in four cities, with
ploitation engagements under way this

week.

the

Hotel

Claridge, Atlantic City,
is recuperating.

Two Gulf Houses Added
By Small-Town Circuit
New

Orleans

—Two

are slated for the Joy

more houses
Hock circuit

here, one at Moss Pt., Miss., and one
Hock, who started
at Arcadia, La.
with a tent and built a circuit of
canvas shows, now will have 13
He
situations with his new spots.

keeps to small towns.

W.
A
ing

B.

PRODUCT 100%

100 per cent product deal cover-

Warner-First

National-Cosmo-

and Vitaphone
features
politan
shorts and trailers for 1935-36 has
been signed by the R. E. Griffith
Amusement Corp. embracing 58
theaters in 58 towns in Oklahoma,
Texas and New Mexico, it is announced by Gradwell Sears, Warner
(Continued on Page 11)

where Mr. Fox

All 12 of Zanuck Stories Set;
Six Pictures Ready by Dec. 1

subsidiary, will

sometime

Week

—

be

theaters,

This

Independent Theater Circuit, Inc.,
now has 93 theaters lined up and expects to add seven more, bringing
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The bodies of Will Rogers and
Hollywood Warner First Nation- Wiley Post yesterday were en route the total to 100, in time to start
functioning this week, it was said
al studios are operating far ahead to the Coast from Alaska, where
yesterday by Milton C. Weisman,
of production schedule, with eleven they met their death early Friday
features completed and awaiting re- morning when the latter's plane counsel for the new circuit and one
of its organizers.
lease, five currently in work and crashed.
Weisman said he has been holding
seven in preparation.
Mrs. Rogers and her daughter, daily meetings with the leading figThe features ready for release are Mary, arrived in New York Saturday
"The Goose and The Gander", with en route to Hollywood. Miss Rogers ures in the new circuit and that he
Kay Francis, George Brent and had been playing in summer stock has received the certificate of incorporation of the circuit.
It is said
Genevieve
Tobin;
"Page
Miss at Skowhegan.
that a number of foreign motion picProduction
Glory",
Cosmopolitan
Will Rogers Jr., who was on an oil ture companies have made offers to
starring Marion Davies, with Pat tanker off the west coast when the
into the circuit as an outlet for
O'Brien, Dick Powell, Mary Astor, tragedy occurred, left Saturday by buy
their product.
Frank McHugh, Allen Jenkins and plane for New York to meet his
Lyle Talbot in support; "Bright mother and sister. Another son, Jim,
Lights", starring Joe E. Brown; also is in New York. All three will
"Little Big Shot", with Sybil Jason, proceed to the coast this week.
GRIFFITH CIRCUIT
Robert Armstrong and Glenda FarNewspapers on Friday night and

Paramount

Sometime Next Month

Indie Circuit

to Start Functioning

ON WAY TO H'WOOD

AHEAD OF SCHEDULE

Guarantee Eight Weeks
William Fox Examination
On "Crusades" Two-a-Day

Filing Olympia Plan

New

Expect

WARNER-F.

(Continued on Page 11)

ROSENBLATT-WELT

93 HOUSES

Interstate Circuit Gets
3 South Dallas Houses

—

Dallas Three suburban houses in
South Dallas will be taken over Sept.
1 by Interstate Circuit from M. S.
White. Theaters are the White, ForThe Forest has
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY est and Dai-Sec.
Hollywood Darryl Zanuck is now been leased, while the other two were
This gives Interstate 11
set on all of the 12 stories to be bought.
(Continued on Page 2)
made by his unit at 20th CenturyFox, and it is planned to deliver at

—

least six of these specials by Dec. 1,
while the remainder will be comFirst of the propleted by April.
ductions, to be available early in

November, is "Metropolitan," with
Lawrence Tibbett. This will be fol(Continued on Page 11)

7th

Week

—

in

Minneapolis

"Escape Me Never,"
Minneapolis
with Elisabeth Bergner, has gone into
a seventh week at the World Theater.
Another current holdover is "Curly Top"
at the Century.

..
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New

Sunny South
Prenez Garde

Peinture (John
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Miss

Top Hat
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Technicolor
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Trans-Lux

19i/4
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%

Farrell and Hugh Herbert, to open
at the New York Strand on Wednesday evening, following "Bright
Lights". The Marion Davies picture,
"Page Miss Glory", is now scheduled
to follow on Aug. 28.

WANTED
years experience, best

of references. State experience and referfirst

for

Daily,

letter.

right

immediately.

Wonderful proposiWrite or wire

party.

Box No.
1650 Broadway,

941

New

lately.

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

The

Film

York City.

studios

(Continued from Page

1)

houses here. The Rialto opens Sept.
13. The Capitol, closed for remodeling, reopens Aug. 31. The Village
theater, being built in Highland
Park, will open Oct. 15. Another
house is to be built in the Lakewood

in

work.

which
are "Busy

ta Claus Kitten"

Among

the

Walter M. Henshel, publicity director for the Majestic and Melba, is
to manage the Rialto. Mercer Coleman has been appointed traveling
auditor for the circuit. Cecil Barham of the Capitol staff probably
will manage the White.

and

"My

for a vacation.

pected back

Old Ken-

tucky Home."

New

in

PAUL GREEN,
New York

from
Group

Theater

now

Will Rogers'

is

LEICHTER,

head

Beaumont

of

WARD MARSH,

W.

Cleveland

On Way

"Plain

making

York,

to

movie

of
the
visiting
New
at the Hotel

critic

Dealer,"
is
headquarters

his

Edison.

ROBERT RUBIN, BORIS MORROS, Mrs.
J.
ERNO RAPEE, EDWARD EVERETT HORTON,
HELEN VINSON and JOHN ROYAL arrive today
from

abroad

on

the

Normandie.

DATE BOOK
Aug. 10-25:

movie

International

exposition,

Venice.

Aug.

21-23:
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
convention
and Allied eastern regional
meeting, Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City.

Aug. 26: Columbus Variety Club Golf-BridgeDinner-Dance,
Wyandotte Country Club,
Columbus, O.

Aug. 27:

t.T.O.A.
L.

dance and
Sheepshead

shore

dinner,
Villepigue's,

I.

H'wood
1)

for
Higgins
of Frederick

Enterprises,
B.

Moser,

offices
Pa.

in

Inc,

Shamokin,

rm

EVERYTHING
Reference to the motion picture industry

—can be found

in the

1935
YEAR BOOK

THE FILM DAILY
LeRoy Johnston

has signed a new one-year contract
as head of the studio publicity de-

ex-

10.

Aug. 27:
Hearing
reorganization
plan,
on
under Section 77B of the Bankruptcy Act,

Body

(Continued from Page

John LeRoy Johnston Re-Signed

—John

Salzburg,

playwright, has returned South
after conferences with the
his new opus.

pany announces.

Hollywood

in

York on Sept.

RALPH WHITEHEAD, executive secretary of
the American Federation of Actors, returned
yesterday to New York after a ten-week tour
that brought him as far as St. Paul.
During
his trip he organized new branches in Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Bay,

Saturday devoted more space to
Rogers than to any news event in
Sonotone Sales Increase
Sales of Sonotone Corp., manufac- years. Tributes to the noted enterturers of hearing aids, for the first tainer came from all directions from
seven months of 1935 amounted to the White House down.
Latest estimates of the Rogers es$978,169.62 compared with $678,965.77 for the same period of 1934, tate place it at between five and six
an increase of 44 per cent, the com- million dollars.

West Coast Bureau of

ar-

the

Over

on

entertainment,

new

will be in TechniLittle Bees," "San-

his

Broadway."

district.

Harman-Ising StuHollywood
producing the "Happy HarR. J. O'Donnell, general manager
monies" cartoons for M-G-M, last of the circuit, flew to Hollywood last

now

character actor,
to report at
role in "Stars

today

for

has arrived in New York on product
deal
covering his
Black
King and western
melodrama series.
He will be at the Hotel
Astor until about the middle of the week.

dios,

partment at Universal.

BUYER AND BOOKER
tion

proved

color,

1

in the Money" for Strand
Warners have set "We're in the
Money", with Joan Blondell, Glenda

erences

—Negotiations

subjects,

+ Vs
+ %

2% +

RICCIARDI,

Hollywood

in

Warner

Pictures,

Interstate Circuit Gets
3 South Dallas Houses
and Poland

are reported
under way to establish joint PolishGerman production. A film exchange
and more sound installations are
said to be contemplated in the plans.
Ufa is to produce educational films
on Polish life and customs, with the
government there cooperating. German film business in Poland has imBerlin

are

—

Hall

Subsequent run.

Harman-Ising Finish Program
II/4

"We're

Man with many

Music

14i/4 +
Va
week completed the current season's
13%— % program. Four of the 1935-36 shorts week

1033,4 103i/4

6s 46...

41ww....

14

13%
90%

\3%

ctfs.

(b)

Vs

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Strand

By Germany
1/8

4y8

175/8

RKO
Univ.

4'/2

Globe

(Warner Bros.)— Aug. 28
(RKO Radio)— Aug. 29

Joint Production Planned

Chg.

+

16

1053/s

"A"

do

76
47/8

"A"

Fm.

12

Ind

Fm.

Con.

Fox

vtc

Picts.

Fm.

Con.

113/4

WILLIAM
rives

MITCHELL

Net
121/g

Capitol

23

Glory

(a) Revival.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Am. Seat

Paramount
Roxy

Drummond (GB)— Aug. 26

Alias Bulldog

Page

Strand

Music Hall

22

—Aug.

leave the
England, re-

to

in

New York, stopping
following her arrival

in

is

Waldorf-Astoria,
Hollywood.

MAX REINHARDT,

—

—Aug.

holiday

the

Acme

Astor

The Crusades (Paramount)— Aug. 21 (two-a-day)
Aug. 21
We're in the Money (Warner Bros.)
Jalna (RKO Radio)— Aug. 22

—

MARIA

bride,

scheduled

is

WYNNE GIBSON

return to
vacation.

Cameo

Diamond Jim (Universal) Aug. 23
Anna Karenina (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

MERLE OBERON

at

his

York from the coast en

coast this week for a
turning in October.

Globe

Cinema de Paris
Westminster

Tapernoux)

—

Annapolis Farewell (Paramount)

New

in

Europe.

from

4 FUTURE OPENINGS

—
—

Close

S.

to

GEORGE W. WEEKS and ARTHUR A. LEE
New York today from a Canadian

(Amkino)
a

York, N. Y.

Low

week

Mastrovanni— 3rd week
2nd week
Soviet Journey (Amkino)
II

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
LondonErnest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichttrasse, 225. Paris
P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaisc, Rue de la Cour
des-Nouea, 19.

High

—2nd

route

Playhouse

St.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

THE

1650 Broadway,

55th

(a)

Palace

(b)

Manhattan Moon (Universal)

Editor.
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 187 f
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DAILY,

Hall

Strand

Ribbon)— 10th week

WINFIELD SHEEHAN and
JERITZA, are

Roxy

National)

Ariane

(Blue

Rivoli

Music

(First

Curly Top (Fox)

Capitol

Paramount

Radio)

Bright Lights

W.

J.

Adams (RKO

Alice

Published daily except Sundays and Holiday?
mt
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,

by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.

—

—

Coming and Going

II

Theater

Picture and Distributor
2nd week
China Seas (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Accent on Youth (Paramount)
2nd week
Call of the Wild (United Artists)
Keeper of the Bees (Monogram)

10 Cents

1935

19,

Another Fox Sales Staff Promotion
Glenn Norris has been promoted
by 20th Century-Fox to cover the
newly created Philadelphia sales
zone from the Washington adsales
managership. This makes the third
head of branch advertising offices to
become a film salesman in a month.
Two weeks ago George Pabst was
assigned to the newly created sales

Radio City Product Deal Up
Music Hall operating committee is
slated to act this week on the pact zone in the New Orleans territory.
under which 20th Century-Fox prod- A fortnight before that appointment,
uct would be split between the Hall St. Louis' Adsales Manager Bill
and the Center theaters.
Guinan was made salesman there.

of

MOTION PICTURES
Now
ted

being

FREE

distribu-

to

sub-

scribers to

THE

FILM

1650 B'way

DAILY
N. Y. C.

WE DON'T
BELIEVE IN

STALLING!
While the other newsreel

outfits

have been making plans to send

their lads to cover the Italian front in Ethiopia

. . .

THE PARAMOUNT

BOYS HAVE ALREADY STARTED CALLING HAILE SELASSIE BY HIS
FIRST

NAME

.

.

.

while others have been shouting about the big

things they are going to

Paramount has the
tribes

. . .

do

. . .

we've been doing big things

. . .

already

actual inside pictures of the gathering of the

already Paramount has the names and numbers of

players... already

all

the

Paramount has cans and cans of on-the-spot action

pictures of the boys behind the

guns

.

.

.

Paramount News Issue number 4 ready

right here in the States in

you

for

as in subsequent issues, here are a few of

'em

.

to screen as well
.

.

look 'em over

Hyah, Haile!

**'

SN-

.-.•it

NEWS...TH*

AM*> EARS OF

J
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HERE & THERE

REVIEWS «

»

"THE GAY DECEPTION"
with Francis Lederer and Frances Dee

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

—

Sheboygan, Wis. Warners have
taken over the Rex theater and reopened it. Fred Reeths, Jr., manager of the circuit's Sheboygan and
Majestic theaters here, has been

1-

PHIL M.DALY

79 mins.
DEIN

Fox

ENTERTAINMENT

GRAND

w\0^* ^

named

supervisor
of
all
three
houses, with Leo Schuessler, formerly assistant manager of the Ma-

LIGHTFUL CINDERELLA STORY THAT
WILL PLEASE THE FANS GENERALLY.
This is one of the best pictures that has
Gay, reborne the Jesse L. Lasky label.
freshing and full of delightful touches, it
deserves much plugging. It will send the
fans away well satisfied and boosting the
William Wyler has done an expicture.
Francis
while
directing,
cellent job_of

Lederer and Frances Dee are at their best.
Don Hartman and Stephen Avery have concocted a Cinderella story that will please
The picture has
types of audiences.
all
been well cast and Wyler's battery of
comedians scores consistently Frances Dee,
winning a $5,000 lottery deserts the drudgery of her job and a small town, to have
a high holiday

New

in

she meets Lederer,

working as
and when he

He

for

falls

has

she

learns

hotel,

prince,

foreign

a

bellboy.

a

is

At her

York.

escort her to the big charity

no

ball,

who
her

one to
he does

he dresses in a
suit blonging to a Count and in the shoes
He is arrested for imof another guest.
personating royalty, but all complications
Joseph Valentine deserves
are ironed out.
the honors.

a

bow

his haste,

In

for his photography.

Hume,

Benita

Adele

Pawle,
schalk,

St.

Richard

Akim

Lennox
Mowbary,
Alan
Maur, Ferdinand Gott-

Carle,

Tamiroff,

Lane, BarRobert Greig,
Stander, Luis Al-

Lenita

Hurst,

Paul

Fritchie,

bara

Dee,

Lionel

berni.

Producer, Jesse L Lasky Director, William Wyler; Original Screenplay, Stephen

Avery,

Don

Hartman;

Cameraman,

• • • OUR PRIVATE statistician, Mike Glotz,
engaged for months compiling figures on the number
Mike's statistics prove
rustlers in Westerns
cording to the number of rustlers shown in Westerns

of cattle
that acthe past

Photography,

Bright.

and the
in this nefarious rustling business
half engaged in chasin' 'em and recapturing the stolen

"PRENEZ

GARDE A
in

teur

LA

PEINTURE"
Eng-

produced by Epoc; directed by
Henri Chomette; with Simone Simon, CharDislotte Clasis, Renee Dennsy, et al.
At the
tributed by John S. Tapernoux.
Cinema de Paris.
Very entertaining comedy drama about
lish

a

titles;

faithful

woman

servant's

love

for

her

master, a gifted painter, whose genius is
not recognized until after his death. Good
cast, direction and photography.

— E.

J.

Rex has

Weisfeldt,

man-

show

this

fall.

—

• • • BUT OUR statistician has not stopped there
Mister Glotz has delved into the economic aspects of the situation
he finds that the cattle are so confused by all this
runaround they are gettin' that it interferes with their orderly
digestion
they get no nourishment from their food
that's why you can't get a decent steak any more
and Mike sez this is a helluva price to pay for Westerns

•

New Orleans Buddy Harris of
Alexander Films, here on a fishing
he said, could not confirm reports current here that Alexander
would open a local office. National
Theater Supply is preparing to develop its depot here into an office
which would take over the New Orleans territory now sold through
trip,

Dallas.

T

T
•

•

T

Estonia, N. M.— The Star theater
has been sold to Matt Freilinger by

THE ONLY

remedy we can suggest, Mike
producers to make Westerns WITHOUT

for the indie
rustlers
then

cattle

the fans wouldn't recognize the ptix as
that would take the curse off the
Westerns any more
darn things, and the distributors could get Bigger Rentals
the thot has
and everybody would be happy
never entered the bright minds of these producers of Westerns
that the ranchers and the sheriff aren't the only guys sore at
these rustlers
a helluva lot of picture fans are so sore
that now they won't even pass a theater showin' a Western
leave alone PAY to look at it

Law.

L. L.

Dallas— Suit asking damages
least

$10,000

ment

of

for

of at
alleged infringe-

Bank Night has been

filed

Court by Affiliated Enterprises of Denver against
in Federal District

the O. K. Theaters, Dallas concern,
which operates houses in thirteen

Texas

cities.

—

Fine.

French, with

Milwaukee

—The

ager of the Riverside theater, has
contracted for Major Bowes' ama-

Joe

FOREIGN
("Mind the Paint"),

Spring Green, Wis.
gone dark.

half the population of the cattle country have

years
been engaged
five

other
herds

has been

Valentine.
Direction,

house manager

to

of the Rex.

is

Frances

Lederer,

Francis

Cast:

promoted

jestic,

• • • A NEAT tie-up has been arranged between Nedick's
and Columbia Pictures and the Loew circuit as follows
the 44 Loew theaters hereabouts run a trailer for a week announcing that the theater will give to the first 200 kids at the
Saturday matinee
a ticket entitling each youngster to
honored at
two free drinks of Nedick's orange drink
any Nedick stand
the trailer announces that Scrappy
(the Columbia character in the release) is giving the treat to
the kids
in return for the plug, Nedick is running a
trailer in each store showing a few hundred feet of Scrappy
and boosting Columbia
the stunt was arranged by
Edward Ruby

Windber, Pa. Wenard Kough remodeled his Opera House here, installed a complete new unit of Lipman Full Range sound equipment
and is making preparations for a
formal new-season opening late this
month.

Chicago Chat
Chicago

—Berns

Warden has

left

the post of advertising sales manager of the local Paramount office and
is now covering the eastern section
He has
of Chicago sales territory.

succeeded by Fred Auerilio,
transferred from Milwau-

been

who was
kee.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh
Ezra Skirball in
charge of the First Division exchange here while his brother, Joe
Skirball, is recuperating in the Valley Hospital, Sewickley, after an
auto smash-up.
Pete Profili will open his newlyacquired Frederickstown theater in
next
early
Frederickstown,
Pa.,
month.

• • •
Broadway

OVER AT

the Trans-Lux newsreel theater on
they are piling 'em in with the sensational
attraction short reel of the world championship wrestling bout
in Boston
we sat through it yesterday
and the
audience became almost as excited as the yelling thousands
who witnessed the actual massacre
and when James
Braddock acting as referee was forced to knock out two battling
seconds in the ring after the Main Bout
boy, the crowd
in the theater gasped
a genuine Thrill Novelty

—

office,

Victor Bernstein, Paramount shipis the father of a son born this

per,

week.
Joe

has resigned as
of the Warner's Capitol to
Chicago police force. He

Corrigan

manager
the

succeeded by Richard Barry, who
has been assistant manager. Walter
Estrupp, who has been assistant
manager of the Parthenon, Hammond, Ind., moves to the Capitol as
assistant, and A. J. Kenney, of the
local Paramount office, goes to the
is

•

•

•

IN

THE

wilds of Maine on his vacashe
Du-World postcards thus
"To get
a movie one must row a mile
walk a half mile
Irvin Shapiro of

Redecorate Denver House
Denver
Civic Theaters, Denver,
which recently took over the Englewood theater in Englewood, Colo.,
a suburb of Denver, is redecorating
the house for reopening this fall.

Joe Fitzgerald, cashier of the
is vacationing in the
north woods.

tion.
local

join

Harry Greely, former well-known
independent picture distributor, back
in harness on Film Row.

"Red" Felbinger, Paramount news
is in Hollywood on vaca-

booker,

ride four miles

the Opera

to

on a dirt road
and when you arrive at
they are playing a Western!"

House

M

€<

€€

» » »

Parthenon as assistant manager.
The Valencia in EVanston is being
remodeled at a cost of $25,000.

f

C

p

Q

L
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GRACE MOORE

RONALD COLMAN

^MJp
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JOAN BENNETT

GEORGE RAFT

'*-

y
GARY COOPER

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
|HHHHHH|

IRENE

DUNNE

EDWARD ARNOLD

RUTH CHATTERTON

Lm
LEO CARRILLO

HARRY RICHMAN

ANN SOTHERN

WALTER CONNOLLY
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PETER LORRE

RICHARD ARLEN
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A

LITTLE from "LOTS //

ON ALL 12 STORIES

by Irving Cummings;
"Professional Soldier," Damon Runyon story, with Victor McLaglen
and Freddie Bartholomew; "Message
to Garcia," with Wallace Beery;
"Shark Island," with Fredric March;
"14th Street," another McLaglen

"Men Remington Knew,"

vehicle;

Texas epic; "Earthbound," starring

Warner Baxter; "Under Two Flags,"
another Colman picture, and "It

Had

Happen," directed by Greg-

to

ory La Cava.

Warner-F. N. Studios

Ahead of Schedule
(Continued from Pane

1)

"The Payoff", with James Dunn,
Claire Dodd and Patricia Ellis; "Dr.
Socrates", starring Paul Muni with

rell;

Ann Dvorak;

"I Live For Love",
starring Dolores Del Rio with Everett Marshall; "Living Up To Lizzie",

with Margaret Lindsay and Warren
Hull; "Moonlight on the Prairie",
with Dick Foran and Sheila Manners; "The Murder of Dr. Harrigan",
with Kay Linaker, Ricardo Cortez;
"Shipmates Forever", co-starring
Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler.
Five features now in production
include: "Captain Blood", co-starring
Errol Flynn and Olivia De Havilland; "Frisco Kid", starring James
Cagney with Margaret Lindsay;
"Stars Over Broadway" with Pat
O'Brien, James Melton and Jane
Froman; "Broadway Hostess" with
Winifred Shaw, Phil Regan and Lyle
Talbot; "The Case of the Lucky
Legs" with Warren William, Genevieve Tobin and Patricia Ellis.
Pictures being prepared for early
shooting are: "Enemy of Man"
starring Paul Muni and Josephine
Hutchinson; "Green Light", starring
Leslie

Howard; "Money Man"

star-

ring Edward G. Robinson; "Anthony
Adverse", starring Fredric March;
"A Present From Margate", costarring Josephine Hutchinson and
Warren William; "I Found Stella
Parrish", starring Kay Francis and
"I'm in the Legion", starring Joe
E. Brown.

"Robin Hood" Film for Warners

—

West Coast Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood "Adventures of Robin
Hood" is announced by Warners as
one of

its

specials for next season.

James Cagney
role,

with

will

have the

Guy Kibbee

also in

title
it.

Tribute to Walthall
West

Coast Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood An
industry
tribute
to
Henry B. Walthall, who this month
marks the 20th anniversary ot his appearance in the first super-picture of
cinema history, "Birth of a Nation,"
is

being discussed.

PUT AT 30 MILLION

four languages that the star
(Continued from Page 1)
speaks
English, French, German
in his final editing. It's a case of livand his native Czech.
ing night and day with your picture
Y
Y
Y
Down Memory Lane: Bill Des- until it is ready for public showing.
"Hollywood would produce better
mond playing the beach-comber in
Benny Rubin.
the stage version of "The Bird of pictures if its producers, the men
who actually make the films, had a
Paradise," starring Lenore Ulric.
Y
Y
T
financial interest in their undertakTo Edmund Goulding falls the
Y
Y
Y
The scrapping of giant 250-voiced ing. That is one vital reason for the
assignment to direct one of the most
important musical romances of the organs may be a boomerang just success of United Artists, where
year.
He was last week chosen by like the scrapping of battleships is there is no mass production.
Irving Thalberg to direct the forth- proving, according to Albert A.
"David Belasco would not have
coming
production
of
Sigmund Galston, former Detroit exhibitor, been the great producer he was if he
Romberg's "Maytime" at M-G-M.
who now operates the Marcal, Holly- had tried to stage 20 plays a year,
wood.
He is using Dusty Rhodes, or 50; Ziegf eld's 'Follies' would have
T
T
T
Fred Kohler has been signed by well known radio organist, at the been mere routine girl shows if he
First National for "Frisco Kid," Marcal console and declares Rhodes had put on even three annually. You
which stars James Cagney.
is receiving hundreds of fan letters can imagine Schubert composing 50
weekly.
T
T
T
symphonies every 365 days. No moThe kids in Thomas Jackson's
T
T
T
tion picture maker can devote his
neighborhood have gotten so accusA number of players have been full working day to more than six
tomed to seeing him play the part added to the cast of "Three Kids features."
of the smart detective who always And A Queen," starring May RobSmall pointed out that several
gets his man, that old fashioned son, at Universal. The new players
mothers no longer threaten with are Lawrence Grant, who has the have used this system with marked
"telling a policeman," they threaten top featured spot; Ferdinand Gotts- success, among them Samuel Goldto "tell Mr. Jackson."
Now Jack- chalk, George Irving, Leah Winslow wyn, Darryl Zanuck, David Selznick,
son wonders what he is expected to and John Hale. "Three Kids and a Walter Wanger, Cecil DeMille and
do, if one of them feels called upon Queen" lis a story by Chester Bee- D. W. Griffith.
to fulfill her threat.
croft and Harry Poppe. It went inSmall
recently
finished
"Red
to production last week under the Salute," starring Barbara Stanwyck,
T
T
One of the finest libraries in the direction of Edward Ludwig.
Its with Robert Young and is starting
film colony is that owned by Francis cast also includes Frankie Darro, production of "The Melody Lingers
Lederer, who has more than 1,200 Charlotte Henry, Henry Armetta, On," with Josephine Hutchinson and
biographies and about 1,500 volumes Herman Bing, Bill Benedict and George Houston. On completion of
of historical nature.
These are in Billy Burrud.
the latter, "Last of the Mohicans"
will be placed in work.
the

—

lowed by "Thanks a Million," with jyjTLDRED HARRIS CHAPLIN,
Dick
Powell,
after a four-year absence from
Fred Allen, Ann
Dvorak and other names; Ronald Hollywood, returns to the screen in
Colman in "The Man Who Broke "Star Gazing," a Columbia two-reel
the Bank at Monte Carlo"; "Snatch- comedy which is being directed by
ed," directed

MASS SYSTEM LOSS

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

{Continued from Page 1)

11

16 Vitaphone Shorts

Now

in Cutting

Vitaphone Studio

in

Minnesota Items

Room

Brooklyn has

shorts currently in the cutting
room being readied for early release,
according to Sam Sax, production
chief. Nine of the subjects are tworeelers and seven are one-reelers.
Two-reelers are: "Rooftops of
16

Manhattan" a "Broadway Brevity"
musical featuring Herb Kingsley,
Evelyn Chase, Deane Janis, Gil
Lamb, Marion Bellett and others;
" 'Wee' Men", a "Broadway Brevity"
musical, featuring Singer's Midgets;
Shemp Howard in a Big "V" comedy, as yet untitled; "The Doorman's
Opera", a "Broadway Brevity" musical with Charlotte Arren, Johnny
Leeds,
Broderick,
Thelma
Ray
Heatherton, Evelyn Dall and others;

Morton

Downey

"Dublin
in
Brass", a "Broadway Brevity" musical; Hal LeRoy in "Oh, Evaline", a
"Broadway Brevity" musical; "The
Kiddie Revue", a "Broadway Brevity" musical featuring 50 talented
youngsters; Georgie Price in "Ticket,
Please", a "Broadway Brevity" musical; and Bob Hope in a Big "V"
comedy, as yet untitled.
The one-reelers include: Jack
in

is

Frazee—Peter Bilotti of Hill City Griffith Circuit
managing the reopened Palace

theater.

Buys

Warner Product 100%

—

Preston Manager Art Uhr will
reopen the Strand Sept. 1 after remodeling.
Lake Crystal Freeman Parsons,
manager of Crystal theater, has ordered 308 new seats.
Plainview Plainview theater has
reopened after rebuilding.
Melrose W. B. Heick of Calumet
has bought the Melrose theater and
will reopen in September after remodeling.
Hawley Jack Helsing has renewed lease on Garrick and is making extensive remodeling.

—

—
—

—

(Continued from Page

1)

sales executive in charge of southern and western distribution. H. R.
Falls represented the circuit in closing the deal with Fred Jack, Warner's southern district manager, acting for the company.

The 30 towns in Oklahoma are
Altus, Ardmore, Battlesville,

Ada,

Blackwell, Bristow, Chandler, Chickasha, Claremove, Clinton, Cushing,
Duncan, Elk City, Enid, Fairfax,
Guthrie, Henryetta, Hobart, Hugo,

Miami, Norman, Oklahoma
Okmulgee, Sapulpa, Seminole,
Shawnee, Stillwater, Tomkawa and

Maud,
City,

Max Stuart on S. A. Cruise
Max Stuart, printer of The

Col.

Film Daily,

Saturday on the
S.S. Columbia of the Panama-Pacific
line for a West Indies and South
American cruise. He was accompanied by his wife and son, David,
and will be gone for two weeks.
left

band in "By Request", a "Melody
Master" orchestra number; E. M.

Newman's "Curious Industries", first
Denny and Orchestra, a "Melody episode in the new series, "Our
Charles United States"; Red Nichols and his
Master"
band -number;
Ahearn in "Palm Beach Knights", a Famous Pennies orchestra in a
"Pepper Pot" novelty; "Can It Be "Melody Master" band number; and
Done?" a "Pepper Pot" novelty a "Vaudeville Reel" featuring Louis
based on the novelty invention ideas Prima and his Famous Door orchesof Ray Gross; Claude Hopkins and tra.

Vinita.

The 17 towns in Texas include Belton, Barger, Bowie, Brady, Cleburne,
Clarksville,
Decatur,
Gainesville,
Georgetown, Herford, Lampassas,
Lubback, Midland, Pampa, Plainview, Wellington and Wink.
The seven New Mexico cities are
Carlsbad, Clovis, Gallup, Hobbs, Jal,
Pastales and Roswell.
36,200 Eastman Stockholders
Stockholders of Eastman Kodak now
36,200, of which 46 per cent
women, according to an analysis of
the company's records sent to security
holders.
The average holding is 63
total

are

shares.

BIGGEST OPENIN
MUSIC HALL SINC
57H57W?!
'The series of

fine,

sensitive portraits of imaginative

young women, which Katharine Hepburn has contributed
to the screen with intuitive understanding, has been

topped by her latest achievement

. . . 'Alice Adams' is a
with tender understanding
One of the most outstanding performances of the

brilliant picture presented
.

.

.

year

.

.

.

definitely places her in a list of candidates for

any awards that Hollywood has to give."

— Kate Cameron,

N. Y. Daily

News

KHJKO:
"America's greatest actress, Katharine Hepburn, holds
the Music Hall screen in an exquisite and what 'Alice

IN

BOOTH TARKINGTON'S

PUi

DIRECTED BY
GEORGE STEVENS
A PANDRO
P R

R K

O

O

S.

D U C
-

BERMAN
T
O N
I

RADIO
with FRED

MacMURRAY FRED
•

ST

FOR HEPBURN PICTURE AT

WOMEN"

"LITTLE
rmcs
Adams'
which,

herself

ou

might describe as a

when the

* * * *

year's film total

stand high on the honor

'sadly happy' picture

is

totted,

roll. It is class for

is

certain to

the masses

"The

screen version of Booth Tarkington's best novel,

. .

Hepburn requires no further claim to motion picture
immortality than that she offers as 'Alice Adams' ... It
is an exceptional motion picture."
— Regina Crewe, N. Y. American

Adams' ...

an

drama, genuinely
notable for its fine details of life in the lesser urban centers
of the Middle West."
'Alice

is

excellent screen

—Richard Watts,

Jr.,

N. Y. Herald-Tribune

"COR
"Splendid screen version of 'Alice Adams' ...
exciting blend of tenderness,

comedy and

An oddly

realistic de-

spair
Hepburn's performance will rank with her finest
work on the screen
The film is a triumph, too, for
. . .

.

its

director."

.

.

—Andre Sennwald,

N. Y. Times

'Rarely does a picture so capture the flavor, the subtleties

as well as the essentials of a book as does this

new feature

Adams' is a corking good film
poignant and funny at the same time
Music Hall
.
echoed with such constant laughter that some of the
lines couldn't be heard."— Eileen Creelman, N.Y. Sun
at the Music Hall
.

'Alice

. . .

.

.

.

.

"The film is so superbly played by Katharine Hepburn
and her supporting cast that it emerges as the finest
screen entertainment of the

Hepburn

performance that

gives a

formance that captures
of the character

summer

.

.

.

.

.

.

Miss

superb ... a per-

and they make

Good,
Adams' a

.

'Alice

.

.

worth seeing."

film

-William Boehnel,

"Pin
It

is

.

.

the loneliness and heartache

Fred Stone does a fine job

.

too, are the others

all

season

all

the superlatives you want to on 'Alice Adams'

deserves

finest

N. Y. World-Telegram

them

.

.

.

. .

Katharine Hepburn gives one of the

performances of her career."

— N. Y. Evening Journal

LITZER PRIZE

NOVEL

ERFO
"Unalloyed delight

.

.

.

Miss Hepburn has never looked

more stunning nor played with such
is

a performance that

is

distinction

...

It

superb in every detail ... In the

screen version of Booth Tarkington's novel Miss

Hepburn

has found the kind of role for which her temperament

and

style are

eminently suited."

— Thornton Delehanty, N. Y. Post

ONE

•

EVELYN VENABLE
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Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Tour Country for Audience Contacts

to

HEARING THURSDAY ON FINAL FOX

MEL

DETAILS

Theaters of Country Will Pay Tribute to Will Rogers
Fox Employees Throughout
the World Will Join

Viewing
.

=

.

By

MOVIES

.

the passing parade

DON CARLE GILLETTE
have

survived

in

=

many kinds

of

competition, both actual and imaginary, from the radio to miniature golf.
So there is no reason to feel concerned
about possible inroads being made by the
proposed government project to revive
legitimate drama presentations all around
the country.
Take New York, where the federal
works division has been sponsoring shows

more than

for

C

A.'s, settlechurches, Y. M.
ment houses, CCC camps and elsewhere.
About 500 places in this city alone are
booking these shows regularly, and then
the units are sent to 250 CCC camps in
seven states.
Five portable theaters on trucks also
present plays in 30 parks each week.

—•—

A LTH0U6H

**

foregoing

the

amounts

to

entertainment business, it
has not hit the film houses hard enough
The explanato raise an audible squawk.
tion is partly found in the fact that different types of entertainment draw different classes of people, and there is little
sizable

a

serious overlapping.
to be considered
all audiences were
the same light, big city exhibitors would
probably have to view soap-box orators as
their chief competition.
Take a drive around Manhattan any clear
If

in

night and you will find 50 or more street
meetings in progress, each with a crowd
of from 500 to 1,500 gathered around, or

"attendance"

an

nightly.

I

no

of

less

than

is

done to the movie thea-

^~ ters by either of these activities because, in the case of subsidized shows,
the performances often are so inefficient
by comparison with the professional theater
they

regular

soap-box

National Theaters Corp., the
former Fox West Coast circuit, will
pay tribute to the memory of Will
Rogers during his funeral services
Thursday. Screens will be darkened
for two minutes and in some houses
brief memorial services will be conthe

actually

whet the appetite

entertainment;
spellbinders,

and
after

as

for

listening

for

the
to

them expound the ailments of the world,
many folks are glad to rush to the haven
of a movie where they can forget it all.

EDITOR UPHOLDS FILM

ducted.
All Fox employees throughout the

ON RIGHT TO ILLUSION

(Continued on Page 4)

ASSOC. BRITISH PIGS.

SHOWS RECORD PROFIT
London (By Cable) — Marking a
record for the company, Associated
formerly
Corp.,
Picture
British
British International Pictures, reports a profit of approximately $3,283,000 for the year ended in March.
A dividend of 10 per cent is being
paid.

Gaumont

British Gets

That newspapers have no right to
publish material exposing the me-

Fox Met. Reorganization

Up for Court
Approval Thursday

Items

Hearing has been set for Thursday morning in Federal Court on
approval of the various matters connected with the Fox Metropolitan
reorganization
which
Playhouses
must be given court sanction before
the transfer of assets can occur.
Among the matters to be heard
is the request of the Fox Met. noteholders' protective committee that

payment be made of a $60,000 loan
from the Central Hanover Bank
lien on
(Continued on Page 4)

which constitutes a

chanics of film production to such

the de-

AGAINST ASCAP

an extent that it destroys the illu- SUITS
sion of movie fans is the contention
of Malcolm W. Bingay, managing
editor of "The Detroit Free Press,"
in an article in the current "Editor
& Publisher." Bingay's paper reCharge that exhibitor interests,
cently threw out a syndicated Hollywood column which went in for the broadcasters and the hotel men's as-

DENOUNCED BY BURKAN

expose

He

says not
stuff.
{Continued on Page 2)

a single

Ohio Playdate Action
Delayed Until October

sociation are behind the suits instituted against Ascap in several states
and that this "unholy trio" is seeking to destroy the society and make
piracy a safe practice, was mad'

yesterday by Nathan Burkan, coun
for Ascap.
Theaters Judges Nevins and Huff were in- selBurkan
Three
said the society would re
London (By Cable) Three Hyams jured in a recent auto accident, trial
{Continued on Page 14)
Trocadero,
the
theaters,
test
circuit
of the suit brought by RKO to
Troxy and Trocette, all big-seaters the legality of the state's new law
Theaters
being
are
populous suburbs,
in
banning preferred playing time will Tri-States
Cincinnati

Hyams

—Because Federal Court

—

bought by Gaumont British.

(Continued on Page 4)

No Commitment
Until

50,000

—•—

ITTLE harm

that

Observance

just

schools,

Product deal covering the 85 E. J.
Sparks houses in Florida has been closed
by Warners.
It covers the entire lineup of Warner-First National features
and Vitaphone shorts for 1935-36. Frank
Rogers and Fred Kent acted for the
circuit,
while Grad Sears, Fred Jack
and H. J. Ochs represented Warners
in the negotiations.

Thousands of theaters throughout
country, including those operated by

year.

a

compiled reveal that from
200,000 to 300,000 persons every week
in
performances
attending
these
are
Figures

Warner-Sparks Product Deal

—

National Institute
Mexico City
of the Cinematographic Industry,

now

by Sheehan

After Vacation Abroad

Government Subsidy
For Mexican Films

Before making any new iplans or
Winfield R. Sheehan
plans to survey at least a half dozen
exchange centers in order to freshen
his contact with audience reactions
and desires, the producer-execitive
He
said in New York yesterday
will make the trip, during which he

—

Tri-States

Theaters,

Paramount partnership headed by
A. H. Blank, will hold a convention
Plans are being
here Aug. 27-29.
made for a hook-up so that New
York officials may address the men
by loud speaker.

—

connections,

formation, will be granted
2,000,000 pesos by the Ministry of
National Economy to aid in making
native films. The Institute also will
secure national and international
distribution of the films and act as will confer with theater operators,
censor for both native and imported following his return to this country
{Continued on Page 14)
product.
in

In Convention Aug. 27
Detroit

s

Sweden Double'
Sweden
least

this

year

40 features,

according to wor**
cial Attache C
holm, to thr
Largest
Aktb.
opera*

yy

coir

-

A

/
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.
.

—
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DAILY

Editor Upholds Film
On Right to Illusion

Coming and Going

{Continued from Page
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FILM
communications to
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Address

all

DAILY,

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne.
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

—

—

has

representative
EMANUEL SILVERSTONE,
for London Films, arrived yesterday aboard the
Normandie after a four-week stay abroad.
local

on his way home from nearly a year's stay in the jungles of the Malay
Peninsula, bringing with him a collection of
wild beasts and over 100,000 feet of film
He is
for his next RKO-Van Beuren release.
due to arrive at San Francisco on Aug. 28
and will come at once to New York.

FRANK BUCK

is

ROBERT

MR. and MRS.

KANE

T.

are

New

will

York this week from the coast
remain here about two weeks before

ing

for

in

20th

England,

where Kane

Century-Fox

is

due
and
sail-

head

the
organiza-

to

production

British

tion.

WILLARD

McKAY

returned

has

east

from

SAM

BRISKIN is on an
checking over new material

WONG HOWE

JAMES

sojourn
eastern
for Columbia.

is

on his

way

in

New

High

Am.

Seat

Columbia
Con. Fm.
East.
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returned

has
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New
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Trans-Lux
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sails

for

abroad

in

is

now

in

New

one week.

Paramount Acquires

on his recent
the coast from New York.
Both subjects will be released in
the Paramount Varieties series.
Diamond viewed more than 100
shorts in his coast quest for product.
"Game Trails" was produced
shorts

department,

trip to

Canada by Jerry Fairbanks and
Robert Carlisle.

in

—
—

Soviet Government Orders
$40,000 U. S. Equipment
1%

+

1/g

Orders to purchase $40,000 worth
of studio and laboratory equipment
have been received from Moscow, it
was said yesterday by V. I. Verlinpresident

of

be
Z.

Amkino.
purchased

The
was

day.

i

Hyman

MORRIS

EPSTEIN, manager of the First
exchange, is going to Atlantic City
Allied convention starting tomorrow.

Division
for the

MADELINE
W.

WHITE, executive assistant to
Johnston, president of Republic, left
by plane for the coast on a twovacation.

Ray

week

is

in

MERLE OBERON
Thursday

from

MICHAEL
a

Alaska.
arrives

in

A. H.
yesterday

POST,

on

Eighth
of
the
returned to New York

has

from a

SOL SCOPPA

George.

got back

trustee,

two-week vacation.
left

statewide

yesterday

meeting

Fox Releases
2

Daab

Jay Blaufox Joins Columbia
Jay Blaufox has joined the Columbia publicity department.

the

Criticising the practice of reveal
ing backstage secrets and telling too
much about star personalities, Bingay says the amusement industry is
the only one that permits, keyhole
reporters to do this sort of thing,
If it were tried in the motor factories, banks, merchandising houses
or in any other line of business, he
says, the practice would quickly be
stopped on grounds of policy.
Declaring the movie interests are
entitled to fight the expose practice
with every means, including pres
sure on the advertising end, Bingay
says he knows of "no meaner person
than the man who tells you how a
magician does his tricks before the
performance." He also resents read
ing, after having enjoyed a good
show, that the star really is not as
pretty as she looked or that certain
other effects were only simulated.

vice president of Celebrity
returned from Hollywood.

McCAUSLAND, RKO

the

York

manager

Playhouse, has
vacation at Lake

HARRY

New

Hollywood.

ZALA,

for
of I.

Albany
A.

Warners Shift Binns

To Australian Post

to

locals.

to Play

Radio City Theaters

Ralph E. Binns, general manager
of the Warner offices in China, has
been transferred from Shanghai to
Sydney, Australia, where he will

take

over

assistant

as

duties

to

Ralph Clark, general manager for
the company in Australia and New
Zealand.

Binns was at one time manager
of the Warner exchanges in Washington, D. C, and later in Philadelphia.

Up to the present time no deal I. T. O. A. Resumes Weekly Meets
has been made for the balance of
Owing to a multiplicity of exhib
the 20th Century-Fox product not
itor problems, the I. T. O. A. is re
included in the Music Hall-Center
suming weekly sessions, with the
acquisition.
next meeting to take place tomorWorries includes the opera
row.
tors' situation and the license com-

Adjourned Fox Meeting
Put Over Until Today
decision has been rendered

by the State Supreme Court, Brooklyn, on the application of All-Continent and Mrs. Eva Fox for a permanent injunction preventing merger of Fox Film and Twentieth Century, the adjourned meeting of Fox
stockholders continued to yesterday
afternoon was again put off, this
time until 4 p. m. today.

Shumiatsky, gen-

Francis Carter Wood, Jr., Married
Francis Carter Wood, Jr., manager of the Embassy theater, and
Katherine Adams, member of "Anything Goes" cast, were married Sun-

Bernard

also

DR. A. H. GIANNINI sails from England on
Aug. 28 aboard the Normandie for New York.
HAZEL HAYES, soprano and coast player,
has arrived in New York from Hollywood with
Broadway musical
plans for appearing in a
next fall.

As no

21/4

2i/
2

Hyatt

president of

1/2

eral manager of the Soviet motion
picture industry on his recent visit
here, Verlinsky said.

Kelsey

Film

from
with

40

Tatiana Tuttle Series

equipment to
selected by B.

A.

General

M.

Library,

Paramount has bought "Spring
Forty Fox and 20th Century picNight," produced by Tatiana Tuttle, tures on the company's 1935-36 profor its 1935-36 short subject pro- gram will play the Music Hall and
gram and has acquired an option the Center, which soon resumes its
on six more subjects in this series. career as a picture theater, under
This deal, and another one whereby a deal virtually ready for signathe major gets another single-reeler tures. John D. Clark, Fox general
titled "Game Trails," was closed by sales manager, is handling negotiaLou Diamond, head of the firm's tions for his company.

sky,

Fred

LANDRES,

gone to Atlanta

has

1)

about

on

tonight

arrives in New York this week
the coast on a fortnight's visit to confer
several
productions and
distributors on
to look over his New York office.

M.

attend

+
+ %
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A. SCHILLER
York.

E.

Productions,

LAUDY LAWRENCE, who
York,

New

leaves

Minneapolis.

to

New

from

Street

vacation.

MELVILLE

Net

COL.

from
east for

York from the Coast.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

return

REX BEACH

Hollywood.

a

JOHN FRIEDL
his

complained

omission.

Saturday

MR and MRS. LEE KOHLMAR arrive
York this week from the coast.

FINANCIAL

the

She

de France, arriving here Aug. 27.
been working at the GB studios.

lie
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Normandie yesterday, did not make that boat,
but will sail tomorrow from England on the

has

missioners'

schemes

campaign

which

against
considers lot

he

teries.
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It

an interesting fact!

is

that

many Executives

this
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Springer-Cocalis Outing
Executives, office staff, maintenance and other employees of the
Springer-Cocalis circuit will hold an

tomorrow at the residence
of Jack Springer in Mamaroneck.
outing

in

—

Goes West," with Robert Donat,
Jean Parker and Eugene Pallette.
Rene Clair is directing, and United
Artists will release

it.

to
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their own
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Korda Starts "Ghost Goes West"
London
Alexander Korda has
started production of "The Ghost

in-
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HEARING THURSDAY

THEATERS PLANNING

ON FOX MET. DETAILS

TRIBUTE TO ROGERS
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

world will cease their day's work al
noon out of respect to the star who
died with Wiley Post in an airplane
crash near Point Barrow, Alaska,
early Friday morning.

The

services will be held at the

Kirk 0' The Heather Church at
Glendale and the body will be placed
in a vault at Forest Lawn cemetery.
services will be held in the
morning and private services in the
Public,

Later interment will
afternoon.
probably take place near the graves
of his mother and father near Claremont, Okla.

The Rogers family yesterday was
en route to the Coast from New
York. The body is being flown to
Los Angeles from Seattle.
Plans for founding a Will Rogers
memorial were discussed in various
phases yesterday and ranged from
the erecting of a statute to an enJesse H. Jones,
dowment fund.
Reconstruction
the
of
Finance Corp. and a close friend of
the Rogers family, yesterday said
that a move to establish a memorial
through funds obtained by popular
subscription has already been start-

Chairman

ed as a tentative plan.

Rogers Resolution by Philly

—

MPTO

A resolution of
Philadelphia
condolence in connection with the
death of Will Rogers has been
adopted by the M. P. T. 0. of Eastern Pa. and a copy wired Mrs.
Rogers at Beverly

Hills.

Legit Theaters Dropped
93 Per Cent in 20 Years
Legitimate theaters in the U. S.,
counting all houses available to
touring stage attractions, totaled
4,375 in 1914, but now number only
320, according to figures from AcOf the 320
tors'
Equity Ass'n.
houses at present, 52 are in New
York, 40 more are in the larger
cities, and 228 are stands available
for one night a week and up.

Dent to Get Fox Product

A

deal under which 20th CenturyFox product will play the Louis
Dent houses in the Salt Lake City
territory is being closed, with final
details to be

worked out by Herman

Wobber when he

arrives in that
Situations involved in
the Publix-Salt Lake buy include
Ogden, Boise, Twin Falls and Idaho

town today.
Falls.

of Salt

The product goes into all
Lake City's first-run houses.

• • • DOING FULL justice to the significant importance
"The Crusades"
of the Cecil B. deMille production
Paramount's advertising and publicity dep'ts under the guidance
have placed one of the most extensive
of Robert Gillham
and expensive campaigns in back of the picture that any special has received in the history of the industry

• • • EVER SINCE June the publicity breaks have been
featured in the metropolitan dailies and the roto sections on
Sundays
a steady barrage of special copy written directly
supplemented
for the requirements of the various editors
by a special campaign direct to the publishers and editors of
the local papers in scores of towns in a 100-mile radius of

''The

Steps," the GB spy
39
co-starring Robert Donat

and Madeleine Carroll, will have its
New York premiere at the Roxy
in the near future.
Altoona All-Single
Altoona, Pa. All five local houses
are now on single-feature policies.
Public sentiment is said to have
caused it.

—

securities.

The reorganization plan sponsored
by Milton C. Weisman, provides for
the formation of a new company to
be headed by Joseph M. Schenck.
RKO has a 10 per cent interest la
the new company.
Ten-year leases
will be executed by the new company
to Skouras Theaters and Randforce
for operation of the properties.

T

Ohio Playdate Action
Delayed Until October

with the small-town newspapers
has resulted in an entirely new development conceived by Mishe has put out a special Traveling Publicity
ter Gillham

not take place Until October. Paxton
& Seasongood represent RKO in the

New York
•

•

T
THE CAMPAIGN

•

Salesman
ers and editors

whose sole task is to contact the local publishand supply them material to fit their par-

there has been appropriated a genticular requirements
erous slice of advertising for these papers, and they are coming
through with reams of copy
so you can imagine that when
"The Crusades" opens at the Astor theater on Broadway for
the motion picture lovers in
the premiere on Wednesday
the surrounding territory will be all steamed up
because
of this unusual out-of-town advance campaign, it is confidently
anticipated that the influx of visitors to the Broadway run will
set something of a record for this type of patronage to a

Broadway showing

•

•

T
AND THIS

•

T

WHN

only part of the story
for the past week has been plugging over the airlanes the
advance dope on "The Crusades"
hitting all the colorful
incidents attendant on this really stupendous production
Cecil deMille's name carries a glamour equal to that of any
Hollywood star
arid any production carrying his directorial prestige is a natural for radio and newspaper chat
breaks will continue through this week
the
is

WHN

T

(Continued from Page

1)

action.

A

temporary

was

injunction

granted last week in Milwaukee
against a similar Wisconsin law,
with hearing on a permanent injunction set for Sept. 30 before Federal Judge Geiger in District Court
there.

Jailed for Threatening Actress
Accused of attempting to extort
$20,000 from Thelma Todd, under

threat of death,

Harry Schimanski,

apartment house superintendent in
Astoria, has been taken into custody
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The threats were contained
in communications to the actress in
Hollywood, as well as to Abe Lyman, orchestra leader, and the Loew
offices.

T

billing on this special is something
for 100 miles around New York in all direc-

Bank Night in 11 Friedl Houses
About 11 houses operated by John

there
be found smash 24-sheets and snipes
Window Displays in department stores and Fifth
Avenue shops
so all in all here is a campaign that will
stand out as one of the biggest ever launched on any picture
in any season

in association with Famous
Theaters in the Minneapolis territory are now using Bank Night.
The plan is fast developing in this
zone, it was stated yesterday by

•

•

THE PAPER

•

noteworthy
tions are

to

are 30 Class

T
•

•

•

T

A SPECIAL

Matinee idea has been originated by
manager of the Lyceum and Mesa theE. R. Hardwick
aters at Clovib, New Mexico
he asks patrons seeking info
on stars, directors and producers to write their questions a week
or two in advance
then Mister Hardwick goes to work
and assembles complete information
and at the special
matinee answers all of them
and as many as may be
asked right there at the matinee
here is a fine example
which
of enterprise by a manager in a small situation
shows that a showman is a Showman no matter where he may

Friedl

who leaves New
night on his return home.
Friedl,

York

to-

Daughter for William J. Clark
daughter, weighing 7% pounds,
was born to Mr. and Mrs. William
J. Clark Sunday night at the Mountainside Hospital, Montclair. Father

A

short subject
Fox.
is

sales

manager

at

Wm. Goldman

be located

Opening Another
Goldman,
Bandbox in Germantown last week and also is operating in Hanover and Pottstown,
is preparing to open a West Philadelphia house on Labor Day.

— William

"The 39 Steps" Premiere at Roxy
thriller

1)

posited notes, and that various documents be approved, including the
certificates of incorporation and bylaws of the new company and its
two subsidiaries, the forms of lease
to the two subsidiaries, the amended
indenture and the forms of the new

• • • OUT-OF-TOWN visits of film crits the past few
days included W. Ward Marsh of Cleveland "Plain Dealer" and
A. R. Dunlap of the St. Petersburg, Fla., "Evening Independent"
on their vacation to the big town they like to drop in and
talk first-hand about the Ten Best and the annual Critics' Forum
only then do we begin to realize what an important matter these "Film Daily" institutionals have become to the local
experts on the dailies

m

*€

«

» » »

Philadelphia
who opened the

Manny Reiner Undergoes Operation
Manny Reiner of the M-G-M advertising

minor

department underwent a

operation

yesterday

Elizabeth's Hospital.

at

St.
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Presented by
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Personally produced
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Distributed
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HERE & THERE REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS*
—

"HOT TIP"
The Orpheum goes
with ZaSu Pitts, James Gleason
week vaude policy around
Sept. 1, according to word given the RKO Radio
69 mini.
NICE BALANCING OF HORSE RACE
musicians' local.
Lincoln, Neb.

to a split

Kansas City
is

critically

ill

in this terin Menorah

Hospital following an operation for
appendicitis.

—

Alterations and imBaltimore
provements are being made at the
Pimlico theater.

An

was tailored right down
to meet the comedy requirements of ZaSu
Pitts and James Gleason as a team scores
handily in the Entertainment Sweepstakes
and should prove a winner at any showman's box-office.
Jimmy and his wife
(ZaSu) are at odds over his yen for the
ponies, for she fears he will go in nock
and

—

Managers of loFt. Worth, Tex.
cal Interstate theaters made their
radio debut on Jack Gordon's Fort
Worth "Press"-KTAT movie program last week, telling radio audience what they thought of current
attractions at their theaters. Managers are N. Edward Beck of the
Weatherford,

Frank
Hollywood,
Worth, and Harry Gould, Palace.
Pierre C. Levy, city manager for
Interstate theaters, spoke on the

same program Aug.

15.

—

Milton Overman,
Lincoln, Neb.
formerly city manager here for the
Westland string, is back in the same
capacity after being absent since
April during which time his boots
were filled by Shorty Warren. Warren went to Grand Junction, Colo.,
and replaced Overman so the latter
could come here.

to

—

Closed for several

City, Pa.
the Old Princess theater is
being remodeled for reopening early
Karl Friedrich will
in September.

years,

manage.

—

Cairnbrook, Pa. After a long period of darkness, the Ritz has been
reopened by Philip Samuels.

original

lose

when

that

lunch place.
But she starts
the easy racing money herself
race track tout she is boarding
her a sure-thing is no gamble.
his

a

assures

Meanwhile

—

Cast: James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts, Margaret Callahan,
Russell
Gleason, Arthur
Stone, Rollo Llcyd, Ray Mayer, Donald Kerr,

Henderson,
Kitty

—

—

Kenton, O. G. H. Foster, manager of the Kenton theater, known
throughout the industry as "Judge"

was recently honored by the
Marion Lodge BPOE by being voted
a life membership in the Marion
Foster,

chapter.

—

Kerrigan,

William

Producer, William Sistrom; Directors, Ray
McCarey, James Gleascn; Screenplay, Hugh
Cummings, Olive Cooper, Louis Stevens,
Editor, James Morley; Cameraman, Jack
MacKenzie.
Direction, Very Gcod. Photography, Ex-

«

come

play also

in

for attention.

SHORT SUBJECTS »

Aug.

(World

Thrills"
of Sport)

Columbia

Aug. 27:
I.T.O.A.
entertainment,
Bay,

exposition,

Aug.

Sept.

"Strange Championships"
(Laughing With Medbury)
Columbia
10 mins.

Amusing
compilation

of

screen

shore

dinner,
Villepigue's,

dance and
Sheepshead

I.

for
Higgins
of Frederick

Enterprises,

Moser,

B.

27-29:
Tri-States
Des Moines, la.
3-8:
tic

compilation of various
water sports, exclusive of swimming.
Speedboats and outboards in spills
at breakneck speed furnish thrills.
There are shots showing aquaplaners towed by a blimp and outboards
going over springboards.
Some
amusing contraptions for water
travel including watershows and a
water bicycle open the reel.

L.

Aug. 27: Hearing
on
reorganization
plan,
under Section 77B of Hie Bankruptcy Act,

Sept.

good

Diverting

movie

Aug. 26: Columbus Variety Club Golf-BridgeDinner-Dance,
Wyandotte Country Club,
Columbus, 0.

Inc.

in

Shamokin,

Theaters

Showmen's Variety

offices
Pa.

convention,

Jubilee,

Atlan-

City.

10 mins.

Good

A

International

21-23:
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
convention
and Allied eastern
regional
meeting, Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City.

"Water

Hearing

4:

United
States
District
Court, St. Louis, on show cause order why
temporary injunction should not be issued
requiring Warners, RKO and Paramount to
supply films to Fanchon Cr Marco houses
in

Sept.

St.

16:

ment,

in

Louis.

Cincinnati Variety Club golf tournaHillcrest Country Club, Cincinnati.

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-"The Exhibitor" annual golf tournament, White-

marsh
Sept.

Country

Club,

Philadelphia.

Hearing on permanent injunction to
restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.
30:

San Antonio Notes
San Antonio

—

Ralph Fear of the
enhanced by Medbury's hum- Fearless Camera Co. and M. J.
orous comments, includes such items Weisfeldt,
vice-president
of
the
as a lad washing a lion, a lady string
shots,

saver,
a cat hatching chickens,
varied
funny-looking
groups
of
twins, etc.

"Captain Hits The Ceiling"
with Franklin Pangborn, Arthur

Houseman
Columbia

19 mlins.

Familiar

stuff,

but

well-done.

American

International Distributing Corp., were here last week for
conferences with Sack Amusement
Enterprises.
Billy Cohen of the Shadowland
has gone to the West Coast for a

few weeks.
Teresa Noble

is now the maintenance clerk at the Paramount exchange. Leona Delaney resigned.
R. W. Barron, skipper of the In-

Pangborn is on his way to ask
Geneva Mitchell's father, a sea cap- dependent Film Supply Exchange,
"DESERT TRAIL"
tain whom he has never met, to con- is in New York for a fortnight.
with Mary Kornman
sent to their marriage. He smacks
Jack Chalman, Interstate publicMonogram
54 mins. up both the captain and his auto ity chief, leaves for the Eastern
REGULATION WESTERN WELL FILLED en route so that he is chased out states Aug. 24 on vacation.
Sophie DeMatteis, of the AudiWITH ALL THE FAMILIAR INGREDIENTS of the house on his arrival. Pair
then decide to elope and wed aboard torium staff at San Antonio, is soOF OUTDOOR ACTION DRAMAS.
There they again encounter journing down on the Gulf Coast.
Just about running the gamut of the type ship.
J. J. Jimenez, president and genthe captain and an amusing drunk.
of action that is usually found in western
eral manager of Latin American
melodramas, this Paul Malvern production
Film Exchange, was in Galveston on
"Garden Gaieties"
satisfactorily fills the bill for its class of
business last week.
(Krazy Kat)
hero, John
entertainment.
It gives the
7 mins.
Wayne, a stellar performer at the rodeos, Columbia
Boston Briefs
Good
plenty to do in the unwinding of the yarn
This is a diverting reel with Krazy
Boston Waldron's Casino opened
that deals with his friendship with a sportWayne

in

of his romance with the
Miss Kornman does nicely in the
role of the sweetheart.
Cast: John Wayne, Mary Kornman, Paul
Fix,
Edward Chandler, Al Ferguson, Lafe

the

culmination

—

as a gardener

who

Saturday with a subsequent run policy and vaudeville.
Mother Nature
flowers. The remedies are extremeThe RKO Keith Boston theater
ly effective and result in much live- resumes its fall vaudeville policy
Animation is excellent. on Aug. 29.
ly dancing.
Managers of the legitimate houses
are elated over the prospects for
"Little Rover"
this year, which is predicted to be
(Color Rhapsody)
9 mins. the biggest season since 1929.
Columbia

heroine.

"Peasants" for Cameo
"Peasants," Amkino picture directed by F. Ermler and depicting

Aug. 10-25:
Venice.

Amusing

Braddock, Pa. The Braddock theis dark for extensive repairs
ing man and how that friendship is blasted
and installation of a ventilating sysThere
because of a girl, Mary Kornman.
tem and new sound equipment. The
is some good stuff in the rodeo sequences,
theater was acquired recently on a
while the rest of the action includes the
long lease by Michael N. Shapiro
shootings,
holdups,
and Archie Fineman, Pittsburgh ex- familiar stuff like
various other exhibitors.
When reopened the house clashes with the law and
citing complications, winding up with the
will be called the Paramount. Fineusual victory for the righteous hero and
man will be manager.
ater

mance and

cellent.

John

F. D. Krichbaum has
Orville, O.
completed installation of new chairs
in his Grand.

M.

J.

McHugh.

» »

Russian silent with
English titles and musical accompaniment;
produced by Ukrainfilm; directed by Paul
Koromoitsef; with N. Penkovitch, A. Shubnaya, et al.
Distributed by Amkino.
At
the Acme Theater.
With the city of Kief in the Ukraine as
the locale, this Soviet production glorifies
the youth of the country, with particular
attention to athletics, although work, ro-

Jimmy's

daughter
and
her
sweetheart are all set to marry if he can
buy out the laundry for which he works
for two thousand dollars.
Jimmy places
the boy's savings on a sure thing and
loses.
To make good, he tells his daughter
and the boy friend he won, but the winnings won't come through for a couple of
days.
Meanwhile he works frantically to
recover the loss, hooks up with the owner
of a horse for half share, hocks his lunch
place to raise the necessary dough to
enter the horse. Their nag wins, and everything works out beautifully for all hands
in a riot of excitement and laughs.
Pop
number that will go with the human
touches, fun and thrills.

Best,

FOREIGN

DATE BOOK »

"SUNNY YOUTH,"

for

fall

Del

Ford

PITTS

Jimmie Schorgle, AND GLEASON GOING OVER STRONG.

United Artists salesman
ritory,

AND COMEDY WITH

THRILLS

—

« «

«

the Soviet struggle to collectivise McKee, Henry Hall.
Producer, Paul Malvern; Director, Collin
farming, will open Aug. 27 at the
Cameo. Ermler was decorated with Lewis; Original Screenplay, Lindsley Parthe "Order of Lenin" for his work sons; Cameraman, Archie Stout.
Direction, Good Photography, Good
on this picture.

The

tale of a

enlists the aid of
in curing some sick

Good
puppy who wanders

unbefriended through the city, showing his dismay at perils like street
crossing, gratings and the feet of
A storm
people towering above.
sends the doggie scurrying homeward, affording an opportunity for
an effective use of color.

Leff-Meyers Acquires House
Leff-Meyers Circuit yesterday acquired the 72nd Street Playhouse
at 347 East 72nd Street, from the
Bank for Savings and will open the
house about Labor Day after renovation.

THE FIRST MARIO
FOR WARNER BROS
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The cast of

this

Cosmopolitan Production includes Pat

O'Brien, Dick Powell and 10 other stars. Mervyn LeRoy
directed

and

the

title

song

is

by Warren and Dubin.

DAVIES PICTURE

YESTERDAY MADE

MORE MONEY THAN

ANY ATTRACTION

THE HISTORY
OF EARLE THEATRE

WASHINGTON,

D.

C!

DAILY
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SHEEHAN PLANS TOUR

A LITTLE

FORAUDIENCECONTACT
{Continued from Page

1)

from abroad. He sails tomorrow on
the Normandie.
Sheehan again denied that he has
made any deal with Paramount, as
frequently reported, or with any
other company as yet.
"I have made no commitments,"
he declared. "For the first time in
years I'm going abroad with no intention of transacting business. And
I'm not going to produce in England, as some reports have said.''
Sheehan, with his bride, Maria
Jeritza, will visit Paris, Salzburg,
London and other European spots.
Before coming to New York he
bought 1,540 acres, comprising the
Mattieson Ranch, in Hidden Valley,
Calif., to

add to his holdings.

Bon Voyage Luncheon

;

By

r
t
t
Paul Muni's newest starring picture, "Enemy of Man," will be delayed until next week in starting
due to the illness of its star. Muni
was stricken suddenly by yellow
jaundice and his physicians will not
permit him to work for at least a
week.
v
screen play based
on the
"freezing" experiments of Dr. Ralph
S. Willard has just been written

A

tor.

Bruce

E.

Entitled

DENOUNCED BY BURKAN

RALPH WILK ;

K.
tained his release from M-G-M
and joined Walter Wanger's organization to direct Sylvia Sidney in
"Mary Burns, Fugitive."

by

SUITS AGAINST ASGAP

from "LOTS"

HOLLYWOOD
HOWARD has ob-

YWILLIAM

Tuesday, Aug. 20, 1935

Humberstone, direc"A Thousand Years

United Artists lot.
six pictures under
it
is
understood
lease under the U.

contract to

its

RKO,

Pioneer will
A. banner.

re-

Arthur Lubin, who has just

fin-

ished

the

direction

of Republic's
"Two Black Sheep," starring Otto
Kruger, has been assigned to direct
"Sailors Forget," Roland Pertwee's
"Collier's" magazine story. Production is scheduled to start Sept. 15th.

(Continued from Page

1)

every attack and emerge triumphant.
"If they destroy the Society, the user will lose more than
Ascap," Burkan declared.
"The
author's only source of income is
from mechanical reproduction of his
works as in broadcasting, sound pictures, etc.
If this source of income
is cut off, where do they expect to
get music?"
sist

Burkan

said that in any case muusers would have to deal either
James Burke has completed a fea- with the Society or with individual
Any
tured comedy role in "Ball of Fire," authors through the Society.
which George E. Marshall directed attempt at piracy will be vigorously
for 20th Century-Fox.
Burke at- prosecuted, he declared.
T

in

sic

T

much attention by
"Ruggles of Red Gap."

tracted

his

work

TV

T

From Now,"

the story deals with
a modern racketeer who, "frozen"
in a laboratory, is thawed back to
life in 2035, to dumfound the citizens
of that future era with his tales of
the present day.
The director will
probably make the story into a picture for Carl Laemmle, Jr.

After making

Cleveland Clips

—

Cleveland The Cleveland subsequent run exhibitor agreement proBeing Given Sheehan
viding for the playing of all prodWinfield Sheehan, who is en route
bia's
"Rich Man's Daughter" in uct on a single feature bill that
following
to Europe for a vacation
which George Raft and Joan Ben- played first-run downtown, will be
termination of his duties as chief
definitely settled at the next meetnett are co-starred.
of Fox production, will be tendered
ing of the Cleveland Motion Picture
V
T
a luncheon by friends today at the
Columbia Pictures has engaged Exhibitors Association. With only a
v
v
Lotos Club prior to his departure
"I'm in the Legion" is announced Donald Meek, James Blakeley, Wal- few signatures lacking to make it
on the Normandie. Among those to
unanimous, President E. Schwartz
attend are: George M. Cohan, Hon. as the new and definite title for the ter Walker and Lee Phelps for "Rich expects the agreement will be sucEdward P. Mulrooney, 0. 0. Mcln- next Joe E. Brown picture to be Man's Daughter," co-starring George cessfully accomplished within a
tyre, Charles Francis Coe, George made by Warners. It was previous- Raft and Joan Bennett, with Walter week.
ly called "The Legionnaire."
Connolly and Billie Burke in feaJ. Atwell, A. Bernard Maloney, WalGeorge Lissauer, Warner short
tured roles. This will be B. P. SchulT
ter G. Howey, Walter J. Moore, Hon.
subject booker, has announced his
Jock
Whitney's
berg's
Pioneer
Pictures
initial
production
for
ColumJohn J. McElligott, W. G. Van
engagement to Phyllis Leidner.
Schmus, Webster Todd, Nathan Bur- organization is moving over to the bia.
Wedding will take place the first of
kan, Dr. Monas Gregory, Leon Gorthe year.
don, John O'Brien, P. S. Harrison,
Max Stahl, manager of the United
Cincinnati Chatter
Indiana Items
Martin Green, John C. Flinn, Martin
Artists exchange in Cincinnati, and
Quigley, Richard Watts, Jr., Howard
Cincinnati
Arthur Frudenfeld,
Indianapolis Charles R. Metzger, Estelle Goldberg, for many years
Barnes, Terry Ramsaye, Maurice RKO manager, is recovering in a counsel for the Associated Theater office manager of the U. A. branch
Kann, Ray Henderson, Maurice Mc- local hospital following a collapse Owners of Indiana, is in the east on here, also will be married next winKenzie, Andre Sennwald, John J. in his office.
business, and before returning will ter.
McCarthy, Morton Downey, Patrick
attend the New Jersey Allied conShirley Temple in "Curly Top,"
Max
Stahl, U. A. manager, who
vention.
F. Scanlan, Sidney Silverman, Edafter a sensational week at Waris to marry Estelle Goldberg of the
ward M. Fay, Colvin Brown, Jack Cleveland U. A. office next winter,
Charles Olson and wife and Carl ners' Hippodrome, moved over to
Niesse and family will spend their the Allen for a continued downtown
Connelly, James Henley, Thornton
has been made a Kentucky Colonel.
vacation at Lake Wawasee.
Delehanty, C. V. R. Thompson, J.
run.
Joe Oulahan of Paramount has
Billy Outland, the first moving
V. Connolly, Eddie Dowling, WilNat Wolf, Warner zone manager,
liam Boehnel, Don Mercereau, J. J. charge of tickets for the Variety picture theater operator in Indiana, held a series of managers' meetings
Club
golf
tourney
on
Jim
and
Sept. 16.
until recently operator of the last week.
McCarthy.
Grady of Fox is in charge of en- Arc theater in Lafayette, sold his
M. B. Horwitz, member of the
trants. Maury White will distribute interests to Chuck Kreighbaum of board of directors of Independent
Des Moines Items
Rochester.
Theater Owners of Ohio, is attendDes Moines Des Moines Variety the prizes.
Walters & Scheidler, circuit op- ing the Allied convention in AtlanClub's outing last week brought an
C. W. Luxa is dismantling his
Winners and Gates City theater, Catlettsburg, erators, acquired the Rex, Dunkirk. tic City this week.
enthusiastic turnout.
Mannie Marcus, circuit operator,
runners-up in the golf tournament and removing fixtures to Miami,
included Leo Wolcott, L. E. Gaines, Fla., where he will open a new will open the Palace, Ft. Wayne,
Sept. 1.
Pittsburgh Briefs
E. E. Morris, Jess Collins, Bill Tony, house.
Emma Sachs, chief accountant at
L. E. Judd, A. W. Riegelman, Mark
Pittsburgh
William J. Lewis is
Ed
Dietz,
Jr.,
has
been
added
to
Paramount exchange, is vacationing
Raymond, Bill Finter, Harry Heron vacation.
the M-G-M booking staff.
in Michigan.
man.
Bill Zeilor and John Finley of the
C. R. Hayes has reopened the
A. H. Blank, president of TriN. C. Campbell is reopening the
Harris-Alvin back from Atlantic
Charleston
theater
in
Charleston,
Point,
Breezy
States Theaters, is at
Washington in Maysville.
City.
dark for several years.
Minn., on vacation.
Dan Fenton back in town helping
is the new manMatt
Schosberg
John
Howard,
Paramount
exMarie Fry, assistant to Office
prepare for reopening of the Fulton.
ager
change
of
the
Schine
Piqua.
manager,
at
spent
the
week
in
Manager David Dewey of Tri-States,
First RKO picture to play Loew's
Lee Goldberg of Big Features is eastern Indiana on business.
is vacationing at Clear Lake, la.
Visitors
along Film Row: B. Penn will be "Alice Adams."
back from New York.
Bailey, Mrs. Thos. Burkhardt, WalPolice banned
Screeno in the ter Easley.
Lab Ass'n May Continue
Push Lottery Drive
downtown Strand.
M. P. Laboratories Ass'n of America,
Pushing its campaign against theater
which had been planning to disband,
Start New Pennsylvania House
schemes which it considers in violation
Vacationing: Jim Diller and Aeolwill listen today at the Hotel Astor to
of the anti-lottery laws, the New York
ian Breen, Paramount; Edna OsSix Mile Run, Pa. Work on the
a proposition from Fred Elliott, former
police yesterday brought the manager
Independent Producers'
head of the
sege, M-G-M; Don Duff, Big Fea- new theater here has been started.
of the St. George theater at St. George,
Ass'n, that the organization be made
Staten Island, and an usher employed
tures;
Abe
Hyman,
RKO
theaters
It
is a 500-seater being built by J.
permanent and function as a credit
by the house into the police court at
in Huntington, W. Va.; O. B. Pierce, C. Shapiro, operator of the Shapiro
clearance and trade practice body for
West Brighton. The case was adjourned
St. Albans, W. Va.; Mr. and Mrs. theater, Mt. Union, and is to open
motion picture laboratories.
until Aug. 29.

As

the result of a change in production plans, Wallace Ford replaced Raymond Walburn in Colum-

—

—

—

—

—

Howard

Fix, J. C.

Newbold

circuit.

around Oct.

15.
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Korda, Silverstone on Way for Parley with Goldwyn
5

YEAR SCHENCK CONTRACT

Cecil

De

Urges Exfiibs to Improve

Mille

Says Producers Ought to
Cooperate More With
Theater Operators

FOX MET. PLAN

IN

How They

Started

All producers should seek the cooperation of exhibitors in the improved presentation of their pictures, from the angles of both projection and sound, declared Cecil B.
De Mille in a New York interview
yesterday.
More than 50 per cent
of the theaters in the country are
defective in these respects, the producer-director estimated.
Producers strive to obtain the best
photographic results for their pictures, but are seriously handicapped

when theaters present them with

Projection

Limit

on

Exec Salaries
Fox Met.

Specified in

Reorganization
Joseph M. Schenck
Playhouse,

ropolitan

will head
Inc., the

Met-

new

company acquiring the

assets of Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., for a
five-year period and agrees not to
sell his stock in the company for
five years under the contract with
the new company which will be submitted for approval tomorrow to
Federal Judge Caffey.
Another matter coming up is the
request for appointment of a spe(Continued on Page 12)

in-

(Continued on Page 11)

SET $500,000 LIMIT
SIMPLIFIED SETUP

IN

FOR GEN'L THEATERS

A top limit of $500,000 for all administrative expenses and allowances in connection with the Fox
Met reorganization plan is fixed in
the order providing for the transfer
of assets to the new company which
will be submitted for approval tomorrow to Federal Judge Caffey.

General
Theaters
Equipment,
which had a funded debt of more
than $29,000,000, bank loans of over
$19,000,000, outstanding preferred
stock of $47,000,000 and nearly $2,in common stock
into receivership, will

000,000

when

went

come out

it

of the reorganization with entire
capitalization
covering only
450,(Continued on Page 10)

"China Seas" Holding
Third Week at Capitol
M-G-M's "China Seas"

is

being

held for a third week at the Capitol, starting Friday.
This delays
opening of Garbo's "Anna Kare-

Introducing

Joseph

Bernhard,

Manager

Warner Bros. Theaters, in the still going
movie business in a very logical manner,
by building theaters.
He now claims to be buying more pictures than any exhibitor in the
world.
Kentucky Colonel "Hap" Hadley tried to do him justice in the art work
strong

"How They

Started"

General

Joe entered

series.

of

the

Big Plans for London Films
To Be Talked at Coast Parley
Stanley Set on Deal

"Alice Adams", RKO's new Katharine Hepburn picture, will go into
a second week at the Radio City
Music Hall tomorrow. It is also reported going strong in key city prerelease engagements.
|

Body

of Will Rogers
Lies in State Thurs.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— The body of Will

Rogers will lie in state five hours
tomorrow, beginning at seven a. m.,
in a grove of pine and olive trees at
the Forest Lawn Memorial Park at
(.Continued on

Sears Appoints

nina" until next week.

2nd Week at Music Hall
For RKO's "Alice Adams"

FOX MET. EXPENSES

For

New RKO

Lineup

RKO

Purchase of the
Radio product for the 1935-36 season by the
Stanley-Warner circuit in the Philadelphia zone is understood to be
now set, following conference between Jules Levy,
general

RKO

{Continued on Page 11)

London

—

(By Cable)
Alexander
Korda, head of London Film Productions, and Maurice Silverstone, managing director here for United Artists, which distributes the Korda
product, have sailed on the He de
France to consult with Samuel Goldwyn in Hollywood on big developments for London Films.

Page 10)

Winn

Warner Midwest Mgr.
James Winn, Warner branch manager in Chicago, has been promoted
by Grad Sears, executive in charge
of southern and western distribution,

to

midwest

district

manager

with headquarters in Chicago. Winn
will supervise Chicago, St. Louis,
Kansas City, Omaha, Des Moines,
Minneapolis and Milwaukee.

THE

i^X

DAILY

Leichter Finds

Demand

Wednesday, Aug. 21 1935
,

New

Fear-Weisfeldt Unit
Planning 24 Productions

For Independent Product
A growing scarcity of independent

Coming and Going

With International Pictures as the
product, with exchanges crying for producing unit and International
10 Cents

Wed., Aug. 21, 1935
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tour in connection with his two
1935-36 series, one starring Black
King, wonder horse, and the other
with Conway Tearle. Prints of the
first picture in
each series were
brought along by Leichter. All territories, with the exception of Al-

bany and Buffalo, were

sold

some

time ago.
Leichter, who returns west tomorrow, states that with full coopera-

way

east

from Hollywood.

Group to Confer
New Buying Combine

Beaumont will Philly
King pictures
On
and the eight Conway Tearles on

tion from exchanges
deliver the six Black

schedule, with budget boosted over
original plans in order to meet the
demand for better quality independent product.
It is also understood that negotiations are under way for a major

Fox's

Morris Wax and other Philadelphia exhibitors interested in forming a buying combine in that territory will confer with Attorney Milton C. Weisman in New York next
week on plans for setting up the
plan.
Several meetings in connection with the move have already
been held in Philadelphia and a

number

of theatermen have indicated their willingness to join.

Ashcraft Mfg. Co.
Moving Its Plant to East Tri-State, Reade Circuits
Sign for Full GB Lineup
C. S. Ashcraft Manufacturing Co.,

RKO

+

l/

4

18%— %
2%

23/8

Beaumont Productions, who is in
New York following a cross-country

Distributing Corp. as the distributing outlet, Raljph Gordon Fear of
Fearless Camera, president of the
new organization, and M. J. Weisfeldt,
vice-president and general
manager, are understood to be contemplating 24 independent pictures
for the coming season and 48 for
Fear and
the next two seasons.
Weisfeldt have just arrived in New
York for negotiations in connection
They visited a
with their plans.
number of exchange centers on the

CECIL
Sunday

B.

DE

MILLE

returning

to

New

leaves

York

on

Hollywood.

BILL PINE departs from New York on Friday for Chicago and Detroit, later joining Cecil
B. De Mille to return to Coast.

M. A. SCHLESINGER
York from the Coast.

FRANCES GASHEL
from

vacation

a

SOL LESSER

RALPH

has

returned

New

to

has returned to New York
the Adirondacks.

in

leaves

today for Hollywood.

GORDON FEAR

of

Fearless

Camera

and M. J. WEISFELDT, associated in a new
independent producing-distributing project, have
arrived in New York from the coast and
are
stopping at the Park Central Hotel.

NILS ASTHER is at the Savoy-Plaza
MITCHELL LEICHTER, head of Beaumont
York tomorrow on his

Productions, leaves New
return to the coast.

HENRY

LAZARUS,

New

and Mrs. Lazarus
Broadway yesterday.
leader,

Orleans exhibitor
glimpsed on

were

ADELMAN, owner of the Tivoli, Fort
visiting New York this week.
WALTER FUTTER, who is producing a series
B.

I.

Worth,

is

Hoot Gibsons and has

of

one, arrived in
coast by plane

New
for

just finished
this week

York
a

short

the

first

from

the

stay.

ALEXANDER KORDA and MURRAY SILVERSTONE sailed from England yesterday on the
lie
de France for New York.
They will go
from

here

to

Hollywood.

JACK CONNOLLY, general manager of Pathe
News; SAM E. MORRIS of Warners, accompanied by Mrs. Morris; BEN GOETZ of Consolidated
Film
Industries,
with
family, MARITZA GERVAY,

Goetz

Mrs.

and

is

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

reportof

head

actress, and
Deals covering entire 1935-36 promakers of high intensity projector
MRS. ELIZABETH GERVAY sail today on the
releases
here
have
been
gram
of
Normandie
years
with
for Europe.
lamps for the past 14
Passenger list also in— 1/4 arc
headquarters in Los Angeles, will closed by GB with the Tri-State The- cludes the previously reported MR. and MRS.
+ 13/4 move their entire plant east and aters circuit in Iowa, Nebraska and WINFIELD SHEEHAN (Maria Jeritza).
BEN LYON, who recently completed work in
+ %
Thirty-fifth Illinois and the Walter Reade cirlocate at 47-31
"Beauty's Daughter" for 20fh Century-Fox, and
— % will
City, where cuit in New Jersey and New York, BEBE DANIELS, who will soon appear in "Ball
Street, Long Island
_ % spacious office and factory facili- it is announced by George W. Weeks, of Fire," are preparing for an early trip from
general sales manager.
the coast to New York to rehearse their stage
ties have been leased.
play, "Hollywood Holiday," and Mr. and Mrs.
+ Va
The company's lamp, known under
SKEETS GALLAGHER who will also appear in
trade name of Suprex, is used by Fox Ruling Again Delayed the production.
— y4 the
major companies for previewDE LA FALAISE
due in New York
— i/4 many
As Judge Alonzo McLaughlin of in HENRI
a month from Hollywood.
ing as well as the entire Warner
the State Supreme Court, Brooklyn,
..
their theaters. Most recircuit
in
CHARLES ROSENZWEIG has returned to
—
did not render a decision yesterday
New York from Grossinger's in New York state.
cent installation was made at the
on application of All-Continent and
of
Astor Theater for the showing
JULES LEVY returns to New York today from
Mrs. Eva Fox for a permanent in- Philadelphia.
the De Mille's "The Crusades". The
junction to prevent the Twentieth
Capitol Motion Picture Supply Co.
PAT CASEY has returned to New York from
Century-Fox merger, the adjourned Hollywood.
— 1/2 is the eastern distributor.
meeting
of
Fox
Film
stockholders
— %
was once more put off. Session is
— %

102l/4 102t/4

76%

is

Leichter,

1/4

2Vz

333/4

36

pfd

—

by Mitchell

recent picture of this type, "Smoky",
was a substantial success.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Seat

ed

production with Black King.

FINANCIAL
Am.

good state-rights pictures,

to Remake "Baldpate"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— "Seven

Keys

to Bald-

pate," George M. Cohan stage success which
Radio made as a
silent film starring Richard Dix,
will be remade into a talker by that
company as a starring vehicle for
Gene Raymond, now under term contract.
Production will start next
month under the supervision of Wil-

RKO

liam Sistrom.

now

set for 3 p.

m. today.

Gordon Allen to "N. Y. Times"
Gordon M. Allen, for six years on
the "Chattanooga Times" editorial
being transferred to the
Times," effective Sept.
Both papers are owned by the

staff,

is

"New York
9.

V

UNITED AIR LINES ft

New
and

Overnight Service from New York
Chicago to Los Angeles and San

Francisco.
Fastest, shortest to most cities
on the Pacific Coast. Leave New York
4:25 P. M. (D.S.T.)
Ticket Office: 58 E. 42nd St., MU. 2-7300

Hotels

;

Travel Bureaus

;

Telegraph Offices

same company.

In addition to his
other duties in Chattanooga, Allen
was motion picture editor.

the standard:
Reference Book

Services for Henri Brunet
Services were held yesterday in
the Church of the Blessed Sacrament for Henri Brunet, manager of
exchange operations for Columbia,
who died Saturday in a Teaneck,

N.

J.,

hospital.

sent to Piano,

The body
111.,

is

for burial.

being

Melville Cooper for "Jubilee"
Melville Cooper, who has just arrived in New York from the coast,
was brought on by the William
Morris Agency to appear in the Sam
H. Harris stage production, "Jubilee."
Cooper obtained leave from

M-G-M.

of the

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

Given

Free

with

a

Year's Subscription to

Albert

James
Louis
Hiller

Rogell

Forrest

Stanley

Dent

Bert

Roach

Brock

Hans

Dreier

John

Dacey

Innes

Advance Film Gets "Ariane"
Film Preferred Dividend
Advance Film Exchange has acQuarterly dividend of 25 cents on quired exclusive distribution rights
the preferred stock has been de- to "Ariane," the Elisabeth Bergner
clared by Consolidated Film Indus- feature which is being held over for
tries. It is payable Oct. 1 to stock- an 11th week at the
55th St. PlayConsol.

holders of record Sept. 10.

house.

THE FILM DAILY
and

THE
FILM DAILY SERVICE
1650 B'way,

New

York

'.

(count 'em)

BLAZING BEAUTIES
ONE FROM EVERY

r)

STATE

COMING TO PAINT YOUR TOWN RED!
Prize pippins of the

prancing

.

.

.

48

states

.

.

bringing you a whirly-girly, tuneful,

beauty-full jamboree of joy

day

dancing, singing,

.

of the run
for

is

.

.

.

and every

a red-letter day

showmen!
&2&&mi$

^-^j>

m^^

^

HUE A If

Rousingly su|
Ellis
• • •

•

Josef

Accompani

"You're

An

Daughter' 7

.

I

. I

grand and J

IT.

**£$

a1*
Frisco's the

?J

town and the Warfield, a

Here's the wire exactly as

pride and joy had

its

it

real deluxer

if

ever there was one,

reached us the morning

after

August

12

is

the house.

when our new

standing-room-only pre-release premiere:

BRIGHT LIGHTS BREAKS ALL OPENING DAY RECORDS STOP PICTURE A
POSITIVE RIOT WITH AUDIENCE STOP NEWSPAPER REVIEWS ALL GREAT
Yessir, that's Joe's

River to Honolulu

S

big show

Bay

will put

ready

to

up

you — and

that's the

their brightest lights

reason 'A' houses from the Hudson

on August

31,

national release date of

ROW

E.

wning—and

for

earn more exhibitor dollars than ever before, in

GHT LIGHTS
— Ann Dvorak • William Gargan • Patricia
wthorn • The Five Maxellos • and the Berkeley Beauties
these top-notch tunes by Dixon & Wrubel and Kalmar & Rubyof Heaven",
Toddlin Along With You", "She Was An Acrobat's
&

by

tged

his biggest cast

and directed by Busby Berkeley and produced

us style that

is

exclusively ¥AT

in the

ARMCIl BROS'

WOW!

!

A TALE OF
28 CITIES!

CHINA SEAS" OPENINGS OVER WEEK-END
CONFIRM INDUSTRY PROPHECY THAT M-G-M HAS

//

THE BIGGEST BOX-OFFICE PROPERTY OF YEARS!
* AND OF COURSE IT SETS A NEW HIGH IN HOLD-OVERS ALL OVER AMERICA!
* THREE DAYS BETTER THAN WEEK'S BUSINESS OF BIG PICTURES that opened on
New Year's, Thanksgiving. Imagine
YOU BEAT "TUGBOAT ANNIE" THAT'S NEWS!

Christmas,

* WHEN

Tugboat Annie"

in 8; beats "Copperfield" in 24; beats

BOSTON FOR INSTANCE!

* NORFOLK.
it

ATLANTA.

if

ST. LOUIS.

Tops everything

3 days

much

*
*
*
*

INDIANAPOLIS.

NEW

ORLEANS.

CINCINNATI.

READING.
set

new

Xmas, Thanksgiving.

m ost

full

weeks.

NASHVILLE, SEATTLE.

Biggest 3 days since August, 1933

good 'as average

Phenomenal Wed., Thurs.,

full

Terrific
.

week.

Fri. biz.

Beats record-holding "Tugboat Annie."

OKLAHOMA
and

better than

3 days as

Beats "Tugboat Annie."

in last 2 years, including holidays.

Best in 2 years, including

* MEMPHIS, ROCHESTER,
it

Playing two theatres.

In 28 situations in East: Beats
in 12.That's beating/

"Dancing Lady"

CITY.

Broke midnight preview record
openin g record.

all-time Thurs.

• CLEVELAND.

Biggest 3 opening days in 2 years

k
COME ON

IN

FULL PAGE CO-OP ADS!
Sell the

Big

M-Q*M New

Season Hits!

Keep up the excitement while everybody's talking about "China Seas" at
your theatre. Let 'em know about: "Anna
Karenina" (Garbo, March, Bartholomew);

"Broadway Melody of '36" (Jack Benny
and Cast of 15 Stars); Ronald Colman in
"Tale of Two Cities"; "Mutiny on the
Bounty" (Laughton, Gable, Tone);
"O'Shaughnessy's Boy" (Beery, Cooper);
"I Live My Life" (Crawford); "Rose Marie"
(MacDonald, Eddy); "Romeo and Juliet"
(Shearer); and a flock of others. WRITE

M-G-M FOR PROOFS OF CO-OP
PAGES READY TO SHOW YOUR
EDITOR! THE PARADE OF PATRONS
IS ON THE WAY TO YOUR HOUSE!
if

DAYTON.

3 days

does 4 day biz of biggest!

^

LOUISVILLE. Only topped by

^
^

PITTSBURG. Best opening

New

biz.

in 75 weeks!

PHILADELPHIA, EVANSVILLE. Oumanding!

if

RICHMOND.
COLUMBUS.

if

KANSAS

if

DENVER.

Best 5 days in 6 months.

if

AKRON.

Doubles "Copperfleld's"

if

Year's

Best in 2 years!
Best 3 days in 2 years

CITY. Tops 7 months'

.

biz.

first

3 days!

EXTRA! HELD OVER 3d BIG WEEK CAPITOL, N.Y.!

THE WATER'S FINE!"

olumbia

is
u

(juroua io

resen i

• ••
•

•

•••

11%

™'^sp

•
•

•
•

if t

THE SURPRISE SUCCESSOR
MELVYN DOUGLAS
with

and

MICHAEL BARTLETT

•

TOO

Screen play by Sidmx

*;

il

IT
chman

NIGHT!"
HAPPENED
ONE
GREGORY

•

a

LA CAVA

Production

•

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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RCA LICENSE CHECKUP
CONTINUES FOR MONTH

NEWS

contract provisions that tend to
block the rival sound company from
competing for the business of these
licensees will require at least another month, it was stated yesterday
at the offices of Colonel William J.
Donovan, of the law firm of Donovan, Leisure, Newton and Lumbard,
Colcounsel for the RCA group.
onel Donovan returned Sunday from
the coast to confer with RCA and
with officials of his firm who have
been handling the eastern end of the
investigation while he was looking
into matters in Hollywood. He will
go to the coast again in about two
weeks for a continuance of the survey there.

DAY

of the

21, 1935

SIMPLIFIED SETUP

FOR GEN'L THEATERS

Cameron Men-

in central Illinois, recently closed a

Alexander Korda's
"100 Years from Now," has completed the sequences in the film
which takes place in the year 1970.
The screen play, from the pen of
H. G. Wells, is now nearly finished
and will soon be released through
United Artists.

deal for three connecting buildings
in the heart of the downtown business district here. It is understood
the company contemplates the erection of a new theater.

London
Survey being conducted by RCA
Photophone to determine if Electrical Research Products has license

—William

Wednesday, Aug.

zies, director of

Philadelphia

Aug.

—The

Alvine reopens

31.

—

—

{Continued from Page

1)

000 shares of common and 150,000
stock purchase warrants operative
at $10 a share, according to present plans. There will be no funded
debt, no bank loans and no preferred
stock.
Creditors will probably be
granted an option to buy seven
shares of Fox A stock at $15 and
$17 a share for two years.
Final announcement is said to
hinge only on the completion of the
20th Century-Fox merger, which
still has a legal angle to dispose of.

Toronto Variety theater, Stanley
Lawrence,
Kans.
Stanley
Schwahn, manager of the Grenada Hamers, proprietor, is being comand Patee theaters, has returned pletely rebuilt, installing latest type
from vacation in Coloi'ado.
sound film apparatus, air-conditioning plant and scheduled to reopen
Warrensburg, Mo. Bob Shelton, Sept. 2.
manager of the Star, is back on the
Toronto "Sanders of the River,"
job after a short vacation.
at the Uptown, and Grace Moore New Bridgeport Theater Company
Bridgeport, Conn.
Pana, 111.
Tanner Amusement in "Love Me Forever," at Imperial,
A. & W.
Amusement Co. has been incorpoCo., owners of a circuit of theaters are having second week runs.

—

—

—

—

Detroit Doings
Detroit

— Proposed

boost in

rated here with paid in capitalization of $10,000 to establish, erect and
operate motion picture theaters. The

Pittsburgh Briefs
first-

Body

Pittsburgh

—

Week-end business company

will operate the Metropoli-

of Will Rogers
run prices is regarded as definitely netted by "China Seas" at Loew's tan theater, Providence, with Josshattered a 75-week record eph W. Walsh of Hartford as manLies in State Thurs. off with none of the major opera- Penn
and established a new high for any ager. Louis J. Anger, operator of
enthusiastic
tors
about
the
plan.
{Continued from Page 1)
summer week in the history of the the Barnum, Bridgeport, will be
Ed Rosenbaum, Columbia public- house.
Glendale. Private services will take
president and treasurer of the cor-j
place at 2 p. m., in the Wee Kirk o' ity specialist, succeeded in having
John Hooley, manager of the Har- poration; Walsh, vice-president, and
the Heather, in the charge of Dr. J.
Better Films Week declared by the ris-Family, vacationing. House now Dorothy DeLacy, secretary.
Whitcomb Brougher. The remains
managed by Ken Hohl.
will rest in a crypt at Forest Lawn mayors in Saginaw, Lansing and
George Laby in Springfield
Mrs.
Florence
Fisher
Parry,
and later be removed to the family Bay City.
Springfield, Mass.
George Laby,
"Press" movie reviewer, off to a
burial plot at Chelsea, Okla.
Dow Thompson, assistant to H. M. sanitarium in Takoma Park, Wash- for the past two years manager of

—

Kansas City Briefs

—

Kansas City Funeral services for
James L. Schorgl, United Artists
salesman who passed away Saturday night at Menorah Hospital, were
held

morning.

yesterday

Schorgl

underwent an emergency operation
for appendicitis two weeks ago.
John Muchmore, M-G-M office
manager, is leaving this week on a
vacation trip to Detroit and northern Michigan.

Ward

Fox

Scott,

district

man-

back in Des Moines after
spending Saturday and Sunday here.
Arthur Cole of Paramount is back
ager,

is

from vacation. Ditto Virginia McMillan and Helen Rau.
Signs Boy Animal Trainer
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Manuel King, 11Hollywood
year-old boy animal trainer, has
been signed to appear in the first
Republic serial which will be placed
in production late in the fall.

Joe Estes Joins Ad Service
New Orleans Joe Estes, who until recently managed two houses in
the commercial area here, has joined the staff of Bill Johnson's Motion
Picture Advertising Service.

—

Expect Brandt to Join
Milton C. Weisman, counsel for the
Independent Theater Circuit, Inc., said
yesterday he felt certain that negotiations now pending with Harry Brandt
for addition of his 42 houses to the
new circuit would be successfully conThe Independent Theater
summated.
Circuit now has 93 houses affiliated
with it, according to Weisman.

Richey, general manager of Allied
Theaters of Michigan, left on vacation with the return of Richey from
Canada.
Other current vacationists include
Carl Zipper of Columbia, Robert
Corbin and Roy Miller of the Publix
houses. Lloyd Leiser of Paramount
returned this week.
Charles Gentry is reviewing films
on the Detroit "Times" while Ralph
Holmes is away for a month.

C, for a rest.
Harry Kalmine and Ben Kalmenson, Warner executives here, back
from home-office conferences.
ington, D.

Joe Skirball, First Division chief
here, coming along well at the Valley Hospital in Sewickley.
Musicians and movie house operators have come to a new agreement. Stage shows are expected to
return in full swing in the fall.
Bernie Armstrong will be back at
the Harris-Alvin on Friday.

St.

Minneapolis Items

—

St.

Louis Squibs

—Roxy

Louis

Theater

Nathan

Russell
Weaver for Films
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY stage next month

Alice
West Coast

returns

Hardie
in

mount,

manager

to

"Remember

tory.

Sonotone Stock Offered

An

shares of
preferred
stock of the Sonotone Corporation,
entitled to an annual dividend of 60
cents a share, was offered publicly
yesterday by Van Alstyne, Noel &
Co., Inc., at $10 a share.

Lorraine

films, will

hearsing.

Bridges, also
be in "Jubilee,"

Fred von Stage Roche Dead

—

Swiss Film Press Service
Film-Press-Service has
been established by Arnold Keller
at 6 Place Cornavin to provide a
news service on motion pictures for
the Swiss press. Keller has been a
journalist and film correspondent

Geneva

of

the

re-

—

for 15 years.

DeMiile

in

Overseas Talk

audience attending the London
premiere of "The Crusades" tonight
at the Carlton Theater will hear Cecil
B DeMiile producer of the picture, discuss it over the trans- ocean telephone
from the NBC studios in New York.
will
be
picture
the
Simultaneously
having its New York opening at the

The

the
the

now

of 40,000
convertible

Fred von Stage
Dennis, Mass.
Roche, Boston press agent and
newspaper man, died in the Cape
Cod Hospital this week following
an auto accident.

—Alice

stage career came to a halt five
years ago as a result of an auto accident, has been signed by M-G-M.

issue

cumulative

Weaver, former Day," opening Sept. 25 at the NaBroadway dancer whose screen and tional theater.
Hollywood

Boston, has been named
of the Paramount here. He

succeeds Herman C. Bamberger,
who has been transferred to the vic-

Corp.

Fisher, has bought the Roxy theater building in South St. Louis. It has had
proprietor of the University theater,
the 700-seat house under lease for
has opened the $25,000 Campus thefive years.
It was equipped
ater, seating 450.
Silcut Amusement Co. has been inthroughout by the Cinema Supply
Cutter,
Michael
corporated
by
Co.
W. L. Hamilton has acquired the Charles E. Downs and Morris SilPrincess, one of the original picture bergelt with $2,000 capital to manhouses, and practically rebuilt and age theaters and carry on a catering business.
modernized it before reopening.
Sig Reinfield, 58, for years manW. A. Steffes in cooperation with
a civic committee will stage an ager of a theatrical booking agency,
eight-week drama series in the Al- died this week in the Jewish Sanivin theater next door to his movie tarium.
theater, the World, beginning Sept.
Superior Pictures is set in its of30.
fice at 3317 Olive St. with Andy R.
Emil Dietz in charge.
succeeds
Hurford
Jack
Franke as manager of the Orpheum.
Franke goes to Chicago.
In Stage Productions

Minneapolis

the Victory, Holyoke, and previously
managing director of the Para-

.

Astor.

j

;

i

|
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STANLEY SET ON DEAL
FOR

NEW RKO

LINEUP

PRODUGER-DISTRIB.

AOr* ^

PHIL

TEAMWORK URGED

jl£*C

M.DALY

{

(Continued from Page

sales

manager, and

1)

circuit officials.

Levy returns to New York today.
The deal covers more than 100 theaters.

Stanley has also closed for Warner-First National, Paramount, MG-M and United Artists, it is understood.

Walter Futter Sets Deals
On Hoot Gibson Series
Walter Futter, who

from

York

the

is

New

in

ON

LOCATION
• • •
with the Metro "Ah Wilderness!" company in the little sleepy town of Grafton, Mass
not since the World War has there been such excitement in this
town
every newspaper from Providence, R. I. to Boston
has been covering the event
for it happens to be Eugene
O'Neill's famous play, with Clarence Brown directing
two
native sons of New England
and boy, that calls for Newspaper Space

in

New England

T

yesterday

coast,

T

T

closed a deal with First Division
for distribution of the eight Hoot
Gibson pictures he is producing. All
territories are now closed with the
exception of Denver and Seattle,
for which negotiations are now in
progress, Futter said.
First picture in the series has

• • SO IT came about that Clarence Brown and production manager Charles Dorian selected Grafton as the town
which housed the "typical American family" that O'Neill portrays in his play
it so happens that Clarence Brown was
born in Clinton, a village about five miles from Grafton
Director Brown knows every foot of this locality

been completed and will be released

the middle of a scene he was shooting
as excited voices
came from the far corner of one of the stages
so Mister
Brown walks over and asks a very angry woman what it was
she pointed to a cringing gent
and said
all about
that was her husband, and the bum hadn't been home for three
no work was being
days since the "movie folks" kit town
done on the farm, the cows needed milking and the kids were
crying for their pop

Sept.

1.

Adjourn Test Action
On Games of Chance
In order to allow defense coun-

more time

prepare

case,
a comiplaint testing the legality of
games of chance and brought against
sel

to

its

Burke theater yesterday was adjourned until Aug. 30 in the Magistrate's Court, Bronx. Barr & Barr
represented the Springer and Cothe

calis theater involved in the action

instituted
laws.

A

under

similar

action

against

Loew Settlement

the

Off

Settlement of the
$5,000,000 anti-trust action against
Paramount, which seemed likely for
a time, is now definitely off, it was
learned yesterday.

"Glory" Premiere Sets Record

THE FILM DAILY
Washington The world premiere
engagement of "Page Miss Glory,"
Marion Davies's new Cosmopolitan
Washington Bureau of

—

Warner release,
for
Production
broke every box-office record standing at the Earle Theater since the
day of the house's operation,
according to an announcement from
the Earle management.
first

Century Circuit Gets W. B. Lineup
In its first product deal covering
the new season, the Century Circuit,
through its head, A. H. Schwartz,
has closed for the entire WarnerThirty
output.
National
First
Brooklyn and Long Island houses
are involved in the buy.

Film Offer for de la Falaise
Henri de la Falaise is considering
an offer to produce a feature in the
Italian Somaliland, financed by ItalItalian

ian capital.

•

He

is

•

•

•

•

now

in

Holly-

THE DIRECTOR

ONE DAY

T
was much annoyed one morn

in

T

the

Director

paper by one of the townsmen

was handed a sheet

of

turned out to be his
something that Clarence
birth certificate duly certified
the benefactor
has been trying to get for twenty years
was the town clerk who presented it to the grateful director
with a whispered request for an autographed photo of Cecilia
Parker, who appears in the juvenile lead
it

T

T

A SMOOTH

road was needed to make a perambulating "take" of Eric Linden and Cecilia Parker walking home
so Director
the Grafton roads were cobblestone
and after it was over dediBrown had a smooth road built
cated the "new street" to the town

•

E. M. Loew

wood.

T

•

anti-lottery

the

Glenwood, Brooklyn, has been postponed until Aug. 27.

E. M.

•

•

•

•

•

T
T
BY COINCIDENCE,

THE FIRST

Campaign Book to be turned out under
Monroe Greenthal at United Artists
"The Dark Angel," Samuel Goldwyn's opus
is a pippo
Monroe has made full use of his merchandising experience
on pictures with a smash array of tie-ups with big national ad-

•

•

•

"Exhibitors should more carefully
present pictures," urged the producer, who pointed out that in other
industries, manufacturers give their
products the same presentation in
small towns as they do in New York.
He criticized uneven quality of
sound which impairs a production's
entertainment values with an audience.

De Mille's next picture will be
"Samson and Delilah." He is now
working on the script with Harold
Lamb, who is in New York with him.

He does not plan to use color in the
production.
De Mille leaves New York on Sunday to return to the Coast.

Sam

Morris to London
For "Dream" Premiere

Sam

Morris,

vice

president

in

charge of Warner Bros, foreign distribution, sails at noon on the Normandie carrying British negative of

"Midsummer Night's
the

Dream"

for

English showing to be held
at London and Stratford-on-Avon
simultaneously with the premieres
in New York and other key cities.
Morris is to supervise the London
premiere and foreign exhibition of
Max Reinhardt's production of the
Shakespeare comedy. International
premieres are to be held the week
of October 9.
first

T

the Gem, a naborhood house in
Philly last Monday played a Will Rogers feature, also "Air
Hawk9" in which Wiley Post received principal billing
the booking was made two weeks prior to the airplane tragedy
About 2,000 Boy Scouts, in town
that occurred in Alaska
on convention, will be guests of the Strand Theater this afternoon to see the Joe E. Brown picture, "Bright Lights," a Warner production

•

(Continued from Page 1)
ferior projection and sound, said
De Mille, who is in New York to attend the premiere of "The Crusades," his latest Paramount production, opening tonight at the Astor
theater.

Syracuse Pooling Deal
Being Signed This Week
Pooling deal in Syracuse involving the RKO Keith Theater and the
Schine Eckels Theater will be signed
in a day or two, it was said yesterday by Nate Blumberg, RKO gen-

manager.

eral

the advertising direction of

the book is a model of orderly presentation of
vertisers
just as the Showman requires lit when
publicity material
he starts his campagin

T

•

•

•

A FICTIONIZATION

of Warners' "Special

Agent"

appearing in serial form in the Hearst newspapers, it being
With the seventh anniversalso a Cosmopolitan production
recalls that he
ary of Mickey Mouse starting Sept. 28
was first presented to the world in "Steamboat Willie" at the
Lionel Barrymore now feaColony theater in New York
tured in Radio's "Return of Peter Grimm," was the guest star
The Panon Al Jolson's radio program last Saturday
American clipper ship leaves Honolulu this week and carries
two Columbia films for the workers on the trans-Pacific air
Fight
service on the remote Wake and Midway Islands
promoter Jack Curley will be on hand with several of his
wrestling bruisers for the opening of "We Are In the Money"
at the Strand tonight
is

« «

€€

» » »

Court Warns Pickets
Magistrate Brodsky yesterday reserved decision in West Side Court
on 14 members of Local 306 arrested in the Times Square district for
mass picketing with the warning
that

if

any other members were
for mass picketing be9, the 14 would get jail

loekee up
fore Sept.
sentences.

Scoring FitzPatrick Subjects
In the absence of Nat Shilkret,
who is on vacation in Honolulu, Rosario Bourdon is pinch-hitting in the
scoring and recording of three
James A. FitzPatrick TravelTalks
now being edited by FitzPatrick.
The subjects are "Honolulu, Paradise of the Pacific," "Old Mexico"
and "Lake Louise and Banff."

-.ZiJKDAILY
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SCHENCK CONTRACT

A LITTLE

FOX MET. PLAN

IN

(Continued from Page 1)
cial master to hear unsettled
totaling- $1,195,473.

claims

By-laws of the new company provide that the salaries of all officers
shall not exceed an aggregate of
$50,000 until 80 per cent of the new
debentures are paid up and not more
than $85,000, until all salaries are
paid. Directors are to serve for one
year.
An executive committee of
four members to include the president, chairman of the board and one
of the Class B directors is also provided for in the by-laws.

The plan provides for issuance of

new debentures

$6,853,385
and for 282,444 shares of Class
stock and 49,844 shares of Class B
stock. Half of the class A stock
will g-o to the United Artists Theater Circuit, Inc., and the other
half to Milton C. Weisman as receiver
for
Fox Theaters Corp.
Schenck is obligated to sell 20 per
cent of his 50 per cent to
and
if he acquires Weisman's 50 per
cent through failure of the Fox Theaters creditors to vote acquisition
of the stock,
is to get 20 per
cent of this 50 per cent also.
totaling-

A

RKO

RKO

Holders of the Class
entitled to

name

A

stock are

six directors.

The

B

stock can name three directors. The Class A directors include
Jos. M. Schenck, Herbert Bayard
Swope, William P. Philliips, Milton
C. Weisman, Wm. Rhinelander Stewart and Samuel S. Alan. The Class
B stockholders have not yet named
their directors.

Class

Buffalo

Buffalo Bits
Charles Hayman

—A.

is

back from an eight-week vacation
in Ontario.

Owners of shops next to theaters
have launched a drive against theater marquees, with Shea's Century
figuring in the initial complaint.
Eight other houses might be affected
if a decision is rendered against the

Century.

Formation of a new company to
distribute independent and imported
films is under way here, but sponsors are remaining secretive about
their plans.

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS
AGENT
Freund, director of "Mad Love,"
had everyone in the company autograph
his felt hat as a souvenir of the picKarl

ture.

— M-G-M.

from "LOTS"

By RALPH WILKHOLLYWOOD Darryl F. Zanuck, production
of 20th Century-Fox, has made
£HARLES LAMONT is directing head
eight directorial assignments, as

"Synthetic Lady" for Chesterfield,
with Sidney Blackmer and
Irene Ware in the leading roles.
Playing important roles are Russell

Henry

King

"Shark
starring Fredric March;
William Seiter to "Earthbound,"
with Warner Baxter; Gregory La
Cava to "It Had to Happen"; Irv-

follows:
Island,"

to

Hopton and Betty Compson, who is
making her first screen reappearing Cummings to "Snatched"; Tay
ance since her recent trip to China.
Garnett to "Men Remington Knew";
Lon Young is supervising.
David Butler to "14th Street"; Roy
T
T
T
del Ruth to Wallace Beery's "MesHistory repeated itself in a painsage to Garcia," and Frank Lloyd
ful though not unfamiliar manner,
to introduce Simone, French star to
to Charles Farrell last week.
He American
audiences via "Under Two
fractured his hand in a football sequence of his new picture, "Fighting Flags" in which Ronald Colman will
Youth" the same hand that was star.

—

fractured twice when he played
tackle with the Boston University
eleven years ago. It was the same
hand that was injured playing polo
a few weeks ago.

T

LONDON FILMS ALL SET
ON NEXT SEASON'S

SIX

Alexander Korda's London Films
has set all six of its pictures for
the new season and already has
lined up some material for the following year, said Emanuel Silverstone,

New York

representative of

company, yesterday, following
his return from London.
The six
pictures which United Artists will

the

distribute during 1935-36 are:

Hundred Years

to

Come," "The

Who

"One

Man

Could Work Miracles", "The
Ghost Goes West", "Cyrano de Bergerac",
with Charles Laughton;
"Conquest of the Air", another

Laughton

vehicle

and

"Moscow

Joe Penner loves baseball. As a Nights."
While in London, Silverstone conresult, everyone in the vast Penner
entourage
musicians, managers, ferred with Stephen Pallas, general
script writers, secretaries and even sales manager of London Films.
the pretty Mrs. Penner have become
keen students of the great American
Eric Linden, who has the juvenile
supervision of Harry Decker. Adler
lead in the picturization of Eugene pastime.
will do a story and screen play for
T
T
O'Neill's
"Ah, Wilderness!" now
Completing direction of "Two a new all-star comedy and Warren
under way at Grafton, Mass., has
signed a new extended term M-G-M Black Sheep," Republic production will start work immediately on a
starring Otto Kruger, Arthur Lubin new comedy-drama.
contract.
has been assigned to direct "Sailors
Y
V
T
T
T
Charles Arnt, plays in "She MarWarners have purchased "The Forget" from the "Collier's Magaried Her Boss," Columbia's ClaudWalking Dead," by Ewart Adamson, zine" story by Roland Pertwee.
T
ette Colbert starring vehicle, and
as a starring vehicle for Boris KarOn a Hollywood marquee: "Hoo- Oscar Rudolph have added to the
loff.
Adamson will also adapt the
ray for Love," "Calm Yourself."
roster of players being assembled
story for the screen.
for "Bodyguard" (temporary title),
t
t
Probably the only beauty contest featuring Florence Rice and Robert
Nunnally Johnson, fiction and
winner to leave Hollywood when her Allen.
Others already signed are
sci'een writer who recently completalloted time was up, Madelyn Bat- Barbara Kent, Bert Roach, Vivien
ed the script of "Thanks A Million"
son, 17, is en route to her home in Oakland, Fred Walter and Charles
for 20th Century-Fox and has been
elevated to the rank of Associate Bowling Green, Ky., after appearing Brinley. Lambert Hillyer is directProducer by Darryl F. Zanuck, will in Republic's "Two Black Sheep" ing.
T
have "The Man Who Broke the Bank and "Spanish Cape Mystery," Miss
Batson was the winner of the title,
Complete cast of "The New Fronat Monte Carlo" and "Shark Island"
"Miss Kentucky of 1935" in a con- tier," Republic Western starring
as his first two assignments in his
test conducted by a southern theater John Wayne, which went into pronew post.
chain. She decided to return to her duction last week with Paul Malvern
T
home and completed her education,
Paul Lukas has been signed for although she was offered other producing, includes Muriel Evans,
Murdock McQuarrie, Allan Cavan,
the role opposite Kay Francis in screen
roles.
Mary McLaren, Warner Richmond,
Warners' "I Found Stella Parrish."
T
T
Al Bridge, Glen Strange, Sam Flint,
Warren William, originally schedLucille Ball, one of the "Roberta" and Earl Dwire.
Carl Pierson is
uled for the part, has left for a
much needed vacation. Ian Hunter mannequins, has been given a role directing from the original screenhas received an important role in in "Love Song," in which Lily Pons play by Robert Emmett.
is starring for RKO Radio, under
T
T
the picture.
the direction of John Cromwell. AnProduction on "The Calling of
»
other addition to the cast is Esther Dan Matthews," the first of the
Jessie Ralph and Harry Beresford Dale, recently seen in "Curly Top"
two Harold Bell Wright stories
have been added to the cast of Kay and "Private Worlds."
which Columbia will make, is schedFrancis's new starring vehicle,, "I
T
uled to start in a few weeks. Harry
T
Found Stella Parrish," now in the
Torben Meyer, whose last RKO Behn has been engaged to write the
preparatory stages of production at
Radio role was in "Roberta," has screen play. Richard Arlen has althe First National studios.
been added to the cast of "To Beat ready been signed for the starring
T
T
T
the Band," musical picture now in roles in these two features.
Jessie Ralph also has been as- production on that lot under the disigned to a role in "Metropolitan," rection of Ben Stoloff, with Helen
Lawrence Tibbett starring vehicle Broderick, Hugh Herbert and Roger
which Darryl F. Zanuck is produc- Pryor in leading roles.
ing for 20th Century-Fox.
T
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T

Gardner James has been added
to the cast of "Captain Blood," now
in production at the Warner studios
with Errol Flynn in the title role.

T

—

T
T
Grace Neville and Charles Warren last week were added to Columbia's staff of authors and
playwrights now working at the company's studios.
At the same time
long-term contracts were signed by
Harold Shumate and Felix Adler,
who have been with the company
for lengthy periods.
Miss Neville

Jack Donohue, 20th Century-Fox
dance director, made his screen debut when he was called before the
cameras by Director George Mar- and Harold Shumate have been asshall to add realism to a dance re- signed to write original stories,
hearsal sequence in the Alice Faye which
when completed will be
picture, "Ball of Fire."
brought to the screen under the

SUN$HIN€
IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS
Fox
in

stockholders vote overwhelmingly
favor of merger with 20th Century.

TH£

awn
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES ALICOATE

i

UCILE PAGE,
Tom Patricola

Buster West and
will be featured
in a Musical Comedy which Al
Christie will put into production for
Educational next week.
Shooting
will start Tuesday at the Astoria
Studios. This two-reel f eaturette is
to be made from a story by William
f

I

for leading parts in a Hal Roach
featuring Joe Frisco, with plans to
get under way in about two weeks
in an Eastern studio.
Ray Cozine
will direct.
J.

W. Roberts,

13

secretary-treasurer,

Jack Aichel, purchasing agent, and
Terry Hogan, secretary to Capt.
'Watson and Arthur Jarrett.
George Baynes of the Eastern SerWatson and Jarrett have also vice studio in Astoria are vacationwritten the story for a Young Ro- ing.
mance two-reel comedy which will
Ray Binger, now in the east sufollow in production, and Charlie
Williams and Marcy Klauber have pervising the shooting of background
written original songs and lyrics. scenes and process shots for the
This Young Romance will be Niela Samuel Goldwyn production, "SplenGoodelle's first two-reel picture un- dor,"' which will star Paul Cavader her new contract with Educa- nagh and Miriam Hopkins, will comtional. In the cast also will be Nell plete work in about three days.
Kelly and Fred Lightner, brother of Frank Zucker is doing the camera
work on the eastern shots for the
Winnie Lightner.
picture,' which will be released by
Production on the third of the United Artists.
I

I

I

!

of Major Bowes Amateur
shorts has been completed by John
Auer at the Biograph Studios.
series

June O'Day, Sasafrass, star of
and three-year-old
"Sketchbook",
Dolly Hood, who hails froyn Oklahoma, will be given tests by Joe Riv-

an Eastern studio

kin, in

this

week

production.

A series of two-reel shorts is being planned by John Doran, the first

DATE BOOK
Aug. 10-25:

movie

International

exposition,

Venice.

Aug.

21-23:
Allied Theaters of New Jersey
Allied
eastern
regional
convention
and
meeting, Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City.

Aug. 26: Columbus Variety Club Golf-BridgeDinner-Dance,
Wyandotte Country Club,
Columbus, 0.

Aug. 27:

shore

I.T.O.A.

dinner,
Villepigue's,

entertainment,
Bay,

L.

dance and
Sheepshead

I.

reorganization
plan,
Aug. 27: Hearing
on
under Section 77B of the Bankruptcy Act,
for
Higgins
of Frederick

Enterprises,
B.

Moser,

27-29:
Tri-States
Des Moines, la.

Aug.

Annual

Aug. 28-30:

Canadian,

Players

tic

Theaters

convention
Toronto.

Showmen's Variety

3-8:

Sept.

Inc.

in

Shamokin,

offices
Pa.

Hearing

of

Jubilee,

in

Sept.

St.

Louis.

St.

16:

ment,

Cincinnati Variety Club golf tournaHillcrest Country Club, Cincinnati.

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-"The Exhibitor" annual golf tournament. Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.
Sept. 26-Oct.

under

17:

International movie festival
of the King of Belgium,

patronage

Brussells.

Hearing on permanent injunction to
enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.
Sept. 30:
Hearing
of
government
action
against
Warners,
RKO and Paramount,
United States District Court, St. Louis.
Sept.

30:

restrain

Oct.

21-24:

man Park

publicity

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

in

28th, 1935, Mickey

be exactly seven years old
is

Already

receiving unlimited enthusiastic

newspapers and magazines; famous

band-leaders are broadcasting Walt Disney tunes
over the air; manufacturers of all types of Mickey

sound man, and Art Miller, in
charge of the cameras. Joe Nade.'
is assisting on the direction.

Mouse merchandise are givingMickey thousands
of window displays. International broadcasts

Fred Scheld, formerly assistant
director of the Educational eastern

will

New

encircle the globe with London,

Paris

and Hollywood

joining

York,

the celebration.

Smart showmen have already jumped
on the band wagon by scheduling "Walt Disney
Revues" for their theatres. Other exhibitors
anxious to capitalize on the tremendous public
interest being aroused, are booking every available Silly Symphony and Mickey Mouse subject.

Atlan-

in

will

event

this

vice studio in Astoria.

Louis,

September

n

Mouse

production unit, has succeeded Ray
Klune as production manager with
Famous headquarters at the Eastern Ser-

United
District
States
on show cause order why
temporary injunction should not be issued
requiring Warners, RKO and Paramount to
supply films to Fanchon & Marco houses
Court,

Charles Richman, playing a featured part in the 20th Century-Fox
picture, "Thanks a Million", will go
before the cameras today at the Astoria studios, where the eastern sequences for the feature is now in
work.
Paul Whiteman and his orchestra, who have been working for
the past week in the picture, will go
into rehearsal today for further
takes, while scenes of Phil Baker
and his stooges going through their
antics will be taken.
Otto Brower
is supervising the eastern work, with
Hans Peters in charge of the art
direction;
Vinton
Vernon,
chief

convention,

City.

Sept. 4:

What is said will be the most elaborate one-reel production to be made
in the east will be put into work next
week by Ben Blake, producing and
directing the "Voice of Experience"
Over
series for Columbia release.
300 extras, nine principals and several elaborate settings will be used
in the short, which will be made at
the Biograph studio.

Production on "Sweet Surrender",
feature
being produced by
Broadway Productions headed by
William Rowland for Universal release, is expected to be completed
this week at the Astoria studios.
Tamara, Frank Parker, Helen Lynd,
Arthur Pierson and Russ Brown are
featured in the cast, which is being
directed by Monte Brice.

the

Don't be
Artists

left

out

in the cold. Visit

your United

Exchange today and get your share of prosperity.

New Government Shorts
"The How and Why of Bird Band2

ing," two-reeler made
of Biological Survey,

by the Forest Sercompleted by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Extension Service, Division of Mo-

ral," two-reeler
vice, have been

tion Pictures.

SEPTEMBER 28th

by the Bureau
and "ChaparI

'tit

to

OCTOBER

<z?4-iinivex.££iti4

4th

l/Ucckl

THE

2Z£1

DAILY
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
ALABAMA

INDIANA

in Ownership
Paramount, transferred

ANDALUSIA —
R. E. Martin hv Z. D. Studstill.
POLIS—Lido, transferred to K. B.
M,

W

to

OZARK— Carwell,

Webb.

C.

XlilAXAPOLIS— LinHaskell.
coln,
transferred to L. Skonce by L. A.
Massey;
Roosevelt,
transferred
to
R.
S.
Smith by

and H. Stanton by P. Schwark.

Changes

DEMO-

Brackin by \. E. Wells.

J.

ARIZONA
Changes

Ownership

in

by Mingus

Becchetti

Joe

New

transferred
Amus. Co.

to

COOLIGE— Mauk.

Maleo Theas.

to

Inc.
to

transferred
Sidney Nutt.

W.

by Sidney Nutt; PrinTheas. Inc. by

Malco

T.

B.

DECATUR— Madi-

I

to

.AKA V ETTE— Arc,
Kreighbaum by W. G.

Friedman.

J.

to

('has.

1

NEWBl'RGH— Princess,
Paul

(Itiss

MONSON—

Closings

NORWOOD— Guild. UXBRIDGE— Bijou.

Legion,

(LINTON— Capitol.

Closings

— Roosevelt.

New Theaters
CALIFORNIA

IOWA
Changes

FARMINGTON — Fannington, transferred
Changes in Ownership
has.
Parrish by Allen Smith.
HUBBALBOA BEACH— Ritz. transferred to to
BARD— Electric, transferred to D. W. MrBalboa Beach Amus. Co., II. J. Silver by
Donald bv G. A. Nissen.
MARSHALLBalboa Amus. Co., Madame LaRue.
LONG
Family,
transferred
Mort H.
to
BEACH— Strand, transferred to V. S. A. TOWN—
Singer Thea.
Corp.
by
Don Thornberg;
Theas.,

Theas;

Harry

Yinnicoff by Yinnicoff
Inc.,
Long Beach, transferred to V. S. A.

Theas., Inc., Arnold Shaak by Long Beach
Theas.. Arnold Shaak.
LOS
Bonita, transferred to Cohen and Olander
by M. A. Schulkin; Iris, transferred to Fox
West Coast Theas. by Gore Brothers.

ANGELES—

Openings

KRAMER— Kramer,

Rabbit

Tack

Circuit,

Eggleston.
LONG BEACH— Capitol.
KANDSBURG — Whitehouse. Jack Rabbit
Circuit, W. Eggleston.
SANTA PAULA—
Lyric.
VICTORVILLE— Victorville, Jack

W.

Rabbit

Circuit,

Strand, transferred to Mort II. Singer Thea.
Corp. by Don Thornberg.
Sharon, transferred to Chas. Lonsberry by
G. Morganstein.
Royal, transferred to Philip Haviland bv M. \Y. Hoopes.
Riviera, transferred to Carsten
Hansen by Harold Smith.
Rock (formerly Cozy), transferred to L. R.
Gorman by Rockford Thea. Co.
UNION Princess. transferred to Harry
Pace by Geo. L. Cohen.

—

KANSAS

W. Eggleston.
Closings

Changes

Commonwealth Thea.

COLORADO
Changes

by

Inc.

Gothic, transferred to
Enterprises, Inc. by Thos. Sullivan; Englewood, transferred to Amusement
Enterprises, Inc. by Thos. Sullivan.

GENESEO— Cozv.
SATANTA— Satanta.

Amusement

LINCOLN— Princess.

FLUSHING

MINNESOTA
Westerman by
Lyric,

C.

J.

transferred

Geo.

to

K

South

H.

by

—

Jack

Solomon.

Changes

in

transferred
Jones.

W.

to

T.

by

B.

New

Rex.

Theaters

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes

BOWMAX —

Ownership

in

Palace

(formerly

transferred to H.

W.

Harwell and

Cozy),

Yera Stevens by Chris ErickGRAFTOX— Strand, transferred to Red

River

to

by I. O. Lein.
HETtransferred to Vera StevErickson.
transferred to Minn. Amus.

Enterprises

TIXGER— Strand,
ens

Chris

by

Opera
by

JAMESTOWN—

House,
Berger Amus.

Co

McCLUSKY—Auditorium.

PAGE— Roxy.

OHIO
Changes

Ownership

in

AKROX

Ownership
by

Tailey.

C.

Closings

CLEVEL AND— Delta,
Ellis

Ownership

in

LITTLETOX— Haliwai.

State.

MISSISSIPPI
Changes

Pier.

Closings

New Theaters
BRONSON—Auditorium. FAIRBAULT—
Lido.
ELY— Ely.
BATEYILLE— Rex.

Scarborough

L.

Co.

Closings

Evans by R. B. Cox.

Ocean

HICKORY Paramount, transferred to N.
Theaters. Inc. bv Criterion Amus. Co.
BESSEMER CITY— Roxie, transferred to A.

son.

WACONIA

MOUNTAIN LAKE

Openings

C.

transferred

Hill.

to

Ownership

in

NORTH CAROLINA

—

.

Changes in Ownership
Ml LAC A — Casino transferred

transferred^ to
C. L. McVey.

Closings

—

Fine Arts, Forest,
Garden, Farnum, Van Dyke, Empire, Visger,
Davison.
UNIONVILLE>-Radio.

Ownership

Openings

Ownership

—in

in

HERIXCTOX— Dreamland,

OTAI— Ojai.

ENGLEWOOD

ROCKFORD—
WEST

Changes

1

BESSEMER CITY

Closings

PANORA —

POM EROY—

Liberty.

WILDWOOD Ocean Pier, transferred to
Wild*
Ocean Pier Corp. WOODSTOWN
Opera House, transferred to E. W. Humphreys by Harry Rivers.

to

S.
E. S.
trans-

—

NEW JERSEY

WILLIAMSTOX— Gem.
NASHVILLE — Star.
Princess.
DETROIT —

Kernan,

itoi,

Openings

NEW SHARON

—

transferred

FRIENDSHIP

Grand.

MAX U US— Seville. NO. TONOWANDA -Avondale OSWEGO— Orpheum.
ROCHESTER— Capitol. SYRACUSE— CapLyceum.

WILDWOOD

T. Congress and M. G. Mantho by
Pasco; Grand (formerly Hippodrome),
ferred to R. & F. Theater Co. by E. J.
Becker; Harmony, transferred to Sol Krim
bj
John O'Dell.
Our, transferred to H. O. Cox by Mrs. J. Smith.

<

Closings

—

ITHACA— Temple. ITHACA—

uinnuinity.

Ownership

in

QUINCY—

Ownership

in

(

MICHIGAN
Changes

DETROIT— Wolverine,

FOWLER— Dreamland. INDIANAPOLIS

BUFFALO

—

WARE

GREENFIELD—

Openings

CHARLESTON— Charleston.

Corp.,
Publix.

—

trans-

American

by

Thea.

Ashley.

Mr.

Changes in Ownership
HOT SPRINGS — New Central, transferred
cess,

to

—

ferred

ARKANSAS

transferred

Mass.

Paramount by

Kalver by Jesse
LeBrun.
DUNKIRK Rex. transferred to
Walters and Scheidler by Rex Thea. Corp.

transferred
Outland.

Theaters

em

Stine by K. E. Scherer.
son, transferred to I. A.

by G.

COTTONWOOD — Rialto.

lix.

Ownership

in

CLINTON—Capitol,

to

Wilby bv
transferred

PALMER — Strand,

transferred to Wesl
Goldstein Bros, and
Casino,
to
transferred
Western Mass. Thea. Corp.,
Goldstein Bros, and Paramount by Publix.
CHICOPEE Rivoli, transferred to Western
M..s> Thea. Corp., Goldstein Bros, and Paramount by Publix.
Garden,
transferred to Western Mass. Thea. Corp.,
Goldstein Bros, and Paramount by Publix.
Capital, transferred to R. Dorack

Changes

Southern, transferred to If.
Spayne and C. Martini by W. M. Gill and
('has.
Town
Hall
Stalder.
(formerly Xew Capitol), transferred to Mary
Robinson.
SMITITFIELD
Monjar by C. M.
Smithfield. transferred to S. G. Sturgeon.
Palm, transferred to T. S. O'Coni-ell
Forum, transferred to
Schine Theatrical Co.. Inc. by Norwalk Thea.
Corp.

BATAYIA—

—

TOLEDO

NORWALK—
ARMA — Empress. AXTELL — Royal.
KOSCIUSKO— Strand OKOLONA— OkoCHEROKEE— Crescent. CLIFTON— Clifton. lona.
Openings
GLEN ELDER— Plaza. HUTCHINSON—
MISSOURI
Openings
Strand.
LEONARDSVILLE — Communitv.
WESTCLIFFE— Westcliffe.
BATAYIA— Town (formerly Xew Capitol).
Changes in Ownership
LOGAN— Mainstreet. MORAN — Ralston.
GEORGIA
LEWISRURG —
Columbia.
Communitv. MULBERRY
MOUNT
HOPE—
JENNINGS—
Cardinal, transferred to Irv- COLUMBUS
Changes in Ownership
NORCATUR— Liberty. ONAGA— ing Mueller by John W. Dickson. ST. Lvrir. MIDDLETOWX Strand. WESTERATLANTA — American, transferred to L. —Rex.
State.
V1LLE—
Isis.
WAKEFIELD— Wakefield.
LOUIS — Globe, transferred to J. Yainiko by
EATONTON
S. Bach by W. G. Browning.
Maury Reichman Yale, transferred to Theo
Closings
Theaters
— Dixie, transferred to J. W. Peck, Jr. by LYNDON—New
Lending.
AKRON— Miles Royal. CAMBRIDGE—
Rialto.
W. H. Odom. LaGRANGE — Family, transCLEVELAND— Memphis. NEWARK
Ohio.
Openings
KENTUCKY
ferred to P. J. Gaston by Walter BrandenDOVER — Nugent. SALEM
Auditorium.
ST. LOUIS — Arcade Airdome, Yale.
burg; Ritz, transferred to P. J. Gaston by
Changes in Ownership
OTTAWA
—Grand
S.\ XDUSKY— Plaza.
Walter Brandenburg.
LOUISVILLE —
Closings
LOLHSVILLE — National, transferred to
ALLIANCE—Columbia.
—Ottawa.
Shadowland, transferred to J. T. Douglas B. E. Thompson by George Evans.
ADRIAN— Adrian. BELTON— City Hall.
OKLAHOMA
bv
W. Baker. RICHLAND— Grand, transBRUNSWICK— Russell. HOPKINS— Royal.
Openings
ferred to B. M. Forbes bv J. P. Mavo.
SOCITY— Miller. ORRICK —
Changes in Ownership
DIXON— Dixon. LOUISVILLE — Na- TEFFERSON
CIAL CIRCLE— Circle, transferred to R.
—
Mainstreet.
Uptown.
ST.
OSCEOLA
transferred to R. L.

New

Theaters

;

T.

L.

Moore by Mrs. Ed.

Orpheum).

(formerly

IDAHO
Theaters

Changes

Dream,

306

—

S.

Cicero

PLAINES—

DOWNERS GROVE—

GRANVILLE —

ONARGO—

WAVERLY—

—

Openings
Modernistic.

—

—

ONARGO
Granada.
WINDBlue Bird.

NEOGA—

SOR — Windsor.

Closings

CHESTER—Gem.
Wallace.

New

MT.

CHICAGO

RED BUD— Red

—

Bud.

Theaters

PLEASANT— Mt.

transferred

Pleasant.

—

NEW ORLEANS

to

Changes

Fiorito's

C.

Plough.
Page,

W. W.

Macco.

Closings

Janet,

SPRINGS

—

CRYSTAL
HATTIESBURG —

Springs.
Palace.
Capitol.

JACKSON—

Dixie.
Jefferson.

L.

Polich

MARRERO—

in Ownership
Communitv, transferred

M.

—

to

—

BLAIR Palace, transferred to
Amus. Co.
Fry and Pernell by Mrs. J. Aldridge. WILSON Empress, transferred to G. D. Thomp-

—

—

—

CHAMBERS— Township

— MAN— Community.
R.

WESTFIELD—

by A.

ROSALIE— Star.

Openings

Ace.

New Theaters
OKLA. CITY—
TECUMSEH— Marian.

LONE WOLF— Liberty.
Plaza.

OREGON

DODGE— Dodge. FAIRFIELD— Orpheum.

Openings

NEW HAMPSHIRE

GARIBALDI— Rose.
ace.

Openings

WILTON—Town

Changes

Changes in Ownership
BOLIVAR — Lyric, transferred

CATTARAUGUS
Palace),

Lawrence.

—

transferred

HAMMONDSPORT

Sam

to

Herman

—

Park,

MARCELLUS
A. Smith.
Opera House (formerly Parson's), transferred to Earl Zimmer.
SYRACUSE Captransferred to Mr. Gardener.
itol,
transferred to

—

in

ALBION— Albion

Cattaraugus
to

W.

—

Gihbs

bv

.Tas.

— Paramount

ferred

to

M.

M.

E.

Ownership
transferred

Gladfelter.

to

A.

E.

BRADDOCK

transO'ormerly Braddock).
N. Shapiro and A. Fineman

Silverman.
transferred to H. C.

bv

SILVERTON— Pal-

PENNSYLVANIA

Hall.

NEW YORK
Gandel.
(formerly

Means.

BLACKWELL— Bays.
Closings
AFTON— Afton. ORR— Orr. CHICKBARTLESVTLLE— Liberty.
Rialto.
\—
ASH.
COMMERCE— Nusho.
CARTER— Liberty.
KAW CITY— Kew Kaw. TECUMSEH—

MERRI-

Hall.

L.

Closings

—

—

—

son

in Ownership
CHAMBERS— Township Hall, transferred
to
Commercial Club, Frank Porter, Mgr.
FAIRFIELD Fairfield (formerly Orpheum).
transferred to F. W. Anderson by Geo. K.
Werner.
MADRIA American, transferred
ROSALIE
to E. J. Tuey by L. M. Teller.
Star, transferred to K. L. Parkinson.

HOLYOKE—

NORTHAMPTON

Vic

to

RTNGLTNG—The
Glover by E. M. Brown.
to
Delano), transferred
(formerly
Rausin
COVINGTON
L. B. Rausin by L. E. ShuU.
Ritz. transferred to Geo. Wehmeier by John
Grav
Dewev Par-imount. transferred to T..
StTLPHUR—
O. "Jones by' W. E. Jones.
The Ramsev (formerly Log Cabin), transferred to J. L. Grove by Waldron-Ramsey

Openings

Spero.
'SPRINGFIELD
transferred
Western Mass.
to
Thea. Corp., Goldstein Bros, and Paramount
transVictoria,
by Publix.
ferred to Western Mass. Thea. Corp., GoldParamount by Publix.
stein
Bros,
and
Calvin, transferred to
Western Mass. Thea. Corp., Goldstein Bros,
and Paramount by Publix; Plaza, transferred
Western Mass. Thea. Corp., Goldstein
to
Bros, and Paramount by Publix.
PITTSFIELD
Palace, transferred to Western
Mass. Thea. Corp., Goldstein Bros, and Paramount by Publix; Colonial, transferred to
Western Mass. Thea. Corp., Goldstein Bros,
and Paramount by Publix.
Strand, transferred to Western Mass. Thea.
Corp., Goldstein Bros, and Paramount by Pub-

by
Broadway,

transferred

by A. E. Post.

—

MASSACHUSETTS
Snider

Ownership

Changes

Changes

DEDHAM —

in

RED LODGE— Iris,

NEBRASKA

ACKERMAX— Ackerman. MAGNOLIA—
BAY SPRINGS— Bay

ST.

MONTANA

Ed.

Openings

;

FAIRMOUNT —

JEFFERSON CITY— Capitol.

LOUIS— Hamilton.

Ownership

transferred to
Lewis
transferred to

Theaters

BRUNSWICK— Roxv.
Fair.

Jr.

Ave.,

transferred to Ben Katzman by L. A. Ullrich; Janet, transferred to H. Goldson by
Janet Thea. Corp.
Lucille, transferred to
Lester Immerman by A. Joseph; Newberry,
transferred to Sam Abrams by Newberry
Thea. Corp.; Rose, transferred to Harry
Balaban by Capitol Thea. Inc., Max Gumbiner.
Des Plaines, transDES
ferred to Harrv Balaban by Franz Polka.
Tivoli, transferred to
Lund Thea. Corp., Alfred Lund by Downers
(irove Thea. Co.
Granada,
transferred to E. M. Ernat.
Modernistic (formerly Onargo), transferred
Bijou, transto J. G. Gromell.
ferred to Hall and Hart.
EAST ST. LOUIS
New Granada (formerly American), transferred to Granada Thea. Co., A. S. Johnson
by Steve Habanek.

GRANVILLE

in

Beverlv.

ZWOLLE— Cozv,

Ownership

in

Changes

Thomassi.

BANCROFT— North Gem.
ILLINOIS
CHICAGO— Avenue.

New

MATTHEWS— Evelann.
LOUISIANA

KENNER

FLETCHER—Quanah,

LOUIS— Odeon.

Closings

ST.

Openings

New

Unique (Prin-

cess).

CONYERS— Ritz.

WAYCROSS— Ritz.

—

PRESTONBURG

tional.

Butler.

Closings

EVANS CITY— Rialto.

Spithaler by E. Blank.
to
transferred
PHILAMrs Geo. Craig bv F. Akselrad.
Metropolitan (formerly Metl.
transferred to Metropolitan Thea. Co.

MEADOWLANDS — Crystal,
DELPHIA

—

THE
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Openings

Openings

CAMBRIDGE SPRINGS — Cambridge
ERIE— Avenue. JOHNSTOWN—
iprings.

New

MAHONINGTON— Crescent. MEADOWLANDS— Crystal. NATRONA— Key-

PHILADELPHIA — Metropolitan
VINTONDALE — State.
formerly Met).
'ORK— Rialto.
Closings

BRADDOCK — Paramount (formerly BradERIE— Park. EXPORT — Ritz.
'ARMICHAELS — Ross. FRANKLIN —
CANNONSBURG— Strand. PITTSPark.
BURGH— Center Square. PITTSBURGH—
lock

i.

Victory).

liberty.

WILLI AMSPORT— Majestic.

5MITHTON— Opera

New

VERONA

House.

Openings

CARTHAGE— Colonial.

New

DARLINGTON — Liberty, transferred
Theaters.
by Pee Dee Amus.
N. C
FLORENCE— Carolina, transferred
F. Schnibben.

to

Inc.

to

~o.

N.

Inc.

Theas..

C.

Theaters,

Inc.,

by

M.

by

FLORENCE— Colonial,
M.

transferred to N.
F. Schnibben.

C.

Changes

in

New

Ownership

—

M.
to

Ed. Dorbandt.
CORRIGAN
Corrigan,
transferred to J. R. Holloman.
IRAAN
Texas (formerly Dixie), transferred to L.
R. Dollison; Loraine (formerly Best), transRitz,
ferred to Ross Dixon.
transferred to J. W. Murphy, Jr.
Parker.
Palace.
transferred
to
C.
J.
Strawn, transferred to J.
F.

New

The old Princess theater in Sanford has been condemned.

New Incorporations »
NEW YORK
Inc., New York.
100 shares.
Loberfield, Joy P. Kneeland and Gladys
Hartling, New York.

Pageant Films,
S.

Manhattan.
100 shares.
Denker
and

Henry
Bushel),
Laurence
S.
Theresa Blumberg, New York.
Milbow Theater Co., Inc., Kings County.
John G. ZellOperation of theaters.
$2,500.
rer, Betty S. Erskine and Bertha Reich, Brooklyn.

MoTompkins Operating Corp., Manhattan.
Harold
tion picture projects.
500 shares.
HamMatie
Matt
Madden
and
J.
Cleary,
J.
merstein, New York.
ManhatProducing Syndicates,
Inc.,
Play
Matthew
tan.
Motion pictures.
$250,000.
Jacobs, Mary E. Hanlon and Genevieve Paul,
New York.
Motion
Unique Foto Film, Inc., Manhattan.
Dick Speckmann, Betty
pictures.
$10,000.

and Bertha Ewald, New York.
Gloversville,
N. Y.
Perry
Theater
Corp.,
Howard
Ten shares.
Motion picture theaters.
Hannah
Levy
and
Antevil,
Georgette
M.

Hartmen

New

York.
Seider,

Inc.,

New

dramas

York.
$2,000.

Matt

J.

WASHINGTON

York.
films.

Inc.,

$22,000.

Motion picture
Manhattan.
Nathan Steinberg, Gertrude

Conroy and Creta L. Stratman, New York.
Motion
Rego Operating Corp., Manhattan.
Maurice Reisner, Ange
pictures.
30 shares.
Dumas and Henrietta Heller, Brooklyn.
Yankee Properties, Inc., Manhattan. Operate
Alexander Funk, Charles
theaters.
$10,000.
Segal and Doris Feinsilver, New York.
M.

CAPITAL REDUCTION
Strand Theater
from $425,000.

Syracuse

$185,000

Co.,

WISCONSIN RAPIDS

—Avenue, Abbey.

— Rapids.

APARTMENTS,

•

MUrray

Guy Brown,

RKO

manager

out
selling; so is Fred Goodrow, First
Division head here, who is in Jackis

Buffalo,

to

nc

I

ST.

4-4800

Hill

FREE BUS SERVICE

TO

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
AND GRAND CENTRAL

together

with increased lavatory
facilities.
Saenger Theaters is also
carrying out a reconditioning program for its houses throughout the

44th

310 EAST

THESE APARTMENTS ALL
have serving pantries,

All

MAY

BE

HAD FURNISHED,

electrical refrigeration,

IF

DESIRED

Venetian blinds

STUDIO

son. Dick Frank of United Artists,
Harold Wilkes of Paramount, in for
a few days.
Ditto, Luke Conner,

26-1

*

CEILING

si

l6'-0'
H'T

15-0"

Vitagraph.
Visitors to film row: Arthur Lehmann, exhibitor with houses in Jackson and Canton, Miss.; Emmet
D'Amore, who runs the Bijou at
Churchpoint, La., and whose wife
is

in

a

-©-

hospital here; Bill Baker,
the Dreamland at Macon,

who runs
Miss.

Henry Brunies of
shipping department,
of a 7-lb. girl.

Paramount's
the father

is

Room

3
Corner

13' ceiling

2 baths,

3

,

exposures.

Balcony, River view

Salt

3

Studio

room 37'-5"xl5-7
... 2 large bedrooms,

living

.

»««a
xUv.

Room Semi-Duplex
Corner with River views. Delightroof terrace, dropped living
room 26'-l"xl6' with 15' *o/*i/"\

ful

ceiling. 3

Salt Lake City— J. T.
after visiting the local

22"0"xl3'0"

Ed
i

J

"in

Joe Madsen, U. A. office manager,
back from his summer recess.
Thomas Walsh, RKO branch manager, has returned from Los Anis

geles.

Fidler
of
Distinctive
Screen Attractions has been spending several days here.
Exhibitor visitors seen around
last week included E. J. McClurg,
Preston, Ida., and A. C. Willardson,
T.

Salina, Utah.

Manager A.

R. Brake of National

Supply

trek soon.

plans

a

Montana

1

Room Corner

Apartment,
living

exceptionally

1

large

room 3T-9"x 15'; 4 windows.

FOYER.

L

tion.

Theater

'W"

.

Sheffield,
Sheffield-

Republic exchange managed by

Lon

exposures

Lake City Squibs

Kennedy, left for Seattle.
Nina
Scott,
May
Sheffield
booker,
Kathryn leaves in about a week for a vaca-

Madden and Matie Hammerstein, New

Monamco,

Closings

Plays,

and screen projects.
Lambert and
Rogers,
Vivian
R.
A. Martire, Jamaica, N. Y.
Lenauer International Films, Inc., Manhat150 shares.
tan.
Motion and sound pictures.
William Davenport, I. Martin and A. Phillips,
New York.
Manhattan.
Operating Corporation,
Delton
Harold Cleary,
500 shares.
Motion pictures.
L.

McWilliams.

APPLETON— Elite. BRITUNG— Capitol.
BRILLION— Auditorium. CALUMET— Calumet. KENOSHA— Cameo. MILWAUKEE

Changes in Ownership
FRIDAY HARBOR — Island, transferred

—

circuit.

Brothers

J.

Theaters

LEWISTON— Paramount.

Orleans Notes

New

Kissimmee.

Fahrer,

F.

Matthews.

and W. B.

Forbes-Leith
Productions,
Inc.,
Theatricals and picture business.

MADISON—

Mrs. Clara Koehn.
Eastwood, transferred to Mr. A. M. Toussamt by

to

Openings

Orleans
Approximately
The Dixie theater in Marianna $10,000 will be spent in reconditionhas been enlarged into a 900-seat ing the St. Charles Theater.
This
house.
program, which marks the first loan
W. N. Carnaison, who acquired to be procured through the Federal
the Fox theater in Ft. Meade sev- Housing Administration in this diseral weeks ago, has sold it to the trict for theaters, will include new
Mullen circuit with headquarters in seats, repainting and redecorating,

M.

Changes in Ownership
LITTLE CHUTE— Little Chute, transferred

STRAWN—

—

Sidney

to

GARLAND — Paramount.

ANSON — Texas, transferred to E.
Woods.
ATHENS — Liberty, transferred

Miami Lake City Theaters, Inc.,
Lake City, has been chartered with

«

Closings

LEW—Jane Lew.
WISCONSIN

JANE

MALAKOFF—
SPUR—

Florida Items
B. E. Gore, M. E. Gore
Branon as directors.

Theaters

TEXAS

SOUTH CAROLINA

Openings

SISTERVILLE— Paramount.

MORGAN

—

WHITESVILLE— Strand.

Ownership

Openings

RAYMOND— Tokay. SEATTLE— Palm.
WEST VIRGINIA

Geo. A. Pierson by F. M. Peck.
Amusement Hall, transferred to Glen Butters by V. K. Newcomer.

Closings

—

—

GARLAND

GREENFIELD— Strand.

in Ownership
Paramount, transferred

by C. A. Chantland.

ley

UTAH

Changes

by
Gulbran*-on
E.
T.
Mnthes.
transferred to R. C. Head-

C.

J.

SPOKANE— Rex,

— Venus.

TENNESSEE

Theaters

in

to

New Theaters
Closings
BERTRAM— New. BOWIE— Ritz. DENABERDEEN— Aster. DRAPER— Draper. TON—
Texas.
GRANGER— Tab. JACKSGARY— Garden.
BORO — Mecca. NAVASOTA — Queen.
New Theaters
Uptown.
HOUSTON—
CANOVA— Canova. COLUMBIA— Plaza.

CAIRNBROOK— Cairnbrook.
Changes

Corner.

SOUTH DAKOTA

ROSSITER — Paramount
ST. CLAIR — Lyric.

Lirris-Alvin.

(formerly

Theaters

MONCKS CORNER— Moncks

Jale.

tone.

Closings

ELECTRA — Crown. FT. WORTH —
Gayety.
HIGGINS— Alamo. POTH— Princess. QUEMADO— Palace. SAN ANTONIO

CLOVER— Carolina.

Room

Complete homes

Suite
for

2

Many

with dressing

Dressing closet ... Disappearing

pantries

.

twin beds, serving pantry

closets.

Roomy and com-

from

t-T

c

/Dm
RESTAURANT AND HOTEL

people.

Disappearing twin beds, serving
.

.

fortable, from

....

tec
DDm

SERVICE AVAILABLE

Tenants say our free bus service saves them at least $5 a month

in carfare.

y

DAILY
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TIMELY TOPICS

» » »

mechanics
of
film
making.
During the past two years, however, more and more importance

Special Effects Not
Meant to Fool Public

TNSTEAD
wink

of trying to hoodpeople, we're on the

public's side.
ly striving to

We

are constant-

anybody can

do.
Cecil B. Defilming of the siege of
Acre for "The Crusades" is as
real a medieval battle as you
will ever see on the screen. So
is the cavalry battle at Jerusalem which he shot for the
same picture. But there were
living dramatic details of those
affrays
scattered
that
the
cameras couldn't always pick
up.
Fire balls landing in the
midst of excited people, Saracens toppling from the battle-

Mille's

ments, knights knocked down by
horses and engines of war.
They are not in the film as it
stands because the cameras
didn't happen to be where those
things occurred.
But we saw
those details, will shoot them
in their proper perspective, and
insert them where they belong.
In spite of the extraordinary
patience and care that went into
filming a troupe of dancing elephants for "The Big Broadcast
of 1936," a splendid sequence
came through in which one of
the mammoth hoofers proved to
be a shade behind the best of
music for just one step. Without taking the shot over, we
fixed that rascal so that he
now dances in time.
—Gordon Jennings,
Head of Paramount's Special
Effects Department.

British Writers Taking

Films More Seriously
"QRITISH

writers

are

begin-

ning to take motion pictures
seriously and the writers, in
turn, are being taken seriously
by producers. In England, as
in the early days of the movies
in Hollywood, comparatively little attention has been paid to
Producers,
stories themselves.
until recently, have been more
mastering the
interested
in

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Think
promotion.

up

has been attached to scenarios,
and as a result British screen
play writers are having an unprecedented opportunity for development.
Hollywood will di-

enhance their film

entertainment.
Let's correct a
popular misapprehension. We're
not in the business of hoaxing
people. What the montage department does is to contrive
novel ways of presenting dramatic action, add detail that
helps the story to unfold crisply, and coiTect errors that creep
into a picture despite all that

something

for

Labor

Day

a a « »

rectly benefit from this situation
in that a healthy competition
among writers has grown, and
an exchange of ideas and technique will ultimately better the
product of both countries.
W. P. Lipscomb.

—

Adapting Headlines
Difficult Task

A

W/TUTING

a screen play from
newspaper headlines is one
of the most difficult tasks to
which a scenarist can be assigned. Scenarists, by the very
nature of their profession, must
be possessed of vivid imaginations and ability to concoct situations and plots out of "thin
air" and yet these very quali-

prove hindrances when the
screen play to be written is on
a subject which has been a mat-

»

»

Wednesday, Aug. 21

EXPLOITETTES

Jonasson Plugs Opening
of "Mickey's Garden"
TiOB JONASSON, manager

of

Walter Reade's Mayfair The-

ads and accorded it local newspaper publicity. Instead of projecting "Mickey's Garden" on
the ordinary screen he used his
enlarged
magnascopic screen
which brought out much of the
richness in this Technicolor sub-

The results were roundly
applauded by his patrons. The
idea took so well that with all
future Disney subjects Jonasson
claims he will use his enlarged
ject.

Asbury Park, N.

J.

ties

ter of headline news in the daily
papers. For here, writers must
limit themselves to facts and

yet provide entertainment.
As
a result, any juggling of facts,
in an effort to "fluff up" a story,
means criticism from audiences,
and no picture can be successful in the face of such adverse
audience reaction.

—Charles Kenyon.

Dancing School Tieups
On Astaire-Rogers Films

TRANCING

teachers

offer

a

splendid avenue of cooperation with their local theaters
showing the Astaire-Rogers pictures.
The splendid routines
danced by Fred Astaire and

Ginger Rogers in "Top Hat"
and others of their RKO Radio
pictures have done more to stimulate interest in the dance than
anything that has happened in
the dance world for years. The
"Continental" took our city by

Every high school girl
and boy fancied herself or himself a potential Ginger Rogers
or Fred Astaire, and we did a
storm.

very good business all season
teaching the "Continental". The
smaller cities throughout the
country have so little opportunity of seeing good dancing, that
prospective pupils have not had
the incentive to take lessons.
All local theaters have advertising posters exhibiting cuts of
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers, in poses demonstrating the
new dance to be shown in their
latest picture. Put one of these
posters in a prominent t>lace in
your studio, and you will be

amazed

at the interest

it

will

Ask your local theater
manager to give you advance
create.

notes on the simplified version
of the dance, written for RKO

Tower Magazines Tie-in
With Warner Films
Local
distributors
of
fan
periodicals published by Tower
Magazines have effected a tiein with Warner Bros, whereby
window cards plugging picture,
theater and playdate as well as
magazine itself are distributed.
On "Broadway Gondolier," such
a tie-in was effectively used.

— Warner

Bros.

Radio by a well known New York
dancing teacher.
The version
as danced by Astaire and Rogers will be too advanced for
most of your pupils. Teach the
routine to your most proficient
pupils in ballroom dancing, and
arrange with your local manager to present it as an added
attraction at the opening of the
picture. Conduct a Dance Contest either at your studio or at
the theater, and as a prize to
the winning couple, give them
as many lessons as may be necessary for them to learn the

new

routine.

Another

smart

angle for business, is to teach
the routine in a simplified manner, to your children's ballroom
classes. At the end of the year
have a contest for them and invite parents and friends to attend, and make a gala social
For added enterevent of it.
tainment, have two small members of your professional classes
do an exhibition version of this
routine, and introduce them as
the "miniature" Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers. The society
reporters of your papers will eat
it up, and you will get some
very good publicity. The dancing of Astaire and Rogers is a
joy to watch, and an inspiration
to

young

students.

—Dorothy Mason,

Emerson-Mason School

1

935

«

«

Window Displays Prove
Big Aid

ater in Asbury Park arranged
a number of effective stunts for
the showing of "Mickey's Garden," a Walt Disney production
released through United Artists.
In addition to using numerous
special one sheets and giving
the attraction top billing on his
marquee, Jonasson also played
up the production in his daily

screen.
—
Mayfair,

«

,

of
the Dance, Portland, Me.

to "Call"

CEVERAL

attractive

window

tie-ups, numerous plugs over
local radio stations and out-

standing newspaper publicity
constituted the highlights of the
exploitation campaign arranged

by J. Cherry and Fred McFadden of the Palace Theater in
Dallas for the premiere of "Call
of the Wild," Darryl Zanuck
production
starring
Clark
Gable, Loretta Young and Jack
Oakie and released through
United Artists. Tie-ups on spe
cial editions of the book resulted in several attractive window displays, all using scene
stills and appropriate cards in
the following stores: A. Harris,
Sanger's, Neiman-Marcus and
W. A. Green. In addition to scene
stills and counter displays 5,000
bookmarks, with strong selling
copy on the picture, were distributed at each of the above
stores.
The Methodist Publishing Company devoted and entire window to a book display
and utilized life-size blow-ups of
Gable, Young and Oakie.
The
local distributor of Canada Dry
Ginger Ale co-operated by getting out special window stream-

These streamers plugged

ers.

the picture and were pasted in
the following shops: Skillern's,
Walgreen, Liggett, A. & P.,

Piggly - Wiggly,
Helpy - Self
and other leading stores.
All
local street cars carried special
cards and special bulletins displaying scene stills from the at-

traction were on display at all
hotels. Six announcements daily
were secured over station WRR.
"Times-Herald"
station
The
KRLD, and the "Dallas News"
station
devoted
also
generous time to mention of the
"Call of the Wild" premiere.

WFAA

Loud-speaker equipment was
used at all local wrestling and
boxing bouts. For' a street ballyhoo a man dressed in a big
red mackinaw leading a huge
St. Bernard dog, paraded the
streets of the city and stopped
at each window displaying material on "Call of the Wild"
where he delivered a strong
selling talk on the picture.
Palace Theater, Dallas.

—

FACTS
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FILMS

Italy

movie
are

now
houses,

equipped

has
of
for

approximately

4,506

which

3,000
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New RKO Stockholder

TEN CENTS

1935

22,

May Offer

Committee

SAMUELSON RETIRING AS HEAD OF
Photophone

Adds

Will Handle
Projection

Leasing of
Device
Also Has Sonotone
Camden, N. J. — RCA Photophone,

which recently took over distribution of Sonotone, device for the hard-

of-hearing, has taken on additional
outside equipment through a deal
with Trans-Lux Movies Corp. whereby Photophone will handle the leasing of Trans-Lux rear projection
Leases will be made
equipment.
either in conjunction with RCA's
(Continued on Page 21)

Trans-Lux to

i

to

applause.

The attraction

is

of

big calibre and

12,000

looks set for

GILLETTE.

healthy run

Theaters

Damages

Honor Rogers

to

Reports received at the Hays Ofyesterday indicate that more
than 12,000 theaters in the U. S.
Fire, started when will be darkened two minutes at an
Pittsburgh
sparks from a vacuum cleaner appropriate time after 2 P.M. tospread to some cleaning fluid, swept
day as a last tribute to Will Rogthrough the executive offices of the
services take
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Harris Amusement Co. yesterday, ers, whose funeral
Washington Appointment of four causing damage estimated at $10,- place this afternoon in Hollywood at
sub-committees, each to work in
'Continued on Page 4)
Continued on Page 4)
different sections of the country
gathering data for the patent poolBrothers Reorganization Plan
Drafting
ing investigation to be conducted
by the Senate Patents Committee
under Congressman Sirovich, was
Plan of reorganization for the Minnesota
Co.
reported probable yesterday as SiroMarks Bros. Theaters, Inc., Para- Closes for
(Contiuued on Page 21)
Lineup
mount subsidiary circuit in Chicago,
Minnesota Amusement Co., emis
being drafted by Root, Clark, bracing 77 houses in Minnesota, WisMartin's Circuit
consin and North and South Dakota,
Enter Mississippi Buckner & Ballantine, Paramount has
bought the entire 1935-36 proagreepreliminary
following
counsel,
Roy Martin, who now
Atlanta
gram
of Warner-First National feaon
concerned
has a circuit of 30 houses in Ala- ment among parties
tures and Vitaphone shorts and
bama, may invade northern Missis- details of the plan. Houses in the trailers. John Friedl acted for the
sippi, it is learned here.
include the Gra- circuit, with Grad Sears and Carl
A deal in Greenville, Ala., pro- Marks Bros, groupBroadway Strand. Leserman
representing Warners.
build a the- nada, Marbro and

Fire

4 COMMITTEES TO GET

Offices

fice

Of Harris Amuse. Co.

—

i

'

Marks

Amusement
Warner

Roy

May

—

vides that the city will
ater in the new City Hall
construction.

Broadway's
Members

of

Union

now under

Own War

Operators
Allied
several Broadway thethe

picketing
aters
includ ng Loew's State and the
Astor were chased off the street yesterday afternoon by a band of Local

3C6 members who swept down Broadway
in
a mass demonstration after emerging from a union meeting at Palm GarEighth
and
52nd St. between
den,
Some of the Allied
Ninth Avenues.
pickets were said to have been slugged.
Two Local 306 members were arrested.
A short time after the demonstration
the Allied pickets were back in front
of

the

theaters.

Second RKO Stockholder Group

May

Offer Reorganization Plan

Hyman Names
For W.
Huntington,

Directors
Va. Association
W. Va.— S. H. Hy-

man, president of the West Virginia
Managers' Ass'n, has selected a
board of directors in accordance
with a membership vote at the re-

A

second

stockholders,

dent

committee

known

Stockholders

of

RKO

as the IndepenProtective

Com-

formed and includes
members Caroline Kohl of

mittee, has been

among

its

Chicago, a chief

RKO

stockholder,

and Leslie G. Donahue, Felix A.
cent convention of the organization Jacobson and Daniel J. O'Connor,
George L. Schein
held at White Sulphur Springs. Di- also of Chicago.
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 21)

to

Succeed Samuelson as
N. J. Allied Head
Bv

W. H.

FILM DAILY

McMAHON

Staff Correspondent

— Due

to the burden
of activities of Allied States Ass'n,
Sidney E. Samuelson, president of
national unit and of the Allied Theaters of New Jersey, will not consider re-election for a sixth year as
head of the state unit, he announced
yesterday at the opening session of
the three-day annual convention at
The anthe Ritz-Carlton Hotel.
nouncement came as a big surprise
Though no sucto the convention.
cessor was immediately mentioned,

Atlantic City

—

DATA ON PATENT POOL

|

Charnow Likely

Julius

The opening gun in the swanky and ceremonious premieres of the new season was
fired by Paramount at the Astor Theater last night, when Cecil B. De M lie s latest
stupendous production, "The Crusades. " was given its first public showing before an
audience that included more big names of the film industry and other fields than
Broadway has seen at a premiere in some time.
As the picture already has been
covered by Hollywood preview in THE FILM DAILY of Aug. 5, it remain only to
rcco:d here the reaction of the opening nigjit audience, which was both profoundly
impressed and stirred

ALLIED

N. J.

Outside Equipment

Its

"Crusades" Registers at Swank Premiere

a

Plan

(Continued on Page 4)

PATHE REORGANIZAT'N

TEMPORARILY STAYED
Appellate Judge Martin yesterday
granted Ben Hilbert a temporary
injunction restraining Pathe Film
Corp. from carrying out its plan of
reorganization pending hearing to(Continued on Page 21)

RKO

Gets Para. Product
For 10 First-Run Spots
RKO has closed Paramount first-

run product
including

in 10 out-of-town spots
Columbus,
Cincinnati,

Dayton, Albany, Troy, Schenectady,
Trenton, New Brunswick, Syracuse

and Union
Soviet

City.

Mourns Will Rogers
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bur.,

—

Sorrow of the Soviet mopicture industry over the death
of Will Rogers is conveyed in a cable
signed with most of the famous Soviet
film names received yesterday at the
The cable
Fox studios from Moscow.
states in part: "Soviet cinema indusdeath
of Will
tragic
try deeply mourns
Rogers, one of the oldest and most
famous American stars and a friend of
His films enchanted
the Soviet union.
us with their comic talent and the subthis
splendid master."
refined
art
of
tle,
The cable was signed by B. Z. ShuPudovEisenstein,
miatsky, V. Usievich,
Ermler, Dovjenko and others.
F.
kin,

Hollywood

ton

V
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FINANCIAL

— Enterprise

Optical Mfg.

Co.,
makers of the Motiograph
Projectors, at its annual meeting a
few days ago elected F. E. Matthews president and treasurer; C.
F.
C.
D.
Strout, vice-president;
Springer, secretary, and Matthews,
A. T. Spring and C. F. Springer,
directors.
O. F. Spahr is no longer
connected with the management of
the company.
Active management of the firm
will be continued under the direction
of E. J. Wienke in charge of production and W. H. Hirschfeld in
charge of sales. J. A. Neale will
be in charge of finance and auditing.
The new management intends to
inaugurate a more energetic sales

policy.

RKO

and Warners Confer 38 Films Bought by

In a last- ditch effort to prevent
development of new first-run oppotheaters through the
sition to
proposed Warner product deal with
the Century Circuit, Major Leslie
conferred yesterThompson of

RKO

RKO

York City. Outcome of the conference could not be learned.
Net
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Technicolor

Trans-Lux

Acquires

New

19%

18%

19%

2%

2%

2%
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Century.

Masters Starts Sept.

1

l/

2

Roxy

The Roxy has bought product

fill-

ing at least 38 weeks of its 19353G season playing time and the balance will be taken care of by spot
bookings.
The house has acquired
2G features from Universal and 12
of the 1G GB releases.

week by Doubleday-Doran from the
pen of Thyra Samter Winslow, who
wrote the latest Claudette Colbert
vehicle for Columbia, "She Married

Her Boss," has been acquired by the
William Morris Agency for sale of

Samuel Goldwyn is
Broadway shows and

"Rum

Afternoon" as his initial
venture.
H. C. Potter and
George Haight will produce and the
reports mention Miriam Hopkins as
a possible lead.
Other scripts are
in the

60th

ST

NEW YORK

MUSICAL WUNDTRACKOTVERY
M00D£PTYPE OF PICTURE
SEND

FOR OUIt CATALOG

via United
join
the

DONALD OGDEN STEWART
at

the

Hotel

GYPSY

Savoy-Plaza

NINA,

from

songstress,

has checked
the coast.

back

is

York and stopping at the Hotel

FRANK GATES
department

left

Air-

road

Ne

in

Moritz.

St.

of the Warner Bros, insurance
yesterday by United Airlines

Chicago.

for

REGINA CANNON
week from the coast
magazine editorship.

arrives in New York
to take up her new

thil

fa

PAUL GILMORE and VIRGINIA GILMORE
Cherry
abroad on

Lane

the

the

ARTHUR

SILVERSTONE,

manager

sales

playhouse return
Washington.

for

United

this week on
for
Winnipeg.

arrived

yesterday

today

at a trade
preview in the Astor Theater at 11
A.M. today. The picture, a musical
with Douglass Montgomery, Evelyn
Venable, Adrienne Ames, Joseph
Cawthorn and Cora Sue Collins, was
reviewed in The Film Daily of
Aug. 15.

generall
England,

Normandie,

le

RALSTON arrives in Toronto from
coast next week to open an engagement
Shea's Hippodrome on Aug. 29.

ESTHER
the
at

S.

KENT

R.

expected

in

and JOSEPH M. SCHENCK are
Hollywood again early next month.

JAMES WINN, newly appointed Warner district
manager in Chicago, and LEO BLANK,
Minneapolis branch manager who will succeed
Winn as head of the Chicago exchange, are
in New York at the Hotel Warwick.

WILLIAM SHILLING

is

New

in

York

from]

in

28

CHARLES CAMPBELL, Paramount
Paris, who is now in New York,
on

h.s

return

attorney!
sails

Aug.|

France.

to

Hoyt Heads Cinaudagraph

in the Albany General Hospital. The
company for the past three and a

half years has been perfecting the

reduction from 35mm. to 16mm. film
as well as color on 16mm. film for
the educational field, according to
Harold W. Harwell, vice-president
of the company, who plans to announce the developments at an early
Leo Blank Gets Warner Chi. Post
date. Other officers of the company
Leo Blank, manager of the War- are, Howard C. Seaman, treasurer,
ner exchange in Minneapolis, has and Sherman Reese Hoyt, secretary.
been shifted to Chicago to succeed

—

:

THERE

IS

ONLY ONE
YEAR BOOK
of

MOTION PICTURES
And

THE

that

issued by

is

FILM

DAILY

Standard

Refer-

WEAF

Conway Tearle in "Judgment Book",
second of the series being produced
Montgomery
A bill legalizing by Mitchell Leichter of Beaumont
Charles Hutchinson
Sunday shows in Gadsden, Ala., has Productions.
been passed by the House of the will direct.
Pass Gadsden Sunday Show

—

Bill

Fatal Crash

Hollywood
Marjorie White, stage former silent

West Coast Bureau

—

in

West Coast Bureau

of

THE FILM DAILY

—

of

I

|

assistant
Artists in

the

of

from

John Sherman Hoyt has been
"Harmony Lane" Tradeshow Today named president of the Cinauda
"Harmony Lane", Mascot produc- graph Corp., replacing Dr. Freeman
W. Mac-Donald, who died recently
tion,
will be shown

ater of the Air," opens a pre-re- are now in New York.
lease engagement at the house.
Signed for Second Tearle Feature
The shorts, produced by Biograph
Pictures and released by RKO, all West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Bernadene Hayes,
feature Major Bowes himself and
the various amateurs he has pre- Howard Lang, William Gould, Richsented on his Sunday evening hours ard Cramer and Jack and Ray Galand the NBC network. lagher have been signed to support
over

Marjorie White
CITY

yesterday

left

Salt
Lake City to
of "Tobacco
Road."

for

company

being read.

Dorothy Sebastian Returns
W.

HENRY HULL
lines

Detroit.

set to back
will finance

legislatux-e.

33

Coming and Going

Goldwyn Backing Legit

Bowes Appears With Short
James Winn, who was promoted to
Major Edward Bowes appears in
% person at Keith's Memorial Theater, midwest district manager. Rud Lorenz, salesman, replaces Blank in
Boston, this evening, when the first
The changes become
subject of his series of film featur- Minneapolis.
% ettes, "Major Bowes Amateur The- effective Aug. 26. Winn and Blank

Novel
being published this

film- rights.-

assistant to
Artists foreign sales manager, assumes his new duties Sept. 1. He
will continue supervising sales in
Canada from his New York headquarters.

3y2

New Winslow

novel

tieth

who is becoming
Arthur W. Kelly, United

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.

journed again, this time to noon
today, pending decision of the State
Supreme Court, Brooklyn, in application of All-Continent and Mrs.
Eva Fox for a permanent injunction
to stop merger of Fox and Twen-

Haskell Masters,

36

36

Fox Case Again Delayed
The much-adjourned meeting of
Fox stockholders yesterday was ad-

3

16%

"A" .....

"A"

do

11V4
70

4

69%
16%

147
147
154V2 1541/2 154i/2

Inc.

Paramount
do

1 1

Chg.

Close

147

do pfd.
Pafhe

Low

First test cases planned by the
I. T. O. A. to offset the city's campaign against games of chance it
classifies as lotteries are scheduled
for hearing next week in New York
City magistrates' courts, it was
learned yesterday following a meeting of the exhibitor association. The
complaint against the Tremont, involving "Prosperity Night", is on
the calendar for Monday while the
action against the Audubon, complaining against "Lucky Night", is
down for Tuesday.
Attorney Melvin Albert of the
Milton C. Weisman office yesterday
discussed the situation at the exhibitor meeting. He is handling the
defense end of the cases.

who

day with Major Albert Warner on
terms of a product deal for New

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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Dorothy Sebastian,

film star, returns to
Hollywood
and screen comedienne, died yester- the screen after a three-year abday from injuries received in an sence in a featurette soon to go in
auto accident.
She was 27 years work at RKO Radio under the suold.
pervision of Lee Marcus.
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and

The Film Daily Service

1650 B'way
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OKAY BOYS, YOU CAN

WAR NOW!

START THE

The World's Ace Newsreel

Man

is

ii

on the job

Hearst Metrotone News' One and Only

VARGES is

in

ETHIOPIA!
That's

News Captain
!

Ariel Varges has

of China. He's probably

moved

he's the pal of Abyssinia's

man

alive,

TONE NEWS.

and

in

from the

into Haile Selassie's guest

battle-fields

room because

Emperor. Varges, the most famous camera-

has covered practically every

front-line trenches

moved

modern war. He works

HEARST METROJudah— LEO of M-G-M!

his inside-stuff appears in

There's a

new Lion

of

in the

DAILY
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12,000 U.S. HOUSES

HONOR ROGERS TODAY
(Continued from Page

SAMUELSON RETIRING

|\0*

^ ^miLM-MLY

AS

1)

Fire

Damages

Offices

of Harris

Amuse. Co.

(Continued from Page

The

office

of

screen notables being destroyed.

Hyman Names

Directors
Va. Association

For W.

(Continued from Page

1)

rectors are T. L. Kearse of CharlesFred Midelburg of Logan, Jack
Marks of Clarksburg, Nick Anas of
Hollidays and
Lloyd Rogers of

ton,

Welch.

•

•

ANOTHER

NATION-WIDE

contest

is

being

in

hobby is the making of ship models
for that lis the idea
in back of the contest
with three prizes being offered for
the national winners

fear lest the production of too many
of these films might cause a revival
of Legion of Decency activities.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
of Allied States, also spoke against
overdoing the G-men films. He stated
that abolition of the
and its
codes was a good thing.
Samuelson declared that the outlook for independents is still spotty
and urged a national fighting organization.
He said that this convention is the largest yet in point of at-

• • • SO IMPORTANT does advertising director Howard
Dietz consider this Contest
that he has had prepared a
special Ship Model Contest Manual
one of the most elaborate booklets of its kind ever presented on a contest in the
film biz
20 pages that give every angle of the plan
with a special insert being a blueprint of a model of H. M. S.
"Bounty"
suitable for lobby or window display to get
the model-builders all steamed up on the contest
a series
of newspaper stories are included that will secure the co-operation of the local editor for a week
with this manual before him, it is a cinch for the theater manager to carry the
campaign to a successful conclusion
.

.

THE ADVANCE

Jubilee Pageant Judges Set
Atlantic City Board of judges
for the selection of "Miss America
of 1935" in the Showmen's Variety
Jubilee to be held here Sept. 3-8
include Earl Carroll; Williard VanDerveer, cameraman on the Byrd
Expedition; Vincent Trotta, art director for Paramount; Giuseppe Donato, sculptor; McClelland Barclay,
illustrator,
and Elias Goldensky,

campaign on this Metro special
•
for an Exhibition Tour of two H.M.S. "Bounty" models
on a special truck
this traveling display will visit key
cities to build up the interest in the local Ship Model Contests
local judges will decide the one best model submitted in
each theater contest
the local winners are entered in State
or Regional Eliminations for the grand national prize awards
here is an outstanding contest stunt
for at present
there exists a craze among youths and high school and college
students for ship model building
a fact of which newspaper editors are fully aware
so it should not be tough
to interest your local paper in featuring the contest with the
local model-building talent

photographer.
There are 44 events in all on the
Jubilee program, being staged under
the joint sponsorship of the Philadelphia Variety Club and a committee of Atlantic City business and
professional men.
Eddie Corcoran
is executive director.

• NICE BIT of work engineered by Zac Freedman
head of the
Artists Bureau
Zac set the
entire Ubangi Club Show through the A & B Dow Office for a
personal appearance tour
opening at the Paramount,
Newark on Aug. 30
it will be broadcast from the stage
over
on opening night

•

•

•

WMCA

WNEW

THE

O •
JACKET of the Grosset
•
Dunlap edition of
the Complete Works of William Shakespeare
bears the
following line that greatly amazed us
"The issuance of
this new edition at a reduced price is made possible by acceptance by the author of a reduced royalty.".
hell, ole boy
Shakespeare is still collecting, and we're sure glad to' learn of
one dead author getting a break

&

.

attendance.

Leo
Leo

Donnelly Dead

I.

Donnelly, vaudeville and
legitimate stage actor who also had
shorts,
City.

some motion picture
week in Atlantic

in

died

this

He was

57 years old.

"Charlemagne" Opens Aug. 23
"Charlemagne," French feature
with Raimu, will have its American
premiere tomorrow at the Cinema
de Paris, formerly the Fifth Ave.
Playhouse.

tendance, with about 200 on hand
for the first session and additional
delegates expected.
Congressman Pettengill will be the
principal speaker at today's session.

Allied Production Tieup
Coming Up for Discussion
Atlantic City— The Allied plan to
production tieup, which has
been on and off several times, is
coming up for discussion at a meet-

effect a

ing of leaders of the exhibitor assoduring the current Eastern
regional meeting and annual convention of Allied Theaters of New
Jersey.
Several independent producers have indicated interest in the
move, under which members of Allied would guarantee a certain percentage of their playing time to the
product to be provided.

ciation

Want

Will Rogers Pictures

Louis

—A

checkup here to find
stands on the
showing of the recently completed
Will Rogers pictures now that the
noted humorist is dead, shows the
St.

how sentiment

public to be generally in favor of

it.

"Steamboat 'Round the Bend" is due
to open Sept. 6, with "In Old Kentucky" coming in about Dec. 6.
Informing Publix on Mo. Tax

I.

appeared

NRA

out

'Annapolis' Premiere

one of the featured
principals in "Annapolis Farewell,"
will attend the world premiere of
the film at the New York Paramount
theater this evening. Rear Admiral
E. H. Stirling, Jr., and 500 enlisted
men of the U. S. Navy will also be
in

Nationwide publicity on activities
attempting to correct block booking evils was advocated by Samuelson in his opening address. He also
branded G-men stories and films as
a revival of the gangster pictures
under a new name and expressed

launched by M-G-M
this one in connection with their
forthcoming production, "Mutiny On the Bounty"
starring
Clark Gable, Charles Laughton and Franchot Tone
the
story is from the popular adventure novel that covers historical
facts concerning the old British sailing sloop
and the
theme is a natural for the thousands of boys and men whose

•

Tom Brown at
Tom Brown,

1)

is

ent yesterday.

•

calls

—

ALLIED HEAD

understood that Julius Charnow, vice-president, will be chosen
for the post on the final day of the
convention. Charnow was not presit

1)

John H. Harris,
general manager, was the most badly damaged, a valuable collection of
autographed photos of stage and
000.

J.

(Continued from Page

P.M. Pacific Coast Standard Time.
In many of the houses the silent observance will be supplemented with
2

The Fox
other brief ceremonies.
studios will suspend activities during the funeral, while all Fox exchanges will close at noon.
Joseph Bernhard, general manager of Warner Theaters, yesterday
issued orders to all houses in the circuit to cease operations for a brief
silent tribute to Rogers this afternoon.

N.

• • • GET A flash of that Campaign Book put out by
Barret McCormick's dep't for the RKO Radio special, "Top
Hat "
with Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers doing their
swell dance work
a triple-fold cover in full cover opening
on giant photos of the two principals
with Fred's high
hat tipping to the reader in pop-up form
it's a honey of
an idea
and a sure attention-arrester
the entire plan
of the book carries the vivacious atmosphere of the picture
in
lively illustrations and vari-colored paper for different
sections
..... also 50 modern-designed ads also have the suggestion
of animation
(4

44

€4

» » »

—

Louis A plan of educating
the public on the new state sales
tax of 1 per cent has been evolved
by Fred Wehrenberg, president of
the M. P. T. 0.
A trailer will be
shown in theaters explaining the
procedure.
St.

Gala Premiere for "Peasants"
gala premiere is being arranged
at the Cameo for Amkino's "Peasants,"
Soviet picture for which
Friedrich
Ermler,
director,
was
awarded the Order of Lenin.
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FREDRIC MARCH
in

ANTHONY
ADVERSE
Leader

of

two years.

every best-seller

To

stage
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SHIPMATES

FOREVER
America's singing sweethearts
ing

at

Annapolis with march-

Middies and martial music.
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Walk'!
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It's the
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Cosmopolitan Production.
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JAMES CAGNEY
in

"THE

ADVENTURES OF

ROBIN HOOD

"M

An

immortal

classic with the ideal role for fiery

Cagney Guy Kibbee
!

ous

all-star cast!

One

as Friar

Tuck

will

Jimmy

head a tremend-

of the season's biggest productions!
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CHARGE OF
THE LIGHT
BRIGADE

A*S&'

'Into the Valley of

Death rode the

600'.

.

.

v'/.

>>

Tennyson's

heroic saga will be one of Warners' most brilliant contributions to the year's great

entertainment offerings.
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LESLIE
in

HOWARD

"THE

PETRIFIED FOREST
His

own

long-run stage

hit

— and

THE GREEN LIGHT
The famous best-seller by
author

find.

the year's

A Cosmopolitan Prod'n.
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Variety says
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OVER
THE WALL
by

WARDEN LA WES

The

sensational story of the

life

of

AlabamaPitts snatched for the screen
in the first

hour

of

its

publication!

CLAUDETTE
COLBERT
will

make one

tures for

of her greatest pic-

Warners

this

outstanding property

is

year!

now

An

being

selected as the perfect vehicle for
this sensational star!

It's

*•

a

S

^ il e

lledion
seen!
ever

of

P^

e$

lo °k,

C/
Lla

«deite
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,

RUDY
VALLEE
will

be starred

in

mance with music.

an important ro-

A lavish cast and

the studio's finest creative

combine

to

add further

talent

to his ever-

increasing following.
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A!Jols °n

still

geUt>t

6*>or screen!

are particularly

proud to an-

nounce the foregoing productions as part of their
next season's program, not so

much

because of their

obviously vast money-making potentialities, but more
especially because

endure as film

we

believe that

classics of the future.

their stories, their already

many

of

The broad scope

of

who appear in them,

and our elaborate plans for their production

Warner

will

remarkable records as literary

properties, the importance of the stars

larged

them

in the en-

Bros, studios, encourage us in this belief.

(S/osi G/crifji:

Many

of these pictures already are

set for release or are in

production.

THE
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS
"WERE
Warner

THE MONEY"

IN

Glenda
Herbert

Joan

with

Blondell,

GOOD BCX-OFFICE NUMBER

WITH

LOADED
FARCE
N'SICAL
LAUGHS AND ACTION.
!

laughing

for

delivers

in

purposes,

Though

full.

it

one

this

largely

is

he

a

is

a

young millionaire who has

himself

disguised

being

avoid

to

slapped

summons in a breach of promise
He doesn't know that Joan is one of
with a

When

process servers after him.

suit

the

the sum-

puts a crimp in
en the verge of
retaliating against Joan by marrying the
other girl, but this is averted in time for
the expected clinch.

mons

finally

is

served,

the romance, and

it

Ross

is

Hugh

Cast: Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell,

Ross Alexander. Hobart CavaPhil
Regan, Anita Kerry, Henry
naugh,
Man Mountain
Stander,
O'Neill
Lionel
Dean, Ch.ef Little Wolf, E. E. Clive, Ed
Bennett,

Gargan.

Raymond

Director,

George R

Author,

Enright

Bilscn; Screenplay,

57 mins.

FORMED BAD MAN CARRIES SUSPENSE.

Brown Holmes, Erwin Gelsey; Music
Mcrt Dixon;
and Lyrics, Allie Wrubel,
Cameraman, Arthur Tcdd; Editor, Owen

little

of everything in the

adapted from the James Oliver Curweed story of the same name.
Conway
Tearle is framed and sent to prison, and
en coming out he evens the score with the
man who sent him there. He eventually
lands in a town that is being overrun by a
tough gang from a nearby ranch, and when
he bests one of these men in an argument,
they make him sheriff.
There is a lot of
tide interest with an attractive young widow
and her little girl, the latter taking a great
p!ct,

to the new sheriff.
Meanwhile the
gang that the ex-convict used to pal
arcund with are after him to help lift the
mine payroll that the girl is minding in the
:afe in her home.
The plot works out satisfactorily in the end as Tearle succeeds
in saving the payroll after the gang have
overpowered him and taken the key to the
liking
eld

vault.

Cast:

Conway

Tearle, Claudia Dell, Baby

Charlme Barry, Fred Kohler, Ernest Adams,
Pat Harmon, Victor Potel, Gaylord Pendleton,

Stanley Blystcne, Jack Duffy.

Producer, Mitchell Leichter;

Director, Al

Herman;

Author, James Oliver Curwood;
Screenplay, Jack Jevne; Cameraman, Billy
Tueis; Editor, William Austin.
Direction,

Hugh Her-

F.

FOREIGN

» »

Spanish; produced by
Nacional; directed by Chano Urueta; with
Consuelo Frank, Victor Urruchua, et al.
At the Teatro Campoamor.
in

Well-made drama from the Mexican
makes fairly exciting semi-hi?torical

studios

kept moving at such a good pace by Director Ray Enright that the audience never
has time to stop to analyze the story. Joan
Farrell
appear this
Blondell and Glenda
lime as a team of process servers employed
by Hugh Herbert, a somewhat screwy and
absent-minded attorney. Joan falls for Ross
Alexander, apparently a chauffeur though
reality

« «

"CLEMENCIA,"

GOOD OUTDOOR ACTION STORY
WITH CONWAY TEARLE AS A REThis one has a

nutty affair as far as plot is concerned, the
action has been so well garnished and is

in

in

Beaumont Pictures
65 mins.
IN NON-

Bros.

Made

Conway Tearle

"TRAIL'S END"

Hugh

Farrell,

Okay.

Photography,

entertainment dealing with the period
the French intervention in the 1860s.

of

SHORT SUBJECTS »

«
"A Night

at the Biltmore Bowl"
Grier and His Orchestra,
Betty Gragle, Grady Sutton
RKO Radio
18 mins.

with

Jimmy

"Fighting Fish"
with Pete Smith

M-G-M

10 mins.
Action and Humor
Pete Smith's humorous comments
constitute one of the chief enjoyments in this oddity, although the

cameraman

did a swell job in catching scenes of salmon fishing up in
the Pacific Northwest territory and
the subject has been shrewdly compiled and edited to bring out the action and comedy angles. Aside from
this, however, it is consistently en-

grossing and also has some remarkable scenes of the salmon, returning
upstream from the ocean to do their
Good Musical Novelty
spawning, making long jumps up to
In addition to presenting Jimmy
Grier's orchestra and specialty en- the top of a waterfall with the turtertainers, this subject has been bulent waters pouring down against
vested with something of a plot re- them.
volving around Betty Grable's idea
Jam Handy Making Shorts
to send her party guests on a treasJamison Handy is producing a
ure hunt, with everybody to meet
13 two-reelers in the
of
at midnight in the Biltmore Bowl series
and the loser to pay the check. This "Trub's Diary" series based on
gives the two-reeler a bit of sus- stories by John Taintor Foote. Work
pense aside from its substantial en- is being done at Detroit with Wiltertainment qualities in the musical liam Shilling writing scripts and diline. Actual shots made in the Bilt- recting. Three subjects have already
more rendezvous include glimpses been completed.
of various film stars.
There are a
Theodore Reeves Play Bought
few touches of comedy also. All in
all, a subject that looks big from
Universal
bought
"Glory
has
a production and holds a good meas- Hole", unproduced play by Theodore Reeves.
ure of varied enjoyment.

Good

bert,

Marl

s

Direction, Lively

Photography, A-

Ten Saturday morning presenta-

1.

"GUNNER? AND GUNS"
with Black King

Beaumont Pictures

57 mins

SATISFACTORY WESTERN FEATURING
THE HORSE BLACK KING.
CARRIES
PLENTY OF FIGHTS AND ACTION.
The gangster motif
with

one,

the

is

introduced

that

fact

a

in

Chicago

this

gan^

heads west after their leader makes a jail
meet at a ranch run
by one of their old members who long
break, and arranges to

But he has the loot that
was cached years before, and they come to
collect.
Meanwhile Edmund Cobb, a ranch
hand on the place, senses that something
is
wrong with these suspicious guests arriving at the dude ranch, and with the help
since reformed.

of

Black

horse,

his

the

King,

eventually

leads

capture of the
gang.
But
this happens, there is
plenty of excitement and no little suspense,
with the murder of the rancher by one of
the gang who tries to make a getaway with
the cached loot.
Then the leader arrives
from the jail break, and so it becomes a sort
of
three-cornered battle, with the hero
and his horse of course on the side of law
sheriff's

posse
before

the

to

Black

King,

Edmund Cobb,

Edna

Cheatham, Ruth Runell.
Producer,
Jerry

be followed by "Around the World
on a Motorcycle," Oct. 19; "Looking
Through Great Telescopes," Oct. 26;
"Racing 12,000 Miles Across Three
Continents," with Capt. Roscoe Turner, Nov. 2; "New Odysseys for
Old," Nov. 9; "With Old Bill in
Russia," with Bruce Bairnsfather,
Maori
and
of
the
"Mysteries
Tribes," with Alexander Markey,
Nov. 16; "A Voyage Into the Ice
Inferno," with Father Bernard R.
Hubbard, Nov. 23; "Alluring Bali,
the Last Paradise," Nov. 30; "The

Wonderland of Mexico," with Amelia
Earhart, Dec. 7 and Lowell Thomas
with pictures on Lawrence of Ara-

in

enjoyable. Our atmosphere

is

to

make

life

truly Continental,

bia, Dec. 14.

our view of the Park

is

superb, our service

is

really

motion

and our rates invitingly inexpensive. We
successfully created the now famous sidewalk

yesterday with Bide Dudley
doing the interviewing.

CAFE de la PAIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,
and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.

Byram Discusses Story Hunting
picture story
material was discussed by John
Byram, Paramount story editor, over

Quest for

superior,

Mitchell

Callahan;

Leichter;

Cameraman,

Director,

Billy

Tuers;

Change for H. G. Wells Picture
London Alexander Korda's forthcoming production of H. G. Wells's
"100 Years From Now" will heres to
after be known as
Come".
Title

SI.

—

MORIYI <m-ttit-Poui&

'

Editor,

knowing how

Edward

Allen Biby, Eddie Davis,
Ned Norton, Lois Glaze, Felix Valee, Jack

Aselin,

tions of travel and adventure films,
accompanied by a lecture, will be
given this fall in Carnegie Hall by
Harold R. Peat, Inc. First offering
will be on Oct. 12, when Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd will appear
with his Antarctic film.
This will

WOR

and order.
Cast:

10 Travel Film Lectures
Set for Carnegie Hall

Bill

Austin.

Direction,

Fair

Photography, Okay.
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Features Reviewed

in

Film Daily, Feb. 12 to

Revteivra

Title

Aug.
/

21
Remerved

itle

Rocky Mountain Mystery-PAR

Adventurous Knights-A JA 6-7-3 5
Abdul the Damned-ALL. .6-1-35
Accent on Youth-PAR .8-10-35
.

3-29-35

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

After Office Hours-MGM 2-16-35
After the Dance-COL. .8-14-35
Age of Indiscretion
MGM.. 5-18-35
6-1-35
Air Hawks-COL
6-29-35
Alias Mary Dow-U
7-17-35
Alibi Ike-WA
8-14-35
Alice Adams-RKO
All the King's Horses
PAR. .7-13-3'
7-27-35
Arizonian-RKO
Aschermittwoch-XX ....3-12-35
Asegure A Su Mujer-F. .3-13-35
Avec L'Assurance-PAR ..5-9-35

Awakening

—Ajax
— Alliance Films
AM — Amkino
AMB — Ambassador Pictures
ARC — Arcturus Pictures
ARN— Tom Arnold
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G

COL.

GFF

REP

HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film
IMP— Imperial Dist.

RES— Resolute

— Beacon

BUT

.5-18-35
3-13-35

INV

KRE— S.

Productions

Pictures

— Bur roughs -Tar zan

CHE— Chesterfield

— Cinexport Distributing
— Columbia
CON — Conn Pictures

CIN

COL

3-20-35
Bar Mitzvah-SL
Behind the Green Lights-

DAN — Danubia

MAS.. 3-12-35
Becky Sharp-RKO

6-14-35
.2-16-35
2-26-35
Bella Donna-OLY
3-28-35
Black Fury-FN
...8-17-35
Black Room-COL
6-28-35
Black Sbeep-F
8-7-35
Bohemios-CIN
5-31-35
Boliche-XX
6-4-35
Border Brigands-U
Break of Hearts-RKO. .5-16-35
.4-5-35
Brewster's Millions-UA
Bride of Frankenstein-U .4-11-35
7-27-35
Bright Lights-FN

My Wife-PAR.

SL— S. &

MAR— Marcy

STE— William

OLY
PAR

First

First

XX. 4-2-35

Scotland Yard Mystery

ALL. .6-4-35
4-30-35
The-PAR

— Spectrum
Steiner

SUP

MGM — Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer

UA— United

Artists

UFA— Ufa

Films

— Olympic Pictures
— Paramount

VIC

— Victory

WA — Warner

Pictures
Bros.

WOH— Herman

PER— Peerless

XX — No

PUR— Puritan

.

Wohl

distributor set

.

.

.

Broadway Gondo!ier-WA .7-1
Burn 'Em Up Barnes-MAS

Dia Que

3-30-35

Captured in Chinatown-

SUP.. 7-30-35
Cardinal Richelieu-UA ..3-26-35
2-23-35
Car 99-PAR
2-15-35
Carnival-COL
Case of the Curious Bride
FN.. 4-4-35
Murder Case

MGM.. 3-2-35

Champagne

Breakfast

for

COL.. 7-6
Chan

35

Egypt

in

F.. 6-4-35

Crowd

Cheers of the

China

MOP

Seas-MGM

Chinatown Squad-U
Chucho el Roto-XX
Circle

Death-SYN.

of

.8-6-35
7-25-35
5-31-35
4-2-35
.. .4-11-35

Evidence

Circumstantial

CHE.. 7-17-35
Circus Shadows-PER
Clairvoyant. The-GB

5-3-35
6-8-3 5
8-21-35

Clemencia-XX
Code of the Mounted

AMB.. 6-21-35

Scandal-PAR

7-12-35
Convention Girl-FD ...5-14-35
Corazon Bandolero-XX .. .3-6-35
Cowboy Millionaire-F. .4-25-35
Criez-Le Sur Les Toits
PAR. .6-25-35
3-8-35
Crimson Trail-U
8-5-35
Crusades, The-PAR
4-10-35
Cruz Diablo-XX
8-2-35
Curly Top-F
3-20-35
Cyclone Ranger-SPE
6-6-35
Dance Band-ALL
7-19-35
Danger Ahead-VIC
8-1-35
Dante's Inferno-F
Daring Young Man-F. .7-18-35
7-9-35
Dawn Rider-MOP
Death Flies East-COL. .2-27-35
Der Judas Von Tirol
XX.. 4-29-35
8-20-35
Desert Trail-MOP
6-4-35
Der Unhekannte-XX
Devil is a Woman-PAR. .4-17-35

College

.

.

.

Die Beiden Seehunde-

XX.. 3-12-35

UFA.. 4-26-35
Und

die

Erste

Eisenbahn-UFA
Die Reiter

2-20-35

Von Deutsch-

6-10-35
Ostafrika-XX
Die Finanzen des Grossherzogs

XX.. 4-10-35
Die Grosse Chance-XX ..5-9-35
Die Unschuld

Vom

Lande

XX

Der Doppelbraeutigam-XX
3-27-35

XX.. 3-27-35
The-GB
Dinky-WA
Dog of Flanders-RKO

3-11-35
6-28-35
.7-13-35
Doubting Thomas-F
7-11-35
Dona Francisquita-XX. .4-29-35

Dictator,

.

Don't Bet on Blondes

WA.

El
El Vuelo de

Elizabeth

Drei Kaiserjaeger-XX.

Eight

Bells-COL

..

Del

Reia

Se

Escapade-MGM

a

Dagger-WA

.6-1-35

.4

2b

3.

2-20-35
Fo les Bernere-UA
Four Hours to Kill-PAR. 4-1 1-35
5-31-35
Liselott-XX
Fraeulein
Frankie and Juhnnie
.

.

3-6-35
.5-21-35
3-5-35
7-26-35
7-31-35

.

.

RKO

6-25-35

Woman

WA.

.7-11-35
Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF 5-20-35
4-18-35
G-Men. The-WA
8-19-35
Gay Decept:on-F
..7-25-35
Man-EMP
Get That

George White's 1935 Scandals
F.. 4-2-35
3-30-35
Ghost Walks-CHE
Gigolette-RKO
5-14-35
5-28-35
Ginger-F
Girl from 10th Avenue

FN.. 5-25-35
Be Boys-ALL. .6-7-35
Give Her a Ring-ALL. .6-6-35
Girls Will

Justice of the

Range

COL..

6-15-35
4-25-35
Gold Diggers of 1935-FN. 3-15-35
Golden Taiga-AM
8-3-35
Go Into Your Dance-FN. 3-19-35
Great God Gold-MOP. .3-5-35
Great Hotel Murder-F. .2-27-35
Gretl Zieht Das Grosse Los
XX.. 2-12-35
.

.

Gunners and Guns-BEA.8-21-35
Hard Rock Harrigan-F. .7-1-35
.

Harmony Lane-MAS ...8-15-35
Hawk, The-WOH
7-13-35
Headline Woman-M AS. .5-11-35

The-MOP

5-28-35
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 5-25-35
Her Song of Love-REI. 6-26-35
High School Girl-FOY.. 3-1 6-35
Hold 'Em Yale-PAR
4-27-35

PUR.. 6-7-35
Kid Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
Koeszoenoera Hogy Elgazolt

XX

5-9-35
Konjunkturriter-XX . . . .4-29-35
Krach Urn Olanthe-XX. 5-14-35
La Crise Est Finie-XX. .3-13-35

La

Dame Aux Camelias-DU
3-21-35
7-24-35
3-19-35

La Llorona-XX
Laddie-RKO
Ladies Crave Excitement

MAS.. 6-17-35
Lady Tubbs-U
Last

7-2-35

Wilderness-DU

Law Beyond

the

...5-15-35

Range

COL.. 4-17-35
L'Eredita

Dello

MET.. 7-1-35

Les As Du Turf-PAR. .5-14-35
Les Miserables-UA
4-3-35
Let 'Em Have It-UA. .5-16-35
Let's Live Tonight-COL 3-16-35
.

.

Liebe

Dumme Mama-BAV

Liebe

Tod Und Teufel

3-6-35

UFA.. 5-31-35
Life Begins at 40-F
Lila Akac-XX

Liliom-F
Little Colonel-F
Living on Velvet-FN

L'Ordonnance-XX
Lost City-KRE
Love in Bloom-PAR
Love Me Forever-COL.

Mad Love-MGM
Make

Man

a

Million-MOP

on Flying Trapeze-

PAR.. 8-3-35
Man Who Knew Too MuchGB.. 3-22-35
Manhattan

Butterfly

IMP.. 8-14-35

MOP.. 6-25-35
Hoosier Schoolmaster

MOP.. 4-9-35
Hot Tip-RKO

8-20-35

— XX

Huszarserelem
....4-24-35
Ich Sing Mich in Dein Herz

Hinein-XX
Idolos De La Radio-XX

Dikok-XX
In Spite of Danger-COL.
Igloi

II

Delitto

di

6-4-35
.7-5-35
5-25-35
.4-9-35

Mastrovanni-

XX.

.8-1-35

Love You Always-COL
3-30-35

In

a

4-5-35
5-16-35
3-19-35
3-22-35
3-8-35
7-2-35
2-21-35
4-20-35
.6-28-35
7-1-35
7-9-35

Monastery Garden-

SG.. 3-13-35

Manhattan Moon-U

Mark

of

the

7-22-35

Vampire-MGM

3-28-35
Marriage Bargain-HOL. .2-20-35
MacFadden's Flats-PAR. 3-12-35
Mary Jane's Pa-FN
6-14-35
Men of Action-CON... 7-13-35
Men of the Hour-COL. .5-9-35
.

Men of TomoiTow-MUN.4-16-35
Men on Wings-AM
6-12-35
Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-35
Mercedes-XX
Merry Monarch. The

Mimi-ALL

3-20-35
2-12-35
Marietta-MGM. 2-20-35

Mississippi-PAR
Mister Dynamite-U

Man-MOP

Mystery

Naughty

New

Adventures of Tarzan

BUT.. 5-21-35

WA.

.5-16-35

Night Life of the Gods-U 2-23-35

The-RKO

Nittits,

No More Ladies-MGM
Gentleman-U
Never-A JA

Notorious

Now

or

Obeah-ARC
Odio-XX
.

6-5-35
.6-12-35
.2-15-35
7-9-35
2-13-35
6-25-35

.

.

._.

Lamps

Oil for the

of

China

WA.. 4-30-35
On Probation-PER

4-17-35

One Frightened Night

MAS.. 4-26-35
One More Spring-F
One New York Night

2-12-35

MGM.. 5-4-35

Old Curiosity Shop-ALL. 6-21-35
Old Man Rhythm-RKO. .8-2-35
Orchids to You-F
8-10-35
6-7-35
7-8-35
.5-14-35
5-28-35
5-17-35

Girl-F

Little

Page

Glory-WA

Miss

Paradise Canyon-MOP
Paris in Spring-PAR
Party Wire-COL

De La Vida-XX

Payasadas

3-19-35
Pechmarie-F
4-24-35
People Will Talk-PAR... 6-7-35
People's Enemy-RKO ...4-29-35
Perfect Clue, The-MAJ. .3-13-35
7-1-35
Peter Vinogradof-AM
Phantom Fiend-OLY
4-20-35

Port of Lost Dreams

Prenez Garde a

la

ALL.. 6-10-35
7-17-35
End-FD

Valley-MOP.
The-U
Reckless-MGM
Reckless Roads-MAJ
Red Blood of Courage
Raven,

.

.3-12-35
6-4-35
4-17-35
7-30-35

AMB.. 6-4-35
3-2-35
Red Hot Tires-FN
Red Morning-RKO
4-10-35
5-3-35
Red Village-AM
Red Wagon-ALL
6-7-35
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35
Rendezvous at Midnight-U

Squad-EMP
of Peter Grimm

3-26-35
4-3-35

RKO.. 7-18-35
Rider-COL

Rumba-PAR
Live-WA

Roads-MAR

Roberta-RKO

3-22-35
6-21-35

Stranded-WA
All-RKO
Strauss' Great Waltz

4-1-35

Strangers

ARN.

XX

1917

Strosstrupp

Struggle for Life-FOY
Sunset Range-FD

Sunny Youth-AM
Susana Tiene

Un

.6-19-35

...

5-10-35
8-20-35

Secreto

XX.
Music-WA
Swell Head-COL
Symphony of Living
INV.
Sweet

$10

4-2-35
2-23-35
2-16-35
4-13-35
2-12-35

.6-7-35
2-20-35
5-4-35

.6 22-35

5-4-35

Raise-F

Tango-Bar-PAR
Texas Rambler-SPE

Amor

Tierra,

.4-9-35
2-6-35

..

7-9-35
5-7-35

y Dolor

XX.. 8-14-35
Times Square Lady-

MGM.. 3-15-35

Slakten... -XX.. 5-23-35

Tjocka

Top

Hat-RKO

8-16-35

PAR.. 2-20-35

Topaze (French)
Tovarishi-AM
Trail's

End-BEA

5-31-35
8-21-35

Lady

3-9-35

Transient

—U

Traveling Saleslady-FN ..3-28-35
6-12-35
Tribu-XX
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes

OLY.. 5-28-35
Tu Hijo-XX
Una Semana De

12-18-34

Felicidad
6-19-35

XX.

Under the Pampas Moon
F.. 6-1-35

Unwelcome Stranger

Rainbow

Right to
Roaring

U. .4-6-35
Heart-U

the

Unknown Woman-COL.

Radio Parade of 1935

Rescue
Return

from

Straight

Peinture

Princess
Charming-GB. .6-21-35
Princess O'Hara-U
4-12-35
3-9-35
Private Worlds-PAR
Public Hero Number One
MGM.. 5-16-35

Rainbow's

Stone of Silver Creek

IN V.. 3-2-35

TAP.. 8-19-35

Revenge
6-5-35
4-2-35
5-25-35

A

Night at the Ritz,

5-16-35

SYN.. 7-16-35

.2-14-35

.

Our

Zio

Honeymoon Limited
Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hooray for Love-RKO. .5-20-35

RKO.

7-9-35

Mutiny Ahead-MAJ
7-6-35
My Song for You-GB. .5-28-35
Mystery of Edwin Drood-U

6-4-35

Keeper of the Bees-MOP. 6-11-35
Kentucky Blue Streak

.

Glass Key, The-PAR
Goin' to Town-PAR

MGM.. 6-1-35

Murder Man-MGM
Murder on a Honey moon-

3-27-35

Gegen Moench-MAJ

Jungfrau

3-19-35
.7-30-35

MGM.

Page

a

It's

Wife-F. .6-11-35

.

Front

New York-U

in

Jalna-RKO
Java Head-FD
Julieta Compra Un Hijo-F

4-16-35
Fighting Lady-ROY
.2-14-35
Fighting Pilot-AJA.
Fighting Pioneers-RES .5-21-35
Shadows-CO L 5-17-35
Fighting
Flame Within. The
Florentine

Mizici

4-18-35

.6-8-35
7-6-35
... 5-24-35

PAR.
Farmer Takes

Title

6-27-35
5-1-35
...7-5-35
8-1-35

Small World-F.
I've Been, Around-U

ALL.
Escape Me Never-UA
Every Night at Eight-

Us-WA

in

Happened

Revtewd
6-4-35
Svet-XX
Moscow Laughs-AM ....3-23-35
Motive for Revenge-MAJ. 5-21-35
Murder in the Fleet

Revie~,vtd

.5-9-35

England

of

Irish
It

Muerte

la

Title

In Caliente-FN
Informer, The-RKO
In Old Kentucky-F

7-19-35

XX.

I'll

.7-20-35
.3-19-35
5-11-35

4-24-3.

Amor-XX
Pulpo Humano-HOF

XX.. 5-14-35
Der Page vom Dalmasse-Hotel

4-3-35

Convento

del

Hombre Que

El

Healer,

Die Csardas Fuerstin
Die Liebe

Quieras

XX.
Fantasma

El

Wild-UA. .. .4-30-35
Calm Yourself-MGM ..7-30-35
Captain Hurricane-RKO .4-25-35

Charlie

Me

1-35

Call of the

Casino

Reviewed

Title

W

Scoundrel,
6-5-35
Secret Agent-ALL
Secrets of Chinatown-NO. 2-20-35
Senora Casada Necesita Marido
F. .2-12 3S
Shadow of Doubt-MGM .2-16-35
7-20-35
Shanghai-PAR
She-RKO
7-8-35
8-5-35
She Gets Her Man-U
Shot in the Dark, A
CHE. .5-23-35
7-9-35
Silk Hat Kid-F
7-27-35
Smart Girl-PAR
7-30-35
Smoky Smith-STE
Song of Happiness-AM .4-10-35
4-13-35
Sons of Steel-CHE
8-10-35
Soviet Journey-AM
Soviet Russia Today-AM 3-6-35
6-21-35
Speed Devils-HOF
6-27-35
Spring Tonic-F
3-2-35
Square Shooter-COL
Star of Midnight-RKO. .4-11-35
Steamboat 'Round the BendF. .7-25-35
4-20-35
Stolen Harmony-PAR
.

S.

Pictures

.6-26-35
6-7-35
..2-12-35

Schwarzer Jaeger Johanna

— Superior Films
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
Tapernoux
TAP —John
U — Universal

MAS — Mascot Pictures
MET — Metropolis

EMP

UA.
Hubertus-UFA

Films

L.

SPE

River

the

of

Famille-XX

Schloss

Pictures

ROY— Fanchon Royer
SG— S.
G. Films

Pictures

MOP — Monogram

Sanders

Sans

— RKO-Radio

LIB— Liberty Pictures
MAJ — Majestic Pictures

NO — Northern

F— Fox

Dr.

RKO

Krellberg

S.

DU— DuWorld
FD

Ex.

MUN— Mundus

Pictures

— Empire Film Distributors
—
Division
National
FN—
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions

.

— Invincible

REI

of

Rustler's

— Hugo Riesenfeld
— Republic Pictures

GB

ALL

BEA — Beaumont

MGM.. 6-19-35

Behold

XX.. 4-24-35

AJA

BEA

Jim Burke

of

Az Uj Rokon-XX
Baby Face Harrington

— Gaumont-British
— General Foreign Films

Suden

Red Gap-PAR 2-19-35
Paradise-AJA ..5-7-35

Ruggles

.

Dem

Rosem Aus

.6-21-35

COL.. 4-6-35

Lady-MGM

Vagabond

Vanessa-MGM
Vanishing Riders-SPE
Vidas Rotas-XX
Village

Tale-RKO

4-1-35

2-19-35
...7-2-35
8-6-35
6-15-35

Wagon Trail-AJA

4-9-35
2-19-35
8-21-35

Night-UA

Wedding

We're in the Money-WA.
Werewolf of London-U. .5-10-35

West Point

of the

Air

MGM.. 2-25-35

7-30-35
Westward Ho-REP
What Price Crime-BEA. 5-28-35
When a Man's a Man-F. .2-23-35

While the Patient Slept

FN.. 3-2-35
Whole Town's Talking

COL.
Wilderness

Mail-AMB
Red-FN

Woman in
Woman Wanted-MGM.
World Accuses-CHE
Youth of Maxim-AM
Zigeunerblut-XX
Zycie

J.

.2-15-35
..3-9-35
3-23-35
.8-10-35
3-21-35
4-20-35
4-10-35

Pilsudskiego

MET.. 6- 4-35
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PHOTOPHONE TAKES ON

A LITTLE

TRANS-LUX EQUIPMENT

-By

NEW

from "LOTS"

MAY PRESENT PLAN

RALPH WILK-

HOLLYWOOD

(Continued from Page

1)

own High

Fidelity sound reproducsystem or with competitive
sound apparatus, according to Edwin M. Hartley, Photophone man-

ing

ager.

The Trans-Lux equipment, which
RCA
be termed
hereafter

will

Trans-Lux, consists of special wide
angle lenses for adapting standard
motion picture projectors to rear
screen projection, and a patented
translucent screen upon which the
motion picture image is focussed
from behind the screen. The principal advantages of the Trans-Lux
system are its economical adaptation

Local opera talent has been havback ing unusual opportunity in picture
work during the past two months
in Hollywood from a three-day
at Twentieth Century-Fox, where divisit in New York, where he bought
rector Al Green recently completed
screen rights to the aviation play,
"Here's To Ramance," and director
"Bad Weather," will wind up his Richard
Boleslawski is currently
vacation in about ten days and remaking "Metropolitan."
Both are
turn to the 20th Century-Fox lot
musical dramas.
to start work on "Snatched."

TRVING CUMMINGS, who

is

t
E.

"She Couldn't Take It" is announced as the permanent title of
Columbia's George Raft and Joan
Bennett starring vehicle, which during the early stages of production
has been known as "Rich Man's

Daughter."

to the small, intimate type of the-

ater which need have no expensive
Director E. Bruce Humberstone
balconies or high ceiling clearance; has had one of the most varied picsince the light source is in the rear ture careers in filmland. Beginning
of the screen, eyestrain caused by in 1920 as an assistant cameraman,
looking through the glare of the he successfully worked as script
light rays in a darkened theater is clerk, assistant director, leading man
minimized; and distortion from the in westerns, writer and director.
angle and distance of the throw
from the balcony to the screen is
A new team of writer and director
With the Trans-Lux
eliminated.
system the house may be kept par- has been ass gned by Twentieth Centially lighted without impairing visi- tury-Fox to make "A Message to
Garcia." They are, respectively, W.
bility, and there is no appreciable
distortion of the images on the P. Lipscomb, who recently completed
screen from the side or up front "A Tale of Two Cities," and Roy
Del Ruth, who lis currently making
seats.
"Thanks A Million."
The first Trans-Lux installation
was made in March 1931, in New
r

York, and

it

has been followed by

installations in three other
New York City locations, in Philadelphia, Minneapolis and Milwaukee.

other

4

Committees to Get
Data on Patent Pool
(.Continued from Page 1)

vich continued preparations for his
inquiry, which he expects to take
place early next month. Sirovich
said many members of the film in-

dustry had written him expressing

Bobby Connolly, who created and
directed the dances for such hits
"Flirtation
Walk," "Go Into
as
Your Dance," and "Gold Diggers of
1935," will direct two production
numbers in "Broadway Hostess,"
new being filmed at the First National studios with Winifred Shaw
and Phil Regan in the title roles.
The cast also includes Lyle Talbot,
Genevieve Tobin, Allen Jenkins,
Donald Ross, Spring Byington and
Harry Seymour. The original story
by Ben Kaye has been adapted for
the screen by George Bricker. Frank
McDonald is directing.

RKO COMMITTEE

Bruce Humberstone, director,

once doubled as assistant director
and leading man in a series of 12
two-reel westerns which
starred

of 90

(Continued from Page 1)
St. is counsel for the

Broad

committee.
In a letter to stockholders requesting the right to represent them
in any proceedings for reorganization of the company, the committee
states that it may propose its own
reorganization plan.

Pathe Reorganization
Temporarily Staged
(Continued from Page

1)

Laura LaPlante in 1924. Although day on whether the injunction should
urged to remain an actor, he re- be continued, perhaps until Oct. 4,
turned to directing shortly after.
when Hilbert's appeal from SuT
T
T
preme Court Justice O'Brien's deciClarence
Brown is renewing sion denying his plea to delay the
scores of acquaintances of his early Pathe reorganization is heard.
youth in Grafton, Mass., where the
director has taken a company for
10 Arbitrations Up Next Week
location on M-G-M's "Ah, WilderTen contract disputes are schedness!"
Brown spent much of his uled for arbitration in New York
boyhood in the little northeastern next week, with proceedings schedtown.
uled for Wednesday and Friday at
T
T
T
the Film Board of Trade office. ProIsabel Jewell, petite blonde ac- gram is as follows: Wednesday,
tress, is in New York conferring United Artists vs. Palace, Passaic;
with theatrical producers over two United Artists vs. Plaza, Paterson;
stage plays in which she has been Fox vs. Garden, Richmond Hill;
offered starring roles.
She plans Fox vs. Casino, Richmond Hill; Fox
to sandwich her stage engagements vs. Echo, Brooklyn; Fox vs. Arion,
with a picture this
T

T

Middle

fall.

Plaza,

T

Gloria Shea has been placed under
a long-term contract by Columbia.

Village;

Friday,

New York

Broadway,

City;

Haverstraw;

RKO

Gorfe'd, Erooklyn;
Brooklyn.

Ctvt IjouhAedfc ol Viec&>

ofi

RKO
RKO
RKO
vs.

"Drummond" Opening

Set Back

Opening of GB's "Alias Bulldog

Drummond"

at the Globe, originally
has been set

set for next Monday,
back to Labor Day.

Joan Bennett has been signed by
Darryl F. Zanuck for the leading
feminine role in "The Man Who
Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo,"
20th Century-Fox production starring Ronald Colman.
Zanuck, who
will personally produce the picture,
has selected as the theme song for
the production "Love is Like a Cocktail," written by Lew Pollack and
Paul Francis Webster, composers of
"Two Cigai-ettes in the Dark" and
other hits.

Charles Bickford has started work
Gouverneur Morris' story, "East
of Java", at Universal City. The production is under the direction of
George Melford, and the screen play
has been written by James Ashmore
Creelman.
In the first scenes, the
cast summoned includes Elizabeth
Young, Leslie Fenton, Siegfried
in

Samuel Goldwyn

Rumann,

Ivan

Clarence Muse.

Simpson,

and

Avon,

Box-

Office Codce, on Mickey* TSfoilUcuf!

a desire to testify before the committee.

Celebrate with

MICKEY MOUSE a„d
SILLY SYMPHONIES
IN

TECHNICOLOR

NOW

Set your dates
at your United Artists
exchange for Mickey's 7th Anniversary Celebration

SEPTEMBER 28th

to

OCTOBER

4th

vs.
vs.
vs.

THE
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NEWS

TIMELY TOPICS
Director Dependent
Upon Good Script

DIRECTOR

is

is Frank Capra and
Robert Riskin, another is Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur,

teamwork

who

jointly write

and

direct.

It

very often difficult for the unpracticed eye to tell from the
finished product just where a
screen writer's job ends and the
is

director's begins. Sometimes, of course, a fine screen
play will be

swamped by an

in-

adequate director, or on the
other hand, a flimsy or trite
story will assume a certain importance because it has been
handled by a man of marked tal-

Tucumcari, N. M.
A crowd of
moret than 3,500 greeted Arch Hur-

owner of the Princess Theater,
on his return from Washington, D.
ley,

Hurley, also floo commissoiner
Mexico, went to Washington to confer with the President and
other officials over the building of

C.
of

1

New

Conchas

dam

and irrigation
projed near here. Hurley was also
presented with a gold watch bv the
ti wnspeople.
A parade escorted him.
the

Green, though no beachcomber, spends much of his leisure time
in searching the sands for seashells, of
which he has a tremendous collection.

—DAVE

J.

E.

EPSTEIN.

Beery and Robert Benchley

In "Irish" Teaser Plan

Q.

— H.

trailing.

Pittsburgh Harold Cohen off to
Atlantic City on a two-week vacation.

tificial

-

-

to

Wakefield,

little artificial Irish

Frank Beal has

management

the

Dodge over

Items

Chapman has

J.

of

worn by the theater

the

Clarence M. Lay.

Neb.— Bob Freed

—

has

Pittsburgh Briefs
left

Methodist
Hospital for
his
home, where he will remain some
weeks recuperating, Sol Yaeger has
been handling Columbia office in his
the

absence.

Fred Crosby of Omaha has purchased the Royal at Panorah, la.,
which he begins operating immediately.

Walter Creal, co-manager of the
Beacon and North Star, is in the
fishing country of Minnesota with
his family.

Henry Fonda,

film player, sent a

$500 check to the Omaha CommunPlayhouse last week to help purchase new seats.
The Playhouse
gave Fonda his start and early
ity

training.

Dick Kehrberg, manager of the
Iowa theater, Sheldon, la., and
member of M. P. T. 0. board of
directors, is the father of a 9%pound son.
ent and individuality. Too frequently the version on paper, and
that in celluloid are different
things.
If there is a perfect
working- system, it seems to me,
it
is
in an amalgamation of
minds while the picture is in its

preparatory stages.
There
should never be any cause for
a writer to complain that his
ideas were twisted or distorted
by someone who did not understand their intention.
When
Miss Hellman and Mr. Shairp
finally got around to actually
writing the script of "The Dark
Angel" after our weeks of discussion, the time allotted them

from that
job was com-

But

practically
wrote itself.
own job was
simplified as well, since so much
of the business which a director
devises from day to day in the
process of shooting was incorporated or at least already established in my mind. Shooting
the picture progressed smoothly
from beginning to end.
it

—Sidney

Franklin.

manager,

Fox's California Theater in
Los Angeles used shamrocks as
part of a teaser campaign on
"The Irish in Us." Three days
in advance of the opening, these

—

Omaha

Omaha

HAYWARD,

G.

""

flowers were
staff as well
as waitresses and cashiers of
several large downtown restaurants the gag being that the
unusualness of an Irish shamrock worn in July would naturally elicit questions. The reply to
any queries were, "No, it's not
St. Patrick's Day but 'Irish in
Us' is opening at the Fox California Theater Saturday." As a
follow-up, cards plugging the
picture were distributed on the
busiest corners by usherettes
dressed
in
green
uniforms.
Tacked on these cards were ar-

Dodge, Neb.
turned

—

My

Howard

a lobby ballot box on public's favorite performer in "China Seas," currently playing, gives Clark Gable
tops-,
with Lewis Stone a close
second and Jean Harlow, Wallace

Washington
Over a thousand
Grand Island, Neb.
Revising
were cast in three days by prices downward, Grand Island thepatrons of Loew's Columbia theater aters have lopped Sunday prices 10
in a vote to decide on revival of cents and are keeping them on the
"Smiling Thru." At Loew's Palace, same level as week days.

paratively simple;

AGENT

Manager Uses Shamrocks

ballots

limited.
point on their

THE PRESS

EXPLOITETTES

sold the Wakefield to P. J. Held.

was

AS SEEN BY

DAY

of the

—

only as good
as his script. In the Cinema's early days each department which contributed to the
making- of a picture functioned
separately and the process of
welding' their efforts together,
as well as the result, was haphazard. It is only comparatively recently that director and
writer have learned the inestimable value of collaboration.
"The Dark Angel," is an illusFor ten weeks Lillian
tration.
Hellman, Mordaunt Shairp and
myself sat closeted in a room
Not a single seand talked.
quence or a line of dialogue was
put on paper. From nine in the
morning till six at night we just
sat and discussed the story. No
sooner had we constructed it
into some sort of composite fabric than one of us would find a
flaw and begin tearing it apart.
We built up and destroyed, built
up and destroyed until we were
so saturated with the story and
its characters and problems that
it was hard, at times, to know
whether or not our critical perspective was sound. But at least
we felt reasonably sure that
when the story was finally recorded in script form it would
have unity and credibility. And
I knew that when my real job
started, the job of directing the
actors in front of a camera, no
drastic alterations would be necessary.
The wisdom of this
method seems obvious, and is
rapidly gaining favor among the
fraternity.
OutHollywood
standing as an example of such

A
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—

Marie Schmidt,
the

in

RKO

business.

Elizabeth Cunningham back at
the Republic office after a vacation.
Godfrey Lefton, brother of Milton Lefton, Monarch booker, has
joined the exchange staff as assistant booker.
David Lefton, son of
Exchange Manager Lew Lefton.
joined for the summer as assistant
in the accessory and shipping de-

partments.
Bert Reisman succeeds C. R.
Westbrook as main lines salesman
for RKO here.
Mr. Westbrook has
been transferred to Detroit.
Emmet Thurman of Denver, general counsel for Affiliated Enterprises,
Bank Night owners, and

Claude Ezell of Dallas, head of the
firm, visiting Mort and Art England,

franchise

local

holders

of

Bank Night.

New
New
:
l

e,

itor

—

after a two-week rest.

office

Lefkowitz Brothers are repairing
fire damages in the Regent theater,
McKees Rocks, which will be reopened soon by M. Akselrad.
Sam Goldman, former Broughton
exhibitor, planing to re-enter movie

Orleans Notes

Orleans

—Mrs.

William May-

mother of the Kosciusko exhiband
local
restaurateur,
is

dead.
L. J. Langlois says his house at
will
be ready next
month. The old house was burned

shamrocks supplemented

with copy on the playdate.
California Theater,
Los Angeles.

booker, back

Pacific

Northwest Notes

—

The Roosevelt theater,
recently opened near the
Grand Coulee dam, was scorched by.
a disastrous fire.
Seattle

new house

Harold M. Young, Paramount diwere Seattle

rector, and Mrs. Young
visitors this week.

Robert Estelle has been named as
booker for the Paramount Exchange
Seattle.
tant.
in

Max

|

Hadfield

assis-

is

The Star theater here has been
closed for extensive remodeling.

'Call of the Wild" Playlet on

Air
15-minute playlet, based on the
Darryl Zanuck production of Jack
London's "Call of the Wild," recased through United Artists and

A

now showing
is

at the Rivoli theater,

to be broadcast over radio station

WHN

tomorrow evenings at 8:30.

Raft, Bennett, Connolly on Air

George Raft and Joan Bennett,
in Columbia's "She Couldn't
Take It," and Walter Connolly, who
stars

has a featured role in the producbe heard tomorrow evening over the Columbia Broadcasting
System in several sequences from

tion, will

the picture.

New Roads

down, and he ran a tent show for
Joy Hock during the interim.
Ralph Meyerson, Universal salesman, died of heart failure in Jackson, Miss., this week.
Levere Montgomery, vice-presi-

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE

dent of Affiliated, is in the hospital.
W. R. Lewis, manager of the
Rialto, Ruston, was a recent visitor

DAYS
NEWS

here.

& Allen Option Taken Up
Paramount has taken up its option on Burns and Allen. Deal was
Burns

through
Agency.
set

the

William

Morris

Government
gross

were

tax

collections

admissions of movies
up nearly $5,000,000.

last

indicate

month
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TEN CENTS

Organize Buying Power

COURT UPHOLDS FOX MERGER WITH 20TH CENTURY
Court Delays Order to Transfer Assets of Fox Met.
Hearing on Shift to New
Company Adjourned

Viewing
.

.

By

THOSE

.

Until Today

the passing parade

DON CARLE GILLETTE

advance indications that the

Federal Judge Caffey yesterday
authorized the Irving Trust Co.,
new trustee for Fox Metropolitan Play-

season would be of the banner variety
from the standpoint of box-office product
are being substantiated in healthful fashion
by the advance guard of new pictures.

Speaking of Broadway
results
alone,
"China Seas" has gone into a third week
the Capitol, "Alice Adams" is in its
second week at the Radio City Music Hall,
"Call of the Wild" is on the way to a
third week at the Rivoli, "The Crusades"
has
just
had
an
auspicious
two-a-day
launching at the Astor, and about a dozen
other attractions, which as yet have been
seen only at previews, will soon join the
band that is making merry music at the
at

box-office.

houses, Inc., to pay $60,000 to the
Fox Met. noteholders' protective
committee to remove a lien on notes
deposited with the committee but adjourned hearing until today on the
order directing transfer of the Fox
Met. assets to the new company.
The order directing payment of

Poor Tryout Crop
Film

company

production executives
estimate that out of approximately 70
shows which have been tried out in
summer theaters during the season now
closing, less than 10 will reach Broadway.
They are generally dubious about
the screen value of the players.

SMPE PICKS TASKER

ON NEW ORGANIZATION

FOR RE-ELECTION
Re-election of Homer G. Tasker
as president of the S. M. P. E. is
assured with his nomination for
that post.
Results of the society's
annual election will be announced
at the Fall convention planned for
Washington in October.

Other nominations are executive
Besides completing arrangements
vice-president, Emery Huse; engiQPEAKING of coming product, the cur- for the distribution of his pictures
(Continued on Page 8)
rent M-G-M trailer announcement of throughout the world under his new
impending releases is more fascinating than affiliation with United Artists, David 0. Selznick, who reached New
some shorts even.
Theater Jobs
York yesterday from the coast with
This trailer gets its interest largely from
a stopover in Saratoga, will be here
the combination of names that head the
Announced in Michigan
:

^

Two New

(Continued on Page 9)

casts of the forthcoming releases.

—

used sparThe
ingly, and
in
its
place the audience is
regaled with factual information about the
stars that will be seen together in the

Lab Association Members
Vote to Continue as Unit

various

ries Ass'n of America have decided
to continue the organization and will

adjectival

hypodermic

is

pictures.

It is impressive, it builds up a waiting
audience, and it is such a relief from the
cannonading with trite superlatives aimed
at audiences in so many trailers.

OF more

in

as to

New

it

is

the star.

The exception rated the story fifty-fifty
with star.

Summed

Organizing Indie Buying
Tent Show Invasion
Expected in Alabama
Montgomery, Ala.

—Outlawed

for

By W. H.

FILM DAILY

McMAHON

Staff

—

years

Brooklyn, yesterday denied in all
respects the motion for an application for a permanent injunction
sought by the William Fox inter-

through All-Continent and Mrs.
to prevent consummation
of the Twentieth Century-Fox mer-

ests

The order also vacates the temporary stay previously granted.
Attorneys for the Fox group immediately appealed to the Appellate

ger.

(Continued on Page 4)

NEW
IN

FINANCING LIKELY

EXPANSION RY COL.

Likelihood that Columbia will obtain additional financing for its expansion activities through the sale
of common stock was reported in
Wall Street circles yesterday. Probability of the move was interpreted
from the recent action of the com(Continued on Page 8)

100,000 Persons

Mourn

At Bier of Will Rogers
West Coast Bureau of

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY

—Joining

hands with

the rest of the world in a token of
reverence and esteem, 100,000 men
and women filed by the bier of Will
Rogers yesterday at Forest Lawn
Memorial Park prior to final services
for the star who was killed in an
Alaskan airplane crash last week.
While services were being held
(Continued on Page 4)

Correspondent

Atlantic City Neutralizing of advantages resulting from big circuit
buying power by marshalling independent exhibitor buying power was

because of high licenses, Alabama is expected to be urged by Abram F. Myers, chairnian of the Allied board, yesterday
flooded this summer and fall with
in addressing the annual conventraveling tent shows. The Legisla- tion of Allied Theaters of New Jerture has reduced the license from sey.
Myers' statement was inter$300 to $25 a night.
(Continued on Page 4)
several

the exhibitors' views are
that the folks can see a great, stupendous,
colossal and gigantic picture any day in
the year, but Shirley Temple, Greta Garbo,
Clark Gable, Bing Crosby and Joe E. Brown
come along only every so often.
up,

P. Laborato-

(Continued on Page 4)

York the past

what constitutes a
power in their re-

chief pulling
spective communities, all but one said

picture's

M.

hold bi-monthly luncheons beginning

than a dozen hinterland

exhibitors seen

week and queried

of the

Detroit Boom in Michigan theater
construction
still
continues,
with two more announcements the
past week.
Fred Moore, owner of
the Crystal in Coldwater, plans a
700-seater in Bronson.
Mrs. C. C.
Alguire, owner of the Coloma in
Coloma, is building a 450-seat house
to replace the present theater.

Abram F. Myers Advocates

—•—

OUT

Members

Judge Alonzo McLaughlin of the
State Supreme Court,

New York

Eva Fox,

(Continued on Page 9)

SELZNIGK CONFERRING

William Fox Group Denied
Injunction Against
Fox Film Merger

Censor Notes Improvement

—

Detroit
Pictures are coming through
better than a year ago, according to Sergeant Joseph
Kollar,
police
censor.
"We are having little trouble," he says.
"More substance, more
plot and story, characterize the new
pictures."

much

THE

-a&?lDAILY
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Ship and Shore Premieres
Old Decision on Lottery
Cited in "Sweeps" Case For "Annapolis Farewell"
A Court of Appeals decision renWhile a distinguished audience,

1935

Coming and Going

dered years ago in a lottery action
against the "New York Mail and
Express", finding that no violation
of the state laws occurs when a
chance is given away free, was cited
by Attorney Jacob Schechter in defending the Oceana Theatre, Brooklyn, yesterday, in a Brooklyn magistrate's court where a complaint was

comprising leading figures in governmental, Navy and Army circles,
GEORE A. BATCHELLER, president of Chei
viewed the Washington, D. C, pre- terfield Pictures,
and MAURY COHEN, presi
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
miere of Paramount's "Annapolis dent of Invincible
Fictures, left yesterday f<
Farewell" at the Earle Theater, Hollywood.
Published daily except Sundays and Holiday
more than 800 midshipmen comprisLOUIS CALHERN has returned to New Yor
at
1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
ing the entire first and third classes
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W
from Hollywood to do a show.
at the Naval Academy simultaneAlicoate,
Editor and Publisher
President,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasure
ously saw the picture aboard the
M. B. COMERFORD is in New York froi
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso
brought due to "Sweepstakes." The Battleships Wyoming and Arkansas Scranton.
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managin
Editor.
Entered as second class matter. court took the case under advise- anchored off Piney Point more than
BILLY SEWARD has arrived in New Yor
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New Yorl ment
until
Sept.
Attorney a hundred miles south of Washing- from the Coast.
3.
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 187'
that when a pat- ton.
argued
Schechter
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
J.
M. HARRIS,
branch manager at Si
ron participates in the "SweepPermission was granted late yes- Louis, is in New GB
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
York.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
stakes" game, no price is paid for terday afternoon by Admiral Wil$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order
LOUIS DENT, who has returned to DenveJ
the chance, and quoted the penal liam H. Standley, chief of naval
Address all communications to THE FIL?
will be back in New York early next week.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. laws as describing a lottery as an operations, for this unusual screenPhone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. arrangement under which property ing aboard the battleships.
CLARENCE BROWN, who is directing "At
A print
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
is distributed by chances which are
of the picture was carried by air Wilderness!" for M-G-M, has left Graftor
wood, California Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
Mass.,
with his cameramen and technician
paid for.
Londonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
to the anchored battleships by Lieu- and is on his way back to the
coast b
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
tenant Aaron P. Storrs, U.S.N., plane.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildhuehne,
who flew from the naval air station
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
P. A. Harle. La
MADGE EVANS, having completed work
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour- Decision is Reserved
at the Capitol to Piney Point.
"The Tunnel" for GB, is on her way bac
des-Noues, 19.
to this country on the lie de France.
The
Broadway
premiere
of
the
Th
Pathe Injunction
picture at the Paramount Theater M-G-M actress is due to arrive in New Yor
Appellate Judge Martin yesterday last night was a gold-braid event, on Tuesday and after a brief stop-over wil
entrain for the coast.
reserved decision on continuance of with a contingent of the U.
S. Navy
a temporary injunction granted Ben in attendance.
DAVID O. SELZNICK, United Artists pro
ducer, who arrived in New York yesterday
Hilbert to restrain the Pathe Film
will
remain here about ten days before re
Corp. from carrying out its reorganturning to the coast.
Hilbert's
application
ization
plan.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
J.
C. CLEMMONS of Jefferson Amusemen
Net is for continuance of the stay until Para, and Allied
Co.,
Beaumont, Tex., is at the Hotel Nev
High Low Close Chg. Oct.
4, when his appeal from SuYorker.
Am. Seat
3/8
1134 115/8 11% +
Out Lease Extension
Justice O'Brien's depreme
Court
Columbia Picts. vtc. 69
65
234
67V4
SKOURAS is on an eastern tri|
cision refusing to delay the Pathe
Temporary extensions of leases in CHARLES
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. 16%
16% 16%
connection
product for his Nationa
reorganization is to be heard before expiring Sept. 1 on the Paramount, Theaters on thewith
coast.
East. Kodak
149% 147
149% + 2%
the full Appellate bench, or until Brooklyn; Paramount, Glens Falls;
Fox Fm. "A"
16% 16% 16%— %
JOSE CRESPO is motoring to New York fron
the full bench can hear argument Paramount, Fremont, 0., and the
Loew's, Inc
41 %
41% 41% + %
Hollywood to appear in a stage play.
on
a request for a stay pending de- Alabama Theater, Birmingham, are
do pfd
105
104% 104%
% cision on the appeal.
WILL H. HAYS is due to return from
being worked out with Paramount
Paramount ctfs
4% 4% 4%
%
by the Allied Owners Corp. trustees coast about the middle of next month.
Pathe Exch
at the same terms as the present
JOHN BOETTIGER of the Hays office, ae-;
do "A"
lU/2 11% 11% + %
"Bright Lights"
leases.
The extensions will be in companied by Mrs. Boettiger, left Hollywooq
RKO
2% 2% 2%
'/a
this week
for the Pacific Northwest, where
effect until the closing of the ParaUniv.
Pict.
pfd... 34
34
34
+ '/4 Fox
they will vacation briefly before trekking back
Coast
mount-Allied
Owners settlement, east.
Warner Bros
53/8
5'/4
5% + %
Warner's "Bright Lights", star- which provides for the purchase by
do pfd
36
36
36
MITCHELL LEICHTER, head of Beaumont
ring Joe E. Brown, has been booked Paramount of the Alabama Theater
Pictures,
left
New York yesterday for thd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
by the Fox West Coast theaters for for $1,000,000 and the leasing of the coast, stopping off at
Philadelphia, Atlanta]
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
Dallas and other spots along the way.
15
14
14% + % preferred "A" house playing time, other three theaters for 20-year per
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 15
a
numincluding
extended
runs
in
13% 14
iods.
+ %
OTTO KRUGER, who is a the Hotel Warwick
Loew 6s 41ww
1033/4 103% 10314 +
% ber of situations. This makes the
following a stay at his country place in EilzaPar. 6s47 filed
film
get
"A"
102
102
to
102
first Joe E. Brown
bethtown, N. Y., is sailing for England soor
to make a picture for B.I. P.
Diana Wynyard Back to Stage
Warner's 6s39
78% 77J£ 78
+ 1% dates on the Fox West Coast Cirdecision to date "Bright
FAY BAINTER is at the Lombardy.
cuit.
The
curLondon
Diana
Wynyard,
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Lights" on preferred time came af- rently appearing in the hit play,
19l/2
Technicolor
18% 19
% ter a special preview for the Fox "Sweet Aloes," says she has obTrans-Lux
23^
234
23^+ % West Coast Theaters midwest con- tained a release from her M-G-M
contract and will devote herself to
vention.
the stage.
Her chief reason, she
GB Deal in St. Louis
explained, was that she does not
GB has sold its 1935-36 lineup,
Signs Louis-Baer Fight Film
photograph well.
consisting of 16 features, to FanJack Dietz, signed by the Twenchon & Marco's first run houses in
St. Louis.
Theaters. in the deal are tieth Century Sporting Club, has obthe Ambassador, Fox and Mission. tained an exclusive picture contract "Phil Reisman Month" in Belgium
for the shooting of the Louis-Baer
Max Bosman of Bosnian & BourThe 1935
fight to be held Sept. 24 at the land, RKO Radio distributors in
Yankee Stadium.
Mercury Film Belgium, has launched a "Phil ReisFILM YEAR BOOK
Lab, Inc., will do the developing. man Selling Month" in that country.
A new company headed by Dietz is Reisman will visit the Belgian terbeing formed for the distribution ritory next month.
FREE with a year's
of the picture, with announcement
subscription to The
of the firm's name to be made next
Film Daily and Film
week.
Melton Continues on Air
Daily Service.
James Melton and the Revellers
Edith Roberts Dies
have been signed through the WilWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY liam Morris Agency for five addiTHE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Edith Roberts, aged tional weeks starting Sept. 1 on the
36, who has been an actress in the Good Gulf hour.
1650 Broadway
The Revellers will
silent film days, is dead here fol- broadcast from New York, while
New York
lowing the birth of a son. A funeral Melton's
numbers will emanate
service will be held in the Hollywood from Hollywood during the filming
Cemetery Chapel today.
of his Wai'ner picture.
Vol. 68, No. 46
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IEWS OF THE WEEK

IN

PHOTO-REVIEW

MORE GLORY FOR

'GLORY' as first pre-release engagement shatters all opening-day records at Earle Theater,
Washington, D C. Marion Davies' initial production for
Warners

is

slated for N. Y. Strand, other key runs, next week.

"*-

***

1.

y>

TO ENGLAND

SHE'S THE TOPS, according to readers of
Screen Book Magazine who chose luscious
Patricia Ellis as
935's most promising young

goes Sam E. Morris,
in charge of foreign
istribution, seen sailing with Mrs Morris to
rrange Stratford -on -Avon, London world
remieres of 'Midsummer Night's Dream',
*
'n Oct .9th, simultaneous with N. Y. debut
)FF

Varner vice-president

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE WEEK
ews

that

James Cagney

will

1

actress'

Pat's

latest

is

the

title

role

in

'The

Case of the Lucky Legs', Clue Club mystery film
with Warren William as sleuth Perry Mason."

'BETTER THAN "G-MEN" ..a sell-out on
any movie menu' is Los Angeles critics' preview verdict on 'Special Agent', new DavisBrent 'T-Men' melodrama. Fictionization,

brings

star in 'The

of Robin Hood' for Warners
pon completion of 'The Frisco Kid' (below),
arbary Coast saga, now occupying all

idventures

now

running

in

Hearst newspapers, primes
'

'f

his

readers for

(and Director Lloyd Bacon's) time.*

*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A

first

National Picture

^A

Cosmopolitan Production

Vitagraph,

Inc.,

Distributors

film's

September

14th release. 1

THE

eBtl
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F0X-20TH

FAVORS ORGANIZING
ALLIED BUYING

POWER

(Continued from Page

IS

that although as yet the cities have
not been affected by the situation
they soon would be.
Rep. Samuel B. Pettengill of Indiana devoted much time to explaining his bill to eliminate block booking which he declared he would
press for passage immediately upon
the reconvening of Congress in Jan-

Sidney

if

•

•

•

WE HAVE

been hearing

many comments from

film

fans over a period of months
on various outstanding characterizations in recent feature productions
characterizations by players who went practically unnoticed in all the billwherever film fans gather toing, credits and advertising
gether in social discussion we have been hearing these splendid
portrayals lauded
many times to the exclusion of mention
of the stars in the pix
.

.

they used the plan.

Congressman Pettengill and Major William Casey addressed the
banquet last night.

100,000 Persons Mourn
At Bier of Will Rogers
(Continued from Page 1)

thousands of theaters throughout
the country darkened their screens.
Fox and Universal were among the
companies which ceased their business activities at noon.

The Hollywood Bowl, with a seating capacity of 35,000, was jammed
during a memorial service at which
Rupert Hughes and Conrad Nagel
eulogized the late star. The private
funeral service at the Kirk o' the
Heather were brief and simple.
The Rev. J. Whitcomb read the
funeral oration and John Boles
sang.

•

•

•

WHICH ONLY

goes to prove that the cash customers get far more enjoyment in many instances out of the
work of minor players than they do out of the featured parts of
the stars
and it seems about time for some bright producer to jack up his advertising dep't
and see if they
cannot capitalize on this trend in public taste toward the worthy
character players who go unheralded and unsung in all the
publicity and advertising blurbs
and what copy they'd
make for some of those special newspaper stories!

T

T
•

•

•

OUR THOUGHTS

T

—

THE FILM DAILY

by noteworthy examples of character parts in two recent productions
in Mascot's "Harmony Lane" William Frawley
plays the role of the famous minstrel of his time Christie
and what a beaucoup performance does Mister Frawley
contribute!
we were waiting for him to come back into
the camera focus all the time the pix was running
..and
dam regretful to see him walk off each time
his comedy
characterization is a Classic
also that of Joseph Cawthorn
as the old German composer
a heart-warming delineation
of a loveable human if there ever was one
then again in
RKO Radio's "Hot Tip"
Arthur Stone and Rollo Lloyd
play the roles of two old codgers who are eternally tearing at
each other's throats
but in a very subtle and mirth-provoking way
they simply take this very enjoyable picture
and lift it up to Entertainment Plus
and it would still be

—

work of the principals, ZaSu
but Stone and Lloyd wrap it
a film package labeled "Okay" for any type of audience
for the urge to SMILE is inherent in all humanity

Washington Passage of a bill to
permit the burial of Will Rogers
in the Arlington National Cemetery
was blocked yesterday by an exception by Republican Leader Snell.
He objected because the cemetery
set aside for men
in the armed forces."

"was

who

served

Boston Luncheon to Dowling
The Boston Friars will tender Eddie Dowling a luncheon Tuesday at
the Hotel Statler, Boston, coincidental with the opening of his show,
"Thumbs Up," in that city, marking
the start of a road tour. Maurice
Wolf, president of the club, is in
On Aug.
charge of arrangements.
9, when the show is playing the
Carlton, Ed Fay's Providence house,
the Town Criers of that city will
give the star a luncheon.

Plans Cinecolor Series
George A. Hirliman left New
^ork yesterday for Hollywood,
where he proposes to make a series
of features in Cinecolor. According
to Charles J. Hirliman, head of the
Major Film Laboratory, associated
with his brother in the production
venture, 12 features are contemplated.

Pitts and

up

in

Jimmy Gleason

WE

turn to a recent fiction publication for
• • • AGAIN
a story that will crash over sensationally if it ever gets to
"The Grindle Nightmare"
the screen
a "different"
murder mystery by Q. Patrick from the Hartney Press
a sleepy little New England village where nothing ever happens
then the simple folk are plunged into the midst of
a gripping, fear-racking murder mystery that will hold you
taut and spellbound
and there is a new angle in the
theme of a warped and perverted mind that breeds inevitable
doom to the terrific and astounding climax
give it the
once-over, you screen scouts
and then tell us we're wrong.

• • • IN CASE you hadn't heard before
Herbert
Lubin and Thurzah Dock were married recently and are living
in Great Neck, L. I.
looks as if Herb, afloat on the bachelor
sea, sez to himself, "Thur is a dock"
and landed

—

men may

directors
the duty

€€

€4

differ.

Upon

the

of exercising that judgment.
"This court cannot review the
business judgment or wisdom of the
directors or stockholders so long as
they act honestly and in good faith.
Questions of policy of management,
expediency of contracts or action
and adequacy of consideration are
left solely to their honest and undecision for their powers
therein are without limitation and
free from restraint if they are exercised in accordance with the provisions of the statute and the exercise of them is for the common and
general interests of the corporation."

Lab Association Members
Vote to Continue as Unit
(Continued from Page

Oct.

9,

it

was

» » »

said

1)

yesterday by

Charles J. Hirliman, president. The
laboratory association was originalcode for
ly formed to draft an
laboratories.
Since the death of
NRA, there had been talk of discontinuing the organization.

NRA

Tri-States Circuit Meet
Will Honor Cecil DeMille
Des Moines— Cecil B. De Mille,
of "The Crusades" for
Paramount, along with Henry Wilcoxon, Harold Lamb and Bill Pine
will be honor guests at a luncheon
here on Aug. 27 in the course of

producer

the Tri-States Theaters Corp. manA. H. Blank,
agers' convention.
head of Tri-States, will be host.
Also on the convention program
will be Leo Wolcott, president of
Allied Theater Owners of Iowa;
Frank Ruble, manager of Finkelstein Theaters; G. Ralph Brant,
general manager of Tri-States, and
others.

Added to "Sylvia Scarlett" Cast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood

—

in

Gwendolyn Logan,
"Becky Sharp," and

Campbell, seen in "Alice in
Wonderland," have been signed by
RKO Radio for Katharine Hepburn's
new picture, "Sylvia Scarlett," which
Cary
George Cukor is directing.
Grant, Edmund Gwenn, Mrs. Pat
Campbell, Dennie Moore, and Princess Natalie Paley fhave leading
Colin

• NO LITTLE interest centers around the play
who wrote "Gold
"There Were Giants," by Melvin Levy
Eagle Guy"
picture company interest is being directed
toward financing the play
Tony Brown will produce the
show on Broadway
•

<€

be

and stockholders devolves

who appeared
•

to

selfish

on this subject were crystallized

a swell screen offering with the
Washington Bureau of

advantages

and

gained outweigh the burdens, if any,
assumed, involves a question of
business judgment as to which reasonable

E.

Samuelson told the conventioneers
that "bank nights" are against the
law and warned them that they
would find themselves in difficulties

which scheduled a hearing on the show cause order on Monday at 10 a. m. Pending the determination on Monday a temporary
stay halting the merger was ordered.
The court's opinion, holding that
no irregularities were indicated in
the merger, said in part:
"Whether the merger upon the
terms and conditions outlined is desirable and whether the benefits
Division,

Lack of releases which is especially handicapping small town exhibitors was scored by Myers, who said

president

UPHELD BY COURT
(Continued from Page 1)

as

uary.
Retiring

MERGER

1)

advocating that independent buying be organized into
combines.
preted

G.

1935

roles.
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Three distinguished players

hearts

join

a drama of

in

tender beauty, love and sacrifice. .each giving the
.

performances of

individual

were

their

finest

careers! Alone, they

superb... together, they enact a story.. .the poignant

beauty

of

£,

which

will

linger long

in

your memory!

FREDRIC MARCH

j
wun

r

MERLE OBERON

te*eat*

HERBERT MARSHALL

fk

jun
with JANET

BEECHER

FROM THE PLAY

•

BY

JOHN HALLIDAY

•

GUY BOLTON

HENRIETTA GROSMAN
•

•

FRIEDA INESCORT

DIRECTED BY SIDNEY FRANKLIN

iZeUdtLu UNITEB ARTISTS
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SHORT SHOTS
By CHAS.

A.

ALICOATE

completed his latest
two-reel comedy, "You'll Find
Out", at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
yesterday.

In addition to

Hope, the cast includes Grade
Worth, Dick Lane, Johnie Berkes
and H. MacBride, all of the Broadway stage. Lloyd French directed.

new

three color Technicolor, for
release.
Gurney will sing an
original song in the picture, tentatively titled "Butterflies".
the

RKO

•

The first of the series of two-reel
shorts to be produced by John T.

Guy Standing, Rosalind

Sir

Brown,

Keith,

Tom

85 mins.

made

No

in

a Broadway night club.

release has been set.

•
"Spain's Romantic Isles", second
release in the new "World on Parade" series produced by the Van
Beuren Corp., featuring Alois Havrilla, radio announcer, is now in production at the company's eastern

with work to be completed
week. In addition to the narrative, this new RKO series features
music and songs of the countries
studio,

A

very creditable production has been
created around the U. S. Naval Academy
in

Paramount

this

well

release, and

who

exhibitors

for

plugging

ought to
realize and
it

In the
impressive and inspiring Annapolis background, a nice story of patriotic sentiment
and romance, plus some comedy touches
provide an occasional laugh, and a
to
dramatic action climax have been developed
with good results. Central figure is Sir Guy
Standing, a retired naval commander who
continues to live with the memories of
his
past glories, and who at the finish
goes down in his old ship imagining the
student exercises to be an actual bombardStanding takes an interest in a
ment.

utilize

its

possibilities.

cadet, Tom Brown, who is in a romance
Alexander Hall's diwith Rosalind Keith.
rection catches the naval spirit, and there

Watson,

Minor

Dorothy

Vaughn,

Benny

Baker, John Morley, Samuel S. Hinds, William Collier, Sr., Ben Alexander, Wheeler

Oakman.

Craven;

McNutt, Frank
man, Ted Tetzlaff.

Slavens

Direction,

Fine.

Photography, A-l.

work

at the Astoria studios pletion
feature. .. .Helen
the
of
supervision
of
Otto Lynd and Tamara, playing the leading feminine roles in "Sweet Surren•
der", discussing their future plans
Work on the story will be com- during the lunch hour, which we
pleted this week for the next of the gather will pr-obably be a radio tiescries of shorts being produced by up and more picture work, respecMcntone Productions, with produc- tively ... .Arthur Pierson doing a
tion scheduled to get u.nder way in nice job with his part in "Sweet Surabout, two weeks.
render" ... .Charles Richman anx•
ious to return to the coast after his
Production on the short featuring work in the
eastern takes
of
Fifi D'Orsay, got under way yes- "Thanks A Million"
George Goterday at the Brooklyn Vitaphone man, head of the West Coast Serstudios.
A special feature of this vice studio, preparing for a big seafilm will be a Fall fashion revue in son now being lined up for work in
which stage beauties will act as his plant.
.Bill Rowland and Jack
mannequins.
With Miss D'Orsay Schlaifer, with their picture "Sweet
will appear Georgie Tapps, tap dan- Swrrender" almost completed, elated
cer; Matt Dufferin and Jessie Dra- over the outcome.
.Ben Blake, who
per, dancers now with Earl Car- will use more than 300 men in his
roll's "Sketch Book"; the Meadow- next "Voice of Experience" short,
brook Trio, singers, now at the Rain- being mobbed in his offices by expow Roof, Radio City; Don Davis, tras. .Everyone wondering if and
comedian, and Pauline Alpert, pian- when Ben Hecht and Charles Mac-

under the
Brower.

.

iste,

who has appeared on

p7BC.
[

Joseph Henabery

Odds and Ends:

is

WOR

.

.

and Arthur

directing.

Lloyd French,

67 mins.

trouping

fine

will again start producing at
.and a healthy
the Astoria studios.
season for production in the east
looking up.
.

.

of

Edward

zone manager of the outlying thein the Chakeres Circuit, is
here to supervise the opening of the
new Chakeres-Logan theater on

aters

Waiker.
Producer, Sam Bischoff; Director, Robert
Florey; Author, Ralph Spence; Screenplay,

Arthur

Edeson.

Direction,

Bartlett;

Cameraman,

Harold McLernon.
Photography, Good

Editor,

Fair.

30.

Everett

Horton, Guy Kibbee and ZaSu Pitts, along
with able support by the surrounding cast,
just about saves this comedy and makes
it a
fair programmer for the pop stands.
its weakness
lies in the story, which
is
the familiar old hokum about a newly-rich
matron having a yen to crash society and
doing it in the well-known broad comedy
style.
ZaSu Pitts is the socially-ambitious
wife and Guy Kibbee is her husband.
Ed
Horton offers to land them in the social
sphere for $50,000.
In order to get attention, it is necessary for them to have a
daughter to whom they can give a coming
out party, so a waitress, June Martel, is
A society lad,
enlisted to play the part.
Ross Alexander, falls for June, which causes
a
tough situation because she already
has a husband.
To iron out the mixup, it
develops that June's former marriage was
not legal, so things are worked out happily all around.
Cast: Guy Kibbee, ZaSu Pitts, Edward
Everett Horton, June Martel, Ross Alexander, Gordon Westcott, Judy Canova, Nella

Zanesville,

O.

— Showing

-

Very Good

the

was recently seized by Columbus
police when an attempt was made
to show it in that city.

—

Columbus, O. Mr. and
rence Burns, operators of
pion theater were robbed
the key to the theater
night.

Mrs. Lawthe Chamof $65 and
the other

—

Hinton, W. Va. Julian Fredeking,
operator of the Ritz, has been elected mayor.
Erie,

Pa.—The Vienna

theater,

recently closed by

Henry Puetz, has
by Elmer Claffey

been reopened
and Howard Falconer.

Birmingham

—Wilby

may

reopen

the Pantages in October with vaude
and pictures, according to Dick

Kennedy, Alabama-Tennessee manager.
The house was closed last
spring

has

Countess Olga Albani 'in
"Lady in Black"
20 mins.
Vitaphone

of

Russian film, "The Road to Life,"
under the auspices of the Zanesville
Film and Photo League, was prevented by city policemen. Garrison
Film Co. is handling the film, which

when business

—

Knoxville, Tenn.

SHORTS

been

made

fell

off.

Fred Barton

manager

of

the

Strand, a Wilby house.

—

Eastland, Tex.
The Connellee
theater has reopened under management of Texas Consolidated The-

Combining a romantic episode aters. John A. Burke is manager
with night club musical specialties in Eastland.
and several vocal numbers by CounLincoln, Neb.— Within three days,
tess Olga Albani, who has both
the following future marriages were
looks and a fine voice, this BroadBerenice Clark, nonway Brevity is nice entertainment. announced:
pro,
to
Walter Huber, assistant
It has plenty of class and elaborate
production values, while the direc- house manager, Kiva, Oct. 6; Leona
McCracken, cashier, Kiva, to Wiltion by Joseph Henabery is smooth.
The other half of the romantic lard Kramer, doorman, Varsity,
Aug. 25; Ena Raynor to Henry
team, Albeit Van Dekker, turns in
He meets Zeig, usher, and Lorraine Stephens
a swell performance.
Olga at a lawn party and praises to Bill Lindeman, house manager,
Colonial, soon.
her voice but expresses an aversion
Later he
to professional singing.
Lincoln, Neb.
Bob Livingston,
discovers she is a night club singer,
but she strings him along by pre- Capitol manager here, airplaned to
tending to have a twin sister. He Chicago with his lawyer for more
falls in love with the supposed sis- conference with attorneys on those
ter, and finally the situation is un- million dollar suits here in which
raveled for a happy finish. All very he and several film companies are

—

neatly done.

defendants.

"Buddy Steps Out"
(Looney Tune Cartoon)

.

.

.

The

Camera-

Jack Henley, Burnett Hershey, Ed
Savin, Ed DuPar, Dick Willis, Joe
visited.
Henabery, Roy Mack arid Dorian
•
Otvos still arguing over their game
Phil Baker and his able assistants, since the recent golf tournament
"Beetle" and "Bottle", will complete held by Warner studios at a Long
work next week in the eastern se- Isle country club.... Pat Donohue
quences of the Twentieth Century- holding script on "Sweet SurrenFox picture, "Thanks a Million", der", planning a vacation on comin

Edward

Bros.

Edward Kaufman, Sy

Louis D. Lighton; Director,
Alexander Hall; Author, Stephen Morehouse
Avery; Screenplay, Grover Jones, William
Producer,

this

now

Warner

Kibbee, ZaSu Pitts,
Everett Horton

HERE & THERE
Logan, O. — A. Milo DeHaven,

FAIRLY ENTERTAINING COMEDY
COLORFUL DRAMA OF THE NAVAL
ACADEMY HANDLED WITH GOOD EYE HELPED CHIEFLY BY GOOD WORK OF
HORTON, KIBBEE AND PITTS.
Aug.
TO ENTERTAINMENT.

Doran will be put into work next
Tuesday at the West Coast Service
are plenty of flash values throughout the
Studio under the direction of Ray
picture.
Cozine. The short, which will be a
Cast: Sir Guy Standing, Rosalind Keith,
comedy with music, will feature Joe
Cromwell, Louise
Frisco, Nancy Healy and Stanley Tom Brown, Richard
Meehan, with atmospheric shots to Beavers, John Howard, Richard Brodus,
be

with Guy

Cromwell

Richard

Paramount

do

•

The voice of John Gurney, wellknown operatic basso who appeared
at the Lewisohn Stadium this season, will be heard in the forthcoming "Rainbow Parade" cartoon produced by the Van Beuren Corp. in

"GOING HIGHBROW"

"ANNAPOLIS FAREWELL"
with

HOB HOPE

studios

REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS

Vitaphone

7

mins.

Good Animated

A

generally

entertaining

hodge-

Buddy
podge of animated antics.
steps out for an evening with his
In his absence, various
inanimate figures around the room,
including the pictures in frames,
characters on boxes, and Buddy's
canary participate in various fooleries, all of which come to a standstill on the return of Buddy.
girl friend.

—

Jimmie Garst,
Oklahoma City
treasurer for Standard Theaters, is
in a local hospital, undergoing minor
operation.
Starts

"One

Way

Ticket"

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "One-Way Ticket", a

West Coast Bureau of

Turner's
Ethel
picturization
of
novel, purchased by Columbia for
one of its outstanding 1935-36 features, has gone into production, featuring Lloyd Nolan and directed by
Herbert J. Biberman. It will be a
B. P. Schulberg production.

THE

IfTtM^ DAI
DAILY
NEW

FINANCING LIKELY

A LITTLE

EXPANSION BY COL.

IN

-By

from "LOTS"

(Continued from Page

TORETTA YOUNG,

1)

in filing application

with the

New York

Stock Exchange for perincrease its authorized
capital stock from 300,000 shares to
This also has been con1,000,000.
strued as preliminary to either a
split-up of the shares or a stock
dividend, though neither is expected
mission to

take place for at least two
months.
Stockholders are to vote on the
proposed capital increase at a speto

meeting Sept.

cial

18.

Columexpected to show

Annual earnings report
bia,

due shortly,

is

of

who was taken
on her return from Europe
recently, is confined to her home for
ill

few days.

a

T

T

James Dunn has
tract

with 20th Century-Fox.

Roman

T
T
Freulich,

veteran "still"
photographer, has been assigned by
Carl Laemmle, Sr., on an original
story, which has an American historical background.
T

T

Raymond Cannon, director-writer,
has written a new play, "Her Majesty, the Prince" ("A Chinese Problem") which will be presented in
Hollywood in October.

a net of around $11 a share for the

year ended June 30.

Says Soviets Will Drop
Propaganda Film Exports
The Soviet Government has

de-

cided not to make any more propaganda pictures for export purposes,
said Boris Morros in New York
yesterday following his recent re-

turn from a visit to Russia and
other European countries. This determination was made after a commission which recently investigated
the American industry in Hollywood submitted its report, Morros
stated.

Russian productions are making
important strides toward Hollywood
standards of quality, asserted Morros. American equipment and technicians are being acquired in order
to further improve the grade of
their pictures, he said.
At present Serge Eisenstein is
making "Harvest", stated Morros,
and Dovjenko, now rated the most
popular director in Soveit Republic,
is
planning to visit the United
States within a few months. In its
effort to raise production quality
the Government has signed the Moscow Art Players to appear in pictures and they are set to do "Anna
Karenina", and other Tolstoi stories. Morros expects that within a
few years many Russian pictures,
with English dubbed in, will be
playing American theaters.

SUNSHIN€
vAi-y//

IN

T

"She Couldn't Take It" will be the
release title of the George RaftJoan Bennett picture, which Tay
Garnett is directing for Columbia.
It has been known until now as
"Rich
Man's
Daughter."
Gene
Towne and Graham Baker wrote the
original story and Oliver H. P.
Garrett the screen play.
T
T
T
Dave Gould tells the story of a
fellow dance director who had a
streak of bad luck and was forced
to resort to the bread line for sustenance and went crazy trying to
keep the line straight.

—

T
T
Y
Two of Thomas Jackson's pictures are being shown now.
They
are "The Call of the Wild/' in
which he plays the role of Tex
Rickard and "The Irish in Us," in

which he portrays Jack Kearns.
T

Seas" holds for third week
at Capitol; "Alice Adams" second week
at Music Hall.

"China

T

Production is expected to
starred.
start Sept. 1, with William Sistrom
supervising.

T
Luise Rainer will play
in

NEWS

T

FOR RE-ELECTION

William

Powell
also
will
be
starred this season by RKO Radio

(Continued from Page 1)

Pictures in "One to Two," new mystery comedy written by James Edward Grant, just purchased for production.
The new story is said to
be similar to "Star of Midnight," in

neering vice-president, L. A. Jones;
secretary, J. H. Kurlander; treasurer, T. E. Shea; financial vicepresident, O. M. Blunt; new members of the board of governors, Herwhich Powell and Ginger Rogers bert Griffin,
Arthur Dickinson and
starred last year for RKO. Stephen A.
C. Hardy.
Roberts, who directed "Star of Midwill direct "One to Two."
Rian James, under term contract to
RKO Radio as author and director, 16

night,"

will write the screenplay.

Frank Morgan
tor
Moore role

TV

will play the Vicin
Paramount's

screen production of the Broadway
stage success, "Anything Goes,"
which will star Bing Crosby. Lewis
Milestone will direct.
Others in
the cast in featured roles include
Ethel Merman, Grace Bradley and
George Barbier.
The screen version is adapted by Benjamin Glazer
and Morrie Ryskind from the stage
play by P. G. Wodehouse, Howard
Lindsay and Russell Crouse, with
Cole Porter music.
Phil Regan has been added to the
cast of "Stars Over Broadway" and

begin work in that production
as soon as he completes his present
will

assignment in "Broadway Hostess"

Pre-Release Openings
For "Glory" Next Week

"Page Miss Glory," the

first

Mar-

Davies Cosmopolitan starring
production for Warner release, will
begin 16 special pre-release engagements in key cities throughout the
country next week simultaneously
with the Manhattan premiere of the
film at the Strand Theater on Wednesday evening. The 16 special engagements will precede the general
release, scheduled for Sept. 7.
At
that time there will be over 100
simultaneous showings of the new
Davies film all over the country.
In addition to the Strand Theater
in New York, "Page Miss Glory"
will be shown next week at the
Stanley, Baltimore; Roosevelt, Chicago; Keith's, Cincinnati; Michigan,
Detroit; Newman, Kansas City; Hollywood and Downtown, Los Angeles;
ion

Bros, studios.
He
featured in "Stars Over Warner, Memphis; Warner, MilwauBroadway" in one of the two produc- kee; Roger Sherman, New Haven;
tion numbers to be directed by Bus- Midwest, Oklahoma City; Stanley,
Orpheum, Portland;
by Berkeley. The other players cast Pittsburgh;
in the film so far are Pat O'Brien, Warfield, San Francisco, and OrJames Melton, Jane Froman, Jean pheum, St. Louis.
Muir, Frank McHugh and William
World premiere of "Page Miss
Ricciardi.
Jerry Wald and Julius Glory" was held at the Earle in
Epstein adapted Mildred Cram's Washington last week, breaking
story for the screen. William Keigh- every box-office record there.
ley is directing the production.
at the

will

Warner

be

Dorothy Vaughan, character woman, and Kanny Baker, now singing
T
with Eddie Duchin's orchestra at
Two new contracts are announced in Her Hat," was added to the cast
the Cocoanut
Grove, have been
by M-G-M, one with Eadie Adams, now being assembled for "Bodyplaced under managerial contracts
Ward
radio and band leader, the other guard" (temporary title).
by the Lew Golder agency.
with Nat Pendleton, who has played Bond, who has appeared in many
t
T
of the company's features, was also
"The Judgment," the second of featured roles in a number of re- engaged for the same production.
cent films, and just finished one in
the Conway Tearle series, is in proComes the Band." Robert Allen and Florence Rice
duction at Highland Springs. Ber- Ted Lewis's "Here
have the leads.
Other players
T
nardine Hayes, stage and radio acsigned are Barbara Kent, Bert
Del Lord, veteran comedy directress, is playing opposite Tearle.
Roach, Vivian Oakland, Fred WalCharles Hutchinson is directing. tor, has been placed under long- ton,
Charles Brinley, Charles Arnt
term contract by Columbia.
The
Mitchell Leichter is the producer.
and Oscar Rudolph. Lambert Hillnew
agreement
calls
for
Lord
to
T
T
yer is directing.
Wallace Smith has been signed direct 12 two-reelers, the first of
which
will
placed
in
production
be
by RKO Radio to write the screenplay for "Seven Keys to Baldpate," within the next few days.
t
George M. Cohan mystery comedy
Production on "Hard Luck Dame,"
in which Gene Raymond will be

THE
DAY'S

T
settled his con-

1935

SMPE PICKS TASKER

RALPH WILK-

HOLLYWOOD
pany

Friday, Aug. 23,

of

Anna Held

M-G-M's forthcoming production
"The Great Ziegfeld." William

Powell, who played opposite Miss
Rainer in "Escapade," will have the
title role in this new film, which
Robert Z. Leonard will direct from
a scenario by William Anthony McGuire.
Hunt Stromberg is producer.

Bette Davis's new picture for First
National, will
be delayed until
Franchot Tone, who is cast in the
role
opposite
leading
masculine
Miss Davis, is available for the part.
Margaret Lindsay also has been assigned a leading role in the picture,
tht of Tone's society sweetheart.
The original story and screenplay
of "Hard Luck Dame" were written
by Laird Doyle. The picture will be
directed by Alfred E. Green.
»

Nana Bryant, having completed
her role in Columbia's "A Feather

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

production in Sweden this year
expected to total 40 features, a 100

Film
is

per cent increase over last year.

Friday, Aug. 23, 1935

COURT DELAYS ORDER

West Coast Bureau

ON FOX MET. ASSETS
(Continued from Page 1)

the loan provided that the committee

members

shall

refund any sums

which Judge Mack later finds were
not properly allowable and that if
no such payment was made, the debt
be a lien against the transferred assets. This proviso was in-

Archibald Palmer.

Three Brooklyn Leases
Surrendered by Fox Met.
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses has
surrendered

its leases

on the Nation-

Tremont and Brooklyn Theaters
to the owners of the theaters. The
Lynbrook Theater, Lynbrook, has
al,

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— The

recent accession of Henry Potter to the production organization
establishes this producer's executive staff as the youngest in
of Goldwyn's production associates is more than 32 years old.
Potter is 30.
Georgs Haight, partner of Potter in a number of recent Broadway stage
successes, and now associated with Goldwyn in a production capacity, is also 30.
Merritt Hulburd, head of the Goldwyn story department, is 32. as is Elliott Nugent,
director of the forthcoming Rachel Crothers screenplay, "Splendor."
Gregg Toland,
chief cameraman of the Goldwyn studios and one of Hollywood's foremost cinematographers, is 30.
Edward Chodorov, staff writer, is also 30.

Samuel
Hollywood.
of

Goldwyn

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Detroit First opening of a new
theater by a major circuit here in
seven years took place yesterday
when the 1,200-seat Alden was
launched by the Paramount group
with Joseph Busick as manager.
The Wolverine theater has been
acquired by M. J. Mantho and S. T.
Congress from Eddie Pascoe.
The Madison theater is being restored to de luxe status by Para-

—

Pittsburgh
Both Loew's Penn
and the Harris-Alvin return to stage
shows next month.

Leo Hagdorn, Herman

Littlestone,

opens.

SHOWMAN'S

—Dewey

Monson

of the
Knickerbocker theater, Nashville,
Tenn., is in Chicago on business.

Ludwig Sussman, owner of the
Adelphi theater, held a memorial
for Will Rogers and Wiley Post and
gave each patron who attended a
photograph of Rogers.
Henry Herbel, manager

of the lo-

cal Universal office, recently

became

This
the father of a girl, Janice.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbel's fourth
is
child.

REMINDER
Sign
fore

for your

prices

are

winter fuel supply beraised.

Whitney,

17-year-old
girl who recently appeared at the Chicago theater with
Rudy Vallee and was held over by
B. & K. for a week at the Oriental,
has left for Hollywood, having been
signed by Paramount studios.

Eleanor
Cleveland

1)

Freddie

with

Fauntleroy",

Iowa Items

H. DeBay named manager of the
Des Moines Marion Parkinson,
Palace Theater in Charleroi by Mrs.
owner of the Iowa Theater, JefferJ. L. Keaser, owner.
Sidney Pink promoted to the man- son, la., is taking a two-week iplane
agerial post at the Elite Theater, trip to Mexico and southern Cali-

—

—

Chicago-

Lord

tion picture business.

mount.
Opening of Bell's Opera House in succeeding Israel
White who died.
Benton Harbor by a Tiffin, O., opMaking an unusual move, Warerator is reported planned, with a
ners acquired "China Seas" for a
vaudefilm policy.
second week's showing at their WarKrim Bros, have closed the Har- ner Theater, moving the film from
mony, just acquired from John Loew's Penn where it played to recO'Dell circuit, for reconstruction.
ord breaking business. This is the
Eddie Rosenbaum, Columbia pub- first M-G-M picture ever to play a
licist, has gone to the Buffalo ex- first-run KB house here.
change for ten days.
"China Seas" gave the United
Filmack Expanding
"Glory" Beauty Contest
Artists its biggest opening day in
Chicago
Irving Mack, head of
a year.
Arranged for St. Louis
Al Dezel is on an upstate trip, Filmack Trailer Co., announces a
A "Page Miss Glory" beauty con- with Clifford Johnson, salesman, campaign of expansion due to a
test has been set in St. Louis by handling the office in his absence. sharp increase in business. Additional office space is being taken and
H. Y. Harman, of the Shubert RialMrs. Willia'm Smith has sold the
Mack has
to Theater in that city. The contest Our theater in Quincy to Homer the personnel increased.
just appointed Joe Abramson busiis being sponsored by the "Red Bird
Cox.
ness
manager of the company.
Associates", an organization supChanges at the M-G-M exchange Abramson for nine years was secported by the St. Louis Cardinals
include the promotion of W. B. retary of the Chicago Film Board
baseball
team and other local Potts to chief shipping clerk, reamusement groups with the object placing Austin Patrick, who left to of Trade and also was with the Coston Booking Circuit, Warner exof boosting business sales of its conenter the University of Michigan; change
and United Artists exstituent members.
appointment of Herman Spachner change.
Radio programs five times daily as assistant to Potts; Arthur Zuelch
for one week and newspaper stories made
a booker; Cliff Perry named Spanish Color Featurette Previewed
will help seek out the girl who most
chief of the poster division.
"Milagroso (Miraculous) Hollyclosely resembles Marion Davies,
Lew Metzger of Vitagraph, Lee wood," the first featurette in SpanThe 250 memstar of the picture.
Paris of Film Truck Service and
ish in natural color, was previewed
bers of this association will sponDorothy Zirbes of Excellent back
yesterday at the RKO projection
sor their own "Page Miss Glory"
from vacations
room at the Music Hall. It features
contest in their organizations.
William Passanen now vacation- Tito Guizar and was produced by
The winner will be St. Louis'
Raul Gurruchaga, who was present
"Miss Glory" for one day and one ing.
at the preview. RKO has distribunight, with an apartment at a lead-

Chicago Chat

(Continued from Page

for about ten days holding conferences toward the final establishment
of a complete and permanent producing organization. The producer
has begun to establish his own roster of acting and directing talent.
He also will sign up authors and
other staff personnel. First picture
on his new schedule will be "Little

Dave Milton and Wally Nordby, for- Bartholomew.
mer exhibitors, around Film Row
again planning to re-enter the mo-

consented to a $5,000 annual reduction in rent on condition that the
new Fox Met. company leases the
theater and a rent reduction has
been obtained from the Tuxedo Theater under a similar guarantee and
the further (proviso that Fox Met.
extend time for payment of notes it
holds on the house.

ing hotel, a Lincoln car and chauffeur at her disposal, a shopping 'tour
She will be
of department stores.
guest of honor at the Orpheum Theater there when "Page Miss Glory"

ON NEW ORGANIZATION

None

Detroit Doings

shall

serted largely at the insistence of

SELZNIGK CONFERRING 1

Youthful Executive Staff for Goldwyn

tion of the featurette only in forGurruchaga, coneign countries.
nected with RKO's Hollywood studio, recently acted as technical advisor on "Hi, Gaucho!"

fornia, flying his

own

plane.

He

Hale Cavanaugh, manager of the
here, has returned from

Orpheum
vacation.

Stanley Mayer, Fox manager in
Des Moines, was called to Kansas
City this week by the illness of his
mother.
"Call of the Wild" is being held
over at the Des Moines Theater, the
first picture to be held over at the
house.
"Doubting Thomas," Will
Rogers picture, also holds over at
the Roosevelt, second run.
A. H. Blank, president of TriStates Theaters, back from a vacation at

Breezy Point, Minn.

Cast of "Broadway Hostess"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood

— Frank

Dawson

will

play the butler in "Broadway Hostess," which is now in production at
the First National studios. Winifred
Shaw and Phil Regan have the leading roles in this musical romance
and sing several songs together.
Bobby Connolly is directing two
production numbers to music written
by Allie Wrubel and Mort Dixon.
Among the featured players in the
cast are Genevieve Tobin, Lyle Talbot, Allen Jenkins, Donald Ross,
Spring Byington and Harry Sey-

mour. Frank McDonald is directing
George Bricker's adaptation of an
original story by Ben Kaye.

4 Radio Plugs Set for "Melody"
Four radio music plugs are an-

nounced in connection with M-G-M's
release,
September
forthcoming

"Broadway Melody

of 1936."

They

WABC,

Stude-

are: Aug. 23, Station

baker program, featuring

Aug. 29, Station
WEAF, Maxwell program, featur"Broadway
Star,"
"Lucky
ing
Rhythm" and "I've Got a Feelin'
You're Foolin'," and Sept. 5, Station WEAF, Rudy Vallee program,
complete

score;

complete score.

i

"Broad-

way Rhythm"; Aug. 24, Station
WJZ, Theater Premier program,

is

accompanied by Mrs. Parkinson.

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS
AGENT
Marlene

J27

Dietrich's

personal

wardrobe
and

30 pairs of white slacks
white blouses.— PARAMOUNT.
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Selznick in Aggressive Drive for

KORDA

IS

Court Order is Held
Due to Voluminous

Up

PH0T0PH0NE SALES

Document
Federal Judge Caffey indicated
yesterday that a week may elapse
before he signs an order directing
the transfer of Fox Met. assets to
the new company as provided in the
Weisman - Schenck reorganization
plan.
Judge Caffey told the assembled attorneys that he intended
to go over the 500-page document
embracing the transfer order paragraph by paragraph after rebuk(Continucd on Page 3)

—

Policy decided upon by 20th CenCamden, N. J. Theater installaof Photophone High Fidelity tury-Fox in the handling of future
sound reproducing systems during distribution of the Will Rogers picthe past three months and the early
tures was set forth by President
part of August were nearly double Sidney
R. Kent yesterday in a statethose of last year in the same per- ment, reading
as follows:
iod, according to Edwin M. Hartley,
"We have steadfastly refused to
RCA Photophone sales manager.
make any announcement as to our
The marked increase in purchases policy on the Will Rogers pictures,
of new sound equipment is attri— old or new, until everything that

Staff

—

Correspondent

Atlantic City Sidney E. Samuelson of Newton remains president
of Allied Theater Owners of New
Jersey for another two months. After conferring the best part of Friday morning, the nominating com(Continued on Page 3)

New Booking Organization
May Compete in Detroit

—

a

Detroit Rumors are current that
new booking organization may be

up in opposition to Cooperative
Theaters of Mich., which now books

set

for

two out of

five

local houses.

Independent Theater Owners,

Four Columbus Theaters
Bought at Sheriff's Sale

Inc.,

at present solely a trucking organization, has just signed two new
members, A. Eiseman of the Richards and Michigan theaters, and
Daniel Kocz of the Columbia, all in
Flint.

Harcol Motion Picture Industries of
New Orleans recently completed a
short bearing the title of "The SweetIt's a non-theest Story Ever Told."
of
telling
the
story
atrical
subject
Louisiana's sugar industry.

Week

London Films Chief Will
Confer on Becoming
U. A. Part Owner

—

London

(By Cable)
Alexander
Korda's visit to the United States,
where he will go to Hollywood for
conferences with Samuel Goldwyn,
is
understood here to be for the
purpose of becoming a part owner
The idea is for
in United Artists.
U. A. to make the London Films
chief a partner, with stock being
(Continued on Page 3)

27 BEING SUBPOENAED

human mortals

could do for Will
That time
Rogers had been done.
has now passed. We have been de-

FOR ST. LOUIS HEARING

and letters
from the public at large, and from
exhibitors, urging us to release the
luged

with

telegrams

—

—

—

lished in 1932.

Aggressive Drive for Names
Planned by David Selznick
Roy Rowe Plans

Circuit

In Carolina Small Towns
Perfect Titling

a

District Attorney
St. Louis
(Continued on Page 3)
Harry C. Blanton yesterday asked
Columbus, O. City National Bank
the clerk of the U. S. District Court
and Trust Co., acting as trustee for
to issue subpoenas for 27 witnesses
the actual buyers, purchased the
to be used by the Government in the
Eastern, Clinton, State and Cameo Detroit Circuit After
injunction suit against Warners,
theaters at a sheriff's sale this week.
Additional Theaters RKO and Paramount, scheduled to
J. Real Neth, who has operated the
(Continued on Page 3)
theaters under lease from the reDetroit
Several additional houses
ceiver for three years, will be in
complete managerial control under here will shortly be acquired or built George K. Spoor Files
the reorganization.
by United Detroit Theaters, ParaSuit Over Trust Fund
The State and Cameo brought mount partner, it has just been conChicago George K. Spoor, film
Hudson,
publicity
firmed
Earl
W.
by
Eastern
and
the
$141,000 while
once one of the owners
First step in the expan- pioneer and
Only director.
Clinton sold for $210,000.
of the Essanay Corp., filed suit this
opening
the
Almove
is
the
of
sion
other bidder was W. C. Chesbrough,
week charging fraud against Albert
present operator of five Columbus ger Theater this week. Houses will
W. Mahone as trustee of a $2,000,be subsequent runs.
theaters.
000 trust fund which Spoor estab-

—

McMAHON

By W. H.

FILM 'DAILY

MONTHS

KENT OUTLINES POLICY

tions

SAMUELSON TO RETAIN
OFFICE 2

Delayed

JUMP 100 PER GENT ON WILL ROGERS FILMS

(Continued on Page 3)

J.

Talent

AFTER PARTNERSHIP IN UNITED ARTISTS

Transfer of Fox Metropolitan Assets

N.

Name

Washington, Pa.

—

Roy Rowe,

Warner manager here, is off to his
home town, Burgaw, N. C, where
on Aug. 31 he will open a 300-seat
house, the first of a circuit of small
houses which he plans to operate in
that territory.

Determined to get names for the
pictures he is producing for United
Artists distribution, David O. Selzhimself
yesterday
declared
nick
ready to ignore the "unwritten law"
of the studios and go in for "starraiding" in the respect that he plans
to sign players whose contracts are
expiring if he needs their services.

Under

a

"gentlemen's agreement,"
(Continued on Page 3)

Spoor's

bill, filed in

Superior Court, asks an accounting

from Mahone, the appointment of a
receiver in his place, and an injunction restraining him from disposing
of any assets.

$300,000 Goldwyn Expansion
West Coast Bur.,
Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

provide
—To number

facilities

for

companies
of
increased
at the United Artists studios
on the new season's $18,000,000 schedule,
Samuel Goldwyn announces that
$300,000 will be spent immediately for
First
step will be
plant expansion.
the erection of one of the largest sound
stages here.
the

working

THE
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has arrived in New York
He expects to go into a
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Rue de
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la

DORIS DAWSON arrived in New York yesterday via United Airlines from the coast. She
has a radio assignment and also may appear in
Broadway

a

play.

SAVO

AL PEARCE.

radio

to

New

York

Bermuda.

MOORE

DENNIE
Men on a
flew

Horse,"
coast

play

to

"Three
this week and
RKO's "Sylvia

cast

Chicago

in

the

to

the

left

in

of

DON HANCOCK,

production chief
Beuren Corp., sailed yesterday for
Indies vacation, returning Sept. 6.

for
a

Van
West

DEREK PATMORE,

English screes writer; EDauthor of the musical play,

WARD HORAN
"A

Exchange,"

Royal

ro

and

on

the
will

be

in

which

in

Kenyon

Doris

London

to

are

Ramon Novarappear

shortly

CARSON, who

stage;

DORIS

"Royal

Exchange,"

and

MIL-

DRED FENTON,
ner,

sail

associated with Elisabeth Bergtoday on the Lafayette for Europe.

MORT

SINGER, impartial member of the
committee working out a new booth
left yesterday by plane for Chicago and

circuit
scale,
will return

ARTHUR

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

her
Scarlett," has
a flying

"Sylvia

Hollywood by plane after

New

to

trip

Hepburn's

picture,

now

York.

JEAN HENDERSON, motion

picture editor and
of the Florida "Times-Union," Jacksonleaves Florida on Aug. 30 for a visit to

ville,

Hollywood.

She

will

CHATTERTON

the coast tomorrow for Cleveland, where she is sponsoring an event in the National Air Races
on Aug. 30.
She will then visit New York
for a
radio engagement before returning to
the Columbia studios.

forces

ROSE

of

on an eastern

the

the

following

of "The Dark Angel" to stage his
atrical
production, "Sweet Mystery
B.

tic

will

leave

and
York for Holly-

New

Limited.
WILLIAM PINE, Paramount studio
director of advertising and publicity, who was
also East for the "Crusades" premiere, departed
yesterday by plane for the coast.

COMMANDER

GEORGE

O.

ADMIRAL RICHARD
rail
to New York

E.

NOVILLE and
BYRD are en

from

Hollywood,
completed editing "Little America,"
Paramount film record of the Second
by

M-G-M

production

the
Byrd

Antarctic

Expedition.

in
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Paramount 6s47
Par.

10:
Denver
Film
Row
outing, Lakewood Country

16:

Paramount to
Marco houses

Louis.

second
annual
Denver.

Club,

Cincinnati Variety Club golf tournaHillcrest Country Club, Cincinnati.

17:

International movie festival
of the King of Belgium,

under patronage
Brussells.

Sept.

30:
Hearing on permanent injunction to
enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.
restrain

Grover Schaefer Quits
Aylesworth, Thompson
RCA Photophone Staff
Confer With Warners

Sept. 30:
Hearing
of
government
action
against
Warners,
RKO and Paramount,
United States District Court, St. Louis.

Grover C. Schaefer, formerly

in

M. H. Aylesworth, president

of

21-24:

man Park

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Th.

United
States
District
on show cause order why
should not be issued

injunction

3/8

Warner Bros

Gen.

Atlan-

149'/2

1

"A"

RKO
do

Jubilee,

Famous

+ % charge of RCA Photophone record- RKO, and Major L. E. Thompson
16'/4 +
163/g
16
Va
RCA Preferred Dividend
41% 4114 41 Vi + Va ing sales in New York, has resign- have been conferring the past few
Regular quarterly dividend of
43/4
4'/2
4% + Va ed, his duties being taken over by cays with Major Albert Warner on
87% cents a share on the Class "A"
Va
other members of the New York of- a deal for Warner product in New preferred stock
has been declared by
11% 103/4 103/4 —
W.
Jones, who is York City, with no developments Radio Corp. of America. It is payHarry
fice staff.
25/g
2% 25/8 + Va

149V2 149

Loews, Inc
Paramount ctfs
do

17

in

Louis,

St.

Sept. 26-Oct.

Oct.
16'/2

17

pfd.

Ind.

of

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-"The Exhibitor" annual golf tournament,
Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

Chg.

Close

St.

ment,

Net
High

convention
Toronto.

requiring Warners, RKO and
supply films to Fanchon &

Life."

having

trip.

Hearing

temporary

wood tomorrow aboard the Twentieth Century

REAR

convention,

City.

Court,

preview

WILCOXON

DeMILLE, HENRY

HAROLD LAMB

Theaters

Showmen's Variety

3-8:

Sept.

own theof

Annual
Canadian,

Players

Sept. 4:

Now York immediately

I.

Aug. 28-30:

HAIGHT, Broadway producer now
Sam Goldwyn's staff, leaves the coast for

CECIL

L.

27-29:
Tri-States
Des Moines, la.

leaves

GEORGE

route

Monday morning.

Bay,

Aug.

RUTH

on

Aug. 26: Columbus Variety Club Golf-BridgeDinner-Dance,
Wyandotte Country Club,
Columbus, O.
Aug. 27: Hearing
on
reorganization
plan,
under Section 77B of the Bankruptcy Act,
for
Higgins
Enterprises,
Inc,
in
offices
of Frederick B. Moser, Shamokin, Pa.
Aug. 27:
I.T.O.A.
shore dinner,
dance and
entertainment,
Villepigue's,
Sheepshead

remain on the coast about

Scarlett."

also

FINANCIAL

to

designer
clothes for

10 days.

United Airlines.

returned

has

& Marco

Fanchon

the

of

office left last night with
entertainer, for Chicago by

from

Katharine

returned

critic

JOHN SCHULTZ

JIMMY

creating

new RKO Radio

Broadway show.
Published daily except Sundays and Holiday*
at
Broadway, New York, N. Y..
1650
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher:
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Manaprinp
Editor.
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York.
N. Y., under the act of March 3, lS7 r
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.
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Trans-Lux
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18%

charge of
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Reference Book
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PICTURE

INDUSTRY

Reid, who manages Motion Picture, Movie Classic, Screen
Book and Romantic Movie Stories
for Fawcett Publications, will be
married tomorrow to Mary Boyle of
Following the cereHollis, L. I.
mony, the couple will make a honeymoon trip to Europe. After Oct. 1,
they will be at home at 35 West

90th

St.

RKO

Given

^Year's

Free

with

those

Larry

THE STANDARD

'

including

Larry Reid Taking Bride

2% +

MOTION

New York

recording
at the
Biograph Studios in the Bronx, will
also handle rental bookings of the
411 Fifth Avenue Studio and reRalph B. Auscording facilities.
trian is special representative contacting producers and circuit theater operators on Photophone apparatus sales, and Barton Kreuzer
is technical consultant to RCA Photophone licensees, in charge of recording apparatus sales.
in

operations,

a

Subscription to

THE FILM DAILY
and

Lew Fields
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Lew Fields, member
Signs

—

of the famous oldtime comedy team
of Weber and Fields, has been
Radio for the leadsigned by
ing role in a "Headliner" comedy.

RKO

THE
FILM DAILY SERVICE
1650 B'way,

New York

McConnell Leaves "Time"
resigned
McConnell has
Fred
from "March of Time."

looked

for

till

Warners are

after

weekend.

the

said to have

made

the Century Circuit

deal to

sell

run in

New York

a

Leo Brecher After

Broadway Theater
Subject to court approval, as the
house is involved in receivership,
Leo Brecher will take over the
Broadway at Broadway and 53rd
St., under a six-year lease. The theater was built as a de luxer but
legitimate
a
became
eventually
Brecher operates the Plaza
house.
and other New York houses.

Morrison Signs Ed

Lillie

actor and producer, now working on the "Sweet
Surrender" production, has been
s'gned under personal contract by
the Leo Morrison offices. Dick Krakeur, negotiated the deal.
Lillie, director,

Gets Italian Raw Film
Jack Cosman has acquired American distribution rights to the raw
stock manufactured by Ferania CapHe made the deal
peli in Italy.
while on a recent trip to that country.

1 to

stockholders of record

first-

City following inability to get together with RKO on
terms.

Ed

able Oct.
Sept. 4.

Revivals at Westminster
Westminster Theater, which had

been playing Italian films, yesterday
went into revivals, with a four-day
showing of "Cavalcade," to be followed by "Berkeley Square" on
Tuesday.

^Pres
Atlantic City's Finest

Boardwalk Hotel
Sea Water Swimming Pool
Turkish Baths. Marine Sun Deck
American-European Plan
Beautifully Furnished Housekeeping Apartments
Cocktail Lounge

Bar— Grill
Write for Descriptive Booklet
and Rates

DAILY
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FOX MET. TRANSFER

DELAYED A WEEK

IS

(Continued from Pane

ent

the

plan,

and Morton

G.

Bogue, counsel for the noteholders
protective committee, told Judge
Caffey that they understood from
Judge Mack that he was to pass
upon the order for transfer of assets.

1)

buted by Hartley to widespread modernization of old theaters and the
opening of many new houses.
He
pointed out that the increasing number of pictures in which realistic
reproduction of music plays an allimportant role has served to emphasize the obsolescence of hundreds of
sound equipments installed during
the comparatively crude early days
of sound movies.

27 Being Subpoenaed

For

St.

Louis Hearing

(Continued from Page

1)

come before District Judge George
Moore on Sept. 4. While the names
of these witnesses will not be made
public until served by the United
States Marshal, it was learned that
14 are St. Louisians, nine reside in
New York City, two in Chicago and

one each

in

Cleveland and Los An-

geles.

The fact that the Government is
calling these witnesses to appear on
Sept. 4 is accepted here as a definite
indication that the trial of the injunction suit will actually get underway on that day. Apparently representatives of the Department of
Justice have conferred with Judge
Moore, who is vacationing at Longport, N. J., and obtained assurance
from him that he would go through
with the hearing on Sept.

U. A,

DALY

PARTNERSHIP

1>.

4.

Building Another in Bastrop, La.
Bastrop, La.
C. J. Goodwin, who
already owns the 500-seat Rose theater here, is soon to start construcThe town,
tion on another house.
while not having a large audience
of its own, draws heavily from the
surrounding countryside and the
smaller towns several miles away.

—

Hairy Roth Invading Louisiana
Harry Roth, who
Oil City, La.

—

operates a string of houses in Texas, will enter the Louisiana scene
shortly when he builds here.

1)

paid for out of dividends.

Korda,
accompanied by Maurice Silverstone,

• • THEY ARE certainly putting everything available
back of the advertising campaign on Marion Davies' "Page
Miss Glory"
over at the Warner home office
the
newspaper campaign now running in the metropolitan dailies
is
really beautiful
and certainly comprehensive
make-up, composition, art work and engraving are the last
word
the story has been presented in these ads with every
possible selling angle
•

U. A. managing director here, sailed on the He de France, arriving in
New York on Tuesday.

in

•

•

•

A FEW

T

T

T

weeks ago Boris Morros went home to
Russia for the first time in more tban a score of years.
and visited his 72-year-old mother who has been seriously ill
for some time
his arrival so excited her that she was unable to sleep
so Boris, knowing her love for music, engaged a seven-piece orchestra nightly to play her favorite
numbers until she fell asleep

•

100 Per Cent

from Page

(.Continued

PHIL M.

T

Photophone Sales

Jump

^

KORDA AFTER

(Continued from Page

Milton C. Weisman, proponof

fc\0^*

the

ALEX.

<u

1)

ing counsel for not informing' him
of the nature of the document he
was to pass upon and asserting that
he did not believe Judge Mack had
ever intended for him to act upon
the matter.
Judge Caffey said the implication
of the proceedings before him was
that he was to be used as a rubber
stamp and pass upon something he
knew nothing of chiefly because
counsel urged that haste was necessary.

<%h

.

rf*jjfu

•

•

A CHANGE

T

T

the Paramount Week
Prize Contest to showmen
where theater managers cannot get enough Paramount releases to play the full week of
Sept. 1 to 7 ..... such theaters can enter the contest provided
they play during this week all Paramount releases available
so in this way every theater can participate
in

rules

for

Kent Outlines Policy
On Will Rogers Films
(Continued from Page 1)

Rogers pictures, to reissue the old
ones and to make all the pictures
available for theaters and other
places that desire to run them. So
that there will be no misunderstandour position is as follows:
will continue to serve the
Rogers pictures to those accounts
of ours that have them under contract and to our regular customers
in the regular way.
This will aping,

"We

ply to the releases that are now out,
as well as to the two new pictures
"Steamboat 'Round the Bend" and
"In Old Kentucky," which are still
to be released.
The handling and
releasing of these productions will
• • • THE DOORS of the Roxy theater will open at
be done on exactly the same basis
10 a.m. today due to the heavy rush of biz for the opening
as though Will Rogers were still
yesterday
Picture and stage celebs are planning to atalive and working, and there will
be
tend the opening of the Town Casino Club on Sept. 6
no variation from this. We have refused, and will refuse, to reissue
any of the old pictures at this time
to Retain
or take care of the hundreds of deO. Selznick Enters
mands for spot bookings of the oldTalent
J. Office 2
Drive for
er Rogers pictures. We believe that
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1
the orderly showing of these picmittee headed by L. E. Newbury of
producers are not supposed to make Belmar, returned a report to the tures, without making any attempt
to cash in on the publicity by the
offers to players until their employ- convention at the Ritz-Carlton Horeissuing of old pictures, is the only
tel,
that
they
were
unable
to
agree
renot
want
to
ers decide they do
decent and proper way to handle it,
on a slate.
They asked the dele- and that
sign them.
will be our policy.
gates who have been in session for
"It is our opinion that Will Rog"No one can stop me from getting three days to recess for two months,
ers will live in the memory of the
"After I and also asked that Samuelson, who
stars," declared Selznick.
people of the world for many, many
get them, I'll become a gentleman threw a bombshell into the conclave years to come and that there will
the first day by stating he would be a legitimate demand
again."
to see the
give up office he had held for six
He charged that Darryl Zanuck years, continue until more definite work of this great character from
time to time, but we refuse to make
and Warner Bros, have both parti- action is taken. A meeting is sched- any attempt to cash
in on that
uled for up-State at which time the which would not have come to us
cipated in "star-raiding."
named.
city
will
be
1936
convention
except in the regular, orderly way.
Planning to spend 10 days in New
The final day's session was rou- We believe that this would have been
York before returning to the Coast,
followadjournment
early
tine with
Will Rogers' wish if he were here
the producer will confer with writ- ing the nominating committee's re- today to express himself.
his
ers and players and also set up
Samuelson stated that the
port.
producing company. Financing mat- convention was the most business24-Page Press
ters are to be arranged.
like ever held by Allied.
Not one resolution was introduced.
Selznick may finance plays later
on Maj.
Shorts
principal accomplishment of
in the season, he said. He expressed The
RKO
Radio
is preparing the most
buildthe
plans
for
was
meeting
the
may
interest in color and said he
elaborate press book it has ever isuse this element in one or two of his ing of a stronger organization and
the support given the Pettengill bill. sued for short subjects to aid in
productions.
firm in his decision not selling the Biograph featurettes,
"The next few pictures will tell Samuelson is
to accept office another year, but "Major Bowes' Amateur Theater of
referring
Selznick,
the story," stated
admitted anything might happen in the Air", which the company will
to the future of color.
The Major Bowes press
two months. This was the principal release.
Development of personalities is on reason for the lack of slate. The book will contain 24 pages, devoted
the Selznick program.
convention took no action on any na- both to publicity and advertising
and to sales promotion. This first
"The only way to make personali- tional policies.
book will be devoted specifically to
ties is via good pictures," he assert"They're like gold nuggets."
ed.
Waller Hudd to Play Col. Lawrence the first two subjects, with suppleWalter Hudd, London mentary sheets going out on all fuLondon
Selznick plans to start production
It will also be filled
ture issues.
of "Little Lord Fauntleroy" on Oct. stage player, will appear as Colonel
with general information for exhibi15, with Freddie Bartholomew in the Lawrence in the Alexander Korda
lead.
He has also signed Ronald production of "Revolt in the Desert"' tors on Major Bowes' radio program.
for United Artists release.
Colman for one picture.
.

T

David

Name

T

Samuelson
N.

Months

Book
Bowes

—

-.3&>*DAILY
LITTLE from LOTS

REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS

«

Edward Arnold
RALPH WILK
"DIAMOND JIM"
HOLLYWOOD Universal
93 mins.
Q.ENE RAYMOND, now under OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE BY
term contract to RKO Radio EDWARD ARNOLD IN VERY HUMAN

will be written

by James

Gow and

ROLE PUTS THIS ONE OVER.
Here

practically

is

a

one-man

picture,

the work of Edward Arnold that
really matters, and he does wonders with
role that because of
a
its
very nature
for

it

is

many

lacks

of

the

entertainment.

essentials

the
popularly

It

is

natural

of
of

life

James

Buchanan Brady,
known in his
day as Diamond Jim.
An attempt has
been made to build two romances or
rather near-romances in his life into color-

North, who recently completed the screenplay for "Love
Song," Lily Pons' motion picture
But it is hard to
debut under RKO Radio's aegis. ful screen material.
Raymond's first film, under the new make him appear glamorous.
Naturally
RKO Radio contract, will be "Seven his romantic appeal for women was nothKeys to Baldpate," to go before the ing to write home about, a fact which
the picture itself truthfully presents.
cameras early in September.
So

Edmund

T

T

it is all the more to Edward Arnold's credit
that he was able to portray this character

T

On one of the most unusual assignments ever handed a Hollywood
writer. Laird Doyle, Warner scenar-

and make of him

for Europe recently to obtain
first-hand information on the threat-

thur and

ist, left

really

a

imposing figure

that holds your interest throughout because
of

of

sincerity

its

and humanness.

Binnie

Barnes,

Matthews and

Jane

Jean Ar-

playing
Lillian

obtain material for a proposed
sceren play which is slated to be the
first important international story
since the cycle of World War films
passed from the screen. Doyle, who
several years ago was a foreign correspondent for an American news
to

syndicate, numbers many important
Fascist figures among his close
friends.

lack

in

Cast:

the

story

the

re-

interest.
as

a

big

inherent

itself.

O'Connell. George
Robert McWade,
Otis Harlan,
sey,
Purnell

Demarest,
Bill
Hollahan. Fred KelCharles Sellon, Henry
Sidney.

Pratt,

Bill

Tully Marshall,

Lew

Albert Conti, Armand Kaliz.
Producer,
Edmund Grainger; Director,
Sutherland; Author, Parker Morell; ScreenPreston Sturges;

Cameraman, George

Robinson.

RKO Radio Pictures has made the
following cast additions: Lucien Littlefield for "Love Song," starring
Lily Pons; Peggy Walters for "The

Direction, Fair

Photography, Good.

Pittsburgh Briefs

Pittsburgh— Gene Murphy, pubRainmakers," with Wheeler and
Woolsey, and Dick Elliott for "Annie licity chief for Loew's Penn here,
Oakley," starring Barbara Stanwyck. has been transferred to the Loew

Denver Doings

—

The second annual outing of the Denver and territory Exhibitors and Distributors will be
held at the Lakewood country club
Events of the
Tuesday, Sept. 10.
day will be a golf tournament with
handicaps allowed, a bridge tournament, baseball, and other sports.
"The Call of the Wild," after
playing the Denver last week, was
taken over to the Broadway for an
extended run.
"China Seas" was held at the

Orpheum

for 11 days.

RKO

HERE & THERE

in

—

"BONNIE SCOTLAND"
M-G-M

(Roach)

80 mins.

ENTERTAINING

SUBSTANTIALLY

COMEDY THAT SHOULD SATISFY THE
While some letdowns occur
coction,
a

in

this con-

side

issue

of

Akron, O. The Nixon, East Cuyahoga Falls Ave., after being dark
for several weeks for reconditioning',
has been reopened.

youthful love interest occupies the scene,

there
fied

enough good comedy and

is

action

fying,

in

The

picture

production

a

fine

support

artists

sense,

from

James

as

the

to

diversi-

prove generally satis-

to

it

especially

followers.
in

when the

especially

Madison, Wis. Admission prices
at A. P. Desormeaux's Majestic theater have been reduced to 15 cents
all day, including Sunday, for the
remainder of August.

—

LAUREL-HARDY FANS.

such

and

Laurel
is

quite

and

the

Hardy

stars

get

comedy
Daphne Pol-

topnotch

Finlayson,

—

Canton. O.
Old Grand Opera
House, only dark theater here, may
be reopened as a second run film
house soon after Labor Day.

elaborate

and others. Story first spans the Atlantic, with Laurel having been named in
lard

Scottish will.
On their arrival they find
that the estate consists of a bagpipe and a
snuffbox.
Then the boys accidentally get

Belle Vernon, Pa.— The Ritz will
soon at public auction, acto Leightty Steen, trustee
Trust Estate of the Valley
and Trust Co.

be sold
cording
of the
Deposit

a

hooked in with
bound for India.
thing of

detachment of soldiers
There they put on some-

a

terest

carried

is

by

William

Janney

and

Stan

Laurel, Oliver Hardy, James
Jimmie Lang, William Janney,
Anne Grey, Vernon Steel, David Torrence,
Maurice Black, Daphne Pollard, Mary Gor-

Cast:

—

Eaton, O. A new theater will be
erected on North Barron St., work to
be started soon.

Detroit Doings

"Bengal Lancers" travesty, with

a

number of amusing gags and a funny
harem windup. The incidental romantic ina

June Lang.

Hugh

Kelley,

play,

and Oliver Hardy

Laurel

Edward Arnold. Jean Arthur. Bin-

nie Barnes. Cesar Romero. Eric Blcre,

Kolker,

roles

Russell

Under spectively, supply the romantic
rift.
instructions from Hal Wallis, studio It will not go down in history
production manager, Doyle will seek money picture because of the

ening Italian-Ethiopian

Denver

Stan

in

By

Pictures, will be presented by that
company in a new musical film titled
"Believe It, Beloved." The picture
will mark the debut of Leigh Jason,
one of Hollywood's leading directors
of shorts, as a feature director. Lee
Marcus will supervise, and the script

Saturday, Aug. 24, 1935

Finlayson,

Detroit

—Reopening

RKO

of the
closed nearly two years,
Clem Pope, foris set for Sept. 1.
merly Cincinnati division manager
houses, will be manager,
for
with William W. Bleakley as as-

Downtown,

RKO

sistant.

Sol and Mac Krim are reported
negotiating for another local house.
Ed Pascoe, circuit owner, is openProducer, Hal Roach; Director, James W.
TheHome; Authors, Frank Butler, Jeff Mof- ing the newly acquired Amo
ater on Aug. 30 after remodeling.
fitt;
Screenplay, same; Cameramen, Art
Harold Dawson will manage. PasLloyd, Walter Lundin; Editor, Bert Jordan
coe also is still negotiating for the
Direction, Good
Photography, Good
Emipire.
"Curly Top" is playing a fourth
Antonio Notes
week at the Adams, while "China
San Antonio The Alamo, Bell- Seas" is a holdover at the State.
Charles Westbrook is a new RKO
ville, Tex., and the Karnes, Karnes

don,

Lionel

Belmore.

San

—

running several salesman here, coming from Pittsburgh.
office in New York.
W. C. Bieneman has formed SonoThe Princess, only house at Poth,
tone Detroit Co. to represent SonoArchie Fineman opens his Para- Tex., has closed.
mount Theater in Braddock on MonWilliam O'Donnell, Aztec manag- tone. He succeeds R. H. Anderson.
Germaine Baumgarten of the
day.
er, is leaving for New York by auto
exchange becomes Mrs. RobRKO
on
vacation
that
trip.
Maurice
mantown
Johnny Morin back in
Gleaves, assistant skipper, is taking ert Riddell Jr. on Aug. 21. Carmen
aging the Harris-William Penn.
Morales will succeed her at RKO.
charge.
George Jaffe is reopenine his VarLouis Schlussel will reopen the
Thomas Caraway of Valley Film
iety Theater.
Service has extended his vacation Farnum Theater in Hamtramck on
Morty Henderson's car (he's man- until Aug. 31.
Sept. 15 after increasing capacity to
Norman Schwartz back on the 400.
ager of the Variety Club) has been
job at the Empire after a vacation
stolen.
Back from vacation: Winnie Kamen of United Artists. Edgar E.
T. J. Hicks is remodeling his Lib- on the Gulf Coast.
Out-of-town exhibs seen along N. Kirchner of the Familv Theater.
erty theater in Saxton at a cost of
Soledad St. last week were: H. D. William Schulte of the Schulte cir$25,000.
Talley; H. W. Hall, who recently cuit.
opened houses in Kenedy and Taft,
Alfred C. Lane, theater manager,
Tex.; Gene Burris, Raymond Jen- is on a vacation visit to England.
Minnesota Items
nings, "Larry" Miller and Gidney
Luverne The Palace has reopen- Talley.
City, Tex., both now
German pictures.

—

Ben Fish, western division manager for United Artists, went to ed after remodeling.
Plainview
Gem Theater has
Cheyenne, Wyo., after spending several days here.
He met Mrs. Fish opened in a new building seating
in Cheyenne and they left for the 350.
Minneapolis— A $30,000 building
west coast, where they will make
is being put up at First Ave. N. and
their home.

—

New

Columbia Omaha Changes

—H.

New

Orleans Notes

Orleans

—"China

Seas" do-

Chapman, Colum- ing a record breaker for Loew's
bia branch manager here, left yes- with people standing on the hot
"Top
terday to take charge of Columbia's streets waiting to get in.
Minneapolis branch office, succeed- Hat" goes into the Orpheum during
11th St. for RKO Dist. Corp., now ing Ben Marcus who has been given the first week of September.
Visitors to Denver's film row resick leave.
Izzy Weiner, film salesMrs. Dave Nicoll, mother of James
cently included: Jack Ward, Ross at 72 Glenwood Ave.
No. St. Louis Samuel Malesow, man, has been made manager of the Nicoll. Paramount office worker, died
Labart, E. J. Touey and L. M. Teller.
manager of the Rialto, and Bessie Omaha office. Sol Yaeger, booker, recently.
S. B. Rahn has been added to the Browerman, cashier of the Univer- replaces Weiner on the road, and
Visitors to film row: Jean AnRepublic sales staff here by J. T. sity Theater, Minneapolis, are on Milt Goodman, midwest auditor, be- tony, Pontchatoula exhibitor, and
Sheffield, district manager.
their honeymoon.
comes booker and office manager. John Constantino, Amity auditor.

—

Omaha

J.
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Four De Luxers

in

Each Big

City

WATCH BALTIMORE ADMISSIONS BOOST AS "TRYOUT"
Sees Majority of Pictures
Mamoulian Is Enthusiastic
Over Increased Use of
Color in Films
In five years, a majority of pictures will be made in color, said

Mamoulian in New York
yesterday. The director, who made
"Becky Sharp," is enthusiastic over

Louisville
Louisville
Owing

in

Houses Ban Children

in

Color
Epidemic Fight

—

to the spread of infantile paralysis in this city, all picture
theaters have banned children under 14 years of age, acting under orders issued by
the Board of Health. Theater managers, in their efforts to enforce the edict to the
fullest possible exent, are even staying in the lobbies themselves to supervise enforcement of the ban.

A

(Continued on Page 8)

HEARING ON FOX MET.

ASSETS MOVES SLOWLY

Name Dawes

Sales

Head

For 20th-Fox in England
been
20th
post
after

—

R. Sutton Dawes has
appointed sales manager of
Century-Fox. He resigned that
with Fox several years ago
a 17-year association with the

London

company.

PITTSBURGH HOUSES
SET PRODUCT POOL

— The

Jumps

—

is

Biggest business in months
Pittsburgh
attractions
being chalked
up
by

which opened Friday. "Curly Top" re"Page Miss Glory"
opened the Alvin.
is
at the Stanley and "Alice Adams"
is

playing the Perm.

UNION SCALE PARLEYS
WILL RESUME TODAY

boost

"tryout" at Baltimore for
patron reaction. Three de luxers in
that city have raised admissions by
15 cents, starting with the current
week.
Theaters in the move are
(Continued on Page 12)

product
Further conferences between ciris
undergoing a new cuit executives and Local
situation
306 on a
shuffle
with announcement that
new local booth scale will be reWarner's
Stanley,
Penn
and
Loew's
sumed today, with the truce on the
largest of the Pittsburgh theaters,
wage
cut again extended. Whether
If the
will enter a product pool.
the basis of the new booth scale will
deal is consummated, houses on the
be the type of run or the size of the
outside will be the Alvin, a Harris
house is still to be determined, it
theater, and the Fulton, a Mott Shea
is learned.
house. First evidence of the move
There is understood to be a diswas the switching of "China Seas" position on the part of the union
from Loew's Penn to the Warner
(Continued on Page 8)
and the announcement that "Top
Hat," formerly scheduled for the
Pittsburgh

local

Penn the

6.

CHICAGO TITLE SUIT

CONTINUES SEPT. 9
Trial of the $1,000,000 suit of the

Chicago Title & Trust Co. against
William Fox before Referee Sol M.
Strooch will be resumed Sept. 9
in the Chase Bank Building, New
York. Action is based on an alleWilliam Fox Examination gation that Fox personally guaranteed the plaintiff's purchase of the
Resume on Sept. 16 Roxy theater stock when the house
was taken over by Fox Theaters in
Sept. 16 is fixed as the date for
Hirsh, Newman, Reass &
resumption of examination of Wil- 1931.
Becker are counsel for Fox.
liam Fox in connection with the
Fox Film and Fox Theaters action
seeking an accountng in regard to Opening Newsreel House
various moves he made while with
in October
At
Elvin N. Edwards,
the companies.
Newsreel Theaters, Inc., which
former Nassau County district attorney, is referee in the proceedings, operates the Embassy Newsreel thewhich will take place at Atlantic ater on Broadway, will open another newsreel house at 800 Broad
City.
St., Newark, early in October. Ed-

To

Vaudeville In Comeback
In Georgia Theaters

—

Atlanta Vaudeville is staging its
greatest comeback in years in this
section with the Lucas and Jenkins
theaters in Georgia now having a
route of four weeks. Bookings include the Capitol here, the 2,800seat Royal at Columbus, the Mod(Continucd on Page 8)

Newark

New U. S. Market Envisioned
In Soviet Theater Expansion

ward J. May, assistant manager of
the Embassy, will manage the NewFrancis C. Wood, Jr.,
ark house.
manager of the Embassy, will act
as general manager for both theaters.

Frst Division Closes

Pittsburgh Biz

by Major Circuits
Although at present no general
circuits for the Fall season, they will closely watch a price

Stanley, will open at the

(Continued on Page 12)

Raise in Price Scales
At Present Planned

by major

Hearing on the order directing week of Sept.
transfer of the Fox Metropolitan assets to the new company and the 19
documents attached to the order
proceeded slowly Saturday before
Federal Judge Caffey after a session on Friday that ran until 8:15
P. M. with no time out for dinner.
Judge Caffey expressed objections
to some of the conditions of the or-

No

admission price increases are planned

Rouben

the future of color, which, he warns,
must be used discriminately and
sparingly.
The present trend towards filming
of the classics is an admission that
the industry lacks present-day mamajority
terial, said Mamoulian.
of pictures must have modern stories,
he pointed out.
now directing
is
Mamoulian

Five Years

in

Two More Product

Moscow (By Cable)

—An increased

market for American pictures and
equipment is indicated by decision of
build four
which the Soviet Government to

Deals

Chesterfield and Invincible,
de luxe theaters in each city with a
will each make six pictures next
180,000 or more. An
season instead of nine each as in population of
8,000-seat theater, called the largest
the past several years, have comworld, and copied after the
pleted arrangements whereby Pathe in the
best features of American theaters,
will finance the distribution of their
is being erected here.
(Continued on Page 8)

Another for Reinhardt
make another
Reinhardt will
Shakespearean picture for Warner Bros,
manager
of the comWilk,
Jake
states
pany's >=tory department, who recently
at the
professor
with
the
spent a week
Reinhardt
Salzburg festival in Austria.
European-trained
his
will bring several of
players to appear in the production.
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Radio)

— 3rd

week

Capitol

week

Artists)— 2nd week

Rivoli

Welcome

Home

Cavalcade

(Fox)

(

(Warner

JANE WINTON, who is now in London, reNew York in two months.
JUNE CLAYWORTH, who has returned to New

Strand

Bros.)

turns to

Roxy
Globe
Westminster

Fox)

(a)

Farmer Takes a Wife (Fox) (b)
Ariane (Advance Film Exchange)

York from
Broadway.

Palace

— 11th

week

55th

(a)

as

TWO-A-DAY RUN
The Crusades

(

Bulldog

Drummond

—
(Amkino) — Aug.

(GB)

—

Sept.

Two

For

Peasants

(a) Revival.

from New York
dance director.

Strand

Music

2

Globe

Roxy
Paramount

Net

Am. Seat
Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
East.

Kodak

Fox Fm.

Loew's, Inc

do pfd

16y8

16S/8

ctfs
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"A"

'/4

16%— %

149

Vi
Vi

>/

41 1/

2

IO51/2

1/4

2

1

101/z

RKO

V4

—
16'/4
15% 15% —
41 %
41 4
4 —
V4
105'/ 105V
+ %
4% 4Vi 4l/ —
% % — Vs
lO'/z—
—
2% 2Vi
— Vi
5
5
5V4
149

2

Paramount
do

11% 11% 11% +
4'/2 +
4V2
4Vi
149

"A"

Chg.

Subsequent run.

IO1/2

1/4
i/g

21/2

Warner Bros

37i/4
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4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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— Vi
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143/8
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1
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1

Vi
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23A
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Celebrities to Attend

"Miss Glory" Premiere

—

left

the

coast

on

Inc., has secured a long lease on the
screen, litNational. Opening is set for Thursand civic worlds will day and the theater is being renoattend the premiere of "Page Miss vated and redecorated
for the event.

Glory" at the Strand Wednesday E. B. Thompson, Nashville, will
Guests invited manage the National and the new
night at 7 o'clock.
include: Myrna Loy, Tallulah Bank- policy will include four shows daily,
head, June Knight, Walter Chrysler, including a stage show and a firstJr., Countess Olga Albani, Dorothy run picture.
John M. Gray, NashMackaill, Tom Brown, Helen Vinson, ville, is president of the firm.
Fred Perry, Merle Oberon, Mae Murray, Mary Boland, Isabel Jewell,
Stars for London Musical
Noel Francis, George Burns and
London Ramon Novarro, Doris
Eleanor
Gracie Allen, Lyda Roberti,
Kenyon and Doris Carson will be
Powell, Otto Kruger, Madge Evans, featured in Fred Atrenden's musical
Fay Bainter and many others.
comedy, "The Royal Exchange"
which will have its London premiere
early in October.
Buys Tiffany Pix Rights
Louis Pannizzo has purchased all
foreign distribution rights to 44 New Rogers' Film Opens in Chicago
Chicago Public interest, as exfeatures from Tiffany Pictures, including 10 Ken Maynards, 8 Bob pressed by thousands of moviegoers
Steeles and 26 other features. Va- and public officials, has led Fox to
territorial
premiere of
riety Film Distributors will handle plan the
the foreign distribution of the 44 "Steamboat 'Round the Bend," new
Will Rogers picture," for the Roosefeatures.

—

—

velt.

producer, leaves
New York.

Enterprises.

will

company will
Boy," with James Dunn,
date the

place "Bad
in national

in

Aug. 28-30:
Players

Annual
Canadian,

Theaters

convention
Toronto.

Showmen's Variety

3-8:

offices
Pa.

convention,

Famous

of

Jubilee,

Atlan-

City.

tic

Hearing

Sept. 4:

Court, St.

in

United

States

District

show cause order why
should not be issued
requiring Warners, RKO and Paramount to
supply films to Fanchon & Marco houses
temporary

in

St.

Louis, on
injunction

Louis.

Sept. 10:
Denver
Film
Row
outing, Lakewood Country

Sept.

16:

ment,

second
Club,

annual
Denver.

Cincinnati Variety Club golf tournaHillcrest Country Club, Cincinnati.

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-"The Exhibitor" annual golf tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.
Sept. 26-Oct. 17:

International movie festival
ot the King of Belgium,

under patronage
Brussells.

Sept. 30:
Hearing on permanent injunction to
restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.

COMPLETEINDISPENSABLE

distribution.

Sheehan

Ruby Keeler
James R. Cowan
Victor Heerman
Richard Wallace
Ruth Roland

John R. Bray
George Fawcett
John Zanft
Alice
Jerry

White
Drew

in

The 1935

Rogers Tribute

Winfield R. Sheehan paid tribute
to Will Rogers during a memorial
on the Normandie
service
held
Thursday, according to word which
reached New York Saturday.

"Top Hat" Opens Thursday
"Top Hat," co-starring Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers, will come
to the Music Hall Thursday.

FILM YEAR BOOK
FREE

FILM DAILY
DAILY SERVICE.

with a year's subscription to the

and FILM

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway

»

dance and
Sheepshead

dinner,
Villepigue's,

27-29:
Tri-States
Des Moines, la.

Sept.

Inc,

Shamokin,

shore

LI.

Bay,

Aug.

Moser,

B.

Set

Fox

a

join

Aug. 27:
I.T.O.A.
entertainment,

social

"Down East" Release
release "Way Down
East" on Oct. 25.
On the same

York tomorrow

due at the coast this week
Samuel Goldwyn as a

is

to

for
Higgins
of Frederick

Kentucky Theaters,

Celebs of the stage,

erary,

to

Today:
Columbus Variety Club Golf-BridgeDinner-Dance,
Wyandotte Country Club,
Columbus, O.
Aug. 27:
Hearing
on
reorganization
plan,
under Section 77B of the Bankruptcy Act,

Lease Louisville House
Louisville

comes

DATE BOOK

«

Cameo

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Close

has

the coast within 3 few days for

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Low

New

GEORGE HAIGHT, Broadway

Hall

Capitol

28
(b)

arrives in

ROBERT ALTON

bill

known

leader

England,

SON

Westminster

—

—

of

October.

in

MRS. JOHN E. OTTERSON and JUNE OTTERarrive in New York tomorrow on the Santa
Rosa from California.

Paris

Cameo

follows present bill
(GB)
Tonight (Paramount)
follows present

Whiteman

Paul

York

show on

a

parks.

Acme

Page Miss Glory (Warner Bros.)— Aug. 28
Top Hat (RKO Radio)— Aug. 29
Anna Karenina (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Aug. 30
Alias

High

the

EDMUND GWENN

Cinema de

FUTURE OPENINGS
— Aug. 27

do

to

motor tour through California and the national

—

(a)

plans

on the He de France.

Astor

Seeing Hungary
Charlemagne (French Film)
3rd week
Soviet Journey (Amkino)

(Fox)

coast,

MADGE EVANS

Paramount)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

Berkeley Square

the

JACK HYLTON, London band

St.

New

The 39 Steps

FINANCIAL

Albany.

Paramount

(Universal)

IB

MORT

BLUMENSTOCK, in charge of advertising for Warner Theaters, comes back today from
a
flying trip
to
Pittsburgh,
Harrisburg and

Music Hall

(Paramount)

Money

We're in the
Diamond Jim

—2nd

(United

Farewell

^

Theater

(Metro-Goldwyrr-Mayer)

Seas

Coming and Going

II

New

York City
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WARNER

BROS.

I^H

We enjoyed reading your recent announcement and we're

glad to see

great pictures lined

But

we

particularly

up

for the

want

so

many

coming

year.

you have

to congratulate

you

on the number of big shows you have massed
for the early
It

means

months

of the

a lot to theatre

1935 -'36 season.

men

to be able to

bring folks back to the movie habit as quickly
as possible after the
real pictures to

do

summer layoff t— and it takes
it!

That's

why

delighted with the attractions
fall

we're

all

so

on your early

release schedule.

&<#*&*

^ytXCJX^

.

Marion Davies

KAY FRANCIS
tHE GOOSE and
THE GANDER

PAGE MISS

GLORY

»>*

Her first Cosmopolitan Production for Warner
With "an amazing cast" (Photoplay) —

Bros.

PAT O'BRIEN -DICK POWELL

•

10

GEORGE BRENT GENEVIEVE
TOBIN RALPH FORBES.

With

Others

•

RUBY

DICK

POWELL

PAUL MUNI
DR. SOCRATES
With

ANN DVORAK.

gangster's doctor.
serial

From

by the author of

KEELER

•

SHIPMATES

FOREVER

Headline story of a

With

LEWIS STONE

DER -Others.

sensational Collier

'Little

»>o

A

Caesar

•

»»o

ROSS ALEXAN-

The Navy's

'Flirtation Walk'.

Cosmopolitan Production

—

,

BETTE DAVIS [^

SYBIL JASON

\

SPECIAL
A G E N T"
With

in

BIG SHOT

'

•

•

Treasury

JACK LaRUE.
Department's

A Cosmopolitan

I

LITTLE

GEORGE BRENT RICARDO

CORTEZ
of

Uncle Sam's favorite child

GLENDA FARRELL ROBERT
ARMSTRONG EDWARD EVERETT
HORTON JACK LaRUE
With

First story

heroic

T-Men.

•

Production

•

LIVE

CAPTAIN

BLOOD

FOR LOVE

"o

with

DOLORES DEL RIO

Spectacular production from the famous
Rafael

Sabatini

novel starring

ERROL

EVERETT MARSHALL

FLYNN arid OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND.

Sensational singing stage favorite

With

large Star Cast

t Note to the boyswho played 'FrontPage Woman',' Broadway Gondolier' /The Irish In Us' and the rest of Warner Bros, 'summer program: There was the usual warm weather slack in trade. Of course you wouldn't know.anything about that.
*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A

First

Nationol Picture

Vitagraph, Inc. Distributors

WAY

)N ITS
Republic Pictures

1936 Season.
serial

It

made

!

a promise at the beginning of the 1935-

announced 53

pictures for the

new year and

four

chapter plays.

way

keep this promise. Already six
of the pictures scheduled have been produced. Four are already
delivered and ready for screening. Two are in the cutting room
where editing is being completed.
Republic

is

well

on

its

to

ahead

Six pictures finished a month

of the opening of the

amusement season. Republic stands by

its

new

promises.

The men back of Republic Pictures have been in the motion picture
industry for many years. W. Ray Johnston, Trem Carr and Nat
Levine have been consistent producers.

Dependable and painstaking, they have kept faith in the past.
They are keeping faith today. Republic's six pictures now available are the proof.

TWO BLACK

FORBIDDEN HEAVEN

starring

starring

SHEEP

OTTO KRUGER

Martha Sleeper and Minna Gombell

Charles Farrell and Charlotte Henry

with

CAPPY RICKS RETURNS

SPANISH CAPE MYSTERY
the ELLERY

based on

PETER

B.

KYNE'S

FAMOUS STORY

Starring

Singing Star of the Screen and Radio

an Epic of the Far West

WESTWARD HO!

is

HELEN TWELVETREES

GENE AUTRY

JOHN WAYNE
in

QUEEN Novel

in

TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS

READY

EXHIBITORS

DAILY

Monday, Aug. 26, 1935

UNION SCALE PARLEYS

SEES COLOR STRONG
IN FIVE

YEARS

|\0* ^

WILL RESUME TODAY

** PHIL M.DALY

(Continued from Page

(.Continued from Page 1)

"Porgy," which the Theater Guild
is doing with music. He is endeavoring to create the illusion of "cutting," as in
effects which,
closeups, close
of shots.
By
to concentrate

pictures, by lighting
in a sense, duplicate

shots and other types

method, he aims
audience attention on
action which should be stressed. The
show opens on Broadway at the
Alvin on Oct. 15, following a Boston
this

•

•

Vaudeville In

Mamoulian leaves for the

tryout.

Coast shortly after that date to resume picture work.

Frst Division Closes

Two More

Product Deals

(Continued from Page

1)

product and First Division will handistribution for another
dle the
year.
First Division will distribute the
Chesterfield-Invincible product next
season in New England as well as
in New York, Albany, Buffalo, PhilCleveland,
adelphia,
Washington,
Cincinnati, Detroit, Louisville, Char-

New

lotte,

Orleans,

and

Atlanta

Pittsburgh.
The reduction in output means an
increase in the average cost of each
feature, the company states.
Chesterfield-Invincible has three
pictures yet uncompleted of the 18
announced for last season and expects to have all three before the
cameras in three weeks.

New

Detroit Theater Co.

—

Stramer Theater Corp.
has been formed with a capitalization of $6,100, by Sol Krim, circuit
owner, and Morris Feldman of
Mount Clemens. Address given is
11205 Mack Ave., and it is understood, but not confirmed, that the
new theater to be built by Maurice
Stramer, manager of the Granada
theater for the Krims, will be erected at this site.
Detroit

"Dark Angel"

A

WE

NOW
have the Record electric billboard splash
referany theater in the history of the biz
ring to that one which blurbs Paramount's "The Crusades" all
over the front of the Astor theater on Broadway
the
largest combination bulb and neon sign ever constructed
•

in front of

for

Air

dramatization

radio

•

•

THE BOARD

•

in

is

New York

ALL RECORDS

•

• •
Have

have been broken by "Let 'Em

the Reliance production

It"

theater

Pavilion

England

in

it

now
is

at the
as

billed

London
"False

Faces"

•

•

•

T
ANOTHER HONEST

T

gent gets his reward
Radio publicity dep't found
and rea dividend check for 175 slugs the other day
turned it promptly to the name and address mentioned
and a big Wall Street guy called him on the phone and thanked
him, asking what his favorite brand of cigars was
and an hour later Fred had two boxes of the finest Havanas
we got a fistful of 'em
a millionaire's dough can buy
hence this free notice of Fred's Honesty

Fred Schaefer of the

ing System tomorrow evening from
8:30 to 9 P. M.

New Fox

List

.

.

•

•

•

THE PROCESS

Sept.

4.

Sitterly

Buffalo
ly

Opens Exchange
M. Sitterly, former

—John

with

the

Warner organization

here, has opened a new independent
office called Pyramid Exchange and
will distribute state rights pictures
through the New York territory
west of Albany. About 15 years ago
Sitterly was head of Popular Films
here.

Stamford Thea. Co. Chartered
Stamford, Conn. Plaza Theaters,
has been chartered as a
Inc.,
Connecticut corporation to operate
the new 1,108-seater being erected
at Main and Pacific Sts. here by
Rena Realty Corp. for the Plaza

—

company. The house, which will cost
$200,000, has been leased by Plaza,
headed by David Weinstock, for 22
years.

is

claimed to afford the producer

an actual preview of any picture before a penny is spent in
studio overhead
a bona -fide talking pix is delivered
and the
showing every scene called for in the script
whole show is completely dialogued in the form of motion

drama

T

T

Jerry Mann at Palace
Jerry Mann, radio mimic, star of
the "Manhattan Merry-Go-Round"
network program, is headlining at
the RKO Palace this week.

• • • BY THIS method the producer, director, author and
the entire studio staff are enabled to make any changes in
the picture is presented in
terms of Motion Picture
preview as a Single Unit without hold-ups, changes and retakes
inventor
thus saving enormous negative cost
Wisby claims his process "is screen evidence guarantee that the
production will be director-proof and box-office before the shoot-

ABOUT

.

FILMS

Stock

Century - Fox
Film
Corp. common and preferred stock
has been admitted to the list of the
New York Stock Exchange and Fox
Film Corp. Class A common will
be suspended from dealings on

film

• • • HAVE YOU heard of the Wisby Process for reit is the invention of Hrolf
producing feature pictures?
which comprises sketches of comWisby, a Danish gent.
plete sets that go into any production, with detailed drawing of
characters, costumes and everything that will be eventually
as far as we can gather,
shown in the actual production
it shows to the prospective producer the picture as it will actually shape up after production with everything except actual
and mebbe that is taken
movement of the characters
care of by some system of cartoon animation, for all we know.

picture

FACTS

Lyric, Waycross; Ritz, Brunswick;
Moultrie, Moultrie; Royal in Gainesville and a number of smaller affiliated towns.

RKO

Dark Angel," Samuel Goldwyn

production, will be presented over 81
stations of the Columbia Broadcast-

(Continued from Page 1)

jeska at Augusta, Bijou in Savannah, Ritz at Macon, Palace, Athens;

Twentieth

"The

of

Comeback

In Georgia Theaters

50 by 75 feet

the largest
the pix title is in
an enormous figure of The Crusader
astride his horse is 37 feet high and 50 feet wide
there are 125 units in the neon sign with over 1,500 feet of
tubing
specially constructed waterproof housings prevent short circuits during rainstorm
the bulb division
represents over 5,000 lamps
and this massive smash
display was designed by the Paramount advertising dep't, and
a fine
constructed and erected within ten working days
example of the speed with which show biz moves

on display anywhere
letters 15 feet high

1)

representatives to hold out for the
present rate of pay. In this connection a letter written by Major L.
E. Thompson stating that a pay reduction which the union agreed to
would be restored when conditions
improved, has been introduced into
the conference.

SHOWMAN'S

.

ing"

T

T
•
446
land

of
last

the 717

films

year were

shown

American.

in

Fin-

•

•

A PREVIEW

will take place this

morn

REMINDER

for the Warner home office execs
of Kay Francis' "The Goose and the
Pay

Gander"

bills

discounts.

«

€<

€4

» » »

promptly

and

cash

in

on

'

SO THAT OUR POSITION MAY
BE FULLY UNDERSTOOD
We

have steadfastly refused to make announcements as to our policy on the Will Rogers

pictures, old or

been done.

That time has now

from the public

at large,

reissue the old ones

and

passed.

and from
to

make

We will

We

all

will

refused,

and

now

and

out, as well as to the

IN OLD

still

alive

two new pictures

KENTUCKY

which are

done on

and working, and there

will refuse, to reissue

still

as follows:

by the reissuing of old pictures,

The

to be released.

same

basis as

handling

though Will

We

this.

at this time or take care
pictures.

making any attempt

the only decent

is

apply to the

will

be no variation from

any of the old pictures

orderly showing of these pictures, without

We believe

to cash in

and proper way

on the

to handle

it,

have

of the

that the
publicity

and that

be our policy.
It

is

our opinion that Will Rogers

for

many, many years

of

this great character

on

is

places that

STEAMBOAT ROUND

exactly the

will

This

way.

in the regular

hundreds of demands for spot bookings of the older Rogers

will

and other

be no misunderstanding, our position

releasing of these productions will be

Rogers were

letters

continue to serve the Rogers pictures to those accounts of ours that have them

releases that are

and

have been deluged with telegrams and

the pictures available for theatres

under contract and to our regular customers

THE BEND

mortals could do for Will Rogers had

exhibitors, urging us to release the Rogers pictures, to

run them. So that there

desire to

human

new, until everything that

that which

that this

to

come and

from time

will live in the

memory of

that there will be a legitimate

to time, but

would not have come

we

refuse to

the people of the world

demand

to see the

make any attempt

to us except in the regular, orderly way.

would have been Will Rogers' wish

if

work

to cash in

We

believe

he were here today to express himself.

President

,

Fox Film Corporation

10

»
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EXPLOITETTES

»

Auto Tieup Plugs
"Page Miss Glory"

W/TTH

the cooperation of the

Auburn Automobile Corp.,
the Warner Metropolitan Theaters
Exploitation Department
has arranged for a nifty ballyhoo to plug the Broadway engagement of "Page Miss Glory"
evening at the Strand theater.
For a full week, an Auburn car,
similar to the one presented the
recent winner of "Screenland
Magazine's" "Page Miss Glory"
contest, will be driven throughout the Metropolitan area and
outlying districts. The car will
be heavily bannered with signs
and
placards
plugging
the
"Page Miss Glory" playdate at
the Strand.
Warner Bros.

—

"Call of the Wild" Gets

Big Opening

^

in

New York

CAMPAIGN
tie-up

utilizing all the
possibilities and pre-

senting the heavy romantic angle of Clark Gable and Loretta
Young in a stirring outdoor
drama such as "Call of the
Wild," was put on for the New

York

Rivoli Theater campaign.
"Call of the Wild," a 20th Century
production
is
released
through United Artists. Special
plugs on radio station
were started two days in advance of the opening of the
picture, mentioned several times
before opening, the day of
opening, the day following the
opening and the day after that.
Quotations from the enthusiastic
reviews were used on the air.
High up in the air, visible to
all Times Square visitors on the
same block as the Rivoli Theater, a huge sky sign 40 feet
square, was projected as soon
as darkness fell and was kept
until midnight.
Cast, credits

WMCA

and opening day were announced

way starting three days
before the opening and continuing during the entire first week
of the run of "Call of the Wild."
The book, Jack London's novel
on which the picture was based,
came in for a heavy plug with
in this

every prominent drug store in
Times Square and the vicinity,
carrying full windows with special
enlargements and credit
cards trimmed with stills from
the production.
Gimbel's and
Brentano's devoted four windows to it. The general background of the untamed Klondike
was presented by a full-page ad
run by one of the large fur companies in the New York Daily
"News," using the copy idea of
"fur trapping plays an important part with Clark Gable and
Loretta Young in 'Call of the
Wild'." More than half of the
page was devoted to pictures of

«

«

« »

Gable, Young and Oakie. Everyone of the Vim Stores which
have recently installed large
sporting departments, used full
windows and inside displays
showing camp equipment in conjunction with colored and cutout photos of the principals in
"Call of the Wild," all tied together on the general idea of
"when you feel the CALL OF

THE WILD, Vim's can supply
your sports necessities." Gotham Hosiery swung behind the
entire campaign,
playing up
Loretta Young heavily in everyone of their windows in the
finer business sections of

Man-

Four-foot cut-outs were
used in their windows.
Clark
Gable, shown with a camera,
opened the way for full co-operation with Willoughby's who
designated their window display
as the CALL OF THE WILD,
using other stills from the picture as the general background,
and large blow-ups of Gable
with the camera as a central
motif.
The Empire Gold Buying Company realizing the story
angle of the precious metal associated with Jack London's
hattan.

famous

story, gave up the enfifteen-minute period to
broadcasting the fifteen-minute
electrical
transcription
which
was specially made for exploitation on "Call of the Wild."
This was put on over station
tire

WINS.

—Rivoli, New York.

»

Editor Sides With Films
In Upholding Illusion
'T'HE producers have protested
against destroying the illuI see nothing wrong in
that protest.
I think they are
entitled to fight it with every
legitimate means at hand even
to the cancelling of advertising.
What paper would long get cigarette or motor car or any other
advertising
that
persistently
and willfully did everthing it
could to injure that business
and prevent it from making
profits?
Would the publisher
of any newspaper permit his
sion.

—

financial reporter, his industrial
reporter, his market reporter or
his
real estate reporter the
same license that is allowed the
Hollywood and the theatrical reporters? Would he allow a re-

"("ALL

of the Wild," Darryl

Zanuck production starring Clark Gable, Loretta Young
and Jack Oakie and released

United Artists, was
given a vigorous exploitation
campaign by Manager Ralph
Noble, when it had its premiere
at the Pulaski Theater in Little Rock.
The highlight of the
campaign was a tie-up with the
local Boy Scout organizations
which resulted in a maximum of
co-operation.
A few days before the opening, Noble contacted the various scout masters
for a huge street parade and a
special matinee showing.
The
newspapers played up the event.
On the Saturday of the showing, 400 uniformed boy scouts
formed a parade headed by a
motorcycle cop.
Two boys
dressed as Gable and Oakie, and

through

Young, had a huge
St. Bernard dog pulling a 10foot sled.
They paraded eight
blocks to the theater. The sled
was bannered and the scouts
a girl as

carried special banners calling
attention to the premiere at the
Pulaski.
All local hotel operators called their guests to an-

nounce the

film's opening.

The

« «

«C

beautiful

piece of acting and
you out of your seat, do
you want to pick up the paper
next morning and have the
critic explain to you that she
lifts

really is not so beautiful as she

appears, that she is made up to
young, that it is merely
her artistry which has fooled
you and that you are a sucker
to be fooled?
You would want
to punch that critic right in the
jaw if you are possessed of
gentlemanly instincts and a love
of the theater.
The good thelook

—

ater critic sits in his seat and
sees the show. The setting, the
lights, the artistry of the cast,
the play itself, weave around

him an illusion. He is an authority on illusions.
He does
not devote most of his space the
next day telling his readers that
the beautiful moonlight setting

porter to go into the motor car
factories, shoe factories, tobacco
factories, the banks and the

was a cheap looking daub when
you got up close to it, that it

merchandising houses and re-

wasn't real water. But
there is a certain type of Hollywood
correspondent
who
thinks that that is his job—to
expose. Expose what? Certainly there are illusions created
just as there are on the stage.
That is the whole art of the
theater and of literature itself.
You live the story of a
book or you don't enjoy it. One

port the intimate details of the
lives of their executives in the

same ruthless manner that the
theatrical and motion picture
world is exposed? Would he allow keyhole reporters to tell
about every human fraility and
every idiosyncrasy? I doubt it.
He would stop it on grounds of
public policy and public decency
even before the advertisers could
register a protest and withdraw
their advertising.
As for my-

when

am

half-way
through a good murder mystery
yarn and am absorbed in trying to figure out which one of
the characters is the murderer,
I am about willing to commit
real
murder when someone
comes along and tells me how
That is destroying an
it ends.
illusion.
I know of no meaner
person than the man who tells
you how a magician does his
tricks before the performance so
that you do not have the fun of
being mystified the thing for
which you have paid out your
money. Again, if on the legitiself,

Huge Boy Scout Tie-Up
Helps "Call" Campaign

TIMELY TOPICS

»

I

—

mate stage a
Palais

fine actress

does a

largest

depart-

Royal,

ment

store, displayed a portable
sound projector in one of their

windows and played the "Call
of the Wild" trailer continuously.
The local library officials
co-operated by distributing 2,000 book-marks in advance of
the opening and displayed special process cards in their various reading rooms.
Local restaurants took advantage of the
food prices during the days of
the gold rush and got out trick
menu cards plugging "Call of
the Wild." All street cars carried special cards
and auto
bumper strips were placed in
all

cars.

—Pulaski Theater,
Little Rock,

Ark.

wasn't

and

a

real

moon,

anyway,

it

most beautiful and most
competent and most highly re-

of the

spected women of the screen
plays in such dignified and lovely parts that she dresses normally as a woman of good taste
would. One of the wisecracking
Hollywood reporters drops in a
paragraph that the reason she
never exposes her person is that
she is bow-legged!

—Malcolm W. Bingay,

Managing Editor,
Detroit Free Press.

Says Censorship Smirches
Otherwise Clean Material

CENSORSHIP

makes people
conscious of some things as
dirty when they aren't really
dirty at all.
In addition, it
makes it impossible for the
screen to treat any really serious problem. Knowledge never
hurt any one and there isn't a
subject that can't be discussed
with good taste.
Censorship
should not be allowed to prevent
the screen from discussing the
facts of life. Hollywood's greatest virtue is its "plasticity." In
Hollywood they are open to conviction.

They

your

will listen to

suggestions. Perhaps they will
sometimes treat them foolishly,

perhaps they will sometimes
turn down good suggestions and
accept poor ones. But and this
is
the important point they
will give you a hearing and they
are willing to take a chance
with new things.

—

—Henry

—

WUcoxon.
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Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Bob Senft,
manager for Loew's Penn
Pittsburgh

assistant
here, has

resigned.

Joe Skirball, First Division chief,
has left the Valley Hospital and is
now recuperating at his home.
Fred Herrington, secretary for
Allied M. P. T. 0. of Western Pennsylvania, is back from his vacation.

Leo Carrillo renewed
tances

while

at

the

-By
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HEARING ON FOX MET.

from "LOTS"

ASSETS MOVES SLOWLY

RALPH WILK-

HOLLYWOOD

the Century, which Loew operates;
the Stanley, a Warner house, and
the Hippodrome, independent house.
An important obstacle in the way
of admission price jumps is the increased Federal admission tax which
slices a theater's net and may posIn event
sibly reduce attendance.
experiment helps
the
Baltimore
grosses, the majors may institute
raises in other situations.

old acquainStanley last

week.
L. B. Cool of the Fulton in

from

Akron.
Celebs for "Glory" Premiere
"celebrity night" premiere has
been set for the Broadway opening
of "Page Miss Glory," Warner-Cosmopolitan production, at the Strand
Wednesday evening.
on
theater
Stars of stage, screen and radio will
attend the performance, with floodlights, cameras and a radio broadcast to form part of the festivities.
Among the celebrities invited are:
Myrna Loy, Beatrice Lillie, June
Knight, Countess Olga Albani, Dorothy Mackaill, Tom Brown, Henry
Wilcoxson, Helen Vinson, Harpo
Marx, Merle Oberon, Mae Murray,
Mary Boland, Noel Francis, Lyda
Roberti, Eleanor Powell, Otto Kruger and Madge Evans.

A

Fred Lightner Signed by Educ'l
Fred Lightner, brother of Winnie
Lightner, has been signed by Educational for featured parts in tworeel

a&m

DAILY

12

comedies to be made in

New

Ronald Colman's first starring fea(Continued from Page 1)
YWARNERS has completed the ture under the 20th Century-Fox
Pollack and Webster are der and in several instances advised
cast for "Frisco Kid," which banner.
stars James Cagney and includes on the music-writing staff at Movie- rewriting of some of the clauses.
It appears likely that another day
Margaret Lindsay, Lili Damita, tone City.
or two will elapse before reading of
George E. Stone, Ricardo Cortez,
T
T
T
the order, which is proceeding parDonald Woods, Joseph King, RobDick Foran, who has just comert McWade, Joe Sawyer, Robert pleted work in "Moonlight on the agraph by paragraph, will be conStrange, Barton MacLane, Joe Cre- Prairie," the first of a series of cluded after which Judge Caffey
han, Claudia Coleman, John Wray Western pictures in which he is ap- may take some time for deliberation on signing the order.
and Fred Kohler.
pearing for Warners, will make as
his next picture "The Singling Kid."
T
T
T
"Song of the Damned" is the tem- In the recently completed "Moon- Gwenn, Princess Natalie Paley,
porary title of a new production light on the Prairie" Foran is sup- Mrs. Pat Campbell and Miss Dennie
which Columbia will place in work ported by George E. Stone, Dickie Mooi-e.
this week, with Victor Jory, Phil- Jones, Sheila Mannors and Joseph
T
lips Holmes and Florence Rice in Sawyer.
Byron Morgan, writer, has been
William Jacobs wrote the
leading roles. The screenplay is by original story and screen play of signed to work on the script of
Fred Niblo, Jr., and Earle Snell, each Foran film. D. Ross Lederman "Jimmy Allen," the cinema version
from a story by Fred De Gresac. directed "Moonlight on the Prairie" of the well known radio serial,
Albert Rogell wlill direct.
and will also direct "The Singing which is to be produced for Paramount by Harold Hurley.
T
Kid."
Onslow Stevens and Arthur RanT
T
kin have been assigned to ColumJohn Arledge, young player who
Shortly after the first of Septembia's "Grand Exit."
ber, Eddie Cantor's sixth annual gave an outstanding performance
T
T
film for Samuel Goldwyn, "Shoot in the musical, "Old Man Rhythm,"
Having recovered sufficiently from the Chutes," goes into production. has been given a term contract
the attack of yellow jaundice which With Cantor will be Ethel Merman, with options by RKO Radio Picdelayed the starting date of "Enemy Parkyakakas,
Borrah
Minevitch tures.
of Man," his newest starring picture, and others.
T
T
Robert Alton, dance
T
Paul Muni has returned to the First director, arrives in Hollywood in a
"The Dark Angel" completed, and
National studios and will go before few days for his first motion pic- nearly
ready
for
distribution
the cameras today.
ture
assignment in "Shoot the through United Artists, Merle OberT
T
Chutes."
The Goldwyn Girls are on plans a short holiday in her naShe returns in two
Eric Linden, who has the juvenile now being selected for the Cantor tive England.
lead in "Ah, Wilderness!" has sign- picture, which will be directed by months to start work on her next
Samuel Goldwyn production, now
ed a new extended term M-G-M con- Norman Taurog.
being specially prepared for her by
tract.
T
T
»
r
Busby Berkeley will direct two Lillian Hellman.
t
T
T
Luise Rainer, Viennese actress production numbers in "Stars Over
"Barbary Coast," with Miriam
who made her American film debut Broadway," now being filmed at Hopkins,
Edward
Robinson
and
G.
so auspiciously in "Escapade," has Warner studios. Harry Warren and
Joel McCrea, will be completed by
AI
Dubin
have
written
two
songs
been selected to play Anna Held in
Director Howard Hawks this week.
the M-G-M production of "The Great which will be used for the Berkeley
t
arrangements.
They are
Ziegfeld." William Powell will have dance
Within two weeks Miss Hopkins
Cinderella"
and "At
the title role in this new film, which "Broadway
The cast and McCrea will start work on their
Robert Z. Leonard will direct from Your Service, Madam."
a scenario by William Anthony Mc- of "Stars Over Broadway" includes next film, "Splendor," the Rachel
Guire.
Hunt Stromberg is pro- Pat O'Brien, James Melton, Jane Crothers screen play to be directed
Froman, Jean Muir, Frank McHugh by Elliott Nugent for Samuel Goldducer.
The cast of "Splendor" also
and William Ricciardi.
Mildred wyn.
T
Months of painstaking prepara- Cram's orignial story was adapted includes Helen Westley, Paul Cavanaugh, Katherine Alexander, Ruth
tions for Irving G. Thalberg's forth- for the screen by Jerry Wald and
William Keighley Weston, Arthur Treacher and David
coming production of "Romeo and Julius Epstein.

will reach a point of cul- is directing.
T
mination this week when tests are
appearance for
first
will be in a Young Romance Comedy started for the more than a score
Tom Brown, featured in Paratentatively titled "Rhythm of Pa- of featured roles in the Shakespear- mount's production of "Annapolis
Norma Shearer is to Farewell," has signed a new longree," in which he will be featured ean classic.
with Niela Goodelle and Nell Kelly. be starred as Juliet, but the search term contract with the company.
The picture will go into production for a Romeo has only begun with His first assignment will probably
every known screen and stage pos- be in "A Son Comes Home."
in Astoria next week.
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Director Karl Freund, one of Hollymost earnest fishermen, spends
at least two hours daily in the waters
Monica home enticing
off his Santa
briny residents onto his hooks.
A. EPSTEIN.

wood's

—DAVE

Juliet"

consideration.
receiving
also a chance that an unknown Romeo may be brought to
the screen.
T
T

Niven.

t

Davis, long featured at
Leon and Eddie's famous night club
in New York, has arrived in Hollywood to appear with Carl Brisson
Addison Bailey,
in "The Bouncer."
his pianist, is with him.

Eddie

sibility

There

is

Thomas Burtis, scenarist, has
been signed by RKO Radio to write
the screenplay of "Murder Man," an
original story by Alberto Levino.
Joan Bennett has been signed by
No star or director has yet been
20 Century-Fox to portray the leadchosen for the film.
feminine role in "The Man Who

SUNSHIN€
\\^//

IN

THE

ing

T

Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo."
T

Lew

T

and Paul Francis
Webster, composers of "Two Cigarettes in the Dark," and numerous
other hit songs, were informed this
week that their latest tune, "Love Is
Like a Cocktail," has been selected as
the theme song for "The Man Who
Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo,"
Pollack

T

T

—

DAY'S

Four cast additions E. E. Clive,
Gaston Glass, Olaf Hytten and Mae
Beatty

been made to "Sylvia
new Katharine Hepburn
film now in production at

starring
the RKO Radio studios under the
direction of George Cukor. Leading
roies in support of Hepburn are

played

NEWS

—have

Scarlett,"

by

Cary

Grant,

Edmund

Censors

ment

in

report
film

continued

standards.

improve-
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Legality of "Bank Night" to be Decided in

COURT APPROVES TRANSFER OF FOX MEtrASSETS
Study Eight Proposals

Move Expected to Take
N. Y. BOOTH SCALE
Form Through Coast
Producers' Ass'n
With at least eight proposals
made to date concerning a fitting

(.Continued on Page 5)

ACTOR, DIES AT 59
Tacoma
who came

—Mack

Swain, aged 59,
to prominence in the cast
of Keystone Comedies with Charlie
Chaplin, is dead here after an illness of a few hours. He was en
route to Hollywood and had stopped
(.Continued on Page 6)

CONFAB SEPT, 4-6

AGREEMENT EXPECTED

Forty-five sales representatives of
Photophone from all over the
country will attend the annual
Photophone sales convention to be
held Sept. 4-6 at Camden, N. J. Edwin M. Hartley, manager of RCA
Photophone will preside and E. T.
Cunningham, president of RCA
Manufacturing Co., of which RCA
Photophone is a subsidiary, will de-

RCA

(Continued on Page 7)

New

Will Rogers
Pix Getting Big Grosses

State

Names

PH0T0PH0NE SALES

memorial to Will Rogers, industry
Announcement of an agreement
leaders are now studying these sug- between circuit representatives and
gestions and up to last night had
Local 306 on a new booth scale for
not reached a decision on. its nature.
The move is expected to crystalize New York City is expected today.
at the Coast through the Association It is said that the unions are acof Motion Picture Producers. Ideas cepting a reduction from their presoffered range from a monument to
ent top scale.
an annual contribution to charity

MACK SWAIN, VETERAN

Memorial to Will Rogers

for a

it is indicated by box-office
from several cities where
"Seamboat 'Round the Bend" has

pictures,

just opened.
At the Roosevelt in
Chicago, equivalent of a week's average gross was done by the picture
in two days, it was stated at Fox
yesterday. Greater-than-usual business is reported on the picture from
Sacramento and Stockton.

Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey
yesterday approved an order for
transfer of the Fox Metropolitan
assets to the new company which
will be headed by Joseph M. Schenck,
and fixed tomorrow for the closing.
Judge Caffey was able to sign the
order somewhat earlier than anticipated

by sitting Saturday

until

on the matter and working
on it over Sunday. The order signed
yesterday by Judge Caffey contained a number of changes from the
original presented on Friday, but
6 ip.m.

(Continued on Page 6)

Ohio Bank Takes Over
Death of Will Rogers has not imFour Real Neth Houses
paired public interest in his new
reports

of
Three More
Members of Board
Announced

—

John McCoy, State
Bank & Trust Co., has

Columbus
National

bought at forced sale the State and
Cameo for $141,000, and the Clinton
and Eastern for $201,000. Theaters
are in the J. Real Neth circuit. Neth

SET 56 PRE-RELEASE

RUNS ON 'MISS GLORY'

Warner Bros, announce 56 special
continue as manager of the pre-release key city runs set on
houses, it is reported. W. C. Ches- "Page Miss Glory".
They are:
brough, Chesbrough circuit, was the Roosevelt, Chicago; Chief, Colorado
only other bidder.
Springs; Newman, Kansas City;
will

(Continued on Page 5)

Report Record Bookings
for Mickey Mouse Week
for booking of
in more than

All-time records

Walt Disney cartoons

60 important cities have been set by
theaters lining up product to be
played on the seventh birthday of
Mickey Mouse beginning the week
of Sept. 28, according to United Artists.
Leading circuits and independent theaters figure in the bookings,
it was stated yesterday.

H. G. Wells

Coming

H. G. Wells, who recently stated that
he plans to devote the next three years
to writing exclusively tor pictures, arrives

New York

weeks en
Wells producCould Work
Miracles" and "100 Years to Come,"
are on the Alexander Korda schedule.
in

route to Hollywood.
tions,

"The

Man

in

Two

Who

two

Cleveland Court May Settle
9
Legality of "Bank Nights
RKO

Planning to Open

Own Exchange
RKO
in

will

Warsaw

throughout

In

Warsaw

open its own exchange
to handle distribution
Poland,

according

to

cable advices from Phil Reisman,
Export
vice-president of the
Corp., who leaves London tomorrow
on a tour of the Scandinavian coun-

RKO

tries.

Boston First Runs See
9

Legality of "Bank Night," which
under legal test in various courts
throughout the country, is expected

is

determined within a
According to a recent estimate by Claude Ezell, general sales

to

be

finally

month.

manager

for Affiliated Enterprises,

Screen Tests for Beauties

Legal status of the plan

may

be

decided at Cleveland, where a hearing on an appeal to the Appellate
Court was postponed from yesterday

accompanied by E. D.
Leishman, managing director of Ra- to Sept.

10.

dio Pictures International, Ltd.

(Continued on Page 5)

Se,ptember,

for Price Rise

—

approximately 2,000 theaters are repealed.
using the plan, which is rapidly

Harry W. Leasim and Michspreading.

ael Havas, sales manager and central European representative of Radio Pictures International, Ltd., are
looking over the field in Poland and
Reisman will visit Warsaw in mid-

No Hope

Boston A survey of local first
runs reveals that managers in most
houses are of the opinion that increases in admission prices would
not be of any benefit at the present
time although general business conIt is
ditions seem much improved.
not likely that Boston theaters will
attempt any radical changes in admissions unless the Federal tax is

A

petition for

an

in-

—

As a wind-up feature
Atlantic City
of the Showman's Variety Jubilee, which
screen tests will
here,
3
opens Sept.
be given beauty contestants on SaturSept. 7, which has been dubbed
day
A Hollywood revue is
"Movie Day."
also

planned.

•
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to

arrives

today

York

With

Majestic.

BENNY has cancelled plans for a
New York from the Coast and has

AL LEWIS
New York.

has

Northern

to

trip

3 for
vacation.

Sept.

retruned

THOMAS

J.

to

Hollywood

from

leaves
the
Coast
route to Europe for

VALENTINO,

Gennett Record Co.,

sails

H.

THALBERG and NORMA SHEARER
New York tomorrow from Hollywood.

representing
Saturday on the

the

"Me

France."

WELLS

G.

from

arrives

HYAMS

H.

from

— Lichtbildbuehne.
—

P. A. Harle. La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

ROBERT

MONTGOMERY

leaves

New

tomorrow for the Coast,
at his
Europe.

FINANCIAL

farm

near

tour

ing

to

York

vacation

and

in

of

the

the

leaves

London tomorrow

for

Scandinavian

English

capital

countries,
early next

has

arrived

New

in

of the Fish-SchurCorp., has returned to New York from
a three months' business and pleasure trip to
Europe.
Returning with him was his wife

whom

he

married

while

abroad.

JOHN DOWD, director of
vertising for RKO Theaters,

Net

Low

Am. Seat

1 1

Columbia
Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

pfd..

.

Loew's,

ctfs

Exch

Pathe

'/8

67

67

16%

161/4
1

49
155/s

41 Vi

405/8

41'/2

45/8

4%

4%

%

25/8

Warner Bros

37

H/2
1/4
1/8

.

a

two-week vacation

JAKE

GOLDEN.

Rochester,

New

in

is

at

City

exchange

CHARLES
manager

United
a

tr'p

N.

of

RKO

the

town.

Artists,

through

+

-

2i/
2

5

5

36

37

"News-Post",

filming
smartlv
the lobby of
Loew's Century. The pictures will
be shown next week at the Century.

dressed

•

+

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Th.

Eq.

6s40

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Keith

A-0

Loew

6s

RKO

6s41

ctfs.

6s 46.
41

ww

.

.

.

.

14
141/4

14

14

89%

893/8

89%

031/2

1033/4

103%
57

Warner's 6s39

77

1

57
76i/4

57
763/8

+
+
+

—

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

2014

19%

201/2

2%

25/g

25/8

in

Held For General Sessions
Magistrate
Murphy in Bronx
Magistrate's Court yesterday held
the manaerer of the Tremont, Bronx,
for Special Sessions on charge of
conducting a lottery in connection
through use of "Prosperity Night"
at the theater.
The case will be
Thf>
heard sometime next month.
manager was paroled in custody of
his counsel. Melvin D. Albert, of
We sman, Quinn, Allen & Spett.

—
—

14

14

is

women

+

-

:

Charles Powell at Detroit
Detroit Charles Powell, formerly with National Screen Service for
years, has joined McArthur's staff
as Detroit representative.

—

Bannister Plans Show
Harry Bannister is planning to
produce "Ben Franklin's Son" on

Broadway

this

season.

sales

New

York

left

his

territory.

goes to Boston today from
exploit "Call of the Wild."

PRODUCTION

CHARLES
IN HIS

•

RAY

LATEST STARRING VEHICLE

"JUST

•

MY LUCK"
.

PRODUCED BY •

NEW CENTURY

• DIRECTED BY

PIC.

RAYMOND FRIEDGEN

INC.

RAY HEINZ

convention,

Annual

convention
Toronto.

Famous

of

Form Stock Company

—

Newark,

Ohio
The Midland.
Auditorium and Grand theaters o f
this city have joined forces and will
operate as a stock company unit in
the future to be known as the New?rk Amusement Co. Two-thirds of
the stock will represent the holding
of the Midland Theater group.
M.
Hiehle, who is the manager of
both the Midland and Auditorium,
will continue in that capacity as
will Floyd Price at the Grand, the
Price family retaining ownership of
the latter house. Bookings for the
new organization will be made
through the M. A. Shea Booking
Agency of Buffalo, N. Y.
.T.

Arranging Distrib. Deals
Bertram H. Hyams, representative of Butchers Pi-oductions, Ltd..
of London, has arrived in New York
to arrange for distribution of three
features and 6 shorts.
Hyams is
making his headquarters with Conquest Pictures.

Extend Probe of Scope
Washington Bureau of

—

Showmen's Variety

Jubilee,

Hearing

Court,

District
in
United
States
Louis, on show cause order why
injunction should not be issued

St.

temporary

requiring Warners, RKO and
supply films to Fanchon &
in

Atlan-

Paramount to
Marco houses

Louis.

St.

Sept. 10:
Denver
Film
Row
outing, Lakewood Country

second
annual
Denver.

Club,

Cincinnati Variety Club golf tournaHillcrest Country Club, Cincinnati.

16:

Philadelphia Variety Club-"The
Sept. 20:
hibitor" annual golf tournament,
marsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

Ex-

Wh

te-

New

Hollywood yesterday by plane

Washington

IN

Theaters

City.

ment,

divisions

Three Ohio Theaters
held

tic

Sept.

Eastern

AL SELIG
to

Kansas

10 days left for

over at the Little for a second week.
Following out its policy of "revivals", the Valencia is showing:
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street"
and will follow with "The Merry

dance
and
Sheepshead

I.

3-8:

Sept.

in

month.

is

offices
Pa.

in

dinner,
Villepigue's,

Canadian,

Players

Y.

manager

city

York for several days.

STERN

of

yesterday on

in

is

Goshen,

RKO

return-

Widow."
The Fashion Congress of America,
conducted by the Baltimore

+

11

21/2

5'/s

do pfd

—
_

V%

11

11

RKO

2

Baltimore—"The 39 Steps"

.

149

15%

1

"A"

4l/4
16l/

4V4

15%

Inc

Paramount

11%

149

"A"

Fox Fm.

11%

4\4

Kodak

East.

do

vtc. 67

Picts.

%

L.

Inc,

Shamokin,

shore

27-29:
Tri-States
Des Moines, la.

Sept. 4:

GARY COOPER, who has been vacationing
in
New York and Southampton for the last

Baltimore Briefs

Chg.

Close

Bay,

Aug.

publicity and adleaves Friday for

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Today:
I.T.O.A.
entertainment,

Aug. 28-30:

FERDINAND SCHURMAN,

York

PHIL REISMAN
a

following a
Pawling,
N. Y..

two

in

Moser,

man

TOMMY THOMPSON
H. HAYS, who is now at the Coast,
returns to New York the middle of next month.

York

Enterprises.
B.

London.

produce.

WILL

New

in

for
Higgins
of Frederick

London.

BERTRAM
York

Today:
Hearing
on
reorganization
plan,
under Section 77B of the Bankruptcy Act,

Leishman.

D.

E.

is

are due in

California

weeks

CONSELMAN
New York en

WILLIAM

him

IRVING

instead gone on a
and Canada.

a

New

in

WILLIAM HARRIGAN has returned to New
York from Hollywood to olav the leading role in
"Paths of Glory," which Arthur Hopkins will

St.. W. I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris

Wardour

JACK
trip

de

FIT."

Address

the

on

LUGOSI

THE FILM DAILY
Scope of the Sa-

Sept.

International movie festival
26-Oct. 17:
under patronage ot the King of Belgium,
Brussells.

Hearing on permanent injunction to
enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.
action
government
of
Sept. 30:
Hearing
Warners,
RKO and Paramount,
against
United States District Court, St. Louis.
Sept.

30:

restrain

Oct.

21-24:

man Park

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention. WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

Raise Lincoln Prices
Varsity here jumped
Lincoln
prices a nickel in preparations for
the heavier play thought just around
the corner with college opening and
It's now 15c till
State Fair week.
3, 20c till six and two bits from
then on. House picked "Love Me
Forever" to help make the jump. A
similar move is contemplated by the
This is the first
Orphcum, soon.

—

price revision

upward

File Stock Certificate

—

An increase in the number of shares of Fox capital stock
to 4,600.000 is procertificate filed in the
the Secretary of State.

from 2,816,650
vided

in

office

of

a

it

an interesting fact!

is

that

many Executives

this

industry

FILM DAILY
Books

Preference

Informal

gress.

and

to

in!

and Statistical Data!

own

their

in

files-

Another

compelling

flection

on

Accuracy,

Film

re-JJ

Daily'

Completeness!

Reliability.

1935

tack at the theater. He is survived
by his widow, a son and a daughter.
The funeral was held on Tuesday.

in

Use

Reference
tion

—

time.

Albany

bath Committee, hitherto confined to
investigation of real-estate reorganization, is extended to include all
types of reorganizations under a
t~esolution introduced by Representative Sabath and passed by Con-

Arthur Green Dies
Baltimore Arthur Emory Green,
who recently became manager of
the Avalon, died suddenly on Sunday when stricken with a heart at-

some

in

YEARBOOK

Free to Subscribers to

THE FILM DAILY
and

FILM
1650

DAILY SERVICE
Broadway

N.Y.C!

THE BES

SHORT

SUBJECT

OF; 11935-1936!
AND THAT'S NO IDLE
We got
"If
in

this

the

beautiful

new

little

novelty

three-color Techni-

same as used
with "Becky Sharp") doesn't
win the Academy award, then
I'll miss my guess. Without a
color process (the

doubt, here

is

a subject that rates

especial attention from everyone."

—Jimmy

U

Starr in

ADVERTISING BOAST!

the idea

from

'Word of mouth advertising may build this short to
feature importance, for it seems certain to«be discussed at length as a splendid example of Technicolor in outdoor photography.
a canvas that

is

The

picture serves as

always interesting and

at

times awe-

shown are shots of
Yosemite waterfalls, Mirror Lake, and the Grand
Canyon as it probably has never been shown before."
inspiring. Included in the scenes

—Motion

L.A. Herald- Express

ROMANCE
A

these reviews

Vitaphone Broadway

'This two-reeler stacks up as
a

really worthwhile subject.

Scenically and from
point of photography

it
comes
close to masterpiece rating.

Many

of the Technicolor shots

should not

fail

to elicit

from any type

applause

of audience."

— Variety Daily

Picture Daily

of the

the stand-

WEST

Brevity in Technicolor

with

HENRY ARMETTA

.

REGAN DOROTHY DARE

PHIL

Directed and supervised by Ralph Staub

•

•

Story and screen play by Joe Traub

•

Photo-

graphed by William Skall -Technicolor Director— Natalie Kalmus* Produced by Warner Bros.&

ITAPHONE
WHO WILL CONTINUE TO MAKE THE

INDUSTRY'S
BEST SHORT SUBJECTS DURING THE COMING YEAR!

THE

<2^

DAILY

A

"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK

By

TOU GREENSPAN,
has

Universal,

Frank

formerly with
the

joined

Cantor-Max Shagrin agency.

Lew
He

be in charge of the story department and will also handle wriwill

ters.

T

T

T

Passing through Nebraska reminds one of the number of important

people

contributed to the
the Cornhusker

by

industry
film
state.
From

Wahoo came Darryl

Zanuck and Jack Natteford, the

lat-

Omaha

Paramount

Tuttle,

HOLLYWOOD
director,

while a student at Yale University,
studied and liked pastel drawing to
such an extent that he determined
upon a career as an artist.
Although he subsequently gave up that
idea, sketching is still his favorite
hobby.
T

T

T

Elizabeth Risdon, the character
actress last seen on Broadway in
"Laburnum Grove," has had her op-

up by Columbia Pictures.
The William Morris Hollywood
offices also announce that Warner
Brothers have exercised their fourth
tion taken

claims
Henry Fonda and Lyle Talbot and
Robert Taylor are also from Nebras- consecutive option on Guy Kibbee's
ka. Phil Goldstone and Bud Barsky services for the coming year.
operated independent exchanges in
T
T
Omaha, while Russell Phelps, EdH. Bruce Humberstone's start as
ward Small's Boswell, worked on
a film director was oddly paradoxical
Nebraska papers.
in that, while as an assistant diT
r
Another heavy contributor to rector he had never worked on any
Hollywood is Wisconsin. From the film costing less than $500,000, his
Badger state has come many direc- first job as a megaphonist was on
an 11-day "quickie."
tors, including John Blystone, Wilter

a

scenarist.

liam Nigh, Luther Reed and Eddie
Cline.
Nigh and Reed were born
in the town of Berlin, while Blystone was reared in Rice Lake.
Cline's old home was in Kenosha.
Fredric March is from Racine.
T

Jane

T

T

In

Tuttle,

Paramount

director,

Kansas
Schultz,

City,

Mo.

manager

of

—Mr.

Punishment" with Peter Lorre.
T

C.

A.

the CommonCorp., reports

the Plaza at Trenton, Mo.,

—

Independence, Mo. The Beldorf
to be opened by Bill Wagner, now
managing the Fox-Midwest Plaza in
is

T

Snub Pollard has been signed to
take a featured role in Charles Ray's
latest picture, "Just My Luck," for
New Century Pictures, to be directed by Ray Heinz.
T
T
T
Adele
Commandini
has
been
signed by Edward Gross, production
manager for Sol Lesser Productions,
to collaborate on the screen play of
"The Calling of Dan Matthews,"

Kansas

City.

Lowell Lawrence, K. C. "JournalPost" motion picture editor, has just
returned from a vacation trip to
California.

Lou Mayer, assistant manager at
the Mainstreet Theater is vacationing in Colorado Springs.

two

tract with

M-G-M.

He

now

enmusic of

is

gaged in adapting the
"Rose Marie," composed by himself
and Rudolph Friml.
T

Wallace

T

T

Fox has been given

T

Lewis D.

T
Collins

T

being held over
for a second week after breaking
box office records at the Midland last
week.
is

Tommy Thompson, RKO Pathe
He manager, is in New York on business.

Gus Diamond, office manager of
the First National-Warner exchange
is back to work after an illness of
several days.

has completed
Spanish Cape
Mystery," Republic production starTwenty managers of Commonring Helen Twelvetrees and Donald
Cook.
The picture is now in the wealth Theaters spent three days
cutting room. Collin's next assign- fishing at the Lake of the Ozarks.
ment is "Legion of the Lost," which
O. K. Mason, treasurer of ComNorman S. Hall is currently adapt- monwealth Amusement, has moved
ing from the novel by Ex-Legion- his office here from Hoisington,
naire 1384.
Kans.
direction

of

"The

of

mo-

George Cukor's direction. The company, including Cary Grant, Princess Natalie Paley and Mrs. Pat
Campbell, has just returned from
a two-day location trip to Busch
Gardens, Pasadena.

T

he was 17, W. P. Lipscomb,
Twentieth Century-Fox scenarist,
ran away from home to play death
dramas
and
screaming
farces
throughout England. When he finally reached London with a vaudeville troupe, he made his debut in

T

T

Constance Lupino, mother of Ida
Lupino, is making her screen debut
in
an important role in "Sylvia
Scarlett," next Katharine Hepburn

now

starring picture
at the

RKO

in

production

Radio Studio.

silent films.

»

When he completes Universal's
production
"East of Java,"
of
Charles Bickford, red-headed actor,
will immediately begin work as star
of "A Night of Day," for the same
studio. The latter story was scripted
directly for Bickford by Howard J.
Green.
Montague Shaw, Larrimore JohnEthel Ransom and Alex Han-

son,

ford have been added to the cast
of "Sylvia Scarlett," RKO Radio's
new starring picture for Katharine

Hepburn, now

in

production under

Dan and Harold

Finkelstein of
Minneapolis, presided over the Iowa
Finkelstein managers' meeting held
recently at the Inn, Lake Okoboji,
la.,
at which the year's bookings
were discussed. R. M. Copeland,
Paramount manager, Des Moines,

and Elmer Tilton, Warner manager,
Des Moines, presented their 1935-36

Frank

Rubel,

district

manager

of Des Moines, assisted in
directing the affair which was combined with an outing and dance.

Stanley Rauh has been signed by
RKO Radio Pictures to write the
book of a musical featurette starring Joey Ray, featured singer on
one of Earl Carroll's "Vanities."
Lee Marcus will supervise the production.
T

T

William Wellman has signed
new Ions-term M-G-M contract.

a

T

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
quired

rights

to

the

has

new

acnovel,

"Burn, Witch, Burn" by A. Merritt.

"Hard Luck Dame," in which Bette
Davis will star for First National,
is scheduled now to go before the
cameras Sept. 9, by which tiimei
Franchot Tone, who will play the
leading masculine role, is expected:
to have completed his present assignment for another company.
t

Fritz Lieber, one of the present
day's greatest exponents of Shake
speare, has signed his first film contract, Warner Bros, announce.
His
first role will be that of Dr. Char
bonnet in "Enemy of Man."
T

Columbia Pictures announces a
change of title for the production
in which Florence Rice and Robert

Iowa managers attending were: Allen are playing the leads. This
Marion Parkinson of Jefferson, Gor- feature, which until now has been
known as "Bodyguard," has been
don McKinnon of Perry, Clifford
named "Guard That Girl."
Lindblad of Atlantic, Don Smith of
Carroll, Willard Gettier of Spencer,
Holm of Spirit Lake, Percy

H. E.

Long of Webster City and Herman
Fields of Clarinda.
Mrs. Harry Weinberg entertained
at luncheon and bridge at the Variety Club, Hotel Savery, recently,
honoring Miss Jacqueline Navran
of Kansas City, whose engagement
to Myron Blank was recently announced. Myron Blank is an executive of Central States Theaters.

New Columbus House
Columbus— The new

a

director's contract at Radio.
just completed "Powdersmoke
Range," all-star western.

has

"China Seas"

making

"LOTS'

When

products.

Jay Means, I. T. O. A. president,
Harold Bell Wright is expected back from his vacation
starring
Richard
Arlen the first of the week.
which Lesser will produce for CoC. C. Wooten, assistant manager
lumbia release.
of the Newman, is back from a vaT
T
T
cation to Colorado, while Gladys
Herbert Stothart, composer and Green, Secretary to the manager, is
conductor, signs new long term conspending her vacation in New York.
of
stories

first

(he intricacies of the
tion pictures.

Iowa Items

wealth Amusement
T
T
T
that remodeling has been completed
Edward Arnold is one of the most on
the Dreamland at Herrington,
sought actors now in Hollywood.
The day he finishes "Hangover Kans., the Lee at Clinton, Mo., and

Murders," at Universal, he steps
into a featured role in "Crime and

has found himself in wide demand
by women's and service clubs of the
Massachusetts city as a speaker on

Kansas City Notes

T

Loring

has been assigned
to edit RKO Radio's "Sylvia Scarlett," starring Katharine Hepburn.

Boston for a short vacation,

Frank

Tuesday, Aug. 27, 1935

Opening
Grand

RKO

T

T

T
closed for "Dea<3
Man Inside," novel by Vincent Starret, and also an original by Stephen
Vincent Benet, Pulitzer prize-win
ning poet and author of "John

Paramount has

Brown's Body."

The Benet story

is

as yet untitled.
T

T

Alfred Santell will direct the Bar
bara Stanwyck picture tentatively
titled
"The Baby Market," ami
Frank Tuttle will direct the Charles
R.
Rogers-Paramount
production
featuring Jean Arthur and titleilj
"Easy Living." The latter is sched|

open on or about Oct. uled to start Sept. 1.
as a first run house, according
T
T
to C. Harry Schreiber, RKO city
Samuel Hoffenstein teams witl
announce- Frank
Schreiber's
manager.
Partos on the adaptation o
ment followed the signing Aug. 21, Zoe Akins' Pulitzer prize-winning
of a twenty year lease for the the- play,
"The Old Maid," which Arthu;
ater by Divisional Manager Mat Hornblow, Jr., will produce fo:
Holt for RKO and Jacob A. Luft Paramount.
for J. W. Dusenlbury, owner of
T
T
T
the buliding. It was estimated that
Peggy Hopkins Joyce has beei
more than $275,000 will be spent
during the next few weeks in com- announced for the role of the Cham
the Teacher in Paramount's "Collegi
of
remodeling
pleting
the
ate," featuring Joe Penner.
house.
will definitely
1,

I
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EXPECT COURT RULING

EIGHT PROPOSALS FOR

A ROGERS MEMORIAL
(Continued from Pane

w\Q* ^

SOON ON BANK NIGHT

^PH/L M.DALY

(Continued from Page

junction

1)

Walther

Common

through the theaters of the country.

erick

In New York the Hays association as yet has no plans for considering- the matter, it was stated yesSuggestions for establishterday.
ing a memorial have been made by
Jesse Jones, government official and
an intimate friend of the Rogers
family; Marion Davies and others.

Court some time ago.

At Seattle a campaign is being
launched to place a plaque of Rogers and Wiley Post, who died with
him in the Alaskan plane crash, at
the municipal air port. Rogers and
Post left that city on their fatal
trip North.

New

England Notes

St. Johnsbury, Vt.— The Star has
been taken over by Interstate Theaters from Charles Crea.
Salem The Plaza is now under

• • • EVERY MAJOR producing organization in Hollywood was represented at a dinner tendered by Mary Pickford at
for the purpose of
her Pickfair home on Saturday eve
outlining the plan of the Museum of Modern Art Film Library
which plans to assemble, catalogue and preserve outstanding motion pictures showing the development and progress
of the art

•

•

•

THE SELECTION

will

drawn from the

be

full

range of product made in the United States and abroad from
and continuously in the future
1889 to the present day
here at last is an authoritative institution that will preserve to future generations the progress of the Motion Picture
down through the years
it had to come sooner or later.

the management of Phil Bloomberg
for the Salem Realty Co., and Jos-

eph Morency. former owner has accepted a position with that organiThere is a rumor that the
zation.
Federal will be remodelled into a
sports arena.

— Gertrude

Rittenberg. secretary to E. M. Loew, will enjoy a
two weeks' vacation with an ocean
cruise to take in the maritime prov-

Boston

inces,

Bermuda and New York

City.

—

Louis Richmond, manBoston
ager of the National theater is
spending his vacation at Swampscott, Mass.
Boston The first stage appearance of John F. (Jafsie) Condon, of
the Lindbergh case, was made last
week at the Gaiety and the original
booking of three days was extended
for a full week.

—

—

Pawtucket

Si.

Silverblatt,

man-

ager of the closed Music Hall, is
pinch hitting for various managers
in other E. M. Loew houses in New
England during their vacation periods.

—

• • • IN ADDITION to perpetuating these films for futhey will be exhibited for study by muture generations
this plan is
seums and colleges throughout the nation
designed to lift the Motion Picture to the same high level of
the other creative arts of painting, sculpture, architecture
whose outstanding products have become a permanent part of
and thus a part of the cultural life of
museum exhibits
the nation ... really a tremendous achievement which will
lift the industry to the high plane that it justly deserves

Watertown, Mass. Alden Smith
has resigned as manager of the
Strand to accept a post with the
Morse and Rothenberg circuit and
is succeeded by Al Stern.

• • • THIS FILM Library will also assemble a collection
and will gather
of books and periodicals on motion pictures
other historical and critical material
including the vast
amount of unrecorded data in the minds of the men who were
active in the development of the industry

•

THIS INSTITUTION

will be operated on a strictly
educational and non-commercial basis
and will in no way
compete with the industry itself
it is being maintained

by private subscription, aided by a sustaining grant from the
Rockefeller Foundation

•

•

•

THE MOVING

factors

in

this

undertaking

are

John Hay Whitney, president
John E. Abbott, vice-president and general manager, who is also the founder of the movement
Edward M. Warburg, treasurer
Miss Iris Barry,
Curator of the Library
as Abbott pointed out to the guests
at the Pickford dinner, unless immediate steps are taken to
preserve the early motion pictures
they will soon be useless for further projection and the early art of the films will be
lost
so the vital step seems to have been taken just in

T

Bert

Ennis

Livingston

Runs on "Miss Glory"
(Continued from Page 1)

Warfield, San Francisco; Stanley,
Pittsburgh; Majestic, Houston; Ellenay, El Paso; Strand, Wichita
Falls;
Midwest, Oklahoma City;
Michigan, Detroit; Orpheum, St.
Louis; Orpheum, Seattle; Warner,
Atlantic City; Warner, Memphis;
Stanley, BaltiDallas;
Majestic,
Antonio;
San
Majestic,
more;

Elmira;

Granada,

Law-

rence; Rio, Appleton; Winter Garden, Jamestown; Tivoli, Frederick;
Capitol, Winchester; Fox, Spokane;

New Haven; CaBridgeport; Orpheum, Portland; Martini, Galveston; HollyAngeles;
Los
wood, Downtown,
Sunshine, Albuquerque; Mary An-

Roger Sherman,
meo,

—

Warner, Youngstown; Strand, Akron; Keith's Cincinnati; Court, Wheeling; Warner,
Erie; Victory, Dayton; Rex, Shenandoah; Smooth, Parkersburg; Hollywood, Pottsville; Garde, New London; Palace, South Norwalk; AlHippodrome,
Canton;
hambra,
Worth, Fort Worth,
Cleveland;
Texas; Capitol, Ottumwa, Iowa;
Crest, Prove, Utah; Washington,

derson, Louisville;

City, Mich.; Jefferson,

Auburn;

Columbia,
Charleston;
Clarksburg; State,
Ritz,

Sharon;
Washington;

Fairmont, Fairmont,
Va.; Trenton, Lynchburg, Va.;
Asheville,
N. C, and
Imperial,
Franklin, Saginaw.

W.

Charged With Running a Lottery
Louis Orlove, manMilwaukee

—

time

Jack

Set 56 Pre-Release

Bay

•

Pleas

city.

Virginia,

•

of

At Lincoln, Neb., attorneys have
been asked to submit briefs in County Attorney Towles' suit against
"Bank Night" as used by Roy Headrich, manager of the Lyric of that

Keeney,

—

1)

was denied by Judge Fred-

T

T

• • • THEIR FIFTIETH wedding anniversary was celebrated by Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Poli Sunday at their home
near Milford, Conn.
Poli originated the chain of theaters
in New England which he sold to the William Fox interests in
1928 for $26,000,000 and reclaimed in 1933 after they went into receivership
congratulatory messages were received by
Poli from Pope Pius XI, President Roosevelt and Governor Cross
of Connecticut
the Poli theater managers sent a lucky
horseshoe of roses four feet high
Bergcrman

m & «

» » »

ager of Fox's Riviera, has been
charged with operating a lottery
in connection with a drawing for
The
merchandise at the theater.
case has been continued until Sept.
11.

Reorganize Milwaukee Co.
Reorganization of
Milwaukee
the Avalon Realty Co., operators
of the Avalon theater, 1,675-seat

—

neighborhood house, is sought in a
petition filed in Federal Court here.
The theater lease is guaranteed by
J. H. Siliiman, but rent due totals
$146,779, according to the petition.

Duals Hit New Orleans
New Orleans First run duals at

—

a

smote exhibitors here when the
Charles opened with Liberty's "When
Monogram's
and
Strangers
Meet"
for
the
Business
"Westward Ho."
opening was exceptionally heavy and a
dual bill for the following week has
already been announced, one of the
features being "Picture Brides."

dime

St.

,
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MACK SWAIN, VETERAN

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

ACTOR, DIES AT 59
(Continued from Page 1)
at Jig Harbor, a suburb of Tacoma
when his fatal illness occurred.
Swain was accompanied by his
wife, Cora King Swain.
Besides
his widow, he leaves a brother in
Salt Lake City and two brothers residing in Montana.

Detroit Doings

—

Detroit Milo Ehle has been appointed manager of the Calvin in
Dearborn, by the Wisper and Wetsman Circuit, former manager Albert
Schuck being ipermanently assigned
to the Tower.

^RTHUR

PIERSON, who is playing one of the leading male roles

of

historic city of

London.

•

Due to the tremendous success and
satisfying results in the beginning
of the production of "Sweet Surrender" $100,000 was added, to the

Arthur Zuelch has stolen the title budget according to William Row"baby booker" from Johnny land and Jack Schlaifer, producers
Dembeck. Zuelch is only 22. Both of the picture which will be released

of the

M-G-M

bookers.

R. Thick has taken over the Coliseum Theater at Bronson, from E.
F. Vetter. He is the son of R. G.
Thick, owner of the Garden at Mar-

by Universal. Frank Parker, TamaHelen Lynd, Arthur Pierson,
Russ Brown and William Adams are
featured in the cast which is being
directed by Monte Brice at the As-

shall.

toria plant.

A new

Lamp

Brenkert Enarc

ra,

•
is

Al Christie starts work today at
being displayed this week for the
the Astoria studios on a two-reel
time at McArthur Theater
first
comedy short featuring Tom PatriEquipment Co.
cola and
Buster
West.
George
The Krim Brothers have signed Weber is doing the camera work
up the Granada and Kramer for with Warren Murray casting and
Luck-O-Grams, distributed by J. B. Chris Beute assisting on the direcMitchell.

tion.

owner

the
Film Exchange drug store, was operated on last week and is recovering.
Chris Kline has joined Monarch

Belinsky,

Irving

Exchange

\\}-y//

IN

THE

DAYS
NEWS

grosses.

John Doran starts work tomorrow at the West Coast Service stu-

Chicago Chat

staff.

SUNSHIN€

Slight

•

of

Theatrical Advertising Co. has
issued new directories, one for all
Detroit theaters, and another for
all up-state theaters in the Lower
DistribuPeninsula of Michigan.
tion is free to showmen.

but

steady

rise

in

box

office

dio on the first of a series of tworeel comedies with music. Joe Frisco
is being featured in this one sup-

(Continued from Page 1)

any significant feature.
"Sweet Surrender", will appear in
The full initial complement of the
the Al Woods stage
production ported by Nancy Healy and Stanley
board of Metpopolitan Playhouses,
"Night of January 16th", scheduled Meehan. Ray Cozine will direct.
Inc., the new company, was made
for a Broadway opening about Sept.
known with the announcement by
15.
Production on the third of the ser- Morton G. Bogue, counsel for the
•
The sixth and final picture of the ies of "Voice of Experience" shorts Fox Met noteholders' protective com1934-35 Easy Aces series titled "Jolly being produced and directed by Ben mittee, that the three directors to
01' London" and featuring the Easy Blake for Columbia release gets un- be named by the bondholders inAces, has been edited and recorded der way tomorrow at the Biograph cluded himself, Charlton B. Hibbard,
studios.
Frank Zucker is doing the a former vice-president of the Guarat the Van Beuren studio.
This
anty Trust Co., and L. B. Soper, an
short recently photographed by a camera work.
attorney connected with his firm.
Van Beuren cameraman, shows the
Bogue said that Soper would act
principal points
interest in the
in

Ned Weitzman,

are

FOX MET. ASSETS

TRANSFER APPROVED

By CHARLES ALICOATE

The Fox has signed up with
Loew's to take Loew units in DeFrank Parker, who plays the leadtroit.
The Fox now has choice of ing role opposite Tamara in the
both Loew and RKO.
feature, "Sweet Surrender", starts
Frank Wetsman, circuit owner, Sept. 25, on a 52-week radio program for the Atlantic Refining Co.,
has returned to Detroit.
from a Philadelphia station.
for two years with
Excellent Pictures' advertising department, has left to take an advertising position with a leading wholesale grocery house.

Tuesday, Aug. 27, 1935

—

Chicago James Wynn, formerly
branch manager of Warner's Chicago office, who has been promoted
to zone manager to have charge of
the midwest section, has been succeeded by Leo Blan, branch manager at Minneapolis.
The Minneapolis office will be under the supervision of

Bud Lorenz.

William, Adams, radio actor, who
for the past few years has been featured in the "March of Time" programs, has been added to the cast
of "Sweet Surrender" the feature
now in work at the Astoria studios
f-or

Universal release.
•

Phil Baker, Beetle

did not differ in

temporarily as it had been
agreed that Judge Mack would name
only

the third director representing the
bondholders on the new company.
The other directors include Joseph
M. Schenck, Herbert Bayard Swope,
William P. Phillips, Milton C. Weisman, William Rhinelander Stewart

and Bottle and and Samuel

S. Allen.

Paul Whiteman and his orchestra,
Joseph M. Schenck will head the
have completed work in the Eastern new company for a five-year period
takes of the 20th Century-Fox fea- and has agreed not to sell his stock
ture "Thanks a Million" which were in the company for that length of
made at the Astoria studios under time. The theaters in the Fox Met.
the supervision of Otto Brower. circuit will be operated by two subHans Peters, art director, Vinton sidiaries, Skouras Theaters Corp.
Vernon, sound man, and Art Miller, and Randforce
Amusement Co.,
cameraman, will return to the coast under 10-year contracts.
this week, where the picture now
Election of officers of the new
in production will be completed.
company will be held later in the
•
An important part of the
week.
is
Lynn Shores, former overator of transaction still to be decidedThecreditors of Fox
the West Coast Service studio here, whether the
acquire a 50 per
has left for the Coast, where, it is aters Corp. will
interest in the new company.
cent
opennegotiations
have
understood,
Weisman, receiver for Fox
ed with David O. Selznick whereby Milton C.
proponent of the Fox
he will be connected with his pro- Theaters, and
Met. reorganization plan, is expectduction company there.
ed to call a meeting of Fox Theaters creditors for the purpose of
half-interest
Major Bowes and his amateurs voting on whether the
Playhouses, Inc.,
Metropolitan
in
work
the
Thursday at
will start
Fox TheBiograph studio on another of his should be acquired. If the
not authorize purseries of two-reel shorts being pro- aters creditors do
chase of the stock, Joseph M.
duced by Biograph Pictures.
Schenck will buy it. In that event,]
RKO which now has a 10 per cent
tinue all American Display and interest in the new company, would
cent
Master Arts posters after Sept. 1 purchase an additional 10 per
Schenck.
from
because of trouble with the union.
Neither of the poster companies em"War Is A Racket" Ready
ploy union men.
"War Is A Racket," produced by
Jesse Crawford, NBC organist,
Samuel Cummins of Jewel Producmade such a hit with his recent tions, is now ready for general reshort that he will make another for lease.
Warner Bros, in New York about
the

first

of October.

Joe E. Brown will appear in perSam Clark, of the Chicago office
son at the Chicago the week of Sept. of Warner Brothers, has arranged
6
in
"Bright for Clark Rodenbach, movie critic
conjunction
with

SHOWMAN'S

Lights."

of the "Chicago Daily News", to
Harry Brown has been appointed spend several weeks at the Warner
manager of the Devon, Essaness studios in Hollywood writing fullpage interviews on Warner stars
house.
and pictures.
Arrangements also
The Avenue Theater, recently have been made to send Edythe
purchased by Sam Katzman, is beDickson of the "Herald and Examing completely remodeled by the Joe
iner" to the Warner lot to write a
Goldberg Theater Supply Co.
series of stories on glamorous mo-

Essaness

Theaters

will

discon-

tion picture jobs.

REMINDER
Watch
schools

bookings

reopening.

from

the

angle

of

THE

•<%£!DAH-V
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NEWS

RADIN GROUP ADDING

MORE THEATERS

SIX

Adding of
Matty Radin

six more cities to the
circuit is now planned,

with the next opening, the Belasco,
for

set

Saturday

in

—

The Studio has been
Louisville
torn down to make way for a new
building and another theater has
not been decided upon.

Washington.

St. Petersburg, Fla.— St. PetersHouse has been entirely redecorated
burg's newest motion picture house
and its capacity cut to 1,200 seats.

Other theaters are to be opened in
Cleveland,
Buffalo,
Philadelphia.
Chicago and Detroit, stated Radin
The circuit at present
yesterday.
operates the Acme and Cameo in

New

York.

has

opened

with

a

musical,

"My

Song for You," starring Jan KieRobert Boardman is manpura.
ager. The new theater occupies the
building formerly run as the Patio
theater.

New York

City

—

S.

D. Cocalis, as

head of the Van Dyke Amusement
Corp., has installed new Photophone
Katharine Cornwall Williams, of High Fidelity sound equipment in
Everett, one of the 1934 Wampas the Alpine, at Dyckman St. and
baby stars, has just returned from Broadway.
Hollywood to announce her forthcoming marriage this September to
Philadelphia The Eagle, operated
Daniel E. Vandraegen, University
by David Milgram, has been equipof Washington dramatist.
new RCA High Fidelity
Moving from Seattle's Fifth Ave- ped with
reproducing equipment.
nue to Hamrick's Blue Mouse this «ound
week-end, "China Seas" is continuJim Casper, manSt. Augustine
ing its extended first run.
ager of the Parking Palace two
made
been
has
Duane
George
of here, has formally
manager of advertising accessory miles north
the house.
opened
in
exchange
Paramount

Pacific

Northwest Notes

—

—

sales of the
Seattle.
Bruce Mitchell

—

Barberton, O. Charles Wowra has
and other Hollya long lease on the Pastime
°iven
are
wood camera and sound experts
Schultz, president
the Pacific Northwest to secure
a locale for a new industrial picture, a film dedicated to the red
cedar shingle industry for the Red
Cedar Shingle Bureau of Seattle.
California Studios, Inc., will produce, using the Pacific Northwest
forests and logging camps as back-

in

ground.
Following foreclosure action of
a Seattle bank, Alexander Pantages and Mrs. Pantages have been
ordered by a Seattle court to show
cause Friday why a receiver should
not be appointed for the Pantages
Theater Building, where the old
Pantages, remodeled and now named
the Rex with current stage and
screen shows, is located, at 3rd Ave.
and University St., Seattle.
Held over at the Liberty in Portland is Will Rogers in "Doubting

theater to Nate
of Selected Pictures Co.,
possession Sept. 1.

—Plans

Middleport, O.
-tood to be under

who

DAY

of the

Burlington, la.
head of Central

—

the Oriental theater,
of the meeting.

was chairman

—

midwest, which has been playing
second run films this summer has
closed for the season.

1)

—

—

—

has
Libson
Ike
Cincinnati
taken over the Orpheum Peebles
Corner, from Charles Martin, and
will open the house with suburban
Joe Goetz will
first runs Saturday.
be manager.

Grattan Johnson in New Post
Akron, 0. Grattan Johnson, as-

—

of Warner BrothStrand here for the past eight
months, has left that post following
his promotion to manager of a WarMajor Lou Lazar, ner theater in Portsmouth, 0.
Cincinnati
making headquarters in Bellefontaine, recently visited film row with
Ohio Golf Tournament
Manager Milton Schosberg, MiddleJ. J. Grady, ChairCincinnati
Lazar is here ostensibly to
town.
increase the Schine circuit in Ohio. man Variety Club Stag Golf Tournament, Sept. 16 announces delegaCoral Gables, Fla.— The Coral Ga- tions from Louisville, Indianapolis
bles has introduced a vaudeville bill and Columbus will compete on this
as added attraction.

sistant

manager

ers'

—

—

takes

are under-

way

to convert the
Temple into a movie

local Masonic
house with a seating capacity that
will exceed any theater in this section.

Hartford, Conn.— The Cameo has
inaugurated a fall policy of six acts
if vaudeville and single features instead of five acts and two features

SMART ONES

as last year.

Hartford. Conn.— The Palace has
•eopened with a straight film policy.
Higginsville,

have discovered

Mo.—J. W.

Jamestown, N.

truly Continental atmosphere —

view of Central Park, superior

Y.— M.

L.

service,

rates.

invitingly inexpensive

(Single, S3.50-S5; Double, $5-S7)

The popular CONTINENTAL
GRILL, the CAFE de la PAIX

Woods,

a

—Henri

Thierrien, singer
at the Roxy, New York,
has joined the Colonial theater here
as master of ceremonies, replacing
Maxie Gealer.

and

America's
only

pioneer in film exhibition
He and Marhere, died recently.
shall W. Peterson, in 1902, owned
and operated the Bijou and the
Mozart, later building both the Winter Garden and the Palace, now operated by the Warners.
62,

Youngstown House Closes
Park theater at
Detroit
Idora Park, one of the few remaining amusement park theaters in the formerly
Youngstown, 0.

(Continued from Page

Theater
Corp., has completed arrangements liver the welcoming address.
Department heads who will diswith RCA for the installation of
Photophone High Fidelity sound in cuss developments in their field inL. J. Wegener
the Palace here.
clude Ted Wallerstein of the record
manages the house.
division, W. L. Rothenberger on
Cincinnati J. Goldberg has joined commercial sales, John K. West on
the staff of Big Features.
16 millimeter sales, F. B. Ostman
on maintenance, Thomas F. Joyce
Logan, O. Phil Chakeres reopens on publicity and advertising and
the Logan, formerly the Pythian,
Max C. Batsel on engineering. Richafter complete remodeling, Saturard P. Turner will talk on Sonotone
day.
and Trans-Lux.
States

;

Co. at Portland, as principal speaker of the day before the
East Side Commercial Club of Portland. R. J. Harrington, manager of

CONFAB SEPT. 4-6

Myron Blank,

Davis
has arranged to replace the sound
Thomas."
equipment destroyed by a recent fire
The New Mayfair in Portland has n the projection booth of the Royal
held over Noel Coward in "The with new RCA High Fidelity apScoundrel."
oaratus. He has renamed the house
Don Nevins has been named as the Davis..
head shipper at the Paramount exchange in Seattle, with Forrest Roe,
Key West, Fla.—Work on a new
flSSlSLETlt
theater to replace the Strand burned
"Value of Theaters to a Commun- in July, 1934, will start immediateity" was the title of an inspiring ly.
Bids for the work are being
talk delivered by Albert Finkelstein, considered.
district manager of the Evergreen

Amusement

PHOTOPHONE SALES

RUHPELMAYEITS
* smart,

meaning the

clever, the

know-

ing and, of course, the fashionable.

T.

MORITZ-ON-THE-PARK
50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH.

Direction: S.

NEW YORK

GREGORY TAYLOR

THE
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EXPLOITETTES

Reviews

of national tie-ups,
headed by the Lucky Strike
newspaper, radio and dealer
campaign, co-operative exploitation with three fan magazines
and four industrial trade publications and intensive local promotion plans highlight RKO
Radio's merchandising for the

Fred

Astaire - Ginger
starring vehicle, "Top
Hat." The Lucky Strike tie-up
calls for a total expenditure of
approximately $250,000, including radio time, newspaper space,
dealer
display
material,
car
cards and mailing pieces, with
Astaire broadcasting on four
occasions.
Exploitation units
for 10,000 windows have been
issued by I. C. Herman & Co.,
New York, who are merchandising "Piccolino"
(the
leading
dance number of the show)
handkerchiefs via the chain
stores. A large variety of men's
accessories is embraced in hookups with manufacturers, with
Kragshire coats and other smart
fashion units aimed at the feminine world. The extensive advance fan campaign includes
co-operative
promotion
with

Screen Book, Screen Romances
and Modern Screen, featuring
contests and other
intensive
merchandising, while trade
paper promotion includes the
Furniture World, The American
Hatter, Railway Express Mes-

senger and American Dancer.
The ballroom adaptation of the
"Piccolino" has been prepared
for newspaper release in a fourday pictorial strip, with advance ads covering the five-column features. Prominent authorities on dancing contribute
ideas for local dance promotion.
Cashing in on the title is a full
page mat for co-operative advertising, the giant hat outlines
to be mortised for local copy.
There is a miniature size of the
same plan for use by high school
papers,
college
publications,
local society and class weeklies,
various house organs and the
backs of heralds. The latter is

SONG FEST
"Here's

In

VOCAL

MARTINIS
Romance"

Martini

song

a

in

Lasky

Jesse

fest

of

melody

draw the

will

it

highbrow

and

we award

require

a

Heink,

his acting.

in

with

will

To

stars,

two

or

who makes

through

Fans

four

picture

level

lovers of song both

otherwise.

singing

same

this flood of

to

Martini's

but

it

will

achieve

the

Oddly Schumann

her screen debut, comes

honors as an

flying

want more

actress.

man-

of her whimsical

of

the

last

almost a male version

story,

Grace Moore opus, concerns

struggling vocal student, Martini,
a

patroness

in

persons

story

and

in

start

mantic inclinations befuddle his career and

of

four

who

slickers

city

town in the midwest
put the arm on the natives

to

Dunn undertakes

factory.

financial

advisor

purchased

ro-

TOWN

SMALL

NICE CHARACTER

to

the

council

to

act

conflict

with

Metropolitan
Al Green

music's

directed

is

love

his
it

for

Anita

ends up happily

all

Opera

House.

Louise.

the

in

Direction

by

The

of his usual high calibre.

—

and Reginald LeBorg
the thing
the opera sequences with fine

Cast: Nino Martini, Genevieve Tobin,
Anita Louise, Maria Gambarelli, Madame
Schumann-Heink, Reginald Denny, Vincente
Escudero, Adrian Rcsley, Matilde Comont,

Green; Screenplay,
Director, Alfred E
Ernest Pascal and Arthur Richman; Original
Ernest Pascal and Sonya Levien;
Story,
Film
Cameraman, L. W. OGonnell
Editor, Irene Morra; Gowns, Rene Hubert.

ASC

Direction,

Fine.

;

A

Photography, Grade

believed to be a new idea in
advertising
layco-operative
Song, record and radio
outs.
promotion of the Irving Berlin
numbers is on a more extensive
scale than that for previous

Astaire-Rogers

hits.

—RKO Radio Pictures.

Hy Chapman Subbing
Minneapolis Max Roth, Columbia
district manager, has installed Hy
Chapman as manager of the Minne-

—

of

the

Omaha

ex-

appeal for his three partners to
come and help him out. From the business
of
the
wealthy man's arrival and
the
efforts of the

precious four

(Arline Judge,

Raymond Walburn and William Frawley in
addition to Dunn), there arise some very
funny situations that keep the comedy
James Dunn,

Arline

Judge. RayLawrence, William
Frawley, Charles Sellon, Charles Ray, Frank
Meltcn,
George Meeker, James Burke,
Arthur Hoyt, Dave O'Brien, Spencer Charters, Harry Hclman, Sarah Edwards.

mond Walburn,

Producer, B

Rcsina

G

DeSylva; Director, James

Tmling; Author, Arthur T Horman; Screenplay, Marion Orth, Arthur Horman; Cameraman, Arthur Miller.
Direction,

Good

Photography, Okay.

Extends Stay Three Days
Presiding Justice Edward Lazansky of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court yesterday continued
until Thursday at 10 a. m. a show
cause order and temporary stay forbidding consummation of the FoxThis
Twentieth Century merger.
decision was made after he had been
informed that the deal had been
closed after Justice Alonzo G. McLaughlin of the Supreme Court,

Brooklyn, on Thursday had vacated
a temporary injunction restraining
the move.
Ralph S. Harris, representing the merger interests, explained that formalities in connection with the merger had been completed before the Lazansky show
cause
order had been formally
served on the parties concerned in
the merger. Murray Becker, representing the William Fox interests,
said he would study the situation.

Wilks To Celebrate

employed'

in

film

Jake Wilk, head of the Warner story department headquartering in New York, and Ralph Wilk,
West Coast representatives of The
Film Daily, go to Virginia, Minn.,
this week to attend the golden wedof
celebration
ding
anniversary
their parents.

is

wanted from

— George

Nicholls.

some worthless stocks they have

from Dunn's slick partner, they
net knowing the stocks are worthless. This
puts Dunn on the spot, and he sends a

Cast:

have

oral direction, there are a few
who need to see a scene played
out to be able to visualize it.
Sometimes it is difficult for a
director to get across to a player just what he has in mind. If
he has been an actor, he has
the ability to show the player
just what he is trying to achieve.

as

moving along with adequate suspense.

effect.

grasp what

ly

who want

frantic

As expected

should

is invaluable to a director to be
able to show an actor exactly
what he wants in a certain
scene.
While the great majority of screen players immediate-

with mixed results to themselves but a lot
of good laughs to the audience witnessing
their escapades.
James Dunn is one of
the four, who goes back to his old home
town of Elmsdale to take part in his
high school reunion.
He finds the tows
council are trying to get Charles Sellon,
a former local boy who now is weighted
down with age and millions, to build a

finds

Her

ITS

small

a

to unload

change.

FILMS

The

a

who

Genevieve Tobin.

OF

NOTED FOR

PORTRAYALS.

local

The

nerisms.

COMEDY

FAIR

director

some training as an actor before he takes up directing.
It

73 mins.

arrive

Through

unsurpassed beauty.

pVERY

with James Dunn, Arline Judge

Fox

LIFE

to

Nino

presents

UNSURPASSED

OF

BEAUTY. NINO
WORK GREAT.

made manager

ABOUT

industry.

87 mins.

Fox

Urged for Directors

"WELCOME HOME"

apolis
exchange, succeeding Ben
Marcus, who was injured in an autoMarcus is on a
mobile accident.
I.
M. Weiner,
leave of absence.
former Omaha salesman, has been

FACTS

270,000

TO ROMANCE"

"HERE'S

SCORE

newest
Rogers

TIMELYTOPICS

New Films

Acting Experience

National Tie-Ups
Exploit "Top Hat"
A

of

Tuesday, Aug. 27, 1935

Tuttle Says Action

Most Important

Still

Movement, or action, is still
the most important quality of
the films, even though in recent
years it has had to bow to some
extent to sound and dialogue.
The quest for originality of
action is constant.
Basically,
human being are capable of only
certain expressions of movement. These could become utterly tiresome to audiences if
presented in the same manner in
every picture. Thus, in order to
insure newness of mobility, directors must forever be on the
alert to develop new shadings
and graduations of movement,
and must think "action" during
every working moment.

— Frank

Tuttle.

Sparks Starting New House
Delray Beach, Fla. Work on the
new Roxy Theater of the Sparks

—

chain

to be started immediately.
Bijou properties will be
used although the building will be
practically rebuilt.

The

is

old

Reopen Lyric, Bridgeport

—

Bridgeport, Conn.
The Lyric,
closed during the summer, will re-

Saturday under management
Edward Dolan with a straight

open
of

film

policy.

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

Agnes Ayres Band Leader
Agnes Ayres, former
Lincoln

—

who now has her
own orchestra she calls the "Hollypicture star, but

wood Debs," played here

at the

Cap-

Beach.
She's one nighting in
the midwest.
itol

AGENT
of telephone wire have
into the remote "mother
mountain country by the M-G-M
studio, and the completed line is to be
donated to the forest service.

Twenty miles

been

lode"

strung
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How They

Started
*

W/

TVtfQ

VCRTmiTS

next four years, it was said yesterday by Murray Silverstone, chairman of United Artists, Ltd., who arrived aboard the He de France.

MR.BRUlAToUR

(Continucd on

Page

Differences Ironed Out
In Regard to New

York Zone Buy
Warner
the

RKO

Bros.-First National and
circuit yesterday

were

re-

ported to have ironed out their differences in connection with a 193536 pi-oduct buy for the latter's New

York houses. Formal announcement
of the deal is expected shortly.
Matters remain to be straightened
out in situations where the distributing company sold away to independent theaters, including the Century

of these pictures will

be seen in the United States
depend on their suitability for

Soon

D. Product Four Years

United Artists, Ltd. has signed
a new contract with British & Dominions under which it will distribute five pictures each year for the

Whether any

at St. Paul

CIRCUIT PRODUCT DEAL SET

United Artists to Handle
Five Pictures a Year Under
New Deal Just

TEN CENTS

28, 1935

will
dis-

circuit.

6)

FOX WITHDRAWING ALL

KORDA NOT BUYING

OLD ROGERS PICTURES

INTO

John D. Clark, Fox general sales
manager yesterday wired his branch
managers to withdraw all Will Rogers pictures now current as contracts are played out, in order to

Alexander Korda, head of London
Films, on his arrival here from England en route to Hollywood, where

ana[

"IN THE-

-.

DARKROOM

some engagements, and "In Old Kentucky," the last Rogers which is

SO FAR

There is no substance to reports
that he has acquired an interest in
United Artists but "anything may
develop", it was stated yesterday by

PHOTOIM6-

concentrate on "Steamboat 'Round
the Bend," which is now playing

U. A.

(Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page 6)

FILM

MEASURES

DIE

AS CONGRESS QUITS
A flock of motion picture bills, including six concerning block booking,
died when Congress adjourned sine
die early yesterday morning.
Antiblock booking measures which met
this fate were: Pettengill, three by
Celler; B. B. Neely and Culkin.
Other

directly applying to
(Continued on Page 12)

bills,

Operators Meet Tonight
On New Circuit Pact
A special roll-call meeting of the
Local 306 membership will be held
tonight to vote on a proposed new
booth scale agreement with major
(Continued on Page 6)

Introducing Jules E. Brulatour, president of J. E. Brulatour, Inc., sole distributors of Eastman
films.
With a background as an amateur photographer, Jules became associated with Manhattan Optical Co., then became sales manager of Lumiere North American Co., later president of
the Motion Picture Sales & Distributing Co. and finally head of his present company.
Along
the route he also figured in various film company organizations.
Pencil and brush work by

PRODUCERS APPOINT
ROGERS COMMITTEE

"Hap" Hadley

Action at
Two Theaters in Philly
May Drop Stage Shows

St.

Hollywood

Paul Sept. 9

The much-debated question

of the

right of a distributor to refuse to

service a 10 cent theater may be setStanley-Warner's
Philadelphia
tled at St. Paul Sept. 9 when a hearEarle and the independently-oper- ing will take place on application of
ated Fox may both revert to straight the Shubert Players Corp. seeking
stage a temporary injunction against virdropping
policies,
picture
The case involvtually all majors.
shows, if a new agreement with the
ing the 2,000 seat Palace is pending
musicians' union is not signed this in the Federal Court there.
week. A strike is being talked about
A somewhat similar action, in-

—

to take effect Friday.

(Continued on Page 6)

THE FILM DAILY
Having decided to
support to a movement to

West Coast Bureau

Hearing on 10 Cent Theater

—

of

give its
establish a national memorial to
Will Rogers, the Association of M.
P. Producers has named the following committee to cooperate: Will H.

Hays, Merlin H. Aylesworth, C. H.
Allen, R. H. Cochrane, Harry Cohn,
(Continued on Page 6)

Brooklyn Court Finds
"Lucky" Game Is Legal
Dismissing a lottery complaint
against "Lucky", Magistrate Elpern
in the Snyder Ave. Court, Brooklyn,
yesterday found the game as used
(Continued on Page 6)
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Danubia Pictures, Inc. has acquirin ed U. S. and Canadian distribution
work, RKO Studios are working at rights to 10 Hungarian features,
Before the cameras are three of which have already arrived
top speed.
"Sylvia Scarlett", starring Kathar- here. "Csunay
Lany" (Homely Girl)
ine Hepbm-n; "In Person", Ginger
Rogers

of

solo starring picture;
the tentatively titled "Love Song",
first
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193,4

19}4

2%
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2%

21

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

will meet in New York
and tomorrow with Joseph
Bernhard are: James Coston, Chi-

agers
today

who

cago;

Nat Wolf, Cleveland; I. J.
New England; Don Ja-

Hoffman,
cocks,

New

Jersey;

Moe

Silver,

New

York State; Ted Schlanger, Philadelphia; Harry Kalmine, Pittsburgh;
J. Payette, Washington; Herbert
Copelan, Atlantic City, and Howard

J.

Waugh, Memphis.
Jane Winton for British Pix
London (By Cable) Jane Win-

—

who has been singing at the
Carlton supper club here, has signed to appear in a British & Domin-

— %

Music Hall Deal on Again
Deal under which United Artists
1935-36 releases would play the
Music Hall is reported to again have
been revived, with negotiations now
under way.

a

arrived
in
New
to appear in

Hollywood

MR. and MRS. LAWRENCE REID sail
Washington today from New York.

on

the

DORIS KENYON
which

Majestic

be a passenger on
today for England.

will

sails

JACK KIRKLAND
from the
Moritz.
T. R.
sas City

with

Coast

has

and

arrived

THOMPSON, manager
branch, is in New

Jules

New

in

stopping

is

at

the

York

the

St.

of RKO's KanYork conferring

Levy.

JOHN

E.
OTTERSON has delayed his reto New York from the Coast until today.
GENE BUCK, Ascap president returned to
New York yesterday from Washington.

turn

DOROTHY PAGE,
to

Universal,

radio

arrived

star

New

in

(

under contract
York yesterday.

ALEXANDER KORDA and party who arrived
New York yesterday from London leave for
the Coast within a few days.

in

FRANK TUTTLE

is

New

in

York

from

the

Coast.

Kaufman Named

of

Closing Assets' Transfer
Closing in connection with the
transfer of assets of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., to Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., the new
company, will start today but it is
not expected that it will be completed before late Thursday because
of the large number of documents
involved.
The closing will be preceded by election of officers of the

Col.

the

Hartman

New York

will
this

Supreme

State

the plaintiff in the action, decision
on which may be announced today.

Pathe Board Meets
Board of directors of Pathe Film
Corp. held a regular monthly meeting yesterday. Routine business was
transacted.

Week

lEVERYTHING!
Reference to the motion picture industry

—can be found
1935
of

MOTION PICTURES

for

Now
ted

Paris beginning Friday.

Drop Minneapolis Boycott
Minneapolis Allied Theaters of
the Northwest have dropped their
Roxy Holds Over "Jim"
boycott against RKO Radio Pictures
"Diamond Jim" will hold over for as a result of the decision of RKO
a second week at the Roxy starting to install vaudeville at the Hennepin
Friday.
Orpheum on Aug. 30.

in the

YEAR BOOK

"Charlemagne"
"Charlemagne" will be held over
for a second week at the Cinema de
Second

operate

the

Court yesterday.
Murray Becker
and Warren M. Caro represented

new company.

—

—

season.

from

—

—

again

MONTGOMERY

yesterday

play.

Plan Advertising Shorts
Henry Kaufman has been appointColorado Springs New type of ed supervisor of
Columbia exadvertising shorts planned by the changes, succeeding Henri Brunet,
Alexander Film Company is a sub- who died recently. He has been with
ject showing some of America's the company for seven years and
spots of scenic beauty accompanied served as Brunet's assistant.
by a narration winding up with the
statement "See America for beauty.
Argue Merger Stay
See us for courteous service." An
Application by attorneys for Wilattractive animated "trailer" carry- liam Fox for a temporary stay,
ing local dealer copy will then be pending appeal, restraining operaflashed. Camera crews are now tour- tion of 20th Century-Fox under its
ing America to add new scenic and merger and preventing the consumhistoric material to the Alexander mation of reported uncompleted delibrary.
Historic themes will also tails of the plan was argued before
be used in the shorts.
Presiding Justice Edward Lazansky

Recover Stolen Money
Wis. House Raises Top
Columbus After holding up Miss
Milwaukee
The Wisconsin has Warrenette Ferris, cashier of the
raised its top to 55 cents, coinciden- State recently, an armed bandit fled
with $50 in cash. John McCormick,
tal with run of "China Seas."
manager of the theater, with John
W. Miller and Howard Heed, employees, immediately took up the
Entering 12th Week
Beginning Saturday, 55th Street pursuit and after a wild auto chase
Playhouse will hold over for a 12th through the university district, sucweek the all-English talking film, ceeded in capturing the robber and
"Ariane," starring Elisabeth Berg- recovering the stolen money.

Neth Operating Hartman
Columbus
J. Real Neth

Manheimer

DOUGLAS
York

Exchange Supervisor

ner.

D.

will be the first of this series to be

released here. Danubia Distributing
"To Beat the Band", musical, "An- Corp. will handle distribution in the
nie Oakley", starring Barbara Stanmetropolitan and Eastern territories
wyck, and "The Rainmakers" new
Wheeler and Woolsey comedy fea- for Europa Film Co. of Cleveland
which has two features ready for
ture.
This activity has already added release, and has acquired distribu800 workers exclusive of talent, to tion rights to three pictures from
the RKO payroll, bringing the total
the Hungaria Film Exchange.
to 2,500, with the peak not yet

ion picture.

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40ctfs. 14

of

RKO
Bureau
THE FILM DAILY
West
Hollywood — With six pictures
at

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
13l/2

health

Work

ton,

—

Coming and Going
of

reached.

63

1483^146

Kodak
Fm.

Fox

vtc. 67

Picts.

Low

Field

Danubia to Distribute
Radio Studios
10 Hungarian Pictures

Six Features In

Attending Zone Meet
Ten Warner theater zone man-

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Amusement

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The amusement industry rates one of the cleanest bills

any cited for "chiseling" following the NRA demise, according to a report submitted
by the President to Congress to strengthen his recommendation for a new NRA setup.
Amusements show 17 cited for "departures from code standards" during July on
hours; 8 on wages; 11 on hours and wages, and 21 on price cutting.
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PAINT THE

TOWN

RED

FOR THE NATION'S MOST RADIANT REDHEADS!
From Fox Movietone City comes another treat for showmen!
48 frolicsome redheads... the choicest from every state... in
a whirly-girly whirlwind of glamorous romance, glorious
singing, gladdening dancing. It's a ballyhoo bonanza!

Screen play by Don Hortman and Rian James
Story by Gertrude Pureed, Jay

Music ond

lyrics:

Gorney and Don Hortman

Jay Gorney and Don Hortman

YOU HAVEN'T A SHOW WITHOUT

BUICR.

Like the

Body by Fisher

In automobiles

it's

Buick for acceleration

pleased to see that

Warner

same principle to pictures

.

.

.

And

.

.

.

A General Motors Product

we're

Bros, have applied the

for 1935-'36. Pleased because

prosperity for your industry will aid prosperity in ours

.

.

.

And

because

flattered

Warner

Buick's quick-starting qualities in

MARION DAVIES
PAGE MISS GLORY

Bros, must have had

mind when they planned

Every opening record smashed

Washington world

ALL THESE THRILLING

PAT O'BRIEN

SHOWS AT THE

.

MARY ASTOR

at

"r

Earle,

premiere! With

DICK POWELL
and 9

Directed by Mervyn

OTHERS
LeRoy

VERY BEGINNING OF THE NEW SEASON!

KAY FRANCIS
"THE GOOSE
AND THE GANDER"
with

GEORGE BRENT. GENEVIEVE

TOBIN

.

RALPH FORBES

Kay's most fascinating role
Directed by Alfred

E.

Green

LIVE FOR LOVE'
DOLORES DEL RIO

SYBIL JASON
Greatest

little star

of

them

I

all, in

'LITTLE RIG SHOT"

Introducingthe stage's favorite singing star

with

EVERETT

GLENDA FARRELL ROBERT
ARMSTRONG EDW. EVERETT
HORTON JACK LaRUE
.

MARSHALL

•

•

Directed by Busby Berkeley

Directed by Michael Curtiz

°A

First

National Picture

c

A

Cosmopolitan Production

WARNER BROS.
GET OFF TO A
F£¥fNG=3TAltT

PAUL MUNI

DR. SOCRATES'
Muni

as the 'Scarface'

CoUier's serial

by

DICK POWELL

RUBY KEELER

BETTE DAVIS
SPECIAL AGENT'

"SHIPMATES
FOREV EK

GEORGE BRENT RICARDO

of medicine in the

'Little Caesai's'

author—

with

The

'Flirtation

with
.

CORTEZ .JACK LaRUE

Walk' of Annapolis! With

ANN DVORAK

LEWIS STONE . ROSS ALEXANDER

Directed by William Dieterle

Directed by Frank Borzage

Because

we

attractions

motor

are

of Treasury Department's 'T-Men'

by 'G-Men' director William Keighley!

with such

confident that the exhibitors' success

of fine
these will be quickly reflected in increased sales

as

cars,

First film

Buick

another— and

is

happy

to

extend

to assert our belief that

this

when

salute

from one leader to

better spectacles, musicals,

melodramas and comedies are made, Warner Bros,

will

make them.

CAPTAIN BLOOD'
Rafael Sabatini's celebrated novel spectacularly

produced with

star cast

headed by

OLIVIA
DE HAVILLAND

ERROL FLYNN

and

Directed by Michael Curtiz

BETTER
BUILT. BUICK
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AUTOMOBILES
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(Continued from Page i)
(.Continued from Page 1)

tributon here and probable approval
of stories befoie production by Al
Lichtman, president of United Artists, Silverstone said.

volving the issue of refusing to sell
dime houses, was in progress in Chicago some time ago but was withdrawn when a settlement was
reached.

•

Producers Appoint
Rogers Committee
(Continued from Page

1)

Jack Cohn, E. W. Hammons, Henry
Herzbrun, B. B. Kahane, Sidney R.
Kent, Carl Laemmle, Jr., Al Lichtman, Harold Lloyd, Louis B. Mayer,
John E. Otterson, Hal Roach, Nicholas M. Schenck, Joseph M. Schenck,
Harry Warner and Jack L. Warner.

Brooklyn Court Finds
"Lucky" Game Is Legal
(Continued from Page

1)

by the Glenwood theater legal. Ban*
& Barr represented the defendant.
In the Washington Heights magistrate's court, a complaint in connection with the same game, brought
against the Audubon theater, was
Attorney Melvin
on the calendar.
Albert of the Milton C. Weisman office was instructed to file a brief by
Friday.

New

England Notes

World is coming to appreciate the
most alive and progressive bunch of Showmen anywhere in the United States is the group functioning as
the Philadelphia Variety Club
they are sponsoring the
Showmen's Variety Jubilee
to be held in Atlantic City
during Labor Day Week
for months they have been working intensively
and have come through with a program
of FORTY-FOUR distinct events running right through the
Jubilee Week
one of the most complete and attractive
Show Spectacles ever staged anywhere

T

T

• • • OF COURSE the Main Event will be the Beauty
and Talent Contest
inter-city contests have been underway
throughout the country for the past six months
the young
woman chosen to wear the crown of "Miss America" must be
not only beautiful but talented as well
so this contest will
take the Dumbness out of the beauty contests at last
60 cities from coast to coast are sending girls to compete for
the title of Miss America of 1935

T

T

SHOULD

• • • IT
be a matter of pride to the entire film
biz that the Major Brains and the gent responsible for directing
this grand Show Stunt has been one of us for many years
Eddie Corcoran, Executive Director of the Showmen's Variety
Jubilee
Eddie was a member of the Paramount exploitation staff during the past 13 years
and how that boy knows

—

—

Fall River, Mass. Children under 15 years of age have been prohibited from attending theaters here
until after the present epidemic of
infantile paralysis has subsided.
Boston, Mass. Harry Asher of

—

American Pictures, Inc., was in
York last week lining up new

Boston, Mass.— The RKO Keith
Boston theater closed Tuesday night
to allow time for installation of an
entirely new stage setting and new
amplifier system for the inaugura-

new

Why
Pawtucket,

vaudeville season to-

why Rhode

Exhibs
R.

I.

here
their

being

M."

— You

get

an

•

idea

squawk-

racing at Narragansett
Park when you learn that the Parimutuel figures have reached the daily
average of $443,127.
This is close to
a new high for any track.

•

•

OF INTEREST

New

to all Showmen is the
Era in
will be ushered in at this Atlantic City event
all floats appearing will move under their own power
with a new type of float being introduced
similar

Pageantry that

to those that have
in St. Petersburg,

made the

Festival of States held annually

world famous
Slaughter, who has handled the St. Petersburg
Florida,

Miss

Lenora

floats, will di-

rect this feature for the Jubilee
other events in the schedule of 44 include National Championship swimming races, life
guard demonstrations, a yacht regatta, an aerial sham battle
by the Pennsylvania National Guard
Saturday, Sept. 6
will be Movie Day, with the build-up entirely for the motion
picture industry
yessir
there are BRAINS in back
of the Showmen's Variety Jubilee

•

Squawk

Island exhibitors are

horse

• • • THE BIG outdoor feature of the Jubilee will be the
spectacular float parade held on the Boardwalk on Sept. 6
in which all the inter-city contestants will participate
and, boy, if you want to see Beauty in wholesale quantities,
this is your spot

sea-

Newport, R. I.— M. & P. Theaters
have closed the Paramount here.

morrow.
Both RKO houses
have adopted a new policy for
free list and all passes are
stamped "Not good after 5 P.

THE BOARD

• • •
of Judges who will pick "Miss America" consists of Earl Carroll, Willard Van Deever, Vincent
Trotta, head of Paramount's art dep't, Giuseppe Donato, McClelland Barclay and Elias Goldensky

New

son product for this independent organization.

ing about

•

fact that one of the

his stuff!

Boston, Mass. Dave Perkins of
the M. & P. Theaters publicity staff
is back at his desk after a vacation
tour of the various summer stock
theaters throughout New England.
He spent a few days at Skowhegan,
Me., where he was formerly leading
man of the Lakewood Theater colony in 1911.

tion of its

•

A
THE SHOW

•

•

THE HIGHEST

award of the "Parents' Magazine"
Warners for "A Midsummer Night's
Dream"
"for the most outstanding picture for family
audiences"
"Curly Top," the current Shirley Temple Fox
opus, has been voted the best family picture of the month of
September by "Parents' Magazine"
has been received by

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will star
in a picture for United Artists release to be produced by Marcel Hel
;eiman, who made one of the earlier
Elisabeth Bergner pictures, Silverstone stated.
Seymour Nebenzahl,
producer of "M'', is now engaged in

making "La Vie Parisienne" in both
French and English versions for U.
A. release and will make a second
picture for U. A., Silverstone said.
Conchita Montenegro and Neil Hamilton are featured in the English
version of "La Vie Parisienne."
Silverstone will accompany Alexander Korda and his party to the
coast and make the return trip to
England with him.

Operators Meet Tonight
On New Circuit Pact
(Continued from Page 1)

A committee from Local
306 headed by Joseph Basson, president, has been conferring with circuit executives for several weeks on
terms of a new agreement.
circuits.

Fox Withdrawing

(Continued from Page

» » »

1)

scheduled for national release Dec.
6. No repeats or reissues on the
old Rogers pictures will be sold by
Fox, which expects that these films
will be perenially revived as screen
classics in years to come.

Omaha

Items

Jim Schoonover, one of the oldest
exhibitors in the Nebraska territory,
owner of the Mazda at Aurora, has
been named acting mayor of that
next city election.
A. Foster is re-opening the Brady
at Brady.
H. J. Chapman, transfered to Columbia exchange at Minneapolis,
was given a farewell iparty at the
Paxton by his associates and friends
city until

Sunday

night.
Lieut. Al Hill,

RKO

booker, will

marry a non-professional Friday.
Meyer Stern, manager of Capitol
Pictures, has recovered sufficiently
from his recent operation to go out
on the territory.

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT

Latest
for

« « «

All

Old Rogers Pictures

actress

relaxation

is

to

take

Virginia

up
Bruce.

knitting

I
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RADIO'S GREATEST ATTRACTION
NOW READY FOR YOUR SCREEN

iH

OAD SHOWS

MAJOR BOWES
.

AIR
MAJOR BOWES
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.. IN

EVERY FILM!
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WATEUR THEATRE
.

WITH A READY-MADE AUDIENCE
~* MILLIONS ... WAITING TO
CROWD THE THEATRES OF AMERICA!

/
More people

ir

Major Bowes' radio program

listen to

than to any other attraction on the
it

— more

theatres!

.

.

public that 50,000
it's

on the

air

teurs

! . . .

.

.

Imagine
than

of America's 15,000

such a hold on the

come

calls

in

every time

mention the thousands of

to

voting for the favorite

letters

ama-

Governors, mayors, chambers of commerce,

men and women
thusiastically

world

phone

— not

telegrams and

ALL

show has

This

.

.

ONE SHOW

millions listening to

could possibly crowd into

air!

new

in

all

endorsed

talent!

.

.

.

this

.

.

.

life,

means

Week

.

.

hit (see

have en-

of giving the

of Tulsa, Okla.,

Other mayors are

.

Four road shows are

ing the country, playing to

every town they

of

The mayor

declared a Major Bowes

doing likewise

walks

now

tour-

turnaway business

any

issue of Variety)!

in
.

.

Newspapers are devoting thousands upon thousands of

lines of publicity to

it!

.

.

.

It's

sweeping the

country as nothing else has ever done before!...

AND NOW

THE CREAM OF THE AMATEURS

ARE ON THE SCREEN IN A SERIES OF 2-REEL
ATTRACTIONS OF ROAD SHOW CALIBRE-TO
BRING PART OF THOSE EAGER MILLIONS
RIGHT TO

YOUR DOOR!

TREAT EVERY ISSUE OF THIS SERIES

AS A FEATURE ATTRACTION
AND THEY'LL TREAT YOUR BOX.

OFFICE IN THE

.

.

SAME MANNER!

NEW FACES!.. NEW
A NEW IDEA IN
ENTERTAINMENT

TALENT!

! . .

...AND NEW
BOX-OFFICE HISTORY!
The pojice reserves had

to

be called

to

handle the crowds at the preview of
the
.

.

.

first

release in

New

Rochelle, N. Y.

SMASH PREMIER SHOWINGS AT

WASHINGTON
MEMORIAL, BOSTON

KEITH'S,

KEITH
.

.

.

.

KEITH'S,

.

.

PROVIDENCE!

TOP NOTCH ENTERTAINMENT, DELIVERED
BY JUST PLAIN FOLKS THAT EVERYBODY
THAT'S
WANTS TO SEE GET AHEAD!
.

WHY

THEY'RE SO BIG!

.

.

.

.

.

THAT'S

WHY

THEY'RE TWO-REEL ROAD SHOWS!
PRODUCED BY

BIOGRAPH
PICTURES CORP.

>

<jH
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BY RKO-RADIO
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DAY

of the

Brown has added

to

Wisconsin Playdate Law
Hearing For Sept. 23 ST. LOUIS

Yellowstone

for

a

Milwaukee

two weeks'

show temporarily. The old honeymoon.
Lane theater, Capt. Blake,
anager, is now a night club. The
Girard, O. Pete Petepegadiotes,
fctional, with a new manager, Ev- until recently a Farrell, Pa., exhibitor, has disposed of his two thefctt Thompson, has reopened with
aters in that city and has taken
ilms and vaudeville.
Istage
fcury

—

over the

—

Mock

here.

— Sept.

23 has been se-

lected as date for the hearing on the
petition of M-G-M and Fox to restrain enforcement of the recentlyenacted Wisconsin law banning arbitrary allocation of playdates. Action is pending in the Federal Court
here.

HEARING

CHANGED TO SEPT. 10

—

St. Louis
Federal Judge George
H. Moore has changed to Sept. 10
the date for the hearing on the
Government's injunction action
against Warner Bros., Paramount
and RKO charging conspiracy to
withhold first-run pictures from the
Ambassador, Grand Central and
Missouri theaters here and certain
other theaters in other towns in
which Fanchon & Marco are inter-

In Korda Picture
London Two wives of the Merry
^t
Monarch in "The Private Life of
ikis,
Henry VIII," have been assigned
roles opposite Robert Donat in the
advertisCooper,
Allan
Denver
new Alexander Korda production, ested. Judge George H. Moore of
Cincinnati
Lee Goldberg, Big
ng manager of the Denham thea"The Ghost Goes West," now before Des Moines a few weeks ago fixed
completed
Features,
has
a
deal
with
Marian
to
recently
married
ter, was
the cameras at the studios of Lon- the date as Sept. 4 but Judge Moore
Edward
Halperin
and
for
a
him.
Vic
to
relation
no
was
Cooper, who
don Films. They are Elsa Lanches- will not return from his vacation
Cooper and his bride have driven series of eight Medallion pictures.
until shortly before Sept. 10.
ter and Everley Gregg.

Herbert Byrd has
over the Ohio, and Joe Turthe Rialto, at Dayton.

Cincinnati

—

—

Miami, Fla. The Flagler is inaugurating a policy of Saturday
midnight shows.

—

—

Pittsburgh Briefs

Cleveland Clips

—

Pittsburgh The box office of the
Lebensburger, First Dibranch manager, is back from State was robbed on Saturday night.
a week's fishing trip in Georgian
The Kennywood Park has on view
Bay.
Pickford
in
Mary
week
this
China Seas" did more business "Friends," a silent made some 20
at Loew's State than "Tugboat An- years ago.
or "Copiperfield" and moved out
The Nixon gets "The Crusades"
of the State into the nearby Still- late this
month for a two-a-day
man for an extended run. It is be- showing.
After a run it will be
ing held over in practically all spots moved to Loew's Penn for another
according to M- downtown showing at popular prices.
in this territory,
G-M branch manager Frank Drew.
Maurice

vision

L

Frank Drew,
of

father

Sr.,

83

year

man

310 EAST 44
MUrray

old

M-G-M branch manager

of the local theatrical field,

bas been spending the week in Cleveand from his farm down in Girard.
Drew Sr. is an honorary member of
the Cleveland Variety Club.
Paul Gusdanovic, theater circuit

revealed that the prodIt is
uct pool recently consummated between the Penn and Stanley provides weekly stage shows for the
Stanley but none for the Penn.

th

I

nc

ST.

4-4800

Hill

FREE BUS SERVICE

TO

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
AND GRAND CENTRAL

now

Frank Drew, and himself the grand
old

APARTMENTS,

THESE APARTMENTS ALL
All

have serving pantries,

MAY

BE

HAD FURNISHED,

electrical refrigeration,

IF

DESIRED

Venetian blinds

John H. Harris and his wife, are
back from their Atlantic City vacation.

Martha Keil of the Allied office
owner, is in New York to welcome has left on her annual vacation.
home his two daughters who have
Eddie Segal of the Ritz is revivspent the summer traveling abroad. ing "Of Human Bondage".
i

'

George Stevens, manager of the
Cameo, downtown theater belonging
to Bill Skirboll

and Paul Gusdano-

himself an ace flyer, is again
member of the contest
committee of the National Air Races
now taking place here.

vic,

acting as a

S.

Shapin

graph home office,
week in the local

|

change.

manager

Scott, asof the Fox ad sales

died

recently

after

a

short illness.

Sam

Robinson, one-time owner of

New

the Angella and
aters, died last week.
been in poor health.

Carlyon the-

He had

long

According to word along the RialSchine expects to open his newly
icquired house in Van Wert on

to,

Sept.

1.

Local Variety Club, dormant all
summer, is planning a dinner dance
as the official start of a new season
of activities.

"Prosperity Night"

is

the newest

form of money give-away to strike
this territory.
Duplicate coupons
re used for identification. The plan
s reported in use at the Ohio, Lo•ain and at Warner Sixth, Coshoc;on.

now appearing

at

Warner-Vita- tomers.
is spending the
Due to additional repairs the
Vitagraph ex- opening of the Elite Theater was de-

The father of Nathan
department,

Carrillo,

the

of

I

sistant

Leo

the Stanley, returns to the coast for
more picture work after three more
weeks of personal appearances. He
calls his current tour "a business
call" in which he gets the chance to
see how he stands with the cus-

layed until today.
Pittsburgh A last minute switch
changed plans to introduce "bank"
and "lucky nights" into Warner
neighborhood houses here.
A number of neighborhood houses
now nlaying Will Rogers in "Doubting Thomas" report excellent business. The Alvin advanced its bookand is opening with
date
ing
"Steamboat 'Round the Bend" Sunday midnight.
Dorothy Phillips, formerly with
Warners, and Pete Rosenthal, Aliquippa theater operator, honey-

3
Corner

Room
living

Studio

room

3

37'-5"x 1 5'-7",

2 large bedrooms,
exposures. «or»/"»

13' ceiling ...

2 baths,

3

Balcony, River view

.

*«"'

Room Semi-Duplex
Corner with River views. Delightroof terrace, dropped living
room 26'-l"xl6'with 15' topirv
£\J\J»
ceiling. 3 exposures

ful

.

—

mooning

in California.

Fisher Parry
feeling better after a stav in a sanitarium and back on the job.
Warner neighborhood theaters
are tieing up with station KQV in
the staging of a new series of weekly amateur shows.

Mrs.

Florence

is

1

Room Corner

exceptionally large
living room 31'-9"x IS'; 4 windows.
Dressing closet ... Disappearing
twin beds, serving pantry t~7 r

Apartment,

from

'3.
HOTEL
AND
RESTAURANT

1

Room

Suite

2 people.
Disappearing twin beds, serving

Complete homes

for

Many

with dressing

pantries

.

closets.

Roomy and com-

.

.

fortable, from

....

tec
OO*

SERVICE AVAILABLE

Tenants say our free bus service saves them at least $5 a month

in carfare.
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KORDA NOT BUYING
INTO

U. A.

A LITTLE

SO FAR

(Continued from Page

1)

he will confer with Samuel
wyn, Charles Chaplin and

Gold-

Mary

Pickford.

Korda, who has heen away from
United States for five years,
said that he will make six pictures
yearly for United Artists release.
His new season product will include
a Technicolor picture based on Mary
Borden's novel "King of the Jews",
which will have its title changed.
The first London Film release here
this season will be "The Shape of
Things to Come," based on the H.
G. Wells novel.
Korda expects to have his new
He
studio completed in February.
will remain in New York three or
four days and then go by plane to
the coast. In his party are Etienne
the

Pallos, general manager of London
Films and Sir Connon Guthrie, a
member of the board of London

Films.

The party that went down on the
cutter to meet the He de France, on
which Korda arrived, included Al
Lichtman, nresident of United Artists; Jos. M. Schenck, chairman of
Century-Fox board, and
Arthur Kelly, U. A. foreign sales

the

20th

head.

Indianapolis Items

—

Indianapolis A young bandit escaped with $55 Tuesday night after
his second robbery in two weeks at
the Zaring Theater.
Loew's will hold "China Seas" another week.

RALPH WILKHOLLYWOOD Live," starling Margaret
pDWARD EVERETT HORTON ar- and Francis Lederer.

Churchill,

(Continued from Page

Sullavan

DIE

1)

the film industry and which died,
are: Sirovich resolution seeking industry probe, Treadway bill imposing tax on manufacturing of films.
Dickstein emigration, Celler and

T

rived in Universal City yesterday, to start production on his
starring picture, "His Night Out."
William Nigh, the director, had assembled a cast including, Irene Hervey as leading woman, Robert Mc-

MEASURES

AS CONGRESS QUITS

-By

Following the preview of "Powdersmoke Range," the first feature
film he has directed for RKO Radio,
the company gave Wallace Fox a Quinn bills repealing ban on interdirector's contract and will assign state transportation of fight films,
Quinn bill regulating fight films'
Wade, Jack LaRue, Willard Robert- him at once to another production. transportation, Hoeppel bill banning
t
son, Oscar Apfel, Greta Meyer and
Samuel Hinds, character player, foreign singers and conductors for
Jack Norton.
and Bud Jamieson, comedian, have 10-year period, Barbour fight film
T
T
measure; Swain and Sheppard bills
Buck Jones started yesterday on been added to the cast of "In Per- prohibiting photogranhing of nationpicstarring
Ginger
Rogers
son,"
his second Western production for
al defenses, Truax bill repealing the
Universal release the coming season. ture, now in production at RKO
admission tax, Duffy and Bloom
"Ivory - Handled Radio under the direction of Wilentitled,
It
is
bills on copyright laws' revision.
liam Seiter.
Guns."
T
T
T
Lists Combine's Aims
Darryl F. Zanuck announces the
Universal
yesterday announced
New Orleans Allied Exhibitors,
purchase of the Kanin Michaelis
the purchase of another story for
Inc., the newly organized booking
story, "The Holy Lie", and the stage
Margaret Sullavan. It is "Magno- play and novel, "If Winter Comes," and
buying
organization
which
lia
Grove," by Tristram Tupper,
would give independent exhibitor
both of which are slated for prowhich has been running in the "Satmembers the advantages of group
duction during the current season.
urday Evening Post."
buying, is not conducting any drive

—

T

Archie

T

T

Mayo has been

given the
on
"The

assignment
directorial
Petrified Forest," in which Leslie
Howard will star for Warner Bros.
Picture is scheduled to enter production within the next month.
t

t

Samuel
"Barbary Coast," the
Goldwyn production in which Miriam Hopkins is starred with Edward
G. Robinson and Joel McCrea, was
completed yesterday and will soon
be released through United Artists.
»

T

Joan BlondelPs next

starring- vehicle for Warner Bros, will be "Miss
Pacific Fleet". Also cast in the picture are Glenda Farrell, Warren

manager of RKO
exchanges spent most of the past Hull and Allen Jenkins.
»
T
T
week in Louisville, Ky., on business.
Carl Shalit, district manager for
A switch in production Dlans will
Columbia and Martin Solomon, lo- nlace "Hard Luck Dame," starring
cal exchange manager spent sev- Bette Davis, before the First Na-

Roy

FILM

from "LOTS"

28, 1935

Thomas Beck, who has

just completed a role with Alice Faye in the
20th Century-Fox production, "Ball
of Fire," was notified today that
his contract has been renewed by
the company for an additional six
month period.

for members, an official denied yesAny new members will be
terday.

welcome, but they will have to come
voluntarily and not as a result of

arguments or pressure.
Speaking of the purposes of Al-

sales

lied Exhibitors, B. J. Duenheffer,
the buyer, declared: "It's not for
T
the purpose of beating down prices.
Scenarist
Beth Meredyth, has It's not for the purpose of antagonsigned a new contract with 20th izing competition. It is for the purCentury-Fox covering a period of pose of better business organizaMiss Meredyth's first tion, whereby everyone will have the
five years.
assignment under the new agree- benefit of organization value."
ment will be the adaptation of the
The recently-elected board of diBasil King novel, "Earthbound."
rectors are: Louis A. Hemstreet,

T

Montagu

Love.

Frank

Reicher,

Ferdinand Gottschalk, Charles Fallon and Lionel Pane have been added to the cast of "The Man Who
Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo," a
20th Century-Fox production starring Ronald Colman, which Darryl
F. Zanuck will personally produce.
T
T
Herbert Spencer, formerly music
arranger for a national radio chain,
has been signed to a long term
20th Century-Fox contract by Darryl
F. Zanuck and assigned to the arrangement of five musical numbers
for "Thanks A Million," musical satire; and Ann Ronnell, composer of
"Three Little Pigs" and other hits,
has been signed by B. G. DeSylva to
compose tunes for a forthcoming
Shirley Temple starring picture.

chairman;
Weingrun,
dian,

I.

A

J.

Harrelson,

H. Yoemans,

Miss., Lyall

G.

Schiell,

M. A.
MeriS.

E.

Mortimore, Henry Lazarus.
Stock Warrants Expiring
Holders of old stock of Paramount
Pictures, Inc. (formerly Paramount
certificates
Publix Corp.) and of
of deposit for such old stock are reminded that the warrants, evidencing subscription rights to which such

days in Louisville, Ky., on tional cameras today instead of next
week, as previously announced. The
business recently.
Guy Craig, road salesman for Co- studio will begin shooting without
lumbia Pictures, is nursing a sprain- Franchot Tone, who is to appear
stock and certificates of deposit are
opposite Miss Davis, the schedule
ed arm.
entitled, expire at 3 P. M. on Aug.
Price Theater Premium Co., Chi- having been arranged to postpone
30, and holders of such securities
Meanhis scenes until next week.
cago, has opened an office here.
who intend to exercise their subfor
while,
Skipworth
and
John
Alison
counsel
Metzger,
Charles R.
scription rights should do so at the
the Associated Theater Owners of Eldredge have been added to the
earliest possible moment.
"Hard
featured
players
in
cast
of
Indiana, has returned from his eastLuck Dame."
ern trip.
FitzPatrick Completing Film
Izzie Halperin, of the Monarch
James A. FitzPatrick is completJoseph King, one of First NaTheaters, returned Saturday from
ing a five-reel feature entitled "Orifeatured contract players,
a week's vacation at lake Wawasee. tional's
ental Paradise," in Japan, with the
Cagney
with
James
working
who
is
from
vacareturned
a
just
Having
the
of
manager
Budd Summers,,
in tion, Irving Cummings found the picture done in Technicolor. He has
Indiana arrived in Indianauolis dur- in "Frisco Kid," will work also
also finished the second Travel'Talk
"Broadway
Hostess".
directorial assignment of "King of
ing the past week and is busy prein a series of 10 for M-G-M release.
20th
Century-Fox
T
Burlesque,"
T
a
paring his house for an early opencalled "Honolulu, ParaHerbei't is the latest ad- picture
Holmes
starring Warner Baxter, Subject is
ing.
FitzPatrick
dise of the Pacific."
"Captain
cast
of
dition
to
the
Markey
hanGene
is
awaiting
him.
Arthur Baker, manager of the
Blood," which is in production at dling the adaptation of the Vina plans to put his feature, "David
weeks'
two
a
on
theater,
is
Circle
the First National studios.
Delmar story, the production of Livingston," into production early
vacation.
the Coast.
T
T
which is slated to start Sept. 16th, in November at
the
of
president
Fred Dolle,
of
the with Alice Faye in the leading femone
McWade,
Edward
is
Fourth Avenue Amusement Co.,
Speaks on "Dream"
screen's veteran character plavers. inine role.
on the sick list.
Dr. Richard Burton, of Warner
has been signed by First National
T
for a principal role with James CagHerbert Rawlinson, Warren B. Bros.' educational department was
Rossi Handling Chimps
Rotary Club of
Charles A. Rossi of United Film ney in "Frisco Kid," which is now Hymer and Charles C. Wilsch, have the guest of the
company in production at the Burbank been added to the cast of "Snatched," South Orange at a luncheon held
his
Distributors
states
a 20th Century-Fox production to there Monday. Dr. Burton addressed
will distribute the Chimp comedies. studios.
T
be produced personally by Darryl the Rotarians on the subject of
Louis Pannizzo recently acquired
Edward H. Griffith has signed with F. Zanuck, with Rochelle Hudson Warner Bros.' "Midsummer Night's
from him rights to 44 Tiffany picDream."
Universal to direct "Next Time We in the featured feminine role.
tures.
eral

TV
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Harry Brandt Asks $700,000

7 Picketing Suits

in

COLUMBIA REPORTS NET OF $1,815,266 FOR YEAR

Wage

Local's Executive Board Rejects Proposed
General 306 Membership
Acting on Circuit
Proposal
Major circuits' proposal of a basic
wage scale of $1.60 an hour for operators in New York City, which
would vary between $1.00 and $1.80
an hour depending on the type of
theater, has been unanimously rejected by the executive board of
Local 306 and was to have been
last night
(Continued on Page 14)

presented

New High

Restrain Magistrate from Hearing Picketing Cases
Supreme Court Justice Aaron Steuer yesterday granted Local 306 an injunction restraining Magistrate Hulon Capshaw from hearing any more cases involving arrests of
Local 306 members for picketing on the ground that Magistrate Capshaw is prejudiced against labor.
Hearing yesterday in West Side Court on a large number of
arrests for mass picketing was postponed till Sept. 6.

NEW

SKOURAS EXECS TALK

FILM ALLIANCE

ORGANIZED
The

IN N. Y.

New

Film Alliance,

Inc.,

has

New York to produce, distribute and exhibit pictures
of an educational and artistic nature.
Important figures in the motion picture, theatrical and literary
been organized in

FIND "BANK NIGHTS"

BAR ADMISSION RISE
"The popularity and wide prevalence of 'bank' and premium performances may prove a temporary
bar to a higher general scale of
theater prices within the near future," says "Standard Trade and
Securities" in its current issue.
Discussing the spread of the policy, the publication observes:
"Normally, cash prizes and merchandise premiums serve to increase

PERSONAL CONTRACTS

world are sponsoring the company,
which Merritt Crawford, former
trade paper executive and writer,
heads as president.
The group plans to make one or

Charles

Skouras,

Jack

Pooling Deal

Now

Agreement on a pooling deal for
Albany has been virtually reached
between Warner Bros, and Si FabThe
ian, it was stated yesterday.

Warner

the
Strand, Madison and Ritz. The Palace and Harmanus Bleeker Hall are
included in the pool. There will be

houses

involved

are

joint operation.

Korda on the Phone
man-sized
a
got
pressure business yesterday in his suite at the Waldorf-Astoria.
His phone was continually ringing with
calls
from "puff" papers and people,
who wanted him to contribute to vague
charity funds.
Alexander

taste

of

high

Korda

profit of $1,815,266.72, after

charges and provisions for Federal taxes, was reported by Columbia yesterday for the fiscal year
ending June 29, 1935.
This new
high for the company is equivalent
to approximately $9.91 a share on

and Elmer Khoden, who are

York are understood

Akron License Move
To Keep Out Carnivals
Akron, Ohio

permits

in

here

virtually

pro-

Vacates Temporary Stay
On Pathe Reorganization

against delaying the reorganization
plan.

Operators Local and Head
Sued in Harry Brandt Actions
9

40 Exhibs

Put

Up Dough

Harry

Brandt

has

New York

filed

seven

State SuSupporting Indie Circuit preme Court against Local 306 and
Joseph Basson, as president, asking
Independent Theater Circuit, Inc., a total of $700,000 for damages alheld a meeting yesterday, after legedly caused by the union's mass
which it was learned that 40 out of picketing in front of the Colony,
73 exhibitors who have signified Park, Times Square, Liberty, Globe,
Central and Audubon Theaters, all
their desire to join the circuit have
operated by Brandt. Individual acposted checks to bind their pledge tions were filed on behalf of each
to go along with the circuit.
theater operating company.
suits

in

the

stock.

The net earning compares with

New

be discussing personal service contracts with
National Theaters, the new company
which took over Fox West Coast
theaters. Skouras heads operation
at the Coast, where Sullivan is in
charge of film buying. Rhoden runs
the Mid-western houses in the group.
to

—The

(Continued on Page 9)

common

$1,008,834.58 for the previous fiscal
(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 14)

nival

Set

Net

Sullivan

Appellate Judge Martin yesterAkron theater day vacated the temporary injuncowners' association is proving suc- tion restraining consummation of
cessful in its campaign to limit the the Pathe Film Corp. reorganization
aggregate outlays but expenses stay of carnivals in the city. The plan pending hearing on Oct. 4 of
(Continued on Page 9)
City Council is considering a newly- Ben Hilbert's appeal from Supreme
decision
drafted ordinance which makes car- Court Justice
O'Brien's

Warner-Fabian Albany

In Earnings Is
Equal to $9.91 a Share
on Common

all

the

to

late

Scale

KORDA TO USE COLOR
SEVERAL PICTURES

IN

Alexander Korda, who plans to
pex-sonally produce six features during the new year, will make two or
more in color. He leaves
York
tomorrow for Hollywood.
The producer does not plan to buy
American names in bulk, he said
yesterday, but will sign them only
when he finds them necessary for
his casts.

New

"There are enough good players
(Continued on Page 9)

Springer, Cocalis Plan
Six More N. Y. Theaters
Addition of six more houses is
planned by Springer & Cocalis,
bringing the circuit up to a total
of 55 theaters in the

The

New York

ter-

has just acquired the new United on Myrtle
Ave., Brooklyn. Its expansion marks
renewed activity of the company.
ritory.

circuit

$500,000 Film Deal
Approximately

under$500,000 is
involved
in
the product deal
under which 40 Fox and Twentieth
Century pictures will play the Music
Hall and Center.
"Way Down East"
is
mentioned as a live possibility to
inaugurate the picture policy at the
Center late this month.

stood

.

THE

mm

c&a

DAILY
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Three Paramount Pictures
Denies Stay to Prohibit
Fox Merger Completion Now Nearing Completion
Presiding Justice Lazansky of the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Three Paramount picAppellate Division yesterday denied
an application for a stay to prohibit tures are nearing the finish line and
merger of Fox and Twentieth Cen- two more are set to go before the
tury, as sought by All-Continent and cameras as soon as studio space is
Inasmuch as the available.
Mrs. Eva Fox.
Mae West goes into action with
deal has already been consummated,
there is no purpose in granting an start of "Klondike Lou," with Victor McLaglen in the cast. Raoul
injunction, said the decision.
/alsh will direct.
"Coronado" is
Attorneys for the Fox interests
yesterday were considering the ad- also scheduled to begin with scenes
visability of applying for an injunc- largely to be made at Coronado
tion to prevent operation of the Beach, across from San Diego. Norman McLeod will handle the megamerged companies.
phone and the cast includes Leon
Errol and Johnny Downs.
Get 4,000 RKO Proxies
Nearing completion are "The
StockholdThe RKO Independent
Milky
Way,"
"Collegiate"
and
ers' Protective Committee has re"Hands Across the Table."
proxies in an-

Coming and Going

—
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swer to 25,000

letters sent out re-

Abramson Joins Filmack
questing proxies and is now checking against list of stock holdings
As an initial step in his program
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, to determine the exact amount of of expansion that will entail addiFriedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour- shares represented by the commit- tional office space and an increase
tee, it was said yesterday by Ches- in personnel, Irving Mack announces
des-Noues, 19.
ter W. Kingsley, secretary of the appointment of Joe Abramson as
business manager for the Filmack
committee.
Trailer Co. Abramson is well known
in the midwest due to his nine
New Exchange for Cuba
A Hoffberg exchange will be es- years' activity as secretary of the
tablished in Havana under a deal Chicago Film Board of Trade, foljust closed by J. H. Hoffberg Co. lowed by subsequent executive asNEW YORK STOCK MARKET
and Emilio de Armas, who has now signments with Coston Booking CirNet
returned to Cuba.
Liberty-Allied cuit, Warner Bros. Theaters and
High Low Close Chg.
pictures which Hoffberg controls for United Artists Film Exchange.
Am. Seat
1U/4 103/4 11 V4 + V*
that market are included in the arColumbia Picts. vtc 64V4 625/8 641/4 + H/4
rangement.
Making 26 Cartoons
4i/8
Con. Fm. Ind
Vs
41/s +
41/s
Moranz Associates, Inc., with
16i/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
163/g +
163/g
1/4
Opening Coast Office
which George Orth and Chas. G.
East. Kodak
147
145'/2 1461/z +
1/2
Sonotone Corp. is establishing a Whitehead are associated, has comFox Fm. "A"
155/8
153/g
151/4
new administrative office in the pleted the first of a new series of
i/
Loew's, Inc
395/8
403/g +
8
401/i
Brockman Building, Los Angeles, 26 animated cartoons to be called
Paramount ctfs
87/8
8
Sept. 1 to handle increasing busi- "Celebrities on Parade," each of
863/8
Paramount
84
pfd.
86
ness in 13 western states.
Frank which will feature a number of
Paramount 2 pfd.
103/8
IO1/2
91/4
J. Roemer, vice-president and direc- personages.
The first subject shows
7
Pathe Exch
Va
/8
%
do "A"
101/2
111/8
10% + Vs tor of the corporation, will be in President Roosevelt, Will Rogers,
charge. Accounting offices will also Huey Long, Father Coughlin, Al
RKO
23/8
2'/2
2'/2
be opened with J. Ellsworth Law- Smith, Henry Ford and others. NarWarner Bros
5
5
4y8
as chief accountant.
ration is by Andre Baruch of the
do pfd
36
36
35
+ 3/4 sonKing
Cooper, division sales man- Columbia Broadcasting System.
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
ager, will continue in charge of
Moranz Associates has also com14
14
pleted seven of a series of 13 carGen. Th. Eq. 6s40.. 14
+ V2 sales.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 14^
14
141,4 +
toons in color, Whitehead said.
'A
Zenith Gets Two Houses
Loew 6s 41ww
104
104
104
+ %
Belleville, 111.
The Lincoln and
102i/2 101
Par. 6s47 filed
IO21/2 + 1
To Promote Newsreel Houses
theaters
here
have
Par. 6s47 ctfs
102
100% 102
+ 1 >A Washington
Courtland Smith, Pathe News
been
leased by the Zenith Amuse93i/
Par.
Picts. 6s55 .... 933,4
93
2
ment Co. of Chicago, from the Gen- president, has given W. French
Par.
5'/2 s50
filed. 104i/4 104
104
+1
eral Amusement Co. of Belleville, Githens, managing editor, a leave of
Par. 5'/2s50 ctfs
103
103
103
owner of the two buildings. It is absence to take charge of promoRKO 6s41
53
53
53
4
understood that the rental to be tion and expansion of the Newsreel
Warner's 6s39
76y2 74i/2 76!/2 + 1/4
paid for the Lincoln will be $14,000 Theaters, Inc.
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
annually and $6,000 for the Wash-
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Technicolor

2

20'/2

1%

l°5/8

2

20l/4
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DVIOLrA

ater,

Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines
ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE- RENT
• Illustrated Literature on request. •

Motion Picture Camera Supply,

has arrived in New York
remain East a week before
Coast to resume his Universal

will

contract.

EMILIO DE ARMAS has returned

Havana

to

New York.
GEORGE CURZON,

from

British stage and screen
the Coast early in October for
York to appear in a stage production.

leaves

star,

New

CHESTER
editor,

SIDNEY
Sept.

BAHN, Syracuse motion
New York on a vacation.

in

is

MILLS

due at the Coast about
York to open a music

is

New

from

1

picture

office.

CLIFFORD SANFORTH
lywood

a

New

from

returned

has

Hol-

to

York.

ARTHUR PHILL1TS is due
day or so from the Coast.

New

in

JOHN LeROY JOHNSTON
for New York.
ALEXANDER KORDA and

York

in

the

Coast

leave

New

leaves

Saturday

tomorrow

York

party
Coast.

the

for

LEVY has left New York on a trip
Detroit and possibly Canada, with plans
returning the first of next week.

JULES
to
for

WILLIAM S. FARMER, assistant manager of
RKO branch in Panama, is in New York.

the

ARTHUR

WILLI, Eastern talent scout for
Radio has returned to New York after
visiting the company's studios at the Coast.

RKO

W.

A.

SMITH,

tomorrow

for

JR.,

New

returning to

Majestic

route to England on
an Alexander Korda

en

is

work

to

Georgic

the

Bermuda,
cruise to
after Labor Day.

York

RALPH BUNKER
the

on

sails

holiday

a

in

picture.

SIDNEY
definitely
for

R.

KENT

ROBERT KANE are
New York Sept. 4

and

leave

to

set

London.

GABRIEL

L.

HESS has returned

to

New

York

from the Coast.

GRACE MOORE arrives in New York today
on the Rex and after a few days in the East,
goes to the Coast to resume work for Columbia.

ELLMAN

HENRI
change,

Chicago,

the

of

is

New

in

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
terday

for

the

Capitol
York.

left

New

Ex-

Film

York yes-

Coast.

MADGE EVANS

leaves

New

York today for

leaves

New

York today for

Hollywood.

FRANK TUTTLE
Hollywood.

$

UNITED AIR LINES

Overnight Service from New York
Chicago to Los Angeles and San
Fastest, shortest to most cities
Francisco.
Leave New York
on the Pacific Coast.
4:25 P. M. (D.S.T.)
Ticket Office: 58 E. 42nd St., MU. 2-7300
Hotels Travel Bureaus Telegraph Offices

New
and

;

;

ington.

Banning Iowa "Bank Nights"
Des Moines Orders to stop "bank
Recovering From Fall
Trans-Lux
25/8
25/g
2%
Louis Bossalina, vaudeville per- night" have been issued to county
former, is recovering at Flower Hos- attorneys and sheriffs throughout
pital following a spectacular fall this state.
Seeks English Circuit
while doing his trapeze act at the
"Mary Celeste" for U. S.
London Harry Buxton, who re- RKO Palace on Broadway before an
cently acquired the Picturedrome, audience of 1,500 people Tuesday.
"The Mystery of Mary Celeste,"
Birkenhead, is negotiating for a
in which Bela Lugosi appears for
theater circuit in the Midland area.
Vaude for Lincoln
Hammer Productions, will be reBoth the Varsity, Dent house, and leased in this country next winter.
the Orpheum, a J. H. Cooper theSonotone Corp

BELA LUGOSI, who
from London,
going to the

Ine.

'Cinecamera'

soon.
will

will

start

It is

vaudeville

Md.

Baltimore A bill to legalize dog
racing in Maryland is due to be submitted to the Legislature at its next
session.
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DATE BOOK

«

Today:

"BROADWAY MELODY OF
M-G-M

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

tic

out all those colossal adjectives
This
you've been saving for. a rainy day.

Gorgeous settings,
picture has everything!
inspired direction by Roy Del Ruth, hit
songs that won't leave you by Nacio Herb
Brown and Arthur Freed, hilarious comedy
by Jack Benny, Sid Silvers, and a snorer,
and dancing such as
Robert Wildhack
,

you've never screened before, created and
staged by Dave Gould and executed by

Buddy

Ebsen,
and Nick Long, Jr. And as if these goodies
weren't enough, there's a story that never
lags concerning Eleanor Powell, a dancer,
who seeks fame and her school-boy sweetheart in the Big City. She finds him, Robert Taylor, but fame is only won through

and

Vilma

Powell,

the unexpected machinations of a peeping
This picture will
columnist, Jack Benny.
bring sunshine to every box-office, big or
small.

Give

it

all

you've got!

Cast: Jack Benny, Eleanor Powell, Robert
Taylor, Una Merkel, Sid Silvers, Vilma &
Buddy Ebsen, June Knight, Nick Long, Jr.,
Robert Wildhack, Frances Langford, Paul
Harvey, Harry Stockwell.

Producer, John W. Considine, Jr.; DirecRoy Del Ruth; Original Story, Moss
Hart; Screenplay, Jack McGowan and Sid
silvers; Cameraman, Chas. Rosher, A.S.C.
tor,

Editor, Blanche Sewell.

Film

Direction,

A-l.

Photography,

Excellent.

•

•

the most entertaining pictures of Romantic Youth that has been produced in many seasons
of a
young honeymoon couple that just breathes the atmosphere of
idealistic love and the joy of living
it is a short subject
titled "The Honeymoon V-8"
it will remind every married
couple of their honeymoon days
and fill the hearts of the
about-to-honeymoon or the wish-they-were-going-to-honeymoon
with wistful longing
and a picture that can do that has a
potential eager audience of millions

T

T

•

•

•

BUT THIS

T
Youth story

—

B. D. Cockrill, manager
the Denham theater, has flown to
NTew York for a week on business.
While there he will arrange for the
roadshowing of "Crusades" at the
Denham Oct. 2. He will fly hack,
if

ilso.

•

•

•

FOR YOU

T

T

T

see this exceptional short subject

is

just

about the cleverest industrial film we have ever lamped
easing over to the audience the Story of the Ford in a way to
make them like it immensely
in fact it holds more genuine
entertainment than a big percentage of the regular theatrical
shorts
for it has been handled with such consummate
cleverness in all departments of production
by Audio Productions who produced this Classic of Commerce loaded down
with Entertainment
any shorts subject producer can study
"The Honeymoon V-8" and learn plenty about putting Real Entertainment into his product

T

T

• • WITH THE announcement from Courtland Smith
that W. French Githens, managing editor of Pathe News, will
•

take active charge of promotion and expansion of The Newsthe Embassy and the Newark
reminds
us that Mister Githens has had a notable career
he started
out after graduating from Columbia as a diplomat with the
American Embassy in Spain
joined the staff of Fox
Movietone News
became editor of the first newsreel theater, the Embassy, became managing editor of the Trans-Lux
programs
then assistant editor of Pathe News
in
1934 he organized The Newsreel Theaters to operate the Embassy
then became managing ed of Pathe News

T

T

vacation in Honolulu
director Sam
will spend six weeks in a new home near Waikiki
Beach with his family
Cameron Rogers, publicity director
for the Grace Line of steamships, has also been appointed an
assistant passenger traffic manager
Cameron in his spare
time does movie scripts for James A. FitzPatrick

change.

•

• • •
Wood, who

NOW ON

•

PRIOR TO

Frank Culp, manager

of the

Fox

return from Cali'ornia about Sept. 15, where he has
teen on a three-months leave of abence, necessitated by a breakdown.
Harry Ashton vacationed in Calibrnia.

He

he southern

is district

manager for
Fox Inter-

district for

nountain.
Irving Epstein,
if
the insurance

who

is the head
department for
•'ox West Coast with headquarters
n Los Angeles, spent several days
it

the district offices here recently.

T

attending the Buddy Baer-Jack Doyle
fight tonite
Al Lichtman will be host to Alexander Korda
and his party and U. A. execs at a dinner at Jack Dempsey's
those attending will be Alexander Korda, Etienne Pallos,
Sir Connop Guthrie, Maurice Silverstone, Arthur Kelly, Paul
Lazarus, Harry Buckley, Harry Gold, James Mulvey, Emanuel
Silverstone, Charles Skouras, Monroe Greenthal and Morris
Helprin

T

less.

sis theater, will

T

T

•

T

T

• • • A RITZY cocktail party will be ladled out by Dick
Halliday of Paramount in his apartment at the Lombardy this
afternoon for Auriol Lee
who just arrived from London
to direct John Van Druten's new play, "Most of the Game,"
opening on Broadway late in September
among those
present will be Luigi Pirandello, Judith Anderson, Carl Van
Vechten, Guthrie McClintic
Fania Marinoff , Myrna Loy,
John Van Druten, John O'Hara
Kenyon Nicholson, Rose
Hobart, Betty Lawford, Dwight Deere Wiman, Cynthia Rogers
Burgess Meredith, Peggy Hopkins Joyce, Betty St ar buck,
Bennett Cerf, Glenway Westcott

in

€€

€€

» » »

Atlan-

Louis.

St.

Sept.

16:

ment,

second
annual
Denver.

Club,

Cincinnati Variety Club golf tournaHillcrest Country Club, Cincinnati.

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-"The Exhibitor" annual golf tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

17:

International movie festival
of the King of Belgium,

under patronage
Brussells.

Sept.

Hearing on permanent injunction to
30:
enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.
restrain

Building Activity Stirs
In Vicinity of St. Louis

—

Construction of
Mo.
Avalon on the west side of
Kingshighway Boulevard just south
of Chippewa Street, is rapidly nearing completion and the opening will
St. Louis,

the

be held within the next several
weeks. The house will seat 1,000.
Plans are in progress for the new
theater to be erected in Pine Lawn
by James Quinn. The structure will
be leased to E. T. Rudolph, who has
operated the Studio on the site for
some months.
A building permit has been issued
in
University
City,
Mo.,
local
suburb, for alterations of a onestory and basement brick building
to convert into a picture theater
building.
The permit states that
the structure will cost $16,000, but
it is understood that the actual expenditure will be greatly in excess
of that amount.
The new theater
will be known as the Varsity and
will be operated by the Varsity Theater Corp., a subsidiary of the Ansell

Amusement

Co.

Tri-State Theaters
Honor Cecil De Mille

—

The three-day anDes Moines
nual convention of the Tri-State
Theaters closed here last night with
a banquet honoring Cecil B. DeMille.
The Publix staff and 125 managers
and film distributors were present.
G. Ralph Branton, general manager

Paramount
of Tri-State, presided.
News filmed the proceedings for nadistrict managers'
tional release.
contest was announced for Oct. 1,
and improved relationships between
Tri-State and the Publix subsidiary,
Balaban & Katz, were reported.
Principal speakers at the banquet
were De Mille, A. H. Blank, Harold

A

Lamb, Bishop Gerald Thomas BergBarney Balaban and Jerome

en,

A

midnight screening of
"The Crusades,"
for the banqueters followed.
Beatty.

M

Jubilee,

Famous

in

Louis,

injunction

Sept. 10:
Denver
Film
Row
outing, Lakewood Country

is

Gertrude Francon, who is now
with the Ray Olmstead exchange in
Los Angeles, and formerly booker at
;he Sheffield exchange here, was a
*ecent visitor on the row.
Walter Brethauer is a new shipping clerk at the United Artists ex-

Fox Intermountain theaters have
idded a charge of five cents on all
masses, proceeds to be used in the
Bmployes relief fund.
Max Schubach, well known pioneer film and theater man, is recun;rating from a recent serious ill-

Hearing

Court, St.

temporary

Sept. 26-Oct.

also a very ingenious and intriguing story of the V-8 Roadster that transports the honeymooners across the country to the Pacific coast
for the numeral "8" on the ornamental radiator cap comes
to life at intervals
and as a sprightly young Boy Scout
talks to the audience as the narrator does in the usual film
and points out the wonders of the scenery
and the
wonders of the Roadster
all of which the blissful honeymooners are missing in their romancing
idealistic

of

United
States
District
on show cause order why
should not be issued
requiring Warners, RKO and Paramount to
supply films to Fanchon & Marco houses

T

ONE OF

reel Theaters

Denver Doings
Denver

•

Des

City.

Sept. 4:

OFFICE.

convention,

convention
Toronto.

Showmen's Variety

3-8:

Sept.

Trot

Annual
Canadian,

Players

THIS MUSICAL HAS EVERYTHING INCLUDING A STORY, AND HIT SONGS.
AUTHENTIC SUNSHINE FOR YOUR BOX-

Theaters

la.

Aug. 28-30:

110 mins.

Eleanor

Tri-States

Moines,

1936"

»

De

Mille's picture,

1 • If

,000,000 READERS!
(Facts

and

Figures on next page)

ii'OH

/6 i^}

T

H

MAGAZINE TRAIL TO

E

YOUR BOX-OFFICE LAUNCHES
"ANNA KARENINA" NATIONALLY
DATE OF
OF ISSUE

MAGAZINE

CIRCULATION

OUT

American Magazine

Sept.

Aug.

15

1.924,198

Cosmopolitan

Sept.

Aug.

10

1,706,615

Aug. 20

Sept.

Delineator

1,700,000

Good Housekeeping

Sept.

Aug. 25

2,138,269

Home

Sept.

Aug. 10

2,567,117

Ladies'

Journal

McCall's Magazine

Sept.

Aug. 10

2.337,427

MacLean's Magazine

Sept.

Aug. 26

212,739

MAGAZINE
Home,

DATE OF
OF ISSUE

OUT

October

Sept.

1

1,226,412

1

145,433

CIRCULATION

\

Mystery

j
Serenade

>

New Movie

V

Tower Radio

/

Film Fun

October

Sept.

Hollywood

October

Aug. 29

Modern Romances

October

Sept.

1

Modern Screen

October

Sept.

1

Motion Picture

October

Aug. 25

189,263

Movie Classic

October

Aug. 28

246,846

Movie Mirror

October

Aug. 25

313.668

Photoplay

October

Sept.

5

441.090

Picture Play

October

Sept.

1

201,060

1

137,472'

470,598

(Canada)
Pictorial

Review

Aug.

Sept.

10

2,058,399

Redbook Magazine

October

Sept. 5

771,892

True Story

October

Sept. 5

1,694,217

Woman's Home
Companion

Sept.

Aug.

2,649,020

15

Collier's

Aug.

31

Aug. 23

2,369,692

Liberty

Sept.

7

Aug. 28

2.222.140

.

453,991

Radio Stars

October

Sept.

Screen Book

October

Aug. 29

212,236
221,090

246,968

Literary Digest

Aug. 31

Aug. 29

006,276

Screenland

October

Aug. 25

News- Week

Aug.

31

Aug. 29

100,989

Screen Play

October

Sept.

5

191,003

Saturday Eve. Post

Aug.

31

Aug. 27

2,782,108

Screen Romances

October

Sept.

1

152,736

Time

Sept.

2

Aug. 30

506,197

Silver Screen

October

Sept.

7

1,

Total Circulation: 34,008,601 Copies

Total Readers:

100,000,000

ONLY ONE
COMPANY DOES IT!s=\
4»*Z°**fr
.o

41 1.440
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NEWS

KORDA TO USE COLOR
IN

SEVERAL PICTURES

DAY

of the

COLUMBIA REPORTS

NET OF $1,815,266

—

Louis, Mo. Jimmy Tappela,
manager of the Columbia, is scheduled to serve as manager of the
new Avalon when that house opens

completed, be occupied by Phil
Smith's new organization to handle
(Continued from Page 1)
with starring possibilities in Enghis
theater
interest,
"Handicap
"Our comland," declared Korda.
which
was equal to $5.69 on
year
Night" releases and also the releases
pany developed such names as some time in September.
He will of 18 Academy Picture features for common.
Laughton,
Leslie
Howard,
Charles
also supervise the operations at the the new season.
The new name
Consolidated balance sheet as at
Robert Donat, Elisabeth Bergner Columbia.
Academy has been substituted for June 29, 1935 shows total working
and Merle Oberon."
the former name of Medallion.
Korda said that English producassets of $7,255,046.73 against which
Nliantic, Conn.
George Le Witt,
ers need Hollywood-trained techoperator of the Strand, Plainville,
Boston
Henry
Welper,
office there were total current liabilities
nicians, including directors and camand the Colony, Sound View, has manager at M-G-M, has left the of $1,136,627.13, a ratio of more
eramen.
announced plans for a 500-seat film Charlesgate Hospital and returned than 6 to 1. Earned surplus amountSpeaking of the talent situation, house to be erected on Hcpe St. to his home in
Cash aggreSwampscott to con- ed to $4,627,554.57.
he declared that "English producers here.
Construction will begin late valesce.
gated $1,272,136.53.
cannot be a parasite depending upon in the winter so that the house can
Total assets were $9,407,211.59
Hollywood.
We must develop our be opened next summer, and the
Akron, O.
Mrs. Lucile Krich- against total liabilities of $1,735,own stars."
house may be operated the year baum, 33, wife of Neil J. Krichbaum
Korda has five more pictures to round if patronage warrants. John and a sister of Willard L. Hart, op- 003.38.
deliver to United Artists under his Glackin
and Bernard Le Witt are erators of the Rialto and Norka
present agreement. They are prac- associated in the venture.
theaters here, died Sunday in City
all
completed.
Nights"
tically
Hospital here following a brief ill- Find
Hartford
Lew Cohen, formerly ness.
Admission Rise
assistant manager of the Poli here,
(Continued from Page 1)
License
Clarion, Pa. The Orpheum, newhas been named manager of the
incurred
are frequently
Out Carnivals Palace, succeeding Donald W. Ross, ly remodeled and redecorated has thereby
who becomes manager of the Globe, been reopened. New seats have been more than offset by enlarged at(Continued from Page 1)
Jack Simons continues installed and complete redecorations tendance during the dull season.
hibitive.
A 25-car show must pay Bridgeport.
While box-office prices, which still
both inside and lobby.
as manager of the Poli.
approximate the depression lows,
$100 a day, 50-car show $200 and
more than 50 cars $300 a day, under
Marcus, la. Patricia, seven-and- may be raised gradually during the
Boston
The former Columbia
Present license for such exchange on Piedmont St. is being a-half-pounds, has joined the Ed Fall, the first step in this direction
the plan.
tented attractions is $5 a day.
completely remodeled into a mod- Delaney family here. Delaney man- would logically appear to warrant
feature
prize
discontinuance
of
started
several ern distribution office and will, when ages the Lyric.
Agitation was
nights."
weeks ago when a major carnival remained here two weeks and badly
affected theater patronage.
(Continued from Page
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
"Repeat" Race at A. C.
Atlantic City Shirley Temple's
"Curly Top" is running "Naughty

—

Marietta" a close race for the best
repeat picture of the season in this
resort.

The

latter picture, however,

still has the lead by a couple of
weeks.
The Temple picture was
brought in at the Apollo and shifted over to Strand, both boardwalk
houses, for long runs, after which
it was transferred to the Embassy
on avenue.

Add Press Department

New

Orleans

—Motion

Picture Ad-

service is adding a new
department to its present setup,
which will be devoted to advising

vertising

and carrying out advertising and
publicity campaigns for theaters.
Joe Estes, former Saenger Theaters
manager and head of the circuit's
publicity, will take charge of the

new department.

R.

M.

Savin!

Hanah

Kim

Fifi D'Orsay, French comedienne,
has completed work at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studios which will be re-

collaboration with Jack Kalish. Sidney Golden, will direct the cast

series.

be starred

leased in the

Col.

H.

A.

Cole,

president of Allied Theater Owners
of Texas, was here last week from

in a feature production from
the story, yet untitled, by herself in

will

—

San Antonio

By CHARLES ALICOATE.

ATOLLY PICON,

San Antonio Squibs

"Broadway Brevities"

Joseph Henabery directed.
•
which is now being selected, with
The next of the series of shorts
work likely to be done at the Ideal
studios. John Doran, has been named being produced by Paramount will
production manager on the picture feature Johnie Green and is schedwhich is scheduled to get under way uled to get under way in about two
in about three weeks.
Release will weeks at the Astoria studios. Fred
Waller will direct with Lee Tinvmons
be through independent exchanges.
•
assisting and William Steiner doing
"Boots" McKenna, dance director the camera work.
•
for the Earl Carroll "Sketch Book"
With 500 men extras being used
is staging the dances in "Moonlight
and Melody", the two-reel musical in the "Voice of Experience" series,
comedy which Al Christie put into being produced and Directed by Ben
production yesterday at Astoria for Blake for Columbia release at the
Educational Pictures. Sixteen of Biograph studio, a shortage was
Carroll's prettiest girls from the noted by other Eastern producers
chorus will support the featured for the first time in a number of
•
dancing of Lucille Page. Buster years.
West and Tom Patricola are feaA minstrel sequence will be the
tured in the short with Rita Rio and feature of the next Major Bowes
Austin Fairman playing important amateurs' short which goes into proroles.
duction today at the Biograph stu•
dio.
•
Work on the background scenes
showing Coney Island and Palisades
Ed Lille, who recently completed
Park has been completed under the work on the production staff of
supervision of Ray Binger, for the "Sweet Surrender", has been signed
new Eddie Cantor picture being for personal management by the
produced by Samuel Goldwyn on the Leo Morrison office. Dick Krakeur,
coast.
Frank Zucker did the cam- completed the deal.
•
era work.
•
Fanny Brice has been signed for
Production of the feature "Sweet a leading part in the new Ziegfeld
Surrender" has been completed at production. Deal was completed by
the Astoria studios by Broadway Dick Krakeur of the Leo Morrison
New York office.
Productions for Universal release.

He

Dallas.

visited

also

in

South

Texas.

Katherine Hull recently joined the
force of Sack Amusement Enterprises here as stenographer.
office

'ITubal-Cain" or "The Shepherd's
Psalm" has been obtained by Sack
here from National Pictures' KierProds., for distribution in

Phillips

Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, California, Arizona, and New Mexico.

House and
Bridges of the
Paramount exchange here were up
to Dallas on a business trip reBranch Manager

Chief Booker

Cecil

Tommy

cently.

man of
Pryor, head
theater at Austin, Tex.,
was in town doing some film shopping at Sack's on Soledad.
Skinny

Skinny's

Paul Poag,

R & R

City

manager

at Del Rio, was also a recent caller
along the little film row.

Sack Amusement Company of San
Antonio and Oklahoma City have
closed a deal with First Division,
for the state rights to "Java Head."
Local release date

is

set for Sept. 1.

Dine Joe Bernhard
testimonial dinner was tendered
Joseph Bernhard, general manager of

A

theaters, by his zone managers
night at the St. Moritz, following
which continues today.
Thirty managers and home office theater department executives were present.
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THE LAST WORE
ft

^r®ip
STA

FRED ASTAIRI
RKO-RADIO PICTURE
Directed

Pandro

S.

by Mark Sandrich
Berman Production

WITH MUSK

IRVINC

IO CITY
IN

MUSIC HALL

MUSICAL SHOWS
99

UNG

GINGER ROGERS
LND lyrics by

BERLIN

WITH EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
ERIK
HELEN BRODERICK
ERIC BLORE
RHODES
•

•

•

•

•

-
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NEW

FILM ALLIANCE

ORGANIZED
(.Continued

A LITTLE

from "LOTS"

1)

two pictures during its initial year npHE complete cast of "Riff Raff,"
original story by Frances Marion
and distribute these and other
"adult" pictures to other groups
with similar interests. Closed subscription showings of uncensored
pictures are planned.

WAGE SCALE OFFER

soon to go into production
includes Jean Harlow,
Spencer Tracy, Joseph Caleia, Una
Mickey
Merkel,
George
Givot,
Rooney, Paul Hurst and Baby Jane
Quigley.
J. Walter Ruben is to

which
for

is

M-G-M,

Glenda Farrell
and Hugh Herbert will make as
(Continued from Page 1)
their next picture for First Nation- membership of Local 306 for their
al "Miss Pacific Fleet," a comedy
approval or rejection. In the event
adapted from the story of the same
name by Frederick Hazlitt Bren- that the membership supports the
nan.
Warren Hull will play the executive board action, the union

romantic lead, while Allen Jenkins
Formation of the alliance is
will have a featured comedy role.
based on a theory "that Hollywood
direct.
is losing its grip on the public".
Porter Hall has been added to the
T
Wally West is handling publicity.
cast of Paul Muni's starring picture,
acquired
rights
the
M-G-M
has
to
The plan is to parallel the new thenovel, "The Cat Across My Path," "Enemy of Man," which is currentater movement.
by Ruth Feiner, translated from ly in work at First National.
T
the German by Norman Alexander.
T
Warner Bros, have assigned to
T
T
T
Pittsburgh Briefs
Stephen Roberts has been signed Mary Astor one of the two leading
Pittsburgh
The annual Film by RKO Radio Pictures to direct feminine roles opposite Barton MacRow Golf Tournament has been set "One to Two," a mystery comedy Lane in "Country Boy."
T
T
T
for Sept. 9, at the Breckenridge by James Edward Grant which will
Dick Foran has been signed to a
Heights Country Club, Tarentum, star William Powell for release this
long term Warner contract, the
Pa. William L. Brown and his son season.
studio announces. Foran's first two
are in charge of arrangements. A.
T
t
The following players have been assignments will be in the Bette
W. McCormick, Fox office manager
and last year's champion, will de- added to the casts of RKO Radio Davis-Franchot Tone picture "Hard
fend his title. A dance will be held Pictures now in production: to Luck Dame," and "The Petrified
"Love Song," Clarence Wilson; to Forest," which will star Leslie Howin the evening.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. "Sylvia Scarlett," Michael Visaroff; ard. He will also continue work in
Ike Silverman. Father is co-opera- to "To Beat the Band," Virginia the series of Westerns, the second
of which will be "The Singing Kid."
Reid.
tor of the Strand in Altoona.
V
T
T
T
Mark Goldman, GB exchange manEddie Conrad is the most recent
"It's a Great Life" has been defiager, is sporting a new car, after
hjs old car was smashed in an auto nitely set by Paramount as the title addition to the cast of "Stars Over
of the production formerly known Broadway," which is nowjn producaccident.
tion at Warner Bros, studios.
The downtown Warner will be the as "From Little Acorns."
first-run outlet of next season's Re-

—

public product.

Karl Fredrich remodeled his old
Princess in Ford City and renamed
it the Ritz.
Billy Wheat, Sewickley operator,
is vacationing in Canada.
Orlo Heckler will reopen his Auditorium in Holsopple on Labor Day.
Myrna Boyd is scanning the Row
for product and planning to reopen
her Maryland in Blawnox, Pa.
Zed Francis has been named manager of the Paramount in Connellsville, succeeding George Wagner who

—

William Paara, manChicago
ager of the La Salle has been transferred to McVickers, which will be
reopened by Jones, Linick & Schaefer Sept. 1. House, which has been
dark since last January, will show
pre-release pictures.

from the new season
product for use in motion picture
appreciation courses and study guides
will
be provided to supplement
a study of the selected photoplays,
according to an announcement from
the National Education Ass'n. The
association expects that motion pictures will be widely studied in
schools and colleges during 1935-36
and bases this belief on a report
that 63 pictures of educational interest will be reelased during the
coming academic year.
tively selected

Elizabeth Risdon's Film Debut
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

make her

of

picture debut in

Atlantic City

—

Eleven-year-old

Manuel King, of Brownsville, Texas,
wild animal trainer, who is the featured attraction at Young's Million
Dollar Pier this season, has been
signed by Mascot for a lead in "The
Dark Continent," wild animal picture. Young King will co-star with
Clyde Beatty. Animals from both
acts will be used in some of the

Captain John C. Guilfoyle,
noted wild animal trainer, who is
here in Atlantic City, and who trained both Beatty and King, will direct the animal scenes of the proscenes.

duction.

Second Week for "Farewell"
"Annapolis Farewell" starts its
second week at the N. Y. Paramount tomorrow.

Wene tuning up fat
mif

Jtl*

to do a radio broadcast over
three mornings a week.

Bi/iihdau

Pasvty!

WGN

Rosco Ates will open at the
Oriental tomorrow for a week's personal appearance.
Mrs. Frank Borzage, wife of the
motion picture director, is visiting
in Chicago.

Henri

Ellman,

Films, Inc., in

manager

New York

Fight
on busi-

ness.

Red Felbinger, Paramount news
man, is back from a trip to the
west coast.
Charlie Blake, Chicago newspaper
man, has left for Hollywood under
a five-week contract to do a story
for 20th Century-Fox pictures. Picture will be based on the life of
Dr. Dafoe and the Dionne quintup-

Tune

in

your United Artists Exchange and book your

"WALT DISNEY REVUE"

right

NOWI

Get your share of prosperity with a program of

MICKEY MOUSE and
SILLY

SYMPHONIES
TECHNICOLOR

ALL IN

lets.

Max Gumbiner's Nita at 2915
Milwaukee Avenue has opened.
"Guard House, which was named for Gumwill

That Girl," featuring Florence Rice biner's ten-year-old daughter, was
and Robert Allen.
recently completed.

SEPTEMBER 28th

counter-

Animal Trainer Signed

It probably will be
to another Balaban & Katz
house for two additional weeks.

THE FILM DAILY

—Elizabeth Risdon,

a

moved

Eddie Levin, of the advertising
department of Balaban & Katz, is

Studying Educational Films
Seven pictures have been tenta-

submit

the Roosevelt.

Loop

local

to

proposition to the circuits.

"Steamboat 'Round the Bend" is
being held over a second week at

Lou Engel, GB salesman, is resting in an Erie hospital after an atWife of George Fox of the
Fox exchange died recently.

expected

is

Chicago Chat

retired.

tack of pneumonia.

LOCAL 306 REJECTS

By RALPH WILKHOLLYWOOD Joan Blondell,

IN N. Y.

from Page
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to

OCTOBER 4th
MICKEY MOUSE

Celebrate the 7th Birthday of

I

i

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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VOL.

NO.

68,

Two
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Weisf eldt

Head New DualFirm Setup
Forty-eight features a year are
planned by a new setup, designed to
assume the status of a major, formed with Ralph Gordon Fear as president and M. J. Weisfeldt in charge
American Internaof distribution.
tional Distributing Corp. has been

organized in California and American International Pictures Corp.,
which is to finance 10 independent
{Continued on Page 14)

OF FILM ALLIANCE
James Shelly Hamilton, secretary
of the National Board of Review,
was elected vice-president of the

New

Film Alliance, Inc., at a meeting of the board of directors yes-

Edward Kern was
terday.
secretary and Frank Ward

named
became

{Continued on Page 10)

Make Four

For Paramount Program
Frank

Tuttle,

who

left

New York

yesterday returning to the Coast,
expects to make a top of four pictures for the 1935-36 program of

Before coming East he
completed "Two For Tonight", starring Bing Crosby.
A trend towards present-day stories commenting on American life is

Paramount.

forecast by Tuttle. As in the case
of sound, he expects that color will
gradually develop into an accepted
film element, especially when colors
have been reduced.

Sophie Tucker Signed
When she completes her tour of the
RKO Circuit, Sophie Tucker will leave
for

ture

Hollywood to be starred
for

David

O.

in

Selznick.

OPERATORS RESUME

a

pic-

Miss

Tucker has been appearing at the Piping
Rock Club at Saratoga Springs.

B.S.

A

Representatives of the major circuits and Local 306 resumed negotiations yesterday following rejection by the union membership of
the circuit's proposal of a new wage
scale ranging from $1 to $1.80 an
hour and a 10-year contract. The
union is now expected to make

John Maxwell Deplores
British Negative Costs

All Scope He Wants,
Says Production Exec

RKO REOPENING FOUR

HOUSES

—

British Producers Plan

Cost Negatives
Loew

Circuit

To Plug Disney Shorts
The

entire Loew circuit will participate in the celebration of Mickey

New York

in

Irving Thalberg, who is now in
New York for important home office
conferences, does not expect any
Contemplating operating six the- change in his status when he reaters in the New York territory, B. turns to the M-G-M Coast Studio in
S. Moss has leased the 1,800-seat about 10 days. He made this statehouse to be built on the site of the ment to The Film Daily yesterday
Criterion and also the Broadway at in reply to reports that he has come
Broadway at 53rd St. The former East to re-arrange his connection
deal runs 42 years and involves an
(Continued on Page 10)
aggregate rental of more than $3,000,000, Moss stated yesterday. First
run picture policy is planned for
the new theater, which will be designed to accommodate legitimate
productions, too. It is scheduled to
IN
open Feb. 1.

London (By Cable) A warning
against mounting production costs Denies
Plan to Produce
and a prediction that the same disaster which befell the British indusFeatures at Vitaphone
try a few years ago when $10,000,That construction of a large, ad000 was lost were uttered by John
Maxwell in addessing a meeting of ditional stage at the Vitaphone stuAssociated British yesterday.
He dio in Brooklyn means that Warner
assailed the introduction of "sucker Bros, intend to produce features in
money" in the business, declaring the East was denied by Sam Sax,
that it will bring downfall to the production head, yesterday.
industry during the next two years.
"I don't know anything about it,"
Waste and extravagance was deplor- he said, when asked regarding a
ed by the executive, who decried report to that effect.
spending of amounts up to 100,000
The addition is being built on
pounds on pictures. His views were property the company owns across
solidly endorsed by the meeting.
the street from the main plant.

Entire

Year

Has

MOSS LEASES

WAGE SCALE PARLEY NEW BROADWAY HOUSE

a counter-proposal.

HAMILTON VICE-PRES.

Tuttle Will

STUDIO STATUS

IN

Producer -Distributor Plans 48 Features

Fear,

Ralph

Market

British Producers in Bid for U. S.

THALBERG EXPECTS NO CHANGE

New

TEN CENTS

30. 1935

High

in U. S.

London

(By Cable)

WEEKS

RKO

will reopen four theaters
next three weeks and is giving up the Strand, Yonkers, to
Paramount on Sept. 2. The houses
that will open are the President,
the
Minneapolis, opening today;
Orpheum, Cincinnati, opening toin the

(Continued on Page 14)

Name
of

Schenck President

Revamped Fox Met.

Joseph M.
president
of
houses,
Inc.,

Schenck was elected
Metropolitan Play-

new

the

company

taking over the assets of
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.,
at a meeting yesterday of its board

which

is

William P. Phillips
directors.
elected vice president and treasurer; Milton C. Weisman, vice presof

was

Bid

— Two

3

more

British producers will make definite
bids for American market bookings
through programs planned for the
new season and calling for use of

Mouse's seventh birthday when on Hollywood "names."
Sept. 28, its houses will devote one
Capitol Films announces a $3,full hour of Walt Disney entertain- 000,000 budget to be spent on about
ment billed as the "Walt Disney seven features costing approximateRevue." Every house in the group
Richard Tauber
will
beature Mickey Mouse and ly $400,000 each.
Silly Symphony shorts.
The Rivoli, will appear in "Pagliacci," Clive
United Artists' Broadway house, Brook and Helen Vinson in another
plans a special program.
{Continued on Page 10)

and secretary; A. M. Georger,
treasurer, and Melvin Albert
and Herbert Keller, assistant secreident

ass't

taries.
is

I

4

Closing of the transfer of assets
expected to be completed today.

Apologizes
Detroit

boycotted

—

his

to

When

Gamblers

offended

gamblers

Port
theater at
signed a petition
Harry Gosline made

Ritz

had

Huron after he
gambling,
an apology in a two-column ad which
He exappeared in the local press.
plained that he meant traveling caragainst

nivals.
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Paramount
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RKO
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ctfs.
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Technicolor

Trans-Lux
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21
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arrived

in

at

York Sept. 4
London reproducer,

British

New York from Miami.

ANNA MAY WONG
New York.
WALLACE BEERY

gone

has

to

Bermuda

from

England

within

CHARLES

arrives

CAMPBELL,

headquartering

New

in

York from

few days.

a

arrived

attorney
at the

the

M-G-M

Paramount

Coast.

EDWIN

B.

MILLS,

property department
landed in England.

head

of

its

Coast

has

gone to Washing-

at

WALTER EBERHARDT
ton on a trip

behalf of

in

studio,

has

Erpi.

MRS. ERNEST TORRENCE

is

Normandie

for

a

vacation

New

Coast

the

70l/4
2

+

207/8

+

25/8

and

5/8
.

.

Louis,

St.

left

New

York yester-

COL. and MRS. MAX STUART and their son
David arrived today on the S. S. Columbia from a West Indies and South American
cruise.

i:

in

now

stopping

in

at

New
the

York

to

has

work

Hollywood
arrived
in
for Paramount.

Pathe Certificates Ready
Pathe Film Corp., successor in reorganization of Pathe Exchange,
that certificates for
states
shares of stock and scrip of Pathe
Film Corp. are now available for
delivery to the stockholders of Pathe
Exchange, Inc., in accordance with
the reorganization plan, at Bankers
Trust Co., 16 Wall St.

The common stock of Pathe Film
Corp. has been admitted to trading
on the New York Stock Exchange.
Trading in shares of class "A" preference stock and common stock of
will

be discontin-

Fox is also planning to redecorate
and remodel the Kiva at Durango,
Colo. New signs and acoustical plas-

New Wage

a

LENAUER

has arrived in New York
business trip abroad.

two-month

is

in

New

to arrange production
Franklin's
Boys."

IRVING

THALBERG,

York, intends
10 days.

who

his

play,

"Ben

now

in

New

ROY CROSBY and SHERMAN PRATT have
to New York from New Brunswick.

returned

Sol A.

new wage

Negotiations for a

scale

agreement for laboratory workers
under way between Pat Casey, representing laboratories, and Sol A.
Scoppa, business agent of Local
A three669, laboratory workers.
year agreement with the laboratories expired on June 15 and has
been extended pending agreement
on a new scale.
in the east are expected to get

is

return to the Coast in about

to

Pact Sought
by Laboratory Workers

York from Hollyof

Three Candidates Seek
"Chick" Bell St. John
United Artists Manager
to Head Studio Local
St. John— R. S. "Chick" Bell, formerly general manager of the First
National Canadian exchanges, has
been appointed manager of the local
United Artists office, succeeding Gerald M. Hoyt.

in its style.

ter will be installed.

.

JEPSON

Fox Intermountain

England.

wood

is

— The

Corp. which has remodeled and rebuilt several theaters during the
past months, is planning the building of at least one new house.
The erection of a $100,000 theater will begin soon at Boulder,
Colo., on the site of the Curran theater which was purchased from the
Boulder K. & F. (Kohn and Fairchild) Realty Co. The house, which
will seat 1,200, will be modernistic

LARRY BARON, DuWorld salesman, left
New York yesterday on a trip through New

on

Sept. 4
Europe.

1/2

.

J.

MOORE,

F.

JEAN

ued.

V*

B.

after

sails

DOUGLAS MacLEAN

York from
Lombardy.

I.

KERRY CLARKE

DOUGLAS MONTGOMERY
MRS.

COSTON,

Pittsburgh; J. J. PAYETTE, Washington; HERBERT COPELAN, Atlantic City; LOU J. HALPER,
Hollywood; HOWARD WAUGH, Memphis and

at the Lombardy

from Hollywood.
the

Chicago:
NAT WOLF,
HOFFMAN, New Haven; DON
JACOCKS, Newark; MOE SILVER, Albany; TED
SCHLANGER, Philadelphia; HARRY KALMINE.

JAMES

Cleveland;

day for their homes.

has

Paris,

in

Pathe Exchange
2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia Picts.
Sonotone Corp

Miller

Inc.,

9%

6

Gen.

Gilbert

11/2

+
+

8I/2

86

86

86

Chg.

Close

11%

New

from

sails

with
play.

MAJOR JOHN BRUNTON,
has

from

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
11%

confer
garding a
to

HELEN

FINANCIAL
Am. Seat

Denver

10 Cents

Aug. 30, 1935

Fri.,

1935

Scoppa has been nominated

for

president of Local 52, studio
mechanics, which will hold its annual election on Sept. 8. Other presidential candidates are Frank Smith
and Clarence Bradshaw. Candidates
for business
agent include Phil
Rein, the present incumbent; Arthur Gerson, John W.
Murphy,

Nab 4 for Film Theft
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM
Hollywood

—

DAILY

Two men and two

women are being held here after
trying to dispose of 700 rolls of Dupont film believed to be part of the
570,000 feet of film stolen in 1934
from the Dupont factory at Parlin,
About 180,000 feet of the
N. J.
stolen film was recovered in a Bronx
George Jason and Harold Dodge.
warehouse soon after the theft and
since that time a number of arrests
John Thorn Dies
Thorn, 55, veteran silent picture have been made of persons trying
and stage actor, died here yester- to sell Dupont films outside the regular channels.
day.
One a Year from Wells
H. G. Wells has decided to write
Hollywood Will Rogers left life a screen play each year for the next
insurance amounting to $530,000, it two or three years, said Alexander
was stated in behalf of his family Korda yesterday in New York.
Well's "100 Years to Come" will
yesterday.
be the first Korda release through
United Artists during the new seaFiles Counter Claims
Counter-claim for $300,000 has son.
been made against Joan Lowell by
Rogers Insurance $530,000

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

the Van Beuren Corp. in answer to
the actress' suit for an accounting
of the profits from the picture "Adests are preparing to seek permis- venture Girl," in which she starred.
sion from the New York State The Van Beuren Corp. alleges that
Supreme Court to examine, before Miss Lowell's "inexpert acting"
trial, officials of Fox, 20th Century caused the picture to lose $300,000.
and Chase National bank in connec- Miss Lowell asserts that she has
tion with a new action to "unwind" not received 15 per cent of the earnings from the picture promised in
the 20th Century-Fox merger.

Would Examine Fox Execs
Attorneys for William Fox inter-

:

THERE

IS

ONLY ONE
YEAR BOOK
of

MOTION PICTURES
And

that

THE

is

issued by

FILM

DAILY

her contract.
The

Ampas

Dempsey's
Mrs. Beery in Hospital
The A. M. P. A. has selected Jack
Baltimore Mrs. Wallace Beery is
Dempsey's restaurant as its meet- a patient at Johns Hopkins Hospital,
ing place, starting with its fall ses- where she is under observation and
sion Sept. 12.
receiving treatment.
Her husband
is returning from England immedito

Meet

at

No Albany Pooling Deal
Joseph Bernhard, general manager of Warner theaters, yesterday

—

ately.

Springer Get House
Harry Brandt and Jack Springer
emphatically denied that any pool- have taken over the Park Lane
ing deal is being made with Si Fa- under a 21-year lease.
House is
bian at Albany, as reported.
owned by the Sol Brill estate.
Brandt,
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tion
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PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

AT SALZBURG FESTIVAL,
Max

Reinhardt

(right)

with

music-lovers see Professor

Jacob Wilk, Warner

Bros,

Noted director will attend N. Y. premiere
of 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' October 9th, before
proceeding coastward to work on another Shakespearean production for Warners, unannounced as yet.

story chief.

THE BRINY DEEP
Herbert-Farrell

new

battleground for Blondell-

laugh-trust,

Warners name 'Miss
'We're in the Money'
name in key runs (below).

is

as

Pacific Fleet' for trio's next. Their
is

currently living up to

its

'PAGE MISS GLORY' PREMIERE opens B'way

social season with scads of celebs vieing
Cosmopolitan production for Warners. In crowd which broke
every summer record, cameraman spotted Dorothy Mackaill, Mae Murray, Luigi Pirandello.
to

applaud Marion Davies'

first

TOGETHER AGAIN! Week's
Bette Davis, 'Of
Petrified Forest,'

casting scoop teams Leslie Howard and
Human Bondage' stars (below), in leading roles of 'The
Broadway stage hit pencilled for early production start.*

A

BIG SURPRISE

tion of his

N.

Dempsey was complete reproducOver Broadway,' coming musical with

to studio-visitor Jack

Y. restaurant for 'Stars

Pat O'Brien, Jean Muir, James Melton, Jane Froman, directed by William
Keighley (right). That's Mervyn LeRoy beaming at 'Glory' biz reports*

A Warner

Bros. Picture

Vitagraph,

Inc.,

Distributors

/

/

GLORY
>

Biggest
><Ti«g^

^

*,

">2ht in
the entire

^%

f% P

history

i

of th

i^> *«*
Out-grosses ev

^
mark

3t tke
teutn

%

/

<*er

record
!s'

receipt

s at
the

****ore!

GLORY's gone and done it! — just
we predicted! — raising merry hades

Yessir,

like

with Marion's previous records! — sending
^ the new season off to a glorious start for

WARNER

BROS.

a", Detroit/

MARION DAVIES
Setting Records Everywhere in Her First Cosmopolitan Production for

Warner

Bros.

PAGE MISS GLORY
Supported by a

PAT O'BRIEN
Directed by

Mervyn LeRoy

•

12 -Star Cast

•

Including

DICK POWELL

The song 'Page Miss Glory' by Warren & Dubin

THE
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Sept.

and
gorgeous

a

romance

that

so

is

poignantly human that it will touch the
heart of every girl and woman who sees it.
Stellar honors are divided evenly between
Fredric March, Merle Oberon, and Herbert
They all turn in performances
Marshall.

that rank this as' one of the most finely
acted pictures on the records of any season.
The play follows the original stage version

The theme

closely.

England

war-time
(March and

that

of

the two cousins
are about to leave for the front

as

Marshall)

as officers in the

grown

is

army. Both have
childhood loving their

British

through

up

by Merle Oberon. On a
absence the girl agrees to
marry March, but he is summoned back
They pledge themselves
to the front line.
each other without the benefit of
to
played

neighbor,

of

short leave

March

clergy.

reported
seen alive

lost

is

action,

in

but with the
He changes his name,
loss of his eyesight.
not wanting to inflict himself on the girl
From here on the dramatic
as her husband.

but

he

later

is

developments

and

tense,

are

build

to

a

climax.

terrific

Merle Oberon,
March,
Janet Beecher, John
Katherine
Crosman,
Henrietta
Halliday,
Alexander, Claude Allister, Edward Cooper,
Cast:
Herbert

Fredric

Marshall,

Hytten,

Olaf

Coughlin,

Phyllis

Sylvia

Vaughn, George Breakstone, Fay Chaldecott,

Holmes Herbert, Bobbie Hale.
Franklin;

Director, Sidney

Mordaunt Shairp;
Cameraman, Gregg Tcland.
Editor,

Excellent.

Direction,

Photography,

The

Best.

«

SHORT SUBJECTS »

"You Gotta Be

a Football

Hero"

(Popeye Cartoon)
7 mins.
Paramount
Good Animated
A generally amusing cartoon com-

edy, well packed with action and
laugh gags. With Olive Oyl rooting
for the rival team, which is made

up of Bluto's

•

•

•

NEW

giants,

IDEAS

old

Popeye

gets into the game and almost single-handed brings victory to his
Theme follows the popular
side.
song of the same title, with accompanying music from the song.

and

treatment

of the newspaper
the latest specimen

T
•

•

IN

THE

of Ed Levy, the attorney, has arrived Charles Joseph Levy, seven pounds
Ed wants to publicly thank Jim Clark and Clint Weyer "as without them all
if you
this would not have been possible"
Ed says
can figure that one out, okay
but that's exactly what Ed
mebbe Jim or Clint can explain
says in his letter
when Ed Ruykendall heard that the baby looks like his dad,
he advised Ed
"Never mind, he may be healthy."
one ardent exhib asked the dad to raise him on distributors'
hearts, but the parents feel the babe is too young to go on a

•

home

diet

•

•

•

T
A BEAUTIFUL

T

Picture
Samuel Goldwyn's
the play was splendid but the screen
with three stellar performances by

"The Dark Angel"

version is superb
Fredric March, Merle Oberon and Herbert Marshall
it is
that rare type of picture that will win every femme heart
from scrubwoman to society dame
it is loaded down
with a dozen weepy spots
and there is nothing every wodoggone, they
man loves more than to cry in a theater
.

really

ENJOY

Bowes Film at Paramount
Major Bowes and his "Amateur

starting today.

Rogers Tablet for
Newark

—

In

memory

Newark

of Will
City of

Rogers

the
Newark
will place a tablet on the Administration
Building
at
Newark
Airport.
Mayor Ellenstein stated yesterday.

and

Wiley

Post,

Atlan-

City.

Sept. 10:
Denver
Film
Row
outing, Lakewood Country
Sept.

annual
Denver.

second
Club,

Cincinnati Variety Club golf tournaHillcrest Country Club, Cincinnati.

16:

ment,

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-The Exhibitor" annual golf tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

Sept. 26-Oct. 17:

under

International movie festival
the King of Belgium,

patronage of

Brussells.

Sept. 30:
Hearing on permanent injunction to
restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.
Sept. 30:
Hearing
government
action
of
against
Warners,
RKO and Paramount,
United States District Court, St. Louis.

Oct.

21-24:

man Park

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

Detroit Notes
Closing
of
suburban
Detroit
houses was reported this week as
follows:
the Davison, owned by
George Brooks; the Visger, colored
house, owned by Fred Cochrane, and
the Van Dyke, owned by Rosita
Karcizewski.
Mrs. Jennie Smith, who acquired
the Our at Quincy, Mich., last march,
has sold it to H. O. Cox.
The Star at Nashville, Mich., recently opened by a group of local
business men, has been closed.
Steve Germani has closed the
Princess at Flushing, Mich.

Address Theater Meet
Colorado

Springs

—Thirty

mana-

gers, besides the force of the division office at Denver, attended the
annual Fox Intermountain theaters'
convention held at the Broadmoor
Hotel recently. Rick Ricketson, division manager, acted as chairman.
The convention started with a
luncheon, to which about 200 guests
had been invited, and with nearly
all responding, with some of them
staying over for the evening. Gov.
Ed C. Johnson of Colorado was the
guest of honor and Rev. George L.
Nuckolls delivered the luncheon address.

.

—

themselves then
Weep Treat

and "The Dark Angel

is

the pix to give 'em a

Theater of the Air" picture has been
booked by the New York Paramount
as a special added attraction with
the showing of "Two for Tonight"

Famous

of

Jubilee,

T

ads by the home office boys continues
being that on Columbia's "She Married Her Boss," featuring
Claudette Colbert
one ad is a replica of a full page from
the copy and layout carthe Hearst "American Weekly"
ries out the weekly's style of romantic sensationalism with
"Kissless Bride Warns Secretaries
such heads as these
"Office Love DangerAbout Marrying Handsome Bosses!"
ous, New Wife Admits, But Advises Girls to Get Their Men!"
another ad on this pix is done with four rhymes written
George
in the tempo of the story with graphic illustrations
Harvey started this with George Pardy's rhymed reviews on
some indie pressbooks
the fact that a major company
picks it up proves it's GOOD
Rhyme Ads are the coming
thing in film advertising

,

Todd;

T

T

Author, R. B.
Hellman,

Sherman

T

RKO Radio's "Top Hat" starring
• • • IT'S A Riot
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers opened yesterday morn at the
the first show started at 10:05
Radio City Music Hall
the theater was jammed to the rafters and they had a
helluva time keeping thousands more from crushing their way
in
so they lined 'em up on the sidewalk half way down to
and saw the
Fifth Avenue
we passed there at 12:30
biggest line we have ever lamped on any attraction since we
as wide as
they were packed 10 deep
can remember
pedestrians were forced to walk in the street
the sidewalk
it looks as if
S-0
coming to and from Fifth Avenue
"Top Hat" justifies all those advance predictions that the RKO
the name
Radio officials have been so confidently making
for Box Office
of Fred Astaire is one to conjure with
Magicians
meaning you Showmen

Lillian

Screenplay,

Trevelyan;

T

production

impressive

Showmen's Variety

»

Sept. 4:
Hearing
District
in
United
States
Court, St. Louis, on show cause order why
temporary injunction should not be issued
requiring Warners, RKO and Paramount to
supply films to Fanchon O Marco houses
in St. Louis.

PRESSIVELY.
beautiful

convention
Canadian, Toronto.

3-8:
tic

SPLENDID PRODUCTION WITH THREE
STELLAR PERFORMANCES SCORES IM-

A

Annual

Players

with Fredric March, Merle Oberon,
Herbert Marshall
hr., 50 mins.
1
United Artists

telling

DATE BOOK

«

"THE DARK ANGEL"

Aug. 30, 1935

•

•

•

T
T
SCENES FROM "Page

T
Miss Glory"

will be broad-

cast by Marion Davies over a Columbia network tonite at 9
o'clock
wiith Dick Powell playing opposite as in the screen
version
A reception was given by Mayor LaGuardia to
Grace Moore at City Hall, and Hizzoner presented Grace with
a lovely bouquet of roses and a pretty speech
the roses
probably go on his swindle sheet
why not?
A nifty
duo of ad and pub booklets gotten out by the United Artists'
blurb dep't for Mickey Mouse's 7th Anniversary starting Sept.
28
one book is devoted to sure-fire exploitation ideas, and
the other contains plenty of material for local newspaper breaks.

«

€€

€4

» » »

Zanuck Preparing Four
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Darryl Zanuck's 20th
Century-Fox production forces now
have four pictures in preparation
for early September start.
Titles
are: "Ramona," "The Buccaneer,"
"The Immigrant" and "Your Uncle
Dudley."
Currently in work are:
"Thanks a Million," "Metropolitan,"
"Man Who Broke the Bank at
Monte Carlo" and "Charlie Chan in
San Francisco."
West Coa-t Bureau

—

Gets Rogers' Air Spot
Baker will move into the ether
spot left vacant through the death of
Will Rogers under a deal arranged by
He goes on
the A. & S. Lyons office.
the Gulf hour over the Columbia system
Phil

Features Reviewed

in

Film Daily, Feb. 12 to

>•"

r t tit
Reviewed
Adventurous Knights-A J A 6-7-3 5
Abdul the Damned-ALL. .6-1-35
Accent on Youth-PAR 8-10-35
.

6-1-35
6-29-35
7-17-35
8-14-35

Horses

King's

the

All

— Ajax
ALL — Alliance Films
AM — Amkino
AMB— Ambassador Pictures
ARC—Arcturus Pictures
ARN —Tom Arnold
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G
BEA — Beacon Productions
BEA — Beaumont Pictures
BUT — Burroughs-Tarzan
AJA

PAR.. 2-13-35
Farewell-PAR. 8-23-35
7-27-35
Arizonian-RKO
Aschermittwoch-XX ....3-12-35
Asegure A Su Mujer-F. .3-13-35
Avec L'Assurance-PAR ..5-9-35
Awakening of Jim Burke
Annapolis

CHE—Chesterfield

—Cinexport Distributing
COL —Columbia
CON — Conn Pictures
DAN — Danubia Pictures
DU— DuWorld
EMP — Empire Film Distributors
F— Fox
Division
FD—
FN—
National
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions

COL.. 5-18-35
A« Uj Rokon-XX
Baby Face Harrington

CIN

3-13-35

MGM.. 6-19-35

3-20-35
Bar Mitzvah-SL
Behind the Green Lights-

MAS.. 3-12-35
Becky Sharp-RKO

6-14-35
.2-16-35
2-26-35
Bella Donna-OLY
3-28-35
Black Fury-FN
8-17-35
Black Room-COL
6-28-35
Black Sheep-F
8-7-35
Bohemios-CIN
5-31-35
Boliche-XX
.8-24-35
Bonnie Scotland-MGM.
6-4-35
Border Brigands-U
Break of Hearts-RKO. . .5-16-35
Brewster's Millions-UA . .4-5-35
Bride of Frankenstein-U. 4-11-3
7-27-35
Bright Lights-FN
7-1 1-35
Broadway Gondolier-

My

Behold

Wife-PAR.

.

First
First

WA.

Wild-UA
Yourself-MGM

4-30-35
..7-30-35
Hurricane-RKO. 4-25-35

Call of the

Calm

Captain

Captured in Chinatown-

SUP.. 7-30-35
Car

..3-26-35
2-23-35
2-15-35

Richelieu-UA

Cardinal

99-PAR

Carnival-COL

Don't Bet on Blondes

FN.. 4-4-35
Murder Case

Breakfast

for

COL.. 7-6-35
Chan

Charlie

China Seas-MGM
Chinatown Squad-U
Chucho el Roto-XX

Death-SYN

of

Circumstantial

Kaiser jaeger-XX.

7-12-35
Convention Giri-FD ...5-14-35
Corazon Bandolero-XX. .3-6-35
Cowboy Millionaire-F. ..4-25-35
Criez-Le Sur Les Toits
PAR.. 6-25-35
Crimson Trail-U
3-8-35
8-5-35
Crusades, The-PAR
4-10-35
Cruz Diablo-XX
8-2-35
Curly Top-F
3-20-3 5
Cyclone Ranger-SPE
6-6-35
Dance Band-ALL
Danger Ahead-VIC
7-19-35
8-1-35
Dante's Inferno-F
Daring Young Man-F. .7-18-35
7-9-35
Dawn Rider-MOP
Death Flies East-COL. .2-27-35
Der Judas Von Tirol
4-29-35
Desert Trail-MOP .....8-20-35
6-4-35
Der Unhekannte-XX
Devil is a Woman-PAR. .4-17-35
Diamond Jim-U
8-24-35
.

.

.

XX

Die Beiden Seehunde-

XX.. 3-12-35
Die Csardas Fuerstin

UFA.. 4-26-35
Und

die

Erste

Eisenbahn-UFA

2-20-35

XX.. 4-10-35
Die Grosse Chance-XX ..5-9-35
Die Unschuld Vom Lande

XX.. 5-14-35
Der Doppelbraeutigam-XX

XX.. 3-27-35
The-GB
3-11-35
Dinky-WA
6-28-35
Dog of Flanders-RKO.. 7-13-35

Dictator,

Doubting Thomas-F
7-11-35
Dona Francisquita-XX .4-29-35

ALL.. 6-4-35
Scoundrel, The-PAR
4-30-35
Secret Agent-ALL
6-5-35
Secrets of Chinatown-NO. 2-20-35
Senora Casada Necesita Mando
F. .2-12 35

Shadow of Doubt-MGM.
Shanghai-PAR

— Victory

She-RKO

Pictures

PUR— Puritan

XX

Title

Delitto

di

Reviewed
Mastrovanni-

XX.. 8-1-35
Love You Always-COL

I'll

3-30-35

Monastery Garden-

In a

SG.. 3-13-35

XX.. 4-3-35
El Fantasma del Convento
XX.. 4-24-35
El Hombre Que Se Reia Del

Amor-XX

7-19-35
.5-9-35

El Pulpo Humano-HOF
El Vuelo de la Muerte

XX.. 4-18-35
Elizabeth of England

ALL.. 6-8-35
Escape Me Never-U A.
Every Night at Eight-

7-6-35
.5-24-35

.

PAR.. 7-30-35
Farmer Takes

a

Wife-F. .6-11-35

MGM.. 6-1-35

Florentine

Dagger-WA

.

.

Folies

Liselott-XX
Frankie and Johnnie

Page

Front

... 5-31-35

RKO. .6-25-35
Woman
WA.. 7-11-35

Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF 5-20-35
4-18-35
G-Men. The-WA
8-19-35
Gay Deception-F
Get That Man-EMP ...7-25-35
George White's 1935 Scandals

F
Ghost Walks-CHE
Gigolette-RKO
Ginger-F
Girl from 10th Avenue

4-2-35
.3-30-35
5-14-35
5-28-35

FN.. 5-25-35
Girls Will Be Boys-ALL. .6-7-35
Give Her a Ring-ALL. .6-6-35
6-15-35
Glass Key, The-PAR
.

Town-PAR

Goin' to

4-25-35

8-23-35
Going Highbrow-WA
Gold Diggers of 1935-FN. 3-15-35
8-3-35
Golden Taiga-AM ..
.

.

In Caliente-FN
Informer, The-RKO
In Old Kentucky-F
Irish
It

in

It's

a

6-27-35
5-1-35
7-5-35
8-1-35

Us-WA

Happened

in

New York-U

Small World-F.

.

3-6-35
.5-21-35
3-5-35

I've Been Around-U
7-26-35
Jalna-RKO
7-31-35
Java Head-FD
Julieta Compra Un Hijo-F

3-27-35

Jungfrau

Gegen Moench-MAJ
3-19-35

Justice of the

She Gets Her Man-U
Shot in the Dark, A

.2-16-35
7-20-35
7-8-35
8-5-35

CHE.. 5-23-35
Hat Kid-F
Smart Girl-PAR

Silk

distributor set

Into Your Dance-FN. 3-19-35
Great God Gold-MOP. .3-5-35
Great Hotel Murder-F. .2-27-35
Gretl Zieht Das Grosse Los
.

.

XX.. 2-12-35
Gunners and Guns-BEA. 8-22-35
Hard Rock Harrigan-F. .7-1-35
.

Harmony Lane-MAS
Hawk, The-WOH
Healer,

...8-15-35
7-13-35

Woman-MAS
The-MOP

Headline

.

Her Song

.

5-1 1-35

5-28-35

Love-REI. 6-26-35
Here's to Romance-F. .. .8-27-35
High School Girl-FOY.. 3-16-35
4-27-35
Hold 'Em Yale-PAR
of

Honeymoon Limited

MOP.. 6-25-35
Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hooray for Love-RKO. .5-20-35
Hoosier Schoolmaster

MOP.. 4-9-35
Hot Tip-RKO

— XX

8-20-35
....4-24-35

Huszarserelem
Ich Sing Mich in Dein Herz

6-4-35
Hinein-XX
Idolos De La Radio-XX. 7-5-35
Tgloi

Dikok-XX

COL.. 6-4-35

PUR.. 6-7-35
Kid Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
Koeszoenoem Hogy Elgazolt

La Dame Aux Camelias-DU
3-21-35
7-24-35
3-19-35

La Llorona-XX
Laddie-RKO
Ladies Crave Excitement

MAS.. 6-17-35
Lady Tubbs-U

Law

7-2-35

Wilderness-DU ...5-15-35
Beyond the Range

COL.. 4-17-35
L'Eredita

Dello

Zio

MET.. 7-1-35
Les As Du Turf-PAR.
Les Miserables-UA
Let 'Em Have It-UA.
Let's Live

Liebe

5-25-35

In Spite of Danger-COL. .4-9-35

.

.

Tonight-COL

.5-14-35
4-3-35
.5-16-35
3-16-35

Dumme Mama-BAV
3-6-35

Liebe Tod

Und

Teufel

UFA.. 5-31-35
Life Begins at 40-F
Lila Akac-XX

Liliom-F
Little Colonel-F
Living on Velvet-FN

L'Ordonnance-XX
Lost City-KRE
Love in Bloom-PAR
Love Me Forever-COL.

Mad Love-MGM
Make

Man

a

Million-MOP

4-5-35
5-16-35
3-19-35
3-22-35
3-8-35
7-2-35
2-21-35
4-20-35
.6-28-35
7-1-35
7-9-35

on Flying Trapeze-

PAR.. 8-3-35
Man Who Knew Too MuchGB.. 3-22-35
Manhattan Butterfly

IMP.. 8-14-35
7-22-35
Manhattan Moon-U
Vampire-MGM
Mark of the
3-28-35
Marriage Bargain-HOL. .2-20-35
MacFadden's Flats-PAR. 3-12-35
6-14-35
Mary Jane's Pa-FN
Men of Action-CON. ..7-13-35
5-9-35
Men of the Hour-COI
Men of Tomorrow-MUN. 4-16-35
6-12-35
Men on Wings-AM

Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-35
Mercedes-XX

Merry Monarch. The

SYN.. 7-16-35
Mimi-ALL

6-5-35
4-2-35
5-25-35
6-4-35

Mississippi-PAR
Mister
Mizici

Dynamite-U
Svet-XX

Moscow Laughs-AM

....3-23-35
Motive for Revenge-MAJ. 5-21-35
Murder in the Fleet

MGM.. 6-1-35

Murder Man-MGM
Murder on a Honeymoon-

7-9-35

RKO.. 2-14-35
Mutiny Ahead-MAJ
7-6-35
Song for You-GB. .5-28-35
of Edwin Drood-U

My

7-9-35
7-27-35

Mystery

Man-MOP

Naughty

Marietta-MGM

New

5-16-35

Night

Adventures

of

3-20-35
2-12-35
.2-20-35

Tarzan

at the

A
WA.. 5-16-35

Ritz,

Night Life of the Gods-U 2-23-35
6-5-35
Nittits, The-RKO
No More Ladies-MGM. .6-12-35
Notorious Gentleman-U. .2-15-35
7-9-35
Now or Never-AJA
Obeah-ARC
2-13-35
Odio-XX
6-25-35
Oil for the Lamps of China
WA.. 4-30-3 5
4-17-35
On Probation-PER

One Frightened Night
2-12-35

MGM.. 5-4-35

Old Curiosity Shop-ALL. 6-21-35
Old Man Rhythm-RKO. .8-2-35
8-10-35
Orchids to You-F

Page

Spring Tonic-F
Square Shooter-COL
Star

6-7-35
7-8-35
.5-14-35
5-28-35
5-17-35

Girl-F

Little

Glory-WA

Miss

Paradise Canyon-MOP
Paris in Spring-PA R
Party Wire-COL

Payasadas

De La Vida-XX

Pechmarie-F
People Will

3-19-35
4-24-35

Talk-PAR.

.

.6-7-35

People's Enemy-RKO ...4-29-35
Perfect Clue, The-MAJ. .3-13-35
7-1-35
Peter Vinogradof-AM
4-20-35
Phantom Fiend-OLY

Port of Lost Dreams

INV.. 3-2-35
Prenez Garde a

la

Peinture
TAP.. 8-19-35

Princess
Charming-GB. .6-21-35
4-12-35
Princess O'Hara-U
3-9-35
Private Worlds-PAR
Public Hero Number One
MGM.. 5-16-35
Radio Parade of 1935
ALL.. 6-10-35
7-17-35
Rainbow's End-FD
Rainbow Valley-MOP. .3-12-35
6-4-35
Raven, The-U
4-17-35
Reckless-MGM
7-30-35
Reckless Roads-M AJ
.

Red Blood

Hot

of

Courage

Steamboat 'Round the BendF.. 7-25-35
Stolen

Harmony-PAR

4-20-35

Stone of Silver Creek

U.. 4-6-35
Straight from the Heart-U
3-22-35
6-21-35
4-1-35

Stranded-WA
Strangers All-RKO
Strauss' Great Waltz

ARN.. 4-9-35
Strosstrupp

1917-XX

2-6-35

Struggle for Life-FOY.
Sunset Range-FD

at

.6-19-35

.

5-10-35
8-20-35

Sunny Youth-AM
Susana Tiene
_

Un

Secreto

XX.. 6-7-35

.

Sweet Music-WA

Symphony

of

5-4-35

Living

INV.. 6-22-35

„

„

.,«
510

2-20-35

Head-COL

Swell

Raise-F

.

Tango-Bar-PAR ......
Texas Rambler-SPE

Amor

Tierra,

'.

5-4-35
7.9.35
5-7-35

y Dolor

XX.. 8-14-35
„.
„
1 imes Square LadyMGM.. 3-15-35
„.
Tjocka Slakten... -XX.. 5-23-35
Top Hat-RKO
8-16-35
Topaze (French) PAR.. 2-20-35
Tovarishi-AM
5-31-35
Trail's End-BEA
.8-22-35
Transient Lady U
3-9-35
Traveling Saleslady-FN ..3-28-35

—

Tribu-XX
6.12.35
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes

Tu Hijo-XX
Una Semana De

OLY.. 5-28-35
12-18-34
Felicidad
XX.. 6-19-35

J
Under
the Pampas Moon
F.. 6-1-35

,T

,

Unknown Woman-COL.

Midnight-U

Rescue Squad-EMP
Return of Peter Grimm

3-26-35
4-3-35

RKO.. 7-18-35

.6-21-35

Unwelcome Stranger

COL.. 4-6-35

Lady-MGM

Vagabond

Vanessa-MGM
Vanishing Riders-SPE
Vidas Rotas-XX
Village

Tale-RKO

Wagon

Trail-A JA

4-1-35

2-19-35
...7-2-35
8-6-35
6-15-35

4-9-35
....2-19-35
8-27-35
We're in the Money-WA. 8-22-35
Werewolf of London-U .. 5-10-35
West Point of the Air
MGM.. 2-25-35
Westward Ho-REP
7-30-35
What Price Crime-BEA. 5-28-35
When a Man's a Man-F. .2-23-35
While the Patient Slept

Wedding

Night-UA

Welcome Home-F

....

AMB.. 6-4-35
Tires-FN

3-2-35
Red
4-10-35
Red Morning-RKO
5-3-35
Red Village-AM
6-7-35
Red Wagon-ALL
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35

Rendezvous

6-27-35
3-2-35

Midnight-RKO.. 4-1 1-35

of

,

MAS.. 4-26-35
One More Spring-F
One New York Night

Our

Smith-STE
7-30-35
Song of Happiness-AM. .4-10-35
Sons of Steel-CHE
4-13-35
Soviet Journey-AM
8-10-35
Soviet Russia Today-AM. 3-6-35
Speed Devils-HOF
6-21-35

.

Mystery

BUT.. 5-21-35

Keeper of the Bees-MOP.6-H-35
Kentucky Blue Streak

Last

Review-u

Title

Range

.

Go

3-27-35

Der Page vom Dalmasse-Hotel

.

.3-19-35
5-1 1-35

..

Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 5-25-35

Die Reiter Von DeutschOstafrika-XX
6-10-35
Die Finanzen des Grossherzogs

XX.. 4-2-35
Scotland Yard Mystery

Steiner

PER— Peerless

4-29-35
Konjunkturriter-XX
Krach Urn Olanthe-XX. 5-14-35
La Crise Est Finie-XX. .3-13-35

AMB.. 6-21-35

6-7-35
..2-12-35

Schwarzer Jaeger Johanna

WA— Warner Bros.
WOH— Herman Wohl

— No

Hubertus-UFA

Schloss

— Spectrum

VIC

Famille-XX

Sans

Films

UFA— Ufa

Pictures

..5-7-35

UA.. 6-26-35

UA— United Artists

XX.. 5-9-35

5-3-35
6-8-35
8-21-35

Royer

S.

—Olympic
— Paramount

of

Paradise-AJA
Sanders of the River

SYN

MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films

XX.. 4-24-3 5
Red Gap-PAR 2-19-35

Rustler's

SUP

Pictures

Pictures

OLY
PAR

Ruggles

Pictures

— Superior Films
—Syndicate Exchange
Tapernoux
TAP —John
U — Universal

— Mascot
— Metropolis
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP — Monogram
MAS
MET

3-29-35

Rosem Aus Dem Suden

G. Films
L.

STE—William

4-26-35

Scandal-PAR

Die Liebe

SPE

Pictures

2-20-35
Bergere-UA
Four Hours to Kill-PAR. 4-11-35

CHE.. 7-17-35

College

— Majestic

— Fanchon

SG— S. O
SL—S. &

Liberty Pictures

MAR — Marcy

II

Eight Bells-COL
CI Dia Que Me Quieras

Fraeulein

Clemencia-XX
Code of the Mounted

MAJ

ROY

Pictures

Krellberg

S.

Dr.

RKO— RKO-Radio

7-25-35
5-31-35
4-2-35
4-11-35

Evidence

Circus Shadows-PER
Clairvoyant. The-GB

—

Ex.

Dist.

.8-6-35

Cheers of the Crowd

MOP

LIB

REI

4-16-35
Fighting Lady-ROY
2-14-35
Fighting Pilot-AJA
Fighting Pioneers-RES. .5-21-35
Fighting Shadows-COL. 5-17-35
Flame Within, The

Egypt

in

F.. 6-4-3 5

Circle

Drei

MGM.. 3-2-35

Champagne

KRE— S.

WA.. 7-20-35

Escapade-MGM

Case of the Curious Bride
Casino

Reviewed

Title

Up Barnes-MAS
3-30-35

— Imperial
— Invincible

IMP
INV

Roberta-RKO
Rocky Mountain Mystery-PAR

— Hugo Riesenfeld
REP — Republic Pictures
RES— Resolute

— Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films

Smoky

.

Burn 'Em

Right to Live-WA
Roaring Roads-M AR

GB

HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film

4-2-35
2-23-35
2-16-35
4-13-35
2-12-35

Rumba-PAR

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

After Office Hours-MGM 2-16-35
After the Dance-COL. .8-14-35
Age of Indiscretion
MGM.. 5-18-35

Hawks-COL
Alias Mary Dow-U
Alibi Ike-WA
Alice Adams-RKO

Revtetved

Rider-COL

Revenge

.

Air

Aug. 27

FN.

.3-2-35

Whole Town's Talking

COL.. 2-15-35
Wilderness

Mail-AMB

..3-9-35

Woman in Red-FN
3-23-35
Woman Wanted-MGM. .8-10-35

World Accuses-CHE ....3-21-35
Youth of Maxim-AM
Zigeunerblut-XX
Zycie

J.

4-20-35
4-10-35

Pilsudskiego

MET..6-4-3S

Reproduced on these

pages

two advertisements on "R

SALUTE." One, (on the left)
written because we really
that way about the picture

j

because a preview audience

i

i

istered a like enthusiasm. In it,

honestly attempt to transmit
the public

some of the pleasure

experienced while

screening

The advertisement on the
makes no claims for the picn

ri

It

merely states that it is a romai

comedy and

relies

on

the essen

quality of the production

it

stimulate word-of-mouth

We feel, however, that you
your public best and
fore, putting the

you.

are,

problem

The question is: Does a|

production need the

suj

of superlatives in advei

or can

it

box-office

sustain

on the

itself at

basis of

alone with the aid of

announcement adver!

ONE HUNDR

DOLLAR
will

be awarded to the

exhibi

giving the soundest answe
this question!

Your answer must be postmarked
than October

1st,

Send your answers

,

ni

1935-

to the "R<

Salute" Contest Editor.

Unit*

Artists Corporation, 729 Severn

Avenue, New York,

N.

w ^°
ItW?

etlC

Rovers

o^ tS

vtvo

The Judges who will decide on the winning
answer are

JACK ALICOATE
MAURICE KANN
TERRY RAMSAYE
EPES W. SARGENT
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DAY

of the

THALBERG EXPECTING

NO CHANGE

IN

STATUS

Mo.— Frank

Lindeman with Lorraine Stephens.
{.Continued -from Page 1)
Former is Colonial house manager
years old, a
(Continued from Page 1)
picture, Jack Buchanan and Fay projectionist, dropped dead in the and the latter daughter of a mowith the studio's production setup.
Wray in one, Ann Harding is an- bathroom of his home on August 27. tion picture operator.
Willard
"I have all the scope I want right
nounced for one production and C.
Kramer was married Sunday to
Aubrey Smith and Nils Asther will
Connellsville, Pa.
Zed Francis Leona McCracken. He's a doorman now," said Thalberg, when asked
be teamed.
has been named manager of the (Varsity)
and
she's
a
cashier concerning the possibilities of his
United Productions has been or- Paramount succeeding George Wag- (Kiva).
amplifying his functions.
of
lines
along
ganized to operate
ner, brother of Chris Wagner, who
Thalberg plans to personally make
is
Leslie Howard
United Artists.
is retiring.
St. Louis, Mo.
The St. Louis between eight and 10 pictures for
announced to work in "Bonnie
St.

Louis,

Biere, 68
local 'motion picture

—

—

Prince Charlie" and Anna Sten in
"Lady Hamilton." Distribution will
be through C. M. Woolf's organiza^
General Film Distributors.
tion,
The company states it plans to spend
$500,000 on each picture.

Hamilton Vice-President
Of New Film Alliance
{Continued from Page 1)
treasurer.
In addition to these officers, the board of directors includes: Irving Browning, a still and
motion picture photographer; Herbert Kline, editor of "New Theater
Magazine," and Wallace West, formerly publicity writer at Para-

mount.
Merritt Crawford has been elected president, as announced yesterday.

Closes

James R. Grainger, general manager of distribution for Universal,
announces closing of a deal with
the Butterfield circuit in Michigan
for 1935-36 product. Deal covers 77
theaters.

Ralph Myerson Dead
Jackson, Miss.

— Ralph

Myerson,

salesman for Universal, was
found dead in his room at a local
41, film

hotel recently.

He worked

Sligo

is

being re-

out of

New Orleans and is survived by his
wife and one sister.

the

is

the

—

—

—

—

—

—

title

single-reeler based on
Diego Pacific Exposition,

new

the San
produced by Audio Productions, Inc.
It is being given widespread circulation throughout the United States
by the Ford Motor Co.

—

—

—

Omaha For the Olsen and Johnson stage show, the Orpheum boosted its prices from 25-40 cents to
35-55 cents this week.
Old prices
will be resumed next week.

—This

the newest
city to report one day of free shows
sponsored by the merchants at the
Beatrice, Neb.

is

Rivoli.

"Fair in the West"

has been granted

Co.

conditioned for reopening
Servente,
Himersburg
The Sligo house has been
several years and is now
modeled and redecorated.

Make Exposition Short
of

Amusement

—

Deal

Butterfield

—The

a permit to wreck the old Kings the 1935-36 season.
by Mike Theater Bldg. at 818-20 N. Kingsexhibitor. highway Blvd.
The house has been
Open New Detroit House
dark for dark for several years.
Detroit United Detroit Theaters
being rehas opened the new Alger theater,
St. Louis, Mo.
Fanchon & Marco 1,200-seat house built by Hattie
has
switched
its bill for the reopenBlair Station, Pa.
Sloan.
Joseph Busick from the
The Wayma
here has been transferred to Jack ing of the Ambassador tomorrow Annex is manager, and Clyde Whitand
instead
of
having
"Diamond
ley, formerly of the Grand, Riviera,
Seltzer from Leo Wayne.
Seltzer
was manager of the Braddock, Jim" as the attraction has set in assistant.
"Steamboat
'Round
the
Bend."
The
Braddock, Pa., until recently when
the house was acquired on a long picture will play the Ambassador
Detroit Press Agent Killed
term lease by Archie Fineman and and Fox, Grand Blvd. at WashingDetroit Frederick von S. Roche,
Mike Shapiro, Pittsburgh exhibitors. ton Blvd., day and date.
formerly with the publicity departThe Wayma will be reopened by
St. Louis, Mo.
The Cardinal has ment of Kunsky and Publix houses
Seltzer soon.
been transferred by John W. Dick- in Detroit, was killed recently in an
Alliance, O.
Ray Wallace, gen- son to Irving Mueller. The Globe automobile accident on Cape Cod.
eral manager of Tri Theaters, Inc., on Franklin Ave. is now under the
announces that the Columbia, dark management of J. Vainiko.
Charlestown, W. Va.— Ben Pitts
most of the summer, will reopen
Waverly, 111. The Bijou has been is reopening the Opera House here.
Sept. 1, with a first-run film policy.
The house has been completely ren- taken over by Hall and Hart.
Wilcox, Neb. C. R. Zulaus is opovated,
including recarpeting
throughout and all new spring upBrunswick, Mo. The Russell has erating the Wilcox here after sevholstered cushion seats.
eral months of darkness.
been closed.
Sligo, Pa.

McCook

at

Osceola, Mo.
present.

Highland,

—

The "Daily Gazette"
the McCook merchants now
sponsor free shows at the Fox durin one forenoon a week.
Regular

Uptown

is

dark

111.

—The

will

be completed about Sept. 15. New
equipment and seats are being installed.

—

Williamsville, Mo. The new theahei e will be ready about Oct.
1.
A. B. Jeffris of Piedmont, Mo.,
proprietor, plans to operate the

—Price

raising by

was arranged
week when Roy Headrich,

agreement

here this
reconstruction

It
and C. Frasier, Joyo.
jacked scales from 10 to 15 cents.
Move is being watched closely since
it is in Lincoln's suburban area and
pictures
behind downtown
plays
second-runners for a dime.

Lyric,

-

house four nights weekly.

—

go back up at two o'clock,
Charlotte Kalmus,
St. Louis. Mo.cent purchases from
billing clerk for Fox, will be marmerchants entitles one to a ticket.
ried to Oscar Myer of Chicago Sept.
15.
Clark Ryan will be manager
Nebraska
Trying Vaude in
Omaha
H. J. Chapman, new Co- of the Varsity in University City
Lincoln Nebraska A. H. Blank lumbia manager
Minneapolis,
at
and Central States houses are co- was given a farewell party by his when it is completed.
operating to arrange a vaude cir- former
associates and employes at
Cairo, 111.
The remodeling of the
cuit in this territory for a trial.
the Paxton hotel recently.
Jackson, a Rogers property, will be
First show played two days apiece
completed early in September. New
in York, Grand Island, and HastOklahoma City Renewal of con- equipment is to be installed.
ings.
tract between Alexander Film Co.
and Griffith Amusement Co. has
Centralia, 111.
The Playhouse
Advance "Bulldog" Date
been made for another year.
here and the Grand at Hillsboro,
The opening date of GB's "Alias
Frye, have
111., both owned by N.
Bulldog Drummond" at the Globe
John Quinn, Omaha
Pilger, Neb.
on Broadway has been' been ad- newspaperman, has bought the Pil- been equipped with new canopies
and the latest type of horizontal
vanced to Sept. 9.
ger here with Ernie Jones, and neon signs.
started operation this week.
prices

Twenty-five

—

—

Havelock, Neb.

mutual

Herb Lowry's Opera House

of

ter

and

—The

Blytheville,

ater entrance

by a bomb. A cash reward of $1,000
has been posted by O. W. McCutcheon, owner of the theater, for the
arrest of the person

—

who

placed the

bomb.

—

Kosciusko, Miss.
G. Cary has
opened a new theater here. He was
formerly located at Paris, Ark.

—

—

Ark.— The Ritz thewas recently wrecked

—

Detroit Mrs. A. Fischer, owner
of the Hippodrome theater, West
Side house recently reopened, is
planning to change its name to
either the Grand or the Wayne.

—

In Australia,

—

Too

Sydney Giveaways are fast developExhibitors being in North Sydney.
lieve that adoption of the coupon idea
safeguards the plan from the lottery
laws.

—Two

engagements, the
marrying kind, were announced this
week on theater row. Leland Mischnick, Varsity house manager, will
be seen only with Cecilia Hermson
from now on and likewise Bill
Lincoln

Areola,

moved

111.

into

—

new

The Ritz

being
quarters across the
is

from the old location. Hugh
McGregor, owner, plans to install
new seats and other equipment. Operations will be resumed in about a
street

week.

Chaplin Files Suit
Charlie Chaplin in the Federal Court,

New

York, yesterday began suit against

Mogull

Brothers

of

1944

Boston

Road,

charging that they have exploited without license two of his pictures, "The
Nathan
Kid" and "Shoulder Arms."
Burkan is his counsel in the action,
which also names Charles, Leo and
Peter Mogull.

S K N SAT! O N
EASTMAN

Super

X

Film was originally de-

signed for rephotographing projected back-

grounds. Yet because of

won fame

its

great speed

it

also

as the negative extraordinary for

tough newsreel shots.

And now

it is

being

widely used for regular feature production,
as well.

Offering not only extra speed but

generally improved photographic quality,

Super

X

is

unquestionably the sensation of

the year in 35-millimeter

Kodak Company.
tributors,

(J.

New York,

raw

film.

Eastman

E. Brulatour, Inc., Dis-

Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE
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NEW COMPANY PLANS

A

(Continued from Page

1)

made with independent exchanges
in New York the firm will be

and

by Cecil E. Maberry,
Columbia sales executive,

represented

former

who plans to establish Amercan
International Distributing Co. of

New York
Fear

by Nov.

1.

president of both companies while Weisfeldt is vice-president in charge of distribution of
the distributing organization. Temporary headquarters have been opened at the Park Central Hotel and
permanent general offices will be established in New York soon with
Weisfeldt in charge.
Producers will work at a studio
owned by one of the group and
other members control laboratory
is

facilities

and

sound

and

camera

equipment.

The plan, in part, was explained
yesterday as follows:
"To assure the exchanges that
the system is one entirely based on
honorable principles, with no profits
to anyone until cost of the negative
is paid back, the producing company
is to furnish a certified cost sheet,
compiledby a national auditing firm,
which will itemize every expenditure.
To assure each producer that the exchanges are honorably principled
too,
travelling
auditors will
be
checking the branches and report
on each picture and collections, ensuring them honest returns for each
picture produced."

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh

— Bert

Albright, forstate district manager for the Schine Circuit, succeeded Roy Rowe as Warner manager

mer New York

Washington, Pa.

in

The remodeled Orpheum

in Clar-

HOUSES

By RALPH WILK

^NNE GREY

HOLLYWOOD

play the feminine lead opposite Charles Ray
in his latest production, "Just My
Luck," for New Century.
This is
Ray's first picture since he went
into retirement a few years ago.
Raymond Friedgen is handling spewill

distribution of
pictures.
T
T
cial

this

series

of

T

Betty Laidlaw and Bob Lively,
writer-composer team, have just returned from London where they
were associated with Joe Rock, GB
producer.

"Buddy" DeSylva to compose tunes
"Captain January," which will
be a 20th Century-Fox starring vehicle for

Shirley Temple.
t
T

Rights to "Last Night When We
a new song by Harold Arlen and E. Y. Harburg, were
acquired as the theme song for
Lawrence Tibbett to sing in "Metropolitan," which Darryl F. Zanuck
is producing for 20th Century-Fox.

Were Young,"

Van

Dyke

presided as
"Seidel Maister" at the Masquers'
unique "Seidel Night," at their club
S.

house Tuesday night.
T

Nigel Bruce

has been added to
20th Century-Fox
romantic comedy, "The Man Who
the

cast

the

of

Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo."

Y

Y
the recently completed
First National film formerly known
as "Living Up to Lizzie" has been
changed to "Personal Maid's Se-

The

title of

T
T
All the camera work was completed yesterday at Universal on
"Three Kids and a Queen."
Y
Y
Y

John M. Stahl yesterday added
Ralph Morgan to the cast of "Magnificent
City.

T

With John Boles assigned to the
lead, the cast of "Ramona," a
20th Century-Fox production starring Loretta Young, has been commale

Obsession"

at

AAA

Universal

Robert Allen and Douglas

their mother.

ITOA

At

its

RKO

"Top Hat,"
Radio's new
starrer for Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers, yesterday topped the Radio
City Music
Hall's
opening day
record for any opening Thursday
save a holiday, RKO stated.
"Accent" at Palace
"Accent on Youth" has opened at
the RKO Palace for a week's engagement.

Dubuque Orpheum Reopening
Dubuque The Orpheum Theater,
operated by Mort Singer, will reopen the first or second week in

—

Dum- September.

"Lady Beware"
(temp, title), were this week aspleted.
Charles
Sellon,
Andrew signed important roles in "Crime assigned to the Zane Grey story
Punishment,"
with
Edward "Nevada," to be produced by Harold
Tombes, Jessie Ralph, Pauline Fred- and
Arnold and Peter Lorre in the male Hurley, and will serve as technical
erick, Jane Darwell and O. P. Hegbrille

featured

in

and Rudy Navary's Liberty in
Verona reopened.
gie complete the list of principals. leads.
T
T
G. J. Marfleet, Vitaphone camera- Eugene Forde will direct.
Walter Byron and Tom Kennedy,
man, in town shooting local oddiT
T
M-G-M announces renewal of its were signed this week for "She
ties for a Newman Travelogue short.
Dave Brown, chief short booker present contract with Chester Mor- Couldn't Take It," in which George
Raft and Joan Bennett are cofor Warners, back from his vaca- ris.
starred, with Walter Connolly and
tion.
T
T
Chris and George Wagner, ConJoy Hodges, young singer who Billie Burke featured.
nellsville
T
T
T
theater
operators,
lost first came to fame on the west
ion

WEEKS

to Act on Suit
meeting Wednesday, the
I. T. O. A. will advance plans for
T
T
T
filing a suit against major distribuPrincipal
roles
in
"Enemy of tors charging forcing of shorts and
Man," Paul Muni's latest First Na- also aimed at the weekly payment
tional vehicle, have been assigned plans covering short subjects.
to Donald Woods, Walter Kingsford,
Halliwell Hobbes, Raymond Brown
"Top Hat" Opens Big
and Iphigenie Castiglioni.

cret."

T

W.

IN 3

as the company's new special based
(Continued from Page 1)
on the novel, "Two Black Sheep."
morrow; the Orpheum, Champaign,
Otto Kruger stars in "Two Sinners"
and is supported by Martha Sleeper, opening Sept. 7, and the Grand, CoMinna Gombell, Cora Sue Collins, lumbus, opening around Sept. 20.
and Ferdinand Munier.
Chas. Winthrop, assistant manT
ager of the Palace, Columbus, will
Nat Levine, executive producer
be promoted to manager of the
for Republic, announces "Dark Continent" as the title for the com- Grand. William Elson will manage
pany's new 15-episode serial.
the
President,
Minneapolis,
and
Grant A. Martin will manage the
T
Y
Bette Davis has been cast in the Orpheum, Champaign.
Glen Caldwell, former film booker
leading feminine role opposite Leslie Howard in the forthcoming pro- for Mort Singer, has been appointed
duction by Warner Bros, of "The manager of the RKO Orpheum, at
Davenport, replacing W. C. Sears,
Petrified Forest."
who has been transferred to the
t
T
Dick Foran's second western ad- managership of the Orpheum, Minventure for Warner Bros., follow- neapolis. Emil Frenke, manager of
ing "Moonlight on the Prairie," will the Orpheum, Minneapolis, has rebe "Prairie Schooner" instead of signed.

T
Herbert Rawlinson has been assigned
an
important
role
in
"Snatched," which goes into production for
20th Century-Fox next
week.
"The Singing Kid." Alma Lloyd,
T
T
Ann Ronnell, composer of the daughter of Frank Lloyd, the direc"Three Little Pigs" and other song tor, will have the leading feminine
hits, has been assigned by B. G. role opposite Foran.
for
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RKO REOPENING FOUR

LITTLE from "LOTS"

48 FEATURES A YEAR
producers, has also been established.
During the early months of its
activities, from Nov. 15 to July 1,
next, the company intends to put
out 24 features, increasing its output to 48 each year thereafter.
Three-year franchise deals will be

Friday,

coast as soloist with Jimmy Grier's
popular band, has been given a term
contract by RKO Radio on the
strength of her work in "Old Man

Special sequences for the forth-

adviser in conjunction with his writing duties.
Smith's assignment is
"F Man," the Charles R. Rogers
production with Jack Haley.
T

T

Byron Morgan has been engaged
by Paramount as a writer in connection with the production tentatively titled "The Air Adventures of
Jimni3' Allen," a cinema version of

coming Samuel Goldwyn production, the popular radio serial.
Columbia here) in from New HaT
T
T
"Navy Born," have been completed
ven to make their home here.
Mary McLaren, star of silent picat the San Diego Naval Base, and
Sam Neaman of the Roxy in Na- Rhythm," with Charles Buddy Rog- studio work is scheduled to begin tures, has been assigned to a role
trona getting plenty of publicitv for
shortly.
Miriam Hopkins and Joel in support of Carole Lombard and
his theater with his own Roxy baseMcCrea are in the leading roles of Fred MacMurray in "Hands Across
ball team.
The Table.
Executive Producer Robert E. this Mildred Cram screen play.
Joe Feldman and Donn Wermuth, Welsh has assigned Doris Denbo to
Y
Y
Y
Warner publicity boys, taking bows write a treatment on Tristram TupParamount has announced that
Paramount has signed Grant Garfor the splendid exploitation cam- per's original story, "A Gentleman ret, Robert Miles and Paul Gerard Charles Boyer, by arrangement with
paign they have given "Page Miss from Louisiana," for Republic.
Smith. Garret will work on comedy Walter Wanger, will have the lead
Glory."
construction for "Coronado," the opposite Marlene Dietrich in "InviT
T
J. F. Smith, Bainesboro exhibitor,
W. Ray Johnston, president of William LeBaron production which tation to Happiness," Dietrich's next
returned from his vacation in Texas. Republic, announces "Two Sinners," started shooting this week; Miles is following "The Pearl Necklace."

Harry Olshan's family

(he's with

AAA

Friday,

DAILV
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EXPLOITETTES
Mayor

of

Three Get

rent

Proclaims "China Seas" Week

EXPLOITETTES

Contracts

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer announces new contracts with Jackie Cooper, Nat Pendleton
and Robert Benchley.
Young Mr. Cooper has just completed a new co-starring role
with Wallace Beery

Macon

New M-G-M

15

Capitol

film,

in

"O'Shaughnessy's Boy," while Benchley has
Seas".
Pendleton is now working in

role

a

"China

in

the curthe

Amateur Show

"Here Comes

Scores in Boston

Band."

QUT

A/fAYOR HERBERT SMART
issued a proclamation to
the city of Macon and the surrounding territory for the week
of August 12 to be proclaimed

The
Seas
Week."
"China
mayor's proclamation carried a
very excellent endorsement for
the picture as well as the name
of the theater and play dates.
Both local newspapers carried
special

stories

to

this

effect.

Congratulatory wires were sent
to Mayor Frank Shaw of Los
Angeles, Clark Gable, Jean Harlow, Wallace Beery, Mr. Felix
F. Feist, Mr. Howard Dietz,
Mr. T. J. Connors, Mr. W. R.
Ferguson and Lucas & Jenkins,
owners of the Macon Theaters.
A blowup of these wires was
used in the lobby of the Capitol during the run of "China
The print was secured
Seas."
from the studio via air and
rushed to Macon for a special
Bescreening for the press.
fore the screening a buffet
luncheon was served to newspapermen and their wives, the
result being an excellent notice

by Frank Hawkins, feature writer

of

the

Macon

"Tele-

graph," this being the first
signed notice of any picture

shown in Macon.
Teaser trailers were run one
week in advance at the Capitol,
ever

be

to

and Rialto Theaters, together with the regular trailer
and a seven frame special trailArrangeer at the Capitol.
ments were made with the
Ritz

studio for Frank Hawkins of
the "Telegraph" to interview by
telephone Miss Harlow at noon
the opening day. An extension
of the theater telephone was
run to the stage and Mr. Hawkins interviewed Miss Harlow in
full view of the audience. After
the interview, Mr. Hawkins read
to the audience his questions

and

Harlow's answers.
This idea was given an excellent play by the newspapers.
Capitol, Macon, Ga.
Miss

—

Pacific

Northwest Notes
of Anacortes,
months, has re-

for

Territory

Olympic Pictures has closed a deal
whereby Monarch Pictures of Pittsburgh will distribute eight Olympic
pictures in that territory.
"The
Wandering Jew," Olympic release,
has been approved by the Chicago
censor board which had previously
rejected

it.

for

the

Amateur Show.

Congressman C. Elmer Dietrich
of Pennsylvania, theater owner, and
member of the House territories
committee, has just returned to
Seattle from Alaska, pronouncing
the Matanuska colony a great success.
motion picture enthusiast,
Dietrich
made several thousand
feet of movies of Matanuska in
studying the colony.

kids

—a

It's

sonalities among the
kids.
Each week a

A

Cambridge
contestant

was chosen by popular vote for
the finals, and four contestants
were then chosen as winners.
These four were guests of the

John Hamrick has moved "The

Metropolitan,
and broadcast
over radio station
over
a fifteen minute program.
As

Irish In Us", to the Music Box to
continue its first Seattle run.

WBSO

The Cordova

of Pullman, Wash.,
has been externally beautified and
is to be refurnished inside in the

arranged by Jack Saef, they
were introduced to Fred Allen
at the Met. backstage, and the
Boston
"Evening American"

next few weeks.
is

Square,

Maurice

Kiddie
been going
for the past 8 weeks, and has
proved a corking Corkery asset.
Bob Mills has been the director, and has uncovered many
fine singing and dancing pertest

opened.

"Bank Night"
Sells Pittsburgh

Manager

Corkery has been holding a con-

The Island Theater
Wash., dark

at the Central

Boston,

being resumed

took pictures of the occasion. A
lot of publicity was netted on
all sides. Due to the popularity
of the contest both with parents
and children, Maurice is going
to run another eight weeks of

for both the Island and Empire theaters of Anacortes with the close
of August, and Manager Benson of
both theaters has announced Saturday and Sunday matinees again at
both.
New Policy of augmented Eastern
vaudeville is being placed in effect
at The Rex of Seattle in addition
to pictures.

it.
Everyone likes an amateur
program. Almost everyone likes

to

see kids perform.

— Central

Square, Boston.

TO INDEPENDENT EXCHANGE OWNERS OF THE WORLD!
RALPH GORDON FEAR
announces

The Birth

of a

New Major Producing Company

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURES,

INC.

producing organization composed of ten of the foremost independent producers, cooperatively grouped
with no loss of individualism, and amply financed to encourage genius and quality product, heretofore
undreamed of in independent production.

A

24
48

FEATURES FOR RELEASE between November

FEATURES FOR RELEASE Each

15th and July

1,

1936

year thereafter, beginning July

1st,

1936

THREE YEAR FRANCHISE PLAN
Territorial franchises the

of the

some

a

most valuable ever offered since pioneer days
will be worth as much as $200,000. within
the South, Central West, and Northwest.
of these

territories

New! Revolutionary! Sales plan! Most
PHONE! WIRE!

or

FLY!

TO NEW YORK

industry,

few years)

(it

are

is

believed

available

in

reasonable ever conceived!

and close your

territory

now!

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTING CORP.
(SOLE DISTRIBUTORS)

Address

PARK CENTRAL HOTEL

NEW YORK HEADQUARTERS

(temporary)
M.

J.

Weisfeldt or Ralph G. Fear
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The

arrival of a

FULL-LENGTH LAUREL-

HARDY FEATURE
for joy

among

new one

is

always occasion

picture-goers.

Hal Roach's

again demonstrates that these

comics are a national institution.

M-G-M

one, tool

And an

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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NO.

68.
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Fox West Coast Now Showing Profit, Report States

PARAMOUNT SEEKS DISMISSAL

OF ST. LOUIS SUIT

Show Maj. Warner Holds $1,804,854
Figures Are Disclosed in

Exchange
Com. Report

Securities

Major Albert Warner, vice-president and treasurer of Warner Bros.
Pictures, holds $1,804,854 of the
film company's debentures, 69,248
shares of its common stock and
15,404 shares of $3.85 preferred
stock, according to a report filed
with the Securities Exchange Commission. The securities are held direct and through two holding companies. The report shows also that
Maj. Warner acquired $22,920 de(Continued on Page 7)

BALTO EXHIB LAUDS

ENGLISH-MADE FILMS

"Holdover

Week" Looms

—

GB product, when Herman G. Weinof the
berg, managing director
Little, went on the records as saying
that "the popular indoor sport of
kidding the movies from Albion,
while thinking of the movies from
(Continued on Page 2)

Two

LAST-MINUTE RUSH

London (by cable)
processes have

—Two new

made

col-

appearance in England and are expected to be used in 1935-36 proTruecolor Film, Ltd. has
grams.
been formed as a "public" company.

NEW

studio.

Last-minute rush of subscriptions
new Paramount second preferred stock, to which subscription
rights expired yesterday, kept long
lines waiting throughout the day at
the Commercial National Bank &
Trust Co., agent for the stock. No
figure was available on the total
of subscriptions to the $6,500,000 issue, but it was learned that

for

"Steamboat"

"Steamboat

'Round

the

Bend" has compelled the Fox distribution department to order 18 more prints
of this Will Rogers feature, John D.
Clark stated yesterday.
prints are now out on

Three hundred
the picture.

filing

a reply to the injunction

which charges withholding of
pictures from the Ambassador, Missouri and Grand Central theaters.
suit

—

Philadelphia Unable to reach an Dismissal of the injunction proceedagreement on a new contract, mem- ing is also asked.
Reviewing the local first run sitbers of the musicians' local yesterContinued on Page 3)
day went on strike, walking out of
stage show houses here. The Earle
and Fox have both threatened to
discard stage shows if the situation
i

UNION CINEMAS GET

is

not ironed out.

32 BRITISH HOUSES

Allied N. J. Leaders

—

To Plan Adjourned Meet

London (by cable) In the initial
and members step in its projected expansion proof the nominating committee of gram, Union Cinemas has acquired
York Allied
Adjourned in
Theaters of New Jersey will a total of 32 theaters, Fred BernHearing on charges of conducting meet in New York Friday at Allied hard, managing director, announces.
a lottery in connection with the use headquarters to make plans for hold- W. Southan Morris, whose houses
of "Lucky Night" at the Rivoli, ing the adjourned annual convention are included in the deals, has joined
Bronx, was adjourned yesterday to which originated at Atlantic City
h 3 circuit as general manager.
11
Bronx Magistrate's several weeks ago. Exhibitors imSept.
in
Court and to Sept. 4 in 5th District portant in the organization are try- Finds Patrons Snubbing
Magistrate's Court, Brooklyn, on a ing to persuade Sidney E. Samuel-

Two "Lucky Night"

Cases

Officers,

directors

New

'

son to again accept

its

Talky Pictures Dramas

presidency.

Fox West Coast
Hearing As Bankruptcy Ends

Set Final

turn

now beginning

are

away from

talky drawing

to

room

dramas and to demand once
more pictures that really move, according to T. R. Thompson, manager
of RKO Radio's branch in Kansas
film

City.

Erpi's Reply to
In

Prints for

—

Louis Asking the Federal
St.
Court to dissolve the Government's
show-cause order scheduled for hearing before Judge George H. Moore
Sept. 10, Paramount yesterday denied that any conspiracy has existed

amount

RCA

Denies Improper Acts
reply to a letter from the RCA

Manufacturing Co., manufacturers
of RCA Photophone equipment, alDemand

GO OUT ON STRIKE

PAR. STOCK

for the

their

Another new system is being secretly tested by an important British

More

Action

Patrons

Enter Field in Eng.
or

PHILLY MUSICIANS

In Reply to Gov't

in

FOR

similar case involving the Burke.

Color Processes

Any Conspiracy Denied

on Broadway Horizon

It
looks like "Holdover Week" for Broadway during the seven-d-y period starting
Thursday and Friday with five out of six de luxers expected to retain their current
screen attractions.
Pictures which are destined for continuing their runs are: "Top
Hat," Music Hall; "Diamond Jim," Roxy; "Two For Tonight," Paramount; "Anna
K^renina," Capitol, and "Page Miss Glory," Strand.
Only opener of the week will be
"The Dark Angel," which premieres Thursday night at the Rivoli.

(Continued on Page 3)

Baltimore An American exhibitor
yesterday came to the defense of
English pictures, particularly the

W. B. Debentures

leging that Erpi's tying-in agreements with producers restrained free
competition in the sale of motion
picture reproduction machines, Erpi
has stated that its practices are not
RCA is making a thorough
illegal.

West Coast Bureau

THE FILM DAILY
Fox West Coast

of

—

Los Angeles
Theaters ai e now showing a profit,
as compared with an operating loss
of $25,000 weekly when bankruptcy
was declared in February, 1932, it
is indicated in the final report on
administration submitted yesterdav.
William H. Moore, Jr., trustee in
bankruptcy, said the company's entire affairs have been liqrydat^d wjfch

Two

types of pictures are meeting
(Continued on Page 3)

-

(Continued on Page 3)

HTKTTEI

*IW

"Top Hat" Opens
"Top Hat,"

Big

starring Fred
smashed
Rogers,
and Ginger
Astaire
receipts
for
records
day
opening
all
and attendance at the Radio City Music
RKO
and
Hall
Music
Hall on Thursday,
Early Friday afternoon
officials state.
that
of
business was reported ahead
en the opening day, despite a light

RKO

Radio's

THE

2ZH
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Cour

la

returns
to
arriving on

the

SIEGFRIED, English composer, is
Champlain which is due

HERMAN

sails

South America Sept.

of

Baltimore

BORZAGE arrived
New York, yesterday

ARTHUR

at

War-

the

from

Holly-

ern

scout

talent

for

ROBERT and
East

from

FINANCIAL

OSHRIN,

Chicago
Road."
day on

Bermuda

EVERETT

are

in

Para-

to Cleveland yesroute to Chifor the open-

LILLIAN

for

SELZNICK
return

to

the

Hollywood.

last

attorney,

HELLMAN
from

arrived

in

CROSBY

and

his

wife,

yesterday

sailed

on

on

England on

absence from

Paramount.

of

New

York

Dixie

Lee,

Hollywood.

night en route to

leave

HARRY

leaves New York Tuesthe Coast.

Saratoga Springs
to the Coast.

turn

his

by plane yesterday en route
the opening there of "Tobacco

left

HENRY WILCOXON

cruise.

RISKIN

O.
his

yesterday

left

assistant treasurer and Eastfor Reliance, sails today on

a

HARRY ROYSTER,

JACK KIRKLAND and
H.
to

BING

vacation.

FRANCIS WEIL,

and

via

DAVID
JARRATT,

booking chief of the
GB circuit in England, and Mrs. Jarratt sail
for
New York Feb. 4 on the Majestic and
after a stopover, will proceed to Hollywood for
a

arrives
Monday on the
to the coast to appear in

musical.

mount exploitation men, flew

sails

7.

MRS. FRANK
wick Hotel,
wood.

Universal

United Airlines en
cago where they will prepare
ing of "The Crusades."

on the Rex today.

WEINBERG

G.

(Continued from Page

Coast.

York.

terday

FLOYD GIBBONS

the

at

has returned to the Coast from

HARRY RUBIN

a
in

Columbia

join

Normandie en route
a

the
today.

to

Dobbs Ferry Monday

leaves

MARTA EGGERTH

New

on

the Georgic

19.

week,

Monday.

BRUNO

plane

BELA LUGOSI

New

director,

next

Russia

New York

A. Harle, La

Rue de

LOSEY,

from

p.issenger

for

arrives in

Champlain.

Normandie

21,
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York today

TEGGY CONKLIN
by
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York

Y..

Address

New

on the
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today.
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Plan Gala Opening
Jefferson Buys "U" Product
United Artists will stage a gala
James R. Grainger announces
opening for the Samuel Goldwyn closing of a deal for the 1935-36
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
production "The Dark Angel," co- Universal product, with the JefferNet starring Fredric March, Merle Ober- son Amusement Co. of Beaumont,
High Low Close Chg.
on and Herbert Marshall at the Texas, which sets Universal prodAm. Seat.
UVs H% 113/g — Va Rivoli Thursday, at 8 p.m. Among uct in 59 important theaters in EastMessrs. Joe and Tom
Columbia Ticts. vtc 693^ 673/8 693/4 + 1% the celebriites expected to attend the ern Texas.
Con. Fm. Ind
4% 4'/8 4'/2 + % premiere, which will be broadcast Clemmons of the Jefferson Amuse17
16'/8
163/4 +
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
% over a national hookup, are March, ment Company, of which Sol Gor147
147
147
+ Vi Merle Oberon, Irving Thalberg, don is President, were in New York
East. Kodak
163/4
Fox Fm. "A"
16% 16l/4
% Grace Moore, Wallace Beery, Luigi for several days this week with
Myrna Loy, Eleanor Grainger, during which time the
40% 41 3/8 + Vi Pirandello,
Loew's, Inc
413/g
8i/
9l/2
Faramount
93/g +
% Powell, Dorothy Mackaill and Mae contract was signed. Universal was
8
Murray. There will be no advance represented by Grainger, Harry
87'/2
pfd.
F Tamount
85
Vi
871/z +
11
11
Paramount 2 pfd.
95/8
+ l'/s in admission prices for the first Graham, and Edward Olsrnith.
showing, which will be open to the
Pathe Exch
%
%
%
public,
with continuous performP;;the Fi'm
5'/2
5
53/s
Vi
Debentures Ready Sept. 18
RKO
2% 2% 254 + V4 ances to follow.
Cash
and new securities provided
Warner Bros
51/2 +
5% 5
Vi
for under the Fox Metropolitan re40
37'/2
do pfd
+
401/s
John F. Jasper Dies
organization plan will not be availWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY able to holders of old debentures
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Hollywood John Frederick Jas- until about Sept. 18, it was learned
l/
153/8 +
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
15% 15
2
per, aged 50, builder of motion pic- yesterday. About $2,500,000 in cash
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 1514
14% 1514 + %
ture studios, died yesterday follow- is to be paid out to debenture holdPar. 6s47 fi'ed
102y2 102l/4 102i/2 + 14
ing a paralytic stroke.
He was ers.
Par. Picts. 6s55
93% 93% 93 1/2
treasurer of the Writers' Club of
Par. 5V2 s50 filed
.105
103% 105
+
Star's Screams Frighten Thug
105
104
105
+ 1/4 Hollywood and of the Roy Davidt
Par. 5i/2 s50 ctfs.
He entered the film West Coast Buieau of THE FILM DAILY
Warner's 6s39
76% 76% 76% — Vl Laboratories.
business in 1916 and later joined
Hollywood An attempt to rob or
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Charlie Chaplin.
kidnap Norma Talmadge at her
203/4
20% 203/4 — %
Technicolor
home in Beverly Hills failed yesterSenator Walters Hobbles
day when her screams frightened
Senator Walters, RKO counsel, is away a man with a pistol.
THE STANDARD; hobbling about on crutches these
days after smashing several bones
Scatter Ray Long's Ashes
.

_

1

—

—

.

Hollywood,

going to

1)

decidedly
out of fashion."
"Britain will most assuredly be,
as Alexander Korda predicted, as
great a center of film production as
Hollywood in the next two years,"
declared Weinberg.
is

fall

Cancels Salzburg Production
Reinhardt has canceled the
projected production at Salzburg,
Austria of "Die Fledermaus" in
order to return to this country in
time for the world premiere on Oct.
9th of his production for Warner
Bros, of Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream" according to a
cablegram received by Jacob Wilk,
Warner story manager, from Ronald
Button, Reinhardt's attorney who is
with him in Austria.

Max

Push Fight on
Determined

Seattle

ASCAP

—

activities

in

ASCAP
to

the

stamp out
State

of

Washington, further legal proceedings have been launched against the
Washington branch of the society in
the fight of theaters and radio stations against the latter. Two radio
stations are suing the society of
$19,372, claiming they paid the two
stations for the right to play certain
popular music and now find such
payments are exorbitant.

Carl Erickson Dead

FILM DAILY
— CarlTHE
Erickson, aged

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

was found shot to
death under circumstances indicating suicide.
27,

scenarist,

Marches Adopt Boy
of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Mr. and Mrs. Fredric
March have adopted Frank
Perkins, 18-month-old, and changed
his name to Anthony March.
West Coast Bureau

—

1

1

—

Reference Book

in

of the

MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTRY

his

right

foot

when

his

leg

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Ashes of Ray Long,
story and magazine editor, were
scattered
on the Pacific Ocean
Denny Goes Bankrupt
Thursday by Peter B. Kyne, accomWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY panied by Roy Howard and Ray Long,
Los Angeles Reginald Denny has Jr. They made the trip in a charfiled a voluntary bankruptcy action tered boat to carry out the
de-

buckled under him while descending
from a curbstone.

West Coast Bureau

—

—

Given
''ear's

with

Free

1

in

Subscription to
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New

ceased's last wish.

—

THE

"

liabilities

Bar Waterbury Children

and

1650 B'way,

Federal Court, listing

of $83,500 and assets of $68,014.

York J
il

Continue Wage Scale Talk
Waterbury
Children under 14
Negotiations between major cir- years of age have been barred from
cuits and Local 306 for a new basic local theaters owing to the increaswage scale for movie operators in ing number of cases of infantile
New York City continued yesterday. paralysis.

%PRESIDElfT
Atlantic City's Finest

Boardwalk Hotel
Sea Water Swimming Pool
Turkish Baths. Marine Sun Deck
American-European Plan
Beautifully Furnished Housekeeping Apartments
Cocktail

Lounge

Bar—Grill
Write for Descriptive Booklet
and Rates
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LAST-MINUTE RUSH
FOR

NEW

SEEKS DISMISSAL

PAR, STOCK

(Continued from Page

points.

RCA

Denies Improper Acts
(Continued from Page

OF ST. LOUIS SUIT

1)

subscriptions on Wednesday were
about $4,000,000. The issue is underwritten by the Atlas Corp. with
the agreement to take all warrants
Lehman Bros,
not subscribed for.
and Hallgarten & Co. participated
with the Atlas Corp. in the underwriting.
The Paramount second preferred
which is of $10 par value closed
yesterday at 11%, a gain of lVs

Erpi's Reply to

wAOV^ ^ PHIL M.DALY

1)

study of the Erpi agreements relating to the use of recording and reproduction apparatus and contemplates a protective action if its contentions are borne out.

Detroit Doings

—

Detroit Alex Schreiber, Harold
Smiley, and William A. London,
have opened their newest house, the
Maxie Gealer,
Flint.
Rialto at
formerly at the Colonial, Detroit, is
manager of the new theater.
Dorothy Page, former Detroit ac"Manhattan
co-starred
in
tress,
Moon," was widely billed as a "local
girl making good" when the film
opened first run at the Adams this

week.

Theodore R. Schlenkert, for years

manager of the Oakman, has opened
the Twin Oaks Gardens in the theater building, rapidly making it one
of the class night spots of Detroit.
The Stramer Theater Corp., recently formed by the Krim Circuit,
plans to operate the newly acquired
Harmony, east side house.

Seder strom, former
J.
Russell
head of Research Engineering Products, has formed the State Sound
Service, handling service on theater
sound equipment.

THERE

• • •
HAS been a very noticeable increase in
the newspapers and current mags of dance news
and it is
not hard to trace this in great part to the Astaire-Rogers influence.

and their latest dance

.

special,

"Top Hat"

• • • FOR THERE has been a lot of subtle and clever
propaganda going on for weeks to build up this RKO Radio
feature
built principally around "The Piccolino," the latest
dance specialty that is featured by Astaire and Rogers in this
pix
at the recent convention of the Dancing Masters of
America held in Detroit publicity was given to the fact that the
vice-president of that organization, Dorothy Cropper, would
teach this number
this was followed by announcements
from Tom Parsons of WOR and his Dancing Teachers Business
Association, the California Dancing Teachers and the Chicago
Teachers of Dancing that they were sponsoring "The Piccolino"
and it doesn't take much more than that to make the
nation dance-conscious
and direct their attention definitely
clever, say we ....
toward the new RKO Radio production
•

SIDELIGHT ON

the Michigan situation
G. L.
Detroit wrote to W. James Olson,
inquiring
manager of the Ideal theater at Clare, Michigan
why no cards had been ordered for the special Miniature 24
Olson
Sheet that Metro put out as a novelty accessory
and out
wrote back that he ordered cards on "Reckless"
of 20 boards he put out on display, he was only able to locate
the merchants claiming that their customers steal
seven
some customers even wanted
'em, they are so attractive
so Olson tried to screw the Miniatures down
to buy 'em
so Mister Olson
and still the public pinched 'em
c'n
concludes that the M-G-M accessory is Too Attractive

•

•

Becker of the Metro

office in

(Continued from Page 1)
uation, the answer says that franchises for exhibition of Paramount
pictures at the three theaters were
cancelled because the Skouras Super
Theaters Corp., franchise order, had
breached its terms through inability
to comply therewith. Denial is made
that Warner Bros, caused such cancellation and it is further declared
that contracts entered into with
Warner subsidiaries a year ago to
show Paramount pictures at the

Shubert and Orpheum were signed
without agreement or consultation
with any other defendant corporation except the company with which
the contracts were signed and that
such agreements were entered into

good faith.
Judge Moore, at the request of
Government counsel, has issued subpoenas for witnesses here and in
New York to produce books, records
and correspondence at the forthcoming hearing.
in

Finds Patrons Snubbing
Talky Picture Dramas
(Continued from Page

1)

with an increasingly warm welcome
says Thompson, in the great midwestern states.
One is the simple
farm romance and the other is the
well-produced, well-acted outdoor action drama which Hollywood once allowed to degenerate into poorly
made "horse-opera."

ya imagine

T

T

THE HOME-COMING

Grace Moore was celebrated by the Columbia baseball team by trimming the RKO
at the George Washington stadium
aggregation 2 to
Weinstein and Bass were the winning team's battery
"Chick" Schultz allowed Columbia but one hit, only to lose
one of the M. P. League's toughest games of the season
Jack Alexander handled Schultz's curves beautifully

•

•

•

T
T
THAT NOVELTY

T

short
"Kool Penguins"
so the cigarette
is being well received in theaters
manufacturers sponsoring the reel and the agency, Batton, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, have prepared a regular line of theatriwhich compare with the usual line put out
cal accessories
G. A. R. O'Neill of Erpi supervised the
on a major feature
preparation of the ad material

•

•

•

T

T

T
ONE OF

Chicago Chat

of

—

Chicago Jack Rose Circuit, operating in northern Indiana, recently
held a series of beauty contests h*
their houses. In the finals Miss Indiana was selected at the Michigan
City Theater last night.
Ray Nolan, RKO salesman, was>
rushed to the hospital Wednesday
morning for an emergency operation
for appendicitis.

"Top Hat" new
taire musical was
Palace last night.

RKO Rogers-Aspreviewed at the

Fischer, local GB manager,
Thursday for a business trip to

Abe
left

Minneapolis.

companies has made a very
• • •
exhaustive test of Adele Ronson, the Girl with the Radio Perthe test has gone
sonality who really belongs in pictures
and Adele is hoping
to the Coast
the major

T
Seadler
Frank Marsales

Si

Fredric

John

M. Asher
Edwin S. Clifford
George O'Brien
Miriam Seegar

Rex

E.

Maj.

Will

March
Garrick

Harman

Hugh

Beach

Richard Arlen
Marilyn Miller
Betty Blythe

am

S.

Altman

David Rollins

Ernest Hickson
Larry

Weiner

HONORS GO

T

T

Cora La Redd, of the Cotton Club
is spreadRevue, for creating that new Harlem dance craze that
"
Lucky
"Truckin'
ing to the Park Avenue circles
Millinder's recording of "Harlem Heat" with the Mills Blue
Rhythm Band has been voted one of the hottest records this
While playing in Chi, Cab Calloway called on Rubinseason
Cab took one look at Rubinoff's
off at the Chicago theater
fiddle and chirped: "Boy, if I had a fiddle like that I'd put it in
a corner and say 'Play'!"

•

•

•

« « «

to

»

>?

»

AS SEEN IY

THE PRESS

AGENT
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers never
have to worry about waistline problems.
Their dancing keeps them in perfect

trim.— RKO RADIC.

THE
Saturday, Aug. 31, !Vd5
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THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES

EQUlf

—

Fla.— C. A. Blalock has
St. Louis, Mo.
Theodore Lending,
equipment for his new who recently installed RCA Phototheater, known as the Roxy.
The phon3 sound equipment in the Kirkbuilding is complete and will be wood, has replaced the old sound in
ready for uss within a few weeks.
the Yah with similar High Fidelity
Greenville,

purchased

apparatus.

—

Cynthiana, Ky.— Carl Rohs has
Philadelphia
Western Electric
reopened the Rohs after complete
Wide Range is being installed in the
remodeling and installing new seats,
Street, which Bill Goldman,
new screen and new Western Elec- 56th
former Warnar executive, is retric Sound equipment.
opening.

—

Miami The State has installed a
complete York air conditioning system, at a cost of approximately
$15,000.
This includes some other
alterations and improvements.

Mineola,

Sound goss

BUSINES

—

JOHl

L. I.
Western Electric
into the Select, replac-

n

ing previous equipment.

EDITOR'S NOTE: — This
Nashua

— The

Colonial, a

the sixteenth of a scries of urticld

is

These are regular weekly features and are written with M
prominent people will follow Mr. Eberson's. Letters fromm
tecls.

Morse &

Rothenberger house, has replaced
Bangor, Me. Wide Range has its sound equipment with a new
been added to the Western Electric RCA Photophone installation.
Sound Systems at the Opera House
and at the Bijou.

—

THE "LITTLE"

—

Pleasanton, Tex.

— Gidney

manager and owner

Talley,
of the Plex-Tex

here, has completely remodeled his
house from front to rear. He recently installed two new Simplex
projectors, a new cooling plant, two
new arc lights, new cushioned-bottom chairs, new ceiling fans, and to
top this all off, also has a new car.

Washington Tom Moore, veteran
theater operator, who is taking his
Rialto back from Universal, has contracted for a W. E. Wide Range installation for a Sept. 6 opaning.

Ore.

Wide Range

is

replacing
equipment.
itol,

Perkasie,
ting a Wide

—

Western

Burlington,

—

la.

Myron Blank,

head of Central States, has completed arrangements with RCA for
the installation of Photophone High
Fidelity sound in the Palace here.

Wegener manages the house.

Pa.— The Plaza is
Range installation.

must

all

once

understand

and

realm

super-paramount

this

which

province,

is

one

feature

and

and

forever

business

our

of

same

the

— The

best

business

dwelling on this subject because, frankly speaking,

like

I

is

And

thing.

all

entirely

out

must

refrain

I

pictures, and

my

of

from

cannot

tell

any special box office picture.

However,
unduly,

arrogate to myself

will

I

and presumptuously)

proudly

means

(that

the

right

acoustics, air conditioning, maintenance, and a

—

A

Shelbyville,
Ind.
Western
Electric Wide Range installation has
been contracted* for by the Strand.

to

I

will

write

a

assume, and claim, probably
certain

amount

of

lucidity

While writing

at

New Haven — New Western

this

moment

it

me

strikes

when

there are,

in

tric Wide Range and Grace Moore
in "Love Me Forever" open simulSavannah Western Electric Hard taneously in James De
Lucia's
of Hearing Aids are being added to
Dreamland theater Sunday.
the equipment at the Georgia.

daily

—

—

come

to

I

accordance with good authority, about ninetyour language,

in

commonly and

all

used by cur newspapers and periodicals.
"Business Builders,"

I

am reminded

of,

to be

is

the subject of this yarn.

Well, there are not quite ninety-seven thousand "business builders," but there are
a

great, great

and

Honolulu, Hawaii Wide Range
invades the Pacific Islands with two
installations at the King and Queen
theaters, operated by the Franklin
Theatrical
Enterprises.
Western
Electric Hard of Hearing Aids are
also being installed.

am
my mind mean.

awfully funny that apparently

seven thousand words and phrases to choose from

Elec-

general showmanship.

bit of

taking a lot of time to explain what some of the words that

But do you wonder

get-

THE G-MAN
OF YOUR BOX-OFFICE

we

that

and accuracy about such branches of our business as architecture, lighting, decorating,

Electric

going into the Capthe previous sound

thing

builders are good pictures.

However,

L. J.

Bend,

One

11

in

fact,

many

when

— not

on the surface, not

individually

studied,

applied, they are most important to

Yes!

It

campaign.

It

all

quite

consistent of heavy and large action,

small

— Nevertheless,

when

collectively

permanent success.

not the loud "ballyhoo" and the expensive advertising and exploitation

is
is

not always the

mammoth

the entire facade of towering structures.

mounted Kliegs and search-lights

electric sign with myriads of bulbs, covering
It

is

not always the glare of

a

dozen truck-

at the world premiere opening that spells or guarantees

success to the theater.

Rome, Ga.

—

The new 500-seat

house being built here has contracted
to

Western Electric
Called the Gordon.

install

Range.

Wide

ON

(Continued on Page 6)

Prevent losses that cannot be measured. Install a
Genister machine

NOW

!
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LAckawanna 4-7510
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PRODUCTIONS CORP.
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New
35mm

EQUIPMENT FIELD NOTES
York— A new continuous San Francisco and Los
projector,

using no shutter,

sprocket

wheels
or
intermittent
movement, has been developed by
the Advitagraph Corp., headed by
Jack Moranz.
The device employs a simple compensator made up of a series of mirrors mounted on an endless belt. The
linear speed of the belt is less than
the film speed and, in fact, is so
slow that any appreciable wear is

UILDERS
rr

John Eberson, one of Americas leading archibeing BUSINESS BUILDERS for exhibitors. Articles by other
requesting information will be answered by this department.

for this paper by

will

not always remain "business builders."

fronts,

giant

lobby

canopy valances,
pay equal, and

I

the

miles

of

"drive

them

in"

displays,

not

will

may

It

is

the

great

— the

rainbow lighting effects

flagging,

the

at

bottom

which an exhibitor can do, much more than the spectacular things
to better business

The mass
tacular and

and

more steady and

a

bunting and

the other hundreds of "little" and

things

of little things you can

loyal

Seattle,

is

—

said.

common

floor

make dependable "business

little

it

the concern.

false
silk

less

builders."

"little" things that help.

many fundamental

in

Portland, Sacramento, San Diego,
Salt Lake City, Billings, Denver,
Houston, Oklahoma City and Roswell.
In addition to California,
states served by the new administrative offices are Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Nevada, Utah, Arizona,
Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New
Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas.

—

and make them "come back," unless you
to

Angeles and

—

trickery of overdone

of the

all

fluttering,

silly,

more attention

say,

expensive details and matters which go to
Don't ignore same

Even

offices

Chicago F. E. Matthews has
been named president and treasurer
Des Moines Remodeling and inof the Enterprise Optical Co., manu- creasing capacities are the order of
facturers of Motiograph projectors. the day for several Iowa theaters.
C. D. Strout has been elected vice- The Lyric at Marcus, la., is increaspresident and C. F. Springer secre- ing the seating and changing the
tary. 0. F. Spahr has retired from
level.
The Princess at Humes-

NGS THAT HELP
of your splendorous cut-glass chandeliers or

sales

Detroit C. Howard Crane, DeThe light
prefocus spot- troit architect, is preparing plans
light bulb. The machine, which pro- for a gigantic amusement project
jects on an all daylight screen, will at Earl's Court, London, at a cost
be placed on the market for use in of $6,250,000, to be completed next
the advertising field according to year. It will have twelve acres of
exhibition space and a 180-foot stage
Moranz.
with an auditorium with maximum
capacity of 23,000.
impossible,
source is a

RSON

The grandeur

maintains

of

owned by R. C. Hoadley, is
being remodeled and the seating
capacity of the balcony enlarged.
Plans are being drawn for a $25,000
house at Perry, la., for a 760-seat
theater to be operated by the Hennepin Amusement Co. of Minneapolis.
Estimates call for about $15,000 of
Air conditiontheater equipment.
ing will be used.

ton, la.,

—

New York Activities of Sonotone Corp. have expanded to a degree where its Western Division
now employs a total of 107 men,
as compared with 10 men when King
Cooper took over supervision of the
section. The company, which is opening Western administrative offices in
Los Angeles, operates branches in

{Continued on Page 6)

operation

the

at the top, that lead

clientele.

do are "sure fire" and dependable.

The spec-

more expensive things often disappoint and are not always 100 per cent

fruit-bearing.

A

few of the

enumerated

little

things which

as far as space

I

believe attract and hold your patrons

Clean and unconfused advertising on front and
matter

is

"WITHOUT REGRET"

may now be

permits:

Judging by the

Clear as far as subject

lobby.

in

An open box

office.

I

mean

clear vision

and

a

illustration,

"thank you" after the click of

sion that

we

get

the coin.

On
An

A

the contrary,

away with murder.
we merely want

to

easy opening, well-hardwared front door.
short

warm

lighted lobby

— "Mit

register that you'll never

be sorry

if

carpets on de floor."

you
The doorman must not be
to

you might

think we intend to convey the impres-

concerned and void of unnecessary cheap embellishments.

related to "Rain

in

install

Alexander Smith Carpet—

the Face" or bear any resemblance

the carpet used in the majority of the

"Frozen Face."
{Continued on Page 6)

country's most successful theatres.

All Set to Serve You
National Service never relaxes.

It

is

ready to help your

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

ment

/

of

KNOWN

QUALITY.

projectors.

Send

SERVE your

theatre.

for catalog.

Only equip-

Carpets, seating, screens,
National

is

PREPARED

fc

NATIONAL TH EATRE SUPPLY
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(Continued from Page 4)

(Continued from
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Let

head

your

Philadelphia— A Western Electric everybody until you
Public Address system is being in- tomer is always right

—

stalled in Fay's.

usher

be

—
diplomat "a

a

seat

the

in

— even

in

row

eighth

find out for yourself that the usher did not

lie

— center,"
The

to you.

Hill, N. Y.— Wide Range
being added to the equipment at
the Garden.

Richmond

The

Western

optical system of the average person requires for

spotty lighting or concentrated light of any kind
Is

—

Electric
Wide Range goes into the Sierra,
replacing the former sound equip-

Sacramento

I

not

it

direction

possible,

that

so

do not have to

How much

ask

I

you,

to

watch

in

its

the

in

comfort, total absence of

the path of vision towards screen.

and

sound

regulate

volume

and

horn

am not blasted out of my seat when
am in front, and so
am seated in the rear?
ask my wife, "What did he say?" when
I

I

does

it

that

another?

stuffy?

believe he can

I

Why

many

so

decorating.

—

Detroit Arthur C. Robinson, operator of Price Theater Premiums, is
installing a new sign and marquise
on the Odeon, east side house, which
he also owns.

—

Harrisburg, 111. A new cooling
has been installed in the

system

cost to clean a screen?

Can one operator get more out

Brooklyn—Wide Range has been

if

sections

he
on

is

print with a given

of certain

asked and

the

lower

is

amount

Orpheum

—

interested.

with

floor

Kas.— T. H.

Plaine,

Sloth-

ower, manager of the New, has
stalled Largen sound.

in-

"draft,"

and

others

spottily

Quincy, 111. The Star is dark for
about two weeks and is being re-

Herkimer, N. Y.— The Liberty is
installing a new Western Electric
Wide Range Sound System.

Oregon,

Mo.

—John

F.

manager of the Oregon,
stalled Largen sound.

Why

is

it

that

in

some theaters you can

have no cold?

Direction

—

unnecessary in some theaters just
is always a "give away" sign of

Your manager should always look at you just as if he knew you, whether he
He should be about when you come, and there noticing you when you
dees or not.
leave, even if for economy's sake the sign and canopy lights are out, and the lobby, so
bright and cheerful just a couple of hours ago, is now semi-dark and dreary, with the
scrub woman lurking in the dark corner, broom, bucket, mop and all, ready to tackle
dirt, dust and chewing gum.

The show

is

over!

And "Thank Goodness"

is

this yarn.

RENT

—

sometime

—

—

Wyo. Western ElecWide Range will be used in the

Torrington,
tric

newly built Wyoming here.

—The

Lyric, Sullivan,

Alhambra,
and the Indiana theater,
Richmond, have all installed Walker
Strand

and

Silver Sheet Screens.

in

TRANSPARENT

at

November.

NEW LOW PRICES
Mt. Pleasant, Pa.— The Grand is
undergo extensive remodeling,
which will include the removal of
four posts from the auditorium. New
lighting system will be installed and
the house will be completely renovated and redecorated.

"TOP HAT"
"CHINA SEAS"
"ANNA KARENINA"
"PAGE MISS GLORY"
"THE CRUSADES"
"THE DARK ANGEL"

to

—

—

Shawano, Wis. The foyer of the
Crescent here is being rebuilt and
new lighting fixtures and wall deco-

scheduled.

rations installed.

Gollos

—

Chicago
George and Harold
have just completed extensive renovations at their Ray. New
sound and projection equipment has
Watsonville, Cal. Wide Range is been installed and an adjoining store
being added to the Western Elec- room was converted into an attractive lounge for patrons.
tric equipment at the Appleton.

—

The

VALANCES

Detroit New sound equipment is
Columbus, Wis. The Rudalt here
being installed at the Lafayette and
has been renovated and latest type
front will be added to the
Wide Range sound equipment in- a new
house.
The theater has been restalled.
opened by Lew Wasserman of Cleveland, with a foreign picture policy

—

Indianapolis

—

Electric
— Western Hearing

Verona, Pa. The Liberty has reopened after having been remodeled
and redecorated. RCA High Fidelity sound equipment has been inThe house is operated by
stalled.
Rudy Navary.

—

Shelbyville,

"LITTLE" ITEMS OF OPERATION ARE BIG!

Fred and
Cannonsburg, Pa.
Eddie Beedle, operators of the
Wide Range and Hard of
Strand and Alhambra theaters, are
Aids are being put into the Uptown enlarging and remodeling the latHall.
Lobby of the Strand is
ter house.
being enlarged and extensive remodThe Paragon has eling is under way. An additional 50
Pilger, Neb.
feet is being added to the rear of
changed from disc to sound on film,
the house. When completed the seatwith Scott-Ballantyne of Omaha doing capacity will be increased from
ing the installing.
250 seats to more than 600 seats.
Work is expected to be completed
Houston, Tex.

will be inthe owner.

111.
Decatur,
The Avon, Gus
Constan, owner, is being redecorated, and 1,000 new upholstered
seats will be installed, as well as new
projection and stage equipment. The
equipment is being furnished by the
Exhibitors Supply Co. through its
St. Louis office.

Ind.;

so

seats

J. C. Miller is

find the retiring rooms with your eyes shut,

signs are

follow the scent of disinfectants, excessive use of which
poor management and uncleanliness.

Brandt,
has in-

New

decorated.

Does your manager know where the dampers and controls are?

as long as you

here.

of light than

stalled.

Belle

—The Bijou, R. A.

I

ment.

installed for the re-opening of the
Lido.

Germantown, 0.

Emerich, manager, reopens Friday,
with new seats, new lights, and re-

theater.

a

A comfortable chair and liberal spacing will immediately place your patron
proper frame of mind to receive your performance.
is

for

cus-

Page 5)

also for all other features
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FOX

WEST COAST

NOW SHOWS

Reviews

full

payment allowed

Page

tor on approved claims.

Final hear-

ing on the discharge from
ruptcy has been set by Samuel W.
McNabb, Federal referee, for Sep-

bank-

tember

18.

San Antonio Notes
San Antonio

— C.

H. Moss, assisInterstate theaters
here, is back from vacation.
Ditto,
Miss Powell of Paramount's film exchange inspection staff.
Taylor Byars is mulling the idea
of doing a little independent movie
producing on his own hook.
Marvin B. Jacobs, cameraman, has
gone to Washington, D. C, on a
special assignment.
Phil Baker and his unit show, and
the Weaver Bros, with Elviry, are
carded for the Majestic the latter
part of September.
Johnny Goza is now on the floor
staff of the Plaza theater.
The Texas has tied up with radio
for amateur shows
station
every Thursday night. Contestants
appear on stage each week. Prize
is new car to be given winner on
Monte Carlo beer people
Sept. 19.
are also in on the plug.
Lester Ketner has authored a
short story titled "San Antonio, the
Coming Hollywood of Texas," for
next month's issue of "The Texan"
tant

p.

a.

for

KMAC

magazine.
Phil Alexander is dickering with
an Alamo Plaza house to use his
"Variety Theater" stage show.
Free open-air movies are on tap
at San Pedro Park for the Labor

Day Celebration.
Ed Robinson of Robinson's
ter, Poteet, Tex.,

Fredric

March

M-G-M

95 mins.

FINE

PERFORMANCES BY GARBO AND
MARCH PUT THIS OVER IM-

FREDRIC

PRESSIVELY.

A

fine
presentation of Tolstoy's
with Greta Garbo in a sympathetic
Fredric March
role that fits her admirably.
Russian
plays the role of Vronsky, the
officer for whose love she deserts her husband and child.
Both handle their parts
with a fine appreciation of the poignant
drama with all its subtle evaluations. Tol-

very

classic

sioy's
novel is adhered to closely, and
Garbo has never appeared more human and
appealing.
She also photographs wonderClarence Brown handled the
fully well.
direction with consummate skill, and with

the help of a very clever script, has given
this old
romantic drama of the Czarist
regime a modern interpretation without in
any way destroying the authenticity of the
classic original or taking any undue liberThe settings are superb, and the
ties.

Metro altention to authentic detail
The
evident throughout the production.
play ends with Anna Karenina leaving the
city on a train that departs shortly after
she had rushed to the depot and missed
a last fond farewell to the man for whom
she had sacrificed everything.
Cast: Greta Garbo, fredric March, Freddie Bartholomew, Maureen O'Sulhvan, May
Robscn, Basil Rathbone, Reginald Owen,
Reginald Denny, Phoebe Foster, Gyles Isham, Buster Phelps, Ella Ethndge, Jean
usual

is

Marsh, Sidney Bracey, Cora Sue Collins,
Joe E. Tczer, Guy D'Ennery, Harry Allen,
Mary Forbes, Ethel Griffies, Harry Beresford, Sarah Padden.
Producer, David O. Selznick; Director,
Clarence Brown; Author, Count Leo TolScreenplay, Clemence Dane, Salka
stoy;
Viertel; Editor, Robert J. Kern; Cameraman, William Daniels.
Photography, The
Direction, Excellent
Best.

thea-

has remodeled his

South Texas house.

Pittsburgh—"Curly

Top"

broke

who is now in the theater
lobby display business, has left town
after a profitable business stay here.
Rosco Ates, Marian Marsh and
Sammy Cohen head the new stage
show at the Stanley.
George Shafer, former Pitt operator, will reopen his Virginian in
Wheeling with a stage and screen
editor

policy.

Harold Cohen
Plan Film Festival

—

Brussels
Another international motion
picture festival
is
planned here
from Sept. 26 to Oct. 17 in connection
with the Brussels Exhibition.

week stay

is

(Continued from Page

1)

bentures during July and made a
SPRIGHTLY COMEDY-ROMANCE DONE gift of $1,200 in debentures.
WITH DELIGHTFUL KIDDING AIR THAT
Other reports filed with the SEC
WILL PLEASE THE FEMMES.
show that Willard McKay, counsel
There is a very light tongue-in-cheek for Universal
and a director, purtouch to the entire picture which does not
chased 100 shares of the company's
take itself too seriously and results in a
1st preferred stock increasing his
series of laughs throughout the picture.
1st preferred holdings to 147 shares,
The plot and dialogue are bright and crisp,
and that he also holds 700 shares
and the entire production moves along at
of Universal common and 46 second
a gay pace and Bing Crosby gets an opporpreferred.
McKay holds an additunity to do his crooning numbers at fretional 50 shares of Universal 1st
quent intervals.
The theme concerns the
preferred through the Wilkay Holdefforts of Bing Crosby's ambitious mother
ing Corp., but his property interest
to land her sons by three separate marHarold Benjamin
is
not shown.
riages in the show world, they all havintheatrical ambitions.
Joan Bennett is the Clark, a director of Fox Film Corp.,
secretary to a theatrical producer and puts acquired $7,600 of the company's
Bing in the way of selling a play which convertible debentures during July
he really hasn't written.
Then the action and reports direct holdings of 201
consists in Bing's frantic efforts to write shares of Class A common stock.
with very

poor
the plot comes
when it develops that Bing's romance with
Joan and the producer's girl friend trying
to grab him off is really developing a
The
nice play without Bing realizing it.
a

by

play

in

make
number that should

clever situations

entertaining

an

this

clever twist

movement and

bright

date

certain

a

The

results.

Jean Bennett, Mary
Boland,
Lynne Overman, Thelma Todd,
James Blakeley, Dougla c Fcwley, Ernest
Cossart, Maurice Cass, Charles L. Lane, A.
Byrcn, John Gough, Charles E. Arnt.
S
Director,
Frank Tuttle; Authors, Max
Lief, J. O Lief; Screenplay, George Marion,
Bing Crosby,

Cast:

Jr

Cameraman,

;

Direction, Very

Karl

Struss

Good

Photography, Ex-

cellent.

"STREAMLINE EXPRESS"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
72 mins.

Mascot

SATISFYING ENTERTAINMENT FOR
AVERAGE PICTURE-GOER, ALTHOUGH
STORY DRAGS AT START.
picture,

Denver
National

gone

to

— Howard

Banzaf of the
Theater Supply Co., has
Idaho with his family on a

vacation.

Harry Huffman, Denver

generally.

please

Denver Doings

starting

with

an

exhibitor,

has returned from a fishing trip in

Wyoming.
J. B. Melton, who owns the Victory and Colorado theaters in Denver, has left for his plantation in
Florida with his wife and a nephew.
Tommy Melton, a son, is managing
the theaters for his father, who expects to return next May.
Earl Kerr of the Broadway, Council Bluffs, la., is visiting here several
days. He was a former manager of
the Santa Fe and Jewel theaters,

Denver.
Gerald Whitney, manager of the
Mayan, vacationed in the mountains
with his wife and their three boys.

original

something
could
have achieved
more than an average programmer had a
little more care been taken with the desetting,

Sue to Get "China Seas"
Hearing on a show-cause order to
restrain Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dis- September.
tributing Corp. from refusing to
The illness of Mott Shea, Fulton
date "China Seas" into the Gotham owner, is delaying the opening of
as a release under the 1934-35 the house here.
schedule, as allegedly agreed upon,
Bob Senft, former assistant manwill be held this morning before Su- ager at Loew's
Penn, has been
preme Court Jusitce Aaron Steuer. named manager of Warner's CamMilton C. Weisman is counsel for the bria in Johnstown.
Gotham.
Perry Nathan, former Fox story

Brady."

with Bing Crosby, Joan Bennett
Paramount
61 mins.

This

Pittsburgh Briefs

the straight picture record at the
Harris-Alvin.
The Variety Club is starting their
weekly luncheons again early in

"39 Steps" For Roxy
Arthur A. Lee, vice president of
GB, announces that "The 39 Steps,"
co-starring Robert Donat and Madeleine Carroll, is scheduled for its
New York premiere at the Roxy,
following the run of "Diamond Jim

BIG

"TWO FOR TONIGHT"

in

"ANNA KARENINA"

1)

to every credi-

WARNER HAS

W.B. STOCK HOLDINGS

PROFIT
Greta Garbo and

(.Continued from

MAJ.

New Films

of

back from a two-

in Atlantic City.

Double bills have returned to the
Warner.
"China Seas" is playing extended
engagements throughout Western
Pennsylvania territory.

velopment and dialogue. As

it

is,

however,

the every-day picture-goer.
the characters nicely settled
in
their respective cabins of the streamline
train
on its inaugural cross-country
run, the story unwinds during the twentywill

it

satisfy

Having

all

Victor Jory, a theatrical protakes the guise of a steward in
order to recapture his show's star, Evelyn
Venable, who is en route to a spite wedding.
While love dawns between them,

hour

trip.

ducer,

happen

other things
the birth of

such

as

a

robbery,

and the disentangling
of a triangle. Original story idea by Wellyn
Totman reveals potentialities which didn't
Acting by Vicall jell in the screenplay.
tor Jory and Evelyn Venable and supporting
at

cast
start

twins,

but action drags
being too talky in

satisfactory,

is

due

to

yarn

the first quarter.
Cast: Evelyn Venable, Victor Jory, Esther
Ralston, Vince Barnett, Erin O'Brien-Moore,
Wade Boteler, Theodore von Eltz, Harry
Tyler,

Expect Tax Repeal

—

Gulfport, Miss. Mississippi's theater admission tax was thought "on
the way out" this week. With Hugh
L. White believed to have safely won
the democratic nonrnation for governor against Paul B. Johnson, exhibitors recalled that White had
promised to carry out Lieut. Gov.
Murphy's promises about repealing
Murphy was against it.
the tax.

Frank Buck Bringing Film
Frank Buck will arrive in New
York from the West Coast on Tuesday bringing with him 100,000 feet
of film made in Far East jungles.
It will be cut down into feature
length by Buck and the Van Beuren
Corp., his

Buy

Libby Taylor.

Director,

Leonard
Leonard

Fields;

Story

and

David SilverFields,
Screenplay,
stem; Photographer, Ernie Miller; Recording
Engineer, Terry Kellum; Supervisor, George
Yohalem.
Photography, Good.
Direction, Okay.

producers.

RKO

Radio

will release the picture.

GB

Lineup

George W. Weeks, GB's general sales
manager, announces that the company's
entire 1935-1936 product has been sold
to
the Wilmer and Vincent Circuit
for their theaters in Pennsylvania and
V.rginia.

THE

J^S

DAILY

EXPLOITETTES

A

Radio and Dealers
Put Over "Call"

PREMIERE

of

"Call

the
in at

of

Wild," was ushered
the Aztec, San Antonio, with an
outstanding exploitation campaign arranged by manager
Jack Chalman. One of the highlights of the campaign was the
splendid co-operation received
from all local radio stations.
This was the first time any picture in this city was accorded
the co-operation "Call of the
Wild" received via radio. Stations KMAC and KTSA devoted
six daily plugs three days in
advance of opening; station

KABC, KONO and WOAI

also
portions of

generous
allotted
their programs to the premiere
Loud-speaker
of the picture.
apparatus was hooked up at all
wrestling bouts and the
picture received many additional
mentions. A tie-up with Chase
& Sanborn accounted for speall
cial window streamers on
grocery and restaurant
local
windows. One hundred process
cards, in special frames, were
on display in all local hotels.
Five thousand heralds were inserted in issues of "Liberty
local

and "Collier's" Magazines.
street

parade was

A

ar-

ranged for the carriers of both
magazines and ended up at the
theater with a special matinee.
Cards were placed on all local
buses, and 2,000 book-marks
were distributed at all local

At the main library
a special display was arranged
with a blow-up of Buck, the dog
Co-operative
star in the film.
ads were secured with Joske s
This ad menBeauty Salon.
tioned the picture and theater,
and appeared in the "News.
Special heralds were distributed
at the store and an attractive
window with scene stills was
also used. Household Furniture
Company co-operated by getting
out a quarter-page ad in the
The picture received
"Light."
prominent mention with scene
cuts. Window displays were arranged at the store with lifesize blow-ups of the stars.
libraries.

—Aztec,

EXPLOITETTES

LITTLE from "LOTS"

New

By RALPH WILK

•^

special
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HOLLYWOOD
W/'ORD

"Modern Times," has been com-

Lucille Ball,

Eric Blore, Lucien Littlefield, Clarence Wilson and Esther Dale. Jerome Kern has written special music
for the film.

Scheduled for a world premiere at a New York theater on
T
October 11, "Modern Times" will be
Pearl Eaton, dance director and
the first of the famous comedian's former Ziegfeld beauty, has been
films in more than four years.
cast by RKO Radio for an Edgar
Kennedy comedy soon to go into
T
T
With Joe E. Brown as their guide, production. Miss Eaton, whose sisEdsel Ford and his family made a ters Mary and Doris also won stage
tour of the Warner Bros, studio yes- fame, created and staged the dance
for
RKO Radio's "Rio
terday. After meeting James Cag- numbers
ney, Kay Francis, Errol Flynn, Paul Rita," "Hit the Deck," "The CucMuni, Pat O'Brien and other stars koos" and "Half Shot at Sunrise."
T
on the Warner lot, the Fords had
Edmund Grainger, Universal aslunch with H. M. Warner, president
of the company, Jack L. Warner, sociate producer will sponsor four
vice-president in charge of produc- new Universal features during SepHe will put into work durtion, and his assistant, Hal Wallis. tember.
ing the next four weeks, "The Great
T
T
starring
Edmund
Julius Epstein and Jerry Wald Impersonation"
have completed the adaptation for Lowe, "Fast and Furious," "Spinthe screen of "I'm in the Legion," ster Dinner" with Carole Lombard
formerly known as "The Legion- and "Sutter's Gold," epic of the disnaire," which First National will covery of Gold in California in the
Lloyd Corrigan will
days of '49.
film with Joe E. Brown as the star.
direct "The Great Impersonation,"
T
T
Edward Laemmle will direct "Fast
Dolores Del Rio's latest First Na- and Furious," Walter Lang "Spintional film, "I Live for Love," in
ster Dinner" and Howard Hawks
which Everett Marshall appears as is slated to film "Sutter's Gold."
her leading man, is out of the
studio cutting rooms and will be
Clyde Hagor has been signed
shipped to New York for early showthrough the William Morris offices,
ing next week, following its Hollyfor "Shoot the Chutes," Eddie Canwood preview.
tor's next starring picture for Goldr
t
wyn.
With Loretta Young, banned by
T
her physician from appearing bepleted.

fore the cameras for at least two
months, Darryl F. Zanuck has postponed filming on "Ramona," a 20th

Century-Fox production in which
Miss Young was to portray the title
According to Miss Young's
role.
physician, the star's condition is not
dangerous, but requires complete
rest if an operation is to be averted.
T
T
Darryl F. Zanuck has acquired the
Were
rights to "Last Night
Young," a Harold Arlen-E. Y. Harburg song to be used as the theme
tune of "Metropolitan."

We

T

Bruce Cabot has been borrowed
for a featured role in the forthcoming 20th Century-Fox production.
"Snatched." Cesar Romero and EdShowing
Midnight
Plan
ward Brophy have also been asA special midnight showing of signed to important roles in the pro"The Crusades" at the Astor will be duction.
T
T
staged tonight and three complete
Jane Loring, under contract to
shows are slated for Labor Day. In
RKO Radio as an associate director,
addition to the regular matinee and has been assigned to edit "Sylvia
evening show, there will be a third Scarlett," Katharine Hepburn's starperformance of De Mille's great ring film.
spectacle at 5:45 P.M.
Oscar Apfel, Kay Sutton and
Dewey Robinson have been cast by
RKO Radio in support of Lily Pons
Bartholomew Signed
in the opera star's screen-debut film.
Freddie Bartholomew, has signed an
"Love Song." "Love Song:" is well
extended-term contract with M-G-M.
alone in production at RKO under
the direction of John Cromwell, with

San Antonio,

leading roles being played by Henry
I

from the Charlie Chaplin Fonda, Osgood Perkins,

Studios has it that the scoring
of the forthcoming Chaplin production,

On

Tex.

TV

Peggy Conklin, who had the
feminine

lead-

opposite Leslie
Howard in the stage play "Petrified
Forest," has been engaged by Columbia for the feminine lead oppo-

ing

role

Stunt

Contests

[)OWN

in Hoi yoke at the Victory Theater, George Laby
took up half of page one of
the Holyoke "Advertiser"
a
local shopping guide
with a

—

—

fairly difficult contest, but one

that

is

the type the whole famStarting

ily sits down to solve.
off with:
"Here's a

new and

novel contest that will not only
intrigue, but may get you a free
ticket to see the most talked
about picture of the month 'G
Men'.
'G Men' starts an engagement at the Victory on

Thursday."

George had such

questions as, "Who is a famous
screen star whose name begins
with a G and has five letters?
An American razor manufacturer eight letters, beginning

—

with G ?
poet? etc."

Greatest

German

seems that the
old contest idea, if worked well,
always does the trick. George
It

certainly sold the picture in a
big way.

— Victory,

Holyoke, Mass.

Ties-ln "Gondolier"

With Local Paper
A

THREE-COLUMN

ad in the
Louis "Star-Times" was
received by the Orpheum TheSt.

ater recently for "Broadway
The ad carried a
Gondolier".
reproduction of a letter sent by
Dick Powell to the newspaper
asking a year's subscription
plus an insurance policy, a combination offer being plugged by
A special box menthe daily.
tioned theater, picture nad playdate.

— Orpheum

Lloyd Nolan in "One-Way
Ticket," which will go into production next week.
site

Theater,
St. Louis.

"Time" Out Sept. 20
Ford Beebe, director and scenarThe new issue of "The March of
ist, yesterday was placed under a
Time," the sixth to be produced, will
new long-term Columbia contract
released Sept. 20, Ralph Rolan
be
and was immediately assigned to a
After a lapse during
announces.
story with a western locale.
July and August, "The March of
Character roles have been as- Time" is now released regularly
a
month for distribution
signed to Nora Cecil and Russell once
Hicks for "Grand Exit," which Co- through RKO.
lumbia now has in production under
the direction of Erie Kenton, with
Smoke Bomb at Audubon
Ann Sothern and Edmund Lowe
yes-

A smoke bomb exploded early
terday morning in the Audubon, New
York, causing slight damage to the

starring.

T

"Red Salute," the new Reliance foyer. House is
comedy soon to be released through in union trouble.
United Artists has reached the
stage of cutting and editing.

indirectly involved

final

First British All-Color Film

Two New Mickeys Ready
Two Walt Disney films are now
ready for release through United
They are "Mickey's Fire
Artists.
Brigade" and "Pluto's Judgment
Day," both Mickey Mouse productions.

Initial

all-Technicolor

picture

made

England will be "The King of the
Jews," which Alexander Korda will proThe producer,
duce for United Artists.
who has gone to the Coast from New
York, also has scheduled "Lions Die in
Naples," which Jacques Feder will diin

rect.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-IF DAILY
VOL.

68.

NO.

NEW

54

YORK, TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Shows on Nov. 5

Pa. Cities Will Vote on Sunday

198 WESTERNS

NOW

Drastic Increases

Are Proposed

SCHEDULED DY 11 COMPANIES

Smaller Producers Support

Europe
on
By

Bicycle

a

JACK ALICOATE

ABOARD-THE-GOOD-SHIP-MANHAT-

Move Which Is Expected
To Meet Defeat

—

Amazing
London (By Cable)
amendments to the Films Act, sug-

gesting increase of the quota on disin 1938 from 30 per cent
... So that there will be no misunder- to 100 per cent in 1950, made by
standing this trip is not the result of a some members of the Film Group,
nervous breakdown, our desire for a holi- F. B. I., are not expected to be
day, or the fact that we had to leave home.
adopted. Smaller producers strongIt was conceived strictly in
the interests ly support the proposed changes.
of accurate observation and journalistic reRecommendation has been made
cording of the Continental cinema.
And
(Continued on Page 3)

TAN-OFF-THE-COAST-OF-IRELAND tributors

Alicoate takes his gun and
hand for a bicycle tour of the
studios of Europe in the interest of that
vast legion of Film Daily readers, who, due
to the hot spell, the market, the A.M. P. A.,
Huey Long or the Yankees, have lost interest,
temporarily, in what's happening in
America.
old

so,

camera

Col.

in

—•—

It

is

midnight.

Cobh,

at

few hours we dock
We plan to motor to

In

Ireland.

a

Dublin, 160 miles away, N by NE (Nautical
term to you landlubbers). The Manhattan

and plenty of ship.
one should always

When

going to
on the
U. S. Lines. (Free Ad.) By so doing you
are sure of not being reminded of the good
old United States during the entire trip.
On this ship the cuisine is French, the
Captain, Irish, our waiter, Hungarian and
our steward, Swiss.
spend our spare
time drinking German beer with a Scotch
inn-keeper and an Italian cheese exporter.
Like the gob who goes rowing in Central
Park on his day off we see pictures every
And, Horatio, are the pictures
afternoon.
Someone should
on these boats stinko.
Last night
take this up with Will Hays.
we were the m.c. at the big gala and did
we wow 'em with the gags we stole from
Hirshfield, Home, Dietz and Billy Ferguson at the A.M. P. A. luncheons.
is

fast

Europe

—•—

Subject to change without notice and
without obligation on his part, the next
stop of your cycling observer, after the
Emerald Isle, will be a flying trip for both
the bicycle and the Col. to dear old London for Col. Nizer, Col. Reisman, Col.
Connolly, Col. Jack Pearl and the eminent
Doc. Giannini are waiting our arrival to
the military situation, and this,
sure, would be no time to turn our backs
(Continued on Page 2)
into

GROUP FORMS

INTERNATIONAL GO.
Release schedule for First Division Exchanges, Inc., comprising 30
features and 16 westerns and formation of First International Pictures, Inc., to which all the stock
of First Division Exchanges has
been transferred and which will en-

travel

We

look

F. D.

(Continued on Page 6)

From

in

British

Sign Musicians' Deal
Pittsburgh

— The

agreement

effective
Sunday between the musicians' union
here and Warners provides a 20-week
contract for 14 men to work in the
Stanley.
A weekly $15 per man penalty
will be levied in case the house fails
to provide 20 stage shows during the
next season.
Contract was signed by
Claire Meeder, the union's local secretary.

Under

derstood,
a

reduced

agreement,

Tobis

A

tieup between Tobis and Companie France Film, which Robert
Hurel heads, whereby the latter will
distribute 20 French versions in
Canada during the coming season
Hurel, who has been
is reported set.
(Continued on Page 3)

For South of Russia
Moscow

—The

Soviet government

be requested shortly by B. Z.
Shumiatsky, general manager of the
Soviet motion picture industry, to
approve construction of a Soviet
Hollywood in the south of Russia at
a cost of about $5,000,000. The govwill

(Continued on Page 3)

Major
Columbia
Leads
Program
Firms With
of 12 Planned
Revised

make a

SCALE TALK TODAY
Negotiations between major circuits and Local 306 on a new booth
scale for New York City will be
resumed today. That a breach in
the negotiations almost occurred
Friday is apparently indicated by
the fact that RKO managers were
held at their posts until 2 A. M.
Saturday before getting word to go

home.

Warner

At Loew's Century, where "China
(Continued on Page 3)

—

Various PennHarrisburg, Pa.
sylvania municipalities are getting
ready to conduct referenda on Sunday movies at the municipal elecPittsburgh, Philadeltions Nov. 5.
phia, Chester, Harrisburg and York
were among the first cities to lay
the groundwork for the referenda.
While church organizations through(Continued on Page 6)

Bros., six; Para-

five;

(Continued on Page 3)

ANNOUNCE RKO BUY

WARNER PRODUCT

OF

The entire Warner Bros, and Cosmopolitan 1935-36 lineups will play
RKO houses around the country
first-run as well as in greater New
York under a deal which has just
been signed. Cities involved in the

New

buy include

Despite an admission price rise of
15 cents, three Baltimore de luxers'
attendance was not reduced during
the first week of this test which is
expected to determine the price raise
question in other zones.

will

Universal, six; RKO
Radio, three; Fox, four; Republic,
16; Spectrum, 20; Supreme 16; Superior, six; Victory, eight; Puritan,

mount,

RESUME OPERATORS

pro-

198 westerns for
Columbia will release 12

the year.

is

production

of

total

westerns,

it

1935-36

grams show that 22 companies

un-

this

salary.

Sunday Shows Issue in Pa.
Up at City Elections Nov. 5
Ask Soviet Hollywood

Quota Law

the musicians are working for

Baltimore Biz Not Hit
By Increased Prices

Hurel to Distribute
20 Features

TEN CENTS

1935

3,

City, Minneapolis,

Orleans,

Omaha,

Kansas
St. Paul,

Des Moines, Sioux City, Cedar Rapids and Davenport.
Initial picture under the arrange(Continued on Page 3)

Study Costs of 2,000
Foot Reel Changeover
Costs incidental to adoption of a
reel as the standard for
the industry are being determined
by major distributors, who are
studying exchange and other data.
Another meeting on the matter will
be held in New York within a few
days, following return of Arthur
Dickinson of the Hays office from a
vacation in Maine.
2,000-ft.

Loy Returns to
West Coast Bur.,

—

M-G-M

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Myrna Loy has returned
New York after adjusting differwith M-G-M.

from
ences

The actress' trouble started May 15
when she demanded an increase over
her

present

salary.
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on a Bicycle

Elstree,

1)

Kentucky.
A few days at
visit to Shepherds Bush, a jaunt

old
a

Teddington-on-the-Thames
to
say
"hello" to Irving Asher and his wife, Laura
LaPlante, at the Warner Studio, and then,
to

the continent.

—•—

We

are not unmindful of the fact that
the Ireland part of this tour is not strictly
theater.
is,
however, in the interests
It
of the few of us left in the industry.
At

any rate to youse Jimmy Grainger, Pat
Powers, Jack Connolly, Tommy Meighan,
Martin Quigley, Winnie Sheehan and those
McCarthy twins, J. J. and Charlie, the
next few stanzas on sightseeing and Gaelic
cinematic observation are respectfully dedicated.
And, in case
get homesick, the
blarney and fairies of old Ireland should
biing back memories of Times Square.
I

1

%

a

new high Saturday on the stock
market when it reached 92, showing
a rise of

good

i/

15% 14% 15% +
15% 15% 15%+

filed.... 103

47 ctfs

.
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York

Marion,

of

sister

York yesterday on

today

arrived

in

Normandie.

the

the passengers

on

Normandie which docked yesterday.

POMMER

ERIC

Strand
(c)

vacation

arrived

New

in

York yester-

day on the Normandie.

R oxy

ALICE DUER MILLER

Hall

a

Capitol

day or so

due

is

in

New

York

in

Hollywood.

fror/l

ARTHUR PHILLIPS

(c) Follows present bill.

points.

—

DVlOliA.
Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines
ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT
• Illustrated Literature on request. •

Motipn Picture Camera Supply, Ine.
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

New

FRANK BUCK

Post

president. The appointment of Glett
to this position is the result of great-

has arrived

New York

in

has

arrived

today

arrives

coast with 100,000 feet
jungles of the Far East.

HARRY BLAIR
the

coast

new

play,

arrive in

will

week

this

ARTHUR SANCHEZ,
Export,

on

sailed

tour

a

the west
shot in the

New

York from

with

"Pocahontas

York

from

film

of

New

in

the script
Preferred."

of

his

Trans-Oceanic Film
on the lie de France
take him to England,
Holland, Spain and Czechoof

Saturday

which

will

ly increased production activity of
this company and both the Trick

slovakia.

Photography and Optical Department, headed by Alex Gansell, and
the Cartoon Animation Department,
in charge of H. L. Roberts, will be
under his jurisdiction.

Sanders Sues Union
Rudolph Sanders, operator of the
Sanders in Brooklyn, has filed a

Lasky, Pickford

Los Angeles

Form Company

—As

frequently

re-

ported,

Jesse L. Lasky and Mary
Pickford have formed
PickfordLasky Productions, Inc., to make pictures for United Artists release.
Talent already under contract to the
new producing organization includes
Nino Martini, Francis Lederer and
Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink.

Belgium,

France,

against Local 306
suit
charging loss of patronage owing
$100,000

to picketing

theater.

by

members

its

of his

Similar actions were

by Harry Brandt

last

filed

week.

Demand DeForest
Col.

Alexander

J.

Stock
Drexel Biddle,

U. S. Ambasador to Norway,
must pay $352,445 to the Irving

Jr.,

Trust Co., receiver for the Sonora
Preview for "Gay Deception"
Products
Co., and hand over 22,250
The lights of the Irish Coast are breakTwentieth Century-Fox will stage
shares of De Forest stock if the reing through the fog on the port side. The
a preview of "The Gay Deception,"
Greek porter is clamoring for my luggage.
Jesse L. Lasky production, at the port of Samuel H. Kaufman, special
Hold tight for
We'll soon be on our way.
Waldorf-Astoria, Thursday eveniner, master, filed in Federal Court, is

—•—

if
you want to know who's what, what's
who, and why, follow the adventures of
Old Col. Alicoate and his bicycle tour of

at 8.50 o'clock.

the studios of Europe.

Helene Costello Returning
Los Angeles After a long absence from pictures, Helene Costello
is returning to take a role in Jean
Harlow's next picture, "Riff Raff."

ERIC CHARELL
from Europe.

Charles L. Glett has just been
appointed production manager of
Audio Productions, Inc., according to
the announcement of W. A. Bach,

>/
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.
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+ 2%

16%

2
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Music

New

to

JACK PEARL was among
the

(c)

office rea

MRS. CAROLYN CAGNEY and JEANNE CAGNEY, mother and sister of James Cagney, arrived in New York yesterday on the Virginia
from the coast.
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Net
Close

now

is

from the coast.
(a) Revival.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Low

who

York the middle of October.

KELCEY ALLEN

Cinema de

via

Maine.

from

Astor

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

MORRIS,

New

ARTHUR DICKINSON of the Hays
to New York this week after

in

week

(Columbia)

E.

to

turns

FUTURE OPENINGS

P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour-

SAM
returns

Playhouse
Palace

The Dark Angel (United Artists)— Sept. 5
The 39 Steps (GB Productions)— Sept. 6
The Goose and the Gander (Warner Bros.)

St., W. I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris

High

St.

(b)

Peasants (Amkino)
Charlemagne (French Film)
Seeing Hungary

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
LondonErnest W. Fredman. The Film Renter, 89-91

des-Noues,

R xy
55th

Europe

to

week.
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coast

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

THE

Wardour

week

en

is

ALEXANDER KORDA, who has gone to the
from New York, returns east within a

Hall

c

TWO-A-DAY RUN

communications to
FII3
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

all

DAILY,

i

Globe

Exchange)— 12th week

(Paramount)

Subscriber should remit with order.

$15.00.

M us

(United Artists)— 3rd week

Ariane (Advance Film

Accent on

Strand

•

Productions)

—2nd

EDGAR SELWYN
New York from the

Paramount

(

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Coming and Going

Theater

Karenina

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Two for Tonight Paramount)
Page Miss Glory (Warner Bros.)
Top Hat (RKO Radio)

10 Cents

1935

3,

Duals for Loew Houses
All Loew New York neighborhood
theaters will
go double feature
weekends as well as midweek,
beginning Friday. In keeping with
this policy change, Loew's Valencia,
Paradise and Orpheum theaters will
drop vaudeville Friday, and Loew's
Boulevard will discontinue stage
shows within three weeks
Prices
will be reduced at the four latter

approved.

COMPLETEINDISPENSABLE
The 1935

FILM YEAR BOOK
FREE

theaters.

Loew's states that the double feature policy was tried out successfully at 20 houses, whence the decision to extend the policy.

FILM DAILY
DAILY SERVICE.

with a year's subscription to the

.

and FILM

^Z<

rJZ^i

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway

New

York City

<
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PHIL M.

ARE INCREASED T0 198

DALY

1)

that the exhibitors' quota should be
17 V2 per cent, rising to 42% per
cent.
The proposals also provide
that the sum of money spent on
quota pictures in 1938 should be 30
per cent of revenue received by the
distributor from rentals on foreign
products.

Hurel to Distribute
20 Features From Tobis

(Continued from Page

•

•

•

T
T
THREE NATIONWIDE

T

contests have been launchon the Cecil B. DeMille college scholarship

ed by Paramount
awards on "The Crusades"
they start this month among
high school and first year college students throughout the

(Continued from Page

T
A MANUAL

(Continued from Page 1)

T

• • •
for teachers and students, outlining
the rules and regulations of the contest
has been prepared by Paramount and is being sent to the heads of all
schools and institutions in which students might be eligible to

Ask Soviet Hollywood

•

(Continued from Page

ernment

1)

expected to approve the
project because of the fact that vast
sums are now spent annually by the
Soviet film companies in expeditions
desirable
locations
for backto
grounds. The site of the proposed
Hollywood has almost every necessary type of location within easy
is

distance.

Rolfe

Making a Short

B. A. Rolfe and his Orchestra are
currently at work at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studios in a one-reel musical short.
Also appearing in this

number are Ronnie, Van and Kamcomedy singing and dancing
trio.
Joseph Henabery is directing
this number which will be released
in Vitaphone's series of "Melody
plain,

Master" shorts.
Elect Bernard Depkin

compete

T
•

•

T

T

THE FIRST

contest comprises an essay on "The
Crusades and History"
the second offers a choice between an essay on "Richard the Lion Hearted in Fiction and
Photoplay" and "The Crusades as a Work of Art"
the
third contest deals with material of a visual character from
art, manual crafts and other classes of a kind suitable for
exhibition

T
• • • IT IS about time we cast a bouquet in the direction
of Fitelson and Mayers
those alert film attorneys who
are doing so much to advance the interests of the industry in
so many different directions
they are not simply attorneys
for they have a very comprehensive grasp of all
phases of the business
and are directly responsible for
fostering and perpetuating several important and significant
developments that have redounded to the honor and glory of
the film biz in general
the latest is the New Film Alliance which Bill Fitelson is personally and ably handling as
general counsel
the Alliance is a very noteworthy effort to bring together all students of the Motion Picture and
those actively engaged in the art in all the technical and creative departments
for the general advancement and development of every field of endeavor from the original script
to the finished product
a most worthy undertaking that
should enlist the support of everybody in the industry

—

Salem, Va. Bernard Depkin, who
is identified with motion picture interests in southwest Virginia, is
listed as president of the Martinsville Theater Management Corp. of
Salem which has just been chartered
Other
to do a theatrical business.
are: John L. Garet, Jr.,
vice-president; Louise St. Clair, secretary.
The new corporation's authorized maximum capital stock is
$20,000 preferred and 300 shares
common without par value. Benjamin E. Chapman, of Salem, represented the corporation in making
application for the charter.

Baltimore Biz Not Hit
By Increased Prices

country

abroad the past few weeks, returns
to New York in September to continue further development of France
Film, which will distribute French
and other foreign-language pictures
in the United States.

For South of Russia

T
•

•

•

COMING FROM

the Coast with his

cahontas Preferred" under his arm
Harry
in here around Sept. 6
Film Daily

officers

•

•

•

T
THIS MORN

is

new play "Po-

Harry Blair will hit
an old alumnus of The

will

T

have with us Frank Buck

T

THE OPENING

of Greta Garbo's "Anna Karenina"
more people
broke a three-year record at the Capitol
paid admissions up to 1 o'clock than at any time since "Grand

•

•

the fact that the picture

T
A CLOWNING

try.

In order to get a picture of the
situation
week-in and week-out,
grosses will be studied for six or
eight weeks before the results are
summarized, it was stated.

Announce
of

RKO Buy
Warner Product

(Continued from Page

1)

ment, which brings the Warner and
Cosmopolitan products into all RKO

New York

theaters, as exclusively
of last

The Film Daily

printed in

Wednesday,

will be
"Page Miss
Last year Warner pictures
were split in New York between
RKO and Loew's.

Glory."

More Jobs Are Demanded
In Philly Musician

—

Row

musiIncreased
Philadelphia
cians' personnel from one to three
men on Stanley-Warner neighborhood houses is sought by the union,
whose members are on strike at
the Earle and Fox. The local is demanding two 20-men bands at the
Fox and two 15-men bands at the
Earle.

The Carman theater has made a
deal with the union.

Vaude Starting in Lincoln
Lincoln, Neb. Varsity here decided to hold back a week on vaudeville and start it Friday instead of
Orpheum
as scheduled Aug. 30.
started last Friday and raised the
prices from 10-15-20 to 25 all day.
Varsity

"Love

is

Me

holding back and carrying
Forever" an extra week,
seven days didn't
first

although
warrant it.

T

SHOWMAN'S

T

• • •
"Thanks a Million"

feud had been in progress on the
set at the 20th Century-Fox studio between
Allen learned that the violinist
Fred Allen and Rubinoff
considers that only Fritz Kreisler can compare with him as a
virtuoso
so Fred rigged up a phonograph in the studio
and played Kreisler records every time Rubinoff appeared on
the set
so Rubinoff conceded that Allen won the ribbing
contest

REMINDER
Tieup

Doran

school

i<

getting

is

heavy grosses throughout the coun-

Hotel"

«

1)

Seas" was the attraction, business
was "swell," according to circui
officials.
Allowance was made for

—

we

his greeters at
arriving from the Malay jungle
the Pennsy Station will ride up with Frank to his apartment
at the Ambassador to chat over the coffee cups or assorted
glasses
as they prefer

•

Mary

1)

Empire, 15; Ambassador, nine
Beaumont, 14; Ajax, six; Ken J.
Bishop, six; Conn, eight; Resolute
six; Imperial, six; Walter Futter
eight, and Alexander Bros., eight.
10;

€4

» » »

with
supplies

local

to
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pupils.
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DOWN THE

BRINGS

dancing to your heart's content

He has never done anything
most

effectively in

brings

ii

.

.

.

The

HOUSE''Jf

"A

delightful picture

Berlin melodies linger in the

memory

better than the dance he does to the music

the taps and,

when he turns

it

into a

the

off

Ginger Rogers, his ideal partner, bring
.

'Top Hat'

.

is

'

IN LINE

FOR

tff
1

their joyous gifts to the

all

worth standing

in line for.

f

fi

filled

.

.

.

song ... He uses his stick

N. Y. Daily News

new song and dance show

From the appearance

at the Radio City

of the lobby yesterday afternoon,

you

N. Y. Times

"That matchless dancing team, Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers,

with infectious tunes and bright with laughs

Hat' ... a sparkling, tuneful, refreshing musical hit."

ASTAIRE- ROGERS ff

.

It is
.

.

a

handsome

picture, lavishly pro-

The complete family

—Bland Johaneson,

will relish

'Top

N. Y. Daily Mirror

1

Astaire-Ginger Rogers vehicles, which
scene to scene, and

the tops

"Fred Astaire, the dancing master, and

appear in a rollicking light comedy which beats their recent 'Roberta' ...

a BEST

is

—Andre Sennwald,

ROBERTA

duced and mounted,

Mr. Astaire

title

probably will have to."

a BEATS

.

with Astaire and Rogers

—Kate Cameron,

WORTH STANDING
.

.

.

.

machine gun and shoots the male chorus, one by one, he

down the house."

Music Hall

.

.

it is

is

to say,

it is

"It

is

the top in screen musicals

not only a tonic for tired eyes but a

ordinary run of Hollywood musicals

.

.

.

a plain fact that 'Top Hat'

fillip

the best of the Fred

It ripples

to appetites which have

and

flows

from

become jaded by the

The dialogue has more genuinely funny gags than

screen musicals put together."

all

the rest of the

—Thornton Delehanty, N. Y. Post

FRED ASTAIRE GINGER ROGERS
•

with Edward Everett Horton, Helen Broderick, Erik Rhodes, Eric Blore
Directed by Mark Sandrich

...

is

Pandro

S.

Berman Production

ELf

a DELIGH

FULLY TOP HA1

'f

M

"Topping

entertainment,

replete

with

dance, ringing with merry quips, abounding in sly situations, well cast, handsomely produced, 'Top Hat'

and

tile

tails class

musical comedy

.

.

.

'Top Hat'

All in all,

is

I

form at the Radio City Music Hall this
songs,

becomes

Divorcee'

then go to see

and 'Roberta'
it

again

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

The

—Richard Watts,

Tuneful, rollicking, merry,

it

is

top entertainment.

is call it

tremendously."

"'Top Hat'
it is

"'Top Hat'

best thing one can do

You'll enjoy

YET
.

screen's

vastly engaging entertainment."

'ff

Gay

Crewe, N. Y. American

number one musical comedy team is in admirable
week, and thereupon 'Top Hat' assisted by some attractive Irving Berlin
"The

TOP ENTERTAINMENT'

..

is tall

delightfully— well, delightfully 'Top Hat'."

— Regina

VA5 LY ENGAGINGJJ

and

song

is

N. Y. Herald-Tribune

Jr.,

It's

even better than 'The

the grandest screen musical in months and

—Rose

Pelswick, N. Y. Evening Journal

the best musical that this charming twain has yet produced

a cheerfully fast and footloose film, one of the especial delights of the

season and one that will give you a very gay morning, afternoon or evening in the cinema.

.

Consider 'Top Hat'

—William Boehnel, N. Y. World-Telegram

something to shoot away the blues."

"TOPNOTCH MUSICAL

.

new

?f

"Those dancing

feet of Fred Astaire

and Ginger Rogers have

make this world a gayer place. Now they again lighten the woes of the nation with a
merry bit of fluff, 'Top Hat' ... a typical Astaire-Rogers musical, light, frothy, funny, with plenty of songs and
—Eileen Creelman, N. Y. Sun
dances ... A topnotch cast and a topnotch musical."

already done a good deal to

RKO-RADIO PICTURE
with music and lyrics by

IRVING BERLIN

THE

PA. CITIES

NEWS

TO VOTE ON

SUNDAY SHOWS NOV.

5

—

Denver
The National Theater
(Continued from Page
Supply Co. announces the sale of a
out the state were preparing to fight screen and frame to the Park at
the local option question, theater Estes Park, Colo., and a carpet to
operators in Pittsburgh and Phila- the new Rex at Canon City, Colo.
delphia are optimistic over chances The Graham Brothers Theatre
of a victory.
Equipment Co., Denver, has sold a
1

)

INTERNATIONAL GO.

handle Good-All Sound
System and National Theater Supply products.

New

will

Orleans

— Ed

Ortte, salesman

nlinned from Page
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I

1)

gage in American and European
motion picture financing and production, was announced Saturday.
Coincidentally it became known
that First Division's releasing deal

Claremont with British International Pictures
Harbor, Miss., recently ran for pub- had been revised so that F. D. will

—

—

branch

GROUP FORMS

F. D.

at 310 North Soledad St., with Sol
J. Davidson as manager.
The new

for Republic

screen to the Aladdin here.
Files Libel Suit

DAY

of the

Jacksonville, Fla.
Screeno is beLos Angeles Charging that she
had been libelously linked with the ing inaugurated as a weekly feature
murder of William Desmond Taylor, at the Florida de luxe Sparks circuit house here.
director, a suit for $500,000 damages has been brought here by Mrs.
San Diego, Tex. A new theater
Charlotte Shelby, mother of Mary
Miles Minter, former screen actress, will open here on or about Oct. 1.
against J. Lawrence Pagen, of New It will be the only house in town.
York, and Blythe & Co., New York
San Antonio Fox Films plans to
brokers.
Mrs. Shelby asserts the
libel occurred during a civil suit she open an exchange on North Soledad
Street by the first of the year.
filed against Pagen, Blythe & Co.,
and Leslie B. Henry, her former
Johnstown, Pa. N. A. N. Autobroker, to recover funds of which
matic Light Control Co. reports a
she had allegedly been defrauded.
shipment of 16 sets of film safety
controls to Ireland.
These devices
will be installed in theaters operatBloom to Address S.M.P.E.
Congressman Sol Bloom will ad- ing simplex projectors in Dublin
dress the S. M. P. E. at its banquet and Tralee, Ireland.
Oct. 23 in connection with its fall
convention at the Wardman Park
Good-All Theater
San Antonio
Hotel, Washington.
Supply Co. has opened an office here

—

—

—

—

lic office

who

lives in

release only six B. I. P. features
here next season instead of 10, as
previously
announced.
Another
change in plan will give First Division only one Associated British
Talking Pictures production instead
of four for release here.
This is

but lost out.

—

Canonsburg, Pa. Fred and Eddie
Beedle are remodeling and enlarging their Strand here.
The rear
wall has been removed and an additional 50-foot extension is being "Java Head."
erected.
Seating capacity will be
The rest of F. D.'s 30 feature reincreased from 250 seats to more leasing program includes 12 Chesterthan 600. House will be reopened field-Invincible Productions, "Hong
early in November.
Kong Nights," a Walter Futter production and 10 pictures to be seNew Orleans Rene Brunet, who lected during the new season. Eight
runs the Imperial, and his wife, are Hoot Gibson westerns will be provacationing on the West Coast, visit- duced by Walter Futter for F. D.

—

ing Hollywood and Santa Barbara.

—

Los Angeles Sol Rose, formerly
with Fox, has joined Dave Komm
at Majestic as city salesman.

San Francisco
its

—

Coincidental with
reopening the United Artists has

raised its top to 40 cents.

—

Cincinnati The Oxford at Oxford
has been re-opened by Joe Niser,
with latest type High Fidelity
Sound equipment.

and

release

Alexander

Bros,

make another eight westerns
ring Big Boy Williams for F.

will
star-

D.
understood
to be the principal stockholder of

Pathe Film Corp.

is

First International Pictures, the officers of which will be made known
later in the week.
It is announced
that one of the principal purposes
of forming First International Pictures is to provide financing which
will assure First Division of a permanently
enlarged
international
production program and for internationalizing exchange activities.

The RKO and Loew circuits have
booked three First Division releases,
including Invincible's "Death from
Los Angeles
George Caldares, a Distance," and two Chesterfield
formerly Allied branch manager,
productions, "Girl Who Came Back"
has become connected with Selected
and "Condemned to Live."

—

Pictures.

Reseating Farnum, Detroit
Detroit McArthur Theater EquipBoston Allied Theaters will meet
in October to name a successor to ment Co. has sold Ideal chairs to
Louis Sclussel's Farnum theater in
George Giles, who died recently.
Hamtramk, 1,000 seats, and 800 to
the New R being built by Jeff WilBurgaw, N. C. Roy Rowe, who liams at Roseville.
Williams is
plans to develop a circuit of small leaving 200 seats space to be filled
theaters in North Carolina, has in later.
closed a deal with Sales On Sound
Corp. for complete booth equipment
for his initial house here.
S. O. S.
Cinemaphone Wide Fidelity Equip-

—

—

—

DATE BOOK »

«

ment

knowing how

our view of the Park
superior,

and our

is

is

to

make

life

truly Continental,

superb, our service

is

Detroit William Schuttenhelm is
redecorating the Globe, and plans to
reseat and make other house alterations later.

rates invitingly inexpensive.

We

now famous sidewalk
CAFE de la PAIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,
and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.
successfully created the

—

S¥.

MORIfI <m-t&£.
50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH

•

New York members

-

PooJk

NEW YORK

in

cast,

the

vice Studios at Astoria, Long Island,
and returned to the home lot at

Hollywood.

St.

16:

ment,

Louis.

second
Club,

annual
Denver.

Cincinnati Variety Club golf tournaHillcresr Country Club, Cincinnati.

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-"The Exhibitor" annual golf tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

Sept. 26-Oct. 17:

International movie festival
of the King of Belgium,

under patronage
Brussells.

of

Eastern unit of the
Darryl F. Zanuck-20th Century-Fox
production, "Thanks a Million," has
abandoned camp at the Eastern Serthe

in

Louis,

injunction

Sept.

Unit Returns from East
Hollywood
Having completed
work on the sequences involving
Paul Whiteman and Band, Ramona,
Phil Baker with Beetle and Bottle

and other

Hearing

Court, St.

temporary

Sept. 10:
Denver
Film
Row
outing, Lakewood Country

really

Atlan-

United
States
District
on show cause order why
should not be issued
requiring Warners, RKO and Paramount to
supply films to Fanchon & Marco houses

Sept. 4:

in

Jubilee,

City.

tic

—

enjoyable. Our atmosphere

Showmen's Variety

3-8:

Sept.

will be installed.

Hearing on permanent injunction to
Sept. 30:
restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.
Sept. 30:

against

Oct.

Hearing
of
Warners,

action
government
Paramount,
and

RKO

United States District Court, St. Louis.
21-24:
S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.

THE
Tuesday, Sept.

3,

-<5B0"*
DAILY
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A LITTLE

gHORT Shots from Eastern Studios

from "LOTS"

By RALPH WILKi
By CHARLES ALICOATE;
Helene Turner has been engaged to
HOLLYWOOD
KIRKLAND,
ALEXANDER
Kath- desk at the Eastern
of "Riff Raff," do the editing on Charles Ray's pic-

I

I

4
[
[

'"THE complete cast
original story by Frances Marion
which is soon to go into production
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, includes
Jean Harlow, Spencer Tracy, Joseph
Calleia, Una Merkel, George Givot,
Mickey Rooney, Paul Hurst and
Walter
J.
Baby Jane Quigley.
Ruben is to direct.
T

M-G-M

T

has acquired rights to

"The Cat Across My Path,"
by Ruth Feiner, translated from the

German by Norman Alexander.

writing them since she
the theatre.
T

first

gone

of Warden Lewis E. Lawes's story
entitled "Over the Wall," which will
be filmed soon by Warner Bros, with
an all-star cast.

T

until Sept. 18.

T

T

The

title

of the recently completed

Warner Bros, picture
entered known as "The Case of

Elizabeth Allan, heroine of "A
Tale of Two Cities" at M-G-M, is on
a yachting trip to Catalina with
Mrs. Howard Hawks. She will be

rine Miekil and Harlan Knight
are featured in the "Voice of Ex-

perience" short entitled

"Am

I

a

after

three

Service studio
vacation in

weeks'

Maine.
•

A

Murderer" just completed at the
Broadway Handicap, Inc., headed
Biograph studio for Columbia re- by David S. Craven, has completed
lease. B. K. Blake produced and di- the 10th of the series of Handicap
rected the short with Frank Zucker racing pictures being made in the
doing the camera work.
east for State right distribution.
•

T

Constance Collier has decided to
publish a book containing a series of
essays. The M-G-M player has been

T

Eddie Nugent has been engaged
Charles Ray's latest picture,
"Just My Luck."
for

Harry Sauber and Ben Markson
the have started work on the adaptation

novel,

t

New

by

My

Luck" being produced
Century Pictures.

ture "Just

formerly

the Lucky
Legs" has been changed to "The
Girl with the Lucky Legs."

Charles
Williams
and Marcy
Klauber, of the Educational scenario
staff have completed the story, as
yet untitled, for the next of the
series of shorts featuring Tom Howard and George Shelton, for Educational.
Al Christie will produce

and

direct the short which is scheduled to get under way in about a
week at the Astoria plant.
•
J.

R. Roberts, has returned to his

Terry Hogan, secretary to Capt.
McL. Baynes, executive head of
Eastein Service studio, is re-

G.
the

cuperating at her

home

after a ton-

operation.

sil

Jimmie Savo, who was

last seen
Hecht-Charles MacArthur Production "Once in a Blue
Moon" is scheduled to leave for the
coast in about 10 days to be starred

in

the

Ben

Phil Regan has been given a renewal of his First National contract
for a long term.
T
T

T

Henry Stephenson has been cast
by First National for "Captain

The largest single shipment of
day was sent out by the Blood."
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios. ConT
T
signed to various key cities, it conHarry
Stockwell,
who
scored a
of
200
cases,
or
a
million
feet
sisted
of release prints four tons of Pete major hit at the M-G-M studios in
"Here Comes the Band," has bought
Smith shorts.
a ranch in the San Fernando Hills
T
near Coldwater Canyon, and plans
Having completed the script of to build a house there at once.
"Riff Raff," Frances Marion plans

film in one

—

M-G-M studio soon for
a round-the-country swing of principal cities to autograph copies of
the second edition of her new book,
"Valley People."
to leave the

T

T

T

Warner Baxter is really bringing
that cowboy band back to Hollywood
from the High Sierras, where he organized it during the filming of
"Robin Hood of El Dorado." There
are six musicians, the most unique
of whom plays a sort of drum arrangement he made himself from a
washtub, a piece of string and some
old tin cans.
Baxter intends to
sponsor the boys on the radio.
T

T

T

Ann Loring and
the heroine

J.

and the

Carrol Naish,

villain of

M-G-

M's "Robin Hood of El Dorado"
company, have returned from Sonora, near which the company has
been on location in the mountains
for several weeks.
His
healed,

sprained

ankle

James Cagney

completely
will

resume

work today

in "Frisco Kid," which
is in production at the First National studios. His injury was sustained during a fight sequence with

V

r

SHOCK SAVERS

Fred Kohler, whose characterization
as "Shanghai Duck" requires a sleel
bailing-hook in place of a hand.

Cagney dodged in an attempt to
A handsome young cowboy from evade the hook during the fight, lost
the "mother lode" country of the his balance and sprained his ankle.
mountains of Central California may

T

turn out

to be the screen's next
heart-throb.
He is Leo McMahan,
son of a well known family of Tuo-

lumme

county,

who

distinguished
filming
of
Hood of El Dorado," starring Warner Baxter, on
location in the mountains.
He attracted the attention of William

during
M-G-M's "Robin

himself

the

director, who is bringing
a screen test back to the studio.

Wellman,

v

Truman "Pinky" Tomlin has been
cast for a role in "The Immigrant,"
a 20th Century-Fox starring vehicle
for Jane Withers which Lewis Seiler
will direct.

T

into your theatre ?

T

Charles Boyer will remain in
France to make a picture called
"Mayerling," based on the life of
Archduke Joseph of Austria, before

You

put shock absorbers on a
up the shock
of a hard, lumpy, uncomfortable seat.
RESEAT with comfortable chairs.

returning the last week in October
to appear opposite Marlene Dietrich

Ask

Paramount's "Invitation to Happiness."
Production on the French

"How can

in

picture is scheduled to start in about
ten days.
T

T

T

Us,
I

reseat

and pay

starring picture now in production
at the RKO Radio studios.

for

new chairs conveniently?"

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Makers

Pat Moriarity and Brandon Hurst
have been added to the cast of "AnBarbara Stanwyck
nie
Oakley,"

can't

theatre chair to take

of

Dependable Seatini
and .Auditoriums

lor

'theatres

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan

'ZS£y BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

COMFORT — The

TooX—

Greatest Star

Them

THE

EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »

Co-operates With
Radio Station

Q.OOD-WILL

not only an
important factor in selling, but it's swell for the old
ego. It's certainly a good feeling to have someone think well
of you.
Well, Lou Schaefer,

Paramount

is

theater,

New

likes to get a lot of

it,

Haven,
and has

just pulled a good stunt that
netted him plenty. Lou offered
Radio Station WICC of New
Haven and Bridgeport, the use
of his marquee and the theater's
radio-telephone line, for the
broadcasting of the Disabled

American Veterans Convention,
which was held there last week.

The parade was a big thing
the grand climax of a big week
and it ran directly in front of
For an hour and
the theater.
a half two announcers broadcasted the activity. And so the
Paramount came in for plenty
of credit throughout the broadThe outcome of this was
cast.
that great numbers of people
flocked into the Paramount after
stunt
the parade was over.
easily worked and profit-getAll you have to do is
ting.
offer
someone something for
nothing, and you'll get it back
ten times over!

—

A

—Paramount,

New

Haven.

Bathing Style Show
Gets Big Play
made for
"No More Ladies" by Poli's

'"PHIS

tie-up

was

only with Howland's DepartStore (largest in city).
Store
furnished all of bathing suits

and

consisting

of
latest style bathing suits in rubber and fish-net, also beach
robes, sandals, shorts, beach pajamas and the girls put on all
of their accessories and marched
from the store down main street

accessories

Included in
to Poli's Theater.
the line-up of models was Miss
Connecticut of 1934. They were
introduced from the stage one
by one with a special girl from
the store using the public adsystem describing the
dress
various styles as the models
walked across the stage. This review was worked in one and
special records were used on
The red and
the Non-Syne.
blue footlights with the two
white spots from picture book
alternatingly
gave just the
proper lighting effect.
From
there the girls came to the front
of the house where beach tables
with umbrellas and a special
setting with the sand with all

Develop
A

new

hand

New

Rewinder

rewinder designed to
handle and inspect 2.000-foot reels has
been developed by the Gold Manufacturing Co. of Chicago, which announces
that it is ready for immediate delivery.

the different kinds of beach
furniture.
The girls including
three, four year old children in
bathing suits played around.
This special lobby set was built
with a white lattice frame work,
black outlined letters and black
frames for stills.
The beach
scene was painted on a back-

ground with real sand coming
within six feet of the water edge.
Suspended from the ceiling of
lobby was a large diving
model.
All of the stage
make-up was furnished by the
Max Factor department of

the

girl

Howland's store.
The chairs
surrounding the beach tables
and umbrellas were made to
resemble those used in the
studio with the names of the
star on the back.
This whole
display attracted a great deal
of attention in the lobby, on
the streets and in Howland's

Department

store.
gave this a special
the newspaper ads.

—Poli's

Howland's
plug in

Bridgeport, Conn.

of the
State theater, Portland, is
also a good-will go-getter.
He
did a good turn for the firemen
who held a muster in Portland.
What did they do for him in
return?
Well, for one thing,

they probably promised him to
put out any fire that he might
have on hand. But, you see, the
good turn that he did was to
print their score cards for the
muster free, and on the back was

name

of his theater, picture,
His advertising
was the only ad allowed on the
grounds.
It got him the best
of results.
In the evening the
State played to many out of
town firemen and families.

and playdate.

There

were

fifteen

fire

com-

panies, so you can see that
there must have been a very
large attendance. So anytime
you see a fireman, just tell him
to c'm up, and you'll do a little fire-swapping, so to speak.

Nice job, Harry!

—State,

Portland, Me.

gEN

Woman."

The

second lead story had a fourline single column head which
plugged "Bright Lights." Also
the front page which was made

up

to
stories

special feature
stars and
details on the pic-

include

about

production

the

was supplemented with
The back page of the
Wisconsin "News" had six cuts
tures,

art work.

equally divided between both
features which took up almost
the entire page.
The remainder of this special edition was
taken up with regular news
stories

and features.
Milwaukee, Wise.

— Warners,

CTUNTS,

varying

display

of

a

from

hive

of

the
live

honeybees to the issuing of a
tabloid newspaper, were used

by Rex Williams, manager of
the Capitol, Kalamazoo, Michigan, in a campaign on "The
Keeper Of the Bees." Williams
was aided by Harry Berman,
Republic's manager in Buffalo,
who was responsible for the exploitation ideas and was on the
ground to assist in putting them
over. The drive started with a
with

"Gazette" in
which the newspaper conducted

deal

the

a classified advertising contest
tying up directly with the title
of the picture.
Special stories
and pictures were used, and in
connection with this, the "Gazette"
sponsored an orphan's
party which resulted in more
space and cuts.
For the bee
display,
Berman secured an
empty store window in the busy
downtown section and filled it
with "The Keeper Of the Bees"
streamers and several teaser an-

nouncements.
This was followed by placing a hive of live
bees in the window and tying
it up with the "Gazette."
To
attract the attention of the
literary - minded, 1,000 bookmarks were distributed in all
and
public
lending
of
the
libraries. Several displays were
also used in book store windows, featurng the Gene Strat-

—

Two Pix
KATZ, Warner

vertising

Bros, adin Mila splendid

manager

waukee, conducted
t i e u p
with the
Wisconsin
"News," which published a special
edition plugging "Front
Page Woman" and "Bright
Lights."
The front page had
an eight-column two-line banner
head, 72 pt. capitals written in
regular newspaper style. Under
the head were two 2-column
cuts of Brown and Miss Davis.
In addition to these breaks, a

Effective

Campaign

for "China Seas"

A

VERY

effective

best

locations

in

<€

Milwaukee.

The theater manager placed the
story of "China Seas"
with mats with the Milwaukee
"Leader" where it ran until the
end of the engagement.
The
theater took a small ad on top
of the story each day.
Special
advance trailers were used in
the outlying theaters. They ran
for ten days in advance. Then
they were replaced with current trailers.
The Wisconsin
Theater ran a small teaser ad
starting on Tuesday below their
regular ad.
Then the first ad
broke in the local papers on
Thursday before the opening.
serial

Two

daily

announcements were

given over Radio Station WTMJ
in
advance of the opening.
Special displays were made up
of Carol Ann Beery and placed
in the Children's Dept. of the

Big Campaign On
"Keeper of the Bees"

ton-Porter books and using 22
by 28 lobby cards and stills of
scenes from the picture.
Capitol, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Special Edition

Plugs

Page

"Front

all

Helps the
Visiting Firemen
J-[ARRY BOTWICK,

the

double-column lead story with a
three-line sub-headline built up

«

Boston Store and Gimbel Brothers.
The other stills were used
in

the ladies-ready-to-wear de-

partments of both these stores
with playdates and theater.
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wise.

—

There's Punch
In A Still

TN A
of

liquor

stars.

still

and

And

the

in

stills

idea

is

punch by using the
Harry Botwick, up in

to get the
still.

Portland, tied in with a grocery
store to put his product in their
window, along with their staples
knowing that a picture is as
much a staple as a food. "Accent On Youth" was playing at
the State, so he arranged to
have a 48x60 still of Herbert
Marshall and Sylvia Sydney pictured beside a butter can of
Monarch Food in the grocery

—

window.

—State,

Portland, Me.

Beauty Salon
Helps "Trapeze"
A

TIE-UP

that

netted

Paramount and Fenway

the
the-

aters in Boston a lot of space
in the Boston "Daily Record,"

was obtained by Harry Brown.
The tie-ups was with the Duchess Beauty Salon, and a large
picture of Mary Brian, playing
at these theaters in "Man On
the Flying Trapezee" was feaIt
tured in a two-column ad.
took up half the space of a
4x8 area. The rest of the space
was covered by all that stuff
about steam oil self-setting,
luxurious waves with smart

ringlet ends, etc.

—Paramount,

campaign on

"China Seas" was put over
in connection with the run of
that picture at the Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Wise. More national 24-sheet boards were used
than ever before. These boards
had been up for over thirty
days or more and were in the

Boston.

Add Marquee Comedies

—

Vancouver The Dominion's marquee
has been telling the local world as follows:

"No More Ladies."
"Calm Yourself."

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

FDAILYVOL.

NO.

68,

NEW

55

YORK, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

TEN CENTS

1935
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A TSE Order Forbids Local 306 from Calling Strike

I

HOLIDAY

RKO

25

WEEKEND GROSSES SUBSTANTIALLY UP
N. y. Houses

Adopt

to be Only House
Remaining on Single

81st

Ireland

Feature Policy
Twenty -six RKO theaters in
Greater New York, now playing

where Shamrocks grow
-By JACK

r\UBLIN,

^

ALICOATE-^-^

IRELAND— Dublin

looks

like

Providence, sounds like Pittsburgh and
smells like Chicago.
All
is
hustle and
bustle as we are safely quartered in the
swanky Gresham Hotel, the best in all

And this thanks to Walter
McNally.
And if you don't know Walter
McNally let me tell you about him. There
Ireland.

of

one

he does not know.
He is the outstanding showman of the
Emerald Isle.
He is the Celtic walking
delegate for all things stage and cinema.
He represents RKO, too. Walter met us
the moment we arrived and has been our
constant companion.
Years ago he toured
the states as a concert singer and at one
time was fighting it out with McCormack
for the singing championship of Ireland.
is

no

in

Ireland

—•—

We left the good ship Manhattan at
Cobh at three in the morning, drank our
way through customs, and by four were
well on our way to Dublin, five hours north
by motor.
When we started it was as
dark as a chorus girl's past.
To see dawn
and

break

the sun rise over the rolling
hills of Tipperary,
at 40 miles an hour,
is a thrill one can never forget.
had
as travelling companions Senator Copely
and Jimmy Walden of Radio fame, two
of the smilingest micks that ever lifted a
bottle of bass.
Breakfast at six at Ryan's
Inn at Cashel, with the local constable as
our guest, for sure as you're a foot high,
he got the hotel folks up at that unholy
hour, and made them like it, to serve
three hungry wayfarers from the States.

We

—•—

The

along the

roads are in both
Gaelic and English.
One must be able to
speak Gaelic to hold a government position.
Gaelic is unlike anything you ever heard,
signs

being a cross between a yodel and a sneeze.
To speak it correctly one must have a
chronic case of hay fever.
From all appearances Ireland is prosperous. Its people
kindly, smiling and hospitable.
We can
see now why the police force of New

York

is

so efficient.

—•—

There are only some 200 motion picture
houses in the whole of Ireland and about
(Continued on Page 2)

double

bills

in

mid-week

only,

will

All-Dual

Court Okays "Sweepstakes"
"Movie Sweepstakes"
the New
according

David

do not violate
state anti-lottery laws,
decision of Magistrate
of
Brooklyn
rendered

York
to

a

Malbin

yesterday

in

a

case brought against the

Oceana theater. Attorney Jacob Schechter was counsel for the exhibitor.

go all-dual starting Saturday. The

RKO

81st Street will continue to play

features on week-ends. The
Tilyou, which has been playing vaudeville the long half of the
single

RKO

LESTER

COWAN

MARCO

FILM

(Continued on Page 4)

TAKE $5,735,980 OF

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

NEW

PARA. ISSUE

A total of $5,735,980 of the
$6,500,000 issue of new second preferred stock of Paramount Pictures,
Inc., had been subscribed for yesterday, with final tabulation of subscriptions not yet completed, it was
learned from the New York Stock

of

JOINS

Saturday

Attendance on Broadway
Higher with "Top
Hat" the Leader
While national circuits reported
Labor Day week-end grosses up between five and 30 per cent as compared with the similar period of
the previous year, takes of Broadway de luxers were generally improved, with several theaters estab-

lishing new records.
Business was
aided and abetted by rain and an
unseasonally low temperature which
combined to keep residents and
visitors within the city limits.
FILM DAILY
The big sensation of the street

COMPANY

THE

—Developing

his

mo-

producing enterprise,
Mike Marco has signed Lester
Cowan, former executive head of
the Academy of M. P. Arts and

tion

Bills

(Continued on Page 4)

picture

SEES ENGLISH STUDIOS

Sciences and recently associate producer at Columbia, as associate producer.
Marco will function as executive producer, with Fanchon as
art and musical director of all proAlthough English producers are
ductions.
First picture will probmaking headway, their product "still
musical.
ably
a
be
(Continued on Page 4)
has a long way to go" to match
quality of that coming out of the
Plans
Report French Gov't
Farnsworth
Hollywood studios, said Dr. A. H.
Collect Film Rentals Giannini yesterday, following his
Section
to
arrival in New York from abroad.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The French
Paris (By Cable)
There is plenty of money in eviWilliam P. Farns- Government is reported contemplatWashington
(Continued on Page 6)
worth, formerly assistant director, ing
central
establishment of a
has been made director of Section agency which would collect rentals
Leaves
Five, L. J. Martin, acting adminis- of foreign pictures and pass the Jesse L.
trator of the NRA, announced yes- money on to distributors after deFilm
English
Start
terday. Farnsworth will have juris- ducting its own operating expenses.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
diction over graphic arts and amuseHollywood After making two apK. J. Ammerman succeeds
ments.
At the Hays office in New York
pointments in connection with the
(Continued on Page 4)
him as assistant director.
newly-formed Pickford-Lasky Productions, Jesse L. Lasky yesterday
left the Coast for London, where
he will put his initial picture in
work. Mary Pickford will probably
join Lasky abroad and both will

AS MAKING HEADWAY

Promoted

NRA
—

Head

To

—

Lasky

To

—

IATSE

Insists Local

306

Get Together With Circuits

(Continued on Page 4)

First

Runs

in Cleveland

Set Deal with Musicians

—

Cleveland
Local first-run theaters have reached a contract agreement with the musicians' local covering 1936, with terms reported
similar to those of the past year.
No agreements have been reached
(Continued on Page 6)

of
Alliance
International
Theatrical Stage Employes has issued an order forbidding Local 306

The

and insisting
that the local reach an amicable
understanding with the major cirIn the meantime negotiations
cuits.
between the major circuits and
from calling a

strike

Local 306 for a

new wage

(Continued on Page 6)

scale for

Pola

Negri Returning

—

Pola
Negri inBerlin
(By Cable)
tends to make a comeback in American pictures and plans to leave BerMeanlin in November for Hollywood.
while she will work for Ufa in ona picture,
appearing in both German and
French versions.
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30

of

these

are

Dublin.

in

tures are prevalent and
comparatively, are lower

1)

Double

fea-

admission prices,
than New York,
There is no pro-

London, Paris or Berlin.
duction in Ireland and none is contemplated.
Perhaps that's why the industry
is so successful
here.
And prosperous it
is.
They tell me that the Irish censor
is
the toughest in the world.
But that's
what they tell us in every country.
A
censor is a house detective at heart, and
they are all tough, in any language.

communications to THE FIL*
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Address

all

DAILY,

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
Londonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin LichthiMhuehne.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
_

—

FINANCIAL

Dinner at the fashionable Dolphin with
Walter McNally, the owner of the place,
Jack Nugent, who is the Jim Farley of
Dublin, and two of the sweetest colleens
that ever drew a pencil across pretty unforgettable eyebrows.
Here, at the Dolphin all the celebs of stage, screen and
the sporting world meet with the big
shots from the States that happen to be in
town.
A tabloid tour of the night clubs
and then to bed, plenty tired but wanting
plenty

more

of

Ireland.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low
High
1H/2
H'/i

Am. Seat
Columbia

vtc. 721/2
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71%
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4%

45/8
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+
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Paramount 6s47

6

%

23/4

5%
41%

11/4
1/4

+

43
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5'/2 s50

ctfs.
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Warner's 6s39

.
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14%
104
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5V2 s50
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.1
1

943/8

_
—
+
+

Trans-Lux

3/8
3/8

108

+3

073/4

1073/4

1073/4

+

23/4

+
+

6i/j

52

57%

783/4

791/4

203/4

203/8

205/8

23/4

2S/8

23/4

meeting

held

vidend of 25c per share on the comstock of the company.
This
is payable Oct.
1, to the common
stockholders and voting trust certificate holders of record as at the
close of business Sept. 18.

Complete Assets' Transfer
Transfer of assets from Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., to
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., the
new company, has been completed.

Plan Multi-Language Films
Vienna Horn Films Co., recently
organized, plans to produce pictures
in four languages consisting of German, English, French and Italian.
Initial production will be "Marie

Vj

Bashkirtzeff."

— %
4-

Dudley Murphy to

l/

2

+ %

To Buy English Houses
London
Odeon Bath has

—

its

—

1

108

793/4

West Coast Bureau of

Los Angeles
Peabody,

—

Polly
just

been organized with capital of $100,000 to acquire picture houses.

here

for

Murphy,

screen

Wed

THE FILM DAILY
Engagement of

New York

actress

work, to Dudley
has been an-

director,

nounced.
Director's

Mother Dead

—

Holyoke, Mass. Mrs. Mary Murphy, mother of Ralph Murphy, film
director, is dead here.
Murphy has
arrived from Hollywood for the funeral which will be held at Rockville,
Conn.

Pete

Smith

Jack

The Shaker Heights Theater Co.,
by Myer Fine and Sam

Steeker, has started excavating for
a $200,000 theater and office building. Paul Gusdanovic, P. E. Essick,
Howard Reif and associates announce construction contract let for
a $281,000 building.
This building
will contain, in addition to a 1,700
seat theater, a suite of offices above
the theater and a grill room in the

basement. Although no plans have
been announced, a large sign in the

Kinsman-Lee Road sections, proclaims that R-K-0 will build there.
Rumors for two more motion picture theaters in Cleveland are rife.
One, according to the story, will be
built by Louis Isreal, well known
local exhibitor, at Mayfield and Noble Roads in Cleveland Heights. Anit is

Duffy

said, is

contemplated for

the Mayfield-Superior

Road

section.

with

on the Normandie
Hayes.

sails

Helen

wife,

his

W. BARRON has returned

R.

New

from

to San

Antonio

York.

LOCKE

ERIC
mandie

passenger

a

is

which

on the NorYork today for

New

leaves

France.

FRANCESCA

BRAGGIOTTE,

wife

MARCH

FREDRIC
today

for

EDGAR SELWYN
New York.

on

sails

vacation

a

John
from

of

New York

Davis Lodge, is en route to
the Coast, bound for Europe.

headed

Normandie

the

abroad.

departs

Europe

for

today

from

GEORGE

HIRLIMAN
New York.

Coast from

POLA NEGRI
ber from

due

is

returned

has

New

in

York

to

the

Novem-

in

en route to the Coast.

Berlin

GENE FOWLER
New York.
JACK PRESTON

has

arrived

the

at

Coast

from

has arrived in New York
from the Coast in connection with production
on his new play, "Down by the Rio Grande."

EDWARD

ELLIS has returned
York and Michigan.

New

from

the

to

Coast

ARTHUR JARRATT,
on

sailed
land,

the

bound

for

FRANCIS
today
world

chief booker for GB,
Majestic yesterday from EngNew York.

LEDERER

arrives

New

in

York

from the Coast to attend the special
premiere of "The Gay Deception," in
he appears, at the Waldorf-Astoria to-

which

morrow

night.

GENE TOWNE

New

in

is

York

from

the

Coast.

Hal Roach is Reopening
His Studios on Monday
West Coast Bureau

of

JESSE
left

THE FILM DAILY

LASKY and JESSE L. LASKY, JR.,
Coast yesterday for London via ChiQuebec.

L.

the

cago

and

RODNEY BUSH

—

Paramount

of

goes

to

the

Hollywood The Hal Roach stu- Coast Sept. 20.
DR. A. H. GIANNINI, who has arrived in
dios, which have been inactive for
remains five days bemore than a month, will reopen New York from abroad,
the Coast.
Monday, the producer announced fore returning to
MARSHA HUNT, Paramount contract playfollowing his return from Honolulu.
arrives in
New York Saturday from the
er,
He is now seven pictures ahead of Coast
after working in "The Virginia Judge."
schedule.

JAN

KIEPURA

Europa

Arrange N. O. Distribution
Orleans Ike Katz' Paragon
Pictures Exchanges will not open a

—

New

branch

3

08

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Corp
1% 1% 1%

Technicolor

l'/2

94%

571/2

at

29, declared a quarterly di-

1/4

61/4

143/4

directors,

+
+ %

3

06
1 06
1

1/4

Vs

903/4

04

1

filed

Picts.

Sonotone

15

ctfs.

Par.

RKO

15%

.

IVi

—
— %
—
113/4—
6% — %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Chg.

Close

41%
9% 10%

pfd.

Pathe Film

71%

Declare Quarterly Dividend
Abe Schneider, treasurer of Columbia, announces that the board

1491/4

I71/4

—

other,
Net

CHARLES McARTHUR
today

Cleveland Construction of three
de luxe houses in the Kinsman Lee
Road section of Shaker Heights, exclusive
residential
suburb
now
planned, brings local theater building activities to a new high for an
eight-year period.

New

Orleans but will distribute through Goodrow Attractions.
This was revealed here this
week by B. J. Dudenheeffer, the
Goodrow manager. The two Katzes,
father and son, together with M. C.
in

Howard, their sales manager, were
here last week negotiating the deal.
They are reported ready to open in
Charlotte and preparing for Tampa.

to

for

work

in

the

for

#

flying

New

Coast

to

her

has

III

write
is

for

due

in

own plane from

New

left

Paramount.

New York
Cleveland.

£

UNITED AIR LINES

Overnight Service from New York
Chicago to Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Fastest, shortest to most cities
on the Pacific Coast. Leave New York
4:25 P. M. (D.S.T.)
Ticket Office: 58 E. 42nd St., MU. 2-7300
Hotels Travel Bureaus Telegraph Offices

New
and

;

Lease

en

RUTH CHATTERTON
today,

yesterday
the
on
route to the Coast
for Paramount.

sailed

York,

"Song of the Nile"

HAMMERSTEIN

OSCAR
York

New

;

N. Y. House

A new

theater for the Greenwich
Village section will be erected at
the corner of Greenwich Ave. and
12th St.
Property has been leased
by the Gomez Realty Co. to the
Grenvil Theater Corp. of which Benjamin Knobel is president and which
operates two houses in Mt. Vernon,
two in Poughkeepsie, one in the
Bronx and one in Brooklyn.

Bush To Be Pine Aide
Rodney Bush, in charge of Paramount press books, will go to the

Tourneur Finishing Flilm
Paris (By Cable)— Maurice Tour- coast about Sept. 20 to act as asneur will finish making "Koenigs- sistant to Bill Pine. It is understood
mark," with Elissa Landi, which that supervision of the press book
Leonce Perret was producing at the department will be placed under
time of his sudden death.
Alec Moss after Bush's departure.

STANDARD;

THE

Reference Book
of the

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

Given

Free with

»
1

Year's Subscription to

•

THE FILM DAILY
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THE
FILM DAILY SERVICEj
1650 B'way.

New

York;

Z&id-

SURPRISE PICTURE
.

this

picture

is

.

another extra-value

hit

from FOX!
00*™-

jf&tV*****'*-*

If

.

\

not

\

7b
<»

box

office tops this reviewer

grand

"Perfect entertainment with

entertainment for any

a flock of selling angles.

audience."

Showmanly and

"Will

sell

itself

is

no judge of audience
reaction."

as

— Showmen's Trade Review

— Hollywood News Citizen

"Will bring that thriving

<

look to the
fast."

— Variety Daily

box

gayest picture

office.
in

in

E

D

— Hollywood Reporter

E R E R

a screen role worthy of

his

great talents

7&GAY DECEPTIO
A JESSE

P.S.
L.

LASKY PRODUCTION

with

FRANCES DEE
BENITA HUME
ALAN MOWBRAY
AKIM TAMIROFF

Directed by William Wyler. Original Screen
Play by Stephen Avery and

A

Don Hartman.

FOX PICTURE

a long,

long time."

/D

L

The

The
n

ew

big,

thrill

of the singing

screen

is

Nino

Martini's voice in

Here's to
Romance!"

^
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HOUSES

TO ADOPT DUAL BILLS
(Continued from Page

1)

WjP*

^^

PHIL M.

HOLIDAY WEEK-END

DALY

(Continued from Page

and pictures.

Take

WE WERE

$5,735,980

of

New Paramount
(Continued from Page

Issue

1)

Exchange committee on stock list.
The second preferred stock, which
is of $10 par value, closed yesterday
on the stock exchange at 11%.

Report French Gov't Plans
To Collect Film Rentals
(Continued from Page

1)

yesterday it was stated
tailed advices have been
such a move, although
been incomplete reports

that no dereceived on
there have
on the matter.
Major company representatives are likely to meet on the situa-

tion later.

• • •
amazed at the amount of detail and
research that is encompassed in the operation of the famous
industry institution
Joe Miles Film Library
now
operating under the title of Progress Films
oldtimers will
recall that Joe was one of the first to conceive of the idea of
a film-shot library
when he started operating 'way back
about 1910 under the name of Joseph Miles M. P. Enterprises
we spent an hour looking over a mass of index libraries,
cards, files
covering every conceivable type of shot that
any producer could call for
indexing scientifically over
7,000,000 feet of film some of which dates back to the very dim
beginnings of the industry
1907-08

•

•

•

T
HERE INDEED

San Antonio News

—

San Antonio Jean Finley, Columbia exploiteer from Dallas, was
in recently putting over "She Married Her Boss" at the Aztec and
Wiley Post's picture, "Air Hawks"
at the Empire, both first-runs.
J. M. Sack, Jr., of New York City,
brother of Alfred and Lester Sack
of Sack Amusement Enterprises,
was in the Alamo City last week
visiting his folks.

Eph Charninsky, manager

of the

back after a several
weeks' cruise on Southern waters.
Alfred N. Sack, president of Sack
Palace,

is

Amusement Enterprises left recently for the Oklahoma City branch
office.
He will be out in the territory for about a month.
J. J. Jimenez, San Antonio film
exchange man, has returned from a
business jaunt to the Southwest
Texas Valley.
Sol J. Davidson, theater supply
company manager, is back in the
Alamo City after a brief trip to the
Gulf Coast.

New

Orleans Notes

—

New

Orleans Sam McNeil, who
operates a house in Quitmann, Miss.,
will take over the Palace at Newton

and rename

it

the Majestic.

Joe Williams. First Division shipping clerk, has been appointed booker for the newly-opened National
Screen Service office.
Louis Boyer
is

C. Castelberry, booker for Affiliated Exchanges here, took a weekend-Labor-day vacation trip to Atlanta.

Plans Eight
Gco-ge Hlrliman,
"Regal
Troductions,"
features,
a

Foreign

all

in

Legion

in

Color

who

color.

has
formed
plans
to
make
First story has

Broadway houses: Roxy, with
"Diamond Jim Brady," 42 per cent;
Strand, with "Page Miss Glory,"
by

T

33 and one-third;

Capitol, playing
20; Rivoli, with
"Call of the Wild," 30; Paramount,
with "Two for Tonight," as good
as last year.

"Anna Karenina,"

a remarkable Institution
which it is safe to say would seriously cripple many a producer from time to time as he sends out a frantic call for some
out-of-the way shot if the Miles Film Library wasn't ready at
hand to furnish it
for a time Walter Futter operated
this library
and it was later repossessed by the Miles
estate
Sam Rubenstein is now the directing genius under
the name of Progress Films
and doing a swell job

Jesse L. Lasky Leaves
To Start English Film

.

(Continued from Page

•

•

•

WE

TRIED

to

calling for some
after he showed
card system, we quit
simply can't be done
200,000 feet of
of war that you can

'

very unusual and obscure types of shots
'em all to us in his comprehensive index
trying to show the Library up
it
't contains practically Everything
war material alone
on every phase
think of
one specialized field is a business in itself
supplying material to industrial companies who make up their

own

£

,

pictures.

Lasky has signed Phil Friedman,
former casting director at Fox, as
his executive assistant, and Maurice
Hanline as his story editor.

is

Buffalo Bits

.

;•;•

a hectic

THE

• • • IN
"Daily Film Renter" of London
the
interesting "Tatler" writing in his daily column, notes
that he
went to keep an appointment with visiting Publisher Jack Alicoate with glee
for he had just been commissioned a
Kentucky Colonel
and could greet Old Col. Alicoate with
all due ceremony
and as an equal, you might say

W. Fredman

* cf IT IS with J ustifie d jubilation that Mister and
frMissus
Sam Rosen (nee Elinore Fabian), announce the birth
of a son on Aug. 30 at the Lenox Hill Hospital
Sam is
associated with the Fabian Theatrical Enterprises
Frank
Buck arrived yesterday from his long trek in the Malay PenSU
W
another wild animal film
he will start cutting
!u
the !100,000 feet of film at once for release by RKO
Radio
Alter seven years with the Columbia Broadcasting
System,
Kobert S. Taplinger has opened his own organization for
publicity and radio relations at 485
Madison Ave.
Francis
Lederer will fly to New York from Hollywood for
the premiere
of his pix,
The Gay Deception," at the Waldorf-Astoria on
1 hursday eve

L

^

background.

(«

€t

€4

» » »

;

Buffalo "China Seas," clicking
heavily at_ the Buffalo, was moved
to the Hippodrome for a second

downtown week.

.

'

Congrats, Ernest

—

make

cry for shots that hook in with the Italo-Ethiopian crisis
and Mister Rubenstein has been able to supply promptly
shots
of Italian warships, sailors, the Suez Canal, etc.
practically
Priceless
for there are so few pieces of film extant on the
that J ust gives you a sli £ ht idea of the va lue
,2?
of this Library as History is written from
day to day
they never know when some footage that has lain
dormant
in the vaults for 15 or 20 years suddenly
becomes all-important
to some producer
that's what gives the personnel of
Progress Films a great kick and joy in their work
and
fcervice is the watchword
they often spend several days
to root out some little 10-foot shot that a
producer must have
but it s all a part of Progress Service

i

five

reels

C V R RENT EVENTS and World History
Vu*
Library indispensable
right now there

this

1)

return to Hollywood Oct. 15, when
they officially launch their Coast
production program which calls for

stump Sam by

.

manager.

W.

155,000 persons have paid admissions during the first five days of
its
run.
Labor day business exceeded that of any holiday in the
theater's history, it was stated yesterday.
The following percentages of increase, as compared with the Labor
Day week-end of 1934, were reported

is

.

1)

was RKO's "Top Hat," which will
undoubtedly chalk up a new week
record at the Music Hall. The picture has smashed five records at
the big Radio City house, where

now play

vaudeville only
on Saturday and Sunday and duals
the rest of the week.
The RKO
Palace will continue to play vaudeville

1935

GROSSES UP FOR

week and double features the second
half will

4.

J

Precedent was set

two weeks ago by "Curly Top."
"Love Me Forever," Grace Moore's

musical, threatens to top her "One
Night of Love" at the Lafayette.
Managing Director A. C. Hayman
said the business of the first Moore
picture was doubled. George Mackenna, house manager, is vacationing in Ontario.
Stay of the $12,000 judgment obtained by Arthur Geddes, expelled
aerator, against Buffalo Motion
Picture Operators' Union, has been
denied by Justice Clarence MacGregor in Supreme Court. Verdict
has been appealed. Meanwhile the
union, in receivership, has been
shown in court examination to have
assets totaling $2,100, mostly sums
owed by membership, about 120

men.
Set First National Release
First National's "The Goose and
the Gander," will be released nationally, Sept. 21.

One
Adds

in

Ababa

Addis Ababa

— Providing

the

threat-

ened Italo-Ehtiopian war develops, but
one picture theater will suffer here.
The Ethiopian capital's lone movie house
plays 65 per cent French pictures and
45 per cent American films.

!
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A

Class

"Entirely

house!"

differen t

Top-notch
entertain-
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DAILY

NEWS

SEES ENGLISH STUDIOS

AS MAKING HEADWAY

Wednesday, Sept 4, 1935

DAY

ofgthe

IATSE ORDER FORBIDS

LOCAL 306 STRIKE GALL

—

Milwaukee A downtown parade allow Parks to carry out a contract
and special newspaper advertising for the wrecking of the structure.

(Continued from Page 1)

dence in England for film purposes,
Dr. Giannini stated. He said the
English Government is aiding the
British industry through co-operative moves.
Dr. Giannini plans to remain in
New York about five days before
going on to the Coast.

First

Runs

ebration of
31.
is

Fox

cel-

Wisconsin Aug.

in

Sept. 1, the circuit
operating 44 theaters in Wiscon-

sin

Effective

and

upper

Michigan.

H.

J.

Fitzgerald has headed the circuit
since its inception in the state.

The

was

settled out of court
according to a stipulation filed with
Circuit Judge Joynt.
suit

—

Milwaukee John Strain, former
Wisconsin theater man, is opening
a cocktail bar and restaurant in

downtown Milwaukee

—

in Cleveland

Gainsville, Fla.
Claude Lee,
of the Florida, recently
reviewed a list of colored amateur
performers at the old Metts. Twelve
numbers were selected to appear at
a public "Colored Amateur Night"
at the Florida.
This is something

1)

so far with the operators' and stageProjectionists are
hands' unions.
understood to be demanding a 15
per cent increase in wages and

stagehands are reported seeking
double crews in vaudeville houses
and also an increase of $5 per week
per man.

new

in

Florida entertainment cir-

cles.

—

New

Orleans Bailey and Starr
reopen the Palace as a Negro
house some time in September.
This house, which is in the commercial area and is owned by RKO,
has been dark for years.

late

in

Sep-

tember.

manager

Set Deal With Musicians
(Continued from Page

marked the tenth anniversary

—

Pompano, Fla.
Several people
are bidding for the Pompano.
H.
W. Freeman is the present operator.

—

Plant City, Fla. Manager Leonard Bennett, with Mrs. Bennett,
manager of the Capitol, are vacationing in Tennessee and Virginia.

will

Detroit Doings
George W. Sampson, operator

of

Theater Premiums, has
closed deals with five theaters. They
are the Lafayette, Woodside, and
Tivoli, at Bay City, operated by
Howard Bernstein; the Majestic at
Monroe, owned by Rene Germani;
and the Casino in Detroit, owned by
John Tatu.
Charles A. Garner, roadshow operator, has taken over rights for
Michigan for Amkino's "Chapayev"
which was given a first run at the

Sampson

Art Institute here.
M-G-M's "China Seas", which
opened first run at the United Artists here to a new opening day record for the year, is reported breaking house records all over the State.
Max Mantauffel, owner of the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Parking Theater Opens

— Jim

Casper's Parking
kind in this
Patrons
loca'ity, opened with a bang.
drive into the grounds and park in individual stalls.
Admission is per car,
regardless
of
number of occupants.
Loud speakers are attached to each
automobile.
Curb service is available.
St.

Palace,

Augustine
the

tirst

of

its

1)

Louisville
Joe Goulding of Big
Feature Rights is in Cincinnati taking the place temporarily of Duff,
booker for Big Feature Rights in
Cincinnati, until Duff recuperates
from an illness.
He is expected of notice.
The membership of Local 306 is
Mulberry, Fla. Maston Rowe has back at work next week.
to meet this morning at 300 Scherpurchased a half interest in the
merhorn St., Brooklyn, to talk over
Mulberry, and will continue to conduct the business along the same
Marianna, Fla.
Formal opening the wage scale situation and also
lines as Manager Burts has been of the remodeled Dixie has been set to fix officers' salaries.
following.
for early in September, according
to J. A. Bivens, manager. The remodeling program involved an exPittsburgh Briefs
St. Louis, Mo.
The St. Louis penditure of $10,000. As an added
William
J.
Lewis is back from
attraction
opening
night
spefor
a
Flyers, Inc., has been incorporated
his vacation and on the job.
to conduct exhibitions, public and cial vaudeville show will be offered
Ed Segal of the Ritz is doubling
private,
and on the stage, and a street dance as director of the
entertainments
of
"Steel and Stone"
The
It staged outside the building.
sports of all kinds and types.
short, photographed here for VitaDixie is one of the Martin & Davis
is authorized to issue 5,000 shares
phone.
of no par value common stock and chain.
Irwin Weiss, manager of Warner
600 shares par value $50 preferred
Brothers' Cambria in Johnstown has

Martha Washington theater, in stock, $30,000 authorized. The inDave Apollon VariMilwaukee
Hamtramck, Detroit suburb, has in- corporators were: A. Frank Ruppen- eties come to Fox's Palace the week
thal,
A.
StupE.
Steffen
and
M.
C.
stalled new RCA Wide Range Sound
starting Sept. 20.
equipment, and a pair of Brenkert py. The company plans to enter a
hockey
team
in
one
of
the
big
high intensity lamps, the latter by
Mount Dora
Mount Dora, Fla.
the McArthur Theater Equipment leagues this coming fall and winter.
theater has been equipped with a
Company.
cooling system as well as a new
Construction of the exterior of
Pickford, Mich.
Arthur Stell- lighting system. It is expected to
the new Fox Exchange has been
wagon of Detroit has purchased the reopen the theater on a full time
practically completed.
Margaret R. Brooks, Detroit and Pickford here from Dr. J. A. Cam- basis around the last of September.
eron.
The theater is being comSt. Louis show promoter, has incorporated the Production Manage- pletely remodeled and the latest
Milwaukee The Whitehouse thement Corp. at 445 Field Avenue, for of equipment is replacing existing ater reopened here Aug. 31 with a
projection.
to
devote
Stellwagon
is
is
Capitalization
here.
promotions
cents
his entire time to the show busi- new admission policy of 10
$10,000.
for week days and 15 cents on Sunness.
days.
The house is playing double
Englewood Bars Children
features.
Following discovery
Englewood
Key West, Fla. Contract for the
of two cases of infantile paralysis
here, children have been barred construction of a new picture house
Casey, 111. Bids are to be taken
from all movie houses and other has been let by Juan Carbonell, Monday on the construction of the
places of public assembly.

(Continued from Page

booth men in New York City are
continuing with relations strained
almost to the breaking point. This
is because the circuits insisted last
Friday that the union agree to accept a basic scale of $1.60 an hour
pending agreement on a final scale,
with the understanding that any
new scale would be retroactive to
Aug. 10, when the negotiations between the circuits and Local 306
began.
In support of this stand
the circuits pointed out that three
weeks had elapsed since the negotiations began and that the circuits
had continued to pay their men at
the rate of $2.12 an hour.
Though aware of the circuit insistence on a $1.60 basic scale, the
Local 306 wage committee has informed the circuits that they expect their men to be paid at the
rate of $2.12 an hour at the end
of the week.
The union has agreed
to give the circuits notice in the
event of a walkout, though no agreement has been made on the amount

owner.
month.

Work

will start early this

—

New

Lyric theater here for P. F.

and M. O. Musser. The plans for
the project have been prepared by
Johnson & Maack and P. J. SaunSt. Louis, Mo.
Paul Parks, a ders, architects, Chemical Bldg.,
wrecker, has dismissed his suit, to St. Louis, Mo.
enjoin the wrecking of the ruins of

—

Odeon theater building, 1042
An air cooling
McClenny, Fla.
North Grand Blvd., by another concern. The suit was directed against system has been installed in the
Henri Chouteau, owner of the build- Baker and will be put into operation
ing, and charged that he refused to early in September.
the

—

Bob Senft, formerly with
Loew's Penn here, succeeded him.

resigned.

Toby Wing and Joan Marsh will
appear in the "Hollywood on
Parade" unit which opens on the
also

Stanley stage Friday.
Faith Avery, former stage actress, has joined the Harris-Alvin
staff here as personal contact representative.

Latest reports have the Pitt reopening this month with short subjects

and tab versions of stage mus-

icals.

After an eight-day run at the Al"Curly Top" was moved to the
Harris-Family for another run.

vin,

French Firm Plans Six

(By Cable)

Paris

— Trefle

Film,

which was recently organized here,
has a program of six pictures for
1935-36.

Plans

"Bank Night" Appeal

—

Lincoln
Roy Headrich, manager of
the Lyric, who has been fined $50 and
costs in Municipal Court for operating

with

"Bank

Night,"

is

expected

to

appeal.
This was the first adverse
court decision in connection with the
plan in this state.

,

THC
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"THIS IS THE LIFE"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

"/^LARK

63 mins.

Fox

TAILOR-MADE FOR FAMILY TRADE.

GOOD COMBINATION OF PATHOS AND
LAUGHS.
Here is
hokum, but

a

simple

story

so well-directed,

with

stuffed

so well-acted

every part, so woven with pathos and
belly laughs that it can't miss for popular
appeal.
Jane Withers outdoes her every
previous effort by singing and dancing as
well as acting the part of a child vaudein

ville

headliner.

Words and Wisdom

«

She had been taken from

an orphanage by a rascally couple who
use her talents to their advantage.
Tiring
of their bad treatment she runs away with
chance acquaintance, a fugitive from
a
the police.
Their ups and downs furnish
the rest of the story.
The work of John
McGuire, as the fugitive, deserves special
mention.
Sidney Toler and Francis Ford
are a grand pair for the comedy.
Three
good musical numbers are spotted, of
which, "I Got a New Kind of Rhythm" is
outstanding.
The dances, arranged by
Fanchon, are also effective.
This picture
is
tailor-made for the family trade.

^

he

at heart is religious but
can't be himself."— MRS.

when he's not working."

BICKFORD.

"That popular indoor sport of kidding the movies from Albion while
a tedious business, one that requires thinking of the movies from Hollydeep thought for every line. As a wood is going to fall decidedly out
result virtually every Hollywood of fashion."— HERMAN G. WEINscenarist has given up typewriter BERG.
for the slower, but more thought"If a picture is good entertainpermitting pencil."
HOWARD J. ment
it is assured success just as
GREEN.
much in Peach Tree Corners as in
"On the screen a player may spe- New York."— E. H. GRIFFITH.
cialize in slitting throats, but it's a
"I am especially optimistic recinch he never thinks of doing it
garding the screen future of Jimmy
Savo."— Hal Roach.
is

—

By

Towner and Graham

ian's fatal accident.

The wife of Niles Krichbaum, operator of several picture houses in
Akron, died recently following an
when
appendicitis
operation
for

Baker, Lou Breslow
Screenplay, Lamar Trotti

Arthur Horman; Music and Lyrics,
Sammy Stepp and Sidney Clare; Photography, Daniel Clark; Recording Engineer,
W. D. Flick; Producer, Joseph Engel.
Direction,

Gccd

Photography, Fine.

Injunction Action

Coming Up

Hearing on the motion of the
Gotham theater to compel M-G-M
to book "China Seas" into the house
and to enjoin the distributing company from dating it into the Dorset theater, a competing house, will
be held in Supreme Court tomorrow
or Friday, depending upon agreement between counsel for M-G-M
and Milton C. Weisman, attorney
for the Gotham. M-G-M has stipulated that it will not book the film

10:
Denver
Film
Row
outing, Lakewood Country

ment,

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-'The Exhibitor" annual golf tournament. Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

Albany Variety Club annual Golf
Tournament, Shaker Ridge Country Club.

Sept. 20:

Sept. 26-Oct. 17:

movie festival
King of Belgium,

International

patronage of

under

the

Brussells.

Sept. 30:
Hearing on permanent injunction to
restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.

t=3

APARTMENTS,
310 EAST
Hill

44th

nc.

I

ST.

4-4800

FREE BUS SERVICE

TO

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
AND GRAND CENTRAL

THESE APARTMENTS ALL
All

have serving pantries,

MAY

BE

HAD FURNISHED,

electrical refrigeration,

IF

DESIRED

Venetian blinds

I. J. Schmertz and Jack Shulman,
co-chairman of the entertainment
committee of the local Variety Club,
have sent out notices of a golf tour-

nament for members tomorrow afternoon followed by a dinner dance
for the ladies and their friends. The
whole entertainment

is to

17-11" >

7)

«

16-0
H'T

15-0"

-©-

bedroom

^^

iiLr J

26-1

CEILING

9'-:

take place

Date for
Beechmont Club.
resumption of the weekly luncheons
has not vet been set by chief Barker
Nat Holt.
Albert Shulman and Jack Schulman have taken over the Penn
at

w&
r

T

STUDIO

STUDIO
37-5" » 15-7"
CEILING H'T lV-0

the

3
Corner

Room
living

Studio

room

37'-5"x 15'-7'

2 large bedrooms,
exposures.
£.\J\J»
Balcony, River view .

13' ceiling ...

2 baths,

3

»a«a

Room Semi-Duplex
Corner with River views. Delightful

roof terrace,

dropped

rocm26'-l"xl6'withl5'
ceiling. 3 exposures

Mo.

—Ad-O-Grams,

Inc.,

13
22'0xl3'0"

188
FOYER.

Playing Swedish Pictures
The Cinema de Paris will present
commencing tomorrow the American premiere showing of "Swedenhielms" (The Noble Prize Winner)
Swedish film based upon the worldfamous comedy play by Hjalmar
Bergman.

Friedl Buys 5 Lineups
John J. Friedl, operating head of
The petition asserted that the the Minnesota Amusement circuit,
company has assets of $12,000 and has closed deals for Warners, M-Gliabilities
of $5,660.
The assets M, Fox and Universal product for
ceiver.

consist

of
projecting
machines,
advertising equipment, patterns and designs.

slides,

living

$200.

.

Ad Firm Would Reorganize
St. Louis,

second
annual
Denver.

Club,

Cincinnati Variety Club golf tournaHillcrest Country Club, Cincinnati.

16:

Sept.

Atlan-

peritonitis set in.

Sauare. After completely renovizinar
and equipping the house, they will
The
into the Dorset before Sept. 28, on open it with double features.
the understanding that hearing on Penn Square last year was the home
the injunction application would be of foreign pictures.
"Steamboat 'Round the Bend"
held before that time.
opens at Warners' Hippodrome Friday.

4903 Delmar Blvd., a motion picture
advertising company, has filed a
debtor's
petition
in
the
United
States District Court here seeking
permission to reorganize under the
amended bankruptcy act. The court
was asked to name G. H. Whitcomb,
president of the company, Federal
trustee with the powers of a re-

Jubilee,

City.

of

and
and

Bred;

tic

Sept.

Showmen's Variety

3-8:

Sept.

the grace of Gov.

MUrray

1935-36 for the circuit's 77 houses,
is about to close for the entire
Paramount lineup also.

and

_d
1

Room Corner

Apartment,

exceptionally large
living room 31'-9"x 15'; 4 windows.
Dressing closet ... Disappearing
twin beds, serving pantry
*75.
from

»

Sept. 10:
Hearing in United States District
Court, St. Louis, on show cause order why
temporary injunction should not be issued
requiring Warners, RKO and Paramount to
supply films to Fanchon
Marco houses
in St. Louis.

Cleveland Clips

Ruby Lafoon
Kentucky, it's now Col. Frank
Drew and Col. Bryant Stoner, over
at the local M-G-M exchange, instead of branch manager and office
manager.
"China Seas", which came within
an ace of breaking the record at
Loew's State during its opening
Cast: Jane Withers, John J. McGuire, week, followed with a second week
Sally Blane, Sidney Toler, Gloria Roy, Gor- at the Stillman where it is being
don Westcott, Francis Ford, Ralf Harolde, held over for an extended run.
Emma Dunn, Del Henderson, Robert Graves,
Ted Scheinberg, Fox ad sales
Selmer Jackson, Nick Lucas, Fritzi Brun- manager, says that he has been deette, Jayne Hovig, Harry C. Bradley.
luged with requests for photos of
Director, Marshall Neilan; Story, Gene Will Rogers ever since the comedSid

—CHARLES

CLARK GABLE.
"Development of a screen story

DATE BOOK

«

»

1

Room

Complete homes

Suite
for

2

people.

Disappearing twin beds, serving

Many

with dressing

pantries

.

closets.

Roomy and com-

.

.

fortable, from

....

*55.

RESTAURANT AND HOTEL SERVICE AVAILABLE
Tenants say our free bus service saves them at least $5 a month

in

carfare.

THE
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"LITTLE" from

HOLLYWOOD
CTEPHEN ROBERTS has been
signed by RKO Radio to direct
to Two," in which William
Powell will star. "One to Two" is
based on a story of the same name
by James Edward Grant.

"One

T

T

HOLLYWOOD

Warner Bros. Studio Three
Months Ahead On Production

T

With seven feature films in the Hood," "The
Kenneth Macgowan, who resignPetrified
Forest,"
ed as producer of RKO Radio screen active stages of production, seven "Green
Light,"
"Money
Man,"
productions, has signed a contract in preparation for early production, "Anthony
Adverse,"
"Over
the
with the 20th Century-Fox and will and 13 already completed, the asso- Wall," and "I'm In The Legion".
producers
associate
staff
of
ciated
Warner
Bros,
and
join its
First
The 13 completed which are to
National studios announce that they be released within the next thirteen
under Darryl F. Zanuck.
are three months ahead of schedule. weeks are "The Case of the Lucky
r
T
r
William Berke has started proFilms now before the cameras are Legs," "Shipmates Forever," "Moonlight on the Prairie," "The Murder
duction on the first of his new Fred "Captain
Blood,"
"Frisco
Kid,"
Kohler. Jr., outdoor melodrama se- "Stars Over Broadway," "Broadway of Dr. Harrigan," "Personal Maid's
ries, "Toll of the Desert.
Hostess," "Enemy of Man," "Hard Secret," "I Live For Love," "Dr.
T
T
T
Luck Dame," and "I Found Stella Socrates," "Special Agent," "The
Payoff," "Little Big Shot," "Page
Phil Rosen has been signed by Sol Parrish."
Miss Glory," "The Goose and the
Lesser to direct "The Calling of Dan
The seven films in preparation Gander,"
and
"A
Midsummer
Matthews," first of the Harold Bell
are
"The Adventures of Robin Night's Dream".
Wright pictures.
T

Quentin Smith and Jerry Monday
have been added to the cast of "Just
My Luck," starring Charlie Ray,
with Ray Heinz directing.
t

Howard

Fred Astaire has

left

New York

after a two-month vacation to begin
work at the
Radio studios in
Hollywood on his next, "Follow the
Fleet," in which he will again be
co-starred with the popular Ginger
Rogers.
"Follow the Fleet" will
have a complete musical score by
Irving Berlin, as has "Top Hat."

RKO

Green, Columbia writer, recently purchased an interest
in a stable of four racing horses
which will make their first appearT
T
T
ance under his colors at Santa Anita
track next month.
Having just completed writing
T
T
T
and directing "Ribber, Stay Away
Laird Doyle, Warner's scenarist, From My Door," an RKO Radio
short starring Leon Errol, Al Boasis in London en route to Ethiopia,
where he will gather material and berg has been assigned by that comcolor for a film dealing with that pany to write and direct the second
country's
difficulties
with
Italy. short comedy the famed comedian
Doyle will also visit the latter na- is to be starred in.
tion on his way back.
T
T
J.

RKO

gen-

The Neptune of

Seattle has been

from darkened for a complete remodeling
Christ Hospital to his home at the and overhauling.
Herbert Sobottka and Robert WilHotel Gibson, where he will conliams have been assigned to the
valesce before resuming work.
managerial staff of the Orpheum,
The Opera House, Gloucester, J. with William Hamrick and Don
Crawford, mgr., has reopened. RKO Geddes to the Paramount of Seattle,
Orpheum, Cincy suburban, has also following recent Hamrich-Evergreen
eral theater mgr., has returned

resumed.

Fritz Witte, former mgr.,
the Washington,
Maysville,
recently
acquired
by
Noble C. Campbell, of Huntington.
The house is to be remodeled and
reopened Sept. 20.
The Mayfair,
downtown Cincy, reopens this
is

now managing

merger.

The Olympic of Longview is to be
torn down. The house was operated
for many years by John Kemper.

picture's action.

T
T
Charlie Chan's Secret" has been
decided upon as the permanent title
for the 20th Century-Fox picture
previously announced as "Charlie
Charlie Chan in San Francisco."
Warner Oland will be featured.
T
T
Charles Bickford, currently appearing in "The Farmer Takes a
Wife," has been signed for a role
in the 20th Century-Fox picture,
"The Littlest Rebel," in which Shir-

ley Temple will star. Bickford cre"Our Gang." Rogers Charles, ated the role on the New York stage
James Parrott and Charles Hall will some years ago.
titled

prepare the treatment of the oper"The Bohemian Girl," next
feature vehicle for Laurel and Hardy.
Jack Jevne will assist William
Terhune on a Thelma Todd-Patsy
Kelly story for immediate producetta,

T

"Paddy O'Day" has been

selected
as the title for Jane Withers' next
starring vehicle for 20th Century-

formerly

Fox,

titled

"The

Immi-

grant."

tion.

T

T

Paramount has purchased screen
rights to "Turn Off the Moon,"
forthcoming
"Pictorial
Review"
story by Mildred Harrington, having Bing Crosby in mind.

AAA

"The Melody Lingers On," Reliance's

Washington Whittlings

Cincinnati Notes
Arthur Frudenfeld,

Darryl F. Zanuck announces production plans for "The Country Beyond," which Sol M. Wurtzel will
produce
for
20th
Century-Fox.
Rochelle Hudson and John McGuire
will head the cast, and Buck, the
giant St. Bernard dog, who made a
bid for the honors of the late RinTin-Tin as a result of his performance in the current "Call of the
Wild," will be used in much of the

with Director Gus Meins on an un-

"Burlesque," George Manker Watplay of several seasons ago,
be filmed by Paramount during
the winter. Sylvia Sidney will have
the leading feminine role and the
picture is scheduled to follow completion of her work in "Mary Burns,
Fugitive," which she now is doing
ters'
will

for

Walter Wanger.

second

production of the
T
T
T
When Hal Roach reopens his stu- new season, is nearing completion
Karl Freund, prominent director, dios Monday, he will have eight staff with the last days of shooting
who has become one of Hollywood's writers set to do scripts. Carl Har- definitely set for this week. It is
most enthusiastic anglers, has char- baugh and Hal Law will work with an Edwqrd Small production, with
tered a motor yacht for a 10-day Charley Chase on the preparation Josephine Hutchinson and George
deep-sea fishing cruise off the coast of his next two-reeler. Gordon Doug- Houston, a new discovery, in the
of Lower California.
las and Lee Traver will collaborate leading roles.

Col.

"LOTS'

T

Paramount has

set Ida Lupino for
opposite Bing Crosby in
"Anything Goes," to be produced by
Benjamin Glazer, and Alice White
for a featured role in "Coronado,"
in
production under William Le
Baron.

the

lead

Indianapolis Items
Indianapolis

—"Steamboat

'Round

The Bend" opened Friday at the
Apollo, breaking all former opening day records of Rogers' pictures.
Charles Olson and wife, and Carl
Niesse and family, have returned
from their vacation at Lake Wawasee.

Mrs. Helen Keeler, secretary of
the Associated Theater Owners of
Indiana, is taking her annual vacation.

After several months of inactivthe local Variety Club is planThe Broadway, on North Broadning a dinner dance.
way, Seattle, has recently undergone
Representatives from local thea "beauty treatment", with a new
ater operators, and union delegates
month.
silver facade and other decorative
are trying to draw a new contract
Mrs. John Allen, wife of the features added.
for stage hands and operators, reM-G-M representative, is confined
No
nlacing the one now in force.
to a local hospital for an operation.
Enlarging Detroit Studio
cefinite decision has been reached.
Eddie Dietz, M-G-M booker, is
Detroit Jam Handy Picture Serthe proud father of a baby girl.
vice Co. has announced the conStanley Jacques of RKO presided struction of a new addition to its
Complete Color Picture
as Judge in choosing "Miss Cin- commercial studio here, at a cost
Paris Paris Color Films has just
cinnati," at Strand theater beauty of $15,000.
The Austin Co. is gen- completed its first all-color picture,
contest recently.
eral contractor.
using the new Francilla process.
ity,

—

—

Salt

Lake Briefs

—

Lake City
In conjunction
with the current Paramount picture,
"Every Night at Eight," the Paramount is presenting a stage program each evening this week in
which amateur talent enlisted from
this city and the surrounding towns
Salt

be featured.
W. Peck, cashier of the local
exchange for Universal has taken
his family to the Pacific Coast
where he will spend his two weeks'
will
C.

vacation.

Manager Jack Rue of this office,
has gone to Idaho on a sales tour.
El Winward, booker for RKO, is
in Denver on a vacation trip.
A new Kelvinator air-conditioned
ventilating system has recently been
installed
incidental to the opening of the fall season at the Gem
here. This house is operated by W.
E. Shipley.

The Paramount theater announced
inauguration of a new price policy
this week with seats available everywhere from 25 to 41 cents.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures

Now

Seventeen Years Old

FDAILYVOL.

NO.

68.
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Five Film Companies to Finance

TEN CENTS

1935

Broadway Shows

THIRD OF

WARNER PICTURES ADVENTURE

24 Out

33 Denver Houses Using Giveaway Schemes

of

Harry

Huffman Circuit
And Lucky 7 Fighting It Out

Ireland
and

.

.

Cinema

its

Denver

By JACK ALICOATE^

— With

24 out of 33 Den-

ver houses now offering groceries,
"bank nights," Screeno and such, a
DUBLIN, IRELAND— Up and at it earl/ g.veaway battle to the finish befor the sun is shining and we have
tween the eight theaters in the
plenty to do.
A quick tour of the city Harry Huffman
circuit and the sowith Walter McNally and then a visit
cailed Lucky 7 theaters, is now ragrow where hospitality flows as
as the Shannon River.
the drinkingest town we ever saw.

along film

and

deep
This

is

swiftly

When

you are introduced they first ask
you to have a drink and then say "Pleased
have not seen
And so far
to meet you."
either a drunk or a beggar in the whole
Ireland.

A

to

visit

city

hall

where we

deputy Lord
and then
And, boy,
to look in at an Irish wedding.
when they do it here they do it.

meet good
Mayor who

old

is

Dr.

Huffman, who has now given
a Ford each Tuesday for 70

away

(.Continued on

—•—

Perhaps there is no better way of siring
up the progress and prosperity of a city
The theaters ot
than by its theaters.
Dublin are as large and fine as one will
The outstanding house is
find anywhere.

OConnell

the Savoy on

St.

seats 3,000,

It

up-to-the-minute in appointments, get:
about three bob (75 cents to you mugs)
top and is managed by a slip of a lass
Helen Joyce. They tell me she is as good
is

the
showman as you'll
little
a
whole of Europe. She took us through the
Savoy from top to cellar and then sent us
over in her car to their new house, the
find

in

about a month.
Here is a 4,000-seater that you can stand
Next a quick
alongside of any of them.
which was formerly
visit to the Capitol
Royal,

which

will

open

in

the Scala Opera House when run by ParaAll of the big houses here arc
mount.
In fact, in Ireland
independently owned.
a circuit is two houses and a chain three

—•—

A

quick

run

to

the

Kilroney

Country

Club where we hit a few straight down
the groove and then a ride in the cool of
the evening down Greystone way stopping
at every interesting tavern en route, and
even some uninteresting ones. If we don't
get out of Ireland soon that Turk McNally
will ruin the whole army.
The boys in London are calling and tell
me military matters need attention which
means that the Old Colonel must move up
In an hour we leave Kingsquick trip across the Irish Sea
Holyhead, and then to London, the

to the front.

town
to

for a

Savoy, Simpsons and

Piccadilly.

To what extent theaters

in

Way

the hur-

ricane belt in Florida have been damaged was not known in New York last
night as but meagre reports had been

received

owing

munication

to

interruption

of

com-

"

Is

Jack Warner

Describes
of

—

'Em

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood At least one-third of
the 60 pictures on the Warner Bros.First National schedule for 1935-36

Through a parthas
interests
in
houses
in
Clearwater,
Tampa,
St.
Petersburg, Sarasota, Arcadia and other
Florida towns, totalling about 28 thefacilities.

Paramount

nership,

Success

We±t Coast Bureau

aters.

LOCAL 306 TO SEEK

Page 10)

STRIKE BAN REVOCAL

will be based on adventure in some
phase or other, said Jack L. Warner,
vice-president in charge of production, yesterday in declaring that
"other cycles come and go but the
real adventure story is a perennial
success on the screen."
Stories with elements of adventure
{Continued on Page 10)

REPUBLIC SELLS LIST

Keogh,

chief censor,

also

" Perennial

Damaged

ing.

I

of

Theaters

Fla.

STORIES

Membership

TO LOEW, RKO

IN N. Y.

Republic has made 1935-36 prod-

RKO

uct deals with Loew and
in
New York for 24 pictures in each
instance, Herman Gluckman, president of the company's metropolitan
exchange,
announced
yesterday.

Deals cover 63

Loew and

42

RKO

cheaters.

Youngclaus Invokes Neb.
Anti-Picketing Statutes
Grand
(Bill)

—

Neb.
William
Youngclaus will go to court
Island,

once more tomorrow when he will
appear against four union operators
and charge them with violation of
(Continued on Page 14)

of

Local 306,

at

a

STATE COLUMBIA'S

meeting yesterday in Brooklyn, authorized appointment of a commitje of six, headed by Joseph D. Basson, president of the local, which
P. C.
will go to Washington to confer with
reorge D. Browne, president of the
I. A. T. S. E. on revocal of the I.
A 28 percent increase in ColumA. T. S. E. order forbidding the bia's sales, as compared with an

SALES UP 28

(Continued on Page 15)

Photophone Eight-Month
Business Up, Meet Told
Camden

—RCA

ness for the

first

Photophone busieight months of

1935 is much above the corresponding period last year and future
prospects are very bright, it was
declared yesterday by Edwin M.
Hartley, general manager of RCA(Continued on Page 14)

Profit

Shows $67,294

last of $67,294.02, equal after preferred dividends to 10 l-3c per share

on 624,099 common shares outstanding
This compares with net profit of
(Continued on Page 10)

Unprecedented backing of Broadthe coming season
is planned by motion picture companies, with at least five outfits expected to line up story material
Warner Bros,
through this plan.
will again be the leader in showfinancing activities and has tentative plans for buying interests in
about six productions.
M-G-M is backing Sam Harris and
Max Gordon in all their shows and

way shows during

Paramount

is interested in a
(Continued on Page 14)

Vocafilm Suit Moves

Up

at

Hearing Today

of Vocafilm Corp. to require use of

To Finance Broadway Shows
Sonotone Corp., manufacturers of
electrical hearing aids, reports profit
after all charges, depreciation^ and
taxes for six months ended June 30,

(Continued on Page 14)

Hearing will be held today before
Federal Judge Caffey on application

Five Picture Companies Plan
Sonotone Six-Month

equivalent period last year, was reported yesterday by the sales department of that company, which
announced that so far 2,250 additional theaters have signed up for
the 1935-36 product.
"It is an indication of the contin-

num-

written interrogatories by the Amer-

& Telegraph Co.,
seekins: to examine two
witnesses in Loo Angeles in connection with Vocafilm's $65,000,000 anti-trust action against A. T. & T.,
(Continued on Page 14)
Telephone

ican

which

is

Abolish

— Tax

Ontario

Tax

on children's admissions
abolished
theaters has been
to
film
the
In
by the Ontario Government.
was two cents.
average house,
tax
Film industry here is hoping for some
tax on adult admisrelief also from

Toronto

sions.
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"Rainbow Parade" series of
mated color cartoons was the
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The

and MRS. HENRY GINSBERG arrive in
New York tomorrow on the Aquitania and
leave immediately for the Coast.
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Alin-

Buys Four RKO Films
Product Suit Brought
For German Market
Against Robb & Rowley
Four pictures on RKO's 1934-35
Dallas Robb & Rowley Theaters
program has been sold by RKO Ex- is the defendant in a suit for $43,port to Charles F. Unger of New 200 damages and $5,000 attorney's
York and Berlin for distribution fees filed in Waco in the United
in Germany. Titles are: "Roberta", States District Court by F. M. Baker
"Gay Divorcee", "Break o' Hearts'" of Hillsboro.
In his petition the
and "Silver Streak."

plaintiff alleges that the

defendant
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Loew's Declares Dividend
The Loew board of directors, at
a meeting yesterday, declared the
regular quarterly dividend of 50
cents a share on common stock, pay30

Sept.

to

stockholders

record on Sept. 17.

films at

Paramount.

I.T.O.A. Considers

+ %

—

designed the settings for
Lasky Pictures at the Fox Studios
during the past three years.
He
also served as art director on the
early Lasky and Mary Pickford

of

Giveaways

his

theater

at

Hillsboro.

Plan

St.

Louis Premiere

World premiere of "Red Salute,"

cartoon on the

pro-

"Minnie-Moo-Cow And the Indians", the camera work on which
will start next week.
Other series

new Van Beuren program are
under way.
On the "Sports
With Bill Coram" series, two pictures have been completed "Inside
the Ropes" and "Bugles From the
Blue Grass".
On the new "World
on Parade" series with Alois Havrilla, "The Land of the Eagle" has
well

been completed.
"The Struggle to Live" series, produced in association with H. L. and
Stack R. Woodard, has "Neptune's
Mysteries" and "Hermits of Crab
Land" completed, and in the "Easy
Aces" series featuring the Easy
Aces of radio fame, "Tricks of
Trade" and "Jolly 01' London" are
finished.

Fox Exam in Three Weeks
Examination of Fox and Chase
officers and directors before trial of
the William Fox action seeking to
prevent operation of the merger of
Fox and Twentieth Century
take place within three weeks,
Attorneys for the
expected.
plaintiff are supplementing the comwill

is

plaint, filed in the
Supreme Court, in

recent occurrences.

American Legion Annual

Conven-

Paramount

way

there on

tion which gets under
Sept. 23.

new

in three-color Technicolor will

Reliance production soon to be released through United Artists, will
take place at the Ambassador in
St. Louis on Sept. 20.
In opening
in St. Louis, the production will be
ushered in with an outstanding exploitation campaign built around the

Celebs to Attend Premiere
Preparations have been completed for premiere of Samuel GoldRKO
wyn's "The Dark Angel," at the
Rivoli this evening.
Among those
who will attend are Helen Vinson,
Fred Perry, Herbert Bayard Swope,
Dr. A. H. Giannini, Sir Gerald
Campbell, Lillian Hellman, Luigi
Pirandello, June Knight, Dorothy
Brandt 111 with Pneumonia
Mackaill, Burns and Allen, Fin DorWilliam Brandt is now confined say, Mae Murray and Phil Baker.
to his home at Great Neck with

Howes Joins British Lion
Kessler Howes has joined British
Lion in the United Kingdom in
the capacity of publicity director.
He recently resigned from a similar
position with Columbia.

New York

State
order to cover

Leonards Have Daughter
daughter was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur J. Leonard on Saturday evening. The father is a member of the accounts department of

A

name

will

The

Pictures.

girl's

be Helene Patricia and

her weight
pounds.

teract the wholesale double billing
planned by
and Loew theaters
Reports
at its meeting yesterday.
were read on the giveaway situation
and the annual outing held last
week, which was described as a complete success.

stones.

first

old pro-

be

it

Contrary to expectations, the I.
T. O. A. did not go into the question of any possible action to coun-

bronchial pneumonia.
"No visitors
allowed" is his doctor's current instructions.
In July he underwent
an operation of appendicitis and gall

gram

made on the

anilast

on the

vacation.

MARGARET CALLAHAN,
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ

of

ARTHUR VINTON

HARRY THOMAS returned to New York yesterday from Philadelphia, Washington and other
Eastern key cities.
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pany.
Parker has for many years
6%
63/4
61/2
3% 2% 3% + % been associated with the producer,

RKO

Eq.

Manhattan.

the

ATTORNEY ROBERT BENJAMIN
New York today from Boston.
HAROLD TAYLOR, playwright, is
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day on

arrives

Van Beuren's
1934-35 season has been completed
at the Van Beuren Studio and prohaving conducted duction is going ahead rapidly on
"Love the
Pons'
Lily
new season's product. "Bird
Scouts", production No. 13 in the
The

at

was

birth

eight

COMPLETEINDISPENSABLE
The 1935
FILM YEAR BOOK

FREE with

a

year's

subscription to The

Film Daily and Filn
Daily Service.

Not Financing Korda
33

W.

60th

ST

NEW YORK

CITY

MIKIG\L «XIND TIACKMFEVIRy
MOOD D TYPE OF PICTURE

&

BEND

l'OH OUll

CATALOG

Dr. A. H. Giannini yesterday emphatically denied any intention of
financing Alexander Korda in the
producer's reported plan to buy into
United Artists.
"Furthermore," said the banker,

"Korda has never asked me

to."

Fire

Damages

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

Studio Building

of

—Fire

THE FILM DAILY

swept the Paramount studio property building yesterday with damage described by
studio

officials

as

sands of dollars."

totaling

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway

New York

"thou-

uJ

I

4-YtAfc.
83,484 PAID
ADMISSIONS AT
CAPITOL, N. Y. FOR
FIRST FOUR DAYS!

And

all

around

the

Nation,

it's

a

box-office

sensation!

ANNA
All praise to

them

Greta Garbo, Fredric March, Freddie
Bartholomew in Clarence Brown's
production of "ANNA KARENINA".
With Maureen O'Sullivan, May
Robson, Basil Rathbone. Produced
by David O. Selznick.

The 2nd Giant Hit of
M-G-M's Mightiest Year!

KARENINA
GARBO's
GREATEST!
IS

Now

hjid

Comes

GLORY

More

ARNER DROS.

OF

COURSE

you've heard about the

glorious send-off

given the

new

Warner

Bros, have

season with their

first

Marion Davies show!
Those "Page Miss Glory" records are pouring in almost hourly.

some kind

Seems

of a record

And now comes the

like it's

breaking

everywhere
exciting

news

it

plays!

that the

Warner boys have
right on tap.

It's

"Glory's" running mate

called "Special

Agent" and

ready for release September 14th. It is
another Cosmopolitan Production and will
be exploited and advertised on the same exis

m

I

^fc."£
•1

jikiMl

M

[^LUSTRA TIONS like

these, dramatic,

arresting and afire with excitement,
are included in the advertising campaign provided for this production.

tensive scale as "Glory." Right now, for in-

couldn't reach. Into

being serialized in 15 key city
papers throughout the country!

injected

stance,

is

it

"Special

Agent"

is

the screen's

of the "T- Men"— Uncle

first

drama

Sam's heroic

trea-

sury Department operatives who are cracking down on the monied mobsters G-Guns

it

Warner

Bros, have

the headlong speed and shock of

all

"G- Men' '—plus the lure. of a famous feminine
star. Also it has the same director as "G- Men"
—William Keighley.
We strongly recommend that you strongly

recommend

to

your patrons

SPECIAL AGENT
Starring

BETTE DAVIS

with

GEORGE BRENT,

Ricardo Cortez, Jack LaRue
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24 DENVER HOUSES

Thursday, Sept.

THIRD OF

USING GIVEAWAYS

which his company

Home"

Lucky

7 are the

Denham, Mayan,

Ogden, Rex, Weber, Hiawatha, and
Federal.

Huffman will begin
Your Home" nights on

his "Own
Sept. 12.
Finals will be held Jan. 30, for a
$60,000 home.
The home to be built in a really
desirable part of town will be a

two-story

"Modern

American",

eight rooms, completely furnished,
landscaped, and insured.
And to
top that it will be credited with a
year's supply of groceries.
Theaters in the Huffman group
are the Aladdin, Denver, Broadway,
Paramount, Bluebird, Tabor, Rialto,
and the Bide-A-Wee, the latter the
only one not owned by Huffman.

American Display Makes
United Artists' Deal
Charles L. Casanave of American
Display Co., Inc., announces completion of arrangements with United
Artists to supply all forthcomingproduct with a complete line of special advertising accessories.
United
Artists, with the signing of the contract, becomes the fourth major distributor to work on this new cooperative setup.
Columbia, RKO and
Paramount have already announced
the affiliation.
The feature of this new rental
service, is the loaning of frames for
the proper displaying of their materials.
These frames are especially
built for the theater upon signing of
display rental contract, in keeping
with the general architectural treatment of the theater. Upward of 1,000 theaters are at present using
this feature.

•

•

•

IT IS now definitely salted down and in the ole
referring to Columbia's "She Married Her

Showman Bag

Boss"
the Claudette Colbert offering
for it is piling
up impressive box office records in all spots where pre-release
engagements are being played
we have it on the combined
words of no less than Jack Cohn, Nate Spingold and Abe Montague
and here is the evidence they submit

• • • AT THE Aztec theater in old San Antone
Maurice Gleaves states
"Picture opened at matinee 100
per cent better than 'It Happened One Night,' which was the
record-breaker here for 1934"
Ed E. Collins of the Metropolitan, Houston, rises to state
"Opened to twice the opening figures on 'It Happened One Night' and audience acclaim
it one of year's best bets"
B. J. Strauss of the Palace
at Saratoga, N. Y. kicks in with
"Tremendous business
crowded the house all day. Picture great, even better than 'It
Happened One Night.' It's a natural"
that's what you
might call Conclusive Evidence

Disney at Rivoli

Wray, Noah Beery and Richard Dix

WE

• • • ALSO
have the assurance of Mister Weeks
that the box-office response to "The 39 Steps" in key cities is
an indication that GB pix are received and judged on the same
merits as Hollywood product
the 16 pictures to be released for the 1935-36 program were picked from a group of
52 made by the British company
they were chosen directly on their American audience appeal
fine, George
you promised in your quiet way many months ago that
you'd put it over
and you've made good

•

"Mickey's Fire Brigade," is to
have its premiere in the New York
theatrical sector this evening when
it opens at the Rivoli Theater with
the new Samuel Goldwyn production, "The Dark Angel."

•

•

IT

HAS

T

been decided by

of foreign distribution for
of "A Midsummer Night's

Sam

E. Morris in charge

and Sydney

T
•

•

T

T

A VERY

intriguing art folder from the advertising
workshop of United Artists
being sent to all theaters
as a special reminder of Mickey Mouse's Birthday
he being seven years old starting the week of Sept. 28
the brochure has a cover embellishment showing Greta Garbo embracing Mickey and saying
"I tank I come home for your

Birthday Party"

T
•

•

•

T

T

THE NOTED

teacher, writer and essayist, Dr.
Richard Burton, will address the Theater Club on Oct. 22 at the

Sam Sax
Jerry

Doris
Clive

Safron

Amos

Kenyon

Adams

Hotel Astor on Warners' "Midsummer
Spotted at the Capitol this week to see
Chandler, Ted Husing, Fred Astaire,
Williams, Fred Perry, Helen Vinson and

Night's

Dream"

"Karenina" were Helen
Irving Berlin, Fiances
Grace Moore

Hiatt

«

producing will

Sonotone Six-Month
Profit

Shows

$67,294

(Continued from Page 1)

$47,018.41 for the corresponding
period of 1934 and equal after preferred dividends to seven and onehalf cents per share on 600,000 common shares then outstanding.

Neighborhood Managers
Shifted by Interstate

—

Dallas Several managerships for
the newly acquired Interstate neighborhood theaters have been appointed.
The White, Dai-Sec and the

€t

€4

» » »

under

new management of Interstate.
Cecil Barham is the new house man-

the

ager of the Dai-Sec. Leroy Beavers
the house manager of the Forest
and William Fink has been made
manager of the Melrose. Joseph E.
Luckett, present manager of the
Melrose, will have general charge
of the three South Dallas houses
and be manager for the White.
is

FitzPatrick Signs Composer
Mrs. Maria Grever, composer, has
been signed to write an original
score for "Oriental Paradise," which
was filmed by Mrs. James A. FitzThis
Patrick in japan recently.
subject is being edited for feature
length and will be distributed inIn additernationally by M-G-M.
tion to Mrs. Grever, FitzPatrick has
secured the services of Rosario
Bourdon, who will handle the orchestration and conduct his symphony orchestra in the recording of
the score for "Oriental Paradise."

Warners that the London premiere
Dream" will be held at the Adelphi

theater
on October 9
this date coincides with the international premieres in New York, Paris, Vienna, Amsterdam

•

is

include
the
following:
"Captain
Blood," "Frisco Kid", "Anthony Adverse," "LaFitte the Pirate," "Ceiling Zero," "The Adventures of
Robin Hood," "Over the Wall," and
"I'm in the Legion.'

Forest Theaters have gone

THERE

• • •
IS no question but that George Weeks,
sales manager of GB
has definitely put sales over impressively throughout the nation
and that in the short period
of 10 months
as witness the record
it now has nearly the same coverage in all the situations of importance
as
the old established major companies
sales branches in
every key city all staffed by Americans
a loan arrangement has been completed with M-G-M for an exchange of contract players that is highly significant
involving so far
such players as Madge Evans, Cicely Courtneidge, Frank Morgan, Maureen O'Sullivan, Walter Huston, C. Aubrey Smith,
Boris Karloff, Peter Lorre, Helen Vinson, George Arliss, Fay

T
New

LIST

(Continued from Page 1)

starting a "Own Your
night that promises to offer
plenty of competition to the other
side. The Lucky 7 theaters grouped
together several weeks ago, offering
is

Plymouths on Thursday nights.
These houses are now beginning a
"bank night" on Tuesdays.
The

1935

ADVENTURE STORIES

(Continued from Page 1)

weeks,

WARNER

5,

To Preview "Chapdelaine"

A

preview of "Maria Chapdelaine" will be held Monday at 10
a.m. at the Cinema de Paris, formAve. Playhouse,
Fifth
the
erly
where the picture has its American
premiere Sept. 24.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Check your carpets to eliminate
which may cause mishaps.

tears

THE
Thursday, Sept.
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »

for "China Seas"

Big Bally for
"Page Miss Glory"

AN

'THE

elaborate and comprehen-

campaign,
begun weeks in advance preceded the gala premiere of
"Page Miss Glory," Marion
Davies'
initial
Cosmopolitan
production at the New York
sive exploitation

Strand.
of the

Among

the highlights

campaign arranged by

Irving Windish, exploiteer for
Warners' Metropolitan Theaters, was the tie-up with the
Auburn Automobile Corporation,
whereby the latter company
sent one of its cars throughout
the busiest sections of Manhattan for a full week. In addition,
Crawford and Caskey, wellknown specialty dancers, created and dedicated to the film's

an

premiere
called

the

original

number

"Dawn Glory Fox

Trot."
They danced the number on the stage of the theater
opening night.
The front was
smartly constructed in a sophisticated

and attractive manner.

An

innovation in theater front
construction was an egg shell
silk base used as a background
for the star names, title and enlargements. The entire display
was focused to the seven foot
light-studded oval in the center
of the arch with a hand colored
head of Marion Davies built out
in relief from a silver foil background illuminated in a series
of changeable colored lights.
Star names and title were constructed of built up letters of
fine chromium face.
Supporting star names were placed in
their corresponding importance
and grouped around the center
oval using colored enlargements

National 24-sheet boards
on "China Seas" at the
Wisconsin were all sniped with
"Starting at Wisconsin in theater,
Friday."
These boards
have been up for over thirty
days or more and were in the
best locations
in
Milwaukee.
Placed the serial story of "China
Seas" with mats with the Mil-

—

waukee Leader and ran

until

the end of engagement.
Theater took small ad on top of
story each day. Special advance
trailers were used in the outskirt theaters of Fox which ran
for ten days in advance. Then
these were replaced with current trailers. Theater ran small
teaser ad starting on Tuesday

below their reguglar ad. Then
the first ad broke in the local
papers on Thursday before the
opening.
Two daily announcements were given over Radio
Station WTMJ in advance of
opening.

the

Special

displays

were made up of Carol Ann
Beery and placed in the Children's Dept. in the Boston Store
and Gimbel Brothers. They also
gave a window display on Monday. The other stills were used
in the ladies ready to wear
Dept. of both these stores with
playdate and theater. Papers

gave advance stories and

also

scene

Very

for

cuts
fine

Shadow

A

picture.
Boxes of the

special front

made

with large cut-out heads of the
Three Stars, with electric lights
running around each cut-out
head which made a very attracdisplay.
— Wisconsin,

tive

Milwaukee, Wise.

superimposed on built up silver
covered stars. The display
frames on the front of the theater were treated in a cool atfoil

tractive color manner with the
musical
angle
exploited
by
using musical notes on the display mats.
Colored enlargements of the highlights from
the picture were used as background in the frames. In the
theater itself, 25,000 Marion
Davies stills were distributed,
one week in advance of the
opening.
Stills carried theater
imprint.
In conjunction with
"Modern Screen" magazine, 3,000 colored Davies stills were
distributed in the theater and
the metropolitan area.
The
periodical also printed cards for
placement among 200 newsstands.
More than 25 window
displays appeared on the Brunswick "Page Miss Glory" song
record, carrying card with theater, address and date.
Record
dealers inserted 500 star stills
with theater imprint.
Macy's
department store donated a title
song display in its music department.

—Strand, N. Y.

City.

Crashes Color
Section of Newspaper
"W7E wonder if you've heard
about the very fine campaign put on by Marty Glazer,
publicity man for Jack Goodwin's Scollay Square in Boston
on Captain Craig's "Sea Killers."
With practically nothing
to

work with, Marty secured

columns and columns of publicity space in the local newspapers,

made numerous

tie-ups

with department stores throughout the city, and had one of the
finest lobby displays we've seen
But perin a long, long time.
haps the crowning achievement
was a series of full-page
articles on Captain Craig in the
color section of the Boston Sunday "Post."
It's been years
and years since a local publicity
man has been able to crash this
feature section with a full page
story

in

we have

colors.

a

TOUR

hunch

Incidentally,

that

these

stories aided materially in paving the way for the fine busi-

ness Captain Craig's picture has
done throughout the circuit.
Scollay Square, Boston.

weeks

in advance
of
on "China Seas,"
Manager Golub of the RKO Orpheum, Denver, had several advance writeups on the coming
production, with special mention
of "China Seas" as the first of
the big pictures to play the Or-

playdate

pheum from M-G-M.
Teaser campaign started Sunday prior to opening on Wednesday in both the Denver
"Post" and the "Rocky Mountain News."
The space in the
"Post" was increased from 70
squares to 112 squares, and the

"Rocky Mountain News" spaces
was increased 30 per cent for
campaign.

this

Special

art

drawn layouts were used for
this teaser campaign and curIn addition to the spewriteups on the
M-G-M fall product, special
writeups and art one week in
advance in the "News" and the
"Post." The "News" gave us a
three column art of Beery, Harlow and Gable four days in advance.
A special writeup was
carried each day, three days
in advance by Fred Spears, Motion
Picture
Editor on the
"Post."
Reviews appeared in
both papers and art of the three
rent.
cial

advance

stars on Thursday.

the

Three Stars were mounted and
this gave a very fine advance
display.

Big Campaign
On "China Seas"

The M-G-M advance teaser
on screen two weeks in

trailer

advance, with the regular MG-M trailer one week in advance, in addition to the "Why
I Want to Visit the Romantic
China Seas" contest trailer on
one week in advance and currently.

The

special contest trail-

screen ran durengagement.
3000
"Your Romantic Dreams Come
True" booklets distributed to
er

ing

on

the

the

patrons leaving theater. A special art set piece plugging the
contest displayed in prominent
lobby.
Charles
location
in
(Buddy) Rogers dance band was
on the stage the week prior to
A.t
opening of "China Seas."
each performance Rogers played
the special "China Seas" number and plugged the picture.
Theater has a regular tieup
with the Morning Milk Company in a special broadcast
over station KYZ whereby they
received two 15 minutes broadcasts on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
These two broadcasts
were devoted entirely to "China
Seas." On Friday evening prior
Wednesday
to
opening
on
"Buddy" Rogers made a special broadcast and at that time
he also played the "China Seas"
special mention on the picture, theater and
playdates. This band made an-

number and made

other broadcast on Sunday and
also mentioned the picture, cast,
etc. 500 large jumbo cards were
posted in the city and surrounding tourist hotels in the moun-

« «

tains, the Union station, vacant windows, etc. Dates were
posted on the National Billboard's on "China Seas" (18),
300 window cards placed in
prominent locations in the downtown district, 200 one-sheets.
Theater secured a special permit from the ball park officials
and placed special illuminated
twenty-four sheets.

—RKO

Orpheum, Denver.

Escapade" Gets

Showman Splash

V'EASER

campaign on "Escapade,"
Midland,
Coffeyville, Kans., one week in advance with underliners in the
two Fox theater ads, selling
Powell and Rainer as the new
motion picture star, etc.
The
regular teaser campaign started

on Thursday prior to opening
on Sunday. Used 60 inches for
the advance in the daily. Also
the weekly paper carried spe20 inch ad.
One week in
in the movie section a
special write-up and publicity
mat of Rainer and Powell.
This was followed up with a
mid-week break, and on Sunday,
opening day and special writeup and art. The weekly carried
a special story and scene mats.
Week in advance a special display was featured in the lobby on
the amateur artist contest. All
drawings and sketches were displayed with the artist's name.
Theater gave a small prize for
the winning sketch, and passes
for the balance of the prizes.
Two weeks prior to the opening of the production, manager
Carroll announced this contest
in
the Coffeyville "Journal",
with the rules, etc., also a special

advance

silent trailer was used two
weeks in advance. During the
engagement these sketches were
displayed in a prominent wincial

dow

in the business district.

was

tie-up

effected

with

A.
the

Hall Dairy who used a special
milk bottle hanger on "Escapade".
Used 5,000 of these
hangers two days in advance of
opening. Two large set pieces in
the foyer had special art displays for a week prior to opening. All displays, frames and set
displays in lobby carried advance art work one week in advance. The M-G-M trailer was
used one week in advance at the
Midland with a special silent
trailer at the Tackett Theater

one week and current. A full
window display featuring Rainer and Bruce in a special Max
Factor make-up products display. Theater artist made up a
special art poster of these
stars for this display. Also
stills

two
had

from the production, with

given to the
theater and dates.
credits

—Midland,

picture,

Coffeyville, Kans.
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Flame Within, The

MGM.. 6-1-35
Dagger-WA

.4-26-3^
2-20-35
Folies Bergere-UA
Four Hours to Kill-PAR .4-11-35
Liselott-XX .. .5-31-35
Fraeulein

Florentine

Love You Always-COL

I'll

3-30-35
In

distributor set

A
CHE.. 5-23-35

Hat Kid-F
Smart Girl-PAR
Silk

In Caliente-FN
Informer. The-RKO
In
Old Kentucky-F
Irish
It

.3-13-35
6-27-35
5-1-3

...7-5-35
8-1-35

Us-WA

in

Happened

New York-U

in

Small World-F.
I've Been Around-U
a

1-6-35
.5-21-35
3-5-35
7-26-35
7-31-35

.

Jalna-RKO
Java Head-FD
Julieta Compra Un Hijo-F

3-27-35

Moench-MAJ

Gegen

Jungfrau

3-19-35
Justice of the

7-9-35
7-27-35

Smith-STE
7-30-35
Song of Happiness-AM .4-10-35
Sons of Steel-CHE
4-13-35
Soviet Journey-AM
....8-10-35

Blue

RKO

Front

Page

6-25-35

Woman

WA.

.7-11-35

Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF 5-20-35
4-18-35
G-Men. The-WA
8-19-35
Gay Deception-F
..7-25-35
Get That Man-EMP
George White's 1935 Scandals

PUR.

.6-7-35

K:d Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
Koeszoenoem Hogy Elgazolt

XX.

.5-9-35

Konjunkturriter-XX
4-29-35
Krach Urn Olanthe-XX 5-14-35
La Crise Est Finie-XX .3-13-35
La Dame Aux Came ias-DU
.

F.. 4-2-35

Ghost Walks-CHE
Gigolette-RKO
Ginger-F
Girl from 10th Avenue
Girls Will

3-30-35
5-14-35
S-28-35

FN.. 5-25-35
Be Boys-ALL. .6-7-35

Give Her a Ring-ALL. .6-6-35
6-15-35
Glass Key. The-PAR..
.

Town-PAR

4-25-35
8-23-35
Going
Highbrow-W A
Gold Diggers of 1935-FN. 3-15-35
8-3-35
Golden Taiga-AM
Go Into Your Dance-FN .3-19-35
Great God GoId-MOP. .3-5-35
Great Hotel Murder-F. .2-27-35
Gretl Zieht Das Grosse Los
.2-12-35
Gunners and Guns-BEA. 8-22-35
Hard Rock Harrigan-F. .. 7-1-35
Harmony Lane-MAS ...8-15-35
7-13-35
Hawk, The-WOH
Headline Woman-MAS 5-11-35
5-28-35
Healer, The-MOP
Heroes of the Arctic-AM 5-25-35
Her Song of Love-REI 6-26-35
8-27-35
Here's to Romance-F
High School Girl-FOY.. 3-16-35
4-27-35
Hold 'Em Yale-PAR

Goin' to

.

.

.

XX

.

Honeymoon Limited

MOP.

.6-25-35

.

Hoosier Schoolmaster

MOP.. 4-9-35

— XX

Huszarserelem
Ich Sing Mich

8-20-35
....4-24-35

in Dein Herz
Hinein-XX
6-4-35
Idolos De La Radio-XX .7-5-35

Igloi

Dikok-XX

Crave

Excitement

MAS.

.6-17-35

Lady Tubbs-U
7-2-35
Wilderness-DU ...5-15-35
Law Beyond the Range
Last

COL.. 4-17-35
L'Eredita

Dello

Zio

MET.

.7-1-35

Les As Du Turf-PAR. .. 5-14-35
4-3-35
Les Miserables-UA
Let 'Em Have It-UA. .. 5-16-35
Let's Live Tonight-COL 3-16-35
Liebe Dumme Mama-BAV
3-6-35

Liebe

Tod Und Teufel

UFA.. 5-31-35
Life Begins at
Lila Akac-XX

40-F

Liliom-F
Little Colonel-F
Living on Velvet-FN

L'Ordonnance-XX
Lost

City

KRE

in
Bloom-PAR
Me Forever-COL.
Mad Love-MGM
Make a Mi'lion-MOP

Love
Love

Man

4-5-35
5-16-35
3-19-35
3-22-35
3-8-35
7-2-35
2-21-35
4-20-35
.6-28-35
7-1-35
7-9-35

on Flying Trapeze-

PAR.

.8-3-35

Man Who Knew Too MuchGB.. 3-22-35
Manhattan

Butterfly

IMP.. 8-14-35
Moon-U ....7-22-35
the Vampire-MGM

Manhattan

Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hooray for Love-RKO .5-20-35

Hot Tip-RKO

Llorona-XX
Laddie-RKO

.

.

3-21-35
7-24-35
3-19-35

La

Ladies

5-25-35

Mark

of

3-28-35
.2-20-35
MacFadden's Flats-PAR. 3-12-35
6-14-35
Mary Jane's Pa-FN
Men of Action-CON. .7-13-35
Men of the Hour-COL. .5-9-35
Men of Tomorrow-MUN. 4-16-35
Men on Wings-AM... 6-12-35

Marriage

Merry

5-16-35

Monarch.

Bargain-HOL

.

.

.

Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-35

Russia Today-AM 3-6-35
Speed Devils-HOF
6-21-35
Spring Tonic-F
6-27-35
Square Shonter-COL
3-2-35
Soviet

The

SYN

Mimi-ALL

.7-16-35
6-5-35
4-2-35
5-25-35
6-4-35
.3-23-35
5-21-35

Mississippi-PAR

Dynamite-U
Svet-XX
Mo-cow Laughs-AM
Motive for Revenge-MAJ
Murder in the Fleet
Mizici

Star

MGM.

Adventures

Night

the

at

Tarzan

of

.5-21-35

A

Riiz,

WA.
Nighi Life
Nittits,

of the

No More Ladies-MGM
Notorious

Now

Gentleman- U

Never-AJA

or

.5-16-35

Gods-U 2-23-35

The-RKO

6-5-35
.. 6-12-35
.2-15-35
7 9-35
.

Ubcah-AKC
Odio-XX
Oil

for

2 13-3.1

6-25-35

Lamps

the

On Probation-PER

China

of

WA.. 4-30-35
4-17-35

One Frightened Night

MAS.
One Moie Sp-ing-t-.
One New York Night

.

.4-26-35
,.2-12-Jj

MGM.

.5-4-35

Old Curiosity Shop- ALL 6-21-35
O'd Man Rhythm-RKO .8-2-35
Orchids to You-F
8-10-35
.

.

Our

Girl-F

6-7-35
Page Miss G!ory-WA
7-8-35
Paradise Canyon-MOP .5-14-35
Paris in Spring-PAR ... .5-28-35
Party Wire-COL
5-17-35
Little

De La Vida-XX

Payasadas

3-19-35
4-24-35
People Will Talk-PAR... 6-7-35
People's Enemy-RKO ...4-29-35
Perfect Clue, The-MAJ. .3-13-35
Peter Vinogradof-AM .... 7-1-35
Phantom Fiend-OLY
4-20-35
Port of Lost Dreams
IN V.. 3-2-35
Prenez Garde a la Peinture
TAP. .8-19-35
Princess
Charming-GB .6-21-35
Princess O'Hara-U
4-12-35
Private Worlds-PAR
3-9-35
Public Hero Number One
.5-16-35
Radio Parade of 1935
ALL. .6-10-35
Rainbow's End-FD
7-17-35
Rainbow Valley-MOP. .. 3-12-35
Raven, The-U
6-4-35
Reckless-MGM
4-17-35
Reckless Roads-MAJ
7-30-35

Pechmarie-F

.

MGM.

Red Blood

of

Courage

U.. 4-6-35
Heart-U

the

3-22-35
6-21-35
4-1-35

Strandcd-WA

.2-14-35
7-6-35
.5-28-35

MOP

Naughty

from

Straight

Strangers All-RKO
Strauss' Great Waltz

ARN

•

Mystciy

4-20-35

Stone of Silver Creek

Mutiny Ahead-MAJ
My Song for You-GB ..
Mystery of Edw.n Drood-U

New

Stream

ine

.

'wpm M usic- W A
Swel' Head-COL
Symphony

of

.

2-20-35
5-4-35

Living

INV.. 6-22-35
$10

Raise-F

5-4-35
7-9-35
5-7-35
9-4-35

Tango-Bar-PAR
Texas Ramb'er-SPE
This

T

:

is

erra,

the Li-e-F

Amor

y Dolor

XX.. 8-14-35
Times Square Ladv-

MGM

3-15-35
.5-23-35
8-16-35
Topaze (French) PAR.. 2-20-35
Tovarishi-AM
5-31-35
Trail's End-BEA
8-22-35
Transient Lady
3-9-31
U
Traveling Saleslady-FN ..3-28-35
Tribu-XX
6-12-35
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes
OLY.. 5-28-35
Tu Hijo-XX
1 2-18-34
Una Semana De Fe'icidad
6-19-35
Two for Tonight-PAR. .8-31-35
Under the Pampas Moon
F.. 6-1-35
Unknown Woman-COL. .6-21-35

Tjocka

Top

Slakten.

.

.-XX.

Hat-RKO

—

XX.
.

Unwelcome Stranger

COL.. 4-6-35

Lady-MGM

Vagabond

Vanishing Riders-SPE
Vidas Rotas-XX

3-26-35
4-3-35
4-2-35

...7-2-3.1

8-6-35
6-11-31
4-9-35
Wagon Trail-AJA
Wedding Night-UA
2-19-31
Welcome Home-F .... 8-27-35
We're in the Money-WA .8-22-35
Werewo'f of London-U .. 5-10-35
West Point of the Air
2-25-35
7-30-35
Westward Ho-REP
What Price Crime-BEA. 5-28-35
When a Man's a Man-F. .2-23-35
While the Patient Slept
FN.. 3-2-35

Village

Tale-RKO

MGM..

Woman in Red-FN
Woman Wanted-MGM

Rider-COL

4-1-35
2-19-35

Vanessa-MGM

Whole Town's Talking

Squad-EMP

.

XX. 6-7-35

AMB.. 6-4-35

Rescue

4-9-35
.8-31-35

Express-MAS

btrosstiupp I9I7-XX
2-f>-35
Struggle for Life-FOY ... 6-19-35
Sunset
Range-FD
5-10-35
Sunny Youth-AM
8-20-35
Susana Tiene Un Secreto

Red Hot Tires-FN
3-2-35
Red Morning-RKO
4-10-35
Red Village-AM
5-3-35
Red Wagon-ALL
6-7-35
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35
Rendezvous at Midnight-U

Revenge

.4-11-35

Harmony-PAR

Stolen

.6-1-35

3-20-35
Man
...2-12-35
Manetta-MGM 2-20-35

Midnight-RKO.

of

F.. 7-25-35

Murder Man-MGM
7-9-35
Muider on a Honeymoon-

RKO.

.

S'eamboat 'Round the Bend-

.

BUT.

Streak

.

Frankie and Johnnie

REVIEWED

Mercedes-XX

Range

COL. .6-4-35
Keeper of the Bees-MOP. 6-11-35
Kentucky

TITLE

Mister

Monastery Garden-

a

It's

XX.
Elizabeth of

REVIEWED

TITLE

In Spite of Danger-COL. .4-9-35
II
Delitto di MastrovanniXX. .8-1-35

.5-9-35

Muerte

Doppelbraeutigam-XX

Dictator.

,4-24-3o

Amor-XX
El Pulpo Humano-HOF

XX.. 4-10-35
Die Gros-se Chance-XX ..5-9-35
Die Unschuld Vom Lande

SL— S. &

of

Sanders

SUP

SG.
4-3-35

.

2-20-35

G.

Ruggles
Rustler's

— Superior Films
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TA" — John
Tapernoux
U — Universal

MAS — Mascot Pictures
MET — Metropolis

Quieras

.

Criez-Le

SG— S. &

STE— William

MOP — Monogram

3-29 35

Rosem Aus

— RKO-Radio Pictures
— Fanchon Royer

SPE

—

.

CHE.. 7-17-31

College

RKO
ROY

Pictures

Roads-MAR

.

Cardinal

Casino

— Republic Pictures

MAR— Marcy

OLY
PAR

REVIEWED
TITLE
7-11-35
Doubting Thomas-F
Dona Francitquita-XX. .4-29-35
Don't Bet on Blondes

the

of

Ex.

Dist.

.

Smoky

Burn 'Em Up Barnes-MAS
Call

Live-WA

koberta-RKO
Rocky Mountain Mystery-PAR

Riesenfeld

RES— Resolute

Krellberg

S.

EMP

First
First

REP

LIB— Liberty Pictures
MAJ Majestic Pictures

NO — Northern

— Empire Film Distributors
Division
FD —
National
FN—
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions

OLY

— Invincible

DU— DuWorld
F— Fox

.

— Imperial

KRE— S.

—
—
—

REI— Dr. Hugo

-British

HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film
IMP
INV

BEA Beacon Productions
BEA Beaumont Pictures
BUT Burroughs-Tarzan

.5-18-35
3-13-35

.6-19-35
3-20-35
Bar Mitzvah SL
LightsBehind the Green
MAS. .3-12-35
6-14-35
Becky Sharp-RKO
Wife-PAR. .2-16-35
Behold
2-26-35
Bella Donna
3-28-35
Black Fury-FN
8-17-35
Black Room-COL
6-28-35
Black Sheep-F
8-7-35
Bohemios-CIN
5-31-35
Bnliche-XX
.8-24-35
Bonnie Scotland-MGM
6-4-35
Border Brigands-U
Break of Hearts-RKO. .5-16-35
.4-5-35
Brewster's Millions-UA
4-11-35
Bride of Frankenstein7-27-35
Bright Lights-FN
Broadway Gondo'ier-WA 7-11-35

Pictures

ARC — Arcturus Pictures
ARN — Tom Arnold
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G

Jim Burke

of

— Alliance Films

AM — Amkino

Anna Karenina-MGM .. .8-31-35
Annapois Farewell-PAR. 8-23-35
7-27-35
Arizonian-RKO
Aschermittwoch-XX ....3-12-35
Asegure A Su Mujer-F. .3-13-35
Avec L'Assurance-PAR ..5-9-35
Awakening

— Gaumont
GFF — General Foreign Films

GB

Ajax

.7-18-35
2-23-3S
.2-16-35
4-13-35
...2-12-35

Rumba-PAR
Right to
Roaring

MGM.. 5-18-35

Air Hawks-COL
Alias Mary Dow-U

RKO.

2-16-35
8-14-35

After Office
After the Dance-COI
Age of Indiscretion

REVIEWED

Grimm

Peter

of

Wilderness

COL.. 2-15-35
Mail-AMB ..3-9-35
.

3-23-35
.8-10-35

Wnrld Accuses-CHE ...3-21-35
4-20-J5
Youth of Maxim-AM
4-10-JS
Zigeunerblut-XX
Zycie J

Pilsudskiego

MET.. 6-4-35

LOEW-RKO
For your CONFIDENCE and FAITH in the

new

REPUBLIC PICTURES Organization

by booking
in your

its initial

NEW YORK

program

to play

circuit of Theatres.

24 PICTURES booked to play
63 LOEW Theatres
24 PICTURES booked to play
42 RKO Theatres

GENTLEMEN.

IT'S

A PLEASURE

THE

-c&H

DAILY

14

STATE COLUMBIA'S
SALES UP 28

Reviews

New Films

TO FINANCE LEGIT.
"PEASANTS"

uously growing confidence of exhibitors in the company's product and

company's outlook", said Jack
Cohn, vice-president.
"In view of the fact that the Company's program for the eoming season includes Ronald Colman, Grace
Moore, Gary Cooper, Irene Dunne,
Edward Arnold, Ruth Chatterton,
George Raft, Joan Bennett, Richard
Arlen and other personalities that
are definitely box-office names, it
isn't hard to understand the growing demand for Columbia's product."

with

E.

Younger,

the

Photophone Eight-Month
Business Up, Meet Told
1)

Photophone, at the opening session
of the annual two-day Photophone
sales convention which is being attended by 45 salesmen from all
parts of the country.
About 100

P.

Gene Autry

Republic

Bogolyubov

Amkino

hr.,

1

61

PLENTY

44 mins.

OF

THRILLS

mins.

ACTION

IN

POWERFUL SOVIET DRAMA OF THE WESTERN WITH SINGING COWBOY
MAGNIFICENTLY
DIRECTED, FEATURED ADVANTAGEOUSLY.
ACTED AND PHOTOGRAPHED.
Introducing Gene Autry,
the
singing

SOIL
One

the

of

finest

documents ever produced

mendous sweep and

human forces

is

and

realistic
in

film.

surge

The

tre-

conflicting

of

interpreted

human

in

terms

of

pure drama without embellishment or artitheatricalism, and the narrative

ficial

moves

along irresistibly to a clear-cut climax that
as

is

thought-provoking and engrossing as

anything the screen has produced. Here
a

picture

that

will

take

place

its

the

three best of the Russian

for

sheer

grip

simple

of

stands almost supreme

in

is

among

school, and

narrative

style

the motion

pic-

conflict of the old kulak landowners school

conjointly with the Photophone di-

giving

ture annals of any country.

It

the

tells of

way before the steady advance

of

the collectivization farm system of the pres-

RCA

in

"TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS"

Poslavsky, Nikolai

members of the RCA service department are holding their convention
vision.

cowboy
of

radio fame,

of

series

a

star

a

and

a

that

chance

will

to

give

do

being the

this

the

new

first

screen

hill-billy

singing

very fine brand of western

cowboy

riding, fighting

his

and lovemaking.

Gene is a
very personable lad, and should make a
name for himself among the western stars.
In

this

opus he

show that
father

hits

lives.

is

owner

part

of a

medicine

into

the

town

where

Gene

is

thrown

into

his

the

midst of the mystery killing of his father,
and befriends a chap named Brooks, who is
accused of the killing.
The star learns
from the accused's wife of the plot of a
rancher to try and get his father's water
rights, and that he was the real murderer.

The

story

develops into the

hero's

efforts

department heads yesterday ent regime. This struggle is centered in to pin the crime on this man, and he plants
gave a brief resume of their activi- a simple story of a kulak who cannot ad- a trap for him and his henchmen, into
which they fall.
This scene gives opporties to give the men some conception
just himself to the new order, kills his
of the scope of the organization and wife in an argument over the new system, tunity for a grand slam-bang free-for-all
there were talks by Judge L. B. makes the murder out a suicide, and later fight with a dozen or more men involved
Morris, vice pr/esident and general to cover himself more surely goads a dumb while the medicine wagon is careening
Autry delivers
counsel of RCA Manufacturing, on peasant into attempting the life of the along at breakneck speed.
contracts, and by James Frank on commissar. But you have to see it to com- several songs impressively. Altogether a
features of RCA apparatus.
Last prehend its tremendous power and emo- fine western from every angle.
Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Lunight the conventioneers had a din- tional appeal. Five characterizations stand
ner at the Tavistock Country Club. out, with direction and photography un- cille Browne, Norma Taylor, George Hayes,
Edward Hearn, Jack Rockwell, Frankie MarThere will be talks on Sonotone and matched.
vin,
Gecrge Chesebrc, Eugene Jackson,
Trans-Lux today, as well as an open
Cast: E. Younger, B. Pcslavsky, A. Petforum and a demonstration of rov, E. Korchagina-Alexandrovskaya, Niko- Charles King, Charles Whitaker, George
Burton, Tom London, Cornelius Keefe.
RCA's new "push-pull" high fidelity lai Bogclyubov.
recording apparatus.

Director,

Youngclaus Invokes Neb.
Anti-Picketing Statutes

Lenfilm,

Friedrich

U.S.S.R.

Direction,

Nc

Ermler; Produced by
other credits listed.

Excellent

Photography,

The

Producer,

Direction,

Best.

Nat Levine;

Director,

Joseph

Author, Alan Ludwig; Screenplay,
Ford Beebe; Cameraman, Ernest Miller.

Kane;

Very Good

Photography, Okay

(Continued from Page 1)

Nebraska anti-picketing law.
Youngclaus discharged his union op-

(Continued from Page 1)

ber of plays, including some tried
out during the past summer at the
Red Barn in Locust Valley, L. I.
Backing of five productions, including "Most of the Game", is contemplated by this company.

Samuel Goldwyn and Twentieth
Century are both
planning to
"angel" shows and Columbia is
again considering this activity.

Vocafilm Suit Moves

Up

Adopt $50 a Week Scale

New London— A

flat

wage

of $50

a week has been accepted by the
five
operators employed by the
Crown here, M. & P. house, instead
of the previous scale of $50 to $65,
it is understood.
The reduction was
agreed upon after District Manager
George T. Cruzen of the M. & P.
Circuit had announced that unless
operators' wages could be adjusted,
the house would have to close. Closing was set for Aug. 31, but was
averted by the agreement.

60 Openings

Saturday,
"Page Miss
begin engagements simul-

Glory" will
taneously in 60 key cities, Warner Bros,
announced
yesterday.
Marion
The
Davies picture is currently playing in
16 major cities.

Hearing Today

Western Electric and Erpi, on the
ground that Vocafilm cannot afford
to send an attorney to Los Angeles.
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe,

who has been slated to hear the
motion, disqualified himself because
he holds A. T. & T. stock. It is expected that a representative of the
Federal
sion

Communications

Commis-

may

be present in court.
Louis Karasik, counsel for Vocafilm, contends that A. T. & T. is
seeking only to harass Vocafilm by
asking to examine witnesses in Los
Angeles because the telephone company is aware that Vocafilm has no
funds to send an attorney to the
coast to be present at the examination. Vocafilm contends that the defendants by an illegal conspiracy
ruined its business.
Federal
Judge Knox recently
ruled that A. T. & T. would have
to give Vocafilm $10,000 if the telephone company insisted on bringing
a charge of patent infringement
against Vocafilm. Since the ruling,
A. T. & T. has decided not to pres3
this defense, Karasik said yesterday.

Singer Buys Warner

Product for Circuit

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHARLES ALICOATE
started work yesat the Eastern Service
the two-reel short ten-

CHRISTIE,
A L terday
studio on
tatively titled

with

"Rhythm

of

Paree",

Fred Lightner, Nila Goodell

and Nell Kelly featured in the east.
William Watson and Arthur Jarrett
are credited with the story, with
Warren Murray doing the casting
and Chris Beute assisting on the direction.

Tentatively

titled

"The

Come-

Back", the two-reel short featuring
Joe Frisco and being produced by
John T. Doran will go into work
Wednesday at the West Coast SerEvelyn Martin, Nancy
vice studio.
Helen
Meehan,
Stanley
Healy,
Dione and Jayne Drennan will support Frisco in the short which will
be directed by Ray Cozine.

Mort Singer, who operates the Or-

pheum theaters in Minneapolis, New
Orleans,
Omaha, Davenport and
Cedar Rapids, has closed for the
Warner Bros.-First National and
Cosmopolitan pictures, as well as
Vitaphone shorts, for showing during the new season. Singer is now
in

New

York.

Entering 13th Week
Beginning
Saturday,
"Ariane",
starring Elisabeth Bergner enters
13th consecutive week at the
55th Street Playhouse. This is the
longest run that any film has had
at this theater in the past four
its

years.

John Auer completed work yesCasting for the feature producon another op the Major tion starring Molly Picon will start
Bowes Amateur series of shorts betoday with production scheduled to
ing made at the Biograph studios.
begin in about two weeks at the
terday

for "Glory"

Commencing

at

(Continued from Page 1)

the

erator recently when the local refused to consider his request for a
lower wage scale. The four operators who picketed the front of the
Empress are at liberty on a $500
bond.

COMPANIES

5 FILM

P. G.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

of

Thursday, Sept. 5,1935

B. K. Blake, producing and directing the "Voice of Experience" series of shorts for Columbia release,
will get under way next week on another at the Biograph studio in the

Bronx.

Ideal Studio on the Jersey side of
the river. Jacob Kalish will produce

the picture, with Sidney Golden diWilliam Saulter, art direc-

recting,

tor

and John Doran production man-

ager.

Movie
Fort

Worth

Bulletin

— For

the

Board

benefit of customers arriving in cars, or otherwise,
the Hollywood, one of the Interstate
theaters here has erected an electric
signboard across the lobby front which
flashes whatever subject, feature, newsreel,
or comedy, is on the screen at
that time.
Manager N. Edward Beck is
responsible.

Thursday, Sept.

5,
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10 VITAPHONE

SHORTS

A LITTLE

FOR SEPT. RELEASE
month,

anVitaphone executive in charge of shorts
They include four
and trailers.
two-reel subjects and six of one-reel
length. The two-reel shorts are:
"Dublin In Brass", Sept. 7th; "Oh,
Evaline!", Sept. 14th; "The Doorfor

nounces

release

this

Norman H. Moray,

man's Opera", Sept. 28th, and "Keystone Hotel", Sept. 21st.
The one-reelers are: a "Melody
Master", Sept. 14th; "Vitaphone
Music Hall", Sept. 21st; "Nutville",
"Curious Industries",
Sept.
7th;
"Our United States", Sept. 7th;
"The Lady In Red," a "Merrie Melodie", Sept. 7th, and "A Cartoon
ist's Nightmare", Sept. 14th.

Detroit Doings
Clark C. Coulter has formed Coulter Premiums, Inc., at 1546 Penobscot Building, returning to the Detroit field.
C. Stearns was formerly manager here.
Capitalization is
$10,000.

An

outdoor theater for Belle Isle,
park, will be constructed according to vote of the City Council
this week.
The City has a gift of
$25,000 for such a purpose, to be
known as the Levi Barbour Memorcity

ial.

The Fox is presenting tabloid
opera, opening next Friday, with all
the stars of the Shubert 12-week
season of opera at Navin Field engaged for a week.
Reisner Leases House
East Rutherford, N. J.—The Rex,
former Warner house, has been
leased

to

the

Mirrill

Amusement

headed by Ben Reisner, for 21
years.
Reisner was formerly associated with Randforce Amusement
Co,,

Co.
Circuit Declares Dividend
Hamilton, Ont. Hamilton United
Theaters has declared a one per
cent dividend on preferred stock,
payable Sept. 30.

—

Completing Shorts
"Winter" and "Spring" are the
tentative titles of two new "Musical
Moods" being completed by Audio

from "LOTS"

LOCAL 306 TO SEEK
STRIKE BAN REVOGAL

By RALPH WILK

Ten Vitaphone shorts are scheduled

15

HOLLYWOOD

FRED STONE

has been given the
leading role in the picture to be
made from the Phil Stong novel,

"The Farmer
Radio

by RKO
"The Farmer in

in the Dell,"

Pictures.

"The Fugitive" has been selected
as the title of the Columbia picture
with Jean Arthur and George Murphy which was known during production as "Lady Beware."
T

the Dell" will be a Cliff Reid production.
No starting date has yet

T

T

(Continued from Page

George Marion, Jr. has been assigned to work on the screen play of
been set.
"Moonlight On The River," the CoMeanwhile the union's wage scale
lumbia picture starring Ann Sothern
Edward Killy and William Hamil- and Harry Richman, which Victor committee was instructed to connegotiations with circuit repton have been signed by RKO Radio Schertzinger
will
direct.
Lew tinue
resentatives.
pictures to co-direct its forthcoming Brown and Harry Akst are composproduction of "Seven Keys to Bald- ing the musical numbers.
pate," in which Gene Raymond will
Cleveland Notes
be starred. Killy, former assistant
Roger Pryor has the leading role
director, and Hamilton, who used
M. M. Korinka has taken over the
to be a cutter, have just finished in "It Never Rains," an original Grafton at Grafton, from O. J.
their first directorial job on "Frec- screen play by Harold Buchman and Guthrie. The new owner opened the
kles."
"Baldpate,"
written
by Lee Loeb, which went into produc- house last Saturday and will opGeorge M. Cohan, will be super- tion this week at Columbia Studios. erate four days a week. Korinka,
D. Ross Lederman is directing as when not an exhibitor,
vised by William Sistrom.
runs a road
his first assignment under his new house.
contract.
In the cast are Joan
Nate Schultz, recent purchaser of
Scott Darling has turned in the Perry, Jack Hatfield, George Mc- the Gem, Barberton, plans to open
completed script on "Forced Land- Kay, Arthur Hohl, Arthur Rankin, the house about Sept. 15th when all
ing,"
Republic
aviation
feature, Paul Guilfoyle and Peppino Dallalio. alterations will be completed.
which is scheduled for September
Mr. and Mrs. Myer Fine and Mr.
production.
William Boehnel, New
and Mrs. Sam Stecker have left for
Edward Small, production chief a trip to Bermuda, immediately upYolk picture critic, and Morris
of Reliance Pictures, announces he on conclusion
Helprin wrote the original story.
of all arrangements
has engaged Richard Boleslawski to for the construction
of their new
direct the forthcoming screenplay
$200,000 theater and office building
M-G-M announces that Fanny of James Fenimore Cooper's "The in Shaker Heights.
Actual
Brice has been placed under con- Last of the Mohicans."
The Associated Theaters clamtract and that she will have a role in production is scheduled to start next bake, originally
dated for Aug. 27th,
month.
George
Houston,
is
who
the forthcoming production of "The
was postponed to Tuesday, Sept. 10
now
completing
prominent
a
role
Great Ziegfeld."
Miss Brice, who
on account of rain.
starred in the Ziegfeld Follies for in Reliance's "The Melody Lingers
Martin Printz, manager of the
On,"
is
the
first
to
selected
for
be
many seasons, recently completed an
The screen play is Alhambra Theater, is offering the
all-season road tour of the latest a leading part.
Ray Perkins amateur nights far
by Philip Dunne and Ralph Block.
edition of the "Follies."
five successive weeks. The first week
T
T
T
was tremendously successful, Printz
t
T
Jessie Matthews, British musical
Guy Usher and Selmar Jackson reports. Local contest winners are
comedy star, will be co-starred with were engaged this week for char- eligible to enter the national conRobert Montgomery and Clifton acter roles in "Grand Exit," star- test.
Milt Harris, Loew publicity man,
Webb in a musical production ring Edmund Lowe and Ann Sothplanned by M-G-M for the early ern, with Robert Middlemass, Wyr- has arranged a big campaign for
part of 1936.
The temporary title ley Birch, Onslow Stevens, Arthur "Here Comes the Band" which plays
is "This Time It's Love," and the
Rankin, Nora Cecil and Russell a simultaneous world premiere in
cast will include three members of Hicks in the supporting cast.
Erie Wilmington, Harrisburg and Clevethe recently completed "Broadway Kenton is directing, while Gene land. Included in the campaign are
Melody of 1936" cast, Una Merkel, Towne and Graham Baker are re- papier mache top hats all bearing
stickers "Here Comes the Band"
Sid Silvers and Buddy Ebsen.
sponsible for the story.
worn by the boys selling ice cream

NEWS

of the

DAY

at the National Air races. Also each
one of the 30 bands participating
in the national letter carriers' convention will be preceded by a pos-

telegraph boy bearing a banner
with the message, "Here Comes the
tal

—

seating capacity, more than double
that of any other Denton theater.

Toronto
The Capitol has
Band".
opened after extensive improvesound John Campbell is manager.
newest
ments,
including
"Peasants" Starting 2nd Week
equipment, redecoration and installa"Peasants," the companion film to tion of new arm-rest seats.
Birmingham
Randy Sauls, or"Chapayev" and "The Youth of
ganist at the Alabama, has been
Maxim," begins its second week toScranton
Two first-run houses transferred to the Tennessee at
day at the Cameo.
ABOUT
opened here for the season last Knoxville.
week. The Capitol reopened Friday
with a stage and screen policy and
Dallas City officials and repreCartoons to Plug Mickey
the State opened Saturday with all- sentatives of the two State colUnder a tieup effected by United
screen programs.
leges
in
Denton, Dallas theater
Artists
and King Features Syndicate,
heads and representatives of the
114 newspapers in the United States
and Canada will celebrate the seventh
Decatur, Ala.
G. P. Bonniza, major film companies with headanniversary of Mickey Mouse by devotmanager of the Princess, and Wal- quarters in Dallas were on hand for
ing a special comic strip exclusively
300 features are
ter Harmon, manager of the Ritz the formal opening program of The
to the Walt Disney birthday observance
for the new season.
on Sept. 28.
at Athens, have returned from a Texas, new theater in Denton, recently. The Texas has nearly 1,000
vacation through the East.
Productions, Inc.

1)

union to call a strike. Members of
the committee beside Basson are:
Frank J. Ruddock, vice president,
Harry Storin, Charles Thide, Alexander Polin and Bert Popkin. The
committee will go to Washington
as soon as a meeting with Browne
is arranged.

re-

—

—

—

FACTS

FILMS

—

planned

in

Russia

<7o
\Z/ oday
the world premiere of the

most eagerly awaited

place at the Rivoli Theatre,

so enchanting in

as

its

N.Y.

It is

film success of the

new season

a love story so heart-stirring in

elusive beauty that

its

will take

emotional power,

seems destined to win screen immortality

it

one of the ten best pictures of the year! Samuel Goldwyns

achievement

finest

.

.

.

FREDRIC MARCH

MERLE OBERON

HERBERT MARSHALL
WL

^ /^

0\

THE

F^

'Tf
=m

^
From

the play

vy/}
by Guy Bolton Directed by

SIDNEY FRANKLIN

creator of "Smilin'

Released thru

Thru" and "The

>

%jj)

Barretts of

Wimpole Street"
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"Top Hat" Is Holding Over In 14 Key

City

SKOURASJOINING ALL- DUAL MOVE

JEW

Goldwyn Sees Producers
London
.

.

Finding Talent

Have Exhausted

Studios

Korda Buys Into U. A.

—

toward

prosperity

with

a

swinging

—•—
we

crossed the Irish Channel by
the sea was as calm as Nick
Schenck at a directors' meeting. From the
train straight to the polished Savoy and
even before we could get rid of our sea
legs directly into the whirl of London.
Lunch at the Savoy grill with Arthur Dent,

As

A cockErnest Fredman and Lou Nizer.
tail with Bob Rirchey and a chat with Phil
Reisman. Tea with N. L. Nathanson, who
sailing home
is doing big things here and
tomorrow, and a run to the front gate to
meet Jimmy Walker, who drove in from
Dorking, down Surrey way, to say "hello."
He is smiling and looks great. It's like
old

times.

—•—

I

I

corresponding week last year. RKO
is enjoying the best week's business
(Continued on Page 11)

Talk to

On

(Continued on Page 8)

Stockholders Will Vote
On Col. Stock Increase
The

IATSE Head

Lifting Strike

J

Ban

Headed by President Joseph D.
Basson, a Local 306 committee conyesterday in Washington
ferred
with George E. Browne, president
of the I.A.T.S.E., in an effort to obtain revocal of the I. A. order pro-

directors of Columbia having

voted in favor of a 50 percent stock
dividend, to the stockholders will be
asked at the company's annual meeting on Sept. 18 to authorize issuance of from 300,000 to 1,000,000
shares of new common stock to make
possible payment of the dividend.
Stockholders will also be asked to
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

The weather, as usual is foggy. It takes
twice as long to sight-see in London as
it
does in any other city, because, due to
these fogs, one can only see one side of
Five dollars in Lonthe street at a time.
don is called by several names, to wit,
pound, quid and guinea. Why they favor

don't know.
in money matters
The Englishman has the reputation of being the best dressed man in the world.

the Italians

|

National theater circuits report
business during the current Labor
Day week much improved over the

Gordon White, director of
and advertising of Educational, was elected president of the A.
M. P. A. by its board of directors
at a meeting yesterday at Jack
Dempsey's restaurant. He succeeds
Bruce Gallup, Columbia advertising
and publicity head, who resigned

I

not necessary for an American to have
Simply buy
his clothes tailored in London.
a suit three sizes too large, never have it
pressed and the effect will be exactly the
same.
It is

—•—

night in the first row at the Palthe foremost vaudeville house of
the world.
What the Palace was in the
Nowhere
old days the Palladium is today.
Last

ladium,

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 8)

licity

I

moonlight

Set to Adopt
Spreading Policy

AS GALLUP RESIGNS

UP,

MAJOR CIRCUITS SAY

ATTY.-GENERAL LAUDS
FILMS' CRIME ANGLES

—

London (By Cable) Change in
the Hollywood treatment of crime
subjects was applauded yesterday by
Homer S. Cummings, U. S. Attorney-General, while visiting Scotland
Yard.
Said Cummings:
"These pictures formerly idealized
(Continued on Page 11)

Wonders Named Warner
Theater District Head

9
'Top Hat Smashes All Records
In First Week At Music Hall

Jules Michaels Retires
From Exhibition Field

—

Buffalo For the first time in
more than 20 years, Jules H. Michael, chairman of the Western New
York MPTO, is out of exhibition.
He retured from operation of the
Regent this week after 18 years
there, preceding which he managed
the

Academy

for

several

years.

Michael said he planned to devote
his time to organization work for
the

MPTO

and to the Buffalo Bet-

(Continued on Page 8)

140 Theaters

Now

WHITE HEADS AMPAS

grace

WEEK'SMOSSES

Lots

A third major circuit goes allduals in the New York metropolitan
area soon when Skouras Theaters
follow both Loew's and RKO, which
adopt the policy in all of their
houses this week-end. Switch in policy on the part of Skouras adds 26
theaters to the total as the circuit
already has a similar number of theaters currently double featuring.
While other New York indepenpub- dent circuits are considei'ing the

steps

of confidence.
The streets are crowded
during the day with shoppers, the hotels are
overflowing, and at night the theaters,
restaurants and clubs do a- bang-up business, with everyone in tails and topper.

Total of

FILM DAILY
— THE
Alexander Korda has

joining
bought
into
United
Artists,
Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin, Douglas
Fairbanks and Samuel Goldwyn in
ownership of the corporation, it was
officially
announced here yesterday.

Declaring that producer rush for
talent in the direction of choruses,
night clubs and the theater is over,
^" foot on this tight little isle without
Samuel Goldwyn yesterday said that
being
impressed
with
the they are now arriving at the conimmediately
sturdiness and stability of the British Emclusion that their best bet for talent
pire and its peoples.
London is probably is afforded by their own lots.
the most cosmopolitan city in the world,
"Sub-featured players, bit playand
sophistiis
thoroughly
grown-up
ers and the occasional extra are the
cated and keeps going on its merry way
(Continued on Page 8)
By JACK ALICOATE
ONDON, ENGLAND— One never
;

I

Angeles

Los

YORK

On Own

West Coast Bur.,

Other Sources, Says
Veteran Exec.

the Merry Whirl

IN

Houses

MEHRTENS
By GEORGE
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington -Guy Wonders, production manager for the Earl Theater, has been made Warner disin MaryWhile "Top Hat" smashed every trict manager of theaters
(Contitiucd on Page 8)
existing attendance and receipts
record at the Music Hall, where it
stated to have grossed $134,800
its initial week, theaters in 14
cities are holding over pre-release
engagements. In establishing a new
record at the 6,200-seat Radio City
production exdeluxer, the
ceeded nearly $25,000 the previous
high made by "The Little Minister,"
starring Katharine Hepburn, during

II'.

—

is

"Gay Deception" Screened

in

RKO

last

New

Daily

Year's week.
attendance at

A vastly entertaining romantic comedy about an incognito prince in New
York was screened by Fox last night
at the Waldorf-Astoria, which affords
much of the background of this Jesse
Francis Lederer
Lasky production.
L.
and Frances Dee are outstanding in
roles.
leading
the
altogether charming
in

the

(Continued on Page 11)

Music

action.

box office.

It's

The
as

well

picture
as

is

speedy

aimed directly at the

THE

j^X

DAILV

ca

Lond on
the Merry Whirl

.
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Friday, Sept.

Anti-"Bank Night" Move
Against 7 Iowa Houses
Des Moines — A petition to reDes Moines theaters from
operating "bank night" has been
placed before Polk County District
Court by Assistant County Attorney
Al Adams. Action was filed against

Coming and Going

strain five

Vol. 68, No. 57

Fri..

{Continued from Page 1)
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a tougher one if they don't
Gracie Fields was the headliner, and as usual, knocked 'em for a row
of white tents.
About half the acts are
American and the old advertising slides are
They
still doing their duty at intermission.
tell us the big house never has a vacant
It sort of makes one reminiscent and
seat.
longing for those good old Sunday nights
at the Palace.

want you.

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Abuzz

with activity,
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne. the RKO studios now have five feaFriedrichstrasse. 225. Paris — P. A. Harle. La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour- tures in production and seven more
des-Noues, 19.
set for the cameras.
Scheduled for
September shooting are: "Seven
Keys to Baldpate," "Follow the
Fleet,"
"Mother Lode," "Bunker
Bean," "Husk," "It Happened in
Hollvwood" and "Two O'Clock Cour-

—

FINANCIAL

age."

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Low

High

Am. Seat
Columbia

Picts.

Con. Fm.

Ind.

vtc.

pfd.

.

Kodak

East.

Loew's,

12%

11%

12%

73

71

71

17

1634

1634
149'/4
427/8

-f-

105V2 105V2

+

42%

43%
105'/2

do pfd

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd

+

—
—
—

149 4 149

Inc

Chg.

Close

\0V4

10%

10%

+

pfd.

92l/2

91 Va

92

+

pfd.

12Vg

34

12

1 1

1
1

—

Detroit Agreement on a new con1/
A tract between the operators' local
V4 and local houses has been tentatively
34 reached,
with the present scale,
Vi
ranging from $60.28 for the smallest
1/4
houses to $85 for larger houses, be3
A ing continued. Closings at 11:30 p.
m. are provided under the new deal.

Pathc Film

634

6V2

6V2

—

RKO

3i'

3%

3'/2

+

38

+

l/

2

Univ.

34

pfd.

Pict.

Warner Bros
do

34

634

4434

pfd

6 14

43

34

V8

4

6% +

Vi

+

Vi

+

l/

431/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Th.

6s40

Eq.

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Par.

Picts.

RKO

6s55

6s41

Warner's 6s39

ctfs.

15'/2

15V2

15%
15%

95
58

95
58

95y2

+

Vi

58

4-

Vi

791/4

81 Vi

+

2Vi

15'

81

2

2

%

4

15%

Trans-Lux

20%

19%

27/8

234

20

— %

234

Old Para. Issues Suspended
The New York Stock Exchange
yesterday suspended from dealings
two old Paramount bond issues
Paramount-Publix 20-year 5 /2 s 1950
and certificates of deposit, and Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corp. 20 year
6s 1947 and certificates of deposit.
l

Starts Third Week at Roxy
"Diamond Jim," today begins
third week at the Roxy.

its

ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT

Illustrated Literature

Lease

New

Ala.

House

into
n 20-year lease for a house to be
built at Tuscaloosa, Ala. by the city
of Tuscaloosa.
Alabama Theaters
will operate the house.

Premiere at the 86th St. Casino
Starting its new season today,
the 86th Street Casino will present
for the first time in the United
States, the German comedy, "Bashful Felix," with Ursula Grabley,
Faul Heidemann, Oscar Sima and
Rudolf Platte.

on request. •

Motipn Picture Camera Supply,

Inc.

723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

Radio Directors Meet
The board of directors of RKO
Radio Pictures met yesterday.
J.
R. McDonough, president of RKO,
arrived from Hollywood for the
meeting.

NATHANSON

L.

Maley, Assistant Attorney General,

picture

instructed all County Agents to start
action against "bank night" plans
in the State.

within
Europe

Harold D. Barnes and Richard M.
managers of Capital and

Rialto theaters, respectively, in ClinIowa, have been brought into
Clinton
Municipal
Court,
both
charged with operating a lottery in
connection with "bank night." Both
pleaded not guilty, posting bonds.
The two theaters are members of
the Central States circuit.
ton,

MABEL
Florida

has

returned

to

this

London.

PARKHOUSE

Saturday

sails

for

a

cruise.

CHARLES (BUDDY) ROGERS
late

week en route

this

for

leaves the Coast
England to make a

to

GB.

EDWARD

G.

ROBINSON
for New

leaves

few days

a

for

York,

Hollywood
en route to

vacation.

a

H. S. EVERETT, Manila film man, who has
arrived at the Coast from New York, leaves
shortly for home.

HENRY has
New York.
JULIUS COHEN has
LOUISE

back

planed

The

to

Coast from
from

Schroon

CLIFFORD
York

BROOKE

after

brook,

returned

to

New

York

to
at

New

Lake.

has

returned
stock

summer

directing

Say-

Conn.

ROBERT WILBY, who

New

in

is

York, leaves

today on his return to Charlotte.

Merging Detroit Exchanges
Harry H. Thomas, president of
First Division Exchanges, is making a swing around the company's
exchanges and will be in Cleveland
today.
He returns next week.
Excellent Pictures of Detroit will
merge with the First Division exchange there, with the amalgamated
exchanges to bear the First Division name and be operated under
supervision of First Division.

Hearing Date Not Set
date so far has been set for
a hearing on actions brought by the
New York City tax department
against United Artists and Universal in an effort to collect the
city's sales tax on film rentals, it
was learned yesterday, following a
meeting of major company attorneys

No

a1

the

Hays

office

Wednesday.

Leo Carrillo Holding Over
City Leo Carrillo, who

Atlantic

LEO CARRILLO
day from

Atlantic

MERLE OBERON
row
the

to

JOHN
New

visit

returns

to

E.

arrives

ABBOTT

and

York
the

New

to

York

Mon-

City.
in

from the Coast and
Aquitania to England.
yesterday
Coast.

HARRY THOMAS, who

New York tomorimmediately takes

IRIS BARRY returned
after a six weeks'

is

returns to New York next
First Division exchanges.

in

Cleveland today,

week

after visiting

Representing Jap Company
The Towa Shoji G.K. Co., one of
the leading film distributors of Japan, has appointed J. D. Trop its
American representative.
Nagamasa Kawakita, who sailed for Japan yesterday, stated that his company is at present distributing all
of the Gaumont British product. It
had formerly also handled 30 of
the best German features each year,
but it is planned to replace this
source of product instead by using
features from America.

—

playing the Steel Pier, is being
held over until Monday, when he
returns to New York after several
weeks on the road.
is

"Alice Adams" at Palace
"Alice Adams" opened at
RKO Palace last night.

Hal

Monday to address members of the
New Haven Advertising Club on
"Humor in Advertising" and to reexperiences in motion picand in publishing the new
"Mickey Mouse Magazine."

late

the

Home to Address Club
Home goes to New Haven

his

tures

COMPLETEINDISPENSABLE
The 1935

FILM YEAR BOOK
FREE

RKO

N.

Japanese distribuJapan from New York.

route to

continent from

Franchise Department Moves
For the third time in six months,

Seventh Ave.

Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines

1

records for the first week of its run,
beating the receipts even of "Chapayev," which formerly held the
house record.

the franchise department of Columbia has moved to new and larger
quarters, on the seventh floor, 729
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ALL MODELS

"Peasants" Breaks Cameo Record
The Cameo announces that "Peasants," Amkino's newest Soviet release in America, has broken all

Famous Theaters has entered

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

Operators in Detroit
Set On New Agreement

en

is

the Tri State Theaters. A. H. Blank,
president, stated the five houses
would discontinue operation until an
official ruling by the court on "bank
night" methods used here.
Walter

Phillips,

Seven Features Set
For RKO Production

NAGAMASA KAWAKITA,
tor,
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FILM DAILY SERVICE.

nith a year's subscription to the
ttnd
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1650 Broadway
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PHOTO-REVIEW

'DREAM' GETS HIGHEST
HONOR ever to be given by famed

LATEST 100% DEAL brings RKO
Theatres into Warner fold for
national circuit
E

first

runs.

Thompson (above),

RKO

chain,

Major

Magazine' Photo shows
Major Albert Warner with special
'Parents'

L.

president of

medal awarded

'more than jubilant

is

over agreement, which

engagements of

Marion

to

'Midsummer

with

Night's Dream' as 'most outstand-

Davies'

ing picture for family audiences.'*

starts

record-breaking 'Page Miss Glory'.t

THE SPOTLIGHT SHINES on ace

AUTO

'YOU

Frisco Kid'

partner,

SEE

OUR

Cagney and

megaphonist Mervyn LeRoy, named

SET',

his starring

Margaret Lindsay,

tell

this

tinguished visitor Edsel Ford. Auto

magnate was
filming

'thrilled'

scale of

by gigantic
'Captain

'Kid',

Blood "other new Warner specials.
,

week

to

direct

spectacul-ar

'Anthony Adverse' production.

dis-

EAST

SIDE,

WEST

SIDE,

all

around

New

York go these Journal

trucks,

plugging 'Special Agent', newest Cosmopolitan-Warner release. Fictionization,

*A Warner

appearing

Bros. Picture

°A

in

15 leading papers,

First

National Picture

is

fA

first

step

in

huge national promotion.

Cosmopolitan Production

Vitagraph,

He'll

78 speaking roles
immediately upon wind-up of current
Found Stella Parrish', starring
Kay Francis (below), Sybil Jason.*

assist in casting of

Inc., Distributors
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SAYS PRODUCERS FIND

OWN

TALENT ON
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(Continued from Page

great film faces of the future," he
asserted.
"The stage," said Goldwyn, "was
a real mine of talent. But no mine
After giving us
can last forever.
such sterling performers as Miriam

Hopkins, Charles Laughton, Helen
Hayes, Katharine Hepburn, Margaret Sullavan and others, it could
not be expected to go on."
The other fields, too, explained
the producer, contributed an occasional screen figure but the trick
of turning a fan dancer, a freestyle champion or a triple-threat
halfback into a presentable camera
personality happens too seldom to
make these sources of supply as dependable as it was hoped they might

—

T

T
•

•

•

LOOKS

IT

T

an all-time record for consecutive
breaks in a big metropolitan newspaper
referring to the
free space that RKO Radio's "Top Hat" garnered in the columns
of the "Daily News" from August 25th and every day thereafter
to Sept. 2
and when you stop to reflect that the "News"
tops all metropolitan papers in point of circulation
that
free space means something
like

T
• •
Moon

•

T

T

THE OCCASION

for the blurbs was the Harvest
at Madison Square Garden
with Fred Astaire featured in all the stories and
photographs
which lied up directly of course with the
premiere of the Astaire-Rogers "Top Hat" at the Music Hall.
Ball that the

"News" sponsored

T

T

be.

•

White Heads Ampas
As Gallup Resigns
(Continued from Page 1)

owing

to the pressure of his duties
at the film company.

Edward

McNamee

vice-president,

was

elected

succeeding

White.

Charles Leonard becomes secretary,
occupying the post vacated by Mc-

Namee.
The first

fall

meeting

will

take

•

•

THE AFFAIR

Stockholders Will Vote
On Col. Stock Increase
(Continued from Page 1)

approve an offering of 75,000 shares
of new $2.75 convertible preferred
stock for the purpose of retiring
outstanding $3 preferred stock and
to provide additional working capital.

The

offering of the preferred stock
will probably not be made until mid-

October.

Jules Michael Retires

Exhibition Field

(Continued from Page 1)

now working out
a plan for linking films and schools.
Mieczlaw Konczikowski, who operates the Marlow and the Senate
Theaters, community houses, has assumed the same role at the Regent.

ter Films Council,

was

hooked in with the
with Fred Astaire greeting the winMusic Hall showing
ners of the dance contest at the Music Hall
among the
highlights of the "News" build-up for almost two weeks of
consecutive daily breaks were these litems
a four-star review of the picture
a big blurb in Skolsky's column
a roto ad
a double-page spread of "The Piccolino," the
new dance featured by Rogers-Astaire in "Top Hat," this being
a graphic and intriguing presentation of the delightful dancing
couple in 12 movements of the dance that will enable any dance
enthusiast to pick up the new terpsichore fad
all of which
clever publicity was negotiated by Barret McCormick's onskillfully

their-toes dep't.

T

place Sept. 12 at Dempsey's.

From

JOINING

ALL-DUAL MOVE

N. Y.

DALY

IS

6,1935

T

•
• • BUT THE biggest break of all in our opinion
was the leading editorial in last Saturday's issue of the "News"
in which the editor stated that he only gave a pix rave
and for this year it was "Top Hat"
about once a year
he listed it as the latest addition to his list of All-Time
All-American Pictures
and named it as one of the Eleven
Ail-Time Best Pictures since "The Birth of A Nation"
which is Some Praise

T

T

• • • OUR REASON for
way of a respectful genuflection

all this

dissertation

in the direction of

is

by

Ned Depinet
who many

President of RKO Distributing Corp.
weeks before the print of "Top Hat" had arrived from Hollyasked us to step over to his office for an Exclusive
wood
and for the better part of an hour Mister
News Story
Depinet told us why "Top Hat" was going to be one of the
and
btiggest money-makers the industry has ever known
we are here to state that he absolutely called the turn
predicting practically everything that "Top Hat" has done
you UNDERESTIMATED
Ned, you only made one mistake
what it has done
and do you rewhat it would do
member how you almost apologized to us for possible Overstatement?

T
BIG NEWS
Moray, sales manager

T

T

Sports World
Norman
of Warners' Vitaphone shorts, won
the croquet championship at the Shoreham Club at Old GreenNorman had a terrific uphill battle
wich last Saturday
with the old gentlemen who were his opponents

•

•

•

in the

T

1)

move, total of 140 theaters are now
definitely set to change over during
the next few days. Of these, RKO
contributes 43 and Loew about 68.
The Randforce circuit, which is generally on the policy, now plans to
use duals in the Stadium, Savoy and

Embassy.

Talk to

On

lATSE Head

Lifting Strike

Ban

(Continued from Page 1)
hibiting Local 306 from calling a
strike in New York City. Revocation of the strike ban is sought preparatory to an expected showdown
tonight on the circuit's intention of
paying operators on the basis of a
$1.60 basic wage scale, whereas the
union maintains that it expects the
old scale of $2.12 an hour to continue until an agreement is worked

out.

The

circuit position is that they

have gone along for three weeks
paying the operators $2.12 an hour
despite the tacit understanding that
there

which

to be a reduction in scale
will be retroactive to the

is

start of negotiations. Now the circuits maintain, the union should be
willing to give them as much of a
break and take a $1.60 an hour basic
scale with the understanding that
this will be retroactive.

Wonders Named Warner
Theater District Head
(Continued from Page 1)

land,

West Virginia and Pennsyl-

vania including houses in Baltimore,
Hagerstown,
Frederick,
Martinsburg and Waynesboro, according to

announcement by John J. Payette,
general zone manager, here yesterday.

Harry E. Lohmeyer, associated
with Warner Brothers since 1917,
and who has been manager of Earl,
has been appointed district manager
of theaters in city of Washington.
His position as manager of Earl will
be filled by Charles R. Grimes. Nat
Glasser, formerly Washington district manager, will supervise theaters in Virginia. The Colony will
be placed under direction of Fred J.
Thomas, now at York, and Arthur
Kilbur, now at the Home, will be

transferred to York.

T

• • • THAT IS certainly a fine native specimen which
Frank Buck shows in his photo in the N. Y. "Times," proving
that Frank certainly knows how to bring 'em back alive
The Capitol theater publicity noted that Irving Berlin was
among the week-end guests at the theater and Mister Berlin
okay, we fell for
has been in Hollywood the past 3 weeks
it
The original stage cast of "Page Miss Glory" will see
the film version at the Strand tonite
The William Morris
office has booked Tamara over WABC on Sept. 14
Everett

—

AS SEEN IY
THE PRESS

AGENT

Marshall, co-starred with Dolores Del Rio in Warners' "I Live
Rowland V. Lee
Donald

Otto Kruger
Dorothy Gulliver

Keith

Ruth

R.

Wiener

for Love," will sing several of the song
on the Lucky Strike hour

m

**

«

»

numbers Saturday

nite

Harold

Lloyd

raises

every

flower that can be grown

» »

in

kind

of

California.
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"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
Vf ERVYN LeROY will direct

HOLLYWOOD

Erich Wolfgang Korngold, who arranged Felix Mendelssohn's "Dream"
Max Reinhardt's producthony Adverse," for Warner music for
"Anthony Adverse" will tion of the Shakespeare fantasyBrothers.
comedy, will arrange Beethoven's
go into the preparatory stages of
most famous and beautiful composiproduction as soon as LeRoy has
symphony orchestra of
completed his directorial joh on "I tions for a
125 pieces, according to present
Found Stella Parrish."

"An-

James Cruze has been chosen

"LOTS'
to

Universal's "Sutter's Gold"
based on the novel by Blaise Cendrars and adapted to the screen by

direct

Gene Fowler.
T

Dickie Moore has been signed by
First National to appear in "Enemy
of Man."

L. E. DeFrancesco is being congratulated on his musical arrangement for "Here's to Romance." Reg-

inald LeBorg ditto for his work as
technical advisor on the opera se-

quence.

Warners will produce "Life of
Beethoven," based on the career of
the celebrated German composer.

T

Carle Laemmle has purchased an
original "Tomorrow Will be a BetWilliam Dieterle, who assist- ter Day" from William Thiele and
ed Reinhardl in the direction of "A Edmund L. Hartman and will give
Midsummer Night's Dream," will di- one of the authors, Thiele, an opporrect "Life of Beethoven."
tunity to direct it. Houston Branch
is now at work on the adaptation of
the story and Paul Kohner will act
RKO has just signed Tony Mar- as associate producer.
T
tin, west coast radio singer who has
Mrs. Patrick Campbell has been
been heard from a San Francisco
engaged by Columbia for a role in
station.
"Crime and Punishment," which is
now in production under the direcGinger Rogers' first solo starring (on of Josef von Sternberg. Edward
and Peter Lorre will be seen
picture for RKO Radio has been Arnold
in the male leads, while Tala Birell,
The
finally titled "Public Property."
Marian Marsh, Robert Allen and
film, with George Brent in the lead- Douglas Dumbrille have been cast
ing male role, is now in production for important parts.
T
V
under the direction of William A.
Frank Fay, well remembered as a
The
Seiter, director of "Roberta."
master of ceremonies in the days
story, written by Samuel Hopkins

Omaha

Bits
Chapman was
a dinner Labor Day by

Adams, was

originally

called

"In

Person."

J.

(Hy)

v

A

T

T

days of work has
been provided Hollywood motion picture extras during the first three
weeks of production on First Natotal of 7,000

"Frisco

tional's

Kid,"

starring

James Cagney. A total of 11,000
days of work for extras will have
been provided by the time "Frisco
Kid"

has been completed, according to Jack Sullivan, the assistant
directol in charge of that department of the film's production.
T

T

Carl

T

Laemmle has engaged

Julian

Columbus Clips

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh
Joe Skirball, First
"China Seas" recently established
a new box office record for the first Division head here who was recently
seven days of its run at Loew's injured in an auto accident that
Ohio.
The former record was held claimed the life of his mother, is
back on the job.
by "Tugboat Annie".
The Eastman Kodak Co. here is
P. J. Wood, business manager of
the Independent Theater Owners of doing a brisk business renting out
Ohio, and Senator Paul Yoder of silents of some 20 years ago to beer
Dayton, democratic leader of the gardens and cafes.
Ohio Senate, have returned from a
The Warner office here is tossing
two weeks' vacation which they a cocktail and dinner party Friday
spent in northern Michigan.
Virgil A. Jackson and John A.
Murphy, operators of the Uptown,
have organized a new company to be
known as the Central States Amusement, Inc., which will establish operations in all fields of amusement
and entertainment. The partnership
will continue to direct the Uptown
under the new corporation while
the Piccadilly and Wilmar theaters
managed by Jackson will not be involved in the new set-up.

afternoon at the New Commodore
in honor of the "Hollywood on Parade" show which opens at the StanNewspaper publishley that day.
ers, editors and critics have been invited, with guests of honor to be

Joan Marsh, Toby Wing, Sammy
Cohen and Rosco Ates. Joe Feldman and Donn Wermuth are in
charge of the affair.
Dewey Alter, former representative for DeForrest Sound here, has
joined

Screen

Atlantic

Service

as

The new R. K. O. Grand will show engineer. Same firm also signed
the Paramount picture "Annapolis Jerry Hatzel and Roy Browning, arFarewell" at the formal opening of
the theater Sept. 20.
An actual wedding, promoted by
local

merchants, was solemnized on

the stage of the Holland recently.

tists.

G. J. Marfleet and Bill Meinhardt,
Vitaphone cameramen, have gone to
Cleveland to shoot their next New-

man

oddity reel.

Ben Brown,

San Antonio Notes

Byars was recently apSchooner Operating Two
The new RKO Downtown Theater pointed newsreel cameraman for
Aurora, Neb. James Schoonover, held a trade preview two days prior Universal in this territory.
Mesdames Clyde Balslev and Paul
who operates two theaters here, has to the opening Sunday under new
Mantze have returned to Hollywood.
been named acting mayor of Aurora. Detroit manager, Clem Pope.
Arthur Seeris: and Robert Moses
H. M. Richey, general manager of
Allied Theaters of Michigan, appeal- of Good-All Theater Supply Co.,
ed for the continuation of indepen- here, were in Devine recently installAstaire on Air Again
dent distributors this week in a bul- ing sound equipment in one of the
Fred Astaire has been re-signed for
halls there.
letin to members.
the "Hit Parade" hour on Saturday eveThe amateur craze has hit three
Cooperative Theaters of Michigan
nings at 8 o'clock EDST, and will resume his broadcasts with Lenny Hayhave added three houses of the Ko- theaters, the Texas, Plaza, and
ton's orchestra Sept. 21.
mer Brothers Circuit. Thev are the Strand. Others are expected to follow soon.
Redford, Royal Oak, and Whittier.

—

T

Production on "Broadway Hostess," in which Winifred Shaw has
the title role and Lyle Talbot and
Phil Regan are her leading men, is
scheduled to be completed at the
First National studios by the end
of next week.

Josephson to write a screen story
when vaudeville was Vodvil, is the for Edgar A. Guest's initial Universlatest addition to the cast of "Stars al feature which tentatively bears
Over Broadway," which is now in the title of "Home."

Detroit Items

honThe old Bell Opera House at Bennear- ton Harbor, not listed as an active
ored at
ly 100 members of the local motion theater for several years, is being
Chapman assumes readied for occupancy by Dave Silpicture colony.
charge of the Minneapolis Colum- merman, Ohio showman. House is
bia office next week. Last week the being thoroughly redecorated and reColumbia office force feted him at a conditioned.
party.
The Majestic, operated by Jacob
Mrs. Ray Brown of Harlan, la., is Schreiber, was stench-bombed rea weekly visitor to local film row, cently. There was an audience of
booking pictures for the Harlan the- about fifty in the house at the time.
ater in the absence of her husband
Detroit Variety Club held a record
who has been ill for several months. breaking golf tournament recently
Brown expects to make his first call at Franklin Hills Country Club,
on the exchanges in October.
with Max Smitt chairman of the
Dorothy Baker, cashier at the committee.
Brandeis, is engaged to Phil SwishThe perennial Cohen-Schreiber
er, now starring in the musical profeud reached the State Supreme
duction, "Anything Goes," playing
Court this week, with preliminary
in Hollywood.
denial of a motion to dismiss a CirMajor Bowes, amateur unit goes
cuit Court injunction against Schreiinto the Orpheum Oct. 11.
ber's Colonial Theater. As the case
Charlie Schlaifer and wife Evelyn,
now stands, Schreiber is prevented
have left by motor for a two weeks'
from giving away money at his thevacation in New York.
ater.
The Uptown, a suburban, feaThe Montauk at Hudson, Mich.,
tured the first giveaway besides the
co-operative car giveaway indulged operated by Ezra Dodge, for twenin monthly, by giving five-cent candy ty-six years, has closed.
bars to kids Sunday. The Joyo at
Roy Hansen has sold the Gem at
Havelock, Neb., featured the first re- Colon, Mich., to Conrad Meyers of
ported two-for-one last week when St. Joseph.
ad copy in the Lincoln papers carRCA Photophone, under Jack
ried the familiar line: "This ad and Waugh, local representative, held a
15c admits two tonight."
demonstration at the Detroit Leland
Hotel Friday.

H.

T

T
T

plan.

Donald Meek and Hobart Cavanaugh, veteran character actors,
have been cast for "Captain Blood."

production at the Warner Bros.
studios with an all-star cast headed
by Pat O'Brien, James Melton, Jane
Froman and Jean Muir.

Taylor

chief projectionist at

Warners, is back from his vacation.
East Liberty and Mt. Oliver
houses are starting a series of weekly amateur nights Sept. 10, with
winners to be rewarded a trip to
New York and an appearance on
Ray Perkins' program.

Extend Syracuse Deal
Paramount through Famous Theaters
has extended for one year its deal
under which RKO operates Keith's at
Syracuse.
New arrangement becomes
effective

Sept.

1.
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW SHORT SUBJECTS
"Night Life"
(Headliner Comedy)

RKO

starts to order granny to cook a
"Land of the Eagle"
meal for him, and throws the little
(World On Parade)
boy into the cake can. Then ScotRKO
Radio
Diverting
11 mins.
tie returns and succeeds in raising
Very Good
This offers agreeable diversion in such a riot that the tramp villain
the person of Johnny Green, well- is glad to escape.
So Scottie finds
Beautiful and unusual scenes in
known composer, and his orchestra, a warm welcome from grannie. This Guatemala, skillfully presented and
aided and abetted by a hillbilly trio, one will click big with the kids.
with a very entertaining narrative
Marjory Logan and Jimmie Farrel,
delivered by Alois Havrilla.
The
singers, and McHale, a good tap
gorgeous church buildings of Guatedancer.
Major Bowes'
mala City are shown, also the clay
pottery craft and the weaving skill
Amateur
Theater
of
the
Air
No. 1
Radio Ramblers in
of the natives prove most interestRKO Radio
18 mins. ing. A very superior travel picture

"Johnny Green and Orchestra"

Vitaphone

9 mins.

21 mine.
Splendid
This is far more than a comedy.
It is one of the cleverest delineations of typical characters of everyday life that everybody knows. Done
with skillful artistry and masterly
technique. It is in fact one of the
very best shorts of contemporary
life ever to come out of Hollywood.
It portrays a modest night club,
"Nutville"
with an assortment of various types Warner Bros.
9 mins.
of patrons. It is a sort of "Grand
Very
Entertaining
highlighting
miniature,
Hotel" in
The three Radio Ramblers arrive
the different individuals and making
in a town where the sane people
every one of them a clear-cut cameo
are put in an asylum until they beof some human that we have all met
come insane. This offers the three
at some time in our lives. There is
members of the team just the setthe Doctor and his wife who can't
ting for their excellent and amusing
decide what food she wants to eat.
imitations of such personages as
The Drunk guest who wants the orKate Smith, the Marx Bros., Joe
chestra to play "Mother Machree."
Morton Downey and others.
A Timid Young Man. The Good Penner,
This is swell entertainment, sure to
the
and
Natured Guest. The Boy
please anywhere.
Girl with a tragedy confronting
them. The Stingy Guy who brings
"Romance of the West"
his own liquor. Every characterization is spotted in with quick jumps with Henry Armetta, Phil Regan,
back and forth to the various tables,
Dorothy Dare and Mary Treen
and even down to the kitchen where
Vitaphone
20 mins.
the chef is all excited as his wife is
Good
about to present him with an offProduced in Technicolor, this subspring. And the oyster opener who
has been looking for a pearl for 20 ject offers a blend of humor, novelyears and finds it when a waiter ty, color and song that is very niceplays a practical joke on him. There ly put together and makes for solid
are plenty of features that haven't entertainment. A plane comes down
half the meat that this short posses- in mountainous country and ArmetHe runs
It's boiled-down cinema, with ta goes to summon help.
ses.
every frame registering entertain- into a cowboy who transports all
ment. Producer is Lee Marcus. Di- the passengers to a ranch to wait
This
rected cunningly by Alf Goulding. until the plane is repaired.
The story is by Joseph Fields and gives the opportunity for various
Ben Holmes, and these boys can songs and dances. A bit of romance
Then there
write screen. A pleasure to review. is nicely interwoven.
are some attractive views as backIt's a Headliner in any theater.
ground for a song by Phil Regan.

Radio

—

Morton Downey
"Dublin

Vitaphone

in

in

The Easy Aces in
OP London"

Brass"
20 mins.

Excellent Entertainment
Humor, novelty, romance and
Morton Downey singing at top form
make this splendid diversion. Downey is shown in Ireland taking a
course in becoming a cop. Arriving
in New York City on St. Patrick's
Day he fails to locate an Irish cop

"Jolly

RKO

Radio

11 mins.

Weak

Points of historic and contemporary interest in London are covered
with the camera, as the Easy Aces
are seen at the opening watching
the short and carrying on the conversation which becomes the dialogue of the picture. The dialogue
at first, then winds up in a police itself is trite, unfunny, and no credit
fellow
counfinds
where
he
station
a
or whoever wrote
to the Easy Aces
tryman who sets him straight. There it. The scenes of London are inare two first-rate song and dance teresting and well photographed
The subject but the attempts at witty cracks on
routines in this one.
moves speedily and is high-geared the various scenes only serve to deentertainment.
tract from otherwise interesting motion picture.
They've got to write
witty dialogue to get by in these
Edgar Bergen in
travel pix, and there are few Lew
"All-American Drawback"
Lehrs who can turn the trick.
10 mins.
Vitaphone
Pleasing Novelty
"Scottie Finds A Home"
This is a subject built up around
(Rainbow Parade Color Cartoon)
a ventriloquist's dummy, who is the RKO Radio
8 mins.
star of the football team but backVery Good
ward in his studies and therefore
Very clever color cartoon, with a
facing removal from the team. The little boy cat in his grandma's home
lines
and business are smartly wishing he had a doggie for a playworked out and have considerable mate.
He discovers a Scotch terhumor. Several femmes add inter- rier, but grandma throws it out.
est to the proceedings.
Then a tramp invades the home and

—

—

A

Natural

that

is

different.

A

delightful number, with Major
Bowes as master of ceremonies presenting a variety of young amateur
talent of all descriptions.
There
are the Cogan Hill Billies
real

Iowa Items

Recent theater installations reported by Service Theater Supply
southerners who are grand. Morris Co.
here
include
Wide Range,
Sisters
saxophone,
piano
and Strand,
Cumberland,
New
la.;
drums and can those sisters har- Screen, Manley, la.; New Lamps,
monize!
Doris Webster
unique Star, Davenport, la., and amplificavocalist with oodles of personality. tion at Cozy, Bellevue, la.
University of Missouri Quartet
M. R. Blair, manager of the Refine college aggregation of harmon- gent at Cedar Falls, Iowa and presizers.
"Major Ginsberg" and his ident of the Iowa Theater Corp. anGang a novelty number with col- nounces plans for $8,000 improveored talent that is swell in in- ment, including new front, cooling
strumentation, tapping and song. system and other outside improveThe Oklahoma Mustang Wranglers ments.
who put over their number with
The Strand at Marshalltown,
class. Three Hot Shots
Negro hot- closed since taken over by Mort Sincha warblers.
A natural for any ger, has reopened, after being retheater.
modeled and redecorated. New polThe Family
icy will be first run.
under the same management is bePathe Topics (No. 6)
ing improved and redecorated.
RKO Radio
10 mins.
The Empress at Cherokee has re-

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

Excellent

opened,

following

installation

of

Nice diversity of material, well wide range, new simplex projectors,
edited and finely cameraed.
John and new modernistic front.
Mulholland demonstrates in close-up
The box office of Paradise at Mohis sleight-of-hand tricks.
A visit line, Illinois, was robbed of $240.00
to the old English town of Salisbury recently by person hiding in the
with its ancient architecture amid theater until after closing.
modern surroundings. Artistic slow
The Orpheum will feature the
motion shots of Ingelborg Torrup's Major Bowes Stage presentation in
Greenwich House pupils dancing the Des Moines Dec. 15, according to
aesthetic on a lawn. Fine magnified Hale Cavanaugh, manager.
photography of a scentific trend,
showing the wonderland contained
through a microscope in a drop of
Oklahoma City Notes
water, with enlarged glass models
McGee, general manager
Pat
of the microscopic life that are like
Standard Theaters, Inc., just returngrogeous jewels. Very interesting.
ed from a long trip to New York
City.

Jimmie Garst, treasurer, Standard
Theaters, is out of the hospital and
back at work, following a minor op-

"Unusualities"

(Easy Aces Series)
Radio
10 mins. eration.
Sack Amusement Co. has booked
Unusual
First Division's "Java Head" for
A reel of curiosities from nature Oklahoma and Texas.
and mechanics and other things. An
A bill to legalize dog racing is
odd cactus plant that produces a due to be submitted to the next legthread and needle.
A life-saving islature.
buoy built for one. Elephants hav-

RKO

ing their nails manicured.

Portable

demonstrated by two
The window umbrella that

bath houses
girls.

permits the owner to see what is
coming and also side views for protection against accidents. Comerant
fishing in Japan.
The Bird Man
who flies by his own power. All
these shots are interesting and enBut the
tertaining in themselves.
attempts at being humorous by the
Easy Aces miss more often thai
than they register, and only serve
detract from the real entertain
ment of the unusual shots.
to

Ohio Houses Change Policies
Columbus The new RKO Grand
will assume the policy now prevail-

—

ing at the RKO Majestic, the latter
second-run
becoming a
theater
house with 25-cent admissions. The
of this move on subsequent
run houses in the neighborhoods is
problematical as it will mark the
first time that a second-run house
has attempted operations in the
effect

downtown

district

and

local

subse-

quent run exhibitors are very much
concerned.

THE

c&a
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HOLDING "TOP HAT"
14 KEY CITIES

IN

11
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Baseball head usher at the Warner here, has
Grand Rapids, Mich.
competition has forced two local been promoted to assistant manager
(Continued from Page 1)
movie houses to resort to strategy. of the Strand in Akron. He replaces
and the Regent Grattan Johnson, who has been
Hall has averaged more than 28,- The B. F. Keith's
inning by in- made manager of a Warner theater
000 patrons, it is stated, with the are posting scores,
of the Detroit in Portsmouth, 0.
games
the
ning,
of
persons.
197,211
at
figured
week
each afternoon
Holdovers on pre-release runs are Tigers on the stage
in order to enseason
The Calumet,
the
Calumet, Mich.
during
cities:
following
the
in
taking place
Calumet
baseball fans who would formerly
by
operated
New York, Boston, Providence, courage
sit home and listen to the Amusement Co., with J. H. Martin
Syracuse, Los Angeles, Washington, rather
as secretary, is now being operated
San Francisco, radio than to attend a movie.
Denver, Detroit,
by the Wisconsin Amusement EnLowell, Toronto, Montreal, Atlantic
Akron, O. Colonial, Fieber and terprises.
Citv and Asbury Park.
house here, after being dark
At Baltimore, I. M. Rappaport re- Shea
Milwaukee The Murray, neighmost of the summer for modernizaports that the Hippodrome has broktion work, has reopened with a first borhood house operated by Manning
en all records with "Top Hat." The
Approximately Silverman, has been closed for repolicy.
film
Uptown at Toronto had a record- run
$100,000 was spent on improve- pairs.
shattering experience with the picments, according to Frank King,
ture and at Washington, Hardie
manager.
Kansas City, Mo. George Baker,
records
house
all
that
Meakin states
Variety Club president, announces
Nawrecked.
been
at Keith's have
Lincoln, Neb. Pari-mutuels here that regular business meetings will
tional release date is today.
drew a crowd of 6,000 to the grand- be resumed Monday after a sumstand at the Nebraska state fair in mer of informal weekly luncheons.
driving rain to witness a six race
Week's Grosses Up,
Joe Niser has recard.
Oxford, O.
opened the Oxford here, after comCircuits
Milwaukee A penthouse atop the plete renovation and installation of
(Continued from Page 1)
Burleigh here has been contracted the newest type High Fidelity sound
in two years with the exceptions of for by Paul Langheinrich, Jr., one equipment.
the New Year's weeks it was stated of the operators of the house.
Kansas City, Mo.—Bob Levy, asWarner Bros, reports
yesterday.
manager of the Mainstreet,
an 18 percent improvement over
Grand Rapids, Mich.— A projec- sistant
the last Labor Day week. Skouras tion machine recently was recovered !s taking a two weeks vacation.
The
Theaters are above last Labor Day from the Grand River here.
week and Loew's finds business machine was believed to have been
"very good."
stolen by a confessed burglar.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Say

Major

Cut Coast Flying Time
Reduction of one hour in United
Air Lines schedules between California and New York has become
effective in both directions, reducing the coast-to-coast time on both
overnight and daylight flights. Departures from New York which remain the same are: 9:30 A. M.
(DST), with a midnight arrival in
Los Angeles and San Francisco,
4:25 PM (DST), with a 7:10 P. M.
arrival on the coast, and 11 P. M.
(DST), with arrival in Los Angeles
and San Francisco shortly after
luncheon.

Rust, Akron
dancer, who last season was featured with the Olsen and Johnson
Revue, has gone to New York where
she is under contract for a dancing
prorole in a two-reel picture to be

Held for a third big week is
"China Seas", packing 'em in at the
Blue Mouse, Seattle.
Jack Benny, just completing 2 pix
for M-G-M, has arrived in Seattle
for a golfing vacation here and on
Canadian golf links later; but will
return to the air for a new series
Sept. 29. Pending his arrival. Mrs.
Benny has also been vacationing in
Seattle.

of improvement, involvnow being carried out
by Pacific Theaters, Inc., to its house
at 1307 E. 45th St. Plans for these

Program

is

THE

O.— Shirley

Akron,

M. Priteca.
Five thousand tinted photos of

the late Will Rogers are being given
as keepsakes to his customers by

Manager Frank
the 5th Avenue.

L.

Newman,

Jr., of

1)

Public opinion, however, has shifted and the
motion picture magnates are beginning to put out a different type of
picture, placing the accent where it
should be. One of the factors which
have changed public opinion. I believe, was the crime conference I
called in Washington last year."

i

|

I

Golden States Circuit
Buys New Warner Lineup
Golden States and T. & D. Jr.
has bought the complete
Warner product for 1935-36, including Vitaphone shorts, Gradwell L.
Sears announces. Mike Naiby and
Bob McNeil closed the deal with

circuit

Carl Leserman representing the disThe Warner lineup plays
the circuit's 75 houses in San Fran-

tributor.
cisco.

Auburn, Berkeley, Carmel, Chico,
Dunsmuir, Hanford, Hayward, HolMartinez,
Lodi,
Lindsay,
Merced, Monterey, Oakland, Orville,
Paso Roble, Petaluma, Red Bluff,
(Nevada), Santa
Redding, Reno,

lister,

Cruz, San Francisco, San Jose, San
Susansville,

Leandro, Santa Rosa,
Tulare and Visalia.

IS

JOINING

IN

MY

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION!
!

school.
Flint,

Mich.—The

Flint city com-

mission recently failed by a four
ordinance
to one vote to amend an
banning signs over 200 feet square.

Thus the management

of the

new

opened after being

completely remodeled, is now forced
up a
to withhold plans for putting
On the opening night
large sign.
facade
of the theater, however, the
many
of the house was strung with
The
colored Christmas tree lights.
management says that it threatens
decorations
to keep up these strange
until the citv council can reconsider.

Celebrate with

—

Theaters'
Standard
Kenosha
Gateway theater, after operating on
a three-day week-end policy during

the summer months, is back on
seven days a week with Leo Kulik
as house manager.

West Point, Neb.— Out of respect
Rivimprovements were drawn by Archi- to the Cuming county fair, the

tect B.

WHOLE WORLD

(Continued from Page

the gangster as a hero.

duced at the Vitaphone studios.
After that engagement she will return here to reopen her dance

Rialto, recently

Seattle Sidelights

ing $2,500

—

GRIME ANGLES

has cooperated with the
board to the extent of closing the
theater during the county event.
oli

here

O. — Henry

StravinYoungstown,
sky, who for several years has been

|

MICKEY MOUSE a„d
SILLY SYMPHONIES
IN

TECHNICOLOR

NOW

at your United Artists
Set your dates
exchange for Mickey's 7th Anniversary Celebration

SEPTEMBER 28th

to

OCTOBER

4th

W^^f
:*<# S.18&

^JFv'

MARCHES ON!

1935-36
The

sensational

"ANNA KARENINA"
hit

of

M-Q-M's

of

GARBOS

the

2nd Qiant

success

establishes

Mightiest Year!

if Great business everywhere. It even tops the famed record-holder
"China Seas" in many spots (for instance, Boston, Bridgeport,
Harrisburgh, New Haven, NewYork, Pittsburgh, Reading, Springfield,
Philadelphia).
if Hold-overs already
if

Acclaimed by

if

And now,
watch

All

for

praise to them!

"ANNA KARENINA".

announced from Coast to Coast.

critics

over the entire nation as Garbo's Greatest!

gentlemen of the motion picture industry, wait and

M-G-M's

Greta Garbo,

"BROADWAY MELODY

Fredric March,

With Maureen O'Sullivan,

May

of 1936".

Freddie Bartholomew in Clarence Brown's production of

Robson, Basil Rathbone.

Produced by David O. Selznick.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures

Now

Seventeen Years Old

? DAILYVOL.

NO.

68,

NEW

58

YORK. SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER

7.

TEN CENTS
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800 Houses Seek Federal Loans for Improvements
PROBING CLEVELAND SINGLE FEATURE AGREEMENT
Report

A. Prexy Refusing To Rescind

I.

306 Committee
Interviewed Him

Local

Lond on
.

and

.

— By
I

at

gold rush

its

JACK

ALICOATE^
does not have

more than a sunrise to
to the complete realization that one

to be here for

the geographical and speculative cenof a modern cinema bonanza.
Over
night, figuratively speaking, the British motion picture industry became prosperous.
The obvious result is that idle British
pounds are clamoring for investment and
the sharpshooters are working overtime. Inis

in

ter

George E. Browne, president of
the I. A. T. S. E., was reported
yesterday to have refused to rescind an I. A. order prohibiting
Local 306 from calling a strike,
when requested to do so by a committee from Local 306 which journeyed to Washington to see him.
In consequence, Local 306 members are said to have been in(Continued on Page 4)

are

commencing

dot

the countryside.
processes being
each claiming to be the best,
with Technicolor the only real thing. New
independent producers announce coming
productions with about one out of five
being actually made.
Most of these promotions and those back of them are no
more reliable than the hands on the Paraare
ballyhooed,

mount

to

several

clock.

It's

color

all

rather

balmy

and

merry-go-roundish and before it is all over
there is going to be a hell of a stink somewhere along the line.

—•—

Television here

is

definitely going places.

have it direct from headquarters that
within three months there will be a set on
the market costing about 300 clams that
will throw a picture 18 inches square with
twice the speed of cinema projection,
assuring perfect pictures, and at about 400
screen, which is equal to the very finest
of half-tone cuts.
Eventually they plan to
sell these sets at about $100.
They tell
me these sets are perfect and that here
in England they are two full years ahead
of the States in television experimenta-

ARRIVED" -LICHTMAN
In

comment on President Roose-

velt's declaration that his basic pro-

gram

of recovery has reached "subcompletion" and that the
"breathing spell" wanted by business men has arrived, Al Lichtman,
stantial

Col.

and

ROGERS COMMITTEE
HEADED BY GARNER
West Coast Bureau

of

THE FILM DAILY

Vice-President John
Hollywood
N. Garner has accepted the chairmanship of a national committee
which will develop a Will Rogers
memorial which "will take the form
of a definite and enduring help to

was unable

to collect $350

bicycle

snooping is compellingly manifested
the fact that we dug up the story
yesterday of a new tremendous cinema
development, amply financed by reliable
British interests and already well past the
formulative stage.
It is still a dark secret
but the plan calls for the foundation, in
Canada, of a miniature Hollywood for the
purpose of making British pictures with

more American stars and technicians. Sort
makes sense doesn't it? We might also
{Continued on Page 2)

Committee
To Plan N. J. Meeting
Allied

A committee consisting of Sidney
E. Samuelson, David Snapper and
Simon Myers was appointed by officers and board members of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey yesterday
to work out plans for the adjourned
session of their annual convention.
It was decided to hold board meet(Continued on Page 4)

nine

Washington Bureau of

Washington
exhibitors,

THE FILM DAILY

—Approximately

including

800

modernize

Loew-Poli

Circuit,
situations; Inter-

(Continued on Page 4)

Sam Goldwyn Planning
To Make One in England
Samuel Goldwyn

is

now planning

picture at the new London Films studio in England, it
was stated by United Artists yesterday.
It was pointed out that the deal
under which Alexander Korda becomes a member of United Artists
(Continued on Page 4)

make a

some of the

larger independent circuits, have applied to the Federal Housing Administration for loans with which

and

renovate their
houses, according to the latest offiAmounts sought range
cial figure.
from $200 to $25,000. The law auto

The

New England

state and affiliated circuits, representing approximately 100 theaters
in 36 situations in Texas and New

to

800 Theaters Seek Loans
Name

CIRCUIT FILM DEALS

named managing

are

in

RKO CLOSES NINE

Michigan;

For Improvement Projects
his

(Continued on Page 4)

the helpless." Jesse Jones, intimate
RKO's sales department during
friend of the Rogers family, is treas- the past week closed 1935-36 product
urer of the committee which is act- deals with nine important circuits.
ing in association with producers. Theaters making the buys are: Robb
Other groups which have been con- and Rowley, 21 towns near Dallas;
(Continued on Page 4)
Butterfield Circuit, 35 key towns in

editor of Pathe
Githens,
"awarded" her at the Willimantic News, succeeding W. F.
joined Newsreel Theaters.
theater operated by the Connecticut who has
was formerly with UniTheatrical Corp. on July 10, on a Butterfield
versal News.
(Continued on Page 4)

that she

—

Cleveland Investigation of anticharges made against the
Cleveland single feature agreement
which expired July 8, last, and also
the one now in preparation, is understood now being conducted by
the Dept. of Justice. There is tpik
here of a damage suit against theaters which signed the anti-dual
agreement on grounds that the

trust

Allyn Butterfield Gets
Sues Exhib to Collect
New Post at Pathe News
$350 'Bank Night* Award
has been
Butterfield
Allyn
Willimantic,
Conn. — Charging

—•—

old

really

of

"RECOVERTTERIOD

and development.

That the

stated.

(Continued on Page 4)

We

tion

is

—

dependent studios, many more than needed,
There

covering recording rights to music has
been agreed upon by major producer
There is no radical change
as compared with the old contract, it

Washington

Dept. of Justice Studies
Situation from AntiTrust Angle

attorneys.

ONDON, ENGLAND—One

come

Set Music Pact Form
A new torm of licensing agreement

Strike Ban

(Continued on Page 3)

Fla.
Although

Houses Reopen

in
the hurricane
area in Florida were generally damaged,
no film people died during the catastrophe, according to reports reaching
New York yesterday. Houses have reopened after having been inactive for
several days.

theaters

5£Bg"S

DAILV

<J

Mexican Producers Jump
Output to 50 Features

Lond on
.
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Net
High

Columbia

Picts.

Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

East.

Kodak

Loew's.

vtc.

Chg.
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Sonotone

Corp

2

20%

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

3

2

2

—•—

are

now

oiling

W.

Roscoe Karns

Merna Kennedy

Charles

J.

Stuart

(We

May McAvoy
Emma Rosenberg

Doran

so

And

British

understand

by
that
his

Hearing was adjourned yesterday
motion of Pat
Frank Kolbe,
president of Pathe Film Corp., and
other officers of the company, beuntil Sept. 16 on the
Casey to examine

fore trial of his accounting suit
Counsel for Pathe
against Pathe.
requested the adjournment.

Jerry Loeb in Hospital
Loeb, purchasing agent for
Bros., is at the Royal Hosthe Bronx, where he is recuperating from serious head injuries suffered Tuesday when he
slipped while entering a cab.
A
hospital bulletin reports that Mr.
Loeb is in no immediate danger, although visitors are barred from his
room.

Shares Bought

Subscriptions so far received to
the new Paramount common stock
amount to 1,462,442 shares of 1,610,452 shares authorized and 575,271 of the 644,181 shares of new
second preferred stock authorized
under the reorganization plan. The
plan gave holders of common stock
the right to acquire, for each share
of old common,
share of new
common and 1-5 share of second
preferred on payment of $2.

Four

Plays

Hollywood where he will make castarrangements for the four plays
he plans to produce on Broadway
this fall, in association with Arthur
Hanna.
ing-

First on his schedule

Wisdom

in

is

"There's

Women," a comedy by

Joseph O. Kesselring which had a
try-out in July at the Red Barn,
Locust Valley, L. I. Under contract
for the feminine lead of this play
is Ruth Weston.
Other plays on the

Doran-Hanna schedule

this fall in-

"Wild Justice," by James
"With All My Heart," by Austin Parker, and "Penny Wise," by
Jean Ferguson Black, all of which
were also tried out at Locust Valley.
clude
Dale,

names.
Silly
Teddington-on-the-Thames.
Hey, what? In the studios promptly at four
each afternoon everyone stops production,
even the grips, for tea. And how we hate
This year we are fooling 'em for we
tea.
have a large can of George Washington

EMPY.

Doing

D. A. Doran, Jr., left New York
yesterday for a two-week stay in

our bicycle EMPY in remembrance of the
Motion Picture Club for it is always in
trouble).
As soon as EMPY gets warmed
up we start in earnest on our studio tour.
Elstree, Shepherds Bush, Twickenham and

%

Dept.

FRANCIS LEDERER
on

1

return

his

New York

left

MERLE OBERON
day,

New York

yesterday

Hollywood.

on the Aquitania
from the Coast.

sails

following her arrival

MME.

yesterday

the Coast.

to

D. A. DORAN. JR., left
for a two weeks' visit to

to-

ERNESTINE SCHUMANN-HEINK, who

has

signed a three-year contract with M-G-M,
her manager,
M. C. Levee, have gone
to Chicago from the Coast.

and

LOUGHBOROUGH

JIM
ton

call

Jerry
19%— %
2% 3 + Vs Warner
pital,

19%

Kelly

Howard Dietz

up EMPY.

coffee safely strapped to
the way Nizer has gone
even the British cannot
British accent.

Commerce

350 theaters are now operating in
the country, with 200 of them wired
for sound.

So that when you come to merrie England you won't act like a Brooklynite, we
will act as the man from Cook's and tell
you that seats in the theater here are
called stalls, that you must tip the usher
when seated, that you pay for your program according to the price of your seats
and that all the large theaters have bars
and lunch rooms where one can get beer,
ice
cream
soda,
and
whatnots.
The
queues that stand in line awaiting admission are entertained on the streets by
complete vaudeville shows including acrobats, singers, musicians and magicians and
all they get for their work is the pennies
given them.

1,462,442

Arthur

to a report to the

from Assistant Trade Commissioner
Horton Henry at Mexico City. Average negative cost will be $28,000,
as compared with $16,800. Total of
-

+ % Pathe Suit Hearing
Put Off to Sept. 16
6% — %

44% 43V4 43%—
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
16
15% 157/8 +
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 15%
15% 15% +
do

—

Coming and Going

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Mexican producers
plan to increase their 1935 output
from 27 to 50 features, according'

1)

— %

Twentieth Cent. ... 18%
Twentieth Cent. pfd. 273/8
Univ.

bled.

We

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Seat

Washington Bureau of

—•—

FINANCIAL
Am.

gold rush

inform you, in fact we will, that according
to the supervising engineer the good ship
Queen Mary, now being produced at the
studio shipyards somewhere in the north
of England, will have aboard three of the
most complete sound outfits ever assem-

Manapini;

Gillette,

Entered

Editor.

its

(Continued horn Parte

10 Cents

1935

7.

and

Saturday, Sept. 7, 1935

night

last

New

from

returned
York.

LOUIS PHILLIPS has gone

New

SAM WREN
route

and

wife. VIRGINIA SALE,
York from Hollywood.

his

New

to

HENRY MYERS

has arrived

in

New

York from

Coast.
R.

J.

by

Louis from

St.

York.

are en

the

to

Washing-

to

McDONOUGH

plane

from

New

has returned to the Coast
York.

JULES LEVY has returned to New York from
Detroit

and

SAMUEL
the

for

his

left

New

York

yesterday

Coast.

HENRY
York

Canada.

LANGE

GINSBERG,

who

yesterday from Europe,
return to the Coast.

AL LICHTMAN
New York.

arrived
leaves

New

in

today

goes to the Coast next

on

week

from

HARRY BLAIR

arrived by car from the Coast

yesterday.

Asks Distrib Pact Transfer

An

injunction action against the
Voice of Experience, Rex Pictures,
B. K. Blake, Attorney Elmer RogBookings Under Dual Policy
ers and Columbia in connection with
Opening dual feature bill in RKO the "Voice of Experience" series
houses in Manhattan, Bronx and was started yesterday in the New
Westchester
offers
"Accent
on York State Supreme Court by Harry
Youth" and "The Daring Young Levey. Complainant asks transfer
Man," beginning today.
Majority of the Columbia distribution conof Brooklyn and Long Island houses tract to the V. O. E. Pictures Corp.,
in the circuit inaugurate the all- in which he alleges he is interested.
duals policy with "Man on the FlyMoriarty Recovered
ing Trapeze" and "Hard Rock Harrigan."
Bob Moriarty, who has been recuperating from an appendicitis
operation, returns to his desk at
Distrib Opens Offices
Paramount Monday. Vivien Moses,
Hungaria Pictures Distributing who has been filling in for Moriarty
Co., under the management of Berta in the press book department finand Max Faz-kas, has opened offices ishes up at that time.
at 23 East 107th Street.
Joseph
Simon is field manager for the new
Lange Joining Columbia
company.
Samuel Lange, who has designed
gowns for "Sketch Book" and other
Williams Joins Kennaway
Broadway shows, is joining ColumNew E. Williams has severed his bia at the Coast Sept. 10. He left
connection with Mills Artists, Inc., New York yesterday for Hollywood.
after four years and announces affiliation with the new office just opened
in Radio City by Kennaway, Inc., of

THE STANDARD

Chicago.
Reference Book

"Broadcast" Opens Sept. 13
"The Big Broadcast of 1936" will
have its world premiere at the New

York Paramount,

New

INDUSTRY

Sept. 13.

End Photophone Sales Meet
Camden-Annual sales convention
of RCA Photophone has wound up.
More Space

of the

MOTION PICTURE

for Cartoon Dept.

space for the cartoon animation department of Audio Productions, has been taken in the Fox
Building at 56th St. and 10th Ave.

Given

with a

Free

Year's Subscription to

THE FILM DAILY
and

THE
FILM DAILY SERVICE;
1650 B'way.
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John

with

Boles,

Dixie

Lee

78 mins.

in

WEAK MUSICAL ROMANCE FAILS TO
SCORE WITH MECHANICAL STORY
AND TREATMENT.
Just a routine musical that follows the
plan of all those that have gone before
and develops nothing new, and even fails
to capitalize on the spectacular ensemble
and dance scenes that are the best thing
But even these are prein the offering.
routine way and the eye appossess is
they undoubtedly
John Boles and Dixie Lee are fealost.
They are the leads in a musical
tured.
film that is being financed by an "angel,"

sented

in

a

and in order to keep
the dough rolling into the
production the press agent (Jack Haley)
along
sells Dixie the idea to string him
and not let her real sweetie, Boles, know
This develops a misunabout the plan.
derstanding between the two, which is
not cleared up till the night of the pre-

who

falls

for

him

sold

and

Dixie,

There is a lot of
incidental comedy between a German and

miere

of

picture.

the

Englishman that does
and is overdone.

an

help

not

very

well,

Cast: John Boles, Dixie Lee, Jack Haley,
Walburn, Alan Dinehart, Patsy
O'Connor, Herman Bing, William Austin,

Raymond

Wilbur Mack.
Producer, Jesse L. Lasky; Director, NorMcLeod; Authors, Gertrude Purcell,
Jay Gcmey, Don Hartman; Screenplay, Den

man

tic

T

T
ADDED TO

Sept.

the Loew circuit and leading independent chains which will celebrate the seventh birthday of
circuit.
and many theaters in the
Mickey Mouse
these theaters will use a special exploitation campaign for the
anniversary which starts Sept. 28

•

•

•

Weak.

Photography,

Okay.

800 Houses Seeking

Loans from Government
(.Continued

from Page

RKO

.

Seattle Sidelights
star
—Nelson Eddy, screen
has been

Showmen's Variety

•

•

T

T

IN CELEBRATION of the opening of the swanky
the following
Patricia Lounge at Loew's Ziegfeld last nite
were among the celebs who were seen in attendance

•

•

•

Everett Marshall, Al Smith, Isobel Jewell, Dorothy Mackaill
Otis Barton, Bert Lahr, Bob Hope, Frank Buck
Beth Merrill, Jimmy Savo, Daniel Frohman, Cliff Edwards,
Victor Moore, Derek Williams, Ed Sullivan,
Marta Eggerth
Burns and Allen, June
Mrs. Frank Reavis, Jimmy Durante
Knight, George Metaxa, Diana Chase, Nancy Hamilton
June Blossom, Cobina Wright, Wanda Nash, Ruth Chatterton,
Luigi Pirandello, Mary Boland, Jack Pearl,
Abe Lyman
Claudia Morgan, Pepe BelNina Belmonte, Billy Gaxton *
monte, Cobert and Reed

• • • WITH THE retirement of Kathryn Dougherty as
publisher of "Photoplay" mag, Ruth Waterbury has been givLewis Jacobs, editor of "Exen complete editorial charge
perimental Cinema," will conduct a course on the methods of
film writing at the Institute of Adult Education.

Jubilee,

Atlan-

City.

16:

ment,

second
annual
Denver.

Club,

Cincinnati Variety Club golf tournaHillcrest Country Club, Cincinnati.

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-"The Exhibitor" annual golf tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

Albany Variety Club annual Golf
Tournament, Shaker Ridge Country Club.

Sept. 20:

Sept. 26-Oct. 17:

TO PROPERLY

celebrate the fact that Andy Roy
has completed his first year as manager of the Strand in Albany
the theater staff under the arrangements of William Tallman and Melville Conhaim planned a surprise party
the entire staff turned
for him at the Warner Club rooms
out for the occasion

•

under

International movie festival
ot the King of Belgium,

patronage

Brussells.

Sept. 30:
Hearing on permanent injunction to
restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.

Form Ad Accessories Co.
To Aid Indie Producers
Announcement is made of the organization of the Cinema Advertising Co., formed to provide the independent producers with a central
office for the preparation and distribution

of

motion picture acces-

The

accessories will cononly of the usual lobbies,
posters, press books, stills and mats,
but also special novelties and promotions for individual pictures, that
will be of added assistance to exchanges and exhibitors in putting
over the pictures.
sories.
sist not

.

1)

thorizing the administration fixes
the maximum as $50,000.
Theatermen desiring loans, which
are not, however, granted for construction of new houses, apply to
the state directors of the National
Housing Administration or to the
National director here.

Louis.

Sept. 10:
Denver
Film
Row
outing, Lakewood Country

Hartman, Rian James.
Direction,

St.

3-8:

Sept.

that

peal

»

Sept. 10:
Hearing in United States District
Court, St. Louis, on show cause order why
temporary injunction should not be issued
requiring Warners, RKO and Paramount to
supply films to Fanchon Cr Marco houses

REDHEADS ON PARADE"
p ox

DATE BOOK

a

Baltimore Bits

Detroit Notes

former

Shubert
Detroit— The
Lafayette, legitimate house, has reopened as a first run house, re-

—

house.

Cleveland,

who opened the

—

"Annapolis Farewell," manager of the Wyoming in Mullins.
V. F. Scott, president of Scott
showing at the Stanley, has unBaltimore

usual

interest

for

Baltimoreans.

Harry More than 200 Baltimore and Washnamed "The Lafayette."
Nathan of Cleveland is house man- ington girls were used as extras and
Miss Jean Savage, of Baltimore, apager for Lew Wasserman, head of
Maxmar, Inc., and owner of the peared in a comedy role. The StanCircle,

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh
Twelve industrial
films are in production at the Atlantic Screen Service studios.
Charles Cassinelli has been named

ley held a special

appearing in the

Theaters,

is

recovering in a Johns-

town hospital from severe injuries
he received in a recent auto accident.
Eddie Golden of the Idle Hour and
Jerry Roth of the Penn are back

showing for those from their vacations.

film.

Lou

Azorsky,

representative of
taking

Globe Poster Co. here, is
"The 39 Steps" has been held for
on the road a 35-people vaudeville
Irving Belinsky, owner of the Film a third week at the Little.
of "Naughty Marietta"
unit.
is back at
booked for a personal appearance Exchange Drug Store,
Held up in the lobby of the MetroLouis Siegfried, formerly of the
appendicitis operaan
after
work
Auditorium
Civic
the
concert
at
while
and
Theater
recently
politan
Pastime, is shopping for a new
tion.
Jan. 6.
patrons were going in and out, Bert
house.
Redecorating, along with new
Al Ruttenberg, owner of the Iris Binnard, the manager, was robbed
William Graham and Clayton Osseats, carpets and other furnish- Theater, is to be operated on in of a box containing $307 of the
win have reopened the Capitol in
ings, is proceeding at the Neptune, Grand Rapids this week.
theater's receipts. The bandit made
Meadowlands formerly operated by
Manof the University district.
Mrs. Frank Stuart, wife of Excel- his escape.
Mrs. George Craig.
agement expects to open the thor- lent Pictures salesman, is home afThe New has held over "SteamMark Browar is vacationing in
oughly renovated house about the ter partially recovering from serious boat 'Round the Bend" for a second Nova Scotia.
middle of the month.
week.
injuries.
Nettie Weis of Columbia and wife
Al Rosenberg has gone to PortWilliam Schulte, circuit owner,
of Lou Engel of GB here has gone
Finkelstein,
Al
for
land to substitute
has taken over the Theatorium in
to Erie to be at the bedside of her
Sorg, Middletown. O., Reopening
who is vacationing in California.
Detroit, which was formerly owned
husband, who is seriously ill.
Opera
The
Sorg
Middletown,
O.
seaThe Moore will be "legit" this
by Al Rupert.
George W. Moody and C. W. Dicktheaters
in
oldest
House,
one
of
the
son, with the Cornish Players movLafayette has this section, recently leased by the inson of Brownsville have bought
Wasserman's
Max
ing there and opening their Fall
opened as a first run house, devoted Gordon Theater Co. is scheduled to the Ritz in Belle Vernon, Pa.
series Sept. 20.
Open- reopen Sept. 12, after being reThe Capitol in Wheeling, a Diplargely to foreign pictures.
ing feature was "My Heart is Call- modeled following a fire which oc- son Circuit house, switched to stage
The bills Wednesday, opening with a tab
Katherine Williams Married
ing."
curred several months ago.
"Sailor, Beware!"
A $25,000 open air theater will policy will be stage shows and pic- version ofTyson,
Everett, Wash. Katherine CornHarris-Alvin manGeorge
Robert Gibbs will manage.
wall
Williams, a 1934 Wampas be constructed on Belle Isle, city tures.
for
"baby star," was married here yes- park, by order of the Common Coun- The lessees also operate the Gordon ager, has gone to Atlantic City
the Variety Club Jubilee.
here.
terday to Prof. Daniel van Draegan. cil.
Seattle

the

—

—

&&>*
5

DAILY

STRIKE BAN REVOCAL

A LITTLE

REFUSED

REPORTED

to accept payment from
circuits for their last week's

structed

JOSEPH

M.

scale instead of at the $2.12
an hour rate that they had been reThe union accepted this
ceiving.

reduction with the understanding
that if a higher wage scale were
worked out, it would be retroactive
to Aug. 10 when negotiations between Local 306 and the circuits
began, it is said.

"Recovery Period" Here
Says Al Lichtman
(Continued from Page 1)

United Artists president, yesterday
said: "I believe that the period of
recovery has arrived and all lines
of business are beginning to feel
its beneficial effects and will enjoy
its full effects in the very near fu-

ture."

Lichtman said: "Just as I received encouragement, as no doubt
other business men did, from our
President's inaugural address, I am
also heartened by the inspiring mes-

sage contained in his letter to Roy

W. Howard, which
give business
confidence and act
full speed ahead,
which business has
will

in

my

that
as a
the
been

opinion
feeling of
signal for
signal for
waiting."

Sues Exhib to Collect
$350 'Bank Night' Award
(Continued from Page 1)

"Bank Night," Mrs. Mildred Sherman Weick has filed suit for that
amount in Superior court at Putnam. Mrs. Weick alleges the defendant

corporation advertised it
the money to the
holder of the "lucky ticket" at that
She signed
night's performance.

would

award

her maiden name, Mildred Sherman,
in the book at the door before entering.

Her

ticket

was drawn and

organization's

the

of

di-

rectorate.

T

supervise

The Cleveland single feature
agreement was held legal and bindM-G-M has
"Anchor ing by the Common Pleas court in
Man," story by Fanny Heaslip Lea a test case some time ago.
now appearing as a serial in the
Dept. of Justice operatives are
"Saturday Evening Post."
"An- also reported investigating the local
chor Man" will be published in book protection situation.
form next month by Houghton, MiffT
acquired

t

RKO

lin.

T

John Boles has been assigned to
the leading adult role in "The Lit-

dis-

starred.

V

T

Closes

Nine

Three films are being

prepared
Circuit Film Deals
tlest Rebel," starring vehicle for for Gene Raymond, recently signed
(Continued from Page 1)
to
a
long
term
contract by RKO Mexico; The Bloom and Fein and
Shirley Temple for 20th CenturyRadio.
Fox.
the Allen circuits in Toronto, which
v
T
T
T
T
cover 20 situations each; Frank
RKO Radio has titled Ginger Durkee Circuit, 20 Baltimore situaAlthough Sol M. Wurtzel's confirst
solo
starring film tions; Publix-Bamford Theaters
tract has more than a year to run, Rogers'
of
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of "Tamed."
Charlotte, N. C, with three situathe 20th Century-Fox board, and
T
V
V
tions in Asheville and the ParaBernard Newman, fashion creator, mount in Bristol, and E. H. Rowley,
Darryl F. Zanuck, production head
of the company, have signed the ex- has been re-signed by RKO Radio. with four first
runs in Little Rock.
ecutive-producer to a new long term
contract.
Jack Wagner has been signed by
Goldwyn Planning
RKO Radio to write the screen play
V
V
T
"Music Is Magic," has been se- for "It Happened in Hollywood,"
in England
lected as the title for "Ball of Fire," original story by Ray Mayer and
(Continued from Page 1)
as previously announced by 20th Tom Dugan, actors. Wagner's last
is the first investment of British
Century-Fox. Alice Faye, Bebe Dan- job on the RKO lot was to work on
iels,
Ray Walker, Mitchell and the script of "The Little Minister." capital in an American film company. That the producer sought to
Durant, Rosina Lawrence, Andrew Cliff Reid will supervise the new
buy into the company was excluTombes and Luis Alberni enact the picture.
sively forecast in The Film Daily
principal roles under the direction of
V
V
T
of Aug. 24.
George Marshall.
RKO Radio Pictures has exer- Korda, Maurice Silverstone and
T
v
cised its option on the services of
Sir Connop Guthrie, member of the
David Buttolph, formerly musical Walter Abel, young Broadway playLondon Films directorate who beconductor for various commercial er who has just completed the role
programs on the national radio of D'Artagnan in that company's comes a member of the United Artists executive committee, leave the
chains, will make his debut as screen production of Dumas' "The Three
Coast shortly for New York. Korda
musical director on the 20th Cen- Musketeers".
has also been named a member of
tury-Fox production, "This is the
Life."
Radio has added another story to the U. A. board.
its growing program of outdoor film
V
V
Louis D. Lighton has joined M- dramas for the new season with Rogers
Committee
G-M as a producer and his initial purchase of "Thorobreds All," roHeaded
Garner
picture under the new arrangement mantic action story by Tom Story
(Continued from Page 1)
will
be
"Captains
Courageous," and Earl Johnson. John E. Burch
based on the Rudyard Kipling novel will supervise the production, with templating memorials to the late
and starring Freddie Bartholomew. director and cast so far unassigned. star have agreed to subordinate
their projects to the general plan.
All suggestions as to the form of

Sam

To Make One

By

NEWS

DAY

of the

she was summoned to the stage and
declared the winner, being told to
San Antonio
Sack Amusement ing over central Kansas.
go to a bank the next morning for Enterprises has completed a deal
the money. Mrs. Weick charges the with M. H. Hoffman for the excluBexley, O. The new Bexley, unbank refused to pay her, and that sive re-issue of six Hoot Gibson Al- der construction on East Main street
she had tried since to collect the lied westerns in Texas, Oklahoma, here, is expected to be completed by
money without avail.
and Arkansas. The Sack Enterprises Oct. 15.
will distribute these Westerns from
Circleville, O.
Richard Simkins
its San Antonio and Oklahoma City
Trailer Suit
exchanges.
and Hazel Clifton have taken over
Off
Trial
the Cliftonia here from Harry ClifBellefontaine, O. Major Lou La- ton.
Trial of the Warner Bros. $1,000,000 suit against National Screen zar, of the Schine circuit, is makKansas City, Mo. R. R. Biechele,
He is
Service, seeking to prohibit making ing his headquarters here.
trailers on Warner-First National here, it is reported, for the purpose president of the Kansas and Mispictures, will not be reached by the of increasing the Schine circuit in souri Theater Owner's Association,
is busy instructing members in the
New York State Supreme Court un- Ohio.
correct method of handling the new
til October, at the earliest.

—

—

—

Warner

Some Months

(Continued from Page 1)

production

chairman of "Elegance," in which Joan Craw- arrangement shut independent
Century-Fox ford and Clifton Webb will be co- tributors out of the local field.

to a vicepresidency in the Association of M.
P. Producers, filling the vacancy due
to the resignation of Winfield R.
Sheehan.
He also succeeds the
former Fox studio chieftain as a

member

FEATURE AGREEMENT:
also

SCHENCK,

major
J of the Twentieth
work on the basis of a $1.60 basic board, has been elected

wage

PROBE GLEVE. SINGLE

from "LOTS"

-By RALPH WILKHOLLYWOOD He will

(Continued from Page 1)

Saturday, Sept. 7, 1935

—

—

—

Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. E. W.
Johnson of United Artists's MinRKO Shifts Managers
neapolis office has been transferred
RKO has shifted Al Arnstein, to Kansas City to take over the
manager of the Jefferson, to the south eastern Kansas and Oklahoma
Chester and Art Brown from the territory, while B. C. Buchanan, who
Chester to the Jefferson.
had this territory formerly, is tak-

state sales tax.

New

Britain,

Conn.

—

memorial received by the AssociaM. P. Producers will be re-

tion of

ferred to the national committee.

Name

Allied

(Continued from Page

Brothers' Embassy, closed during
the summer, will be reopened Sept.
13 to operate seven days a week
on a straight film policy.

1)

ings on the second Tuesday of each
month. Jack Unger was authorized
to arrange a series of Dutch Treat
luncheons. Next meeting of the unit
is scheduled for Sept. 17 at Camden.

"Blue Light" Opens Monday
"The Blue Light," DuWorld release, opens Monday at the Westminster.

26 Legit Theater Hits
Broadway

Warner

Committee
J. Meeting

To Plan N.

had 26 legitimate stage
1934-35 season, accordIndex." which
ing to the "Billboard
Total is
will be issued next month.
a drop of three hits compared with the
hits during the

previous

season.

j

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Charge Group Controls

St.

TEN CENTS

9, 1935

Louis 1st

Run Setup

56 FEATURES WITH MUSIC PLANNED FOR 1935-36

M. Warner

Harry

Exec. Urges Launching of
Industry Building
Projects

London
.

;

.

By

merry-go-round

JACK ALICOATE —

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

I

ONDON, ENGLAND ... The

*•*

to

tries

tion

in

this

more one

analyze the production situajolly
old country the more

balmy the job becomes.
Money for pictures is as easy to get as a seat in the

Yankee Stadium.
cost forty

Sees Definite Business Improvement

Pictures that last year
thousand frogs to produce now

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Pointing to his comextensive studio expansion
program as evidence of providing
''additional
employment to thousands," Harry M. Warner, before
departing for New York, ^observed
that "there has been a very definite
pany's

now

very

cost twice that much.

merry.

The quota

pictures

It's

all

seem

to

in the neck to everybody, but,
hungry relatives they continue to sit

TO HAYS OVER DIVA
OHIO ADMISSION TAX

be a pain
like

the breakfast table eating the industry
out of house and home and accomplishing
little for anyone.
have chatted with
many important British film executives and
all tell us the same story.
Too many picat

We

COLLECTIONS DROP

—

Columbus According to reports
announced by the state treasurer's
office, admission taxes collected by
tures and too much cost but no one seems
Ohio theaters during the first seven
to care nor to do anything about it.
It's
months of 1935, under the three per

but when indigestion time
probably be a whole staff
of financial doctors needed.

cent tax provision, was $735,214.89,
as compared with $1,960,000.00 col-

PROM

Five Des Moines Houses

a

feast

jolly

comes there

will

—•—

our .rooms

in

the Savoy

we

can see

Westminster Abbey, Big Ben and the
Tower of London where Henry the Eighth
had specially appointed suites for critics
and
columnists.
Trafalgar
Square
is
guarded by four enormous bronze lions.
That makes M-G-M twice as important
here as in front of the Library on Fifth
Avenue. The beautiful blue Thames flows
past our door.
Beautiful because it reminds one of the Chicago River and blue
because it is the color of the Mississippi
during the rainy season.

—•—

THE

(Continued on Page 4)

—

of

Hollywood
Jesse
L.
Lasky,
through a radio message from a
steamboat bound for England, has
announced he is appealing to the

Hays organization against signing
of Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink
by M-G-M. In making public his
association with Mary Pickford, the
producer had stated that he had
signed the diva for several pictures.

Wall Street Speculators
Watch RKO Reorg. Plan

Des Moines Following an adverse ruling by the State AttorneyGeneral, five local houses have
ceased "bank nights," pending an
injunction suit decision by District
Judge Russell Jordan here. Houses
which have dropped the plan are
the Paramount, Des Moines, Strand,
Garden and Roosevelt.

bonds following presentation of a
reorganization plan, Wall Street
speculators are carefully noting the
progress of RKO toward development of a reorganization plan. Repeated inquiries are being made of
representatives of the Irving Trust
Co., RKO trustee, as to the probable
(Continued on Page 4)

Charge Five Houses Control
St.

Louis 1st Run Situation

St. Louis — Charges that Fanchon
English Distribs in War
& Marco and their associates in the
Against Booking Combines operation
of the Ambassador, MisLondon (by cable) — Exhibitors souri and New Grand Central the-

here are up in arms over refusal of
the K. R. S. to book certain theaters
taken over recently by circuits. The
distributors take the position that
booking combines are being formed
to bring rental prices down and they
are determined to stop the move.

Scheduled to

All-Musicals, Others

With Some Songs
Incomplete schedules of major
companies show that so far a total
of 56 features with music are
planned for 1935-36 release, and
that of this number 30 will be allmusicals and 26 will each have several songs.

M-G-M plans six musicals and
four with music, RKO, five musicals
and seven with music; Columbia,
four musicals; Warner Bros, three

THE FILM DAILY

Having noted the rise in value of
Paramount and Fox Metropolitan

—

30 Pictures

(Continued on Page 4)

West Coast Bureau

Drop "Bank Night" Plan

H. G. Wells-Alexander Korda biggie

'
"Things to Come" is already flirting
with the million dollar production mark
with more to come. And bye-the-bye, they
tell
me that Mons. Korda will probably
supervise a round half dozen for C. M.
Woolf during the coming year regardless
of his United Artists interest which is probably signed, sealed and delivered by this
time.
During the coming year C. M.
Woolf, formerly joint managing director of
British Gaumont, promises to become most
important in the already highly-competitive
British production situation.
He will con(Continued on Page 2)

LASKY APPEALING

(Continued on Page 4)

cost eighty, and the big ones, that used to
run about two hundred and fifty thousand

clams,

Heads Celebration Unit
Stanley
W. Laughton, independent
operator headquartering at the
George M. Cohan, has been appointed
chairman of the motion picture unit in
connection with "National Constitution
Day" which will be observed Sept. 17.
Laughton devised a special trailer for
the anniversary which has attracted national newspaper attention.
circuit

aters have combined with interests
operating the Fox and St. Louis
theaters to absolutely control the
first local first run situation are
made by five companies controlled
by Warner Bros, in supplementing
(Continued on Page 7)

GB PRODUCT DEALS

WITH 14 CIRCUITS
Increasing its coverage as compared with the previous season, G.
B., under direction of George W.
Weeks, general sales manager, has
already closed product deals with 14
rational and independent circuits.
Deals completed include: RKO, Malco circuit in South, Harry Brandt,
Theatrical Managers, Inc., Harris
(Continued on Page 7)

$15,000,000

Fox Claims

Decision Expected Soon
Decision on about $15,000,000 in
claims against Fox Theaters Corp.
is awaited shortly from Special Master Cortland Palmer, with indications that the amount of the claims
Sevwill be substantially reduced.
eral million dollars of claims still
remain to be litigated before the
Special Master by counsel for Milton C. Weisman, receiver for Fox
Theaters, and presentation of these
(Continued on Page 4)

Invest $10,000,000
London
of May,

(By
total

—

Since the end
Cable)
$10,000,000 has been

of

the British film industry,
according to authoritative sources here.
Indications are that the current year
will be a record-breaker for new film
invested

in

enterprises.
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Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

pfd.

Kodak

East.

Loew's,

Pathe
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41/2
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17
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(Columbia)
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Subsequent run.

Columbia Closes Deals
With Southern Circuits

Lond on

—
—

1/4

—

1/4

.

.
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was

As usual

his

as free as a lifer at Sing Sing but

we do know

going places, and
his British Lion outfit.
Their
production program already calls for "Yes,
Madam" and "Conversation Piece" and several other big musicals, all probably under
Hollywood meg wielders.
Pardon us, it's
four o'clock and our tea and crumpets have
that he

is

plenty, with

19%
3

Joins Philly Trade Paper

Merritt

Crawford

has

assumed

his duties as publisher's representative for "Film Bulletin," regional

Breaks Havana Record
Havana—"Let 'Em Have It," Reliance production, broke all records
for Saturday and Sunday at the
Nacional theater here, it is stated.
This United Artists release played
to 12,850 admissions for the two
days.

and Washington areas. He is also
president of New Film Alliance, Inc.
Soskin Organizes Company
London Soskin Productions has
been formed with Paul Soskin as
chairman and Major C. H. Bell,
managing director of the Astorias
at Southend and Folkestone, among
the board members. Soskin is also
managing director and producer of

—

the company.

/IOLrA

Hold Exhib for Arson

—

been

early

ALL MODELS ON D SPLAY-POR S^^E-RENT
on

reo.ues.. •

Motion Picture Comoro Suppty, !ne.
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: 'Cinecamera"

World-Herlad,"

film

arrives

court on

a charge of arson.
charged with setting
fire to his Rex in North Fond du
Lac on June 26. He was released
under bond of $2,500.
cuit

Baumann

is

Distributing $2,490,000
Distribution of $2,490,000 in cash
to holders of old Fox Metropolitan
debentures as provided under the
reorganization plan, together with
the new debentures and Class B
stock will be made Sept. 25, it was
stated Saturday.

Knowledge foreign languages (Spanish).
Must have previous film distribution
experience.
(For
out-of-town
Film
Company.)
Apply: Hugo K. Kessler,
Efficient Agency, 140 West 42nd St.,

ACT AS ASSISTANT MANAGER, MUST

N.

Y.

York

hsa

arrived

New

in

York

the Coast soon
broadcast scheduled

leaves
a

for
for

1.

FRANK ORSATTI

New

in

is

York

from

the

Coast.

JOHN
this

E.

week

Mr.
sailed
cruise.

COLEMAN

BRUCE
Fl^.

.

from

OTTERSON
fcr

the

returns

Coast Sept.

the

New

leaves

to

St

15.

York

late

Coast.

and Mrs. HERBERT MILLER on Saturday
on the Rotterdam for a West Indies

HUGHES,

who

was planning to
York this week, has

New

EDDIE DAVIS has returned to New York to
resume has activities at Leon & Eddy's, after
working in "The Bouncer" for Paramount at
the Coast.

Cooper Expects Ontario

Tax

—

to

Net

$2,000,000

Toronto The new Ontario amusement tax will show revenue amounting to $2,000,000 annually, which is
more than the Government had figured, as $1,000,000 had been anticipated, declared Col. John A. Cooper,
president of the Canadian M. P. Distributors and Exhibitors, in recently addressing executives of Allied
Sports and Amusement Association

the tax on children's admissions, as
move only cuts the amusement

this

tax revenue by $50,000.

Report Schulberg Doing Play
B. P. Schulberg, who is now with
Columbia, is reported planning to
produce "Tapestry in Gray" as his
initial Broadway stage production.
Marion Gering is slated to direct.

YOUNG MAN WITH EXPERIENCE TO

York,

New

in

Coast.

STUART ERWIN
New York to do
Oct.

York.

Hollywood.

GEORGE HAIGHT
the

"Omaha

the

of

critic

New

in

is

GEHRING

from

York

Fond du Lac, Wis. Charles G.
Baumann, operator of the Star in
He discounted the GovernOshkosh, was bound over Sept. 4 for here.
trial in the November term of cir- ment's concession which eliminated

AUDITOR—ACCOUNTANT

New

New

in

week.

this

KEITH WILSON,

It

an interesting fact;

is

that

many Executives

this

industry
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HAVE SOME STAGE EXPERIENCE, PAY
GOOD, JOB STEADY.
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Use
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Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines

now

is

SELZNICK. whose return to the
delayed, now plans to leave

O.

has

York

leave the Coast for
delayed his trip.

talk

1/2

New

HOWARD

(c) Follows present bill.

long chat just before sailing.

4

l/
8

DAVID
Coast

ROBERT
Paramount
Roxy

is
now in New York
middle of next month.

the

CARLYLE BLACKWELL

Petersburg,

—

covering the Philadelphia, Baltimore

• Illustrated Literature
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone

week

Coast

City.

MARION

3/8

V8
l

Loew 6s 41 ww
,1043/s 1043/g 1043/g +1/4
3/8
96 Vi +
Paramount Picts. 6s55 961/4 96
Warner's

—3rd

the

to

soon

A. Montague, general sales manmerry-go-round
ager of Columbia, announces that
(Continued from Page 1)
three of, the important Southern cirtrol
about thirty-five
productions
from cuits to sign for
the company's prodCapitol Films, Garrett & Klement, Herbert
uct during the past week are the
Wilcox Productions and City Films.
Sparks, Florida;
East Jefferson,
•
Texas, and
Texas. These
A NOTHER whose finger is definitely in deals assureO'Donnell,
the company's new pro** the situation, and in a big way, is our gram of first
run representation
old military aide, the silent Col. N. L.
throughout Texas and Florida and
Nathanson, of Canada, New York, Miami
of bookings in more than 120 theand points West.
He stopped by for a aters.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40

Palace

(b)

Cinema

(a) Revival.

Chg.

+
+

2nd

RKO

do

13V4
67 Vi

44

Inc

Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

68 V2

Playhouse

FUTURE OPENINGS

Net

.

St.

Journey

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

vtc.

55th

(a)

The Big Broadcast of 1936 (Paramount)
Sept. 13
The 39 Steps (GB Productions) Sept. 13
The Goose and the Gander (Warner Bros.) (c)

FINANCIAL

Picts.

Hall

Roxy

(Amkino)
(Amkino)

Peasants
Soviet

She

Columbia

Music

Swedenhielms

The Bishop Misbehaves

Am. Seat

—

Strand

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

—
—

Close

Paramount

week

HARRY GOETZ, who
goes

from

THE

Low

— 2nd

TWO-A-DAY RUN

_

High

Bros.)

Capitol

Top Hat (RKO Radio)— 2nd week
Diamond Jim (Universal) 3rd week
Ariane (Advance Film Exchange)
13th week

W

J.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
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SMILEAGt

Gidgets and gadgets and flowery advertising
words may attract attention at the automobile
show. But it's the old road test that proves the real
worth of a car.

And

it's

the old audience laugh test that proves

you play. When
theatres playing Educational Comedies show a 20
per cent increase in a year, there must be a reason. It's more power in the box-office star namesmore smileage per reel.
the value of the short comedies

__

E.

W. H AMNIONS presents

mn

"PENNY
WISE"
Produced by

Al Christie
Other current Educational
Comedies that register high
in

the smileage

test:

BUSTER WEST and

TOM PATRICOLA
In

"DAME SHY"
BUSTER KEATON
in

"THE E-FLAT

MAN"

ERNEST TRUEX
in

THE

AMATEUR HUSBAND'

TOM HOWARD and
GEORGE SHELTON
a STYLISH

STOUTS'

"CIRCUS DAYS"
Paul Terry-Toons
By Frank Moser and Paul Terry

Distributed in U.S.A. by

FOX

Film Corporation

—
THE

iSBtlDAILY

Monday, Sept.

IMPROVEMENT

^^

OkO*

PHIL

PLANNED FOR '35-36

M.DALY

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

improvement

in business conditions

throughout the United States."
Discussing the situation Warner
said: "We believe that those who
start building now will be getting
the benefit of today's low costs. In
talks with leaders in the build-

my

ing and construction field, I learned
they look for a rise in prices of
building materials, by the first of
the year."
Warner expressed the hope that
business leaders would immediately
launch whatever building and expansion plans they have been holding in abeyance.

Wall Street Speculators
Watch RKO Reorg. Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

presentation of a reorganization
plan shortly and the nature of its
offerings
holders.

to

creditors

The Film Daily

and

stock-

•

•

•

THERE

IS a lot of expert story writing talent

Hollywood that never gets any screen credit
for this
group consists of producers, directors, and players
who
for obvious reasons do not take story-writing credit on the
screen and in the billing
in

•

apSol

but Sol is satisfied
Lesser
and Swift is Lesser
Douglas Fairbanks
merely to take credit as the producer
authored many of his pictures under the guise of Elton Thomas
and W. C. Fields writes most of his film material
under the alias of Charles Bogle

THEN AGAIN we have Darryl Zanuck, who used
name of Melville Crossman for several years
and M. H. Hodman, indie producer, has turned out several
pieces of film literature under the name of E. Mason Hough
•

•

•

the writing

.

.

ly

• • ONE OF the first executives to adopt the alias was
who authored fully half a hundred stories
W. Griffith
when he was at the height of his directorial career
rarely did he use the same name twice
and having a
leaning toward the English nobility, he chose such names as

•

D.

Lady Smythe-Cavendish, Lord James Byington and the

like.

.

.

.

WE

director of
have John Stahl
• • • AGAIN
"Imitation of Life," "Only Yesterday," and other pictures
he frequently writes under the name of Louise Reels
while David Selznick authored Jean Harlow's "Reckless" under
the pen name of Oliver Jeffries
so when the announcement is made that Dan Jarrett and Don Swift are collaborating
on the script for "Thunder Mountain"
the new Zane
Grey story starring George O'Brien
it means that Sol
Lesser is working hand in hand with Scenarist Jarrett on the
adaptation and continuity

Ohio Admission Tax
Collections

Show Drop

(Continued from Page 1)

during the same period in
1934 under the 10 percent provision.
Questioned on the subject, P. J.
Wood, business manager of the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio,
indicated that the special session of
the Ohio Legislature which will convene Sept. 15, is practically certain
to consider the reinstatement of the
old 10 percent tax to apply on highlected

•

•

•

AD LINE

used in newspaper blurbs from the press"Do Married Men Make the

book of a current feature

Best Husbands?"
well, offhand, we would say, ladies,
likewise
if he's your husband he is a married man
if he is a married man and your husband at the same time
oh, well, you get the idea

that

•

special trailer

•

Neil

Depinet
Hamilton

E.

•

•

AN ENTIRE

section of the next issue of The Boys
an affiliate of the Parents' Magazine
will be devoted to Warners' "A Midsummer Night's
Dream"
this souvenir edition will be distributed at key
city openings of "Dream" by theater managers as part of
the publicity campaign
Charles

Warner Releases Set
Up to November

Secret," Oct. 26.

Music Publishers Not
Worrying About Future
Seeking to determine whether
music publishers would grant public
performance rights to copyrighted
music in the event that the federal

government

enjoins

Ascap

from

doing business, representatives of
the legal department of all major
companies have been informed by

John G. Paine, head of the Music
Publishers Protective Ass'n, that
the publishers did not believe such
a contingency was likely and hence
were not interested in discussing the
matter.
At present, the publishers assign
all
public performance rights to
Ascap which licenses theaters to use
copyrighted music controlled by the
Society.
Paine represented practically all the New York music publishers with the exception of the

Warner music

firms.

at Sydney
Artists staged a
double premiere here recently when
"Cardinal Richelieu" opened at the

Sydney

State

— United

theater

Night" had

its

and "The Wedding
premier at the Plaza

theater.

FACTS

FILMS
Total of 220 picture houses are oper-

Farrell

Nat Feltman

1

Release dates on seven Warner
Bros.-First National features have
been set until Nov. 1.
They are:
"Special Agent," Sept. 14; "The
Goose and the Gander," Sept. 21;
"I Live for Love," Sept. 28; "The
Girl with the Lucky Legs," Oct. 5;
"Shipmates Forever," Oct. 12; "Dr.
Socrates," Oct. 19; "Personal Maid's

ABOUT

and Girls Newspaper

Ned

claims will soon be completed, it is
understoood.
Preparation of a reorganization plan for Fox Theaters
is in the offing.

Open Two

• LOOKS AS if Stanley Lawton, manager of the
he conGeorge M. Cohan theater, has started something
ceived and wrote a trailer for National Constitution Day which
•

occurs on Sept. 17
and the Hearst publications, which are
running a campaign on the Constitution, played up the novel
Lawton idea
which has resulted in wide interest by
patriotic societies
so they have wired Lawton and appointed him chairman of the Motion Picture Unit of the National Constitution Day Committee
and now theater
managers everywhere are wiring Lawton for prints of his

er admissions.

Fox Claims

$15,000,000

(Continued from Page 1)

• FOR INSTANCE, the name of Don Swift has
peared among the story credits of pictures produced by
•

authoritative-

that
RKO financial
advised
progress in the past two years has
put the company in a sound position for reorganization. One of the
obstacles delaying a reorganization
determination of the
is the final
amount at which the Rockefeller
claim against RKO will be allowed
in the reorganization proceedings.
This should be settled in the next
few months. Though a large amount
of new cash will be necessary to
float a reorganization, it is believed
that this money will be found, both
because of the company's improved
position and the fact that the outlook at the moment is for betterment of business conditions.

1)

musicals and three with music; Fox,
four musicals and three with music;
Universal, three musicals and four
with music; Parmount, four musicals and four with music and United
Artists, one musical and one with
music.

Decision Expected Soon

.

is

1935
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Current releases

Curly Top, with Shirley Temple, .John Boles, and Rochelle Hudson.
The Farmer Takes a Wife, with Janet Gaynor and Henry Fonda.

Way Down East, (all star cast).

THE

EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »

Smash Campaign

lead editorial lauding the production.
On the same day, an
ad was carried drawing attention to the reproduction in the
Sunday roto issue of the "Daily
News" of a dance-instruction
series of pictures of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers presenting the dance hit from the
This
film,
"The Piccolino."
was printed over two full pages
and with the circulation of this
issue well over the two million
mark, it presented one of the
most forceful publicity breaks
of the New York campaign.

on "Top Hat"
(~\NE

of the

most comprehenand exploita-

sive publicity

tion

campaigns

tory

in local film his-

preceded the
premiere of RKO

New York

Radio Pictures' musical, "Top Hat", at
the Radio City Music Hall. Featuring wide store window and
other displays at some of the
busiest New York stores, the
showing of the film was heralded at the F. W. Woolworth
Stores located at 36th Street
and Broadway and at 50th
Street and Sixth Avenue opposite the Radio City Music Hall.

The

Southern Pacific

Railway
at 44th Street and

Ticket Office
Fifth Avenue featured a full
window display of special enlarged scenes from the production.
An intensive radio broadcasting campaign was arranged
to exploit the new Irving Berlin
tunes featured in the film. Fred
Astaire was featured for four
consecutive Saturdays, as the
guest star of the Lucky Strike
"Hit Parade" hour, broadcast
from New York over the NBCnational network. Special
displays announcing this
were placed in thousands of
cigar, drug and confectionery
stores.
The final broadcast
was held two days after the New
York premiere and simultaneous with the national release.
Coincident with the appearance
of the reviews of the film, some
of the leading music stores retailing the sheet music and
records of the Irving Berlin musical numbers featured prominent ads emphasizing this fact.
Taking advantage of the first

WEAF

"Harvest Moon" Dancing Contest staged by New York's most
newspaper,
widely
circulated

"The Daily News," the Radio
Pictures and Radio City Music
Hall publicity departments arranged to present a special Fred
Astaire Silver Trophy and Top
Hat to the best all-around
dancing couple selected at the
finals witnessed by more than
20,000 people at Madison Square
Garden.
This was staged on
the eve of the opening of "Top
Hat." Pictures of Fred Astaire
holding the prizes were printed
two days before the finals, and
pictures of the presentation to
the winners were printed in
the "Daily News" on the film's
opening day.
To sustain the
publicity in the "Daily News,"
the Radio City Music Hall arranged to have the winning couple attend the Thursday evening showing of "Top Hat" as
guests of Fred Astaire. A picture of the host and winners at
the theater was printed on page
two of the Friday issue of the
"Daily News." As a follow-up to
emphasize the entertainment
value of "Top Hat," the "Daily
News" on Saturday printed a

over the box-office playing the
song hit of the same name. An
elaborate front included colored
heads of Marion Davies, Dick
Powell and Pat O'Brien, the
three separated by the title and
cast in pastel shades and flittered letters cut-out on a black
velour background.
Four foot
letters illuminated on top of the

ing for "Marion Davies in 'Page
Miss Glory' at the Strand" and
the page shouting out "Page
Miss Glory". Albany News Company's trucks bannered on picture and story about Marion
Davies in October issue of
"Modern Screen," window displays in Kresge's on music and
"Modern Screen," in Newberry's

marquee flashed the names of
Marion Davies and Dick Powell
down the main street of Albany.
The newspaper campaign included some excellent supplementary ads in the "Times

on candy and a Dawn Glory
sundae, in Grant's on the music,
and in a local florists with stills
and a page boy cutout selling
flowers.
standees
Miniature
were distributed to all night
clubs and downtown restaurants
for the tables, 10,000 napkins
distributed to Liggetts, Kresge's,

at the Strand, Albany, N. Y., started three weeks
in advance with special displays
about the theater.
With the
opening had a P. A. system out

Union," plus plenty of art layouts and feature stories.
Had
a full page tied up with several merchants with a small
part of a photo of Marion
Davies in each ad, the gag to
cut them out and assemble bits
making composite head for cash
and ticket prizes. Exploitation
included a page boy covering
the down town streets with a
large flower box with tag read-

Chicago Chat

San Antonio Notes

Chicago Daniel Lubliner, manager of the Monroe, Loop house, was
robbed of the theater's $500 payroll
recently by two gunmen who invaded his second floor office and
threatened him with revolvers.
The Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers

Leroy Handley and Young Dowdy
of the Majestic staff are back on
duty from that vacation trip to

—Music

New York

Hall,

City.

Advance Campaign
Puts Over "Glory"

(CAMPAIGN
^
Glory"

on

"Page

Miss

—

picture

"Top Hat" drew capacity

RKO Palace on opening day. Demand for seats has been
so great the opening time of the
theatre has been moved to 9:15
crowds at the

« «

New

York.
Miss Doris Wise, secretary to City

Raymond

Manager

Willie of Inhere, is in Hollywood on vacation and visiting the
studios.
terstate

Circuit

Sack Amusement Enterprises recently closed a deal with First Division Exchanges, Inc., New York
City, for exclusive distribution in

Newberry's and United Drug %
stores, used 1000 special inserts
Other
with Postal Telegraph.

window

tieups included hats,
shops, cosmetics,
Also had all main thoroetc.
fares posted with stickers on
poles reading "Page Miss Glory"
and nothing else, just a sort of
teaser idea which helped adcoats, beauty

vance stunts.
Strand, Albany, N. Y.

—

New Type
Classified

of

Ad

Tieup

BOTWICK, manager
H'ARRY
of the State theater, Portland, ran a swell contest in the
Sunday "Telegram"
Portland
and Sunday "Press Herald."
The contest was run in the classified ads page, and read as fol"Scramble the Ads
lows:

—

Win

a Prize!

Go through

the
Clip a
anan-

m.
The two-and-a-half year old acthe Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
counting suit brought by Fred Oser,
territory of "White Heat."
since slain, and five other movie
Ralph Labutis of the Texas-Valley
operators against the late Thomas
E. Moloy and other officials of the Film Service has returned from his
union, has been dismissed by Supe- vacation trip to Chicago.
rior Judge Francis B. Allegretti, by
William Cohen has returned from
Counsel for the op- the Coast and will re-open Shadowagreement.

ads on this page today.
line of type from one
other from a second
other from a third. Then combine the lines into an entirely
new ad the funnier the better
by pasting them in order on
a sheet of paper. For the twenty funniest ads a guest ticket

erators told the court that a settlement had been made out of court
and that the five living insurgent
members had been reinstated in the
union and are now employed.
The Rio theater is celebrating its
first anniversary the week of Sept.
An amateur contest will
8 to 15.
be the grand finale.

to each."

a.

land this

will

is

"Bank Night" award went as high
as $400 at the Texas theater last

week.

Iowa Items

reopen on Sept.

Leo F. Wolcott of Eldora, president of the Allied Theater Owners
Warner Bros, are reopening the of Iowa, says the annual convention
Liberty theater in Sharon, closed for of the organization will be held in
Thomas J. Fordham, Des Moines this fall. The exact date
two years.
district manager in that territory, has not been set.
is in charge of the remodeling work
Raymond Blank of Chicago has
now going on. New seats and sound returned to Des Moines from a
installed.
House
equipment are being
month's visit to the west coast. He
will open late in September and will
is to be associated with the A. H.
be managed by Thomas J. Whyte,
Blank offices in Des Moines.
manager of the Columbia.
12 with a single feature policy, L.
B. Cool, manager, announces.

The Art Cinema,

first

art picture

four years,
opens September 16 with "The Con-

policy

house

here

in

James Winn, former manager of
the Chicago office of Warner Bros.,
First National, has taken up his
duties as district manager for the
company for the midwestern terriincluding
Missouri,
Iowa,
tory,

Nymph."
Warner in Ambridge has
switched to a combo policy to play
Nebraska,
Major Bowes' Amateur Show.
stant

The

Illinois

—

and Minnesota.

.

.

.

—

—State, Portland, Me.

going back to

the Pacific Coast. He will alternate
between acting and radio work.

Pittsburgh Briefs
The Fulton

fall.

Berry Kroeger

.

.

.

Up With
American Legion
A/f AURICE CORKERY,
Tied

at the
Central Square, Cambridge,
discovered that the local American Legion Post was about to
sponsor a "home made scooter
contest" you know those contraptions that the kids make
out of old roller skates and discarded lumber. Manager Corkery made arrangements with the
"Post" to present the winners
of the contest with their prizes
on the stage of the theater durSaturday afternoon
the
ing
show. He also arranged to have
the American Legion Junior
Drum Corps parade to the theater, carrying a big banner, as
the windup for the occasion.
These events were news, and to
prove it, Maurice got a break
in the papers that helped out
the kiddie business for that particular afternoon.
Central Square,

—

—

Cambridge, Mass.

THE
Monday, Sept.

9,

SAY GROUP CONTROLS
ST. LOUIS FIRST-RUNS
(Continued from Page

answer

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

=====

filed

them from withholding
the Fanchon & Marco
from
pictures

to restrain

houses.

=

By CHARLES ALICOATE -

PRODUCTION

1)

a few days ago in
connection with a Federal court
show cause order why a temporary
injunction should not be issued
against them and other defendants

their

-SMU

DAILY

1935

begins today at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio on a

titled "Between the
Lines," starring Bernice Claire. In
support of Miss Claire, will appear
Rodney McLennan, youthful tenor,
the Ten Commanders, a group of
male singers, Arlene and Eddie
Kinley, dancers, and George Dobbs,
The
Broadway musical juvenile.
two-reeler which will be released in
Vitaphone's series of "Broadway
Brevities," is being directed by Roy

new musical

The return was signed by Former
United States Senator James A. Mack.
Reed of Kansas City, Sam B.
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArSimpson and
Jeffries, Arthur E.
are scheduled to get under way
thur,
Paul F. Plummer of counsel for about the first of October on a feaWarner Bros. Pictures, Inc.; Vita- ture production tentatively titled
phone Corp., First National Pic- "Soak the Rich," with work to be
the Eastern Service studio
tures, Inc.; Vitagraph, Inc.; Warner done at
in Astoria.
and
Corp.
Management
Circuit
Bros.
•

Carl

Timmon

assisting on the direc-

tion.

•
story for the next

PHILLY EXHIBS

SHORTS' AD CAMPAIGN

—

Local theatermen
Philadelphia
are watching with interest the experiment being tried by the Earle,
Fox house which is boosting short

two-reel
The
comedy featuring Tom Howard and
George Shelton has been completed subjects
by Marcy Klaubcr and Charles Williams, with production scheduled to
get under ivay this week at the
Eastern Service studio. Al Christie
will produce and direct the short for

Educational.

WATCH

in

big

newspaper adver-

This is the first time in
years that the stunt has been tried.
Maybe shorts can replace stage
tisements.

shows as a draw, speculate the onlooking exhibs.

•

Ray

Gross, noted cartoonist-inventor, has delivered another batch
of his unusual inventions to the

GB

Closes Product Deals

Brooklyn Vitaphone studios, where
With Fourteen Circuits
they are being incorporated into a
(Continued from Page 1)
one-reel comedy. The cast is headed
Edward Fielding, Elizabeth circuit in Pittsburgh territory,
by
Fielding, Philip Truex, son of Er- Gregg circuit, in North Carolina;
nest Truex, and Beverly Thalon, Warner Bros., Central States Thewhose ingenue roles in previous aters, Glen W. Dickinson circuit in
Vitaphone shorts have won her con- Kansas, Missouri and Ohio, Monarch
General Theatrical Enterprises.
Astoria
the
at
today
Work begins
Lloyd French is Theaters, Ohio; Tri-State Theaters
a musical short featuring siderable praise.
on
studios
these
answer
In their previous
operating in Ohio, Nebraska and
Johnnie Green and his orchestra, directing.
•
circuit, in
Illinois, Walter Reade
companies have denied every allega- supported by Eddie Farrell and
The first of a series of two-reel New York and New Jersey; Harry
tion of the Department of Justice Marjorie Logan, for release in the
shorts to be pi-oduced by James H. Arthur theaters in St. Louis, Wilcontained in the petition seeking the Paramount 'Headlined series. Fred
start mer & Vincent circuit in Pennsylto
scheduled
is
direct, with William Harper
will
Waller
court restraining order.
West Coast Ser- vania and Virginia. The Roxy is
Steiner doing the camera work and Wednesday at the
the GB Broadway show window.
vice studio.
The return presented on Sept. 5
states that if the court should
grant the preliminary injunction Spanish Producers Plan
prayed for, it would injure the deYear
50 Films For
fendants and the public in that the
will
production
Madrid Spanish
lessees of the Amabassador, Mis- substantially increase during the
souri and New Grand Central the- year ahead with 50 pictures schedaters through their agreements and uled, as compared with 21 produced
arrangements with the combinations during the past season. More than
of persons and corporations controll- 30 million of pesetas will be spent
ing the Fox and St. Louis theaters, on production, according to anboth local first run houses, would nouncements.
dominate the first run houses in St.
Louis and absorb the available supply of first run films, thus stifling
2-A-Day for "Crusades"
and preventing competition in St.
Louis.
Denver Returning from a New
York trip, Manager B. D. Cockrill of
The return further stated that the Denham here announced his
should the court grant the tempochange of plans concerning the
rary injunction, such action would
showing of "The Crusades." The
further such alleged plan to stifle
Cecil B. DeMille picture, which was
competition in the first run field
to be shown at the Denham someand cause the operators of the
time in September, will be "road
Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum theshown" at the Denver municipal
Warfor
outlets
as
operating
aters,
auditorium on a two-a-day policy,
of
loss
firms,
ner Brothers-controlled
Associated with CockOct. 11-13.
the large sum invested in advance
Arthur
rill in this showing will be
the
of
of a judicial determination
Oberfelder.
M.
conspiracy charge of the government.

now

New

—

SMART" ONES

—

The return then added that the
disputed facts in the case are the
same on the application for a temporary injunction as they are on the
merits of the case, and the full issues
can be heard and determined as
speedily at the actual trial of the
facts as in the preliminary hearing
set for Sept. 10.
Sept. 30 the court has dockcriminal
the
of
the trial
charges against Warner Bros., their

On

eted

affiliated

RKO

companies, Paramount and

and several individual

of such companies.

officers

have discovered
truly Continental

view of Central Park, superior
serviee*

rates.

bottle cap tax receipts.

invitingly inexpensive

(Single, $3.50-$5; Double, $5-$7)

The popular CONTINENTAL
GRILL, the CAFE de la PAIX

Balk Ballyhoo Stunt
Louis, Mo.— The well - laid
St.
plans of Byron "Dinty" Moore, disWarner
the
for
chieftain
trict
Brothers theaters in this sector, to
throw 20,000 of the state new onemill sales tax receipts to high winds
as a plug for the current attraction
at the Orpheum was tossed into the
discard when local printers refused
to enter into the arrangements,
fearing it might be a violation of
the sales tax law to print advertising matter on the back of the milk

atmosphere —

and

America's
only

RCMPELMAYER'S
* smart, meaning the clever, the knowing and, of course, the fashionable.

T.

MORITZ-ON-THE-PARK
50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH.

Direction: S.

NEW YORK

GREGORY TAYLOR

THE

A
By

"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK

TJCKELS AND FORD,

INC., have
opened offices and will handle
publicity and advertising for motion
The staff
personalities.
picture
headed by Eckles will include Jack
Lewis, Hubbard G. Robinson, Al

Rackin and George Ward.
T

supervising a mubackground for Republic's
Black Sheep."

Abe Meyer
sical

"Two

T
is

T

T

Carl Pierson has completed direction of "The New Frontier," John
Wayne western for Republic.

Melville
Claire in

T

T

T

Homer

Curran, in association with
Brown, will present Ina

"Ode to Liberty," for a
two-week engagement at the Belasco commencing today.
Radio has exercised

on

TV

Darryl F. Zanuck announced today that the option on the services
of Andrew Tombes, actor, has been
exercised for
an additional six

"Thanks

Dolores del Rio and Warren William will be co-starred in "Meet the
Duchess," First National announces.
"Meet the Duchess" is an adaptation of "A Present from Margate,"
the successful London stage play by
Ian Hay and A. E. W. Mason. The
picture will enter production in
about ten days under the direction
of

Frank McDonald.

Marie Wilson, recently signed by
First National as a featured player,
will

appear

in

"Broadway Hostess."

NEWS

Tombes

is

currently

in
a
featured
a Million."

ap-

role

in

v
Benedict, young Oklahoman
under contract to 20th Century-Fox,
Bill

has been assigned to a comedy role
in "Snatched,"
which Darryl F.
Zanuck is producing for the company.
Marshall Neilan, who recently
completed direction of "This Is the
Life" for 20th Century-Fox, has
been assigned to the picturization of
Booth Tarkington's "Gentle Julia,"
which Lamar Trotti is putting into
screen play form.

Gene Fowler, who has arrived in
Hollywood after an extended vacation in Egypt, to begin fulfilment
of his long term contract with
20th
Century-Fox, will dialogue
"Professional Soldier," starring vefor Victor McLaglen, which
Darryl F. Zanuck will personally
produce.

hicle

Warner Bros, have assigned

to

Dorothy Peterson one of the two
leading feminine roles opposite Barton MacLane in "Country Boy."
Mary Astor has the other.

May

Lift

Movies Ban

—

Harrison, N. J.
The anti-movies elethis town is in a lather because
the Town Council has been asked to
lower the license tee of $10,000 a year
for establishment of a picture house
here.
After 20 years of prohibiting
movies,
the Harrison
Business
Men's
Association has found out that prospective
customers are lured to nearby
Kearny and Newark by film theaters.

"LOTS"
Andre Beranger and Niles Welch
have

been

"Enemy

of

added

—Recent

state closings

include the Rex in Spring Green and
the State in Racine, while the Elite
in Appleton and the Cameo in Kenosha were recently re-opened.

T

—

T

a role in "Captain Blood," which is
now in production at the First National studios.

v

Columbia has exercised its option
completed and used last week for
the first time by the company en- on Elisabeth Risdon, stage actress.
gaged on "I Found Stella Parrish." Miss Risdon is making her screen
debut in "Guard That Girl," the
Florence Rice-Robert Allen feature,
now in production under Lambert

DAY

gher, 35 years old, manager and
master of ceremonies of the Irish
Village, who died at the De Paul

Hospital
in

from

injuries

sustained

a head-on collision of two auto-

—

Buffalo John Whitney, erstwhile
Schine and Universal manager, and
lately in charge of the Victoria,
West Side community theater, for
Colleen Moore was the Basil Brothers neighborhood
St. Louis, Mo.
here for the opening of her $435,000 circuit, has assumed management of
Falls.
doll house in the exhibition hall of the Basils' Falls, Niagara
the Famous-Barr department store. Sidney Mattison, manager of the
Basils'
Maxine, has taken over
Funeral services Whitney's work of advertising and
St. Louis, Mo.
were held recently for James Galla- publicity for the circuit.

—

—

Detroit Notes

of

17, the first
the $2,500,000 expansion schedule at
the Warner Bros, studios, has been

mobiles.

The Times, local
Milwaukee
neighborhood house, has organized
a Popeye Club for the kiddies with
the first meeting slated for Sept. 7.

cast

Mary Forbes has been assigned

Hillyer's direction.
T

Feature

Milwaukee

the

to

Man," for First National.

Harold Shumate, scenarist, has
been placed under long-term contract by Columbia, and at the same
time the option on the writing services of Bruce Manning was taken
on
up by the company.

Sound stage No.

of the

Denver Doings

roles

in

"Song of the

Damned" (temporary title), which
Columbia places in production this
week have been assigned to Thurston Hall and Billy Gilbert. Albert
Rogell

will

direct.
Victor Jory,
Foster and Florence Rice
have been signed for the leads.

Norman

v
T
Leichter,
producer of
Beaumont Pictures, has just returned from a survey of all the key

Mitchell

cities and finds all the territories
doing a great business. He has sold

eight
pictures
starring
Conway
Tearle and six with "Black King,"
the horse.

"Our Gang

Follies of 1936" goes
production at the Hal Roach
studios under the direction of Gus
Meins.

into

AAA

—

E. L. Windward, office manager
Three different motion of the Salt Lake RKO exchange,
Detroit
In order to personally supervise
picture shows were offered free to spent his vacation in Colorado.
the cutting and editing of M-G-M's
Fair,
State
Michigan
visitors to the
Vacationing in Colorado is Charles Marx Brothers feature "A Night at
running here for 10 days.
Snyder, office manager of the RKO the Opera," Director Sam Wood has
ComService
Jam Handy Picture
exchange at Sioux Falls, South delayed his long-contemplated vapany operated a theater for the Dakota.
cation to Honolulu. The megaphontwo
Chevrolet Motor Co., offering
ist hopes to get away within the
Dekker
are
Archer
and
Joe
Tony
The Ford Motor
feature pictures.
next couple of weeks.
under
the
sponputting
fights
on
Co., presented pictures of the San
T
T
T
sorship of the Veterans of Foreign
Diego Fair and Mickey Mouse, givWhen he finishes the screen play
Wars of Englewood at their Engleing a sixty minute show interspersed
Could Only Cook," at
Pennzoil's minia- wood theater, in a suburb of Denver. of "If You
with vaudeville.
fights take place every Tuesday Columbia, Howard J. Green, noted
The
subject
short
running
ture theater,
The theater is not being scenarist, will probably move to
shows, and seating only 25, set a night.
Universal to accept a role as assoused otherwise at present.
record of 7,000 daily attendance.

Europa, operated by Paul
Osterle, formerly of the Cass Theaopened Saturday with "Der
ter,
Kaiserwaltzer" and a foreign picture
This gives
policy, chiefly German.
Detroit three new first runs in 10

The

ciate producer which was offered to
Arrange British Distribution
him this week.
Toronto Arrangements have been
T
v
completed by Booth-Canadian Films
Charles Kenyon, who is currently

—

for distribution of its production in
all parts of the British Empire,
states George T. Booth, president of

circuit owner, has
to
Flint,
spending the
at his new Rialto there.

the company, which now has its
production activities in full swing.
Booth-Canadian is a separate firm
from Booth-Dominion Productions,

With the closing of the RKO-Fox
pooling agreement for the Fox here,
by the reopening of the RKO downtown, John Wigar, RKO man who

acted as treasurer of the Fox, has
returned to New York. His place
Kaliski,
is being taken by Louis
while Jack Hurford, formerly assistant manager, has returned to the
theater to resume his duties.

days, a total of eight.

Alex Schreiber,

ment of

Harry Warren and Al Dubin, have
written another song called "Stars
Over Broadway," which will be
sung by James Melton in the picture of the same title now in production at the Warner Bros, studios.

the

RKO

months.
pearing

"A Sliver in God's Eye," play by
Mildred Knopf, has been purchased
for early production by Radio. Mrs.
Knopf, the author, is the wife of
Edwin Knopf, motion picture executive.

op-

its

services of Bernard
Newman, style creator.
T
Stephen Roberts will direct "My
Blue Heaven" for
Radio. Robert Presnell is doing the script.
tion

E. E. Clive is the most recent adto the cast of "Stars Over
Broadway," which is currently before the Warner Bros, studio camdition

r

T

RKO

HOLLYWOOD

returned

week-end
Frankie Connors, who established
a two year record at the Fox h%re,
has returned, to begin another season's engagement.

scripting the Warner Brothers picture "The Petrified Forest," starring Leslie Howard, has just sold
a book of poems entitled "In Conference," which will be published
serially in a national magazine.

Ltd., which is now making two features at the Ravina Rink studio.

This Safe

Can Take

—

It

The office safe of
N. J.
the Ritz, recently withstood the 14th
assault by safecrackers within the past
five years.
As on other occasions, the
managed to open the outer
thieves
door but were balked by the inner one.
Newark,
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Extend Duals Nationally

JACK COHN WOULD ADVANCE SALES SEASON TO JAN.
Circuits Seek Quicker Action on New Union Scale
Local 306 Membership to
Hold Special Meeting Tomorrow

Enqland
gia
and

studios

its

By JACK ALICOATEI

—

ONDON, ENGLAND

EMPY

well

is

1— oiled (EMPY is our bicycle, constant
companion and severest critic). As a treat
we allowed her to spend yesterday in the
beauty parlor and she is as snappy as a
Out through the
Howard Dietz melody.
Strand with our head high and past Buckingham Palace where we tarry a bit to
As we
catch the changing of the Guard.
pass Wimbleton, EMPY hangs her head in
shame for it was here that our trusty
tennis team recently laid the largest egg
International

in

athletic

history.

A

turn-

and we are on
production center of EngElstree can never be Hollywood, for
land.
during our stay there we saw not one real
estate, palmist nor barbecue sign, and, of
ing

the

to

left

things, not a single beret.

all

At

Elstree
of

located the big studios
Pictures under the
production chief Walter Myare

croft.
Here also is the home grounds of
Joe Grossman, pal of limey and princes, as
travelers'
check, as
international
as
a
British as Haymarket and as witty as a gag
Next door are the
men's convention.
studios of British and Dominions with Herbert Wilcox as the production maestro.
Here, also, Alexander Korda has been pro-

but

ducing,

his

outfit

Denham, where he
modern plant.

is

is

now moving

building

to

a

spacious

is

at

—•—

The Warner Brothers

studio

Ted-

out Twickenham
not large, but as complete and
a layout as one will find anywhere.
Over our gin and ginger beer we went
back into the old days with the boss, the
genial and clever Irving Asher, and then
spent a happy half hour on the set with

dington-on-the-Thames,

way.
cozy

Bill

It

is

who is shooting "Mr. Cohen
Walk" with Paul Graetz and

Beaudine,

Takes

a

Mirael

Forbes-Robertson.

CONTEMPLATES

A.

—•—

Gaumont-British are at Shepherds Bush.
Here is the finest studio in England.
It
is a
large, imposing white stone structure
of about six stories and looks like Macy's
(Continued on Page 2)

RKO's "Top Hat," in its second week
at
the
Radio City Music Hall, will
top every record of the house with the
exception of this picture's first week,
according to the rate of business up
to yesterday.

SABATH TO PROBE
SECURITY DEFAULTS
The Sabath Congressional Comis making an investigation
of all defaults on security payments
in the motion picture industry since
mittee

NO CORPORATE CHANGE
Internationalization
of
United
Artists by the addition of Alexander
chief,

London

Films production
as an equal partner with Mary

Korda,

Douglas Fairbanks,
Charles Chaplin and Samuel Goldwyn, will not entail any change in

1930.
Murray W. Garsson, director
of investigation for the committee,
admitted that such a probe was un-

der way, but declined further comment.
Among the defaults being
investigated are those by RKO,
Pathe, Paramount, Fox Theaters
Corp., Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,
Inc., Universal and others.

(Continued on Page 7)

International

British

direction

U.

Pickford,

—•—

of

(Continucd on Page 6)

way

our

the

Elstree,

to

Circuit operators
are insisting
that the Local 306 wage scale committee with which they have been
negotiating a new booth scale for
New York City be empowered to
act instead of having to report each
new proposition to the union membership, and it is likely that delega-

"Top Hat" Continues Pace

E. M.

Loew

to

Handle

Pool in Worcester

—

Worcester, Mass. A pooling arrangement has been entered into

whereby the E. M. Loew circuit will
book the Plymouth, Regent and
Olympia. The Plymouth changes to
second run. The Regent goes third

Ohio Indie Unit Meets
Nov. 19-20 in Columbus

—

Columbus Annual convention of
Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
will be held Nov. 19-20 at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel here, it is announced by P. J. Wood, business
manager.
State tax situation will
be a chief topic of discussion, with
(Continued on Page 7)

No

National Duals Policy
Contemplated by Circuits

Sign 5-Year Contracts
With National Theaters
Five-year personal service contracts have been signed with National Theaters by Harry Buckley,
Coast attorney; Jack Sullivan, in
charge of buying for the circuit and
Edward Alperson, New York executive for the company.
Charles
Skouras, head of operations for the
former Fox West Coast cricuit, received a personal employment deal

some months ago.

Although both's Loew's and RKO
have gone completely double feature in policy in their

Columbia Vice - President
Urges Selling Season
Early in Year
Advance of the selling season to
the first of the calendar year, around
Jan. 1, was advocated yesterday by
Jack Cohn, Columbia executive, who
argued that it is bad policy to open
new season pictures during the hot
summer months when patrons are
inclined to keep away from the theaters.
He declared other distribution leaders are showing interest ir,
the idea and in fact, during the
present year, selling started earlier
than usual.
Cohn said that torrid summer
(Continued on Page 7)

RELEASES

(Continucd on Page 6)

GERMANY

AT17-YEARL0WMARK
—

Berlin Number of films approved for release in Germany from July
1934, to June 30, 1935, estab1,
lished a low mark since the war,
totaling only 185, against 221 in
the 1933-34 season. German films
passed amounted to 104, against 117
last year, while American pictures
dropped to 40 from 68 in the previous season.

Convention Dates Set
By Western Pa. Allied
Pittsburgh— Allied M.
Western Penna. has set

P. T. O. of
Oct. 21-22
for its annual convention at the Hotel Schenley here, Secretary Fred J.

Herrington announces.

New York

metropolitan territory houses, these
and other major circuits have no
intention of rushing the plan into
effect
nationally, executives
said
yesterday in New York. They admitted that the policy is gradually
making headway, but no leap in this
direction is contemplated, it was
stated. Adoption of the plan will oc-

IN

Answer Lincoln

Suit

—

Neb.
Answer to the Independent Theaters Corp. $1,353,000 suit
in Federal Court here was filed yesterday by Paramount, M-G-M, RKO, Universal,
Vitagraph,
United Artists and
Fox, asking that several allegations be
dropped and that others be made more
Lincoln,

specific.

The

suit,

filed

in

July

for

October, is sister to the State
Theaters Corp. $444,000 action chargtrial

ing

in

conspiracy.
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Low

High

Beuren

Silverstone.

days before
London.

his
from
yesterday
returned
Corp.,
back
bringing
cruise,
vacation
Indies
pictures of the S. S. Dixie disaster.
ROMNEY BRENT, Broadway actor, is back
sojourn in Paris
in New York from a summer
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on her way back to New
York from a visit with Mary Pickfod in HolShe will go into a new play to be
lywood.
produced by George Abbott.
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DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY

in

a

in

arrives

Paris

New

Majestic.

Broadway

and

play,

"The
same

and
Land

York

L.

ner's

Promise,"

of

producer of
on the

arrive

also

from

Beverly

SIDNEY

KING CHARNEY

Agfa

leaves New York
for Hollywood.

the latter part of the week
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Cincinnati Variety Club golf tourna-
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Hillcrest
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Cincinnati.

Albany Variety Club annual Golf
Tournament, Shaker Ridge Country Club.

Sept. 20:
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Hearing on permanent injunction to
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Referee Sol M.
Strooch in connection with the $1,000,000 suit of the Chicago Title &
tion chief and newest
Vj
Trust Co. against William Fox was
Va
continued yesterday until Thursday.
The proceedings, which are taking
%
Dicker Direct
place in the Chase Bank Building,
%
Music Contracts are based on an allegation that the
Va
magnate personally
Va
Conferences toward negotiating a former film
and its studios
%
new music deal with the American guaranteed the plaintiff's purchase
Va
(Continued from Page 1)
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Hearing Due Sept. 23
In Ohio Playdate Case
Columbus

— Hearing

of

the

test

case instigated by RKO against the
recently passed bill banning preferred playing time in Ohio is scheduled to take place before the Federal

Court here Sept. 23.

—

Corrigan With Pioneer
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Lloyd Corrigan, who
directed "La Cucaracha," has been
signed to direct for Pioneer Pictures,
makers of "Becky Sharp," who will
make two feature pictures in the
new technicolor process this season
for
Radio release.
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NEW BRITISH COMPANY
LAUNCHES PRODUCTION
London

—Plans

for the making of
six features over the next 18 months
are announced by Garrett, Klement
Pictures, Ltd., newly formed company with headquarters at 32 St.

James

Street.

Eugene Frenke and Eugene

Tuscherer will be associate producers on the picture, which goes in

work

month at the British &

this

Dominion

Elstree, for distribution by C. M. Woolf's new organization, General Film Distribu-

Alfred Zesler, formerly with Ufa,
produce a number of other films
on the Garrett Klement schedule,
the first of these being based on
"The Amazing Quest of Ernest
will

—

by E. Phillips Oppenheim. An
American star is being sought for
the chief role.

Bliss",

Authors Better Pleased
With H'wood Treatment
Authors

from

Hollyof bitter
complaints about their treatment at
the studios, but on the contrary are
very well content with their experience, it was said yesterday by Verne
Porter, literary agent.
"Authors are being better treated

returning

wood are no longer

•

T

HERE

is

much

stress on the story," Porter
said.
"Producers realize that the
type of story they want today can't
be thrown together synthetically.
There must be a powerful central
idea.
As a result, authors are be-

ing deferred to, and not kicked
around."
Porter said there was desperate
demand from all quarters for story
material. The American story market is being carefully looked over
by a number of British producers,
Porter declared.

T

Spitz Producing
Series of Negro Shorts
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—Edward

Spitz

is

pro-

ducing a series of 12 one-reel subjects with all negro casts.
Initial
subject is "Broken Earth," starring
Clarence Muse, directed by Roman
Freulich.

• •
Smyrna

BACK IN

•

•

INAUGURATING A

impoverished Izmir, then known
as
was an area where books were a luxury
and public libraries unheard of
a struggling lawyer and
patriot, one Ibrahim Bey Kadizade, set about his self-appointed
task of providing such an institution
1911,

T
•

—

Artists.

"Goose" at Strand Tomorrow
"The Goose and the Gander," Kay
Francis's latest First National starring picture, will have its New York
premiere at the Strand Theatre tomorrow evening.

T
lottery

among

friends,

he

raised the sum of $65
with this he made his first purchase of second-hand books
he then prevailed upon a
citizen to give over half of his double tenement dwelling together with the use of the adjoining vacant grounds
he secured enough credit for the purchase of lumber to build a
high fence enclosure with benches
second-hand motion
picture equipment was obtained and arrangement made for
film service at Constantinople
thus the open alir cinema
to support a library started

T
•

•

•

IT

T

the Mussolini Cup for the best foreign film exhibited, six American
pictures took honors at the third
biennial motion picture exhibit held
here.

The Fascist party's prize for the
most artistic foreign film was
awarded to "The Paul Street Boys",
Columbia feature shown in the U.
S. under the title of "No Greater
Glory".
The gold medal of the Italian Confederation of Professional Men and
Artists for the best animated cartoon went to Walt Disney's "Band
Concert."
The cup donated by the Government Motion Picture Bureau for the
best director went to King Vidor for
his work in "The Wedding Night,"
United Artists release.
The cup for the best color film
went to "Becky Sharp", the Pioneer
production released by RKO Radio.
A cup for the best photography
was awarded to Paramount for a
scene setting to radio pictures of the

United States.

PROVED

a bonanza from the start
every penny of profits being diverted to the needs of the
adjoining library
within two years the free reading
rooms had over 4,000 volumes
finally the Governor General of the province allotted a piece of ground upon which was
built a new combination public library and cinema
Ipechi Brothers, a firm of importers, generously paid $45,000
as advance theater rent so that construction could start im-

mediately

T
THEN CAME

T

T

• • •
the Great War, and it was not Until
after the evacuation of the Allies in 1922 that Ibrahim Bey
Kadizade could again carry on
but the great enterprise
had so awakened the pride of Izmir citizens, that credit was
easily obtained to complete the structure by 1926
built
in modernistic style at a cost of 287,000 pounds, this beautiful
cinema pays all expenses for the equally beautiful and modern
library
in addition to showing an annual profit of 15,000
pounds
so in Turkey the name of Ibrahim Bey Kadizade
one reverenced by everybody
but he modestly insists
on sharing honors with the movies
without which he
says his dream of a public library could never have come

Running High
At Talisman Studios

Activity

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Richard C. Pearl,
manager of the Talisman studios,
has three following companies shooting at his lot. They are New Century's Charles Ray feature, "Just
My Luck"; Ambassador's Kermit
Maynard production and Harry
Sherman's "Hop-a-Long Cassidy".
Conn Pictures is preparing the second of the Roy Mason-Frankie Darro series, while Larry Darmour has
the next Ken Maynard story in preparation. Cameo
for a feature.

is

also

making plans

is

T

• • • FLOOD CONDITIONS on the eastern shore of
Maryland the past few days prevented anyone getting through
by rail or road
as some of the roads were washed

away

so the film service, Horlacher Delivery Service,
headed by James P. Clark
inaugurated deliveries and
pick-ups by plane
special planes were chartered to do
this work, and everything was delivered on time
you
can't stop these Clark boys
James, Tom and William
know that the film show must go on

T

H. G. Wells Film Renamed
London H. G. Well's screenplay
for
Alexander Korda, previously
titled "100 Years to Come," has
been renamed "Things to Come."
The film is nearing completion and
will soon be released through United

T

T

•

true

Edward

Hollywood

T

EXPO

Venice Headed by M-G-M's "Anna Karenina", which was awarded

IS a modern Arabian Nights tale brought
back from far-off Turkey by Bert Perkins
a tale that
Bert unearthed and which has never before been published
it being the story of a popular institution in Turkey
that is beloved by all the inhabitants
a moving picture
theater that was built in order to support a public library.

full

Hollywood today because there

in

•

IN

—

\
•

AMERICAN FILMS

WIN PRIZES

M.DALY

PHIL

studios,

tors.

so

W^P™

Productions will cost

about $300,000 each, it is stated, and
the first will be "A Woman Alone",
with Anna Sten, directed by Fedor
Otzep.

SIX

•

•

•

JUST OUTSIDE

Jim Casper has opened

his

T

T

of St. Augustine, Florida

Parking Palace Theater

costs 75 cents to park each car
three shows nightly
barbecued sandwiches, soft drinks and beer are served
a push-button attached to the speaker-tray in each
parking booth brings the waitress
it's cleaning up
Kate Arlene Goldstein, stylist, will demonstrate trends in
fashions by utilizing as examples the shoes worn by Merle
Oberon and Janet Beecher in the Samuel Goldwyn-U. A. production, "The Dark Angel," now playing at the Rivoli
the demonstration will be a feature of the "Paris-New YorkHollywood" Style Symposium at the Style Conference of the
National Shoe Retailers Association at the Waldorf-Astoria this
afternoon
A victory was scored by Loew's baseball team
playing the Columbia team last Saturday at the Catholic Protectory in the semi-finals
the
the score was 8 to 4
finals are now being held

"Europa" Novel in Film Dickers
The William Morris office is negotiating for the sale of the motion
picture rights of "Europa," the new

novel by Robert Briffault, French
diplomat, just published and already
hailed as the most important book
of the year.

Rogers Film at M. H. Sept. 19
Will Rogers' "Steamboat 'Round
the Bend," 20th Century-Fox release, is understood to be set for
the Music Hall on Sept. 19.

it

Arthur Craig to American Display
Arthur Craig, assistant to Don
Velde in the Paramount home office
adsales department, has resigned to
join American Display Corp. A. G.
Stefanic succeeds him.
Play Acquired by Woods
Poison," by Louis
Weitzenkorn and Herbert C. Lewis,
has been acquired by A. H. Woods
for Broadway production. Deal was
handled by Laura D. Wilck.

"Name Your

THE

<££1
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REVIEW S OF THE NEW FILM
Burns and Allen

Jack Hulbert

in

DRUMMOND"

"ALIAS BULLDOG

"HERE COMES COOKIE"

Gaumont

with George Barbier, Betty Furness,

62 mins.

British

MELODRAMA

Andrew Tombes

"CAPPY RICKS RETURNS"

the 79th St. Theater.

Ray Walker, Robert McWade,
Florine McKinney and Lucien Littlefield
66 mins.
Republic

gets tangled up with

in

MADCAP

FEATURING

PRANKS OF BRITISH COMIC CARRIES
TION AND HUMOR.
GOOD LAUGHFEST IN THE NONSEN- THRILLS AND EXCITEMENT.
Republic's adaptation
SICAL VEIN WILL SATISFY THE BURNS
is done in the typical style of
one
This
Peter B. Kyne story is
b ALLEN FANS PLENTY.
comedies, although it is
65 mini.

Paramount

with

gags,

goofy

Andrew Tombes and

flock

a

who go

technique is at some times confusing
when you see Jack doing his madcap pranks
in the midst of a situation involving life
and death. If you can accept this mixing
of straight meller with straight comedy,
then the offering has plenty in the way
of entertainment. Hulbert takes the place
the

of vaudeville

the hokum com-

for

rich

stuff. For plot framework, the
Barbier temporarily transfers his fortune to
to
his nitwit daughter, Gracie, in order
scare away a fortune hunter who is trying

edy

Bulldog Drummond, the famous British
crime investigator, when the other is inHe follows
jured in an auto accident.
Drummond s instructions, and gets in touch
with a young lady who leads him into a
very exciting and thrilling adventure involving her father, who has fallen into the

of

Furto marry the younger daughter, Betty
Gracie makes a seriness, for her money.
ous effort to show that her dad is broke
by cutting everyone's allowance to almost

nothing
into a

and
haven

for jobless actors,

home

big

their

turning

by

who wreck

Then she puts on a show in
the place.
the hope that it will be a flop, but finds
herself with a big hit on her hands instead.
Cast: George Burns, Gracie Allen, George
Betty

Barbier,

Furness,

Andrew

melodrama, therefore

to a straight

up

tied

acts also contributing to the merriment, this
attraction will have no trouble giving satisfaction to the Burns and Allen followers
or any others

Hulbert

the Jack

Gracie Allen
Burns foiling
41 her nuttiest form, George
Barbier,
for her like a Trojan, and George
of

Full

Tombes,

Jack Powell, Rafael Storm, James Burke,
Lee Kohlmar, Milla Davenport, Duke York,
Edward Gargan, Arthur "Houseman. Jack
Henderson, Harry Holman, Frank Darien,
Jack Duffy, Del Henderson, Richard Carle.
Director,
LeBaron;
William
Producer,
Norman McLeod; Authors, Sam Mintz, Don
Hartman; Screenplay, Don Hartman; Music,
and Lyrics, Richard Whiting, Leo Robin;
Cameraman, Gilbert Warrenton.
Direction, Lively. Photography, A-l.

hands of Morelle, a dangerous and insane
The
international criminal and his gang.
chase takes Hulbert through the underground tunnels to the hidden quarters of
the gang, where he encounters a series of
hair-raising experiences before he finally
saves the girl's father and the jewels.
Jack Hulbert, Fay Wray, Claude
Ralph Richardson, Paul Graetz,
McLoughlm, Atholl Fleming, Henry

Cast:

Hulbert,

Gibb

Lcnghurst, Cyril Smith.

Walter Forde, Screenplay, J. 0.
Gerard Fairlie;

Director,

C. Orton, Sidney Gilliat,
Dialoguer, Jack Hulbert.

WOMAN

IS

Nancy

69

mins.

wrote
land,

and produced
is

duction,

which

entertainment
story
is

is

this

among the
adds
for

picture

highlights of

up

general

as

good

in

Eng-

the

pro-

average

audiences.

Its

suspenseful, though the basic plot
and there are several

of familiar design,

Ratoff

a

good thrills in the action.
famous lion tamer who enters a cage with
his hands tied and puts a dangerous lioness
is

through her paces by the influence of his
eyes alone. A rival performer, John Loder,

becomes the new public idol and also falls
in love with Ratoff's young wife, Katharine
Sergava, who was adopted by Ratoff when
When he learns of
she was a young girl.
and also realizing that
has-been in show business,
Ratoff goes handcuffed into the lion's cage
and turns his back on the ferocious animal, allowing her to spring at him for a
his wife's deception,

he

is

becoming

70 mins.

a

DRAMA
BACKGROUND

MYSTERY

GOOD

it

hasn't a great deal of strength

velops no special punch, this

is

who simultaneously

de-

right

in

Carroll

newspaper

with Lloyd Nolan, a

love

reporter,

all

Nancy

houses.

popular-price
in

story

a generally

is

absorbing yarn that should do
the

loses

his

job

falls down on a story and loses
overlooking an appointment. He
embarks for a trip to Europe, with a hunch
that there is a murder story to be had on

because he
his girl by

the ship,

sage

that

pulls

out

and sends Nancy

Nancy becomes

gem

her

brings

with

the

to

a farewell

the

ship,

two of them

involved,

meswhich

aboard.

though innocent,

a

Cast: Gregory Ratoff, John Loder, Benita
Hume, Katharine Sergava, Richard Bennett,
Hugh Wakefield, Paul Graetz, Rosamund

Cast: Nancy Carroll, Lloyd Nolan, Harry
Langdon, Arthur Hohl, Robert Middlemass,

Barnes.

Rogell; Author, Diana
Bourbon; Screenplay, John T. Neville, Nat

Director,
Ratoff;
Gregory
Banks; Author, Gregory Ratoff;
Screenplay, Fred Thompson.

Producer,

Direction, Fine

John Wray,

E.

E.

Clive,

Director, Albert

Monty

Photography, A-l.

N.

Dorfman;

Editor,

a

the

to

Dwight

Frye.

John

Stumar;

Ted Kent.

Direction, Good.

Photography, Good.

a

ful

young

Felix"), in

girl

play

who

direc-

artist.

("Bash-

German; produced by Terra;

directed by Carl Boese; with Ursula GrabAt the 86th
ley, Rudolph Platte, et al.
St. Casino.
Fairly amusing comedy about a traveling
salesman who sets out to improve his bathing suit sales by using a comely girl as
a living model.

SHORTS
"Poor

Me"

Little

(Happy Harmonies)

M-G-M

in

wit his

10 mins.

Excellent

rival.

Harman-Ising have turned out a
neatly conceived and highly entertaining animated cartoon in this
Walker efficiently
as
standing develop
Technicolor subject.
It has plenty
enemy.
the
routing
goes about the job of
of action and a good comedy vein.
A number of interesting and amusing com- A little member of the skunk family
plications follow, with a battle between
is disconsolate because none of the
rival gangs of strong-armed gentry at the
other animals will play with him.
end where Walker and Cappy Ricks emerge Then along comes a cute bunny who
victorious.
has a cold and can't smell, so the
Ray Walker, pair have a gay time together, until
Robert McWade,
Cast:
Florine McKinney, Lucien Littlefield, Bradthey are chased home by a villainous
Lois Wilson, Oscar Apfel and bear.
ley Page,
Kenneth Harlan.
"Pitcairn Island Today"
Producer, Trem Carr; Director, Mack
(Oddities)
ScreenKyne;
B.
Peter
Author,
Wright;
10 mins.
M-G-M
Harry
Cameraman,
play, George Waggner;
Interesting
A
Neumann; Recording Engineer, John
In addition to presenting an inStransky, Jr.; Film Editor, Carl Pierson.
teresting account of life on an
Good.

Photography,

Fine

FOREIGN

titles;

rected

by

Glory,

M.

dc

in

» »

French, with Eng-

produced by Pathe-Natan; diColombier; with Marie
At the Cinema
Raimu, et al.
Pierre

Paris.

Entertaining satirical farce about

who becomes

stoker
for a

a

ship

ruler of a little island

few weeks.

"SEEING HUNGARY,"

travelogue with
produced by Hunnia, BudaAt
pest; distributed by Danubia 'Pictures.
titles;

Acme

Theater.
Helped by a tuneful musical score, this
feature gives a very comprehensive idea of
very well photois
It
life
in Hungary.
graphed and has plenty of general audience
the

interest.

"SWEDENHIELMS," in Swedish; produced by Svenks Filmindustri; directed by
Gustaf Molander; with Tutta Rolf, Goesta
Ekman, Hakan Westergren, et al. At the
Cinema de Paris.
Well-made sentimental

drama about a
Nobel prize winner, and
his family. Good acting by Tutta Rolf, who
Ekmen, is
is now in Hollywood, and Goesta

Swedish

scientist,

highlight of

the

from going to war.

TOERICHtTTUnGFRAU"

in

Holland"

(Broadway Brevity)
with Hobart Cavanaugh, Dorothy
Dare, Al Shean, Felix Knight
20 mins.
Vitaphone
Fine Musical in Color
Filmed in Technicolor, this miniature musical is a nice eye-treat besides having ample entertainment
from a singing, dancing and comedy
angle. There is romantic and sentimental byplay, as well as domestic
comedy, against the charming background of Holland in the spring.
Cast is of exceptional caliber and
the subject stands out in production
values.

"Popular Science"

("Matrimonial Strike"),
in German; produced by Ufa; directed by
Georg Jacoby; with Trude Marlen, Paul
At the 79th St. Theater.
Richter, et al.
Very amusing comedy along the lines
of "Lysistrata," wherein wives and sweethearts go on strike to prevent their men

"DIE

"Springtime

picture.

"EHESTREIK"

("The

Virgin"), in German, produced by
Ufa- directed by Richard S. Edenkoben;
with Karin Hardt, Rolf Wanke, et al. At
Foolish

near Tahiti, this
island
subject apparently was designed to
arouse some interest in the forthcoming feature, "Mutiny on the
Bounty."
The inhabitants of Pitcairn Island originated from mutineers of the schooner Bounty. Taking
native wives, they went into hiding
on the island and there gradually
developed a life of their own apart
from the outside world. The subject is presented in a thoroughly entertaining fashion.
isolated

S.

Cameraman,

and

festival

a

"DER SCHUECHTERNE FELIX"

Plot concerns Cappy
helm of his business

theft,

also regains his job.

fatal climax.

as

charge of the campaign to outFlorine McKinney, a daughter
of Cappy's rival, gets a job as Walker's
secretary, and a romance and misunder-

Walker

a

and one situation leads to
another until they succeed in effecting the
arrest of the whole bunch of criminals,
after which Nolan wins Nancy's hand and
in

picture

business rival's plot that
a
threatens to cost him and his associates a
He puts Ray
couple of million dollars.

English

marquee purposes, and the

for

ENTER-

POP

MAKES SATISFACTORY
TAINMENT.
Though

this

tor

frustrate

to

lish

in

NEWSPAPER

WITH

in

for big things.

return

Ricks'

and

Nolan

Lloyd

Carroll,

FAIRLY

up

"CHARLEMAGNE,"

"ATLANTIC ADVENTURE"

SUSPENSEFUL MELODRAMA IN CIRCUS SETTING WITH STANDOUT PERFORMANCE BY RATOFF.
The acting of Gregory Ratoff, who also

headed

Direction,

Columbia.

Hume, Richard Bennett, Katharine Sergava
Paramount.

shapes

highly likeable and very capable performer,

« «

MINE"

with Gregory Ratoff, John Loder, Benita

Walker

Photography, Good.

Direction, Fair

Harry Langdon

"THIS

of the celebrated
well-produced and
packs enough action and surprise in its
Ray
audiences.
satisfy
twists
to
plot

»

Good comedy about an innocent

with

PLEASING MELODRAMA BASED ON
CELEBRATED KYNE STORY HAS AC-

S

10 mins.
Paramount
Very Interesting
Produced by Fairbanks & Carlisle,
with Gayne Whitman as narrator,
this short presents a group of recent scientific achievements, such as
glass eyeballs to take the place of
spectacles, a bubble bath, making of
copper cable for the Boulder Dam
project, ultra-modern kitchen uten-

and some mining operations.
The subject is in color and holds
sils

absorbing interest.

A REAL FIND
LITERALLY, the news about Eastman Super X
spread like wildfire. Never has a film "caught

on"

faster,

or been

short a time.
for the

The

more widely adopted

reason: Super

in so

X is a real find

cinema world. Introducing new

stand-

ards of speed and photographic quality, coupled

with rare versatility,

it

represents a major ad-

vance in raw-film research

...

a true contribu-

tion to the art of the motion picture.

Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Distributors,

New

( J.

Eastman

E. Brulatour, Inc.,

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE

SEEK QUICKER ACTION

A LITTLE

ON NEW UNION SCALE
{Continued from Page

power

tion of such

1)

to the

commit-

tee will be asked at a special meeting of Local 306 to be held tomorrow at Odd Fellows Hall, Brooklyn.
Indications now are that the probable basic hourly wage scale to be
adopted will range between $1.60 an
hour, which the managers have already offered, and $1.80 an hour.

The union membership will hear
at its meeting tomorrow a report
from the committee which journeyed
to Washington to ask George E.
Browne, president of the I.A.T.S.E.,
to rescind the I. A. order prohibiting the local from calling a strike.
Browne is reported to have refused
to revoke the strike ban.

Dates Set

7 Special

On

"Special Agent"

"Special Agent", a Warner-Cosmopolitan production, has been booked into seven key city situations for
special pre-release engagements, according to an announcement from
the company's home office. The dates

are the Rialto, St. Louis; Warner,

Memphis; Worth, Fort Worth; MisJoseph,

souri,

St.

Dallas;

Mary

Mo.;
Melba,
Anderson, Louisville;

and the Palace, Cleveland.
"Special Agent", which features
Bette Davis, George Brent, Ricardo
Cortez and Jack LaRue, will be nationally released Sept. 14.

Para. Assigns 4 Directors
West Coast Bureau

—

of

signed to direct "Millions in the
Air," which Lewis Gensler will produce.
William Seiter has been assigned to direct the Charles R.
Rogers production, "Easy Living."

Publishing Mooney's "Crime, Inc."
Martin Mooney, whose story idea
was the basis of the screenplay by
Laird Doyle and Abem Finkel of
"Special Agent," the Cosmopolitan
production soon to be released by
Warners, will have his new book,
"Crime Incorporated," published by
Whittlesey House early in the fall.

HOLLYWOOD
American

first

assignment

rectorial

under

M-G-M

di-

his

contract
will
be
"Mob
Rule," an original story for the
screen by Norman Krasna, author
of "The Richest Girl in the World."
Joseph Mankiewicz is the producer,

and Spencer Tracy probably
have the leading role.
T

T

will

T

in

St.

Louis Circuit Deal

GB's entire 1935-36 program has been
by the St. Louis Amusement
Co. circuit for all its houses in the St.
Louis
territory,
it
is
announced by

George W. Weeks, general sales
ager to GB.
Jack Harris, St.
head,

negotiated

the

deal.

manLouis

transcription

may

ruin the author's

work," Griffith declared.
"Because
a writer is a skilled craftsman and
knows his trade better than a director or actor could know it, I deabsolute adherence to the written word.
To permit a player to
'ad lib' so much as a single word
in production is an admission of
weakness on the part of both the
player and the director and an insult to the intelligence of the author."

mand

Gene Autry left last week for
New York, where he will make 15
recordings for the American Record
Co. Included will be some of the
Lily Pons, brilliant Metropolitan
songs from his Mascot feature, Opera star
now making her motion
"Tumbling Tumbleweeds." He has picture debut in
"Love Song" for
just
finished
"Melody Trail," at RKO Radio Pictures,
will return to
Mascot.
the radio later in the fall. She has
T
signed a contract to appear on the
Little Shirley Temple is the No. 1
cigarette program on which she
star as far as the fans of Fair- sang
last year over the Columbia

mount, Minn., are concerned. When
her pictures are played in the prosperous
farming town they are
played simultaneously at the Nicholas and Strand, the only two theaters in Fairmont.
Incidentally,
the operator of the houses is W. L.
Nicholas, veteran exhibitor, who is
also mayor of Fairmont and a Republican leader in Minnesota.

"Our Gang

Gordon Douglas

rector, with
ing.

RKO
for

assist-

T
T
T
cast assignments: Edgar
for "Love Song," starring

and William Davidson
"Tamed," starring Ginger Rog-

ers.

A yet untitled comedy featurette
starring Edgar Kennedy, one of his
"Average

Man"

series,

RKO

has

been

started at
Radio's studio under the direction of Fred Guiol, who
recently finished the new Wheeler
and Woolsey feature comedy, "The
Rainmakers."
Lee Marcus supervises.

T

Edward H.

Broadcasting System, singing alternate weeks with Nino Martini. The
music will again be conducted by
Andre Kostelanetz, who has just returned east from the RKO studios
where he went, at Miss Pons' request, to conduct the operatic sequences in "Love Song."

Columbia has exercised

its options
of C. C. "Buddy"
Coleman and Arthur Black, assistant directors.

for the

1936," a
special production wiith music, went
into production yesterday with the
reopening of the Hal Roach Hollywood studios. Gus Meins is the diFollies *of

T

services

»

T

New

Bell

Chicago

&

—A

Howell Releases

seven-reel
16mm.
of Eisenstein's "Thunder
wood's novel, "God's Country," will Over Mexico" is among the new rebe brought to the screen by War- leases in Bell & Howell's Filmoners with Bette Davis and George sound Rental Library. Other additions include two two-reelers, "N'Brent in the leading

Hollywood

—

James Oliver Cur- version

Peter Manga," African film,
and "The
Milne and Charles Belden have been Masked
Raider," and a one-reeler,
assigned to write the screenplay.
"South Seas," Zane Grey film.
roles.

(Continued from Page

1)

cur only where opposition, through
similar policies, compels it.

At Indianapolis, Loew's State has
joined the dual-feature trend.
week-end business under
double-feature policy in New
York was reported yesterday by
Loew's and RKO as good.
Initial

the

all

Whitehead

On

in Relief Post
Activities for Actors

Ralph Whitehead, executive secretary of the American Federation of
Actors, has been appointed to the
reclassification board of the Temporary Emergency Relief Administration by Miss Hallie Flanagan,
federal director of national theater
projects, and in his new post will go
over the names of performers on
home relief and recommend those
capable of appearing in the vaudeville and circus units being formed
by the government.
Three new vaudeville and five new
circuit units are now being cast
under direction of Charles Mosconi.
A protest has been sent to President
Roosevelt by Whitehead against the
federal relief wage scale for actors
which has just been raised from $94
to $103.50 monthly.

Arthur Hohl and Wyrley Birch,
Columbia contract players, are the
Paramount Title Changes
latest additions to the cast which
is
being assembled for "Guard That West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— "Two Fisted" is the
Girl,
in which Florence Rice and
new title under which Paramount
Robert Allen are featured.
will release "Gettin' Smart," which
T
T
Irene Castle has been engaged by James Cruze is directing and which
Paramount to play the role of the will have Lee Tracy, Roscoe Karns,
dancing teacher in the Joe Penner- Grace Bradley, Kent Taylor and Gail
Jack Oakie musical, "Collegiate." Patrick in featured roles.
Others in the cast include Frances
The Jan Kiepura-Gladys SwarthLangford, Ned Sparks, Lynne Over- out picture, "Song of the Nile," has
man and Elizabeth Patterson. Ralph been renamed "Give Us This Night."
Murphy will direct, from an original It starts Sept. 23 with Alexander
story by Alice Duer Miller. Lyrics Hall directing and William LeBaron
and music for the piece have been as producer.
written by Mack Gordon and Harrv
*
Revel.
"Experience" Hearing Friday
T
T
T
Arguments will be made Friday in
W. C. Fields, has returned in the New York
much improved health to his Encino in connection State Supreme Court
with motion of Harry
ranch from a two-week rest cure
Levey for a temporary injunction
at Soboba Springs.
restraining

has received a
letter of appreciation signed by ten
of the outstanding writers in the
film industry for his recent state»
ment regarding the prevailing prac"Klondike Lou" has been definitetice of directors and actors taking ly set by Paramount
as the title for
liberties with scripts. "A good story Mae
West's forthcoming picture.
is so complex a piece of literary Victor
McLaglen will be one of
mechanism and situations and char- Mae's leading men in the
piece,
acters are so intricately constructed, which is to be
directed by Raoul
that even the slightest liberty in Walsh.
Griffith

Warners to Film "God's Country"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

bought

branch

pRITZ LANG'S

LOEW, RKO CIRCUITS

NOT EXTENDING DUALS

By RALPH WILK

Norton
THE FILM DAILY Lily
Pons,

Hollywood Four directorial assignments have just been made by
Paramount.
Lewis Milestone will
direct Claudette Colbert in "Roaring Girl," and on completion of this
production Wesley Ruggles will direct Miss Colbert in "The Indestructible Mr. Talbot."
Benjamin Glazer
will produce both pictures for Paramount. Frank Tuttle has been as-

GB

from "LOTS //

the Voice of Experience,
Corp., Attorney Elmer

Rex Pictures

Rogers, B. K. Blake and Columbia
from proceeding with the "Voice of

Experience" series of shorts. In his
action Levey seeks transfer of the
distribution contract with Columbia
to the V. O. E. Pictures Corp.

Start Fla.
An

Stamp Tax

action

to
Florida

Suit

compel RKO to pay
stamp tax has been

the new
started in that state,
fendant distributor as

major

companies

with the dewell as other
the attitude
as film contracts

taking

that they are exempt
are not closed within its limits but
instead are approved in New York. The
tax is figured at 10 cents for each
SI 00 involved in a contract.

)

THC

A.

U.

NEWS

CONTEMPLATES

NO CORPORATE CHANGE
(Continued from Page 1)

of the organization, it was stated yesterday by
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president in
charge of foreign distribution.
Hailing the entrance of Korda in
the U. A. setup, Kelly said that
aside from the free interchange of
artists, writers, directors and technicians between American and British studios that will result from the
new affiliation, he believes it will
also have the effect ultimately of
making London as important a production center as Hollywood.
the corporate

title

"Dream" Cast Attending
Premiere in New York
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Production schedule
reat the Warner studios is being
vised to permit about a score of lead"A Midsummer
in
players
ing
Night's Dream" to attend the New
York premiere on Oct. 9. Among
those scheduled to make the trip are
James Cagney, Joe E. Brown, Dick
Powell, Jean Muir, Victor Jory, Verree Teasdale, Hugh Herbert, Anita
Louise, Frank McHugh, Ross Alexander, Ian Hunter, Mickey Rooney,
Olivia de Havilland, Hobart Cavanaugh, Grant Mitchell, Otis Harlan,
Nina Theilade, Arthur Treacher,
Dewey Robinson and Billy Barty.
William Dieterle, who assisted
Reinhardt in the direction of the
Erich Wolfgang Korngold,
film;

Hollywood

who arranged the Felix Mendelssohn
music; Anton Grot, the art director;
Lee, the creator of its costumes, and Hal Mohr, photographer,
will also be present at the opening.

Max

Savo to Play Detroit
Savo, under contract to
Hal Roach to work in features for

Jimmy

M-G-M, opens at the Fox,
Friday.

He

leaves

for

c&m

OAHL.Y

Tuesday, Sept. 10, 1935

Detroit,
the Coast

about Sept. 26.

—

The new Bexley
Columbus, O.
Theater, only house in the country
which will have two separate auditoriums with the same picture being
projected from one booth, opens
about Oct.

1.

—

Rogers
Will
O.
Columbus,
"Steamboat 'Round the Bend" set a
new opening day record at Loew's
Broad.

Canton, N.

C—R.

W.

Sherrill is

—

"Steamboat 'Round
Pittsburgh
the Bend" was held over for a second week at the H arris- Alvin, having shattered the house record.
Gilbert, Warner manager, had
his car stolen last week.
Bob Newkirk, Loew's Penn treas-

Lou

list.

"Curly Top" was held over for a
third week at the Harris-Family.
Joe Feldman back in town shaping
plans for the exploitation campaign
"A Midsummer Night's Dream".
Joe Falvo, formerly of the Pitt,
putting together a stage unit for

on

the road.

traction.

Mann

for First Division release.

Cartoon Course

in

Schools

The "Scrappy" cartoon course "How
To Make A Cartoon, by Scrappy," will
become a part of the regular curriculum
5,000 public schools throughout the
United States, beginning with this term.
The course, based on the animated
cartoon produced by Columbia, has met
with the approval of prominent educaof

tors.

IN

JANUARY

(Continued from Page

—

Charlotte M. W. Davis, for some
time with First Division in Atlanta,
has been transferred to manage the
First Division office here.

1

months are no time to hold sales
conventions and to start selling. In
January or so, exhibitors are in a
more receptive frame of mind to
listen to new programs, he declared.

—

"By

Franklinton, N. C. The Community Theater here has been transferred from C. R. Hubbard to C.

starting the selling season
January," said Cohn, "we can
really have two seasons, as far as

W. Brown.

the

Lake City

—Dave

One
public is concerned.
January and one when the Fall

in

be-

Frazier has

been signed by the Columbia exchange as Idaho sales representaRobert Hill,
according to
tive,
branch manager.
Sheffield-Republic
booker, leaves Sept. 18 for a California vacation.

Nina

in

gins."

Lake City Squibs

Salt
Salt

Scott,

Ohio Indie Unit Meets
Nov. 19-20 in Columbus
(Continued from Page

1)

the tax department said to be favoring a return to the 12 percent levy
instead of the 3 percent of the gross

Mayor Harmon W. Peery, Ogden, now being paid. Governor Davey
well-known theater man, was chosen attended the luncheon meeting of
president of the Municipal League
the I. T. O. board held here last
of Utah.
week.
is
salesman,
J. Solomon, U. A.
laid

up by

arthritis.

Irving Schlank, U. A. branch manager, is on a Montana trip.
El Winward is back on the job as
RKO booker after a Denver vaca-

will be

Para. Theater Partners
Starting Negotiations
Conferences toward extension of
current agreements between Famous
Theaters, Paramount subsidiary, and
its theater partners are expected to
begin immediately in New York.

Temporary extending arrangements
expire this month.

'

Leo Levy flew to the coast to give
OK on his new play, "Old
Man Lincoln", which opens at the
Pasadena Community Playhouse this
week with Henry Kolker of the
movies in the lead.
Lou Azorsky off to Norfolk to
manage his newly-formed "Harlem
Broadcast" stage unit.
Ruth Robin, songstress with Joe
Reichman's orchestra here and sister of Leo Robin, screen songwriter,
is leaving for the coast Oct. 6 where
movie tests await her.
Glanced on Film Row last week:
Walker, Al Glazer, Hyman
Bill
Goldberg, Eddie Beedle, Dave Leff,
Morris Roth, M. A. Rosenberg, I.

Boston Briefs

his final

Boston— The Lt. A. Vernon Macaulay Post of the American Legion,
composed for the most part of

local

planning this year to
hold the annual installation of officers on shipboard with a trip to
New York, leaving Nov. 2.
E. M. Loew, circuit owner, sails
film folks, is

New York

tomorrow from

for an

extended tour of Europe.
Western Massachusetts Theaters,
Inc.,

recently foi-med by the Gold-

stein Brothers to cover the recently acquired former Publix houses,
is soon to open offices in the Metropolitan Theater building here.

R. A. Flora of the Powers theater
Shearer, Norman Huhn, Bob in Caribou, Me., was a recent visiHiggins, Frank Panopolos, Bill Lip- tor to the local film district, his
sie and Bill Wheat.
first trip here in nearly two years.
Phil

Futter Dickering With F. D.
In event a deal now under negotiation is closed, Walter Futter will
produce eight Hoot Gibson Westerns

STARTING
new

house manager tion.
of the Pitt when it reopens this fall.
Gem Theater is now on a dual bill
George Tyson, Alvin manager, policy, with scale of 15 and 20 cents
back from Atlantic City and busy at night against 20 cents formerly.
Recent out-of-town exhib visitors
on the opening stage show which is
to switch the policy of the house included M. Anderson, L. A. Miller
and P. McBride.
late this month.

Lee

Center Goes Film on Oct. 4
The Center opens Oct. 4 as a film
Romance,"
to
"Here's
theater.
20th Century-Fox picture, is now W.
being considered as the premiere at-

URGES SALES SEASON

the manager and owner of a
theater opened here.

Pittsburgh Briefs

urer, on the sick

DAY

of the

Smith

is

to

—

tury-Fox through William Morris in
association with George Woods. She
leaves for Hollywood tomorrow.

Brown Buys Estate
THE FILM DAILY
Clarence Brown, MHollywood
Clarence

West Coast Bureau of

—

G-M

director, has added to his vast
business and residential holdings in

Southern California by the purchase
the 360-acre Calabassas ranch

of

from the estate of the

late

King

C.

The
razor manufacturer.
property, which includes a 30-room
mansion, originally cost more than
$1,000,000 and Brown is reported to
have paid about $500,000 for it.
Gillette,

open his new

Pictures exchange at
Piedmont on Sept. 15.

Academy
Beaumont Finishes Tearle Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood "Judgement Book," a
Western melodrama, the second in

Dixie Dunbar for 20th Century
Dixie Dunbar, singing comedienne
last seen here in "Life Begins at
8:40," has been signed by 20th Cen-

12

Julie Haydon for Para. Film
At the end of the run of "Bright

to appear with
of Conway Tearle pic- Star," in which she is
Beaumont Productions is Lee Tracy on Broadway, Julie Haymaking, was completed this week. don will return to Paramount for
Principals included Bernadine Hayes, the lead in "The End of the World,"
Howard Lang, Richard Cramer, based on Vina Delmar's magazine

the series
tures that

Lewis

produce

William Gould and Jack Pendelton.
Mitchell Leichter produced, with
Charles Hutchison directing.
The second Black King horse feature is now in preparation. Hutchison will direct, with Leichter pro-

Albert
story.
the picture.

ducing.

back vaudeville here on Friday.

will

Vaude Returning in Albany
Albany The RKO Palace, now under Fabian management, will bring

—

"Maria Chapdelaine" Opens Sept. 24
"Maria Chapdelaine," French picture which won Le Grand Prix du
Cinema Francais, will open Sept.
24 at the Cinema de Paris.

Studio Mechanics Elect
Dave Bradshaw was re-elected president of Local 52, studio mechanics, at
the annual election held Sunday night.
John Murphy is the new business agent
Harry Anderson and James
of the local.
Delaney were re-elected to the posts
of vice-president and secretary, respectively.

EXPLOITETTES

»

»

»

A^ANAGERS

Nat

Silver

of

Arthur
Strand, and
Keenan of the Merrimack Theater, Lowell, know the value of
newspaper publicity. They took
advantage of a local opportunity and made their own break,
for a swell publicity story.
Poodles Hanneford, exploited as
the most famous riding clown
in the world, was due to come
to Lowell with a circus, and the
fact that Poodles is a personal
friend of these two boys, plus
the fact that he is featured with
Shirley Temple in "Our Little
the

was

booked

at

Nat's theater for the next week,
It so
started the ball rolling.
happened that Nat Silver's son,
Ronnie, was a patient at St.
John's Hospital, Lowell, and
Poodles was only too glad to
go to the place, in full regalia,
to cheer Ronnie and his pals
Because of the news
there.
value involved, the papers came

The
through in grand style.
Lowell "Evening Leader" devoted a half column on page
one to the story, first telling all
about the clown and what he
did at the hospital.

The story

then added that Poodles told
the kids that he was coming to
Manager Silver's theater Saturday with Shirley Temple in
"Our Little Girl," and that he
wished that all get well enough
to come to see him. The Lowell
"Courier-Citizen" went to town
for Nat with a two column cut
of Poodles and Ronnie, plus a
story similar to that which appeared in the "Leader." Some
story there and the two managers deserve a great deal of
credit. It was also great to hear

—

how Manager Keenan helped
Nat

out

so

splendidly,

even

though the picture was playing
only at Nat's house.
Strand, Lowell, Mass.

—

Special Questions
Build Public Draw

RILL POWELL

at the

Para-

mount, Newport, knows that

newspapers are great helps
selling pictures.

« » »

Informer," and he was
a corking position on
page two for a few consecutive
days previous to the showing
given

Combine Forces

which

«

"The

Two Managers

Girl,"

«

He

in

co-operated

with the Newport "Herald" on
a guessing game contest for

tain

On Higher Plane

and since then cinema theater
managers have been somewhat
chary about showing pictures
where dead actors figure in the

""THE
hesitation
shown by
American studio directors as
to whether to release Will Rogers's last films after his death
reveals the niceties of the unwritten code which has grown
around the cinema. In the present instance, the ethical prob-

Who is the author? What was
Victor McLaglen's greatest starring role?
Give a brief explanation of the theme of the
picture in not more than 50

lem presented is whether it is
proper to show the performance
of a national humorous artist on

An

information booth
any questions that the contestants needed help on. There was very little expense involved here, and
you can't beat this form of
exploitation anywhere.
Paramount, Newport, Mass.

was

set

up

to handle

the screen after his tragic acIn the past, in
the
United States at least, the question has been answered in the
negative.
The flow of Valentino
films
after
the
star's
premature death shocked a cer-

cident.

—

Indiana Items

Cleveland Clips

—

— Charles

Reagan,

Charles Gottlob has
Cleveland
been transferred to the Milo from
the Sunbeam as house manager.
Everything else at the Milo is also
new, including equipment and dec-

manager for Paramount, and
John Howard, local manager, flew
here from Chicago last week. Reagan goes to New York after a brief

orations.

visit

Indianapolis

has installed new leather up-

holstered chairs, carpets and interior decorations

throughout.

Harry Thomas, head of First Division was here for a day last Friday on his tour of exchanges,
Holbrook C. Bissell, local Columbia branch manager, announces that
his office has closed deals for the
new product in every key spot in
the territory. Cleveland subsequent
run deals are pending.
C. Robert Peters will manage the
local Garrison Film Exchange, succeeding George Harris.
Herbert Greenblatt, RKO branch
manager is back from a week's rainy
stay in New York.
Louis C. Gross of the Johnson &
Gross Film Delivery Service has
filed
as candidate for mayor in
North Olmstead, suburb.
L. P. Langford, manager of the
local National Theater Supply office,
reports a greater interest in theater
renovizing in this territory than at
any time in the past three years.

Louis Israel has let a contract to
& Treuhaft, local builders, for
a new theater to be built on Mayfield Road.

di-

vision

here.

Bob Lucas, Chicago

Harry Flinn of the Pastime, Berea,

ator,

had

his car

circuit oper-

wrecked near Kent-

land last week.

Joe Veloy, operator of the Strand
and Alhambra, Shelbyville, is under
observation in a St. Louis hospital.
Katherine Jones, cashier at the
Paramount exchange, had an attack
of appendicitis and was taken to the
Methodist hospital.
D. D. Lee, operator of the PrinCayuaga, and the Rex in Montezuma, has acquired the Isis in

cess,

Dana.
Dick Velastos, operator of the
Dreamland, Fowler, has acquired the
Williams in Williamsport.
Pete Defazio, Warner representative, is sporting a new car.
"Steamboat 'Round the Bend" is
being held at the Apollo for a second week.
George Landis, Fox exchange
manager, spent several days in the
eastern part of the state on business.

Russell Bleeke, head booker at the

Republic exchange,
in Michigan.

is

vacationing

Seattle Sidelights
Seattle

Local Warner Club held a dancing
party Friday to welcome the new officers, including N. Wheaton, Julius
Lamm, Miss N. Carey, Miss E. L.
Pilger, Vernon Pease and Evelyn
Friedl.

It

"Anna Karenina", which grossed

Downtown houses last week did
the biggest business since March.

Golf winners in the Variety Club
tournament included Judge Joseph
Ackerman, Col. Harry Long, I. J.
Schmertz, Frank Drew, Max Greenwald and Abe Kramer.

was burned down.

Will Rogers' "Steamboat 'Round
the Bend" has been moved from the
Fifth Avenue to the Music Box to
continue its extended first-run.
Howard Lang, formerly of Seattle,

has launched his own film ac-

of public opinion,

leading parts.

At first sight it
difficult to analyze
the sentiment behind the objection to the showing of such
films.
It does not exist in the
case of prominent or public
men. News reels displaying the
activities
of
politicians
and
leaders in every sphere of life
during their lifetime are part of
every cinema program after
their death, and no protest on
the part of the public has ever
been recorded. On the contrary,
the cinema is regarded as a
useful instrument for the preservation
of
the
image and
the voice of famous men for
their contemporaries and posterity. That it should be otherwise in the case of famous actors seems unreasonable. A real
artist is not only of yesterday,
or merely of his generation. He
has more claim to be regarded
as a public man than the one
strictly so called. His art does
not end with his death, and in
this sense he is immortal.
To
stop the showing of his cinema
masterpieces after his death is
like depriving the public of the
sight of the
paintings and
sculptures of famous artists in
other spheres, or burying the
works of great writers on library shelves, just because their
authors happen to have passed
away. But cinema ethics are not
so simple, because of the commercial interests involved. The
latent objection is not to the
posthumous showing of art, but
to the financial profit derived
from it.
It is felt that it is
improper to exploit the natural
desire of the public to see and
hear a national figure after his
death.
There is nothing to be
said against this sentiment. It
is in accordance with the highest ethical principles.

.

Yet

.

it

should be possible to reconcile
this laudable objection with the
equally desire not to deprive
the public of artistic production
There can be no objection
.

.

to art.

—

New York Herald,
European Edition, Paris.

— Held

over for a fourth
big week is "China Seas" at John
Hamrick's Blue Mouse.
Carl
Mahne, manager of the
Egyptian, supervising the Neptune
Theater improvements costing $25,000, is remodeling the house from
entrance to screen, installing 1,000
new opera chairs, new ventilation
system, sound and projection apparatus.
Ferris Taylor expects soon to replace his tent theater in Yakima.

section

would seem

.

Keys

70 percent over the Loew State average, was moved into the Stillman
for an extended run.

a a a

Cinema Ethics

of the picture. The contest consisted of a questionnaire with
four parts: "What is the complete cast of 'The Informer?'

words."
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.

and

=

a holiday

By JACK ALICOATE

With a preliminary agreement between Local 306 and the Allied M.

CURREY, ENGLAND—Were

fed up with
the cinema.
Every time we brush
our hair, nine British promoters, three
new
color processes and two English
studios
fall

dash

;

We're going

out.

and

to

take a

holiday,

Mersereau and Gillette don't
like it they can jolly well dock
us a day's
pay.
So.
Through the delightful London
suburbs and charming countryside to Aldenham House, one of London's smartest
Country Clubs, there for a golf match
with RKO Phil Reisman for the championship of Westchester County.
When playit,

ing with

if

Phil

:

course is directly between his ball
the pin.
finished all square at
the 18th after each conceding the other
a 16-foot putt.

i

We

—•—

A swim

!

the magnificent pool, the inevitable tea
(cocktails to youse) and a
chat with Arthur Dent, Anna Sten, Paul
Stein and several more of the film colony.
A quick dash at sundown to the castle of
Fred Zelnik, once Germany's foremost diin

and a friend of many years, dating
from the old Ufa days in Berlin.
The old
maestro, with his beautiful wife, Lya Myra,
was waiting at the gate; a walk through
the lovely arbors, a personally conducted
tour of the castle and then a feast of
schnecken that would put Yorkvillc to
shame, and pilsener brewed by the gods on
Mt. Olympus and sent via Germany. Zelnik
is a
grand host and has a brilliant mind.
He, Reisman and the ever irritable Nizer
immediately delved into a discussion on
the art of the cinema.
It
was all very
boring.
Safe-cracking, also, is an art even
though you never saw a gathering of
rector

!

!

'

i

j

lorgnetted

blue

bloods

enthusiastically

viewing
an
international
exposition
of
cracked safes.
Art is like a six-day bicycle race. You can spend days talking about
it and when you are finished you are right
back where you started.

—•—

Back

to

P. operators unions to cease picketing against each other, negotiations
were to have got under way last

night between Harry Brandt, acting
for the I.T.O.A., and a Local 306
commitee headed by Joseph D. Bas(Continued on Page 3)

London

town

past

cricket

strings

of

fields and on to Scott's, one of
the finest eating places in the world, for
smoked salmon, joints and ale.
Straight
then to the Savoy grill, which we find

(Continued on Page 2)

BECOMES

BRITISH LION

COMPANY
Cable) — Reconstruc-

$3,750,000

the safest place to stand on

the

and

HEARJMPUT

Local 306 and Allied Reach
Preliminary Agreement
Against Picketing

Lond on

London (By

Film Corp. to
up to $3,750,announced.
Inten-

tion of British Lion
bring its total capital

000

is

tion

is

officially

to

add a further stage at the

(.Continued on

Grand Rapids

Page

9)

1935

TEN CENTS

Second Quarter

in the

Merge Under New

3 Unions to

11.

TOJCTOBER

OFF

Scale for

London (By Cable)— C. M. Woolf has
acquired the 3,000-seat Leicester Square
Theater as a show window in connection
with his new General Film Distributors

End

key

The

house,

Buchanan,

is

a

West

—

spot.

3 National Circuits

50% on

Only

O. A.

By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
St. Louis
Federal Judge George
H. Moore yesterday continued until

formerly
in

T.

Absence of Warner Counsel
Causes Postponement
of St. Louis Case

Woolf Gets London Super

organization.
owned by Jack

I.

1

Duals

Less than 50 per cent of the
houses operated by the three national circuits are now playing double features, despite the gradual
trend towards this policy, according
to figures provided by their executives yesterday. Approximately 210
theaters out of about 600 houses are
on the plan, it was stated.
RKO states that 50 out of 100 of
its houses have adopted the policy.
Warners figure that 80 out of their
350 theaters have done ditto and
Loew's estimates that 80 out of their
146 houses are presenting duals.

Oct. 1 the hearing in the equity proceedings against Warners, Paramount and RKO to show cause why
a preliminary injunction should not
be issued by the Court restraining
them from refusing to sell first-run
pictures to the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Central theaters. The delay in the hearing was
due to the absence of former U. S.
Senator James A. Reed of counsel
for the Warner interests.
Cost of
calling some 47 government witnesses to the court yesterday were
assessed by Judge Moore against
Reed's clients and will amount to

approximately $5,000.
Paramount
and RKO were excused from this
(Continued on Page 3)

to Get

Two New

Theaters

Grand Rapids, Mich.— Erection of
two new theaters will take place
here shortly. W. S. Butterfield and
Allen Johnson will build a 950-seat
$100,000 house in the east end.
Johnson now has the Royal and Our
theaters.
R. G. Taylor, manager
of the Southlawn and Rialto plans
a 600-seater also in the east end.

Republic Product

in

2,000

Circuit

Theaters

Two thousand

circuit theaters to
booked the Republic line-

date have
up of product for 1935-36, it was
stated yesterday by Edward Golden,
general manager of Republic.

The company's Gold Medal

KUYKENOALL TO SPEAK

special
Sin-

AT NEB. -IOWA MEET

$796,000 Net Second Quarter
Is Reported by Paramount

Omaha— Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.
A. president, will head the speakers
at the annual meeting of Nebraska
and Western Iowa exhibitors to be
held here Oct. 8-9.
The confab,
called by Charles E. Williams, pres-

Theater Building in Chi.
Renewed After 7 Years

—

Chicago Transfer of a site 100 x
166 feet at 5620-28 Belmont Ave.,
northwest side, to Central Theater
Building Corp., marks a renewal of
activity in theater building here after a lapse of seven years. The company, of which J. Rosenfield is secretary, will at once begin construction of a 2,000-seat theater costing
about $135,000. Alexander L. Levy
is the architect.

starring

Otto

Kruger,

"Two

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 9)

Paramount

Pictures, Inc., reports
net earnings of $796,000 for the second quarter of 1935 after deducting
federal taxes, $400,000 interest on
the new debentures, a non-recurring
interest charge of $55,000 on the

bank settlement and a reserve item
of $136,000.

A

statement from the company
out that the "second quarter's earnings reflect seasonal factors, and to some extent the adverse
effect
of the temporary slowing
points

(Continued on Page 4)

Berkowitz Expanding
Western Exchanges
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles
Sam Berkowitz,
president of Far West Exchanges
with offices here and in San Francisco, is adding branches in Portland and Seattle, to serve the Northwest territory, and in Denver and
Salt

Lake

City, to serve the

(Continued on Page 9)
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DAILY,

Rue de

la

Cour-

and

Walter Huston

stick.

ture

for

Gaumont

just starting a

British

at

pic-

Shepherds

Baron Jack Pearl just back from
Nice and as brown as the Harlem River.
Sam Morris getting caught up with his
Shakespeare.
Ben Goetz just off the boat.
Wally Beery just back from Budapest. Rich-

talking of home.
Ginsberg just over from Paris.
It's a
Bob Ritchie as dapper as a daisy.
great institution, this swanky Savoy grill.
You can get a fair lunch there, without
sweets (dessert to you), for a week's
salary.
However, the Americans love it
and a chump is a chump in any language.

ard

Dix

Seat

Columbia Nets.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm.

pfd

.

.

Kodak
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1
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1
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone

Corp

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

Consideration

was given

already

pro-

a

have circuits buy a proposed fan magazine designed for
child consumption and to be distribposal

to

No

action

was

(Roach)

Dillard Joins

2

20 1/4

3%

\

A

3

M-G-M

Tyree Dillard Jr., who was counfor the Code Authority up to the
time of its dissolution, has joined
the M-G-M legal department under
direction of J. Robert Rubin. Prior
to coming to New York he was associated with the National Recovery
administration at Washington.

Frances Marion Autographing
Frances Marion. M-G-M scenarist,
author of "The Prizefighter and the
Lady" and "The Champ" among

manv

other screen plays, will autoeraph copies of her latest novel,
"Valley People." this afternoon, at
3 o'clock, in Stern's book department.
The book is published bv
Reynal and Hitchcock. Miss Mari-

on

is

in

New York

for an indefinte

stay.

Du World Acquires Theater
Du World is taking over

a

from

an

summer

arrived

cruise

the

run.

"Thanks

recently
a

GENE LOCKHART and MRS. LOCKHART
arrived

former

Sale

Contract for the 4,000th Western

STEVE TRILLING, Warner
booker, has gone
the new Olsen Cr

POWELL

DICK

St.

Colleen Moore Injured
Louis Colleen Moore has been

—

obliged to cancel engagements and
take a few days' rest as a result of
a sprained vertebrae of the neck
received when she tripped and fell
in her hotel room.

plans

left

Robert Donat and

Made-

leine Carroll.

planning to single feature "Top Hat" for a week stand
in all metropolitan houses now playing double features.
is

Ireland,

in

other side on

MARY
here

PICKFORD
19

Sept.

Radio

scheduled

is

Friday for

from

either

in

to

New

representafrom the

sail

York.

is
scheduled
Hollywood.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK,

in

to

charge

of

arrive

pub-

and advertising for Warner Theaters,
yesterday
by plane for Detroit on a
business trip.
licity

left

DAVIDSON, Warner promotion manager,

SID
left

of

night

last

with

by plane for Detroit to confer
on plans for the premiere

Hudson

Earl

"A Midsummer Night's Dream" in that city.
MICHAEL BARTLETT, tenor leading man in

Columbia's new Claudette Colbert film, "She
Married Her Boss," is in New York for a
brief vacation
and to fulfill several engagements, including an appearance on Paul Whitenun's radio program tomorrow night.

WILL

H.

train

for

HAYS
New

the

left

Coast

last

18

is
due in New
Columbus, Miss.

from

night

York.

KUYKENDALL

Sept.

JOHN BOETTIGER

has returned to

York

New

on

York

from Hollywood.

MARGO

New

has returned to

York from the

Coast.

SYLVIA SIDNEY
from

arrives

in

New

York shortly

Hollywood.
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George K. Arthur as Salesman
Detroit George K. Arthur, form-

—

erly a film actor, has joined the
G-M force here as a salesman.

vacation

a

1

Drop Duals for "Top Hat"

RKO

over

junior feature sales
yesterday by plane for Hollywood
the new season's program.

—

one-reeler, featuring the radio mentor, opens Friday at the Roxy on
the bill with GB's "The 39 Steps,"

show

FRED QUIMBY, M-G-M
manager,

"Experience" Short for Roxy
Columbia's "Voice of Experience"

starring

circuit stage
to look

Cincinnati

to

Johnson unit.

Hawaii or Europe after completion of his role
in 20th Century-Fox's "Thanks a Million."

Opening Philly Supply House
Clem Rizzo will
open his new and enlarged equipment supply house at 1224 Vine St.
on Monday.
Philadelphia

the
the

JOAN MARSH and SAMMY COHEN, now appearing at the Stanley in Pittsburgh, will go
from there to New York, where Joan has a
commercial broadcast in view and Cohen will
be in a Morris Green show.

ED

just completed at the GB
Shepherd's Bush studios, has been
titled "Mister Hobo."

have

Ner York from the Coast and
immediately starts rehearsals for
"Sweet Mystery of Life."
in

picture,

4,000th Foreign

yester-

return from Hollywood,
completed work in the
Million," has been delayed
until next week due to retakes for the 20th
Century-Fox production.

he

by

—

York

abroad.

DAVE RUBINOFF'S

where

WALTER McNALLY, RKO

—

Erpi's

New

in

extended

picture

tive

Zanuck Borrows Beery, Raft
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Wallace Beery and
George Raft have been borrowed by
Dairy] F. Zanuck for the leads in
the 20th Century-Fox production,
Story is by
"City God Forgot."
"Little B-'g Shot" for Roxy Run
Sam G. Engle and Paul Berger,
Warner's "Little Big Shot" with with additional dialogue by Gene
Sybil Jason, juvenile find from Eng- Fowler.
land, has been booked by Howard
S. Cullman for an extended run at
Arliss Film is "Mister Hobo"
the Roxy starting Oct. 4.
London The new George Arliss

Electric sound installation in the
foreign field has been signed by the
export department of Electrical Research Products. It will be installed
in a new theater at Rancagua, Chile.

Herbert Stothart

AL ROCKETT
day

to confer on

Reception for Helen Vinson
Helen Vinson, just back from England, where she appeared in GB's
"Transatlantic Tunnel" and "King
of the Damned," will be tendered
a reception at the GB offices here
this afternoon from 4 to 6 o'clock.

2

19%— %
3% 3% + %

19%

Coming and Going

play,

Westminster and has formed the
World Theaters Corp. to operate
Net
the house, which will play foreign
High Low Close Chg
Continue Flilm Service Suit
pictures.
William Lee has been
13% 131/e 13% + Vi
Through consent of counsel for running the theater. Archie Mayers
65S/g
65 Vi 65% — 3/8
4% 4% 43/4 + % both sides, hearing on the injunc- and Irvin Shapiro head Du World.
sought by the Pal17
163/4
17
+ 1/4 tion application
ace, St. Paul, in the Federal Court,
Laurino and Jannette Signed
56
152
156
+ 4
Laurino and Jannette, ballroom
155
155
55
+ 3Vi that city, against major distributors
seeking to compel them to service dancers, have been signed to ap44% 43% 43%
the house, was continued yesterday pear in a short to be made by Sam
106
06
106
Case is understood G. Harris at the Astoria studio for
until Sept. 17.
10% 10% 10%
distribu- Paramount release.
The dancing
93% 91% 91% — 1% to involve the right of a
tor to refuse film service to a lu- team just returned from Greenfield
12% 113/4 117/8
cent
house.
Park, where they were held over for
6% 63/8 63/g — %
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Am.

preserving
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uted via the theaters.
taken on the matter.
Henry

sel

FINANCIAL

of

illusions in connection with pictures,

a holiday

Bush,

— Lichtbildbuehne.
— P. A. Harle, La

Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.

.

Discuss Illusion

Ways and means

counteracting the tendency of some
(.Continued from Page 1)
newspaper and magazine columnists
reeking with Americans.
Gregory La Cava
to disclose production secrets to the
Felix Feist
on a holiday and Italy bound.
public, were discussed by advertisdoing the continent for the first time and
ing and publicity department heads
getting an estimate on spats and a walking
at a meeting at the Hays office yes-

St., W. I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris

Wardour

.
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3 UNIONS TO
IN

MERGE

DEAL WITH ITOA

(Continued from Page

son, on a

A.

ST. LOUIS HEARING

new wage

PUT OFF TO OCT.
(Continued from Page

scale for I.T.O.

merger of the Allied and Empire
unions with Local 306, it was stated
yesterday to The Film Daily by
Frank Tichenor, representative of
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia. Tichenor
arranged for the truce between the
unions and for the start of the nego-

Tichenor

between Brandt and 306.
has also been an active

participant in the negotiations between Local 306 and the major circuits, and said yesterday that he expected an agreement might be worked out shortly.
One of the obstacles in the way
of an agreement between the major
circuits and Local 306 is said to be
the failure of the union to give its
wage scale committee nower to bind
the union.
Delegation of power to
the wage scale committee will be
voted on today by the Local 306
membership at a meeting in Brooklyn.

Meanwhile Local 306 yesterday
began picketing seven theaters of
the Harris circuit, said to employ
non-union operators.
The houses
are the Bluebird, Columbia, Gotham,
Sunset,
Washington, Bronx and
Central.

Sir

Malcolm Campbell
Is Honored at Dinner

Sir Malcolm Campbell, editor of
British Movietone News, who has
just broken all land speed records
by traveling over 301 miles an hour
on the Bonneville Salt Flats of
Utah, was the guest of honor at a
dinner at the New York Athletic
Club, given by Fox Movietone News

and 20th Century-Fox Film Corporation.

Truman

Talley,

manager of Movietone was

general

editor; Harry Lawrenson, makeup
editor; E. I. Sponable, technical director and all members of the
York editorial, camera and sound

New

departments.

Dismisses Lottery Charge
Charges of conducting a lottery
in
connection with the use of
"Sweepstakes" at the Rex Theater
were dismissed yesterday by Magistrate Katz in the Fourth District
Magistrate's Court who held that
as no consideration was charged for
participation in the drawing, there
was no violation of the statute.
Milton C. Weisman argued the case
on behalf of the Rex Theater management.

proceed.
Reed's sister died Monday in Portland, Ore., and he had gone to that
city several days ago because of her
iiig to

•

•

•'

THERE'S

ALWAYS

something new

in

show

biz

the latest being the clever capitalization of the King
of Comedy
Hal Roach
on the Follies Spectacle
for Hal is now stepping out with his Three-Year-Old
Follies Beauties
featuring his famous Our Gang troupe
and other juvenile comers tin a tabloid musical spectacle
to be known as "Our Gang Follies of 1936"

• • • NO RECENT show craze has proved quite as lasting
nor given such evidence of permanence as the Amateur stunts and the Tiny Tot Talent
and Hal's effort
will combine the show elements of both
production
starts today with the reopening of the Hal Roach studios
the public should get a great kick witnessing the work
of the troupe of three-year-old Follies Beauties
featuring a new leading lady
also a three-year-old
Darla Jean Hood
from Oklahoma City ...
a discovery of Joe Rivkin, the Eastern representative of the Hal
Roach studio
the youngster is touted as being sensational by the Oklahoma experts
Gus Meins is directing
this is the first musical to feature the Our Gang
kids
.

.

.

THE WEEK'S leading contender in the Pressbook
the Columbia campaign book on Columbia's "She
Married Her Boss"
the Claudette Colbert pix that has
broken records in the preview showings
Les Kaufman
handled a particularly commendable exploitation section
featuring a grand array of contests, novelties, tie-ups and ballyhoo
and flash that page on "Short Shots"
15
surefire stunts covering as many different exploitation angles
bodled-down material for the busy showman that can
be read in ten minutes and put over easily for a ten-strike
on ballyhooing this pix
we must not overlook the exceptional battery of newspaper ads
grand layouts embellished with cunningly clever copy
they're Professional ads of big-time national advertiser calibre
but
Bruce Gallup is the presiding genius of it all
so that
tells the story. .....
•

•

division

•

is

toast-

master, while Lowell Thomas welcomed the speed king to the banquet board for the two companies.
Lew Lehr furnished the entertainment with an original sketch, a burlesque of how Campbell attained his
great speed.
Among those present representing
20th Century-Fox Film were W. C.
Michel, executive vice president;
John D. Clark, general sales manager; Clayton P. Sheehan, foreign
sales manager. Edmund Reek, news

1)

expense as their counsel had announced they were ready and will-

houses which contemplates the

tiations

1

1)

•

•

•

BIG

T
T
HOLLYWOOD

show goes on the

air

• • • IT IS within a few months of the twenty-fifth Anniversary of Pathe News
so appropriately Allyn Butterfield has been named managing editor of Pathe News by
President Courtland Smith
for Allyn is celebrating his
twentieth year in the industry
he was hardly out of
short pants when he joined the original Vitagraph Company
he hooked up with the Hearst-Vitagraph Newsreel in
1917, and has been in the newsreel field ever since
later
he was associate editor of Kinogram
then with Universal as Editor-in-Chiief
he conceived and produced "Going
Places" with Lowell Thomas, and "Stranger Than Fiction" series, in addition to his newsreel activities
we think that
Pathe News is fortunate to land such a veteran with such a

M

managing

€4

€4

Samuel B.
for

Jeffries of local
insisted that

Warners

it was important Reed be present
and said it was customary in such

unfortunate circumstances for the
courts to permit a delay.
Judge
Moore agreed with this contention
over the objection of Russell Hardy,
special assistant to the U. S. Attorney General. He insisted that inasmuch as the present operators of
the three theaters in question are
threatened with financial destruction
as a result of the alleged conspiracy
against them on the part of the defense, the hearing should be disposed
of without delay so as to prevent
such destruction. He said there were
many eminent attorneys available
to represent the Warners.
Finally
Judge Moore decided that the matter should go over to Oct. 1, the
day after a criminal case against
much the same defendant companies
and some of their officials is scheduled for trial.
Hardy informed the Court that
today or Thursday he will furnish
counsel for RKO Distributing Corp.,
and its president, Ned E. Depinet,
with the bill of particulars ordered
by the Court several weeks ago.
There is a possibility that the serious illness of Abel Cary Thomas
of Warners, one of the defendants
in the criminal case, may cause a
further delay when that case is
called up on Sept. 30.

"Dream" Campaign
radio

Saturday eve
preceding a preview performance of Paramount's "The Big Broadcast of 1936" at the Paramount in
Losang
it will be broadcast from the theater stage over
the NBC network
with a great list of top flight film
talent
Bing Crosby, Joe Penner, Ethel Merman, Frances
Langford
with Jack Oakie as master of ceremonies
other notables will include Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, Willie Howard, Joe Morrison, Benny Baker, and Carl
Brisson
and these ace song writers will also be there
Mack Gordon, Harry Revel, Richard Whiting, Leo
Robin and Ralph Rainger
Nathaniel Finston will conduct a 40-piece orch

fine record, for their

illness.

counsel

editor

» » »

for

Canada

Charles Einfeld is sending Bill
Yearsley to Toronto to aid in the
S.

campaign

for

"A

Midsummer

Dream"

opening at the
Royal Alexandria Theater there on
From Toronto, Yearsley
Oct. 21.
will go to Montreal, where the picture opens Oct. 28 at His Majesty's
Theater. Yearsley will spend about
four weeks in Canada.
Additional openings of "Dream"
on Oct. 9, coincident with the Broadway world premiere, have been set
Schweden-Kino Theater,
for
the
Vienna, and in Manila, Philippine
The picture also opens in
Islands.
London on that date.
Night's

Yiddish

Feature

Completed

Henry Lynn, Jewish film director,
has completed a new Yiddish feature, "Song of Songs" ("Shir Hashirim"), based on a stage play by
Anschel Schor, produced for the Empire Film Co. Samuel Goldenberg is
starred in the film with a cast headed by Dora Weissman, Anna Toback
and Mirele Gruber. This is the first
of a series of six Yiddish feature
pictures which Lynn has been signed
to direct and produce.
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(Continued from Page

Washington

1)

of production resulting from
the reorganization of the studio
management undertaken early in the

down

Studio
year and still progressing.
production is increasing but the effect of the lower production rate
during the spring and early summer
will continue to be reflected in op-

erating figures for some time".
The operating earnings from
wholly-owned or substantially wholly-owned subsidiaries for the second quarter was $1,289,500. Dividends from non-consolidated subsidiaries totaled $76,800, and foreign

— When

up

200. The $136,000 reserve
for losses of Paramount Broadway
Corp. and companies which are inactive or the future status of which
is uncertain.
The operating figures do not include the results of operations of

Olympia Theaters,

Inc.,

and Minne-

sota Amusement Co. and certain indirectly owned subsidiaries which
were in receivership or bankruptcy
throughout the period, and whose
operations, therefore do not affect
the current earnings of Paramount
Pictures, Inc. Operations of companies whijeh are not wholly-owned
or substantially wholly-owned are
included only to the extent that dividend income has been received thereExpenses incidental to the
from.
bankruptcy and reorganization are
Net capital losses for
excluded.
which new reserves were created on
the balance sheet of Sept. 29, 1934
are also excluded.

Reichmann Plans

Max Reichmann,

2

Films Abroad
Continental di-

rector who is now in New York with
his manager, Boris Bekeris, studying various angles of the American
industry, plans to produce two features in either London or Paris, beginning in December. The pair will

go to Hollywood in two weeks to
observe production methods.
Reichmann, who has directed in
Europe for both First National and
Paramount, yesterday, in discussing
production, declared that lack of
natural color processes is severely
handicapping development of this
element in pictures abroad.

new Na-

tional Archives Building is opened
this fall, work will be started immediately on actual carrying out of

that section of the national archives
act making it a function of the
archives establishment to "provide
for acceptance, storage, and preservation of motion picture films and
sound recordings pertaining to and
illustrative of the history of the
United States." The new building
contains eight storage vaults for
films and a projecting room for

showing films and reproducing sound
recordings

for

historical

purposes

and study.

exchange adjustment added $216,is set

the

DAY

of the

—
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2,000 CIRCUIT HOUSES

BOOK REPUBLIC

—

Louisville, Ky.
Ellen Irma Flanedy, leading dance teacher here, is
to feature teaching "The Piccolino,"
hit number of RKO's "Top Hat,"
the new Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers
musical picture, this fall.

—

Chicago
"Top Hat," the new
Astaire-Rogers musical from RKO
Radio, has completely smashed all
money and attendance records at
the Palace.

Run

(Continued from Page

LIST

1)

ners," based upon Warwick Deeping's novel, "Two Black Sheep," will

have

its

stated,

at

world
the

premiere, it was
Brooklyn Fox next

Friday.

"The Keeper of the Bees," Monospecial from Gene Stratton

gram

popular novel, has been
booked to play the Loew circuit
from Sept. 30 to Oct. 3.
Porter's

will continue indefi-

nitely.

Cincinnati Chatter

—

Cincinnati Sam Kramer, who reSan Francisco— "Top Hat," RKO
Radio's musical starring Fred As- signed last week from United Artists to go to Hollywood, was given
taire and Ginger Rogers, has completely shattered all box-office and a farewell banquet by the Variety
attendance records at the Golden Club.

Grand Rapids, Mich. The Majesdowntown Butterfield house, reE. F. McCoy of Wilmington had
opens Saturday. The house has been Gate theater here, topping the first
completely renovated.
Myron Van three days. The house believes that a relapse and is confined to his bed
again.
the picture will go four weeks.
Beuren is manager.
L. O. Davis has leased the FamCincinnati The Mayfair Theater ily, Hazard, from Tony Cassinelli.
Carson City, Mich. The Dreamland theater building has been pur- will play repeat engagements of
Joe Beshara has taken over the
chased by Louis Spaniolo. Manage- "Lover Divine" and "Man of Aran," Opera House, Gloucester, for weekGB films.
ment will remain unchanged.
end movies.
tic,

—

—

8 Shooting, 8 Preparing
At Warner Bur bank Studios
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood With sound stage 17,
the first on the $2,500,000 expansion
schedule at the Warner-First National studios, now in use, the Burbank studios are experiencing their
busiest season in years. Eight features are currently before the cameras with eight others being prepared for early shooting.

C. A.
Circuit

McDonald
is

on

of the McDonald
a Wisconsin fishing

trip.

Joe Goetz, manager of the RKO
Paramount and Orpheum, is holdCurtiz;
"Stars Over Broadway", ing down Col. Arthur Frudenfeld's
featuring Pat O'Brien, Jean Muir, desk during the latter's enforced abGoetz has appointed Lake
Jane Froman, James Melton and sence.
Frank McHugh, director William Jones assistant manager of the OrKeighley; "Broadway Hostess", with pheum.
Frank Serbus of RKO is now a
Winifred Shaw, Lyle Talbot, Phil
Regan, Genevieve Tobin and Allen pappy.
The Mayfair opens Sept. 19 with
Jenkins, director Frank McDonald

and "Country Boy", featuring Bar- "Sanders of the River".
ton MacLane and Mary Astor, di'Steamboat 'Round the Bend"
The pictures in work are:
rector William McGann.
has outgrossed all previous Will
"Hard Luck Dame", starring
The eight pictures in preparation Rogers film at the Palace by 50 per
Bette Davis, with a supporting cast
cent.
headed by Franchot Tone, Margaret are:
Helen Wessell of Warners has re"The Petrified Forest", to co-star vealed her marriage.
Lindsay, Alison Skipworth and John
Eldredge, director Alfred E. Green; Leslie Howard and Bette Davis in
"Enemy of Man", starring Paul the Robert Sherwood play, with ArMuni, with Josephine Hutchinson, chie Mayo directing; "The AdvenTom Moore Reopens House
Anita Louise, Henry O'Neill, Fritz tures of Robin Hood", starring Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Lieber, Donald Woods, Andre Ber- James Cagney with Guy Kibbee in
Washington Tom Moore has reanger and Dickie Moore in support, support; "Over the Wall", featuring opened his Rialto Theater with
director William Dieterle; "I Found an all-star cast in the story by War- "Harmony Lane," which was acStella Parrish", starring Kay Fran- den Lewis E. Lawes; "Green Light",
corded a fine reception.
cis and featuring Sybil Jason, Ian to
star Leslie Howard;
"Money
Hunter, Paul Lukas and Barton Man", co-starring Edward G. RobColbert Film for Music Hall
MacLane, director Mervyn LeRoy; inson and Bette Davis in the story
"She Married Her Boss," Colum
"Frisco Kid", with James Cagney, by Dashiell Hammett; "Anthony
Margaret Lindsay, Ricardo Cortez, Adverse", Hervey Allen's best-seller bia picture starring Claudette Col
George E. Stone and Lili Damita, brought to the screen with Fredric bert, has been booked to open at
director
Lloyd Macon; "Captain March in the title role, and Mervyn the Music Hall around Sept. 26.
Blood", with Errol Flynn, Olivia LeRoy directing; "I'm in the LegDeHavilland, Robert Barrat, Lionel ion", starring Joe E. Brown and
Atwill,
Henry Stephenson, Ross "Miss Pacific Fleet", featuring Joan
Alexander, Guy Kibbee, David Tor- Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Hugh Herrence, Maude Leslie and Ivan Simp- bert, Warren Hull and Allen Jen-

—

FACTS

son

in

the

cast,

director

Michael

P.D.C. Gets Halperin Films
P. D. C. has acquired English
rights to 12 features planned by

AS SEEN IY

THE PRESS

AGENT

Academy
Iced

coffee

tipple on

is

proving

the

popular

Hollywood studio stages these

heated afternoons.

—COLUMBIA.

lion

Pictures, formerly MedalPictures, which is headed by

Victor and Edward Halperin. Fitelson & Mayers arranged the deal
via AmerAnglo, American agent for
the British firm.

kins.

ABOUT

Warner

Circuit Assignments
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington
John J. Payette,
Warner Bros. Theaters manager in
this area, has appointed W. Claude
Land to manage the Home Theater,
while Walter Cannon, chief of service at the Metropolitan, has been
assigned to the Central as assistant

manager.

FILMS
There are some 521 major company
and independent exchanges serving exhibitors in the United States.
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KUYKENDALL TO SPEAK

Short Subject Reviews

a *

AT NEB.-IOWA MEET
(Continued from Page

ident of the

be open to

1)

Nebraska M.P.T.O.,

exhibitors in this ter-

all

ritory. Local

"Summertime"
will

Variety Club will hold

a golf tournament and dinner-dance
for the delegates on Oct. 8.

Advisory Board
For New Film Alliance

Select

A

group of 21 persons, all wellin the film, stage, newspaper
and magazine fields, have accepted
appointment to the advisory board
of the New Film Alliance, Inc.

known

In addition to G.

W.

Pabst,

di-

(Comi-Color Cartoon)

(Comi-Color Cartoon)
7 mins.

—

—

—

—

publication of a
popular magazine, and the arrangement of closed subscription showings of new foreign and domestic
pictures not yet commercially released, censored films, and frequent
revivals of film classics at popular
film

school,

prices.

Merritt Crawford is president of
the new organization.

SUN$HIN€

ing the projection equipment.
p ar s Paris Color Films
i

—

will

make "The Dying Earth", by Rene
feature in color.
Paris First film in the Egyptian
language will be made here by M.
Baida. It is titled "Under the LinAlexis Granowsky is
den Tree".
Bazin, as

—

its

first

London—Twickenham

will

make

THE

the English version, while Marcelle
Chantal will play in the French ver-

"Top Hat's" second week at
first
Hall
beats
previous
all
records except the one set by
RKO picture.

week
this

whereby Far West
serve

Michigan Matters

—

Annual convention of AlTheaters of Michigan will be
held in Detroit next month. Date is
Detroit

lied

not yet set.
L. F. Tarbett has reopened the remodeled Garden Theater, Petersburg, on a four-day policy.
Bert Silver has opened the New
Silver Theater, Greenville.
"Steamboat 'Round the Bend"
broke the previous Will Rogers film
record by 6,800 admissions on the
opening day at the Fox.

The Opera House in South Haven
was recently destroyed by fire.
Raoul Cleaver, operator of PowPictures of Michigan, plans a
New York visit soon to acquire independent product for this territory.
Film Exchange has
Excellent
moved to the fifth floor of the Film
Exchange, sharing quarters with
First Division in enlarged space. No
merger of the two units is being

ers

made, however, it is stated.
Jacob Schreiber, owner of the
Colonial, and George Buckley, manager, were acquitted of a lottery
charge in Recorder's court last week.
Schreiber, however, has been denied
the right by the State Supreme
Court to continue the giveaways.
P. C. Schram of Kalamazoo and

Lloyd

ute.

IN

Music

1)

Beaconsfield Studios and produce on
a big scale.

7 mins.

Vandenberg of the Cresmaking "Tarass Boulba" in French Margaret
in Grand Haven were recent
and English. Harry Bauer is star- cent
visitors here.
red and United Artists will distribMotion Picture

"Love Dream", from the American
comedy, for ZelHtch and Gerder of
Paris. Elissa Landi will appear in

DAYS
NEWS

COMPANY

N. L. Nathanson and A. P. Holt
have been nominated to the board.
Done with fine color technique, Financial report and accounts show
with a little girl invading the home an increase in profits from $25,000
of the Three Bears in their absence. to $72,500. No dividend has been deShe finds the house equipped in trip- clared, but the money will be used
licate with almost everything to in reconstruction.
accommodate the daddy bear, the
British
Lion pictures will be
ma and the baby bear. The little marketed in America by Republic
intruder upsets everything, and then Pictures.
the Three Bears return, and discover her hiding in the bed of the
Berkowitz Expanding
baby bear.
The riot starts, with
the Three Bears pursuing the youngWestern Exchanges
(Continued from Page 1)
lands burst forth into all the gay ster through the woods to a tree,
The move is part of
panoply of Summertime.
It will where they are routed by three tain states.
Berkowitz's
skunks who come to the rescue.
plan
of
click in any type of theater.
expansion

gorgeous and delightful
color cartoon done with poetic fantasy and fine comedy sense.
It
shows the coming of spring a little too soon, with all the woodland
animals disporting themselves gleefully as Old Man Winter is driven
away. But he returns suddenly and
turns everything into shivery ice
and sleet, and drives the poor animals into their hideouts. But Pan,
the little woodland god is on hand,
and marshals a battalion of lightning bugs to attack Old Man Winter and they put on so much heat
that he is destroyed, and the wood-

—

of a

$3,750,000

Clever

Very

and Herman Shumlin, Broadway producer, the board includes:
Geo. Sklar, Albert Bein, John Howard Lawson, Albert Maltz, Robert
Gessner, Andre Sennwald of the
"Times", Richard Watts of the
"Herald-Tribune", Thornton Delehanty of the "Post", William BoehForeign Flashes
nel of the "World-Telegram", Paul
London
L. Richards and Charles
Harrison of NFA, Otis Ferguson
formed Bostock Fourof the "New Republic," William Fuller have
produce and distribTroy, Kyle Crichton of "Colliers", color and will
John Gassner of the Theater Guild, ute color pictures exclusively.
Paris Maurice Chalon and Rene
Maragaret Larkin of the Theater
Union, Evelyn Gerstein, Margaret Navarre, who are making "Le
Bourke White, William Gropper and Grand Pari" ("The Big Bet"), will
Reginald Marsh. William B. Fitel- go to New York and San Francisco
The stars,
to complete the picture.
son is acting as attorney.
The members of the Advisory Helene Carola and Georges Peclet,
Board will assist the newly-organ- will go along.
London Oxford and Berkshire
ized Alliance in carrying out its program. This includes the formation Cinemas made a net profit of $100,of production, distribution and ex- 000 from September, 1934, to April,
hibition groups throughout the coun- 1935.
London and Southern Super
try which will unite on a non-profit Cinemas has organized a subsidiary
making basis to produce and show to buy houses.
films which deal honestly and in an
The government will
Brussels
adult manner with the problems of not reduce theater and film taxes
every-day life, and which will serve until the fall of next year.
to combat the dangers of war, fasLucien Dodin, architect,
Paris
cism and censorship.
has invented a process for making
Many of the advisors have also movies in relief. It employs a screen
agreed to aid in the establishment of lentils and prisms without alterrector,

Celebrity Productions

BECOMES

(Continued from Page

"The Three Bears"

Celebrity Productions
Excellent

BRITISH LION
« «

sion.

Hamilton

all

eventually

Kansas

City.

Resuming Arbitration
Arbitration proceedings will be resumed in New York on Tuesday
when four cases in which 20th Century-Fox

is

the

complainant

are

coming up. Defendants are: Eagle,
New York; Monroe, New York;
Manhattan, Brooklyn, and the How-

Howard Beach.
On Friday,
next week, Paramount complaints
against the Jerome, New York, and
the Maple, Jeffersonville, are due
to be heard.
ard,

Handling Abstract Short

World

distribution

of

"Rhythm

in Light," first American abstract
film now at the Cameo, is being

handled by John S. Tapernoux. The
picture, first of a series to be made
by Mary Ellen Butte, employs
music and an array of articles such
crumpled cellophane, prisms,
as
pyramids, balls, etc., to stimulate
emotions of the audience.

RKO

Houses Get Fox Product

Twentieth Century-Fox

is

selling

away

from Springer-Cocalis on
Broadway, with the first-run product that went last season to the
Beacon and Stoddard Theaters slat-

RKO

ed this season for four
aters, the 81st St., Colonial,

the-

York-

town and Midtown.

putting out "dated trailers",
which give the dates for both pictures on double bills at one time.
Co.

will

territory west of

is

SHOWMAN'S

Special Sessions in 11 States

Eleven states are planning special
sessions of their legislatures, practically all with the purpose of enThe list
acting revenue measures.
consists of: Alabama, which convenes Sept. 13; Florida, Indiana,

Pathe Moving to RKO Building
Pathe is moving to the RKO
building, with space contemplated Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, New
that formerly occupied by the Code Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio and
Location is virtually Rhode Island.
Authority.
Alabama and Wisconsin are still
next door to First Division, in which
in session.
Pathe is interested.
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"LITTLE"

By RALPH WILK
URANCIS FORD, veteran from

the
early silent days, has been signed by Darryl F. Zanuck to a new
long term 20th Century-Fox contract.

T
Carl Pierson has completed direcT

New

Frontier," John
for Republic.
t
r
Completing the line-up of John
Wayne westerns for the current Republic series, Paul Malvern, producer, has purchased "The Battle of
the Alamo," by Lindsley Parsons
tion of

"The

Wayne western

and

Robert

Emmctt.

The

next
Wayne picture to go into production
is "G-Men of the Nineties," Scott
Pembroke's original story of early
California train robbers.

Herbert Mundin, British character actor, has been awarded a featured role in "Charlie Chan's Secret," 20th Century-Fox production

assigned to roles in "Paddy O'Day,"
20th Century-Fox starring vehicle
for Jane Withers.
»

Robert Allen, a young Broadway
leading man who made a successful
screen debut with Grace Moore in
"Love Me Forever," has been signed
by Darryl F. Zanuck for the male
lead
opposite
Claire
Trevor in
"Buccaneer," which Sol M. Wurtzel
produced for 20th Century-Fox.

Ben

RKO

T
Y
T
Stoloff has been signed by
Radio to direct "Two O'Clock

Courage,"
Gelett
Burgess
story
soon to go before the cameras. At
present Stoloff is cutting and editing "To Beat the Band," RKO Radio musical with Helen Broderick
and Hugh Herbert in the featured
leads,
and Roger Pryor, Phyllis
Brooks, Fred Keating and Evelyn

Poe

A

in

support.
T

"Radio

T

Rogues"

comedy has
been placed in production by Columbia, with
Benny Rubin directing.
Max Steiner, musical director of Featured with Jlimmy Hollywood,
the RKO Radio studios, has written Henry Taylor and Eddie Bartell, the
a song for "Believe It, Beloved," "Rogues," are Yvonne Monoff, Barnew musical film which will star bara Johnson and Mildred Lane, the
Gene Raymond under the direction "Tic-Toe Girls," who recently were
of Leigh Jason and the supervision the sensation of Hollywood's Cocoaof Lee Marcus. Dorothy Fields has nut Grove.
In the supporting cast
written the lyrics.
are Robert McKenzie and Herman
Long. The original screenplay is by
»
First National has set Oct. 1 as Felix Adler.
the date for the end of shooting on
"Frisco Kid," James Cagney's latest
Busby Berkeley has begun work
starring vehicle, in which Margaret on
the
production
numbers in
Lindsay appears as his leading lady. "Stars Over Broadway" at the WarAmong the important players an the ner studios.
The picture has
story are George E. Stone, Ricardo been before the cameras four weeks
Cortez, Lili Damita, Donald Woods, under
the direction of William
Fred Kohler, Joseph King, Robert Keighley and features a large cast
McWade,
Joe
Sawyer,
Robert including Pat O'Brien, James MelStrange, Barton MacLane, Joe Cre- ton, Jane Froman and Jean Muir.
han, Edward McWade, Claudia Cole- Other principal players are Frank
man and John Wray. Lloyd Bacon McHugh, William Ricciardi, Eddie
is directing.
Conrad, Patsy Flick and Frank Fay.
Mildred Cram wrote the original
George Givot, Michael Visaroff, story which was adapted for the
and Visaroff's wife, Nina, have been screen by Jerry Wald and Julius
starring

Warner Oland.

AAA

Omaha Odds and Ends
Omaha — Bob

Ballantyne of ScottBallantyne Supply Co. back from a
business trip to Chicago.
Ralph Olson, Universal booker, is
visiting the home town Huron, S. D.,
on his annual holiday leave. Harry
Davis of New York home office substituting.
LeRoy Miller, salesman,
is the father of a girl.
Shirley
Uroff of the office staff vacationed
in Hollywood, her home.
H. J. Shumow will lose his second secretary this year via the marriage route when Mary Richardson
leaves the M-G-M exchange for wedlock Nov. 15.
Harry Day, former Ida Grove exhibitor, now at large and looking for
a new spot, visited film row last
week before taking off for Wiscon-

Epstein.
Two songs have been
written for the picture by Harry
Warren and Al Dubin.
They are
"Broadway Cinderella" and "At
J.

Your

Service,

— Stanley H. Schwartz,

T

Because career-minded young woof today are far more interested
in
becoming film singers,
dancers
or
specialty
performers
than in becoming ingenues, it was
necessary for Roy Del Ruth to comb
Southern California to adequately

men

cast

a

scene

Century-Fox

of his current 20th
picture,
"Thanks A

Million."
Del Ruth needed exactly
eighty perfect "ingenue types" for
his scene and a call to Hollywood
casting agencies produced only seventy. Frantic appeals brought forth
no more. For four days the director and his two assistants searched
and finally, by invading the realms
of scores of night clubs and other
gathering places, "discovered" an
additional ten and signed them for
the film.

T

"LOTS"
Columbia has signed Alan Mowbray and William Tannen for "She
Couldn't Take It."
George Raft
and Joan Bennett are starred, with
Walter Connolly and Billie Burke
in featured roles.
r

Fiances Drake will play the feminine lead in "The Invisible Ray,"
starring Karloff and Bela Lugosi.
This story by Howard Higgin and
Douglas Hodges will go into production on Friday.
Lugosi was
summoned from England to play in
this, the first of three pictures he
is to make for Universal this seaT

T

John Qualen has been added to
the cast of First National's "Country Boy," in which Barton MacLane
will have the principal role.
Mary
Astor and Dorothy Peterson will appear opposite MacLane. Dawn Powell's novel was scenarized by Bertram Milhauser.
William McGann
will

direct.

T

Y

Y

Frank McDonald having complet-

Fred Astaire, after a two-month
ed the direction of the story se- holiday in the east, is back at the
quences of "Broadway Hostess," in RKO studio ready to begin work
which Winifred Shaw has the title with Ginger Rogers in their next
role and Lyle Talbot and Phil Re- musical picture, "Follow the Fleet,"
gan are her leading men, Bobby which will have a complete score by
Connolly, the dance director, has Irving Berlin.
Mark Sandrich, ditaken over the megaphone and be- rector of "The Gay Divorcee" and
gun the staging of the production "Top Hat," will direct "Follow the
numbers.
The chorus ensembles Fleet." It will be a Pandro S. Berand musical numbers are expected man production.
to be completed within two more
weeks of camera work. Genevieve
Edmund Grainger has announced
Tobin, Allen Jenkins, Donald Ross, the cast of "The Great ImpersonaSpring Byington and Harry Sey- tion" in support of Edmund Lowe.
mour have principal roles in "Broad- Valerie Hobson is leading lady.
way Hostess." Ben Kaye wrote the Wera Engels has the role of the
original story, George Bricker the countess.
Others in the cast are

"Angel of Mercy," based on the
of Florence Nightingale and
suggested by an essay of Lytton
Strachey's, will be produced by Warners.
Josephine Hutchinson may

Lumsden Hare, Marjorie Gateson,
Henry Mollison, Henry Kolker,
Brandon Hurst, Leonard Mudie,
Claude King and Frank Reicher.
Alan Crosland will direct using a
script written by Major H. O. Yardley, Lt.-Com. Frank Wead and Eve

play the

Green.

screenplay.
v

»

life

title role.

Miami Notes

Kansas City Notes
Kansas City

Madam."

V
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Miami,

Fla.

—After

a

Pittsburgh Briefs
complete

who formerly operated the Tivoli job of repairing and beautifying, the
Mayfair will reopen about Oct. 15.
here, and W. D. Fulton, owner of
Sonny Shepherd, manager of the

neighborhood houses, have open- Mayfair, is in his old post at the
new 400-seat theater, the State, Biltmore while the latter's manager
is on vacation.
in Kansas City, Kans.
Charles Crandall, manager of the
Max Roth, Columbia district man- Flagler,
found midnight shows popager, and Harry Taylor, branch
ular and will continue them.
manager, are back from New York.
Edgar Lee Hay, who writes the
C. A. Schultz of Commonwealth "Show Folks" column in the Miami
Theaters is away on vacation.
"Herald," is on a honeymoon.
William Gehring and William
Sussman of 20th Century-Fox home
Acquire Providence House
office have been visiting the local
Providence The A. & W. Amuseexchange.
ment Co. headed by Louis Anger
Mainstreet Theater advanced its
Joseph W. Walsh, has taken
daily opening to 9 A.M. for "Top and
sin.
over
the Metropolitan and plans to
Hat".
D. V. McLucas says United Arreopen
the house on Sept. 25. The
tists has closed all its circuit deals
"Steamboat 'Round the Bend",
for the coming season in the Omaha Will Rogers film, is holding over at firm operates four houses in Bridgeterritory.
the Uptown.
port and one in East Hartford.
five

ed a

—

—

Pittsburgh
Leo Cantor, United
salesman, has been transfered to the Indianapolis exchange,
replacing Willie Rosenthal who was
switched to the local office.
Artists

"The Crusades" opens two-a-day
Nixon on Sept. 23.

at the

Harry Handel of the Granada inaugurated $35 Bank Night on Fridays, and turnouts are so heavy
that the winner's name has to be
broadcast outside the theater to the
waiting overflow.

The Art Cinema opens Monday.

A

private invitation screening of the

opening

film,

"The

Constant

Nymph," will be held Sunday night.
The Fulton opening has again
been delayed.

HELLO!
we'll

be

seeiri'

you at

JACK DEMPSEY'S
(50th Street-8th Ave.) at the
First Fall Luncheon of the

A.

.P. A.
JOE

COOK
be there with his one-man
Circus (yes # he'll tell you about
the four Hawaiians)

And remember!
The oily boids

will

the best seats!
gits
—f

WALTER CASSEL
(NBC
his

star)

will

be there with

golden baritone voice.

NINA TARASOVA
famous
Rockefeller Center Rainbow Room

favorite singer of the

.

.

JOSEPH

.

she'll

D.

be there.

BASSON

President of Local 306

M.

P.

M. 0.

U.

RUTH WATERBURY
newly appointed editor of
"Photoplay Magazine."

and

the past Presidents
(gavel wavers to you)

all

will

be there.

«ACK DEMPSEY
the

Champ

himself

will

greet

you personally.
Bigger than ever!

be a grand day
THURSDAY. SEPT. 12th

Better than ever!

**>r

It'll

A. M. P.

A

vou and the

LUNCHEON

THE

J^S

DAILY
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »
It's

All In

the

Way You Do
CLEVER

like

—

It

J{ Scoundrel"picture
and
manager

item was headed "Theater Seeks
Public Reaction to Picture"
"Patrons of State asked to express opinion of Hecht-MacArthur film"
and goes on

"The

like

a

clever

.

Harry Botwick,

State Theater, Portland, can go
a long way together. There are
always ideas to be worked out,
and an ambitious manager, as
well as a prolific one, can go a
long way with them.
Well,
Harry planted an article in the
Portland "Telegram" designed
to stir up talk,
curiosity in the

.

er they did or did not like it.
"The picture" so the article
reads
"was playing its third

—

—

day here when

and to create
minds of the

—

.

how, in an effort to sound
out public opinion on the picture,
Paramount has asked
Manager Botwick to ask people
who have seen the picture to
write him a letter telling whethto tell

word was

this

allowing no time to
arrange for such a poll through
the regular theater methods.
received,

people and of course to create
a desire to see the picture. The

Therefore

Mr.

Botwick

to write, regardless of
reactions to 'The Scoun-

drel'

and

netted the

that

the

people
their

gave

to

assurance
thus received
would not be used in advertising or in any other way than to
help determine if the majority
of theater-goers do or do not
like unusual pictures such as
his

44th

310 EAST

A manager has to be a
psychologist, and Harry
certainly shows that he can
read the public soul.

sT

Hill

.

TO

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
AND GRAND CENTRAL

have serving pantries,

BE

HAD FURNISHED,

electrical refrigeration,

IF

DESIRED

Venetian blinds

-©

3
Corner

Room
living

Studio

room

37'-5"x15'-7",

13' ceiling ... 2 large bedrooms,
2 baths, 3 exposures. ,n/\n
Balcony, River view .

^UU«

Room Semi-Duplex

3

Corner with River views. Delightful

roof terrace,

room

dropped

26'-l "x 16' with 15'

ceiling.

3 exposures

—New

Room Corner

Apartment,

1

X

Jj

Suite

exceptionally large
living room 31'-9"x 15';4 windows.
Dressing closet
Disappearing

pantries

.

twin beds, serving pantry

closets.

Roomy and comn

.

from

.

.

r-jr

/ 0»

2 people.
Disappearing twin beds, serving
.

.

fortable, from

]

Vitaphone

for

Many

with dressing

.

.

*55.

RESTAURANT AND HOT EL SERVICE AVAILABLE
Tenants say our free bus service saves then) at least $5 a month

in carfare.

plate

A large amount of space
was accorded the playdate of
paign.

the

short

in

newspaper

ads.

Cast and title of short were
plugged throughout the city by
distribution

of

25,000

heralds.

Radio and store tie-ups were
made, the former good for three
spot announcements daily for an
entire week and the latter productive of ten window displays.
House exploitation consisted of

placing signs at each end of the
marquee, plus a 40x60 near the
A special trailer a
box-office.
week in advance, announcing
the playdate of "Keystone Hotel" and playing up the cast
"the old time belly laughs"—
was run at the Stanley. During showing of trailer, a laugh
record was played in the booth.
A 40x60 was mounted on tjje
stage, announcing arrival of
In adthis Vitaphone comedy.
dition a display set-piece was
Ushers
placed in the lobby.
were dressed as Keystone cops

with uniforms obtained from local costumer. As a result of the
above ballyhoo, the Stanley reports a big business all during
the run of the comedy.
Stanley, Albany.

Co-op Page
Helps "Gondolier"

—

a

comedy
at the

by an unusual exploitation cam-

Calif.

Colonia Theater, Norwich, N. Y., under S. L.
Morris,
gave Warner Bros.'
"Broadway Gondolier" an unusual build-up, its exploitation
campaign featuring a co-op ad
page in the local paper with
a two-line eight-column streamer at the top which read:
"Write New Original Ad Slogans and Win Guest Tickets to
See 'Broadway Gondolier' at
Colonia." The contest referred
to called for submission by readers of original slogans plugging advertisers on the co-op
page, for which 15 pairs of
passes were awarded. In addition, the local paper ran a linecut feature "How the Stars

HOTEL",
two-i*eel

picture opened
Stanley here preceded

'J'HE

Room

Complete homes

K^EYSTONE

Spreckles,

San Diego,

^UU.

.

FOYER.

1

of New Sprecktheater in San Diego,
California, built a powerful exploitation campaign recently on
his showing of Warner Bros.'
"Broadway Gondolier," highlighted by an unusual street
ballyhoo.
A special gondola
was constructed and mounted
on a truck and sent throughout the city.
A gondolier in
typical costume stood atop the
gondola which was heavily bannered with copy plugging the
playdate.
His
singing
of
songs from the picture attracted wide comment and the display, in general, attracted loads
of attention.
In addition, a
"Classified
Ad" contest was
started with the San Diego
"Union" with ten free passes to
the winners.
For advertising,
the New Spreckels used twocolor ads, the regulation black
ink with standout copy in red,
playing up the eight stars in
the picture. Aided by the above
ballyhoo, "Broadway Gondolier"
was held over for two sensa-

living

""1

u

Vitaphone Short
Gets Big Bally

SOBLER

«/-)/-v/~v

220x130"
J

—

tional weeks.

tzp
"ii

which moved up and down.
Colonia, Norwich, N. Y.

Portland, Me.

les

a

All

announced that the
contents were "kisses from the
'Broadway Gondolier'."
These
were distributed throughout the
town, and helped considerably
since the cards inside the package plugged the stars and playdate.
A mechanical display in
the window of the town's largest department store featured
a hosiery tieup with a national
concern and a snipe of Dick
Powell, smiling atop a gondola

ture.

^BE

nc

I

4-4800

FREE BUS SERVICE

MAY

package

Hecht and MacArthur like to
make."
This stunt can be
worked on any picture of like
nature, and could also be used
to whip up interest on a larger scale on some doubtful pic-

Novelty Stunt
for "Gondolier"

THESE APARTMENTS ALL

theater some additional publicity. Molasses candy
wrapped in a small cellophane

letter

—State,

MUrray

—

asked
urge

Got to Hollywood" which is reproduced
from the Warner
Bros, press book. Another tieup with a confectionary firm

Sunday 'Telegram'

the

good

APARTMENTS,

«

€€

—

"Popeye"

A

Is

Profit-Maker

OOPEYE'S
if

a pal to the kids

and a pal to the managers
they use him right. You've

gotta use a guy right all the
time if you want him to do you
So if you put a
a good turn.

good egg

like

Popeye

in

the

papers all the time he's gonna
put money in your box-office!
Well, Harry Botwick, State,
Portland, can make a good
friend when he needs one. Pop(Continued on Following Page)

—
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eye was on a lot of cards paid
for and distributed by the theater all around town at the cost
They were large
of $21.00.
cards and very attractive, with
a big picture of Popeye himself,
and the heading "Follow Popeye's Adventures in the Portfull
land Sunday 'Telegram'
page in colors every week,"
underneath, in smaller
and,
print, the injunction to see Popeye at the State was printed.
So you see, the paper got a
good break, and at the theater's
expense. But, by the same process of reciprocation as that used
by Popeye, the "Telegram"
gave the theater back its money,
and more besides. For the idea
was that the paper had Popeye
appearing in it only in the
colored comic section, and they
do not have any daily Popeye
comic strips. So it is impossible
to have anything imprinted on

—

this section, since it comes from
a Service. Therefore (break for

Harry), the paper gave him an
ad which measures 2x8 and is
equivalent to $46.40 in paid
In this ad is included
space.
the announcement of Popeye's
in
the
appearance
regular
movies and the current program
The paper has
at the State.
promised to give this a four

weeks' trial, and Harry can't
But the main
lose anything.
thing is that he can, and is,
winning an awful lot by this arHe's winning the
rangement.
profits that Popeye and the
paper bring him, and the kind
of goodwill and prestige that
he's already been building up to
a great extent.
State, Portland, Me.

—

Newport Theater
Smashes One Over
T3ILL POWELL, Paramount
Newport, had an
campaign on "Goin' to

Theater,
excellent

Town" and "Dog of Flanders":
He had three thousand heralds
distributed in laundry bundles,
by milkmen, in First National

Store packages, and one thousand small West standees. Advance and current readers were
planted in the "News." "Westicisms" were planted in the
"Herald" five days before the
first showing in the form of a
Both the "News" and
contest.
the "Herald" had full page cooperative ads at a rate. Through
special arrangement with the
Fall River Radio Station covering drawing territory, twentyannouncements over a
four
period of four days were secured. Names were read of Tiverton, Portsmouth, or Middle-

"

ton residents that entitled them
The idea
to guest admission.
was to test draw of radio. The
Short Line Bus Company announced Paramount Theater,
Mae West in "Goin' to Town"
at the theater stop, and also
supplied free transportation to

paper, showing a picture of
Marcel, and offering congratulations.
Under this was the announcement of the playing of

winners for radio plug,
and carried a sign above the
driver's head.
There was a
radio

table

decoration

stunt

downtown furniture

store.

in

a

Six-

teen things were placed on a
table
constituting breach
of
etiquette.
Contestants picked
them out and the first ten were
given passes. There were also
two straw hat window displays
tied in to "Go to Town In A
New Hat and See Mae West,
etc."

—Paramount,

Neivport, R.

I.

Co-op Page
Plugs "Glory"

CRANK

K.

SHAFFER, man-

ager of the New Virginia,
Harrisonburg, Va., sold the
local merchants on an unusual
cooperative
ad
page,
which
plugged his showing: of Warner
Bros.' "Page Miss Glory." The
keynote of the ad was carried
in
the headline which read:

"Warner

New

Bros.

Virginia

Theater announces the new season in a blaze of priory beginning with 'Page Miss Glory.'
The following merchants join
in celebrating a new and greater season."

eighteen

Below were 20 boxes,
contained
of which

company's
star
cuts
of the
players, and the remaining two
ad copy on "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" and "Green
Pastures." Each box, of course,
carried ad copy for the cooperating merchant.

—New

"Men Without Names".

"Crime

ad

ly.

— Capitol,

Pittsfield,

Mass.

A

Small Idea
Nets Big
Profits

He

'THE

"Brockton Enterprise"
has been running a "Who
Are They" contest for about a
month now, and have made
quite a big thing of it.
Pictures of people of former years
are printed, and the contestants^
send in their names. A lot of
space is given to it, because it's
the sort of "a contest that goes
over with everybody, especially
the old folks, who like to dig
back in the past.
Well, Tom
Kelley, manager of the Rialto,
tied in with the paper, and has
been receiving plenty of easy
publicity. The first prize has
been $2, given by the paper.
Tom offered a pair of passes to
his theater as the second prize.
He's gotten the theater name,
titles and playdates mentioned
in the writeup each Saturday,
and for the small sum of two
passes a week! And it's a twocolumn article, covering the full
length of the page. That's getting a lot for a little, boys!

—Rialto, Brockton,

Harrisburg, Va.

days.

An

psychologically sound and time-

Virginia,

Capitalizing On
the Crime Angle
T AW'S a swell thing

«

if

Mas*

TOOK DOWN
THE SIGN
We know a theatre owner (name
who was convinced
he couldn't make money, so

on

request)

much so that he ottered the house

A buyer turned up who

for sale.

knew he could make

said he

show

place

in

RCA

Fidelity

in these

will not pay,"

"Murder will out," "There's no
these
escape from the law,"
are the expressions heard everywhere, not only due to the
police, but to the many pictures
about G Men lately released. So
almost anything printed about
the police and the government
agents is adaptable for movie
exploitation. Realizing this, Ed
Theater,
Capitol
Harrison

—

—
Pittsfield — lately worked a swell
gag on an

incident connected
with the Pittsfield police force.
have the tear from the

We

Eagle,"
Evening
"Berkshire
which is headed, "Local Officer
to Study Under Leader of G
Men". "Sergeant Marcel selected by Chief Sullivan for coveted

instruction, offered to but 20
cities in country by J. Edgar
Hoover," and goes on to tell
how Hoover selected Pittsfield
as one of the privileged cities
because of his personal friendship with Chief Sullivan, and
because of the benefit it would
be to Pittsfield. Carmille Marcel was selected because of his
fine standing in the force, and
will have instruction under Mr.
Hoover for a three month
period.
Ed had an ad in the

Gets

TF

A

Sound. This made the

exhibitor think that

maybe

what the Photophone salesman

him was

telling

true.

So he placed an order with

Play

knowing

YOU

can make 'em laugh
and say how clever your stunt
is, you've got 'em running into
your theater.
In other words,
if you can pull a stunt that your
patrons will laugh at, you've
cinched your exploitation. Casting a reflection upon Ed Harrison,

by putting

Photophone High

had been

Smart Stunt

a profit,

the

manager

of

Theater, Pittsfield,

the

Capitol

we want

to

you what he did with some
scrap mirrors.
Ed had some
folders made, on the top of
which was the name of the theater, a picture of Shirley Temple announcing her appearance
in "Curly Top," and the playdate.
Underneath this was the
line, "Open This Folder and See
Who is Going to be at the Capitol in Person to See Shirley!"

sell later,

that if

he wanted to

he could add to the

sale price the value

of his equity

Photophone equipment.

in the

The installation was made
a

us,

in

and from that day the

jiffy,

commenced

theatre

to

show a

tell

On

the inside of the folder was
Y'see,
you
mirror.
opened the folder and look at
none other than yours truly
yourself.
Then you said to

a

little

yourself,

"Smart gag

Shirley Temple
I think I'll go
And there you
yourself at the

found funds
Get it?

—Capitol,

that.

NO!

•

•

Photophone builds customer satisfaction, and
thereby increases box office
receipts. Case after case
proves

this.

And

Well,
playing.
to the Capitol."

You find
are.
Capitol, and Ed
in his box-office.
Pittsfield,

For sale?

profit.

Matt.

,

PHOTOPHONE

RCA MANUFACTURING

CAMDEN
A

•

CO., INC.

NEW JERSEY

Radio Corporation of America Subsidia""
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DATE BOOK

«
Sept.

16:

»

Cincinnati Variety Club golf tourna-

ment,

Hillcrest

Country

Club,

Cincinnati

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-"The Exhibitor" annual golf tournament, Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

Albany Variety Club annual Golf
Tournament, Shaker Ridge Country Club.

Sept. 20:

International movie festival
the King of Belgium.

under patronage of
Brussells.

Sept. 28:

Seventh

Anniversary

Mickey

of

Mouse.
Sept. 30:
Hearing on permanent injunction to
restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.

Oct. 8-9:
T. 0.

Oct.

Nebraska and Western

Iowa M.
annual convention, Omaha, Neb.

21-24:

man Park
Oct. 21-22:

P.

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

Allied
Motion Picture Theater
of
Western Pennsylvania annual

Owners

convention,

Hotel

Schenley,

Pittsburgh.

Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners oi
Ohio annual convention, Hotel DeshlerWallick, Columbus, 0.

New

Standard Tie-Up
Helps "Gondolier"
j_[ARRY BOTWICK,
Theater,
worked the

here.

film row.

Ditto, R. N.

Carnaham

of the Roosevelt, Sulphur,
La., and R. W. Tyson, who runs the
State at Jackson and who says business is so good he may reopen the
Capitol.

theater

is

Jonesville, La., next
G. Nasiff.

in

State

has

"Broadway Gondolier"
Mojud tie-up with his
usual promptitude.
It was in

—

"Press-Herald"
and "Express" a co-op ad with
the local department store. This
was 11% x 2 columns, equal to
Portland

—

the $62.03 at the theater's rates
page full of
was the outstanding feature, and the first
to capture the eye. Half of the
ad was covered by a current
still of Joan Blondell and Dick
Powell plus the name of the
theater and picture.
The rest
was the ad for Mojud ClariPhane Silk Stockings. As you
know, this is a press book item,
and a large one. Added to this,
Harry also got a window display of considerable space in
the department store window.
less discount. In a
large ads, this one

Portland, Me.

to be

opened

month by

in

Dr. N.

R. L. Bailey has opened a house
Jena, La.

Claude Hazel of Shreveport was
in the city last week.
Mrs. Henry Bradford has joined
the secretarial staff of Republic Pictures.

Show
TAMES McMANUS— Marlboro

—

sent us a tear sheet
of an article written in the lo-

newspaper concerning "G

cal

MEN." The

article is

on a state-

ment made by Chief of Police
Francis Bastien, in which he
commends the picture and
praises the government men.
The statement is long and laudatory and so naturally brings
profit to the theater. There are
more people of civic importance
than there are pictures who are
always glad to get free publicity.
Statements like this can be
secured in connection with almost any good picture and imas
theater-goer
the
presses
much as almost any other exploitation stunt.

— Marlboro,

Marlboro, Mass.

WMCA

last week.

After he left, exchange
Change in
Screen Chatter
manager Paul Tessier announced
Sam Taylor's screen comments
that W. T. Hickey, formerly of At- over WMCA, formerly heard at 6:30
lanta, would become attached to the
P. M. on Monday and Wednesday,
New Orleans branch, replacing the will change to 7:30 P. M. ond Wedlate Ralph Meyerson.
nesday and Friday starting Sept. 13.
E. B. Whaley, southern sales representative for the newly-opened J.
"Ariane" Winding Up Run
R. Kitchen exchange in Atlanta, was
Elisabeth Bergner in "Ariane,"
in town last week.
now in its 13th revival week at the
Lillian Bradford, formerly in the
55th St. Playhouse, will end its
Paramount shipping department, is run Monday night.
now with Republic.
"Jalna" Opening at Palace

Robert Donat's parents, who are

coming

to

New York

to

become

naturalized

citizens of the United
States, will be two of the interested spectators at the premiere of
"The 39 Steps," the GB spy-thriller

co-starving
Carroll,

Friday.

Donat

opening

and
at

Madeleine
the Roxy on

1935

Writer Must Have
Four-Way Knowledge
W/"HILE the actual produc-

venturers and wild animal hunters, sponsored by Armour & Co.,
affords exhibitors extensive opportunities to hook up with
Buck's latest picture to be released by RKO Radio Pictures
with 50,000 stores handling Armour products from coast to
For the current month,
coast.
Buck suggests the "Meal of the
Month" which Armour advertises in full-page, four color advertisement in six national periodicals. The following magazines, used by Armour, have a
circulation of almost 18,000,000
"American Weekly",
readers:

tion of a motion picture is
effected by a number of indi-

viduals each handling a separate task, the writing of a screen
play requires that an author be
a combination of scribbler, actor,
director
and technician.
This is one of the principal reasons why, within recent years,
studio executives are drawing
unon their writing staffs to fulfill
other duties particularly
Unlike
those of a director.
novel, or short story writing,
wherein a plot, characters and
an ability to put words together
in an interesting fashion are the
prime requisites, screen plays
demand treatment from a variety of angles. The writer must
inject the directors' viewpoint
into his work; he must also seek
to visualize the actors' requirements, and take into consideration the technical demands that

—

"Saturday Evening Post," "Good
Housekeeping", "McCall's", "Ladies' Home Journal" and "Woman's Home Companion".

— RKO.

Luise Rainer Features
"Escapade" Campaign

^

Boosts

Harry Graham, Universal district
manager for the south, was here

Donat's Parents at Premiere

In Extensive Tie-up
A TIE-UP with Frank Buck,
most famous of camera ad-

f")NE week before

Police Chief

J theater

Bob Clemmons of the C. and C,
circuit, accompanied by R. J. Pot-

A new

Frank Buck and Armour

Orleans Notes

Orleans Mrs. G. J. Harrell,
formerly of the Paramount offices in
Atlanta, has been transferred to the
shipping department of Paramount

ter, visited

Portland,

—State,

—

New

11,

EXPLOITING CURRENT FILMS TIMELYTOPICS

the

Sept. 26 -Oct. 17:

Wednesday, Sept.

RKO's "Jalna," originally scheduled for the Music Hall, will have
its Broadway first-run at the Palace
starting with a preview tomorrow
night.

Swedish Film Holding Over
"Swedenhielms," Swedish comedy,
held for a second week at
Cinema de Paris starting to-

will be

the

morrow.

the opening of "Escapade" at the
Fox Theater, in Joplin, Mo.,
Harley Fryer, the manager, arranged for a teaser campaign
in the local "Globe" selling Luise
Rainer, co-star with William
Powell of the picture, as the
new picture find. Fryer was as-

by an M-G-M exploiteer.
Three days in advance, spot announcements were made on the
sisted

radio four times daily. This also
was continued during the en-

Flower Association furnished roses, which
were given gratis to ladies at-

gagement. The

local

tending the opening matinee. A
music display was arranged for,
featuring "You're All I Need,"
from the picture, together with
stills from the production. Banners were placed on interurban
cars operating within a radius
of 50 miles from Joplin.
Fox, Joplin, Mo.

—

Union Picketers Fined
County
Grand Island, Neb.
Judge Paul N. Kirk imposed fines

—

of $10 each on four union operators,

charged in a complaint drawn by
William Youngclaus, manager of
the Empress, with unlawful interference of his business and with
picketing his theater. The convicted
men appealed to District Court.
Youngclaus said that he had employed an operator not connected
with A. F. of L., but with another
union when the local union refused
to negotiate with him for a reduced
scale.

will

be made.

—Howard

J.

Green.

9 Educational Sept. Releases
Educational is releasing nine subjects through 20th Century-Fox this
month. Current week's releases are
"Penny Wise," with Joe Cook, and
"Circus Days," a Paul Terry-Toon.
Dates of other releases are: Sept.
13_"Kiss the Bride," with Buster

West and Tom Patricola; "Rodeo
Day", with Frank Luther, Niela
Goodelle and George Shelton; "Clever Critters", Treasure Chest reel;
Sept. 20— "Rhythm of Paree," with
Niela Goodelle, Nell Kelly and Fred
"Hey Diddle Diddle,"
Lightner;
"Just AnTerry-Toon; Sept. 27
other Murder," with Billy Gilbert

—

and Vince Barnett; "College Capers," with Cabin Kids, Norman Gordon, Jimmy Fox.

Sylvia Sidney for Stage
Sidney is leaving Para-

Sylvia

mount upon completion

of

"Mary

Burns, Fugitive," which she is now
She plans to come to
completing.
do a play and is now
to
York
New

reading scripts.

Pick Shorts Theater Locations

Eight locations have been selected for short subject houses to be
established by Newsreel Theaters,
Next theater in the circuit
Inc.
being opened in Newark next
is

month.
Acquires Two Local Houses
Central Park Realty Corp. has acquired the Venice, formerly the Jol-

Opening Grand, Brooklyn

and the Circle theaters in New
York at a sale conducted by Wil-

The Grand, Brooklyn, is being
opened by Albert I. Mackler on Oct.

liam Kennelly, auctioneer.

1.

son,

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Exhib Wins Important Ruling

12,

TEN CENTS

1935

in

License Renewal

AGREEMENT NEAR ON MAJOR CIRCUIT BOOTH SCALE
28 Theaters
Added
in

Active List
Region9 Around Cincy
to
Philly

Are Opened

How They

in

Pittsburgh Territory

Started
>

IN

Deal

Circuit

York City appeared certain yesterday as the membership of Local 306
at a special meeting empowered the
union's wage scale committee to

make

a binding contract with the
The union committee headed by Joseph D. Basson went into
conference with circuit officials late
yesterday afternoon and at this
meeting it is understood that the
circuits made a better offer than
their last previous one of a basic
wage scale of $1.60 an hour.
Meanwhile negotiations between
Local 306 and the Allied Operators
circuits.

(Continued on Page 13)

EXPECTED

Scale Committee
Empowered to Make

Agreement on a new booth scale
for major circuit theaters in New

Theater openings took another
spurt during the past month in the
Pittsburgh territory, with 28 houses
joining the active list, while five
additional theaters in the Philadelphia area resumed operation, it is

FILING OF G.T.E.

Wage

PLAN

A WEEK

(Continued on Page 3)

Federal Court,
Wilmington, Del., of the General
Theaters Equipment reorganization
plan, which had been delayed beFox-20th Century
cause
of
the
merger, is expected within a week,
it was stated yesterday. The plan
has not been changed.
Presentation

in

CONN. MPTO CONSIDER

BANNING DUAL BILLS
Adoption of an agreement banning double features in Connecticut
will be discussed by the M. P. T. O.
of that state and officials of circuits operating there at a meeting

Akron Subsequent Runs

(Continued on Page 3)

Seek Admission Boost
Akron— A move is on foot to raise
admission prices five cents at all
A
local subsequent run theaters.
final meeting of the Akron Exhibitors Association will be held this
week to settle the matter. It is the
aim of the organization to boost 20cent admissions to 25 cents, and 15cent admissions to 20 cents, tax included.
Prevailing downtown first
run adult evening admission price
is

40

cents.

Diebel Leading

in

Golf

C. W. Diebel, the veteran Youngstown
exhibitor, yesterday was leading in the
Class D (for players 61
to 65 years
old) of the U. S. Senior Golf Championship being played at Rye, N. Y.
Diebel, who is 61 years old, used to
come on from Youngstown for the
FILM DAILY golf tourneys.

independent producer, at present contributing to the 20th Century-Fox
Sol began his film
and Columbia programs for 1935-36, in addition to other indie product.
career in 1907 at San Francisco as an exchange operator, and subsequently established a theater
circuit, which he sold out in 1926, retired for a while, then plunged back into production,
besides serving at various periods with Inspiration, United Artists and Universal Theater Chain.
The artistic effort is by "Hap" Hadley
Presenting

Sol

Lesser,

Important Ruling Won by Exhib
In Renewal of Theater License
20th Century Signs
Six Local Indie Circuits
Under direction of Harry Buxbaum, 20th Century-Fox has closed
1935-36

product

deals

with

New

York metropolitan area circuits including: Prudential, Harry Hecht,
Skouras, Randforce, Rosenblatt-Welt
The lineup
and Harry Shiffman.
has been sold to RKO's 81st theater.
Springer & Cocalis formerly
had Fox pictures in that spot.

A decision regarded as of major
importance, and said to be the first
of its kind to be handed down in the
case of an exhibitor seeking to renew his license but being denied a
renewal unless numerous so-called
violations are removed, has been
won by the Third Avenue Peerless
Theater in New York. The house,
erected some 20 years ago, made
application for renewal of its license, but was refused on the
(Continued on Page 3)

Frank C. Walker Slated
As Postmaster-General
Washington Bureau

—

Washington
M. E. Comeford

THE FILM DAILY

of

Frank

C. Walker,
circuit official and

important in administration recovery activities, is definitely set to become postmaster-general, following
resignation of James Farley when
the Democratic National Committee
meets in January.

3rd

Weeks

RKO's

"Top

set

for

third

for

"Top Hat"

Hat" has already been
weeks in five of its

pre-release
key
city
runs,
including
New York, Los Angeles, Boston, Washington and Detroit.
In
Los Angeles
it is playing at two houses simultaneously.
The Broadway run is at the Music

Another Broadway third-week
engagement is M-G-M's "Anna KareHall.

nina" at the Capitol.
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Kodak

East.

Loew's,

1
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1

Paramount
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Film
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Penna. Cities
Three Pennsylvania cities are preparing to vote on Sunday shows. In
Butler, the question will be put to
the citizens at the primary election
The city council of
on Sept. 17.
Franklin, Pa., has voted to request
the Venango county commissioners
to take a special vote on Nov. 5.
Both Franklin and Oil City will vote
on the issue in November.

Sunday Votes

in

mfflS&WIB\\MA$A
33

W.

60th

ST

NEW YOKK

SEND

Al Rockett Planning
Return to Production
Al Rockett, who has returned to
New York from Europe, is expected
to re-enter production at the Coast.
While in England he was offered
financing from a

number

of estab-

He

plans to remain
East a month or two before going

lished outfits.
to

Hollywood.

On Rogers Memorial Commission

FOU OUR CATALOG

SPEED KENDALL

Ntw

in

abroad, plans
before going

T. O. A. Meets

Product lineups for 1935-36 were
analyzed by John Benas at a meet-

week

resituation.

ported on the operators'
Bernard S. Deutsch, president of the
Board of Aldermen, spoke on the
forthcoming American Jews Con-

has arrived

to
to

spend
the

is expected
Hollywood.

MILTON COHEN

New

in

is

NAT

REG WILSON
his

return

to

York

New

left

York

from

the

night

last

on

is

New

in

York from Hol-

lywood.

CHARLES
New York.

GORDON,

Utica

LOUIS PHILLIPS returns

exhibitor,

New

to

in

is

York today

Louis.

St.

ABE LASTFOGEL, partner and general manager of the William Morris Offices, returned to
Hollywood by plane yesterday, after a tenday sojourn in New York.
He will stop in
Chicago for one day to close several picture
house booking deals.
Mrs. Lastfogel (Frances
Arms) is accompanying him.

ROBERT HUREL, director of France Films,
Montreal, and SIMONE SIMON, French actress
on her way to Hollywood, arrive in New York
tomorrow on the Lafayette from abroad.

MAJOR
today

F.

from

HERRON

L.

MARTIN FLAVIN
from

the

returns

to

New

York

in

New

York

Washington.
has

arrived

Coast.

GEORGE ORTH has arrived in New York
from New Orleans.
LEE MARCUS, producer on the RKO lot in
Hollywood, is due in New York next week
for

short

a

JOHN

vis'f.

OTTERSON,

E.

scheduled

is

to

leave

Paramount

for

president,

coast again

the

this

week-end.

MICKEY NEILAN
from

is

way

on his

New

to

York

Hollywood.

CHRISTOPHER DUNTHY, who

"Special Agent," a Cosmopolitan
Production for Warner release, in
20th Century Gets Arlen Song
which Bette Davis and George Brent
"Last Night When We Were have the starring roles, will have its
Young," Harold Arlen's latest song world premiere at the New York
success, has been sold through the Strand next Wednesday evening,
William Morris Offices to 20th Cen- following the engagement of Kay
tury-Fox for interpolation in the Francis in "The Goose and the
next Lawrence Tibbett starring pic- Gander."

York

Atlanta.

BARBARA WEEKS

from

Sinners," Republic's Gold
Frank Buck on Radio
Medal Special starring Otto Kruger,
Frank Buck, who recently re- will have its world premiere at the
turned from a nine-month expediFox Brooklyn, starting tomorrow.
tion in the Malay Peninsula, will be
The picture is based on Warwick
interviewed on his trip by Mark
Deeping's recent novel, "Two Black
Hawley over Station
this eveSheep." Supporting cast comprises
ning at 7:45 o'clock.
Buck and officials of the Van Martha Sleeper, Minna Gombell,
Beuren Corp., his producers, are Cora Sue Collins, and Ferdinand
now at work cutting the 100,000 feet Munier.
The picof film he brought back.
"Special Agent" at Strand AVed.
ture will be released by RKO Radio.

New

in

New Haven manager for Warin New York yesterday.

FURST,
ner Bros., was

gress.

Burke, Irvin S. Cobb, Eddie Cantor, Matthews," which Lesser will film
Dr. A. H. Giannini, Frank C. Hawks, at Pathe studios for 20th CenturyThis makes the 73rd picture
Will H. Hays, Frank Lloyd, Louis B. Fox.
Mayer, Mary Pickford, Joseph M. this year, for which Meyer has suSchenck, Fred Stone, Winfield Shee- pervised the music.
Independent producers are more
han and Jack Warner. Vice-President Garner is chairman of the com- and more realizing the importance
musical background,
says
of
a
mission.
Meyer, who this year has reached a
record of activity, his office making
more musical recordings than any
Orth Brings Huey Long Film
George Orth has returned to New department in Hollywood. In addiYork by plane from New Orleans tion to this, Meyer has under exwith a one-reel subject just com- clusive contract more than 40 music
pleted on the life of Senator Huey publishing houses, for whom he neP. Long, who died this week of gun gotiates the screen rights.

two

or

Coast.

JR.,

from

New York

in

month

a

Coast.

ing of the I.T.O.A. yesterday. Harry

Brandt and Maurice Fleischman

DORAN,

A.

D.

I.

'The Los Angeles Times"

of

York.

AL ROCKETT, who
from
here

ad-

office

publicity department leaves toPittsburgh to assist Joe Feldman,
manager in the territory, on local
"A Midsummer Night's Dream."

for
advertising
showings of

is

home

Warners'

of

and

morrow

next

—

has joined the

Paramount

New

press department, will leave
York today en route to Hollywood.

JAN

KIEPURA,

Continental
singing
star,
leaves for the Coast today to appear in "Give
Us This Night" for Paramount.

MORT GOODMAN,
man

in

days on

Cleveland,
vacation.

HARRY

is

THOMAS

Warner
in

New

Bros,

yesterday

left

publicity

York for several
for

New

Haven.

everything:
y

Reference to the mo-

f

m

i

Hon

picture industry

— can be found

I
v *«

:

1935

j

YEAR BOOK

;

\'-/Jp

¥

"Dream"

Cleveland Oct. 20
"Midsummer Night's
Cleveland
Dream" has been booked into the
Hanna Theater starting Oct. 20.
in

N. T. G. (Nils T. Granlund) was
taken to the Medical Arts Sanitarium on Tuesday night after being
stricken while before the micror
phone in the studio of Station W JZ,
radio program was beA gastric ailment
ing broadcast.
His condition
caused the collapse.
was reported at the hospital as not

where

Akron Operators Sign
Akron Local motion picture oper-

—

ators have settled their scale with
the theater owners.

Is Stricken

serious.

j

MOTION PICTURES

j|

Now

J

j

N. T. G.

I

in the

of

ture.

CITY

MUSICAL WUNDTMCKOTVHY
MOOD d#> TYPE OF PICTURE

BOB COLLIER
vertising

release.

WOR

1

+

Coming and Going

j

"Two

2

13/4

201/g

England

Republic Film at Brooklyn Fox

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone

—

London Soskin Productions Ltd.
Jack Dempsey's restaurant, where
the tariff is in the upper brackets has been formed with Paul Soskin
in keeping with the colorful distinc- as managing director and producer
tion of the place, will have a $1 to make five pictures at a cost of
luncheon rate for the A.M. P. A. mem- about $200,000 each in the next 18
Soskin formerly headed
bers who will hold their periodical months.
meetings there starting today. This Transatlantic Films, whose shares
has been the customary price for have been acquired by the new firm,
and produced "Ten Minute Alibi"
Ampa luncheons.
for British Lion as well as "While
Parents Sleep" for United Artists

wounds.

1

—

+
+

Make

5 Pictures in

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

Paul Soskin to

Lunch

Gatherings

Oklahoma City Among the 80
73rd Music Job for Abe Meyer
members announced by Governor
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Marland for the National Will RogHollywood Abe Meyer has been
ers Memorial Commission are the
following from the film industry: signed by Sol Lesser to supervise
M. H. Aylesworth, Rex Beach, Billie the music for "The Calling of Dan

FINANCIAL
High

Sets $1

Ampa
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EXHIB WINS RULING

NEAR

ON NEW BOOTH SCALE
(Continued from Page

though indications
are that Local 306 and Empire will
shortly join together.
A committee from Empire conferred Tuesday
with the Local 306 executive committee on terms under which Empire members would be admitted to
Local 306.
The Local 306 committee which
journeyed to Washington to see
George E. Browne, president of the
I.A.T.S.E., reported to the union
membership yesterday that Browne
has refused to rescind his order prohibiting Local 306 from calling a
strike.

Consider

Banning Dual
{Continued from Page

Tuesday

in

New

ent will include

Bills

1)

Haven. Those presB. Fishman, ex-

J.

hibitor leader, I. H. Hoffman of the
Warner circuit and Harry Shaw,

representing Loew's.
Virtually all of the 179 houses in
the state are now playing double
feature bills.

New

Field Appointments
First Division

Made by

Several First Division field appointments are announced by President Harry H. Thomas following his
return from a tour of branch of-

Sam Decker has been made
midwest division manager in Detroit,
with William Flemion as
branch manager, Clive Waxman as
circuit representative, George Custer as city salesman and Bert Foster and Frank Stuart as salesmen
fices.

for Michigan.

Al Friedlander, F. D. vice-presiwho is back from an upstate

dent,
trip,

PHIL

•

•

•

AND ARE

New York

State,
assigned to the

and Amos Leonard
Syracuse territory with headquarters in that city.

Thomas reports

conditions

much

improved and the seiling season getting off to a big start.

Pacific

Northwest Notes

— Ray Grombach

is the new
of the Winter
Garden
Theater here, with Ben Stevenson
shifted to the Colonial.

Seattle

manager
Film

holdovers

in

RENEWAL

that the famous
luncheons are being resumed again after the summer
layoff
that means one kolyum every week that we don't
have to worry about filling
the gang meets at Jack Dempsey's Restaurant
and Jack himself will be on hand today
to greet the boys
and the past presidents of the organization in whose honor this luncheon is being held
the talent
will consist of Walter Cassel, baritone
Nina Tarasova,
radio singer
Joseph D. Basson. prexy of Local 306
and the irrepressible Joe Cook, ambassador of fun in general

AMPA

Prexy Gordon

Portland

in-

clude "Steamboat 'Round the Bend"
at
the
Paramount and "Alice
Adams" at the Mayfair. In Spokane, "Harmony Lane" has been
held over by Manager H. D. McBride
of the Granada.

to

note

White sponsors his first meeting today
so come out and give him your hearty support
S.

T
•

•

•

T

T

ONE OF

the most sensational scoops in the annals
of the newsreel
is that one scored by Hearst Metrotone
News in recording the confessions of the young Brooklvn hoodlums who brutally killed a B. M. T. collector on the Culver line
after hours of grilling by the D. A.'s detectives, they
refused to talk
but when they were offered a chance to
talk for the newsreel, they fell over each other to take the
spotlight and confess
it makes one of the most graphic
and powerful human documents ever caught by the camera

T

WE

T

WE

• • •
ARE getting slightly skeptical concerning
these items from theater pressagents about the celebs who are
scheduled to attend certain showings
in the space of a
week we have been fooled by a couple of announcements
well, we'll try once more and see what happens
this time
the Paramount theater announces a host of celebs will be on
hand at midnight tonite for the preview of "The Big Broadcast
of 1936"
the celebs who will attend according to the
press announcement are Burns and Allen, Mary Boland, Ray
Rudy Vallee, Paul Whiteman, Milton
Noble, Jan Kiepura
Georges Metaxa, Harry Richman,
Berle, Jack Osterman
Belle Baker,
Easy Aces, Jack Dempsey, Lanny Ross
Walter O'Keefe, Leo Reisman, Don Bestor, Jay C. Flippen
and also radio execs including William Paley, George Engle,
A. J. McKosha and Donald Flamm

T

•

•

A

cocktail party

was given by

GB

yesterday after-

noon for Helen Vinson, who has returned to New York after
Arthur
appearing in a picture for the company at London
A. Lee, George W. Weeks, Arthur Jarratt, chief booker for the
GB circuit who has just arrived from England, and Barbara
Weeks were among crowd which included members of the daily,
Miss Vinson leaves New York shortly
fan and trade press
for the Coast to make a picture and later returns to England
to star with Clive Brook in a B. & D. picture.

• • • Jan Kiepura, who leaves New York today to work
for Paramount in "Give Us This Night," was given a press
The Conticocktail party yesterday at the Waldorf-Astoria.
nental star delighted the group with several numbers which
he sang effectively. Among those present were Adolph Zukor,
Henry Salisbury, Boris Morros, Russell Holman, John Byram,
as soon as the
Robert Gillham and Al Wilkie
Court of Appeals at Albany decides the contempt decision
based on his refusal to disclose source of information in connection with a series of articles he wrote for the Hearst publications, Martin Mooney, scenarist and newspaperman, will
...
join 20th Century-Fox
<<r

u «

said theater.

The various City Departments, including Building, Fire, Water, Gas
and Electricity, had inspected the
premises and found no violations
whatsoever, and so reported to the
License Commissioner.

A mandamus proceeding was
brought to compel issuance of the
The

license.

decision of

Judge Mc-

Laughlin ruled, in effect, that where
an application is made for renewal
of a license, and the Building Department, Fire Department, Water
Supply, Gas and Electricity, and the
Department of Health have inspected the premises and found no
violations, the Commissioner of Licenses must renew the license, even
though in his own opinion a condition exists which he claims to be a
violation.

Barr

&

Barr are counsel for the

theater.

• • •
NOTE on page 30 of the current "Variety"
the ad consisting of a letter signed by Winfield Sheehan in which
he thanks one and all for their co-operation
it is dated
Beverly Hills, Calif., Sept. 9
and on page 5 is a news
item dated Paris. Sept. 1, noting that Winnie is honeymooning
there with his wife
well. Mister Sheehan was always a
fast stepper

•

1)

grounds that the License Commissioner had personally found what
he claimed to be a violation in the

T
we happy

reports the following appoint-

ments in the Buffalo exchange: Basil Brady, former Pathe manager,
named branch manager; Charles
Johnson, formerly with Columbia,
appointed to cover

IN LICENSE

M.DALY

(Continued from Page

ize at this time,

MPTO

AO^* **

1)

union on an agreement whereby
each would leave one another severly alone are continuing. It is not
expected that a merger between
Local 306 and Allied will material-

Conn.

-^
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Lyons Says B'way Stage

Has Plenty Talent Left
Refuting statements that the New
York stage has been exhausted from
the standpoint of picture talent,
Sam Lyons of A. & S. Lyons, agents,
yesterday declared that there are
plenty of excellent film possiprovided
the
available
studios take pains to photograph

still

bilities

them effectively.
"Some of the people whom the
producers are passing up have desaid
in their appearance,"
Lyons. "Sympathethic photography,
plus proper care in makeup, will
make these players okay for pictures. As a matter of fact, a number of the screen's outstanding personalities have facial imperfections
which the camera has to lie about."
fects

Florida Flashes
Miami

—A

500-seat theater is beBuilding

ing erected in Leesburg.
will cost about $25,000.

John Smith has joined the Mulberry Theater, Mulberry, as advertising manager. J. A. Burts is manager.

The Panama Theater, Lynn Hamanaged by Gerden Russell, is
sponsoring Amateur Nights and
making pictures of the local talent.

ven,

Commissioners of Panama
have limited the number of
Ruling is
theaters there to two.
that there shall not be more than
one house for each 5,000 population.
City

City

THE

%*H
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HERE & THERE

i

Reviews

have formed
Co. and have

ton of Bluffton,
Strand Amusement
Strand theater, Ft.
the
leased
Wayne, Ind., reopening it with a
double feature film policy.

New Films

Barbara

Stanwyck

in

"RED SALUTE"

in

this production should have no trouble getin
It's
ting plenty of box-office gravy.

"It

Happened One Night"

vein,

but

—

enDetroit On application of Film sufficiently different in trimmings to
Truck Service Co., represented by able it to stand on its own. Barbara StanHarold H. Robinson, the circuit wyck, the unruly daughter of an Army genHardie
court of Wayne County recently eral, has a yen for a radical orator,
To break up the affair, dad
granted an injunction to prevent Albright.

Independent Theater Owners, Inc.,
composed entirely of Michigan ex-

and serving
any additional members with its film
hibitors,

from

soliciting

truck service.

New Haven —"The
Gander,"

Goose and the

Francis picture, opens

Kay

shoos Barbara to Mexico. In trying to make
her way back to the U. S., she meets up
with an Army private, Robert Young, and
they get into a scrape which makes it expedient for both of them to keep on the
run.
They commandeer Cliff Edward's
bus and head for Washington, with plenty
of exciting incidents taking place and the

developing under their exterior
at the Rogers Sherman Sept. 19, romance
At
with Sally Rand in person as the scrappy attitude toward each other.
a May Day speech in Washington, after he
stage headliner.
has won the general's favor, Robert shows

—

and wins

Barbara.

Miss

up the
Grafton, O. M. M. Korinka, roadStanwyck does her best work in a long
house operator, has taken over the while. Edwards scores big in comedy and
Grafton from O. J. Guthrie. House)
A very good
a bit of incidental singing.
has been reopened for four days a
job also is turned in by Young, and there
week.
is
fine support by Ruth Donnelly, Purnell
Pilger, Neb.

agitator

—John W. Quinn, who
has

bought the Paragon,
renamed it the Pilger and will start
using bank night this week.

recently

—

Sidney Lanfield's direction adds many values to the story.
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Young.
Purnell
Edwards, Hardie Albright,
Cliff
Pratt and others.

Pratt,

Ruth

Donnelly,

Ralph

—

—

—

,

Forbes

Gordon Jones,

Paul

Deft handling, in both the writing and
directing, together with enthusiastic work
by a cast that is strong on comedy ability,
resulted in making this combination of

Production on the two-reel comedy with music featuring Tom Howard and George Shelton and scheduled to get under way this week at
the Eastern Service studio has been
put over until next week. Al Christic will produce and direct the short
for Educational.

more

or less familiar material into a very
entertaining farce that should give general
satisfaction.
The story is a rather heavily
intertwined affair, involving marital mixups
and deviations, amorous escapades, the entrance of crooks who pull off a couple
of thefts, switching of identities, a merry
scene in which the bunch of entangled
persons try to explain things, and finally
the straightening out of the various complications, following the capture of the
crooks by the police, the solving of the
robberies, and the settling of the romanAmong the best work is that
tic affairs.

George Brent, the male love interest,
and Genevieve Tobin, a wandering wife.
Kay Francis does well as another wife who
finds that George is the man she really
Ralph Forbes, as a washout husloves.
band, and Helen Lowell and Spencer Charters are among other performers who stand
of

Another of the Major Bowes
series of Amateur shorts was put
into work yesterday at the Biograph
studios under the direction of John
Auer.

The ingenuity shown in the dances
by Harlan Dixon, dance director at
the Brooklyn Vita-phone studio, in
the "Door Man's Opera" yesterday
brought applause from a preview
audience composed of home office
executives. The short which will be
released in the "Broadway Brevities" series' features Charlotte Arren, Johnny Broderick, Evelyn Gall,

Thelma Leeds and Ray Heatherton.
Roy Mack is credited with direction.

out.

Cast: Kay Francis, George Brent, GeneTobin, Ralph Forbes, Claire Dcdd,
Spencer
Eldredge,
John
Lowell,
Helen
Charters, Eddie Shubert, William Austin,
John Sheehan, Wade Boteler, Van Buckingham, Olive Jones, Charles Coleman, Gordon Elliott, Milton Kibbee, Guy Usher,
vieve

Stanton, Nella Walker, Arthur Vinton, EdCharles Schweitzer,
Akron, O.
ward McWade, Henry Kolker, Henry Otho
has
Allen,
former manager of the
Producer, Edward Small; Director, Sidney Helen Woods, Carlyle Blackwell, Jr.
been named manager of the Pastime, Lanfield;
Pearson;
Humphrey
Author,
Author,
Green;
E.
Alfred
Director,
Barberton, 0., for Nate Schultz, new Screenplay, Humphrey Pearson, Manuel
owner, when the house reopens Seff; Cameraman, Robert Plank; Editor, Charles Kenyon; Screenplay, Same; Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Editor, Herbert Lenard.
shortly.
Grant Whytock.
Photography, A-l.
Direction, Topnotch.
Photography, Fine.
Direction, Aces
Casey, 111. Bids were taken this
week from contractors interested in
the alterations and improvements to Fictionizations Set on F. D. Films
Play Down Drinking Scenes
the New Lyric Theater. The house
In response to complaints made by
set
on
been
have
Fictionizations
P.
of
will be under the management
the following First Division re- reform groups, churches and orF. and M. 0. Musser.
leases: "Romantic Movie Stories," a ganizations
films,
in
interested
Princess The- Fawcett publication, will carry a Coast producers are now "playing
Youngstown, O.
Deits
fictionization
in
5,000-word
ater, for many years under the mandown" drinking sequences in scripts
agement of the late Ralph Pitzer, cember issue on "Mimi," co-starring
from
will reopen shortly with a stage film Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Ger- wherever they are unnecessary
Clyde Boyer will manage trude Lawrence, an Alliance pro- the standpoint of the story proper.
policy.
the house, assisted by Henry Prath- duction; Street & Smith's "Movie The Production Code Administration,
er, veteran tab and burlesque pro- Action Stories," for December will headed by Joseph I. Breen, is superhave a 7,500-word fictionization of
ducer.
Initial pictures
vising the matter.
Alliance's "Drake the Pirate," which
scrutinized will be released in a
so
Washington, Pa. Bert Albright will be illustrated on the cover, also
month or two.
of New York has succeeded Roy "Death from a Distance," an InRowe as Warner Bros, manager vincible production, and in its Januhere, the latter having entered the ary issue there will be Chesterfield's
Four Being Given Tests
exhibition filed on his own in his "Girl Who Came Back."
George Blackwood and Doris Dudnative North Carolina.
ley are being tested by Universal and
Britton
and Alexander
Lengyel to Script Dlietrich Film
Florence
The State,
East Liverpool, O.
Continental Kirkland by M-G-M, all tomorrow.
Lengyel,
Melchior
controlled by A. G. Constant of
Steubenville, has switched from first playwright, has been signed to work
runs to musical tab and films the on the script of "Hotel Imperial,"
"Bees" for Loew Circuit
New policy starring Marlene Dietrich, for Paralast half of the week.
"The Keeper of the Bees," Monowill continue throughout the fall mount, the deal having been handled
and winter, according to George by the A. & S. Lyons office. He ar- gram special, has been booked to
manager for the rives in New York on Sept. 20 from play the Loew circuit from Sept. 30
Delis,
district
to Oct. 3.
group.
abroad.

—

ALICOATE

AND

Robert Young, Cliff Edwards, Hardie
Albright, Gordon Jones, Paul Stanton, Ruth
Donnelly
78 mins.
United Artists (Reliance)

with

the

A.

COMMISSIONER

Charles Harnett
will appear in a short subject
"THE GOOSE
THE
on safety in traffic to be produced
GANDER"
by Jam Handy with work to be done
with George Brent, Genevieve Tobin and at the West Coast Service studio.
Kay Francis

SWELL ENTERTAINMENT WITH NICE Warner Bros.
65 mins.
YARN, PLENTY LAUGHS,
Lincoln, Neb.— City Manager Mil- ROMANTIC
DANDY
DOMESTIC
FARCE WITH
FAST DIRECTION AND TIMELY FLAV- GOOD CAST AND
ton Overman of the Westland string
DIRECTOR MAKING
has promoted Willard Kramer to OR.
MOST OF COMEDY SITUATIONS.
advertising,
word-of-mouth
A natural for
house manager of the Varsity and

made Leland Mischnick boss of the
Kiva. Kramer just got married.

SHORT SHOTS
By CHAS.

Van Wert, O.— C. B. Moore of
Van Wert, along with Budd Silverman of Toledo and A. T, WorthingInd.,

of

Thursday, Sept. 12, 1935

"Life's Little Problems" is the title
of the first of the series of 26 onereel shorts to be produced by Harper
& Co., and completed yesterday at
the West Coast Service studio under
the direction of William Watson.
Featured in the cast are Raymond

Knight, Martin Martin, Elisa Ruby,

Leona Powers and Howard Negli.

Warren Murray

assisted on the direction with George Weber doing
No release has
the camera work.
been set on the picture, which was
made in collaboration with "Life"

magazine.
•

As a result of the untimely death
of Senator Huey Long, renewed interest is being displayed by exhibitors in the one-reel subject entitled,
"The Kingfish," being distributed by
David Strong of Criterion Films
Exchanges
Independent
through
throughout the United States.

Returning from Sales Trip
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

—Ralph

Fear and

Max

Weisfeldt of American International
Distributing Corp. are expected to
return to Hollywood within two
weeks from their tour of exchange
centers, where they have closed
deals for the distribution of their
They will distribute 24
pictures.
features.
Monarch Prods., which is Fear's
personal organization, will make six
of the pictures, while the rest will
made by producers already
be
signed.
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HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW
a

Broadway Melody

(M-G-M)
Hollywood, Aug.

26.

*99

of 1936

— Entertainment

grand and glorious, comedy

joyful and boisterous, songs tuneful and melodious, dancing, world-beating, taps, terpsichore, choreography and rhythms plenty hotcha meld
in this musical melody that propels a new personality, Eleanor Powell,
to the mazdas and gives Jack Benny, the funny man Robert Taylor, the
lover; Frances Langford, the torch singer, Una Merkel and Sid Silvers,
the laughateers, with Vilma and Buddy Ebsen, two eccentrics, and June
Knight full and free outlet for their ace-high talents.
Here is a show with heart interest from a yarn based on a story
by Moss Hart with the screen play by Jack McGowan and Silvers. It's
all about a columnist, Benny, who can't keep his nose out of other
people's romances until his beezer is poked a few times. He creates a
fictitious personality, and Miss Powell, small town girl, is forced to impersonate his creation, she makes good in the big show and gets her man,
Taylor. The story is designed with the heartache and victory of the
;

Main Stem.
The song, ''You Are

My

Lucky

Star," sung by Miss Langford and
also by Miss Powell, sticks in your whistle. Other tunes, "I've Got a

Feeling You're Fooling/' "Broadway Rhythm," "Sing Before Breakfast" and "On a Sunday Afternoon," all by Nacio Herb Brown and
Arthur Freed, the original "Broadway Melody" writers, are tuneful
Miss Powell, in her first film reveals star talents and is tops
treats.
in taps, singing, beauty, imitations and trouping.
Robert Wildhack's
snoring specialties are belly laughs. Henry Stockwell sings the original

"Broadway Melody" number.
Beautiful in movement and

setting is Albertina Rasch's ballet. Dismusical direction of Albert Newman and the dances
created by Dave Gould. The art direction, photography, gowns and
sound are in M-G-M's best craftsman's manner.
John Considine produced under Sam Katz's aegis.
Benny's national popularity, the discovery of Miss Powell, fresh songs,
laughs, dances, girls and romance make this a crackerjack musical show
of big money and for big money.
Production Code Seal No. 1294. Running time, 110 minutes. "G."
tinctive

is

the

MELODY LINGERS
ON TO NEXT PAGE-
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28 HOUSES OPENED

(Continued from Page

1)

includes a
900-seater

the

new

house, the Soisson,
Connellsville,

in

Hollywood

—With

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
17 stories now in the hands of scenarists, and an

additional

Pa.,

operated by John Bixler.

Dismantling of quite a number
of old houses in Pennsylvania also
is shown in the Film Board report.
The monthly list of changes for
the Cincinnati territory shows nine
reopenings.

Many

EXPLOITING CURRENT FILMS

Seventh birthday celebration of
Mickey Mouse which gets under
way with special Mickey Mouse
Revues throughout the country on
Sept. 28 will be ushered in with a
wide range of exploitation novelties

"Call of the Wild" Gets
Big Campaign in Cleveland

Novelties Prepared
For Mickey Mouse Celeb.

now being readied
In addition

to

for exhibitors.
special two-color

which are now being pasted
on all outgoing mail from the various United Artists exchanges, special buttons, masks, balloons, 40x60's, as well as a full array of 8x10
scene stills and a special set of six
birthday stills have been prepared.
stickers,

Exhibitors in many sections of the
country have set their programs for
this huge celebration with a group
of the Walt Disney Mickey Mouse
Silly Symphony productions released through United Artists, and

and

several coast-to-coast radio hookups
are in the process of completion so
as to give theaters everywhere the
benefit of radio time.

Renaming Westminster
Westminster Theater will be renamed the World Theater by the
World Theaters Corp., which has
taken over operation of the house
and proposes to close it shortly for
several days to make a number of
alterations. The house will then reopen with a first-run policy of foreign pictures and unusual American
ones, it was said yesterday by Irvin
Shapiro.
Julius Stone Leases

House

Stone has leased the LyNew York, for one
year beginning Oct. 1.
Julius

ceum theater,

£0-OPERATIVE
ous
several

ads,

numer-

effective

tie-ups

were

the highlights of the exploita-

campaign arranged by
Manager Milt Harris of Loew's

State Theater in Cleveland for
the opening of "Call of the
Wild," Darryl Zanuck production starring Clark Gable, Lor-

Young and Jack Oakie and

released through United Artists.
Co-operative ads were arranged
with the Basch Jeweh'y Company and the Cleveland Hair
Specialists.
Both ads broke in
the "Plain Dealer" on opening
day and gave the picture and
theater
prominent
mention.
Two tie-ups, giving the picture
complete coverage, were put
over with the Aetna Cleaning
Company and the Fairmont Ice
Cream Company. All of the 32
Aetna trucks carried special
banners plugging the picture.
Ten Fairmont trucks were bannered and all of their 200 street
vendors carried special signs on
their ice cream boxes heralding
the opening of "Call of the

Wild." Book displays, each utilizing cards mentioning the theater and playdate, were arranged with Schroeder's, Burrough's and Halle Bros.
The
Fisher Beauty Salon got out an
utilizing
window
attractive
photos of Loretta Young. The
May Company dressed several

windows with photos and blowups of Clark Gable plugging
men's wear, pipes and fire-arms.
Two attractive displays on
books were placed in the Bailey
Company and May Company
windows. More than 5,000 doorknob hangers were placed on all
telephones throughout the city.
This was put over through the

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

co-operation

AGENT
"Because

and

storm scenes of
his
last
pictures
brought him
eight
severe colds during their shooting, Roy
rain

Del Ruth's assistant has sent him a
pair of high rubber boots, raincoat and
fireman's hat."— DAVE EPSTEIN.

of

the

local

Bell

Five thousan d
Company.
"Claim" cards were posted, and
10,000 miniature photos of Gable and Young were distributed
at Woolworth's, Kresge's and
the Marshall Store.
Loew's State, Clereland.

—

TN

window displays and

tion

etta

Gable Photos Aid
"Seas" Campaign
exploiting

Ward

"China

Seas,"

manager

Farrar,

of

Loew's Theater in Indianapolis,
arranged for 10,000 miniature
photos of Clark Gable to be dis-

from the

tributed

local

as

Farrar was ascampaign by an

tion of the city.
sisted

M-G-M

in

his

exploiteer.

A

ginricksha

was used for two days before

Two girls rode in
and two men dressed as Chin-

the premiere.
it

ese

the

pulled

coolies

through the streets.

vehicle

This at-

tracted a lot of attention. Arrangements were made with the
Mayor to visit the theater on
opening day and to purchase
the first ticket of the

LOUIS AREA

—

Louis
St.
Opening of seven
houses occurred in this area within
the past week.
They include the
new Avalon built on Kingshighway
Blvd. by Alex Pappand and Bess
Schulter;
Adrian Colonna's Plymouth Theater on Plymouth Ave.;
the Ritz, St. Charles, under management of Ira Klingensmith and
Paul
Golterman;
the
Kirkwood,
Kirkwood, operated by Ted Lending; the Opera House, Eminence, reopened by Carr & Hyde after being
dark since the silent days; the
Labor Temple, Staunton, 111., which
had been closed for extensive remodeling.

The Grand Opera House here, dark
for several years, is being readied
for opening as a film house by
Arthur damage of Detroit.

McCrory

well as from several
strategic corners in the Loop secstore

HOUSES OPENED
IN ST.

nine

ready to be assigned, the 20th Century-Fox writing staff has been geared to unprecedented activity.
Among the stories nearing completion are: "City God Forgot,"
to which Gene Fowler is contributing dialogue.
This story was originally titled "Men
Remington Knew" as scripted by Sam Engle and Paul Berger.
George Raft and Wallace Beery have been teamed for the picture's leads.
Edwin Burke is at work on "The Littlest Rebel" for Shirley Temple, and on its
completion will immediately scenarize "Captain January."
"King of Burlesque," starring Warner Baxter, is being adapted by Gene Markey
and Vina Delmar.
Other plays and the writers busy with them include: Damon Runyon's "Professional
Soldier," with screenplay by Howard Ellis Smith and George Jessel; "Message to
Garcia," W. P. Lipscomb; "14th Street," Sam Hellman and Gladys Lehman; "It Had
to Happen," Kathryn Scola; Ouida's "Under Two Flags," Bess Meredyth; "Nile Patrol,"
Harold Long; Basil King's "Earthbound," Bess Meredyth; "Your Uncle Dudley," Dore
Schary, Joseph Hoffman and Allan Erskin; "Buccaneer," Francis Hyland; "Song and
Dance Man," Maude Fulton: "Gentle Julia," Lamar Trotti; James Oliver Curwood's,
"The Country Beyond," screenplay by Ray Schrock, and an original story by Charles
Blake and Sonya Levien.
'

monthly reports of
the Film Boards of Trade. The list
in

7

20th Century Writers Busy on 17 Stories

AROUND PITTSBURGH
shown

13

new

bet-

Taxi bumper
strips were used on forty taxis
in town.
Each car carried two
strips for one week in advance

ter picture season.

"Top Hat" Dance Book Selling Big
"Previewing Top Hat," a 32-page
book of magazine size filled with
photographs of Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers in "Top Hat" and

RKO Radio musical hits,
a big current seller at ten-cent
stores all over the country.
Published by the Whitman Publishing Co. of Racine, Wis., the book
is a handsome offset job in which
all the team's famous dances, including "The Carioca," "The Continental" and "The Piccolino" are
completely illustrated, and scenes
from "Flying Down to Rio," "The
Gay Divorcee," "Roberta" and the
new "Top Hat" are included.
The press run has already passed
600,000, and is expected to reach a
million.
The book sells for a dime.
their other
is

of playdate.

—Loew's Theater,
Indianapolis.

was mailed out three
days in advance. Ten days in
advance large cutouts of the
stars were planted in the lobby.

ing copy

— Orpheum

Department Store Tie-ups
Aid "China Seas" Campaign

T^EPARTMENT

store

Theater,

Parsons, Kans.

tie-ups

played a big part in Clyde
McAleer's campaign on "China
Seas" for its showing at his
Orpheum Theater in Parson,
Kansas. Assisted by an M-G-M
exploiteer,

McAleer

arranged

for a large store to give a full
window display featuring formal, sport and afternoon dresses

featuring Jean Harlow and Rosalind Russell.

Another store

together
featured fall
suits
with stills of Wallace Beery
and Clark Gable, male stars of
Five thousand
the production.
circus heralds were used as inserts in all packages delivered
by the local A. & P. grocery.
1,000 regular post cards carry-

Maurice Chevalier
Lindsley

Parsons

William Slavens

S.

Manheimer
Alice

McNutt

Lake

THE

is&m
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"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
JOHN BUCKLOR has been

placed

J under contract by M-G-M through
the William Morris offices in assoWilciation with Leah Salisbury.
liam Morris also has placed Nick
Long with 20th Century-Fox to appear opposite Dixie Dunbar in a
forthcoming musical film as yet untitled.

T

McGuire, ex-Santa Clara
quarterback who recently portrayed
the romantic leads in "Steamboat
'Round the Bend" and "This is the
Life" for 20th Century-Fox, has
been assigned to a similar role in
"Your Uncle Dudley," forthcoming
film featuring Edward Everett Hor-

John

ton.

Katherine

Cornwall

Williams,

a

Wampas

star about two seasons ago,
has left the films to marry Daniel
E. Vandraegan at her home in
The
Seattle.
Everett, north of
groom is a professor of English in
Seattle's University of Washington.

Rita Cansino, young Spanish-Engdancer recently "discovered" by
20th Century-Fox, started work on
her first leading role this week,

lish

when "Paddy O'Day," new Jane
Withers starring vehicle went into
production.
Miss Cansino won her
spurs through small acting bits in
"Dante's Inferno," "Under the Pampas Moon" and "Charlie Chan in
Egypt."
Gordon Davis, for two years dialogue director and coach at the MG-M studios in Hollywood, and previously with Edward Everett Horton and other screen headliners, has

HOLLYWOOD

T
T
T
Leonid SnegofF, former member of
the Moscow Art Theater, has been
signed for a role in the 20th Century-Fox production, "The Man Who

Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo," a
Ronald Colman starring vehicle.
T

T

Arthur Hornblow, Paramount associate producer, according to report, is seeking to obtain Margaret
Sullavan for the second starring role
in his forthcoming production "The
Old Maid."
Whether the actress
can accept the part depends on how
soon she finishes her current picture.

When Charles
man actor, stars

Bickford, virile hein "Sutter's Gold,"
in which he was recently cast, he
will also be an adviser on California's mlining customs of '49.
Bickford has made a hobby of gathering
memorabilia of that period.

Irving Cummings, 20th Centurydirector, has disposed of his

Fox

12, 1935

"LOTS'

Margaret Callahan, young star of
North Hollywood ranch, long a show by Robert Sherwood was adapted
place of the district, and purchased by Delmer Daves.
Archie Mayo the stage brought to Hollywood by
RKO Radio for a featured role in
a larger one known as "El Toro," will direct.
The latter cost
near San Diego.
"Hot Tip"; Moroni Olsen, the I'orT
T
approximately
megaphonist
the
thos of "The Three Musketeers,"
Basil Rathbone has been signed and Ray Mayer, who has just com$100,000.
for the important role of Captain pleted a role in "To Beat the Band,"
T
The enthusiasm of California pre- Levasseur, leader of the French have been added to the cast of
"Seven Keys to Baldpate," new
view audiences for the performance
pirate ship, in Warner's production
RKO Radio production starring
of Walter Brennan in Samuel Goldwyn's forthcoming production, "Bar- of "Captain Blood," from Rafael Gene Raymond. Edward Killy and
bary Coast," has won a long-term Sabatini's swashbuckling novel. J. William Hamilton, who have just
contract for the actor from the pro- Carroll Naish will play Rathbone's directed "Freckles," featuring Tom
Brown, Carol Stone and Virginia
Brennan's first assignment
ducer.
aide.
Errol Flynn and Olivia de
Weidler, will direct "Seven Keys to
under his new contract is in the
William Sistrom will
next Miriam Hopkins-Joel McCrea Havilland have the leading roles. Baldpate."
supervise.
photoplay, "Navy Born," which goes Michael Curtiz is directing.
before the Goldwyn cameras in a
r
T
t
few days.
Eddie Acuff, whose first screen
Akim Tamiroff Frank Reicher and
role after a successful Broadway
Herbert Heywood have been added
career was in "Shipmates Forever,"
Howard Hawks has been signed by to the cast of "Enemy of Man," the with Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler,
Warners to direct the picturization new picture with Paul Muni, Joseph- has had his option taken up because
Broadway stage success,
of the
ine Hutchinson and Anita Louise in of his work in that film, and has
,

"Ceiling Zero," with

James Cagney

and Pat O'Brien co-starring.

production

at

the

First

National

studios under the direction of Wil-

Other important
parts are played by Henry O'Neill,
Raymond Brown, Fritz Leiber,
Porter Hall, Donald Woods, Halliwell Hobbes, Niles Welch, Dickie
Moore, Walter Kingsford, Iphigenie
and Andre Beranger.
his return from England, will be Castiglioni
"Mother Lode." Cliff Reid will su- The original story and screenplay
pervise "Green Grow the Lilacs."
of "Enemy of Man" were written
T
T
T
by Pierre Collings and Sheridan
Verree Teasdale and Allen Jen- Gibney, respectively.
The picture
kins have been cast by Warners in
is based on the life of Dr. Louis
"The Petrified Forest," in which
Leslie Howard will star, with Bette Pasteur, enacted in the film by
Davis as his leading lady. The play Muni.
Cyril Hume, novelist and scenarist, has been signed by RKO Radio
to write the screen play for "Green
Grow the Lilacs," play by Lynn
Riggs which will be produced as a
starring vehicle for Richard Dix
Dix's first picture, on
this season.

liam

Dieterle.

been cast in "I Found Stella Parstarring Kay Francis.
An-

rish,"

other cast addition to "I Found Stella
Parrish" is Joe Sawyer.
Sybil
Jason, Ian Hunter, Paul Lukas,
Jessie Ralph, Barton MacLane and
Harry Beresford are principals in
the film.
Mervyn LeRoy is directing.
The original story by John
Monk Saunders was adapted by
Casey Robinson.

Marie Wilson, the Anaheim,
girl

who was signed

Calif.,

recently to a

long term contract by Warners, has
been cast in "Miss Pacific Fleet,"
which has Joan Blondell, Glenda
Farrell and Hugh Herbert in the
cast and will go into production next

Warren Hull and Allen Jenkins will also appear in the next
Blondell-Farrell-Herbert film.
Ray
Enright is to direct. The story is
by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan.
week.

St.

Louis Squibs

—

St. Louis
Bank Night is spreadbeen appointed director of the new
Portland Civic Theater, Portland, ing hereabouts, with Fred WehrenOre.
He is now in that city ar- berg's houses among the latest to
ranging for the new theatrical sea- adopt it.

son.

Thursday, Sept.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh
Bert Stearn, U. A.
head here, pinch hitting on the air
for Walt Framer, the
"Show Shopper", who is in New
Richard Carle, George Irving and
Police have been unable to explain York on business.
Walter Walker are the latest addithe presence of two bombs and other
taking
bows
for
his
George Tyson
tions to the cast of "Hard Luck
explosives found recently in an un- "Miss Pittsburgh" promotion whose Dame," which is in production at
used room on the third floor of the candidate (Henrietta Leaver) won the First National studios with
Orpheum.
the "Miss America" title in Atlan- Bette Davis and Franchot Tone in
Ambassador Theater is making tic City last week.
the leading roles.
Other members
elaborate preparations for the world
Lou Hanna of Republic promoted of the cast are Margaret Lindsay,
premiere of "Red Salute", U. A. re- to assistant booker.
Alison Skipworth and John Eldredge.
lease, on Sept. 20.
The Carmichaels Theater has re- Laird Doyle is the author of both
Under the terms of the agree- opened after extensive remodeling. the original story and the screenplay.
Alfred E. Green is directing.
ment in the dispute as to whether Felix Palone is the new operator.
white or black projectionists should
Zeny Brothers reopened the Aveoperate the machines at the Star, nue Theater in Erie and increased
Criterion and Strand theaters, John its seating capacity from 300 to 500
Thomas Lennon, for the past year
P. Nick, I.A.T.S.E. vice-president, seats.
special feature writer in the RKO
has installed 21 negroes as members
publicity
department, has
Work on the Al Weiland theater studio
of the newly chartered St. Louis
been signed to a term writing conin the Oakland district started this
Motion Picture Machine Operators
tract by that studio.
He began
week.
Auxiliary, Local Union No. 143A.
work at once on the script of "Wild
West," next comedy vehicle for
Pathe Ltd. Gets Halperin Product Wheeler and Woolsey. Lee Marcus
Warners Opening Sharon House
Twelve Academy features have will supervise.
T
T
r
Sharon, Pa. Warners will reopen been sold to Pathe Pictures, Ltd.
the Liberty, dark for the past two for England under an arrangement
Frank Tuttle, Paramount director,
years. Thomas J. Fordham, district made by AmerAnglo, it was stated after vacationing in New York and
manager, is in charge of the re- yesterday, correcting an erroneous Connecticut, has returned to Hollymodeling work now in progress. impression that P. D. C. has bousrht wood to begin work on his new picHouse will be managed by Thomas the films. Victor and Edw»rd Hal- ture, "Easy Living." His last asJ. Whyte, present manager of the perin head Academy Pictures. Amersignment was Bing Crosby's "Two
Columbia.
For Tonight."
Anglo represents the Halperins.

—
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RKO-RADIO

PICTURE

COLUMBIA'S PRODUCTION

IS

TOPPING

IT

HAPPENED

ONE NIGHT BUSINESS BY
25 PERCENT IN ITS FIRST
FIVE TEST

THAT'S

ENGAGEMENTS-

HOW BIG IT IS

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

FDAILY
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in St.

Louis Case

CHANGEJTTITUDE

GIANNINI JELLS BANKERS] TO

Expect to Hold Parley Soon on Trade Association

=

and London as

.

By

May Be

we

=

see

JACK ALICOATE

—

us

to

(Continued on Page 4)

We

were
as glad to talk to Sir John as we were to
cut down the daily overhead, and our chat
was long and enthusiastic.
Well does he
know his cinema onions. The head of his
(distributing wheel is Arthur Dent, the Al
iLichtman of England when it comes to
'selling.
We know of no Englishman more

.

studios

of

International,

British

most

modernly equipped, are at Elstree.
They have just completed a new stage and
heir most ambitious production, "Glamorous Nights," will shortly go into work
under the supervision of Walter Mycroft.
Pictures recently completed by B. I. P.
that you will shortly be hearing about in

38 PARA. CLAIMS

the States

include

tation

the

to

Student
Charms."

"The Du

Waltz," "Heart's Desire,"
Hath
and "Music

Romance"

Associated

arm of the

Pictures, the

British

outfit

is

largest circuit in

Associated
eased,

i

is

Maxwell
brilliantly

enterprises,

just

re-

$3,742

Screen Guilds Pick
Best Work of Month
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood As the best performances of August, the Screen Actors'
Guild has voted for Will Rogers in
"Steamboat 'Round the Bend" and

Submit

jind

understood to be interested in a patented plan covering

urated

an

—The

all-night

has

inaug-

vaudeville

policy,

Rialto

with the house open continuously from
10 a.m.

to

6 a.m.

of

VOGAFILM WILL FIGHT

ASSIGNMENT OF JUDGE

Appeal Court Doubts
Bank Night Jurisdiction

Vocafilm will attack the jurisdiction of Federal Judge Kennedy in
hearing its motion to require American Telephone & Telegraph, Western Electric and Erpi to provide
funds so that Vocafilm might send
an attorney to California to be pres-

operation.

He

is

now

in

City.

—

Cleveland Doubt as to whether
consideration of a scheme of chance
jurisdiction of a court
of appeals was expressed by Judge
Virgin Terrell in this week's hearing
of the Bank Night case brought by
the Fountain Theater against the
Judge Terrell
Haltnorth Theater.
suggested that, according to the
Ohio statutes, a matter of this kind
belongs in the criminal court. Attorneys for both sides, however, feel
that the appeals court will consider
the case and render decision next

—

Louis Russell Hardy, special
U. S. Attorney General
handling the Department of Justice
criminal and equity cases against
St.

Mich.

period

New

the

Bill of Particulars
In St. Louis Film Action

All-Nighter for Flint
Flint,

another

is

week.

(Continued on Page 4)

optimistic.

Predicting

FRANKLIN PLANS

Among comes under

Schaefer.

J.

Advises Wall Street to
Change Attitude
Toward Films

growth and prosperity for the motion picture industry, and pointing
out that bankers in the past have
H. B.
gone into the industry in the wrong
way and have lost money in its
securities whereas they could have
"DRIVE-IN" CIRCUIT profited if they had performed a
straight banking service of lending
on films as they would lend on steel,
Harold B. Franklin contemplates
cotton or any other commodity at
establishing between 30 and
40
regular interest rates, Dr. A. H.
'"parking theaters" at the Coast and
{Continued on Page 4)

—•—

evening we dusted off the tails
attended the "Two Mrs. Carrolls" at
he historic St. Martins Theater, one of the
jldest in all of London.
The show was
i
melo, and to us, ordinary, but the theater, audience and atmosphere was delightful and made us sentimentally reminiscent
)f our adolescent days back
Over
stage.
lere every theater and cinema has its own
>ar and a scotch-and-soda
between acts
s always
What
a little bit-of-all-right.
mpressed us most was the fact that here,
(Continued on Page 2)
Last

ganization for a total of $108,559
under an order signed by Federal
Judge Coxe which permits the
claimants to immediately receive the

Barry," "Invi-

the second
England, comprising some
225 houses and mostly big ones.
Being
inmarily esthetic, we hate alluding to financial matters, but the balance sheet of the

[theater

Thirty-eight claims were yesterday allowed in the Paramount reor-

George

which

each equipped with a horn to bring
the sound from behind the screen.

ALLOWED BY COURT

to

town,

on Sunday and movies during the week.

Franklin

new Paramount securities.
the claims was one allowing

—This

lock,
stock and barrel by
Barron G. Collier, has one church building.
It
is
used for religious services

York

—•—

Fla.

owned

is

in the South.
Idea is for audience
to sit in their respective autos, with

iagreeably aggressive.

The

Everglades,

Next Week

it

Proposals for a set of industry
regulations embracing an arbitration
I
0ND0N, ENGLAND
British Internasystem, included in an all-industry
*" tional is an outfit with a record of
trade association plan drafted some
stability
over the years that assures a
months ago by Tyree Dillard, then
brilliant future, and this regardless of the
counsel of the Code Authority, are
tornado of radical influence that is now
expected to be studied when major
churning the industry here into a merry
company executives confer with
whirl.
The destiny of this company is in
Will H. Hays in New York within a
the hands of the solid and substantial Sir
few days in an effort to establish a
John Maxwell.
We had hardly set foot permanent
setup to iron out differin

Britain before he had
invited
lunch at the fashionable Ritz.

Movie Church

Talked
Over at Hays Meeting

Proposals

B.I. P.

assistant

Warners, Paramount and RKO, et
in connection with their alleged
conspiracy to refuse to furnish firstal,

(Continued on Page 4)

ent while two witnesses are being
examined by counsel for the tele(Continued on Page 4)

Butterfield Reopening

Three Michigan Houses
Detroit
this

—

Three theaters are on
week's reopening list for the

Butterfield circuit.
the Capitol, Jackson,

They include
managed by
Harry Small; Garden, Flint, managed by Kent Talmadge, and the
Majestic, Grand Rapids, managed by
M. Van Buren. All will play straight
there being no vaudeville in
prospect for the circuit this fall.

films,

Mayb<> a Midget

—

Plattsmouth, Neb.
Piecemeal thievery
over the past four months at the Platz
Theater was found to have almost carried away the sound equipment of the
house.
Authorities have no idea who
is
behind the act.

—3&>*»DAILY
B.

I.

P.

and London as
Vol. 68. No. 63

10 Cents
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Fri.,

we

(Continued from Page

see

it

mid-week,
at an ordinary performance,
there was not one man in the packed audi-

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
1650
J. W.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
Editor and Publisher;
President,
Alicoate,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Entered as second class matter.
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York.

ence without the inevitable black or white
In
(dinner clothes to you mugs).
tie
fact, no matter where one goes in this
swanky city, one must wear dinner clothes

JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

at

the act of March 3, 187'
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.

N

under

Y.,

communications to THE FIL'
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Address

all

DAILY,

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737. 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollv
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

St.,

W.

Berlin

I.

— Lichtbildbnehne.

in

after sundown
A
ostracized.

High

Am. Seat
Columbia

Picts.

Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

East.

Kodak

Loew's,

133/4
67l/2

vtc.
pfd..

67

67

45/g

45/g

4S/8

163/4

16%

16i/2

45!/8
10l/4
pfd.. 92

12

pfd..

RKO
20th

Cent.-Fox

20th

Cent.-Fox pfd..

....

pfd

Pict.

—

158'/8

158'/8 '58

Inc

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd
Pathe Film

Univ.

Low Close
13V2 13%

44

44
10

10

91 1/4

91

11

6V4

61/4

33/4

37/g

"%

17%
26%

26>/2

36

36

17

6'/2

42

Sonotone

Corp

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

.

2

20%

1

%

20

33/4

3%

a

while.

it

The RKO-Fox

deal,

is

About Set
On Union Agreement

Circuits

—•—

two the

Reel major

Max

Schubach, veteran
film man, 67 years old,
died at his Denver home of heart
disease after an illness of five
weeks. Schubach was born in Ger-

%

%

3/„

Later he beFeatures exchange.
came an exhibitor and operated the

% Midwest theaters, which were sold
% to Fox interests in 1929, when he
% retired. He is survived by his wife,
1%

2

+ %

3%

five

West Coast Bureau

—

of

prod-

Indies

Exchange

New

York fror

New

York yes-

in

ALEXANDER KORDA, STEVEN PALLOS and
CONNOP GUTHRIE arrive in New York on
the Coast.

SAMSON RAPHAELSON
today on

New

returns to

York

Empress of Britain from London
play. "Accent on Youth"
3
at the Globe Theate

the

where he directed his
which opened Sept.
there.

DRESSLER.

Cohn,

leaves

pleasure

brief

executive secretary
the Coast today for

for

t<
<

trip.

MRS. ISABEL TURNER

Warner

the

cf

horn.

left yesterday for Philadelphia to worl
with Harry Goldberg, advertising and publicity
man, on the "Midsummer Night's Dream" cam
paign for that city.

office

W. A. BACH, president of Audio Production;
aboard the Manhattan en route to Londoi
where he will present to J. Lyons & Co. th
finished animated cartoon, "Gulliver in Green
ford".
Bach also will confer with Reginali
is

Barker

Associated

of

British

Film

Distributor!

which handles the "Musical Moods" over there

HARRY
erns

GIBBS, distributor of Spectrum west

New Haven

the

in

York for

brief

a

JACK SAVAGE,
routine

for
after

a

a

week

Mrs.

A.
is

in

Nn

in

the

in

colony

art

special
representative
for Pittsburgh.

left

RAMOS

Theaters,

visit

is

visit.

director of publicity and ad
has returned to offic

COBIAN,
San

Inc.,

from
Cobian on

sailed yesterday

with

territory,

Spectrum,

has

RAFAEL
United

business

MEEHAN.

JOHN
Spectrum,

Juan,

New

a

ft

president
<
Porto Rio

York on the Guar

home

return

their

afta

here.

RUBIO.

New

LESTER

independent

distributor

in

Spai

York.
P.

SUSSMAN,

manager

general

c

Film Exchange, San Juan, Porf
Rico, sailed for that city from New York ye
terday on the Guano.

Independent

J. JOVANEY, manager of Superior Pictures
Chicago, who was in New York this week fi
a
conference with Fred Bellin of Specfruit
has returned to the Windy City.

will

New

*

Reference

Books

Preference

InformaData

tion
in

After Product for Spain
A. Rubio, who handles independent product in Spain, is in New
York to acquire Spanish-dialogue
He
pictures and action westerns.
has appointed the Film Exchange
as his representative here and will
make his headquarters in the lat-

j

Gadsden Gets Sunday Shows
Montgomery, Ala. The Starnes ter's offices.
legalizing Sunday shows in
Bill
I W \7"~ Film Viewing and
Gadsden has been signed by Gov- Frank Buck Animal Cargo Arrives
Reproducing Machines ernor Bibb Graves.
£ " j^
Frank Buck's latest wild animal
ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT
cargo, totaling 200 head, in addition
MODELS
ALL
David Loew Leases Estate
• Illustrated Literature on request. •
David Loew has rented the water- to 5,000 birds, is being unloaded
front estate of Charleson Cowl at today from the Steel Navigator at
Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

York fror

SIR

Sunday from

York.

per share per annum.

OVIOLA

New

in

is

arrived
Coast.

the

Provincetown.

latter
act as his exclusive agent in

Col.

—

from

Opinion cards received by United
Artists on "Red Salute," Reliance
production, following its preview
Tuesday night at the Triboro The-

Exchange whereby the

THE FILM DAILY

William N. Selig
will produce "The Dragnet," with
Helen Twelvetrees and Rod La
Rocque heading the cast.

Hollywood

in

>>

uct in Ohio, Kentucky and TennesPathe Declares Dividend
The Pathe Film Corp. board of di- see.
Joe Goldberg has been transferred
rectors at a meeting yesterday dethe Louisville branch to manclared an additional dividend on the from
offices at headquarters here.
age
preferred
convertible
cumulative
$7
stock of 87 2 cents per share, payCol. Selig to Make "Dragnet"
stockholders as of
able Oct. 1 to
This dividend
record on Sept. 23.
covers the period from the incorporation of Pathe Film Corp. on
Aug. 15 this year to Oct. 1 next and
is on a basis of a dividend of $7

for

MELCHIOR LANGYEL arrives in New \
Independent Film Exchange has
been organized as an independent Sept. 20 en route to the Coast from Eur
distributing company for Porto Rico, *>.>....*..*.>........*>..*.*.
;y*Vv*«>»
V»V»V« >>*>
Santo Domingo, Haiti and the Vir- V
.
Lester P. Sussman,
gin Islands.
It is an interesting fact
general manager of the new comthat many Executives in
pany, has closed a long term deal
this industry Use
with Harvey Pergament of The Film
FILM DAILY

—

First Divison

has arrived

NATHAN BURKAN
terday

vertising

New West

brothers and six sisters.

distribute

the Ar-

i

Lee Goldberg Gets F. D. Lineup
Cincinnati Lee Goldberg, president of Big Features Rights Corp.,
will

in

immediately

Manheim.

L.

HOBART CAVANAUGH

Big Reaction on "Salute"

ater in Astoria, totaled 1,528 up to
yesterday, the highest number ever
received by the company on a preview. As the Triboro had an audience of only 2,800 at this performance, the amount of cards filled out
is expected to be something of a
Opinions are
percentage record.
overwhelmingly favorable.

many, and started in the film business by organizing an exchange in
Seattle in 1904. Coming to Denver
he organized the Midwest Greater

N.

Coast.

Jack

Hold Meeting

—

JOHN WRAY
the

New York

in

with

JEANNE

I'm glad he's gone, for at least
favorite cab driver will listen to ME

Denver
theater and

— %
+ %
614 — %
41% —

20

however,

British).

in

ISEN, Universal manager

arrives

conferences

a franchise deal with Fox,

the complaint.

Max Schubach Dead

26Vi
36

.

to

On

.

.

Under

Likelihood that within a day or
negotiations between the
2,000-Foot
circuits and Local 306 would
Nearly 40 representatives of ma- be satisfactorily concluded was exjor distributors yesterday met on pressed yesterday by Joseph D. Basthe subject of the proposed 2,000- son, president of Local 306. Basson
Net foot reel and discussed the move said that the negotiations with the
Chg.
from the standpoint of feasibility. Allied and Empire unions had for
3/„
A sub-committee headed by Clyde their purpose the absorption of these
Ryan of Warner Bros, will present two unions into Local 306 and the
a report on the matter in. one week's organization of the city.
Another general meeting is
time.
tentatively planned for Sept. 26.

—
%—

6V4
41%
do pfd
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
15%
15% 15
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
15%
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 15% 15%
90
90% 90
Keith A-0 6s46.
1043/4 104% 104%
Loew 6s 41ww
96
95% 95%
Par. Picts. 6s55
81% 80% 80%
Warner's 6s39
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Warner Bros

is

MUNROE
gentine,

Hollywood.

tiff.

claimed, would give
the 81st Street theater 20th Century-Fox pictures day and date with
the Skouras-operated houses.

He

Switzerland.
sixty or seventy

1/4

4

RKO

address some
thousand Switzerlanders
on something or other and has been rehearsing on your correspondent for the
past fortnight (two weeks if you're not

you stay-at-homes)

Distribs

% H 7/s

63/8

of

few nights back we walked

for

once

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

for an injunction restraining the
from carrying
distributor and
A show cause order
out the deal.
will be argued before Judge Hoffstadter, with Nathan Burkan and
being Lou Frohlich representing the plain-

Skouras has seven days' protection
for the Nemo, Rjyerside, Japanese
Gardens and Riveria, according to

des-Noues,

FINANCIAL

risk

JOHN TAYLOR, Universal manager in India,
leaves New York today for home after conferring with N. J. Manheim, export manager.

and were informed that if we call again we must be
Our constant companion
in evening dress.
and toy bull terrier, Nizer, leaves today
for

gist

my

19.

the

Coming and Going

selling of 20th CenturyFox product to RKO's 81st Street
theater, Skouras today goes into the
York State Supreme Court to
argue in behalf of an application

Based on

several blocks to the nearest chemist (drug-

Paris— P. A. Harle. La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la CourFriedrichstrasse, 225.

run

or

Skouras Goes to Court
In Fox Product Dispute

New

1)

Editor and Publisher
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DPEN FOR BUSINESS. First of Warners
new sound stages is dedicated by

ENGLISH REPORTERS GATHER from
Sam E. Morris news of

?

vlervyn LeRoy
Little

lext
n

and

tiny Sybil Jason,

Vice-President

whose

Big Shot'* premieres at N. Y.

Warners' ambitious plans

Roxy

miere of 'A

week. She and'Uncle Mervyn'are busy

Kay

Francis'

'I

Found

October

Stella Parrish.'

ing at

IETURN OF HOWARD HAWKS (below)
Warner lot presages big doings on
Veiling Zero' production, with

i

joining Jim

filming of

Cagney and

first

in

years.

is

Hollywood Theatre.*

thriller.

production

FROM 'GLORY' TO 'GLORIOUS'
Warner-Cosmopolitan
star in 'Glorious,' Rita

Glory'

is still

*A Warner

officials

goes Marion Davies as
announce next role for popular

Johnson Young's play success. 'Page Miss
in first run extended engagements.

breaking records

Bros. Picture

°A

First

National Picture

Vitagraph,

Inc., Distributors

start

for busy Fredric

vacation

He'll

play title role
Hervey Allen's

Pat O'Brien

Broadway stage

York's

STRANGE INTERLUDE

ace direc-

London preDream'

Night's

simultaneously with gala open-

March (below)

orof 'Crowd Roars,' 'Dawn Parrol/'Scar3Ce,

9th,

New

for

Midsummer

in

in

be back

Europe,
in

his

time to

Anthony Adverse,'

best-seller,

about

pencilled

October

for

76th.*

THE

'c&m
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DR. GIANNINI

URGES

(Continued from Page

Hollywood— The dawning of Friday, the 13th, brought
when he realized there are 14 people slated to sail on

Expect a Parley Soon
On Trade Association
(Continued from Page 1)

ences

between exhibitors and disThe meeting will be called

tributors.

a new problem
his yacht, the

to

Tay Garnett

Athene, on the
Garnett's birthday falls on the 13th and for that reason he
expedition into the Orient.
He says he positively will not sail with more
has always believed in the lucky number.
than 13 aboard and who of the 14 passengers and crew will be beached between
now and November is not known. He has even changed the sailing date from Armistice Day, Nov. 11, to Nov. 13th to carry out the superstitious pattern.
The boat draws 13 feet of water and has reached a maximum speed of 13 knots

1)

Giannini, in a statement published
by the "Wall Street Journal" yesterfraternity
day, advises the banking
the
to change its attitude toward
financing of motion picture business
and get in on the new expansion
that is about to take place.
Dr. Giannini, who is chairman ot
of
the general executive committee
Trust
the Bank of America National
& Savings Ass'n points out that
throughout the depression he lent
money to studios and film companies,
was
including 20th Century when it
a cent
first launched, without losing
"The outlook for productions next
season is good," he says in part.
"The reorganization of theater
properties, reductions of bond isrentsues, amortization charges and
earn
als will permit theaters to
money again.
"We believe the amusement ina
dustry should be recognized as
legitimate business and should be
conentitled to the same banking
sideration as any other enterprise.

SUBMITS PARTICULARS

Tay Garnett Expedition Tangled Up in 13's
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

CHANGE BY BANKERS

„

an hour.
It

was 13 years ago that Garnett directed

his

first

picture,

a

(Continued from Parte

run

in

i

Wife," with honorable mention to
Karloff in "Black Room" and Frank
McHugh in "Irish in Us."
Screen Writers' Guild vote on the
best August screenplays gives the

award to Edwin Burke for "Farmer
Takes a Wife," with honorable mention to Laird Doyle,

and

Lillie

Hayward

Roy Chanslor

for "Front Page

Veiller, GarFort and Larry Bachman for

Woman" and Anthony
rett

"Jalna."

Washington Theaters
Aid in Safety Drive
Washinaton Bureau of

Washington

(Continued from Page 1)

"Farmer Takes a phone company and

THE FILM DAILY

—In a vigorous safety
the-

campaign, leading Washington

aters have endorsed and will cooperate with the "Evening Star's"
safety council drive for careful automobile driving among their em-

New Grand

Missouri and

Vocafilm Will Fight
Screen Guild Picks
Assignment of Judge
Best Work of Month
Henry Fonda

1

)

Ambassador,

the

to

pictures

Central

has filed in the Federal
Court here bills of particulars cov-

theaters,

Roach.
«*.»««»
f
To add to the continuity of the number, investigation revealed that Captain J. t.
the skipper of the Athene, wears a 13 shoe!
The Garnett troupe leaves for Singapore and London where they will make iin 8aThe entire cruise will be made
pore Bound," "Man Laughs Back," and "Jimaneve."
aboard the S. Y. Athene, the 108-foot yacht owned by the director-producer.
i

ACTION

.

Hal

for

one-reeler

IN ST. LOUIS

Stancliffe,

(Continued from Page 1)
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subsidiaries
in connection with Vocafilm's $65,000,000 suit against the companies,
it was said yesterday by Louis KaJudge
rasik, counsel for Vocafilm.
Kennedy has indicated that he will
deny Vocafilm's motion.
Karasik said that Federal Judge
its

ering the alleged participation of
RKO Distributing Corp. and its
president, Ned E. Depinet, in said
conspiracy in restraint of trade as
charged in the criminal indictment
voted by the federal grand jury last

January.

Hardy feels that the bills of particulars fully comply with the request of defense counsel for addiinformation concerning the
charges against the corporation and
tional

But aside from conits president.
taining copies of RKO's agreement
to furnish pictures to Warners',
Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum theCoxe, who assigned Judge Kennedy aters here and repeating the charge
to hear the motion after disquali- that the defendants did participate
fying himself because he owned A. in the alleged conspiracy as conT. & T. stock, pre-empted the au- tended in the indictment, the new
thority of the senior federal judge documents do not shed much addiin making the assignment. Karasik tional light on the details of the
said further that Judge Kennedy, workings of the alleged conspiracy
who is an out-of-town judge, was plot.
brought here only to hear criminal
It is probable that when the case
cases.
comes to trial Sept. 30 the defendants' counsel will seek a postponement on the grounds that the bills
Transamerica Activities in Film
of particulars have failed to fur"Transamerica," an advertising
information with
sufficient
nish
picture depicting some of the propprepare a proper defense.
erties
and the activities of the which to
Transamerica Corp., a Giannini com-

the return of Hays on
Monday from the Coast. The Dillard plan was exclusively reported
Judge Voids Fox Subpoena
as ployees. Warner and Loew circuits pany, was shown yesterday from 3
in The Film Daily of July 1,
to 10 P. M. in the Hollywood theindustry
up
Federal Judge Patterson yesterwere the first to sign up.
was the move to set
on Broadway. Attendance was day set aside a subpoena served on
Among Warner executives who atercomplimentary
regulations on Aug. 14.
The pic- William Fox at the Hotel Claridge,
tickets.
signed are J. J. Payette, George A. by
following

Crouch, Harry Lohmeyer, Frank
Set Lincoln Short Premieres
La Fake and A. J. Brylawski
M-G-M's "The Perfect Tribute," and C. E. McGowan. Loew's
a special short subject commemorat- theater executives are Carter T.
ing Abraham Lincoln's Gettysburg Barron, Col. O. J. Ratto, Frank
Address, with Charles "Chic" Sale Taylor, Lou Brown, Eugene Ford
as the President, will have a simul- and Phil Lamnkin.
taneous North and South premiere
It is planned to use trailers after
Sept. 22, the day on which Lincoln feature films advertising the safety
Proclamasigned the Emancipation
drive.
The day and date openings
tion.
Thewill take place at the Orpheum
ater, Springfield, 111., burial place
"The Informer" Wins Award
and scene of the first political
"The Informer." John Ford Protriumphs of the Great Emancipa- duction for RKO Radio, has been
tor, and Loew's State, New Orleans. awarded a silver cup by the Authors' and Editors' Society at the
International Exposition of Cinematic Art just held in Venice, according to a cable from Phil Reisman,
vice-president and general foreign
sales manager of RKO Export, to
the RKO home office.
"Becky Sharp" was awarded a
prize for the best color film.

ture, intended for institutional exploitation, portrays in a graphic and

interesting manner the scope and
operations of the many financial
branches of the Transamerica group,
which includes about 500 units in
the banking, investment, insurance,
real estate and other fields.
showing of the film also was
held earlier in the week at the convention of the Financial Advertisers
Ass'n in Atlantic City under the
direction of Donaldson B. Thornburn of the Bank of America.

The action

by law.

is

in connection with a $300,000 judgment of the Capitol Co., a California

concern.

Columbia Film Re-titled
"The Public Menace" is announced
as the permanent title for Columbia's Jean Arthur-George MurphyDouglas Dumbrille feature, which
production

during

Reviving "Caligari"

A

revival of "The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari," with Conrad Veidt, opens
today at the Acme on 14th St.
"Potemkin" and "Road to Life" will
be revived Sept. 20 for three days,
followed on Sept. 23 by "End of St.
Petersburg" and "Youth of Maxim"
for four days.

WHN

the most interesting publicity
"stunts" evolved and executed by
Miss Gould.

as required

A

American premiere of "Soviet
Russia Through the Eyes of an
Paula Gould in Radio Series
American," with dialogue by NorPaula Gould, motion picture and
Brokenshire, opens at the Acme
man
theatrical press agent, will be heard
27.
Sept.
on
every Friday at
over Station
2:30 P. M., starting today in a
new dramatic program entitled Advance "B'way Melody" Opening
"Letting You In," a dramatization
of

Atlantic City, Aug. 7, because that
city is not within 100 miles of the
place where he was to be examined,

M-G-M's "Broadway

Opening of
Melody" at the Capitol has been advanced to next Wednesday.

"Lady Beware."
ally

released

Mae
trimmed
isn't

a

be

as

nation-;

on Sept. 24.

nightgowns

West's
lavishly

pair of

was known

It will

with

pajamas

lace,
in

are

and

all

there

her house.

PARAMOUNT.

'
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DATE BOOK

«
Sept.

»

»

Elissa

Cincinnati Variety Club golf tourna-

16:

ment,

Country

Hillcrest

Club,

Paramount

Albany Variety Club annual Golf
Tournament, Shaker Ridge Country Club.
International movie festival
of the King of Belgium,

patronage

Brussells.

Seventh

Sept. 28:

Anniversary

Mickey

of

Mouse.
Sept. 30:
Hearing on permanent injunction to
restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.

Nebraska and Western

Oct. 8-9:
T. 0.

Oct.

11-12:
nual

M.

Iowa

P.

annual convention, Omaha, Neb.

Kansas
Festival,

Fall

City

Variety

Club's

"Days of '49",

anKansas

City.

Oct.

21-24:

man Park
Oct. 21-22:

Owners

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention. WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

Allied
Motion Picture Theater
of
Western Pennsylvania annual
Hotel Schenley, Pittsburgh.

convention,

Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio annual convention, Hotel DeshlerWallick, Columbus, O.

Lease Jersey Houses
Queen Anne Theater, Bogota, N.
J.,
was leased yesterday to the

•

•

•

WE CERTAINLY

enjoyed that unexpected vacaCamp over on Eighth
the occasion being the Past Presidents' Day of
the AMPA luncheon
we came for a luncheon and tarried with 100 other guests while Jack's kitchen sparring partners staged a lot of preliminaries as a workout to serving the
lunch
we were the guest at our own club of that youngest
wide-awake exec in the film biz
Joe Rivkin, Eastern rep
for Hal Roach
Joe fell asleep between the serving of the
first and second courses
and when his entree arrived woke
up with the exclamation
"What! Supper already? How
time flies!"
BUT
after the waiters got onto the
knack of serving the unexpected overflow, the succeeding events
were well worth waiting for
tion at Jack

Dempsey's Calories Training

Avenue

T
•

•

Rex Theater, Rutherford, N.

J.,

was

leased to the Merrill Amusement
Corp. at rents averaging $13,000
yearly for the first 10 years and
$15,000 yearly thereafter.

Detroit Musicians-Stagehands Sign
Detroit
Musicians and stagehands have signed with all local
theaters except the first-runs. Existing wages were continued in all
cases.
The musicians have secured
the advantage of a clause prohibiting summer layoffs, thereby securing
year-round
employment for

—

their

members.

Wm. Fox

Hearing Continued
Examination in connection with
suit of the Chicago Title & Trust
Co. against William Fox in which
allegation is made that the former
film executive guaranteed purchase

Roxy

theater, was
continued yesterday until Monday.
Proceeding is before Referee Sol M.
Strooch.
of stock of the

"Eight Girls" in German
"Acht Maedels im Boot," German
production on which the American
"Eight Girls in a Boat" was based,
opens today at the 86th St. Casino.
Karin Hardt has the lead in the
picture, which is distributed by the
Casino Film Exchange.

T

• ONE OF

the first to speak was Jack Dempsey, our
genial host
who informed the pressageys that his eating
emporium was theirs and they could do as they pleased
Ed Finney was called upon by Prexy Gordon White for a speech
for no reason at all
but Ed never needed a reason
when the hoots and howls grew too vociferous Ed threw his own
towel into the ring and everybody cheered
just another
Republic clean-up

Queen Anne Amusement Enterprises
for a one-year period, with renewal
options, at $1,100 monthly and the

Y
•

•

•

Y

Y

THE RETIRING

prexy, Bruce Gallup, bespoke
hearty co-operation for his successor
and truly said that
this grand turnout gave proof that Gordon White was going
to live up to the best traditions of
in his administration
Past presidents who stood up and pledged their support
to Gordon were Walter Eberhardt, George Harvey, the vet cowboy of the gas range, Paul Lazarus, Billy Ferguson, Arthur
James, John Flinn
Billy Ferguson paid Gordon a stirring
tribute that brought a salvo of applause
Mister Flinn recalled how Mister James as one of the founders of
could take a lot of credit for its success through the years

AMPA

AMPA

T
•

•

•

T

THE ENTERTAINMENT

features were class
leading off with a grand rendition of "Glory Road" by the Kansas City baritone, Walter Cassel
Elsie May Gordon gave
a series of impersonations of a performer at a radio audition
that for versatility puts her in a class by herself
Vince
Trotta introduced Miss "Nu-yawk," one of the Atlantic City

Beauty Pageant winners
up
the gal didn't need

it

admiring eyes to see

AND THEN

• • •
after Ruth Waterbury spoke and Al
Christie took a bow
Joseph D. Basson, prexy of Local 306,
spoke on the present labor problems
the prize speaker
was Joe Cook
whose Monologue on the Movies was so good
that he should put it on the stage
Nina Tarasova sang two
lilting

songs in French and Russian
your First Luncheon was a

WOW

Mister Prexy White

• • • IN BESTOWING bouquets recently for the grand
pressbook job on Columbia's "She Married Her Boss"
we overlooked the talented young lady who has charge of the
pressbook department at Columbia
she is Sylvia Kossack
...... and our compliments are herewith bestowed
along
with apologies for the earlier omission

T

• • • A MARQUEE on a Brooklyn theater notes
"Mae West and Her Seven Lovers in 'Going to Town' "
and the second half of the

bill is

"Ladies Crave Excitement"

why not?

€€

«

» » »

74 mins.

GOOD
ROMANTIC DRAMA FOR
ADULT CLASS AUDIENCES. AMPLE ENTERTAINMENT VALUES BUT ONLY
FAIR MARQUEE STRENGTH.
A remake of the silent picture, "Interference", this production has had some
very intelligent treatment by Director Harold Young. Though the nature of the story
is
not exactly along family entertainment
lines and there is comparatively small star
value in the cast, the class clientele should

go for it substantially. Elissa Landi, who
married Kent Taylor in China because she
was in danger and later took another husband in England, Paul Cavanagh, believing
her former spouse dead, finds herself in a
complicated spot when Kent turns up unexpectedly at about the same time that
Paul's one-time girl friend, Frances Drake,
is trying blackmail on Elissa. Kent poisons
Frances, with suspicion pointing to Elissa,
but she is eventually cleared when Kent,
who is fatally ill and has only a short time
to live, confesses to the crime.

Cast: Elissa Landi, Paul Cavanagh, Kent
Taylor, Frances Drake, Gilbert Emery, David
Niven, Betty Holt, Marina Schubert, Joseph
North, Colin Tapley, Mrs. Wong Wing, Virginia Bassett,
Eddie Lee, Victor Wong,

Henry Roquemore, Tetsu Komai, Luke Chan.
Producer, B. P. Fineman; Director, Harold
Young; Authors, Roland Pertwee, Harold
Dearden;
Screenplay,
Deris
Anderson,
Charles Bracken Cameraman, William C.
Mel lor.
Direction,

Ingenious.

Photography, A-l.

FOREIGN
"ANGELITA"
ish;

produced

("Little Angel"), in Span-

Hollywood by 20th Century-Fox; directed by Louis King; with Rosita
Diaz, Jose Crespo, et al.
At the
in

Teatro Campoamor.
Enjoyable romantic comedy with excellent performance by Rosita Diaz as a convent-bred girl whose love is divided be-

tween a young poet and the more mature
former lover of her mother. Story has been
handled to provide many laughs.

he gave her a tremendous buildshe carries her own for all

T
Directing "Rhodes"
London—Berthold Viertel, GB director responsible for the Nova Pilbeam success, "Little Friend," has
begun direction of GB's "Rhodes,
the Empire Builder," starring Walter Huston.
Viertel

in

with Paul Cavanagh, Kent Taylor,
Frances Drake

Sept. 20:

under

Landi

"WITHOUT REGRET"

Cincinnati.

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-'The Exhibitor" annual golf tournament. Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

Sept. 26-Oct. 17:

REVIEWS »

SHORTS
Shemp Howard in
"Serves You Right"
(Big V Comedy)
Vitaphone

20 mins.

Very Amusing
Plenty of funny stuff in the
knockabout style has been packed
into this two-reeler, and it provides
a satisfactory quota of laughs for

any house. The chief comic is Shemp
Howard, who does another of his
swell jobs as a laugh-evoker. Having ambitions to be a process server, Shemp takes an assignment to
serve a tough guy who has crippled
every other man attempting to serve
him.
But the big mug is weak
against the woman, so Shemp impersonates a dame and has a gay time
with the hard hombre for a while,
until the impersonation is exposed,
with a slam-bang finish.
Lloyd
French directed with good effect,
and the surrounding cast is firstrate, especially a chap who does an
acrobatic combination of fighting
and tumbling that is a wow.
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Alabama
and the rest of the United
States on September 20th

Ethel
jAettna"!

Hi
;

That's the

of the

down on

constellation of entertainment to appear

the screen horizon since Paramount's
its

on most
ol th*

k-

sss§l§i|gf

the grateful theatres

United States — the most glittering

Broadcast" blazed

,'"

BROADCAST OF

day "THE BIG

1936" showers

g^at pfctu^fcl

on

first

"Big

meteoric profitable

way

Reproduced by Courtesy

of

Modern Screen

across the country's box-offices in 1933

and her radio programs;

To drop the play on words
BIG

BROADCAST OF

1936"

ties

by

(1)

(4)

an

attraction that

CHESTRA, the ace band on

is

BECAUSE

it

hold the record

for

(2)

AMOS

'n'

ANDY, who

audience; (3)
at the

ETHEL
height

popularity due to

of her

her overwhelming success in

BOLAND

has special-

holding a daily radio

MERMAN,

the airwaves;

himself,

BING CROSBY, most popular crooner

on screen and radio;

OR-

moment, "THE

would have made the great Barnum,
turn green with envy.

RAY NOBLE AND

for a

"Anything Goes"

RUGGLES, the
Mrs.";

MARY

I

!

and CHARLIE

screen's most hilarious "Mr.

BILL

(6)

(5)

1

and

>

ROBINSON, kingpin dancer

whose taps have been heard 'round the world;

and because

it

features

characteristic roles

admirers;

(8)

most beloved
girl

who

(7)

JACK OAKIE, whose

have won him millions

BURNS AND ALLEN,
nitwits; (9)

LYDA

i

of

radio's)

ROBERTI, the

puts plenty into what she's doing.

.
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HEAVEN

"BIG BROADCAST
HAS EVERYTHING!
box

a cinch lor

.

.

office

.

.

names, hilarious fun, good
tunes, swell acting... there

gold in this picture and

is

plenty Of

"A

it

!

"-Hollywood Beporter

picture that should more

than please every exhibitor
it will be a big grosser!"
.

.

—Hollywood Variety

Vmong the many other
bright

satellites

enly melodies as

"Why

who help

"I

Wished on the Moon,"

Dream?," "Double Trouble,"

nake "THE BIG BROAD-

Animal

CAST OF 1936" the

You'll thank a score or

geous

ment
3arrie,

piece
it

is,

of

are

gor-

entertainSir

Guy

vorite

Standing,

Wendy

Henry Wadsworth, Ina Ray Hutton and

ier Melodears, Nicholas Brothers, Gail
?atrick,

Joys'

David

Holt, Virginia Weidler,

Choir, Willy,

West & McGinty

Music of the spheres

SOBIN & WHITING and
writing luminaries

Vienna

who

is

RAY NOBLE,

stars

1936," for

thing to

for

it's

make

more

to

of

the

You"

your most

fa-

"THE BIG BROADCAST OF

got everyit

the most

profitable piece of

pop-

ular entertainment of the

current show season.

by RAINGER,

Brown

in Me," "Miss

"It's

rected

Di-

by Norman Taurog.

song-

contribute such heav-
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HOLLYWOOD

of the seres of eight Spectrum westBy RALPH WILK
erns on this year's schedule.
"KRED GUIOL, the director, has

Charles Belden and F. Hugh Herbert have been assigned by Warners
to do the screenplay of "Meet the
Duchess," which will be based on

*
T
had his contract renewed by
and will direct Wheeler and
Gertrude Michael, injured Wed- "A Present From Margate," the
Woolsey in "The Wild West." Lee nesday in an auto crash at San Ber- London stage success of last season
Marcus will supervise. Thomas Len- nardino while returning from Ar- by Ian Hay and A. E. W. Mason.
non in writing the story.
rowhead Springs, is reported im- Dolores del Rio and Warren William
proving.
T
T
will co-star in the picture, which is
scheduled to enter production in a
Screen rights to "The Beloved
Orry-Kelly is designing
Six," a play by Harry Delf schedJackie Coogan and Toby Wing few days.
uled for fall production in New mutually announce that their en- Miss del Rio's gowns.
York, have been purchased by Wal- gagement is the real thing. No wedter Futter as a vehicle for Hoot
ding date set yet.
Gibson.
"Isn't Love the Grandest Thing,"

RKO

T

T

Another impending marriage, ac"I was overjoyed to find that you
cording to reports from New York,
made the presence of Christ defi- will embrace Oliver H. P. Garrett,
nitely impressive without having an
writer, and Ilonka Kallai of Budaactor play the role," was the preview comment of a Congregational
minister on "The Last Days of
Pompeii," which Ernest Schoedsack

pest.

'

"LOTS"
Eleanor Barnes in the Los Angeles
Daily News" recently
gave Black King a two-column head
story, running the full length of the
"Illustrated

page.

Beaumont Pictures,
making a series of fea-

Leichter's

Inc., also is

tures with Conway Tearle.
The
second, "The Judgment Book," is

now on

location.

Denver Doings
Denver

—The

Iris theater, Edgehas been taken over by
M. L. Hart from Paul V. Cull.
T. W. Couch has sold the Walsh
theater, Walsh, Colo., to Dale Men-

mont,

S. D.,

a new fox-trot specially written for
the production by Louis Alter and
Jack Scholl, will be the musical fea- afee.
ture of "The Rainmakers," new RKO
Able Davis has been named manRadio feature comedy starring Bert
Wheeler and Bobby Woolsey. The ager of the Salt Lake exchange of
new number is already being ex- Mercury Film. Harry Levey will
tensively featured by prominent or- be salesman in the northern terri-

An original story and screenplay chestras. "The Rainmakers," in tory.
by George Bricker and Earl Fenton which the popular Dorothy Lee
Park theater, Greeley, Colo., has
entitled "Freshman Love," will be
r
t
v
again
appears
with
the comedians, been taken over by Publix from Bud
Robert Alton will use 24 boys and produced by Warners with Patricia was recently completed under the Kelly.
24 girls an the dance numbers of Ellis, Frank McHugh and Warren direction of Fred Guiol.
State theater, Boulder, Colo., is
"Shoot the Chutes," which Samuel Hull in the leading roles.
now one of the Fox Intermountain

directed.

will produce with Eddie
Cantor as the star. Following his
"Shoot the Chutes" assignment, Al-

Goldwyn

T

T

T

Frank McDonald, who directed
"The Murder of Dr. Harrigan," will
direct "Meet the Duchess," for WarDolores Del Rio and
Warren William will play the leads.
ner

Bros.

First Nafeaturing
tional's newest comedy
Joan Biondell, Glenda Farrell and
Hugh Herbert, will go into production at the West Coast studios on
Monday.
The other principals in
are Warren
film,
to
date,
the

"Miss

Stephen Morehouse Avery, noted
ton will return to New York to short story writer, has been signed
stage the dance numbers for the by Samuel Goldwyn to work with
Jane Murfin on "Navy Born," the
Ziegfeld Follies.
producer's new film soon to go
T
V
cameras.
Ted Griswold, at one time with before the
the Columbia studio publicity department, has returned to HollyJames Barton, one of the greatest
wood.
He was a member of the
turned
Byrd expedition for several months. living American dancers, who
dramatic star in "Tobacco Road,"
T
will dance once more in his new RKO
George Bricker and Earl Felton Radio character comedy, "His Famwrote the original screen play for ily Tree!" He will present one of
"Freshman Love," which is being the dancing routines that made him
made by Warner Bros. Bricker also a hit of the "Ziegfeld Follies" and
wrote the original story for "The the vaudeville stage.
Pay Off," also produced at the Burbank studio.

NEWS

Pacific

Fleet,"

Hull, Allen Jenkins and Marie Wilson.
Ray Enright will direct from
the adaptation of the Frederick Hazlitt Brennan story.

vv

Mitchell Leichter's handsome eduhorse,
Black King, being
cated
starred in a series of features for
the independent market, is getting
a lot of nice newspaper writeups.

of the

—

—

DAY

phy companies.
ordinance

The

violates

Detroit

interstate

—

—

brought by Hollywood Motion Picagainst the city of
Inc.,
Evansville seeking to enjoin the Indiana city from enforcing an ordinance requiring a $120 weekly license fee from itinerant photogratures,

trum westerns, is starting work on
"The Lawless Border," by Zara
Tazil, starring Bill Cody in the sixth

Manitou theater, Manitou, Colo.,
Other
has closed for the winter.

com-

—Walter Bieling, formerly
Pic-

—

of Spec-

near Tucumcari.

Kansas City Items

merce laws.

—

Ray Kirkwood, producer

goiter operation.
Roxy theater, Palisades, Colo., has
been opened by D. E. Conriff.
Arch Hurley will begin construction of a new theater at Tucumcari,
N. M., some time this month. Hurley already owns the Princess there.
He will also lease from the government a theater which is to be built
at the site of a reclamation dam

suit says the

—

T

1.

Joe Ashby, general manager of the
RKO exchange here, is in St. Joseph's Hospital recuperating from a

closings in this territory include the
M.; Pastime,
Ritz, Estancia, N.
Springer, N. M.; Princess, Keystone,
S.
D., and Quivira, Mountainair,

sales manager for Jam Handy
number of principals engaged in
Slot machines, ture Service Co., is now in HollyNew Orleans
that picture to 25, according to the
which have been operating openly wood at the Writers' Club as repreFirst National studios. At least 15
the organization there.
more roles remain to be filled. Errol during the past fortnight, are held sentative of
Flynn and Olivia de Havilland head responsible in some circles for the
of several neighborGrand Rapids, Mich. Myron Van
the cast in the adaptation of the drop in grosses
Buren, manager of the Majestic, was
Others hood houses.
colorful Sabatini romance.
married a few days ago to Elizabeth
prominently featured are Robert
An ordinance Karl of Gloversville, N. Y.
Kingsport, Tenn.
Henry
Atwill,
Barrat,
Lionel
Stephenson, Ross Alexander, For- providing for Sunday shows is to
Clarence Leverenz,
rester Harvey, Guy Kibbee, David be considered by the city council.
Flint, Mich.
Torrence, Maude Leslie, Frank Mcorganist with the Butterfield TheGlynn, Colin Kenny, Pedro de CorG. Cary has aters for the last 10 years, has
Ackerman, Miss.
doba, George Hassell, Harry Cord- opened a new theater here.
joined the staff of the Capitol here
ing, Mary Forbes, Leonard Mudie,
to present organ and stage producIvan Simpson, Jessie Ralph, Holmes
Indianapolis
Briefs have been tions, as well as piano, piano acHerbert, Donald Meek, Hobart Cav- filed in Federal Court here in a suit cordion, and vocal numbers.

V

Oct.

N. M.

New

Orleans In order to tie-in
with the Veterans of Foreign Wars'
convention here Sept. 15-20, Loew's
The addition of Stuart Casey and State succeeded in getting the secDennis D. Auburn to the cast of ond national run of "Dark Angel."
"Captain Blood" brings the total

anaugh and Gardner James.

group.
A. R. Nelson will open a new
house at Tererro, N. M., about

Kansas City

—Tower

theater will
cents starting
Sept. 20. The Midland is to follow
with a raise in the bargain balcony

boost

prices

to

35

price.

John McManus, manager of
Midland,

is

now conducting a

radio broadcasts
over W9XBY.
of

the
series

on Hollywood

Henning, movie editor of
back from Hollywood,
is
where he gathered material for a
new radio program, "Parade of
Paul

KMBC,
Stars."

Fox Midwest Theaters will turn
back the Electric theater, Kansas
City, Kan., to Grubel Bros., ending
their agreement Oct. 1, and assuming management of the Granada.
Variety Club's annual fall festival
will be known this year as the Days
Skouras' Tivoli has of '49, to be held Oct. 11-12 in the
Jersey City
Plans for the celebrastarted "Pay Nites," which are be- clubrooms.
Envelopes tion are being made by E
ing held each Tuesday.
given to patrons contain from one Rhoden, Finton Jones, Frank Ri
and L. J. McCarthy.
cent to $5.

—

pctuAC u/yjtt^

Oty-

and Frances Dee
gay romance
frolic

Francis Lederer

queen of

. . .

.

.

.

new

king

and

into the hearts

of audiences ... in this sprightly entertainment

and West Coast preview

that convulsed East

crowds with uncontrollable laughter.

"Francis Lederer's finest
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performance. Portrayal by
Frances Dee elevates her
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DECEPTION
A JESSE

M
hail

NinoMartini

as the singing-romantic find
of the year in

"HERE'S

ROMANCE", Fox

LASKY

PRODUCTION

TO

picture.

BENITA HUME
ALAN MOWB RAY

AKIM TAMIROFF

Directed by William Wyler. Original Screen

^?

with

FRANCES DEE

n.s.
Previewers

L.

Play by Stephen Avery

and Don Hartmon.

A FOX PICTURE

Features Reviewed

TITLE
Return

REVIEWED
TITLE
Adventurous Knights-AJA. 6-7-35
.6-1-35
Damned-ALL.
Abdul the
Accent on Youth-PAR. .8-10-35
After

Dance-COL.

the

of Indiscretion

Air

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

Hawks-COL
Drummond

MGM.. 5-18-35

AJA— Ajax
ALL— Alliance

6-1-35

Alias Bulldog

Mary Dow-U
Ike-WA

AMB —Ambassador

6-29-35
7-17-35
8-14-35
Adams-RKO
Anna Karenina-MGM .. .8-31-35
Annapolis FareweU-PAR. 8-23-35
7-27-35
Arizonian-RKO
3-12-35
Aschermittwoch-XX
.3-13-35
Mujer-F.
Asegure A Su

—
—
BUT — Bur roughs -Tar

COL.. 9-10-35

—Cinexport Distributing
—Columbia
CON — Conn Pictures
DAN — Danubia Pictures
DU— DuWorld
EMP — Empire Film
F— Fox
FD—
National
FN—
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
CIN

COL.. 5-18-35

COL

3-13-35

/Baby Face Harrington

MGM.. 6-19-35

3-20-35
/Bar Mitzvah-SL
Behind the Green Lights-

MAS.. 3-12-35

Becky Sharp-RKO

Donna-OLY

Black Fury-FN
Black Room-COL
Black Sheep-F

Bohemios-CIN
Boliche-XX
Bonnie Scotland-MGM.
Border Brigands-U
Break of Hearts-RKO.
Brewster's MilHons-UA
.

.

6-14-35
2-26-35
3-28-35
8-17-35
6-28-35
8-7-35
5-31-35
.8-24-35
6-4-35
.5-16-35
.4-5-35

Distributors

First Division
First

REVIEWED
TITLE
Der Schuechterne Felix

XX.. 9-10-35

.

Bride of Frankenstein-U. 4-1 1-35
7-27-35
Bright Lights-FN

Broadway Gondolier-WA. 7-1 1-35
Broadway Melody of 1936

MGM.. 8-29-35

Burn 'Em Up Barnes-MAS
3-30-35
Call of the Wild-UA. .. .4-30-35
Calm Yourself-MGM ..7-30-35
Captain Hurricane-RKO. 4-25-35

3-11-35
6-28-35
7-13-35
7-11-35
Doubting Thomas-F
.4-29-35
Francisquita-XX.
Dona

The-GB
Dinky-WA
Dog of Flanders-RKO

REP

9-10-35
..3-26-35
2-23-35

WA.. 7-20-35

Drei

FN.. 4-4-35

MGM.. 3-2-35

Champagne

Ehestreik-UFA
Eight Bells-COL

Que Me

Quieras

XX. 4-3-35

9-10-35
Charlemagne-XX
Charlie Chan in Egypt

F.. 6-4-35
Cheers of the Crowd

MOP.

.8-6-35
7-25-35
5-31-35
4-2-35
4-11-35

Seas-MGM

Chinatown Squad-U
Chucho el Roto-XX
Circle

Death-SYN

of

Evidence

Circumstantial

CHE.. 7-17-35
Circus Shadows-PER
Clairvoyant, The-GB

5-3-35
6-8-35
8-21-35

Clemencia-XX
Code of the Mounted

AMB.. 6-21-35

College

Scandal-PAR

El

Hombre Que Se

.

Cowboy

Millionaire-F. . .4-25-35
Criez-Le Sur Les Toits
PAR.. 6-25-35
3-8-35
Crimson Trail-U
8-5-35
Crusades, The-PAR
4-10-35
Cruz Diablo-XX
8-2-35
Curly Top-F
3-20-35
Cyclone Ranger-SPE
6-6-35
Band-ALL
Dance
7-19-35
Danger Ahead-VIC
8-1-35
Dante's Inferno-F
Daring Young Man-F. .7-18-35
8-30-35
Dark Angel, The-UA
7-9-35
Dawn Rider-MOP
2-27-35
Death Flies East-COI
Der Judas Von Tirol
XX. .4-29-35
Desert Trail-MOP .....8-20-35
6-4-35
Der Unhekannte-XX
Devil is a Woman-PAR. .4-17-35
8-24-35
Diamond Jim-U
.

Die Beiden Seehunde-

XX.. 3-12-35
Die Csardas Fuerstin

UFA.. 4-26-35
Und

die

Erste

Eisenbahn-UFA

2-20-35

Die Reiter Von DeutschOstafrika-XX
6-10-35
Die Finanzen des Grossherzogs

XX.. 4-10-35
Die Grosse Chance-XX
Die Toerichte Jungfrau

..5-9-35

UFA.. 9-10-35

Die Unschuld

Vom

.4-24-35

Reia Del
7-19-35

Amor-XX
Humano-HOF

El Vuelo de

.5-9-35

la

Muerte

XX.. 4-18-35

Elizabeth of England

ALL.. 6-8-35

Escapade-MGM
Escape Me Never-U A.
Every Night at Eight-

Lande

XX.. 5-14-35
Der Doppelbraeutigatn-XX

.

7-30-35
Farmer Takes a Wife-F! !6-ll-35
4-16-35
Fighting Lady-ROY
Fighting Pioneers-RES. .5-21-35
5-17-35
Shadows-COL.
Fighting

Flame Within, The

MGM.. 6-1-35

Florentine Dagger-WA. .4-26-35
2-20-35
Folies Bergere-UA
to Kill-PAR. 4-1 1-35
. . . 5-3 1 -3 5
Liselott-

Four Hours

XX
Fraeulein
Frankie and Johnnie

RKO

Front Page

6-25-35

Woman
WA.. 7-1 1-35

Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF 5-20-35
4-18-35
G-Men. The-WA
8-19-35
Gay Deception-F
..7-25-35
Get That Man-EMP
George White's 1935 Scandals
F.. 4-2-35
3-30-35
Ghost Walks-CHE
5-14-35
Gigolette-RKO
5-28-35
Ginger-F
Girl from 10th Avenue
Girls Will

FN.. 5-25-35
Be Boys-ALL. .6-7-35

Give Her a Ring-ALL. .6-6-35
6-15-35
Glass Key. The-PAR
.

Town-PAR
Highbrow-WA

4-25-35
8-23-35
Going
Gold Diggers of 1935-FN. 3-15-35
8-3-35
Golden Taiga-AM
Go Into Your Dance-FN. 3-19-35
Goose and the Gander
.9-12-35

Goin' to

.

.

Rumba-PAR

3-27-35

XX.. 3-27-35

KRE— S.

WA.
.

Gunners and Guns-BEA. 8-22-35
Hard Rock Harrigan-F. .7-1-35
.

Harmony Lane-MAS

...8-15-35
7-13-35
The-WOH
Headline Woman-M AS. .5-11-35
5-28-35
Healer. The-MOP
Here Comes Cookie-PAR. 9-1 0-35
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 5-25-35
Her Song of Love-REI. 6-26-35
8-27-35
Here's to Romance-F
High School Girl-FOY.. 3-1 6-35
4-27-35
Hold 'Em Yale-PAR

Hawk,

Honeymoon Limited

REP— Republic
RES— Resolute

Ex.

ROY

Pictures

Krellberg

S.

LIB— Liberty Pictures
MAJ Majestic Pictures

—
MAR— Marcy
MAS— Mascot Pictures
MET— Metropolis
MGM — Metro- Go Idwyn-Mayer
MOP — Monogram Pictures
MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films
OLY — Olympic Pictures
PAR — Paramount

8-20-35

Sans Famille-XX
6-7-35
Schwarzer Jaeger Johanna

XX.. 4-2-35

— Spectrum

Scotland Yard Mystery
Steiner

REVIEWED
....4-24-35
6-4-35
.7-5-35

In

Dikok-XX
5-25-35
Spite of Danger-COL. .4-9-35

II

Delitto di

Igloi

Shanghai-PAR

—Victory

XX.. 8-1-35
3-30-35

In

Monastery Garden-

a

SG.. 3-13-35
In Caliente-FN
Informer, The-RKO
In Old Kentucky-F
Irish
It

in

6-27-35
5-1-35
7-5-35
8-1-35

Us-WA

Happened

in

New York-U
3-6-35

World-F. .5-21-35
Around-U
3-5-35

Small

It's

a

I've

Bwn

.

Jalna-RKO
7-26-35
Java Head-FD
7-31-35
Julieta Compra Un Hijo-F
3-27-35

Jungfrau

Gegen Moench-MAJ
3-19-35

Justice of the

Pictures

Range

of the Bees-

MO P. 6-1 1-35

Kentucky Blue Streak

PUR.. 6-7-35
Kid Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
Koeszoenoem Hogy Elgazolt

XX.. 5-9-35
Konjunkturriter-XX
4-29-35
Krach Um Olanthe-XX. 5-14-35
La Crise Est Finie-XX. .3-13-35

La Dame Aux Camelias-DU
La

3-21-35
7-24-35
3-19-35

Llorona-XX

Laddie-RKO
Ladies Crave Excitement

MAS.. 6-17-35
Lady Tubbs-U
Last

7-2-35

Wilderness-DU ...5-15-35
the Range

Law Beyond

COL.. 4-17-35
L'Eredita

Dello

Zio

MET.. 7-1-35

Les As Du Turf-PAR.
Les Miserables-UA
Let 'Em Have It-UA.
Let's Live

Liebe

.

.

Tonight-COL

.5-14-35
4-3-35
.5-16-35
3-16-35

Dumme Mama-BAV
3-6-35

Liebe Tod

Und

Teufel

UFA.. 5-31-35
Life Begins at 40-F
Lila Akac-XX

Liliom-F
Little Colonel-F
Living on Velvet-FN

L'Ordonnance-XX
Lost City-KRE
in Bloora-PAR
Me Forever-COL.

Love
Love

Mad Love-MGM
Make

Man

a

Million-MOP

4-5-35
5-16-35
3-19-35
3-22-35
3-8-35
7-2-35
2-21-35
4-20-35
.6-28-35
7-1-35
7-9-35

on Flying Trapeze-

PAR.. 8-3-35
Man Who Knew Too MuchGB.. 3-22-35
Manhattan Butterfly

IMP.. 8-14-35
Manhattan Moon-U
7-22-35
Mark of the Vampire-MGM

Mary

Men
Men

Jane's

CHE.. 5-23-35
Silk Hat Kid-F
Smart Girl-PAR

TITLE

REVIEWED

Men of TomoiTow-MUN.4-16-35
Men on Wings-AM... 6-12-35
Men Without Names
PAR. .6-29-35
Mercedes-XX
Merry Monarch. The

Pa-FN

Mimi-ALL

6-5-35
4-2-35
Mister Dynamite-U
5-25-35
Mizici Svet-XX
6-4-35
Moscow Laughs-AM ....3-23-35
Motive for Revenge-MAJ. 5-21-35
Murder in the Fleet
6-1-35
Murder
7-9-35
Mutiny Ahead-MAJ
7-6-35
My Song for You-GB. .5-28-35

MGM..
Man-MGM
.

Edwin Drood-U

of

3-20-35

Naughty

New

Marietta-MGM. 2-20-35

Adventures

Tarzan

of

BUT.. 5-21-35
Night

at the

A
WA.. 5-16-35

Ritz,

Night Life of the Gods-U 2-23-35

The-RKO

No More

Now

Ladies-

MGM.

Never-AJA

or

Odio-XX

Lamps

Oil for the

6-5-35
.6-12-35
7-9-35
6-25-35

of China

On Probation-PER

4-17-35

One Frightened Night

MAS.. 4-26-35

One New York Night

MGM.. 5-4-35
Old Curiosity Shop-ALL. 6-21-35
Old Man Rhythm-RKO. .8-2-36
Orchids to You-F
8-10-35

Our Little Girl-F
Page Miss Glory-WA
Paradise
Paris in

Canyon-MOP
Spring-PAR

6-7-35
7-8-35
.5-14-35
5-28-35
5-17-35

Party Wire-COL
Payasadas De La Vida-XX

3-19-35
9-5-35
Pechmarie-F
4-24-35
People Will Talk-PAR. .6-7-35
People's Enemy-RKO ...4-29-35
Perfect Clue, The-MAJ. .3-13-35
Peter Vinogradof-AM
7-1-35
Phantom Fiend-OLY
4-20-35

Peasants-AM

.

Port of Lost Dreams

IN V.. 3-2-3 5
Prenez Garde a

Princess
Charming-GB. .6-21-35
Princess O'Hara-U
4-12-35
Private Worlds-PAR
3-9-35
Public Hero Number One
MGM.. 5-16-35
Radio Parade of 1935
ALL.. 6-10-35
Rainbow's End-FD
7-17-35
Rainbow Valley-MOP. . .3-12-35
Raven, The-U
6-4-35
Reckless-MGM
4-17-35
Reckless Roads-M AJ
7-30-35
of

Courage

AMB.. 6-4-35
Redheads on Parade- F.
Hot Tires-FN

Red
Red
Red
Red
Red

U.. 4-6-3 5
from

Straight

..

.9-7-35

3-2-35
4-10-35
Salute-UA
9-12-35
5-3-35
Village-AM
6-7-35
Wagon-ALL
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35
at

Midnight-U

Rescue

Revenge

Squad-EMP
Ridex-COL

3-26-35
4-3-35
4-2-35

3-22-35
6-21-35
4-1-35

All-RKO

Strauss' Great

Waltz

ARN.. 4-9-35
Streamline Express-MAS. 8-31-35
Strosstrupp 1917-XX
2-6-35
Struggle for Life-FOY. .6-19-35
Sunset Range-FD
5-10-35
Sunny Youth-AM
8-20-35
Susana Tiene Un Secreto
.

XX.. 6-7-35
Swedenhielms-XX

9-10-35
2-20-35
5-4-35

Sweet Music-WA

Head-COL

Swell

Symphony

Living

of

IN V.. 6-22-35
$10

Raise-F

5-4-35
7-9-35
5-7-35
9-4-35

Tango-Bar-PAR
Texas Rambler-SPE
This
This

is

the Life-F

Woman

Tierra,

Mine

is

PAR.. 9-10-35

Amor y

Dolor

XX.. 8-14-35
Times Square Lady-

MGM.. 3-15-35
Tjocka

Slakten

-XX

5-23-35
8-16-35
.2-20-35
5-31-35
Trail's End-BEA
8-22-35
Transient Lady
3-9-35
Traveling Saleslady-FN ..3-28-35
Tribu-XX
6-12-35
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes
OLY.. 5-28-35
Tu Hijo-XX
12-18-34

Top

.

.

.

.

.

Hat-RKO

Topaze (French)
Tovarishi-AM

PAR.

—U

Tumbling Tumbleweeds

REP.. 9-5-35
Felicidad
XX.. 6-19-35
Two for Tonight-PAR. ..8-31-35
Under the Pampas Moon
F.. 6-1-35
Unknown Woman-COL. .6-21-35
Una Semana De

Unwelcome Stranger

COL.. 4-6-35
Lady-MGM
4-1-35

Vagabond

Vanessa-MGM

2-19-35
...7-2-35
8-6-35
Village Tale-RKO
6-15-35
Wagon Trail-AJA
... .4-9-35
Wedding Night-UA
2-19-35
Welcome Home-F
8-27-35
We're in the Money-WA. 8-22-35
Werewolf of London-U. .5-10-35
West Point of the Air
MGM.. 2-25-35

Vanishing Riders-SPE
Vidas Rotas-XX

7-30-35
Westward Ho-REP
Price Crime-BEA. 5-28-35
a Man's a Man-F. .2-23-35

What
When

While the Patient Slept

FN

Morning-RKO

Rendezvous

Heart-U

the

Strar.ded-WA
Strangers

Peinture

la

TAP.. 8-19-35

Red Blood

Stone of Silver Creek

WA.. 4-30-35

6-14-35

of Action-CON... 7-13-35
of the Hour-COL. . .5-9-35

5-16-35

SYN.. 7-16-35

Mississippi-PAR

Mystery

7-9-35
7-27-35
7-30-35
Song of Happiness-AM. .4-10-35
Sons of Steel-CHE
4-13-35
Soviet Journey-AM
8-10-35
Soviet Russia Today-AM .3-6-35
Speed Devils-HOF
6-21-35
Spring Tonic-F
6-27-35
Square Shooter-COL
3-2-35
Star of Midnight-RKO. .4-11-35
Steamboat 'Round the BendF.. 7-25-35
Stolen Harmony-PAR
4-20-35

Smoky Smith-STE

distributor set

Nittits.

COL.. 6-4-35

Keeper

— No

7-20-35
7-8-35
8-5-35

She-RKO
She Gets Her Man-U
Shot in the Dark, A

Mastrovanni-

Love You Always-COL

I'll

.

UFA— Ufa

Dein Herz

Hinein-XX
De La Radio-XX

Seeing Hungary-DAN. .9-10-35
Senora Casada Necesita Marido
F.. 2-12-35

UA— United Artists
VIC

Chinatown-NO. 2-20-35

Secrets of

S.

XX

Idolos

ALL.. 6-4-35
Scoundrel, The-PAR
4-30-35
Secret Agent-ALL
6-5-35

— Superior Films
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAP — John
Tapernoux
U — Universal

3-28-35

Hot Tip-RKO

L. Films

..5-7-35

UA.. 6-26-35

SUP

Marriage Bargain-HOL. .2-20-35
MacFadden's Flats-PAR. 3-12-35

MOP.. 4-9-35

G. Films

SL—S. &

PUR— Puritan

in

Paradise-AJA
Sanders of the River

Royer

STE— William

MOP.. 6-25-35
Hoosier Schoolmaster

— Fanchon

of

XX.. 4-24-35
Red Gap-PAR 2-19-35

Rustler's

Pictures

PER— Peerless

— XX

3-29-35

Rosem Aus Dem Suden
Ruggles

SG—S. &
SPE

Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hooray for Love-RKO 5-20-35
.

Riesenfeld

WA—Warner Bros.
WOH— Herman Wohl

TITLE
Huszarserelem
Ich Sing Mich

2-23-35

Roads-M AR
4-13-35
Roberta-RKO
2-12-35
Rocky Mountain Mystery-PAR

Pictures

RKO— RKO-Radio

Dist.

.

Great God Gold-MOP". .3-5-35
Great Hotel Murder-F. .2-27-35

.

Der Page vom Dalmasse-Hotel

7-6-35
.5-24-35

PAR

7-12-35

Convention Girl-FD ...5-14-35
Corazon Bandolero-XX. .3-6-35

Die Liebe

XX.

for Breakfast

COL.. 7-6-35

China

3-19-35
9-10-35
5-11-35

Kaiser jaeger-XX

El Pulpo

Murder Case

Casino

.

El Fantasma del Convento

Richelieu-UA
Car 99-PAR
Curious Bride
of
the
Case
Cardinal

.

— Imperial
— Invincible

Don't Bet on Blondes

SUP.. 7-30-35
Cappy Ricks Returns

IMP
INV

Grimm

Peter

Roaring

REI— Dr. Hugo

British

HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film

Dictator,

El Dia

Captured in Chinatown-

zart

CHE— Chesterfield

L'Assurance-PAR ..5-9-35
Awakening of Jim Burke
ivec

Bella

A-G

Film

BEA Beacon Productions
BEA Beaumont Pictures

Adventure

As Uj Rokon-XX

Pictures

—Arcturus Pictures
—Tom Arnold

ARC
ARN

BAV— Bavaria

— Gaumont— General Foreign Films

GFF

AM — Amkino

GB.. 9-10-35

itlantic

GB
Films

REVIEWED
of

RKO.. 7-18-35

.8-14-35

.

Age

Alias
Alibi
Alice

Film Daily, Feb. 19 to Sept. 12

in

Wilderness

Mail-AMB

Woman in Red-FN
Woman Wanted-MGM.
World Accuses-CHE
Youth of Maxim-AM
Zigeunerblut-XX
Zycie

J.

3-2-35
'.'.3-9-35

3-23-35
.8-10-35
3-21-35
4-20-3S
4-10-Si

Pilsudskiego

MET.. 6-4-35

DAILY

EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »

Co-op Ads Plug "Call"
Rochester Campaign

in

T

"*HE
i
premiere of "Call of the

Darryl Zanuck-United
Artists release starring Clark
Gable, Loretta Young and Jack
Oakie, was ushered in at Loew's
Rochester Theater in Rochester
with a complete exploitation
campaign arranged by Manager
Wild','

Lester Pollock. One week in advance of the opening all local
newspapers gave the attraction
numerous breaks with feature
stories and cuts of the stars.
Two outstanding co-operative
ads were arranged in which the
picture received top billing. The
Hunter Fur Company got out a
3-column 15-inch ad on furs,
using photos of Young and
Gable. Twelve of the merchants
in town co-operated on a full-

page co-operative ad which was
run in the "Journal". This
plugged various merchandise
and devoted generous space to
the picture and theater.
The
special record on

"Call of the

Wild" was broadcast over station
WHEC, and station
put on a 15-minute
playlet of the picture.
Other
stations in nearby towns gave
the attraction spot announcements on their programs.
A
tie-up with Postal Telegraph

WHAM

accounted

for the distribution
inserts placed in all
wires leaving their branches.
Each P. T. window carried a
of

2,000

display plugging the opening at
the Rochester. Both the Rochester News Company and Manson News distributed special
newsstand cards announcing the
opening of the film and also carried special banners on all of

Iowa Items
Des Moines

—Beaver

theater,

theater,

local

east
side
after being

house, has reopened
reconditioned. J. W. Hains

is

man-

ager.
Booking arrangements with
Tri States Theater Corp.
The Strand at Grinnell will open
the middle of September after im-

provements.

Manley theater at Manley reopened after being newly equipped.
The newly equipped Panora theater, Panora, la., has opened with
Ernest Gerard of Des Moines as
manager.

New

«

San Antonio Notes

lo-

suburban, opens Sept. 15, according to Cecil Mulanix, manager.
The building has been remodeled
and new equipment added.
The Orpheum in Dubuque reopened recently after being re-seated.
cal

Iowa

—

San Antonio It is reported that
the Texas has 14 roadshows scheduled to play here during the new
season.
San Diego, Tex., will have two
houses instead of one when the new
theater opens next month.
There
is
already the Palace which has
been running for some time.
J. J. Jimenez, head man at the

NEW YORK

Manager Homer LeTempt
Texas, Interstate house,

Pictures

pictures;

capital,

Corp.,

New

York.

Shareholders:
Herzfeld and Betty Kramer, New York.
Fulton Enterprises, Inc., Oneida. Theatrical
business; capital, $10,000. Stockholders: Myron
J.
Kallet, Sidney J. Kallet and Alexander L.

par.

Syracuse, N
Chrola Pictures

Y.
Corp., Manhattan.
Motion
pictures; capital, 200 shares of no par value
stock. Shareholders: Robert B. Jarvis, Gordon
C. Frost and John P. Farrell, New York.
Sidney Amusement Corp., Manhattan. Securities;
capital,
Stockholders:
Samuel
$10,000.
Brand, Roe E. Bishop and Edith Radow, New
York.
Lear Pictures. Inc., Manhattan.
Motion pictures: capital, 200 shares of stock no par value.
Shareholders: B. J. Levine, Irving Klein and
Samuel L. Cohen, New York.

Saul,

"Page Miss Glory"
Gets

Canton,

is

.

.

Brenham

TEXAS
Amusement Corp

O.,

A

for Warner Bros.
large oilcloth sign with huge lettering

which asked—"WHO IS MISS
GLORY?"—and referring to a
contest
being
conducted
by
"Screenland"
Magazine,
was
placed on a billboard in the center of the town.
The sign, of
course, carried copy plugging
the film, theater and playdate.
Canton music stores were liberally
showered with "Page
Miss Glory" window displays,
theater and playdate plugs plus
stills of Marion Davies.
Similar set-ups were arranged in

Tex.
Capital stock $20,000.
Incorporators, H. B.
Robb, W. A. Stuckert and Mrs. Vera Stuckert.

(

.

.

May Revive Stage Shows
Parmount is considering bringing
stage shows back to the New York
Paramount theater, officials said
Para.

Plan adopted may be to
put on shows as the picture attracyesterday.

RKO

Houses Get Fight Film

Pictures of the forthcoming Max
Baer-Joe Louis world championship
fight have been booked by RKO for
all its New York houses.

Par.-Backed Play Opening
"Path of Glory," play in which
Paramount is interested, opens at
New Haven on Wednesday.

U SOME

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

n

Va)ty\

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh— The Pitt is scheduled
to reopen around
Sept. 30 with
second-run pictures and probably
stage shows.
Louis Weiner and
Goldman Enterprises will operate
the house, which is now being re-

WALT DISNEY'S

MICKEY MOUSE and
SILLY SYMPHONIES

modeled.

Gabe Ruben has been made house
manager at the Art Cinema theater,
which opens Monday.
Ed Holland, RKO representative,
in town checkng up in the news-

IN

paper office on the publicity wanted
from the studios.
"Top Hat" has been definitely set
to open at Loew's Penn on Sept. 20.

We'//
in

Wayburns Go Bankrupt
Need Wayburn and his wife, Mrs.
Marguerite C. Wayburn, yesterday

tion

the world that there's

money

September 28th

to

October 4th!

Phone your United Artists

voluntary petitions in bankWayburn's
ruptcy in New York.

were figured at $567,579.77
and his wife's at $378,538.20. Both
claim no assets.

tell

TECHNICOLOR

Mickey's Seventh Birthday celebra-

filed

.

,

Canton, O.

.

ht away
xchange right
fxcn

i

liabilities
Brenham,

.

—Alhambra,

4murt&&

.

i

'

«

playdate.

"M till

of the

on vaca-

OKLAHOMA
Joy Theater, Inc., Oklahoma City.
Capital,
$3,000.
Incorporators,
N. M. Teeter. T. G.
Teeter and J. L. Greenwood.
N. and T. Co., Inc., Oklahoma City. Capital,
$10,000. Incorporators, T. G. Teeter, N. M.
Teeter and J. L. Greenwood.

in

under the generalship of Wallace J. Elliott,
went to town recently with a
carefully planned publicity and
exploitation campaign on "Page
Miss Glory" Marion Davies'
initial Cosmopolitan production

In and out of town recently:
"Stout" Jackson of Jackson's Road
Show
Johnny Santos, manager
and owner of three houses at Seguin
Manager Blau of Blau's
Road Show
L. C. ("Lou") Baxley of Fox at Dallas
E. D. Ed
Robinson of Poteet
G. A. Talley
of Pleasanton.

Mo-

300 shares of stock no
Edward Light, Jeannette

—

tion.

James Crapanzano, Bronx.
Mercantile

:

Smash Campaign
'THE Alhambra Theater

«

sporting-goods houses in smart
footwear establishments catering to the higher income groups
of Canton, and in ice-cream
parlors.
Shops in Canton also
tied in "Page Miss Glory", featuring a large double-coiumn
cut of Miss Davies in a tieup
campaign with beauty parlors"
and millinery stores.
For a
street bally, Elliott togged out
a young couple dressed in "hick"
clothes dating from the Nineties and had them stroll through
Canton with signs carrying
copy on film, cast, theater and

Pipes - Wishman's,
Camera's,
Pioneer Drug, Adams Hats and
the Rochester Sport Store.
Loew's Rochester Theater,
Rochester, N. Y.

tinuing to improve.

.

Offices, Inc., Manhattan. Theatricals and motion pictures; capital, 100 shares
of stock.
Shareholders: Lillian Halpern, Samuel
Siminoff and Eva Sussholtz, New York.
MoBen-Jim Amusement Corp., Manhattan.
tion picture theaters, etc.; capital, $15,000.
Stockholders: Benjamin Brodie, Yetta Brodie and

their delivery trucks.
Window
displays were secured in the
following
stores
Woolworth,

Latin-American
Film
Exchange,
made a round trip to Pearsall on
business last week.
"Jayjay" says
film business in south Texas is con-

.

Incorporations »

The Timberg

tion

11
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Daily Star, who seems to think
that superlatives are necessary
judging from her reaction. She attended a sneak preview of "RED
SALUTE" and witnessed one of
the most enthusiastic audience
demonstrations that ever took

a

Stance-

fSe "1-^r. tW

\oade<*

We blush with pride in reproducing this review by Lucille
Shearwood, of the Long Island
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place in a motion picture theatre.

But

let

her review speak for

itself
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$3,600,000 Profit by Gaumont - British

in

Year

REACH AGREEMENT ON RKO CLAIM ALLOWANCES
Bankers Interested
Initial

Gaumont-British
JACK ALICOATE

ONDON, ENGLAND

I

^

early

car

is

of the

come

for

Ben

Big

EMPY

waiting.

—
is

=

is

Up and
a

at

and

calling
little

on

it

the

jealous

but she knows her time
Continent.
Through
-he

Rolls,

New

Schedule of
Outlined
by Sponsors

will

the

Strand and Piccadilly and beautiful and his-

Regents Park, past Kensington and
on to Shepherds Bush to the imposing
studios of Gaumont-British.
Here is a
cinema workshop unlike any in the world,
for instead
of being spread out Holly
woodwise it is longitudinal. It covers half
a city block, is built solidly of stone and
one goes from stage to stage via the lift
Lunch and
(elevator if you're listening).
a personally conducted tour by the charming and thoroughly efficient Mickey Balcon,
productions and
host
director of
unusual.
G-B have a smaller studio at
Islington and 70 acres just outside of London for exteriors.
toric

36

Plans for formation of a new independent producing company with
an initial production schedule of 36
pictures and four serials to be sold
to state right exchanges without
immediate payments except for
prints, are being discussed with
Wall Street banking interests by Al-

Walter Huston is working and has on
the old war paint, so we stop for a chat,
His picture is "Rhodes, the Empire Builder."

On

the final take
Tunnel," and then for

!

"Trans-Atlantic
a bit of reminiscing
with Richard Dix, who is already packing
for home.
"Trans-Atlantic Tunnel" looks
like a big one, for besides Dix in the cast
are Madge Evans, Helen Vinson and Leslie
Banks.
George Arliss will go into production in October with his "Mr. Hobo," and
"Passing of the Third Floor Back" with
Conrad Veidt has been completed.
know of no more ambitious production
program here, for G-B will do about 24,
all big ones, during the coming year.
The
energetic Mark Ostrer is the GaumontBritish head man and they control the largest circuit of theaters in England, numbering over 400.
Their latest acquisition is
'the Hyams group of neighborhood houses
with about 20,000 additional seats.

We

Beaudine

Billy

that's

and

a

pip.

just

It's

made one

playing

the

for

big

G-B
Tivoli

"Boys Will Be Boys." One of
Huckleberry Finn things that is a
chuckle from start to finish.
Gaumontis

FINANCING ARRANGED
0.

SELZNSGK

called

those

(.Continued on

Page 2)

—

on RKO Claims
Awaited From Special Master

Ruling

Three

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Three features will go in
work Monday at the RKO Radio Pictures studios.
They are: "Seven Keys
to Baldpate," starring Gene Raymond;
"Husk," with Preston Foster, and "It
Happened in Hollywood," which Cliff
Reid

will

supervise.

PATENT HEARING
WILL START HERE
First hearing in the Congressionprobe of patents by Representative William I. Sirovich will be held
late this month at committee headquarters in the Fifth Avenue Hotel
here, Dr. Sirovich said yesterday.
Initial inquiry will be devoted to
al

&

American Telephone
David O. Selznick is understood
to have
completed arrangements
with Jock Whitney for financing of
the series of pictures he is to produce for United Artists distribuSelznick, who is now in New
York, plans to return to the Coast
tion.

next week.

of

to

Starting

(.Continued on Page 8)

-

i

RKO

West Coast Bur.,

fred J. Krellberg, attorney.
The
production schedule includes 12 features, 12 westerns, six melodramas,

BY DAVID

Nat'l Theaters Identified

With Franklin Venture
Harold B. Franklin, whose plans
for establishing "parking theaters"
was exclusively printed in The

Film Daily yesterday, is understood
have worked out a deal whereby

to

he and National Theaters will open
at least six of these houses at the
Coast.
He leaves New York on
Tuesday for Los Angeles.

Co.,

Telegraph

Releases for 3 Months
Are Set by Vitaphone
Release dates on Vitaphone shorts
for the first three months of the
1935-36 season have been set by
Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone exe-

Agreement has been reached to
allow claims totaling several million
dollars in the RKO reorganization,
it was stated yesterday by J. Edward Lumbard, Jr., of counsel for
the Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee.
Lumbard declined to name the
claims which had either been settled
or allowed as filed until a petition
for approval of the allowances on
the claims has been presented in
Federal Court.
Ruling on claims totaling between
$2,000,000 and $3,000,000 is awaited
from Special Master Richard Scandrett.
There still remain a number
(Continued on Page 3)

REOPENINGS SPURT

he said.

IN

Seven Foreign Pictures
Acquired for the U.

S.

Seven foreign pictures constitute
the first group to be acquired for
release in this country by the newly
formed Lenauer International Films,
Inc., which has established offices at
1767 Broadway, it is announced by
Jean H. Lenauer, president, following his recent return from Europe.
The pictures include "Crime and
Punishment," from the Dostoievsky
novel;
"Atlante," French picture
with Dita Parlo and Michel Simon;
"Le Vieux Chateau", animated cartoon, from the French composer
Mireille's song of the same name;
(Continued on Page 8)

Gaumont-British Reports
$3,600,000 Net for Year

(Continued on Page 8)

Company

Indep't Producing

Pictures

... at Shepherds Bush
By

in

London (By Cable)

—

Gaumont-

DETROIT AREA

—

Detroit
Ten theater openings,
plus two new houses, and not a
single closing are shown in the Film
Board of Trade report for the past
month, setting something of a record. The new houses are the New

Theater, built by Richard Ingram
in Mt. Morris, and the Alger in Detroit. A number of additional openings also have taken place since the
report. In this city, Jacob Schreiber

has

the"
Garden;
(Continued on Page 3)

reopened

Booking Combine Fought

By

British Exhibitors

—

London (By Cable) Cinematograph Exhibitors Ass'n is offering
strong resistance to the Kinema
Renters Society manifesto on a
booking combine.
The exhibs as(Continued on Page 3)

Hughes Sets Speed Record

British earnings just announced indicate a profit of approximately $3,-

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Howard Hughes yesterday
established a new airplane speed record,

an increase
000 over last year.
ing declared at the
cent, the same as

flying at 353 miles an hour, according
to estimates by officials of the National Aeronautics Ass'n.
The previous
record was 314 miles an hour.

600,000,

of about $140,Dividend is berate of 7 per
heretofore.

N.

—

THE

.

-c&m

DAILY

Gaumont-British
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in Third Week
In 12 Pre-Release Spots

"Top Hat"
"Top Hat",

— —

months,

$5.00;

3

Subscriber should remit with order

$15.00.

communications to THE FTI
1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y.

all

DAILY,
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Holly
Cable Address: Filmday. New York.
wood. California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
P. A. Harle. La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
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pute over the circuit's 81st Street
Theater came up, attorneys for both
sides were instructed to file briefs
by Tuesday. Skouras and RKO are

understood trying to iron out the
dispute in the meantime.

to

Make

Six

For M-G-M Program
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Richard

—
—

—
+

3/8

— %

New

Cartoon Series
In Third Dimension

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—The

THE FILM DAILY
first

of a series

made by Edward
Nassour Prods, goes into work on
Monday. A third dimension method, an innovation in the cartoon
field, will be used.
The method
gives scope and perspective and
brings vividness and life to the charof cartoons to be

acters,

it is

claimed.

Seattle
Seattle

—

Exchange Merger
Sheffield-Republc

ex-

change

has become the dominant
factor in independent film distribution in this territory as a result of
a merger of several indie exchanges
here. Eddie Walton has been named
''ales manager of the Seattle office.
B. F. Freedman, representative for
Nat Levine in Hollywood, was here
in connection

Walkout

in

Brown

at the Astoria studios,
the reel features an original score
by Ellington.
Milton Hocky and
Fred Rath did the script.

Louis Gasnier

Joseph

P.

Kennedy

Sam Spewack
Wally Caldwell

Stage Shows Returning
Paramount Theater will definitely
add stage shows in a few weeks.

for

bowl

and

day,
to
for

an

recently flew to Hollj
at the Hollywoc
New York the nei

appearance

returned

to

will arrive in Hollywood by plane
discuss with
Paramount executives
her first picture.

tod;
plai

HELEN VINSON. GB star, and her new hu
FRED PERRY, leave New York for Holh
wood today on the 20th Century.

CLAUDE RAINS and MRS. RAINS
Hollywood

by

ney,

Rains,

Pa.

The
program this evening.
broadcast originates at the broadcasting company's
tion located on the
tures lot.

Hollywood
RKO Radio

sta-

Rivkin.

"Going on Two," Pathe's new two-

Dionne Quintuplets, has been booked
to open at the Capitol next week.
The picture is distributed by RKO.

Tax

tax.

ti
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MYRON FAGAN

arrii
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to the Coast after
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MARK KELLY
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HARRY FOST

Tuesday.
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in

New 1

the

Bereng

arrived

from the Coast.

FRANCES MARION
Thursday for

a

sails

on

abroad.

trip

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN leaves New York
Tuesday for the Coast.
PHIL MEYER was in Albany yesterday fe
New York

NORMAN

WESTWOOD,

are

mana

Universal

ALBERT DAFF, manager

and

Shanghai,

on

way back

their

territories

from

New

to

their

York.

JAMES WALLINGTON, radio
from New York today on the

announcer, s
Santa Elena

Hollywood, where he will be associated w
Eddie Cantor in the latter's new air progrf
which begins next month.
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Helen Vinson Married
Helen Vinson, just back from England where she appeared in two pictures for GB, and Fred Perry, British tennis star, were married Thursday at midnight in Harrison, N. Y.

le

Che'

direct.

on a

is

JOAN CRAWFORD

the

reel film of the daily doings of the

may

Eliscu

PETTIJOHN

C. C.

Pic-

Diionne Quintuplet Film

have

near

EDWARD ELISCU, screen writer, arrives t
day by plane from Hollywood to confer on pr
duction here by the Shuberts of "Paris Sens
tion," musical comedy written by Eliscu a

JANET GAYNOR

New

home

his

recently

EDDIE DUCHIN, with his scenes in Par
mount's "Coronado" completed, has left Holt
wood by train for Dallas, and an itinerary
personal appearances with his orchestra.

spective

radio

for

who

completed
with Cary Grant in Paramounf's "The La
Outpost," may do a play on Broadway befo
returning to Hollywood.

Australia,

Ginger Rogers, Henry Fonda on Air
Ginger Rogers and Henry Fonda
will be heard on Al Jolson's NBC

auto

role

in

tors.

with the merger.

ler's direction

George

HELEN JEPSON, who
wood

Bronx House

Local 306 operators walked out
at the Freeman Theater, the Bronx,
Thursday night in sympathy with
Local 1, stagehands, which is having a disagreement with the management, resulting in refunds to several hundred people in the audience.
Allied refused to supply the theater with operators in accordance
with its agreement with Local 306.
It is said that the house opened in
the afternoon with non-union opera-

Protest Cloakroom

Alexander Korda
Neely Edwards
Jackie Cooper

the coas

to

JULIE HAYDON, Paramount actress, is e
to New York from Hollywood on loa
from the studio to appear with Lee Trat
on Broadway in Philip Barry's "Bright Star.
She returns to Paramount for future film as
signments after the play's engagement.

Union Parleys Continue

Circuits are considering taking
Duke Ellington Short Ready
action against the recently-enacted
Duke Ellington's new Paramount city ordinance requiring theaters to
short, "Symphony in Black," is ready
pay a $5 license fee for cloakrooms
for release. Made under Fred Walbut exempting restaurants from the
Robert T. Kane
Alfred N. Goldsmith

returns

route

Allen

Negotiations between the circuits
and Local 306 continued yesterday
New York State Supreme Court, after a day without a meeting, with
when the injunction action of Skou- an
agreement regarded as imminent.
ras Theaters against 20th CenturyFox and RKO in a protection dis-

A. Rowland
is slated to produce six features for
1% the M-G-M 1935-36 program.
Amonp
% stories he is considering for produc+ % tion are "The Noose", which First
+ 153/4 National filmed some years ago
% when he was with the company.

14
89 '/2

1434

89%

.

+ %
+ %

14%— %

A-0 6s46.
Loew 6s 41ww
Keith

FRANKLIN

B.

band,

Following a brief hearing yesterday before Judge Hofstader in the

— %
Rowland

14%

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.

phoned us from
lonesome.
He is there attending the NaLast year
tional Yodeling Championships.
the winner did the running broad yodel
in
19 seconds flat.
He tells me that in
Switzerland, for a nominal cost, they sell
you a railroad ticket entitling you to go
anywhere, at any time within a month,
within the border at no additional cost.
He will probably spend the rest of his
traveling
between
Zurich
and
holiday
What a spot for Bill Ferguson.
Geneva.

Ordered to File Briefs
In Skouras Zoning Suit

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am.

HAROLD
Tuesday.

:

:

Address

Coming and Going

RKO

Radio musical
starring Fred Astaire and Ginger
10 Cents
Sat., Sept. 14, 1935
Vol. 68, No. 64
Rogers, is holding for a third week
(Continued from Page 1)
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vaudeville house here; and, Kate, when
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by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
12, began with attenEditor and Publisher
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a seat at the Palladium for days in addance very slightly below that of
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurei
And most the two preceding Thursdays. The
vance and the show is a riot.
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Assn
of it, at that, is Joe Miller with a hang- picture also enters a third week in
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IEOPENINGS SPURT

REACH AGREEMENT

DETROIT AREA

IN

OVER RKO CLAIMS

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

iwartz has opened the Dunbar,
lored house; Ed Pascoe has reened the Amo with Harold Dawn as manager; the Europa, for;rly the Drury Lane, has opened
th a German policy under the
magement of Paul Oesterle, and
e Krim Bros, today reopen the
irmony, after alterations, with
rome Feldman as manager.
A. E. Dalton has acquired and reened the Princess in Flushing,
car W. Kendall has reopened the
keside in Muskegon, formerly opited

by Kendall

Enuas, and S.
reopened the Belle-

rchner has
le in

&

Belleville.

Lew Wasserman, owner

of

the

wly opened Lafayette here, anunces he will reopen the Broadway
pitol in November, giving Detroit
first-runs.

tie

enver Film Outing
Is

—

Attended by 275

More than 275 attended
second annual outing of exhibi-

Denver
3

and distributors in

:s

this

held at the Lakewood Country
About $1,000 in prizes was
dinner. Walter Ibold
35 'arded at the
m the golf cup for the second
a ar with a 77 score. Runners-up
re Jack Langan, Chuck Flowers
d Rick Ricketson. E. C. Dettman
4 n the horseshoe contest.
•y

Sonotone Adds Working Capital
Proceeds already derived by Sonole Corp. from the sale of preTed stock, which was registered
th the
Securities & Exchange

mmission last month, has been
Ecient to put the company's workcapital account on a most satisf

:tory basis, says Dr. Hugo Lieber,
ssident,
who recently returned

>m an inspection trip of foreign
es offices.
loan from the Fedil
Reserve Bank, not due in full
til 1937, will be paid off within a
f r days, he says. Sales of the com-

A

devices for the hard-of-hearhave increased 44 per cent, ac« ding to Dr. Lieber, who predicts
:• itinued expansion along that line.
is now handling the Sonotone
ly's
:

A

res.

Agent" Opens

in A.

M.

•remiere of "Special Agent", the
uiipmopolitan Production for Warrelease, will take place at the
vr York Strand at 9:30 A. M. on
•-dnesday, instead of at 7:00 P. M.
previously announced. Bette Daand George Brent are starred in
s

which is based on a
by Martin Mooney.

picture,

ry idea
it*
|

'<"'-

111

M. H. Thursday
Rogers in "Steamboat 'Round
8
Bend", 20th Century-Fox rese, opens Thursday at the Radio
y Music Hall, following three
sks of RKO's "Top Hat".

Sogers Film at
Vill

:

"

>1

•

•

AN INTERVIEW

T
•

•

•

WE

with an important key

man

in

T

T

as a cool, poised individual
with a tremendous driving force under a quiet exterior
taking phone calls continuously throughout an hour's interview
talking important deals with his head men and big
circuit buyers
terse, crisp, giving orders and advice quietly
in the fewest words we ever heard any film exec use on big
deals
and hanging up the phone each time and coming
right back to our conversation at the very word where he had
been interrupted
then we understood one big reason why

20th Century-Fox is moving ahead so smoothly and powerfully
there's a real Sales Dynamo shooting the selling power
out over the telephone wires to every company branch in the
nation
now let John D. Clark talk

T

T

• • • "WITH THIS product in the studio being made
under the direct supervision of Zanuck and Schenck, it brings
to us overnight what it would take six to seven years to acTill this
complish in the normal production of any studio
deal, Fox was not in the forefront, although we had experienced
a strong advance in our new set-up before they allied themselves with us
•

•

T
"WE NOW

T

T

have 9,500 accounts in this country
and it is our ambition to stick 20th Century into as many
our New Drive started Aug. 24
situations as play Fox
this Advance Film Rental Weekly Report,
ends Nov. 30
as you can see from the figures, shows an amazing advance
every week on Fox product alone

•

T

T

"THIS SALES Drive will last about 12 more weeks
the Drive is now running over $600,000 every week as
we are 80 per cent sold as far as the important
you can see
money goes, because all the Big Money territory is always sold
•

•

•

with the big circuits

T
"WHEN

T

T

took things over on the sales end I conand told them
tacted every branch manager personally
that this company would not have passed through what it did
and escape receivership unless it had a hell of a lot of good
and I meant Fox men
men in the field, which it has
as long as a man
in order to survive, Fox men were vital
I told them that,
could handle his job, he would be held
six months later they
but I don't think they believed me
did
and those men who were selling then are the same
and they are turning in a great line of
men selling today

•

•

•

Booking Combine Fought

SIZED him up

terri-

ub.

'Special

•

the industry
who never has rushed into print
but
feels that right now he has something to say for his company
and the film business in general
for the brilliant
progress of 20th Century-Fox reflects the brighter outlook for
the entire industry
therefore what follows is of vital import to us all
it is John D. Clark speaking to you
General Manager of Distribution for that company

I

1)

of claims on which hearings will be
held before Special Master Scandrett, and these claims, which make
up the balance of claims still to be
litigated, will bring the total claims
pending before the Special Master to
about $3,000,000 Lumbard said.
Hearing will be held Sept. 30 before Federal Judge Bondy on exceptions filed by RKO to the allowances
on the Rockefeller and Hobitzelle
claims.

By

British Exhibitors

(Continued from Page 1)

sert the distributors' resolution is
designed to force independents out
of business and leave them at the
mercy of the circuits. Legal advice
is being taken and the probable outcome will be a test case brought
against the K.R.S. in the law courts.
Mark Ostrer is proposing to take
similar action on account of the
K.R.S. ban on the GB-Hyams circuit
deal.

New Test Case
Licensing of Agents

Institute

On

New test case instituted by License Commissioner Paul Moss to determine whether actors' agents shall
be licensed by the city, which necessitates bonding and fingerprinting,
will be heard Monday in Magistrate's Court, Central Term, when

A

William Schilling is arraigned.
previous test case started by Commissioner Moss to require licensing
of all agents was dismissed in Special Sessions Court. I. Robert Broder, attorney, will appear for Schilling.

Urge Royalty from Federal Shows
Having determined that shows
sponsored by the Federal Government kill amateur and stock rights
Dramatists' Guild is
to discontinue
the practice of permitting this use
of their productions without payto

plays, the

urging

its

ment of
also

members

royalties.

Recommendation

made

that the royalty be
"commensurate with the use to be
made of the play."
committee has
been investigating the matter for
the Guild.
is

A

business.

T

T

T

say this with a full realization of its import
There isn't a better organization today than the Fox field
We are probably the only big company without debts
force
The feeling of confidence is naturally big
and no bonds
and with the acquisition of
throughout our organization
If there is
20th Century, why shouldn't we feel good?
anything in the promise that Zanuck holds out to us, we simply
And we're confident he will deliver
can't be stopped
So with Zanuck and Schenck, and our sales force already delivering before we really hit our stride, the proposition becomes
True,
How can we miss?"
practically automatic
and you have given us
how can you
John D. Clark
the most Vital and Important kolyum we've run in months
thanks a lot

•

—

•

•

"SO

I

Set "Experience" Hearing
hearing on Sept. 30 was ordered by Judge Hof stader in the New
York State Supreme Court yesterday in connection with an action
brought by Harry Levey against Dr.
Sayre Taylor, who is "The Voice of
Experience", B. K. Blake, Attorney
Elmer Rogers, Rex Pictures Corp.
and Columbia to compel transfer of
a distribution contract to the V. O.
E. Pictures Corp. Owing to scheduling of the case for immediate
trial, the injunction also sought was
not argued yesterday.

A
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THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES

Ada, Okla.— The Ritz and McSwain are undergoing remodeling
and refurnishing.

tric

Wide

— Western

Range

goes

Elecinto the

— The Lyric

new Wide Range
Western

Hamilton, Tex.

—William

Michigan circuit owner, has taken over
the Theatorium, which has closed
for complete remodeling.
Schulte,

—

Niagara Falls -Western Electric
sound with Wide Range replaced
previous equipment at the Bellevue.

—

Honolulu
The Roosevelt and
Sheridan have put in Western
Electric Hard of Hearing Aids.

—

Fowler, Ind. The Dreamland is
being re-equipped with new sound

marks a

installation

for

Electric.

Princess this week.
Detroit

QUII

equipment, Daylight screen, new
Strong lamps and new canopy.
Sullivan, Ind.

Mo.

Springfield,

«

— Western

Wide Range goes

Electric

Strand,
replacing previous equipment.
into the

BUSINE!

—

Lafayette, Ind.
The Arc, operated by Chuck Kreighbaum, is being
redecorated,
installing
new
Strong lamps and new Dalite screen.

—

Detroit
The Lakeview at St.
Claire Shores, Mich., will be remodeled by Mrs. Eva B. Francis.

EDITOR'S NOTE:— This

is

the seventeenth of a series of

a

These are regular weekly features and are written with
prominent people will follow Mr. Eberson's. Letters fro,
tects.

—

Chicago Wide Range has been
added to the Western Electric Sys-

tem

in the

Lake Shore.

—

Courage, Ideas. Pers

Rockville, Conn.
The Princess
had Western Electric Wide Range
installed last week.

HEADQUARTERS
for

Kr(iiif}lr

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT OF THE BETTER
KINO
THEATRE ACCESSORIES CARPETS— CHAIRS
>'*»•

and Kthuilt

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
W. 44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

—The Dixie, long dark,

has reopened after renovating and

CO.,

LAckawanna 4-7510

—

this

and

ability

as a

—

intentions

are

sound knowledge and courage which has built up and achieved great succes
moving picture business.
This fact,
am in position to illustrate by man
anecdotes covering particular and detached incidents and personal experiences of
It

INC.

my language and understanding

theater architect and builder, these chai
primarily required and necessary as
preliminary to the desired effect and end of a successful show business.
In

acteristics

redecorating.

h.tiiupttittit

.thftiys oti Hnrtil

341

Oolitic, Ind.

Lansing

— The

Plaza

in

has

tracted for Western Electric

con-

Wide

Range.

is

the

I

interesting nature.

(Continued on Page 6)

The

chief of the construction department of one of our largest exhibitors' grou,
the theater, only eight years old, torn out

orders the entire lobby and front of

FOLLOW THE EXAMPLE OF SUCCESSFUL THEATRES

completely replaced at an expense of $20,000, and behold the business in this 3,00i
seater increased 11 per cent at the expense of the competitor with the old front ar
old

Courage did

lobby.

it!

Another incident and action by the same theater circuit.
A 1,200-seater,
neighborhood house in another city, mind you in the "black" but somewhat ol
fashioned, is completely gutted and modernized at an expense of approximate
$45,000.

This stopped and discouraged the building of a new competitive house
neighborhood with not enough business for two houses.

Courage again proved
operator

in

this

a

and

locality

in

the san

"business builder."
It saved the investment of the origin
am sure also saved and prevented the loss of inve
I

ment by the newcomer.

An independent

operator in a small town in Long Island doing a fair business
renews the lease on the theater which he does not even own and
the face of the usual product troubles and trials, spends $7,000 on renovating
house.
Result, new faces, new customers which he never had seen before, and
golly, a chance to raise his prices a nickel.
Bravo!
Courage did it.
a third run house,

Please

don't think

that

I

am

%

NATIONAL HIGH INTENSITY
PROJECTOR CARBONS
.

Intensity
HIGH
illumination

Projection allows

.

boosting

just

courage to build and remodel now.

It

will

ample general

without stumbling or groping. National High Intensity Projector
Carbons, in addition to comfortable vision, bring the further satisfaction of perfect projection. They improve the depth and realism
of black and white and make colored pictures especially pleasing.

INC.

(just

a

Ta

little).

Didn't you read the other day what one of our greatest and most successful mi
the production and exhibition business stated publicly
"Now is the time to bu
with courage.
Building costs are going up.
Show business is definitely improving."!

—

in

Exhibitors!
NOW

IS

HOUSE

THE TIME TO PUT YOUR
ORDER FOR THE COMING SEASON

IN

Modern equipment and patrons comfort means increased profits.
Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

Carbon Sales Div ision Cleveland, Ohio

my own game

up and protect your business.

.

for comfortable vision from the moment of entrance into the theatre. It dispels that annoying period
of blindness. Patrons appreciate the ability to find their seats

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

build

I

I. S.

PERSE

AIR CONDITIONING

MasPHOOI

ONDITIONINGC
BLOWERS -FAN!
AIR WASHERS

252 Witt 26th

St.,

NtW

|M

Theatre Equipment Specialist

,

Unit of Union Carbide I'NH and Carbon Corporation
Chicago
San Francisco
Branch Sales Offices: New York
Pittsburgh

CAPITOL M.
630 9TH AVE.

P.

SUPPLY CO.

NEW YORK

CITY

J

THE
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NT

EQUIPMENT

»

»

—

New York Jack Enslen heads the
newly-formed Associated Ticket and
Register Co., with headquarters at
311 West 44th Street. The General
Register products will be a part of

—American

«

«

gather a wealth of "meaty" information from its pages. Among the
most important subjects are:
Lengthening the life of concrete and
wood floors; leveling rough spots
and worn places in all types of

the line handled by the company.
Erie, Pa.

NOTES

FIELD

(Continued on Page 6)

Seating Co.

has reseated the Park here.

JILDERS

—

Philadelphia Clem's new supply
house opens Monday at 1224 Vine
St.
Clem has been in the business
since 1905.

>ON

Philadelphia— The
paper by John Eberson, one of America's leading archifor exhibitors. Articles by other
'.questing information will be answered by this department.

BUSINESS BUILDERS

and Honest Effort

ty

Stonhard

Co.,

401 North Broad Street, specialists
in the field of industrial maintenance
and construction materials, has just
issued a guide to successful methods
of keeping floors, roofs, walls and
foundations in good repair.
It is
an attractive 24-page booklet, profusely illustrated, designed so that
maintenance men, purchasing agents
and plant superintendents can

tr this

ing

PENNIES
BUY PROTECTION

Half

a pack of cigarettes daily

represents the cost per unit
Ticket

Register.

buys the Model

The man
the

past.

I

am

quoting has proven himself to be most foresighted and
understanding^ approve his advice and prophesy.
I

wise

in

S.

0.

The Mark
in

showman.

Ideas as business builders for the

Ah, that's

it!

Mr. Brisbane said the other day: "Fortunately nothing
The idea remains and ideas have eternal life."

good, once started,

really

Cinemaphone

S.

am

I

never so happy than when

idea

is

display

sell

new

a

And you

to someone.

it

New

H'.

can't afford to

be without a Genister.

1540 Broadway, New York,

CORPORATION

S.

a Gold Seal

The price of a subway ride

GENERAL REGISTER
CORPORATION

the Theatre

1600 Broadway,

tuned to

Sound

Complete Equipment or Parts
You Save on Every Buy with Us

SO.

ever dies.

of Perfect

You

for three years

of

N. Y.

York

comes to me, and
find myself opporbe surprised how well it works if a new
theater arrangement, auditorium treatment,

idea

will

I

properly and faithfully executed in
and advertising, lighting or decorations.

But,
Exhibitor

course

of

—your

What

I

mean

I

am

homo with new

not the only

ideas

— YOU

have

Mr.

ideas,

architect has ideas.
is

— do

copies are only artificial

differently

it

— don't

Counterfeits

likenesses.

copy
in

— don't

imitate.

Imitations

or

other words.

designer who conceived the stadium type of theater in Detroit,
stereotype tiers in a theater.
A great idea! He succeeded and
brought success to himself and his clients, until inexperienced imitators through misdesign and mis-direction, caused the stadium type of theater to lose its popularity.

There was
of

instead

a

the

Another famous theater architect
design

theater

New

in

domes

auditorium

giant

and

York had the idea of introducing into
arches and open mezzanines, Adam

glorified, and this new idea in theater design, to the best
the hands of a most successful chain operator, laid the foundation for enormous fortunes earned in the moving picture business.

Period
of

styles,

theatrically

my knowledge
The

this

came along

imitator

great

medium

in

idea,

he

killed

flooding

and,

value

its

as

the

cheap counterfeits of
and appealing

with

country

competitive,

a

interesting,

to gain and hold patronage.

Don't imitate!

Seek new ideas and follow through.

Another theater designer from somewhere out of the West came along with a
new idea for a theater the atmospheric theater with skies, stars, and clouds, the
auditorium an enchanting, charming and bewitching Italian, Spanish or Persian garden

—

—

under a moonlit sky.

Uniformly acclaimed as most unusual

by owner and

public,

this

new and

novel

(Continued on Page 6)

A recent investigation of a group of
New York theatres in which Alexander
Smith
stalled

CRESTWOOD

Carpets are in-

showed these carpets to be

in

excellent condition after six years of

All Set to Serve
National

never relaxes.

Service

It

You
is

ment

of

KNOWN

QUALITY.

t
NATIONAL THEATRE
92 Gold

St.

projectors.

Send for catalog.

SERVE your

theatre.

or

ff ice

N earest You

use.

why

this

Long wear

.

.

.

one reason

and other Alexander Smith

grades are found in the majority of

ready to help your

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

hard

the country's most successful theatres.

Only equip-

Carpets, seating, screens,

National

is

PREPARED

to

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
SUPPLY
New

CO.

York, N. Y.
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from Page

(.Continued

(Continued from Page 4)

—

The Strand, closed
Easton, Pa.
for many months, has reopened
with Western Electric Wide Range.
The 4th Street theater is also putting in Wide Range.

a

plex mechanisms.

baked

—The Art-Craft has

new Walker White sound

to

all,

make room

newest ideas through

your

— they

more new

for
will

for

you.

cash

in

"The highest good fortune

is

it,

screen.

your personality at the Business Builders Bank.

and foe, know that there

friend

all,

do

I

I

—

want

not

want

Honest effort
I

own

is

personality

—

as a

—

Dorchester, Mass. Western ElecWide Range has been installed
in the Fulds Corner and Codman
Square.

Birmingham, Ala.
neers are at the West

—

Erpi engi-

End

installing

Western Electric Wide Range.

—The

Paramount

—

Seymour, Ind. The Majestic has
replaced its old chairs with 300 new
Irwin seats.

— Wide

Range,

contracted for by the Central Square,

goes in this week.
Elmira, N. Y.— The Colonial has
signed for a Wide Range addition
to its W. E. Sound.

—

The Strand and
Lowell, Mass.
Merrimac are two new Wide Range
additions for Western Electric.

The perfection

—

of

a

I

plan honestly, frankly and truthfully set up

fair

The

profit.

trade almost

trick

a

No man who

trades thus

place

myself

my

estimates,

unselfishly

in

by allowing deserving conincentive for honest work is a fair profit.
brings

invariably

a

disastrous

reaction

to

the

— that

no grass

will

grow where he treadeth

—can

per-

—

Paramount, Plainfield; St. James,
Asbury Park, and the Strand, Plainfield, owned by the Walter Read cirOther installations include,
cuit.
Peabody chairs, Suprex lamps, genscreens in the
carpets,
erators,
Rialto, Greenfield, N. J.; Plats, New
Plats, N. Y.; Rialto, Passaic; Sta-

dium, Harlem, Roosevelt and Odeon

Seek the best and newest ideas!

CASH
Western

IN

fair!

—

City.

The

New

now operated by Melvin

YOUR PERSONALITY

Electric

New York

Philadelphia

Put your personality into your business trade

installed

"Over the

New York Capitol Motion Picture Supply Co., headed by I. S.
Perse, has been retained for the
maintenance of all the Fabian upstate theaters as well as the Paramount and Fox, Brooklyn houses.
Installations of new equipment recently made by the company include
Stable Arc generators and Ashcraft
Suprex lamps in the Carlton, Red
Bank, N. J.; Majestic, Perth Amboy;

theaters,

remodel or build!

to

been redecorated and equipped with
sound and projection outfits.

Wide

—

Western Electric
Gatesville, Tex.
Wide Range replaces earlier equipment at the Regal this week.

RENT

—

Buckhead, Ga.

—-The

at
Buckhead

is

NEW LOW PRICES

making a new Western Electric installation, including Wide Range.

—

Nelsonville, O. Wide Range installation has been completed at the

"TOP HAT"
"CHINA SEAS"
"ANNA KARENINA"
"PAGE MISS GLORY"
"THE CRUSADES"
"THE DARK ANGEL"

Majestic.

—

Clarendon, Ark. The Paramount
being remodeled and a new sound
system installed, according to J. W.
Crabtree.
is

Detroit

—W.

TRANSPARENT

VALANCES

Capac, Mich. Paul Williams is
reseating and equipping the Roxy,
which he recently acquired, with new
projection equipment.

A. Cassidy has

in-

stalled a new deep well cooling system in the Strand at Alma, Mich,
Cassidy is also planning to install a

also for all other features

j

new

front and arcade on the Frolic
at Midland.

Ladoga, Ind. The Fox has in- State.
a new Silver Sheet Screen
and new sound equipment.

is

—Western

Electric

being put into the

LIBERMAN
MORRIS
WABASH
BROADWAY
729

NEW YORK

stalled

—

Boston, Mass. The Fine Arts is
getting Western Electric Hard of
Hearing Aids.

Tel.: SPring 7-2320

Darby,

Koff, has

Range.

Richmond, Va.

14th Street has

I

manently succeed.

Wide Range

—

—your

originator.

is

the latest house here to add Western Electric Wide Range.

Cambridge, Mass.

men

supply

Take courage

Bridgeport, Neb.— The Trail, a
unit of the Gibraltar Theaters, under the direction of W. H. Ostenberg of Scottsbluff, has undergone
a $5,000 renovation. The house is
one of the more unique small theaters in Nebraska, having a log
cabin motif throughout, from the
stage, with the screen flanked by
log walls, to the cashier's booth (a
log hut) and the projection booth
(also a log hut).

behind your theater

business builder.

I

tric

and co-workers.

staff

proclaim tidings or deliver a sermon.
on business morals
but
must return to my

preacher,

turn

to

to give serious advice

have best success when

tractors and

entitled

is

Rough Spots" and a copy may be

of Earth's children."

personality.

Now

roof
waterproofing methods on which
you can depend; waterproofing masonry against hydrostatic pressure.

The booklet
builders

Prove your sterling personality to your patrons.

Neither do
preamble.

and

obtained upon request to Stonhard.
Goethe defines

And indeed you can

Let

(Continued from Page 5)
trucking aisles;

a

ideas.

become business

Commerce, Ga. Wide Range is recommend dependable materials, ban extravagances, and
being added to the Western Electric the position of owner and operator.
equipment at the Roxy.
achieve best and lasting good results for my clients

New York—The

and

—

—

and clouds, and

stars

Personality, as

—Hard

of Hearing
Aids were put into the Melrose by
Western Electric last week.

Lynn, Mass.

rich,

floors

Exert your trust, inspiring personality towards your

a

exhibitors

Don't copy!

—

Rushville, Ind. The Princess has
installed a pair of new Super-Sim-

Franklin, Ind.

of

lot

along comes Mr. Imitator
and ruins this new idea by his silly and halfmimetic counterparts and again Mr. Originator has to bow himself out, new

But,

idea,

5)

made

type of auditorium enjoyed great popularity and
lot of patrons very happy.

Follow

Melrose, Mass.

EQUIPMENT NOTES

BUSINESS BUILDERS

1018 S.

CHICAGO
Wabash
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS

«

«

"THE BIG BROADCAST OF 1936"
97 mins.
GOOD BOX-OFFICE PULLER IN VARIETY SHOW PACKED WITH DIVERSIFIED ENTERTAINMENT.
Loaded with entertainment, which is

Robert

Donat and Madeleine Carroll

George O'Brien

in

"TWO

in

"THUNDER MOUNTAIN"

"THE 39 STEPS"

Paramount

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

GB

81 mins.

Fox

68 mins.

»

»

SINNERS"

with Otto Kruger, Martha Sleeper, Minna
Gombell and Cora Sue Collins
Republic
72 mins.

TOPNOTCH WESTERN DRAMA EFFIMURDER MYSTERY BUILDS
GOOD ROMANTIC DRAMA, WELL
EXCITEMENT AND SUSPENSE CIENTLY HANDLED IN EVERY DEPART- ACTED AND DIRECTED, WITH STORY
STRONG
supplied by 3 host of star material and
MENT.
OF GENERAL APPEAL.
IN FINELY ACTED PICTURE.
dished out in action tempo with many
This Zane Grey number starring George
Based on the Warwick Deeping novel,
twists and surprises, this is an ace show
Robert Donat and Madeleine Carroll make O'Brien is Class A western entertainment
"Two Black Sheep", this is an
that will have no trouble drawing

and sending them home

satisfied.

them in
Though

primarily an elaborate extravaganza of specialties, the whole works are held together

by

a

well

Oakie and

sustained
his

pal

dio performers

who

plot

in

which

Henry Wadsworth,

Jack
ra-

also have a station that

broke, attract the interest of a
is going
very rich and eccentric fan, Lyda Roberti.
They try to promote her for five grand so
they can acquire a television invention by

George Burns and enter it in an audition
contest.
But Lyda is more interested in
romance, so she takes the boys off in her
yacht to an island, where a jealous rival
plots to do away with his rivals. Oakie's
broadcasting of his danger story wins the
audition prize.

Cast: Jack Oakie, George Burns, Gracie
Allen, Lyda Rcberti, Wendy Barrie, Henry
Wadsworth, C. Henry Gordon, Benny Baker,

Crosby, Amos 'n'
Andy, Ethel Merman, Mary Boland, Charlie Ruggles, Ray Noble's Band, Bill Robinson; Will West & McGinity; Vienna Choir
Boys, Ina Ray Hutton and Band, Gail Patrick, Sir Guy Standing, David Holt, Virginia

Akim

Bing

Tamiroff,

LeSaint,
Ed
Harmer,
Lillian
Weidler,
Nicholas Brcs.
Producer, Ben Glazer; Director, Norman
Taurog; Screenplay, Walter De Leon, Francis Martin, Ralph Spence; Music and Lyrics,
Ralph Rainger, Richard Whiting, Mack Gordon, Harry Revel, Ray Noble, Leo Robin,
Dorothy Parker; Cameraman, Leo Tovar;
Editor, Ellsworth

Hoagland.
Photography, Expert.

Direction, Snappy.

CLEVER

|

a

formidable box office team and go over

strong

a very

in

clever story that

is

filled

with original twists and unusual treatment
both from

the

The suspense
above

is

story

built cunningly

average

the

Donat befriends

and direction angles.

a

and

of

this

type

girl

who

is

it

of

later

is

far

film.

killed

apartment, and from what she has
said and a map she leaves, he realizes that
she was an international spy. Before she
dies, she tells him that he is now involved
for protecting her, and that his life is in
danger.
Intrigued, he determines to follow the thing through, and sets out for
Scotland to trace a man whom the girl
told him can help in saving important military information from leaving the country.
From here on it is a succession of fast adventures, with many unusual twists and
surprises.
He becomes involved with another girl (Madeleine Carroll) who is unwittingly forced into the adventure even
Together they solve the mysas he was.
tery and are instrumental in Scotland Yard's
landing the master mind.
in

his

Robert

Donat,

Madeleine

Carroll,

Godfrey Tearle, Helen Haye, Lucie Mannheim, Peggy Ashcroft, John Laurie, Frank
Cellier, Wylie Watson, Peggy Simpson.
Director, Alfred Hitchcock; Author, John

Buchan; Screenplay, Charles Bennett, Alma
Reville; Editor, D. N. Twist; Cameraman,
Bernard Kncwles.
Direction,

Very Good. Photography, Fine

Detroit Doings

Pittsburgh Briefs

ing.

Fred Sturgess,

New House
Clifton,

N.

J.

for Jersey

—Plans

have been

approved for a theater to be built
Clifton Point by the Du-Kem
Corp. of Annandale. House will seat
about 500 and work is to be started
immediately.
at

tered the claim as his own.
Wallace also
get Barbara Fritchie, who is willing
to marry whoever furnishes the most gold.
After a lot of action in which his partner
tries to

is

O'Brien

killed,

is

Wallace had jumped

able
his

to

prove

that

All

ends

claim.

with

O'Brien side-stepping Barbara
for "Nugget", played by Frances Grant, the
girl who has loved and stuck by him all the
well

GB

booker,

absorbing

drama about
a

with a

is

the

who

girl

therefore

everyone

also has

he

after

wife's

his

his

past,

sent to

money

has

is

been

down

trouble and

him.

shunned by
in

jail

a quiet governess,
tells

and they

her about

Martha leaves Otto. Later she

jail

for

Then he meets

lover.

But when he

love.

in

known

war veteran,

a

Martha Sleeper,
fall

tries to live

able to sympathize with

is

Otto Kruger,

killing

man who

a

past and finally attains happiness

black

herself for trying to take

that was coming to her.

is

some

This puts

Martha and Otto on the same footing, and

worked

after he has

Lubin

is

a

nice

Kruger gives
Miss

of work,

piece

and

freedom

direction by Arthur

specially

a

Sleeper

to obtain her

The

they are married.

and Otto

good performance.

several

members
comthe more or

other

of the cast also stand out. Occasional

edy

touches

less

serious

help to relieve
nature of the story.

Cast: Otto Kruger, Martha Sleeper, MinGombell, Cora Sue Collins, Ferdinand
Munier, William P. Carlton, Harrington
Reynolds, Olaf Hytten, Harold Entwistle,

Cast: George O'Brien, Barbara Fritchie,
Frances Grant, Morgan Wallace, George F.
Hayes, Edward LeSaint, Dean Benton, William Norton Bailey, Sid Jordan.

na

David
Producer, Sol Lesser;
Director,
Howard; Author, Zane Grey; Screenplay,
Dan Jarrett, Den Swift; Cameraman, Frank

Producer, Trem Carr; Director, Arthur
Lubin; Author, Warwick Deeping; Screenplay, Jefferson Parker; Cameraman, Harry

B.

Good;

Editor,

Direction,

Fast.

Robert Crandall.
Photography, Fine.

Montague Shaw.

Neuman;

Editor,

Jack Ogilvie.

Direction, Good.

Photography, Good.

Omaha
—

Florida Flashes

—

—

Otte.

O'Brien. They find the gold and O'Brien's
partners goes to file the claim, but are
waylaid by Morgan Wallace who regisin

time.

Cast:

Detroit William Schulte, circuit
Pittsburgh George Tyson, managing director of the Harris-Alvin, owner, has closed the Theatorium
for remodeling.
is the personal manager of Henrietta Leaver, "Miss America of
A. B. Chereton, former owner of
1935."
He will take her on an ex- the Library Theater, has formed
tended stage tour throughout the Electrical Products Co. to manufaccountry.
ture a new type of electric converBob Newkirk back on the job at ter.
E. V. McGrath, owner of the forthe Penn after a minor illness replacing Reginald Stanborough who mer Knickerbocker Theater, was a
Stanley is leaving today recent visitor.
resigned.
on a year's trip to Europe.
Max Heine, premium operator, is
Jimmie Tutman, Warner manager back from New York.
Staff of the newly reopened RKO
in Erie, and his wife were in town
Downtown includes Clem Pope as
this week on business.
managing director, Bill Bleakley as
Martyn Shearn, assistant in the assistant manager, publicity director
Warner publicity department, at St. and treasurer, and Howard Beach,
Francis Hospital here after an apchief of staff.
pendix operation.
Alex B. DeWolf has joined W. R.
Among visitors on Film Row this Stebbins as assistant manager of
week were Bob Higgins, Hyman the Film Exchange Bldg. Richard
Goldberg, Bart Dattola, Al Roth, Stebbins is no longer with the build-

Manny Greenwald and George

which can play any theater showing outdoor action drama.
The plot is well knit
and, with David Howard's steady direction,
interest is held throughout.
Gunplay and
chases are held down to a minimum in
favor of more dramatic actions with splendid
playing by George O'Brien and Frances
Grant. The latter shows the stuff which
should make her an important player. Frank
Good's photography of the outdoor locations is worthy of mention. O'Brien and
his partner know of a gold site and are
grubstaked by Barbara Frirchie's father
since the daughter shows a lot of interest

— Sonny

Items

Omaha 'Top Hat" wound up the
Shepherd of the
Mayfair is being used as manager- week with the all-time house record
at-large by the Wometco circuit at the Brandeis, smashing the top
during: vacations.
He goes first to figure set by "Little Women" two
vears ago. "China Seas" and "Silk
the Biltmore, then to the Tower.
Sydney Meyer, general manager Hat Kid" set a new record at the
of Wometco Theaters, is on vaca- Omaha, also beating the old World
tion in Hollywood with his family. record for double features.
Hal Kopplin, Wometco publicity
E. R. Cummings, A. H. Blank cirdirector, also is on vacation.
cuit district manager, says "SteamPlaza
The Biscayne
Theater is boat 'Round The Bend" will be the
closed for improvements.
first picture to play single feature
"Steamboat 'Round the Bend" at the Orpheum since Blank took
broke all records for continuous over the house two years ago.
showing at the Capital.
Miami

French Film for Westminster

Seattle Notes
Seattle

— Automatic

Change-Over

"Iceland Fishermen," French picture with English titles based on the
Pierre Loti novel, "Pecheur dTslande," will have its premiere Wednesday at the Westminster Cinema.
Yvette Guilbert heads the cast of
the picture which is being released

Corp. has been formed here with
$50,000 capital to make and sell
equipment. Incorporators are R. B.
Peterson, E. M. Hay and V. L.
Cleaver.

by DuWorld.

Montlake Theater has reopened
with a subsequent run policy.
Al Ottenheimer, formerly promi-

IV est Coast Bureau of

father of a boy.
John F. O'Donnell, First Division
nent in local theatricals, is now with
auditor, was here the past week.
Robert Louis, former Fox man- M-G-M in Hollywood working on the
ager, is now managing the Ramona script of "Death on the Desert".
Mrs. Ovidia Dewey, manager of
Ray and Her Girls troupe.
Harry Berman, Republic publicist, the Wauna Theater, White Salmon,
will remodel the house.
has l-eturned to the city.

"Casanova" for Pickford-Lasky

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood The first production of
the newly formed Pickford-Lasky
Productions will be"Casanova," based
upon the romantic adventures of
that historical personage, with Francis

Lederer

in the leading role

Saturday, Sept

MONTHS' RELEASES

3

A

(Continued from Pane 1)

cutive in charge of shorts and trailDuring this period 30 shorts,
ers.
including 13 two-reelers and 17
singles, will be nationally released.

RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD under the

title "Florida Special."
reviewing the rushes on
T
Charles R. Rogers has signed
Charles
Ray's new
picture,
"Just My Luck," New Century Pic- Adolphe Menjou to appear with Jean
tures has placed Ray Heinz, the di- Arthur in "Easy Living."
William
rector, under a three year contract. Seiter will direct the picture. Patsy
Kelly is cast in the chief comedy
T

The current month's releases inThe Radio Ramblers in "NutShowmen seem to make good exville," a one-reel "Pepper Pot" num- ecutives.
Louis Marcus is mayor of
in
ber; Morton Downey in "Dublin
Salt Lake City, while 30 miles away
Brass", a two-reel "Broadway Brev- from the Marcus bailiwick, Harmon
ity" musical: "Curious Industries", W. Peery, another showman, is chief
the first in E. M. Newman's series executive of Ogden.
A. G. Bainof one-reel "Our Own United States" bridge, recently completed a term
shorts; Phil Spitalny and His Mus- as mayor of Minneapolis, while anical Queens in a one-reel "Melody other Minnesota town, Fairmont, is
Master" band short; Hal LeRpy and ruled by Mayor W. L. Nicholas. F.
Eleanor Whitney in "Oh, Evaline", Zehrung was mayor of Lincoln,
a two-reel "Broadway Brevity": Vi- Neb., for several years and it is
clude:

taphone Music Hall, with Ray Huling and Seal, the Honey Boys and
Harry Burns in a one-reel Vaudeville Reel: and "Keystone Hotel" a
two-reel Vitaphone comedy featuring Ben Turpin, Ford Sterling, Chester Conklin, Hank Mann, Marie Prevost and the Keystone Cops; and
"The Doorman's Opera", a two-reel
"Broadway Brevity" with Charlotte

Johnny Broderick, Thelma
Leeds and Ray Heatherton.
Arren,

October releases include: "Playerounds", second in the "Our Own
United States" one-reel series: Edsrar

Bergen

in

"All-American Draw-

back", a one-reel "Pepper Pot" comedy: the Yacht Club Boys in "The
Vodka Boatmen", a two-reel Vitaphone Comedy; Georgie Price in
"Tickets Please", a two-reel "Broadway Brevity"; "The False Alarm",
a one-reel "Looney Tune" cartoon;
the Meglin Kids in "Regrular Kids",
a two-reel "Broadway Brevity", in
Technicolor; the Vitaphone Casino,
a Vaudeville Reel with Buster West

and Co., Babs Ryan, The Radio
Rubes and Paul Duke, and El Brendel in "Lonesome Trailer", a tworeel Vitaphone Comedy.

November releases include: "Camera Huntine", the third in E. M.
Newman's "Our Own United States"
"Flowers For Madame", a
"Merrie Melodie" cartoon in Technicolor; Armida and Tito Coral in
"The Spanish Revue", a two-reel
"Broadway Brevity" musical Shemp
Howard in "Officer's Mess", a tworeel Vitaphone comedy; Claude Hopkins and Orchestra in "By Request",
a one-reel "Melody Master"; Vitaphone Opera House, a one-reel Vaudeville number with Alf Loyal's
Dogs, the Seven Symphonettes, Hal
Sherman and Co. and Louis Prima
and His Famous Door Orchestra:
"Rooftops of Manhattan" a two-reel
"Broadway Brevity", with The Bemis Kids, Herb Kingsley and Deane
series;

;

i

[

Premium Exposition
Coast Premium Buyers Exbe held Sept. 23-27 at
the Hotel Pennsylvania. Merchandise of
more than 100 firms will be on display at the exhibition, which is sponsored by the Premium Advertising Ass'n
of America.
Atlantic

position

will

IN

—By

AFTER

14,

1935

BANKERS INTERESTED

LITTLE from "LOTS"

SET BY VITAPHONE

.

NEW

INDIE UNIT

(Continued from Page

1)

northwest mounted stories and
four serials. Tentative arrangements
have been discussed for British distribution, perhaps through B.I.P.,
which would assure the company of
six

a substantial revenue.
Double-featuring by Loew and
T
RKO
has whetted Wall Street inJohn Twist and Joel Sayre, RKO terests
in the plan because of the
Radio writing team which recently
possibility that additional pictures
did the screenplay for "Annie Oakwill be required for circuit needs.
ley," starring Barbara Stanwyck,
will adapt "The Farmer lin the Dell,"
Phil Stong novel, which is to be Seven Foreign Pictures
Fred Stone's next picture at RKO.
Acquired for the U. S.
"Annie Oakley" is nearing comple(Continued from Page 1)
tion under the direction of George
"Pompeii
and Herculanum" and
Stevens,
who directed "Alice
"Isola di Capri", travelogues of
Adams,"
Hepburn
starring
film,
in
still
that
possible he is
the chief of
Italy;
"Selenophon Magazine", a
city's administration.
At Virginia, which Stone made his sensationally pictorial review of Austria, and
successful
screen
debut.
Minn., Harry Billings, veteran ex"Three Minutes", a scientific carhibitor, is president of the Chamber
T
T
toon popularizing diversified subof Commerce.
Phil Regan, currently at work in jects.
the
First
National
production,
Dore Schary is writing the screen- "Broadway Hostess," will be feaFutter Closes Territories
play for "Her Master's Voice," tured in a program of songs every West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
based on Claire Kummer's stage Wednesday afternoon at 3:45 P. M.
Hollywood
Walter Futter, whoi
play. Joseph Santley will direct the over
the
National
Broadcasting has just shipped to First Division inj
Dicture, which will be produced by Company network. Prior to his suc- New York the prints of "Frontier
Schary recently cess as a pictui-e player, Regan was Justice," first in a series of eight
Walter Wanger.
finished work on "Your Uncle Dud- a New York policeman who became Hoot Gibson westerns which he is
ley" at Fox.
a radio success as the "Singing producing, also has arranged statel
Cop." As soon as he completes his tights coverage for territory west)
T
T
Charles Lamont will direct "Done present assignment in "Broadway of the Mississippi, as follows:
Capitol Pictures, Omaha; Majes-j
Antique." his ninth picture for Hostess," he will enter the cast of
>"n
Production will start "Stars Over Broadway," which is tic Pictures, Minneapolis; ConsoliChesterfield.
the latter part of the month.
now in production at the Warner dated Film Distributors, Kansas City; Far West Exchanges, Losi
studios.
t
t
Angeles; B N. Judell, Chicago; Ma-<
Jane Wyatt and Moroni 01ser>
jestic Pictures, Oklahoma City.
have been added to the case of
Demand for Race Track Stories
"Husk," Thomas Walsh's "Saturday
Coast studios are now clamoring
Marion Novel in Third Edition
Evening" Post" storv soon to go into for race track stories, following sucproduction at the RKO Radio studio? cess of "Three Men on a Horse" in
"Valley People," novel by Frances]
with James Flood directing. Pres- Los Angeles and on Broadway, said Marion, who is in New York from'
ton Foster has the leading: role, Myron Fagan, playwright and scen- Hollywood, has gone into its third]
with James Gleason also prominent- arist, in New York yesterday, fol- edition.
ly cast.
lowing his arrival from Hollywood.
*
"Here's to Romance" for Center
Fagan believes that picture producOur Passing Show: Robert Pres- ers have only started on the back"Here's to Romance," 20th Cen-j
"ell. Sidney Salkow, Jack MorTett. ing of stage plays and this policy tury-Fox picture produced by Jessei
Roman Freulich. James Steinham- will greatly develop. He is in New L. Lasky, has been definitely set as
mer at the opening of "Doc Lincoln" York arranging production on his the premiere attraction at the Cen-J
at the Pasadena Community Play- latest play.
"The Unwritten Com- ter, which opens Oct. 2.
house.
mandment."
v
Joe Lee a Kentucky Colonel
Halperin Film Starts Sept. 23
Ben Holmes, who has been ill for
Joe Lee of Fox has joined thd
West
Coast
Bureau
of
THE
FILM
DAILY
several weeks, is celebrating his reHollywood— "Thrill of the Cen- ranks of Kentucky Colonels, having!
covery bv directing a comedy at
received his commission from Gov.
tury,"
first of the pictures to be
RKO. The principals include Jack
Ruby Lafoon.
produced
Edward
Halby
Victor
and
Rice. Jack Norton. Edith Crais: and
Ray Ellis. Lee Marcus is supervis- perin's Academy Pictures, goes in
work Sept. 23, with Victor Halperin
ing.
"Broadcast" Radio Hookup
directing. Other stories to be filmed
T
T
are "Revolt of the Zombies," "The
A coast to coast hookup which will
Paramount has boueht the Clar- International Crime," "Slave Ship,"
join the stages of the Music Box Theater in New York and the Paramount
ence Bndinffton K»11and maeazine "Murder in Chinatown," "Mutiny
Theater in Los Angeles, and Mary BoJt will be
serial "Recreation Car."
on the Submarine," "Secrets of
land and Charlie Ruggles on the air
produced by Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Scotland Yard" and "Millions for
in the same radio skit, has been effectrole.

—

1

1

Defense."
Jam's; Bob Hope in "Double Exposure", a two-reel Vitanhone Comedy:
The Easy Aces in "Seeing Stars,"
a one-reel "Pepper Pot" comedv;
"Beauty Spots", the fourth in E.

M.

Newman's

"Our Own United
and "The Kiddie Re-

Sixth "March of Time"
Ethiopia, center of the world's interest;

the

Civilian

Conservation

Corps., and Pennsylvania's

amazing

vue" featuring a host of talented
younesters in a two-reel "Broadway

"bootleg coal" industry comprise
the subjects in the sixth "March
of Time" to be released on Sept. 20

Brevity" musical.

by

States" series,

RKO

Radio Pictures.

ed for the nationwide Hollywood broadcast which will go over the NBC netIn order
work at 8 o'clock tonight.
not to interrupt or delay rehearsals of
the Moss Hart-Cole Porter musical production of "Jubilee" at the Music Box,
Miss Boland will broadcast from backRuggles, on the
stage at the theater.
coast, will broadcast from the Paramount theater in Los Angeles preceding
a
preview performance of "The Big
Broadcast of 1936," which opens at that
theater tonight.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

? DAILYVOL.

NEW

NO. 65

68,

YORK. MONDAY. SEPTEMBER

20th Century-Fox Sets Oct.

NEW NRA

is

Production

censorship and some small talk

United Artists producers have 18
or about 65 per cent of
I
ONDON, ENGLAND— In browsing about the new U.A. release program, being
*~ we learn that British censorship, while either completed or currently under
way. Five of the pictures are finstrict, can also be tolerant.
In fact, in
stages
the very purest of English, a member of ished, six are in advanced
the censor board told us that they are less of production and seven are preparconcerned with films from the States than ing to go before the cameras.
Completed films are: "Dark Antheir own, upon the interesting and someon Page

=^By

what

JACK ALICOATE

logical theory that

make damn

if

(Continued

Americans want

are

all

They

are

same

3,000-5,000 HOUSES

the
the

the world over.
Outside of
they
squawk just as long and
bud only in different languages. The lat-

States
est

collective

libitor

is

in

land,

the

British

ex-

rental prices and a big arbitration

conference
field

of

irritation

is

early

and

in

now being arranged
fall.

In

to

be

most parts of Eng-

Scotland,

all

Complete
of

theaters

are

on Sunday.
In
London they are
open in the evening from six to eleven.
They tell me that double features are
now so well established that the policy
can never be changed.
This makes for a
poor short subject market.
Every theater
nust have a newsreel and a Mickey Mouse,
which leaves room for little else.
closed

—•—
Yesterday, with Arthur Dent, we attended the official opening of the football
season.
There is no sport in the world
quite as popular with the masses as football in Britain.
There were 68,000 in attendance.
Forty thousand of these were
in
for a bob (shilling or quarter to you,
provided you are British or American).
It
s a fast, grand sport, but we would rather
see Ken Strong shooting off tackle any
time.
Late last night we did the pubs
ivith Gregory La Cava.
The pubs are the
saloons and have ruddy-faced barmaids instead of bartenders. Obviously this sort of
romp is below our station in life, but
3reg was looking for atmosphere, so we
{lashed along.
The characters in the back
ooms are mostly as Dickens would have
written them, and each knows more of
(.Continued on Page 2)

:

New NRA

Legis-

who

—Film

industry exec-

since the

Supreme Court

NRA have been
quandary over what comprises
and unfair trade practices, will
be given an answer in the form of
a definition by the Congress convenagreement on a new basic ing next January, The Film Daily
decision voiding the

NEW UNION PACT
in

in a
fair

wage scale for booth men in New learned last week in the first outline
York City is being caused by dis- of the possible new NRA plan.
agreement over the scale for deChairman Hill of the House ways
luxe houses with reports that the and means sub-committee working
circuits are willing to grant a $1.90 on the new NRA legislation at

an hour top, whereas Local 306

—

is

President
his bill

request

Roosevelt's

said

would overcome two major

objections of the original blue eagle
of fair and unfair practices by code authorities and fail(Continued on Page 9)

—decision

Tax

Law

Time

October to January Releases
Scheduled by 20th Cent. -Fox
Kelease dates for October through
Mexican Exhibs Worried
January and one in February, emOver American Withdrawal bracing a total of 20 productions,
Greatly concerned have been set by 20th Century-Fox.
Mexico City
over the decision of American dis- The one February date applies to
tributors to withdraw from Mexico the special, "Ramona," with Loretta
at the end of the month because of Young, John Boles, Gilbert Roland
taxes imposed by the government, and Pauline Frederick, scheduled for
exhibitors have appealed to Presi- general release Feb. 27. The other
dent Cardenas to help obtain a re- designations are as follows:
versal of the decision. Distributors
Oct. 4, "Here's to Romance," with
claim they lose money under the Nino Martini, Anita Louise, Mme.
Without
U.
S
new tax requirements.
Schumann-Heink, Genevieve Tobin,
(Continued' on Page 8)
product, theaters would be crippled.

—

Outline

First

Washington
utives,

holding out for a $2 top. The cirBetween 3,000 and 5,000 theaters cuits previously paid $2.12 an hour
in the United States are now using in the deluxe houses.
straight giveaways, according to an
estimate made by leading premium Exhibs to Seek Extension
They figure
dealers on Saturday.
of Ohio's 3 Per cent
that during the past year, total
(Continued on Page 9)
Exhibitors will ask
Columbus
for an extension of Ohio's 3 per
cent admission tax on theaters exNeb. Anti-Picketing
piring Dec. 31, 1935, at the extraorInvoked for First
dinary session of the state legislaGrand Island, Neb. First invok- ture which gets under way here in
ing of Nebraska's anti-picketing law several weeks and which will be
by William Youngclaus, who op- devoted principally to tax matters.
erates the Empress, came off suc- Unless the extension is granted, the
cessfully for the plaintiff, and four tax will revert to 10 per cent, where
union operators were found guilty it stood two years before the reduction to 3 per cent was agreed upon.
(Continued on Page 8)

—

Way

lation
By PRESCOTT DE.XXETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

DE LUXERS DELAY

Delay

NOW ON GIVEAWAYS

alike.

Adjourned

Coxe.

8)

fools of

—•—
Exhibitors

Para. Hearings

Further hearings in connection with
the Paramount reorganization proceedings have been adjourned to Oct. 23
under an order signed by Federal Judge

pictures,

themselves on the
screen it is their own business, but that
nything reflecting John Bull, and what he
epresents, must be strictly the old McCoy.

to

Release List

to Jan.

65 Per Cent Under

18 Features Either Ready
Or in Some Stage of

London Town
.

TEN CENTS

1935

EXPECTED TO CLARIFY TRADElRACTICES

United - Artists Lineup
.

16.

RKO CIRCUIT INTAKE

JUMPS 20 PER CENT
RKO

theaters
Gross receipts in
for the first two weeks of September are about $100,000 above the figures for the corresponding period
last year, an increase of approximately 20 per cent in the circuit's
business.

Krim Circuit Increasing
Number of Houses to

—

10

Detroit Krim Brothers, who recently added the Harmony theater
to their circuit, plan to add two
more houses within the next month,
giving them 10 houses, the largest
independent group in the city.

5-Cent House Bombed

—

Cleveland The Family theater, neighborhood house which recently cut its
scale to 5 cents for adults, was bombed
iast night.
origin, did

The

missile,

of

unknown

about $7,000 damage.

THE
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Foreign
at

W.

St.,

I.

des-Noues,

Globe

—

—4th

Iceland

returns today from
Atlantic City, where he has been spending the
last
tew days working on the narration for
"Oriental Paradise," made in Japan by Mrs.
FifzPatrick with a Technicolor crew.

Rivoli

Capitol

Music Hall

WALLACE BEERY
way back

week

FINANCIAL

—

Maria

Chapdelaine

RICHARD
who
Cinema

Soviet

Russia

Here's

The

to

Little

Big Shot

(Fox)

Oct.

(Amkino)

— Sept.

de

2

WALLACE,

Paramount

director,

I

Parisian

star

who

arrived

in

New

week, has left for Hollywood to ap20th Century-Fox's "Under Two Flags."

last
in

Warshawsky

Hall

I

j

'

play.

CARMEN CASTILLO,

R oxy

Cugat orchestra,

Paris

she sang
dorado."

Acme

27

]

trip

LAURA WILCK, Broadway agent, leaves for
the coast late this month to look for a leading
player for "A Woman of Destiny," the Sam

Capitol

Cinema

their

recovered from injuries he
the plane disaster last May, will
York next month to see the new

in

SIMONE,
York
pear

Strand

Music

and family are on
York from a vacation

practically

New

visit

Westminster

—

New

plays.

Westminster

24

—

Paris

Acme

Through the Eyes of an American

Romance

de

is

receved

Cameo

—

Sept.

to

abroad.

Astor

Broadway Melody of 1936 (M-G-M)— Sept. 18
Steamboat 'Round the Bend (Fox)
Sept. 19
The Girl Friend (Columbia) Sept. 20

Cour-

19.

of the Warner theater Detoday from a trip through

returns

New England territory.
JAMES A FITZPATRICK

the

Paramount

FUTURE OPENINGS
Agent (Warner Bros.) — Sept. 18
Fishermen (DuWorld) — Sept. 18

Special

— Lichtbildbuehne,
— P. A. Harle, La
la

FRANK PHELPS
partment

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

Berlin

Rue de

Roxy
Strand

Swedenhielms
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
Peasants (Amkino)
The Blue Light (DuWorld)

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
LondonErnest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,

(Paramount)

Crusades

The

communications to THE FILJV
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Wardour

Palace

TWO-A-DAY RUN *

all

DAILY,

Radio)

—

Subscriber should remit with order.

$15.00.

Address

Coming and Going

11

Theater

The 39 Steps (GB Productions)
The Goose and the Gander (Warner Bros.)
The Big Broadcast of 1936 (Paramount)
Thunder in the Night (Fox)
The Dark Angel (United Artists) 2nd week
Anna Karenina (M-G-M) 3rd week
Top Hat (RKC Radio)— 3rd week

Editor and Publisher

:

:

(RKO

Jalna

10 Cents

Mon., Sept. 16, 1935

Monday, Sept. 16,1935

in

vocalist with the Xavier
back from Hollywood, where"Robin Hood of El-

is

M-G-M's

Center

(Warner Bros.)— Oct. 4

Roxy

Conn Starts New Kyne Story
THE FILM DAILY]
Hollywood
Conn Productions']
"Valley of Wanted Men," by Peter
B. Kyne, is in work.
Roy Mason
West Coast Bureau of

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

London Town

Net
High

Am. Seat

13V4

Columbia
Con.

Loew's,

Inc

Paramount
Paramount
Pathe

ptd.

Ind.

2nd

ptd.

Film

Cent. -Fox

Warner

683/4

163,4

17

44%
10%

44l/8

44y2

10

103 8

12

11%

12

6'/4

+
+
+

Vt,

%

35/8

1734

-+-

pfd. 263,4

26 1/4

26%

+ %
+ %
+ 2y2

7

44%

do pfd

6I/4

42

7

44V4

l/

4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Th.

Gen.

Eq.

6s40

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Para.

RKO

.

.

ctfs.

95%—

67

66

66

-4-

81%

80

81%

+

6s55... 96

Picts.

6s41

Warner's 6s39

14%
MVi

— %

14%
14%
95%

14%
14%

.

.

censorship and some small talk

.

the

world's

political

20%

Trans-Lux

'

\

•

3'/2

20%
33/8

20%

+ %
1/4
1/2
1

1/2

—

than

a

caught the preview of the Herbert
Wilcox production, "Peg of Old Drury."
It is the best thing we have seen during
our slay and is a really fine production.
It
is
sure to go well in America.
These
London preview things are funny.
If the
picture is more than average, they have

3%

Julian Rose Dead
London Julian Rose, 66, Amerij
can performer who won popularity
(
in stage, radio and film work here,
'died last week.

—

York now.

Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines
on request. •

Motion Picture Camera Supply,

Inc.

23 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

Wm.

Not," will play the leading role.

Yesterday we addressed

a

small

tolerance for the American

who comes

have

has risen within
Advice, however, is
it

to

j

division.
The
moved to 342

White Agency has
Madison Ave.

past

what you pay for it, and as all we got for
ours was a magnificent lunch the matter
was left a Mexican standoff.

l

other suit is back from the tailor's.
Time
and experience has taught us nothing but
utter contempt for the linguistic abilities
of the flannel mouther, Nizer, so we have
already bought ourselves a new French dictionary.
We're sorry to leave London.

just had us on the phone
the Continent is calling.
excited as a bride and our

Winnie Sheehan
from

EMPY

Paris
is

as

and

1

sador, was finished last week.
It'
stars Kermit Maynard. The supporting cast includes Polly Ann YoungJ
Paul Fix, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Theo-I
dore Lorch and others.

Molly Picon in English Dialog Film)
Pittsburgh Molly Picon, now at,
the Stanley, is starting work on an
English dialogue picture in threa
weeks in New York. Title is "The
Song of the Tenement," written am
to be directed by Jacob Kalish, hi
husband. Warner Bros, have fin
choice on distribution rights.

—

>>>>>>>«.

Joins Literary Agency
J. Peter Small, for 14 years in
the theatrical and amusement world,
is now associated with Norman H.
White, Jr., Inc., literary agents, as
director of the play and scenario

two
usually worth
the

Sonotone Executive

and Frankie Darro head the cast]
Other principals include Grant Withers, Russell Hopton, Al Bridges and
Paul Fix. Alan James is directing.
"Fighting Blood," the seventh in]
the series of James Oliver Curwood:
stories being picturized by Ambas-

R. D. Minich, chairman of the Re.?.*...*.*......*...*.>.>>. •>*>*.«*/J
search Council of the Controllers ;^*>*
wvv*^ »
Institute
of
America, has been
It is an interesting fact}.{«
named treasurer and controller of
that many Executives inisi
Sonotone Corp., succeeding C. A.
this industry Use
Lemkuhl, vice-president and treasurer, and W. E. Varin, controller
FILM DAILY
and assistant treasurer, resigned.
Reference Books in».»

little

London, says pretty things because of the
enthusiasm of his environment, and then
comes home and says he was misquoted.
The same goes for the Britisher visiting
New York. So. Being not unmindful of
the uncertainties of life and ready to back
our convictions to the last drop in the
champagne bottle, we venture the modest opinion that unless something drastic
is
done to curb this hectic whirl of promotional activity, the mounting costs of
British production, and the killing theater
competition that exists, there will not only
be a hell of a stink when the bubble bursts,
but the British cinema will fall more rapidthan

New

gather-

We

MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT
Illustrated Literature

I

—•—

ing of important film folk.

years.

^""^

James R. Quirk.

j

ly

3VIOL/A

the late

T.

Schorr to Direct New Play
William Schorr, former Paramount
director and who directed the stage
hit, "The Milky Way," has been enthe members of the press over for lunch gaged to direct "The Body Beautibefore presentation, and they may have ful,"
comedy by Robert Rosson,
four or five a week.
Fancy, if King George which Sidney B. Hannon will place
had not talked so much, we scribblers in production next week. Polly Walmight be having the same thing in New ters, last seen in "She Loves Me

1/4

110 "Experience" Openiinga
First of Columbia's "Voice of
Experience" short subject releases
is booked to open this week in 110
It is being
spots simultaneously.
shown at the Roxy in New York.

>LL

conditions

We

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

Walsh,
managing
editor
of "Photoplay Magazine,"
where he had been on the editorial
staff for 15 years, has resigned,
effective Sept. 25.
His withdrawal
from the fan publication follows the
resignation of Kathryn Dougherty,
editor and publisher, who succeeded

Va

6% +
3% +

173/8

Bros

William

United States senator.

3%
.

Walsh Quits "Photoplay"

(Continued from Page 1)
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NEWS
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of the

—

20THCENT.-F0XSETS
OGT.-JAN. RELEASES

—

M ilwaukee The renovated AveGreen Bay, Wis. Articles of inontinxcd from Page
corporation have been filed by the nue, South Side neighborhood house,
Reliance's
gel" and "Barbary Coast,"
Standard Green Bay Theater Co., has been reopened as the Aragon
"Red Salute," Alexander Korda-s with C. Puis, Jr., G. Marx and H. under the direction of Casmir God"Man Who Could Work Miracles" Hartwig as incorporators.
eiski.
and "Charlie Chaplin's "Modern
Times."
Boswell, Ind. The Roxy installed
Boston, Mass. The Paramount is
In work are: Goldwyn's "Navy a new Walker Silver Sheet Screen. completing a Wide Range installaBorn," Reliance's "Melody Lingers
tion.
On," and Korda's "Things to Come,"
Edinburg, Ind. Playhouse has a
"The Ghost Goes West," "Conquest factory rebuilt Powers mechanism.
Km a us. Pa. J. Foreman Corbett,
of the Air" and "Elephant Boy."
who has taken over the Penlo, now
include
preparation
Pictures in
Milwaukee
Republic's "Keeper known as the State, is completely
Chutes," of the Bees" shares dual honors renovating the house.
"Chute
the
Goldwyn's
"Splendor" and "Dodsworth," David with "Here Comes the Band" at
0. Selznicks "Little Lord Fauntel- Fox's Wisconsin.
It is the first inYork, Neb. Success of vaude in
roy," Reliance's "Last of the Mo- dependent flicker to play the thea- the Sun will result in several other
hicans," and Korda's "Revolt in the ter in many years, and the second vaude shows going in.
Desert" and "Cyrano de Bergerac." time in its history that the house
had offered a double bill.
Pittsburgh Nettie Weiss of Columbia back from Erie where her
Ladoga, Ind. The Ladoga has in- husband, Lou Engel of GB, is reNeb. Anti-Picketing
stalled new National sound equip- cuperating at a hospital there. She
Invoked for First Time ment
and Walker Silver Sheet reports his condition improved.
(Continued from ^ue 1)
Young- Screen.
pnd fined $10 and costs.
Villa Park, 111.— Wide Range reclaus had asked his union operator
Western Electric finements are being installed on the
Marion, Va.
This
when
biz
fell
off.
to take a cut
the Lincoln Western Electric Sound System at
was refused by the local and picket- Wide Range goes into
1

1

i

1

)

\

—

i

ontinued from Page

(

1

)

Reginald Denny; Oct. 11, "Charlj
Chan in Shanghai," with Warnei
Oland, Halliwell Hobbes, Irene Her
vey, Russell Hicks, Charles Lochel
Oct. 18, "This Is the Life," with Jane
Withers, John McGuire, Sally Blane
Sidney Toler; Oct. 25, "Bad Boy,'
with James Dunn, Dorothy Wilson
Louise
Fazenda; Oct. 25, "Waj
Down East," with Henry Fonda, Ro
chelle Hudson, Slim Summerville
Astrid Allwyn, Edward Trevor, Rus
sell Simpson, Andy Devine; Nov. 1
"Thanks a Million," with Dick Pow
ell, Fred Allen, Ann Dvorak, Patsj
Kelly, Paul Whiteman and his band
Rubinoff, Phil Baker, Yacht Ciul
Boys, Raymond Walburn; Nov. 8
"Metropolitan," with Lawrence Tib
bett, Virginia Bruce, Cesar Romero
Alice Brady, Luis Alberni, Georg<
Marion, Sr.; Nov. 15, "Music I
Magic," with Alice Faye, Ray Walk
er, Mitchell & Durant, Bebe Daniels
Thomas Beck, Rosina Lawrence
Nov. 22, "Man Who Broke the Banl
the Villard.
at Monte Carlo," with Ronald Col
man, Joan Bennett, Colin Clive
Columbus— The RKO Grand the- Nigel Bruce, Montagu Love; Nov
ater, which is being entirely recon- 29, "Snatched," with Rochelle Hud
structed inside in a modernistic son, Bruce Cabot, Cesar Romero, Ed
style patterned after the Center tne- ward Norris, Warren Hymer, Her
ater in New York will open late this bert Rawlinson, Robert Gleckler
month.
William Benedict, Frank Conroy

—

—

|

—

—

—

—

—

Law

—

shortly.

ing started.

Ask Foreclosure on 3 Houses
Madison, Wis. Counsel representing members of the second committee of bondholders of the Beecroft

—

Bldg. Co. in federal district court
here this week demanded foreclosure of the Orpheum, Strand and
Parkway theaters, charging that the
present operators had "run the theaters long enough" and that money,
which should have gone to the bondholders, had been diverted. Hearings'
are to be continued next week.

Reopen Retlaw, Fond du Lac
Fond du Lac, Wis.— The Retlaw
Theater has reopened under the

di-

rection of the Fox-Winnebago Corp.,
which is also operating the Fond
du Lac. V. T. Touchett is serving
as manager of both houses, with
Takis Valos as house manager of the

Fond du Lac and Lawrence Bur_

nett

in

a

similar

capacity at

the

Retlaw.

"Les Miserables" in Peru
Lima, Peru
"Les Miserables,"
20th-Century-United
Artists
production, was released simultaneously here for four days at both the
Princesa and Folie Rouge theaters
and broke all existing records for
attendance and receipts.

—

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
$22,500,000 was spent for accessories
and replacements in theaters in 1934-35.

Madison, Wis.

—

Fox Manitowoc

Corp., Delaware, has filed articles of

AuIncorporation in Wisconsin.
thorized capital stock is listed at
$1,000 common with $1,000 common
as the amount paid in.

EXPLOITING CURRENT FILMS
Ail-Around Campaign
For "Call" in Syracuse

AT ANY

local

merchant window

displays, as well as tie-ups

with radio stations and local
newspapers, marked the campaign arranged by Manager Ed
McBride of Loew's State theater
in Syracuse for the opening of
Wild," Darryl
"Call
of
the
Zanuck-United Artists release
starring Clark Gable, Loretta
Young and Jack Oakie.
A few days before the opening all local newspapers played
up the premiere with advance
news and feature stories. The
"Herald" ran a six-day classi-

which the picture
mention
prominent
daily.
Ten thousand 4x5-inch
photos of Gable and Young were
distributed a few days in advance in a house-to-house campaign, and 200 stencilled doormats were placed on prominent
corners, and in front of night
These
clubs and restaurants.
mats plugged the picture's opening and mentioned the theater
and playdate.
The special radio transcrip-

fied contest in

received

tion

was broadcast over Station

WFBL. The same

station also

gave the attraction two plugs
A
daily during its entire run.
tie-up with Western Union put
a teletype machine into the lobby and displays were placed in
all W. U. windows throughout

the city. Book displays, all with
scene stills and playdate cards,

were arranged at Timms-HowDey Bros., and all local cirTwo hunculating libraries.

ard,

dred

miniature

24-sheet

cards

frames were displayed about
the city and eight 40x60's, and
50 22x28's and llxl4's were
placed in many merchant windows. Attractive displays were
secured with C. C. Murphy's, W.
T. Grant's and S. S. Kresge. For
a street ballyhoo, McBride had
a sound truck parading the
in

principal streets of the city.
Loew's State, Syracuse.

—

*

*

*

Unusual Stunt on
"We're in the Money"
A W. SOBLER of San Diego's
.

Spreckles Theater here pulled
an unusual ad stunt on Warner
Bros' "We're in the Money",
which he states has given his
house an extraordinary box-ofHis ad showed a
fice "take".
full-face of one of his ushers
with ear-muffs clamped on him.
In large type, the ad announcTO PUT
ed: "WE'VE

Dec. 6, "In Old Kentucky," with Wil
Rogers, Bill Robinson, Dorothy Wil
Charles Sell on; Dec. 13
son,
"Beauty's Daughter," with Clair
Trevor, Ralph Bellamy, Ben Lyon
Jane Darwell, Warren Hymer; Dec
second O'Brien, with Georg:
20,
Dec. 27, "The Littles
O'Brien;
Rebel," with Shirley Temple, Johi
Boles, Bill Robinson, Charles Bick
ford, George Givot;
of Burlesque," with

"Let 'Em Have It" in London
London The Reliance productioi
"Let 'Em Have It," released her

—

as "False Faces,"
its

fifth

week

side-splitting

their duties.

A

clever ad

which

of comment.
—Spreckles
Theater,

caused a

is

now

enterin

at the Pavilion

thf

ater.

SHOWMAN'S

explained that due

humor of
the film, the ushers were undischarge
able
properly
to
the

"Kim
Baxteij

Faye; Jan. 10, "Buccaneer,"
with Claire Trevor, Robert Allen
Jan. 17, "Charlie Chan's Secret,
with Warner Oland, Henrietta Cros
man; Jan. 24, "Professional Soldier,
with Victor McLaglen, Freddie Bar
tholomew; Jan. 31, "Paddy O'Day,
with Jane Withers, Rita Cansinc
Pinky Tomlin.

HAD

ERS" and

3,

Alice

EAR MUFFS ON OUR USH-

to

Jan.

Warner

REMINDER
Sponsoring of special

lot

San Diego,

Cal.

luncheons

has

many

theater-matinee

possibilities.

THE
Monday, Sept
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3,000-5,000 HOUSES

NEW NRA IS EXPECTED
TO CLARIFY PRACTICES
(.Continued from Pai/e 1)

ire to

V^^—— — ^\,-^

NOW ON GIVEAWAYS
v.

(.Continued from Page 1)

stay within commerce clause

onfines.

"If Congress should declare what
unfair, it probably would be susained if Congress has a substanial reason for its definitions," said
Jill.

ield

"On the other hand, there
operation

for

ommerce

or

is

interstate
affecting It
not include

in

directly

probably would
mrely local business."
Hill said Congress could enact
egislation within bounds specified
y the high court's decision. The
ew board would have the right of

ihat

ppeal to courts.

• • • IT WILL be a gawdsend when it plays the Zion
Theater, oldest house in Jerusalem
referring to the Walt
Disney Anniversary Revue
consisting of eight Mickeys
and Sillys strung together
because the Walt Disney
product raises no headaches for the exhibitor
whereas
in Jerusalem the exhib has his troubles on most Hollywood
product
what with polyglot titling, censors, audience
reactions
pepeta nuts

AND

•

•

•

LIKE THE

other Palestinian kolnoas (theaters, to
the Zion must cater to four language groups
while the film is being enacted in English, a blank
strip on the left of the pix reveals the corresponding translation
first in Hebrew, next in Arabic, and finally in

you)

French

Hornblow Delays "Old Maid"
est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Confronted with ob-

—

tacles in casting the Pulitzer prizeinning play, "The Old Maid," Par-

mount producer Arthur Hornblow
launch another picture into proClarence Buddington KelCar,"
story,
"Recreation
ind's
rtrich Hornblow purchased for the
tudio while in New York recently,
to go before the cameras within
Cast of players alhe next week.
eady selected includes Carole Lomard and Fred MacMurray for top
.onors.
When this production is
nder way, the producer will begin
joking at additional tests of nulerous feature players who are beig considered for the stellar roles
i "The Old Maid."
ill

uction.

May Revive

N. O. Film Board
New Orleans Stopping off here
fter attending the funeral of Sentor

Huey

P.

—

Long

week, C. C.

in

Pettijohn

iroblems.

SUNSHIN€
\\U=L//

• • • ANOTHER HEADACHE is the censor cuts
they are numerous and deep, due to the divergence between
the censor
Christian, Jewish and Moslem viewpoints
it is in triplicate
certificate has to be flashed
that takes time
• • • THE ARABS make it tough for theiir more serene
brethren during a love scene
f'r instance, if Ronald
Colman and Loretta Young are contacting lips in a close-up
the imitative sons of Mahomet replay the pash stuff
with thousands of lip-smackings of their own, until the Zion
theater crackles and resounds like a bonfire after a football
Hopkins appears in flesh-revealing
victory
if Miriam
evening attire, the Arab section of the audience sets up a
whistling and cat-calling that is truly ear-piercing

Baton Rouge

of the
lays Office held a hotel room conerence with exchange managers.
le said he merely wanted to renew
cquaintances, but a note which
lay indicate the revival of a Film
$oard of Trade here was sounded
dien he casually remarked that it
/as a pity the exchanges here do
lot have an organization like the
'ilm Board to solve their common
ist

while the young Yale stude is
• • • AND SO
pouring out the burning syllables of love Americanese to the
reluctant Childs waitress
one-quarter of the audience
the
gets the drift, because they understand English
the Arabians
Hebrew translation flashes a little later
and by the time the Frenchmen read the
catch it next
romantic words, lit is too late
the scene has changed,
and the waitress is back at her griddle cakes

IN

DAYS
NEWS

•

•

the

looks like a horse's nest

•

•

ficulties

•

BUT THE

like

fairy

Disney shorts sweep away all these difthe Mickeys and Sillys are
magic

equally popular among the highly sophisticated professors of
the Hebrew University, the fellah of Lifta, the Tommy of Telavera barracks, and the land-broker of Meah Sheartim
translation troubles are minimized on account of Mickey subone-sided
jects being almost all action and no talk
Arabian smackers are nixed because the Mickeys and Sillys are
and no headaches from censors for
practically sexless
only one gripe remains when a Disney
the same reason
film

THE

NOW TO

get back to that exhibitor headache we
it's
Pepeta Nuts
beginning
to at
they eat 'em by the bushel
an old Arabian custom
they crack the pepetas between their teeth with a loud
crunch
the tender morsel is swallowed, and the shell
and the house the next morn
is sluffed on the floor

•

referred

is

playing

Pepeta Nuts

but Mickey

ing on that!

is

houses using these policies have increased by at least 1,000, and with
further development of double features throughout the country, the
increase for the year ahead is expected to be substantially larger
than this number.
Sales Drive in Second Week
In the new Republic sales drive,
now in its second week of a six-

week campaign, Edward A. Golden,
sales manager, has adopted a new
plan to stimulate competition among
those branches having the same relative standing, based on the results
of the first sales campaign. The six
leaders in that drive have been
grouped into one section. The remaining branches form four additional divisions, each comprising six
to eight exchanges.
In addition to
the Trem Carr Sales Trophy, a
handsome ebony plaque with a me-

dallion of silver

and gold,

five prizes

cash will be awarded at the close
of the drive, scheduled for Oct. 12.
The Kansas City office captured
the first prize of $400 in Republic's
first sales drive, which closed on
Aug. 31, with Dallas, New Orleans
and Charlotte winning awards of

in

$300, $200,

and $100, respectively.

See Bank Night Drive Waning

Encouraged by the fact that no
adverse decision has been rendered
by the courts aginst Bank Night,
giveaway
Sweepstakes
other
or
stunts, New York exhibitors feel
that the police department's drive
on such plans is now definitely

waning. Nearly a dozen complaints
have reached Magistrates' courts up

Theatermen are
of the opinion that decisions rendered so far have convinced the authorities that convictions under the
anti-lottery laws are virtually im-

to the present time.

possible.

Conferring on Lincoln Suits
Bob Livingston,
Lincoln, Neb.
Capitol manager here and key man
for the defense in the litigation in
courts here amounting to $1,797,000 with suits of the Independent
Theaters Corp. and State Theaters
Inc. has gone to Chicago to confer
with J. H. Cooper, head of Lincoln
Theaters, which is being sued along

—

with film companies.

work,

• • • IT IS announced definitely by Harry Warner that
"Midsummer Night's Dream" will open at the Hollywood on
Milton Berle will be a feature attraction of the
Carnival tomorrow afternoon as a guest of
"Scrappy," the Columbia animated star, at the Fox Brooklyn.
Oct. 9

Namm's Candy

Dr. A. H. Gianmni predicts new period
of
progress
and prosperity for
movie industry.

M « «

» » »

Alexander Korda
Neely Edwards
Jackie Cooper

Joseph

P.

Kennedy

Sam Spewack
Wally Caldwell

10

DAILY

DATE BOOK

«

Today:

Cincinnati

ment,

Club

Variety

Hillcrest

Country

golf

Club,

»

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

tourna-

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-"The Exhibitor" annual golf tournament. Whitemarsh Country Club, Philadelphia.

[

tentative title of the two-reeler

which Mentone Productions

into work tomorrow at the Biograph
studio.
Featured in the cast, which

Sept. 20:

Premium Buyers
Atlantic
Coast
Exposition, Pennsylvania Hotel, New York.

Sept.23-27:

International movie festival
patronage ot the King of Belgium,

Sept. 26-Oct. 17:

under

will be directed by Milton Schwarzwald, are Venay Benuta, Jan Peerce,
Dave Schooler, June Carr, Mills and
Martin and the Charioteers.
Joe
Nadel will assist on the direction.

Brussells.

•

Seventh

Sept. 28:

Anniversary

of

Mickey

Mouse.
30:
Hearing on permanent injunction to
enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.

Sept.

restrain

Nebraska and Western Iowa M.
annual convention, Omaha, Neb.

Oct. 8-9:
T. 0.

Oct.

11-12:
nual

Fall

Kansas

City

Festival,

P.

Club's an'49", Kansas

Variety

"Days of

City.

Oct.

will put

21-24:
S.M.P.E. Fall Convention. WardPark Hotel, Washington, D. C.

man

Oct. 21-22:

Allied
Motion
Picture
Theater
Owners of Western Pennsylvania annual
convention, Hotel Schenley, Pittsburgh.

Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio annual convention, Hotel DeshlerWallick,
Columbus, 0.

dance teams

in

One

most important proVitaphone's
musical
comedy series has been completed
at the company's Brooklyn studios,
according to Sam Sax, production
head.
The film, titled "Behind the
Lines,'' stars Bernice Claire, Rodney
McLennan, youthful tenor; the Ten
Commanders, male singers; Arlene
and Eddie Kinley, dancers, and
George Dobbs, Broadway musical
juvenile. An outstanding feature of
the production is an exhibition of
of the
in

FOREIGN

«

"ZIGEUNERBARON"

done by three
costume dating from

the gay nineties.
Roy Mack di•
rected.
"To the Prince" is the tentative
title
of the two-reeler featuring

Tom Howard and George

Shelton

which

Al Christie will put
work tomorrow at the Astoria

into
stu-

Howard

started

production

Satur-

recting.
•

"High Hat," from the story by
William Watson and Arthur Jarrett,
the title of the next two-reeler
which will feature Ernest Truex. It
is scheduled to be put into production n&xt week by Al Christie at
the Astoria studios.
is

•

Reed of Reed Emmons,
Inc., left Saturday with a camera
crew for West Virginia, where he
will start work on a feature indusLuther

» »

("Gypsy

Baron"),

German; produced by Ufa; directed by
Karl Hartl; with Adolf Wohlbrueck, Hansi
Knoteck, Fritz Kampers, et al.
At the
79th

Theater.
enjoyable production based on the
Johann Strauss operetta.
Has some good
music and dancing, also a generous amount
St.

Fairly

of

comedy.

SHORTS

for Educational. Charles Williams and Marcy Klauber are credited with the story, while Warren

day at the Brooklyn plant.
Supporting Howard in this comedy, as
yet untitled, are Johnny Berkes,
Jean Cleveland, Anita Garvin and
Allyn Drake.
Lloyd French is di-

»

in

dio

Scenes made during the rehearsals
on Billy Rose's musical, "Jumbo," Murray will assist on the direction
and George Weber will do the camwill be seen in the next issue of
Paramount' s
"Broadway
High- era work.
•
lights." Carl Timmon supervised the
The latest in Vitaphone's series
shooting.
of two-reel comedies starring Shemp
•
ductions

REVIEWS

»

«

By CHARLES ALICOATE'
'"^URN 0N THE MIKE" is the the "Lindy Hop,"

Cincinnati.

Albany Variety Club annual Golf
Tournament, Shaker Ridge Country Club.

Monday, Sept. 16,1935

"Judge for

a

Day"

(Betty Boop Cartoon)

Paramount

7 mins.

Nice Animated
A neat little idea, and one that
will evoke plenty of audience response, has been utilized in this cartoon comedy.
It illustrates what
Betty Boop would do to the public
pests, such as careless backslappers,
mud splashers, men who blow smoke
in people's eyes, and those who leave
chewing gum around for other folks
to step on.
Betty's method of punishing these culprits is to put them
on exhibition in the park, where
they are at the mercy of contraptions that give them a dose of their

own

medicine.
Makes nice entertainment, with a moral thrown in.

"Into Your Dance"
(Merrie Melody)
Vitaphone
7 mins.

Good Animated
With the "Go Into Your Dance"
the West number as a theme background, and
a showboat as the setting, this an-

trial for a leading coal concern. In-

work will be done at
Coast service studio.

terior

•

Recording on the

first

of the seshorts re-

of one-reel novelty
cently completed by Game Productions has been started, with Jack
Shilkret and his orchestra furnishing the music. Recording is being
done at the West Coast Service sturies

imated cartoon
tertainment of
Captain Benny

will

who

introduces thei

that

particularly funny.

is

Cleveland Clips

—

•

Hecht

kind.

showboat entertainers, with the program including an Amateur Night

dio.

Charles

good enThere is su

in color is
its

MacArthur
and
Ben
resume work in about a

week on the story

Cleveland Philip Kendis, head of
Exhibitors Poster Rental, has enlarged his space in the Film Bldg.
Fox pictures held three out of

for their next
production on which shooting is ten- Cleveland's five downtown first run:
tatively scheduled to get under way screens last week with "The Farmer
the latter part of October at the Takes a Wife" at the Allen, "SteamEastern Service studio in Astoria. boat 'Round the Bend" at Warner's

New

'Ho*

New

^]U4t

oWWhk

in

knowing how

enjoyable. Our atmosphere

our view of the Park
superior,

is

is

to

make

superb, our service

is

really

and our rates invitingly inexpensive.

successfully created the

life

truly Continental,

We

now famous sidewalk

CAFE de la P AIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,
and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH

—

•

NEW YORK

Hippodrome, and "Welcome Home"
at the

RKO

Palace.

Orleans "Top Hat," whose
Heads of Associated Theaters
opening days, here not only broke were hosts last week to all the mem"Roberta" records but broke the bers of its organization and also
Orpheum records for any picture, is the local bookers and office mangetting a second week with every agers at a clam bake in Schulters'
chance of a third.
Tavern.
Claude Hazel, who formerly opH. A. Puckett, head doorman at
erated the Venus at Shreveport and
RKO Palace, has been promoted
the
who sold out to the C. & C. Theaters, is

ready to open

He bought equipment

in Vivian, La.
this week.

Visitors to film row: Sam McNeil, who has houses in Newton and
Quincey, Miss., and Jed Illings of

Ocean Springs, Miss.

fY.
50

Orleans Notes

by

RKO

divisional

manager

Nat

Holt to be assistant manager at the
RKO's Palace in Columbus.
Jack O'Connell will reopen his
Palm Theater,
recently acquired
Toledo, about Sept. 22.
Clark Young of Bowling Green
will name his theater, now under

Dick Frank, United Artists manager, and Guy Brown, RKO manager, are on the road selling, one in construction, the New Lyric.
Louisiana and the other in Missis- formerly operated the old
which was torn down.
sippi.

Young
Lyric,

Monday, Sept

16,

1935

A

"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK
ELCHIOR LENGYEL, scenarist
By

bvi

]

on such Alexander Korda picas
"Catherine the Gi-eat,"
'Typhoon,"
"Zarina"
and
"The
Dance," is being brought to Hollywood from London by Paramount
o work on "Invitation to, Happiless," Marelene Dietrich starring
icture in which Charles Boyer will

tures

ippear opposite her.
Lewis Miletone will direct.
T
T
T
Lew Ayres will play one of the
eading parts in Republic's "The
.eathernecks Have Landed." Ayres
*as signed recently by Nat Levine
o a long term contract as a diirec-

HOLLYWOOD

one of the kids, Billy Burrud, that
it
immediately put him under contract.
He is now playing in "His
Night Out."
V
T
T
Herbert Marshall has the male
lead in "If You Could Only Cook,"
Jean Arthur's first starring vehicle
for Columbia.
This romantic comedy by Hugh Herbert will be placed
in production within the next few
days, under the direction of William
A. Seiter.

Frank Dawson has been added

"LOTS"
to

(he cast of "Buccaneer" and Bessie

Lyle and Hannah Washington have
been assigned to roles in "Littlest
Rebel,"

a

Temple starring

Shirley

vehicle, both 20th

Century-Fox pro-

ductions.
T

T

T

Brady

j

Kline, perennial screen policeman, has been signed for a "cop"
role in the 20th Century-Fox production, "Snatched," which Darryl
F. Zanuck will personally produce.
T

Frances Farmer, University of
Francis Ford, recently signed to
Washington dramatic student who a long term contract by 20th Cenrecently played the role of Manuela tury-Fox, will play his first role
in the Pasadena Community Play- under the agreement in the forthor.
house production of "Girls in Uni- coming Darryl F. Zanuck product
Michael Anthony Wayne is fol- form," has been signed by Para- tion, "Message to Garcia."
3wing in the footsteps of his father, mount to a long-term contract.
T
T
T
T
'he nine-months-old son of John
T
Phil Rosen, director of a number
Vayne, Republic star, will play a
Addison Richards is the most re- of Columbia productions, directs
eatured role in "Sailors Forget," cent addition to the cast of "Frisco "The Calling of Dan
Matthews,"
rhich Arthur Lubin will direct for Kid," starring James
Cagney, which first of the two Harold Bell Wright
lepublic.
is now in its sixth week of producstories which Columbia will proV

Our

T

Lambert Hillyer this week will
start his first picture for Universal
under his new contract. It is "The
Invisible Ray," co-starring Karloff

Aller, Edmund North, Felix
eist, Jr., at "Ode to Liberty," staring Ina Claire.

oe

tions.

T

T

T

Jack Haley, now in Paramount's
"Coronado," will remain at the
studio to carry the comedy role in
"Give Us This Night," with Gladys
Swarthout and Jan Kiepura.

Paramount has awarded Roscoe
Karns and Gail Patrick new acting
Miss Patrick's next assignment for Paramount is in "Too
Many Parents." Both players have
just completed work in "Two-Fisted," with Lee Tracy.
contracts.

T

T

T

Roger Pryor has been engaged

duce.
Richard Arlen has already for the leading role in Columbia's
been signed for the starring role. "It Never Rains," by Harold Buchman and Lee Loeb. D. Ross Leder-

tion at the First National studios.
T
T
T

Show: Al Jolson,
tuby Keeler, James Cagney, Walter
.ang, George Raft, Warren Duff,
Passing

cent automobile accident, have made
it necessary for Bobby Connolly to
complete the production numbers
which Berkeley had started for
"Stars Over Broadway". Connolly,
currently directing the dance sequences of "Broadway Hostess," will
alternate between the two produc-

man

Injuries sustained by
ley,

Warner dance

Busby Berke-

director, in a re-

is

directing the feature as his

assignment under a new longterm contract with Columbia.
first

and

Bela Lugosi.
Frances Drake
T
will play the leading feminine role.
"I Found a New Moon," song
Other members of the cast anit of the British Lion picture, "In
own Tonight," by Betty Laidlaw nounced yesterday were Violet Kemnd Bob Lively, has been published ble Cooper, Frank Lawton, Beulah
Bondi and Walter Kingsford. "The
>r
American consumption.
The
mg team is currently in Holly- Invisible Ray" is a story by Howard Higgin and Douglas Hodges.
ood.
T

The

RKO

T

T

T

department

publicity

is

lrnishing the screen with actors,
he latest member of the departent to be given an acting role is

homas Lennon, who

play in

will

Sylvia Scarlett," starring Katharle Hepburn.
Key Luke, who did
rt work in the
publicity detriment, has acted in several picires and is now under contract to

T

RKO

1th

T

T

T

Charlotte Henry, Republic longterm contract player, has been borrowed by Universal for "Three Kids
and a Queen," and negotiations are
under way for her appearance in a
second for Universal.

Century-Fox.
T

T

Mrs. Wallace Reid is completing
the final draft of her screen play
from Meredith Nicholson's mystery
novel, "The House of a Thousand
Candles." Reginald Barker will direct the picture for Republic.

T

improved Projection
MEANS
Increased Patronage

Wally Fox, who directed "Powdernoke Range," an all-star western
T
T
r RKO, has been given a longRichard Boleslawski worked until
rm contract by the Gower St. orinization.
He will direct Richard all hours of the night for the past
three weeks to complete the filming
ix in "Mother Lode."
of the Lawrence Tibbett picture,
T
T
"Metropolitan," for which he was
Jean Yarborough, formerly assisloaned by M-G-M to 20th Century
nt to Director George Stevens,
so that he could be present at the
j

IMPROVE YOUR PROJECTION BY INSTALLING ASHCRAFT SUPREX
PROJECTION LAMPS SELECTED FOR THE SHOWING OF "CRUSADES"
DUE TO THEIR EXCEPTIONAL LIGHTING VALUE AND PROJECTION

j

'

been made a director of twoel comedies by RKO. His first picre will be an untitled featurette,
arring Ford Sterling under the
ipervision of Lee Marcus.
is

T

T
will

!

boy that was presented
him last week. "I wanted to be
on hand when that bird arrived,"

Powell

T

CARPETS— FIXTURES— RUBBER MATSDRAPES AND COMPLETE FURNISHINGS
INSTALLED IN THE ASTOR THEATER BY

birth of the
to

)

explained "Boley."
T

T

T

T

Negotiations
are
on
between
again
ith
Marion Davies in her next Christy Cabanne and Executive Proarring picture, "Glorious," which ducer Robt. E. Welsh of Republic
ill
be filmed at the Warner stu- for the former to do the screen veros under the Cosmopolitan banner. sion of Gene Stratton Porter's "The
jory is by Rida Johnson Young, Harvester."
ith Casey Robinson adapting it.
T
T
T

Dick

QUALITIES.

j

I.

appear

T

May Robson has completed
niversal starring picture,
'hree Kids and a Queen."
lo was so intrigued by the

her

entitled
The stuwork of

James Melton will sing "M'Apfrom the opera "Martha," in
Warners' "Stars Over Broadway,"

I

which he

debut.

will

make

his

screen

PERSE

ESTIMATES FURNISHED

No

theater too large or too small

CAPITOL M.

pari,"
in

S.

Theater Equipment Specialist

i

630—9th Avenue

P.

SUPPLY

CO.

New York

TO EXHIBITORS AND

DISTRIBUTORS

announcement of CHARLES RAY'S Forthcoming Picture "JUST
MY LUCK", fan mail has been pouring in from all over the world proving
conclusively that the popular and beloved star's return is virtually the command of an admiring public.
Since the

first

—

TEN

WEEKS
IN

THE

MAKING
RCA
System

//

JUST

MY

LUCK //

FAST MOVING—FULL OF EXCITEMENT,
SITUATIONS, In Which

IS

HUMOR AND

SIDE-SPLITTING

CHARLES RAY
As Homer Crow, Comes Back
Formerly

Won

For

Him

to

You

in His Inimitable

the Hearts of Both

Sweet Character, Which

Young And

Old.

A

Splendid Supporting Cast of Major Calibre Includes MISS ANNE GREY.
Celebrated English Star, EDDIE NUGENT, SNUB POLLARD, QUENTIN
SMITH, JOHN ROCHE, LEE PRATHER, MATHEW BETZ, STAN BLYSTONE,
JERRY MANDY, HENRY ROQUEMORE, ROBERT GRAVES, LILLIAN ELLIOTT,
PAUL WEIGEL and Others—Directed by RUSSELL RAY HEINZ.
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

RAYMOND
6404 Sunset

Blvd.

FRIEDGEN - New Century

Pictures, Inc.
Hollywood, California

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

**F DAILYVOL.

NO.

68,

NEW

66
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17.

TEN CENTS

1935

150 Theaters

Now

ATTACKjfLL

OF PARTICULARS IN ST.

New

Drastic Film Rcsulations

rrance

Being
Curbed—20% Quota
Requirement

and the Continent

^=By

—

Up through

the fog
in a big Herecles sixteen-seater, over the
grand English countryside with the chalk
cliffs of historic Dover soon in sight.
A
sweet young thing sitting next to us and

will

1886 brandy wants
to know of the cinema in America, and
her big eyes fill with amazement as we
tell her the life story of Al Lichtman. The
English channel is dotted with all sorts of
water craft.
On past the green fields of
Brittany and Normandy in France, and be-

HIGH BUDGET SET

Croyden

for

airport.

toying with a bottle of

distributors
(.Continued on

be

allowed

Page

5)

Fox Theaters Corp. shows a

FOR KORDA LINEUP

to the ritzy Hotel George V
an economic chat with our old friend
manager, Mons. M. Blouet, and then to
be warmly greeted in true military fashion

six

(Continued on Page 4)

Convene Here Oct.

pleasantly

remember.

(Continued on Page 2)

Hearing of Casey Motion
Is Adjourned to Thursday

7-9 W. Atkins, executive

in

ing worked out.

—

Charging that the DeSt. Louis
partment of Justice bills of particulars furnished a few days ago
to RKO distributing Corp. and its
president, Ned E. Depinet, were not
responsive and failed to comply with
an order of Federal Judge George H.

Moore

to

Supreme Court.

In Theater Construction

defendants

the

(Continued on Page 4)

300 HOUSES OUALING
IN

FAMOUS CIRCUIT

Approximately 300 out of the 1,300 houses operated by partners of
Famous are now on double feature
policies, which are fast spreading to
other theaters under their operation. Famous inaugurates its stage
show policy at the New York Paramount on Oct. 4, booking outside
and complete stage attractions.

Warners Sign 100% Deal
With Canadian Circuit
Contracts have been signed for
exhibition of the complete line-up of
the Warner-First National-Cosmopolitan features as well as Vitaphone shorts and trailers for the
1935-36 season in all of the theaters

operated by

Canadian Corp.

Approximately 150 new houses are
now under construction in various

executive.
J. J.

it

Famous Players
is

announced by

Warner sales
The deal was closed by

Andy W. Smith,

Jr.,

Fitzgibbons, acting for the cir-

and Andy Smith and Harry

cuit,

parts of the country, according to J. Paynter, Canadian district manager,
George Feinberg of International representing the distributors.
Seating Corp., whose functions keep
him in daily contact with theater
LeRoy Financing Play
renovation and building activities.

The M. A. Lightman circuit in
Memphis territory, Blumenfeld
circuit of San Francisco and Fanchon & Marco houses in St. Louis,
San Francisco, Los Angeles and Salt
Lake City, have signed for the new They

the

those

advise

government ^ease against
Warners, Paramount and RKO as
to when, where and through whom
they have participated in the al-

in

vice-president,

Texas and Northwest Lead
Three Circuits Sign
For Columbia Lineup

May

Be Delayed Further

was

Convention of the National Film and other officers and directors of
acCarriers Ass'n has been set for Oct. the company before trial of his
was
7-9 at the Park Central Hotel here. counting action against Pathe,
Details of the program are now be- adjourned yesterday until Thursday

by

to

profit for
Cash on
$20,023.
hand totals $645,410.
Balance sheet shows total assets
(Continued on Page 5)

Louis Action

St.

man, receiver. Operating

Hearing on the motion of Pat
Casey to examine Frank Kolbe, president of Pathe Film Corp., Robert

National Film Carriers

for

General Jack Connolly and his French
intelligence staff.
One does not have to
be here long to realize that Paris, while
not dead, is sleeping.
Hotels, restaurants
and theaters that used to do SRO business
are now begging for trade, and the old
gang of spenders is noticeable by its absence.
From an international standpoint,
the cinema in France is, temporarily, at
least finis.
Like the bridal night, it was
nice while it lasted, but now something

amortization, bad debts and allowances, according to a report filed in
Federal Court by Milton C. Weisthe period

The

loss

of $62,175 for the six-month period
ending June 30, after depreciation,

— —

Straight

$62,175 LOSS

to

or eight features which
fore we can finish our third bottle of Bass
Alexander Korda is to produce for
we are at Le Bourget with a landing as
United Artists during the year
soft as a junket at the Waldorf.
ahead will be, figuratively speaking, in the million dollar class, the
•
producer said in New York yester-

By taxi to Paris proper with a loquacious
French taxi driver who insists on being
the man from Cook's by pointing out everything of importance en route.
His English is perfect.
In fact, not one Frenchman
out of ten speaks anything but English any
more.
In France, arguing is the national
sport.
If
you speak good French they
will immediately take you for a native and
start an argument.
They want Nizer to
stay here and
represent France in the
coming Olympic arguing championships.

FOX THEATERS CORP.

SHOWS

France

in

Hearing of Government's

all-time record for one day's
attendance at the Roxy was established
on Saturday, when a total of 30,453
persons paid to see GB's "The 39 Steps."
An extra midnight show was given.

A new

—

ALICOATE^^

Drastic new regulations
Paris
for the benefit of national producWe're on
SOMEWHERE-IN-EUROPE
tion are to be enacted on Oct. 15,
EMPY is in rap- with each producer being required to
our way to France.
tures, for we have told her all about the
obtain a license, which will be denight life in Paris (Personal Note to Will
nied to those who cannot show 60
It's misty,
Hays: EMPY is our bicycle).
per cent of the cash needed for a
taxi
as usual, when we leave the Savoy by
Under no circumstances
picture.

JACK

Up SUIT

Are Drafted

Ail-Time Record at Roxy

Producers

Small

in t he U.S.

Under Constructio n

include about 20 theaters being

Columbia product, it is announced constructed in Texas and a similar
by Abe Montague, general sales number in work in the Northwest,
(Continued on Page 5)
manager.

is financing "The Body
play which Sidney Harmon
soon offer on Broadway.

Mervyn LeRoy
Beautiful,"
will

DAILY

a
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STEPHEN

Artists

England,

in

currently directing
James Cagney in "Frisco Kid" on the Warner
lot, plans to leave for New York next Monday.

PAT O'BRIEN, Warner

ALLAN, on completion of her
"A Tale of Two Cities" at the M-G-M

ELIZABETH
in

leaves on a visit to Lon-

CHARLES WINNINGER,
cently was Captain
radio hour, leaves
to

start

with
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contract

is

is

the

New

in

checked

in

of
at

FRANK
Equity

wood

GILLMORE,

member

first

York from Paw-

M-G-M
the

and

Hotel

MACK

Warwick

president

of

Actors'

makes his annual trip to Hollyweek, returning in about a fort-

1/4

arrived

New

York

at

returns

to

to-

WEAVER

has

returned to

New

Oct. 8-9:
T. O.
nual

GEORGE FEINBERG

leaves

27 for Los Angeles
middlewest cities.

and

St.

Louis

they tell me that only about 15 per cent
the population are regular cinema patrons.
There are a few really fine theaters in Paris and we are going to give
them the up-and-down as soon as we can
get our toothbrush unpacked.
There arc
some fine studios here, too, for French
production, and used occasionally by British outfits on location as well as for dubof

bing.

—•—
of dubbing,

York on
other western

21-24:

Oct.

DARKENED AFRICA

Oct. 21-22:

Owners

York.

vice-president of
film
buyer for
Gaumont's English houses are in Fhiladelphia.
JARRATT and MRS. JARRATT leave for Hollywood Thursday.

Nov. 2:
non

in

the

tures, and you would swear they had both
been raised in gay Paree. We have already
a

Our

argument was
French shopkeeper and his whole

battling.

Evidently

first

shopkeeping.
However, EMPY is rargo, so your old observer will officially start his trip of observation by observing Paris and its cinema, by DAYLIGHT, tomorrow.

7

to

B.
Balaban

for early production

program.

Allied
Motion
Picture
Theater
of
Western Pennsylvania annual

Hotel

Schenley,

Pittsburgh.

S.
S. Arcadia,
Boston-to-New York trip.
Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio annual convention. Hotel DeshlerWallick, Columbus, O.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, general sales manager
GB will return from Chicago the end of

Making Eight Westerns

week.

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY
American Pictures

Menace", with Jean Arthur and key city exchanges and closed for
George Murphy," Sept. 30; "It the distribution of the series.
Never Rains", with Florence Rice
and Robert Allen, Oct. 15; "A
Lincoln Rent Verdict Upheld
Feather in Her Hat", with Pauline
Lincoln, Neb.
Rehearing of the
Lord, Billie Burke, Wendy Barrie
and Basil Rathbone, Oct. 20; "The Frank Kimball suit for rent against
Grand Exit", with Edmund Lowe Lincoln Theater Corp. has been denied by the Supreme Court here
and Ann Sothern, Oct. 25.
and the previous judgment for
lic

—

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood
rector

of

of

THE FILM DAILY

—Fred Niblo, famed

silent

some years ago,

di-

films, who retired
will return to the

screen with the staging of the 20th
Century-Fox production, "The Holy
Lie," according to announcement by
Sol M. Wurtzel, executive producer
for the company.

$3,367, plus 7 per cent interest since

judgment was rendered by the DisCourt two years ago, was
awarded the plaintiff. Kimball owns
trict

the Rialto.

J£%

*

««>«

Reference Book

RCA

Recording for Republic
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
All future pictures

& Katz

«.;

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
•
1936

—

made by Republic will be recorded
by RCA Victor High Fidelity sys-

ft
\\

January

in

ft

*

WANTED

Given

Opportunity for man with proper background,
experienced
in
distribution
operations, knowledge of accounting and
foreign languages essential, Spanish pre-

THE FILM DAILY
Y.

C.

Free

with

ft
a

;j

Year's Subscription to

|.*

THE FILM DAILY

jj

and

ferred.

N.

$£
ft
•*

FILM YEAR BOOK}*
Now in Preparation. ft
Out

Box No. 938
1650 Broadway

v.*

THE standard!!
of the

& K. Dividend

Corp. has declared a dividend of $1.75 a share on
the preferred stock, payable Sept.
28 to stock of record Sept. 23. After this payment, accumulations on
the preferred will amount to $5.25
a share.

*>>>*>>> >*

French shopkeepers don't

starring

EMANUEL KING

Club's anKansas

Installation of officers of Lt. A. VerMacaulay Post, American Legion, on

tem.

AND

Variety

"Days of '49",

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington. D. C.

convention,

Fred Niblo Returns to Megaphone
nowhere

world do they dub as well as they dub
here in Paris.
The other day we listened
to Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire speaking French in one of their Hollywood pic-

ing

Serial

CLYDE BEATTY

City

Festival,

man Park

New

ARTHUR A. LEE, executive
GB and ARTHUR JARRATT,

of

Kansas

Fall

P.

City.

JACK ALICOATE and LOUIS NIZER sail from
abroad on the Normandie tomorrow en route to

New

Mickey

Nebraska and Western Iowa M.
annual convention, Omaha, Neb.

11-12:

Oct.

Releases to Oct. 25
Are Set by Columbia

like

Republic

has

LOUIS PHILLIPS, attorney, goes to
on Sept. 24 from New York.

and

of

preferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.
Oct. 7-9:
National Film Carriers Ass'n convention, Park Central Hotel, New York.

York from the Coast.

Sept.

Anniversary

attorney, left New York
to Detroit.

Salisbury.

A.

Seventh

Mouse.

Corp. will make a series of eight
westerns, starring Ted Wells, former
Columbia's feature releases sched- Universal western player. "Defying
and the Continent
ule to Oct. 25 has been set as fol- the Law", the first of the series, was
completed last week The supporting
lows:
(Continued from Page 1)
"She Married Her Boss", with cast included Bill Desmond, Richard
Here is France, a great country with Claudette Colbert, Sept. 19; "Guard Cramer, Jimmy Aubrey, Milt Morbut 3,500 theaters, and only half of them That Girl", Sept. 20; "Heir to Trou- anti and Doris Brook. Robert J. Horworthy of the name. And on top of that ble," with Ken Maynard; "The Pub- ner just returned from a tour of

family.

announces

the

V.

Brussells.

Sept. 28:

West Coast Bureau of

Trance

with

NAT LEVINE

on

JOHN

York.

Sept. 30:
Hearing on permanent injunction to
restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's anti-

trip

brief

a

ARTHUR ISRAEL
morrow from

New

Hotel,

International movie festival
patronage ot the King of Belgium

at

AL WECHSLER of Paramount
New York.

the

night.

for

are

the Coast from

Ass'n,
this

started

An Animal

WILLIAM FITELSON,

J.

week.

And speaking

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

back from Canada, where

EDWARD

night

Pennsylvania

.

34—2

7%

451/2

Chg.

+3

63/8

who

I.

BARRETT KIESLING

13i/2

star

long-tirm

under his
Century-Fox.

R.

GORDON

Am. Seat

stage

Henry in the "Show Boat"
immediately for the coast

work

20th

last

Close

is

last

HARRY STORIN

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

New

GRAINGER

JOAN CRAWFORD comes east for a visit in
the near future before starting work in her
next M-G-M picture, "Gorgeous Hussy."

HOBART CAVANAUGH

High

for

leaves

star,

R.

he closed a deal with the Famous Players Canadian cricuit covering Universal product.

ELISCU and MRS. ELISCU
the Hotel Warwick from the coast.

studios in Hollywood,
don.

Exposition,

under
J.

Ex-

WhiteCountry Club. Philadelphia.
Sept. 20:
Albany Variety Club annual Golf
Tournament, Shaker Ridge Country Club.
Sept. 23-27:
Atlantic
Coast
Premium Buyers

marsh

Sept. 26-Oct. 17:

Hollywood.

today on a brief vacation, during which
he will attend the Max Baer-Joe Louis
fight next Tuesday night.

role

Sept. 20:
Philadelphia Variety Club-"The
hibitor" annual golf tournament,

is

York
time

tucket,

Columbia

from

LLOYD BACON, who

of the "Midsummer Night's Dream" cast to
arrive in New York for the preineire to be
held here at the Hollywood Theater on Oct. 9.

FINANCIAL

theatrical agents, and VENITA GOULD, actress,
arrive
New York today from abroad on
in
the lie de France, which also brings the previously
reported WALLACE BEERY,
MIRIAM

MAURICE SILVERSTONE, JORDAN, FELIX F. FEIST and ROBERT RITCHIE.
on the
also
sails
OSCAR HAMMERSTE1N II has returned east

PALLOS.

A. chief
U.
Berengaria.

VAL PARNELL and HARRY FOSTER, London

KORDA,

following conferences
here and on the coast,
is
booked to sail Thursday on the Berengaria
on his return to London.
He wilt be accompanied by SIR CONNOP GUTHRIE and

with

»

THE

g

FILM DAILY SERVICE

JJ

1650 B'way. New York ft
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HIGH BUDGET SET

ATTACK PARTICULARS
IN ST. LOUIS

CASE

^

^

w\0*

PHIL

FOR KORDA LINEUP

M.DALY

(Continued from Page
(.Continued from Pace 1)

leged conspiracy to withhold

run films from the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Central theaters here, Jacob M. Lashly, local
attorney for the defendants, has
filed
a motion with the Federal
Court asking that the government
supply further particulars as to the
charges. Lashly charged that the
bills of pai-ticulars already furnished were defective, indefinite and instating in his motion
sufficient,
"the bills furnished also are evasive,
frivolous and contradictory."
The indictment alleging conspiracy to violate the Sherman Antitrust act was returned by the grand
jury last January and is scheduled
to come to trial before Judge Moore
on Sept. 30th. In view of the new
developments concerning the sufficiency of the bills of particulars, it
is probable that this situation may
cause a further delay in the trial.
On Oct. 1, equity proceedings in

Warners, Paramount and
must show cause why the court
should not issue a temporary injunction restraining them from continuwhich

RKO

ing to refuse to furnish films to the
Ambassador, Missouri and New Central will come up before Judge
Moore.

"Broadcast" Opens Big
Angeles and

Both the Los

New

the
theaters,

Paramount
weekend with

York

"The
opening last
Big Broadcast of 1936," report the
best start any film attraction either
has presented in many
theater
months.
In both theaters the film
showing without stage attracis

reports
since
90's"

New York Paramount

The

tions.

best

the

Mae West

box

office

draw

"Belle of the
some six months ago. The Los
in

Angeles Paramount, which has used
some stage attractions with screen
offerings in recent months, reports
"The Big Broadcast" topping the

draw

of

any straight

but a Voice that hap• • • A VOICE from overseas
when it comes to
pens to know what it is talking about
especially Hollywood pictures
discussing motion pictures
for the gent who owns the authoritative
in Great Britain
voice happens to be the one who selects the weekly programs
for over 400 British theaters catering to 4,000,000 patrons
GB Theater Circuit executive
he is Arthur Jarratt
en route to Hollywood ....
he is over here on his first trip
and if the moguls out there give heed to his friendly suggestions
it may help a helluva lot in raising the grosses on Amerfor, after all, a gent who makes up
ican pix in England
the weekly programs for 400 cinemas certainly must have an
and he
he really ought to know
edge on his subject

more money in England than his
"Henry VIII". In company with Sir
Connop Guthrie, Stephen Pallos and
Maurice Silverstone, he sails Thurs
day on his return to England.

Frances Marion Predicts
More Producing in East

DOES

Attracted by the

•

•

•

AND SO

he will attempt to

studios, producers will eventually make a certain
percentage of their pictures in the
East, said Frances Marion, ace
screen writer, in an interview yesterday.
One major inducement for
the partial changeover is the increased participation of film producers in the financing of plays, she
declared.
In addition, accessibility
of New York to Europe, as compared with the coast, and the heavy

when Mister Jarratt hits Hollywood
tell the studio lads what sort of thing the
.

Britisher likes in his cinema
according to an interview he
gave in the London "Evening News," he has no illusions about
the importance of good American films for British theaters
they still form a major portion of the more than 400

programmes he makes up every week

AMONG

OTHER things, Mister Jarratt will prob• • •
ably advise the Hollywood hierarchy that they must pay more
attention to American accents which get into the wrong places
the problem is more one of idiom than of accent
a recent American symposium of film crits showed that one
of their pet peeves is against players with English accents who
take the parts of Americans
Mister Jarratt will no doubt
tell Hollywood that British producers are aware of this problem,
too
•

•

•

taxes imposed by California are all
influences toward this move, stated

Miss Marion.

The writer sees a trend toward
paying directors and writers on a
percentage basis, with a guarantee
arrangement included in deals. Human interest stories, aimed at the
widespread picture audience, are the
best, according to Miss Marion, who
finds that censorship makes telling
of sophisticated yarns virtually impossible. She has carried out this
idea in writing such hits as "The
Champ," "Min and Bill," "Prizefighter and the Lady" and "Em-

HE WILL

doubtless also admit that there are only
Scotland where the typical English accent is
tolerated
Edinburg and Aberdeen
in all the other
towns they would rather have the toughest American than
BUT in the West of England the people
an English voice
prefer the worst English films to the best Hollywood variety
they are deuced insular in the West Country

two towns

in

ma".
"Riff

—

Warners Add Director Lew King
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Warners have signed
Lew King as director. His first as-

West Coast Bureau

—

be "Desert SchoonDick Foran, the singOthers in the cast of

ing cowboy.
this feature are Alma Lloyd, Julian
Rivero and Monte Montague.

Miss Marion's last work is
After a
for M-G-M.

Raff',

trip abroad, she returns to the M-Glot and will deliver a script entitled "Full Bloom", in which Gloria
Swanson will star for Irving Thal-

M
•

Essaness Gets New Oak Park House
Chicago Essaness Theaters, Inc.,
has leased the 1,400-seat house to be
erected on part of the property recently purchased by Loew's, Inc., in
Oak Park, a Chicago suburb. According to the county records the
property was purchased for $200,000.
Essaness has rented the house
for 20 years on a percentage of
the cost of the building, an unusual
form of lease. The house will be
ready about Jan. 1.

many boons New

York can give the

film attraction

since Spring.

signment will
ers," starring

1)

following his return Sunday
from the Coast, where he became a
partner in the distribution company.
The buy into United Artists was
in behalf of both London Films and
Korda personally, stated the producer. The necessary financing, he
explained, was provided by the interests involved in the purchase.
Korda said that "Sanders of the
River," which he made, has grossed
day,

first-

•

•

OTHER POINTS

that can be touched on by this
British authority are these
Shirley Temple is probably
the most universally-liked star in England today
that
Garbo is limited in her appeal
that George Arliss maintains a very high position
and that Jack Hulbert, of
whom America hardly knows, is a riot everywhere in the United
Kingdom
he can also suggest that England has had enough
of costume films
that clean films still make the most money
that public intelligence is underrated in too many films
in a word, Mister Jarratt thinks that what he

KNOWS

will interest

Hollywood

berg.

ITOA May Drop
The

•

Action on Shorts

T. O. A. is expected to drop
plan for starting an action
its
against distributors in connection
with the alleged forcing of shorts.
Differences of opinion among its
I.

members on the subject are understood to be obstructing the move.

• DON'T SUPPOSE anyone will ever be able to
explain how the public catches on to a hit show
over at
the Roxy the GB pix, "The 39 Steps" has only opened a couple
of days
and this morn there was a double line half way
down the side street
day for day, it has topped the record
of "Diamond Jim Brady" that preceded it there
and now
•

•

the Strand box-office is being besieged with inquiries as to the
opening time of Warners' "Special Agent"
which opens

Wednesday morn

New Air Contract for Crosby
Bing Crosby has signed a radio
contract to appear for Kraft Cheese
for two and a half years. He starts
under his new sponsor Dec. 1, being
on the air 39 weeks of each year.
Jimmy

Dorsey's orchestra will ac-

company him.
"Naughty Marietta" at 55th St.
"Naughty
Marietta"
M-G-M's

€€

«

» » »

opens a limited revival run at the
55th St. Playhouse today.

I
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NEW THEATERS

150

UNDER WAY
(Continued from Page

IN U.S.

SMALL PRODUCERS
(Continued from Page

New York.
Theater seating business is approximately 50 per cent ahead of
said yesterday in

year, declared Feinberg, who
expects the current season will be
the best in 10 years. He leaves New
York on Sept. 27 for a trip to Los
Angeles and other cities in the west
and middle west.
last

Fox Theaters Corporation
Shows a Loss of $62,175
1)

of $17,325,469 which are valued by
the receiver at $9,583,737.
Weisman's valuation includes an item of
$7,500,000, which is the estimated
amount of recovery in the suit instituted by the receivers of Fox Theaters Corp. against William Fox.

Opens Boston

FRANCE WILL CURB

Fox

E.

1)

centering on Minneapolis, Feinberg

(Continued from Page

Wm.

Saul Rogers on Stand on Suit Against

Rogers, former general counsel of Fox Film, testified yesterday at the examination before Referee Sol M. Strooch in regard to the $1,000,000 action of the
Chicago Title & Trust Co. based on allegations that William Fox personally guaranteed
its purchase of Roxy theater stock several years ago.
Rogers will again be called this
morning when the examination resumes.
Saul

Boston Brevities
Boston

—

Indiana Items

Independent Theaters,

Inc., Allied unit,

quarters at 20

will

move

Shawmut

to

cording to

St.

The Park and Old Howard

The Indiana

will

Sept. 20, ac-

N. Halperin, general

I.

the-

The Bend"
hold for a third week at the

lesque season.

will

Local RKO houses have tied up
with Kane Furniture Co. on a broadcast every Friday night. Albert E.
Fowler, Jr., former manager of the
Uptown, presents a special script.
Al Bevan of M. & P. Theaters
booking staff is laid up by a fractured rib.
John Uster, former operator of
theaters in Montello and No. Easton,
is to open the American in Fairhaven.
Ray Curran, M-G-M salesman, re-

Apollo.

cently married Mary Griffith.
Herman Rifkin, Republic chief in
this territory, has signed up the

'Round

Robert Whaling, advertising sales
of the RKO exchange is
the father of a baby boy.
Jacob Markum, owner of the Hol-

manager

lywood, Belmont and Talbott theaters, died last week in Brookline,
Mass., whei'e he had gone for treatment. His theaters are operated by
his son Harry Markum.

A. H. Kaufman of Big Feature
Rights will attend the special meeting of the independent producers
and exhibitors in Chicago tomorrow

and Wednesday.
John Howard, Paramount manBoston, Lowell and ager, spent the week in Louisville

RKO houses in
Screen Attractions has opened a Providence.
Plans are complete for the Lt. A.
branch office at 48 Melrose St., Boston,
with
Isaac
Kleinerman in Vernon Macaulay Post, American
Legion, installation of officers aboard
charge.
The company has sold " T he Lost the S. S. Arcadia sailing Nov. 2 for
City" to RKO Export Corp., the New York. Dick Sears, Pathe News
territories of India, Burma and Cey- cameraman, and Major P. F. Healey
head the entertainment committee.
lon.
"Top Hat" is headed for a fourth
week at the RKO Keith Memorial.
Decision This Week in Skouras Suit
Judge Hofstader in the New York
State Supreme Court this week is
St. Louis Items
expected to render a decision on acSprucing up of the
St. Louis
tion of Skouras Theaters seeking to Grand Opera House is being rushed
prevent RKO's 81st street theater for the reopening Sept. 21 with films
from playing Fox pictures day and and burlesque.
date with nearby houses they opThe New Grand Central also
erate.
Deadline for filing briefs is opens with a girl show on Sept. 21,

—

aiming to get some of the business
broi%ht here by the American Leg-

ion convention.
Miniature Exhibit at Roxy
Stephen^F. Von Phul, former theS. Cullman has secured
for exhibition in the Roxy theater ater man, who operated houses in
the internationally famous collec- Dallas, died here last week in the
tion of the world's smallest objects Firmin Deloge Hospital.
belonging to Jules Charbneau. The
exhibit includes more than 24,000
Remaking "Bunker Bean"
articles
assembled by Charbneau West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
during the past 35 years in more
Hollywood A talker version of
than 30 countries.
"His Majesty Bunker Bean," by
Harry Leon Wilson, author of "Ruggles of Red Gap," will be made by
RKO Radio with John Arledge in
the leading role.
William Sistrom

Howard

—

will supervise.

Postpone Agent's Test Case
Arraignment of William Schilling,

on business.
The Hoosier in Muncie will run
on full time beginning this week.
The house recently was acquired by
Theatrical Managers, Inc.
Charles Olson, operator of the
Lyric, has returned from Chicago.
D. K. Smith, manager of the local
National Theater Supply house, is
back from vacation.

—First

per cent French films.

Joe Fields Adds Baltimore House
Baltimore
The Brodie theater
has been acquired by South Baltimore Theater Corp., headed by Joe
Fields, who also operates the Rivoli and Embassy.
The Brodie has
been practically rebuilt and the
name changed to the Casino.

—

Find Bank Night Gambling

—

Milwaukee
A Municipal Court
jury last week found Bert Nathan,
manager of the Hollywood theater,
guilty of operating a gambling device in holding bank night at the
theater in July.

"Donkey Baseball" Competition
Providence— "Donkey baseball" is
the newest form of competition
stacked up against theaters in this
section. The Providence Auditorium

now

regularly using this attracwhich players ride donkeys,
and the game was recently played
is

Paris Pickups
Paris

to extend credits to worthy enterprises.
Cinemas must show 20

and

manager.
"Steamboat
aters have opened their regular bur-

Office

tonight.

—

Indianapolis

new open with "Top Hat"

1)

producers.
Imprisonment
and fines will be the penalties for
violations of the rules.
Taxes on film houses will be used
subsidize national productions
to
finance

tion, in

quarter film imports

were 6 per cent under the same period last year, while exports were

at

Woonsocket.

9 per cent lower, according to the

Chambre Syndicale du Cinema.
After operating the house for 10
years, M-G-M has given up its lease
on the Madeleine. The new management, G. F. F. A., has installed
Wide Range Western Electric sys-

Lyons Handling Brady Film Rights

The A. & S. Lyons office has been
authorized to represent William
Brady in the sale of screen rights
to

all

his

plays.

tem.

Ufa has made 15 French films for
1935-36. They will be distributed by
L'Alliance
Cinematograph
Fran-

WORLD

PREMIERE

COMINGSOON

caise.

Busy Re-Routing Disney Prints
United Artists Exchanges throughout the country are being kept busy
re-routing prints of all Walt Disney, Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphony productions in order to take
care of circuit and leading indepen-

dent bookings on these subjects during the 7th anniversary of Mickey
Mouse's birthday beginning the

week of Sept.

28.

actor's agent, in the new test case
instituted by License Commissioner
Paul Moss to determine whether
agents must obtain city licenses, was
postponed yesterday in Magistrate's
Court, Central Term, until Sept. 30.

Reports reaching the U. A. home
office strongly indicate that during
the celebration week every available
print on any Walt Disney subject
will be used for this gala occasion.

Para. Fees Ruling About Oct. 1
Federal Judge Coxe will probably
hand down his decision on the application for fees and allowances in
the Paramount reorganization about
Oct. 1, Film Daily is informed.

Capitol Motion Picture Supply
Corp., headed by I. S. Perse, has
been appointed eastern distributor
for the Peabody theater chairs.
complete line is now on display at
the company's offices and showroom.

Gets Peabody Chair Agency
Lewis

Milestone

Dolores

Herman Ruby
Ed

Paramore,

Esther

Ralston

Monty Schaff

Jr.

Al

Costello

Kingston

MORE DRAMA AND ENTERTAINMENT
IN TWO REELS THANAVAST MAJORITY

A OF LAST YEAR'S FEATURES

!

-MOTION PICTURE DART

—ZWi
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THE NIGHT"

with Edmund Lowe and Karen Morley
20th Century-Fox
67 mins.

SATISFACTORY MURDER MYSTERY
HOLDS INTEREST WELL AND IS LIGHTLY HANDLED.

"BEAUTY'S DAUGHTER"
with

Claire

Trevor,

Darwell,

Ralph

ZaSu

Warren Hymer, Ben Lyon

Pitts

with

Walter

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
20th Century-Fox

and

Hugh

O'Connell

SHORTS

in

"THE AFFAIR OF SUSAN"

Jane

Bellamy,

Catlett

and

Inez

"Voice of Experience"

Courtney

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

69 mins.

Universal

(No. 1)

62 mins.

Columbia

10 mins.

Continuing the tradition of the detective
treats murder lightly and with humor
but is indefatigable in finding the guilty

MILDLY AMUSING PROGRAM COMGOOD ROMANTIC DRAMA WITH
Very Fine
WELL DEVELOPED STORY HELPED BY EDY LACKING IN PUNCH MATERIAL
This is the first of the new series
THOUGH CAST WORKS HARD.
ABLE CAST AND DIRECTION.
produced by B. K. Blake. The famA fair program offering that gets
A fine cast in a logically developed

person,

with Warren

who

a

story,

some good

laughs

but
Island

cerns the
former, believed to have been a suicide,
who turns up unexpectedly in Vienna and
gets in touch with his first wife, now married to a cabinet minister.
The police
captain in charge of solving the mystery
is the close friend of the cabinet minister.
The trail of the murder leads to the cabinet minister's wife.
Then the cabinet
minister who had gone to visit the performer, confesses that he killed the actor.
This confession is upset and suspicion falls
on another before the murder is actually
solved.
The solution is ingenious and well

an above the average
picture.
The name of Kathleen Norris as
author should mean something.
Well
dressed with a lot of Hawaiian Island background, the picture shows a lot of production value.
Allan Dwan's direction and
Sonya Levien's screenplay make for sustained interest, and the twist the plot
takes in clearing up the situation is quite
novel.
Claire Trevor and Ralph Bellamy
do very well with their roles, and the
whole cast deserves much praise.
The
story is laid around a naval hospital where
Claire Trevor is a nurse.
Seeing the life
of divorced couples about her, she is re-

Coney

worked

luctant

this

interest and

story

unfolds

some humor.
murder of a

with

suspense,
The story convaudeville per-

out.

Edmund Lowe, Karen Morley, Paul
Cavanagh, Una O'Connor, Gene Lcckhart,
Cast:

John Qualen, Russell Hicks, Arthur E. Carew,
Bodil
Rosing, Gloria
Roy and Cornelius
Keefe.
Producer,

John Stone;

Director,

George

Archainbaud;

Author,
Ladislaus
Fodor,
Screenplay, Frances Hyland and Eugene
Solow; Recording Engineer, W. D. Flick;
Cameraman, Bert Glennon.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

Walter C. Kelly

in

"THE VIRGINIA JUDGE"

Paramount

This is a pleasing program picture.
It
based on the vaudeville act that Walter
C. Kelly made famous.
He and Octavus
Roy Cohen wrote the screen story and
they certainly know the South. The comedy is refreshing and the characters are
interesting.
Stepin Fetchit is Kelly's chief
comedy aide, with Dudley Dickerson, a
colored comedian who works with Fetchit,

—

responsible
foster-son,

for

many laughs. Kelly's
Cummings, shoots his

Robert

Johnny Downs, and Kelly assures the
police he will turn him over to them.
He
convinces his step-son that he is on his
side.
When Downs, the boy's rival for
the hand of Marsha Hunt, refuses to press
rival,

charges,

Cummings

placed on probation.
Cast: Walter C. Kelly, Marsha Hunt,
Stepin Fetchit, Johnny Downs, Robert Cummings, Virginia Hammond, Dudley Dickersen,
Willard
Robertson,
Davison Clark,
Charles Middleton, Roy Barnes, Erville Alderscxi, Sam McDaniels, Arthur Aylesworth,
Bernard Carr, LeRoy Broomfield, Spencer
Williams, Billy McClain, Etta McDaniels,
J.
H. Allen, Darby Jones, James Pierce,
Irving Bacon, Al Hill, Anna Lee Johnson,

John Hyams,
Producer,

Mme.
Charles

is

Bonita.
R.

Rogers;

Director,

rier.

She

him.

but when Ralph
scene, she does

love,

on

the
is

led

to

believe

that

Proudcer, Sol

M. Wurtzel; Director, AlDwan; Author, Kathleen Norris; Screenplay, Sonya Levien; Cameraman, John Seitz,
Kudolph Mate; Editor, Al DeGaetano.
Direction, First-rate.

Photography, Fine.

"HIS FAMILY TREE"
James Barton,

Addison

RKO

Margaret Callahan,
Randall, William Harrigan,
Marjorie Gateson

Radio

69 mins.

Photography, Good.

few

drags due to repetition of
scenes and lack of anything

really
exciting.
ZaSu Pitts and Hugh
O'Connell have the big assignments, but
they have little opportunity to do much
of their comedy work.
Walter Catlett,
who always seems to be getting in the
way while trying to buy OConnell's tail-

light

invention,

helps to keep up interest.
factory worker,
finds himself quite friendless.
ZaSu Pitts!

OConnell,
a

girl

in

position.

an

a

automobile

candy factory,

is

in

They meet at Coney

the same
Island.

In

an accident, they lose one another.
After
a frantic search during a heavy rainstorm,
they each return to their own lonely room,
believing they have lost one another. The
song they danced to is coming in on

O'Connells

radio.
ZaSu hears it and she
demands that O'Connell turn it off, not
knowing that O'Connell lives across the
hall.
When she breaks down the door,

she sees O'Connell and they clinch for a
happy ending.
Cast: ZaSu Pitts, Hugh O'Connell, Walter

Catlett,

ney,

Thomas Dugan,

Inez CourtBurke,
Mae Busch, Buster
William Pawley, Irene Franklin,

James

Phelps,

ENTERTAINMENT SUSTAINED CHIEFLY BY THE EXCELLENT
PERFORMANCE OF JAMES BARTON.
This is an Irish field day, heavily peopled
with big sons of Erin and thick with
Drogues, with the whole thing adding up

ous "Voice of Experience" of radio
appears as a silhouetted face at intervals during the film, and furnishes the narration.
The first subject
deals with a dramatization of a letter received by the Voice from one
of his radio audience.
As the letter is read, the action starts.
It
tells of a blind youth who meets a
girl who is deaf and dumb.
A romance develops between them, and
they learn an original sign language
of their own which enables them to
hold easy conversation by tapping
their fingers on each other's hands
with their own alphabetic system.
The boy's mother opposes their marriage, feeling that the young couple will be a burden to each other.
But her objections are overcome
when she hears the Voice of Experience on the radio show how happy
and useful these two unfortunates
can be by living together as man
and wife and helping each other. It
is very cleverly handled, and as a
dramatic subject from real life holds
plenty of interest.

Monte Montague,

Phil Tead, Earl Hodgins!
Dorothy Granger, Lois January, Julie Kingdon, Connie Bergren, Gertrude Short, Carol
levis,

Phyllis

Crane.
Producer, David Diamond; Director, Kurt
Neumann; Author, Mann Page; Screenplay,

Clarence Marks, H. M. Walker, Andrew
Bennison; Cameraman, Norbert Brodine
Editor.Phil Cahn.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.

FAIR FAMILY

"DEATH FROM A DISTANCE"
with Russell
Invincible

Hopton and Lola Lane
¥
65 mins.

"Stars of Tomorrow"
(No. 1)
Columbia
10 mins.

Poor
comparison to other current
Amateur Shows, this one is very
weak.
There is not much variety,
and the "acts" are too obviously
In

planted as amateur acts for the
laughs, and fail to ring true.
The
entire appeal of the amateur shows
is in their authenticity as genuine

performances.
Gagging
MODERATELY ENTERTAINING MUR- amateur
DER MYSTERY THAT SHOULD DO ALL them makes them merely imitations
of amateur acts, even though some
as fairly satisfactory amusement for the
RIGHT IN THE POP SITUATIONS.
famly houses.
Nothing outstanding in this murder melo- of them are quite evidently very
Based on the play, "Old
Man Murphy," it depicts the comic in- drama, except that it is a bit unusual in amateurish performers. Ted Claire
cidents that result when James Barton the way the original murder is committed, acts as master of ceremonies. Proarrives unexpectedly
in
Iowa from the but it ought to prove fairly satisfying among duced by E. Schwartz. This kind of
old country to look up his son, William
the not too discriminating popular-price material has to be dressed up to

whose society-minded wife has clientele. While a lecture is taking place get by.
name to Murfree and who is in a darkened planetarium, a shot is fired
running for mayor.
Though the wife tries and a man is found dead. Russell Hopton,
"Voice of Experience"
to keep the old man ir the background, who is in charge of the
detectives assigned
(No. 2)
Barton, with the aid of the granddaughter, to the case, plants a fake suicide
of the
Columbia
10 mins.
Margaret Callahan, and one of her father's planetarium scientist, Lee
Harrigan,

changed

his

Kohlmar,

campaign managers, Addison Randall, comes
out in the open and is instrumental in
having his son elected under his right
name of Murphy. Barton does an exceptionally fine job in the chief role, which
has been written to allow him to display
some of his dancing ability.
Cast: James Barton, Margaret Callahan,
Addison Randall, William Harrigan, Maureen

Delany,

Marjorie

Jones, Ray Mayer,

Gateson,

Herman

Clifford

Bing, Pat

Mol-

Ferdinand Munier, Charles Coleman,
Orville Caldwell, William Lemuels.
Producer, Cliff Reid; Director, Charles
Vidor; Authors, Patrick
Kearney,
Harry
Wagstaff Gribble; Screenplay, Joel Sayre,

John Twist; Cameraman, Lucien Andriot;
Jack Hively.
Direction, Good.
Photography, A-l.

Editor,

Good.

in

arity,

Edward Sedgwick; Authors, Octavus Roy
Cohen, Walter C. Kelly; Screenplay, Henry
Johnson, Frank Adams, Inez Lopez; Camerman, Milton Krasner; Editor, Richard CurDirection,

fall

lan

62 mins.

is

this

arrives

for

fall

furnishing

he is still in love with his dead wife, but
due to her love for his crippled daughter,
Claire marries Ralph. To determine whether or not Ralph does love her, she takes
a holiday, but they are soon reunited.
Cast: Claire Trevor, Ralph Bellamy, Jane
Darwell, Warren Hymer, Ben Lyon, Kathicen Burke, George Irving, Anne Howard.

with

PLEASING PROGRAM PICTURE WITH
NICE AMOUNT OF COMEDY AND HUMAN INTEREST PLUS COLORFUL CHARACTERIZATION BY KELLY.

to

Bellamy

with Marsha Hunt, Stepin Fetchit, Willard
Robertson

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Hymer

comedy, makes

to

Good

create

the impression that he was guilty
of the previous killing, and then Kohlmar
comes to life again, scaring the actual
murderer into confessing. Some incidental
love interest is provided by Lola Lane, a
newspaper reporter whose nosey activities

and ill-advised stories almost throw a monkeywrench into the efforts of Hopton to
apprehend the guilty party.
Suspense is
fairly well maintained throughout the story.
Cast: Russell Hopton, Lola Lane, Lee
Kohlmar, Lew Kelly, John St. Polis, George
Marion, Sr., Wheeler Oakman, Robert Frazer and Cornelius Keefe.
Producer, Maury Cohen; Director, Frank
Strayer; Author, John W. Krafft; Screenplay, Same; Cameraman, M. A. Anderson;
Editor, Rowland Reed.
Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

Though the

subject matter of the
second "Voice of Experience" subject is a bit lightweight to warrant
so much effort, it holds fair human
interest and ought to prove generally entertaining.
The letter forming the basis of the action this time

comes from a boy whose dog has
been kicked out of house for attacking the old man when he came home
one night through the window and
was mistaken by the canine for a
burglar.
An appeal by "Experience" over the radio, directed to the
father, causes the parent to repent
and bring back the dog. Good production handling helps to build up
the little yarn.

1
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"LITTLE" from

Tuesday, Sept. 17,1935

HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
(COMPLETELY recovered from

Three hundred and fifty extras starring vehicle for Warner Baxan were used in mob scenes for "Just ter, and Alice Faye will portray the
My Luck," New Century's produc- feminine lead with Irving Cumillness which laid him up for
Fifty mings directing.
tion starring Charles Ray.
several months, Henry Henigsonhas
wrestlers were employed, including
v
returned to Paramount to resume
"Man Mountain" Dean, Chief Little
Karen Morley will play the leadhis duties as aide to Henry HerzConstantine Romanoff, Nick ing adult role in "The Littlest ReWolf,
brun and Ernst Lubitsch and as
Zaharais and others.
bel," forthcoming 20th Century-Fox
chief studio contact with agents.
picture starring Shirley Temple.
v
t
v
T
Lyrics for M-G-M's "Maytime"
If he can arrange his shooting
Universal has purchased a second
schedule on M-G-M's "Ah, Wilder- and "Rose Marie" are being penned
picture intended as a starring vehiness" to permit sufficient time, Clar- by Gus Kahn, one of Hollywood's
cle for Jane Wyatt.
The story is
ence Brown plans to fly his own ace lyricists.
"Kitchen Privileges" by Ann Jorplane to New York to attend the
Joan
Crawford,
who recently don, run serially in the "Ladies'
forthcoming Baer-Louis fight.
He completed
"I Live My Life" for M- Home Journal."
Work on "Kitchen
will be accompanied by Mrs. Brown.
G-M, will next be starred in "The Privileges" will not start until Miss
Gorgeous Hussy," from the novel by Wyatt has finished "Strangers at
Republic
Pictures
has
signed
Michael
Anthony Wayne, nine- Samuel Hopkins Adams. Ainsworth the Feast," by Beatrice Lubitz,
Morgan is now at work on the screen which Edward Ludwig will put into
months-old son of John Wayne, to
treatment and Joseph Mankiewicz production this week at Universal
play a featured role in "Sailors Forwill be the producer.
Miss Craw- City from a screen play by Gladys
get," which Arthur Lubin will diford plans a short vacation in the Unger.
rect.
East before starting work on the
T
T
T
Camera work started this week on
The largest group of ingenues new film.
Mae West's new Paramount picture,
ever used in a single picture were
Nathaniel Finston, who is sever- "Klondike Lou."
Victor McLaglen
featured in a sequence of "Thanks
ing his connection as head of the appears opposite Miss West with
a Million," by Director Roy Del
Ruth at 20th Century-Fox the other Paramount music department at the Raoul Walsh directing. In the first
day when 80 of the young ladies Hollywood studios, has put in ten scenes also are John Rogers, Ted
veai-s of service with the company. Oliver and Soo Young.
were gathered together
filming.

TV

TV

for

Universal Studios is dickering with
Charles Bickford for a long term
contract to combine the duties of
actor, writer and director. Bickford
is
currently starring in "East of
Java" for the company.

Irving Talbot, Finston's
succeed him.

assistant,

will

New acting contracts have been
awarded by Paramount to Frances
Drake. Rosalind Keith and Akim
Tamiroff. New deals have also been
•riven to two members of the music
T
V
The newest style in "location department, John M. Leipold. comhunting" has been resorted to by ooser-arranger, and Sigmund KrumDirector Frank Tuttle for Ms next srold, scorer-organist.
Paramount picture, "Easy Living."
Jack Oakie has been borrowed by
The megaphonist, in a chartered
plane, spent a week flying in Ore- 20th Century-Fox for an outstanding comedy role in "King of Burgon seeking the proper film sites.
V

V

V

final

NEWS

versions for Republic pic-

These are: George Waggner,
on Robert Eden's story, "Dancing
Feet," which Melville Brown will direct;
Scott
Darling on "Forced
Landing," which Melville Brown will
direct; Mary McCarthy on Robert
Pertwee's "Colliers Magazine" story,
"Sailors Forget," which Arthur Lubin will direct; Joe Fields and Scott
Darling on "A Thousand Dollars a
Minute," which Aubrey Scotto will
direct; Norman S. Hall on "The
Legion of the Lost," which Lewis
D. Collins will direct, and Karen de
Wolf is collaborating with Robert
St. Clair on "Hitch-Hike Lady" an
original
by Wallace MacDonald,
tures.

story editor for Nat Levine.

Gene Autry's new Republic pic"Melody Trail," is now in the
cutting room and is expected to be

ture,

ready for general release within the
next two weeks.
Supporting the
radio and screen singing star in the
film are Ann Rutherford, Willy Castello, and Marie Burton.
Edward

Kane

directed.

T
T
Mitchell Leichter, production manager for Beaumont Pictures, will do
all the casting for the remaining six
pictures of the Conway Tearle sei-ies and also the five remaining
features in the "Black King" series.

a

Francis

Larkin.

Production

will

start as soon as Dix returns from
the English studios, where he has

spent the

summer making two

pic-

tures.

Jane Darwell has been assigned
to a leading role in "Paddy O'Day,"
starring vehicle for Jane Withers
which Lewis Seller is directing at!

20th Century-Fox with Rita Cansinoi
and Pinky Tomlin prominent in supporting roles.
v

Glenn Tryon has been signed to
a long-term contract as writer and
director by RKO Radio Pictures.
His first assignment under the new
ticket will be "Fugitive Gold", a
story by Earle Stanley Gardner,
which will be produced under the
supervision of William Sistrom. Last

Tryon co-authored and di"Gridiron Flash", featuring
Eddie Quillan, for RKO Radio.
season
rected

_

_

Our

T

Passing Show: Ernst Lubitsch, Henry Herzbrun, Myrna Loy,
Harry Rapf, Charles R. Rogers, Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Albert Lewis,
Manny Wolfe at the preview of "The
Virginia Judge."

New casting assignments at MG-M include selection of Virginia
Bruce for a featured part in "The
Great Ziegfeld," and addition of
Janies Stewart, new contract player,
to the "Rose Marie" roster. He will
be seen as Jeanette MacDonald's
brother.
v
_
Paramount has

definitely

settled

on the title "Desire" for the Marlene Dietrich-Gary Cooper production of "The Pearl Necklace," which
goes into production shortly under
the direction of Frank Borzage.
Benn Levy and Vincent Lawrence
have written the screen play from
the comedy by Hans Szekeley and
R. A. Stemmle.
John Halliday has
been added to the cast in a featured
role.

Seven writers are busy polishing
up

The picture provides

lesque".

Heather Angel, who will next be
seen in "The Three Musketeers",
and Jessie Ralph, who scored in
"Jalna", have been assigned to
"Mother Lode", Richard Dix's next
starring picture, by RKO Radio.
Charles Vidor will direct "Mother
Lode," a play about the old mining
days by Dan Totheroh and George
O'Neill. The screen play is by John

"LOTS"

of the

DAY

Radio Pictures has exercised
option on the services of John

its

Carroll,
will

—

Providence
Providence theater
managers honored a local boy who
made good when they tendered a
party to Eddie Dowling at the Hotel Biltmore last night, following
opening of his musical hit, "Thumbs
Up" at Ed Fay's Carlton. The committee which handled the affair consisted of Eddie Reed of the Strand,
Jim Fay and Martin Toohey.

—

San Antonio Ben Lichtig, Hollywood distributor, was here last week
attending

the
Spanish-American
War Veterans Convention. He also
v sited on N. Soledad St.
r

— Dave

Miller

and his

—

ized capital of $50,000,
$1,000 has been paid in.

—

cently.

—

fire

re-

his screen debut in the

forthcoming

—

—

was destroyed by

young singing actor who

make

"Hi Gaucho", with
band, for the past two years play- Steffi Duna and Rod LaRocque.
ing E. J. Weisfeldt's Riverside theBaltimore Bits
ater, have been signed by Fox to
Baltimore Frank H. Durkee Enplay various houses in its circuit as
well as at its Roof ballroom atop terprises will formally open the new
the Wisconsin theater.
Weisfeldt Ambassador Theater tomorrow with
plans to spot name acts in his house, "Page Miss Glory".
"Top Hat" has gone into a third
including Major Bowes and Eddie
week at the Hippodrome and the
Peabody, slated for early showings.
Little has held over "The Clairvoyant" for a second week.
Hartford, Conn. Lowell Capitol
"Steamboat 'Round The Bend"
Theater Corp., of Lowell, Mass., has ran several days beyond two weeks
been incorporated here with author- at the New.
Milwaukee

of

which

Mary

Di

Lorenzo is president and treasurer;
Nixon, Tex.— Dale F. Luckie, Gol- Michael Daly, vice-president and
iad and Karnes City theater mana- secretary, and Anthony Di Lorenzo,
ger and owner, has purchased the assistant treasurer.
Nixon theater here from Gustav
Raetzch.
Minneapolis Opening at the Orpheum with a bang, "Top Hat" is
Stamford, Tex.
The Franklin expected to run three weeks at that
theater

v

RKO

house, making a
town.

new

Salt

Lake City Squibs

Lake City— Booker Bill Seib
of Columbia is back on the job after
Salt

a vacation in California.

Branch Manager Robert Hill of
Columbia returns shortly from a

southern Utah trip.
Irving Schlack is back at his managerial desk at United Artists afrecord for this
ter a tour of the Idaho territory.

Ed

Kennedy,

Sheffield-Republic

branch manager, has been on
Toledo "Top Hat," opening at
Laredo, Tex. A new theater will Idaho sales trip.
the Pantheon, topped all house rec- be opened here on Sept. 26 by RobThe Roxy is presenting a
ords since 1929.
ert Bauer, manager of the Azteca.
fashion show.

—

an
fall

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Warner- Ascap Controversy

in

MAPPING]) KEY CITY MEETS ON VOLUNTARY CODE
New Jersey Allied Dropping Plans to Oust Dual Bills
Twin Billing
Becomes Too Strong
for Exhibs to Buck

Spread

rans
and
;

By

cinema

its

JACK ALICOATE

PARIS, FRANCE

.

.

Paris

.

never seems

to

—•—

VA/E paid a
™» Theater
Capucines.

somehow
the

on

it

the

Paramount

Boulevard

des

one of the best, but
did not seem the same without
is

still

Kaufman there

smiling Al

to greet us.

Fhe Rex, on the Boulevard, built at a cost
)f 40 million francs and extravagantly apthe class house.
The refinished Gaumont Palace, our hangout in
}lden days, now seats close to 6,000 and
s the largest theater in Paris.
"Exclusive"
:inemas, showing American and spotting
jccasionally English and German productions, dot the city.
are getting fed
jp on talking censorship, for the information you get in every country is no more
eliable than the hands on the Paramount
clock.
For instance, here in France they
tell us that their censorship is the strictest
n the world.
They told us the same thing
n Ireland, England, Germany, Italy, New
fork and Memphis, Tenn.
pointed,

is

still

We

—•—

T"HE

historic

Seine

is

a

beautiful

stream

that flows through the center of Paris.
I reminds one of the Harlem River on its
jood behavior.
There are no night boats
(.Continued on

A. T.

& T.

PROBE

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Commissioner WalWashington
ker of the Federal Communications

—

SAMUELSON MAY STAY

Page 2)

N.

J.

ALLIED PREXY

Re-election of Sidney E. Samuelson as president of Allied Theaters
of New Jersey is now considered
likely as leading members of his association are pressing him to accept
the post again. At the recent annual convention at Atlantic City,
(Continued on Page 6)

Native Language Quota
Rises Jan. 1 in

Hungary

—

Months

Budapest Under the new Hungovernment film decree,
Toronto Receipts of the govern- garian
ment for the first three months un- which requires theaters to show 10

$735,552 in 3

—

almost equal to the total amount collected in the full year prior to the
increased levy. For the entire current fiscal year, tax revenue from
theaters will net more than $3,000,-

per cent of all films in the Hungarian language and allows one-half of
this quota to be dubbed foreign
films, the quota for the year starting
Jan. 31, 1936, will be raised to 15
per cent Hungarian language films,
of which two-thirds may be foreign

000.

pictures dubbed here.

der the

new amusement tax

$735,552,

it

is

Expect

totaled

announced. This

is

Regional Confabs on

rived in New York from Columbus,
Miss., his home. Kuykendall will also bring up the matter of the nontheatrical situation.
Referring to conditions following
demise of the motion picture code,
(Continued on Page 6)

Commission, in charge of the extensive $750,000 investigation now un(Continued on Page 6)

to Conduct

of meetings with exhibitor leaders in about 10 key cities
to discuss possibilities of establishing a voluntary industry code will

AS

HOLD HEARINGS SOON

Ed Kuykendall

United Detroit Service Corp., operating the Paramount-affiliated theaters
in Detroit, has signed for the complete
1935-36 lineup of Warner-First National
features and Vitaphone shorts and trailers,
is
announced by A. W. Smith
it
executive.
Bob
Jr.,
Warner
sales
Mochrie and Fred North acted for the
Trencompany in the deal, with George
dle and Russell Patterson representing
the circuit.

Ontario Tax Receipts

social visit to the

It

the steady increase of double feature bills in
their state, members of Allied Theaters of New Jersey see no possibility of reviving their plan to eliminate the policy, leaders indicated
yesterday. An overwhelming majority of theaters in the district are
now playing duals, it was pointed
out, and it looks as if nothing can
stop spread of the policy.

ON

Warner- Detroit Deal

by

Discouraged

;

change.
Its buildings are all the
same height and color.
But Paris today is
not the Paris that we knew in the old
days.
Prices are far too high and the
quiet
is
enough to give one chronic
melancholia.
In fact, Paris reminds you
of
Philadelphia on
Sunday.
We're not
going to stay long.
Good beer here re
50 cents a bottle and no beer in the world
is worth
that, Paris or no Paris.
Paris is
a city of over 3,000,000 and has only about
350 theaters.
Of these, but 30 can be
called first-class and only
10 can compare with our big houses in the States.
Admission prices, comparatively, run considerably higher than in America, and so
do the French taxes on amusements.
That
they fondly trust each other over here is
manifested by the fact that a representative
of
both the Government and the
society of composers and authors drops by
the theater every night with a satchel to
collect state taxes and royalties.
•

of

New Proposal to

Adjust

Warner Differences with Ascap

Self-Regulation

A

series

be conducted by Ed Kuykendall, M.
P. T. O. A. president, who has ar-

ATLAS REPORTED AFTER

MEEHAN KAO HOLDINGS
Atlas Corp., investment trust frequently mentioned in connection
with reorganization proposals for
RKO, is understood interested in acquiring Mike Meehan's stock interest in K-A-O, which operates theaters principally in the New York
metropolitan area. Meehan's holdings of K-A-0 preferred stock have
been reported valued at $3,500,000.
Atlas is now an important factor
in Paramount and 20th CenturyFox.

Warners,
Handling Sharon Houses

L. B. Cool Joins

—

Pittsburgh L. B. Cool, manager
of the Fulton here for five years and
associated with the Mott Shea organization for 27 years, resigned
yesterday, immediately joining Warners, who have assigned him to manage two houses in Sharon, Pa.

between Warners and Six St. Louis Theaters
American Society of Composers,
Undergo Improvements
Week Authors & Publishers may be reTheater improvement
St. Louis
Six of the 12 pre-release engage- moved by a proposal now under conments of RKO Radio's "Top Hat", sideration by Ascap's reclassifica- activities here have taken a spurt,
Astaire-Rogers musical, have al- tion committee whereby music pub- with at least half a dozen houses
ready reported the beginning of a lishers would be paid by the society joining the list. The Princess is befourth week's run for the picture. on the basis of actual performance ing remodeled and enlarged, 200
The situations are Detroit, San by broadcasters, of works in their seats being added. Max Sinowsky's

Six Hold "Top Hat"
For a Fourth

(Continued on Page 6)

Difficulties

the

—

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

however,

is

certain.

One never grows younger in gay Paree.
Ask EMPY. No stone is left unturned to
shorten one's span of

life.

TIPPING

in

French theaters usually sends

If you
one home talking to one's self.
take your seat without tipping the usher
he or she will stand there with palm outYou
stretched until the winter holidays.
tip for your program and your hat, and you
tip the doorman if you come by car. French
theaters for the most part are badly managed, badly ventilated, and their advertising
From the above
seems very amateurish.
you might gather that the old Colonel sees
the future of the
little
or nothing in
French cinema for either France, America
or Ethiopia.
Or could it be that terrible
cup of coffee we had for breakfast?
'
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\y e nave offered a free subscription
the Will Hays quarterly bulletin to all
who do not find him. Tomorrow we are
n oing
the French studios and
to visit
EMPY is as dolled up as a 14th Street
mannikin.
shall see what we shall see.
I

We

+
+

79 on

GB's 16 Pictures
Are Already Completed

9 of

Nine of the 16 new pictures on
GB's 1935-36 program are comoleted, and negatives will be here by
Nov. 1, vice-president Arthur A. Lee
announced yesterday. The list is headed by "The 39 Steps," currently at the
Roxy. "The Clairvoyant" and "Alias
Bulldog Drummond" have already
had Broadway runs and are now
"Morals
being nationally released.
of Marcus" and "Born For Glory"
are scheduled for their New York
openings in the immediate future.
Dates are now being set for "The
Passing of the Third Floor Back,"
"Transatlantic Tunnel," "First
Girl," and "King of the Damned."

A

Roxy Service

Staff

Because of the increase in
tronage
during
the
past
months, the service staff at
Roxy theater has been enlarged
it

til

pa-

few

the
unnumbers 79 ushers, door-

now

men

and floor executives.
The
Roxy's current screen attraction is
GB's "The 39 Steps," starring Robbert Donat and Madeleine Carroll.

Whitehead,

AFA

executive

secretary

will preside at the

new

programs

and

plays

with

Dave

resume

to

from

the

LOUISE

is

due

New

in

GROODY

town

in

is

the

Ritz

York

yes-

at

HAYDON

JULIE

arrived

New

in

terday from Hollywood, and immediately started
rehearsal for "Bright Star," Hopton show.

GRADY

BILL

LEE
from

of

from

yesterday

TRACY

M-G-M

the

New

arrived in

York

Coast.

arrived

New

in

York yesterday

Hollywood.

JOHN WRAY
appear

in

a

is

in

New

York from the Coast

play.

M-G-M

Signs Francine Larrimore
Francine Larrimore, star of the
legitimate theater, has been signed
by M-G-M and will leave New York
on Oct. 20 for the coast. She will
appear in films under the supervision of Irving Thalberg, who will set
her first picture on his return to

Hollywood from the

Fly United's

east.

Youngclaus Maps
Grand Island, Neb.

New

"NIGHT-HAWK"
Suit

— Another

Lv.

ac-

New York 12:30

Ar.

ing mapped by W. N. Youngclaus,
independent exhibitor. His landlord
at the Empress, former Senator W.
H. Thompson, has indicated that
Senator Nye is interested in collaborating in the move.

Ar. CHICAGO

Signed for Cantor Film
Chilton & Thomas, colored dancing team, and the Lindy Hoppers,
recently featured with Paul Whiteman's Orchestra, have been signed
through the William Morris offices
for Eddie Cantor's new Samuel
Goldwyn picture, "Shoot the Chutes."

J. Allied

Meets Tuesday

a.

GB's "39 Steps" will be held over
week at the Roxy.

for a second

m.(EST)

CLEVELAND 3:12 a.m.

tion against affiliated circuits is be-

—

also

week

Tower.

to

New Albany Variety Members
of New Jersey will take place at the
Film Viewing and
Albany At the last meeting of Hotel Walt Whitman, Camden, on
Reproducing Machines the Variety Club of Albany, four Tuesday, instead of as originally
MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT new members were brought in. They scheduled.
are: Si Fabian, Samuel Rosen, Lou
• Illustrated Literature on request. •
"39 Steps Holding Over"
Golding and Henry Siden.
Plans
for fall and winter activities
were discussed.

this

York

coast.

4:40 a.m.(csT)

Also new faster
service to

OVERNIGHT

CALIFORNIA

Reservations: Any United Air
Lines Office, travel bureau or
telegraph office. New York
2-7300.
58 E. 42nd Street,

MU

UNITED AIR LINES
STANDARD

THE

Reference Book
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j
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FILM YEAR BOOK*
Now in Preparation.lt
Out

»

January

in
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Next meeting of Allied Theater

DVIOL/-A.

radio

his

Stamper.

RICHARD DIX has returned to the RKO
Radio lot in Hollywood from England, by way
of Quebec, after completing his leading role
in "The Tunnel" for GB.

meeting.

N.

Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

two

of

of

mass

Continue Saul Rogers Testimony
Saul E. Rogers, formerly general
Dennis King for GB Film
counsel of Fox, continued on the
Swiss Contingent Likely
stand yesterday at the examination
Dennis King, Broadway star, who
Berne (By Cable)— The Federal
in connection with the $1,000,000 ac- goes to London next month to preCounsellor here has under advisetion of the Chicago Title & Trust sent and appear in the British offer- ment a proposal to establish a conCo. against William Fox.
He will ing of his last Broadway vehicle, tingent law for Switzerland. Plan
resume testifying when the exami- "Petticoat Fever," will also make a has the backing of the Swiss Films
nation continues today. Jack Leo, film version of the opera, "Tales of Association.
Fox associate, will be called next.
Hoffman," for GB.

ALL

FRED HERENDEEN, author, sails tomorrow
on the Berengaria for London to attend the
premiere of his musical play,
"Royal Exchange,"
formerly
called
"All
the
King's
Horses," with Ramon Novarro, Doris Kenyon
and Doris Carson.
After the opening he returns to New York to arrange for production

HAL ROACH

Opening "Save Vaudeville" Drive
Opening gun in a "Save Vaudeville" campaign will be fired by the
American Federation of Actors at
a mass meeting at the St. James
Theater on Sept. 25 to which prominent theatrical
and government
leaders have been invited.
Ralph
the

Chg.

—
—

Coming and Going

cinema

order

communications to THE FTT
1650 Broadway, New York, N.

Address

18, 1935

Second issue of the "Mickey
Mouse Magazine", published monthly by Hal Home, is off the press and
BARRET S. McCORMICK, advertising anc
{Continued from Page 1)
will go in circulation Sept. 25, just publicity director for RKO, has gone
to the
on the Seine.
That probably accounts for two days before the start of the coast by plane, returning in about ten days.
the small number of divorces amongst the seventh anniversary celebration for
FRANCINE LARRIMORE leaves New York
French.
From a gondola on the Seine one Mickey Mouse. Among features of on Oct. 20 for the M-G-M studios in Hollytan see Notre Dame, the Eiffel Tower, the the new issue of the magazine is a wood.
Arc du Triomph, the Gare de Nord, Ciros, gag contest with about 15 merchanDENNIS KING sails late next month for Engthe Folies-Bergere and on clear days the dise manufacturers tied in to pro- land to appear in "Petticoat Fever" on the
London stage and to play in "Tales of Hoffoffice of Will Hays on 44th Street.
One vide the prizes.
man" for GB Pictures.

and
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ONE OF

the most sensational scoops in the annals
of the newsreel
is that one scored by Hearst Metrotone
News in recording the confessions of the young Brooklyn hoodlums who brutally killed a B. M. T. collector on the Culver line
after hours of grilling by the D. A.'s detectives, they
refused to talk .... but when they were offered a chance to
talk for the newsreel, they fell oyer each other to take the
spotlight and confess .... it makes one of the most graphic
and powerful human documents ever caught by the camera
.

OUR

POLICY:

.

A SCOOP

(Another scoop in Current Issue, Vol.
on record transcontinental flight.)

air,

IN EVERY ISSUE. THIS
6,

~No.

303

ONE APPEARS

IN ISSUE 301!

Exclusive pictures taken by Laura Ingalls,

new queen

of the

See you tonight!

June Knight,

World Premiere,

JACK BENNY,

Hooray ROBERT TAYLOR,
Una Merkel, Nick Long, Jr., Frances Langford,
Capitol Theatre, N. Y.

Sid Silvers,

ELEANOR POWELL, Buddy

Roy Del Ruth, Producer John W.

Ebsen and the Gang! Hooray Director

Considine,

Jr.,

and

METRO GOLD WYN-MAYER!
*

MARCH!

THE

c&H

DAILY

SETTLEMENT
IN

IS

SEEN

WARNER- ASCAP JAM

MAP KEY

|V*
^\0

X

was

said yesterday by
Lew Diamond, president of Famous
Music Co., Paramount subsidiary,
and chairman of the reclassification
committee. Diamond said that adoption of this proposal by the Society
should remove the Warner objections to continuance in the Society.
Diamond pointed out that Warners
maintained that it was entitled to
it

more money from the Society and
objected to the arbitrary method unmonies received by the
allotted to music pubBut, said Diamond, no one
under the present system

was

lishers.

can

tell

whether Warners

money

as

it

is

entitled to

more

claims.

• • • THERE IS a lot of argument pro and con at this
time on the question
Does the exploitation of pictures on
the radio broadcasts help or injure the picture theater?
and there are those in the film biz who are sold on the idea that
radio is helpful
while others are equally emphatic in believing that the radio plugs on pix are harmful

T
•

•

understood that the winters'
branch of the Society has adopted
a plan whereby writer members will
be paid on the basis of actual performance of their works.
E. C. Mills, general manager of
Ascap, has been holding a number
of conferences lately with Herman

Warner

vice-president, in an
compose the differences between the Society and Warner Bros.
The Ascap board of directors will
meet tomorrow.
effort to

the strongest opponents against the practice is Chester B. Bahn
cinema crit of the Syracuse
"Herald"
and Mister Bahn speaks in no uncertain terms
as a serious student of the motion picture
possessing
a grasp of trade angles that few newspaper critics know much
about
his opinions are worth mulling over by every pro.

A. T.

&

T. Probe

(Continued from Page

der

way

of the

&

1)

American Telephone
Co., told the Film

Telegraph
Daily yesterday he expects to be
ready to hold several public hearings before Congress convenes in
January. These, he added, will "very
likely" include Erpi and movie interests
ly."

ducer

• • • THIS CRITIC takes the stand that radio and motion pictures are competitive arms of the show biz
definitely rivals for the favor of the amusement seeker
Chet says
that any exhibitor will tell you sadly that the amusement seeker cannot be in two places at the same time
the movie fan
who is listening to the voice of a screen idol whom he likes to
think is talking DIRECTLY to him
as he sits comfortably
at home turning the dials free and for nothing
cannot
very well be seated in your de luxe theater on your nabe house
at so much per seat

his investigatory

force is now nearly complete with
approximately 130 engaged in the
investigation, including 105 accountants and a score of engineers. "A
few more will be engaged later," he
stated.

Samuelson May Stay
As N. J. Allied Prexy
(Continued from Page

1)

Samuelson, who

is

to continue his

duties temporarily,

head of the
national Allied organization, agreed
also

pending a permanent decision. The
adjourned annual convention is expected to reconvene in November or
December.
Gets Theater Improvement Jobs
I. S. Perse of the Capitol Motion
Picture
Supply Corp. has been
awarded complete contracts by Leo
Brecher to reseat the Roosevelt and
Odeon theaters, also complete renovating of the Harlem Opera House
and the Odeon theater.

M-G-M
M-G-M

Testing Virginia Kaye
testing Virginia Kaye
tomorrow in New York.
is

Minneapolis and the
He

goes

day

to

Coast.
Philadelphia
Fri"Exhibitor"-Var-

to attend the

Club golf tournament.
While
Oct. 8-9, Kuykendall will
address the regional exhibitor meetiety

in

Omaha

Six St. Louis Theaters

Undergo Improvements
(Continued from Page

1)

Fairy also is undergoing extensive
remodeling. Tommy James will install 600 new chairs in his Douglas
Theater. Andrew Zotos is remodeling the Melvin and putting in 650
opera chairs, and Fred Wehrenberg
is improving his Melba.
In Marissa, 111., Finger & Dean
are modernizing the Gem into one of
the best houses around there.

Six Hold "Top Hat"
For a Fourth

Week

(Continued from Page 1)

•

•

•

AND THIS

crit argues further that the decline of
be in large part traced to radio
he

the legit and vaude can
claims there are thousands who have found in radio presentations of stage dramas and comedies a satisfactory and CHEAPER substitute for the theater
and as history finds a way
of repeating itself, it is possible that the film biz may some day
find itself in the same spot as vaude and the legit

"either directly or indirect-

Walker indicated

After returning to Columbus late
coming week-end Kuykendall
soon leaves for St. Louis and thence
to Kansas City, Chicago, Omaha,

.

Hold Hearings Soon

On

1)

ing there.

• ONE OF

.

It is

Starr,

(Continued from Page

the M. P. T. 0. A. chieftain yesterday said they are "becoming more
and more chaotic."
this

der which
society

CITY MEETS

ON VOLUNTARY CODE

T^phil M. DALY

{Continued from Page 1)

catalogues,

Wednesday, SeDt. 18,1935

WHEN YOU

• • •
stop to figure that radio already has
a toe hold on the film biz, Chet says
suppose that invasion
is broadened through outright studio control
or through
the introduction of television
what then?
it is something for the film moguls to mull over
• • • THEY TELL us that table tennis is off for a big
vear
so we are letting the racquet (spell it our way) fans
in on a good one
Abe Berenbaum and Sol Schiff numbers
one and two ranking players of the country, will help inaugurate the new season at the New York Table Tennis and Golf
Club
RCA Building
via an exhibition match
the day is Sept. 20
time, 5:30 p.m.
there is no charge
to film mugs
or anyone else

Francisco, Boston, Washington and
the Hillstreet and Pantages, Los Angeles, where the picture is playing
day-and-date.

Haskell Masters Honored
Toronto Film industry executives
gathered here from all parts of Canada for the testimonial dinner for
Haskell Masters, for many years
Canadian
general
manager
of
United Artists and who goes to New
York to become the company's foreign representative.
President Al
Lichtman of U. A. came to Toronto
especially for the occasion, and those
who spoke paying tribute to
Masters' work included N. L. Na-

—

thanson, president of
ers Canadian Corp.

Famous Play-

,

Paul 10-Cent Case Up Saturday
Hearing on an injunction action
instituted by the Palace, St. Paul
house, to prevent distributors from
St.

refusing to service the theater has
set for Saturday in the
Federal Court in that city. Case involves the right of a distributor to
refuse to deliver film to a 10-cent
house. The majors are represented
by Shearer, Bayard & Trogner, attorneys.

now been

• • • SOME SWELL layout work for counter cards and
window displays has been done by "Screenland Fashions"
featuring Raquel Torres and Adrienne Ames for the North
American Rayon Co.
the display material shows the dress

material right on the figure of the star which carries the photographed head
a nice break for the stars

Loew Houses Hold Twin Bill
Ten Loew houses in the metro-

10

•

•

•

THERE

IS a lot of industry interest in watching
new series of Columbia's "The Voice of
Experience"
the first time human interest subjects from
actual life experiences have been done in single
reels
questionnaires issued at the Roxy on the initial pix prove
unusual audience interest has been aroused
public reaction to the

m

€t

«

» » »

politan area are holding over the
dual bill consisting of "China Seas"
and "Bright Lights" until tomorrow.
Theaters giving the pictures increased playing time are Loew's
Sheridan, 116th St., Victoria, Commodore, Delancey, Kings, Triboro,
New Rochelle, Loew's, Mt. Vernon,
and Loew's, Yonkers.

THS
Wednesday, Sept.

18,

A
By
T

ANSING

"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK
C.

HOLDEN,

architect,

"k painter and etcher, has been
signed as a color director by John
Hay Whitney's Pioneer Pictures,
producers of "La Cucaracha" 'and
"Becky Sharp" in Technicolor. Holden recently co-directed H. Rider
Haggard's "She" with Irving Pichel
He will work on
for RKO Radio.
the two Technicolor pictures which

Pioneer will make this season under
the producership of Merian C. CoopRober for RKO release. He joins
of
ert Edmond Jones in the group
artists who will work on the forth-

coming

films in color.

T

2W±
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John Warburton, English player,
and Lucille Morrison of Los Angeles
were married Sunday night in Tia
Juana. Ivan Lebedeff and Wera Engels attended the couple.

HOLLYWOOD

Louise Fazenda, whose most re- Gwenn, Dennie Moore and others
work for Warners was in prominently cast.
t
Broadway Gondolier", has been asCharles Grapewin has been assigned a leading comedy role in
forthcoming production of signed a role in the Warner productheir
"Meet the Duchess." Herbert Mun- tion of "The Petrified Forest," stardin is cast as her husband. Dolores ring Leslie Howard and Bette Davis.
del Rio and Warren William are co- Verree Teasdale, Dick Foran and Alstarred in "Meet the Duchess," len Jenkins are the other cast asDelmer Daves
which is an adaptation of the suc- signments to date.
cessful London stage play of last adapted Robert Sherwood's stage
season, "A Present From Margate," success of last year for screen presby Ian Hay and A. E. W. Mason. entation. Archie Mayo will direct.
Charles Belden and F. Hugh Herbert
Sol M. Wurtzel, 20th Centuryhave been assigned the screen
Fox executive producer, has bought
adaptation.
the Aidan Roark story, "Four GalV
T
Brian Aherne has been chosen by lant Men," which has to do with the
RKO Radio as Katharine Hepburn's players of the famous society sport,
leading man in "Sylvaia Scarlett," polo.
T
T
now in production with George
Cukor directing and Cary Grant,
"Country Boy", with Barton MacPrincess Natalie Paley, Edmund Lane, M&ry Astor and Dorothy Petcent

—

Division,
falo manager for First
succeeding Elmer Lux, who resignLux now is
ed several weeks ago.
with Columbia.

Joseph Sawyer.
will

direct.

adapted the
the screen.

William McGann
Bertram Milhauser

Dawn

Powell novel for

T
T
V
Gloria Stuart has been signed to
a long term contract by Darryl F.
Zanuck, and assigned to the leading
feminine role in "Professional Soldier," Victor McLaglen starring-vehicle for 20th Century-Fox.
t
T

Mrs. Wallace Reid

is

completing

the final draft of Meredith Nicholson's "House of a Thousand Candles," which Republic will film at
the Pathe studios.

is

supervisor for Warners' Cincy and Indianapolis offices.
the

Basil Brady, formerly
Buffalo
with GB, has been appointed Buf-

erson in the leading roles, has gone
into production at the First National studios. Four players were added
to the cast in advance of initial camera work. They are Joseph King,
John Eldredge, Joseph Crehan and

Cincinnati Chatter
Cincinnati— George Daunmeyer

Buffalo Bits

"LOTS"

new

W.

C.

field

Gehring and W. Sussman

are due here tomorrow for a survey
of Fox's Kent Drive.

Joe Oulahan, Paramount branch
manager, is back from Cleveland,
where he visited with Harry Gold"The Thin Man," on a new down- stein.
playafter
Century,
the
at
town run
Joe Alf, for years stage manager
house in
ing just about every other
for RKO, died last week.
record
house
the
town, has broken
Helen Fleming of Warners is
for two years.
Jessie Alderman has
the hospital.
neighShea
the
Four-day runs at
been added to the office staff.
for
rule
the
borhood houses are
Annabelle Kelly of Fox's ad sales
Shirley Temple's "Curly Top.
also on the sick list.
department
BufDiffering from other cities,
Circuit has acquired
Chesbrough
falo is seeing Maj. Bowes' touring the Northern Theater from Mrs.
radio amateurs in a Masonic the- Tone Wright of Columbus.
ChesConater, the auditorium of Buffalo
contemplates reopening
also
brough
Shrine.
sistory, under auspices of the
the Oeden.
Usually the 2,800-seat house is used
L. E. Carte will open the Mamannual
for
and
ceremonials,
for
mouth Theater, Mammouth, W. Va.,
theDowntown
productions.
amateur
on Saturday.
aters continue fleshless, except for
C. A. Renfrow is opening the

NORTH! SOUTH!
Twin World
Premieies Soon!

m

.

the

Buffalo's

orchestral

presenta-

tions.

Manchester, W. Manchester, O.
Will Kerr of RCA has sold High
Fidelity sound to the Washington
Opera House, Maysville, and the

Set Rene Clair Film Premiere
Palace, Gloucester.
Rene Clair's "The Last MillionRecent visitors: Sam Lee, Arthur
aire" will have its New York pre-

Brillant, Chris Pfister, Roy Letmiere in the auditorium of the New
singer, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Dennison,
School for Social Research, on SunLawrence Burns.
day evening, Oct. 6, under the spon-

sorship of the

New

Film Alliance.

Pittsburgh Briefs

This showing will be the first of seven similar programs arranged by

Pittsburgh—Bob Collier, Warner
exploitation man, in from New York
of
to heln in the publicity campaign
"A Midsummer Night's Dream'
which onens at the Nixon next

the Alliance.

will also visit the Clevefor similar duties.
Bill Blowitz, son of Joe Blowitz,
manager of the Manor Theater, is
in Los Angeles working in the r-ublicity department of the Fox West

month.
land

He

office

Coast Circuit.
Henrietta Leaver, "Miss America
1935," goes to New York to make a
series of screen tests.

playing "The Thm Man'
this week for the fourth return engagement.
-»—.*»
D. M. Hall, talent scout for RKO
the
in
column
theater
do
a
will
here,
Sunday "Press" this fall.
Ritz

Greta

Garbo

C.

Gardner Sullivan

I

is

MORE DRAMAAND ENTERTAINMENT

IN TWO REELSTHAN AVASTMAJORITY
!"

OF LAST YEAR'S FEATURES

-MOTIONPICTUREDAILY
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«

St.

HERE & THERE
Charles, Mo. — Bob Stemple,

owner of the Strand,

said to contemplate opening another theater in
is

the next month or so. Recently the
Ritz was opened as opposition to the
Strand. Now Stemple plans to open
another house to furnish opposition
to the opposition.

Ashland,

111.— The Ashland theunder the ownership of

ater is now
Russell Hall and Wymna Hart, who
also own and operate the Bijou at
Waverly, 111. Hall will be in active
The
charge of the local house.
house, dark since June, has been re-

modeled.
Gillespie, 111.— Mike Kirkhart is
managing Dominic Fresina's Lyric

Prior to accepting
theater here.
this position he had been with Fox
West Coast Theaters in the South-

ern Illinois territory for about

five

years.

—

REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS
FOREIGN
"BOHEMIOS,"

in

produced in
Mexicans; diwith Amelia de
At the Teatro

Spanish;

in

rected
llisa,

by

R.

Julian

Portas;

F.

Soler,

et

al.

makes

good Mexican
about the life of

Fairly

Mexico

"Pardon

production,
struggling

SHORTS

21 mins.

Featuring those three riots of fun
Moe Howard, Jerry Howard and
Larry Fine.
The boys are doing
some house painting in a drug store

that features a bar. When the proprietor leaves, they serve a customer a drink they concoct from the

on Wednesdays, starting Oct.
"Screen Snapshots"
Both are Tri-State houses and
(No. 1)
are signed for talent from the ex- Columbia
10 mins.
panding Wilbur Cushman agency.
Lively
A jaunt through Hollywood, windYork, Neb.—The York and Sun ing up at the San Diego fair and
night
here are now running bank
A varthe Hollywood show there.
Manager Carl Rose iety of the stars are caught in untwice a week.
says he doesn't notice any change conventional poses as they relax
in attendance on the other days.
and find fun at the Fair. Exhibits
are shown of famous scenes and
Johnny Dickson has gowns from recent productions,
St. Louis
gone to California again and he with different film personalities tied

—

it.

Columbia

Seattle Sidelights

—

Richard Eckles has left
Seattle
for Butte to take up his new duties
as Sheffield exchange booker there.

"Steamboat 'Round The Bend" has
gone into a third week at Hamrick's
Music Box here.
A local talent movie is being made
in Spokane with Jack Hihn as production manager and the Spokane
Women's Club sponsoring.
John S. Waters, M-G-M cameraman, visited Spokane and nearby
points appraising movie location
sites.

Hoot Gibson is arena director for
the Buffalo Brady Rodeo at the
Western Washington Fair in Puyallup this week.

RKO to
RKO
clusive

Handle Fight Films Abroad
Export Corp. will have exdistribution

of

the

Max

Baer-Joe Louis fight pictures in all
foreign territories, excluding the
United Kingdom and possessions,
according to arrangements just completed.

resignation at Warners. Peggy recently married Lionel Wasson, advertising manager for Central States
theaters. Dora MacLaren succeeds
her as exchange cashier.
"Top Hat" established a new precedent for Sioux City, la., by playing at the Orpheum for two weeks,
the first film ever to play that city
longer than ten days.
R. D. Goldberg, manager of the
Town and two suburban houses, has
returned from a California trip, accompanied by Mrs. Goldberg.
E. R. Cummings, district manager for A. H. Blank theaters, went
to bed Monday suffering from a dual
attack of hay fever and asthma.
C. V. Shoecraft has changed the
name of the Columbia to the Gem
and is spending some $5,000 in extensive renovation and new equipment, including new sound, front,
seat replacing.

are
distributed
are on the current
at the Radio City Music Hall.

RKO,

•

"Headin' for Harlem", two-reeler
with an all-colored cast including
Buck and Bubbles, Avis Andrews,
Cook and Brown, Pork Chops, Norman Aspwood and a line of girls
from the Cotton Club, has been completed by Mentone Productions at
the Biograph studios under the direction of Milton Schwarzwald.
•

Screen lovers of the past and the
techniques that brought them fame
will be depicted in a forthcoming
Paramount "Varieties" reel, "Fashions in Love".
Material is being
compiled by H. A. Woodmansee.
•

10 mins.

A lively aquatic sports reel, showing a variety of water games from
the ole swimmin' hole down to the
very latest in water polo and other
fancy sports for livening up the water carnivals. High and fancy diving, underwater prize fights, obstacle swimming, and other forms
make this a very entertaining short.

Described

Detroit Doings
— Bennett & Straight,

theatrical architects, are taking bids on
the construction of a new house here
for the Ben J. Cohen circuit.
Following alterations costing $25,000, the Madison Theater is to have
a change of policy next week.
10-cent Thursday night show,
designed to draw the extensive rural
population, is being offered by the

Detroit

A

Wayne Theater

in

Wayne.

tatively titled

"High Hat" and fea-

turing Tom Howard and George
Shelton will be completed today at
the Astoria studio under the direction of Al Christie for Educational
release.

•

William

Rowland

of Broadway
recently completed
"Sweet Surrender" for Universal
release, has started work on the
story for his next picture, with production plans scheduled around the
first of November.
•

Productions,

who

The Hecht and MacArthur headquarters in the Astoria studios are
again beaming with activity in preparation for their next production,
"Soak the Rich", with work on the
feature scheduled, to gel under way
about Oct. 15.
•

"Radio

Rhapsody", single-reeler
featuring Johnny Green and his orchestra recently produced at the
Eastern Service studio in Astoria,

now in the Paramount cutting
room being made ready for release.
Fred Waller directed the short from
here following the collapse of Sham- a script by Milton Hocky and Fred
Golden Arrow Productions, with

is

Hubert Pratt as president,

will carry on production of theatrical films

Rath.

rock Pictures.

The former Hippodrome, colored
house, has been named the Louis
Theater in honor of Joe Louis. Mrs.
A. Fischer has just reopened the
house.

Madison Realty
Paramount theater

one of the
affiliates, has deCo.,

M-G-M

Aids Nat'l Park Fund

Washinaion Bureau of

Washington

—

Mayer has donated

THE FILM DAILY

Metro

-

Goldwyn

-

$5,000 to the re-

cently created National Park Trust

Fund.

According to announcement

made by Secretary Ickes here today.
creased capital stock from $30,000
The donation, first to be received
to $1,000.
by the fund, it was explained is in
Artfilm Studios, Inc., of Grand recognition of facilities placed at the
Rapids and Cleveland, and Philadel- company's disposal by the National
phia Theater Building
been dissolved.
Installs

Vienna,

RCA

—The

Co.,

have

Sound

type of
Increases Seating Capacity
RCA sound equipment has been inJackson, Mo. The seating capac- stalled in the Cozy theater operated
ity of the Palace has been increased by I. V. Marberry.
The house has
150 seats.
been redecorated.

—

of the

which

subjects,

through
bill

Two

series.

Production on the two-reeler ten-

Novelty

Story by Jack Kofoed.
by Ford Bond.

number in the
Van Beuren

"Football", another

same

and Splashes"
(World of Sport)

Omaha Odds and Ends

—

Omaha— V. B. Trent, M-G-M office
Neb. Increased business
has made it necessary for M. Thomp- manager, is the father of a fiveson, manager and owner of the Ri- pound daughter.
Irene Austin, Radio City Rockette,
viera, to enlarge the house by 150
seats. The theater is also being ex- visiting Omaha home on a holiday.
Lenore Kokes of Ord fills the gap
tensively remodeled and redecorated.
made by Peggy Libbee Wasson's
St. Paul,

man
way in the Bill Corum sports series,
Don Hancock, production chief for
Van Beuren Co., will start work on

"Spills

2.

ing unit, report has

Scotch"

"Tense Moments"
(World of Sport)
10 mins. apothecary department.
Columbia
It knocks
Thrills
the customer cold, and he tells them
The high dramatic moments in they have a marvelous brand of
various fast-moving sports such as Scotch. So he declares them in, and
the racetrack and the motor speed- goes out to promote a bankroll to
way, in all of which some danger- put the new "Scotch" brand over.
ous spills are caught by the camera. The rest of the reel is a riot of
The Indianapolis motor race shots rough stuff humor as the three cutare especially interesting, with a ups appear as guests at a ritzy
series of spills being caught, cars house party to meet the backer of
crashing and the drivers flung high the new liquor company. Plenty of
Rather gruesome for laughs with their brand of boisterin the air.
the ladies, but undeniable thrill ous comedy. Directed by Del Lord.
stuff for those who like it. Story by Story by Andrew Bennison.
Narration by Ford
Jack Kofoed.

ings,

ALICOATE

completing the "GentleSports" subject now under

—

City.

By CHAS. A.

^FTER

Plenty Laughs

with
artists

1935

SHORT SHOTS

good nar-

with The Three Stooges

Grand Island, Neb. Vaudeville is
being added regularly Fridays and
Saturdays at the Capitol starting Bond.
Also at the Rivoli, HastSept. 27.

stated that this time he will stay.
He has a job lined up with a produc-

My

18,

»

this a lively offering.

Columbia

Campoamor.
story

A

with the exhibits.

ration

Mexico by Cinematografica

in

Wednesday, Sept.

111.

latest

Park Service

in filming the picture,

"Sequoia."

Louis Salesman for Majestic
Louis Sol Rose is the new
city salesman for Majestic Pictures
under Dave Komra.
He formerly
was with Fox in Los Angeles and
with the Warner exchange here.
St.
St.

—

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Of Motion Pictures
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NEW

68
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TEN CENTS

1935
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Columbia Stockholders Approve Increase in Shares

GOVERNMENT SEEKS TO SPEED HEARING

IN ST. LOUIS

New

Public Tastes

Will Hays Sees

Experiments

Says Forthcoming Product

rans
.

.

and

Opens New Fields
For Screen

studios

its

By JACK ALICOATE—
DARIS, FRANCE— Paris and the
vards

'

are

the year.
'

;

are waiting
Joinville.

beautiful

at

this

Boule-

time

of

The sun is shining and the cars
and we are soon on our way to
Out through the picturesque

:

suburbs of Paris at 60 miles an hour and
on to the production center of France that
once dreamed of being the Hollywood of
Continental Europe.
Here to be greeted
at the big Paramount studio by the genial,

and

polished

Blumcnthal,

throughly Continental
has invited us and

our
to lunch.
Felix Feist has gone highhat and is lost somewhere in the Louvre,
but America is well represented, for we
have in the party Gregory La Cava, Lou
Nizer, Jack
Connolly,
Bill
O'Brien, old
Dr. Shanberg of the
Kansas City Shanbergs
and, as
interpreter extraordinary,

gang

;

I

Mons. Paul Auguste Harle, publisher of
"La
Cinematographic
Francaise,
who
watches after The Film Daily interests in
La

Belle

France.

—•—

in

Jam Premiere

of 1936"
last night amid
and celebs and before a
jammed house with a big waiting line
outside.
The musical, which was reviewed in THE FILM DAILY on Aug.

kleig

29,

lights

got

a

vociferous

reception.

MEEHAN EXPECTS DEAL

(Continued on Page 4)

MPTOA BOARD TO MEET

TO BE CLOSED SHORTLY

ON A VOLUNTARY CODE

Admitting that he is negotiating
with Atlas Corporation to sell his

President Ed Kuykendall will call
a meeting of the M. P. T. 0. A. board
of directors shortly after Nov. 1 to

stock interests in K-A-O, Mike Meehan yesterday said he expects the
deal to be completed within a few
days. The move was exclusively reported in The Film Daily yesterday.

consider steps toward establishment
of a voluntary industry code.
The
session will be held in New York following Kuykendall's coast-to-coast
(Continued on Page 4)

Law Firm

Aiding
Probe of Erpi

West. Penna. Allied Meet
Postponed to Oct. 28-29

—

Pittsburgh Due to similar dates
In
as important as any on the Continent.
set by the Allied Organization of
It
is an
immense plant and looks ala HollyCotton, Franklin, Wright & Gor- Michigan, Secretary Fred Herringwood with most modern equipment.
don, prominent law firm, is acting ton announces that the annual conIt
has five large stages and is probably the together
with
Donovon, Leisure, vention of the Allied M. P. T. 0. of
busiest studio in Paris.
We sit down to Newton & Lumbard on behalf of the Wesi.ern Pennsylvania will be held
a lunch fit for the kings, for Host BluRCA Manufacturing Co. in determ- at the Hotel Schenley here Oct. 28mcnthal has outdone himself, and then ining whether Erpi has an illegal 29, a week later than the previous
spend two delightful hours as we cross monopoly on sound recording licen- date.
Congressman Pettengill will
word swords with Blumcnthal, Fred Lange, ses, thereby preventing RCA from speak at the Michigan affair and alwho has charge of Paramount interests In
(Continued on Page 4)
so here.
at

Joinville

Europe, Steve Fitzgibbons and T.
of the

Paramount

we have

staff

As

S.

are

Jones

official arbiter,

Irving Marks, friend

and conAmericans in Paris, and who
has been here since Napoleon recruited his
first army on the left bank.
fidant

Dr.

of

all

—•—

The

Increase in Columbia Shares
Is Approved by Stockholders

only

other important studios in
Paris are those of Pathe-Natan, Gaumont,
Braunberger and the Tobis plant at Epinay.
These are all large and modern, but
French production had dwindled to very
little.

Internationalization of the French
cinema industry, on anything like a large
scale, is now practically a thing of the
past.

RCA

Jack

Mersereau,

Marseilles with his

just

Gaumont

back

from

British troupe,

(Continued on Page 2)

Good Legit Season Seen
Advance production plans for
new theatrical season point to the
year

for

1931,

it

zell,

the

was

legitimate

since

said yesterday by Paul Dull-

executive secretary

Equity

theater

the
best

Ass'n.

of

the

Actors'

a

File

of

Petition

"Expedition" in
St. Louis Case

M-G-M's "Broadway Melody

Product under way for the new
season will disclose vast new possibilities of the screen as a universal
entertainment medium for the expression of the highest forms of art
and drama, and will launch "the
greatest experiment in public taste
ever conducted by the American mo-

Second

The Paramount studios

May

premiered at the Capitol

Ike

who

"Melody"

in

By GEORGE IV. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington A petition of "expedition" may be filed by the De-

—

partment of Justice to hasten trial
of the government suit against Warners,
and Paramount in the
alleged withholding of product from
the Ambassador, Missouri and New
Grand Central theaters in St. Louis,
it was stated to Film Daily yesterday by John Dickinson, assistant
attorney-general in charge of antitrust cases.
Under the "expedition" rule, the
(Continued on Page 4)

RKO

CIRCUITS AND UNION

DEADLOCKED ON SCALE
Negotiations
circuits

and

between the major
306 have ap-

Local

proached a deadlock, with the

cir-

cuits offering a top figure of $1.83
an hour for booth men in deluxe

houses and Local 306 insisting that
the scale stay at $2.12 an hour.
negotiations
between
Meanwhile
(Continued on Page 4)

Three Circuit Deals
Closed by RKO Radio
Contracts for playing of the RKO
Radio

1935-36

lineup

have

been

closed with the Great States Circuit
of 60 houses in the Chicago territory, the Walter Reade circuit of

about 40 houses in New Jersey and
the Feiber & Shea group of around

Columbia stockholders, at their 25 theaters upstate, it is announced
annual meeting yesterday, approved by Jules Levy, RKO sales manager.
a proposal to increase the company's common stock from 300,000
shares to 1,000,000 shares of no par
"Broadcast" Sets Record

value.

David Fogelson of the Nathan
Burkan law firm was elected a director, succeeding Leo M. Blancke
of Hemphill, Noyes & Co., the firm
(Continued on

Page

4)

Paramount's "Big Broadcast of 1936"
new two-year attendance
has set a
record at the New York Paramount Thewill
ater and
be held over for a second

week.

THE
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Berger as Special Counsel
In Probe of Patent Pools

raris
10 Cents

Thurs., Sept. 19, 1935

Vol. 68, No. 68

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Editor and Publisher

:

Coming and Going

David Garrison Berger has been
appointed special counsel to the
(Continued from Page 1)
Congressional Committee engaged
NAT DORFMAN is in New York from the
is
here on location.
We worked as an in probing patent pools and will act Coast.
extra and will receive one hundred francs specifically in connection with the
C- .?
STIFr 0' Mineapolis has arrived
motion picture and telephoto trans- New
in the morning.
York.
We knew it would only be a question mission phases of the committee's
OTTO KRUGER leaves New York immediately
of time when the night life of Paris would investigation, it was announced yes- on his
return to Hollywood, abandoning hit
get us.
Besides, we could not hold EMPY terday by Dr. William I. Sirovich, plans tor a European trip.
Public
back any longer.
Her mind was made up. chairman of the committee.
JIMMY SAVO retu-ns to New York on SatJ
So last night, cocktails at the Ritz, dinner hearings by the committee will start urday from Detroit.
Avenue
about
Oct.
30
at
the
Fifth
at historic Maxim's, straight to the naughty
WILLIAM FITELSON returns to New Yorl
Hotel. Patent control by the Amer-

and

.

its

studios

"

ii

...
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Low

High

Am. Seat
Columbia

Picts.

Fm.

Con.

13V4

13

68 Vi

68

68l/4

4%

45/8

43£

pfd. 17l/4

17V8

17l/4

Ind

Con.

Fm.

East.

Kodak

Loew's,

vtc.

Close
13i/8

Ind.

161

447/8

Inc

Paramount
11%
Paramount 1st pfd..100V2
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 141/4

1591/4 160
44l/8
44l/2

+

141/4

3^

+

Vn

4i/2

171/4

20th Cent.-Fox pfd..

263/8

26

26V4

34

34

34

Univ.

pfd

Pict.

do

pfd

8>/2

7%

463/8

45'/2

1

+

4%
17V4

Warner Bros

31/4
3^

17'/2

Cent.-Fox

20th

8'/4

46

+ %
+ %

Gen.

Th.

Keith

A-0 6s46

Loew 6s
Par.
Par.

41

Picts.

By.

15V4

14%

ctfs.

143^

143,4

14%
14%

....

89

88'/4

89

6s40.

Eq.

ww ...104%
6s55 .... 97
62i/2

3s55

Warner's 6s39

83

1041/4 104V4

—

%

+

—

l/

Sonotone

Corp

1

34

20%

Briskin

62V2

-f

1V4

82i/4

823/*

4.

3/4

3%

Trans-Lux

13/4

1 3/^

20

3%

33/8

— %
%

"Special Agent" Opens Big
"Special Agent" drew
practically capacity on its opening
yesterday morning at the New York
Strand.
Ushered in with a strong
campaign, the picture had a long
line waiting when the doors opened
at 9:30 A.M.

Warner's

May

West Coast Bureau

—

of

Join

Fox

THE FILM DAILY

That Sam Briskin
20th Century-Fox in an
important production capacity is reported here.
Briskin recently resigned after holding a Columbia
studio post for years.
Hollywood

will

-f

in its fifth

indefinitely.

4

1/4

20

now

is

week, the production will continue

4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

"The Crusades"

i/

97+1

96
61

tation will be at the Hanna Theater,
Cleveland, tomorrow, followed by
the Nixon, Pittsburgh, on Sept. 23;
the National, Washington, Sept. 29,
and the Majestic, Boston, Oct. 4.

At the Astor on Broadway, where

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40

roadshow bookings have
been set for Paramount's Cecil B.
DeMille production, "The Crusades,"
the company announced today. The
first out-of-town two-a-day presen-

Four

1

6% +

....

RKO

— —

1/

13'/4

11%

Vb

Advance Campaign Set
on Korda's Things to Come'
Bis:

is

+
+

10%

6l/4

Film

+

ican Telephone & Telegraph Co. will
first be investigated.

production,
Korda's
Alexander
"Things to Come," adapted from
the H. G. Wells story and soon to
•
be released through United Artists,
Foreign made films are not allowed more
will be given an elaborate advance
Fancy that. Five
than 15 runs in France.
publicity campaign, including a tieOccaof these may be in Paris theaters.
up arranged with the "Herald-Trisionally, for artistic reasons, they gently
bune" Syndicate of New York and
You
It's all rather daffy.
lift the limit.
the magazine sections of 21 leading
can have Paris. Even EMPY is disillusioned.
key city newspapers to feature a
She has made a pass at at least eight complete serialization of the film.
French gentlemen bicycles and they won't
first chapter of the "Things to
We are on The
even give her a tumble. So.
Come" serialization, which will be
places.
Of all
our way to Amsterdam.
illustrated with scene stills from the
But they do tell us the beer there is both
actual production, will break in
good and cheap, and besides, that old newspapers on Sept. 29 and run
Kentucky mountaineer, Col. Phil Reisman,
through to Oct. 27.

+ 1%
waiting.
+ 4
+ V* Four Roadshow Bookings
+ %
Set on "The Crusades"
+ %

97l/2 1001/2

6%
4%

Pathe

Chg.

where the show, while colorful,
reminds one of the cut-outs from Lou Blumenthal's Broadway Folies Bergeres done
A thorough tour of inby understudies.
spection of sinful Montmartre and its environs, and then home at sun-up in an
open-faced hack. It's all sort of chumpish.
You can get a headache anywhere in the
world cheaper than here in Paris.
Bal Tabarin

join

Want DeMille
San Antonio

to

—

to induce Cecil B.

Film Texas Epic
Efforts are afoot

DeMille to come

make

a historical pageant
Producof the Texas Centennial.
tion would start early next year.

here and

today

from

Detroit.

JOHN E. OTTERSON is
New York today for the

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

With

William

C.

W.

60th

ST

NEW YORK

days in New York.
OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN

II,
writer and lyriin Hollywood for Paramount,
York today by train aftei
working with Erich Wolfgang Korngold, com.
poser, on the music for Paramount's "Give Us
This Night" for Jan Kiepura and Gladys Swarfh-

who

cist

has been

returns

New

to

out.

in

MORRIS LOWENSTEIN of Oklahoma City
New York to confer with Ed Kuykendall.

A. JULIAN
Washington.

MMICALWUNDTM(rcHV[RY
MOOD £P TYPE OF PICTURE
SKNU

FOR OUR CATALOG

Week

for

"Dark Angel"

"The Dark Angel", United Artists
release,

week

is

being held for a third
"Red Salute" is

at the Rivoli.
scheduled to follow.

is

in

New

York fron

MARGOT GRAHAME,
tract

to
for the
in

British star under conRKO Radio, left New York yesterday
Coast following her return from a visit

England.

NAGEL,

FRANCES

MAI

HENRY SAUNDERS, and SIR ROBERT PEEL
son of Beatrice Lillie, sail from New Yorl
tonight on the Berengaria for England.
Til
same boat will take out the previously re
ported United Artists group including ALEX
EX
KORDA,
MAURICE SILVERSTONE
PALLOS and SIR CONNOP GUTHRIE.

LUCILLE BALL, RKO Radio conract playe
Gringo", first 0* a series of six outdoor features starring Pat Carlyle. has been given a month's vacation by
studio following her work
in
"Love Song
Bryan Foy Studio will be used for and is now en route to New York on
recently
finished
Carlyle
Talamanca, accompanied by VIRGIN!
interiors.
S.
S.
PINE.
"The Tia Juana Kid".
P. B. Mahonev and I. C. Overdorff are producers of the series for Netoco Gets W.-B. Lineuj
the Keith Productions, the cast inNetoco Theaters Corp., Paramou
cluding Brvant Washburn, Joseph
Swickard. Kit Guard, Milt Moranti. affiliate, has signed for the com
George Chesbro, Ace Cain, Karlyn plete 1935-36 product lineup from
Mav, Helen Duran. Marjorie Med- Warner-First National and Vita
ford and Don Orlando, with Bob phone, according to an announcement
by Andy Smith, Jr., Warner executive
Farfan production manager.
in charge of eastern and Canadian
distribution. The deal covers seven
"Russia" as Feature and Shorts
houses in upstate New York and
"Soviet Russia Thru the Eyes of was closed by Bob Mochrie, assistant
an American," made in Russia by to Smith, and Roy Haines, metro'
Charles E. Stuart, American en- politan district manager, acting fo:
gineer, and formerly known as "My Warners, and George Walsh, repre
Five Years in Russia," will be re- senting the circuit.
leased both as a feature and as a
series of shorts by Imperial Distributing Corp.
Norman Brokenshire does the narration, accompanied by Russian music and folk
songs, produced under the superviannounces
sion of Nathan Cy Braunstein.

NAT LEVINE
An Animal

Tom Pettey on Coast
Meeting Today
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Regular luncheon meeting of the
Hollywood Tom Pettey, former
A.M.P.A. will be held today at Jack Chicago and New York newspaperPresident
Dempsey's restaurant.
man, who is a member of the Hays
Gordon S. White will preside.
office in New York, has arrived in
Third

BRYLAWSKI

ii

MELCHIOR LENGYEL, Hungarian playwrighl
signed by Paramount, arrives in New York
late
tonight or early tomorrow morning on)
the Berengaria.
WALTER McNALLY, baritone,
is
on the same boat.

Thompson directing, shooting started ANDER
Mondav on location for "The Irish STEPHEN

Ampa

CITY

leav«

eral

Hollywood to assume Lupton Wilkinson's duties with the local Hays
office during the two months Wilkinson will spend in the East. Wilkinson is in charge of the public
relations department.

Serial

'DARKEST AFRICA'

—

33

to

HERBERT GREENBLATT of RKO's Cleveland
exchange has returned to Cleveland after sev-

CONRAD

Start Outdoor Series

scheduled
Coast.

starring

CLYDE BEATTY
AND

EMANUEL KING
for early production

on

the

Republic

program.
I

W

<an
•

:

*

Everybody's congratulating everybody

else!

LODY
LAST NIGHT'S SENSATIONAL PREMIERE AT
CAPITOL, N.

Y.,

ECHOED 'ROUND THE WORLD!
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FAMOUS BUYING INTO

MAY MOVE TO HASTEN
HEARING

IN ST. LOUIS

(Continued from Page

T

.

to

1)

Kuykendall

confer with Morris Lowenstein
of Oklahoma City, who was recently
elected secretary of the M.P.T.O.A.
will

In

Law Firm

RCA

Aiding
Probe of Erpi

(Continued from Page

1)

competing for contracts. The investigation, which has been proceeding
for several months, has not yet been
completed, it was said yesterday at
the office of Donovan, Leisure, Newton

& Lumbard.

Granville Whittle-

of the latter firm, has
left for the coast to look into the
and confer with
situation there

sey, a

member

RCA's Los Angeles

attorney.

RCA
the

contemplates suing Erpi in
event that the investigation

shows Erpi

is

acting in violation of

anti-trust laws.

Wallack's Theater Reopening
Wallack's Theater on West 42nd
Street, after being completely renovated, will open tomorrow with
double features.

•

•

•

•

Betty Garde

houses.

T
T
PREPARATION

•

IN

T

•

T
T
AND SPEAKING of

for

Sees

New

Experiments

In Public Film Tastes
(Continued from Page 1)
tion picture industry," declared Will
H. Hays yesterday in reporting to
the directors of the M.P.P.D.A. following his return from the coast,

where he made an extensive study
and am-

of 1935-36 production plans
plified

the

work

of the Production

Code Administration.
Citing the ventures into Shakespeare, opera and other new undertakings by Hollywood, Hays dejlared that producers are being
actuated not alone by the possibilities of making profits but also by
long-range planning along the lines
of developing public response to the
better type of entertainment.
"Possibly the most significant fact
at this time," he said, "is that the
ndustry is engaged in a great experiment wherein producers on the
whole are more concerned with inviting the widest possible public,
support for higher types of entertainment than they are with attempts to discover the theoretical
common denominator of public appreciation."

and Union
Deadlocked On Scale

Circuits
Col.

Holders Approve
Increase in Shares
(Continued from Page

I)

which has agreed to underwrite the
proposed new $2.75 cumulative convertible preferred Columbia stock.
Blancke, it is expected, will go back
on the board upon completion of the
proposed financing.
Other directors were re-elected.
It was decided to hold a special
stockholders' meeting about Oct. 14
to ratify the proposed new issue of
75,000 shares of $2.75 preferred, the
proceeds of which will be used for
retirement of present outstanding
$3 preference stock and for other

corporate purposes.
The board, in the near future,
will meet to act in reply to a stockholders' question as to when the contemplated 50 per cent stock distribution will be payable.

Asks Fee

Ernest Truex

tournament ?

the William J. Ganz organization
Mister Ganz will launch a significant development
with the Little Theater of Commerce
on Sept. 25
the world's first little theater devoted exclusively to the showing of industrial films
every Wednesday and Friday
aiternoon after that date, there will be a showing at 4 p. m.
featuring commercial pix
anyone in the advertising and
sales fields in any industry is welcome to attend
each
showing will screen four subjects covering varied industrial
fields
Ganz is an old film vet who has specialized in the
industrial end for the past few years

toughest one to be solved.

Second

T

set for that big golf

the annual Red Cross
Drive this fall
the William J. Ganz organization have produced the official short subject
a graphic and highly entertaining presentation of the varied scope of the Red Cross
activities
showing the organization's staff at work in fire,
here
flood and other afflicted areas throughout the nation
with the
is a reel that any theater can show to advantage
widespread appeal that the Red Cross has among the public.

NRA

New York

ARE YOU

—

tour on which he will confer with
exhibitor groups, large and small,
on their feelings regarding a selfregulation plan, as exclusively reported in yesterday's Film Daily.
At the board meeting Kuykendall
will submit a survey he has been
compiling for some time, covering
industry conditions since collapse of
Industry leaders
code.
the
agree that the problem of enforcement of any voluntary code is the
in

•

sponsored by the Philly "Exhibitor" and the Variety Club
at the Whitemarsh Country Club outside Philly, on Friday,
Sept. 20
a dinner dance in the evening will be the feature
but you've got to bring your own
strictly informal
gal
(the announcement says "lady" but what the hell,
they'll probably stretch a point, seeing that so many exhibs
will be there)

Meet
On a Voluntary Code

While

•

Darlington.
The partner firm is
buying a 50 per cent interest in the

•

T

•

ernment.

(Continued from Page

T

• • • THE FIRST show to have a Sunday nite premiere
under the recently enacted New York State law legalizing
will be "A Touch of Brimstone,"
Sunday legit performances
opening
a John Golden offering featuring Roland Young
at the John Golden theater
date, Sept. 22

of Attorney General Cummings.
Hearings in the St. Louis action
are now scheduled to begin Sept.
that
30, but there have been reports
the date would be set back again.
Defendants are not satisfied with the
govbill of particulars filed by the

Board

Famous, through the Wilby &
Kincey Circuit, is acquiring an interest in four South Carolina theaters, two in Florence and two in

"\

1)

case would be heard by a special
court of three circuit judges, it was
Final decision in the matstated.
ter, however, is left to Stanley Reed,
solicitor-general, who is acting as
attorney-general during the absence

MPTOA

4 CAROLINA THEATERS

\0**y^/>M M.DALY

in

M-G-M

Release Dates

Set to

End

of

November

several new pictures
brings the M-G-M national release
schedule up to the end of November.
The list follows:
"Broadway Melody of 1936", Sept.
20; "O'Shaughnessy's Boy", Sept. 27;
"I Live My Life", Oct. 4; "The Perfect Gentleman", Oct. 11; "Let Freedom Ring", Oct. 18; untitled PowellRussell picture, Oct. 25; "Night at
the Opera", Nov. 1 "Mutiny on the
Bounty", Nov. 8; Untitled Mala production, Nov. 22; "Riff Raff", Nov.

Dating of

;

29.

Para. Acquiring Music Firm

Paramount
controls

the

Inc.

which

Famous Music

Corp.,

Pictures,

engaged in a deal to acquire the
Crawford Music Corp., it was stated yesterday by Lew Diamond,
president of Famous Music Corp.
is

Roxy Tax Revision

Louis Karasik, attorney, has filed
application with Federal Judge Knox
for a fee of $24,505 for his services
in obtaining reduction of the assessed valuation of the Roxy Theater for tax purposes from $4,700,000 in 1932 to $3,550,000. Karasik's
application is based on an agreement
with the Roxy Theater Corp. engaging him as special counsel in
connection with tax matters.

(Continued from Page

eously.

Para. After "Ethiopia Speaks"
Paramount is considering acquiring distribution rights to "Ethiopia
Speaks," feature produced by the
Swiss Praesens Film Co.
It embraces both a narrative and original dialogue.

Para. Partners to

—

GB

to Celebrate

Anniversary

First anniversary of GB Picture
Corp. of America will be celebrated
during the weeks of Oct. 20 and
Oct. 27.

Meet

from
theater
partners
are
sections
of
the country
various
due in New York next week to discuss
extension of their current deals with
Famous, Paramount's theater subsidiary.
They will confer with Y. Frank Freeman,
Famous executive.
Extension of the agreements, which
expire Sept. 28, is understood to have
been discussed at a meeting of the
John E.
Paramount board yesterday.
the company,
of
president
Otterson,
today
for anYork
plans to leave New
other studio visit.

Paramount

Dickering for Photocolor Plant
Irvington
Aubrey Kennedy is
dickering to acquire the Photocolor
plant here with plans to reopen it
for the production of films in color.

1)

Local 306 and Allied and Empire
are marking time pending agreement between Local 306 and the
major circuits on a booth scale. It
is the plan of Frank Tichenor, publisher and representative of Mayor
La Guardia, and who has been active in the negotiations between the
circuits and Local 306 and between
Local 306 and the two rival unions,
to wind up both matters simultan-
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Union- Circuit Agreement Now Expecte d Nex t Week

GOVERNMENT SEEKS $3j66,585
Court to Hear Motion for
Hearing Set by Federal
Judge Moore for Tomorrow Morning

Amsterdam

—

...

via Brussels

—

Louis Federal Judge George
By JACK ALICOATE=
H. Moore yesterday set a hearing
AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND—A trip by for tomorrow morning on the recent
'» train in Northern Europe is really a motion of Jacoh M. Lashly, attorney
for RKO Distributing Corp. and its
pleasure.
Every time your car stops at
president, Ned E. Depinet, asking
a station, a fully loaded bar is rolled right
that the Department of Justice be
up to your window.
All you do is reach
required to furnish his clients with
arm
there
St.

and

your

out

iced,

delicious,

rich,

is

health-giving

we were on stopped

creamy,

beer.

The

every crossIn
road.
In villages
it
stopped twice.
cities there is a station every other block.
The farther the train goes, the happier you
are.
It's a pity Belgium and Holland are
not as large as Siberia.
Everyone in Belgium wears a uniform, even the horses.
train

To be without
walking

like

gold

up

suit.

at

braid

Fifth

in

Ave.

in

Brussels
a

is

bathing

—•—

Amsterdam is the cleanest city in the
Its new swanky hotel, the Carlton,

world.

Amstel, is
delightfully situated and from our rooms
the canals reach in all directions like the
There are
silky strands of a spider's web.
more canals in Holland than dressmakers
to
in
Paris.
In summer they are used
hold up the sightseeing boats and in wintaking

the

place

of

for

old

We

ter as skating rinks.

they use them

the

in

don't know what
the spring and au-

tumn, for we have never been in Holland
at that time of the year.
EMPY is having
picnic.
Everyone in the Netherlands
a
rides a bicycle.
They teach the children
to ride a bike first and then to walk.
The army goes to maneuvers on bicycles.
Instead
All courting is done on bicycles.
of taking a man to lunch to talk over a
business deal, you take him for a bicycle
ride.
rode seven miles with a Dutchman trying to borrow a match.

We

—•—

Col.

mug

Phil

Reisman was waiting. Tea

(a

More
Go Wild

FROMM

St. Louis Particulars
for

Sound

Clamor created by the audience when
the sound went dead Wednesday during
the showing of "Orchids to You" at
the Orpheum, Fulton St. and Ashland
Brooklyn, was of such proporPlace,
tions that it brought 17 policemen in
four radio cars and an emergency squad.
The fans made so much noise that
passers in front of the theater thought

Revenue Bureau Files New
Brief on Tax Claimed
Due from Wm. Fox

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Amount owed to the
government by William Fox as a re-

—

of income tax deficiencies is
raised to $3,566,585 in an amended
brief filed yesterday by the Internal
Revenue Bureau with the U. S.
The new
Board of Tax Appeals.
to
as
additional bills of particulars
brief carries with it a 50 per cent
(Continued on Page 10)
fraud penalty. In 1932 the government charged that Mr. Fox owed $1,IN
630,143 in back taxes for 1929 and
1930 as a result of profits in transactions with Harley L. Clarke, who
A warning against the increasing succeeded him as head of Fox Film
(Continued on Page 10)
number of professional entertainments sponsored by advertisers,
either free to the public or for a
was
charge,
admission
Judge Martin T. Manton of the nominal
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals yes- sounded by M.P.T.O.A. yesterday as
terday signed an order directing Mil- the exhibitor organization stated
ton C. Weisman, receiver of the Fox that complaints are pouring in from
Theaters Corp., to show cause why various parts of the country con(Continued on Page 10)
he should not exercise an option to
(Continued on Page 10)
Herman Starr, vice-president of
Warners, was yesterday elected a
Will Confer
member of the board of directors of
Theaters
73
the 2,000-Foot Reel the Amer. Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, succeeding Buddy
Sign
Gordon S. Mitchell of the Acad- Morris, general manager of the
Comerford Circuit, Paramount afemy of M. P. Arts and Sciences and Warner music firms. Quarterly alfiliate, has signed for the complete
Major I. Levenson of Warner Bros, lotment of funds to members of the
Warner-First National feature linehave arrived in New York from the
up as well as Vitaphone shorts and Coast to confer on the proposal to society was made at the board meeting. E. C. Mills, general manager of
trailers for 1935-36 for the circuit's
adopt 2,000-reels as a standard. They Ascap, declined to comment on
11 theaters in eastern Pennsylvania
of
representatives
with
meet
will
and 62 theaters in western New major distributors at a session to be whether the Warner differences with
the society had been discussed.
York.
,, ,
,
held tentatively Thursday of next
The deal was closed by Bob Moch- week at the Hays office.
(Continued on Page 10)

WOULD MAKE RECEIVER

a

riot

was

in

sult

progress.

MPTOA SEES MENACE

AD STAGE SHOWS

BUY FOX MET. STOCK

ELECT HERMAN STARR

ASCAP BOARD MEMBER

Comerford

Warner Program

Next Week

On

Tichenor Reports Progress
In Parleys on Union Scale

beer to you mugs) at the Carlton
and then dinner at the ritzy Bagatelle,
Loet Barnwhere the nobility hang out.
styn has just phoned us from the Hague
and tomorrow we are going over to their
Chicago Mrs. Robins Gilman of
new studio to see how they make pictures Minneapolis, who as head of the moin Holland.
have already ^earned that tion picture division of the National
in
the Netherlands there are only about Congress of Parent-Teacher Ass'ns
300 picture houses, that they prefer films has been doing a great deal of
from the states and that for the first time stumping against block booking, has
(Continued on Page 10)
{Continued on Page 2)
of

Agreement
Block Booking Foe Quits Union
Seen Next Week
Parent-Teacher Ass'n Post
After an all-night conference be-

—

We

F0X

tween circuit executives and a Local
306 committee which broke up at
4:30 A.M. yesterday, Frank Tichenor, publisher and representative of
Mayor LaGuardia, reported that
(Continued on Page 6)

Schine Buys Out Shea
In Amsterdam Houses
in

M. A. Shea has sold his interests
three Amsterdam, N. Y., houses

his partner, Schine Enterprises.
Theaters are the Strand, Regent and
Rialto, the latter house controlled
through a leasehold.

to
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LLOYD BACON,

on completing the direction
Kid" for First National, will come
York for a brief vacation.
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for
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U. A. Seeking New Quarters
United Artists is looking for new
quarters for its home office staff
with negotiations now under way for
space in the RCA Building in Radio
City.
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Ampa Luncheon

Martin Quigley, head of the OuigPublications, will be guest of
honor at a special meeting of the
AMPA next Wednesday at Ja^k

they

l

Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines
A.
MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT

seriously

going

own with one

into

production

Nebraska and Western Iowa M.
annual convention, Omaha, Neb.

Oct. 8-9:
T. O.

lilt

Kansas City Variety

11-12:
Fall

"Days

Festival,

of

Club's anl
'49", Kansa

City.

Oct.

19:

Anniversary

Amusement
Hotel,

mardi gras of Chicag
Gold Room, Congres

Publicists,

Chicago.

Celebration
Oct. 20-Nov. 2:
ary of GB Picture Corp.
Oct.

of
of

first

annivers

America.

21-24:
S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, Ward
man Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.

Oct. 28-29:

Motion

Allied

Theate

Picture

Owners of Western Pennsylvania annua*
Dprrmsev's.
The occasion will heln
convention, Hotel Schenley, Pittsburgh.
"The Three Sailors," already a big hit and p Q leb'-ate Ouigley's 20th anniversary
Installation of officers of Lt. A. Veri
on its merry way to prosperity.
in
the motion picture publishing Nov. 2: Macaulay
Post, American Legion, o
non
•
field. Will H. Havs will introduce
S.
S. Arcadia, Boston-to-New York trip.
is
Phil Reisman month in
It
Holland. Ouiglev. and Al Lichtman will act
Independent Theater Owners o
Nov. 19-20:
A full day by train to spend as master-of-ceremonies.
So what?
Ohio annual convention, Hotel Destrier
Wallick, Columbus, O.
Reisman month in Holland.
Well, we've
been a sucker all our life, so why change Educational Signs Thornton Fisher
now.
After we visit the studio tomorrow
Thornton Fisher, noted sports Goal of 9,500 Accounts
we are going fishing in the Zeider Zee
writer, cartoonist and radio comthat's not the way to spell it, but we don't
20th Cent.-Fox
Set
mentator, has been signed as angive a dam.
We're being fed up on the
nouncer for several snorts subjects
expects tc
Century-Fox
Twentieth
cinema and Europe.
We would give our to be made for Educational Pictures,
sell 9,500 accounts in its 1935-36 pro
right arm for a load of Dinty Moore's
sonif of which he will also help to gram, John D. Clark, general sales
corned beef and cabbage with Al Lichtman
produce.
manager, said yesterday. Total oi
telling us the latest story from Hollywood.
Fisher's activity with Educational 5,700 accounts have been sold tc
heeran this week, when he took pic- date, which is approximately 1,00(
tures of the Giants, professional more than was sold up to this time
Sets Oct. 7
football tpam. at the Blue Hills last year, he stated.
Country Club at Orangeburg. N. Y.,
Vocafilm Appeal where
the Giants are in training.
Judge Martin T. Manton of the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, yes3 Republic Features Fictionized
terday vacated a temporary injuncFictionization
of three Republic
tion he had
granted restraining
Amer. Tel. & Tel., Western Electric features in fall magazines, with
%
and Erpi from examining two wit- others to follow later, has been arranged
bv
Edward
Finnev,
director
t is an interesting factjj
nesses in California in connection
of advertising and publicity. The
that many Executives in*-:
with Vocafilm's
$65,000,000
suit
this industry Use
against the three companies and trio just set include "Forbidden
for
"Romantic
Movie
fixed Oct. 7 for hearing before the Heaven,"
FILM DAILY
Stories;" "Two Sinners," for "Rofull court on Vocafilm's appeal from
Books inS
Reference
Movies," and "Tumbling
a lower court ruling denying: his mo- mantic
Preference to Informa-.J
tion for an order directing exami- Tumbleweeds," for "Movie Action
tion and Statistical Data;];
nation of the witnesses by written Stories."
in their own files
interrogatories.
As an alternative
Anoth
ther compelling re-$jl
"Legong"
for
World
Theater
to the use of written interrogatories,
Film Daily*!
flection
tion on
"Leerong." feature made in Bali
Louis Karasik, counsel for Vocafilm,
Accuracy, Completeness:^
asked that funds be provided by the by Marquis Henri de la Falaise.
and Reliability.
defendants to permit him to hire an opens Oct. 1 at the newly named
attorney to be nresent at the Cali- World theater, formerly called the
1936 YEAR BOOKS
a
fornia examination of the witnesses. Westminster, in West 49th St.
Now in Preparation
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(Continued from Page 1)
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restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's ant
preferred playing time law, U. S. ulstrlil
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.

Hollywood.
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Sept. 28:
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JOHN BARRYMORE
for

LA

come to New York from the coast
premiere of his picture, "Legong," at
World Theater on Oct. I.
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Snecial
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movie festiv
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International

patronage of the
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Amsterdam

Hotel
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Owners of New Jers>
Walt Whitman, Camde

Allied Theater

Sept. 24:

Mouse.

next

ish
picture, returns to the coast
to play opposite Ruth Chatterton in a
bia producion, under a deal completed through

Today:
Albany Variety Club annual Gc||
Tournament, Shaker Ridge Country Club
Sept. 23-27:
Atlantic
Coast Premium
Buyc
Exposition, Pennsylvania Hotel, New Yor

a

Alexander Korda's H. G.
"Things to Come," for United Artists reis
en route to New York on the Aquitania
to
appear in the stage production of
"Romeo and Juliet."
in

MARQUIS

has returned to New
Hollywood, where he appeared in
Century-Fox's "Thanks a Million."

from

Philadelphia
Variety
Club-"The E
hibitor" annual golf tournament, Whit J
Country Club, Philadelphia.

go

JULES E. BRULATOUR and MRS. BRULA(Hope Hampton) return to New York
tomorrow on the Rex from abroad.
KATHARINE CORNELL. PRIMO CARNERA and JOSEPH V. CONNOLLY are on the same ship.

together.

DAVE RUBINOFF

KRUGER,

then

will

ture,
lease,

"Alias Bulldog Drummond,"
England to New York on the
will go to Hollywood to join
Courtneidge, who is working
loan, and the two will later
in

He

office,

marsh

RALPH

JULIAN

OTTO

Morrison

TOUR

Coast.

Washington from

land

the Leo
abroad.
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"Robinson Crusoe,"

William P. Gaines in New Post
William P. Gaines, newspaperman, movie magazine writer and
editor and former New York columnist for Associated Press, has
joined Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., as

be made as a serial by Nat
Levine for Republic, will go into
work around the first of the year. director of publicity.
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PHOTO-REVIEW

IEWS OF THE WEEK

AND

PAST, PRESENT,
Frank
Pat

Fay

making

Heft),

O'Brien,

current

FUTURE. Camera catches
successful

screen

film

luminary,

comeback,
and James

Melton, radio songbird said to be destined for cine-

ma

heights, all

ANOTHER
'Dr.

in

HIT

Socrates'

is

'Stars

Over Broadway.'

October

19th release ot his

Warners'

to follow

predicted for Paul Muni, as 'Enemy

based on thrilling life story of scientist Louis
(below).*
Pasteur, nears end of shooting schedule

of Man,'

TELLING THE

WORLD

that

Cosmo-

politan Productions' 'ShipmatesForever'
box-office,'
is 'charted for highs at the

M.

P.

Daily Tires

first

critical salute for

Powell Keeler Naval Academy
mance, due on first-run screens Oct.

ro-

-

1

2th.

THE LADY IN RED, lovely Wini Shaw
(below), who made song of that name
the current rage, wins star billing in
spectacular 'Broadway Hostess,' which

also boasts

Phil

GenevieveTobin

Regan, Lyle Talbot,
in

top featured roles.

CROW'S-NEST VIEW

of

mammoth

'Captain Blood'

used in filming
set is this shot from top of pirate ship
company,
All-star
classic.
of forthcoming Sabatini

headed by

Errol Ftynn, Olivia

Michael Curtiz,
*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A

First

National Picture

Vilograpb.

Inc..

D'srribufors

is

now

de Havilland, Director

in sixth

week

of production, j

usuAaJo

in this picture

and
i

plenty of

it!

—Hollywood Reporter

BIG BROADCAST
does the biggest business in

months at New York and
Los Angeles Paramount

6

Theatres.

Directed by

Norman Taurog

THE

&&*l
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CASEY-PATHE HEARING

PROTESTS ON CITY TAX

ADJOURNED TO TODAY

BEFORE COURT MONDAY

Hearing on Pat Casey's motion to
examine Frank Kolbe, president of
Pathe, and other officers and direc-

Hearings are scheduled Monday on
protests filed by United Artists and
Universal against the city's attempt

tors of the company before trial of
his accounting suit against Pathe,
was adjourned yesterday until today in Supreme Court.

to collect its sales tax from film
rentals. Universal's case comes up at
City Hall under aus11 a. m. at
pices of the city finance department
and United Artists at 2 p. m. Dis-

•

•

•

10 PARA. FEATURES
IN

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Starting of production
on four features this week jumped

number
work to ten.
the

Paramount films in
The pictures current-

of

before the cameras

the studio and on location include Mae
West's "Klondike Lou"; "Desire",
with Marlejie Dietrich and Gary
Cooper; "Millions in the Air", radio
ly

at

amateur hour story; "Nevada", Zane
Grey tale; "Anything Goes", with
Bing Crosby, Ethel Merman, Frank
Morgan, Ida Lupino and Grace Bradley;
"Coronado"; Harold Lloyd's
"The Milky Way"; "Collegiate",
with Joe Penner and Jack Oakie;
"The Bride Comes Home," with
Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray, and "The Bouncer", with Carl
Brisson.
In addition, Jan
hearsing for "Give

Kiepura

is

re-

Us This Night",

with Gladys Swarthout, and in the
east Hecht-MacArthur are preparing to start "Soak the Rich".

film producer is dickering for her
appearance in a picture.

Prepares Study Guide on "Karenina"
A guide to the study of M-G-M's
version

of

Tolstoi's

"Anna

Karenina" has been prepared by
William Lewin, author of "Photoplay Appreciation" and editor of
Educational and Recreational Guides,
Inc.
The 24-page illustrated booklet is

intended primarily for school-

room

use.

RKO

Radio Lineup for Italy
& Cuppini of Rome have
acquired the 1934-35 RKO Radio

Mosco

The deal was closed
by Harry W. Leasim in Rome. Italian dubbing will be done by Mosco

lineup for Italy.

&

Cuppini.

tributors claim that rentals are not
taxable as pictures are leased and
not sold.

T
•

•

AS THE

T

self-appointed

T
godfather

of all Presskidded from their puny routine mechanized form of several years ago into top-line merchandising
manuals comparing with the best advertising campaigns of
any national advertiser
we also commend the intelligent balance of Sales Values in this campaign book
a
neat line of Newspaper Contests
and 16 cunningly selected Exploitation Stunts that hit every angle for every showman
and the U. A. lads had the sense to give a doublepage play to the American Display Company's economy line
of special lobby material
the one big advertising innovation of the year for the theater
AND a special plug
for the National Screen Trailer written right around "Barbary
Coast"
and why shouldn't the trailer be treated individually in the pressbook as it is on the screen?
so
Mister Greenthal and all your gang can now bow out
gracefully
we didn't think there were that many New
Ideas left for the Pressbook

UNION AGREEMENT

we have

books which

T

T

T

• • • MICKEY MOUSE music will be featured on the
Horn & Hardart radio hour Sunday to celebrate Mickey's seventh anniversary
After that crack we made yesterday
about the Philly "Exhibitor's" Golf Tournament requiring you
to bring your own gal, Jay Emanuel wired us: "When we sponsor anything we supply everything. Tell the truth, you rascal."

SEEN NEXT WEEK
{Continued from Paijc 1)
substantial progress had been

made

toward an agreement which he expects will be concluded early next
week. It has been agreed that there
will be no further conferences between circuit and union executives
until Monday and that in the meantime the union shall discontinue rotation of men and permit circuit men
to stay in the jobs they are accus-

tomed

to.

Tichenor said that satisfactory
progress had been made on the proposed merger of the Allied and Empire unions into Local 306 and that
this matter would be gone into further after a contract between the
major circuits and Local 306 has
been agreed upon.

EVERYTHING,

Jay,
tell the truth, you rascal
the Van Beuren "Inside the Ropes" with Bill
Corum presenting all the current heavyweights personally
timely because of the coming big fight, and the titleholder Braddock now lying low in the sticks letting the contenders fight it
out
opened at the Music Hall yesterday

Timely Short

Lupe Velez to Linger in Argentine
Lupe Velez, now on a tour of
South America under the auspices
of the Fally Markus agency of New
York and the Yankelevich-Marcus
Artists Bureau of Buenos Aires, will
extend her stay in Argentine beyond
the originally scheduled time. Her
engagement at the Broadway in
Buenos Aires was extended from
one week of two performances a
day to two weeks of four shows a
day. She is booked for a week each
in seven other cities and also is
making three weekly radio broadcasts.
In addition, an Argentine

screen

—

book

•

of

own Index

its

—

SHOOTING STAGE

West Coast Bureau

AT LAST

the Pressbook has reached the dignity of
at least one pressbook
that of United Artists' Sam Goldwyn production, "Barbary
Coast"
there you have it all on the first page Exploitation, Publicity, Advertising
so that the exhib who runs may
check just what he wants without thumbing thru the entire

carrying

AMPA

• • • AT A business meeting of
yesterday
extensive plans were discussed for the activities of Prexy Gordon White's administration
Walter Eberhardt gave a
lineup of the guest speakers for early luncheons
Paul
Benjamin was appointed chairman of the Membership Committee, and outlined plans for an intensive membership drive and
taking care of old members in arrears so that all could participate
Marvin Kirsch, chairman of the Service Committee,
gave a splendid report on the administration of Billy Ferguson,
showing that
turned over to the Film Daily Relief Fund,
the Charity Fund and the Jewish Federation the amount of
$7,144
members out of work received $1,544 for selling
space in their annual program
the Service Committee
placed 34 men and women in jobs, 26 non-Ampas and 37 girls
and arranged with the Relief Fund for financial aid for
53 publicity advertising men and women

AMPA

• • • IT'S USING big production ballyhoo on a short
subject
the way Metro is going after the timely break in
the celebration of the anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation in Springfield, 111.
Chic Sale, whose short subject, "The Perfect Tribute," is based on Lincoln's Gettysburg
Address, has been invited by Governor Horner to deliver a print
of the film in person and be present at the official exercises
the pix has its Northern premiere at the Orpheum
theater in Springfield on Sept. 22
•

•

•

A BOX

T
was sent

doesn't have
premiere until Oct. 9 and the
seat sale will not begin for another
week, Warners report 632 requests
for reservations to date on "A Midits

Night's Dream." The film
premieres Oct. 9 at the Hollywood
on Broadway and simultaneously in
London, Vienna, Paris, Amsterdam
and Sydney, all on a roadshow basis.

summer

New Laughton Film
Alexander Korda, who sails on
the Berengaria tonight on his return to England, yesterday announced production plans for "Fregoli," in which Charles Laughton
Korda Sets

will star following completion of the
title role in "Cyrano de Bergerac,"
London Films picture. Geza Berezeg
is

the author of "Fregoli."

.

Para. Man Robbed in Spain
San Sebastian, Spain Eric Locke,
business manager of a Paramount
film unit now in Spain making
background scenes for a Marlene
Dietrich picture, was attacked yesterday by a gang of six men and
robbed of $442 and other posses-

—

sions.

Eleanor Powell at
Howard Dietz-Arthur Schwartz
show, "At Home Abroad," in which Miss Powell appears
the columnist whom orchids made famous sent the following
message with the posies
"Just saw 'Broadway Melody of
1936'. You're the Taps."
what you might call clever patter.

of orchids
the dress rehearsal of the new

632 Reservations for "Dream"

Though the picture

to

"Iceland Fishermen" Opens Today
"Iceland Fishermen," French picture with English titles released by
DuWorld, opens today at the West-

minster Cinema.

RKO

-

RADIO PRESENTS
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THE

RETURN OF

GRIMM

PETER
STARRING

LIONEL
WITH HELEN MACK
DIRECTED BY

BARRYMORE
•

EDWARD

GEORGE NICHOLLS,

AVID BELAS

ELLIS

•

DONALD MEEK

JR.

AGE
MATCHLESS STAG

SUCCESS ... A TRADITION IN THE THEATR

N ACHIEVEMENTr oh THE SCREEN
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VIEW S OF THE NEW FILMS

"FRECKLES"
Brown, Virginia Weidler, Carol
Stone
Radio
68 mins.

RKO
PLEASING SENTIMENTAL ROMANCE
OF THE LUMBER COUNTRY TAGGED
FOR FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT.
adaptation
of the

This

Gene

of

Stratton

Por-

Limberlost country
been modernized so that the autos and
modern big town gangster figure in the
to a great degree, but otherwise it
tale

ter's

Tom
lows the novel closely.
the role of the orphan boy who

has
the
plot
fol-

Brown plays
is

befriend-

schoolma'm, Carol Stone, with
Virginia Weidler as the precocious child
of the store proprietor occupying a large
It is a simple
percentage of the footage.
tale that ambles along rather slowly for
the greater part of its length, and lacks any
the

by

ed

high suspense or real

drama

till

the closing

sequences. Then it moves into some good
tension as the young hero goes in search
of the missing little girl, discovers her in
the cabin where the four bandits are making their hideout after the bank robbery,
barricading himself
the gang until

after

and

finally

covers

of the

posse.

in

a

the

room,
arrival

It won't break any box ofbut it will hold up well wherlike the Porter stories of sim-

fice records,

they

ever
ple,

wholesome

life.

Cast: Tom Brown, Virginia Weidler, Carol Stone, Lumsden Hare, James Bush, Dorothy Peterson, Addison Richards, Richard
Alexander, George Lfoyd, Louis Natheaux,

Wade

Boteler.

Pandro S. Berman; Directors,
William Hamilton; Author,
Gene Stratton Porter; Screenplay, Dorothy
Yost; Editor, Desmond Marquette; Cameraman, Robert de Grasse.
Direction, Good. Photography, Very Good.
Producer,

Edward

WHO CAME

"THE GIRL

Tom

with

Killy,

Pittsburgh Briefs

with

Sidney

BACK"

Neither

in

story nor in cast

is

this pro-

glimpsed in this subject. They include the mining and preparation of
moderately satisfying fare for the pop salt, oil pumping, converting eggs
stands.
The yarn is about a woman with into powdered form, clam fishing,
goat-herding, raising frogs for food,
a crooked past, Shirley Grey, who goes
making furniture out of tin cans,
duction of very great weight, but

it

makes

west with the intention of reforming. She

and a few other odd endeavors.

gets a job in a bank and is doing all right,
with the boss, Sidney Blackmer, even falling in love with her, though she holds him

is

room auto

trailer.

Steinberg back on the Row
after a vacation in Atlantic City.

Sammy

values are just

former

life.

Then her

Poster Co.
Pete Profili reopened his Frederickstown Theater.
George J. Corcoran, formerly with
Warners in Parkersburg, W. Va.,
has been named manager of the Anton Theater in Monongahela City.
Lew Lefton, Monarch manager,
back on the job after a short illness.

"March

of

Time"

(No. 6)

"The Greatest Mother"
12 mins.
J. Ganz

William

A

special short

tertainment values.
is

Milton

J.

Cross

the narrator.

RKO

Seattle Squibs

—

Lou Brager, Warner Bros, real
estate chief, in town on business.
R. A. O'Brien, mideast auditor
for RKO, has been transferred to
the midwest territory. He was succeeded in this district by

J.

Gould, recently with NationTheater Supply, joined Triangle

"A Cartoonist's Nightmare"
(Looney Tune Series)

20 mins.
Fine Topical Stuff
"Going on Two Years"
Headline item in this issue of
die, John Dilson, Lou Davis.
(Dionne Quintuplets)
"March of Time" is a sequence de- RKO
20 mins.
Producer, George R. Batcheller; Director,
picting the work of the Civilian ConGood Human Interest
Charles Lamont; Author, Ewart Adamson;
than
more
which
in
Corps,
servation
Screenplay, Same; Cameraman, M. A. AnLike the one-reeler made a year
half a million American youths are
Quintupdersen; Editor, Roland Reed.
being given something to do. Origin ago by Pathe News on the
their
and necessity of the CCC is sketched, lets, this lengthier subject on
Photography, Okay.
Direction, Fair.
approaching second anniversary has
a lot of good human interest and
Chicago Chat

week.

Moe

generally interesting.

ration puts this over with real en-

ater in Mt. Pleasant reopened last

al

tained.

It

fair.

Cast: Sidney Blackmer, Shirley Grey,
Noel Madison, Mathew Betz, Torben Myer,
May Beatty, Frank LaRue, Robert Adair,
Ida Darling, Edward Martindel, Don Bro-

Cashman.
Jim Sharkey, assistant

The newly remodeled Grand The-

scenes of the boys building roads,
patroling mountains, fighting forest
fires and doing other bits of public
service. The other two-thirds of the
reel is occupied with the Ethiopian
situation, giving a clearly understandable account of the near-east
muddle in which Italy plays the central role, and the bootleg coal situation in this country, also an informative item of public interest. The
general impressiveness in handling
of the "Time" material is well main-

Fine Special
which will be the
former underworld pals, led by Noel Madi- Vitaphone
7 mins. official plug for the Red Cross for
son, appear on the scene and try to make
Very Good
its annual drive for funds this fall
her help them rob the bank.
She refuses,
A good idea, effectively worked in the theaters. The absorbing story
and they later pull the job themselves, out, gives this animated cartoon a
of the Red Cross is beautifully and
taking Blackmer captive.
When Shirley generous quota of laughs. It shows dramatically told in a series of highlearns what has happened, she goes to the an
overworked animator falling lights of the activities of the organipolice, tells about herself, and assists in
asleep and dreaming that the vil- zation's staff as they pursue their
rounding up the gang.
With Blackmer lains of his pictures pounce upon labors
of love under trying and ofrescued, and the police being convinced him and throw him down a deep
ten dangerous conditions in all the
that Shirley is on the level, the way is well, from which he is eventually
important emergency events of the
Production saved by the little hero.
cleared for a happy fadeout.
nation of the past year. A fine naroff because of her

booker.

Amusement Co. are
West Coast in a two-

"Curious Industries"

65 mins. (E. M. Newman's Our Own United
States Series)
CROOK DRAMA REHASHING Vitaphone
10 mins.
A LOT OF FAMILIAR STUFF WITH FAIR
Interesting
About a dozen native industries
ENTERTAINMENT RESULTS.
about which little is known are

V

of Harris
heading for the

and then there are graphic action

»

SO-SO

—

Harry D. Harris and Kenny Ken-

SHORTS

Chesterfield

Seattle L. 0. Lukan has made
Pittsburgh Albert Lovejoy, formerly with RKO Radio on the coast, the following managerial changes in
Les
houses:
neighborhood
has joined the Carnegie Institute of his
Technology here as director in the Holmes assigned to the Beacon,
William Cunningham to the Queen
drama department.
Anne, Jerry Myers to the Woodland,
DickinW.
and
C.
George Moody
Thorne Smith to the Mission, and
son resold the Ritz Theater in Belle
"»t Seattle
Felker to the two
Ray
former
Vernon, Pa., to John Perry,
houses, Portola and Gra^rfda.
owner.
Hooper-Connell Productions, Inc.,
J. A. Rangin, Bridgeville exhibihas been formed at Grand Coulee,
again
Row
Film
the
on
appeared
tor,
Wash., by Harry Woodin, R. M.
after being incapacitated for nearly
Connell and Edwin F. James to proa year.
duce and exhibit commercial, educaBanks Hudson, Jr., joined the lo- tional and theatrical films.
cal
M-G-M exchange as student

field

«

Blackmer and Shirley Grey

Michalson,

manager

for

Emmet

to Harry
subject sales
visited the local

short

RKO,

exchange.
The Fulton will not reopen until
Mott
after the Louis-Baer fight.
Shea, the owner, will try to get the
fight film for his opening feature.
Disagreement between the new
operators of the house and the
stagehands' union will keep stage
shows out of the Pitt theater when
it reopens in about 10 days.

Steps", GB picture
scheduled to follow "Top Hat" into
Palace, has been booked to
the
open at the World Playhouse Oct. 18.
Change was made, it is understood,
because of the likelihood that "Top
Hat" will be held for a six-week run
at the Palace.
Amusement Publicists
Chicago

Chicago—"39

RKO

comedy that will hit responsive spots
any audience. In order to build
up the present release, there is a

in

preface of scenes of the quins' home
town, then some talk about the babes
by Dr. Dafoe, and finally the^ quins
themselves in a variety of activities.

San Antonio Squibs

—

Ass'n will hold its anniversary mardi
San Antonio Alfred Sack, prexy
gras Oct. 19 in the Gold Room of and general manager of the Sack
Most of the Amusement Enterprises' exchanges
the Congress Hotel.
members are motion picture public- in San Antonio and Oklahoma City,
will return here about Sept. 25 from
ity men.
Henri Ellman, manager of Capitol a selling tour through Texas, OklaPictures and Fight Pictures, Inc., homa and Arkansas.
Tim McCoy, western screen playis on a business trip to New York
ajid also will take in the Baer-Louis er, will be seen here in person with
Ringling-Barnum Circus on
fight.
the
R. S. Markstem, Screeno promoter, Sept. 28.
National Pictures recently enis in Florida, where he has just
closed a deal to install Screeno in larged their offices in the South
Texas Bank Bldg.
houses of the Sparks Circuit.
"Three Men on a Horse," legit
George W. Weeks, general sales
Picshow, is coming to the Texas.
manager for Gaumont-British
Lee Morse, who has appeared in
tures, is in town on business.
Eleanor Stewart, winner of the Vitaphone snorts, will make perM-G-M— Daily "Times" contest to sonal apearances here at the Olmos
find new screen personalities, is leav- starting Oct. 1.
ing for Hollywood to start prelimStarting Third Kyne Story
inary work for M-G-M.
Rosco Ates, stuttering comic, is West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—"Bars of Hate," the
appearing in person at the Marbro.
"Tjocka Slakten," Swedish picture, third of the Peter B. Kyne series
that Sam Katzman of Victory Picis in its third week at the Julian
tures is producing, goes into work
Theater.
Al Herman will direct
"Jalna" is being held over a sec- Monday.
from Al Martin's screenplay.
ond week at the World Playhouse.

THE
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NEWS

COURT TO HEAR PLEA
FOR ST. LOUIS DATA
(Continued from Page 1)

when, where and through whom they
had participated in an alleged conspiracy to violate the Sherman act
as charged in an indictment returned by the Federal Grand Jury last
January. The hearing was set after
District Attorney Blanton appeared

before Judge Moore, stating that he
had been in communication with the

Attorney-General and had been

di-

rected by him to ask for the hearing on Sept. 21.
Russell Hardy, special assistant
attorney-general, who has been handling the criminal and equity cases
against Warners, Paramount and
RKO in connection with their alleged refusal to furnish first-run pictures to the Ambassador, Missouri
and New Grand Central theaters
here, will come out for the hearing
and oppose Lashly's motion.

Would Make Receiver
Buy Fox Met. Stock
(Continued from Page 1)

acquire 50 per cent of the reorgan-

Fox Metropolitan Theaters
now known as Metropolitan Play-

ized

houses, Inc. The show cause order
is returnable Sept. 27.
The order was obtained by a Fox
protective
Theaters
stockholders'
committee of which Gustavus A.
Rogers, of the law firm of Jenks and
Rogers, is chairman.

DAY

of the

—

Alarianna, Fla.
The remodeled
Dixie Theater, now called the Ritz,
has been opened. Remodeling gives
the house a seating capacity of 900.
This is a Martin & Davis theater,
with J. A. Bivings serving as manager.

Friday, Sept. 20, 1935

GOV'T SAYS

OWES

ham.

(Continued from Page

—

—

—

Cleveland

—

Management

of the

Chicago

—Columbia's

"She

Mar-

ried Her Boss" is holding over at
the Chicago theater for another

week.

C—

"Little Joe's"
Rockingham, N.
theater has been sold by the owner,
Joe Caudel, to Mrs. Annie Evans of
Caudel will devote his
Charlotte.
attention to his large new theater

filed

$3,566,585

opened in East Rocking-

recently

Sheboygan, Wis.
The Van Der
Vart, now being operated by Fox,
has been thoroughly renovated with
a new modernistic front and new
sound equipment.
The Butterfly,
Lake City, Fla. A new policy of formerly operated by the same parpopular prices for Saturday only ties conducting the Van Der Vart,
has been inaugurated at the Grand, is dark.
Martin house. Admission is 10 and
Welworth TheaMadison, Wis.
15 cents.
ters, a Minnesota corporation, has

Hippodrome reports that RKO Radio's "Top Hat" broke the all-time
receipts and attendance records for
the huge house on its opening day,
the former marks having been held
by the same company's "Roberta."

IT

WM. FOX

articles

of

incorporation

1)

Corp. Major part of the sum charged against Mr. Fox in the amended
answer is the result of additional
deficiencies found by federal examiners, together with interest and penalties for alleged fraud.
The fraud

charge

is

new.

M.P.T.O.A. Sees a Menace
In Advertising Stage Shows

in

(Continued from Page

1)

Wisconsin.

cerning this and other forms of unfair non-theatrical competition which
Harry Keesaer, are springing up.
Kenosha, Wis.
formerly manager of the Standard
"Perhaps the unrestrained cutTheaters' Bay theater in Green Bay, rate competition that is breaking
similar
has been transferred to a
out between theaters may divert atposition at the circuit's Kenosha tention from this menace, but it
theater, succeeding Lowell Parmen- seems to be developing rapidly", said
tier, who was shifted to the Strand the statement.
in Oshkosh.
Attention was called to the announcement by the Atlantic & Pacific
Milwaukee Stanley Morner, an- Tea Co. that it is putting out a big
nouncer and singer over WTMJ show of radio stars, including Kate
here from 1930 to 1933, has been Smith, and plans to play the show
given a seven-year contract with in Boston and New York with no
actual admission charge.
M-G-M.

—

—

Pallos Gives Luncheon
73 Comerford Theaters
RCA-Sonotone
To U. A. Publicity Staff
Sign Warner Program
In 10 Mort Shea Houses

Installing

—

Pallos, general manager
(Continued from Page 1)
London Films, prior to sailing for rie, assistant to Andy Smith; Harry
London last night, was host to the Seeds, Buffalo branch manager; Will
Shea Circuit has contracted for the United Artists publicity and adver- Mansell, Philadelphia manager, and
hear- ing staff at a luncheon at Sardi's. Ray Smith, Albany manager, repreBlock Booking Foe Quits installation of RCA-Sonotone
ing devices in additional houses, Pallos expressed his appreciation for senting the distributors, and M. B.
Parent-Teacher Ass'n Post making a total of ten that will have the splendid manner in which Lon- Comerford, acting for the circuit.
(Continued from Page 1)
this equipment for the hard of hear- don productions were handled here
Installations are to be com- and said he would visit this country
resigned from her post. Dr. Edgar ing.

Dale of Columbus,

0., succeeds her.
interpreted as indicating a new attitude toward the
film industry on the part of the 23,000 local P-T units. Dr. Dale, in explaining his "constructive" program,
said that the fundamental need is
for a proper appreciation of the motion picture art. He urged effort toward raising the public's standard
of appreciation.

The change

is

Camden, N. J. Following trials
in theaters at Akron, O., and Manchester, N. H., the Mortimer A.

pleted in time for the observance of again soon.
Among those present were Monroe
National Hearing Week, Oct. 20-26.
Other Shea spots that will have the Greenthal, Morris Helprin, Jack
device include Newark, 0., James- Goldstein, Sammy Cohen, Herbert
town, N. Y., Bradford, Pa., Erie, Jeadiker, Gregory Dickson, Albert
Youngstown, Margolies, Florence Ross, Meyer
Zanesville,
0.,
Pa.,
Dover, 0., Marietta, 0., and Nashua, Beck, Len Daly, Tess Michaels and

Herb Berg.

N. H.

Republic Starting 7
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Following "Forced
Hollywood
Out of Hospital
Landing", which has just gone in
Fifi D'Orsay yesterday was dis- work under the direction of Melville
charged from the Hospital for Joint Brown, production will be started by
Diseases.
Republic on "The Legion of the
Lost", with Lewis D. Collins directing; "Sailors Forget", under direction of Arthur Lubin "The LeatherFifi

;

necks Have Landed", starring Lew
Ayres; "A Thousand Dollars a Minute", with Roger Pryor, directed by

Aubrey
rected

Scotto; "Dancing Feet", diMelville
Brown, and

by

"Hitch-Hike Lady".

"Leathernecks"
will be

"Thousand Dollars"
made by Nat Levine.
and

Elliott

Nugent

Florence

Ryerson

Marian Nixon
Sidney Olcott

Etienne

of

Completes Tour of Little Theaters
Jacob A. Weiser, instructor in
dramatics and playwriting in the
evening session at City College, has
returned from a 12-week tour of
the U. S., on behalf of M-G-M,
making a study of university theaters and Little Theaters.

Texas Notes

—

Dallas Robb & Rowley are erecting a new theater at Sweetwater.
D. F. Luckie has purchased the
Dixon Theater at Dixon and appointed J. G. Long manager.
The new Rialto here was recently
opened by the Interstate Circuit.

New

New

Orleans Notes

—

The Veterans of
Foreign Wars national encampment,
in session here, is boosting theater
Orleans

attendance.
Jack Knight, Paramount theater
expert, is looking over the Saenger
circuit and advising on renovating
plans as well as some money saving operations.
"Lucky Buck Nite," is now sold
out here, having a house in each one
of the New Orleans zones.
Felix Hebert, who operates the

Magnolia

Theater

in

Hayes,

La.,

now has a problem. Formerly, when

the town had a population of 87, he
could boast that there was no waiting for seats. Now, with the popuDelay Hearing on
Claims
lation increased to 162, due to an oil
Hearing on exceptions filed by the boom in the vicinity, it looks like
RKO trustee against Special Master standing
room.
Thomas D. Thacher's report on the
Rockefeller and Hoblitzelle claims
will be delayed beyond Sept. 30 be10 Cities After
Meet
cause Judge Bondy will not return
At least 10 cities, via local exhibitor
till
after that date. Indicaassociations or Chambers of Commerce,
tions are that the hearing will be
are bidding for the 1936 M. P. T. O.
postponed to Oct. 15.
A. convention.
Among those seeking

RKO

MPTOA

meeting are New York, St. Louis,
Chicago and Cincinnati, stated
President Ed Kuykendall of the national
theatermen's organization yesterday. He
denied reports to the effect that the
date
has
been selected and stated
this will be determined at the directorate session planned for New York
the

Erpi Surveying Servicing Field
Whether or not Electrical Research Products enters the general
servicing field will be determined in
between 60 and 90 days.
Surveys
are now being made to test the
move.

Dallas,

early

in

November.
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A
By

RALPH WILK

'TRISTRAM
story,

"LITTLE"

>%fr*DAILY
from HOLLYWOOD

TUPPER's

original

Gentleman

"The

from

Louisiana," is being readied for Republic production at the RKO Pathe
studios.
T

T

T

New Type Camera

Tried

Out

A new type of motion picture camera, developed and patented by the 20th CenturyFox studios, is being put to use for the first time with the current filming of "Snatched,"
featuring Rochelle Hudson.
The camera, designed and built by Grover Laube, C. M.
Miller, R. C. Stevens and E. A. Kaufman, studio cinetechnicians, is rifle-shaped and
compact and minus the familiar "blimp" or "noise blanket" formerly used to eliminate
the sound of the motor.
The new machine is mechanically silent making the old-type
Bert Glennon, 20th Century-Fox "ace" cinemaand cumbersome hood unnecessary.
tographer, has received the assignment to introduce the new camera.

William Berke has in production
"Mesquite and Sagebrush," the first
of his series of westerns starring
Jack Perrin. Berke has just com- Hollywood for a ten-day vacation the picture. Other principals include
She then re- Phyllis Brooks, Edith Craig, Harripleted "Toll of the Desert," star- in the High Sierras.
ring Fred Kohler, Jr. Blanche Me- turns to begin rehearsals for "Fol- son Green, Ray Ellis, Jack Rice and
haffey has the feminine lead in low the Fleet," the new Irving Ber- Jack Norton.
"Mesquite and Sagebrush," with lin musical picture in which she will
Isabel Dawn and Boyce DeGaw
once more star wiith Fred Astaire.
Harry Fraser directing.
are writing the screenplay on Faith
T
T
T
t
Sally O'Neill and Victor Jory will Baldwin's "The Moon Is Our Home,"
Louis King is directing "Desert appear in Columbia's "Jackham- which is running in "Cosmopolitan."
Schooners," starring Dick Foran, mer."
The picture will be made by Walter
the singing cowboy, for Warner
Wanger.
T
Bros. Alma Lloyd, pretty daughter
Ben Holmes is directing "Only in
T
T
T
of Director Frank Lloyd, is playing Hollywood," an RKO musical feaJean Yarborough, formerly assistinclude
Principals
opposite Foran.
turette. Tony Martin, San Francis- ant to Director George Stevens, has
Eddie Shubert, Monte Blue, Addi- co orchestra leader and radio sing- been promoted to the directorship of
son Richards, Charles Middleton, er, is making his screen debut in two-reel comedies by RKO Radio.
George Ernst and William Desmond. William Jacobs wrote the
original

screenplay.
T

T
Irvin S. Cobb, who made his feadebut in "Steamboat
film
ture
'Round the Bend," has been signed
to a long-term 20th Century-Fox
contract. His first assignment under
the new agreement will be the fea-

1935

Friday, Sept. 20,

"LOTS"
"Our Gang" kids will be guests of
honor at the Pacific International
exposition at San Diego Sept. 21.
The Hal Roach youngsters will be
headed by Spanky McFarland. They
will leave Friday by bus for San
Diego.
T

T

T

By

the way, Spanky has been
chosen as the typical American boy
by the Los Angeles Community
Chest officials and his likeness will
adorn all the posters used in the
Chest fund-raising campaign.
Y

Johnny Arthur and Ottiano Rafaelo are recent additions to the
cast being selected by Director Josef von Sternberg for "Crime and
Punishment," which B. P. Schulberg
is producing for Columbia. Edward

Arnold and Peter Lorre have the
Supporting players to date
include Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Tala
Birell, Marian Marsh, Robert Allen
and Douglas Dumbrille. This is a
leads.

picturization of Dostoievsky's worldone of

Studio Mechanics' Union
Equity Grants Extension famous Russian novel, and
the outstanding features of
Decides Against Recount To Actors' Guild Members bia's
1935-36 schedule.
After hearing the executive board
of Local 52, studio mechanics, report that there had been irregularity in the counting of the votes for
business agent of the union at the
annual election on Sept. 8, the membership at a special meeting Wednesday night decided against orderThe
ing a recount of the ballots.

Actors' Equity council has consented to extend to Nov. 1 the time
within which Equity members who
are members of the Screen Actors'
Guild and have been engaged in motion picture work must pay their
tured role in the temporarily titled
back dues to Equity. No further ex"Everybody's Old Man."
tensions will be granted, the counY
Under the agreement
cil has ruled.
Wallace Fox, who recently com- election resulted in the choice of whereby the Screen Actors' Guild
pleted direction of "Powdersmoke John Murphy as business agent of was granted an A. F. of L. charter,
Range," for RKO Radio, has been the local over Phil Rein, the present it was provided that members of
given a new contract. His next as- incumbent.
either Guild playing in each other's
Rein protested to the executive jurisdiction, would pay dues to both
signment will be "Mother Lode,"
Heather
in
the
which
irregularity
in
against
film,
board
Richard Dix
organizations.
Angel and Jessie Ralph will appear. counting of the votes and the execmeeting
utive board at a special
T
T
Garrett Graham, scenarist, has found that his charges were justiKansas City Squibs
It is understood that Rein
been signed by RKO Radio to collab- fied.
A.
T.
the
I.
ask
proposes
to
now
the
on
Wagner
Jack
with
orate
Kansas City George Baker, manscreen play of "It Happened in Hol- S. E. for a recount.
ager of the Newman Theater and
lywood," original story by Ray
president of the Variety Club, has
Boston Briefs
Mayer and Tom Dugan.
resigned to join his father, A. F.
T
Boston "Crusades" opens a road- Baker, in the management of the
Kent Taylor has been signed for show engagement at the Majestic on Electric Theater, Kansas City, Kans.
the leading male role opposite Claire Oct. 4. The house has been leased Baker leaves as soon as his succesTrevor in the 20th Century-Fox pro- for the run of the picture by the sor is named.
duction, "Buccaneer," from the Cor- M. & P. Theaters. Harry Brown Jr.,
W. E. Truog, United Artists manmagazine is working with "Bill" Powell on the ager, has sold the entire U. A. lineJr.,
Vanderbilt,
nelius
story, "Farewell to Fifth Avenue." exploitation.
up to the Glen W. Dickinson circuit
T
T
Tremont Temple has opened with of 20 houses.
Ginger Rogers, having completed a series of Italian films. "MastroE. P. Gomersall, Universal diviwork in "Tamed," her first solo star- vanni" is the current attraction.
sion sales manager, is visiting here
Gwyn",
"Nell
After two weeks of
ring picture for RKO Radio, has left
this week.
the Fine Arts Theater has booked
J. W. Davis, owner of the Davis
the English musical film, "My Song
Theater, Higginsville, Mo., has refor You."
week in
Lou Anger, who recently took over turned to his home after a
Hospital here.
the Metropolitan in Providence and St. Luke's
Annual business meeting of Comoperates several houses in Connecticut, was in Boston all week getting monwealth Theaters winds up today
ready for the opening of the Provi- at the President Hotel.
dence house.
Robert Pierson, Universal talent
BY
SEEN
AS
scout, is here preparing for screen
THE PRESS
Killed Wrecking Boston Theater
tests to be made tomorrow.
AGENT
Boston One workman was killed
Barrett Kiesling of the M-G-M
and seven others badly injured yesstudio publicity staff was a recent
Carole Lombard always sends Director
terday when the ceiling of the Holvisitor.
Mitchell Leisen a red carnation each
lis Street Theater, which is being
Exhibs visiting town lately inmorning when working in one of his
demolished to make parking space
pictures.
for the Metropolitan Theater, col- cluded W. S. Talbert, L. W. Mapes,
lapsed burying the workmen under John Huston, Charles Fisk, E. P.
Michael.
tons of wreckage.

—

—

Colum-

T

T

Mischa Auer, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Richard Carle and DeWitt
Jennings have just been cast in Lily
Pons'

tentatively titled
Radio.
T
T

first picture,

RKO

"Love Song," by

Edgar

comedian

Kennedy,

and

RKO

"Average
Radio's
of
Man" series of featurettes, has been
given the leading comedy role in
"Tamed," Ginger Rogers' first solo
Radio. George
starring film for
star

RKO

Brent has the leading male role, and
others in the cast are Grant Mitchell, Alan Mowbray, Louis Mason
and Joan Breslau.
T

T

Thurston Hall, Columbia's busiest
contract player, has been assigned
a featured role in "Guard That
Girl," in which Florence Rice and
Robert Allen play the leads. This
completed the roster for the feature,
which is being directed by Lambert
Hillyer,

who

did the

also

adapta-

prominent parts
are Barbara Kent, Bert Roach, Vivien Oakland, Fred Walton, Charles
Brinley, Charles Arnt, Oscar Rudolph, Nana Bryant, Ward Bond,
Elisabeth Risdon, Arthur Hohl and

tion.

Others

Wyrley

filling

Birch.

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE
DAY'S

—

NEWS
"Top Hat" goes
several

into

pre-release runs.

fourth

week

in
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EVERY PERSON who comes into your theatre has read these
headlines. Every daily paper that goes into his

shouts that 1935

is

hands

an exciting, memorable year.

The world is living dangerously. Public feeling on vital issues
has seldom run so high, been so sensitive. Constantly growing
is

the

demand

opments will

to

know how

this

maelstrom of dramatic devel-

affect the nation, business, every- day life.

MARCH OF TIME No. 6 photo-reports three such headline
stories:—the tangle of Italy, Ethiopia and England; the Bootleg

Coal

crisis;

and what 600,000 boys are doing

in

CCC

camps.

Ferreting out hidden beginnings and obscure developments

on a hundred

fronts,

it

brings to the screen twenty crisp minutes

of factual, exciting entertainment that will
think, feel

and

make audiences

talk.

Based on subjects of which the public

is

most conscious, and

stimulated by aggressive advertising and exploitation, the

MARCH OF TIME
box

office

is

no longer a

box-office prediction. It's a

production.
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"MORE DRAMA AND ENTERTAINMENT IN TWO REEIS
THAN AVAST MAJORITY OF LAST YEARS FEATURES !"
-MOTION PICTURE DAIIY.
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Will Resist Further Del ays in

Louis Trial

St.

BUY
50%
GREDITORlROUP OPPOSES
"
"

IN FOX MET.
*

«

Short Agreement

to

a

One-Year Pact Under

Holland
its

Inclined

306

Local

.

Favore d by Union

is

New Wage Scale

studios and such

Sentiment at Local 306 favors a
= By JACK ALICOATE==
one-year agreement with the Loew
circuits at the new scale
THE HAGUE, HOLLAND— EMPY and I and
hour at which the cirdo the damndest things. The weather of $1.86 an
began paying off opyesterday
cuits
of
week-end
big
last
the
is
perfect,
it
is
longer than two
contract
No
erators.
Holin
alone
are
we
here
and
the summer
it was said.
probable,
is
years
and
bulbs
tulip
canals,
land, surrounded by
The Local 306 settlement does not
Deauville, Biarritz

RKO

contented cows, with
and Le Tourquet calling, and
Phil

is

it

Reisman Month

—•—

in

PRODUCING

PARA.

New York, Loet Barnduring our visit, Herr Loet
our constant companion and
has been
pointer-outer and his enthusiasm for Hol-

features is now planned by Paramount for production abroad. Eight
French pictures will be made at its
Joinville plant and three have al-

of the olden days in
In

fact,

beauty, background and possibilionly matched by his charming grace
eight
and hospitality. He plans to produce
Dutch productions during the coming year,
fifty
each to cost in the neighborhood of
land,
ties

—

London Heaping high praise on the
Warner filmization of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" after a private showing

the
ciate

the
first

the

new
time,

significances

and

finally

its

is

thousand clams. While we were with him
Myson the set they were shooting "Het
De Mondschien-Sonate," Zich
an
terie
ontwikkenken, Raak, mis, wij zullen het u
This means something or
verklappen.
other in Dutch.

FOREIGN FEATURES

11

A

IS

total

ready

of

finished.

11

foreign language

Three Spanish fea-

tures will be produced in Spain.

overlooked
to appre-

production as a whole.

aters receiver, to acquire for $270,000 a 50 per cent interest in the re-

organized Fox Metropolitan ComPalmer
pany, he said yesterday.
asserted that it was the duty of the

FOX INTERMOUNTAIN

receiver to liquidate the

at

CONTINUES EXPANSION
Denver
program

—As

part of

its

expansion

in this territory,

Fox

In-

termountain has started tearing
down the Curran Theater, Boulder,
to make way for a new $100,000
house to be ready about Jan. 1.
Meanwhile the Isis in Boulder will
(Continued on Page 3)

Fortington Withdraws
From Insurance Group

Metro-Essaness Contracts
H. A. Fortington, chairman of the
Are Ready for Signatures Paramount executive committee, is

understood to have severed his connections with the British insurance
group which figures in the financial
setup of that company and which he
following
1935-36,
during
product
Felix
has represented. He is continuing as
between
conferences
New York
Scheveningen, the F. Feist and Leo Spitz and Arthur head of the committee as an independent member.
the country. Lunch
(Continued on Page 3)

smart seaside resort of
at the Casino, sun bathing on

Contracts are ready for signing

in a deal under which the Essaness
Circuit, Chicago, will play M-G-M

look-in

at

a

football

game,

a

"Top Hat"

Third

Week

More Key

houses. The picture is already playA
ing a fourth week in six cities.
been
total of 17 third weeks has now
bassos.
played by "Top Hat." The new third•
towns are Chicago, Cincinnati,
Holweek
in
The strong cinema organization
City, Columbus and PortKansas
Hays
our
to
land, and it may be likened
Ore.
land,
(Continued on Page 2)
only

— —

all

IN

SKOURAS-RKO JAM

Skouras

Theaters

has

obtained

from Judge Hofstader of the New
York State Supreme Court a temp-

orary injunction restraining RKO's
81st Street theater from playing
20th Century-Fox pictures day-anddate with houses it operates in the
Arguments on a permanent
zone.
injunction will be heard Sept. 30.

New

Hirliman Company
Plans Eight Features
of

THE FILM DAILY

—

Gov't to Ask Special Action
Unless Trial Starts SeptJ 30

copped our favorite table for dinner. To
tomorbed before the witching hour, for
cinema
row we are going to visit the
Into
exhibitor
bourse where distributor and
Cities
picFive
In
meet for the buying and selling of
RKO's "Top Hat" has entered a
They tell us that no exhibitor in
tures.
Dutch- third week in five more key-city
the world can squawk louder than a

We don't believe that. It
man.
seems louder. In Amsterdam they are

INJUNCTION GRANTED

West Coast Bureau

the sands,

peek at
beer
an open air bicycle race, more good
to
than was good for us, and then back
Beery has
the Carlton to find out that Wally
a

company,

(Continued on Page 3)

—•—

Sunday we were

Met.,

Archibald Palmer, counsel for petitioning creditors in the Fox Theaters Corp. receivership, will oppose the motion of Jenks & Rogers,
counsel for the Fox Theaters stockholders' protective committee, to require Milton C. Weisman, Fox The-

Prof.

once to get the subtleties, surprises
and unexpected twists, once to appreciate

Required to

Says Palmer

G. B. Harrison, noted Shakespearean authority, in a three-column
page article for yesterday's
editorial
"London Daily Mail", said the picture
should be seen at least three times:

here,

is

Liquidate Fox

Amsterdam.

From the standpoint of one observing
cinema conditions in Europe, no country
They
more interesting than Holland.
is
have but two studios in the Netherlands,
one in Amsterdam and the exceptionally
modern plant at The Hague, just completed
and now being operated by our good friend
styn.

Weisman

Box-Office Advice

(Continued on Page 3)

because

all

in CircuitjDeal

Hollywood George Hirliman announces that, in addition to his Regal
Pictures Co., he has arranged with
Boston capital to finance another
company, Pacific Productions, which
the GWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY will make eight features of
Washington Though it has de- man type.
cided not to press for an immediate
hearing of the St. Louis action
against Warners, RKO and ParaSalesman in Will Rogers Role
mount, charged with denying prodA. A. Trimble, local
Pittsburgh
houses
uct to three Fanchon & Marco
salesman, has been signed by M-G-M to
"The Great
in
in that city, the Department of JusRogers
Will
portray

—

—

yesterday stated that if the
court grants another postponement
of the case, which is now on the caltice

(Continued on Page 3)

Ziegfeld."

Trimble

Trimble is an
coast.
the late comedian.

has left for the
exact double for
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FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am.

Seat

13

Columbia

Picts.

Con.

Fm.
Con. Fm.

vtc. 65

Ind
Ind.

43/8
pfd.

Kodak

East.

65

65

4i/4

16
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4i/4
16l/4

42y4
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•

-
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-

%

-

-

3/g

pfd..

993,4

97 '/2

97 1/2

-2%

2nd

pfd..

13%

13'/8

13%

-

%

%
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5%

6

4i/2

4%

4%

•

-

20th

Cent.-Fox
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17%

17%-

20th

Cent.-Fox

pfd..

25Vi
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17%
24%
33%
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243/4

-

-

33%-
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73/8

7%
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pfd

Warner Bros
do
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Gen. Th.

Gen. Th.
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Loew 6s41ww
104% 104% 104%
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Picts.
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Par.

By.

RKO

%
%
%
%
2%

6s41

Warner's 6s39

623/8

71

69%

70%

81

7934

80

Trans-Lux

19%

3%

19

19

3%

It

100 per cent membership of exhibproducers.
has
itors, distributors and
It
governmental sanction and its arbitration
awards are absolutely final.
And that
means there is no appeal to the courts
of law.
If you get on the blacklist, you
are out, and when you are out in Holland
it don't mean maybe.
Censorship here, as
usual, is the strictest in the world. Except
in the very smallest of houses, the double
feature is out.
There are big fine houses
in Rotterdam, Amsterdam and The Hague,
with top admission prices about the same
as Broadway.
In the smaller houses, however, the lowest admission price is about
has a

two

bits.

—•—

%

—

1

—

1

"Copyright", an international review of the theory and practice of
copyright and kindred branches of
law, particularly concerning motion
picture and legitimate theaters, music, radio, television, publishing, censorship and advertising, is now being published abroad by the Verlag
Fuer Recht und Gesellschaft A.-G.
Bahnhofstrasse 5, Zurich, Switzerland. The second issue (July-August) has reached this country. It is

published

every other month with

the permanent cooperation of an international board of statesmen, lawyers and educators interested in the
protection of intellectual property.
American members of the permanent
board are Thorvald Solberg, former
chief of the Copyright Office at

Washington, and Louis E. Swarts,
copyright counsel to motion picture

Reisman arrives for his gala personal appearance
tour tomorrow,
EMPY interests.
The publication is in three langand your correspondent are going to the
field to meet him.
We understand they uages, English, French and German,
are playing a Radio picture somewhere in with a summary in each case in the
town during Reisman Month and we are two languages different from the
anxious to find out where.
Tomorrow we original article.
fly to
Brussels and then may run down
Sue Six S. I. Houses on Giveaways
to the Tyrol to spend a day or so with
Six complaints
against Staten
Winnie Sheehan and his bride. We have
an invitation again to come to Italy and Island theaters, all charging that
may go just to please our old traveling giveaways schemes being used are
York State
companion, Doc Giannini.
At any rate, in violation of the
we arc longing for Times Square, for when anti-lottery laws, will be tried TuesPhil

New

they
start
throwing those first lateral
passes up at the Polo Grounds we want
to be there with a hot dog in hand and
Howard Dietz at our side.

Kennedy Quits Gov't Post
P.

Kennedy, former film

executive, has resigned as chairman
of the Securities Exchange Commission to return to private business.
Kennedy, who is now at his home in
Boston, sails from New York on the
Normandie next Wednesday for a
rest abroad before getting down to
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Howard S. Cullman, trustee for
the Roxy Theater Corp., has made
application in Federal Court for an
interim allowance of $20,000 for the
first year of his trusteeship which
ended June 9, 1935.

3%

Hollywood

of

in the Second District Magistrates' Court, Stapleton. Houses in-

volved in the actions include the St.
George, Paramount, Star and Ritz.
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— Lin Bonner, veteran

man and who has

been

BERTRAM HYAMS
is

of Butchers' Film Servie
a passenger on the Berengaria which left No
early yesterday morning for England.

York

MARY PICKFORD
east until
abroad.

Naval

States

Academy

at

the

EDITH FARRELL
Pennsylvania

MARGO
arrives
plain.

for

from New
week-end.
York

today

has

York

LEO SPITZ and

New

French
movie actre*
tomorrow on the Cham

York

OTTERSON

E.

for

to

St.

AL STEFFES
day

from

their

Louis

return

is

now

in

leav
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to

New
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on

Mon

next week.

arrives

New
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York

Minneapolis.

RICK RICKETSON

New
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on
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froi

of M-G-M sails today on th
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Laskys return
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AL LICHTMAN
day
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returns

New

to

Mon!

York

Chicago.

GEORGE W. WEEKS

New

has returned to

Yorl

from Chicago.

MAX REINHARDT,
na

after

the

recent

now vacationing
Salzburg

in

Festival,

Vien
leave

tomorrow for Genoa, where he will board th.
Conte de Savoia for America on Sept. 26, an
riving in New York on Oct. 3 to attend th)
world premiere of his first film prdouction fa
Warners, "A Midsummer Night's Dream."

en

is

STENGEL
on

terday

the

route

arrived

to

the

from

York

left

yesterday by plan.

coast.

Anna-

week of

RKO-Jugoslavian Deal

RKO

Charles J. Murphy Dead
Siegfried S.
Newark,
N. J. Charles J. Mursigned as managing director of RKO
Radio Pictures, Ltd., in Tokio, Ja- psy, 45, manager of the Station Thepan. No successor has yet been ap- ater, died this week after a brief
illness.
He was a war veteran with
pointed.
a Croix de Guerre.
Eric

von Stroheim

Albert Lewin

Oct.

5.

THE STANDARDS
Reference Book

—

"Top Hat" Ousts Palace Vaude
Roulien-Montenegro Wedding
RKO Palace Theater will drop
Raoul Roulien and Conchita Montenegro were married here vaudeville the week of Sept. 22 when
Thursday.
"Top Hat" plays at the house.
Paris

—

•.

of the

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

g
»•;

g

FILM YEAR BOOKj*
Now in Preparation.}.*
Out

January

in

•
Given

Free

J.J

it

mm

with

a *J

Year's Subscription to j$
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Carlyle R. Robinson

M. van Praag

Shi

has granted permission to
Korda Signs 3 Directors
Remick Music Publishers to dedicate
Alexander Korda has signed King
"Don't Give Up The Ship," one of
Vidor, Harry D'Arrast and WilliarS
the song hits in Warner's "ShipK. Howard to direct one picture each'
mates Forever," to the Academy.
in England for London films.
The song was written by Al Warren
and Harry Dubin, who composed all
Advance "Lucky Legs" Opening
of the tunes in the picture.
Following a home office preview
of Warner's "The Case of the Luckj
New Deal on Yonkers House
yesterday, company execuA deal has been signed by RKO Legs"
tives decided to rash the feature foi
and George Walsh covering the an advance pre-release
premiere or
Strand, Yonkers, under terms of
Broadway. The picture, which stars
which the former circuit will oper- Warren William in
the role of Perrji
The
ate the house for five years.
Mason and features Patricia Ellis,
agreement on the house, which
Genevieve Tobin and Lyle Talbot)
Walsh operates in conjunction with will be generally distributed the
Famous, is an extension of the old

RKO

Post in Tokio
Lindstrom has re-

yes

abroad.

Hollywood.

HERBERT EBENSTEIN
for

New

in

Washington

1936

Lindstrom Quits

i

York Monday.

polis,

has closed a contract with
on the staff of "Variety," died in Atlantis Film of Belgrade for distribution in Jugoslavia of a number
a local hospital Thursday, following
last
an operation.
He had worked in of pictures in the current and cable
season lineup, according to a
both New York and Hollywood.
to the home office from H. W. Leapublicity

MARY ROGERS, daughter of the late Wl
Rogers, is en route to New York from the cots
to appear in a Broadway stage production.

LENI

Dedicate Song t© Naval Academy
Rear Admiral David Foote Sellers, superintendent of the United

deal.

Lin Bonner Dead
West Coast Bureau

day

Coming and Going
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OPPOSE MORE DELAY

CREDITORS OPPOSE

50%

IN ST. LOUIS TRIAL
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

30, a move to
obtain a special court trial can be
considered at that time. It is believed
doubtful by the Attorney-General's
office
that an emergency hearing
could be held before that date any-

endared to start Sept.

way.

A spokesman for the Justice Department said that if any further
attempts are made by the defendants
to delay the trial, steps for a special

court will be taken by the department.

thereby

Continues Expansion
(Continued from Page 1)

assume the Curran policy and

prices,
boosting to 35 cents. Fox also recently acquired the State in Bould-

making the town all-Fox.
Fox reopenings in this territory

er,

Plaza at Las Vegas,
N. M., rebuilt after a fire; the Del
Rio, at Las Cruces, N. M., which
has been thoroughly cleaned up; and
the Elk at La Junta, Colo., which
has been reseated. These three reopenings give Fox two theaters each
in these towns.
will include the

Metro-Essaness Contracts
Are Ready for Signatures

T
•

•

•

Goldberg. Differences over a product
deal between the principals last
Spring preceded announcement by
Loew's of its intention of building
theaters in locality in which the independent circuit operates.

Nebraska Notes

—

Following are
Lincoln,
Neb.
house closings in the state this
week: Butte Opera House, Ashton
Oconto
Stuart,
Stuart,
Colonial,
Princess and the Table Rock, Table
Rock.
Harold Cashon has bought the
Granada in Oxford from Fred Glass.
C. R. Zuleauf has bought the Wilcox in Wilcox from C. J. Newton.
Bill Youngclaus, Grand Island exhib. who recently picked up the
Polk, Polk, is dealing with merchants for a setup whereby they pay
the house rent.

Harry Schiller, also of G.
where he operates the Grand,
back from Minnesota.

T

HANDING THE

—

Maj. Bowes a Georgia Colonel
Edward

Bowes

is

now

a

lieu-

tenant-colonel on the staff of Governor
Bowes will reTalmadge of Georgia.
main a Major as far as his screen and
air

appearances

go.

1)

dividend

for

pany's funds.

wreath to the Columbia

advertising dep't
for a smart innovation
being spe13 by 17 inches prepared on Grace Moore's "Love
Me Forever" and Claudette Colbert's "It Happened One Night"
each containing beautiful reproductions of the art advertising used on these pix

• • •
on the Grace Moore special reproduces
the ads in color as used in the national magazine campaign
the Claudette Colbert folder contains the black-and-white
ads as used in the newspaper campaign
a special ad is
contained in the latter
in the form of marquee flashes
for all the big productions on the Columbia program for the
current season
with the catchy caption on the sheet reading: "What the Well-Dressed Marquee Will Wear This Fall"
every company salesman will be supplied with these as
issued
good flash stuff to catch the eye of every exhib
•

•

•

FOR THE

directorial dexterity displayed in Metro's

smash "Broadway Melody of 1936"
we can only say
that it proves that Roy Del Ruth is still one of the Old Masters
who moves in the van with New Methods
the production is filled with tricky little directorial touches that
are a delight to the student who reads between the frames.

Union Favors Short Pact
In

New

Circuit

•

•

IN A close-up huddle on Seventh Avenue the other
we noted Lou Rydell of "Variety"
Ray Galand Arthur Eddy of this paper
the "Herald"

lagher of
they must have been ganging up on Tom Hamlin and
his "Film Curb"
Tom being the guy who stole the Publishing Spotlight with his classic "Twenty-Second Anniversary"
ad in his own paper

Expect Clark's Re-election
By Nat'l Film Carriers
Re-election of James Clark as
president of National Film Carriers
is expected to occur at the association's annual convention planned for
Oct. 7-9 at the Park Central Hotel.
In addition to Charles C. Pettijohn,
Ted Rogers, president of the American
Trucking Association, will
speak at the luncheon scheduled for
Oct. 8. Effects of the Motor Carrier
Act, recently signed by President
Roosevelt, on film transportation
will be discussed and means of cooperation planned.

Imports By Greece Jump
all import quota refilms since January,
1935, has brought about a sharp in-

Removal of
strictions on

during the 1935-36 period (October
to May) will exceed 350 features,
which is considered too high a figure

Deal

include the nine de luxe Broadway
theaters nor does it include the theaters of any operators aside from
Loew or RKO.

Local 306 Walkout at Astor
Local 306 operators walked out
of the Astor Theater yesterday
afternoon when the management insisted on halving their wage scale
to $1.80 an hour.
The afternoon
performance of "The Crusades,"
showing two-a-day at the house, was
somewhat delayed until the management obtained operators.
The
management claimed the operators
were members of the Allied union,
though Sol B. Fine, Allied business
agent, vigorously denied this.

Louis

St.

Louis Items

—

Controversy between

theaters and newspapers over advertising rates has been settled, with
all ads again running in the papers.

An involuntary petition seeking
reorganization of the Theater Realty Co., owner of the Fox Theater
property, has been filed in the District Court by holders of three mortAtlantic City Notes
gage bonds on which interest payAtlantic City This resort's Pub- ments have not been made.
licity and Press Bureau, set up two
Pete Holmes, former box-office man
years ago by Mayor Bachrach to at the American, Orpheum and other
exploit A. C. all over the country, houses, has gone east to take charge
curtailed activities this week with of the Havre de Grace racetrack inthe resignation of its head. Harry formation window.
M. Resnick, and announcenient that
Funeral services were held this
the $100,000 had been considerably week
for
Mrs. Rose Rodemich,
overspent. P. E. M. Thompson, man- mother of the late Gene Rodemich,
ager of the Auditorium, will assume orchestra leader and composer.
the duties of city publicity director.
Harry C. Arthur of the Fanchon
Warner Theater on the Boardwalk & Marco organization has moved his
F. E.
has closed for the winter.
headquarters here. Jack Partington
Wesp, after a midwest vacation, will will hold down the eastern zone.
return here and possibly be assigned
Harris P. Wolfberg, M-G-M disto the Virginia Theater.
trict manager, is supervising the loYoung's Million Dollar Pier, which cal exchange while Clayton T. Lynch
featured "prize-winning films" due
is honeymooning.
to inability to get first runs, has
Agnew, Paramount sales
Neil
closed with the announcement that
movies will again be included next exec, is understood to have reserved
a suite at the Coronado Hotel for
season.
the entire month of October, when
One of the three Steel Pier the- the government's case against Waraters has been closed.
ners, Paramount and RKO is scheduled to be under way.

—

j

|

Staggering Operators
circuits are concerned at
in the light of existing market con- the new action of Local 306 in staggering employment to help jobless
ditions.

Major

Arrangements also are reported members of the union. However,
to have been completed for the dis- the circuits will raise no objections
tribution of Soviet films in Greece
during the coming season.

Wage

(Continued from Page 1)

St.

•

Dave Silverman Gets House
The old crease in the number of films acBenton Harbor, Mich.
quired by exchanges for exhibition
Dell Opera House has been taken
in Greece during the coming seaover by Dave Silverman and is beTrade reports indicate the
ing reconditioned for a modern son.
total number of films to be imported
movie house.

Major

T

laurel

I.,

is

a

whereas if Weisman acquired the stock he would be going
into business and risking the com-

cial art folders

day

1)

providing

creditors,

THE ONE

Fox Intermountain

(Continued from Page

FOX MET. BUY

as long as satisfactory operators
are supplied, it was said.

Kentucky Commissions Clark
John D. Clark, 20th Century-Fox distribution
his
P.

chieftain,

yesterday

received

commission as a Kentucky Colonel,
He okayed the contract.

S.

THE

s&n

DAILY

REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS

LITTLE from LOTS
«y

RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

T ON CHANEY, JR., has completed
-^ his latest starring vehicle, "A
Scream in the Dark," for Commodore Pictures, and has gone to Dana
Point to rest for a few days before
starting story conferences on the
third picture of the series he is
under contract to do.
T

T

T

New York

platinum
blonde stage actress, who is in Hollywood to enter pictures, is being
tested by M-G-M.
T
r
t
Arthur Lubin, Republic contract
director, has been assigned "The
Frisco Waterfront," as his next

Brena Mayo,

production.

Saturday, Sept. 21, 1935

"WATERFRONT LADY"

"HERE COMES THE BAND"

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

with Ted Lewis, Virginia Bruce, Ted Healy,

68 mins.

Republic (Mascot)

PLEASING PROGRAM PICTURE WITH
GOOD CAST AND NEW FIND IN ANN M-G-M

RUTHERFORD.
Ann Rutherford

is

introduced

in this pic-

ture.
She has a little something of Janet
Gaynor, Jean Parker, and Helen Mack. Although this picture does not afford her
many opportunities to show her ability, she
does show the stuff that should send her

The picplaces with the proper handling.
ture from Wellyn Totman's story and screenplay should do nicely as a programmer, for
has enough action to keep things moving
throughout, while the romance between the
The few
girl and boy is being stressed.
touches of comedy fit in nicely. Joseph Santley's direction holds interest throughout with
Frank
his best work on the romantic stuff.
Albertson, Barbara Pepper, Charles Wilson,
Jack LaRue and Grant Withers all have important roles, which they handle well. Durit

Donald

Nat Pendleton,

Spanky

Cook,

McFarland

84 mins.

police

and Wilson

are

there

and

a

Sidney Blackmer, Raymond Hatton, battle ensues. Wilson confesses and the
Eddie Nugent, Barbara Pepper, boy and the girl are left to be happy.
Bradley Page, Kane Richmond, WilCast: Ann Rutherford, Frank Albertson,
lard Robertson, Barbara Nugent and J. Farrell MacDonald, Barbara Pepper, Grant

George Cleveland.
T

T

Olin Howland has been signed by
Warners to a long-term contract,

RKO

T
v
has bought "Don't Bet on

Love," original by Kenneth Earle,
as another vehicle for Gene Ray-

mond.
T
T
T
June Travis has been picked by
Director Howard Hawks for the
feminine lead in Warners' "Ceiling

Withers, Purnell Pratt, Jack LaRue, Mary
Gordon, Paul Porcasi, Ward Bond, Matilda
Comont, Victor Potel, Necma Judge, Dorothy
Ates, Robert Emmett O'Connor, Wally Albright, Carlotta Miles, Smiley Burnette, Clarence H. Wilson, Norma Taylor.
Producer, Nat Levine; Director, Joseph
Santley; Story and Screenplay, Wellyn Totman; Cameramen, Ernest Miller, Jack Marta;
Editor,

Ray Curtiss.

Direction,

Good

Photography, A-l.

plenty

There's

make

to

and

of

stuff

in

this

picture

audiences at large
has ample selling angles for the en-

it

it

terprising

appeal

to

Basic

exhibitor.

story

involves

bunch of World War veterans, with Ted
Lewis as the lad who led the band over
there, Ted Healy and Nat Pendleton as the
buddies specializing in comedy, and Addi-

a

son Richards as the colonel who brings the
gang together for an Armistice Day re-

Love interest crops up between one
Harry Stockwell, and the col-

union.

of the boys,

daughter, Virginia Bruce.
A bit of
heavy stuff is provided when a song written by Stockwell is grabbed by a publisher,
with the composer appearing to have difficulty proving authorship. The gang rounds
up the evidence in his behalf, however, by
onel's

the cast does swell work.

Ted

Cast:

Lewis,

Virginia

Bruce,

Ted

Nat Pendleton, Harry Stockwell, Don-

Healy,

Spanky McFarland, Addison RichRobert McWade, Charles Lane, Henry

ald Cook,
ards.

Robert

Kclker,

Gleckler,

Bert Reach, Tyler Brooke,
schalk,

May

Richard Tucker,
Ferdinand Gott-

Beatty.

Producer, Lucien Hubbard; Director, Paul
Slcane; Authors, Paul Sloane, Ralph Spence,
Victor Mansfield; Screenplay, same; Songs,

Herbert Stothart, Ned Washington, Ted Fiorito, Albert Von Tilzer, Harry MacPherson,
Burton Lane; Cameraman, Charles Schcenbaum; Editor, Frank E Hull.
Direction,

Fine

Photography,

m

Walde-

AAA

is planning to acquire a theater and return to show business.

ater,

Youngstown

—The

later.

—

Akron, O. Application to lease
the National City Bank building to

Frank

C.

Buben has been made

with profuse English titles superThe tale is simply told, but the
imposed.
fidelity to life and the sterling work of all
the cast lends a tension and suspense to
the story that holds the attention taut to
the end. The theme is that of a rich girl,
now impoverished, who marries a young
fisherman. They have their honeymoon just
a week before he sails on his boat as first
mate on the annual trip to the Iceland sea.
The marine shots are very well done, and in
fact all the camera work is noteworthy.
As the boat is returning after a very suc-

encounters a disastrous
hands are lost. The actual
loss of the vessel is only suggested in the
The dramatic values
camera treatment.
storm,

catch,

and

in

common

The building
pleas court.
would be used as a theater, with
Ruben closing the National Theater.
Bowling Green, O.

—Clark

Young

theater now under
construction here the New Lyric.

will

name

his

—

Columbus, O.

new Grand
Sept.

27,

Opening of the

will be

RKO

postponed until

chief

C.

Harry

Schreiber announced.

Columbus, O.—William C. Chesbrough has acquired the Northern
Theater from Mrs. lone Wright.
Frederickstown, Pa.—The Frederickstown Theater, recently acquired
by Pete Profili, who also operates
the Grand here and the American
in Vestaburg, has been reopened.

—

Monongahela, Pa. George J. Corformerly with Warners in _
Parkersburg, has been named man- F
ager of the Anton Theater here.
coran,

Belle Vernon, Pa.— The Ritz, recently sold at public auction, will
not change managements after all.

George Moody and C. W. Dickinson
of Brownsville, on being awarded
the property on the highest bid, resold it to John Perry.

—

it

all

in the tragedy are built up in depicting the
anxiety of the waiting wife as weeks pass

j

j
I

I

Old Grand Opera
Canton, O.
House, only dark theater here, reopens Oct. 5 with the Kinsey PlayHouse,
ers, dramatic stock troupe.
recently wired for sound, may offer
films in connection with the stage*
plays.

dialogue,

cessful

Princess, which

has reepened with a policy of stock
burlesque under the management of
Clyde Boyer, plans to install films

A-l.

RKO

wood"; Harold Huber, Mischa Auer,
mar Young is scripting "Burlesque," Christian Rub, James Donlon and
produce
which Benjamin Glazer will
Delmar Watson for "Husk."
as a Sylvia Sidney vehicle.
t
t
Frank McDonald on Monday will
Al Boasberg, who wrote "Uppercamera
cutlets," an RKO featurette, is di- begin the direction of active
recting his own story. Lee Marcus work on "Freshman Love," which
produced by First National
is supervising. Lew Kelly and Kitty is to be
McHugh have prominent roles, with with Patricia Ellis, Frank McHugh
the cast including such well known and Warren Hull.
former pugilists as Frank Moran,
T
T
who fought Jack Johnson for the
Ken Maynard's third Columbia
world's championship; Frankie Van, picture, "The Twain Shall Meet,"
George Goodwin, Barney O'Toole, is in production. The popular star
Dick Gilbert, Phil Bloom and Mike will again be directed by Spencer
Barto.
Gordon Bennett. Screenplay is by
T
V
Nate Gatzert from a story by
Helen Ericson and Minna Gombell Charles Francis Royal.

'

wife in his absence.

—

'ICELAND FISHERMEN"
are recent additions to the cast of
("Pecheur D'lslande")
Zero."
"Miss Pacific Fleet," a First Na73 mins.
T
tional naval comedy with Joan Blon- Du World Pictures
V
V
SAGA OF FISHERMEN AND THE SEA
Paramount Pickups: Ernest Lu- dell, Glenda Farrell and Hugh HerIS
DRAMATIC FRENCH PRODUCTION
bitsch will produce "The Chocolate bert in the leading roles.
WITH EXCEPTIONAL ACTING.
Princess" with all-Negro cast.
T
t
Jack Moffitt, critic of the Kansas
A very sincere and naturalistic portrayal
The following players have been
City "Star", Eve Green and Charles added to the casts of
pictures of French fishermen, with the locales in a
Brackett have signed new writing now shooting or about to go into French fishing village and the Iceland sea
contracts, Moffitt being at work production: Henry Travers and Mur- where they make their yearly trips for their
adapting his play "Roaring Girl" ray Alper for "Seven Keys to Bald- hazardous work. The cast is notable for
collaboration with Sidney Salkow,
pate"; Molly Lamont and Addison types that portray the fishing village charwhile Brackett and Eve Green are Randall for "It Happened in Holly- acters to the life.
It is done in French
busy on "Easy Living"

Pinell,

The Cozy Theater, is recuperating from a nervous breakdown
The house is being operated by his

er of

SWELL AUDIENCE MATERIAL WITH
COMBINATION OF ENTERTAINMENT
Coldwater, Mich. Denny Vanes,
ELEMENTS GOING OVER NICELY.
former owner of The Tibbits The-

T
T
"Sunset of Power," the next Buck
Universal,
for
production
Jones
ing a police raid on a gambling ship owned
goes before the cameras in 10 days. by Wilson, LaRue is killed by Wilson in
and
author
the
J. E. Grimstead is
Albertson, Wilson's loyal
self-defense.
Earle Snell is doing the adaptation. henchman, grabs the gun, jumps overboard brings together groups of ex-soldiers from
various parts of the country to sing their
r
t
and swims to a waterfront village. There
folk songs and convince the court of StockAlin
love.
they
fall
and
Ann
and
he
meets
Onslow Stevens, Toby Wing
well's contention that his inspiration came
rival.
his
discovered
by
is
identity
Esther Ralston have been signed for bertson's
A lot of good specialty stuff
he from them.
Republic's "Forced Landing," an M. Albertson makes a getaway, but before
is
sprinkled all through the picture, and
H. Hoffman production. Other play- leaves the country he goes back to Ann.
ers in this aviation thriller include The

HERE & THERE
Decatur, Mich.—Fred
own-

—

Jackson, Miss. Locke Bolen, who
runs a theater here, will open one
in Thomasville, Ala.
with no word of her husband. Exceptionally
the two
fine performances are rendered by
fisherprincipals, and Yvette Guilbert, the

man's grandmother.
Cast: Yvette Guilbert, Thorny Bourdelle,
Marguerite Weintenberger, Blanche Beaume,
Yvonne Yma, Roger Maxime, Louis Rcuyer,
Gaston Mauger, Rene Gervais, Gouge.
Producer, Pierre Guerlais; Director, same;

Cameraman, Roger Hubert.
Photography, ExDirection, Very Good
cellent.

I

•

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
ndependent in Thought
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New Committee Formed for Advancement of Screen
HAYS, OTTERSON, ZUKOR CALLED
Reliance

H. M. Goetz to Represent
Company in Producer

ITALY

Association

we're not going there

By JACK

ALICOATE^^

—

DRUSSELS, BELGIUM

"

We're here

in

the expos Hon.
Regarding
the cinema, there is nothing particularly to
talk about here in Belgium. Neither is there
in
Italy, but our pal, Mario Luporini, has
Brussels

invited us

for

down and

Doc Giannini

as a special concession

you about Italy.
Besides, we have to square ourselves w'th
Mersereau and Gillette for that extra week
ever here on the Icose.
And, in case of a
tie, we're rather romantic tonight sol'loquizto

we'll

Becomes Member

Pictures

tell

Reliance Pictures has joined the
Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America, the producing
company's application having been
submitted and passed upon at the
quarterly meeting of the Hays group
Harry M. Goetz, presilast week.
dent of Reliance, which produces for
United Artists release, will represent
his

company

that delightful

month

in

one week-end last year
zer and the old faithful Doc.

spent

N

Italy

is

Italy

Hollywood

charming place, is made in the
boot and is surrounded on almost

a

shape of a
eve-y s de by oceans.
If you are interested,
vcu can get the names cf these oceans by
looking at a map of Italy.
Italy is rea'ly a
country of cities. Rome is a delightful p'ace
that centuries ago occupied the oosit'on in
wold affa'rs that Broadway and 42nd Street

dees now. Rome is bui't on seven hills and
in
that respect resrmbles Seattle, onlv it
does not cverlook Puget Sound. They hsve
a bi? racet-ack in the m ddle of the city
railed the Coliseum and a broken down ten-

ement building
seeing

hacks

called the Forum.

The

sight-

have

taximeters and are
d-awn bv the same horses that formed Mark
Anthony's c-ack cavalry regiment. There are
more churches in Rome than theaters, and
tliat's

all

on the square.

N;ples is beautiful.
It
is
characteristiclly Neapcl'tan.
It
has no lighthouses.
Captains of ships mak'ng Naples have to go
through a special smelling examination. Provided you have a chronic cold in the head,
Naples is the most romantic spot in the
wo Id. Venice is the gem of the Adriatic.
Glass-making was an art here when Alexander the Great wore rompers.
The principal
products are gbss eyes and nutation diamonds. Venice is built right in the ocean.

To

live

voyage.

there
In

is

like taking a

perpetual sea

Venice they learn

to

swim

in

To see the populace, all in evening
swimming to the opera on the opening

infancy.
dress,

night of the season

is

a sight

one

{Continued on Page 2)

will

never

— Biggest

location

unit

to

be sent out in years is the "Rose Marie"
troupe dispatched by M-G-M to Lake
Tahoe.
It
numbers more than 1,000
persons.
W. S. Van Dyke is directing
the picture, with Jeannette MacDona.d
and Nelson Eddy starred.
Hunt Stromberg is the prodcuer.

GONN.EXHIBSABANDON

West Coast Bureau of

DRIVE TO OUST DUALS
New Haven — Owing

to inability of

Connecticut exhibitors, both independent and national circuit, to get together, the plan to eliminate double
feature bills from this state has
fallen through. A meeting had been
planned for last week here but failed
to
materialize owing to lack of
agreement on the move.

New G-B

Circuit Setup
Starts in Two Weeks

Western Massachusetts Theaters,
successor to G-B Theaters
Corp., will begin functioning in
about two weeks. The new company,
in which Paramount has a 52 per
cent interest, will operate 13 thea-

Inc.,

the company.

—Four

Renewal of deals with all of Paramount's theater partners will be
sought in negotiations to begin in
New York this week through Famous Theaters.
One-year agreements are understood to be considered.

Will H. Hays, John E. Otterson,
fVdolph Zukor, R. H. Cochrane and
George Quigley of Vitaphone have
been subpoenaed to appear on Sept.
30 at the Fifth Avenue Hotel at the
first public hearing of the Congressional Committee investigating patSaturit was announced
day by Dr. William I. Sirovich,
chairman of the committee.
The
committee now has accountants go{Continued on Page 4)

FINDS PREVIEW FANS

BETTER THAN CRITICS
Hollywood

THE FILM

DAILY
— The toughest audience

West Coast Bureau

of

in the world, the California preview
headed by a talking version audience, has found its level and toof the Murnau silent hit, "Four Dev- day is more important to film proAnother is "Mediterranean ducers than any other class of critics
ils."
Cruise," a screen voyage with a big- in the world, in the opinion of BerDamon nard Hyman, M-G-M producer who
list of stars as passengers.
list

is

{Continued on Page 3)

Resume Hearings Today
In William Fox Action

voiced this sentiment after a third
preview showing of "I Live My
Life," starring Jean Crawford and

Brian Ahearn.

"A variegated selection of the most
expert official critics would not have
Hearing on the Chicago Title &
(Continued on Page 4)
Trust Co. suit against William Fox
resumes today before Referee Sol
M. Strooch in the Chase Bank Ark.-Miss.-Tenn. Unit
Building.
Saul E. Rogers, former
Sets Semi-Annual Meet
Fox Film general counsel, again
Oxford, Miss. Semi-annual congoes on the stand tomorrow.
vention of the M. P. T. 0. of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee will

—

Screen Advancement Group
Starts Activity With "Dream
Seek to Renew All Deals
With Paramount Partners

Sirovich Committee Will
Start Patent Hearings
Here Sept. 30

THE FILM DAILY

more pictures
for the new 20th Century-Fox lineup
were set by Darryl Zanuck last
week, and the production chief is
about to close additional negotiations for story properties and stars
to be included in the new program.
The quartette just added to the
Hollywood

Hays Group

ent pools

MORE PRODUCTIONS
ARE SET BY ZANUCK

ters in western Masachusetts. Samuel and Nathan Goldstein will run

—•—

THE FILM DAILY

in the association.

we
Lou

with

of

Record Location Unit
West Coast Bur.,

—

ing over

PATENT PROBE

IN

9 9

Influenced by the increasing number of outstanding worthy films being turned out, another group of
screen sponsors, the Committee for
the Advancement of the Screen, has
been formed with headquarters at
234 West 44th St. and with its comincluding
Deems Taylor,
mittee
Mine. Lucrezia Bori, Giovanni Mar(

Continued on Page 3)

be held Oct. 20-21 at the Hotel Chisca, Memphis, Tenn., it is announced
by R. X. Williams, Jr., of this city,
secretary-treasurer of the unit.

Midwest Vaude Splurge
Lincoln, Neb.— Vaude time is growing
by leaps and bounds in this territory.
Grand Island and Hastings start this
week and the complete Tri-State circuit
this
as
the whole
in
state as well
Central States circuit in Iowa has been
rdded to the Cushman Agency franchise.
There's 10 days of time in town here

now.
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DOROTHY STONE

THE

FII..V

Midsummer Night's Dream," arrived in New
York yesterday by plane and will be among the
members of the cast attending the premiere of
the film here on Oct. 9.
MARGARET SULLAVAN, finished with her
role in Paramount's "So Red the Rose," plans
a three-week New York vacation.

—

—

—

Circu t of
Blumenfeld.
on
the

feld

morrow
HALEY,
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
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hum

named

Place,

Page

point

1

of

1

interest

after the

is

American

is

a

clear

little

little

criy.

It

thing.
is

Beg par-

nestled peace-

among the Catskills of I'.aly and is the
center of Italian culture. The p. inc pal occupation of the natives is making antique
gates and d.cpping them inlo the river to
ripen.
Genoa and Milan are also in Italy.
One was the b'rthplace of Ch.istopher Columbus and the other the birthplace of a
lot cf other Italians.
Aft.r all, Italy is nol
a bad place; neiiher :s B ussels, but we were
thoroughly bored with the cinema activities
in both places and fe!t thai you would not
fully

Vs
1/4

—
— %
1

be interested.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone

Corp

Technicolor

1

%

19

1%
19

1%

Film Veterans to Sign
Anniversary Register

19

Friedgen East on Deals

Raymond

Among

sales manager distribution chief for New Century Pictures, arrives in New York
this week from the coast to arrange
for distribution of "Just
Luck,"
first of the New Century pictures,
starling Charles Ray. Friedgen expects to close deals for the entire
series and return to the coast in
about six weeks.

Friedgen,

My

3VIOL/A
^^

Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines
MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT
• Illustrated Literature on request. •

Motipn Picture Camera Supply,

Inc.

23 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

the features of the Martin

Quigley-AMPA luncheon Wednesday
at Jack
register.
\

j

|

Dempsey's

will be a special

All persons attending the
meeting who have been in the indus-

try for 20 years will be invited to
sign their name, with whom started
and what they are now doing. Each
person signing the register will receive a special button emblematic of
Martin Quigley's 20th Anniversary
in the motion picture publishing field.

The

*LL

in

Sept. 23-27:
Atlantic
Coast
Premium Buyers
Exposition, Pennsylvania Hotel, New York.
Sept. 24:

EDWIN
York

prepared with special
art by Hap Hadley, will be presented
to Quigley at the end of the meeting.
register,

1

Owners of New Jersey
Walt Whitman, Camden,

Allied Theater

meeting,
N. J.

Hotel

Sept. 26-Oct.

under

LESTER, coast agent,
week.

this

GEZA

HERCZEG,

due

is

New

the

script

"Dangerous Rhythm" for M-G-M, arrives in
New Yo k this week from the coast enroute
to England to write a Charles Laughton script
for Alexander Korda.

JANE FRCHMAN,

appearing

after

a-rives

of

3-5:
Hollywood Fashion
Knickerbocker, Hollywood.

Oct.

4:
Actors'
Equity Ass'n
informal
cussion for members,
Hotel Astor,
York.
2 P. M.

on the coast this week from

Pictures
New York.

HOWARD

Oct. 7-9:

WABC

Washington

for

a

sails

Wednesday on the

vacation abroad.

MAX WEISFELDT

has

arrived

in

New

from the coast.

now on

Equity

president,

who

Oct.

preparing plans

Kansas

P.

Club's an'49", Kansas

"Days of

mardi gras of Chicago
Gold Room, Congress

Anniversary

19:

Hotel,

Publicists,

Chicago.

Oct. 20-Nov. 2:
Celebration
ary of GB Picture Corp.

Oct.

dis-

New

Variety

City

Festival,

Amusement

annual

is

11-12:
nual Fall
City.

is

Hollywood vis.t, will make
cal s at San Francisco and Chicago before returning to New York on or about Oct. 4.
his

Oct.

the

Nebraska and Western Iowa M.
annual convention, Omaha, Neb.

Oct. 8-9:
T. O.

York

Promenade,

National Film Carriers Ass'n convenPark Central Hotel, New York.

tion,

f.'ox.

WILLIAM BOEHNEL

Mickey

of

Oct.

Pioneer

is
enroute to New York
abroad.
Besides his film commitments, he
is to fol.ow
Eddie Cantor in the latter's
radio program on Oct. 6.

LESLIE

Anniversary

Sept. 30:
Hearing on permanent injunction to
restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.

"Stars

in

Over Broadway" for Warners, has returned east
to resume radio work.

HAY WHITNEY

Seventh

Sept. 28:

Mouse.

finishing

after

in

of

JOHN

International movie festival
ot the King of Belgium,

17:

patronage

Brussells.

ments there.

John Eberson

—O—

104V2 104V2

6934

Continued
principal

Florence
don, a dear

+

ance

following his personal appearPittsburgh this week, goes to WashDetroit and
Indianapolis for engage-

Eberson Maps Modernizing
For 3 Philadelphia Houses

1/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Loew

from

tourists that buy things there.

l8

41/4

413, 4

A

Marks

St.

16%

413,

New

in

shorts

BRENDEL,

EL

fRANK GILLMORE.
Pic-

1

6

7'/2

retu ns

of New Century
York early this week

FRIEDGEN

we're not going there

131/s

71/4

F.

4

m
7'/2

also

to-

E.

i/

171/8

42

pfd

6

York

MRS.

ITALY

Chg.

—
—
—
—

16

16

6

Century-Fox.

Warner

6434

.

Film

Cent. -Fox

20

65

1 1

RKO
20th

13

16V8

pfd.

Inc

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd

13

4'/2

pfd

Lcew's,

13

New

in

Vitaphone

Oct.

Net

Am.

arrive

will

Paula.
Santa
mother of Jack Haley,
York on ihe same boat.

tures is due
the coast.

Close

president of the BlumenSan Francisco, accompanied by

BLUMENFELD,

J.

Mrs.

Low

Warners' foreign deHavana from New York.

OLIVER H. P. GARRETT and his bride, the
former llonka Ka lai of Budapest, who were
married in New York last week, will visit Hungary before return ng to Hollywood.
EDDIE MANNIX of M-G-M and Mrs. Mannix have left the coast for a jaunt to Europe.
IAN HUNTER, who appears in Warner's' "A

DAILY.
\ ork, N.
Y.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
Hollywood. California Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
London
«ood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. 1. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne.
Friedricbstrasse, 225. Paris
P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

High

Holly-

of

partment has gone to

year; 6
Greater New York $10.00
of
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.

communications to
1650 Broadway, New

today from

in

MORAY,

H.

executive, has left on a business trip covering
Boston,
Cleveland,
Detroit,
Indianapolis
and
Cincinnati.
He returns in a week.

ington,

gets

KARL MACDONALD

one

all

Agent."

NORMAN

wood.

187
N
Y., under the act of March
3,
Terms (Postage free) United States outside

Address

New

in

an apHe
York today by plane.
perance at the Strand, where his latest film,
"Special Agent," is playing, and after attend-

"Special

New York

1918, at the post-office at

21,

star, arrives
will make

ing the Baer-Louis fight here will go to Cleveland to appear at the local theater showing

1650

at

GEORGE BRENT, Warner

of
of

annivers-

first

America.

20-21
Semi-Annual
Convention
of
M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee, Hotel Chisca, Memphis, Tenn.
:

21-24:

man Park
Oct. 28-29:

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

Motion

Allied

Theater

Picture

Owners of Western Pennsylvania annual
for modernizing improvements for
convention, Hotel Schenley, Pittsburgh.
three _Warner theaters in Philadelphia. The Stanley is to have an en- Nov. 2: Installation of officers of Lt. A. Vernon Macaulay Post, American Legion, on
tire new lobby, new lounges and
Boston-to-New York trip. •
S.
S. Arcadia,
other changes.
The Leader will be Nov. 19-20: Independent Theater Owners ot
revamped throughout from screenOhio annual convention. Hotel Der.hlerWallick, Columbus, O.
line to box-office. The Victoria will
get a new front, with a portion of
the street frontage to be tendered for
Hallstrom Heads RCA 16mm. Here
commercial purposes, and will also
Hallstrom has been apJ.
L.
be redecorated.
pointed New York sales manager in
charge of 16 millimeter sound pro-

Readying Newark Newsreel House
Newsreel Theaters, Inc., controlling and operating the Embassy
theater on Broadway, expects to
open its new house in Newark early
in December.
The Newsreel theater
at 800 Broad St., Newark, has been
leased from Prudential Insurance
Co., owners, and the house is being
readied in ultra-modern style, with
air conditioning and the latest in
seating.
John Eberson is directing
the preparations.

Educational Signs Tim and Irene

Tim Ryan and Irene Noblette, the
popular Tim and Irene of the NBC
network, will make their screen
debut as the latest addition to Educational's growing list of comedy
stars.
Tim and Irene began their
radio career after several years of
success on the vaudeville stage.

Their

first

picture for Educational

go into work soon at the Astoria
Studios under the direction of Al

will

Christie.

and amateur sound
movie equipment sales, according to
announcement by John West, manager of visual sound products of the
RCA Manufacturing Co.

jection, slide-film
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John Darrow for Stage Play
John Darrow has been signed for new Tobis theater as the first of a
"The Ascending Dragon," legit pro- series of Hungarian features to be
duction soon to be presented on presented at the house by Munio
Broadway.
Podhorzer.

:•:

an interesting fact:.:
that many Executives inJ-J
It

Now

Hungarian Film Season to Start
"Vasarnap Delutan," Hungarian
operetta, opens next week at the

!l

in
in

Preparation
January and
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MORE PRODUCTIONS
ARE SET BY ZANUGK
(Continued from Page 1)
also has been signed to a
(contract giving the company the
right to three stories in the next
Ithree years. "Everybody's Old Man"
will launch Irvin S. Cobb as a Fox

NEW GROUP FORMED

k\0^* ??*

PHIL M.

TO ADVANCE SCREEN

l£c

DALY

K

(.Continued from Paae 1)

Runyon

I

contract star.

Janet Gaynor is back at the studio
from Honolulu and is conferring on
her next picture.
Booth Tarking-

I

ton's "Gentle Julia" is definitely set
as the third Jane Withers picture.

Additional Previews by Alliance
the preview of Rene
"The Last Millionaire" the

Following
Clair's

evening of Oct. 6 at the New School
for Social Research, the New Film
Alliance has arranged for a $5 subscription season embracing six Sunday night previews of uncensored
foreign films to be presented on Oct.
27. Nov. 17, Dec. 8, Dec. 29, Jan. 19
8.
Programs will be selected from "Les Miserables," French
version, in 27 reels; "Peter," Czech
"New Gulliver,"
social
comedy;

and Feb.

animated feature with one
"Tony," directed by Jean

Soviet
actor;

"La Fusee," with Fermin
Germier; "Air City," latest Dovjenko film; "Marie," Hungarian film
by Paul Fejos; "Borinage," about
the Belgian coal fields; "Women,"
Soviet film; "Angele," Marcel Pagnol production; "Dr. Knock," Jules
Romain's satire, and "Amok," directed by Ozep.
Renoir;

Building Second Toronto House
Luigi Romanelli, orchestra leader who owns the recently
built film house on St. Clair Ave.,
West, has just bought a site for
a second theater he will erect in the
exclusive Forest Hill section. It will
have a parking space for theater
patrons.

Toronto

—

Family theater, in Beaches district, dark nearly two years, is undergoing extensive alterations and
will be reopened about Oct. 1.
Casino Film Exchange Moves
Casino Film Exchange, headed by
Joseph Sheinmann and Munio Podhorzer, importing European films,
has established new offices at 1499
First Ave.

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT
"An unprecedented
in

ing

Southern
studio

California

run

notables with

sea sport in years."

of

waters
the

game
is

best

— COLUMBIA.

fish

provid-

deep

Mrs. James Leed Laidlaw,
Mme. Lotte Lehman, Richard Watts,
Jr., and others of prominence in the
social, musical and literary world.
The group will begin its functions
by getting behind the Warner production of Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream." The English Speaking Union, of which John
W. Davis is president, has taken
over the world premiere performance
tinelli,

• • • IT DOES a fellow good to get away from the wear
and tear of this biz for awhile
far enough away so that
he can get a new perspective
size things up dispassionately and rationally
and say to himself: "What have I
accomplished in all the years I have been in the film biz where
am I headed and just what objectives am I striving for?"

—

—

T

•

•

•

Y

SO AFTER

21 years in the film whirl without enjoying a real substantial vacation
Al Rockett about
eight months ago decided to do just that
he is back
in New York after a trip around the world
with some
very concrete ideas and plans
and a very definite personal attitude regarding his future policy in the industry

•

•

•

THIS CHAP Rockett

impresses you as an unusually
with a fine balance of imaginative gift and hard business sense superimposed on a born Showman Inst'iict
and that's a helluva rare combination in
the film biz
but Al has it to a superlative degree
as an hour and a half's conversation clearly proved to us
well poised

•

•

•

individual

—

it

T

AND

• • • FIRST
foremost, he is unalterably opposed to
the system of having one producer responsible for turning out
eight to ten productions a year for a major studio
"There isn't a man in the business smart enough to turn out
more than three or four worth-while productions a year," he
says emphatically
and Rockett goes on record by stating
that he personally will not commit himself to turning out more
he simply refuses to go
than that number from now on
back to work on the old system
•

•

"Romeo

HE CLAIMS

that the procedure

most of the major studios

now obtaining

in

wrong

a producer is
assigned a story, a director, and whatever players are available
and expected to go ahead and turn out a b. o.
smash
"A producer
"It can't be done," says Al
must select his own story, director, and players, and be given
Then, and
a free hand to stand or fall on his own judgment.
not till then, will the big companies turn out a dozen or more
big smashes a year instead of the three or four that they now
chalk up."

HE

is

all

T

• • •
IS also convinced that the system of churning
out 40 or 50 productions a year by each major studio is economically unsound
his solution is to make a group of prolet 'em
ducers responsible for three or four each a year
thus a
put everything possible into these productions
program of say, 25 or 30 pictures with this individualized treatment, will net a greater profit than a program of 50 with a lot
of weak sister-programmers pulling down the average of a few
give some of the unknowns in the
real money-makers
and above all, work out a
studio a chance to produce
system for systematically developing new screen personalities
Al says the supply of Personalities is so limited and
the good ones in such demand that it forces companies to shove
any available players into valuable properties in order to get
and THAT is
them out in time for the release dates
what is basically wrong with the entire system of Hollywood
production
a great story should not be put in work until
but the other
the right director and players are available
system is being employed constantly
and thus potentially
big money-makers become just programmers
and everybody loses
to fully present Mister Rockett's trenchant
views would take five columns
but here is food for
thought for all those involved who really are capable of giving
some thought to a most vital problem

and

Paramount's

Juliet,"

"Peter Ibbetson" and Warner's "Anthony Adverse."
Special effort will be made to pro-

mote public interest and appreciation in the finer productions.

GB

Sets Release Dates

On Seven

HE

IS also distinguished by a refreshingly engaging frankness
bluntly stating what he considers wrong
in the business
and when we asked: "Is it okay to quote
you on that?"
he said: "Hell, yes. These are the things
I absolutely believe in
the things I'm always fighting for."
but unlike so many gents in the industry with a criticism
Mister Rockett hands you the remedy along with

•

of this picture at the Hollywood theater on Broadway, Oct. 9, for its
members and distinguished guests.
Other films to receive sponsorship
by the new group include M-G-M's

Productions

Release dates to the middle of November, embracing seven productions, are announced by Geo. W.
Weeks, GB's general sales manager.
In addition to "Born For Glory,"
just released, the list includes:
Sept. 30, "The Morals of Marcus,"

with Lupe Velez and Ian Hunter;
15, "Mister Hobo,"
starring
George Arliss; Oct. 27, "Transatlantic Tunnel," with Richard Dix,
Madge Evans, Helen Vinson C.
Aubrey Smith, Leslie Banks, and
Basil Sydney; Nov. 1, "Boys Will Be
Boys," with Will Hay and Gordon
Harker; Nov. 1, "First a Girl," starring Jessie Matthews and Sonnie
Hale; Nov. 15, a Conrad Veidt ve-

Oct.

hicle.

Woolf Gets "Koenigsmark"
C. M. Woolf has acquired

Paris

—

English

distribution

rights

to

"Koenigsmark," now being produced
here by Richebe under Maurice
Tourneur's

direction,

with

a

cast

headed by Elissa Landi, John Lodge
and Pierre Fresnay. Leon Garganoff
is interested in the production, which
will be made in both French and
English versions.

RKO 81st
RKO 81st St.

St.

on Duals

theater has joined
the circuit's double-feature stands.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Think up new ideas to combat school
reopening

slump.

THE
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FILM EXECS GALLED

The Broadway Parade

II

(Paramount)

Crusades

—5th

—

Duane Mowat becomes manager

Peasants

in

is

Manager Henry Schuman.
Coulter Premiums, Inc., has been
OfMichigan charter.
fices are at 1546 Penobscot Bldg.

granted a

Madison Theater downtown
gone straight second-run.

has

K. Decker, president of Excelexchange, announces the folFlemion,
William
lowing
staff:
S.

lent

Waxman,

circuit manager and city renresentative: Frank Stewart and Bert Foster, state sales. George Custer, booker;
Estelle Friedenberg, Dorothy
Zirbes and Costelle Merrill, office
staff.

Garganoff to Make "Sheba" for U.A.
Paris Leon Garganoff's next picture for United Artists release will
be "Queen of Sheba," an original by
Pierre Benoit. Garganoff and Benoit
will go to the United States in January to get talent for the picture.

—

26

(United

O'Shaughnessey's
Dr.

Socrates

(a)

Artists)

Boy

(Warner

FILMS
films

shown in Berlin in
compared with 53

38,

the previous season

and 47

in

1932-33.

Center
4

—Oct.

9

(two-a-day)

Bros.)

production,"

this

Strand

(c)

lb)

Westminster.
Subsequent run.

(c)

Way

Amkino Specials on
Amkino expects three important
pictures from Moscow around the

Hyman.

the importance proattached to their reactions,
which mitigated against the seriousness of the situation. Another feature was the close daily contact between screen people and the public.
realize

That line of demarcation between
idolatry and 'just one of us' was
missing, thus engendering a co-relationship of innate value.

"The cards from the

first

two pre-

views of this picture brought out
minor features which were corrected
and tiie reaction of tonight's audience assuredly proves they were correct."

Pittsburgh Briefs

Dual bill revival.
Follows present bill.

—

Pittsburgh
The Variety Club's
annual banquet will be held at the
William Penn Hotel here Nov. 10.
Prior to the evening's entertainment,
out-of-town guests will be treated
to the

3

declared

Roxy
Hollywood
Capitol

(e)

Formerly

1)

ducers

Rivoli

(c)

(M-G-M

Acme
Roxy
World*

—

Red Salute

Paris

Music Hall

—

Hollywood Fashion Show

Pitt-Army game.

"March of Time" first run switched from Loew's Penn to Harris-Al-

of THE FILM. DAILY vin.
Hollywood The Hollywood FashMort Blumenstock of Warner thefirst of the year, it was said yester- ion Promenade, fashion show under
aters in town checking up on the
day by V. I. Verlinsky, Amkino the auspices of the Film Welfare latest advertising campaigns.
president.
One is Eisenstein's first League, will take place at the KnickGlanced on Film Row: J. H. Ransound picture in five years.
The erbocker Oct. 2-5. J. Coibett is man- kin, Thomas V. Barnes, Louis Weisecond is "Three Women," with a aging director, Laura Lee is in ner, M. Goldman, Mark Browar,
cast composed of the principal play- charge of fashions and Mrs. Buster Bert Dattola, Manny Golden.
ers in the last three Soviet hits, Keaton
heads the entertainment
Alert Thomas Whyte, manager of
"Chapayev," "Youth of Maxim" and committee. A dancing spectacle will a Warner house in Sharon, has as"Peasants." The story traces the be staged nightly by Busby Berke- sured that town of a Sunday movie
lives of three girls from 1914 on to ley, while Leo Carrillo and Ben Bard vote in November.
He filed a petithe present.
The third, to be di- are to be masters of ceremonies. tion in County Court three days berected by Dovjenko, is titled "Air Betty Grable and Patricia Ellis are fore City Council decided to take acCity," and tells of the building of scheduled to appear in numbers.
tion.
a new city in an isolated section
Mark Browar is turning his Cenof the Soviet union and the strugter Square theater into a beer garDenver
Doings
gle with class enemies who seek to
den.
Denver E. C. Rohr, senior inspecsabotage the work.
David Selznick joined the Pitt thetor of the Denver Erpi office, is vaater as booker. He is also the local

Wett Coast Bureau

—

—

Seattle Notes
Seattle-— Armed bandits

held up

Manager Carl A. Mahne,

his wife,
and Geraldine Fitzgerald, usherette,
of the Egyptian theater here, escaping with more than $500.

Monte Norman has been promoted
from head doorman to assistant manager of the 5th Avenue theater.
of the Neptune theater, now being
beautified and shortly to reopen.

ABOUT

totaled

Cinema de

— Sept.

Lloyd Miller, formerly at the 5th
Avenue, has been appointed manager

FACTS

American

Acme
Acme

The Girl Friend (Columbia) Sept. 27
Legong (DuWorld)— Oct. 1
Oct. 2
Here's to Romance (Fox)
The Little Big Shot (Warner Bros.)— Oct.
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warner Bros.)

•

Guild opens its
few weeks, says

Paris

Westminster
(b)

24)

(Columbia)

(Continued from Page

brought me the results that were
adduced from the cards sent in by
the three audiences who have seen

didn't

Astor

Soviet Russia Through the Eyes of an American (Imperial)— Sept. 27

back

Jack McGeehan. U. A. publicity
man, was in town this week.
Sam Shapin of Warners was a
visitor from New York.
Harold Berg is joining the Phil
Harris Orchestra as manager and

(Sept.

BETTER THAN CRITICS

"For years preview audiences here

Cameo

She Married Her Boss

cations.

1934-35

Rivoli

Palace

FUTURE OPENINGS

from an eastern business trip.
Krim Circuit will open the Harmony next week following complete
modernization.
William Klarry, general manager
of the Krim Circuit, and Alice Gorham of the publicity staff of United
Detroit Theaters are back from va-

Clive

Paramount

Cinema de

Maria Chapdelaine

ist.

manager;

—

week

(DuWorld)
Iceland Fishermen
The End of St. Petersburg (Amkino)
The Youth of Maxim (Amkino) (b)

The Tuxedo opens its new season
today with Aresene Siegel as organ-

branch

Roxy

(Amkino)

place of Lester Everett.

press agent.
Detroit Cinema
new season in a

Hall

Globe

Swedenheilms

Detroit Jacob Schreiber has reopened the Forest, with Milton Jacobson succeeding Nick Forest as
manager, and the Garden, where

FINDS PREVIEW FANS

Strand

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

Detroit Doings

owner,

Capitol

TWO-A-DAY RUN *

The

circuit

.

Music

—

investigation.

Lew Wisper,

.

Public
Menace (Columbia)
The 39 Steps (GB Productions)— 2nd week
The Big Broadcast of 1936 (Paramount) 2nd week
The Dark Angel (United Artists) 3rd week
(a)
Page Miss Glory (Warner Bros.)

(Continued from Page 1)

ing over the books of Columbia Pictures and Warner Bros., Dr. Sirovich stated. David Garrison Berger
is special counsel to the committee
on the motion picture phase of the

11

Theater

Picture and Distributor
Broadway Melody of 1936 (M-G-M)
Steamboat Round the Bend (Fox)
(Warner Bros.)
Special Agent

FOR PATENT HEARING
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"Experience" at Roxy in Person
Marion Sayle Taylor, radio's
"Voice of Experience," will appear
in person on the stage of the Roxy
approximately
theater
today
at
3:30 P. M. and 9:30 P. M., in conjunction with the showing of his
short screen subject, "The Voice of
Experience," released by Columbia.

cationing in Cincinnati.
The Pendick theater at Roy, N. M.,
has been taken over by W. C. Cook
from L. E. Polk.
Fred D. Morton, Erpi salesman,
has a new son, David Robert.
F. D. Morton, who sells for Erpi,
has returned from a business trip
through the middle west.
Bill Rosenfeldt and Bill Boland
have formed the Exhibitor's Poster
Service, with headquarters at 821
Twenty-first Street. Rosenfeldt will
continue handling Amity films at the
same address.
"Anna Karenina," at the RKO Orpheum, is being held for a second
week after very good business the
This is one of four Denfirst week.
ver holdovers this week. "Steamboat

'Round The Bend" which was a week
at the Denver and a week at the
Broadway, is being held four extra
"Dark Angel"
days at the latter.
which did 200 per cent business at
the Aladdin is staying a second week
there.

"Screeno" representative.
George Shafer postponed the reopening date of his Virginian theater in Wheeling, W. Va., indefinitely
Jack
due to shortage of product.
Jones,

who was

returned

to

to

his

manage the house,
home in Atlantic

City.

SUNSHIN€
\\J-U//

IN

THE

DAYS
NEWS
Mrs. Robins Gilman, rabid movie reformer, quits post as head of m. p.
division of National Parent-Teacher Congress.

ENTERTAINMENT THAT

WAS THREE CENTURIES
IN

THE MAKING...

£

WARNE

MAX

RE

first

motion pi

ff

from

f

fie

classic

comedy by

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
JAMES CAGNEY
JOE E. BROWh
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND
JEAN MUIR
VERREE TEAS
ROSS ALEXANDER
MICKEY ROONEY
HOBART
Augmented by many hundreds of

others

in

spectacular

I

II

The music arranged by Eriu
The one thousand, two hundred and eighty-four cosfil
Spec/a/ photographic effects by Fred Ja

II

The entire production uM

MAX REINHARDT an
v_

"A

J

n

*^w^-

V

BROS
enf

NHARDT'S
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production

\

n

DO
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\
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Z'

accompanied by

FELIX

the immortal music of

MENDELSSOHN
\>y

a

v e

vs

DICK POWELL

ANITA LOUISE
HUGH HERBERT
FRANK McHUGH
KLE
IAN HUNTER
VICTOR JORY

WANAUGH
\ets

04

•/.

GRANT MITCHELL

directed by Bronislava Nijinska

and Nini Theilade

/.

A/olfegang Korngold

designed by

is

\an
\r

— Byron

Max

Haskin

Ree

— H.

F.

Photography by Hal Mohr

/

Koenekamp

2>J

personal direction of

WILLIAM DIETERLE

^
:o.

.**£:

INTERNATIONAL ROAD-SHOW
PREMIERES IN

AND

LONDON,

NEW YORK

IN

PARIS,

AT THE

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE

©cioLv
Approval of applications
ations will
tion in

to

depend

for

primarily

glli

road-show contracts only

upon proper guarantees

keeping with the quality of

Warner

VIENNA, SYDNEY,

Bros.' stipulations

this

in

other

situ-

of a presenta-

production, and must conform

as to limitation of run and of daily

performances, admission scale, advance

ticket sale,

and clearance.
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A "LITTLE"
RALPH WILK

By

CIGNING
^ Samuel

of four

new

Goldwyn's

players for

Wide Talent Search Urged

"Splendor"

completes the cast of this Rachel
Crothers screenplay. Ivan Simpson,

January, Reginald Sheffield and
Torben Myer are the new additions.
Miriam Hopkins and Joel McCrea
Other members of
are co-starred.
the cast include Helen Westley, Paul
Cavanaugh, Billie Burke, Katherine
Alexander, Ruth Weston, David Niv;n and Arthur Treacher. "Splendor"
is under the direction of Elliott Nugent, and will be released through
United Artists.

for

T

T

Ted Paramore and Manny Seff are
doing the screenplay of "The Three
Godfathers," Peter B. Kyne story re-

Joseph
bought by M-G-M.
Mankiewicz will be the producer.
cently

T

T

T

"The Rainmakers," an RKO Radio
comedy feature soon to be released
is the 17th picture Bert Wheeler and
Robert Woolsey have made together
in

the past 11 years.
T
T

Columbia

has

T

assigned

Walter

Connolly to "One Way Ticket," following his feature role in "She
Couldn't Take It." Edith Fellows is
mother addition to the "Ticket" cast.
The studio also has signed A. S.
Hull and Lloyd Whitlock for "Grand
Exit," while Gene Morgan has been
placed under term contract.

of

it

has a corner on the world's most beautiful

Frank Howard Clark has been
signed by RKO Radio to write the
screen play for "Thorobreds All,"
outdoor action story to be supervised
by John E. Burch. The yarn is an
original by Tom Storey and Earl
Johnson.
T

T

Lionel Pape,
been signed for

T

stage

player,

has

RKO's "Svlvia Scar-

lett."

T

Ethel Sykes has been signed for
the comedy lead opposite Walter
Catlett in the RKO comedy, "Upper
Cutlets." which Al Boasberg is diMiss Sykes has just rerecting.
turned from New York, where she
appeared in Vitaphone comedies.
Y

Y

Y

Arthur Collins has been assigned to
direct "Meet the Duchess," in which
Dolores Del Rio and Warren William
The film
will appear for Warners.
will go into production today. Other
T
T
members of the cast are Louise FaIn pictures almost 20 years and
zenda. Herbert Mundin and Olin
having played in more than 500
Howland. The screenplay, by Charles
films, Russell Simpson will be seen
Belden and F. Hugh Herbert, is
in his first butler role in "This Is
based on the London stage play. "A
the Life," Jane Withers' new starring vehicle at 20th Century-Fox.
The part portrayed by Simpson is not
that of an ordinary butler, but a
from
:haracter who is of great importance
throughout the story. He has just

Short Shots

finished

took Jack Durant just one week
to gain favorable recognition from
producers after his announcement he
would seek new laurels by himself.
He has received an offer to do a play
on Broadway and three major stuEddie
dios are interested in him.
Cantor wants him to play the part of
his pal in "Shoot the Chutes."
It

T

t

"My kingdom

for

long hair'

is

now the cry of Hollywood girls who
are seeking work in "The Great
Ziegfeld," which Hunt Stromberg
All the
produce for M-G-M.
Ziegfeld beauties wore long hair and
no bobbed-hair girls will be used in
will

the picture.

have
have

Hundreds of lovely

girls

been tested, but only seven
Seventy-five
been accepted.
will be used.

in

is

Present from Margate," by Ian
and A. E. W. Mason.

Hay

When scenario writers, fabulously
noted for rearranging famous books
or plays to suit their own ideas when
converting them into screen fare,
hail a stage production as "perfect
as is," there can be no higher praise.
Such is the case with "The Petrified
Forest," the Robert Sherwood play,
currently being scripted by Charles
Kenyon, Warner scenarist. The play,

Kenyon

declares, can be virtually
"filmed over the footlights." Kenyon
has contributed, however, an introductory sequence to the story, about
which Warner executives are keenly
enthusiastic.
The picture, to star
Leslie Howard, will be directed by

the first subject starring Tim Ryan
and Irene Noblettc, the "Tim and
Irene" of the radio, signed last week

by Educational.

girls
The Youman Brothers, three
young instrumentalists, were such a
T
Y
Y
Feudal Mid-West families fieure hit on the Major Edward Bowes
in the unusual American story, "The
amateur radio hour a week ago that
Voice of Bugle Ann," purchased by work on his third film featurette in
M-G-M. The storv is by MacKinlay "The Major Bowes' Amateur TheaKentor, published both in "Atlantic ter of the Air" series was halted in
Monthly" and in book form by Cow- order to nut the boys into the proard-McCann, reaping praise from lit- duction. The third in the series is
erary reviewers throughout the coun- now being produced by Bioe:raph
try.
Pictures for release by RKO Radio.

"Easy Living," Director Frank
Tuttle has tentatively selected two
sites in the Klamath River area and
at Pendleton.
film,

T

T

Sequestered on his new $100,000
rancho "El Toro" near San Diego,
Director Irving Cummings is writing an original screen story, the
title of which has not been disclosed.
Upon its completion he will
begin work on 20th Century-Fox's
"King of Burlesque."
Y

Y

Y

Beresford and Joe Sawyer.

The

or-

by John Monk Saunders
adapted by Casey Robinson.

iginal story

Eastern Studios

directing.

preparing to direct

Y

Parrish," starring Kay Francis, now
in its fourth week of production at
the Warner studios.
Others in the
cast are Sybil Jason, Ian Hunter,
Paul Lukas, Jessie Ralph, Eddie
Acuff,
Barton
MacLane,
Harry

B. K. Blake plans to get under
and His Orcheswell-known musical aggrega- way this week on another of- the
"Voice of Experience" shorts which
tion of radio fame and recently of
producing for Columbia release.
the Rainbow Room in Rockefeller he is
the Biograph
Centre, are being starred in "Weath- Work will be done at
studio.
er Bureau." a one-reel Vitaphone
•
subject currently before the cameras
A two-reeler featuring Ernest
at the company's plant in Brooklyn.
scheduled to be put into
Also featured in this film are Lewis Truex is
this week by Al Christie
production
Broadof
the
team
dance
Van,
and
way stage, and Kathleen Wells, ra- at the Eastern Service studio for
Educational.
dio songstress. Joseph Henabery is

is

Y

Roscoe Karns, who has appeared
six pictures this year, and Gail
Patrick, who has had roles in seven,
have been given new contracts by
Paramount. Miss Patrick's next role
will be in "Too Many Parents."
in

tra,

Al Christie

Y

Following a series of airplane
flights over Oregon in search of
locations for his next Paramount

Archie Mayo.

TOLLY COBURN

J

Charles Bickford, virile red-headed
star of Universal's "East of Java,"
was only mildly applauded by theatergoers as a film hero, but increased
his popularity a hundredfold by
turning to roles of heavy menace.
"The more incorrigible a villain I
play," Bickford declares, "the heavier is my fan mail. The explanation
seems to lie in the fact that there is
a fascination about the characters, a
certain strength and appeal that
dates back to the swashbuckling,
blood-and-thunder era of American
history."

Walter Kingsford, who is currently engaged in Paul Muni's starring
vehicle, "Enemy of Man," has been
added to the cast of "I Found Stella

By CHARLES ALICOATE

one of the leading roles in
East."

"Way Down

girls,

its smug complacency,
according to Roy Del Ruth, whose
M-G-M's "Broadway Melody of 1936" is eliciting many bouquets as an

outstanding showpiece of the directorial craftsman's art.
The public is shortly going to rebel against seeing the same group of dancing
chorines, opines Del Ruth.
Producers, he avers, should send scouts out all over the
country to select new faces and types of feminine beauty, s nee your chorus is one of
the most essential features to a successful musical production.
"There are as many beautiful girls in Spodunk as New York or Chicago. All they
In doing this, there presents itself a greater
need is the opportunity to be unearthed.
opportunity to d scover future starring timber, a feature which will ultimately cause
a crisis in Hollywood unless the same old routine is abandoned," Del Ruth declared.

Lois

T

Hollywood, which thinks
rude awakening from

a

direction

by Roy Del Ruth

"LOTS'

Harold Godsoc is back at his desk
with the Hecht -Mac Arthur unit at
the Eastern Service studio, where he
a: ill again act as assistant director
on the feature,
which they plan
tion in

"Soak

the

Rich,"

put into producabout three weeks.
to

•

world's champion trick pool player, and Ruth McGinnis, world's champion woman
pool and billiard player, have been
signed by Sam Sax, production chief
of the Vitaphone studio, to star in a
short subject
one-reel Vitaphone
which goes before the cameras today
under the direction of Lloyd French.
"P's and Cues" is the title.

Charles

Peterson,

was
Mervyn LeRoy
Y

is

Y

directing.
Y

RKO Radio Pictures has taken up
the option on the services of Fred
Guiol, former short-subject director
recently promoted to feature directing, and has assigned him to direct "The Wild West," next feature
to star Bert Wheeler and Bobby

Thomas Lennon is writing the script, and Lee Marcus will
supervise.
Woolsey.

T

T

Doyle, Warner scenarist,
who is traveling in Europe, was recently the guest of a member of the
British Parliament in a grouse hunting party at the latter's Devonshire

Laird

estate.
Y

Y

Y

Boleslawski, who is an
inveterate pipe smoker, was presented with an expensive Italian
briar "chimney" by the troupe engaged in the making of "Metropolitan," the 20th Century-Fox producstarring Lawrence Tibbett,
tion,
which Boleslawski directed.
Y
Y
Y

Richard

W. P. Lipscomb, British scenarist,
who is currently scripting 20th Century-Fox's "A Message to Garcia,"
constructing a polo field on the
grounds of his recently purchased
home at Big Bear. It will border directly on the lake.
is

DAILY
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NEWS
Chicago

— Columbia's

—

"She Mar-

Lincoln, Neb.
Bill Lindeman,
house manager at the Colonial, will
be married to Lorraine Stephens,
daughter of a motion picture operator here. Leland Mischnick, who announced his engagement to Cecilia
Hermson last month, will do the
parsoning about mid-March.

ried Her Boss," with Claudette Colbert, has been held for a second week
at the Chicago theater after a big
first

week.

Milwaukee

DAY

of the

— Hearings on proposed

Federal Court financial reorganizaBuildings Development
Co., operator of the building housing the Riverside theater, are under
tion of the

way

here.

—

Birmingham
Midnight previews
have been resumed by the Ritz after
an absence of a couple of years. Be-

fore the policy was discontinued
"Rudolph's Corner nearly every house in town was runGrocery," is a new dramatic pro- ning previews the night before picgram over WTMJ featuring Russell tures opened.
Leddy, former local theater manager, and Ray Largay, stage, screen
Montgomery
Sunday shows are
and radio actor.
now legal in Alabama towns with
population from 15,000 to 40,000.
Waukegan, 111. Joe Hickey, forSoon after the legislature passed the
mer Milwaukee theater manager, is bill, Governor Bibb Graves signed
now managing director of Manning it. The towns affected are: AnnisSilverman's Valencia theater here.
ton, Dothan, Gadsden, Tuscaloosa,

Milwaukee

—

—

—

EXPLOITING CURRENT FILMS

—

dow

Silk Stocking Tieup

On "Broadway Gondolier"
I-TARRY BOTWICK of the
Theater,
Portland,
the "Broadway
Gondolier"-Mojud tie-up with
his usual promptitude.
It was
in the Portland "Press-Herald"
and "Express" a co-op ad with
the local department store. This
ad was 1VA x 2 columns, equal
to the $62.03 at the theater's

—

rates less discount. In a page
full of large ads, this one was
the outstanding feature, and the
first to capture the eye.
Half
of the ad was covered by a current still of Joan Blondell and
Dick Powell plus the name of
the theater and picture.
The
rest was the ad for Mojud
Clari-Phane Silk Stockings. This
is a press book item, and a large
one. Added to this, Harry also
got a window display of considerable space in the department
store window.

—State

Theater,
Portland, Me.

SMART* ONES
have discovered
truly Continental

— Warner

invitingly inexpensive

(Single, $3.50-$5

;

Double, $5-$7)

The popular CONTINENTAL
GRILL, the CAFE de la PAIX

and

America's
only

RUMPELMAYER'S
* Bmart, meaning the clever, the knowing and, of course, the fashionable.

MORITZ - ON - THE - PARK
50

CENTRAL PARE SOUTH.

Direction: S.

extensive radio plug has
been lined up for "Shipmates Forever," Warner-Cosmopolitan production co-starring
Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler.
Famous radio stars scheduled to
broadcast the song hits from the
picture over the coast-to-coast
networks include Al Jolsonj Dick
Powell, Ferde Grofe, Bela Rosa,
Dick Himber, Billy Mills, Dick
Messner, Bert Stevens, the Merry Makers, Joe Rines and others.
The song numbers in "Shipmates Forever," written by Harry Warren and Al Dubin, are
Rather Listen to Your
"I'd
Eyes," "Don't Give Up the Ship"
and "I'd Love to Take Orders
From You."
Bros.

atmosphere —

view of Central Park, superior
service^

N

NEW YORE

GREGORY TAYLOR

Steamship Line Ties
With "China Seas"

AN

identical

Up

campaign

was

put over in Los Angeles by
both Loew's State and Grauman's Chinese Theaters. Managers Cardas and Spyros, assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer,
tied up on the Dollar Steam-

ship Line contest with the May
Company, the city's largest department store, and the latter
carried intermittent radio announcements over two stations
for three weeks in advance of
the day and date showing, calling attention to baggage and
paraphernalia necessary for a
Also, the
China Seas cruise.
May people passed out 25,000
booklets and contest blanks.
Local music stores were contacted, and carried special win-

State,

Los Angeles.

Miniature Telegrams Aid

Through" Campaigr
]y[ANAGER NELSON MAR-

"Smilin'

TIN

secured the cooperathe Postal Telegraph
Company as the highlight of

tion

of

campaign on "Smilin'
Through" for its Hippodrome
theater showing in Buffalo. The
his

Postal people distributed miniature telegrams, with copy boosting both the picture and the service,
in
envelopes containing
regular wires.
All nine local
Postal offices used card displays
in their windows.
Four thousand miniatures were sent out.
Martin was assisted in his cam-

paign by an M-G-M exploiteer.
One thousand members of the
local Studio Players were apprised

Mich.— The Gem Theater Radio Headliners to Plug
has been sold by Roy Hansen to
Conrad Meyers of St. Joseph, Mich. "Shipmates Forever" Songs
Colon,

A

rates.

— Loew's

worked

school

J

displays on music from the
Max Factor used 28
windows with displays on Jean
Harlow and other stills.
picture.

State

Me.,

Bessemer and Huntsville.

A four-day cooking
staged by the "Milwaukee
Journal" will feature demonstrations
at Fox's Oriental, Tower and Riviera theaters starting tomorrow.
Milwaukee

Monday, Sept. 23,1935

by

special

of the

letter

showing. The letter urged every
one interested in drama to see
the film.
the

A

tie-up

was made

Chevrolet company
whereby the automobile people
donated two cars to be bannered
with the copy: "Go Smilin'
Through with a new Chevrolet."

with

One

hundred

special

strips,

with pictures of the stars of the
picture, were used on the windows of the three local bus
lines.

—Hippodrome,
Buffalo, N.

Traveling Studio Ties

Y.

Up

With "Anna Karenina"

TN

exploiting
"Anna Karenina" for its showing at his
Fort Theater in Rock Island,
111.,
Manager Herb Grove took
advantage of the fact that the
town boasts a Swedish Little
Theater organization.
To its
members he mailed a special
program printed on silver metallic paper, playing up Greta
Garbo,
Fredric
March and
Freddie Bartholomew.
In advance, and concurrent
with the showing, an illumi-

nated 24-sheet was placed at the
bridge between
Davenport. One

approach to the
Rock Island and
hundred special
were also placed

window cards

throughout the
business section, carrying appropriate copy on the film.
The arrival of the Traveling
Studio took place soon after the
premiere, and the mayor and
head of the Chamber of Commerce received it officially. A
special plug for the picture was
broadcast from the Studio.
Fort Theater,

—

Rock Island,

III.

*Qk
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The Majestic Black Stallion 'REX' - Fast
As The Wind, and His Snarling, Baying
Pal, 'RINTV, The Wonder Dog, In A
Series

Of Amazing Adventures.

NAT LEVINE

Presents

KEX»°RINTY

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Now Seventeen Years Old
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Circuit Executives Confer

TEN CENTS

1935

Booth Scales

COLUMBIA TO PAY 50% STOCK DIVIDEND
Court Upholds

Denies

EUROPE
.

.

Particulars

Bills of
Application

More

for

Specific

of

Europe

in

a

see

Rome

in

a

impressions

one's

give

to

column

is

day.

just can't be done.

It

like

trying

to

We

are writ-

French twelveThe day is perfect.
seater, Brussels bound.
Close by is the English channel with the
Holland and Belgium
fields
of
colorful
stretching far into the horizon like a pastel
ing this high in the air, in a

colored velvet carpet.

one wants

Flying in

Europe,

if

get around, is a necessity.
The trains at best are slow, uncertain and
uncomfortable, and the customs inspection

cial

—

specific bills of particulars in

government's

against
for
allegedly withholding product from
local Fanchon & Marco houses, has
action

border is enough to
chronic case of the needles.

give

one

even

casual

observer there

STARTS FUNCTIONING

—

a

Gold braid
almost daily occurrence.
everywhere and the gray green uniforms

are of
is

of the soldiers remind one of a St. Patrick's
Prices everyday parade on Fifth Avenue.

where in Europe are high. It is bad enough
London, but in the gold standard countries it is modified
mental murder when
they gently but inevitably slip you the hotel
in

bill.

{.Continued on

Allied

is

Page

8)

Not Dropping

Plans for Legal Barrage
Allied has no intention of dropping its plan to bring legal attacks
on certain alleged circuit practices,
despite its inactivity in the matter
up to the present time, leaders of
{Continued on Page 8)

THE

motion picture industry seems pros-

Customers continue
cinema seats and are willing to pay
higher admission prices for the same quantity
and quality of screen entertainment
than
in
those good old United States.
American pictures are favored everywhere
perous everywhere.

'

to

fill

every city important film executives

and

in

tell

us they will never be able to get along

without

I

Hollywood product.

AST week

they nearly pulled a fast one

*~ in France.
A bill was hurried through
and on the verge of signature that would
have practically
to
the
industry
closed

American product.

French film executives,

{Continued on Page 2)

by Hal Roach, with
convey a group of M-

G-M exces and others to the Yankee
Stadium.
Roach will give the M-G-M
officials a dinner party before the fight.

TAY GARNETT CO.

IS

LAUNCHING FIRST TRIO

Dividend

Made Dec.

10

Columbia's board of directors yesterday declared a special stock dividend of 50 per cent, payable Dec. 10
to stockholders of record Nov. 29.
The dividend, which had been predicted for some time, will be paid to
holders of both the common stock
and the voting trust certificates for

common stock.
The company at present has an
authorized common capitalization of

of THE FILM DAILY 300,000 shares, with application reHollywood With the appointment cently made to increase the number
of Douglas Hodges as general man- to 1,000,000.

—

CAROLINA CO-OP UNIT

Henderson, N. C. Interstate Theaters, Inc. cooperative exhibitor unit
is

to

50%

of

by Columbia Will be

West Coast Bureau

with S. S. Stevenson as president,
the
H. R. Berry as vice-president and B.
'
certain feeling of apprehension and unas secretary, has received
rest everywhere.
No one wants trouble, L. Strozier
its incorporation papers and started
but under it all is the feeling that the fire
functioning with headquarters in the
Maneuvers
may break out at any time.
Stevenson Bldg. here. Object of the

TO

Payment

chartered

(Continued on Page 5)

a

—•—

bus

police escort,

RKO, Warners and Paramount

to

every

at

more

the

Fight Special

film
parties
attending the
Baer-Louis fight tonight will be a spe-

Louis Motion of Jacob M.
-By JACK ALICOATE=
Lashly, attorney for RKO DistributSOMEWHERE-OVER-EUROPE ... We ing Corp. and its president, Ned E.
Depinet, asking that the Department
In fact, we
are on our way home.
of Justice be required to furnish
may be back at 1650 before this is. Trying
St.

Louis Case

in St.

Among

Information

a bird's-eye view

Hal Roach

DEC. 10

New

ager, the new Tay Garnett producing company, which received its incorporation papers last week, has begun preparation of stories for its
first three pictures.
George Dromgold and Budd W. Schulberg are
writing the continuity for "Singapore Bound". Oliver H. P. Garrett
has turned in his first treatment for
"Jimaneve". "Man Laughs Back", a

Urges

To

terday under the ruling that bank
night is a lottery. Bank night was
suspended at five local theaters pending the outcome of the case. The in-

ed an agreement with Local 306 under which booth men will receive
$1.86 in theaters belonging to those
The scale for the
two circuits.

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 5)

Des Moines

— Permanent

injunc-

EARNINGS OF ROXY

Here

Take

tion against the Des Moines Theaters Co. was granted the state by
District Judge Russell Jordan yes-

Injunction

SHOWN

Earnings of the Roxy Theater for
the three months from June 13 to
Sept. 19 were $56,033 before several
charges, it was learned yesterday.
Testimony
Earnings of the Roxy Theater for
In Ohio Playdate Suit the
entire year preceding June 13
In connection with the distributor were $130,513 before charges.
action testing legality of the new
Ohio law prohibiting designating of
playdates, a deposition was taken Kuykendall
Action
from Gordon Youngman, RKO counForestall
Legislation
sel,
at the Hays office yesterday.
Trial of the suit, which is pending
"Failure by the industry to conin the Federal Court at Columbus, trol its own practices is an open inis expected in November.
vitation for political regulation by
the Government as well as economic
disaster," said President Ed Kuykendall in an M. P. T. 0. A. bulletin
released yesterday. He again listed
objectionable trade practices which,
Circuit operators conferred yesterday afternoon at the office of C. C.
Moskowitz of Loew's on booth scales
for the nine Broadway theaters and
for subsequent run theaters such as
those of the Skouras and Randforce
circuits.
and Loew have reach-

Against D. M. Theaters Co.

IN

IS

(Continued on Page 8)

Booth Scales Discussed
At Meeting of Circuit Execs

Bank Night

INCREASE

RKO

declared, demanded immediate
correction. These included giveaways
and other forms of cut-rates, un(Cotttinued on Page 8)

he

Fishless Expedition
execs went on
a
expedition
over the
week-end, with the water bordering on
the New Jersey coast as the locale.
The party comprised George Schaefer,
Milton Kussell, Frank Meyer, Bob Gillham and Al Wilkie.
Five

fishless

Paramount
fishing
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HELEN HAYES, RUTH GORDON. JACK HULADRIENNE ALLEN, RALPH RICHARD-

BERT,

PRIESTLEY, and IDEN

PAYNE

of the

Festival
Co.
Stratford-on-Avon
on the Aquitania from England.

arrive

today

SON,

B.

J.

EDWARD
for

ROBINSON

G.

three-week

a

holiday

the
York.

east from Hollywood
about two weeks coincident with her marBennet
Cerf.
to

MERCEDES

ACOSTA

DE

Europe

turned from
mandie.

Hollywood reon the Nor-

of

yesterday

returns

the

in

to

MR.

coast
York.

the

JOHN WARBURTON

MRS.

and

New

for

has come east
Gilbert Miller play, "Libel,"
Hollywood after the play's run.

role

a

last

IRVING BERLIN

is

week on
in

New

ROBERT WOOLSEY

of

& Woolsey comedy team

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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mightily
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+ %

helped

the killing of this childish piece

*

have broken the news to

we

EMPY

are going to leave her

in

a

within

few days from

a

role
in
Columbia's
arrives in New York
tion.

that

Paris until

It's been lots of fun, but one soon gets fed
up with Europe. We wouldn't trade a load
of Dinty Moore's corned beef and cabbage

the

all

we
a

restaurants

in

Paris.

And

where in the world
street like Broadway?
are at

it,

as
will

Blake

"She
this

HOWARD KRONICK
after

a

year

just

completed

Take

Couldn't

10 days to

mount
plane

make

back

for

in

a

his

City

Tax Hearing Put

Off

It,"

New

vaca-

York

leaves for Hollywood in about
a feature for Hal Roach.

and HARRY
have left

songwriters,
for

is

morning

abroad.

REVEL, ParaYork by

Samuel
day

by

until Oct. 1, owing to crowded condition of the calendar.
Both distributors have refused to pay the
tax on the ground that films are

leased and not sold.

New

Hollywood.

director under contract to
Goldwyn, arrived in New York yesterplane from the coast.

Cleveland Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Ass'n, which includes
all local suburban theaters with the
exception of six, has concluded an
agreement with union operators for
a two-year period.

Another for Schine

—

for improvements.

Reserves Decision in
The Federal Court,
reserved

decision

St.

Paul Case
has

St. Paul,

the

in

action

brought by the Palace, independent
theater there, seeking to enjoin distributors from refusing to deliver
pictures. The court has given parties
involved one week in which to file
briefs, with the period expiring Saturday. The case involves the right
of distributors to refuse to sell and
deliver films to a 10-cent house.

Lockhart Well Represented

Gene Lockhart, who
lin's

rehearsing

is

Herman Shum-

"Sweet Mystery of Life," which

opens Oct. 11 at the Shubert, also
plays the featured comedy roles in
two pictures now having their first
showing in New York, "Thunder in
the

Lowell Thomas on Lawrence Film

Night" and "Storm Over the

Andes."

"Dream" Seat Sales Starting

Lowell Thomas has been signed

by Alexander Korda for advisory
Seat sale starts tomorrow for the
work on the production of "Revolt world premiere of Warner's "A Midin the Desert," dealing with the life summer Night's Dream" at the Holand adventures of the late Colonel lywood Theater here Oct. 9.
T. E. Lawrence.
Thomas has con-

tributed his book, "With Lawrence
in Arabia," as a source of dramatic
material, and will cooperate in the
filming of the production, which will
be released by United Artists.

THE STANDARD
Reference Book

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

$

•

—

1936

FILM YEAR BOOK}]?
Now in Preparation.).*
Out

January

in

>.

•
Given

week.

a
"Red Salute" Opens Big
Nashville—"Red Salute," Reliance
production, opened to bigger busi- Wilcoxon and Sten in British Film
ness here at the Vendome Theater
London
Henry Wilcoxon will

$|

Free with

t

Year's Subscription to

THE FILM DAILY

t.t-

K
&

end

—

than "Transatlantic Merry - Go - play opposite Anna Sten in "A WoRound," "Let 'Em Have It" and man Alone," which Garrett, Kle"Count of Monte Cristo,"
ment Pictures Ltd. will produce.

:j

of the

New House for Texas
Monahans, Tex. O. K. Theater
Corp., headed by Oscar Korn, has
purchased the Texas Theater here
and announces that construction of a
modern theater building to seat 650
will start in

K.

Savo

Hollywood.

has

Ashland, O. Schine Circuit has
next acquired the Majestic and closed it

dentist to have our gold fillings tightened.

long as

Jimmy

City finance department hearings
in connection with appeals filed by
Artists
and
Universal
HAL ROACH, who has been in New York with United
ELMER RAGOUSE, sound director at the Roach against New York city sales tax asstudios, recording special numbers for "Bohesessments, scheduled for hearing yesmian Girl", returns to the coast by plane
terday at City Hall, were postponed
tomorrow.

home

summer, and she took it like a major. We
hope to make that rattling good boat, the
Normandie, and tomorrow we are seeing our

for

Laurel-Hardy feature,
Girl".

the leading role in

Max A. Cohen and Arthur Siegel
have taken over the Warner Theater on Broadway and will open it
September 28 on a second run popular price policy. The house will be
renamed the New Yorker.

B.

"Bohemian

MRS.
Cummingsl, now
end of the week

—•—

Cohen & Siegel Acquire
The Warner on Broadway

Al Rockett
Harvey B. Day

sion for the

and

—

1)

the danger to themselves,
in

one find

Winfield R. Sheehan
J"''* Faye

the coast tobusiness trip in

to

Cleveland Houses Sign
Two-Year Union Contract

a bird's-eye view

for bicycle convalescents in
Vi

-J-

returns
brief

of proposed legislation.

~

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

and

a

leaves for the coast in 10 days to
BENN W. LEVY (Constance
in
New York, sail at the appear in his first starring vehicle
for London, where Miss Cumfor Roach titled "Alone, Alas!" an
mings will appear in a Levy play.
original by Albert Treynor.
Roach
SAMUEL FORDYCE, St. Louis attorney for has signed Patsy Kelly to a sevenParamount, is in New York.
year contract and will feature her
ANN ROSENTHAL has returned to New York in a full-length picture.
from the Coast via plane.
Henry Ginsberg, general manager
ABRAM F. MYERS is in New York from Wash- for Hal Roach, has signed 14 writers
ington.
to prepare stories for Hal Roach
WILLIAM FRAWLEY arrives in New York comedies.
MR.

MACK GORDON
New

(Continued from Page
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the
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do
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1 1

Film

Warner

64i/2
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RKO
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Paramount 2nd
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64%

154

Inc

Paramount
Paramount

14
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Radio's

Warwick.
at

in

Close

125/8

Rosa

York from Holly-

MARQUIS HENRI DE LA FALAISE

14S/8

sailed

Santa

the

wood.

the

mediately to join
on the coast.

GEORGE RAFT, who

CLARENCE DERWENT, who
for

from

Am. Seat

coast

left

New

riage

A. Harle, La
la Cour-

FINANCIAL

has
in

SYLVIA SIDNEY comes
in

Rue de

19.

in

JACK ALICOATE, JACK CONNOLLY and
LOUIS NIZER arrive in New York this morning
on the Normandie from a tour abroad.

DAILY,

Wardour

of

week.

this

Films

Preparations for the three features which he will produce for the
current season are being speeded by
Hal Roach, who returns west tomorrow after recording special music
here under Nat Shilkret's supervi-
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AND NEW ORLEANS TWIN
WORLD PREMIERES ESTADLISH THE GREAT-

SPRINGFIELD,

ILL.,

EST ROX- OFFICE SHORT SUBJECT OF ALL TIME!
[READY MONEY FOR YOU ! SEE NEXT PAGE !]

THE GREATEST EXPLOITATION EVER
DONE ON ANY SHORT SUBJECT!
In Springfield!

Governor Hornei Demands Chic

As

Sale

Personal Guest!

.

.

Negotiates

For

"

.

.

Mammoth Membership

Print For State Archives!

!

.

.

&—

Dollar

.

Museum Lends
Lobby Display Of

ana State

.

Tribute

Orleans!

Committee Mobilizes

Better Films

Mayor

.

Proclaims Chic Sale Day!
Illinois

New

In

Louisi-

Million

Sacred

.

Confederate Battle Flags L .. School

Governor, Mayor, Chic Sale Lead

Board Sanctioned Blanket Class

Parade To
Emancipator!

Tomb Of

.

.

Great

Lincoln Contests

Flood Newspapers!

.

.

!

.

.

.

.

.

Pre -Screening

Of Foreign Wars

! . . .

Con-

FEATURE

federate Veterans Parade

SIZE

\ CAMPAIGN
BOOK

Priceless Lincoln. Relics,

men

!

Stampedes Convention Of Veterans
Get the

.

Lobby Loaded With
Guarded By State

Announcements

.

.

.

Newspapers Jammed

With Feature Stories!
Audience Reaction:
u
One Of Finest Things

Militia-

Rave Reviews

Smash Opening!

Ever

Done

in Films

!

ti-

AYER. BRINGS YOU

PROUDLY METROThe Short Subject

Draws Like a Feature

CHARLES "CHIC SALEim.

A MINIATURE

THE PERFECT TRIBUTE

4
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DAILY

COURT UPHOLDS BILLS
IN ST.

CIRCUIT EXECUTIVES

TALK BOOTH SCALES

LOUIS ACTION

(Continued from Page 1)

sell

'

,

M-G-M's Lincoln Short
Gets Record Exploitation
Reports from the dual premiere
M-G-M Chic Sale short, "The
Perfect Tribute", on Sept. 22 at
of the
,

I

.

Broadway houses

Hardy, special assistant attor-

ney-general, the bills of particulars
furnished Sept. 11 to the defendants
will stand. The amendment stipulates
that Depinet did none of the things
charged in three paragraphs of the
indictment except through the other
defandants named. The case is set
for trial Sept. 30. On Oct. 1 the
^ourt is to hear the equity proceedings against the same defendants.

Springfield, 111., and New Orleans,
indicate that the exploitation on the
film far exceeded anything ever before done on a short subject.
The
picture is based on Mary Shipman

Andrews' story of the Gettysburg
Address.

Front page newspaper publicity
was recorded in New Orleans, with
Confederate veterans and the Veterans of Foreign Wars guests of honor
at a preview of the picture at the
State Theater. The Louisiana State
Museum arranged the loan of Confederate flags valued at more than a
million dollars.
School class announcements to the film were sanctioned by the Board of Education,
and the film was tied up to a membership drive being conducted by the
Better Films Committee.
Chic Sale was the personal guest
of Gov. Horner of Illinois, and an
official Chic Sale Day proclaimed by
the. mayor of Springfield, where the
film opened at the Orpheum.
Both
the governor and mayor, with Chic
Sale, headed the parade held in
honor of the Emancipation Proclamation anniversary.

Next Arliss Film for GB
London George Arliss, who recently completed "Mister Hobo," his
second film for GB, is studying the

—

script of his next picture, based on
the Edgar Wallace collection of
stories known as "The Mind of Mr.

Reeder."

De Wolf Hopper Dies
Kansas City—De Wolf Hopper,

77,

veteran stage comedian, who lately
had been doing radio broadcasting
for a local sponsor, died here yesterday of a heart attack.

David Landau Dead
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood David Landau, stage
and screen character actor, died here
last week.
Sarah Padden Writes Play
Sarah Padden, now appearing in
the legit show, "Night of January
1G," has written a full-length version of "The Cod," vaude skit in
which she once appeared.

Page

(.Continued from

been denied by Federal Judge George
Except for one slight
H. Moore.
concession voluntarily made by Rus-

•

•

•

T
T
T
JOTTINGS FROM Fogland

Redd Davis gave
London a good time the other nite
and incidentally saved a few shillings
when he used 'em for the
mob scene in a fight sequence for a pix he is making at Joe
Rock's beau-ti-f ul new stude in Elstree
"China Seas" was
responsible for all the press lads swooping down on the bookshops for dictionaries when it was shown here at Sam Eckman's
Empire theater
Charlie Raymond, manager of this Metro
house, had to look up some of the adjectives, too
his pals in

T

T

T

• • • THE LAFF of the week in London Town is the
ribbing that Fredric March handed to Paul Holt, "vet" newspaper man of the "Daily Express"
with Holt printing it
because it had to do with Garbo, who must be screaming every
time she turns to some of the outlandish stories printed about

is

1)

expected to be

higher than $1.86. No agreement will
be signed by RKO and Loew with
Local 306 until the other circuits
have reached agreement on their
wage scales with the union, it was
said yesterday.
Among those present at the conference in Moskowitz's office were
representatives of RKO, Fabian TheSkouras, Randforce, Paraaters,
mount, United Artists and others.
No union representatives were at the
meeting. It was expected that a conference might be held last night with
a Local 306 wage scale committee on
scales for the other circuit theaters
in the city.
Local 306 men went back in the
Astor Theater on Saturday night after intercession by Frank Tichenor,
representative of Mayor LaGuardia.

her

•

•

•

T
WHILE HERE

T

T

Bank Night

honeymooning in the Fog City
Larry Reid and his wife Mary had a grand time finding their
way thru the haze
the Irving Ashers towed 'em around the
li'l ole town
Morris Goodman, Mascot's wandering export
chief
hops in and out of London like the proverbial Persian
grasshopper
his deal with ABFD for his company is considered in these parts one of the finest ever fixed between an
American company and a British renting outfit

•

•

•

T
AND THE ole

T

T

town on the Thames isn't the same
since Lilly Messinger left for America
The Savoy looks
like Jack Dempsey's New Yawk joint, what with every boatload
bringing a gang of New Yorkers and Hollywoodites
Earle
Tucker has a new Ford, which makes it fine and dandy for Mimi
Joel
Joyce King is writing a story for brother David
and Dave Bader came back from his vacashe in Vienna and
Budapest with a lot of Continental telephone numbers
for
business purposes, he said

T
T
A RADIO presentation

T

Sam Goldwyn's "Barbary Coast" on the Hollywood Hotel program Friday eve will
have Miriam Hopkins and Joel McCrea featured
Martin
Mooney, whose story idea was the basis of Warner's Cosmopolitan production of "Special Agent," will be interviewed on
by Bide Dudley on Wednesday afternoon
•

•

•

of

WOR

T

T

• • • A LOT of attention is being created by the RCASonotone hearing aid devices designed for theater use
now being demonstrated at the New York Radio and Electrical
Show
A course embracing the artistic, social and educational aspects of the motion picture will be opened this week
under joint auspices of the N. Y. University School of Education
and the National Board of Review
the course will be held
on Thursday nites in the School of Education auditorium

T
•

•

•

T

T

USING SPECIAL

loudspeaker and broadcasting
equipment, the Roxy tonite will broadcast in its main lounge
rooms the blow-by-blow description of the Baer-Louis fight
incidentally, Nat Saland, distributing the fight film, has sold it
to practically every circuit
"Broadway Melody of 1936" is
not only an anniversary pix in that Arthur Freed and Nacio
Herb Brown wrote the music for Metro's earlier "Broadway
Melody," but is also the thirtieth feature production for Director Roy Del Ruth
he began his career with Mack Sennett
as scenarist and director

(Continued from Page 1)

suit was brought by the
County Attorney against the theater
firm and A. H. Blank, president, as

junction

a test case.

Judge Jordan in granting the injunction said: "It appears to this
court that one may win the prize
without paying anything therefor,
and that one may win after having
paid admission to the theater. The
fact that some may buy a ticket and
attend the drawing and receive a
chance to win the prize is sufficient
to constitute this scheme a lottery,
and it is evident that attendance is
greatly increased on bank night. The
fact that one might win without paying consideration would not deprive
the scheme of its character as a lottery."

Ben J. Bilson, counsel for the Des
Moines Theaters Co.. said the case
probably will be appealed to the
State

€€

» » »

Supreme Court.

$147,000 in Fees Allowed
In St. Louis Receivership
St.

Louis— Circuit Judge O'Malley

totaling
fees
allowed
$147,000 in the receivership suit involving the Theater Realty Company, owners of the Fox Theater
building and adjoining property as
James T. Blair and Edfollows:
mond Koeln, receivers, $35,000 each;
their attorneys. John S. Leahy and
Guy A. Thompson, $23,500 each; the

yesterday

Louis Union Trust Co., plaintiff
and trustee for the bond
against the property, $2,000, and
its counselors in the proceedings, the
law firm of Bryan, Williams, Cabe
& McPheeters, $10,000. This was the
first allowance of fees to the receivers and attorneys since the theater Realty Co. went in receivership
St.

in the suit

January 1932. A petition for reorganization of the concern is now
pending in the Federal courts.
in

m «

Injunction

Against D. M. Theaters Co.

BARBARY COAST.

"Samuel Goldwyn has again banged the gong with
thrilling picture

packed with love interest

.

.

.

and A-

X

IVallace

It

a

is

box-office."

1

Rawles

—International

News

Service*

•

melodrama motivates the new Samuel Goldwyn picture, BARBARY
superb performance of Miriam Hopkins, who was never more beautiful
Edward G. Robinson reaches new heights."

"Exciting

COAST
4

.

.

.

.

.

Louella O. Parsons

"A

— Universal Service

by Robinson, Hopkins and McCrea.

box-office honey. Fine performances

by Howard Hawks, and Samuel Goldwyn's unusual

lent direction

combine to make

Excel*

fine production,

this a real success."

Film Daily

•
"Samuel Goldwyn, a producer of the
well as taste in

all

finer things, has given his latest film flavor as

departments, keeping

—Motion

"BARBARY COAST

is

a selling picture that

Goldwyn has given the

women who

impresses

will

.

.

.

as entertainment

it

.

.

.

.

she

Robinson excellent

.

.

.

.

Picture

get the sympathy

will

.

.

.

Joel

McCrea

sympathetic direction of Howard Hawks

by Richard Day
make it box-office."

artistically excellent

sets

to

.

Picture Daily

healthy box-office fodder, Samuel

elegantly

it

enjoy this picture

everything he does

in

is

picture everything to aid

belongs to Miriam Hopkins, who troupes
of the

eagle eye ever on the box office,"

his

.

.

.

.

.

.

drama of the '49'ers has everything
—Daily Variety

•

"BARBARY COAST money
that, with

Goldwyn

film

.

.

.

advantages of exploitation
a

good

performance

.

.

.

run for his

Joel

McCrea

money
is

magnificent acting and exciting photography
possibilities
.

.

.

and

its title,

should give Samuel

Miriam Hopkins gives an unusually

a terrific surprise

.

.

.

he's swell

by the minute."

fine

and getting better

—Hollywood Reporter
•

"Samuel Goldwyn's
her place

among

BARBARY COAST

proves that Miriam Hopkins can easily take

Dan Thomas— N.E.A.

our leading stars."

Syndicate

•
"Spendidly

COAST

cast,

ably directed

and

emerges as one of the most

well

written.

colorful

Samuel Goldwyn's

BARBARY

and exciting photoplays of the year."
Leo Townsend Modern Screen

—

•

"BARBARY COAST

is

a

Samuel Goldwyn special

in

every sense of the word. His

production reflects credit upon everyone who had a hand

in

seeing for the pictorial effects alone, while dramatically

spellbinding."

J.

it is

it.

It

is

well worth

D. Spiro— Cleveland Plain Dealer

"I

consider

appeal

is

BARBARY COAST

the best work Miriam Hopkins has ever done

tremendous. Samuel Goldwyn, as usual with

his

fine

—

her

productions, has

provided her with the cast, story and photography which makes her splendid per-

formance possible."

Jack Smalley

—Fawcett

Publications

•
"I

have never yet seen a Samuel Goldwyn picture that wasn't an outstanding pro-

duction

—and

BARBARY COAST

is

one of the best of them

meet with high public approval."

Leceister

all.

It

is

certain to

Wagner—United Press

•
"Samuel Goldwyn's

drama

. . .

BARBARY COAST

is

a terse

and beautifully mounted melo-

Miriam Hopkins, Edward G. Robinson and Joel McCrea at their dramatic

best against a colorful and exciting background."

—Photoplay

Magazine

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
K^rtumfins lJ-~i£a\n

voxin

MIRIAM HOPKINS
EDW.

G.

ROBINSON

ana JOEL
greeted

McCREA

by HOWARD HAWKS

Screenplay by

CHARLES MacARTHUR an

BEN

HECHT

THE

22H

DAILY

CAROLINA GO-OP UNIT

A

to effect operating economies,
destructive competition and
promote better service to the public.
Board of directors includes the three
officers and G. W. Parr and R. P.
Rosser.
There are 17 North and South theaters affiliated with the unit at present. Stockholders of the corporation
are: S. S. Stevenson, Henderson; R.
P. Rosser, Sanford, N. C; F. W.

unit

is

avoid

Smith, Monroe;

W. M.

Chance, Hills-

boro, N. C; C. A. Turnage, Washington, N. C; A. M. Smith, Tarboro,
N. C; H. R. Berry, Hartsville, S. C.J
G. W. Parr, Lancaster, S. C.; B. L.
Strozier, Rock Hill, S. C.; T. L. Little,

Camden,

Orangeburg.

S. C; J.
S. C; H. B.

I.

Simms,

F\ARRYL

HOLLYWOOD
ZANUCK

is nursing
F.
bruises, received Sunday

a few
when he was thrown from

his horse

and landed in a bale of rusty barbed
wire at his San Fernando Valley
ranch.

T

T

T

There seems to be no limit to

Tom

Having writLennon's versatility.
ten a novel, he spent a year as feature writer in the RKO Studio publicity department.
Last week he
was signed as a scenarist and assigned to the script for "The Wild
Wheeler-Woolsey comedy.
West,"
Now he has been signed for a role
in
Katharine
Hepburn's "Sylvia
Scarlett," his acting debut.

Cook, Wal-

T

Dave Gould, who was in charge
of the dances in "Broadway Melody
of 1«J36" and "The Gay Divorcee,"
Allied is Not Dropping
will handle five numbers in M-G-M's
Plans for Legal Barrage "This Time It's Love," which will
mark Jessie Mathews' American
(Continued from Page 1)
Robert Montgomery,
the exhibitor ass'n declared yester- screen debut.
day in New York. They indicated Clifton Webb, Vilma Ebsen and 12that they are watching with intense year old Judy Garland, the singer,
interest the outcome of the two St. have been cast for the picture. Jack

terboro, S. C.

Louis cases involving charges that
three major distributors refused to
sell film to three theaters.
Preliminary plans for suits aimed
at circuit policies were formed at the
last
convention
Allied
Atlanta
Spring.
Recruits Cast in Hollywood
Judith Wood, Ferdinand GottsHardie Albright, Clarence
chalk,
Derwent, Gavin Muir, Theresa Maxwell Conover, Sam Wren and Virginia Sale are among members of
the cast recruited in Hollywood by
Lew Cantor for "Play Genius, Play,"
Broadway play which goes in reA member of
hearsal this week.
the Warner studio is interested in
the production, with Bernard Klawans of the Warner play production
in New York aiding on local ar-

rangements.
Re-lighting Proctor's 5th Ave.

The former Proctor's Fifth Ave.
theater at 28th "St. and Broadway
will be reopened shortly by Jack
Stern, present manager, with a repertoire of revivals of classic dramas
such as were presented at the house
back in the &0's before it became a
vaude-filmer.

Roy Chartier Married
Roy Chartier of the "Variety"
staff was married Saturday in Washington to Carol Lee Rosenbaum.

102 "Steamboat"
Out

Holdovers

108 showings in important
cities throughout the country, "Steamboat 'Round the Bend," Will Rogers
picture,
has been
held over
in
102
houses, said John D. Clark Fox general
sales manager, yesterday. Picture is now
current at the Radio City Music Hall.
of

Cummings

supervise

the

pic-

which will be one of the
Katz group at M-G-M.

Sam

will

ture,

T

V

T

Our Passing Show: Samuel Goldwyn, Carl Laemmle, Jr., Warner
Baxter, Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Paul
Lukas, Paul Sloane, Marian Marsh,

Ann

TAY GARNETT CO.

LITTLE from "LOTS"
— By RALPH WILK

STARTS FUNCTIONING
(Continued from Page 1)

Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1935

en

Keys

to

Baldpate";

IS

LAUNCHING FIRST TRIO
(Continued from Page 1)

Landers

Stevens, Pat
O'Malley and Joe novel by Garnett, is the third story.
Hodges, who has been doing freeReilly for "Husk";
Kay Sutton,
Jane Hamilton, Maxine Jennings and lance writing in addition to his asLucille Ball for "Follow the Fleet." sociation with Garnett, will have
complete charge of the expedition
T
T
T
"The Moon in the Sky," a new leving Nov. 11 in Garnett's yacht for
tune by Bert Kalmar and Harry the Orient to film backgrounds.
Ruby, has been selected as the theme James B. Shackelford, cameraman,
song for "The Man Who Broke the Dromgold, Sidney Burnap, Jr., Mrs.
Bank at Monte Carlo," Ronald Col- Tay Granett and Countess Valma
man starring picture for 20th Cen- also will accompany Garnett on the
one-year trip.
tury-Fox.
T
T
For intimate details of battles of Kuykendall
Action
the Spanish-American War, W. P.
Forestall
Legislation
Lipscomb, 20th Century-Fox writer
(Continued from Page 1)
who is scripting "A Message to
clearance,
overbuying,
Garcia," has been materially aided reasonable
exhibitions,
score
by two octogenarian veterans, John non-theatrical
Calhoun and Robert Edmund Tor- charges, music tax, preferred playing
time and forcing of shorts. He also
rence.
urged a standard contract in simpler
T
T
T
form and better cancellation terms.
"Ball of Fire" has been set as the
Speaking of the demise of the
final title for the 20th Century-Fox
code,
Kuykendall observes:
production previously announced as
"Fortunately, a sustained improve"Music Is Magic," in which Alice
ment in business in general, particuFaye, Ray Walker, Bebe Daniels,
larly agriculture, reflected in theater
Frank
Mitchell,
Jack
Durant, grosses,
has made any general deThomas Beck, Andrew Tombes and cline in wages or increase in unemLuis Alberni are cast.
ployment unnecessary and improbT
T
able for the time being."
In connection with efforts to reWith the return from Europe of
Wallace Beery, Director Clarence vamp the copyright laws, KuykenBrown has finally gathered together dall said: "While the Duffy bill failthe last of the threads of production ed to pass in the closing hours of
and will begin shooting immediately Congress, sufficient sentiment in fa"Ah,
Wilderness." vor of a revision of the present mison
M-G-M's
Brown expects to have the film com- used copyright law was indicated to
pleted within the next five weeks. insure its receiving active considerFeatured with Beery in the picture ation at the next session."
will be Lionel Barrymore, Aline McMahon, Eric Linden and Cecelia
Complete Electric Industrial Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Parker.

Urges

To

NRA

Sothern, Sam Jaffe, Dick Hunt,
William Wyler, Jerry Horwin, Lionel
Atwill, E. A. Dupont, Roger Pryor,
Ivan Lebedeff, Zion Myers, Ben Stoloff, Ernest Pagano, George Green,
Groucho, Zeppo and Chico Marx, Allan Dwan, Dave Butler, Bob LeonHollywood Sponsored by Edison
ard, Howard Bretherton, Mike SimSleep 'N' Eat, colored comedian, Electric Institute, a four-reel talkmons, Rowland Brown, F. Stephanie
ing picture, "The Courage of Kay",
and William Le Baron at the Pacific has been borrowed by 20th Century- has been produced by Mason WadsFox for "The Littlest Rebel," ShirSouthwest tennis matches.
worth, in association with Pat Dowley Temple picture.
T
T
T
ling and Hobart Brownell of MetroEdward Killy and William Hamilpolitan Industrial Pictures, to be
ton, who made their directorial deLynn Bari and Paul McVey, 20th shown in cooperation with the Fedbut on "Freckles", for RKO, are now Century-Fox contract players, have eral Housing Administration for the
co-directing "Seven Keys to Bald- been added to the cast of "Snatched," purpose of stimulating the national
pate."
in which Rochelle Hudson portrays home modernization program.
T
Cast includes Lois Wilson, Lloyd
the leading role.
Arthur
Evans,
Muriel
Hughes,
RKO Radio has bought "Volcano,"
T
original by Adele Buffington.
It is
Colin Tapley and Henry Kolker Hoyt, Carl Stockdale, Claire McDowan action tale laid in Hawaii. John have been signed by 20th Century- ell, Johnny McCarthy, William Worthington, Phyllis Holt, Dan Kellogg,
E. Burch will supervise.
Fox for "Buccaneer."
Daisy Bufford and Ben Hall. BrownT
ell directed.
Ann Haines, sister of William
Paramount has purchased rights
The picture shows, through a draHaines, is making her screen debut
original matic story, the complete modernizain
Katharine Hepburn's "Sylvia to "An American in Paris,"
by Charles S. Belden, as a possible tion of a kitchen.
Scarlett" for RKO Radio.
vehicle for Bing Crosby.
Benjamin
Glazer will produce it.
"Special Agent" Holds Over
Final title for the M-G-M picture
T
T
T
Warner's "Special Agent" is being
formerly known as "Let Freedom
George Regas and Donald Haynes held over for a second week at the
Ring" is "Chiseling Chiselers." Jack
Benny has the leading role, and the have been signed by Columbia for Strand on Broadway.
cast includes Una Merkel, Ted Healy, "Song of the Damned" (temporary
Grant Mitchell, Nat Pendleton and title), which is in production under
U. S. A. 1935
Mary Carlisle. Story is an original the direction of Albert Rogell. VicAn uptown theater manager says this
by Byron Morgan and Lew Lipton. tor Jory, Florence Rice and Norman
Busiactually happened at his house.
Foster play the leads, and Thurston
Charles Riesner is director.
ness was so good one day last week
Hall and Billy Gilbert appear in imt
t
that he had to put out the S. R. O. sign.
RKO cast assignments: Erik portant roles. The adaptation of
Three different parties came in and applied for government loans.
Rhodes for "It Happened in Holly- Fred de Gresac's novel was done by
wood," Erin O'Brien Moore for "Sev- Fred Niblo Jr. and Earle Snell.

rv

TV

—

LIONEL BARRYMORE
BRINGS TO THE SCREE
THE CHARACTER THAT

IMAGINATION
OF AMERICA IN ONE
FIRED THE

ITS

GREATEST STAGE PLA

DAVID BELASCO'S
MATCHLESS
STAGE
SUCCESS

RETURN
OF PETER

GRIMM
A TRADITION
IN THE THEATRE

AN
ACHIEVEMENT
ON THE SCREEN

ARRYMOR

HELEN MACK
DONALD MEEK

-

•

EDWARD

0fc-«<tc4 t>y

g.o

ELLI!

Ni<hoii«.

R&O-RADIO PICTURI

M
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EVERYBODY
w/io

is

anybody

will be there

The occasion: — AMPA
Martin Quigley on
to the

luncheon to honor

his 20th anniversary of service

motion picture industry.

The time:— Wednesday, September

25th

promptly at 12.45 noon.

The place: — Jack
I

Dempsey's

Restaurant,

50th Street at 8th Avenue.

Surprise:
know and
Laugh

.

.

— A Master

of Ceremonies you

all

love.
.

good-fellowship

Everybody who

.

.

.

is

interesting talk.

anybody

BE THERE!

will

THE
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"BARBARY COAST"

"MUSIC
with

with Miriam Hopkins, Edward G. Robinson,

McCrea

Joel

Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1935

MAGIC"

Gene Autry

97 mins.

20th Century-Fox

"EL HEROE DE NACOZARI",

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

65 mins.

Republic

60 mins.

ENTERTAINING MUSICAL SATIRE ON
SWELL MUSICAL WESTERN WITH
ACE MONEY SHOW HAS COLORFUL HOLLYWOOD MAKES GOOD PROGRAM SONG-AND-DANCE STUFF ADDING NOVSTORY, TOPNOTCH CAST AND TYPICAL OFFERING.
ELTY TO OUTDOOR ACTION.
This musical is a satire on Hollywood
GOLDWYN CLASS PRODUCTION VALUES.
It
This should be a box-office honey.
deals with early day San Francisco and the
Samuel Goldwyn has given the
gold rush.
production.
painstaking
his
usual
story

Swan, who comes
to San Francisco, finds her sweetheart was
killed for crooked gambling, and remains
Edward G. Robinson turns in one
for gold.
of his best performances as a gambler who
rules San Francisco. Miriam presides at his

Miriam Hopkins

wheel,

roulette

tures of

love.

is

fine as

but

repulses

his

all

over-

She meets Joel McCrea, a

He
prospector with the soul of a poet.
gambles away all his gold at her roulette
wheel, but before he is to sail for New
York, she allows him to win it all back.
Robinson, captured by the vigilantes, allows
Miriam to sail with her sweetheart, Joel.
Walter Brennan, as a toothless desert rat,
furnishes most of the comedy, while Brian
Donlevy, of Broadway, is a sinister figure
as Robinson's chief bodyguard and gunman.
Howard Hawks' direction is excellent and
Ray June deserves bows for

his

photography.

Cast: Miriam Hopkins, Edward G. RobinJoel McCrea, Walter Brennan, Frank

son,

Craven,

Brian

Donlevy,

Clyde Cook,

Harry

Carey, Matt McHugh, Otto Hoffman, Rollo
Lloyd, J. M. Kerrigan, Donald Meek, Fred
Dave Wengren, Anders Von
Vcgeding,

Haden, Jules Cowles, Cyril Thornton, Roger
Gray.
Director,
Goldwyn;
Howard Hawks; Screenplay, Ben Hecht,
Charles MacArthur; Cameraman, Ray June;
Editor, Edward Curtis.

Samuel

Producer,

Direction,

Photography, First-class.

Fine.

"THE CRIME OF
with Eric

picture-making and, with the comedy more
important than the musical production, the
picture should play to regular program business.
It moves along fast, there are a lot
of laughs, Mitchell & Durant get a chance
to do some of their rough and tumble
gymnastics, there are spots of clever dialogue, the musical numbers get by, and
the cast handle their roles well, with Alice
Faye, Ray Walker, Bebe Daniels, and Mitchell & Durant having the big parts. Alice,
Ray and Mitchell & Durant hit for Hollywood after a personal appearance tour with
Bebe, a washed-up screen star trying to
get by as an ingenue. Through Walker's
promoting, Alice and Mitchell & Durant
perform for the producer, Ben Pomroy. Th«
boys get jobs and they squeeze Alice into
a chorus spot in Bebe's new picture. The
director
is
having
trouble
with
Bebe,
Walker, on the set as a caterer's assistant,
rushes in representing himself to be Pomroy's new assistant, bawls out Bebe and
places Alice in her spot. An accident causes
Bebe to admit that the girl posing as her
sister is really her daughter and Bebe is
willing to admit her age and all ends well.
Ray Walker, Bebe
Cast: Alice Faye,
Daniels, Frank Mitchell, Jack Durant, Rosina
Lawrence, Thomas Beck, Andrew Tcmbes,
Luis Alberni, Charles C. Wilson, Hattie
McDaniels.
Producer, John Stone; Director, Gecrge
Marshall;
Authors, Gladys
Unger, Jesse
Lasky, Jr.; Screenplay, Lou Breslow, Edward
Eliscu;

L.

Alex Troffey.
Direction, Good.

W.

O'Connell; Editor,

This

is

a

any

character,

humor

termed mildly

touches

of

refinement,

or situations that can

be

could not be
recommended as family entertainment. Story

concerns a

pleasant.

doctor,

It

Von Stroheim, who

is

upon to operate on another physician
who had formerly been his assistant. The
assistant had married the girl Von Stroheim
called

loved.
hospital,

Von Stroheim, who runs his own
makes it appear that the man

But he is only under the effects
of a drug which leaves him no power of
movement but permits him to hear and
understand everything.
Von Stroheim tells
him he will bury him alive and the picture shows this happening.
In the end
he is dug up, brought to life and Von
Stroheim commits suicide.
Cast: Eric Von Stroheim, Dwight Frye,
Paul Guilfcyle, Harriett Russell, John Bohn,
Geraldine Kay, Jeanne Kelly, Patsy Berlin,
Joe Verdi and Dean Raymond.
Producer, John H. Auer; Director, John
H. Auer; Story by John H. Auer based on
an Edgar Allen Poe tale; Screenplay, Lewis
Graham, Ed Olmstead; Cameraman, Larry
Williams; Editor, Leonard Wheeler.
Direction, Satisfactory. Photography, Good.
has died.

Story by Sherman
Burbridge has a lot

Lowe and Elizabeth
new angles and Joseph Kane's

of

work,

the
of

this

usual

liberties

taken

in

newspaper reporters and
a

is

fairly

Ann and in order to be near her he
takes the job of cooking on her dad's ranch,
being operated by cowgirls since the cowby

boys have gone to the rodeo.
Cattle are
being rustled.
Autry discovers the gang
and after a bang-up battle brings them
in.
A wholesale cowboy-cowgirl marriage

makes the

Gene

Cast:

its

their

drama
George Murphy,

a reporter assigned to cover a ship's arrival,

hooked into

sudden marriage by Jean

a

Autry, Smiley Burnette,

Wade

Arthur, the ship's manicurist

Marie Quillen, Fern Emmett, GerTrace Lane, George De
Norman, Marion Jcwling, Icne Reed, Jane
Barnes.

Nat

Producer,

Kane;

Authors,

Burbridge;

Levine;

Ernie

who

has lost

the

that

dead

man

is

Cast: Jean Arthur, George Murphy, DougDumbrille, George McKay, Robert Middlemass, Victor Kilian, Charles C. Wilson,
Gene Morgan, Murray Alper, Shirley Grey,
Bradley Page, Arthur Rankin, Thurston Hall,
Fred Kelsey.
las

C.

Lionel

Henry Freulich;

Lester

Kenton; Screenplay,
Cameraman,
Houser;

Editor,

Gene

Wayne

in

59 mins.

PARTMENTS.

Milford.

Direction, Satisfactory. Photography, Good.

Very entertaining Swiss saga of friendand loyalty, together with a romance
between the daughter and the son of two

ship
old

friends.

"FRISCHER
WIND AUS
Winds from Canada"),

("Fresh

With the opening
the

the

for

basis

of

story,

a

new
this

territory

John

production stacks up with the better

Wayne

erns.

A

job.

in

that runs through

fire

Theater.

Amusing light comedy about a Canadian
who makes good in business with

youth

the inspiration of the merchant's daughter.

SHORTS

fine

considerable

with

later

Carl

it

the
is

Pierson's

so

story

well

steady

conhandled and

follows

direction,

it

keeps one interested throughout. Wayne
and his father are guides to new settlers
coming into the territory. Business is good
and Wayne does not wish to marry and
While setting up law and
settle down.
order in the new town, Wayne's father is
killed and John takes the sheriffs job to
clean things up. On a showdown with the
saloon and gambling house boss, a gun

climaxed by an enormous
out Wayne's enemies.
Muriel Evans is in love with Wayne and
the fire
it is her father, who has started
and while doing it he is killed. With law
and order winning out, Wayne is ready to
battle
fire

settle

ensues,

that

smokes

down.

-

Joe Cook in
"Penny Wise"
(Star Personality Comedy)
Educational

17 mins.

Laugh Special

A typical Joe Cook cuckoo film
that brings the laffs on every frame.
Joe plays the role of a dumb clerk
in a big department store, and is
promoted to general manager while
the boss is on vacation. Joe puts into
operation a lot of unique ideas for
dragging the customers in. One is
that of selling everything for a
penny, with an extra item thrown
in free. The skit gives Cook a chance
to work in a lot of his specialties,
including his Indian club twirling
and fancy bike riding. It moves fast,
and Joe is in evidence most of the
time and keeps the laughs bubbling.
Cook.

Story by
adaptation by
and Charlie Wil-

Christie.

Screen

Marcy Klauber

West-

footage makes for a lot of
excitement and with a lot happening all
the time, the action fans should be well
the

German;

Wayne liams.

cool style does a

his

as

KANADA"
in

produced by Ufa; directed by Heinz Kenter
and Erich Holder; with Harold Paulsen,
Dorit Kreysler, et al.
At the 79th St.

Joe

lines,

Dumbrille.

Men"), in German; produced by
Terra; directed by Frank Wysbar; with
Karin Hardt, Heinrich George, et al.
At
the 86th St. Casino.
right

GOOD WESTERN HELPED BY BETTER
THAN USUAL HANDLING IN ALL DE- Produced by Al

Although

Earle

Lowe;

Editor,

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

pleased.

Hill,

Sherman

Miller;

Republic

ventional

Director,

Joseph

Elizabeth

Photography, A-l.

gangster aboard the ship, makes a getaway with the aid of some henchman at
gun's point, with George missing the story
and losing his job. Later a man is burned
to death in an auto fire, and Jean gets
George his job back by giving the paper an

Ethel

Lowe,

Screenplay,

Cameraman,

her
American
citizenship
status.
She
promises him a big story in return for
making her his wife so she can get back
into the country, Douglas Dumbrille, a big

story

Director,

Sherman

Spanish;

"HERMINE UND DIE SIEBEN AUFRECHTEN" ("Hermine and the Seven Up-

Ann

Bridge, Willy

Messinger,

of

exclusive

Boteler, Al

in

years ago.

Castello,

trude

»

produced by Cia National; directed by
Guillermo Calles; with Ramon Pereda, Luz
Diaz, et al. At the Teatro Campoamor.
Good railroad drama based on an incident
of civic heroism which is supposed to have
actually happened in a train disaster some

closing musical number.

Rutherford,

entertaining

of the underworld variety.

is

direction

never allows a let down.
After opening
with a real rodeo, with Abe Lefton doing
some clever announcing, Autry is attracted

John

73 mins.

Barring

Burnette,

"NEW FRONTIER"

NEWSPAPERIS OKAY FOR

portrayal

Smiley

pal,

nicely for a novel ending.

Direction, Fine

FAIR

sordid story, almost wholly un-

by

a

of

capably furnishes the love interest. A group
of cowgirls get a lot of laughs, furnish a
chorus for Gene's singing, and work in

Photography, A-l.

Columbia

NO ELEMENTS

has

homely comedy brings forth
a steady flow of laughter.
Buck, the dog
in "Call of the Wild", is a thief in this
one, and he is swell.
Ann Rutherford
style

Orlebeck.

COMBINATION
OF RELIEF, TOO GRUESOME FOR GEN- GANGSTER YARN THAT
THE POP STANDS.
ERAL ENTERTAINMENT.
relieved

And he

ing.

with Jean Arthur and George Murphy

63 mins.

SORDID STORY, WITH

bang-up fighting, bronco busting and
love-making in addition to his cowboy croonriding,

"THE PUBLIC MENACE"

DR. CRESPI"

Von Stroheim

Republic

Cameraman,

This is a pip of a cowboy musical, with
Gene Autry doing everything including hard

whose

S

FOREIGN

in

"MELODY TRAIL"

Faye,

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
United Artists (Goldwyn)

IS

Ray Walker, Bebe
Daniels, Mitchell & Durant
Alice

FIL M

"Circus Days"
(Paul Terry-Toon)
Educational
7 mins.
Clever Gags
A lively and clever animated, with
the animals featured in a modern
circus that employs all the latest
sen-say-shu-nal stunts. For the human cannon stunt they use the
giraffes to shoot the acrobats up to
the flying trapeze and rings. Everything is burlesqued in the same manner. A lot of very original gags are
incorporated in this manner.
Cast: John Wayne, Muriel Evans, Murdock
MacQuarrie, Alan Cavan, Mary McLaren,
Warner Richmond, Alfred Bridge, Sam Flint,
Glen Strange, Earl Dwire.
Producer, Paul Malvern; Director, Carl
Pierson; Author, Robert Emmett; Screenplay,

Same;

Cameraman,

Gerald Roberts.
Direction, Good.

Gus

Peterson;

Editor,

Photography, Good.
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Indiana Items

—

Indianapolis A special car carrying 30 executives of the theater inlustry, left last night for New York
o see the Baer-Louis fight.
Irving Mandel, president of Republic Pictures, and Harry Lorch,
general sales manager of the company, spent last week end in Inlianapolis on business.
George A. Roberts, Fox district
manager, was a visitor at the local

exchange last week.

Ted
Lyric,

Nicholas,
will

manager

the

of

spend a week in

New

fork on business.
William Gehring and William
Sussman, Fox executives from New
York spent a day in Indianapolis
ooking things over, and conferring
with George Landis, branch maniger.

Loren Waltz announces the opening of the Grand in Peru on Oct. 1.
Waltz recently acquired the house.
Clay Burnett has taken over the

NEWS

of the

McKean,

—

insurance.

opening.

Norwalk, Conn.

— Diedrich Hohn,

22, manager of the Regent here, died
last week at Norwalk Hospital of

pneumonia.

manager

Lincoln, Neb.

RKO

Recent visitors along Film Row:
Cooper, Dr. William Ball,
Mannie Marcus, Joe Schilling.
Stanley

Cleveland Clips

—

—Bob Livingston and

—

Pittsburgh N. Fleisher of New
York, film distributor, has leased the
Pitt for a run of "Tomorrow's Children", a story of sterilization.
W. H. Raynor has been named
manager of Mott Shea's Fulton, succeeding L. B. Cool.
House reopens
Thursday.

M-G-M

Frank

Var- Pitt here.
The Davis will reopen by the midClub clambake, plans for which
dle of next month for occasional acare now in the making.
The Casino Mayfair, formerly the tivity.
Gabe Rubin, house manager of the
Ohio Theater, opens Oct. 15 as
Art Cinema, on the sick list.
Cleveland's only place of entertainPersonnel changes at Loew's Penn
ment where meals and stage shows
are simultaneous. Harry Proper will has Bob Newkirk doubling as assisager,

is

in charge of the local

iety

j

tant manager and Manager Mike
manage the place.
"Top Hat" broke all records last Cullen's private secretary.
Harry Hendel's Granada switchweek at Warners' Hippodrome and

ing to stage bills for the winter seabeing held over.
Jack Greenbaum and Harry Klein son.
Ed Siegal, manager of the Ritz,
are handling bookings of a tabloid
version of the stage hit, "Sailor doing a gossip column for a new
Beware", for exhibition on combina- weekly.
Sam Richman, indie exhibitor,
tion stage and picture programs.
Dick Deutsch and Maurice Rap- sporting a new car.
paport, distributors of Meloy blowis

Theater show,

—

gen Co., advertising firm.
Before
coming here, Lanning was manager
of the Mastbaum in Philadelphia. He
is succeeded at Wisconsin by L. Roy
Pierce,

formerly

with

RKO

in

Omaha.
William Reilly has been named
manager of Fox's Oriental, succeeding Stanley Meyer, recently promoted to supervisor of neighborhood
houses for the circuit.

The renovated Murray, east side
neighborhood house, reopened Sept.
22 under the direction of Manning
Silverman.

is

Mrs.

Mary

Meier,

owner of the Fountain and Shirley
theaters, Covington, died last week.
She was the mother-in-law of Nick
Schafer, Fox representative.

RKO

Col. Arthur Frudenfeld of
theaters is back on the job after a
long illness. Joe Goetz, acting manager of the Paramount and Orpheum, is now Frudenfeld's assistant.

was

Jack Leo on Stand
Jack Leo, associate of William
Fox, was a witness yesterday during the hearing in the suit of the
Chicago Title & Trust Co. against
the former Fox Film head held by
Referee Sol M. Strooch.
Leo resumes testifying this morning, with
Saul E. Rogers returning to the

con-

stand later in the day.

Jack Tiernan has been made assistant manager of the Paramount.
Joe Oulahan of Paramount tied
with Larry Benton for the silver trophy in the Variety Club's golf tournament, which drew a record crowd.
Tie score was 82.

Abe Kaufman

of Big Features

here last week from Louisville
ferring with Lee Goldberg of
city and Jules Chapman of
York.
Kane Bros, of Indianapolis
reopen the Empress soon with

this

New
will

the filing of information concerning
salaries of employees receiving

lesque and films.

Harry Rice

is

Counsels Meet on Salary Law
The Federal law requirement for

bur-

more

$15,000 annually has occasioned call of a meeting of general
counsels and comptrollers of major
companies at the Hays office tomor-

than
here on U. A. ex-

ploitation.

"Top Hat" has gone into a third
week and "Steamboat 'Round The
Bend" into a fourth week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Sexton of the

expected to be the

to get Warner
backing.
This will make about a
half dozen plays in which the film
latest

Milwaukee
Livingston Lanning,
for more than three years manager
of Fox's Wisconsin, has resigned to
become associated with Michael Ra-

—

Gets Bank Night Judgment
Manhattan, Kans. Judge* Bennett
in District Court awarded a judgment of $312.50 to Affiliated Enterprises of Denver in its suit charging Sam Sosna with infringing on
Bank Night patents. Sosna, operator of the Varsity here and the New
City Theater in Junction City, continued to operate a modified form of
Bank Night after the Denver concern had cancelled his contract.

—

Cincinnati Chatter
Cincinnati

Alvord, assistant at the Paramount,
becomes assistant manager at the
Des Moines.
G. Ralph Branton and A. H. Blank
of Tri-States left Sunday on a business trip to New York.

row.

Cummins Gets Film on Ethiopia

Warners Back Another Play
Lyric, Ashland, are reopening the
Samuel Cummins
"Weep for the Virgins," Group Grand, Ironton.
fare Pictures now

have opened branch offices in
Cincinnati and Pittsburgh.

ups,

Milwaukee Briefs

—

Fort Worth, Tex.
"Steamboat
'Round the Bend" broke all attendance records for this year at the
Worth Theater. Run was extended
from usual four days to a week.

Pittsburgh Briefs

Cleveland
Paul Gusdanovic has
:ompleted improvements at his Norwood Theater.
Moe Goldman, representative for
Victor Schram of National Screen
Rothenberg, back from New
Service was in Cincinnati and at- Ross &
York where he negtotiated with his
tended the Variety Club outing.
Drew,
branch man- bosses on the future policy of the

!

^r

—

of
exchange, entertained
some of the boys along the Row Friday night.
office

DAY

—A.

H. Blank, presdent of Tri-States Theaters Corp.
and Mrs. Blank celebrated their 30th
wedding anniversary Saturday with
Chattanooga Sunday shows may Lincoln Theater Corp., both de- a dinner dance at the Des Moines
be legalized here this week by the fendants in the conspiracy suit which club.
Harry Hiersteiner, properietor of
city commission. Final action on the is resting in federal court here, have
ordinance is expected to be taken asked in a motion that Independent the Fajnily Theater, has two sons in
by the city commission allowing the- Theaters, the plaintiff, make more college this fall.
New Uptown Theater, now under
aters to run between 1 P. M. and 11 specific several portions of the $1,353,000 damage action.
P. M.
There are construction at 42nd and University,
is nearing completion and is schedtwenty-nine requests.
uled to open Oct. 15. It will be the
Rocky Ford, Colo. Loss of $4,second suburban theater here to be
000 from fire occurred to the Grand
Fort Worth, Tex.—Pierre C. Levy, operated by Tri-States. Henry Worktheater here. The house was opened city
manager of Interstate Theaters man, now assistant manager at the
about four months ago to replace here
is offering a $25 prize for best Des Moines Theater,
is to manage
the old Grand, destroyed by fire in
name submitted for new suburban the Uptown.
June, 1934. J. J. Goldstein, owner,
theater being built at Eighth AveRobert Leonard is the new mansaid that the loss was covered by
nue and Park Place for late October ager of the Garden Theater. Harry

Capital in Clinton.
C. W.
the local

Des Moines Notes
Des Moines

Broadway play

company

is

interested.

Byrd Cameramen on Air
John L. Herrmann and Carl O.

Paramount Peterson,

Paramount

cameramen

of Public Welin Rome, has
cabled his office that he is releasing
a film of the official Italian side of
the Abyssinian situation.

Ben Hilbert Dead

Ben Hilbert, 60, former vaudeville
accompanied Rear Admiral
Richard E. Byrd to Little America actor and a director of the N.B.A.
on his recent expedition and re- Club, died Saturday night at his
Funeral
corded the enterprise on film, will home, 300 West 49th St.
Start New Beloit Theater
appear on the Byrd Antarctic Ex- services will be held tomorrow at
Beloit, Wis.
Work has been start- pedition Reunion Broadcast to be the Riverside Memorial Chapel.
ed on the new $100,000 theater to be held over the CBS network tomorFamous Renews Anniston Lease
operated by C. J. Goetz and T. M. row evening.
Famous Theaters has renewed its
Ellis, operators of the Rex and Malease on the Ritz, Anninsotn, Ala.,
Leslie
Howard
as
Hamlet
Maybe
jestic, respectively.
The new house
for a five-year period beginning in
will give Beloit 2,300 seats.
Leslie Howard, who returns on the October, 1938.
Normandie today from abroad with
Warner Deal in Montreal
"Petrified Forest" as his next WarRoxy Books
Barn Dance
United Amusement Co. of Mon- ner picture, may later do a film verStation WHN's Barn Dance, in
treal has closed for the complete sion of "Hamlet" under the direction which 35 entertainers appear, will
1935-36 lineup from Warner-First of Max Reinhardt, if plans now under be the headline act on the stage of
National and Vitaphone.
discussion materialize.
the Roxy starting Friday.
behind four shows, while M-G-M
is interested in the Sam H. Harris
and Max Gordon ventures.
is

who

—

WHN
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SHE MARRIED HER BOS
RADIO .CITY MUSIC HALL

Thursdav. Sevtember 26\

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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I
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on Product— 1 89 Features Signed

Circuit Set

PATENT PROBE SUBPOENAL LICHTMAN, JACK COHN
Warners Favor Change in Ascap Payment System
New Pay Method Removes
One Obstacle

to Staying in Society

How They

Started

of
direcStarr said also that
tor of Ascap.
{Continued on Page 3J
Starr,

vice-president

Warners and a newly-elected

PRESSURE BY GOV'T
SEEN
St.

(Continued on Page 10)

IN ST. LOUIS SUIT

Louis

— There"

is

much

AY PLAYDATES NOT

Warners, RKO and Paramount for alleged withholding of
product from Fanchon & Marco
houses, as to how Judge Moore will
be influenced by the gentle pressure
from the Department of Justice in
against

Virginia Theater

For Thalhimer Circuit
Richmond, Va.

—

Neighborhood

Theaters, Inc., of which M. G. Thalhimer is president, has acquired a
plot in Falls Church, Va., and awarded contract to Doyle & Russell of
Richmond for construction of a modern theater costing about $50,000.
House will be known as the Falls
Church, with opening about Christmas.

Contention that distribution is interstate commerce and therefore beyond scope of the new Ohio state law
prohibiting designation of playdates
is being made by distributors in attacking legality of the statute.
similar measure was recently enacted
by the Wisconsin legislature.
Distributors, in questioning legal(Continued on Page 10)

A

(Continued on Page 9)

New

IN

INTRASTATE CONTROL

specu-

here, among persons intergovernment's
suit
the
in

lation
ested

to

Testify at Sirovich
Investigation
Al Lichtman, Jack Cohn, and Capt.
George McL. Baynes, head of the
Eastern Service studio have been
subpoenaed to appear at the first
hearing on Sept. 30 at the Fifth Avenue Hotel of the Congressional committee investigating patent pools and
of which Dr. William I. Sirovich is
chairman.
Will H. Hays, John E.
Otterson, Adolph Zukor and other industry executives have also received
subpoenas. Otterson and Zukor have
engaged former Judge Thomas D.
Thacher as counsel, and Otterson left

The proposal that Ascap change
present system of payments to
members and make future payment
on the basis of actual performance
of members' work by broadcasters
would remove one important objection of Warners to remaining in the
society, it was said yesterday by
its

Herman

More Film Execs Called

The president
They Started

of

National

series

Screen

Enticed

Service,

from

the

Herman

Robbins,

takes

his

bow today

New York "Evening World"

in

1914

in

by

the

How

Winfield

him at Fox, then called Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co., Herman started
and in 1922 he joined his
later rising by degrees to sales manager
present company
"Hap" Hadley, of the artistic Hadleys, tried to do him justice with the
Shcehan to

join

there

booker,

brush

as

a

and

Harry E. Huffman Defends
Giveaways as Stimulants

—

ink

Swope Says Product Problem

Has Been Solved

by Circuit

Denver Denying that there is a
"giveaway war" here, Harry E.
Huffman, head of seven local houses,
declares that giveaways are being
kept within bounds here and that
they are necessary as box-office stimulants at a time when there is not
(Continued on Page 10)

German Output May Total
250 Features This Year

—

New

Film Consortium
Is Formed in France

—

Consortium Continental
under way out of the 200 announced Cinematographique has been organfor 1935-36, German producers are ized here to produce and distribute
reported
contemplating increasing foreign pictures. First offering will
their activities by 30 to 50 pictures, be "Gypsy", by Pushkin, in English
attaining a record.
Ufa is making and French. Several RKO pictures
28; Syndicat, 26; Europa, 22; Rota, will be given in the original version
Berlin

With 167

films already

Paris

(Continued on Page 3)

Closing of deals for 189 features
to date, with negotiations pending
for an additional 20 pictures, brings
to a satisfactory solution the RKO
circuit's product requirements of 204
films for 1935-36, it was stated yesterday by Herbert Bayard Swope,
chairman of the K-A-0 board.
Most of the contracts are for long
terms, said Swope, and the alliance

other things, the type of lights now
used in Hollywood studios are not
strong enough for adequate lighting
of scenes, the M.P.T.O. of Eastern
Mo. and Southern 111., through Pres-

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 10)

Poor Lighting in Prints
Brings Exhib Protests
St.

—Claiming

Louis

that,

among

THE
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English talking film rights to several current cinema successes in
Paris were brought back by Elek
John Ludvigh, former Paramount
executive, who returned to New
York yesterday on the Normandie
from a two-month holiday in France.
One of the films, "Black Eyes,"
based on the Russian song, has Harry Bauer and Simone Simon in the
French version and is regarded as
suitable for Charles Laughton, Wallace Beery or Lionel Barrymore.
Miss Simon is now at the Fox studios.
Another is a comedy with music, having a role for a Dick Powell
type.
A spy story, "The Second
Division," and a historical character
suitable for Mae West are among
the other properties.

Wilmer

& Vincent Circuit

Signs for
Wilmer

Warner Lineup

&

Vincent Circuit has
signed a 100 per cent deal with Warners for 1935-36 features and shorts.
Del Ruth to Look Over B'way Plays
West Coast Bureau

of

—Roy

Hollywood
most recent
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THE FILM DAILY
for
of 1936,"

effort

M-G-M, "Broadway Melody

going great guns at the box-office,
vesterday completpd the direction of
another musical, "Thanks a Million,"
*or 20th Century-Fox, and plans to
is

!eave by plane for New York to look
at three current Broadway attractions for Darrvl Zanuck, production
chief of 20th Century.
On his return to Hollywood, Del
Ruth will start directine "A Message to Garcia," which W. P. Lips-omb has adapted to the screen.

10%

Missouri Tax Again

—

Looms

Prominent reJefferson City, Mo.
merchants in the state are understood to be exerting pressure to
have the recently enacted 1 per cent
sales tax renealed and to impose in
its place a 10 per cent tax on amusements and luxuries. Proponents of
the step want Governor Park to call
a special session to make the change.
exhibitors
Concerted
action
by
brought about the defeat of a 10 per
cent amusement tax proposal at the
tail

last session.

_
_

l/
8

3/8

+ %

Judi Lipscomb for Stage
Judi Lipscomb, beautiful and talented daughter of W. P. Lipscomb, 20th
Century-Fox playwright-scenarist, is
in New York with a view to securing"
a stage assignment. Miss Lipscomb,
who studied in Vienna under Max
Reinhardt, has appeared as a featured player in several stage productions in London, Vienna and Ger-

McCardell Story for Truex
"High Hats," a magazine story by
Roy McCardell, writer for "The Saturday Evening Post" and other leading magazines, has been bought by
Educational for the next Ernest Truex Comedy. "High Hats" was pubmany.
lished in "Home Magazine."

flOLA
Film Viewing and

reproducing Machines
<\LL

MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT
1

Illustrated Literature

on request. •

Motion Picture Camera Supply,

Inc.

723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

"Red Salute" Opens Saturday
"Red Salute", Reliance production
starring Barbara Stanwyck and Robert Young, released through United

have

been

Outlaw

"The

Deputy"

and

Man from Guntown," have

in

for

the

GOLDSTEIN,

treasurer
of
Guaranteed
on the Washington for
London and Paris.

today

sails

two-month

to

trip

KARL MacDONALD of Warners' foreign dehas left for Havana to confer with
Peter Colli, district manager for Central America.

HERBERT T.
Buffalo, returns
Mrs. Silverberg,

SILVERBERG,

film attorney in
upstate today, accompanied by
following a New York visit.

BUDDY ROGERS, BENN
STANCE CUMMINGS sail
mandie

LEVY

CON-

and

today on the NorRogers is accompanied

England.

for

by his manager, MAX SCHALL.
FISHER, impresario, also sails on

CLIFFORD
same

the

boat.

WILLIAM BOEHNEL. "World-Telegram" movie
and MRS. BOEHNEL sail today on the
Washington for England.

critic,

AL KINGSTON

"The

the

already

GALLIAN

KETTI
the

director to go
purchase of screenable

York from

at

is

Waldorf-Astoria

the

MANNIX

has

arrived

New

in

York

Hollywood.

WESLEY RUGGLES

MRS.

—Latest

New

in

Coast.

EDDIE
from

THE FILM DAILY

has arrived

Coast.

from

of

Warner

the

coast.

partment

com-

material is John BIystone, who is
under 20th Century-Fox contract.
BIystone recently acquired "Thorndyke Grown," novel by Melton Pontes, English author, and is negotiat-
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Reception for Center Staff Execs
G. Van Schmus, managing director of the Radio City Music Hall,
will
hold
an informal reception
at 5 P. M. today in the Music Hall
studio to introduce John Kenneth
Hyatt, managing director of the
Center, and Murray Martin, publicity director of the same house,
which goes on a film policy next
week. Details of the new policy will
be announced at the same time.

W.

Sells Philippine

Rights

Pictures,
Guaranteed
exclusive
foreign distributors for the current
series of Big Boy Williams westerns, has sold the Philippine territory to Universal.

CHIC SALE
from

days

is

for Lima,

Peru
Lima, Peru First Peruvian theater to have a ventilating system is
now under construction here for
American film interests. It will be
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MAE CLARKE arrives in New York within a
set to make personal
appearances through the Leo Morrison office.
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IRIS McKEW, wife of an English film executive, is in New York visiting Regina Crewe,
critic
of "The American."

WALTER McNALLY, RKO sales head
is
in New York.
P.
E.
AUSBAND of Atlanta has arrived
i

land,

New

week.

in

York.
special

representative

for

Spectrum Pictures, is back in New York after
three-month tour of the south.
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UNITED AIR LINES
"NIGHT-HAWK" leaves
NEW YORK at 12:30 a.m. (EST),
The

"Dr. Socrates" for Strand
Warners' "Dr. Socrates", with
Special Tax Session for Oregon
Paul Muni, goes into the New York
With object of enacting revenue Strand following "Special Agent",
measures, the Oregon legislature which is holding over for a second

on

Hollywood.

a modern 1,400-seater, costing about
$225,000.

in

few days from the Coast,

JOHN COSENTINO,
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urday following "Dark Angel."
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LESLIE HOWARD did not arrive yesterday
from abroad as reported. It was another Howard
on the Normandie.
Leslie arrives on a later

pleted for Joseph Simmonds and Sig
Neufeld of Hollywood to produce the
Tim McCoy westerns for the Puritan
Pictures program. McCoy, who has
been touring with the Ringling-Barnum & Bailey Circus, ends his season there early in October and will
leave immediately for Hollywood to
start work. Two of his features out
of the ten scheduled for Puritan,

Artists, opens at the Rivoli on Sat-

goes into special session Oct.

RICARDO
stars

Simmonds, Neufeld Set
On Tim McCoy Westerns

Del Ruth, whose

directorial

Coming and Going

Arrangements for coverage of the
Ethiopian situation were completed
by Jack Connolly, general manager
of Pathe News, who returned yesterday from abroad. A three-way deal
was effected by Connolly embracing
the Pathe outfits in England and
Italy, with Joe Isreals as contact
man. Pathe has three cameramen
now in Addis Ababa, as well as men
with the Italian Army.

Arrangements

Sept. 25, 1935

arrives Cleveland 3:12 a.m. Chicago 4:40 a.m. (CST). Also new
faster OVERNIGHT service to

CALIFORNIA.

MU

Ticket: 58 E. 42/td St.,
Hotels; Travel Bureaus;
Offices.

2-7300
Telegraph
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RKG CIRCUIT
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SET

ON 1935-36 FILMS

Jr.
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RKO

he thought the Society was not getting sufficient revenue from broad-

of

casters.

quarter.

Starr emphasized that Warners
did not want to break up the society
but wanted to go along with it if the
society would adjust matters that
Warners did not think were being
properly handled at present.

Allied Ass'n Leaders

Meeting Here Today
Allied leaders, congregated in New
York principally because of the
championship fight last night, today

meet informally with President
Sidney E. Samuelson at the Warwick
Hotel to discuss industry and organi-

will

zation matters.

At an informal meeting yesterday,
Richey, leaders
called by H. M.
agreed to promote the use of the
"American Picture Day", plan, a
giveaway proposition. Those in town
are Abram F. Myers, Al Steffes,
Fred Herrington, Arthur Howard,
Alex Schreiber and Aaron Saper-

circuit

1)

with Fox Met. assures the
of no opposition in that

RKO's lineup of pictures now inRadio Piccludes the entire
tures output of 48 features, WarnerFirst National's entire program of
52, 20th Century-Fox's 56; half of
the Universal lineup, 18, and 15 from
Republic.
A deal is pending with
GB for the additional 20 pictures,
and this is expected to be signed in
a few days.
The circuit also is in a stronger
position in its out-of-town situations,
said Swope, who is highly optimistic
over business prospects for the coming season.

RKO

• • • A VERY unique pressbook has been turned out on
one of the finest features any showman can use to please ALL
his patrons
in fact this feature is not new
it has been
helping to pile 'em into theaters all over the land for years
and is now going stronger than ever
we mean Comfortable Theater Chairs
more specifically the American
Seating Company product
.

•

.

• • SO THE advertising brains of
down and showed what they could do with

this organization
the pressbook idea
and they've turned out a clever
on their particular product
job..
the book is titled "No Bed of Roses," or "The Theater Man's Lament"
and the theme is contained in the
silent message to patrons that a good orchestra chair constantly
carries: "Be comfortable, relax
come again."
as their
artist has truthfully portrayed, w'th the help of some pungent
copy
you wouldn't hire a cranky-faced cashier, or a dopey,
incompetent usher
nor do you economize on pictures and
atmosphere
so you can't afford to economize on patron
comfort
it's one of the best examples of crisp, punchful
sales literature that has fallen athwart our desk in many a

sat

—

.

.

.

.

New

Film Consortium
Is Formed in France
(Continued from Page

1)

in French. An
film, "Lt. Ferry", is to be

and dubbed

Austrian

made

in

Pictures made by Sound
French.
City Films studio also will be exploited.
A modern studio is being
built for the C. C. C.

month

stein.

Nizer D d Business Abroad
Attorney Louis Nizer, who arrived
in New York yesterday on the Norand
British
mandie,
represented
American film companies in various
matters while abroad. He was guest
;

two weeks at the home of Anna
Sten in London. While at Lucerne,
Nizer, with Dr. Stephen S. W:'se and
Judge Mack of the Federal Court,
New York, represented America at
the International Jewish Congress.

•

•

•

THE HONOR

Classification Holds
fell to

Clem McCarthy, the celebrated

of being chosen to tell the
sports narrator for Pathe News
blow-by-blow story of the Baer-Louis fight at the Yankee
Stadium last nite
Mac's staccato delivery went out over
the air to the entire NBC network

for

He

also visited London, Paris,
sterdam and Brussels.

Am-

Flinn on Rogers Memorial
Hays has appointed John
C. Flinn, former executive secretary
of the Code Authority, as representative of the film industry on the
operations committee in connection
with the Will Rogers memorial fund
In order to devote his
campaign.
entire time to this activity, Flinn is
taking a leave of absence from his
executive duties at "Variety."

• • • WITH A noteworthy committee as sponsors
the Committee for the Advancement of the Screen has been
formed to promote public interest in and appreciation of the
finer productions
they start off with the enthusiastic endorsement of Warner's "A Midsummer Night's Dream"
and will in turn sponsor Metro's "Romeo and Juliet," Paramount's "Peter Ibbetson," and Warner's "Anthony Adverse" ....

Will H.

• • • AS A worthy example of what the independent prowe
ducer with a limited bankroll for advertising can do
call attention to the offset color printing job on Purtian Picture's "Give Them Action!" broadside, plugging the company's
product in a punchy manner that literally breathes Action
also worthy of mention is the eye-arresting cover on Victory
with
Pictures' Peter B. Kyne story, "Hot Off the Press"
the title spelt out in letters clipped from actual newspaper print
with the black-and-white print against a
a Smash
The Harvey Agency planned both
dark maroon background

Bank Night Spread in W. Penna.
Bank Nights and other giveaway
plans are making tremendous head-

pieces of literature

in the Western Pennsylvania
territory, said Fred Herrington, Allied leader, of Pittsburgh, in

•

way

New

all houses
double features, he

York yesterday. Virtually
are

now playing

stated.

Special Dates for "Shipmates"

Warner
Forever",
"Shipmates
musical with Dick Powell and Ruby
Keeler, will be pre-released for special key city dates, it was decided
yesterday following a preview for
home office executives. Each special
date will be given an extensive campaign.

•

•

Wage

scales

for

circuit

Up
Scales
theaters

other than the Loew and RKO houses
still remain unsettled and classification of various types of theaters is
still a stumbling block, it was said
yesterday by Joseph D. Basson. president of Local 306. Basson said he
expected that agreement might be
reached by the end of the week.

Up 15 Per Cent,
Says Aaron Saperstein

Chi. Biz.

Theater business in Chicago is between 15 and 20 per cent improved
as compared with this time last year,
said Aaron Saperstein, Allied chieftain in that city, while in New York
yesterday. Giveaway plans are rapidly spreading in the territory, he
stated.

RKO Closes
RKO has
New York

Distribution in China
signed a contract in

with Peacock Motion Pic-

ture Co. of Shanghai for distribution of RKO Radio's 1935-36 prodThe deal was conuct in China.

ON THE

dot for the Mickey Mouse Anniversary
Hal Home's publishing outfit comes to bat with the revamped "Mickey Mouse Magazine"
selling at a dime
and Hal's staff has not attempted to write down to the young
readers
assuming that the kids have as keen an appreciation of humor as grown-ups
(huh
they have more,
Hal)
the sole objective of the mag is to ENTERTAIN
without preachment or educational don't-do-this-dear-kiddies
twaddle
great idea
incidentally, the Seventh Anniversary for Mickey will be featured on two radio broadcasts on
Saturday
Bide Dudley will give his entire program to
Sir Michael
and the Cheerio program over NBC Saturday
morn will extoll the enormously popular mammal who became
famous by gnawing at your funny bone every time you see him.

«

New Union Wage

€4

«

» » »

summated by Percy N. Furber, vicepresident of Peacock, and Ned E.
Depinet, president of the RKO DisThis is the fourth
tributing Corp.
consecutive deal between the two

companies.

Chester Glenn to Raleigh, N. C.
Chester Glenn,
Ashevillc, N. C.
manager of the State theater, has
resigned to take over management
of the Wake theater in Raleigh,
N. C. Glenn supervised the building of the State here, for the C. L.
and W. Theaters Co. The house has
since been taken over by the PublixBamford Theaters.

—
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Hoot Gibson

Carey and

Harry

Jack Holt

in

71 mins.
RKO Radio
BANG-UP WESTERN STARRING FIVE
BIG WESTERN NAMES WILL WOW 'EM

EVERY THEATER.
This is the Last Word

in

with

Mona

Barrie,

Antonio Moreno, Gene

Lockhart, Grant Withers

Westerns, with
a swell action story that gets away from
the routine formula stuff a mile, and gives
you an hour's footage of suspense-thrills
cunningly with clever characterization
plot that weaves in and out

and

twisting

smash climax.
And the line-up of big names will simply
roothave the action fans young and old
ing their heads off. Harry Carey, Hoot Gibson, Bob Steele, Tom Tyler, Guinn Wiland for good measure, Sam Hardy,
liams
"Boots" Mallory, Buzz Barton, Wally Wales,
Art Mix, Buffalo Bill, Jr., Buddy Roosevelt,
Franklyn and William Farnum. How can it
punchy

of

situations

to

a

—

—

—

The action centers around Carey,
miss?
Gibson and Williams as the three pals who
come into the tough mining town in the
early days and clean out the crooked mayor
of the border town and his henchmen after
some tough sledding against heavy odds.
Tom Tyler given an impressive performance
as the bad gunfighter who later sides with
the boys and helps them clean up in the
final pitched battle, which is a corker.

»

»

—

Folies Bergere in Paris make this
a very exhilirating offering.
Lew
Buster West and Tom Patricola in
Lehr does the narration. Produced by
"Kiss the Bride"
Truman Talley. Edited by Lew Lehr,
-

(Tuxedo Comedy)

82 mins.

Universal

IN

in

SHORTS

«

"STORM OVER THE ANDES"

"POWDERSMOKE RANGE"

built
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TYPICAL JACK HOLT ACTION MELODRAMA NICELY GEARED FOR POPULAR

Educational

20 mins.

"Rodeo Days"
(Song and Comedy Hit Series)

Plenty Laffs

High jinks by the two cutups, Buster West and Tom Patricola, who are
thrown out of college and then
thrown out by their parents.
But

Educational
10 mins.
Lively Novelty
Good atmospheric number employ;ets him off at his best
the soldier of forBuster's father admits that he would ing some exciting rodeo shots for the
tune who is equally handy in fighting and
have supported him till he found a opener, and then into the studio busiin courting the ladies
this yarn is pretty
job if he had been married. So they ness, with songs featured by Frank
frame it for Patricola to pose as the Luther, Niela Goodelle, the Range
well made to order for the Holt fans and
blushing bride. The fun comes with Ramblers and the Eight Serenaders.
for others who like the action thrills provided by battles in the air. After a scrap the visits of the old man to the home The western atmosphere is well hanwith Grant Withers over his girl, Holt flies of the "happy" couple, with Patri- dled, with just enough plot struccolo
squawking at playing the ture with a wedding and the bad man
off to war between a couple of South Amcr
femme. But he gets a break when and the sheriff pepping up the backican republics and makes a hero of himBuster's sister visits them with her ground to put over some catchy westself by his daring achievements in the air.
But he runs into more romantic trouble chum, and the sisters starts to nurse ern tunes. Produced by Al Christie.
It's a Directed by William Watson.
when he pays attentions to the wife of An- him while he feigns illness.
lively comic number, with plenty of
tonio Moreno, whose life he saved and with
whom he makes some coups against the action and some clever gagging. Nice
"Morocco Mirage"
enemy.
Then Holt does the gentlemanly cast with Doris Eaton, Claire McQuillen, Earle Gilbert and Billy Fay.
exit, leaving Moreno and his wife, Mona
(Along the Road to Romance)
Barrie,
their
to
reconciliation.
There is Produced by Al Christie. Story by 20th Century-Fox
9 mins.
William Watson and Arthur Jarrett.
very enjoyable comedy work by Gene Lock3USINESS.

With Jack Holt

in

the kind of role that

—

—

Novelty
newsreel camera
Cast: Harry Carey, Hoot Gibson, Bob Cabanne's
staff which pictures
direction registers a number of
"Night Life of Europe"
Steele, Tom Tyler, Guinn Williams, "Boots"
delightfully the lure of the East with
good thrills.
Mallory, Ray Mayer, Sam Hardy, Adrian Mor(Adventures of a News Cameraman) scenes of Morocco, the wild tribesCast: Jack Holt, Mona Barrie, Antonio
ris,
Buzz Barton, Wally Wales, Art Mix,
10 mins. men, and their horsemanship at a
Moreno, Gene Lockhart, Grant Withers, Fox
Buffalo Bill, Jr., Buddy Roosevelt, Franklyn
gathering of the hill tribes in the
Barry Norton, George Lewis, Juanita GarVery Good
Farnum, William Desmond, William Farnum,
ancient city.
The interior of an
fias, Alma Real, Lucio Villegas.
Nice diversity of shots from the ancient fortress shows the intimate
Ethan Laidlaw, Frank Rice, Eddie Dunn, IrvProducer, Maurice Pivar; Director, Christy capitals
ing Bacon, Barney Furey, Henry Rocquemcre.
of Europe, showing the life of the harem, with the wives of
Cabanne; Authors, Eliot Gibbons, Laclede
The
Producer, Cliff Reid; Director, Wallace
night life in Berlin, Paris, Budapest, the sheik appearing unveiled.
Christy;
Screenplay,
Al
DeMcnd,
Frank
atmospheric charm "of the picture is
MacDonald;
Fox;
Author, William
Colt
etc.
The
camera
work
is
exceptionEve Greene; Cameraman, Henry
a real novelty. Edited by Lew Lehr.
Screenplay, Adele Buffington; Editor, James Wead,
Forbes; Editor, Maurice E. Wright.
ally good, and the various specialty Produced by Truman Talley.
NarMorley; Cameraman, Harold Wenstrcm.
Direction, Good Photography, Good.
dancing numbers
especially the rated by Ed Thorgersen.
Direction, Fine Photography, The Best.
hart,

as

members

well

as

of the

able work by the other
surrounding cast.
Christy

Photographed by George Webber.

Some special
work by the Fox

—

San Antonio Items
San Antonio

— Manager

Floore of the Empire,

is

John T.
on vaca-

tion.

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lichtig (He's a
Hollywood motion picture distributor) are spending sevgxal weeks here
as the guests of J. J. Jiminez of the
Latin-American Film Exchange.
Lauri Newcombe is back in the
box-office of the Palace after a two-

week vacation.
Glanced
Street

along

recently:

North
Marion

Soledad
Johnson,

Edward Cope, Dale Luckie, Gustaz
Raetsch, Norman Schwartz, Lawrence Miller, Rafael Calderon, Harry
Sachs, William J. Lytle,

Elmer R.

Florida Briefs
Miami

— Manager Jack Fink of the

Capitol is now letting Sunday night
audiences remain for a preview of
the next attraction.
F. L. Alig Jr. has bought the Bunnell Theater, Bunnell, from Mr. and
Mrs. R. S. Robbins. Robbins returns
to the U. S. Navy.
For the first time in several years
the town of Graceville will have a
theater.
J. J. Jones and Clarence
Manley are sponsoring it.
Opening of the newly remodeled
Ritz in Mariana was attended by R.
E. Martin of Columbus, Ga., Rufus
A. Davis of Dothan, Ala., and A. E.
Adams, Columbus, all officials of the

Martin-Davis

Seffel.

Interest

is

keen in the annual Al-

Theater Owners of Texas convention to be held here late this fall.

is

manager

circuit. J.

A. Bivings

of the house.

Salt

Lake City Squibs

Lake City

Kansas City Items

— Local

Council of
Women has been instrumental in
having the city commission close the
Salt

"Derby Show" marathon at a

local

arena.

Moroni Olsen, Utah actor now
films,

visited

his

in

parents here last

week.

Ed Kennedy, Sheffield manager, is
headed for a tour of the Idaho territory.

Pacific
Seattle

Northwest Notes

— Gene

Maxwell has suc-

ceeded Art Warner as manager of
the Colonial in Grandview. Warner
has entered the government service.
Frances Farmer, former Seattle
usherette, has been signed by Paramount studios after a screen test.
Phyllis Lovell, formerly with GB,
is in Spokane with Associated Pictures of Hollywood assisting with
tests of local talent, which will be
used in a film about Spokane.

the locale of the 1936 Allied convention.
The date and place will be
selected by the exhibitor organization's board of directors when it
holds its annual meeting in January,
at which time it will also elect officers for the ensuing year.

Twin Boston Opening for "Melody"
Boston
"Broadway Melody" is

—

having a day and date opening in
both Loew's State and Orpheum Friday.

wealth Amusement Corp. last week,
C. A. Schultz, general manager, and
0. K. Mason, treasurer, discussed
plans for the Commonwealth TheCash
aters Fall Business Drive.
prizes are being offered the managers showing the greatest increase in
the period from Sept. 29 to Dec. 28.
Sam Abhend of Exhibitor's Film
Delivery Service is motoring to New
York to attend the Louis-Baer fight,
taking with him W. E. Bernfield of

Bill Heineman, Universal district
manager, visited the local office last
week to confer with Manager Jack
Rue, who has now left on an Idaho United Artists, George Harpman,
North K. C. exhib, and Frank Cassil,
trek.
Recent exhib visitors here included exhib in St. Joseph.
"Top Hat" at the Mainstreet and
C. M. Pace, H. G. Jorgensen, Joe
"Steamboat 'Round The Bend" at
Kohler.

lied

Washington May Get Allied Meet
Washington is being considered as

—

Kansas City At the annual meeting of managers of the Common-

New
New

Orleans Notes

the Uptown close after three-week
runs.

—

Orleans Jones and Gremellion are planning to open a house
at Harrisburg, La.
A. J. Tilighman, Jr., will run the
Coffeyville theater at
Coffeyville,
Miss.

"She Married Her Boss" is standing them up at the Orpheum.
Republic Pictures and the St.
Charles theater have negotiated a
deal here where that house will become the first-run outlet for Republic product.
Deal is said to be for
all the company's product.

Nelson Eddy for Concert Tour
Nelson Eddy on Oct. 17 begins
a

of

series

concert

appearances

which takes him to nearly 50 cities
in the United States and Canada.

He opens

at El Centro, Cal.

Offering Film Rights to Novel

William Morris Agency

is

repre-

senting Moss Hart in the motion
picture sale of Hart's dramatization
of "The Mauritzius Case," the Jacob

Wasserman

novel.

i

|

i

THE SINGING ROMANTIC
FIND OF THE YEAR

5

NINO MARTIN

THE MUSICAL
A new

ROMANCE THAT BRINGS

star flashes!

A new

romantic personality

enthralls the nation's millions.

power and beauty storms

>/

Will cause a reign as

A voice

of immortal

READ!

their emotions.

golden at the box-office as Grace Moore's

'One Night of Love'."

—Hollywood

Reporter

$&&m %$*m&&,*$mi
i

'Martini's vocal

ability

seldom

if

!

ever equalled on the

screen. Will knock audiences silly!"

Variety Daily

"Martini's singing will surpass anything the
studios

'Nino Martini

won an

have given us yet!"_ Los

ovation. There

a thunderous salute, loud bravos."

were

^^ ^^

bursts of applause,

— Hollywood

Citizen

News
KR^Sr

!

NEW GLORY I®|WE*SCREEN

>

.'

f*>

A JESSE

PRODUCTION

LASKY

L.

NINO MARTINI
GENEVIEVE

ANITA

TOBIN

LOUISE

MARIA GAMBARELLI
Mme.

Ernestine

SCHUMANN-HEINK
REGINALD DENNY
ESCUDERO

VICENTE
by Alfred

Directed

Ernest
story

Pascal

by

E.

Green.

Screen

play

by

and Arthur Richman. Original
Pascal and Sonya Levien.

Ernest

FOX

PICTURE

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

OPEN YOUR DOORS
TO OPPORTUNITY!
Showmen! You have a new money-name! Hailed
in

radio

.*MM
.

.

.

"HERE'S TO
audiences

hailed in opera

•

.

•

ROMANCE" sweeps

off

their

feet with

Nino Martini

in

motion picture

the greatest tenor

voice since Caruso. Preview crowds thundered their
fijfc*

1st?-

enthusiasm.

And

so will yours! Here

is

a box-office
V«S

picture

whose

WELCOME

profit possibilities are limitless!

THIS

.AND SAY

IT

NEW PERSONALITY
WITH SHOWMANSHIP!

THE KEYSTONE OF

YOUR FUTURE
3 rinteil

in

U.

S.

A.

DAILV
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PRESSURE BY GOV'T
SEEN

New

IN ST. LOUIS SUIT
{Continued from Page

abandoning

England 60-75 Per Cent on Giveaways

Between 60 and 75 per cent of all houses in New England are now using giveaways
according to Arthur Howard, executive secretary of the Independent Theater Owners
at Boston, who is in New York.
Giveaway plans are particularly spreading in the
smaller communities, he said yesterday.
In an effort to meet competition afforded by
horse and dog racing tracks, exhibitors are turning more and more to giveaways,
stated Howard.

1)

plan for a special

its

hree-judge court in anticipation that
Judge Moore will not allow defendants to further delay the trial. It
possible that defense attorneys
|S
jnay raise the question of whether
the Depax-tment of Justice is not
closely approaching the point of endeavoring to intimidate or coerce the

Foreign Flashes
—A film festival

The Hague

Pittsburgh Briefs

be held here on the 40th anniversary
of the discovery of movies.

—First

Paris

big feature in Techmade by Alex-

nicolor here will be

Federal bench. Such pressure may be andre Kowa.
interpreted as a step toward the exeLondon Union Cinemas, by recent
:utive branch of the government die- additions, has increased its circuit
bench
to
the
Federal
as
ting to
to 100.
vhen and for what reasons it can
Paris Before going to Hollywood,
jrant postponements in trials in Anatole Litvak will make "Mayervhich the government is interested.
ling" with Charles Boyer, who also
Trial of the indictment charge is goes back to Hollywood in about a
set for Sept. 30, with the equity case
month.
:oming up Oct. 1. A prior effort to
London
Concordia Pictures has
bring in an out-of-town judge to
formed, with "The Robber Symspeed up the equity trial failed.
phony" in work as its first produc-

—

—

—

tion.

U. S. Films Maintain

Hold

in

Argentina

Despite the efforts of European
Droducers to improve their position

Argentina, American films have
maintained their dominant position
n that country, according to a resort to the Commerce Department
:rom Assistant Trade Commissioner
The av[). G. Clark, Buenos Aires.
erage Argentinian, he points out,
has become accustomed to the type
if film produced in the United States
!ind as a consequence he very often
inds the European importation lackng in one element or another. The
lomestic industry has also attempted to cater to the local demand and a
number of locally-produced feature
in

pictures have been exhibited.
It is estimated that at present
there are approximately 1,300 theaters operating in Argentina, the
largest number being in and around
Buenos Aires.

Warner Funded Debt Cut
20 Million in Four Years
Funded debt
been

reduced

of

Warner

Bros, has

by $20,000,000

since

and now

totals $85,212,000 compared with $105,000,000 in the peak
year, it is shown in a Wall St. Journal recapitulation.
Commenting on the company's outlook, the financial paper sees possible big benefits accruing from the
impending Sunday shows in Pennsylvania.
1930,

Postpone Hearing on RKO Claims
Hearing on exceptions filed by the

RKO

trustee to the recommendations of Special Master Thomas D.

—

Paris Theater Potiniere has been
turned into a movie, opening with

two Warner

Rome

—The

will direct.

—Taxes collected by the gov-

Plans Mexico Circuit
a circuit of 10 houses in
Mexican cities is being
by Emilio Azcarrarga, who is
now building a 3,500-seater in Mexico
City.
He operates a broadcasting station in the Mexican Capital.

planned

—

Louis Weiner,

who

recently joined the Morse & Rothenberg Circuit in Boston, will manage their newly acquired Pitt here.
Moe Goldman, who opened the house,

goes to New York next week.
Pete Alderman of the Hollywood
Advertising Co. is in town on busi-

Manager John Malony of the Mis now a Kentucky

G-M exchange
colonel.

foreign

films

in

the

first

attending the Baer-Louis fight.
Tom Whyte resigned as general
manager of Warner theaters in
Sharon. He was succeeded by L. B.
Cool, formerly with Mott Shea.
Mrs. John H. Harris, wife of the

going to Los Angeles
Saturday for a month's stay with
her parents. She will be accompanied
by Mrs. Joe E. Brown, who was a
Harris guest for a week.
Bill Zeiler is in charge of the
Harris-Alvin while Ken Hohl has
been named publicity man during
General Director George Tyson's absence on the road managing "Miss
circuit chief,

—

—

new one, the
Mackinaw City.
a

Louis Squibs

THE SIGN
We know a theatre owner (name
who was convinced
he couldn't make money, so
on

request)

much so that he offered the house

A buyer turned up who

for sale.

knew he could make the
show a profit, by putting

said he

place

in

RCA

Photophone High
Sound. This made the

Fidelity

exhibitor think that

six

months of this year, 40 were for
American pictures.
Detroit Doings
Paris Les Films E. F., new conDetroit William Schulte, circuit
cern, will produce "Charley's Aunt" owner, has begun construction of a
with Oily Flint, English actress, in new house at Nine Mile and Van
French dialogue. First production Dyke Roads in Van Dyke. A former
of the new British-Franco-Film will bank will be converted.
be "Rose," in French and English
Another new house seating 250 is
versions.
being erected at Manchester by H. A.
Widmayer, while G. Silver has built
St.

TOOK DOWN

John H. Harris and Harry Kalmine were among local film execs

—

to

He

ness.

ernment from cinemas in the first
six months of 1935 totaled $3,343,America of 1935."
626, a decrease of over a million
Judge Isadore Frey and David
year.
from the same period last
Bernstein of Loew's in town on busPrague Out of 82 visas granted iness.

Silver

Theater, in

Business of small theaters in MichSol Bank, Dave Litvag, igan rural districts has picked up,
St. Louis
Joe Litvag and Dorothy Bank have according to reports reaching Dow
incorporated the Fulton Theater Co. Thompson, assistant general manwith $25,000 capital to operate mo- ager of Allied Theaters of Mich.
vie theaters.
Independent Theater Owners, Inc.,
Colleen Moore's Doll House, after is expected to file an answer this
raising $9,204.55 for charity here, week to the charges of Film Truck
has moved on to Boston.
Service, which asks $50,000 damages.
L. H. Barker has taken over and
Contract for alterations and additions to the New Lyric Theater has reopened the Gem, Williamstown,
been awarded to McGuinness & Max- formerly owned by Albert Bowers.
The Hippodrome, west side house,
well.
House is owned by P. F. and
has been renamed the Rogers, in
M. O. Musser.
Fred Wehrenberg, M.P.T.O. prexy, honor of Will Rogers. Earlier plans
estimates that theaters will save were to name it the Louis, for Joe

Louis.
a year as a result of
over efforts of local
boost ad rates.
RCA Receipts Increasing
sponsored by the opUpturn in receipts of National
erators' union, Local 143, at the Broadcasting Co., whose earnings are
Merry Widow Theater, to acquaint estimated as 12 per cent ahead of
the public with the fact that the last year, and better results from
house had signed with the union af- RKO, in which it also holds a big
ter a long fight, elicited protests interest, will probably enable RCA
from exhibitors headed by Fred to cover the $5 dividend on its Class
Wehrenberg, who called the shows B stocks this year, according to a
unfair competition.
Dow-Jones summary.

maybe

what the Photophone salesman
had been

him was

telling

true.

So he placed an order with

knowing

that if

sell later,

he could add to the

installation

was made

in

and from that day the

jiffy,

commenced

theatre
profit.

of his equity

Photophone equipment.

The
a

us,

he wanted to

sale price the value

in the

—

Thacher on the Rockefeller and Hob- about $30,000
their victory
litzelle claims has been postponed
newspapers to
to Oct. 14.
Free shows

Plans for
the
larger

films.

government has conceded a subsidy of $100,000 for making a picture on the Life of Leonardo Da Vinci.
Marco de Gastyne
Paris

Pittsburgh

will

For

sale?

to

show

a

NO!

•

•

Photophone builds customer satisfaction, and
thereby increases box office
receipts. Case after case
proves

;

this.

PHOTOPHONE

RCA MANUFACTURING

CAMDEN
A Radio

•

CO., INC.
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Corporation of America Subsidiary
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SAYPLAYDATESNOTIN

A

LITTLE from "LOTS"

INTRASTATE CONTROL
(Continued from Page 1)

of the law, also charge that it
infringes upon the Federal copyright
laws and also property rights providel by state and Federal constituity

tions.

Harry E. Huffman Defends
Giveaways as Stimulants

Wednesday,

FOR PATENT HEARING

signing players for the supporting cast of Eddie Cantor's "Shoot
the Chutes" with the engagement of
Helen Lowell. The musical goes before the cameras this week under
the direction or Norman Taurog. It
will
be released through United
Artists.

Jack Kirkland will write addition-

Gene Lockhart and Nana Bryant
T
for
Patsy Kelly's first feature-length have been signed by Columbia
Dostoievsky's "Crime and Punishre- starring role under the new contract
ment," under the direction of Josef
quired to keep the public theater- she has signed with Hal Roach will
minded.
Huffman likens the give- be "Kelly the Second," going in work von Sternberg. Edward Arnold and
Peter Lorre have the male leads,
aways in theaters to bargain days late in November.
supported by Tala Birell, Marian
in stores, stating that these sales
Marsh, Robert Allen, Douglas Dum"are no evidence of a terrific ecoCharles Bickford, who was bitten brille,
Campbell,
Patrick
Mrs.
nomical war but merely aggressive in the neck by a lion while on the
Arthur and Rafaela Ottiano.
merchants trying to liven up busi- set this week, is recovering satis- Johnny
It is a P. B. Schulberg production.
He also points out that, exall

TV

ness."
cept for one or two small subsequent
run theaters, there is no double-featuring here.
Huffman's giveaway of a car weekGively is now in its 72nd week.
aways of a $16,000 house is for a
short period only, he says.

factorily.

T

Claire
fluenza.

Trevor

T
is

laid

up by

in-

t
T
Charlie Ruggles has been assigned
the comedy role of Public Enemy
No. 13 in Paramount's screen production of "Anything Goes."
He
will join a cast which includes Bing
Crosby, Ethel Merman, Grace Brad-

—

BIG,

NEWS^2jSBrr>

fffi
1 ^uT/->
—

1)

now examining the books of 20th
Century-Fox. All major companies
are being requested to furnish data
on the amount of royalties paid on
recording apparatus since the incepare

tion of sound, the cost of recording

apparatus equipment, and the cost
of upkeep of the apparatus. Major
companies operating theaters are be-

ing requested to supply data on the
cost of sound reproduction machines,
service, parts and repairs and reKen Maynard's third Columbia placements. This will be the first
production, "The Twain Shall Meet," time such data has been compiled.
is in production, being directed by
ScreenSpencer Gordon Bennett.
play is by Nate Gatzert from a story Poor Lighting in Prints
by Charles Francis Royal.

Brings Exhib Protest

T

Clarence Brown, M-G-M director,
Lottery Trial Postponed
is constructing a hangar and model
aviation field on his new ranch at
Judge Bridges of the Magistrates'
Court, Stapleton, S. I., yesterday ley, George Barbier and Frank Mor- Calabassas in order that he may fly
postponed until Oct. 15 trial of lot- gan. Lewis Milestone has been as- his own plane to and from work. At
tery cases brought against four signed to direct, from the play by P. the studio end he will utilize a landHouses in- G. Wodehouse, Howard Lindsay and ing field in Inglewood which abuts
Staten Island theaters.
volved are the Ritz, St. George, Russell Crouse, and music by Cole on the studio's back lot.
Paramount and Star. Postponement Porter.
T
V
Howard J. Green's recent public
was ordered to await decision of
»
T
T
Special Sessions on a similar case in
Wallace Ford has been signed by deploring of the lack of opportunity
New York.
RKO Radio for the leading role in for the development of embryo
"It Happened in Hollywood," which screen writers, has resulted in the
went before the cameras this week Columbia scenarist being flooded
Pittsburgh First-Runs
Reid with letters in which the writers
Pittsburgh A new high in first- under the supervision of Cliff
urge Green to help establish a school
run movie houses here will be reach- and the direction of Christy Ca- on the subject.
are Moled tomorrow when the Fulton and banne. Already in the cast
Edward
T
V
the Pitt reopen for the season bring- ly Lamont, Phyllis Brooks,
John Miljan has been cast for a
Erik
Jennings,
Maxine
ing the number to eight. Others are Burns,
featured role in Principal Pictures'
the Art Cinema, Penn, Stanley, War- Rhodes and Addison Randall.
"The Calling of Dan Matthews."
T
T
ner, Alvin and Nixon.
Vincent Lawrence will adapt "Hon- The film, which stars Richard Arlen
ors Are Even," by Roi Cooper Me- and will be directed by Phil Rosen,
Regina Crewe on Air for "Dream" grue, which Charles R. Rogers will is Miljan's fourth within the past
A discussion of "A Midsummer produce for Paramount with Carole two months.
T
Night's Dream," Warner production, Lombard and Fred MacMurray coDoris Malloy has been assigned
will be broadcast over WINS this starred.
to write and adapt a story from
afternoon at 3:45 by Regina Crewe,
T
T
film editor of hte New York "AmerRKO Radio has purchased still an- Houston Branch's novel, "Yellowican."
Ian Hunter of the cast will other story for Gene Raymond, now stone," which will star John King,
be her guest star.
before the camera in George M. Universal's new radio star.
Cohan's "Seven Keys to Baldpate."
It is "Love on a Bet," an original by
Kenneth Earl and will be directed by Turnout for Quigley Fete
Leigh Jason under the supervision
Many of the industry's leading figof Lee Marcus.
ures will be present today at Jack
T
T
Dempsey's Restaurant for the Ampa
Exercising its option on the serluncheon in honor of Martin Quigvices of Victor Jory, Columbia has
ley's 20th anniversary as a publisher.
re-signed him to a long-term conThe speakers will include Will H.
tract.
Hays, Terry Ramsaye, M. H. AylesAS SEEN BY
1
T
T
worth, Howard Dietz, Gordon White,
THE PRESS
1
v"»lr 1
Florence Fair is the most recent and Al Lichtman as master of cere™
AGENT
addition to the cast of "Hard Luck
Dame," which is in production at
"The stage crew of 'Metropolitan'
First National with Bette Davis and
presented Director Richard Boleslawski
Irene Lee with Agency
Franchot Tone in the leading roles.
with a meerschaum pipe, together with
a tiny clay pipe for his infant son born
Laird Doyle is the author of both
Irene Lee, formerly with Warners
the day the film was finished."
DAVE
the original story and the screen- on the coast, has been appointed
EPSTEIN.
play of "Hard Luck Dame." Alfred New York associate of the SmallE. Green is directing.
Landau agency.
•

(Continued from Page

continuity for "Sutter's Gold," for the coast Monday under
agreeUniversal picture for which Gene ment between David Garrison
BerJames ger, special counsel to the commitFowler wrote the script.
Cruze and Edmund Grainger are at tee, and Thacher that he would
apSacramento, looking for locations and pear before the committee when
reconsulting with H. C. Peterson, quested.
curator of "Sutter's Fort," on orThe committee's accountants have
iginal properties for the picture.
completed their investigation of the
T
T
V
books of Columbia and Warners and
al

(Continued from Page 1)

enough outstanding product for
the houses and other means are

GALL LICHTMAN, GOHN

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
CAMUEL GOLDWYN has started

Sept. 25, 1935

(Continued from Page

1)

ident Fred
protests to

Wehrenberg, has sent
all sales managers in
New York and all exchange managers here, urging an improvement
in print quality.
Elimination of oil
dirt from prints also is urged.

and

Film Baer-Louis Fight
truck loads of sound equipment furnished by Motion Picture
Camera Supply Co. was transported
to the Yankee Stadium yesterday

Two

for

the

filming

of

Baer-Louis

the

by the Super Sports Producheaded by Jack Dietz. Five
cameramen, including Frank Zucker,

fight
tions,

Burgi Contner, Irving Browning,
Carl Berger and Jack Reiger did
the camera work.
J.

4 Radio Studios Going
West Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood

—Four

Up

on Coast

FILM DAILY

new

broadcast-

ing studios, designed to repel fire and
earthquake shocks, are nearing completion at the new NBC building.
Increased studio space is due to
fast-growing employment of picture
players on the air.

•

FLAGSHIP..

PAID

ADMISSIONS
LAST WEEK

231,897

First run

Broadway houses

Better than

went

"MORE THAN A HOLDOVER.
FOR ANY EXHIBITOR Howard

S.

.

.

to the

IT'S

Cullman,

50%

Roxy

A PUSHOVER

Trustee.

Rox Y

ROBERT DONAT MADELEINE CARROLI
•

THE 39 STEPS
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock

•

Physical Distribution

•

Fox Exchanges

•

Canada, Regal

//

Films, Ltd.

TOPS

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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More Film Executives Called

TEN CENTS

26, 1935

to Testify

on Patents

DUALS BOOSTING 1935-36 OUTPUT TO 850 FILMS

New Fan
&

street

Publication to

Smith Magazine

Magazine",

Action

$11 Sponsored Premiere for "Dream"

new

treet & Smith publication, will be
evoted to novelized motion picture
tories and will aid in publicizing
le pictures through nationwide dealI tieups with local theaters for speial stunts and use of display cards,
'he first issue will go on sale by
John E. Nanovic is editor
•ct. 9.
is

The

first

issue will feature a nov-

(Continued on Page 14)

rHREE CIRCUIT DEALS

CLOSED BY COLUMBIA

Exchange Workers

its

Move

to Prevent

Distributors from Quitting

Mexico

—

Mexico City Intention of American distributing companies to withdraw from Mexico in protest against
the high government taxes may be
stumped by a move on the part of
employees, including salesmen, film
inspectors and shipping clerks, to go
on strike tomorrow night. Under the

Mexican labor law, distributors candischarge workers during a

and if the walkout of employees goes against the companies
the latter will be liable for wages
during the term of the strike.
Meanwhile Mexican exhibitors are
reported getting together into circuits for the outright cash purchase
of films in the U. S. The pictures,
after having their runs in Mexico
City, would be sold to other locali-

Agency

for Testing

New

Talent

1

ner.

British

Get

Movie Producers

Shakespeare-Conscious

—Aroused

by the fuss beng made in America over the filming of Shakespearean plays by Holywood, British film producers have
London

lecided

a

give

to

little

to

He says he will make "Twelfth
%ht" and "The Tempest" in alltion.

Snglish

Hollywood, Says Edward Small

of THE FILM DAILY
Establishment of a
Hollywood
central agency to discover and test
new screen talent from among Hollywood's extras and bit players is

—

the biggest need of the film industry at present, according to Edward
Small, production chief of Reliance
Pictures, United Artists unit.
Studios have talent scouts in cities

ALL NRA ACTIVITIES
By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington One of the hardest

throughout the world, but none right
here in Hollywood where dozens of

knocks against the NRA since Congress adjourned was delivered yesterday when Senator William H.
King, Utah Democrat, launched a
move to stop work on the histories
of the movie and other codes "by
removal from their jobs of 3,000
(Continued on Page 14)

May Add

struggling for Center Theater
If the proStage Attractions Later
ducers would provide some system
Although the new opening policy
whereby these ambitious persons
could be tested and the tests shown calls for straight films, the Center
to all producers, at least a hundred Theater may later add some form
of stage presentation, it was indi(.Continued on Page 8)
cated by John Kenneth Hyatt, managing director of the Rockefeller
Center house, at a reception given
in the Radio City Music Hall studio yesterday by W. G. Van Schmus,
managing director of the Music Hall,
potential

stars

are

recognition, says Small.

Subpoena More Film Officials
For Testimony on Patents Pool

(Continued on Page 8)

style.

Pittsburgh

30

newsreels.

—The

Fulton Theater

minutes

of

its

Robert Rubin and Leopold tigating patent pools, it was learned
J.
The committee has reFriedman, general counsel for M-G- yesterday.
and Loew's respectively, have quested that Sidney R. Kent, presiagreed to accept service by tomor- dent of 20th Century-Fox, return
row of a subpoena requiring Nicholas from Europe by Oct. 15 so that he
M. Schenck, president of M-G-M and may appear at public hearings here.
Louis Nizer, secretary of the Film
Loew's, to appear before the Siro(Continued on Page 8)
vich Congressional committee inves-

M

Tripling Newsreels
giving

in

West Coast Bureau

attention

their leading native
Iramatist. Basil Dean is the first to
mnounce definite plans in this direc-

hemselves

Needed

WOULD END

SEN. KING

—

ties.

6

Central

With their own or affiliated circuits now more and more using the
policy, the exhibitors declared, major
(Continued on Page 8)

strike,

1935-

program have been signed by Coumbia with the E. M. Loew Circuit
New England, the St. Louis
Imusement Co. in the St. Louis terftory,
and the Balaban & Katz
ffoup in Chicago, it is announced by
Lbe Montague, general sales man-

of pictures produced owing
powerful spread of double feature bills, with estimates of 193536 feature releases running as high

as 850.

not
Deals for the playing of

Double-Billing
Exhibitor leaders in New York
yesterday forecast a record-breaking
year ahead from the standpoint of

number

associate edi-

)r.

See Increased Production
as a Result of Heavier

to the

nd Robert Sidman, formerly with
lolumbia Pictures,

Merchandising Films

in

Premiere of "A Midsummer Nighfs Dream" at the Hollywood Theater on Broadway,
Oct. 9, with the performance sponsored by the English Speaking Union of New York,
will be at £11
a ticket, it was stated yesterday by Harry M. Warner, president of
Warner Bros. This is the first screen offering to be sponsored by the English Speaking
Union, whose branches in other cities also will get behind the picture.
The simultaneous London premiere has a heavy advance sale at £5 top, according
to a cable yesterday from Sam E. Morris, Warner vice-president.

Will Exploit Current Pictures
"Movie

Aid

is

program

now
to

100%

First-Run Holdovers

RKO's "Top
one of

every

Hat"
its

has

first

held

140

over in
key city
gone

first-runs to date.
One run has
five weeks, six went four and 17

three weeks.

went

.
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LEE MARCUS, RKO producer, returned to Hollywood by plane yesterday following a visit with
.i.s
mother in New York.
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"Melody," "Broadcast" Hold Over
M-G-M's "Broadway Melody of
1936" is being held over for a second week at the Capitol, with present indications that it will remain
for a third.
At the Paramount, "Big Broadcast of 1936" starts its third and
final week tomorrow.

Neal Astrin a Father
Neal Astrin of the Warner home
playdate department is the
office
The
father of a six pound girl.
baby will be named Audrey Louise.

Oct.

York

to-

appear

Spanish,

Italian.

Wud

Amusement

Publicists,

Oct.

21-24:

man Park

S.

S.

Hotel

33

W.

«0lh

ST

NEW YORK

CITY

MOOD^TYPE OF
BEND

PICTURE

KOR OUR CATALOG

Pittsburgh.

Boston-to-New York trip.
Independent Theater Owners of

Arcadia,

Hotel

Deshler-

RECOGNIZED'

STANDARD

REFERENCE
BOOK
QUOTED:

Deletions have been comparatively

The censor

costs.

When this plan is effected, accord- board reports most films are so clean
ing to Flavin, authors will be paid that little censorship is necessary.
on a percentage arrangement. Possibilities of increased revenue then
will encourage playwrights to write Michigan Circuit to
directly for the screen, he declared.
Houses Within
Flavin has a play, "Achilles Had
a Heel", in rehearsal at the present
Increase in the Michigan circuit
time, with plans for opening it at of Alex Schreiber, Harold Smilay
the 44th St. theater next month. He and William London to 10 houses beis also the author of "Tapestry in
fore the end of 1936 is planned, said
Gray", which B. P. Schulberg is do- Schreiber in New York yesterday
ing this season, with Marion Gering before leaving last night on his redirecting.
turn to Detroit. The group now operates four theaters in Detroit, one
in Flint and is reopening a house
Angel" Holds
soon at Three Rivers. At Albion,
In 10
of 12 Openings Mich., a 900-seat theater is being
Samuel Goldwyn's "Dark Angel", remodeled, preliminary to opening.
United Artists release, has been held
over in 10 out of the first 12 firstis Golf Host
run openings. Situations in which
its run was extended to date include
Adolph Zukor played host yesterNew York, Chicago, Omaha, Phila- terday to most of the Paramount
delphia, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, executives at his New City golf
and others.
course.
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Richmond Receipts of the state
motios picture censorship office in the
past two months exceeded the same
period last year by more than $650,
according to Edwin S. Reid, director.
Opening of several new theaters and
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Flavin Says Hollywood
Va. Censor Receipts Up;
Developing Own Scribes
Deletions Almost Nil
Taking issue with the general
opinion that film producers will increase their backing of Broadway
shows, Martin Flavin, playwright
and screen author, believes that Hollywood will eventually develop its
own stories through training of authors to write directly for pictures.
This trend, he said yesterday in
New York, will eliminate necessity of
relying upon the theater for material and incidentally reduce story
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restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.
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ORCHIDS FOR

BROADWAY
Yd 936
N. Y. Daily Mirror
"Top-notch musical. Knockout,

N. Y. Daily
sure-fire,

The dazzling
generous number of new

ticket-selling entertainment.

feature

people

is
it

the
brings before the camera. Each

gives a great

show."

"Recaptures the entrancing spirit of the
new star
'Broadway Melody'.

"A show to bring joy to an, group of
paying guests. Metro registers triumph.
Creates a new star in Eleanor Powell.
1936 a memorable year for its 'Broadway
Melody'."

A

original

up the screen when film introduces
a bright new face and the twinklingest
pair of dancing feet that has been seen
lights

on the
N. Y. American

News

screen since Fred Astaire

first appearance.
Eleanor Powell.

made

They both belong to
The whole production

N. Y. Herald-Tribune

"A lively and entertaining screen

N. Y. Times

"Handsome, sprightly, entertaining song
and dance show. Dazzling dancing by

N. Y. Post

An

timate, joyous musical

P. S.

comedy abandon.

And

:

"Has enough
its

N. Y. Sun
"Rousing good musical. Eleanor Poweli
star material. Capitol Theatre audiences
watched her take her place confidently
among the screen's dancing stars."

musical.

Eleanor Powell emerges as a definitely
likeable and gay screen personage."

Eleanor Powell, a likeable girl.
attractive screen personality. Picture captures in-

every superlative in the book."

his

mounted."

lavishly

N. Y. Evening Journal
"Add it all up and it spells gorgeous entertainment. Everyone who had anything
to do with the production can take a welldeserved bow, for this is one that justifies

sure-fire ingredients to

make

country-wide success a foregone con-

"Moves along at a terrific pace. A grand
new entertainment. Beautiful, charming,
talented Miss Powell is a revelation.
Something to cheer about. If this review
smacks of superlatives blame it on 'Broadway Melody of 1936' it deserves them

—

all."

clusion."
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With LEWIS STONE • ROSS ALEXANDER
EDDIE ACUFF • DICK FORAN • JOHN ARLEDGE
Filmed

at

Annapolis by "Flirtation Walk's"

A

Cosmopolitan Production

WARNER RROS

.

•

A
. .

director,

First

FRANK BORZAGE

National Picture

PRODUCERS!

—
p

LIRTATION

T!

Stars ahoy! Break out the flags! Dick Powell

Keeler are coming

full

steam ahead with the

and Ruby

Battle Fleets

thundering behind them. "Flirtation Walk" set the standard they had to beat. They've done it. New romance,
faster laughs, songs and steps packed with melody and
pace. Plus the

thrill of

the strongest story they've

had yet.

DICK POWELL
RUBY KEELER
and

L vtfalk

tfuettf*'
All the thrills of the Middies on parade in sen-

sational

new Warren

& Dubin song hits
'Don't Give Up The Ship/

Td

Love

to

Take Orders

From You/

Td Rather Listen to Your
Eyes'.
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MORE

DUAL BILLS BOOSTING

GALLED ON PATENTS

1935-36 FILM OUTPUT
(Continued from Page

greater than at first expected, as a
result of more easily obtainable financing due to the market made available by the increased double-billing.

Center Theater May Add
Stage Attractions Later
(Continued from Page 1)

to introduce
tin,

Hyatt and Murray Mar-

the Center's publicity director,

to the press

and trade.

The new film policy at the Center
Wednesday evening with the

starts

Premiere of "Here's to Romance",
20th Century-Fox musical with Nino Martini, who will make a personal appearance that night; Mme.
Schumann-Heink, Maria Gambarelli,
Reginald Denny, Genevieve Tobin
The house will play
and others.
first-run and extended run features
plus shorts, with bills opening on
Wednesday, at 35 to 75 cents weekdays and 35-85 on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. First mezzanine
seats will be reserved at 85 cents
to $1.25.

Other pictures slated for the house
RKO's "Last Days of Pompeii" and 20th Century-Fox's "Way
include

Down East".
Among those

attending yesterdays
reception to Hyatt and Martin were

Andre Sennwald, Bland Johaneson,
Martin Quigley, James Cunningham,
A. Mike Vogel, Lou Guimond, Roy
Chartier, Kelcey Allen, Earl WinRichard

Watts, Marguerite
Tazelaar, Will Gordon, Mary Louise
Van Slyke, Bruce Gallup, Ben Atwell, Hortense Schor, Rutgers Neilson, Ken Hallam, Hal Green, Hal
Sloane, Al Wilkie, Lew Smith, Arch
Reeve, Lynn Farnol, Don Mersereau,
Don Gillette, Jack Harrower, Pete
Woodhull, Martin Starr, Pete Harrison,
Frank Leyendecker, Martin
Dickstein, Julius Cohen.
gart,

RCA

Optical Reduction
J.
An optical reduc-

Camden, N.

—

tion printer system for the production of 16 millimeter sound prints
from standard sized negatives has
been made available to printing laboratories by the
Manufactur-

RCA

ing Co., it is announced by Edwin
M. Hartley, manager of the RCA

Photophone Division.

Among

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

companies will be forced to make all
the productions they have announced
for the 1935-36 season. Independent
production activity also will be

the film laboratories and
producers who have already contracted for the new RCA optical reduction system are Cinelab, New
York; Metropolitan Motion Picture
Co., Detroit; Burton Holmes, Chicago; Pathe Exchange, Bound Brook,
N. J., and Tri-State Motion Picture
Co., Cleveland.

FILM EXECS

Board of Trade, has been subpoenaed

• • IT IS a tough assignment reaching the proportions
to record within the
an impossible journalistic feat
limits of a puny column the stupendous ovation tendered Martin
Quigley at the AMPA luncheon upon the occasion of his Twentieth Anniversary as a publisher
in sincerity, spontaneity
and the participation of a most impressive list of industry leaders all uniting to honor Mr. Quigley, it eclipsed any industry tribute to an individual that we can recall
•

to bring certain records of the board.
The first public hearing will be held
by the Sirovich Committee on Sept.
30. David G. Berger is special counsel to the committee.

of

WE

• • •
CAN perforce only hit the Highlights
but permit us to record in passing our own individual tribute
to Mr. Quigley who could command such a splendid demonstration
and also pay a tribute to
whose weekly
luncheons make it possible for film execs to meet and get
acquainted with each other now that the M. P. Club is no longer
available
that, my masters, you must admit is impressive proof of the vital value of your employees' publicity organization to you who pay their salaries
and help you to
collect yours
(tut, tut, Ampaites, we've just done our bit
for the Cause)

AMPA

T

T

T

• THE KEYNOTE of the accolade to the guest of
honor was sounded by Will Hays
speaking for the entire
industry
when he said: "No single force or individual has
been more valuable to the Industry through the years than Mar-

•

•

Quigley.
His accomplishments over these twenty years
have been invaluable."
and then the Heir to the Hurrah
known as Hollywood and the Chief Mouthpiece to the World
of the Motion Picture finished his peroration with a magnificently stirring set of Resolutions to Quigley citing categorically a
dozen contributions the publisher has made to the advancement
of the Industry
and in conclusion called for a rising vote
by way of unanimous adoption of the Tribute
which was
given enthusiastically
tin

T

T

T

• AND THE response to Hays and all the notable
speakers who had preceded him and done him signal honor
•

•

was a graphic and convincing proof
the

Man

Quigley

to all of the character of
permit us because of lack of space

to you in one single utterance among many that
thought-provoking and stimulating
"If we have
done things of value in our publications, it is because the Industry's leading factors through their splendid collaboration
have made it possible for us to achieve the ideals we believe
in."
and that's Modesty that reflects True Greatness
to paint

were

•

•

him

all

•

T
THE AMPA

T

President
Gordon White
Al Lichtinan as master of ceremonies was
never in better witty form
Howard Dlietz as usual was
brilliant
"We of M-G-M have been paying tribute to Quigley for twenty years
about 80,000 pages of advertising, more
or less," quipped Howard at Quigley

was superb

—

•

•

•

T

T
AND THEN

T

Charlie Pettijohn did his bit
and introduced his friend, J. Edgar Hoover, head of the nation's
G-Men
and what a Voice and Personality!
other
speakers were Phillip L. Thompson, Terry Ramsaye
Mister
Lichtman then introduced Earle Hammons, Harry Warner, Jules
Brulatour, Ned Depinet, David Bernstein, Dr. Giannini, Hal
Roach, Jack Cohn, Robert Cochrane, John Flinn, Gene Buck,
Fred Metz
then Al read wires of felicitation from industry
notables unable to attend in person
Jack Alicoate, "Chick"
Lewis, Jim Loughborough, Merle Aylesworth, Adolph Zukor
and as a fitting finale
Mr. Quigley was presented
with the autographs of every guest who has been in the Industry 20 years or more
and so, Mr. Quigley
from one
publication to another
accept this inadequate record of the
Event as Our Tribute to

YOU

<*

€€

€€

» » »

Talent-Testing Agency
Needed, Says Ed Small
(Continued from Page 1)

new

star possibilities would be discovered, Small declares.
Speaking of film trends, Small believes that the use of less dialogue
and more action, the return of

human interest drama
of sophistication, and the
proper application of music to the
screen are the important trends for
the coming months.
He thinks the
public is now acclimated to musical

down-to-earth
instead

and will accept more
and innovations in these

productions
liberties

pictures than in the earlier days
the technique was new.

when

Would Pay 10%
Against
Hearing

RKO

of Claims
Circuit Unit

be held Oct. 2 in
Federal Court on the recommendation of Irwin Kurtz, referee in bankruptcy for the RKO Theaters Operating Co., the former Bratter &
Pollak circuit, that a 10 per cent
dividend amouning to $21,933 be paid
on the $219,336 in general claims allowed against the company.
RKO
holds almost 90 per cent of the allowed claims. The company now has
cash totaling $34,986. A representative of the Irving Trust Co., trustee
in bankrupcy for RKO Theaters Operating Co., said yesterday that he
expected final liquidation of the company would occur in about three
months.
Referee Kurtz has approved allowance of $350 to Pitney, Hardin &
will

Skinner, special counsel to the trustee in New Jersey and allowances
of $150 each plus $6.15 in expenses
to Chas. J. Breck, Leon Fleischman

and

J.

S.

Dunn, appraisers.

M. A. Shea Circuit Signs
Deal for Warner Program
M. A. Shea Theatrical Enterprises,
with 29 Theaters in New England,
Ohio and Pennsylvania, is the latest
circuit to close a 100 percent deal
with Warners covering features and
shorts.

Bob Mochrie signed for the company and A. J. Kearney acted for
the circuit in closing the deal.

"Fauntleroy" Starts in January

David O.

Selznick,

who

is

now

prdoucing for United Artists, plans
to start "Little Lord Fauntleroy"
on Jan. 10, with possibly one production preceding this picture. He
left New York yesterday on his return to Hollywood.
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
H. E. Upton to H. G.
Opera House,
James Grindey.

transferred to

ALABAMA

SCALES
ferred to

Fields.
trans-

MOUND —

ROSE — Melrose,

transferred

W.

to

NEW JERSEY

B.

Heick.

Changes

Openings

Ownership

in

Closings
Openings
BLACKWOOD— Blackwood, transferred to
COMFREY—Avalon (formerly New Deal).
BAYOU LABATRE— Playhouse. ROBASHLAND—Ashland (formerly Artcraft). NEW SALEM— Grand. N 'ORTH FIELD— Blackwood Amus. Co. by David Starkman.
ERTSDALE— Hub. YARBO— Ingram.
CAIRO— Opera House. CHICAGO— Nita Grand.
BOGOTA— Queen Anne, transferred to Queen
(formerly Crescent)
Anne Araus. Ent., Inc., by Skouras Theas.
McVickers.
ONARGO
ARIZONA
— Modernistic (formerly Onargo). SCALES ROCHESTER—Closings
CLIFFSIDE— Rex, transferred to MorCo.
State Hospital.
timer R. Simon by Nicholas Carelle.
MOUND—
House.
FREEOwnership
Opera
Changes in
HOLD — Liberty, transferred to E. Thornton
KINGMAN— Lang's, transferred to R. L.
Closings
MINNEAPOLIS—
Campus.
MANKATO
Kelly
American,
by
Max
Snider.
LODI
—
Dimick by Mrs. H. E. Lang.
ASHTON — Ashton. CAIRO — Jackson.
transferred to Better Ent., Inc., by Bergen
CHICAGO— Castle; Hamlin. CUBA— Or- —Times.
Openings
NEWARK—Lewis, transLodi Amus. Co.
MISSISSIPPI
pheum. LA HARPE— Amusu. PEORIA—
WINKLEMAN— Winkleman.
ferred to Mr. Martin by Sidney Bergoffner.
Grand.
Changes in Ownership
Closings
RUNNEMEDE—Runnemede, transferred to
Theaters
BELZONI — Crescent, transferred to O. A. Runnemede Theas., Inc. UNION CITY—
WICKENBURG—Aliens (formerly Wick- MACOMB—New
—
LeMoyne.
NAPERVILLE—
Delta,
transThaxton.
CLEVELAND
Hudson, transferred to Barkley Theas. Co.
enburg).
Naper.
ferred to J. H. Jones.
WOODCLIFF — Broadway, transferred to
ARKANSAS
INDIANA
Openings
Robert Binkoff by Sterling Th. Corp.
Changes in Ownership
BUDE— Amusu. CLEVELAND— Delta.
Changes in Ownership
Openings
Mpm
CARAWAY— Caraway, transferred to C.
Thcjitcrs
—
FT. WAYNE
Strand, transferred to
RUNNEMEDE—Runnemede.
W. Tipton by Webb Varner. VAN BUREN'
ASHLAND — Ashland. COFFEEVILLE
;

-

— Opera

House, transferred to C.

man by Mr.

Wash-

P.

Bercher.

Changes

in

Edwards,

Jr.,

CARPENTERIA—

Marcus by Mrs. Ellis.
Downey, transferred to Carl

port), transferred to

Dick Vlastos.

Changes

in

Changes

Ownership

Carr

ferred to A. B. Jefferies.
FRESNO— Fulton (formerly Ma- ess).
Closings
R.
Openings
jestic), transferred to Gerald Hardy by
NEW HAVEN—New Haven. PRINCE- EMINENCE — Opera House. OSCEOLA
A. Powers and Fred Conley. LONG BEACH
HerRoxy.
Monrie
TON—
by
H.
—New Osceola (formerly Uptown). ST.
— Ritz. transferred toLOS C.ANGELES— Daly,
LOUIS —Ambassador, Shubert-Rialto.
bert C. Johnson.
New Theaters
—
transferred to D. B. Irvine by Peskay &
CHARLESTOWN
Charlestown. PERU
Closings
SAN FRANCISCO — Parkview, — Miami (formerly Grand).
Denny.
LANCASTER— Strand. WILLIAMStransferred to Mendelsohn and Harry Meyer
Ozark (formerly Turk).
VILLE—
by Ben Swartz Princess, transferred to Ben
IOWA
New Theaters
SAN' JOSE—
Swartz by Chas. Peterson.
CAMDENTON— Camden. ST. LOUIS—
Changes in Ownership
Willow Glen, transferred to E. E. Himmel by
Ozark.
WILLIAMSVILLE—
Plymouth.
transferred
to
ALGONA
Opera
House,
—
SHERMAN— Marquis,
E. E. Werderman.
Central States Thea. Corp. by N'. C. Rico.
transferred to Fox West Coast by Teddy
transferred
to
Mr.
and
BUSSEY— Bussey,
MONTANA
MacDonald.

Valuskus.

;

Raymonf

Mrs.

Batlzley

by

Carl

Sandiland.

Openings
MOINES— Hiland, transferred
BUENA PARK — Valuskus (formerly DES
Weigmman.
McCLOUD— McCloud. PASA- B. Mitchell by Geo.
Buenna).
Closings
DENA— State (formerly Florence). SANTA
—
WOODWARD— Strand.
ROSA— Empire. SAN FRANCISCO
Princess.

SALINAS—El

cade.

Rey.

in Ownership
DENVER Ogden, transferred to Fox Denver Theas., Inc., by International Amus. Co.
Hiawatha, transferred to Fox Denver Theas.,
LEADCo.
Inc., by International Amus.

—

Denver

by T.

W.

CANON

Couch.

Openings
PALISADE —
Rex.
CITY

—

Roxy.

Closings

M A N I T OU —
SPRINGS—Amus-U.

Manitou.

in

PAGO

S

A

Ownership

WALLINGFORD— Strand, transferred
Thea. of Wallingford, Inc., by
BANTAM—Rivoli, transferred to

Strand
Kata.
Sirica

by

J.

J.
J.

in Ownership
LAKE CITY— DeSoto, transferred
E. Martin by Earl Fain.

Moultrie Theas.,

in

New

Openings

ARLINGTON — Garrett's
CELLO—Royal.
ILLINOIS
Changes

in

Hart

by

H. Powell.

MONTI-

—

ASHLAND
Boyd

Thrs., Inc.,
land Thrs. Corp.

Hall

Hyman Leiberthal by A.
Ih.
Cleppe; Avon, transferred to Essanes
Eddie
Corp. by Emanuel B. Sandman &
Friedman; Casino, transferred to Beck i-nt.,
Laemmle
Inc., by Central Thea. Corp., Louis
Miller
Plainsance, transferred to Simansky &

—

WILCOX— Community,
Zulauf by C.

Changes

Closings

Whelan and H. H.
Whelan & J. T. Butler.

PETERSBURG— Garden.

New

DETROIT—

Theaters
MT. MORRIS— New.

Alger.

MINNESOTA
Changes

in

Ownership

BLOOMING PRAIRIE— Rex,

by

to

T.

T.

A.

MOUNTAINAIR—
ESTANCIA— Ritz.
SPRINGER— Pastime.

NORTH CAROLINA

transferred

FRANKLINTON
ferred to

C.

in

Ownership

—

Community, transR. Hubbard.

W. Brown by C.
New Theaters

GASTONIA— State.

—

in

Ownership

FLAXTON Mem. Hall (formerly Lyceum), transferred to Donald Miller by Mr.
VELVA Iris, transferred to J. K.
Piercy.
Burgess by R. A. Seneschal.

—

COMto W. H. Mclntire by C. T. Mclntire.
FLAXTON —Avalon (formerly Lyceum).
(formerly New Deal), transCICERO— Cltffor, FREY—Avalon
Thea. VELVA— Iris.
Comfrey
Wicherski
by
Bros. ferred to W. E.
Biba
by
Theas.
Essaness
Closings
transferred to
Onargo), Co. LUVERNE — Palace, transferred to HerRHAME— Palace.
ONARGO— Modernistic (formerly
POLO— Polo, man Jochims by Greve & Gieve. MEL- LE1TH— Opera House.
Gromell.

by

E.

D.

Miller,

transferred to J.

G.

Jr.

transferred

to

CAMBRIDGE
Inc.,

&

Jack
to

DAYTON—

to

M.

M.

&

Korinka

NEWARK— Auditorium,
ark Amus.
Thrs. Co.

E.

W. Worhrman.

transferred to

M. A.

Co.,

Shea,

by

New-

Midland

transferred to Newark
Shea, by Price Thrs Co.;
Amus. Co., M.
Midland, transferred to Newark Amus. Co.,
OXM. A. Shea, by Midland Thrs. Co.
Welbornto
transferred
Oxford,
Neiser Am. Co., Jos. Neiser. Mgr., by AlCapitol (forbright Neiser Co.
merly Family), transferred to Town Theater,
Strand, transferred to
Inc.
;

Grand,

A

FORD —

TOLEDO—

VAN WERT—

Schine Thea.

Co. by

Van Wert Amus.

VERSAILLES— Opera
F. R. Christ by R.

Openings

Wowra.

transferred to Lake Shore Thrs.,
— Cort,
M. A. Shea by Quernsey Th. Corp. CINCINNATI— Orpheum, transferred to RKO
Midwest Corp. by Chester Martin. CLARKSClarksBURG— Clarksburg, transferred
burg Th. Co. by Pryor B. Timmons. CLEVEAl
LAND — Penn Square, transferred
Shulman. DAYTON— Ohio,

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes

Ownership

in

Nate Schultz by C.

GRAFTON—

Quivira.

Changes

FLUSHING— Princess. MUSKEGON

OHIO

Apollo, Inc., H. W. Byrd,
Mgr., by Globe Enterprises.
Rialto, transferred to Wm. Lucas by E. E.
Grafton, transferred
Coleman.

Closings

Walter Karazewski by Rosita

SYRACUSE—

to

transferred

Butler

—

WELLSVILLE —

Shulman

Ownership

LOVINGTON— Palace,

Karcizewski.

—Lakeside.

in

A.

(formerly Drury Lane), Lafayette
Schubert-Lafayette), Garden, Dun-

—

transferred

NEW MEXICO

Openings

Openings

ISELlN
transferred to Matt Konczakowski.
SEA
Iselin, transferred to David Kahn.
R.
R.
transferred
to
Hub,
transCommunity,
Schmidt.
Avon,
ferred to Lora Ainger.
transferred to Paul E. Gardner ; Harvard,
transferred to No. Circuit Co., Inc., G. E.
transTemple,
Smith.
ferred to Mrs. M. Matris.

to

Openings

BELLEVILLE— Belleville. BRONSON—
DETROIT — RKO Downtown.
Coliseum.

BUFFALO—

BARBERTON — Pastime,

GOLDFIELD— Lyric.

Mey-

;

Changes

NEVADA

Hanson. DETROIT— Van Dyke,

;

Harry Brandt by Marwhit Theater
Sunshine, 141 E. Houston St., transCorp.
ferred to Fremont Amus. Corp. by Belle Thea.,
Inc.; Astor, B'way and 45th St., transferred
to S. S. Krellberg & Joseph Plunkett by
Astor Bijou Morosco Theas. Realty Corp.;
Cosmopolitan,
Columbus Circle, trans8
ferred to Harry Brandt; Eagle, 1852 3rd
Ave., transferred to Egamoo, Inc., by Eagle
KINGS PARK, L. I.—
Mov. Pict. Co.
Park, transferred to George Morin by James
Poro.
CEDARHURST, L. I.— Playhouse,
transferred to Alpha Ent. Corp. by Conklin
Roosevelt, transAmus. Corp.
ferred to Schine Thea. Ent., Inc. ; Regent,
ferred to

R.

ASHTON— Colonial. BUTTE — Opera
OCONTO— Princess. STUART—
TABLE ROCK—Table Rock.

Ownership

;

BRONX —
NEW YORK CITY—

Openings

ARCADIA—Joy.

Europa

transferred to C.

Stuart.

transferred to Conrad

;

Newton.

BOELUS— Star. PILGER—Paragon.

New Theaters
HENDERSON— Kraver.
LOUISIANA

in

WAKE-

House.

LOUISVILLE— Studio.

Changes

J.

;

;

OXFORD BREEZE —
SOLVAY

Closings

WINCHESTER— Leeds,

bar.
to

CHICAGO—

Lyric, transferred to

in Ownership
Paramount, transferred to
M. White, Mgr., by Ash-

Openings

(formerly

Ashland, transferred
D. E. Wilson.

ERICSON

Ave., transferred to Max Senator by Samuel Rottenstein Amus. Corp.
Grace, Whipple
St.,
transferred to BerkofF Amus. Co. by
Grace Photoplay Co.
Harbor, 4th Ave.,
transferred
Interboro Circuit
Lincoln,
to
Bedford Ave. and Lincoln PI., transferred to
Jack Hattem & Interboro Circuit, Inc., by
W. C. L. Amus. Corp. Stratford, 1 Sutter
Ave., transferred to Harry Brandt by RandHaven, E.
force Amus.
Corp.
138th St., transferred to Rosehaven, Inc., by
Monroe,
Rosat Corp.
1456 1st Ave., transferred to Manamco, Inc.,
by Rhinelander Th. Corp.; New 14th St.,
transferred to BeaPearl Amus. Corp. by Belle
Thea., Inc.
Pastime, 1034 2nd Ave., trans-

1

Dreamland),
transferred to Vernon Van by Robert Freed.

KENTUCKY

by P. J.
transferred to

to

Ownership

ASHLAND—
&

Theaters

Changes

ers

transferred

Ownership

PERU—
&
PILGER—
FIELD — Wakefield (formerly

KANSAS CITY— State.

COLON— Gem,

Ownership

Moultrie,
Inc., by C.

WATERVILLE— DODGE —BD

Virgil.

R.

GEORGIA

in

BRIDGEPORT—Trail,

transferred to Midwest Amus. & Rlty. Co. by B. C. Anderson.
Dodge, transferred to Clarence M.
Ericson,
Lay by
Co.
transferred to Bingham & Walters.
Harold
Cashon
by
Granada, transferred to
Crystal,
transPeters.
Glass
Whitfield.
ferred to Elmer Hansen by W. S.
Paragon, transferred to C. G.
Gragson by Muriel P. Simpson.

MICHIGAN
to

Changes

Ed.

—
BURLINGAME— Burlingame. VIRGIL—

Changes

—

to

BATON ROUGE— Peoples.

FLORIDA

Changes

transferred

Openings

SCANDIA—Princess.

to

Martone.

MOULTRIE

NEBRASKA

Ownership

Closing^

CONNECTICUT
Changes

in

Doric,

Rowland by W. D. Coop.

Fox

to

by International Amus. Co.
Walsh, transferred to Dale Mene-

Theas.

WALSH —
fee

transferred

Bell,

—

ELKHART

Closings

Changes

VILLE— Liberty

Changes

Isis.

COLORADO

Changes in Ownership
transferred to MV. Rex
GLENDIVE—
by Mr. Edwin Lake.
Rose, transferred to Mr. Joe B. Moore by
Mrs. Rose Vallancey.

BAKER— Lake,

Flint

KANSAS

Closings

CORNING— Corning. EL CENTRO— Elcentro.
LOS ANGELES— Hunleys. MODESTO— Modesto. PASADENA— Florence.
New Theaters
CORNING— Rodgers. REDDING— Cas-

M.

to

NEW YORK
in Ownership
BROOKLYN — Bluebird, 781 Saratoga

MISSOURI

EMINENCE— Opera House, transferred to
& Burgess. HAMILTON — Courter,
transferred to D. L. Lowrie by E. D. CourOpenings
ter.
OSCEOLA—New Osceola (formerly
Dreamland.
FT. WAYNE— Uptown), transferred to Ancell Lacy by Joe
DOWNEY— FOWLER—
SEYMOUR— Little (formerly Princ- Allard.
WILLIAMSVILLE— Ozark, transYoung by F. Strand.TERRE
HAUTE— Rex.

transferred to E.
by H. Vinnicoff Theas.
Alcazar, transferred to P.

G.

KNOX— —New.

Chas Wolfe by

ger.

Ownership

ALHAMBRA— GaTfield,

Moore by

A MetzTERRE HAUTE— Rex, transferred to
WILR. C. Harstad by A. E. Bennett.
LIAMSPORT— Princess (formerly WilliamsFairy, transferred to

CALIFORNIA
J.

Strand Thea. Amus. Co., C. B.
Harrison Thea. & Realty Corp.

W.

Co.

House, transferred to
Goodsall.

Openings
ColumAKRON— Colonial. ALLIANCE—
CINCINNATI— Orpheum. CLEVEbia.
LAND— Milo. DOVER—Nugent. LOGAN
MASON—Dream. NEWARK—
—Logan.
PEEBLES— Palace. PORTSAuditorium.
SANMOUTH— Lyric. SALEM— Grand. ShoreDUSKY— Plaza. POINT PLACE—
way.
(Continued on Following Page)
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
CROFT— Koppers. PITTSBURGH— CarleRACCOON—Jeffry. RAM EY— Pastime.
SALISBURC—
REEDSVILLE — Peters.
Closings
SANDY RIDGE— Pastime.
Dreamland.
BARB ERTON— Pastime. BERGHOLZ- SEMINOLE— Seminole. SHINGLEHOUSE
City.
STARSOUTHWEST— Hecla.
—Star.
New Theaters
FORD— Grand. TAR JUNCTION—AudiWEST
Weedville.
CLINTON— Erie. TIFFIN— torium. WEEDVILLE—
PORT
MIDDLESEX — Royal. YATESBORO —
Tiffin.
VAN WERT— Schine's.
{Continued from Preceding Page)

ton.

Central.

New

OREGON
Changes

in

ATHENA—Athena,

Ownership
to

transferred

C.

R.

KLAMATH

by Borden & Vogel.
Vox, transferred to Redwood
Theas. Inc. Geo. Mann by J. T. Heacox.
PORTLAND Blue Mouse, transferred to
Ranier Theas. Corp. by John Hamrick.
Borden

Theaters

CONN"ELLSVILLE— Soisson.

Jr.

FALLS— New

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership
NEW BROOKLYN—New, transferred
M. R. Ingram by

to

M. Brewer.

J.

TENNESSEE

Closings

CHARLESTON— Carolina.

Changes

Changes

in

EDGEMONT — Iris,
Hart by Paul V.

Ownership

Amus.

transferred

t'ouncey.

to

M.

L.

Co.

Ownership

transferred

Tony

Sudekem,

to Chickasan
Pres. by Be

TEXAS

Cull.
#

Changes

Openings

in

Ownership

ANSON —Texas, transferred to H.
Hodge. ARCH CITY— Royal, transferred
Closings
P.
S. Stallings. BLOOMING GROVE— F
COLOMO— Colomo. DRAPER— Draper (formerly
Majestic), transferred to W.
(formerly Opera House). BOWDIE— H. &
Hurley.
DALLAS— Colonial, transferred
KENNEBEC— Rex. KEYSTONE— Interstate
H.
Circuit Inc. DECATUR — Majesti
Princess.
FAIRFAX— Lyric.

New

IRVING-

transferred
A.
V.
Wade.
to
Irving, transferred to Mr. Smith.

Theaters

— Loraine,

ARTESIAN— Silky's.

transferred

LORENZO — Crystal,

—

PORTLAND — H ollywood, transferred to
Ranier Theas. Corp. by Evergreen State
Amus. Co. PORTLAND — Liberty, transferred
to Multnomah Thea. Corp. by Evergreen State
Amus. Co. PORTLAND— Music Box, transferred to Ranier Theas. Corp. by John HamPORTLAND— Orpheum, transferred to
rick.
Multnomah Thea. Corp. by John Hamrick.
PORTLAND — Oriental, transferred to Ranier
Theas. Corp. by John Hamrick. PORTLAND

in

MILAN —Milan,

SOUTH DAKOTA

LORAIN!

Morgan &

to

Riddel
to B.
(forme.

transferred

MONAHANS— Palace

Perdue.
Texas), transferred to F.

Omaha Odds and Ends
Omaha

—Wes

Booth

is

pinch-hit-

ting for his brother Bob in handling
both the Booth and Paramount the-

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

—Nixon,

Refusing to
the demands of the stagehands union
here, the Pitt Theater opens today
with non-union operators.
Louis Rothenberg of the Morse &
Rothenberg circuit in town on busiPittsburgh

transferred

M. Berg. NIX'O

to

D.

Luck

F.

ROCHESTER— Rochester transferred R.
grant Greenwade. TULIA— Grand, transferred
W.

Mr.

A. Mauldin.

Openings

CONNEXLEE— Eastland.

ST.

JC

Nebraska City.
Majestic.
Barney Oldfield, Lincoln film reClosings
ANSON— Texas. FRANKLIN— Rob
viewer, was here Sunday visiting
HIGGINS
son.
GRANGER—
Alamo.
ness.
— Paramount, transferred to Paramount Theas. showmen.
Alamo. JAYTON— Palace. MALAKOFFLeasing Corp. by Evergreen State Amus. Co.
Embassy
in
Johnstown
The
Joe Rosenberg, Columbia salesman,
itz.
MEMPHILL— Palace. MERCEDES
New Theaters
ORANGE
GROVE — Coz
was feted by associates at a birth- switched to a stage and screen policy Mercedes.
GLENDALE— Rex. MOLALLA—Ritz.
ROARING
SPRINGS—Texas. SMILEYthe
new
for
season.
day party Sunday.
Gabe Rubin, Art Cinema manager, Smiley. STRATFORD—Roxy.
PENNSYLVANIA
Toni Sue Trent, new daughter of back on the
New Theaters
job after a brief illDUBLIN — Ri6
ANAHUAC Rig.
the M-G-M Trents, is home from the
ness.
GLENROSEGEORGETOWN
—
Aztec.
Changes in Ownership
hospital with Mrs. Trent.
The remodeled Rialto, Morrellville, Glentex.
HUGHES SPRINGS — New.]
BELLE VERNON —Ritx, transferred to
— Strand.]
LAREDO—
Juarez.
MARSHALL
The
Magic,
the
only
10-cent
house
Pa., has reopened.
Moody & Dickinson by John Perry. BLAIR
MORTON— Wallace. SEYMOUR — Ritz.]
STATION'—Wayma, transferred to Jack downtown, has re-opened as the Time
Art Levy, Columbia exchange TAFT
—
WHITNEY — Texas.]
Roberta.
Seltzer by Leo Wayne. BUTTONWOOD—
Theater, with new projectionists and head, back from New York.
WYLIE—Mecca.
to
transferred
Capitol
(formerly Garden),
sound equipment. M. Segal is manIt's a boy at the home of Mr. and
Benjamin Friedman by William Bamrick.
WASHINGTON
DARBY— Darby (formerly Garbo), trans- ager. The house plays double fea- Mrs. Jules Lapidus. The father is
Changes in Ownership
ferred to Melvin Koff by Garbo Amus. Co.
aters at

—

DUNCANNON— Fox

tures with four changes weekly.

(formerly

Photoplay),

transferred to Ralph I. Magee and Geo. L.
Vienna,
Ickes by W. H. Heffley.
transferred to E. F. Claffey by Harry Puetz.
Ritz (formerly Palace), transferred to Karl Fredrich by Fickinger Bros.
transFrederick,
ferred to P. Profili by S. Cohencious;
Ritz (formerly Auditorium), trans,
ferred to Orlo Heckler by Dr. H. A. Zimmerman.
Palace, transferred to
M. Proctor by Mrs. Delia Sheirer.
Garden,
transferred
Altoona
to
Theas.
Corp.
by
Fidelity
Amus.
Co.
Crystal,
transferred to

ERIE—

FORD CITY—
FREDERICKSTOWN —
SOPPLE—
HYNDMAN'—
HAVEN —

HOL-

LOCK

MEADOWLANDS—

Wm. Graham & Mr. Ossaman by
Craig.
MIFFLINBURC- Fox,
to

M. Weigle by

Chas.

—
Margaret

Mrs. Geo.
transferred

M.

Rainey by J. Rainey & Wm. Leibler. PERKASIE— Plaza, transferred to Bernard Haines
by Wm. B. Rosenberger. PHILA — Eagle,
transferred to Eagle Thea. Co. by Wm. H.
ferred

to

Richamdn

— Ritz

PITTSBURGH— Elite, transI.
White & S. Pink by J.
F. White.
PORT CARBON

Mrs.

&

(formerly Rialto), transferred to StanPeters by Odd Fellows Realty Co. ST.
(formerly Lyric), transferred
to Stanley Peters by O. J. Miller.
Palace,
transferred
to
Joe Murphy by
ley

CLAIR—Ritz

TOPTON

—

Nathan

NEWS
—

Openings

onels are

the picture broke records.

—

CLARION— Orpheum. CONTSTELLSVILLE
— Soisson. ERIE— Avenue. ERIE—Vienna.
FREDERICKSTOWN — Frederick. FORD

—

Providence Local houses are cooperating with city officials in refusing admission to children under
16, due to the local infantile paralysis epidemic.

CITY— Ritz (formerly Palace).
HOLSOPPLE — Ritz
(formerly
Auditorium).
HOMER CITY—Empire. JOHNSTOWN—
Park. MEADOWLANDS— Crsytal. HYNDMAN—Palace.
PHILADELPHIA— Band
Box. PHILA.— 56th St. PITTSBURGH—
Elite. PITTSBURGH— Harris-Alvin PITTS.
Fall River, Mass.
Police have
BURGH— Sheridan Square. PORT CAR- presented a charge of promoting
a
BON— Ritz (formerly Rialto). TIDIOUTE lottery against
Ernest Hichelfelder,
—Gem. TOPTON—Palace.
VERONA— assistant
Liberty.
manager of the Capitol,
VINTONDALE— State. WIND-

—

TSER— Opera

House.

Closings

AMBLER— Opera House. CHICAGO—
Palace.
DARLINGTON— Home. EXPEDITE — State.
HENDERSONVILLE —
Hendersonville. HUEY— Huey. IDAMAR
City.
McKEES ROCK—Regent. MEL-

involving

the

sponsored

by

"Race
the

Nite"

theater.

being

Phil
local agent for
the special night attraction and is
said to be backing up the theater
on the claim that it is not a lottery.

Smith of Boston

is

FRIDAY HARBOR—1»
White

to

New
KALAMA— Blue

&

Endert by

Theaters
Haven.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes

in

Ownership

Mgr.

by C.
transferred
MT.
E. Hunter by E. P. Hunter.
Princess, transferred to C. O. MorR.

L.

Britt

Sam

HOPE—

—

BLAIR STATION—Wayma. BLAIRS- the Mary Anderson, George Hunt,
Dover, O. Nugent theater has
VILLE — Richelieu. BLAWNOX — Mary- manager of Loew's, Johnson Musselland.
opened with double features.
BRADDOCK—Paramount. CAIRN- man, manager of the Rialto.
BROOK— Ritz (formerly Cairnbrook).

Plemons.

transferred

O. Gulbranson.

to

—

Among other local col- where
Tom Davis, manager of

&

land,

Bre
by HoV

(formerly

Gillespie

MILTON —Virginian.,

—

colonels.

Klein.

land

town Mines,
Meredith.

Lebanon, Ky. A motion picture
Aurora, Neb.
Jim Schoonover,
theater is being made from a re- who has been acting mayor, has now
modeled garage by J. P. Hundley. been elected mayor of this city. He
is one of the oldest exhibitors in the
Louisville
Alamo Theater has west, having operated the same
revised its policy to three changes Mazda Theater for almost
a quarter
i.
week.
century.
His son Harold is in active charge of the house now.
Louisville
Jack Boswell, manager
of the Rex, is the latest addition to
Richmond
"Top Hat" was held
Governor Laffoon's list of Kentucky three weeks at the Byrd theater,

—

transferred to L. A.

CHARLESTOWN— Opera House, tran
to Ben Pitts by Charlestown Amu
Co. DEHUE— Dehue, transferred to Youn^

DAY

of the

BREWSTER—Vitaphone

ster).

ferred

Ruhl.

POCONO— Casino, transferred to W." A.
Melvin by Pocohasset Hotel & Casino Co.
NATRONA— Keystone, transferred to J.

MT.

Fishman.

with the M-G-M exchange.
Sidney McArdle of Omaha Film
Paul Moss, screen writer, will conTransport Co. won the golf prize at duct a course in screen writing at
the first Variety Club tournament the Penn State University next sumheld this week. Roy Palmquist, Para- mer.
mount salesman, got a black eye
Bob Collier is here lining up a long
when hit by a ball driven by Sales- sponsor list for the local showing of
man Harry Frankle of U. A.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream."

MULLINS—Wypm-

ton by E. R. Nolton.
ing, transferred to Tony Cassinelli
ing Th. Co.

by Wyom-

Openings

CHARLESTOWN— Opera

House.

MIL-

TON—Virginian. McMECHAN—Midway.
PHILLIPI— Grand. SISTERVILLE—Para.
mount. WHEELING— Rialto.
WISCONSIN
Changes

CALUMET—

in

Ownership

Calumet, transferred to Wis.
consin Amus. Ent. Corp. JANESVILLE—
Beverly, transferred to Wisconsin Amus. Ent.
Corp- by Fox Janesville Corp. Myers, transferred to Wisconsin Amus. Ent. by Fox
Abbey,
Corp.
Janesville

MILWAUKEE—
SHEBOYGAN—

re-

—

Canton, O. Larry Thompson has
been named by W. A. Finney, western division manager for Loew theaters, as manager of the Loew's
here. Thompson replaces Ken Ried,
who had been in charge of the local
house for the past year.

transferred to John Keane.
Rex, transferred to Warner Bros.

Openings

APPLETON—Elite. KENOSHA— Cameo.
RACINE—Abbey (formerly Pastime).
Closings

MILWAUKEE — Alhambra,
SPRING GREEN—Rex.

Murray.

ALASKA
Changes

in

Ownership

PETERSBURG—Variety,
Eric

transferred

to

Paulson by Rasmus Enge.

Closings

—

Akron, O. Operators have reached an agreement with theaters on
wage scales for this season.

JUNEAU—Uptown.

New

Stooge Comedy at Roxy
in their newest
Indianapolis
Old Park theater, Columbia comedy, "Hoi Polloi," will
amusement center since 1858, is be- be at the Roxy starting tomorrow
ing torn down to make way for when "The Girl Friend" opens as

The Three Stooges

—

modern business

structure.

the feature film.

ri

CHARACTER

THE

MHHMMI

-JZM

DAILY
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NEW FAN MAG TO

AID

A

LITTLE from "LOTS"

MERCHANDISING FILMS
(Continued from Page 1)
Radio's "Last
elized version of
Days of Pompeii," and stories of MG-M's "China Seas", Columbia's "It

RKO

stories featured in "Movie Action"
and to contact the theater manager
and offer him every assistance in
plugging the picture.

More Film Names

for Legit

Cast of "Golden Sunshine," Louis
Lee Arms-Sam Hellman play which
Arch Selwyn and George Jessel plan
to bring to

Broadway

in

November

after a San Francisco run, includes
Arthur Lake, Phillips
Lila
Lee,

SEN. KING

HOLLYWOOD

W/TTH

one Republic picture and
one Sol Lesser production for

Columbia now before the cameras

T

T

T

"The Calling of Dan Matthews,"
starring Richard Arlen, is in production under the banner of Sol LesAlso in producser for Columbia.
tion is Republic's "Forced Landing,"
which Melville Brown is directing
and which features Esther Ralston,
Onslow Stevens, Toby Wling and Sid-

Scheduled by Repub-

ney Blackmer.

for production shortly are "Dancing Feet," scripted by Mary McCarthy; "Legion of the Lost," directed
by Lewis D. Collins, and "Sailors
Forget." Edward Small also has his
"Last of the Mohicans" scheduled
for production in the near future.
T
T
T
lic

Ethel

Sykes

comedy lead

in

has
the

completed the
RKO comedy,

"Upper-Cutlets."
T

T

T

Richard Arlen will star in "Legion of the Lost," Republic special,
which Lewis D. Collins will direct
at Pathe studios.
T
T
T
original songs are being used
in Mort Conn's "Valley of Wanted
Men." The titles are "Living in the

Two

WOULD END

ALL NRA ACTIVITIES

By RALPH WILK

Always Happens" and "Guard That at Pathe studios, and with three Re"Crime of Dr. public pictures scheduled to go into
Republic's
Girl",
Crespi" and "Tumbling Tumble- production this month, an active proweeds" and RKO Radio's "Powder- gram is in store for Pathe studios,
smoke Range."
according to G. B. Howe, general
Endeavor will be made to obtain manager of Pathe.

stories on pictures that will be released at about the same time or
shortly after the appearance of the
monthly issues of the magazine.
The magazine is aiding in exploiting "The Last Days of Pompeii"
through distribution of truck posters to be displayed on all news
trucks through the country on dates
coinciding as closely as possible with
the local showings of the picture. In
addition Street & Smith has prepared several thousand tack cards
for RKO's distribution to theaters
leaving room for imprinting the theater name, and the publishing company will distribute a like number.
Street & Smith are notifying dealers
throughout the country to be on the
lookout for any playdates of any

Thursday, Sept. 26, 1935

"Steel of Empire," John Murray
(.Continued from Page 1)
Gibbon's new book described as "The fiddlers on the public payroll".
At
romantic history of the Canadian the same time, Secretary of ComPacific."
Producers are reported to merce Roper, in his press conference,
like the title, and to see epic film suggested that private industry may
possibilities in the vigorous, colorful adopt a voluntary
program to
story of the building of the rail- speed permanent recovery.
road which serves as the Northwest
authorities told The Film
Passage of today.
Daily they expect to reduce their
personnel by about 1,000 before ConSenator
Robert Burns' immortal sally gress meets in January.
that "the best laid plans of mice King said they ought to turn out
and men" often go awry, has struck the entire 3,000 keeping only a
home with Sam Wood, noted motion nucleus staff to wind up the busipicture director. For months Wood ness. He called the case histories of
resuscitahas steadfastly refused to sign a the codes useless as
term contract with any studio, pre- tion propaganda, and that the Fedferring to space each of his pictures eral Trade Commission has ample
with an extended vacation. Follow- powers to cope with the situation
ing this personal rule the director, today.

NRA

NRA

NRA

upon completing M-G-M "A Night
At The Opera," was about to sail
St. Louis Squibs
for Honolulu when executives preNational Screen SerSt. Louis
vailed upon him to remain just long
vice, represented by Charles Gregenough to direct retakes of "Black
moving into new quarters at
Chamber." Then, after a series of ory, is
3315 Olive St.
conferences, Wood was persuaded to
Lester Mace, RCA Photophone
further change his plans and megarepresentative, also is taking space
phone "Whipsaw," to star Chester
spot.

—

Morris, for the same studio.
T
Coast-to-coast
radio
plugs for
Warner's "I Live for Love" have
been set for leading entertainers of
the airwaves who will sing and play
the hit tunes from the production.
Among the radio performers who
will plug the songs
"I Live for
Love," "Mine Alone" and "Silver
Wings" are Luigi Romanelli, Jacques Renard, Dick Messner, the

—

—

new National Screen
Andy Dietz of Superior

in the
will

Pictures

handle the Baer-Louis fight film

in this territory.

Norville Packwood of the GrandFlorissant Theater is now issuing a

monthly
News.

Grand-Florissant

Movie

New Canadian Film Company
Ottawa Incorporation of Premier

—

Corp., Ltd., with $50,000
capital and of Dominion Peck Television, Ltd., both companies to have

Pictures

Sunshine" and "A Living Room, a Show Boat Hour, Joe Reichman and
Lyrics Orchestra and the A. & P. Gypsies. head offices in Montreal, is anKitchenette and a Bath."
and music are by Chantelle and "I Live for Love," which co-stars nounced by the government. CharEverett Marshall and Dolores Del ters of both companies are CanadaDuhig.
Rio,
Whittell.
will
be nationally released wide in scope.
T
T
Reginald Sept. 28.
Show:
Our Passing
Reserves Decision on "Seas" Booking
T
Readying Panama Feature
Owen, Charles Vidor, Frank Partos,
Supreme Court Justice Dore yesAndre Roosevelt is editing "Pen- Karl Freund, Matt Moore, Ralph
Abe Meyer has been signed by
decision on applicaitente," feature made at Panama, Hammeras at the Pacific Southwest Nat Levine to supervise the music terday reserved
tion of the Gotham Theater to reand is also adding sound effects to tennis matches.
for "The Leathernecks Have Landfrom making "China
the picture, working in New York.
T
T
T
ed,"
which goes into production strain M-G-M
Dorset Theater, a
Roosevelt has opened a studio at
Tristram Tupper is writing the shortly at the Mascot studios. Meyer Seas" into the
114 East 57th St., with space for adaptation on "The Magnolia Grove," has also been signed by George Hir- competing house.
making both theatrical and com- which he authored and which ran as liman as supervisor of music for
Jack Leo Concludes Testimony
mercial shorts and doing still pho- a short story in the "Saturday Eve- the new Regal pictures.
Jack Leo yesterday completed his
tography.
ning Post." Universal is producing
T
T
testimony at the trial of the Chiit,
Headed by Eshter Ralston and cago Title & Trust Company's $1,with Paul Kohner as producer.
Improving
Helen Morgan
Margaret Sullavan will be starred, Onslow Stevens, an outstanding cast 000,000 suit against William Fox behas been assembled for "Forced fore Referee Sol M. Strooch.
Helen Morgan, who is laid up by according to present plans.
The
the flu in the Park West Hospital,
Landing," which Melville Brown will hearing continues this morning.
T
T
was reported somewhat improved
Dene Myles, young Paramount direct for Republic Pictui'es from
yesterday.
contract player, has completed her the story by William Boehnel and
role in "Coronado," her sixth con- M. Helprin.
The complete line-up
includes:
secutive picture for that studio.
Toby Wing, Paramount
featured player; Sidney Blackmer,
Lottery Case Dismissed
William A. Seiter will direct "If Eddie Nugent, Barbara Pepper, ReA complaint charging a lottery in
You Could Only Cook," for Colum- public contract player; Willard Robplaying the game "Lucky" at the Rivoli,
a Weinstock circuit house in Brooklyn,
bia.
He directed "Roberta," "The ertson, Bradley Page, Ralf Harolde,
was dismissed this week in the Seventh
Richest Girl in the World," "Tamed" Kane Richmond, Lionel Belmore,
District Magistrates' Court, Brooklyn, foland "Orchids to You."
Arthur Aylesworth, Julia Griffith,
lowing a hearing held two weeks ago.
The District Attorney's office and the
Dean Benton, Sterling Campbell,
T
court joined in the opinion that the
Paul Malvern, Republic western George Cleveland, Harry Brown,
game is not a lottery because the vital
producer, has assigned Robert Em- Frank LaRue, Johnston White, Leselement of consideration
is
lacking.
mett and Lindsley Parsons to adapt ter Dorr and Arnold Gray.
Bernard S. Barr, of Barr
Barr, counsel
for the defendant, cited the case of the
the four John Wayne westerns reT
T
People vs. Mail & Express, affirmed in
maining on the current program.
James Burke is at Coronado on
the Court of Appeals, as being the key
Antonio Moreno
location for scenes in Paramount's
T
T
T
case in the determination of these lottery
complaints.
Several film companies have be- "Coronado," in which Burke is playgun to talk to Bobbs Merrill about ing a comedy lead.

Holmes, Arthur Aylesworth, Skeets
Gallagher, Alexander Carr, Julius
Tannen, Helen Cohan and Josephine

1
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Para. Renews with Lucas- Jenkins and Wilby-Kincey

SEEK T0T0STP0NE 2,0¥F00T REEL TOAPRIL
Government Denies Making
Dept. Says Other
Film Suits Must Stand
on Own Merits

Justice

Vilewing
.

.

the passing parade

.

By

DON CARLE GILLETTE

=

YOU don't mind getting back to the
more prosaic aspects of movie business,
after these few weeks of pleasant traveloguIF

Commodore

with

ing

ponder

Alicoate,

a

over this one:

bit

today is the highest on
putting more money
than ever into negatives to make them better
the public is flocking eagerly to the
good shows and the general business outlook is the best in years.
quality

Picture

record

— producers

—

employ the St. Louis
down" on picture interests throughout country, a Justice
Department spokesman, in an exclusive interview with Film Daily yesterday, declared "if any further suits
partment

will

case to "crack

are

filed

they will stand or fall
(Continued on Page 4)

makes

of which

All

admission

a

propitious founda-

upward

warranted

that

for

WOULD LICENSE VAUDE

shading

prices.

IN

a new avalanche of double-feahas set in, thus creating quantityconsciousness among the public just when
the industry has its best chance to arouse
quality-consciousness.

SMALLER MOVIES

Instead,

tures

dual-billing

If

of

it

that

so

general policy
right out and
can work ac-

be a

why not come

exhibition,

admit

to

is

everybody

A

see three
only two."

of 2,000-Foot Reel
as Standard

a

—"Wall

Street

who can
that

has

Journal."

BROADWAY FULL BLAST
FIRST TIME IN 5 YRS.
For the first time since the depression, all Broadway picture theaters will be again in operation
through reopening of three houses
The
during the next four weeks.
three which have been dark most
of the time are the Hollywood,

which Warners reopen Oct. 9 with

"Midsummer Night's Dream";

to permit ordinary motion
picture theaters to include vaudeville acts on their programs will be
introduced in the Board of Aldermen
here, it was stated by License Combill

missioner Paul Moss, speaking at a
meeting of the American Federation

cordingly?

censor?"
is
a person
meanings to a joke
is

into

operation in

the

Moss puts
October, and the

Broadway, which B.

S.

in

film quality,

the other day, Will H. Hays wisely
urged that movie companies ought to back
up their better pictures with commensurate

and

advertising

exploitation.

When
it
is

you've got something real to sell,
good business to sell it for all it

is

worth.

A

fine

example of

this judicious policy

being provided currently by

is

as receiver for Fox Theaters Corp.,
should expend $275,000 to acquire a
half interest in Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., the reorganized Fox
Met. Co., or accept $150,000 and step

Formation of Screen Broadcast
Corp., with A. E. Fair as president
and with six distributing affiliations
located in various parts of the coun-

history.

started with magazine ads
37 publications having a total circulation
of about 34,000,000, which means close to
100,000,000 actual readers, and other mediums being employed include newspapers,

The campaign

in

try,

pany

West Coast Bureau

has been completed. The comwill release short-length advertising films, standardized at 60 and
(Continued on Page 4)

radio

tieups,

billboards,

national

contests,

etc.

Two Southern Circuit Partners
Are Renewed by Paramount
Loses Patent Action
Over Studio Lighting
West Coast Bureau

Box-office

results

on

specials of the season,

three

Metro's
"China Seas," "Anna
first

Karenina" and "Broadway Melody of 1936,"
prove that the additional exploitation money
is
being well spent.
And besides the immediate box-office

(Continued on Page 2)

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Superior Court of
California has ruled against Frank
Ai-rousez, inventor, who sued
P.
Cinema Studios Supply Corp. and J.
E. O'Rourke to recover "Laco" pat-

Hollywood

ents,

Two of Paramount's theater partnership agreements have been extended to July, next year, under
deals just set with the Lucas-Jenkins
and

Wilby-Kincey

circuits.

Con-

tracts in both cases are substantially
reements,
same as the old

the

which expire tomorrow
Renewal deals with ramous will
which involve studio lighting embrace varying periods of time, it

equipment.

(Continued on Page 8)

Contract People May Avoid
Social Security Pay Tax

is

pany's

ON 50% FOX MET. BUY

top.

(Continued on Page 8)

M-G-M, which

spending about $2,500,000 to merchandise
its new lineup, one of the best in the com-

HOLD HEARING TODAY

Hearing will be held today before
Judge Martin T. Manton of the U.
S. Circuit Court of Appeals to determine whether Milton C. Weisman,

Screen Broadcast Corp.
Set ReleasTof "Dream"
In South, Midwest, Coast Formed to Handle Ad Pix
Complete plans for special engagements of "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" in the south, midwest and
Pacific coast were set by Warners
yesterday at a home office meeting
presided over by Major Albert Warner and including Grad Sears, S.

(Continued on Page 4)

now known as the New
Yorker, which Max Cohen and Arthur Siegal open Saturday with a
subsequent run policy at 35 cents

(Continued on Page 8)

the improvement

Postponement of adoption of a 2,000-foot reel standard by the Research Council of the Academy of
M. P. Arts & Sciences from Jan. 1
to April 1, next, will be asked by the
general committee representing distributors and studying the proposed
changeover, it was stated following
a meeting with Arthur Dickinson at
the Hays office yesterday.
The committee also decided to agk
distributors to indicate their appro-

Warner,

•

CITING

Louis

St.

in

Delay Sought in Adoption

Definition

— "What
He— "A censor

She

on

—

tion
in

are

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Denying widely circulated reports
that the Government and Justice De-

Case

Test

(Continued on Page 8)

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Whether or not stars
and other studio big-salaried employees come within the provisions of the
recently-enacted Social Security Act
is being determined by major companies, whose attorneys are studying
the measure which Congress passed
(Continued on Page 8)

"Crusades" Release Advanced
DeMille's "The Crusades"
generally
released
Oct.
18,
announced yesterday.
To
date the picture has been shown as
roadshow only in five cities New
a
York, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland
The previous general reand Boston.
Cecil

will

B.

be

Paramount

—

lease

the

date
year.

had

been

set

for

late

in

THE

mmm

cB&a

DAILY

a

A. H. Blank Advocates

Viewing
.

.

.
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Down-to-Earth Stories
"Audiences

the passing parade

Coming and Going

want good romantic

and musicals, at least as far
as those in my territory are concerned," said A. H. Blank, veteran showman and circuit operator, in New
York yesterday.
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Kodak

Paths

the Shakespearean attraction,

combined
currently

"A Mid-

the special newspaper ads
appearing on this production are
in

good deal of favorable comment.
Much intelligence also is behind the
olher methods being employed to sell the
causing

classic

a

film

drama

in

the

infrequently

The campaign

as a whole ought to
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Master Art Sues N.S.S.

Va
Vs

Vs

Suit for $500,000 damages charg-

ing breach of contract has been filed
in Supreme Court by E. Schwartz,
president of Master Arts Products,
against National Screen Service,
Herman Robbins, Sam Dembow Jr.,
Toby Gruen, American Display Co.
and Charles Casanave, its president.
According to Saul Rogers, counsel
for Schwartz, the complaint alleges
that in violation of an agreement
with Schwartz and Master Arts
Products not to enter a competing
business or to loan money or aid any
competitor of Schwartz, the N.S.S.
jrroup assisted in financing the- Amer
ican Display Co. Schwartz asks an

leaves the coast for
to appear on the

New

York

Broadway

ANITA LOUISE
Dream"

Night's

Monday

from

arrives

few

a

in

of Warners' "A Midsummer
cast arrives in New York on
coast.
JEAN MUIR also
days.

the

yesterday opened a new 800-seat
house at Charles City, the theater
joining his Central States Circuit.
He leaves New York Saturday on his
return to Omaha.

for

Chaplin, Dietrich

Make Films

May

in

London

—

London (By Cable)
Charles
Chaplin and Marlene Dietrich may

by Alexander Korda, head of London Films, upon his arrival in New
York.

the

Universal

Booth Parleys Resume
After a two-day lapse in negotiations, circuit representatives and Loral 306 will confer again this morning on working out a scale for the
Broadway and subsequent run theaters. It is understood that exhibitor representatives have been informed by RKO and Loew that they are
free to make independent agreements with Local 306 if thev want
to.

studios.

ROY DEL RUTH
deferred

a

plans

to

European

leave

vacation

Hollywood
immediate!)

on completion of "Thanks a Million,"
consecutive film musical.

GRADWELL L. SEARS
New York.
GORDON YOUNGMAN

his fourth

gone to

has

Low;

St.

from

day for

left

LAURA
nesday
A.
his

New

York

yester-

Louis.

St.

D. WILCK leaves
for Hollywood.

New

York on Wed-

H. BLANK leaves New York
return to
Dcs Moines.

JOHN BALABAN
New York.

tomorrow

returned

has

01

Chicagi

to

from

MORRIS LEONARD
L.

WECHSLER

make

to

New

left

York yesterda

Chicago.

for

from

the

leaves

feature

a

EDWIN

New York

yesterday. He figures that approximately i00 houses are offering the
schemes.

weeks

LESLIE HOWARD arrives in New York tomorrow from abroad via Quebec.
R. C. SHERRIFF and PAUL ROBESON, who also arrived
from abroad via Canada, are going direct h

an estimate
in

l'/4

11

71/2

made by Bob O'Donnell

simi-

few

dicate that Shirley Temple is definitely the top among screen personalities, stated Blank, who decried
the lack of real box-office names.
Blank, who is now in New York,

come to England to make pictures
100 Giveaway Theaters
under a million dollar program now
In the Dallas Territory contemplated, it was said yesterday

V4

161/z

106 1/2 1071/a

IOO1/4

73/4

41/4

—
—
—

make

an excellent course in quality showmanship
for the entire industry to study.

lar plans, according to

Close
14
67i/4

"Give them down-to-earth stories,"
he urged.
Box-office records of his houses in-

MARY ASTOR
in
a
stage.

ex-

plored channels.

in

Net

do

ing

"Bank Nights", "Screeno" and
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Loew's,

is

About one-fourth of the theaters
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East.

same prestige and goodwill
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BURKE

in

has

Decemb*

in

Orient.

arrived

in

New

1

Coast.

WILLIAM

P.

has returned to
in
New York.

BERNFIELD,

contract

U.

A.

exploiteet

Kansas City after a short

JIMMY SAVO, who
term

New York
the

with

recently
the Hal

leaves for
Hollywood tomorrow
picture,
"Alone, Alas!"

JAMES MELTON,

radio

singer

signed

Roach
for

who

a

sta

longii

studio;:]

his

has

firs?

ju-

completed his first feature film role in "Star
Over
Broadway" for First National, leave
Hollywood for New York tomorrow to resum
radio work.
He returns to Hollywood aftc
the first of

next year.

FRANK LUTHER, NBC

tenor,

leaves

Monda

Hollywood, to be featured in "High Hat,:
Luthi
musical to be produced by Imperial.
has written the score for the picture.
for

Lighton Borrows Estabrook

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Louis D. Lighton, M-

West Coast Bureau of

G-M's newest associate producer,
Deakins Write Novel
has completed arrangements with
Irving Deakin of the Warner stor
Darryl Zanuck of 20th Century-Fox department and his wife, Kyra, hav
14i/
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
14y2 14l/2
to borrow Howard Estabrook, ace written
2
a novel, "Arabesque," whic
14i/2
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 14l/2
14y2
scenarist, who is under contract to Lee Furman will publish.
105
Loew 6s 41ww
104% 1045/8
%
the latter organization, to write the
96i/4
Paramount Picts. 6s55 97 14 96
screenplay and dialogue for Rud- «*>*>>>>>>>>>>*>.....*.*.>.'
70
RKO 6s41
70
70
injunction.
yard Kipling's story, "Kim," in
83 1/2
83
— V4
Warner's 6s39
82
which Freddie Bartholomew and
Warner Club Golf Tournament
Lionel Barrymore will head the cast.
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Estabrook's previous assignment
The Warner Club, composed of
Sonotone Corp
1% 15/8 1% + '/8
members of the Warner home office for the Metro organization was for
19l/4
Technicolor
19% 19%— 1/2
It is an interesting fact:
staff,
tournament at David 0. Selznick, writing the
Trans-Lux
3% 3% 3% — % the will hold a golf Club
that many Executives in
Charles
for
Dickens'
Rivervale Country
in New screenplay
this industry Use
Jersey on Saturday morning, Oct. "David Copperfield." Since then he
the screenplay for "Way
Complete Wm. Fox Testimony
FILM DAILY
5.
It will be a handicap affair, wrote
Down East," shortly to be roadReference Books in
Attorneys for William Fox today limited to members of the Warner showed.
organization. A series of prizes will
Preference to Informawill complete presentation of their
be awarded.
tion and Statistical Data
side of the case at the hearing on
George Daws Joins Warners
in their own files
the $1,000,000 suit of the Chicago &
"Dr. Jekyll" at Broadway
George Daws yesterday joined the
Title & Trust Co. against the formAnother compelling republicity
National
deWarner-First
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," which
er film magnate.
The hearing was
Film Daily
flection on
appointment
through
an
suspended yesterday but resumes Paramount is re-issuing nationally, partment
Accuracy, Completeness
made by S. Charles Einfeld. He was
this morning before Referee Sol M. will open a new policy at the Broadand Reliability.
way Theater, under the management formerly with Hal Home's Mickey
Strooch.
Mouse magazine enterprise and preof Stanley Lawton, on Oct. 13.
1936 YEAR BOOK
vious to that time with Samuel
Now in Preparation
Goldwyn.
Mascot Starts Marine Serial
Out in January and
t
\/" Film Viewing and
/
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Free to Subscribers to
Y
Philo Quigley Co-Author
Hollywood
"The Fighting MaReproducing Machines
JL
L
THE FILM DAILY
rines," Mascot serial, goes into proPhilo Quigley, formerly of WarALL MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE- RENT
and
duction today.
Breezy Eason will ners' press department, is co-author
• Illustrated Literature on request. •
FILM DAILY SERVICE
direct.
The cast will include Eddie with Phil Dunning of the new Broad1650 Broadway N.Y.CJ
Motipn Picture Camera Supply, Inc.
Gribbon, Robert Fraser and Frank way play, "Remember the Day," now
>>*>>>>.>..**..*..
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"
current at the National theater.
7#»w#*v*
Glendon.
do

42i/8

pfd

401/4

401/4

1%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
.

—
—
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PHOTO-REVIEW

APPROACHING PREMIERE
New York as gigantic

stirs all

of 'A

Midsummer

Night's Dream'

poster campaign (above) keeps

October 9th date before public eye. Hour's nationwide broadcast at 9p.m. (P.S.T.I October 5th will bring stars, music of
Reinhardt-Shakespeare masterpiece to millions of

NBC

listeners.*

i-BLOCK SET BURNED, thousands of extras used, in filming spectacular
:limax of Cagney's 'Frisco Kid.' Above you see army of Vigilantes mobilizing
o destroy gambling houses, vice dens of Golden Gate's Tenderloin

district*

THE ITALIAN IN THEM

is

dis-

covered by Warners' newest singing find, radio's James Melton, as
he celebrates windup of
film, 'Stars

his first

Over Broadway,'

with

a spaghetti party for co-star Pat
O'Brien, Director

a

pair of

Bill

Keighley,

mysterious

and

strangers.*

YOUNG MAN GOES WEST
make

his

second picture

to

for

Warner Bros. Rudy Vallee (left
whose first was the sensational

I,

SHE'LL FLY through the air with the greatest of ease after intensive instrucby star-maker
tion from Amelia Earhart. Pretty pupil is June Travis, chosen^
Zero.'
in'Ceiling
affections
Howard Hawks to be object of Cagney-O'Brien
*A Warner

Bros. Picture

'Sweet Music/
late in
Vilagraph,

Inc.,

Distributors

October

is

due

at

Burbank

to start 'Lucky Me.'

Friday, Sept.

SEEK TO POSTPONE

GOV'T SAYS ST. LOUIS

2,000-FOOT REEL

WON'T BE TEST CASE
{Continued from Page

(Continued from Page
val or disapproval of the

1)

merits. Each will be a
self sustaining case without regard
to the St. Louis case."
"In St. Louis," explained Ugo J.
A. Carusi, executive assistant to At-

own

thei-

torney-General Cummings, "we are

Our
not engaged in testing a law.
job i' simply to establish the facts in
the c"se. Any other case will have to
its own feet. We won't wait
what happens in St. Louis.

stand on
to

se 1

should be emphasized that we are
not engaged in a general scrutiny
of anti-trust angles as some comIt

Nov.
J.

• • • THE ACCEPTED idea in making pictures of the
jungle and other out-of-the-way places of the globe is that they
give
must be jazzed up in order to meet with pop appeal
the good old hoke stuff
'ein the ole showmanship needle
so what was our amazement to meet up with one producer
who believes that the naturalistic presentation of unusual cusand affords all the
toms and peoples is a Genuine Novelty
Entertainment that any box office needs

(Continued from Pane 1)

for national advertisers in
and will cooperate with
both theaters and advertising agencies in the utilization of this medium.
Distributors in the setup include:
Motion Picture Advertising Service

90

feet,

theaters,

New

Co.,

Orleans: United Film

Ad

Service, Kansas City; Al M. Smith
Film Service. Minneapolis; Screen

Broadcasts, Dallas; Motion Picture
Advertising Service, Cleveland, and
A. V. Cauger Service Co., Independence,

opens soon at the 55th St. Playhouse, it is announced by Max A.
The
Goldberg, managing director.
picture, released here by TapernouxMetropolis, will have complete English dialogue titles.

RKO Closes Dutch Product Deal
A contract for the distribution of
RKO Radio's 1935-36 features and
the Dutch
signed by
East
RKO's foreign representatives and
Remaco's Filmbedrijf, N.V., of Amsterdam. Joost Smit acted for Remaco, and Phil Reisman and Harry
Leasim for RKO.
shorts

Holland and
Indies has been
in

Wayburn Musical

for Screen

Laura D. Wilck, who leaves New
York on Wednesday for the coast,
producers a new musiNed Wayburn, Edward
Hayman and Dana Suesse. She has
just signed Wayburn to a manager-

will offer to
cal play by

ial

contract.

Hungarian Operetta Opens
"Vasarnap Deluten" (Melody of
the Heart"), Hungarian operetta
with Dita Parlo and Willy Fritsch,
opens today at the

New

Tobis thea-

ter.

WMCA

Ian Hunter in
Interview
Ian Hunter, who appears in Warners'
"A
Midsummer
Night's
Dream," will be interviewed by Sam
Taylor in his Screen Revue program
over
at 7:30 tonight.

WMCA

S.

MacLeod

of

M-G-M was

of the meeting,

which

also

was attended by representatives of
all major companies and by Homer
G. Tasker, president of the S.M.P.E.,
.-nd Gordon S. Mitchell of the Academy's Research Council.

200 Film Dads and Sons

Hold Second Party Sunday
of THE FILM DAILY
Approximately 200
Hollywood
famous film fathers and their sons

—

•

THE PRODUCER

•

in question is the

Marquis de

la

New York with his production of "Leand if the picture
the island of Bali
is one-half as entertaining as his recounting to us of the manner in which he and his two collaborators secured it, then it
should prove vastly intriguing
who is
made on

Falaise

gong"

•

•

in

HERE ARE

©

few of the interesting matters
in connection with his venture with which he regaled us
the ordinary tourists never have seen the REAL Bali
they
are conducted on a camouflaged sight-seeing tour to a "prop"
village where the show is all planted for their diversion
you have to journey deep into the interior to find the real life
of these people
their
who are far from primitive
civilization runs back for over 3,000 years
just a

Mo.

"La Maternelle" for 55th St.
"La Maternelle" ("Children of
Montmartre"), French prize film,

move by

West Coast Bureau

•

Formed to Handle Ad Pix

1)

1.

chairman

mentators have stated."

Screen Broadcast Corp.

27,1935

• THE GIRLS marry between the ages of 13 and 15
they select their own husbands
each man has three
or four wives
the only money they know are the Chinese
coins left by an influx of Chinese 300 years ago
they still
have many of these coins
they hang them up in their
thatched huts on strings as ornaments
money is unnecessary in their uncommercial existence
•

•

•

•

V
WITH HIS

•

T

collaborators
William Howard
Greene, the ace Technicolor cameraman, and Gaston Glass
de la Falaise went into the interior village of Oeboed
cultivated patiently the good-will of these kindly Balinese
and they placed the entire village and its people at their disposal for two months
they couldn't pay the "cast" anything
the Old Patriarch and his granddaughter
the two
leads
finally accepted a specially-made kriss knife and a
modest ring respectively as a token of friendship
and the
entire cast involved worked willingly and patiently for endless
huurs day after day
and got a helluva kick out of it all.

•

•

IN THIS production

•

"Legong"
will be
time on the screen the amazing cremation

seen for the first
ceremonies of the Balinese
the sacred dance of the virgins
only given in the temple before a bride is joined to her husband ... the cock fight, strictly prohibited by the Dutch Island
authorities
with the game cocks wearing vicious knives on
each spur six inches long
one thrust and the loser is finished for good
it's all done in Technicolor
with special accompaniment of Balinese music that is different from
any music in the world
the pix opens Monday nite at the
old Westminster
renamed the World theater
.

.

• • THE RUSH is on for purchase of tickets for "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" opening at the Hollywood on Oct.
Dr. Max Reinhardt is on his way from Europe to super9

among

the executives, actors, writers
directors of Hollywood will
gather at the Uplifter's Ranch Sunday morning, to celebrate the indus-

and

second annual Fathers and
Sons Barbecue Breakfast. Bringing
together the first and second genera-

try's

tions of the films was first tried last
year, when Sol Lesser acted as host

for such a gathering.
To make it
an annual event, an honorary committee consisting of 20 of the prominent film dads from the various studios was appointed. It includes Joseph I. Breen, Sam Briskin, Joe E.
Brown, Henry Ginsberg, James Gleason, Alfred E. Green, Jean Hersholt,
Henry Herzbrun, Al Kaufman. Jesse
L. Lasky, Sol Lesser, Harry Rapf,
Cliff Reid, Hal Roach, Charles R.
Rogers. Edwin Schallert, B. P. Schulberg, Edward Small, Jack L. Warner and Sol Wurtzel.
Following the Breakfast, served at
11:30, a program of activities, both
humorous and athletic, are scheduled.
The highlight is a baseball
game in which the fathers and their
sons play on opposing teams.

Joe Louis in RKO Sports Reel
Joe Louis, outstanding heavyweight contender, is featured in the
latest Bill Corum sports reel, "Inside the Ropes," recently completed

by Van Beuren Corp. for RKO Radio
release.
Scenes of Louis in training: were made at Pompton Lakes
and include several exclusive human
interest scenes.
Several other
big-timers also appear in the

fistic

reel.

Ethiopian Story for Films
Chicago "Black Cargo," a dramatic story on Abyssinia, by Julius
Klein, local newspaperman and lately of Hollywood, and Major C. Court
Tieatt, former British intelligence
officer, has come off the press of the
Lincoln Printing Co., who have rushed copies to Hollywood, where it is
expected to be acquired for immedi-

—

ate screen production.

•

mechanical re-equipment of the theater before the opening
Mrs. Frank Borzage gave a cocktail party at the
Hotel Warwick last evening

vise the

<t

€<

«

»

» »

Brecher's Plaza Taking Duals Vote
Leo Brecher's Plaza Theater is
conducting a ballot by mail to ascertain the sentiments of his patrons,
regarding double features. Stamped
post-card ballots are being sent to
the theater's mailing list.
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HERE & THERE
Mass. — Aroused
Springfield,

Reviews

racetracks in this locality, merchants have formed an association
to combat the so-called pari-mutuel
laws applying to horse and dog rac-

Claudette Colbert

—

The Capitol has
Clinton, Ind.
been acquired by Clay Burnett. The
house is being completely remodeled
and re-equipped.

—

Vaudeville went
Lincoln, Neb.
out of the Varsity last night, ending
the flesh policy started three weeks

with

85 mins.

Columbia

IN

ROMAN-

COMEDY WITH MANY CUTE
AND LAUGHS.

TIC

SITUA-

TIONS

Notwithstanding the limited and familiar
plot material, ana the fact that it becomes
a bit repetitious at times, the combination
of writers, director and cast have made this

Detroit—The Detroit Opera House many amusing

—

Theater
Amsterdam
Detroit
Corp. has been formally dissolved.
The theater is operated by Harrison
Clarke.

—

human

situations,

some

also

Williams,

performances.
Cast: Claudette Colbert, Melvyn Douglas,
Michael Bartlett, Raymond Walburn, Jean
Dixon, Katherine Alexander, Edith Fellows,
Calra Kimball Young, Grace Hale, Charles E.
Arnt, Schuyler Shaw.
Director, Gregory La Cava; Author, Thyra
Samter Winslow; Screenplay, Sidney Buch-

for-

merly assistant manager of Fox's
Palace, has been named manager of
the circuit's Venetian theater.

the

in

interest line, and several outstanding

Kosciuszko,
The
Milwaukee
Leon Shamrcy;
South Side neighborhood house, dark man. Cameraman,
Richard Cahcon.
for a number of weeks, has been reDirection, Excellent. Photography,
opened by Fox.

— Earl

Cary

Melvyn Douglas, Michael Bartlett,
Kathenne Alexander, Edith Fellows

—

to be converted into a store building, at a cost of $35,000.

SHORT SHOTS

"THE LAST OUTPOST"
with

into a thoroughly enjoyable attraction that
ought to go over nicety with audiences in
Claudette Colbert, for six years
general.
Orpheum, however, is going executive secretary to and in love with
ago.
present
its
strong and will maintain
Meivyn Douglas, a strictly business-minded
week-end stage shows.
depaitment store operator, gets him to
marry her by pretending she is going to
Manager M. quit. Melvyn s home is like a morgue and
Paul, Neb.
St.
Thompson of the Riviera here has nis family, including a cold sister and a
enlarged the house with an addi- Drat child by a former marriage, make it
tional 150 seats to take care of in- tough for Claudette from the start. By
creased business noted in the area. patient effort, and despite some discourageRedecoration and remodeling also ments, Claudette eventually humanizes the
place and its individuals, winding up by
on the fixup menu.
doing the same thing to Melvyn. There are

is

New Films

in

"SHE MARRIED HER BOSS"

SWELL ENTERTAINMENT

ing.

of

By CHAS. A.

by
sums of money taken
away from their business by the

the staggering

Milwaukee

.

Editor,

Claude

Gertrude

Rains,

Michael, Kathleen Burke

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount

70 mins.

W/ ALTER

Lionel
Ilka Chase have
been signed for leading roles in the

Ben Hecht-Charles MacArthur feature, "Soak the Rich", scheduled to
go into production Oct. 8 at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria. Leon
Shamroy will be in charge of the

The

highlight of this picture

jparkuhl

is

Theodore

pnotography of the mass movements whicn include the moving of a town,
including its people, bag and baggage, animals and whatnot over rivers, mountains and
oesert. The directors, too, who worked on
the outdoor scenes deserve praise. A lot of
stock animal stuff is used, but it fits in
s

I

Michael,

a

She

nurse.

wife, but has not seen

him

is

three years.
Kains returns for a furlough to learn of the
situation and he goes back to the front
to kill Grant, who does not know that Gertrude is Rains' wife.
In an attempt to

77 mins.

From the standpoint of direction, photogstory and the performances of its

—

Mineral Point, Wis.—N. M. SchuMuniciis now operating the

macher

pal theater.
St.

is

Salute," Reliance-

ly

in

cessful engagement at the AmbassIn its sixth day the picture
ador.
busidid approximately $180 more

ness

bara

Barthan on the first day.
Stanwyck and Robert Young

are starred in

"Red Salute."

Warner-U Deal for Philly
Warner-Stanley circuit in the
Philadelphia territory has closed for
the

Universal

product.

Doesn't Live Here

Any More

—

Sign recently noted on
Indianapolis
the marquee of a neighborhood theater:

BRIDE

OF
IN

this is among the best pictures yet
turned out by the French studios. Based
on a French novel that was translated into
English and met with wide appreciation, the
picture recently was accorded the Grand
Prix du Cinema Francais. Handled with nice
feeling and poetic touches, it is a genuine-

cast,

having a very suc-

Louis— "Red

U. A. release,

FRANKENSTEIN
CALIENTE

moving drama about simple folk living
French Quebec, where the struggle for
existence is hard and where an appealing
the heroine in the case, goes through
a number of hardships and sufferings but
remains true to her land and people despite
the tempting offer of a city lad to take

girl,

her

away from her dreary environment.

Di-

rector Julien Duvivier has handled the material with appropriate sensitiveness, while the
work of the cameraman is additionally helpin realizing the full values of the story.
Cast: Madeleine Renaud, Jean Gabin, Suzanne Despres, Gaby Tnquet, Maximilienne
Max, Jean-Pierre Aumont, Andrew Bacque,

ful

Alexandre Rignault, Thcmy Bcurdelle, DanMendaile, Fred B^rry, Emile Genevois.
iel
Director, Julien Duvivier; Author, Louis

Hemon,
eraman,

Screenplay, Julien
J.

Duvivier;

Kruger.

Direction,

Fine.

Photography

I

9

"Parade of the Maestros"
title

of

the

Cam-

musical short

is

now

the
in

under the direction of
Fred Waller at the Astoria studios.
save the fort, Rains is killed and the lovers
The short, which is being produced
are left to marry.
by Paramount for release in its
Cast: Cary Grant, Claude Rains, Gertrude "Headliner"
series,
will
feature
Michael, Kathleen Burke, Colin Tapley, Akim
Ferde
Grofe,
Red Nichols and
Tamiroff, Billie Bevan, Georges Renavent,
Emery Deutsch and their orchesMargaret Swope, Jameson Thomas.
William Steiner and William
tras.
Producer, E. Lloyd Sheldon; Directors, Kelly are doing the camera work,
Louis Gasnier, Charles Barton; Author, F. with Carl Timmon assisting on the
Screenplay, Philip

MacDcn-

.

raphy,

E. T. Schnur is the
Rio, Wis.
new operator of the Purtell theater.

recting.

in

Frank Partes, Charles Brackett; Cameraman, Theodore Sparkuhl; Editor, Jack
Dennis
Direction, Very Good. Photography, Ex-

PRODUCTION BASED
Muscoda, Wis.—The Muscoda the- ON INTERNATIONALLY POPULAR NOVElmer
ater has been reopened with
of EL ABOUT FRENCH-CANADIAN LIFE.
F. Richter as the new operator

two-reel

comedy starring Ernest Truex and
being produced and directed by Al

Christie for Educational will be completed today at the Astoria plant.
•
Over 100 persons make up the cast
on the recent "Voice of Experience"
well for thrills. There is plenty of action
short just completed by B. K. Blake
and the picture falls into the classification
at the Biograph studio.
Joe Nadel
of a Class B "Lives of a Bengal Lancer."
assisted on the direction and hanThe story is the obvious triangle love affair.
dled the casting.
Cary Grant, a British officer stationed near
•
Cairo, has been saved from death by Claude
Audio Productions started work
Kdins, an tnglish Intelligence Dept. officer.
yesterday at the Astoria studio on
hrough an accident, Grant is forced to
an industrial picture for the Cadilrhe hospital, where he falls in love with
lac Motor Co. Frank Goldman is diGertrude
Rains'

ceptional.

FINE ARTISTIC

the house.

•

Work on "High Hats",

production

direction.

•

ald,

(In French)

CONNOLLY,

Stander and

GOOD TRIANGLE DRAMA IN
WAR BACKGROUND HELPED BY FINE
cameras.
CAMERA WORK.
FAIKLY

Britten Austin;

A-l.

"MARIE CHAPDELAINE"
France Film

Grant,

ALICOATE

Another of the one-reelers

titled

"Broadway Highlights" for Paramount release will be put into production next week under the supervision of Carl Timmon.

SERIAL

"New York Review," a two-reel
musical extravaganza starring a host
of Broadway entertainers, will be
"The Great Air Mystery"
completed tomorrow at the Brooklyn
Universal
Serial
12 chapters Vitaphone studios. Among the stars
featured in the number are Avis
Amateurish
Andrews, the Eight Ambassadors,
The real mystery in this serial
judg.ng from the first three chap- Herman Hyde and Sally Burill,
Parco, singing trio
ters shown
is how a producing out- Owen, Hunt and
Tailspin

Tommy

in

—

—

could turn out anything so amateurish and unbelievably slipshod.
It is adapted from the cartoon strip
Kids may go for
by Hal Forrest.
the hoke but not kids who know
anything about airplanes and what
kid today doesn't? All the technical
rules of flying seem to be violated
in the first three chapters caught.
And the studio shots of wrecks and
crashes and storm scenes done with
miniatures are unbelievably bad. For
instance, a dirigible caught in a
hurricane is seen several
terrific

fit

—

—

times standing on its beam-ends.
The next moment an interior shot
shows the passengers and crew seated or moving around with reasonable
comfort on a floor with a dead level.
The serial packs plenty of synthetic
studio thrills, excitement and action
but all so phoney and unreal that
no air-wise kid will fall for it.

—

and Art Frank. Roy Mack is directing the two-reeler with special dance
ensembles staged by Harlan Dixon,
the studios dance director.

Edmund Burns

Gaston Wyler

;

THE
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HOLD HEARING TODAY

50%

ON

FOX MET. BUY

(.Continued from

Page

purchase

it.

In Smaller Movies
(Continued from Page 1)

of Actors on Wednesday night. The
Federation, of which Ralph Whitehead is executive secretary, passed a
resolution to request a conference
with President Roosevelt to lay before him a plan for restoring vaudeRepville throughout the country.
resentatives of labor urged picketing
and boycotting of movie houses that
do not include vaudeville.

Carolina Chatter
C.

—

CIDNEY LANFIELD

By RALPH

the

Cummings

Irving
20th

has replaced

as director of
production,

Century-Fox

Cummings
"King of Burlesque."
was taken ill suddenly yesterday and
Lanfield was pressed into service
today when it was learned that his
predecessor would be unable to return to the set for several days.
T
T
T
New writer-producer five-year
contract, cancellable after

Would License Vaude

Charlotte, N.

from "LOTS"

HOLLYWOOD

1)

out of the picture. Jenks & Rogers,
counsel for the Fox Theaters stockholders protective committee, favors
acquisition of the stock. Opposition
to the plan is certain.
In the event that the court decides
that Weisman shall not acquire the
stock, Joseph M. Schenck is expected
to

A LITTLE

Mrs. Walter

now

now

two years,

considered by the
Academy's producer, director and
writer branches, and approval is exProvisions include
pected shortly.
that all writing employment is to
be by written contract; producers
and directors will not be allowed collaboration credit unless they have
wholly written the story; free-lancers, after 10 weeks of work at less
than $500 weekly, must be given a
week's notice of termination of en-

as

being

New

—

C, and

ville, S.

Jan.

will

reopen

it

about

1.

The

Lake

Lure

theater,

Lake

Lure, has closed for the season.
J. T. Fesperman, general secretary of the Cannon Y. M. C. A.,
Kannapolis, N. C, announces a new
house will be built there to open
about Jan. 1 under management of
the "Y."

William Janney in Broadway Play
William Janney is in the cast of
"Substitute for Murder," legit play
which comes to Broadway about
Oct. 21.

The Sunny
Local

Side

laboratories report greatly improved business as a result of trie increased use of double features.
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PARA. RENEWS DEALS

WITH TWO CIRCUITS

WHK

tennis star, for "The Amateur Rac(Continued from Page 1)
quet," by Albert J. Cohn and Robert was officially stated yesterday.
A.
T. Shannon, with scenario by Sy H. Blank of Des Moines yesterday
Bartlett.
conferred with S. A. Lynch of Paramount on a new agreement and
T
T
Ann Pennington will play herself George Trendle met with Y. Frank
in M-G-M's "The Great Ziegfeld." Freeman on an extension of his presAnother recent addition to the cast ent partnership agreement.
is

Reginald Owen.
T

T

Henry Armetta

T

"Country Fair," a two-reel Vitaphone musical comedy in Technicolor.
Supporting
Armetta will be Felix
Ralph Staub has been asKnight.
signed to direct the story and screen
play by Joe Traub.
will star in

T
T
Curtis Kenyon and David Hempstead have been added to the writing staff of 20th Century-Fox, both
specially assigned to Kenneth Macgowan, associate producer, whose
first picture is "King of Burlesque,"
gagement, and an Academy commit- starring Warner Baxter.
T
T
tee solely of writers will be given
"Navy Wife" has been selected as
broad authority for administration
the final title for the 20th Centuryand enforcement of the contract.
Fox production previously announced
T
T
T
Edward Arnold, before sailing for as "Beauty's Daughter," in which
Ben
Hawaii, received a new Universal Claire Trevor is featured with

secretary of the Theater Owners Association of North contract, calling for two pictures a
and South Carolina, filling the va- year. The company also will star
cancy made by the resignation of Frank Lawton in "The Sun Never
Ruth Hardin, who joined the Para- Sets," and has signed Bill Tilden,
mount exchange.
H. II. Anderson has taken over
Orleans Notes
theaters at Chesterfield, S. C, and
New Orleans E. V. Richards,
McColl, S. C. He also is building
a house at Dillon, S. C, where he president of Saenger Theaters Corp.,
has likewise acquired the Broadway. left here recently, with his destinaS. E. Austin is operating a new
California. No one
house, the Austin, in Hatteras, N. C. tion reported as
Albert Berelowitz has acquired at the executive offices here could
the Strand, Whitmire, S. C, for- be reached to say whether or not it
merly operated by Mrs. C. H. Al- was a business trip.
britton, and the Lockhart, Lockhart,
Schulman Brothers, who operated
S. C, from L. A. Linden.
G. W. Griffin has taken over the Plaza theater, neighborhood house,
old Majestic in Belmont, N. C, and have split, with Henry Schulman
renamed it the Hollywood.
returning to Brian, Tex., and Alex
Mrs. M. Makely is operating a
new house, the Mattamuskeet, in Schulman remaining in charge of
the Plaza.
Englehard, N. C.
South Carolina Theaters, Inc., has
Ed Frankel, who runs the Cresacquired the Old Opera House, Ashe- cent theater at Mobile, was a visGriffith is

Friday,

Set Release of "Dream"
In South, Midwest, Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

Charles

Einfeld,
Carl Leserman,
Fred Jack of the southern district,
James Winn of the midwest, Jack
Brower of the west coast, and Allen

Glenn, advertising representative in
the south. Limited roadshow bookings will be accepted in these territories starting the latter part of October and early November. The field
executives left for their districts following the conference. Similar meetings will be held next week to discuss dates in the East and Canada.

Contract People May Avoid
Social Security Pay Tax
(Continued from Paqe

at its last

session.

Under

1)

the law,

Lyon, Ralph Bellamy, Jane Darwell payrolls are taxable. Provided, howand Warren Hymer prominent in ever, players are classified by the
supporting roles. Allan Dwan is di- Government as independent contracrecting.
tors it is likely that their compensation will not be subject to the assessment.
Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh Harry Kalmine, Warners zone manager, is entertaining
the Variety Club boys at a luncheon
El Brendel will head
on Monday.
the entertainment bill.
Marguerite Bowen, the film dancer, in from the coast to visit her
parents.

New

j

England Notes

—

Boston
Keith's Boston theater
has booked Stepin Fetchit for a
week's personal appearance with
Noble Sissle's orchestra starting
Oct. 3. As an innovation the Friday
evening performance will include an
Henry Braconnier of Johnny Har- all-colored amateur show.
Phil Bloomberd, city manager for
ris' Duquesne Garden staff is the
the Salem Realty Co., is supervising
new Variety Club manager.
Harry Brown back in harness, the renovation of the Empire, Salem,
organizawith the season under way at the recently acquired by that
tion.
RCA is making the installaNixon.
tion.
Charlie Stanton back from a PhilE. M. Loew's Strand in Wateradelphia business trip.
town has been air conditioned.
manWarner
Tom Whyte, former
After being located away from
ager in Sharon, staying in town for the film dsitrict for the past 10
itor to film row this week.
Thomas Earman has succeeded a few days.
years, National Theater Supply is
Robert Earman in charge of the
now planning to return and has
Casino, neighborhood theater.
leased quarters at 40 to 44 PiedF. E. Waters, Universal exploitamont St.
San Antonio Items
tion expert, has been assigned to
Loew's Boston theaters, the State
San Antonio Al R. Lever, man- and Orpheum, have both had new
the southern territory.
Grover McDonald, salesman for ager of the Majestic, and Alta modernized marquees with new up-;
National Screen Service, has been Brager tied the knot last week.
right signs installed with liberal use
visiting the offices on the row this
Mrs. William O'Donnell (her hub- of varied colored neon lights. The
week.
by has charge of the Aztec) recently two jobs represent close to $50,000
Jimmie Briant, M-G-M manager, arrived from New York and will outlay.
is on the road selling.
make her home here.
Emily Williams of the Interstate
"Harmony" Material in Exhibit
K-A-0 Board Meet Off
offices is on vacation in Dallas.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Meeting of the board of directors
C. O. Lee, veteran cameraman,
Hollywood
The Stephen Foster
of K-A-0 scheduled for yesterday has
exhibit being held under the auspices shot several hundred feet on the rebeen indefinitely postponed and will
of the University of California has cent U. S. W. V. convention for
probably not be held until David Sarnoff, RCA president, returns from Europe.
been augmented by a large amount Metrotone.
interests
It
is
said that the Meehan
of material from Mascot's "HarVisitors during the past week inhave some grievances to air and that
mony Lane," which is based on Fos- cluded Harry Sachs, Jack H. Adams,
have
person
who
would
Sarnoff is the
to order any necessary action.
ter's life.
The exhibit will continue Jr., Rafael Calderon and Elmore
for six weeks.
Rice.

—

—

.

DAILY
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STRENGTH

A REAL FIX II
LITERALLY, the news about Eastman Super X
spread like wildfire. Never has a film "caught

on"

faster,

or been

short a time.
for the

The

more widely adopted

reason: Super

X is a real find

cinema world. Introducing new

ards of speed and photographic

with rare versatility,

it

New

coupled

...

a true contribu-

motion picture. Eastman

Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Distributors,

cpiality,

stand-

represents a major ad-

vance in raw-film research
tion to the art of the

in so

(J.

E. Brulatour, Inc.,

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE

Intimate

Character
in Scope

in

International

Independent

in

Thought
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NEW
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Court Withholds Decision on 50% Buy

in

Fox Met.

FILM COMPANIES DENY JjALLING' ST.TOUIS SUIT
Hearinss
Postponement

Is

in

Patents Pool Probe Put

Made To

Accommodate Film

STARTS $6,000,000

Executives

Off to Oct. 15

TRADE BOARD TO ACT

CONSPIRACY ACTION ON VOLUNTARY CODES

First public hearing by the Sirovich committee investigating patent

from Sept.
accommodate some

pools has been postponed

30 to Oct. 15 to
of the witnesses

who

are unable to
testify at this time. Among the film
heads subpoenaed to appear before
the committee at the Fifth Avenue
Hotel are Will H. Hays. John E.
Otterson, Adolph Zukor, Jack Cohn,
Al Lichtman, Nicholas Schenck and
others.

PHILLY

MPTO FAVOR

FAIR ARBITER PLAN

Suit asking $6,000,000 from A. T.
Western Electric and Electrical
Research Products was filed in federal court yesterday by Stanley K.
Oldden, assignee of creditors of the
Pacent Electric Co. The complaint
charges that the defendants conspired with several motion picture
companies, forcing Pacent out of
the sound equipment manufacturing
business.

&

T.,

Consolidated Circuit
Adding Five Theaters
Consolidated circuit plans to acquire five houses in the New York
The
territory in the near future.
group, which is headed by Lawrence
Bolognino, now operates 18 theaters
in Manhattan and the Bronx.

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

—

The President specified that no
voluntary codes be approved unless
they contain labor provisions putting into effect the labor require-

Hat"

Memphis

—

Semi-annual conven-

the M. P. T. 0. of Ark.,
and Tenn., originally set for
Oct. 20-21, has been advanced to
Oct. 13-14, in order to have Ed Kuytion

of

Miss,

national president, in attendance.
Meeting takes place at
the Hotel Chisca here.
kendall,

Renew Thea. Partnership Deals
Partnership

and

deals

George
circuit operator, and
Des Moines have been
days pending further
Theaters

the

situation.

between

Famous

Trendle,
Detroit
A. H. Blank of

extended for 30
developments in

—

Expect Court to Disapprove
Fox Theaters Buy in Fox Met.
Probability that Judge Martin B.
of the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals would prohibit acquisition
by Milton C. Weisman, receiver of
Fox theaters Corp., of a half -interest
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY in the reorganized Fox Met. company
Robert F. Sisk will, through payment of $275,000 loomed
Hollywood
start his activity as a full-fledged yesterday as a result of creditor opRKO associate producer with "Long position and a practical admission
Weisman that Fox Theaters is in
Ago Ladies," starring Ann Shirley. byhighly
insolvent condition.
a
in
"Farmer
with
this
follow
He will
Weisman detailed the company's
{Continued on Page 3)
the Dell," starring Fred Stone.

Two Productions
Lined Up for Bob Sisk

First

—

the St. Louis conspiracy action
scheduled for trial in that city next
week have been "stalling" the case
was made in New York yesterday
by a spokesman for the group, answering a story which recently apin

drive.

Not

M.
Moves Up Convention

Emphatic denial that the three
major companies who are defendants

Washington In an executive order issued this week, President
Roosevelt has delegated to the Federal Trade Commission authority to
approve new voluntary industrial peared in a New York newspaper.
agreements for the elimination of To the contrary, it was declared, not
unfair competition. The order is part a dilatory move has been made.
of a new step in the President's reAn official of Paramount, who with
covery program, with George L. RKO and Warners are defendants
{Continued on Page 3)
Berry, division administrator of the
NRA, designated as chief of the

ments embodied in Section 7A of the
Philadelphia Indicating its willRecovery Act.
ingness to support any "just, fair
and equitable arbitration system,"
the M. P. T. 0. of Eastern Pa. yesNazis Will Eliminate
terday expressed the hope that an Depinet Says "Top
All Jewish Exhibitors
arbitration board, similar to the one
a 1934-35 Picture
which functioned in this territory
Having already eliminated
Berlin
comexhibitor
various
Answering
prior to adoption of the code, will
plaints that "Top Hat" should have the Jewish race from the production
soon be established again.
1934-35 pro-, end of the film business, it is now
The association is now taking been included in the
Depinet, president of planned to have all Jews out of the
steps in this direction, it was stated. gram, Ned E.
Distributing Corp., said yes- exhibition field by Dec. 3, according
"Litigation, after all, is to no RKO
that RKO sold only two As- to the Nazi commissar for the cinterday*
profit," stated association leaders.
He said there are still 143
taire-Rogers pictures in the 1934-35 ema.
lineup and that those two were de- theaters owned by Jews and that
their licenses are to be taken away.
Tri-State
P. T. 0.
livered.

—

Claim Defendants Have
Been Ready For St.
Louis Hearing

Manton

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS
REEL
FAVOR 2,000-FT.
'V
Independent circuits operating

in

New York

territory are overwhelmingly in favor of a changeover to a 2,000-foot reel standard, a

the

checkup made by The Film Daily
Substantial
yesterday
discloses.
economies and increased ease of handling film will result, they said. Circuits which applauded the plan inRosenblatt-Welt,
Century,
cluded
Consolidated and Randforce.
A general committee representing
{Continued on Page 2)

Pittsburgh Indie Exhibs
Discuss Admission Hike
Pittsburgh—Headed by Eli Goldstein of the Paramount theater, local independent exhibitors are holding a series of meetings to consider
an increase in admission prices.

Felicitating

Mickey

Seventh birthday anniversary of Mickey
will be celebrated this week in
theaters of both the RKO and Loew
circuits as well as leading independent
Newscircuits throughout the country.
papers and radios throughout the world
have been enlisted in a world-wide

Mouse

celebration.

—
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One-Hour Radio Broadcast on "Dream"

10 Cents
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(.Continued from Page 1)

major distributors is now submitting
the idea to their respective companies for approval or disapproval to
be indicated by Nov. 1, with recommendation that the plan be put into
effect

April

1.

Ray Johnston on Tour
W. Ray

Mine" Game Enjoined

— "Gold

Mine," attendance

stimulation stunt handled here by
James E. Kennedy of Federal Distributing Corp., has been enjoined
in the U. S. District Court following
action brought by Roy E. Heffner
of Affiliated Enterprises, copyright
owner of Bank Night, who charged
infringement.

Levine to Start "In the Navy"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—Nat

Levine will soon

place "You're in the Navy Now" in
production.
It will be released by
Republic. Wallace MacDonald, Mascot's story editor, wrote the original.
Richard Carroll, William A. Ulman,
Jr., and Tracy Knight are writing
the adaptation.

—
+
+

1/4

Ethiopia," Gaelic Films feature dealing with Ethiopia, will take place at
the B. & K. Chicago theater here
about Oct. 7.
Picture, which runs
an hour and 15 minutes, is released

by Paramount.
Vs

25% Payment

to

West Coast Bureau

of

cent

—A

to

Lasky Creditors
THE FILM DAILY
cash payment of 25

creditors

of

Jesse

L.

Sig Herzig Signed by

DAILY
on

Tom

to
their

Hollywood

THE

— Sig

Warners

Terriss

Irwin

D.

Bruce

Rathstone

Billy

Michael

G.

Bevan
Kletz

has

GB's

in

from

arrived

Theater

CRAWFORD
stars,

Hollywood

New

York

hi

followii

Hollywood agent and |
west after a week's

Guild

the
play,

coast

\

"Love

I

FRANCHOT

and

arrive in New
for vacations.

WALTER HUSTON, who
n
in

producer,

New

York

'

TONI
Mondl

on

'

recently finished wot

"Rhodes, the Empire Builder,"
York on Oct. 3 from England.

arrivi

LILY PONS, having completed her film d:bi
RKO's "Love Song," arrives in New York c

Monday

work.

radio

for

HENRY FONDA,
Song,"

has

home

his

man

leading

Hollywood

left

in

RKO's "Lot

in

for

vacation

a

1

Omaha.

BEN GOETZ, who

Educational Completes Two
Al Christie completed shooting
yesterday in Astoria on the new
Ernest Truex comedy for Educational.
It was made from the Roy McCardell
magazine
story,
"High
Hats." Principal supporting players
include Mary Jane Barrett and Cora

W

therspoon.
Educational's western production
unit also has completed a two-reel
Young Romance comedy tentatively
titled
"Way Up Thar", featuring
Myra and Louise Keaton, Buster
Keaton's mother and sister.

RKO

Up

Gives

Detroit

Under an order signed

in

House
Federal

Court,

volver's

RKO

future

under the

claim

rent

against

arrived here yesterday fn
today or tomorrow for the co,

leaves

Republic president, :
United Airlines for Hollywood.

W. RAY JOHNSTON.
yesterday via

PAUL MOSS,
he

coast

screen

after

a

writer,

at

visit

returned

has

home

his

I

Farrel

in

Pa.

BERNARD
"KO

Radio,

NEWMAN,
has

from Hollywood
stopping at the

AUSTIN
for

St.

C.
Louis.

arrived
on a

Savoy

KEOUGH

costume
in

New

designer fi
by plar

York

business
Plaza.

New

leaves

and

trip,

York

tod;

Adjourn Skouras-RKO Case
whether to continue th
temporary injunction granted t
Skouras Theaters to restrain RKO'
81st St. Theater from playing 20t
Century-Fox pictures day-and-dat
Trial on

with houses it operates in the zon
will be adjourned in Supreme Coui

Monday

for a

week or two at

RKO

request.

Samuel Tigner Dies
Samuel Tigner, father of Mn
Harry H. Buxbaum, died yesterda;
Funeral services will be held Mor
day at 10 a.m. at the funeral pai
lors of Stephin Merritt, 104 Wes
73rd Street.

lease.

"William Tell" at 55th St.
Legend of William Tell
English talking film directed b
Heinz Paul and with Conrad Veic
starred, opens Monday at the 55t
St. Playhouse.

"The

Porter Agenting

J.

Edgar Hoover

Porter, literary agent, is
acting as literary advisor to J.
Edgar Hoover, head of the G-men,
who is preparing a series of articles
for publication and who may act as
technical advisor in connection with
Porter has also
a motion picture.
signed to represent Frances Marion.

THE STANDARD
Reference Book
of th«

MOTION PICTURE

Agency Acquires Cartoon Strip
Along with other Hearst features
which

it

represents,

the

INDUSTRY
•
1936

William

ture, for sale to

FILM YEAR BOOK
Now in Preparation.
Out

motion pictures.

January

in

•

k
$2,031 for

Los Angeles

Rogers Fund

— Contributions

ing $2,031 have been received

Virginia

returned
York.

THE FILM DAILY Morris office has just tied up "Red
Herzig, who wrote Barry," the Will Gould cartoon fea-

"Millions in the Air," an original for
Paramount, and collaborated with
Jane Storm on the screenplay, has
signed a long term contract with
Warner Bros.

the folbirthday:

JOAN
M-G-M
from

broad,

Verne

Vg

West Coast Bureau of
FILM

If the Appellate Diwill pass on this censorship is3ue, cares to add a movie
show to its calendar, it can call for
the film itself as an exhibit.

which

—

ducer's bankruptcy situation in the
Federal Court here Oct. 10. A large
majority of creditors is understood
to have agreed to the arrangement.

lowing

Justice Staley.
vision,

M-G-M

New

rehearse for the
Not So Simple."

World Pictures from Supreme Court

RKO will give up the Downtown Theater, Detroit, to Joseph J.
Cavanaugh, receiver of the Union
Guardian Trust Co., trustee under
the first mortgage on the property,
and in addition will pay over $8,500
to Cavanaugh and transfer title to
"Ethiopia" Chicago Premiere
the theater equ pment.
The settleChicago Premiere of "Wings Over ment is without prejudice to the re-

Lasky is expected to be ratified
when a hearing is held on the pro-

from

license "Spring Showers", Hungarian film, has been obtained by Du

Johnston, president of Re-

public, left yesterday by plane for
the coast, with a stopover today in
Kansas City. After two weeks at
the studios, he will make a tour of

Hollywood

wishes

—

Albany An order to review the
action of the state censor board on
writs of certiorari in refusing to

;

'/8

EPSTEIN,

has
in

INA CLAIRE

Appeals Censor Verdict

Independent Circuits

per

Best

DAVE
'icist,

journ

Hollywood

1

HUBBARD,

LUCIEN

returned to the coast via
j
South American trip.

others.

"Gold
Boston

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

s

and

exchanges including Dallas, New Orleans, Atlanta and Washington.

FINANCIAL

Coming and Going

National Broadcasting Co. have made arrangements for a one-hour
coast-to-coast broadcast next Saturday midnight on "A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
The program, featuring off-stage incidents in
which has its world premiere Oct. 9.
the making of Max Reinhardt's first film, will originate partly from the coast and
Music from the picture will be played by a symphony orchestra
partly from the east.
Personalities scheduled to take part
under the direction of Erich Wolfgang Korngold.
in the program include Jack L. Warner, Hal Wallis, Reinhardt, Jean Muir, Ian Hunter.
Anita Louse, Hobart Cavanaugh. James Cagney, Dick Powell, Hugh Herbert, Frank
McHugh, Olivia De Havilland, Verree Teasdale, Mickey Rooncy, William Dieterle and

Warners

p

Saturday, Sept. 28, 1935

?2
total-

by

n-aP

Given

Free

with

a

dear's Subscription to

THE FILM DAILY

the

Blanche Gregory Moves
"Los Angeles Examiner" in connecBlanche Gregory, authors' repre- tion with the Will Rogers memorial
sentative, has moved her offices to fund.
Marion Davies contributed
366 Madison Ave.
$1,000.

THE
FILM DAILY SERVICE
1650 B'way,

New

York

THE
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COMPANIES DENY

IILM

STALLING' ST.

L.

(Continued from Page

SUIT

PREDICTS INCREASED

Aq<V«J ^^il m mly

°^i
West Coast Bureau

1

actions, said that "we have
len ready at all times."
He defcred that his company objected to
lie
prosecution's plan for trial of
le cases during July and August

Hollywood

I the

the grounds that
St.
Louis
Bather, in those months, is unbear-

Furthermore, it was stated,
lere was nothing to justify a spenl court session during the sumfer months, when the courts always
lle.

Ijcess.

("Whatever delays occurred were
Icessary to
le

protect

the

rights

of

•

•

•

A

NEW

use for cartoons
cleverly employed
United Artists' newspaper ads on Harry Goetz's
"Red Salute" for the opening at the Rivolii
cartoonist Jefferson Machamer has caught the gay humor of the funny situations of the stranded lovers in Mexico
there are a series
of four Splash Ads
and the public will read every word
of 'em
as we did
and get a laugh out of the cartoons
besides
a fine example of selling an unusual production
in an unusual way

in that series of

companies involved," he asserted.

•

Detroit Doings

—Local

Detroit

premiere

of

dsummer

"A

Night's Dream" will be
I Oct. 20 at the Wilson, legit house,
fcsed by United Detroit Theaters
mr the occasion.

lEddie

Pascoe

Impau Theater

is

remodeling

in

Hamtramck. He

the

Is decided not to take over the
npire as previously contemplated.
IClaude A. Dock, owner of the Dox
leater, is traveling around the
luntry as Kiawanis international
lustee.
Floyd Stone is managing
le house.
iRalph A. Philbrook, former owner
I
the Cooley and McKenzie-Allen
leaters, is candidate for Mayor.
iRoger Kennedy, I.A.T.S.E. Local
business agent, is back from
lashington.
IBernice London, daughter of I. J.
kndon, will be married tomorrow
I Dr. Harold Conn.
iBurton W. London will remain as
Imager of the Beacon, Lincoln and
kurtesy theaters instead of returnjg to college this fall.

[Frank Stuart, formerly salesman
Ith Excellent, has resigned to join
niversal as state salesman.
Max
eine gave up his premium office to
.ke Stuart's place.

Al Ruttenberg, owner of the Iris
leater, is expected home in a day
so from Grand Rapids, where he
iderwent an operation.
Alban J. Norris of Michigan Film
brary has moved to 15745 Roseont Road.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh
A. W. McCormick,
th Cetury-Fox office manager, sucssfully defended his title at the
urth annual film row golf tournaent.
His gross for the 18 holes
as 77. Runners-up were Vince Jo,ck and William R. Brown.
Syria Mosque returns to a series
Saturday movies tonight, manned by T. Ralph Barr.
V. F. Scott, president of Ideal
i.musement Co., will be in the hostel
another month recuperating
•om injuries received in an auto
icident.

P.I.

•

•

radio debut as an accordion player
Fred Astaire will appear on the "Hit Parade" broadcast
from Hollywood Saturday eve
all of the five songs from
"Top Hat" will be given on this program

•

•

•

FIRST APPEARANCE

as a regular performer on
be made by Michael Bartlett
is leading man in Claudette Colbert's new Columbia film. "She Married Her Boss"
Bartlett will be the soloist on Jack Benny's program Sunday nite

program

will

• • • A LUNCHEON party was given by Bland Johaneson of the "Daily Mirror" at Pietro's
in honor of Dorothy
Christy of Beverly Hills
her guests included Kate Cameron, Regina Crewe. Wanda Hale, Eileen Creelman, Marguerite
Tfizelaar, Irene Thirer, A leen Brent, Hortense Schorr, Helen
Hadakin and Mrs. John A. Schultz
:

•

•

•

DUE

an era of
prosperity after the Philippines become self-governing in November,
G. F. Harris, president of Philippine
Film, a Manila producing organization and operator of theaters, is at
the Hollywood Plaza buying more
than $100,000 worth of sound equipment for making pictures in the
islands.
will be
will be

Native stories and casts
used for the pictures, which

made

in 10 to 12 reels.

Harris also is buying a quantity
of westerns here for double-billing
with the Filipino productions.

Court Withholds Ruling

MAKING HIS

a major radio
the tenor who

THE FILM DAILY

of

—Predicting

IN New York soon
Sam Wood, who just
Marx Brothers in "A Night At the Opera"

Hnished directing the

Metro
Sam w'll look over the current crop of plays
with a view to securing- the film rights for one he might like
to do for the screen as his next
Mister Wood is one director
who went into the free lance field because he wanted freedom
for choosing hi« stories
and means just that
Junior
Laemmle's proffer of a two-year contract has been definitely
turned down by Wood, according to Dave Epstein, his pressagey.
for

On 50% Buy

In

Fox Met.

(Continued from Page

1)

condition at a hearing before Judge
Manton on a motion by Jenks &
Rogers, counsel for the Fox Theaters
stockholders' protective committee to
compel Weisman to purchase a halfinterest in the reorganized Fox Met.
circuit.

After

Archibald

Palmer,

counsel for a number of creditors,
raised the objection that all the creditors had not been notified of the
hearing and that hence further consideration of the matter was improper, the court ordered that notice be
sent to all creditors and adjourned
the hearing to Oct. 8.
Weisman said that he expected
that the $30,000,000 in claims against
the company would finally be allowed
for about $4,500,000.
With other
liabilities, this would bring the total
liabilities against the company to
between $7,000,000 and $8,000,000.
Weisman then indicated that the
assets of the company totaled slightly over $2,000,000. He declared that
a figure of $7,500,000 which he had
included in the assets on the statement of Hughes, Schurman & Dwight
that the company's claim against
Wm. Fox was valid for that amount,

would have

to be

amended because

of Fox's recent statement in a court

•

•

•

HAVING PURCHASED

the 360-acre ranch from
Clarence Brown will turn it
C.
into one of the biggest breeding farms for fine horses in the
country
Brown is coming to New York after he finishes
"Ah, Wilderness," to contract for the services of two of the
most prominent men connected with the breeding industry, now
in Baltimore
the King

Gillette

.

estate

.

• • • A VERY appropriate tieup has been made by Cy
Braunstein of Imperial Distributing Corp.
on the company's
with the Mills
series of shorts, Edgar Guest's Poetic Gems
who have issued a book of descriptive songs
Music Publishers
and music by Louis Herscher and Frank Loesser
covering
with the mil15 of the most popular Edgar Guest poems
lions of readers of Guest's syndicated poems
this song
book should be a grand seller

proceeding that he was without
funds and existing on the charity of
friends.

Archibald Palmer maintains that
the company should be liquidated
because of its condition.
Weisman
said yesterday that he was uncertain whether he would advocate acquisition of the Fox Met. stock by
Fox Theaters. If Fox Theaters does

not acquire the stock, it is expected
that Jos. M. Schenck will acquire it
on behalf of United Artists Theater
Circuit.
In that event
Schenck
would sell an additional 10 per cent
to

Keith-Albee-Orpheum.
Virginia Bars Fight Pictures

Richmond— Any

AN ANCIENT

Chinese sage once said
"One
hundred tellings are not so good as one seeing."
which
might be appropriately adopted as the universal slogan of the
Motion Picture

•

•

•

*

«?

f4

v>

» »

Baer-Louis

fight

effort to

pictures

show the
in

this

state will be blocked, it is learned.
The censor division has stated it will
deny a permit for the films. Virginia
has a rigid law against showing
prizefights between white men and

negroes.

THE
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—

Newport, Tenn. The New was modeling' and redecorating' his Caradded to the list of Western Elec dinal. It will sport a new box office,

Wide Range

trie

installations

last

lighting fixtures,

Auburn, Wash.

— Following

Guatemala

exten-

when the concompleted.

etc.,

templated work

week.

is

City

—The

new

$1,-

Granada, 000,000 Lux has had seats installed
Manager Frank Graham plans a by International Seating.
host of other improvements to the
Chicago The Linden has gone in
house in the near future.
for Wide Range on its Western
sive beautification of the

—

—

Franclinton, N. C.
The Wide
Range recently put into the Community marks a new Western Electric installation.

New York— Herman Yaffa is having his Gem reseated by International Seating.

BUSINE1I

Electric sound.

Detroit— The

Frolic

at

Midland

JOJ

remodelled at a cost of about
$20,000 by William A. Cassidy.
will be

r

Mt. Carmel, Pa.— The Hollywood
has signed a Wide Range installa-

EDITOR'S NOTE:— This

—

—

New Castle, Ind. The Castle is
Mexico City Emilio Azcarrarga
being recarpeted with Sloane car- is having his new 3,500-seat house
pet, and a new stage rigging has seated
by International Seating,
been installed.
headed by J. George Feinberg.
Wide Range

installation.

tric

Wide Range equipment

at the

Buckhead.

—

Washington The Circle, operated
by Dr. W. P. Herbst, is having a
Clinton, Ind.
The Palace has a
reseating job done by International new Silver Sheet screen.

—

Seating Corp.

Baltimore

—Two

— Air-conditioning

sys-

new Simplex tems are being installed by the Pimmechanisms have been installed in lico, Ambassador and Avalon theSullivan, Ind.

the Lyric.

aters.

—

Seward, Neb.
Old equipment
goes out and Western Electric goes
into the Rivoli.

—

Birmingham, Ala. Western Elecsound at the West End will have
Wide Range added this week.
tric

—

Fort Wayne, Ind. The Jefferson
has been recarpeted with Sloane carpet.

Cambridge
is

City, Ind.

—The

Conn.

—

International

Seating is making an installation in
the Princess here.

—

Port Huron, Mich. Wide Range
has been added to the Desmond's
sound equipment.
St.

Louis

—Irving

Mueller

is

being redecorated and renovated

Oklahoma City

—

Equipment

ern Electric into the theater for the
time.

first

—

Seymour, Ind. The Majestic has
new Strong Super-X lamps
and a new one-piece Da-lite screen.
installed

—

Hobart, Okla. Western Electric
Sound is replacing the previous
equipment at the Kiowa.
Greenfield, Ind.

— The

full

customer, and ALL sound business principles of the past and present are applicable am
in the code of every progressive showman.
It
should be assumed that in connection with these little stories, the publisher n
desire to draw on my stock of experiences covering my connection with the theati
as an architect and builder,
now more than 30 years in the service of this industry.
Therefore, it must appear strange to some of our readers, that
stroll away froit
the prescribed path of technical discussion and meddle with advice as to busineqii
principles, methods of operating theaters, etc., etc.
For all this I apologize.
The theater architect who thinks of design and construction only and does no
absorb at least all he can learn about the show business and the trials and tribulation!
of his client, better leave off the word "Theater" from his title.
Hence
consider it always my duty to learn as much as
can about the sho
business, "in front" as well as "back of the curtain line", which phraseology include
everything from theater locations, theater financing, film contracts, problems of pel

should be

—

I

i

Riley has a

sound equipment.

tone

Sacramento, Cal.
contracted for

W.

—The

E.

I

advertising price

policies,

exploitation,

etc.

contact with theater owners and operators, in the wide field of
Americas and the Continent, has been my teacher.
rviy
modest wisdom and stupendous nerve and courage of arrogating to myse
nyst
the privilege of expression and advice on sound and recommendable business methods,and "Business Builders" may also be traced to two other factors.
Knowledge of history and experience with disappointments in life's school of
knocks and personal business; grief brought on myself by ignorance and frequ
ett,
foolish and stubborn unwillingness to profit by experience and the advice of "be
and wiser men"
But that is all behind us.
History tells us that the perseverance, honesty, sincerity and human indulgent
of the old English and Dutch traders, who year after year poked the front bows
their trading vessels into strange and foreign ports, impressing the islanders, or wha
ever these foreigners might have been, with their honesty and sincerity, thus gaini
daily

—

!!

and holding to the present day their business and trade.

new Motiograph wide range high
fidelity

w

—

My

changes at the Rena brings West-

to

I

sonnel,

re-

PENNIES
BUY PROTECTION

ai

take pen in hand and seek thought and inspiration for another little yarn 01
"Business Builders",
and having been heard of through the courtesy of this splcndii
publication so many times it becomes more difficult with every new attempt.
The show business is not different from any other business with the public as

I

Grand

and reseated.

Rockville,

the eighteenth of a series of

Don't Be Dishone

—

Stone Gap, Va.,—The Big Stone
Buckhead, Ga.
Papers were
Gap theater has ordered a Western signed last week for a Western ElecElectric

is

These are regular weekly features and are written with
prominent people will follow Mr. Eberson's. Letters fro
tects.

tion contract.

Rialto has

Wide Range.

{Continued on Page 6)

Not much different

in

the

show

business.

The theater

in

the small

communi

and the theater in the neighborhood of the metropolis, alike with the downtown houi
on the Gay White Way, are public institutions, with a character, reputation and pei
sonality of its own.
Sincere care and comfort for the public day
Honestly advertised Amusement.
and day out, unselfishly maintained, will bring definite satisfactory business, and
establish a paying and appreciative following.
-

END YOUR
EQUIPMENT
a pack of cigarettes daily for three years
represents the cost per unit of a Gold Seal
Ticket Register.
The price of a subway ride
buys the Model H'.

Half

You

can't afford to

RECORDING
ON

WORRIES—
By

Film or Disc

getting in touch with

I. S.

PERSE

Theatre Equipment Specialist

be without a Genister.

GENERAL REGISTER
CORPORATION
1S40 Broadway, New York,

N. Y.

Complete movie equipment merchandise now on display in our
show room.

CAPITOL M.
630 9TH AVE.

P.

SUPPLY CO.

NEW YORK

CITY

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK
PRODUCTIONS CORP.
St. NYC

CH. 4-2200 321 W. 44tk

m

AIR CONDITIONING

PHOor
ONDITIONINGO
BLOWERS -FANS
AIR

WASHERS

252 West 26th

St.,

New

Yi

—
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New York — With

the opening of
closed theaters during the past
few months a new demand for novel
and modern equipment has developed, according to I. S. Perse, president of Capitol Motion Picture Supply Corp.
Installations just completed by Capitol include recarpeting
of the Euclid theater, Brooklyn, Ashcraft Suprex projection lamps and
General Electric Rectifiers in the
DeLuxe theater, the Bronx and complete remodeling of the East End
theater with installation of Peabody
theater chairs, Bigelow carpet and
projection equipment.

hang on
bills,

to

Your Theater
the

theater just because

worn-out equipment,
business

short-sighted and
than the man who
ravages of time and

is

—and

a

few weeks,

a

down

to

help, light

mistake.

remodeling is in vogue.
The man who is
his house will have to reach much deeper in his pocket
at least spent some money during the depression to soften the

today is
neglected

better

usage.

You cannot, and should not always do what you want

You must do what your

to.

public wants you to do.

The dishonesty

and Portuguese money lenders caused their success
to be but short-lived and their trickery brought no permanent success.
They tried to
out-smart and trick the world
their public.
They did not succeed.
of the Spanish

—

To

return

the

—

field seeking "Business Builders",
the same honesty
and perseverance must rule if the builder and operator wants to permanently succeed.
And at the risk of being monotonous and standing accused of repeatedly telling
you what you already know,
beg to talk in "high-light fashion", about a few "universal"
technical details which in my opinion are "paramount" to success, whose absence and
consequent failure should be a "warning".
The "Prudential" and "Foxy" operator will put "Reliance" in his architect's advice,
and for his "Publix" sake, remodel with business on the up and up.
Good "times are marching" on^ and this Fall is the "ideal" time to call your
"United Artists" to work for a "grand" remodeling campaign.
New display frames, rustless steel, polished copper not wood or compo.
Ceramic non-slip tile in the vestibule not Terrazzo.
Marble base for your box office, Venetian blinds not wood or cheap draperies.
Perforated rubber mats in easily handled sections for the vestibule
not a bare floor.

to

—

E. M. Holtman, sound dimanager of the Cincinnati
Recorder Company, visited

Detroit
vision

Time
in

allows use of four speak-

Detroit this week.

—

Detroit

Monograph

projection
in the
J. B.

equipment has been installed
Rex, West side house, by
Mitchell.

—

—

been bad for

to curtail quality of service by cutting

show hours and dates,

advertising or

Show

business has

It

—

paper by John Ebersun, one of America's leading archieing BUSINESS BUILDERS for exhibitors. Articles by other
equesting information will be answered by this department.
>r this

neglect

pounds.

Buffalo United Projector & Film
Corp. announces the following recent
installations: Wilton carpets of special design and Penn Felt carpet
Detroit
Boris Radoff, former padding in: Colonial, Elmira, N. Y.;
leader of the Mayfair theater or- Capitol, Elmira; Ellen Terry, Bufchestra, has formed United Sound falo; Temple, Pulaski, N. Y.; BrenkSystems to do public address and ert high intensity reflector arc
theater sound work.
Radoff is an lamps, Suprex type, in Academy,
electrical graduate of the Sorbonne Rivoli, Colonial, Columbia, all in
Buffalo; Strand and Webster, both
in Par-is.
in
Rochester;
and
Hippodrome,
New York John Eberson has de- Gloversville; Idea De Luxe chairs,

SON

To

NOTES

FIELD

many

JILDERS

Vith

EQUIPMENT

»

»

technical

signed the front for the New Yorker,
formerly the Warner, which reopens today.
The front was built
by Lobby Display Co.

New York—A

new, complete current address system, with power to
serve an audience of 2,000, is announced by Miles Reproducer Co.,
through J. M. Kuhlik. Its net weight,
including both speakers for six
volts and for 110 volts, alternating
current

or

direct

current,

is

(Continued on Page 6)

HEADQUARTERS
for

I( el tabic

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT OF THE BETTER
KIND
THEATRE ACCESSORIES CARPETS— CHAIRS
AVu-

ami
.-it

lictmiit ft/ iii/tntrnt.
on llantl

it

aw

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
34J

W. 44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

CO., INC.
LAckawanna 4-7510

40

I

—
—

—

Carpet, Crestwood carpet

in

your lobby

— not

a

Deep sashless shadow boxes for lobby display, more
mirrored and over-decorated wood and compo frames.

None

of the

hideous,

chromium kalamein

stills,

less

one sheets

— no

flat

and tasteless monstrosities of commercial paper and
cluttering up so many beautiful and inviting

costly

moulding;

—

bare floor.

displays,

lobbies.

(Never as yet heard any of the patrons go into raptures over this type of display
but more often heard the home office kick about the bills and cost of such
vulgar and ineffective advertising).
However, this is only my own opinion and conviction.
The tasteless overnight covering of fronts, box offices, lobbies and vestibules with
cheap creation of paper, tinsel, sparkling powder and foil are, in my estimation, clumsy
efforts of owners to cover up dirty, antiquated fronts and entrances.
Coney Island and
(Continued on Page 6)

"The Big Broadcast of 1936

A picture with as many headliners

Service

never relaxes.

It

is

ment

/

of

KNOWN

QUALITY.

projectors.

Send for catalog.

SERVE your

theatre.

Only equip-

Carpets, seating, screens,
is

PREPARED

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
92 Gold

St.

or Office Nearest

You

New

is

.

.

is why you will
Carpets in
Smith
find Alexander
the majority of the country's
most successful theatres.

is

ready to help your

National

So

names
as Premier, Crestwood and Wool
names known and reVelvet
spected wherever theatre carpet

All Set to Serve You
renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

to be B.O.

a line of carpets with such

.

National

bound

as this is

bought. Which

to

CO.

York, N. Y.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET
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••••EQUIPMENT****
Builder" until
am hoarse.
have written and scribbled
and twisted but apparently to no avail.

BUSINESS BUILDERS

I

(Continued from Page 5)

have discontinued long ago what some
theaters on America's Gay White Ways.
circus

the

of

As

showmen

our

are doing to

their

I

Good

lighting

—

Opera

all

with modern ideas should be arranged so as to
objects and general areas to be seen, with due regard to the

Light sources should

be subordinated

usual

importance to the things they are

will

Do

permit light installation

not

based

on

glare

or

intense

brightness

in

is

soft,

flabby

I

—

home
Money and

restuffed by the

—

upholsterer, giving you a pain

the back.

in

effort wasted.

and improvement
business

on

the

in

His good ideas and judgment will lead
business, which will dwarf the size of his well earned fee.

upturn,

and

still

better

times

ahead,

thorough

remodeling

TALK REMODELLING WITH YOUR ARCHITECT"

concen-

areas.

Permit no seat
Use opera chairs with deep curve backs and spring edge seats.
The loss of only 30 seats on the main floor will often give you sufficient
additional leg room to make 1,000 seats more comfortable.

EQUIPMENT NOTES

crowding.

Don't use

new

fantastic

trick

seating.

The

old

line

is

the

best.

air

The

picture,

best "Business

the sound, the chair, and,

No. 4 comes

air

conditioning

a

— the

Lafayette,
fourth

New

Buffalo;

ventilating

and

there.

Some

—

Rochester The West End is celebrating a Western Electric Wide
Range reopening.

—

—

speaking, and particularly in the face of new sound reproducing and
disseminating devices, practically every existing moving picture theater requires, in my
estimation, constructive and corrective acoustical treatment.
Broadly

Amusement

advice.

want

to

Screen Service.

—

Binghamton, N. Y. Western Elecsound is going into the Cameo
as a replacement.
tric

—

New York International Seating
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Western Elec- Corp. is re-seating the Metropolitan
tric sound with Wide Range has Opera House, J. George Feinberg
been installed in the Capitol.
announces.

—

you have
But, do they do it?
have talked and talked about intelligent and honest remodeling as a "Business
I

—

Louis, Mo. The St. Louis
Co. has awarded a contract to the Stamm Construction
Co. for the installation of a new
marquee in front of the Manchester.
St.

Science has developed a method determining the relationship between the absorbing
power of the interior surfaces of rooms and their size, so that the time required for
the absorption of decay of sounds can be measured mathematically.
Have your auditorium and sound examined by an expert and follow his corrective
Don't depend on your operator or local manager.
might still
of this, and all of the above, and all
heard a dozen times and few will disagree with my advice.

arc generators

Suprex lamps have
been installed in the Walter Reade
circuit of theaters by I. S. Perse
of Capitol Motion Picture Supply.

Brooklyn The Carlton, Endicott
and Howard theaters of the Nelson
and Renner circuit have taken the
Detroit The Munz Circuit has reWestern Electric Wide Range bath. finished the screen at the Century,
work being done by Peter G. Rother

system.

All

New York — Stable
and Ashcraft

Franklin,

Lackawanna.

Builder."

Don't be satisfied with just your old installation, a fan here
Nobody knows why or what for.
push the air and some pull it.

Get

(Continued from Page 5)

conditioning your best consideration.

Give

I

quill

prove to be the "Best Business Builder".

intended to illuminate.

trated

chairs,

With

in

in

my

your remodeling with your architect.

Plan
to savings

and usage of certain theater spaces.

interior

I

old story

Make-shift remodeling.

conformity

in

same

until

wend my way to the theater of the town,
do travel) and as
bronze to cover the rot on canopy and front cheap paint to
lobby and auditorium.

(and

travel

cover the dirt

not wood or cheap tin
Install new Formica doors, serviceable, artistic, brilliant
doors covered with paste or mastic paint, usually an unsanitary, unreal looking mess.

effectively illuminate

I

find the

I

write

IMPROVEMENT NOTES

nounced a new carbon turning machine which is claimed to cut carbon costs in projectors 25 per cent.
It allows the carbons to be burned
(Continued from Page 4)
to within a two-inch waste, with the
Seymour, Ind.
The Little has use of the Cross Adaptor,
it is said.
been redecorated and re-equipped

TICKET 1IUIIO

THEATRE DECORATIONS

HEW SHOW SEASON

—

completely.

JiHARvisiwillTsSI

—

Hollywood A new "super portPlaquermine, La.
Wide Range able" sound equipment, small enough
addition goes into the Western Elec- to be carried on the back of a packtric equipment at the Wilbert soon. mule, has been developed at M-G-M
under the supervision of Douglas
Shearer,
studio
recording
chief.
Detroit
The National Theater Through use of tiny
but efficient
Engineering Co. is installing a na- tubes
it will record voices and a
tional wide range unit in William
symphony orchestra high in the
Schulte's Theatorium, Detroit west
mountains, if necessary. It weighs
side house, and has completed the
less than 20 pounds and is said to
installation of a new power unit in
be able to duplicate any recording
the Century for Henry Munz. The
operation of a studio sound stage.
company is also bringing out a new
type of unit, according to John B.
Winter Haven, Fla. The Ritz is
Marley, manager. The new unit is
without tubes using a dry disc rec- being redecorated on the outside.

—

ANY COPY—SILK TRANSPARENT VALANCES— ANY COLOR
VELVET TRANSPARENT VALANCES
also FLAGS, BANNERS and PENNANTS

—

WAL1FISIIVA1

m

—

tifier

instead.

new product

The company's other Byron Cooper
a

special type of
dual channel amplifier for use with
the new metal tubes.
is

is

manager.

—

Detroit Lew Wisper and Frank
Wetsman have completely modernized

Glen Lyon, Pa.

—ERPI

finishing the Wide
stallation at the Family.

are

—

engineers

Range

in-

Dearborn, Mich. Seats for Henry
Ford's Pergola are being installed
by International Seating Corp.

the seating, carpeting, draping and lighting of the Tuxedo of
Highland Park.
They are using
wider seats which has reduced the
seating capacity from 1,800 to 1,635

j

seats.

—

Detroit The National Sound Co.
has been formed by John Fill, who
Donaldsonville, La. Wide Range has operated under his own name
has been added to the Western Elec- for the past two years at Highland
tric sound at the Grand.
Park. The company is building amplifiers for sound work and does genDetroit Wallace Cross, operating eral advertising sound
work as well
the Cross Machine Shop, has an- for theaters.

—

—

MORRIS LIBERMAN
729 Broadway

NEW YORK
Tel.

SPr.

7-2320

1018

S.

Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO,
Tel.

ILL.

Wabash 5815
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VIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS

R E

"THE GIRL FRIEND"

"THE BISHOP MISBEHAVES"

Ann

Sothern, Jack Haley, Roger Pryor

Columbia

67 mins.

with

LAUGH SHOW GETS OVER NEATLY
WITH CLEVER NOVELTY MUSICAL COMEDY PLOT.
This one will travel in any theater on the
strength of the running laughs alone.
It
is fairly studded with laughs throughout and
kept the packed audience at the Roxy in
Beripples of mirth almost continuously.
sides that, it has a very unique plot, which
we will grant is very far fetched but the
story was written for the laughs, so what of
it?
Roger Pryor is the playwright of a musical comedy, with two song-writing pals and
they are all on their uppers when the big
Broadway producer turns down Roger's latest

—

play.

Circumstances

throw

where they get

them

into

a

chance to pull
a fast one and gain a temporary home in
the country, by having Pryor impersonate
the producer ostensibly visiting the country
youth who has written a serious drama
about Napoleon.
As Pryor's rejected musical is also about Napoleon, it works out into
a production of his play in the home town,
and the producer coming up from New York
and buying it.
Ann Sothern is charming
as Josephine, Jack Haley gets the laughs
as Nap, and Pryor plays the singing lover
situation

a

Sothern, Jack Haley, Rcger
Pryor, Thurston Hall, Victor Kilian, Ray Walker, Margaret Seddon, Inez Courtney.
Director,

Edward Buzzell; Authors, Gene

Towne, Graham Baker; Screenplay, Gertrude
Purcell, Benny Rubin; Cameraman, Joseph

Based on the Broadway play of last seathis is good entertainment that ought

Direction,

Good.

Photography,

Okay.

—

Theater. He previously had been
with houses in Atlanta, West Palm
Beach and New York, as well as relief manager on the Loew circuit.
Charles E. Winthrop, former assistant

manager

at the

RKO

Palace,

has been made manager of the new
RKO Grand. He will be assisted by
Frank Serbus, former Palace treasurer, and Ann Shott and Mary Alice
Nash, also formerly of the Palace,

thick

plot

real-life

in

which

some crooks

are victimizing some innocent people, including a couple of young lovers.
Plunging
calmly and deliberately into the mysterious

and

the Bishop shrewdly works up to
the capture of the culprits.
story holds a good vein of suspense,
there are enough comedy touches to

give

it

situation,
a

solution and

The

generally merry flavor.

a

Edmund Gwenn,

Cast:

Maureen O'SulWatson, Reginald Owen, Dud-

Lucile

livan,

Norman

Digges,

ley

Fester,

Lillian

Bend,

Etienne Girardot,
Lumsden Hare.

Mc-

Simpson,

Ivan

Newccmb.
Photography, A-1.

Direction, Good.

Denver

RKO

—Joe

Ashby, manager of
exchange, is back on the

Lon

T. Fidler spent a few days
in Dallas, the southern extremity
of a business trip for Distinctive
Screen Attractions.

Max

Schubach,

pioneer

theater

houses.

New

Orleans Notes

—

New Orleans Loew's State will
open at 9:30 A. M. during the engagement of "Broadway Melody of
Walt Disney's seventh

1936."

day party

is

birthalso tied in with the

RKO's exchange here

held a picnic

at Covington this week.

Ed Goodrow
Columbia Adds Writers

THE FILM DAILY
Clyde Bruckman and

Hollywood

—

Richard Hyland were added to Columbia Pictures' writing staff this
week.
At the same time contracts
were renewed with S. K. Lauren,
Earle Snell and Richard Flournoy,
scenarists.

please

dealt

all

Admiral

of

with

humanly,

types

of audiences.
Byrd and his men
the Antarctic holds

From the moment the expedition embarks at Newport
News, Va., until the rescue of Admiral Byrd
at Advance Base, just a mere 10,000 miles

New

York, there

is

no let-up

in

the

And much of the credit is due
Ewing Scott, who edited thousands of feet
of film and. condensed the screen record
of the trip to 50 minutes.
No attempt is
made to burden the audience with scores of
charts and heavy scientific matter, but,
instead, the trials and tribulations of the
interest.

explorers

are

moments

also

depicted,
injected.

with

The

some

lighter

over

flight

Marie Byrd Land, a crack-up of one of the
planes and a blizzard are among the many
thrills.
John L. Herrmann and Carl O.
Peterson deserve a bow for their camera
work.
Cast:

Rear-Admiral

Richard E. Byrd and
of his Second Antarctic Expedition.

Cameramen: John

L.
Herrmann. Carl O.
Narration written by Charles J.
V Murphy and delivered by Gayne Whitman;
Film Editor, Frances Marsh; Editor, Ewing
Scctt; Supervisor, Dario Faralla.

Peterson;

Direction,

Seattle

New

Natural.

Shirley, 0.

P.

Heggie, Helen

Westley

reaching their goal in
the interest from the start.

from

Anne

with

Photography, Fine.

RKO

Radio

IN
ILY CLIENTELE.

Weak

Bijou in Aberdeen and the

New

Hoquiam

in Hoquiam gives Warner
Bros, three houses in the Gray's Harbor section of the state. The houses
were taken over from David Cantor.
Warners also have the Warner in

Aberdeen.
in its second week at
will continue indefi-

names and in story punch, this
romance will find its best apamong women and the family

in

saccharine
preciation
trade.

It is a genteel tale, with no stressthe dramatics but with a pleasant
sprinkling of humor, and all in all it should

ing

of

who

please

folks

0.

Heggie,

P.

for

book

a

like

a

quietly

told

while conducting a
at the scene of his

story.

search

youth,
the orphaned
daughter of his early sweetheart, and they
become great friends.
Anne is very unhappy with her guardian, but when Heggie
tries
to take
her away and make life
pleasant for her the guardian immediately

runs

across

Anne

Shirley,

acts to keep the

two apart.
Eventually it
discovered that the guardian not only
had forged Anne's adoption papers but also
had committed another misdeed, thereby
giving Heggie the
necessary grounds to
get Anne away from him and to arrange it
so she can in due course marry her sweetheart, Trent Durkin.
Cast: Anne Shirley, 0. P. Heggie, Helen
is

Westley, Trent Durkin, Elizabeth Patterson,
John Qualen, Etienne Girardot, Doris Lloyd,
Hilda Vaughn.
Reid; Director, George
Author,
Anatole
France
("Crime of Sylvestre Bcnnard"); Screenplay, Francis E. Faragoh; Cameraman, Lucien
Andrict; Editor, Arthur Schmidt.

Producer,

Nicholls,

Cliff

Jr.;

Direction,

Nice

Photography,

Fine.

Iowa Items

Northwest Notes

— Recent acquisitions of the

77Vi mins.

SENTIMENTAL DRAMA HANDLED
SIMPLE STYLE. ALL RIGHT FOR FAM-

FAIR

Des

Moines

—

Sixty district and
theater managers of Tri-States Theaters Corp. attended a send-off meeting at Hotel Kirkwood Sept. 24 for
the district managers' championship
drive scheduled for Sept. 27 to Dec.
27.
The drive is headed by Evert
Cummings of Omaha, Joe Kinsky of
the Tri-Cities and Stan Brown of
Des Moines.

E. W. Hageman, who recently reconditioned the Grant Theater at
Independence, has presented Upper
Iowa University at Fayette with his
Will Appraise Theater Properties
Petition of Milton C. Weisman, re- former scenery.
"Top Hat" broke a three-year atceiver of Fox Theaters Corp., for
permission to hire appraisers to tendance record at the Orpheum, acvalue the Audubon Theater & Bldg., cording to Manager Hale Cavathe Academy of Music and other naugh.
properties of Fox Theaters, for the
purpose of revising fire insurance
Emanuel Heads Hospital Drive
coverage and state franchise taxes
has been approved by Judge Martin
Philadelphia
Jay Emanuel has
T. Manton of the U. S. Circuit Court
been appointed head of the drive to
of Appeals.
The appraisal is also raise $50,000 for the Northern Libto give the receiver an idea of the erties Hospital
here.
Checks may
present value of the properties.
be sent to the headquarters of the

—

bill.

tions
West Coast Bureau of

should

"Top Hat",
and film man, who died recently,
the Orpheum,
left an estate of $20,000.
Ross Bluck, RKO office manager, nitely.
is on vacation.

Completing the general shift of
Lyle Gann, RKO Majestic

RKO

and

thrills

Pacific

the
job following a goiter operation.

staffs,

Howard Puckett, formerly of
Cleveland,, assumes the treasurer's
post at the Palace.
John L. Barcroft will serve as
publicity director for the three

of

members

Producer, Lawrence Weingarten; Director,
E.
A. DuPont; Author, Frederick Jackson;
Screenplay, Leon Gordon, George Auerbach;
Cameraman, James Van Trees; Editor, James

as cashiers.

treasurer, goes to the Palace as assistant manager, while George Gay
takes Gann's place at the Majestic.

Full

The drama

Denver Doings

C. Speece has been
of Loew's Broad

"CHASING YESTERDAY"

in

50 mins.

this

Columbus Clips
Columbus R.
named manager

Paramount

to please the folks at large.
Cast, though
not of very great marquee importance, is
nicely fitted to the requirements of the
story, and Director DuPont has engineered
the action in satisfactory tempo. Edmund
Gwenn does an ingratiating job as the detective-minded
Bishop
who accidentally
finds himself thrust in the middle of a

E.

Walker.

Byrd

E.

"LITTLE AMERICA"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

son,

Naughtcn,

Ann

Rear-Admiral Richard

M-G-M
86 mins.
FINE ADVENTURE FILM ON ANTENTERTAINING MYSTERY DRAMA IN ARCTIC EXPEDITION WITH THRILLS
LIGHT COMIC VEIN WITH GENERAL AND HUMAN INTEREST OF POPULAR
AUDIENCE APPEAL.
APPEAL.

Melville Cooper, Robert Greig, Charles

part.

Cast:

Edmund Gwenn, Maureen O'Sullivan,
Norman Foster, Lillian Bond, Reginald
Owen, Dudley Digges

with

of Goodrow Attractook a flying trip to Baton

M.

Rouge.

P.

T. O. of Eastern Pa.

Korda to Start "Cyrano"
Wm. A. Brady Jr. Dead in Fire
London
Alexander Korda will
Will Install Exhibits at Roxy
Colts Neck, N. J.
William A. place "Cyrano de Bergerac" in proBrady Jr., Broadway producer and duction within a fortnight. Charles
Peter Copeland, architect and arhusband of Katherine Alexander, Laughton will be starred in this tist and head of Copeland Displays,
who is now in pictures, was found United Artists release. Lajos Biro Inc., has been commissioned by the
dead in the flaming ruins of a cot- and Arthur Wimperis have just com- Roxy to design, manufacture and
pleted the screenplay.
tage near here late Thursday.
install two special lobby exhibits.

—

—

A

"LITTLE" from

HOLLYWOOD

RALPH WILK

Colin Clive has been added to the
announce that one of cast of "Meet the Duchess" at First
the most important musical pic- National.

By

Wf ARNERS

tures on their schedule for 1935-36
be "Colleen," headed by Ruby
Keeler, Joan Blondell, Jack Oakie
and Hugh Herbert. It will be based
on an original story by Robert Lord.

will

T
T
T
Vidor, contract director
Radio Pictures, will direct
for
"Green Shadows," novel by James
Edward Grant, scheduled to go into
production early in October.

Charles

RKO

Howard Hawks, who

will

direct

Warners' "Ceiling Zero," which will
star James Cagney and Pat O'Brien,
has arranged for Amelia Earhart,
famous aviatrix, to coach June Travis,

the film's leading lady, in the

fundamentals of

flying.

T

T

RKO

tress, to "Sylvia Scarlett."

Dunne and

Ralph Block
T
have completed a working script of
Roger Pryor and Leila Hyams
James Fenimore Cooper's "Last of
the Mohicans," forthcoming Reliance head the cast of Republic's "A Thouproduction and the most ambitious sand Dollars A Minute" which has
just gone into production at the Nat
venture on its current schedule.
Levine Studios, under the direction
Warners have taken up their op- of Aubrey Scotto. Six well-known
tion on Kay Linaker, former Broad- screen comics are included in the
way player, who has just completed supporting cast Sterling Holloway,
"The Murder of Dr. Harrigan" for Edgar Kennedy, Edward Brophy,
Herman Bing, Arthur Hoyt and
the company.
Purnell Pratt
Franklyn Pangborn.
Wallace have also been
and
Morgan
Elisabeth Risdon and Mrs. Patsigned.
rick Campbell, who appeared together 20 years ago in "Lady PatriAbsent in England for many
cia" in London, were reunited in the
supporting cast of "Crime and Pun- months, during which time three
ishment," when the former was Wheeler and Woolsey comedies were
signed for the B. P. Schulberg pro- filmed with her familiar name and
duction which Josef von Sternberg blonde features missing from the
cast, Dorothy Lee comes back again
is directing for Columbia.
to the RKO Radio fold in "The Raint
T
makers" tc romp once more with
Sybil Jason, child star, has been
Bert and Bob.
cast in a leading role opposite Al
T
Jolson in "The Singing Kid," which
will be his next film for First NaIris Adrian and Miki Morita are
tional.
Lloyd Bacon will direct.
additions to Columbia's "Grand Exit", starring Ann Sothern and EdT
T
Geneva Mitchell, Columbia play- mund Lowe.

—

play the feminine lead in
"The Twain Shall Meet," Ken Maynard's next starring feature, with

er,

will

Spencer Gordon Bennett directing.
Story is by Charles Francis Royal,
with Nate Gatzert credited with the
screen treatment.

Ruth Etting

before the cameras
at the RKO Radio Studios as the
star of a still untitled musical featurette
being
directed
by Ben
Holmes and supervised by Lee Marcus.
In the cast are Junior Coghlan, Joan
Sheldon, Mary Bovard,

Margaret

HERE & THERE

Howell.

Chicago

—

GB's "The 39 Steps"
not go into the World Playhouse as reported, but will follow
"Top Hat" at the RKO Palace, probably on Oct. 18 when the "Folies
Bergere" stage show plays the
house.

—

and

RKO

Radio, has
reported at the studio after a seven-week vacation spent in her native
land.
Her next appearance will be
as Milady in "The Three Musketeers," soon to be released.
At
Christmas Miss Grahame's parents
will join her in Hollywood to make
their home with her.

25.

Natrona, Pa.
of

several

a retirement

years, A. J. Rakowski,
operator of the Keystone
theater, acquired that house again
from Jack Rainey, who will continue
as house manager.

former

Berke

preparing to
start production on the next Harry
Carey picture, "Easy Aces." Harry
Fraser will direct. Berke has just
completed the new Jack Perrin western, "Mesquite and Sagebrush," with
Blanche Mehaffey playing the feminine lead.

is

Bernard

member

of

New York
has

joined

licity

Bernbaum, formerly a
the Fox and Warners
publicity departments,
the Mascot studio pub-

department.

In line with the current trend of
placing new personalities in featured
roles, Sol Lesser has signed Charlotte

Wynters, Broadway actress, to

believes

in applying his talents
motion picture

his

to

performances. BeSamuel Goldwyn has signed Gor- sides singing in a rich
baritone voice,
don Jones, former University of he jumps
through a fence on a
California football and track star, horse,
leaps from

for Eddie Cantor's forthcoming production, "Shoot the Chutes." Jones,

who appeared in the Reliance film,
"Let 'Em Have It," and will soon
be seen in "Red Salute," is considered one of the major discoveries
of the current season.

"Ship Cafe" has been definitely
by Paramount as the title for
the forthcoming Carl Brisson starring production, formerly known as
"The Bouncer."

a

building,

T

T

T

Man,"

is

which Paul Muni

in

is

star-

ring for First National.
T

has

put

into

work

Range," by Merbought with Bing

of the

Hauser,
mind. The company also acquired the rights to original songs
by Jacques Wolfe and J. K. Brennan which will be used in connection with the production.
The picture, which will also have a role for
Jack Oak e, will be put into production shortly for release before Jan.
1.
Waldemar Young and Harlan
Ware have been assigned to the
J.

in

:

script.
T

Doris Schroeder and Jerry Geraghty are writing the screenplay for
the third Clarence E. Mulford story,
"Bar 20 Rides Again," which Harry
Sherman will produce for Para-

mount.

Will'am

Boyd

and

Jimmy

Ellison will be featured, with Howard Bretherton directing.
Production is scheduled to start Oct. 15th.

story
of

horses and acts.

New Incorporations »

«

NEW YORK
The Play Genius
atricals

of

Play, Inc., Manhattan. Theand motion pictures; capital, 100 shares

stock.

Martin

the most recent
addition to the cast of "Enemy of

Brenda Fowler

three

runaway team

stops a

set

T

William

— After

latest

:

vin

Sligo, Pa.
Mike Servente will reopen his remodeled Liberty theater

on Sept.

Bert Allenberg, Tala
Felix
Young,
Gouveneur
Morris, Paul Sloane, I. E. Chadwick,
Harry
Richman,
John
Halliday,
Ralph Dietrich, at the Pacific Southwest tennis tournament.
Birell,

play opposite Richard Arlen in "The
*
T
Calling of Dan
Matthews." The
"Ready, Willing and Able," a story brunette beauty was featured with
by Richard Macaulay which ap- Sylvia S dney and Paul Kelly in "Bad
peared in the "Saturday Evening Girl" and has been leading lady for
Post" two weeks ago, has been pur- Lowell Sherman, Glenn Hunter, Pat
chased by Warners. Macaulay also O'Brien, Sidney Blackmer, Osgood
wrote "Front Page Woman," which Perkins and Frank Craven.
Warners produced with Bette Davis
T
and George Brent in the leading
John Carroll, the new RKO singroles.
"Ready, Willing and Able"
ing star currently in "Hi Gaucho,"
will be produced as a musical.

Paramount
Kenny "The Rhythm

Margot Grahame, English beauty
will

"discovery,"
New York model, recently placed under long-term contract by the company, will make her
screen debut opposite Roger Pryor
in "The Case of the Missing Man,"
which in early announcements was
titled "It Never Rains," being directed by D. Ross Lederman. Harold
Buchman and Lee Loeb wrote the
screen play.

Crosby
under contract to

man Taurog,

T

Columbia's
Joan Perry,

is

Armtsrong

Our Passing Show: Gloria SwanMerian C. Cooper, Herbert Marshall, Walter Connolly, Clifton Webb,
Lynn Shores, Myles Connolly, Norson,

play.

Radio has ass-'gned Alan
Hale and Tony Martin to "It Hapf
T
Rafaela OttiAnita Louise has been selected by pened in Hollywood,"
Warners for the important role of ano to "Husk," Maxine Jennings and
Jane Hamilton to "Love Song," and
Marie in "Anthony Adverse."
Louise O'Brien, London stage acPhilip

Frank Borzage, who recently directed Warners' "Shipmates Forever,"
will
also
direct
Marion
Davies's next Cosmopolitan production.
Dick Powell will have a leading role in support of Miss Davies.
"Glorious" is an adaptation of a
story by Rida Johnson Young, and
has its setting in America in the
early days of the Napoleonic era.
Casey Robinson is writing the screen

"LOTS"

and

Shareholders: Louis S. Aldrich,
Lilly Rosenthal,
New York.

Ann

Anglo-Near East Pictures, Inc., Manhattan.
Motion pictures, theaters and plays; capital,
250 shares at $100 each and ninety common
of no par value.
Stockholders: Philip J. Maron,
Syd Kanerman and A. John Eder, New York.
Crack-Up,

Manhattan.

Inc.,

branches

All

of the theatrical business; capital, ninety-nine
shares of stock of no par value.
Shareholders:
Fred J. Leonard, Gerson H. Werner and Dorothy

New

Weingerger,

York.

Hiton Theater Corp.,
capital,

Bishop,
York.

Rose

Lear Pictures,
ucts:

New

ten shares of stock.

capital,

Shareholders:

Cohen and

Hornstock

Inc.,

200

York.
Theatricals;
Shareholders: Ruth

and

Ida

Manhattan.
shares

Irving B.
Irving Klein,

J.

of
no
Levine,

New

Dorr.

New

Screen prodpar value.

Samuel

L.

York.

One Twenty-Eight East Thirty-Seventh Street,
N. Y. Corporation, New York.
Motion pictures;
capital,
200 shares preferred stock at $100
each and 200 common of no par value. Shareholders:
Samuel Rudner, George H. Schwartz
Ruth R. Ehrantreau, New York.

md

DELAWARE
(August)
Fox Manitowoc Corp. $1,000.
tion Co., Dover, Del.

U.

S.

Corpora-

Olympic Motion Ficture Corp.
100 shares.
The Corporation Trust Co., Wilmington, Del.

Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc.
1.000
The Corporation Trust Co., Wilming-

shares.

|

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Peak Activity at Warner Studios — 24 Under

INTERESHOCUSED ON
More

Sees

Importance
of
Being Tackled, Says
A. J. Richard

Marked trend toward individualization by the newsreel companies
should result in exhibitor classification of newsreels based on their coverage of important happenings such
as the Ethiopian crisis and the general level of interest maintained by
the reel, it was said Saturday by
A. J. Richard, editor of Paramount

News.
that

the

news-

reels' opportunities for increased importance and interest, aside from a

speedy coverage of news happenings,
lies in more stories that appeal to
(Continued on Page 3)

20TH CENTURY LINEUP
IS

REVISED BY ZANUGK

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood In a slight
of the 20th Century lineup

revision

made by

Darryl Zanuck last week, "The City
God Forgot," based on "Men Remington Knew," has been taken out
of the current schedule and listed for
1936-37 production. A George Raft
vehicle, "It Had to Happen," and a
Jack London story, "White Fang,"
have been added to the present program, which also includes now:
(Continued on Page 3)

Two
Two

20th-Fox Pictures
Dated for Music Hall
20th

Century-Fox

produc-

tions have been dated for premieres
at the Radio City Music Hall. "Gay
Deception" is booked for Oct. 10,

while "Metropolitan," with
rence Tibbett, opens Oct. 24.

Palace Packs 'Em

Law-

Censors Ask More Pay

—

A request for increased pay
been sent by the Virginia censors
Governor Peery's budget committee.
The three censors, now getting $3,000
a year, ask a $600 increase.
The censor division has been showing a profit
of $14,000 a year.
Richmond

to

HEARING TODAY

Trend

With All-Screen Show

In

Newsreels

of

Many Big Film

With "Top Hat" heading the second all-screen show in its career, the RKO Palace
has been jamming them in since Thursday night when the RKO picture had its preview
at the Broadway stand after three weeks at the Radio City Music Hall.
On Friday
the

A

house opened at 9 A. M., with performances running until 2:45 the next morning.
holdover is already set.

Poor's Financial Survey Finds
Film

Company

Griffith

finances and cor-

porate control, the survey says:
"Few industries rivalled the motion picture business in its openhanded theater-ownership program
of the boom years. Fixed-charge obligations, including subsidiary company preferred stocks of the 'Big
Five' increased 237 per cent or from
$121,846,000 to $409,855,000 during
the expansion period.
"The collapse in motion picture
securities
during the depression
years furnished an opportunity for
new blood to acquire control of three
large units at a nominal cost. Thus,
(Continued on Page 3)

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

Gov't Trials

—

Louis Industry attention is
focused on this city as two of the
most important cases in film annals
go to trial this week in the Federal
Court, with Warners, Paramount
and RKO as the defendants and
with the Federal Government as the
complainant.
A criminal indictment charging
the three majors with a conspiracy
to refuse first-run pictures to the
Ambassador,
Missouri
and New
Grand Central theaters is the subSt.

ject of the trial starting this
(Continued on Page 3)

morn-

MORSE-ROTHENBERG
INVADING PENNA.

— Morse

&

Rothenberg,
expanding
in western Pennsylvania territory.
Immediate plans call for houses in
Butler and vicinity.
Pittsburgh-

New England

circuit,

is

Denies Injunction
In Bank Night Suit Famous Players Circuit
Cleveland— Court of Appeals on
THE FILM DAILY
Adds Vaudeville Time

—

of

New

Edward H.

Talent

Common

(Continued on Page 3)

Peak
Shooting, 1 8 Preparing

Warner Studio
With

11

—

unanimously upheld the
Lincoln, Neb. Further moves in
Pleas Court decision deny- favor of vaudeville west of the Mising Meyer Fischer, Fountain theater, sissippi is the announcement from
an injunction to stop bank night at Cushman Agency headquarters this
the Haltnorth theater on grounds week that the Canadian Famous
The Court Players theaters have gone for full
of unfair competition.
held that plaintiff failed to show any weeks starting Oct. 14.
Cushman
invasion of property rights.
has also added four days in Kansas
City, at the Electric theater, beginning Oct. 9.
Saturday

Griffith,

who

for the past five years
has been decrying the lack of initiative and cooperation among producers toward the development of
new faces to replenish the rapidly
diminishing list, has taken issue

Activity at

2,500 Advance Sale
addition to the opening night sellout,
bought by the English Speaking
Union for subscription among its members at $11 a ticket, more than 2,500
advance reservations on "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" had been received up to
last
week, according to the Warner
The figure is said to be a recoffices.
Picture has its world
ord for a film'.
An
premiere Oct. 9 at the Hollywood.
advance campaign has been
intensive
In

—

West Coast Bureau

of

In the most active
production period in the history of
Warner-First National, the Burbank
studios are currently busy with 11
features simultaneously before the
cameras and 13 more being prepared
for early shooting.
Pictures in work include: "Miss Pacific
featuring Joan Biondel!, Glenda Far-

Fleet,"

Officials

in St. Louis for

Urges Patience

In Developing
director,

Status Improved

Commenting on

Drastic financial reorganizations
are placing the major film companies on a sounder footing than in
years, with leading firms enjoying
the most satisfactory earnings since
1930, says Poor's Publishing Co. in
a survey just issued on the motion
Pointing to the
picture industry.
stability of attendance even in depression times, the survey states
that "attractive pictures and impower
purchasing
proved
public
have brought the public flocking to
Moreover, broad busthe theaters.
iness recovery should make possible
a moderate increase in admission
prices over the next year or two.

Hollywood

has

As

Individualization

Subjects

Richard believes

ST. LOUIS

Way

THE FILM DAILY
Hugh Herbert, Warren Hull and Allen
Ray Enright; "Country
director,
Boy," from the novel by Dawn Powell, with
a cast headed by Barton MacLane. Mary Astor,
John Eldredge and Dorothy Peterson,
McGann; "Hard Luck
William
director,
rell,

Jenkins,

Dame," starring Bette Davis, who is supported by Franchot Tone, Margaret Lindsay
and Alison Skipworth, director, Alfred E.
"Enemy of Man," starring Paul
Green;
(Continued on Page 8)

in

progress.
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is

Second Black King in

Work

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — "Riddle Ranch," sec-

West Coast Bureau of

ond of the Black King series which
Mitchell Leichter is producing for
Beaumont Pictures, has gone on location at Highland Springs, Calif.
The cast includes David Worth,
Julian Rivero, June Marlowe, Rychard Cramer, Baby Charline Barry,
Henry Sylvester, and Snow Flake,
the colored comedian. Interior shots
will
be
taken
at
International
Studios.

Charles Hutchison

is

directing.

West Coast Bureau

—

—

gone to

has

returns

from

Louis

St.

New

has returned to

York from

Europe.

NATHAN

MAJOR
York

early

this

LEVENSON

week

on

his

New

leaves
return to

the

coast.

JOSEPH
DE
VALDOR,
correspondent
for
French and Belgian film trade papers, sails
from abroad Oct. 9 for New York following a

run.

(b)

Follows present

visit

in

France.

bill.

4

Warner-F. N. Features
For Release in October

Four Warner-First National features have been dated for release in
October, as follows: "The Case of
the Lucky Legs," starring Warren
William with Patricia Ellis, Genevieve Tobin, Lyle Talbot and Barton
MacLane, Oct. 5; "Shipmates Forever," co-starring Dick Powell and

Ruby Keeler with Ross Alexander,
Lewis Stone and Dick Foran, Oct.
12; "Dr. Socrates," starring Paul
Muni with Ann Dvorak, Barton MacLane and Robert Barrat, Oct. 19;
"Personal Maid's Secret," featuring
Margaret Lindsay, Warren Hull,
Ruth Donnelly and Anita Louise,

A. GOLDEN, general sales manager
of Republic Pictures, leaves today on a month's
tour embracing 16 Republic offices including
Albany,
Buffalo,
Toronto,
Detroit,
Cleveland,

Chicago,

Milwaukee,

Omaha, Kansas
cinnati,

Minneapolis,

City, St.

Pittsburgh

Louis,

LEOPOLDINE KONSTANTIN
St.

Moritz from

DVIOL/A
^^

Film Viewing and

• Illustrated Literature on request. •
Ine.

723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

the

Hotel

York

today

at

is

Hollywood.

GEORGE W. WEEKS

leaves

New

or tomorrow for a visit to GB exchanges east
of the Mississippi, returning in two weeks' time.

RECOGNIZED
ST AND AR D

REFERENCE
BOOK
QUOTED:

Oct. 26.

Continue as Agents
Singer & Bryne will continue as
national representatives of Screen
Broadcasts under the latter 's newly
completed setup.

:

j

i

By:

Expect 300 Day-and-Dates
Demand for playdates on "Shipmates Forever," musical with Dick
Powell and Ruby Keeler, is expected

Newspapers
By:

Lawyers

to result in 300 simultaneous bookings of the feature the week of Oct.
Up to
12, according to Warners.
last week, 55 Columbus Day premieres had been set on the Annapolis picture.

By:

Bankers
By:

Executives
By:

The

entire

industry
Edition,
Eighteenth
preparation
in
in January.

Now
out

tures.

Reproducing Machines
ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT

Moines,

Des

Indianapolis, Cin-

Washington.

and

—

Motipn Picture Camera Supply,

Chicago,

in

York.

Supreme Starts Another
of THE FILM DAILV
Hollywood "Between Men," starMilwaukee
Recent theater reopenings in the state include the ring Johnny Mack Brown, has gone
Grand at Oshkosh, State at Racine, into production. Exteriors will be
made at Lone Pine. Robert N. Bradand the Orpheum at Lancaster.
Lee Roth's band has been named bury will direct. A. W. Hackel of
Handling Own Distribution
as successor to Dave Miller at E. J. Supreme Pictures is the producer.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
VV'eisfeldt's
Riverside theater.
Supreme just finished two WestIt
Hollywood -Chesterfield and Inhas been playing the Club Madrid erns starring Bab Steele, the titles of vincible will handle their own dishere for the past two years.
which are "No Man's Range" and tribution on the west coast for 1935"Alias John Law."
Roberta Gale 36. Louis Hyman will represent the
and Buck Conners were in both pic- producers.

Milwaukee Notes

ALL MODE1S

the
has

at

Ticket,"
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Chg.
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(b)
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work

after finishing

in

New

IRVING COHEN

Center
Oct.

studios
to

LARRY REID

Net

67

of the M-G-M studios is
at the Virginia Military
Smith subject.

LOU DIAMOND, who

summer

vtc.

Pete

a

tomorrow.

Paris

World'

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Picts.

for

JOAN BENNETT comes east about the middle
October to meet her husband, GENE MARKEY, with plans for returning to California by

New

1

Here's to Romance (Fox)
Oct. 2
The Little Big Shot (Warner Bros.)—Oct. 4
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warner Bros.)

Barbary

Columbia

JR.,

some scenes

Academy

returned

FUTURE OPENINGS
Legong

FINANCIAL
+

FEIST,

shooting

Columbia

(Amkino)

(DuWorld)

— Lichtbildbuehne,
—

Close
14

by
for

appearances.

Astor

Russia

Berlin

High
Low
14
14

week

last

boat.

week

—

Seat

the coast

Paramount

Maria Chapdelaine (France Film)

22'5. Paris
P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

Am.

left

Mexico and South America, will return
of New York, where he is scheduled

way
some

Playhouse

St.

—

—

CLARK GABLE, who
for

PEGGY CONKLIN,

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Friedrichstrasse,

Rivoli

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMB

all

Wardour

Theater
Music Hall

(Columbia)

TWO-A-DAY RUN
The

DAILY,

Coming and Going

II

of

under

Y.,

Boss

—

the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.

N.

Distributor

Her

Red Salute (United Artists)
The Girl Friend (Columbia)
Thunder Mountain (Fox)
The Legend of William Tell (General Foreign Films)
Broadway Melody of 1936 (M-G-M)
2nd week
Special Agent (Warner Bros.)
2nd week
The Big Broadcast of 1936 (Paramount) 3rd week
Top Hat (RKO Radio) (a)
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Reopening Pantages, Birmingham
Birmingham The Pantages is to
reopen Oct. 6 with vaudeville and
pictures, according to Dick Kennedy, Alabama-Tennessee manager
of the Wilby organization.

—

There is Only One Year Book
and that is published by

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway

New

York

;
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INTEREST

INDIVIDUALIZATION

ON

TREND OF NEWSREELS
(Continued from Page

1)

ing.

Griffith

New

Talent

(Continued from Page 1)

with Edward Small, production head
of Reliance Pictures, who recently
declared himself in favor of a central agency for
in Hollywood.

testing

new

talent

"Mr. Small's idea is impractical
and unfeasible," said Griffith, who is
at present preparing to direct "Next

We

Live," starring Margaret
Sullavan.
"If Hollywood producers
were so altruistic as to emulate Al-

Time

•

•

•

;

dished

• EVEN GENTLEMEN of the clergy can be human
when it comes to appreciation of cinema entertainment
out with femme appeal and harmony
up at Buz-

zard's Bay in Massachusetts
that blonde bombshell of
rhythm, Ina Ray Hutton, had her short subject, "Feminine Rhythm," booked into a little theater there
it was originally
scheduled to play a one-day engagement
near the theater is a theological seminary
and the embryo ministers
flocked to the movie often enough to cause the short featuring
Ina and her Melodears to be held over for a ten-day session.

•

•

©

INCLUDED IN

the motion pix of the Louis-Baer
massacre
are some unusual closeups of a camera quality
seldom if ever seen in a fight film
they were the craftsmanship of Irving Browning
who was seated in Row A
with his chin against the canvas
Irving has done some
exceptional work through the years for the Motion Picture
but lately has found other fields more appreciative of
his talents
recently he copped a full page in the Sunday
"Times" gravure section for his exquisite bas-relief photographs
of New York City
this Artist of the Lens will be represented in a photographic exhibition opening at Rockefeller
Center tomorrow
the exhibit will show the work of
America's "best" in still photography
the Industry develops exceptional Talent like this
then allows other
industries to steal it away

Urges Patience

In Developing

—

phonse and Gaston 'after you my
dear Alphonse' thus removing the
eagerly competitive spirit that exists, the industry wouldn't fare so

• • • SPOTTED AT the popular Twenty-One Club the
other evening were Herb Yates, Ned Depinet, Ben Goetz, Willard Mackay, Marquis "Hank" de la Falaise
Bert Mayers, Sam Dembow, George Weeks
and scattered around
this luxurious lunch wagon were such femme charmers as Mary
Duncan and Dorothy Mackaill

GET

• • •
THIS latest Harlemese lingo
"Dig that
high-jivin' chick layin' her racket over at
crib, with those
conked rug-cutters."
translated, this simply means
"Look at that ritzy miss trying to make an impression in
home with those slick-haired ballroom dancers."

my

my

—

well.

"There is plenty of crude material
Hollywood from which feature
and star material can be moulded,
but it is up to the producer and his
So long
directors to pick it out.
as the present system of making
tests under difficult circumstances
prevails, so long will there be an
acute shortage of finished players.
Directors must be given more time
to work with undeveloped players
before and during the making of
tests and the latter should be encouraged with kindness, tolerance
and patience so as to be able to put
This is the only
forth their best.
solution to this important problem."
in

Gulf Houses Effect Pass Cuts
Reductions of about
Biloxi, Miss.
40 per cent in number of passes issued by Saenger theaters here and
in Gulfport were put into effect last
week. This is part of a wide effort
to cut down on the big free lists of

—

theaters.

ST, LOUIS HEARING
A

(Continued from Page

1)

equity, based substantially on the same alleged situation, goes to trial tomorrow.

the man-in-the street. As an example of this sort of enterprise, Rich-

ard cited Paramount News' exposure
of the policy and chicken rackets,
the fake patent medicine racket and
the graphic portrayal of the reducing
drug which resulted in blindness for
several users. Furthermore, Richard
said, because of the increased effect
of government on the lives of all of
us, Paramount News is endeavoring
to explain in simple form the work
of such agencies as NRA, PWA,
AAA and other federal bodies. In
line with this policy, effort is being
made to eliminate as many of the
"old chestnut annuals" such as parades, cornerstone laying, horse racing and the like from its reel, Richard said.
Exhibitors generally do not make
as much of the newsreel as they
might, Richard declares.
He said
that exhibitors who need so many
feet of newsreel to fill in, will not
go through the reel carefully to pick
out the subjects most likely to be
appreciated by their audience, but
will merely order a musical score
to lit the number of feet they require, and then take the first stuff
out of the can.

FOCUSED

IS

ALWAYS

hands us a laff the way the advertis• • • IT
ing and publicity dept's of certain major companies cater to
the metropolitan motion picture editors
sometimes entirely overlooking the trade press on important items that are
of interest to the entire industry
the point is that the
met newspapers have a local circulation that certainly cannot
sell the national exhibitors
while the trade press covers
the entire field
BUT this is the gag
the ad and
pub lads of the home offices in question mark the newspaper
breaks and send 'em upstairs to the Big Boss
and he is
supposed to be Duly Impressed
mebbe so
but we
have in mind one Smart Ad Dep't of a major company
that keeps one special man circulating around the trade press
giving prompt and complete Service
offices continuously
when you want it and as you want it
to the Trade
and docs that lad get the BREAKS
he sure
does
in THIS kolyum, at least

WHY

DOESN'T some smart producer get on to the
• • •
fact that one of the most impressive, colorful and dynamic
heavies the films have ever developed is available ?
referring to Tom Tyler, whose work in RKO Radio's "Powdersmoke Range"
on Westerns?

is

but why waste him
Big Calibre for Big Films

simply magnificent
he's

€€

«

» » »

_

suit

in

During the past few days various
important executives and attorneys
associated with the defendant companies have arrived in St. Louis to
testify at the trials.
They include
Harry M. Warner, George J. Schaefer, Austin C. Keough, Neil Agnew,
Ned E. Depinet, Jules Levy, Gordon
Youngman, I. Levenson, Robert Perkins,

Louis

Phillips,

Gradwell

L.

Sears, Spyros Skouras, William Mal-

Cresson Smith, A. A. Schubart
and William Powers.

lard,

20th Century Lineup
Is Revised by Zanuck
(Continued from Page 1)

"Metropolitan," "Thanks a Million,"
"Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte
Carlo,"
"Snatched," "Professional
Soldier," "Message to Garcia,"
"Shark Island," "14th Street" and

"Earthbound."

Four pictures have been
in

finished

Zanuck's personal group.

Zanuck

week also bought
"Gibraltar," by Laurence Stallings,
for the 20th Century-Fox schedule.
last

Financial Survey Finds
Film Status Improved
(Continued from Page 1)

Fox Films, Paramount and

RKO

have passed from the hands of the
original owners into those newly interested in the industry, but with
demonstrated business acumen.
"Chase National Bank is still the
largest Fox stockholder, but Atlas
Corp. and a British group have an
important voice in the management.
J. E. Otterson, formerly chief executive of American Telephone & Telegraph's sound film division, has become president of Paramount. Radio
Corporation of America and the
Rockefeller family are now the largest stockholders of

Pacific
Seattle

manager

RKO."

Northwest Notes

—

Mrs.

of

the

W.

E.

Bandbox

Lindsay,
theater,

Spokane, has just renewed the lease
of the Bandbox property for seven
years.

Manager Nick Allemand of the
Rex here has inaugurated a new
stage show policy.
Neptune theater in the university
section has reopened after beautification, with Lloyd Miller as the new

manager.

Manager Morrie G. Nimmer of
the Liberty, Wenatchee, staged a
spectacular fashion show week with
Wenatchee's most beautiful girls
modeling furs from Seattle.
F. Ray Felker of Los Angeles has
been welcomed to West Seattle and
the dual management of the Granada
and Portola there.
Lloyd V. Lamb, film salesman,
lost several hundred dollars worth
of valuables in a wave of burglaries
in Seattle.

THE
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DATE BOOK

-

A

Today:

Department

of

Start

against Warners, RKO
Federal Court, St. Louis.

suit

Sept. 26-Oct.

film

Justcie

of

and Paramount,

International movie festival
of the King of Belgium,

17:

patronage

under

Brussells.

Oct.

5:

vale

Warner Club Golf Tournament, RiverCountry Club, New Jersey.
Promenade,

Oct.

3-5:
Hollywood Fashion
Knickerbocker, Hollywood.

Oct.

Actors'
Equity Ass'n informal
4:
cussion for members,
Hotel Astor,
York.
2 P. M.

tion,

Nebraska

Oct. 8-9:
T. 0.

and

Kansas

City

Festival,

Fall

Western

Iowa M.
Neb.

P.

convention, Omaha,

annual

11-12:
nual

dis-

New

National Film Carriers Ass'n convenPark Central Hotel, New York.

Oct. 7-9:

Oct.

the

Variety

anKansas

Club's

"Days of '49",

City.

Oct. 19:

Anniversary

Amusement
Hotel,

mardi gras of Chicago
Gold Room, Congress

Publicists,

Chicago.

Oct. 20-Nov. 2:
Celebration of first anniversary of GB Picture Corp. of America.

Semi - Annual
Convention
of
M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee, Hotel Chisca, Memphis, Tenn.

Oct. 13-14:

Oct.

21-24:

man Park
Oct. 28-29:

Owners

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

Motion
Picture
Theater
Western Pennsylvania annual

Allied
of

convention,

Hotel

Schenley,

Pittsburgh.

»

LITTLE from "LOTS"
i

Hearing on permanent injunction to
Today:
restrain enforcement of Wisconsin's antipreferred playing time law, U. S. District
Court, Judge F. A. Geiger, Milwaukee.
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"SOVIET RUSSIA THROUGH THE
EYES OF AN AMERICAN"

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
CAMUEL GOLDWYN has been

Bertram Milhauser wrote the

rary.

REVIEWS »

screen play and William

McGann

is

(Narrated

by

Norman Brokenshire)
73 mins.

Imperial

INTERESTING AND UNBIASED TRAVwith congratulatory ca- directing.
ELOGUE OF CURRENT SOVIET REGIMt
r
t
bles and trans-Atlantic phone calls
PROVES GENERALLY ABSORBING.
from London friends who attended
Rochelle Hudson, at present conAnybody interested in getting a clear,
the opening of "The Dark Angel" cluding work in the 20th Centuryat the Leicester Square theater last
Fox picture, "Snatched," and Ed- unprejudiced picture of life and activities
Premiere, which was mund Lowe, one of the company's in Soviet Russia of recent years will find
Wednesday.
attended by a celebrity audience, in- contract stars, have been assigned it in this effort of Charles E. Stuart, a forflooded

mer consulting engineer for the Soviets.
cluding two of the stars in the proto joint leading roles in "Champagne
Merle Oberon and Fredric Charlie," adapted from the Gene Instead of showing merely the hum of inMarch, now vacationing in London, Markey story of the same title, ac- dustrial activity and the marshalled manwas a gala affair with typical Hol- cording to an announcement by Ex- power of the nation as exemplified in similar
pictures made from the Soviet point
lywood trimmings.
ecutive Producer Sol M. Wurtzel.
James Tingling will direct the pic- of view, this trip around the country by
an American gives a graphic outline of conture which is being prepared for
Darryl F. Zanuck, production chief the screen by Scenarist Allen Riv- ditions, progress and people as they really
are, not omitting the squalor that seems to
of 20th Century-Fox, has purchased kin.
exist in a good part of the country. The
the screen rights to the Jack London
running
comment supplied by Norman
novel, "White Fang."
Melvyn Douglas, placed under Brokenshire is intelligent and helpful.
The picture was photographed by Stuart
long term contract by Columbia folThe photography and general
lowing his performance in "She himself.
Players selected to date for First
Married Her Boss," has been assign- mapping of the material is fairly creditable,
National's production of "Country
ed to the lead in "The Lone Wolf although the film is a bit long for popular
Boy," starring Barton MacLane, inReturns," Louis Joseph Vance story. consumption.
clude Mary Astor, John Eldredge,
Dorothy Peterson, Joseph Crehan, Joseph Krumgold is now working
on the adaptation.
FOREIGN
Jos-

duction,

Joseph King, John Qualen and
eph Sawyer. Dawn Powell wrote the
novel on which the screen play is
based.
The present title is tempo-

T

The painful

T

T

injuries

"SO
received

by

EIN

NICHT" ("A

MAEDEL
Girl

VERGISST

MAN

You Don't Forget"),

—

'Vio,
t«|M/£t

oW\£Hhk

in

knowing how

enjoyable. Our atmosphere

our view of the Park
superior,

is

is

to

make

life

truly Continental,

superb, our service

is

really

and our rates invitingly inexpensive.

We

now famous sidewalk
CAFE de la PAIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,

Kennedy, Edward Brophy and ArRoger Pryor and Leila

thur Hoyt.

Hyams will supply the "heart interest" in the story which will be directed by Aubrey H. Scott from the
screen play by Joe Fields.

successfully created the

and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.

orvt--b^e-pcnnlcA

50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH

"We are gradually returning to
the old fashioned idea of slapstick,
walrus whiskers, trick hats and custard pies," believes Billy Bevan, who
appears in M-G-M's "Tale of Two
Cities." "It has been recently proved

S¥.
•

NEW YORK

in

Charles Bickford when he was at- German; produced by Projectograph; ditacked by a lion in a film scene re- rected by Fritz Kortner; with Dolly Haas,
cently, will not hold up the produc- Willy Forst, Ida Wuest, et al. At the 79th
tion of the Shirley Temple 20th Cen- St. Theater.
Fairly entertaining musical comedy with
Littlest
picture,
"The
tury-Fox
Rebel," in which Bickford is to play able cast headed by the charming Dolly
The company, in- Haas.
a leading role.
cluding John Boles, Karen Morley
and Bill Robinhon will shoot around
Iowa Items
Bickford's scenes and it is calcuParrot Films has
lated that his call to the set will
Des Moines
arrive simultaneously with his dis- completed an expansion program at
charge from the hospital.
its plant, including new sound room,
new projection and recording equipment to be used in providing "Iowa
Every type of film comedian Is News Flashes" and trailers. I. E.
now represented in the international Goldman is manager.
Bids are being taken for improvecast of funmakers assembled by Nat
Levine for his production of "A ments on the New Hampton theater
Thousand Dollars a Minute" for Re- in New Hampton.
D. M. Basler, formerly of Renpublic.
Four comedians have been
added to the six already announced wick, la., has leased the State thefor the screen version of Everett ater at Ogden from F. F. Frost &
Freeman's "Saturday Evening Posf Son for early opening. The Frosts
The quartet is made up of are to continue in the theater busistory.
Austin, ness, but have not announced their
William
Hicks,
Russell
Claude King and Spencer Charters. location.
Irene Rich will be in Des Moines
The sextette previously signed conshow
sists of Sterling Holloway, Herman as a headliner at the food
Bing, Franklyn Pangborn, Edgar opening Oct. 14.

introduction

that

the

into

comedy

laughs.

has

of

brought

slapstick
riotous

Until recently, this would

Audiences
have been true.
wanted to see more subtlety."

not

George Bancroft
Ralph Forbes

Herman Starr
Norman Z. McLeod

The BOXOFFICE
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Universal Pictures Corp.,
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Pictures Corp.,

Pictures, Inc., Republic Pictures Corp.,
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CHARLES E. McCARTHY. 20th Century-Fox.
S. BARRET McCORMICK, RKO Radio.
STANLEY SHUFORD, Warner Bros. Pictures.
A. P. WAXMAN, GB Pictures.

fol-

L. F.

GB

DIETZ, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

FINNEY, Republic Pictures.
BRUCE GALLUP, Columbia Pictures.
ROBERT GILLHAM, Paramount Pictures.

are eligible, are:

Paramount

of this contest will be:

HOWARD

important to bear in mind that an outstanding campaign

Columbia Pictures Corp.,

our hands not later than October 15, 1935.

in

on an old picture has an equal chance with a September release.

Pictures Corp.,

in

EDWARD

ten companies listed in the paragraph immediately

of the

must be
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and carrying

played during the month
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was produced
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not
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picture, regardless of release date,
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in the contest,
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Features Reviewed

in

Mar. 13 to Sept. 28

Film Daily,

TITLE
Rendezvous

REVIEWED
TITLE
Adventurous Knights-AJA. 6-7-33
Abdul the Damned-ALL. .6-1-35
Accent on Youth-PAR 8-10-35
Affair of Susan, The-U. .9-17-35

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

.

After

Age

the Dance-COL.
of Indiscretion

.8-14-30

.

— Ajax
— Alliance Films
AM Amkino
AMB — Ambassador Pictures
ARC— Arcturus Pictures
ARN —Tom Arnold
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA — Beacon Productions
BEA — Beaumont Pictures
BUT — Burroughs-Tarzan
CHE— Chesterfield
CIN — Cinexport Distributing
COL — Columbia
CON — Conn Pictures
DAN — Danubia Pictures
DU— DuWorld
EMP — Empire Film Distributors
F— Fox
Division
FD —
National
FN—
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
AJA
ALL

MGM.. 5-18-35

Air Hawks-COL
Alias Bulldog Drummond

6-1-35

GB.. 9-10-35

Mary Dow-U
Ike-WA

6-29-35
7-17-35
Alibi
8-14-35
Adams-RKO
Alice
9-13-35
Angelita-F
.8-31-35
..
Anna Karenina-MGM
Annapolis Farewell-PAR. 8-23-35
7-27-35
Arizonian-RKO
Asegure A Su Mujer-F. .3-13-35

Alias

Adventure

Atlantic

COL.. 9-10-35

Avec L'Assurance-PAR ..5-9-35
Awakening of Jim Burke

COL.. 5-18-35

Ax Uj Rokon-XX
Baby Face Harrington

3-13-35

MGM.. 6-19-35

9-24-35
Barbary Coast-UA
3-20-35
Bar Mitzvah-SL
Beauty's Daughter-F ...9-17-35
6-14-35
Becky Sharp-RKO
Big Broadcast of 1936

First

First

PAR 9-14-35
Misbehaves. The
MGM.. 9-28-35

Bishop

—
—
GFF — General Foreign Films

FRA France Film
GB Gaumont-British

HOF—J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film
IMP— Imperial
KRE—S.

Pictures

Krellberg

S.

LIB— Liberty Pictures
MAJ Majestic Pictures

—
MAR— Marey
MAS— Mascot Pictures
MET — Metropolis
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP — Monogram Pictures
MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films
OLY— Olympic Pictures
PAR — Paramount

G. Films

SL—S. &

L.

U

3-29-ik

,

3-28-35
8-17-35
Room-COL
6-28-35
Sheep-F
9-18-35
Bohemios-XX
8-7-35
Bohemios-CIN
5-31-35
Boliche-XX
8-24-35
Bonnie Scotland-MGM
6-4-35
Border Brigands-U
Break of Hearts-RKO. .5-16-35
.4-5-35
A.
Millions-U
Brewster's
Bride of Frankenstein-U 4-1 1-35
7-27-35
Bright Lights-FN
Broadway Gondolier-WA .7-11-35
.

.

.

UA.

Sans Famille-XX
Schwarzer Jaeger Johanna

REVIEWED

TITLE

XX.. 9-10-35

Scotland Yard Mystery

ALL.. 6-4-1

Scoundrel, The-PAR
Secret Agent-ALL

S.

— Universal

Broadway Melody

1936

of

MGM.. 8-29-35

Burn 'Em Up Barnes-MAS
3-30-35
4-30-35
..7-30-35
Hurricane-RKO. 4-25-35

Wild-UA
Yourself-MGM

Call of the

Calm

Captain
Captured in Chinatown-

SUP.. 7-30-35
Cappy Ricks

Returns

REP

9-10-35
..3-26-35

Cardinal Richelieu-UA
Case of the Curious Bride

FN.. 4-4-35
Champagne

Breakfast

for

COL.

.7-6-35

9-10-35
Charlemagne-XX
Charlie Chan in Egypt

F.. 6-4-35
Chasing Yesterday-RKO .9-28-35
Cheers of the Crowd

MOP

.8-6-35
7-25-35
5-31-35
4-2-35
4-11-35

Seas-MGM

China

Chinatown Squad-U
Chucho el Roto-XX
Circle

Death-SYN

of

Dinky-WA
Dog of Flanders-RKO.

CHE.. 7-17-35
Circus Shadows-PER
Clairvoyant. The-GB

5-3-35
6-8-35
8-21-35

Clemencia-XX
Code of the Mounted

AMB.. 6-21-35

Scandal-PAR

7-12-35
...5-14-35
Convention Girl-FD
Cowboy Millionaire-F. .4-25-35
Criez-Le Sur Les Toits
PAR.. 6-25-35
Crime of Dr. Crespi

College

.

UFA— Ufa
VIC— Victory

Pictures

WA— Warner Bros.
WOH— Herman Wohl

She-RKO

Shot

distributor set

The-PAR

Crusades,

Dance Band-ALL
Danger Ahead-VIC
Dante's Inferno-F

Daring Young Man-F.

.

Dark Angel, The-UA

Dawn Rider-MOP
Death from

a

8-5-35
4-10-35
8-2-35
3-20-35
6-6-35
7-19-35
8-1-35
.7-18-35
8-30-35
7-9-35

Distance

INV.. 9-17-35
Der Judas Von

Tirol

Hoosier Schoolmaster

Kaiser jaeger-XX
Ehestreik-UFA
Eight Bells-COL

Drei

... .3-19-35

9-10-35
5-11-35

Que Me Quieras
XX.. 4-3-35

VL Dia

El Fantasma del Convento
XX.. 4-24-35
El Heroe de Nacozari

XX.. 9-24-35
El

Hombre Que

Se Reia Del

Amor-XX

Trail-MOP
Der Unhekannte-XX
Desert

is

a

Woman-PAR.

Diamond Jim-U

8-20-35
6-4-35
.4-17-3S
8-24-35

Die Csardas Fuerst'n

UFA.. 4-26-35
Die Reiter

Von Deutsch-

Ostafrika-XX
6-10-35
Die Finanzen des Grossherzogs

XX.. 4-10-35
Die Gros«e Chance-XX
Die Toerichte Jungfrau

..5-9-35

UFA.. 9-10-35

Die Unschuld

Vom

7-19-35
.5-9-35

El Pulpo Humano-HOF
El Vuelo de la Muerte

XX.. 4-18-35
Elizabeth of England

ALL.. 6-8-35
Escapade-MGM
Escape Me Never-UA.
Every Night at Eight-

.

7-6-35
.5-24-35

Farmer Takes

a

Wife-F.

.6-1 1-35

4-16-35
Fighting Lady-ROY
Fighting Pioneers-RES .. 5-21-35
Fighting
Shadows-COL. 5-17-35
Flame Within, The

MGM.. 6-1-35

Dageer -W4
Four Hours to Kill-PAR
Florentine

Liselott-XX
Frankie and Johnnie

..

4 26 5'
.4-1 1-35

.5-31-35

RKO

Wind Aus Kanada
UFA.. 9-24-35

Page

Front

Woman

WA.

.7-11-35
5-20-35

Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF
G-Men. The-WA
4-18-35

Gay Deception-F
8-19-35
Get That Man-EMP
.7-25-35
George White's 1935 Scandals
F. .4-2-35
3-30-35

Ghost Walks-CHE
Gieolette-RKO

5-14-35
5-28-35
9-28-35

Ginger- F
Girl Friend, The-COL
Girl from 10th Avenue

Girls Will
Girl

FN.. 5-25-35
Be Boys- ALL. .6-7-35

Who Came
a

Ring-ALI

Glass Key. The-PAR..
Goin" to Town-PAR

Lande

XX.. 5-14-35
Der Doppelbraeutigam-XX
3-27-35

Der Page vom Dalmasse-Hotel

XX.. 3-27-35

.

Hard Rock Harrigan-F.

Harmony Lane-MAS

.

.7-1-35

...8-15-35
7-13-35
5-11-35
5-28-35

The-WOH
Headline Woman-MAS
Hawk,

Healer.

The-MOP

8-20-35
4-24-35
.

XX.
I'll

.8-1-35

Love You Always-COL
3-30-35

In

Monastery Garden-

a

SG.. 3-13-35
In Caliente-FN
Informer, The-RKO
In Old Kentucky-F
It's

in

Us-WA

Small World-F.

a

.

6-27-35
5-1-35
7-5-35
8-1-35
.5-21-35
7-26-35
7-31-35

Jalna-RKO
Java Head-FD
Julieta Compra Un Hijo-F

3-27-35

Jungfrau

Gegen Moench-MAJ
3-19-35

Justice of the

Keeper

of the

Range

COL.. 6-4-35
Bees-MOP. 6-11-35

Blue

PUR.. 6-7-35
Kid Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
Koeszoenoem Hogy Elgazolt

XX.
Kon junkturriter-X X

Um

Krach

Olanthe-XX

.

.5-9-35

4-29-35
5-14-35

La Crise Est Finie-XX ..
La Dame Aux Camelias-DU

3-13-35

3-21-35
7-24-35
3-19-35

La Llorona-XX
Laddie-RKO
Ladies

Crave Excitement

MAS.

.6-17-35
7-2-35
Last Outpost. The-PAR. .9-27-35
...5-15-35
Last _W.lderness-DU
Law Beyond the Range
COL.. 4-17-35

Lady Tubbs-U

L'Eredita

Zio

Dello

Here Comes Cookie-PAR. 9-1 0-35
Here Comes the Band

MGM.. 9-21-35

Hermine Und die Sieben
Aufrechten-XX
9-24-35
Heroes of the Arctic-AM .5-25-35
Her Song of Love-REI .6-26-35
Here's to Romance-F. .. .8-27-35
High School Girl-FOY.. 3-16-35

Les As Du Turf-PAR.
Les Miserables-UA
Let 'Em Have It-UA.
Let's Live

Liebe Tod

.

.

Tonight-COL

Und

.5-14-35
4-3-35
.5-16-35
3-16-35

Mad Love-MGM

Man

a

Vampire-MGM

of the

Mary

Pa-FN

Jane's

Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-35
Mercedes-XX
Merry Monarch. The

7_ 8

.7-16-35
6-5-35
Mimi-ALL
4-2-35
Mississippi-PAR
5-25-35
Mister Dynamite-U
6-4-35
Mizici Svet-XX
Moscow Laughs-AM ....3-23-35
Motive for Revenge-MAJ. 5-21-35
Murder in the Fleet
6-1-35
7-9-35
Murder
...9-24-35
Music Is Magic-F
7-6-35
Mutiny Ahead-MAJ
Song for You-GB. .5-28-35

MGM..
Man-MGM
.

My

7-9-1

7-27-1

Mi'lion-MOP

7-1-35
7-9-35

on Flying Trapeze-

PAR.. 8-3-35
Man Who Knew Too MuchGB.. 3-22-35
Manhattan Butterfly

IMP.. 8-14-35
7-22-35
Manhattan Moon-U
Marie Chapdelaine-FRA. .9-27-35

Smith-STE
7-30,1
Song of Happiness-AM. .4-10-JL
Sons of Steel-CHE
4-13-1
Soviet Journey-AM
.8-1

Agent-WA

Special

9-19-1

Speed Devils-HOF
Spring Tonic-F
Star

6-21-3
6-27-1

Midnight-RKO. .4-11-1

of

Steamboat 'Round the Bend- I
F.. 7-25-1
Stolen Harmony-PAR
4-20-1
Stone of Silver Creek

U..4-»^

Storm Over the Andes-U 9-25-1
Straight from the Heart-

of

Edwin Drood-U
3-20-35

New

Adventures of Tarzan

Frontier-REP

Night

the

at

Nittits.

9-24-35

A

Ritz,

WA. .5-16-35

The-RKO

No More Ladies-MGM

Now

Never-AJA

or

Odio-XX
Oil

for

the

Lamps

.

6-5-35
.6-12-35
7-9-35
6-25-35

China

of

WA.. 4-30-35
On Probation-PER

4-17-35

MAS.. 4-26-35
One New York Night

MGM.. 5-4-35

.

5-10-sl

8-20-3SJ

Un

Secreto

XX..6-7-31

..
c
Swedenhielms-XX
,

,

q-ini

Head-COL

Swell

Symphony

of

.'.'.'.'

5.4.3

Living

$10

™V..6-22.|

Raise-F

Tango-Bar-PAR
Texas Rambler-SPE
This
This

the

is

Woman

~.

PAR..9-10-3J
Dolor

~-

limes „
Square Lady-

™

XX.. 8-14-31

MGM.. 3-1 5-35

™,

o.
Steps,

The-GB....
the Night-F
Mountain-F

Thunder
thunder

in

Tjocka

Slakten

.

.

.

-XX

Traveline Saleslady-FN

6-7-35
Page Miss Glory-WA ... .7-8-35
Paradise Canyon-MOP .5-14-35
5-28-35
Paris in Spring-PAR
5-17-35
Party Wire-COL

Payasadas De

La Vida-XX

3-19-35
9-5-35
Peasants-AM
4-24-35
Pechmarie-F
People Will Talk-PAR. .6-7-35
People's Enemy-RKO ...4-29-35
Perfect Clue. The-MAJ. .3-13-35
Peter Vinogradof-AM ... .7-1-35
4-20-35
Phantom Fiend-OLY
.

Powdersmoke

Range

RKO.. 9-25-35
Prenez Garde a

Peinture

la

TAP.. 8-19-35
Charming-GB. .6-21-35
Princess
4-12-35
Princess O'Hara-U
Public Hero Number One
MGM.. 5-1 6-35
Public Menace-COL ...9-24-35
.9-19-35
Public Opinion-INV
Radio Parade of 1935
ALL.. 6-10-35
7-17-35
Rainbow's End-FD
6-4-35
Raven. The-U
4-17-35
Reckless-MGM
Reckless Roads-M A J
7-30-35
Red Blood

of

Courage

AMB.. 6-4-35
Redheads on Parade-F

Red
Red
Red
Red

Morning-RKO
Salute-UA
Village-AM

Wagon-ALL

Regal Cavalcade-ALL

9-7-35
4-10-35
9-12-35
5-3-35
6-7-35
...6-17-35

Trail

s

9-14.35

9-17-3SJ
9-14 351
.

5-23-3s|

.

8-16-31
5-31-3S|
8-22 351

End-BEA

Tnbu-XX
Triumph

9 3J

5 7.3J

'"9-4-3SI

Mine

is

.
Amor
y

Tierra,

7

Life-F

Our

Girl-F

.

bunny Youth-AM

Susana Tiene

Top Hat-RKO
Tovanshi-AM

Little

.

.

Old Curiosity Shop-ALL. 6-21-35
O'd Man Rhythm-RKO .8-2-35
8-10-35
Orchids to You-F
.

4-1.3I

ARN..4-9-J1

39

One Frightened Night

.'.

c.r
„
streamline
Express-MAS 8-31-1
Strosstrupp 1917-XX
.2-6M
Struggle for Life-FOY
6-19-fl
Sunset Range-FD

BUT.. 5-21-35

New

3-22-fl
6-21-31

Stranded-WA
Strangers All-RKO. .'.'.
Strauss' Great Waltz

.

Mystery

.1

A
CHE.. 5-23-1

Dark,

in the

5-16-35

SYN.

Teufel

UFA.. 5-31-35
4-5-35
Life Begins at 40-F
5-16-35
Lila Akac-XX
3-19-35
Li!iom-F
9-28-35
Little America-PAR
3-22-35
Little Colonel-F
7-2-35
L'Ordonnance-XX
4-20-35
Love in Bloom-PAR
.6-28-35
Love Me Forever-COL.
Make

Mark

Streak

MET.. 7-1-35

.9-20-35
6-6-35
6-15-35
4-25-35
Going Highbrow-WA. .8-23-35
Gold Diggers of 1935-FN 3-1 5-35
Golden Taiga-AM
8-3-35
Go Into Your Dance FN. 3-19-35
Goose and the Gander
WA.. 9-12-35
Gunners and Guns-BEA. 8-22-35

Her

Hot Tip-RKO
Huszarserelem— XX

.9-21-35
Iceland Fishermen-DU
Ich Sing Mich in Dein Herz
6-4-35
Hinein-XX
Idolos De La Radio-XX .7-5-35
5-25-35
Igloi Dikok-XX
In Spite of Danger-COL. .4-9-35
II Delitto di Mastrovanni-

Back

CHE.

Give

MOP.. 4-9-35

Kentucky
6-2S-35
9-20-35

Freckles-RKO
Frischer

MOP.. 6-25-35

Irish

PAR.. 7-30-35

.

XX.. 4-29-35

3-28-35
6-14-35
9-24-35
Melody Trail-REP
Men of Action-CON.. .7-13-35
Men of the Hour-COL. .. 5-9-35
Men of Tomorrow-MUN. 4-16-35
Men on Wings-AM.... 6-12-35

Honeymoon Limited

Don't Bet on Blondes

WA.. 7-20-35

REVIEWED

TITLE

Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hooray for Love-RKO. .5-20-35

REP..9-?4-35
Cruz Diablo-XX
Curly Top-F
Cyclone Ranger-SPE

6-5-1
.

UA— United Artists

Hold 'Em Yale-PAR

6-28-35
.7-13-35
7-11-35
Doubting Thomas-F
Dona Francisquita-XX. .4-29-35

Fraeulein

Evidence

Circumstantial

4-3ol

Seeing Hungary-DAN. .9-10-1
Senora Casada Necesita MandJ
F.. 2-12-1
Shanghai-PAR
7-20-1
She Gets Her Man-U
8-5-1
She Married Her Boss
COL.. 9-27-1

REVIEWED
TITLE
His Family Tree-RKO ..9-17-35
4-27-35

6-7-J

XX.. 4-2-1

Silk Hat Kid-F
Smart Girl-PAR

Der Schuechterne Felix

.5-7-B

.

Smoky

.

.

,

Paradise-AJA
Sanders of the River

— Superior Films
—Syndicate Exchange
— John Tapernoux

XX— No

PER— Peerless

"

RKO.. 7-11
Roads-MAR
4-ljJ

.

„
Rustlers

SPE— Spectrum
STE—William Steiner
SUP

...

Grimm

Peter

Films

SYN
TAP

4-j

Rider-COL

Rosem Aus Dem Suden
XX..4-24-A

Pictures

Royer

SG—S. &

of

3 " 2 6-l

Roberta-RKO
2-li
Rocky Mountain Mystery-PAH

RES

Dist.

— Invincible

INV

— Resolute
ROY — Fanchon

Revenge
Return
Roaring

Dr.

RKO— RKO-Radio

Ex.

Squad-EMP

„

— Hugo Riesenfeld
REP — Republic Pictures
REI

Fury-FN

Black
Black
Black

Devil

PUR— Puritan

Midnight-U

at

Rescue

.'.'3-28-35J

6-12
of Sherlock

w

Holmes

3H
1

OLY..5-28-S1

-r
itTu
Hijo-XX

12-18-341

Tumbling Tumbleweeds
REP..9-5-3SJ
*
t
r

Two for Tom?ht-PAR.. .8-31-31
Two Sinners-REP
9-H-ll
Una
Semana De

IT
a
Under
rr

L
the

Felicidad

„
Pampas

XX. 6-19-31

Moon
F..6-1-3H

Unknown Woman-COL.
.

.6-21-351

Unwelcome Stranger
COL..4-6-31
„
Vagabond Lady-MGM
4-1-35
,

:

Vanishing Riders-SPE
Vidas Rotas-XX

7-2-35

Village Tale-RKO
Virginia Judge, The-PAR.

8-6-3S
6-15-35
9-17-35
4-9-35

Wagon Trail-AJA
Waterfront Lady-REP ...9-21-35
Welcome Home-F .... 8-27-35
We're in the Money- WA. 8-22-35
Werewolf of London-U .5-10-35
.

Westward Ho-REP
7-30-35
What Price Crime-BEA. 5-28-35
Without Regret-PAR
9-13-35
Woman in Red-FN
3-23-35

Woman Wanted-MGM. .8-10-35
World Accuses-CHE
Youth of Maxim-AM
Zigeunerbaron-UFA

9-1 6-35

Zigeunerblut-XX

4-10-31

Zycie

J.

3-21-35
4-20-35

Pilsudskiego

MET.. 6-4-35
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

RECORD-BREAKING

cam-

paign for the promotion of

M-G-M

1935-36,

for

pictures

with an estimated expenditure
of over two million dollars, is
now under way under the sponsorship

of

Howard

augurating

Dietz.

total national circulation of approximately thirty-four million.

put up in fifteen hundred communities in America and kept
there for a period of six weeks.
magazines,
fan
Billboards,

newspaper advertising, radio
tie-ups and national contests
are being used on a more extensive scale than ever before, to-

press books and
trailers that set a new high for
thoroughness and importance.
Color ads are being used more
extensively and effectively than
ever before.
Among the pictures for which
planned to duplicate the
it is
elaborate campaigns of "Anna

gether

with

Karenina" and "Broadway Melody of 1936" are "A Tale of Two
Cities," "The Great Ziegfeld,"
"Romeo and Juliet," "Ah! Wilderness" and "Rose Marie."
In addition to the press books
national drives, a comprehensive institutional press sheet
offering free advertising and
publicity mats was recently put
out for the benefit of the ex-

on

Newspaper promotion on an
scale along endifferent lines has been
worked out for the coming season. Special tie-ups, with serial-

unprecedented
tirely

miniature photos of Clark Gable
and Loretta Young were circulated a few days in advance of
the opening in the business districts and 200 cards were mailed

Norfolk Opening

CEVERAL

effective tie-ups

window

attractive

and

displays

were among the stunts arranged
by Manager Allen Sparrow of
Loew's State theater in Norfolk for the opening of "Call of
the Wild," Darryl Zanuck pro-

to all local clubs.

Leading merchants in town
arranged window displays in
which were placed scene stills
and window cards announcing
the premiere of the picture.
Seven 40 x 60's, 50 mounted
stills
and 150 window cards
were used in various stores.

duction starring Clark Gable,
Loretta Young and Jack Oakie
and released through United
Artists.
tie-up with a local florist

A

Way

Under

Educational Readying
Five More for Release
At Warner-F. N. Studios

24 Pictures

(.Continued

Muni,

with

from Page

1)

Anita

Hutchinson,

Josephine

Henry O'Neill, Fritz Leiber and DonWoods featured, director, William Die-

Louise,
ald

"Meet

Parrish,"

Stella

featuring

director,

Frank
'

Vehicles in preparation are:
"Glorious,
starring Marion Davies and Dick Powell in
a Cosmopolitan production to be directed by
Frank Borzage; "The Petrified Forest," starring Leslie Howard and Bette Davis in the
Robert Sherwood stage play, with Archie

assigned to direct;

Al

"The Singing Kid,"

director,

Jolson,

Lloyd

"The Adventures of Robin Hood,"
James Cagney and featuring Guy

Bacon;

"Over the Wall," an
by Warden E. Lawes;
ring Leslie

"Carole

Lombard
officials

all-star cast in a story
"Green Light," star-

in the novel

by Lloyd C.

"Freshman Love," featuring PaFrank McHugh and Warren
Hull; "Anthony Adverse," starring Frederic
March in the best-seller by Hervey Allen
"Money Man," starring Edward G. Robinson

Douglas;
tricia

Paramount

Howard

is

wondering

selected

coats."— PARAMOUNT.

why

the hottest
for fash-

sit

heavy

fur

and

Ellis,

Bette

Davis

in

the

story

by

Comedy

mance

tentatively

titled

"Way Up

Thar," featuring Myra
and Louise Keaton, Buster's mother

and

sister, is next.

In the east the first comedy featuring "Tim and Irene" will go before the cameras this week under
the title of "One Big Happy Family," while on the coast a Frolics
of Youth subject will start.

« «

covers, plugging the attraction, were placed on all cars.
The front of the theater was
decorated with special banners
and huge blow-ups of the stars.
Loew's State,

Tire

—

Norfolk, Va.

Effective

Campaign

On "Angel" in Cleveland
AfANAGER Milt Harris

of

Loew's State Theater in
Cleveland ushered in the premiere of "The Dark Angel,"

Samuel

Goldwyn
production
starring Fredric March, Merle
Oberon and Herbert Marshall,
and released through United
Artists, with an outstanding excampaign.
A few
days in advance of the opening

ploitation

all local newspapers carried feature and advance stories, and all

local

radio*

commentators gave

the attraction many plugs.
A
special screening, held in advance, for newspaper critics,
editors and radio commentators
got early reviews for the picture and additional mentions in
newspapers and on the radio.
In his printed matter campaign,
Harris made effective use of
5,000 doorknob hangers placed
on all cars, in office buildings
and telephone pay stations;
3,000 novelty colored glasses
distributed in business districts;
3,000 good-morning cards inserted in newspapers distributed in
all
hotels; 5,000 coffee cards
placed in guest boxes of local
hotels, and 600 fountain streamers distributed at 50 Standard
Drug Stores, Kreske's and Woolworth's. Tie-ups with Lux accounted
for
special
window
streamers
on
grocery
1,500
stores.
Kline News, local magazine distributor, bannered 38
trucks and placed tack cards on
all newsstands. Co-operative ads
were secured through tie-ups
with the Fisher Beauty Salon
and the Lindner Coy Store. Both
ads carried photos of Merle
Oberon and mentioned the picture's opening at

Loew's State.

Window

displays were secured
in the following stores: Fisher
Beauty Salon; Jones Russell,

with blow-ups of Oberon;
Lindner Coy and the May Company.
Loew's State, Cleveland.
florist,

—

starring

Kibbee;
"Angel of Mercy," starring Josephine Hutchinson in a story of the famous Florence Nightingale;
"God's Country and the Woman,"
starring Bette Davis and George Brent in the
novel by James Oliver Curwood.

day of the year for her to
wearing
Ion
photographs,

five other
two-reelers in the cutting rooms.

Kay

the Duchess," featuring Warren WilDolores Del Rio, Anita Kerry, Louise

Fazenda and Herbert Mundin,
McDonald.

starring

THE PRESS
AGENT

company, Educational has

Al Christie's Astoria staff has just
turned over to the Educational home
office the Niela Goodelle-Earl OxfordFrancis, Sybil Jason, Ian Hunter and Paul
Lightner
musical
comedy,
Lukas, director, Mervyn LeRoy;
"Captain Fred
From the coast
Blood," picturization of the famous Rafael "Rhj-thm of Paree."
office has just received
Sabatini novel, with Errol Flynn, Olivia de the home
"Just Another Murder," featuring
Havilland,
Robert
Barrat,
Lionel
Atwill,
Henry Stephenson, Basil Rathbone, Ross Billy Gilbert and Vince Barnett.
Alexander, Guy Kibbee and David Torrence
"Moonlight and Melody," another
heading a large ca^t, director, Michael Curmusical comedy, featuring Lucille
tiz;
"Stars
Broadway,"
Pat
Over
with
O'Brien, Jean Muir, Jane Froman, James Page, Buster West and Tom PatriMelton and Frank McHugh, director, William cola, with Rita Rio, is in the final
Keighley; "Broadway Hostess," with Winifred
stage of editing in New York. "He's
Shaw, Lyle Talbot, Phil Regan, Genevieve
Tobin and Allen Jenkins heading the cast, the Prince," a Tom Howard-George
Shelton comedy, and "High Hats,"
director, Frank McDonald.
follow.
"Frisco
Kid,"
starring
Cagney, an Ernest Truex comedy, will
James
In Hollywood the editors are about
with Margaret Lindsay, George E. Stone,
Ricardo Cortez, Fred Kohler and Donald finished with Buster Keaton's secWoods in support, director, Lloyd Bacon; ond comedy of the new season, "The
'Prairie
Schooners," starring Dick Foran,
Timid Young Man." A Young Rothe Singing Cowboy, director, Lewis King;
Found

"I

Mayo

AS SEEN BY

In addition to one two-reel comedy
just delivered by its eastern production unit and another by its western

terle.

liam,

hibitors.

and circulating libraries, and
10,000 heralds were circulated
throughout the city in a houseto-house campaign. The special
lic

Tie-ups Aid "Call"
in

is

for "Broadway Melody of 1936,"
the current attraction at the
Capitol Theater. This parallels
the' poster campaign for "China
Seas," where 9,524 sheets were

No-

—

estimated that approximately one hundred million people have read these ads. A similar magazine campaign will be
launched for "Mutiny on the
Bounty," the big new production
with Clark Gable, Charles
Laughton and Franchot Tone.
A tremendous national poster
campaign has been worked out
It

Girl" early in

vember and with approximately
two hundred dailies tied in.
The picture is scheduled for release early in December.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

campaign,

the

Town

"Small

In-

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer took full
page "Anna Kerenina" ads in
thirty-seven magazines with a

accounted for the distribution of
1,000 roses attached to cards
reading: "Compliments of Clark
Gable—now in 'Call of the Wild'
Special inat Loew's State."
serts were placed in Western
Union messages, and their local
windows carried displays on the
picture.
Three thousand bookmarks were distributed at pub-

izations that will blanket key
spots all over the country are
planned on four campaign pictures, including "Small Town
Girl" and "Robin Hood of El
Dorado." Newspapers will start
the
story of
publication
of

Big Promotion Drive
On New M-G-M Lineup
A

Monday, Sept. 30, 1935

Dashiell

Hammett; "I'm in the Legion," starring Joe
E. Brown; and "Ceiling Zero," from the play
by Frank Wead and starring James Cagney
and Pat O'Brien, director, Howard Hawks.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh The Pitt will inaugurate "Screeno," giving away $25 in
cash on Tuesdays and Fridays, and
making the first downtown house
to use this business stimulant.
Sol Perelman, former manager of
the Carlton theater, joined the Pitt.
Albert Cuthbert, formerly of the
Belmore, has been named assistant
manager of Warners' Ritz, replacing
Floyd Brandle, who moved to the
Palace to succeed
signed.

Norman

Green, re-

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
More than 4,000 Western Electric
sound systems are now installed in the
foreign field.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old
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Para. Takes Over Operation of 75 Minn. Houses

JpCKS

COURT

Zirn Filing

Appeal

.

A

.

DON CARLE GILLETTE —

By

S

long

*»

the

as

mechanics

of

publicizing

movie-making

Samuel Zirn

of

the

and

the

columnistic gloatings over the detecting of
unimportant technical oversights are allowed
to flourish, any effort to elevate film stand-

by creating better public appreciation

ards
is

bound

be largely a waste of time.

to

Syndicated
participate

finding

may

they

in

film

movie fans to
the wisenheimer pastime of
boners,
however immaterial

invitations

to

developing a class of dewho not only become
killjoys for moviegoers at large but even
spoil for themselves a lot of pleasure which
they could otherwise derive from the pictures they go to see.
be,

Italian Film

Way Today
By

FOR

EXPECT RULING SOON

New

NEW ORLEANS BIZ
Orleans — In what
an
al-

is

most unprecedented booking scramble, four of the city's six first runs
are fighting one another with musThey are: Loew's State with
icals.
"Broadway Melody of 1936," Saen•
ger with "Big Broadcast of 1936",
Federal Judge Coxe's ruling on St. Charles with "Harmony Lane"
kyjOVIES seem to be the only commodity
'"' that is subjected to this smart-alecky the application for fees and allow- and Liberty with "Old Man Rhythm."
ances totaling $3,222,315 in the Parsniping
and probably the only one that
amount reorganization is awaited
would stand for it.
Pathe Exchange Profits
within the next few days.
Judge
As the nearest item for comparison, look Coxe returns today from a vacation
$1,326,924 in 33 Weeks
at the tolerance accorded the legitimate
which he is understood to have deProfit of $1,326,924 for the 33
stage even in its present decayed condition.
voted to drafting his rulings on the weeks from Dec. 30, 1934, to Aug.
The raising of a curtain on a Broadway Paramount fees.
15, 1935, is reported by Pathe Ex-

ON PARAMOUNT FEES

— —

cision blocks efforts of distributor
counsel to have the injunction case
in equity tried first.
Warners, with the support of the
defendant
companies,
two
other
sought to have trial of the criminal
action deferred on the grounds that
{Continued on Page 9)

CLEVELAND EXHIBITORS

MOVE TO CHECK DUALS

—

show, before any actor has walked on the
scene, invariably brings an outburst of applause for the setting, which may be a
simple little affair employing little more
than cheesecloth and spots.

But when a motion picture reveals a
quarter-acre setting of massive and glittering architecture, something actually constructed of solid materials, audiences accept
it
with dead pans and folded hands as

though

it

were

a

fake or an

illusion.

any bit of wild ranting by an
actor in a stage play arouses a tumult of
handclapping, whereas dozens of superb
performances on the screen are taken as a
matter of course.
Similarly,

(Continued on Page 3)

a

arises as to whether it is
more so-called "better" pictures

doubt

really

held

here

Or

is

it

more imperative

to

bring about

change in public attitude toward motion
pictures and an appreciation of the numer-

a

ous film merits that are
or obscured?

Oct.

21-22,

announcement from

according to
H. A. Cole

Col.

of Dallas, president.

Operation of 75
Is

now being

ignored

Oct.
city

13 following approval by the
commission by a vote of 4 to 1.

Hamm Houses

Taken Over by Paramount

Board

to Discuss

Patent Investigation
By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Abram F. Myers,
Washington

—

that are needed.

—

With many East Side
now playing double features

Cleveland
theaters

and more planning to adopt a dual
policy within a few weeks, West Side
are holding a series of
meetings in an effort to maintain single bills in all houses on their side
exhibitors

Texas Allied Convention
of the river.
Chattanooga Adopts
Oct. 21-22 in San Antonio
Sunday Movie Shows Mayer and Consolidated
San Antonio— Convention of AlChattanooga, Tenn. — Theaters Take Over Cohan Theater
lied Theater Owners of Texas will be
here will open on Sundays beginning

Allied

SO

ARTHUR EDDY

—

Louis The government scored
a preliminary point at the opening
session of its Federal Court actions
against Warners, Paramount and
RKO yesterday when Judge George
H. Moore ordered that the conspiracy suit go to trial today. The deSt.

4 MUSICALS COMPETE

is

structive super-critics

of Conspiracy Suit
Ordered to Get Under

200.

(Continued on Page 3)

SUIT

Trial

Tax Cut

picItalian-dialogue
on
tures over 1.000 meters (3,280 ft.) in
length, made and recorded abroad, has
been extended by the Cabinet to films
length, but the minimum tax
of any
of about $2,000 applied previously to
the longer films is reduced according to
the length to a minimum of about $1,-

submit briefs
next Friday to the Appellate Division on appeal from two lower court
decisions dismissing in one case his

Tp

Paramount Cases

—Tax

will

action to set aside the transfer of
$10,000,000 in assets by Paramount
to the Film Securities Corp. and the
resale to Columbia Broadcasting Co.
of Paramount's half -interest in that
company, and in the second case his
application to examine certain direc-

Two

Rome

In Actions

the passing parade

.

LOUIS

ST.

Briefs Friday in

Film Securities and CBS
Deals Are Involved

Viewing
—

DELAYJN

Allied counsel, said he would call
meeting of the Allied board of directors next week at which time the
Sirovich patent pool investigation
{Continued on Page ?)

Paramount yester 'ay took over
operation of 75 Minnesota theaters
which had been operated by William

Hamm

and his associates, it was
stated yesterday to The Film Daily

by Y. Frank Freeman, head

mount theater

operations.

of

Para-

Hamm

agreed to extend for five years his
blanket mortgage on the properties,

Freeman

said.

Arthur L. Mayer, in conjunction
with Consolidated circuit, will take
over the George M. Cohan Theater
House has been opas of Oct. 18.
erated by Stanley W. Lawton, who
A douis reopening the Broadway.
ble feature policy will be maintained
Construcat the Cohan by Mayer.
tion of the new Rialto, which Mayer
to operate, is progressing on
is
schedule.

One Up

for

Popeye

Nebraska. City, Neb.— Popeye is given
credit by Wesley Booth, manager of the
Paramount, for his tiny daughter Jacqueline's avid appetite for spinach. She
cries for it, Booth claims.

THE
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St.,

— Lichtbildbuehne.
— P. A. Harle, La

Berlin
Paris
Francaise,

I.
22'5.

Friedrichstrasse,

Cinematographic
des-Noues, 19.

Rue de

Cour-

la

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am. Seat
Columbia

Picts.

Con.

Ind

Fm.

Fm.

Con.

67

67

67

106
111/2

Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd

100

pfd.
pfd..

Film

RKO

133/4

16

4i/

8

16
1561/4

993^

131/2

131/2

3/8

+
+

—

1

1/8

6
45/s

—

1/8

26

261/g

+

5/s

335/8

335/g

335/g

+

7%

75/8

75/s

4H/4

4H/4

+

i/g

1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Th.

Eq.

Loew 6s
Paramount

RKO

6s40.

.

Picts.

6s41

Warner's 6s39

143,4

104%

41

6s55

143/8

143/8

—

683/8

69 Vi

71

70

70

Corp

Technicolor

83 Vi

823/4

83 1/4

Trans-Lux

2Vi
19

3%

2

—

Va

+

Va

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone

i/

1043/4 10434

69%

2Vi
19
3i/8

arrives

in

New

2Va
19

3V4

colored actor-singer on his way to
lywood, also are on the passenger list.

VIRGINIA

JACK
ROBE-

PINE

is

New

in

Hol-

York

at

back

is

in

role
to

on completion of
Goldwyn's "Splendor," will

Samuel

in

New

South

his

American

role in

trip

as

leaves

this

for
finishes

Hollywood
entire world
by Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAIL\

Americanization of
is being accomplished
films, said Dr. A. H.
Giannini, banker, who recently returned from a tour abroad.
"There is a great leveling process
going on in Europe through the influence of our pictures," said Dr.
Giannini. "Class distinctions are being wiped out."

plans to produce.
Technicians' Branch Elections

—

THE FILM DAILY

Elections
by the
Technicians' Branch of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences
resulted as follows:
To the Academy board of governors representing the Technicians:
John Arnold, Nathan Levinson (reelected) and Van Nest Polglase.
To the branch executive committee: John Arnold, Nathan Levinson,
Van Nest Polglase and Wesley C.
Miller, all re-elected; Gerald Best,
Farciot Edouart and Bernard Herzbrun.
All elections are effective as of
Oct. 1 and run for one year.

Hollywood

week
the

at the
Oriental

(Continued from Page 1)

cussion.

Mudd & Mooney

dis-

New

Nebraska and Western Iowa M.
annual convention, Omaha, Neb.

11-12:

Kansas

Fall

Festival,

City

Variety

P.

Club's

anKansas

"Days of "49",

City.

Oct. 13-14:

Semi - Annual
Convention
of
M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee, Hotel Chisca, Memphis, Tenn.

Oct. 19:

Anniversary

Amusement
Hotel,

mardi gras of Chicago
Gold Room, Congress

Publicists,

Chicago.

Oct. 20-Nov. 2:
Celebration
ary of GB Picture Corp.

of
of

first

Oct. 21-22:
Allied Theater Owners
convention, San Antonio, Tex.

21-24:

man Park
Oct. 28-29:

Owners

annivers-

America.
Texas

of

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

Allied
Motion
Picture
Theater
of
Western Pennsylvania annual
Hotel Schenley, Pittsburgh.

convention,

Nov. 2:
non
S.

S.

Nov. 10:
quet,

Installation of officers of Lt. A. VerPost, American Legion, on

Macaulay
Arcadia,

Boston-to-New York

trip.

Pittsburgh

William

Variety Club annual banPenn Hotel, Pittsburgh.

Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio annual convention. Hotel DeshlerWallick, Columbus, O.

claims.

M-G-M

—

—

the

name

of the distributor.

of the

Bank Night

in 16

—

been

major

commissioned
in

the

an

Mississippi

honorary
National

Guard.
Appointment was made by
Governor Conner.

Mersereau

the

National Film Carriers Ass'n convenPark Central Hotel, New York.

Oct. 8-9:
T. O.

Oct.

Set Hearings on RKO Claims
Hearing on exceptions filed by the
RKO trustee to Special Master
Thomas D. Thacher's recommendations on the Hoblitzelle claims were
set yesterday for Oct. 31 before Federal Judge Bondy.
Hearing on the
exceptions to the Rockefeller claim
will be held Oct. 14 at which time
exceptions will also be heard on the
recommendations made on the Criterion Advertising, W. Gordon Bur-

Loew Houses
Loew's has signed Bank Night for
Monte Hance Commissioned
16 local theaters, it was said yesterBiloxi, Miss.
Monte Hance, man- day by Claude Ezell, sales manager
Skouras and the
ager of the Saenger Theater, has for Bank Night.

Jack

Oct. 7-9:

Oct.

and the pending A. T. & T. probe
would be discussed.
The Federal
Communications Commission members met yesterday and it is understood the two probes were under dis-

nett and

Promenade,

Wins "Seas" Ruling
Mexican Strike Collapsing
Mexico City
Strike of Mexican
M-G-M was left free yesterday to
National
Federation
of
Theater
release "China Seas" to subsequent
Workers as a protest against U. S.
film distributors, who decided to runs by the decision of Supreme
withdraw from Mexico due to high Court Justice Dore denying the motaxes,
appeared
to
be
falling tion of the Gotham Theater to rethrough yesterday as all theaters
strain the company from booking the
reopened. Only houses to announce
all-Mexican program was the Olym- picture into the Dorset, an opposition house, on the ground that the
pia.
picture was sold by M-G-M as part
of the 1934-35 program. At the ofNew Non-Theatrical List Out
Eleventh edition of "1,000 and One fice of Milton C. Weisman, counsel
the Blue Book of Non-Theatrical for the Gotham, it was said that a
Films," published by the Education- prompt appeal would be taken from
Emerson Yorke Recuperating
al Screen, Chicago, has just come off Justice Dore's decision.
Emerson Yorke, recently injured the press. It is a comprehensive list
in an auto accident on Long Island, of 16 mm. and 35mm. sound and silwhere he has been making a series ent non-theatrical pictures, classified
of newsreel and historical trave- according to subjects, with concise
THE STANDARD
logues under auspices of the Cen- information about each release and
Reference Book
Riverdale.

Joyce

4:
Actors'
Equity Ass'n informal
cussion for members,
Hotel Astor,
York.
2 P. M.

tion,

Giannini Says U. S. Films Allied Board to Discuss
Patent Investigation
Are Leveling the World
West Coast Bureau of

Jersey.

Hollywood

soon as he
Escapes."

SOPHIE TUCKER, appearing

New

Oct.

M-G-M's "Tarzan

RKO Palace in Cleveland, plays
Theater, Chicago, starting Friday.

Club,

3-5:
Hollywood Fashion
Knickerbocker, Hollywood.

York.

JOHNNY WEISSMULLER
a

Country

Oct.

KATHERINE ALEXANDER,
come

Warner Club Golf Tournament, River-

5:
vale

town from

the coast.

her

International movie festival
of the King of Belgium,

the
Oct.

STANLEY BERGERMAN

17:

patronage

Brussells.

nual

tury Circuit, is out of the hospital
and recuperating at his home in

Alice

Sept. 26-Oct.

under

Hotel Warwick.

York today

Majestic from a visit abroad.
POWELL, orchestra leader, and PAUL

the

West Coast Bureau of
1/4

165/g

42

DAVID SARNOFF
on

1/2

—

16'/2

Century-Fox pfd. 263/4

do pfd

3/4

6

20th

Bros

981/2

H. MORAY, Vifaphone executive in
charge of shorts and trailers, returned yesterday from a business trip to Cleveland, DeIndianapolis and St. Louis.
troit,

Vi

+
+

41/2

17

Univ. Picts. pfd

H'/2

NORMAN

1/4

106

IH/4

HAMMER of Warner's home office playdepartment left yesterday for Memphis
to assume his new duties as assistant booker
in
that territory, under Byron Adams, district
manager.

SON,

TED

date

Chg.

43/4

Century-Fox

.

106

JEAN MUIR arrives in New York tomorrow
from the coast to join the Warner players who
are here for the premiere of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" on Oct. 9.

—
Bergerman Here on Deals
Stanley Bergerman is in town
— % from
Hollywood working out a re—
leasing deal for several pictures he

61/4

20th

Warner

41/g

158Vi 1581/2 1581/i
44
443/4
44

Inc

do pfd
Paramount
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Century Circuit are also using

it

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
•
1936

FILM YEAR BOOK
Now in Preparation.
Out

January

in

•

locally.
Given

Fined on Lottery Charge
Louis Orlove, manMilwaukee
Bill Moclair Made Manager
ager of Fox's Riviera, was fined
Bill Moclair, formerly doorman of $5.00 in district court, charged with
the New York Strand Theater, has operating a lottery in connection
become manager of the New Yorker with a drawing for merchandise at
Theater.
the theater on Aug. 19.

—

with

Free

*

rear's Subscription to

THE FILM DAILY
and

THE
ILM DAILY SERVICE
1650 B'way.
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EXHIBITOR WILL PUSH

PARA. CASES

WyD 1

PMIL

CODE AUTHORITY SUIT

M.DALY

(Continued from Page 1)

tors of Paramount in connection with
the assets transfer transaction.
Zirn's suit names the Bankers
Trust Co. and 11 other banks, Paramount, the Film Securities Corp. and
others.

Pathe Exchange Profits
$1,326,924 in 33

Weeks

change, Inc.
This included $1 441.471 profit on sale of 14 per cent of

Du Pont Film
Manufacturing
Corp.
Operating
deficit at the end of the period was
reduced to $5,171,020 from $6,415,941 on Dec. 30.
the capital stock of

—

Ralph W. Lawler,

Springfield,

111.,

arrives

week to succeed George Baker
manager of the Newman.

this

as

George Fuller, 20th Century-Fox
exchange manager, is making a trip
through western Kansas.
Ward Scott, 20th Century-Fox
district manager, has been in Oklahoma City and St. Louis on business
the past week.
W. E. Truog, United Artists manager,

is in

IN Birmingham, Alabama
we think we
Type of Censor
introducing to you Harriett B. Adams, who functions in that city
under the title of Amusement Supervisor
Mrs. Adams has
been on the job about three years
is doing!

and what a grand job

she

T
•

•

T

SHE

IS frank to admit that she started off with
the notion that so many ladies of a cloistered and sheltered
life possess
that Motion Pictures are mostly bad, in that
their influence on the public mind is far from uplifting
and what was her surprise as she delved into her work, to sense
that the industry was turning out not merely an occasional
worthwhile picture
but a steady stream of productions
that are a distinct eontrbution to contemporary life and the
upbuilding of the community

•

formerly manager of the Orpheum
Theater,

DOWN

last discovered the Perfect

T

Kansas City Notes
Kansas City

• • •
we have at

•

(Continued from Page 1)

Tulsa.

Jack Moffitt, Kansas City "Star"
movie editor who is adapting his
play,
"Roaring Girl," for Paramount, has been back in Kansas City
for a short visit.

Jay Means, owner of the Oak Park
and Bagdad theaters, has resigned
as president of the I. T. O. A. His
sucessor has not yet been named.
Ed L. Kuykendall, president of
the M. P. T. O. A., will be in Kansas
City Oct. 11 for a meeting of directors and members at the Muehlebach
Hotel.

About 30 friends of Bill Wagner's
from Film Row motored down to
Independence, Kans., to attend the
opening of the new Beldorf Theater.

•

•

AND AS

Mrs.

Adams grew more

interested in her
a great metamorphosis came over
her entire concept of the Motion Picture
she realized not
only that the industry was opening up a new world to many who
had no close acquaintance with the great field of classic and
contemporary literature
as well as inculcating an appreciation of the finer things of life in general
but she realized that those ladies who were sitting back in smug self-sufficiency and decrying the movies as a destructive force because
of one or two productions that were on the border line of bad
taste
were overlooking entirely the many splendid examples of what Hollywood was giving to the world in the form
of beautiful, inspiring and idealistic picture entertainment

motion picture activities

T

T
THEN it

was that Mrs. Adams decided to extend her work beyond mere surveillance and policing of Motion
Pictures for her community
she realized the crying need

•

•

•

SO

for Appreciation of good pictures on the part of the church
elements, the women's civic and educational organizations
IF the producers were to be encouraged in their serious effort
to give these elements what they have always been crying for
because Mrs. Adams happens to be a woman with a business
sense
and she could appreciate the fact that without the
patronage of the better elements of the community, the industry could not keep on turning out worthwhile films at a financial
.

.

loss

AND TODAY

T

T
we have

Birmingham a most enfor the church groups and
gaging and cheering spectacle
the women's organization are wholeheartedly in back of Mrs.

•

•

•

in

they support every production
Adams' crusading activities
which she stamps with her approval of Worthwhile Films
she sends out a postcard notice on every such production to these
the box-office
the exhibitor pays the postage
groups
and Birmingham is showing its approval
gets the benefit
of worthwhile pictures by having the Better People support them,

Boston Sunday Film Censor
State trooper Joseph
Boston
Noone has been assigned to the
Bureau of Lord's Day Entertainment

THAT, to us
is Constructive
right at the cash till
and when all other censors have learned to apCensorship
proach their work in the same broad-minded spirit, censorship
will become an unmixed blessing instead of a pain in the neck

State Department of Public
Safety and will act as censor for
films to be shown on Sundays in
Massachusetts.

to the public as well as the industry

—

at the

Walter King Back to Stage
Walter King, who was known on
Broadway as Walter Woolf before
he went to Hollywood, is returning

New York

to
duction,

for the

new stage

pro-

"May Wine."

Three Havana Theaters Razed
Havana
Three theaters were
among the properties destroyed by

—

the hurricane which swept through
this section Saturday.

Louis

St.

T

T

AT THE AMPA

luncheon on Thursday, the principal speaker will be the famous Bruce Barton, whose subject
will be: "How I Would Write Motion Picture Advertising Copy"
A special edition of the Shakespearean play has been published by Grossett & Dunlap for Warners' "Midsummer Night's
The Photography Year Book, published in London
Dream"
by the firm that puts out the monthly, "Photography," is off
the press, with fine examples of the best in photographic art that
Lily Pons is back from Holwill help the advertising man
lywood after completng her RKO Radio pix, "I Dream Too
Much," and returns to her radio program starting Wednesday
.... Ed Sullivan opens at the Roxy Friday with his revue,
"Dawn Patrol"

•

•

•

m

«e

<€

» » »

—Don

Thornburg, Mar-

shalltown, la., exhibitor, who is here
as a spectator at the Warner-RKOParamount trial, yesterday said he
plans to push his conspiracy action
against members of the defunct Code
Authority despite the fact that it
is no longer in existence.
He expects that his suit pending in the
district
court
at
Marshalltown,
charging that Columbia and Universal at the order of the Authority
rut off his film service, will be heard
this month.
The action also names
two local theaters, the Family and
Strand, as defendants.

Thornburg also said he anticipates
j

that

his

conspiracy

act:"on

against

major distributors except Columbia and Universal, alleging that he
was deprived of product, will come
up in the federal court at Des Moines
next month.
Thornburg stated he
will see Russell B. Hardy, government attorney, and offer his services
all

in the current St.
cases.

Louis conspiracy

Private Ethiopian Film Showing

—

Toronto
Newspapermen of this
city were given a private showing
of three films taken in Ethiopia by
Dr. R. V. Bingham.
The films depicted
lini's

the

huge

men must

difficulties

face

in

Mussocrossing

mountains 10,000 feet high and also
crossing four canyons, each as great
as the Grand Canyon of Colorado.
Will Seek to Adjourn Skouras Case
In Supreme Court today RKO will
ask adjournment until Oct. 21 of the
trial to determine whether the injunction restraining RKO's 81st Theater from playing Fox product dayand-date with two Skouras theaters
in the zone shall be continued. RKO
will also file a motion in a day or
two asking Skouras Theaters for a
bill of particulars.

Republic Brooklyn First-Runs
Republic's "Born to Gamble" has
been booked for first-run at the
Strand, Brooklyn, starting Thursday,
and the same company's "The Old
Homestead" opens Friday at the Fox
Brooklyn. Deals were closed by Herman Gluckman, president of Repub-

New York exchange.
"Streamline Express," after playing the Fox, starts over the Loew

lic's

circuit

Third

Friday.

Week

"Angel" in Philly
—"Dark
Angel," Sam-

for

Philadelphia

uel Goldwyn-U. A. release, is continuing at a rapid pace at the Aldine
Theater and will go into a third
week. In the first three days of the
second week the picture did approximately $328 more than the first
three days of the first week and on
last Saturday it rolled up its biggest
single day's receipts.
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS
Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper

"PERSONAL MAID'S SECRET"
Margaret Lindsay, Warren
Louise, Ruth Donnelly

wilh

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Warner

60 mins.

Bros.

88 mins.
M-G-M
GREAT FATHER-AND-SON DRAMA OF
CIRCUS PACKS BIG EMOTIONAL PUNCH

FOR WITH THRILL SCENES.
ENTERTAINMENT
PLEASING
This rates as just about
AUDIENCES IN GENERAL. WELL ACTED

AND

Arthur
credit

which

drama

average business.
Greville Collins deserves

should
Director

regular

to

for

making

picture

this

so

a

lot

of

pleasing.

do their work with such ease,
human and natural at all
times, and things happen right along, holding
There are lots
one's interest throughout.
Ruth Donnelly,
of leughs all nicely spotted.
as a maid, has the big role and she handles
Arthur Treacher, as a
especially well.
it
His bored deadpan
butler, is outstanding.

The

players

they

seem

so

expression, plus the manner in which
he delivers his lines, gets laughs every time
The rest of the cast all do
he appears.
very well, with Warren Hull, a newcomer,
In livshowing a nice screen personality.
ing up to Lizzie, their maid, Warren Hull,
a young insurance salesman, and Margaret
Lindsay, his wife, are forced to the top of
Anita Louise, a member of a
society.
socially prominent family, turns out to be
facial

daughter
mixed up in

and,

Lizzie's

after

nearly

get-

marries Frank
Lizzie, having done her job of
Albertson.
seeing her daughter happily married, herself
t'ng

marries

the

a

scandal,

Then the real
mother's death.
as Beery fights to regain the
'eve of his son which has been killed in
the boy by the guardian aunt who hates
The big scenes comes when Beery
3eery.
:fter

his

story

starts

eventually wins the boy's love and goes

the strength of
kuble act with a
:n

butler.

Cast: Margaret Lindsay, Warren Hull,
Arthur
Ruth
Dcnnelly,
Anita
Lcuise,
Treacher, Frank Albertson, Henry O'Neill.

Ronnie Cosby, Gordon Elliott.
Director,
Arthur Greville Collins; Author, Lillian Day; Screenplay, F. Hugh HerLillie
Hayward; Cameraman, Byron
bert,
Haskins; Editor, Thomas Richards.
Direction, First-rate Photography, A-l

Buck Jones

REGULATION WESTERN WITH ALL
THE FAMILIAR INGREDIENTS REHASHED

Frank

Lacking
its

any

novel

touches

in

the

Direction,

action

heavily

in

a

clip

joint,

the

kid

signs

over

Buck's cattle to a couple of heavies. When
Buck finds cut about it he goes on the
hunt for the brother, and along the route
runs into a stagecoach holdup, which he is
unsble to stop and thereby gets himself
suspected as one of the gang.
But the

knows

Buck's pal, Slim, and lets
them go free to continue the search for
the kid, whom they find innocently involved
with the crooks and who dies just after
sheriff

Buck about a gold cache in a canBuck goes there, with the villains
coming upon him, and then follows the
usual fighting, hard riding and shooting until
telling

yon.

the crooks are finally landed.
Cast: Buck Jones, Ruth Channing, Pat
O'Brien, Frank McGlynn Sr., Roy D'Arcy,

Joseph Girard, Joan Gale, Lee Shumway,
Charles King, Jack Rockwell, Monte Mon-

Bob Walker, Carl Stockdale, Cliff
Lyons, Babe DeTreest.
Director, Ray Taylor; Author, Cliff Fartague,

rell;

Screenplay,

Sullivan;

James

Cameraman,

Jack Neville; Cameramen,

William Sickner, Allen Thompson.
Direction, G:od. Photography, Good.

Excellent

Photography,

First-

"WILLIAM TELL"

han-

familiar plot elements, this out-

drama emerges as just a fair
attract on of its kind.
Buck Jones has a
kid brother with a gambling yen.
Losing
door

and an elephant.

class.

FOR FAIR RESULTS.
dling of

tiger

Wcng Howe.
62 mins.

Universal

in

to put on a dangerous

3eery gives a grand performance that is
ntensely human, and gets you.
Wallace Beery, Jackie Cooper,
Cast:
Spanky McFarland, Henry Stephenson, Sarah
Haden, Leona Maricle, Willard Robertson,
Clarence Muse, Ben Hendricks, Wade Boteler, Jack Daley, Oscar Apfel, Granville Bates
Producer, Philip Gcldstcne; Director, Rich-

tor,

Channing

Ruth

it

ard Boleslawski; Authors, Harvey Gates, Malcolm Stuart Boylan; Screenplay, Leonard
Praskins, Wanda Tuchck, Otis Garrett; Edi-

in

"OUTLAWED GUNS"
with

the best circus

sawdust ring atmosphere ever
produced.
But above that is the fact that
grand human story of a
it is essentially a
father's love for his boy that has an emolional kick that will get every father and
The animal scenes combined with
mother.
the thrill stuff as Beery works as the animal trainer in the cages with the big cats
carry a genuine punch and plenty of susThis one is sure-fire with the
pense.
jrown-ups because of the father-son appeal,
and the youngsters will eat it up because
Beery
of the circus and animal atmosphere.
as the animal trainer loses an arm as a
big Bengal tiger claws him, and also loses
lis
nerve, when he learns that his wife
her
his
has deserted him, taking with
He finally
infant son whom he worships.
lets him back years later for the summer
session while the boy is on vacation from
a military school where he has been placed
film with real

DIRECTED.
Enjoyable comedy

play

« «

in

"O'SHAUGHNESSYS BOY"

Hull, Anita

with Conrad
General Foreign Films

Veidt

70 mins.

PICTORIALLY BEAUTIFUL DRAMATIZATION OF THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY SWISS REBELLION.
Outstanding camera work, beautiful natsettings and good characterizations are
the foremost attractions of this historical
drama of Switzerland in the fourteenth
century.
The world-famous William Tell
legend is only an incident in the film which
tells of the persecutions brought on when
ural

Swiss rebel
pointed by the

the

against

the

governors

Dennis

Aubrey,

Charles

Cullum,

Werner

Schott.
Director, Heinz Paul; English Supervision,

Manning

Haynes;

Musical

Score,

Herbert

Wmdt.
Direction, Good.

Photography, Fine.

"MARTIN GARATUZA,"

Radio Rogues offer their diverse and

» »

excellent

In Spanish; pro-

duced by Aguila; directed by Gabriel Soria;
Leopoldo O.tin, Josefina Escobedo, et
al.
At the Teatro Campoamor.
Entertaining comedy drama along the lines
of oldtime melodrama, with enough action,
romance and comedy to put it over among

with

interpretations
of
such
Eddie Cantor, Parkya-

celebrities as

kakas,

Bing

others.

Windup

Crosby, Popeye,
is good.

and

"Scrappy's Trailer"

(Scrappy Cartoon)
Columbia
7 mins.
Very Amusing
•
Scrappy's wanderings in an auto
trailer, an astonishing contraption
"Pluto's Judgment Day"
which houses a cow, tree, backyard,
(Mickey Mouse Cartoon)
lawn and fences, all of which can be
United Artists
7 mins. drawn back in again, makes for very
One of the Best
diverting entertainment.
The trailThis ranks away up among the er's mad careenings and, of course,
best of the Mickey Mouse creations a chase, are managed excellently.
turned out by the Walt Disney
the Spanish trade.

.

.

SHORTS

studios.
From idea conception to
the details of execution, it shows a
vast amount of ingenuity and pain-

Cleveland Clips

Cleveland— The Variety Club will
staking effort.
Action deals with hold a clam bake Oct. 26 at the
a nightmare experienced by Pluto, Allerton Hotel.
Frank D. Drew is
Mickey's dog, in which he goes in charge of arrangements.
through a lot of punishment for his
Joe Leavitt, owner of the Indebad deeds to little cats.
pendent Screen Room, was rushed to
Charity Hospital last week follow"The Band Concert"
ing a gallstone attack.
(Mickey Mouse Cartoon)
T. J. Healy, Vitagraph auditor, is
United Artists
7 mins. spending a few weeks in the local
Swell
Released earlier in the year but
missed until now, here's another topnotch Mickey Mouse color cartoon,
packed with action arid fun, plus a

background of cleverly

utilized

mu-

office.

First-run circuits have signed new
agreements with projectionists. The
subsequent run houses signed a week
ago. Agreements are for two years.

Milt Mooney, Vitagraph branch
Mickey, conducting a band concert, is beset with interference by manager, winner of some two or
Donald Duck, who keeps throwing three national cash prizes, celebrated
the band off by playing a different last week by buying a new autotune on his piccolo. Then a torna- mobile.
do comes up, making a wreck out
"Top Hat" broke the established
of Mickey's band, but leaving the house record in its opening week at
Duck as sprightly as ever.
Warners' Hippodrome, went 50 per
cent over average in its second week,
and has moved over to the Allen
"Stars of Tomorrow"
for a third consecutive week downwith N.T.G.
11 mins. town.
Columbia
Max Lefkowich circuit will take
Very Good
over the Mall, subsequent run downN. T. G. is supposedly introducing
town house now operated by Meyer
a group of amateurs, who will be
tomorrow, but they are Fischer, about the middle of Octosic.

the stars of
all quite professional and perform
very divertingly. There is a Jimmy
Durante imitator, a hillbilly band,
a hot girl dancer and other good
performers.

"Monkey Love"
(Color Rhapsody)

Columbia

ap-

Austrian emperor of the
"Holy Roman Empire".
The climax is
reached when the leaders of various sections of the country unite, overthrow the
foreign governors and drive out their soldiers.
Appeal of the picture is limited to
audiences able to appreciate authentic backgrounds, costumes and performances.
Marr
and Veidt give fine performances.
Cast: Hans Marr, Detlef Willecke, Emmy
Scnnemann, Conrad Veidt, Edmond Willard,

FOREIGN

8 mins.

ber.

James

E. Scoville of the Scoville,
Reif circuit, recently was
elected president of the Lake Shore
Mortgage & Investment Co.

Essick

Nate Schultz has postponed the
opening of his Pastime Theater,
Barberton, to tomorrow.
Martin Printz broke the established

First-rate

An

exceptionally fine use of color
is made in this subject, which concerns the romantic tribulations of

a monkey swain and his chimpanzee
sweetheart. She plays coy and hard
to get.
When a giant ape grabs
her and carries her off, the monkey
enlists a horde of insect allies and
rescues her. Animation is excellent.

&

double feature policy at the

Alhambra last week for a four-day
engagement of GB's "39 Steps" and
did so well that he held the picture

a full week.
Shalit,
Columbia district
Carl
manager, and Ed Rosenbaum, exploiteer, were here for the opening
of "She Married Her Boss" at Warners' Hippodrome.

Harry
"Star Gazing"

theaters,

with The Radio Rogues

Columbia

19 mins.

Florida

Bickel, Majestic and Tivoli
Akron, has motored to
to join Niles Krickbaum,
Akron exhibitor, who will

an
return with him.
Very Amusing
J. S. Jossey of Republic Pictures
After a background is divertingly
built up for their specialties, the was in New York last week.
also

Alive with

the

glamor

of

wealth, beauty

and romantic
daring
t

h

r

/

/

/

—
i

is

it

n g

I

y

box-office!
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"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
UMSDEN HARE, who appeared

in "The Crusades," "She," "Freckles," "The Three Musketeers" and
several other pictures, is playing an
important role in "The Great Im-

personation" at Universal.
Crosland is directing.
T

T

Alan

T

Our Passing Show: Mack Sennett, Harry Joe Brown, Sally Eilers,
C. Henry Gordon, Jack LaRue, Una
Merkel, Maria Gambarelli, Frank

Sam Coslow, Guy Rennie,
Esther Muir, Sid Grauman, Mai St.
Clair, Leon Lance, Joan Newberry at
opening of the Roosevelt Cinegrill.
McDonald,

v

t

T

Maude Fulton, who was a member
of the Warner Bros, scenario staff
several years, is writing the
screenplay for "The Song and Dance
Man," for Twentieth Century-Fox.
T
T
T
"I was once a newspaperman myself," can be truthfully said by NelStockwell.
son Eddy and Harry
Stockwell played the romantic lead
in "Here Comes the Band" and also

for

appears

"Broadway

in

Melody of

1936."

Helene

T
T
Costello

the screen in

T

returning

is

M-G-M's

to
"Riff Raff,"

with Jean Harlow, Spencer Tracy,
Joseph Calle'a, Una Merkel, Mickey
Rooney and Vince Barnett. J. Walter
Ruben is directing this Irving G.
Thalberg production from the pen
of Frances Marion.
T

When Raul

T

»

Roulien,

who

recent-

married Conchita Montenegro in
Paris, arrives in Rio de Janiero, he
will be met by a staff of Hollywood

ly

HOLLYWOOD

"Kind Lady."
George Seitz
Harriet Hilliard, singer with Ozzie of a series of feature length westLucien Hubbard produc- Nelson's orchestra, has been signed erns in which he will appear. Louis
Robson also will appear for pictures by RKO. Nelson's band King is directing.
with
Mme. Schumann-Heink in is at present playing in the Cocoanut
T
T
T
Kathleen Norrtis's "Gram," which Grove at the Hotel Ambassador,
Warners
announce
the
completion
John W. Considine Jr. will produce.
Angeles.
Los
of camera work on "Stars Over
r
T
T
Broadway," in which Pat O'Brien,
With two features now shooting, Jane Froman and James Melton are
Lionel Barrymore will have the
Melton is now en
principal role in "The Voice of Bugle and four others in various stages the principals.
Ann," MacKinley Kantor's novel of preparation, Republic Pictures route to New York to resume his
which will be directed by Richard has hit a mid-season production radio work. Mildred Cram wrote the
Before the camera are original story on which "Stars Over
Thorpe.
This also will be a John stride.
Considine, Jr., production for Metro. "Forced Landing" and "A Thousand Broadway" was based. Jerry Wald,
Dollars a Minute." The four scripts Julius Epstein and Patsy Flick wrote
being readied are: "Legion of the the screen play and dialogue. WilWalter Abel and Margot Grahame Lost," "Sailors Forget," "The Leath- lam Keighley, who directed "G Men"
have been assigned to the leading ernecks Have Landed" and "Riders and "Special Agent," the latter of
which is now at the Strand theater,
role
in
"Two O'Clock Courage," of the Border."
directed.
The supporting cast inT
t
mystery melodrama by Gelett BurHermes Pan, dance director at the cludes Jean Muir, Frank McHugh,
gess soon to go into production at
RKO Radio. Alan Hale also is in RKO Radio studios, turned actor last William Ricciardi, Marie Wilson, Edit.
Ben Stoloff will direct under the week and played the role of a dance die Conrad, Frank Fay, E. E. Clive,
supervision of Zion Myers.
Screen director in Lily Pons' debut picture, Harry Seymour and Phil Regan.
Busby Berkeley and Bobby Connolly
play is by Seton I. Miller and Wil- "I Dream Too Much."
directed the numbers in "Stars Over
lis Goldbeck.
T
T
T
Al Dubin and Harry
Columbia has assigned Thurston Broadway."
Hall and George McKay to "Crime Warren wrote the words and music.
Romance is having its fling on and Punishment," and Lois Lindsey
the lot where Reliance Films are and Edward Van Sloan to "Grand
The largest settings yet conbeing made.
During the weekend Exit'"
structed for a Republic picture are
one completed and one contemplated
T
T
T
being designed by Ernest Hickson.
marriage were announced.
Gordon
Jean Carmen has been cast in technical superintendent for "The
Jones, currently appearing in Re- RKO's "It Happened in Hollywood,"
Legion of the Lost," which Lewis D.
liance's "Red Salute," will be the with Wallace Ford, Phyllis Brooks
Collins will direct at Pathe studios,
bridegroom of Lucile Van Winkle, and Molly Lamont in leading roles.
One
with Richard Arlen starring.
Los Angeles debutante, on Oct. 30. Christy Cabanne is directing.
of the largest individual settings for
David Scott, young stage and screen
T
Y
T
this production will be the fortress,
actor now working with Josephine
George Ernst, Charles Middleton, capable of housing an entire regiHutchinson in Reliance's "The Mel- Victor Potel, Addison Richards and ment, and measuring approximately
ody Lingers On," and Evelyn Flebbe Bud Osborne are recent additions to a city block.
were married in Beverly Hills. Miss the cast of "Desert Schooner," curT
T
T
Flebbe is the daughter of Beulah rently in production at the Warner
Dave Gould, who handled the
Marie Dix, novelist and playwright, studios. It stars Dick Foi-an, "the
and is an author in her own right. singing cowboy," and is the second dance numbers in "Broadway Melody
of 1936," has been assigned by Mrov's

will direct,
ing.
Miss

Nine

Vitaphone
technicians who will assist
him in picturizing the romantic naSet for Oct. Release
tive story which will be titled, "JanNine Vitaphone shorts are schedsupergada."
The picture, will be
uled for release this month, as folvised by Roulien.
lows:
t
T
v
a
Kids",
"Reg'lar
Two-reelers
Charles Logue has been signed by Broadway Brevity featuring the
Republic to write the screen play Meglin Kiddies, Oct. 19; "Tickets,
for "Legion of the Lost," Republic's Please", a Broadway Brevity, starspecial which Lewis D. Collins will ring Georgie Price, Oct. 12; "Vodka
direct at Pathe studios with Richard Boatmen," a Vitaphone Comedy starPaul Malvern is ring the Yacht Club Boys, Oct. 5;
Arlen starring.
supervising.
"Lonesome Trailer", a Vitaphone
T
T
Comedy with El Brendel, Oct. 26.
One-reelers: "Playgrounds", E. M.
M-G-M studio executives have
definitely decided on May Robson for Newman series on Our Own United
the leading role in Edward Chodo- States, Oct. 5; Johnny Green and
His Orchestra, a Melody Master, Oct.
12; "All American Drawback", starring Edgar Bergen, a Pepper Pot
novelty, Oct. 5; "Vitaphone Casino",
vaudeville reel with Paul Dukes and
Babs Ryan, Oct. 19; "The Little
Dutch Plate", Merrie Melody cartoon
studio

"LOTS"

Shorts

San Antonio News
San Antonio

—Fire

reel of a Shirley

destroyed one

G-M

to

specialty

stage Cicely Courtneidge's
numbers in "The Perfect

Gentleman."

Temple picture at

the Nixon Theater, Nixon, Tex., last
"Motion pictures are currently in
week and did $750 damage to the the cycle of action and physical
projection booth.
Dale Luckie Is movement," says Lewis D. Collins,
owner of the house.
now preparing to direct Republic's
The Aztec has joined in with the special, "Legion of the Lost," which
Texas on the Bank Nights every will be filmed at Pathe studios.
few months ago, the motion picture
Tuesday.

A

J. L. (Ed) Robinson, Poteet showman, purchased a vacant building on
Main St. in that town and is having
it remodeled for a theater.

New

Cleveland House in January
Opening of the new
Cleveland
Lee-Kinsman 1,700-seat de luxer,
first house to be built in the Greater
Cleveland area in eight years, will
take place about the middle of January, according to Sam Stecker.

—

which was purely a mental
struggle between two or three characters was in vogue.
Today, however, the motion picture must move
This accounts
to satisfy audiences.
for the number of 'action pictures'
currently being filmed."
plot

FACTS
ABOUT

in color, Oct. 19.

New House for North Dakota
A group of
French Film Holding Over
Wahpeton, N. D.
"Maria Chapdelaine," French film Wadena, Minn., men will build a
with English titles, is being held for $200,000 hotel and theater here. The
a second week at the Cinema de movie will seat 900.

—

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT
"Ann Sothern

is

spending

a

picture holiday relaxing in her

den

furniture."— COLUMBIA.

between-

Paris.

new

"Chick" Lewis in New Quarters
"Chick" Lewis has moved his
Showmen's Trade Review offices to

gar-

the Paramount Bldg.

"39 Steps" for Fox Brooklyn
GB's "The 39 Steps," which played
the Roxy, has been boked into the
Fox Brooklyn starting Friday.

FILMS
More animals and creatures of the
night appear in the forest scenes of
Warners' "A Midsummer Night's Dream"
than have ever been used in any Hollywood-made animal film.

THE

Minnesota Notes

—The

NEWS

enlarging and remodeling the Majestic as

Heron Lake

a

WPA

city is

project.

—

Cloquet S. M. Grengs of Lake
City will open a theater here as part
of Grengs' circuit.
Lake City Donald Grengs of
Jordan is new manager of the Grand.
Morris Manager B. J. Benfield
will add 35 ft. and 160 seats to the
Strand.
Winthrop Selby Theater has reopened after a $2,000 overhaul and
increased seating.
Hastings Thor Lover, manager,
will install 280 new seats in the
State Theater.
Aitkin Manager C. E. Lyons will
add 30 feet to the Rialto.
Holdingford J. D. Grumstrup of
Tyler has bought the Scenic Theater
from C. C. Craemer of Minneapolis.
Minneapolis Alvin Theater has

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

begun eight weeks of drama. W.
A. Steffes is on the plays commitorganization

of the

—

East Liverpool, O.
William W.
Bridge, Sr., 78, pioneer upper Ohio
valley theater executive, died last

the

civic

DAY

—

Co.,

—

Portage, Wis. Frank G. Avers,
co-builder of Portage's first film theater, the Home, died at his home

week

at his home in Los Angeles fol- last week.
lowing a stroke of paralysis. A son,
Milwaukee, Wis. Dave Miller and
William Bridge, Jr., now head of
the Ceramic Poster Advertising Co. his theatrical amateur night becomes
and long identified with the Ceramic a WTMJ feature beginning tomorTheater here, is among the surviv- row. Sponsored by a local furniture
company, the amateur night will be
ors.
broadcast weekly direct from the
Natrona, Pa.
A. J. Rakowski, stage of Fox's Wisconsin Theater.
former operator of the Keystone
Theater here, has reentered the exFox Lake, Wis.—The Home Thehibition field at the same theater ater, closed to permit installation
after a retirement of several years. of new projectors and sound equipRecently the house had been oper- ment, will reopen Oct. 12.
ated by J. G. (Jack) Rainey who
will continue as assistant to RatowFort Worth, Tex.—L. H. Grand-

—

—

ski.

jean, until recently publicity director for Robb & Rowley theaters in

—

in

Sligo, Pa.
Mike Servente has remodeled and reequipped the Liberty
Lefevre,
Robert
Minneapolis
and will reopen it shortly. The house
manager of the Lyric Theater for has been dark and dismantled for
five years, has gone into the life a number of years.
Servente also
insurance business.
operates the Lincoln at Rimersburg,
La Salle Amuse- Pa.
Minneapolis
ment Co. is remodeling the La Salle
Theater.
Newark, N. J. After a little more
than a week's trial of vaudeville and
films, the Beacon theater, remodeled
Baltimore Bits
from the Shubert Theater, has been
Howard
W.
Mayor
Baltimore
closed by Emjay Amusement Corp.
Jackson proclaimed the week beginning last Friay as "Business Girl
Fort Wayne, Ind. Four RepubWeek" in connection with the show- lic productions have been booked to
ing of "She Married Her Boss" at play first-run at the Strand.
They
the Hippodrome. The May Company are "Westward
Ho!", "Tumbling
used the proclamation as a feature Tumbleweeds," "Two Sinners" and
of a large advertisement stressing "Forbidden Heaven."
apparel for the business girl. The
picture has been held for a second
Toronto Loew's Yonge Street is
week.
holding "Anna Karenina" over for a
The Glen Theater, Glen Burnie, second week.
near Baltimore, is giving a benefit
performance each Sunday night to
raise funds for a post of the AmeriRamblings
can Legion.
The Little has held "Loves of a
Richmond Opening of the Lee
Dictator" for a second week.
Theater, new house in the Neighbor-

tee for
charge.

Indiana Items
Indianapolis Carl Niesse, manager of the Central City Amusement

—

—

—

—

—

—

Richmond

—

Texas and previously in the same
position with Saenger Theaters in
New Orleans, has been made manager of the Tivoli Theater, neighborhood deluxe theater here. I. B. Adelman is proprietor, formerly managed

it.

—

Toronto
Melba Theater has
changed name to Queen and advanced admission price from 17 to
20 cents.

—

—

windows at his New England Film Exchange. Jeffry told police that while in New York negotiating for the Baer-Louis fight pictures for this territory he had been
threatened by an ex-bootlegger that
he had better not put any fight pictures in circulation.

plate glass

SUNSHIN€
IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS
All

Broadway

again next
1930.

week

first-runs will be open
for the first time since

Howard.
Bob Scherer will open the Palace
in Clinton.
The building was recently finished and equipped.
Sol Goldberg, head booker at Reis on the sick list.
George Passen, operator of the
Amusu in Jasonville, is recovering
from a severe sick spell in a Terre
Haute hospital.
Marty Solomon, manager of the
Columbia exchange, spent several
days in Louisville and Memphis on
business.
public,

R. Thomas has opened his new
theater in Ft. Branch.
Chas. R. Metzger, counsel for Associated Theater Owners of Ind. ana
and captain of Judge Advocate General's division of organized reserve,
is doing a tour of regular duty with
the regular army at Ft. Benjamin
Harrison.

Recent visitors along Film Row:
Maurice Rubin, Leonard Sowar, W.
F. Easley and Oscar Fine.

Cincinnati Chatter
— Sam Haberer has

Cincinnati

his brother Ross, also conducts a
in Cleveland is here to aid L. J.
dancing school here.
Bugie, who broke an arm.
L. O. Davis and Tony Cassinelli
Omaha National officials of Va- have
merged their interests at Hazriety Club are expected here about
ard, Ky., and are now joint owners

—

12 to induct the local officers
give official sanction to the
Omaha club organization.

Oct.

and

Salt
Salt
theater

Lake City Squibs

Lake City

—A.

F.

Johnson,

man of St. Anthony, Ida.,
Theaters circuit headed by has bought a main street frontage
Morton G. Thalhimer, takes place for a new house.
DeMordaunt & Drennen will shortabout Oct. 14, making 17 houses
ly open their new 700-seat $75,000
here.
theater at Rexburg, Ida. The same
N. E. Mainwaring, formerly of exhibitors recently leased the Rio in
York,
vaudeville
in
New
the
field
Idaho Falls from Joe George.
has succeeded Harold B. Kitzmiller
R. A. Pritchard, Wheeler, Mont.,
as manager of the National Theater,
theater operator, is preparing to
Wilmer & Vincent house.
open a new house.
Walter J. Coulter, associated with
C. C. Voeller of Jerome, Ida., has
Charles A. Somma in theater interbeen laid up by a heart ailment.
ests, has regained his health after a
Lon T. Fidler of Distinctive Screen
gallstone operation.
Attractions has gone to Dallas on
The Lyric, former Keith-Albee business.
house, will book stage plays this
J. T. Sheffield, head of Sheffieldseason.
Branch
Republic exchanges, and
Movie attendance in college towns Manager Ed Kennedy of Salt Lake
throughout the state is reported
City are to meet at Nampa, Ida., to
higher than last year.
talk over business.
Manager Maurice

Saffle of the

and Family theaters.
Mr. and Mrs. William Chesbrough
of the Chesbrough circuit are on a
motor trip to New York.
Ward of Phoenix
Annabelle
of the Virginia

Amusement
to Bermuda

Picture,

starring

Anna

Sten.

Ltd.,

Woman

to

Lexington, will go
recuperate from a

breakdown.
Helen Fleming and Dorothy Davis
of Warners went on the sick list last
week.
J. F. Crist has opened the Royal,
Ft. Recovery.
J. A. Rosselnt,

Georgetown, has
taken over the Russell Theater in
Russell.

Mary Hughes, Fox

office

Rialto and Granada at
owned by Gilbert Bros.

El Winward,
from vacation.

RKO

booker,

is

back

Bluefield,

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Is

the

ater

just

lighting

throughout your the-

which

Alone,"

manager,

spent the week in Cleveland.
W. E. Wiman of North Carolina
Theaters, Inc., visited Film Row last
week. His circuit has taken over the

—

making "A

Co.,

M-

Alfred Zeisler in London
G-M branch is on a trip to Idaho.
London Alfred Zeisler, formerly
N. H. Brower, First National disproducing for Ufa in Berlin, has artrict manager, conferred with Bill
rived here to direct "The Amazing
Quest of Mr. Ernest Bliss" for Gar- Gordon here while on his way back
to Los Angeles from New York.
rett, Klement
also is

left

Fremont, Neb.
Bill Mack beGB. H. L. Booth is now covering
comes manager of the Fremont, suc- Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky.
ceeding Verne Smith.
Mack, with
Anthony Santos of the Fox office

hood

Boston Exchange Attacked
Boston Racketeers are blamed by
Mark Jeffry for the breaking of two

has been appointed chairman of

the theatrical division of the Indianapolis Community drive.
Rosco Ates visited Chas. Olson,
Lyric operator, last week.
Earl W. Bell has acquired the
Arcade here. He also operates the

as

it

should

be?

THE
i
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COURT BLOCKS DELAY
IN ST. LOUIS

Ask Fox Met. Fees
Irving Trust Co. has made application
for final allowances of $75,000 for services in the Fox Met. reorganization both
as
receiver in equity and as trustee

ACTION

(Continued from Page

under Section 77B.
Irving Trust Co.
previously received $25,000 for services

1)

in connection with Fox Met.
Archibald
Palmer, attorney for petitioning creditors
in the Fox Met. reorganization, is asking $40,000 for his services in the reorganization.

Abel Cary Thomas, one of the defendants and secretary and general
I

(Icounsel of the Warners, is too ill to
testify or make depositions at the

On

the desks of Exec-

|

present time. Thomas, it was claimis a material and indispensable
Pacific Northwest Notes
witness from the defense standpoint
and without his testimony its case
Seattle Mrs. Frank X. Buckmilwill be unjustly handicapped.
ler, president of Baker Theaters Co.,
Russell B. Hardy, U. S. Attorney, Baker, Ore., announces that a model
opposed the continuance with the theater is to be constructed in Baker
theory that Thomas may never be this month by converting the Orable to testify or make depositions pheum and adjoining building into a
land therefore the action should pro- new edifice.
"Anna Karenina" has been moved
ilceed without further delay.
Judge
Moore overruled the motion for con- over from the Fifth Avenue to the
Both complaints allege Music Box of Seattle for a second
tinuance.
[that the defendant companies re- week of its first run.
Minetta Finn, formerly of the
fused to service the New Grand CenEgyptian in Seattle, has been transItral, Ambassador and Missouri theferred to the floor staff of the Nepjaters.
Defeated at this junction, defense tune, reopening in the university
attorneys asked Judge Moore to district of this city after renovation.
The Renton theater, Renton, and
withdraw his decision and allow
jthem to amend their application for Bandbox, Spokane, are undergoing
I

Bed,
|

—

I

utives
in

and men of

this industry

affairs

you

will

I

II

invariably

find

copy

a

j

of the Film Daily, for

j

I

continuance by this morning. Hardy
voiced strong objection to this move
and the court sustained him.
In another attempt to bring about
trial of the equity suit first, distributor counse then argued in behalf
of th s switch in program, but Judge
Moore, again surmorting the government, denied the motion.
The courtroom was nearly filled
with film people, witnesses and attorneys when proceedings opened.
F"Hv 15 lawyers were present representing the defendants, with Senator James Reed as counsel for
Warners leading in the fight.
FoPowingr the arraignments, Warners applied for a continuance and
srbmitted affidavits signed bv three
New York physicians declaring that
Thomas is not in fit condition to appear in court or make depositions at
present but that his condition is improving. Aiming to prevent the continuance, Hardy brought Dr. Robert
M. Kane, local physician, to the witness stand and, basing: his opinions
upon the affidavits presented, he declared that he believed that Thomas
would never comoletely recover and
improve sufficiently to permit his tesSenator Reed questioned
tifying.
him at length concerning Thomas'
chances of recovery.
After Judge Moore had overruled
the motion for a continuance, Reed
asked him to dismiss the criminal
case against the Warner counsel as
the Government contended that he
will never be able to testify in his
own defense. Hardy objected and
1

improvements.

New
New

where there

is

buying

Orleans Notes

Orleans

— The

new

Carroll-

ton, first theater in the city built exlusively for sound films, opens to-

power there

the desire

is

4

1

Beer
An

is

article

tributor,"

Bank Night Foe
in

urges

the current "Beer Disbrewers and others to

combat Bank Night on the ground that
it
is
keeping people away from beer
dispensaries and drawing them into trie

A photograph showing throngs
outside a Balaban & Katz Theater on
an evening when Bank Night was advertised, is used to illustrate the article
which is titled "Bank Night vs. Beer."
theaters.

day.

Business in the territory continues
the best in years with a number of
new houses and old houses being re-

modeled to prove it.
Ed Frankel is remodeling his
Crescent Theater, reversing the direction of both seats and screen, so
as to have the screen at the back
of the house instead of the front.
Estimated costs about $15,000.
G. H. Bailey of Foley, is renovating his house at Roberston; will
open in October.
Charles Goodwin of Benning is
said to be ready to open in 60 days.
A. H. Yoemans of Mississippi Theaters visited film row last week.
Morris Kandel's Father Dies
Joseph Kandel, 65, father of Morris and Sidney Kandel, died Friday
night.

He

is

survived by a

and six children.

to be well
Film Daily

informed.
has

never

had the desire to be the
biggest

of

anything.

- -

Friends, books, work,

in

general things that

widow

Morris Kandel

is

president of the General Film Library.

he court denied the application for
dismissal.

Attorneys who took part in the
oroceedings included Samuel Fordyce, St. Louis counsel for Paramount; James M. Lashly, represent-

ng RKO, and Sam B. Jeffries, for
Warners. In addition to witnesses
which included a number of local exchangemen and Fred Wehrenberg,
M.P.T.O. leader here, defendants
Dresent in the court room were H. M.
Warner, Herman Starr, Gradwell L.
Sears and Ned E. Depinet. George

count most

in

life

are

;

J.

Schaefer, although in town, re-

mained

at his hotel.

Start of trial of the criminal action this morning means that the
equity suit will not be reached until
afer the conspiracy case is completed.

measured by quality,
not quantity.
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"China Seas" Opens
New Movie Season

DAUL

KLINGLER

0.

played

up "China Seas" as heralding the

opening of the
for his Rialto Thea-

official

new season

ter in Lewistown, Pa., and emphasized this with a full-page

advertisement in the local "Sentinel."
In addition to an advertisement on the production, the
page carried copy on a number
of forthcoming M-G-M produc-

an attractive layout and interesting reading matKlingler was assisted in his
ter.
tions, all of it

campaign by an M-G-M

exploi-

teer.

Six

24-sheets

were

posted

prominently on each of the six
roads leading into Lewistown.
Also used for display purposes

were 150

special pictorial onesheets, placed within a radius of
25 miles around the theater. One

hundred 22x28 window cards, 15
regular window cards, four jumbo cards and seven miniature 24sheet stands also were employed.

Hourly

made

announcements were

daily over the entire Mif-

County public address system.
A tie-up was arranged
flin

with the town's largest departstore featuring Carol Ann
Beery frocks. Little Miss Beery,
daughter of Wallace, makes her
The
film debut in this picture.
store gave its best window over

ment

to the display.

In the lobby were placed two
special 4x6 feet hand-lettered
cut-outs, as well as a hand-

drawn pastel blow-up of Jean
Harlow. One streamer and four
hangers completed the lobby layout.

—Rialto,

Lewiston, Pa.

—

window

displays, distributed 5,000 stuffers in outgoing messages, and also distributed special heralds at the American
Legion booths. Window displays

were secured

100 beauty parspecial blowups of Barbara Stanwyck. Six
local florists devoted their windows to "Red Salute," and four
local optical
houses arranged
lors,

in

many using

displays of field classes.

KMOX

—Ambassador Theater,
St. Louis.

world premiere of "Red
Reliance produc-

Salute",
tion starring

Barbara Stanwyck
and Robert Young and released
through United Artists, was put
over at the Ambassador Theater
in St. Louis with an outstanding
exploitation campaign that broke
with the opening of the American
Legion Convention and
gave the attraction outstanding
publicity.
The entire campaign
was arranged under the supervision of Charles Kurtzman.
A
few days in advance of the opening all local newspapers played
up the premiere, tying it in with
the American Legion Convention.
Feature and advance stories as well

as photos of Stan-

wyck and Young dominated all
local amusement pages. A "Good
Will Zeppelin," 30 feet long, paraded the principal streets of
the city plugging the attraction
and was also given a prominent
spot in the American Legion

parade which

was viewed

A

contest on "Americanism" was arranged over Station
by
Stylist, local style expert, and
the winner was given a replica
of the dress worn bv Barbara
Stanwyck in the film. Additional plugs were used over station

WIL.

by

"I-Q" Test Novel Feature
of Campaign on "Karenina"

*THE

McFarland's campaign on
"Anna Karenina" for its showing at his Capitol Theater in
Davenport, la., was an "I-Q"
test given Freddie Bartholomew
bv the Los Angeles Board of
Education. Freddie rated 135,
bordering on genius, and McFarland. assisted by an M-G-M
exploiteer, arranged for a similar contest to be given the children of Davenport.
Bartholomew's picture was run with that
of the Davenport winner, giving
free publicity. Passes to the theater were also given the first ten

Commerce

WOC

The local Chamber of
and radio station

sponsored a

special

air-

model contest that took
place iust prior to the opening of
the picture.
The winner was
presented with a large loving
cup as coming from Bartholoplane

Hays Sees New Era
In Film Tastes
'T'HE new season's entertainment plans challenge the best
cooperative efforts of the producers, distributors and exhibitors of the country.
Many pro-

ducers who embarked with more
hope than faith in the adventure of higher entertainment
standards have been rewarded
for their courage.
But film
progress is not an adventure

Every successful
picture produced on an elevated
standard of appeal raises by
that much the collective opportunity of the industry as a
whole.
People grow by what
they feed upon.
The industry
in selfishness.

must continue unremitting and
unfailing educational efforts by
cooperation, by advertising, and
all other means to condition its
universal public to higher reaches
of entertainment. It is a longrange effort to which I am confident the public will and must
respond in ever greater measure.
From Mickey Mouse on the
screen to a Shakespearean film
production may seem a far cry,
but both illustrate the universality of screen entertainment.
Educators, authors, artists, philosophers and critics join with
little children and average men
and women in greeting the joyous figure of Mickey Mouse, because the screen is the only
medium that can inspire the
universal imagination. The same
appeal to universal imagination and fantasy, wrought this
time through the splendid
scenes and "purple passages" of
Shakespeare, certainly through

and outstanding
"A Midsummer Night's Dream," should now
prove the bridge upon which
such a great

film production as

A

mew.

announcement

special

card was printed and mailed to
a selected list secured from the
mailing
Little Theater group
list.

novel highlight of Dale

children.

TIMELY TOPICS

« » » »

«

24-sheets
Fifty
thousands.
sniped with "World Premiere
Dedicated to American Legion"
were posted throughout the city,
and 500 double window cards
with copy: "Here's What the
American Legion's Been Shouting About! See 'Red Salute',"
were spotted in merchant winFour girls
dows everywhere.
dressed in Uncle Sam suits distributed 20,000 heralds and later
were again placed on the streets
distributing 5,000 novelty horns
and later 3,000 auto door-knob
hangers. Tie-ups were arranged
with all local hotels for special
Each
displays in their lobbies.
guest box in local hotels contained special reading matter on the
picture's premiere.
The Illinois
Traction System, distributed 2,000 circus-size heralds on all local trolleys. Old Gold Cigarettes
got out special window streamers which were placed on 800
stores with the following copy:
"Salute to Young Ideas and to
Old Gold and a salute to the
world premiere of 'Red Salute'."
Postal telegraph arranged 30

Big St. Louis Campaign
For "The Red Salute"

'THE

«
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— Capital,

Davenport,

la.

Rickshaw Used
For "China Seas"

CHINESE

A

rickshaw was

secured as the highlight of

A. Don Allen's campaign on
"China Seas" for its showing
at the Des Moines theater in
Des Moines. A young man, in
coolie costume, was hired to pull
the vehicle through the streets
of the city. In the rickshaw sat
Appropriate
a beautiful girl.
copy was placed on the rear of
the rickshaw and on each hanAllen was assisted by an
dle.

M-G-M

exploiteer.

Six thousand small fan photos

were distributed
advance of the open-

of Clark Gable

two days
ing.

in

—Des Moines

Theatre,

Des Moines.

« « «

the vast army of the movie-going
public can meet with the select
lovers of Shakespeare in all
lands.

Motion pictures, having history, pageantry, music, comedy
and myriad other elements from
which to draw, will often in the
season combine many of these
entertainment factors in a sinoffering.
One of the outstanding characteristics of the
new screen year may well be
this richness and variety of entertainment appeal.

gle

But possibly the most significant fact at this time is that
the industry is engaged in a
great experiment wherein producers on the whole are more
concerned with inviting the widest possible public support for
higher types of entertainment,
than they are with attempts to
discover the theoretical common
denominator of public appreciation.

—Will H. Hays.
Director Sees Change
In Literary Trend

'THERE

is no better indication
of the temper of any period
than its literature and drama.

It

was not very long ago that

we were

in the midst
morbid, defeatist period
followed the close of the
Literature and
War.

of

the

which

World
drama

were hard and skeptical. There
was no room in the public acceptance for anything so calm
as the idyllic love story or the
fantasy. It is just recently that
the tide has turned, and we in
motion pictures are trying to anticipate and encourage the new
An indication of this is
trend.
the production by Paramount of
George Du Maurier's old favorite, "Peter Ibbetson," a story
which belongs to an age of quiet
Whether or not the
idealism.
temperament is calm
public
enough yet to accept it remains
to be seen upon the release of
the film. As a book, a play, and
a silent film, "Peter Ibbetson"
once enjoyed great popularity.
The reason for this is that it
gave form to the day dreams of
In its
every man and woman.
original form, the story took
much for granted and left a lot
A slight
to the imagination.
concession had to be made for
the empiric attitude of today.
Luckily for us, the Freudian
school of psychology has given
us a wealth of material on the
nebulous world of dreams. We
have learned that dreams have
purpose, and even formulate.
Without anv professional trace,
we were able to use the findings
of this modern science on more

modern, logical lines without
taking it out of the period in

which it was originally written,
and without in any way harming
its idyllic

quality.

—Henry

Hathaway.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old
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Broadway lst-Run Houses Get Lower Booth Scale
ST. LOUIS

16

TRIAL

IS

ADJOURNED UNTIL TODAY

Applications for $633,379

File

Hearing on Allowances
Being Adjourned
to Later Date

How They

in

Fox Met. Fees

Started

Page

ARTHUR EDDY

By

Applications totaling $633,379 for
and allowances in the Fox Met.
reorganization have been filed in
Federal Court by 16 individuals and
Beekman, Bogue, Leake,
firms.
Stephen & Clark, counsel for the Fox
Met. noteholders' protective commitrequest $125,000; Milton C.
tee,
Weisman, proponent of the reorganization plan, $75,000; Dawes, Abbott
& Littlefield, counsel to the Fox Met.
receiver and trustee, $80,000; Irving
Trust Co., $75,000; Archibald Palmer, $40,000; Isidor Kresel, counsel

Louis

St.

fees

(.Continued on

Defense Attorneys Given
Day's Time to Further
Prepare Cases

— Upon application of de-

Judge George H.
counsel,
Moore of the Federal Court yesterday continued until 10 a. m. today

fense

the hearing on the Government's
criminal conspiracy action against

Warners, Paramount and RKO. Afwhich ran less than an
hour, the Court called adjournmei t

ter a session

allow attorneys for the defendants to further prepare their case
owing to the decision to try the criminal suit ahead of the injunction acto

tion in equity.
Shortly after

6)

court convened, a
conference took place between Judge

AUTHORIZE

{Continued on Page 6)

NEW CODES

1935 UNIONTARLEYS

SANS LADOR CLAUSE

ARE MOST AMICABLE

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington New Deal in NRA
was formally started yesterday as
the White House outlined a procedure whereby the Federal Trade Com-

—

mission will carry out a voluntary
code program for movies and other
(Continued on Page 6)

Are Under Way
At 20th Cent. Fox Studios

18 Films

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Sending production

activity to its highest level, the 20th
Century-Fox studio currently has 18
features in various stages of work,
according to Darryl F. Zanuck, pro-

duction chief.
pictures being

This

Today we present the genial W. Ray Johnston, president of Republic Pictures, in FILM DAILY'S
Ray, one of the most popular of executives, broke into picown "How They Started Series."
He was a
tures as secretary and treasurer for Charlie Hite of the old Thanhouser Company.
screen leading man in "Million Dollar Mystery," and before becoming an actor sold mausoleums
the
art work.
like
Blame old Col. "Hap" Hadley if you don't
for a funeral house in the West.

This year's negotiation period covering new union contracts with theaters is "the most peaceful within
memory," says the I. A. T. S. E. in
Controits latest general bulletin.
versies were at a record low mark,
and a desire for amicable negotiation
seemed to prevail on both sides, the
bulletin states.
(Continued on Page 6)

Lowry

Lower Booth Scale Negotiated
By Broadway First-Run Houses

includes four
before

Two

Circuit Acquires
Additional Houses

Lowry Theaters Co., which contemplates building up a national circuit with stage shows and films as
the principal policy, had added the
1,400-seat Modern theater, Provi-

New operator scale for the deluxe
(Continued on Page 9)
University Film Course
Broadway theaters will be $2.40 inAttracts Wider Interest stead of $2.55 an hour under an Three More Circuit Deals
Enrollment in this year's film agreement reached with Local 306.
Appeal on "Seas" Booking course
Are Closed by Columbia
conducted at New York Uni- The Roxy Theater is making an inClosing of 1935-36 product deals
Set for Hearing Oct. 4 versity in cooperation with the Na- dependent deal with Local 306 and it
edited, eight
(Continued on Page 9)

Hearing has been

fixed for Oct. 4

before the Appellate Division on the
appeal of the Gotham Theater from
Supreme Court Justice Dore's decision declining to enjoin M-G-M from
booking "China Seas" into the Dor(Continued on Page 9)

Board of Review will be almost twice as big as last vear, when
about 125 students participated, according to Prof. Frederic M. ThrashReguer, who conducts the course.

tional

lations for the classes are being
(Continued on Ptqe 6)

i'e-

is

understood that two of the largest
will continue to

Broadway theaters

pay $2.55 an hour.
scale has also been

A new

roadshow
worked out un-

der which theaters playing two-a-day
will pay $15.50 for three men for
each performance, instead of $18.

by Columbia with three more circuits are announced by Abe MonThe
tague, general sales manager.

circuits are Robb & Rowley in the
Southwest, Griffith in Dallas and Oklahoma City territory, and Benton
in the Albany region.
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Fox

Premiere of "Dream"
Will

Draw

Celebrities

The English Speaking Union of
the United States has invited more
than two score of celebrities, ranging
10 Cents
Wed., Oct. 2, 1935
Vol. 68, No. 79
from Al Smith to Joan Crawford, to
attend the premiere of "A MidsumEditor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
mer Night's Dream" at the Hollywood Theater on Oct. 9. Max ReinPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays hardt, who produced the film from
Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
at
1650
Warners, returns from Salzburg, on
J. W.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
Editor and Publisher;
President,
the Conte di Savoia on Thursday
Alicoate,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer morning to begin a swift round of
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Assoteas, cocktails, receptions and dinEditor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
ciate

Entered as second class matter,
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
6
of Greater New York $10.00 one yean
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00.

Subscriber should remit with order

Address

all

-

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

DAILY,

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HoyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon6607.
Granite
Phone
Blvd.,
wood
Ernest \V. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

W.

St.,

I.

Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Paris— P. A. Harle, La

Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Cinematographic Francaise,

Rue de

Cour-

la

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am.

Low

H

Seat

Columbia

vtc.

Picts.

13%
66%

67

The

of invited celebrities include Professor Albert Einstein, Ina
Stewart,
Ogden
Donald
Claire,
Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia, Ketti
Gallian, Mrs. James Roosevelt, Joan
list

Crawford, Franchot Tone, Dr. A.

W. Rosenbach, Edward

S.

Ricardo Cortez, Robert Benchley,
Irving Berlin and others. Also present will be Jean Muir and Anita

members
who arrived

Louise,
cast,

of

"Dream"
week from

the

this

Net
Chg.

Close

14

+

Vi

66%

— %

41/4

+ %

Louis House Asks
Dismissal of Petition

Louis

—Dismissal

recently filed

of the

by minority bondhold-

ers asking a reorganization of the
Fox Realty Co., owners of the Fox
Theater Building, under the amend-

ed bankruptcy act, is asked by EdKoeln, one of the two receivers
for the property, and Harry Greenman, president of the company. In
motions filed with the U. S. District
Court, Koeln and Greenman contend
that it is obvious no reorganization
could be perfected by three bondholders with claims for $5,500 as the
law requires that two-thirds of a
company's creditors must agree to
the plan.
Judge George H. Moore
has set Oct. 18 at 10 A. M. for a
hearing on the bankruptcy petition.

mond

Educational Signs David Freedman
David Freedman, one of the leading radio writers, who has done a
good deal of work for Eddie Cantor's programs and his pictures, has
been signed by E. W. Hammons,
president of Educational, to write
the stories for a number of short
comedies to be made by Al Christie
in the east for Educational.
Freedman's first assignment is "One Big
Happy Family," for Tim and Irene.
He will then write a Joe Cook story
and additional ones for Tim and

Opening Bill for New Yorker Thea.
Al Jolson in "Go Into Your Dance"
and Richard Arlen in "Let 'Em Have
It" will comprise the opening double bill at the New Yorker Theater,
formerly the Warner, being reopened
tonight by Max A. Cohen and
Arthur J. Siegel.
Irene.

Ind
Ind.

East.
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Gabe Yorke Leaves 20th-Fox
"Barbary Coast" Preview Party
of THE FILM DAILY
James Mulvey, executive of the
Hollywood G. S. Yorke has vol- Samuel Goldwyn organization, was
untarily resigned from 20th Century- host to a group of trade paper reFox. He came here under the old porters last night, followed by a
Fox regime from the New York of- special preview of "Barbary Coast"
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"Last Outpost" at Paramount
Paramount's "The Last Outpost,"
with Cary Grant, Claude Rains and
Gertrude Michael, opens Friday at
the New York Paramount.

6-Week "Top Hat" London Booking
London— RKO's "Top Hat," hooked
to follow "The Crusades" into the
Carlton, is guaranteed
of six weeks.

a

minimum

..OVIODA
Viewing and
/ V \f F'l m
Reproducing Machines
L
X.
ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY- FOR SALE- RENT
• Illustrated Literature on request. •

Motion Picture Camera Supply,

Ine.

723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

GILLMORE,
back

is

in

New

president

of

Actors*

York from

his

western

LESLIE HOWARD leaves New York on Monday
Hollywood to start work in the Warner

for

"The

production

of

JESSE
in about
maining

LASKY

L.

a
in

W. GRIFFITH

D.

Forest."

Petrified

due to return from abroad
week, while JESSE LASKY, JR. is re-,
London for GB.
is

back

is

in

New York

from

England.

LLOYD BACON, Warner

director who has been
the hospital for the past few weeks, comes
east for the premiere of "A Midsummer Night's

Dream."

SAMUEL MARX, M-G-M

scenario chief,

is

at

where JOAN CRAWFORD
FRANCHOT TONE also are registered.
WILLIAM P. PHILLIPS, executive of Reliance
Waldorf-Astoria,

the

and

Pictures, arrived yesterday aboard
after a short stay in London.

CANTOR

JOE

United

the

Majestic

manhome

branch

Artists

ager in Indianapolis, has returned to his
quarters after a short stay in New York.

ROBERT

SHERWOOD, who

E.

the

pleted

screenplay

West,"

Alexander

Artists

release,

on

the

for

Ghost

production

Korda

returns

to

New

com-

recently

"The

for

Goes
United

tomorrow

York

Bremen.

having completed his role
Pons film, "I Dream Too Much,"
York yesterday from the coast
the cast of John Van Druten's new
Broadway play, "Most of the Game."

in

Fm.

4'A

FRANK
Equity,
tour.

OSGOOD PERKINS,

Fm.

.

JEAN BENOIT-LEVY, French director, is sailfrom France in the next few days to be
present
at
the
opening of his film.
"La
Maternelle" ("Children of Montmartre"), which
will have its American premiere at the 55th
Street Playhouse by the middle of October.
ing

in

Con.

pfd..

Coming and Going

suit

Con.

.

1935

2,

St.

G. Robinson,

Hollywood for the world premiere.

des-Noues, 19.

High

ners.

St.

Wednesday, Oct.

West Coast Bureau

—

RKO's

Lily

arrived in
to go into

New

MAX REINHARDT,
Night's

York

Dream"

tomorrow

for

from

director of

"A Midsummer

Warners, arrives in New
abroad on the Conte di

Savoia.

PEGGY GOLDBERG is back in
head the studio publicity de- at the Triboro Theater in Astoria, long
recuperation stay in the country.
partment. His future plans are in- L. I. The picture got a big recepWINNINGER leaves New York about
CHARLES
definite.
tion.
United Artists will soon re- the end of the week en route to Hollywood,
lease "Barbary Coast", which stars playing some theatrical engagements on the
Anita Louise on
Miriam Hopkins, Edward G. Robin- way and arriving at the Universal studios about
Nov. 1 to appear in "Show Boat."
Anita Louise, Warner star who is son and Joel McCrea.
FRANK CONROY arrived from the coast yesin town for the premiere of "A Midterday.
Lecture on Pioneer Film Days
summer Night's Dream," will be inNAT HOLT, RKO division manager, is in
terviewed by Sam Taylor on his
In celebration of the 40th annitown from Cleveland.
daily screen program over
versary of the film industry, the
LAURA WILCK, play agent, left yesterday
at 7:30 o'clock tonight.
Film Alliance will offer Francis
for Hollywood.
Doubier, pioneer cameraman and
projectionist for Louis Lumiere, as
Paul Stein at Teddington Studio
London Irving Asher, managing its first lecturer in conjunction with
Fight Film Stampede in London
director of Warner-First National the series of previews that begin
Opening of the BaerLondon
Productions Ltd. at Teddington, has Oct. 6 at the New School for Social
"The Last Millionaire" Louis fight films in newsreel thesigned Paul Stein to direct a big Research.
aters here Monday night brought
musical film.
Production will start will be the first preview film.
out stampedes.
next month and the cast will be
Harvard Students Protest Film
headed by a Continental star.
Executive
Mass.
Cambridge,
More 5-Week Runs for "Top Hat" committee of the Liberal Club, by
THE STANDARD
unanimous vote, has decided to send
Two more five-week runs for "Top delegates to the University Theater
Reference Book
Hat," RKO Radio's Astaire-Rogers
to ask that the management refrain
of the
hit, have been reported to the home
from showing "The Red Salute," ReMOTION PICTURE
office.
Keith's Memorial, Boston,
INDUSTRY
liance-U. A. feature.
Students reand the Palace, Chicago, are holding
•
gard the picture as an attack on
town after

WMCA

WMCA

—

—

—

for a fifth, in addition to Keith's,
Washington, already reported.

radicalism in the college.

RKO-Philippine Deal

Books Sport Subject
Consolidated circuit has booked
the new "Sportland on the Screen"
shorts being released by Pictorial
Film Library.

Corp. of Manila, P. I.,
again
distribute
to
has
signed
throughout the Philippine Islands
the entire RKO Radio product lineup

Sylvia Sidney Married

Warners Sign Dancer

Phoenix, Ariz. Sylvia Sidney and
Bennett Cerf, New York publisher,
were married here yesterday.

Paul Draper, dancer, has been
signed by Warners to a long-term

Acme Film

for 1935-36.

1936

FILM YEAR BOOK
Now in Preparation.
Out

in

January

•
Given

with

Free

1

Year's Subscription to

THE FILM DAILY
and

—

contract.

THE
ILM DAILY SERVICE
1650 B'way.
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York
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Scenes shown by the "News" are from "WINGS OVER
ETHIOPIA" soon to be released by Paramount. Most complete and most recent picture of the African powder box ever
taken. Not a news reel, but a feature Get in touch with your
Paramount Exchange immediately! You will want to be the
first to present this startling and timely film to your patrons.

•

. . .
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OLD COMEDY
FAVORITES
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Most of the
in

Big

Cook,

And

.

.

.

such as Buster Keaton, Joe

Ernest Truex,

West, Tom

I

you'll find exclusively

Educational's Comedies... the stars every-

body knows

-

Names

Tom Howard,

Buster

Patricola.

there, too, you'll find the

most promis-

ing of the newcomers... hits of the

Broadway

stage and the radio. ..such as Fred Lightner,

'.:'

Earl

Oxford, Niela Goodelle.

Two

months' releases of Educational Come-

dies shatter
of

all

records for box-office

today and tomorrow.

%

U4ctwt£&-

names

NEW

fsnicflitcd oft tlk STARS

Sixty-day schedule
new high

that hits a
point in

comedy

two-reel

production.

BUSTER WEST „„„
TOMPATRICOLAin
"DAME SHY".»d
"KISS THE BRIDE"
Tuxedo Comedies

BUSTER KEATON m
"THE E-FLAT MAN"

ERNEST TRUEX i.
"THE AMATEUR HUSBAND"
JOE

COOK

.»

"PENNY WISE"

TOM HOWARD «nd
GEORGE SHELTON

*

"STYLISH STOUTS"
Coronet Comedy

—
"RHYTHM OF PAREE"
Musical

Comedy

with

EARL OXFORD FREDLIGHTNER
NIELA GOODELLE NELL KELLY

"FUCKER FEVER"
Frolics of Youth
with

ANNMcCULLY CICELY BROWNE
GEORGE CHANDLER

"MOONLIGHT AND MELODY"
Musical

&UiL<:<vticmaJl

LUCILLE PAGE* BUSTER WEST
RITA RIO

TOM PATRICOLA

ictu^xtii^
,

THESPICE OFTHE PROCP

Distributed

in

Comedy

U.S.A.

by 20th CenturyFox Film Corporation

Presented by

£.

W. Hammons

THE

-JZW
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(Continued from Page

1)

for Milton C. Weisman and Jos. M.
Schenck, $50,000; Larkin, Rathbone,
Perry & Clark, counsel to the Irving
Trust Co., $40,000, Central Hanover
Bank & Trust Co., $15,575; C. F.
Reavis, counsel to Si Fabian, $16,054; Percival Jackson, $6,750; and
the members of the noteholders' protective committee, E. W. Niver, $20,000; A. J. Schlosser, $40,000; Wm.
M. Greve, $20,000; Max Horowitz,
$17,500; estate of C. I. Stralem, $7,500, and H. P. Howell, $7,500.
Hearing on the fees will be adjourned today in Federal Court and
referred to Judge Julian W. Mack,
who returns tomorrow from Europe.
Judge Mack will later fix a date for
hearing on the fees.

University Film Course
Attracts Wide Interest
(Continued from Page 1)
ceived as late as Oct. 15.
Labeled "The Motion Picture: Its
Artistic, Social and Educational Aspects", the course is designed for all
types of persons from students and
teachers to social workers and business men. Its helpfulness to the industry, says Prof. Thrasher, lies in
the fact that it stimulates interest in
motion pictures by promoting wide
discussion of films. Program for the
term includes talks by many authorities both in and out of the film in-

—

dustry.

1935 Union Parleys

Are Most Amicable
(Continued from Page

1)

A. also reports that localities with a 100 per cent unionized
condition are more numerous now
than at any previous period in the
Continued
history of the Alliance.

The

I.

urged to line up
non-union houses and to aid it in
effort

by

^^

|\0*

PHIL

dual

organizations.

New Codes
Without Labor Clause

Authorize

(Continued from Page 1)

recently announced by
The White
Roosevelt.
House outline authorized F. T. C.
to negotiate trade practice agreements without labor provisions, but
emphasized such agreements could
not be exempted from anti-trust laws
as were
codes.
industries

President

NRA

ADJOURNED TO TODAY

1±

M.DALY

(Continued from Page

Moore; Harry Blanton,

T
IT WILL be interesting to watch the development
of the house policy of the Center theater
just across the
street from its sister-theater, the Music Hall
as it opens
tonite with motion picture entertainment
leading off with
the premiere of Nino Martini in the 20th Century-Fox picture,

•

•

•

"Here's To Romance"
the new policy will feature first-run
and extended run attractions
with a full program of shorts
of all descriptions
and with the opening day for all attractions stepped up to Wednesday
what effect will this have
on the Broadway houses?

T
•

•

•

IN

A

T

word

T

what competition

will the combined
Music Hall and Center theater attractions set up for the Broadway spots ?
and what competition, if any, will they set up
for each other ?
it may mark the real beginning of what
many observers have long predicted
that Broadway is
definitely moving eastward toward Sixth Avenue
with the
cheapening of the Broadway atmosphere the last two years with
the honky-tonk and catchpenny attractions that line the main
stem and Forty-Second Street
it's getting so that the discriminating cash customers automatically wend their way to
the Radio City terrain
where refined atmosphere is always guaranteed them at the Music Hall
and the same will
obtain for the Center theater
so
this combo has a
lot on the ball
.

T

T

•
• • ON THE Continent recent returned travellers tell
us that the Variety Show is in its glory
what passes for
vaude in this country is just a puny shadow of the European
variety
and it may well be that the present campaign to
revive vaudeville is psychologically timed
the old cycle is
about due to return
the public is getting restless with the
present picture routine
that has been definitely proved by
the wave of giveaway attractions now sweeping the nation
even the big circuits are getting in very definitely
they
fought it as long as they could
but with the small nabe
houses cleaning up everywhere
the pressure was too
strong to resist
the public is definitely out for Excitement
Novelty
something New
mebbe Vaudeville in
a strong revival will help to solve the problem

T

T

• THE MANAGER of that cute kid, Baby Rose Marie
Frank Curley, tells us that the little Songbird will be
on an NBC national hookup in two weeks
with a juvenile
•

•

T
•

A NEW

T

T

hung up in theater
annals for return engagements
Ina Ray Hutton and her
Melodears are about to sign contracts for two de luxe theaters
•

record has just been

for the third time within a year

T

•

•

•

LOOKS AS

T

T

Mickey Mouse's Seventh Birthday
Anniversary has met the rosy anticipations of the Walt Disney staff and United Artists
the world-wide returns indicate that Mickey is being feted by his countless admirers everywhere
if

T

•

•

•

A VERY chummy

T

party in honor of Joan Crawford
at the Waldorf-Astoria for the press
with Joan sitting informally on the floor with the boys and girls grouped around
her
Joan was drinking tea
the guests were drinking
everything else the house offered
and it offered anything
you wanted to call for
s-o
it was a most successful
party

ONE OF

T

the honored guests at tomorrow's Ampa
luncheon in Jack Dempsey's restaurant will be John Cecil Holm
author of "Three Men On a Horse"
Bruce Barton
will be the chief speaker
others scheduled for the dais include Molly Picon, Bob Murphy, Al Shayne

•

•

•

'«

at-

Jeffries, Warner Lawyer, and
uel B. Fordyce, representing

SamPara-

mount.

Defense attorneys stated
owing to the court's program
for handling the cases, they were

that,

not ready to defend the criminal action.

In open court following the conference, Senator Reed announced
that he is not waiving his formal application for continuance due to illness of Abel Cary Thomas, one of
Warners' principal witnesses and a
defendant in the action, and his position was supported by other defendant companies. Russell Hardy,
special assistant attorney general,
represented the Government.

Government witnesses bringing
records and other evidence were
checked as to their appearance. They
are: Gordon Youngman, Austin C.
Keough, William Ornstein, Robert
Perkins, Allen S. Snyder, local theater operator, Jules Levy, Sam B.
and Arthur W. Eddy.
Judge Moore announced that the

Jeffries

equity action will be passed until
further court order.
Selection of a jury will take place
this morning when the trial resumes.

St.

Louis Sidelights

—

CT. LOUIS

Senator Jim Reed
chews up whole cigars while starring in the courtroom drama.
jurors

Prospective

were

barred

courtroom during the
the
initial day's proceedings while arguments were being made on the defense motion to defer trial of the
coyispiracy action.

from

and a brand new idea for radio

cast of 25 youngsters

•

1)

district

torney; Senator James Reed, representing Warners; William R. Gentry,
counsel for Paramount; Samuel B.

locals is

eliminating

1935

2,

ST. LOUIS HEARING

16 APPLICATIONS FOR

FOX MET. ALLOWANCES

Wednesday, Oct.

*L

€4

» » »

There's certainly no conspiracy as
far as distributor hotel accommodations go.
The Paramounteers are
housed at the Coronado, the RKO
group is stopping at the Park Plaza
and the Warnerites are located at
the Chase.
Spyros Skouras is still hobbling
around with the aid of a cane owing
to

an infected

foot.

Harry Arthur, plus Irving Lesser,
didn't miss

much

at the opening ses-

sion.

Ralph Li Beau, Paramount's dismanager, is among the unoffcial

trict

observers.

Knighthood for Mrs. Sheehan
Vienna

—

In

a

ceremony

attended

by

several Cabinet Ministers, Mme. Maria
Jeritza,
now Mrs. Winfield Sheehan,

was decorated Monday with the Austrian
Order of Knighthood, first class, one
the highest awards that can be beThe Sheehans are
stowed on civilians.
on a honeymoon trip here.

of

.IONEL

BARRYMORE
IN

THE

RETURN
OF PETER

GRIMM

WITH

HELEN MACK
EDWARD ELLIS
DONALD MEEK
Directed by

George

Nicholls, Jr.

.,.,
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)AVID BELASCO'S GREATEST SUCCESS
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BRILLIANTLY

EVERYONE

SCREEN TO THRILL THE HE
8tBHHiMnil
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BROUG

WHO
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ABOUT LOVE

F E

AND

H

NES

RKO-RADIO

PICTURE

FOR TEN YEARS
THE

LIST

IT

TOPPE

OF THE WORLD'S MOST

TALKED-ABOUT STAGE PLAY

THE
iWednesday, Oct.
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"PURSUIT"

SHORTS

Founded on an amusing premise,

it
tion, this cartoon comedy in color,
should prove a satisfactory laugh- made by Burt Gillett, fills its purgetter anywhere.
Leon Errol does pose very nicely. It shows the Bird
"Beach Masters"
yM-G-M
60 mins.
a swell piece of work as an informa- Scouts in camp, with the bugler go(Struggle to Live Series)
AND FAST-MOVING
SUSPENSEFUL
tion wizard who can answer any- ing back to sleep after arousing the
11 mins. thing at his office, but is stumped by others.
IdRAMA WITH GOOD GENERAL ENTER- RKO (Van Beuren)
For his laziness, he is put
Remarkable
a problem in his young son's home in a cage jail up in a tree, while the
TAINMENT VALUES.
Filmed by Stacey Woodward up work. After spoiling a bridge game others go to drill. Seeing a hungry
Employing the tried and true chase prinin the Bering Sea sector of Alaska, and half wrecking the house in try- cat coming after them, the jailed
ciple virtually from start to finish, the conthis is a most unusual and highly ing to get the answer, which defies bugler warns his pals and they turn
Icocters of this production have turned out
entertaining subject depicting the even the wife and their guests, the tables on the cat, who gets a good
dandy action story that will have no
Qa
mating season of the seals. In ad- kid jumps up from bed with the ob- ducking and then becomes their playtrouble holding the attention of audiences
ful friend.
the impressiveness pro- vious solution.
anywhere.
The yarn deals with the joint dition to
vided by shots showing acres of
efforts of Chester Morris and Sally Eilers
these animals, the episode has been
"Major Bowes' Amateur Theater
to take a youngster, Scotty Beckett, across
The Easy Aces in
very effectively dramatized, with
the Mexican border from California so that
of the Air"
narration injectWhitman's
Gayne
"Tricks of Trade"
the boy's mother can prevent his grandpar(No. 2)
ing a romantic and human interest
ents from taking him away from her. Ches(Easy Aces Series)
values in the subject as he comments RKO
18 mins.
ter and Sally are to be paid $2,000 for
on
the amazing scenes in which the
RKO
(Van
Beuren)
10 mins.
Fair
Musical
Novelty
and
they
carry
assignment,
it
through
their
bull seals arrive on their annual
Excellent
Not as snappy and entertaining
despite many exciting difficulties and the
spring mission to the islands, fol- as the first issue in this series, but
fact that they are chased by police, gangBesides the humor dispensed by
lowed by the hordes of cows, then still carrying a good cargo of ensters and the grandparents, plus the tempassembling
of a harem by each tertainment, this subject ought to the Aces as they sit through their
the
tation of a $20,000 reward offered by the
bull, the love-making, the arrival of do all right in view of the current latest movie show, this subject offers
father for the return of the child to him.
the fighting between amateur craze and the popularity a lot of informative glimpses of
On top of all this, Chester and Sally at little pups,
how various dishonest birds impose
bulls as they begin to get of Major Bowes.
young
Items in the curtimes even suspect each other of a possible
ideas and try to take mates rent release are almost all in the upon the public. Giving of hot tips
harem
double-cross.
But they finally fulfill their
away from the older fellows, and musical instrument line, making for by a racetrack tout, cheating by
errand, after which they find the opportumerchants on weights and measures,
finally the departure of the entire insufficient variety.
The short is
nity to realize that it's a case of love beseal colony to their winter waters. divided into three sequences, a farm- use of a miniature to depict a movie
tween them.
This belongs in the special class of yard scene, a tenement scene and a train wreck, and the creating of
sound effects in a broadcasting stuCast: Chester Mcrris, Sally Eilers, Scotty featurettes.
broadcasting studio, with perform- dio are among the contents. Laughs,
Beckett, Henry Travers, C. Henry Gordon,
A
appropriate
each.
young
ers
to
evoked by Jane Ace's dumb remarks,
Dorothy Petersen, Granville Bates, Minor
Leon Errol in
edition of Will Rogers is about the are nicely scattered
throughout the
Watson, Harold Huber, Dewey Robinson,
most interesting artist in the lot. footage.
"Home Work"

with

Erville

Chester

Morris,

-

Sally

»

Eilers

Alderson.

Producers, Lucien Hubbard, Edwin L. Mann; Director, Edwin L. Marin; Author, L. G

Blcchman; Screenplay, Wells Root; Cameramen, Charles Clark, Sidney Wagner; Editor,
George Bcemler.

Punch

Direction,

Photography, Excellent.

(Superba Comedy)

RKO

Lee Marcus production directed by Alf Goulding ranks among
This

grade

better

the

"Bird Scouts"

19 mins.

Comedy

First-rate

of

comedies.

RKO

"The Hunting Season"

(Rainbow Parade Series)
7 mins.
(Van Beuren)

Dandy Color Cartoon
Containing plenty of gags and ac-

RKO

(Rainbow Parade Series)
(Van Beuren)
7 mins.
Nice Animated

Another

entertaining

color carAppeal on "Seas" Booking Lowry Circuit Acquires
toon from Burt Gillett.
It shows
how the various animals of the forTwo Additional Houses est
Set for Hearing Oct. 14
At 20th Cent.-Fox Studios
and the barnyard, on being mo-

18 Films

Are Under

Way

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

Claire Trevor, and "Music
Alice Faye, are being edited

is

Magic," with

Sponsor Patriotic Films

Man Who

Broke the Bank at Monte
"Snatched,"
Carlo," starring Ronald Colman
with
Hudson; "Buccaneer," with
Rochelle
Claire Trevor, Kent Taylor and Paul Kelly;
"The Littlest Rebel," starring Shirley Temple;
"Your Uncle Dudley," with Edward
Everett Horton; "Paddy O'Day," with Jane
Withers; "King of Burlesque," with Warner
Baxter and "Charlie Chan's Secret," with
Warner Oland are already before the cameras.
"Champagne Charlie," with Edmund Lowe;
"The Song and Dance Man," with Paul Kelly;
"A Message to Garcia," with Wallace Beery
and Simone Simon, will reach the sound stages

"The

;

within a fortnight.

Other films being prepared for early shootinclude: "Ramona," with Loretta Young
and Gilbert Roland; "Gentle Julia," with Jane
Withers, and "The Country Beyond," starring
Buck the famous St. Bernard dog.
ing

Sizing

Up

Toronto

British Films in

—Beverley

Baxter,

Canada
direc-

(Continued from Page

1)

M-G-M
a competing house.
the cameras, three more to start
agreeing not to
shooting in two weeks, and three in signed a stipulation
book the picture into the Dorset bepreparation.
fore Oct. 11, by which time it is ex"Metropolitan," starring Lawrence Tibliett:
"Thanks A Million," starring Dick Powell pected decision will have been handwith Ann Dvorak, Fred Allen, Paul Whiteman ed down.
and band and others; "Navy Wife," with
set,

—

1)

dence, and 1,000-seat Imperial, PawThe circuit now
tucket, to its list.
has properties in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland, West Virginia and

New

England.

Arthur Lowry, head

of the organization, with headquarters in New York, has created a de-

partment known as the Wally Jackson Stage Productions, headed by
Wally Jackson, who now has five

Louis Constitutional ProtecLeague, composed of members stage show units in rehearsal for the
of Army reserve officers and the Lowry theaters.
American Legion will cooperate with
the Motion Picture Guild of America
Reliance Signs Photographer
to distribute films reflecting the hisSt.

tive

by a hunter, turn around and
do the same thing to him, getting
hold of his guns and making it hot
for the old boy until he departs and
leaves the creatures to their peacelested

ful

pursuits.

The Easy Aces

"A

RKO

in

Capitol Idea"

(Van Beuren)

10 mins.

Fine Gag Comedy
Radio's popular Easy Aces knock

out another good array of laughable gags in this number, wherein
Hollywood Malcolm Bulloch has Goodman and Jane Ace, at a movie
been placed under contract by Ed- theater, chatter away about the inward Small and will be in charge teresting spots of Washington, D. C,
of all still photography for Reliance in a travelogue which they are witproductions, released through United nessing. Jane's dumb cracks, in reply to Goodman's efforts to explain
Artists.
Stratford House Reopening
some of the scenes, will elicit plenty
Remodeling of
For added humor, Jane
Stratford, Conn.
of howls.
"Keystone Hotel" at Strand
carries on some business with a kid
the Stratford has been completed by
Albert Pickus, operator of the house,
"Keystone Hotel," a two-reel War- sitting next to her and to whom she
and reopening is set for tomorrow.
ner film featuring comedy favorites feeds candy.

tory and life of America so as to
counteract any efforts of the Soviets
The films
to spread communism.
will be shown in schools and before
community groups.

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

—

of the silent picture days

Irene Delroy in Stage Play

—Ben

Tur-

Tom Brown May Appear on Stage
Ford Sterling, Chester Conklin,
tor of public relations for
Tom Brown is being considered
Irene Delroy, who has been out Hank Mann and Marie Prevost
British and formerly editor-in-chief
for some
of the "London Daily Express," is of the theater and films
opens today at the Strand with the for "A Room in Red and White,"
Hall's
here from London to study the atti- time, will take over Bettina
Socrates," new Broadway production which is
Broad- Warner feature, "Dr.
tude of Canadians toward British role in "Anything Goes" on
scheduled to go in rehearsal soon.
Muni.
Paul
starring
Monday.
next
way
films.
Gaumont

pin,

—

THE

DAILY

A LITTLE

from "LOTS"

By RALPH WILKHOLLYWOOD Cooper to
C~*

^^

.

-c&m
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REGORY RATOFF,

under a long

term acting-writing contract to
20th Century-Fox, has been assigned
a role in "King of Burlesque," and
also sold the company the screen
rights to the Joseph Roth novel,
"Job," which Ratoff purchased in

additional dialogue on
"Frisco Waterfront," which is scheduled as the next picture to be produced at Republic Studios.

Wednesday, Oct.
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t

r
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Paul Kelly has been assigned to
the name role in "The Song and
Century-Fox
Man," 20th
Dance
Kenneth Mac- adaptation of the George M. Cohan
London recently.
gowan is preparing the novel for stage play in which Claire Trevor
screen production and Sam Engle will portray the leading feminine
will handle the adaptation.
role.
The picture, which Maude
T
T
Fulton is adapting and which Allan
just
Barbara Stanwyck, having
Dwan will direct, will go into procompleted the stellar role in RKO duction as soon as Miss Trevor finRadio's "Annie Oakley," has been ishes work in "Buccaneer."
signed to a long term contract by
that company.
screen writer, has

John

t

Edward H.

Griffith

is

negotiating

2,

Twist,

been signed to a term contract by
RKO Radio, for whom he adapted
"La Cucaracha," "Freckles," "Pow-

borrow Franchot Tone from M-Gfor the second of two male leads
dersmoke Range" and "Annie Oakin "Next Time We Live," which he
His first assignment under the
ley.
Already
will direct for Universal.
to

M

set for the other masculine starring
spot is Francis Lederer.

T

is the adaptation, with
Larkin, of "Mother Lode,"
Richard Dix's next starring film.

new

ticket

John

Anna Katherine Green's mystery

T

T

John Blystone, 20th Century-Fox
be adapted for Republic by Albert director, is one of the most prolific
Scott Darling will do megaphonists in the film industry.
E. DeMond.
the screenplay of Dorothy Reid's He recently completed his 17th pro"Harbor Lights." duction for the Westwood Hills lot
story,
original
Robert E. Welsh, Republic executive after being with that company 17
novel,

"The Leavenworth Case,"

producer,

also

has

assigned

will

Olive years.

Omaha Odds and Ends

—

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

A. N. Notopoulos,
Altoona Publix Thefrom the illness that caused his temporary retirement from managing aters, is back from a week's busithe Minneapolis Columbia exchange, ness stay in New York.
Viola Sloane is the new secretary
was installed in the Omaha exchange
Monday by Max Roth, division man- in Warner's publicity office.
George Tyson, manager of the
ager. I. M. Weiner, temporary manager, resumes as Iowa salesman, Harris-Alvin,' baak in town with
while Sol Yaeger, who has been as- "Miss America, 1935", whom he
signed the southern Nebraska terri- managed on a brief stage tour.
'"Top Hat" broke the box-office
tory, returns as booker. Milt Goodman, who succeeded Yaeger, takes record at Loew's Penn, exceeding
back his old post as traveling audi- the previous mark reached by "China
tor out of the New York office. Joe Seas."
Frank Walters, former house suRosenberg, salesman, takes back his
perintendent of the Pitt, now with
old territory from Yaeger.
M. D. Smith, former circle show George Sharp here.
The Pitt will be opened by Morse
operator has moved his portable
equipment into the Pierson, Pierson, & Rothenberg; on Friday with double
features and stage shows, offering
la., for a permanent stand.
Ralph E. Evans has taken over three four-hour shows a day at 25
the Star, Rosalie, Neb., from K. L. cents top.
Parkinson.
Charley Schlaifer, A. H. Blank
St. Louis Squibs
advertising manager, was host at a
South Side Amusement
St. Louis
party given for Henry Co., headed by Fred Wehrenberg, is
cocktail
Takes
Farmer
"The
star
of
Fonda,
expected to take bids in about a
a Wife," playing at the Orpheum.
month on the construction of the new
Ray Brown, Harlan, la., exhibi- house at Grand Bldv. and Eicheltor, ill for many months, has return- berger St. at a co.st of about $125,ed to active management of his the- 000.
This will consolidate Wehrenater. He appeared on the local film berg's dominance of the situation in
row Monday for the first time in ten that section of South St. Louis.
months.
Frank Panus, who directed the
first orchestra at the St. Louis TheEasy Aces Back on Air
ater, is now in charge of the orchesThe Easy Aces (Mr. and Mrs. tra at the Grand Opera House, which
Goodman Ace), radio features as recently reopened with burlesque and
well as narrators of their own series films.
of one-reel films produced by Van
Associate Theaters has been incorBeuren and released by RKO Radio, porated in Independence, Mo., with
began a new air series last night, "U 0,000 authorized capital to carry
over an NBC-WJZ network.
They on an amusement business. Incorwill also continue their film work porators are J. A. Becker, Allie T.
for Van Beuren.
Winkler and Lauren R. Turner.

Omaha

Ben Marcus, recovered

Pittsburgh
president of

—

THANKS

my good

to

helped moke

THANKS

in

my 7th

friends

over the world

all

birthday party the success

particular to the

it

who
was.

newspaper syndicates,

radio commentators, manufacturers of Mickey

Mouse merchandise, motion
band leaders and radio

THANKS
all

singers

to the millions of

over the world

picture trade papers,

men,

.

.

.

and

particularly

women and

who swarmed

children

into the theatres

and helped make my birthday party a happy one
for the

many thousands

of exhibitors

who played

MICKEY MOUSE and
SILLY SYMPHONIES
TECHNICOLOR

IN

P. S.

And don't

Artists sales

forget a bundle of thanks to the United

organization who worked tirelessly

operation with exhibitors to

make my party a

in

co-

success.

1935

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Paramount May Buy Out

of Films Passed

Eliminations Made in 225
Pictures Additional

Reviewers Asked

per cent, according to the annual report forwarded
yesterday by Dr. Irwin Esmond, head
of the Motion Picture Division of
the Department of Education, to the
Commissioner of Education in Albany. Twelve films were rejected in
toto, but three of these were licensed

Without Cuts

in 225 or 13

5 PITTSBURGH

HOUSES EQUITY, SCREEN GUILD

INCREASE ADMISSIONS

—

GROUNDWORK

ERPI-AT&J PROBE

IN

By PRESCOTT

DENNETT

Pittsburgh Five North Side independent theaters have inaugurated
an increased price policy, following
a meeting of local indie exhibitors
at which an understanding was
reached by the operators of the Atlas, Brighton, Hippodrome, New Mc-

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Lure and Paramount Theaters. The
(Continued on Page 6)
Investigatory
Washington
groundwork for the Erpi tie-up in

—

&

T. probe has been "pracCommissioner
completed",
Walker of the Federal Communica-

A. T.

tically

Statements Are
Scheduled for This

Opening

By
St.

IN

CLOSER ACCORD

Relations between Actors' Equity
and the Screen Actors' Guild are
"very amicable" and are becoming
"increasingly closer," it was said
yesterday by Frank Gillmore, Equity
president, who has just returned
from Hollywood. Gillmore declined
to comment on whether the Screen
Actors' Guild planned any immediate aggressive action toward obtaining a closed shop or a new contract.

Board of Education
Miss. Improvement Shown
Gets Behind "Dream"
In

Tax

Receipts Increase

Louis

Morning
ARTHUR EDDY

—

Opening statements

will be made this morning in federal
court in connection with the Govern-

ment's
against

and

(Continued on Page 6)

FINISH

N.Y. During Year

in

after a long season with a stage musical, the Center
Returning to the film fold
Theater in Rockefeller Center last night held a gala opening of 20th Century-Fox's
"Here's to Romance," plus a variety musical program provided by B. A. Rolfe and his
Nino
Orchestra with Phil Duey, Jack Parker, the Viking Quartet and Louise Florea.
Anita Louise, another member
Martini, star of the film, made a personal appearance.
musical
charge
of
the
in
Rolfe
will
be
celebs
present.
of the cast, was among the many
Talent from the radio
programs for the house in addition to directing his orchestra.
A new instrument, the Hammond Electric Organ,
field will supplement his offerings.
"Here's to Romance," which was reviewed in THE FILM
also was introduced by Rolfe.
DAILY of Aug. 27, was warmly received by the premiere audience.

Out of 1,737 features and shorts
submitted to the New York state censors in the year ended June 30 last,
1,512 or 87 per cent were passed
without eliminations, while cuts were

and Blank

LOUISJEARING

ST.

Center Theater Has Flash Opening With "Romance"

—

made

TEN CENTS

1935

Hoblitzelle

JURY ISJELECTED FORJHE
87%

3.

conspiracy

criminal

action

Warner Brothers, Paramount

RKO

and certain officials of the
distributing companies following a
session yesterday which was devoted
largely to selection of a jury. Proceedings were uneventful as the attorneys for both sides interrogated
prospective jurors.
The Jury finally approved consists
of members engaged in the following
business: Feed store, real estate
loan, dairy, waiter, bank, salesmen,
(Continued on Page 11)

10-YEAR UNION PACT

SOUGHT BY CIRCUITS
Circuit representatives and a Locommittee met yesterday to
fix the length of the new contract
upon which agreement as to terms
has been reached. The circuits want

cal 306

Declaring that the film industry
Commission told Film Daily
Jackson, Miss. Improved theater
yesterday. The Commissioner's corps deserves praise for its good accombusiness in Mississippi is indicated
of 136 investigators, accountants and plishments as well as censure for its
by the increase in tax receipts, with a ten-year agreement, but Local 306
researchers are working with a view missteps, Dr. John S. Roberts, asSeptember showing the biggest jump maintains that it will sign for two
to presenting material for Congres- sociate superintendent of schools in
(Continued on Page 11)
charge of High Schools, and Super- to $30,337, compared with $26,273 years at most.
intendent Campbell's representative a year ago. Each month since January has registered some increase.
(Continued on Page 6)
tions

Combined Film-Sound Unit
Is Put Out by Photophone

—

Camden A combination film proHigh Fidelity soundhead, and

A. T.

(Continued on Page 6)

May

Rochester— Erection of a new $400,000
building at Kodak Park is being started
immediately by Eastman Kodak Co. The
job is to be completed in about four
months.

& T.

Allied

Owners Corp. expects

to

its reorganization by Nov.
after which the closing with Paramount for long-term lease of four
theaters and for settlement of Allied's $23,000,000 claim against Paramount for $5,000,000 in new securi-

complete

Paramount

is

reported to be dis-

cussing deals with Karl Hoblitzelle
and A. H. Blank whereby the com-

pany would acquire
in

theaters

they

Abandons

Plans for Television
THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau

Washington

—American

Telephone
Telegraph Co. does not intend to
lay down a coaxial cable between

&

New York and

New Allied Owners Setup
To be Completed by Nov. 1
1,

Eastman Kodak Expansion

Blank Interests
be Taken Over by Para.

Hoblitzelle,

jector,

lamphouse on a single casting, for
use in theaters and auditoriums having no equipment, or where old
equipment is to be replaced, is announced by the Photophone Division
of the RCA Manufacturing Co. According to Edwin M. Hartley, RCA

—

Philadelphia for ex-

periments in television because of
the Federal Communications Commission's ruling that the cable
(Continued on Page 11)

must

their interests

own

jointly

with

The Hoblitzelle and
Paramount.
Blank partnership deals with Paramount which expired on Sept. 28
both contained clauses giving Paraties will be consummated, it was mount the right to buy out their
said yesterday at the office of Gold- partners.
John E. Otterson, Parawater & Flynn, counsel for Allied mount president, is handling the
(Continued
on Page 6)
Owners.

On "Dream"
Dr.

Richard

Warners on
Dream," leaves
to

Lecture Tour

Burton,

literary

"A Midsummer

advisor
Night's

today on an extensive
lecture tour in behalf of the picture.
He will visit key cities in the east,
addressing women's clubs and university
bodies.

THE

&JW

DAILY

Louis Exhibs Undecided
On New Arbitration Plan

St.

—Whether

Thursday, Oct.

Some Theaters Given
Lower Tax Assessment

Tentative city tax schedule for
not St.
St.
Louis exhibitors will support the lo- 1936 includes reductions in assessnational arbitration ments of several movie theaters. The
10 Cents cal end of a
Thurs.,Oct. 3, 1935
Vol. 68, No. 80
system, set up on a voluntary basis, Roxy valuation was cut $150,000 to
$3,500,000, while Loew's State was
Editor and Publisher is dubious as theatermen "have had
JOHN W. ALICOATE
code reduced by $100,000 to $3,800,000;
all they wanted" of the
and self-regulation, according to a Lincoln Square, cut of $40,000 to
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
$1,210,000; Ziegfeld, cut of $50,000
yesterday.
Broadway, New York, N. Y., spokesman
at
1650
The Strand figure
The local M. P. T. O. A. affiliate to $1,040,000.
J. W.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
Editor and Publisher; has discussed establishing a local ar- was increased $50,000 to $3,200,000,
President,
Alicoate,
Secretary-Treasurer
Donald M. Mersereau,
bitration board, but so far no sup- and the Hollywood by $225,000 to
and Genera] Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, AssoThe Capitol, Rivoli and
enlisted. $1,250,000.
ciate Editor; Don Carls Gillette, Managing port for the plan can be
matter,
class
Entered
as second
Editor.
Wehrenberg, exhibitor leader other houses remain unchanged. ReFred
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, here and an official of the M. P. T. ductions of $5,000 were made for
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Loew's Melba and the Star in BrookTerms (Postage free) United States outside O. A. frankly said he doesn't know
lyn.
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 what his association's attitude would
Foreign
months, $S.00; 3 months, $3.00.
be if participation in a national
Subscriber should remit with ° rder
$15.00.
Philadelphia Musicians
Address all communications to THE FILM system was asked.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Louis

1935
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Coming and Going

or

NRA

PHIL REISMAN

returned
Europe.

from

terday

New York

to

yes-

MERIAN C. COOPER of Pioneer Pictures and
DOROTHY JORDAN (Mrs. Cooper) leave the
coast shortly for a combined business and pleasure trip abroad.

CARY GRANT

Hollywood

leaves

shortly

for

England to appear in a picture for C. M. Woolf
titled "The Curious Quest."

KATHRYN CARVER
MADGE NETCHER are
from

California

CONSTANCE TALto New York

and

traveling

Panama.

via

MARGARET SULLAVAN
her husband,

join

BENNY RUBIN
Moritz

St.

from

coming

is

east

to

William Wyler.

checked

has

the

at

in

Hotel

Hollywood.

-

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly-

Form

Visual Aids Library

— International

Library of
Visual Aids, Inc., devoted to motion
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, picture business, has been chartered
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
by the Secretarv of State. Capital
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la CourKarl R. Miner, George
is $100,000.
des-Noues, 19.
F. Kumpf and Gertrude Meagher
London

wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Albany

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Am. Seat
Columbia
Con.
Con.
East.

vtc.

Picts.

Fm.

Ind

Fm.

Ind.

pfd..

64y2

16

Paramount
Paramount

11

15Vi

Paramount 2nd

10

95

5%

5

Film

RKO

4V2

2

12y2

3%

Century-Fox....

1614

16

20th

Century-Fox pfd.

25%

243/4

V/a

6y2

40i/8

393/4

do pfd

—1

—
— 'A
15% — %
—
152
158t/
—2
lOVi — %
95'/ — 4
125/ — %
5
— Va
—
4
16Vs —
2434 —
6% — %
393/4 —
4
2'/8

2

41

2

2
8

Vl

3
/a

20th

Warner Bros

13
64i/2

Net
Chg

2'/2

151

99'/8
pfd.. 13i/4
pfd..

1st

Close

4

4

1581/2
159
423/4 40y4

Loew's, Inc

Pathe

123/4

66y2

153y2

pfd

do

13'/2

4i/4

Kodak

Low

1

1/4

l'/

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Th.

Eq.

6s40.

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Keith

A-0 6s46

Loew

6s 41

.

ctfs.

14y4

14^

15

14

14
87i/4

89y8
104%

ww

87y4

61

70%

70

82y4

80%

RKO

6s41

1

13/4

1043/4 1043,4

Paramount Picts. 6s55 96%
Par. B'way 3s 55... 62
Warner's 6s39

—
—1
—
— %
953/ — 1%
61'/ — 1%
70
80% —

15'/4

953/4
'/2

4

2

13/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone

2y8

Corp

18y4

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

3

2

—
17% —
2V — %
2'/8

17i/4
23,4

Va

1

4

Regular Loew Preferred Dividend
Board of directors of Loew's, Inc.

"Barbary" Breaks Denver Record
"Barbary
premiere
of
World
Coast," Samuel Goldwyn - United
Artists release, was ushered in at
the Denver Theater in Denver, Colo,
on Tuesday night and broke the
house record for an opening, according to a wire received at the United
here from Harry
Huffman.
The picture, starring
Miriam Hopkins, Edward G. Robinson and Joel McCrea will follow
"Red Salute" into the Rivoli on
Artists

home

office

Broadway.

Warners' latest Paul Muni
had S.R.O. business by noon
The picyesterday at the Strand.
ture, which came in with a strong
crates,"

film,

advertising
campaign,
capacity all day.

New House

—

—

Philadelphia
A settlement has
been reached in the musicians' strike
here.
Men will be back in the pit
at the Stanley, Warner and Earle
theaters tomorrow, and at the Fox
next week.
in New Orleans
Orleans First of the theaters built here since the advent of
sound especially for sound films,
United Theaters' new Carrollton,
opened Tuesday night as the finest
neighborhood theater in the city.
The architecture is modernistic; projection equipment and sound are the
Feature for openlatest developed.
ing night was "Every Night 'at
Eight" with a program of shorts

—

New

'

filling in.

in

played

to

—

THE FILM DAILY

Release of educational films comprising 10 reels depicting work of the Bureau for distribution in schools is announced by
the Resettlement Administration.

Actors' Benefit on Nov. 10

SEND

FOR OUR CATALOG

yesterday

is

the

have

to

was delayed

coast,

tomorrow.

in

WOLFGANG REINHARDT,

son

of

Max

Rein-

hardt,

is
arriving with the impresario tomor
on the Conte di Savoia.
The younger
Reinhardt will stage the music-drama "Road
of Promise," on Broadway.

row

MARGARET ROACH,
sails
S.

today

on

the

daughter of Hal Roach,
for Geneva.

Majestic

BARRET McCORMICK

returned

has

from

the coast.

FRED MYERS and JOHN O'CONNOR
left

RKO

of

yesterday for Detroit.

FRANK

Y.

FREEMAN,

Paramount Theaters,

general manager of
yesterday for Minne-

left

apolis.

DAVID
back

next

B.

HAMPTON,

week from

literary

agent,

due

is

Hollywood.

WALTER HUSTON, who recently completed
the title role in GB's "Rhodes, the Empire
Builder," returns to New York today from th«
company's studios in England.

—

Fanchon & Marco in Legit
Fanchon & Marco will enter the
legitimate theater production field
shortly with a musical revue starring Olsen and Johnson, it was an-

Irene

Dunne on Air

Irene Dunne will be featured guest
Federation of Actors
annual benefit show at artist on the Hollywood Campbell
the Majestic Theater Sunday eve- Soup Hour over the Columbia coastning, Nov. 10.
to-coast network on Oct. 11.
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and

American

will hold its

who was

star

from

now expected

Natchez

CITlf

MUSICAL WUNDTRACKOTVERY
MOOD^PTYPt OF PICTURE

has

Sparks Florida houses, the released by Hungaria Pictures DisMunio Podhorzer
Texas theaters and the tributing Co.
managing director of the house.
Lynch theaters.

JlSmm

NEW YORK

JEAN MUIR, Warner
arrived

and

who

scenarist

O'Donnell

—

W. 60th ST

Warner

start

the

nounced yesterday by John A.
Schultz, eastern associate of the
Elsa Lanchester in Korda Film
firm.
regular
the
declared
yesterday
London Elsa Lanchester, wife of
quarterly dividend of $1.62 % on the
"Pepo" Next for Cameo
preferred stock, payable Nov. 15 to Charles Laughton, has been signed
by Alexander Korda for the Rene
stock of record Oct. 31.
"Pepo," Soviet Armenian film, will
Clair production, "The Ghost Goes
have its American premiere at the
West." Miss Lanchester has had a
Cameo on Wednesday, following
number of assignments in both "Peasants," which has been held for
American and British films.
a sixth week.
33

DOYLE,

Europe for two months, returns short
work on an original war script.

in

to

M

Fight Film Hurts N. O. Business
The Baer-Louis
New Orleans
fight picture at the Orpheum here
which Laz Abraham is president. is
boomerang, with
proving
a
Opening is scheduled for December. the negro gallery cheering Louis and
the white audiences walking out and
hurting business.
Films on Government Work

Washington

ly

—

Natchez, Miss. Work has started
on the $50,000 Ritz Theater to be
operated by Ritz Amusement Co., of

Washington Bureau of

LAIRD
been

Product Jam in New Orleans
Tobis Theater Opens Tomorrow
Break between
Orleans
New Tobis Theater at 1499 First
United Theaters and M-G-M may
have consequences all over the South Avenue, Hungarian motion picture
house, completely rebuilt, will start
if M-G-M persists in its policy of
E. V. its new season tomorrow at noon,
selling independents here.
Richards has an interest in United with the premiere presentation of
Theaters. If he sides against M-G- "Elnok Kisasszony" ("Miss Presithe pressure may be felt through dent"), Hungarian screen operetta

New

S.R.O. at "Socrates" Opening
Broadway premiere of "Dr. So-

Start

Strike Settlement

Open New House

are the principals.
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HAIL HERE'S

M
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ORE than

gloriously

fulfilling

the brilliant

i

promise of

preview.

its

TO ROMANCE"

.

•

New York

.whipped them

a frenzy of applause
,m *»

HERE'S

night thrilled a

and expectant

breathless

audience

last

."

.

.

.

•

into

and

in

one momentous evening established

Nino Martini among the

"

great, magnetic personalities of

the screen

I

^'•i>.

#
'HERE'S

TO ROMANCE"— A

Jesse

L.

THE KEYS,

**

Lasky Production with

NINO

F

YOUR FUTURE

MARTINI, Genevieve Tobin, Anita Louise,

Maria Gambarelli, Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink, Reginald Denny, Vicente Escudero.
Green.

Screen play by Ernest Pascal and Arthur Richman.

A Fox
?,.S.

For years you'll

Directed by Alfred

E.

Original story by Ernest Pascal and Sonya Levien.

Picture

remember NOVEMBER 1935!

LOVE
LETTERS
Welcome

to

Broadway, Joan!
Just in time for

mash notes

these

about your

new
I

hit

LIVE

MY

LIFE!

*-V

up
<b^ ?.V.°
c^otd

<
^JvW

'

**7**<*

"The finest and most entertaining
Crawford picture in years. Brian
Aherne will be in solid with your
patrons following this picture.
W. S.Van Dyke responsible for uproariously funny,

human and most

natural film."

—Joe

Blair,

Showman's Trade Review

nest

oard

P.

S.- And, Joan dear, come up to the Capitol while you're in town
BEERY,
to see another grand M*G*M hit*

WALLACE

JACKIE COOPER

in

"O'SHAUGHNESSY'S BOY."

THE

Ztk

DAILY

87%

PARA.

OF FILMS PASSED

WITHOUT ELIMINATION
{Continued from Page

^ ?*

w\0*

PHIL

is making the work of the Division
more arduous, says Dr. Esmond.

Houses
Increase Admissions

5 Pittsburgh

(Continued from Page 1)
hike, ranging from 5 to 10 cents,
will be tested for a 60-day period

and if successful will be adopted by
other houses. Exhibitors testing the
hike include Milt Samuels, Harry
Fleishman, Ike Browarsky, W. H.
Virgin and Eli Goldstein. Business
the first two days has been satisfactory.

Board of Education
Gets Behind "Dream"
(Continued from Page 1)
in the recent drive for better films,

Warner a

let-

Warners' pro-

"A Midsummer

Night's
Dream", and announced the acceptance of 1,500 complimentary tickets
to be distributed among students for
the premiere matinee of the picture
Hollywood Theater next
the
at
The entire theater has
Thursday.
been given over to the school system
for this performance.
duction

of

Hoffberg Acquires Color Shorts
J. H. Hoffberg Co. has added to
1935-36 schedule a series of color
cartoons which will be produced by

its

Whitehead and George Orth

C.

L.

in

Magna

Color, process controlled

by Consolidated Film Industries.
The first seven subjects of the series
have already been completed.

•

•

•

innovations

T

T

T

BLAZING THE way
Howard

as usual with new advertising
Dietz has supervised the issuance by

his Metro ad dep't of an Institutional Campaign Book
wh'ch goes to every exhibitor playing the M-G-M product
and constitutes a perpetual handy-at-elbow manual at any time
when the theater manager is playing Metro product

•

•

T
READY
• THIS

T

T

reference book

contains ads, exploi-

tation suggestions and stories for the newspapers
which
can be of inestimable use during the current season
the
pages of this manual make it easy for the showman to advertise, publicize and exploit his coming Metro attractions
it
is all Institutional copy
the ads plug all the outstanding
forthcoming attractions on the company's schedule
and
you can take my word for it, brother, that Metro Lineup of
Stars and Screen Properties is something to make the public
pause and take notice
.

.

.

T

T

• THEN THERE is Exploitation material of the finest
ballyhooing big-time exploitation stunts such as the Travelling Studio that has been three years on tour
an Industry Record
big national contests including the "China
Seas" round-the-world trips
the special electrical record
transcriptions for rad o programs
and national ad campaigns on a dozen valuable book properties to which M-G-M
holds the screen rights
•

T

T
•

Combined Film-Sound Unit
Is Put Out by Photophone
(Continued from Page 1)

Photophone manager, the combination of sound, projection and illumination in a single unit, rather than
as separate systems linked together,
makes possible a substantial saving
in the initial expenditure, as well as
in the cost of installation and main-

tenance.

Simplicity of operation, and
space requirements are
other features of the new equipment.

•

:

in

negotiations with Hoblitzelle personally on the coast.
A. H. Blank has
given Paramount an option until
Oct. 28 to acquire his interests.
About 35 theaters are involved in
the Blank deal. Hoblitzelle operates
approximately 100 theaters for Paramount. The Hoblitzelle and Blank
contracts with Paramount are the
only partnership agreements with
the buy-back feature.

T

• • ALL THE ad and publicity plates listed are offered
mat form without cost to the theater
giving the man-

ager a splash in his local newspapers that should overshadow
anything his competitor can do
it puts Mr. Showman in
the position of running one of the important showplaces of the
nation every time he uses this newspaper copy
this Institutional Campaign Book is just an old Lion custom of putting
over an outstanding stunt in an Outstanding Way

T
THE ATMOSPHERE

T

T

• •
of RKO Radio's "Top Hat"
being used by theaters everywhere by dressing their house
staffs to conform with the picture
the Ponca theater, at
Ponca City, Oklahoma, had glistening hats on its eight pretty
usherettes
who also wore white mess jackets, dark trousers
and white shoes
the management of the Palace, New York,
tied in with the Schwerin Oppenheim Co., makers of the coronet
braids
one of which is worn by Ginger Rogers in the pix
the company furnished each of the usherettes and cashiers
with one of these coiffure features
•

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh
Reports are current
that Mott Shea's Fulton may switch
to stage bills next month.
E. L. Malicord and E. S. Jones
closed the Majestic Theater in Ellsworth, Pa.
Harry Finkel, president of the
Carson Amusement Co., will be confined in the Montefiore Hospital for
several months following an auto accident.

George F. Callahan Sr. of Exhibitors Service Co. and director of National Film Carriers is off to New
York to attend the association's convention.

Aaron Wayne has become associated with Joe Skirboll's First Division and Majestic offices here.

is

•

•

—

T

T
•

Rebuilding Theater
Export, Pa. Following an inquiry
by Mario Battiston, operator of the
Ritz Theater which was recently destroyed by fire, local merchants voted to rebuild the house.
Work is
now progressing.

A HANDBOOK

of the art, craft

DATE BOOK

and management

Sept. 26-Oct. 17:

under

Hopkins, Cleon Throckmorton, Barret Clark

•

•

•

T
T
T
OTHER ADDED starters on

Oct.

wishes

DAILY

lowing

on

James R. Grainger
Claude AIMster
Lnu Guimond
Charles Furthman

from

to
their

THE

the folbirthday:

Warner O'and
Leo McCirey
B.

AMPA

program
for Thursday's luncheon are Bob Murphy, Molly Picon, Al
Shayne, John Cecil Holm, A. O. Dillenbeck, Jack Pegler
in
addition to the Star Attraction Bruce Barton
On Sunday
eve the Columbia broadcasting system will feature the Paramount cameramen John Herrmann and Carl Peterson who accompanied Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd on his Antarctic Expedition
the tlieup is in connection with Paramount's release of
"Little America"
they will be a feature of Freddie Rich's
Penthouse Party program

«

«f

«

v>

\>

\y

Warner Club Golf Tournament, RiverCountry

Club,

New

Jersey.

3-5:
Hollywood Fashion
Knickerbocker, Hollywood.

Oct.

4:
Actors'
Equity Ass'n informal
cussion for members, Hotel Astor,
York.
2 P. M.

Oct. 7-9:
tion.

Oct. 8-9:
T. O.

Oct.

Promenade,

the
dis-

New

National Film Carriers Ass'n convenPark Central Hotel, New York.

Nebraska and Western Iowa M.
annual convention, Omaha, Neb.

11-12:
nual Fall
City.

Oct.

Good

International movie festival
the King of Belgium,

patronage of

Oct.

Henry Clive
Frank

5:

vale

the

»

Brussells.

—

Beit

MAY BUY OUT

minimum

T

of the theater will be published next month by Samuel French
Alfred Harding, editor of Actors' Equity Magazine, has
written a chapter on "The Theater's First 3,000 Years"
other contributors to the volume are Brock Pemberton, Arthur

FILM

1935

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

work, has four reviewers and two
Increase in number
projectionists.
of foreign pictures being imported

yesterday wrote H. M.

3,

HOBLITZELLE, BLANK

M.DALY

A

big majority of
after changes.
the cuts were occasioned by matter
considered indecent, immoral or tending to incite to crime.
Total receipts of the Division for
the fiscal year increased to $238,613.39, against $231,497.88 the year
before, while expenses amounted to
$61 197.59, compared with $60,827.09,
leaving net revenue of $177,415.80
for the state.
Hiring of additional reviewers to
hand'e the work is recommended by
At present the New
Dr. Esmond.
York office, which does most of the

ter of high praise for

Thursday, Oct.

Kansas
Festival,

City

Variety

P.

anKansas

Club's

"Days of '49",

13-14: Semi - Annual
Convention
of
M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee, Hotel Chisca, Memphis, Tenn.
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS

«

«

"THE LAST DAYS OF POMPEII"
with

Alan
Rathbone

Preston

Foster,

Hale,

Paul

Basil

Muni

SOCRATES"

"DR.

("Dance of the Virgins")
Bennett Pictures-Du World

60 mins.

96 rrjins. with Ann Dvorak, Barton MacLane, Hobart
RKO Radio
Cavanaugh
BEAUTIFUL IDYLLIC DRAMA OF BALI
THE LAST WORD IN SPECTACULAR
IN TECHNICOLOR GETS OVER AS ENmins.
Warner
70
PRODUCED
Bros.
GORGEOUSLY
PRODUCTION
TERTAINMENT NOVELTY.
AND ACTED WITH INTENSELY HUMAN
SUSPENSEFUL DRAMATIC FARE IN GThe Island of Bali is presented as it
STORY.
BANGWITH
PLENTY
OF
MAN LINE
Easily one of the Ten Best of this or
BANG ACTION AND GOOD PERFORM- really is, in gorgeous natural colors of Techany other season.

It

makes

all

other spec-

comparison.
in
fade
The mob scenes are magnificently handled.
The scenes in the arena of Pompeii are
stupendous and awe-inspiring. And for the
climactic smash, the eruption of Vesuvius
by earthquakes with thousands of
people fleeing from the arena has never
been equalled for sheer magnitude and specIt's a
tacular smash and perfect detail.
dramatic triumph of impressive magnitude.
Combine this with an emotional and very

followed

human

ANCES.

nicolor

productions

tacular

consummately acted, and you

story

have the
have a screen
Preston Foster
entire community talking.
plays the role of a blacksmith who becomes
a gladiator in the arena, and when his wife
and baby die from an accident, he is embittered and resolves to attain vast wealth
He adopts a boy, son of one
and power.
spectacle that will

Following up the

success of their prev-

G-Man pictures, Warners have flavored
one with some of the same trimmings,
making it a good action melodrama that
ought to do very well at the box-office. Paul
Muni, a struggling and idealistic young doctor in a small town, is forced to give treatment to a notorious gang leader, Barton MacLane, who has been shot in the arm.
In
a subsequent bank holdup, Ann Dvorak, a
hitch-hiker being kidnapped by the gang,
is
shot in the shoulder and is taken by
Muni to his house for attention. Suspecting Ann of being a gunman's moll, the
town goes after Muni, but he is cleared
when the girl's innocence is proved.
A
$100 bill, which the gangster gave Muni,
later is traced by the G-Men, and Muni is

ray

Henry

Kinnell,

Sloan, Zeffie Tilbury,

Kclker,

Edward

Van

suspected of being

Photography,

in

entire

William Burress, Mayo Methot, Carl Stcckdale, John Kelly, Helen Lowell, John Eldredge, Ivan Miller, Adrian Morris, Robert

village,

photographed

poig-

a

interwoven with

is

all

the strange customs and beauty of the land

and

its

first

time on the screen are presented the

Dance

simple-hearted

of

the

Virgins

in

the

For

people.

Temple,

the

a

native cock fight, and the spectacularly im-

pressive

that

is

of

beautiful

a

girl

chooses her husband as

younger

a

is

the

sister,

and

after

fifteen

who

the

native

cus-

the

with

throws

and

her

ceremonies

Temple she sees the two

rendezvous,

story

of

but he becomes infatuated

tom,

at

The

cremation ceremonials.

lovers

in

from

a

herself

swinging bridge over a stream.

high

Play

tor,

Jr.;

Cameraman, Tony Gaudio;

Edi-

Ralph Dawson.
Photography, Gcod.

Direction, Fast.

Mag-

Swell Comedy
Bringing back these stars of the
famous old Keystone comedies into
a reunion picture was a happy idea,
and a merry short has resulted
therefrom. It will be highly relished
not only by those who remember
the old Keystone laughmakers, but
by new movie fans as well.
Ben
Turpin as a Count who is guest
of honor and judge at a beauty contest, Ford Sterling as a policeman
with his German dialect, and Hank
Mann as a prying house detective
stand out among the performances.

Of course, cross-eyed Ben presents
the prize to the wrong girl while
looking at the right one. Then follows a free-for-all pie throwing sequence that outdoes all previous
splurges of this sort, with the cops
being called out in good old Keystone Comedy style, and the cops
likewise winding up behind a barrage of pies.

up as an unusual native South Seas
romance in gorgeous Technicolor, and the
of

alluring

Cast:

the
that

beautiful

they

native

will

(All-Native)

Bagus Mara,
man Mjcang Mjong.
Goesti

do

girls

the

Goesti

Mjoman

are

so

rest.

Poetce Aloes,
Saplak,

Mjo-

Marquis de la Falaise; Direcsame; Cameraman, William H. Greene.

Producer,
tor,

Excellent.

Photography,

The

Director, William Dieterle; Author, W. R.
Burnett; Screenplay, Robert Lord, Mary C.

McCall

"Keystone Hotel"
with Ben Turpin, Chester Conklin,
Ford Sterling, Hank Mann, Marie
Prevost, Vivien Oakland
Vitaphone
20 mins.

this

Direction,

Barrat.

and

nant love story that

stills

Cast: Paul Muni, Ann Dvorak, Barton MacLane, Raymond Brown, Ralph Remley, Hal
K. Dawson, Grace Stafford, Samuel Hinds,

Ruth Rose; Music, Roy Webb; Editor, Archie F. Marshek; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt.
Excellent.

their

Best.

John Davidson.

Producer, Merian C. Cooper; Director, Ernest B. Schoedsack; Authors, James Ashmare Creelman, Melville Baker; Screenplay,

Direction,

in

Falaise,

Marc Lawrence, Hobart Cavanaugh, Sam
Wren, Henry O'Neill, Edward McWade,

Cast: Preston Fester, Alan Hale, Basil
Rathbone, John Wood, Louis Calhern, David
Holt, Dorothy Wilson, Wyrley Birch, Gloria
Shea, Frank Conrcy, William V. Mong, Mur-

breath-taking

are

The producer, Marquis Henri de la
went into the interior of Bali and

secured the wholehearted co-operation of an

score, photography, directing, acting.

—

that

ious

with the gang.
At
rhe same time, MacLane kidnaps Ann again
from Muni's home.
Muni goes to her rescue, followed by the G-Men, and by a
clever ruse helps to trap the entire gang
and rescue Ann.

his

beauty.

this

arena victims, and his entire life is
centered about the young man as he grows
The climax in the arena as the son
up.
espouses the cause of the slaves and the
father tries to save him from death, followed immediately by the eruption of Vesuvius, is an unforgettable screen experience
Everything
that will linger in memory.
musical
about the production is superb
of

»

SHORTS

"LEGONG"

in

»

Seek 9 Million from Gov't
In "Save Vaude" Campaign
The "Save Vaudeville Campaign"
conducted nationally by the
American Federation of Actors is ex-

—

Majorca"
"Spain's Romantic Isles
with Alois Havrilla
(World on Parade Series)

RKO

(Van Beuren)

10 mins
Fine Travelogue
Excellent photographic shots, plus
a genteel musical background and

interesting commentary by Alois
Havrilla, make this a thoroughly entertaining travel subject.
Locale is
one that hasn't been done to death,
and the cameraman used good taste
in his choice of scenes, including
waterfront, winding business streets,
countryside, native industries and
other items of highlight interest.

being

nificent.

Detroit Doings

Pacific

Northwest Notes

—

Seattle
booker of
aters here,

Frank

Christie,

head

—

Detroit Court action will be taken
to obtain a showing of "The Youth

Maxim", which was banned by
Sergeant Joseph Kollar, police censor, according to the Detroit Cinema
Guild.
Kollar originally passed the
film, but banned it following presof

Hamrick-Evergreen theand his assistant, Glenn
Haviland, are on one of their semiannual trips to the Spokane theaters.
Gala reopening of the Neptune of sure from Catholic Church and
American Legion groups.
Seattle was staged Saturday, followWilliam Schulte Circuit, which has
ing expenditure
on this

of $20,000
neighborhood house, subsequent runs.

Smashing all box-office records in
"She Married Her Boss" has
been held for a second week at The
Seattle,

taken over the Theatorium, west side
house, will rename it the Bagley Theater.

Mouse for a
"Top Hat".

is

Florida Items
Miami,
licity

Saunders Finishes "Revolt" Script
London John Monk Saunders has
completed the screen play for Alexander Korda's forthcoming produc-

—

"Revolt in the Desert."
The
film has gone into production in the
Arabian desert against the actual
backgrounds of Colonel T. E. Lawtion,

rence's exploits.

Fla.

—Hal

manager

of

Kopplin, pubthe
Wometco

back from vacation.
Sonny Shepherd, of the Mayfair
in Maimi has taken his wife to Canada for a fishing trip.
Burton Clarke, manager of the
Grove Theater, Cocoanut Grove, is
on vacation up north.
Remodeling the old Joy Theater,
Deland, is under way, with a $8,500
to be spent in the work.
houses,

AFA

AFA

Liberty.

Moved to the Blue
third big Seattle week

pected to culminate in a meeting with
President Franklin D. Roosevelt at
committee will
which time an
propose that the government provide
funds for establishment of a national self-sustaining vaudeville circuit, it was said yesterday by Ralph
Whitehead, AFA executive secretary.
The plan as outlined would require
a $9,000,000 outlay and would provide for a circuit of theaters playing
eight acts of vaudeville and giving
three shows daily, Whitehead said.
However, he declared, the
would be willing to start with 10
theaters to show that the venture
could be made to pay for itself.
In connection with the '"Save Vaudeville Campaign," the AFA has already obtained over 100,000 signatures to petitions urging the return
of vaudeville and is making tieups
with newspapers throughout the
country to run coupons asking
whether the public wants vaudeville.

is

on Broadway pickets
their appearance urging the
public to patronize only theaters
Yesterday

made

using stageshows.

Nebraska Notes

—

Lincoln, Neb. Two houses in this
territory have opened with new
sound in the past week, they are the
Talmadge, Talmadge, Neb. and the
Royale, Ponca, Neb. The Star, Rising City, Neb. is having new sound
installed, according to manager Carl

Neubel.
Cal Bard, the

man behind the two
$1,797,000 worth of suits against
the majors and theater men here, is
selling film now for Max Weintraub, an indie exchange man, out
of Omaha.
Brooke

Tilsworth

has

reopened

the Butte in Butte.

Stage shows are now operating on
weekends in the Empress, Fremont.

New Silly for Roxy
"Water Babies," Walt Disney
Symphony

Silly

Technicolor, will be
seen as an added screen attraction
at the Roxy starting Friday, when
"Little Big Shot," starring Sybil
Jason, opens as the feature picture.
in

j
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cartoon comedy, highly amusing and entertaining.

This one-reel picture

Produced

is

packed with 8 minutes of fun.

Audio Productions,
Electric Wide Range Sound System.

The

by

Inc.,

and

on

recorded

Western

public and press have acclaimed this subject as very novel and

Cash in on the exploitation campaign being engineered by
connection with local dealers of Brown & Williamson.

entertaining.

theatres

in

HOW TO GET
Write or wire.
,

::

will

THIS NOVEL CARTOON FREE!

Give 3 optional dates,

if

possible.

Your booking

be confirmed.

Address

BROWN & WILLIAMSON,

Louisville, Ky.
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A

Greenspan, veteran tradepaper
Universal,
formerly
with
formed a partnership and
opened a publicity office. The
liam Morris agency is one of

man,
have
have
Wil-

their
They will also
principal accounts.
do the press book work for several
of the independents.
T
Arthur Ebenstein of EbensteinKunody has just returned from New
York where he visited his brother,

Herbert

Ebenstein,

R.

HOLLYWOOD

"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
TACK HESS, formerly with ParaJ mount, RKO and Mascot, and Lou

insurance

completed the final editing of RKO Radio's "The Last Days of Pompeii,"
have its world premiere in Radio City, New York, Merian C. Cooper, its producer, has moved to the United Artists Studio and has taken up his new duties as
executive vice president of Pioneer Pictures.
John Hay Whitney, president of Pioneer,
arrives in Hollywood soon, and he and Cooper will lay plans for the production of
eight Technicolor feature films, the first of which is to go before the cameras within
two months.

Having

soon

to

which

Dudley,"

Eugene

Forde

is

T

T

T

will direct
Alas," his

Jimmy Savo

initial feain "Alone,
ture for Hal Roach. Production will
start early in November.

V

T

Alan James has been signed by
Walter Futter to direct the next
Hoot Gibson feature, "Swifty," which

now being cast.
The story is
based on the magazine novelette,
"Tracks," by Stephen Payne.
is

Paramount has signed Robert Florey to a long term contract as a result of his direction of Carl Brisson
in "Ship Cafe."
Florey's next will
be "Rich Men's Sons," from an original by Anne Morrison Chapin and
Marian Spitzer. John Howard, Robert Cummings, Johnny Downs, and
Marsha Hunt have been cast.
T

Stuart Erwin and Henry Wadsworth are the most recent additions
to the cast of Warners' "Ceiling
David Selman is directing "Gun Zero," starring James Cagney and
Law," Charles Starrett's initial star- Pat O'Brien.
ring picture under his new contract.
T
Joan Perry is playing opposite StarJack Holt has been loaned to 20th
T

rett.

Century by Universal for "The LitT
Crosses,"

T

tlest Rebel."
He replaces Charles
"Wooden
war story, has Bickford, who is being delayed in
been purchased by Darryl F. Zanuck finishing "East of Java," at Universfor 20th Century-Fox and will be al due to a recent injury.
Holt's
produced by Nunnally Johnson as next picture for U, "Captain Comsoon as Joel Sayre completes the manding," will start later.

adaptation.

and Norman Foster
marriage intentions.

Sally Blane
filed

v
William McGann, instead of Frank
McDonald, will direct "Freshman

Buffalo Briefs

T

—

Howard J. Green and William
Buffalo Buffalo's city ordinance
who teamed as producer and designed to prohibit gambling and
director of RKO's "Sing and Like
lotteries at places of public amuseSeiter,

are together again on Columbia's
"If You Could Only Cook."
On the

It,"

latter,

his

however, Green has changed

role

to

that of

writer

of the

screenplay.
•

*

After directing two of the new
season's
outstanding screen hits,
M-G-M's "O'Shaughnessy's Boy" and
20th Century-Fox's "Metropolitan,"
Richard Boleslawski is taking a
well-earned vacation by puttering
about the garden of his home in
Palms.
v

Harry (Zoop) Walsh and Shaw
and Lee, former vaudeville comedians, and Herbert Ashley, burlesquhave been signed for 20th Century-Fox's "The King of Burlesque,"
er,

in

which Warner Baxter

TV

will star.

Marjorie Gateson has signed a
contract with 20th Century-Fox and
will be in the Edward Everett Horton starring picture, "Your Uncle

on his

1935

way

here for

the picture.
Irene Dunne has the
chief feminine
role,
with Jamea

Whale

directing.
T

Irving

Fox

T

Cummings, 20th Century-

director, will leave the first of

next week for his new rancho near
San Diego to convalesce from the
effects of a recent operation. He has
been ordered by his physician to do
nothing but rest for the next ten
days or so.

So "sold" on Southern California
W. P. Lipscomb, British writer
now under contract to 20th Centuryis

Fox that he has not only purchased
homes in Beverly Hills and Big Bear
Burke, Tom Dugan and
Paul Guilfoyle have been added to Valley, but is negotiating for a
Columbia's "Case of the Missing beach place at Oceanside.
Man," formerly known as "It Never
V
Rains," with Roger Pryor and Joan
Roy Del Ruth, whose direction of
Perry in the leads. D. Ross Leder- M-G-M's
"Broadway Melody of
man is directing.
1936" has inspired accolades from
public and critics alike, is in Santa
Ginger Rogers, after a ten-day Barbara for a short vacation before
vacation in the High Sierras, has beginning work on his next assignreturned to the RKO Studios, where ment at 20th Century-Fox.
she will at once begin rehearsal for
T
T
T
"Follow the Fleet," the new musical
Marie
Osborne,
known
during her
romance in which she will be cochildhood starring days as "Baby
starred with Fred Astaire.
Marie" in the silent-screen era, has
T
Probably one of the first fan let- been signed by RKO Radio for a
ters ever received by a director is role in "Husk," now before the camtreasured by John Blystone, 20th eras with James Flood directing and
Century-Fox megaphonist, who got Preston Foster featured. Also added
the missive more than a score of to "Husk" is Pardner Jones, noted
as a crack rifle shot.
years ago.
It was from a moviegoer in northern Ontario.
T
T
Six one-time child film stars, who
RKO cast additions: Philip Tead. are now at the juvenile age, have
Crauford Kent and Charles Coleman been awarded important parts by
for "I Dream Too Much"; Ethel Director Clarence Brown in his MWales for "It Happened in Holly- G-M production of "Ah, Wilderness."
James

wood.'"'

»

T

have

T

Eugenia "Jinx" Falkenberg, one of
With only 36 hours' notice, John America's most promising young
Miljan memorized lines from more tennis players and a participant in
than 100 pages of script for has star- numerous sectional tournaments, has
ring role in Invincible's "Murder at been signed by Samuel Goldwyn for
Glen Athol," which was completed a role in Eddie Cantor's "Shoot the
Chutes."
last week.

California.

Gus Meins

Love" for First National.

TV

directing.

is

3,

^

"LOTS"
Robeson also

Merian Cooper Moves Over to Pioneer

Mr. Ebenstein was also at
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.,
where he attended the annual convention of the Union Central Life
T
Insurance Company of Cincinnati.
Ralf Harolde has been signed for
inleading
life
He is the company's
20th Century-Fox's "Buccaneer," in
surance producer for the state of which Claire Trevor will be featured.
broker.

Thursday, Oct.

They are "Baby" Peggy MontgomMickey Bennett, Dick Winslow,
Nancy Price, Buddy Messinger and
Muriel McCormick.
ery,

Charles Winniger will appear in
"Show Boat" at Universal. Paul

Paramount Expects

to Sell

T

Warner's film of romantic adven-

8,500 Accounts in 1935-36

ture in the West known to date as
Louis Paramount exnects to "Desert Schooners" has had its title
changed to "Song of the Saddle."
sell 8.500 accounts during- the 1935ment or entertainment, and 36 season, said Neil Agnew, general Dick Foran, the former Princeton
motion sales manager, yesterday while at- football player who became a movie
include
interpreted
to
picture theaters, will have a tending the conspiracy trial here. actor, is starring.
v
t
test in the courts on Oct. 8. A police The toal is figured at slightly higher
raid on the Roosevelt, Rosing-Schine than the previous season owing to
A. W. Jarratt, film buyer for GB
community theater, resulted in a the reopening of numerous houses theaters throughout Great Britain,
summons for George Rosing, man- which have been dark. Agnew in- was the guest of Jack L. Warner at
ager, and seizure of a $70 award tends to fly to New York for the a luncheon held in the Warner Burfrom a young woman declared the weekend in event the Court, as it has bank studios Monday. Following the
winner in a treasure night. Police indicated, does not hold a session luncheon, Jarratt visited the "Capdidn't get the boy who made the Saturday.
tain Blood" set and watched Errol
drawing and who got $5 from the
Flynn and Olivia de Havilland at
is dead after a week's illness.
winner.
work.
Gayety
Theater,
Irons- Young"Top Hat", at the Great Lakes, is T^lanigan burlesque house, is being
"licking hard enough to be headed °ouipped to show talking pictures.
D. Ross Lederman's next assignfor its third week.
Meanwhile, George Young says it will use fea- ment will be "Jackhammer," the
"Broadway Melody of 1936", at the tures from independents.
The auPalace, Robert D. Spears' story.
^'iffalo. gives promise of duplicating
burlesque comoetitor, has been show- thor-director will start on this new
to a degree the performances of ing pictures for years, in combina- Columbia feature immediately folChina Seas" and "Curlv Ton" tion with girl shows.
lowing the completion of "The Case
'Iv'ch went to the Hinpodrome fo^
Charles and Sarah Martina, op- of the Missing Man," which he is
econd weeks downtown.
Sally O'Neill and
erators
of the
Family Theater. now directing.
Mrs. John Basil, mother of Nicb
Mount Morris, have leased the Gene- Victor Jory have been engaged for
Lester Cole and J. Grif'as,
Constantine, Theophilos an
see, only other theater in the vil- the leads.
~*asil, owners and operators of thfin Jay are credited with the screenlage.
It has been run by the LaBasil Brothers' community theater, chuisa Brothers for several years.
play.
St.

—

TV

I

i

i
-

1

1

1
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JURY SELECTED FOR

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

ST. LOUIS HEARING
(Continued from Page

I

j

I

|

j

I

j

I

unconstitutional. Judge Moore, however, overruled the objection. Opening statements this morning are expected to be made for the corporate
Gentry for
defendants as follows:
and
Paramount, Lashly for
Reed for Warners.
Russell Hardy, in charge of the
Government's criminal conspiracy
action against the three major distributors, expects that a maximum
of four days will be required to put
in his case. Counsel for Paramount,
figure that
Warner Bros, and
they will need a substantially longer period.

RKO

RKO

St.

Louis Sidelights

—

Cigar-chewing Jim
St. Louis
Reed made a terrible mistake the
other day when he mistook Harry
Warner's nice new hat for a receptacle.

Fanchon

&

Marco has furnished

Am-

the press with passes to its Fox,
bassador and Missouri theaters.

The Mayfair Hotel is getting a
big play from the trialists in quest
of luncheon.

Al Zimbalist, who has set St. Louis
on its head with his exploitation
stunts in behalf of Warner theaters
hereabouts, is guiding some of the
visitors to the local battlefields, or

whatever you

SPORTS", new- and Marcy Klauber

est short subject featuring Bill

Corum as narrator, has been completed at the Van Beuren studio for
release by
Radio.
Such well
known personalities as Gar Wood,
Richard DuPont, Eltinge F. Warner,
Woolworth Donahue, G. H. "Pete"
Bostwick and Francis and Edgar T.
Appleby are shown at their favorite
sports and hobbies.
Don Hancock
supervised the production.

RKO

are credited with
the story as well as the music and
lyrics of the songs used in the short,
which will be released through 20th

Century-Fox.
•

Ina

Ray Hutton and

her musical
work next
week at the Astoria studios in a musical short to be produced by Paramount for release in its "Headliner"
series.
Fred Waller will direct.
•
•
Jottings .... Final cutting on the
Phil Harris, orchestra leader currently featured with his band at the William Rowland feature, "Sweet
Starlight Roof of the Waldorf-As- Surrender", for Universal release, is
toria, is being starred in a two-reel expected to be completed this week
musical now in production at the .... Pat Donahue, will again hold
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio.
Fea- script for the Hecht-MacArthur unit
tured with Harris in the short is getting under way Tuesday on the
Leah Ray, songstress. Joseph Hena- feature, "Soak the Rich", at the Astoria plant .... Leon Shamroy and
bery is directing.
•
Charles Harten will be behind the
Walter Sheridan h&s completed cameras .... A musical comedy short
writing the screen version of "The featuring Phil Baker is being planSong of the Tenement", by Jacob ned, with work likely to be done at
Kalish, to star Molly Picon. Linda the West Coast Service studio....
Lee Hill, now rehearsing in a Johnnie Doran has been casting for
Broadway show, is scheduled to play types, with Johnnie Walker slated to
the
megging.
.Opal
Baker,
the ingenue part opposite Miss Picon do
in the feature. Plans are now being known for her ingenue roles in eastmade to go into production in an ern studios, has returned after a
eastern studio within the next two five-month European trip .... A camera crew is expected to arrive this
weeks.
•
Al Christie started work yester- week from the coast to shoot exterior
day at the Eastern Service studio scenes for a Columbia feature which
in Astoria on the short featuring Ben Schwab will supervise. .. .Don
Tim and Irene of radio fame. The Hancock will start shooting this
comedy, titled "One Big Happy Fam- week in the Van Beuren studios on
ily", is being produced and. directed another one-reeler for RKO Radio
release. .. .Harold Godsoe, assistant
by Christie for Educational.
director on the Hecht-MacArthur
•
B. K. Blake will get under way feature, is being deluged by extras
Tuesday at the Biograph studio on looking for work .... Production on
another of the "'Voice of Experi- a series of features in color is being
planned at the Irvington studios ....
ence" shorts for Columbia release.
•
Ray Foster has succeeded Ed DuPar
"A Capitol Idea" is the final title as first cameraman at the Brooklyn
of the second "Easy Ace" release for Vitaphone studio, with Jay Resher,
the season. It is a Van Beuren pro- filling Foster's place as second....
•
duction for RKO Radio release and
was formerly called "In WashingThe Yacht Club Boys start work
ton".
The film takes the audience today in their third two-reel Vitabehiyid the scenes in many depart- phone comedy at the company's plant
mental buildings in the nation's cap- in Brooklyn. Lloyd French has been
ital.
•
assigned to direct the new film,
Niela Goodelle, Nell Kelly, Earl which is as yet untitled.
•
Oxford and Fred Lightner will be
featured in the next two-reel musThe Phil Harris musical film cur<?al. tentatively titled "Perfect Thirrently before the cameras at the
ty Sixes", to be produced and di- Brooklyn Vitaphone studio will conrected by Al Christie and scheduled tain three songs written especially
to get under way next week at the for the film by Irving Kahal and
Astoria studios.
Charles Williams Sanford Green.
girls are scheduled to start

.

.

:

call 'em.

Russell Hardy, who is prosecuting
for the Government, cleared up one
issue the other a. m. when he told
reporters that his name has no middle initial, despite a variety of contributions of spare initials.

Indiana Operators Sign

—

Indiana exhibitors
Indianapolis
and operators' union have reached
an agreement, with contracts made
Meetings continue with
to 1938.
reference to downtown theaters and
the stage hands.

Birthday Opposition in N. O.
Orleans Harold Wilkes of
Paramount and Mickey Mouse of
United Artists and King Features,
a fire prevention week beginning celebrated their birthdays Saturday,
and the
Oct. 7.
The week will open with the first at the Blue Room Mickey
second at Loew's State.
an inspection and a mass meeting of pulled the bigger crowd.
Set Fire Prevention Week
Orleans Sponsored by the
Hays Office, film row here will hold

film

men

ing room.

in the

A

Paramount screen-

prominent

official

of

company will address the
men. This row holds a record

the fire
film

for no fires originating in the film
departments themselves.

—

New

—

New

New

Indiana Company
Beverly Theaters,
Indianapolis
Inc., Brazil, Ind., has been incorporated to operate theaters. Incorporators are William P. Tilley, Harold
V.

ERPI-AT&T PROBE

IN

By CHARLES ALICOATE

"QENTLEMEN'S

1)

general contractor and real estate.
Shortly after Judge George H.
Moore had convened his court, Senator James Reed, Warner counsel,
again brought up his application for
continuance of the criminal case,
but the judge reminded him that
he had been overruled in the matter.
I District Attorney Harry Blanton, in
I behalf
of the Government, then began examination of prospective
jurors, and at the afternoon session
Samuel Fordyce, attorney for Paramount, questioned them.
As a basis for questions he
planned to ask the candidates, Attorney Jacob Lashly briefly went into the charges involved in the action. Counsel for all three defendant
corporations objected to the court's
plan to select additional jurors beyond the twelve required for active
duty, declaring that the move was

—

Neese and Joseph E. Kohn.

GROUNDWORK

FINISH

(Continued from Page 1)
sional hearings later in fall.
"One of the primary questions we
are interesting ourselves in is the
matter of Erpi's connection with A.
T. & T", Walker stated. "This was
one of the factors leading Senator
Wheeler and other members of Congress to demand the investigation."
Expressing interest in the Sirovich Committee's investigation of
patent
pools,
the
Commissioner
stated that the findings might be
useful to his own probe.

&

A. T.

Abandons

T.

Plans for Television
(Continued from Page 1)

made

available to others who may
desire to conduct experiments.
The
A. T. & T. holds that to do so would
be to give away the fruit of its
labors to outsiders. The result of AT. & T.'s decision may be to delay
television
transmission for
some
time.

be

Arrest Unlicensed Agent
In Test Case by Moss
Wm. Schilling, actors' agent, was
held for Special Sessions by Magistrate Brough in Municipal Court,
Central Term, on charge of operating without a license in the test
case instituted by License Commissioner Paul Moss. Date for hearing
will be fixed soon. Schilling was released in custody of his counsel, I.

Robert Broder.

New Incorporations
NEW YORK
Prudential

Circuit of Theaters, Inc., Manhattan.
Motion Pictures; capital, $2,000.
Stockholders: David Coral, Jacob Schaum and Margaret Hanaghan, Brooklyn.
Instructional Films, Inc., New York.
Educascreen products; capital, 200 shares of
Shareholders: H. W. Wilson, J. L. Kauffman and C. D. Francis, New York.

tional

stock.

Herbert's
Homunculi,
Inc.,
Kings
County.
Motion pictures; capital, $10,000. Stockholders:
Reuben B. Schmitz, Seymour A. Guttman and

Paula

Rothenberg,

New

Bull Theaters, Inc.,
capital,
$10,000.

Ramer,

York.

Manhattan.

Theatricals;

Stockholders:
Meyer Funt and Leo Fortier,

Odessa

Operating

atricals;

capital,

Glundell,

Emma F.
New York.

Muench,

Corp.,

$1,000.

Kob

Alexander

New

Manhattan.

York.

The-

Stockholders: Ruth
Catherine
R.

and

Cleartone Theater Corp., Bronx.
Theatrical
business; capital, seventy-five shares of stock.
Shareholders:
Herman Young, Sara G. Miller
and Harold D. Scharf, New York.

Armac Amusement
atricals;

holders:

Nettie

Corp.,

200 shares
A. Wieser,
Weisman, Brooklyn.
capital
Elliot

The-

Manhattan.
of

ShareResnick and

stock.

Lee

Motion
Livingston
Theaters,
Inc.,
Oneida.
pictures; capital, $20,000.
Stockho'ders. Myron
Alexander
Kallet,
Sidney
Kallet
and
L.
J.
J.
Saul, Syracuse.

CHANGE OF NAME
France
Corp.

Films

Inc.

to

Franco-American

Film

DISSOLUTIONS
C. H. Buckley Theatrical Enterprises,
Artlee Pictures Corp., New York.

Moviegraphs,

New

York.

Albany.

a
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DENVER THEATRE HONORED BY WORLD PREMIER CONGRATULATIONS SAMUEL

GOLDWYNS BARBARY COAST OPENED TONIGHT BREAKING OUR HOUSE RECORD
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Are Expected from Probe

of

Fox Met.

CHARGEjJVT COUNSEjTRIED TO INFLAME JURY
Are

Supervisor Posts

Associate Producers Take
Their Place in New

Viewing
.

.

.

West Coast Bureau of

—

K UMBER

players

of

I

away

taken

from

^

Hollywood by Broadway stage producers
season will probably set a record, and
the same goes for American enlistments by
Brtish studios and the amount of film talent that is being corralled by the radio for
'

this

weekly or more frequent broadcasts.
except

Although,

the case of radio,
the screen personalities thus being acquired
do not include many important star names,
the situation emphasizes once more the
and that
existing dearth of headline talent
the stage, screen and radio have not been
in

Zanuck, vice-president in charge of
production for 20th Century-Fox,
the office of supervisor has been eliminated in favor of a group of associate producers, with each at the
helm of a working unit and having
wider power and greater responsibility over the making of individual
pictures.

This has created a condition where many
the outstanding star names are being
worked almost to death, while performers
with reputations of lesser magnitude, despite their ample talents, often are neg-

•

LJOOKING
'

'

up somewhere with

situation

the

is

this

same

ON SAM KATZ CLAIM

roles.

causing a monotony in film fare that
will have no beneficial results.
There is no reason why a heavy character
It is

certainly

must be
a

good

a

villain

in

every

picture,

or

must buttle throughout

butler

screen

career;

a little

more extensive use

and,

figuratively

why
his

speaking,

of whiskers and

makeup by character actors to give
themselves an occasionally different appearance would be welcomed by a lot of fans.

other

•

KIOW
'

^

that

cycle

dios have

Hollywood has

well under way,

awakened

a

the

Shakespeare
British

stu-

product of their country, they
than Hollywood to
do justice to his works.
So they are planning to go about it.
As another instance of where Hollywood
stands
in
relation
to
the movie-making
world when it comes to leading the way
in any new direction, this is worthy of at
least

in

a

better position

passing notice.

Federal Judge Coxe yesterday reserved decision on exceptions made
by counsel for Sam Katz against the
report of Special Master John E.
Joyce recommending that Katz's sal{Continued on Page

2)

GB

Studio Unit Aiding
Production in Australia
London — A GB production unit

including Miles Mander, director; J.
0. C. Orton, scenarist, and T. Conachie, cameraman, has gone to Australia to assist in making the first
feature to be produced at the new
National Studios in Pagewood, Syd-

ney.

The picture

is

intended for

world-wide distribution.

IN ST. LOUIS

— In

addition to

nearly

of the 80 theaters in this territory being on double-feature policy,
about 40 per cent of the houses are

St.

Louis

now using chance games, with the
number increasing all the time, ac-

—

Repeatedly charging

that statements by Russell Hardy,
special assistant to the attorney-general, were made with the purpose of
prejudicing and inflaming the jury
against the defendants, counsel for
Warners, Paramount and RKO yesterday vainly moved for mistrial in
the criminal conspiracy action in
progress in Federal Court here. The
application which Judge George H.
Moore denied occurred after defense
attorneys had time and time again
taken exceptions to assertions principally in regard to the assets and

all

(Continued on Page 6)

SCHULBERG-GERING

Korda Finishes

First;

—

(.Continued on Page

1)

STAGE VENTURE

Schulberg-Gering Stage ProducInc., has been formed by B.
P. Schulberg and Marion Gering.
Their first legit offering, "Tapestry
sist the attorney-general's office at in Gray," by Martin Flavin, featurthe hearing to be held this month ing Elissa Landi, is due to open late
in District Court here on the action in December.
brought by major distributors contesting the constitutionality of WisVitaphone Will Produce
consin's new law banning preferred
The exhib unit, which
playdates.
"Palooka" Shorts Series
supported the bill in the 1935 legis"Joe Palooka", the Ham Fisher
lature, holds its first annual concomic strip which formed the basis
vention Oct. 22-23 at the Hotel
of a feature released by United ArPlankington here.
tists last season, will be brought to
the screen again in a series of Vitaphone two-reelers produced by Sam
Sax at the Brooklyn studios. Shemp
Howard will play the role of Palooka's manager, with Lloyd French

—Independent

Theaters
Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan is expected to as-

Milwaukee

tions,

directing.

By EDWARD HARRISON

Results of a lengthy investigation
by the Sabath Congressional ComAlexander Korda has mittee of Fox Metropolitan PlayLondon
completed his first London Films houses, Inc., and its reorganization
production of the new season, has will be laid before U. S. Attorney
in a day or two,
five others before the cameras, and Francis H. Adams
Murray
one more nearing the production it was said yesterday by

Five Others in

IN

Exhibs to Assist State
In Wis. Playdate Action

Sabath's Fox Met. Probe Report
Is Going to U.S. Attorney Soon

to the fact that, as the

Bard was a

are

Louis

of "Wealth" of
Defendants in St. Louis
Trial Arouses Attys.
By ARTHUR EDDY

cording to exchange managers.

increasing

alarmingly

tendency among studios to not only use a
good portion of their same contract players in almost every picture, but to cast
them successively in almost identical type

RUN WILD
St.

DECISION RESERVED

of

lected.

DUALS AND GIVEAWAYS

(Continued on Page 4)

—

doing an awful lot about it except to keep
taking people away from each other.

William

Zanuck

F.

Stressing

First American casualty in the ItaloEthiopian war is Capt. Ariel Varges,
cameraman.
Metrotone
Hearst
Though badly hurt in a hysterical demonstration by Negro troops just after
Emperor Haile Selassie had delivered
proclamation on the
mobilization
his
steps of the Imperial Palace according
INS dispatch yesterday Capt.
to
an
Varges returned to work.

THE FILM DAILY

is

Darryl

ace

Hollywood Under a new producing system effected by Darryl F.

Heading the new set-up

by

Ethiopian Casualty

20th-Fox Setup

the passing parade

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

Eliminated

Work

(Continued on Page 4)

Annoying
Rubinoff, the musical maestro,
says that in the New York broadcasting
studios, the microphones stand in front
of you all the time, but out in Hollywood, they've got the darn things trained
so that they follow you around.

Dave

THE

a
Korda Finishes

-Z&>*DAILY
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

Editor and Publisher

Work

stage, all for release through United
Artists.
The first to be completed is H. G.

Wells' "The Man Who Could Work
Miracles," starring Roland Young.

fore

of

the

the productions now becameras are almost com-

These are "The Ghost Goes
pleted.
West," starring Robert Donat, under
Rene Clair's direction, and "Things
to Come," the H. G. Wells work
which William Cameron Menzies is

all

Lichtbildbuehne,
St., W. I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour-

"Revolt in the
duction schedule.
Desert," the dramatization of the
life of Lawrence of Arabia, is now
being filmed in the Arabian desert
under the direction of Zoltan Korda;
and Robert Flaherty reports progress on "Elephant Boy," in produc-

des-Noues,

tion in India.

DAILY,

Y.

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
6607.
Granite
wood Blvd., Phone
Ernest VV. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

—

Wardour

19.

with
Bergerac,"
"Cyrano
de
Charles Laughton in the title role,

FINANCIAL

will start

next week.

Will Re-Try Lincoln Suit

—New
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for 16 years has been appointed general manager of the Ben Hecht-

Charles MacArthur production organization which soon will start
filming "Soak the Rich" in the Eastern Service studio in Astoria.

OVIOL/A
/V \/" Film Viewing
X

and
Reproducing Machines
ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT

• Illustrated Literature

on request. •

Motion Picture Camera Supply,

has been

Augusta Paper

vs.

Coming and Going

ary claim for $265,498 against Para contract be expunged. Counsel for Paramount contend that because Katz occupied a
managerial position and one of trust
he could be discharged at the will of
the corporation.
Katz's attorney
maintained that the contract was an

employment agreement and was en-

MORT BLUMENSTOCK
for Warner
to work on

tising

Louis

of
route

mer Night's Dream." which opens
bert-Rialto

Theater

WILLIAM
HELLMAN,
ferences

in

there

WYLER.

Oct.

adverto

St.

"A Midsumat

the Shu-

and

LILLIAN

25.

director,

playwright, having completed conNew York, are on their way to

Hollywood to start work on a new
Samuel Goldwyn-United Artists.

picture

for

forceable.

EDWARDS

FRANCIS
and

Denver Doings

—

scenarist,

after

FARAGOH,
summer

a

playwright
vacation or

Connecticut farm, is returning to Hollywood,
where his last assignments were RKO Radio
"The Return of Peter Grimm" and "Beck)
Sharp."

his

1

!

Denver
Roland Lutz, owner of
the Denver Poster exchange, is back
from an extensive trip to Montana
and Wyoming.
Marvin Cohen

has resigned as
shipping clerk at Universal to enter
the jewelry business.

Sam

Cain, former exchange manager and now a theater owner in
Pueblo, was here recently.

W.

Kelley has bought the
Simons theater at Las Animas from
Mrs. Clyde W. Simons. Kelley recently sold his Park at Greeley.
Rick Ricketson is back from the
C.

charge

in

Theaters, is en
the premiere of

east.

Paul Hoppen, owner of the Plaza
and Palace theaters, and C. U.
Yeager of Bank Night went to the

GEORGE W.

WEEKS,

general

manage

sales

for GB, has left New York for a tour of brancf
exchanges in Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Toledo, De
troit, Chicago,
Milwaukee, and St. Louis.
Hi
returns in two weeks.

JEAN MUIR, who arrives in New York toda
the coast to attend the "Midsumme
Night's Dream" premiere, may later proceed t>
England to appear in a picture at Warners

from

Teddington

studios.

JOHN BARRYMORE

is en route from the coas
to Miami for another yacht cruise, to be fol
lowed by picture work.

INA
from

CLAIRE

the

CLARK

GABLE

Nicaragua, on
Rio de Janeiro

Argentine

arrives

New

in

York

toda

coast.

to

stopped

Wednesday
by

off

Germany

via

Managu

in

while

en

He may

plane.

the

Graf

route t
go fror
Zeppelin

RUTH WESTON, having completed her pai
in
the
new
Samuel
Goldwyn
productioi
"Splendor," arrives in New York today froi
Holywood
for
her
stage
appearance
"There's Wisdom in Women," being produce:
by D. A. Doran, Jr.
i

t

San Antonio Notes

—

San Antonio The Majestic an
Texas theaters have installed nei
Western Electric Wide Range.
Jay Widden and his stage ban
New Color for Van Beuren Cartoons from California have opened t
Pittsburgh Briefs
Van Beuren Corp. studio in New Shadowland for an indefinite engage
Pittsburgh— The Pitt will offer revivals
in
conjunction with stage York has completed the first of its ment.

animated cartoons using the new
Seen along North Soledad St. re
three-component Technicolor process
such as was used in "Becky Sharp." cently: Col. S. Ray and the wif>
dance
Nov.
3.
34
Moe Goldman of the Morse & Title of the short is "Molly Moo- from Oklahoma City; Jack H. Ac
1
Cow and the Indians." A second
1% Rothenberg circuit has gone back to cartoon in the new color is now ams, Jr., Dallas film salesman, spor
New York after opening the Pitt
ing a new car; Luther Cumming
here. Louis Wiener, Lee Mann and under way and others will follow.
3/4
They are for RKO release.
house manager of the Nixon, Nixo:
% Sol Perelman will be in charge of
Tex.; Gustav Raetzch still scoutin
the house.
Dan Fenton has been named treasaround town for a suitable mov
Fight Film Jam in Lincoln
% urer
of the Fulton by the house's
house.
% new manager,
Lincoln, Neb. Fight picture batH. Raynor. Fen% ton will also W.
double as assistant tle between J. H. Cooper enterprises
here and the L. L. Dent reached a
manager.

Ojerholm to Manage Unit
John Ojerholm, with Paramount

ALL MODELS

trial

1935

4,

1)

Lincoln
Theater Corp. suit for
breach of contract involving her World Series.
husband, Nick Paper, former operaBuzz Briggs, manager of the
tor of the Capitol here.
Suit was State theater, has gone to Rochester,
settled in favor of the plaintiff in Minn., to go through the
Mayo
amount of $11,754.50 about two clinic, and may undergo an operation
months ago when a directed ver- before returning. Harry Forwood,
dict was asked, but the case was Denver "Post" critic, was through
reopened when new evidence was the clinic recently.
He is now on
submitted by the plaintiff showing the coast and will visit the studio
assignment of stock, which gave the before returning here.
defense grounds for new trial.

bills.

Warner

+
+

15

79% 81
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Warner's 6s39

8

5% +

16%
25%

39

1/4

+ %
+ %
+ %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

i/s

51

40'/4

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40

1

4% +

1

IO6V2

Paramount

20th

13

42%

Inc

pfd

Pathe

12%

1525/8

Chg.

Close

13

15%

pfd.

Low

Lincoln, Neb.
granted in the

Sam Katz Claim

amount under

directing.

"Conquest of the Air," by John
Winston
and
Saunders
Monk
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Decision Reserved

First;

Five Others in

Friday,

Ine.

723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

club will hold

its

annual

—

The Alvin
shows soon.
Bill

is

returning to stage

Collier back

from Cleveland

where he exploited "A Midsummer
Night's Dream."
Informal Equity Meeting Today
First of the informal discussion
meetings for all classes of Actors'
Equity members will take place at
2 P. M. today in the Hotel Astor,
with Maida Reade of the Equity
council as presiding officer.
Guest
speaker will be Clayton Hamilton,
who will lead the discussion on
various aspects of the theater, its
people and its problems. The meeting will be open for discussion of
matters for which there is no time
at the regular Equity meetings.

point where Manager Milt Overman
for the latter called for police protection of his bicycler of the film
between the Varsity and Kiva. Besides these two houses, the Orpheum
and Colonial are running the print,
with the Lincoln, all three Cooper
spots, considering adding.

Town

Wants Theater
Neenah, Wis. As the result of
the protracted closing of the Embassy theater, business men are
of 10,000

—

discussing the possibility of opening
The Embassy is opa new house.
erated by Fox and is the city's only
theater.
Neenah has a population
of almost 10,000.

THE STANDARD
Reference Book
of the

MOTION PICTURE
INOUSTRY

•
1936

FILM YEAR BOOK
Now in Preparation.
Out

in

January

•
Given

with

Free

*

fear's Subscription to

THE FILM DAILY
and

THE
FILM DAILY SERVICl
1650 B'way.

New

York

JEWS OF THE WEEK

INFLUX OF CELEBRITIES
begins with arrival

New

in

of leading papers, greeted

for

IN

PHOTO-REVIEW

Wednesday's

international premiere of 'A

Max

York of Professor
(left)

by Anita

Louise,

Midsummer

Night's

Dream

'

Reinhardt, interviewed (above) by representatives

one

of film's

many

stars

now

in

N. Y. for the opening.*

SUNNY GIRL REPLACES
'SONNY BOY' in Al
Jolson's song, as

announce

Warners

that their

'little

big shot,' Sybil Jason, will

team

with

'The

world's

'the

entertainer'

greatest

Singing Kid'

in

(right).

CALL OF THE WORLD
laugh

brings

Oakie

(left)

to

for role with

-

Jack

star

Warner

lot

Ruby Keeler,

Joan Blondell, Hugh Herbert,
inal

orig-

'Colleen,'

in

musicomedy penned

by Robert Lord, pencilled
for early production start.

BLOCK-LONG
made

'

LINES,

critical

greet 'Dr Socrates' at

of Man,'

next

Paul

Muni

cheers for 'exciting melodrama

New

starring

.

.

.

lively

and

well-

York Strand opening. By coincidence, 'Enemy
vehicle,

finished

shooting

*A Womer

on same day*
Bros

Picture

Vilagraph,

WOTTA

SIGNING,

OH

BOY! Ham

Fisher, creator of 'Joe

Palooka,

Vitaphone Shorts. Sam Sax, d.rector Lloyd French, star Shemp Howard look on as contract .s signed.
will

Inc.,

dramatize

Distributors

his

comic

strip for

THE

DAILY

Friday, Oct. 4,

ZANUCK ELIMINATES
SUPERVISOR POSTS
(Continued from Page

V
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there.

Serving as associate producers at
the

Westwood

Hills studio are:

Johnson, recently
from the writing ranks;
nally

Griffith,

who was

20th

for

Nun-

promoted

Raymond

merger
gowan, who made "Little Women"
and "Becky Sharp" at RKO; B. G.
"Buddy" DeSylva, now bringing to
the screen "The Littlest Rebel,"
which stars Shirley Temple; Henry
Duffy, stage producer, and Bogart
Rogers, former scenario editor and
author of numerous screen and magazine stories.

under Wurtzel as assoJohn Stone and

ciate producers are
Edward T. Lowe.

Other executives in the Zanuck
cabinet are: J. J. Gain, studio manager; Julian Johnson, Story Editor,
William B. Dover, personnel manager; Fred Metzler, studio treasurer;
Edward Ebele, production manager;
William Darling, art director and
Lew Schreiber, casting director.

San Francisco Squibs
San Francisco

— Eleven Gold

telephone system whereby patrons
may obtain any information about
schedules, showing of pictures, etc.,
by calling one number.
May Robson opens in her new play,
"Kind Lady", at the Curran on Oct.
14, when Henry Duffy brings "AnyLegit
thing Goes" to the Geary.
business is having a boom here.
M-G-M's "China Seas" moved to
the St. Francis after breaking records at the Warfield, With Joan
Crawford in "I Live My Life" open-

ing at the latter house.

RKO's "Top Hat", forced out of
another week at the Golden Gate due
to congestion of pictures, reopens
Embassy, which Herman Cohen
managing.
Local Church groups, who have
bitterly attacked films, got themselves in Dutch this week by demanding the personal
appearance of
either Mary Pickford, Joan Crawford,
Norma Shearer or Shirley
Temple at the 400th anniversary
celebration of the Bible, and refusthe
is

ing to accept another film personwhen informed that studio
schedules did not permit any of
these players to come here.
Movie
folk here plan a big luncheon for
Howard Estabrook, Hollywood writer, at a later date.

1)

director of the investi-

gation.
Garsson expects that the
committee's disclosures may lead to
indictments.

LOOKS AS

the Hal Roach organization is defistill placing their
Hal Roach shorts
Jimmy
Hal now has three features on the schedule
Patsy Kelly in "Kelly the Second"
Savo in "Alone, Alas"
and Laurel and Hardy in "Bohemia Girl"

•

•

•

if

but
nitely stepping linto the feature field
main emphasis on the well known brand of

I. Alfred Levy, special counsel to
the Sabath Committee in connection
with the Fox Met. probe, has dis-

cussed several phases of the investigation with Federal

W. Mack and
•

•

•

AND WHY

organization

has
been producing feature shorts for years certainly ought to be
all that Hal needs to add
capable of producing features
to his successful formula is more film and more bankroll
and, ergo
he should have some bang-up feature pi-oduct
for the box-office
that

.

T
•
that

T

T

• • IT WAS no longer ago than January 29, 1935
we predicted in this kolyum the imminent rise of

that

Patsy Kelly
and, lookit
grand comedienne
alshe has
ready Hal is elevating her to stardom in a feature
been given a seven-year contract by Hal's General Manager,
Henry Ginsberg
this development marks the Roach studio
as the only one in the industry exclusively devoted to a combo
of short and feature comedies

©HERE

IS one of the best balanced executive partner• •
ships in the biz
Hal Roach and Henry Ginsberg
to
enumerate Hal's gifts would make us appear silly to you who
have known his record all these years
Henry has been more
or less in the background
doing the administrative work
and doing it with splendid efficiency
he has a sane,
balanced outlook on the entire picture setup
and the new
policy of the Roach organization featuring features and shorts
that bring the smiles and chuckles is a development that the
industry can use to box-office advantage

•
• • ALL HANDS were glad they came to the AMPA
luncheon to hear that advertising authority, Bruce Barton, speak
he started off by noting that only a few short years ago
titles of pictures were worse than the pictures, but that the advertising of those pictures was worse than the titles
therefore the marvellous improvement in newspaper picture advertising now current was to Mister Barton a matter for admiring
amazement
at which all the ad men present automatically
half-rose to their feet to take the bow
pressageys are so
self-conscious, don't you think
(some of them overlooked
the fact that they were the guys who were turning out the lousy
ads several years ago)

•

•

•

•

•

THE LIGHTER

side of the luncheon included Molly

Picon, who gave us
colorful recital

"The Song of the Tenement"
a veryJohn Cecil Holm, who talked engagingly
on his comedy smash, "Three Men On A Horse"
Bob Murphy, now at Loew's State, who was lin his usual grand comedy
form
he said that the guest of honor Mister Barton, had
once written a book about a pal
his agent
the book
is titled "The Man Nobody Knows"
a fine serious and constructive note was sounded by George Hecht, publisher of "Parents' Magazine

«

€4

Judge Julian
up the mat-

more extensively with him, Garsson said. Judge Mack has had chaige
of the Fox Met. receivership and reorganization proceedings for several
years.
After first being informed
of the line of the Sabath Committee's

investigation,

Judge Mack

re-

quested that the new directors of
the reorganized company present
their resignations to him, so that he
might use them if he believed it advisable to do so.
Judge Mack now
has these resignations.

Virginia Notes
Richmond

— Charles

Hulbert

is

be-

ing transferred from the Strand to
the Lee, new house being added to
the Wilmer & Vincent circuit and
scheduled for opening about the middle of the month.
Harold Lucas of Winchester has
succeeded Victor Rich as assistant
manager of Warners' Capitol there.
Rich has been promoted and transferred to Waynesboro, Pa.
Stanley
Barr is manager of the Capitol.
Edwin S. Reid, head of the censor
division, is credited with having been
instrumental in the recent building
and opening of several new houses
in the state. He pointed out the lack
and need of theaters in a number of
places which he visited on a tour
some time ago.
Houses have been
built lately in Hillsville, Galax,

Lynchburg,

tinsville,

Norfolk

Marand

Richmond.
E. A. Branscome of Galax is listed as president of Hillsville Theater,
T
nc,
a
corporation just
$15,000
chartered.

T

T
THE GUEST

speaker noted among other matters
that the advertising fraternity should feel grateful for
that the home office lads were in a stimulating environment like
New York where they brush elbows with all the vital forces
of the day
and are not functioning in the stultified atmosphere of Hollywood
and that the industry has discovered
with a keener perception than that of any other industry
the Greatest Commercial Market
the Mass Mind

•

will take

ter

an

not?

State

management of
Bob McNeil have inaugurated a new

theaters under the

ality

W. Garsson,

associate producer

Century previous to the
with Fox; Kenneth Mac-

Directly

FOX MET. PROBE

IN

1)

ern Avenue studio, retains his position as executive producer of the pic-

made

INDICTMENTS SEEN

1M

E. Goetz, as executive assistant to
Sol M. Wurtzel, who for
Zanuck.
16 years has presided over the West-

tures to be

\.y*t

1V^

«

» » »

Pacific

Northwest Notes

—

Seattle
Lease of the Broadway
theater at 906 E. Madison St. has

been taken by A. L. Ritts, H. L.
Doepke and C. V. Henry.
"Broadway Melody of 1936" has
been held over at the United Artists
of Portland for a second week.
With Charles Murray, Lila Lee,
Lee Shumway and others portraying
the leading roles, the Freeman Lang
Studios are producing "Home of the
Wooden Soldiers" for the red cedar
shingle manufacturers of the Pacific
Northwest. Premiere of the picture
is planned for the San Diego Fair
in November.
Bruce Mitchell is directing the film.

Vivian Lakeburg, formerly of the
Egyptian, has been selected to preside over the box-office at the reopened Neptune. Doris Casebere has
been appointed head usher.

Preluding the International Premiere of

MIDSUMMER

"A

DREAM

NIGHT'S
at the

Hollywood Theatre,

New

York, October Ninth, the National

Company, by arrangement with Warner

Broadcasting

present over

entire

its

Qllne £>.
(Pacific Standard

network

Bros.,

will

at

Qfl
Time)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER FIFTH
gull Gtour's

(fi

NATIONAL BROADCAST
ot the

his

Mendelssohn music

production;

selected

together with

by the producers,

by

Max

Reinhardt to accompany

distinguished
stars

and

personal

contributions

creative artists.

cJnfroaucing

MAX REINHARDT
James Cagney, Dick Powell, Jack L. Warner, Hal B. Wallis, Wuliam
Dieterle,

Olivia

V erree
1

de

Havilland,

Hugh

Herbert,

Teasdale, Ian Hunter, Mickey Rooney.

his broadcast exemplifies tne exceptional attention

this

production

by

Frank McHugh,

radio,

press,

and

all

other

which

is

channels

being accorded
01

publicity.
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Lee Tracy

"BORN TO GAMBLE"
with Onslow Stevens, H.
Doyle,

Republic

B.

Warner, Maxine

Linden, Lois Wilson

Eric

70 mins.

(Liberty)

T
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NEW

HE

F

"TOLL OF THE DESERT"

in

TWO-FISTED"

with

with Grace Bradley, Kent Taylor, Roscoe
Karns, Gail Patrick, Gordon Westcott, G. P.
Huntley, Jr.
60 mins.
Paramount

William

Fred

Kohler,

Jr.

WITH PLENTY ACTION AND A GOOD YARN WILL PLEASE
LIVELY WESTERN

MODERATELY SATISFYING ANTI-GAMFAIRLY ENTERTAINING COMEDY OF FANS.
DRAMA WITH FAIR APPEAL FOR PRIZEFIGHTERS IN SOCIETY MAKES
Fast-moving
OKAY POP ENTERTAINMENT.
GENERAL AUDIENCES.
Somewhat

of

preachment on the

a

and destructive habit, H. B. Warner, now
an old man, relates incidents in the life of
his family, with flashbacks depicting what

happened to four sons who inherited the
gambling urge and suffered from it throughout their careers, which run from before
the war, through the big conflict, the
bootleg period, stock market debacle and
down to the present day, with one boy
losing his life in the war, another being
shot down by racketeers, a third committing
suicide over stock market losses, and the
fourth finally subduing the family curse.

Onslow Stevens,

The

latter,

the

incidental

love

also

interest

figures

with

in

Maxine

Doyle.

Cast: Onslow Stevens H. B. Warner, MaxDcyle, Eric Linden, Lcis Wilscn, William Janney, Ben Alexander, Lucien Prival
ine

Producer, M.

H.

Hoffman; Director,

Phil

Rcsen; Author, E. Morten Hough (story
suggested by Edgar Wallace's "The Greek
Screenplay, E. Morton Hough;
Poropulos")
;

Cameraman, Gilbert Warrenton;

Editor, Mil-

Photography, Okay.

fairly

satisfactory

mass

entertain-

ment even though the wisecracking nature
of its story has

aged somewhat.

Lee Tracy

acquits himself very well in the role played
on the stage by James Gleason, managing a
fighter,

Roscoe Karns, while the other

mem-

of the cast fit into the picture with
Hired as trainers and
agreeable results.
bodyguards in society, Tracy and Karns mix
it
up with the social crowd, where they
make the usual boners, provide indulgent
amusement for the upper crust, become involved in a few dramatic developments
along with the comedy, and drum up a ro-

bers

mance between Karns and

Gail

Patrick,

all

which results in the kind of fare that
has no trouble getting across with the pop
audiences.
The script has been refreshed
a bit, and James Cruze's direction helps it
some more.
Cast: Lee Tracy, Roscoe Karns, Grace
Bradley, Kent Taylor, Gail Patrick, Gordon
Westcott, G. P. Huntley Jr., Billy Lee, Samof

Bacon.
P.oducer, Harold Hurley; Director, James
Cruze; Authors, James Gleason, Richard

Taber;

Screenplay,

Sam

Hellman,

Francis

Moran; Cameraman,
Fishbeck; Editor, James Smith.
Eddie

Good.

Harry

Photography, Good

posed by Attorney Fred H. Wood,
who said the statute under which the
move was being made had been de-

The court

pointed out

its previous day's decision approving of the plan.
defendant application to exclude witnesses awaiting their turn to testify
was also denied by Judge Moore.
Hardy then commenced his opening statement, presentation of which

A

was punctuated by defense counsel
objections. First reading from the
indictment, he declared that the de-

with

plenty

of

audiences

with

petite for westerns.

Fred Kohler,

en agreeable hero.

Fred

up by

His father,
ter by a

threw

is

action

who was saved from

Jr.,

an

ap-

makes

waif picked

a

a passerby after an Indian

ambuscade.
the slaugh-

group of passing outlaws and then

8 mins.

Fine Color Novelty

his lot with

them,

very unique pictorial done in
containing four subjects.
The Natural Bridge of Virginia
which George Washington once surveyed.
The Endless Caverns in the
Cinecolor,

same

The most interesting
famous Shenandoah
Caverns,
showing
the
gorgeous
groupings of stalactites and other
state.

subject

leader of an

crystal

manhood, Fred sees

jarved

is

the

formations that nature has
through the centuries.
A
his foster father shot down by
his
real
novel lighting system was specially
father, whom he does not know and who created by cinematographer
Burgi
does not know him.
Fred vows to get the Contner in order
to properly photooutlaw band and after being sworn in as a graph these
natural wonders under
deputy goes after them.
He is captured
conditions far removed from the
when he invades the outlaws' camp singlein

Grown

outlaw band.

handed.

Fred

to

is

turned loose and is about
the outlaw leader
realizes that he is his son and saves his
life.
Fred then captures his father and
brings him to be hanged without realizing
his identity and without being informed of
it.
A romance is interwoven.
to

be

shot

is

facilities

of the studio.

He

did a

Ambassador, New Grand
Central and Missouri theaters here.

later asserted that the defendant
corporations have joint assets of
Senator James A.
$660,000,000.
Reed, heading the Warner legal
staff, objected to the statement as
serving to prejudice the jury, but
Judge Moore overruled it.
Breaking down his figures Hardy asserted
that in 1934 Warners made 16 per
cent of all the industry's "best
pictures" and has assets amounting
to $168,000,000.
Again an objection
was registered and the process was
duplicated a moment later when the
chief government counsel said the
company controls more than 500 theaters.

Paramount attorneys chorused obwhen Hardy said that the
company is "part of a gigantic cor-

jections

porate cluster," produced 15 per
cent of the "best pictures" in 1934,
runs 1200 theaters and has assets
approximating $405,000,000.
The
prosecutor similarly described
as part of a gigantic corporation,
with the usual objections following.
He estimated that the organization
in 1934 made 13 per cent of the firstclass films and placed its assets at
$92,000,000 and its theaters at 100.
Hardy also alleged that the individual defendant officials "assisted" the defendant companies in perpetuating the alleged conspiracy

RKO

down when

Producer, William Berke; Director, Lester
Williams; Author, Allen Hall; Screenplay,
Miller Easton; Cameraman, Robert Cline;
Film Editor, Arthur A Brocks; Recording Engineer, T T. Tnplett.
Direction,

He

1)

satisfy

will

C. S. Clancy Prod.

A

and

against attractive outdoor backgrounds, this
picture

World"

of the

marvellous
job,
and
Cinecolor
brought out the color scheme beautifully.
The final sequence shows
Niagara Falls shot from many unusual angles, finishing with the full
roar of the giant falls, turned on by
uel S. Hinds, Florence Lake, Sarah Edwards,
Cast: Fred Kohler, Jr., Betty Mack, Roger the sound man. The celebrated radio
Lillian
Leighton, Ferdinand Munier, John Williams, Edward Cassidy, Tern London, Earl announcer, Arthur Hale, delivers a
Indnsano, Lew Kelly, Akim Tamircff, Irving Dwiro.
fine narration.
Should score on any

fendants had conspired to get con-

theater holdings of the defendant
corporations.
Later in the proceedings lawyers
for the three major companies and
six individual defendants involved
in the action asked dismissal of the
indictments on the ground that they
exceed the scope of the Sherman
anti-trust law on which they are
based. Leading the attack from this
angle Attorney George Leisure, representing RKO, declared that the
issues specified in the indictments
are within state jurisdiction alone
and not concerned with inter-state
commerce. Judge Moore refused to
grant the motions.
The session got under way with
the selection of two additional jurors, which procedure was again op-

unconstitutional.

still

trol of the

Tried to Inflame Jury

clared

is

Direction,

Charge Gov't Counsel
(Continued from Page

silent picture of

Martin,

dred Johnston.
Direction, Fair

Based on "Is Zat So?" the stage hit and
about eight years ago, this

evils

gambling, this yarn holds interest fairly
well throughout its narrative contents, but
develops nothing in the way of punch and
therefore is relegated to a medium program
rating.
To impress upon some of his fellow club members that gambling is a vicious

"Wonders

58 mins.

Steiner

BLING

of

L M S
SHORTS

I

Good Photography,

Satisfactory

which the government charges occurred through refusal of the companies to sell pictures to the three
Fanchon & Marco theaters involved
in the action.
Hardy then went into a detailed
account of events preceding the situation on which the criminal action
is based.
He also figured that annual film rentals of the defendant
corporations amount to $220,000,000.
Defense attorneys accused Hardy
with deliberately trying to prejudice
the jurors through stressing the alleged financial positions and properof their clients.
The Government counsel, however, denied he

ties

intended "an attack on wealth."
Later defense lawyers renewed their
motions for a mistrial.
At the afternoon session, Senator
Reed, in behalf of Warners, delivered an opening statement which occupied two an a half hours.
He
alleged that the "only group engaged
in conspiracy is the one represented
by the government".
Taking issue
with Hardy's statements relative to
the "wealth" of the defendant companies, Senator Reed pointed out
that in 1934 both Paramount and

program.

preceding

filing of the

government's

action.

In a vitriolic attack on Harry
Koplar, local theater operator who
was formerly in partnership with
Spyros Skouras' theater company
here, Senator Reed said that when
the partnership was dissolved, Koplar, under the agreement, was to
give the St. Louis Amusement Co.
the right to any houses he planned.
However,
Koplar
he
alleged,
breached the contract when he built
Furthermore,
a theater in 1925.

Reed

asserted,

Koplar

sought

to

"drive" Skouras and Warners out
of St. Louis and to effect a monopoly.
Sailing into Koplar, the Warner attorney charged him with inspiring various legal and other attacks upon his client.
Senator Reed will resume his
statement when court reconvenes
this morning.
Later in the day examination of witnesses is scheduled
to begin with Harry Arthur, President of Fanchon & Marco, slated to
first take the stand.

Abel C. Thomas to Get
Separate Trial Later

—

Louis The severance given
St.
Abel Cary Thomas, Warner secretary and general counsel and a deRKO were in financial difficulties fendant in the government's criminal
and asserted that Warners were conspiracy action on trial here,
"staggering" under the weight of means that he will be given a sepmonetary burdens at that time. Reed arate trial later, attorneys engaged
devoted much time to tracing de- in the case explained yesterday.
upon
contingent
velopment of the Warner Company Date
will
be
and presenting its version of events Thomas' improvement in health.
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COOPER'S

GREATEST PRODUCTION

The

who became

gladiator

the

terror— and the toast— of Pompeii
.

.

.

whose

melted

fighting heart

human

at a touch of

love.

HUMAN INTLRL5T ... ROMANCE ..
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Arena
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.

.

eruption!
city

.

.

blown

Fire

.

IN

THIS VERY HOUR!

Mad pagan
.

2,000

AND LIVH5

Slaves on the auction block!

A
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in

.
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Vesuvius

sky!
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THE LAST DAYS
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OF POMPEII
RKO-RADIO PICTURE
Directed by

ERNEST

1

*
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WITH A CAST
OF THOUSANDS
HEADED BY
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ALAN HALL
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NEWS
San Francisco

Ho!"
Repub-

westerns starring John Wayne,
has been booked for a full week at
lic

Fox

the

theater.

Spokane

A LITTLE
-By

—"Westward

of the current series of

first

DAY

of the

11

—

Republic's entire proset for first-run here.
The Post St. theater has booked the
series of John Wayne and Gene
Autry westerns, with the Granada
playing the complete line-up of the
remaining features. E. L. Walton
of Republic's Seattle exchange negotiated the deals.

gram has been

and 20-cent admission policy. The
neighborhood house has been dark
for the past several months for renovation.
The house is being operated by R. J. Patterson, who also
conducts the Oakland theater.

—

Oklahoma City
K. Weinberger
has joined United Artists to cover
the western and central

Kansas

from "LOTS"

RALPH WILK-

HOLLYWOOD
J-JENRY KING

has returned from
a vacation of three weeks, spent
in
Honolulu.
He is making his
headquarters at the 20th CenturyFox Western Ave. studios and the
story he will direct will be selected
in the next few days.
T

ter-

T

Paul Draper, tap dancer signed by
Warners, will appear opposite Ruby
Keeler in "Colleen." Included in the
all-star cast of this picture, which is
planned as one of the most important musicals on the company's production schedule, are Joan Blondell,
Jack Oakie and Hugh Herbert.
Story is an original by Robert Lord.

Vernon Downing, who appeared in
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street,"
"Lucky Baldwin" has been acHealdton, Okla.—V. E. Hamm has "Peter
Ibbetson"
and "East of quired as an Edward Arnold vehicle
sold his Nusho Theater to Glen Java," has finished an important for Universal. The same studio has
Thompson.
role in "Mutiny on the Bounty," at assigned Robert Armstrong to "CapM-G-M.
tain Commanding."
Boston
George Jeffries is no
T
Y
T
T
Milwaukee The Ogden, formerly longer connected with the local ofHarry Sherman is all smiles these
Bogart, who created
the Studio has reopened with a 15 fice of Movie Sweepstakes.
days.
He has received word that theHumphrey
role of Duke Mantee in the
"Hop-a-Long Cassidy," which he
Broadway
ritory.

—

—

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.,
REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF MARCH
1933.

3,

OF "THE FILM DAILY,Sunday

except

October

New

at

York,

N.

Y.,

for

1935:

1,

New York
County of New York.
State

published daily

of

)

Before me, a notary public, in and for the
aforesaid,

personally

aforesaid publication
the above caption, required by the Act of March 3, 1933, embodied in Section 537, Postal Laws and Reg
ulations, printed on the reverse of this form
to wit
1.
That the names and address of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business manager are:
Publisher, John W. Alicoate, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. ; Editor, John W.
Alicoate, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.;
Managing Editor, Don Carle Gillette, 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y.; Business Manager, Donald M. Mersereau, 1650 Broadway,

New

the
in

York, N. Y.

That

2.

the

owners

are:

"Wid's

Film

& Film Folk," Inc., 1650 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.; John W. Alicoate, 1650 BroadPearl Dannenberg,
way, New York, N. Y.
Addie
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Broadway,
1650
New York,
Dannenberg,
N. Y. Edna Sussman, 1650 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
3.
That the known bondholders, mortga;

;

—

On

the occasion of the

Lumiere

a

shown.

London

ap-

Mersereau, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is the Business Manager of
"THE FILM DAILY," and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief
a true statement of the ownership,
management (and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of
for the date shown

Paris

Gala Lumiere, commemorating the
40th anniversary of the movies, to
be held next month, the first picture in relief, "L'Ami de Monsieur,"
after

J

ss.

State and County
peared Donald M.

Foreign Flashes

—Hans

process,

will

be

Albers will appear

the German version of London
Films' "Cyrano de Bergerac."
Stockholm Victor Seastrom, director, will make his debut as an actor
in a Svensk Film production.
Bernard Natan, head of
Paris
Pathe-Natan, has relinquished a majority of stock to Robert Dirley,
who becomes head of the company
in

—

—

and

will

add from

his

own

capital

over $1,000,000 to increase the asThe new orsets of the concern.
ganization will be financed by a
group of financiers. An extraordinary meeting of the company takes
place late this month.
Astrid Film
Brussells

—

has been
formed, with "Le Cauchemar de Beverloo" to be made as its first picture in Flemish, French and English.

Saint Gal, Switzerland— Ton-Film
Atelier is building a modern studio

produced, has been booked
the entire Loew circuit in
and that it is the second
that has ever been booked

to play
the east

western

by that

chain.
T

T

T

Sidney Lanfield, who directed "Red
Salute" and "The Last Gentleman,"
directing "The King of Buris
lesque," for 20th Century-Fox.

will direct.
Delmer Daves adapted
T
T
T
Robert Sherwood's stage success of
Richard A. Monter has returned
from a vacation of three months in last year for the screen.
r
T
Europe. He visited England, France,
Czecho-Slovakia and Austria.
Charles Wilson, Brian Donlevy
He
is Francis Lederer's personal busiand Hattie McDaniels have been addness manager.
ed to the cast of "It Happened In
Hollywood," now in production at
Y
T
On a marquee: "We're in the the RKO Radio Studios under the
Money."
"Dark Angel."
No Joe direction of Christy Cabanne and
Louis comment lis necessary.
the supervision of Cliff Reid.

T
T
Clifton, the director, spent
five years in India making motion
pictures.
He also made pictures in

Elmer

Indo-China, Switzerland, New Zealand, Cambodia and other interesting points of the globe.
T

T

T

other security holders owning or
per cent or more of total amount
mortgages, or other securities are:

gees and
holding I
of bonds,

Barbara.

None.
paragraphs next above,
4.
That the
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,

two

security holders, if any, contain not only the
list
of stockholders and security holders as
they appear upon the books of the company,
but also in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other fiduciaryrelation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given,
also that the
said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and securityholders who do not appear upon the books
of the company as trustees, hold stock and
securities in a capacity other than that of a

bona fide owner and this affiant has no reason to believe that any other person, association or corporation has any interest direct or
indirect in the said stock, bonds or other
securities than as so stated by him.

average number of copies
the
issue of this publication sold or
distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to
paid subscribers during the 12 months' preceding the date shown above is 5,484.
5.

of

That

each

D.

M.

MERSEREAU,

Business

Sworn

to

and

subscribed

2nd day of October, 1935.
(Seal)

before

Wm. M.

Manager.

me

this

Landres.

Gigli,

Forget Me," with
has been finished

here at a cost of $1,000,000, a record
for an Italian production.
The government has
Belgrade
prohibited children under 16 to witness detective films.

—

Stockholm

—"Barn-Bam,"

be known as "Men of
based on a best selling

It is

novel by Dawn Powell, and was
adapted for the screen by Bertram
Milhauser.
Others in the cast are

Craig Reynolds and Florence Fair.
William McGann is directing.

Berke is preparing to
production this week on the
next Harry Carey western, to be
entitled "Aces Wild." Harry Fraser
will direct.
This is Carey's first
picture under his new contract with
Berke.

Winninger a Kentucky Colonel
Just before he left for Chicago
and the World Series en route to
Hollywood, Charles Winninger was
presented with his commission from
Governor Ruby Laffoon as a Ken-

William

start

first car-

toon to be made in Sweden, has been
completed by Robert Hogfeld.
Paris M. Emile Natan has resigned from Pathe-Natan and formed
Concordia Films with M. Niebenzahl.
Their first film will be "Mayerling,"
with Charles Boyer, directed by Lit-

henceforth
Steel."

T

T

here.

Beniamino

t

"Country Boy," the First National
film starring Barton MacLane, will

Having completed a comedy lead Mary Astor, John Eldredge, Dorothy
in Paramount's "Coronado," James Peterson,
Joseph Crehan, Joseph
Burke is now vacationing at Santa King, John Qualen, Joseph Sawyer,

;

Rome—"Don't

production of "Petrified
Forest," starring Leslie Howard, has
been signed by Warner-First National to re-create the role in their
film version of the play, which will
star
Howard and Bette Davis.
Others who have been assigned parts
in the production are Verree Teasdale
Dick Foran, Allen Jenkins and
Charles Grapewin.
Archie Mayo

T

Contrary

T

T

general impression,
there is more routine and strict adherence to schedule in the actual
making of a picture, than in most
any other business, according to
John Blystone, 20th Century-Fox diTwenty years ago Blystone
rector.
vak.
himself turned to motion pictures
seeking an escape from the detail
Marquis On Radio
and routine of an electrical engineer.
of
"And then I discovered," he points
Marquis de la Falaise, director
"Legong," will be interviewed tonight out, "that nowhere is there more
by Radie Harris and to- rigid adherence to a fixed routine
over
morrow by Bide Dudley over WOR. than on a set! Although, to the uninitiate, there seems to be a great
New Educational Comedy at Roxy deal of aimlessness during the
"Kiss The Bride," Educational's shooting of a film, as a matter of
and technicians actulatest Tuxedo Comedy starring Bus- fact directors
operate with the precision
ter West and Tom Patricola, opens ally njust
of automatons."
at the Roxy today.

Y

Y

Y

tucky Colonel.

to

—

WHN

Buster
B.

F.

Kearon

Carroll

Zeidman

Marcel
Dal Clawson

Nye
Silver

ONE

ONLY

TRAVEL
CAN

SERIES

BE

FIRST!

JAMES

A. FITZPATRICK has

of travel films.

The

made

a fine art

public has learned that

his delightful voyages via the screen are the
finest a theatre
The

first

can book. Years of suprem-

acy behind him, he faces the future with

two

subjects of
Fitzpatrick's

broader plans and interesting innovations

'35-'36 season

are unquestionably
the finest he has

ever done. A treat
for all audiences:
HISTORIC MEXICO CITY
BEAUTIFUL BANFF
LAKE LOUISE

which, with the addition of Technicolor,

make

the

name and product

of Fitzpatrick

AND

things to conjure with in our industry.

Proudly distributed by METRO- GOLD WYN -MAYER

)

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Filed on 20th- Fox

Big Holders

HARRY ARTHUR FIRST WITNESS IN ST. LOUIS TRIAL
SEC Still Examining Paramount Reorganization
Awaiting Action of Judge
Coxe on $3,000,000
in Allowances

SEE BETTER FAN

NEWS RKO

Exchange
The Securities and
Commission has not yet wound up
its examination of the Paramount

DUE TO CONTROVERSY

reorganization but is waiting to see
what action Federal Judge Alfred
C. Coxe takes on the application for
fees and allowances in the reorganization exceeding $3,000,000, the Film
Whether any furDaily Icarr.s.

Culver City, Cal.- A minor shakeup in the ranks of Hollywood correspondents for newspapers, with an

I

'ontinued

<>n

Page

3

Radio has closed a deal with
Radio Cinema Co. of Paris whereby
the latter, which occupies a similar
position in France to RCA here, will
dub 20 to 25 Radio pictures during
1935-30 and also handle English versions, it was said yesterday by Phil
Reisman, head of RKO Radio forIn the past Radio Cineign sales.
ema has handled only seven or eight
dubbed Radio pictures during a seaThe effect of the agreement
son.

improvement in the quality of the
reporters and the type of movie fan
news, is seen by Rembert James,
managing editor of the Culver City
Evening "Star-News", as a result of
recent controversy over the de(Continued on

Page

GOES TO GOV'T TODAY Harrv Sherman

3)

Acquires

25 C. E. Mulford Stories
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The Sabath Congressional ComHollywood

—About

25 of Clarence

will be to oostpone indefinitely
(Continued on Page 3)

RKO

Adams.

Named

Special Counsel
T. Probe
For A. T.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

&

j

I

writings over a period of
Six westerns based on these
stories are for Paramount release
They include '"Hopthis season.
Eagle's
"The
Cassidy".
Along
Again".
Brood", "Bar 20 Rides
Protege",
Cassidy's
"Hop-Along
"Mesquite Jenkins" and "The Man

—Assurances

from Bar

&

Communication*

along extremely
be
liberal lines were given last night

conducted

will

(Continnued on Page 3)

309 Claims Expunged
Judge Alfred C. Coxe yester509 claims against Paraindividual holders of bonds
and debentures of G. B. Theaters Corp.
expunged on the ground that Paramount
had guaranteed the securities to the
not
trustee under the indenture and
Federal

ordered

mount

of

to the individual holders.
had already filed a claim
amount of the securities.

The trustee
for

the

full

says

\

!

I

J

I

20".

Chase Holdings

57%

Commission

13

of Pfd.,

Henry Lazarus,
Owners

of

20th-Fox

31%

of

Common

registration filed by 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp. with the

Amended

York Stock Exchange shows
Chase National Bank holds

Thirteen more product deals have 574,753 shares or 42.29 per cent of
been signed by Republic since its the new preferred stock, and 287,recent announcement that 2,000 ex- 376 shares or 23.43 per cent of the
hibitor and circuit accounts had been new common. In addition, the bank

New

contracts include Harris and Interboro circuits, New York;

owner of 200,000 shares
of pref erred and 100,000 shares of
and
RKO, Maine & New Hampshire
common, giving it a grand total of
Strand circuits, Boston; Van Nomi- 57.01 per cent of the preferred and
kos and A. B. McCollum circuits, 31.58 per cent of the common.
Chicago; Chesbrough circuit, CinJoseph M. Schenck holds 55,283
(Continued on Page 3)

and

RKO,

their

subsidiaries

and

various officers had conspired to violate the Sherman anti-trust act Dy
refusing to furnish first run motion
pictures for the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Central Theaters here, except to Warners or
some concern affiliated with or controlled by them, took the witness
stand at 3:12 p. m. yesterday as the

NEW PATHE

DIRECTORS

Chas. L. Stillman of "The March

Time" and W. C. Stettinius have
been elected directors of Pathe Film
Corp., filling the vacancies left on
the board by the resignation of Arthur B. Poole and Arthur Sewall 2nd.
rus, who is trying out Sunday vauan officer of the comThe chief Poole remains
deville at the Coliseum.
pany.
need, however, is for moi"e payrolls,
says Lazarus.

of Louisiana,
and operator of three houses here.
Night clubs have cut into movie attendance here, according to Laza-

Allied Theater

More Product Deals
New
Are Closed by Republic that

closed.

pected to be the federal government's star witness in its efforts
to prove that Warners, Paramount

—

l

that the
T. investigation by the Fed-

Washington

—

(Continued on Page 3)

I

ray D. Garsson, director of the in- thor's
Garsson believes that years.
vestigation.
the committee's disclosures will lead
He declined to comto indictments.
ment on the nature of the evidence
to be submitted to U. S. Attorney

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Louis Harry C. Arthur, president of Fanchon & Marco and ex-

Money Giveaway Nights
Lose Draw, Says Lazarus STILLMAN, STETTINIUS

E. Mulford's outdoor romances have
New Orleans Even money givebeen acquired by Harry Sherman in
a deal with Doubleday-Doran, pub- away nights, which were crowding
lishers of the Mulford books, cov- the houses at one time, have lost
their drawing power lately,
was said yesterday by Mur- ering the "Hop-Along Cassidy" au- much of
president of

tion, it

day

RKO

—

the

A. T.
eral

TIE-UP IN FRANCE

Arthur Will Be Recalled
When Trial Resumes
Today
By DAVID BARRETT
St.

REPORT ON FOX MET.

mittee expects to present this morning to U. S. Attorney Francis H.
Adams a complete report on its inof
Fox Metropolitan
vestigation
Playhouses, Inc., and its reorganiza-

RADIO EFFECTS

is

beneficial

(Continued on Page 3)

of

John Krimsky to Launch
Independent Company

New

John Krimsky, back

in

New York

after a year in Hollywood, announces
he is completing arrangements for

He
an independent film company.
also plans to appeal personally to
Will H. Hays to remove the ban
placed by Joseph I. Breen on the
English version of "Maedchen in
Uniform".
Making Separate Booth Deals
The Music Hall, Center and Roxy
Theaters are negotiating separate agreements with Local 306 under which
they will continue to pay the present scale of $2.55 an hour to booth
men, it was said yesterday at union
headquarters.
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SMASH

broadcast goes on the entire network of
• A
for one hour at midnight tonite
dedicated to Warners'
Reinhardt will go on the
"A Midsummer Night's Dream"
air from New York
while the members of the cast and
others concerned in the production of the Shakespearian comedy
will .join in from California

•

•

NBC

19.

FINANCIAL
Low

High

Am. Seat
Columbia

vtc.

Picts.

1314

+

64

64l/4
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4'/s
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41/8

Ind
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Con.

15%
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14

pfd..
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pfd.
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Inc

Loew's.

1st

Paramount 2nd

1
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RKO
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434

20th

16'/8
Century-Fox
Century-Fox pfd. 25y2

16
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25%

25%

714
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41 V,

40'/2

Pathe

20th

Film

.

Warner
do

4

1531/2

Kodak

Paramount
Paramount

3

155/s

Fm.

East.

Ind.

Va

521/2

15%

pfd.

Con.

Bros

pfd

said to be the first movie produced
in America, will be shown at the

Antiques Exposition opening Monday evening at the Hotel Commodore. It is in two reels, one reel depicting the Minnesota Massacre of
1862, while the other is a "news-

+

14
3/8

+

Va

4014

Th.

Eq.

6s40.

.

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.

Loew
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Paramount

RKO
RKO
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Sonotone

Technicolor

2'/i

2%

2%

1814

17%

17%

27/g

3

Trans-Lux

Progress

on

Parade

Armory

Naval

on

their

Janet Gaynor
Carole Lombard
Harold

— %

3

+ %

David L. Loew
James Bradbury. Jr.
Louise Dresser

Alice
Reisner

York

RKO

yes-

Radio

Detroit
today.

S.
FARMER, assistant
Panama branch, has sailed

manager of
for his post
the Tai Shain, after his first holiday
the States in five years.

RKO's

LUIGI PIRANDELLO. Italian playwrgiht
is
returning to Italy today on the Conte di Savoia
visit
of about three months in this

after a
country.

JOHN KRIMSKY
a

year

RKO

RKO

post in the
Radio Pictures
studio publicity department under
Howard S. Benedict.

back

STANLEY BERGERMAN,

in

New

York

after

left

yesterday

former Universal proHollywood.

for

"Crusades" Run Ends Oct. 13
Broadway two-a-day showing

"The Crusades"

of

end Oct. 13, an
eight-week run. Paramount has advanced the general release date of
the

De

will

Mille picture to Oct. 18.

Pathe

West

Elliston A. Vinson, formerly assistant to J. A. Dowd, advertising
and publicity manager for
Theaters at the home office, left for
Hollywood yesterday, to assume a

is

Hollywood.

in

in

New

Offices

Pathe Film Corp. begins occupancy of its new quarters at the
RKO Building, Radio City, today.

Another "Mickey" for Soviets

Amkino has purchased "The Band
Master," Mickey Mouse cartoon in
Technicolor, from United Artists for
exhibition in the Soviet Union. Amkino may purchase others of the>

"Top Hat" Opens

—

A

Balcony

subjects.

It

Lowell, Mass. "Top Hat" opened Closed Screening for Rene Clair Film
New Film Alliance will hold a
the balcony of the RKO Keith Theater, and filled it all during the en- closed screening for its patrons and
gagement, according to Manager their guests to preview Rene Clair's
Sam Torgin. The shelf had been social satire, "The Last Millionaire."
closed all year round save for an oc- tomorrow evennig at the New School
for Social Research.
casional Saturday matinee.

Davis,

Jr.

Knowland

in

Use
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Reference
Preference

Books

in

Information and Statistical Data

their

Another

to

own

files

compelling reon Film Daily

flection

Accuracy, Completeness
and Reliability.
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1936
Now
Out

Charles D. Vuono Dead
85 Per Cent Want Single Bills
Stamford,
Conn.
Charles
D.
Balloting on double features conVuono, 56, husband of Mary Vuono, ducted by Leo Brecher's Plaza Thewho owns and operates the Strand ater among patrons of the house has
and Palace, first-runs, died yester- resulted in an 85 per cent vote
day after a long illness.
against duals.

!

an interesting fact

many Executives

this industry

night.

film.

is

that

"Chapdelaine" Midnight Showing
"Secret Agent X 9" for Films
An extra midnight showing of
King Features Syndicate has added "Secret Agent X 9" to its screen "Maria Chapdelaine" which is breakreleases.
The William Morris Office ing all existing records at the
Cinema de Paris, will be given tois handling: negotiations for a fea-

birthday:

Owen

Hollywood

WILLIAM

Interested in Plays
Western Booked Over Loew Circuit
Walt Disney
Paramount 's "Hop- Along Cassidy,"
M-G-M is understood to have an
Harry Sherman production from the interest in the Maxwell Anderson
Clarence E. Mulford story, has been play, "Winterset," staged by Guthrie
booked over the Loew circuit. This McClintic and currently at the Marmarks one of the few occasions when tin Beck Theater.
Loew has played a western extenWarners are expected to have an
sively.
interest in "Eden End."

ture
Arthur M. Loew
George Irving
Kathryn Crawford

to

Exposition at the
the week starting

for

in

lowing

returned

the coast
Texas.

SERVICE!

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Corp

Elliston Vinson Transferred

reel."

+ Vi
+ %

15%
15%

143/4

Show Pioneer Film
"Diaphanous," made in 1870 and
Will

+ %

7% +

has

on
in

JUDITH ALLEN, film actress, and the Hollywood Debs are in Detroit appearing at the

+ %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

•
•
THE BLUE Ribbon winner for the September re•
leases as selected by the National Screen Council is
Radio's
"Top Hat"
this makes the fourth Blue Ribbon winner for
this company for 1935
"Roberta" won in March
"The
Informer" in June
and "Alice Adams" for August
(his makes two Astaire-Rogers pix in one year
which is
quite an achievement

Chg.

Close

13'/4

the coast

the east

ducer,

Net

13V4
64y4

after

ELLISTON A. VINSON left New
terday for the coast to join the
Pictures studio publicity department.

RKO

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

has arrived back
a stopover

York

KINGSTON

from

in

Cour-

la

from

of duty on

— Lichtbildbuehne.
Harle, La

Cinematographie Francaise.
iles-Noues,

•

uive a salute to Abe Bernstein, Manager of the New York office
for four years "Bernie" has been doing a swell job for
Billy
much of the success of this publication is due to the
fine work of Abe and his staff here in the east

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Address

•

Anniversary Issue of Hilly Wilker
son's "Hollywood Reporter" is something for him to be proud
about
with a loose-leaf steel-wire binding
printed on
it
is a credit to the enterprise
a beautiful calendar stock
of the trade press of the industry
and in passing we must

the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States outside

under

Y.,

Terms (Postage

New

AL

•

Carls Gillette, Managing
Entered as second class matter,
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,

Don

Editor;

York

and his wife. NAN SUNDERLAND, just back from England, opens Oct
10 in Cleveland for a road tour of "Dods-
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ARTHUR 1ST WITNESS
TRIAL

IN ST. LOUIS
(Continued from Page
first

witness in the case.

Warner officials
chon & Marco were
that

said that

the lambs

RKO.

i

(

'ontinued

from Page

their

anti-publicity

that they cannot
newspapers.

policy, realizing
win a battle with

nothing personal against
Marco' he said," Stancontinued. " 'We are going to teach
the bondholder's committee a lesWarner Brothers have an
son.
equity in those theaters and they
are going to protect it and we will
I am sorry,
have to destroy you.
but you are the lambs that have to
be slaughtered'."
Arthur then stated that he asked
Thomas and Starr whether they
couldn't suggest some way for Fanchon & Marco to save themselves,
as they didn't know that Warners
were one of the bidders for the theis

&

He

said

that

Thomas

an-

swered he was sorry for Fanchon &
Marco, but that the only thing to
do would be to walk out from their
investment in St. Louis.
"But I told him that Allen Snyder
might sue me," Arthur continued.
"He replied that would be just too
bad.

Says He Offered W. B. a Theater

•'Then I offered to give Warners
Thomas
our deal for the houses.
said they didn't want our deal, saying 'Your deal is a sucker deal. Probably some other suckers will make
We want the thesimilar deals.
aters on our own terms and intend
to get them'."
Arthur added that the Warner
officials charged that the bondholders protective committees were seeking to feather their own nests; that

Dysart, chairman, wanted to
perpetuate himself in a job and that

Tom

REPORT

Tie-up in France
ontinued from Page

Radio's
its

entrance

RKO

Radio
in

will

Sweden

open
in

its

own

ex-

January or

February.

stock

&

Still

(Continued from Pane 1)

Samuel

into

said.

Special Counsel
Sec
For A. T.
T. Probe

when

1

France with
own exchange system, Reixnan

change

I >

shares of preferred and 214,642
shares of common, representing 4.07
and 17.50 per cent. Darryl F. Zanuck is listed as the holder of 21,945
preferred
and
common
183,979
shares. Percentages of the total are
1.61 and 15.
William Goetz holds
4.07 per cent, or 55,283 shares of
preferred, and 17.50 per cent, or
214,642
shares
of
new common

Radio Effects

Named

Becker,

friend

and

political

for it.
Quotes Warner Officials
He then testified that at this point
Arthur related that at one meeting with Sears, Starr and Thomas he offered to give the Warners either
about 3 p. m. March 6, 1934, Stan- the Fox or the St. Louis Theater as
made the assertion that Fanchon & an outlet for their product in St.
Marco had to be sacrificed because Louis, but this offer was refused.
they had upset the Warner plans in He also quoted Thomas as saying
that the Warners intended to "break
St. Louis.
He added that Starr further as- those Greeks too", referring to the
and
accused
Brothers,
serted that Warners would have to Skouras
Abe
double-crossing
of
destroy any other lessee of the Am- Skouras
bassador, Missouri and New Grand Warner on a deal for the St. Louis

Central Theaters, the bondholders
protective committees and the bondholders.

RKO

1

stroying of film illusions by backstage "expose" items.
James also
believes that the studios will relax

adviser of Governor Phil
LaFollette of Wisconsin, was named
acting special counsel of the probe.
is
the second
LaFollette
finally allowed by Judge Moore with Becker
said
protege placed in a key berth in the
proviso that what was
the
as
huge telephone investigation.
should be accepted by the jurors
only affectng the individual defendants who were pi-esent at a partic- Attorney Levinson for the committee wished to continue as counsel
ular meeting.

aters.

IN

(Continued from Page

See Better Fan News
who
Due to Controversy
they

Fan-

for the various defendants who contended that the government had
not then laid the proper legal foundation for a conspiracy, but it was

" 'It

SHOWN

1

The injection of this testimony
came over the objection of counsel

Fanchon

20TH-F0X HOLDERS

Bonds Jump 64 Points

He charged

had to be destroyed because
blocked Warners in St. Louis.
Very early in his testimony, he
told his version of a conversation he
claimed he had in New York with
Abel Cary Thomas, Gradwell Sears
and Herman Starr, Warner officials; with George Schaefer, Paramount executive, and with Ned E.
Depinet, president of

RKO

RKO part-paid bond certificates, in which there had been no transactions in the
bcld market for the past two weeks, sold yesterday at 134, a jump of 64
points from
the last sale.
Better earnings of the company and more optimism over film
business
were credited for the spurt.

White, Weld

Examining

Para. Reorganization

Continued from Page 1)
ther hearing will be held by the SEC
will depend on the nature' of Judge
Coxe's rulings. The SEC investigation is purely for the purpose of
<

making recommendations
mess on future legislation.

to

&

Co.,

of

40 Wall

as holding 212,630
preferred, or 15.64 per cent; 106,315
shares of common, or 8.67 per cent;
and $9,700 of 6 per cent convertible
gold debentures due April 1, 1936,
representing 0.57 per cent.
White,
Street,

is

listed

Weld has made

it known that they
are not the real or beneficial owners
of any shares of stock that are registered in their name, but are the
beneficial owners of $9,700 of the 6
per cent debentures.
Amerex Holding Corp. holds 7,832 stock purchase warrants expiring March 21, 1936, or 62.66 per cent
of the total, while Hayden, Stone &
Co., of 25 Broad Street, holds 2,583
of the same kind of warrants. The
latter's holdings equal 20.67 per cent-

Con-

telling of a motion picture
theater war in St. Louis. The "Film
Daily" article headed "Warners and
articles

Fanchon & Marco in St. Louis thewar" was read to the jury by
Arthur over the protest of attorneys
ater

for the defense.
He said that Sears was the first
one to say that Fanchon & Marco
were the lambs that had to be
slaughtered,
but
that
later
the 13
Product Deals
others made the same assertion.
Closed
by Republic
A few days later Arthur said he
(Continued fronfPage 1)
called on Depinet at the RKO offices
houses.
At the same conversation and said he asked him about the War- cinnati; RKO, Des Moines and
he said the Warner men referred ner statement they had the RKO Omaha; Bijou Amusement Co., Charto Harry Koplar, an associate of pictures for St. Louis.
He quoted lotte; RKO. Detroit; Warner, Los
Arthur in the operation of the Am- Depinet as saying: "Yes. I had to Angeles; RKO, San Francisco.
bassador, Missouri and New Grand commit them.
You have been in
Central as "A little rat" and also this racket long enough to underCohen Reported Joining Columbia
applying other strong names to Kop- stand. They put the pressure on me.
They are my company's biggest cus- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lar.
Report current here
He asserted that the Warner offi- tomer. I am sorry, but I had to do is Hollywood
that Emanuel Cohen will soon
However, it may not come to
cials further asserted they planned it.
join Columbia as a producer.
to take over any "can" in St. Louis pass."
they could obtain and show not only
His Talk With Schaefer
Borzage to Direct Marion Davits
their own, but Paramount and RKO
He also told of a conversation with West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
pictures as well.
Schaefer about Paramount Pictures,
Hollywood
Frank Borzage will
Says Warners Planned Duals
claiming that Schaefer said Warner direct Marion Davies' next picture,
He further quoted Thomas as say- Bros, were threatening to upset "Glorious," for Warner Bros.-Cosing that Warners planned to dou- Paramount's plans in Detroit where mopolitan.
ble bill the houses they would lease Paramount had $14,000,000 invested
and play for a dime if necessary and and that he had to give Warners the defense.
Jim Reed continued
that all of the resources of Warner the pictures for St. Louis.
his vicious attack on Harry Koplar
Bros, would be put behind the fight.
At the outset of his testimony, and his business methods in defend"Did he use the word fight?" Rus- Arthur told of his company's inter- ing the Warner moves in St. Louis.
sell Hardy, special assistant to the est in St. Louis, including the opera- William
R. Gentry spoke for the
Attorney General, who was direct- tion of the Ambassador, Missouri Paramount companies, Samuel W.
ing the questioning, asked.
and Fox and also of the St. Louis Fordyce for Schaefer personally, and
"Yes. He said that the first gun and New Grand Central which are Jacob M. Lashly for RKO and Depwould be fired with the opening of closed, and of his association with inet. In his statement Lashly dwelt
the Shubert Theater with 'Wonder Allen Snyder in the St. Louis Am- at length on RKO's experience with
Bar' as the attraction."
bassador Theaters, Inc., and the St. the Famous Amusement Company,
He declared that Thomas added Louis Missouri Theater, Inc., which a Koplar concern, and Harry Arthur
bondthe
Picthey wanted to impress on
leased the three theaters from the under a contract to furnish
holders' committee that no one else bondholders' committee.
Efforts of tures to the St. Louis theater for
properly
He said
but Warner Bros, could
Hardy to have Arthur testify con- the season of 1933-34.
cerning the number of pictures pro- evidence would be presented to prove
operate the houses.
Arthur said he was accompanied duced yearly by each of the eight that it was this unsatisfactory exto the meeting by Jack Partington producing companies were blocked perience that caused Depinet to rent
and that the conference lasted al- when he admitted his figures were RKO pictures for St. Louis to the
most two hours. Earlier in the day, taken from the "Film Daily Year Warners instead of to another concern in which Koplar was interested
he said, he had a conversation with Book."
The entire morning and part of wth Snyder and Fanchon & Marco.
Gradwell Sears and saw on Sears'
Arthur's testimony will be condesk copies of the "Film Daily" and the afternoon was taken up by the
"Motion Picture Daily", containing opening statements of attorneys for tinued today.
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REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS

LITTLE from LOTS
By

"LITTLE BIG SHOT"

"THE OLD HOMESTEAD"

with Sybil Jason, Glenda Farrell. Robert Arstrong, Edward Everett Horton

with Mary Carlisle and Lawrence Gray

RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
{"^.ILDA GRAY, another famous
former Ziegfeld star has joined
the cast of M-G-M's "The Great
Ziegfeld."
Miss Gray, bringing her
original assortment of shimmy and
South Sea numbers, will report for
duty at the studios to join Ann Pennington, Fannie Brice, and other
musical stage,
celebrities
of the
Luise Rainer, who made her American film debut in "Escapade," will
William
be seen as Anna Held.
Powell has the title role.

T

78 mins.

Warners

A WINNER, THOUGH
YARN GIVES HER POOR

SYBIL JASON

RAMBLING

IS

j

j

'

bad vehicle to select
to put over such an engaging youngster as
The kid should go far and
Sybil Jason.
prove a good runner-up for Shirley Temple,
but they'll have to select better material
a

rather

The little trouper is very
than this one.
winsome and engaging, and proves her versatility

several

in

impersonations,

including

Robert ArmGreta Garbo and Mae West.
strong and Edward Everett Horton appear
as a couple of cheap con men on Broadway
who find themselves responsible for the lit-

when

girl

tle

her father

is

bumped

off

by

They try to unload
underworld gang.
on an orphan asylum, but this failing,
finally adopt her, and both become attached
to the winsome kid as she creeps into their
Meanwhile Glenda Farrell as a
hearts.
cloakroom girl is trying to make something
out of Armstrong and get him away from
his cheap rackets.
Later the same gang
the

her

T

is

T

T

also

in

big for the sentimental build-up.

Cast: Sybil Jascn, Glend:

New
M-G-M

Farrell,

.

T

T

GOOD FAMILY ENTERTAINMUSICAL PRODUCTION WITH
VARIED AND PLEASING CONTENTS.
FAIRLY

MENT

Curtiz; Author, Harrison Jacobs; Screenplay,

T

IN

rection,

Handicappe

Detroit

— First

formed to operate the Lisbon and
Rex. The Lisbon will be completely
modernized. It is owned by the Peoples Savings & Loan Co., while the
Rex is the property of the Firestone
bank.

of

rence Gray.
too

Success

much

around

in

the big city proves

Gray, who
another man's

for

playing

starts

and gets
himself into trouble.
Eddie Nugent, a band
leader, takes an interest in Mary, but she
is true to Gray, and when conditions become
displeasing to the other boys from the country,
they leave Gray and go back home,
accompanied by M.iry.
The radio people
arrange to continue the broadcast from the
fa-m, where Gray also returns after he has
hit the skids and lost his swelled head, and
so to a happy ending with Mary.
with

wife

Cast: Mary Carlisle, Lawrence Gray Dorothy Lee, Willard Robertson, Eddie Nugent,
Lillian

Miles,

H.irry

Conley,

Len

Sly,

Hugh

Producer,

Fu:r\

Verne

Spence

Bob

,

M

H

Hoffman

W

Jr

,

Director,

Scott

and

,

Darling;

Lyrics,

John

Brennan,
Ti d Snyder, Georgi Waggner, Howard Jackn, Jack Bennett. Neil Mcret, Harry Tobias,
Charles Rosoff. Manny Stone; Cameraman,
Harry Neumann
Direction,

Lcui'.

G

Alter,

J.

Kiern

Photography, A-l

double

bill

at

the

circuit.

Lincoln,

Neb.

—The

Westland

house,
features as

Varsity here,
return to

will

double
a policy after
the extended run of "She Married
Her Boss." This finishes the rumor
that vaude will come back.

—

Neb. Wayne Elmelund,
house manager at the
Stuart here, has gone to the Century
circuit, Long Island, N. Y., where
he'll work under Norman Prager.
Lincoln,

assstant

Iowa Items

week at the RKO Downtown, Manager Clem Pope made a

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

—A

new theater

built in Livermore.

is

to

Plans for

its

construction have been announced by
J. Collins.

Glen Caldwell, Orpheum manager
Davenport, was the speaker at the
Agenda Club this week on his exat

periences in the picture business.
The Elite at Laurens has installed

new wide range sound equipment.
Hale Cavanaugh, manager of the
Orpheum, Harry Hiersteiner, manager of the Family, and W. R. Beckley, manager of the Paramount, all
of Des Moines were among the
judges for Iowa Negro Talent Week.

Jersey Jottings
Two

for a fifth

quick
switch
in
bookings
and
Miss Chatterton.
This pro- brought in "The Return
of Peter
duction will shortly be placed in
Grimm".
work under the direction of Marion
Gering.
Auditions for Acting School
T
T
r
The Studio of acting, of which
Big Boy Williams has joined John Leighton Rollins is director, anBoles, Jack Holt, Karen Morley, Bill nounces that its one public audition
Robinson and other principals in the for applicants for its course of
cast of "The Littlest Rebel," Shir- studies opening on Oct. 16 will be
ley Temple's newest starring picture heard by Margaret Anglin at Beekfor 20th Century-Fox.
man Tower on Oct. 10 at 4 o'clock.

Des Moines

of humor.

Because subsequent run exhibitors
squawked about "Top Hat" holding

j

Wood.

"Comical Oddities of Ye Olde Days" be

—

posite

State University football player, as'i
the chief guest.
Luncheon committee
includes
Max Stern, George
Trautman, Harry Schreiber, Jacjc
Needham, Johnnv Jones and Pete

SHORTS

7 mins.
Richard Connell has been signed RKO downtown since its reopening C. S. Clancy Prod.
Novelty Laughs
Pioneer Pictures to prepare a is scheduled for next week.
story for production in Technicolor.
Burglars got $200 in a safe robThis is a compilation of the proHe has been at the Harold Lloyd bery at the Aloma Theater.
ducer's well known tombstone epistudios and will return there at the
taphs dating back to the early New
C. C. Alguire, owner of the Coconclusion of his Pioneer contract.
loma Theater in Coloma plans to England days when folks said on
lose the house and is building a the tombstones of the denarted what
T
T
T
rhey really thought about them. Very
George Walsh, star of the silent new 400-seater.
Frank Mellon, veteran manager, droll and funny. Death is not a subfilms, will appear with Mae West
again in her next Paramount pic- has joined the Krim Circuit as man- ject to be laughed at but anyone
ture, "Klondike Lou," being direct- ager of the Buchanan, succeeding with a sense of humor will get many
ed by Raoul Walsh, George's brother. Albert Reineck. who was transferred a chuckle out of these tombstone
He was with Miss West in "Belle of to the Sun. William Klarry, for- quips and sly pokes. Arthur Hale
mer Sun manager, becomes chief on the narration handled the delicate
the Nineties."
booker and general manager of the job with good taste and a fine sense
T
T

:

—

Columbus, O. Weekly luncheons!
the Variety Club start Monday
the Deshler-Wallick Hotel, with
Francis A. Schmidt, leading Ohio

of
at

a

Nigh; Author,
Screenplay, same
Music
Scholl,

—

Lisbon, O. As a result of deals
closed recently, local business men
have announced a company will be

Kane,
Nolan,

Farr

William

T

Eddie

Knight,

by

Marian Marsh has been assigned
to a featured role in the forthcoming
Ruth Chatterton starring vehicle for
Columbia. Oto Kruger has already
been engaged for the male lead op-

—

Photography, A-l

Detroit Doings

roles.

—

Canton, O. Mrs. Blanche Walten-,
baugh, 51, treasurer of the Grand
opera house here for eleven years!
and wife of T. J. Waltenbaugh, fori
more than 25 years manager of the!
same house, died this week.

by Mary Carlisle, the sweetheart
the leading member of the group, Law-

officials

Wald, Julius J Epstein, Robert Andrews; Cameraman, Tony Gaudio

D

1935

Bucyrus, O. Milton J. Bryer manager of the State, has been named
manager also of the new Schine theater nearing completion.

rural

a

is

Jerry

the cast of "Riff Raff," new M-G-M
production in which Jean Harlow
and Spencer Tracy have principal

5,

melodrama of the same title, this
modernized concoction with a radio
background for its musical specialties along
with a story that has enough romance, comedy and other developments to make it
palatable for the neighborhood houses. Yarn
is
about a group of farm boys who are
brought to the attention of New York radio
old

Robert

contracts are announced by Aimstrcng, Edward
Everett Hcrtcn, Jack La
with
Director Robert Z.
Arthur Vinton, J Can oil Naish, Edgar
Rui
Leonard and with Sid Silvers, who Kennedy, Addison Richards, Joseph
Sawyer,
appears as Jack Benny's stooge in Emma Dunn, Ward Bond, Tammany Ycung.
"Broadway Melody of 1936." Leon- Murray Alper, Marc Lawrence, Guy Usher
ard is now directing "The Great
Producer, Sam Bischcff; Director, Michael
Ziegfeld."

George Givot has been added to

72 mins.

(Liberty)

Oct

HERE & THERE

Instead of being a revival of the famous

This was

Jan Kiepura, Hollywood's newest
outstanding linguist, will get the
chance to use at least three languages
in recording songs in "Give Us This
Night," in which he is appearing that bumped off the kid's father kill the
Master leader of a rival gang, and Armstrong walks
Swarthout.
with Gladys
murder and then the
of English, French, German, Spanish in right after the
and Polish, the singer will record police hunt is on for him. The climax has
through strong as the
his numbers in English, Spanish and Armstrong coming
hero in the roundup of the gang, and Sybil
French.
T

Republic

START.

Arline Judge, 20th Century-Fox
contract player, has returned to the
home lot, where she will enact a
comedy role in the forthcoming Warner Baxter starring picture, "The
King of Burlesque."
T

Saturday,

of the wealthiest communities

in New Jersey will vote Election Day
on the questoin of having Sunday
movies. The towns are Montclair and

Pittsburgh Louis Weiner, manager of the Pitt, left on a brief Maplewood, and indications are the
scouting tour through Western Penn- move will be successful in both
sylvania during which he will spot places.
a number of houses for his firm,
Samuel Hochberg, manager of the
Morse & Rothenberg.
Savoy Theater, Bloomfield, and Mrs.
Nat Fleischer, independent dis- Hochberg were held up and robbed
ributor, is in Philadelphia to visit Oct. 2 of more than $100 in receipts.
his family.
Elizabeth police are working on
Seen on Film Row this week: Hy- fingerprints and several other clews
raan Goldberg, Al Fineman, Mann left by thieves who robbed the LibGolden, Bart Dattola, A. Notopou- erty Theater of approximately $300
los. Harrv Hendel and Morris Finkel.
on Oct. 1.
1

ntimate

Character
in Scope
ndependent in Thought
in

nrernarional
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RKO on Reorganization

CHARGED WITH UNFAIR PLAY

IS

5 Additional Stages Being Built at 20th-Fox Studios
$2,500,000 Being Spent
to Expand Studio

Pittsburgh's
Pittsburgh

shoppers:

Facilities

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Besides the $200,000
Will Rogers Memorial Stage now

10

West Coast Bureau of

construction
at
Movietone
additional stages on the
same scale are to be built, says Joseph M. Schenck, 20th Century-Fox
chairman, in announcing a $2,500,000
outlay for expansion of studio facilities.
A four-story dressing room
building with 25 star suites as well
as many rooms for lesser players,
a four story administration building,
a property manufacturing plant and
various other structures are included
in the enlargement plans.
five

N.Y.PARAMOUNT DUALS

Two

here

Pitt

features,

two

is

shorts,

a

Theater will

have a double-feature bill starting
Friday, when "Wings Over Ethiopia"
will be offered in conjunction with
"Here
Comes Cookie," starring
Burns and Allen. The Ethiopian feature was photographed by L. Wechsler, a Swiss, who covered the country
by plane and truck with E. Berna,

cameraman.

Allow Rothafel $179,000
In Claim Against RKO
By agreement with

the

Irving

RKO

Trust Co.,

trustee, the claim
of S. L. "Roxy" Rothafel will be
allowed for $179,000 in the
reorganization proceedings, it was said

RKO

yesterday by Samuel Spring, counsel
for "Roxy."

Calamity

—

—and

Solution

NO MORE

LADIES

MAKE A MILLION

bargain

for

downtown

newsreel and five acts of vaudeville for

St.

—

Resumes Tomorrow
By DAVID BARRETT

—

B.

&

K.

WILL BUILD

ROGERS MEMORIAL
Chicago

—A 2,000-seat house cost-

ing more than $250,000 will be built
soon by Balaban & Katz as a
memorial to Will Rogers, it is announced by Barney Balaban. Plans
for the house have been drawn by
Theater
C. W. and George Rapp.
will be located at 5647 Belmont Ave.,
with completion planned for early in
1936.
This will give B. & K. 39
houses.

Increasing severity of censorship
restrictions abroad is noted by Sam
Marx, M-G-M scenario editor, who
believes that motion pictures, with
their vast power for exploitation and
propaganda, should more vigorously
combat such restrictions and the accompanying limitation on story
material, instead of accepting the

usually attaches to a Federal court
was thrown to the winds Saturday
when counsel for the defense vigorously assailed the integrity of Russell Hardy, special assistant to the
U. S. Attorney, by accusing him
Detroit With the opening of the of deliberately attempting to deceive
Mecca Theater in Saginaw this week, Judge George H. Moore as to the
all Butterfield circuit houses which true circumstances of a conference
were closed last year will be open, held in the office of the U. S. Attormaking a total of 89 theaters in ney General in Washington on
operation or a record since sound, May 17.
Frederick H. Wood of counsel for
according to Ollie Brooks, head
{Continued on Page 3)
Warners led the vicious oratorical

BUTTERFIELD CIRCUIT

HAS 89 HOUSES OPEN

—

Page

(.Continued on

3rd

New

Ft.

4)

Worth House

Announced by Interstate
Worth, Tex.— In addition to
having a new house under construction at Eighth Ave. and Park Place,
and the new 1,000-seat Isis scheduled to start at 2403 North Main St.,
about Oct. 15, Interstate Circuit
announces plans for a neighborhood
house of Spanish architecture at
Camp Bowie Blvd. and Thomas
Ft.

SIX

HOUSES REOPENED
TERRITORY

IN PHILLY

—

Reopening of six
Philadelphia
theaters in the past month is- shown
in the report of the local Film Board
of Trade. Houses include the Strand,
Bethlehem; Park, Highland Park;

Place.
The present Isis, managed
by L. C. Tidball, will be torn down.
The Rose Theater, dark several Hollywood, Mt. Carmel; State, CopGreenway and Fay's in
years, will not reopen until the new lay, and the
There were no closPhiladelphia.
prohibitions so meekly as at present. Isis is ready.
Interstate is building a number ings during the month.
Marx observed that England now
of other houses in the state.

{Continued on Page 3)

Reorganization Plan for RKO
Being Discussed by R CA, Atlas
Examination of Wm. Fox
Being Resumed Oct. 14
Examination before

Detroit
Sol Krim, owner of the Sun
Theater, reports the following doublefeature marquee combination:

Hardy Assailed at
Louis Trial Case

Russell

Bill

new matinee

cents.

"ETHIOPIA" PICTURE Foreign Censors Getting
More Severe, Says Marx

New York Paramount

Bargain

offering a

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Louis The
St.
dignity
which

under
City,

—The

trial

of Wil-

liam Fox in the $15,000,000 suit of
the receivers of Fox Theaters Corp.
against him and others will be resumed Oct. 14 before Referee Elvin

N. Edwards either in Atlantic City
of Mineola.

Discussions toward formulation of
a reorganization plan for the RadioKeith-Orpheum Corp. are proceeding
between the Radio Corporation of
America, holder of the largest single
interest in RKO; the Atlas Corp.,
and the reorganization committees,
Atlas
The Film Daily learns.
Corp. is understood to be willing to
provide the large amount of new
money necessary to finance a reorganization plan.

Two Appleton
In Pooling

Theaters

Arrangement

—

The Appleton
Appleton, Wis.
Theater, operated by Warners, and
Rio, operated by J. H. Silliman, have
pooled their interests and will operate as the Rio-Appleton Theaters.
Increase
After

in

Family Films

a drop a few
suitable for family

taking

months

showpictures
ing, as rated by the review committee of
the National Board of Review, turned
upward again last month, with the
board's "Picture Guide" clasifying about
80 per cent of the films in the family
ago,

class.

THE

&&*
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Monday, Oct.
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Mon., Oct.
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Here's

This

Romance

to

the

Is

Hat

The

Crusades

Salute

(

(United

(RKO

Berlin
Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.
I.
22'5.

Rue de

— 2nd

Radio)

Films)

—2nd

— 2nd

(

Paramount)

— 7th

(Amkino) (b)
The Road to Life (Amkino)
Peasants (Amkino)
Maria Chapdelaine

Palace

week

(b)

Cinema de

(France Film)

Night's

Dream

(Warner Bros.)

The Gay Deception (Fox) Oct. 10
Charlie Chan in Shanghai (Fox)
Oct.
I

Live

My

Life

—

(M-G-M)—Oct.

Net
Seat

Fm.
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11
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Paramount
Paramount
Strand

16

Rivoli
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Follows present
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16
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—
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone

Subsequent run.

Hollywood
Music Hall

Chg.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Th.

Artists)

and
Hotel

vaudeville comedian,
for film work.

goes

to

week

JOHN WARBURTON, stage and screen star
and MRS. WARBURTON arrive in New York tomorrow from California on the Santa Rosa.
K

F.

MORGAN,

official of

Hollywood,

in

and

K.

F.

Electrical

Research
by MRS

accompanied

MORGAN,

JR.,

arriving

tomorrow on the Santa Rosa, will proceed to
Washington to attend the Society of Motion
Picture

Engineers

convention

Oct.

21-24.

LUCIENNE

BOYER, French singer and disseuse; JOSEPHINE BAKER, dancer, and WILLIAM
S.
PALEY, president of Columbia Broadcasting
Co are among passengers arriving in New York
today from abroad on the Normandie.

(two-a-day)

11

+ Vg and I. Alfred Levy, attorneys for
7% 7% 7% + % the Sabath Committee, The Film
40% 401/2

pfd

Gen.

(United

the

JAMES MELTON, who

recently

work

finished

the Warner picture, "Stars Over Broadway,"
back in New York and will broadcast a condensed radio version of this picture over the
CBS-WABC network on Thursday.
in

Finish Third
West Coast Bureau of

Kyne Story
THE FILM DAILY

PIERRE BENOIT-LEVY, director of "La Maternelle," arrives today on the Normandie from
France.
He will speak Oct. 24 at New York
University before Frofessor Fredaric Thrasher's
course on motion picture appreciation.

JOHN

ERNEST

WILLIAMSON,

originator

of

undersea
Saturday

motion pictures, sailed for England
on the Georgic to launch his new
book, "Twenty Years Under the Sea", by Hale

Cushman &
MRS.
Kenyon,

Flint,

of

Boston.

MARGARET KENYON,
now

in

London,

mother of

and

her

Doris

grandson,

Hollywood—"Bars of Hate," third KENYON B. SILLS, have sailed for Europe.
43
425/8
42%
Vg
LLOYD BACON, of Warner Bros,
Report of the Sabath Congres- of the Peter B. Kyne series that Sam
at the
10% 10% 10% + %
sional committee's investigation of Katzman of Victory Pictures is pro- Hotel Warwick.
963,4
96% 963/4 + V4
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., ducing, has been completed. Regis
13
12% 12% + %
was placed Saturday in the hands Toomey, Sheila Terry, Molly O'Dea, West Western Stars with Gibson
5% 5% 5% + %
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Warwick, Fuzzy Knight,
of U. S. Attorney Francis H. Adams Robert
4i/
4%
4V2 + % for action by George F. Corrigan Snub Pollard, Gordon Griffith, Ar2
Hollywood A cast of western

20th Century-Fox pfd. 25'/2

Warner

(a)

Coast

9

at

is

Paramount
Paramount

do

4>/8

15%

16
153

Inc

13V4
'

Paris

MEROFF

week

last

is

Bros.)

Barbary

—Oct.

11

— Oct.
Wings Over Ethiopia (Paramount) —Oct.
Shipmates Forever (Warner
—Oct.
Here Comes Cookie

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Am.

BOB MURPHY,

MORGAN
Acme
Acme
Cameo

BENNY

-

Moritz.

the coast next

Astor

FUTURE OPENINGS

FINANCIAL

Con.

0B E T " ALL,DAY
t,x
£
TITO cSCHIPA
arrived
St.

Playhouse

(a)

Potemkin

la

Close

St.

Rivoli

week

—

Low

55th

week

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

A Midsummer

High

week

WALTER DE LEON and FRANCIS MARTIN,
writers, have arrived in New York from
Hollywood to see the Broadway shows after
completing work on Eddie Cantor's new
film
They will return to the Paramount studios next
week.
screen

Products

— Lichtbildbuehne,
La
— P. A. Harle,Cour-

W.

St.,

Friedrichstrasse,

Foreign

Globe

TWO-A-DAY RUN

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

Center

Artists)

all

DAILY,

World
Music Hall

Fox)

(General

Red
Top

Strand

(Fox)

Life

William Tell

Paramount
Roxy

)

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Address

Capitol

The Last Outpost (Paramount)
The Little Big Shot (Warner Bros.)
Dr. Socrates
Warner Bros.
Legong
(DuWorld)
The Return of Peter Grimm (RKO Radio)

Editor and Publisher

Coming and Going

Theater

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Boy

1935

7,

Corp

2%
18%

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

3

2%

2%

18

18

3

3

+ %

10-Year Union Pact Held Remote
Likelihood of a 10-year agreement with the circuits is discounted
at Local 306, where it is held that
it
would be political suicide for
Joseph D. Basson, president, and the
wage scale committee to negotiate
a contract of that length. Sentiment
among the membership is for a oneor two-year agreement.

flOLrA

L

Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines
ALL MODELS

ON DISPLAY- FOR

Garsson, director of
for the committee.

High Fidelity for W. C. Studios
West Coast Service Studios of
New York has arranged with RCA
Photophone for the rental of High
Fidelity recording equipment to be
used in the making of three new industrial sound pictures.
Reed Emmons, Inc., has begun shooting the
first industrial with the RCA equipment for the Berwind Coal Co. Production will begin shortly afterward
on pictures for the Sheffield Farms
and Johns-Manville.

Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

"Here's to Romance" Holds Over
"Here's to Romance," 20th Century-Fox musical starring Nino
Martini, the reopening feature at
the Center Theater in Rockefeller
Center, will be held over for a sec-

ond week starting Wednesday.

High Fidelity

for Detroit Studio

—

Wales, Art Mix, Ralph Lewis and
George Hayes have been signed.
June Gale will play opposite Gibson. Others in the cast include Robert Kortman, William Gould and
Lafe McKee. Alan James will direct.
The story is by Stephen Payne. Ben
Cohn wrote the continuity.

Wisconsin House Goes Dark
The Bonham Theater has gone dark.

—

THE

STANDARD

Reference Book
of the

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
•
1936

FILM YEAR BOOK
Now in Preparation.
Out

of Detroit, of which Maurice Caplan
president, has arranged for the installation of an additional Photophone High Fidelity double film recording system to augment its exist-

Alva, Okla. While doing his circus performance here last week, Tom
Mix fell off his horse and broke his

RCA

recording and re-recording

facilities.

The additional equipment

leg.

is

ing

of the portable type.

January

in

•

Metropolitan Motion Picture Co.
is

Tom Mix Breaks Leg

i

—

cording to Arthur W. Kelly, vicepresident of United Artists in charge
of foreign distribution.
The picture is scheduled to go into the
Tivoli Theater there for an indefinite run.

stars will support Hoot Gibson inhis next production, "Swifty," to be
produced by Walter Futter.
Top.
names in action pictures will fill each
of
the
important roles.
Wally

Prairie du Sac, Wis.

Fox Midwest Reopens House
Atchison, Kas. The recently remodeled
750-seat
Orpheum has
opened under the management of
Fox Midwest Theaters. Ward Scott,
20th Century-Fox manager from
Set Chaplin London Opening
Kansas City, and several officials of
Charlie Chaplin's "Modern Times"
Fox Midwest Theaters were here for
will open in London on Dec. 19, acthe opening.

SALE- RENT

• Illustrated Literature on request. •

investigation

—

thur Loft and John Elliott comprise
the cast. Many of the exteriors were
made at the United Airport in cooperation with the Western Air
Express.

Given
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Free

a

Year's Subscription tc
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FIND FOREIGN CENSORS

GETTING MORE SEVERE
{.Continued

from Page

AOW

BUTTERFIELD CIRCUIT
v

* PHIL M.DALY

(Continued

Marx said that if any trend is
discernible in pictures it is toward
human interest stories that depict
life so realistically that the audience realizes its own experiences are
being mirrored.

/
• • • THE CONTEST sponsored by the National Board
on Printing Type Faces has come to a close
about one
hundred arists and designers have submitted drawings for new
type faces
all the drawings will be exhibited at the
Gallery of the Architectural League at 115 East 40th St
from Nov. 8 to 9, inclusive
the exhibit will be open to
the public during this period from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m
this is the first exhibit of its kind that has ever been held
all you ad fellers in the film biz should be interested.

T
• • • AT THE conclusion of his Loew tour
Bob
Murphy, the avoirdupois wit of the stage will leave for Hollywood some time this week
to start work in motion pictures
Bob has appeared with his son and daughter in all
of the leading vaude theaters here and abroad
his previous pix work has been confined to "Broadway Gondolier," in
which he appeared as the singing policeman

Kansas City Notes

—

Kansas City No action has been
taken yet by members of the local
I.T.O.A. on the resignations of E.
Rolsky, vice-president; Charles Potter, treasurer, or Ed Hartman, secretary, who tendered them along
with that of the President Roy
Means. Presumably Means' resignation will be accepted, as he refused
to serve any longer, but until a meeting of members is called next week
it is not known just what changes
will be made in the organization.

Mainstreet Theater has scheduled
a stage show for next week along
with the regular picture.
W. E. Truog, United Artists manager, is out of the city.
Benny Benjamin, Universal manager, will be away until next week
on a business trip over the territory.
E. B. Danielson, Russell, Kas., and
A. T. Perkins, Harrisonville, Mo.,
were among the out-of-town exhib-
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THE BEST novelty broadside

of the month
the award is made hands down to that excellent piece of literature turned out on the Safety Colored Cartoon
"Once
Upon a Time"
produced by Audio Productions for Metropolitan Life Insurance Co
as you open up the three
folds, these catchlines greet you
"Stop
it's different"
"Look
it's in Color"
"Listen
it's free"
this clever
cartoon in Technicolor fits in with the Safety Drive movement
and exhibitors everywhere can secure booking dates
for the asking
along with lobby cards, ad mats
this clever broadside done in beautiful color treatment was dedesigned by G. R. O'Neill
with a full line of other accessories seldom put out on a short subject
!

—

!

is

announced by the Bell & Howell
Filmo Sound Rental Library of Chi-

In the non-sectarian 16mm.
cago.
sound-on-film series are the following titles: "Creation," "Cain and
Abel," "Noah and the Ark," "The

Deluge,"

"Abraham,"

• SPECIAL EXPLOITATION angles are put over
Warner press book on "Shipmates Forever"
featuring Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler
and the exploita•

•

on the fact that this is the sixth starring vehicle
one neat feature is a lineup of 31 tieup
st.lls to crash merchandising windows
and a ten-page
ad section is about the most complete thing of its kind we
have lamped
playing up every possible angle of the
production
the ads adapted to every type of theater
tion

is

for this

built

combo

in

Hollywood under

personal supervision of Rev.
Harwood Huntington. The narration
is by Wilfred Lucas.
the

Reinhardt to Become Citizen
Max Reinhardt, director of "A Mid-

summer Night's Dream" for Warners, said last week that he definitely intends to become an American
took out his first papers
citizen.
in Los Angeles last year.

He

•
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A GORGEOUS

the finest examples of interpretative music
on a film is that employed on the first release of "Camera
the natural sounds of the various thrill scenes
Thrills"
are so true that at first you do not realize that they are being
produced as an integral part of the musical score itself
and
Milton Schwarzwald composed the original score
it's a masterpiece of technical craftsmanship as well as dramatic
and the producer didn't even give
musical composition
oops
Milt screen credit

T

T

art study of Gladys Swarthout
in an equally arty cabinet folder on heavy white stockwith a tinted celluloid insert over the photo displaying the operatic star's picture through an oval cutout
this is the second in a series touting Paramount's "Rose of the
and the gents responsible for this beautiful
Rancho"
series can accept our personal felicitations for a showmanship
job richly conceived and gorgeously executed

•

Col.

W.

the past

S. Butterfield

week for one

was

in

town

of his rare

visits.

U. A. and N. Y. American
Set "Barbary Coast Ball"
Arrangements have been made by
United Artists with the "New York
American" Christmas Relief Fund
whereby a special "Barbary Coast
Ball" will be held here on Oct. 20
in the Grand Ballroom of the Astor
Hotel. The "New York American,"
"New York Journal," and the "Daily
Mirror" will publicize the event
which hooks up with the opening of
Samuel Goldwyn's "Barbary Coast"
at the Rivoli theater on Oct. 12.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh Louis Weiner will resign next week as manager of the
Pitt to acquire a house of his own
Morese
in the vicinity of Butler.
& Rothenberg, operators of the Pitt,
will
send a new manager from
Boston.
Joe Skirball is back from a week's
business trip through Western Pennsylvania.

Donn Wermuth of the Warner
publicity department was in Erie exploiting several films.
Dave Selznick, Pitt booker, back
in town after a business trip to
neighboring towns arranging for
"Screeno."

Film Tells Story of Nickel

The complete story

of the production and use of the important industrial metal, nickel, is pictured in

new

two-reel silent educational
recently prepared under the
supervision of the United States
Bureau of Mines, Department of the
Interior, in cooperation with an industrial concern. Copies of this film
in 16-mm or 35-mm sizes are loaned
for exhibition purposes, to schools,
churches, clubs, civic and business
organizations, and others, upon application to the Pittsburgh Experiment Station of the United States
Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh.

a

film

•

"Migration,"

Lot," "The Rescue
of Lot," "Isaac, the Boy," "Ishmael,"
"The Sacrifice of Isaac," "Isaac and
Rebekah," "Jacob and Rachel," and
"The Return of Jacob." The series

"Abraham and

was produced

—

in the

T
based on Old Testament stories

!

—

use

Bible Story Series in 16mm.
Release of 14 one-reel episodes

from Page

There are a few closed
houses on old leases, but some or
all of their equipment has been removed. No vaudeville will be played
by the circuit this year, according
to present plans.
booker.

Glory."

Film

HAS 89 HOUSES OPEN

1)

prohibits gangster films, even Gmen pictures, and also movies dealing with black magic, and that Australia, once the freest of countries,
has also tabooed crime and underworld pictures. Turkey now states
that if any company makes the
"Forty Days of Musa Dagh," not
only will that picture be banned but
all the company's other pictures will
be banned and that friendly nations
will be urged to take similar action,
Marx declared. France is taking an
almost similar stand on "Paths of

itors visiting

W

T

T

T

• • • A FINE break for Paramount Newsreel in the early
dispatches of the American war correspondents reporting the
several of them featured
initial hostilities in Ethiopia
working
the nervy camera exploits of Hervey Misser
under an assignment from Editor A. J. Richard

« H «
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Chi. Title

Hearing
cago Title

&

Trust Hearing Ends

in the trial of the Chi& Trust Co.'s $1,000,000

suit against William Fox, Fox Film
Corp. and others, wound up Friday

before Referee Sol M. Stroock.
torneys are to present briefs.

At-

Baker's Plays Opens Coast Office
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Baker's Plays, 90Boston firm publishing
year-old
plays and dramatic material for all
occasions, has opened a western office at 448 South Hill St. here.

DAILY

y

NEWS
—

of the

DAY

The- of the former National City bank
Paramount, building, which is being converted
has reopened the Strand, operating into a theater to seat between 350
evenings only with full days on and 400.
Saturdays and Sundays. Admission
Newport News, Va. Bertha Goris 15 cents, with children ten cents
Stage shows will be don is listed as president of Palace
at all times.
played from time to time with in- Amusements, Inc., just chartered to
creased admissions. Milton H. Kress conduct a theatrical business. Other
officers are: Leonard Gordon, viceis manager.
president; Julian Gordon, secretaryThe corporation's authExport, Pa.—The Ritz, damaged treasurer.
by fire several months ago, is be- orized maximum capital is $50,000.
ing readied for an early opening.
Ft. Worth, Tex.— The Gayety, secIt will again be operated by Mario
Battison, brother of Andy Battison, ond run, which was damaged by fire
in July and which was scheduled to
Library and Roscoe exhibitor.
open the first part of August, is
Youngstown Frank C. Cook, 41, still dark.
motion picture operator at the WarChicago "Top Hat" is being held
ner Theater here and for 20 years
Middletown,

0.

Southio

aters, Inc., operating the

—

—

—

over at the RKO Palace for a fifth
week.
The stage show also holds
Business
continues
big.
over.
World Series in the city is boosting
Akron The National, oldest local the business of Loop theaters. The
movie, in existence for 33 years will stage show at the Chicago theater,
be discontinued tonight, according "Villa Venice Revue," is being held
He over for a second weeek. First week
to Frank C. Buben, manager.
announces the leasing for five years did capacity.
financial secretary of the operators
union, died this week from injuries
received in an automobile accident.

—

Government's Attorney
Charged With Unfair Play
(Continued

from

Page

1)

assault upon the government's attorney and several times during the
course of his tirade against what he
charged 'was the unfair attitude of
the prosecution he was interrupted

by Hardy, who sought to defend himself and the Department of Justice.
Judge Moore frequently had to caution Hardy not to interrupt, sayinghe would be given an opportunity to
reply. When he did, Hardy told the
court that he was very much astonished by Wood's questioning his good
He defended his attempt to
faith.
get into the record the testimony of
Harry C. Arthur, a statement said
to have been made by Robert W.
Perkins of counsel for Warners and
affiliated companies at the Washington conference to the effect that
while they still contended they were
innocent of the conspiracy charge,
they desired to accept a proposed
compromise of the first-run right
and would do their part by seeing
that the Ambassador, Missouri and

Robert Z. Leonard

Andy Devine

Jack Mulhall

Max Ree
Edward Alperson

New Grand

Central were given pic-

Monday, Oct.

Words and Wisdom

<€

"Down-to-the-ground stories which
touch the heart and the maximum
of physical action are the foundation
of

the

film

industry."— EDWARD

193b

»

wealth are just as nerve-racking as

—

the responsibilities of poverty."

GINGER ROGERS.

SMALL.
"Dramatic acting
"All this talk of 'lowest common
denominator' is silly. Picture companies don't set out to make inferior
pictures.
There is one thing no one
seems to realize: as much concentrated effort goes into the making
of a bad picture as into a good pic-

ture."— FRANCES

MARION.

a

is

No
am

can't afford right now.

luxury I
one who
has any

making the money I
right to commit economic suicide by
indulging a lifelong ambition to become an actress." SALLY RAND.
is

—

"I have a conviction that it isn't
nearly so important to be fittingly
dressed for every occasion as it is
to be in the proper frame of mind."

"Audiences today demand intelligent entertainment and it takes intelligence in the stars to make
TAY
intelligence on the screen."

—JEAN HARLOW.

GARNETT.

will

—

wanted a farm for years. It
be small, remote, and practical."

"I've

—JOAN CRAWFORD.

"Actors are expected to say things

And when
are impressive.
they don't people are disappointed."

poor man's Ziegfeld."

—KATHARINE HEPBURN.

MINSKY.

"Very few wealthy people are
happy. The responsibilities of great

home girl."— MAE WEST.

"We're what you might

that

—

the

call

MORTON

"I'm just a bachelor girl and a

Washington meeting, had not been vailed

He

then proceeded to explain
At this meeting the Attorney- that Rosenblatt, acting in his official
General is said to have vigorously capacity at the suggestion of some
refused to compromise the Depart- one, not the defendants, had sought
ment of Justice and the U. S. by to work out a compromise of the St.
accepting the settlement or to dis- Louis situation as a beneficial step
miss the criminal indictment for the industry he was directing
against the defendants in pursuance and Warners had agreed to go along
of the alleged agreement.
with him.
Hardy cited various authorities
The charge was also made that in
to sustain his contention the evi- view of what had transpired
in
dence should go before the jury, court the whole proceeding
in Washwhich had been excluded from the ington was arranged as a trap for
room.
Perkins and for the purpose of atWhen Hardy explained to the tempting to use it against the dehe
court the nature of the testimony
fendants.
sought to present through Arthur
Wood also expressed the opinion
concerning the Washfhgton meeting,
Wood stated he desired to make a that after the Government, through
statement so that the Judge would Rosenblatt, had worked up the enclearly understand what was in- tire peace plan, reneged on it.
Hardy denied that his department
tended, and then accused the government of attempting to prejudice had encouraged Rosenblatt saying
the defendants' interests by giving that the contrary was true, contendthe jurors a false impression of the ing the Attorney-General had told
situation. Hardy immediately denied the code man the Department would
this
charge, and was asked by go through with the prosecution.
Judge Moore to permit Wood to
Judge Moore had not ruled as to
proceed.
whether this line of evidence shall
Wood then began to explain the go into the case when adjournment
meeting had been arranged by Sol was taken until 10 A. M. tomorrow.
A. Rosenblatt. Deputy Administra- The case will not go on today as it
tor for the code of the Motion Pic- is Yom Kippur.
The court conture Industry in his authority as a sented
to this delay because of the
coordinating officer of the Govern- faith of many
of those interested in
ment and with the knowledge, consent the case.
and encouragement of the DepartWhen Wood intimated that Rosenment of Justice.
Again Hardy interrupted, and this blatt had not been called because
time Wood resented the intrusion the Department of Justice did not
saying "if you will sit down until I want to throw another light on the
am through you will see what the Washington gathering, Hardy sugpurpose of my statement is if you are gested that the defense call him as
tures.

7,

called.

capable
of
understanding."
He their witness.
added that it was strange that while
Earlier in his testimony, Arthur
the government had called 47 wit- told of his experience in St. Louis
nesses in the case, Rosenblatt, the in operating the Ambassador, Misone person who could give a disin- souri and New Grand Central theaterested and true version of the ters and of the situation that pre-

in the first run field at various times prior to January 11,
1935.
He also testified at further
length concerning conversations he
claimed to have had with Ned E.

and

Depinet

New York

George

Schaefer

in

March and April of
was much along the lines
in

1934.
It
of his opening testimony yesterday.

«

DATE BOOK

Sept. 26-Oct.

»

International movie festival
ot the King of Belgium,

17:

patronage

under

Brussells.

National Film Carriers Ass'n convenPark Central Hotel, New York.

Oct. 7-9:
tion,

Nebraska and Western Iowa M.
annual convention, Omaha, Neb.

Oct. 8-9:
T. O.

Oct.

11-12:

Kansas

nual Fall
City.

City

Festival,

P.

Club's an'49", Kansas

Variety

"Days of

Semi - Annual
Convention
of
M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee, Hotel Chisca, Memphis, Tenn.

Oct. 13-14:

Oct.

Anniversary

19:

Amusement

mardi gras of Chicago
Gold Room, Congress

Publicists,

Chicago.

Hotel,

Oct. 20-Nov. 2:
Celebration
ary of GB Picture Corp.

of
of

first

Oct. 21-22:
Allied Theater Owners
convention, San Antonio, Tex.
Oct.

21-24:

man Park
Oct. 28-29:

Owners

S.

S.

Nov. 10:
quet,

Nov. 10:

Texas

of

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

Allied
Theater
Motion
Picture
of
Western Pennsylvania annual

convention,

Nov. 2:
non

annivers-

America.

Hotel

Schenley,

Pittsburgh.

Installation of officers of Lt. A. VerMacaulay Post, American Legion, on

Arcadia,

Boston-to-New York

trip.

Variety Club annual banPenn Hotel, Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh

William

American

nual benefit
York.

Federation of Actors'
Majestic Theater,

show,

an-

New

Independent Theater Owners 01
Nov. 19-20:
Ohio annual convention, Hotel DeshlerWallick, Columbus, O.
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TITLE
Revenge
Return

REVIEWED
TITLE
Adventurous Knights-AJA. 6-7-35
Abdul the Damned-ALL. .6-1-35
Accent on Youth-PAR 8-10-35
Affair of Susan, The-U. .9-17-35

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

Age

.8-14-35

.

MGM.

—Ajax
— Alliance Films
AM — Amkino
AMB — Ambassador Pictures
ARC— Arcturus Pictures
ARN — Tom Arnold
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA — Beacon Productions
BEA — Beaumont Pictures
BUT — Bur roughs -Tar
CHE— Chesterfield
CIN — Cinexport Distributing
COL — Columbia
CON — Conn Pictures
DAN — Danubia Pictures
DU— DuWorid
EMP — Empire Film Distributors
F— Fox
FD—
Division
FN—
National
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
AJA
ALL

5-18-35
6-1-35
Air Hawks-COL
Alias Bulldog Drummond
9-10-35
GB..
...6-29-35
Alias Mary Dow-U
7-17-35
Alibi Ike-WA
8-14-35
Adams-RKO
Alice
9-13-35
Angelita-F
.

Anna Karenina-MGM .. .8-31-35
Annapo'is Farewell-PAR. 8-23-35
7-27-35
Arizonian-RKO
At antic Adventure
COL. .9-10-35
Avec L'Assurance-PAR ..5-9-35
Awakening

z.in

Jim Burke

of

COL.

.5-18-35

Baby Face Harrington

MGM.. 6-19-35
9-24-35
3-20-35
...9-17-35
6-14-35

Barbary Coast-UA

Mitzvah-SL
Daughter-F
Becky Sharp-RKO

Bai

Beauty's

Big Broadcast

of

1936

First

PAR 9-14-35
MGM.. 9-28-35

First

Bishop Misbehaves. The

.

WA

Broadway Melody

of

.

1936

MGM.

.8-29-35

Up Barnes-MAS

Burn 'Em

3-30-35
Call

of

the Wild-UA
Yourself-MGM

.

.

4-30-35
7-30-35

Captain Hurricane-RKO .4-25-35
Captured in Chinatown-

SUP.. 7-30-35
Cappy Ricks Returns

REP

9-10-35
Cardinal Richelieu-UA ..3-26-35
Case of the Curious Bride
FN.. 4-4-35
Champagne for Breakfast
COL. .7-6-35
9-10-35
Charlemagne-XX
Charlie Chan in Egypt
F.. 6-4-35
Chasing Yesterday-RKO .9-28-35
Cheers of the Crowd
.8-6-35
7-25-35
China Seas-MGM
Chinatown Squad-U ....5-31-35
4-2-35
Chucho el Roto-XX
4-11-35
Circle of Death-SYN
Circumstantial Evidence
CHE. .7-17-35
5-3-35
Circus Shadows-PER
6-8-35
Clairvoyant, The-GB
8-21-35
Clemencia-XX

MOP

Code

Mounted

the

of

AMB.. 6-21-35

Scandal-PAR

7-12-35
...5-14-35
convention Girl-FD
Cowboy Millionaire-F. .4-25-35
Criez-Le Sur Les Toits
PAR.. 6-25-35
Crime of Dr. Crespi
REP.. 9-24-35
8-5-35
Crusades. The-PAR
4-10-35
Cruz Diablo-XX
8-2-35
Curly Top-F
3-20-35
Lvclone Ranger-SPE

College

.

Dance Band-ALL
Danger Ahead-VIC
Dante's Inferno-F

Daring Young Man-F.

.

Dark Angel, The-UA

Dawn Rider-MOP
Death from

a

6-6-35
7-19-35
8-1-35
.7-18-35
8-30-35
7-9-35

Distance

INV..

9-17-35

Der Judas Von Tirol

XX

Trail-MOP
Der Unhekannte-XX
Desert

Devil

is

a

Woman-PAR.

Diamond Jim-U

4-29-35
8-20-35
6-4-35
.4-17-35
8-24-35

Die Csardas Fuerstin

UFA.. 4-26-35
Die

REI— Dr. Hugo

— Imperial
— Invincible

KRE—S.

S.

REP— Republic

Films

HOF—J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film
IMP
INV

Koberta-RKO
2-12-35
Rocky Mountain Mystery-PAR

— Puritan

3-29-35

Riesenfeld

Rosem Aus Dem Suden

Pictures

— Resolute
ROY — Fanchon

XX.. 4-24-35

RES

Dist.

SG—S. &

Pictures

SL— S. &

Krellberg

Pictures

SPE

Royer

Sans Famille-XX
6-7-35
Schwarzer Jaeger Johanna

G. Films

XX.. 4-2-35

Films

L.

MAR — Marcy

SUP
SYN

Scotland Yard Mystery

STE— William

ALL.. 6-4-35
The-PAR
4-30-35

Steiner

Scoundrel,
Secret Agent-ALL

— Superior Films
—Syndicate Exchange
TAP — John
Tapernoux
U — Universal

.

Shanghai-PAR

— Victory

XX— No

Reiter

Von Deutsch-

Ostafrika-XX

6-10-35

Die Finanzen des Grossherzogs

XX.
Die Grosse Chance-XX
Die Toerichte Jungfrau

UFA.

Vom

.4-10-35
..5-9-35
.9-10-35

Die

Unschuld

Der

Doppelbraeutigam-XX

Lande

XX.. 5-14-35
3-27-35

Der Page

vom Dalmasse-Hotel

XX.

.3-27-35

COL.. 9-27-35

She-RKO

Pictures

Shot

WA— Warner Bros.
WOH— Herman Wohl

PER— Peerless

7-20-35
8-5-35

She Gets Her Man-U
She Married Her Boss

Artists

UFA— Ufa
VIC

6-5-35

Seeing Hungary-DAN. .9-10-35
acuoid Casada Necesita Marido
F. .2-12-3S

S.

UA— United

..5-7-35

UA.. 6-26-35

— Spectrum

LIB— Liberty Pictures
MAJ Majestic Pictures

—
MAS — Mascot Pictures
MET— Metropolis
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP — Monogram Pictures
MUN— Mundus
NO — Northern Films
OLY— Olympic Pictures
PAR — Paramount

Paradise-AJA
Sanders of the River

Rustler's

RKO— RKO-Radio

Ex.

7-8-35

Dark,

in the

A
CHE.. 5-23-35

Silk Hat Kid-F
Smart Girl-PAR

distributor set

Smoky

7-9-33
7-27-35
7-30-35

Smith-STE

Man

So Ein Maedel Vergisst

Room-COL

.

Calm

PUR

Fury-FN

3-28-35
8-17-3S
6-28-35
Sheep-F
9-18-35
Bohemios-XX
8-7-35
Bohemios-CIN
5-31-35
Boliche-XX
Bonnie Scotland-MGM .8-24-35
6-4-35
Border Brigands-U
10-4-35
Born to Gamble-REP
Break of Hearts-RKO. .5-16-35
Brewster's Millions-UA. .4-5-35
Bride of Frankenstein-U .4-11-35
7-27-35
Bright Lights-FN
7-11-35
Broadway Gondolier-

Black
Black
Black

—
—
—

FRA France Film
GB Gaumont-British
GFF General Foreign

4-2-35

Grimm

Peter

RKO.. 7-18-35
Roads-MAR
4-13-35

Roaring

.

the Dance-COL.
of Indiscretion

After

REVIEWED
Rider-COL
of

TITLE
REVIEWED
Der Schuechterne Felix

REVIEWED

TITLE

Honeymoon Limited

XX.. 9-10-35
Dinky-WA
Dog of Flanders-RKO.
Thomas-F

Doubting

Francisquita-X X
Bet on Blondes

Dona
Don't

6-28-35
.7-13-35
7-11-35
4-29-35

.

WA.. 7-20-35
Socrates-WA
Ehestreik-UFA
Eight Bells-COL
^1 Dia Que Me Quieras

10-3-35

9-10-35
5-11-35

XX

Fantasma

4-3-35

Convento

del

XX.

.4

24-3

El Heroe de Nacozari

XX

9-24-35
El Hombre Que Se Reia Del
Amor-XX
7-19-35
El Pulpo Humano-HOF .5-9-35
El Vuelo de la Muerte
XX. 4-18-35
Elizabeth of England
ALL.. 6-8-35
Escapade-MGM
7-6-35
Escape Me Never-UA. .. 5-24-35
Every Night at EightPAR. .7-30-35

Farmer Takes

a

Wife-F.

.6-1 1-35

Fighting Lady-ROY
4-16-35
Fighting Pioneers-RES. .5-21-35
Fighting
Shadows-COL 5-17-35
Flame Within, The

Mercedes-XX
Merry Monarch. The

Hoosier Schoolmaster

.7-16-35
6-5-35
Mimi-ALL
4-2-35
Mississippi-PAR
5-25-35
Mister Dynamite-U
6-4-35
Mizici Svet-XX
Moscow Laughs-AM ....3-23-35
Motive for Revenge-MAJ 5-21-35
Murder in the Fleet
.6-1-35
7-9-35
Murder
...9-24-35
Music Is Magic-F
7-6-35
Mutiny Ahead-MAJ
Song for You-GB. .. 5-28-35

MOP.

MGM.. 6-1-35
Dagger-WA

Four Hours

.4-26-35

Kill-PAR. 4-1 1-35
Fraeulein
Liselott-XX ... 5-31-35
Frankie and Johnnie
to

RKO

6-25-35
9-20-3S

Freckles-RKO

Wind Aus Kanada

Frischer

.4-9-35

Hot Tip-RKO
8-20-35
....4-24-35
Iceland Fishermen-DU ..9-21-35
Ich Sing Mich in Dein Herz
Hinein-XX
6-4-35
Idolos De La Radio-XX. 7-5-35
Igloi Dikok-XX
5-25-35
In Spite of Danger-COL. .4-9-35
II
Delitto di MastrovanniXX.. 8-1-35
Huszarserelera

I'll

— XX

Love You Always-COL

3-30-35
6-27-3S
Informer. The-RKO
5-1-35
In
Old Kentucky-F ...7-5-35
Irish in
Us-WA
8-1-35
It's a
Small World-F. .5-21-35
In

Caliente-FN

3-27-35
Justice of the
of the

Kentucky

.6-4-35

PUR.. 6-7-35
K;d Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
Koeszoenoem Hogy Elgazolt

XX..

5-9-35

Konjunkturriter-XX ....4-29-35
Krach Urn Olanthe-XX 5-14-35
La Llorona-XX
7-24-35
Ladies Crave Excitement
.

MAS.. 6-17-35
Lady Tubbs-U

WA.

.7-11-35

RKO... 10-3-35

Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF 5-20-35
G-Men. The-WA
4-18-35
Gay Deception-F
8-19-35
Get That Man-EMP
..7-25-35
George White's 1935 Scandals
F.. 4-2-35

Last Outpost. The-PAR. .9-27-35
Last Wilderness-DU
...5-15-35

3-30-35
5-14-35
5-28-35
9-28-35

Gigolette-RKO
Ginger- F
Girl Friend, The-COL
Girl from 10th Avenue

FN..
Girls Will
Girl

Who

Be Boys-ALL.
Came Back

CHE.
Give

Her

a

Ring-ALL.

Glass Key. The-PAR..
Goin' to Town-PAR

Going
Highbrow-WA.
Golden TaigaGoose and the Gander

.

AM

5-25-35
.6-7-35

.9-20-35
. .6-6-35
6-15-35
4-25-35
.8-23-35
8-3-35

WA.

.9-12-35

Gunners and Guns-BEA. 8-22-35
.

.7-1-35

Harmony Lane-MAS ...8-15-35
Hawk, The-WOH
7-13-35
Healer.

Woman-MAS

5-11-35
5-28-35

The-MOP

Here Comes Cookie-PAR. 9-10-35
Here Comes the Band

MGM.

.9-21-35

Hermine Und die Sieben
Aufrechten-XX
9-24-35
Heroes of the Arctic-AM .5-25-35
Her Song of Love-REI .6-26-35
Here's to Romance-F. .. .8-27-35
High School Girl-FOY. .3-16-35
His Family

Tree-RKO

Hold 'Em Yale-PAR

Law Beyond

the

Range

COL.. 4-17-35
Legong-DU
LEredita

.10-3-35

Dello

Zio

MET.. 7-1-35
Les As Du Turf-PAR. .. 5-14-35
Les Miserables-U A
4-3-35
Let 'Em Have It-UA ... 5-16-35
Liebe Tod Und Teufel

UFA.

.5-31-35

Begins at 40-F
4-5-35
Lila Akac-XX
5-16-35
Little America-PAR ....9-28-35
Little Big Shot-WA
..10-5-35
Little Colonel-F
3-22-35
Life

L'Ordonnance-XX
Love in Bloom-PAR. ..
Love Me Forever-COL.

7-2-35
.4-20-35
6-28-35
7-1-35
7-9-35
.

Mad Love-MGM

Hard Rock Harrigan-F.
Headline

7-2-35

Last Days of Pompeii

Walks-CHE

Ghost

..9-17-35
4-27-35

Mystery

of

Edwin Drood-U

Make

Man

a

Million-MOP

on Flying Trapeze-

PAR.

.8-3-35

GB..

3-22-35

Man Who Knew Too MuchManhattan

Butterfly

IMP.

.8-14-35

Adventures

Tarzan

of

BUT.

New

Frontier-REP

Night

the

at

A

Ritz,

WA.

Nittits.

The-RKO

No More Ladies-MGM

Now

.5-21-35
9-24-35

.

Never-AJA
O'Shaughnessy's Boy
or

.5-16-35
6-5-35
.6-12-35
7-9-35

Stone

Oil

for

U.. 4-6-35
Storm Over the Andes-U. 9-25-35
Straight trom the Heart-U

of

China

On

Probation-PER

4-17-35

One Frightened Night

MAS.. 4-26-35

ARN.. 4-9-35
Streamline

Struggle for Life-FOY.
Sunset Range-FD

Old Curiosity Shop-ALL. 6-21-35
Old Homestead, The

REP. ..10-5-35
Man Rhythm-RKO .8-2-35
.

Orchids to You-F

8-10-35
6-7-35
10-1-35
7-8-35
Paradise Canyon-MOP .5-14-35
Paris in Spring-PAR
5-28-35
Party Wire-COL
5-17-35
Peasants-AM
9-5-35
Pechmarie-F
4-24-35
People Will Talk-PAR. .6-7-35
People's Enemy-RKO ...4-29-35
Personal Maid's Secret
.10-1-35
Peter Vinogradof-AM
7-1-35
Phantom Fiend-OLY
4-20-35
Little

Girl-F

Outlawed Guns-U
Page Miss Glory-WA

.

WA

Powdersmoke

Range

Prenez Garde

a

RKO.

Sunny Youth-AM
Susana Tiene

TAP. .8-19-35
Princess
Charming-GB. .6-21-35
Princess O'Hara-U
4-12-35
Public Hero Number One
.5-16-35
Public Menace-COL
..9-24-35
Public Opinion-INV
.9-19-35
10-2-35
Pursuit-MGM
Radio Parade of 1935
ALL.. 6-10-35
Rainbow's End-FD
7-17-35
Raven, The-U
6-4-35
Reckless-MGM
4-17-35
Reckless Roads-M AJ
7-30-35

MGM.

Red Blood

3-28-35
Martin Garatuza-XX .... 10-1-35
Mary Jane's Pa-FN
6-14-35
Melody Trail-REP
9-24-35
Men of Action-CON. .7-13-35
Men of the Hour-COL. .. 5-9-35
Men of Tomorrow-MUN. 4-16-35
Men on Wings-AM... 6-12-35

4-10-35
Red Morning-RKO
Red Salute-UA
9-12-35
5-3-35
Red Village-AM
Red Wagon-ALL
6-7-35
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35
Rendezvous at Midnight-U

of

Courage

AMB.. 6-4-35
Redheads on Parade-F

Rescue

Un

Secreto

XX.. 6-7-35
Swedenhielms-XX

Squad-EMP

9-10-35
5-4-35

Head-COL

Symphony

Living

of

INV.. 6-22-35
Raise-F

$10

5-4-35
7-9-35
5-7-35
9-4-35

Tango-Bar-PAR
Texas Rambler-SPE
This
This

the Life-F

is

Woman

is

Amor

Tierra,

Mine

9-7-35

3-26-35
4-3-35

.9-10-35

y Dolor

XX.. 8-14-35
39

The-GB

Steps,

Thunder
Thunder

9-14-35

Night-F 9-17-35
Mountain-F ...9-14-35
T}ocka Slakten. .-XX.. 5-23-35
Toll of the DesertSTE... 10-4-35
in the

.

Top

Hat-RKO

Tovarishi-AM
Trail's

End-BEA

Traveling Saleslady-FN

8-16-35
5-31-35
8-22-35
..3-28-35
6-12-35

Tribu-XX
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes

OLY.. 5-28-35
Tu Hijo-XX
Tumbling Tumbleweeds

12-18-31

REP.

.9-5-35

Two-Fisted-PAR
10-4-35
Two for Tonight-PAR... 8-31-35
Two Sinners-REP
9-14-35
Una Semana De Felicidad

XX.. 6-19-35

.9-25-35

Peinture

la

2-0-35
.6-19-35
5-10-35
8-20-35

.

PAR.

MGM.. 5-4-35

Our

Express-MAS. 8-31-35

atrossuupp 1917-XX

One New York Night

O'd

3-22-35
6-21-35
4-1-35

WA

StrandedStrangers All-RKO
Strauss' Great Waltz

6-25-35

Lamps

the

4-20-35

Creek

Silver

of

Swell

Odio-XX

9-19-3S

Harmony-PAR

Stolen

3-20-35

New

Manhattan Moon-U ...7-22-35
Marie Chapdelaine-FRA. .9-27-35
Mark of the Vampire-MGM

.

WA

Speed Devils-HOF
6-21-35
Spring Tonic-F
6-27-35
Star of Midnight- RKO. .4-11-35
Steamboat 'Round the BendF.. 7-25-35

.

My

WA.. 4-30-35

.9-24-35

Page

MGM.

Streak

UFA.
Woman

Front

Man-MGM

MGM.. 10-1-35

Bees-MOP. 6-11-35

Blue

Special Agent-

.

Range

COL.
Keeper

5-16-35

SYN

.

Jalna-RKO
7-26-35
Java Head-FD
7-31-35
Julieta Compra Un Hijo-F

.

Florentine

.6-25-35

Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-35

Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hooray for Love-RKO .. 5-20-35

.

Dr.

El

MOP.

REVIEWED

TITLE

Night-XX
9-30-35
Song of Happiness-AM. .4-10-35
Sons of Steel-CHE
4-13-35
Soviet Journey-AM
....8-10-35
Soviet Russia Thru the Eyes of
an American-AM
9-30-35

Under the Pampas Moon
F.. 6-1-35

Unknown Woman-COL.

.6-21-35

Unwelcome Stranger

COL.. 4-6-35
Vagabond

Lady-MGM

4-1-35
...7-2-35
8-6-35
Village Tale-RKO
6-15-35
Virginia Judge, The-PAR. 9-17-35
Wagon Trail-AJA
4-9-35
Waterfront Lady-REP ...9-21-35
Welcome Home-F
8-27-35
We're in the Money-WA. 8-22-35
Werewolf of London-U .. 5-10-35
Westward Ho-REP
7-30-35
What Price Crime-BEA. 5-28-35
William Tell-GFF
10-1-35
Without Regret-PAR
9-13-35
Woman in Red-FN
3-23-35
Woman Wanted-MGM. .8-10-35

Vanishing Riders-SPE
Vidas Rotas-XX

Youth of Maxim-AM
Zigeunerbaron-UFA
Zigeunerblut-XX
Zycie

J.

4-20-3
9-16-35
4-10-35

Pilsudskiego

MET.. 6-4-33

DAILY

REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS
"THE THREE MUSKETEERS"

"STORMY"

Walter Abel, Paul Lukas, Ian Keith,
Margot
Forbes,
Ralph
Stevens,
Dnslow
Grahame, Heather Angel
(Hollywood Preview)
90 mins.
RKO Radio
GOOD GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT IN

(Hollywood Preview)

ivitli

FAMOUS DUMAS STORY CREDITABLY
HANDLED ALL AROUND.
Romance,
figure

and comedy
Musketeers," with

action

intrigue,

"The Three

in

Rowland V. Lee deserving much credit
Walter Abel, making
direction.
his

for
his

screen debut, is impressive as d'Artagnan,
who, with the three musketeers, serves well
his King and Queen, and finally exposes the

Count de Rochefort, who seeks
undermine the royal houses of France

designing
to

England

and

own

his

for

purposes.

selfish

Keith gives his usual able performance
Margot
as the sly, cunning de Rochefort.
Grahame is outstanding as Cardinal RicheIan

Rosamond Pinchot,

lieu's spy.

of

are

as the

Queen

France, and Morini Olsen, a musketeer,
among the screen newcomers who

Lumsden Hare

do excellent work.

fine

is

as the leader of the musketeers, while Paul

Heather Angel,
Lukas, Onslow Stevens,
Nigel deBrulier, Miles Mander and Murray
Peverell
Kinnell turn in able performances.
Marley's photography is commendable.
Cast: Walter Abel, Paul Lukas, Ian Keith,

Margot
Forbes,
Ralph
Angel, Moroni Olsen,
Rosamond Pinchot, John Qualen, Ralph
Forbes, Murray Kinnell, Nigel de Brulier,
Miles Mander, Ralph Faulkner, Stanley Bly-

Onslow

Stevens,

Heather

Grahame,

stone,

Wade

Boteler.

Producer, Cliff Reid; Director, Rowland
V. Lee; Author, Alexandre Dumas; Screenplay, Dudley Nichols; Cameraman, Peverell
Marley.
Direction,

Photography,

First-rate.

Kermit Maynard

Fine.

in

(Hollywood Preview)

Ambassador

60 mins.

Pics.

NORTHWEST MOUNTED DRAMA, WELL
CAST AND DIRECTED, WILL PLEASE
OUTDOOR ACTION FANS.
Maynard

Kermit
part

than

love

in

scenery

usual

this

in

a

more dramatic

story

of

regular Westerns,

trick

less

fighting
is

There

to

well placed song

vincing

played by

performances.

than

in

brother,

Kermit's
in

a

rob-

Kermit has always watched over him
and he goes to jail figuring his sacrifice
will straighten out his bother. While in jail,
Paul lines up with a gang, one of whose
Before dying he conmembers is killed.
fesses that he was the stickup man on the
Mayjob for which Kermit is serving time.
nard's ambition was to join the mounties
and on his release from prison he is abls to
make the grade. While hunting a gang,
the leader of the outfit is found dead.
To
Guilt points toward Kermit's brother.
cover up Paul is ready to kill Kermit but
he can't do it, instead he reveals the idenin
so doing is
tity of the murderer and
shot.
The fadeout shows Kermit forgiving
bery.

brother,

who

is

dying.

Cast: Kermit Maynard, Polly
Paul Fix, Ben Hendricks, Jr.,
Joseph Girard, Frank LaRue,

make

The

ing.

story

itself

Jr.'s

tense interest
honesty of Noah

holds

homely
performance
the

throughout,

Beery

especially outstand-

is

as

makes
the Wild

Stormy

his love for Rex, the King of
Horses, seem a reality. The story has plenty
of suspense, thrills and a lot of action and
with Louis Friedlander's direction, it has

been presented on the screen with su:h feeling that levers of horses w I! not want to

Henry MacRae has given this promiss it.
duction a lot cf showmanship values among
them being the original Arizona Wranglers
who furnish a few well placed musical numJean Rogers makes a very sweet
bers.
companion for Stormy. Stormy is picked up
by J. Farrell MacDonald, a rancher. Stormy's
colt Rex has run away and becomes the
the wild

horses on

leader

of

ranch.

Stormy finds and

MacDonald's

When

trains him.

Fred Kohler tries to have his brother

Ann Young,
Ted Adams,
John

Mc-

three pictures a week. Just as
big business concerns in recent
years have required their employees to attend lectures and
trade schools dealing with their
vocations, so should it be in the
Seeing the
picture industry.
products of others is bound to
have a salutary effect, and in my
own case, provides both relaxation and a splendid opportunity
to study various methods and
techniques of picture-making.

Basically the
films.
products are identical.
Yet in the writing of screen
plays for the two nations there

raised on fine screen fare, the
story is the essent al part of

sands of wild horses,

directors, producers and
ALL
actors should "catch" at least

and England both

Painted Desert of Arizona serves as a beaubackground and Dick Fryer's photiful
tography of the massed horse movements,
some of the shots seeming to take in thou-

is

a tremendous difference.
To American film audiences,
:

their pictures.

They attend

the-

aters, too, to see their favorite

but it is history in this
country that no star has been
able to transcend a series of poor
stars,

—John

Interstate Personnel Changes

stories.

Ft.

England, on the other
hand, the audiences react prinThis is
cipally to the players.
best demonstrated in the fact
that there a great stage performer, perhaps, making his
debut in pictures, will be a flop,
yet because of his fame, his picture will not only draw well
financially, but there will be a
demand for more.
In

—W.

P-

Blystone.

Worth, Tex.— P. C. Levy,

manager

city

of Interstate Theaters here,

has announced the following personLowell T. Bodiford,
nel changes.
assistant manager of the Worth theater,

made manager

of Interstate's

theater which is nearing completion at Eighth Ave. and Park
Place; Dan Gould, Jr., formerly at
the Majestic here, named assistant
to Bodiford at the new theater; Ed
Baty, assistant manageer of the
Palace, becomes assistant manager
of the Worth, succeeding Bodiford.

new

Lipscomb

Msc-

Rex who brings Stormy
When Rex is put back with
to the rescue.
the wild horses, he comes back to string
Donald

killed,

it

is

along with Stormy.
Cast: Noah Beery Jr., Jean Rogers, J.
Farrell MacDonald, Fred Kchler, Raymond

Hatton, Walter Miller, James Burtis, Cecil
Ken Cooper, Jim Phillips, Jack
Kellcgg,
Original

Arizona

Producer, Henry MacRae; Director, Louis
Friedlander; Author, Cherry Wilson; Screen-

George Plymptcn, Ben Graumon Kohn;
Cameraman, Dick Fryer; Editor, Saul Gccd-

play,

SMART ONES

kind.

Direction,

Fine.

Photography, Exceptional.

have discovered

SHORTS
"The Calico Dragon"
(Happy Harmonies)

the

enough ac-

Paul Fix, gets involved

AMERICA
finished

is

keep things interesting throughout.
numbers are included.
The cast is very competent, all giving contion

Two

•

« « «

Urges Film Folk
To Attend Movies

Fans

to Stars

brotherly

of

riding.

but there

More Loyal

Label this picture of the love of a stable
waif for his horse as one of the best of
Don't
the outdoor dramas ever shown.
class it as a regular Western, for it has
much more story and much more class than
The location of the
anything like that.

The
Northwest Mounted.
the
very nice and Kermit gives a

more drama and

his

USUAL BACKGROUNDS.

is

exhibition

fine

plays

68 mins.

OUTDOOR DRAMA FEATURING A
LOVE FOR HIS HORSE WITH UN-

FINE

Sanders, Jack Shannon,
Wranglers, Rex.

"HIS FIGHTING BLOOD"

British Movie

Universal

KID'S

TIMELY TOPICS

» » »

truly Continental
8 mins.

M-G-M

view of Central Park, superior

Good Animated

A

generally delightful concoction
from the Harman-Ising studios. It
is in Technicolor, and considerable
work went into the designing of the
color

Motivating

end.

action

service,

invitingly

(Single, $3.50-85; Double, $5-87)

rates.

The popular CONTINENTAL
4.KH

I

.

the CAFE de la PAIX and

America's
only

BIMPELMAYER'S
* smart,

Carthy, Frank O'Connor, Charles King, Jack
Cheatham, Ed Cecil, Ted Lorch.

Neufeld and Maurice H
John W. English; Author,
Oliver Curwcod; Screenplay, Joseph
O'Dcnnell; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh;
Producers,

Editor,

inexpensive

is

about a little girl's dream in which
a trio of her toys, a boy, a horse
and a dog, go after a fierce dragon
about which the girl has been reading in her fairy book. The humorous adventure comes to a climax
with the trio waking up to find
themselves battling with the patch
quilt on the girl's bed.

Conn;
James

atmosphere —

Sig

Director,

Richard G. Gray

Direction, Satisfactory. Photography, Good.

meaning the

clever, the

know-

ing and, of course, the fashionable.

T.

MORITZ-ON-THE-PARK
50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH,

Direction: S.

NEW YORK

GREGORY TAYLOR

THE

a&n

DAILY

A
By

TN

"LITTLE" from

RALPH WILK

a letter received

by Jack War-

ner from Harlan G. Palmer, pubof the Hollywood "Citizen
News," Palmer said about "A Midsummer Night's Dream": "I want
to extend congratulations to you on
your vision, enterprise and civic
With best
spirit in this production.
wishes for the production's deserved
and outstanding success, and sincere
appreciation of your courtesy. Sinlisher

cerely,

i

\

I

Harlan G. Palmer."

T
T
T
Gail Patrick was signed last week
for the leading feminine role oppos'te Melvyn Douglas in "The Lone
Wolf Returns," the Louis Joseph

Columbia reVance
cently placed in production under the
direction of Roy William Neill.
story,

which

T

T

T

Ross Alexander, whose latest appearance for First National is in
"Shipmates Forever," the Cosmoproduction starring Dick
politan
Powell and Ruby Keeler, has been
cast in the leading male role in
"Backfire" as a result of his
the Annapolis film.
T

T

work

T

Marc

Connelly

is

currently enwritPas-

gaged at the Warner studios in
ing the screen play of "Green
tures," which will be produced
this season at the company's
bank studios.

later

Bur-

STAMPEDE

of blondes at

the doors of the Strand
Theater, Brooklyn, resulted from
a unique three-cornered tie-up
on Monogram's "The Hoosier
Schoolmaster" between Loeser's
department store, the Melwood
Hat Co., and the theater. Attracting the attention of every
pedestrian, a large display sign
announced that a Hoosier Hat
similar to those worn by Charlotte Henry in the film, would be
given free to the first fifty
blondes entering the theater on
Saturday. These hats could be
exchanged for color and size in
Loeser's store, where a large
window display featured the
hats.

Stills, lobbies

and

special-

prepared counter cards made

up

this effective exhibit.
Inside
the lobby of the theater, two women attendants were on duty at
the giveaway counter, attractively

taire and Ginger Rogers, remains
here to watch the making of the film.
T

T

T

in "Ann Carand "I Have
Profession"
Lived," and Paul Stanton, recently
in "The Most Precious Thing in
Life," have been signed by RKO

Edward Kean, seen

ver's

the Fox lot and he was engaged as
a director. Ever since, he has been
with that company in a directorial
capacity and although he has made
scoi*es of films, there is not one that
is riot recorded as a financial success.

T

T

To Charles Bickford goes the

dis-

tinction of being the first notable to
spend his days on a "set" and his
nights in a hospital.. It is the result
of having to fulfill a contract, and at

the same time recuperate from a
painful injury sustained when he
was attacked by a lion during the
filming of "East of Java." So that
approximately one hundred extra
people wouldn't lose out on two days'
work, Bickford, against the advice
of his physician, left the Hollywood
Hospital and appeared on the set.
T

V

V

AAA

ing.

That the film industry is not a
business where "employees start at
the top and work down," as humorists have alleged, but is actually like
any other great commercial industry,
strikingly demonstrated in the
is
career of John Blystone, famed director,

who

will shortly stai- t

work

on his 71st production for 20th Century-Fox. Blystone began his career
a quarter century ago when he obtained a minor position with the old
Nestor studios, becoming a utility
man with Universal when that organization absorbed the former. In
1918 he had risen to the position of

has been adapted to the screen by
Fred Niblo Jr. and Earle Snell. Albert Rogell

AAA

is

directing.

Russian film producers are planning to adopt Hollywood technique,
according to a request received by
Darryl F. Zanuck, production head
of 20th Century-Fox, from a local
representative of Boris Shumiatzky,
head of the Soviet film trust.
At
the specific request of Shumiatzky,
Zanuck
forwarded
script
a
of
"Steamboat 'Round the Bend," Will
Rogers' last picture, as an outstanding example of screen adaptation.
The scenario, according to the Russian

film

head's

representative,

arranged with

to the

liberal

mention

cooperating store.

The

Hoosier
Hats were likewise
prominently featured in the mil-

cessories called attention to the
presentation of "The Hoosier
Schoolmaster" at the Strand.
The tie-up was arranged by
Theodore
Prust,
exploitation
head of the theater, in conjunction with the hat manufacturers.

—Strand

Theater, Brooklyn.

Big Bally

For Two-Reeler
£HARLIE BRENNAN, manager of the Metropolitan Theater, Washington, D. C, rode
high
on
"Keystone
Hotel,"
Vitaphone's
two-reel
comedy,
with a strong advertising and
publicity campaign on the film

which features the "old timers,"
Ben Turpin, Ford Sterling,
Conklin, Hank Mann
and Marie Prevost. The feature
picture was "Little Big Shot,"
with Sybil Jason.
More than
5,000 linen autographed photos
of Sybil Jason were distributed
by one of the city's largest department stores in town, with

Chester

imprint billing

"Keystone Ho-

is

wanted for use as a guide for Russia's writers and directors.
T

T

T

Jimmy Savo

arrived in Hollywood
last week to begin work in "Alone,
Alas!" his first full-length feature

Hal Roach. The comedian was
accompaned by his bride for four
days, the former Nita Farina, member of Westchester society and newsin the finishing stages of its third
picture, "Rich Relations," by Pris- paper woman.
»
cilla Wayne.
Cast includes as folAlice Brady and Joel McCrea
lows: Ralph Forbes, Frances Grant,
Barry
Norton,
Hedda
Hopper, are announced by Samuel Goldwyn
Franklyn Pangborn, Muriel Evans, as the first of the players to be
signed in support of Merle Oberon
Gertrude Astor, Mary McLaren.

Imperial Pictures, who recently
Radio for roles in "It Happened in
"Manhattan Butterfly"
Hollywood," now before the cam- completed
eras with Christy Cabanne direct- ad "Muider by Television," is now

linery department of Loeser's
where streamers and other ac-

Three-Corner ed Tieup
Helps "Schoolmaster"

ly

is
directing from Nate Gatzert's
screen treatment of Charles Francis
Royal's story.
T
T
Irving Berlin is claimed as a permanent resident by Hollywood. The
famous composer of popular songs,
having completed the musical score
for "Follow the Fleet," new RKO
Radio tune-romance for Fred As-

property man, at which he became
so proficient that his fame reached

"LOTS'

T

T

Herbert Heywood, character actor,
is
in
Columbia's "Song of the
Damned" (temporary title), in which
Victor Jory, Florence Rice and Norman Foster have the featured roles.
Billy Gilbert, Thurston Hall, George
Regas, Daniel Haynes, Arthur Aylesworth, Stanley Andrews and Frank
Lackteen, will also be seen in prominent parts. Fred de Gresac's story

for

her forthcoming starring vehicle
under the Goldwyn banner.
The
screen play, as yet untitled, is by
Lillian Hellman, author of the stage
hit, "The Children's Hour."
in

T

T

T

Paramount has taken up

on the back. Window cards
in about 300 showcases throughout the city plugging the comedy. Advertisement
gave equal billing to the feature
and two-reeler.
tel"

were placed

—Metropolitan,

Washington, D. C.

Big Campaign
On "Dark Angel"

its

op-

Marshall for two
It lis expected that
he will be first assigned to "Reunion," a World War spy drama.

tion on Herbert
pictures in 1936.

EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »
A

Betty BIythe and Cornelius Keefe
are in Columbia's "Western Courage," a Ken Maynard starring vehicle, which bore the early production title "The Twain Shall Meet:"
Geneva Mitchell furnishes the heart
interest.
Spencer Gordon Bennett

in

Roles were assigned last week to
Frank Rice and Johnny Arthur in
Columbia's "Jackhammer," in which
Sally O'Neill and Victor Jory are
Robert D. Spears' story
featured.
is being directed by D. Ross Leder-

HOLLYWOOD

« «

in the "Sunday Journal" giving the picture a swell break.

run

Cooperative ads, all mentioning
the film's opening at Loew's
were
arranged with
Sibley,
Lindsay & Corr Company on
Red Cross Shoes. Hunter's also
ran a special ad on furs in which
"Dark Angel" was given prominent mention.
Tie-ups with both the Manson
News Company and the Roches-

premier of "Dark Angel,"
THE
was given an outstanding

ter

exploitation campaign at Loew's,
Rochesster, N. Y.
Under the
supervision of Lester Pollock,
the campaign got under way a
few days in advance of the open-

newsManson's tied up on
"Romantic Movie Stories," got
out 300 newsstand cards and
bannered six of their trucks; the

ing and built up to a terrific
premiere. All local newspapers,
"Democrat- Chronicle,"
the
"Times-Union" and "Journal,"
ran special features and advance
stories as well as photos of the
these stars in the production.
Both the "Journal" and "TimesUnion"
devoted
considerable
space to fashion articles in wnich
A
the picture was mentioned.
classified ad contest, which broke
with a 9-inch 4-column ad, was

full

News Company
coverage on

resulted in

all local

stands.

Rochester News Company tied
up on "Screen Romance," using
200 special cards, and placed
3,000 inserts
publication.

in

issues

of that

Window displays were arranged in all local cigar stores
on a Kaywoodie Pipe tie-up.
United
Cigar,
Walgreen's,
Schulte's
and the Wishman
stores all used the Kaywoodie
window streamers.

—Loew's,

Rochester, N. Y.

i

I
I

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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\Ohio Play date Law in Abeyance Pending

LOflMAL MAY

ST.

Sec Court Veto of
—

... the passing parade
By DON CARLE GILLETTE

50% Fox Met. Buy

Hearing will be held today before
Judge Martin T. Manton of the U.
S. Circuit Court of Appeals on the
made
show-cause order otbained by Jenks
actual

strange anomaly that, despite the

IS a

IT

RUN SIX TO EIGHT WEEKS

Creditors Are Opposed to
Half-Interest Purchase
in Circuit

Viewing
amount

of

fuss

continually

being

groups, whenever an
movement for the sponsoring of high-class
films is launched it invariably dies for lack

by film

uplift

of support.

Within

this recollection, at least a

well-conceived

plans

catering

for

dozen

&

Rogers, counsel for the Fox TheCorp. stockholders protective
committee, to require Milton C. Weisman, Fox Theaters receiver, to acaters

(Continued on Page 2)

at

Hearing Today
Resumes Today
With More Fireworks Seen

Hearing

Discuss Diesel Power
Omaha

—Among

topics

slated

for

dis-

at the Nebraska-Western Iowa
M.P.T.O. convention opening today at
the Hotel Loyal is the use of Diesel
motors to replace present electrical power setups.
Legislation,
block-booking
bill,
percentage,
designated
playdates
and insurance also are on the program.
President Charles E. Williams expects
about 200 to attend, with Ed Kuykenchief
M.P.T.O.A.
president,
as
dall,
Banquet takes place tomorrow
speaker.
night, with D. V. McLucas of U. A.
cussion

as

By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

—

St. Louis
Trial of the Government's conspiracy case against War-

ners,

cinema tastes have been conceived and
projected within the past year or two, but
none has lived long enough to celebrate its

toastmaster.

ESSANESS MAY INVADE SAEN6ER TO SPREAD

birthday.

first

The reason, aside from the fact that
most "better films" advocates are just pubseekers who like to hear themselves
talk and get their names in print, is that
the promoters of these class film ventures
too often allow their arty inclinations to
reach the point where they sound like
prescriptionists who are offering their clients some kind of mental medicine instead
of just plain entertainment.

licity

—•—

BANK

NIGHTS

and other forms of giveaways are beginning to lose their draw
in some sections of the country, and exhibitors who have been relying on the potency of these attendance stimulators are
in a quandary about what to do next to

ST. LOUIS TERRITORY
Chicago

— Essaness

Theaters,

IN

SHREVEPORT AREA

—

Shreveport, La.
Saenger Theaters Corp., which operates first runs
here, will invade the subsequent run
neighborhood theater field, with a
program which calls for construction
of at least two houses, according to
reliable reports.
This move, which
(Continued on Page 2)

—

In lots of places,

where the picture

BY FILM CARRIERS

Work

itself

appeal

BY

to

THE

vision,

many movie

fans.

—•—

way, what ever became of tele-

which was rearing

its

menacing

head on the horizon not so very long ago?
There hasn't been a good-sized peep out
of it in months.
Millions of dollars worth of experimental
work is still needed before visual broadcasting can be made practical, and the
folks with the millions refuse to undertake
the work because the government won't
permit

them

exclusive

rights

sults.

So television marks time.

to

the

re-

Await Court Test

to

Enforce

Ohio Anti-Preferred Time
Key

City Trade Showings
Planned on "Metropolitan"
Trade showings on "Metropolitan"
in every key city is planned by 20th
CenturyFox in about one week, John
D. Clark, general sales manager, said
This is the first picture
yesterday.
to be made under the Darryl Zanuck
print of the
production regime.
film, which stars Lawrence Tibbett,
is expected in New York tomorrow
from the Coast.

A

Law

et al until

COMMITTEES NAMED

Committees

;

on

legislation

and

safety work, in addition to a nominating committee, were named at
yesterday's opening session of the
annual convention of National Film
Carriers Ass'n in the Park Central
Hotel.
Presided over by James P.
(Continued on Page 2)

:

has been almost entirely neglected lately,
the novelty of being able to attend a movie
without having to suffer through something
like a basement store bargain day ought to

conspiracy

(Continued on Page 3)

RKO
—

Keene, N. H. Peter Latchis, local
Radio Studios
At
theater owner, is reported to have West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Five important feaacquired an interest in the Palace,
bolster business.
St. Johnsbury, Vt.; Gem, Lyndon- tures will go before the cameras at
One suggestion is that they might go ville, Vt., and Orpheum, Woodsville, the RKO Radio studios within the
back to picture business and sell screen
N. H., all being operated by Frank next 10 days. They are "Follow the
fare to the public just as heavily and enA. Tegu. Deal also is on for a house Fleet", with Ginger Rogers and Fred
thusiastically as they sold the giveaways.
(Continued on Page 2)
in Windsor, Vt.

RKO, may

case against
10 A. M.
today because of Yom Kippur, atanti-trust

Warner Bros,

Latchis Gets Interest
In Three N. E. Theaters 5 Films Going in

and

Although Judge George H. Moore
had continued the hearing of the

one

of the principal independent circuits
operating in this territory, is reported contemplating invasion of the
Several sites in the
St. Louis area.
Missouri city are understood under
consideration but so far no deals
have been closed.

Paramount

take from six to eight weeks unless
unexpectedly ended prior to that
time for legal reasons, it was indicated yesterday.
With both sides
keyed up, the lively exchange of
words which broke out last week between Government and defense counsel promises to be continued.

elite

to

Court Test

AT&T Probe
Goes Into Action Oct. 20

Counsel for

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Samuel Becker, new-

appointed special counsel of the
A. T. & T. probe by Federal ComCleveland Pending the court test, munications Commission, will arrive
expected some time next month, to here Oct. 20 to take his oath of of(Continued on Page 2)
determine the constitutionality of the
recently enacted Ohio law banning
designated playdates, it has been
Estimate $4.75 for Loew
agreed between the' plaintiffs and the
defendants that the preferred playWall Street reports yesterday said that
Loew is expected to show net earnings
ing time policy will go on as usual.
amounting to $4.75 a share on the comAs a result, until the hearing is held,
mon for the year ended Aug. 31. It is
no attempt will be made to enforce
also rumored that the dividend on this
stock might be raised from $2 to S3
the law.
a share.
The U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-

—

(Continued on Page 3)

ly

THE

-gem

DAILY

ts

Tuesday, Oct.

Hold Hearing Today
Saenger Circuit Invading
On Buy Into Fox Met.
Shreveport Neighborhoods
Vol. 68, No. 84
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Alicoate,

New

an interest dominates the subsequent
run field, will also bring added competition to C. and C. theaters, which
Holidays
daily except Sundays and
sometime ago entered Shreveport's
Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
subsequent run areas. C. & C. exFilms and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
President, Editor and Publisher; panded rapidly during the year, tak-

JOHN W. ALICOATE
Published
at
1650
by Wid's

10 Cents

(Continued from Page 1)
will make the situation here similar
Orleans, where a corto that in
poration in which E. V. Richards has

Editor and Publisher

Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso-

ing over
Managing towns.

Editor; Don Carls Gillette,
Entered as second class matter,
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.
Address all communications to
ciate

a

number

of

Louisiana

W. Ray Johnston Finds
Conditions Much Better
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood General business conTHE FILM ditions throughout the country are
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. greatly improved, with the outlook
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Holly- for motion pictures the best in years,
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin—
I.
Wardour St., W.

says W. Ray Johnston, Republic Pictures president, who is here for a
studio visit after a cross-country

Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,

trip during which he visited
(•enters in about half the states.

A. Harle, La
Rue de la Cour-

Playhouses, Inc., to reorganize Fox
Met. circuit, on payment of $275,000.
Indications are that the court will
deny the application because of creditor opposition and the apparent insolvent condition of Fox Theaters.
Archibald Palmer, counsel for a
creditors group, holds that the company should be liquidated and not
engage in a business venture entailing risk.

Counsel f or A T & T Probe
Goes Into Action Oct. 20
(Continued
lice

from Page

and inaugurate

tigatory campaign,

AGNEW

York

now

WILLIAM

St.

Louis yesterday from
at the con-

attendance
progress.

POWERS,

WILLIAM
yesterday

Y
York

attorney, who has
St. Louis, leaves

JOHNSON

from

refor

arrived

from

the

to

the

York

has

returned

New

to

Northwest.

GRADY

BILL

New

in

Chicago.

FRANK FREEMAN

turn

New

has left
Coast.

York on

HUTCHINSON

York next month
gagement, which

for
is

returns

Broadway

a

permitted

by

his

re-

New

to

stage enher Warner

contract.

STEPHIN
appear

in

FETCHIT has come east and will
person at the Roxy starting Oct. 18.

WALTER

E.

his active inves-

in

turned to New York from
Missouri today by plane.

1)

Film Daily was

flew to

resume

to

trial

"The

EVANS, secretary-treasurer of
Billboard," returns to Cincinnati tonight
visit to the New York offices.

from a

key

Work

At

1 '2

NEIL

New

spiracy

JOSEPHINE

FINANCIAL

1

Coming and Going

(Continued from Page 1)

quire a half-interest in Metropolitan

informed yesterday at Commission
headquarters.
Becker, who will receive $9,000 a year, is close associate
des-Noues, 19.
and political protege of Wisconsin's
Warners Signing Martin Mooney Governor, Phil La Follette. Another
Martin Mooney, featured writer La Follette lieutenant, John H. Bickon the "New York American" and ley, returns here this week to his post
author of "Special Agent," Warner as chief accountant of the telephone
production, is expected to sign a inquiry.
term writing contract with WarNEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Mooney, who has
ners this week.
Net
5 Films Going In
been much in the headlines due to
High Low Close Chg.
the jail sentence imposed on him
Radio Studios
Am. Seat
13V4 131/4 131/4
for refusing to tell the court where
(Continued from Page 1)
vtc.
65
65
65
+
Picts.
Va
Columbia
he obtained certain information on Astaire, directed by Mark Sandrich;
16
16
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
155/s
rackets in New York, has had four Richard Dix in "Mother Lode", di153V
53
153^
East. Kodak
2
film offers in recent weeks.
rected by Wallace Fox; Anne Shir158
do pfd
158V2 158
ley
in
"Chatterbox", directed bv
427/8 +
43
425/g
Loew's, Inc
Services for Samuel Maurice
George Nicholls Jr.; "Two O'Clock
IO73/4 1073/4 10734 -4- 1
do pfd
Funeral services will be hera this Courage", with Walter Abel and
1034 103/8 IOV2 Paramount
morning at 11 o'clock at the Uni- Margot Grahame, and "The Green
97
97
97
Paramount 1st pfd..
+
versal Chapel, Lexington Ave., for Shadow', directed by Charles Vidor.
13
127/g
Paramount 2nd pfd. 13
+
Samuel Maurice, theater manager
53/g
51/4
Pathe Film
51/2
formerly connected with the RKO
4S/8
45/8 +
41/2
RKO
Second Tearle Picture Released
and other circuits. Cremation will
I6I/4 +
I6I/4
I61/4
20th Century-Fox
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
occur at Fresh Pond Cemetery.
20th Century-Fox pfd 25% 251/2 255/s +
Hollywood
"Judgment Book,"
331/2
331/2
Univ. Pict. pfd
331/2
Library Gets "Dream" Script
second of the Conway Tearle fea7i/g
7i/4
71/4
Warner Bros
Original working script of Max tures produced by Beaumont Pic41
+
41
do pfd
41
Reinhardt's production of a "Mid- tures, headed by Mitchell Leichter,
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
summer Night's Dream" for War- has just been completed and reners will be presented to the Folger leased. Also in the cast are BernaI61/4
16
16
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
Memorial Shakespeare Library in dine Hayes, Howard H. Lang, Jack
155/8
16
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 16
Loew 6s 41 ww
105y4 1047/8 105
+ Vs Washington, along with a print of Pendleton, Richard Cramer and
others.
the film.
Paramount Picts. 6s55 97
96% 963/4
Va
l/
"Trial's End," first of the Tearle
81 1/2
81 1/8 +
81 1/8
Warner's 6s39
g
Frank Buck to Speak
pictures, was booked for a week's
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Frank Buck, whose new jungle run at the Central on Broadway in
i/
25/8
Sonotone Corp
25/8 +
8
2Vi
film, "Fang and Claw," is now be- New York.
I8I/4 +
Technicolor
I8V4 18
Va
ing edited by Van Beuren for RKO
Radio release, will be an honor guest
Hungarian Star Coming to U. S.
and will speak at a luncheon given
Gyula Kabos, Hungarian stage
tomorrow, at 12.30 at L. Bamberger
and screen player, will come to the
& Co. for the New Jersey State United
States to make personal apFish and Game Commission.
pearance under the management of
Hungaria Pictures Distributing Co.,
Havana Theater Tax
Havana A 5 per cent tax on ad- American distributors of Hungarian
missions has been approved by the and other foreign-made motion picConsejo de Secretarios and is ex- ture, and owners of the Tobis the-

—P.

1935

8,

RKO

—
—

.

Committees Named
by Film Carriers
(Continued

from Page

1;

(lark, the morning session was devoted to a discussion of the Federal
Motor Carriers Act, and data was
collected for the filing of an applica-

with the Interstate Commerce
Commission, which now has iurisdiction over the film trucking business.
William Clark of Philadelphia,
Charles Trampe of Milwaukee and
Don Vickers of Charlotte comprise
the safety work committee and will
continue to work with states and
tion

municipalities in the elimination of
accidents.

—

.

.

.

—

—
.

.

.

—

—

pected to be made into a law shortly, ater.
along with a provision that theaters
be required to use artists at least
2 New Virginia Companies
one hour daily.
Receipts from the
Richmond Newly chartered thetax will be used to build a theater atrical companies include Palace
for exhibition of Cuban arts.
Amusements, Inc., Newport News,

—

Rouben Mamoulian
Finis

Fox

Charles C. Pettijohn of the Hays
and Ted V. Rodgers, president
of American Trucking Ass'n, will be
guest speakers at a luncheon today,
with a banquet and entertainment
scheduled for tonight at the Park
Central.
Office

Edythe

Chapman

Daniel Patrick O'Shea

headed by Mrs. Bertha Gordon,
GB'S "Born for Glory" at Globe Leonard Gordon and Julian Gordon,
GB's "Born for Glory" will have and Chesapeake Beach Amusement
its New York premiere at the Globe Corp., Norfolk, headed by John N.
on Oct. 18.
Orphan.
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AWAITS COURT TEST

MAY TAKE SIX WEEKS
(Continued from Page

;orneys in the case

LAW

OHIO PLAYDATE

HEARING

(.Continued

1)

from Page

I)

peals. Columbus, is expected to hear
the case, in which
Distributing

yesterday argued

RKO

before the Judge, a motion to quash
subpoenas duces tecum calling for
a large quantity of books, film concorrespondence and other
tracts,
records to be produced in court by
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., president of
Fanchon & Marco, that company,
and James T. Blair and Edmond
Koelyn, receivers for the Theater
Realty Company, owner of the Fox

Corp. is suing the State of Ohio,
about the latter part of November.
Ben Schwartz of the law firm of
Rockett & Schwartz here was appointed by Attorney General John
Bricker to represent the State.

• • THE FIRST Anniversary of the GB American In•
vasion will be celebrated on Oct. 27
and quite appropriately,
it will be built around the release of "Transatlantic Tunnel"
for GB happens to control the Baird Television system
and the theme of the pix is based on television
for
it is through this new scientific development that the wife in
the picture can observe her husband at work in the tunnel
it is no doubt the forerunner of many Hollywood productions
that will be based on television
.

Theater which is operated by FanJohn S. Leahy of
chon & Marco.
St. Louis, attorney for the receivers
and Ernest L. Wilkinson of New
York, counsel for Arthur, filed the
motion to quash in support of it.
They argued the subpoenas were too
general and would cause the receivers and others much annoyance and

—

• • • SOME MORE Harlemese
(we have been deluged with requests for more of this colorful lingo from the Harlem Flats)
"I'm truckin' along to my solo crib to cop a
light nod."
meaning
"Guess I'll go home and take a
nap."
and here's a critique on Cab Calloway in the argot
of Harlem
"No one can turn on the heat on a hot number
like Cab and his pals
the cullud boys have that hee-yah,
mama burn-my-clothes stuff
from their hard and wooly
noggins down to their hot-cha-cha toes."

trouble, that the evidence sought
by the defendants in the conspiracy
trial was immaterial and that the
court was without power to issue

Frederick H. Wood
of New York, counsel for Warner
Bros., replied that the defense wanted to check the records sought
against Arthur's "testimony in support of the Government's indictment
of alleged conspiracy in restraint of
trade, and to examine him about
much of the information contained
in the records and papers asked
Judge Moore directed the atfor.
torneys to file memorandums and
put the motion to quash under advisement.
Defense counsel has already raised
the question of whether the charge,
even if true, comes under the Sherman Anti-trust Act, contending that
the sale of pictures for use in St.
Louis is purely an intrastate transaction and subject only to the laws
And on four different
of Missouri.
occasions the court has been asked
to declare a mistrial because of the
alleged improper remarks of Prose-

Cleveland Clips
Cleveland Paul Raful, son of B.
Raful, who operates the Rialto, Kenmore, has bought the Astor, Youngstown, from John Perussi. He takes
it over Nov. 1.
Milton Bryer, operating the State
Theater in Bucyrus, has sold the
house to Schine.
He remains as
house manager.
E. E. Bair, operating two houses
in Uhricksville, has extended his
holdings to include the Lincoln, Den-

the subpoenas.

•

•

•

APPEARANCE OF

Leslie

Howard

in

"Hamlet"

nison.

Carl and Mrs. Kahn of the Roxy,
Fostoria, will open their new Civic
Theater, 540 seat de luxe house, on
Oct. 17 with "Annapolis Farewell."

is

"Bing" Miller, booker at the St.
Universal office and brother
of Dave Miller, local "U" branch
manager, stopped off here on his
wedding trip through the east.
M-G-M's "Broadway Melody" is

scheduled for Broadway about the middle of January, after an
out-of-town tryout
"My Rendezvous With Life," new book
by Mary Pickford, has been published by H. C. Kinsey & Co.
"Maria Chapdelaine," French film with English titles, will
Nino Martini,
hold for a third week at the Cinema de Paris
who makes his film debut in 20th Century-Fox's current "Here's
to Romance," will again be with the Metropolitan Opera when
it opens its season this winter
"Pepo," Soviet Armenian
film, opens tomorrow at the Cameo.
It has dialogue titles in
English

Harry Mannist, millinery manufac-

turers' agent, St. Louis County, and
Oliver Brueseke, circulating manager
for a drug trade paper, St. Louis.
Frederick H. Wood of Warner
counsel raised objection to the calling, swearing in or using the alternate jurors, contending that the law
providing for such jurors is unconstitutional. This objection was overcutor Russell Hardy.
As the. case is straightening out ruled but will be one of the basis
for an appeal should a conviction
it promises to be a rather difficult
one for the jury to follow. Already occur.
they have been directed by the court
The attorneys who have been ento apply certain of the evidence to tered in the case and are taking a
only some of the defendants in- more or less active interest in it
dividually or the corporations they are:
represent.
It is probable they will
For Government: Russell Hardy,
have the same problem many times Harold L. Schliz, John S. Claggett,
in the next several days.
William R. Benham and Dwight L.
The members of the jury are: Ed Savage, all from the Attorney GenPanhorst, feed store operator, St.

Louis

reported

outgrossing "Copperfield",

"Chained" and "China Seas" in all
In
of its runs in this territory.
Cleveland, it established a week-end
record at Loew's State.
Theodore Teschner, assistant manW. Fordyce, Louis Phillips, Austin
ager at Loew's State, will marry VirC. Keough and M. H. Alvin.
The Government has called 47 ginia George, assistant treasurer at
witnesses, but may not use all of the Hanna, on Oct. 21.
them while the defense may use an
Ben Darrow of the M-G-M exploiequal number or more.
tation staff in the Pittsbi^^h terriThere is much speculation as to tory has left Huron Road Hospital
when, if ever, Harry Koplar, will be following an operation.
called as a witness. The government
Among the local celebrities who
has not subpoened him, while the had important business in Chicago
However, last week were Henry Greenberger,
defense doesn't want to.
he has been injected so prominently Meyer Fine, Paul Gusdanovic, Mauinto the issues that have been raised rice and Meyer Kaplan, Jim Scoville,
he probably will appear on the stand Perc Essick, Howard Reif, all of
at some time during the trial. And Cleveland, and Jerry Steel of Oberif he does it is certain to prove one
lin.
of the real highlights of the proJoe Leavitt, operator of the Film
ceedings.
Bldg. projection room, is back in
crimPending the outcome of the
harness following a week-end at
inal proceedings, Judge Moore has Charity Hospital where he was rushcontinued

the

equity

—

—or

case

in-

ed after a gallstone attack.

proceedings against WarGeorge W. Weeks, GB general
and junction
Washington,
ners, Paramount and RKO until
Clair, Mo.; W. H. Stubblefield, real
Attorney further order of the court. It is ex- sales manager, and Claude Ezell of
District
United
States
and loan agent, Webster Harry C. Blanton.
estate
Affiliated Enterprises were visitors
pected to immediately follow the last week.
Groves, Mo.; Bruce Bergman, dairy
interests: James A. ending of the criminal case.
For
Warner
man, Salem, Mo.; H. C. Applegate, Reed, Samuel B. Jeffries, Frederick
Meyer Fischer, local exhibitor, and
retired traveling salesman, Richmond
Fischer are laying plans to
Mrs.
Paul
Simpson,
H. Wood, Arthur E.
Same W. B.-F. N. Division
California as soon as the
Heights, Mo.; Erwin Weber, autoleave
for
RobF. Plummer, Thomas Friedman,
Despite announcements Mall Theater, for the past year and
Omaha
mobile garage man, St. Charles, Mo.
eral's

5

George W. Fullerton (negro), waiter
at the Tork Hotel, St. Louis; Charles
L. Krause, retired, St. Louis; George
Atwood, bank employe, Ferguson,
Mo.; Charles E. Calif, trunk salesman, St. Louis; Otto G. Dietz, general contractor, St. Louis; Joseph G.
Eddy, real estate agent, St. Louis,
and Emil H. Lauter, coal salesman,
St.

Louis.

ert

W.

office,

Perkins,

I.

Levinson, James

Taylor, Joseph Hazen and Walter
A. Main.
For RKO Distributing and Ned E.
Depinet; Jacob M. Lashly, George
Leisure, William Mallard Col. J.
Donovan, Bruce Bromley, Gordon
Youngman and R. S. Irvine.
For Paramount and George J.
The alternate jurors are Schaefer: William R. Gentry, Samuel

—

to the contrary recently, the same a half operated by Fischer, is turned
division of Warner and First Na- over to the new lessee, Max Lefkotional product will hold for the en- wich, about the middle of the month.
suing year in the Omaha territory.
A. H. Blank circuit has announced
Film Exchange in New Quarters
here it will get the usual Warner
The Film Exchange has moved to
the Brandeis, oper-

turnout, while
ated by the Mort H. Singer circuit
in partnership with RKO, gets First
National.

125

West 45th

retains
ber.

its

St.

original

The company
num-

telephone
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Reviews

LITTLE from LOTS
By

RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

of

i

Splendid

V

plus good lines and situations and direction

Our Passing Show: Harry Rapf,
Bernard Hyman, Myrt Blunt, Rufus
LeMaire, Arthur S. Lyons at the
preview of

"It's in

\

maintains a high speed, makes this a
very entertaining comedy-drama. Joan Bennett has an opportunity to do some of her
best dramatic work and George Raft is
Their playing of the comedy situaswell.
tions is done with a feeling of naturalness
that

|

j

the Air."

t

T

Francis Lederer has been appointed a member of the advisory board that brings a lot of laughs. Walter Conof the Screen Actors Guild. By the nolly is splendid as the old man and Walway, Rudolph Kiss, noted Hungar- lace Ford is outstanding in a dramatic
Alan
ian portrait painter, is working on scene shortly before he is killed.
a study of Lederer for his gallery of Mowbray, as always the thespian, comes in
noted Californians.
for a lot of laughs, and Lloyd Nolan makes
T

Hoot
from a

T

Gibson
visit

northwest

— the

T

in

vincing.

the

Pendleton Roundup

and the Washington state fair at
Puyallup, where he presided as ringr

of the

congratulate

to

who

is

working

gangster

leader

very

con-

Billie

The final
handles his part very well.
chase takes up a lot of footage and is
quite melodramatic but a lot happens while
it is on and it never becomes tedious. Walter Connolly's wealth has made his wife,
daughter and son a bunch of madmen.
He is sent to prison, where he meets Raft.
Before dying, he persuades him to take

t

first

Russell Simpson,

the

son

|

master.

One

of

Burke gives her usual splendid performance in one of her flighty roles
and James Blakeley as the good for nothing

returned

recently

r

role

his

two rodeos

to

HERE & THERE

New Films

in

DRESSED

in

has been add"SHE COULDN'T TAKE IT
ed to the cast of "The Calling
with Walter Connolly and Billie Burke
of Dan Matthews," which Sol Lesser
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
is producing.
Richard Arlen heads Columbia
89 mins.
the cast, with Donald Cook, Douglas
VERY ENJOYABLE COMEDY-DRAMA
Dumbrille, Frederick Burton, Lee
WITH FINE WORK BY CAST AND GOOD
Moran, Tom Dugan and Edward McDIRECTION.
Wade among the principals.
playing on the part of the cast,
T

Waterbury, Conn.
Alvina M.
Quatrano has leased the Lyric, second-run house in the city's business
center,
from Waterbury Amuse-

TO THRILL"

with Tutta Rolf and Clive Brook

Fox

68 mins.

WEAK STORY

PROVIDES POOR DEBUT
VEHICLE FOR TUTTA ROLF WHO HAS

GOOD

POSSIBILITIES.

Although Tutta Rolf shows up in her
American screen debut as an excellent personality who ought to have little trouble
attracting

a

picture

not

is

following,
her initial
very satisfactory one, due

public
a

weakness.
Miss Rolf
French small-town
a
dressmaker in love with Clive Brook, who
walks out on her just when she expects to
become his wife. Going to Paris and becoming a headline actress, Miss Rolf again
meets Brook, now a rich banker about to
marry a society girl.
Not recognizing his
former sweetheart, Brook falls hard for
her, and she leads him on in order to get
even for the way he treated her years ago.
Then she gets him back to the small-town,
where she assumes her former role of dressmaker, without Brook knowing of her duplicity.
For a while he is undecided whether
it is the actress or the dressmaker that he
likes best, but finally decides on the latter, and so to the happy ending.
principally

plays

to

story

part

the

of

T

his

20th anni-

Paris,"

which

is

sung by Nino

Martini in "Here's to Romance," is
expected to develop into a big hit.
Conrad wrote "The Continental."

—

—

Des Moines Open house was held
by the Cass circuit at Sumner, la.,
last week for entertainment of their
employees from Sumner, Waucoma,
Nashua, Strawberry Point, Coggon
and Oxford Junction.
J. F. Cass
presided at the banquet which was
attended by equipment and film representatives. Brief talks were given
by D. W. Shirley of Cinema Supplies
of Minneapolis, R. G. Faulds of Des
Moines Theater & Supply Co., R. F.
Crawford of
H.

McKean

of

RKO

Distributing, F.
P.

Paramount and E.

O'Neill of Fox.

.Milwaukee

—Gene

Schroeder, for-

merly with the art department of

Warners here, is now connected in a
similar capacity with Fox, under the
direction of Ben Marshall, advertising manager for the circuit.

New

England Notes

—

Boston
"The Crusades" had a
Hollywood premiere at the Majestic
on Friday night with many state

Handicapped.

Photography,

—

Baltimore Bits
Baltimore
The Motion Picture
Theater Owners of Maryland are
backing a "Go to the Movies" movement.
Mayor Howard W. Jackson,
Baltimore, issued a proclamation
making October "Go to the Movies
Month."
William K. Saxton, manager of
the Loew theaters in Baltimore, has
been made stage director of "The
Town Party" to be held at the Fifth
Regiment Armory on Oct. 14 as the
opening gun in the Community Fund
compaign.
Major Edward Bowes
will be on the program.
"Broadway Melody of 1936" has
been moved from Loew's Century to
the Valencia for its second week.
Michael Griffin has been held for
trial on the charge of holding up
Birk Binnard, manager of the Metropolitan, in the lobby of the theater on Sept. 2 and robbing him of
$307 of the theater's receipts.
Recommendations that the power
to grant permits for the construction of theaters here be taken from
the City Council and placed in the
hands of the Board of Zoning Appeals have been made in a report to
Mayor Howard W. Jackson by a special committee.

—

Des Moines Raymond Blank, who
spent part of the summer on a ranch
in Arizona, is back in Des Moines.

and city dignitaries in attendance.
Film scheduled for four-week roadCast: George Raft, Joan Bennett, Walter
show run, to be followed by "MidGood
Connelly, Billie Burke, Llcyd Nolan, Wallace
summer Night's Dream". House unFord. James Blakeley. Alan Mcwbray, Wilder lease by M. & P. Theaters with
liam Tannen, Donald Meek.
Henry Taylor manager and Billy
Indiana
Notes
Producer, B P. Schulberg; Director, Tay
Nixon in the box office.
Garnett; Authors, Gene Tcwn, Graham BaIndianapolis- J. J.
Grady, Fox
The Colonial, Nashua, N. H., has
ker; Screenplay, Oliver H P. Garrett; CamCincinnati manager, spent the week been reopened by the new owners,
HavShamrcy;
Editor,
Gene
eraman, Leon
end in' Indianapolis as house guest Morse & Rothenberg Circuit.
lick.
of Laddie Hancock.
Phil Bloomberg will open the EmPhotography, Fine.
Direction, Fast
Tony Nellesen, one of the oldest pire, Salem, Mass., on the 15th for
theater operators in Indiana and un- the Salem Realty Co. as a "B" house
Direction,

Con Conrad's new song, "Midnight
in

Inc., for three vears at annual rental of $3,600.

rat,

she loves him.

T

T

ments,

Cast: Tutta Rclf, Clive Brook, Robert Bar-

Nydia Westman, George Hassell, Mme
Smirncva, Leonid Snegoff, G. P. Huntley.
versary in the picture business, was
In
his
of
his
family.
Jr., Lionel Belmore, Andre Cheron.
Edgar Lewis^ who directed Simpson over the managing
This job, Raft runs into a lot of opposition, espeProducer, Robert T. Kane; Director, Harry
in his initial featured role.
was in "The Barrier," a Rex Beach cially from the daughter, but after a kid- Lachman; Author, Alfred Savoir; Screenplay,
which
story made 19 years ago in New napping which she has planned and
Samson Raphaelscn; Cameraman, Rudolph
nearly gets her bumped off, she realizes
York.
Mate.

"Paddy O'Day," on

IVi5

8,

—

George Raft and Joan Bennett

KORNMAN
VfARY
X

T

Tuesday, Oct.

I

New
New
i

|

til

Orleans Notes

Orleans

—

recently operator of the Capital
Ft. Wayne, died last

and Creighton,

Mortimore and week.

Schiell, whose efforts have been confined in the past to operation of

with a first-run policy.
"Broadway Handicap", being run
at

the

Capitol,

Fall

River,

Mass.,

Hammer, formerly repre- has been declared a lottery in Disthere and Ernest Michelsentative for GB, is now covering trict Court
reported Indiana for Technical Furnishings felder, assistant manager, was found
Don

L.

neighborhood theaters, are
dickering for the Strand, once an Corp., Chicago.
ace first run and now being used for
Frank Barry, Columbia's traveling
radio broadcast shows.
Mortimore
in
and Schiell are said to plan to run auditor, will spend several weeks
Indianapolis on business.
15
it at 10 cents for matinees and
Tommy McLeaster, of the Fox exat night.
'"Slim" Brewer will open the Sa- change is driving a new car.
voy Theater for negroes at ClarksJ. A. Kalver, now operates the
dale, Miss.

New Adams

Alec Gounares, who ran a film
house at the Arlington amusement
park near Mobile, has closed down

Decatur.

for the winter.
Home of Henry Vautrin, Mandeville exhibitor, was recently damaged

by fire.
Bob Wood, United Artists

Howard,

Paramount,

in

Carl

Niesse, Central City Amusement Co.,
and Charles Olson, operator of the
Lyric, attended the World's Series.

The Metropolitan Theater will resume its afternoon tea dansants in
the Platinum Salon on Oct. 12.
The Apollo, damaged by fire some
time ago, is nearly ready for opening.
John Henes is owner.
Officers to be installed during the
Lt. A. Vernon Macaulay Post, A. L.,

on Nov. 2 are Dr. William
Basch, commander; Kenneth Forkey,
Magnet Theater, Dorchester, vicecruise

McLaughlin,
commander;
"Bill"
Stoneham Theater, finance officer;

Waltha Reeves, formerly with M- Cyril McGerrigle, RKO, adjutant,
G-M, has joined Big Feature Rights. and Sam Levine, GB, sergeant-atThe Castle Theater, Newcastle, arms.
of will open Oct. 10.
A newly remodelled 450 seat house

district
Birmingham in

left for
connection with the premiere
"Red Salute" there.
Herschel Stuart's brother, Buddy,
and Diaz Callahan, one-time ex-

exploiteer,

John

and Madison theaters

guilty of conducting a lottery and
fined.
The case was appealed.

R. F. Scherer, will open the Palace Clinton, October 15.
Percy Barr, National Screen Serchange manager, were visitors last vice representative in Indiana, spent
week.
the week in Chicago on business.

is soon to be opened in South Portland, Me., to show third run films.
"Broadway Melodies of 1936" was
held for a second week at Loew's

State and Orpheum.
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Coast Reports Al Lichtman Resigned from

JUDGE MOORE BARS EVIDENCE ON

WASHf PARLEY

Says Optional Contracts Solve Arbitration

^ettijohn
Hays

A.

U.

Counsel Addresses
Film Carriers'

Luncheon

How They

Started

Film

Companies
Hearing
By DAVID

FILM DAILY

In response to a question as to
whether arbitration will be restored
n the film industry, Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the Hays organization, speaking yesterday at
the luncheon of the National Film
Carriers Ass'n in the Park Central,
said that the industry could have
arbitration through issuance of two
optional contracts, one providing
for arbitration of any commercial
dispute and the other minus such a
The question was asked
provision.
by George P. Aarons, secretary of
{Continued on Page 5)

—

BARRETT

Staff

Correspondent

Federal Judge George

Louis
H. Moore, shortly after noon yesterday, ruled that he would not permit
the introduction into the evidence
against Warners and other defendants in the Government's anti-trust
conspiracy case now on trial, testimony touching on the now celebrated
peace conference that was held in the
office of Attorney-General Cummings
in Washington on May 17, at the instigation of Sol A. Rosenblatt, NRA
administration head of the code for
St.

nolat'mtiil
JoJtikM—-,

Score

Point at St. Louis

(Continued on Page 4)

REORGANIZATION PLAN

BRITISH FILM COSTS

COMPLETED

MOUNTING, SAYS KENT

Hearing on a proposed plan and
agreement for reorganization of
General Theaters Equipment Inc.,
filed by the debenture holders committee, has been fixed for Nov. 13
in Chancery Court, Wilmington, Del.
The plan provides for issuance of

mounting to dangerous proportions
and should be curtailed, declared
Sidney R. Kent, 20th Century-Fox
president, upon his return to New

FOR

G.T.E.

800,000 shares of capital stock to re(Continued on Page 6)

Fox Met. Purchase
Opposed

at

Hearing

After considerable opposition and
support had been expressed on
the proposal of the stockholders' protective committee of Fox Theaters
Corp. that Milton C. Weisman, Fox
Theaters receiver, be required to exlittle

(Continued on Page 5)

Fox-Muller Action
in High Court Again
By ROBERT CHARLES

LUNCH

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
With Abram F.
Washington
Myers of Allied arguing the case for

—

A. D. Muller, the old contract action
involving this exhibitor and Fox is
to reach the U. S. Supreme Court
(Continued on Page 6)

British production costs are fast

York yesterday on the Berengaria
(Continued on Page 4)

The inPresenting Sam Dembow, Jr., new on the executive roster of National Screen Service.
From
dustry first knew Sam back in 1913, when he began his career as a film peddler for Fox.
the selling end of the game he worked around to the buying side in the Paramount Publix
Credit
circuit operation,
and last year switched from there to his present incumbency.
Col. "Hap" Hadley for the nifty art work

Resignation of Al Lichtman
Up to U. A. Directors Today
Four Philadelphia Houses

Are Sold for

—The

$1,650,000

Nixon, Tower,
Frankford and Roosevelt theaters
here were purchased yesterday by
the TNSR Realty Co., according to
a statement issued by Alfred M.
Greenfield, who is local attorney for
Warner Bros. He gave the purchase
Philadelphia

price as $1,650,000, of which sum
$403,000 was in cash. The four theaters are being operated by Skouras
Bros.

West Coast Bureau

—

of

Big Array of Notables
For Premiere of "Dream"
One of the biggest array of
notables that ever turned out for
a film premiere will be on hand for
the world premiere of "A Midsummer Night's Dream", the Shake(Continued on Page 6)

THE FILM DAILY Butterfield Circuit

Adds

Hollywood Al Lichtman yesterTwelve Theaters to Group
day was reported to have submitted
sales
president
and
his resignation as
Detroit Acquisition of about a
chief of United Artists following dif- dozen houses in the next three
ferences with Samuel Goldwyn. Both months is planned by the Butterfield
Lichtman and Goldwyn refused to Circuit in its first expansion move
make a statement, but the U. A. in several years. With 89 houses at
board of directors will meet here to- pi-esent, the additions will put the
day, at which time the expected circuit across the 100 mark for the
Three theaters are now
resignation is to be acted upon. The first time.
general opinion is that the rift will under construction and others will

—

be patched up.

be built or bought.

THE

c&a
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Kuykendall Addresses
Iowa MPTO
Neb.-Western
for Hearing Oct. 28
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Wisconsin Playdate Suit

Up

Action of
Wed,
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major distributors

all

testing constitutionality of the new
Wisconsin law banning designation
of playdates is now scheduled for
hearing in the Federal Court at
Milwaukee on Oct. 28. A similar
statute is being tested in Ohio.

at

William

Moran Acquiring

Houses Around

By

FILM DAILY

Omaha

—

Staff

Correspondent

Ascap, the Pettengill
and percentage bookings

measure
came in for heavy

by Ed
Kuykendall at the Nebraska-Western Iowa exhibitors' meeting yescriticism

terday. More than sixty representaexhibitors heard Kuykendall
tive
speak nearly hour and a half. He
urged local exhibitors to contact
their congressmen and appeal to

St. Louis
them to pass the pending music tax
Moran, former measure. The Pettengill bill, he said,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Springfield and Oklahoma City ex- would never do the things it promTerms (Postage free) United States outside hibitor, is reported planning to open
ises, but on the contrary its most
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign houses in several towns around here. ardent supporters now would disown
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
exfor
order.
deals
with
considering
He also is
Subscriber should remit
$15.00.
it once they saw how it would ultiAddress all communications to THE FILM isting houses, with Lebanon, Mo.,
mately set up another government
DAILY, 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y. among the spots he is checking.
bureau.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Ho yCable Address: Filmday, New York.
he said,
bookings,
Percentage
St.

Louis

—William

_

California— Ralph

wood,

Wilk,

Holly-

6425

LondonPhone Granite 6607.
wood
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin—
Wardour St., W. I.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La

Palumbo Wins Golf Prize

Blvd.,

Rue de

Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.

Cour-

la
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THE FILM DAILY
H. Golden, for-

mer manager of the 20th CenturyFox Hollywood studios, has been elevated to the post of associate producer by Sol M. Wurtzel, production
executive.

2

7'A
42

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
Keith A-0 6s46
Paramount Picts. 6s55

+
—
+
+

Lou Aid-

and Jerry Keyser were second
and third. Low net prizes went to
Joe Hummel, S. Newman and Steve
Thrilling. Arthur Sachson and William Brooks were among other winrich

Net

133'8

the other winners.

will

Chg.

Close

133'8

Am. Seat

Leonard Palumbo of the Warner
publicity department, winner of the
low gross prize in the Warner Club
handicap tournament held Saturday
at the Rivervale Country Club, will
be awarded his trophy today, as

The

first

film

on which

Golden's name will appear will be
the adaptation of Arthur Somers
Roche's "Hard to Get," which will
go into work within two weeks.

+
+

Coming and Going

CLAUDE WILBUR

LESLIE HOWARD will leave late this wee„
Hollywood to begin work for First National
"Petrified Forest," continuing his recently
inaugurated radio series from the coast while
he works at the studios.

for
in

ANITA LOUISE,
after

on her
tonight's

attending

way back

to the coast|

"A Mid-

premiere of

summer

Night's Dream" in New York, will stop
off in Pittsburgh on Friday for a celebration]
being arranged there by Warners.

S.
JAY KAUFMAN has returned from Hollywood, where he negotiated for sale of film rights
to a number of Shubert stage productions.

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ, composer, sails today]
with
KATHERINE
CARRINGTON
<Mrs.|
Schwartz) on the Normandie for England.
LUDWIG,

EMIL
rived

the

at
Europe.

Hotel

author and biographer, arSt.
Moritz yesterday from

AL LICHTMAN is scheduled to arrive in New
should include everything that goes York tomorrow from Hollywood.
AL BRADY, Warner auditor, has returned
up to make a program, such as
east after a week in Detroit.
shorts, score trailers and so on. He
HARRIET HILLIARD, who was married yesdeplored the sudden outbreak of lawterday to Ozzie Nelson, orchestra leader, with
suits with the passing of the NRA
whom she has been appearing on the radio
because it only makes the film in- and in vaudeville, leaves this week-end for the
dustry more vulnerable to outsiders coast to start work under her recently signed
and "besides, I've never known a RKO Radio contract.
LAWRENCE TIBBETT, whose newest screen
judge who could render a fair, sane

decision

on

film

litigation.

We

Century-Fox's

20th

vehicle,

"Metropolitan,"

is

due at the Radio City Music Hall on Oct.
should keep our fights within our begins his annual concert tour in Hartford 24,
on|
In that connection Friday.
own sphere."
he said he is making a nation-wide
KATHERINE ALEXANDER and HELEN WESTtour to survey opinions on the ques- LEY, having completed their roles in the ne
Samuel Goldwyn production to be released,'
tion of arbitration boards.
arrive in New York today from Hollywood.
Charles E. Williams, of Omaha,
SIDNEY R. KENT, who arrived in New York
president of the local M.P.T.O.,
yesterday on the Berengaria, leaves for thej
warned exhibitors in the remain- Coast
within 10 days.
ing larger towns in Nebraska and
EDGAR
SfcLWYN, who reutrned to New Yorl
of
encroachments
Iowa against the
yesterday on the Berengaria, leaves immediately
circuits which he said would soon for Hollywood.
choke off independents in those situJOHN SUSSMAN, photographer, has gone to
The banquet in the evening the Coast from New York to demonstrate his
ations.
was attended by one hundred and new lens.
fifty, with Kuykendall as the principal speaker.

Buys "Dream" Ticket for Jan. 12
With Warner's production of "A

Film Carriers Invited
To Truckers Convention

American Trucking Ass'n will
Midsummer Night's Dream" schedParisian "Find" for Pickford-Lasky uled for an indefinite roadshow run hold its annual convention Oct. 14Warner's 6s39
Ariane Borg, a discovery of Jesse at the Hollywood Theater on Broad- 16 at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
L. Lasky while on his recent Paris way beginning tonight, it is definite Members of the National Film CarVa
2% 2"2 2V2
Sonotone Corp
riers Ass'n were yesterday invited
visit, sails from abroad today on the that the picture will run for at least
18% 183 8 183'8 + %
Technicolor
He de France en route to New York three months. A ticket for the Jan. by President Ted V. Rodgers to at3
3
Trans-Lux
3
and Hollywood to appear in pictures 12 performance of the Shakespeare tend and participate in an open
to be produced by Jesse L. Lasky in opus has already been purchased by forum on industry problems which
Theater
Michigan
New
association with Mary Pickford for Harriet Gittleson of 1940— 50th St., will be a feature of the convention.
Romeo, Mich. A new theater will United Artists release.
Brooklyn.
Henry Fonda's Father Dies
be erected here by Howard R. Taul.
Plans are being prepared by Bennett
Omaha W. B. Fonda, father of
Film
Puppet
Soviet
Acquire
N. J. Allied to Meet in Newton
& Straight, theatrical architects of
Henry Fonda, 20th Century-Fox
Oscar Serlin and Joseph Burstyn
Detroit.
Next meeting of Allied Theaters
player, died here Monday.
Mayer
in association with Arthur
of New Jersey is planned for Oct.
South
and
North
acquired
have
24 at Newton, N. J., home town of
distribution rights to the
President Sidney E. Samuelson. Ses- American
Soviet picture, "Gulliver's Travels,"
sion takes place in the Cochran
RKO
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M-G-M

features

Mary Garden
of THE FILM DAILY
Mary Garden has

Signs

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

signed a contract with M-G-M to
advise and assist in production of pictures with operatic sequences.

Irving

Cummings

Jeanette

Dennis

Loff

J.

Marjorie

Jack

Pyser

Shea

Beebe

picture, which
thousand puppets
will open Nov. 1 at the Cameo Theater, after which it will be dubbed

from Amkino.

House.

The

several

Secretarial Position

WANTED

into English.

Ten years

3VIOI/A
r_

Film Viewing and
Mabel Drew With Home
Reproducing Machines
Mabel Drew, who has been doin ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE- RENT
I
radio publicity for United Artis
• Illustrated Literature on request. •
and Columbia, is now associated wit
Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc.
Hal Home, getting radio plugs & 8
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"
his "Mickey Mouse Magazine".

tion.

29.

Thoroughly

Daily,

Box

1650

College

educa-

appearance.

Attractive

business.

City.

secretary to Motion

as

Executive.

Picture

Age

familiar

with

film

1000.

The

Film

No.

Broadway,

New

York

NEXT WEEK YOU WILL KNOW
WHAT 20th CENTURY-FOX
HAS PLANNED FOR ...

NOVEMBER
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JUDGE MOORE BANS

St.

Wednesday, Oct.

Louis Sidelights

WASH'N EVIDENCE
CT. LOUIS—"The Last Days of
(Continued from Page 1)
Pompeii" was given a private
the motion picture industry.
screening for Ned E. Depinet and
Special Assistant Attorney-Genmaster-minders attending
other
eral Russell Hardy, in charge of the
Depinet announced
the trial here.
question
prosecution, had sought to
it will open at the Center Theater in
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., president of
New York on Oct. 16. It will go
Fanchon & Marco, who was presthree weeks or more.
ent at the conference, ahout what
*
*
*
had happened at the meeting. It was
made
a
Agnew
flying trip
Neil
the contention of Hardy that a stateover the week to New York City. He
of
Perkins
Robert
W.
made
by
ment
took the air both ways so he could
counsel for Warners and affiliated
back into court yesterday
check
companies, also defendants in the
morning.
case, could be used in the case as
*
*
*
highly incriminating circumstances
LiBeau, district manager
Ralph
bearing upon the question of the
for Paramount, took advantage of
guilt of the Warner defendants and
the legal vacation to swing around
with
along
jury
the
before
should go
his circuit.
and
said
everything else that was
*
*
*
done at the meeting, not only by
Now
it comes out that the fourPerkins, Rosenblatt and the Attorhour opening statement by Ex-Senney-General, but by every other person present
ater Realty Co., owners of the Fox
During the arguments last SaturTheater Building to quash the orthe
morning
yesterday
of
and
all
day
ders of the court made last week
room,
the
jury was excluded from
granting
the request of Warners for
Prior to the ruling
as was Hardy.
subpoenas duces tecum for the proby the Court, George Leisure of
of various books, papers, film
counsel for RKO Distributing duction
contracts, etc., of the various comCorp., and Ned E. Depinet had
individuals named in the
informed Judge Moore that if the janies and
prior orders. In announcing that he
Courts hould decide to let the conhad decided to grant the motion to
ference happenings go to the jury,
quash, Judge Moore said that the
that when it was put in he would
requests for the subpoenas had been
present on behalf of his clients a
presented to a very busy Court and
motion for a severance., as the
that he had passed upon the applicastatements attributed to Attorneytions of Warners without having an
General Cummings denouncing the
opportunity to fully study the sweepmotion picture industry in vigorous
ing character of the subpoenas. He
inflammahighly
would
prove
terms
said he was convinced the subpoenas
ble and so prejudice the minds of
were too general in their terms, but,
the jury that the other defendants,
in sustaining the motions to quash,
such as RKO and Depinet, would
did so without prejudice to Warners.
be adversely affected.
Clamps Down on Wrangling Counsel The effect of the ruling is that the
During the course of the discus- various defendants in the conspiracy
may later come to the Court
sion yesterday morning Judge Moore case
clamped down upon the wrangling for similar subpoenas of a specific
among counsel that had previously character naming the particular conHardy devoted tract, correspondence, etc., sought.
marked the trial.
much of his time to answering the This restriction will avoid the annoyvicious attack on his integrity and ance feared by counsel for Arthur,

RKO

good faith in connection with the
Washington conference made by
Frederick H. Wood of Warner counsel.
He also sought to restrict the
arguments on the question of the
conference evidence solely to the attorneys representing the Warner in-

ator Jim Reed was spring training
for the real speech he is to deliver
Columbus Day when a monument to
the late I. Joel Stone is dedicated.
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BRITISH FILM COSTS

MOUNTING, SAYS KENT
(Continued from Page

1)

from abroad. One recently-made

pic-

ture, he pointed out, has a negative
cost of $1,250,000.

Twentieth Century-Fox has organGradwell Sears' mother operates ized Inter-Allied, British company,
the State Theater in Nashville, 111., with Paul Czinner to make four or
but she has forgotten those cares to five features, including pictures stargive that consolation to a troubled ring Elisabeth Bergner.
Twentieth Century-Fox production
son that only mamas know how to
plans for England, beyond this engive.
*

*

*

That lone negro on the jury is
never more lonelier than when the
jury takes a recess.
*

Sam Fordyce

*

*

did his stuff in great

terprise and also the making of 12'
quota pictures through independent

producers, are contingent upon de-

velopments in this

field,

Kent

said.

intends to spend between $375,000 and $500,000 per picInter-Allied

ture,

it

was

stated.

Everyone on the jury knows,
Robert T. Kane, who accompanied
or should, that George J. Schaefer Kent to England, is now located
trying
honest
German
boy
just
is an
there as representative of Joseph M.
to get along in this wicked world.
Schenck in contact with players,
writers and other production elehis other testimony to show that ments.
later Paramount and RKO refused
Twentieth
Century-Fox foreign
to sell him pictures because of the sales are between 50 and 60 per cent
pressure brought by Warners.
ahead of a comparative period last
To bolster up Arthur's testimony year, Kent declared, and said he exthe Government has summoned some pects that they will double during
46 other witnesses, but what they the year. Shirley Temple is the bigwill say in Court during the next gest box-office draw in Europe, he
several weeks, more or less, will be stated. Since the death of Will Roglargely corroborative and in support ers, the foreign picturegoers, parof Arthur's statements while on the ticularly in England, are displaying
witness stand. On him largely swings greater interest in the star's vehicles
the outcome of the Government's than ever before said Kent, who decase.
He is their ace and that fact scribed "Cecil Rhodes," GB production, as the finest foreign picture he
is well realized by counsel for the
various defendants, so when he again saw while on his trip.
Overbuilding is becoming an intakes the witness stand this morning he is certain to face a very vig- creasingly serious problem in Engorous cross-examination by Wood land, Kent observed.
Kent was met at quarantine by
and other attorneys who will seek to
break down or minimize what he has John D. Clark, 20th Century-Fox
general sales manager. Kent plans
already testified to.
to go to the Coast within a week or
Wood Cross-Examines
10 days.
style.

Wood

directed his early cross-ex-

amination late yesterday afternoon
to a review of Arthur's theatrical
connections in St. Louis and other
places of the country along with
those of Fanchon & Marco. The pur-

Frank Merlin Under Contract
Frank Merlin, director and coauthor and producer of "Good Men
and True," which is being sponsored
et al.
by Warners, has been signed to a
Harry Arthur Ends Testimony
pose of this line was to reveal the managerial
contract
by Richard
The crest of the Government's case witness' personal and financial in- Krakeur of the Leo Morrison office.
against the film firms was reached terest in the St. Louis first-run fight.
shortly before 4 P. M., when Harry Wood also succeeded through his ex- versations with Neil Agnew, general
Arthur concluded his direct testi- amination in obtaining from Arthur sales manager for Paramount. He

mony under

testified that at

of

sations

the careful questioning a promise to bring into court copies
Russell
Hardy.
Immediately of the leases of his various concerns
thereafter Arthur was called upon on the St. Louis, Fox, Ambassador,
to submit to a searching cross-ex- Missouri and New Grand Central
Leisure amination at the hands of Frederick and any other written agreements
attorney that
ernment's
briefly revealed to the court that he H. Wood of counsel for Warners. It touching on the operations of those
planned to ask a severance if the is understood that the Government's houses, together with a list of the
evidence went in, even if it was re- case largely swings on the testimony Pictures that have been shown in
of Arthur, especially because of the these various theaters, data on their
stricted to the Warners only.
At the opening of the trial yes- very damaging statements against price changes, etc. In this way Wood
terday morning Judge Moore issued the interests of various defendant apparently has succeeded in obtainan order sustaining the motions corporations and individuals he has ing the promise to get through Armade Monday by counsel for Arthur, attributed to Abel Cary Thomas, thur much of the documentary eviFanchon & Marco, F. & M. Stage Gradwell Sears, Herman Starr, Ned dence that the Warner defendants
Show, Inc., F. & M. Theater of Mis- E. Depinet, George J. Schaefer, Jules sought to get by the subpoenas which
Through Judge Moore quashed because of the
souri Inc., Eden Theater Co., Harry Levy and Cresson Smith.
Greenman, Charles Kurtzman, Allen him, Hardy has sought to prove that objections raised by counsel for ArL. Snyder, St. Louis Missouri The- Warner officials told him that Fan- thur, Fanchon & Marco et al.
ater, Inc., St. Louis Ambassador chon & Marco would be ruined finanIn the concluding portions of his
Theater Inc., and Edmond Koeln and cially and support of that alleged direct examination yesterday afterJames T. Blair, co-receivers for The- part of the conspiracy is intended by noon, Arthur told of his various con-

terests and individual officials of
their companies. It was in response
to this move on the part of the Gov-

9,

one of these converhim that Paramount had been compelled to make
a
in

Agnew

told

commitment for
St.

Louis

to

first-run pictures

Warners because

Warners had threatened
Paramount's plans for

its

to

upset

large hold-

He quoted Cresson
Smith, western sales manager for
RKO, as first agreeing to accept $55,000 from Arthur for a supply of
second-run pictures for the Missouri
and New Grand Central, but later
raying that he could not give the
pictures because Warner had objected. He attributed a statement to
Jules Levy, RKO sales manager, in
explanation of why RKO had committed its first-run pictures to Warners, that Warners are the biggest
customers of RKO.
ings in Detroit.
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PETTIJOHN ADVOCATES

OPTIONAL CONTRACTS

AOW

ALL ST. LOUIS HOUSES

jli

?* PHIL M. DALY

NOW

IN

UNION FOLD

Louis

—As

a result of agree-

St.
(Continued from Page 1)

the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pa.,
Southern N. J., and Delaware, who
was toastmaster at the luncheon.
Pettijohn said that his suggestion
met the objections of the U. S. Supreme Court against "compulsory"

He declared
arbitration.
sensible thing was to set

that the

up a fair
forum where industry disputes would
be decided by men in the business
the mechanics of producand exhibition.
distribution
Those who wanted lawsuits, grief
and recrimination could go out and
fight all they wanted to, he added.
Pettijohn praised the work of the

who know

tion,

film carriers, pointing out that they
were performing a valuable service
to the industry and that their work
had never been criticized because
no grounds for criticism has existed.
He mentioned the difficulties of wind,

weather and acts of God with which
carriers have to deal and stressed
the fact that in the recent general
strike in San Francisco the only
commodity that received regular de-

were films.
Ted V. Rodgers, president of the
American Trucking Ass'n, addressed
the guests and assured them they
had little to be concerned about from
the new carrier act which places
trucking under the supervision of
the Interstate Commerce Commission. Judge J. V. Anderson of Kanlivery

sas City also spoke briefly.
Guests at the luncheon besides the
members of the film carriers association were G. S. McLeod of M-G-M,
C. C.

Ryan and A. W. Schwallberg

of Warners, Arthur S. Dickinson
of the Hays office, Oscar Binder of
Universal, H. C. Kaufman of Columbia, Robert Hilton of United Artists
and Wm. Sussman and H. Lang of

Fox.
Sol Rosenblatt

Not Called

A. Rosenblatt, former NRA
compliance director, whose name figured prominently in last Saturday's
proceedings in the St. Louis criminal
conspiracy trial, yesterday stated in
New York that he has not been
called to testify concerning a reported Washington conference arranged
to work out a compromise on the
situation involved in the action. Rosenblatt, who was formerly division
NRA director in charge of amusement codes, including the motion
picture code, said he had been out
of town over the week-end and had
not read newspaper accounts of the
trial which referred to his alleged
part in the case.
Sol

Flint

May Drop Ban on

Flint,

Mich.

—Due

to

Duals

dissatisfac-

T
YOU MAY not

ments negotiated by John P. Nick,
A. T. S. E. vice-president, and
I.
Clyde W. Weston, a representative
of the I. A., with 19 neighborhood
and suburban houses that had not
used union men for periods ranging
from one to seven years, all theaters

T

T
know

but the production that
has done the best business throughout Europe since the days of
is
(and that's a helluva long way back)
"Ben Hur"
("The Maternity Hosthe French pix, "La Maternelle"
coming to the 55th St. Playhouse on Monday, Oct.
pital")
20 weeks at
50 weeks on the Paris Boulevards
14
18 weeks in London
20 weeks in Amsterdam
Berlin
and the entire season in Vienna
at the Academy theater
those are what you might call Runs

•

•

•

T

it

in this territory are

as far
cerned.

•

T

T

T

THE PIX

little

•••

dialogue

try

T

T
•

acclaim

this pix got to arouse such Continental
according to Herbert L. Matthews, the N. Y.

?

.

every moment it is these chilof unselfconscious children
and who live there with
dren who dominate the screen
they tug at the heart-strings as no
a terrifying reality
artificial child star from Hollywood could possibly do
and he is one of the most astute critics
so says Matthews
the drama and screen can boast
.

.

T

T

T

state that the little girl who plavs
Paulette Elambert
the part of the prostitute's child
there will
well, we shall see
is simply sensational
be an advance screening tomorrow at 10 a. m. at the 55th St.
Playhouse for various social and educational organizations all
eager to see the film

•

•

ALL REPORTS

.

T

T

T

• • • A SLIGHT variation on the Broadway stage show,
Billy Minsky announces for his 42nd
"At Home Abroad"
one is a Winter Garden
St house "A Broad At Home"
the other seems suitable for a summer garden.
attraction

T
FOR THE AMPA

T

luncheon at Jack Dempsey's toVictor F. Ridder, successor to General Johnson as
among some of the other guests will
administrator
and
in "Midsummer Night's Dream,
appearing
Muir,
Jean
be
starting with
Anita Louise, also in the same production
and nonthis week's luncheon, all members will be charged $1

• • •
morrow

WPA

members and guests

$1.25

T

T

be a charity ball at the Hotel Astor
it seems to
on Oct. 18 known as The Barbary Coast Ball
have some slight connection with a pix called Barbary Coast
"Music Land," the Walt
being put out by Sam Goldwyn
Disney Silly Symphony, will open simultaneously at the Music
Frank Buck will be the guest at the
Hall and the Rivoli
Five Van
Downtown Athletic Club luncheon on Oct. 10
Beuren shorts are showing on Broadway screens this week

•

•

•

THERE WILL

the agreement which bars double features except for one change a week may be

seen dining at the 21 Club last
Mr.
night were Edgar Selwyn, Nick Schenck, A. Van Beuren
and Mrs. Morton Downey, Gregory LaCava, Charles MacArtnur

scrapped.

and Helen Hayes

tion

among

exhibitors,

•

the

ranks,

also

cluding attendance at the labor convention in Atlantic City.

Fox Met. Purchase
Opposed at Hearing
(Continued from Page 1)

Inc.,

to acquire a half inMetropolitan Playhouses,
the reorganized Fox Met. cir-

cuit,

Judge Martin T. Manton of the

•

•

AMONG THOSE

in

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals yesterday adjourned the hearing until
today for further taking of testi-

mony.

WHAT HAS

•

"Times" foreign correspondent ... a story of Children ••••
in a day
ordinary children from a poor quarter of Paris
seen with an extraordinary fidelity to truth
nursery
appeal
dirty, ragged, pitiable, but with the unfailing charm and

•

in

worked out a peace pact with a rival
Negro union. Nick is at present
in the east for a two-week stay, in-

terest

has English superimposed titles
and can be understood easily by
which includes
everybody with no knowledge of French
this counit is a Tapernoux-Metropolis release in
ourself

•

•

with very

•

unionized
are con-

pend $425,000

tor

•

dissension

to

T

T

now

projectionists

Nick and Weston, who have
had charge of the St. Louis local
since all officers were suspended due

(the
IT IS based on a Prix Goncourt novel
by Leon Frapie,
French equivalent of the Pulitzer Prize)
it was a best-seller in this
the dean of French authors
country years ago under the title of "Children of Montmartre
The Director, Jean Benoit-Levy, arrived yesterday for the
also the president of
American premiere, and interviews
head of the Educational
the League of Nations M. P. Dep't
with Rene Clair, foremost French direcCinema of France

•

•

as

Morton G. Bogue, a director of
Metropolitan Playhouses and counsel
for the Fox Met. bondholders' protective committee expressed opposition to acquisition of the stock by
Archibald Palmer
receiver.
the
pointed out that under the contract
made by Weisman for acquisition of
the Metropolitan Playhouses stock
he could not sell it for more than he
had paid for it, if he decided to go
through with the purchase. Palmer
contended that the company was insolvent, a view opposed by Gustavus
Rogers, counsel for the stockholder
Judge Manton said he
commitee.
proposed to go into the matter of the
company's insolvency and asked for
a report on the status of claims
against the company. Weisman preserved a neutral position in regard
to acquisition of the stock.

To Hear Testimony on Steuer Fee
Supreme Court Justice Edward S.
Dore yesterday ordered appointment
a referee to take testimony in
with the request of
connection
Knickerbocker Theaters, Inc., that a
fee be fixed for legal services rendered by Max D. Steuer in connection
with the M. & S.-K-A-O dispute in
which M. & S. received a $45,000
award. Steuer has retained the full
$45,000 paid out under the award
and maintains that his fee by agreeof

ment was to have been $150,000.
Knickerbocker Theaters asserts that
no agreement was made on a fee
and asserts that Steuer's fee should
be even less than $45,000.
Blanche Sweet to Wed Hackett
Blanche Sweet, star of the silent
days, and Raymond Hackett, actor,
will be married today.
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REORGANIZATION PLAN
FOR CLE. COMPLETED
from Page

1)

At

RKO

Lake

—

Clara Kimball Young, Lita Grey
resented by voting trust certificates,
holders receive a warrant to pur- Chaplin, Ben Turpin, Frank Farnum
chase 1 share of stock of the new and Rex Lease are among veteran
company before Oct. 1, 1937, at $12 film stars appearing this week in
conjunction with "The Drunkard"
a share.
The Chase National Bank agrees at Andy Floor's Roxy here.
to provide $2,000,000 in new money
necessary to meet certain expenses
Tower Magazines Bankrupt
under the plan including adminisScranton, Pa. Petition in banktrative and reorganization expenses.

—

Chase National Bank will also deposit up to 158,313 shares of 20th
Century-Fox preferred stock and 79,157 shares of common stock to meet
the requirements under the plan.
Assets of General Theaters Equipment as listed under the plan include substantially all of the stocks
of the following subsidiaries: National Theater Supply Co., InternaTheater
tional
Projector
Corp.,
Equipments Contracts Corp., J. E.
McAuley Mfg. Co., Strong Electric

Men

Pathe Film Corp. before trial of his
accounting suit against the company.
Those to be examined include Frank F.
Kolbe,
president;
Robert W.
Atkins,
of

executive
vice
president;
Stuart
W.
Webb, former president of the company;
Robert R. Young and all other members
of the board of directors.

1935

COURT AGAIN

IN HIGH

Laredo, Tex.
and Eddie
Bob Bauer has
(Continued from Page 1)
Beedle, operators of the Alhambra opened his Juarez theater with "El
of here, will soon open the New Con- Tesoro de Pancho Villa."
again about Oct. 21, Film Daily
tinental theater, formerly known

—

Casey to Quiz Pathe

9,

FOX-MULLER ACTION

—

place the existing $28,687,839
as
debentures, 1,893,946 shares of common stock and 938,090 shares of pre- the Strand. House has been comferred stock and further provides pletely remodeled and seating caoption warrants under which holders pacity increased from 250 seats to
of secured notes and debentures and 650.
Hamilton, Mo. E. D. Courter reholders of notes and accounts payable of the company may acquire cently transferred the Courter theater to D. L. Lowrie.
units of 20th Century-Fox stock.
Debentures holders and the Chase
National Bank as holders of $16,- Double Feature Policy
835,201 in secured notes are priviPalace Friday
leged under the plan to receive for
each $1,024.82 of indebtedness 10
Following its two-week straight
shares of capital stock of the new film run of "Top Hat," the RKO
company and warrants to purchase Palace,
which
formerly
played
1% units of capital stock of 20th vaudeville with its film, goes doubleCentury-Fox stock at $60 per unit feature Friday with "Goose and the
before Oct. 1, 1936, and at $70 per Gander" and "Diamond Jim."
unit before Oct. 1, 1937. Each unit
consists of two shares of preferred
Salt
City Squibs
stock and one of common stock. The
Salt Lake City City commission
new capital stock of GTE has no
par value at present but a par value has put a ban on marathon contests.
may be fixed by the reorganization
Manager E. R. Brake of National
committee under the plan. Holders Theater Supply is back from a tour
of notes and accounts payable, which during which he attended the opentotal $2,289,749, are entitled to re- ing of the new Romance Theater,
ceive for each $1,024.82 of indebted- Rexburg, Ida.
ness iy2 shares of the capital stock
Mrs. E. H. Lang has turned over
of the new company and warrants the Lang Theater, Kingman, Ariz.,
to acquire 1% units of 20th Century- to R. I. Damick.
Fox stock at $60 per unit before Oct.
Roe B. Moore has taken over the
1, 1936 and at $70 per unit before
Rose Theater, Glendive, Mont., from
Oct. 1, 1937.
Rose Vallancey.
For each ten shares of preferred
Rex Flint is now in charge of the
stock of the old company represented
Lake Theater.
by voting trust certificates, the holder
Gordon interests of Weiser and
is entitled to a warrant to purchase
1 share of stock of the new company Boise, Ida*, recently turned over the
before Oct. 1, 1937, at $12 per share. Peoples Theater, Council, Ida., to J.
For each 25 shares of common rep- F. Hancock.

Supreme Court Justice Carew yesterday granted the motion of Pat Casey to
examine certain officers and directors

DAY

of the

—Fred

Canonsburg, Pa.

(.Continued

Wednesday, Oct.

Eminence, Mo.

— Carr

&

Burgess

are operating the Opera House, recently reopened.

—

San Diego, Tex. Sam Maldonado
has opened his Rio theater with "El
Prisionero 13."

learned yesterday.
The suit arose
from Muller's refusal to accept film
after ordering it from Fox. Muller
cited, as a defense argument, an old
Supreme Court decision voiding contracts, but Fox claimed that the verdict applied only to one clause in the
contracts. So far, every lower court
has upheld Muller.

Warner Contract Roster
Hits New Peak at 144 Big Array
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Warner-First

Nation-

contract roster has hit a new peak
of 144, including 26 stars, 53 featured players, 21 directors and 44

of Notables

For Premiere of "Dream"
(Continued from Page 1)

al

former Warner man-

speare fantasy produced by Max
Reinhardt, at the Hollywood Theater tonight, following a press preview given at the Broadway house
last night by Warners. The premiere
was taken over in its entirety by the
English Speaking Union, with tickets scaled at $11 top, and the house
is sold out.
John W. Davis, president of the Union, will make an address and also read a message from
the Prince of Wales, head of the
Union in England.
Among prominent persons who will be present

ager, is opening a new house in Henerson, Ky., under the supervision of
Lee Moffett, who operates the Seville
at Owensburg.

are:
M. H. Aylesworth, Joseph Bernhard, Jules
Brulatour, Sir Gerald and Lady Campbell,
Marquis de la Falaise, Sir Henry and Lady

writers.

Ohio-Kentucky Chatter

—

Cincinnati
Lee Goldberg, Big
Features president, has expanded the
offices, moved to 237 W.
Joe Goldberg assumed general managership, with I. Landau as

Louisville

Main

St.

manager.
Mrs. Fon Sexton, operating the
Lyric,
Ashland, will reopen the
Grand, Ironton, O., after complete
sales

modernization.

Lou

Pickle,

Grayson, Will H.

Hays, Allardyce

Nicoll, J.
Jackson Theater, Cincy suburban, B. Priestley, Capt. Edward Rickenbacker,
Max
has instituted Saturday midnight Reinhardt, Mrs. James Roosevelt, David Sarnoff,
A. W. Smith, Jr., Herbert Bayard
shows.
Swope, Deems Taylor, Major Leslie ThompPhoenix Amusement Co. has re- son,
Major Albert Warner, Grover Whalen,
opened the State, Lexington, Ky.
Sir William Wiseman, Edward Ziegler, Adolph
Zukor,
Edward G. Robinson, Franchot Tone,
J.
W. Shuck has reopened the
Joan Crawford, Rudy Vallee, Dorothy MacStrand, Fulton, Ky.
kaill, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Buck, Lily Pons,
Chesbrough Circuit has acquired Giovanni Martinelli, Richard Crooks, Miss
the Northern Theater, Columbus.
Lillian Clark, Lucrezia Bori, Anna May Wong,
Emil Knight has reopened the John Charles Thomas, Fanny Hurst, Ruth
Bryan Owen, Daniel Frohman, Mrs. August
Hartford, Hartford, W. Va.
Belmont, Mr. and Mrs. John Boettinger,
Max Goldberg, who operates the Mrs. Henry P. Davidson, and others.
Falmouth, Falmouth, Ky., is openThe sponsoring committee consists of such
notables as Mr. and Mrs. Dana Converse
ing a house at Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Backus, Mrs.
Bacon, Mrs. August

Belmont,

Sir

Robert
Gerald

and

Lady

Campbell,

Double Hollywood Wedding
ruptcy was filed here yesterday by
Mabel Choate, Mr. Paul D. Cravath, Hon.
Tower Magazines, Inc., listing liabil- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY and Mrs. John W. Davis, Mrs. E. Marshall
ities of $400,000. Catherine McNelis
Hollywood Two weddings involv- Field, Dean Virginia C. Gildersleeve, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas W. Lamont.
said high printing costs were re- ing four film folk took place yesterMr. and Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
sponsible for the company's condi- day.
The first joined Norman Fos- Mrs.
James Roosevelt, Judge and Mrs. Samuel
ter and Sally Blane, while the other Seabury, Mr and Mrs. Myron C. Taylor,
tion.
merger involved Johnny Quillan and Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Thomas, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank A. Vanderlip, Mr. and Mrs. Felix
Anita Thompson. Latter bridegroom Warburg,
Hon. and Mrs. George W. WickerCorp., Ashcraft Automatic Arc Co.,
is a brother of Eddie Quillan.
sham
and Mrs. Leonard Wood.
Hall

—

&

chine

Connolly, Inc., J.

M. Wall Ma-

and

Subsidiaries
Bernard Goodman to Marry
Cinema Building Corp.
The comBernard Goodman of the Warner
pany also owns 106,036 shares of home office
publicity department has
preferred and 53,018 shares of comannounced his engagement to Milmon of 20th Century-Fox, 500 shares dred Schlanger of
American Display
of B'way & 96th St. Realty Co., 500
Corp.
The wedding will take place
shares of stock of 97th & B'way on New Year's
Day.
Realty Co., 57 2 shares of Broadway
Varieties Co., 100,000 shares of Class
City Names Board on Tax
B stock of Fox Theaters Corp.
Three members of the New York
The debenture holders committee City finance department have been
which filed the plan includes Arthur appointed a board to sit on the apCo.,

Inc.,

W. Loasby, Edward

C.

Delafield,

peal of United
Harry S. Durand, Lloyd S. Gilmour, against inclusion
Arthur Peck, Conrad H. Poppenhu- the city's sales
sen, Seton Porter and Ray W. Steph- will take place in
enson.
weeks, probably

Artists protesting
of film rentals in
tax.
either

The hearing
two or three

on a Monday.

Assign 4 Fox Directors
West Coast Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Four 20th Century-Fox dihave just been given new assignments by Darryl F. Zanuck.
George
recently
completed
Marshall,
who
"Snatched," will next handle "Message
to
Garcia," with Wallace Beery and
Simone Simon.
John Ford will direct
"Shark Island," starring Fredric March,
with Nunnally Johnson as associate producer.
Frank Lloyd will direct Ronald
Colman in "Under Two Flags," with
rectors

Raymond

Griffith

as

associate

producer.

David Butler, after finishing "Littlest
Rebel," will handle the next Shirley
Temple picture, "Captain January," with
B.
DeSylva as associate producer
G.
again.

1

-:

TH£
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Reviews

New Films

of

FOREIGN

"THE SPANISH CAPE MYSTERY"
Donald

with Helen Twelvetrees,
Republic

Cook

"DAS MAEDCHEN JOHANNA"

65 mins.

CLEVER MURDER MYSTERY EXPERTLY
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED HOLDS SUSPENSE NICELY.
one of the Ellery Queen mysteries,
the young investigator into a
baffling series of murders that take place
All
coast.
at an estate on the California
the relatives of the rich man are assembled
commence.
at the estate when the murders
This

is

introducing

As the guests are all directly interested in
they
the eventual division of the fortune,
the local inin turn become suspects by
Queen, on a vacation, is finally
vestigator.
induced to take a hand when the daughter
suspect.
of the house becomes the chief
surrounded on three sides
and
by the ocean, and the front barred
watched by vicious dogs, the assumption is
All the victims
that it is an inside job.
same
are done away with one by one at the
approximate time shortly after midnight on

As the estate

several

Queen, who

The

nights.

solving

of

deduction by
a matter
is
eventually uncovers the crimof

at
by having the girl act as a decoy
Donald Cook does an
the risk of her life.
admirable job as Ellery Queen, the invesinal

tigator.

Helen Twelvetrees, Donald Lock,
Frank Sheridan, Harry
Stubbs Guy Usher, Huntley Gordon, Betty
Jack La
Blythe," Olaf Hytten, Ruth Gillette,
George
Rue, Frank Leigh, Barbara Bedford,
Katherine Morrow, Arnold Gray,
Baxter,
Donald Kerr, Lee Prather, George Cleveland
Producer, M. H. Hoffman; Director, Lewis
Cast:

Bertcn

D

Churchill,

Collins; Author, Ellery

Albert

DeMcnd;

Editor,

Queen; Screenplay,
Jack Ogilvie; Cam-

eraman, Gilbert Warrentcn.
Direction, Very good. Photography, Fine.

"HOT OFF THE

PRESS"
Monte Blue

with Jack LaRue, Virginia Pine,

57 mins.

Victory

ACTION YARN

IN

NEWSPAPER BACK-

GROUND WITH DASHES OF COMEDY
AND ROMANCE MAKES GOOD POP FARE.
A bit short on length, but unusually well
packed with lively doings, this newspaper
drama should do all right in the program
Instead of dealing with the news
houses.
circustory angle, the action concerns the
quitlation department, with Jack LaRue
ting a crooked sheet and joining the opposition

to lead a circulation

war that

results

The
something happening all the time.
paper, which Jack has just left, is
rival
So
shadily involved in a current election.
with
Jack proceeds to expose the situation,
the story leading on to a fast windup.
in

Along with the ample amount of action is
good scattering of comedy, dispensed
a
For romantic inmostly by Fuzzy Knight.
terest opposite

LaRue there

as the boss' secretary,

ments

("Joan

German;

produced by Ufa;
directed by Gustav Ucicky; with Angela
Sallocker, Theodor Loos, Heinrich George,
At the 79th St. Theater.
et al.
of

Arc"),

in

Efficiently made German version of the
Joan of Arc story, well acted and handsomeproduced.
ly

"ELNOKKISASSZONY"

("Miss
PresiHungarian; produced by Redirected by Endre Marton; with

dent"),

in

flektor;

Murati, Paul
Lilly
Tobis Theater.

Javor,

et

At the

al.

Entertaining comedy-romance about a girl
tries to run her father's business after

who

he dies.

is

successive

crimes

the

£££!

DAILY
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satisfactorily.

who

is

Virginia Pine,

fills

the require-

Entire cast acquits
the direction plays

"Jumping Champions"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
10 mins.
Interesting
With Ted Husing as narrator, this
sport subject presents a variety of
forms of jumping, starting with hoptoads, dogs, horses, llamas, lions
and leopards, and winding up with
human feats on foot, on skiis and out
It makes a fairly inof airplanes.
teresting reel.

Paramount

IF

Nifty Cartoon
lively animated subject
Popthat will register anywhere.
eye is an attraction at the Mardi
Gras, where the big Bluto is billed
as the champion in strength and

A

Zippy.

Photography,

THAN THE

*

very

YEAR BOOK

Popeye kids the champ
otherwise.
into a scrap, from which the sailor
emerges victorious with the aid of
his trusty spinach. A roller-coaster
chase provides some of the principal
excitement and laughs.

IS

"The Cavalcade of Music"
10 mins.
Paramount
Entertaining Novelty
Produced by Fred Waller, this
short depicts the progress of American music from the time of the Indians, through the Stephen Foster
era and up to the present day with
The Mills Orits jazz and hotcha.
chestra supplies the musical background, with illustrative tableaux
scenes employed in connection with

each period depicted. Has satisfactory entertainment values.

THE MOST

FLATTERED
PUBLICATION
IN

THE MOTION

PICTURE INDUSTRY

"Water Babies"
Symphony)

€)

(Silly

7

United Artists

mins

-

Nice

Cute and

lively, this

Walt Disney

subject in Technicolor will prove
pleasing to young and old. It
very
tempo.
melodramatic
go in
Monte
a bunch of water lillies unPine,
shows
Virginia
LaRue,
Cast: Jack
cunning little
reveal
to
Hearn,
folding
Ed
Kelsey,
Fred
Blue Fuzzy Knight,
to disport in
proceed
who
Henry
babies,
Rentschler,
James C. Morton, Mickey
forest, with the
the
and
water
Griffith.
the
Hall, William Gould and Gordon
turtles and other animals as
Producer, Sam Katzman; Director, Al Her- birds,
At sundown the
playmates.
their
man; Author, Peter B. Kyne; Screenplay,
hurry
bluebells toll and the babies
Victor Pctel, Gordon S. Griffith; Camerafold
back to their lily homes, which
man, Bill Hyer; Editor, Dan Milner.
up around them again.
Good.
Direction,

IS

FILM DAILY

7 mins.

Paramount

IMITATION

FLATTERY

Popeye the Sailor in
"King of the Mardi Gras"

it-

a
creditably, and
the
big part in keeping the proceedings on

self

SHORTS

*

The

of

Recognized

Standard

Reference of the

Motion

Book
Pic-

ture Industry for the past fourteen

years

Out

in

January.

zbe&ZiDAILY
A
By

"LITTLE" from

HOLLYWOOD

RALPH WILK

shall.
She is the wife of Lester
with Mathews, who has appeared in many
William Powell and Luise Rainer pictures.
in M-G-M's "The Great Ziegfeld,"
T
T
T
appearing in the photoplay as Billie
Harry Fraser has been assigned
Burke.
by William Berke, film producer, to
direct the next Harry Carey western,
r
Edna May Oliver has been selected "Aces Wild," which goes into proby M-G-M for Irving Thalberg's duction immediately.
forthcoming production of "Romeo
T
T
T
and Juliet." Norma Shearer will be
Ben Lyon, Helen Twelvetrees and
seen as Juliet.
Rod LaRocque have been signed by
Trem Carr to head the cast of ReCharlotte Wynters, a Hollywood public's "Frisco Waterfront," being
unknown, has been assigned the role directed by Arthur Lubin.
of leading lady opposite Richard
T
T
Arlen in the screen version of HarAbe Meyer has been retained by
old Bell Wright's "Calling of Dan the Halperin brothers, producers of
Matthews" which Sol Lesser is pro- Academy pictures, as music counducing for Columbia Pictures. Miss selor for Academy productions. Mey-

JyJTRNA LOY

will

co-star

TV

Wynters comes from the legitimate er

is now working on "Thrills of the
Among the supporting cast Century," which is currently in prepstage.
are Douglas Dumbrille, Donald Cook, aration at Mascot studios.
Victor
Ann Hovey, Frederick Burton and Halperin will direct.
Edward McWade. Phil Rosen is di-

T

recting.

T

James Burke, who now

appearv
v
ing in Paramount's "Coronado," has
H. Bruce Humberstone is preparing been signed by Republic for a comto direct "Three Live Ghosts" at M- edy lead in "Frisco Waterfront."
G-M. Players assigned so far include
T
Charles Butterworth and Beryl MerGertrude
Messinger
has
been
cer,
r
T
v
signed by William Berke to play opAnne Grey, who plays the femin- posite Harry Carey in "Aces Wild,"
ine lead in Charles Ray's new pic- which Harry Fraser
is
directing.
ture, "Just My Luck," makes her Chuck Morrison,
known as the Mayproduction.
American debut in this
or of Palm Springs, returns to HolShe appeared in several English- lywood after a three months' tour
made pictures with Herbert Mar- of the country, to play a featured
heavy role in this picture, and others
in the cast will be William Gould,
Pacific Northwest Notes
Frederick Talbot has joined the Phil Dunham, Roger Williams, Howsales staff of Republic in Seattle.
J. Frank Shea, M-G-M director of
publicity, is visiting Spokane.
is

Hamrick's Music Box of Seattle
holding over "Broadway Melody

" «

is

ard Hickey, and Snowflake. Robert
Cline has been signed by Berke as
first cameraman, and King Guidice
is unit manager.
William Nolte will
assist Director Harry Fraser, and
the story is from an original by
Monroe Talbot.
T

T

direct
original
his
of the 90's," next
John Wayne western for Republic.
T
T
T
Hoping that the third time is truly
a charm, Sam Wood, who recently
directed the Marx Brothers in "A
Night at the Opera," is planning to
leave for a Honolulu vacation this
week.
Twice recently the director
was about to sail, when M-G-M executives persuaded him to remain in
Hollywood to complete pictures for

them.
T

T

gEN HECHT

—

Harold Godsoe

is

assisting

on the

direction.

•
The third of the "Stars of Tomorrow" series being produced by E.
Antonio Notes
Schwartz, for Columbia release has
San Antonio "Little America," a been completed at the West Coast
Paramount picture with Admiral Service studio with Harry Jans in
Byrd, is scheduled for a run at the the feature role. It was directed by
Municipal Auditorium next month. Ben Schwartz. Frank Zucker did the
L. F. "Chick" Turner, booker for camera work.
•
Adams Film Exchanges of Dallas,
Al Christie started work yesterand Jack K. Adams, prexy of the
same firm, are expected in town Oct. day at the Astoria plant on Educa21-22 during the Allied Theaters tional's "Perfect Thirty Sixes", twoconvention.
reel musical featuring Fred LightIn and out of town: A. Contreras ner, Neila Goodselle, Earl Oxford
of Rio Grande City; Carl Garner, and Nell Kelly.
Charles Williams
Llano; P. Pogue, Del Rio; Gene Bur- and Marcy Klauber are credited with
ris, Sabinal; Ray Jennings, Hondo; the story.
Gidney Talley, Pleasanton; Morris
•
Lowenstein, Sol Davis, Oklahoma
The first two of what is to be a

San

City.

—

_

scries

but

one

exception

all

have

been

made under the Fox banner. The exception was "Tol'able David," made
for Columbia.
T

Brian Donlevy, who will soon be
seen in the role of Knuckles in Samuel Goldwyn's "Barbary Coast,"
and
Sam Hardy, character actor, have
been signed by Goldwyn for the Eddie Cantor production, "Shoot the
Chutes."
T

T

Eugene Forde, now directing Edward Everett Horton in the 20th
Century-Fox
production,
"Your
Uncle Dudley," has been assigned by
Associate Producer John Stone to
later direct "Broadway Co-Ed," featuring Alice Faye.
T

T

W.

P. Lipscomb, noted British
screen writer, is scripting "Under
Two Flags" for 20th Century-Fox to
make the third starring vehicle he
has penned for Ronald Colman within the past year.
The others were
"Clive of India.," and "A Tale of
Two Cities."

Helen Broderick and James
son are being teamed as a star
bination by RKO radio, with
Puzzle of the Briar Pipe" as
first

Glea-

com"The
their

picture.

T

T

T

"Time Out of Mind,"

best-seller

by Rachael Fields, will be the next
vehicle for Margaret Sullavan at
t
V
Universal. Mel Baker will adapt it,
Encouraged by the success of his
with Paul Kohner supervising pro-

four racing steeds at the recent
duction.
county fair lin Pomona, Howard J.
T
T
Green, Reliance Film writer, has
Warner Oland, on completion of
shipped the animals north to Tanforan, where they will be entered in his role in "Charlie Chan's Secret,"
a number of races during the next signed with 20th Century-Fox for at
least two more "Chan" pictures.
month.

Pittsburgh Briefs

Short Subject Reviews

Morrie Nimmer, manager of the
and Charles Macis
acquiring
Liberty, Wenatchee,
Arthur started work yesterday at
fame as a horseback rider.
Dave Cantor, theater magnate of the Eastern Service studio on their
Hoquiam and Aberdeen, visited Seat- feature, "Soak the Rich", for Paramount release. In the cast are Waltle last week.
"She Married Her Boss" is in its ter Connolly, Mary Taylor, Ilka
Chase and Francis Compton. Hecht
third week at the Liberty, Seattle.
Seattle Following improvements, and MacArthur are directing the
the Rialto of Tacoma, managed by picture,
with Leon Shamroy in
H. T. Moore, has reopened.
charge of the cameras. John OjerThe Tower theater, Bremerton, holm is production manager, while

1935

John Blystone's record of having
directed 70 features in the past 18
years is remarkable in that with

T

Pembroke to
story, "G-Men

9,

"LOTS'

T

Paul Malvern has assigned Scott

of 1936".

managed by Col. David Dow, has
just been completely remodeled.
The Rialto, Tacoma, has signed
for Paramount first-runs.

Wednesday, Oct.

« «

Pittsburgh— The Pitt was robbed
of some $300 worth of front paraphernalia Saturday morning.
Nat Fleisher back on the row af-

duced by Pedigreed Pictures, has been ter a short stay in Philadelphia with
cut and edited by Elmer J. McGov- his family.
Louis Weiner was in Washington
ern.
Dal Clawson did the camera
work. No releasing arrangement has over the week-end on business.
Harry J. Baltz. former manager
•
been set.
Harriet Hilliard, who has appear- of the Schenley Theater, is now ased in several shorts in the east and sociated with the Real Estate Co. of
Pittsburgh. He is one of the agents
is well known to the radio and stage,
has been signed by RKO and leaves contracted by Morse & Rothenberg
for the coast Sunday. The deal was to scout theaters in Western Pennarranged by Dick Krakeur of the sylvania.
"The 39 Steps," first GB film ever
Leo Morrison office.
to play the Harris-Alvin, opens there
•
Ernest Truex, who just completed Friday.
For the first time in several years,
another of his two-reel comedies under the direction of Al Christie for a banquet is planned for next
A
Educational at the Astoria studio, month's Allied convention here.
began rehearsals this week for a new -rowd exceeding 200 is expected.
George Lefko, RKO Radio branch
Crosby Gaige shoiv, "Whatever Goes
manager, became a grandfather.
Up."
•

Virginia theater in Milton,

W.

Va.,

Ferdinand Graf, formerly coiffure has been transferred to E. P. Hunter
and Sam E. Hunter.
artist at the Astoria studio, has beInitial plans to unionize local thecome vice-president of Ivan of Fifth
aters' ushers, doormen and cashiers
Ave.
were mapped at a mass meeting held
•
at the Moose Temple. MeetA two-reel comedy starring Phil Sunday
ing was called by Richard Jones,
Baker got under way yesterday at
Stanley theater usher.
the West Coast Service studio under
A eirl was born to Mr. and Mrs.
the direction of Johnny Walker. LarJoe Vandergrift.
Father is accesry Williams is doing the camera
sory manager at the Fox exchange.
work, with Frank Kingsley as proLouis Rothenberg and Jack Simon
duction manager. No releasing ar- of the
Morse & Rothenberg circuit
of one-reel dog pictures pro- rangement has been announced.
are in town.
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Koplar Connection Brought Out at
U. A.

Setup of Unit
Completed Plans
Color Pictures

Financial

?xist

Midsummer

—

Bureau of

Hollywood

Among

yesterday by David Selznick, who is
now se: to start activity as a producer under the United Artists ban'Continued on Page 4)

NEB.-IOWA EXHIB UNIT

FILM DAILY

P.

Resignation

Ceremonious Premiere

in

Republic to Combine
I.T.O.A. to See Gov't
On Trade Practices

A

committee representing the I.
0. A. will immediately lodge a
complaint with the Federal DiAttorney here, charging distrii:
:
with conspiracy and restrain:
trade through alleged unfair trade
T.

»1

One

in

Coast Bureau

of

roast Butcz

Studio

who resigned

THE FILM DAILY

James

P.

Clark

Omaha — Affiliation
-.he

with the M. P.
A. was unanimously voted by

Nebraska- Western Iowa M. P. T.

yesterday's closing session of
convention here. Charles E. Wilwas re-elected president for
H. F. Kennedy
.he sixteenth term.
>f Broken Bow, Xeb.. was made
D.

at

its

(.Continued on

Page 6)

James

P. Clark yesterday

H. Callahan, Pittsburgh; H.

M-G-M Out to Acquire
More French Theaters
Paris

—

M-G-M, which

recently

bought the Marignan theater, is out
houses in
additional
acquire
to
France, according to its local office.
K budget of S4.000,000 is said to be
\ble for the venture.

Triple "Pompeii" Premiere
Last Days of Pompeii" will
RKOs
have a triple world premiere Oct. 16 at
the Center theater. New York; Golden
Gate theater, San Francisco, and Keith's.
These will be followed by
Washington.
openings in 15 key cities hi Ike :.:ceeding two days.

was

re-

{Continued on Page 6)

C

GB

Closes Product Deals
With Five More Circuits

Five additional circuit deals covering GB's 1935-36 lineup are an-

Z

nounced by George W. Weeks, sales
chief. Thev include Warner Theaters Will H.
in Ohio. Rome Circuit of Baltimore,
;

Data
Warner Counsel
In Cross- Examining of Arthur

At

]

—

Richmond, Va. Boosting of addon prices from 40 cents to 50
at night by Loew's State this
week is said to be temporary, occasioned by the appearance of Major
-

The Nahis amateurs.
theater also is hiking temporarily on account of stage show.

Bowes and
tional

r
'

-

-

H

*)

to Speak
M. P. E. Banquet

Hays
S.

Will H. Havs is scheduled to ad:he S. M. P. E. Fall convention
banquet at the Wardman Park Ho-

His
Washington, on Oct. 23.
speech will be broadcast via NBC.
the luncheon which opens the
convention on Oct. 21, Congressman
Sol Bloom, Emilv Newell Blair of
the NRA and Capt. John G. Bradtel.

M

ley.

Temporary Price Boosts
In Two Richmond Houses

ili— tf«i

•

Elicits

8)

Presentation of proof by Gustavus
Rogers, counsel for the stockholders
protective committee of Fox Theaters
Corn., that Fox Theaters Corp. is
solvent and that the acquisition by
the receiver of Fox Theaters of a
half-interest in Metropolitan Play-

Carriers

Butterfield Circuit in Michigan, and
Rob- the Dubinsky and Commonwealth
circuits in the midwest.

Page

HELD TO BE SOLVENT

'Continned on Page 6)

elected president and treasurer of
the National Film Carriers Ass'n.
which concluded its three-day convention last night at the Park Central Hotel. Other officers include H.
and
Robinson, vice-president,
C.
Clint Weyer. secretary. Exe:u:iv~
committee" elected includes George

yn

FOX THEATERS CORP,

ston.

By CLAUDE WILBUR

T. O.

I.

following a clash with

.

T.O, A.

Sta~ Correspondent

THE FILM

Samuel Goldwyn. Aside from stating
that the resignation had been accepted, no information was obtainable
from the directors. Members of the
board present were Samuel Goldwyn.
Charles Chaplin, Mary Pickford. Na-

—Consolidation

Heads Film

-

—

The United Artists
Hollywood
board of directors yesterday unanimously accepted the resignation of Al
Lichtman, president and sales chief,

nounced by President W. Ray JohnMascot Studios will hereafter
producThe move was authorized house all of the company's
.ices.
and will be renamed the Rea meeting of the exhibitor unit tions
Trem Carr, presi.day when a resolution to this public Studios.

A g ain

Lichtman

of

Unanimously Accepted
By U. A. Board

of Republic Pictures production activities
in one studio, instead of the present system of working on a unit basis at various plants, is being put
into effect immediately, it was an-

Hollywood

{Continued on Page 6)

THEM,

Selznick Backers

After weeks cf expectancy aroused by the Warner advertising-publicity-exploitaticn
A Midsummer Night's Dream'' had its world premiere last night before a brilliant
A simultaneous
audience and with impressive ceremonies at the Hollywood Theater.
premiere occurred at the Adeiphia in London with a long list of royalty in attendance.
A review of the picture appears on page 7.

THE FILM DAILY

and Lloyd Wright. Los Angeles attorney, associated with him on the
board of directors, was announced

Night's Dream''

Louis Trial

RESIGNATION

forces.

—Formation of Selznick

International Pictures, Inc., with
David O. Selznick as president and
executive producer, and John Hay
Whitney. C. V. Whitney. Robert
Lehman, of Lehman Bros., bankers.
Dr. A. H. Giannini. Myron Selznick

JOINS

St.

BOARD ACCEPTS JJCHTMAN'S

Whitneys, Lehman, Giannini
is

TEN CENTS

1935

Division of Motion Pictures and

DAVID BARRETT
Sound Recording, National Archives,
DAILY Staf C 'respondent
Louis The Government's con- will be the speakers.

FIL? r
-

—

spiracy case against Warners, et

al,

staggered through another two hours
of davlight wasting yesterday morning with the net result that Frederick H. Wood of Warner counsel,
through his cross-examination of
Harrv C. Arthur, Jr., succeeded in
getting into the record much docu(Continued on Page S)

New

—

Competition

Chicago Station WGN has equipped
* Jewel Box. broadcasting theater.
with RCA High Fidelity sound to show
audience waiting to see
to
pictures
The house seats 800.
broadcasts.

r&w

-.

DAILV
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United Artists Acquires
Para. Partnership Deal
British Indep't Picture
Discussed on the Coast
United Artists has completed arExtension of the present partnership deal between Karl Hoblitzelle rangements for the distribution of
10 Cents and Famous Theaters is understood the Marcel Hellman production, "The
Thurs., Oct. 10, 1935
Vol. 68, No. 86
to have been discussed at the Coast Amateur Gentleman," with Douglas
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
by the Texas circuit operator and Fairbanks Jr. and Elissa Landi in
The film has
John E. Otterson, Paramount presi- the principal roles.
dent, who returned to New York just gone into production in London
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
under the direction of Thornton
Broadway, New York, N. Y., yesterday from Hollywood.
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Disney Wins Artistic

Court Denies Order Against Roxy
N
Judge Caffey yesterday denied the
application of counsel for Sadie V.
THE *1LM Levy, holder of 100 shares of Class
NY. A stock of Roxy Theaters Corp.. for
DAILY. 1650 Broadway, New York, 7-4739.
a show-cause to require presentation
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738,
Hoy- of a reorganization plan for the
Cable Address: Filmday, New York
Hollynod, California— Ralph Wilk 6425
Lo°d° n — Roxy Theater within a period to be
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
89-91 fixed by the court.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter
Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin—
Wardour St., W. I.
La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle,
Apollon in Another Vita. Short
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la CourDave Apollon, on completion of
des-Noues, 19.
his current vaudeville dates late in
December, will make another Vitaphone short at the Brooklyn studio
under a deal closed by Bernard
Burke of the Curtis & Allen offices,
his managers.
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joined Pictorial Film Library in an
executive capacity.
Pictorial's
giveaway
novelty,
"Sportland on the Screen," has been
booked by the Consolidated Circuit.
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"A

United Artists release, is being held
for a fifth week at the Broadway
here, setting back showing of "Barbary Coast," which follows into this
house.
The "Dark Angel" engagement here is the longest run any picure received since "Jazz Singer.'"

10

"Dream" Lectures

Case of Murder'
Slight Case of Murder," cur-

HARRY
Pitt

hit,

is

Beuren-RKO.

GRIBBON,

screen
comic,
and his
open a vaude tour tomorrow at the

wife will

theater,

Pittsburgh.

part of Burton's lecture tour in connection with the film.

reported to

—

FORDE,
arrive

in

GB
New

director,
and MRS.
York next week from

England.
After a short stay here, Forde returns
to the GB studios to direct Kipling's "Soldiers

Three."

GEORGE AARONS
return

his

leaves
Philadelphia.

to

New

York today on

TOM

GILBOY, head of the Gilboy Delivery
Service in San Francisco, after attending the
National Film Carriers Ass'n Convention here,
leaves today by plane for the coast.
A.
in

ABERCROMBIE,

B.

New

York,

JAMES

leaves

after a weeks'
today for Atlanta.

visit

CLARK,

P.

Film

tional
phia.

president of the Nareturns today to Philadel-

Carriers,

MERLE OBERON, now

vacationing in England
the completion of Samuel Goldwyn's "The
Dark Angel," will return to Hollywood on
Nov. 1 for her first starring vehicle, "The
Children's Hour."
after

AL

ROSEN

has

New

York

from

leaves New
Detroit.

York

early

arrived

in

Hollywood.

TREVOR FAULKNER
next week

en

WINFIELD

New

York

route
R.

to

SHEEHAN

Oct.

23

from

due

reported

is

his

European

in

vaca-

tion.

B. P. SCHULBERG has gone to London
open an office for the Sam Jaffee agency.

MRS.
to

'Slight

Broadway

Van

for

life

in Detroit

Ten lectures on "A Midsummer

Advance "Metropolitan" Premiere
Opening date of "Metropolitan,"
have been acquired by Warners for initial Darryl Zanuck picture for
about $50,000.
20th Century-Fox, at the Music Hall
has been changed from Oct. 24 to
3 More Columbia Circuit Deals
Oct. 17. Picture was previewed yesDurkee Circuit in the Washington,
terday at Fox, where it received an
D. C, territory, Milton Arthur Cirovation.
cuit in the Los Angeles territory and
the Wilmer & Vincent Circuit in the
George Seide Resigns
Philadelphia territory have signed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
for the Columbia 1935-36 product.
Hollywood George Seide, head of
the Columbia studio laboratory, has
High Fidelity for New Rialto
Arthur L. Mayer's new Rialto the- resigned. As yet no successor has
Seide has been with
ater, now nearing completion on the been named.
site of the old landmark, has con- Columbia for years.
tracted for RCA Photophone High
"Shipmates Forever" for Strand
Fidelity sound equipment.
First National's "Shiomates ForHearing Oct. 18 on Fox Met. Fees
ever," with Dick Powell and Ruby
Hearing on applications for fees Keeler, opens next Wednesday at
and allowances in the Fox Met. re- the New York Strand following a
organization has been set for Oct. second week of "Dr. Socrates."
18 by Federal Judge Julian W. Mack.
Install Hearing Devices
Helen Westley for Stage Play
Warners' Hollywood theater on
Helen Westley, just back from a Broadwav, where "A Midsummer
long season in Hollywood, has begun Night's Dream" is now
current, has
rehearsals in "Love Is Not So Sim- installed 50 RCA-Sonotone
hearing
ple," new Broadway play.
aids.
rent

Baumstone Joins Pictorial Library
Harold Baumstone, former actor
and dramatic magazine editor, has

33

Warners Get

wandering cameraman,
New York to confer with execuBeuren Corp. on future subjects
of the "Struggle to Live" series,
which he and
his
brother Horace are
producing for RKO
Radio release.
HORACE, also a camera adventurer, is about to sail for home
from Dutch
Guiana, where he has been photographing
wild
in

—

Night's Dream" will be delivered in
Nov. 1. Manager J. J. Friedl hopes Detroit by Dr. Richard Burton, literto keep it open permanently.
It is ary
advisor to Warners on the
the largest theater in the north- Shakespearian production.
This is

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

WOODARD,

Van

of

"Dark Angel" 5 Weeks in Denver
WALTER
Denver "Dark Angel," Goldwyn- FORDE will

Reopening Minnesota Theater

+ Va
Minneapolis — Minnesota Amuse6% + % ment
Co. will open the Minnesota
Va
41/i +
theater, closed since June, 1933, on

STACY

has arrived

tives

MICHAEL VISAROFF, on completion of his
International Committee for the role
in
20th
Century-Fox's "Paddy O'Day,"
diffusion of Artistic Literature by comes east for the Theater Guild play,
"The
Motion Pictures has cabled from Postman Always Rings Twice."
Brussels that Walt Disney was
DAVID BURTON, director, is in New York
awarded its 1935 Medal. The basis from the coast for a look at the new legitimate
for the award is the world popular- shows.
THE YACHT CLUB BOYS; VAL PARNELL,
ity and the high artistic standards
established by the Mickey Mouse London theater man, and ARTHUR SCHWARTZ,
composer of musical shows, sailed yesterday on
and Silly Symphony productions, re- the Normandie for Europe.
leased through U. A.
"GILBERT MILLER has sailed from England
for New York.

Martha Sleeper, currently feaRequested to File Briefs
tured in Republic's "Two Sinners,"
Referee Sol M. Strook has given
makes her legitimate stage debut in
"Good Men and True," by Brian attorneys for William Fox and the
Marlowe and Frank Marlowe. It is Chicago Title & Trust Co. until Nov.
scheduled to open at the Biltmore 4 to file briefs bearing on the lattheater in New York after a short ter's $1,000,000 suit against the former Fox Film head. A decision is
road tour.
expected shortly after that date.
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Coming and Going

JOHN
returned

E.

OTTERSON,

yesterday

Paramount
from the coast.

president,

G. WELLS, who arrives in this country
the end of the month, will go immediately
Hollywood and place himself at the disposal of Charlie Chaplin as his first step in
his plan to devote himself exclusively to writing for the screen.
H.

at

to

PHYLLIS
coach,

is

in

and pleasure

LAUGHTON, Paramount
New York on a combined

dramatic
business

trip.

THE STANDARD
Reference Book
of the
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INDUSTRY
•
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FILM YEAR BOOK
Now in Preparation.
Out

in

January

•
Given

with •

Free

Year's Subscription to

THE FILM DAILY
and

THE
FILM DAILY SERVICE
1650 B'way,

New

York

NO STONE

LEAVE

UNTURNED!
M-G'M
biggest

money - making

firmly believes

opportunities

"BROADWAY MELODY OF

of

that you've got one of the

your

career

when you

play

1936."
•

It is

the current marvel of
attraction of the

all

day— on

BEATING
show

M-G-M's

BIGGEST HITS

!

It is

business and the most widely publicized

the radio, in the press, everywhere!

•

Take our

tip!

We

have the glowing

proven key engagements to back our enthusiasm.
the subsequent runs are

showman

days.

as these are,

#

Advertise and exploit

your

50

SMASHING RECORDS OF FOUR AND

FIVE YEARS' STANDING.
in all

And BIG

figures of

it

as

you have never done before

THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME!
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WHITNEYS, GIANNINI

A LITTLE

BACKING SELZNIGK
{Continued from Page

ner.

man

J.

1)

H. Whitney will be chair-

of the board.

Executive committee includes David O. Selznick, J. H. Whitney and
Dr. Giannini.
Principally interested in the new
will not offer any
stock to the public, are J. H. Whitney, C. V. Whitney, Mrs. Charles S.

company, which

ROBERT TAYLOR

FOX THEATERS CORP.

from "LOTS"

HELD TO BE SOLVENT

By RALPH WILKHOLLYWOOD Darryl F.

will play the
leading role in M-G-M's "Three
Bruce Humberstone
Live Ghosts."
will be the director and John W.
Considine, Jr., the producer.

T
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T

Marguerite Churchill, who left the
screen after her marriage to George

produce

Zanuck

will

personally

it.

(Continued from Page

Y

T

1)

houses,

Y

Effie Ellsler has been added to the
cast of "Husk," now in production
at the
Radio studios under the
direction of James Flood, with Preston Foster and Jane Wyatt in the
leading roles.

RKO

Inc., the reorganized Fox
circuit, is highly desirable got

Met.

under

way

yesterday before Judge
S. Circuit Court

Manton of the U.
of Appeals.

A

highlight of the tes-

timony was a statement by an accountant put on the stand by Rogers

O'Brien, will return for Warners in
r
t
that a half-interest in Metropolitan
the principal feminine role of "InWith the signing of Sammy Lee Playhouses had a book value of $2,
vitation To A Murder," based on Ru- as director of dance ensembles, 20th 602,825.
fus King's stage play.
Century-Fox's "King of Burlesque"
went into production. Warner BaxT
T
T
Ernst Lubitsch, managing direc- ter heads the cast, with Alice Faye,
Pittsburgh Briefs
tor of production at Paramount, has Jack Oakie, Gregory Ratoff, Dixie
Pittsburgh
Harry Harris back
Dunbar
and Mona Barrie prominent
color pictures will form a large part divided the work of his staff between
in supporting roles. Sidney Lanfield from Atlantic City.
Fred
Leahy
Chandler
Sprague.
and
of the program, the first color film
Harry Gribbon, the movie comic,
is directing.
being set to follow "Fauntleroy", Sprague will have charge of the layopens his vaudeville tour at the Pitt
T
T
T
The out and planning of forthcoming
with George Cukor directing.
"Rendezvous" is announced as the here tomorrow (Friday). His wife
third picture will star Ronald Col- productions, and Leahy the execufinal title for the M-G-M picture assists him in his act.
tion of production plans.
man.
Harris-Alvin switches to its first
co-starring William Powell and RoT
New Stamford Theater Co.
Cecil B. DeMille is preparing to salind Russell and based on Major double bill of the season Friday.
Martyn Shearn of the Warner ofStamford, Conn. Plaza Theaters, start two productions, "Buffalo Bill" Herbert O. Yardsley's book "The
Court- Black Chamber." The cast of "Ren- fice out of the hospital and back on
Inc., new corporation recently form- and "Samson and Delilah".
ed to operate the big downtown ney Ryley Cooper and Grover Jones dezvous," which was directed by Wil- the job.
liam K. Howard, includes Binnie
Trailers are being shown in Warhouse being erected here, has filed will adapt "Buffalo Bill".
Barnes, Cesar Romero and Henry ner houses urging patrons to vote
organization papers listing as ofT
T
Walter Kingsford, Maurice Cass, Stephenson.
for Sunday movies next month.
ficers David Weinstock, president;
Michael Whalen and C. Henry GorJ. Joshua Goldberg, vice-president;
H. L. Booth is now handling the
T
and don have been added to the cast of
Charles
Hertzig,
treasurer,
Gene Autry, starring in musical West Virginia territory for GB.
Benjamin
Weinstock,
secretary. "Professional Soldier," 20th Cen- westerns for Republic,
has returned succeeding Sam Haberer, resigned.
Paid-in capital totals $15,000 in tury-Fox vehicle with Freddie Bar- to Hollywood after
making a brief
Mrs. Martha Guthrie, owner of
cash.
tholomew and Victor McLaglen. tour of the company's
exchanges in the Guthrie theater, Grove City,
the southwest.
Pa., won a Democratic nomination
to the local school board.

Robert Lehman, Myron
Selznick, David Selznick and prominent eastern interests.
First production will be "Little
Lord Fauntleroy", with Freddie Bartholomew starting Nov. 15. TechniPayson,

—

—

New

—

England Notes

Boston Due to absentees, Allied
Theaters of Mass. has indefinitely
postponed its annual election.

The

Hollywood

theater,

newly-

house in Weston, W. Va.,
will be opened next week by William L. Pritchard, operator of the
Camden in that town.
erected

Adolph Buerigh, who succeeded
Joseph Brennan as Loew's State
Orleans Notes
manager, has been assigned by
Loew's to Calcutta, India, and deNew Orleans W. Ray Johnston,
parts this week.
president of Republic Pictures, and
Stepin Fetchit in person has out- Herbert Yates of Consolidated Film
drawn Sally Rand at the RKO Keith Industries are expected here next
week from their trip to the coast.
Boston Theater.
F. R. Zimmer, Lutcher, la., exhibGeorge Marshall, owner of the
Boston Redskins, pro football team, itor is to wed Agnes Russel on
plans night football here next sea- Oct. 16.

New

—

Milton Mills, exhibitor from FerHarry Paul of Waterville, Me., raday, La., was a visitor on film row.
Arthur Bromberg, president of
has acquired the Broadway, Farmson.

ington, Me.

Lloyd Bridgham has taken over
Perry Opera House, Presque

the

Me., and renamed it the
Harry Blackstone, formerly

Isle,

State.

of the

National here, has been made manager of the Regent, Arlington, by
E.

M. Loew.
Contemplated

reopening of the
mills in Manchester, N.
H., has brought hope to exhibs there.
Five stench bombs have been expladed recently in the Park Theater,

Amoskeag

<

***6#T*eW

playing Minsky burlesque and films.

A. Lacey Reopens House

—

Osceola, Mo.
The New Osceola
theater has been reopened by Ancell
Lacy.
The house formerly was
known as the Turk theater and was
operated by Joe Allard.

Republic Pictures of the Southeast
exchanges, likes New Orleans so
well, he made a special jump from
Mobile, where he was on business.
Rev. Joe Hearns, Negro preacher
and the south's most unusual exhibitor, received $25 compensation for
injuries received in a street car accident here last week.

Developing Sound Devices
Reports that M-G-M is developing
its own reproducing system were
explained yesterday by statements
that its studio sound department,
under supervision of Douglas Shearer, is working on various supplementary devices.
One improvement, a
light valve, is understood to have
been installed in connection with
regular equipment at the Capitol,
New York.
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Business at Los Angeles Paramount jumps
a

day with addition

!

of this feature to

35%

program!
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REPUBLIC TO COMBINE

ONE COAST STUDIO
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I.T.O.A. to See Gov't
On Trade Practices

Falkenberg, Lexington, Neb., third
Williams acts as
secretary-treasurer.

•

•

FANTASY AND Max

Reinhardt
collaboratall
ing with a playwright named William Shakespeare
brought something ensponsored by Warner Brothers
tirely new to the screen with the world premiere at the Holly-

The board of directors discussed,
without taking formal action, a cooperative film buying plan as a protective move for independents.

wood theater of "A Midsummer Night's Dream"

Detroit Doings

was unanimously adopted,
President Harry Brandt announced.
Comprising the committee are:
Ben Roman, chairman; Al Cooper,
Maurice Fleischman, Louis Schiffman and Joseph Rosenzweig. It
plans to meet today or tomorrow
with the Federal District Attorney.
Although the Brandt statement
did not list the alleged distributor
practices to be protested, it is understood that they include forcing
of short subjects and designation of
preferred playing time. No distributor names are specified.

• • • IF THE prime mission of the Motion Picture is to
to create
transport people out of their humdrum lives
an atmosphere of make-believe that will lift mortals out of
then this production
themselves into a realm of fancy
stands as one of the supreme achievements of the industry
is this gorgeous Fantasy of
down through the years
Shakespeare and Reinhardt over the heads of the Mob ?
or is it just a Class Offering
can they appreciate it ?
for the discriminating minority who appreciate the Finer Things
at roadshow prices ?
time only will tell

James Clark Re-elected

possibilities

inson,

Detroit;

George

Blackman,

Syracuse; John Vickers, Charlotte,
and James P. Clark, Philadelphia.
Board of managers consist of H.
Decker, Boston; T. Gilboy, San Francisco; E. Jameson, Kansas City; C.
Trampe, Milwaukee; C. McCarthy,
Minneapolis; L. Miller, New Orleans; F. Smith, Syracuse; S. Wall,
Columbus: W. A. Slater, Seattle, and
H. McKinney of Des Moines.
The closing session of the convention was taken up with the reading
of a summary of the Motor Act and

•

•

WE ARE

not presently dealing with box-office
an exquisite otheronly with Fantasy
world experience that made us forget for two hours the commonplace world we live in
a sylvan forest awakening
in the moonlight to reveal the hidden realm of fairies, wood
sprites, gnomes, elves
and into this ethereal world come
and their lives on this Midsummer Night
four humans
become more or less one with that Dream Life of the creatures
born of Moonbeams
you have to have poetry in your
soul to appreciate all that
a quality of Imagination
true, there is the basic story of Theseus, the Duke of
Athens, and his coming nuptials with his bethrothed, Hippolyta
and that is all Reality that the Mob can understand
but the fact still remains that the major proportion of
the production is given over to Reinhardt's exquisite visual interpretation of the gorgeous Fantasy that Shakespeare's imagination could only give to the world in cold type

about ready for the winter season.
The Mayfair opens about Oct. 10,
while the de luxe Lincoln at the
Beach will be completed by Dec. 1.
The Olympia has added the 75piece University of Miami Band to
the Saturday night program.
The
Seventh Avenue Theater is playing
vaudeville on Friday nights with
Frank Naldi as master of ceremonies.
Sydney Meyer, president of Wometco Theaters, is back from Hollywood with his wife and daughters.

• • •
to us
is the outstanding
fact about this marvelous motion picture achievement
the Screen has at last conveyed to the eyes of humanity the
imaginative beauty of Shakespeare's supreme genius that has
been concealed in mere words for centuries
and whatever the final box-office verdict after general release of the
production
Warners have placed the Motion Picture on
the Heights with this example of supreme artistry
and
forever silenced those carping critics who say that the art of
the screen can never rise above the commercial box-office
also
if in the years to come "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" as the Permanent Attraction for which it was planned
proves to be a Big Money Grosser with its world distribution
the triumph for the Warners will be smashingly complete
and anyone who now attempts to predict otherwise
is just a fool
nothing like it has ever been attempted
before
so how can anybody make predictions ?

Ted Chapin has been appointed
manager of the Dixie, Ocala, a
Sparks house. John W. Black is now
C.

giving exclusive service to the
agement of the Ritz.

man-

A

bandit

in

held

Tower Theater

November.
up Jane Smith,

cashier, for $100.

On

petition of interested parties,
the Circuit Court last week stopped
a stockholders' meeting for Cinderella Theater Co., under foreclosure.

Albion Theater Co. has been formed by Associated Theaters to operate
its latest acquisition, the Rialto in
Albion.
Sidney Foreman is named
as sole stockholder.
Forest Freeland, formerly with
Publix publicity staff, has joined Associated Theaters as publicity representative.
is

George Wiley, formerly of RCA,
now salesman for Theater Equip-

ment Co.
Arthur W. Friemel, former Paramount salesman, is convalescing in

Camp Custer Veterans'
near Battle Creek.

Ann
of

car.

Arthur Zuelch and Ruth Guilbert
M-G-M are back from vacation.
Sclussel

is

• • IT TOOK real courage to attempt what the Warners
have done
but it is in line with their spirit of pioneering
courage that gave the world the Sound Motion Picture

New

New

Ideas

show business
the industry,

Fields

are the lifeblood of this

and as long as we have the Warners in

we need never

m

€€

€t

despair of receiving both

» » »

opening

the

Hamtramck

after remodeling and addition of several hundred seats.
in

Mrs. Eva B. Francis is opening
the Lakeview Theater, St. Clair
Shores, after adding 100 seats and
other improvements.
Theater being built for Jeff Williams in East Detroit will be named
the East Detroit, instead of the
New R.
Detroit Cinema Guild has temporarily cancelled all bookings pending
settlement of the censor's ban on

"Youth of Maxim".
Fox and GB have moved into their
new exchange building directly
across the Film Exchange.
Steve Germani has sold the PrinFlushing, to

Edwin

Mr. and Mrs. Harry

•

Hospital

Monarch booker,

O'Donnell,

new

has a

cess,

Frank Bell, manager of the Athens
and Dreka in Deland, says his
theaters will absorb the tax imposed
to replenish the local budget.
Park Theater, St. Petersburg, has
resumed operation with double features daily except Wednesday.

week

the first

Louis

AND THAT

are

Convention of Allied
Theaters of Michigan has been postponed and is now tentatively set for

Farnum Theater

the election of officers.

Florida Flickers
Miami — Two Wometco houses

—

Detroit

•

of Film Carriers

Dale Goldie, Chero-

vice-president.

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

T.O. A.

P.

kee, la., second vice-president; R. E.

effect

Head

THEM.

(Continued from Page 1)

vice-president;

•

from Page

JOINS

7** PHIL M.DALY

1)

dent of the producing company, will
move over to the new location when
Two
offices have been completed.
new studios will be built at once in
addition to the four already in operation, said Johnston.

(.Continued
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Dalton.

Collier,

who

operate theaters in Belding and
Lowell, are in Butterworth Hospital,
Grand Rapids, as a result of an auto
crash.

Hall & Hart Take Over House
Hall & Hart has
Ashland, 111.
taken over the management of the
Ashland theater, formerly known as
the Artcraft and operated by D. E.
Wilson.

—

TH£
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REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS

"MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM"

—

Lincoln, Neb.
"She Married Her
Boss" at the Varsity here set a new
record for the house at its 10-15-25
cent scale.
It is being held over.

—

James

with

Cagney,

Joe

Brown,

E.

Dick

Powell, Jean Muir, Ian Hunter, Anita Louise,

Hugh Herbert, Frank McHugh, Victor Jory,
Olivia
De
Havilland,
Mickey
Rooney,

THE AIR"

"IT'S IN

with Jack Benny, Ted Healy, Una Merkel,
Nat Pendleton, Mary Carlisle

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
M-G-M

80 mins.

COMEDY

LIVELY

ENTERTAINMENT
MADE TO ORDER FOR JACK BENNY
Warner Bros.
132 mins. WITH GOOD SUPPORTING CAST OF
Parkinson.
CLASS PRODUCTION OF SHAKESPEAR- FUNMAKERS.
This comedy has been well tailored to
Abilene, Kan.
Homer Strowig, IAN FANTASY WITH MUSIC FILMED ON
suit Jack Benny and Ted Healy.
It has a
operator of the Lyric, has remodeled
ULTRA-ELABORATE SCALE.
good story and refreshing dialogue. Charles
Ralph E. Evans
has bought the Star from K. L.
Rosalie, Neb.

Hobart Cavanaugh

—

the old Seelig theater and opened
as the Plaza.

Olathe, Kan.

—The

it

Gem, formerly

operated by W. C. Kohlhorst, has
been taken over by the Glen W.
Dickinson Circuit.

—

City, Kan.
The Electric
theater will bring vaudeville back
beginning this week.

Kansas

Marlinton,

new

—

W.

Va. The Pocahonhouse, will be opened

tas,

a

next

week by W.

R. Keller.

—

Williamsville, Mo.
theater, formerly the

The Ozark

Turk, has
passed under the management of A.
B. Jeffries.

—

Bastrop, La. The theater being
constructed here by C. J. Goodwin
is expected to be ready for operation

some time

this

month.

Soto, Mo.— The De Soto theater, 700-seater, is now operating
under the management of the ColCircuit.

Richmond Heights, Mo.

—

Lehr plans to open his Richmond
theater on Oct. 15. It seats 650 and
is located in a former store building.

—

Richmond, Va. Charles D. Hulbert has been appointed manager of
the new Lee theater, which Wilmer
& Vincent will open with a charity
performance on Sunday night.

Foreign Flashes

—

London

Annual cinematograph

exhibition will be held next month
under auspices of the Royal Photographic Society, with the U. S.
among countries participating.
Madras
new studio with an
output of 12 pictures a year will be
inaugurated in January.

—A

—

Paris Robert Wiene will make a
version of "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" in Technicolor.

London

—Alexander

Film Produc-

tions has been formed to make four
pictures a year.
Rome Two studios have been de-

—

stroyed by

lumbus."

"Marysa,"

will soon be

made

by Josef Rovensky in French, English, German and Czechoslovakian.
London
Major H. A. Proctor,
Max Schack, Louis H. Neel, John
Hopkins and G. H. Bullimore have
formed Capitol Film Corp. with

—

$625,000 capital to make six films
this season.
Paris Pierre Billou, young director, is going to Hollywood soon for
Universal.

—

Centerville

experts by Grant Mitchell,

have

created

such a vast groundwork of exploitation and tie-ups for this
production that exhibitors can follow up
the work without a great deal of trouble.
Among the principal selling merits of the
film are the fact that it is a Shakespearian
classic, directed by the leading international
theatrical
impresario,
Max Reinhardt; it
marks a new departure for the screen and
therefore can be recommended as something that should be seen by everyone who
wants to keep abreast of movie develop-

one of the most gigantic and
intricate productions ever filmed, both in
size of cast and other personnel and in
it

is

scenic proportions;
score,

sical

and

it

its

has a memorable

big cast includes

mumany

whose fan-followings
seeing them do something really different.
For those who don't
know their Shakespeare, it might be briefly
stated that the fantasy is in a satirical
comedy vein and revolves around mixed
will

personalities

be interested

loves,

the

efforts

more

or

less

to

fly

— and,

the

of

a

Duke

to

make

mirthful

character.

flight

Rocney,
Otis

Director

Charles

Lew

Byrcn

Morgan,

same;

Cameraman,

Editor,

William

Harlan,

Robinson,

Billy

Producer,

Max

Reinhardt; Directors,

Max

William Dieterle; Author, William Shakespeare; Screenplay, Charles Kenyen, Mary McCall, Jr.; Music, Felix Mendelssohn; Musical Arrangement, Erich Wolfgang Korngold; Dance Ensembles, Brcnislawa
Reinhardt,

Hal Mchr; Special
Photographic Effects, Fred Jackman, Byron
Haskin, H. F. Koenekamp; Editor, Ralph
Nijinska;

Cameraman,

Dawson.
Direction,
usual.

Impressive.

Photography,

Un-

we

offer

and maintenance for

the full period of the deferred

payments. This offering

is

in response to the de-

exhibitors.

They

have
that
is

found by experience

RCA Photophone service

not only the most effective

Photography, Good.

form of protection they can
buy.

Boyd

William

with

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

It is

an assurance that

59 mins.

the

show

will

go on with

TOP BRACKET WESTERN THAT CAN
PLAY ALL HOUSES SHOWING OUTDOOR
ACTION FILMS.

the

minimum

interruption.

Paramount

This
start

with a

is

Things

•

with a bang with a double
From there on things move fast
off

murders, gun play and chases.

lot of

Boyd

William

perfection

pal

among westerns.

an ace

is

right

killing.

Jimmy
ever on

off

killed

ting an

the

plays

and

that

Ellison, as Boyd's

the

end

of

at

early,

the

love

girl

nicely,

which he
well

fulfills

written

very well.

and

logical,

Addison

The screenplay
directed

in

job, swift to finish the job,

and expert to do
lutely right,

phone

RCA

abso-

Photo-

and main-

men

set service

standards for the industry.

How-

; PHOTOPHONE
RCA SONOTONE

RCA TRANS LUX

•

ard Bretherton; Author, Clarence E. Mulford
("Hop-Along Cassidy" series); Screenplay,

RCA MANUFACTURING

Doris Schroeder, Harrison Jacobs; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Editor, Edward Schroeder.

CAMDEN

Photography, Fine.

it

service

tenance

Sylvester.

Direction, Fast.

the

a

fast tempo.
Cast: William Boyd, Jimmy Ellison, WilAddison Richards, George
Farnum,
liam
Hayes, Joan Woodbury, Frank Shannon, Dorothy Revier, Paul Fix, Al Lydell, George
Mari, John Mertcn, Juan Torena, Henry

Producer, Harry Sherman; Director,

on

but

same time put-

interest.

to get

fight,

Joan Woodbury

Spanish

to any

good

y^ Quick

gets

his

dashing young

lookout for a
a

he-man

ever cool
smile

Richards does a very convincing job as the
gang leader and William Farnum, as the
grandfather,
has a fine opportunity
old

Arthur

Barty.

1,

but also the least expensive

Gray.

S.

"THE EAGLE'S BROOD"

is

Treacher,

service

Authors,

Lipton;
Screenplay,
Charles Schcenbaum;

First-rate

Direction,

Reisner;

F.

plays the part as a natural.

Dewey

October

mand from

does the role of

Cavanaugh,

forgives

Harvey Stephens, Charles Trowbridge,
Jchnny Arthur, Al Shean, Purnell B. Pratt,
Phillips
Smalley, Howard Hickman, Larry
Wheat, Dick Kipling, Jim Tcney, Maude
Allen, William Tannen.

'em.

Cast: James Cagney, Dick Pcwell, Joe E.
Brcwn, Jean Muir,
Hugh Herbert, Ian
Hunter, Frank McHugh, Victor Jcry, Olivia
De Havilland, Ross Alexander, Grant Mitchell,
Anita
Teasdale,
Nini
Verree
Theilade,

Una

course,

of

Effective

chell,

Ian

Muir and James Cagney.

IT

has a worth-

made

those

Mickey

who

Cast: Jack Benny, Una Merkel, Ted Healy,
Nat Pendleton, Mary Carlisle, Grant Mit-

to

giving outstanding performances are
Hunter, Anita Louise, Olivia De HavilMickey Rooney, Dick Powell, Jean
land,

AS YOU WANT

Benny.

his

Among

SERVICE

in

less balloon, and who wants to exploit Benny
and Healy in a stratosphere flight. Mitchell
and his associates, who have manufactured
goods they wish to publicize through the
flight, pool their funds to stage the affair.
Benny and Healy become heroes by making

in

daughter marry a man of his choosing a!though she loves another, the love of another girl for the man favored by the Duke,
and how the complicated state of affairs
finally is straightened out after a merry
woodland scene involving the antics of
fairies, a troupe of ragged strolling players
rehearsing a tragedy for the Duke's wedding to the Queen of the Amazons, villainous work by the revengeful King of the
Fairies, and various odd happenings of a

while filming "CoLouise,
Damages are estimated Hobart

—

color,

Benny and Healy score laugh after laugh,
with Nat Pendelton also registering heavily
for comedy.
Benny, a confidence man,
seeks to regain in the love of his wife, Una
Merkel.
He and his right bower, Healy,

already

fire

at over $1,000,000.
Prague
First local picture in

well

enterprising enough to exploit the picture
the right channels. Incidentally, Warners

in

marquee

Oscar

comedy director, has done
by the Byron Morgan-Lew Lipton story.

Reisner, veteran

an airplane they have
secured through glib promises.
In Centerville,
they are mistaken for stratosphere

ments;

De

lins

F.

Aside from the fact that it deserves encouragement and support because it is one
of those finer efforts which build prestige
and important good-will for the motion picture industry as a whole, this ambitious and
courageous undertaking has a number of
elements that can be made to count at the
box-office where exhibitors are shrewd and

A

•

CO., INC.

NEW JERSEY

Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

THE

5^3

DAILV

KOPLAR CONNECTION
REVEALED AT TRIAL

Loew,

RKO

Holding

Down on Giveaways

That both Loew's and RKO will refrain from generally using "bank nights" and other
giveaway plans nationally was indicated by statements made yesterday to THE FILM
DAILY.
Loew's plans to confine "bank nights" to some of its New York subsequent
run houses, with the exception of Bridgeport, Conn., where the Globe may adopt the
plan.
RKO is not using the scheme in New York at present.
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LICHTMAN RESIGNAT'N

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

mentary evidence touching on the stated that the court had ruled on
operations of the St. Louis, Fox,
Missouri,
Ambassador and New
Grand Central Theaters, and also
finally dragging out, after some very
clever word fencing with Arthur, the
fact that Harry Koplar, veteran exhibitor and Warner nemesis, was
present at the meeting at which the
Fanchon & Marco interests leased
the St. Louis Theater in November,
1933.

The documentary data had been
sought by Warners with the subtecum that were
poenas duces
quashed by Judge Moore Tuesday
Objections to the submorning.
poenas had been raised by attorneys
for Arthur, Fanchon & Marco and
others

interested

in

the

theaters

named.

At the opening of the session yesterday morning Judge Moore denied
counsel for RKO Distributing Corp.
and Ned E. Depinet the right to
have subpoenas duces tecum issued
for all of the correspondence between RKO and the Famous Amusement Co. in the exhibition year 193334 when the amusement company

RKO

a question, the judge said, "I can
take care of myself."
Koplar's Name in the Record
Harry Koplar, although not yet
summoned as a witness for either
side, was smeared all over the record of the case in the cross-examination of Arthur by Frederick H. Wood
of Warner counsel in the afternoon.
Apparently subscribing fully to
the accepted rule of all wars and
football that the best defense is
strong attack, Wood, who is directing the Warner portion of the defense, has taken every opportunity
to inject Koplar into the case, while
Arthur has sparred and fenced to
minimize Koplar's connections. This
is only one of the many features
that have made this one of the most
unusual trials in the experience of
the local courts.
Arthur, in his
eagerness to get all of the facts before the jury, has qualified his answers on most occasions, so as to
fully explain them, as he put it, even
going so far as to suggest to opposing counsel how he should conduct the examination.
At one point in the procedure, Jim

pictures at the St. Louis.
to the conReed of Warner counsel, in objectspiracy charge is that it sold its
pictures to Warners in St. Louis and ing to these suggestions declared
not to another company in which that never in his long experience as
Arthur and Koplar were interested a lawyer had he before beheld a witbecause of their unfavorable experi- ness taking charge of the conduct of
ence with the Famous Amusement a case. Another most unusual feaCo. as Judge Moore's denial was ture was an offer by Wood to prove
without prejudice, it is anticipated through Arthur, a government witcounsel will work in the ness, that as early as January, 1934,
that
correspondence when it cross-ex- Arthur and Koplar had worked out
amines Arthur.
a program that would give them a
No Court Friday or Saturday
monopoly of the first-run theaters in
Judge Moore announced from the St. Louis, control of the St. Louis
bench in the morning that there Amusement Co., drive Warners out
would be no session of the trial to- of town, and enable them to dictate
morrow or Saturday of this week. terms to every distributor and proHe plans to attend the dedication ducer of motion pictures. Russell
in Nevada, Mo., tomorrow of a monu- Hardy, handling the case for the
ment to the late I. Joel Stone, form- government, refused to accept this
er Missouri Governor and U. S. Sen- offer and raised objections to
it.
ator, and father of Judge KimJudge Passes Upon Questions
brough Stone, presiding judge of the
Judge Moore, while apparently not
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals. Jim passing directly
upon Wood's offer,
Reed of counsel for Warners is to which was made low
enough for the
speak at the dedication.
jury not to hear it, told him to proAs has been the rule since the ceed with his questions,
saying that
trial started, counsel ran wild in
he would pass upon each in turn.
interfering with the opposition's exWood then began a series of quesaminations, interjecting not only obtions intended to shov an interlockjections but also many side remarks.
ing of interests between the owners
Judge Moore frequently had to cauof the St. Louis Theater, the Metro
tion the attorneys to stick to the
Realty Co. and Fanchon & Marco
issues and conduct themselves with
through their joint ownership of F.
the courtesy that usually marks a
M. Theater Co. of Missouri. An
Federal court trial.
On one occa- &
interesting angle of this developsion, when Russell Hardy, special asment was that the receivers of the
sistant
to
the
Attorney-General,
Theater Realty Co., owners of the
Fox Theater building, with the consent of the St. Louis Circuit Court,
Surprise for Ampa Meet
have agreed to pay $1,000 a week
An important statement is expected
out of the net profits of that theater
from Victor F.
Ridder,
successor
to
to F. & M. Theater Co. of Missouri,
General Johnson as WPA administrator,
which in turn pays the $1,000 as
in his talk today at the AMPA luncheon.
The tip has been passed out
rent for the St. Louis Theater, which
that he will outline his plans in conis dark.

used

The defense of

RKO

RKO

nection

with

the

film

industry.

BOARD ACCEPTS

There was much arguing between
Wood and Arthur as to whether this

1)

arrangement didn't have the effect than Burkan and Robert Fairbanks
of taking $1,000 a week from the acting for his
brother, Douglas Fair-

Fox

receivers for a privilege that

banks.

Eden Theater Co. through the
Speculation as to the new presiF. & M. Company already had, namedent is centered on Samuel Goldwyn
ly to show RKO and Columbia pictures in the Fox.
Arthur insisted and Douglas Fairbanks although no
the

that the receivers only actually paid
$500 a week, since they shared jointly in the profits of the Fox above
the weekly rental of $1,350, and
that the other $500 came from F. &
M.'s share of the Fox profits. Arthur
said the receivers were satisfied with
their deal for the Fox.
Wood's Questioning of Arthur
Wood devoted considerable time to
ascertaining how Arthur became interested with Allen L. Snyder in
the operation of the Ambassador,
Missouri and New Grand Central
theaters.
Arthur said that his first
invitation to go in with Snyder came
from John S. Leahy, an attorney,
and that he agreed to go into the
arrangement before he actually met
Snyder personally. He admitted that
he had talked to Koplar late in December, 1933, or early in January,
1934, about the three theaters, but
said he understood that Koplar was
trying to get the theaters for himself.
In response to another question he said he didn't know that Koplar would be associated with Snyder
until he came to St. Louis to close

action in the matter
mediately.

is

expected im-

Lichtman, who conferred with the
would leave in a
few days for New York where he
will make an announcement of his
directors, said he

future plans.

Iowa Notes

—

Des Moines Cass Theater Co. of
Sumner has leased the Fern Theater, Oxford Junction, and renamed
it the Oxford.
J. E. Cass will manage.

Kate McKee has bought the Osceola Theater, Osceola, from E. L.
Bryant, who will locate in Clemons.
The Strand, Victor, reopens late
this month under management of M.
J. Fauver.
It has been extensively
remodeled, with A. Thiele of Des
Moines

Theater Supply supplying
equipment.
The State, Ogden, has opened
under the new management of E. S.
Basler, formerly of Renwick. House
has been remodeled.
The Star, Sioux Rapids, reopens
Oct. 20 after remodeling.
the deal.
The Princess, West Union, and
Just before adjournment for the
day, Arthur suggested to Wood that the Iowa, Emmetsburgh, have been
he frame his questions differently, re-seated.
adding "you've got me so twisted.
I am trying to give you the facts
St. Louis Squibs
as they occurred." And a few minFanchon & Marco have
St. Louis
utes later he said: "you people are
continually referring to Koplar. It turned the Missouri theater into a
was my understanding Koplar wasn't second-run. The New Grand Cenin the deal at all (referring to the tral, also an F. & M. house, likewise
leasing of the Ambassador, Missouri is expected to blossom forth again
and New Grand Central from the in the second-run field.
"Top Hat" has gone into a third
Bondholders' Protective Committee).
I was told that he represented Dr. and final week at the Orpheum.
Oscar Dane will reopen the World
Probstein. Koplar is married to his
theater on Delmar Blvd. as a bursister."

—

Earlier in the day, Arthur revealed that Koplar was being paid
$150 a week from the St. Louis TheAsked what he reater operators.
ceived this $7,800 a year for, he said
it was because of the benefit of his
experience, but added that his advice was not always accepted by

Henri Chouteau owns the
lesquer.
house.
Silversheet Screen Co. has been
incorporated with $100,000 capital
by A. M. Pollack, R. D. Hatton, Jr.,
M. H. Norris, B. J. Huger and L.
Firm will make and deal in
Kick.
theatrical supplies.

Charley Kurtzman and Harry Green-

man, who were managing the Fox
and St. Louis theaters.

Cobb Aiding on Continuity
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Irvin S. Cobb will asOpen New Cairo, 111., Theater
sist on the continuity and dialogue
Cairo, 111.
The New Rodgers the- for Edgar A. Guest's first Universal
ater, a property of the Rodgers Cir- picture, tentatively titled "Home,"
cuit of Southern Illinois and Eastern by Julian Josephson.
Missouri, was formally dedicated
West Coast Bureau of

—

—

last

week.

It seats 800.

ComiColor Cartoon for Roxy
"Mary's Little Lamb," a ComiColor cartoon, will be shown at the
Roxy starting Friday when "Charlie
Jhan in Shanghai" opens as the feature film.

90 Para. Contract Players
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood Stars and featured players
Paramount contract at present
high mark for the company.

under

total 90, a
Practically

employed

in

all

of

them

are

the 10 features

in

currently

work.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old
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NEW
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14,

Paramount Status Improving

TEN CENTS

1935

Daily,

Says Zukor

ATLAS CORP. BUYS PART OF RCA'S RKOJOLDINGS
Assemble More Data For St. Louis Film Hearing
Government Suit
Resumes Today With
New Ammunition

Trial of

By DAVID

WISEMAN OPPOSED
OTTERSON

BARRETT

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
While trial of the govSt. Louis
criminal

RKO

Warners,

case

FEATURE ACTIVITY

PARA.

William Wiseman, a partner West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Kuhn-Loeb & Co. and a director
Hollywood Increased production

Sir

against

and Paramount en-

Associated With
Atlas in Purchase of
RKO Interest

Purchase of a substantial portion
of

—

ernment's

IN

Lehman

ROACH TO INCREASE

in

—

RCA's holdings

Corp.
Bros,

RKO

by Atlas
with Lehman
announced Friday by
in

association

in

was

David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
and Floyd B. Odium, president of
understood planned by Hal Roach,
Atlas. The deal also carries an opwho has designated David Loew as tion for the purchase of the remaindexecutive vice-president in charge
er
RCA's holdings in RKO,
of
of finances and general business
amounting to control of the comRoach's present program
matters.
Proceedings are now pendpany.
for 1935-36 calls for four features
ing for reorganization of RKO under
by showmen."
in addition to 28 two-reel comedies,
77B and it is expected that a plan
(Continued on Page 2)
Sir William stated that he based
District Attorney Harry C. Blanton
of reorganization will be promulgat12Otterson
on
his
opposition
to
his
and Harold L. Schilz, special assistMerlin H. Aylesworth,
ed shortly.
embusiness,
in
show
experience
year
ant to the U. S. Attorney, obtained
Threaten Legal Action
president of RKO, expressed gratifiphasizing that he had the highest re(Continued on Page 2)
cation with the closing of the transgard for Otterson and nothing perIn British Circuit Deal action.
sonal against him.
CinemtogLondon (By Cable)
S"r William is to resume the stand raph Renters Society remains firm
Monday morning.
in its ban of the H. & G.-Gaumont
British deal, maintaining it indicates
the
Favor Sales Tax Support
which
combine,
booking
a
IN
Legal
Renters will not sanction.

joyed a recess following last Thursday's session until today, both sides
took steps Friday to consolidate their
legal lines by bringing up reinforcements in the way of additional documentary data such as books, papers,
letters, etc., wrested from the enemy.
The government, through U. S.

in Paramount for
fied Friday before

ten years, testithe Sabath Congressional Committee that he had
been opposed to the elevation of
John E. Otterson to the presidency
of Paramount because he thought
the "show business ought to be run

of

features

for

M-G-M

release

is

—

NORTHWEST SPURT

NEW THEATERS

WHITNEYMAYCOMBINE

To Avoid Amusement Levy

PIONEER AND SELZNICK

—

is threatened.
Impressed by the advice action
A.
T.
P.
O.
M.
Kuykendall,
of Ed
were included among
Whether or not Pioneer Pictures,
ings in this territory last month, president, who spoke at the exhibitor Eastern S.M.P.E. Unit
currently producing for RKO reurged
week
and
the Film Board of Trade report convention here last
Meeting Next Thursday lease, is to continue or be blended
numbered only support of sales tax bills as preferClosings
shows.
The Atlantic Section of the S. M. with Selznick International Pictures
New able to having them defeated and
three in the same period.
upon arrival of
its initial fall ses- will be made known
houses were: Strand, Cloquet, Minn.; running the risk of amusement tax P. E. will hold
night at the Pennsyl- Jock Whitney in New York this
Lakes, Detroit Lakes, Minn.; State, legislation, Nebraska exhibitors are sion Thursday
K. Wolf, direc- week from the coast. Whitney conOwatonna; Palace, Lemon, S. D., and expected to get behind any sales tax vania Hotel when S.
trols Pioneer and is also important
measures introduced at the coming tor of the acoustic division of Erpi,
Hollywood, Minneapolis.
in the new Selznick firm as a backer
Charles Williams, will speak on "Recent Advances in
special session.

Minneapolis

—Five

new

theaters
the 14 open-

Duce Seeks World Release

From
Rome

Omaha

president of the local M. P. T. O.,
this theory.

backed Kuykendall an

Members will dine toAcoustics."
gether prior to the meeting.

Six

Italian Productions

—

Mussolini has
to study
II
film production and marketing.

Premier

sent a deputation to

London

is interested in world release
of Italian super-films and is ready
to spend large sums on such productions using Hollywood and British

Duce

Zukor Defends Reorganization
Before Sabath Probe Committee
Four Michigan Theaters

Paramount

is

"getting

into

was

bet-

stated

every day,"
Vaudeville ter shape
by Adolph Zukor at a hearing Friday
southin
houses
Four
Detroit
Sabath Congressional
the
eastern Michigan have added vaude- before
it

Add Week-End

stars.

and member of

Weeks

its directorate.

for "Top

Hat"

Sets Record in Chicago

—

Marking the first time
that a picture has been held for a
week at the Palace here,
sixth
Chicago

RKO's "Top Hat," Astaire-Rogers
musical,

has achieved this

distinc-

tion.

—

300 Soviet Cartoons
Moscow

—Soviet

1935-36

production plans for
season include about 300
addition to more than 300

the
cartoons in
feature pictures.
About $200,000,000 is
expected to be spent on film productions.

ville

jestic,

for week-end

Wyandotte,

The Ma- Committee investigating bond deplaying it for faults. Zukor said he was very well

bills.
is

reorganione day, while the State at Pontiac, pleased with the company's
resulted in
Majestic at Port Huron and the zation because it had
the
Michigan at Ann Arbor, are showing creditors receiving 100 cents on
Kuhn-Loeb &
three days. The last three are But- dollar. Zukor praisedPage
7)
(Continued on
terfield houses.

Japan Imports at Record
Tokio— With

both

Tckio

end

Osaka

showing mostly foreign films, the past
year's imports of 275 pictures from the
U S and 50 from Europe set a record
Of the 10 most sucsince talkies.
cessful films, eight were American.

THE
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Hal Roach to Increase
Assemble More Data
His Feature Activity
Trial
For St. Louis
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Distributing,
affiliated

while

Warners

companies and

officers

are defendants in the case have
in turn obtained subpoenaes against
Thomas N. Dysart, who was chairman of the bondholders protective
committees of the Ambassador, Missouri and Grand Central theater
properties, and Allen L. Snyder, who
was among those who leased the
properties from the bondholders.

who

Information sought by the government includes data touching on the
FILM
THE
Skouras Super Theaters

Address all communications to
DAILY, 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly

London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

St.,

W.

I.
22'5.

Berlin

— Lichtbildbuehne,

Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse,
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am. Seat
Con.

Ind

Fm.

Ind.

Con.
East.

Picts.

Fm.

vtc.

pfd.

.

Loew's,

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd

pfd..
pfd..

Film

Century-Fox
Century-Fox pfd.
.

Univ.

67

17%

Pict.

.

pfd

Warner Bros

43/4

17V2

17'/2

154% 155%
445/8

96%
13%

96
13

6%

5%

43/4

41/2

16%
26%
33%

16%
26%
33%

73^

7%

+ Vs
+ %

—
+

—
44% +
107% —
10%—
—
96
—
5% —
4%
16% —
158

1/4

7%

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.

.

Loew 6s41ww

15

14%
105

Paramount Picts. 6s55 9634
Par.
B'way 3s55... 6034
6s41

Corp

27/8
20!/2

141/2+

96%

963,4

603A

6(^

3%

2%
19V8
3

1/4

%

1/4

1/4

3

/8

%

105

69% 80
82% 82%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

14
105

+

15

80
83

Warner's 6s39

Sonotone

14%

Vs

%
%
%

%
+ %

—

and

short subject
agreements
under
newreels
dated Dec. 7, 1928, and the cancellation of same as of July 28, 1932,

and

the agreements between
Circuit Management with
and Paramount for pictures at

also

Warner

Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum
the
Other information sought
theaters.
touches on the ownership of stock
in various companies, lists of officer
and directors, consolidated balance
sheets of some of the companies,
lists of theaters owned, controlled
or operated directly or through affiliated or subsidiary companies by

Warners,

RKO

and Paramount.

Thomas Book
new book by Lowell

Lowell

"Fan Mail,"
Thomas, with O. Soglow doing the
being put out today
As one
of the biggest fan-mail getters, due
to his radio, newsreel, writing and

by Dodge Publishing Co.

other activities, Thomas is able to
present in this book an interesting
cross-section of public thought and
reactions, mostly of an amusing nature and much of it having informa-

— %
+10
—

2% +

%
19'/ — 13/8
3% + %
8

Buy "Dream" Showing
THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles
The Council of

Catholics

—

—

New

for

York

They

will

guests

of

Hotel.

FRANK W. LOVEJOY,

JOCK WHITNEY
week from

the

DR. EDMOND
from Europe.

MRS.

Night's Dream." Payne is at present in Pittsburgh to stage the annual Shakespearian production for
Carnegie Tech's drama school.

JEAN

of

Antwerp,

ANITA
York

medal and $1,000 prize last week at
a banquet of the Electrochemical Society in recognition of his work in
electrothermics.

this

agent,

to

is

arrives

in

New

husband.

her

join

back

playwright and scenarist,
his wife while
from Hollywood.

week with

VALDOR,

DE

on

Patria

Paris,

and

La

LOUISE,
Saturday

A'-BERTINA
!hs

Warner
by

RASCH

GYWNNE

player,

plane for

coast last week and

from

New

left

the

coast.

arrived by plane from
is
at the Lombardy.

has

arrived

New

in

York

Hollywood.

ROSCOE KARNS

;

the Alben, Brooklyn.

York

representative of Mon
Syndicate of papers
Critique Cinemat of Paris,
returns to New York this week on the lie de
France after spending the summer in France.
Film

HELEN

Manheim Gets Brooklyn House
Dav d Manheim has taken over

play

ROBINSON

G.

about a week

Detroit last
route to England

en

New

in

PAUKER,

EDWARD

in

due

is

Eastman
on

of

Saturday

Coast.

ARTHUR CAESAR,
B. Iden Payne, director of the
Shakespeare Stratford-on-Avon Theater in England, has agreed to serve
on the Pittsburgh sponsorship committee for Warners' "A Midsummer

president

Kodak, and Mrs. Lovejoy sailed
the Santa Rosa for California.

visited

Catholic Women, one of the most
important and strongest religious or- Skouras
Opens New Corona House
Rockville, Md.
Bernard Theater ganizations in Southern California,
New Granada theater in Corona,
Corp., of which Sidney B. Lust is has bought out the Beverly Hills L.
I.,
was opened Saturday by
manager, opened the Milo theater Theater in Hollywood for the Oct. Skouras Theaters. Thomas di Lo29
performance
Warners'
Midof
"A
here on Saturday.
renzo is house manager, with George
summer Night's Dream."
C. Ritch as zone manager.
Stage Role for Elissa Landi
Elissa Landi has been signed for
"Barbary" Opens Big in Philly
Denies "China Seas" Claim
the forthcoming
Broadway play,
Philadelphia
"Barbary Coast,"
Claim of the Gotham theater to
"Tapestry in Gray."
Samuel Goldwyn-United Artists re"China Seas" under its 1933-34 conlease, had the biggest opening day
tract with M-G-M has been denied
gross at the Aldine Theater here
by the Supreme Court. The Appelsince United Artists took over the
late Division, in a decision Friday
house. Picture beat the figure estab^"~
affirmed a decision of Justice Dore.
Film Viewing and
lished by "Dark Angel."

Sidney Lust Opens

manager

HARVEY D. OTT of Paramount International,
accompanied by Mrs. Ott and their son John
Walter Ott, sailed Saturday on the Santa Rosa
for an inspection tour of Paramount's Central
American branches.

On Pittsburgh "Dream" Committee

—

West Coast Bureau of

Mayflower

the

York

etc.,

Vi

Jacksonville city

Sparks theaters, has arrived in
boat accompanied by his wife.
remain in the city two weeks as
J.

tive value.

touching on the
Ambassador, Missouri and New Will Rogers Memorial Show in Chi.
Chicago A big Will Rogers meGrand Central, including data bearing on the relationhip between Sny- morial show was held at the Grand
Opera House Saturday night with
der and Fanchon & Marco.
Probably in the interest of econ- many stars of stage and screen givomy, Russell Hardy, special assistant ing their services. Dorothy Stone,
to the U. S. Attorney General, who dancing daughter of Fred Stone, in
has been directing the attack on town visiting her husband, Charles
the defendants' innocence, has ex- Collins, appeared in the show. Procused a number of his 47 witnesses ceeds will be turned over to the Will
Some are subject to call, however. Rogers Memorial Fund. Sam GerThe cross-examination of Harry C. son and John Garrity of the Shubert
Arthur of Fanchon & Marco, the offices were in charge of the show.
first witness in the case, is expected
to take another day, and then will
Franchot Tone's Father Honored
come some redirect questioning by Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hardy.
The trial enters its third
Washington Dr. Frank J. Tone,
week today.
father of Franchot Tone, was awarded the Edward Goodrich Acheson
leases,

GUY KENIMER,
E.

by

illustrations, is

Warners are asking correspondence,

Coming and Going

total is expected to

substantially increase. Three of the
features
planned are "Bohemian
Girl,"
"Alone at Last," starring
Jimmy Savo, and a Patsy Kelly production.

New

1935
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—

1

13

26%
33%

4

1

44% 43% 43% +
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

do pfd

RKO

434

107% 107%
10% 10%

RKO
20th

67

45

Inc

do pfd

20th

68i/4

158V2 158

do pfd

Pathe

14V8

156

Chg

Close

14

5

Kodak

Low

14V8

National

and

RKO

FINANCIAL
Co'umbia

franchises of
for Warners, First
Paramount features,

and the feature

14,

Washington,

prior

has gone to Philadelphia and
returning to the coast.

to

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, NED DEPINET and
LOU PHILLIPS were in New York from St.
Louis over the week-end. with plans
turning to the Missouri city today.

in

DAVE LEWIS, M-G-M manager
New York.
S.

EDWIN GRAHAM

New

in

is

for

re-

Cuba,

in

York from the

Coast.

GEORGE DEMBOW
from

has returned to

MAX REINHARDT
for

New

York

Boston.

Hollywood

for

over the week-end
coast premiere of "A

left

the

Midsummer Night's Dream."

JOHN HOWARD comes
in

Hecht-MacArthur's

soon as he
"Millions in

finishes

the

Air"

to

New

"Soak
role

his

on

the

York to appear
Rich"
as
Paramount's

the
in

coast.

"March of Time" at Center
Next issue of "March of Time,"
to be released by RKO on Wednesday, will open that day at the Center Theater in Radio City on the
feature,
same bill with the
"Last Days of Pompeii."

RKO

New House

—

DVIOLrA

Reproducing Machines
ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT
• Illustrated Literature on request. •

Motipn Picture Camera Supply, Ine.
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

Molnar Play for M-G-M
F. P. Canadian Adds House
Budapest
M-G-M is understood
Toronto
Famous Players Canato have an option on the new Mol- dian Corp. announces that the Famnar play, "Great Love," opening ily theater here, being reopened
here soon.
Oct. 24, will be under its direction.

—

—

is

THE STANDARD
Reference Book
of the

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
•
1936

FILM YEAR BOOK
Now in Preparation.
Out
Given

January
with

Free

•

Year's Subscription to

THE FILM DAILY
and

THE
FILM DAILY SERVICE
1650 B'way,

New

York

rrrrr

THEY'RE HEADING FOR A

BOX-OFFICL.CLEANUP!

"Sure-fire entertainment...
all

the earmarks of a box-

office hit."

—

Daily Variety

"All the elements indicate

the picture

headed

is

for

high grosses."

— Motion

Picture Daily

CAROLE
MBARD
FRED MacMURRAY
Hands Across The Table
A

PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

•

DIRECTED

BY

MITCHELL

LEISEN

—Zifr^DAILY
THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES

» »

New York — Brand new Western

—

The Princess
Cookeville, Tenn.
has signed for Western Electric
Range replaces the sound equipment sound installation.
previously at the Elston this week.
Omaha, Neb. Western Electric

— Western Electric Wide

Chicago

Fostoria, 0.

open with
Range.

—

—The

new

Civic will
Electric Wide

Western

Wide Range

to replace the exist-

is

BUSINES

ing sound equipment at the Dundee
shortly.

—

Shelby, Mont.

—

Rock

Wide Range has open with
Lutcher, La.
been added to the W. E. sound at Range.
the Lutcher.

— The new Roxy will

Western Electric Wide

JOHI

Island,

— The

111.

Lincoln has

The New will have taken on Western Electric Wide
S. C.
opening soon. Western Electric Range equipment.
Wide Range is being installed.
Eveleth, Minn.
The Regent is
Oakland, Cal. The Orpheum has going in for Wide Range next week.
contracted for a Wide Range addi- The house has had Western Electric
tion to its Western Electric sound.
equipment for almost eight years.
Pickens,

its

— The Hollywood goes

Western Electric this
Wide Range included.

week

with

for lieliablc

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT OF THE. BETTER
KIND
THEATRE ACCESSORIES CARPETS— CHAIRS
Neve and Rebuilt AVinipmrat

Hand

,1/irovs ttn

.

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
341

W. 44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

CO.,

INC.

LAckawanna 4-7510

— This

the nineteenth of a series of artic

kk

—

Ind.
The Palace has a
Silver Sheet screen, and
a pair of simplex projectors.

new Walker

—

Greenfield, Ind.
The Riley installed a new Silver Sheet screen.
{Continued on Page 6)

and are written with
Letters from

t,

prominent people will follow Mr. Ebersons.

—

Clinton,

is

teds. These are regular weekly features

Athens, 0. Wide Range will be
added to the W. E. sound system at
the Majestic next week.
Belleville, 111.— The Lincoln, Western Electric for years, is putting in
the Wide Range addition.

HEADQUARTERS

.

EDITOR'S NOTE:

—

—

Philadelphia

1935

QUII

is

Warner.

OcM4,

« «

—

Tenn. Western Electric
Wide Range goes into the New as a

Erwin,

sound system with Wide
being installed in the new installation.

Electric

Range

Monday,

I
Devoting

a

yarn

short

on

technical

search of ideas and experiences
the safely sign and slogan:

in

lines

— meaning

"STOP— LOOK

LEAVE

to a "safety campaign" for the traveler
worth while "Business Builders."
Up goes

and LISTEN!"

(Inspired by recent nationally prominent accident)
A successful and
here is Number One:
have two little stories in mind
well-known theater operator in a mid-western town, a man with marvelous judgment of
a good judge of theater locations, popular with his loyal staff and
picture values,
his brother exhibitors, respected by the producers and well liked and trusted by his

STOP.

—

—

I

—

must remodel.
months and months.

public, finds that he

He talked about it to everybody, but
expenditure
he postpones and postpones until
dilapidation and neglect had seriously attacked and shriveled box office receipts.
Harry Fire and Markus Baer, his competitors, one with a new house and the other
nothing wrong with "Ed's" pictures,
just having remodeled, are getting the business,
He

felt this necessity for

away

shrinking

from

the

—

necessary

—

that

is

the

name

of our hero.

It
is
a well-known fact that no
Well, remodeling cannot be delayed any longer.
one can be a successful master of all trades and the hero of our story is no exception.
A marvelous and stupendous showman but not a technician and with but very little knowlIn other words, a faredge of building, architecture, general mechanics or decorating.

sighted business

man but unfortunately not

a

man

for technical detail.

"Ed" sends for an opera chair man, a decorator whom he knows, a plumber, (the
He sends for the neigha sign man whose ads he read.
one which did his residence)
bodhood electrician, the carpet man, a drapery man and also a salesman from a display
frame manufacturer.
"Ed" has made up his mind he would not spend more than $8000.00 no matter
what the house really needed or what the estimates would be.
All these men answer the call of meeting at the old theater at the unearthly hour
Of course, our showman hero is one and a half hours late, "What are
of nine a. m.
we all here for?" asks the assembly of experts with sales pad and anxious order pencil
in hand.
At last, "Here he is."
"Well, boys, sorry to have kept you waiting, but had to stop at the bank to make
want new chairs,
arrangements. This is to be all cash. (Oh, yeah?) Here she is.
change the front and lobby completely, and decorate throughout
carpet and draperies,
When re-open, people must not recognize the old Bijou.
of course.
And
something wrong with the heating and plumbing.
forgot,
"By the way,

—

—

—

High Intensity

FOR ALL
HIGH INTENSITY
LAMPS WITH
NON-ROTATING
POSITIVES

Carbon
D.C. Projector

I

—

I

•
IMPROVED
PROJECTION

—

I

and white
productions

for black

in the
for operation

PERFECT

REPRODUCTION

40-65 ampere range

of color values from the
new color process films.

END YOUR
EQUIPMENT
By

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Carbon Sales

Division,

INC.
Cleveland, Ohio

Chicago

on entering theatre.
stumbling.

No

No

groping.

getting in

!

HIGH INTENSITY
PROJECTION

ONDITIONINGCQ

Complete movie equipment merchandise now on display in our
show room.

CAPITOL M.
630 9TH AVE.

P.

SUPPLY CO.

NEW YORK

m

PHOON

touch with

PERSE

I. S.
Theatre Equipment Specialist

ADOPT

inch Sales Offices:
Pittsburgh

IMMEDIATELY COMFORTABLE VISION
No annoying blindness

AIR CONDITIONING

WORRIES—

CITY

BLOWERS -FANS
AIR

WASHERS

252 West 26th

St.,

New

York

THE
Monday, Oct

14,
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»
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NOTES

FIELD

New York— Sound mechanism is
new RCA combination film pro-

the

Fla.— The

Ocala,

«
Ritz,

Saenger Sparks house,

is

«

a Publix
moderniz-

High Fidelity soundhead and ing with new RCA High Fidelity
lamphouse equipment is identical sound equipment. B. B. Garner is
with other Photophone High Fidelity the manager.

jector,

soundheads utilizing the rotary stabilizer unit and optical systems, EdCrafton, Pa. Elizabeth and Harry
win M. Hartley points out. The pro- W. Walker, who operate the Crafton,
jector was especially developed by have arranged to replace their old
International Projector for use in sound equipment with Photophone
the new Photophone equipment.
It High Fidelity.
has a built-in motor for quiet operation and uses gear drives throughout. The lamphouse is also built in,
with a choice of an incandescent
lamphouse or the 30 or 45-ampere
reflector types of arc lamphouses
BOX-OFFICE
Standard permanent RCA High Fidelity amplifiers and loudspeakers
can be used in conjunction with the
equipment.

—

UILDERS

THE G-MAN

.SON

OF YOUR

or this paper by John Ebcrson, one of America

BUSINESS BUILDERS

ving

for exhibitors.

s

leading archi-

Articles by other

requesting information will be answered by this department.

—

Chicago
Front, lobby, foyer,
auditorium and parlors of the Devon
have been redecorated in most modA unique pattern of
ern design.
gold wallpaper from Basle, Switzerland, has been used, giving a novel

TO YOU"
my

fans don't seem to push

let

me know what

business

is

the air around fast enough.
You know. Look around and
you can do!
want the place to look like a million dollars but,
spotty, and
have only so much money to spend."

And they

Prevent losses that can0.

S.

around, everybody for himself.
Everybody tried to sell what he
wanted to sell the most, whether proper or not. Three weeks were lost in wrangling
over price.
You know it is not easy to shrink a million dollars into "eight grand" or
take $8,000 and expand it up to a million.
But a bargain was made.
did

look

"Go to it, boys. It is more than
wanted to spend but
know you will treat me
The house must reopen in two weeks and
can only close it for one week.
"You can do it, but any overtime is on you, and
will look after the sound myself.
I

I

right.

450

fiers,

brand

2

— Forest

I

Ammaters

plet3

2000

S.

Safety
Steel.
brand new

famous
press

CORPORATION.

book
copies

49

"Sound

1540 Broadway, New York,

1.49

N. Y.

1600 Bdway.N.Y.C.

I

my

well in

hall.

"Let's go!" and they did,

No

No

— everybody
No

for

himself.

No coordination. Over-priced and
over-bought in one line.
Under-estimated in another line.
And now, Mr. Reader, you have "stopped" now "look"!
All contractors having had to sharpen their pencils until you could hardly read the
figures, chiseled on the work until results were skeletonized.
No specifications. No
plans.

specifications.

cooperation.

—

supervision.

No

correlation.

took four weeks to do the work which did not match or assemble. Two thousand
dollars in extras.
The carpet clashed with the decorative wall scheme. The stock
display frames were 3 inches too wide, and of the wrong period style.
The steam-fitter
had brought in an extra unnecessary steam line to the box office. The fan was speeded
up, but was very noisy now.
The sidewall brackets were too large, and the new fixture
in the ladies' room was too small.
The new front door hardware hits the marble wall.
The draperies are too dark and don't register. Money spent there was wasted.
Nobody wants to pay for the temporary light. The sign man says it is up to the
decorator to paint the canopy and the decorator says, that was not estimated and is
It

up

to

the sign man.

The house
warped and too

"Ed" eventually paid

electrician
tight.

They look

for

this.

new changeable

the

says

like

letters are no good.
second hand letters painted over.

They are

The rubber mats don't fit. The manager sent in the wrong measurement. The
neighborhood electrician got his emergency circuits mixed up.
He did not know and
now "we have a violation."
You can hear the new, and wrong flush valves all over the rear of the auditorium.

—

(.Continued

Page

on

Even

days when "Diamond

in the

Jim" Brady was

6)

famous

New

Service

never relaxes.

It

is

ment

/

of

KNOWN

QUALITY.

projectors.

Send for catalog.

SERVE your

theatre.

Only equip-

Carpets, seating, screens,

National

is

PREPARED

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
92 Gold

St.

or Office Nearest

You

find

ready to help your

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

New

aisle

chances are

on an Alex-

ander Smith Carpet ... for then as

now you'd
National

York's most

first-nighter, the

he walked down the

All Set to Serve You

Carpet
try's

in the

Alexander

Smith

majority of the coun-

most successful theatres.

to

CO.

York, N. Y.

a

NOW!

GENERAL REGISTER
CORPORATION

ft.

finish,

— Miehling's

O.

Install

new

Projection",
S.

Recti-

amps,
0-50
Generators,
$2.25
45 Suprex Rectifiers comwith 4 bulbs, like new 219.75

enamel

the

for Arcs,

not be measured.
Genister machine

MP

1500— Ree.s.
200

BARGAIN FLASH

S.

— Weston

I

way, Charley, the two crystal fixtures to be replaced in the lobby go to the
'Isis'
Theater.
You can hang them there, and throw that in.
Only a few crystals
need replacing.
The old fixture from the ladies' room
will take home.
It will look
By

effect.

I

I

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

THE

&£k

DAILY

Ohio, is installing hard-of-hearing
devices for his Dorsey, where he
acquired High Fidelity apparatus

BUSINESS BUILDERS
(Continued from Page 5)

The carpet is French pattern.
The fixtures are
modernistic.
and the display frames classic Greek.
And "Ed" is almost crazy and out an extra two thousand.
All this, however, without any unfavorable reflection on the ambitious contractors
who did their very best but failed only because the remodeling job was not organized,
leaderless and confused.
No reflection on "Ed." He meant well but lost himself when he stepped on un-

The decorations are
Italian

—

last

—

I

on.

The second

My

Homer,

act of

my OPERA.

—

—

—

The new tile walls, the new vertical type, look swell.
The color of carpet blends with the seats and acoustical banners.
color relationship

Don't

tell

Some

of

installed

in

the

Florida

—

Attleboro, Mass. Albert McEvoy
of the Union has contracted for a
complete new installation of DeFor-

—

be

—The

Rewot Corp., soon.
operators of the Tower and the
Rushville, Ind. The Princess has
neighboring Downtown, have started
work on the redecorating of the lat- a new sound equipment, Walker Silver Sheet screen and new G. E. copter, while a new canopy is planned
Kansas City

Our hero has heard about
patched the roof until there is no more room for patches.
the new retiring rooms and cooling plant recently installed in the Ritz theater across the
one of the most successful firms in the business.
street, operated by Saruoks Brothers,
"Please, Mr. Architect, lay me out a plan after you have heard my story," says our
hero, "and let me know how this theater could be helped, and tell me how much it
would cost."
Measurements are taken, plans made, decorative
Hokus Pokus Pronto Change!
schemes sketched and specifications and instructions to bidders are written.
A tentative approval of these plans is obtained from the owner. Bid offers for
this work are called-for, assembled and tabulated.
Estimates run higher than anticipated.
Adjustments in specifications are made.
The scope of work and requirements are altered under the direction of the owner and
finally with every contractor fully understanding what he must do,
and when he is to
do it, the contracts are let. The Architect furnishes details, schedules, and selects the
hardware.
Makes lighting fixture sketches and lamp lists.
A carpet plan is made, and a furniture layout is furnished showing every sofa,
chair, ash tray and stand.
Samples of wall fabrics are selected and a color scheme prepared for the decorator.
Full-size plaster details are mailed to the job and in conference with subs, the
Architect arranges with the house manager for a work schedule offering least interference with the operation of the house while intelligent remodeling is going on.
The Architect inspects the work in the shop and checks fitting measurements,
keeping various trades informed and "in step."
The economy of such procedure has already made itself felt in the low price offers
received and now by virtue of centralized and experienced leadership, the work is
steadily progressing without confusion.
No extras as yet!
With all shop work promptly delivered and properly placed, the work of the finishing
trades start on schedule time.
The installation of the refrigerator unit offered no difficulties. A few changes in
the old air ducts. A bit of proper sound-proofing.

—

— Wide Range speakers

—

for the Tower.

(another hero)

111.

have been added to S. 0. S. sound
Butte Harris and Woolfall, op- equipment at the Pastime, states
erators of the Park, are planning Manager Burkhardt.
to completely reseat this house in
Gainesville, Fla.
addition to other renovations this
New Western
Electric equipment with Wide Range
fall.

He tells him his house is
sends for a theater Architect.
Patrons
getting dull, tiring to the public which has stared at the decorations for years.
The houseman has
are asking for better chairs, complaining about poor ventilation.
hero

—

—

est super wide

per oxide rectifiers.

Total cost of the

remodeling will amount to $7,500.

Canaan, Conn. The Colonial has
contracted for Wide Range attachment. ERPI engineers will make the
installation in the next 10 days.

range sound system.

—

New seats, projection equipment
and new carpet has been installed

Mont.
Complete new in the Colonial, New Platz, N. Y.,
and rectifiers, supplied by by the Capitol Motion Picture SupS. 0. S. Corp., are being installed at ply Corp.
Ashcraft Suprex Lamps
the Rialto this week.
and a Stablearc Generator was also
installed by Capitol in the Majestic,
Terry,

lamps

Hardin,

Mo.— S.

0. S.

Wide

Fidel-

Perth Amboy.

this

even carried to the polychromed lighting fixtures.
the public does not know the difference between order and harmony

is

me

and hodge-podge.
Don't

tell

me

that an

orderly central

plan

does not lead to greater economy and

better results.

Don't tell me that honest contractors do not prefer to work under, and with, an
experienced architect.
The real hero in the second act of my opera is the architect, because before he
got through, he had proven to the owner conclusively that he has saved him at least
twice as much as the architectural fee amounted to. That he had delivered the theater,
and completely remodeled same in record time.
And everybody lived happily thereafter.
This is the end of the opera and
am ready to read some letters which I shall no
doubt receive from some who do, and some that don't agree with my hero of the
second act.
Well planned, and expert guided remodeling is the best, cheapest and safest way

•HOVID

I

to create business building conditions.

STOP

before fully deciding!

LOOK

where you are heading

LISTEN

ON A

for!

to your theater architect!

WITHOUT SPRINGS?

"STOP— LOOK—AND LISTEN"

—

Theater Improvements

—

Detroit
McArthur Theater
Equipment Co. has taken over Michigan distribution for Motiograph

Equipment, completing

its

theater

service agencies.
Hirschfield, of Enterprise

Manufacturing

was

line

Richmond, Ind. The Rivoli has intwo super simplex machines,
a pair of Magnarc lamps, two G. E.
copper rectifiers and one sound rectifier for handling speakers and eliminating batteries for the Western
Electric sound equipment.
A new
Walker screen has also been in-

of

W. H.
Optical

stalled.

town reMcArthur
Memphis M. A. Lightman has
has already sold equipment to the bought RCA Sonotone hearing
units
Rex, West Side house, and to Jeff as well as Photophone
High Fidelity
Williams' new theater at East De- equipment for his
Paramount at Hot
troit.
Springs. J. W. Dorsey of Johnston,
Co.,

cently to close the deal.

in

Theatre goers are comfort lovers.
Take no chance on losing business
RESEAT with comfortable chairs.

stalled

(Continued from Page 4)

—

in-

stalled at the Odean.

will

Dear Reader, you "stopped," you "looked" now please follow me on the best and
and "listen"!
only safe road towards successful remodeling, as a "business builder,"
The second act of my
had with another exhibitor.
Listen to an experience
is

Cinemaphone sound has been

ita

month.

familiar ground.

OPERA

Monday, Oct.l 4, 1935

/iofv

l_y

5,

'How

can

I

reseat

and pay

for

new

chairs conveniently?"

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Makers

of

Dependable Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums

General Offices

BRANCHES

COMFORT-The

:

Grand Rapids, Michigan

ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
Greatest Star Of Them All!
IN

THE
Monday, Oct. 14,1935

'"
Joan Crawford and Brian Aherne

MY

LIVE

"I

"WINGS OVER ETHIOPIA"

in

LIFE"

Paramount

M-G-M

81

mins.

SPARKLING COMEDY-DRAMA OF LOVE
TROUBLES DELIGHTFULLY ACTED WILL
PLEASE THE FEMMES.
with

Tailored

that

all

that

class

dis-

Metro

tinguishes this type of film from the

romance is unfolded that
holds taut interest and is filled with delightfully humorous situations.
is
It
one
of those rare romances in which you cannot guess the eventful outcome.
In fact
you cannot predict from one situation to
another just how the heart affair between
the scrapping lovers will develop, and that
makes for unusual alertness on the part
Joan Crawford is very
of the audience.
alluring and charming as the rich girl fallstudios, a

ing

with

love

in

young

zestful

archaeologist

her

slams

his

useless

mode

her changing her
that

she

of

who
She
and

friends

rich

and

life,

mind

he

resents

so often on the love

professed

has

Aherne)

her

at

poor

So has Joan.

(Brian

has a mind of his own.
resents

and

stubborn

the

A

him.

for

fast

tempo, with classy dressing, bright dialogue
Brian Aherne is
and a sparkling story.
grand, and the femmes will rave over his
original love-making style.
Cast: Joan Crawford, Brian Aherne, Frank
Morgan, Aline MacMahcn, Eric Blore, Fred
Ralph,
Arthur Treacher,
Keating,
Jessie
Hedda Hopper, Frank Ccnroy, Etienne Girardot,
Edward Brophy, Sterling Hollcway,
Hilda Vaughn, Vince Barnett, Lionel Stander, Hale Hamilton.
Producer, Bernard H. Hyman; Director,
W. S- Van Dyke; Author, A Carter Gcodloe; Story Treatment, Gottfried Reinhardt,
Ethel Borden; Screenplay, Joseph L. Mankiewicz; Editor, Tom Held; Cameraman,

George

Folsey.

Direction,

Photography,

Excellent

The

NATURAL IN EXCELLENT
ATTRACTION
COMBINING
THRILL ENTERTAINMENT WITH TOPTIMELY

SPECIAL

ICAL INTEREST.
Though not primarily designed

addition
it

the natural entertainment that
provides through the medium of its travel-

ogue

scenes,

exciting

the camera from the

caught

incidents
air,

by

and various other

The picture apparently
intended as a commercial on
behalf of a Swiss air line into Africa, and
as such it filmed a lot of unusually intermatter

was

included.

originally

esting sights that

ment

make

for

good entertain-

being instructive in the
light of recent developments.
Starting out
from Switzerland, the airship with camera
well

as

as

traverses Italy and then ..heads for the Suez

Canal on
peror

its

Haile

way

into

Selassie

where Emmaking a

Ethiopia,
is

caught

speech, native troops are shown on parade,
some strange rites of the tribesmen are

and various glimpses of the country's terrain, natural resources and activiAll in all, it makes
ties are picked up.
quite a comprehensive picture on Ethiopia,
and the way the production has been hanfilmed,

dled

is

helpful

a

Cast: Native.
Producer, Swiss-Praesens
rector, L

Film

Co.;

Wechsler; Chief Expedition

DiPilot,

Walter Mittelholzer; Cameraman, E. Berne;
Narration, Garnet Weston; Narrator, Gayne
Whitman.
Photography,
Direction, Well Conceived.
Mostly Excellent.

Rex

20th Century-Fox

70 mins.

HOLDS INTEREST IN CLEVER WORK
OF OLAND UNRAVELLING SUSPENSEFUL MURDER MYSTERY.

A
ner

typical

Charlie

Oland,

as

Chan

the

vehicle for

War-

Chinese

sleuth

clever

on an investigation of a murder
in Shanghai that leads to the breaking up
of an international opium ring.
It
starts
cut with the mysterious shooting of a
called

in

prominent man at a banquet attended by
the police head and Charlie.
The Oriental
sleuth offers his services, and goes to work
with

the

help

of

his

son,

whose

activities

the lighter side of the proceedings.
There soon develop a series of events that
are very confusing and contradictory on
furnish

the surface, with

an attempted murder of
Chan and later his kidnapping by the leader
of the opium ring.
His son follows in pursuit,

are

and is also made prisoner.
As they
about to be disposed of, they escape

by a spectacular coup.
a

riverfront resort,

The

leads

trail

where the gang

is

to

cap-

lured after a series of exciting events that

put Charlie

ace

finish.

It

tough spot, but he has an
hole and springs it for the

in

the

in

will

a

please the Charlie

Chan en-

thusiasts.

Cast:

factor.

in

SHANGHAI"

IN

Oland,

Irene

Hervey,

Charles Lecher, Russell Hicks, Keye Luke,
Halhwell Hobbes, Frederik Vogeding, Neil
Fitzgerald,

Max Wagner.

Producer, John Stone; Director, James
Tmling; Authors, Edward T. Lowe, Gerard
Fairlie; Screenplay, same; Editor, Nick De
Maggio; Cameraman, Barney McGill.
Direction, Good
Photography, Okay.

in

Resolute

56 mins.

RUN OF THE MILL WESTERN SHOULD
FILL THE BILL FOR FANS WHO GO FOR

COWBOY

STUFF.

Nothing new
the

western
course

its

revolves

in

in

thrills

fans
a

in

or plot

one

this

HASHIRIM"

"SHIR

with

("Song

English

of

titles;

ater.

Produced
Side

in

New

taining sentimental

composer's

aged

York

favorites,

this

with

drama about

affair

with

a

cast

a

a

middle-

young

work.
the type of fare that finds a good
cf favor among Jewish audiences.
is

the

inspiration

for

of

enter-

fairly

a

is

his

girl
It's

deal

San Antonio Notes

around Rex
a

Bell

train

to

her father

heavy

never

discovering

to grab the
property.
The boys finally
straighten out the mess and Rex is assured
of a new trial on evidence brought out

during the chase.
Cast: Rex Bell, Buzz Barton, Ruth Mix,
Stanley Blystone, Earl Dwire, John Elliott,
Roger Williams, Chuck Morrison, Chief

Thunder Cloud, Mary McLaren.
Supervisor, Alfred T. Manncn;
Harry

Author,

Fraser;

"Deuces Wild")

Cameraman,

;

J.

Robert

Kline;

C

Editor,

(from
Crist;

Logan

Pierscn.

Good

Enough

Photography,

Poor.

G. C. S. Circuit Adds House
G. C. S. Theater
Circuit (Goldberg-Corshon-Solomon)
has taken over the Elston theater,
neighborhood house, now closed for
remodeling, and will reopen it in a

Chicago— The

few weeks.

1)

company.
In response to a question from one
of the committee members Zukor
said that he was now receiving about
$80,000 yearly from Paramount and
has no participation in the company's
profits but hopes to receive such
a participation when earnings warit.

Zukor said under examination that
he had found nothing misleading
in the prospectus under which Kuhn,
Loeb & Co. and Hallgarten & Co.
marketed $15,000,000 of bonds in
convention to be held here Oct. 21-22.
1930 and saw nothing misleading in
It was erroneously reported that
the prospectus now.
the Majestic had installed W. E.
Alfred A. Cook, counsel for Parasound.
The house has RCA Photomount and former Judge Thomas D.
phone High Fidelity system.
were other witnesses before
The Strand now has Gift Night Thacher
committee. The hearing will be
every Friday, Saturday and Sunday the
resumed today.
nights.

More Washington Promotions
THE FILM DAILY
Washington As a result of Fred
D. MacMillian's promotion, to manWashinaton Bureau of

—

Wells, captain of ushers.

Director,

Kaley

Screenplay, Harry

—

troit.

their

bothered to register; the
this and making efforts

the company's former bankers.
He said that everything the bankers
had done had been for the good of
the company and that the pledging
of the company's principal assets in
1932 "saved the situation" and made
possible the reorganization of the

ager of Warners' Savoy Theater, the
following promotions will take place
Taking Over Brooklyn Legit.
on the Earle Theater staff: Sidney
The
Majestic,
manager to
Brooklyn
legit Hoffman,
assistant
house, is being taken over by a com- Charles Grimes; Donald M. MacFarpany headed by E. D. Stair of De- lane, chief of staff, and Ernest J.

on

prison

San Antonio Lester J. Sack of
Sack Amusement Enterprises will be
in charge of local arrangements for
the Allied Theater Owners of Texas

Visitors: Frank Nelson, Oklahoma
City; Ed Blumenthal and J. M. Reynolds, Dallas; William Epstein, Laredo; Ray E. Kier, Corpus Christi,
R. W. Barron, Jr., Saint Louis.

while

and become mixed up in
the affairs of Ruth Mix.
The lady is having trouble holding on to some land which
ay

Paramount Status

rant

runs

manner.
Story
and his sidekick

Co.,

Songs"),
produced
and directed by Henry Lynn; with Samuel
Goldenburg, Dora Weissman, et al.; distributed by Globe Pictures. At the Acme TheYiddish,

provided

is

which

rather mild

who escape from

Direction,

Warner

Bell

"SADDLE ACES"

Improving- -Zukor
FOREIGN

who

depict

to

(Continued from Page

East

to

from a war standpoint, this aerial
adventure film contains enough to make it
of keen interest on that timely basis in

CHAN

"CHARLIE

Ethiopia

Best.

in

Warner Oland

52 mins

°^cfotTake^
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HERE & THERE

FROM EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS.

A.

A0 ^ ^PH/L M.DALY

ALICOATE—

on the three-reel
featuring Phil Baker,

comedy

—

1

PRODUCTION

modeling

Arthur Auerbach and Glo-

direction of Johnie Walker.
•

Laurino
are to

release

made

in

shortly

GB
• • TO CELEBRATE its First Anniversary
which will be shown in
featuring "Transatlantic Tunnel"
opening in New York
all the key cities beginning Oct. 25
the negative
to get the film here on time
at the Roxy
picked up at sea
was sent over on the Empress of Britain
off Rimouski Point by the Dominion of Canada mail plane
there it was transferred to a speand flown to Quebec City
on arrival at Newark airport it was
cially chartered plane
which are now on hand in every
rushed to the lab for prints
important city where the production will be premiered
prints were even sent to England

the

have concluded an engagement
at the Fifth Avenue Hotel and opened at the Cafe de Capri.
east,

•

Al Christie, producing and directing for Educational at the Eastern
Service studios, has completed work
on "Perfect Thirty Sixes", two-reel
musical comedy.

•

•

B. K. Blake, will get under way
week at the Biograph studio on
another of the "Voice of Experience" shorts for Columbia release.

theaters,

for-

of

back

is

V. Svinoff.
Frank Koppelberger, La Crosse
exhibitor, is the new operator of the
State theater,

formerly

House was

Tomah.
by

operated

Clarence

Holtze.

Len S. Brown is the sole stockholder in the Mainstreet Theater,
Inc., operator of the Mainstreet theater, Racine, which formerly was
partly controlled by John Ludwig,
Milwaukee.

Brown

is

•

T

Paris,

Taylorville, 111.— The
in operation and
business.

and

di-

Denver

"The Postman Always Rings Twice,"
the Theater Guild play.

the little girl who
has made good in a big way despite
advice of friends that she was too
small in stature to compete with
Hollywood's heavier willowy types,
received another nice assignment last
week, when she was cast for the
lead opposite Jimmy Savo in Hal
Roach's "Alone, Alas." Spanky McIsabel

Farland of Our Gang also
T

T

is

in

it.

T

Thurston Hall and George McKay
are appearing in Columbia's "The
Case of the Missing Man."
r

Before he begins work on his next
M-G-M, where he is under
long-term contract, Director Richard
Boleslawski will spend a week at
Boulder Dam as a guest of the chief
engineer of the mighty desert proj-

cash."

the cameras. Production is to start
in about three weeks.
The story is
a farce comedy by Frank Spearman
and will be directed by David Howard.
Dan Jarrett is writing the
screenplay.

picture at

AAA

T

T

T

Republic's first serial, "The Dark
Continent," featuring Clyde Beatty,
has reached the continuity revision
stage.
John Rathmell and Ray
Trampe are making final changes
on the script.
T

T

T

direct for Republic.

T

Mo.

—

The New Gem

to be

T

—W.

Comment

Glenn Miller, owner

wife will be in Muscatine, la., on
Nov. 24, to celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary with his parents
who will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on the same day.
Louis Williams, manager of the
Hiawatha, is reviving favorite films,
as selected by vote of his patrons.
Joe Ashby, who is manager of the
RKO exchange, was in Los Angeles
for a few days.
Buzz Briggs, manager of the
State theater, was operated on at
the Mayo Hospital, Rochester, Minn.,
for appendicitis.

Dave Morrison has opened the Colonial

Richard Carroll and William Ulman are adapting "You're In The
Navy Now," which Lew Ayres will

theater at Pueblo, Colo.

was formerly manager

at

He

Greeley

for Westland Theaters.

Earl Bell, exchange manager for
Warners, made a hurried business
trip to San Francisco.

Louis L. Dent, president of the
Ten players have been added to
the cast of Warners' "Freshman Westland Theaters, left Denver for
Love,"

featuring

Patricia

Ellis.

conferences

in

Salt

Lake,

after

Frank McHugh and Warren Hull. spending three days here conferring
The ten are George E. Stone, Mary with T. B. Noble, general manager
Treen, Walter Johnson, Joe Caw- of the local office.
thorn, Joe Sawyer, Alma Lloyd,
Nat Wolf and Gene Du Chemin
Henry O'Neill, Florence Fair, Spec of the Amity Exchange and the ExO'Donnell and Anita Kerry.
hibitors Poster Exchange made a
business trip through New Mexico
a
and southern Colorado.
Hopton, James Burke

Smith Speaks,"
Russell
modern railroad story, is the next
George O'Brien feature to go before Henry Kolker are additions
"Whispering

is

nice

Rialto in Brighton, and his

of the

Michael

T

is

Colorado

Jimmy

T
Jewell,

Ritz

doing

opened on Nov. 1.
It will be operated by H. Hollaway
and associates through Community
Theater Co.

Paramount

featured.

ect.

St. Johns,

Visaroff and his wife,
Nina Visaroff, are playing important
roles in "Paddy O'Day," at 20th
Century-Fox.
Upon completion of
his role, Visaroff will leave for New
York, where he will rehearse for

release. William Boyd
Ellison will again be

New

111.— The Fiorina Theater
scheduled for opening Oct. 15.

Theater

RALPH WILK-

Doris Schroeder again to script

for

Hammer, and

is

from "LOTS"

the fourth of the "Hop-Along Cassidy" stories which he is producing

The Lincoln Theater

now

also supplies the narration

HOLLYWOOD
L^ARRY SHERMAN has assigned

—

111.

reopens today.

Flora,

produced by Arthur

who

A LITTLE

also control-

Randforce Reopens Senate
Randforce has reopened the Senate in Brooklyn.

T

T

stockholder in the Rialto of
Racine.
Recent reopenings include the
Rapids at Wisconsin Rapids and the
Rex at Spring Green.
Negotiations have been opened in
Madison to obtain a loan sufficient
to retire the Orpheum theater first
mortgage bonds and pay all holders
Beecroft first and refunding
of
bonds "a substantial amount of
ling

—

at

AN OLDTIME

•By

several Kenosha
in the theater
equipment business as manager of
the Milwaukee Theater Equipment
Co.
The new $50,000 theater under
construction in Ripon and slated
for early opening will be known
House will be opas the Campus.
erated by Ben D. Marcus and I.

mer operator

•

"North of Sahara"
rected by Tom Terris,

this

Levinsohn,

T
THE BOYS

A. H. Webster
a rear addition

Perry, 111.
Paul J. Durbin has
purchased a complete portable motion picture equipment from Exhibitors Supply Co. of St. Louis.

fight film of the Langford-Flynn battle
25 years ago
now showing at the Broadway Translux theater, gives the fans a chance to compare Joe Louis with
the great Negro of yesteryear
At the Embassy newsreel
theater is a timely short in view of the Ethiopian situation

•

— Sam

•

•

•

has also been signed to play Walter
Connolly's advisor in the feature.

Wisconsin Items

—

Steelville, 111.
to construct
to his Auditorium.

plans

National Screen gave a surprise
birthday party to Ed McNamee, ye editor
they trooped in
and danced around his desk singing "Happy Birthday To You"
so Ed got even by setting up the refreshments just before
closing hour, using a lot of prohibition bootleg that he had saved
up because he got sick trying to drink it himself

John Howard and Lionel Slander
are on their way from the coast to
play leading roles in the Hecht-MacArthur production, "Soak the Rich",
now in work at the Astoria studio
Francis
for Paramount release.
Compton, stage actor seen recently
with Grace George in "Kind Lady",

Milwaukee

the

—

•

is

and Jannette, dancers,
appear in a Paramount
be

to

is

operated

Service studio under the

West Coast

Barry

111.
The Empress,
by Charles Beninati, has
installed 500 new seats and reopened.

Morrisonville,

ria Cook, has been completed at the

who

Art

job.

skipper.

supported by Harry MacNaughton,
(Bottle)

I

Chester, 111.
The Gem Theater
has reopened after a complete re-

and

the
cast of "Frisco Waterfront," Republic feature to be directed by Arthur
to

National Display has been made
representative of the Columbia Display Corp. of New York.

d'strict

K. Powell, Wray, Colo., and
Norman Houston's
J.
from
Ben Lyon, Helen Twelvetrees Sam Cain, Pueblo, Colo., were seen
the row securing fuand Rod LaRocque have the leading recently on

Lubin

story.
roles.

ture dates.

|
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FILM COMPANIES

WIN POINTS

IN ST.

Atlas-RKO Deal Gives Impetus
72,100

Vi evving

=

.

uninformed

LEST

ominous
acquisition

be

well

on

usual

week's

last

holdings by Atlas Corp.

with

Lehman
the

Bros.,

might

it

constructive

as-

pects of the situation.

being an investment trust
banking house, aims to place
its
funds in enterprises with a promising
future either as going enterprises in their
present shape or under a reorganized setup
in which the investing firm will play a part.
Records show that Atlas has been unusuAtlas

Corp.,

instead

of

revitalizing

its

in

of

totter-

ing concerns.

due

the fact that it brings
to a company not only the money required
for reorganization needs, but also manage-

This

is

to

ment guidance with

a

good background

of

achievement.
(Incidentally,

29

was 'way back on April

it

DAILY

FILM

headlined its first
story about Atlas approaching RCA on this
RKO matter.)
that

NOW

the

that

international

reverbera-

"Midsummer Night's
the
Dream" premiere have calmed down enough
to permit something else to be heard, give
a few salvos of applause to S. Charles Einof

tions

feld,

the

vice-prexy,

Warner advertising and publicity
who evolved the record breaking

campaign on

this

picture.

people around, both
expressing a keen
desire to see the Shakespearian opus, testify
to the success of the diversified methods
conceived by Einfeld to create public recep-

The

high

tivity
It

vast

and

for
is

in

number

who

low,

ASIDE

of

are

the picture.
many respects an unprecedented

accomplishment.
to

—•—

Walt

Disney:

If

you

don't

your kid fans
and a lot of the grownups who go along
with them to the movies, better curtail the
other
and
villains
demons,
hobgcblins,
harum-:carum characters that are again get-

want

ting

too

to alienate a

prominent

in

in Rise

High

structive interpretation to the entrance of Atlas Corp. and Lehman
Bros, in the RKO reorganization
move as
picture, construing the
evidence of confidence in the outlook for the film company and the
industry in general, with the result

lot of

Mickey Mouse and

BIGGER INDIE MARKET

SPURS DARMOUR PLANS
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Taking advantage of
the expanding market for independent product, Larry Darmour has
revised his production plans and an-

West Coast Bureau

—

nounces he will make six features
with flexible budgets according to
(Continued on Page 7)

Stockholders Approve
New Columbia Shares
Issuance of 75,000 of new $2.75
preferred stock, with proceeds being
used to retire the present $3 preference stock and for other corporate
nurposes, was approved by Columbia stockholders at a special meetng yesterday. The meeting was adjourned to a later date for the purpose of attending to certain formalichange.
ties incident to the stock
;

this,

it

won't hurt.

BRILLIANT PREMIERE
IN PHILLY

—

Amer. Labor Federation
Organizes Theater Group

—

will

(Continned on

Pane 4)

Stocks

Bondholders' Committee
Offered Warners Deal
on St. Louis Houses
By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

—

Louis

St.

Thomas N. Dysart,

chairman of the bondholders protective committees for the Ambassador,
Missouri and New Grand Central
theater properties, revealed yesterday in his testimony before Federal
Judge George H. Moore in the government's case against Warners, et
al, that the committee, although at
the time it had accepted the terms
of Allen L. Snyder for leases on
the properties, at a meeting in May

A brilliant first
Philadelphia
unprecedented in with Hermann Starr, western sales
audience
night
Philadelphia theatrical history last manager for Warners, and local atnight attended the premiere of War- torneys for that company agreed to
(Continued on Page 4)
ner Bros, production of Shake"A Midsummer Night's
speare's
Dream," at the historic Chestnut
The advance
Street Opera House.
sale of tickets indicates a long, sucSearchlights flooded
cessful run.
the outside of the theater as special
cordons of police held back thousands of persons anxious to see the
Having formed Zeidman Film
attending celebrities pose for pictures and speak over the radio set Productions, Inc., of which he is
president, B. F. Zeidman plans to
(Continued on Page 6)
produce 16 features for 1935-36 sea-

NEW ZEIDMAN

FIRM

PLANS 16 FEATURES

September Acting Award
Handed to Fred Astaire
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Screen Actors' Guild

West Coast Bureau of

has voted Fred Astaire's performance in "Top Hat" as the best for
September. Honorable mention went
to Merle Oberon in "Dark Angel"
(Continued on Page 7)

'30

Defended by Wisemanjn Court

Silly

pen to read

Frank A. Vanderlip disclosed yesterday
before the Sabath Congressional Committee that he resigned last week as a
John E. Otterdirector of Paramount.
son, president of Paramount, who was in
during the afternoon,
the courtroom
said Vanderlip had mailed his resignation last Friday without giving any reason for quitting the board.

Sale of Paramount Bonds in

Organized labor
Atlantic City
invade the field of theatrical
production through the formation of
P. S.: And if Hugh Harman, Rudolf Ising,
present plays
Leon Schlesinger, Ub Iwerks, Paul Terry, Labor Stage. Inc., to
social and culFrank Moser and Max Fleischer should hap- dealing with labor's

Symphony cartoons and causing nightmares for many youngsters.

Vanderlip Off Para. Board

FOR 'DREAM'

TRIAL

to Film

(Continued on Page 4)

a

successful

ally

RKO

Wall Street yesterday gave a con-

RKO

signalize

to

the

place

folk

interpretation

of

association

in

to Three-Year

DON CARLE GILLETTE^

By

of

Change Hands

the passing parade

.

.

Shares

IMS

John E. Otterson, president of
Paramount, and H. A. Fortington,
chairman of the Paramount executive committee, are to take the stand
this morning before the Sabath Con-

gressional Committee investigating
bond defaults.
Yesterday Sir William Wiseman
deof Kuhn-Loeb & Co. went into a
(Continued on Page

6)

son release and has named J. L.
Schlaifer as vice-president in charge
Independent exof distribution.
changes in some key cities will be
(Continued on Page 7)

Tri-State

MPTO

Elects

At Memphis Convention
Memphis

—The

following

officers

were elected at the annual convention of the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas,
Mississippi and Tennessee at its two
day session at the Hotel Chisca:
President: M. A. Lightman, MemSecretary - Treasurer: R. X.
Williams, Oxford, Miss., reelected;

phis;

(Continued on Page 6)

"Barbary" Sets Year's Top
"Barbary Coast," Samuel Goldwyn's
which
release,
Artists
United
latest
opened Saturday at the Rivoli, set a
at
year
new attendance mark for the
persons
the house by playing to 32,894
up to 5

P.

M. yesterday.

THE

cS&H

DAILY
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Are Elected Dave Loew to Conclude
Circuit Booking Deals
City Exhib Unit
David Loew, who has resigned
Kansas City — New Officers of the

New

Officers

By Kansas

T. O. A., elected last week to fill
vacancies resulting from the resignation of Jay Means and other officers, are: E. Rolsky, owner of the
John and National Theaters,
St.
president; E. S. Young, first vicepresident; Mrs. A. Baier, second
I.

10 Cents
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Films of various periods going
back as far as 40 years will be
shown in conjunction with the lecture to be given Friday at 8:30 P.
Lichtbildbuehne, M. in Hubbell Auditorium of JSteinP. A. Harle, La
Rue de la Cour- way Hall by Francois Doublier, mopicture pioneer and assistant
the French movie inventor Lumiere.
This is the first of a series
of lectures sponsored by the New
Film Alliance for its subscribers
and the general public.
tion

to
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Net

Low

High

Am. Seat
Columbia

Picts.

Fm.
Fm.

Con.
Con.

vtc.

14%

67

67

171/4

155!/2

46%

Inc

Paramount
Paramount 1st pfd.
Paramount 2nd pfd..
.

Pathe

14

68

4%
pfd..

Ind.

Kodak

East.

Loew's,

143/8

Ind

11

96%
13%

Film

57/8

5%

RKO
20th

Century-Fox

20th

Century-Fox pfd.

Warner
do

..

16%
26%
8

Bros

4%

4%

17%

17i/4

+ %

— %
— %

Th.
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.

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
Keith

Loew

A-0 6s46
41ww

Paramount
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RKO

.

.

.
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431/2
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Warner's 6s39
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8
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15%
15%
89'/2
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61
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+
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Trans-Lux

96%

+
+
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1

Vs

1

— %
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61

84+4

83

+ %

20
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Fund Building

DAILY
on

from

to
their

of filmdom
will be represented at the reception
elite

and supper dance to be given by
Marion Davies and Jack L. Warner
at Miss Davies' Santa Monica beach
home following the West Coast premiere of "A Midsummer Night's

Dream" tomorrow

night.

aters
by Columbia.
The short
subject has John P. Medbury bringing out the humorous side of the
country which is new topping the
headlines.

—

Finishes Jungle Film

Ward Wing has com-

Hollywood

Cyril

Hume

Gardner

— Frank Tuttle, Para-

director,

whose

new

play,
scheduled to

"Safe and Sane," is
open in Boston next February,
negotiating for
play the lead.

Jimmy Durante

is

to

who

is
producing a
Charles Ray, has arthe coast.

starring

York from

ROBINSON,

G.

co-star with

FRITZ LEIBER, who has just completed work
in "Tale of Two Cities," and Mrs. Leiber arrived in New York yesterday from Hollywood
for a week's stay.

WILLIARD McKAY
New York.

gone

has

—

War

MARY PICKFORD

arrives

JOAN BENNETT, who
Columbia's

recently

WILLARD PATTERSON

coln.

day from

—Work
has started on the
Normal theater

new $100,000
being
built by Frank A. Schmidt, South
Side real estate operator, at 119th
St. and Normal Blvd.
House will
seat 788, with opening expected
early in January.

Kay Brown Joins Selznick
Kay Brown, RKO eastern story
editor, resigned yesterday to become
eastern production representative for

E.

SPARKS

J.

South

ALFRED

PYE,

New

in

is

has

New

York from

arrived

in

New

York from

LESHING

M.
arrived

charge of the Eastman Kodak
office in San Francisco,

in

distributing
York.

Fox

the
York.

of

New

in

has

Coast to-

J.
B.
PRIESTLEY leaves for his ranch in
Arizona at the end of the week following the

New Haven

tryout

of

new

his

"Eden

play,

End."

EDGAR

ALLAN WOOLF, playwright and
is
due in New York from Hollytime for luncheon with "The Knights
of the Round Table" at the Hotel Astor today.
After the feed, Woolf returns immediately to

screenwriter,

wood

in

home

in

Beverly

Hills.

DAVID LOEW, newly
Hal

of

week

Roach,

appointed vice-president
be in New York this

will

Inc.,

wind up some business

to

returning to the coast to
production activities.

before
charge of

affairs

take

Roach

LOUELLA PARSONS
end

the

until

is

the

of

on an eastern vacation
month.

M. SCHENCK and AL LICHTMAN
coming east from Hollywood together.

JOSEPH
are

and
films,

Rita

author who has
has arrived in
from Ecuador.

New

in

is

M.

figured

New

York.

DYOTT,

explorer

some

in

York

on

travel

the

Santa

LOUIS GOLDING, British novelist, and SINCLAIR LEWIS arrive in New York today on
the

Aquitania from

GB

director,

passenger

England.
Mrs. Forde

and

WALTER FORDE,
also

are

on

the

list.

HELEN THIMIG (Mrs. Max Reinhardt) and
ARIANE DERVEAUX, French film actress, arrive in New York today on the Me de France.

WARD WING,

producer and director, arrives
York early next month from London.

New

in

B.

ZEIDMAN

F.

New

from

A. H. BUEHRIG,
various

in

has

arrived

to

Hollywood

York.

aters

GB.

studio

plane immediately following her broadcast in Hollywood
Oct. 18 to join her mother and brother in
Jacksonville,
Fla.
The family will proceed
from there to Lakeland.

Canton and Boston,

at

Coast

WILLIAM GERMAN arrives at the
New York.
FRANCES LANGFORD will hop a

handle stories for Selznick.

Waxman

in

America.

David 0. Selznick, who is to produce
for United Artists.
She will also
Charles Garrett Joins GB
Charles Garrett, for several years
connected with theaters and exchanges in Havana, and previously
with Pathe in the publicity department, has joined the staff of A. P.

arrives

It,"

is

MRS. ROY DEL RUTH

Chicago

work

finished

her husband, GENE
from abroad.

Detroit.

COMMANDER GEORGE
for Chicago

York today

"She Couldn't Take

New York today to meet
MARKEY, who is returning

wholesale

New House

New

in

from the Coast.

Lincoln, Neb.
Turning the heat
on again, J. H. Cooper houses have
made some policy changes this week
in line with making it tough for
the L. L. Dent spots here.
New
move is to chop the matinee price
at the Orpheum, add an extra feature on the fleshless half of the
week, and split bills for the Lin-

Start

Coast

the

to

from

in

Lincoln Houses Renew

MIRISamuel
New York
in

ARIAN BORG, the 19-year-old French girl
signed by Jesse L. Lasky for Pickford-Lasky
Productions, arrives today on the He de France
and will proceed immediately to Hollywood.

for

THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of

FRIEDGEN,

features

and JOEL McCREA
Goldwyn's "Barbary Coast," leaves
today to return to Hollywood.

starred.

Columbia Revives Ethiopian Short
"Laughing With Medbury in Ethiopia" is being re-released in key the-

York.

New

EDWARD

from England today

sails

New

AM HOPKINS

in

—

Tuttle After Durante for Play

THE

the folbirthday:

Gish

Benita

THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Circuits, Union Signing Soon
Hollywood
David 0. Selznick,
Local 306 will sign a two-year
contract with the Loew and RKO cir- production chief of the newly-formed
cuits within the next few days pro- Selznick International Pictures, has
viding for a wage scale of $1.86 an signed John Cromwell as director of
hour for the circuit houses, it was "Little Lord Fauntleroy," the first
said yesterday at union headquart- of the new company's productions
for U. A.
Freddie Bartholomew is
ers.

mount
Lillian

—The

RAYMOND
series of
rived in

his

next month.

lowing

Hollywood

at 11 a. m.

pleted "Jungle Love," feature with
exteriors made at Singapore.
He
plans to return to New York early

FILM

Coast Elite to Attend
Davies "Dream" Party

office.

London

wishes

Loew has been named.

get-together meeting with company
executives yesterday at the home

Ward Wing

Best

to

WINFIELD SHEEHAN
on the Majestic for

Selznick Signs Cromwell

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
2% 2% 2%
20

tribute to the ability of Adolph
Zukor was paid by John E. Otterson, the Paramount president, at a

1

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

following his return to New York
Sunday. He has a number of deals
to complete before finally severing
his connection. As yet no successor

MPTO
—

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Otterson Lauds Zukor

A

become executive

of Hal Roach, Inc.,
will not wind up his duties in charge
of the circuit's buying and booking
for several weeks, he said yesterday

New Variety Music Bill at Center
Second of B. A. Rolfe's variety
Department heads and their
155'/2
155
44% 46'/2 + 1% assistants were present at the ses- musical shows to be presented at the
Center theater tomorrow in conjunc10'/2
10% + % sion.
tion with "The Last Days of Pom95% 95% + %
peii" will include Walter Cassel,
133/8 +
13
% Philly
Meet Friday NBC baritone; Henry Scott, in a
5% SVl — V4
Philadelphia First general meet- pianologue; Lew White, organist;
4% 5% + 1% ing of the M. P. T. O.
of Eastern the Bards Quartet in support of the
16% 16% -f- %
Pa. this season is scheduled for Fri- Rolfe Orchestra, and a prologue de26% 26% + %
day in the Philadelphia Savings signed especially for "Pompeii."
7'/
2

45

pfd

Chg.

Close

to

vice-president

West Coast Bureau of

Showing 40-Yr.-Old Films
At Lecture by Doublier

—
—

Berlin
Paris
Cinematographie Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.
St.,

Friedrichstrasse,

vice-president; Ed Hartman, secretary; Charles Potter, treasurer. Bill
Fulton heads the executive committee.
Big circuits and present zoning systems will be fought by the
association.

from Loew's

Coming and Going

Calcutta

who

has

sails

managed Loew theincluding

cities,

become managing

to

Cleveland,

soon with Mrs. Buehrig

new Loew house there.
BORIS MORROS leaves New York

director

of

shortly

to

the

r.ssume

Coast

an important position at the Paramount
studio.

EWING SCOTT,
recently placed
is
en route to

M-G-M
the

to

Grand

Paramount

under

assistant director
five-year contract,
Mass., on loan to
some fishing scenes off

new

Gloucester,

photograph
Banks.

V

"\

have

just

seen the

MARX
BROS.
picture

'A

NIGHT

AT THE
OPERA'
and
believe
boys,

me

it's

the funniest
picture in ten years.

laughing yet."

I

haven't stopped
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printed and broadcast by columnists on
Out of a hundred or more advance yarns
The
Tone, 100 per cent were wrong.
of Joan Crawford and Franchot
the manage
8
the M-G-M stars married anywhere from weeks
nside dope scrlbeV practically all had
Some
Mexico.
Falls
to
Niagara
from
ranging
to months ago with place of ceremony
nagged the couple
their statements and
insistent in

IN ST. LOUIS TRIAL

of
to

(Continued from Page

ney told him what he would have
to do under the leases he refused
to go through with it."
Later in response to another question by Hardy about this meeting,
Dysart said that he took up Starr's
proposition to take over the Snyder
leases so quickly that Starr backed
down again and broke up the meeting.
On cross-examination by Senator James A. Reed of Warner counsel, Dysart testified that on Sept.
18, 1933, the protective committee
practically
reached
complete
a
agreement with Warners to take
over and operate the houses and that
he thought so well of the deal that
he and other members of the committee held a

little celebration that
night.
He said that only a few
details remained to be worked out,
such as the period for which accumulative interest was to run, who
would have control of a new corporation to be formed and the exact
amount to be advanced by Warners
to cover reorganization expenses.

Dysart, in explanation of the committee's willingness to do business
with Warners, said they were regarded as the logical parties to operAlthough
ate the three theaters.
the committee had accepted Snyder's
proposition for the houses, the deal
was subject to approval by the
U. S. District Court and the committee still possessed the right to
accept a new proposition from any
other person, firm or corporation.
The testimony of Dysart regarding
the Sept 18. meeting is regarded
as very favorable to the defense.
Seeks Dismissal of RKO Charges
At the morning session of the
trial, George Leisure, of counsel for
RKO and Ned E. Depinet, at the conclusion of his cross-examination of
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., vice-president
of

Fanchon

& Marco

and star witgovernment, an-

for the
nounced that he planned to present

nesses

Critics'

Day at Ampa

luncheon at
Thursday's Ampa
Jack Dempsey's restaurant will have the
newspaper film critics as guests of
honor,
with some also scheduled to
speak.
In addition, Prexy Gordon White
couple of other star
is
lining up
a
names to grace the dais.
This

SPURS FILM STOCKS

™e chatters "ere vehemently
comf out an" admit it. Marriage

actually took place ,ust last Friday ,n Englewood
releasing the news
Mayor Herbert W. Jenkins performing the ceremony and
tit
accompan.ed the couple
Nicholas M. Schenck and Leopold Fr.edman
Sunday night
to Englewood.

N

1)

turn over Snyder's contract to Warners on exactly the same terms.
"What was said at the meeting by
Starr?," Russell Hardy, special assistant to the U. S. Attorney-General, asked Dysart.
"He criticized our deal with Snyder again," Dysart responded. "He
said we were making a serious mistake to do business with Snyder as
he had no previous experience in
the motion picture business, and he
finally
offered to take over the
Snyder leases. I told him that he
made a deal, and that we would
have our attorney prepare the necessary papers. Then when our attor-

ATLAS-RKO DEAL

Columnists Flop on Crawford-Tone Wedding

DEFENDANTS SCORE

J

a formal motion for dismissal of
the charges against the
defendants at the conclusion of the
government's case. He said that he

RKO

would make this motion immediately
or at the close of the government's
case, as Judge Moore desired.
The
judge indicated he preferred delay.
The presentation of this motion and
the legal arguments it will develop
is

(Continued from Page

i

certain to require

much

time.

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh

—Louis

Weiner, former

manager

of the Pitt, has joined Nat
Fleisher in distribution of road pictures in western Pennsylvania.
A. Glazer is reopening the West

Park theater in McKees Rocks.
Lee Mann has been named assistant manager of the Pitt under Joe
Stowell.

Louis Rothenberg of the Morse
In
his
cross - examination
of & Rothenberg Circuit went to New
Arthur, Leisure brought out four
York after a two-day stay here.
important points from his client's
Jack Simon of the same firm left
standpoint.
First that Arthur did
Saturday.
not have a contract for RKO picVisitors:
Beedle,
Louis
Eddie
tures for use at the St. Louis Theater when he took over that house, Weiner, Gabriel Rubin, W. R. Kelmerely assuming
the
exhibition ler, Sam Fleishman, Tony Cassinelli,
agreement of the Famous Amuse- Bill Walker, Louis Rothenberg.
ment Co.; second, that in" February,
Joe Feldman, Warner publicity
1934, Arthur's organization had a head, back from an out-of-town busivirtual monoply of the first run iness trip.
theaters in St. Louis, having all but
Bill Schell, formerly with Warthe Loew's State Theater under its ners here, has been named manager
control directly or indirectly; third,
that he didn't show in the Missouri
and Ambassador Theaters all of the
pictures that were available,
and fourth that through his own
agreement with the receivers for the
Fox Theater giving them the choice
of selection of
pictures for the
Fox he committed a voluntar-y act
that made it legally impossible for
to do the thing the government
has indicted it for not doing.

RKO

RKO

RKO

Arthur Testimony Ends

The cross-examination of Arthur
came to an unexpected early ending
yesterday.
When the court finally
got to the trial after disposing of
other routine matters on the docket,
William R. Gentry of Counsel for
Paramount announced that he would
withdraw a question he asked Sat-

urday regarding what Arthur had
went
^0 see RKO and Paramount about
pictures for St. Louis after his
March 6, 1934, conference with Warner officials.
He then announced
that Paramount had concluded its
cross-examination of Arthur.
told Hardy, about the time he

Leisure's

RKO

cross-rxamination

was comparatively

policy beginning Oct. 21.

Brother of Art Levy, Columbia
head here, motored to New York
with Moe Goldman.
The Pitt abandoned stage shows
for an additional feature, bringing

A

the number to three pictures.
nightly give-away will be in effect

beginning Thursday.
Morty Henderson, former manager of the Variety Club, is now han-

RKO

New Grand

Central Theaters.
In response to one of Leisure's questions, Arthur admitted that on July
He had the right to oper5, 1934.
ate the Fox and St. Louis and an
agreement that would give him the
right to operate the Ambassador,
Missouri and New Grand Central
Theaters.
Prior to that date Warners, had opened the Shubert as

an outlet for their pictures.
There was some discussion among
defendant counsel of a plan to show

sympathy.

Amer. Labor Federation
Organizes Theater Group
(Continued from Page 1)
tural aims and pageants in connection with union gatherings, it was
announced by William Green, president of the American Federation
of Labor, in convention here. Temporary offices have been set up at

West 16th St., New York, pending
negotiations for a theater.
3

St.

Louis Squibs

—

Louis Sam Garber has assumed his post as assistant booker
St.

for Judell.

Barney Rosenthal of Republic Pictures has closed a product deal with
Fox West Coast.
Roy Muhlmam manager of St..
Louis

Amusement

Co.'s Maffet the-

ater in North St. Louis, is boosting
business with his Popeye Club.
Martin Operle of the Orris, St»
Genevieve, recently became father
of twins.

Charles

Goodnight

is

improving

the Jeffersor, De Soto, to meet the
competition of the new house opened
by the Collins Circuit.

Leon Jarodsky
theater in Paris,

will
til.,

open his new
about Thanks-

giving.

dling publicity for the dog races at

New

Kensington.

Ken Hohl

the Alvin as pub-

left

licity director.

Joe Skirball
in Death," a

is

war

reissuing "Dealers
film.

After a three-year ban, the Pennsylvania censors passed "The Road
to Ruin," sex film, under the title
of "Call Me Co-Ed."

Sunday Show Vote in 7 Pa. Towns
Beaver, Pa. Seven Beaver County towns will vote Nov. 5 on the
Towns
question of Sunday shows.
for are Aliquippa, Ambridge, Beaver

short, covering Arthur's contractual relations
with
on pictures, his deal with
the Fox Theater receivers and his
interest in the Ambassador, Missouri

and

Regent in Newark.
George Jaffe will switch his Variety theater to a picture-burlesque

of the

1)

that amusement stocks enjoyed a
small-sized boom. RKO shares made
a new three-year high at h% on a
Loew's
turnover of 72,100 shares.
also made a four-year high at 46%,
while Paramount, Warner, 20th Century-Fox and other issues rose in

—

Rochester,
New
Monaca and Midland.

Falls,

the

and jury the
had described as

court

Arthur

Pictures" as a
his testimony.

means

of

Brighton,

pictures

Austrian Film Trade Better
Vienna Further improvement in
Austrian film production has been

—

registered this year, according to a
survey by U. S. Commercial Attache Gardner Richardson. Film exports are about double what they
were a year ago and there also has
been an increase in imports. Last
year Austria turned out 16 features
All but about 70
and 155 shorts.
of Austria's 780 theaters are soundequipped.

Ann Weiss Back on Job
Ann Weiss, secretary to H. M.
Warner, returned

to

her

desk

"Slough
rebutting

M-G-M

Signs

4 Playwrights

M-G-M

Keough, Agnew Excused
Both Austin C. Keough and Neil
Agnew, Paramount executives, have
been temporarily dismissed as witnesses in the St. Louis criminal
conspiracy action against Warners,
Paramount and RKO. They have returned to New York, subject to call.

at

the Warner home office yesterday
after an absence of ten days due to
the death of her father.

drive for writing talent being
conducted by Sam Marx, scenario head,
in
the signing of four
has resulted
They include Emplaywrights to date.
met Lavery, author of "The First Legion"; Gladys Hurlbut, author of "By

coMaibum,
Richard
Your
Leave";
author of "Sweet Mystery of Life," and
whose "Sing Before
Boretz,"
Allen
Breakfast" is to be produced by Sam
Harris.
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new

marks

composer of

DREAM TOO MUCH' -"LITTLE
JOCKEY ON THE CARROUSEL"-'TM THE
ECHO"-"! GQT LOVE" *

tw

the screen debut of the darling

UVf

^P*

hit tunes by the gifted

-Roberta': "I

.

sensation —

of Opera

these

.

complete musical score from the forthcom-

the picture which

Hear

.
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on the Ford Motor Program, introduce
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OTTERSON UP TODAY

(Continued from Page

shaar, counsel for the committee,
that a mail fraud had been perpetrated in the marketing of $15,000,000 of Paramount bonds.
Sir William said the company earned $18,000,000 in 1930 and had $40,000,000
in available assets, whereas the obligation to buy back the company's
stock under repurchase agreements
at the then market price did not involve an expenditure beyond $2,500,000 at most.
Sir William admitted that the
system was "bad" under which banking houses organized reorganization
committees, but said that under the
present conditions it had to be done.
At this juncture, A. J. Sabath,
chairman of the committee, read a
letter from an upstate jurist with
in

Paramount

de-

nouncing the fee applications as
"open and unparalelled larceny."
Frank A. Vanderlip revealed that
he was the only Paramount direcwho opposed election of John E.
Otterson as president of the company.
Vanderlip said the motion
picture industry required "a very
peculiar talent," and that it had not
attracted the highest type of business brain. Vanderlip also testified
that John G. Hertz and H. A. Fortington were responsible for the election of Otterson as president of
tor

Paramount.
Arthur A. Ballentine defended his
firm against charges of being dilatory in instituting suits against the
directors because of the stock repurchase agreements. He also held
that his firm's fee applications were
fair.
Ballantine characterized exJudge Thomas D. Thacher's appearance in opposition to the fee applications as the "views of the man

who

money by not paying."
Harlan of the Root,
Edw. K. Hanlon of Beek-

will save

John

M.

RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
Our Passing

Show: Cary Grant,

just

includes Charlotte ("Baby") Barry, S. Lyons, Frank Lawton, William
David Worth, June Marlowe, Julian Keighley, Maxwell Arnow, Joe MorRivero, Richard Cramer, Henry Syl- rison, John Lee Mahin, Frank Morvester and Ray Gallagher.
Charles gan, Gene Towne, Reginald Denny
Hutchinson directed and supervised. at the opening of the Shubert revival of "Bitter Sweet."
T
T
T

member

executive personnel proper, can be served in connection with a court action aimed at
that firm, according to a decision by
Magistrate
Carlin
in
the
Municipal
Court, New York City.
Decision was
made in the breach-of-contract suit
brought by Hollywood Film Exchanges
against Tivoli Vaudeville Inc., operator
of the Tivoli, Brooklyn.
Papers were
served
on Arthur Schwartz, aide to
Harry Brandt, who is booking the house,
and the defense contended that Brandt
is
not a
managing agent for them
and so therefore service on Schwartz
was not valid.
The case has been
taken to the Appellate Division of the

Supreme Court.

of

its

Among

the

Henry Ginsberg, Pete Smith,
Robert E. Welsh, Harvey Thew,
Jack Fier, Gus Barth, Charles R.
Condon, Peter Milne are among the
graduates from the motion picture
trade paper field.
berg.

T

T

Sally

O'Neil

has

completed

her

Lionel Atwill, Robert Allen and
Lloyd Nolan are recent additions to
the cast with which Columbia will
surround Ruth Chatterton in her
first
starring production for the
company. Otto Kruger will play op-

Marian Marsh
a feature role. Marion

posite the star, and

"Too Tough to Kill," for Columbia.
Hers was the only femin-

will be

ine role in the picture.

Gering

Benoit-Levy to Develop
Films for Education

West Coast Bureau of

role in

Jean Benoit-Levy, one of the leading French film directors and secretary-general of the French Committee of the International Institute of Educational Films of the
League of Nations, has been assigned by the French Minister of
Education to investigate American
progress in the development of educational films, a work that has been
his lifelong hobby, he says.
In addition to speaking last night at the
premiere of his latest picture, "La
Maternelle", at the 55th St. Playhouse,
Benoit-Levy will
address
Prof. Thrasher's film class at New
York University on Thursday and
a Columbia University group at a
later date.

William Tallman Back on Job
East Liverpool, O.
William C.
Tallman, pioneer upper Ohio Valley

—

seen in

will direct.

Hornblow Preparing Five

—

ries in preparation for early shooting.
They include "The Old Maid",

from the Broadway hit; Kipling's
"Light That Failed', "Florida Special", "Concertina' and an all-star
musical not yet

titled.

3 Baltimore Holdovers

—

Baltimore "Broadway Melody of
1936" has been held for its third
week at both the Valencia and

Parkway, Loew houses.
The Nino Martini film, "Here's to
Romance," is held for a second week
at the

New.

The Little has held over "My
Song for You" for a second week.
Charter

Tampa Company

Tampa—B. E. and M. E. Gore,
theater executive, many years manager of the Ceramic theater here, owners of several independent thehas recovered from a long illness aters in Florida, have taken out a
and is again active in the manage- charter here for Broadway Theaters,
Inc.
R. Diaz also is a director for
ment of the Ceramic.
the new corporation.

British

Buying Guide Out

London— The

Yawitz Signed for Short
1935 edition of "The
Cinema Buyers' Guide," published by
Paul Yawitz, newspaperman and
Cinema Press, which also puts out columnist, has been signed to write
the daily trade paper, is off the press.
Contents include list of renters,
studios, theaters, equipment companies, etc.

the dialogue and appear in Celebrated Picture's one-reel "New York
Uncensored," being written from the
script by Ted Lloyd.

Navy Parade to "Shipmates"
Ben Hecht's Mother Killed
Irv Windisch, exploiteer for War- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ners' New York Strand, has arHollywood
Mrs. Joseph Hecht,
ranged for a parade of Navyites to 59, mother of Ben Hecht, died yesthe premiere of "Shipmates For- terday of injuries received in an auto
ever" tomorrow night.
crash Saturday.

—

attending

Lorimer.

Tri-State

MPTO

Elects

At Memphis Convention
(Continued from Page

1)

Vice-President: Mississippi, W. E.
Elkins, Arkansas; H. G. Wharton;
Tennessee, W. F. Ruffin.
The new
Directors are: Arkansas Sidney N.
Nutt, Hot Springs; Miss Emma Cox,
Osceola; Henry Sanders, Little Rock;
Cecil Cupp, Arkadelphia; J. T. Nor-

—

man, England; M. S. C. McCord,
North Little Rock; O. E. McCutcheon,

Blytheville;
Louisville;

—

Mississippi J. A.
A. Rush, Houston; W. S. Tyson, Water Valley;
Tennessee— C. E. Cogel, Tom Ballas,
W. L. Hendricks, all of Memphis;
Y. D. Moore, of McKenzie.
Ed Kuykendall, president of the
M. P. T. O. A., addressing the convention said the outstanding need
of the industry was for a regulatory
board patterned after the lines of
the_ old Code Authority and that
major distributors are in favor of
such a board.
motion was carried
to petition the national association
to hold its next convention in Mem-

THE FILM DAILY West,

Hollywood
Arthur Hornblow,
Paramount producer, has five sto-

notables

were Dr. William Rosenbach, president of the Shakespearean Society
of America, Mayor and Mrs. J.
Hampton Moore, George Horace

Watterson Rothacker, B. P. Schul-

—

a

(Continued from Page 1)

Howard Estabrook, Edmund Grain- up in the lobby. It was the first
completed another "Black King" ger, Ben Holmes, Myron Selznick, time in years that such glamor atfeature, as yet untitled.
The cast Kitty Carlisle, Morris Small, Arthur tended a film opening in this city.

A/TITCHELL LEICHTER has

Clark firm,
New Hungarian Operetta Opening
man, Bogue, Leake, Stephens &
"Vasarnap Delutan" ("One Sun- Argentine Films Curbed on Books
Black, and D. H. Whitney of Craday
Buenos Aires Ruling that the reAfternoon"), Hungarian film opvath, de Geredorff, Swaine & Wood
erett with Dita Parlo and Willy writing of the plot resulted in an
also testified.
Fritsch, has its American premiere inferior story and damaged the automorrow at the Tobis theater. It thor's reputation, an Argentine
is distributed by Hungaria Pictures
court has ordered confiscation of a
Booker is Held Liable
native picture, "The Interne," folDistributing Co.
A man employed by a theater comlowing suit by the author.
pany as a booker, although he does not
appear as

BRILLIANT PREMIERE

FOR 'DREAM' IN PHILLY

;By

1)

tailed explanation of Paramount's
financial condition in 1930 to show
how "utterly absurd", in his words,
was the imputation of Meyer Krau-

holdings

LITTLE from "LOTS"

BOND PROBE

IN PARA.

stock

A

Tuesday, Oct. 15,1935

W.

A

phis.

Opens Theatrical Offices
Albert Ingalls, Jr., has opened offices at 30 Rockefeller Plaza with
plans for production of plays dealing with American life.
for RKO Houses
Opening days of new programs in

New Opening Day

RKO

neighborhood theaters throughout Greater New York and Westchester have been changed to Friday

and Tuesday.
Record Cartoon at Trans-Lux
Believe Revue," the Columbia Color Rhapsody animated cartoon which scored a first-run record

"Make

when
in six

was played simultaneously
houses in Stockholm, is head-

it

lining the

Broadway Trans-Lux

bill.

M-G-M Gets Odets Play
"Paradise Lost," new play by Clifford Odets, to be produced shortly
by the Group Theater, has been acquired by M-G-M in a deal that is
said to have set a record for speed.
Huffman House

—

as

Church

Denver The Aladdin theater, one of
Harry Huffman's first run houses, is
being used for Sunday church services.
Huffman offered the use of his house
when he learned that the Divine Science
church was overcrowded every Sunday
due to the popularity of the Rev. Harvey Hardman's sermons.

BIGGER INDIE MARKET

NEW ZEIDMAN

SPURS DARMOUR PLANS
(Continued from Page

PLANS 16 FEATURES

1)

scope of the stories.
Topical
will be sought in story material.
First
production,
"Fire
Trap", by Pierre Courderc, an expose of insurance racketeering, is
now in preparation. All films will
be made at the Darmour Studios.

(.Continued from Page 1)

the

themes

Cleveland Clips
Cleveland

— P.

J.

Wood, business

manager

of the I. T. 0. of Ohio, in
Cleveland last week to attend the
general meeting of the Cleveland
Motion Picture Exhibitors Association, said that the boost in film censorship tax from $1 to $3 per reel
has increased the censor board's
revenue from the average of $4,000 a month to $18,000 for the
President
month of September.
Ernest Schwartz and secretary G.
E. Erdmann were hosts at the luncheon meeting.
William James, nine times president of the Ohio state exhibitors'
organization, who has been very ill
for the past few months, is sufficiently recovered to spend some part
of each day in his office at the Lillie Savings & Loan Company in Columbus.
Warren Irons and Morris Zaidins
have formed Sweepstakes, Inc., for
the sale of "Sweepstakes" in Ohio,
Kentucky and West Virginia. They
have opened offices in the Film Exchange Bldg.
Eddie Golden of Republic spent
Friday here with Nat L. Lefton, J.
3. Jossey and S. P. Gorrel.
Leo Jones of the Star Theater,
Upper Sandusky, is around again
ifter a spell of sickness.
Col. Nat Wolf, Warner zone manager, was in New York to attend
he opening of "Midsummer's Night
Wolf reports the Hanna
Dream".
Theater is practically sold out for
he opening performance on Oct. 18.
"Broadway Melody" is holding a
third

On

week downtown.
program of events

the

Variety's Club's clambake
6 at the Allerton Hotel

of the
Oct.

on

will

22.

Kahn's new Civic Theater,
'ostoria, has set back its opening
Carl

j

T

Oct. 22.

Interested in Legit
Jock Whitney is reported interestd in buying screen rights to "Porgy
nd Bess," Theater Guild play.

"Play, Genius, Play," show prouced by Lew Cantor and soon to
pen on Broadway, is understood to
ave Warner backing.
The same
roducer is reported as having acuired rights to "Eden End," play
y J. B. Priestley, shortly to be
resented in New York.

T

• : f WA S eight years ago this month that Warners
gave**u
the world
the first speaking voice on the screen
with Al
Jolson in The Jazz Singer"
appropriately enough, Warners
have just presented to The Museum of
Modern Art Film Library

•

to be preserved for posterity, a print
of this first talk film
a print of the first all-talkie film, "The

Lights of New York"
and an historically important series of
experiments in
sound film through the years 1925 to 1928
so the following
ife story of the Warners compiled
by the Film Museum is timely
for so much of the Motion Picture IS
Warners

T
•
w
Warner

T

THE 0LDE ST

son of a Polish immigrant
Harry
started in business at 14 in Youngstown,
Ohio
he
opened a shoe repairing shop there in 1896
in 1900 he
branched out into selling bicycles
his brother Albert joined
then a third brother, Sam, while employed
at an
amusement park at Sandusky, Ohio, saw movies for
the first
e
consequence, Sam and Albert toured "The Great
tlrain Robbery
through Pennsylvania and
*.

,

.

.

.

.

mm

du

-

Ohio towns

T
L TH E

"

Pa.

franchised, while the company
will
buy interests in other important
regional distributing firms.
Ben Solomon is secretary and
treasurer of the corporation, which
was organized by Fitelson & Mayers, attorneys.
All financing has
been arranged.
Initial picture in
the series will be ready by the
middle of January,
stated Zeidman
prior to returning to the
Coast

from

New

Harry's bike shop
store in Newcastle,

furnished with 91 chairs rented from an undertaker
and opened it as a motion picture theater
Sam operated the projector
Harry and Albert looked after the busin ess
and 15-year-old Jack, besides being handy boy, occa-

September Acting Award
Handed to Fred Astaire
(Continued from Page
1)

and

.

sionally sang songs to illustrated slides

T
•

•

T

T

THEY SOLD

the Newcastle store in 1904
and for the next six years the brothers were engaged in the
rental and distribution of films
in 1912 they decided to
become producers
and from 1913 to 1923 produced "quickies"
when as Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., they
branched out into more expensive and ambitious productions
including several starring John Barrymore and Lubitsch's
memorable "The Marriage Circle"

T
THE year 1925 they purchased the Vitagraph
and at the same time first Sam and then Harry
saw the sound films then being developed by the Bell Laboratories
they obtained the exclusive use of Western Electric's sound system for a term of years
from then until
the spring of 1926 endless experiments were carried on by the
brothers, first at the Flatbush studio and afterward at the Manhattan Opera House
•

•

•

IN

Company

Y

Y

Y

•

•

•

T

AS FATE

would have it
none of the Warners
boys were there to enjoy their triumph that memorable evening
for the day before, Sam Warner died
worn out by
constant overwork during the years 1925-27
when the
sound film was being carried from the laboratory into the practical realm of popular entertainment

•

•

York"

"The

39

bid

Slivers and Harry Conn
Broadway Melody of 1936".

for

Detroit Doings
Detroit—Arthur Cowden

is

man-

aging the Cowden theater, formerly
the Hippodrome, for Julius Fischer
Ralph A. Philbrook, former theater owner, was defeated for mayor.

Don Randall has formed Randall

Picture

Service at 381 Holbrook
Ave. to put on programs for organizations.

William

Green, former publicity
of the Broadway-Capitol,
returned here last week as personal
director

agent of Rubinoff.
R. G. Ganstrom, cameraman, and
Harold Christensen, director, for
Jam Handy Picture Service, have
left to make a commercial at the
West Coast Service Studios in New
York.
William Renicke of Jam Handy
went to San Diego last week on a
commercial.
Detroit Labor College has opened

•

T
•

in

Screen Writers' Guild voted the
Gay Deception" screenplay by
Stephen Morehouse Avery and
Don
Hartman as the month's best, with
honorable mention to Lillian Hellman and Mordaunt Shairp for
D ar ^ Angel" and Jack McGowan,
J

a series of foreign films.

IT WAS on Aug. 26, 1926, that "Don Juan," with
John Barrymore, a silent film with synchronized orchestral accompaniment, was shown to the public
as a result, a number of theaters throughout the country were wired for sound
....... and Warners went ahead with short musical and dramatic
subjects and with synchronized musical scores to silent films
finally, on Oct. 6, 1927, "The Jazz Singer," in which Al
Jolson spoke once and sang often, came to Broadway

•

Donat

Robert

.

•

York.

''

inter of 1903 04
• *, T, u
L Y
was closed
when the
four brothers took a

be

and keeno. Commit;ee of arrangements is headed by
•'rank Drew.
Opening of the Mayfair Casino,
from the
converted
afe-theater
)hio Theater, has been postponed
ieano, screeno

a Oct.

FIRM

•

THE FIRST

all-talking film,

was released by Warners

end of that year the

ei'a

of silent films

"The Lights of New
and by the

in 1928

was ended

Ohio Studies Admission Tax
Cleveland Ohio tax commission
is gathering data on the amount of
money it could raise on the basis
of a 3 per cent tax on admissions
up to 20 cents and 10 per cent on
admissions over 20 cents, P. J. Wood,
business manager of the Independent
Theater Owners of Ohio, told members of the Cleveland Exhibitors
Association in meeting last week.

—

Women's Branch

for Philly Club

—

Philadelphia A women's auxiliary
of the Variety Club has been formed,
with Mrs. Sam Gross, president;
Mrs. Belle Weiner, vice-president;

Mrs.
Jay
Emanuel,
Twenty-one women have

treasurer.
joined. The

second entertainment sponsored by

«

« «

» » »

the club will be held Nov. 18 at the
Met, with a gala show planned.
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Sabath Group Also Hears
Details of Otterson's
Election
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TEN CENTS

Key Ci ty First-Runs on Dual

LOUIS BONDHOLDERS

About Development

Tell

16,

WARNED ON DEAL

of Fortington

How They

Group

Started

Louis Group Was Told
Warners Held Film

St.

By DAVID

FILM DAILY
Louis

—

BARRETT

Staff

Correspondent

Frederick H. Kreismann, ex-Mayor of St. Louis and
now president of St. Louis Mutual
Life Insurance Co. and a member
of the bondholders' protective committee for the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Central theaters, testified before Federal Judge
George H. Moore in the Government's case against Warners, et al.,
late yesterday afternoon, that on
June 6, 1934, at a meeting of the
St.

ing before the Sabath Congressional
Committee investigating bond defaults.

Fortington related that John D.
Hertz of Lehman Bros, first sug-

name

in Para.

Franchises

The development of the Fortington group which now controls Paramount and the steps leading to the
election of John E. Otterson as president of Paramount were traced yesterday by H. A. Fortington, chairman of the Paramount executive
committee, and Otterson at a hear-

gested Otterson's

Bills

for the pres-

(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 4)
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TELEVISION REMOTE,

HOOSES OPENED
PITTSBURGH AREA

IN

OTTERSON DECLARES

—

Pittsburgh There were 19 theater openings and only two closings
in this territory in the past month,
according to the Film Board of
Trade's monthly report.
Four of
the openings were in West Virginia
and the other 15 in western Pennsylvania.

Though declaring that the prospect of television

is so remote there
need be no concern about it, John
E. Otterson, president of Paramount,
said yesterday before the Sabath
Congressional Committee that he expected Amer. Tel. & Tel. Co. to play

(Continued on Page 9)
Today FILM DAILY presents John D. Clark, general manager of distribution for 20th Century-Fox
Film Corporation, in the "How They Started" series.
John Clark, who is known and liked from

Merian Cooper to Survey
Color Production Abroad
Merian

Cooper, Pioneer
tures executive vice-president,
C.

Pic-

who

arrives in New York today with his
wife, Dorothy Jordan, on a trip
abroad, will confer in England with
producers and investigate the possibilities of making Technicolor films
{Continued on Page 10)

He broke in as a film salesman for ParaCoast to Coast, is a pioneer of pioneers in pictures.
in the old days, worked his way up to a high executive position and joined Fox Film as
an aide to Sid Kent in 1932.
"Col." Hap Hadley, no less, is the artist extraordinary

Third of Key City First-Runs
Are On Double Feature Policy

production to be made by
Jesse L. Lasky
for United Artists will be a modern
French play acquired by Lasky
while abroad, and this will be followed by "Casanova", Miss Pickford
said yesterday in New York followFirst

—

First

definite

an-

a new independent
company which is being
Gerard Swope, president of Gen- producing
eral Electric, and
Dr. Frank B. sponsored by Allied States Ass'n
Jewett, president of Bell Telephone will be made at the annual convenLaboratories were the first wit- tion of the M. P. T. 0. of W. Pa.
nesses yesterday before the Sirovich at the Hotel Schenley here Oct. 28Congressional Committee which be- 29 by Abram F. Myers, Allied coun(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 4)

More than

Allied Production Plans

is First to Appear
Pittsburgh
In Sirovich Patent Probe nouncement of

(Continued on Page 10)

Productions
Mary Pickf ord

Set by

Mary Pickford and

Being Told at Penna. Meet

Swope

Two

First

mount

one-third of first run
houses in 28 major cities in the U.
S. are now playing double features,
with the policy gradually showing
an increase, a checkup made by The

Film

Daily

Film Financing Company
Opens Hollywood Office
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

yesterday discloses.
Hollywood Standard Capital Co.,
Only nine cities are free of duals, which will finance major and indeaccording to the survey, which shows pendent pictures, has opened an ofthat 40 out of 130 theaters are on fice here.
President J. C. Cowdin
the plan. Following is a breakdown states the firm is not affiliated with
of the figures:
any laboratory. Cowdin was formerduals,
one;
four,
Indianapolis,
singles,
done
Birmingham, no duals; Philadelphia, no duals; ly with Blair & Co., which has
(Continued on Page 4)

much

film financing.

THE
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Cartoon Third Dimension
Expect 350 Engineers
Perfected by Fleischer
Meeting
At S.M.P.E.

Coming and Goinq

Max Fleischer, producer of '"Popconnection
Reservations made
"Betty Boop" cartoons for
with the fall convention of the S. M. eye" and
announces he has perCents P. E. at the Wardman Park Hotel, Paramount,
1935
10
Oct.
16,
Wed.,
90
Vol. 68, No.
process for
Washington, Oct. 21-24 indicate that fected a third dimension
He expects to apply the
cartoons.
Editor and Publisher more than 350 of the industry's leadJOHN W. ALICOATE
"Sinbad", twoing engineers will be present. About new development to
pre- reel color film now in preparation.
be
will
Holidays
papers
technical
and
50
Sundays
Published daily except
in

Y..
Broadway, New York, N.
at
J. W.
by Wid's Films and F.lm Folk, Inc
Publisher,
and
Editor
President,
Alicoate,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-T^asurer
Eddy, Assoand General Manager; Arthur W.

1650

Managing

Editor; Don Carle Gillette,
matter,
Entered as second class
Editor.
at New York,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office
March 3, 1879.
N. Y., under the act of
outs.de
Terms (Postage free) United States year; 6
New York $10.00 one
ea
of Greater
mon?hs $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
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Selznick

Frank Buck

at

Ampa

Frank

Buck

will

be

the

Few

—

of
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

14%
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Kodak
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pfd..

Inc
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pfd..
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96%
13%

96

10V4
96

Century-Fox

20th

Century-Fox pfd.
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pfd

Pict.
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do pfd

1/4
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44
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—

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
Gen. Th.Eq. 6s40 cHs.

.

Keith

A-0

6s46

Loew

6s 41
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Paramount
Par. B'way 3s55

Picts.

RKO

16

15%
88%
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%
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Warner's 6s39

1/4

15%
15%
88%

61

%

61
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827/8

827/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
2% 2 3A 2%

Sonotone Corp

197/8

Technicolor

19%

19%

York.
Richard

PANDRO
er,

do the screenplay of

his

3

3

3

S.

York

BERMAN, RKO

on an eastern

trip

Metropolitan opera star,
from abroad today on
associate produc-

visit.
is

back on the coast from

abroad.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK,

"Hollywood

licity

chief

for

Warner

advertising and pubTheaters, returns to

Spectator" about the first of Novem- New York tomorrow or Friday from Philadel
ber, issuing it every other Saturday, phia where he has been looking after the "Mid
Beaton at present is writing on films summer Night's Dream" campaign
LOUIS WEISS, president of Stage & Screen
in the "Los Angeles Spectator," of
_

!

which he

is

an

Attractions, Inc. arrives today from Hollywood
with a print of "Custer's Last Stand," 15rpisode serial which he first completed as a

editor.

Gets First Darmour Franchise

feature.

THE FILM DAILY
Larry Darmour has
Hollywood
sold the first franchise for his new
program of six pictures to Far West
West Coast Bureau of

GEORGE HAIGHT
New York.

—

has

returned

to

the Coast

from

JIM SHARKEY
partment visited

of the RKO short subject dePittsburgh a few days ago.

—

— %

—

1

— %

Realistic Cast with Street Singer

a "high school circuit," operating
with portable equipment in schools
here and in neighboring territory.
Such towns as Bessemer, New Wilmington and West Middlesex will be

—

London Arthur Tracy, who plays
the role of a Street Singer, as he is
professionally known, in the British
& Dominions production of "Street
Singer's Serenade," will have in his
supporting cast Frank Boor, manager of the London Hippodrome, MacQueen Pope, press agent, and Ralph

included.

— %
— %

Brandt in Hospital
William Brandt of the Brandt cirReader, dance director, all playing
cuit was taken to the hospital yesMiriam Hopkins for London Stage
life roles in the film.
terday to undergo an operation fol- their real
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY lowing a recent attack of pneuPittsburgh Variety Effects
After she finishes monia.
Hollywood
New local Variety
work in "Splendor" and another
Pittsburgh
Samuel Goldwyn production for Sunday Vote in 250 Penna. Towns Club officers for the year are: chief
Levy; first assistant,
U. A. release, Miriam Hopkins will
Harrisburg, Pa. More than 250 barker, Art
Tyson; second assistant, Al
leave for London to appear on the
Pennsylvania cities and towns have George
property master, James G.
stage there in an A. A. Milne play.
taken steps to hold Sunday show Barnett;
Balmer; dough guy, Harold Lund;
referendums next month.
canvas men, Jules Lapidus, C. J.
*""
Latta, Frank Smith, Ben Kalmenson,
Viewing and
" Film
Hungarian House Opens Tomorrow Joe Kaufman, Mark Goldman.
Hunnia Palyhouse, at Third Ave.
Reproducing Machines
and 81st St., opens tomorrow for the
„
n
FOR
SALERENT
31
DISPLAYCameo Oct.
New Gulliver „ at „
ALL MODELS ON
showing of Hungarian
exclusive
•
Illustrated Literature on request.
American premiere of "The New
films. First offering will be "Csunya
Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc.
Lany" ("Homely Girl"), a Danubia Gulliver," Soviet feature, will take
place Oct. 31 at the Cameo.
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera" release.
Trans-Lux

M-G M

EDWIN B. WILLIS, head of the property
department at the M-G-M studios in Hollywood,
returns shortly from England and the continent
where he has been acquiring furniture and materials
for
use in "Romeo and Juliet" and
"Marie Antoinette."

Hollywood—Welford Beaton plans
of

New

WALLACE BEERY

Lord Fauntleroy" for Selz-

resume publication

is

for

Distributing Co., which operates ex-

1

+

% + %

83

New

after

PONSELLE,

returns to
the Rex.

returned to New York
appearing in "Mutiny

has

play

Bounty"

ROSA

Beaton to Resume "Spectator"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
to

new

+

35

7%

will

the

Barnett Making Foreign Tour
changes in Los Angeles and San Manager Publishes Local Newspaper
George Barnett, president of Mod- Francisco. Darmour plans to place
Denver
"The Mesa Movie Reern Film Sales, sails Oct. 31 from "Fire Trap" into production in about vue," a four-page weekly newspaper,
San Francisco for Japan on the first 10 days.
is being published by the Mesa theleg of a six-month business trip durater, a Westland Theaters house, in
Vs
ing which he will visit China, Japan,
"Crusades" Big Abroad
Grand Junction, Co. B. V. Warren,
Manila, Dutch East Indies, India, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY manager for Westland Grand Junc1% North Africa, France and England.
Hollywood— Cecil B. DeMille has
started the paper when the
% Barnett will try to arrange distribu- been advised by cable that his latest tion,
town's newspaper, which is owned
% tion for three series of shorts and a Paramount release, "The Crusades," by an opposition theater, gave the
large number of features.
is a sell-out six weeks in advance in
theater bad breaks on their ads. The
London and Stockholm. The pro- sheet contains ads from the city's
"Buffalo
preparing
ducer is now
merchants, large ads and film writeForming School Circuit
"Samson and Delilah."
ups for the theater, a continued novPittsbugh A. L. Peretta, western Bill" and
el, etc.
% Pennsylvania showman, is forming

35

1/4

5%
5%

Schayer
"Little
nick.

and

a

on

and her husband, DR
checked in at the Hotel

for an eastern vacation.

BYRON RUSSELL
for

to

M-G-M

1%

16%
26%

13

Warwick

and

+

26%

17V4

8%

Warner Bros

3/4

— %
— %
— %
13
5%
5% — %
16% +
26% — %

S'/s

20th

%

•

—
— %

155V2
48

5%

RKO

43/4

17

48

49

Film

Univ.

66V4

156'/2 155'/2

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd
Pathe

13%

°6
17

Chg.

Close

13'/8

43/4

5

Con. Fm. Ind

Low

Roxy-Philco Tie-Up on "Tunnel"
An extensive tie-up between the
Roxy and Philco Radio in connection with the premiere of GB's
Tunnel" late this
"Transatlantic
month is announced by Howard S.
Cullman. The deal includes radio tieup, window displays in the 1500 metand cooperative
stores
ropolitan
newspaper advertising with special
trailer and display space in the
Roxy.

Walpole

CRAWFORD,

are in New York honeymooning
radio appearances, return to the
studios in about a week.

Kay Brown

representative here.
will represent Selznick in

JOAN

and

who
make

David O. Selznick,
Hollywood
whose Selznick International Pictures will produce for United Arhas appointed Val Lewton
tists,
story editor and Joseph Shea press

Hugh

en

FRANCHOT TONE

to Staff
LOUELLA PARSONS
THE FILM DAILY HARRY MARTIN, have

,

FINANCIAL

coast

Adds

West Coast Bureau

C. COOPER, executive vice-president
Pictures, and his wife, DOROTHY
arrive in New York today from the
route to Europe.

Pioneer

JORDAN,

sented.

main
speaker at tomorrow's A.M.P.A.
luncheon in Jack Dempsey's restaurFilm critics who alreadv have
ant.
accepted invitations to the meeting
order
_w.th
remit
should
Subscriber
$15.00.
Regina
Parsons,
Louella
tlL.M include
Address all communications to THE NY.
York
Crewe, Thornton Delehanty, Irene
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New7-4738,
7-4739
Kate
Breitigam,
Gerald
Phone, Circle 7-4736 7-4737,
Thirer,
Holly
York
Cable Address: Filmday New
Hale, Marguerite
Wanda
Holly
Cameron,
6425
Wilk
Ralph
wood, California—
London
Acwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607Renter 89-91 Tazelaar and Bland Johaneson.
critErnest W. Fredman, The Film
hne ceptances from the other local
Berlin-LichtbUdbue
I.
W.
St.,
Wardour
Harle ,La ics also are expected by Prexy GorFriedrichstrasse, 225. Pans-P. Ala Courdon White.
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de
des-Noues,

MERIAN
of

Billy

—

Mrs. Ambrose Small Dead
Mrs. Ambrose Small,
Toronto

—

1

:

wife of the rich local theater owner
whose disappearance in 1919 is still
unsolved, died Monday after an illness of several years.

—

—

3VIOL/A.

lowing

Mervyn LeRoy

.

|

|

1

I

Rex

Bell

Harry Rapf
Molly O'Day

Ina

Claire

Lloyd Corrigan
Al G. Ruben
Frank D. Ormston

THIS IS JUST

OUR PERSONAL
OPINION!
M-G-M

releasing this

is

week

picture

a

entitled "IT'S

IN THE AIR."
This

is

produce and

But from

it

didn't cost

start to

tertainmentscially

no Super -Special

positively

finish

a
it

is

JACK BENNY

America's No.

1

fun-makers

of " Caught Short/'

is

his real radio

Espe-

like

is

just

truly

others.

THE AIR" and we

so that

self,

M-G-VPs top
TED HEALY, UNA MERKEL, NAT

believe your audiences will get

"IT'S IN

it's

one of the funniest of en-

Kidder and the cast has

PENDLETON and

This

to

box- office world aflame!

In this picture

word

a year

because that one also was a "sleeper" that suddenly

set the

We

didn't take

million.

reminds us

It

It

a

great kick out of

urge you to spread the good

you can properly

profit.

our personal opinion but we have a hunch

going to be yours too!

THE

c&m
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THIRD OF FIRST-RUNS

FORTINGTON DETAILS
TOLD AT PARA. HEARING

w\0*

r

ON DUAL

MIL M. DALY

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Fortington
idency of Paramount.
went on to say that he made inquiries about Otterson and discussed
him with other members of the
group and reached the conclusion
that Otterson was a "sound man of
excellent business history, and that
no one on the horizon offered him
any competition for the post."
Asked at this juncture why
Adolph Zukor was not re-elected,
Fortington said he regarded it as a
cardinal principle not to re-engage
the person who headed a company
in a period preceding major difficulties to try and get the company out
of

its

troubles.

profits, if any.

testified

that

Elisha

Walker and Sir William Wiseman
had opposed Otterson's election because they said he had not come up
Fortthrough the show business.
ington stated that he had replied to
Wiseman and Walker that Otterson's business history showed that
he could run a large company.
Questioned on whether Zukor had
a contract with Paramount, Fortington said that he refused a contract when one was discussed with
him.
Fortington admitted under questioning by A. J. Sabath, chairman
of the committee, that the rank-andand
file of persons owning stocks
bonds in Paramount were not represented on the board, and agreed
with a suggestion of Rep. Kennedy
of Brooklyn, a committee member,
that it might be advisable for corporations to have an outstanding
public figure on the boards of companies to represent the small invesOtterson said under examinator.
tion that he also favored such a
pjan.

Otterson related that Edwin L.
Weisl, representing Atlas, John D.

Hertz and Fortington first approached him and offered him the presidency of Paramount. He said that
he discussed acceptance of the proposal with Edgar Bloom, president
>

of

Western

to do as he

St. Louis, singles three, duals three;
singles, three, duals, four; Lincoln,

•

•

T
WE START

Electric,

saw

and was

told

fit.

In reply to a question from Murray D. Garsson, director of investigation for the committee, on whether
his previous connection with Erpi
might prejudice him in favor of that
company in Paramount's dealings
with it, Otterson said:
"You can think I will be swayed
in favor of Erpi or bend over back-

off

•

•

my

Washington,

THE EVER-THOUGHTFUL

Si

sent us his copy

knowing dam well that our Scotch instinct won't
and he sez in the atlet us spend 35 cents for any mag
tached note: "This article, 'Old Actors' Heaven' by Leonard,
is a honey
Hall has lately clicked in 'Esquire' and other
mags as well
has a play on the fire
and is generally
doing well by our biz
Many less worthy get screamed about
This one piece of his is especially pertinent, and will make
many old-timers, like you and me, grandpa (where th'ell d'ya get
that granpa stuff, Si?), feel comforted."

•

•

•

SO

WE just took time

more than a honey, Si
make those pampered lads and

it's
it

character."

out to read Len's article
it's

and won't
squirm!

a Classic

lassies of the Screen

as well as bring joy to the wrinkled hearts of the stage
vets who have showed 'em up in their own medium of the films.

•

•

•

DON'T TAKE

article yourself

our word for

you'll learn

it
read Len Hall's
more about the achievements

who

are stealing scene after scene

of the Oldsters of the Stage

from the young screen stars who cannot ask for the
pepper and do it with Authority and Charm

salt

and

no duals;

Baltimore,

no duals;

Portland, singles, four, duals, one; Brooklyn,
singles, one, duals, four; Chicago, no duals,
Detroit, singles, four, duals, three; Cleveland,
singles, four, duals, one; Tacoma, no singles,
two duals; Cincinnati, singles, eight, duals,
one; Boston, singles, five, duals, three; Los
Angeles, singles, nine, duals, one.

T

T
•

Two

First

Productions
Mary Pickford

Set by

(Continued from Page 1)

ing her arrival from the coast.
Asked about published stories of
her election as U- A. president, Miss
Pickford said this was not so. She
attributed the yarns to a statement
she made to reporters to the effect
that as first vice-president of U. A.
she "automatically became president."

Cincinnati Chatter

—

Cincinnati
Harry Lanshinsky
will open the Ohio in Cambridge on
Oct. 21.
Sid Taube has been transferred
from the U. A. St. Louis office to
the sales force here.
Mildred Post has joined the Mono,
personnel.
Downtown Strand has gone dual
bill.

RKO

circuit has closed the MajesColumbus.
Fox's Joe Salader and Paramount's Jack Rodman are on belated

tic in

• • • A FEW Gems from Len
"How we adore
watching the snow-capped troupers at their lovely and nefarious
business of making monkeys of The Young Idea!
This business of acting in the movies is absurdly easy to them (the Oldsters of the Stage)
Competition for them? Where? Unless one of their own stern breed happens to be in the troupe,
the thing is a palpable pushover. They can turn on the heat
for five minutes at most, and then sink gracefully into an easy
chair, to snooze until nudged by the fourth assistant director
or to watch the young folks, with all the undisciplined ardor of
the twenties, properly louse things up."
too True, Si?

And

ain't

it

all

vacations.

George Fettick, booker for Par-

amount in Middletown, is engaged
to Margaret Clemence of Hyde Park.
Paul Krieger is back from Lexington where he closed with Phoenix
Amusement.
"She Married Her Boss" and "Call
of the Wild" are the week's holdovers.

Empress

now using

shorts inburlesque.
Fourth anniversary of the RKO
Paramount theater is being celebrated by Joe Goetz.
Visitors: George Weeks, Charles
Fogle, Nat Wolf and son, Joe Lissauer, Bill Lubel.
is

stead of features with

•

•

•

•

A ROUNDUP

•
has been started by Cecil B. DeMille
for the erstwhile associates of Col. "Buffalo Bill" Cody
the plainsmen who fought side by side with the old Indian
fighter
they will be brought to Hollywood from all over
the world
and given roles in DeMille's forthcoming spectacle, "Buffalo Bill"
for Paramount, of course

Acquires

•

JUDGES HAVB

been named for the Silly Invention
Contest in Hal Home's "Mickey Mouse Magazine"
they
are Joe Cook, Rube Goldberg and Sam Taylor
$5,000 worth
of merchandise prizes will be given to the little brats who submit
the best "Grin-ventions"

•

•

•

NEW

Rahway Theater

Aaron Schusterman, wno operates
the Roky at Perth Amboy, is taking over the new Empire at Rahway, N.

J.

Newark Trans»Lux

TITLE system adopted by one

producers for making

of the

major

easy for their Publicity Dep't
Tentative
Far-From-Final
Near-Final
Almost-Final
Final-Maybe
Final—No Foolin'
and
PostFinal (in case it really wasn't Final after all)

€€

its

Off
for establishing a TransLux theater in Newark are reported
off owing to failure to obtain a suitable site.

Plans

it

wards depending on your judgment
of

T

T

today with Si Seadler
he has taken
Uncle Si is not roaring for The Lion today
time out to put in a cheer for a Competitor, no less
Leonard Hall
that is, a guy working for a competitor
one of the most polished,
of RKO Radio publicity dep't
brilliant writers who ever strayed from Literature into the halflist to what Si says about Mister
world of the Cinema
Hall's article in the October issue of "Stage"

•

Newark,

singles,
four, duals, one; Denver, no duals; Omaha,
singles,
one,
duals,
two;
San Francisco,
singles, six, duals, three; Louisville, singles,
six, duals, one; Providence, singles, two, duals,
four; Kansas City, no duals; Pittsburgh, singles, four, duals, two; Columbus, no duals;
Minneapolis, singles, eight, duals, one; Seattle,
singles, five, duals, two; New York, no duals;

of "Stage"

Fortington here related that he
thought Otterson's salary under his
five-year contract aggregated $600,000 but Otterson later said on the
witness stand that he was receiving
$3,000 weekly with the understanding that if a profit-sharing plan in
which he participated was approved
by the stockholders he would receive
$2,000 weekly plus his share of the
Fortington

BILL POLICY

€€

€4

» » »

Cheese Club to Resume
The Broadway Cheese Club resumes its weekly luncheons Monday
at the Friars' Club.

I
A

1

Scenes that lived only

in

BROADWAY'S LEGENDS BEFORE,

TRUE LAST WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT
WARNER BROS/ $11-A-SEAT PREMIERE OF

Hollywood Theatre crowds tieup Broadway traffic as police struggle to clear
way for celebrities. Probably no such remarkable shot as this has ever been
taken before. Three quarters of an hour prior to performance (see clock in
right-hand corner) both sides of street absolutely impassable for four blocks.

Reviews

"A

credit to

Warner

and to the motion

— Times ."Definite landhistory/ — Herald-Tribune,..

picture industry/

mark

Bros,

7

. .

7

as brilliant as
audiencethat

"Most important film since advent of sound/

acclaimed

—Journal..." Fabulous magnificence. Big, im-

it.

in

screen

7

pressive/

7

— Daily

Mirror

.

.

/'Nothing any-

where can be compared with

7

it/

— World-

."Thunderous wave of popular
Telegram
approval echoed through the ermined, star7
strewn aisles/ — American.. ."Supreme artis.

.

1AA RMNlUlO' a

*$*<(A*A*J&mJLx**(#i

m

'-*

Crowds thronging to see the most amazing group of celebrities ever gathered I r
a theatrical performance. Note mounted police on sidewalk (right) and dense
mass across Broadway. Cables report similar scenes outside Adelphi Theatre,
London, where "A Midsummer Night's Dream" had simultaneous premiere.
gesture/'— Post. ./'Screen has never done
anything like it before."—Morn. Telegraph...
"A thing of shining beauty, a fantasy of delight."— Sun... "A memorable achievement."
tie

—London

Daily Herald

. .

."So lovely that

you

are reluctant to leave

\t." Daily Sketch. .."Daz-

overwhelming with moments of visionary beauty such as the screen
has not seen before. It charmed and amused
and astonished."— London Daily Telegraph

zling, magnificent,

Now

watch these other

ROADSHOWS

NATION-WIDE

New York and

repeat the

London successes
coming

Just a few of the big dates
PHILADELPHIA{

Opera

.

All seats sold

House
Chestnut St.
.
out two weeks ahead. Run already extended.

16

Beverly

CLEVELAND

Hanna Theatre

October

DETROIT

Wilson Theatre

October

TORONTO, Ontario

Royal Alexandra Theatre

October

HARTFORD

Bushnel Memorial

October

24

October

27

October

28

October

28

PITTSBURGH

Hills

National Theatre

D.C.

.

.

Nixon Theatre

.

20

MONTREAL, Quebec

His Majesty's Theatre

BALTIMORE

Auditorium

November

3

BOSTON

Majestic Theatre

November

11

New

November

11

.

DALLAS

Warner

l

October

LOS ANGELES

WASHINGTON,

*

Theatre

Now

.

Rialto Theatre

Bros, present

lax C^ ve»"—
cm»*^
VJI

JMW
MlMMMtfiHGHJS
By WiUiam

r ,.,i

Shakespeare

CJlarrtng
]OE E. BROWN
]AMES CAGNEY
ANITA LOUISE
HUGH HERBERT

VERBEETEASDWE
MICKEY ROONEY

^

DffiE

PICK POWELL
VICTOR lORY

OUV1ADEHAV1LLAND

ROSS ALEXANDER
jEAN MUIR

FRANK McHUGH
IAN HUNTER

GRANT MITCHELL

_____
HOBARTCAVANAUGH

^am DIETEBI*
^
^
CTEDBYMAXB_^CTEDBYMA

Frich Wolfgang
E

.'

j \xrni

^ ^^

.^C.McCaUU.Music^arrc,

Korngoia-

n Mohi
Haskm-H.

Photography by

tie
u Max Bee.
Costumes by
lackman-»Y
,.
H« c >s by Fred
euects
Special photograph"

^^^^^M

'Credit to

WAUk'l

for the courage, enterprise

and

\l

»•

bY

Ko enekamP-

I

BROS.

vision responsible for this achievement."
—N. Y. American

THE
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NEWS

TESTIFY BONDHOLDERS

WARNED ON ST.

L.

DEAL

Birmingham

(Continued from Page

committee at which Warners submitted their final plan for participation in the reorganization of the
theater properties, in which they
had a very large equity, the proposal was rejected in favor of the
proposition by Allen L. Snyder, who
had had no previous experience in
the film business.
Herman Starr,
then vice-president for the Warner
companies and attached to their
theater properties, made the assertion that Snyder's operation of the
three houses would prove unsuccessful because he did not have sufficient

—

DAY

Orleans

OTTERSONDECLARES

Ray Peterson

has

m

—

—

icated in a

few days.

—

Iron Mountain, Mich.

Thomas

Theater Corp., headed by Martin B.
Thomas, has been incorporated.
Middletown,

good pictures.

O.

—With

reopening

Grand Island, Neb.—A. H. Blank's
Capitol here and the Rivoli, Hastings, both playing vaude part of the
week, report the flesh shows are
being well taken, and it may lead to
further openings in the territory.

Asked by Russell Hardy,

special
assistant to the Attorney-General,
to state what Starr said at the meeting, Kreismann asserted that Starr
told the committee that they had decided in favor of an ineffectual arrangement with Snyder, and that
they had not given due consideration to the advantages that would
accrue to the bondholders through
the operation of the three houses by
Warners, whose reputation for ef-

complimented him upon his memory,
but called his attention to the fact
that he was faulty on some very
vital portions of the proposed agreement, handing him the paper to examine. Kreismann agreed, when his
memory had been refreshed, that
while Warners were to advance all
of the funds needed for the reorganization plan, the bondholders were
to hold 50 per cent in the holding
company to operate the properties
and that all of the earnings above
necessary operating expenses and 5
per cent management fees to Warners were to be used to pay off the
bonds, including the second mortgage bonds, and that Warners would
guarantee half of the new bonds on
the properties both as to principal
and interest, the other 50 per cent
to be income bonds. Under the Snyder plan none of the bonds are guaranteed but the bondholders hold a
65 per cent equity in the properties.

theater management was recognized and established, that the
proposed lessee's operation would
fail as he did not have sufficient
product or films of such character
as needed for successful operation
of the two major theaters, the Ambassador and the Missouri, and that
he further stated that Warner picI
tures would not be available as they
had leased two other theaters in
which they would show not only
their own pictures but those of
RKO and Paramount as well, because they held franchises for the
Earlier in the day Thomas N.
F use of those pictures.
Dysart, chairman of the bondholders'
Kreismann said that he resented protective committee, admitted under
the remarks by Starr and that he
J
said to Starr, or for his benefit as cross-examination by Senator James
A. Reed of Warner counsel that the
I he should have heard it, that he was
tired of hearing such threats and first proposed form of contract and
j
assertions and that so far as he was a subsequently suggested plan of
reorganization prepared by
I concerned he would on behalf of the
bondholders favor the immediate David Levinson of Chicago, an atconsummation of the agreement to torney for the bondholders' proteclease the houses to Snyder.
Asked tive committee, after the Sept. 18,
1933, meeting at which Dysart testiby Hardy as to what
ficient

'

;

[

i

[

j

I

I

Starr's manner was, Kreismann replied that it
was rather defiant and assertive and
that he seemed confident of his ability and the ability of his company
to interfere with the successful operation of the theaters by others.

fied Monday he thought they had
finally reached a peaceful deal with
the Warners, celebrating the settlement with other members of his

committee that night, contained a

provision that Warners should name
of the seven trustees to manage
Upon being cross-examined by Fred- four
the holding company for the propererick H. Wood of counsel for Warties and the bondholders' committee
ners, the former Mayor admitted
name but three. Dysart personally

that the meeting of June 5 had resulted in part from a suggestion by
U. S. District Judge Charles B. Davis

that the bondholders' committee

make a
factory

final effort to

settlement

of

reach a satistheir differHe said that

'ences with Warners.
[he was familiar with the final pro-

posals made by the Warners for the
[right to participate in the reorganization of the properties and operate

and gave his version of
[what the proposition included. Wood
[the theaters

TELEVISION REMOTE,

of of the Sorg Opera House
and the
been appointed Strand recently, there
are six houses
manager of the newly reopened Panoperation here with a combined
tages with Ray Taylor, assistant
seating
manager of the Ritz, moving over ulation capacity of 6,000. The popis 30,000.
to serve as assistant.
The house
was reopened last week by WilbyMiddletown, Conn.
Kincey with vaudeville and pictures.
The Middlesex, dark since last spring, has been
Somerville, Tenn. The new Som- reopened by Middletown Enterprises,
erville theater is expected to be ded- Inc., with a straight film policy.

New

1)

of the

changed the

ment as sent

final draft of the

to

Warners'

agree-

local coun-

terest in the properties and have
their participation certificates cancelled.
It was this difference over
which party was to have control that
finally blocked the peace agreement.

1)

cuits.

Otterson volunteered the informathat it was now possible to
broadcast television by radio over a
radius of 25 miles if there was no
obstruction.
He admitted that A.
T. & T. had no control of broadcasting, and said that there would
probably be competition between radio
and wire facilities if television came.
tion

Allied Production Plans
Being Told at Penna. Meet
(Continued from Page
sel.

It

is

number of

1)

reliably reported that a

local indie exhibitors have
already bought stock in the enter-

Yesterday for the first time since
prise and their subscriptions were
opened Judge Moore de- taken
more than a month ago.
clined to instruct the jury to disregard testimony concerning conferthe trial

ences attended by only some of the
defendants as applying to others.
He permitted the evidence concerning the alleged statements by Starr
to go in as against all of the defendant corporations and individuals.
M. A. Rosenthal of Chicago testified
concerning his unsuccessful
efforts in September, 1934, to get
Harry M. Warner and Starr to consider a plan of solving the St. Louis
situation.
Warner told Rosenthal
they were not interested as the company was making money with the
Shubert and Orpheum Theaters, the
first time they had made money in
St. Louis for years.
David Levinson, attorney for the
bondholders' committee, gave his
version of what Starr said at a meeting in March and also at the June
meeting.

Indiana Items

—

Florida Brevities

— Howard

Miami
with

Sparks

Bean, formerly

in

Jacksonville, has
joined the Wometco circuit art staff
here.

Turnaway business the first 48
hours greeted the reopening of the
Mayfair following improvements.
Plans are under way to reopen
the Biscayne Plaza, Miami Beach,
on Oct. 23.
Burton
Grove,

Clark,

manager of the

back from vacation.
Sonny Shepherd of the Mayfair
has returned from Canada with his
is

wife.

The Baby Grand Theater, Winter
Park, has reopened after undergoing
repairs.

Manager J. H. Luter of the Rex
has installed a special telephone line
to give the public the correct time
by Western Union clock, with the
operator at the same time telling
patrons the name of the current Rex

Indianapolis
Dudley Williston,
operator of the Walker, was elected
president and chairman of the board
of directors of the Olgonquin Riding Club.

attraction.

Fred North, Warner
from Detroit, was here

department and one time connected
with United Theaters here, was
found dead in his hotel room last
week.
Apparently
suffering
a
heart attack, Fox had unsuccessfully tried to reach some friends

executive
last

week

New
New
member

Orleans Notes

Orleans
of the

— Sam
RKO

Fox, former
circuit

press

on business.
Ross Tweedy, Carthage, will open
the Auditorium as soon as renovating is completed.
Geo. Passen, Jasonville, has fully here. He was 53. Identification of
recovered from a sick spell and is the body was made bv Ed Kennedy,
now planning to remodel the Amuzu GB representative here.
The St. Maurice Theater, comTheater.
pletely remodeled into a modernisGail Daily, bookkeeper at the
RKO exchange, was secretly mar- tic house, has been remaned the

Sam B. Jeffries, so that the committee would name four trustees
and thereby have control.
This ried.
last draft also contained an enAbout 60 theater managers and
tirely
new clause that Warners
opening of
would have to make up any defi- operators attended the
Castle,
ciency in interest earnings for the the Castle Theater, New
bonds over the first five years, and operated by the V. U. Young circuit.
Seen along Film Row: Bruce Kixthat in the event Warners did not
make good the deficiency in any year miller, A. M. Lyons, S. W. Neall,
they would forfeit all of their in- Trem Rubush, A. E. Bennett.
sel,

(Continued from Page

a large part in television development when it did come and that a
logical next step would be
acquisition of theaters by A. T.
& T or
hookups with existing theater cir-

Town.

Ed Mortimore, who runs neighborhood theaters, used to be city editor of a Mobile newspaper before he
reformed.
Henry Lazarus has reopened his
Newcomb Theater, subsequent run
commercial area house, after it had
been closed for the summer.
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COOPER TO SURVEY
COLOR PRODUCTION
(Continued from Page 1)

Hollyin that country as well as in
wood. Cooper will also visit Vienna
exin search of acting talent and
pects to go to Italy to close a deal
leaving
for an Italian play. Before
John
the coast Cooper and President
Hay Whitney of Pioneer completed

for the company s
eight Technicolor feagoes in
tures, the first of which
work shortly. John Speaks, general
manager, takes over Cooper's duties

arrangements

program

of

during the

Salt

l

atter's absen ce.

Lake City Squibs

Salt Lake City— Manager J. Kerakis is now offering triple-features
at the Broadway.
.
Andy Floor boosted admissions
of
appearance
personal
for the

SWOPE CALLED

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD rin and
IT

IN

FIRST

PATENT PROBE

ii

(Continued from Page 1)

Lucien Hubbard will pro-

gan an investigation to determine
jointly "The Garden Murder
COL M. WURTZEL, 20th Century- duce
detective whether there is restraint of trade
VanDine
S.
S.
new
Case,"
^ Fox executive producer, has asas a result of patent pooling and alnovel, which will be directed by Edsigned three forthcoming producMillhauser so to investigate the social utility
Bertram
Marin.
L.
win
John
tions to Associate Producer
of patent pools.
adapting it.
The assignments include is
Stone.
Jewett testified that the Bell LabT
T
production
starts
"Ramona," which
Goldwyn has signed bun- was a non-profit research organizaSamuel
directing;
King
Nov. 4 with Henry
nie O'Dea, young dancer of last sea- tion.
"Broadway Co-Ed," the Alice Faye son's "Ballyhoo" and this year's
Edgar S. Bloom, president of
producpicture slated for December
Broadway musicals, Western Electric and Erpi; Geo. S.
Book,"
"Sketch
directing,
David Hochtion with Eugene Forde
for the Eddie Cantor film, "Shoot Quigley, of Vita phone;
and "Charlie Chan in the Circus,
also has reich, president of Vocafilm and M.
Goldwyn
Chutes."
the
the next Warner Oland vehicle.
Forest Phonoplaced Douglas Walton, English ac- A. Schlessinger of De
Angel,
film are to appear as witnesses be"Dark
in
appears
who
tor
Aline MacMahon will have the
probably fore the commitee at the Fifth Aveversion under contract and will
title role in M-G-M's film
assign him next to the new Miriam nue Hotel today.
Kind
play,
Chodorov's
of Edward
picture.
directed by Hopkins-Joel McCrea
.

Lady,"

George

which

will

be

Seitz.

Pittsburgh Briefs

T
T
Pierson will direct John
in his next Republic western,
,

Carl

—

Beginning tomorrow
T
Wayne
the Pitt will change programs twice
William Clemens, latest film edimaking "The Oregon Trail."
weekly, including a western on each
tor to be made a director, is
bill.
plans for "Prison Farm," which he
Among the extras Hvho played
Kay LinThe Ritz theater in Danville, Pa.,
will direct for Warners.
in Charlie
workers
factory
striking
Acuff
destroyed by fire last week.
was
aker, Donald Woods and Eddie
Ray's new picture, "Just My Luck,
Damage was estimated by firemen
will be featured.
were two ex-millionaires, a bank
Pittsburgh

Clara Kimball Young, Ben Turpm,
Mildred Harris Chaplin and other
with
film veterans in conjunction
"The Drunkard" at the Roxy.
Manager Mike Neilson of the New
president of yesterday, five lawyers,
Harry Rapf will produce "The three ex-producers, seven scenario
Roxy, Logan, says the formal openRyerFlorence
by
Getaway," a story
and 15 wrestlers all for
ing takes place Saturday.
Edgar Allen Woolf, for M- writers
Ina Hughes has resigned from the son and
day and a box lunch. When
per
$3.50
direct.
will
Chester Franklin
on the set for the first
came
U. A. exchange due to change of G-M.
Charlie
Cooper,
The cast will include Jackie
most of these men
day,
residence to another city.
the
of
scene
Calleia, Lewis Stone, Dudley
him luck in
wished
and
Irving Schlank, U. A. branch Joseph
ranks
broke
Digges and Jean Hersholt. Ned Ma
manager, is touring Idaho
his come-back picture.

AAA

at $35,000.
The sales and service meeting of
staff here was attended by
the
E. M. Hartley, general sales manager; W. W. Jones, eastern division
service manager; A. E. Klein, dis-

RCA

—

San Antonio Notes

—"Wings

Over San
changed to
"Wings Over America" and production on this air drama will be resumed shortly by National Pictures'

San Antonio
has

Antonio"

Kier-Phillips

been

Productions.

his movie
and theater column in "The Light",
Hearst paper, every day.

Sam Woolford now has

Irwin Waite, manager of the
Melba, Dallas, was in town recently.
He was formerly house manager of
the Texas here.

Mexico Theater is the name of
new house opened recently by
Bob Bauer in Laredo.
Dave Young of the Dittman and

the

Dreamland

in

Brownsville,

Pacific

Northwest Notes

—Newest link

in the Hamrick-Evergreen circuit is being built
at 11th and Main streets, VancouIt is to be a
ver, Washington.
$100,000 theater building, opening
about Christmas.

Seattle

third week for "Broadway
of 1936" has begun at Hamrick's Music Box in Seattle.
For purposes of motion picture
advertising in Seattle, Associated

A

was Melody

along N. Soledad St. recently.
Frank Weatherford, at one time
with Interstate and Publix here,
now manager of the Worth in Ft.
Worth, was a visitor last week.
David Young, Jr., whose dad has
two theaters at Brownsville, has be-

Film Producers Inc. has been formed by A. L. Flournoy, E. A. Niemeier and Sherman F. Ebbinghouse.
"She Married Her Boss" has gone

come a benedict.
Jack DeWees of Hollywood and
his wife, the former Ruth Saunders

a fourth

at

the

Liberty

J. G. Maddux plans to open
400-seat theater in Auburn,
of Seattle. He is remodeling a
town structure at 17 E. Main

.

of

a new
south

downSt.

Scrappy Gets Punching Bag
Howe-Baumann Balloon Co. of
Newark has added a new Scrappy

\ngel."

Schine House in Bucyrus
S. A. Schieber &
Bucyrus, 0.
Son, local contractors, have been
awarded a contract to build the new
Schine house here. The new building,
estimated to cost $65,000, will be
completed in January.

week

Seattle.

of this city, after spending a fortnight here, have returned to California.
Ben Hill, United Artists exploiteer, was in town ahead of "Dark

New

W

sales manager, and F.
Wentker, district service manager.
Sam N. Goldman of the Broughton theater passed the state bar examinations and is now a full fledged
lawyer here.
William R. Brown, manager of the
Palace in Tarentum, was injured in
an auto accident last week.
W. R. Evans of Osage, W. Va.,
a Film Row visitor again, planning
to reopen the Evans theater in that
town soon.
trict

item to its line of products, the latbag,
est being the Scrappy punching

—

exclusively licensed to Howe-Bauthe Scrappy Franchise Department of Columbia Pictures.
Scrappy rubber balloons are manufactured by the same company.

mann by

I

TRADE PAPER

VERBATIM REVIEWS

"LITTLE AMERICA"
Motion Picture Daily
September 25, 1935
"Little America"

FILM DAILY

i

September

HOLLYWOOD
REPORTER

25, 1935

—

reaching for the

good deal

a

Rear-Admiral

exponents of courage and youth

souls,

of

unattainable

and education

thrill

written

by

Charles

J.

V.

Murphy.

Byrd

E.

"LITTLE AMERICA"

Carl 0.
Narrator

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

F,lm

ard
tic
J.

E. Byrd's film record of second Antarcexpedition.
Narration written by Charles
V. Murphy.
Photographed in Antarctica

by John

in

in

second Antarctic expedition with

Byrd's

Ewing Scott

Photography:

find

will

Richard

Paramount release of Rear Admiral Rich-

bV

Narration

Adventurous

"Little America"

(PARAMOUNT)

" ited

-t

VARIETY

America"

"Little

(PARAMOUNT)
Hollywood, Sept. 25.

DAILY

John

Herrmann

L.

and

Peterson.

Gayne Whitman
Frances Marsh

Editor

L. Herrmann and Carl 0. Peterson.
Film editor, Frances Marsh.
Narrator, Gayne
Whitman.
Edited by Ewing Scott.
Under
supervision of Dario Faralla.
Previewed at
the Ritz, Sept. 24.
Running time, 57
mins.

Supervision

sound.

As

record

pictorial

a

great

world's

exploration,

of

feats

one of the

of

Paramount

its

and "March of Time"

newsreel quality

adventure

Fine
serve

flavor

50 mins.

maintain

to

bigness

virtue

by

on

Antarctic

that

interest

Expedition

assumes

film

of

with

human

and

thrills

in-

its

terest

of popular appeal.

modesty.
publicized

audiences

expedition,

and

valor

and

ready

be

de-

admirably

so

guts

the

after

should

which

film

this

via

simple

so

in

a

manly,

film

the

of

shows intimate human

It

incidents

est

marching song

the snow
of Byrd

is

Admiral

airplanes,

and

seals.

against

rescue

going to the

highlight of the film.

a

Byrd

a

is

moments

at

sonality

danger

torchlight

in

men

of

men,

in

whales

penguins,

huskies,

the

inter-

daring,

revealing

and humor, bringing

A

from

return

the

to

trip

Pole.

complete from the start

is

good screen
resembling

John

Barrymore.

His

lonely

months

the

Pole

at

seven

of

vigil

patrons

brings

New

from

Admiral

of

Admiral

of

The

sands

feet

of

screen

attempt

are

is

tense, factual

the

conveying

by John

with

among

many

the

and

bow

Carl

for

of

some

with

The

a

blizzard

John

L.

de-

Peterson

and

members

of

his

Byrd

Antarctic

Second

The production
Faralla

and

by

by

Ewing

himself once filmed a North

Scott,

who

Pole

production,

worthy

supervised

edited

"Igloo,"

achievement.

Properly

ized,

the picture should

with

foreign

appeal

a

is

notepublic-

be self-selling

particularly

good.

Carl

0.

Charles

John

Peterson;
J.

V.

Whitman;

Marsh;

Editor,

visor,

Dario

Narration

Murphy and

Gayne

Herrmann,

L.

written

by

delivered

by

Film

Editor,

Frances

Ewing

Scott;

Super-

Faralla.

America and the United

Code

Seal

No.

Running time, 57 minutes. "G."

1,270.

Direction,
Fine.

Natural.

Photography,

conversations

radio

States.

a wealth of incidents cover-

is

main

the

ing

the
Land,

the

planes

old

plane

the

snow.

Here

events

of

the

crack-up

and

the

after

its

of

rescue
four

trip,

over

flight

there

is

an excellent accomwritten by Charles
member of the ex-

Murphy, a
and well delivered by Gayne
Whitman.
The photography of John
L. Herrmann, A. S. C, and Carl 0.
V.

pedition,

quence

is

at

exploring

a

thrilling.

Little

titanic

A

blizzard

America,
pressure

se-

shots of
ridge with

and
Antarctic
night
the
scenes of the approach by ship to the
great ice barrier stand out.
Throughout the whole the human,
personal note is kept to the front with
flares

in

and good

reflects

high

taste.

The production

credit

on

its

Ewing Scott.

SUPERVISOR
PARAMOUNT PICTURE

account of what Rear Admiral
E. Byrd and his company went

through

name

the polar wilderness

in

of

science,

presentation

has

the

in

fascinating.

is

been

well

Its

calculated

box office entertainment. It is picand narrated with dignity, modesty and humor, in terms of human
struggle and achievement in the face
of constant perils and discouragements,
rather than from the scientific standfor

tured

point.
Latter has been handled without confusion to the lay mind, but the
whole has been kept on a note compatible with
the personnel and purpose of the expedition.

Excellent narration by Gayne Whitman, from the script by Charles J. V.
Murphy, ties incident, adventure and

scenic

together

revelation

binding effect.

with

spell-

seems to unfold
with mounting suspense,
Story

peaked in the rescue of Admiral Byrd
from
the
meteorological
outpost,
a
little warren
in the farthermost ice.
Homely detail of the male housekeeping in the sub-snow hutch is pictured with humor.
Conquest of extremely low temperatures with plane,
tractor
and husky team in charting
the terrain and scientific mopping up

concerned.
expedition film was shot
silent.
This one brings authentic sound
In
from the wastes of the Antarctic.
narrative

screen

Richard

itself

first

panying

tures.

under

see

addition

of

Byrd's

all

The

feature length record
the world's great advenMaterial, an almost day-to-day
this

in

one

of

picture

a

is

to

tinuity

the

have
con-

years

DARIO FARALLA
A

in-

Marie
one of

that everyone will
and should see.
It will
disappoint none and it will earn money

want

tact

Production

so

of

Little

Peterson

Cameramen:

are

authentic
than di-

between

J.

E.

the

reproductions

for

crack-

a

narrative

note is strengthened rather
minished.
For example, the story of
Rear Admiral Byrd's long vigil at Advance Base is ingeniously presented by

of

the nar-

is

of

that

scores

Richard

Rear-Admiral

chain

made

the

camera work.

their

the

in

carefully

Byrd

thrills.

0.

of

to

injected.

also

links

fuller

bulk

made

tribulations

depicted,

are

and wiser use of sound.
the scenes were made
on
the
expedition,
but
these
have
been welded into a dramatic whole by
an extension of the technique used in
"The March of Time."
The added

The

historic

Expedition.
rator.

tainment.
It greatly surpasses the film
of the first expedition in effectiveness,
because of more thorough preparation

cluding

beauty

with

peril

Herrmann and Carl 0.

L.

Gayne Whitman

Peterson.

Dario

of

50

to

trip

Marie Byrd Land,

Herrmann

Cast:
is

adventures of modern times but is
deeply-moving drama and grand enter-

There
condensed

is

and

trials

moments
over

serve a

tography

thou-

trip,

The pho-

and novel.

in

heavy scientific matter, but,

explorers

lighter

edited

the

of

audience

the

charts and

at

the credit

of

and

film

record

No

minutes.

instead,

of

Byrd.

Charles

by

written

narration

Murphy, radio man on the

V.

the

no let-up

is

up of one of the planes and
J.

the

in

mere 10,000 miles

just a

York, there

And much
due Ewing Scott, who

the

of

Byrd

from

interest

the interest.

flight

close to his immortal deed.

the

rescue

Advance Base

the

types

all

reaching their goal

holds

the

burden
per-

please

hu-

From the moment the expediembarks at Newport News, Va.,

until

is

with

dealt

The drama

men

Antarctic

tion

The

should

this

his

and

thrills

audiences.

and

start.

manner.

of

Full

and

newspapers

during

before

pictures

picts

Highlights
and
twilights
of
second Byrd Antarctic expedition
been given absorbing dramatic

and the

Well

for

Dario Faralla
This screen story of the second Byrd
expedition to the Antarctic is not only
a superb record of one of the
g.eat

naturally

tense

carries

face

A

gulp.

real

gaunt

the

brings

thrill

ridges

Antarctic

snows.

excitement.

danger

of

first

is

of

territory

Gallantry

an

newly
of

air

view of

discovered

above

lifting

Incorporation

in

occasional

the

com-

the radio

munication between Little America and
New York helps build sense of excitement and magnitude of adventure.
Byrd, who compares to many of the
best picture stars as a screen permakes a handsome hero of
sonality,

and the others are them-

feature,

the

no mean

selves

thespians.

the

Photographically

editor,

John

superb,

Peterson

0.
eras

for

well

as

ces

having
swell

a

job

and

is

Carl

wielded the camof entertainment

picturesque

as

assembly

Herrmann

L.

beauty.

Fran-

Marsh and Ewing Scott have done

corking job of cutting and editing,
a
under competent supervision of Dario
Faralla.

Picture

leaves

a

vivid

impression

of

achievement and of the
lonely land where Byrd and his men
ran up a tiny American flag above the
white wilderness.
an

historic

THE GREAT AMERICAN MELODRAMA
now thunders

its

A
film for

mighty heart-appeal from the talking screen!

cinch

money

any house

can't miss!

where are sure

.

.

.

simply

Audiences every
to eat

it

up!

— Hollywood Reporter

Assures box office attention, especially

through

its

appeal

to

women \" -Variety Daily
•

"A

big picture

. . .

certain to thrill the nation's

Runs the entire gamut of
entertainment and showmanship

theatregoers!

In
ues.

—Motion

Picture Daily

ROGHELLE HUDSON

ENRY FONDA
SUMME RVILLF
EDWARD TREVOR
L

IM

MARGARET HAMILTON

ANDY DEVINE

FIRST

W

CENTURY-FOX

Produced by
infield Sheehan
Directed by Henry King
•

From the play by

Lottie Blair Parker

A FOX PICTURE

HITS for

NOVEMBER

Screen play by Howard Estabrook and William
Hurlbut

OF THE 20th

THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FUTURE

1935

WITH THE MOST STUPENDOUS THRILL-CLIMAX EVER SCREENED!

Intimate in Character
(International in Scope
Independent in Thought
I

The

Daily

Newspaper

Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

FDAILY
VOL. 68 NO.

NEW

91

YORK, THURSDAY, OCTOBER

Partington and Levy on

AT&T SHOULD

KEEP

Stand

OUTJF

Theater Transfer Activities
Changes of Ownership
Month Spurt to

in

Around 300
Reflecting a renewal of high activity in theater deals, the number
of houses changing hands the past

month set a three-year high, the total approximating^ 300, it is indicated by the monthly reports of the
Film Boards of Trade.
Highest
number of transfers in any one
month last year was well under 300,
and throughout this year the total
had been dwindling.

108 FILMS ADAPTED

FROM BOOKS, PLAYS

ARBITRATION SYSTEM 10 ADDITIONAL HOUSES
Following acquisition during the
past few weeks of six theaters in
upstate New York, Kallet Theaters,
Inc., in which the Comerford interests are partners, plans to add a top

Plans for setting up an industrywide arbitration system to supplant,
in part, the defunct motion picture
code are being stymied owing to
failure of distributor attorneys to
devise a system considered binding
and yet not in conflict with the
Thacher decree which outlawed compulsory arbitration.
So far no arrangement which seems practical
has been devised and for that reason majors affiliated with the Hays
organization have not called a meeting on the matter.
Distributors generally are of the

of 10 theaters to its circuit in that
region by next April. Group at present comprises 20 hours in upstate

New

the State and Happy
Hour, both in Fulton, N. Y., in two
(.Continued on Page 9)

RCA

Will Retire Bonds
With Atlas Deal Funds

(Continued on Page 9)

Part

Throws

Program

the

in the

funds

sale of

RKO

Testimony of Harry Arthur
Corroborated by Partington

manager,

who has returned from a coast

visit.

Finished product includes nine Hal
Roach comedies, five of Pete Smith's
"Sports
Parade,"
seven
"Miniatures," two two-reel musicals and
two "Crime Doesn't Pay" subjects.

Detroit Fears Film Shortage

—

Detroit
Double-featuring by three of
the seven first-run houses here, thereby
requiring 10 features a week to supply
the first-runs, is causing fears of a
product shortage among exhibitors and

exchanges here.
Independent companies
expect to get a break out of the situation.

of

received by
holdings
to Atlas Corp. and Lehman Bros.
will be used to retire the $4,000,000
debentures due from 1936 to 1942.
RCA sold half of its 1,259,463 common shares and half of its $9,786,655 debentures of RKO to Atlas and
Lehman, besides giving them an option on the other half.
The latter
and RCA now each hold 24.43 per
cent of the stock and 42 per cent of
the debentures.

RCA

60 Per Cent Finished

sales

reopening two new ac-

is

quisitions,

—

subjects

York.

Kalle.t

Out
and short stories in the Philly Court
season totaled 108, it is Suits Against Cash Nights
shown in the fourteenth annual
compilation of Selected Book-Films
Philadelphia- End of police inprepared by the National Board of
terference with "Bank nights" and
Review in connection with Book
"Lucky nights" is expected with acWeek. Adaptations from novels led tion of the Grand Jury yesterday in
with a total of 86, while 22 films
throwing out four cases involving
{Continued on Page 2)
Complaints against
these games.
four theater managers had been
passed on to the Grand Jury from
Shorts
magistrates' court.

short

to Three -Year Peak

KALLET CIRCUIT AFTER Film Equipment

1934-35

by,

at St. Louis Trial

of

Films adapted from novels, pub-

More than 60 per cent of the MG-M shorts program has been completed, it is stated by Fred C. Quim-

TEN CENTS

FILM FIELD^SIROVICH

Jump

UNABLE TO WORK OUT

lished plays

M-G-M

1935

17,

Films Have Gone Beyond
"Cleanup", Says Priest
Motion pictures have gone beyond
the negative work of "cleaning up"
and have passed on to higher and

was stated
day by The Rev. John Kelly

better things,

it

yester-

of the
Catholic Writers' Guild and a repHayes.
Cardinal
resentative
of
Father Kelly cited "A Midsummer
Night's Dream", "David Copperfield," "Last Days of Pompeii" and
"The Crusades" as examples.

By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

i

—

Jack Partington, presSt. Louis
ident of Fanchon & Marco, testifying yesterday morning before Federal Judge George H. Moore in the
government case against Warners,
corroborated in a general

et al,

the

Harry

Arthur

version

way
of

what transpired at their conferences
on

March

Sears,

6,

Herman

with Gradwell
Starr and Abel Cary

1934,

Thomas in the Warner offices and
their later meeting with George J.
Schaefer in the Paramount offices.
In

many

respects

Partington

(Continued on Page 9)

was

AT&T

Activities

Scored by

Sirovich
American Telephone

&

Telegraph

should confine its activities strictly
to the telephone field and divorce itself from the business of marketing
motion picture equipment, it was
stated yesterday by Dr. William I.
Sirovich, chairman of the Congressional Committee investigating patent pooling.
Sirovich said that A. T. & T. had
developed by-product activities such
as manufacturing and selling motion
picture equipment with the nickels
(Continued on Page 3)

WM. FOX SUMMONED
BY PATENT PROBERS
William Fox was ordered taken
into custody at Atlantic City yester-

day by the Sirovich Congressional
Committee investigating patent pooling after he ignored a subpoena
requiring his appearance as a witit was said by David G. Berger, counsel to the committee.
U. S.
Commissioner Bruce Surran was unness,

(Continucd on Page 3)

Holds Court Can't Impound
Film Involved in Dispute

—

San Francisco Upholding a lower court decision that no court has
the right to impound a film in a
legal action unless the plaintiff posts
a bond adequate to repay the defendant in event of a decision in the
(Continued on Page 3)

Para. Increasing Musicals
Increase in the number of musicals
on the Paramount program will be discussed by Boris Morros, Watterson Rothacker and Ernest Lubitsch at the Coast,
following arrival of Morros, who departs
Morros has
from New York on Sunday.
been conferring with President John E.
He plans to
Otterson on the move.
remain at the studio for six months.

THE
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108 Films Adapted

From Books,

Coming and Going

(Continued from Page

Plays

1)

were based on published plays and
short

10 Cents
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New RKO

Eastern Story Editor
Messinger, for the past year
RKO's story and artist representative in Europe, has been named eastern story editor, succeeding Kay
Lillie

Brown, who joined David Selznick.
Miss Messinger will make her headquarters in

33

New

W. Mth ST

York.

NEW YORK

CITY

MUSICAL WUNDMKSrTOY
MOOD $d TYPE OF PICTURE
REND

coast
the East.

COLIN CLIVE is due
month from Hollywood

ANTHONY
to

RKO

wood

ROBERT
Wednesday

new

duties

in

has returned to Hollyvacation in Eng-

JOHN COSENTINO,
month tour

special representative for
has left on a scheduled
of exchanges.

MARCH

is

HUREL
for

early next
the Gil-

Sam Hardy Dead

FOR OUR CATALOG

of

Doings

—Lieut.

Royal A. Baker,
back in town after
finishing the first 14 ©f a series of
52 one-reel scenarios for "Encyclo
Detroit

is

pedia of the Screen".

Harold Robinson of Film Truck
Service reports business much im-;
proved through Michigan with fewer)
closed theaters than at any time
since 1929.
A. C. Bowers, theater operator at

player,

will

York from Holly-

on

sails

the
in

on

Carrow brothers, local theater opHerbert E.
erators, died recently.
Ives, president of Monarch Pictures,'
Normandie also is mourning the loss of hisl

passenger

New
the

York

list

next

mother.

France.

DAVID KUPPERBERG

Royal Pictures leaves
today for a sales trip around the country with
a
print of "The Girl
from Maxim's".
His
tirst stop is Chicago.

ELFRIEDE
from

STAMM

six-week

a

of

of Ufa Pictures
to Germany.

trip

is

arrived

in

and

LEO

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Sam Hardy, veteran
screen and stage actor, died yesterday in the Hollywood hospital following an emergency operation for
a stomach ailment.

the third floor of the same building.i
Edward Golden, Republic sales!
chief, was a recent visitor.

New York from

RAINGER

ROBIN,

writers

under contract to Paramount,
York for a month's vacation.

JOHN
New

HOWARD,

Paramount

player,

song

are

in

arrives

York today by plane from the coast
appear in the Hechr-MacArthur film, "Soak
the Rich."
is

Jack Moss, roadshow man, has
his office in the Film ExJack Waugh has opened!
change.
an office for RCA Photophone on|
closed

Atlantic City Items

Coast.

RALPH

New

back

MONTAGUE, Columbia sales manager,
today on a trip throughout the country.

LOUIS WEISS has

the

three-month

the

Majestic arriving
from England.

week

land.

Pictures,

in

there

Williamstown, has opened the Newt
Theater in Fowlerville.
Glenn Cross has reopened the
JR., of the Paramount
Rex, Battle Creek, after remodeling.,
coast is due in New
L. N. Carrow, father of the four
New

the

the

Pictures,

a

in

DIGGS,
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Sunday afternoon for
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from South America.

home office
on company
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Pittsburgh
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"ARGENTINA," internationally known enterand WILLIAM LA VARkE,, explorer,
New York today on the Southern
arrive
in

manager

High

been

has

South

to

Djme game on

PAUL
Man" tor
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ten days.
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assignment.
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FINANCIAL

New

it

in

campaign for
Dream," goes next

s

returned

has

York,

JACK BARNSTYN, who is now
turns to New York in one manth.

HARRY FEINSTEIN, Warner

frince

la

coast

the

to

Night
a

Italo-

SPARKS

J.

New

ARTHUR CAESAR

exploitation

the

Lour-

Rue de

contemplated

a

for

BOB COLLIER, who
on

E.

story.

return

tainer,

19.

the coast.

MARY PICKFORD, now

Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne.
Paris— P. A. Harle, La

Friedrichstrasse, 225.
Cinematographic Francaise,

material

bthiopian

to

York yesterday

DOYLE, Warner scenarist, is back
two-month vacation abroad, where he

LAIRD

under

Y.,

Terms (Postage

United Air

via

New

arrived in
Lines from

MIKE KALLET, who is in New
to
upstate New York tomorrow.

In

stories.

were 18 pictures based on subjects
with book value tie-ups.
The compilation also shows 26 former Selected Book-Films being remade.

New Lens

—

Controls Glare

Seattle An absorption lens, attachable to projectors and designed
to control glare on screens, is being
given its first test here at the
Koosevelt Theater in conjunction
with the showing of "Becky Sharp."
The invention, known as the Miller
Illuminostat, was developed by Dr.
I. M. Miller of Yakima, Wash.

U. A. Branch Changes
Chicago Harry E. Lotz, United
Bermuda Lures N. J. Allied
Artists branch manager in MilwauAllied Theaters of New Jersey
kee, has succeeded Sam Horowitz
Joe is considering holding its adjourned
at the local U. A. office here.
Hartman has been appointed branch annual convention during a trip to
Bermuda, with sessions to take place
manager of the Milwaukee office.
on shipboard.
Providing the plan
is adopted the cruise will take place
Patents Film Container
in December.
New officers are to
Canton, O. Joseph T. Nist, form- be elected at the meeting.
er theater operator and now sheriff
of
Stark
County,
has
obtained
Mme. Lillian Opens Shop
patents on a cylindrical film conMme. Lillian, formerly with the
tainer which he claims to have many
advantages over the present type Czar's court and fashion designer
for the Imperial Ballet and for theshipping box.
atrical productions in Europe, has
opened a New York shop at 51 East
Sarnoff Addresses Forum
55th St.
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
Set New Title for "Snatched"
addressed the Fifth Annual Forum
on Current Problems, sponsored by West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"Show Them No
Hollywood
the "Herald-Tribune," at the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday.
He spoke Mercy" has been set by 20th Cenon the relationship of radio to pub- tury-Fox as the new title for
lic opinion.
"Snatched."

—

—

Atlantic City Eddie Corcoran, ex-!
ecutive director of the recent Show-I
men's Variety Jubilee held here, is
back from New York, where he contacted theatrical men on new year's
event, which will include the picking
of 15 girls to go on tour as the
Pageant Revue".
City
"Atlantic
George Wieland of the Strand-Capitol

circuit also

has suggested mak-

ing A. C. a talent-seeking headquarters for new .movie material. Earle
Sweigert, president of the Philadelphia Variety Club, has expressed
complete satisfaction with the handling of the Jubilee.
The old race betting bill is scheduled to be revived at the special
session of the New Jersey legislature, and amusement men are pre-

paring for another

fight.

—

—

Marian

Jean Arthur
David Bennett
Stewart

Hapsburg

Marsh

Marilyn Morgan
Robinson
Liebe

Casey

Roy
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WM. FOX SUMMONED
BY PATENT PROBERS

WOULD KEEP AT&T

** PHIL M. DALY

wSP*

W

OUT OF FILM

(Continued from Page 1)

able to locate Fox at his appointment at the Claridge Hotel in At-

Benjamin Reass, counsel for Fox,
said his client was a very sick man
who was to undergo an operation in
Reass offered to pay
a few days.

incident to having
the expenses
someone connected with the commit-

Fox

tee question

in Atlantic City.

Holds Court Can't Impound
Film Involved in Dispute

• • • IT SEEMS that his very exclusive Off-the-Record
Club formed by Herman Robbins, Sam Dembow and Maurice
"Red" Kann was a great gag when they got the bright idea
but now it is more or less a pain in the neck to at least
one of its creators
we gathered this after listening to Mister Dembow explain the complications to us yesterday at the
21 Club
where they meet for weekly luncheons

T
•

•

1)

U. S. Circuit Court
Appeals has directed the release
the impounded Warner picture,
"Across the Pacific", an old silent
latter's favor, the

of
of

starring Monte Blue. The film was
the object of a million-dollar dam-

age suit brought by M. P. Echevaria of Los Angeles, claiming it was
a plagiarism of his "Milias Filias".
The case has been remanded to the
lower court to be tried on its merdoes
its, which,
it was explained,
not prevent release of the picture.

the Club only has one
regulation in its by-laws
one of the three incorporators
has to foot the luncheon bill in turn each week
that isn't
so tuff
'but if they bunk into any acquaintances during
luncheon
the fall guy for that particular week has to
set up the refreshments
and when Don Mersereau and
ourself ran into Mister Dembow at the luncheon place
he
had already entertained Gregory La Cava, Mort Downey, Dorothy Mackaill, Louella Parsons, Phil Reisman, Ralph Rolan,
Pierce Baugh and Monte Brice
and the film folks were
just starting to come in downstairs in a steady stream

T

—

Pittsburgh In its second week
downtown, "Broadway Melody of
1936" gave the Warner Theater the
best business in three years.

The convention committee named
for the annual Allied affair here includes Harry Walker, M. A. Rosenberg, William L. Brown, Bill Lipsie, Miss C. R. Cupler, Jacob Silverman, Charles R. Blatt, Carl A. Poke,
Mrs. Martha Guthrie, Charles R.
Philbrook, Hyman Goldberg, Larry
Puglia, Mike Servente, James Slanicus and William R. Wheat, Jr.
represenAddie Klein, local
tative, installed complete new sound
equipment into the Genessee Theater
in
Mt. Morris which was transferred to the Martina Circuit.
Mario Battiston has reopened his
remodeled Ritz in Export.
The Fulton will spend around
$20,000 to get its stage in shape for
flesh shows now scheduled for early

RCA

November.

in

Paul Raful, local showman, will
take over the Astor Theater in
Youngstown from John Peruzzi on
Nov. 1.
Emil Knight has reopened the
Hartford Theater at Hartford, W.
Va.

Pacific Northwest Notes
Seattle— A big 1935 Film Ball is
in the making here, with Ray Cooper, Al Rosenberg, Hugh Bruen and
James Hone heading the committee
of arrangements.
"Dark Angel" has been held for
a second week at the United Artists
Theater, Portland.

.

T

SO WHEN we left an hour later after our luncheon
Mister Dembow was still downstairs entertaining the
visiting firemen of the industry
and Sam confided to us
•

•

•

"I don't

mind the

financial investment, y' unnerstan', Phil,
'Red' upstairs eating a nice luncheon
at
expense while I've been fillin' myself up with these potato
chips.
It don't seem right somehow."
and we consoled
him thus
"Have courage, Sam. We've just phoned a dozen
film execs
pals of yours to come over at once and join your
party.
Look at what a Popular Guy you're becoming!"
(P. S.
Herman Robbins is the sucker host for the Off-theRecord Club next Wednesday, so be sure and show up at the
21 Club and get yours)

but there

Pittsburgh Briefs

T

ACCORDING TO Sam

•

.

(.Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
telephone calls and

paid

lantic City.

Herman and

is

MY

—

—

for

T
•

•

T

T

why Western

Electric continued to
retain direct control of Erpi when
it had divested itself of control of
Graybar Electric Co., a subsidiary.
Bloom replied that most of the patents making possible the sound motion picture had been developed in
the Bell Laboratories.
George Quigley, vice-president of

Vitaphone, told under questioning
by David Garrison Berger, counsel
to the

committee, of features of the
contract with exhibitors requiring exhibitors to use Erpi service and parts though they could be
obtained cheaper elsewhere.
Quigley said that though Erpi leased its

Erpi

equipment to exhibitors, many exhibitors had already paid the fair
value of the equipment plus a profit
Erpi.
He testified that when
modified certain features of
its exhibitor contract to which there
was great opposition, exhibitors who
wanted the new contract had to give
Erpi a release on all obligations under the old agreement.
to

Erpi

that does not exploit a motion
pix
just off the press to tout Columbia's Junior Adventurers' Club
the book is done with class and snap under
supervision of Bruce Gallup
showing the theater man how
new club members are being created continuously through ads
in five juvenile mags
with all sorts of splendid stunts
for interesting boys and girls covering the various juvenile
hobbies
luncheon program
Added starters on the
today are Andre Sennwald, Julius Cohen, Dr. Igor Hodapp,
European production executive and technical expert, Boris
Morros, soon to leave for an executive post at the Paramount
studios, and Louis Calhern
Frank Buck will be the principal speaker
a surprise guest known to everybody in the film biz

AMPA

AND

T

date 18 persons have succeeded in having their recordings acthe salon is open daily
cepted by producing organizations
and Sunday from 7 to 11:30 p.m., and on Tuesday and Saturday
afternoons from 2 to 6 p.m.

•

T
T
•SHOWMANSHIP HAS

brated photo studio
a
Chidnoff Press
with great publicity
is widely known for
American papers
will holds its annual

T

extended to Chidnoff's celewith Alyce Shupper in charge of the
news service that Miss Shupper is handling
the young lady
benefit to the studio
her columnist work for South and Central
The Brooklyn unit of the Warner Club
ball Nov. 2 in the St. George Hotel

OLDTIMERS WILL

regret to hear of the death of
the celebrated stage character actor
John T. Doyle
Doyle
who died at Misericordia Hospital yesterday morn
was conceded to be one of the best character actors of our time

•

•

•

his last

Tomorrow"

Broadway appearance was

in

"Tomorrow and

—

A. Montague, sales
of Columbia, and R. Jackter, assistant sales manager, were
principal speakers at a midseason
sales conference here.

manager

Liberty

Theater,

Council

was held up and robbed

Bluffs,

of $800 at

noon Monday.
E. L. Bryan, former owner of the
Osceola Theater, Osceola, will locate
in Clements, from where he expects
to operate a portable motion picture
outfit for
showings before clubs,
churches and other organizations.

T

• • • NOVELTY STUNT is going strong in the Patricia
where Ann Luther,
Lounge of Loew's Ziegfeld theater
famous star of the silent pix era, has opened a salon where
aspiring young screen, stage and radio performers may have
to
recordings made of their speaking or singing voices

•

Iowa Items
Des Moines

A PRESSBOOK

was

competing with private industry
which did not have the monopoly
enjoyed by the phone company.
Edgar S. Bloom, president of
Western Electric, and Erpi, who
was on the witness stand for several hours was asked by Sirovich

—

•

FIELD

Milwaukee Notes
Milwaukee

—

Warner's Granada,
from Saxe's

just around the corner

Modjeska on the city's south side,
now under the latter's banner.

is

Joseph Rosenfield, who has been
handling the south side spot for
Saxe, is nianaging both houses.

Roy

Pierce,

manager

of

Fox's

Wisconsin Theater, has been named
manager of the circuit's Palace as
Mayer, rewell, succeeding Ray
signed.

Dave

Miller, orchestra leader for

Fox houses, was married
week to Pearl Rogatz, local

several
last
girl

who has been

appearing

short subjects for Warners, in

in

Wau-

kegan, , 111.
Projectionists at the Fox and
Marinette on
theaters in
strike for 10 days, returned to their
posts last week.

Lloyd

THE
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Dick

Ruby

and

Powell

Keeler

Marx Brothers

in

Warner

109 mins.
IN-

Bros.

SWELL ENTERTAINMENT WITH

NAVAL ACADEMY YARN,
MUSIC AND FLASH BACK-

TERESTING

GOOD

GROUND.
army

Differing sufficiently from
and navy stories to give it fresh interest,
this romantic drama with music makes very
nice fare for audiences in general and
should do all right at the box-office. Dick
Powell and Ruby Keeler do grand jobs in
the main roles, with plenty of able support,
and the stirring Naval Academy setting,
the musical numbers by Warren and Dubin,
the comedy touches and the painstaking
direction of Frank Borzage combine to make
the production a very satisfactory one as a

other

Dick plays the role of an Admiral's
son who has a gift and yen for crooning
but dislikes everything about the navy. Dad
induces him to enter the Academy, howwhole.

and despite the lad's aloof attitude
throughout the course he finally is won
over by the spirit of the navy, after a
climactic scene in which Dick proves himself a hero during a cruising mishap. Miss
Keeler, as the love interest in sympathy
ever,

with Dick throughout, shows up at her best.
Cast: Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler, Lewis
Stone, Ross Alexander, Eddie Acuff, Dick
Fcran, John Arledge, Robert Light, Joseph
King,

eph

Frederick Burton, Henry Kolker, JosCrehan, Mary Treen, Martha Merrill,

Mocre, Harry Seymour.
Frank Borzage; Author, Delmer
Daves; Screenplay, same; Music and Lyrics,
Harry Warren, Al Dubin; Cameraman, Sol
Polito; Editor, William Holmes.
Carlyle

Director,

Photography,

Strong.

Direction,

Finest.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

This should be a laugh fest with all
types of audiences.
George S. Kaufman
and Morrie Ryskind have supplied the comedians with excellent material
in
their
screenplay based on James Kevin McGuinness'

original

swell

a

in

job.

amusing sequences is on board ship, with
Chico and Harpo and Allan Jones, stowaways, and manicurists, waiters and others
falling over each other in Groucho's small
room.
Another laugh provoking scene
finds Robert Emmett O'Connor, a detective,
hunting the stowaways in Groucho's tworoom New York apartment, only to find
several beds disappearing under his nose.
Of course, the biggest riot of laughs is in
the final sequence, with the Marxes wrecking the opera.
Chico and Harpo play baseball in the orchestra pit and then Harpo
gets into the wings, on and off the ground,
causing the scenery to fall in front and
back of Walter King, who is singing. Chico
and Harpo do their piano and harp specialties
lisle

— but

not at the opera.

Kitty Car-

and Allan Jones sing well.

Cast: Grcucho Marx, Chico Marx, Harpo
Marx, Kitty Carlisle, Allan Jones, Walter
King,

Rumann, Margaret Dumcnt,

Siegfried

Edward

Keane,

Robert

Emmett O'Connor,

Lorraine Bridges.

Producer,

Irving Thalberg;

Director,

Sam

Wood;

Authors, George S. Kaufman, Morrie
Ryskind, James Kevin McGuinness; Screen-

Kaufman

and Ryskind; Music and
Herbert Stothart, Nacio Herb Brown,
Arthur Freed, Ned Washington, Kaper
Jurmann; Dances, Chester Hale; Cameraman, Merritt B. Gerstad; Editor, William
Lyrics,

"THE JUDGEMENT BOOK"

&

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Beaumont Pictures

Sam Wood turned in
One of the most

story.

directorial

63 mins.

EXCELLENT OUTDOOR DRAMA DIFFERING FROM THE USUAL STORY OF

LeVanway.
Direction,

Aces

Tcpnotch.

Photography,

THIS KIND.

"CONFIDENTIAL"

This picture gets away from hard riding
for a tense, logical, well con-

and gun play

interesting

trived,

drama of frontier

days.

For a picture of this classification, the results

achieved

in

outstanding

few pictures

are very
carry

are

number, yet

this

is

plenty

of

is

it

there

bracket that
attained

not overtalkative.

and

action

interest

Conway Tearle

throughout.

carried

this

strong drama

the story and

There

in

and

Roy Rice furnishes

bits

of

gives

tion

comedy

Bernadine
Hayes serves competently as the feminine
interest.
Tearle is left a paper in a lawless frontier town run by Cramer and his
gang.
In
Cramer's Judgment Book are
recorded the sentences that he has seen fit
to pronounce on his enemies.
When Cramer tries to run his paper, Tearle decides
to clean up the town.
He gets the Judgement Book and wipes out the mob.
Cast: Conway Tearle, Bernadine Hayes,
Howard Lang, Richard Cramer, William
Gould, Roy Rice, James Aubrey, Jack Penthat

lighten

dleton,

and

Ray Gallagher.

Producer,

Charles

situations

Hutchison;

Leichter;

Director,

Author, Homer*
J. Thornton;

S.

Editor,

King

Cam-

James White-

head.
Direction,

Knapp

is

devoid of the usual hoke, and

businesslike
of

the

work

and
of

realistic

the

Federal

is

a

presenta-

men as
down a

they go about the job of tracking
nation-wide racketeering gang putting over

number lottery game. Donald Cook is
immense as the G-Man who sets out to get
himself lined up with the racketeers when
his side-kick is shot down by one of the
gang.
From the time that he horns in as
the

one of the gang the suspense keeps you on
for it looks every moment as
about to be shown up as a Federal
man by one of the gang who killed his pal,
but the killer can't exactly place just
where he heard his voice before.
Evalyn
Knapp is pleasing as the bookkeeper for
the racket.
Cast: Donald Cock, Evalyn Knapp, Warren Hymer, J. Carrol Naish, Herbert Raw-

trigger-edge,
if

he

is

Theodore Vos Eltz, Morgan Wallace.
Edward L. Cahn; Authors, John
Rathmell, Scott Darling; Screenplay, Weilyn
Totman, Oliver Cooper; Editor, Joseph H.
Lewis;
Cameramen, Ernest Miller, Jack
Director,

Marta.

Very Good. Photography, Gccd.

Direction,

Armetta,
Frankie

Henry,

Charlotte
Darro

87 mins.

Universal

GOOD HOKUM DISHED OUT IN A
STYLE THAT SHOULD MEET WITH POPULAR FAVOR.

Forest Girl"), in German; produced by Todirected by Georg Zech; with Walter
Janssen, Maria Beling, et al.
At the 86th

comedy drama should be a boxwinner with its laughs, its sentiment,
and its humanness.
Although hokum it's
Henry Armetta is
swell entertainment.

Casino.
Entertaining musical romance helped considerably by fine scenic views.
St.

This

office

great

the role of the barber caring for
His bewildered, excited man-

in

four orphans.

ner brings forth terrific laughter and some-

times a tendency toward tears.
The authors and Sam Ornitz and Barry Trivers,
who did the screenplay, have fashioned a
piece of work that carries clever lines, well
plot and
on the screen
with a fine understanding that holds one
with its tenderness, cleverness and quick
movement.
May Robson does a fine job
of the misunderstood wealthy eccentric and
her portrayal of sudden changing moods is
grand.
The whole cast does admirable
work, especially William Burrud as the
crippled boy, and Herman Bing as Armet-

contrived

and

situations

tight

a

Edward Ludwig has placed

it

May's family want her committed to an institution. Through an accident she is brought into the home and
the lives of Armetta and the four kids. When
she is kidnapped Armetta is accused.
She
is rescued
by the kids and stays on with
the family.
In this picture Ben Verschleiser, the producer, has something of which
he can be proud.
Cast: May Robson, Henry Armetta, Char-

"GRUEN

DIE

1ST

HEIDE"

("Green

Is

the Earth"), in German; produced by R. N.;
directed by Hans Behrendt; with Theodor
Loos, Camilla Spira, et al.
At the 79th
St.

Theater.

Good drama

of a young man's struggle between love and duty. Comedy and music
add to the picture's values.

"UN HOMBRE PELIGROSO" ("A Dangerous Man") in Spanish; produced by Producciones Latinas in Hollywood; directed by
Richard Kahn; with Anita Campillo, Paul
Ellis,

et

Distributed by Criterion Films.

al.

At the Teatro Campoamor.
Just a so-so comedy-drama
gangster engages
the hero for the

in

series

favors

of
of

in

which

a

brawls with
the beautiful

heroine.

SHORTS

friend.

ta's

"March

of Time"
(No. 7)

RKO

18 mins.

Good

Principal item in this release is
an account of the development of
Palestine from an arid country into
a modern and thriving nation under
British protectorate and serving a»
a homeland for Jewish refugees,
lotte Henry, Frankie Darro, Herman Bing,
mainly from Germany. It is a clear
Lillian
Harmer, William Burrud, William and interesting account with general
Benedict,
John Miljan, Lawrence Grant, interest. Next in importance in the
Hedda Hopper, Hale Hamilton, Noel Madi- reel is the dramatization of the evils
son, Tom Dugan, Henry Kolker.
of reckless auto driving and speedProducer, Ben Verschleiser; Director, Ed- ing.
An editor sends a special writward Ludwig; Authors, Harry Poppe, Ches- er out to do a realistic article on
ter Beecroft; Screenplay, Barry Trivers, Sam
the subject and then prints the grueOrnitz; Cameraman, George Robinson; Edi- some story, which brings nationwide
tor, Byron Robinson.
favorable reaction. In between these
Direction, Effective. Photography, A-l.
two clips is a brief picture of the
activities of

"LA MATERNELLE"
French,

(In

with

English

Titles)

Tapernoux-Metropolis

85 mins.

EXCEPTIONAL DRAMA OF PARISIAN
WAIFS REALISTICALLY HANDLED FOR
CLASS AUDIENCES.
With
in

and

who

child actors

respective

their

occasionally

study

of the Paris streets

most

and

France.
tracting

are the real thing

roles,

this

painstaking

tragic and
comic vicissitudes of children

sympathetic

is

touching

of

the

among

the best

made

come

from
The picture, which has been atattention abroad for about two
films

to

years, should find plenty of appreciation

in

the

it

theaters

arty

of

drama that

reveals a

this
is

country,

for

easy to understand

and appealing.

Action takes place chiefly
day nursery and school, and
the outstanding character is a deserted
urchin, a girl of about ten years named
Paulette Elambert, who performs her tragic
role of an affection-starved youngster in
an amazingly natural and effective manner.
The direction by Jean Benoit-Levy makes
the most of the story both artistically and
in

a

sort

of

Cast:
Paulette

Madeleine

summer

theaters in

New

England, where these amateur and
dramatic troupes,
professional
housed mainly in barns, have supplanted the former stock companies
and are testing out plays and players for Broadway and Hollywood.
Though not as exciting as most of
the previous "Time" reels, the latest
subject is thoroughly engrossing.

"Our Gans

M-G-M (Roach)
This

is

Follies of

1936"
18 mins.

good for many laughs.

Six-year-old Carl "Alfalfa" Switzer
scores the heaviest laughs, singing
"The Object of My Affections." A
worthy addition to the "Gang" is
four-year-old Darla Hood, a vampy
"Spanky" McFarland registype.
ters as the master of ceremonies of
the revue.
Two-year-old "Porky"
Lee is another funmaker. All the
Gus
specialty numbers are good.
Meins did very well with the direction.
Maistre.

dramatically.

Directed by Jean Benoit-Levy and Marie

Renaud,

Alice

Tissot,

Elambert, Sylvette Fillacier, Mady
Henri Debain, Alex Bernard, Ed van
Deele, Severin,
Marianne, Delille, Aman

Berri,

Very Good. Photography, Okay.

"SCHWARZWALDMAEDEL" ("Black
bis;

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

65 mins.

linson,

Mitchell

Gordon; Screenplay,
eraman, Bob Doran;

This
very

powerful clean cut portrayal of the editor and Richard Cramer, as the leader of
the lawless mob, is very strong in his char-

Evalyn

CLEVER G-MAN DRAMA PACKS FINE
SUSPENSE IN ACTION STORY THAT
BUILDS TO STRONG CLIMAX.
One of the best of the G-Man dramas.

is

a

acter.

with Donald Cook,
Republic (Mascot)

Henry

with

»

FOREIGN

in

AND A QUEEN"

"THREE KIDS

90 mins.
M-G-M
A MERRY BOX-OFFICE NUMBER IN
BIG LAUGH RIOT THAT SHOULD CLICK
NICELY ANYWHERE.

play,

Conway Tearle

May Robson

in

"A NIGHT AT THE OPERA"

"SHIPMATES FOREVER"

»

Epstein; Author, Leon Frapie; Adaptor, Jean

Bencit-Levy and Marie Epstein; Titles, MarJ. Lewis; Editor, Martin J. Lewis.
Direction, Fine. Photography, Very Good.
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PARTINGTON ON STAND

AT

ST. LOUIS HEARING

glOGRAPH

(Continued from Page 1)

the most effective witness the government has placed on the stand so
far.
There was just enough variation between what he said about the
happenings and conversations at the

two meetings from the previous testimony of Arthur on the same events
carry conviction of his veracity.
His simple, direct manner and lack
of any attempt to appear smart was
of great value.
His explanation of
his utter lack of knowledge concerning important details of the theater
situation in St. Louis when going
through a severe hours' cross-examination by Frederick H. Wood of
to

Warner counsel was: "Mr. Wood,

I

am simply

just one of these peculiar personages known as a produc-

manager.
My work is with
and stage shows. I am
not a business man and so far as
leases,
equities
and such things
tion

acts, actors

are concerned I don't know much
about them.
I am not trying to
avoid your questions and I am telling you all this so you will understand."

Asked if he accepted the statement credited to Abel Cary Thomas
that the Snyder-Arthur deal for the
Ambassador, Missouri and New
Grand Central theaters was a "sucker deal" as a correct description of
the deal, he said they left all such
matters to Arthur, that he had sufficient confidence in Arthur's ability
to know that he would not make a
"sucker deal" and that he would say
on that basis that it was not a sucker deal.
He told how he and Arthur went to the Warner offices on
March 6, 1934, to learn something

UNABLE TO WORK OUT

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

= By CHARLES ALICOATE

ARBITRATION SYSTEM

~-

PRODUCTIONS

Ross,
Maxine Stone and Eddie
started work this week at the Stuart.
Joseph Henabery is directBiograph studios on the fifth of the ing.
Major Bowes amateur talent subjects.
John H. Auer is directing
Walter
Connolly,
playing
the
the shorts, which are being released leading role in Hecht-MacArthur's
by RKO.
"Soak the Rich", was interviewed
•
over station WMCA Tuesday night
Aunt Jemima is featured in a one- by Ernest Heyn, eastern Editor of
Mirror" and "Photoplay"
reel Vaudeville Vitaphone short now "Movie
magazines. Connolly told how Hecht
in work at the Brooklyn studio. Apand MacArthur write, direct and
pearing with the star are Helen produce pictures and how the methReynolds and her troupe of eight ods of film production in Astoria
girl skaters, Edwin George, Benny differ from those in Hollywood.

member

of the bondholders' committhe refusal of Harry
Warner and Herman Starr to accept
the proposal of Rosenthal in September, 1934, to endeavor to work
out a solution of the St. Louis situation, as they were satisfied with
the results at the Shubert and Orpheum theaters and were not interested in the Ambassador, Missouri
and New Grand Central.
An interesting development of the
cross-examination of Partington by
William
R.
Gentry,
Paramount
counsel, was that the witness, while
in New York during the recess of
the Court during the past week end,
had ascertained through reading
Film Daily that George J. Schaefer had spent a vacation in Miami
between Feb. 15 and March 12. Partington wasn't sure of the date when
he and Arthur talked to Schaefer
in his New York office, but said it
was after March 6 and before April
7.
Arthur in his testimony earlier
in the trial had put the time within
several days of March 6. He denied
that he had told Hardy that they
went to see Schaefer immediately
after talking to Warner officials on
tee, testified to

about a theater war in St. Louis
reported in The Film Daily of that
date, of going into the office of Grad- March 6.
well Sears and how Sears, when
Later in the day Jacob Chasnoff,
asked by Arthur as to what the attorney for the general mortgage
trade paper article meant and if bondholders' committee, and Joseph
there wasn't something that could A. Grand, attorney for the bondbe done about it, said, "You fellows holders' protective commitee and the
have gummed the works for us down trustees under the first mortgages
in St. Louis.
Warner Bros, have a on the theater properties, gave the,jr
large equity in those properties, versions of what transpired at a
$4,000,000 invested in them and we conference of interested parties held
are going to get them back".
in Am-il, 1934, at which the Warner
and bondholder plans for reorganizAt the opening of the morning ing and operating the properties
session
Russell
Hardy recalled were discussed. There was some difThomas N. Dysart, chairman of the ferences in their recollection of
bondholders' protective committees, what had transpired. Grand thought
and David Levinson of Chicago to
the meeting was April 6, 1934, while
give them an opportunity to correct
Chasnoff thought it was April 2,
their testimony given Tuesday and
1934.
Grand said that the meeting
Monday. This step was opposed by resulted from a suggestion from
counsel for the defendants.
Dysart Federal Judge Charles B. Davis
was permitted to eliminate the word made earlier in the day that the
"legitimate" from the statement he
parties make another effort to get
said Starr made at a meeting in
together, while Chasnoff thought the
May, 1934, that "Warner Brothers suggestion referred to another meetwould use every legitimate means to
Grand threw an entirely new
ing.
keep Fanchon & Marco from getting
light on why Herman Starr apparpictures for the Ambassador, Misently refused to go through with his
souri and New Grand Central theoffer to take leases on the theaters
aters." Levinson made no correction
on the same basis as in the Snyder
in his statement.
Grand expressed the belief
lease.
Fred W. Straus of Chicago, a that Dysart misunderstood Starr's

offer

relate solely to a lease,
Starr apparently meant the
lease to be part of the general reorganization plan being advocated by
to

(Continued from Page

selection

Jules Levy, general sales manager
for RKO, was the last witness of
the day. His cross-examination had
not been started when court adjourned. In response to a series of
questions by Hardy, he outlined the
general plan of producing, distributing and releasing pictures, revealed
in 1933-34 released 44
that
pictures, and 52 in 1932-33, and he
also identified the final draft for
1934-35 season of a group of pictures from his company for use in

RKO

the Shubert-Rialto
theaters here.

and

To the

Orpheum

arrangements under which

each side selects two members.

Kallet Circuit After
10 Additional Houses

while

Warners.

(Continued from Page 1)

The former house, originally called the Quirk, seats 1,300 and
the latter 700. The circuit has also

weeks.

taken over the Temple at Pulaski,
the house having a capacity of 700
seats.
The Palace and Rex, both
located in Genesee, are also being
added to the circuit, which has also
acquired the Avon at Canastota. Extensive improvements have been effected in all acquisitions.
Paramount is a partner in the
Fulton operations.

"Red Army Days" for Cameo
"Red Army Days," Soviet feature,
opens Saturday at the Cameo.

Critics!

(God Bless

'Em—Right

or Wrong!)

FRANK BUCK,
HODAPP (famed

JACK
DEMPSEY'S
TO-DAY
at the

AMPA
luncheon

Come

early and
avoid regrets!

veal
this

some surprising
industry)

and

York newspaper

IGOR

DR.
Central

pean movie expert who
they'll all be at

1)

opinion that arbitration as provided
optionally under the standard exhibition contract is unwieldly and unsatisfactory.
When a decision is
rendered by a committee, there still
remains the necessity of obtaining
a court order to enforce the award.
Furthermore, there is dissatisfaction with the arbitration committee

Euro-

will

re-

secrets about
all

critics

the New
including

ANDRE SENNWALD, REGINA
CREWE, GERALD BREITIGAM,
JULIUS COHEN, MARGUERITE
TAZELAAR, RICHARD WATTS,
KATE CAMERON, WANDA
HALE, BLAND JOHANESON,
THORNTON DELEHANTY,
IRENE THIRER, MARTIN
DICKSTEIN, LEO MISHKIN,
KELCEY ALLEN, BIDE DUDLEY, BORIS MORROS, LOUIS
CALHERN

AMPA

LUNCHEON

TO-DAY

DAILY

10

A

"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
fyflRIAM HOPKINS and
Oberon will
Samuel Goldwyn

be

Thursday, Oct. 17, 1935

HOLLYWOOD

"LOTS'
Ewing

Merle

co-starred

by

in the screen adapLillian Hellman's stage

tation of
success, "The Children's Hour." Miss
Hopkins had been scheduled for a
stellar role in "Navy Born." Goldwyn
considering new titles for the
is
Hellman play, first among which is
Joel McCrea and
"These Three."
Alice Brady will play the chief sup-

H. B.

Warner

is

"One Take" Champion

H. B. Warner was congratulated by members of the "The Rose of the Rancho" company at Paramount as being the "one take" champion of all time.
During the production of the picture, Warner enacted 12 consecutive "one take" scenes, breaking
all
previous studio records.

Mass.,

ter,

man

s'gned

Scott,

to

a

long

term contract as a director for Paramount, has been borrowed by M-GM.
He replaces Richard Rosson,
who due to illness, is unable to continue
his
work
on
"Captains
Courageous." Scott flew to Gloucesin

connection with

the

Fredric picture.
Warners.
March and Anita Louise have the
leads.
Sheridan Gibney adapted
Gene Lockhart and Hobart CavanHervey Allen's novel, and Mervyn augh are scoring in the newly opened Broadway play, "Sweet Mystery
LeRoy will direct.
porting roles.
William Wyler will
of Life."
direct.
Lockhart took principal
T
T
T
honors in the reviews.
Mrs. Leona Jenkins, mother of
Walter Futter's new Hoot GibDirector Edward H. Griffith exT
Allen Jenkins and herself a stage
"Shooting" on 20th Century-Fox's
pects to begin actual production on son production, "Swifty," was com- veteran with about 50 years' service
10
Director
Alan
pleted
in
days
by
"Next Time We live," Ursula ParShe "Gentle Julia," starring Jane Within the theater, died last week.
This is the second in the
ers, has been moved up to Oct. 21,
rott story within the next week. James.
was a former musical comedy star.
for
eight
Gibsons
Futter
series
of
and will be directed by John BlyMargaret Sullavan will be the femDivision.
inine star.
James Dunn has been First
stone.
T
T
"Here Comes Trouble," sea story,
tested by Griffith for the male lead.
T
To get 50 Hawaiians for Mascot's has been purchased from the aut
v
Production of 20th Century-Fox's
H. Bruce Humberstone, director of "Fighting Marines," Jack Rose of thors, J. Robert Bren and Norman "Buccaneer," postponed
two weeks
M-G-M's "Three Live Ghosts," has the General Casting Agency had to Houston, by Sol M. Wurtzel for 20th ago when Claire Trevor,
feminine
assigned Robert Taylor to the lead- go to the Main Street section of Los Century-Fox. Bren and Houston re- lead, was stricken
with influenza,
visited
several
where
he
Angeles,
will
Taylor's
first
Co-Ed,"
ing role. This
be
a has resumed. With
cently sold "Broadway
George Archainpicture since his sensational per- Hawaiian clubs to get the desired vehicle for Alice Faye, to the com- baud directing,
the cast includes
extras.
number
of
formance in "Broadway Melody of
pany.
Pauline Frederick,
studios, where they are producing "Thrill of the Century."
The
Talisman studio will be remodeled,
with a new entrance on Virgil St.,
and a new bungalow will be erected
for the Halperins.
T
T
T

Milton Krims is at Warners working on an original story based on the
Mfe of Offenbach, the composer.
T

M. Wurtzel,

producer for 20th Century-Fox, has asSol

executive

signed "Your Uncle Dudley," with
Edward Everett Horton, "Champagne Charlie," with Edmund Lowe
and "Efficiency Edgar," with Horton
to Associate Producer Edward T.

William LeBaron, Paramount asproducer, having completed
"Coronado," is launching work on Lowe.
"Give Us This Night," musical in
Columbia is placing in production
which Jan Kiepura will make his
a new comedy drama entitled "Panic
Hollywood film debut.
on the Air," with Ann Sothern in
T
T
T
Fred Niblo has been assigned to the stellar role and Lloyd Nolan as
direct the 20th Century-Fox produc- leading man.
t
tion, "Hard to Get." On completion
Henry O'Neill, Leonard Mudie,
of this picture, Niblo will direct "The
Holy Lie," as previously announced. Rafaela Ottiano and Clara Blandick
sociate

are additions to the

Harold Dodds, formerly associated
with the casting office of Columbia,
has joined Republic as assistant to
Gordon Molson, casting director.
T

Edward Everett Horton and Peggy
Conklin will head the cast of Walter
Wanger's "Her Master's Voice,"
Paramount release. Joseph Santley
will direct this humorous yarn from
Clare Rummer's play.
T

T

T

"Last of the Pagans"

by M-G-M as
based

is

announced

final title for the pic-

on

Herman

Melville's

novel, "Typee."

Leading roles are
played by Mala, star of "Eskimo,"
and Lotus Long. Richard Thorpe is

Kansas City

T

T

now

T

Max Ree

youngest art directors in
Hollywood, Max Ree has been associated
with more than a thousand stage and
screen productions.
He designed the
costumes for the screen version of "A
Midsummer Night's Dream."
He began
his professional career with Max Reinhardt
in
the
latter's
Berlin
theater
and the current production of the Shakespeare comedy marks their first reunion
since

T

T

the

that time.

Kelly,

Helen

Kent Taylor, Paul
and Henry
*

Wood

Kolker.

Joan London, daughter of Jack
London, has been signed by William
Berke,
independent
producer,
to
adapt her new novel, "The Wolf
Call," for the screen.
Harry Carey
may be starred in it.

direct.
»
¥
T
Mrs. James Burke, wife of the
Frank McGlynn has been added screen actor, is recuperating at the
to the cast of "Ah, Wilderness!" Pasadena Hospital after a major opadaptation of Eugene O'Neill's play eration. Mrs. Burke was known on
now under way at M-G-M. Lionel the vaudeville stage as Elenor Dur-

Barrymore, Wallace Beery, Cecilia
Parker and Eric Linden all have
roles.

New

Briefs

Orleans Notes

—

—

Kansas City Nine more Fox
New Orleans Vic Maurin, ReMidwest houses here are putting in public booker, is confined to his
Bank Night.
home with a slight attack of flu.
George Rector, famous chef, apEd Brady, Vitagraph traveling
peared at the Plaza last week for auditor, is visiting the home office.
fuur morning matinees sponsored
Jai-Alai, a new type of game playby a grocery company, while Ely with a toy tennis racket and ball,
Culbertson was brought to the same not to be confused with the Cuban
theater for an evening lecture by a sport, is going to be a theater atlocal business association.
traction shortly. "Louisiana News,"
Harry Taylor, Columbia manager, which is wholesaling the equipment,
is out of the city on business.
Ditto is tieing up with neighborhood thefor W. E. Truog, United Artists, aters to pick the winner of each
and Benny Benjamin, Universal.
neighborhood with a final tourney to

Nebraska Notes

located at the Talis-

1,000 for
of

T

Peter B. Kyne story, prepared
for the screen by Ford Beebe, under
the temporary title "Gun Law," has
been selected as the first starring vehicle for Charles Starrett, recently
placed under long term contract by
Columbia. Joan Perry will be the
leading woman. David Selman will

be held in a commercial-run house.

Halperin Bros, of Academy Pictures are

at

A

"Anthony Ad- leading

the director.

One

cast

T

1936."

ture

verse"

Oklahoma

—

Items

—

kin.

Preston Foster will be starred
next by RKO in "The Green Shadow," which Charles Vidor will direct.

T

Warners

T

have

given
Addison
Richards a long-term contract. He
will next appear in "Prison Farm."
The studio also has assigned Donald

Woods and Ann Shoemaker to "Anthony Adverse."
T

T

y

John Ford will direct Katharine
Hepburn in "Mary of Scotland" for
RKO Radio. Dudley Nichols is
adapting the
Maxwell Anderson
play, which will be a Pandro Berman
production.
»

Slim Summerville has been assigned by Sol M. Wurtzel to star in
the 20th Century-Fox adaptation of
the Peter B. Kyne story, "Corncob
Kelly's Benefit."

Lincoln, Neb.
Milt Overman,
Oklahoma City J. P. Thompson
T
T
manager "of the Varsity here, is busy is erecting a second theater at TahMolly O'Day recently completed
spiking rumors that he's purchased lequah.
an important role in "Bars of Hate,"
a theater site in Woodbine, la.
Robb & Rowley will build a new Victory Pictures' latest production.
Weekending film men from com- house in Durant to replace the old

paratively far places were George
F. Monroe and Missus from Greeley, Colo., and L. J. Finske. J. H.
Cooper's division manager, Denver.
Chick Boyes, tent rep man here
since May, has folded, which cuts
down amusement competition with
theaters.

State

now being

demolished.

Doc Blackstone. -Warner traveler
out of here, visited Dallas last week.
June Fry is the new ticket seller
at the Empress, coming from the
Victoria to succeed Ruth Hudson,
resigned.
Carolyn Todd succeeds
Miss Fry at the Victoria.

Music

for "Ibberson"

More than 75 per cent

of Paramount's
"Peter Ibbetson" will have a musical
background.
The picture stars Gary
Cooper and Ann Harding.
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PAY
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YEAR'S FINEST PICTURE
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^^o/umbia quotes here

A

lilm of quality

recommended to

only a few of their superlative

standard

phrases which presage universal

encroaches on tne domain of

public appreciation or a produc-

wonder that audiences greeted

tion that sets

acting,

new standards

story-telling

and

in line

excellence

of

with applause \

is

those,

Here

high.

the

whos
scree

literature* Litt!

tne picture

s

endin

//

— ^Donald KirMe

direction.

BALTIMORE

"A

literary quality far

that

freshness

adventure

makes seeing

A

worthwhile

it

Eloquent example

!

and acting!

above tne average.

SUI

ol

direction

//

— Gilbert Kanour
BALTIMORE EVENING SUN

"I respectfully wave you to a seat

Hippodrome.

the

First-rate,

interesting, honestly presented!

— Norman

in

extremely
//

Clark

BALTIMORE NEWS

Columbia proudly

presents

&L FEATHBRd-IM
w
Basil

Rathbone

*

,

tn

s&

PAULINE LORD

Louis Hayward

Based on the novel 6v

HElbHA'

/

A.

R. Wylie

*

Billie

*

Burke

*

Directed by Alfred Stntell

eOfcUMMA PICTURE
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PUT

THEM
ALL

TOGETHER!
This

is

just

the

first pre-,

view report of "MUTINY

ON THE BOUNTY."
From now
day,

you

on, day after

will hear a

great deal about this

M-G-M
that

is

attraction

destined to revise

your ideas of
motion picture business

all
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Efforts to Dissuade

RKO,

1935

18,

TEN CENTS

Para. Told in St. Louis

ACCUSE ERPI OF DRIVING OUT INDIE SOUND FIRMS
Ail-Around Agreement by Nov. 1 Seen on 2,000-Ft.Reel
Viewing
.

.

CINCE

minimum

a

a

of rumor and a

maxi-

the policy of this pubof interesting and intriguing

of fact

lication,

Soon

DON CARLE GILLETTE-

lot

is

but groundless and

misleading speculations
important industry executives and
organizations have never found their way
into these columns.
In this category of "news" comes, among
other things, the merging of six or eight

about

major companies into two groups, the battles between bankers using film companies
as pawns, the regular semi-weekly rumored

company, the fortnightly official denial of same, the six new
companies that Winfield Sheehan is going
to join, the half dozen new posts for which
Al Lichtman is set, the five new presidents
of

sale

a

certain

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY
The few remaining

of

connection with the
compelte industry changeover to a
2,000-feet reel are expected to be
cleared up within the next few
weeks, with a general agreement on
all points by Nov. 1, it was stated
yesterday following a meeting of the
Reel Length Subcommittee of the
Research Council of the Academy.
The Fire Prevention Bureau of
difficulties

in

(.Continued on

William Fox Excused

to

Difficulties

be Straightened Out

the passing parade

.

By

^ mum

Remaining

Page 13)

William Fox has been temporarily excused from testifying before the Sirovich
Congressional
Committee investigating
patent pools because, according to his
attorney, Benjamin Reass, he is in a
hospital at Ontario, Canada, undergoing
insulin treatments.

TWO

POOLING DEALS

ARE SET BY

it

ARE FEARED

'

making

the

already

foundation

strong

organization

headed

with

and

present,

at

set,

is

a

new

a

big things.

for

Reference is to Hal Roach, who, with
Henry Ginsberg and the newly aligned David Loew, is about to expand his feature
activities and his importance in general.

As the only studio specializing in comedy, Roach already is in a class by himself.
With the additional resources and manpower now brought to his organization, the
Roach-Ginsberg-Loew triumvirate promises
a new era in the comedy field and else-

— :—

where.

/"NNLY

^^ state

a

short time

legislatures

left

is

go

before

into

many

special

objectives

of

B.

& K.

B. & K. has worked out two pooling deals with Alger Theaters at
La Salle and Peru, both in Illinois.
In the former situation B. & K. puts
its La Salle, seating 800, and its
(Continued on Pane 14)

other

industry

but some

posing
nearly

movies.

small

theater's controversy with the operators and stagehands union this

week may mean a wholesale return
of vaudeville into downtown thea(Contiitued on

sales

about

taxes

special

and thus
on

taxes

American

of

films.

Denying motions for dismissal, the
Appellate Division of the New York
State Supreme Court has cleared
the way for trial of the Robert S.
(Continued on Page 2)

Page 13)

N. Y. Confab
With Depinet, Schaefer on Films

Lawyers

Tell of

By DAVID

Legit-Screen Venture

(Continued on Page 13)

HOLD HEARING TODAY

ON FOX MET. FEES
will be held this morning
Federal Judge Julian W.
Mack on applications for fees and
he Fox Met. reorallowances in
ganization approximately $800,000.

Hearing

before

Major distributors have decided
pay the Canadian copyright tax,

Al

Rosen,

in

conjunction

downtown New York

with

interests, has
formed an enterprise to produce
plays for Broadway and later film
them at the coast. Three scripts
have been acquired so far with the
(Continued on Page i?)

—

Correspondent

time since
the government's case against Warners, et al, began before Federal
Judge George H. Moore on Sept. 30,
a complete program was presented
when John S. Leahy, counsel for
Allen L. Snyder and the receivers
for the Theater Realty Co., owners
St.

first

(Continued on Page 14)

to
it

was learned following a meeting of
attorneys yesterday at the Hays ofThe levy will be paid at the
fice.
rate of 5 per cent based on the computation that the copyright of a picture is valued at 10 per cent of its
total cost.

BARRETT

DAILY Staff
Louis For the

I'ILM

Launched by Al Rosen

members at the last sesmade the mistake of op-

general

brought

FRANCE

Several Pittsburgh Houses
Refuses to Dismiss
May Return to Vaudeville Court
Suit Against Para.-CBS Distributors Will Pay
Pittsburgh— Settlement of the Pitt
Canadian Copyright Tax

levy.

So prompt action and cooperative effort
against such burdens is again imperative.
Good work was done by exhibitors and
sions,

IN

Investigation
After hearing several witnesses
denounced alleged intimidation by
Amer. Tel. & Tel. and Erpi in driving competitors out of the sound
equipment field, Dr. Wm. I. Sirovich, chairman of the Congressional
Committee investigating patent pooling, said he believed the situation
could be remedied by insertion of
a provision in House Bill 5423 requiring companies enjoying a monopoly by virtue of government
franchise to license every financially responsible group desiring to use

ses-

sion
with revenue-raising plans in mind
and the movie industry as one of the principal

Sirovich,

Paris The government's long-expected new film decree is understood
to have been submitted to the National Economic Commission for approval, and is reported to contain
such drastic restrictions that American companies fear it will give control of their business to a national
The proposed decree has
agency.
the backing of authors, in particular, seeking to further native film
interests. Exhibitors, however, generally insist that they need a free
flow

IN

I.

—

of

—

Wm.

DRASTIC RESTRICTIONS

film

United Artists, etc., etc., ad infinitum.
reminds one of the gossip columnists
who make anywhere from 10 to 100 guesses
on a coming event, shooting at every possibility, and finally when and if one of these
potshots hits the mark they sputter all
over themselves in claiming credit for the
prediction
but say nothing about the 99
guesses on which they were wrong!

Dr.

chairman of the committee, declared that
in view of Fox's illness he was willing
to postpone his appearance before the
committee.

Erpi Intimidation Charged
At Sirovich Patents

"U"

British

Production Unit

—

Cable)
A new British
producing unit, with its own studios
costing $650,000, is announced by UniConstruction is under way at
versal.
Sound City, Shepperton, with two stages
It is planned
to be ready in March.
to make pictures in conjunction with
and technicians from
directors
stars,
Universal City for world release.

London

(By

I

DAILY

Friday,

Coast Court Rules Actors Court Refuses to Dismiss
Suit Against Para.-CBS
Are 'White Collar' Workers
West Coast Bureau
92
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May

of

col-

lar workers", not "laborers", according to a ruling by the State Appellate Court in a contract dispute in-

Warren

volving

Levy action against Paramount, Columbia Broadcasting System, Chase
bank and other defendants seeking
to

set

aside

transfer of 23 Para-

Hymer mount feature negatives to Film
Hymer.
cancel the
when the studio did Production Corp. and to sale of its

sought
not use him in a picture, a clause
to collect

in his contract stating that arbitration of disputes could be affirmed in
court. The general law is, however,
that labor cases are excepted.

N

distributing company's
50 per cent interest in the radio
The case was instituted in
outfit.
1933, with Attorney Samuel Zirn
representing Levy. Trial is now expected to take place in December

Make Shorts
Signs New Cartoon Characters
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
cartoon characters have been
Two
Hollywood—Helga Moray (Mrs.
THE
added to the "Rainbow Parade"
phoand
direct
NY.
will
York,
Garnett)
Tay
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New
Technicolor cartoon series produced
anthropographical
26
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. tograph
Hollyby the Van Beuren Corp. for RKO
Cable Address: Filmday, New York
major
a
through
shorts for release
were
Contracts
release.
Radio
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
made
London- company. The subjects will be
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
closed by Amedee J. Van Beuren
W. Fredman, The Film Renter 89-91 as an added project in connection
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne, with Garnett'? Asiatic cruise startFriedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Lour- ing Nov. 11.
des-Noues,

19.

FINANCIAL
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low
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Am. Seat
Columbia
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Ind

Con. Fm.

Ind.

Con.

East.

pfd..

Kodak

Univ.
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171/2

47%

471/4

08 1/4 IO8V4
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10%

.
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94

pfd..

13

123/4

123/4

pfd.

5%
5%

Century-Fox
Century-Fox pfd.
.

.

pfd

51/2

5%

16%
26%

253/4

34

333/4

163/g

7%

Warner Bros
do

56i/2 1561/2

1

1

5% +
18%

10%

Film
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—
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66—1

5V<\

RKO
20th

66

108'/4

pfd

20th

14

67

48'/8

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd
Pathe

14y4

18y2
156V2

Inc

Loew's,

do

vtc.

Picts.

71/4

44

pfd

Net
Chg.
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43

Vb
3/
8

+ %

—
—

Va

Keith

A-0

Paramount

RKO
RKO

...

6s46

_ %
5%
5% — %
I6V2 —
—
34
— %
43+1
3/8

3/4

253/4

71/4

15%

153/4

893/4

90

6s55 963/4
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83V2
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pp

6s41

Warner's

15%
90
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.151

6s39

1

963/8

963/8

83

83

51
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821/2

823/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
2% 2%
ZYi

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

+
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1/4

_

i/

8

+17

823/4

Sonotone Corp

19^4

183/g

191/4

31/4

3%

31/4

Martin Mooney Signed for 26 Wks.
Martin Mooney, special reporter
for the New York "American", yesterday signed a 26-week contract
probably a third.
with Warners to write originals and
His first assignment will
dialogue.
Confab With U. S. Atorney Put Off probably be on "Petrified Forest".
Conference of an I. T. O. A. com- Mooney leaves in about a week for
mittee with J. Howard Carter, U. the coast, driving west with his
S.

attorney, to present complaints
alleged distributor prac-

+ %
+

1/4

—

—

—

St.

Louis Amuse. Stock

— Class

A stock of St.
Co. has been withdrawn from listing on the local stock
exchange upon approval of the SeSt.

Louis

Amusement

curities

wishes

lowing

Miriam

DAILY
on

their

Hopkins

the

fol-

birthday:

Guy Wonders
Bob Custer

Lamar Trotti
H.

THE

from
to

J.

Yates,

Jr.

family.

has been put off until ThursFilm "Tom Brown's Schooldays"
The committee headed by Ben West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Roman meets Monday to further
David O. Selznick
Hollywood
compile data in connection with its
will produce "Tom Brown's Schoolcharges.
days" as one of the features on the
Selznick International Pictures pro"Dream" Opening in Cleveland
for United Artists. A camera
gram
With the Committee
Cleveland
leaves shortly for England to
crew
for the Advancement of the Screen
make exteriors.
sponsoring the local engagement,
Warners' "A Midsummer Night's
Party for Betty Roach
Dream" opens tonight at the Hanna
audience
Betty Roach, secretary to Al
distinguished
before
a
headed by Mr. and Mrs. Newton D. Lichtman at United Artists, was
given a farewell party by associates
Baker.
She
at the Normandie yesterday.
Newark Trans-Lux Deal Still Hot is leaving the company to go with
Plans for the erection of a Trans- Lichtman.
Lux Theater in Newark are still
with
considered,
seriously
being
New Port au Prince House Opens
negotiations pending and a good
Port au Prince, Haiti The new
probability that they will materialize,
Theater, modern cinema, openRex
stated yesterday by Major
it was
Oliver Brothers, Inc.,
ed recently.
L. E. Thompson.
New York, are American represen-

Louis

FILM

SAM

MORRIS.

E.

Warner

vice-president

charge of foreign distribution, sailed yesterday
from England for New York on the Majestic
after taking care of the London opening of

"A Midsummer

Night's Dream."

SYLVIA FROOS, now appearing

in person at
the Stanley, Pittsburgh, returns to New York
next week to resume work in shorts for Educa-

tional.

FELIX FERRY arrives in New York on Monday aboard the Normandie to line up talent
for another of his London revues.

DAVID

B.

from

returned

HAMPTON,

WALLER,

JACK

London

after finishing a

brief

manager,
on the Majestic.

Louis for a rest

Columbia picture on the coast.

DON HANCOCK
a

has

theatrical

New York next week
HARRY RICHMAN is in St.

arrives in

after

agent,

literary

Hollywood.

returns to New York
to Washington.

flight

CLEON THROCKMORTON

today

from

returned

has

abroad after a prolonged study
production in sixteen countries,
Greece and ending with Russia.

of

theatrical
beginning at

DR. RICHARD BURTON, literary adviser to
Warners on "A Midsummer Night's Dream," reto New York yesterday after delivering

turned

several

talks

distinguished

before

audiences

in

Washington.

SPIERMAN. Warners' new appointee
R.
D.
the Singapore office recently named by
foreign sales manager,
general
Joe Hummel,
has arrived there to take over management.

for

LOUIS WEISS, now
lywood,

plans

to

MERIAN COOPER
on

New York

in

remain

plans

from

Hol-

three weeks.

East
to

sail

for

Europe

Saturday.

JOHN BALABAN returned to Chicago yesterday from New York in company with WALTER
IMMERMAN.
LEON ROSENBLATT, who is at Atlantic City,
returns to New York on Wednesday.

tices

Withdraw

Best

livan for the right to include "Felix
the Cat" in the Van Beuren animated cartoon series.

day.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40

"Barbary Coast" Holding Over
Playing to more than 64,300 paid
admissions up to yesterday morning,
"Barbary Coast", Samuel GoldwynUnited Artists production which
opened Saturday at the Rivoli, is
set for a second week at least and

with Fontaine Fox, creator of the
"Toonerville Trolley" cartoon strip,
and also with the estate of Pat Sul-

% concerning

+ %

Coming and Going

Mrs. Garnett to

Ernest

19351

18,

{Continued from Page 1)

THE FILM DAILY

—Actors are "white

Oct

& Exchange

Commission.

"Confidential" a Mascot Release
"Confidential," produced as part of
last year's program by Mascot, is
being released direct to Mascot exchanges instead of through Republic under their recent affiliation.

tatives for the house.

Hollywood

FILM DAILY
—"The THE
Vigilantes Are
of

Coming" has been set as the title
of the fourth serial to be produced
by Nat Levine for the current Re"Darkest Africa,"
public program.
featuring Clyde Beatty and Manuel
King, will be the first in production,
followed by "The Undersea Kingdom," "Vigilantes" and "Robinson
B. R. Eason has been
Crusoe."
signed as serial director.

SERVICE!
It

an interesting fact

is

that

many Executives

this

industry Use

"Born for Glory" Preview Party
GB will give a preview party to
an invited audience at the Chanin
roof theater tonight for a showing
of "Born for Glory."
"Shipmates" to Hold Over
First National's "Shipmates Forever", Dick Powell-Ruby Keeler veh-

which opened Wednesday night
at the Strand, has already been set

icle

John Benas Laid Up
John Benas of the Rosenbla/ttWelt circuit is laid up by the grippe.

in

FILM DAILY

Reference

Books

in

Information and Statistical Data

Preference

to hold over.

Earlier Friday Opening at Roxy
The Roxy, starting today, will
hereafter open its doors at 11 A. M.
on Fridays.

Levine Sets Fourth Serial
West Coast Bureau

in

their

Another
flection

to

own

files

compelling reon Film Daily
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DREAM COMES THRU

^

ondon,

Philadelphia,

WEEK

OF THE

Los

and

New

Angeles

/idsummer Night's Dream' as

'a

IN

PHOTO-REVIEW

York,

hail

"A

landmark

n history

of the motion picture' (N.Y. Herald-

"ribune).

Photo above was snapped during

lationwide pre-premiere broadcast, part of

remendous buildup given

IGHTS

Reinhardt

AND SHADOWS

and

film.*

blonde

>eauty are responsible for this striking study
Bette Davis (below), who has just finished
Hard Luck Dame' with Franchot Tone, and
if

>

now busy

er

comrade

in
in

'The

Petrified

Forest'

PUTTIN*

with

coastward

'Bondage', Leslie Howard.*

ON
is

HIS

TAP HAT

musical

and heading
comedy's favorite

dance star, Paul Draper, signed by Warners
to gambol with Ruby Keeler, Jack Oakie,
Joan Blondell, Hugh Herbert in 'Colleen'.

ON A

BICYCLE BUILT FOR 78
Mervyn

Director

Leroy

'Anthony Adverse'

totes

script as

he

searches for 78 top-notch actors
to

speaking

fill

coming Warner

roles

of forth-

special. Thus far,

Fredric
March,
Donald Woods,
Ann Shoemaker, Henry O'Neill.

includes

cast

Anita

HIT

Louise,

AHOY!

is

nation's greeting

to 'Shipmates Forever' as Powell-

Keeler naval sensation nabs top

money
Haven,

in

first-runs.

of

naval

tured

Omaha,

151

Boston,

New

other simultaneous

Opening
reserves

night

parade

(right)

fea-

campaign which has N.

Y.

Strand doing S.R.O. business.!

•A Warner

Bros. Picture

|A Cosmopolitan

Production

Vitagraph,

Inc.,

Distributors

THIS IS

PR0MQTI2K

BILLBOARDS^
S
\WSPAPER
NE
combining

make

to

the

greatest

promotion
campate11
ever

attempted

m picture
history—

-

SAMUEL GOLDWYN TRIUMPHS AGAIN!
Hust as
novo

K^he

CzJuaroary

'^JJarlc

\^oast

^/-ingel

continues

drew
tne

critical plaudits

everyvomere

^yolawyn tradition

oj

excellence!

A

play done passion-

ately yet tenderly
filled

with the

and

virility

of America's most ro-

mantic city

.

.

.

It's

a

Americana. For Charles
MacArthur and Ben
bit of

thrilling

Hecht, the authors,
carved their play from
the authentic stuff of
history
Here is
San Francisco of the
.

.

.

'49ers, city of

misted
itself

dreams,

audacious,

violent,
in

fog, lifting

from the mud to

the stars.

—GERALD
BREITIGAM,

N. Y. World-Telegram

Not

.

.

.

he

Hawks' concise direction and Ray June's
expert photography
are also prime factors

.

the success of this
well paced, swashin

.

.

MURDOCK,

cellent

Philadelphia livening
Public Ledger

tion
Coast

big picture

.

.

is
.

... a vivid and absorbing melodrama of
gold-rush days in early

a

It's

worth seeing for
anyone who ever has

San Francisco. Produced with Samuel

been interested

well

in

the

Goldwyn's customary

colorful history of

San

painstaking care . . .
You'll like "Barbary

Francisco.

.

and blessed with

T.

"Barbary Coast"

.

.

buckling story.

—HENRY

Grand entertainment

"Barbary

in

is

Coast," a rousing dramatic tale of old San
Francisco in the gold
rush days
Miriam
Hopkins, lovelier than
ever ... a rattling
good yarn
firstrate entertainment

Howard

.

.

in

Caesar," has
Mr. Robinson been as
convincingly tough as

respond with
a topnotch perform.

performance

"Little

players

ance

memor-

since his

able

Crisp and adventurous romance ... a
full-blooded yarn

—FRED

SPEERS,
Denver Post

ex-

Coast."

—ROSE PELSWICK

characteriza-

.

.

N. Y. Evening Journal

Barbary

.

be

will

very

popular.

—New York Sun

Nothing less than
good could come of
a combination of the
talents of Samuel
Goldwyn, Ben Hecht
and Charles MacArthur, Miriam Hopkins,
Edward G. Robinson
and Joel McCrea. All
of them have been

Fine cast lifts "Barbary Coast" to top
Roistering, colorful,

ranking
audiences
reacted with approving applause to the
.

.

.

and exciting "Barbary

Coast"

is one love
which also will
entertain the men. It
is
packed with melodramatic action .
Miriam Hopkins is as
fetching as ever in it
and a splendid cast
supports her.

story

exciting melodrama...

Miriam Hopkins, who
is easily one
of our
best dramatic ac-

.

superb
performance as Swan
one of the most

tresses, gives a

.

.

.

entertaining

pictures

with the
finer things of the
screen, and it is therefore no surprise that
their

JOHANESON,
Mirror

O.

combined

efforts

have made a lively,
handsomely produced,
able and exciting
melodrama in "Barbary Coast."

—BLAND

of the year.

—LOUELLA

associated

.

PARSONS,
Los Angeles Examiner

—ALBERTA

PIKE,
Denver Rocky
Mountain News

t
if h

MIRIAM HOPKINS
Directed

by

•

HOWARD HAWKS

iZAe^el

tLu

EDW.
•

G.

Screenplay

ROBINSON
by

Charles

•

JOEL McCREA

MacArthur

and

Ben

Hecht
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Lawrence Tibbett

Cast: Dolores Del

in

"METROPOLITAN"
with

Cesar

Brady,

Alice

Bruce,

Virginia

80 mins.

Century-Fox

GOOD
OPERATIC

WITH

PRODUCTION

CLASS

DOMINATING AND
IT SOME GENERAL

BITS

COMEDY GIVING
APPEAL.
For
very

Hike

the

and semi-opera fans,

opera

satisfying,

of singing

as

them.
The story, however, though
well handled by Director Richard Boleslawski, is not much more than a framework
for these vocal numbers, so it holds only
a mixed interest.
Entertainment is helped
somewhat by a fairly good sprinkling of
Luis Al-

berni as a vocal teacher, the temperamental

George Marion Sr. as a conductor, and the
even more temperamental Alice Brady as a
has-been diva who tries to make Tibbett
but fails and as a result walks out on the
show she is producing.
In the way of
love interest opposite Tibbett there is Virginia Bruce, who wants to make good as a
singer but is disliked by Miss Brady. When
the latter leaves the show
!

reveals that she actually

i

wanted

;

Miss Bruce
an heiress who

flat,

is

So she comes to
the rescue of the troupe, gives Tibbett
the chance to prove his grand voice, and
to win on merit.

thus to wedding bells.

Cast: Lawrence Tibbett, Virginia Bruce,
Alice Brady, Cesar Romero, Thurston Hall,

George

Marion, Sr., Adrian
Rosley, Christian Rub, Ruth Donnelly, Franklyn Ardell, Etienne Girardot, Jessie Ralph.

Luis

Alberni

Busby

Julius

J.

Morse.
Fair

Photography,

Excellent.

SHORTS
Gus Edwards' Stars of the Future

with

excitable

Director,

Wald,

this

opportunities and he does nicely

comedy supplied by the

Foy;
Jerry

Robert Andrews; Screenplay, same;
Cameraman, George Barnes; Editor, Terry

the star plenty

gives

it

Marshall,

Epstein,

prove

to

Everett

Morita.

Bryan
Producer,
Berkeley; Authors,

Direction,

Lawrence Tibbett vehicle ought

Rio,

Guy Kibbee, Allen Jenkins, Bertcn Churchill,
Hobart Cavanaugh, Don Alvarado, Mary
Treen, Eddie Conrad, Shaw & Lee, Robert
Greig,

Romero
20th

Producer, Darryl Zanuck; Director, Rich-

"Trouble

In

in

Toyland"
20 mins.

Vitaphone

The Tops
One of the most original and

entertaining kid films ever produced.
It is unique in that the Gus Edwards' youngsters are all under 12
years, and put on a highly diversified
revue that is anything but amateur.
These kids are troupers, and show
the results of skillful coaching by
their famous mentor. Tied up with
a neat idea, as the youngsters go
on strike with protest signs parading in front of Santa Claus' shop.

He comes

out,

and they

insist

on

entertaining instead of being entertained like ordinary kids. So Santa

agrees to watch their show.
It's
class all the way. Joe Benny plays
Jackie Clune
an accordion— swell.
sings "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling" a Voice, we mean. Julie Meyers imitates Aunt Jemima
neat.
Johnnie Gee as a farmer sings
"Dinah" a real impersonation. The

—

—

—

McNamara

Boleslawski;

real

E.

M. Newman's

"Playgrounds"

(Our
Vitaphone

Own

United States)

11 mins.
Sport Everywhere
A zippy journey to the playgrounds of America, interestingly
toured with James Wallington doing
The spots covered
the narration.
are Virginia Beach, Pinehurst, Jones
Beach, Coney Island, Palm Springs,
Atlantic City, St. Petersburg, Miami
Beach, Lake Placid, Old Orchard

Jean Parrillo sings

—

—

—

STORY.

is

too

and

idea

holds

interest,

Marshall,

radio

the

of

routine

which has so
that

originality

but the
star,

singing

is

of

the

forin

little

barely

it

of

Everett

enjoyable

The story is one of those offand-on love affairs between a temperamental actress, played by Dolores Del Rio, and
a poor singer who becomes a radio celebrity,
played by Marshall.
Mingled in with the
alternate scrapping and romancing of these
two is an intermittent run of comedy by
some of Warner's best hands in this line.
The laughs help out quite a bit, but neither
this nor the singing by Marshall can do
enough to overcome the shortcomings of
the plot. Nor does the direction rise above
the material at any time.
Miss Del Rio
does the best possible with her role.
Marvariety.

shall

is

Kibbee,

and

at his best

Allen

Berton

when

Jenkins,

Churchill

7 mins.
Fair Cartoon
This creation of the Harman-Ising
studios represents a lot of work, but
its contents and action are a bit
jumbled, resulting in just fair entertainment of its kind. It's a fastmoving mixture of southern darky
singing, cotton picking, Simon Legree melodramatics, etc., performed
by a flock of toy characters, and
done in Technicolor.

Claude Hopkins in

"By Request"
(Melody Masters)
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Class

vocalizing.

Hobart

give

able

Guy

Cavanaugh
support.

"The Doormen's Opera"
(Broadway Brevities)

"The

Dutch Plate"
(Merrie Melody)
Little

classy presentation of Claude
Hopkins and his colored orchestra,
featuring Tip, Tap and Toe, the boys
who say it with nifty foot work. The
setting is a swanky night club, and
some of the songs presented with
rhythm are "Sweet Horn," "To Call

You My Own," "Every Day" and
The work of
"Quarter to Nine."
the ivory-manipulator and the tapping of the three lads is something
Plenty of color
calling for cheers.
in this black-and-white short but

—

Harlem tints.
rected with class by Roy Mack.

20 mins.
pretentious tabloid musical re-

is

all

swell

Di-

E. M. Newman's
"Camera Hunting"

Vitaphone

7 mins.
Clever
Cartoon
A
A clever cartoon fantasy with the
vue, handsomely mounted, and with
a very original idea. Four doormen mellerdrama villain and-the-mortThe little Dutch salt
of swanky entertainment spots are gage motif.
shown opening with an explanatory shaker comes to life as does the
chant as the customers enter the girl on the Dutch chinaware who
theater.
Then the doors open to lives in the windmill. Their romance
present the stage, and the show is progresses till Mr. Vinegar, in his
on.
The doormen appear through- bottle also comes to life and plays
out the various numbers, so that the the villain trying to close the mortatmosphere of the opera is main- gage on the heroine's windmill. The
tained.
Evelyn Dall starts it off hero almost saves the girl for himwith a song. Then some fast adagio self, but disaster hits him in a surAnimated by Jack
work by Kay, Katja and Kay. Thel- prise climax.
ma Leeds sings a catchy number. Carr and Robert Clampett. Original
(There are eight zippy songs inter- music by Norman Spencer, with the
spersed throughout the two-reeler.) lyrics sung by the cartoon characThe Vitaphone Girls dressed in kid- ters.

Vitaphone

Rhythm

A

it

much

yarn,

this

basic

M-G-M

Beach and Lake Maranacook.

—

There
mula in

"The Old Plantation"
(Happy Harmonies Series)

venomous gossip.

Six"—cute. "Sugar" war-

—

»

costume do a takeoff on Shirley
"Vitaphone Casino"
Temple. The most pretentious skit
(Big
Time Vaudeville Reel)
Hear
I
is a dance number, "When
10 mins.
My Doorbell." Finishes with Char- Vitaphone
lotte Arren in an eccentric burlesque
Nice Variety
Directed with
of an opera star.
Well diversified vaude program,
class by Roy Mack.
that moves fast with plenty of atmospheric
setting.
Paul Dukes
"Neighbors"
leads off with his sleight-of-hand
(Color Rhapsody)
with cigarettes. Babs Ryan and her
7 mins.
Columbia
brothers in a piano and singing act.
Lively Animated Cartoon
Buster West does his sailor dance
Containing a little moral lesson routine with a girl in a flirtation
as well as lots of fast-moving comskit, and finishes with his comedy
edy, this animated cartoon in color
Finishes with the Radio
It stepping.
will please them in any house.
shows a couple of roosters engaged Rubes in some hill-billy harmonizin neighborly friendship until an ing with one lad doing a grand downold buzzard tells each one that the
on-the-farm solo number. Directed
other is not really a friend, thus
causing a battle royal to the finish, by Roy Mack and Joseph Henabery.
with the victims realizing then that
they should not have listened to the

Brothers do a dance

steppers.

"Six Times

»

die

"Hollywood Capers"
(Looney Tunes)
bles "It's An Old Southern Custom"
7 mins.
Vitaphone
real darkie. Sybil Elaine sings "I
Novelty Cartoon
Can Sew A Button" with impersonaLeon Schlesinger's cartoon productions
a sure-fire star of the future,
this kid. The Hill Sisters do an acro- tion featuring the mischievous kid,
Dolores Del Rio and Everett Marshall in
batic specialty class.
The Catri Beans. The hero wangles his way
Kids do a stair dance and it's tops. into a Hollywood studio, and starts
"I LIVE FOR LOVE"
The finale is a knockout.
Nancy to disrupt the works. He accidenwith Guy Kibbee, Allen Jenkins, Hobart
tally puts a mechanical robot into
Gonzales does "La Cucaracha"
Cavanaugh
with all the movements. This short action, and the robot finishes the
ruin that Beans has started. Finally
Warner Bros.
63 mins. will slay all the fond mammas with
to Beans overcomes the mechanized
FAIR
ROMANTIC COMEDY-DRAMA their own darlings. To miss it iscan
terror and becomes a hero. Animayou
WITH MARSHALL'S GOOD SINGING AS pass up the best kid draw
Directed by tion by Rollin Hamilton and Charles
flash on your screen.
BEST
FEATURE
IN
RATHER WEAK Joseph Henabery.
Jones.
Music by Norman Spencer.

Author, Bess Meredyth;
Screenplay, Bess Meredyth, George Marion
Jr.;
Cameraman, Rudolph Mate; Editor,
Barbara McLean.
Direction, First-Class Photography, A-l.
ard

Friday, Oct. 18, 1935

(Our
Vitaphone

A

Own

United States)
11 mins.

Unique Animal Shots
journey throughout the United

States observing close-ups of unusual animal life in captivity and
the wild. Some of the subjects are:
Seminole Indians running an alligator farm in Florida; a monkey
and a cat fraternizing together; a
two-year-old handling rattlers; a
husky farmer carrying an 800-lb.
bull on his shoulders; beavers at
work in Yellowstone Park building
a dam. Narrative by Paul Douglas.
Interesting film for all animal lovers.

THEY LIVE AGAIN
HEROES AND LOVERS ALL!
TO RIDE AND FIGHT FOR LOVE AND KING!
. . .

.

Sword strikes sword ...
woman's lips tremble

.

and

a

kingdom

A
.

totters!

aul£)

<il

JJaiaiii

Pumas' Deathless Novel Produced on a Scale
Worthy of its Glorious Tradition
.

.

.

!

!

!

RKO-RADIO'S wondrous
production

of the

grandest

romance ever born from
the fire -dipped pen of the
master
"All for one,

and one

for

all!" ... as fiction's fondest

heroes relive the dashing
clays of this stirring

ony
0mm

of steel

on

sym-

steel

STAGE AND SCREEN PLUN-

DEREDSpF THEIR BEST
TO MAK^THE WORLD'S
MOST-LOvfeD ADVENTURE

story

to life
as you would have it
live in your Memory
lej^p

FOREVER

D'Artagnan, heroland's
mosl audacious go-lo-lhedevil lover

...

as

Dumas

must have dreamed him!

Hundreds

of

swordsmen

mighty mass duel
the King of France!

stage the
for

WORLD PREMIERE SOON AT
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!
WALTER

ABEL, Broadway

as the fiery D'Artagnan;

stage idol,

PAUL LUKAS,

heart-breaking screen lover, as Athos,-

MARGOT GRAHAMS,

English stage

beauty, as intriguing Milady

De Winter;

HEATHER ANGEL,

Constance,-

as

IAN KEITH, as de Rochefort Moroni
Olsen, Onslow Stevens, Rosamond
PineheS, John Qualen, Ralph
. . .

Forbes, Nigel de Brulier and hundreds of others. Screenplay by Dudley
Nichols and Rowland V. Lee. Associate
Producer, Cliff Reid.

RKO-RADIO

m

Thrilling fencing

arrangements by Fred Cavens.

PICTURE
Directed

by

ROWLAND

V.

LEE
PRINTED IN C.

3.

4

.

Friday, Oct.

1935

8,

1
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SEE AGREEMENT SOON

CHARGE ERPI KILLED

ON 2,000-FOOT REEL
(Continued from Page

INDIE

(Continued from Page

Omaha has endorsed the new reel
and steps are being taken for a similar change in the fire laws of Chicago, where Gordon S. Mitchell,
manager of the Research Council,
recently conferred.

* IT WAS
?
n
Jack
Dempsey s

(Continued from Page 1)

The

expecting to return
to vaude in two weeks, will be followed by Mott Shea's Fulton and
Harris-Alvin.
The Stanley,
the
Warner house, is already operating
with a combination policy.
Pitt,

Foreign Flashes

—An

Italo-German

accord
has been signed whereby Pittaluga
of Rome will represent and show
Tobis pictures throughout Italy and
its colonies, while Italian productions will be shown here.
Algiers Pierre Tchac will produce 'Hoggar", first Technicolor feature to be made here.
Paris Andre Berley, well-known
actor, has formed his own producing
firm and will make his first picture
next spring.
Kazan, Russia A new large factory is being built here at a cost of
$1,000,000 to turn out raw stock.
feature-length
First
Moscow
color film, "Nightingale," is being
made under the direction of Ekk.
Moscow After reviewing 68 pictures, "The Informer" and "Lost
Patrol" were picked by the Soviet
authorities for Russian release.
Paris—Jacques Feyder will soon
begin the English version of "Kermesse Heroque", with Elissa Landi,
who recently finished work in
Berlin

—

—

—

—

—

"Koenigsmark" and went to London to appear with Douglas Fairbanks Jr. in "Amateur Gentleman".

Madrid— In
German

the 1934-35 season 40
pictures were shown here,

32 in original versions.
Marcel Pagnol has
Marseilles
opened his Theater Noailles for his

—

own and American pictures.
Virginia Cherrill has
London

—

been signed for 20th Century-Fox's
"Late Extra." Herbert Marshall and
Edna Best will appear in a B.I.P.
production.

Short Plans Repeat Date at Plaza
travel
"Norwegian
Sketches",
short released by Central Film, has
been booked for a return engagement at Leo Brecher's Plaza, something unusual for this house.

Film Folk in New Play
Barbara Weeks, Noel Francis and
Stanley Smith,
audiences, are
"Satellite,"

new Broadway show beby Cameron and Davi-

ing produced

dow.

known to screen
now rehearsing in

all

AMPA

,lke old

times at the
luncheon at
the Ribbing Reserves were out in full
force to give Julius Cohen a ride when he got up to
speak as
one of the Critic Guests
Hal Home led the oral assault as
usual
but Juhus managed to get over his Big Tribute to
Loue la Parsons
to whom he was eternally grateful for
teaching him all he knew about being a critic
,

Several Pittsburgh Houses
May Return to Vaudeville
ters.

SOUND FIRMS

1)

,

1

• • OTHER CRITIC guests who courageously appeared
beard the pressagent lions in their den were Marguerite
Tazelaar, Irene Thirer, Bide Dudley and Bland Johaneson
looks as if the rest of the newspaper crits can give it
but couldn't take it
they didn't show
Bide Dudley put
in a plug on the importance of the radio critic
he being
one
Bide gives more swell plugs to pix over
than
any three newspaper crits, but the home office advertising lads
evidently haven't heard about the radio ....
and Bide
•

to

WOR

• • • WITH PREXY Gordon White sending the honored
guest in big
Frank Buck gave a colorful and graphic account of many of his wild animal adventures
Pete Mack,
the NBC entertainer, did his Hungarian stooge act, and spoke
in his funny dialect, with Gordon White playing straight
Boris Morros got a fine ovation as he finished a farewell speech
prior to going to Hollywood for his new and important Paramount studio post
Louis Calhern took a bow
the Dempsey dinery was crowded
everybody had a grand time
• • • GALA NIGHT tonite
with 150 stars entertaining at the "Barbary Coast" Ball at the Astor Hotel
dancing will follow the extensive show
entertainers will
include Carmela Ponselle, Bob Hope, Betty Boop, William Gaxton, Victor Moore
Dorothy Mackaill, Sheila Barrett, Xavier
Cugat, Jack Benny, Phil Baker
Uncle Don, "N.T.G.", and
his Paradise Girls, the Perry Twins
the N. Y. "American"
Christmas Fund gets the charity receipts
and United
Artists get the ballyhoo on their "Barbary" showing at the
.

Rivoli

T
•

•

T

T

A LECTURE on the motion picture will be spontonight by the New Film Alliance at Steinway Hall, open

1)

by-products developed by the company.
Representatives McFarland
of Texas and Buckler of Minnesota,
members of the committee, also declared themselves in favor of requiring A. T. & T. to grant licenses
to sound manufacturers to use patents developed by the telephone company.
The witnesses before the committee yesterday were C. C. Colby, formerly associated with the Sampson
Electric Co., and Jos. Numero, head
of Cinema Supplies Co. of Minneapolis.
Colby related that he had unavailingly tried to obtain a license
from Erpi for use of sound amplifying patents after the government
consent decree of 1932 dissolving
the A. T. & T.,
patent pool.
He said that a contributing cause
in the liquidation of the Sampson
Electric Co., which manufactured
amplifiers sold to theaters, was the
intimidation
practiced
Erpi
by
through threatening the company's

RCA

customers with lawsuits if they
bought Sampson equipment.
Colby
said Erpi was responsible for driving out of business nearly every independent manufacturer of sound
equipment.
He said the effect of
Erpi's domination of the motion picture equipment business has been to
increase the cost of sound equipment.
After hearing Numero describe
the difficulties he has had surviving
in business against the competition
of A. T. & T. and Erpi, Rep. McFarland of Texas was moved to say
that "If this racket continues in the
future as in the past it will lead to
government ownership of the tele-

phone system."

Legit-Screen Venture

Launched by Al Rosen

•

sored
the lecturer, Francois Doublier, film pioneer
to the public
assistant to Lumiere who invented the first projection
camera
the films to be screened include one of the first
and newsreel shots taken by Lumiere
Edison productions
and at the
at the McK ink' y inauguration parade in 1897
Paris Exhibition of 1900

• • • A MOCK football game is the novelty being staged
by Zac Freedman in his current Cocoanut Grove Revue at the
he uses a line of girls and a male
Park Central Hotel
with a dance team as umpire
choir as the opposing teams
the act is done to a football-dancing routine
and referee
all music and dancing
looks
that is highly original
like an idea for picture adaptation in a musical

EVEN

AS Charlie Einfeld has done an exceptional
• • •
job in handling the advertising and publicity campaign on "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" at the Hollywood theater on BroadSam E. Morris in charge of Warners' foreign distribuway
tion rates quite a few for the London premiere of the film
his opening at the Adelphi had the whole town talking

«

€<

«

» » »

(Continued from Page

1)

following titles: "Two on the Latchkey," "Green Carnations' and "One
Good Year." The initial production
will go into rehearsal early next

month.
Rosen has established headquarters in the RKO Building. One company will do the plays and another
corporation, which will function as a
holding company, will finance them
and produce the pictures. Rosen will
divide his time between New York
and the coast. Blau & Polakoff are
attorneys for the

new

outfit.

Lottery Case Put Off
Special Sessions yesterday put off
until Oct. 24 trial of the anti-lottery complaint against the Withrop
theater, Brooklyn, in connection with
the game known as "Farmer MilMelvin Albert of Weisman,
ler."
Quinn, Allen & Spett represented
the defendant when the case was
This is the first
called yesterday.
anti-lottery action to reach Special
Sessions.

THE
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PRODUCT CONFAB

IS

RELATED AT TRIAL

NEWS

of the

—

Birmingham Fritz May has been
transferred by Wilby to Knoxville,
(Continued from Page 1)
where he will manage the Strand.
of the Fox Theater, took the stand
Bill Coury is being brought in from
yesterday to give his version of his Montgomery to manage the Strand
conversation with Ned E. Depinet
here.

RKO in the Plaza Hotel, New
York, on April 7, 1934, when he
Johnny Hardgrove,
Newark, 0.
undertook to point out to Depinet for many years identified with varithat RKO through entering into a ous central Ohio enterprises, has
commitment to furnish its pictures gone to Pittsburgh to join the Loew
to Warners in St. Louis instead of organization as assistant manager
to Fanchon & Marco was violating of one of the houses there.
the Sherman Act and that Depinet
as an individual should not permit
Bexley, O. The new Bexley thethe corporation to compel him to ater, which has a double auditorium
do an illegal act.
Leahy brought served from one projection booth,
to the stand with him drama, action will open Oct. 22.
and comedy relief that frequently
brought laughter from most everyMarco anything in St. Louis because
one present.
Upon cross-examina- his
company entered into a contract
tion by Jacob Lashly of counsel for
RKO and Depinet, when asked why wth Warners.
Leahy told about discussing the
it was that, if Depinet was the close
personal friend of Harry Arthur, situation over the telephone with
Leahy had stated he had prepared Schaefer, and pointing out that the
either the same day or the next film companies were acting in rean affidavit by Arthur that subse- straint of trade, and that Schaefer
quently found its way to the Depart- replied that their lawyers had gone
ment of Justice and in all probability over the whole matter and there
will be used against Depinet in the was nothing he could do about it.
present criminal prosecution, Leahy
On cross-examination Leahy addeclared that neither Arthur nor mitted that his law partner, Lamany of his associates, including bert Walter, had represented Harry
lawyers, had ever asked for or Koplar in litigation against Warsought a criminal prosecution and ners in St. Louis. Lashly described
that all they had asked the De- this litigation as "bitter."
partment of Justice was for equitClarence M. Turley, former assoable relief, as they principally want- ciate of Skouras Bros, in the operaed pictures for their houses. He then tion of the Ambassador, Missouri
went on to explain that when the and New Grand Central theaters,
Department of Justice went into the and co-guarantor with them on cersituation and learned the facts it
tain bonds, was the first witness
insisted upon going before a grand yesterday and told of an argument
jury.
between Spyros Skouras and HerEloquent, witty, dynamic, Leahy man Starr, Warner official, in the
persisted in answering questions in Blackstone Hotel on Feb. 27 or 28,
his own way, instead of merely by 1934, at which Starr stated that
"yes" or "no" thus provoking numer- Warners got a raw deal from the
ous objections by opposing counsel. bondholders' committee, that an effort
Although he admitted that he had was being made to force Warners
never met George J. Schaefer of out of St. Louis and that they
Paramount, one of the defendants would show the bondholders' comin the case, and had only talked on mittee and others that his company
the telephone to him while in New would continue to be a factor in
York on April 7, 1934, Leahy was the St. Louis exhibition field.
permitted by Judge Moore to testify
Leahy, when asked whether at the
concerning what he said to Schaefer conference with Depinet the quesin that telephone conversation, extion of obtaining pictures for Arplaining that it was preliminary to
thur was discussed, said that it had
his subsequent scene with Depinet
been and that Depinet had said that
and Harry Arthur. This was in a
he thought it could be arranged. He
suite at the Plaza occupied by Leahy,
Depinet saying: "Don't take
Harry Greenman, manager of the quoted
Fox Theater, and Ed Koeln, co-re- this matter up with the authorities
It will all work
Washington.
ceiver for the Theater Realty Com- at
pany.
He told how Depinet came out all right. Believe that they will
us
to the hotel in response to a tele- forget about it and finally allow
phone call from someone that Leahy to sell you pictures and you will
wanted to talk to him.
He said get the Paramount Pictures too."
that Arthur started the preliminary This concluded the direct examinatalk by explaining that he and De- tion by Hardy.
pinet were friends of long standing
In his cross-examination by Jim
and had had business deals for a Reed and other defendant counsel,
period of years and that he was Leahy made no attempt to minimize
surprised to learn from Depinet that Koplar's association with Snyder
his company couldn't sell Arthur and Arthur in their operation of
anything in St. Louis.
the various first-run theaters in St.
Depinet explained that of course Louis, freely telling Koplar's conthere was nothing personal about nection as he understood it.
He
it,
Leahy continued.
But he was admitted in cross-examination that
in-evented from selling Fanchon & his primary purpose in calling Depof

'
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DAY

Worth, Tex.—Parkway

TWO

POOLING DEALS

ARE SET BY
is

B.

& K.

the

name selected for Interstate's new
theater at Eighth Avenue and Park
Park Place, according to P. C. Levy,
Interstate city manager.
Lowell T.
Bodiford, assistant manager of the

(Continued from Page

1)

Majestic, with a capacity of 940,
with Alger's Rexy, seating 400. In
the other town B. & K's Star is
pooled with the Peru, Alger opera-

Worth, has been made manager of tion.
Dan Gould is assistant
The Chicago circuit is erecting a
manager. House opens Thanksgivnew house at Central and Illinois
ing.
Aves., that city, with a capacity of
the Parkway.

2,000 planned.
The circuit is also
Cookville, Tenn.
Formal opening building a house seating 1,000 in
of the New Princess was held re- Aurora, and is adding one at Upper
cently by the Mid-State Theater Co. Alton.
New house takes the place of the
B. & K. now operates 110 thetheater destroyed by fire several aters and also own an interest in
months ago.
15 more.

—

into the conference was to obtain pictures for his clients to operate their theaters.
inet

acts that had no bearing
on the issue and that there was
nothing in the record of the case
"Yes, and in order to secure those to date aside from Hardy's opening
pictures you called an agent for a statement to the jury to trace the
corporation, told him that he was alleged conspiracy back any earlier
They pointed
violating the law and that he had than early in 1933.
better quit violating it and give you out that after July, 1932, four difthe pictures that you wanted; that's ferent parties had operated the thewhat you did, wasn't it?" Reed aters and made no attempt to claim
asked. "Yes sir", was the response. pictures under the cancelled con"That's all," Reed replied, terminat- tracts and that no such rights existing his cross-examination.
Leahy ed under the terms of the picture
Hardy construed the
was followed by Snyder, who mere- agreements.
ly testified that he was born in St. language of the agreement differThe question had not been
Louis, lived here, was an engineer ently.
by profession and was the same Sny- decided when court adjourned for
der who with others had made the the day.
bid for the lease of the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Cen-

theaters that was accepted by
There
the bondholders committee.
was no cross-examination.

tral

Other witnesses of the afternoon
were Cresson E. Smith, western and
southern

sales

manager

for

RKO,

isolated

Irving Lesser Excused
Irving Lesser, Government witness in the c urrent St. Louis conspiracy trial, has been temporarily
dismissed and allowed to return to
New York, subject to call of the
Court.

and Hall Walsh, branch manager .in
St.

Louis for Vitagraph.

The jury was excused at 4:10 P.
M. until 10 A. M. today when the
attorneys got into an argument as

Ambassador Unit on Location
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood The Ambassador Pictures unit making "Timber War,"
starring Kermit Maynard, is now

West Coast Bureau

—

whether Hardy should be per- at Scotia, Cal., in the heart of the
mitted to introduce into the evidence great Redwood section where all exa series of documents dealing with teriors will be made. Interiors will
contracts entered into on Dec. 7, be made at the Talisman Studio.
1928, by Skouras Super Theaters Lucille Lund, Wheeler Oakman, RogCorp. for Warner First National er William and Lloyd Ingraham are
and Paramount features, shorts and also in the cast.
news reels, which contracts were
cancelled in July, 1932, after the
Darmour Signs Players
Skouras company had been ousted West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Larry Darmoiir has
Hollywood
from the theaters for non-payment
Harry
Mitchell,
Geneva
signed
It was the contention of
of rent.
Hardy that the cancellation was one Woods, Wally Wales, John Ince and
Frank Yaconelli for "Leave No
of the earliest overt acts of the alKen Maynard.
starring
conspiracy and that both Trace,"
leged
Spencer Bennett will direct. The pichad
parParamount
Warners and
Columbia.
He held that the ture will be released by
ticipated in it.
long-term franchises were cancelled
Royal Making Color Feature
by "a creature" of the defendants, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Warners and Paramount, to prevent
"The Rest Cure," a
Hollywood
any subsequent lessee of the the- Foreign Legion story, the first allater? from having any possible legal color picture to be made by Royal
claim for the pictures under the Pictures, will be produced in English
contracts, although he admitted he and Spanish. Crane Wilbur will diwas not contending that Fanchon & rect the English version and John
Marco had a legal right to claim Reinhardt the Spanish. Rosita MoCounsel for reno will have the lead in the Spanpictures under them.
Roger Whateley wrote
the various defendants argued that ish version.
the screenplay.
the contracts and cancellations were
to

—

—
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A LITTLE

from "LOTS"

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
f^EORGE BRICKER

is writing the
Floats
for
"He
screenplay
Through the Air," which Bryan Foy
supervise for Warner Bros.
will
Hugh Herbert, Louise Fazenda and
William Gargan will be among the

principals.

V
V
Dario Faralla is all smiles these
The "Literary Digest" gave
days.
high praise to "Little America," the
Admiral Byrd expedition picture,
which Faralla supervised for Paramount.
V
V
Larry Darmour has purchased
"Waterfront Love," by Joyce Walters, for his second independent production. It will follow "Fire Trap."
T
T
T
Phillips Holmes will play opposite
Anne Shirley in RKO's "Chatterbox," to be directed by Ben Holmes
and supervised by Bob Sisk.
¥

*

Moore, daughter of Tom
Moore and Alice Joyce, was married
in Yuma, Ariz., yesterday to Felix
Knight, singer. The bride has just
been signed by M-G-M.
Alice

T

T

T

Onslow Stevens, who appeared in
"The Three Musketeers," has been
signed for an important role in
"Mother Lode," at RKO. The picture stars Richard Dix and will be
directed by Wallace Fox.

15

By CHARLES ALICOATE

Skirbo Productions will get under
Mervyn LeRoy has chosen four "DETTY KASHMAN, singing lead
in "Moon Over Mulberry Street," way next Tuesday at the Biograph
outstanding character actors for
roles in "Anthony Adverse," which and Aristides De Leoni, principal studio on three one-reel song shorts
he will direct.
They are Henry in "Squaring the Circle," at the for release by Fox-Educational.
•
O'Neill,
Warner contract player; Lyceum Theater, are to be screen
Rafaela Ottiano, who was Mae tested by Warners next Monday and
Con MacSunday, a veteran of the
West's love rival in "She Done Him Tuesday, respectively.
German and English speaking
•
Wrong"; Clara Blandick and Leonstages, Joseph Sweeney, currently
A parade of fall and winter fash- appearing on Broadway in "A
ard Mudie. Fredric March will play
the title role.
LeRoy is searching ions is incorporated in "Perfect Slight Case of Murder", and Robfor a boy who resembles March at Thirty Sixes," the two-reel musical ert Wallsten, also now appearing
the age of 10 for earlier sequences comedy which Al Christie has just on Broadway in "Most of the Game",

completed at the Eastern Service
studio in Astoria for Educational.
Tala Birell and Nana Bryant are Educational's new singing comedy
in Columbia's "The Lone Wolf Re- foursome, Neila Goodelle, Earl Oxturns," with Melvyn Douglas.
Roy ford, Fred Lightner and Nell Kelly,
Williams Neil is directing the Louis are featured in the comedy.
•
Joseph Vance story.
Alice Miller, playwright, novelist
v
v
Leila Hyams has been signed for and short story author, essayed a
the leading feminine role opposite new role when she became an acRichard Dix in "Mother Lode," which tress in a principal role in "Soak
Rich," Hecht-MacArthur picis in production at RKO with Wal- the
ture now in production at the Aslace Fox directing.
toria studio for Paramount release.
t
v
T
•
Alison Skipworth has been borFred Waller has completed work
rowed from Paramount to play the
at the Astoria movie plant on a
title role in Republic's "Hitch Hike
short subject featuring Ina Ray
Lady," by Charles Leland Pincus.
Hutton and her melody girls for rev
lease in Paramount's "Headliner"
Rochelle Hudson has been awarded series. Leslie Roush assisted on the
the title role in 20th Century-Fox's production, with Carl Timmon do"Ramona," replacing Loretta Young, ing the casting.
who was forced to leave the cast
some weeks ago due to illness.
of the picture.

have been added to the cast of
Hecht-MacArthur' s "Soak the Rich".
•
B. K. Blake will start work next
week at the Biograph studio on another of the "Voice of Experience"
shorts from the story by I. A. Jacoby. Columbia is releasing.

•
T. Doran, former stage manager at the Eastern Service studio
in Astoria, has been named chair-

John

man

the World's Fair Motion
committee by George UBorough
Harvey,
President
of
The fair will be held in
Queens.
of

Picture

1939.
•

Carl Timmon will supervise the
shooting of the first dress rehearsal
of

"Jumbo"

for

release in Parascenes "Head-

mount's behind the
liner"

series.

TV

Writing assignments at Republic
include Albert De Mond on the adapV
V
H. B. Warner, an expert eques- tation of "The Leavenworth Case,"
trian, rides a horse for the first Robert Lee Johnson to collaborate
time in a motion picture for his role with Elizabeth Meehan on the screenParamount's
"Rose
of
the play of "The Harvester," Mary Mcin
Carthy on the screenplay of "The
Rancho."
Fair Grounds" and Scott Darling to
Louise Long, veteran scenarist, work on the adaptation of "Return

has rejoined the Paramount writing
She is represented by DeShonNaylor.

staff.

AAA

of Jimmy Valentine" in collaboration with William Ulman Jr. and

Robert

St. Clair.

Paul Cavanagh has the leading
Isabel Jewell will play her first
straight comedy part in more than male role in 20th Century-Fox's
three years of picture-making as the "Champagne Charlie," and Montagu
leading
woman in Hal Roach's Love, who recently completed a role
"Alone, Alas," which will star Jim- in "The Man Who Broke the Bank
at Monte Carlo," will portray a
my Savo.
character part in the picture.
T
T
T
Charles Bickford, victim a few
weeks ago of a vicious attack by a
Sidney Sutherland is working on
lion during the filming of a picture,
the screen play of "Laughing Irish
is convalescing at his home,
Eyes," original story by Terry Shan-

TV

v

t

Fred MacMurray's work opposite
Carole Lombard in the forthcoming
Paramount film, "Hands Across the
Table," has flooded him with more
bids for roles than he can possibly
handle.
Now working before the
cameras with Claudette Colbert in
"The Bride Comes Home," he will
next appear in Walter Wanger's
all-color production, "The Trail of
the Lonesome Pine," which Para-

mount

will release.

v
Harriet Hilliard, radio and orchestra singer recently signed by RKO
Radio, has geen assigned a role in
"Two O'Clock Courage."

non, which will be filmed by Republic.

v
Colbert Clark has been assigned
as a supervisor of Republic's "The
Glory Parade," on which Lew Ayres

make

directorial debut.
V
V
V
Charles Quigley, recently brought
to the screen from the Broadway
stage, has been assigned to Warner
Baxter's forthcoming 20th CenturyFox vehicle, "King of Burlesque,"
which Sidney Lanfield will direct.

will

his

TV

First

"Country Boy"

National's

has been re-titled

"Man

of Iron."

^

* Couldti*

Sl

PETE

SMITH MAKES

PIG-SKIN KOSHER
WITH THE PUBLIC!
Are you getting the most out of the football season? Pete Smith has made a
merry and exciting one-reel M-G-M subject that's a high-spot on programs right
now. It lets the public in on the newest developments of the game. It's called
"FOOTBALL TEAMWORK" and it features 27 headline gridiron stars. Absorbing material that moves like lightning and packed with Pete Smith pep! It's one
of the

M-G-M

Sports Parade.

BY THE WAY, THAT

GUY

W

Walter Winchell: "If I were the Roosevelt
of the two-reel comedies
I'd want to
know why 90 per cent of the audience is
yawning (not yours, Mr. P. Smith
.)"

Douglas
Churchill (N. Y Times). "In
the few years he has been regaling theatregoers, that voice has become a world per-

Louella O. Parsons (Syndicated Columnist).
"Pete Smith, better than anyone I know,
puts over these sport reels."

Edwin

Mollie Merrick (Syndicated Columnist) ."Pete

nothing of abbreviated cinema nature quite

Smith has become famous as being one
of the most truly humorous of all the
group writing and speaking the 'inciden-

so entertaining as the Pete Smith series."

.

.

.

tal' 'talk'

for one-reelers."

.

sonality."

many

Schallert (L. A. Times): "Smith
a laugh with his comment."

lack Alicoate (Film Daily):

Hmmy

wins

"We've found

Starr (Syndicated Columnist): "Mr.
a very funny man and he gets
plenty of guffaws with prattle."

Smith

is

GETS RAVES!
Arthur Ungar (Daily Variety): "Pete Smith's
monicker on the marquee means that the
theatre manager is guaranteeing what Pete
is offering as 100% entertainment."
BillyWilkerson (Hollywood Reporter): "Smith
has a way of dialoguing"sport stuff that
makes it appeal to everybody, whether interested in sports or not."

Rob Wagner

(Satevepost Writer):"Pete

Smith

explained the short, which, as you know,
practically insures the picture."

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures

Now

Seventeen Years Old
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TEN CENTS

Court Reser ves Ruling on Matter of Film Contracts
SIROVICH DROPS FILM ANGLE FROM PATENTS PROBE

New

Nine

Theaters

Stanley-Warner Interested
In Four Sites Jake
Fox Opening One

—Nine

planned

definitely

or

Philadelphia

trie

Reisman Denies He

—

Philadelphia

for
is

Joining United Artists

Reisman, RKO vice-president in charge of foreign distribution, yesterday emphatically denied current rumors that he is joining United Artists to handle foreign
sales.
He declared he is contented in his RKO post and that there is no basis for the
Phil

are
contemplated

Philadelphia.
Stanley-Warner
reported interested in four sites
for circuit expansion purposes. The
Hollywood, new theater, opens within two weeks, with 500 seats, under
operation of Jake Fox.
Regal Enterprises is planning a 750-seater,
while another new house will be the
De Luxe in South Philadelphia. Two
more theaters are contemplated for
the 69th street section.
is

PENNA. CENSOR GUTS

in

Pittsburgh

—A

deletions

by

New

Orleans

cents for both

this year
Pennsylvania
reported by Pat

the

as

responsible

for

the

improvement.

at

to Testify in

Probe

of Patent Pools

and 15 cents for matinee.
First
feature to play under the new admissions will be GB's latest with
Jan Kiepura.
Following that will
be Republic's "Two Sinners."

Loew Houses Adopting
Saturday Kid Matinees

Twenty-seven Loew houses in the
zone are adopting kiddies' shows for juvenile patrons on
Saturday mornings.
Two theaters,
Loew's Inwood and Astoria, begin
the policy today, while the others
start next week. Following is a list
of houses in the move: Manhattan,
Canal, Commodore, 72nd St., Rio;

FOX MET. FEES

Federal Judge Julian W. Mack
yesterday reserved decision on applications for fees and allowances
in the Fox Met. reorganization approximating $800,000 after a hearing during which Milton C. Weisman, proponent of the Fox Met. reorganization plan, requested that
most of the applications be reduced.
I.
Alfred Levy, counsel for the

Dave Loew Testimonial
Dave Loew will be tendered a testimonial dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria
on Tuesday, Oct. 29.
Will H. Hays,
Adolph Zukor, Arthur Loew and Louis
Nirer will be the speakers.

(Continued on Page 3)

KENT SEES NO THREAT

Republic product has been bought
by the Warner circuit for 60 houses
in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Delaware. Edward A. Golden, Re-

OF ERPI IN PRODUCTION
Mayor Pays Wages
Of Disputed Stage Hand

Pitt.

—

Pittsburgh The story behind the
settlement between the Pitt Thepublic sales chief, also announces ater and the local stagehands union
circuit deals with Interboro, New has leaked out.
A union rule calls
York; Lichtman, Washington; F. W. for two men to be employed backCincinnati; stage in a picture house but the
and
Phoenix,
Huss
Lightman, Atlanta; LeKay, Chi- management was willing to hire
So Mayor William N.
cago; Carey & Alexander, Indian- only one.
apolis; Burley, Salt Lake City, Fox McNair of Pittsburgh entered the
Rocky Mountain; Dubinsky and picture and brought peace by agreeBlah\ Kansas City; William Schulte, ing himself to pay the salary of
the other man.
Detroit.

Sidney R. Kent, president of
20th Century-Fox, stated yesterday
before the Sirovich Congressional
Committee that he would strenuously object to Erpi's use of license
fees obtained from the motion picture industry to enter into serious
competition in production with the
established companies.
Kent said
(Continued on Page 2)

Warner Philly Theaters
Bar Giveaway Schemes

—

New York

(Continued on Page 2)

After recessing for luncheon, the
Sirovich
Congressional Committee
investigating patent pools went into
executive
session
yesterday
and
emerged with a statement that the
committee would drop the motion
picture phase of the investigation
because the members felt that any
additional testimony would be a
repetition of that already in the
record.
Will H. Hays was in the
room waiting to testify when the
committee read its statement.
It was reported that the commit-

(.Continued on Page 2)

10

day and night

IN

Republic Lineup Signed

For 60 Warner Theaters

will be
eliminated here Oct. 25 when the St.
Charles returns to 25 cents at night

27

is

new low

showman and member of the
He credits the Hays self-

regulation

N'ORLEANS

— First-runs

board

censor
board.

FIRST-RUNS AT DIME

WEISMAN URGES GUT

DROP TO YEAR'S LOW

Duffy,

IN

Hays Doesn't Get Chance

reports.

theaters

for

ENDED

Territory

Dispute Over St. Louis Contracts
To be Ruled on by Court Monday
Sparks and Wilby-Kincey
Sign for the GB Program
Sparks and Wilby-Kincey
circuits have bought the entire GB
E.

J.

1935-36 program in deals negotiated

under supervision of George
Weeks, general sale« manager

W.

By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

—

Louis Federal Judge George
H. Moore has taken under advisement the question of whether contracts made by Skouras Super Theaters Corp. in 1928 and 1929 for
St.

Philadelphia
Denying reports
that four Warner theaters here had
signed for "Screeno", Ted Schlanger,
manager of the Warner circuit in
this territory, states that he has no
intention of permitting any form of
giveaways in the houses under his
supervision.

first-run pictures, shorts, newsreel,
etc., at the Ambassador, Missouri
and New Grand Central theaters
(Continued on Page i)

Record Indie Writer List
West Coast Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Setting what is believed
record for an independent producing company, Republic currently has
33 writers at work in its studios.
The
scribes are employed on 17 stories.

Hollywood

to be a

DAILY

Saturday, Oct. 19, 1935

27 Loew Houses Adopting
Threat
Saturday Kid Matinees
of Erpi in Production

Kent Sees

No

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
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that he did not believe Erpi was offering such competition at present,
because "Erpi knows as little about
the technical side of producing as
we do about the technical side of
the equipment business." Kent said
he had heard one or two persons
say that Erpi
the industry
in
"shouldn't be competing with us in
production at all."

Committee,
Congressional
Sabath
asked the court to disallow the application

Fox

FINANCIAL

Attorneys to Discuss Salary

Net
High
14

Am. Seat
Ind

Con.

Fm.

Con.

Fm. Ind. pfd.

East.

Kodak

20th

18

18

158

158

pfd.

1083/4

10%
12%

1°%
12%

10%

5%
5%

5%

.

RKO
20th

5%

18%

108% 108%

Film

Pathe

13%- %

5

47% 47% 47%

pfd

Paramount
Paramount 2nd

13%

Century-Fox
Century-Fox pfd.
.

.

Warner Bros
do pfd

16%
26%

5

Chg.

Close

5%
158

Loew's, Inc

do

Low

— %
+ %
+ %
- %

12 3/4

5% +

Va

- %
16% — 'A
5

16%
26% 26%

7%

7 1/4

73/8

43%

42%

42%

Law

MORT BLUMENSTOCK
New

left

records in its key
It beat the
the past week.
three-year opening attendance and
gross at the United Artists, San
Francisco, and ran only $14 behind
the house record at the United ArOpening day at the
tists, Detroit.
eral
ings

Warner, Milwaukee, was ahead of
any previous picture.
The picture
also is going into a second week at
the Rivoli on Broadway.

is

Air

Theaters
yesterday

Lines

LEROY, wife of Mervyn
to New York from the
father, H. M. Warner, and
Broadway plays.

on her way

I

|

her

MERLE OBERON, who is scheduled to arin New York about Nov. 28 from abroad,
be met here by DAVID NIVEN, who is

rive

will

being

given
to

leave

make the

EDDIE FOY,

JR.

of
trip

absence by Samuel
from Hollywood.

Gold-

Thursday night on the
"Royal Exchange" on

sailed

Aquitania to appear
the London stage.

in

MAURICE BARBIER, retired film promoter,)
and his wife, DOROTHY FARNUM, scenarist,!
are back in New York from abroad.
Barbierl
has the rights to a London stage hit which!
he plans to present here.
PAUL DUKE, vaude actor, and ALLAN RENO.
master of ceremonies, sail today on the He
de France for Europe.
The same ship takes
out the formerly reported MERIAN C. COOPER,'
DOROTHY JORDAN and MR. and MRS. ARTHURH
CAESAR.

JACK FIER
the

of

Mascot

is

in

New

York from

to

Washington

coast.

SYLVAN
New

from

HARRIS

has

gone

York.

GEORGE W. WEEKS

"New York Uncensored" Completed

Warner

of

United

by

WARNER

DORIS
LeRoy,

coast to visit
look over the

wyn

set sevcity open-

York

Cleveland.

for

leaves

next week for Kansas City,
City and

New

St.

Louis,

York

early

Oklahoma

Dallas.

Production of the Celebrated PicWILL WHITMORE is in Washington from
"New York Uncensored," New
York to attend the S. M. P. E. Fall con
Exchange Law which require com- with Paul Yawitz, has been com- vention.
nanies to report salaries of execu- pleted.
It is now in the process
W. CONROW, general operating manager
tives, directors and other employees of editing and cutting.
A gala pre- forL. Erpi,
leaves New York on Monday for a
who receive $20,000 ov more a year view will be held sometime next tour of the Southeast to confer with district
managers.
will be discussed by major film at- week, when the entire cast is exSAM BRISKIN is in town from the coast.
torneys at a Hays office meeting pected to attend. The cast includes:
Particular phase of the Rudy Vallee, James Barton, Jimmy
Monday.
MERRITT HULBURD, Goldwyn story editor,
Benny Leonard, Roland arrives Monday from Hollywood.
situation to be considered is that Durante,
Boyer,
Phillip
MeriYoung,
Lucienne
the
refrom
which allows exemption
WILLARD PATTERSON has returned to De
quirement providing the Government vale, William Gaxton, Victor Moore, troit from New York.
Mitzi
Murray,
Benny
Rubin,
Mae
is satisfied that the reasons are adeBORIS MORROS, who leaves tomorrow for
Mayfair, Tom Howard, George Shel- the Paramount studios, will be accompanied
quate.
by
his wife, son, and secretary, Jeanette Menton, and numerous other celebs.
delson.
Postpone B'klyn Para. Hearing
Hirliman Sets Color-Film Cast
BEVERLY ROBERTS, actress and singer signed
Hearing on the proposal of Allied
Provisions of the

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Oriental; Coney Island, Coney
Island; Hillside, Jamaica; Loew's
Astoria; Loew's Yonkers; Loew's
Mt. Vernon; Loew's New Rochelle;
Prospect,
Plains;
White
State,
Flushing.
St.,

wyn-U. A. production, has
1)

of those members of the
Met. noteholders' protective
committee who had traded in the
War&ur St.. W. I. Berlin-LichtbUdbuehne
Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Pans— P. A.
bonds of the company. Judge Mack
la Unarde
Rue
Francaise,
Cinematographic
stated from the bench that the apdes-Noues, 19.
plication of Isidor Kresel, counsel
for Jos. M. Schenck, should be paid
by Schenck as purchaser of the
property.

h?^

Bronx, Fairmont, Burnside, Boston
Road, Victory, Burland; Brooklyn,
Century, Cameo, Brevort, Warwick,
Alpine, Bay Ridge, Boro Park, 46th

"Barbary Coast" Going Big
Weisman Urges Cut
in Fox Met. Fees
"Barbary Coast", Samuel Gold(Continued from Page

Coming and Going

1)

+ %
+ %
- % Owners

trustees to

new

sell

Securities

the Brooklyn

tures short,

West Coast Bureau

—
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by Warners,
'

leaves

Hollywood by motor

today.!

JOS. A. NUMERO left yesterday for MinneHollywood George Hirliman has
Paramount Theater to Si Fabian was
— % adjourned yesterday until Monday assembled his cast for "Rest Cure" apolis.
15
15% 15
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
15
15
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 153/8
by Federal Judge Inch after listen- the all-color Regal Production which
Atlantic City Property Sold
90
91% + 1% ing to Percival Jackson and Wm. starts Monday.
Keith A-0 6s46 ... 91%
Reginald Denny,
Atlantic City A New York syndi105
— % Greve, trustees, go into the ad- Vince Barnett, Esther
105
105
Loew 6s 41ww
Ralston.
cate has bought the Virginia The96% — % visability of making the sale.
Paramount Picts. 6s55 963/8 96
Claudia Dell and Eleanor Hunt will
ater property on the Boardwalk!
61 %
61 %
61 %
Par. B'way 3s55
have the principal. roles. Crane Wilfrom the Fidelity Philadelphia Trust
83
82% 83
RKO 6s41
"Dream" Opening in Detroit
bur to direct.
through Frank Bloom, local
Co.
82% 82% 82% — %
Warner's 6s39
Detroit Warners' "A Midsummer
realtor. Deal involved $500,000. The
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Dream" opens tomorrow Stop Shows in Minnpls. Auditorium theater will have no change of
Night's
2% 2% 23/4 — Va night at the Wilson Theater with
Sonotone Corp
Minneapolis Protest by theater policy.
— % a sell-out after an extensive advance owners
19
19% 19
Technicolor
and operators against Sun3
— % campaign by Earl Hudson.
3
Trans-Lux
3V4
day afternoon shows in the MuniReginald Mason in Play
cipal
Auditorium resulted in an
Reginald Mason is leaving films
order by the council committee for
Hulburd on Story Search
for a while to enter the cast of
Merritt Hulburd, story editor for the manager to make no such con- "A Slight Case of Murder/' current
tracts.
Samuel Goldwyn, arrives in New
Broadway play.
York on Monday in search of story
Roadshowing
Manta"
"Great
material.
He is particularly after
Mrs. Ellenor Proctor Riley Dead
stories for Merle Oberon and Miriam
National roadshowing of "The
Larchmont, N. Y. Mrs. Ellenor
Hopkins.
Great Mana," with the giant fish
itself making a personal appearance Proctor Riley, widow of Lester H.
Completes Para. Studio Survey
with the feature, is planned by S. Riley and daughter of the late F.
Having completed a survey at the Edwin Graham, who produced and F. Proctor, died here this week at
Paramount studio for President John directed the production. He is now the age of 60.
from
THE
wishes
Best
E. Otterson, Herbert M. Wilcox, in New York from Hollywood.
FILM DAILY to the folTheatres
formerly
Electrical
Research
of
lowing on their birthday:
Issuing Book-Film Circular
immediately, in Town of over 10,000 popuProduct's executive staff, has reRay Coffin
Roy Del Ruth
Middle West and North Eastern
lation
Books and Films, a
Cleveland
turned to New York.
Marie Carolan
Helena Turner
States, for one or three days percentage
monthly circular devoted to libraryor flat rental, for
Marion Gering to Stage Play
Holman
Russell
film cooperation, is now being put
Marian Nixon
FOREIGN LANGUAGE PICTURES
James Hood MacFarland
Charlie Chase
Gering
will stage "Tapes- out by Ina Roberts and Anthony
Marion
Write Box 945, The Film Daily
Purnell Pratt
Evelyn Brent
New York City
Broadway
LibCleveland
Public
1650
the
Belle
of
try in Gray", the play which he is

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
.

—

—

—

—

\

Wanted

—

1

producing with B. P. Schulberg.

rary.

THE
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COURT RESERVES

RULING ON CONTRACTS
(Continued from Page

Russell Hardy,
the U. S. Attorney-General, in arguing in support of the introduction of this
contended
evidence,
documentary
that it was one of the earliest overt
acts in the alleged conspiracy and
was taken by the board of directors
of Super Theaters behind the back
of the Court receiver for that corporation with the ultimate purpose
in view of shutting off a supply of
the theaters named
pictures to
should they in the final reorganization of the properties go to persons
other than Warners or some firm
He admitted,
affiliated with them.
however, he was not contending that
Fanchon & Marco had the legal
right to claim pictures under these
special

^&^Z_Z

h

PHIL

FROM PATENTS PROBE

M.DALY

1)

with Warners and Paramount, and
subsequently cancelled in July, 1932,
after the Skouras Co. fell into
financial difficulties, shall be used
against the defendants in the antitrust conspiracy case now on trial.
The Judge's ruling on this point
will have great bearing on the final

outcome of the

FILM ANGLE DROPPED

case.

assistant to

contracts.

The defense counsel on the other
hand during the lengthy arguments

(Continued from Page 1)

decided to abandon the film
phase of the investigation because
of doubts raised as to the propriety
of proceeding in view of the fact
that David G. Berger, legal expert
for the committee, and Robert Robins, the committee's clerk, were assuits
with litigants in
sociated
against the Amer. Tel. & Tel., Western Electric and Erpi. Dr. Wm. I.
Sirovich, chairman of the committee, denied the report and said also
that he had not been informed of
the resignation from the committee
of Robins and Berger.
tee

• A VERY significant statement from Eddie Cantor
from the Goldwyn studios where he is busy on his sixth
for Sam, titled "Shoot the Chutes"
he predicts that the
next important step in the production end of the biz will be
the complete elimination of star's salaries
of course it
will take time
Eddie himself has been working on a percentage agreement ever since he started with Goldwyn six years
ago
he says that both producers and players are beginning
to realize the advantages in the percentage system
as it is

•

•

fair to both
if the star delivers, he collects big
lif he
doesn't, the producer isn't penalized with his heavy salary as

The morning session of the comnittee was given over the examination of Sidney R. Kent, president
of 20th Century-Fox.
Kent went
into the history of the first contract

under the present system

A TIP

to Sam Sax
in casting the part of Joe
the Palooka series Sam is making at Vitaphone,
starring that uproarious funster, Shemp Howard
the part
of Palooka is a set-up for Eddie Roberts
whom we have
watched for the past two years doing grand bits of similar
nature in shorts for Educational over at the Eastern Service
Studio
this lad Eddie was a professional pug
has a
dead-spit image of Ham Fisher's famous "Palooka"
and is
a born actor with a great comedy sense
how can you go
wrong, Sam ?
if you grab this natural, it will make the
sixth we've" tipped for you personally
hell, we plugged
Shemp Howard himself when nobody gave him a tumble
and look at Shemp now!

•

•

Palooka

•

•

•

in

•

with Erpi of a group of major
companies including Paramount and
M-G-M., and told why the industry
had agreed to take Erpi equipment.
Al Lichtman, E. W. Hammons, Jack
Cohn sat through the morning session, but were not reached.

William Terhune Signed to Direct
West Coast Bureau

T

T
THEY ARE

—

before the court yesterday morning,
while the jury was excluded, took
the position that the contracts themselves and the cancellations were
isolated acts that had no possible
bearing on the issues in the case,
Warner counsel said that in the
and that even if the contracts were Binderup case the exhibitor's comefstill alive and in full force and
plaint was that his own contracts
fect would not support the charge
for films had been cancelled and that
conspired
had
defendants
the
that
theaters, the matter went to the Supreme
to withhold films from the
been Court on a jurisdictional question
had
Theaters
Super
since
the solely and was not a case in point.
and
properties
ousted from the
Late in the afternoon J. M. Ulcontracts were not and could not be
taken over by the landlord or his mer, Cleveland attorney, testified
concerning a statement he attributed
Igssgg.
Judge Moore stated that he had to Herman Starr, Warner vicenot fully decided on the question and president, on Aug. 14, 1933. He said
at the suggestoin of Hardy that that he had gone to New York to
matter was sidetracked and the case see Warners about a controversy inIt volving the Capitol Theater, Wheelproceeded with other matters.
will ing, W. Va., and was asked by
is anticipated that Judge Moore
announce his ruling on the contracts Hardy what Starr said in referand related correspondence, etc., ence to the St. Louis theater situawhen trial resumes Monday morn- tion. "We urge that the situation
While the Court will be in that we were discussing was very
ing.
session today, it will not hear the similar to the situation Warners
conspiracy case.
had in St. Louis", Ulmer replied.
During the course of the argu- "He said that he had been in simiments the defense brought out that lar situations elsewhere and knew
after the contracts were cancelled how to handle them."
in July, 1932, the owner of the theWood asked Ulmer if he had not
ater buildings, the receivers for the been an attorney in connection with
local
K. Smtih,
properties, Tom
the case of the Cleveland Trust Co.
banker, and his lessee, Central The- vs. Capitol Theater Co. in which
aters Co., a Skouras venture, had all Warners had been accused of conmade contracts for all of the War- spiracy.
Ulmer admitted that he
ner, Paramount and RKO pictures had been interested in the case in
Hardy, meeting this, the capacity, but would not admit
they wanted.
said that this was during the per- there has been a final court decison
iod preceding final reorganization in favor of Warners on all the issues
He contended that the
and was a temporary arrangement. involved.
He contended that the Binderup case conspiracy charges had not been
from Omaha covered the St. Louis fully" "heard, holding that a lower
Warners
situation, but Frederick H. Wood of court ruling in favor of

and

its

subsidiary

involved

of
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Hollywood Henry Ginsberg has
signed William Terhune, formerly
chief film editor at the Hal Roach
Studios, to a long term directorial
contract.
Terhune recently directed
Thelma Todd and Patsy Kelly in
two of their successful shorts and

talking of reviving the Motion Picture
Club
Jean
a meeting to that end will soon be held
Benoit-Levy, noted French film director, will present several
of his educational films at the International House of Columbia
University on Monday eve at 8 :30
free to the public

only

it was as a result of these that he
was tendered a term contract.

some of the issues. Wood was prevented from introducing the court's
ruling and final decree but was permitted to question Ulmer about
them. In response to a question by
Hardy, Ulmer said that the Wheeling
case is now before the Supreme
Court of Appeals for West Virginia.

"Harmony Lane" at Astor Oct. 23
Mascot's "Harmony Lane" opens

Astor Theater. Jack
Fier has planed east from Hollywood to handle the special campaign
He denied that he told the story on the picture, which is expected
about Starr because he had been to have an extended run.
connected with the Wheeling litiga
Hoffberg Gets Multi-Lingual
tion and said that he bore no pre
judice or malice toward Starr
"Le Miracle des Loups" ("MiraGordon E. Youngman, attorney for c j e of the Wolves,") in French, SpanRKO, was questioned concerning a ish) Italian and English versions,
letter written by Ned E. Depinet to h as b een acquired by J. H. HoffWarner Circuit Management Corp., Derg for re lease next month.
March 29, 1934, in connection with
a commitment for RKO pictures for
Take Over Philadelphia House
and
Theater
Shubert-Rialto
the
The Apex, 800-seat
Philadelphia—
acmight
Warners
theaters
other
is being taken over by Morquire in St. Louis. That letter and house,
Benn
a similar letter sent March 28, 1934, ris Wax, Harry Fried, Marcus
by George J. Schaefer of Paramount and Jake Fox.
Oct. 23 at the

i

,

i

.

to Abel Cary Thomas of Warners
_
Kaplan to Manager Minnesota
were introduced.
MauLast witness of the day was
Minneapolis— Harold Kaplan will
rice Schweitzer, branch manager tor be manag j ng director of the MinneOn cross-examination gota Theater> opening Nov. 1 with
Paramount.
he stated that it was customary, "The Crusades" after being closed
when an exhibitor was building a two years.
new house or planned to acquire
another theater, to contract in adRoxy Sets Next Three Films
vance for films to be shown by the
The Roxy has set its next three
house. This was intended to explain
why Warners in March, 1934, ob- attractions as follows: "Trans-At"Three Kids and a
tained commitments for RKO and lantic Tunnel,"
Last
"Remember
and
Paramount pictures although the Queen"
"King Solomon of Broadactual contracts were not signed Night".
way" is the current picture.
until several months later.
!

i

,

I

|
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LITTLE from LOTS

=

By RALPH WILK

"REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS
Bob

HOLLYWOOD

CAM WOOD

Steele

Vinton,

in

"THE RIDER OF THE LAW"

has signed a new long59 mins.
term M-G-M contract, following William Sterner
BOB
preview of his latest picture, the
WITH
WESTERN
GOOD ACTION
Marx Brothers' "A Night at the STEELE SUPPLYING PLENTY OF THRILLS
Opera." Wood's next production will
be "The Whipsaw," based on a short IN TOUGH FIGHTS.
story by James E. Grant, with Harry
Bob Steele plays the role of an Arizona
Rapf as producing executive.
detective who comes to the tough
T

T

Paramount
Hoffenstein,
contract writer, has been obtained
Samuel

mining town to run down a gang of bandit
terbrothers who have been terrorizing the
He is under cover, and gets himritory.
In
sheriff.
self appointed a deputy by the
accounting
in
a tough fight, he succeeds
then lays his
for two of the gang, and
The bandits have
plans to get the leader.
something on the president of the bank,

friend,
by M-G-M to adapt MacKinlay Kan- who has borrowed funds to help a
to stage
tor's story, "The Voice of Bugle and they use this as a blackjack
Steele is there
Ann." Lionel Barrymore is to have a robbery of the bank.
the leading role, with a supporting when the raid starts, and trails them to
Returning to town,
cast now being assembled.
their mountain den.

T

May Robson

V

making her return

is

himself as a state

declares

he

officer,

ganizes a posse, and goes after the

or-

gang

"Kind Lady," which who are preparing to make a getaway with
is now playing in San Francisco. their bank loot.
The finale is a lot of
The Los Angeles engagement will whirlwind action, with a series of hand-toopen at the Belasco Oct. 21. Edward hand fights, and the hero polishing off the
to the stage in

member of the
Samuel Goldwyn production staff,
dramatized Hugh Walpole's story.
Chodorov,

now

a

T

gang leader at the
action

T

Gene Towne and Graham Baker
comprise one of the most prolific
writing teams on the coast.
They
wrote "Every Night at Eight,"
"Girl
Friend,"
"Shanghai," "She
Couldn't Take It," "Grand Exit,"

T

T

The next Johnny Mack Brown
Supreme Pictures feature, as yet
go into production next
week. Robert N. Bradbury will direct the original story by Charles
untitled, will

Francis Royal.
T
T
T
Helen Westcott has been signed to
play the child role of Julie in "The
Drunkard" at the Theater Mart.
T

Under terms

T
of

T

a newly-signed
contract Richard Boleslawski will return to M-G-M to make a new picture after completing "The Last of
the Mohicans" and "Metropolitan"
outside the bailiwick of his own
studio.
Boleslawski, whose last M-

G-M

was

"O'Shaughnessy's
Boy," was loaned first to 20th Cenfilm

tury for "Metropolitan," the Lawrence Tibbett picture, and then to
Reliance for the James Fenimore

Cooper story.
Porter Hall, who appeared with
Paul Muni in his latest First National picture, "Enemy of Man," and
in "The Case of the Lucky Legs,"
has been assigned to "Petrified Forest."

T

Johnny Arthur, popular comedian
of sound and silent films, will be
seen in First National's "Freshman
Love."

thrill

Bob

Dwire,

Steele,

A W.

N

Elliott,

Earl

son.

Fast

Photography, Gccd.

"KING SOLOMON OF

BROADWAY"
75 mins.

Universal

BROADWAY NIGHT
LIFE, UNDERWORLD DRAMA AND ROMANCE MAKES FAIR PROGRAM ENTEROF

lot of

elements have been thrown into

production, starting with

a

night club

background in which racketeers play an
important part and bringing in sequences of
occasional
singing, dancing, romance and
comedy along with the heavy drama, but
the works as a whole do not jell with more
Edmund Lowe,
than moderate success.
while running a night club for a pal who
is in jail, gambles away the joint to a gang
of tough characters.
Just about that time
the pal gets out of the hoosegow and
comes around for an accounting.
From
this point on, the complications keep getting thicker, with underworld melodramatics
mixed among the dance contests, romantic
development and eventual climax in which
Lowe works himself out of his tight spot.
Dorothy Page, a recruit from the radio
field,
turns in a nice performance along
with Lowe, and there is good work by the
crooner-composer, Pinky Tomlin, as well
as

enjoyable

bits

of

comedy dispensed by

Charles Grapewin.

Cast:
Tcmlin,
Charles

Edmund Lowe, Dorothy

Page, Pinky
Henry,
Edward
Pawley,
Grapewin, Bradley Page, Arthur

Louise

72 mins.

manager.

Akron, O.— The Cameo, dark for
some time, has been reopened with
a

DIRECTION.

Osawatomia, Kans.
Vaughan
Mann, new skipper of the Zephyr

have supplied
and furious.

gags

clever

Horton

run

that

the

is

fast

image

living

mousey like character that he
and the way he puts over the lines

the

of

plays

laughs

allowing

outstanding,

is

handles

part

his

The

nicely.

cast

has

caught the spirit of this fun festival, with
Irene Hervey, Robert McWade, Williard
Robertson and Oscar Apfel having the more
important roles.
Horton, a timid soul, is
tor.

three months to

When

company's
blame.
through his

accused of the
Horton takes the
is bailed out by the gang and
efforts the bonds are recovered.
Irene

shield

is

her,

Irene Her-

Robert McWade, Jack LaRue, Willard
Robertson, Oscar Apfel, Lola Lane, Virginia
Howell, Jack Norton, Billy Burrud, Rollo

vey,

Jack Carnevale,

Ward

Theodore Von

Bend,

Dewey

Arch Rcbbins, Charles Regan, Jack Kennedy, Eddie
Chandler, George Cleveland, Clara Kimball
Young, Jack Mulhall, Priscilla Lawson, Nan
Grey,

Eltz,

Diana Gibson.

Producer,

Irving Starr; Director, William
Nigh; Author, Charles Christensen; Screenplay, Doris Malloy, Harry Clerk; Cameraman, Edward J. Snyder; Editor, Daniel Man-

Direction,

Scores

Kansas
manager

Photography,

A-l

dell.

SHORTS
(FitzPatrick TravelTalk)

M-G-M

10 mins.

Fine

Filmed
in
Technicolor,
which
strikingly brings out the natural
beauties of the famous Canadian resort, this travel subject makes a
nice morsel for any program. There
are also glimpses of the beautiful
glass-enclosed swimming pool built
on the shore of the lake and showing
a lot of attractive maids disporting
in the crystal water.

City,

subsequent

run

Kans.—Jerry Parker

Fox Kennedy at
new skipper of the
Fox Granada here, succeeding Roy
Cato, who went to the local Fox
of

Kirksville, is

the
the

Warwick, replacing Jimmie Long,
changed to the Fox Plaza in place
of William Wagner, resigned. Parker was replaced at Kirksville by
Herbert Golladay of the DeGrew at
Brookville.
William Clark is the
new manager of the Auditorium,
succeeding Melvin Miller, resigned.

Detroit

by a fake docmissing from his

Cast: Edward Everett Horton,

Lloyd,

feature

(formerly Kansas), plans to double
the seating capacity soon.

live

bonds are

safe,

To
He

double

policy.

—

Edward Everett Horton's playing, William
Nigh's directing and scenario by Doris
Malloy and Harry Clork combine to proThe writers
vide one swell laugh festival.

Robinson,

TAINMENT.

A

ed assistant

GOOD LAUGH YARN PUT OVER BY
CAPABLE CAST AND WELL-HANDLED

theft.

with Edmund Lowe, Dorothy Page, Pinky
Tomlin, Louise Henry, Charles Grapewin

this

in

Universal

given

MIXTURE

Horton

Everett

"HIS NIGHT OUT"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

;

Bradbury;

Direction,

Edward

—

New Orleans
With the withdrawal of Moise Bloch as assistant
manager and press agent of Loew's
State, the managerial setup of that
house has been changed so that the
office of press agent will be
separate from that of assistant manager. Bob Wood, United Artists exploiteer, takes over publicity and advertising.
Anthony A. Petrie, former assistant manager of Saenger's
Tudor and Globe, has been appoint-

one to
finish up on a good belly-laugh with something milder before going into more rollicking.
Jack LaRue, as the gang leader,

Hackel Director, RobAuthor, Jack Natteford;
Editor, Rcy Luby; Cameraman, Gus Peter
Producer,

ert

Photography, A-l.

Good.

Direction,

Messmger,

Taylor.

Forrest

Mandell.

Daniel

Editor,

and carries the situations is terrific. Nigh's
direction is in high gear and his pacing of

of

fans.

Gertrude
Jenks, Llcyd Ingraham, John

Si

"This Is the Life," "Mary Burns,
Fugitive" and are now working on
"The Case Against Mrs. Ames." For
the stage they have written "They
Will Parade" and "Purity Seal," the
latter play being a satire on censorship.

here for the

Cast:

HERE & THERE

Clyde Dilson.

fast

Plenty

finish.

»

Producer,
Bernheim;
Director,
Julius
Alan Crosland; Authors, Albert J. Cohen,
Robert T Shannon; Screenplay, Albert J.
Cohen, Robert T. Shannon, Harry Clork,
Doris Malloy, Cameraman, George S. RobMusic-Lyrics,
inson;
Con Ccnrad, Herb
Magidscn, Pinky Tomlin, David Klatzkin;

state

Les Goodwin, writer-actor, has
been promoted to a director by RKO
and will begin his new work with
a two-reeler to be made under the
supervision of Lee Marcus.

Saturday, Oct. 19, 1935

Doings

—

Jam Handy Picture Serhas completed construction of
a new building at 2821 East Grand
Detroit

vice

across from its old location,
it 80,000 square feet additional space.
Frank Herman, assistant manager, says the company is
busier than ever.
Blvd.,

giving

John Larson is remodeling the
Art Theater on Chene St., formerly
operated by Benjamin Zimmer, and
plans to reopen it this month.
Majority stockholders of Cinderella Theater, operated by J. N. Robertson Circuit, were ordered by the
Circuit Court to file a weekly accounting for the benefit of minority
stockholders.

Buffalo Bits
Buffalo—"She Married Her Boss,"
Claudette's Colbert's Columbia picture, after setting a new record at
the Lafayette for this year, has gone
into a second week at the A. C.
Hayman house.
There's a new daughter in the
home of Basil Brady, Buffalo district
manager for First Division Pictures.
Mrs. Charles Johnston, wife of the
film salesman, is in Buffalo General
Hospital recovering from a serious
major operation.
Jake Lavene of the Academy and
Ralph Maw of M-G-M head a Variety Club committee arranging for
new quarters for the organization.
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Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

Loew a nd R KO Sign Seven-Year Union
4,000

UA

THEATER ACCOUNTS FOR GBJN YEAR
Seek More Facts on Para. Reorganization

Sabath to

Predicts Small Allowances

20th Century- Fox Erecting Television Stage
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Looking ahead to television, 20th Century-Fox is installing visual
broadcasting equipment in the new stage now being built as a memorial to Will Rogers.
The eastern end of the stage, with 28,000 square feet of floor area, has been specially
planned for television.

Future Reorgani-

in

Following a conference with the
federal judges for the Southern District of New York, A. J. Sabath,
chairman of the Congressional Committee investigating bond defaults,
said he felt certain that small fees

and allowances would henceforth be
allotted in reorganizations.
Sabath
said that the judges had agreed to
permit the committee to present evidence it had gathered bearing on a

Gov't

May

Speed Up

Forde to Visit Coast
For GB Film Talent
GB

director

now

New

York, goes to Hollywood late
month to look over studio developments and seek a number of
star names for "Soldiers Three,"
Kipling story, which he will direct on
his return to England early next
in
this

.G.

TASKER TO START

SECOND

S.M.P.E,

TERM

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
R e-e lection of
Homer G. Tasker as president of
the S. M. P. E. will be made known

St.

Louis Case

By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
St. Louis
The government's case

—

against Warners, et al. is apparently
racing through to an early conclusion so far as the prosecution is
concerned. As the case now shapes
itself, it is possible that Russell
Hardy, special assistant to the attorney general, may call his last
witness either today or tomorrow.
Originally the government subpoe-

year.

Few

—

—

Seven -Year Union Contracts
Are Signed by Loew and RKO
New

&

Richmond
Nizer

Benjamin has become a
law firm of Phillips &
Nizer.
Benjamin, a graduate of both
City College and
Fordham University,
has been engaged in handling film litigation with the firm during the past
10 years.
S.

of

the

by Americans, with a home

office

(Continued on Page 4)

DECLINE 60 PER GENT

Marks

Show

Joins Phillips

First Anniversary of GB Pictures
America will be celebrated during the coming week with the company having among its other accomplishments a list of more than 4,000
theaters from coast to coast signed
to play the GB program of 16 specials to be released here in 1935-36.
Launching its well-conceived plans
here last year amid a certain amount
of skepticism on the part of American film men, GB forged steadily
ahead until it now has 31 sales
branches in the U. S., all staffed

Saenger and Minn. Circuit Take on Vaudeville

Vaudeville took a big leap forBros. Circuit Plan
ward in the Mississippi Valley last
Being
Filed in
Days
week when Wilbur Cushman of Dallas set nearly 12 weeks of time for
The SaenChicago
Reorganization
plan
flesh in about 30 towns.
ger time, signed for by E. V. Rich- for the Marks Bros. Theaters Corp.,
ards, and the Minnesota Amusement providing for acquisition by ParaCo., okayed by J. J. Friedl, are the mount of 100 per cent ownership of
Expect Sunday
O.K. additions.
Towns are Baton Rouge, the Granada, Marbro and BroadwayThroughout Pennsylvania Alexandria, Texarkana, Monroe, Strand Theaters and leasing of the
Greenwood, theaters to Balaban & Katz, Inc.,
Vicksburg,
Natchez,
Philadelphia Pennsylvania exhib- Clarksdale, Greenville, Jackson, Hat- will be presented in Federal Court
itors expect that Sunday shows will tiesburg, Meridian, Biloxi, Gulfport, in the next few days.
New bonds
be approved in all of the state's Mobile, Pensacola, Lafayette and of like amount will be issued to
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 4)
larger cities when the issue comes
to test at referendums scheduled for
Nov. 5. They base their optimism
on polls taken on Sunday baseball
and other pastimes previously banned by the Blue Laws. Local theaters are in some instances using
trailers to promote patron support
A seven-year agreement has been
of their cause and one-sheets on the
Theater
Another
entered into between Loew's and
subjects have also made a local apPlanned in Richmond RKO and Local 306 providing for a
pearance.

Robert

Anniversary Here With
4,000 Bookings

GERMAN FILM EXPORTS

at the opening session of the organization's Fall convention today at
the Wardman Park Hotel. This will
be his second term.
Much interest is being displayed
(Continued on Page 9)

member

First

Its

(Continued on Page 9)

Washington Bureau of

—

Celebrates

in

Walter Forde,

(Continued on Page 3)

GB

—

zations

H

Contracts

—Another

scale of $2.55 an hour in the
deluxe houses and $1.86 hourly in
the other circuit houses, it was
learned Saturday at union headquarThe agreement provides for
ters.
mandatory wage increases for the
operators following the first two
years of the contract. The amount

—

Berlin With German film exports
estimated to have declined 60 per

cent in the last two years, a shakeup
in the Reich Film Chamber has resulted in the resignation of Fritz
Scheuermann, president, and the appointment of Oswald Lehnich as his
Scheuermann's ouster is
successor.
interpreted in film circles as due to
failure to find an export market for
Nazi films as desired by Propaganda
Minister Goebbels.

141 Houses Operating

In

West Coast

West Coast Bureau of

—

Circuit

THE FILM DAILY

Fox West Coast
Los Angeles
Theaters at present has 141 houses
in

operation,

while

only

28

are

closed, a tabulation shows.

wage

new house

is

in prospect here with the filing of
application by Community Theater
Co. of New York for a permit to
build a theater in the Brookdale secRaab & Co.,
tion of Ginter Park.
Inc., real estate dealers, handled the
purchase of the site.

(Continued on

Page

3)

Elusive Villain

—

On the marquee of
Seattle
sion theater a few days ago
short story:
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who

ar-

at

the

is

ZEIDMAN

F.

director now in New
some time next week

with

has

Forde.

returned

CAPT. DANIEL SICKLES

to

Hollywood.

Monday from

arrives

France.

JEAN DE CAVAGNAC, French
is

film

importer,

here from abroad.

JEAN BENOIT-LEVY,

director of "La

Matern-

once a week.

C.

C.

M0SK0WIT2

yesterday

MIQUEL TORRES, who

is

in

New

for

THOMAS JONES

Paramount

of

It

plans will be ready for presentation to the court within six to eight
weeks.
John S. Leahy of counsel
for the receivers predicted that if
the reorganization plans contemplated go through that bondholders will eventually be paid in full.

"Pompeii" Holding Over at Center
Center Theater will hold over for
a second week its entire show headed
by the RKO feature, "Last Days of
Pompeii," and including the latest
"March of Time" subject and a
musical variety program under the
direction of B. A. Rolfe.

a

York from

the coast, plans to return to Hollywood
weeks.

two

in

International

Corp. in Paris; ANDRE
producer, accompanied

LA VARRE, traveler and
by MRS. LA VARREMR. and MRS. GILBERT MILLER, FELIX FERRY
and JACK HYLTON, British orchestra leader,
in New York today
LLOYD BACON and his

arrive

are back at the Hotel

Ted Toddy on Coast Deal

sailed

Bermuda vacation.

on the Normandie.
daughter,

Warwick

FRANCES,

after a vacation

Canada.

in

DR.
this

HARRY MARTIN

week on

his

return

leaves
to the

New

York

late

coast.

Ted Toddy, formerly director of
advertising and exploitation in the
southern territory for Columbia
Party for Morros
pictures, left New York on Saturday
Paramount executves gave Boris
for Hollywood, where he will super- Morros a farewell party at the New
vise the final assembling of an expe- York Athletic Club Friday night
dition feature and work out exploita- preliminary to his leaving for the
tion angles for the picture, which coast.
Those
present
included
will probably be given roadshow Adolph
Zukor, Neil
Agnew, Y.
handling on the state right market. Frank Freeman and Austin C.
On his way west, Toddy will make Keough.

Sam

who is now in New
coast, is reported to
have rejected an M-G-M offer on the
grounds that he does not want to
Briskin,

assume a business post but instead
wants to be actively engaged in production.
He is understood to have
come east to arrange a new connection.

THE STANDARD
Reference Book
of the

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
•
1936

FILM YEAR BOOK
Now in Preparation.
Out

and

player

coast,

company.
Koeln and Blair have
in charge of the properties as
receivers under the appointment of
the circuit court.
With Federal
Court assuming jurisdiction, the
State Court receivership will be terminated.
The appointment was
under a petition for reorganization
filed by the bondholders protective stopovers through the south.
committee, which represents $3,352,000 of the $4,500,000 bonds outBriskin After Production Post
standing against the property.

tended run.

from

elle,"
sails
from New York on Wednesday
aboard the Normandie on his return to France
He plans to visit here again at a later date
after completing plans for his next production.

bil

was stated that the reorganization York from the
Tuesday Night Preview at Astor
Astor Theater will hold a special premiere tomorrow night for
"Harmony Lane," Mascot musical,
which has been booked for an ex-

B.

Rivoli

Milwaukee Warners are spotting
amateur shows in the Juneau, EgypFederal Judge George
St. Louis
tian and Lake Theaters, neighborH. Moore on Saturday appointed hood houses. In addition, Fox's WisEdmond Koeln, former city collector, consin and E. J. Weisfeld's Riverside
and James T. Blair, one-time mem- are featuring amateur show nights

been

105

96%
61%

week

WALTER FORDE, GB

Paramount

Five Milwaukee Houses
Federal Receivers Named
Playing Amateur Shows
For St. Louis Fox Theater

ber of the Missouri Supreme Court,
temporary Federal trustees for Theater Realty Co., owners of the Fox
Theater and adjoining property,
pending the reorganization of the

last

York, expects
for the coast

Paris

Cameo

Follows

at the Hotel Warwick
indefinite stay.

TED TODDY left New York on Saturday for
Hollywood with several stopovers through the
where he formerly was exploitation director for Columbia.

Roxy

29

(b)

Hall

Capitol

The New Gulliver (Amkino) Oct. 31
Nov. 1
Hands Across the Table (Paramount)
Found Stella Parish (Warner Bros.) (b)
The Melody Lingers On (United Artists) (b)
(a)

is

an

for

LOUISE HENRY, young screen player now appearing in "King Solomon of Broadway" at the
Roxy, is in New York and will be the
guest
of the Roxy at tonight's showing of the
film.

Astor

(Columbia)— Oct. 24

Chg.

-

Hollywood

South,

FUTURE OPENINGS
Harmony Lane

advertising

Warwick.

(

Larsson

of

JOHN HOWARD, Paramount

Hollywood

Amkino)
Red Army Days
Peasants (Amkino)
La

head

Warner Theaters, returns to New York today
Cleveland where he attended the "Midsummer Night's Dream" opening.

MADY CHRISTIANS

Net

Low

High
Fm.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK,
from

from

I

Con.

tomorrow from California.
for

Rivoli

Dream (Warner

Night's

CONSTANCE TALMADGE and KATHRYN
CARVER also are on the Santa Elena arriving

Astor

Artists)

— 3rd

COWAN of the Columbia studios and
wife, the former Ann Ronnell, arrive in New
York tomorrow from the west coast aboard the
Santa Elena, on which they were married.
LESTER

his

rived

Rendezvous
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SABATH TO SEEK MORE
FACTS ON PARA. PLAN
(Continued from Page

by Paramount.

Sabath said he believed that many irregularities had
marked the defaults and foreclosures
of theaters throughout the country,
to the detriment of bondholders.
Congressman Sabath has received
a letter from Gustavus A. Rogers,
of Jenks & Rogers, attorneys, suggesting that where a receivership is
applied for the actual work of administering the estate shall be handled by a Board of Judicial Administrators, a body of business experts
in the permanent employ of the state
or national government.
Rogers
states that retention of such a board
with a chief counsel and assistants
would eliminate the present evils of
receivership and also reduce the cost
of administering estates in the hands
of the courts.

Marks Bros.

Circuit Plan
Being Filed in Few Days
1)

holders of the outstanding mortgage
bond issues on all three theaters.
The new bonds provide for sinking
fund payments and do not have
serial maturities.

14 Finished by Weiss
Louis Weiss,

who has

arrived in
New York from the Coast for a
three-week stay, has completed 14
pictures on his 1934-35 program and
has nine to go. Last production finished was "Custer's Last Stand."
While in the East he will set up
his 1935-36 program.

Movie Sweepstakes Opens Office
Movie
Sweepstakes,
Inc.,
has
opened metropolitan sales offices at
336

West 44th

St.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT

line

"PHIL
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7-YEAR UNION PACT

• • • HIGHLIGHTS in the great comedy-drama, "The
Average Film Guy's Career"
Bold
Hold
Gold

Yodled

SoW

Dolled

Fold

Doled

^^r>
%hS
InLo
n
W
^-kL^/

careful count of calories.
Oakie says he reduced his waist
PARAby four and a half inches."

—

Moiled
Old

.Rolled

Cold

Tolled
Mould
The End
(please
note that the key letters in every Highlight are OLD
meaning that no matter how you kid yourself about what you're
getting out of Life, it all adds up to the same OLD STORY).

T
•

•

•

T

Pittsburgh Briefs

.

.

.

T

WE

• • •
REGRET to note that on the occasion of the
seventh birthday today of Charlie Einfeld's son Dickie
the fond father presented him with a bicycle
we do not
think that bicycling should be encouraged in the industry at
this time
at least, not by a home office exec like Charlie
who personally doesn't own any theaters where he can do a
bicycling

T
•

•

•

ON THE

anniversary of Edison's perfection of the first practical incandescent lamp
Owen D.
Young has been appointed National Chairman of the countrywide movement to honor Thomas Alva Edison
by the
establishment of a program to keep alive the ideals of the
Wizard of Menlo Park
we might say modestly that the
motion picture industry is continuously celebrating the electrical wizard's incandescent lamp achievement
as is attested every night by theater marquees everywhere

T

T

perial Pictures presents its seasonal Announcement Book encased
with the picture
in a distinctive black-and-silver cover
announcements in a very nifty color combination

•

•

Pittsburgh

T
T
THAT STAG DINNER

formal

Room

T

T
•

IN

local

succeeding John H. Harris.
Alton Rea has been named assistant manager of Warner's Manor
theater.

The Park
stage

has

Erie

in

resumed

bills.

Moe

Glanz,

58,

showman

theatrical booking agent,
week of a heart attack.

and

died this

W. H. Raynor, Fulton manager,
announces the houses will switch to
double

bills

next week.

Rufus Blair of Paramount's coast
publicity department visiting the local movie critics.
Glanced on Film Row: Joe Sto-

W. R. Evans, A. Martina,
Charles Anderson, Larry Puglia, M.
Allora and George Tyson.
well,

Kansas City Items

—

Kansas City Legal steps are
planned by the newly reorganized
I. T. O. A. against the plan of zoning said to be backed by Fox Midwest Theaters, according to E. Rolsky, new head of the exhib unit.
William Gehring and John D.
Clark of 20th Century-Fox are expected to visit the local offices about
Oct. 29.

Frank L. Newman, who once operated the Newman Theater here
but now is head of a Pacific Northwest circuit, was a recent visitor.
J.

Charlie Helstrom, I. W. Maple and
L. Binney, out-of-town exhibs.

were on

film

row

recently.

724

T

THE way

of "no cost" promotional work on the
we call attention to the repart of a theater manager
sults secured by Edgar Goth, manager of the Paramount theater
he secured two full pages in
in Stapleton, Staten Island
the Staten Island "Advance" with co-op ads on "Goin' to Town"
the latter had a slogan
and "The Big Broadcast of 1936"
on "Goin' to Town" Edgar got
contest that went big
merchants to pay the cost of several slick colored pictorial

•

Harold Lund,

Service,
of the
Pittsburgh Theater Managers' Ass'n,

in

the grand ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria to Dave Loew on
is looming up big with the following
Tuesday, Oct. 29
Arthur Garfield Hays, Will Hays,
speakers lined up
Arthur M. Loew, Louis Nizer, David Warfield, Adolph Zukor
the drinks will be served till each guest cries '"Nuff!"
tickets at $7.50 can be secured from the David Loew

•

—

manager for Ross Federal
has been named secretary

fifty-sixth

• • • THE SONG hits from Warners' "Stars Over Broadway" will be introduced over Station WABC tomorrow eve by
Bill Pizor's ImFred Waring and his Pennsylvanians

•

The contract was signed by
Charles C. Moskowitz for Loew's,
Maj. Leslie E. Thompson for RKO,
and Joseph D. Basson and Frank
Ruddock for Local 306.

T

prepared to supply you with a reproduction of the Highlights above on a unique poster to hang alongside your desk as a Daily Reminder
the poster is onesheet size
printed on a special composition stock made
from defaulted bonds, stage money, handkerchiefs cried in by
dolls and molls while they gave you the works, I-O-U slips,
sheriffs' final notices, trade press clippings telling what a great
guy you were, and the very finest quality of toilet tissue.
the art work on this poster subtly suggests the Entire Motif
with a symbolic picture of a Stockholder holding the bag
what might be taken by an optimistic near-sighted person as a
shower of yellow banknotes and coins is dropping into the bag
but you can't fool that stockholder guy holding the
bag
he KNOWS what he's getting

Ii'l

(Continued from Page 1)
of the increase will be worked out
by an arbitration board composed
of two circuit and two union members. The contract also provides for
a week's vacation with pay for booth
men to better safeguard the health
of the operators.

WE ARE

Farewell Dinner Committee,

"By keeping
Jack

SjP

1)

reorganization plan pending before
them.
The judges made recommendations
for amending reorganization procedure, Sabath said, and admitted
that because of the press of work
in the courts and the order in which
attorneys presented matters in connection with reorganization plans,
all facts bearing on a reorganization
were not brought out. Sabath said
his committee proposes to delve further into the Paramount reorganization, particularly into the disaffirmance of theater leases formerly held

(Continued from Page
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40 Key City Openings

and

field

force numbering

1)

more than

1

200.

In honor of the occasion, Mark
Ostrer, chairman of the board of
directors of GB, is making a special

New

trip to
York,
his brother, David,

accompanied by

who has charge

of GB's

far-flung overseas department.
Decision to come to New
York, despite the pressing business
of expanding the GB studios and
circuit, was prompted by personal
reasons, says Mark Ostrer in a com-

munication from London.
"I want to be present at the
American company's first-year birthday party," he stated, "because so
many gratifying results have been
attained

more

in

that

especially,

But
time.
want to thank

short
I

personally the gentlemen who were
responsible for the splendid progress
It was these
of our new company.
men Arthur A. Lee, vice president
and general sales manager; Geo. W.
Weeks, general sales manager, and
A. P. Waxman, advertising counsel
who put GB on the map of American movies. Their efforts have pro-

—

duced

really

amazing

and

results

the foundation for a brilliant
future."
GB opened up for business in
America a brief year ago. Its initial
offering was "Chu Chin Chow" at
the Roxy in New York, where it
Among
did a holdover business.
others, "Man of Aran" broke records
everywhere and was selected as the
best picture of 1934 by the National
Then followed
Board of Review.
"Little Friend," "Evergreen," "The
laid

Man Who Knew Too Much" and

DATE BOOK
Oct. 20-Nov. 2:
Celebration
ary of GB Picture Corp.

Oct. 21-22:
Allied Theater
convention, Plaza Hotel,
Oct.

21-24:

man Park
Oct. 24:
ing,

of
of

first

-

Owners of Texas
San Antonio, Tex.

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

Theaters of New Jersey meetCochran House, Newton, N. J.
Allied

Oct. 24-25:

Allied

Amusements

Northwest annual convention,

of

Pacific

Hotel

Wash-

TAKE ON VAUDEVILLE

Seattle.

1)

in the south,

and Aus-

Rochester, Sioux Falls, Mankato,

tin,

Mitchell, Aberdeen, Jamestown,

-

Minot, Grand Forks and Fargo in the

As

the special anniversary attraction, "Transatlantic

Tunnel" is opening simultaneously
about 40 key cities.

in

In addition to registering several
hits

in

its

first

year,

GB was

re-

sponsible for introducing to cinema
for the first time the
talents of Jesse Matthews, Nova Pilbeam, Marta Eggerth, and Jan Kiepura, all of whom have been invited
to Hollywood to make pictures during the coming season; and Alfred
Hitchcock, who was at the directorial
helm of "The Man Who Knew Too
Much" and "The 39 Steps."

audiences

The parent company, which showed
a profit of $3,600,000 last year, has
a staff of more than 16,000 people
on its weekly payroll.
Its widespread activities
embrace nearly
every form of the motion picture
and allied industries.
It produces,
distributes, and exhibits pictures;
controls Baird Television; manufactures radio sets; and has its own
broadcasting station. Other activities
include
manufacture of its own
sound recording and reproducing apparatus; huge film laboratories; and
the control of an equipment company specializing in theater supplies.
Its circuit of theaters, in excess of 400, is the largest in England.
It
has two ultra modern
studios at Islington and Shepherd's
Bush, equipped with every technical
facility that motion picture science
has created to date.
It produces
and distributes 52 pictures a year
through its own and allied organizations throughout the world. The GB
newsreel, one of the original pioneers
in screen journalism, enjoys equal
coverage.

GB
first

films in the past year enjoyed
run showings in practically

rery key spot in the country, with
the Roxy and the Radio City Music
Hall as their New York show-windows. Bookings on the new season's
product include such major circuits
as RKO, Warners, Fox West Coast,
e

Fox Midwest, Malco, Dent, Glen W.
Dickinson,
Walter Reade, Harry

Cicely Courtneidge is now there
starring opposite Frank Morgan in
M-G-M's "The Perfect Gentleman."
"The fact that we could effect such
an important interchange of stars,"
he said, "is an indication that we
have reached a very satisfactory
stride, and that we are making a
real contribution to the American
screen."

Milwaukee

Arthur, Tri-State, Sparks Circuit and

Two

—James

Hone Jr. is
of the Colonial here.

for

was formerly with

Universal.

GB

He

in this terri-

tory.

An

ordinance seeking to limit the
of theaters in Ashland to
one for each 5,000 citizens has been
vetoed by Mayor J. M. Dodd of that
Ashland now has two houses
city.
operated by the Royal Theater Co.

days of conferences

ball

will

start

The movie

ball

will

—

by

1

J.

G. Maddux, former operator. Since
Sept. 1 it has been operated by

Frank A. Graham, owner, who has
now leased it to Maddux.
Work on a new downtown theater
in Auburn has been halted.

William Ladd, 60, with Seattle
theaters for the past 35 years, and
well known as a member of the operators' organization, died in Seattle
week.

this

An

enthusiastic

L. Roberts,

angler,

Hollywood

Stephen

director, has

purchased a 100-acre tract on the
north bank of Rogue River, east of
Grant's Pass, Ore.

New Incorporations »

formerly with Vitaphone and Movietone, is general
manager of WEMP, Milwaukee's

new

secretary.
Ses24 in the Hotel

be operated from Nov.

will

newsreel.
J.

is

Oct.

be next night in the Trianon.
Seattle
The Granada in Auburn

number

and managed by Abe Latts.
Standard Theaters' Strand is now
playing the "March of Time," the
city's first house to contract for the

now

and a
feature the 17th annual convention of Allied Amusements of the Northwest, of which
film

Washington.

—

territory

Seattle

manager

sions

Mrs. Jack Keegan,
wife of the supervisor of Warner's
neighborhood houses, is recovering
in a local hospital from an appendectomy.
World theater, South Side neighborhood spot, has gone dark. Atanosoff brothers, operators, declare they
are unable to secure film.
Sid Schuster is now covering Wisconsin

Pacific Northwest Notes

James N. Hone

Milwaukee Notes

C. Mevius,

NEW YORK

radio station.

George Seifert is now managing
Warner's Appleton Theater, Appleton, succeeding Al Sindlinger, re-

Vatican Picture Distributing Corp.,

Motion picture exhibiting business.

Comedies,

pictures.
200
holders: H. G.

San Antonio Squibs

New

—Texas

Allied convention Oct. 21-22 will be held at
the Plaza Hotel.
Ronald Colman, film star, was
through here Sunday en route to
Mexico City via plane.

York.

Miner,

R.

Inc.,

shares of
Kosch, B.

Manhattan.
Motion
no par value. ShareE. Souhami,

Lang and

York.

International

Manhattan.

San Antonio

New

200 shares.

Harry Harris, Bernard J. B. Carples and Bernard
D. Heffernan, New York.
Real

signed.

Sack Amusement Enterprises has
many others.
taken over two Liberty pictures for
Oct" 26: Cleveland Variety Club clamb bake,
Allerton Hotel, Cleveland.
Ostrer also spoke with satisfaction release in Texas, "Take The Stand"
Oct. 28-29:
Allied
Motion
Picture
Theater
of Michael Balcon's visit to Holly- and "Two Heads on a Pillow."
Owners of Western Pennsylvania annual
Seen along Soledad Street: L. C.
wood, where numerous Hollywood
convention, Hotel Schenley, Pittsburgh.
personalities were signed for GB Baxley, Fox ramrod from Dallas;
Nov. 2:
Installation of officers of Lt. A. Verproductions and a loaning arrange- Bob Smith of the Mission Circuit;
non Macaulay Post, American Legion, on
ment for an interchange of players John Stahl, theaterman of Carrizo
S.
S. Arcadia, Boston-to-New York trip.
was completed with M-G-M. Under Springs; Doyle F. Luckie of Goliad,
Nov. 10:
Pittsburgh Variety Club annual banthis arrangement Madge Evans ap- Karnes City and Nixon.
quet, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
peared as the leading lady in
Nov. 10: American Federation of Actors' an"Transatlantic Tunnel," and Maureen
nual benefit show, Majestic Theater, New
Birmingham Lease Renewed
O'Sullivan leaves shortly for the GB
York.
studios to appear in the forthcomParamount, through Birmingham
Nov. 18: Philadelphia Variety Club entertaining production of Kipling's "Sol- Theaters Operating Co. has renewed
ment, Metropolitan, Philadelphia.
diers
Three."
Reversely, Jessie its lease on the Temple, Birmingham
Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners of
Matthews, the GB star of "Ever- theater, for three years starting
Ohio annual convention, Hotel DeshlerWallick,
Columbus, O.
green" fame, goes to Hollywood and Nov. 1.
ington,

from Page

(.Continued

Lake Charles,

north.

"The 39 Steps."

annivers-

America.

SAENGER, MINNESOTA

Tunnel"

"Transatlantic Tunnel," selected by GB to signalize its first anniversary in America,
will have simultaneous showings in more than 40 key city first-runs during the coming
week.
The picture, which has a cast headed by Richard Dix, Madge Evans, Helen
Vinson, C. Aubrey Smith, Leslie Banks and Basill Sydney, with George Arliss and
Walter Huston in special appearances, already is set for West Coast Theaters situations
in San Francisco, San Jose, Sacramento, Fresno and Stockton; also the Granada, South
Bend; Palace, Huntington, W. Va. Lyric, Cincinnati; Brown, Louisville; Orpheum, Terre
Haute; Paramount, Fort Wayne; Strand, Worcester; Capitol, Springfield, Mass.; Strand
or Empire,
Portland, Me.; Empire, New Bedford; Rialto, Racine; Alvin, Pittsburgh;
Strand, Altoona; Loew's State, Los Angeles; Chinese, Los Angeles; United Artists, Long
Beach; California, San Diego
Rialto, Butte; Liberty, Great Falls; Tivoli, Fort Worth;
Texa, Austin; Lafayette, Buffalo, and others.

SIGNED BY GB IN YEAR
(Continued from Page

for "Transatlantic

Monday, Oct. 21, 1935

Meaken,

Library

Motion
George

New

of
Visual
Aids.
pictures.
$100,000.

F.

Kumpf

and

Karl

York.

Harry L. Abbott &
Vaudeville and motion
Joseph
Ruskay,
Harry
Miller, New York.

Co.,
Inc.,
Manhattan,
pictures.
100 share*.
Epstein
and Irene

B.

Wright Richmond Amusements, Inc.,
mond.
Motion pictures.
100 shares.
Gerber,
Leon
Rosenblatt
and
Isadore

New

Inc.,

Gertrude

Rich-

Ned
Welt,

York.

Theater of Eleven, Inc., Manhattan. Operation
theaters. 200 shares of no par value. Mary
Hone, Walter
B.
Klavun and June Klavun,

of

New

York.

James Snyder Studio, Inc., New York. Motion
pictures.
100 shares.
Sol W. Benson, James
Snyder and Eli Singer, New York.
Zeidman Film Corp., Manhattan. Motion pictures.
200 shares.
I.
Jack London, Travis S.
Levy and Eleanor Brook, New York.

DELAWARE
Fox Inter-Mountain Theaters, Inc.;
United States Corp. Co., Dover, Del.
Fox

Midwest

Agency

Corp.;

$5,000;

$1,000;

United

$1,000;

United

Regal Theater Enterprises, Inc.; 200
United States Corp. Co., Dover, Del.

shares;

States

Corp.

Co.,

Dover,

Del.

Fox Wisconsin Agency Corp.;
States Corp. Co., Dover, Del.

»
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1 hat

is

the headline

SOMEONE

WITH

PICTURE
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rV

exhibitors should use in
advertising
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Here

is

a story that will tug at

so down-to-earth, so

your

woven

beautilully

public will give this picture

heart., .a story so

word

ol

that

human,

your theatre

mouth importance

ol

inestimable value.

In

addition

to

JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON'S

inspired performance
picture firmament

glorious voice

.

.

.

star

has risen in the

GEORGE HOUSTON

motion
with a

and a magnetic personality that will bring

hushed plaudits from
HARRY

new

a

all

within the sound ol his voice.

M GOETZ

presents

JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON
John Halliday

•

William Harrigan

Mona
•

David Scott

Reproductions oftht Howard

your nearest

UNITED ARTISTS

1/-J

cJC e

1

•

•

1

a n

c e

C/t c

i

tire

GEORGE HOUSTON

Helen Westley
Walter Kingsford

EDWARD SMALL

(An

Chandler Christy portrait on the
previous page are available from

Barrie

•

-Directed

Laura

•

•

Hope Crewes

Ferdinand Gottschalk

t^o</«ci;.«
by

David Burton

exchange. Be sure and get your copy
of the comprehensive press book pre-

pared on

this beautiful love-story.

cZj eas j

,/,,„

UNITED

ARTISTS
LITHO.

IN

U.S.A.

Features Reviewed
TITLE
REVIEWED
Adventurous Knights-AJA. 6-7-35
Abdul the Damned-ALL. .6-1-35
Accent on Youth-PAR. 8-10-35
Affair of Susan,

After

Age

The-U.

.

— Ajax
— Alliance Films
AM —Amkino
AMB— Ambassador Pictures
ARC — Arcturus Pictures

AJA
ALL

MGM.

.5-18-35
6-1-35
Air Hawks-COL
Alias Bulldog Drummond
9-10-35
GB..
...6-29-35
Alias Mary Dow-U
7-17-35
Alibi Ike-WA
8-14-35
Alice Adarns-RKO
9-13-35
Angelita-F
Anna Karenina-MGM .. .8-31-35
Annapolis Farewell-PAR. 8-23-35
7-27-35
Arizonian-RKO
Atlantic Adventure
COL.. 9-10-35
Avec L'Assurance-PAR ..5-9-35

Awakening

ARN— Tom Arnold
BAV— Bavaria Film

— Beacon Productions
— Beaumont Pictures
BUT — Burroughs-Tarzan

BEA
BEA

CHE— Chesterfield

CON— Conn

Baby Face Harrington

MGM.. 6-19-35

First

Room-COL

First

Sheep-F

.

MGM.

Captured in Chinatown-

SUP.. 7-30-35
Cappy Ricks Returns

REP
Champagne

for

9-10-35

COL.

Chan

.7-6-35
9-10-35

F. .6-4-35
Shanghai
F... 10-14-35

in

Chasing Yesterday-RKO .9-28-35
Cheers of the Crowd

MOP

China Seas-MGM
Chinatown Squad-U
Circle

Death-SYN

of

.8-6-35
7-25-35

....5-31-35
4-11-35

Evidence

Circumstantial

TITLE

Circus Shadows-PER
Clairvoyant, The-GB

Clemencia-XX
Code of the Mounted

XX.. 4-24-35

XX.
Hombre Que Se

El

Amor-XX

5-3-35

....6-8-35
8-21-35

AMB.

.6-21-35
7-12-35
10-17-35
...5-14-35
Cowboy Millionaire-F. .4-25-35
Criez-Le Sur Les Toits
PAR.. 6-25-35
Crime of Dr. Crespi
REP. .9-24-35
Crusades, The-PAR
8-5-35
Cruz Diablo-XX
4-10-35
Curly Top-F
8-2-35
Dance Band-ALL
6-6-35
Danger Ahead-VIC
7-19-35
Dante's Inferno-F
8-1-35
Daring Young Man-F. .7-18-35
Dark Angel, The-UA
8-30-35
Dawn Rider-MOP
7-9-35

Scandal-PAR

.

.

Distance

a

INV.. 9-17-35
Der Judas Von Tirol

XX

Trail-MOP
Der Unhekannte-XX
Desert

Devil

is

a

Woman-PAR.

Diamond Jim-U

.4-29-35
8-20-35
6-4-35
.4-17-35
8-24-35

Die Csardas Fuerstin

UFA.. 4-26-35
Die

Reiter

Von Deutsch-

Ostafrika-XX

6-10-35

Die Finanzen des Grossherzogs

XX.
Die Gros^e Chance-XX
Die Toerichte Jungfrau
Die Unschuld

.4-10-35
..5-9-35

UFA. .9-10-35
Vom Lande

Reia Del
7-19-35
.5-9-35

XX.. 4-18-35
Elizabeth of England

ALL.. 6-8-35
Escapade-MGM
Escape Me Never-UA.
Every Night at Eight-

.

7-6-35
.5-24-35

PAR.. 7-30-35
Farmer Takes

Wife-F. .6-11-35

a

Fighting Lady-ROY
4-16-35
Fighting Pioneers-RES. .5-21-35
Fighting Shadows-COL. 5-17-35
Flame Within, The

MGM.. 6-1-35
Dagger-WA

Florentine

Four Hours

to

.

.4-26-35

Liselott-XX.
Frankie and Johnnie

.

.5-31-35

RKO

6-25-35
9-20-35

Freckles-RKO
Front

Wind Aus Kanada
UFA.. 9-24-35

Page

Woman

WA. .7-11-35

Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF 5-20-35

G-Men. The-WA

Gay

Deception-F
Get That Man-EMP
Gigolette-RKO
Ginger-F

..

Girl Friend, The-COI
Girl from 10th Avenue

Girls Will
Girl

Who

Her

4-18-35
8-19-35
.7-25-35
5-14-35
5-28-35
9-28-35

FN.. 5-25-35
Be Boys-ALL. .6-7-35
Came Back

CHE.
Give

a

Ring-ALL.

Glass Key. The-PAR.
Goin' to Town-PAR

.

Going Highbrow-WA.
Golden Taiga-AM
Goose and the Gander

.

.9-20-35
.6-6-35
6-15-35
+-25-35
.8-23-35
8-3-35

1st

Die

Heide

XX... 10-17-35
Gunners and Guns-BEA. 8-22-35
Hard Rock Harrigan-F.

.

.7-1-35

Harmony Lane-MAS

...8-15-35
Hawk, The-WOH
7-13-35
Headline Woman-MAS .5-11-35
Healer, The-MOP
5-28-35
Here Comes Cookie-PAR. 9-10-35
Here Comes the Band
MGM.. 9-21-35

Hermine Und die Sieben
9-24-35
Aufrechten-XX
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 5-25-35
Her Song of Love-REI. 6-26-35
Here's to Romance-F. .. .8-27-35
His Family Tree-RKO ..9-17-35
His Fighting Blood

AMB...
His Night Out-U

10-7-35
10-19-35
4-27-35

REI— Dr. Hugo

S.

My

Iceland Fishermen-DU
.9-21-35
Ich Sing Mich in Dein Herz
Hinein-XX
6-4-35
Idolos De La Radio-XX. 7-5-35
Igloi Dikok-XX
5-25-35
In Spite of Danger-COL. .4-9-35
II Delitto di MastrovanniXX.. 8-1-35
In Caliente-FN
6-27-35
Informer, The-RKO
5-1-35
In Old Kentucky-F
...7-5-35
Irish in Us-W A
8-1-35
It's in the Air-MGM .. 10-10-35
It's a Small World-F. .5-21-35
Jalna-RKO
7-26-35
Java Head-FD
7-31-35
.

.

BEA

.10-17-35

Range

COL.
Keeper of the Bees-MOP.
Kentucky Blue Streak

.6-4-35
6-1 1-35

PUR.. 6-7-35
Kid Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
King Solomon of Broadway
U... 10-19-35
Koeszoenoem Hogy Elgazolt
XX..5-9*-35
Konjunkturriter-XX
4-29-35
Krach Um Olanthe-XX. 5-14-35

La Llorona-XX
La Maternelle-TAP

7-24-35
10-17-35

Crave Excitement

MAS.. 6-17-35
Lady Tubbs-U

7-2-35

Last Days of Pompeii

RKO... 10-3-35
Last Outpost. The-PAR. .9-27-35
Last Wilderness-DU ...5-15-35

Law Beyond

the

Range

COL.. 4-17-35
Legong-DU
L'Eredita

.10-3-35

Dello

MET.

.7-1-35
.5-14-35
.5-16-35

.

.

UFA.. 5-31-35
Life Begins at 40-F

4-5-35
5-16-35
9-28-35
..10-5-35
L'Ordonnance-XX
7-2-35
Love in Bloom-PAR
4-20-35
Love Me Forever-COL. .6-28-35
Mad Love-MGM
7-1-35
7-9-35
Make a Million-MOP
Lila Akac-XX
Little America-PAR
Little Big Shot-WA

on Flying Trapeze-

PAR.. 8-3-35
Manhattan

Butterfly

Manhattan

IMP.. 8-14-35
Moon-U ....7-22-35

Marie Chapdelaine-FRA. .9-27-35
10-1-35
Martin Garatuza-XX

Mary

Pa-FN

6-14-35
9-24-35
Melody Trail-REP
Men of Action-CON. .7-13-35
Men of the Hour-COL. .. 5-9-35
Men of Tomorrow-MUN. 4-16-35
Men on Wings-AM... 6-12-35

Jane's

Shipmates Forever-WA

Films

L.

— Spectrum

STE—William
SUP
SYN

Smoky

S.

UFA— Ufa
Pictures

.

REVIEWED
6-4-35
Svet-XX
for Revenge-MAJ .5-21-35

TITLE
Mizici

Motive

Murder

the Fleet

in

MGM.. 6-1-35

Murder Man-MGM
Music Is Magic-F
Mutiny Ahead-MAJ

7-9-35
...9-24-35
7-6-35
You-GB. .5-28-35
.

My

Song

for

.

New

Adventures

New

Frontier-REP

Tarzan

of

BUT.

Night

at

the

Night

at

the

MGM... 10-17-35
A
WA.. 5-16-35

Ritz,

The-RKO

Nittits,

No More Ladies-MGM
Now or Never-A JA

.

.

MGM.. 10-1-35
Odio-XX

6-25-35

Lamps

Oil for the

China

of

WA.. 4-30-3 5
On Probation-PER

4-17-35

One Frightened Night

MAS.. 4-26-35

One New York Night

MGM.. 5-4-35
Old Curiosity Shop-ALL. 6-21-35
Old Homestead, The

REP... 10-5-35
O'd Man Rhythm-RKO. .8-2-35
Orchids to You-F
8-10-35
Our Little Girl-F
6-7-35
Outlawed Guns-U
Page Miss Glory-WA

10-1-35
7-8-35
Paradise Canyon-MOP .5-14-35
Paris in Spring-PAR
5-28-35
Party Wire-COL
5-17-35
Peasants-AM
9-5-35
Pechmarie-F
4-24-35
People Will Talk-PAR... 6-7-35
People's Enemy-RKO ...4-29-35
10-11-35
Pepo-AM
,
Personal Maid's Secret
10-1-35
Peter Vinogradof-AM
7-1-35
Phantom Fiend-OLY
4-20-35

Powdersmoke

Range

Prenez Garde

a

RKO.
la

TAP.
.

MGM.

Red Blood

of

Courage

AMB.. 6-4-35
Redheads on Parade-F.
Red Morning-RKO
Red Salute-UA
Red Village-AM

Red Wagon-ALL
Regal Cavalcade-ALL

..

WA.. 7-20-35
Dr. Socrates-WA
10-3-35
Dressed to Thrill-F
10-8-35
Eagle's Brood, The-PAR. 10-10-35

MOP.. 4-9-35
Hot Off the Press-VIC. 10-9-35
8-20-35
Hot Tip-RKO

H uszarserelem— X X

4-24-3 5

WA... 10
Mimi-ALI
Mistet

Dynamite-U

10-35
6-5-35
5-25-35

Peter

of

.9-7-35

4-10-35
9-12-35
5-3-35
6-7-35
...6-17-35

Grimm

Metropolitan-F
Midsummer Night's Dream

7-16-35
10-18-35

.8-19-35
.6-21-35
4-12-35

Princess
Charming-GB
Princess O'Hara-U
Public Hero Number One
.5-16-35
Public Menace-COL
..9-24-35
Public Opinion-INV
.9-19-35
10-2-35
Pursuit-MGM
Radio Parade of 1935
ALL. .6-10-35
Rainbow's End-FD
7-17-35
Raven, The-U
6-4-35
Reckless-MGM
4-17-35
Reckless Roads-M AJ
7-30-35

Hoosier Schoolmaster

5-16-35

.9-25-35

Peinture

Don't

SYN.

6-5-35
.6-12-35
7-9-35

Boy

Law-STE.
Roaring Roads-MAR. ..
Rosem Aus Dem Suden

.

.5-21-35
9-24-35

A

Opera,

Return

Blondes

Man

REP

.10-9-35
9-19-35
6-21-35
6-27-35
Star of Midnight-RKO.. 4-1 1-35
Steamboat 'Round the BendF.. 7-25-35
o
,
Stolen
Harmony-PAR
4-20-35
Stone of Silver Creek
U.. 4-6-35
btorm Over the Andes-U. 9-25-35
Stormy-U
10-7-35
Stranded-WA
6-21-35
Strangers AI1-RKO. ... . .4-1-35
Strauss' Great Waltz

„
Special

distributor set

Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-35

Bet on

7-9-35
7-27-35
7-30-35

Smith-STE

So Ein Maedel Vergisst

Mercedes-XX
Merry Monarch. The

Honeymoon Limited

A

Dark,

Night-XX
9-30-35
Song of Happiness-AM. .4-10-35
Sons of Steel-CHE
4-13-35
Soviet Journey-AM
....8-10-35
Soviet Russia Thru the Eyes of
an American-AM
9-30-35
Spanish Cape Mystery

UA— United Artists

MOP.. 6-25-35
Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hooray for Love-RKO. .5-20-35

Hold 'Em Yale-PAR

in the

10-8-35
7. 8 .35
10-17-35
10-14-35

.

Silk Hat Kid-F
Smart Girl-PAR

—Syndicate Exchange
TAP — John
Tapernoux
U — Universal

Dinky-WA
6-28-35
Dog of Flanders-RKO. .7-13-35
Doubting Thomas-F
7-11-35
Dona Francisquita-XX .4-29-35

XX.. 9-10-35

Hashirim-GLO

Shot

.

CHE.. 5-23-35

— Superior Films

— No

Shir
Steiner

— Victory

It

COL...

She-RKO

G. Films

WA

Zio

Les As Du Turf-PAR.
Let 'Em Have It-UA.
Liebe Tod Und Teufel

Man

She Couldn't Take

O'Shaughnessy's

The

B6ok,

Justice of the

Ladies

COL.. 9-27-35

Pictures

Royer

,

Agent-WA

Speed Devils-HOF
Spring Tonic-F

.

Judgement

SPE

XX

REVIEWED
Love-WA. .. 10-18-35
Life-MGM. 10-14-35

for

SG— S. b
SL—S. &

VIC

PER— Peerless

TITLE
I
Live
Live

— Fanchon

7-20-35
8-5-35

She Gets Her Man-U
She Married Her Boss

WA— Warner Bros.
WOH— Herman Wohl

— Olympic Pictures
— Paramount

I

ROY

.

Shanghai-PAR

Pictures

RKO— RKO-Radio
Ex.

MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films
OLY
PAR

Riesenfeld

REP— Republic
RES— Resolute

Dist.

S.

.

ALL.. 6-4-35
Scoundrel, The-PAR
4-30-35
Secret Agent-ALL
6-5-35
Seeing Hungary-DAN. .9-10-35

PUR— Puritan

— Imperial
— Invincible Pictures
KRE—
Krellberg
LIB — Liberty Pictures
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR— Marcy
MAS— Mascot Pictures
M ET — Metropolis
MGM — Metro -Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP — Monogram Pictures
IMP
INV

.

WA.. 9-12-35
Gruen

HOF—J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film

Kill-PAR. 4-11-35

Fraeulein

XX.. 5-14-35
Der Schuechterne Felix

.9-24-35

El Pulpo Humano-HOF
El Vuelo de la Muerte

Frischer

Confidential-REP
Convention Girl-FD

Death from

9-10-35

El Heroe de Nacozari

CHE.. 7-17-35

College

REVIEWED

Ehestreik-UFA

Eight Bells-COL
5-11-35
El Fantasma del Convento

Breakfast

Charlemagne-XX
Charlie Chan in Egypt
Charlie

Criterion

Distributors

9-14-35

Bishop Misbehaves. The

.9-28-35
8-17-35
6-28-35
9-18-35
Bohemios-XX
8-7-35
Bohemios-CIN
5-31-35
Boliche-XX
Bonnie Scotland-MGM .8-24-35
6-4-35
Border Brigands-U
Born to Gamble-REP
10-4-35
Break of Hearts-RKO ... 5-16-35
Brewster's Millions-UA. . .4-5-35
Bride of Frankenstein-U.4-11-35
Bright Lights-FN
7-27-35
Broadway Gondolier-WA. 7-11-35
Broadway Melody of 1936
.8-29-35
Call of the Wild-UA
4-30-35
Calm Yourself-MGM ..7-30-35
Captain Hurricane-RKO. 4-25-35

Pictures

—
Films
DAN — Danubia Pictures
DU— DuWorld
EMP — Empire Film
F— Fox
FD—
Division
FN—
National
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
CRI

9-24-35
Barbary Coast-UA
Beauty's Daughter-F ...9-17-35
6-14-35
Becky Sharp-RKO
Big Broadcast of 1936

Black
Black

Distributing

COL—Columbia

COL.. 5-18-35

PAR
MGM.

— Cinexport

CIN

Jim Burke

of

A-G

—
—
GFF — General Foreign Films
GLO — Globe Pictures

FRA France Film
GB Gaumont- British

Oct. 19
TITLE
REVIEWED
Sans Famille-XX
6-7-35
Schwarzwaldmaedel-X X 10-17-35
Scotland Yard Mystery

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

.9-17-35
.8-14-35

.

the Dance-COL.
of Indiscretion

Film Daily, April. 5 to

in

RKO.. 7-18-35
Rider of the

.

10-19-35
.4-13-35

Rustler's

Paradise-AJA

Aces-RES

Sanders of the

.

ARN.. 4-9-35
Streamline Express-MAS. 8-31-35
Strosstrupp 1917-XX
2-6-35
Struggle for Life-FOY. .6-19-35
Sunset Range-FD
5-10-35
.

Sunny Youth-AM

Susana Tiene
_

Un

8-20-35

Secreto

XX.. 6-7-35

u
bwedenhielms-XX
,

.

Symphony

of

....... 5-4-35
Living

INV.. 6-22-35

„
Raise-F

.,„
$10

9-10-35

.

Head-COL

Swell

.

S-4-35
7-9-35
5-7-35
9-4-35

Tango-Bar-PAR
Texas Rambler-SPE
This
This

the Life-F

is

Woman

Mine

is

PAR.

Amor

Tierra,
.

39

..5-7-35
10-14-35

River

UA..

XX.. 8-14-35

„
Steps,

The-GB

9-14-35

Three Kids and a Queen

U... 10-17-35
Three
__

Musketeers,

The

RKO

.

Thunder
Thunder

in

..10-7-35
9-17-35

the Night-F

Mountain-F
9-14-35
Tjocka
Slakten. ..-XX.. 5-23-35
Toll of the Deserts-STE. .10-4-35

Top

.

.

Hat-RKO

8-16-35
5-31-35
8-22-35
6-12-35

Tovarishi-AM
Trail's

End-BEA

Tribu-XX
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes

OLY.

.5-28-35
12-18-34

Tu Hijo-XX
Tumbling Tumbleweeds

REP.
Two-Fisted-PAR
Two for Tonight-PAR.

.9-5-35
10-4-35
.8-31-35
9-14-35

.

Two Sinners-REP
Un Hombre Pelogroso

CRI... 10-17-35

Una Semana De

Felicidad

XX.. 6-19-35
Under the Pampas Moon
F.. 6-1-35

Unknown Woman-COL.

.6-21-35

Unwelcome Stranger
Vagabond

COL.. 4-6-35
4-1-35
Lady-MGM

Vanishing Riders-SPE
Vidas Rotas-XX

...7-2-35
8-6-35
Village Tale-RKO
6-1S-35
9-17-35
Virginia Judge, The-PAR.
4-9-35
Wagon Trail-AJA
Wanderer of the Wasteland
PAR. .10-11-35
Waterfront Lady-REP ...9-21-35
Welcome Home-F .... 8-27-35
We're in the Money-WA. 8-22-35
Werewolf of London-U .. 5-10-35
7-30-35
Westward Ho-REP
What Price Crime-BEA. 5-28-35
10-1-35
William Tell-GFF
.

Wings Over Ethiopia

PAR... 10-14-35
Without Regret-PAR

Youth of Maxim-AM.
Zigeunerbaron-UFA
Zigeunerblut-XX
Zycie

6-26-35

.9-10-35

y Dolor

Woman Wanted-MGM.

XX.. 4-24-35
Saddle

„

J.

..

9-13-35
.8-10-35
.4-20-39
9-16-35
4-10-J5

Pilsudskiego

MET.. 6- 4-15

THE
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS

«

«

logue, Michael Hogan, Gerald Fairlie; CamKnowles;
Editor,
Ottc
eraman,
Bernard

"BORN FOR GLORY"
Betty Balfour, John
Barry Mackay

with

GB

Mills,

Ludwig

GOOD NAVAL WAR STORY WITH SUFAND HUMAN INTER-

FOREIGN

and

picture

this

has

it

enough entertainment values to satisfy the
program clientele once they get inside.
Director Walter Forde has handled the
story

conscientious,

in

straightfor-

ward fashion. It tells the story of a brave
young sailor lad, brought up in the British
naval tradition by his unwed mother, whose
sweetheart and father of the boy went
away with his ship and forgot his promise
encounter around
Malta between a British and a German ship,
the
boy proves himself an outstanding
marriage.

of

In

hero, fatally risking his

and

it

then

is

that

for his country,

life

the

father,

commander, learns from the
effects that the hero

are a

number

is

his

of thrilling scenes

Betty

monia;

directed

Murati,

Paul

Balfour,

John

son.
in

by

Bela

et

Javor,

the

including

"KLEIN

of

a

DORIT"

hand-

Dorit"),

("Little

in

jail

for

indefinite

in

periods.

comedy.
Mills,

Film;

("Lars-

Swedish; pro-

in

directed

by

S.

native

helped by musical bits and
backgrounds.

by

Enjoyable production based on the Charles
Dickens character of Little Dorit and depicting the injustice of keeping debtors

There

SHORTS
"Terched in the Haid"
(Barney Google Cartoon)
Columbia
7 mins.
Lively
Charles Mintz

color

is

moves

fast.

of

full

cartoon

in

goofy laughs and

Barney

visits his

et

Author, C. S.
0. G. Orton; Dia-

Antonio

R.

who is loafing under a
tree while his wife does all the work
and tends the family of six kids.
Barney suggests to the youngsters
that they quit loafing and get some
education so that they can help Ma.
taineer pal

Ma resents the suggestion, and
so do the kids, and Barney has to

about

a

sort

S.

take

it

on the lam with Spark Plug.

Amparo Arozamena,
Teatro Campoamor.

Frausto,

At the

al.

Satisfactory

produced by
Gonzalez; with

Spanish;

in

entertainment

Latin
of

in

Leon Errol

story

»

married takes a strange interest in
her adopted son, and then she discovers that the newcomer is the real
mother of the boy. She presents her
problem for solution to the Voice of
Experience, and he advises a very
satisfactory solution over his radio
program.
The material is deftly
handled, and affords swell human
interest entertainment that will appeal to all

women.

Title of FitzPatrick Short
FitzPatrick TravelTalk short subject
title,
inadvertently
omitted
from the review in Saturday's issue,
was "Banff and Beautiful Lake
Louise."

Davies in "Twelfth Night"

Next Warner-Shakespeare

in

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Having

Columbia
19 mins.
Leon Errol appears as the new
bridegroom who starts on his honey-

launched

"A Midsummer

Night's Dream" on
its way, Warners' next Shakesperian
contribution will be "Twelfth Night,"
with Marion Davies as the star. Max
Reinhardt will again direct.
Production will start after Miss Davies

work in a Rida Johnson
story.
Meanwhile Reinhardt
goes to New York soon to stage
"Road to Promise."
finishes

Young

"Honeymoon Bridge"

Mexican Robin Hood who

»

moun-

But
RAYO,"

"EL

Barry

•

J.

roping

Europa

laughs, and

for

attractive

Distributed

al.

ANDRA GIFTET

I

Lili

German; produced by Bavaria Films; directed
by Karl Lamac; with Anny Ondra, Gustav
Waldau, et al. At the 79th St. Theater.

Forde;

Screenplay,

Har-

with

This

Merritt, Cyril Smith.

Forester;

Gaal;

by

husband.

Atlas; directed by Julian

Walter

Homely
by

the

ventures

the naval

peaceful activities

to

Bauman; with Edward Person, Dagmar Ebbesen, et al.
At the Cinema de Paris.
Amusing Scandinavian comedy, well acted

At the Hunnia Playhouse.

Mackay, Jimmy Hanley, Howard MaricnCrawford, H. G. Stoker, Percy Walsh, George
Director,

("The

produced

about a pretty girl who
double role of a homely maid
and thereby has a number of amusing ad-

some

followers

Second Marriage"),

comedy

Good

plays

personal

lad's

own

battle, also an occasional bit of

Cast:

in

Danubia Pictures.

British

a

LANY"

Hungarian;

Girl"),

naval

a

CSUNYA

"A

Though handicapped in the way of marquee names, there are plenty of exploitation

his

"LARSSON

Fine.

duced

EST FOR GENERAL APPEAL.

in

Photography,

Effective.

son's

FICIENT ACTION

possibilities

restores

after getting rid of the villains.

•

Direction,

70 mins.

Pictures

simple
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Sirovich Taking

Up RCA

The Sirovich Congressional Committee investigating patent pools
moon with the bride who i« a bridge and
cross-licensing of patents will
addict.
They start a friendly game resume hearings
this morning at the
on

the train and wind up in a riot.
Fifth Avenue Hotel to consider the
year later they still have bridge
patent activities of the Radio Cortrouble.
Leon busts into a bridge poration of America.
party attended by his wife, and gets
potted while the game goes on, and
Torres Plans "Maximilian"
succeeds in starting another riot with
Miguel Torres is now in
his antics.
The finish shows that arranging a release on New York
"Maximilit was all a nightmare, as the comian," feature which he plans to proedian has really fainted waiting for
duce in English, with work to be
his bride to show up at the weddone at the coast. He has been makding.
Errol sustains a nice line of ing
Spanish pictures for Columbia.
comedy that brings the laughs. Produced by Jules White.
Story by "Dream" Opens in
Toronto Tonight
Harry McCoy.
Toronto The Canadian premiere

A

—

"Jump, Horse, Jump"
(News World of Sports)
Columbia
10 mins.
Exciting

Some highly

exciting and thrilling
shots of steeplechase races, with the
horses and riders taking some dan-

'no*

£juit

omahi

enjoyable.

in knowing how to make life
Our atmosphere is truly Continental,

our view of the Park
superior,

is

superb, our service

is

really

and our rates invitingly inexpensive.

We

now famous sidewalk
CAFE de la P AIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,

gerous spills. The Grand National
event at Aintree is shown, with
closeups of the spills. The reel finishes with a detailed photographing
of the training of the steeplechase
youngsters which is mighty interesting. Jack Kofoed supplied the story.
Narrated by Ford Bond.

successfully created the

and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.

ft.

M ORITI
50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH

"A Midsummer

Night's Dream"
tonight at the Royal
Alexandra theater with high governmental officials expected to attend. Laura Elston, assisted by Bill
Yearsley of the Warner home office,
prepared the publicity and exploitaton
campaign,
which
included,
among its high-spots, a special concert by the Mendelssohn Choir, a
musical unit famous throughout the
of

takes

place

Dominion.

Study Guide on "Pompeii"
study guide to the RKO Radio
picture, "Last Days of Pompeii," has
been put out by Educational &

A

Recreational Guides, Inc., of Newark.
This is the third in a series
of such guides intended primarily
for schoolroom study.

"Voice of Experience"
(No. 3)

Columbia
11 mins.
Fine Human Appeal
The third and best of this unusual
Warners Reopen Ansonia House
series of human documents culled
from actual life stories. The Voice
Ansonia, Conn.
Dark for five
narrates the story of a woman who years, the Tremont has been readopted a baby boy when its mother opened by Warners for Saturday
rejected it because she was unwed. and
Sunday performances with

—

mi-Oie - Pomfe
NEW YORK
•

In later years a

new neighbor

just

double features at 25 cents top.

THE
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MAY SPEED UP

Far East Film Biz Shows Improvement

ST. LOUIS HEARING

Definite improvement in motion picture business in the Orient and the north of
Africa is reported by independent distributors headquartering in New York who state
that the first upturn in four or five years is now showing itself.
They account for
improvements in the Far East by pointing to higher prices for rubber, tin, cotton and
jute.
In addition, they declare, moviegoing population of British colonies are now fed
up on English pictures which they were induced to patronize through intensive na-

GOV'T

{Continued from Page

1)

tionalistic

naed 47 witnesses, but during the

H. G.

TASKER TO START

SECOND

S.M.P.E.

campaigns.

(Continued from Page

past week Hardy dismissed a number of these in the belief that their
testimony would not be needed to get
the case to the jury.
Up to this
time only 17 witnesses have testified.
The documentary evidence presented
by Hardy yesterday including the
correspondence that passed between
the Warner Bros. Circuit Management Corporation and RKO Distributing Corporation
and Paramount Distributing Company relative to the commitments made late
in March to supply RKO and Paramount pictures to the Shubert-Rialto
or other theaters the Warners might
acquire in St. Louis is considered
highly important as tending to
establish the existence of the alleged
conspiracy.
Judge Moore is expected to decide
today whether contracts made with
Skouras Super Theaters for film in
1928 and the cancellation of those
picture franchises July 29, 1932,
shall be used against the defendants.

Wieck and Gustav Frohlich; "Lady
Tobis Lists 39 Features
Windermere's Facher," with Lil DagFor the 1935-36 Season over; a Paul Kemp vehicle, with

Lucie Englisch; "Verschollen," with
Berlin
Tobis-Cinema announces Harry Piel; "Alles drecht sich um
a release program of 39 features for Fifi"; another Paul Kemp musical;
the 1935-36 season.
Lineup, to be "Das Madchen fur Alles"; two "Pat
made in various studios and lan- und Patachon" comedies; "Letzte
guage, includes "Der Kaiser von Rofe"; "Fraulen um den Connen KoKalifornien," with Luis Trenker; nig," with Renate Muller; "Ich war
"Traumulus," with Emil Jannings; Jack Mortimer," with Adolf Wohl"Liebeslente," with Renate Muller bruck; "Sehnsucht nach der Welt,"
and Gustav Frohlich; "Reissende with Carl Froelich; "Die Kopfjager
Wolfe"; "Der Vogelhandler," with von
Borneo";
"Wennder
Hahn
Lil Dagover; "Der Oschungel Ruft," Kraht," with Froelich; "Durch die
with Harry Piel, and another Harry Duste," Karl May film, and "Die
Piel film; "Der Ommenkonig," with Pfingstorgel," and a Willy Forst
Kathe Gold; "Wenn die Musik nicht film.
war," with Karin Hardt; "Strassenmusik,"
musical;
"Die
Lustigen
Guinn Williams Assigned
Weiber
von
Windsor";
"Rose
Bernd"; "Pygmalion," with Jenny West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Jugo; "August der Starke," with
Hollywood
Guinn Williams has
Michael Bohnen and Lil Dagover; been assigned to "Miss Pacific Fleet,"
"Hans im Gluck"; "Viktoria"; "Der a First National production with
Raub der Sabinerinnen," with Jan- Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell and
nings; "Die Geliebte von Paris," Hugh Herbert.
Fox Stylist Transferred
Others cast in the
Hollywood William Lambert, 20th with Renate Muller and Gustav picture are Warren Hull, Allen JenCentury-Fox stylist, has been trans- Frohlich; "Madchenjahre einer Ko- kins, Marie Wilson, Eddie Acuff,
with Jenny Jugo; "Der Minna Gombell and Anita Kerry.
ferred to the Western Ave. studios nigin,"
and will create new modes for pro- Student Von Prag," with Adolf Ray Enright is directing. The origductions made under the supervision Wohlbruck and Dorthea Wieck; an- inal story was by Frederick Hazof Executive Producer Sol M. Wurt- other Renate Muller film; "Ein Un- litt Brennan.
Peter Milne and Luzel.
mogliche
Frau,"
with
Dorothea cille Newmark wrote the screenplay.

—

—

—

ANNOU NCING THE OPENING

Arthur Dickinson of the Hays office.
Another highlight of the -four-day
session will be the semi-annual banquet Wednesday night.

Omaha Odds & Ends
Omaha
en

—Frank

route

to

and Mrs. Hannon,

Omaha

following

turned over three times. Hannon is
a Warner salesman.
Three bandits held and robbed the
Liberty at Council Bluffs and made
off with $850.
Ben Harding, manager,
and four employes were
gagged and bound with adhesive
tape.

Variety Club will have its first
Ladies Day on Oct. 21, with D. V.
McLucas of United Artists as king
for the day.
Nathan Dax, operator of two
Sioux City houses, is recovering
from slight injuries received in an
auto crash.

OF

DRAMATIC SCHOOL

(Between 58th and 59th

Sts.)

AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

Telephone: Wlckersham 2-4300

NEW CLASSES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS NOW FORMING
SEND

FOR

the

Nebraska-Minnesota game, suffered
only minor injuries when their car

NED
WAYBURN'S
MADISON

1)

in the 2,000-foot reel situation which
will be the subject of a paper by

DANCING, SINGING AND

625

TERM

LITERATURE — VISITORS WELCOME

DAILY

A

"LITTLE" from

WEST

has

picked

Lucille

Webster Gleason, wife of James
Gleason, for one of the major roles
in

HOLLYWOOD

"Klondike Lou." Esther Howard
to portray one of the en-

Shortage of Good Stories Reported by Boleslawski
find
Though there seems to be plenty of story material around, it is difficult to
according
anything of outstanding merit or suitable for prevailing requirements of stars,
going
weeks
past few
to Richard Boleslawski, M-G-M director, who has spent the
through a maze of scripts and novels.

was picked

tertainers in the icy night spot.
T
T

•Kelc. C ah agan. stage and opera
who made her screen destar
but in RKO Radio's spectacle-drama,
"She," is about to begin a concert
tour of the larger eastern cities
which will last the rest of the autumn. On Dec. 2 she is due in San
Francisco for a brief season of opera, after which she returns to the
RKO Radio studio in Hollywood for
further film work. Miss Gahagan's
husband, Melvyn Douglas, has just
completed one of the leading roles
RKO Radio's production of
in
"Annie Oakley," starring Barbara
Stanwyck.
r
r
t
Preparatory work is under way on
the two serials to be made by Nat
program.
Republic's
for
Levine
"Darkest Africa," with Clyde Beatty
and Manuel King, begins shooting
Nov. 25. "The Undersea Kingdom"
will follow.
y

v

Paramount has extended the options of Colin Tapley and Betty
Tapley is the sole survivor
Holt.
of the "Search for Beauty" project.

appeared with Cary Grant
Claude Rains in Paramount's
"The Last Outpost." Betty Holt is
the four-year-old sister of David

He

last

and

Recent writing assignments at Rehave been made to Karl
Brown, who will collaborate with
Richard Carroll on "The Glory Parade"; Nick Barrows and Jack Natteford to work on Tristram Tupper's
"The Gentleman from Louisiana";
Dorothy Reid and Ralph Bettinson
adapting "The House of a Thousand
Candles," Meredith Nicholson's mystery thriller; Mary McCarthy and
Norman Houston on the film play of
Harry O. Hoyt's "Fair Grounds";
Betty Burbridge writing the story for
Gene Autry's musical western, "Tex
Comes A-Singin'," and the McGowan brothers, Stuart and Dorrell,
adapting "Red River Valley."
public

to Cecil B. DeMille, failed, but was
given a film job.
T

T

T

Their heavy production schedule
forced Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, Hal Roach comedy stars, to turn
down an offer to appear in a London stage production of "The Better
The two are now working
'Ole."
in Roach's full-length production of

original name, as a "Saturday
Evening Post" story, was "Husk."
Its

Albert Rogell, Columbia director, combined units. The Trem Carr and
who has just completed "Song of M. H. Hoffman units now at the
the Damned" featuring Victor Jory, Pathe Studios will go over to the
Florence Rice and Norman Foster, new lot as soon as "Frisco Water-

has been assigned to "Panic on the
Air," the new Ann Sothern-Lloyd
Nolan production. Ferdinand Reyher
and Henry Wales wrote the story,
and the screen play is by Reyher
and Fred Niblo, Jr.

T

Mark

T

T

retained,

AAA

according to Johnston.

John Blystone is currently negotiating with Universal for the sale
of his picture rights to J. P.

Mar-

r
T

T

Shirley

T

Temple

now

has

four

stories set for her at 20th CenturyThey are: "Littlest Rebel,"
Fox.
nearly finished; "Captain January,"
"Betsy Takes Air" and "Poor Little

quand's

national

"No Hero."

pate."

Contractors have been called to
estimate on the two new sound
So enthusiastic is Universal with
stages and an annex to the admin- the acclaim which is being showered
be
which
are
to
building
istration
upon little Billy Burrud in his picerected on the Republic lot in North ture debut, "Three Kids and a
The new construction Queen," that the studio has torn
Hollywood.
was made necessary by the recently up his term contract and given him
announced consolidation of the vari- a regulation seven-year contract
ous units producing for Republic. which will eventually make him a
It is expected that the new sound Universal star.
stages will cost $100,000 and the
executive building $15,000.
Joseph Santley will return to the
Republic studios to direct "Laughing
"Dream" in Brittanica
Irsh Eyes," a musical production
which will star Guy Robertson.
New edition of the Enclopedia Brittanica, now on the press, will contain a
Santley is now at work on a Walpage, with illustrations, on the Warner
production of Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream." Article is authored
by P. W. Wilson, New York "Times"
feature-writer and former British Member of Parliament.

is finished at Culver City. Department heads of both the Trem
Carr and Nat Levine units will be

front"

Sandrich.

magazine story, Rich Girl."
The contemplated deal
t
t
r
includes Blystone's services as diColumbia has assigned Elisabeth
rector of the film.
Risdon to the Ruth Chatterton film;
T
Jack Clifford and Ed LeSaint to
V
T
"The Bohemian Girl."
RKO
cast additions: Erik Rhodes, "Gun Law," with Charles Starrett;
T
T
T
Margaret Hamilton, Lucille Ball and Donald Cook and Douglas Dumbrille
Eleanor Whitney, who has the George Offerman, Jr., to "Chatter- to "The Calling of Dan Matthews";
Paramount organization rooting for box"; Daisy Belmore and Nola Lux- Gene Morgan and Ward Bond to
her as the result of her dancing and ford to "Sylvia Scarlett"; Guy Usher "Jackhammer."
acting in "Millions in the Air," has and Ward Bond to "We're Only Hut
been given a contract with the stu- man"; Erville Anderson and Monte
Henry Stephenson is a recent addio.
Vandegrift to "Seven Keys to Bald- dition to Warners' new Marion
»

of the Republic
production forces, with Republic
absorbing the former Mack Sennett
Studios, now called Mascot, and the
transferring of all production activities to that lot under the Republic
City, has been practically completed.
In the new setup Trem Carr takes
over the executive and financial
management, while Nat Levine will
be at the production helm of the

Columbia last week exercised opT
T
T
tions on several members of its
Helen Wood, 20th Century-Fox large writing staff, among them Harcontract player who recently com- old Shumate, J. Griffin Jay, James
pleted a role with Claire Trevor in Edward Grant, Al Ray, John Stern,
"Buccaneer," has been elevated to Clyde Bruckman and Robert Liebfeature billing with the leading fem- mann.
T
T
forthcoming
in
the
role
T
T
Ruth Etting now plans to sing inine
her swan song in an RKO Radio fea- "Champagne Charlie," which James
Billy Bevan is back in Hollywood
turette, one of the "Headliner Com- Tinling will direct.
from his Escondido rancho for reT
edy" series, after which she will
takes in M-G-M's "Tale of Two
Gus Meins will direct "Alone, Cities."
retire from all branches of the entertainment world to private life.
Alas!" Jimmy Savo's first feature
T
T
T
for Hal Roach.
Abe Meyer is conferring with
T
T
T
T
T
George Jessel on the music for "The
Director Sam Wood, whose latest
Randolph Scott has been signed Show Must Go On," Sol Lesser profilm is M-G-M's "A Night at the
Opera," made his way into the pic- by RKO for "Follow the Fleet," new duction for Columbia which will be
ture business in a curious manner. starring picture for Fred Astaire filmed at Pathe studios and for
As a real estate salesman a number and Ginger Rogers, soon to go into which Jessel is doing the story.
direction of Bobby Breen will star.
of years ago he sought to sell a lot production under the

Holt.
T

"LOTS'
CONSOLIDATION

By RALPH WILK
A/TAE
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Davies picture, which also will have
Edward Everett Horton and Arthur
Treacher. Dick Powell is the male
lead, with Frank Borzage as direc-

starring picture for

RKO

Radio.

picture.

t
C.

Aubrey Smith has been signed

by David O. Selznick for a role in
"Little Lord Fauntleroy," to be released through United Artists.

V

T

Melvyn Douglas will play opposite
Carole Lombard in "Spinster Dinner" at U. James Steward has been
assigned by the same studio to ap-

T

T

Columbia has exercised options on
Harry Langdon, comedian, and Preston Black, comedy director.
T
T
Production is under way on "Bar
20 Rides Again," third of the "HopAlong Cassidy" series which Harry
Sherman is producing for Paramount
Cast, in addition to Wilrelease.
liam Boyd and Jimmy Ellison, includes George Hayes, Harry Worth,
Frank McGlynn, Jr., Jean Rouverol,

Howard Lang, Paul
ton, Ethel

Wales and

Howard Bretherton

tor.

Fix, Frank LayJ. P. McGowan.
is

again direct-

ing.

t

t

Harold Slott, the writer, authored
two short comedy skits, "Napoleon's
Return" and "The Big Repent
pear with Margaret Sullavan in House," that were used on the "HapreHe
"Next Time We Love."
py Go Lucky" hour over the Columplaces Francis Lederer, who will bia Don Lee networks.
play with Marta Egerth in "Song

of Joy."

T

Myster
;nous

t

Martha Tibbetts, Gary Owen and
Pat West are additions to "Ceiling
ter Wanger feature.
Zero," Warner production to star
»
T
T
Pat O'Brien and James Cagney. June
"We're Only Human" is the new Travis, Ann Dvorak, Stuart Erwin
and final title of Preston Foster's and Barton MacLane also are in it,
first

Andy Clyde has been cast in
RKO's "Mother Lode," Richard Dix

with

Howard Hawks

directing.

Reliance Pictures has cast a network
of secrecy around the original screenplay
being developed by Howard J. Green.
in theme and
It is something so novel
action that Edward Small doesn't want
to take any chances on its being copied.
Not even the title has been given out.

!

—

-

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Government- Ascap Trial

22.

TEN CENTS

1935

Put Off Until January

is

DEFENDANTS TO ASK DIRECTED VERDICT

ST. LOUIS

Meet

Third Dimension Process Revealed at S.M.P.E.
Limit Seen on
Theaters of Future
Officers Reelected

2,000-Seat

V lewing
.

.

the passing parade

.

By DON CARLE GILLETTE

Washington Bureau of

Washington
IT

now

is

year

a

G6

since

launched

its

American campaign, and what has been
accomplished by this British cousin
space

time

of

On

is

purely

the

that

in

worthy of mention.

well

tangible

the

side,

4,000

more theater bookings that have been

or

signed

in

leases,

the 31

key
on

speak

but

visible,

valuable

dustry,

is

the

international

GB

crew

in

gradually

erasing the

riers

of

thought,

understanding and

national

barinter-

change insofar as motion pictures are con-

—•—
of

foreign

releases

this

in

^" country need no longer be looked upon
is
becoming recognized now that to
It
maintain and advance the world popularity
of motion pictures as entertainment it will
be increasingly necessary to put more internationalism into their contents, and this

can be helped along considerably by a
help from outside of Hollywood.

There

no

is

monster

little

If

the foreign

product

shine

brighter

wood

to

will

inferior,

is

by

Holly-

comparison.

foreign films are of good quality,
spur our producers to do better.

A LMOST
is

much

any way you
to

look

at

it,

K-A-0 and Keith Corp.
Show Higher Earnings

as

GB

celebrates

its

to

first

anniversary

congratulate the men behind the GB guns, including the Ostrers,
Mark and Isidore, Jeffrey Bernerd, George
W. Weeks, Arthur A. Lee, A. P. Waxman—

America, we

and the rest of the

GB

Two RKO

yesterday
reported increased earnings in the
first half of the current year. KeithAlbee-Orpheum net profit for the
26 weeks ended June 29 was $113,subsidiaries

(Continued on Page 3)

staff.

with

ly.

A

Cohen's

by the
the effect

company
that

in

the

Crosby

picture is to
first Columbia production.

Bing

Expected
St.

Its

to

Louis

Case Today

a

By DAVID

new

FILM DAILY

would go into effect shortbe

St.

Louis

—A

BARRETT

Staff

Correspondent

directed verdict for

each of the defendant corporations
in the government's
anti-trust conspiracy case against
Warners, et al., will be asked of
Judge George H. Moore when Russell Hardy, Special Assistant Attorney General, rests his case shortly
after court reconvenes this morning.
Hardy announced shortly before
court adjourned yesterday that he
probably will announce that the
government has rested its case
shortly after court reconvenes to-

and individuals

1,000 FOREIGN FILMS

MADE THIS YEAR

Output of a dozen foreign countries

in

1935-36

will

total

more

than 1,000 features, a Film Daily
survey indicates. England will turn
out around 175, France at least 100,
Spain, 50; Czechoslovakia, 30; Sweden, 30; Italy, 60, including some in
English and other language versions; Holland, 25; Germany, about

He made this announcement
day.
that the defense counsel could

so

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 7)

Consol. Film Industries
Nets $345,362 in Quarter
Net profit of Consolidated Film
Industries for the three months
ended Sept. 30, after all charges
and taxes, was $345,362.25, equal to
28 cents a share on the common
stock after the 50 cents on the preFor the nine months to
ferred.
Sept. 30, net was $823,019.64, equal
to 42 cents a share on the common.

SET JULY

1

IN A. T.

DEADLINE

& T, PROBE

THE FILM DAILY
of
Investigation
Washington
American Telephone & Telegraph,
embracng its ramifications in the
motion picture field, must wind up
by July 1, 1936, it was stated yesterday by Federal Communications
Commissioner Walker, chairman, on
his return from a speaking tour
Washinqton Bureau of

—

Trial of Gov't- Ascap
Is Postponed Until January

Local 306-Allied-Empire

Trial of the U. S. anti-monopoly
action against Ascap, scheduled to
get under way in Federal Court on

Merger of Local 306 and the
pire and Allied unions will be
pleted in two weeks, it was

Suit

Affair

there

much

thankful

So,
in

—

London A total of 130 cinemas,
with a combined seating capacity
of 180,000, were built in the period
from September, 1934, to August of
this year, a checkup discloses.
Weekly attendance in England at
present is figured at 18,500,000.

Variety Club Banquet

about in the undertaking and
accomplishments ofGB over here.
be

130 BRITISH HOUSES

To Be Two Day

compliment and

to

association

BEING

(Continued on Page 4)

it

—•—
*^

papers yester-

affiliation

made yesterday
statement

Rest

Emanuel
Columbia was
of

(Continued on Page 3)

competition

of

fear.

If

technical

alarm.

with

will

in

BUILT INPAST YEAR

the work being done by this

EXPANSION

scribed

day before the opening session of
the Society Motion Picture Engi-

important

highly

also

in-

cerned.

to motion pictures, is believed to offer full solution of the
industry's problem on production of
third dimension pictures was de-

applied

lhat

facts

film

to

process which,

Cohen's

announcement

in

work

themselves.

for

Less

are

staff

to

A

re-

branches established

200 men put

the

GB American

the

and

sales

and

cities

GB

country to play the

this

—
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Government

Cohen-Columbia Set
First official

Pittsburgh

— Seventh

annual Var-

iety Club banquet will be stretched
into a two-day affair, with the PittArmy game here Nov. 9 preceding

The banquet, being
the big day.
staged in honor of Chief Barker
Mike Cullen and other retiring officers, has already drawn 500 seat
reservations from out of town.

Merger Seen

in 2

Weeks
Emcomsaid

spokesman.
Nov. 4, has been adojurned until Jan- yesterday by a union
uary following a conference between
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard,
Nickelodeon
Nathan Burkan, representing Ascap,
and Mac Asbill, representing the
Burton, 0.— A 5-cent movie is operDepartment of Justice. Judge GodOutdoor film sho\.s last
ating here.
summer proved so popular that the
dard postponed the trial after being
management decided to continue them
informed by Asbill that he thought
winter at a nickel
in the town hall this
three
take
probably
would
the suit
admission.
said
Goddard
Judge
try.
months to
(Continued on Page 3)
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Sontone Corp

2y8

2y8

19i/2

19V4

19Vi

3Vi

3V8

3l/4

3

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

Majestic

JR.

plans to
the coast to

is

on

his

way

week

MERIVALE

leaves

plane

by

for
picture.

Paramount

a

in

come

east

in

at

the

Hollywood

to

playwright who artoday on the Majestic, will

JACK WALLER,

British

New

in

MARLOW

BRIAN

4-

Vs

+ V4

for

York

vacation.

a

ZASU PITTS

is

CHICK LEWIS

FRANK

at

N.

from

FRITZ LEIBER and his wife, VIRGINIA BRONSON, are due at the Coast today from New York.
IRENE DUNNE is on an eastern visit from
the coast.

GOLDBURG

arrived from the Coast
stopping at the Park Central.

of first annivers
of America.

Oct.

PHELFS

N.

Department

L.

coast

look-

Warners'

home

reutrned

from

office
a trip

of

has

NATHANSON

Oct. 24:

a

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, Ward
Hotel, Washington, D. C.

Allied

Cochran

Oct. 24-25:

Theaters of New Jersey meet
House, Newton, N. J.

Allied

Amusements

Northwest annual convention,
ington,

of

Pacifii

Hotel

Wash

Seattle.

Oct. 26:
Cleveland
Allerton Hotel,

Variety Club
Cleveland.

Oct. 28:
Associated Theater
diana annual convention,
Indianapolis.

Oct. 28-29:

New

in

is

York

from

clamb

Owners

bake

of

Claypool

today

has returned
plane.

HOBLITZELLE

from

arrives

the

Coast

New

York

to

in

Dallas.

IRENE BILLER

Nov. 2:
non
S.

Nov.

leaves

New

York

KATHERINE ALEXANDER, who
New York, returns to the Coast in

FRANK NEWMAN
from

has

arrived

in

is

now

in

New

York

EMANUEL COHEN

is

in

GIUSEPPE
Italy,

BIONDO,

A.

arrives

this

town from the
division

coast.

manager

from

Trenton.

RKO

representative

week from Rome.

SAM E. MORRIS, Warner vice-president in
charge of foreign activities, returns to New
York today from London on the Majestic.

Schenley,

Pittsburgh.

Boston-to-New York

Indiana Theater Owners
Hold Convention Oct. 28
Partnership Renewal

trip.

Masquerade ball under auspices oil
Moines independent theater owners.
Fort Des

Moines, Des Moines,

la.

Pittsburgh

Variety Club annual banj
Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.

William

quet,

Nov. 10:

American

nual benefit
York.

Seattle.

JAMES BRENNAN, RKO
New Jersey, arrives today

Arcadia,

S.

3:

Nov. 10:

10 days.

Hotel

Installation of officers of Lt. A. Ver^
Macaulay Post, American Legion, or

Des
Hotel

one week

in

the Coast.

for

Federation of Actors' an]
Majestic Theater. NevJ

show.

Nov. 18:
Philadelphia Variety Club entertain
ment, Metropolitan, Philadelphia.
Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners o
Ohio annual convention. Hotel Deshler
Wallick,
Columbus, O.
Nov. 23:
and

Cleveland Variety Club annual banque
Statler Hotel, Cleveland.

ball,

Spanish Production

Hoblitzelle to Confer

Negotiations toward a long-term
Indianapolis
Associated Theater
renewal of the theater partnership Owners of Indiana will hold their
between Famous and Karl Hoblit- annual convention Oct. 28 in the
zelle will be resumed following ar- Palm Room of the Claypool Hotel
rival of the former in New York to- here.
day to confer with President John
The
E. Otter son of Paramount.
"La Croisiere Jaune" Preview
arrangement is now being continued
A
special invitation showing of
under a 30-day extension agree"La Croisiere Jaune" will be held
ment.
aboard the Normandie tonight under
auspices of John S. Tapernoux, genThornton Fisher for
eral manager of French Motion Picture Co., in association with the
Thornton Fisher, cartoonist, sports French Line, the French Embassy,
writer and radio commentator, will the National Geographic Society and
be master of ceremonies at next the French Chamber of Commerce of
Thursday's A.M.P.A. luncheon, pre- New York. The feature depicts the
senting a list of past and present Citroen expedition through Central
Asia from Beyrouth to Pekin, undersports champions in various lines.
taken in cooperation with the NaCity Tax Appeal Hearing Put Off tional Geographic Society.

Ampa

city

finance

Madrid

Up

— In

addition to increased
production,
which
wil)
amount to about 50 features thW
year, dubbing of foreign films also

has jumped and will total approxi-i
mately 60, according to a- survey bj|
the U. S. Department of Commerce]
branch office here.

Continue Brooklyn Para. Hearing
Hearing on the proposed sale oi
the Brooklyn Paramount Theater td
Simon H. Fabian by the Allied Own-i
ers' trustee continued yesterday in
Brooklyn before Federal Judge Inch
and was adjourned to tomorrow fol-l
lowing the testimony of former
Judge Stephen Callaghan, one of the
Allied

Owners

trustees.

de-

appeal, Universal's action
the levy has been indefinitely put

off.

THE PRESS

AGENT

Karasik Awarded

"A

hat that he has owned ever since
entering
motion pictures is Sir Guy
prized

In

Hotel

Allied
Motion
Picture
Theatei
of
Western Pennsylvania annua

Owners

convention,

RICHARD DIGGS
New York by

1

21-24:

man Park

radio engagement,
to start work

from

Texa'

Oct. 20-Nov. 2:
Celebration
ary of GB Picture Corp.

Canada.

KARL

the Waldorf-Astoria

New

in

of

San Antonio, Tex

west

back

is

has arrived

a

for

Owners

Pennsylvania.

to

has checked in at the Hotel

the Coast.

is

Hollywood

Theater
Plaza

Hotel,

ing,

from

Theater

Allied

convention,

Chandler Signs Charlotte Lansing
Charlotte Lansing, Broadway musical stage star, has been signed to
a management contract by Joseph
Chandler,

who

also represents Vicki

Cummings, stage and screen player.
protesting A major film company is understood

AS SEEN BY

most

New

in

Today:

star

see.

Warner

yesterday and

returned

from

has returned to New York
from St. Louis after being excused subject to
call as one of the witnesses in the government
case now on trial there.

J.

has

have

Goldwyn

Century-Fox sales
east
from the coast

MME. SCHUMANN-HEINK

SPYROS SKOURAS

JESSE

daughters

the

20th

after which set returns
at M-G-M in "Gram."

Warwick from Hollywood.

for

CLARK,

D.

manager,

York
stop at the Warwick.
rives

The New York

Standing's

a

end of
appear

partment has changed date of its
hearing on appeal of United Artists
from a general sales tax assessment
to Oct. 28.
A committee of deputy
commissioners will listen to the protest.
Pending determination of this

PARAMOUNT.

JOHN

to

complete casting
few days from
and production arrangements for his new stage
play, "Safe and Sane," scheduled to open in
Boston next month.
the

and

join

FURNESS is expected
week from Hollywood

this

York

FRANK TUTTLE

PHILIP

BETTY
late

to

—

1/4

Paramount Picts. 6s55 96*4
Par.
B'way 3s55..
61 Vg

the

the coast
winter.

studios.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
New York from England.

On

15

A-0 6s46
Loew 6s 41ww
Keith

on

the

for

CANTOR

EDDIE

native

+
+

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.

today

for

left

1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

York

in charge of advertistheaters, left Philadelphia yesfor the opening
Louis
terday by plane for St.
of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" at the Shubert-Rialto Theater there Thursday night.

Chg.

Close

13 3/4

New

MORT BLUMENSTOCK,

Net

14V8

in

from abroad.

ing

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Am. Seat

arrive

MRS.

(Maria

Jeritza),

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
at
Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
1650
A'ieoate,

Mrs. Sheehan

FREDRIC MARCH, CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD, MRS. MARK OSTRER; ELIZABETH LA
PLANTE, mother of Laura La Plante; MRS.
DANIEL SULLY, grandmother of Douglas Fairbanks Jr., and WALTER PAYNE, chairman of
the West End London Theatrical Managers Ass'n

Editor and Publisher

possession."

Miss Lansing for a role
with operatic requirements.
to be after

$10,361

Louis A. Karasik has been awarded $10,361 by Federal Judge Caffey
as a payment on account for his
services in obtaining a reduction on
the assessment of the Roxy Theater.

Kay Brown Opens
Kay Brown, Eastern

Office

production

representative for David O. Selznick,
has established offices at 654 Madison Ave.

Constance

Bela

Mitzi

James

M.

J.

Bennett
Green
Weisfeldt

Jacob

L.

Lugosi
Hall

Schtierman
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IGOV'T-ASCAP TRIAL

SET JULY

PUT OFF TO JANUARY
(Continued from Page

of

the

current

rates

K-A-0*and Keith Corp.
Show Higher Earnings
(Continued from Page

408.21 after
$417,997.25
for
$33,625

all

(Continued from Page

1)

charges

including

depreciation

and
com-

income taxes,
with net profit of $485.73
the corresponding period last
in
year. B. F. Keith Corp. reported a
net of $132,797.73 after all charges

T
*<•

IAL Man ual for the roadshow engagements
*
«f
Warners',4,.
"A ^?^
Midsummer Night's Dream" is now being disS

of
tributed
it is a glorified campaign book
14 by 22
inches
.with a loose-wire binding
a board cover in
blue and white with special decorative border
design
the
Manual contains every possible bit of data that the showman
needs to put on his campaign
while it is an impressive
artistic achievement, the book is practical in every
respect
there are even available mats for the theater on the
special art
borders and decorations that feature the advertising layouts
nothing has been overlooked
there is even a pocket in the
inside back cover containing additional promotion
aids

pared

$336,530.29

including

depreciation

and $23,975 for taxes, against a

loss

of $59,198.24 in the 1934 period.

Reissues Beat First-Runs
In New Orleans Territory

New Orleans— Reissues
time hit pictures in

this

of

old-

according to reliable sources here.
In the local downtown area, every
Subserevival has made money.
quent runs have tried to get the old
product at lower rentals, but exchanges have held out for good
prices in view of the known success
of the policy. In some cases, exhibitors have taken reissues in place of
current films that didn't look so hot.

Laura La Plante Rescued
Laura La Plante was
London
saved from death yesterday when
her doctor carried her from the
blazing home of the James J. Walkers in Dorking which had been leased
by Miss La Plante while the Walkers were in France. Miss La Plante
had been ill.
Her husband, Irving
Asher, production chief at the War-

—

ner studios in Teddington, hurried
Dorking.

to

John Gielgud in GB Film
London John Gielgud, one of the
leading actor-managers of the contemporary English stage, will play
a prominent role in GB's forthcoming production of "Secret Agent,"
which will co-star Peter Lorre and

—

Alfred Hitchcock

will direct.

Music Hall Ballet for Toronto
Toronto A warm welcome awaits
Leon Leonidoff and Florence Rogge,
recently of this city but now attached
to the Radio City Music Hall ballet
corps in New York, when the ballet
of 60 appears in Maple Leaf Gardens
here on Oct. 25-26.
An orchestra
of 100 will support the dancers.

—

Y

PROBE

• • SMASH FRONT
at the Capitol for Metro's
Live My Life"
there is a 20-foot stand atop the marquee, of Joan Crawford in that striking pose with her arms
upraised that is featured in all the newspaper ads
this
photo enlargement is also displayed in an 18-foot cutout
the color scheme is an eye-sock ... showing Joan in a gorgeous
blu e
with a background of red and the pix title in gold
letters
one of the most impressive theater fronts ever seen
on Broadway
The mag "Adventure" is out with its 25th
Anniversary issue
an all-star edition of ace writers in a
176-page issue

•

'I

.

1)

television.

Brazil Gov't to Compel

Air Conditioned Houses

•

—

Rio de Janeiro A decree requirall movie theaters located within

ing

a

stipulated

radius

of

the

city's

main business district to install air
conditioning equipment is expected
to be issued shortly by the government of the federal district, it has

T

.

been

learned by Assistant U. S.
Trade Commissioner J. Winsor Ives.
At least ten local houses will be
affected.

Rogers Memorial Drive Stars Nov.
West Coast Bureau of

—

4

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Coordination of plans
for the drive for funds for the Will
Rogers Memorial Commission
being worked out here by John

is

C.

Flinn,

territory

have done better business in many
cases than some of the new product,

Madeleine Carroll.

T.

during which he bared alleged propaganda aimed to defeat the government's $750,000 probe. Walker told
Film Daily he had discovered "propagandist features" inherent in A.
T. & T.'s work on coaxial cable and

will

trial

have no effect on Ascap's relations
with exhibitors, it was said yesterday by E. C. Mills, general manager of Ascap. Mills said that exhibitors will be expected to renew
present contracts at
when they expired.

&

IN A, T.

1)

the courts could not be held up for
so long at this time.

Postponement

DEADLINE

1

• • NOTES FROM Fogland
Eileen Creelman, over
London for the opening of "Midsummer Night's Dream," has
been kept on the go what with one invitation after another to
attend this and that
some of the London regulars are
•

in

talking of having publisher Jack Alicoate's editorials on his recent European jaunt published in booklet form
Dave Bader
is having a time trying to explain screwy "news" item about
him leaving Universal
Joe Rock is getting a lot of pleasure
out of b.o. records being shattered by Harry Roy and his orch,
because they are going to make a pix together
Woolf
has chosen a wolf as his trademark

CM.

WE

SUGGEST that Warners put a special plug
• • •
on the publicizing of that Vitaphone short titled "Trouble In
with Gus Edwards' Stars of the Future
Toyland"
this is unquestionably the finest aggregation of youngsters ever
all under
all talented
brought together on the screen
mothers all over
16
and all simon-pure amateurs
the land will go ga-ga over this short

T
a girl phoned our office
• • • A VERY novel inquiry
and asked: "Please, mister, can you tell me how to get in the
"When you find out, let US
and we sez
movies?"
know. We've been on the outer fringe of the Movies for years
to which a Iotta you film mugs
and still we can't get in."
can chorus amen

WAS

good to hear Dorothy Mackaill's mellifluous
• • • IT
singing and speaking voice on the radio a few evenings ago
Martin Sobelman, who has been handling M-G-M editing
in various European countries for the past few years, is back
here is a clever gent who
in New York visiting his folks
could be extremely valuable in any major home office spot, with
his extensive knowledge of the handling of Hollywood pix on
the Continent

to

to

Postpone Hearing on RKO Claims
Hearing on exceptions filed by the
RKO trustee,
Irving Trust Co.,
against
the
recommendations of
Special Master Thomas D. Thacher
on the Rockefeller claims has been
postponed in Federal Court until
Oct. 31.

Jack M. Farmer Dead
Jack Morrison Farmer,
formerly with the Warner studios in
Hollywood and at one time in trade
paper work, but lately a government
executive here, died last week. He
was given a military funeral.
Seattle

T

« « «

secretary of the Operations
Committee of the Rogers Memorial
Commission, and the drive will begin
Nov. 4, Rogers' birthday, and end
Thanksgiving Day.
Flinn arrived
here Friday and now is conferring
with California members of the
Commission.
One of the matters
under discussion is the plan for the
incorporation of the Commission, in
order that it may be perpetuated.
The incorporation certificate will be
filed soon in Washington, D. C.
Arrangements are being made by
Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker, campaign
director, to open special Will Rogers
Memorial
accounts
with
17,000
banks throughout the country, to
which the public may contribute.

*>

—

10 A. M. Opening for Astor
the run of "Harmony
Lane," musical which opens an ex-

During

tended engagement with a preview
tonight, the Astor Theater will open
its doors at 10 A.M. daily.

DAILY

NEWS

DEFENDANTS SEEK
DIRECTED VERDICT
(Continued from Page

1)

arrange their own program accordingly.

The greater part of yesterday was
taken up with the introduction of
documentary data in the form of
leases on the Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum theaters now being operated
by General Theatrical Enterprises,
Warner subsidiary, and various correspondence that had passed between Warners, RKO and Paramount relative to furnishing films
for those houses; bond purchases by
Warners and court records touching
on the reorganization of the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand
Central.

But five witnesses were heard and
they required only 20 minutes at the
very start of the session. They were
called by the government to establish that without Warner First National,

Paramount

and

RKO

pic-

tures there was not a sufficient available supply of high-class pictures
to fill the needs of the Ambassador,
Missouri and New Grand Central.
The witnesses were: Clarence D.
Hill, Columbia pictures; Clayton D.
Lynch, M-G-M; Joseph Garrison,
Universal; Benjamin B. Reingold,
Fox; and William Feldstein, United
None were cross-examined.
Artists.
At the opening of court Judge
Moore announced that he had sustained the defense objection to the
introduction of the contracts of

Skouras

Brothers Super Theaters
in 1928 for Warner and

made
Paramount
Corp.

pictures and the cancellation of those franchises on July
29, 1932.
Later in the day the court made
these rulings: sustained objection of
defense to use of financial statement
To support governof Warners.
ment's contention it would show the
company was big and powerful
enough to carry out alleged threats
to do certain things as part of the
conspiracy, but did permit the introduction of a list of bond purchases made by the Warner interests between February, 1932, and
March 31, 1934, totaling $300,000.
When court adjourned Judge Moore
had not decided whether to permit
introduction of a list of Warnertheaters
controlled
owned
or
throughout the country.

—

—

DAY

of the

The old Gilbert
Beatrice, Neb.
Theater here, landmark for two generations, has been sold to A. J.
He will tear it
Brabec of Wilber.
down and replace it with a new and
modern structure.

retary.

—

Danville, Pa.— The Ritz Theater
building was destroyed by fire recently, with damage estimated at
$35,000, partly covered by insurance.
No announcement as yet if the

house will be rebulit.

—James

M. Curl will
be manager of the new Bexley TheBert Wilater, opening this week.
liams is president and treasurer of
O.

Mayer Heads Chest Drive
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY
At meeting of the

of

board of directors of the AssociaMotion Picture Producers last
week, Louis B. Mayer, who presided,

tion of

as chairman of the
Motion Picture Division of the Community Chest. The quota of $200,000 set for the Motion Picture Division was accepted and the following
studio contact men were named: H.
A. McDonnell, S. B. Brennecke,
Reeves Espy, James Dent, Fred
Metzler, Wm. R. Fraser, Fred Pelton, George Bagnall, M. G. Whitman, Mat O'Brien, Charles Hubbard
and Joseph Gilpin. Fred W. Beetson will represent the affiliated in-

was

selected

dustries.

Present at the Association's board
meeting were: Harry Cohn, E. H.
Allen, Darryl Zanuck, Wm. R. Fraser, Louis B. Mayer, Henry Herzbrun, B. B. Kahane, Hal E. Roach,
Fred Meyer and J. L. Warner.

REVEALED TO SMPE

—

—

Barberton, O. Harold Makison is
remodeling the Lyric, closed for
more than a year, and expects to
have it reopened late this month.

—

Johnstown, O. J. W. Dorsey has
opened the Dorsey Theater, replacing old equipment with RCA High
Fidelity.

—

Union, N. J. Nate Mutnick has
been appointed manager of the
Warner Bros. Union Theater, succeeding S. J. Munter. The change
took effect October 19.

—

Opening of the
New Orleans
Palace, as a Bailey and Starr negro
theater here, may be delayed due to
the vigorous protests over merchants in the neighborhood of the
theater.

Pacific

Northwest Notes

—

Gordon Craig was reSeattle
cently appointed as the assistant
manager of the Rex. Ben Stevenson is now manager of the Roosevelt.

A

fourth

week

for

"Broadway

Melody of 1936" is currently being
scored at Hamrick's Music Box in
Seattle.

Bijou Enterprises Inc. has been
incorporated by Warners for operation of their newly acquired Bijou
Theater at Aberdeen, while Hoquiam
Enterprises Inc. has been formed
for similar operation of the New

Hoquiam

(.Continued

from Page

neers meeting at the

dark.

Mrs. Mabel C. Maurer,
Canton, O
51, wife of Fred C. Maurer, for
many years identified with Canton's
major theaters, is dead following
an extended illness.

THIRD DIMENSION

Ardmore Amusement Co., operators
of the house. Ted Lindenberg is sec-

Ashland, O. Mrs. Fon Sexton,
operating the Lyric here, will reopen the Grand, Ironton, which has
The Palace has been dark for several years.

Hartford, Conn.
been closed for an indefinite period,
Lou
month.
a
about
probably
Cohen, manager, will assist Jack
Simons, manager of the Poli, during the time the Palace remains

Bexley,
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Wardman

Park

Hotel.

Professor

C. Kennedy of Smith
a technical paper titled
"Development and Use of Stereo
Photograph for Educational Purposes", reported that the same procj
ess which has produced experimen- I
tal photos of campus statuary in I
third dimension could be applied to
movies to produce "actual, not illusionary" third dimension.
J. W. McFarland of Eastman Ko[
dak,
Rochester, followed with a I
technical paper on "photography by
[
polarigual
light",
demonstrating I
photographs taken by the same sys-

College, in

(

tern.

A. S. Dickinson, of the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors of

America

told of efforts under way
put into effect the 2,000-foot reel
throughout the industry by April 1,
to

1936.

Ben Schlanger delivered a paper
giving the opinion that theaters o:
the future would have a maximu
capacity of 2,000 patrons for thi
proper showing of standard films.
Other speakers yesterday included
Congressman Sol Bloom, New York;
A. Julian Brylawski, vice-president
of M.P.T.O.A.; Mrs. Emily Newell
Blair,

NRA

consumer chief; Nathan

D. Golden, chief of the Motion Picture Bureau, Commerce Department,
and Capt. John G. Bradley, chief of
Division of Motion Pictures and
Sound Recording in the new national

archives.

Entire

list
of S.M.P.E. officers
headed by president Homer G.
Tasker was reelected without oppo
sition.
Presentation of awards an
medals will be made at the society'!
semi-annual banquet tomorrow night
when Will H. Hays will be the prin

cipal

speaker.

Hoquiam.
Hughes, newly

Erpi has donated a special wide
appointed range sound system for convention
Glenn
regional director of the federal the- purposes. It employs new high freatrical projects, has returned from quency speakers of the multi-cellular
Washington and will organize im- type, ordinarily heard only in spemediately a number of theatrical re- cial demonstrations of auditory perspective and not yet available for
lief projects throughout the Norththeater use.
R. T. Friebus, Erpi
west.
apparatus design engineer, came
here from New York to make the
Buster Keaton Laid Up
installation.
at

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Suffering from a nerSkouras Action Up Tomorrow
vous breakdown and influenza, BusTrial of the Skouras injunction
Aid in Safety Campaign
endeavoring
prevent ter Keaton is seriously ill in a local
to
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY action,
hospital.
His physician, Dr. John
Washington Under the leadership RKO's 81st St. Theater from getting Shuman of Santa Monica, said it
of H. A. Weinberger of M-G-M, en- 20th Century-Fox product day and was necessary
to remove the comrollment of more than 400 officials date with its houses in the same lo- edian from his home
to a hospital
cality,
will
be
in
reached
the
New
and employees of the 17 local film
for complete isolation.
York
State
Supreme
Court
tomorexchanges
in
the
Washington
"Star's" Safety Council campaign row.
Muni for "Good Earth"
to reduce traffic accidents is under
Musical "Our Gang" for Capitol
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
way.
All of the film folk will cooperate in the safety drive.
"Our Gang Follies," Hal Roach
Hollywood
Paul Muni, Warner
musical short which is the first re- star, is being borrowed by M-G-M
Moxley Hill Dead
lease of its type made by the crea- to appear in "The Good Earth." As
Moxley Hill, 60, of the United tor of "Our Gang," will be presented a result of this deal, Muni says there
Artists
contract department died on the Capitol Theater program with is no chance of his appearing on the
Friday. Funeral was held yesterday. "Rendezvous," beginning Friday.
Broadway stage this season.

—

—

Vaude Back lin Toronto House
Toronto -Imperial Theater, one of
the major-sized film houses in this
city, is returning to stage and screen
shows, starting this week with "She
Married Her Boss" for screen showing,
and Olsen and Johnson in
"Everything Goes" on the stage.

—

"Dream" Opening
Hartford

in

— Warner's

Hartford

"A Midsum-

mer Night's Dream" opens at the
Memorial Theater here
Bushnel
Local celebrities and
Thursday.
prominent socialites wlil make up
the majority of the first-night audience.

Bkqadway melody <f 1936
u tk SENSATION <ftk NATION

.'

BIGGEST IN

YEARS!
A prophecy that

Broadway

is confirmed at the box-office as

Melody of 1936" sweeps merrily
LET the

^

America!

across

facts talk!

HERE are typical cases!
JUST a few from many,
AS we go to press
ROCHESTER:
top

In

Best in three years.

first

more than

four days did

full

week

of

hits.

HARRISBURG:

Best

More

since 1933.

in

three days than

first

week

of biggest

pictures.

WATERBURY:

Best since "Tugboat Annie." First

China Seas

two days

beat four days ot

for instance.

WORCESTER:

First

days beat seven

five

"China Seas," "Copperfield" and

of

other Big Ones.

AKRON

:

In

first

four days equalled

Copperfield

'

seven days

TERRE HAUTE: Only one picture equals it in M-G-M records here
RACINE, WIS.: In first five days equals "Tugboat Annie's record

NEW HAVEN:

In

first

four days

it's

within few dollars of

LOUISVILLE: Only one

picture in years (and

TULSA: Well ahead

China Seas

EVANS VILLE:

of

In first four days

it's

it

and other

TO
TO
TO

it's

New Year's)

up

to

in first four

you

increase your ad space

your town
THERE'S no limit to
WHAT you can get!
circus

a

new

IN your house,

week.

it

biggies.

hold extra playing time

IT'S time for

full

beat

within few dollars of "Copperfield's" full week.

ROCHESTER: Best since 'Tugboat Annie and
of many of biggest previous hits.

THEREFORE

played

seven days

China Seas

record

too!

days beat

full

week

THE

-2&*k.DAILY
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1,000 FOREIGN FILMS

Five

Features With

Negro Casts Planned

of five features with negro casts during the 1935-36 season is now in
prospect.
Several producers, including Jock Whitney, are bidding for "Porgy and Bess,"
Theater Guild show which Rouben Mamoulian directed.
Warner Bros, recently acquired
"Green Pastures," and Paramount, through Ernst Lubitsch, announced its intention of
making a negro revue.
Columbia is reported financing half of a new Broadway show,
"Song of Satan," which Edgar George Ullmer will produce.
Ferdinand H. Adam is contemplating production of an all-negro cast feature tentatively titled "Brother Mason and
Dixon."
Producing company will be Piedmont Pictures Co., in which Adam is asso-

Production

MADE THIS YEAR

BEING

(Continued from Page 1)

180;

Russia, 300.

Australia,

Mex-

ciated

Argentine, Austria and several
other countries also will contribute

ico,

which
Far East and

to the total of at least 1,000,

exclusive
Orient.
is

of

the

Juan

Kunzler.

Cleveland Clips

Cincinnati Chatter

—

Lake City Squibs

Salt

with

Salt Lake City— T. J. Sheffield of
Sheffield-Republic exchanges and Ed
Kennedy, Salt Lake City manager,
are touring Montana, after which
Sheffield returns to his Seattle head-

Cleveland John Papulias of the
Olympic, Steubenville, and his son
are operating a bus line between
Steubenville and Weirton, W. Va.
Harry Bickel and Niles Krichbaum, Akron exhibitors, have returned "from Florida, where Krich-

Cincinnati

RKO

—

Stanley

-

branch manager,

clothes, etc., in a recent
his home.

Jacques,

money,
burglary at
lost

A. H. Rosselot has taken over the
Russell Theater, Russell, Ky., from
A. Mills.

in Los Angeles.
Gordon Thornberg of Service Theater Supply is back from a sales
O. C. Hazen, his partner, is
tour.

baum went following the recent
Due to the building being condeath of his wife.
demned, Max Goldbert was unable
Republic's Nat Lefton and Sam to open the Mt. Sterling theater as
Gorrel covered the southern part of planned.
the state on a sales drive with good
Al Taylor, aged 80, owner of the
results.
Dixie, Washington Court House, last
David Chatkin, in town last week, week celebrated the 100th anniversigned Republic pictures for his sary of his mother.

now on

Palace, Akron.

quarters.
Capt. Wash Young, once prominent in theatricals here, died recently

a trek.
Visitors: A. C. Willardson of the
Victory, Salina, Utah; H. B. Jorgenson of the Rex, St. Anthony,
Ida.; Moroni Anderson of the Cozy,

Moroni, Utah.
Vivian Moses Takes Over Publicity
Vivian M. Moses has added to his
activities the handling of publicity
and advertising in behalf of the New

W. H. Johns, formerly with
local Loew outfit, is back in the
as

assistant

man,

manager

at

the

the
fold

Still-

where

he succeeds William
Riley now at Loew's Granada.
Eddie Golden, Republic sales manager, was here conferring over the
week-end.

Frank Drew, M-G-M manager,
admits that his office has led the
Yorker Theater at Broadway and M-G-M 13-week billing drive for the
The office, he re51st Street. The house was recent- last five weeks.
ly taken under management by Max ports, is approximately 130 per cent
A. Cohen and Arthur J. Seigel with ahead of last year's drive.
Promotions in the local Paramount
a policy of presenting latest pictures soon after their first-run show- exchange are: William Brooks, from
ing and at low prices, the aim being cashier to assistant booker, succeeds
to build up a class patronage for Ted Barber, resigned, and Louis Van
a Broadway house showing two fea- Balen from the ad sales department
Hartley Bergman has
changes weekly to cashier.
tures with two
been appointed to Van Balen's job.
under a de luxe type of operation.
William Sheehan is at the local
A. Kelley Joins Jam Handy Studio M-G-M exchange as student booker.
Sam Reichblum, whose theater
Albert Kelley, who recently served
spread over Ohio, West
as co-director of "White Lies" and holdings
Virginia and Pennsylvania, was here
"I'll Love You Always" for Columon a buying and booking expedition
bia, has joined Jam Handy Picture
Service in Detroit, where he will last week.
Variety Club annual banquet will
produce industrial pictures for pubheld Nov. 23 at the Statler Hotel.
of
be
director
was
Kelley
lic showing.
I. J. Schmertz, Fox branch manager,
series,
Pusher"
"Leather
Universale
appointed general chairman
and has been on the director staffs has been
Monogram, Fox, War- of the entertainment committee by
of

M-G-M,

president

ners and First National.

Paramount-Backed Play Opens
Boston

—

"Wisdom

of

Women,"

Nat (RKO)

Holt.

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh— "Bank Night" in local houses has reached such tre-

the Colonial.

mendous proportions that over
000 in cash will be awarded to
rons this week,

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Check panic

bolts on

all

exits daily.

it is

estimated.

$5,-

pat-

The

figure in some indie houses during
the week will be as high as, $300.

Lee Levy, former Eastern Penn-

sylvania representative for Wilmer
& Vincent and manager of the Colonial Theater in Allentown, has
been transferred to the New York
He was succeeded by Charles
office.
Bierbaur of New York.
Southio Theaters, Inc., reopened
the Strand, Middletown, dark for
several months. Milton H. Kress is

managing.

Ogden, Columbus.
Mort Shea has installed

RCA

r*K

So-

Will
notone in his entire circuit.
Kerr of RCA also reports Sonotone
installation in the Arlington, Columbus, the first in that city.

Park Agnew, M-G-M
Visitors:
traveling auditor; Bill Keyes, Victory Theater, Dayton; Pat Russell,
Pythian, Columbus; Oscar Binder
and wife, Rising Sun; John Rappold,

Columbus;

J. C.

Newboldt and

E. S. Keesling, Logan.

Indianapolis Items

—

Indianapolis Charles Krebbs, head
booker for Fourth Avenue Amusement Co., is on a voyage to Mexico
and South America.
Harry Switow will open his Riviera Theater in Anderson.
Henry Reiss of the Broadway
Amusement Co., Louisville, stopped
here on his way home from the
Mayo clinic, Rochester, Minn.

John Howard, Paramount exchange manager, spent the week in
southern Indiana and northern Kentucky on business.
Chick Galloway, operator of the
Emerson and Douglas theaters, is
on the sick

which Paramount
legit
has financed, opened last night at
production

Vera Gerwe of Warners is marrying Pat Kelly on Nov. 16.
W. C. Chesbrough has opened the

The 1936
Edition

Now

Is

In

list.

Claude Richey will open the New
Victory in Terre Haute.
Roy Harold, Rushville, has opened the Castle, dark for some time.
Harvey Katz of the Monarch Theaters Corp. was a visitor in Indianapolis last week.

Worked

Masquerade Ball for Iowa Exhibs
Theater executives
Des Moines
from many Iowa cities have been

—

invited to be guests of independent
Des Moines theater owners at a

Fort Des
Hotel
masquerade
The
Moines ballroom on Nov. 3.
meeting is to be confined to a social
Josephine Baumgartner
gathering.
in

is

making arrangements

fair.

for the af-

Filmdom's

Encyclopedia

—J&W

DAILY

REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS

«

«

A MINUTE"

"$1,000

with Roger Pryor and Leila

town,

72 mins.

Republic

TOPNOTCH AUDIENCE NUMBER WITH
NEAT STORY, STRONG CAST, SNAPPY
DIRECTION AND CLASSY PRODUCTION.
An

interesting none-too obvious plot that

from the usual thing, clever
and sure direction, a lot of action,
plus a peach of a cast, especially of comedians, makes this comedy drama a swell
different

lines, fast

piece

The

entertainment.

of

story

by

Freeman with adaptation by Jack
Natteford and Clair Church and screenplay
Everett

by Joseph Fields contains plenty of story
and clever dialogue, and Aubrey Scotto has
directed it in such a manner as never to
Roger Pryor, Leila
allow a dull moment.
Hyams, Edgar Kennedy, Herman Bing, Edward Brophy, Sterling Holloway, Purnell
Pratt and Morgan Wallace carry the major
The
roles and they all do grand work.
dog cannot be slighted, for his antics with

Edward Brophy stand out. The production
is
very well mounted, showing as much
class as is shown in a lot of major features.
your customers plenty
of laughs and should go over with any type
Roger Pryor
of audience.
It all concerns
a newspaperman who has to spend $120,000
To see that he does this
within 12 hours.
in a regular sort of way, the bettors have
Edward Brophy accompany Pryor on his

This picture

will give

Because of

spending spree.

his

knowledge

on his tail.
lot of happenings,
this allows for a
All
plenty of
clever talk, many laughs and
action.
He accomplishes the job and also
of

gets

the

robbery,

a

his

friend.

girl

Roger

Cast:

Kennedy,

Herman

are

police

Pryor,

Purnell

Hyams, Edgar
William Austin,

Leila

Pratt,

George Hayes,

Bing,

Hicks,

Russell

Wolfe, Harry C.
Ian
Fred Malatesta, Edward Brophy,
Morgan Wallace, Sterling Hclloway, Arthur
Hoyt, Franklin Pangborn, Claude King, Lee
Phelps, James Burtis, Fern Emmett, Rolf

Spencer

Charters,

Bradley,

Sedan, Prince.

Nat Levine; Director, Aubrey
Scotto; Author, Everett Freeman; Screenplay,
Producer,

Joseph

Fields,

Cameramen,

Jack Natteford, Clair Church;
Miller,
Jack Marta;
Ernest

Direction,

although falling temporarily in
the sheriff eventually brings
the gang to justice. Then comes the culmination of a dual romance, one involving
the son and the other taking in the sheriff
himself.

Cast: Harry Carey, Barbara Fritchie, Del
Gordon, Cathryn Johns, Robert Kortman,
George Chesebro, Chuck Morrison, Richard
Milton Moranti.
Bottilier, George Morrell,
Producer, William Berke; Director, Harry
Fraser; Author, Munroe Talbot; Screenplay,
Weston Edwards; Cameraman, Robert Cline;
Editor, Arthur A. Brocks.
Photography, Okay
Direction, Satisfactory.

"TRANSATLANTIC TUNNEL"

Harry Carey

in

William Berke

TION

PUNCH

WITH

ACCEPTABLE WESTERN AMPLY PACK-

ACTION.
Bolstered by plenty of the approved

prove

generally

satisfying

Harry

action

fans.

sheriff

who won

harness
jail

side.

when

the

plot

ought to
the outdoor

as

sobriquet

a

of

retired

most pretentious and

the

while production

Among

success in trackis
induced back into
notorious trio break out

the authorities,
decoys,

the
its

victims

a gesture of
is

of

and

the

then

from

has

film

fine

the

British

ever

tempo,

and

The

studios.

imaginative

the

and
with
such
detailed
and technical cunning that
you feel as you watch the screen that
such a tunnel is actually in existence and
being built before your eyes.
This effect
of realism has seldom been approached in
any spectacular production we can recall,
and certainly in no other imaginative conception.
The brief space here allotted will
not permit doing justice to this fine achieveso

skillfully

thoroughness

ment

Gaumont

of the

British studio.

Suffice

and gripping drama
of the underseas tunnel construction and
the near-tragedy and failure of the project
grips you tremendously. This physical struggle of the engineers with their problem
and the danger to the workers forms the
main theme, with a very fine human
struggle going on between Dix, the engineer, and his wife who is left alone in
London as he fights to complete his treto say that the tense

it

mendous

departments
has

The production

task.

all

unmatched, and

is

that the
a

in

skill

British

universal

here is a
can feel proud of.

appeal,

British

ing

together

of

the

tunnel's

completion.

the

especially

to

because of the jointwo nations through

gun

and

out of doors
chosen.
A

lets

By the use

Carey gets
on the trail of the outlaws and overtakes
them after they have pulled a raid on a

bang-up

keep

battles

Most

pitch.

fights

fist

things

at

of

the

action

and

the

locations

Miller

are

Husbands"),

collect

killed,

military

S.;

the

job.

inno-

his

pecked husband who employs a funny ruse
from his bossy wife.

SHORTS
"Hey Diddle Diddle"
(Paul Terry-Toon)
Educational
7 mins.
Lively Cartoon
A compilation of the good old nursery rhymes, showing the Old Lady
who lived in a shoe, the characters
in "Hey Diddle Diddle"— the cow,
the cat and the fiddle, the dish and
the spoon Jack and Jill, and many
more nursery favorites.
Mary's
lamb is left out of school in the Old

—

sweetheart.

his

("Henpecked
produced

for a temporary respite

place

and Drue, after
Hopton, Fix and

Mason proves

German;

directed by

were well

pulling

for

in

by D.
Fred Sauer; with Weiss
Ferdl, Kaethe Haack, et al.
At the 86th
St. Casino Theater.
Highly amusing comedy about a henL.

jail

to

the

high

a

takes

break takes place with
Mason,
Hopton and
Fix
getting
away.
Mason is out to prove to his sweetheart,
Drue Leyton, that he was not implicated
in
the bank robbery but was railroaded
The other two
there by Walter Miller.

want Miller

amid

part

"PANTOFFELHELDEN"

of

break,

jail

playing an ample
demonstrations.

»

the

until

himself

clears

The

set.

Frankie Darro, Roy Mason, Russell
Hopton, Grant Withers, Drue Leytcn, Walter Miller, Paul Fix, Sncwflake, Al Bridges,
Cast:

Frank

Woman's

George

Jack Rockwell, William Gould.

Rice,

Lcve"); Screenplay, Barry Barnnger,

"All for

Forrest Barnes; Songs, Chantelle and Duhig;

Cameraman, Arthur
Wray.

Reed;

Richard

Editor,

G.

Direction, Good.

DERNIER

"LE
Last

directed

titles;

France

by

Rene

French,

in

Rene

by

"Hillbilly

("The

with

English

distributed

Clair;

production

latest

a

is

jolly

an enormous amount
of enjoyment for French fans and, with the
that

satire

aid

of

contains

English

its

release

version,

the

for

titles

ought

American

please

to

a

fairly

The whole
fun-poking at wealth
and the idea motivating the action has to
do with a French millionaire who is enticed
to a beautiful but bankrupt kingdom where
he is promised a charming princess as wife
large audience over here as well.
affair

more

is

return

in

young

being

pears he

or less

for

girl,

his

financial

The

support.

however, doesn't
sold in this way,

the idea

relish

and the milbecomes balky when it apgoing to be hooked by an elderly

turn

in
is

all

in

Love"

(Song and Comedy Hit)
Educational

10 mins.

Mountaineer Capers
A skit in the Kentucky mountains,
with the Range Ramblers and the
Eight Serenaders representing rival
mountaineer factions.
The daughter of one leader is scheduled to be
married to the son of the other faction head, so they all meet in the

cabin with the minister officiating.
Plenty of harmony is supplied by
the two rival bands, and some fine
vocal work by Frank Luther. Winds
up in a typical mountaineer freefor-all as one of the boys plays a
practical joke with some loaded cigars.
Produced by Al Christie. Directed by William Watson.
Story

by Arthur Jarrett.

dowager instead of the younger damsel. Fur-

when the rich man
reported to have been cleaned out by
business reverses, but all matters are eventually straightened out for an acceptable
ther complications arise

Tom Howard

and George Shelton

in

is

Arliss.

Director,

Maurice Elvey; Author,

B.

Keller-

mann; Screenplay, Kurt Siodmak; Dialogue,
L. du Garde Peach, Clemence Dane; Editor,
Charles Frend; Cameraman, G. Krampf.
Direction,

Excellent.

Photograph,

The

WANTED MEN"

story

pace, and

moves along

Clair

has

at

resorted

a

fairly

to

much

though sometimes broad
order to put across his points.

effective
in

the

"VALLEY OF

The

finale.

fast

work

Best.

also

cast

is

particularly

selected

sufficiently

to

immersed

Camera

interesting,

portray
in

travesty

the

and

the

story

spirit

of

is

the

thing.

with

Mary's lamb anarrival of the three
prim ladies of the School Board,
but they go for the hot-cha educathe

and it winds up with
hands doing a tap dance.

Films.

Clair's

and harmony.

nounces

Frank Luther

MILLIARDAIRE"

Millionaire"),

tion

tion, too,

Photography, Good."

FOREIGN

of

Richard Dix, Leslie Banks, Madge
Evans, Helen Vinson, C. Aubrey Smith, Basil
Sydney, Henry Oscar, Hilda Trevelyan, Cyril
Raymond, Jimmy Hanley, Walter Huston,

Frankie

Darro and

Roy Mason

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

gang,

mockery against

Carey's son.
the son,

including

the dramatic field

in

fans.

»

shoe, and inside the old
lady as the schoolma'am is putting
Producer, Maurice Conn; Director, Alan the class through a modern idea of
and daring theme of a transatlantic tunnel
projected into the years to come is done James; Author, Peter B. Kyne (from story education, with plenty of syncopa-

come

to

his

captives

worth-

"Wild

and proceed to terrorize the country-

which brands
them loose as
of

a

to

Carey,

Mustang" because of
ing down bad men,
of

drama

western

this

break,

jail

Mason

cence and regains

Easily

outdoor

end when Roy
being involved in
the bank robbery for which he has been
serving time.
Mason and Frankie Darro
do some swell work, and Russell Hopton
and Paul Fix are excellent.
Frank Rice
comes in for some well placed comedy
spots and two song numbers are nicely
a

is

lionaire

ED WITH THE REGULATION INGREDIENTS
AND FAMILIAR OUTDOOR

material,

HUMAN

EMOTIONAL

DRAMA.

Cast:

61 mins.

and

action

SPECTACULAR PRODUC- With the help of Darro
COMBINES GREAT DRAMATIC a gun battle in which

Americans and

"WILD MUSTANG"

the

plenty doing from the start, which

is

'

94 mins.

Pictures

with

over

There

IMPRESSIVE

It

Photography, A-l.

Brisk.

Evans,

Banks

Leslie

GB

Madge

Richard Dix,

with

picture

Ray Curtiss.

Editor

and

clutches

their

Hyams

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

is
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Maurice Conn

63 mins.

GOOD

ACTION ENTERTAINMENT
WITH FAST-MOVING STORY AND EXCELLENT CAST.
An especially good cast in an interesting
Peter B. Kyne story should put this picture

"RED

ARMY

DAYS", in Russian, with
produced by Lenfilm; directed by A. Zharky and Joseph Heifets;
with N. Simonof, Melnikof, et al.
Distributed by Amkino.
At the Cameo Theater.
Moderately pleasing romantic comedy in
Russian army background, with romance
English

titles;

"He's A Prince"
(Coronet Comedy)
Educational
18 mins.
Goofy Laffs
The two comics, Howard and
Shelton, run a theatrical agency, and
hire themselves out to the same
party, Howard being engaged to act
as a prince of royalty by the ambitious hostess, while Shelton is engaged to put the prince out of business by a rival political faction to
the real prince.
The proceedings
are very hectic, and the comedians
succeed in scoring a good percentage
of laughs in the course of the goofy
doings.
Produced by Al Christie.
Story by Charlie Williams and
Marcy Klauber.

I
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FIRST

ANNIVERSARY

GEORGE ARLISS

W* MIND

<4

MR. REEDER

as a detective. Who
makes all detectives look like defectives. Director, Milton Rosmer.

George

•

Arliss

T«nlatW« UlU.

KIPLING'S

SOLDIERS THREE
Nautch girls. Tiger hunts. Plus.
The Soldiers Three. Plus. The Colonel's
lady. And Judy O'Grady. Director,
Walter Forde.
India.

&

FIRST
•'

-'-- :JM
-

ANNIVERSARY

Text

Wonder

of the Worl

TRANSATLANTIC TUNNEL
(New York

to

Londo

GBthcmksWalterHuston and George

Arlissfor graciously contributing portrayals of the President of the U.S. and

the Prime Minister of England. Director,

Maurice Elvey.
lurtMT M. G. M.

WALTER HUSTON
RHODES, THE EMPIRE BUILDER
The

A

star of

DODSWORTH. In the impossible.
DODSWORTH. Rhodes,

better role than

the

diamond

king. Director. Berthold Viertel.

FIRST ANNIVERSARY
»FV

^««iti£ilF

*>*;

425

LUPE VELEZ

THE MORALS 4 MARCUS
IAN HUNTER and A.DRIANNE ALLEN
The little mite of dynamite. As a harem
by William J. Locke. Director,
Miles Mander.
A Real Ali Pndaeaea

spitfire.

Story

Produced by

Juiri.i

Higtn

JRST

ANNIVERSARY

Me*t DONAT
THE
116,734

Over!

•

Htoddeu* CARROLL

39 STEPS

admissions. First week Roxy. Held
Story by Col John Buchan.

And how!

Director, Alfred Hitchcock.

.

.

HH

*'

CLAUDE RAINS
THE CLAIRVOYANT
with

Hexed by
makes the

FAY WRAY

the evil eye.

"The Invisible Man"

future visible. Director,

FIRST

Maurice Elvey.

ANNIVERSARY

icE

TIMED TO THE MINUTE

BORN FOR GLORY
The Big Parade of the High Seas

BETTY BALFOUR IOHN MILLS BARRY MACKAY
Director, Walter Forde
Story by C. S. Forester
.

.

.

^

JACK HULBERT

BULLDOG
with

DRUMMOND

Fay Wray, Claude

Hulbert, Ralph

Richardson. Latest and greatest oi the Bulldog Drummond thrillers. Author, "Sapper".
Director.

Walter Forde

RST ANNIVERSARY
m*

KING

SOLOMON'S MINES

*DAILY

Abyssinian Amazons
Ethiopian Warriors
KING SOLOMON'S MINES. Hidden from white
.

.

.

.

.

l.

.

LYWOOD

conquerors. In the deepest jungles

of Ethiopia.
Story by Rider Haggard

"LOTS'

•1

Olin Howland, Ely Malyon, E. E.
Clive and Mary Forbes.
Arthur
Greville Collins directed.
IB. FILM DAILY
T
T
T
be co-starred by M-G-M in "The
Sanami and Michi, Oriental dance
Sam Wood,
Magazine short story.
team who spent three years with
at the Opera," will direct and Harry
Max Reinhardt, have been added to
with Jean Harlow in "Riff Raff" and
the cast of Paramount's "Anything
Goes" for a specialty number. They
will present a Javanese specialty in
Cornelius Keefe, Charles a sequence with Ethel Merman, Bing
he,
ich and Ward Bond appearing Crosby and Charlie Ruggles.
r

Tracy, Myrna Loy

I

Spencer Gordon Ben-

linently.

T

directing from Nate Gatzert's
•tation of Charles Francis Royis

As soon
picture,

itory.

T

T

Buck Jones
Selzer's
If Hel(-n

will
novel,

start in
"Silver

Splane recovers
with
Donald from the illness which kept her out
Eddie Acuff and Kay Lin- of "Sunset of Power," she will be

rison
ds,

T

Charles
Spurs."

T

as he finishes his current

Farm,"

in the leading roles, enters proon at the First National studios
t.
It is a topical story of the
i of "I Am a Fugitive From a

leading lady of "Silver Spurs."

"Captain

Blood,"

the

First

tional picture starring Errol

Na-

Flynn

The story and the an Olvia de Havilland, is in the last
Gang."
n play were written by Harold few days of production and the
notable cast is engaged in the filmsy and Abem Finkel.
ing of the most exciting parts of
T
T
T
the romantic novel by Rafael Salene Chadwick, star of silent batini, adapted for the screen by
es, and Lucille Ball, young con- Casey Robinson.
The large cast of

l

player, have been added to the
f "It Happened In Hollywood,"
- production at the
Radio
*- ^abanne is direct-

RKO

the special feature includes Robert
Barrat, Lionel Atwill, Basil Rathbone, Henry Stephenson, Ross Alexander, Forrester Harvey, J. Carroll
Naish, Guy Kibbee, David Torrence,
J ~ T "slip.
Frank McGlynn, Colin
""--^nba,

Vetu

LORRE

1/ftadeicute.
•

CARROLL

SECRET AGENT
Peter Lorre. As the Hairless Mexican. The
most hair-raising role ever seen upon the
screen. Story by W. Somerset
Director, Alfred Hitchcock

FIRST ANNIVERSARY
*m

Maugham.

.«!*
*?«••

S?*5,

usrt«' Si*

George

In the

Divinity.

txmed to the

Speediest Dancing Pictures Ever Filmed.

MODERN MASQUERADE

-

mINUTE

Two

BORN FOR GLOR
The Big Parade of t he Hia ^

BETTY BALE

?M ANNIVERSARY
utinn

•

Fox Exchanges

•

Canada, Regal

Films,
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"LITTLE" from

HOLLYWOOD

"LOTS"
Olin Howland, Ely Malyon, E. E.
Clive and Mary Forbes.
Arthur

By RALPH WILK

HpHIRD of the Gene Autry musical
1 westerns, "The Sagebrush Troubadour," goes into production Saturday at Republic City. Joe Kane is
Armand
with
direct,
slated
to
Smiley BurSchaefer supervising.
nette has been cast as featured
comic. Joe Poland and Oliver Drake
adapted Drake's original story.

M-G-M

Co-Starring Spencer Tracy, Myrna Loy

Greville Collins directed.
T
T
Sanami and Michi, Oriental dance

THE

FILM DAILY
of
Loy will be co-starred by M-G-M in "The
Whipsaw," based on James E. Grant's "Liberty" Magazine short story.
Sam Wood,
whose last picture was the Marx Brothers' "Night at the Opera," will direct and Harry
Rapt will be producer.
Tracy is now appearing with Jean Harlow in "Riff Raff" and
Miss Loy is playing in "The Great Ziegfeld."
Hollywood

— Spencer

West Coast Bureau
Tracy

and

Myrna

team who spent three years with

Max

Reinhardt, have been added to
the cast of Paramount's "Anything
Goes" for a specialty number. They
will present a Javanese specialty in
a sequence with Ethel Merman, Bing
Crosby and Charlie Ruggles.

First
National's
"Hard
Luck Blythe, Cornelius Keefe, Charles
Dame," starring Bette Davis and French and Ward Bond appearing
Spencer Gordon Benprominently.
George Givot, who has been in Franchot Tone, has been re-named nett is directing from Nate Gatzert's
Hollywood appearing in "Riff Raff" "Dangerous" at the studios on the adaptation of Charles Francis Royfor M-G-M, may give up a London

T

T

trip

in

order

accept

to

a

role

in
pic-

west coast. Supporting cast includes

al's story.

Margaret Lindsay, Alison SkipParamount's new Mae West
worth, John Eldredge, Walter WalkFrom Lon- er,
ture, "Klondike Lou."
Richard Carle, George Irving,
don the "Greek Ambassador" has an Douglas Wood and Florence Fair.
offer from GB as well as from the Alfred E. Green directed the picture
Piccadilly Theater.
from an original story and screen
play by Laird Doyle.
David 0. Selznick of Selznick InT
ternational

Pictures

is

planning to

form a stock company of probably

He expects to be
five or six stars.
ready to announce the name of the
first one this week.

Sam Wood, who directed the Marx
"A Night at the Opera"

Brothers in

for M-G-M, lost a $1,000 football
bet to the comedy stars, who talked
Wood into picking the wrong team.

T

T

Howard J. Green, Reliance
writer, who is part owner of

screen
a rac-

ing stable, will send three of his
horses to Tanforan for the current
One of the animals recently
meet.
won at the Pomona County fair and
is being groomed for entry in highstake handicaps.

by a

T

Kalmus Film Author
Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

West
Hollywood— Natalie

M.

Kalmus,

art

director of Technicolor Motion Picture
Corp., is the author of "La Ballerina,"
romantic comedy to be produced by
Technicolor.
in
Pictures
Pioneer

T

]

Am

TV

.ii

Mrs.

I

Donald
Farm,"
with
"Prison
Woods, Eddie Acuff and Kay Linaker in the leading roles, enters production at the First National studios
today.
It is a topical story of the
a Fugitive From a
genre of "I
The story and the
Chain Gang."
screen play were written by Harold
Celebrating their Long Beach Dale
Buckley and Abem Finkel.
theater's first anniversay, A. A. Gelston and R. Sutton were hosts to
two score more Bay City officials
Helene Chadwick, star of silent
and businessmen at a banquet and pictures, and Lucille Ball, young conMarcal theater party in Hollywood. tract player, have been added to the
Those participating in the enter- cast of "It Happened In Hollywood,"
tainment were Dorothy Grainger, now in production at the RKO Radio
Carol Tevis, Catherine Gale Hub- Studios. Christy Cabanne is directbard, Ruth Pearce, Ernest Caress ing the picture, and in the cast are
and others of stage and screen.
Wallace Ford, Phyllis Brooks, Alan
Hale, Molly Lamont, Brian Donlevy
T
T
and Erik Rhodes. "It Happened In
Tomokazu Hori, Consul of Japan, Hollywood" is an original by Ray
was the guest of honor at a lunch- Mayer and Tom Dugan, actors.
eon given by Tay Garnett at the
20th Century-Fox studios. Garnett,
in his efforts to entertain the emiEdward Gargan, Carlyle Moore,
nent diplomat, invited the Consul to Jr., and James Bush are the latest
visit the set of "Professional Sol- additions to the cast of "Ceiling
dier" and told the Honorable Hori Zero," in which James Cagney and
about his plans to visit Japan and Pat O'Brien are starring for WarnEverything went
get photographs.
well until someone stole the Consul s

recovering from wounds
lion during the filming of a Universal picture, Charles
hat.
Bickford, red-headed actor, has reT
turned to the Paramount lot to
"Just My Luck," New Century
make additional scenes of "Rose of picture starring Charles Ray, is now
the Rancho," in which he is featured.
be
in the cutting rooms and it will
two weeks before it is previewed.
Charles Kenyon, Warner scenarist, This is the first picture in which
retirement
will do the screen play and dialogue Ray has starred since his
for "The Golden Arrow," from the from the screen a few years ago.
short story by Michael Arlen. Kenyon recently completed the scenario
Ardent golfers and lovers of sport
of "The Petrified Forest."
traditions like Roger Pryor, Sidney
T
Franklin, Eddie Sutherland, Arthur
Irving Cummings, 20th Century- Hornblow, Dr. and Mrs. Herbert T.
Fox director, is visiting his son, Kalmus and Frank Borzage are regThe old
Irving, Jr., at Palo Alto, where the ular vsitors at Ensenada.
latter is a student at Stanford Uni- golf course there was the first links
The megaphonist, who re- constructed on the American contiversity.
cently underwent a serious opera- nent.
tion, expects to be able to return to
T
work shortly.
George Bancroft, stage and cinema
one of
actor, and for many years
"The Gentleman from Louisiana, Paramount's leading stars, has been
being
Tristram Tupper's story, is
engaged by Columbia for the stellar
adapted by Jack Natteford for Re- role in the Harold Shumate story,
to go
public.
"Hell Ship Morgan," shortly
in production.

After

inflicted

As soon

7

Ken MayCourage,'
production for
nard's third starring
comColumbia, is rapidly nearing
The latest cast additions
pletion.
Captain E.
are Renee Whitney and
is the
H. Calvert. Geneva Mitchell
leading woman, with Betty
"Western

star's

With the engagement of Edgar
Brophy for an important role in
"Shoot the Chutes," the cast of Eddie Cantor's sixth annual production for Samuel Goldwyn is rapidly

as he finishes his current

Buck Jones

picture,

will

start

in

Charles
Selzer's
novel,
"Silver
Spurs."
If Helt n Splane recovers
from the illness which kept her out
of "Sunset of Power," she will be
leading lady of "Silver Spurs."

"Captain

Blood,"

the

First

Na-

tional picture starring Errol Flynn
an 01 via de Havilland, is in the last
:

few

days of production and the
notable cast is engaged in the filming of the most exciting parts of
the romantic novel by Rafael Sabatini, adapted for the screen by
Casey Robinson. The large cast of
the special feature includes Robert
Barrat, Lionel Atwill, Basil Rathbone, Henry Stephenson, Ross Alexander, Forrester Harvey, J. Carroll
Naish, Guy Kibbee, David Torrence,
Maude Leslie, Frank McGlynn, Colin
Kenny,. Pedro de Cordoba, George
Mary
Cording,
Harry
Hassell,
Forbes, Leonard Mudie, E. E. Clive,
Ivan Simpson, Stuart Casey, Dennis
D. Auburn, Vernon Steele, Jessie
Holmes Herbert, Donald
Ralph,

Meek, Hobart Cavanaugh and GardMichael Curtiz is di-

iner James.
recting.

Ray Kirkwood has signed Gertrude Messenger to play opposite Bill
Cody in Spectrum Pictures' "Lawless
Border," a Zara Tazil original story
now in production. Fred Gilman,
Roger Williams, Ed Cassidy and
Hank Bell are included in the cast.
T

T

T

Newark Theater Leased
Newark, N. J.— Chesterfield The-

nearing completion.
t

James Vincent came

to
will

Hollywood
remain to

ater Inc. has leased the Mosque Theater, closed for more than two years,

on a vacation, but
and will reopen it next month with
contribute a vast fund of "Romeo vaudeville and films. Warners formThalG.
and Juliet" lore to Irving
erly had the house.
berg's production of the Shakespearchance
A
ean classic at M-G-M.
"La Maternelle" Holds Over
meeting with Director George Cukor
("Children of
Maternelle"
"La
resulted in his being signed to as- Montmartre"), Jean Benoit-Levy prosist on the filming of the romance,
duction in French with English
which is to star Norma Shearer. titles, has gone into a second week
Vincent, for seven years Katharine at the 55th St. Playhouse.
stage manager, worked
Cornell's
side-by-side with Cukor on Broadway.
Ann Harding Back at RKO

TV

"Meet

Warren

Duchess," in which
William and Dolores Del
the

Rio are starred by First National,
was completed last week. It is an
adaptation of "A Present from Margate," London stage success of last
season by Ian Hay and A. E. W.
Hugh Herbert and
F.
Mason.
Charles Beldon wrote the screenplay.
The cast includes Viva Tattersall,
Louise Fazenda, Herbert Mundin,

the
to
returning
is
Harding
Radio Studios in Hollywood to star
Indestructible Mrs. Talbot," an
The
original story by J. P. Wolfson.
picture is expected to go into production
shortly. Miss Harding's last film for RKO
Radio was "Enchanted April," released
Since that time she has
a year ago.
for
productions
several
in
appeared
The diother producing companies.
"The
for
cast
and supporting
rector
have not
Mrs. Talbot"
Indestructible

Ann

RKO
in

yet

"The

been chosen.
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

« »

Mickey Mouse Gets
f

celebration of Mickey
THE
Seventh Birthday
Mouse's

was held at Loew's Midland theatre, Kansas City, with an outstanding exploitation campaign
that reached the proportions accorded a feature attraction. Arranged under the supervision of

John McManus, assisted by
James Major, Mickey Mouse got
columns of free space in all
local newspapers. Special stories
on Walt Disney and the Silly
Symphonies appeared in the
"Journal-Post" and other local
dailies.
A week in advance of
the show

theater ads carried
mention regarding the

special

all

Mickey Mouse celebration. Two
weeks in advance the lobby of
the theater

was decorated with

and colored cut-outs.
displays
all
the
of
Mickey Mouse characters were
placed about the inner lobby
with a huge birthday cake, arranged in a tie-up with the
banners
Special

Campbell Baking Company. For
the Campbell Company got out a huge
sound truck to exploit their product as well as Mickey's Birthstreet

ballyhoo,

day with special pennants and
banners.
Records of Mickey's
latest hits were used on the truck
which visited all local grocery
stores and stopped at principal
streets throughout the city. Radio broadcasts also played a big

part in celebrating Mickey's anniversary at the Midland. Radio
Station
gave Mickey five
mentions during the week; station
plugged the attraction on the "Magazine of the

WHB

KMBC

program

Air"

W9XBY

and

station

featured hits
from
Mickey's latest production on
their "Theater Organ" program.

A

was arranged for Friday,
October 18 at the Hotel Astor
with the full proceeds going to
the "New York American" Fund.
This stunt broke fully a week
before the opening of the picBall"

Top Exploitation

a

announcing the
gala
program
for
Miokey
Mouse's Seventh Birthday was
used two weeks in advance of

ture and resulted in big daily
art and story layouts in the

"American,"

"Journal"
and
Ticket booths were

"Mirror".
placed in Times Square and
leading ticket agencies throughout the city carried special window cards plugging both the

and the engagement of the
picture at the Rivoli Theater.
Special radio broadcasts, street
stunts, etc., were used.
Two
co-operative ads, each giving
the picture full credit, were arball

ranged with Best & Company
and McCreery's. Special "Barbary Coast Coiffures" were advertised by Best & Company,
and McCreery's placed ads in
all local newspapers heralding
the "Barbary Coast Shoe." All
ads carried mention of Miriam
Hopkins as the star in "Barbary Coast".
On opening day
an airplane with a kite reading
" 'Barbary Coast' now at the
Rivoli" circled six of the leading football fields and was seen
by at least 250,000 persons.
Evidence of this coverage was
noticeable in Sunday's receipts
at the Rivoli.
Special accessories, window cards, scene stills

and blow-ups were prominent in
many local windows throughout
the city, plugging the opening
of "Barbary Coast".
Among
some of the leading merchants
who co-operated in this huge
window display campaign were
Roth's
Pennsylvania
Drug
Stores,
Truly Warner Hats,
United States Lines and Milgrim's.

—Rivoli

Theater,
York.

New

special trailer

the

opening.

—Loew's

City.

"Barbary" Premiere
Aggressively Exploited

CAMUEL GOLDWYN'S

latest

screen sensation, "Barbary
Coast," starring Miriam Hopkins, Edward G. Robinson and
Joel McCrea and currently released through United Artists,
was given its New York premiere at the Rivoli Theater
with a most comprehensive exploitation campaign.
under the supervision

man-

ager of the Knickerbocker
Theater in Nashville, used a
trick stunt to plug his showing
of "Page Miss Glory", a Warner-Cosmopolitan release.
A
tie-in with one of the largest
stores in town enabled him to
get a large show-window.
A
camera was rigged up on a tripod, with a printed announce-

ment which announced that
group pictures would be taken
through the window every 15
minutes and would be displayed
at the entrance to the theater.

Faces ringed with white circle
would be presented with tickets.

exploitation staff, the picture got under way with a
fice

campaign.

Through a tie-up with the "New
York American" Christmas and
Relief Fund, a "Barbary Coast

Lily Pons Debut Film

A/fODERN

Screen

Magazine,

is to
ballyhoo the cinema
debut of Lily Pons with a special publicity promotion in the
December issue which reaches
the new.-stands on November 3.
Tie-up with the leading article
in that issue on the colorful

operatic star, two hundred thousand beautifully colored portraits of the

popular diva are to
be distributed to purchasers of
the

magazine

chain of store

at

their

affiliates.

large

These

include the 2,300 stores of the
S. S. Kresge, S. H. Kress, W. T.
Grant, H. L. Green, McCrory,

G. C. Murphy, McLelland, ScottBurr and Fishman Chains. To
emphasize the special tie-up, the
magazine has prepared a picturesque and compelling win-

dow

The

stunt
both

attracted
large
to
theater and
store.
Large number of stills
were placed in store window, as

crowds

well.

—Knickerbocker Theater,
Nashville, Tenn.

« «

Window Display
Helps Sell "Scrappy"

CALE

of the new Scrappy line
of paint, crayon, chalk, and
clay modelling sets, manufactured by the Scrappy Toy Sales

Company,

New

200 Fifth Avenue,
York, leaped considerably

with

the

installation

of

large

window displays in street floor
windows at Broadway and 20th
Street, of

Schranz and Bieber,

one of the largest wholesale toy
distributing companies in the
East. The display features Edith
Fellows, popular juvenile star
of Columbia's current motion
picture success, "She Married
Her Boss".
Miss Fellows is
seen posing with the Scrappy
paint sets in one of the displays.
The other display contains six photographs illustrating how the Scrappy animated
cartoons are made in Holly-

wood.

—Columbia

Pictures.

poster card, which is to be
displayed throughout the chain
stores.
The poster features
prominent copy credit to the

Cleveland Main Library
Features "Dream" Display
gID DANNENBERG, Warner

Dream Too Much", and

exploiteer
in
Cleveland,
planted a special display on "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" in

title

"I

should serve as a valuable exploitation accessory to the promotion of the film. The poster
is 21 by 14 inches in size, and
is printed in three colors.
Exhibitors can easily avail themselves of additional cooperation
by contacting their local store
representatives.

—RKO

Radio Pictures.

Tie-Up With Philco
Aids "Broadway Melody"
with
J^ TIE-UP
aided George

Philco Radio

N.

Hunt's

of 1936" at Loew's Theater in
Two of these radios
were placed in the lobby of the
theater one week before the
opening and records of songs
from the production were played.
Patrons were requested to
vote their favorite numbers on
card pluggers distributed for
that purpose. The stunt proved
very popular with the younger

the city's main library.
The
exhibit was placed on a large
panel in a show-window case
off the entrance to the library.
It included five 11x14 stills depicting as many scenes from the
Max Reinhardt production of
the Shakespeare play.
Appropriate copy was attached to
each still. A copy of a volume
of the '"Dream" with title nage
open, was set on the bottom
shelf of the case. Lying flat on
each side of the book were stories dealing with the production.
The entire display was given
special lighting.

—Hanna

Louisville.

Man-

ager John Wright, with the assistance of the U. A. Home of-

advance

Used Trick Photo Bally

On "Page Miss Glory"

Arranged
of

Modern Screen Ballyhoos

campaign on "Broadway Melody

£)EWEY MOUSSON,
Midland,

Kansas

terrific

Tuesday, Oct. 22, 1935

and served to draw them
back for the picture. Hunt was
assisted by an M-G-M exploit-

set

eer.

Jell-0

dealers cooperated

by placing cards and window
streamers in prominent places.
Jack Benny, star of the film,
is sponsored on the air by the
makers of the product. Six at
tractive girls, wearing operalength hose, black velour practice
suits
and caps, carried
black cards with white letters
spelling out the title words.
They did this each day at noon
during the run of the picture.
Loew's Theater, Louisville.

—

Theater,
Cleveland.

Army and Navy Units
Showing Motion Pictures

381

A

total of 381 units of the U. S.

Army and Navy

are now showing
motion pictures for entertainment of
personnel and recruiting purposes,
according to information received
for the 1936 Film Daily Year Book.
Of these, 75 are operated by the
army out of branches at New York,
Washington, D. C, St. Louis, Seattle
and Dallas.
The 306 navy units are served
from the Brooklyn Navy Yard exchange and include 199 regular navy
ships, 14 coast guard vessels, four
army transports, two coast guard
stations, 52 naval shore stations
and 35 navy recruiting stations.
Standard size film is used in all
but the recruiting stations, which

use 16

mm.

pictures.

i

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Theater Openings Registered Big Jump Last Month

MAY

GOV'T

RECALL WITNESSES

Next S.M.P.E. Meets to be
Hold Symposium on Screen
Brightness at Second
Day's Meeting
By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Delegates to the

—

How They

IN ST. LOUIS SUIT

Chicago and Rochester

in

Started

to Recall Witnesses
By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Page

—

Louis The government rested
case in chief against Warners,
et al, in the conspiracy trial at 11:40
A. M. yesterday with the reservation that Russell Hardy, special assistant to the U. S. Attorney GenSt.

fall

its

convention of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, now in progress
at the Wardman Park Hotel, decided yesterday to hold their spring
conference in Chicago and next
year's semi-annual meeting in Rochester, N. Y.
A symposium by experts on screen
brightness featured yesterday's session, with technical meetings at the
(.Continued on

Government Rests Case in
St. Louis With Proviso

be permitted to submit to
•Judge George H. Moore a memorandum setting forth particular points
in the record where he thought the
Court should reverse its rulings that
portions of the testimony relative to
eral,

various conversations should apply
only to those individual defendants
present at such conversations and
the corporations they represented,
and not instruct the jury that such

7)

160 DISTRIBUTING

(Continued on Page 6)

NON-THEATRIGALS
Washington Bureau of

—

SHEEHAN HOLDING OFF

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Non-theatrical
are at present being distributed by
no less than 160 sources in this
country, according to a compilation
by Cline M. Koon, senior specialist
in Radio and Visual Education, U.
In
S. Department of the Interior.
films

(Continued on Page 4)

Lichtman to Announce
New Plans in Few Days
Al Lichtman said yesterday that
he plans to formally announce his
future plans late this week. Lichtman is generally expected to join
M-G-M in the East, as indicated in

The Film Daily

ON PLANS FOR FUTURE
Returning on the Majestic after

European vacation with his bride,
Maria Jeritza, Winfield R. Sheehan

a
general sales manager of Columbia Pictures, in the popular FILM DAILY
Abe broke into the show business via the combination musical"How They Started" series.
for a jitney theater
commercial route, playing the piano and doubling in the ticket booth
He later went into distribution and was Columbia district manager
he owned in Weirs, N. H.
"Col." Hap Hadley, the incorrigible, is the man behind the
before taking charge of sales.

Presenting

brush

1

and

Abe Montague,

pen

15 Openings, Only 50 Closings
Reported for the Past Month

of Oct. 11.

Allied Leaders to

Speak

At Michigan Convention

—

Speakers scheduled for
Detroit
the Allied Theaters of Michigan convention Nov. 12-13 at the Hotel
Statler include Sidney Samuelson,
national president; Abram F. Myers,
general counsel; Col. H. A. Cole of
(Continued on Page 6)

of new theaters and reclosed houses set a high
year or more last month
total of about 175 houses

Opening
Wilding Productions Gets opening of
Essanay Studio, Chicago mark for a

yesterday stated that as yet he has
or connections
and so far has not even discussed

made no future plans

(Continued on Page 4)

K. C. Exhibs Give Majors
10 Days on Zoning Reply
Indicating that they contemplate
an anti-trust action unless the Kansas City zoning and clearance schedule is revamped, Ringolsky, Boatright & Jacobs, attorneys for a num(Continucd on Page 6)

when a
Story- Writer Demand
operating list,
Chicago—Wilding Picture Produc- were added to the
At Peak, Says Hampton
while closings dropped to a low of
tions, makers of industrial films, has
territory
Pittsburgh
50.
around
at
acquired the old Essanay studio
Demand from Hollywood for stoin number of openings with
1333 Argyle St. which was the pro- topped
and writers is at the peak point
duction center of the industry in
early silent days. The building will
with
be remodeled and equippi
(Continued on

d

I

followed by the Minneapolis and
Louis areas with 14 each; Cleveland, 11; Atlanta, 11; Oklahoma
19,
St.

(Continued on Page 6)

ries
in many years,

B.

according to David
In

literary agent.
(Continued on Page 21

Hampton,

THE

&&*

DAILY

Wednesday, Oct. 23, 1935

French Inventor to Show Story- Writer Demand
At Peak, Says Hampton
Third Dimension Pictures
Wed.
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Net

Am.

Seat.

Columbia

Picts.

Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

East.

Low

High
14
vtc.

pfd.

Close

66%

13%
65%

13%
65%

5%

51/2

5%

19%

19

+ %

—
— %
Vi

19

+

162i/2 161 Vi 162

Kodak

50

Loew's, Inc

do pfd
Paramount
Paramount

IO8I/4

49%

Chg.

1/4

Prof. Jacques Brettmon of the
College of France, who is the inventor of more than 800 devices for
medical and other use, arrived in
New York this week aboard the

Normandie with a new camera and
film with which he claims to be able
to show third dimension movies. The
camera is equipped with two lenses
and each unit of film has more than
1,000 slight indentations which can
be felt but cannot be seen except
under a microscope. The film is not
The projector contains a
pierced.
lens with a revolving apparatus that
Prof.
gives relief to the subjects.
Brettmon plans to give a series of
demonstrations here.

Hampton

declares.
prices are being paid for authors and stories, Hampton says.
He ascribes this activity to the final
realization by Hollywood that it is
the story that counts and that a
good director cannot make a good
picture from a bad story.

Top

alone there are 40 theaters playing
it, according to Gullette.

Pittsburgh Symphony
In "Dream" Broadcast

A

special one-hour broadcast over

the

Republic Dining Morla
Charles Morla, Republic Pictures'

Latin-American representative, who
sails tomorrow for Panama on the
Petan, will be given a luncheon today in the Rainbow Room at Radio
City, with W. Ray Johnston, Norton V. Ritchey, Robert Socas, Ed
Finney and other members of the
Republic staff attending.

—

—

—
—
—

—
—

—

from a recent illness, is reported
ready to start work. A script will
be ready for him within a month.

.OVIOL/A

'

V\/
A.

ALL MODELS

Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines
ON DISPLAY-FOR

SALE- RENT

• Illustrated Literature on request. •

Motipn Picture Camera Supply, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

in

the settlement.

"Crusades" Holding Over
"The Crusades," now in its popular price run at the Paramount Theater following the two-a-day show-

"Thanks a Million" for Center
"Thanks a Million," 20th Century- ing at the Astor,

is set to

hold over.

TIBBETT,

20th

of

Century-

MRS. RICHARD BARTHELMESS has come
from

the

coast

to

HAYDON

by

join

is

being called back to Holly-

PETER LORRE arrives in New York today
from Hollywood and sails Friday on the Majesfor England to appear in GB's "Secret Agent"
with Madeleine Carroll.

tic

RICK RICKETSON is due
week from Kansas City.

GUY KENIMER, who
from

Jacksonville,

is

returns

New

in

York

to

now in New York
home within a few

GEORGE TYSON of the Harris Theaters, Pittsis
in New York.
WINFIELD R. SHEEHAN, who returned to
New York yesterday on the Majestic, will stay
burgh,

East

weeks before going

four

the

to

Coast.

ASTRID ALLWYN, 20th Century-Fox player
now working in "Charlie Chan's Secret", expects
to visit her
Thanksgiving.

folks

Springfield,

in

Mass.,

CHARLES MORLA. Latin-American

representa-

Republic

Pictures, sails tomorrow on
Panama.
From there he will
to Salvador, Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires.

tive

for

Petan

the

for

CONSTANCE BENNETT
jicxt

week

from

the

arrives

in

New

York

Coast.

GEORGE BARNETT
New York.

is

en

route

to

the

Far

East from

JUSTIN of Paramount's New York
department, will arrive in Hollywood on
28 to become assistant to Jacob Karp,
Paramount resident attorney and this week
elected assistant secretary of Paramount Produc-

SIDNEY

legal

Oct.

tions.

PHILLIP BARKER, Broadway actor, signed by
Walter Wanger, has left for the coast to appear in Wanger's Paramount production, "Trail
of the Lonesome Pine."
J.

in

a

R.

McDONOUGH

will

return

to

Hollywood

few days.

RALPH CALDERONE
New York to acquire

of

Mexico

City

is

in

films.

Report Detroit Probe

—

Detroit Current rumor has it
that federal agents have been assigned locally to investigate conspiracy charges against major exchanges.
The situation arises out
prolonged suit by Jacob
of the
Schreiber against various distributors and other exhibitors.

Dramatists Guild Meeting Tuesday
Annual meeting of the American
Dramatists Guild is scheduled for
Tuesday at the Guild headquarters
in New York.

CHIDNOFF STUDIO
Irving

Chidnofi

PORTRAITS
DISTINCTION

di-

for

MAX REINHARDT is on his way to New
York from the coast for a series of conferences
in
connection with his second Shakespearian
production for Warners, "Twelfth Night," starring Marion Davies.

Meet

Keith-Albee-Orpheum board of
rectors will meet tomorrow.

this

days.

of

K-A-0 Board

east

husband.

her

Paramount.

Fox

musical
feature
with Dick
Powell, Fred Allen and Dave Rubinoff in the cast, opens next Wednesday at the Center Theater.

star

Fox's "Metropolitan," arrived in New York
from
the West this week for a brief visit preparatory
to starting a concert tour in Detroit.

fly

his arrival in Panama on Nov.
will go by plane to Salva1,
dor, returning Nov. 7. He will also

.

—

LAWRENCE

On

10% IO1/4 IOV2
% Gala Opening for "Tunnel" at Roxy
Opening of GB's "Transatlantic visit Rio de Janeiro and Buenos
1st pfd.. 95
94% 943/8
%
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 131/2 12% 12%
% Tunnel" at the Roxy on Friday will Aires in the interests of Republic.
6I/4
Pathe Film
5% 5%
% include a special gala performance
in the evening for dignitaries from
6
RKO
1/4
5% VA
More "Barbary" Holdovers
England and the United States, as
20th Century-Fox
16% 163/8 16%
Additional holdovers for "Barbary
social
leaders
in
political,
well
as
20th Century-Fox pfd. 26i/4 25% 26% +
Vs
Samuel Goldwyn's latest
Coast,"
Warner Bros
8% 7% 7%
% and financial circles.
United Artist release, which is godo pfd
44
43'/2
—1
44
ing into a third week at the Rivoli
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Awarded $6,000 for Injuries
on Broadway, have been set as foll/
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
15
141/2
141/2
2
Albany B. F. Keith Corp. must lows: Denver, transferred to the
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 14%
14% 14% + % pay Elizabeth McCormack $6,000 Broadway from the Denver for a
Keith A-0 6s46
92
91
92
+ 3/4 and interest for personal injuries second week; Philadelphia, going inLoew 6s 41 ww.
105
105
105
sustained in the Bushwick Theater, to a third week at the Aldine; DeParamount Picts. 6s55 963^ 96i/4 9614
14
Brooklyn, in October, 1931, accord- troit, second week at the United
Par. B'way 3s55
61
61% 61
% ing to a decision by the Court of
84i/4
Artists; Portland, second week at
RKO 6s41
83
83
Appeals yesterday.
83i/4 82
Warner's 6s39
3/4
82
the United Artists; Los Angeles,
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
continuing at the United Artists
Sonotone Corp
3% 2% 3 + %
Marx Brothers on Air
after a simultaneous opening at
Technicolor
19
191/2
19
1/2
The Marx Brothers, whose new- Loew's State and Grauman's.
Trans-Lux
3% 3% 3%
%
est picture, "A Night at the Opera"
Settle "Voice of Experience" Case
Regular Columbia Pfd. Dividend
is soon to be released by M-G-M,
Action brought by Harry Levy
Regular quarterly dividend of 75 will be featured over Louella Parcents on preferred stock has been sons' Hollywood Hotel program Fri- against Rex, The Voice of Experience, Columbia and B. K. Blake,
declared by Columbia, payable Dec. day evening.
seeking to have a distribution con2 to stockholders of record Nov. 14.
tract covering a series of short subNew Contract for W. C. Fields
jects transferred to the V. O. E.
Grace Moore Returning to Opera
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Pictures Corp., has been settled out
Grace Moore, now in Hollywood,
Hollywood
W. C. Fields has of the New York State Supreme
will appear with the Metropolitan signed a
new one-year contract with
Opera again this winter. Her last Paramount calling for three pic- Court, where trial had started.
Sum of $7,000 is reported involved
appearance at the Met. was in 1932. tures.
The comedian, recuperating
.

for

England.

JULIE

Morla

—
+
—
—

WILLIAM BEAUDINE, Paramount director accompanied by MRS. BEAUDINE and their daughter, LUCILE. who is under contract
to GB sail
from New York today on the Washington

wood

Loew

493,4

IO8V4 IO8V4

fact, studio activity in signing up
writers has resulted in a dearth of
material for the national magazines,

WJZ-NBC national network,
with the Pittsburgh Symphony OrBooks Handicap Nite chestra playing the music from "A
Midsummer Night's Dream", is
"Broadway Handicap Night," at- scheduled for tomorrow night. The
tendance stimulator distributed by Warner production opens its PittsMeridian Pictures Corp., of which burgh roadshow run next Monday.
George Gullette is vice-president,
opened Monday night at Loew's Palace in Brooklyn and brought out the
biggest crowd the theater has had
Other Loew houses may
in years.
adopt the stunt. Meridian Pictures,
which has moved into RKO Building
offices, also has booked "Handicap"
into a number of Warner and Paramount houses and others throughout
the country. In the Boston territory

Coming and Going

{Continued from Page 1)

469 FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORK

OF THE

NOVEMBER
HITS FROM
20th
CENTURY- FOX
The topmost money-maker of
as a silent picture
fullest

screen

.

.

.

now

time
its

emotional power on the talking.

.

.

leading the parade that

makes November 1935
month

its

rises to

in

show

the greatest

history!

with

ROGHELLE HUDSON

HENRY FONDA
SLIM SUMMERVILLE
THE KEYSTONE OF

EDWARD TREVOR

YOUR FUTURE

MARGARET HAMILTON

ANDY DEVINE
Produced by Winfield Sheehan

Directed

by

Henry King

Screen play by Howard Estabrook
Hurtbut.

From the play by

&

William
Parker

Lottie Blair

A FOX PICTURE
'/Ac o&te*4.
•METROPOUTAN" • "IN OlD KENTUCKY" -"THANKS A MllllON"-"THE

MAN WHO

BROKE THE BANK AT MONTE CARLO'
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"RENDEZVOUS"
William

with

Rosalind

Powell,

Russell,

Binnie Barnes

M-G-M

^ ^V^

fcXO*
o*^_^

^~~~

apparently

•

woven

in

and

out

culminating

plot,

in

a

Powell

and

of

position

on condition that the

unharmed.
works out
rescue and

girl

decoding

In

of

the

Powell,

T

•

be allowed to go
the message, he

Rosalind

his

Russell,

in

Yardley;

0.

P.

George Oppenheimer; Editor,
Cameraman, William Daniels.
Direction, Okay.

Wolf son,
Hugh Wynn;
J.

Photography, Fine.

SHORTS
"Balloon

Room

7 mins.

Celebrity

•

•

A JUVENILE

ed situation with the head of the
Paris police enables them to get out
The
gracefully at the last minute.
skit features the work of the four
with singing and specialty acts.

son.

Very Entertaining
"Clever Critters"
Novel, colorful, diverting and filled
(Treasure Chest)
with action, this animated cartoon
in color makes good entertainment. Educational
8 mins.
The scene is balloon land where all
Animal Life
the inhabitants and the surroundings
A lively compilation of interestare air-inflated and vulnerable to
A hot chase of a boy ing animals in captivity, gathered
puncture.
and a girl by the pin cushion man, from all parts of the world. Some
whose darts deflate the objects they very unusual shots are contained,
smaller mammals
strike, furnishes the basis for the ranging from the
to the enormous Indian elephant
lively animation.
that does all the work for the naNarration by A. L. Alextives.
"Rhythm of Paree"
ander.
20 mins.
Educational

A

Lively Revue
musical comedy featuring Neila

Goodelle,

Earl
with

Oxford

and

"Italian

Riviera"

(Magic Carpet of Movietone)

Fred

10 mins.

Kelly as an
added starter. The two boys visiting Paris from New York make a
date with the two girls who are enThe girls
tertainers in a cabaret.
think the boys are American millionaires, but are soon disillusioned
when they show up that evening at
the cabaret and stall around till the

Fox

"lace closes, having no dough to pay
plantfcr the eats and the wine.

Edited by Lew Lehr.
Ed Thorgersen.

Lightner,

Nell

A

charge of the David L. Loew

724 at 1540 Broadway

Produced by Al Christie. Story by
Arthur Jarrett and William Wat

Land"

(ComiColor)

in

T

premiere for Hal Roach's "Our Gang
Follies of 1936" at the Capitol theater Friday afternoon at 4
child artists will include Mitzi Green, Baby Rose Marie,
Mary Small, Donald and Gene McLoughlin, Phil Dunning, Jr.
children of celebs will be guests

•

Lawrence Weingarten; DirecK. Howard; Author, Herbert
Screenplay,

S.M.P.E. Fall Convention, WardHotel, Washington, D. C.

Allied

Cochran

Theaters of New Jersey meetHouse, Newton, N. i.

Amusements

Allied

Pacific

of

Northwest annual convention, Hotel Washington,

Seattle.

Oct. 26:
Cleveland
Allerton Hotel,

Oct. 28-29:

convention,

Hotel

American

meeting,

1540

S.

Guild

Schenley,

Room

Broadway,
Installation

Macaulay
S.

Claypool

of
InHotel,

Arcadia,

Pittsburgh.

Guild
Dramatists
headquarters, New

David L.
Loew
Oct. 29:
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,

Nov. 2:
non

Owners

bake,

Allied
Motion
Picture
Theater
of
Western Pennsylvania annual

Owners
Oct. 29:

clamb

Variety Club
Cleveland.

Oct. 28:
Associated Theater
diana annual convention,
Indianapolis.

annual
York.

testimonial
dinner,
New York. (Tickets,
724).

of officers of

Lt.

A. Ver-

Post, American Legion, on
Boston-to-New York trip.

160 Distributing
Non-Theatricals

T

T

THE COMMITTEE

•

T

Charles Grapewin, Leonard Mudie,
Howard Hickman, Charles Trowbridge.
Reicher,

William

•

Dinner is being swamped with bids for tickets
Dave probably never realized he had so many friends as will greet him
at this testimonial at the Waldorf-Astoria on Tuesday, Oct. 29
the dinner is a stag-formal
tickets $7.50 each
tickets can be secured from the Committee
tables seat 10

Binnie Barnes, Lionel Atwill, Cesar Romero,
Samuel S. Hinds, Henry Stephenson, Frank

Producer,

Park

sey

a very exciting finish.

William

be

transport,

clever ruse that results in

a

is growing for the special
on Thursday at Jack DempThornton Fisher will introduce

—

the daughter of his chief being made prisoners in the headquarters of the foreign
Powell consents to decode a message
spies.
in the new system he has inaugurated that
will give the enemy the information they

want about the

T

among those whom
Elmer Oliphant, West Point Ailthe following
Vincent Richards,
American football star in the old days
Joe Ruddy, captain of
champ of many seasons in tennis
Jack McAuliffe, first
the N. Y. A. C. water polo team
Jimmy Crowley, Fordham
American lightweight champ
University football coach one of Rockne's famous Four HorseHank Greenberg, home-run clouter
men of Notre Dame
Col. C. W.
and member of the world champ Detroit Tigers
Kerwood, daring flyer and former member of the Lafayette
Escadrille and North African fighter, head of the International
Lester Patrick, vice-president and genAeronautic Society
eral manager of Ranger Hockey team, and one of the world's
Jack Abernathy, crack
greatest skaters and hockey players
target shot, two-gun man of the Wild West and companion of
Joseph Vince, coach of the U. S. OlymTheodore Roosevelt
and of course
Jack Demppic fencing team for 1936
will

through her reach the heads of the system
The events are
in Washington.
ingeniously

•

Day

T
THE LIST of champs
Luncheon of the Am pa

sey's ......

operating

sus-

•

Sports

Lionel Atwill, also an officer
code.
the war department, is killed by a female
Powell starts
spy, and his papers rifled.
uncover the spy, and
sleuthing
to
his

tor,

man

Oct. 24-25:

key to

possession of the

in

21-24:

Oct.

T

the

Cast:

—

ing,

in

penseful

0*»

»

Oct. 20-Nov. 2:
Celebration of first anniversary of GB Picture Corp. of America.

M.DALY

IN

William Powell has the role of a code
expert stationed in the war department at
Washington, and the trouble starts when
the spy system of the enemy country secures an inside track on what the war department is doing with its transports and
are

PHIL

Oct. 24

WASHINGTON
DURING WAR HOLDS SUSPENSE AND IS
WELL ACTED AND DIRECTED.
SPIES

DATE BOOK

«

91 mins.

DRAMA OF
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Beautiful

Very gorgeous studies of the watering places of Italy, with the magthe
splendors
of
scenic
nificent
The gambling place at
mainland.
San Remo is shown, with the players feverishly betting at the various
games.

Produced by Truman Talley.
Narrated by

Sheehan Holding Off
On Plans for Future

{Continued from Page 1)

a circular soon to be published on
sources of educational films and
equipment, Koon lists 41 commercial
distributors of such pictures, in addition to 11 government offices having films for free distribution, six
national and state centers supplying releases, 26 universities and colleges with libraries of films for distribution, 62 cities with departments
of

visual

seums and

instruction

libraries
for distribution.

and
with

14 mupictures

Italy Ties Up Funds
Chief effect of the Italo-Ethiopian
conflict on American film companies
has been the promulgation of more
{Continued from Page 1)
them. Beyond this statement he de- drastic restrictions by the Italian
clined to comment on reports to the government on withdrawal of funds
effect that he is joining Paramount from the country, it was said yesterday by Phil Reisman, RKO forat the Coast.
Sheehan said he has received a eign sales head.
number of proposals but would not
Acquires British Film
disclose the companies involved. He
Opinion," with Binnie
"Counsel's
plans to remain in New York four
Cyril
Maude, Lawrence
weeks before returning to Holly- Barnes,
Grossmith and Henry Kendall, diwood.
rected by Alan Dwan in England,
Discussing his trip abroad, Sheebeen acquired by Lenauer Interhan declared that he found "a defi- has
national Films from Pallas Films.
nite trend toward historical subjects, comedies and musical pictures
Acquires Film for Far East
among current films in course of
Far East rights to "Custer's Last
production in London."
Stand," Weiss picture, have been
Sheehan observed:
"Money in sold to Modern. George Barnett of
large amounts is liberally available the latter company is now en route
in England for picture production to the Far East from New York.
and for the erection of new theaters,
from which investors believe they
will reap big future profits in well- of persons than ever before have
managed companies. At the pres- paid admissions, which are generent time the cost of producing an ally 30 per cent higher than in
average moving picture in England America."
Another passenger on the Majesequals the Hollywood cost. They also face the problem of too many the- tic was Sam E. Morris, head of Waraters and an excessive number of ners' foreign department, returning
after a two months' visit to London
seats for the population.
"Throughout Europe, but espe- and Paris. While in the former city,
cially in England, Italy and Spain, he attended the English premiere
the picture theaters this year have of "A Midsummer Night's Dream"
enjoyed a record prosperity, despite and also conferred with Warner
A greater number studio officials at Teddington.
high taxation.

kJn i hursday

RADIO CITy MUSIC HALL
will feature a

that sets

new

story -telling

one

or the

COLUMBIA production
standards in acting,

and

direction,

it is

^

k~olumbia
Fictures

presents
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FERTRER
RER HRT
PAULINE LORD

with
BASIL

RATHBONE

BILLIE

BURKE

Based on the novel by
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R.

•

•
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LOUIS

HAyWARD
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•

BARRIE

Directed by Alfred Santell
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testimony should apply with equal
force and effect against all of the
defendants.

Hardy made

this reservation after

he had withdrawn a prior motion
asking the Court to reverse all the
previous rulings relative to the conversations and instruct the jury that
all of the evidence should be accepted as against all defendants despite prior instructions of the Court
Later in the afterto the contrary.
noon Judge Moore denied the motion of Hardy made in connection
with the memorandum, but in doing

government counsel that
if he desired to recall some of the
witnesses the Court might look with

so told the

Hardy
favor on such a request.
then announced that he desired to
recall Harry C. Arthur, vice-president and general manager of Fanchon & Marco, and Thomas N. Dysart, chairman of the bondholders'
protective committees, so that they
would repeat their testimony concerning conversations had with varArguious individual defendants.
ments were being heard on this request when Court adjourned until
10 A. M. today.
The debate between Hardy on the
one hand and James A. Reed of
Warner counsel, William R. Gentry
for Paramount and Jacob M. Lashly
representing RKO and Ned E. Depinet on this question set a new high
for a three-week trial that had previously developed some high-powered oratorical efforts. Counsel for
the various individual and corporate
defendants had been prepared to file
motions for directed verdicts of
"not guilty" and also for dismissal
of the indictment, so that the defendants could not be placed in
jeopardy again, when Hardy changed the entire complexion of the situation with the new request for permission to have the Judge change
his rulings and later by asking, at
the suggestion of the Court, to reArthur and Dysart to the stand.
In the early stages of the trial,
when Judge Moore took the position
that the government had not yet
properly laid the foundation for the
conspiracy charge, he ruled that
statements by individual defendants
should not be generally applied, but
later when more evidence was in he
then held that this restriction on
testimony should no longer apply.
This led up to the unusual situation that now prevails in the case.
call

When Court
morning, Judge Moore announced
that he sustained the defense objection to the use of the list of theaters
owned, controlled or operated by
Warners and subsidiaries. He then
let go in the various proposals subopened

yesterday

mitted to the bondholders' protective committees for the Ambassador,
Missouri and New Grand Central
theaters by Allen Snyder and assoSkouras Bros, and three
ciates,
propositions
made by Warners,

NEWS

of the
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DAY

THEATER OPENINGS
REGISTER BIG JUMP

Fort Worth, Tex.— I. B. Adelman's "Dante's Inferno" and "Redheads on
(Continued from Page 1)
T.voli, neighborhood deluxe theater Parade."
City, 10; Chicago, 12; Detroit, 8;
here, had the U. S. premiere of
"Transatlantic Tunnel," GB release,
Chattanooga
Sunday openings Indianapolis, 7; Kansas City, 7;
last Saturday night.
went into effect here last week for Philadelphia, 6; Charlotte, 9; and
the first time in 12 years. A check- various other districts with smaller
Chicago Western Amusement Co. up revealed
that approximately 14,- numbers. The figures are from the
Inc., of which Ben Bartelstine is
500 persons attended during the day. monthly reports of the Film Boards
president, has leased the Elmo TheHouses are open from 2 p. m. to >f Trade.
ater, on the west side, from Ernest

—

—

H. Alfrede and Lucille V. Christy
at a term rental of

for 15 years
$72,000.

— A.

p.

m.

Conway, Ark.

damaged

Hartshann, treasurer of Tivoli Theater, has been appointed by Famous Players Canadian
Corp. to manage the Family Theater, which opens tomorrow with
Toronto

11

C.

—

Allied Leaders to

recently
in the projection room.
Damage was estimated at $750 to
the building and $150 to the equipment, accord.ng to R. I. Bonner,

broke

Speak
At Michigan Convention

The Grand was
by fire, which

out

manager.

Snyder's leases on the theaters and the conversations, feeling the court's
var.ous Court documents dealing ruling protected his clients in regards to same.
with such transactions.
Government counsel also read to
Then Jim Reed arose at his best
the jury a list of bond purchases senatorial form: "I have been a
relating to the three theaters made member of the bar for over fifty
by Warners between early 1932 and years and never in all my experiThe face value of ence can I recall in any court such
March, 1934.
these bonds totaled $361,500 and the a course of action as now proposed
n this court being made. If this is
price paid with interest amounted
When this was done, done it will constitute, in my opinto $77,592.75.
Hardy announced that the govern- ion, reversible error beyond the
ment rested its case, subject to the slightest shadow of a doubt. We are
proviso named.
It is the defense not looking for reversible error. We
contention that if Arthur and Dy- are looking for an acquittal."
He
sait are recalled it will practically then proceeded to point out such acreopen the entire case since the tes- tion would entirely upset the detimony of those witnesses dove-tail fense and said that the court should
with many other witnesses who were stand on the record as already made.
"That's the rule" he said, "any
heard.
Reed in opposing the memoran- other rule of law would be murderdum request of Hardy contended ous." He said that the government
that it would amount to the reopen- had not come within 1,000 miles of
ing of the case after the government proving a conspiracy existed when
had closed and that such a step the testimony was given.
would be highly prejudicial and with"I've never heard of a judge putout precedent, inasmuch as when ting in new evidence after the case
Judge Moore had restricted the use has been closed," he continued.
of testimony defendant counsel had "Your Honor, you will have to fight
withheld cross-examination.
"The into the very teeth of the authorities
government has closed and must if you do this. We will have to put
stand on the record as made," he back all of the witnesses."
He
added he had never heard of such a
argued.
step being taken in any court in the
Hardy, on the other hand, held
United States or in any other civithat the request was not unusual
lized country.
and the procedure was frequently
Hardy, meeting these arguments,
followed in conspiracy cases and was
so elementary he was surprised op- said that the court had the disci'eposing counsel questioned the re- tionary power to recall witnesses
quest.
However, Judge Moore re- and justice should never be foreHe insisted that the govsponded that he regarded the re- closed.
ernment should not be restricted in
quest as very unusual and asked
Hardy to cite authorities to support the presentation of testimony in a
case like the one at bar.
He held
his contention.
that it would not constitute reWhen Hardy asked for permission versible error, as Reed had stated,
to recall Arthur and Dysart, oppos- and that the government was the
ing counsel were immediately op- only party that stood to lose should
posing this request.
William R. reversible error be permitted. HowGentry for Paramount said that this ever, he said he was confident that
step would completely change the no Appellate Court would ever resituation, that it would be impos- verse a trial judge because he had
sible to conduct a proper cross-ex- properly exercised his discretionary
amination of the witnesses and that powers to get at all the facts.
at best such cross-examination could
Reed, charged that the appeal on
not have been so effective as if made the part of Hardy was in effect a
immediately after the witnesses gave request that the judge grant the
their testimony in chief. He pleaded government special rights that the
that he had deliberately withheld defendant did not possess.
his
cross-examination
concerning
"That's a new doctrine in Amer-

(Continued from Page

1)

Texas, Aaron Saperstein of Chicago
and Fred J. Herrington of Pennsyl-

Congressman Pettengill

vania.

also

on the program, according to H.
M. Richey, general manager. James
Minter of Flint is reported being
groomed for the presidency of the
is

Michigan

unit.

Wilding Productions Gets
Essanay Studio, Chicago
(Continued from Page

modern
Dec.

1

1)

for opening about
as the largest sound studio
facilities

between New York and Hollywood.
Wilding also has plants in Hollywood, Detroit and Long Island.
L.
Mercer Francisco will head sales
and service here, with John R.
Kneebone in direct charge of sales.

K. C. Exhibs Give Majors
10 Days on Zoning Reply
(Continued from Page 1)

ber of independent exhibitors in
that city, have notified Fox West
Coast circuit and nine distributors
that they must have a statement of
their position in the matter within
Letters sent to film com10 days.
panies refer to a "concerted refusal" to sell to independent theaters except on basis of the schedule which, it is said, has been set
up with Fox West Coast.
Firms notified of the move, in addition to Fox West Coast, are: 20th

Century-Fox, M-G-M, GB, RKO,
Columbia, Republic, United Artists,
Universal and Warner Bros.
he roared. "I say that citizens
of the United States are being tried
and everyone of them is just as good
a man as the Department of Justice and I say that with no reflection
on the Department of Justice."
ica,"

He

declared that while the gov-

ernment was

entitled

to

justice

it

should be justice measured by the
yardstick of law, adding that the
judge was sitting in court not to see
that the government got justice but
primarily to see that the defendants
got justice.
"The idea that the Federal Government has rights superior to the
rights of citizens is contrary to our
basic law, that a man is presumed
to be innocent until proven guilty.
Any argument that that's not the
law should not be made wherever
the American flag floats."
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NEXT

S.M.P.E.

MEETS

ROCHESTER

IN CHI.,

(Continued from Page

Bureau

Standards

of

A LITTLE

in

the after-

noon.
of a movie may
vary considerably as to the degree
of brightness of the projected pic-

"Your impression

ture on the screen on whether you
enter the theater from a bright sunshiny street at noonday or from a
dimly lighted street at evening,"
Cifford Tuttle of Kodak Laboratories and chairman of the Screen

Brightness Symposium, told delegates. "One phase of our investigation has been the measurement of
the preference for screen brightness
of a large number of individuals
from the result of the measurements

and other data the committee plans
to set up a standard which if adopted will greatly increase the comfort
of every motion picture patron.
"Laboratories are now turning out
a remarkably uniform product in
the finished picture print.
"New photo-electric devices are

being used to measure level of illumination in the theater and in determining proper amount of light
that should be used for the angle
of the projector. Many theaters are
now equipped with arc lighting
brighter than sun. Steady improvement in lenses and art products

have

made

it

possible

control

to

more uniformly the proper amount

of light that should be used."

Contributors to the symposium also included R. P. Teele, Bureau of
Standards; W. S. Little and A. T.

Testing LaboraBrian O'Brien,
University of Rochester; A. A. Cook,
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester; S. K. Wolf, Electrical Research
Products, and E. M. Lowry, Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Williams,

tory,

Electric

New

York;

Projection, non-theatrical service,
the 16mm. situation, theater lighting control and the 2,000-foot reel
situation are on today's morning

program.

There

will be a

motor bus

tour in the afternoon and the semiannual banquet in the evening.
photographic and laboratory session,
as well as additional papers on
sound, recording, reproducing, equipment, etc., will wind up the conven-

A

tion

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

UOWARD

1)

tomorrow-

from "LOTS"

ELLIS

working on the

SMITH,

Maurice Murphy, who won a 20th

now Century-Fox

terranean Cruise" for 20th CenturyFox, has been assigned by Darryl
F. Zanuck to collaborate with Richard Sherman on "To Mary With
Love," a "Saturday Evening Post"
story purchased by Zanuck before

—

;

t

Another

ter

Go

Work

Into

—

of

at

recently,

RKO

the

public

vv
is

now

directing "Colleen,"

Completing "The Last of the Mohicans" on loan to Reliance Pictures,
Richard Boleslawski will at once return to M-G-M to direct a new untitled production.

Popeye Kid Parties

RKO

As

THE FILM DAILY

studios.

in

with Ruby Keeler, Joan Blondell,
Jack Oak e, Paul Draper and Hugh
Herbert. Story was written by Robert Lord.
T
T
T

Three new features
Hollywood
have just gone before the cameras
the

personality

Alfred E. Green, whose directorial
work on First National's production
of "Dangerous," with Bette Davis
and Franchot Tone, was completed

Productions

West Coast Bureau

at

is

tangible
mind.

que."

New

t

famous

fiction
characabout to make a screen debut
in the person of "Jeeves," P. G.
Wodehouse's hilarious English butler, and the pubic will have the deciding vote as to which actor it prefers to see in the role.
Darryl F.
Zanuck has announced acquisition
for 20th CenturyFox of the droll
fiction character for a series of comedies. Sol Wurtzel will produce them.
Zanuck is now asking film fans to
designate the'r choice for the role, in
the belief that Jeeves represents a

Kenneth MacGowan is
publication.
associate producer.
T
T
T
Ben S'ilvey, for ten years an assistant director in Hollywood, has
been promoted to the rank of unit
manager at 20th Century-Fox and
assigned to handle "It Had To Happen" and "Message to Garcia."
T
T
Howard J. Green, scenarist who is
screenplay
original
an
doing
now
for Edward Small of Reliance, receives many queries from screenwriting aspirants asking his advice
on how to become a successful scenGreen's invariable advice is:
arist.
"First be a newspaper reporter."
That' the way Green began.
T
T
T
Lester Matthews, whose roles in
"The Werewolf of London" and "The
Raven" brought him to Hollywood's
attention, has been selected by 20th
Century-Fox for the role of Prince
Edric in the Damon Runyon story,
"Professional Soldier," which costars Freddie Bartholomew and VicThe role was origtor McLaglen.
inally slated for Charles Quigley,
now detained in "King of Burles-

Three

contract after his work

Temple's "Curly Top," is
the first player assigned in support
of Jane Withers in her next picture,
John Blystone will
"Gentle Julia."
direct the Booth Tarklngton story.
in Shirley

script of "Medi-

They are:

"Mother Lode", with Richard Dix,
Onslow
Leila Hyams, Andy Clyde,
Stevens and Jessie Ralph, directed
"Chatterbox
Fox;
Wallace
bv
Ann Shirley and Phi"iP 5
with
Holmes, directed bv George Nicholas
and "Two O'clock Courage
Jr
Grahame,
with Walter Abel, Margot
unAlan Hale and Harriet Hilliard,
Stoloff.
der the direction of Ben
,

a

special

Saturday

matinee

feature for juvenile trade, RKO theaters this season will hold "Popeye
Picture Parties" at which cartoon
comedies and novelties for the kids
will be added to the program.
Last
year the RKO houses conducted Kiddie Kartoon Klubs, which brought
good results.
The Popeye parties
start Saturday in several Manhattan,
the Bronx and Westchester
houses, with Brooklyn and Queens
to follow a week later.

,

Discuss Actors' Benefit Plans
Plans for promoting the American Federation of Actors' annual
all-star benefit at the Majestic Theater on Nov. 10 will be developed
at a luncheon to take place Friday
at Manny Wolf's Chop House under
Will

RCA Sound for Legit "Scandals"
Photophone sound re-enforcement auspices of the organization. Rudy
apparatus which will provide "na- Vallee, as member of the executive

the
tural" sound for every seat
house regardless of location will be
an integral part of the newest edition of George White's "Scandals
scheduled to open in New York about
RCA enthe middle of November.
gineers are installing special equipment of the portable type, similar

Carries

More
Advertising

Than Any
Publication
In

The

in

^

to

that

"Great
Sam

E. Morris
Fred Datig

Harry Cohn
Sally O'Neill

Harry Scott

:

n

use

Waltz"

by
road

board, will preside.

The committee
benefit

includes:

Eddie

Dowling,

in

the

Mosque Theater, Richmond, for aii
out-of-town premiere, after which
Newark,
it will follow the show to
and into the New Amsterdam Theater in New York.

Nate

Industry

Blumberg,

Sally Rand, Boris Morros, William
Morris, Jr., Eleanor Powell, Edmund Breese, George Jessel, Sid Sil-

Max Gordons verman,
show,

in charge of the
Louis K. Sidney,

Jack Dempsey and Sophie

Tucker.

Broadway Theater Again Dark
The Broadway Theater at 53rd St.
and Broadway, reopened recently
with a policy of dual
dark again.

revivals,

is

1936 Edition

Now
..

In

Work
J

l

THE

CROWNED HEADS
OF EUROPE!
TOPS

{"Bonnie Scotland'* makes them

over there, tool)

Congratulations boys! Not only are

you America's favorite sons of fun,
but

now "BONNIE SCOTLAND"

has broken

all

your previous

rec-

doing the

big-

ords in Europe.

It's

gest business of

ALL

Laurel-Hardy

feature-length comedies.

theatres
is

who

to give

it

haven't played

tip to
it

the works. There's

comedy team
these boys

Our

yet

no

in the

world to equal

and your

folks love 'em!

(So does producer Hal

Roach,

shown below, and Leo of M-G-M.)

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old
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Court Cuts Paramount Allowances by Two-Thirds
NICK SCHENCK CONFIRMS SIGNING
St.

L OUIS Witn esses Are Re-E xamine

Testimony of Arthur and
Dysart Made Applicable
to All Defendants
By DAVID BARRETT

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Louis The government
St.

—

re-

rested its case in chief against Warners and other defendants in the
conspiracy
case
before
Federal

Judge George H. Moore at 12:10 P.
M. yesterday after the court had
permitted Russell Hardy, Special
Assistant U. S. Attorney General, to
reopen his case and recall Harry C.
Arthur Jr. of Fanchon & Marco and
Thomas N. Dysart, chairman of the
(Continued on Page 4)

SMPE PROGRESS MEDAL

No Allowances

AWARDED
Washington Bureau of

—

Washington

DR.

WENTE

THE FILM DAILY
Edward C.

Dr.

Wente, research physicist in charge
acoustical

Lichtman

committee member."

New Advances

in

Technical Field

Predicted by Hays at

SMPE Meet

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
Scala will be made perfect, are in
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
prospect for the screen of tomorrow,
Washington
Further technical said Will H. Hays, president of

—

dimensional effects
which will animate the screen with
stereoscopic backgrounds, colors that
will vie with life in vividness and
naturalness, and sound of such quality that the illusion of an opening
night at the Metropolitan or La
third

the Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors of America, in his address last night before the 38th
semi-annual convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
Speaking on "A Vision of the New
(Continued on Page 12)

investigations of Bell

Telephone Laboratories, was awarded the newly-created Progress Medal
by the S. M. P. E. as its semi-annual
banquet last night at the Wardman
(Continued on Page 12)

Says U. S. Films' Quality
Will Hold

World Markets

OVt

for Traders in Para. Securities

Applications for allowances in the Paramount reorganization by members of reorganization companies who traded in the securities of the company while serving on
committees were all denied by Federal Judge Coxe.
Under this ruling Maurice Newton
and Gerald Brooks, members of the stockholders' committee, and Frank A. Vanderlip,
and Lawrence Stern of the Vanderlip debenture committee received no allowances!
Judge Coxe ruled on this score that "service on a committee necessarily implies loyal
and disinterested service in the interest of the persons for whom the committee
assumes to act; and a committee member who, during his period of service, purchases
and sells, or purchases for personal gain, securities of the company which he is engaged in trying to reorganize, is not entitled to an allowance for his services as a

advances,

of

OFTCHTMAN

15 Applications

for

Para. Fees

Denied

Fifteen applications for a total of Loeb, which sought $150,000 plus
$607,750 for services in the Para- $812 expenses; Malcolm Sumner and
mount reorganization were denied in Edwin L. Garvin, who asked $150,These 000; Orrin R. Judd and J. Andrew
toto by Federal Judge Coxe.
applicants included Kuhn, Loeb & Crafts, $11,000; Myron Robinson,
Co., which asked $100,000 plus $14,- $12,500; Saul Rogers, $10,000; ArOA
Samuel
287 expenses; Cravath, deGersdorff, chibald Palmer, $15,0
Kuhn,
to
(Continued
Page
counsel
on
&
Wood,
Swaine
9)

Will

Loew-M-G-M

in

Join

an

Executive Post
Confirming the story printed

The Film Daily

in

of Oct. 11, Nicholas

M. Schenck yesterday announced
that Al Lichtman, former United
Artists president, is joining the
Loew-M-G-M organization soon in
an executive capacity.
Although
Schenck could not be reached for
comment last night, it is understood
that Lichtman becomes his assistant,
with broad scope of duties.
In announcing the Lichtman affiliation, Schenck said: "I consider
the acquisition of Mr. Lichtman
with his wide and lifelong experience
in the motion picture industry, a
(Continued on Page 4)

WARNER BRITISH PLANT
BOOSTING '37 OUTPUT
Increasing
tures,

its output by five feaWarners' Teddington studio

plans to make 20 features for 193637 release, said Sam E. Morris, head
of the foreign department, yester(Continued on Page 9)

Skouras and Randforce
Sign Union Agreements

-

THE FILM DAILY
Though import laws,

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

censorship requirements and other
restrictions are continually becoming
more severe abroad, American films
by virtue of their high quality will
continue to maintain their position

Fees

Are

Para. Reorganization
Cut Two-Thirds by Court

in

Skouras Theaters and Randforce
have reached agreement with Local
306 on a wage scale of $1.60 an
hour, it was learned yesterday from
Frank Ruddock, vice president of
(Continued on Page IS)

(Continued on Page 12)

H. B. Franklin Drops Plan
Harold B. Franklin is understood to
have dropped his plan to establish outdoor parking theaters at the Coast and
He had held preliminary
in the South.
discussions in connection with a tieup
Major cirwith West Coast theaters.
cuits are understood to have generally
opposed the plan.

Cutting by more than two-thirds
the total of $3,239,827 sought for
services and expenses in connection
with the Paramount reorganization,
Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe yesterday made final awards totaling
$1,026,710 to participants in the reorganization and the prior equity
and bankruptcy proceedings. Analysis of the allowances shows that ap-

were reduced
almost 75 per cent, a total of $766,426 being allowed for services, compared to the sum of $2,841,031 applied for. Applications for expenses
were reduced from $398,796 to $278,784. Judge Coxe's awards, added to
the sum of $458,029 previously al lowed for services in the bankruptcy

Another "Pompeii"

plications for services

(Continued on Page 15)

Italian-produced "Last Days of
Pompeii" with English titles, made on
the actual location of the ancient city
by Grandi Films S. A. of Rome, with
Maria Corda and Victor Varconi heading
the cast, has been acquired by Variety
Film Distributors, which plans to open
RKO's
it soon
in a New York theater.
"Last Days of Pompeii" is currently at
the Center Theater.

An
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ITPA of Wis. and Mich.
Mo. Governor Attending
St. Louis "Dream" Opening Votes to Join Allied States
St.
10 Cents
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Louis

—Local

opening of War-

Night's Dream"
tonight will be attended by Governor Parks, who is making a special
trip from the capital to be present
as guest of honor. For the first time
in local history, society will turn out
in force for a film premiere, and the
first-night audience also will include
city notables from various fields.
ners'

"A Midsummer

ciate

Address all communications to THE FILM
DAIi^Y, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly-

Londonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

—

W.

Lichtbildbuehne.
I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour-

Wardour

St.,

des-Noues,

Republic Signs 2 Deals
Circuit
has bought the
entire Republic's current program
for first-run in the Colorado playhouses of this circuit in Colorado
Springs, Pueblo, Greeley and Grand
Junction.
This deal is in addition
to a similar contract with the same
circuit for first-run in Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Boise, Provo and Poca-

Dent

iello.

Publix Northwest also has bought
the Republic lineup, the transaction
having been set by Gilbert Nathanson, salesman in the Minneapolis

19.
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"St. Elmo"
THE FILM DAILY

Zeidman Preparing
West Coast Bureau

F. Zeidman Productions will place "St. Elmo" in
work about Dec. 1. Earle Snell is
writing the screen play. Among 16
pictures to be made by Zeidman are

A-0 6s46
Loew 6s41ww
Keith

Connecticut, and Earle
in
Sande, noted jockey who set up a
record by winning the Kentucky
Derby three times, have been added
to the list of sports celebrities who
Thornton
will
be introduced by
Fisher at the sports luncheon of the
A.MPA today in Jack Dempsey's
Restaurant.

— %
18%— %
3%

—Independent

Theaters

Protective Association of Wisconsin
and Upper Michigan voted at its
annual convention here yesterday to
join Allied States Ass'n.
The organization named Andy Gutenberg
of Milwaukee president; F. J. McWilliams of Madison, vice-president;
Ernst Langmach, treasurer, and Ed
Maertz, secretary, both of Milwaukee.
Frank Koppelberger of Lacrosse, August Berkholtz of West
Bend, L. F. Thurwachter of Waukesha, William Silcock of Lake Geneva,

George and Bert Fischer, Ross Baldwin, R. J. Patterson, Charles Wasicheck, Frank Fisher, all of Milwaukee, were elected directors.

Penna. Case Coming

Up

MARTIN BECK
on the
abroad.

sailed from New York yesterday
for
a
brief business
trip

Normandie

PHILIP MERIVALE, Broadway actor signed by
Paramount through the William Morris office
for

a

role

"Give

in

Monday by plane

Us This Night,"
the coast.

for

—

Pittsburgh
The two - year - old
Friedman Brothers $450,000 antitrust case against RKO Distributing
Corp. and other major distributors
will be heard early next month in
Federal Court here.
The brothers,
Sam, George and Ben, former Far-

SIDNEY

E. SAMUELSON, national Allied presleaves at the end of the week for Pittsto speak at the convention of the regional Allied unit to be held there Monday

burgh

and Tuesday.

WADDILL CATCHINGS, whose

MRS.

MARK OSTRER, MERLE OBERON, C. AUBREY
SMITH, CLIFFORD WHITLEY, G. B. STERN and
EUGENE PALLETTE are on the passenger list
of
the Berengaria, arriving early next week
from

England.

on a middle western
J.

New

COWAN

arrived

HAYS, who

H.

New

to

WALTER
Falls,

York

night

to

Toronto

New

in

York

yes-

is

in

Washington,

re-

tomorrow.

FORDE,

GB

director

who

leaves

York at the end of the week with Mrs.
Forde for Hollywood, will go by way of Niagara

Vancouver and Seattle.

EMANUEL COHEN
next week

New

from

HUGO RIESENFELD

dent.
lease

returned

has

last

trip.

by boat from the Coast.

WILL

supply them films.

York

southern

York.

LESTER
terday

turns

New

left

and

FITZGIBBONS

J.

from

New

France Film has changed its name
to Franco American Film Corp., with
Robert Hurel continuing as presi-

husband

is
on the Warner board of directors, sailed yesterday on the Queen of Bermuda for Bermuda.

rell and Sharon exhibitors, allege
that 13 distributing firms refused to

France Film Changes Name

leaves

ident,

GEORGE W. WEEKS

farm

Hollywood

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Ed Walsh, famous spit-ball pitcher
of the White Sox, now retired on a

Milwaukee

Coming and Going

V.

ington
J.

VERLINSKY

I.

E.

to

address

ROBIN

is

the

on

goes to
York.
is

in

the

Coast

early

town from the Coast.

yesterday for WashS.M.P.E. convention.

left

a

business

trip

upstate.

The company plans to re-re"Three Musketeers," in French,

with the picture to go into distribution in one week.

Leo Pillot on Exploitation
Leo Pillot has been< promoted by

GB

to handle exploitat:'on exclusively
in future.
Charles Garrett, who re-

cently joined the department, headed by A. P. Waxman, succeeds Pillot in charge of trade paper, news-

paper and fan magazine releases.

Toronto "Dream" Opening
Is Attended by Royalty

—

Local premiere of "A
Night's Dream," Warner roadshow film, brought out viceroyalty, high officials of the city and
province, educational leaders and
prominent film men. William Fox,
former Fox Film head, was an unexpected member of the audience.
Col. John A. Cooper, head of the

Toronto

Midsummer

"Musketeers" Study Guide
Canadian distributors' association,
study guide on "The Three Mus- made a brief talk and introduced the
keteers,"
RKO
Radio
production,
has
Mendelssohn Choir of 200 voices
appointed representative of Republic
J. J. Allen,
Pictures with British Lion in the been published by Educational & which sang a prelude.
United Kingdom. Early in the cur- Recreational Guides of Newark as Oscar Hanson, Leo Devaney, Clair
rent year Kalker was chosen repre- the latest in its series of such book- Hague and L. Rosenfeld were among
other film men present.
sentative of Mascot Pictures in the lets for classroom work.
United Kingdom. He will take over
Balderston Signed by Garrett
his new duties on Nov. 1.
Television Tube Demonstrated
London John L. Balderston, HolA small radio tube, applicable for
lywood scenarist, has been signed by
Skouras Action Put Off
television scanning as well as for
Trial of the Skouras injunction Garrett, Klement Pictures to adapt
Amazing Quest of Ernest present types of amplifying, was
action against RKO has been put "The
Bliss" in which Cary Grant will demonstrated before the Institute of
off until tomorrow in the New York
Radio Engineers last night by Dr.
State Supreme Court. The plaintiff make his British film debut.
V. K. Zworykin, Dr. George A. Morseeks to prevent RKO's 81st St.
ton and Louis Malter of the RCA
Halsey Raines in Legit Field
theater
from playing Twentieth
Laboratories.
Century-Fox pictures day and date
Halsey Raines has opened offices
with its own neighboring houses.
in the Bond Bldg. and will shortly
place in production a legit play
titled "Waltz at Midnight."
First Barney Google Opening
,EIDEN} OUNDjLBRnRyJ
"Tetched in the Head," the first in
Photophone Expands N. Y. Studio
Columbia's series of color cartoons
NEW YOKK CITY
33 W. 60th ST
featuring Barney Google, will be
Expansion of facilities at RCA
seen as an added screen attraction Photophone's studios on Fifth Ave.
MUSICAL
at the Roxy starting tomorrow, when to accommodate increased recording
MOOD
TYPE OF PICTURE
"Transatlantic Tunnel" opens as the business, has been completed. Harry
featured film.
Jones is in charge.
Kalke"r Representing Republ c
:

London

—Louis E. Kalker has been

A

—

Byron Morgan

Arthur

W.

Gilda Gray

Stebbins

Joseph

Dan
Zimanich

J.

Smolen

mWUNDTMfflRY

SNAP
YOUR
FINGERS!
hey! hey!

1935^36

is

party—

youVe
enjoyed
the feast

thus far—

but the

banquet
has really
just

begun—
(and just a

few below,
of many)

M-G-M's BANQUET

MENU HAS DARLING

attraction!

The

biggest since talkies!

You'll see.

Everything you've heard in the way of rumors is right.
Charles Laughton, Clark Gable. Franchot Tone in
cast of thousands, including exotic beauties of the South

It's

terrific!

Seas.

Oh-Oh

!

Yes,

O'NEILL'S

it's

got everything.

Imagine a comedy that's been a year in the making and cost
$1,000,000. Tried out as a roadshow to get every uproarious

Those mad Marx Brothers are in
remain a classic of laughter for
long
a Giant Show
the American public. Have you seen the reviews of the Coast
preview? Don't miss them!
situation audience-proof!

that will

YOU'RE READY FOR CHRISTMAS!
"A TALE OF TWO CITIES"

GREAT AMERICAN DRAMA
"AH, WILDERNESS!"

M-G-M

paid $125,000

(the highest ever!) for

N THE

FUNNIEST FILM IN 10 YEARS
"A NIGHT AT THE OPERA"

PRODUCTION
"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY"
$2,000,000

Such an

DISHE!

the film rights to

Eugene O'Neill's drama because its heart-beat is the heart-beat
of your public. The' play won invaluable nation-wide attention
in roadshows. Wallace Beery is starred with a great cast including Lionel Barrymore and other famed troupers guided by the
genuis of Clarence Brown.

Begin

it

now! Don't

let

up! Tell your patrons that you've got

One and Only Christmas treat in picture business, Ronald
Colman in "A Tale of Two Cities". Last Christmas it was
the

Dickens' "Copperfield". This Christmas it is another Dickens
masterpiece. Start your Christmas hopping-up now, and what
a happy holiday you 11 have!

THE

J^^s
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ST. LOUIS

NEWS

WITNESSES

RE-EXAMINED BY GOV'T
(Continued from Page 1)

bondholders' protective committee,
to the witness stand for the purpose
of again questioning them concerning certain portions of their previous testimony that the court had
ruled should apply to only some of
the defendants.
This re-direct examination was with the end in view

having such testimony go into

of

—

Warners' "A
Stamford, Conn.
Midsummer Night's Dream" opens
at the Stamford Theater on Nov.
13 for a special limited engagement
of three performances two evening

—

and one matinee. It will be shown
at roadshow prices with seats sold
on reserved basis.

effect against all of the defen-

dants,

both

individual

and corpo-

rate.

—

Lloyd Thayer has been
appointed to manage the New Bijou
in Aberdeen and the New Hoquiam
in Hoquiam, both recently acquired
by Warners.
Seattle

the record applying with equal force

and

of the

—

Paul R. H. Ray, president of
Ray-Bell Films, Inc., has arranged
with RCA Photophone for the purchase of one of the newly developed
St.
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DAY

SCHENCK CONFIRMS
SIGNING LIGHTMAN

become
facilities
laboratory
among the most complete in the midand

dlewest.

—

San Antonio The Strand has remodeled and enlarged its lobby and
changed its name to the Prince.
Rosen Starting First Play
Al Rosen starts rehearsals of his
initial play, "One Good Year," on
George Rosner is directMonday.

(Continued from Page

1)

valuable addition to our present organization.
He does not join us to
replace any member of our staff."

Lichtman late last night said that
he will assume his new duties on
Nov. 18 and described them as general in nature.
He said he plans to
take a trip either to Bermuda or
California, leaving New York late
this week.

ing.

Seattle

—"She

has started
Liberty here.

its

Married Her Boss"
fifth

week

at

the

Educational Starting Three
Work

will be started this

morning

Sioux City, la.— The $45,000 re- at the Biograph Studios on a group
maktween counsel, Hardy finally offered ing 16-millimeter prints from 35- bu.lding program on the Vermilion, of three single reel subjects for EduArthur and Dysart for cross-exam- millimeter negatives. With the ad- S. Dak., city theater has been aban- cational. "Seeing Nelly Home" will
ination by counsel for those defen- dition of the new RCA optical re- doned, due to disapproval of the feature the Master Singers, a group
After considerable

dants
nation

argument be-

who had waived cross-examiwhen these witnesses origin-

In each instance defendant's counsel declined to crossexamine and raised legal objections
to the government's offer. These objetions were overruled.
motion
by William R. Gentry of Paramount
counsel for a mistrial likewise was
rejected by Judge Moore.
ally testified.

A

Hardy then made a motion

that

the testimony of Arthur and Dysart
should now be accepted as against
all of the defendants with the restriction, however, that Arthur's alleged conversations with Cresson
Smith and Jules Levy should apply
only against
and Depinet and
his alleged conversation with Neil
Agnew against only the Paramount
defendants and George J. Schaefer.

RKO

This motion was allowed by Judge
Moore over objection of defendant
counsel.
Certain documentary evidence will also be broadened to apply to all defendants. When Hardy
announced "the Government rests",
Jacob M. Lashly of counsel for RKO
and Depinet presented formal motions to the court asking for a directed verdict of acquittal for each
of these defendants and also a motion for dismissal of the indictment
so that they cannot be placed in
jeopardy again on the same charge.
Similar motions will be filed by attorneys for the other defendants
when court reconvenes at 2 P. M.
today. The continuance of the trial
to that time was taken to permit
both defendant and government attorneys to prepare for the legal
arguments for and against these motions.
The jury has been excused
until 10 a.m. Friday so that all of
this afternoon can be devoted to the
arguments on the motions.
Motion for Directed Verdict
The motion of Ned E. Depinet for
a directed verdict of "not guilty"
read as follows: "Comes now the defendant, Ned E. Depinet, at the
close of all the evidence introduced
on the part of and on behalf of the
government and moves the court to
direct the jury that under the law
and in the said evidence the said

optical reduction printers for

duction printer, the Ray-Bell studio

defendant

Ned

E.

Depinet

is

not

guilty as charged under the indict-

ment in this case."
The wording of the

PWA

Jacob M. Lashly, attorneys for RKO
Distributing and Ned E. Depinet.

Reed Opposing Recall

Distributing Corp. motion is identical except for the change in the defendant's name. The grounds given for
dismissal of the indictment and pro-

ceedings thereunder against Depinet
and RKO are: first, the indictment
constitute
any
insufficient
to
is
charge or offense in this jurisdiction
or in any jurisdiction; second, the
charges are so vague, indefinite and
uncertain as to be insufficient to inform these defendants of the charges
against them with sufficient particularity of what they are to meet and
answer and that such charges as to
them are mere conclusions; third,
the testimony is insufficient to establish a prima facie case warranting submission to the jury fourth,
the evidence fails to establish any
unlawful conspiracy; fifth, the evidence fails to establish a prima facie
case or any case proving or tending to prove that any acts of the

decision that he would permit

his

Hardy

Arthur and Dysart, former Senator James A. Reed on beto

college picture featuring Nell
Kelly and a number of other girls,
without a single male in the cast.

girl

When Judge Moore announced

RKO

16 singers headed by Charles
Henderson, and each one a soloist
The Cabin
on the NBC networks.
Kids will appear in the second subject, and the third will be an allof

application.

recall

half of all the Warner defendants
voiced his exception to this ruling
by the court. He contended that the
government had not made a formal
application to reopen the case but

was now attempting

to

put back on

Al Goldenberg Buried
Al Goldenberg, a member of Local
306 who led the fight which resulted
in the admission of permit men into
the union, was buried yesterday at
Montefiore Cemetery.

the stand a witness who had previously fully testified after it had
closed its case.
He contended that when Hardy asked him whether he
it would be impossible to reopen the
had a conversation with Abel Cary
case in the same situation it would Thomas, Gradwell Sears and Herhave been if the ruling were made man Starr in the Warner office in
at the time the witnesses originally March, 1934, Gentry filed his motestified. He argued the proceedings tion for a mistrial which was overwere without legal precedent and a ruled.
clear invasion of the rights of the
Reed said that this step of reopendefendants denying them due process
ing the direct examination was withof law and therefore violative of
out any precedent in law, adding:
their rights under the fifth and four"It is now manifest that counsel by
teenth amendments to the Constituthis trick, and I so pronounce it, is
William
tion of the United States.
defendants were in pursuance of an R. Gentry, for Paramount defen- endeavoring to have this witness reunlawful conspiracy; sixth, the evi- dants, and Jacob M. Lashly, for peat his testimony which he gave at
dence fails to prove they entered RKO, joined these objections and the beginning of this trial."
Hardy objected to the charge his
into an unlawful conspiracy formed elaborated
thereon.
Lashly read
or engaged in by other persons; court rulings that the question of move was a trick and was sustained
seventh, the evidence fails to estab- whether any conspiracy had been by Judge Moore. He explained that
lish or prove the doing of acts for shown by the evidence is a question he proposed to re-ask Arthur and
the purpose of effectuating an un- for the jury to determine, and that Dysart the very same questions, or
lawful conspiracy upon the part of the court had been absolutely right substantially so, the answers to
any other persons; eighth, the evi- in the rulings Hardy now wanted which had been restricted in their
application as against various dedence fails to establish that they did reversed.
any act or acts or combined or conJudge Moore responded that the fendants.
spired to do any act or acts for court had no thought that it was in
During the arguments Frederick
the purpose, or having the direct error in its prior rulings or at any H. Wood of Warner counsel said:
and necessary effect of restraining time in the trial, but that it rests "Arthur was the opening gun of the
interstate trade and commerce in within the discretion of the court government's case and now they are
motion picture films for use at the whether the tesimony shall be broad- making him the parting salute." He
Ambassador, Missouri and New ened and that he was within his argued that numerous courts had
Grand Central theaters, and ninth, discretionary powers in permitting ruled that the words and even the
that under the evidence, the indict- the recall of Arthur and Dysart. He acts of one defendant could not be
ment herein and the law, the jury said he expected to afford the var- used against other defendants not
should be preemptorily instructed to ious defendants cross-examination participating to establish the existfind those defendants and each of to the fullest extent.
ence of a conspiracy against those
them not guilty.
When Arthur took the stand the not present, but Judge Moore stood
The motion was signed by William defendant counsel again repeated firm on his ruling that the witnesses
J. Donovan, George S. Leisure and their
prior objections, and later could be used again.

Showdom's

nrliracle

work

electrifies the industry with his

personally produced picture for

UTH
TRUST

forward-moving genius of Darryl

the ever

Zanuck

to give

you, for the

first

time, the hidden

drama Metropolitan Opera's "Diamond Horseshoe"

human portrayal
and near-great. ..their mad merri-

never sees ... a warm,
of opera's great

living,

/

ment, vaulting ambitions, intimate emotions ... a
picture of spectacular sweep, glorified

by the

world's outstanding voice!
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VIRGINIA BRUCE

ALICE BRADY
CESAR ROMERO
THURSTON HALL*

LUIS ALBERNI

DARRYLRZANUCK
20th

CENTURY PRODUCTION

Presented by Joseph M.Schenck

oo a

Directed by Richard Boleslawski

ov£

Screen play by Bess Meredyth and George
Marion, Jr. Based on a story by Bess Meredyth.
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CROWDS ... REVERBERANT APPLAUSE STAR
"METROPOLITAN" ON ITS GLORY ROAD

CAPACITY- PLUS

AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

V
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HERE'S WHAT THEY SAID
"It's

a honey

glory!"

— N.

.

Y.

.

.

WHEN THEY CAME OUT:

warm, human,

World-Telegram.

"A

vital.

Tibbett sings his

signal triumph!"

— N.

Y.

way

to

Journal.

Tibbett's happiest vehicle!"— N. Y. Daily
"Gay, exhilarating
very likely the best musical film of
Mirror. "Superbiy stirring
the season."— N. Y. Times. "Lawrence Tibbett's greatest picture!"
it
N. y. Sun. "People will get a lot of fun out of it. We hand
.

.

.

.

high praise."

— N.

Y.

— N.

American.

Y. Post.

"Will

.

.

"Dazzling

thrill

.

.

.

unusual entertainment!"

audiences everywhere!"— Film

Daily.

"Should command heavy box office!"— Variety Daily. "Lawrence
another
Tibbett scores a triumph!"— M. P. Daily. "Standout hit
. . .

triumph for Darryl

F.

Zanuck!"

— Hollywood

THE KEYSTONE OF

w.itan"

is

just

Reporter.

YOUR FUTURE

one of the 20th Century-Fox releases that

every day the Exhib;

or's

NOVEMBER

Thanksgiving Day

19 35

in

)

f-*^
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WARNER BRITISH PLANT
BOOSTING

'37

OUTPUT

(Continued from Page

DENY

^F^Z^PH/L M.DALY W

Night

Dream"

is

now

in its third week at the Adelphi
London, Morris said, and the run
is expected to last about 10 weeks.
The picture has been booked in virtually every capital in Europe, with
premieres scheduled for the first
week in December, he statel.
Theater building in England is
going ahead at a rapid pace, declarin

ed Morris, who said that G-men pictures are cleaning up abroad owing

melodramatic stories.
Business, particularly in England,
is very good, he said.
their fast,

to

FOR PARAMOUNT FEES

1

day in New York, following his return from abroad. The English studio's program for 1935-36 provides
15 pictures. First of the 1936-37 releases will be ready by April, stated
Morris.

"Midsummer's

(Continued from Page 1)
Zirn, $75,000; A. J. Schanfarber, A.

T
LIFE

IS
you play it up, and it gets
*
**„,. !?
? Loonev
>ou
down
you give it a ride, and it throws you
you
take it on the level, and you're sunk
you try to sneak up
Ck
0f
fro m the rear
y° u P la y »t for the
\
2»t'
r role, and^ l
,
dramatic
it hands you the Comedy Masque
you
try to kid it, and it takes you seriously—
and you become a
lr
ed >
whether
you
figure
Life is a Game, a Racket,
^.
a boence, a Jest, a Drama, a Gamble, you
can't figure the outcome
even Life can't figure it
for Life is a Looney.

Months

Starts in Three

T
AT ~A

lunche on this week were Nicholas Schenck,
?j ,*! Zukor,
2,
Adolph
Sidney Kent and John Golden
the discussion turned to Roland Young, who is always
in demand for pix
when he is not on the stage as at present in Golden's comedy,
C
Golden asked Schenck: "What
^ Brimstone"
u :°t
about
J. Robert Rubin's effort to get Young away
from me?"
....
Schenck replied: "We have a great part for him in 'Three
Uve Ghosts' and the show can't run on forever. We'll take him

when

he's

and Golden parried: "How would you
Clark Gable in exchange when that time comes?"
(Dear Reader: Guess which one of the above gents at the
luncheon furnished the story, and then you can guess whether
a ) lu ° for Rolan d Young, "A Touch of Brimstone," "Three
\
J
Live Ghosts," or Clark Gable.)

like to give

starts

Bing

his

Crosby picture for Columbia early
next year, in January or February,
leaves New York
early next week for Hollywood.
Cohen is now headquartering at the

He

at the Coast.

Columbia home

Spain Protests Dietrich Film
Reports from Europe state Spain
is
requesting Paramount to with-

draw "The Devil

is

a

Woman," Mar-

lene Dietrich picture, from world
distribution as it considers some of
it offensive.
No word of the re-

has

quest

reached

the

Paramount

gn department in New York,
it was stated yesterday.
The company does not intend to release the
fore

;

picture in Spain, however.

"Crusades"

in

for Danish

Cecil B. DeMille's

"The

Run

Paramount pro-

Crusades"

opened
Tuesday night at the Cirkus Theater
in Copenhagen and is expected to
duction

run until Christmas, at least, according to a cable received yesterday by Vice-President John W.

Paramount InternaCarl P. York, Paramount's general manager in ScandiHicks,

tional

Jr.

of

from

navia.

U. A. Circuit Offices Moving
United Artists Theater Circuit is
moving from 729 Seventh Ave. to
the Paramount building next week,
taking space with Fox Metropolitan
on the 14th floor. Move displaces the
Paramount story department, which
shifting to the sixth floor in the
building.

is

Vincent Youmans Married
Colorado Springs, Colo. Vincent
Youmans, composer, and Mildred

—

Boots,

New York

free,"

me

.

.

•

,

T

T

• • THE ENGINEERS and executives of the Port of
New York Authority will attend a private showing of "Transatlantic Tunnel" at the home offices of GB
Friday afternoon at 3:30
arranged by Howard S. Cullman, of the Port
•

office.

actress,

were mar-

here this week. They will remain in Colorado Springs for a

Authority and trustee of the Roxy, where the pix will be premiered Friday

T
•

•

T

•

IT IS estimated that 15,000 high school students
will have witnessed Warners' "A Midsummer Night's Dream"
in the first month of its showing at the Hollywood
groups
ranging as high as 900 have come from various high schools.

T

T

• • • UNIQUE PRESSBOOK
that one prepared by
William H. Green as publicity director
for Rubinoff and
his violin
Rubinoff is put over wiith press stories, tie-ups,
exploitation stunts, and a full line of ad cuts, and accessories
and photographic poses!
at least six pages of 'em.

T
•

•

•

T

T

WE'RE GETTING
you

shine Girl eai'ly

in our annual plug for The
recall Dorothea Antel
the

Sun-

show

who

years ago injured her spine permanently and has been
one of the most courageous
confined ever since to bed
her Sunshine Cards for Christmas
girls who ever lived
are now on sale
they can be had at Room 906, 723 Seventh
Ave.
or 226 West 72nd St
a box of these beautiful
cards will cost you no more than those you ordinarily buy
and it will be helping a brave soul carry on her tough battle.
girl

T

T

TONITE Abe Lyman

and Joe Moss will appear on
to judge the nonthe stage of the RKO Albee, Brooklyn
professionals lin the "Amateur Frolic Winners of 1935"
and will
these non-pros have been at the Albee all week
conclude this engagement by competing against each other for
The Group Theater has released its option
a grand prize
Joe Rivkin
on Charles Bruce Millholland's play, "Faun"
has received a letter of acceptance to his invitation to Mayor La
Guardia to attend the premiere of "Our Gang Follies" at the
Hizzoner says he never before
Capitol tomorrow afternoon
he lis
has attended a premiere of a stage or screen show
evidently an Our Gang rooter

•

•

•

ried

while.

M. Frumberg, Edgar J. Schoen and
Samuel
Zirn,
$75,000;
Samuel
Spring, $7,500; Louis Martin Levy
$750;
Adolph Feldblum, $3,000
Bibb, Dederich & Osbourne, $25,000,
J. Lesser, $37,500, and Louis
Boehm, $10,000.

Jacob

i

^

Cohen's Crosby Picture
Emanuel Cohen

15 APPLICATIONS

<«

€4

€i

» » »

Full Bond Payment Seen
In New St. Louis Fox Setup

—

St. Louis
Bondholders of Theater
Realty Co., owners of the Fox the-

ater and Humboldt Bldg. properties,
are expected to get 100 cents on the
dollar under the reorganization plan,
provided they hold their bonds for
a few years longer. Edmond Koeln

and James T. Blair, having changed
their legal status from state court
receivers to that of temporary Federal Court trustees, the next step in
the complete restoration of the company as a going concern will be to
whip into shape the final details of
the proposed reorganization plans of
the bondholders' committee and to
submit them to District Judge
George H. Moore for approval.

New Orleans Notes

—

New Orleans E. V. Richards is
reported fishing for tuna off the
coast of California.
While stopping over here for several days, Roscoe Karns, screen comedian, visited the grave of Dorothy
Dell

(Goff),

worked

with whom he had
and placed a wreath

in films,

on her grave.
Idea of booking two Annapolis
locale films here during the same
week proved a dud. The Saenger
had "Annapolis Farewell" and the
Orpheum "Shipmates Forever."
The Fontenot interests plan to
open a house in Iowa, La.
Visitors: J. E. Freiwald of Miceville,

Fla.;

the

Abraham

Bros,

of

Port Gibson, Miss., who plan to open
a theater in Natchez, Miss.
The Plaza theater has been remodeled.

Famous Renews Phoenix Lease
Famous has extended its lease on
the Strand, Phoenix, for 15 years
starting Oct. 1, last. House is operated through Publix-Rickards-Nace.

Gets Foreign Rights on Shorts
has acquired foreign
rights to the "Popular Science"
series produced by Jerry Fairbanks

DuWorld

in

Cinecolor.

Columbia Closes 2 Deals
Product deals have been closed by
Columbia with the Butterfield circuit in Michigan and the Gregory
circuit in the Indianapolis area.

'if

sBt 8

OV^^____^

w Playing ... and Cleaning Up!

Clarence

E.

Mulford's

JOPALONG CASSIDY
with

WILLIAM BOYD

.

JIMMY ELLISON and

Paula Stone

other Hopalong Cassidy! Release Oct. 25th
Clarence

E.

Mulford's

THE EAGLE'S BROO~
with

WILLIAM BOYD

•

JIMMY ELLISON and

Produced by Harry Sherman

•

Directed

William Farnu

by Howard

Bretherton

^H

-«**»-

;
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SMPE PROGRESS MEDAL

New Films

AWARDED

PREDICTED BY HAYS
Lloyd

(Continued from Page

Screen," Hays described
technical progress made

"RIP

1)

the

great

by the

ROARING RILEY"

with Grant Withers, Marion Burns,
Eddie Gribbon

in-

dustry which has helped to lift the
motion picture art from infancy to
maturity in a comparatively shoi't

Hughes

their first "Follies".

in

Puritan

57 mins.

Pictures

GOVERNMENT
FAIRLY ACTIONFUL
AGENT DRAMA SUITABLE FOR THE POP
span of time.
STANDS.
"Only a few years have elapsed,"
Though its title would seem to tag it
he said, "since the moving shadows
have received a voice, and the ut- as a western, this yarn is in the line of
terly

s'lent

picture

of

yesterday government agent

stories

and

seems like a poor crippled thing enough stuff in it to get by
stumbling along in speechlessness, discriminating neighborhoods.
desperately trying to make itself
understood by placards and pantomime. The silent film depended for
its
impression upon external conduct and behavior
upon action.

—

What

the screen players did could
easily
what they
be portrayed;
thought, the audience learned only
through
indirection,
or
through
printed captions. Today it is possible
for the camera to photograph mind,
as well as movement, and to reveal
the intellectual and emotional interpretations of life and literature.

"To develop the mine of literary,
dramatic and musical material, the
screen not only had to have a voice
but had to learn how to use it. This
having been done, the talking
ture

is

artistic

now

at the

beginmng

pic-

of its

and social career."

Hays pointed to the continued
trend upward in the adaptation by

it

in

has about

the not too
Action takes

on an island where Grant Withers
masquerading as an army man from Washington and experimenting with poison gas.
Lloyd Hughes, assigned to look into the
case, finds that Withers is forcing an old
professor, who was at one time Hughes'
teacher, to assist him in the underhand
place

is

work.

The

Marion

Burns,

daughter,
the love
interest.
After Withers has warned everybody not to leave the island, Hughes starts
a fight with him, and in the resulting upheaval a poison gas tank is opened, with
has
thereby

prof,

a

pretty

providing

the lovers and the professor making a fast
getaway while the heavy and his gang

Contacting a warship
by radio, the survivors head for the happy
are

left

behind.

ending.

Cast: Llcyd Hughes, Grant Withers, Jchn
Cowell, Marion Burns, Paul Ellis, Eddie Grib-

WENTE

(.Continued from Page 1)

Farland is featured, he being the
stage manager, and having his hands
full trying to keep the show going

Park Hotel.

Presentation was made
by Homer G. Tasker, president of

forward without any hitches.
But the society.
there are plenty of them.
The auThe medal is awarded each year
dience however makes due allow- as recognition for outstanding
inances for the handicaps, and the ventions in motion
picture techperformance goes over with a bang. nolgy. This year the award
goes to
Darla Hood is given a bit and she Dr. Wente for his work
in acoustics
looms up as a real kid find. She has and acoustical instruments
with specharm in abundance, is a natural lit- cial reference
to their application to
actress,
and
looks
like
million
tle
a
recording, transmission and reproto boot.
The big "spectacular" act duction.
revival,
which
is
the Florodora
The Journal Award for the most
"Spanky" and his boys put on in
outstanding paper published in the
the traditional old-style dresses of
society's journal during 1934 has
the period. Not forgetting the frecbeen made to Dr. Lloyd A. Jones
kle-face kid who sings with a very
He is a riot. This and Dr. Julian H. Webb for their
serious manner.
entitled
"Reciprocity Law
special short should wow 'em wher- paper
ever the Our Gang aggregation are Failure in Photographic Exposure."
known and loved. And that's prac- Illuminated parchment certificates
were presented to the winners by
tically everywhere.
President Tasker at the banquet.
They have also received checks for
$50 as part of the award.
"Starlit Days at the Lido"

M-G-M

20 mins.

Says U. S. Film Quality
Will Hold World Markets

Swanky Stars
Done in Technicolor, the stars are
shown in their moments of leisure
at Hollywood's most popular rendez-

(Continued from Page

Reginald Denny acts
Those
ceremonies.
bon, Kit Guard, Joe Hiakawa.
tables include such
Producer, C. C. Burr; Director, Elmer
Gable and his wife,
Clifton; Author, Homer King Gordon.
Bob Montgomery, Dick Barthelmess,
Constance Bennett, John Boles, Sally
Photography, Fair.
Direction, Okay.
E^lers, Francis Lederer, Cliff Edwards, John Mack Brown, Henry
Busse and his Band furnish the harmony, and the famous Radio Rogues
"Our Gang Follies of 1936"
18 mins. do a bit. Produced by Lewis Lewyn.
M-G-M
Beautifully photographed by Lee
A Wow
A very pretentious production for Rennahan, the gent who did "Becky
the Our Gang kids, as they stage Sharp."

the screen of classical and current
literature.
The technical advances
made by the art, he emphasized, are
of the utmost significance to educational and cultural progress.
"We have now reached the stage
of
technical
progress," he
said,
"which clearly warrants the extension of the motion picture art into
the field of teaching.
Through its
technical, artistic and cultural development, the film has opened a included J. I. Crabtree, Bell Telenew vista of educational possibilities. phone Laboratories; H. E. Edgerton
Sound and color have added vastly and K. J. Germeshausen, Massachuto its range.
The great field of setts Institute of Technology; 0.
educational service calls for the joint Sandvik, V. C. Hall and W. K. Grimcooperation of science and education wood, Eastman Kodak, and D. P.
on one hand and technical develop- Joy and A. C. Downs, National Carment by the industry on the other. bon.
The day will come when textbooks
Thomas Armak, of Washington
will be written on celluloid as well
was presented with the Society's
as on paper."
honorary membership scroll for his
Hays reviewed efforts made toward invention of vitascope, forerunner
film preservation in recent years
of the modern motion picture proand welcomed the establishment of
jector.
the Film Library, which will be
In a special technical paper, Capt.
located in the new National Archives
Bradley of the National Archives
Building in Washington. "It would
be a crime against posterity," he spoke on "Motion Pictures in the
He explained it was
asserted, "if we failed to organize Government."
this moving, living, talking record possible by micro-photography to reso that historical and educational produce a 300-page book on 8V2 x 11.
material may be made available to Bradley also described the governeducators, film creators and students ment's work in preserving current
of the future. Many priceless chron- events news shots.
icles of current and contemporary
events are literally fading away for
want of careful scientific preservation which must follow a system
S.M.P.E. Meeting
of collation and selection of films
from a vast footage of material Washington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
produced every year."
Washington
Among equipment

DR.

"Spanky" Mc-

in

K.

Elderkin,

it

1)

was

Nathan D. Golden,

SHORTS

J.

world markets,

stated by
chief of the motion picture unit of the SpecialtiesMotion Picture Division, Bureau of
Foreign & Domestic Commerce, in a
talk before the S.M.P.E. convention,
which comes to a close today at the
Wardman Park Hotel. Many countr'es
which formerly had no film production are now embarking in this activity, said Golden, but the threat to

vous, the Lido.
as master of
caught at the
celebs as Clark

Hollywood product

will not become
serious as long as the energy, resources and producing genius of
American industry continues.

Forest Electric;

Florida Flashes
Neu, Neumade Products; J.
Frank Jr. and M. C. Batsel, RCA
Miami John A. Cunningham, inMfg. Co.; C. C. Dash, Hertner Elec- dependent exhibitor operating the
Euler,
tric; H. H. DeVry; H. N.
State Theater, has acquired the
A. United Artists product for 1935-36.
Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co.;
The Community Theater, Miami
Shapiro, Ampro Corp.; Frank Freimann, Electro-Acoustics Products Beach, is reopening on a SaturdayF. H. Kossman, Andre DeBrie Co.; Sunday schedule.
Jesse D. Ring of Fitzgerald, Ga.,
A. S. Dworsky, Dworsky Film MaJaschine; H. Griffin and P. A. McGuire, has bought the Fay Theater,
International Projector; W. C. Kunz- per, Fla., from Charles Nelson.
Work is progressing on the Gibmann and E. A. Williford, National
Carbon; M. Foute, Raven Screen; son Theater being erected in ChatW. B. Rayton and A. A. Cook, tahoochee for J. W. Gibson of
Bausch & Lomb; J. I. Crabtree and Sneads.
J. J. Jones and Clarence Manley
L. A. Jones, Eastman Kodak; J. H.
Kurlander, Westinghouse Lamp; J. have opened the new Graceville
Graceville.
F. Leventhal, Akeley Camera; R. F. Theater,
Mitchell. Bell & Howell; A. T. WilBaltimore Bits
Weston Electrical Instruliams,
ment; E. C. Richardson, Mole-Richardson; J. A. Cameron, Cameron
Baltimore
"A Midsummer
Publishing Co.; H. P. Gage and Irv- Night's Dream" will open at the
Equipment
ing Samuels, Corning Glass: Willy Stanley on Nov. 7 and reserved
At
Schade. Agfa; D. R. White. DuPont seats for the two performances daily
Film Mfg., J. E. McAuley Co., Ash- have been put on sale.
craft Mfg. and Electrical Research
The Stanley has held over "ShipProducts
also are represented, while mates Forever" for a second week.
Those winning honorable mention men who have
been in attendance H. G. Tasker, S.M.P.E. president,
Loew's Valencia is showing a first
for papers published in the Journal
at the S.M.P.E. convention here are: is from United Research Corp.
run this week, "Keeper of the Bees."

Many

0.

F.

—

—

Men

—

,

**

CRITICS

s% /% y%

and

you'll get

a great kick

yourself out of Columbia's

newest comedy

hit!

a
f

e&uj£~

RAfT

mm
WALTER CONNOLLY
a B. P. Schulberg
production

•

BILLIE

BURKE

Directed

by

Tay Garnett

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
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PARAMOUNT FEES

A LITTLE

CUT TWO-THIRDS
(Continued from Page 1)

and equity proceedings, brought the

from "LOTS"

Acting on this

belief,

Judge Coxe

Clark, Buckner, &
Ballantine, counsel for the receivers
and the trustees, a further allowance
of $200,000 plus $7,679 expenses instead of the $700,000 applied for.
Judge Coxe noted that the Root firm
had previously been allowed a total
Compliof $250,000 for services.
menting the trustees for performing
a difficult and important task with
ability,
thoroughness and
signal
Judge Coxe made awards of $60,000
to Chas. D. Hilles, who sought $128,000; $60,000 to Eugene W. Leake,
who applied for $118,000 and $35,000 to Chas. E. Richardson, who
asked $87,000.
Adolph Zukor, who
applied for $18,500 for his services
as receiver, was awarded $7,500.
Cook, Nathan & Lehman, who
were
awarded
sought
$250,000,
$115,000 for services plus $3,019 for

awarded Root,

disbursements.

1

Judge Coxe credits

this firm, which acted as counsel for
the stockholders' protective committee and later as counsel for Paramount, with being largely responsible for preserving the stockholders'
r'ghts. Expenses applied for by the
stockholders' committee were reduced
from $170,875 to $110,533. Barney
Balaban's applications for compensation as a member of the stockholders' committee was denied on the
ground that he is president of Balaban & Katz, a Paramount subsidiary, and hence should expect no

compensation. Richard W. Matthews,
secretary of the committee, was

awarded

$3,000.

Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Gardiner
& Reed, counsel to the Vanderlip
debenture holders committee are
awarded $75,000 of the $150,000 apOnly Morris L. Ernst,
plied for.
Robert R. Cassatt and Duncan G.
Harris, of the six members of the
Vanderlip committee received any
awards and they got $2,500 each instead of the $7,500 applied for. The
court reduced the expenses of $143,253 sought by the committee to
Included in this expense
$116,554.
item was $52,390 paid to Dr. Julius
Klein for expert services in connection with the reorganization, which
amount had been advanced to Dr.
Klein for the committee by Kuhn,
Loeb & Co.
Beekman, Bogue & Clark, counsel
for the bank group committee, were
awarded $35,000 of the $75,000 apNone of the members of
plied for.

SIGN AGREEMENTS

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
J-[ARRIET HILLIARD,

radio sing-

RKO

er
recently signed by
total cost to Paramount of its reorRadio, has been cast in "Follow the
ganization to $1,484,739.
Fleet," with Fred Astaire and GinJudge Coxe's ruling, embraced in ger Rogers.
a 30-page brief, states that while
T
T
there are no satisfactory rules to be
Roy Del Ruth is dickering for an
applied in fixing allowances, the re-, M-G-M feminine star to appear in
ceivers, trustees and their attorneys 20th Century-Fox's "It Had
to Hapare court officials and can be allowed pen," which he will direct.
only "moderate compensation", and
T
T
T
that this is "equally true with reKay Francis' next starring film
spect to committees, depositaries and for Warners will be "Lovely," based
others who perform services in a on an original story by Charles Ken-

connection with the reorganization."

SKOURAS, RANDFORGE

yon and Rowland Leigh.

The star's
latest picture, "I Found Stella Parrish," is scheduled for national release Nov. 16.
t

t

y

"Buccaneer," now in production at
20th Century-Fox with Claire Trevor, Paul Kelly, Kent Taylor and
Pauline Frederick in the leading
roles, will come to the screen under the title of "My Marriage."
the committee were found entitled to

compensation, though expenses of
Expenses of
$20,559 were allowed.
$25,728 had been applied for.

Nathan Burkan, counsel for the
merchandise
creditors'
committee
was awarded

$15,000,

of the

total

of $50,000 applied for.
The members of this committee withdrew
their application for allowances during the hearing on the fees.
Because the Vanderlip debenture

committee was formed by Kuhn,
Loeb & Co., the banking interest associated with the company prior to
its financial difficulties, Judge Coxe
held that formation of an independent bondholder committee was justified and on this theory awarded
$20,000 to Szold & Brandwem, counsel to the Munger debenture committee,

who sought $50,000. Members
Munger committee who sought

Eugene Forde, now directing Edward Everett Horton in "Your Uncle

versal.
Stuart, a Princeton graduate, has played in stock and on the
stage. He will appear opposite Margaret Sullavan in the Universal film.

Harvey Stephens has been added
to the cast of "The Whipsaw," soon
to go into production at the M-G-M

studios.

$21,424; $1,000 to Millbank, Tweed,
Hope & Webb: $1,975 to the Chase
National Bank, $7,500 to Price, Waterhouse & Co., which firm sought
$10,484; $3,500 to Cotton, Franklin,

Wright & Gordon, which sought $8,000, and $3,297 to the New York
Trust Co.
Also $25,000 plus $881
expenses to Choate, Hall & Stewart,
which asked $35,000; $3,500 to Cobb,
Hoke, Benson, Krause & Faegre,
which asked $4,500; $2,500 to Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro, which asked
$3,525; $4,000 to Sonneschein, Berkson, Lautmann, Levinson & Morse,
which applied for $5,750; $501 to
Strauss & Hedges, $700 to Kiddle,
Margeson & Hornidge; $150 to
Harry Meyer; $1,980 to Winston,
Strawn & Shaw; $750 to Johnston,
Tory & Johnson, and $12,000 to
George W. Myer, Jr.

of the

a total of $6,000 were awarded $3,Stroock
000 plus $1,800 expenses.
& Stroock, counsel for the Grimm
Broadway Paramount bondholders'
committee, who applied for $100,-

were awarded $40,000.
Grimm committee members,
000,

Lincoln Notes

asked for $40,000 plus $16,914 expenses were awarded $7,000 plus exWeiss, Pels &
penses of $15,334.
Grant, counsel for the Schenck

Committee of Broadway Paramount
bondholders, were awarded $7,500
They asked
plus $84.33 expenses.
The Schenck Commitfor $10,000.
tee, which applied for $2,500 plus
$297 expenses, was awarded $2,000
plus expenses.

Day and Peter Grimm,
$10,000 for services principally in connection with the Criwere
property,
Theater
terion
Rosenberg, Goldawarded $2,000.

—

Bill Lindeman, Cohouse manager, stepped down
aisle
Sunday with Lorraine

Lincoln, Neb.
lonial

matinee price a nickel to 20
cents with the recently inaugurated
dual first-run policy.
M-G-M's screen-test gag is being
worked at the Stuart next week.
There's a waiting list of gals from
here to there, and the local department stores are kicking themselves
for not having been the first to nab
a piece of it.

Filming 4 Kipling Stories

Four features based on Rudyard
Kipling stories are scheduled for
They
counsel, were awarded $2,500 of the production for 1935-36 release.
Courage$18,000 they applied for, plus $209 are "Kim" and "Captains
ous," both of which are being made
for expenses.
Other awards included $10,372 by M-G-M; "The Light that Failed,"
"Soldiers Three,"
plus $307 expenses to the Chemical by Paramount, and
Bank & Trust Co., which applied for by GB.

mark &

Colin,

former Paramount

Doings

Eleven new members will be
voted on by the Variety Club on
Friday, according to Ray Moon,
membership chairman. The club has
increased membership li»iit to 125.
The Gem in Albion is being reopened by a new owner.
Jack Moss, operating Roxy Picture Exchange, is readying a new
-ffice in the Film Exchange.
J. S. Jossey, Republic manager in
Cleveland, was a visitor here.
H. M. Richey is being boosted by
friends for president of the Variety
Olub.

i

Lakeview

Theater at St. Clair
Shores has been reopened by Mrs.
B. Francis after enlargement and
.improvements.
Construction wo 1: i^ abort to
start on the University Theater,
2,000-seater planned by thi Sam
Brown Circuit at Liverno s and Six
Mile Roads.
Regina Florco of the RKO exchange is in the hospital as a result of an auto crash.
James Minter of Flint expects little important change in that city's
dual bill agreement, which now allows double features on one change
a week though some exhibitors are
inclined to increase the number.
Circuit Judge Richter upheld the
ban placed by Joseph Kollar, censor,

sity's

Joseph P.

who sought

Detroit

on "The Youth of Maxim".
Henry Schuman, manager of the DeStephens.
troit Cinema Guild, said he will apMilt Overman has jacked the Varpeal to the Supreme Court.

The the

who

(Continued from Page 1)

Dudley" at 20th Century-Fox, has Local 306.
Skouras Theaters will
been assigned to direct James Oliver pay $1.86 in the three first-run theCurwood's "The Country Beyond" aters run by that company and has
which goes into production Nov. 15 also agreed to grant one week's vawith Sol M. Wurtzel as executive cation with pay to operators. Term
producer.
Buck, the giant St. Ber- of the Skouras and Randforce connard, will be starred.
tracts have not been agreed upon but
will not be less than two years,
Ruddock said.
Edward H. Griffith has signed
Randforce has not yet agreed on
James Stuart, a celluloid "unknown" the week's vacation feature, Rudfor the leading male role in Ursula
dock declared, but this matter will
Parrott's "Next Time We Live,"
be gone into further.
which Griffith will direct for Uni-

Chicago Chat

—

Chicago A Major Bowes amateur
opens at the Oriental theater
tomorrow, the second to play Chicago in the last few weeks.
After being dark for several years
the newly remodeled and redecorated
Webster theater reopened Wednesday with a gala celebration. House
will be managed by A. R. Giannetti.
unit

Oakwyn, oldest theater in
Visitors: J. E. Freiwald of Mice-

The

jompletely

remodeled

rated and reopened.

and

redeco-

James Gavin

is

manager.
Republic's "Two Sinners" will play
first-run at the State-Lake starting

Nov.

9.

THE
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
Covers-

transferred to F. M. Mertz by C. B.
Webster.
Princess;
LOUISIANA
CAGO— McVicker's;
CUBA— Cuba, transferred to Mrs. Roy
ton.
FREEBURG— Gaiety. JOLIET — Orpheum.
STEELVILLEOwnership
in
Hunter by P. L Malloy.
Changes
KAMPSVILLE— Kampsville. KANKAKEE—
Changes in Ownership
BASTROP Rose, transferred to C. M. New Melba. transferred to W. T. Balhnger
—
Amusu.
HARPE
LA
Petite; Majestic.
La
transferred
BIRMINGHAM— Central Park,
R1DDER— Realart, transferred by R. Carr.
HI'LEXINGTON— Scenic. MASCOUTAH — Smollev
HAYNESVILLE— Melba,
to N. H. Water by D. S. Fundenburg; FLOR
Scllars.
Mrs.
Openings
NEW BADEN— New Baden. PARIS to
PONTCHA
ALA — Strand, transferred to J. Robt. Pat- Grand.
R. E. Youree.
to
transferred
—
Pocahontas
DILBORNE— Rex.
POCAHONTAS
—Lincoln.
Dixie.
CLARENCE
Anthony.
rick by Rcss H. Woolley; LEEDS— Dixie,
R.
transferred
to
RED BUD -Red Bud. TOULA [deal,
PATTONSBURG— Bin(formerly Strand).
Oregon.
OREGON—
F. C.
transferred
to
transferred to N. H. Waters by J. O. Smith;
Community,
RESERVE
STEELVILLE— New Melba (formerly MelST. LOUIS— Ambassador; Grand OpPRATT CITY— Pratt City, transferred to ba).
SHREVEPORT— Star, transferred ney.
I'RB ANA— Albro. WAUKEGAN— Ri- Fulton.
TRENTON— Uptown.
era House.
N. H. Waters by J. F. Pruitt; TARRANT
to W. II. Ourseler.
alto.

ALABAMA

I.

CITY— Imperial,

transferred to N. H. Waters.

Openings

CORDOVA— Dixie; FLORENCE— Ma jes
tic; FORT PAYNE— Strand.
Closings

FORT PAYNE— Opera

CHICAGO—Ashland; Claremont; Wallace.
COULTERVILLE— Liberty. GALESBURG—
Plaza.

New

House.

INDIANA

PHOENIX— Apache; SUPERIOR— Magna.

ARKANSAS

Changes

in

Changes

Closings

by

Isis),

INDIANAPOLIS—

Openings

DANA— Lyric.

INDIANAPOLIS— Indiana.

New

AI.HAMBRA— Garfield, transferred
Theas., Inc., by Fox West
LOS ANGELES— Daly, transferred to

to

C. A.
by D. B. Irvine;
(formerly Arabian), transferred to Paul
Aglietti by Henry Markovvitz;
Fair Oaks, transferred to Calif. Theas., Rav
Miller,
by Ray Peterson; SAN DIEGO—
Orpheum, transferred to Fox West Coast by
Harry Hartman; Ramona, transferred to Mr.
Thomas by Harry Hartman; STOCKTON,
transferred to Elmer Tilton by Henry Heber.

iminitv.
Ritz.

Ai
ter

by R. B.
transferred to F.

HERINGTON— Dick
inson (formerly Eagles).
INDEPENDENCE
—Beldorf.
LEONARDSVILLE— Community.
MOUNT HOPE— Community.

EARWATER— Dixie.

BURRTON— Burrton

ILLINOIS
Changes
CHICAGO — Ace

in

ITA — Southern.

Ownership
(formerly

—

CLIFTON— Clifton.

Grace-

Closings

CI

ferred

to

Auditorium.

WICH-

Changes

in

GUTHRIE— Lyric,

Jack Stern by F. J. Steiniger; Princess,
transferred to Joe Pastor by Princess-Clark
Th. Corp.; Webster, transferred to Bill Cherukas by Schwartz & Lazare.
Gaiety, transferred to C. T. Dusinberre by
A. N. Brown.
Kampsville,
transferred to M. L. Baker.
La Petite, transferred to La Petite Th. Oper.
Co., L. Briere, Pres..
Scenic,
transferred to Eugene Baker.
Grand, transferred to C. T. Dusinberre by
A. N. Brown.
Empire, transferred to R. J. Miller by E. W. Johnson.
Albro (formerly Colonial), transferred to E E. Alger.
Windsor,
transferred to Windsor Th. Co., C. J. Smith,
by Bruce Carvin.

Allison

Grand,

by
Cliff
transferred

Levenson.

SALEM—
J.

Morency.

Changes

in

CASSAPOLIS—Gem,
K.

to

transferred

to

J.

EASTON— Mira-

Amus.

Co.

Ownership
to
B.

E,

C.

Hupp.

New Theaters
SHEBOYGAN—Silver.

URBANA—

MAYSVILLE—Washington.

— Pastime.

CAIRO— Rodgers

(formerly Jackson).

OWENTON

Closings

BEATTYVILLE—Lyric. LOUISVILLE—

Openings
CHI-

'

Shelmar.

Skouras Theas. Corp. by

IFRSFV CITY—Majestic,

tl ,,

Kaybe Amus.

to

t ,l

M &

W. II. Mclntire bv C.
ZEE- -Palace, transferred

T.

to

Olsen.
to Saverio

red

to

Corp

transferred

Park

Amus.

Co.

of

Luxe,
by J.

transferred to
Doig.

Geo.

trans-

ORANOK.

E.

Burcnarrt
to Mr. Ring by
--Empire, transferred
of
Corp. by Stanley Co.

RAHWAY

Triwin Thea.
transwiiiiWOOD Ocean Pier,Maurice
America
Pier Corp.,
ferTedTo XV^wo^Ocean
House,

—

to

Stanford.
transferred

WOODSTOWN-Opera

to

R.

W. Humphreys.

NEW MEXICO
Openings

MOUNTAINAIR— Quivira. SPRINGER—

NEW

YORK,

transferred
transferred to

^

Harry Brandt

.

Circuit,

Folly

^rred^^TyrirFrolic/ Corp by

Grand.

Amus

ST.

Anderson by Mrs.

J.

Corp.

by Randf orce Amus.
Myrtle Ave., transferred

Openings

— Palace. HOLDINSFORD
PLAINVIEW— Gem.

United
;

L.

Cor

—

i»^d^n^ st/t^^
2t?7

FRAZEE
Scenic.

Beacon

America

Ginsberg

1

transferFrojola.

by Herman

Britton.

by

Theater

PAUL— De
transferred to Northland Amus. Co.
York,
GROVE—
Capiti.
WALNUT
J.
H.

C.

N^.

Changes in Ownership
Ave
BROOKLYN-Starr, Knickerbocker
Circuit by RidgeMclntire. FRA- transferred to Harry Brandt
Corp.;. M*
Peter Bilotti by wood Amus.
^'a^ert!
S »UJ*"'
Corp.,
to Majestic Thea

HOLDINGFORD— Scenic, transferred to J.
ST.
Grumstrup by C. C. Cramer.
D.
CHARLES— Rialto, transferred to Einar T.
Bank by

of

Inc.,

RUTHEKbOKU

transferred to Merrill Amus.
FORT LEE-Fort Lee.
Corp.
Hoisley
Main St., transferred to Robt. S.
NEWEpps.
& Geo. Warmuth by Jack Van
News.ee
to
transferred
ARK-Newsreel,
B-cK
Cameo, transferred to M.
Inc
Theas
ilex'

Pastime.

GILBERT— Lyceum,
Frajola

trans

St

Gold

Co..

B. Theater Corp.

Changes in Ownership
BLOOMING PRAIRIE— Rex, transferred

'wpw Theaters

to

Springer-

a

£r

d

N°EW

S&'WS^J^S
B S

e

S

Til CorrPrrk

Lrne

-89 th

M
St

SS

and Firs

MISSISSIPPI
Changes

in

BALDWYN — Lyric,

Ownership

Mr.
transferred
to
SPRINGS
Bryson by Dixon Ledbetter.
Thaxton.
transferred
to
Jasper,
O. A.
CITY Bluebird, transferred to
AlexanELECTRIC
G. C. Cooper.
der, transferred to W. F. Meyers.
Folly, transferred to H. W. Evans.

New

Openings

WINDSOR—

Ownership

in

transferred to
ENGLEWOOD— Englewood,
Rosewood Oper- Co.

MINNESOTA

BAY
FREEBURG— by Latham Randall Amus. Co. MANCHESTER — New Manchester (formerly Star), —
—
KAMPSVILLE—
CALHOUN
transferred to J. F. Carnahan by Carnahan &
MILLS—
KANKAKEE— Mitchell. MAYSVILLE— Washington, transMARKS
ferred to Nobel C. Campbell by J. Barber
LEXINGTON—
Russell.
OWENTON— Pastime, transferred
MASCOUTAH to Fred May by I. & B. Wolfe. UNIONClosings
TOWN— Dohn, transferred to Buckman &
ASHLAND— Picture Show. HOLLANMcHENRY—
Hayden by Roberts & Hayden.
DALE— Roosevelt.

—

Harvard.

NEW JERSEY

by' Stanley Co.
ferred to Murray

DETROIT— Farnum. FLINT — Garden.
GRAND RAPIDS— Majestic. JACKSONMERRILL— Merrill. PONT1AC—
Capitol.
ST. CHARLES— Roxy.
Orpheum.

Joyce

L.

Closings

HARVARD— New

;

transferred

trans-

Parkinto
transferred

Evans by K.

TALMAGE— Talmage,

„e"

transferred to Geo.
R. Himelstein.

M.

Nichols by

C.

N.

LANCASTER—

Lancaster

to

Rex

Boothman by R.

I-'.

ROSALIE— Star,

Gragson.
Ralph E.

G.

Jack McCarty

bv

TONNA— State.

Ownership

Head.

by C.
ferred
son

CLOQUET- -Strand. DETROIT LAKES—
MINNEAPOLIS— Hollywood. OWALakes.

KENTUCKY

National),

Van Nomikos by City Th. Co..
Samuel Abrams; Park Manor, transferred to

transferred to

J.

transferred to John
Plaza, trans,

N.

COOK—

Changes

ISTERVILLE— Community.

Johnson &

Ownership

in

Openings

—

Mgr., by

Comi.
Phil Bloomberg by
E.

j.

KENESAW—

to

Openings

Col

PAUL—

Ownership

Openings

Peck.

OLATHE —

FLORIDA
TAMPA— Orpheum.

W.

—

PALISADE

DELRAY— Roxy. GRACEVILLE
ville.
TALLAHASSE— Capitol.

by

INDEPENDENT—
LEROY —

-Roxy.

in

J.

Dickinson
(formerly
Eagles), transferred to Glen W. Dickinson by
L.
McVey.
Beldorf,
C.
transferred to Wm. Wagner by Glen W.
Dickinson
Theas.,
Inc.
Kesner,
transferred to John A. Dechant by Glen E.
Skelton.
LEWIS Lewis, transferred to
White &
Brumfield
A.
Wooten.
by
C.
Dickinson (formerly Gem), transferred to Glen W. Dickinson by Kohlhorst
Bros. ST.
Royal (formerly St. Paul),
transferred to Donald L. Smith by A. W.
Day.

Closings

Changes

Adams by

D.

by

worth

transferred to Brooke TilsStrand,
Fuller.
M.

transferred to L. F. Robinson by Harold WdAuditorium, transferred
berg
Gem (formerly
M. Tinder.
I)
to
Columbia), transferred to C. V. Shoecraft
(formerPILGER—Pilger
by David Franks.
Qumn
ly
Paragon), transferred to John W.

Co.

MICHIGAN

ROME— Gordon.

HERINGTON

Th.

L.

SPARTA— Dixie, GRAND RAPIDS — State,

Changes

Ownership

Lake.

L'ston

(

KANSAS

transferred to Associated
Theas.,
Inc.
(Fox) by Silver State
Theas., Inc.
(.REELEY— Park, transferred
to J. H. Cooper Enterprises, Inc., by Colorado
Theas., Inc.

&

J.

Bate's, transferred to Bate':

Ware

Ava-

Ownership

in

BUTTE — Butte,

Ownership

in

LOUIS

NEBRASKA
Changes

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes

ST.

BAYARD-New.

Closings

BLUE RIDGE— Palace. COLQUITT

COLORADO

by

Co.

BOSTON— Majestic.
SALEM— Empire.

Openings
quite

Thea.

Balto.

Theaters

Varsity.

Openings
RISING CITY-Star.

MARYLAND
in Ownership
BALTIMORE — Embassy, transferred

cle.

transferred to WalATS. Golden.
to Geo. Wilbj

New

CHARLES— Ritz.

ST.
Ion,

Changes

Brandenburg by V.

Foothill.

GRAND LAKE— Grand

Sct-nic.

Openings

transferred
Wilby & Co.

Closings

in

—

Lancaster.

Ownership

in

LANTA — Cameo,

ALAMEDA— Lincoln; LAMANDA PARK
— Warner's Egyptian.
New Theaters
CARMEL— Filmarte; OAKLAND— Dean's
Changes

to

House.

WORTH —Acworth,

L.

Hall.

YORK BEACH- -ComOGUNQUITT— Leavitt's. KENNEmunity.
BUNKPORT—Lyric; Strand. WESTBKooK

GEORGIA
Changes

O.

SHERRY-

If.

Closings

YORK

Openings

SCHALLER— Opera

;

BOULDER— State,

FIELD—Union

Block Ass'n, T.

in Ownership
SCHALLER— Opera House, transferred
II.
Feldhans by Leslie Robinson.

Openings

—Tuscan

-Photo-

OMAHA—

Openings

DIXFIELD

SCHELL CITY-

Star.

play.

Pollard.

J.

FA1RHAVEN — American,

Changes

J.

—

ATTLEBORO—

IOWA

OAKLAND—
PASADENA—

CARLSBAD— Carlsbad; CORONA— Radii
(formerly Chapultapec)
LOS ANGELES
Hunleys;
SAN
FRANCISCO— Embassy
STOCKTON—National.

b3

LADOGA— New. MORGANTOWN— ComNEWCASTLE— Castle. ODON—

Al-

Coast;

Ownership

in

FRAMINGTON—
BROWNVILLE JUNCTION — Majestic,
transferred to Walter Mills by H. T. Dillon.
WINTER HARBOR— Hammond, transferred
tn R. H. Whitten by Capt. Pendleton. BINGHAM Bingham, transferred to John Marsh

East

Theaters

I1IGBEE

PRESQUE ISLE State (formerly Opera
House), transferred to Lloyd Bridham by W.
Broadway, trans
V Hone.
II.
H. Paul by E. E. Hardy.
to
Ferred

BREMEN— Bre-

B1CKNELL— Colonial.

Ownership

hambra

Changes

Closings
men.

CALIFORNIA

Burnham

DANA—

J.

ORLEANS

MEMPHIS— Strand.
New Theaters
ETOWAH— Little Gem; HARRISBURG Radio; HOT SPRINGS— Paramount; JOYNER— Little Gem, Jr.

Star

Ownership

Clay
to
transferred
Lyric (forB. Stine.
transferred to D. D. Lee by
Arcade,
Beard.
transferred to Earl Bell by L. D. Kohlmeyer.
Guy P.
transferred to
State,
Collier by G. F. Shepherd.
Burnett

merly
A O.

W.

in

in

CLINTON— Capitol,

Ownership

(formerly New), transferred to B. Walker by O. Ward; SILOAM
SPRINGS— Rialto, transferred to T. C. Killibrew by C. P. Washmon.

Changes

WAUKEGAN— Val-

encia.

Openings

ASHDOWN— Dixie

Theaters

LINCOLN— Vogue.

ARIZONA

Closings

MAINE

Closings

Theaters

A^/tr^sferrea^cT Rosenberg

Co bv
Cann,

M

,

;

RTNGHAMTON— Cameo,

RULEVrLLE— New.

Oper.

Pictures Corp.; Cannon,
Corp.
, J. Amus.
transferred to A.
St
Center, 1236 Sixth
by R. & C. Goldschlag;
Corp. by
to Center Thea
_
Ave, transferred to_Cew
Circle

-—^ Wd

transferred to

Mr.

MISSOURI
Changes

CABOOL— Cozy,
Cain by

J.

in

Ownership

transferred

H. Fisher.

to

Chas.

M.

CLARENCE— Dixie, fJSd SSfcrrd
,

10

H.rr, Br.ndt Grant

—
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HEAT ER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
GENESEO—
Amus.

Spur

Corp.

Rex,

Closings

SOUTH CAROLINA
WEST VIRGINIA
AKRON — National. BARTON — Barton
Changes
in Ownership
COLUMBUS
GROVE
-Roma.
Changes in Ownership
DRR IS—
DILLON:
VALE—
Palace.
GLOUSTER— Opera House
CHESTERFIELD— Chesterfield. transfer
IAEGER — Iaeger (formerly Capitol), trans;rtina.
N. TONAWANDA — Avondale.
HARRISVILLE— Capitol. MINGO JUNCferred to Freeman & Newbold by James
H
nderson b y B B Benfield
nsferred to Dan North.
SENECA FALLS TION—
Dean
wV.^r
Ideal.
McCuLL— »?-^4,
ROCKFORD — Rockford
McColl, transferred to H. H An
CHARLESTON— Ferguson, transferred to C.
ocKtora.
Strand, transferred to Schine Theas., Inc.
°n
B B Benfield. MONCKS COR E. Harvet by F. C. Patterson. MARLINGRACUSE — Happy Hour, transferred to YOUNGSTOWN— Regent.
}?y
l"
NEK— Moncks Corner, transferred to Caro TON — Pocahontas (formerly Seneca), transith Chain Theas., Inc.; Novelty, transferOKLAHOMA
nsferred
nsferred

to Kallet Theaters, Inc.
Palace,
to Kallet
Theaters, Inc.
MT.
transferred
Genesee,
to
C.
V.
;

'

r

'

-

s

-

Smith

to

nsferred
ighton,

to

Chain Theas., Inc.; Harvard,
Smith Chain Theas., Inc;
Karp; Capitol,
to
J.
Kernan Theas., Inc.; Kernan,

msferred to
nsferred to Kernan Theas., Inc.; Liberty,
YONmsferred to Kernan Theas., Inc.
!RS Warburton, transferred to Barkely

—

Inc.,

eas.,

by Warburton Show House,

Inc.

TONOWANDAN— Avondale. SYRA

SE— Capitol.

Ownership

in

—

Hammett by H.
Kaw, transferred

KAW

G. Waldron.

J

CITY

M

to Walter Martin by
Marian, transferred
Bradford
by A
H Buchanan.
^
Nusho, transferred to G D
Thompson by V. Hamm.
Rex
transferred to D. N. Legg by A. H. Buch-

TECUMSEH—
u^V
HEALDTON—

Demmitt.

"

-

WHITMIRE—
CLOVER—

BARNWELL—

New

BELMONT— Hollywood (formerly Majestransferred to G. W. Griffin by Jack
MEBANE— Carolina, transferred to
ROCKINGHAM
a Sanders by Jack Ross.

—

Changes

R.

Keller by C.
transferred

E.

Cooper.

Sam

to

E.

Openings

IAEGER — Iaeger

(formerly

Capitol).

MARLINGTON— Pocahontas (formerly SenMILTON— Virginian. NEW CUMBERLAND — Manas. WHEELING — St.

eca).

Changes

Ownership

in

FOND DU LAC— Retlaw,

transferred

Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises, Inc.

HOREB— Strand,

Ownership

in

WISCONSIN

New

DAKOTA

LEXINGTON— Mystery.

t,

W.

Hunter by E. P. Hunter.

Closings

DILLON— Dillon. EADYVILLE
CARTER— Liberty. ERICK— Max. FOLPICKENS— New.
ETTE— Texas. HIGGINS— Texas. KAW
OKEENE— Rialto.
SOUTH
Closings

to

MILTON— Virginian,

MADISON— Madison.

Theaters

CITY— Kaw.

ferred

Michaels.

Closings

DILLON— Broadway.

anan.

Openings

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes

C.

a
lr
Inc " h
Cummings & Fridell.
transferred to Albert
Berelowitz by L. A. Linder.
Strand, transferred to Albert Berelowitz
by
Mrs. C. O. Albrecht.
Carolina,
transferred to Mike Smith by Bates Harvey
Teale,
transferred
to
I
J.
Sims by J. H. Ross.

y
T"A r-/r', r^-„
l.ULKHART—
Lockhart,

to

MEEKER—

Openings

*.

Changes in Ownership
GARBER'S — Blue Moon, transferred

transferred

to

MT.

transferred to Mr. Miller.
Municipal, transferred

EUREKA— Lyric, transferred to V C MINERAL POINT—
New Theaters
RIO— Purtell, transTurner by Chas. Lee. GARY— Garden, trans- to H. M. Schumacher.
ENID— Gray's.
ERICK— Erick.
LEX- ferred to
SHEBOYGAN—
Manley Ascher by A. W. Bartels. ferred to E. T. Schnur.
INGTON— Sigmund. ST. LOUIS— Ace.
STURGIS — Majestic, transferred to Black Vander Vaart.
OREGON
Hills Amus. Co. by A. J. Archer. WESSINGClosings
Openings
INDEPENDENCE— Legion. LANCASTER
TON— Scenic, transferred to I. D. Hazzard
1ATTERAS— Burrns. SALT LAKE —
Changes in Ownership
— Orpheum. MT. HOREB— Strand.
en Air.
MILFOREST GROVE— Grove, transferred to by L. W. Hulbert.
WAUKEE — Whitehouse. OSHKOSH —
Grove Amus. Co. by F. A. Watrous. NEWNew Theaters
Openings
Grand.
RACINE—
State.
PORT
Midway,
—
transferred
to W. A. MciNGLEHARD — Mattamuskeet. HAT- Kevitt by Amusement Enterprise.
BOWDLE— H. & H. GARY— Garden.
SILVER- HENRY—
RAS— New Austin. E. ROCKINGHAM TON — Bligh (fodmerly Gem), transferred
Rialto.
KENNEBEC— Rex. HOT
to
tohanna.
MURFREESBORO — New. Frank Bligh by Carl Schantz.
SPRINGS— Cozy. WALL— Wall.
Omaha Odds and Ends
rANNANO— Lyric. TARBORO—New.
ss.

Jttle Joe's, transferred
J. L. Caudell.

to

Willard

Evans

Changes

in

transferred

Wehr

by C. P. Chapek.
transferred to J. W.

use,

to

A.

LEITH— Opera
Wahl by Martin

John Perry by Moody

&

BETH-

Dickinson.

LEHEM — Strand, transferred to George BuBIRDSBORO— Diamond, transferred to

.EITH

— Opera

TONWOOD—Capitol,

House.

IERTHOLD— Legion. FINLEY

ARON— Sharon.

—

Roxy.

ly

Changes in Ownership
iTHENS — Majestic, transferred to

&
Schine

Thea. Co. BUCYSchine Thea. Co.
S
EVELAND Penn Square, transferred to
Grand,
aness Amus. Co.
isferred to RKO Midwest Corp. by J. Real
Co., Inc., by Majestic
State, transferred to

—

COLUMBUS—
DAYTON— Rialto, transferred

to

DENNISON

by Wm. Lucas.
transferred to E. E. Blair by
Amus. Enterprises, Inc. FT. RECOV:e
Royal, transferred to J. F. Christ by
5fWagner.
LISBON Rex, transferred to
Manos.
ley Theas.,
Inc., by George A.
Ottowa, transferred to H. O.
Shoreway, transPOINT
mas.
ed to R. E. Young and Jay B. Simmons.
Ohio, transferred to
'PECANOE
Winston Sellers by Tipp City Amus. Co.
Strand, transferred to Saul SilN
nan, Carl B. Moore, Mgr. VERSAILLES
pera House, transferred to R. W. Goodby F. R. Crist.
ra House, transferred to R. W. Benchinrge Turlukis

•incoln,

—

—

TOWA—

PLACE—
CITY—

WERT—

WEST SALEM—

Openings

KRON— Colonial;

Miles

Royal.

BERG-

BARBERTON — Pastime.
ICINNATI— Shuberts. CLEVELAND —
LZ— City.
nphis.
trand.

Wm.

G.

DARBY—
Co. by
DUNCANNON— Fox (formerPhotoplay), transferred to Ralph
Magee
Geo. L. Ickes.
EMAUS— State (formerly

COLUMBUS— Grand. MAUMEE
TOLEDO— Mystic. TOLEDO—

I.

Penlo), transferred to J. Foreman Corbett by
Max M. Korr & Louis B. Suskind.
transferred to Milford Kay by
D. O. Atkinson; Strand, transferred to Cities
Theaters Corp. by Eaco, Inc.
Park, transferred to Wm. H. Wolf
& Chas. J. Klang.
Garden,
transferred to Altoona Theas Corp., N. Noto-

EASTON

— Berwick,
PARK—
poulas.

Changes

by Lattie
transferred to G.

mon.

NATRONA—

CARMEL—

—

Haines.
PHILADELPHIA— Eagle, transferred to Eagle Thea. Co., David E. Milgram;
Ideal, transferred to Supreme Amus. Co., Norman Lewis; Fifty-Sixth, transferred to Wm.
Goldman Theas., Inc.; Greenway, transferred
to Eli and Paul Reanick; Faye, transferred
to
Melvin Theas., Inc., by Knickerbocker
Playhouse, Inc.; Metropolitan, transferred to
Wade.
Metropolitan
Murray
Thea.
Co.,
Art Cinema (formerly Avenue Cinema), transferred to M. Greenwald
& S. Honingberg by Harris Amus. Co. Pitt,
transferred to M. Gold of Goldman Enterprises

&

(formerly

J.

L. Weiner.
Rialto),

to

Crystal,

Denton

L.

transferred

by
to

J.

N.

Geo.

L.

Washmon.

Openings

CHATTANOOGA
VILLE— Princess.

New

—

DRESDEN

New.

—

New.

TEXAS
in

ATLANTA— Ritz,

Ownership

transferred

DALLAS — Columbia,

Thompson.

COOKE-

Volunteer.

Theaters

Changes

to
T.
C.
transferred

Cameron by L. E. Harrington.
G.
State (formerly Miles), transferred
to
M. Morgan.
Palace, transferred to R. A. Mallon.
P.

to

MILES —
A

OZONA —

W.

T. Biggs of Anita, la.
Crosby
takes possession Nov. 1.
E. J. Brabec has purchased the
old Gilbert Theater here and will
demolish it to build a store.
A. S. Ames of Anita has taken
over the Elkhorn at Elkhorn, la.,
and will operate it for local business men along with his other
houses.
Exploiteers Claude Morris of MBernie Bernfield of United
G-M.
Artists and Jack Thoma of Columbia descended on the town simultaneously.

Closings

CARTHAGE—Victory.
HIGGINS— AlaLUFKIN— Lincoln.
New Theaters
ACKERLY— Majestic. CARTHAGE— Cartex.
LINDEN— New.

SERVICE!

UTAH
Changes

in

Ownership

MORGAN — Amusement
to

C.

R.

Hall,

It

transferred

Brough by Glen Butters.

AGENT

Closings

ELLSWORTH— Ellsworth GRASSFLAT—

BIG

in

Miriam Hopkins, star of Samuel Gold"Barbary Coast," has one of the
tiniest pair of feet in motion pictures.

transferred to
Co.,
trans-

—UNITED ARTISTS.

New

Theaters

RHODE ISLAND
Openings

NARRAGANSETT— Casino.

this

industry

in

Now
Out

in
in

Preparation

January and

Free to Subscribers

to

THE FILM DAILY

MABTON— Mabton. SEATTLE— Montlake.
TACOMA — Capitol (formerly Victory).
WENATCHEE— Mission.

and

FILM
1650

Closings
Eagle.

Data

files

YEAR BOOK

1936

NESPELEM—

TACOMA—

HARBOR— Blue

Statistical

compelling reon Film Daily
Accuracy, Completeness
and Reliability.

Merwin.

GIG

and

their own

in

flection

transferred to F. A.
G. Maddux.
J.
Deal, transferred to Birdie Ott by NelCapitol (formerly Viclie Lein.
tory), transferred to W. N. Allen by C. P.

Graham by

New

Informa-

to

Another

Ownership

AUBURN— Granada,

Books

Preference
in

WASHINGTON

Changes

in

Use

Reference
tion

Openings

SLIGO— Liberty.

many Executives

FILM DAILY

Ownership

STONE GAP— Amuzu,

M. K. Murphy by Southwestern Amus.

Photoplay
wyn's

an interesting fact

is

that

VIRGINIA
Changes

ALIQUIPPA— Strand. BETHLEHEM — J. R. Taylor. COEBURN— Coeburn,
CANNONSBURG— Strand. CAR- ferred to J. W Johnson by J. D. Ammons.
MICHAELS — Carmichaels (formerly Ross).
Openings
FORD CITY — Ritz.
COPLEY— State.
MARTINSVILLE — New. WILLIAMSHIGH- BURG—Apollo.
GREENVILLE— Mercer Square.
LAND PARK— Park. McKEES ROCK—

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

Baker, Brandeis

"Anything Goes."
F. A. Crosby of Omaha has purchased the Adair at Adair, la., from

Strand.

MEADOWLANDS— Crystal. MT.
Regent.
CARMEL— Hollywood (formerly Rialto). MT.
PLEASANT— Grand. PHILADELPHIA —
PITTSBURGH— Art CineGreenway; Fay.
SHARON— Liberty SLI
ma; Fulton; Pitt.
GO— Liberty VERONA—Liberty

— Dorothy

cashier, is now Mrs. Phil Swisher,
the latter once affianced to Shirley
Ross, now a film player and starring
in the Hollywood legit production of

mo.

Stanley

Openings

KNOXVILLE— Ritz,

Geo.

to

DYER—

Denton by J. N. Brechetto.
TRENTON—
Gem, transferred to G. W. Haynes by C. P.

PORT CARBON— Ritz

transferred

Peters.

transferred to Mike
Palace,
by C. P. WashStrand, transferred to

Morgan.

W. Haynes

Mgr.

Shepherd,

transferred
Brechetto;

PITTSBURGH—

;

Ownership

in

GREENFIELD—

HIGHLAND
CAMDEN —
PARIS— R.C.A.
LOCK HAVEN—
MIFFLINBURG—Hollywood (for-

merly Rialto), transferred to Chas. M. Weigle.
Keystone,
transferred
to
J.
Rainey & A. J. Rakowski. MT.
Hollywood (formerly Rialto), transferred to
Thomas E. Walsh & Ben Bodner. MT. POCONO Casino, transferred to W. A. Melvin.
PERKASIE— Plaza, transferred to Bernard

Omaha

CARTHAGE— Colonial,
Brown

COPLAY— State, F

transferred to Michael Freedman by
Humphries & Chas. J. Klang.
Darby, transferred to Garbo Amus.

Melvin Koff.

OHIO

h.

BUTSam

Lacey.
transferred
to

Fink by Benjamin Friedman.

Closings

—

Murphy by Theodore

Joseph

Openings

Theaters

TENNESSEE

to

zick.

;er.

a.

Changes in Ownership
BELLE VERNON— Ritz, transferred

Ownership

VNAMOOSE- Annex,

New
LEMON— Palace.

PENNSYLVANIA

NORTH DAKOTA

ffi

DAILY SERVICE
Broadway

N.Y.C.

In

the

all

commotion over

sensations like a

'MIDSUMMER

NIGHT'S DREAM', 'SHIPMATES FOREVER' and 'DR.
SOCRATES', don't forget that Warners have a lot of other
swell
dar.

shows coming thru every week,

as regular as the calen-

This week, for instance, we've got a dandy number called

'PERSONAL MAID'S SECRET'- which
is

'a

prime cut of entertainment sweet to the

{Watch that new boy Warren Hull,
in

Variety Daily says

this one,

new Western

PRAIRIE'
there'll

Claire

does a grand job

with Margaret Lindsay and Anita Louise).

Right after that we'll flash the
start a

who

last morsel'.

starring

cycle

of a series that's likely to

— 'MOONLIGHT ON THE

Dick Foran, the Singing Cowboy. Next

be James Dunn's

Dodd and

\
first

first

Patricia Ellis.

for us,

'THE PAYOFF',* with

And watch

soon about the next big attractions from
*A

First National Picture

for exciting

WARNER

news

BROS.

-

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Of Motion Pictures
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Only Three Plan to Appeal Slash in Paramount Fees

ARGUE ACQUITTAL MOTIONS AT

ST. LOUjS TRIAL

Soviet Cinema Expansion Plans Told at S.M.P.E.
70,000

Viewing
.

is

the passing parade

.

.

By DON CARLE GILLETTE
PIRST

Paramount features

the

of

be

to

developed and produced by the company's new studio regime
under Henry Herzbrun and Ernst Lubitsch
was previewed for the trade yesterday.
"Hands Across the Table", with
It
is
Carole Lombard and Fred MacMurray, a
sweet piece of entertainment for any theater in the land, and as a reflection of the
new studio management it speaks in highly
complimentary terms.
With reorganization worries taken off
its
mind, Paramount is again set to go
places from a product standpoint as well
'

conceived,

wholly

Cinemas

by

1937

Russian Objective,
Says Verlinsky

By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Closing day's session of the S. M. P. E. convention in
the Wardman Park Hotel yesterday
went largely Russian as Soviet film

—

executives gave delegates a graphic
description of Russian expansion
plans and Russia's tremendous film
producing and exhibiting marketing

And

b.

"In 1935 the Soviet cinema indus-

reorganization,

much cheering over the action
Judge Alfred C Coxe in clip-

ping about two-thirds off the three

million

fees and allowances asked by those

in

participated

While

a

counting

foreign

films,

it was
learned yesterday.
dozen American film com-

About

half a

panies

have offices here.

ELMER BRIENT STARTS
CIRCUIT IN VIRGINIA

—

FOX MET. OPTION

of
Theaters,
with Neighborhood
which Morton G. Thalhimer is president, plans to resign from the latter organization to build up a circuit

in

who

Option of the receiver for Fox Theaters Corp. to acquire a half-interest
in Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., the
reorganized Fox Met. circuit, has
been extended from Nov. 2 to Nov.
(Continued on Page 12)

the proceedings.

amount

certain

activity

of legal

and ac-

the

number

essential,

is

"committees", unauthorized investigators
and others who crop up whenever a company gets into financial difficulties, and the
amounts of money they seek to extract on
one pretext or another, is always far beyond reason.
This not only

hurts

the

Roach Building Up
Contract Personnel
with its expansion
move, Hal Roach, through his New
Coincidental

York

now

negotiating contracts with three leading stage comoffice,

is

(Continued on Page 12)

accredited and
a reorganiza-

it

and much

long delays

causes

additional expense in straightening out a
company's affairs.
Perhaps the wisdom of Judge Coxe will

prove salutary

THE

similar

in

foregoing

leads

situations.

observa-

another

to

tion, namely, that probably no industry
in
the world can top the film biz as a
perpetual field day for lawyers.
Although there is hardly a business where
'

the
is

retailer,

so

or

the

performance

by

his

of

in

the

supply

case,

distributor,

yet

nowhere

product
will you

two such interdependent factions who

are so continually
Is

this

exhibitor in

dependent on regularity and efficiency

of

find

it

a

By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Louis Arguments in support

—

of defendants' demurrers to the government evidence and motions for
directed verdicts of not guilty and
to dismiss the indictment opened before United States District Judge
George H. Moore in the government's anti-trust conspiracy case
against Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,
et al, yesterday afternoon with a
three-hour vigorous discussion of
the indictment.
The evidence and
the law and court interpretations of
(Continued on Page 7)

HALF OF RKO HOUSES
Optional Arbitration

Working Out 0. K.

PROFIT FROM DUALS

Since the inauguration of arbitration in the New York zone under
the optional clause in the standard
contract, seven cases have been tried

of dual bills in all
neighborhood houses in Greater New York has boosted grosses in
about half the houses and has not

Is

at legal

sword's points.

screwy business, or

is

it?

Introduction

RKO

and 20 have been won by complain- helped the other half,
ants throughout defaults, a checkup yesterday by Charles
of the records disclosed yesterday.
All awards have been unanimous,
despite the fact that the arbitration
committee consists of two members
selected by the complainant and two
(Continued on Page 10;

Few Appeals Are Planned
On Slash in Paramount Fees
Theater Found Guilty
On Charge of Lottery
The Winthrop, Brooklyn house,
was found guilty of violating the
state anti-lottery laws in a decision
rendered by Special Sessions yesterday in connection with use of the
game known as "Farmer Miller."

appeal to the Appellate Division
will be taken.

An

it

was

said

McDonald,

(Continued on Page 13)

Paramount Studio Finishes
First Quarter's Program
West C~ril Bureau of

necessary groups working on

but

Dismissal of Gov't Conspiracy Case

(Continued on Page 13)

EXTENDED 2 WEEKS

of

tion,

Woods Leads Fight For

St.

Richmond Elmer H. Brient, former Loew manager here and lately

a

is

Federal

of

Paramount

this

there

is

Tokio
Latest Japanese government
import restrictions, which already have
been applied to oil and autos, will affect

(Continued on Page 4)

news

good

it's

Films

o.

A NENT

**

coming,

what's

of

the

for

"Hands Across the Table"

if

sample

S.

—

possibilities.

otherwise.

as

Japan to Curb U.

Meet

Holl

vood

—With

THE FILM DAILY
the release this

week oi "Hands Across the Table",
the Paramount studio completes its
$5,000,000 program for the first
quarter of 1935-36.

This picture

in-

(Continued on Page 7)

dissatisfaction was expresyesterday at the severity of St. Louis Society Columns
Judge Coxe's ruling on applications
Are Opened for
for allowances in the Paramount reseparthree
only
organization but
For the first time in
St. Louis

Deep

sed

"Dream"

ate applicants had definitely decided
to appeal from the rulings, though
it was said at the office of Cook, Nathan & Lehman, counsel for Paramount and the stockholders' committee, and by a representative of Da(Continued on Page 12)

—

the history of local amusement business, the society columns of all
papers were opened up to a motion
picture and carried a complete list
of social celebrities attending the
midwest premiere of Warner' "A
(Continued on Page 13)
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ROY DISNEY
New York.

goes

the

to

Coast

next

week

MR. and MRS.

C.

PETTIJOHN

C.

sail

today

production chief, sail from EnglandNew
next Wednesday on the Aquitania for
Nov. 5.
arriving
York,

M G-M

ROBERT YOUNG,
tomorrow

He

sails

BETTY FURNESS
day from

des-Noues, 19.

York

player,

leaves

Hol-

for New York en route to
next week on the Berengaria.

arrives In

New

York on Sun-

after a brief vacation in New
yesterday for Hollywood to start
Kid" for First National.
Singing
"The

left
in

at the Vergoes on a brief tour next month and
proceeds to Hollywood for picture work.

LUCIEN BOYER, now appearing
sailles

then

arrives in New York
week from England on the Berengaria,
proceed immediately to the coast to appear
Samuel Goldwyn's "The Children's Hour."

MERLE OBERON, who
next
will
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David Loew Takes Up
New Duties on Nov. 7
David Loew

163

26

7%

Bros

pfd

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.

MILHOLLAND

New

left

Seattle.

ington,

Celebration of first anniversOct. 20-Nov. 2:
ary of GB Picture Corp. of America.
26:
Cleveland
Variety Club clam bake,
Oct.
Allerton Hotel, Cleveland.

M.

arrives

SCHENCK

in

leaves

New York

New

Associated Theater
Oct. 28:
diana annual convention,
Oct. 28-29:

York

Owners

on Nov. 3 for the Coast.
3

LOEW

for

departs
Hollywood.

from

New

of the Warner home office
leaves for Pittsburgh to act as master of ceremonies at the radio broadcast of the premiere
of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" at the Nixon
Theater there Monday night.

KATHRYNE HANKIN, LUCYLLE KEELING.
EARLENE HEATH, MARY ELLEN BROWN, JEAN
JOYCE and ANITA CAMARGO, specialty dancin
"Collegiate," have left Hollywood for
eight-week engagement in Middle Western
Chosen by LeRoy Prinz, Paramount
theaters.
dance director, the ensemble will be known as
Paramount Girls, and will
the LeRoy Prinz
start their tour in Minneapolis this weekend.

Schenley,

Pittsburgh.

Installation

non
S.

Nov.

Suit brought

by the music pub-

lishing firm of

Handeman & Good-

Room

Broadway,

1540
Nov. 2:

annual
York.

testimonial
dinner,
New York. (Tickets,
724).

of officers of Lt.

A. Ver-

Post, American Legion, on
Boston-to-New York trip.

Macaulay
Arcadia,

S.

Masquerade ball under auspices of
3:
Des Moines independent theater owners,
Hotel Fort Des Moines, Des Moines, la.
Variety Club annual banPenn Hotel, Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh

Nov. 10:

William

quet,

American

Nov. 10:

Wins Music Suit

Guild
Dramatists
headquarters, New

Loew
David L.
Oct. 29:
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,

REED, assistant associate pro-

ducer for Paramount, and members of the unit
that have been in New York shooting scenes
at the Madison Square Garden rodeo for Bing
Crosby's "Rhythm on the Range," have returned
to the coast.

Educat'l

Hotel

American
Oct. 29:
meeting, Guild

an

THEODORE

of
InHotel,

on

ALBERT HOWSON

J.

Claypool

Theater
Allied
Motion
Picture
of
Western Pennsylvania annual

convention,

York

Owners

Indianapolis.

nual benefit
York.

Federation of Actors'
Majestic Theater,

show,

an-

New

Nov. 12-13: Allied Theaters of Michigan annual convention, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
Nov. 18: Philadelphia Variety Club entertainment, Metropolitan, Philadelphia.

Independent Theater Owners o(
Nov. 19-20:
Ohio annual convention. Hotel DeshlerColumbus, O.
Wallick,

will

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Statler Hotel, Cleveland.

Nov. 23:

and

ball,

—

20th

Warner

German

Wellington

1

pfd..

Film
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of
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of
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time
some
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—
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in Federal Court, Southern District by M-G-M in "San Francisco,"

1641/2

Loew's, Inc
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the

Chg.

Close

vtc

Am. Seat

Net

at

is

ers

the coast.

AL JOLSON,
work

number

a

MRS. MELVILLE COOPER
Monday from Hollywood.

DAVID

OSTRER, GB chairman, and MICHAEL

England.

BRUCE

CHARLES

Nov.

BALCON,

lywood

Dr.

NICHOLAS

on the Roma for the Mediterranean.

MARK

Germany with
Heinemann

from

last night for Indianapolis, where he wilt
play the lead in his play, "Faun."

from

Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Pans-P. A.
CourCinematographic Francaise, Rue de la

FINANCIAL

here

pictures.
Hotel.

DATE BOOK

Allied
Amusements
Today:
Northwest annual convention,
are

1935

York

York Tuesleaves
to Hollywood.

trip

IRA SIMMONS is In town from Hollywood.
BRUNO ZWICKER and DR. HEINEMANN

yester-

New

M. MERSEREAU

DON

day on a business

N

DAILY

left

day on his return to the Coast.

President,

-

Oct 25,

183/4

I8V4

35/8

3%

— %
I8V4 — 'A
31/2

+ %

Spurt in Equipment Business
Business for the first nine months
of 1935 was about 35 per cent above
the same period last year, with the
improvement most marked in September and the present month during which business spurted 60 per
cent above July and August, it was
said yesterday by J. A. Tanney,
president of the S.O.S. Corp., sound
equipment and supply house.

K-A-0 Board Meeting Postponed
Keith-Albee-Orpheum board meeting has been postponed to Tuesday.

DVIOL/A
Jr_

Film Viewing and

Reproducing Machines
ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE- RENT
Illustrated Literature

on request. •

Motipn Picture Comoro Supply, Ine.
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

New

York. The court ruled that
Sennett had a license to use the muPlaintiff, represented by Fitelsic.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY son & Mayers, asked for an injuncHollywood Frank Capra, Colum- tion and accounting.
Educational
bia's ace director, has signed a new was represented by its own attorcontract with the company.
ney, Norman C. Nicholson.

Capra Signs

New

Contract

of

—

Releasing "Scrooge" for Xmas
"Scrooge," based on Dickens' "A
Christmas Carol," will be released
here for the Christmas season by
Olympic Pictures as one of a group
of pictures from the Twickenham
studios in England.

"Dream"

for

Dayton

Dayton, O.—The Victory Theater
will open Warners' "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" on Nov. 26 for a
special limited engagement at roadshow prices. Four evening and three
matinee performances will make up
the run.

Book French 'Crime and Punishment'
Cinema de Paris has booked
"Crime and Punishment," French
picture which is the first release in
this country of Lenauer Internation-

Zemach

to

Stage Dances in N. Y.

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Benjamin Zemach,
concert dancer and choreo-

Hollywood

Films.

It's

a seven-pound boy.

S.

VanDyke

The

directing.

pic-

ture is likely to go into production
as soon as Gable returns from his
present South American trip.

Previewing Soviet "Gulliver"
Oscar Serlin, Arthur L. Mayer
and Joseph Burstyn, who are releasing "Gulliver's Travels," will give
a private showing of the picture
for an invited audience on Monday
at the Paramount projection room.
The picture opens Wednesday at the|

noted
grapher, has left for New York,
Cameo.
where he will arrange the dances
in group movements for "The Road
to Promise," spectacle which Max
Reinhardt will direct and which
opens Dec. 23. Zemach directed the
dances for "The Last Days of PomHe is one of
peii" and "She."
the original members of the Habima
Theater of Moscow and is an actor
In the past
as well as a dancer.
two years he has directed four productions at the Pasadena Community
Playhouse.

"Melody" Premiere in Philly
World premiere of
"The Melody Lingers On," Reliance
Lee Blumberg a Papa
production starring Josephine HutchLee Blumberg, assistant to Mort inson and George Houston and reBlumenstock of Warner Theaters, a leased through United Artists, will
father for the second time yesterday. be held at the Aldine Theater on
al

W.

Philadelphia

Oct. 31.

—

Edward Laemmle
Paul A. Bray
Fred J. McConnell
Sol M. Wurtzel
Polly Ann Young

S.

Charles Einfeld

B Hie Bennett
Eugene J. Zukor
Herbert S. Berg
Charles Shepherd
i

I

•

NEWS

WEEK

OF THE

PHOTO-REVIEW

NEW YORK, London, and Philly roadshow premieres of 'A Midsummer Night's
Dream* was this one, held in Los Angeles with scores of important film world figures in attendance.
Coast critics joined international chorus hailing 'Dream' as 'most beautiful picture ever made.'*
TOPPING EVEN

GREAT APPEAL TO WOMEN'

'OF

of M.

P.

10

Stella Parish,

will

be,

Keynote
'I

Found

featuring Ian Hunter, Sybil Jason.

Of great appeal
next

is

rave for Kay Francis'

Daily's

to

everyone is news that Kay's
enough, 'Lovely Lady.'*

aptly

ATTENTION-CALLER

Pat O'Brien (below) adds
two distinguished listeners to millions who
heard Fred Waring's big radio sendoff for
'Stars Over Broadway' tunes Oct. 22nd. Jimmy
Melton (center), Frank McHugh, and Pat are all
in

NAVAL BATTLE

between galleons
and dreadnoughts
of 'Miss Pacific Fleet'* was averted
when dispute was settled by this tugof-war between members of pictures'
casts. League of Nations please note.

of 'Captain Blood'"

MEET THE DUCHESS
portrayed by beautiful

as she

is

Dolores Del

Warners' recently completed
comedy of the same name. And from
Rio

this

in

scene with Warren William, one of

her leading men, you might say that
the Duchess

*A Warner

Bros. Picture

is

°A

taking a long Count.*
First

National Picture

Vitagraph,

Inc.,

Distributors

cast

of

much-touted

Warner song-show.

THE

i
A.M.P.A,

SOVIET EXPANSION

LUNCHEON

RATES BIG NEWS BREAK

^m M

X (QjtV*

By PHIL M. DALY

(Continued from Page 1)

AMPA

the consensus of opinion at the close
of yesterday's weekly get-together
at Jack Dempsey's, where the present and past sports celebs of many
fields were gathered together under
the wing of Thornton Fisher as masMany of these
ter of the revels.
sports stars proved to be grand entertainers on their feet behind a
dais, and recounted some great stories of sports events and individuals
past and present. Those who entertained verbally were Elmer Oliphant,

Craig Wood, Col. C. W. Kerwood,
Vincent Richards, Jack Dempsey,
Joe Ruddy, Jack McAuliffe, Arthur
Ed
Abernathy,
Jack
Donovan,
Walsh, Joseph Vince. At the close
a rising vote of thanks was extended to the guests for one of the
finest luncheons in the present history of the AMPA. President Gordon White gave a smooth performance ably assisted by Thornton
luncheon
This
(Note:
Fisher.
event would have ordinarily received the entire Along the Rialto column, but was crowded out because
of the

GB

We

Anniversary.

deavor to treat
later column.)

it

more

will enfully in a

Skouras Manager Confab
Skouras Theaters executives from
around the country are holding a
managerial meeting in New York
Those present
which ends today.
are: Charles Skouras, Los Angeles;
Jack Sullivan, Los Angeles; Harold
Arch
Milwaukee;
Fitzgerald,
J.
Bowles, San Francisco; Frank

New-

Elmer Rhoden, KanCity and Rick Ricketson, Den-

man,
sas

Seattle;

ver.

Pacific Northwest Notes

—A

warm welcome

Seattle

is

be-

ing planned for Ed Kuykendall, M.
P. T. 0. A. president, who will be
guest of honor at the forthcoming
Allied exhib meet.
Under the new management of Mr.
and Mrs. C. James Shantz, the old
Colonial Theater of West Bremerton
has been opened as the Grand.
_

"Shipmates Forever" is in its second week at the Broadway, Portland,
and "Big Broadcast" has been held
over at the

Orpheum

there.

Hal LeRoy in New Vita. Short
Hal LeRoy is at work at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studios in a
two-reel Vitaphone musical, which
also features Cherry and June Preisser.

Others

in

the

cast

are

the

Four Eton Boys, popular radio quarCharles Martin and Nanette
tet,
Flack of the Broadway stage. Joseph Henabery is directing.

TOLD AT SMPE MEET
own

factories will produce
about 300,000,000 feet of cinema film
of all kinds, which is 53 times greater than in 1931," said V. I. Verlinsky, head of Amkino. "During this
year the number of studios in the
U. S. S. R. increased to 19, with a
total output of 300 full-length picThe Soviet film industry has
tures.

try's

of the finest luncheons that
has ever sponsored, was

One
the

*^

pALY

T

T

T

IS a real significance in the American premiere of the GB production, "Transatlantic Tunnel," at the Roxy
a significance that goes much deeper than the surtoday
face fact that this date marks the First Anniversary of the GB
Pictures in the United States

THERE

•

•

•

T
AS the completion of the tunnel under the
• • •
EnglishAtlantic in the spectacular production draws the two
so has the
speaking countries together in a closer bond
motion
splendid constructive work of GB in America drawn the
States into a
picture industry of Great Britain and the United
exchange of ideas
close and intimate partnership of effort and
that the
and ideals ... thus it is a most happy coincidence
theme of this GB picture subtly symbolizes what is transpiring
Bush
between the British studios at Islington and Shepherds
Hollywood
in
studios
American
and the

EVEN

T

T

T

before you the details of what GB
repeat what
has accomplished in the past twelve months is to
worker »n
informed
well
every
what
history
already
is
first-run showings of their product in
the industry knows
an impressive string of major
practically every key city
over 4,000 theaters everywhere siigned
circuits booked solid
an into play the GB program of 16 for the new season
some
terchange of British and American players started with
and this fact, mark you, is the Real
very important stars
Beginning of the long touted advent of the International Motion
that everybody has talked about for years
Picture
....
but it took this GB organization to DO something about it
and all of these imsomething concrete and constructive
portant accomplishments in the past year!

•

•

TO PARADE

•

T

T

DO YOU

just pure luck that all these
GB just happened to get in at the
things happened
we of the
time the "breaks" were set to come their way.
press who have been close to the backstage activities of GB in
it was hard,
America know darn tootin' it wasn't luck
unlimited guts,
concentrated effort
grinding work
years of Experience
enthusiasm, patience and tenacity
and Specialized Training of Experts who knew the American
and so to these men we direct the acclaim
Market

•

•

•

think
that

it

was

Salesmanager George Weeks
President Arthur Lee
so to Mark Ostrer,
Advertising Director A. P. Waxman
Chairman of the Board and managing director of the parent
company
we commend these three individuals for a grand
the annals of the business will not disclose
job well done
another such comprehensive achievement by any film organizaand that is something
tion in such a short space of time
for everyone connected with Gaumont British in England to
be proud of

•

T

T

T

British
WE WERE impressed by the vastness ofin this
our midst

•

•

organization that has fostered this Giant Baby
and it may surprise you to learn that no American major
producer has a more comprehensive, self-contained set-up than
a world-wide distribution of its pictures
Gaumont British
owns the largest circuit
with a world-wide organization
controls Baird Television
of theaters in Great Britain
owns its own broadcasting stamanufactures radio sets
manufactures its own sound recording and reproduction
owns huge film labs
ing apparatus for theater and home
controls equipment company specializing in theater supproduces educational pix on numerous subjects on a
plies
makes 16 mm. releases of all its producregular schedule
installs and services the British Navy with all equiptions
produces and distributes the GB Newsreel
ment and films
operates big-time vaude theaters
on a regular schedule
in
started 39 years ago
a real Oldtimer
when Leon Gaumont started the British set-up
1896
GB of America is simply following the grand record
S-0
.

.

to enormous proportions, employing 150,000 persons. With 32,000 theaters in the union now, it is
planned to have a total of 70,000 by
the end of 1937."

grown

Professor A. F. Chorine, who diall motion picture technological work in Russia, extended an invitation to all American motion picture engineers to attend a conference of engineers to be held in Moscow next spring in conjunction with
rects

the cinema festival.

"Great interest," said Professor
Choi-ine, "is being shown in the Soviet Union in a movement to bring
sound pictures to the remotest corners of Siberia, to the selections of
the north and to Turkestan, and also to the reading rooms of the collective farms."

A new "'stream-lined microphone."
spherical in shape and no larger
than a billiard ball and non-direction in its ability to pick up sounds,
was described by L. W. Giles of Bell
Telephone laboratories, predicting it
will make obsolete the practice of
standing behind a microphone.
Other closing session speakers included Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, consulting engineer; James Frank Jr.,
RCA Manufacturing Co.; E. I. Sponable, Fox Film; Edward C. Wente,
Bell Telephone Laboratories; H. R.
Kossman of Andre Debrie Corp.; J.
L. Spence, Akeley Camera Co., and
N. Levinson of the Warner studios.

Foreign Flashes

—

Brussels M. Gheddini has invented a steroscopic photography system
which is being exhibited at the exTwo registered imposition here.
ages differently placed give the impression.

—
—

Sixteen studios are
active in the Soviet Union.

Leningrad

now

Stockholm

Olaf-Fjord Produc-

tions has been formed to make pictures with stories by Swedish classical authors only.

p ar

is

—M-G-M

reported inter-

is

ested in acquiring control of Pathe-

Natan.

.

AND

of its sire

<«

«

€4

» » »

Protest A. T.
Washington Bureau of

—

&

T. Probe

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Federal CommunicaCommission is receiving letters from
all parts of the country assailing
the A. T. & T. probe as an "inquisiStockholders are largely the
tion."
writers.

.

y

THE ROUSING RING
OF CLASHING STEEL

ON STEEL

... as the
grandest romance ever
!

written re-lives in glorious

excitement on the screen!

Adventure leaps
in tingling veins!
Feminine hearts
.

.

.

stand

j

still! ... as

fiction's fondest
heroes dare to do
and die for laughter, love and king!

PI
Dam? as' Fiery Classic Hurled Throbbing to the Screen

I

M^sasiiris
With

WALTER

ABEL,

the audacious D'Arlagnan,

Broadway stage

PAUL LUKAS,

screen lover, as heart-breaking Alhos;

idol,

as

polished

MARGOT

GRAHAMS, English stage beauty, as the dangerous
Milady de Winter, HEATHER ANGEL, as Constance;
IAN KEITH,

Moroni Olsen,
Onslow Stevens, Rosamond Pinchot, John
Oualen, Ralph Forbes, Nigel de Brulier.
as

de Rochefort

.

.

.

RKO -RADIO PICTURE.

ROWLAND

V. LEE
Directed by
Screenplay by Dudley Nichols and Rowland V. Lee, Associate
Producer, Cliff Reid. Fencing arrangements by Fred Cavens

/

$

*w

Friday, Oct. 25,
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ACQUITTAL MOTIONS

ARGUED AT

Skouras and
RKO

which

to

tion

ST. LOUIS

(Continued from Page

Skouras and
led

RKO

PARAMOUNT

Seek Settlement

are conferring in an effort to work out a settlement
of the situathe former seeking a New York State Supreme Court
injunction to

prevent RKO s 81st St. theater from playing Fox product
day and date with
in the same locality.
Meanwhile trial of the court action has been put
today and will be again postponed.

houses

its

off

until

FINISHES

ISTQUARTER'SOUTPUT

1)

(.Continued

law on each question by Frederick
H. Wood, speaking for the Warner
group of defendants individually and
collectively.

Before opening his address to the
Wood presented to Judge
Moore a 59-page memorandum brief
setting forth in details various court
decisions touching on various phases
of the case as he and other Warner
counsel analyzed it. This brief was
signed by James A. Reed, Frederick
H. Wood, Robert W. Perkins and
court

must prove concerted refusal

to deal

with the complaints, not that the
defendants had individually and independently entered into exclusive
contracts for first run motion pictures, since such contracts

themselves legal and
tracts

all

finally accepted

He

pointed

by the bondholders.

out

that

the

Supreme

Court has repeatedly held that every
man has the legal right to engage
in any kind of business and that the
fact that his exercise of that right
restrict and even destroy the
business of another does not make
his
action
unlawful.
Also that
courts have ruled that the buyer
and the seller may choose the per-

were of may

such con-

everywhere are of necessity

exclusive in their exhibition rights;
that the government must establish guilt beyond substantial doubt
not a mere suspicion of guilt based
Jeffries, Simpson & Plummber, attoron conjecture.
He cited a recent
neys for the defendants.
The mo- ruling by the United States Supreme
tions for directed verdicts of "not
Court definitely rejecting the soguilty" and asking dismissal of the
called scintilla rule of evidence formindictment filed yesterday on beerly relied upon to convict in conhalf of the Warner and Paramount
spiracy cases.
He then called atindividual and corporate defendants,
tention to Judge Sandborn's decision
while worded slightly different from
in the Union Pacific case that the
those presented yesterday afternoon
trial judge must direct a verdict
by counsel for
and Ned E. De- of acquittal if the evidence
permits
pinet, cover the same ground. Briefly
of any other hypothesis but that of
they are to the effect that the govguilt, and that this rule is now uniernment had failed to make out a versal.
prima facie case of conspiracy
Wood then proceeded to show that
against any of the defendants and
that therefore the charges should be Warner Brothers had a legal right
to lease the Shubert-Rialto and Orkilled for all time.
pheum theaters, to exhibit their picThe brief setting forth that the tures therein and also to contract
for
rule of law as laid down by the guidand Paramount pictures, and
ing decision in this and all other
to take the various steps they had
circuits of the United States Courts
taken to protect their equity in the
is that evidence to convict must be
Ambassador, Missouri and New
"substantial evidence of facts which
Grand Central theaters and to enexclude every other hypothesis but
deavor to have their reorganization
that of guilt," and that the evidence
plan adopted in preference to that
in the case consists of a series of
acts each in itself lawful, the making
of separate and independent contracts between Warner Brothers and
each of the other defendants in
themselves wholly lawful and state-

RKO

RKO

sons with

Whom

they

do

business

and may also make a requisite of
their purchase that the seller may
not do business with another com-

may consider these evidence of
the alleged conspiracy.

jury

Prior to the opening of the arguments Judge Moore denied motions
by Wood on behalf of Warners and
William R. Gentry of Paramount
counsel to strike out certain portions
of
the
testimony against their
clients.
The Warner motions alone
would have deleted some 300 pages
of record while Gentry sought to
strike out testimony concerning conversations by various Warner Brothers and RKO officials given by Harry
Arthur, Jr., Jack Partington,
Thomas N. Dysart, Frederick K.

C

Kreismann, Joseph Grand, David
Levinson, Jacob Chasnoff, John S.
Leahy, Clarence M. Turley, Frederick W. Straus and M. A. Rosenthal, as no proper foundation had
been laid for such testimony.
Judge Moore declined to hear
arguments on the motion to strike,
saying such matters had already
been gone into fully, Wood contending that the government had charged
conspiracy in restraint of interstate
trade and commerce, and therefore

Numerous Co-op Ads
"Dark Angel"

in

in restraint of trade.
He charged
that the government had not proven
or attempted to prove that the Warner Brothers had more pictures than
were needed for the Shubert-Rialto
and the Orpheum. He stressed that
no law compels any business man
to build up the business of his com-

Arguments of other defense counand the reply by Russell Hardy,

sel

special

assistant

the Attorney
General, will take place today.
to

In addition to the ads in local
newspapers each merchant arranged an attractive window giving "Dark Angel" a prominent

pREMIERE

men's page devoted to Merle
Oberon and the engagement of
"Dark Angel" at the State. The
"Republican American" went for
a picture stunt with prizes being
offered.
On opening night the
"Republican American" had a
staff cameraman taking photos
The next day
of the crowds.
these pictures appeared in their
issues and all persons recognizing themselves received cash
prizes.
This stunt got the attraction plenty of publicity for
three days.
Co-operative ads,
all giving the picture, theater
and stars full credit, were put

over with five leading merchants.

way play, with Harold Lloyd
starred,
while other forthcoming
productions include "Rose of the
Rancho", '"So Red the Rose", "The
Bride Comes Home", "'Give Us This
Night", "Anything Goes", "Desire",
"Collegiate" and "Coronado".

Reopen McKees Rock House
McKees Rocks, Pa.
The West
Park Theater, dark for almost two

—

years,

is being remodeled and renovated and will be reopened about
Nov. 15 by Al Glazer.

petitor.

Sell

released through United Artists,
was ushered in at the State
Theater in Waterbury with a
series of effective co-operative
ads arranged by Manager Julius
Smith. A few days in advance
of the opening local newspapers
played up the engagement with
advance and feature stories and
special photos of the stars in
the attraction. The "Democrat"
ran a special story on the wo-

1)

—

Waterbury

of "Dark Angel,"
Samuel Goldwyn production

from Page

the first to be handled
entirely, from story purchase to finished production, by Ernst Lubitsch
as managing director of production.
Lubitsch also is responsible for the
selection of Gary Cooper and Ann
Harding for "Peter Ibbetson", and
making of "The Milky Way", Broadis

peting concern.
In this connection
he said that the fact that the openPipeless Electric Organ
ing of the Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum theaters by Warners might
St. Louis
A pipeless electric orhave hurt the business of the Fan- gan, which is regarded as
the answer
chon & Marco houses and that the to incidental music demands
in
contracts with RKO and Paramount smaller theaters, has been installed
may have limited the pictures avail- in Temple Israel here. The new inable for the Fanchon & Marco houses strument employs a mechanism
of
was not enough to prove conspiracy electric current.

EXPLOITING CURRENT FILMS

ments claimed to have been made by
certain representatives of but a single company, no two companies being represented at the same meeting, and that neither the court or

cidentally

The Sugenheimer Store
got out a special co-op ad on
Gotham Hosiery using a photo
of Merle Oberon.
Loyde Shoe
Store arranged a co-op ad on
Red Cross Shoes with "Dark Angel" getting full credit.
The
Clayton Jewelry Store used a
co-op ad, as did the Howald
Hughes Store on coiffures with
a photo of Merle Oberon.
Another co-op ad which got the
picture a swell break was arranged with the Waterbury
Buick Company. A tie-up with
Kaywoodie Pipes accounted for
streamers on all cigar store windows.
State Theater,
Waterbury, Conn.
display.

—

Broadcasts Feature
Campaign on "Melody"
J>
LV

-

ADIO

broadcasts proved the
highlight of W. L. Cald-

campaign on "Broadway
Melody of 1936" for its showing
well's

at Loew's Valentine Theater in

Toledo.

Assisted by an

exploiteer, the

M-G-M

manager arranged

WSPD

for radio station
to offer,
free, photos of Robert Taylor,
male romantic lead in the film,
to anyone applying for it at a
shoe company store which tied

up on

this

stunt.

Taylor was

boosted in the broadcast as "the
most romantic star discovery
since Clark Gable."
Another
broadcast over this same station featured the music from
the picture preceded and followed by talks on the cast and
playdate.

—Loew's

Valencia Theater,
Toledo, O.

"Pompeii Widely Exploited
In Italian Sections
J^KO Radio's "The Last Days
of Pompeii," showing at the
Center Theater in Radio City,
has been given exceptional exploitation in the various Italian
districts of Greater New York
by Sigmund Gottlober's Foreign
Press Publicity Service and the
Center's publicity department.

Gottlober
cards in

placed

large

window

approximately

1,000
locations in downtown Manhattan in the section east of City
Hall, in the east side of Harlem, and in the Crotona district
of the Bronx.
In addition, he
distributed 25,000 circulars in
Italian homes, and in schools
where the majority of the pupils
are Italian.
Posters were also
placed on the bulletin boards of
some 200 Italian societies.

—RKO

Radio.

i

A GRAND SHOW!

GIGANTIC!
"A mighty

picture, gigantic in size,

theme, rousing

in

the

All

A

in

elements of

sure hit!"

its

lusty

lively

"A grand show

dramatic

activity

.

.

entertainment.

.

.

.

exciting

beyond

its

make

it

Most impressive mass

seat.''

— Andre

in years.

irresistibly to the

Sennwald,

Outstanding example

description

ry

the most spectacular picture

w

DeMilte has yet produced/"

— William £oerme/,

.

New

edge

of

York Times

OUTSTANDING!

Pageantry and swashbuckling movement

that

an audience

Pulls

— Bland Johaneson, Daily Mirror

and

.

excitement the screen has offered

.

SPECTACULAR!
"Thrilling

.

.

i"h

.

augments

De.Mille

sweeping

of effective

action

...

A

pageant-

pictorial

richness

decidedly impres-

sive production."

— R:se

World-Telegram

Peh-wi-ck

New

York

.

HHB
URr

CECIL B.Db ITIILLE5

CRUSADES
with

and

LORETTA YOUNG
a cast

of

thousands

HENRY WILCOXON

•

.

.

.

A Paramount Picture

HISTORY-MAKING!
"Makes motion

picture history.

A memorable

document."

— Regina

Crewe,

New

York American

ABSORBING!
"Finest

DeMille has ever made.

with such

skill

that the pageantry doe's not

swamp
ing

Handled

and absorb-

the poignant

love

story

.

.

.

exquisitely

photographed."

— KVfe

o o

.

Cameron, D-nly New:

THE

-Z&*1DAILY
REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS
Friday,

10

«

Lombard

Carole

and

MacMurray

Fred

in

"HANDS ACROSS THE TABLE"
with

Ralph

Ruth

Allwyn,

Astrid

Bellamy,

Marie Prevost

Donnelly,

80 mins.

Paramount

GRAND ROMANTIC-COMEDY
TAINMENT WITH PLENTY BOX-OFFICE

ENTER-

new

the

by

mount,

feature

first

be wholly

to

at

the

plays

but

Ralph
to

accident,

airplane

her

Bryant,

Grant,

Doris

in

an

by

to

for

and

who

a

turns

bornly pretend

while

poses,

much

predictable,

the levers stub-

as

be holding to their purFred is decor-

to

the

penniless

housed in Carole's apartment until
supposed return from Bermuda to face
his fiancee, Astrid Al'wyn, who has learned
all about matters and releases him for the
expected clinch with Carole.
ously
his

Cast: Carole Lombard, Fred MacMurray,
Ralph Bellamy, Astrid Allwyn, Marie Pre-

Ruth Donnelly, Joseph Tozer, William
Demarest, Edward Gargan, Ferdinand Mu-

vest,

Harold

nier,

bert

Herman

Ocnti,

Producer,
Mitchell

E

rence,

Sheldon;
author,
Vina

Norma

Herbert

Direction,

Krasna,

Director,

Delmar;
Vincent Law-

Cameraman,

Fields;

Editor,

Al-

Bing.

Lloyd

Leisen;

Screenplay,
Tetzlaff;

Marcellet Ccrday,

Minjir,

Ted

William Shea

Swell

Louis

"THANKS A MILLION"
Ann Dvorak, Fred

with

Wendy

Rathbone,

Barrie,

70

miris.

GOOD HUMAN INTEREST DRAMA

IN

MOTHER-SON STORY WITH NICE ACCOMPANYING ROMANCE.
A generally appealing production has been
made from the
a

son's

I.

A.

shopkeeper

British

21st

Wylie story about

R.

widow who, on

her

birthday,

disowns herself as
order to make him go forth and
become one of the "quality" folk.
The

mother

in

theme holds

a strong vein of human interaided greatly by the performance of
Pauline Lord as the mother and
Louis
Hayward as the son, plus excellent surrounding portrayals by Basil Rathbone, a
est,

down and out veteran whose soapbox oratory inspires the mother to make the
sacrifice

stage
live

for

her

star

and

becomes

for
a

son;

Billie

whose

in

whom he
Wendy

hit;

Burke,

home

a

Louis

wrfies
Barrie,

a

Allen,

Patsy

Kelly,

Whiteman and Band With Ramona,
Rubinoff, Raymond Walburn, Yacht Club

Paul

Boys

Century-Fox

20th

former
goes to

play

the

87 mins.

BOX-OFFICE

that

girl

of

A somewhat

please

entertainment.

plenty

comedy and

types

all

Johnson,

tion

is

all

Ware,

Irene

satire,

It

has

and should

waitress

a

and Sidney Blackmer, a society
chap with no money, meet on a bridge just
Blackmer,
after Irene has lost her job.
assuming the girl plans suicide, while she
suspects him of the same thing, invites her

home

his

to

to

things

talk

Irene

over.

whereby

Blackmer's friends
will finance her into the social whirl for
a rich marriage, after which she intends
to repay her backers, and the plan works
an

right

idea

up to

a

certain

dame

Then

point.

a

an exposure of Irene to the society crowd, and
then one of her suitors. Russell Hopton, is
revealed as an ex-bootlegger, with events
finally leading through some melodramatics
to a happy conclusion for Irene and Hopton
society

the

man she

really

precipitates

Ernest Wood, Herbert Clifton, Lucy
Beaumont, Marshall Ruth, John Picorri, Dot
Farley, William Humphries, Wilson Benge,
Jane Keckley, Florence Dudley, Al Thompson, Jack Shutta, Frank O'Connor.
Batcheller;

Director,

Charles Lamont; Author, Betty Burbridge;
Screenplay, Ewart Adamscn; Cameraman,

M

A.

Anderson; Editor, Roland D. Reed.
Photography, Good

best

his

Ann

politics.

Margaret
is

new

Irving,

vamp

to

the

Powell.

Ray-

swell as an alcohol-loving

is

a

band do their

of

tool

Rubinoff and

Paul

crooked

When

stuff.

poli-

Whiteman and
Walburn,

gubernatorial candidate, becomes too drunk
to address a meeting, Powell is substituted.

He makes

a

candidate.

"Basketball Technique"

M-G-M

big hit and

When

is

Powell

made the new
learns

of

the

mins.

Around the familiar

situation of a

husband going away on a business
trip and accidentally getting entangled with another woman across the
hall in the hotel, a moderate amount
of comedy hokum is handed out by
this two-reeler.
Andy Clyde, as the
innocent victim, gives his typically
amusing portrayal, with Bud Jamison registering as the tough husband
of
the woman who
causes the
trouble.

Trained Hoofs"
(A Miniature)

M-G-M

9

mins.

Fine Sport
Detailed presentation of the career
of a blue blood colt of a famous
stock, from the time he is weaned
until he starts on his first race.

Pete Smith handles the explanatory
narration beautifully.
A very interesting film to all those interested
in horse racing, revealing as it does
some little known facts in back of
the career of these thoroughbreds

Optional Arbitration
Is

8 mins.

Working Out

0. K.

(Continued from Page 1)

a thrilling exhibition of
one of the fastest of sports basketis

18

Okay Comedy

Sport Smash

Here

in

Always Happens"

Columbia

(Sports Parade)

a

tricks.

of the turf.

SHORTS

crooner tossed into
Dvorak is the love interest,
as

known

Andy Clyde
"It

loves.

gan,

author, had a field day poking

and writing comedy that
Roy Del Ruth's direction is excellent and he handled the comedy deftly.
With Fred Allen, the Yacht
Club Boys and Patsy Kelly present, the
laughs come fast and furious.
Dick Powell

after trying all the

for

politicians

at

at

who yearns

25, 1935

Benchley shows in actual demonstration all the known methods for not
being able to go to sleep, and a
few new ones of his own. All done
with that delightfully droll Benchley technique. This one will go big
with the higher brackets of your
customers, and even the mob will be
able to appreciate the funny situations as the gent tries to go to sleep

fineries,

Direction, Good.
its

a

in

attrac-

this

Nunnally

audiences.

of

aided

story,

players,

right for the popular-price stands.

clicks in a big way.

is

routine

Producer, George R
has

popular songs,

fun

66 mins.

OFFERING

measure by competent

ALL.
This

Compson

Betty

Cast: Irene Ware, Sidney Blackmer, Russell
Hapten, Betty Compson, Edward Gar-

NATURAL WITH
ENOUGH MARQUEE NAMES AND ENTERTAINMENT VALUES TO DRAW THEM
A

Sidney

WITH
GOOD CAST AND MODERATELY SATISFYING ENTERTAINMENT VALUES.

as

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

ticians.

Hayward, Basil
Billie
Burke

Columbia

in

Hopton,

Russell

PROGRAM

FAIR

jealous

his

Lord,

Blackmer,

all

Powell

Dick

screen, does her best to

Best.

"A FEATHER IN HER HAT"
Pauline

Photography, Fine.

Excellent.

Direction,

Ware,

Chesterfield

gets

mond Walburn
candidate who
with

John

Niven,

David

Llcyd,

rence.

although

Photography,

Westman, Thurston Hall,
M. Kerrigan, Lawrence
J.

Director, Alfred Santell; Author, I. A. R.
Wylie; Screenplay, Lawrence Hazard; Cameraman, Joseph Walker; Editor, Viola Law-

—

the outcome is easily
amusement is provided

sympa-

Rogers.

be broke and about to marry a
her money
thereby giving Carole
Fred something in common.
Though

out
girl

direction

appropriately

is

that

Carols,
Fred,

by

playboy,

Nydia

hotel

a

on

eye

his

society

rich

of

attracted

is

The

mother.

Santell

him

to

thetic.

to
ambitions
Bellamy, a rich

wheelchair

a

has

interest

reportedly

part

emphatic

marry big money.
customer confined

Alfred

"FALSE PRETENSES"
Irene

with

stricken and dies,

is

reveals

she

his

is

Nana

mantic team, helped by a script with lots
cf intriguing developments and cute lines,
plus Mitchell Leisen's nicely handled direction, it can't miss.
Miss Lombard, looking like a million bucks and at her best
with

really

Para-

Happened One Night" class, is delightful fare that will meet with a merry
With Carole Lombard
reception anywhere.
and Fred MacMurray making a dandy ro-

histrionically,

she

Varccni,

Ihe "It

manicurist

before

made

best described as

love yarn,

this

s

not

by

mother

play, the

:

but

Hayward,

management

studio

cf h

Cast: Pauline Lord, Basil Rathbone, Louis
Billie Burke, Wendy Barrie, Victor

PULL FOR ALL CLASSES.
As the

class whom he finally marries, and others.
After having achieved her ambition for her
son and witnessing the successful opening

Oct

—

picked by the defendant in the ac-

tion.
When an award is made the
The team that demonstrates State Supreme Court is asked to conis composed of former stars on varifirm it and issue a judgment, as
ous collegiate teams in the United allowed under the New York state
ball.

States,

such

as

Dick

Linthicum,

Frank Lubin, Kenneth Fagans and
Duane Swanson
all sensational

laws.

—

with outstanding records.
Pete Smith gives the explanatory
remarks.
This short will certainly
arouse the enthusiasm of the great

Wisconsin Notes

players

Milwaukee

—The

Gayety, dark for
reopens tomorrow unlegion
of
basketball
enthusiasts der the direction of National Amuseeverywhere. In slow motion are giv- ment Co. with films and burlesque.
en some very tricky plays demon- Joe Kraus will be general manager
strated by these experts.
Trick of the house.
passes and other freak shots are
The state tax commission is exshown in both slow and normal speed pected to render decision by Nov. 1
a
photography. Dick Linthicum demCast: Dick Powell, Ann Dvorak, Fred Alon the appeal of the Porthea Co.,
onstrates these tricky plays, and he
len, Patsy Kelly, Paul Whiteman and Band
that the assessed valuation of $61,with Ramcna, Rubinoff, Raymond Walburn, is a wonder. Ray McCarey directed. 000 on the Portage theater in PorYacht Club Boys, Benny Baker, Andrew
tage is excessive.
Counsel for the
Robert Benchley in
Tombes, Alan Dinehart, Paul Harvey, Edwin
theater firm produced income tax,
Maxwell, Margaret Irving, Charles Richman.
figures indicating that the house has
"How To Sleep"
shown a loss during every year of
Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck; Director, Roy
(A Miniature)
its operation.
Del
Ruth;
Author,
Nunnally
Johnson; M-G-M
11 mins.
secretary
crooked deals he would have to sponsor,
he exposes his backers and then rushes
away to escape the maddened politicians.
Of course, he wins the election and returns.
Gus Kahn and Arthur Johnston
have fashioned some catchy songs. Peverell
Marley's photography is high class.

—

Screenplay,

same;

Cameraman,

Peverell

Marley; Editor, William Lambert; Music
and Lyrics, Arthur Johnston, Gus Kahn.

many months,

Ruth M. Bradfield, 44,
La Crosse Theater Co. office in
Robert Benchley in person takes La Crosse, was found dead in heri
you through these very funny sleep- apartment this week from gas fumes
ing exercises, concocted by himself. from her kitchen stove.

i

Laugh

Classic

at the

1

Direction,

Clicks.

Photography,

Best.

/]
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YOU CANT BUY THIS
RELEASED, is the new Seventh Issue of The March
of Time. Even before it reached the screen the public
had heard about it. This type of exploitation can't be
bought. It has to be earned by the subject itself and the

JUST

integrity of its producers.

nights-a-week March of

Behind the spectacular

Time on

the

air,

five-

the territorial

campaigns in the newspapers and on the billboards and
the full pages in Time and Fortune magazines, is a campaign of publicity and exploitation no other motion picture can obtain. A campaign* to sell tickets at the box office.
Take a look at the March of Time, now 7 months old.
Watch its reviews its increased importance in exhibitors' lobbies and daily advertising. If you are already
showing it, feature it more prominently. (See Motion
Picture Daily, October 18, page 22.) If you aren't, call the

—

nearest
*764 Rabbis and

23

RKO

Exchange.

Jewish organizations cooperating

on the Palestine episode.
165,000 members in 2,297 Chambers of Commerce
have been notified of the Safety episode by their local
organizations.

2,500,000
story

"And

the estimated distribution given the
Sudden Death."

is

10,000,000 employees of the 4,000 companies, mem-

bers of The National Safety League, have had March
of Time No. 7 recommended to them by their employers.
7 5,000 high school and college students study all
March of Time No. 7 episodes in class through March
of Time's own newspaper for students

REPORTER — ordered

— PHOTO

for them by their teachers.
(Circulation increasing at the rate of 1 5,000 a month.)

MARCH OF TIME

-.£Sfr*DAILV

12

FOX MET. OPTION

A LITTLE

EXTENDED 2 WEEKS

Friday, Oct. 25, 1935

ONLY THREE TO APPEAL

from "LOTS"

SLASH

By RALPH WILK

IN PARA. FEES

HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from Page 1)

16 by the United Artists Theater
Circuit at the request of Federal
Judge Martin T. Manton. The court
advised that the time of the option
be extended because of hearings on
the advisability of acquisition of the
half-interest for Fox Theaters will
probably last till Nov. 2. Next hearing on the matter is to be held Tues-

^TTCHELL LEICHTER

of

mont

Warner aviation film starring James
(Continued from Page 1)
Beau- Cagney and Pat O'Brien, being di- vis, Polk, Wardwell, Gardiner &
rected
by
Howard
Hawks.
comReed, counsel for the Vanderlip com-

Pictures has just
pleted "Riddle Ranch," which Charles
Hutchison directed.
The principals
include
Charlotte "Baby" Barrie,

day morning.

June Marlowe and David Worth.
"Black King," "the horse with the
human brain," is prominent in the
picture.
Two hundred and fifty extras were used and one scene shows
2,000 wild horses in a stampede. Ex-

Roach Building

the backhill
country of Arizona near the border
of Mexico.
teriors

Up

Contract Personnel
1

shot

in

edians who will be signed to appear
in features he is producing for MG-M. Writers of musical comedies
are also being lined up.
Roach also is negotiating a long- tract.
r
term contract with Nathaniel ShilRobert Florey, following his dikret to become his musical director.
Shilkret has been handling the mu- rection of "Ship Cafe." Carl Brisvehicle, has signed a
sic for "Bohemian Girl", Laurel and son starring
Hardy feature. The producer plans long term Paramount contract. He
to develop Darla Hood, three and will direct "Rich Man's Son", which
one-half year old actress, in the gen- Harold Hurley will produce for Paramount.
No cast has yet been
eral direction of stardom.
-

chosen.

New England Notes

—

Boston Division Manager H. M.
Addison of Loew's has promoted
Stanley E. Gosnell to manager of
Loew's State theater to succeed Dick
Beaurig,

who

week for Calmanage the Loew

left last

India, to
houses there.
cutta,

former manager for
Boston and more recently
contract manager for United Artists
in New York, died a few days ago

Moxley

M-G-M

Hill,

in

in Portland.

The Boston Friars Club plans a
Beano Party at the Hotel Statler on
Screenings will be held at
the Warner and M-G-M exchanges
before the party.
Oct. 31.

Sam Seletsky, formerly salesman
for American Pictures, has joined
the F. D. sales staff.

T

T

Columb'a's production featuring
Victor Tory and Sally O'Neill, wh'ch
bore the tentative title "Jackhammer," has been permanentlv named
"Too Tousjh To Kill."
T

With

Verree

T

T

Teasdale

definitely

out of the cast of "Petrified Forest"
because of an attack of influenza,
Genevieve Tobin has been assigned
to take her part in the forthcoming
First Nat'onal production.
Leslie
Howard and Bette Davis are costarred n the picture.
T
T
T
Ponnv Baker, William Collier, Sr.,
Philio Merivale, Sidney Toler and
Charles Judels are recent additions
to the cast of "Give Us This Night,"
Paramount musical with Jan Kie-

pura and Gladys Swarthout.
T

T

T

Mae West's

.

to a close.
The cast includes Bud
Jamieson and Gigi Parrish.

T

T

T

Robert Warwick and Irene Franklin have been added to the cast of

M-G-M's "The Whipsaw."
T

contract
with
Ralph Staub to direct shorts expired
Oct. 22.
He remains by request to
make an additional short subject.
Then follows a Palm Springs vacation and Staub expects a new conNational's

T

maid,
has a comedy role in the RKO Radio
featurette, "Headline Comedy," in
which Ruth Etting, the popular
singer, will bring her public career

T

T

F'rst

(Continued from Page

were

T

Libby Taylor,

T

T

Will Rogers, Jr., is dickering to
buy the Beverly Hills "Citizen/'

weekly newspaper.
T
T
Director
Frank McDonald has
started shooting on First National's
"Backfire," Ross Alexander's first
starring picture.
T

T

"Static,"

by Rupert Hughes, har

been bought by

RKO

Radio.
Y
The latest male Cinderella story
on the RKO Radio lot concerns
George Lollier, for several years
stand-in for Richard Dix.
Lollier
has been given roles in "We're Only
*

Human" and "Mother Lode"

at

.lashed by Judge Coxe are known to
be pondering the advisability of an
appeal.
Those who have decided to appeal
'nclude Archibald Palmer, whose application for $15,000 was turned

down

;

Samuel Zirn, who sought

$75,-

000 and received nothing, and A. J.
Schanfarber, A. M. Frumberg, Edgar J. Schoen and Samuel Zirn who
asked $75,000 and expenses of $7,868
and had their application rejected.
Palmer declared that Judge Coxe
misinterpreted the law when he re-

fused to make any awards to attorneys representing creditors but made
awards to all the committees. Pal-

mer

said that the law specifically
states that any person who aids or
assists in the betterment of a plan

be compensated. He maintains
that he was responsible for the cut
in interest on the bank debt settlement under the plan which saved
Paramount over $100,000.
Palmer
said Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballantine and Cook, Nathan & Lehman

may

not awarded enough.
Samuel Zirn said he was prepared

RKO. were

Dix stars in "Mother Lode."
T
Elisabeth Risdon,

mittee, that the matter of an appeal
under consideration.
Other
firms
whose
applications
were

was

U. S. Sunecessary.
An attorney representing one of
the largest law firms in the city said
that if such as Judge Coxe's rulings on fee applications were to become general, the larger law firms
would probably avoid reorganization
to carry his appeal to the

T

now under

conseveral

preme Court

if

tract to Columbia,
spent
years as a teacher of dramatics at
the Royal Academy of Dramatic
Arts in London.
She also played
leads in stock in Milwaukee for three
seasons and was nickn-imed "Green
practice.
City Liz."
T
screen play from a story by Earl
"A Congress of All Nations" Felton.
played a part in the making of "Ship
Cafe" at Paramount. Carl Brisson,
Henry Wadsworth, Mary Carlisle,
the star, is Danish, while Robert
Donald Meek and Mary Forbes have
Florey,
the
director,
French. been added to the cast of M-G-M's
is
Theodor Sparkuhl, the cameraman, "Kind Lady," adaptation of Edward
is German.
Chodorov's Broadway hit.
Aline
T
v
T
MacMahon has the principal role.
Nana Bryant will play the role
T
T
T
of Aunt Harriett in the untitled
Barbara Pepper, Republic contract
Ruth Chatterton picture, now in player, has been assigned by Nat
production at Columbia, with Marion Levine to appear in the leading role
Gering directing. One of Miss Bry- opposite Gene Autry in "The Sage-

Paramount has signed to a longFred Lieberman of the Keith's in term
contract Franco Foresta, naPortland has signed a 10-year frantive Californian singer who spent
chise for Fox-20th Century produc10 years in Europe getting ready
tions formerly held by Abe Goodside.
ant's first important roles on Broadfor American screen stardom.
His
S. A. Lynch of Paramount in New first role probably will be in "Give way was in "The Firebrand," by
Edwin Justus Mayer, who is now
York was on the stand at the open- Us This Night."
writing in Hollywood.
of Congressman Sabath's bond-deT
fault probe here.
Lynch was quesT
T
Edward H. Griffith is about to
tioned on the Metropolitan lease.
Gwen Wakeling, costume designer
start
directing "Next Time We
Sam Haas, Columbia salesman, Live," with Margaret Sullavan and for 20th Century-Fox, is now at
has been operated on for eye trouble.
work in "It Had to Happen," which
James Stuart.
E. M. Loew, head of the circuit
will star George Raft.
»
T
T
which bears his name, has returned
T
T
Winifred Shaw and Warren Hyfrom Europe.
Charles Francis Royal wrote the
mer are teamed in Vitaphone's forth~ Walter
Littlefield of the Eggleston coming
two-reel Technicolor mu- screen play for "The Fire Trap,"
Square theater has dusted off the sical, "King Of The Islands," which which Larry Darmour is producing.
organ and is now using it for the enters production at the Warner
T
T
T
first time since the inception of Burbank studios
today. Ralph Staub
Marguerite Churchill, absent from
sound pictures.
directs from the story and screen- the screen since her marriage three
A lease alleged to be held by Si. play by Joe Traub.
years ago to George O'Brien, returns
Bunce, premium distributor, on the
to picture work in the forthcoming
T
T
building at 42 Piedmont St. is holdAddison Richards has been trans- Warner picture "Manhunt." Ricardo
ing up the taking over of that prop- ferred from the cast
of "Prison Cortez will be co-starred with Miss
erty by National Theater Supply.
Farm" to that of "Ceiling Zero," Churchill. Roy Chanslor wrote the

brush Troubador."
t
t
"Cowboy Crusader," will be the
release title of the Columbia picture
starring Charles Starrett which was
identified during production as "Gun
Law." Joan Perry has the feminine
lead, and the supporting cast to date
includes Ed Le Saint, Jack Clifford,
Charles Chesebro and Eddie Cobb.

The screenplay was adapted by Ford
Beebe, from a story by Peter B.
Kyne. David Selman is directing.
Charley Chase is starting on his
fourth two-reel comedy for the Hal
Roach Studios for this season. Joyce

Compton, who appeared in his last
two shorts as leading lady, will have
that role in this new comedy. Hal

Law

will co-direct.

%&1
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HALF OF RKO HOUSES
PROFIT FROM DUALS

NEWS
Cairo,

(Continued from Page

New York

RKO

1)

manager for the
McDonald said that no

City

circuit.

plans were afoot for dropping duals
in those houses not aided by their
use.

Denver Doings

—

Denver Duke Dunbar, secretary
of the Denver Film Board of Trade,
and Earl Bell, manager of the Denver exchange of Warner Bros., were
the speakers at the weekly luncheon
meeting of the Denver ad club.
Bert Pittman, 62, in the theatrical
booking business in Denver since
1901, died at a Denver hospital after
a

week of pneumonia.
The amateur contest held by the

20 theaters belonging to Gibraltar
Inc.,
culminated
in
Enterprises,
finals held in Denver and broadcast
over KOA.

Harry Nolan and Bernard Newman of Mercury exchange spent a
week on the coast.

Max L.
from New

Meyer, Columbia auditor
York, is checking things

over at the local branch.
J. T. Sheffield, on his last visit to
Denver, appointed Gene Gerbase as
new manager of the Republic-Sheffield exchange here.
Harry Huffman has been named
active chairman for the Will Rogers

Memorial association in Colorado.
A. P. Archer and Joe Dekker have
donated their Egyptian Theater to
the North Presbyterian church for

Sunday School meetings.
W. G. Weisselmann has

taken
over the Palisade Theater in Palisade.
He will reopen it soon.
Claude Graves, whose State theater at Boulder, Colo., was recently

purchased by Fox West Coast, has
gone into the automobile business
Boulder.
Out-of-towners in Denver recently
included Charles Klein, Deadwood,
S. D.; B. B. Grove, Gering, Neb.;
J. C. Gates, Rushville, Neb.; John
Greve, Oak Creek, Colo.; Ray Katzenbach, Wray, Colo.; and W. Glenn
Miller, Brighton, Colo.
in

Richmond Rambles
Richmond
amusement

— Clarence

E. Boykin,
critic of the Richmond
"Times-Dispatch," has resigned to
become editor of the Charlottesville
"Daily Progress."
Edwin S. Reid, chief of the state
censorship division, is back from a
trip around the state and reports
business better everywhere.
A. Frank O'Brien, district manager for Wilmer & Vincent, and Al
Nowitsky, manager of the Capitol
were among those who talked on
long-distance with Walter C. Kelly
in California on the occasion of the
opening of "The Virginia Judge"
here.

III.

Bill

Griffin,

general

for the Rogers Circuit, has
resumed his duties. He was ill for
about three weeks.

—Vincent

Oval, new
is a for-

manager of the Playhouse,
mer newspaper man.

Mount Sterling, 111.— The Widney
theater will be opened Nov. 1, acNew
cording to Ralph Widney.
equipment has been

House

expected

is

month.

Frank

C.

to open next
Buben, who for

many

years operated a theater by
the same name downtown, is the
owner.

—

Akron, O.
Akron Falls Theater
Co. has been incorporated to carry
out the construction of a new theater in State Road, Cuyahoga Falls.

here,

—

Mobile, Ala. The Crown has been
after remodeling H. C.

manager.

is

The house

—

Cambridge, O. Harry Lanshinsky
has reopened the Ohio Theater.

is

one of the Saenger group.

—

The newly
Six Mile Run, Pa.
erected Shapiro Theater will open
Oct. 28, accordin gto J. S. Shapiro.

—

Wheeling, W. Va. George Shafer,
for many years director of the Virginia Theater, now dark, has gone
to the west coast for the winter.

—

Newark, O. William Schell, formAkron, O. The National Theater erly with Warners in the Pittsburgh
has been granted a building permit district, has been named manager
worth of remodeling. of the Regent here.
for $2000

—

Iowa Items

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh Warners are reopening the Davis Theater with double features to avoid any piling up
of product.
At the same time it is
reported that the Warner Theater
will switch to single features to play
a continuation of the Penn and
Stanley first-runs.

Henry Lynn,

director

and

distrib-

utor of Yiddish pictures, in town arranging for the local distribution of
his product.
of
increase
continued
Despite

—With

the opening of

Theaters'

new suburban

Des Moines
Tri-States

Uptown, on

Oct. 31, a
being started of having simultaneous first-run showings
in the downtown Des Moines Theater and the suburban Roosevelt
theater.
The Uptown will be TriStates only suburban subsequentrun theater then. The change is in
line with the trend in large cities,
according to G. Ralph Branton, gen-

theater, the

new

policy

RKO

'

Rocks will be reopened next month
by Al Glazer, operator of the Colony there.

Eddie

Midsummer Night's Dream"

at the
Shubert-Rialto Theater last night.
The event brought Governor Park
here from the capitol, and others attending
included
Federal
Judge
Moore, Mayor Dickman, H. M. Warner, Ned E. Depinet, George J.
Schaefer,
Gradwell
Sears,
Fred
Wehrenberg, Neil Agnew, Moe Silver, Clayton Bond, Carl Leserman,
Herman Starr and many of prominence in various local fields.
The opening was a regular Hollywood preview affair, with an informal buffet supper served in the studio
over the theater for invited guests
after the performance. Lobby treatment of the theater under the supervision of Dinty Moore was the richest this city has seen in a long time.
Local newspaper publishers said no
picture has ever inspired a social
accolade similar to this one.

Disney Finishes

Two

is

neighborhood
indie
in
houses, Warner theaters are keeping hands off the so-called business eral manager.
Among Des Moines guests at the
stimulants.
L. B. Cool has gone back to Sha- wedding of Josephine Navran of
ron after attending the funeral ser- Kansas City and Myron Blank of
vices here of Moe Glanz.
the famiJim Baker of Atlantic Screen Ser- Des Moines, in addition to
will be Mr. and Mrs. G. Ralph
vice flew to Chicago and Milwaukee lies,
Branton and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
on business.
Ken Hohl, formerly with the Har- Rubel.
Lou Ellman, RKO manager in Des
ris-Alvin, has been named publicity
Moines, has been in St. Louis for
director of the Roosevelt Hotel.
weeks attending the Federal
J. S. Shapiro is opening his new two
mantheater in Six Mile Run, Pa., on trial. He was formerly
ager.
Monday.
W. R. Keller will open the Lyric
Mrs. Hale Cavanaugh, wife of the
in Marlinton, W. Va., next month.
Orpheum manager in Des Moines,
Larry Puglia reopened the Eclipse left Oct. 22 for a two-week business
theater in Waynesburg.
and pleasure trip to New York.
Alvin switches to single features
Opening of the $65,000 State thewith GB's "Transatlantic Tunnel." ater in Algona is scheduled for
The West Park theater in McKees Thanksgiving.

giveaways

H. A. Lucas,
W. Young,

J.

(Continued from Page 1)

—

House.

reopened

already acquired

Brient as president;
vice-president, and
secretary-treasurer.

the Liberty in Cleveland.

The Eclipse
Sunday shows Theater has been reopened by Larry
Greenville, Ala.
have been inaugurated here by the Puglia, who also operates the Opera
Franston Theater.

He has

Broadway and Beacon theaters
in Hopewell in the name of New Dominion
Amusement Corp., with
the

—

Waynesburg, Pa.

—

(Continued from Page 1)

of his own.

O. Ken Ried, until re- St. Louis Society Columns
manager of Loew's Theater
Are Opened for "Dream"
has been named manager of

Canton,
cently

installed.

Ashland, 111.—The Ashland theater has been permanently closed.

Winham

ELMER BRIENT STARTS
CIRCUIT IN VIRGINIA

—
111.

DAY

of the

manager

Centralia,

13

Golden,

Republic

general

THE FILM DAILY
new Mickey Mouse
Technicolor cartoon, "On Ice", and
a Silly Symphony in color, "The
Three Orphan Kittens", have just
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—A

been completed by Walt Disney for
United Artists release. The Disney
studios are working at capacity with
seven other animated subjects under
way, including "Mickey's Grand
Opera",
"Mickey's
Polo
Team",
"The Orphan's Picnic", '"Cock O'
the Walk", "Three Little Wolves',
"Elmer Elephant" and "Broken
Toys".
St.
St.

joined

Louis Squibs

Louis
the

—F.

J. Fischman has
Superior Pictures sales

staff.

Charley Goldman, skipper of the
Senate and other houses, is
back from a Hot Springs vacation.
Herman Illner, formerly with the
Powhattan Theater, Maplewood, has
Rivoli,

joined Christ Zotes in the Roosevelt
here, buying stock in the house.
Earl Gardner, Paramount shipping clerk, takes the leap soon.
Eddie Coldwell of St. Louis Poster Co. is back at work after an ill-

manager from New York, was
Moines this week. He and ness.
Hymie Wheeler, Republic booker, in Des Judd,
Des Moines manager,
F. E.
Al Saxelin of Photo Play Advertissporting a new car.
went to Omaha Tuesday.
ing Co., who has been going to ChiJ. W. Burkett has reopened the reW. A. Graham has joined the Cap- cago each month to see his wife,
modeled Roaring Springs (Pa.) theplans to move her here.
itol staff as Iowa salesman.
ater.
sales
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Warner Operations to Show Profit for Current Year
CONCLUDE

ST. LOUIS

SEC Drops

Further Hearings

Action Follows Ruling of

It is understood that as a result
of Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe's
ruling on the Paramount fees, the
Securities and Exchange Commission will hold no further public hearings on the Paramount reorganiza-

but will simply append Judge
Coxe's ruling to its record, together
with any appeals that may be made.
tion,

UNDER WAY

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

— In

THE FILM DAILY

addition to four
recently
completed,
the
features
RKO Radio studios have seven pictures before the cameras and six
others in preparation. Those shooting are "Seven Keys to Baldpate",

Happened in Hollywood", "We're
Only Human", "Two O'clock Courage", "Mother Lode", "Chatterbox"
and "Sylvia Scarlett".
the
Being
prepared:
"Follow
Fleet", "Mary of Scotland", "Farmer in the Dell", "Green Shadow",
"It

(.Continued on

Page 2)

Bank Night Spreading
In Cleveland Territory

—

Cleveland Big increase in Bank
Nights has followed the recent court
decision that it does not constitute
Twenty local
unfair competition.
houses and about 100 in northern
Ohio are now using the stunt.
spreading
also
is
Sweepstakes
through this territory.

in general, and "A Midsummer Night's Dream"
in particular, came
in
some healthy boosting by Arthur Brisbane in his front-page syndicated column yesBrisbane described Shakespeare's dramas as naturals for screen treatment, declaring that only the expansiveness of a film production could do them justice.
He also
said the reading of Shakespeare would multiply enormously as a result of the filming

Shakespeare

terday.

of

his

plays.

Dent Ends Para.

Louis

Louis Dent, veteran circuit operator, has ended his partnership reParamount, through
lations with

Famous
14

Theaters, in the operation
Salt Lake City zone houses

and Harry David

is

now

charge

in

Memphis

—

a Seat

Through newspaper ads this
the Warner Theater offered to
an exclusive advance showing of
"Shipmates Forever" for any one person
willing to pay $500, which sum would
go to the Memphis Community Fund.
Only one offer to be accepted.
week,
give

Partnershi'P

of the theaters for the

major com-

pany.
David, who left New York
yesterday on his return to Utah, has
been associated with the group for

some years.

Gov't Failed to M-"e
Prima Facie L~^
By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
St. Louis
Arguments on the

—

defense demurrers and motions for intructed verdicts of not guilty and
asking for dismissal of the indictments against the various individual
and corporate defendants in the government anti-trust conspiracy case
against Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,
et al, must be completed this morning Federal Judge George H. Moore
announced just before adjournment
yesterday afternoon.
The proceedings will open today with defendant lawyers respond(Continued on Page 3)

Situation in Mexico
Casey-Pathe Hearing
Nearing Settlement
Put Off to Wednesday
Pat Casey has consented to postpone until Wednesday the start of
the examinations before trial of
Frank F. Kolbe, president of Pathe
Film Corp., and all other directors
of the company to enable counsel for
Pathe to decide on filing an appeal
from the order permitting the examinations, it was said yesterday by
Martin King, counsel for Casey. Casey's suit asks an accounting of the
affairs of Pathe and charges the of1

ficers

with

mismanagement

and

waste.

Conferences being held in Mexico
City on the Mexican tax situation,
which caused American distributors
to suspend operations in that country, are now apparently heading toward a successful adjustment of
differences between the two groups,
it

was declared in New York yesThe Mexican Government

terday.
is

reported

now

some concessions.

inclined

to

American

grant

utors figure that taxes imposed by
Mexico amount to 41 per cent of
their gross intake.

Warner Stockholders
Of Annual Meeting Dec. 9

Clayton Sheehan's Post
Being Filled From Ranks
or-

ganization will be appointed as successor to Clayton Sheehan as head
of the 20th Century-Fox foreign department," said Sidney R. Kent,
president, yesterday. "Just who that
will be I haven't decided as yet,"

he stated.
Pending a permanent appointment
(.Continued on Page 7)

Although some of the information
necessary for the final determination of accounts for the year ended
Aug. 31 is not yet available, a net
profit will be shown in the next Warner Bros, annual statement, it was
indicated by the management yesterday coincident with the mailing
of official notice to stockholders regarding the annual meeting to be
held Dec. 9 in Wilmington, Del. Last
year the company had a net loss of
(Continued on Page 3)

MILWAUKEE WALKOUT
CLOSES 35 THEATERS

—

Milwaukee Thirty-five out of 68
theaters here closed yesterday, when
projectionists walked out after being
refused a 7V2 per cent wage increase. Circuit houses are operating
after having reached an agreement
(Continued on Page 7)

distrib-

Notify

"Somebody from within our

$500

Defense Counsel Contend

for

of

AT RKO RADIO STUDIO

on Para. Reorganization

Brisbane Bullish on Shakespeare

Judge Coxe in the
Matter of Fees

13 FILMS

DISMISSAL ARGUMENTS TODAY

Cleve.

Up

"Top Hat" Action
for Hearing

Monday

—

Cleveland Hearing on RKO's request to remand from common pleas
court to Federal court the hearing
of the suit by several local exhibi(Continued on Page 3)

Film Unit Brings Prosperity
West Coast Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Walter Wanger's Paramount troupe on location at Big Bear
for "Trail of the Lonesome Pine" has
produced unprecedented prosperity there.
Two hotels and many cabins are filled
with players and workers, the local sawmill
is
cutting more than 50,000 feet
of lumber for construction of sets, idle
townspeople are working as atmosphere,
and restaurants will have served more
than 24,000 meals to the Hollywood
visitors before the end of their stay.
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for
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EDWARD

who

TREVOR,

finished
Century-Fox's "Way Down East"
Chan's Secret," comes east in

work in 20th
and "Charlie
about two weeks to appear

in

Broadway

a

the
night on
last
sailed
Germany after shooting exteriors
for
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for
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and some actors and technicians accompanied
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office

en

has left
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Francisco.
left

New York

last

night

for

— %
— %
+
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+ %

3% + %

is

Denying a

flock of

Not Set

rumors

to the

new conBriskin, former Columbia studio executive, yesterday said
as yet he has made no future plans.
Fox yesterday denied reports that
Sam Briskin, formerly a Columbia
studio executive, will produce a series of pictures for its release.
effect that

leaves

to

yesterday

New York

today for

New

leaves

he had made a

Sam

SCHAEFER

in

New

GREGORY LA CAVA
for

leaves
Louis.

for St.

York

Tuesday

New

Paramount
York early

New

left

York

to-

manager

in

in

January.

York yesterday

the coast.

terday

LEVY,
for

after

LORRE, who
Columbia's "Crime

PETER

manager,

home

confer-

finished

en route from the coast to England for a
GB production, arrives in New York tomorrow,
having been delayed on his way east due to
bad flying weather.
is

BOB SISK arrives today from the coast, his
plane having been delayed a day by bad flying
weather.

WALTER FORDE, GB
left New
arriving

director,

York
there

last

accompanied
night bound

Tuesday.

Cocalis on Coast Sojourn
D. Cocalis of the Springer-Cocalis circuit, having completed product deals for the season, leaves next
week for California, where he plans
to remain two or three months. Cocalis says he will look over the production field with a possible view to
S.

making some

deal.

—

common.

Bank Night Wins Infringement Suit
Affiliated Enterprises, distributor
Feature Films for Home Use
of Bank Night, has won an injuncLondon GB Equipments, a subtion and damage suit in the Federal
sidiary of GB Pictures, is now furnishing bomes, schools and clubs Court, Minneapolis, against Univerwith
with Dortable projection units for sal Theatrical Corp., charged
patents.
Other
the showing of full-length feature infringing upon its
infringement actions are scheduled
films in 16mm.
All films made by
Isle
GB are available for reduction to against Interborougb Circuit, State
Theatrical Enterprises and the
tbis miniature size, and release is
made 12 months after the general theater, Middletown, N. Y., accord-

GB

—

release of the full-sized feature.

Allied

Help

understood to have been asked tc
appeal to Attorney-General David
Wilentz in order to institute th<
move in New Jersey as well as in
state.

ing to attorneys for Affiliated Dis-

New House

for

Greenwich Village

A new

theater will be erected at
the southwest corner of Greenwich
Ave. and 12th Street, directly opposite Loew's Sheridan, by the Gran
ville Theater Corp. at a cost of $32,000.
Benj. Knobel and Wm. J.
Unger are president and treasurer
respectively of the Granville Corp
Buffalo House Reverts to Shea

—

Buffalo The Roosevelt Theater
Rosing's East Side community
theater, becomes a unit in the She;

Max

I
neighborhood again tomorrow.
continue under the manage
ment of George Rosing. Two year:
ago the Roosevelt was in the She;

will

circuit.

Radio Biographical Review Out
"Radio Personalities", a pictoria!
and biographical review of outstanding radio executives and entertain-

many

personali-

film

ers,

including

ties

who have appeared on

Zeidman Doing Navy Musical
of THE FILM DAILY
B. F. Zeidman will
Hollywood

West Coast Bureau

—

produce "Sweetheart of the Navy,'
a musical with Johnny Hines diHines and Rex Taylor are
recting.
writing the screenplay.

......^umi
THE STANDARD
Reference Book
of the

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
•
1936

FILM YEAR BOOK
Now in Preparation.
Out

in

Buddy Messinger
H. B. Warner

Jack Cohn

George Middleton

Nat Saland

—

"Way Down East"

for Center

Havana Ernesto Smith, manager
and operator of the Campoamor and
El Canto theaters, recently opened
the newest addition to his circuit,
the Alkazar, 3,000-seater, witb a

In a booking chanere just made,
the Center Theater will present 20th

straight picture policy.

been postponed.

"Way Down

East"
starting Wednesday.
"Thanks a
Million", originally scheduled, has
Century-Fox's

January

•
Given

New Havana House Opened

the air

has come off the press. Col. Donald
S. Rockwell is editor, with headquarters at 143 East 62nd St.

tributors.

Jackie Coogan
Mark Sandrich

in Suits

T. O. A. is reported to bt
seeking the support of Allied Theaters of New Jersey in its move foi
Federal interference to stop distributor practices on the grounds oi
conspiracy and restraint of trade.
The Sidney E. Samuelson unit is
I.

yes-

work
Punishment" and

recently

and

office

left

Discuss Defense in Ledirk Suit
Defense moves in connection with
20 Days' Wait on Columbia Stock
the anti-trust action filed by Ledirk
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Amusement Co. some months ago in
Washnigton
Securities & Ex- the Federal Court, Newark, against
change Commission announced yes- major distributors were discussed at
terday that 20 days will bave to a meeting of attorneys yesterday at
elapse before the two latest regis- the Hays office.
A hearing will be
tration statements filed by Columbia held within a few weeks on contenPictures become effective. The state- tion of Warner Bros, and Fox comments cover 75,000 shares of new panies that the court lacks jurisdicpreferred stock and 135,000 sbares tion in their instances.
of

The
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Buenos

general auditor of Parafor a two-week business
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return
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in

York
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in
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the Warner production of "Colleen"
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New
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WARNER OPERATIONS

CONCLUDE DISMISSAL

TO SHOW A PROFIT

ARGUMENTS TODAY
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

ng to the government's arguments
by Dwight L.
yesterday
nade
Savage and Russell Hardy, special
issistants to the Attorney General,
n the morning William R. Gentry
or the Paramount vice-president and

$2,530,513.68.

RKO

the defendants' motions, contendng that the government had failed
o prove a prima facie case of conspiracy in restraint of interstate
rade and commerce and urging
fudge Moore to direct the jury to
ind for the defendants.
if

his

unfortunate

elled

•

attorney.

RKO

pictures had
that Paramount and
been shown in St. Louis despite the alleged
conspiracy, he said that the Sherman Act
was not concerned whether the same volume
of commerce flows as before the conspiracy
took place but is concerned with whether
there is any interference with the activity
He
of a person engaged in such commerce.
contended also that the law is not interested
in any circumstances that may cause a combination of persons to do certain things, but
He said that the law sets
in what they did.
sel

"the

•

T
«THE OPENING

T

other things, for a weekly cash salary, and
for the issuance of 90,000 shares of the
Corporation's common stock which was delivered in instalments during the term of the
contract.
The Corporation, in June, 1929,
split each share of its common stock into two

T

shares.

Minority stockholders' suits had been instituted for the alleged benefit of the CorporaInc.

Up

Friedlander filed the action on beThird Week for "Shipmates"
"Shipmates Forever," First Na- half of the Broadvue, Ridge, Doan
Squires,
tional release, will be held at the and Cedar Lee Theaters.
New York Strand for a third week. Saunders & Dempsey are attorneys
for
shown
as

inferred
done.

or

acts

from

circumstances

sition

to

Warner

ment witnesses.

Bros,

RKO.

were merely govern-

Then, with picturesque ad-

jectives that carried him all the way from
China to the diamond fields of South Africa
with a stop-over in Ethiopia to predict the
outcome of the Italian invasion of the domain,
he proceeded to analyze the testimony that
had been given against the various defendants,
both corporate and individual, to support his
contention that nothing they did in further-

Foreign Flashes

—A

per cent tax on admisfunds for a native
production concern, is planned by
the Federation of municipal cinemas.
Oslo

1

sions, to provide

—Louis

Lumiere's 40th jubibe celebrated Nov. 6-8 at
the Sorbonne under the Minister of
Education.
Rome Importers investing half
Fanagainst
combination
alleged
the
up the measure of what is right and wrong ance of
Bondholders' Protective of their earnings in native pictures
and
the
Marco
&
jury
chon
and
judge
the
to
then
up
and that it is
Committee and even the United States Dis- will receive a 50 per cent cut in
to determine whether there are certain mitigaDistrict of Miscircumstances to limit the punishment trict Court for the Eastern
tion
dubbing tax under the new governof
He added there souri, could support any presumption
for a violation of the law.
ment regulations. For each Italian
size and power
the
on
touched
He
more
innocence.
is no defense whatsoever when two or
comparative small- production made here, producers are
persons engage in an act that tends to re- of Warner Bros, and the
or limit interstate commerce.
of Thursday
Schechter case, the most recent
that
the
ruling of the United States Supreme Court,
had shown that the fact that an article may
have been incidentally a part of interstate
commerce was not sufficient to bring an action
Savage said that a
under Federal statute.
contract signed in New York fcr motion pictures to be shown in St. Louis was clearly
He said also that a
interstate commerce.
conspiracy is rarely susceptible of proof by
direct testimony but of necessity must be

strain

Answering Wood's contention

ness of Fanchon & Marco to prove his contention that Warner Bros, had not only made
the threats credited to them but were able

carry through such threats.
Should Judge Moore overrule the defense
motions the trial will be resumed Monday
There is an outside chance that
morning.
defense counsel may decide to permit the case
any deto go to the jury without presenting
However, that is a detail
fense witnesses.
Herethat has not been finally worked out.
tofore it had been estimated that defense testiweeks.
more
or
two
take
mony might
to

Paris

lee

will

—

entitled to five dubbed films free of
tax. Two-thirds of the movie taxes
will be used in developing native

production.

—Cinema

London

owners are

reof Brit-

questing a 10 per cent quota
The 20 per cent quota
ish films.

which went into effect this month
run until September, 1938.

to

and

Gardiner and Reed, of New York City, which
law firm had never previously represented
or advised the Corporation or Messrs. Warner
This law firm after full
or Renraw, Inc.
consideration of all the facts submitted to
them, recommended that the Corporation, if
possible, negotiate a settlement of all claims
arising out of the employment contract. Upon
receipt of this recommendation and after due
consideration, the Board of Directors authorized Messrs. Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Gardiner
and Reed to negotiate the settlement advised

by them.

The Messrs. Warner and Renraw,

Inc.

at

times have steadfastly denied any liability
However, they also recognized
on their part.
the desirability of reaching an accord with
the Corporation in respect to the controversies
arising out of the employment contract and
therefore consented to negotiate a compromise
and settlement thereof.
The settlement as finally negotiated provided
(1) that Messrs. Warner and Renraw, Inc.
deliver to the Corporation 100,000 shares of
Warits common stock, (2) that the Messrs.
ner and Renraw, Inc., release the Corporation from all claims based upon, related to
or arising out of the employment contract,
including all claims against the Corporation
by reason of the non-payment of part of the
cash compensation payable to them under the
employment contract, (3) that the Corporation
release the Messrs. Warner and Renraw, Inc.
from all claims based upon, related to or
arising out of the employment contract, and
Renraw,
(4) that the Messrs. Warner and
Inc pay the costs and fixoenses of the plainMax Goldberg, in his minority stocktiff,
This settlement has been fully
holder's suit.
executed, and such stockholder's suit has been
discontinued, since which time, however, addibeen
tional suits of a similar nature have
brought.
all

such

Hardy in opening said that his clients
were not Fanchon & Marco and the BondholdProtective Committee but the governers'
ment of the United States and that the gentleman that had figured in the situation in oppo-

against Messrs. Warner and Renraw,
several of the directors, in which
suits, among other things, certain legal questions were raised and liabilities asserted by
reason of the making and performance of
the employment contract.
The Board of Directors, believing that the
continuance of a controversy between the
Warner, its
Corporation and the Messrs.
principal officers, arising out of the employment contract was detrimental to the best
interests of the Corporation, sought the advice of the law firm of Davis, Polk, Wardwell,
tion,

Korda Signs Style Authority
Cleve. "Top Hat" Action
London Rene Hubert, noted fashfor Hearing Monday
ion authority, has been engaged by
Alexander Korda as head of the cos(Continued from Page 1)
tume department at the nearlycompleted London Films studios in tors seeking to have "Top Hat" deDenham. Korda productions are re- livered on 1934-35 contracts will be
held Monday morning before Fedleased through United Artists.
eral Judge
Jerome
Paul Jones.

—

employment contract").

The employment contract, under which the
Messrs. Warner have performed their services
for the period of six years, provided, among

of "Play, Genius, Play" will be Wednesday eve instead of Tuesday, at the St. James theater
Mervyn and Doris LeRoy are financing it
Lou Cline, formerly with Paramount, is handling publicity on the show
Very clever broadside on current product of the company has
been turned out by the United Artists' ad dep't
a revolving cardboard wheel with the pix names listed in alternate red
and black disks like a roulette wheel, with an arrow on the
backing board and the catch line: "Wherever the wheel stops,
the reverse of the broadside
you've picked a Winner!"
mounted on a heavy board has a square peep-hole with the line:
"Watch the hits go by"

fine

Gentry, Fordyce and Leisure did not go
o thoroughly into the law covering- the various
ihases of the case as did Frederick H. Wood
Explaining
Warner counsel Thursday.
)f
they could not add anything to that
:hat
irery
able discussion of the law generally
ipplicable, but instead particularized with the
lituation as it covered the interests of their
>wn clients.
Savage, lacking the oratorical ability of
Wood, presented a very thorough discussion
the Sherman and Clayton Acts in their
)f
•elationship to the case at bar, citing numerius court decisions to support his chief con:ention that the fundamental purpose of the
aw is to secure equality of opportunity to
:very individual engaged in interstate commerce and to prevent the evil effects of any
:ombination or monopoly that might interfere
He said that the
with such opportunity.
:ourts have repeatedly stressed the fact that
acting indeindividual
an
which in
acts
pendently may be perfectly legal and harmless
in concert
acts
may become illegal when he
To cover the
Dr confederation with others.
situation he purposely selected a number of
motion picture cases and confined himself
very largely to legal actions that had their
locale in the St. Louis district.
Answering a contention of defendant coun-

farewell dinner to

ment

but the court said that the
vould not be remitted, as the court could
tolerate such conduct on the part of
lot
in

THAT BIG

•

directors whose terms of office now expire, are: Harry M. Warner, Albert Warner,
Jack L. Warner, Abel Cary Thomas, Waddill
Catchings and Henry A. Rudkin.
The Board of Directors will also ask you
to approve their action in compromising and
settling all controversies between the Corporation on the one hand, and Renraw, Inc., Harry
M. Warner, Albert Warner and Jack L. Warner on the other, arising out of or relating
to an agreement between the parties dated
as of September 1, 1928, and its amendments
and modifications (hereinafter referred to as

The

Dave at the WaldorfAstoria next Tuesday has been planned to please all
those who like a few interesting talks by capable after-dinner
speakers may sit back and enjoy them
those not interested
in speeches can by that time sink back into happy oblivion
for the supply of liquid nourishment will guarantee that
this is what you might call the perfect banquet arrange-

argument

or

awyer"

stock-

a

T

T

•

•

incident occurred that comJudge Moore to assess a fine of $25
contempt of court against Harold L.
Schlitz, withichlitz of government counsel.
ut rising from his chair, shouted "That's
damn lie," when Leisure stated that the
overnment had failed to return a carbon copy
f an RKO letter that had been used before
he Federal Grand Jury last January.
Judge Moore directed Schlitz to arise and
pologize to the court, which he did, and then
Later Leisure and other
ssessed the fine.
lefendant counsel led by James A. Reed,
have
ought to
Judge Moore remit the fine as
would be a "blot on the career of a young
t

n

letter to

lists

At this meeting six directors, constituting
majority of the Board of Directors, are to
Purbe elected by the preferred stockholders.
suant to the provisions of the Certificate of
Incorporation, the voting power for the election of a majority of the Board of Directors
is
at present vested in the preferred stock.

THE DEPARTURE

• • •
of Dave Loew to the Hal Roach
studios is complicated by a two-year lease on his palatial duplex
terraced apartment at the Beresford
Loew signed up for
the apartment while the building was in course of construction
and the two floors were built entirely according to his
own plan
over $100,000 went into carved wooden walls
and special decorations
which all becomes a total loss on
his removal
even if the interior decorations were removed,
they would be of inconsequential value in contrast to the cost of
their installation

general manager, and George S.
Distribuleisure on behalf of
ing Corp. and Ned E. Depinet had
)leaded with the court on behalf

While Leisure was presenting

The

various matters to
come up at the meeting, as follows:

holders

is

M-G-M Gets Two Novels
Deals for two new novels, "It
Can't Happen Here," by Sinclair
Lewis, and "Vein of Iron," by Ellen
by
closed
Glasgow, have been
M-G-M-

THE
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THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES « «
Flora, 111.— E. W. Stout
—
Photophone High Fidelity sound

Carrollton, Ga.
The Alpha, operated by the Alpha Amusement Co.,
is to replace its old sound apparatus
with new Photophone High Fidelity

will

in his

new

Florine.

the Carrollton,
treasurer.

to

and

secretary

UIF

now nearing
be called the

1000-seater,

completion.

equipment. Alpha Fowler, who has
another house in Douglasville, is
president, and Oscar S. Oldknow,
who also operates the Empire and
is

in.

stall

will

It

—

Okla. Western ElecWide Range has been added
the Oklahoma sound equipment.

McAlester,
tric

—

BUSINESS

Chattanooga
The Riviera, operated by Abe Solomon and Sam
Wide Range installation has been Borisky, is installing new Photocontracted for by the Elkin.
phone High Fidelity sound equipment. Borisky is president of the
Baltimore The Ambassador, new Allied Theater Owners in that lodeluxe house of the Frank H. Durkee cality.
Enterprises, has been equipped with
a Photophone High Fidelity sound
Ann Arbor, Mich. Western Elecsystem. One of the side boxes har tric Wide Range goes into the Michbeen completely enclosed with glass igan next week.
and fitted with a loudspeaker connected to the sound system, for use
New York The Field Amusement
as a children's "cry-room."
Corp., headed by Stanley Lawton,
which also operates the George
Detroit A new W. E. installation Cohan, has arranged for RCA High
with the latest Wide Range attach- Fidelity sound to be installed in the
Wallack, West 42nd Street.
ment is going into the Rio.
Aberdeen, Miss.

—Western Electric

i

—

—

EDITOR'S NOTE: — This

—

M

—

—

A

Marietta, Ga.
new 800-seat
theater to be called the Strand will
be opened here soon with RCA High
Fidelity sound equipment. The house
will be operated by H. V. Manning,
of Manning and Wink, operators of
six other theaters.

—

ern Electric installation with Wide
Range.

sold

mar, Inc., operators of the Lafayette,
first run house.

—

Windom, Minn. The Wonderland
is getting the most modern Wide
Range Sound System this week, an
New Castle, Ind.— The New Castle
addition to its present W. E. System. has been carpeted with Alexander

Newark

—

D. Cocalis, as presi-

dent of the Mapes-Bergen Amuse-

ment Co., is installing new RCA
High Fidelity sound in the Park
which he recently took over.
Stone will

manage

Jack

"Theaters

And no wonder we

—

rate and modernize the front of the
house, according to Michael Schoen-

—

rations.

manager.

—

Slovan, Pa. A. Mungello
seating his Penn-Slovan.

No. Wilksboro, N. C.

Libertyville, 111.— La Villa
Wide Range to its Western
Sound System shortly.

will

add

Electric

PENNIES
BUY PROTECTION

—

re-

is

A

new

Western Electric installation with
Wide Range is being made at the
Liberty.

—

The Capital has inClinton, Ind.
stalled a new Walker Silver Sheet
screen, Hertner transverter and one
pair of low intensity Peerless lamps.

— The

Western Electric
Wide Range equipment at the Tiffany was installed this week replacBrooklyn

(

provement

THE TIME TO PUT YOUR
HOUSE IN ORDER FOR THE COMING SEASON

a pack of cigarettes daily for three years
represents the cost per unit of a Gold
Seal

IS

Half

Ticket Register.

The price of a subway ride

buys the Model

H'.

can't afford to

be without a Genister.

GENERAL REGISTER
CORPORATION
1540 Broadway, New

York, N. Y.

in

— Theaters—

I

have

Theaters on

my mind!"

sing and are happy again, fixing up, remodeling, enlarging thetheaters, here and there!

cannot curb our Mr. Exhibitor.
With the first sign of sustained imbusiness, he is out in front planning and making improvements.
My ConMore Power to you! This is the spirit and action which build's and holds

business.
a trip in Friend Julian's new automobile.
Through Jersey, PennGood company, good
the Blue Ridge Mountains and the "Valley".
What more? Great experiences and interesting fact developing
roads, good weather.
visits and talks with exhibitors, managers, bankers and moviegoers.

Just

sylvania,

home from

Virginia,

shall

I

begin?

FIRST STOP: A new town just across the North River sired by the Great Horse,
"Washington Bridge," out of the Famous Mare "F.H.A." twenty-five thousand people.
A regular fairy spotless town with thousands of new homes but no Movie! How Come?
Well, it did not take long and this "Natural" spot has been discovered and a new 1,000
seat theater has been planned and contracted for.

Do you know that you can build a good movie for about $65.00 per seat in a small
town? Seventy-five dollars per seat in a larger town, or in a city neighborhood location,
and that it only costs $9500 per set to build in the Big City?
The Spring of 1936 will
This is the time to plan and contract your new theater!
see higher labor and material costs. There is no question about that!
NEXT STOP: In the "Oranges" of New Jersey. Exhibitor has two theaters in
town the old Opera House now closed for about three years and his new 600-seat

—

theater.

Orders have been given to remodel the Opera House, ready for holiday opening.
gallery.
Out comes the stage. One hundred and fifty seats gained on
A new combination blower heating and airwasher ventilating system
the main floor.
goes in. New projector heads and all other nick-nacks which the National Theater Supply
Let's
Co. and other movie suppliers are selling to the alert and enterprising exhibitor.

Out comes the

See you Christmas!

Go!

NEXT STOP:
scaffolding and

down

The town

of

sidewalk barricade

Betsy Ross and
in front of the

the old terra cotta front and a
Old-fashioned
front is going in.

would

you

believe

Queen Theater!

new combination enamel
front

steps

iron

it,

is

a

sheet and

glass

Lobby

floor

removed.

have been

there

They are taking

Continued on Page 6)

Exhibitors!
NOW

just

gratulation!

brick

ing previous apparatus.

New

aters everywhere.

Where

Detroit Barney Kilbride, owner
of the Strand, is planning to redeco-

herr,

the house.

Shoshone, Idaho The Rex is said
to be having new seats installed this
fall as well as other interior deco-

You

since.

and Smith carpet.
S.

Modern equipment and patrons comfort means increased profits.

RECORDING
ON

PERSE

INDUSTRIALSLIDE FILM-

BRUNSWICK

Theatre Equipment Specialist

CAPITOL M.
630 9TH AVE.

P.

SUPPLY CO.

NEW YORK

CITY

PRODUCTIONS CORP.
CH. 4-220O 321 W. 44th

m

AIR CONDITIONING

Film or Disc

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

I. S.

I

St.

N.Y.C.

PHOON
ONDITIONINCCO
BLOWERS -PANS
AIR

WASHERS

252 Wast 26th

St.,

|

Hat

I

Jim sang this song the other day at the Westchester Country Club Minstrel Show.
melodious tune with humorous words. The melody has been buzzing in my ear ever

You

—Picture

Fone Corp. has
sound equipment to the Max-

Detroit

the twentieth of a series of articles

"Horses— Horses—
A

The large NixonPhiladelphia
Grand has signed for a new West-

is

These are regular weekly features and are written with th
prominent people will follow Mr. Eberson's. Letters from
tects.

New

York

THE

i^S

DAILY

urday, Oct. 26, 1935

»

NT

VI
N

contractors,

paper by John Eberson, one of America's leading archifor exhibitors. Articles by other

sting information will

be answered by

this

department.

—

level.
Crates of marble slabs.
Floor tile and new
(mind
colored toilet fixtures are piled up in the lobby.
No changes in the auditorium!
exhibitor has become convinced that a new front and lobby is all that is necessary
uase and attract his patrons
More punch. More light in front. The Queen audi-

—

still

is

a

"warm and

friendly"

theater.

A/HERE TO NEXT? Down to the Henry Theater.
Remodeling has been going on
>me time.
They are going to open in two weeks and
guess they can.
Saw a
unload Crestwood Carpet, Catalin Lighting fixtures by Winston, Formica doors
Cincinnati
Swell.
Understand house never closed during remodeling operation
•nanager reports patrons very patient under more or less trying conditions during
Heling, fully appreciative of the improvements arranged for their special pleasure
I

—

i

it

is

East Pittsburgh

een dropped to sidewalk

i

a deal

set by J. J. Lieske, Jr., Erpi district
sales manager headquartering in St.
Louis, W. E. Wide Range equipment
is going into the Churchwell here,

with opening scheduled for Nov. 4.
W. K. Churchwell is manager of the
house.

—

pointed out.

cessories.

The

Chicago

[comfort.

say the truck was unloading "business builders."
Let's go!
"4EXT STOP: The Castle Theater!
This theater has always made a little profit
unjoyed a good position with reference to product, but the grind has been very
on the equipment, particularly the opera chairs, and draperies,
iome architect came along and showed the owner that it would not pay to remodel
|3air the old rusty and leaky sign and canopy
and he had figured out with his friend
the real estate man, that if the front of the old theater were remodeled, two 15
ores could be built, and still there would be enough space left for a fine and perlegal theater entrance.
^nd now this theater front is being remodeled.
The stores are already spoken for
mind you, the rents from these stores made it possible for the owner to secure
.guarantee amortization of a loan sufficiently large to pay for these improvements
iew chairs with spring edge seats covered with brown moroccoline imitation leather
deep curve backs upholstered with Mohair plush
also much needed aisle lights,
architect's fee, commission on loan and fee to the real estate man.
How Is That?

—

Westinghouse

Louisville
is

—Western

Electric

announces

—

Detroit Edward A. Long, head of
E. A. Long & Co., has completed installation of a new marquises and
signs for the Fine Arts and Farnum
theaters.
(Continued on Page 6)

Electric and Manufacturing Co. has
issued three new illustrated folders covering the application of Decorative Micarta for interior finishes.
The set of folders contains (1) reproductions of 32 popular design
colors and patterns of Decorative
Micarta; (2) examples of modern
usage of the material illustrated by
typical installations and (3), technical
application
data
detailing
recommended methods of fastening
Micarta to wood and steel together
with suitable sketches.

Range

— Pictur-Fone

the following recent "third dimension" system installations: Crystal
theater, Ligonier, Ind.; Garden, Columbus; Park, Constantine, Mich.

day cutouts.

On My Mind!"

has always been and

«

Savannah, Tenn.

T-27 switch is similar to the T-17
except that it is only for indoor
service and is not equipped with an
omitting device for Sunday and holi-

BUS1NESS BUILDERS

orses

«
NOTES
—Through

FIELD

New York
The Empire Theater
Supply Corp. has re-equipped the
Rialto,
Paterson, with new High Inper contact. The triple-pole switch
will handle 120 amperes, split load, tensity Suprex Arc Lamps, projecthus saving the cost of additional tors, sound equipment and other ac-

LDERS

|n

EQUIPMENT
—

»

Schenectady General Electric is
plugging its new G-E Types T-17
and T-27 time switches. The former, it is stated, will control almost
any electric circuits on a schedule
related to the time of day.
It will
perform any practical number of
operations per day and skip a day
or more if so regulated.
Standard
switches are designed for a-c circuits, 115 and 230 volts, 40 amperes

HEADQUARTERS
.

For

.

lifiliablv

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT OF THE BETTER
KIND
THEATRE ACCESSORIES CARPETS— CHAIRS
!\'eu.

and RvhttHt

.

.-1/irav*

<*ii

Kiftiipntent

Hand

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY

Wide

341

going into the Lyric next

W. 44th

St.,

N. Y. C.

INC.

CO.,

LAckawanna 4-7510

week.

—

—

These ideas represent "Business Builders!"

am

—

have Theaters
humming this silly song "Theaters! Theaters!
mind!"
^ever saw so much activity in my line!
Every theater architect seems to be busy.
ie Wolf, Tom Knock, George Boarchild, Karl Rigahill, Henry Hat and many others.
NEXT STOP: Washington—To the Variety Club for lunch and
Knd there we met Harry. Had not seen him for a long time. He told us that he
:ome up to sign final papers for a Government Loan which he obtained for the
?ement of his theater.
It took him six months to answer
He was very happy.
Questionnaires.
Used half a ton of paper writing letters and copying statements,
lad to send to Poland for his original birth certificate, and to Russia for copy of
-et's

go!

I

still

I

y

"ANNA KARENINA"
No one
classic.

{Continued on Page 6)

tank dey go

home

while Garbo

on the screen, particularly in

this

But how about when

go up? Are the customers

still

is

Russian

the lights

contented

as they look at your furnishings? If not,

Ml Set

to

National

Serve You

Service

never relaxes.

It

is

of

i
NATIONAL
92 Gold

St.

KNOWN

QUALITY.

projectors.

Send for catalog.

SERVE your

theatre.

Carpets, seating, screens,

National

is

You

New

is

.

.

.

favorable customer-reaction

one reason

why

this

famous

floor-

Only equip-

PREPARED

THEATRE SUPPLY

OT Office Nearest

Carpet

ready to help your

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

ment

you'd better look into Alexander Smith

to

CO.

York, N. Y.

covering

is

used in the majority of the

country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

THE

-2ti

DAILY

Equipment Notes

BUSINESS BUILDERS

(Continued from Page 5)

(Continued from Page 5)

He got his loan, and he
But Harry was very happy.
grandfathers marriage license.
paid for the lunch and the
Harry has a 500-sear house in a swanky neighborhood. Good spring-back seats and
splendid (I say "splendid" projection), National Theaters Supply Company's Simplex, you
knew.
He attributes the popularity of his house to these two facts very good and liberally
He got an option on the lot "behind"
spaced seats and elegant projection and sound.
and had plans prepared to run the house back another 40 feet.
He absolutely needs the extra seats. Good idea, Harry! Good Luck to you!
And now a glorious ride through Virginia, not however before stopping on PennCranes
sylvania Avenue and watching giant roof trusses being swung in place by Majestic
his

—

—

—

on Washington's latest streamline theater, a neighborhood house of 1,500 seat capacity.
Yes!
Yes!
Yes!
Another new theater.
Another stop on Connecticut Avenue.
The swanky Heraldic Uptown Theater rising out of the ground where nothing but rocks

—

used to

lie.

,

And on we
road,

all

Orange

in

its

Beautiful Virginia.

go!

Autumn

glorious

— Henna — Brown — Jade

On we

Stops

go!

in

foliage.

Green

The Blue Ridge Mountains— the new skyline
a wonderful color scheme for a theater!

Want

— Salmon.

many towns and what

a
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spurt of theater remodeling.

Every-

Philadelphia
arranged for

here,

—David
RCA

— The new Westgate,

Minneapolis
which is now

Milgram has
High Fidelity

sound equipment to be installed in
the Eagle, at Kensington Avenue;
the Temple, at 13th Street, and the
Howard, at N. Front Street. The
Greenway, operated by Eli Resnick,
Morris Gerson's Hamilton, and the
Stratford, on Dickinson Street, have
also arranged for Photophone High
Fidelity sound apparatus.

under

construction

RCA

to be equipped with
High Fidelity sound equipment, according to Carl J. Fust, who will
is

manage

the house.

University City,
J.

Mo.— Through
W.

Lieske, Jr., of Erpi,

J.

E. Equip-

ment has been

installed in the University, which Louis and Joe Ansell
plan to open Nov. 15 here. House
seats 1,000.

—

Columbus, Ind. Syndicate TheaSan Antonio— A "Talk Ad-Clock" ters, Inc., of which Grace McCracken
was recently invented here by Jack is vice-president, is getting ready to
Howard Britton, cameraman-projec- install new Photophone High Fideltionist. The new invention has Neon ity sound equipment
in the Ameriillumination, loud speaker, and the can.
Ernest Rogers operates the
music and talking is on a film sound house.
track.
It is soon to be put on the
market.

—

Davenport Victor Animatograph
Brooklyn
The Euclid, at 2505 Corp. reports that its new low-priced
16 mm. sound-on-film projector is
Pitkin Avenue, which is being commeeting with great success in the
pletely remodelled by M. & R. Holdhome movie, industrial and educaing Co., will open soon with new
Photophone High Fidelity sound, tional equipment markets.
under the management of George
Boise
Western Electric earJ. Rudnick.
cost.
original
in
economical
phones have been installed recently
also means
manager—
the
owner—
from
the
trip—
from
this
on
better
and
learned this more
Payette, Idaho The Emma will by the Gordons at their Rialto
from the banker from the movie fan.
shortly be completely remodeled, ac- Theater.
everywhere.
Activities
Timely and paying theater building
A reduction in insurance cording to Manager R. Hughes. The
Martinstown gets new fire escapes and Kalamein doors.
renovation of this house is reported
St.
Petersburg The Capitol, a
rates thrown in.
to
cost in the neighborhood of Pinellas Theater house managed by
Winstock gets a new sign and new fabric for sidewall panels, also two small exhaust $10,000.
Myron Booth, is being equipped with
What a Change!
fans for toilets.
new RCA High Fidelity sound.
back-breaking old chairs.
"Good-bye
Staunt Forge is being completely re-seated
Detroit
Business has nearly
Waterfalls,
Opera Chairs by the National American Ideal Superior Seating Co. of Great
doubled over a year ago for AmuseLindale, Ga. Wide Range is bement Supply Co., according to Rus- ing added to the Auditorium's W. E.
find an architect
can
they
providing
700
seat
to
movie
new
have
a
is
to
Lynchtown
sell Ruben.
Sound System.
This, however, need not include

body sprucing up.
Everybody who claims to be a good showman realizes that the best utilization
are theater improvements.
of surplus from better box office takings, now so evident,
And believe me, we have besides basket weavers, hams and caverns, also a lot of mighty
well-groomed
good showmen "Down Thair" in Virginia. Their houses commence to look
might almost say "smart." And that is what a modern successful
and snappy. Well,
Never mind
movie must be today— "Smart." Never mind fanciness or palatial splendor.
And that
Just "Snappy." Just "Practical."
Just "Smart."
freakish modernistic trends.

—

I

I

—

—

—

—

—

,

more than $22,350.
owner has already bought a ready made box

—

—

to design such a theater to cost not

cost of box-office because

office at the last

TICKET SIlURfl

Independent Theater Supply Dealers convention in Chicago (His wife likes it).
Valley Houser
Richmond.
did not stop at Lynchtown, but went right on to
has two very clever small neighborhood theaters under construction there.
have just given you will result
would not be surprised if this song and dance
he be exhibitor, builder, or supplier,
in prompting the occasional reader of these yarns, may
prices go up, if reader is an
to seriously think of building or remodeling now before

THEATRE DECORATIONS

NEW SHOW SEASOH

I.

I

I

exhibitor

or

rush

to

into

IT IS IN

print advertising

THE

his

What?

AIR!

wares,

if

GOOD

reader

is

builder

BUSINESS!

or

S HARviff tfHITS 8

supplier.

!

ANY COPY—SILK TRANSPARENT VALANCES—ANY COLOR

Theater Improvements
(Continued from Page 4)

New York—Fifty RCA Sonotone
hearing aids have been installed in
the Hollywood, which Warner Bros,
have reopened.

—

Spearfield, S. D.
Electric equipment,

New Western

including

Wide

Benny Rubin

is

in

town renewing

VELVET TRANSPARENT VALANCES
also FLAGS, BANNERS and PENNANTS

He opens a week's
acquaintances.
engagement at the RKO Keith Boston on Friday in his own unit, "Hot

WALL festival

Rhythm Revue."
Chicago

—The

contracted

Jackson Park has

for

a

Wide Range

in-

stallation.

—

Range, replaces the former sound
Hot Springs M. A. Lightman is
system at the Vita.
opening a new house here to add to
his Malco circuit.

—

The American Seating
Detroit
Co. has been awarded a contract for
$110,000 for seating the new municauditorium at Kansas City.
ipal
Specifications call for completion of
the work in December.

—

Paris, 111.
Leon Jarodsky is getting ready to open up his new 800seater, the Lincoln, with new RCA
High Fidelity sound equipment.

Columbia, Mo.— The Hall is takon Wide Range to bring its

ing

Fresno,

Cal.

—

Wide Range goes

Western Electric
into

the Fulton

shortly.

—

Photophone
Martinsville,
Va.
Fidelity sound equipment will
be installed in the new 1000-seat
theater being constructed by Bern-

High

ard Depkin, Jr.

—

111.
The Prophets
having Wide Range installed by

Prophetsville,
is

Western Electric Sound System up ERPI engineers.
to date.

—

Laurel, Ind. Paul Petro, operator
of the Bijou, has purchased a new
Walker Silver Sheet screen and two
simplex projectors.

MORRIS LIDERMAN

—

Canonsburg, Pa. Fred Beedle of
Beedle Brothers is replacing the
present sound in the Alhambra with
a new Photophone High Fidelity
system.

729 Broadway

NEW YORK
Tel.

SPr.

7-2320

1018

S.

Wabash

CHICAGO,
Tel.
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Wabash 5815
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HERE & THERE

A LITTLE

—

Clark M.
Bowling Green, O.
'Young will open his new Lyric Theater on Oct. 27.

—

Bucyrus, O.
theater,
j

been

let,

New

Schine

local

Buck Jones

By RALPH WILK

AMONG

HOLLYWOOD
film

folk

who

uck for 20th Century-Fox.
*

*

suffered

—

Memphis Edwin Sapinsley, city
manager for Malco Theaters, married Lenore Loventhal of Nashville
Sapinsley is a brotherthis week.
in-law of M. A. Lightman, head of
Malco. The newlyweds are on a 10-

day motor trip to

—

Memphis

New

After

Orleans.
partly

being

closed to undergo improvements, the
entire capacity of Loew's State Theater is again in operation.

—

Chicago Indiana-Illinois Theaters
has contracted for the entire program of Republic Pictures for first
run in ten situations.

—"She

Birmingham

Married

Her

Boss," which opened at the Empire
was shifted to the Galax for a second and possibly third week.

Cleveland Clips
Cleveland

—A movement
distributors

local

their booking
P. M.

*

Universal

60 mins.

Paula Stone,- daughter of Fred
REGULATION WESTERN WITH BUCK
Stone, has signed a long term conJONES GETTING OVER AS USUAL IN
quake were Cecil B. DeMille, Lionel tract with First National. Her first
appearance under the contract will THE ROLE OF HERO.
Atwill and Charles Farrell.
This is familiar outdoor action story
be in "The Singling Kid," starring Al
material, but dished up to prove satisfying
Next Shirley Temple film, "Cap- Jolson.
enough to the cowboy film fans.
tain January," goes in work in two
The
T
Margaret Callahan, RKO Radio usual heroic performance by Buck Jones,
weeks at 20th Century-Fox with David Butler again directing and B. G. contract player, has been given the with Muriel Evans doing nicely as the love
DeSylva as associate producer. Bud- feminine leading role opposite Pres- interest, and a generous amount of fightdy Ebsen, dancing comedian, is a ton Foster in "The Green Shadow," ing, riding and chasing, as well as rodeo
mystery story by James Edward performance that is of interest in itself,
recent cast addition.
Grant soon to go into production combine for the entertainment values. Buck,
T
T
T
Julia Faye, actress of the silent with Charles Vidor directing.
a hired hand on a cattle ranch, goes back
days, and Walter Anthony Merrill,
T
T
to his old home town for a visit after an
John Halliday, as a result of his absence of many years. Some cattle rustscenarist, are now Mr. and Mrs.
work in Paramount's "Peter Ibbet- ling is going on, and attempts are made to
T
T
T
Thomas Lennon and Fred Guiol son" and "Desire," has been given a pin the blame on him. The brother of his
have completed the story of "The long-term contract by the company. childhood sweetheart happens to be involved
Wild West," next Wheeler-Woolsey
t
in the crooked activities, thus putting Buck
Mae West has assigned roles in in a difficult position, but the hero evenfeature for RKO Radio, and Jack
Townley, Al Boasberg, Lennon and her current Paramount story, "Klon- tually establishes his innocence, the culGuiol are now doing the screenplay. dike Lou," to Wladimir Baikoff, hus- prits go to their doom, and Buck finally
Guiol will direct lit, with Lee Marcus hand of her sister, Beverly West, rides back to his ranch with Muriel
by
and to Marcel Ventura, Mae's at- his side.
supervising.
the
blonde
tache.
Others
to
join
T
T
Cast: Buck Jones, Muriel Evans, Eddie
"The Life of John Paul Jones," star's troupe are Guy D'Ennery,
based on the American naval hero, Lawrence Grant, Laura Treadwell, Phillips, Paul Fix, Frank LaRue, Bryant
Washburn, Charles K. French, Allan Ramwill be produced by Darryl F. Zan- Maidell Turner, Huntley Gordon.

some

i

Martin,

is

on foot

to

National

Detroit

Pittsburgh Briefs

close

Screen
Service reports that more than a
hundred exhibs in this territory have
already signed up for Christmas and
of

Margaret Davis, Bobbie Nelson, Mickey
Gecrge Hayes, Earl Pingree, Bob
Walker.
say,

department daily at 4

Nat Barach

—

Pittsburgh H. Buehrig was here
bidding farewell to friends before
taking off for Calcutta, where he has
His
been transferred by Loew's.
wife accompanies him.
Dick Powell and Frank McHugh
have already asked for reservations
for the local Variety Club banquet
Regis Toomey and Lyle
Nov. 10.
Talbot also expected.
Joe Michaels is back from Virginia

Detroit
Co. has

Doings

—Consolidated

Producer, Buck Jones; Director, Ray TayAuthor, Cherry Wilscn; Screenplay,

lor;

Amusement

been incorporated, with
headquarters in the Penobscot Bldg.,
as a theater controlling
the Sam Brown circuit.

company

—

New

—

tinue.

—

Frances
Editor,

Guihan; Cameraman,
Bernard Loftus.

Direction,

Good

Bill

Sickner;

Photography, Good.

in

New Year trailers, fully two months
Burton W. London has added
ahead of any previous season.
vaude to the Beacon for Sundays
only.
Walter Corey has been made
Leroy Kendis of Exhibitors Poster
manager of the house, succeeding
Rental is in New York on business
Wallace Spark.
and pleasure.
Plans for remodeling a store in
W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M eastern to resume his duties at his South
Albion into a theater and store
sales manager, stopped off here for
Side Theater. He has managed his building are being completed by
Jack
a day en route to Chicago.
own carnival all summer.
Charles Agree, Detroit architect.
Flynn, district manager, also was in
The Fulton is abandoning double
Gus Greening has set a managethe
of
with
heads
town to confer
to
ready
until
singles
for
features
ment record here. He had four jobs
Schine circuit on product deals.
shows.
install stage
in
one last week managing the
All of the local film moguls turned
Plans for the Davis opening have Players theater, dramatic stock;
out for the formal opening of the been postponed.
booking for the Pasadena; managing
Casino Mayfair, Cleveland's new
Film Row visitors: William Tall- the Broadway Capitol for the San
among
which,
theater restaurant
man, Bill and Harry Walker, George Carlo opera run, and managing his
other things, boasts the longest bar S. Otte, Abram F. Myers, Harry
own Mack theater.
in the world. Those present included Goldstein, Larry Puglia and Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Drew, Mr. and Panopolus.
Mrs. Nat Holt, Mr. and Mrs. Nat
Kansas City Briefs
Wolf, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice LebensOrleans Notes
burger, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Long,
Mrs. and Mrs. I. J. Schmertz.
Kansas City Fox Midwest's UpJess Fishman of Warners reports
New Orleans Mike Heck, film town Theater, first-run, is scheduled
that "Midsummer Night's Dream," row's veteran delivery service own- to go double-feature soon.
playing a two-a-day engagement at er, celebrated his 25th wedding anVariety Club will give a Hallothe Hanna at $1.75 top, was out of niversary with a party to which all we'en party Oct. 31 with Arthur Cole,
the red after the fifth day. Schools, film row was invited.
The same Paramount branch manager, in
clubs, churches and associations at- bands
which played his wedding charge of arrangements.
Mainstreet Theater is running a
tended in big groups.
dance furnished the music at the
Major Bowes amateur night unit
Jim Scoville's only daughter, Flor- anniversary.
ence Elizabeth, has married.
W. E. Cooper takes over the this week. House will bring in anJack O'Connell, Toledo circuit own- Prattville Theater, Prattville, Ala., other stage show after "Last Days
W. Nonnemacher about of Pompeii".
er, in town this week, reports busi- from
J.
Harry Taylor, Columbia manager,
ness is steadily improving, following Nov. 1.
Giuseppe Ruffino, 44, owner of the and W. E. Truog, United Artists
settlement of Toledo labor difficulties.
Gene Ochs, manager of M. B. Gaiety, subsequent-run, died this manager, are out of town.
Live stock show this week boostTheater operation will conHorwitz' Heights Theater, is ill with week.
pleurisy.

in

"THE THROWBACK"

property loss in this
contracts for which have week's brush fire and minor earthis to be completed in Feb-

ruary.

among
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from "LOTS"

Clayton Sheehan's Post

Being Filled From Ranks
(.Continued

Irving A. Maas,

from Page

1)

who has been

sistant to Sheehan,
the department.

is

in

as-

charge of

Sheehan's resignation has been
generally anticipated, and reported
in the trade press, since his brother,
Winfield R. Sheehan, withdrew from
Fox as production head last July.
Speculation concerning his future
plans yesterday mentioned possibilities of his joining Winfield Sheehan in whatever move the latter

makes.

Milwaukee Walkout
Closes 35 Theaters

j

ed biz for theaters.

(Continued from Page 1)

with the union.
Negotiations had
been under way for the past six
weeks without coming to a settlement.
Three-Reelers for Phil Baker
Releasing of his comedies in three
reels is planned by Phil Baker, who
has already completed the first subject known as "Radio Nuts." Work
being done in the East, with
is
Johnny Walker as producer.

.

SMASH HIT
JUDGE
of

its

Super

X

Negative solely on the basis

reception by users. Placed on the market

only a few months ago,

it is

already being em-

ployed in the majority of feature productions,
as well as for various purposes of a special

nature. Either of

greater

speed,

graphic quality
swift,

striking advantages

generally
. . .

improved

would have

a smash

Rochester, N. Y.

New

.

.

photo-

justified

this

widespread adoption. Verdict of the

dustry:

utors,

its

in-

hit.

Eastman Kodak Company,

(J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Distrib-

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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20th Century-Fox Program Nearly Half Completed

DISMISSAL OF ST. LOUIS SUIT UNDER ADVISEMENT
Pictures Finished, 19

11

Seven Productions Now in
Shooting Stage and
12 Preparing
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Unusual activity at
Hollywood
the Warner-First National-Cosmopolitan studios have seven features
currently shooting and 12 in preparation, in addition to 11 completed

The finished
pictures are:
"Meet the Duchess" with Warren William
and Dolores Del Rio; "Broadway Hostess,"
Shaw,
Lyle
Talbot
and
Winifred
with
and awaiting release.

"Man of Iron,"
MacLane, Mary Astor, John

with BarEldredge;
ton
"Enemy of Man," starring Paul Muni, with
Anita
Louise;
Hutchinson
and
Josephine
"Star* Over Broadway," with Pat O'Brien,
Jane Froman, Jean Muir and James Melton;
"Song of the Saddle," with Dick Foran and
Alma Lloyd; "Frisco Kid," with James Cagney, Margaret Lindsay and Ricardo Cortez;

Genevieve

Tobin;

{Continued on Page 4)

JUST PINCH HITTING,

SAYS MARY PIGKFORD
Mary

Pickford, speaking as a
the "Hollywood Hotel"
radio program Friday night, and replying to a remark by Louella Parsons who referred to her as the
president of United Artists, said that
she is "just filling the position until
United Artists elects a new president."
Miss Pickford explained recently that, as senior vice-president,
she automatically pinch hits for
president when the latter post becomes vacant through a sudden

guest

on

emergency.

Two More

in

15% AHEAD

OF 1934

With stronger product as the chief
cause, number of holders registered
so far in the new season has been
close to 15 per cent ahead of last
year at this time, a compilation by

The Film Daily

shows.
leader in the extended runs

"Top

Current
is

RKO's

Hftt."

Among others that have fared well
are "She Married Her Boss," "Page
Miss Glory," "Steamboat Round the
Bend," "Call of the Wild," "China
Seas," "Big Broadcast of 1936,"
"Broadway Melody of 1936," "Anna
Karenia" and "Barbary Coast."

Two New

$735,756 Universal Loss
of 1735,756 is shown by
for
the
nine months ended
In the same period last year
company
reported
a
profit
of

net

Universal
July 27.

the
$77,077.

loss

Warner Studios

Bids Received

TELEVISION TALENT

Directed Verdicts in
St. Louis Case

PRESENTS PROBLEM

By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
St. Louis
Federal Judge George

—

Among the problems still to be H. Moore, shortly after noon Saturcompletely solved before television day took under advisement the
debecomes a practical form of enter- murrers and motions for directed
tainment is the question of talent verdicts of not guilty and

supply, and considerable midnight oil
is being burned in this connection,
according to persons close to the
situation. Television sponsors admit
that, when broadcast programs become visible, a good deal of the talent now on the air will do a fadeout,
just as a lot of silent film actors
lost out when sound came in.
For
this reason, as well as due to technical requirements, films are expected to be used for at least 85 per
{Continued on Page 2)

dismissal
the indictment charging them
with conspiracy to restrain interstate trade and commerce against
Warners, and various othe: corpc
rate and individual defendants. The
court will announce its decision this
of

{Continued on Page 6)

SIFTING EVIDENCE
IN

For Brooklyn Paramount 49 Fox West Coast Houses
Sign for Republic Lineup
Two new bids for the Brooklyn
the hearings before Federal Judge
Inch in Brooklyn on the proposed
sale of the theater to Simon H.
Fabian.
One of the bids was submitted in writing Saturday to Goldwater & Flynn, counsel for the Al{Continued on Page 2)

West Coast Theaters has sented by the Sabath Congressional
to show the Republic Pictures Committee as a result of its probe
lineup in 49 theaters located in 32 into the affairs of Fox Metropolitan
situations. Deal was set by the Re- Playhouses, Inc., is proceeding, it
was said Saturday at the office of
public exchange in Los Angeles.
Meyer & Leff Circuit, with five U. S. Attorney Francis H. Adams.
houses in the New York metropoli- Comment was refused whether the
tan area, also has signed for the Federal Grand Jury would be asked
to

Republic program.

Fast Pace at 20th C.-Fox Studio
Brings Lineup to Halfway Mark

West Coast Bureau

—A

of

THE FILM DAILY

20 per cent reduction in insurance rates on theaters
and studio projection rooms housing
projection equipment protected by
the Hawkins projector safety device
has been obtained by the Research
Council of the Academy of M. P.
Arts & Sciences as a result of recent

Hollywood

tests.

FOX MET. PROBE

Investigation of the evidence pre-

Paramount Theater have been reFox
ceived by the trustees for Allied
Owners Corp. as a development of signed

Projector Safety Device
Are Closed by Columbia
Lowers Insurance Rates

A

at

Court Deciding Today on

HOLDOVERS RUNNING

Circuit Deals

Product deals have been closed by
Columbia with the Comerford circuit
in Pennsylvania and the Lichtman
theaters in Washington and Virginia.

Work

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Production activity at
the 20th Century-Fox studios has
been going ahead at such a pace
that nearly half of the company's
1935-36 lineup is already completed.
Darryl Zanuck has completed four
of his dozen 20th Century specials,
while 21 of the 20th Century-Fox
program have been finished to date,
One
including 13 already released.
of the four George O'Brien westerns
also has been completed.
makeup of the 20th
Definite
{Continued on Page 2)

vote any indictments.

Hutchinson May Succeed
Clayton Sheehan at Fox

—

Walter
London (By Cable)
Hutchinson, managing director for
Fox in England, is reported as a
likely possibility to succeed Clayton
P. Sheehan as head of the 20th Cen{Continued on Page 2)

Starting Suit on Shorts
Papers are understood to have been
served in the long-planned I.T.O.A. suit
against major distributors charging that
forcing of shorts with features is illegal.
This move supplements the unit's
plan to seek Federal aid in its fight
against distributor practices it charges
are committed in conspiracy and restraint
of trade.

—
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Theater

Distributor

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(GB Pictures)
Transatlantic Tunnel
A Feather in Her Hat (Columbia)
Harmony Lane (Mascot)
Bad Boy (Fox)
The Crusades (Paramount) 2nd week
Rendezvous

Shipmates

Forever

Barbary

Coast

Legong

(DuWorld)

(RKO

Artists)

—4th

—

A Midsummer

—2nd week
—3rd week

Dream

Night's

Bros.)

Columbia

Picts.

East.

Ind.

Close

13%

63 Vi

63'/2

5Vi

5'/4

5>/4

Con. Fm. Ind

Con. Fm.
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133/4
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Kodak
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163

49

Loew's, Inc
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19
163

105/8

10
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Paramount 2nd pfd... 13
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5Vi
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273/8
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35 Vi
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do
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Warner
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8'/8

73,4

473/8

46i/2
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Eq.

Paramount

73,4

47

RKO
RKO

6s40.

15'/8

15

15

55

965/8

963/8

96Vi
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82'/2
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Warner's
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161
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A

3
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4
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4

Vs
Vs

—10

+

Vi
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Sonotone Corp

19

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

B*A

Police Drive on

—

183/4

18%

35/8

35/8

+
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Vi
Vs

Bank Night

A

drive against
Indianapolis thelast week hy the
chief of police as the aftermath of
a riot and alleged fraudulent drawing at the Rivoli.
The Marion
county prosecutor advised the chief
of police that Bank Nights is a lottery and illegal.
Indianapolis

Bank Nights in
aters was ordered

/IOL/A

•

Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines
ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT
)

• Illustrated Literature on request. •

Motipn Picture Camera Supply,

Hollywood

coast

Acme
Cameo

Red Army Days (Amkino)
La

55th

(Tapernoux-Metropolis)

Maternelle

Larsson

Andra Gif tet

I

Le Dernier Milliardaire (tomorrow)
East

Paris

Cinema de

On

(United

It's

in

the Air

(a)

a

Queen

(M-G-M

Following

Astor

Inc.

723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

a

the

New

in

next week.

coming east from

Holly-

holidays.

on his way east from the
England to make a picture.

is

PARSONS

after

now

is

this

Saturday
York.

left

vacation

in

for

the

New

of London

is

New

in

has arrived

in

York.

New

York

Coast.

Paris

20th Century-Fox Program

Nearly Half Completed

Center

—

The Three Musketeers (Rko Radio) Oct. 31
The New Gulliver (Amkino) Oct. 31
Oct. 31
Case of the Lucky Legs (Warner Bros.)
Nov. 1
Hands Across the Table (Paramount)
Thanks a Million (20th Century-Fox)— Nov. 15
Found Stella Parrish (Warner Bros.) (b)
Lingers

is

coast

Playhouse

St.

Cinema de

(Fox)— Oct. 30

—

the

to

who

Dallas

MADY CHRISTIANS
from

FUTURE OPENINGS
Way Down

to

JACK WALLER

Music

—

Artists)

(Universal)

Paramount
Music

(b)

Astor

Roxy
Capitol

run.

(b)

Follows

present

bill.

Two New

Television Talent
Bids Received
Paramount
Brooklyn
Presents Problem
For

(Continued from Page 1)
Judge Inch has ruled
lied Trustees.

that he will consider all new bids
Hearing on the
for the theater.

proposed sale will be resumed Wed-

sea-

chief.
In addi12 specials being made
by Zanuck, there will be 42 features
on the 20th Century-Fox schedule
for the four George O'Brien westerns. Zanuck now has "Professional
Soldier" in production as the next
20th Century special, while seven
other Fox pictures are either in work
or about to start.
Among the season's releases will
be "Saint Joan," with Elisabeth
Bergner, made at the 20th CenturyFox studio in London.

tion to the

Rivoli

(b)

this

John D. Clark, sales

Hall

Strand

(b)

1)

Century-Fox releases for

son was completed last week following conferences held by Zanuck with

Astor

(b)

two-a-day

(Continued from Page

Hall

Cameo

Vi

Vi

—
9034—314
— %
5% —
— Vs
lOVs

RKO

LOUELLA

week

returns

Christmas

CARY GRANT

Vs

483/4

Pathe Film

Univ.

—
—
—
—

107'/2 107'/2 1071/2

do pfd
Paramount

—3rd

to

the

for

coast enroute

(Amkino)

Pepo

Three Kids and

Net
Chg.

wood

Rivoli

World

(Warner

Philadelphia.

HOBLITZELLE,

returns

JEAN ARTHUR

Strand

week

Case of the Lucky Legs (Warner Bros.)

High

Center

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

The Melody

133/4
vtc. 64'/2

York,

week

I

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
Am. Seat

— 2nd

—

FINANCIAL

KARL

Paramount

(a)

Radio)

MONROE W. GREEN-

and

week from New York.

TWO-A-DAY RUN

of

THE

MARY PICKFORD

Astor

Globe

National)

(First

(United

HARRY M. GOETZ
THAL leave today for

Roxy
Music Hall

—

Pompeii

of

1879.

3,

free) United States outside
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.
FILM
Address all communications to
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

Terms (Postage

Capitol

(

The Last Days

Coming and Going

11

(Continued from Page 1)

cent of the television programs at
the start.

Lack of mechanics

to service

and

repair television sets is pointed out
as another drawback to the early
inauguration of visual home enter19 Special Dates on "Frisco Kid"
Special pre-release engagements tainment, in addition to the setback
in key spots for Warners' "Frisco given it by the recent decision of
Kid" total 19 to date. Theaters are: A. T. & T. to drop its plans for a
Earle, Washington; State, Winston coaxial cable experiment because
Salem, N. C; Strand, Albany; Capi- the Federal Communications Comtol, Binghamton; Virginia, Charles- mission would not give it exclusive
ton, W. Va.; Strand, Akron, Ohio; rights to the use of the cable.
Mansfield, 0.; Indiana, Marion, Ind.;
State,
ChatBaltimore;
Stanley,
Pacent on World Fair Committee
tanooga; Riviera, Knoxville; Majestic, Houston; Aztec, San Antonio;
Louis Gerard Pacent, president of
Orpheum, Okmulgee, Okla.; Rio, Pacent Engineering Corp. and a
Idaho Falls, Ida.; State, Austin, pioneer in the radio and sound field,
Tex.; Majestic, Dallas; Hollywood, has been appointed a member of
Pottsville, Pa.; Capitol, Salt Lake the World Fair Committee for the
City.
exposition to be held at Flushing in
1939.

Hutchinson May Succeed
Clayton Sheehan at Fox

nesday.

in Toronto
Warners' "A Midsum-

"Dream" Held Over

Toronto

—

(Continued from Page

1)

tury-Fox foreign department with
headquarters in New York. Hutchinson is due to go to the United States
early in January. He has been with
the

Fox organization

for 15 years.

Setting Premiere for Reliance Film
Harry M. Goetz, president of Re-

Monroe W.
Pictures, and
director of advertising
and publicity for United Artists,
leave today for Philadelphia to set
the world premiere of "The Melody
Lingers On" at the Aldine Theater
Josephine
Thursday.
there
on
Hutchinson and George Houston are
starred in the production, which
U. A. will release on Nov. 9.
liance

Greenthal,

"Ramona" in Color Set Back
mer Night's Dream" will be held
over for a second week at the Royal West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood "Ramona," which 20th
Alexandra Theater, where it has
been playing to capacity houses, Century-Fox will produce entirely in
Technicolor, will not start shooting
matinee and evening.
until spring, as 80 per cent of the
New Contract for Louella Parsons story is laid outdoors. Rochelle
Louella Parsons is understood to Hudson and John Boles play the
have signed a new contract with the leads, with Henry King directing.

—

Hearst publication interests. She is
route back to the Coast from
New York.

now en

Fawcett Moving General Offices
General offices of Fawcett Publications will be moved Nov. 4 from
Double Program at Tobis
"Pesti Szerelem," operetta with Minneapolis to Greenwich, Conn., it
Francisca Gaal and Szoeke Szakall, is announced by Roscoe Fawcett.
and "A ven Gazember," folk drama, There are now 16 publications in
open today at the Tobis theater.
the Fawcett group.

Hugh Edwin Trevor

John Boles
Rollin C.

Hamilton

Why
ourselves
We've been in this business a pretty long time. So have
you. As one of the leading outfits in the industry,

we know just about all the tricks of the trade. So do you.

Then why shouldn't we--when we're talking to you--cut out
all the trade ad bunk, all the poetry, the fancy adjectives,

the "COLOSSALS" and the "SUPER-SUPER TREMENDOUS" nonsense?

This sort of thing may be swell for outsiders; but

inside the business, it's just plain foolish!

After all, you're business men. You want facts: What kind
of picture we're releasing; the sort of market it was

planned for; how you can make the most money out of it.
All right! We're going to see that you get these

facts in our trade ads.

For

PARAMOUNT

PICTURES are built, first and foremost, for

the BOX-OFFICE; built to make you money.

OUR JOB

is to help

you, as you prove again and again what the whole industry

has known for years

.

.

.

that

.

.

.

w5t ?£as*^'
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Ronald Colman
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DATE BOOK

in

MAN WHO BROKE THE

"THE

Today:

BANK AT MONTE CARLO"

diana

Associated Theater
annual convention,

with Joan Bennett, Colin Clive, Nigel Bruce
(Hollywood Preview)

Oct. 28-29:

Owners

70 mins.

Century-Fox

ROMANTIC COMEDY WITH
PERFORMANCE BY COLMAN

GOOD
SWELL

THAT WILL SATISFY THE FANS PLENTY.
This

man

certain to please the Ronald Col-

is

The

fans.

comedy

light

an

is

ideal

Oct. 29:

° Ct

•

•

•

LOOKS AS

we

are in for a cycle of Superthe major producers have at last awakened
Westerns
to the fact that there is undying interest on the part of a big
and now they
slice of the public in outdoor action pix
are starting to do something about it
if

Colman

excellent.

is

refugee prince

who

friends working

Russian

a

in

is

a

Russian

His

drives a Paris taxi.

cafe

in

Paris

funds to send him to break the
bank at Monte Carlo and, with the aid of
Lady Luck, he does just that. His winnings
are enormous and when the casino managers
learn he has no intention of returning to the
gaming tables they set a trap. Joan Bennett and her supposed brother, Colin Clive,
their

pool

—

are the decoys.

Colman, of course,

falls in

Complications ensue, and
the casino, where he
his
earnings.
Joan tears up the
loses
bonus check given her by the casino operators and returns to Paris.
Colman and Joan
with Joan.
returns

love

Colman

are united

in

and

Smith

a clever

ending.

Nunnally Johnson

Howard
turned

Ellis

a

in

writing job.

swell

Bennett,
Ronald Colman,
Joan
Cast:
Colin Clive, Nigel Bruce, Montagu Love,
Ferdinand
Gottschalk,
Charles
Coleman,
Vladimir

Bykoff,

TV

to

Torben

Snegcff, John Pecora,

Meyer,

Leonard

Sam Ash.

•

•

•

AND BECAUSE

these indisputable facts
out and made "Annie
starring Barbara Stanwyck as the redoubtable
Oakley"
dame who made a bum out of the greatest marksman of his
time
with Preston Foster playing the other role
so RKO Radio has sent out a letter from Ned Deptinet to 5,000

Producer

Cliff

Reid

of

exhibs, circuit officials and house managers
with a special
eight-page folder
that builds up this Super-Western in
grand style
with a neat gag in the form of two "Annie
Oakleys" sent with each letter

Producer,
Nunnally Johnson;
Director,
Stephen Roberts; Authors, Ilia Surgertchoff,
I

NunCameraman,

Frederic Albert Swanson; Screenplay,

Johnson, Howard Smith;
Ernest Palmer.
nally

Direction,

First-class.

Photography, A-l

FOREIGN
TOLLE

Adalbert Schlettow, Liselott Schaak, et
At the 86th Street Casino.

al.

comedy with music about a
whose relatives force him into
unwilling marriage, with amusing es-

Just a

capades
falling

New

followed by the husband
love with his wife.

in

finally

Orleans Circuits

Delay on Product Buys

—

New Orleans Though the film
buying season opened with a bang
earlier than ever this year and
many long-term deals were signed
with independents in locations outside of N. 0. where there was no
circuit competition, practically no
circuit runs are set yet, and where
these circuits or affiliations have
houses the exchanges are holding
back deals with indies. This is believed to be the reason for trips
being
sales

• • • NIFTY THRO
being used by the
Trans-Lux theater on Broadway
titled: "Wanted For
Murder"
on opening up, the plug is for the Walt Disney
cartoon, "Who Killed Cock Robin?"
with photos of Public (Bird) Enemy No. 1, Spike Legs Sparrow, the suspect, and
verree clever

his fingerprints

fair

nobleman
an

•

WA WAY

BOMBERG"

("The Mad
Bomberg"), in German; produced by Gloria;
directed by Georg Asagaroff; with Hans

"DER

AMATEUR

craze still spreads
• THE
now
Taylor, the pix chronicler on WMCA, is looking for Amateur Screen Commentators
the first batch of these will
be heard on Sam's program Friday eve

•

Sam

made here by a number

executives
including
Morgan, J. R. Grainger and
Richardson.

of

Oscar
W. M.

•

•

•

THE MAN From

Harlem

spills

this

one

beat from your ground pads to your knowledge
box"
meaning
."My boy, you're sadly incapable
from the tip of your toes to the top of your conk"
Benny Meroff broke all house records for week-end biz at the
Ritz theater in Elizabeth, N. J., the other week
he plays
27 different instruments during the course of his act
"Son, you sure

is

special cocktail service before the dinner
like

most everybody of importance

BRyant

will be there

looks

phone

9-7800, Extension 364, for reservations

TAKE YOUR

• • •
choice
the Metro pix is released as "Rendezvous"
on the Capitol theater front it is
billed under the marquee as "Rendezvous (With Love)"
on the marquee the lights have it as "Rendezvous Ah Dangerous
Love"
now they should run a line "Ron-day-voo" so
the Mob can pronounce the darn thing
and also the
Webster Definition of what it means

—

m

€t

<i

» » »

Pittsburgh.

Loew

L

annual
York.

f«t»"onial

dinner,

New

Philadel-

phia,

12:30 P.M.

Nov. 2:

Installation

Nov

3:

pes
Hotel

Nov. 10:

A

Ver-

Fort

Des Moines, Des Moines, la.
Variety Club annual banWilliam Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.

American

nual benefit
York.

Nov. 12-13:
nual

Lt.

Post, American Legion, on
Boston-to-New York trip.
Masquerade ball under auspices of
Moines independent theater owners

Arcadia,

Pittsburgh

quet,

Nov. 10:

of officers of

Macaulay

S.

Federation of Actors'
Majestic Theater,

show,

Allied

Theaters

convention,

Statler

an-

New

of Michigan anHotel, Detroit.

Nov. 18:
Philadelphia Variety Club entertainment, Metropolitan, Philadelphia.
Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio annual convention, Hotel DeshlerWallick,
Columbus, O.
Nov. 23: Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet

and

Dec.

ball,

Statler

Hotel,

Cleveland.

9:
Annual meeting of stockholders
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

19 Pictures in
(.Continued

"Dangerous,"

with

of

Work

At Warner
from Page
Bette

Studios
1)

Davis,

Franchot

Tone and Margaret Lindsay; "I Found

Stella

Parish," starring Kay Francis, with Ian Hunter
and Sybil Jason; "Moonlight on the
Prairie," with Dick Foran and Shelia Mad
nors; "The Murder of Dr. Harrigan," with
Kay Linaker, Ricardo Cortez and Mary Astor.
Those in work include "The Petrified Forest," starring Leslie Howard and Bette Davis,
with Dick Foran, Genevieve Tobin and Allen
Jenkins,
director
Archie
Mayo;
"Prison
Farm," with Donald Woods, Eddie Acuff and
Kay Linaker, director Louis King; "Ceiling
Zero,"
starring
Pat
O'Brien and James
Cagney, with June Travis, Stuart Erwin,
Isabell Jewell and Barton MacLane, director

Howard Hawks; "Freshman Love," with
Patricia Ellis, Frank McHugh, Warren Hull,
George E. Stone and Anita Kerry, director
William McGann; "Miss Pacific Fleet," with
Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Hugh Herbert,
Warren Hull and Allen Jenkins, director Ray
Enright; "Captain Blood," co-starring Errol
Flynn and Olivia de Havilland, with Robert
Barrat, Lionel Atwill, Basil Rathbone, Ross
Alexander and Guy Kibbee, director Michael
Curtiz; "Backfire," with Ross Alexander, Ann
Dvorak and Lyle Talbot, director Frank MacDonald.
The pictures in preparation are "AnthonyAdverse," starring Fredric March, with Anita
Louise,
director

Woods and Henry
Mervyn LeRoy; a Marion

Donald

Cosmopolitan

© • • LAST CALL for your bid for that knockout David
Loew Farewell Banquet at the Waldorf-Astoria tomorrow eve

Schenley,

York.
(Tickets
1540 Broadway, Room 724).
Oct. 30: Philadelphia
Variety
Club first fall
luncheon, Hotel Bellevue-Stratford,

all

stepped

Guild

JV,?J V

non

THE

In-

Hotel

Dramatists
Guild
headquarters, New

}?t *
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,

S.

PIONEER days of the early West are chockful
• • •
the glamour
life in the raw
of great screen stories
Westerns more than any
of the rough-and-tumble life
junior and
other type of film give the average male
to
senior
a chance to cast off his inhibitions
IMAGINE he is up there on the screen doing the things that
modern civilization and conditions won't allow him to do
as far as the Average Male is concerned, you can throw all
your sophisticated modern film yarns into the ashcan and give
and after
him a good rousing outdoor thriller instead
all
the percentage of Males in any audience is still considerable

Hotel

American

meeting,

vehicle for the star and he gives a finished,
Stephen Roberts' dipolished performance.
rection

of

Claypool

Allied
Motion
Picture
Theater
of
Western Pennsylvania annual

convention,

20th

Owners

Indianapolis.

O'Neill,
Davies'

Dick Powell,
director Frank Borzage; "The Singing Kid,"
starring Al Jolson and Sybil Jason, director
Lloyd Bacon; "Colleen," with Ruby Keeler,
Joan Blondell, Jack Oakie, Hugh Herbert, and
Paul Draper, director, Alfred Green; "Invitation to a Murder," with Marguerite Churchill
and
Genevieve
Tobin;
"Manhunt," with
Ricardo Cortez and Marguerite Churchill;
"The Adventures of Robin Hood," starring
James Cagney and Guy Kibbee; "Angel of
Hutchinson;
Mercy,"
starring
Josephine
"God's Country and the Woman," starring
Bette Davis and George Brent; "Over the
Wall," by Warden Lewis E. Lawes; "Green
Light," starring Leslie Howard, and "Legionproduction,

with

—

Warner Film for Astor
Warners' "Case of the Lucky
Legs" will open Thursday at the
Astor Theater.

1936
FILM DAILY

YEAR BOOK
OF MOTION PICTURES
IS

In its

ON THE WAY

more than 1,200 pages

the motion picture industry

will

be found data on

in all its

many branches.

Production, distribution, exhibition, foreign, financial,
exploitation, equipment, and 1,001 other items

and

During

com-

the

past

seventeen years, the Year Book has earned for

itself

pletely

accurately

covered.

the reputation of being the

STANDARD REFERENCE BOOK
of the

MOTION

The Year Book

PICTURE INDUSTRY

is

given

free

to

all

yearly

subscribers

of
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1650 Broadway

New

York City
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Largely
In Campaign on "Melody"
JELL-O, the dessert, figured
Jell-o Figures

largely in the campaign put
over by Harry Golub, of the

RKO Orpheum
ver

on

1936."

M-G M

Theater in Den-

"Broadway Melody of
assisted by an

Golub,

arranged

exploiteer,

a
for

advance screening
salesmen of the General Food
special

Sales Co., makers of the product, and these men told their
accounts about the film when
they arranged a Jell-0 contest
Jack Benny, star
with them.
of the picture, is sponsored on
the air by the Sales Company.
The contest consisted of a
huge display of Jell-0 packages
Patrons
in the theater lobby.
were requested to guess the
amount in the display. Prizes
were awarded the fifteen coming closest to the precise numSpecial printed cards adber.
vertising this contest were distributed by the groceries.

Three

weeks

in

advance,

orchestrations of the music from
the picture were planted with
hotels,
orchestra
leaders
in
night clubs and restaurants, as
well as with local radio stations.
Ten of the leading hotel and
restaurant dining rooms also
carried special mention on their
menus of the film.

—RKO Orpheum

Theater, Denver

Good "Barbary" Campaign
Is Put on in Detroit
/^O-OP ads and

several outstanding window displays
were among the stunts arranged
by Manager R. P. Corbin of the
United Artists Theater in Detroit for the opening of "Barbary Coast," Samuel Goldwyn
production starring Miriam Hopkins, Edward G. Robinson and
Joel McCrea and now being released through United Artists.
All local papers the "News,"

—

"Times" and "Free Press"—
were generous in their advance
space on this attraction. After
the opening they devoted several columns to special feature
stories and photos of the stars
in the attraction.
Tie-ups, all gaining considerable attention for the engagement, were arranged with the

Ludington News Company, Tangee and all local United Cigar
stores.
Ludington, distributors
of "Screen Romance," got out
160 credit cards which were
placed on all newsstands, and
bannered
their
30
delivery
trucks. Tangee arranged special
window and counter displays in
all the Cunningham chain drug
stores.
The Robinson Cigar
accounted for streamers on all
United Cigar Store windows.
Co-operative

ads

were

ar-

ranged with Crowley Milner on
both hair dress and hats. Russeks also used an ad on jewelry.
Window displays were arranged

in the following stores: Russeks,

Crowley Milner,

L. Hudson,

J.

Himelochs, Klines and Square
Deal Miller. In addition to the
above, 30 other leading merchants carried special credit
cards in their windows.
Radio Station WXYZ gave the
attraction

special

several

spot

announcements. Sheet music displays were arranged in all 5 &
10 stores, and Grinnell's used
both window and counter displays.
All hotels used the special orchestrations.

— United Artists
Theater, Detroit

Coronet Braid Tie-up
Exploits "Top Hat"

"EXCEPTIONAL

exploitation
for "Top Hat" is being obtained through a tie-up with the

Schwerner-Oppenheim Company,
large hair-importing house, in
behalf of coronet braids similar
to that worn by Ginger Rogers
in the "Cheek to Cheek" number of the picture.
Windows in most of the important stores of the large eastern cities have been arranged

by Schwerner-Oppenheim, with
each containing head models
wearing the coronet braid, stills
from "Top Hat" and cards tieing up the display with the picture.

—RKO

Radio

Dismissal of St. L. Suit

Taken Under Advisement
(.Continued

from Page

morning when the trial
The jury was instructed

1)

resumes.
to

report

back for duty at that time.
Should the court decide to reject
the various motions of the defendants the next move in the proceedings will be for the defense to
call its witnesses.
There is still a
chance that counsel for the defendants may decide to stand on the
contentions they have made in their
motions, namely "that the government has failed to make a prima
facie case" and permit the case to
go to the jury on the evidence presented on behalf of the government
alone.

Saturday

Wood

of

morning Frederick H.

Warner counsel

replied at
some length to the very scholarly
and thorough presentation of the
law points made Friday by Dwight
L. Savage, special assistant to the
attorney general, and also to the
address to the court made by Russell Hardy, who has been directing
the government's case.
He contended that under the undisputable
rule of law, as interpreted by various court decisions, statements and
acts of one alleged conspirator made
in the absence of his alleged coconspirators
could
not be used
against them unless and until the
existence of such conspiracy had
been shown by independent evidence,

Snappy Bally Put Over
For "Shipmates" in N. Y.
TRV. WINDISCH, Warner Metropolitan Theaters exploiteer,
gave Broadway a treat with his
publicity and exploitation cam-

paign on "Shipmates Forever"
preceding the premiere at the
Strand. Highlight of the campaign was a parade in which
150 sailors and junior naval reservists took part the night of
the premiere.
It was attended
by Rear Admiral Yates Sterling,
Jr.,

and

his

entire

staff.

The

opening was dedicated to the
Navy.
An eight-column strip of Ruby
Keeler doing the "Shipmates
Hop" appeared in the Evening
Journal.
The Roseland Dance
Hall tied up with this dance, announcing an award of a silver
cup to the girl who presents
the best interpretation. Passes
were offered to the next ten best
renditions.
In conjunction with United
Cigar Stores, window streamers
appeared in all their windows
in the metropolitan area.
Radio conti-ibuted its share of
bally with
and
offering advance announcements

WOR

WMCA

WINS coming through with
seven spot announcements.
The Chief of Staff of the
Brooklyn Navy Yard sent out
bulletins to all navy posts, with
mention of the picture, playand

and that from 90 to 100 per cent of
Hardy's argument in the case Friday should be disregarded because
he had confined himself almost exclusively to the various conversations that had been testified during
the trial.
As usual he and Hardy

indulged in some very pointed perdiscussions somewhat aside
the proceedings, but in the
absence of specific objections were
given free rein in that regard by the
court.
Wood concluded his argument as he had begun it on Thursday with the contention that, under
the ruling of Judge Sanborn in the
Missouri Pacific Coal case, the judge
should direct for the defense since
the
evidence
permitted
another
hypothesis than that of guilt.
George C. Leisure briefly rebutted
the contentions of government counsel as to the evidence touching on
the participation of RKO Distributing Corp. and Ned E. Depinet in the
alleged conspiracy. He stressed the
point he had previously raised in
the case that the contract between
Fanchon & Marco's subsidiary, the
Eden Theater Co., and the receivers
of the Fox Theater made it legally
impossible for RKO and Depinet to
do the thing that they have been
indicted for not doing, furnishing
first-run pictures to the Ambassador,
Missouri and New Grand Central
theaters.
In a general way both
Wood and Leisure covered the same
grounds as touched upon in their
opening arguments in support of
their demurrers and motions.
sonal

from

date

and

I

bulletin
Club in

theater.

was posted

A

« «
special

in the

Navy

New

York.
A week in advance of
miere, special photos of
Powell and Ruby Keeler,
rying theater imprint and

pre-

Dick
car-

song

were distributed in the
theater as well as in hotels,
chain stores and o nnews coun-

titles,

ters.

The Strand Theater front for
Forever" was
planned by Zeb Epstein, man-

"Shipmates

ager of the house, with the aid
of several Navy men who profferred suggestions as to details.

Most imposing unit of the
was the forward

front display
part of a U.

S. battleship reminiature.
From
the top of the battleship mast to
the bottom of the prow, the
six-foot model was constructed
exact as to detail.
The yardarm of the mast had blinker
signal lights built on each end.
The crow's nest also contained
blinker lights.
The two forward fighting turrets of the

produced

in

greyhound were reproduced in
every detail even to the range
sights of the 16-inch guns.
Built up under the prow were
a series of waves cut out of

board and painted green and
white giving the impression of
a ship cutting through water.
On either side of the arch were
five-foot life rings with a handcolored enlargement of Keeler
and Powell built into a cut-out
center with an electric flasher.
The title was formed of white
silk rope and stretched across
the entire bottom of the front
arch against a blue metallic
background.
Navy flags were loaned by
the Navy League for the sockets of the sidewalks in front of
the theater, while the entire
building above the theater to the
marquee was blanketed with
strings of navy pennants and
flags.
On the marquee itself a
half dozen huge flood lights illuminated the front of the theater and the strings of pennants

and flags.
The Navy songs and the songhits from the film were broadcast under the marquee to the
street crowds.

— Strand Theater, New

York

Classified Ad Stunt
Plugs "Dr. Socrates"

A

N

unusual classified ad stunt
featured the campaign of
the Lyric Theater in Indianapolis for its engagement of
Warners' "Dr. Socrates."
By
offering several passes to the
classified advertisers in the Indianapolis Star, the theater received a slug-line insert in every
one of the classified ads, which
dominated three pages of the
paper.
Lyric Theatre, Indianapolis

—
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A

"LITTLE"

RALPH WILK

Our Passing Show: Lloyd Corri- scenes for "Skull and Crown," which dent Abraham Lincoln once more to
Howard J. Green, George features Regis Toomey, with Jack the screen when he essays the role of
who made his first appearance in Landy among the football fans who Mulhall, Mollj O'Day, Jimmy Mur- the martyred President in "The
trekked to Berkeley to see U. S. C. ray and Robert Elliott.
The com- Littlest Rebel," Shirley Temple's
feature film in the as yet unre-

By

("AMES
'

i

MELTON,

the

radio

star

eased "Stars Over Broadway," will
starred by Warners in a film version of the Sigmund Romberg operetta, "Desert Song," when he re;urns to Hollywood after the first
if the year to resume hs cinema

gan,

and California

pany

in action.

T

>e

Howard

will be

on location a week.

T

Green has completed an
William Gargan has been assigned
for Reliance and
will soon announce a new affiliation. by Warners to the leading male role
opposite
Marguerite Churchill in
T
T
Rosina
Lawrence,
who
recently "Manhunt," which will be her first
jareer.
terminated her contract with 20th film since" her marriage a few years
T
T
Ricardo Cortez also will apCentury-Fox, has signed a seven- ago.
Michael Bartlett, tenor, who was year contract with Hal Roach. She pear in it. Roy Chanslor wrote the
3race Moore's leading man in "Love is represented by Golder and Lang. screen play on the basis of an original story by Earl Felton.
Vie Forever," will again be seen opT
T
T
Dosite the Columbia star in her third
T
T
V
Harry Sherman has brought in his
starring production for the company,
"Bar
20 Rides Again" company from
Margaret
Lindsay
will
take a test
entitled
"Cissy," with music by
location for interiors at the Talisman for a singing and dancing role in
Fritz Kreisler.
studio.
This is the third picture in "Colleen" tomorrow under the direc"Hop-Along Cassidy" series. tion of Bobby Connolly. Miss Lindthe
Arthur Treacher will be starred Production of the fourth subject will say, reputed to have an excellent
voiice and to be an equally effective
by 20th Century-Fox as Jeeves in start early in November.
dancer, studied up in her routines
T
T
T
the series of comedies built around
Robert Warwick and Lawrence during a recent vacation. "Colleen"
the P. G. Wodehouse butler character.
First picture is "Thank You, Grey have been added to the cast of is to be an all-star Warner musical
Jeeves," with Sol M. Wurtzel as "Timber War," being produced by with Ruby Keeler, Joan Blondell,
Ambassador Pictures.
Paul Draper, Jack Oakie and Hugh
producer.
Herbert the first cast members sey
t
r
t
lected. Robert Lord wrote the origJames
"Skull
and
Crown,"
by
Sarah Haden will appear in the
Alfred E. Green will
inal story.
stars
Curwood,
which
Rin-Tin
Oliver
Shirley Temple picture,
"Captain
Tin,
Jr., is in production at Big direct.
January," at 20th Century-Fox.

horse,

"Mate."

» » »

for

T

Randall,
Phyllis
Brooks,
Erik
Rhodes, Ray Mayer and Ward Bond
have been added to RKO's "Two
O'Clock Courage," featuring Walter
Abel and Margot Grahame.

Setting a new record, John Blystone began shooting on his 71st
production for the same studio last
week when he gave the signal to
start cameras on 20th Century-Fox's
"Gentle Julia."
In more than 18
years as a megaphonist Blystone has
made only one film away from his
"home" lots. "Gentle Julia," is a
starring
vehicle
for
tiny
Jane
Withers, with Astrid Allwyn in a
featured role. Production is in the
charge of Sol Wurtzel.
T
T
T
circus to grand opera was
an actual fact in the case of Director

From

Richard Boleslawski, who upon fin"O'Shaughnessy's Boy," a
T
sawdust yarn, for M-G-M, megaFrank McGlynn will bring his phoned "Metropolitan," grand opera
famous characterization of Presi- story, for 20th Century-Fox.
ishing

T

T

will

Clifton, the director, left
for Big Bear with the RePictures troupe for location

—

click

or,

in

« « «
other words,

The fact that
newcomers are continually com-

be remembered.

SMART ONES

ing to the top, however, proves
that at least some of those who
have the needed quality are being recognized.
Mitchell Leisen,

have discovered

—

Paramount

truly Continental

Director.

Says Sophistication
Has Been Made Simple
A/fOTION pictures today

atmosphere —

vieuv of

Central Park, superior

service,

invitingly inexpensive

rates.

offer

(Single, $3.50-$5; Double, $5-$7)

the most sophisticated form
of divertisement the world has

The popular

ever known because they are
being presented in the guise of
Directors
utmost simplicity.

GRILL, the CAFE de la PAIX

—

to establish celluloid
sophistication once tried to es-

—Edward

H.

Griffith.

COIVTIIVEIVTAL

and

America's
only

who sought

tablish it with stories and actions that were so complicated
no one could possibly successfully fathom them. Then, all of
a sudden, we realized that on
the screen, as in real life, sophistication and complete simplicity are virtually synonymous,
and we were tble to achieve our
ends.

20th

Alan Hale, Eric Blore, Addison

Elmer
last week

TIMELY TOPICS

seem to think that
there is a flourishing conspiracy to keep young and promising
talent off the screen. Producers
are as desperately searching for
players worthy of development
as the players are for the chance.
It
isn't
because we haven't
enough good looking young men
and women in Hollywood right
now, or enough character people
of sound talent.
It's because a
certain something besides looks
and even talent is required to
establish oneself as a screen
personality of any sort.
You
must have a phenomenal appeal
that imprints your face, figure,
or mannerisms upon the public
consciousness, so that you are
remembered by a large proportion of every audience that sees
you. Paramount tests hundreds
of players yearly.
They photograph well, most of them, and
can play a role with reasonable
distinction.
But they haven't
the quality that causes them to
remain in the public mind. Producers, of course, won't gamble
on players whom they don't feel

picture

about 10 days.

liable

Producers Won't Gamble
On Temporary New Faces

pEOPLE

Regis Toomey, Molly O'Day, Jack
Mower, Lois January, Jack Mulhall
and James Murray. "Fast Bullets,"
a Tom Tyler release, goes into work
in

starring

J.

original

untitled

Bear. Elmer Clifton is directing for
Reliable Pictures. The cast includes

Stuart Palmer found a way to
keep his horse in oats and hay. He
made the horse, "Little Nipper," an
important figm-e in his mystery
story, "The Puzzle of the Briar
Pipe," which will be made by RKO.
"Little Nipper" is a half-brother of
Bostwick's
Pete
famous
racing

latest

Century Fox Films.

T

RUMPELMAYER'S
* smart,

meaning the

clever, the

know-

ing and, of course, the fashionable.

T.

MORITZ-ON-THE-PARK
50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH.

Direction: S.

NEW YORK

GREGORY TAYLOR

.

THE NEXT WONDER OF THE WORLD
IS

THE WONDER OF THE MOVIE WORLD

Roxy

. . .

biggest theatre in the world

opening day

. . .

This

box

office

. . .

forced to stop selling tickets

3

. . .

p.

m.

. .

wonder . . . doing wonders ... in 78 day and date keys

*%—!*

*$%&>

Roxy needed 8 box
offices

NEW YORK TO LONDON
Maurice Elvey, Director. Based on the story by

B.

Kellermann

• . .

for GB's 8

Star Special
so will you.
Held over

.

.

Physical Distribution

Canada, Regal

. •

.

and

natu rally7

.

•

Fox Exchanges

Films, Ltd.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The

Daily

Newspaper

Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old
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Rehearing Asked by A. T.

30.

TEN CENTS

1935

& T. on Television Cable

DEFENSEJMPLOYS STRATEGY

IN ST. LOUIS TRIAL

$3,000,000 Nine-Months* Net Estimated

for

Figure

Koplar Litigation

Bond

$796,000 After
Interest for

Third Quarter

How They

Started

Paramount

Into

at

is

Gone

Louis

St.

Hearing

studio

Bv DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
St. Louis
Although Federal Judge
George H. Moore yesterday again

the neighborhood of $3,000,000,
after interest on bonds, according to
a Dow-Jones estimate.
This means
a third quarter net of about $796,000, after allowing for about $400,000 quarterly interest on bonds, or
the same as was earned in the second quarter.
In the first quarter
the net was $1,472,000 after interest.

refused to permit the defense to introduce into evidence any of the
court decrees or documents dealing
with the litigation against Skouras
Bros. Enterprises and the St. Louis
Amusement Co., which the defendant
counsel contended were inspired by
Harry Koplar, local exhibitor, because of his enmity for Warners,
all of the major details of that litigation and the final court rulings
favorable to the Warners were

With

benefits from the recent
reorganization not expected
to show for a while yet, Paramount
net earnings
for the fii % nine
months of the current year will be

—

in

500 FILM WHO'S

HONOR DAVID
The motion picture
represented by 500 of

WHO

L.

LOEW

industry,
its

{Continued on Page 12)

INDIE

as

members,

paid high tribute to David L. Loew
last night at the Waldorf-Astoria
on the occasion of a farewell din-

ner tendered to him.
It was altogether an important affair, with
many of the outstanding executives
of the business attending to extend
{Continued on Page 11)

B. O. Receipts

PENNA. ALLIED HEARS

Up 10%,

By

#*

—

Today FILM DAILY presents Herbert J. Yates in its "How They Started" series.
"Herb," who is
president of Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., is probably the only Fresident of a motion picture
outfit starting from scratch as a President, for he broke info the screen world as President
of Republic Film Laboratories. The well known industry artist, "Hap" Hadley, is the wielder of
the pen and brush

A.

—

key

T.

& T.

Renews

Court Reserves Ruling
On Fox Met. Purchase

Paul Mazur Resigns
From the RKO Board

Judge Martin T. Manton of the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals yesterday took under advisement a pe-

Paul Mazur of Leland Bros, resigned yesterday as a director of Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
Election of a
director to replace him was deferred
until the next meeting of the board.
The board approved a four-year con(Continued on Page 5)

Effort

For Television Cable Test

have increased an average
of more than 10 per cent in the past
six months, according to a statement by Joseph M. Schenck, 20th
Century Fox chairman, on his arrival from New York.
cities

SAM HONIGBERG

FILM DAILY

Says Joseph M. Schenck
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Box-office receipts in

PRODUCING PLAN

in Metropolitan Playhouses,
the reorganized Fox Met. circuit, on payment of cash totaling
Archibald Palmer, coun$275,000.

—

{Continued on Page 5)

Sabath Committee Probe
Shifting to West Coast

THE FILM DAILY

The
mittee

Sabath

Congressional

Com-

investigating

RFC

terest

(Continued on Page ji

Correspondent

bond defaults
will open hearings in Los Angeles
Washington That the recent or- on the Fox West Coast reorganizader of the Federal Communications tion and other theater matters about
(.Continued on Page 5)
American
restricting
Commission
Telephone & Telegraph's use of a
proposed coaxial cable for television $800,000 Loan from
between New York and Philadelphia
For Roxy Reorganization
constitutes an attempt on the FCCs
part to usurp the right of A. T. & T.
Reconstruction Finance Corp. is
and the New York Telephone Co. to reported to have agreed to loan Roxy
manage their property is charged by Theaters Corp. $800,000 to enable
A. T. & T. coincident with request the creditors of the company to formade yesterday for a rehearing of mulate their own reorganization
Washington Bureau of

tition to require the receiver of Fox
Theaters Corp. to acquire a half inInc.,

Staff

Pittsburgh Behind closed doors,
Sidney E. Samuelson, national president of Allied, revealed plans for
an independent production unit at
the closing session of the M.P.T.O.
of Western Pa. convention at Hotel
Schenley yesterday. General Coun-

i

{Continued on Page 5)

{Continued on Page 5)
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Ampa Memorial

Hal Roach Sticking

Service

To the Comedy

For Walter F. Eberhardt
A memorial service for Walter F.
Eberhardt will be conducted at the
regular weekly session of the A. M.
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
P. A. tomorrow at Jack Dempsey's
restaurant. The entire meeting will
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays be devoted to the services, which will
Y.,
1650 Broadway, New York, N.
at
Eberhardt was formerly
be brief.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Editor and Publisher;
President,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
Arthur W. Eddy, AssoManager;
General
and
Alicoate,

Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
matter,
class
Entered
as second
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
ciate

Foreign
months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.
FILM
Address all communications to
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 642S HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
months,

$5.00;

3

THE
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—Lichtbildbuehne,
La
— P. A.de Harle,Cour-

Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.

Wardour

St.,

I.

Rue

la

FINANCIAL

of features he is now planning, the producer said that "we're

number

going to produce as many features
as we can make good pictures."
His company is now lining up
comedians and other acting talent,

president of the organization.
Funeral services were held yesterday at the Church of St. James
the Less at Scarsdale, with a large
number of motion picture people inRev.
cluded in the congregation.
Harry E. Price, rector of the church,
Afterwards the body was
officiated.
cremated at Ferncliff Cemetery,
Burial will take place
Hartsdale.
today at Woodlawn cemetery.
Film people attending the services, including a delegation from
the A. M. P. A., were: Mrs. James
Cron, Marvin Kirsch, Herbert Fecke,

directors

Kami,

D.

and writers, Roach

said.

The outfit will continue its releasing association with M-G-M, stated
the producer, who explained that the
agreement can be mutually terminated after two years' notice.
Roach leaves New York today by
plane on his return to the Coast.

HAL
plane

ROACH

E.

for

SPYROS

New

leave

leaves

New

York

today

by]

the Coast.

SKOURAS and
York tonight for

WILLIAM
St.

POWERS'

Louis by plane.

PETER LORRE, borrowed from Columbia by
GB to co-star with Madeleine Carroll in "Secret Agent," is scheduled to sail on
engaria, tomorrow night for England.

DAVID NIVEN, who

recently

the

Ber-I

finished

world

Samuel Goldwyn's "Splendor," arrived in
York yesterday from the coast.
After
few days here, he returns west to appear
"Rose Marie" for M-G-M.

in

New
a
in

PAUL ROBESON
for

Hollywood

leaves

to

appear

LEO MORRISON

arrives

New
in

York

"Show

on Friday
Boat" at

Universal.

today on

the

Beren-

garia.

LIONEL STANDER

has returned to Hollywood
completing his role in the Hecht-MacArthur film, "Soak the Rich," being made at

1

after

New

Fairbanks Jr. Firm
Called Criterion Films

Edward

McNamee, Ray Gallagher, Gordon
White, Charles Lewis, Martin Starr,
Arthur Donovan, Bert Sanford, Paul
Maurice

Coming and Going

Field

Discussing his ambitious expansion
program, Hal E. Roach yesterday
stated that he plans to stick to the
comedy field. Asked regarding the

10 Cents
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London

— Criterion

tions, Ltd., is the

the

Astoria

studio.

EMANUEL COHEN

leaves

New

KATHARINE HEPBURN, RKO

Film

name

Produc-

of the

new

York

for

the 1

coast about the end of the week.

Radio

star,

is

eastbound for a vacation.

CLARK GABLE, who

recently

finished

work

I

in
M-G-M's
"Mutiny on the Bounty," arrives
Benjamin, P. O. Powers, Will Whit- company organized by Douglas Fair- in
New York tomorrow for a vacation.
more, Edward Finney, Herbert S. banks, Jr. and Marcel Hellman for
ROBERT F. SISK, RKO associate producer, reBerg, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Sever- Ll e production of pictures to be re- turns
to Hollywood the latter part of the week.
ance and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. leased through United Artists. First
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
RAQUEL TORRES and STEPHEN AMES arrive
Eddy.
film, now in work, is "The Amateur
in
New York this week from the coast for a
Net
Gentleman," with Fairbanks and short stay.
High Low Close Chg.
Elissa Landi, under the direction of
EMMET LAVERY, author of "The First Le133/4
13% 135/s — V8 Penna. Sunday Shows
Am. Seat
Thornton Freeland; screen play is gion," leaves for Hollywood this week under
61 1/2 —
61 1/2
61
Columbia Picts. vtc
%
M-G-M
contract.
Churches
Opposed
by
by Clemence Dane.
Chairman of
5—1/4
5
51/4
Con. Fm. Ind
CHARLES BUTTERWORTH, after a stop-over
Criterion
is
Captain
A.
Cunning18i/
—
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
187/g
Va
185/s
2
in Chicago and his home town of South Bend,
Philadelphia Cardinal Dougherty, ham-Reid, M. P., and the managing will
165 1/4 164
165 1/4 +
1/2
East. Kodak
arrive in New York from the coast this
Legion
of
directors
are
was
active
in
the
Fairbanks
Jr.,
who
Marcel
morning.
49
473/
49
I1/4
He will be featured on the Lux
+
Loew's, Inc
8
radio program next Monday evening, and will
promiamong
Decency
campaign,
is
Hellman,
George
Smith
and
H.
A.
107
— 1/2
IO71/4 107
do pfd
return to the M-G-M studios about the middle!
nent churchmen who have gone on Hawes.
9S/8
I/4
83/4
95/g —
Paramount
of November.
record against Sunday movies coin82
835/8 — 33/s
Paramount 1st pfd..
841/z
HARPO MARX has arrived in New York from
111/2— 3/8 cident with the referendum on the
Paramount 2nd pfd..
115/g
107/s
the coast on a vacation trip.
issue to be taken in more than 300
Pathe Film
51/2
51/2
51/2
New House for Randforce
EDDIE BUZZELL has arrived from the coast;
communities
next
Pennsylvania
RKO
5
47/g
5
Charles A. Sandblom, architect, and is staying at the Warwick Hotel for an
week.
Baptist
and
Methodist,
indefinite
177/g
175/g
177/g —
1/4
period.
20th Century-Fox
Presbyterian ministers have passed has drawn plans for a modern air20fh Century-Fox pfd. 281/g 275/8 275/8 — 3/4
FANNY BRICE, having completed her role in
conditioned theater to be built at
resolutions
against
Sabbath
the
Univ.
—
Pict.
pfd
3834 39
391/4
Bath and 20th Avenues in the Ben- M-G-M's "The Great Ziegfeld," is en routeshows.
to New York
7S/g
Warner Bros
73/g
7'/2
sonhurst section of Brooklyn for feld Follies." to join the forthcoming "Ziegdo pfd
— 11/4
45
44
44
Randforce Amsement Corp. It will
ED McEVOY, RKO Radio eastern sales manPhil
be known as the DeLuxe theater and
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
to Selznick
ager, and HARRY J. MICHALSON, short subwill make a total of 50 houses in
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. 151/4
145/g
15
+ %
ject sales manager, return today from GloversWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the Randforce circuit.
ville, N. Y., where they went Sunday to close
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 15
15
15
a
deal with the Schine circuit.
Hollywood Phil Ryan, formerly
Keith A-0 6s46 .... 911/2
9H/2 91i/2 4. y4
i/
Loew 6s 41 ww.
production
manager
the
Pathe
of
IO51/4 105
IO51/4 +
MURRAY W. GARSSON, director of investiga4
"Rainmakers" Palace First-Run
tion for the Sabath Congressional Committee,
Paramount Picts. 6s55 93
and Metropolitan studios, has been
91 1/8
921/2 +
1/2
will leave for Hollywood in about two weeks
RKO's
new
WheelerWoolsey
com—
Par.
for
B'way 3s55.
made
production
manager
Selz3/4
593^
593/4
593/4
to prepare for the coast hearings of the comRKO 6s41
nick International Pictures, it is edy, "The Rainmakers," will have its mittee.
783,4
783/4 783/4 — 1 1/4
Broadway
first-run
Friday
at
the
Warner's 6s39
announced by David O. Selznick.
831/4
821/2 —
3/4
821/z
Palace on a twin bill with "MetroNEW YORK CURB MARKET
politan," which played recently at
Time Out for Harry Brandt
Pathe Examination Starts Monday
Columbia Picts. vtc. 641/4 64i/4 641/4 — 3/4
the Music Hall. "Rainmakers" plays
Harry
Brandt is a patient at Beth
Sonotone Corp
l/
Examination before trial of Frank simultaneously at the Albee
27/8
23/4
23/4 —
8
in Israel Hospital, resting from over-!
Technicolor
F. Kolbe, president of Pathe Film Broolyn.
201/2
191/g
197/8 4- 1%
work.
Trans-Lux
Corp., Robert W. Atkins and other
35/g
35/g
35/g

j

'

I

—

.

i

.

.

1

Ryan

—

'

-

.

.

directors of the company will start
Monday in connection with Pat
Roach Signs Rosina Lawrence
Roxy Opening 10 A. M. Daily
Casey's
suit
for
an accounting
Rosina
Lawrence,
singer
and
The Roxy theater will open its against the company. Pathe has de- dancer who
also has appeared in a
doors at 10 A. M. every day this cided not to appeal from the order
number of pictures, has been signed
week for GB's "Transatlantic Tun- permitting the examination.
to a seven-year contract by Hal
nel."
Roach, it was announced by the proCagney-Keeler in "Stagestruck"
ducer on his arrival in New York
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY yesterday from the coast.
Hollywood
James Cagney and
Ruby Keeler will be co-starred by
/"
\
Film Viewing and
Warners in "Stagestruck", by Rob- Harry Jans Signed by RKO Radio
Reproducing Machines ert Lord.
A.
Harry Jans, formerly of the musical comedy team of Jans & Whelan,
ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY- FOR SALE- RENT
"Grand Exit" for Globe
has signed a term contract with
• Illustrated Literature on request. •
"Grand Exit," Columbia feature RKO Radio Pictures, the deal being
Motipn
I

'

,OVIOL,A

—

r

Picture Camera Supply, Inc.
123 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

with Edmund Lowe, opens Saturday
night at the Globe.

closed through the

Offices.

William Morris

HERE'S HOW
INCREASE RECEIPTS
POWELL'S
.

.

RENDEZVOUS
Put a panel

!

into your lobby at once carrying the

critical notices

reprinted below about

marvelous

M-Q-M's newest

hit Use a flash headline stating: "Here's the picture that
Broadway is raving about Held over 2nd week at New
York's
DAILY

famed Capitol Theatre." Then follow with

NEWS— A

sure hit

reviews.

."Rendezvous" offers the other theatres on the street conFor Mr. Powell does the unexpected by repeating the hilarious
performance he gave in 'The Thin Man'* with another characterization just as amusing
in "Rendezvous".
Anybody who deliberately misses the fun and excitement of the
latest Powell film is cheating himself of a good time.
Mr. Powell is in top-form, delivering the smart and audacious lines with even more than his usual effectiveness
Miss Russell gives a diverting performance. The picture moves quickly and brilliantly
to a highly amusing and fitting end
.

.

siderable competition.

.

.

.

.

N.Y.

AMERICAN—

A

.

.

perfect pip of a picture, vastly pleasing in every respect...

A

thor-

oughly exciting melodramatic entertainment, the tensity of which is lightened by highlydiverting comedy ... It keeps the audience between giggles and gasps from flash to
fade-out, with never an arid moment in the fast fun... That sort of thing goes on and

on

to the very end,

where

a blood-tingling, hirsute elevating climax

capped by a tag
it, please, and have fun
Also be among the
millions who will revel in the "discovery" o{ Rosalind Russell, who vaults high toward
stardom
The girl troupes her way right into your heart and provides another name
to be enrolled on the list of your film favorites... By all means keep this "Rendezvous"
that sends

.

at the

.

them out laughing ... See

.

.

is

.

.

Capitol

. .

(Reviews continued on next page)

Held Over 2nd Week, Capitol, N.

Y.

BIG

Everywhere!

.

!

(Reviews on

"RENDEZVOUS"

M-G-M's

..

continued)

week where debonair Bill Powell
has in "Rendezvous" the kind of screen play that's duck-soup for him and in Rosalind
Russell, a newcomer, the kind of leading lady who brings out the devil in him ... A
joyous jamboree... the customers spent most of their time laughing ... they just love to
the applause is plenty
laugh and thrill with Bill

WORLD-TELEGRAM—

It's

a laugh-fest at the Capitol this

.

.

.

.

.

appearance of a worthy
successor to the memorable "Thin Man". ."Rendezvous" must be set down as one of
the better photoplays. This highly agreeable picture is amply supplied with high comedy

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

It is

a distinct pleasure to record the
.

and ably

acted.

HERALD-TRIBUNE— Gayly and
Russell

is

engaging

of the film ...

A

.

.

.

lot

.The work of Mr. Powell and Miss
Miss Russell is one of the great pleasures

entertainingly told

Mr. Powell
of fun
.

.

is

excellent,

.

.

.

A

smart and lively comedy-drama, reminiscent of the "The Thin
Man." A gay cast, gay humor, gay director, it makes heartily pleasant entertainment...
Excellent supporting cast
William Powell excels at being suave, jaunty and engaging

DAILY

MIRROR—

.

A

.

.

.

.

William Powell with that sleek
humorous and rousing melodrama
banter and that blend of bored nonchalance and razored sharpness that makes him

N.Y.

TIMES—

.

.

one of our most

.

attractive performers, keeps the entertainment consistently vigorous

.

.

Under the able management of William K. Howard, the film preserves its sense of
With Mr. Powell at his debonair best,
humor without disturbing its air of mystery
.

"Rendezvous" emerges
N. Y.

JOURNAL —

'Thin

.

.

and amusing melodrama...

A

Powell has been given another
gay and amusing entertainment
Smartly written and directed, the story builds to an excittype o{ role

Man"

ing climax

as a lively

.

.

.

.

.

Novel and

.

.

.

.

lively,

tributes an elegant performance.

the film blends suspense with
It's

humor and

Powell con-

good fun

POST— ... A boisterously entertaining picture that is both spirited and amusing
The flavor and dash of the picture are heightened by the excellent playing o{ the
supporting cast. They help to make "Rendezvous" a sure-fire antidote to boredom

N. Y.
.

.

.

.

.

.

BRAVO!
LET'S

GIVE DUE CREDIT TO THE FOLKS

Cheers for

Bill

WHO MADE

IT!

Powell, Rosalind Russell, Binnie Barnes, Lionel Atwill, Cesar Romero,

Samuel S. Hinds, and all the Cast.. Cheers for Director William K. Howard and
Producer Lawrence Weingarten. (And a bow to Leo the Lion who's having the year of
his career, thank you!)

THE
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AT&T ASKS REHEARING
ON TELEVISION GABLE

PENNA. ALLIED HEARS
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(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

the Commission's order of July 29.
A. T. & T. also contends that the
conditions imposed in the FCC order,
if enforced, would deny to the telephone company the right of due
process of law and will result in the
taking of their property in contravention of the fifth amendment of
the Constitution.

Denied Building Permit

For Television Station
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—Application

Na-

of

tional Television Corp. submitted to

Federal Communications Commission
for a permit to construct

an experi-

mental visual broadcasting station
has been denied by the Commission.
The corporation was organized in
Delaware in June, 1931, by Clare
Nelson, investment broker, Robert
Harding Jr., patent lawyer and technician,

PRODUCING PLAN

and John W. McKay,

vice-

president and general manager.

Court Reserves Ruling
On Fox Met. Purchase
(Continued from Page 1)
for creditors, asked that the
court dismiss the petition.
Judge
sel

Manton requested attorneys to file
than Monday.
Geoi-ge Skouras was a principal

briefs not later

witness at the hearing yesterday. It
was brought out that Joseph M.
Schenck has refused to take any
salary as president of Metropolitan
Playhouses, Inc.

Loan from RFC
For Roxy Reorganization

Abram

F. Myers, earlier in the
urged the exhibitors to help
establish their own production comsel

session,

• • • THERE IS a young and enthusiastic gent coming
back into the film biz after a brief vacation
after spending a lifetime
or what most of us would consider a lifetime ...... fighting his way up to a position of dominance and
leaving his mark indelibly in the history of the motion picture
most of us would be willing to call it a day
and consider that we had earned a right to retire on our laurels
and we probably would be pretty well washed up physically
if we had taken a small percentage of the hard knocks
and gone through just a few of the bruising battles that this
veteran has
and, lo
here we found him at his hotel
suite bright and chipper
full of bubbling enthusiasm
with the eager impatience of a youngster who is anxious to
get back and romp with the rest of the gang
what we are
trying to convey to you is this fact
as far as we could
gather after a half-hour interview
Winfield R. Sheehan
is just STARTING on his film career

T
•

•

T

T

WE HAVE

•

often wondered what gave Mister Sheehan that tremendous driving power
that ability to do big
things in a big way
and keep it up year after year
of
course he is blessed with the heritage of a fine constitution
but he has the gawdgiven gift of ENTHUSIASM
something that few film execs possess to any appreciable degree
it is more often associated with the Creative Minds of the biz
but we discovered that Mister Sheehan along with his
organizing and administrative genius possesses a very fine creative sense
he has a keen and sympathetic appreciation
of the problems of the director, the writer, and all the other
creative factors of the industry
and how he can
over the production possibilities of the industry that lie in the
not-distant future!
.

.

.

.

pany for self protection. He fears
that the major producers are bound
to consolidate in the near future
and thus further block the progress
of the independents. It is understood
that complete plans of Allied's own
studios will be publicly announced
from Myers'
late

Myers

•

•

WE GATHERED

•

with strong conviction that Mister
sold on the idea that the industry is just starting
to hit its stride
that the past seven years of sound technique has just been a sort of prep school course for all of us
we are branching out into new production fields
our horizon is growing larger
our potential audience is
ever increasing ...... the Screen is solidly intrenched as the
dominant Amusement for the classes as well as the masses.
is

in

Washington

urged the formation
of a local committee to keep in
touch with all the national affairs
and inform the local association. He
revealed the completion of "The Allied White Book," a publication containing the news on block booking,
blind selling and other major topics
which will be distributed through
also

local associations.
Officers elected for the coming
year are Bill Davis, Pittsburgh,

president; William Lipsie, Blairsvice-president; Fred J. Herrington, Pittsburgh, secretary, and
Joe Gellman, Duquesne, treasurer.
Four new members named for the
board of directors are Benny Amdur, Pittsburgh; M. A. Rosenberg,
Pittsburgh; Frank Panopolus, Clairton, and William Finkel, Pittsburgh.
ville,

Paul Mazur Resigns

From

ENTHUSE

Sheehan

office

next month.

the

RKO

Board

(Continued from Page 1)

tract with Warner Bros, and gave
Major L. E. Thompson a free hand
to make an agreement with the operators' union.

The meeting was attended by DaM. H. Aylesworth, Mike
Meehan, Frank Altschul, Malcolm
Kingsberg, Monroe Goldwater and
others. Herbert Bayard Swope previd Sarnoff,

sided.

$800,000

(Continued from Page 1)

plan for the theater.
The money
has not been paid over yet, but as
soon as it is, the first mortgage
bondholders are understood to be
ready to present a prepared plan of
reorganization for court approval.

Eastman Earnings Up
Earnings of Eastman Kodak for
the current year are expected to be
near $7 a share, the best showing
since 1930, according to Wall St.
estimates.
An increase in dividend
is seen as likely.

AND

THIS gentleman of Enthusiasms is sold on
• • •
the idea that Hollywood is too insular
that it would be a
mighty good thing for all the important factors in Hollywood
if they were forced to take a trip at least once a year
to
journey around the nation
yes, around the world
and
find out what the world and his wife and kids are thinking about
how they react to pictures in particular
in these
few short weeks away from Hollywood, Mister Sheehan said
he has learned plenty listening to the conversation of the theater-going public
talking to exchangemen, branch managers, salesmen, foreign agents, theater managers
he
found that they all have a Point of View
and that every
one of 'em could teach him something. ......
• • • THIS MAY not amount to a hell of a lot to come
away with after an interview
"What!" we can hear the

—

average newspaper guy yell, "no definite news statement? no
new angles?"
NO and what of it?
we discovered a
gent who has been in this tough, dizzy racket for a quarter
century
and he still retains his youthful optimism
he is still sold on the business its future, its fundamental
soundness
he is still rarin' to go. ... he is still fired
with the Spirit of Showmanship
Enthusiasm!
it's
gents like Winfield Sheehan who have made this film biz what
.

"Rendezvous" Holding Over
M-G-M's "Rendezvous," with William Powell and Rosalind Russell,
will be held over for a second week
at the Capitol.
"Mutiny on the
Bounty" comes into the house on
Nov. 8, with "It's in the Air" set
back to follow this attraction^

.

—

.

it is

«€

<€

a

» » »

Sabath Committee Probe
Shifting to West Coast
(Continued from Pdge 1)

Nov. 15, it was said yesterday by
Murray W. Garsson, director of investigation for the committee. Hearings will also be held in San Francisco, Garsson said.
On completion
of its coast hearings, the committee
will return to New York for further investigation of the Paramount
reorganization.

RKO Circuit Books "The 39 Steps"
RKO Metropolitan Circuit has
booked GB's "The 39 Steps" in

all

theaters in New York and
Brooklyn, beginning next week, under a deal closed by Phil Meyer, GB
of

its

branch manager.

Asks Re-argument on Para. Fee
Jacob

J.

Lesser

will

move

this

morning in Federal Court for reargument of the decision by Judge
Alfred C. Coxe denying his application for $37,500 for services in the

Paramount reorganization.

Starrl

"""'LAWRENCE TIBBETT
VIRGINIA BRUCE

•

BRADY

ALICE

THURSTON HALL
a

DARRYL

F.

ZANUCK

•

•

CESAR

ROMERO

LUIS ALBERNI

20th century production

PRESENTED BY JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
DIRECTED BY RICHARD BOLESLAWSKI
Screen play by Bess Meredyth and George Marion,

Based on o story by Bess Meredyth

Jr.

H

THEY'LL

BE

SAYING

IT

WHEN METROPOLITAN

WITH CROWDS
STARTS

ON

ITS

NATIONWIDE GLORY ROAD!

Other

NOVEMBER
Hits:
"IN
THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

OLD KENTUCKY"

"THANKS A MILLION"
"THE

MAN WHO BROKE THE

BANK AT MONTE CARLO"

•»;--fl$|

1

BRANDEIS THEATRE

OMAHA
Hundreds turned away/
Holdouts every show/
Topping "It Happened

One

Night"/

LATEST

TOWER THEATRE

KANSAS CITY
$500 over average on
opening day against
keenest opposition in

months /

f

ORPHEUM THEATRE

DES MOINES
Exceptional opening

ofcs

o*

To we*

1

.

Packed morn

to night

A*

GEORGE RAF1

J'SJwCbuA
with

WALTER CONNOLLY

•

BILLIE

BURKE

•

JTs2i^°^

FOX THEATRE

DETROIT
Smash Opening/

ORPHEUM THEATRE

Standing five deep
at all

SAN FRANCISCO

shows/

Way

above average

/

Reaction tremendous /

FROM SEVEN TEST
ENGAGEMENTS^.

.

AS

COLUMBIA'S NEW
LAJJGH HIT SWINGS INTO

BIG-GROSS ACTION/
ORPHEUM THEATRE
PALACE THEATRE

CINCINNATI
Topping money marks
of the

NEW ORLEANS
First

day beats "One

Night of Love" by $400

.'

biggest pictures/

l °S

*«S«es

p?°

*****

U

*„,.

JOAN BENNETT
vCtr
A

COLUMBIA PICTURE

J>t

//
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"SOCIETY FEVER"

"FRISCO KID"
James

with

Margaret

Cagney,

Ricardo Cortez,

Lindsay,

Damita

Lili

BARBARY
OF
SAN FRANCISCO CARGLAMOUR AND PUNCH.

very

IN

recital

colorful

the

of

hectic

and turbulent days of the Barbary Coast,
produced with fidelity to the traditions of
the times, that gives James Cagney a fat
part as the Frisco Kid who rose to prominence as a leader of the rough elements
the

of

opposed

Coast,

who

citizenry

were

respectable

the

to

anxious

see

to

the

dives and gambling joints and palaces wiped

Cagney

out.

Marion

Withers,

DRAMA

COLORFUL
COAST DAYS
A

Lois

77 mins.

Warners

RIES

with

Wilson,

rises

become

of a sailor to

the humble role
the proprietor of the

from

Lloyd

Guinn

Shilling,

Ken Maynard

Hughes,

Williams,

Hedda Hopper
67 mins.

Invincible

MILDLY AMUSING COMEDY ON FAMILIAR PLOT HAS FAIR AMOUNT OF
LAUGHS FOR THE FAMILY HOUSES.
The

plot

of

has had

yarn

this

many

so

treatments already that the present rehash

comes
the

as

routine

a

best suited

affair

not too discriminating program

Story

is

about

formerly rich

a

went broke when the

old

that most

members

of

who

family

man

thereafter has had tough sailing.

for

houses.

died

and

The

fact

the family are a bit

most glittering of all the Barbary Coast
gambling palaces, and through it all runs
a thread of romance with the girl who has
inherited the militant newspaper that is

screwy makes matters a bit more difficult
for them, though adding somewhat to the

doing its best to drive out the vice and
gambling of the Coast. The climax comes
with the killing of a judge by a prominent
gambler, then the murder of the newspaper editor, and these incidents arouse the
citizens and they form their Vigilante committee, and wipe out the Coast with flamCagney is saved from the
ing torches.
noose along with the other leaders at the

to

intervention
disjointed

The

girl.

register

must

a

plot

is

too

emotional

strong

on its appeal as
colorful spectacle with good mob scenes

and

punch,
a

the

of

to

in

its

fight

scenes.

Margaret Lindsay,
George E.
Stcne, Donald Woods, Joseph King, Joe
Sawyer, Robert Strange, Joe Crehan, John
Wray, Robert McWade Lili Damita, Barton
MacLane, Claudia Coleman, Edward McWade, Addison Richards.
Cast:

James Cagney,

Seton

Cameraman,
Direction,

Miller;

I.

Sol

Kohler,

Bacon;

Lloyd

Director,
Duff,

Fred

Cortez,

Authors, Warren
Screenplay, same,

the

the

off

comes necessary
ily

to put on

for the

Outcome

the dog.

pictured, and of course

impoverished fam-

it

is

easily

turns out that the

impressed favorably instead of
otherwise, thus solving an embarrassing
situation and also paving the way for the
culmination of an accompanying romance
between Lois Wilson, the sane member of
the down-and-out family, and Lloyd Hughes
visitors

of

are

Cast: Lois Wilson, Lloyd

Hopper,

Guinn

Williams,

Hughes, Hedda
Grant Withers,

Marion Shilling, George Irving, Sheila Terry,
Maidel Turner, Erville Alderson, Lois January,
Katharine Sheldon, Anthony Marsh,
Reginald

Sheffield,

Shirle

Hilf,

Lew

Kelly,

Richard Hemingway, Robert McKenzie, Ed-

Roland Reed.

Maury Cohen; Director, Frank
Author and Screenplay, Karen De
Wolf; Cameraman, M. A. Andersen; Editor,
Producer,

Strayer;

Photography, Very Good.

Direction,

Passable

Photography, Okay.

Saenger Vaudeville Deal
Won't Include N'Orleans
For "Dream" Premiere

—

hand

to

society.

ing

greet

The

the

cream

of

New

Orleans

A

genuinely novel variation in the plot
westerns has finally been dug up for
this outdoor action yarn.
It has the hero
discovering

local

Toronto Tattles

hundreds of curious
from early evening.
Theater and
society staffs of local dailies turned

theater

out in full force to cover the event.

named

attracted

Toronto

—The

that

his

sister,

from

whom

he

was separated years ago following an Indian massacre in which their father and
mother were killed, has become a cattle
while the hero is shouldered with
duty of enforcing the law.
In the
climax the sister dies to save the life of her
brother.
There is also included the usual
love interest, with Lucille Browne participating in this romantic activity opposite
Ken Maynard, and in the matter of action
and excitement the production ranks up
with the best of this type of drama.
Maynard's surrounding cast is well seasoned
rustler,

the

work

and

everybody does
job under the well-paced direction.
for

its

a

good

Cast: Ken Maynard, Lucille Browne, Nora
Lane, Robert Henry, Frank Yaccnelli, Otis
Harlan, Nelson McDowell, Harold Goodwin,

Frank Hadney,
Marcus.

Gordon

S.

Griffith,

Adapted from the magazine story,
"High Hats," by Roy L. McCardell.
Ernest Truex finds that he has to
buy wifey a new hat, but he lacks
the dough to do it with.
He visits
a rummage sale, and finds a brand
new and expensive hat that has
reached there by mistake, the hat
having just been purchased by a
cranky dame who is sponsoring the
rummage sale. Complications come
when the wife wears the hat to
church, and the other woman recognizes it.
Then more complications
as hubby tries to straighten out the

jam with the help of a kind friend,
and both of them almost land in
Truex does a neat bit of comedy work throughout. Produced by
Al Christie. In the cast are Mary
Jane Barrett, Cora Witherspoon,
jail.

Raymond Knight, Earle

The Cabin Kids in
"Way Out West"
(Song and Comedy Hit)

Jim

Herman; Author, Ken MayNate Gatzert; Cameramen, James S. Brown Jr., Herbert Kirkpatrick; Editor, Dwight Caldwell.
Director, Al

Screenplay,

Gilbert.

Educational

10 mins.

Lively

Those clever little pickanninies are
introduced to the wild west atmosphere in a comedy skit with nearthrills, and they succeed in making
a big hit with the big rough men
"DOPO UNA NOTTE D'AMORE" ("After of the great outdoors. Norman Cordon contributes some fine vocalizing,
a Night of Love"), in Italian; produced by
along with the splendid numbers of
Litoria; directed by G. Brignoni; with Isa
Also present are
the Cabin Kids.
Miranda, Mimo d'Oro, Cesara Zoppati, et al.
the Range Ramblers and the Eight
At the Ideal Theater.
Serenaders.
A lively number that
Fair murder mystery and romantic yarn
will go over nicely anywhere.
Prowith capable acting and some good inciden- duced by Al Christie.
Directed by
Direction,

Fast

Photography,

Fine.

FOREIGN

tal

William Watson.

singing.

Texas Notes

Praises

Work

of

Forums

—

Work

In Film Education
San Antonio
Phil Alexander,
comedian, emsee and script writer,
Philadelphia Motion pictures are
is spending a few days in Dallas.
Henry G. Stein of the Baker The- becoming the greatest factor for
ater Circuit, Luling, was attend- mass education of the world, and or-

—

—

Local Saenger
houses will not be included in the
vaudeville deal negotiated recently
by E. V. Richards, since executives
believe the vaude presented in other
circuit houses would not suit New
Orleans.

typical Hollywood open-

56 mins.

of

Pittsburgh Goes Gala

The most notable
Pittsburgh
audience in local show history packed the Nixon Theater for the Western Pennsylvania premiere of "A
Midsummer Night's Dream." Prof,
and Mrs. Max Reinhardt weie on

Ernest Truex in
"Ladies Love Hats"

(Star Personality Comedy)
GOOD WESTERN WITH THE USUAL
ACTION PUNCH PLUS A NOVELTY Educational
19 mins.
Neat Comedy
ANGLE IN THE PLOT.

nard;

the visiting clan.

Roland Reed.

Pclito.

Good

audience.
The comedy is
when some rich friends come
barren home for dinner and it be-

for

topped

travel

and plenty of realism
Ricardo

laughs

Columbia

»

SHORTS

in

"WESTERN FRONTIER"

Grant

30, 1935

ing the Allied convention last week. ganizations like the Philadelphia
He is also mayor of the city and Motion Picture Forum are more farsecretary of the Chamber of Com- reaching than the movements emanating from the churches, declared
merce in the oil field town.
Robb and Rowley theaters in San Harold Sherman, playwright, auAngelo recently made H. L. Young- thor and producer of "Are We Civblood, well-known Texas showman, ilized", at a meeting of the Forum

manager.
The Majestic and Ritz, Bowie,
have started "Hot Seat Night," a

city

downtown new novel money give-away idea
has been re- which was originated by Manager

here.

Pittsburgh Briefs

Variety,

just rebuilt,
the Arcadia.

Loew's is holding "Broadway MelPreceding the film, Dr. Samuel Harody of 1936" over for a second week.
den Church, president of Carnegie "The
39 Steps" will stay a second
Institute, made a brief speech in week at the Uptown, while "A Midpraise of Warners and all associated summer Night's Dream" starts its
with the "Dream" production and second week at the Royal Alexandria.
Four large circuits are now opthen introduced Conductor Antonio erating here.
Famous Players has
Modarelli and the Pittsburgh Sym- 13 film houses, Associated Theaters
phony Orchestra for a brief concert. has 13, Bloom & Fine has 12, and
There
Albert Howson introduced the host Premier theaters total six.
also are a score or so in the indeof notables.
pendent group.

John H. Harris back from his business trip to Canada.
M. Proctor closed the Proctor theater in Lyondora and moved to Chicora, where he opened a new house.
J. M. Booth will reopen the Ells-

A. Smith of these two A. V. Wade
houses.
The theaters also have
"Gold Night" once each week.
Liberty theater in Henderson has
been opened by E. E. Lutz, who also
has houses at Arp, Gladwater and

worth

Longview.

week.

J.

theater

in

Ellsworth

next

Visitors: B. Donahue, Hollywood;
J. C. Christy closed the Olympic
George Sandor, New Orleans; Ed- theater in Fineyville, Pa.
ward Auger, Camden, N. J.; I. B.
Joe Daugherty joined the local ReAdelman, Fort Worth; F. Wilkie, public exchange as shipper.
Houston; A. D. Baker, Lockhart; A.
Andy Semon, manager of the Ritz
Jules Benedic, Kansas City; S. "Gib" in Sharpsville, off to Florida on a

Howell, Dallas.

vacation.

:

A "LITTLE"

HOLLYWOOD "LOTS"

from

By RALPH WILK
has been
signed for the feminine lead in

revealed
his
has
marriage
in
Phoeniz, Ariz., a month ago, to Wilma Morris, his father's former sec-

Had

retary.

DOSALIND RUSSELL
"It

Happen," George Raft's
picture at 20th CenturyLeo Carrillo also is in it. Roy
to

TV

starring

Fox.
Del Ruth will

M-G-M

Sidney Howard has been signed

S.

S.

Van

"The Garden Murder Case"

in

Dine's

Lewis.
T

T

M-G-M has given new contracts
Edmund Gwenn, actor, Sam Wood,

Kent Taylor, borrowed from Paramount by 20th Century-Fox for the

to
director,

and Gus Kahn, composer.
male lead in "Buccaneer," will reGeorge E. Stone is being tested
main on the latter lot to appear by Warners for the role of Sanchez
with Claire Trevor and Paul Kelly in the film version of Hervey Allen's
in "Song and Dance Man," with Alan "Anthony Adverse."

Dwan

directing.

Romer Grey, son

of

M. H. Aylesworth, Edward Alperson.
Dr. Ceo. Baehr, Raymond Ball, Harold BareDominic F. Barreca, Larry Beatus,
ford,
Harry Becker, Nathan Beier, Jack Bellman,
Harold Bennett, John Bennett, Jacob Berisen.
Joseph Bernhardt, Albert Bernstein, David
Bernstein, Harry M. Bernstein, Louis BernLeonard Bickwit,
stein.
Bickwit,
Geo.
S.
Jack Birnbaum, Walter Blaufort, Geo. Blinderman, Albert Blum, David Blum. M. J. Blumberg, Nate J. Blumberg, Jack Bowen, Sidney
Braunberg, Leo Brecher, Louis Brecher, Jack
Bregman, J. H. Brickbinder, Willis Bright,
Colvin Brown, Harry Buckley, Nathan Burkan,

Who's Who
Honor David L. Loew

blick,

{Continued from Page 1)
sincere congratulations to the guest
of honor on his joining the Hal E.
Roach organization as executive
vice-president.
There was a lot of
good-natured ribbing, too, with Dave
as the target, of course.

Harry

Buxbaum.

David Blum opened the jamboree
by
presenting
the
toastmaster,
Arthur Garfield Hays. The speakers,
some of whom handed the guest of

Jules Chapman, W. C. Chessman, Edward
Churchill, W. H. Clark, H. J. Cleary, M. D.
Clofine, Eugene Coen, S. D. Cocalis & Guests,
Harry C. Cohen, Jack Cohn, Max A. Cohn,
Nathan Cohen, Norman E. Cohen, E. H.

honor expert roastings, as well as
sincere compliments, were Howard
Dietz, Arthur M. Loew, Adolph Zukor, Louis Nizer, Hal Roach, Will H.
Hays and David Warfield. A protracted ovation was given Zukor
when he arose to speak.
Will H. Hays paid high tribute
to Adolph
Zukor, Marcus Loew,
Nicholas M. Schenck and Hal Roach.
In the course of his remarks he
said that sometime he intends to

Collins,

Dietz,

Kidding and complimentary telegrams were read from 25 girls em-

Oscar

Doob,

Max

Dorff,

Louis

Dor-

Edward Douglas, W. A. Downs, Emanuel
Dreyfus, I. Dreyfus, G. Dumont.
Herbert Ebenstein, Norman Ehrenwald, Jay
Eisenberg, Frank Eldredge, H. R. Emdee.

kin.

Ernest

Emerling,

Morris

Epstein,

Arthur

Eddy.
S. H. Fabian,
son, Felix Feist,

hun,

Max

Lynn

Farnol, Ronald Feidel-

Irving Feist, Joseph FeldFellerman, W. R. Ferguson, Lawr-

Fertig, N. K. Finney, Arthur Fischer,
Arthur Fluegelman, John C. Flinn. Charles
Ford, Harold Forman, Edward M. Foy, Gilbert
A. Fravvley, Isidor Frey, Percy Friedlander,
Leopold Friedman, Louis Frisch, Fred Fuld.
Edw. Gaylor, J. Louis Geller, Hon. Geo. L.
Genung, Thomas Gerety, M. E. Gerstenfeld.
Charles Gilman, Lee J. Glover, Joseph Cluck,
Herman Gluckman, Harry Goetz, Jack Goetz,
Harry Gold, Leon Goldberg, Nat Goldberg,
Stanley Goldberg Charles Goldsmith, Lambert
Goldsmith, E. H. Goldstein, Edward Goldstein,
I.
H. Goldstein, Robert Goldstein,

ence

medium

of "J. Hamilton Webster",
alleged president of a New York
bank, who took Dave for a ribbing
ride and also sailed into various MG-M and Loew executives in a humorous manner. The speaker was just
getting well steamed up when in
came "guards" and lured him away
after tempting him with a Napoleonic hat and a large lollypop.

Thomas Connors, Jack Cosman, Hon.

Salvatore Cotillo, James Cron, J. H. Cunliffe.
David O. Decker, Michael J. Delehanty,
Geo. Dembow, Samuel Dembow, Jr., Howard

write a history of the industry.
The gagsters got busy through the

I

Irving Goodfield, Herman Goodstein, E. C.
Grainger, Arthur Greenblatt, Irving Greefield,
Henry Greenhall, Monroe Greenthall, Toby

Gruen.

Roy

Haines,

Isador

Halperin,

Albert

R.

Hammerschlag, Oscar Hammerstein, Arthur
Garfield Hays, Will H. Hays, John Memenck.
Milton Herman, H. C. Hermanson, Gabriel
Hess, Edward Heyman, Melvin H. Heymann,
John Hicks, Jr. & Guests, Clarence Hill, Melvin Hirsch, Morton Hirsch, Phillip Hodes.
Samuel Hollander, Leffert Holz, Hal Home

ployed at the Loew office, employees
of the M-G-M organization, Laurel
and Hardy, Abe Fischer, Henry Ginsberg,
Sam Eckman, George J.
Schaefer, Ed Schiller, Paul Moss and
Bernard Fleet. At the conclusion of & Guest, Joseph Hornstein.
Louis Irwin, Lester Isaac.
the after-dinner proceedings, the
M. H. Jack, Rube Jackter, Charles Jaffa,
guest of honor was presented with a Ben Joel, W. Ray Johnston, Milton Joseph,
parchment which bore the signa- Leo G. Justin.
Red Kann, Emanuel Kalisch, Charles KamDavid Loew
tures of all present.
Kaplan, Harry Karasik, Emanuel
leaves Friday for the coast to as- insky, Irving
Wolf Kaufman, Michael Kaufman,
his

new

duties.

Kaufman,

Herbert R. Kaus, Morris Keizerstein, Arthur

W

Kelly, W. D. Kelly, S. H. Kilmarx,
the dais were, in addition to
King. Ben A. Kinon,
the guest of honor and the other Charles King, Mervin A.
Kolbeck, Morton D. Kornfield, H. F.
J.
Schenck, JKrecke,
speakers,
Nicholas
M.
Max Krich, Melvin H. Krulevitch,
David Bernstein, Nathan Burkan, David Kugel, Bert Kulick, W. J. Kuppe,
Herbert Bayard Swope, M. H. Ayles- Milton Kussel, Morris Kutinsky.
Paul Lazarus, Jos. Lee, Phillip B. Leavitt,
worth, Martin Quigley and Jack
Joseph T. Leonard, Carl Levi, Solli Levi,
Cohn.
Chick Lewis, David Lewis, Chauncey Levy,
David A. Levy, I. A. Levy, Joel Levy Jules
Ticket list included

On

W. Aaron, Julian Abeles, Leo
A. Adelraan, Neil Agnew, Jack AliAl Altman, Mervin Asch, Jack Augen-

Edward

will portray the leading roles in the
picture.
Slim Summerville will also
be featured in the picture.

T

Carl

"Alfalfa"

You'll

Find

It

T

Switzer,

Harry

been added to the cast of Charley
Chase's "Life Hesitates At 40," now
under way at the Roach studios.

In

The

Year Book

Harry Cording, Sam Dawson and
Ed Chandler have been signed by
Warners for "Prison Farm," in
which Donald Woods, Eddie Acuff,
"The Black Gang," story of a Kay Linaker and Addison Richards
Zane Grey, ship's stoker, by Robert Tasker and will have the leading roles.

500 Film

sume

«

Bowen and Brooks Benedict have

work.

¥

«

John Bright, has been added to the
20th Century-Fox production list.
Paul
Kelly
and
Claire
Trevor

by M-G-M to adapt "It Can't Happen Here," new novel by Sinclair

direct.

has put

n
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Levy,

Charles

Paul Levy, Al. Lichtman,
Arthur Loew, Henry Loew, David
L. Loew, Jr. Marcus Loew,

Alirams.

Lodier,

enate.

L Loew, David

Herman

TI.

Lorber,

Lord, David T.
Leo Lubin, Jacob

Phillips

Leon Lowenstein,
Enoch Light,
IJebowitz,

Lotwin,

Al.

Liss,

N.

K.

Lubin.

Frank

McCarthy, Barret McCormick,
J.
John B. McCullough, Chas. McDonald, J. R.

McDonough, E. L. McEvoy, J. McEvoy. J.
S.
MacLeod, Frank McRoy, Mitchell May.
James Martin, Maurice Magid, Jeremiah

Jr.,

Maguire,

Irwin Margulies, Jack Manheimer.
Horace S. Manges, Fred Meyers, Phillip
Meyer, Frank Meyer, Eugene Meyers, Harold
Molnicker, Jerry Melnicker, Jack B. Melnick.
Samuel H. Meinhold, H. H. Michalson, Max
.Minzisheimer, J. T. Mills, Fred H. Mitchell,
Lawrence G. Mintzer, Ben Mochrie, Abraham
Montague, Paul Mooney, Louis Morgenstern.
Melvin Morgenstern, Moe Morris, Wm. Morris
& Guest, Charles C. Moskowitz, Arthur Moskovvitz, Joseph H. Moskowitz & Guest, Martin Moskowitz, Charles Moses, Edward Mullin.
James Mulvey, John Murphy.
Bert Nafack, Leon Netter, Louis Nizer.
M. D. O'Brien, John O'Connor, Charles
O'Reilly, Joseph J. O'Reilly, William Orr.
George Oshrin.

Al Paucher, E. L. Per!ma;i, Harry M.
Phillips, William S.
Phillips,
Isaac Picker,
Sidney Picker, Eugene Picker, Arnold Picker.
Leonard
Sidney Piermont, Joseph Pincus.
Eli Porter, Stanley Previn, M. G.
Edward Peskay.
Martin M. Quigley, Fred H. Quimby,
Henry Randel, Arthur Rapf, Henry Reiner,

Pollack,
Poller,

Walter

&

Guest, Walter Reade, Jr.,
Harold
Rinzler,
Samuel
Rivkin,
Hal Roach, Budd
Joseph
Rogers, Samuel E. Rogers, Harold Rodner,
W. F. Rogers, Charles Rogers, Jack Robbin,
Herman Robbins, Herman Rochmiel, Samuel

Reade

Reisman,

Phillip

Rinzler,

Rosen, Michael Rosen, Martin Rosenberg.
Leon Rosenblatt, Eli Rosenblatt, D. J. Rosenheim, Jacob Rosenheim, Ben Rosenberg, Joseph Rosthal, Dr. Burnett Rothhouse, J. Robert Rubin, Edward Rugoff, Fred Rothenberg.
Reuben Samuels, Morris Sanders, Sam Saxe,
Marvin
Schenck,
Dolf
Schalder,
George
Schenck, Nicholas M. Schenck, Harry Schiffman, Adolph Schimmel, L. J. Schlayer, Irving Schlossberg, Arthur Schmidt, Abraham
Schneider, Ed. Schnitzer, L. A. Schoen, A.
Charles
Schuster,
Carl
E.
A.
Schubart,
Schwartz, Fred Schwartz, Wm. A. Scully,
Al Seadler, Si Seadler, Sam Sedran, Al.
Senft,

Harry Shaw,

Herman Shumlin, Ben

Schlyen, Louis K. Sidney, Arthur Siegel, Henry
Siegel, Samuel J. Siegel, David Silverman,
Emanuel Silverstone, Ben Simon, Dr. Samuel
Sidney Singerman, Bob Sisk,
Sinberg,
C.
George Skouras & Guests, Alex Slavitt, A.
W. Smith, C. E. Smith, Chas. Sonin, Nate
Spingold. Morton A. Spring, Hon. Alfred E.
Steers, Nat. Steinberg, Charles Stern, Emanuel
Stern. Leon J. Sternberger, Frank V. Storrs,
Edgar Strauss, Hon. John J. Sullivan, Hon.
Myron Sulzberger, William Sussman, Herbert B. Swope, Irving, Synder.
Leslie

E.

Thompson,

S.

The 1936
Eighteenth Edition

Tick.

Unger.
Eric Van Dyck, Joseph Vogel, Mike Vogel.
Senator J. H. Walters, David Warfield,
Joe Weil, J. Hamilton Webster, Frank Weinberg, Louis Weinberg, Irving Weingart, Dr.
Weiss,
T. J. Weiner, Milton C. Weisman, A.
"Isidore
Welt, Archie Weltman, David E.
Wiley,
S.
Thomas
West,
George
Weshner,
Wittman, Max Wolff, R. S. Wolff, Irving
J.

^^

J.

Wormser.
Eugene J.
Zimmerman.

Zukor,

Adolph Zukor, William

Is

Now

In

Work
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STRATEGY BY DEFENSE
AT

of the

ST. LOUIS TRIAL

slipped in through the testimony of
Samuel B. Jeffries, local counsel for
Warners, when he told what he said
at a conference held in Chicago on
Aug. 3, 1933, in explaining to members of the bondholders' protective
committee for the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Central theaters just why Warners could not
at that time proceed with negotiations looking to a reorganization of
the first-run theater properties.
At the request of Russell Hardy,
special assistant to the attorney-general, Judge Moore did instruct the

DAY

shows and amusements.

Incorpora-

tors are, H. B. Proctor, Blytheville,
Ark.; Duree Medley, Sikeston; L. S.
Dark, Charleston, Mo.; 0. W. McCutchen, Blytheville, and May McCutchen, Blytheville.

Athens,

manager

$25,000.

of

house.

SKOURAS THEATERS

Charlotte, president,

new ment

—

profit

of

corresponding

was

Louis The St. Louis AmuseCo. has taken bids from conSchine tractors on alterations to the Grevois theater building.

is

Skouras Theaters Corp. showed a
net

$90,600

for

W. Cramer week period ending Sept. 28
and J. W. parison to a $12,500 profit

Falls of Danville, Va., vice-president.
St.

—

O. Ted Prober
of the Athena, a

Officers are S.

30, 1935

$90,600 PROFIT FOR

—

Mo.— M. &

Charlotte, N. C.
Charter has
R. Theaters,
Inc., has been incorporated here with been granted State Theater Co. Inc.,
$25,000 capital to operate picture
of Columbia, S. C, capitalized at

Sikeston,

(Continued from Page 1)

Wednesday, Oct.

testified

period

last

the
in

39-

com-

for the
year,

it

yesterday at a hearing

before Judge Martin T. Manton of
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals.

Randf orce
Amusement Corp.
showed a net loss of $44,900 for the
period from Feb. 1 to Oct. 12, 1935.
It was testified that this loss in-

hopes to pro- ater, while Warners were proposing
Judge Moore's to guarantee one-half of the new
adverse rulings of Monday. Federal bonds as to both principal and in- cluded $30,000 in legal fees paid
appellate courts have held that such terest, that they were successful as out during the period of receiverjury that they were to accept what
Randforce declared a divia step must be taken by defense producers and exhibitors, had come ship.
Jeffries said he said at Chicago as
dend of $300,000 on Sept. 2.
counsel if they wish the higher through the depression in fine shape,
just so much conversation about the
courts to consider the legal ques- and that a Warner signature on an
Warner legal difficulties with Kop- tions raised when the demurrers and agreement meant something as they
"Frasquita" for World Theater
"Frasquita," musical produced in
lar.
But the important point from motions were first presented to the had never defaulted.
Austria, follows "Legong" into the
the defense side is that the subject
trial court.
While Jeffries was giving this tes- World Theater.
of the Koplar suits was gone into.
The defense may rest by the end timony, Reed from time to time
The jurors .will guide themselves by
would ask a question designed to fied for the government in the case.
the evidence and the Judge's instruc- of this week.
Levinson had quoted Starr as saytions, of course.
When court reconvened in the bring out additional light on what
The subject of Koplar's suits oc- morning Senator Reed continued the Jeffries had said at the meeting. ing "Warners ought to be permitted
saying that he had to operate these theaters, and if
casioned a lengthy argument of reading of the Warner reorganiza- Hardy objected,
Proper- never heard of a witness being so they don't, no one else will be percounsel in the presence of the jury, tion plan for the St. Lov
While
and former Senator James A. Reed ties Corp. and the Central Proper- grossly led by counsel as Jeffries mitted to operate them."
Chasnoff had testified that Starr
and Frederick H. Wood of Warner ties Co. which they submitted early was being led by Reed.
said: "We haven't anything against
counsel made effective use of this in March, 1934. Hardy objected that
"You've never heard yourself talk Fanchon <& Marco, they are
felirrelevant
and
immathis
plan
was
opportunity to accuse the governHe then ob- lows, but if they are goingnice
then," Reed replied.
to atment of attempting to restrict the terial as it had to do with the case jected to Hardy interrupting the tempt
to operate these theaters it
defense so that the jury would only of Lawton-Byrne-Bruner Insurance witness and Judge Moore sustained
is going to be just too bad for them."
obtain a lopsided view of the situa- Agency vs. St. Louis Properties this objection, sayine to Hardy:
Jeffries stated Starr made no such
tion.
They stressed the fact that which had been adjudicated by the "I've told you, Mr. Hardy, time and statements either in substance or
Federal court many months ago, time again to make your objections
all of the details of the Warner
effect, and ventured the belief that
troubles with Koplar should be gone when Reed sought to question Jeff- to the court in the regular way."
the so-called threats were built up
Then
ries
about
its
contentions.
into so that the jury would know of
Jeffries continued to explain how largely from the imagination of
the circumstances that caused the Reed withdrew the question and reHe said that
he told the advantages of the War- those in attendance.
defendants to do the things for sumed the reading to the jury. Later
ner plan over that favored by the while Starr was a dynamic person
which they have been indicted. he was relieved by Frederick H.
bondholders' committee, of the ar- and no one ever had trouble underHardy argued that a defense of a Wood. The entire proposal was read rangement for the bondholders com- standing what he had to say, he
counter-monopoly is not proper in by 11:35 A. M., when direct examimittee to get 50 per cent of the stock denied that Starr was angry or had
an anti-trust suit and cited Supreme nation of Jeffries was taken up in the new companies to settle with spoken heatedly at the meeting. He
Court rulings to support his conten- again. He testified that a meeting
the second mortgage bondholders, said what Starr did say was that
tion.
This was met by Wood say- held on April 5, 1934, in the office
and how Warners proposed to can- Warners were going to continue to
ing that no such defense was being of Joseph Grand, local attorney for
their pictures first-run in St.
cel their $1,000,000 third mortgage, show
made, that Hardy had a misconcep- the bondholders' protective commitand that Warners would also guar- Louis, and that if necessary they
tion of the situation, as the defen- tee, was the result of a suggestion
theaters.
antee the solvency of the new com- would obtain other
dants had never admitted directly by Federal Judge Davis that the
When Reed attempted to have
panies to operate the theaters, and
or indirectly that they had entered parties to the reorganization dishow warners would not get a dollar Jeffries tell of a conversation he had
into a conspiracy to protect them- pute should get together before the
back until all of the first and second with Harry C. Arthur of Fanchon &
selves from a monopoly set up by court sold the properties at forebonds had been paid in Marco in New York in October,
mortgage
Koplar and Fanchon & Marco.
closure.
In detailing what he said
1931, relative to Warner troubles
full.
While Judge Moore did not rule at that gathering, Jeffries went into
with Koplar, Judge Moore sustained
directly on the question of how ex- the merits of the second Warner pro"We told the committee (refer- an objection by Hardy, saying that
tensively the defense could go into posal and the 10-year lease arrange- ring to himself, and Herman Starr) he didn't believe that conversation
the Warner difficulties with Koplar, ment with Snyder which the bond- that Warners were making their was material to the issue in the case
he did permit questioning of Jeff- holders'
received proposal in absolutely good faith", at bar.
committee had
ries about the lawsuits.
Jeffries about two weeks previously.
He he continued. "That they were able,
George J. Schaefer of Paramount
completed his direct testimony at said he pointed out that Snyder was ready and willing to perform exactly returned from New York Monday
4:18 P. M. and was then cross-ex- an engineer and presumed to be as the proposal set forth".
Asked night and was in court yesterday.
amined h* Hardy. He will resume wealthy but that he had no previous by Reed if they had asked the com- He was being sought by a process
the stand this morning.
When the experience in running motion pic- mittee to submit the plan to the server for the purpose of obtaining
defense completes all of its testi- ture shows and that the only protec- bondholders direct, Jeffries said they his deposition in a damage suit filed
mony and the government's rebut- tion the bondholders had under the had, suggesting that both plans be against Paramount some months ago
tal is in and met by supplementary Snyder lease arrangement was the submitted to the bondholders at the by Abraham Lincoln Amusement Co.
testimony for the defense, counsel $105,000 cash guarantee that the same time, but that Thomas, chair- for alleged refusal of Paramount to
for the various corporate and in- rent on the theaters would be paid, man of the committee, said this furnish pictures for the Odeon Thedividual defendants will again in- that the new corporations to be would be impractical.
He denied ater, since burned down. A similar
troduce the demurrers to the gov- formed had no capital, while the $4,- hearing the threats and statements subpoena was served on Louis Philernment's case and the motions for 050,000 in bonds to be issued on the credited to Starr by David Levin- lips, general counsel for Paramount.
directed verdicts of not guilty and Ambassador and New Grand Cen- son, counsel for the bondholders' Phillips said that both he and Schaedismissal of the indictment which tral theaters would be income bonds committee, and Jacob Chasnoff, at- fer were immune to service since
were overruled by Judge Moore on only, and that a similar arrangement torney for the general bondholders' they were in St. Louis in connection
Monday. Such a step is necessary prevailed as to the Missouri The- committee, who had previously testi- with the Federal court trial.
for the defense

if

it

tect the exceptions to
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All- Continent Corp. to

31.

Oppose Gen' I Theaters Plan

20TH-F0T>WEEK NEfRISES
M. Warner on

H.

Stand

in St.

Claims Offer to Drop Suits
R, R.

Was
Him

For $600,000

Made

to

By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Harry M. Warner,
St. Louis
president of Warners and himself

—

a defendant in the anti-trust conspiracy case now on trial before

Federal Judge George H. Moore,
yesterday afternoon very dramatically told of his personal rise from a
newsboy and bootblack to a dominant figure in the motion picture in(Continued on Page 4)

BAIR RE-ELECTED

BY INDIANA EXHIBITORS

—

Indianapolis R. R. Bair was reelected president of Associated Theater Owners of Indiana at the convention held here this week. Other
officers
are:
Frank B. Sanders,
treasurer; Mrs. Helen B. Keeler, reA. C. Zaring,
elected secretary;
Maurice Rubin and Oscar Fine, vicepresidents.
Twenty directors also

were chosen.

PROJECTIONISTS BACK
IN

MILWAUKEE HOUSES

—

ment.

RKO

Signs Shilkret
As Musical Director

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Nat Shilkret, orchestra leader and composer, has been
signed by RKO Radio as a musical

West Coast Bureau

—

He

make

his headquarters here, composing scores for
director.

will

now under way.

productions

Steiner, Roy Webb
also are on the

and Al Colombo

RKO

Stills

Omaha

Max

Revive

musical

An 11 -year-old physician's
who had been slowly fading

movie star stills brought to
her by Roy Miller, film salesman and
neighbor.
Miller happened to give the
girl
some stills the other day, and
He
she brightened up immediately.
obtained more from exchanges and they
being

few

a

medicine.

doled
day,

out

to

working

38 Cents a Share on the

AMKINO HEAD TO SIGN

Common

is Earned by
20th-Fox in 9 Mos.

H'WOOD TECHNICIANS

Net operating profit of $1,996,324,
after all charges and federal income
taxes, was reported yesterday by
20th Century-Fox for the 39 weeks
ended Sept. 28, compared with $1,506,213 in the corresponding period
last year.
After dividends on the
preferred stock, net for the past
nine months equalled 38 cents a
share on the common.
Profit for the quarter ended Sept.
>8 totaled $640,543, against $306.971 for the third quarter of 1934,
and $738,974 and $616,806 in the
first and second quarters of this

V. I. Verlinsky, president of Amkino, leaves for Hollywood in a few
days to engage a number of laboratory and sound technicians for work
in the Soviet Union, he said yesterday.
While on the coast Verlinsky
will
inspect a large quantity of
laboratory equipment recently purchased for shipment to Russia. Verlinsky said he had recently placed

eight

man-

(Continued on Page 13)

M. P. T. O. Fights
Traveling Movie Shows

Philly

—

that
Charging
Philadelphia
picture shows are disregarding public safety in this territory, the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pa.
intends to appeal to the authorities
when this type of competition arises.
Complaints have reached exhibitor
headquarters concerning 11 a. m.
shows, operated by fly-by-night firms
which obtain their current from the
chandlier in the room, allow smoking and run projectors without the
In this kind
protection of a booth.
itinerant

{Continued on Page 3)

Take Testimony Tomorrow
In Ledirk Suit vs. Majors
Testimony will be taken at Warner headquarters tomorrow in connection with a motion made in Federal Court, Newark, by Warners,

RKO, Paramount and Fox to quash
complaints made against their subsidiaries in the Ledirk Amusement
Co. anti-trust action on grounds that
the court does not have jurisdiction
The motion
over these defendants.
has been made in behalf of 10 subspecial master has been
sidiaries.
appointed to supervise taking of
Phillips & Nizer is astestimony.
sociated with Merritt Lane as de-

A

fense counsel.

(Continued on Page

4)

"TOP HAT" ACTIONS
|

ARE
Cleveland

brought

WON

BY RKO

—Four

by

separate actions
Cleveland exhibitors

RKO

to compel release to
of "Top hat" as 1934-35 product resulted yesterday, after full
two days' trial before Judge Lee C.
Skeel, in a dismissal of each of said
cases and the entry of final judgment in favor of the defendant RKO,
based upon the judgment of the
court to effect that the contract
could not be properly construed to

against

them

(Continued on Page 3)

G. T. E. Reorganization Plan
Opposed by All- Continent Corp.

3 B'klyn

M-G-M

Federal Judge Inch in Brooklyn
yesterday took under advisement the

the patient a
than
better

Release Schedule

Set Through December

Life

—

of

are

Louis Denies All Charges

Paramount Bids
Taken Under Advisement

staff.

daughter,
away despite various medicines, has taken on life again as the result of a collection

TO $096,324

(Continued on Page 3)

Charles R. Metzger, for
years attorney and business

A

truce between
striking projectionists and independent theaters resulted in the reopening of all theaters here yesterday.
Negotiations will get under way
shortly for a new wage scale agree-

Milwaukee

TEN CENTS

1935

National release schedule of M-Ghas been set through December,
as follows: Nov. 8, "Mutiny on the
Bounty"; Nov. 15, "Night at the
Opera"; Nov. 22, "Ah, Wilderness";
Nov. 29, "Riff Raff"; Dec. 6, "The
Perfect Gentleman"; Dec. 13, "Kind
Lady'; Dec. 20, "Last of the Pagans"; Dec. 27, "A Tale of Two

M

Cities'.

All-Continent Corp., of which Mrs.
of William Fox, is
the principal stockholder, will oppose
the General Theaters Equipment reorganization plan as holder of a
claim of $1,917,761 based on notes
of the company, it was said yester'day by Daniel Rosenblatt, of Hirsh,
Newman, Reass & Becker, counsel
Rosenblatt said
for All-Continent.
the plan was "generally unsatisfacHearing on the plan will
tory".

Eva Fox, wife

(Continued on Page 13)

three bids made for acquisition of
the Brooklyn Paramount Theater
from the Allied Owners Corp. trus(Continued on Page 3)

"Ibbetson" for Music Hall
Paramount's "Peter Ibbetson," with
Gary Cooper and Ann Harding, will
have its world premiere Nov. 7 at the
Radio City Music Hall.

—

—

.
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Mary Pickford Favors
from California

Exodus
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Mary Pickford is
who may pull stakes
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among
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—

of

those
from California unless tax burdens
are lightened, the United Artists
executive and producer said yesterday. She predicted a general transfer of film producing to the east if
California persists in its taxation
pol'cy.

Boston Court to Decide

On Order Asked by Pathe

all

—

FINANCIAL

&

Nizer, New York firm, are representing the complainant.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Cocalis Defers Vacation Trip
Net

Low

High

Am. Seat
Columbia

Picts.

Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

East.

Kodak

vtc.

do

Inc

14%

62i/4

61 Va

61

pfd

183/4

166

165

166

160

160

160

47%

481/4

9%

9l/4

pfd.

83%

823/4

831/2

pfd..

113/8

uVa

113/g

5'/2

SV2

Film

.

20th Century-Fox pfd
Pict.

Warner

pfd

Bros
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+ 4
3
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+

173/4

173/4

283/8
39i/
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2

391/2

7%

71/4

2

39%

+
+
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45%

44

+ 1%

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th.
Keith

Eq.

A-0

Paramount

6s40...

6s46
Picts.

6s55

Warner's 6s39

Sonotone

+

3/8
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+

l/

823,4
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153/8

15

153/8

91

91

91

93%

92%

823/4

82 1/4

1/4

1/4

— %
4

broadcasting station, official action
has not yet been taken by the Commission, it was stated yesterday by

Gordon Jones Weds Society Girl
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Gordon Jones, Re-

—

liance Pictures star who is now on
loan to Samuel Goldwyn for Eddie

h

ST

NKW YOKK

CITY

'

MUSICAL <;0UND TRACKSrEVERY
MOODandjype of picture
MM)

FOR OHK

CATALOG

arrive in

New

and

will

California

BRAGER and AL HAUSMANN

general manager of National Tele-

Reports from Washington

that the Commission had denied the
permit was in error, said McKay.

for

Kew Gardens

Roach Studio Adds Writers

"The

Road

fe

Hollywood

to

of thej
Pittsburgh.

playwright, is due
for
rehearsals of

Promise"

DAVID BURTON,
returns

stage and screen directorjl
today after a New York

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Two additions to the
Hal Roach Studio writing staff have
been made with the acquisition of
Harry McCoy, formerly with Columbia, and Thomas Bell, it is announced by Henry Ginsberg. McCoy will
work on the Jimmy Savo film, while
Bell will prepare the Patsy Kelly
picture.

Hearing on RKO Claims Put Off
Hearing on exceptions filed by the
RKO trustee to Special Master
Thacher's recommendations on the
Rockefeller claims has been indefinitely postponed pending negotiations between Atlas Corp., RCA, the
RKO reorganization committees and

RCA
installing RCA

Houses Go

Leon Rosenblatt is
Photophone High Fidelity sound
equipment in the Empire, Staten Island;

Star,

New

Brighton; Lyceum

& Meyers

also have bought
for the remodeled
Granada, formerly the 72nd St.
Playhouse, recently acquired.

High

Fidelity

"Stella Parish" at Strand Friday

New York

Strand will change pictomorrow night with First National's "I Found
Stella Parish,"
5 Warner-F. N. Nov. Releases
Kay Francis film, coming in after a
Warner-First National will relittle over two weeks of "Shipmates
lease five features this month. They
Forever." House ordinarily changes
are: "Moonlight on the Prairie,"
on Wednesdays.
Nov. 2; "The Payoff," Nov. 9; "I
Found Stella Parish," Nov. 16;
Mixed Revival for Acme
"Stars Over Broadway," Nov. 23,
A Russian and a French picture,
and "Frisco Kid," Nov. 30.
"Ten Days That Shook the World"
and "A Nous La Liberte," will be re"Amateur Gentleman" Cast Set
vived at the Aome for a week startLondon
Douglas Fairbanks Jr.

the Elstree Country Club.
•
Another for Detroit
Detroit Plans for a new suburban
$70,008 Sonotone Profit
theater are being prepared by Giffels
Sonotone Corp. reports net profit
& Vallett, Inc., and L. Rossetti, of $70,008 for the eight months endarchitects.
ed Aug. 31.

—

also

brings

York "World Tele-

BOEHNEL

MRS.
on

re-

Manhattan,
LUCE, musical

the

CLAIRE

in

star, and ROSEMARY ANDREE, English
dancer who recently won a $5,000 prize for
the most beautiful figure in Great Britain

comedy

MAX REINHARDT
from

has returned

New

to

York

Pittsburgh.

BARRON

POLAN

home

Warners'

of

office

publicity department left yesterday for Connecticut on advance exploitation for "A Midsummer Night's Dream," opening at the Stamford Theater in Stamford on Nov. 13 for three
performances and at the Fine Arts Theater in
Westport for five performances.

CHARLES BOYER, and his wife,
TERSON, who arrived yesterday on

PAT PAT-

the Berentoday for Hollywood.
Boyer will
resume work under his contract with Walter!
Wanger, independent producer for Paramount.
leave

garia,

CARY GRANT, Paramount player, having fin-:
his role in RKO's "Sylvia Scarlett," left,
Hollywood yesterday by plane for New York en

ished

England

to

make

QUIMBY

of

M-G-M

to

FRED

picture.

a

returned

has

to

York from Pittsburgh and Washington.

WILLARD PATTERSON
5 Rosenblatt

Leff

Productions.

movie critic, and
from abroad today

which

New

sey City.

—

turn

RKO.

plans.

Hollywood Conrad Nagel is being brought back from England by
George Hirliman to appear in eight
detective mystery features for Paci-

gram"

route

and Plaza, Bayonne, and Orient, Jer-

in 8 for Hirliman
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Berengaria.

WILLIAM BOEHNJL, New

the Rockefellers for settlement of
the claim in order to speed presentation of a reorganization plan for

Purchase of a site in the heart
Kew Gardens from the Kew Club
Realty Corp. for the immediate construction of a movie theater is announced by Charles Benenson, secretary of Barling Realty Corp. Charles
Sandblom, architect, will draw the

Nagel

JACK WALLER, London theatrical producer,
from New York today for England on

sails

the

—

1,01

LOU

YOUNG

FRANZ WERFEL, Viennese
in
New York on Nov 12

—

W.

MR. and MRS. ROBERT
York on Saturday from
check in at the Lombardy.

Warner home office are back from

Cantor's "Shoot the Chutes," was
married yesterday to Lucille Van
Winkle, prominent in Los Angeles has completed the cast for his Cri- ing Saturday.
society.
Among the ushers were terion Film production, "Amateur
Ludwig Blattner Dead
Richard Arlen and Harvey Stephens. Gentleman," to be released through
United Artists. Besides Elissa Landi,
London
Ludwig Blattner, inplayers include Mona Maris, Hugh ventor of the Blattner Phone, sound
Williams,
Basil
Sydney,
Gordon device, and a pioneer in color film
work, was found dead this week in
Harker. Esme Percy and others.
33

JACK P. KENNFDY, in charge of British
production tor Radio Pictures, Ltd., arrived in
New York on the Bcrengaria yesterday for
conferences with Phil Reisman.

John W. McKay, vice-president and

tures

+ %
203,4
20
20% + %
3% 3% 3%— %

Trans-Lux

New House
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Technicolor

the buying of product for the current season, has deferred his vacation trip until December. If the war
situation abroad has cleared up by
that time, Cocalis will go to Europe,
otherwise he will visit California.

of

.

27i/

S. D. Cocalis of the Springer-Cocalis circuit, who recently completed
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Paramount
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Pathe
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Loew's,
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pfd.

Chg.

Close

Although a Federal CommunicaCommission examiner has made
a recommendation against granting
a
permit to National Television
Corp.
to
build
an experimental
tion

Coming and Going

Visit.

—

Boston Within two weeks a Superior Court decision is expected on
DAILY,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. the motion of Pathe Film Corp. for
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
a mandatory injunction to take over
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollyproperties of the American Film ExLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
change, Selective Pictures, Sol Bines
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, and Harry Ashei.
Action is based
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
on alleged default of notes amountCinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Couring to $21,000. Defendants charged
des-Noues, 19.
that Pathe and First Division conspired to bring about a default.
Judge Jacob J. Kaplan and Phillips
communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Address
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Television Station Permit
Awaits Action by F. C. C.

vision.

<

New

in

is

York from

Detroit.

PETE HARRISON leaves New York Nov. 11
to attend the annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan in Detroit Nov. 12-13.

LLOYD HUGHES

due

is

week from Hollywood
new novel, "Tall
his
V.
leave

I.

New

in

VERLINSKY, president
Hol.ywood

for

a

in

CHAS. BUTTERWORTH

few

York

next
along

bringing

by auto,
Grass."

of Amkino,
days.

will

arrived yesterday from

Hol.ywood.

IRENE

DUNNE

here from the coast.

is

SERVICE!
It

an interesting fact

is

that

many Executives

this

industry Use

in
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Preference

in

their

Another

to

own

files
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"TOP HAT" ACTIONS

WON

ARE

ipr\

BY RKO

wVy &.

PHIL M.

-.--.

r-*t

AMKINO HEAD TO SIGN
H'WOOD TECHNICIANS

DALY

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

1)

include "Top Hat" as a subject of
the four contracts offered in evidence as typical of the contracts ex-

RKO

isting between
and the various
theaters in the Cleveland district.

The

seeking "Top Hat"
on 1934-35 contract were the Broadplaintiffs

vue, Cedarlee,
They
aters.

Doan and Ridge

the-

were represented by
and
Jerome Friedlander
Ernest
Schwartz while RKO was represented by Thomas Kirby, G. H. P. Lacey
Sanders

Squire,

of

& Dempsey

Cleveland and William
the

RKO

Savage

S.

of
of

legal staff.

M. P. T. O. Fights
Traveling Movie Shows

Philly

T

productions scheduled that proved big money-makers in an
earlier era
most of them appeared originally in the
days of the silents of some ten years ago on an average
that indefatigable research student of the industry
Chester Bahn, film editor of the Syracuse "Herald"
went
to considerable trouble to dig up the data
many of you
film gents will be glad to have it at your fingertips for future
reference
so with Chester's kind permission, we reprint
it in skelton form, merely listing the title scheduled for remake,
and the company that made it originally, with the date

•
(Continued from Page

1)

of operation, ordinary folding chairs,
not fastened to the floor, are used,
and there ai-e generally no exit
light?, it is pointed out.

Paramount Bids
Taken Under Advisement

3 B'klyn

(Continued from Poor

The bidders are

1)

Fabian,
Sidney Strausburg, Brooklyn theater
operator and the Empire Realty Co.,
tees.

Omaha Odds and Ends
Omaha — Norman Nielsen, shorts
booker for RKO, will be married
Nov. 12 to Catherine Bogus.

Roy Mudon sold the Lyric, Platte,
D., to Owen W. Anderson.
Eddie Golden, Republic sales manager, was a visitor to the local
branch, managed bv L. 0. Ringler.
S.

Mother of Fritz Bierman of

RKO

died last week.
is

Hazel Andersen, M-G-M
back from vacation.

booker,

—

by the managing Bots-

McMillan-Smith-Des Jardine,
organized company, is

cently

rere-

equipping the Thedford, Thedford,
Neb., preparing for an early opening.

Burton Considering "Wagner"
David Burton, director, who returns to Hollywood from New York
in a few days, is considering Eva

new

screen
"Wagner," based on the
ard Wagner.

Barcay's

of
version
life of Rich-

plans of

M-G-M

Seattle Sidelights
Seattle— Hugh W. Bruen of the
St. Theater has been elected
first vice-prexy of the Wallingford
Commercial Club.
"Broadway Melody" is in its fifth
week at Hamrick's Music Box.
"Big Broadcast" has been moved
Mouse for a
to Hamrick's Blue
45th

continuation of

T

T

An

"A

include

its first-run.

"Movie Day" was proclaimed by Mayor Smith in honor
official

"Rose Marie" (Metro,
"Oliver Twist" (Monogram, 1933, First Natl,
1922, Paramount, 1916)
"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea" (Universal, 1916)
"Prisoner of Zenda"
(Metro, 1922)
"Silas Marner" (Assoc. Exhibitors, 1921,
Mutual, 1916)
"The Student Prince" (Metro, 1927)
"Excess Baggage" (Metro, 1928)
"Robin Hood" (Doug

of

Fairbanks, 1922)
"Maytime" (Preferred, 1922)
"Three Live Ghosts" (United Artists, 1929, Paramount, 1922)
"The Three Godfathers" (Bluebird, 1916)
"The
Cossacks" (Metro, 1928)

Salt Lake City Price scale at the
Paramount,
managed
by
Clare
Woods, was boosted to 50 cents for
the current showing of "The Cru-

Cities" (Fox, 1917)

T
•

•

•

ON THE

T

remake agenda

for 20th

Century-Fox are

"Under Two Flags" (Universal, 1922, Fox, 1916)
"The Song and Dance Man" (Paramount, 1926)
"The Littlest
"Poor Little Rich Girl (Artcraft, 1917)
"Captain January" (Principal,
Rebel" (Paramount, 1913)
"Earthbound" (Samuel Goldwyn, 1920)
1924)
"The
"Ramona" (Inspiration, 1928. W. H. Clune, 1916)
Country Beyond" (Fox. 1926)

TV

THE REMAKE

•

•

(Paramount,
1925)

•

•

these

Modiste"

T
•

(Warners,

T

Radio studios will line up with
"Bunker Bean" (Warners, 1925, Para"Seven Keys to Baldpate" (RKO, 1929,

Artcraft,

1917)

"Quality

"The Three Musketeers" (United

Street"
Artists,

T

FOUR REMAKES

are scheduled by Warners
"Captain Applejack"
"Captain Blood (Vitagraph, 1924)
"Main Street" (Warners, 1923)
(Warners, 1930)
"God's Country and the Woman" (Vitagraph, 1916)
"Little Lord
United Artists also plan four remakes
"Beau Brummel"
Fauntelroy" (United Artists, 1921)
"Last of the Mohicans" (A. P. Plays,
(Warners, 1924)
"Mark of Zorro" (Doug Fairbanks, 1929)
1920)
"Show Boat" (Universal,
Universal plans five remakes
"Hunchback of Notre Dame" (Universal, 1924)
1929)
.... "Uncle Tom's Cabin" (Universal, 1927, Paramount, 1918)

•

•

•

of the Opera" (Universal, 1925)
"Skinner's Dress Suit (Universal, 1921, Essanay, 1917)
Columbia
Republic plans "The Harvester" F.B.D., 1927)
and B. F.
"The Lone Wolf Returns" (Columbia, 1926)
Zeidman has scheduled "St. Elmo" for remake, originally filmed
those recent reissues that
SO
by Fox in 1923
have been mopping up seem to have taught the producers that
and why not?
there must be gold in them thar Reissues

"Phantom

<t

Lake City Squibs

—

A. F. Adgington, once owner and
manager of the Hyland theater in

Sugarhouse here, passed away
in Alhambra, Cal.

last

week

Luke Cosgrove, veteran Hollywood
and John P. Medbury, humor-

actor,
ist,

were through here

last week.

suffered
Theaters
moderately
from the quakes felt in this section

week or

so.

«

» » »

Pittsburgh Briefs

1931,

AND THE RKO

remakes

convention

exhibitor

ball.

List planned

"Mile.

1929)

Salt

the last

by Paramount is as
follows
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine" (Famous Players,
"Rose of the Rancho" (Paramount, 1930)
1923)
"Burlesque"
"The Light That Failed" (Paramount, 1923)
•

Allied

the

and movie

sades."

T

listed

(Metro, 1927)
1921)

Neb. D. M. Tinder of
Kenesaw has opened the Auditorium
and installed a complete set of new
sound equipment.
The Royale theater in Ainsworth
has been overhauled in the sound
line, also with a new screen and
projectors,
ford Bros.

Two

mount, 1918)
Paramount, 1925,

Nebraska Notes
Lincoln,

•

•

Tale of
1928)

Si.

acting for an undisclosed client. The
Fabian offer is the only one endorsed
by the Allied Owners truftees.

T

• • • YOU WILL no doubt be surprised to learn that the
Remake Picture Cycle that is hitting the studios shows over 50

T
THE REMAKE

1)

orders exceeding $100,000 for varHe
ious types of film equipment.
N.
will be gone about a month.
Napoli will be in charge of the Arakino office in his absence.

—

Pittsburgh The Roxian in McKees Rocks has gone in for tabs.
Joseph Stowell, manager of the
Pitt, will be transferred to New
York next week by Morse & Rothenberg, owners of the house.
The Variety opened with pictures
and burlesque this week, using independents and revivals.
Sol Perelman, formerly with the
Pitt, moved to the Film Row to represent a still-blowup firm.

Manuel M. Greenwald moved his
United Artists publicity

office

atop

Cinema
Jimmy Nash

the Art

theater.
sold his Gay Paree
night club here to enter the movie
business.

Leases Space in RKO Building
Charles A. Rossi, president of
United Film Distributors, has leased
space for new offices on the seventh
floor of the RKO Building in Rockefeller Center.
Former headquarters
were in Hoboken. Associated with
Rossi is his brother, John Rossi, director
Religious
Amusement
of
Service, which supplies sound pictures for churches, schools, clubs
and civic organizations.

THE

HARRY M. WARNER
DENIES ALL CHARGES
(Continued from Page 1)

dustry;

of how, with his

brothers,

-XIK.DAILY

NEWS

of the

—

M. Proctor has
Chicora, Pa.
closed the Proctor Theater at Lyndora and has reopened the Chicora

Thursday,

DAY
—

St. James, Minn.
Herbert Nicholas and Elmer Brownlee of Fairmont

are transforming a garage into the
State theater.

Oct

31, 1935

20TH-F0X 39-WK. NET
RISES TO $1,996,324
(Continued from Page 1)
year.
Consolidated earned surplus
on Sept. 28 was $4,676,820.

here.
he had envisioned the possibilities
No income from National Theaters
of talking pictures and transformed
Finleyville, Pa.
The Olympic Corp., in which 20th-Fox
Sacred Heart, Minn. The Garden
has a 42
the industry. He climaxed his short
wide range Theater, operated by Mr. and Mrs. per cent interest, is
new
with
reopened
has
included in the
but very inclusive testimony with a
J. C. Christy, has been closed.
equipment.
sound
report, as no dividends were depositive denial that Warners or any
clared.
of its officials or agents, had entered
into an agreement or understanding
Gordon Westcott Dies
Distributing Corp. and or to depress the market for such ested financially or associated with."
with
Upon objection by Hardy, Judge West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Paramount Pictures Distributing Co., bonds; the contrary was true he
Moore
decline
having
a
to
permit
Warner
purchases
to
Hollywood
these
stated,
Gordon Westcott died
or any of the other defendants, to
Warners testify from whom he received the yesterday following polo accident
corner the motion picture supply tendency to stiffen values.
information that the pending suits Sunday.
bonds.
for St. Louis or to prevent any other never sold any of these
He frankly admitted that he had could be settled for the payment of
exhibitor from obtaining a supply
given orders to Herman Starr and $600,000.
of pictures.
Hardy said that he objected to if Warner saw any reason why any
Sears and other Warner offiGradwell
of
story
During the course of his
circumstances any testimony concerning those suits other person shouldn't enjoy the
the business careers of himself and cials that under no
have any business or any other suit in which Warner same right.
his brothers, he recalled that his would Warners
Koplar or any Bros., were a party, adding that they
"He would certainly have the same
brother, Sam and Jack, back in 1912, dealings with Harry
rights as we had.
didn't stop
had produced motion pictures at the company in which Koplar was as- were parties to 147 suits.
"Aren't you interested in 147 law them," Warner replied. In his crossArmory on South Grand sociated. He said this was due to
Battery
Bros,
Warner
examination Hardy asked whether
He then the litigation against
suits?" he asked Warner.
Boulevard, in St. Louis.
of being retold how Sam and Jack later went which Koplar is accused
"No.
have no suit of this kind Warner had discussed the contracts
He told of efforts to anywhere. This is not a law suit for Paramount and
pictures
to California to produce short sub- sponsible for.
settlement of
with George J. Schaefer, and later
jects, incorporation of Warner Bros. have him consider a
but a suit for how much money they
with Will Hays, Gabriel Hess and
The jury those suits but he refused to do so, can extort out of us."
Pictures, Inc., in 1923.
Charles C. Pettijohn.
In each inhung on Warner's every word as he saying he stated he would spend
Wood
suggested
that Hardy bring
the
stance Warner admitted he knew the
tersely told the romantic advent of every penny he had to disprove
Koplar in as a rebuttal witness.
sound picture development and the charges made in them.
At this point Judge Moore an- person mentioned but he denied they
important part of Warners Bros,
Hardy objected to any testimony nounced that he would not permit had discussed the picture contracts.
In the morning session, Sam B.
therein; how they gambled with the by Warner concerning the so-called Warner to discuss in detail the
possibilities of sound when larger Koplar suits against Skouras and issues between himself and Koplar. Jeffries, local Warner counsel, in the
companies held off for fear of ruin- the St. Louis Amusement Co. and
Warner finally stated that the cross-examination by Russel Hardy,
ing their investments in connection this brought up once more the suits were decided by the court in took direct issue with several government witensses who had testified
It was easily lengthy arguments of counsel conwith silent pictures.
August, 1933, and that he then
the highlight of the trial to date.
cerning the admissibility of that ordered Thomas and Starr to open concerning alleged threats made by
He stated that Warner Bros. Pic- testimony. Frederick H. Wood of negotiations with the Bondholders' Herman Starr, Warner vice-president,
tures, Inc., first entered the exhibi- Warner counsel argued that the gov- Protective Committees on the basis at various conferences with the bondprotective
committees in
tion field in St. Louis when late in ernment is relying entirely on cir- of a fair and equitable settlement holders'
1926 they leased the Capitol Theater cumstantial evidence to make its for all concerned.
He said that in connection with plans for reorganiat Sixth and Chestnut Streets to case, and that certainly the defense this way he hoped to salvage some zation of the Ambassador, Missouri
He said that is entitled to have all of the cir- of his company's losses in St. Louis. and New Grand Central theaters.
show "Don Juan."
The witnesses that Jeffries disafter that engagement Warners were cumstances affecting the defendant's
Touching on the leasing of the
able to induce Skouras Bros, to put acts go to the jury instead of per- Shubert-Rialto and later the Or- agreed with included Thomas N. Dysound equipment in their theaters mitting the jury to draw its con- pheum Theaters, he said that he had sart, chairman of the bondholders'
and then "The Jazz Singer" was giv- clusions of guilt or innocence simply instructed Starr and Sears not to protective committee, but he made it
en a run at the New Grand Central. from those circumstances that Hardy take over a house in St. Louis until very clear that he was not attemptSubsequently, in the fall of 1928, wanted to introduce. Former Sena- they were assured of sufficient prod- ing to question Dysart's honesty or
Warners bought control of Skouras tor James A. Reed then took up uct and that the contracts for Para- integrity, simply contending that he
Bros. Enterprises, which owned the the argument and finally Judge mount and
Pictures were in- was mistaken in his conclusions
Ambassador, Missouri and New Moore overruled Hardy's objection, tended to furnish an adequate sup- drawn from the various things that
Grand Central and the St. Louis and Warner was permitted to testify ply for those theaters and not to de- had been stated at the conferences.
Amusement Co. chain of neighbor- fiat the situation that confronted prive Fanchon & Marco of pictures.
The cross-examination of Sam B.
hood and second-run houses.
Warners here was that in 1931 the He said that the peculiar situation Jeffries was terminated yesterday
He testified that after the proper- law suits were brought in which in St. Louis made it necessary for afternoon. He denied that any repreties
got into financial difficulties Warners were accused of having Warners to have a first run house sentative of either
or Paraevery move made by Warner Bros, committed almost every crime im- in both the uptown, or Grand Boule- mount had participated in the variplaintiffs
could
through its attorneys, Abel Cary aginable and that the
vard section, and one downtown, just ous negotiations of Warners with
Thomas and Sam B. Jeffries, was think of, and that during the period as they did when they operated the the Bondholders' Protective Commitintended to save Warner Bros.' large in which these suits were pending Missouri and Ambassador.
tee or in the leasing and operation
investment here, which he estimated Warners were informed that if they
He denied that the contracts for of the Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum
at $4,000,000, and to make the bonds were willing to pay a large sum of Paramount and
pictures were theaters.
on the theaters valuable to the money the suits would be dropped.
Warner Bros, will conclude their
made in accordance with any agreebondholders.
He stated positively
"It started off with a suggestion ment or understanding with those testimony today unless the crossthat every suggestion by Warner we pay $600,000 over five years at companies to corner the available examination of Herman Starr and
Bros, in connection with their vari- the rate of $120,000 a year and then supply or first run pictures for St. Gradwell Sears is too lengthy. Paraous reorganization proposals were came down to $100,000, but I stated Louis or to prevent any other ex- mount and
will have three or
made in good faith and that the com- that I would not pay $1 and that the hibitor from obtaining pictures.
four witnesses each.
Both George
pany was ready, willing and able to suits would go to trial." He conAsked what his company's purpose J. Schaefer, of Paramount and Ned
perform in the hope that some day tinued, amid objections by Hardy: was in leasing the Shubert-Rialto E. Depinet, of RKO, will take the
it might be able to restore the situa"We were innocent of the charges and Orpheum Theaters, he said that stand.
tion to such an extent they could that had been made against us and it was for the purpose of exhibiting
Other witnesses yesterday insalvage in part their investments.
would prove it even if I had to spend their own pictures and also that he cluded Andrew D. and Charles CelOn cross-examination, he denied every cent I had and go broke. I did not propose to do business with la, who are officials and stockholdthat Warner Bros, investments of then issued orders that under no Koplar and his associates who had ers of the companies that leased
several hundred thousand dollars in circumstances whatsoever,
obtained control of all but one of the Shubert-Rialto and Orpheum
first and second mortgage bonds was
Bros, have any busi- the first-run theaters in St. Louis.
They told the
theater to Warners.
intended to either harass the Bond- ness dealings with Koplar or with
When he took up the cross-exam- circumstances under which those
holders Protective Committee's plans any concern in which he was inter- ination at this point, Hardy asked leases were made.

—

—

RKO

—

We

A

We

RKO

RKO

RKO

RKO

RKO

Warner

would

Thank God,

they've recovered now! They tell
their amazing experience in the following pages*

When
that

ant

you read these criticisms, you will agree
America will soon see the most import-

comedy

attraction of years!
{Next page begins

it!)

//

Such
lovely

language
:\-^.

Hollywood Reporter

says:

Opera" a hit! Marxes hilariously funny!
Production and music rate extra high. The Marxian recipe

"Night

at the

for a cacklefest,

notch punch

with song, rings the

features.

There

is

bell again

a grand opera backstage

story of exceptional excellence, constantly
ribaldries of the three comics.

with top-

The

punctuated by

average of good laughs

is

so high and the musical features so delightful that there

is

bang-up entertainment for

all tastes.

M-G-M

has given

the picture a spectacularly excellent production and spread

on

on the lower deck of a liner and
on a backstage chase while the opera is under wav that is
as fresh and hilarious as the screen has seen in many a
day. The many-sided Harpo is the hero of this episode,
itself

a swell fiesta

among
The opus

doing a flying Tarzan

the rigging in the

uproarious results.

is

whose

flies

with

high-marked also by Allan

and good looks make
him real box-office. Besides his operatic numbers from "II
Trovatore" he sings two dandy ballads, "Cosi-Cosa," by
Kaper, Jurmann and Ned Washington, delivered at the

Jones,

fiesta

singing, personality

with the Marx

trio

accompanying, and "Alone," by

Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur Freed, with his singing
team-mate, Kitty Carlisle.
isn't a

weak

spot.

Miss Carlisle

Walter King himself
will certainly build

In the supporting cast there

is

is all

a real tenor.

that one could ask.

The Marx

Brothers,

themselves into great favor as a result

of this fine Thalberg offering.

n

How

those
Variety

boys

talk!

Daily Variety says:
Musical farce has been brilliantly adapted
to the

Marx

ing in

"A

brothers as their best offer-

Night

at the

Opera",

It

gives

the comic trio plenty leeway for their

Laugh score is
equally divided between the Marx trio.
Gags reel leisurely from hilarious congesdistinctive

cavortings.

tion scene in Groucho's

little

ship's cabin,

through sea dunking escapade

as stow-

aways break from brig to public reception
for

phoney

aviator heros, topping in wild

Tarzanish climax at the opera where the
patrons of romance snatch the menacing
tenor off the stage to give Jones and Miss
Carlisle their

chance

at

fame. Finale

is

a

pip of wild action back stage.
i

Film Daily

says:

II

Film Daily

A merry box-office number.

hates it.
Ha-ha!'

A

laugh

fest

with

all

Big laugh

riot.

types of audiences.

George S. Kaufman and Morrie Ryskind
have supplied the comedians with excelOne of the most amusing
lent material
sequences is on board ship,with Chico and
Harpo and Allan Jones, stowaways, and
manicurists, waiters and others falling over
each other in Groucho's small room.
Another laugh provoking scene finds
Robert Emmett O'Connor, a detective,
hunting the stowaways in Groucho's

two-room

New York

apartment, only to

find several beds disappearing

nose.
is

Of course,

under

his

the biggest riot o{ laughs

in the final sequence, with the

Marxes

Chico and Harpo
the orchestra pit and
into the wings, on and

wrecking the opera.
play baseball in

then Harpo gets
off the ground, causing the scenery to
fall in front and back of Walter King,

who

is

singing.

Direction, Aces.

Showmen's Trade Review says:
Here

is

a riot of laughter. In addition to the

Brothers, the supporting cast

Marx

exceedingly

is

talented and their performances are sure to

win applause from any audience- The tempo
is fast and furious with plenty of new gags
and

clever wise cracks

all

the

This young singer, Allan Jones,
the

show with

personality.

M-G-M. The

his fine singing

He

looks

like

a

way through.
is

the hit of

and pleasing

new

musical background

star

for

is

excellent

and the operatic songs well chosen

for film

patrons.

Great popular appeal

9Q
Nice work,

Showmen's Trade
Review. You
spell pretty

good

too!''

Motion Picture Daily

says:

Great swells of laughter, rippled by windy gusts of
at

giggles

Marx Brothers, roll through this musical farce. The
moments audiences will repeat around the fireside are

the

big

scenes in a two-by-four cabin bulging with almost half

of the passenger
of

Harpo and

beard of an

a

air

list

before a gag ends a maniacal duel

moth which

flutters

from the flowing

hero; the masquerade of the Marxes in

those same beards ravished from sleeping air heroes and
Chico's explanation to a welcoming committee of
the

fliers

took a boat; a rip-roaring finale

at

why

an opera

performance with Groucho pursuing a rich widow

all

over the house, and Harpo going Tarzan trapezing in
the

flies

as the

backdrops change behind baffled

Tie the roof on tight

when

this

singers.

one opens.

Pay
attention
to

what

Motion

Picture
a

Daily says!

St.

Louis!

Happy
Baltimore!

EYES
ST.

LOUIS and

BALTIMORE
WATCH THOSE TWIN WORLD PREMIERES
OF M-G-M $1,000,000 COMEDY SENSATION!
Friday,

November

business.

On

1st,

that

OPERA"

in

bellowing

lustily in

two

is

an important day

M-G-M

day

pre-release

those

launches

in the history of film

"A NIGHT

engagements!

cities right

roars of

Leo are

now in triumphant showmanship

— and those ROARS

will

But

what M-G-M showmen

don't wait! Here's

The

AT THE

soon echo throughout the nation! Watch!
are doing

meanwhile
(Yes, go on!)

PROMISE YOURSELF:
"Starting right

showmanship

now

I

career to

THE OPERA'

do the best job of my
promote 'A NIGHT AT

will

starring

the

Marx

AND M-G-M PROMISES YOU
((<

A NIGHT AT THE OPERA'
greatest entertainments ever
office possibilities are

is

:

one of the

made and

unlimited!"

Brothers!"

its

box-

THC

BAIR RE-ELECTED

R. R.

a&Ok

n

DAILY
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BY INDIANA EXHIBITORS

ALL-CONTINENT CORP.

"Informer" Wins Prix du Roi in Brussels Festival
"The Informer," RKO Radio production has been awarded the Prix du Roi, highest
prize for merit
in the Belgian

the gift of the

in

Brussels

International

capital.
Seventy feature films from
American, were judged by the festival authorities.

all

Film Festival, now in progress
over the world, including 16

OPPOSES
(.Continued

(Continued from Page 1)

ager of the association, was granted
six months' leave to go to Hollywood
and serve on the production code. He
leaves immediately.

Foreign Flashes
Paris

Detroit

—

Gita Alpar will appear in
speakers at the meeting a French production before going
were Martin G. Smith, president of to Hollywood for four Columbia films
Theater
Potiniere
has
been
the I. T. 0. of Ohio, who discussed
industry problems and legislative turned into a movie to show orJesse L.
matters, and Congressman Petten- iginal American versions
Lasky has bought rights to "Mongill, who talked on his block-booking
sieur Sans Gene" from Souhami,
bill.
who produced it in French
Josephine Gael, signed by Lasky, leaves
soon for Hollywood
Max ReinFlorida Flickers
hardt has bought Offenbach's "La
Vie Parisienne" and plans to film
it in Hollywood.
Miami More than 300 delegates
Stockholm Ten Swedish pictures
have signified intention of attendhave been finished, with 20 others to
ing the I.A.T.S.E. & M.P.O. convenbe made this year.
William P.
tion here in January.
Raoul is expected in town shortly
Copenhagen
Nordisk Tonefilm
to make arrangements for the meet. has sent Paul Fejos to make pic-

Among

.

—

.

.

.

—

—

Biscayne Plaza Theater at Miami
Beach has reopened for the season.
C.

S.

Dunn, editor of the River

Junction "Tribune" Chattahoochee,
has leased the new Gibson Theater
there and will run it as a sideline.
Reconstruction of the Princess
Theater, Sanford, is under way.

tures of the
Berlin

—Ufa

n. U.

Wilmington, Del.

—

French, this

All-Continent holds as security for
claim a large number of shares
of Fox Film Corp. Class A common
stock represented by voting trust
certificates and a block of Grandeur
its

Lieut. Lester Potter recently celebrated his 25th anniversary as local

Inc. capital stock.

Iowa Items

censor.

Manager Clem Pope has held
Des Moines
J. C. Gilheus
"Last Days of Pompeii" for a seccomes owner and manager of the
ond week at the RKO Downtown.

—

Luis Alberni stopped off here for
an engagement at the Fox Theater
on his way back to the coast from
New York.

The
rill,

Merrill, only theater in

Mer-

has reopened.

P. H. Knoll has reopened the

Roxy,

Charles.

E. C. Johnson and K. F. Boothmake six French
German produc- man have taken over the Gem, Casin

1)

sapolis,

from Russell B. Hupp.

Raymond Headert, new

beAl-

lerton Theater in Allerton this week.
The house had been operated for
two years under partial subsidy

from the commercial

club.
Admission prices will be upped.
Rumors are that F. E. Hoops of
Des Moines will lease a building
in Chariton for a new theater.
Roxy Theater at Perry has
changed from a weekend to a sevenday schedule after installing new
projection and screen.
W. L. Powers, manager of the
Rex at Glenwood, has bought a lot
and is planning to build a new home.
F. A. Crosby of Omaha takes possession of the Adair Theater at
Adair this week. W. T. Biggs was

to show
Athens
Jean Stamation has biz, has reopened the Star in Nashformed a distributing organization ville, buying new equipment from
for the Balkans and near east.
National Theater Supply.
former owner.

—

WHITE

PRESIDENT
filing

will

from Page

PLAN

be held Nov. 13 in Chancery Court,

Doings

Detroit Lafayette Theater presents its first dual bill this week,
with two British pictures.

St.

in Ethiopia.

pictures, while four
tions will be made
season.
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I
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Ann Harding

Cooper and

Gary

E

I

W

popularity

in

ARTISTIC TRIUMPH WITH CLASS
AUDIENCE APPEAL BUT DOUBTFUL FOR
THE MASSES.
goes to make

that

an

artis-

success is to be found in this picture.
Fine performances, with Gary Cooper taking
lovely;
top honors, Ann Harding looking
tic

that

writing

on

direction

outstanding

photography
transition and emo-

and music to express
tion, all are combined
class

For

duction.

piece,

difficult

a

fitting,

very

is

in

this beautiful pro-

picture

the

theaters,

to
should do very well, but when it comes
results
playing to the real paying public,
The picture is
do not look too hopeful.
and
hardly entertainment for the masses,

success it is dull and
The story opens with Virginia Weidslow.
playmates with
ler and Dickie Moore as

an

though

artistic

affection

strong

for

to Engthe boy's mother dies, he is taken
companion is
land, but the thoughts of his
As an architect he is
forever with him.
Towers.
sent to do a job for the Duke of

There he and the Duchess seem to communicate mentally and the boy as a man
to
played by Cooper finds the Duchess
The husband
his long lost companion.

A

where Rochelle driven out by the
squire, is saved by Henry among the floating
cakes of ice, achieves a good melodramatic
climax,

pitch.

Cast: Rochelle Hudson, Henry Fonda, Slim
Summerville,
Trevor,
Edward
Margaret

Andy

Hamilton,
Spring

Byington,

Al

den,

Lydell,

Vera

Bevans,

liam Benedict,

back

The

broken.

spirit

the

of

girl

still

Cooper

and

dies

us

leaving

with

a

that

they

communicate with each other

in

wil

the

hereafter.

Gary Ccoper, Ann Harding, John
Ida Lupmo, Douglass Dumbrille
Halliday,
Virginia Weidler, Dickie Mocre. Dons Lloyd.
Cast:

Gilbert Emery, Ferdinard Gottschalk, Chris
Rub, Elsa Buchanan, Elsie Preccott,
tian

Gerald Rogers, Cyril M-Laglen, Jack Adair,
Harry
C -rding, Leon d Kn:ky, Herbert
Evans, Robert Adair, Namara.
Director,
Lighten,
D.
Lcu;s
Henry Hathaway, Authors, George Cu MauRaphael, Screenplay,
ner, John Nathaniel

Producer,

Photography,

Distinguished

"WAY DOWN

EAST"

Hudson and Henry Fonda

Rochelle

80 mins.

Fox

GOOD OLD RURAL MELODRAMA STILL
PACKS TEARJERKER PUNCH DESPITE
OUTDATED STORY.
Though seriously handicapped by an oldtime plot that is out of tune with present
day entertainment forms and tastes, this
remake of the

silent

film

hit

satisfying

work

to

date

FOREIGN
in Hungarian; produced by Gacs
Korner; directed by Geza Giffra; with
Ernest Verebes, Rozsi Csikos, et al.
At

Thieves"),

&

Hunnia

the

Playhouse.

entertaining

Fairly

thieves mistaking

ticipate

comedy about

gang

a

home

the owner of a

and inducing him to par-

ransacking the residence.

in

EDUCATIONAL

the

betrayed girl who
refuge on the farm

seeks employment and
cf the over-righteous squire,

played with
good effect by Russell Simpson, and Henry
Fonda steps up another notch in screen

discovers them and is about
in the cold again,
the little miss of the mansion adopts
them and they supposedly live happily with her ever after. The three
cute kittens will prove a wow especially in that sequence where they
go to bat with the automatic playing piano and come off second best.
That piece of business is a laugh

throw them out

—

HUMAN

"THE

ADVENTURE,"

Wendell G.

by

tributed

showings at Carnegie Hall.
This historical feature,
in

tional

amount
result

of
of

basic

intent

,

Shields.

pro-

entertainment value.
several

Special

though
has

archaeological

a

educagenerous

It

is

the

"Music Land"
Symphony)

Clever
Clever musical fantasy, in which
the two schools of music are found
The Isle of
opposing each other.
Jazz is presented, with the King of
Jazz and his subjects all embodied
in the form of jazz musical instruments. Likewise the Land of Symphony shows the Queen of Symphony
with her. subjects mostly appearing
There is a
in the guise of violins.
romance going on between the son
of the king and the daughter of the
This leads to a battle in
queen.
which the two kingdoms bombard
each other one with jazzy notes
and the other with symphony notes.
Finally a truce is declared, finishing

—

"Three Orphan Kittens"

Symphony)
10 mins.

Laugh Riot
if Walt Disney has

hit

they find their way into a cellar
of a fine house and sneak upstairs.
till

of

own

his

10 mins.

Some thrilly and chilly scenes as
the newsreel cameraman follows the
daredevils in their hazardous work
in all sorts of dangerous occupations.
Along the cables of new bridges,
workers on skyscrapers, over Niagara Falls, the dome of St. Peter's
in Rome, underneath the river with
the tunnel hogs, and a dozen other
limb-risking adventures.
The shots
make you dizzy just to look at them.
The finale is a stunt by the newsreel
cameraman himself, who climbs up
the outside of the dome of a skyscraper.
Produced by Truman Talley.
Edited by Lew Lehr.

New House

for Wellsburg,

—

W.

Va.

marriage of symphony and
Wellsburg, W. Va. Construction
A very clever idea beautifully of a new 500-seat theater will be
jazz.
handled that makes fine novelty en- started here shortly by the Alpine
tertainment.
circuit, it is announced by Charles
Anderson, general manager, and
Mickey Mouse in

W

"On

10 mins.

United Artists

Chock Full O' Laffs
very hilarious adventure on the
with Minnie learning to skate

A
ice,

Urling, president of the circuit,
which operates out of Terra Alta, W.
Va.
The same company now operates the Alpine Theater here.
New
house will be ready for opening
around Jan. 1.
B.

Ice"

Minneapolis Matters

Cincinnati Chatter

—

—

9,

fore being transferred
took a wife here.

to

Minneapolis
An entirely new
$100,000 neighborhood movie house,
the
Hollywood, opened Saturday.
Charles Rubenstein is managing director.

Harold Kaplan, managing director
which reDenver, opens Nov. 1, has appointed Lewis
of the Minnesota theater,

L. Pressler of the Majestic, Hornell,

N. Y., house manager, and Everett
Joseph W. Bohn, once Columbia
Seibel and Carlton Duffus, advertisoffice manager in Indianapolis, has
ing directors.
joined Big: Features in that city.
The perennial contest for and
Frank S. Decker, formerly with Ed- against new picture house construcucat onal and U. A., has joined the
Sam Haber, tion will flare again over G. H.
local force as salesman.
Pappas' request to build at 413 W.
formerly with GB, is covering westLake St. on Nov. 6, when the license
for
Louisville
of
tern Kentucky out
committee meets.
Big F.
Ralph Edwards, Twin City repreHarry Bugie of Warners is now sentative of the American FederaColonel Bugie.
tion of Actors, is opening a booth
4

Ann Patent

of

Warners

died last

week.

in the hotel district to solicit signa-

tures

petitions

ito

for

return

of

vaudeville.

Kaufman, IndianJohn Cosentino, New York;
three little pigs in these three litFred Marshall, New York; Price
tle kittens.
They are lost on a
snowy night and left out in the cold, Coomer, Harlan; Matz Salzberg,
Looks as

on something as entrancing as his

one

Thrills

the

John Daumeyer of Paramount, be-

10 mins.
Fine Scenic
A gorgeous collection of camera
studies of the West Indies, with
variegated shots of the beaches, palm
trees, waterfront scenes, and the old
castles and fortresses dating back to
the early buccaneer days. Produced
by Truman Talley. Edited by Lew
Lehr. Narrated by Ed Thorgersen.

into

Cameramen)

Plaza Hotel will be opened Nov.
says Allan Moritz, prexy.

Indies Cruise"

falls

Fox

decorated
Newly
Cincinnati
rooms of the Variety Club in the

Fox

(Silly

kidder
traps.

10 mins.

United Artists

expeditions

SHORTS

United Artists

:

"Hazardous Occupations"
(Adventures of the Newsreel

(Silly

embracing Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Anatolia,
Iraq and Persia, and it sketches the rise of
man from savagery to civilization.

"West

ice, and tries to catch the
by feeding them chewing tobacco and waiting for them to come
up and use his cusp dor so he can
knock them on the head. But the fish
fool him, and Pluto has the last
laugh on Donald when that champ

the

in

fish

riot.

in

duced by Oriental Institute of the Univerthe supervision of
sity of Chicago under
Dr. James Henry Breasted; photographed by
DisReed N. Haythorne; in eight reels.

c

as

mammy

to

with Mickey as her instructor. But
the
situation
grows complicated
when Donald Duck starts to play
tricks on Pluto the pup, while the
Goof goes fishing through a hole

Wil-

Toska,

"ZSIVANY BECSUELET" ("Honor Among

emerges as

affair by reason of its
pioduction values and intelligent directorial handling by Henry King.
Rochelle Hudson does some of her best
fairly

good cast, amp

La

(Along the Road to Romance)

Best.

with

Clem

Photography, Good.

Fine

Direction,

Heisler.

Direction,

Phil

Ha-

Sara

Bradley,

Director,
Winfield Sheehan;
Henry King; Author, Lottie Blair Parker;
Screenplay,
Howard
Estabrook,
William
Hurlbut; Cameraman, Ernest Palmer; Editor,
Robert Bischcff.

Constance Collier, Vincent Lawrence, Waldemar Young, John Meehan, Edwin Justus
Mayer; Cameraman, Charles Lang; Editor,
Stuart

C

girl

away

passes

then

feeling

Allwyn,

Harry

their adventures begin, as they
their way into the kitchen in
the cook's absence, and turn things
topsy turvey.
Then they continue
their adventures into other rooms
in the house, and when the colored
find

Seymour and Ccrnccb.

as another robber

his

Simpson,

Russell

Astrid

Lewis,

fracas

is

Devine,

Then

Producer,

on
he loves comes to him and from then
the
the lovers communicate mentally until

a

comedy

of

of

pair of being in love, and in a
killed, with Cooper sent to prison
Fighting, Cooper is lashed and

life.

in

registers in

bit

be
accuses the

for

falls

Byington

When

another.

one

Spring

girl.

the role of a town gossip.
is injected by Andy
Devine, Slim Summerville and Al Lydell.
Edward Trevor is fair as the heavy.
The
ton

88 mins.

Everything

the

does
nicely as the mother and Margaret Hamil-

"PETER IBBETSON"
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Paramount

who

the squire's son

as

with

love

NEW FILMS

OF THE

S

Visitors: A. H.

apolis;

Bluefield;

J.

F.

O'Donnell,

York; George Jacoby,

New

New

York.

$500,000

—

British

Studio

Loss

London Loss suffered by the older Twickenham studio in the fire
Tuesday is estimated at $500,000.
The new $2,000,000 studio escaped
damage.

&&*

-.
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"LITTLE" from

HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK

in "Shoot the Chutes," Eddie Canbeen tor production for Samuel Goldwyn.
has
T
T
T
signed by Columbia for "Doctor
Steele," which Eddie Buzzell will
James Flood will direct Irvin S.
direct.
Cobb, recently signed to a term contract by 20th Century-Fox, in the
T
T
Carlyle Moore Jr., young stage tentatively titled "Everybody's Old
actor, has been given a long term Man."
contract by Warners on the basis
Bnian Donlevy's first assignment
of his work during the first week of
production in a supporting role in under his new long-term contract
"Ceiling Zero." He will appear next with Samuel Goldwyn is in Eddie
Cantor's "Shoot the Chutes."
in "Prison Farm."

TJALPH

BELLAMY

T

John
tor

T

who

T

young

Carroll,

recently

made

singing-achis screen

debut in RKO Radio's "Hi Gaucho,"
has been given a role in RKO's "The
Green Shadow," soon to go into prodirection
of
duction
under the
Charles Vidor.
T

T

T

Wallace Ford has been added to
the cast of "Two O'Clock Courage,"
Gelett Burgess story now before the
cameras at RKO Radio with Ben
Stoloff directing.

T

Joe Sawyer will replace Allen Jenkins in First National's "Petrified
Forest."
Jenkins will be assigned
to another film soon to go into production.

15

"LOTS"

Plans of Selznick International
Pictures now call for the early formation of a stock company of players, says David O. Selznick.

Sondergaard, for the past
years with the Theater Guild,
has been signed by Warners for a
role in "Anthony Adverse."

Clarence Brown will again have
defer his vacation plans.
As
soon as he finishes directing "Ah,
Wilderness" at M-G-M, he will start
on "Wife vs. Secretary," with William Powell, Jean Harlow and Myrna
Loy.

Republic Studio Rambliings: Aubrey Scotto signed by Nat Levine to
direct "Hitch Hike Lady," with Alison Skipworth, production starting

to

T
Roy Del Ruth thinks he has anFred Allen, as a result of his work other discovery [in Alice Harmon,
in "Thanks a Million," has been
tall
brunette whom the director
offered a contract by Darryl Zan- picked
out of the chorus of M-G-M's
nuck to make another 20th Cen- "Broadway Melody of 1936." Miss
tury-Fox picture.
The comedian Harmon has been tested for the 20th
may accept.
Century-Fox picture, "It Had to
Happen," which Del Ruth will diT
T
RKO cast assignments: Gilbert rect.
Emery for "Chatterbox"; Alan Hale,
Eric Blore, Addison Randall, Phyllis
Abe Meyer is preparing the muBrooks, Erik Rhodes, Ray Mayer and
background for
Republic's
Ward Bond for "Two O'Clock Cour- sical
"Hitchhike Lady."
Meyer is also
age."
working on the musical background
T
V
T
for "Frisco Waterfront," just comTwentieth Century-Fox cast as- pleted.
signments: Marsha Hunt borrowed
from Paramount for the leading
feminine romantic role in "Gentle
Billy Bevan has returned to his

Gail

five

Nov.

1

.

.

.

Garnett Weston

col-

laborating with David Silverstein
and Jerry Chodorov on the screenplay of Rob Eden's novel, "Dancing
Walton Farrar, Hazel
Feet" .
.
.

Jamieson and Herman Boxer doing
the screen version of "My Old Kentucky Home," to be supervised by
E. Chadwick.
I.
has been assigned by
"Manhunt," which features Ricardo Cortez and Marguerite
Other assignments go
Churchill.
to Claire Dodd, Russell Simpson and
Chic

Sale

Warners

to

Maude Elburne.
Columbia cast assignments: Arthur
Hohl for "The Lone Wolf Returns";
Robert Gleckler and Dewey Robinson
for "Too Tough to Kill"; Eddie Cobb
and George Cheseboro for "Cowboy

Julia"; Arline Judge, Astrid All- home in Escondido, after complet- Crusader"; Victor Jory for "Hell
T
T
T
Robert Louis Stevenson, great- wyn, Alan Dinehart and Andrew ing two weeks of retakes in M-G-M's Ship Morgan"; Thurston Hall for
grandson of the author, has a role Tombes for "It Had to Happen."
"Too Tough to Kill."
"Tale of Two Cities."
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HOLDING SHE COULDNT TAKE IT SECOND WEEK STOP DESPITE
STRONG OPPOSITION INCLUDING UNSEASONABLE WEATHER AND
NEW MILLION DOLLAR RACE TRACK LONG LINES WAITED DAILY
WITH THOUSANDS TURNED AWAY OVER WEEK END STOP GIVE US
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AL ANDERS MANAGER BIJOU THEATRE

ALL-AMERICAN

THESE WALTER CAMPS OF THE FILM
INDUSTRY HAVE JUST GONE REPUBLIC
INDIANA-ILLINOIS THEATRES,
INDIANA-ILLINOIS THEATRES,

WARNER BROTHERS CIRCUIT
WARNER BROTHERS CIRCUIT
WARNER BROTHERS CIRCUIT
INTERBORO CIRCUIT

Inc.

INDIANA

Inc.

ILLINOIS

.

.

.

.

LICHTMAN CIRCUIT
F. W. HUSS & PHOENIX AMUSEMENT CO
LE KAY THEATRE COMPANY
CAREY & ALEXANDER CIRCUIT
.

NOW

IS

THE

PENNSYLVANIA

NEW JERSEY

-

DELAWARE
NEW YORK
WASHINGTON
CINCINNATI
.

CHICAGO

INDIANAPOLIS

TIME

SALT LAKE CITY
BURLEY CIRCUIT
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT
FOX WEST COAST
DUBINSKY BROTHERS CIRCUIT
KANSAS CITY
& BLAIR CIRCUIT
DETROIT
WILLIAM SCHULTE
COLORADO
DENT CIRCUIT
MINNEAPOLIS
PUBLIX NORTHWEST
CHICAGO
STATE LAKE THEATRE
LOS ANGELES
FOX WEST COAST
NEW YORK
MEYER & LEFF CIRCUIT
.

.

TO

BOOK

REPUBLIC

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

VOL

NO.

68

The

NEW

104

YORK. FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

1.

TEN CENTS

1935

WARNERS COMPLETE TESTIMONY

IN ST. LOUIS SUIT

Paramount Extends Trendle Partnership
Willard Patterson Granted
33 Months' Leave Before

Vi ewing
.

the passing parade

.

New

DON CARLE GILLETTE^

By

THOUGH

theater's

a

attendance

chart

more

or

less

according to the pulling power of
tures,
the incidental elements of

its

pic-

'

always

will

and

rise

fall

atmosand a satisfyingly balanced
show are slowly but surely beginning to
count more with patrons.
phere,

service

Outstanding example

Music

City

weekly
the

Hall,

clientele

in

point

which

is

counts

regardless

of

the Radio
a steady
what's on

the Roxy, where the jam

is

from week to
week even though the house doesn't always have the best pick of films, but does
have the knack of giving patrons unusual
show-value (all show and no giveaways)
family

served

come

a style that

in

makes them want

house admirably equipped

up

build

big steady

a

following,

The management deal between
Paramount and George W. Trendle,
president of United Detroit Theaters
Corp., has been extended for several years, it was stated yesterday
following conferences at the Para-

it

beautiful and

most "comfy" cinema in the city, the Center and its service cast an immediate charm
on patrons, thus needing only a fair amount
of cooperation in the way of screen attractions to make it a favorite regular rendez-

who like to see movies amid
warmly elegant surroundings.

vous for folks

There
tiations
film

is

for

some hope that current negothe

land

to

new

the Center will

Charlie

would

be

be successful.

—

a

ideal setting for

ed

break

for

the

house.

IN PASSING, it might be suggested that
'
a little more effort on
the part of de
luxe

office with Trendle and
Willard Patterson present.
Patterson, at his own request, has
(.Continued on Page

4)

theaters
to

the

partment, has been appointed
the studio music department.
places

Irvin

Talbot,

who was

head

He

o<
re-

acting as

temporary

head of the department and
to be relieved of those duties
so he could resume his work as musical

who asked
director.

ARGUMENT
ON

REHEARING GRANTED

IS

HEARD

G. T. E,

PLAN

to

sell

public

their

would

—

Wilmington. Del. Argument on a
motion for approval of agreements
between Chase National Bank of
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY New York and U, S. Senator Daniel
Washington A. T. & T.'s request O. Hastings, receiver for General
for a rehearing of its application Theaters Equipment, were heard by
for an experimental coaxial tele- Chief Justice Daniel J. Layton in
vision cable between New York and Chancery Court yesterday.
The esPhiladelphia has been granted by tate in receivership will be improved

ON TELEVISION GABLE

—

(.Continued on

Page 4)

(Continued on Page 2)

Civic Groups Attending
Michigan Allied Meeting

—

Detroit From 350 to 500 members of women's clubs, parent-teacher
associations and church organiza-i
tions will attend the Allied Theaters
of Michigan convention here Nov.
12-13. They will hear talks on block
booking.

inviting advanhave beneficial

Arthur W. Kelly to Hold
Conferences on Coast
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president

in

Detroit

in

Both Starr and Sears Deny
Threats Charged by
Gov't Witnesses
By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
St. Louis
Warner Bros, and the
various other Warner corporate and

—

individual defendants virtually completed their defense testimony in the
anti-trust conspiracy case now on
trial before Federal Judge George
H. Moore yesterday with the presentation of Herman Starr, and Gradwell L. Sears, who in general made a
complete
denial
of
the
various
threats that had been charged to
various officials of Warner Bros, by
(Continued on Page 8)

PARAMOUNT TO HOLD
GOAST SALES MEET
Paramount home office
and the 11 district

cutives

sales exefield

man-

agers will gather at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles for a threeSt. Louis Reorganization
day meeting Dec. 1-3.
The sales
Upheld by Appeals Court executives will familiarize
themselves with current product and disU. S. Circuit Court of cuss sales policies for the rest of
St. Louis
Appeals, in an opinion filed here yes- the season.
The New York party
terday found against Warners in will be headed by George J. Schaefer
their appeal from the decision of and will include Sales Manager Neil
U. S. District Judge Charles B. Da(Continued on Page 8)
vis on July 5, 1934, approving the

—

(Continued on Page 2)

2,000 -Foot Reel Approved
By Five Major Companies

charge of sales for United Artists,
results.
left yesterday on the Century for
Some of these ace first-runs have enough Hollywood, where he will remain for
permanent allurements, aside from their 10 days to confer with producerowners of the company in connectransient attractions, to warrant a goodsized institutional campaign.
tion with forthcoming releases.
tages

Boris Morros, former manof the New York Para-

Chaplin

very happy booking an
the presentation of such a
distinguished production, and a well-deservIt

—

director

mount Theater, transferred here last
week to join Paramount's production de-

mount home

the

any break at all in pictures, is
other Radio City theater, the Center.

many respects the most

to

if

gets

In

to

regularly.

A NOTHER

**

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

gets bigger

trade

—

Morros Heads Music Dept.
West Coast Bur.,
aging

Assignment

bill.

Then there
of

Newspaper

Major Companies Approve 2,000- Foot Reel

Five

,

Daily

Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Five major producer-distributors
have definitely committed themselves to adopt a 2,000-ft. reel standard, while Paramount and RKO
have been delayed in their consideration of the changeover due to the
current St. Louis conspiracy trial.
The companies which have approved
the move are: Columbia, 20th CenWarners, M-G-M and
tury-Fox,
(Continued on Page 4)

S.M.P.E. Spring Meeting
Is Set for April 27-30
The

M. P. E. has decided to
Spring convention April 27-

S.

hold

its

30,

inclusive,

at

probably in

New

Edgewater

the

Beach Hotel, Chicago.
governors will meet

Its

in

board of
January,

York.

Republic-Burterfield Deal
Butterfield Theaters has bought the
entire Republic 1935-36 lineup for 4J
theaters in 12 Michigan cities.
Wills
& Boshoven circuit of Grand Rapic
also

has

bought the

Republic

prograr

THE

-Z&>*DAILY

Nagel and Miller Making
Sponsored Travel Shorts
Curtis F. Nagel and Palmer Milof Color Classics, Inc., are in
Bermuda shooting scenes for a short
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
subject, "'Beautiful Bermuda". The
color with the
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays film, to be made in
at
1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y., Vericolor process, is being sponsored
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
by the Beautiful Bermuda PublishAlicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher;
Distributing
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer ing Co. and Imperial
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- Corp. Imperial will release the picciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing ture.
matter,
class
Editor.
Entered
as second
From Bermuda, Nagel and Miller
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
March
1879. will go to Miami and then to South
under
the
act
of
N. Y.,
3,
Terms (Postage free) United States outside America to make a series of 12
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign shorts for Pan American Airways.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order. At the same time they will shoot
$15.00.
FILM scenes for the Pan American Union
communications
to
THE
Address all
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and the National Geographic SoPhone, Circle 7-4736. 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
The trip is expected to last
Holly- ciety.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- about a year.
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Louis Reorganization

Coming and Going

Upheld by Appeals Court
(Continued from Page

1)

bondholders' protective committee's
plans for reorganizing St. Louis
Properties Corp. and Central Properties Corp., owners of the Ambassador, New Grand Central and Missouri Theaters, on all but a few
minor points. An exception was the
higher court held that Warners as
holders of second mortgage bonds
should be given 20 days additional
time after the court order is finally
entered, in about a week, in which
to elect whether they will accept the
plan of settlement with second mortgage bondholders as provided in the

FABIAN

SI

yesterday

left

for

WALTER PLUNKETT, RKO
arrives

today

from

HARRY ASHER

Albany.

costume designer

Hollywood.
of

Boston

at

is

Central.

C0RS0N

3

returned

Yesterday

delpMa'

the

to

Park

Phila-

JOSEPH

BERNHARD, managing director of
theaters
and MORT BLUMENSTOCK
adver,is '"g and publicity,
.", gj
flew
Dt
Philadelphia
from Pittsburgh yesterday on

Warner

1

,n
to
business.

They
Sunday movies.

have

been

in

Pittsburgh
6

on

agreement.

C ° N " ELLY now
Warners have 15 days after the for
tJ*w?
Warners' film version
-

in

New

of

"The Green

York casting

entered in which to ask for tures," returns to Hollywood in a few daysPaswood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
a new hearing by the Court of ApErnest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
HARRY ELLERBE has arrived in New
York
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, Second Month for "La Maternelle" peals. If that is refused, there is a
r m
e
in
N " i,n0Va ,0Ur ng
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 22'5. Paris
c om pany of ^hos°ts "
possibility
the
U.
Supreme
S.
Court
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour"La Maternelle" ("Children of
des-Noues, 19.
Montmartre"), French film released may be asked to review the findings.
J SEPH
P
«" S
fro m° a b r oad
here by Metropolis Pictures and John
S. Tapernoux, goes into its second
EDWARD A. GOLDEN, Republic sales manager,
is
month at the 55th St. Playhouse on
returns to New York on Nov. 9
from his tou
e * C a " 8es
continue
indefiniteMonday, and will
Hehas revised his Cinerary
on
T. E. Plan and
G.
°,L following
f H
L
his
visit
in
St.
Louis, he will
Before the first of the year the
ly.
go to Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh
Washpicture will open runs in Philadel(Continued from Page 1)
ington and Philadelphia.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
phia, Boston, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, by $306,000 if settlement is made
Net
ARTHUR W. KELLY, United Artists vice-presiDetroit,
San Francisco, according to the proposed agree- dent
High Low Close Chg. Chicago,
in charge of sales, left
yesterday for the
153/8
141/4
153/g + II/4
Cleveland, Minneapolis and Wash- ments, said Hastings, who pointed coast.
Am. Seat
London

order

is

—
—
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Signs Musical Coach
Arthur Rosenstein, accompanist
to Geraldine Farrar, the late Enrico
Caruso and many other Metropolitan
Opera stars, has been signed as
musical instructor and coach by
M-G-M. and will leave today for the
Culver City studios.

press

Rochelle Hudson Opposite Richman

Hollywood
Lawrence Grant

E.

Ernest
A. Tucker

Britain

for

Em-

England.

is

THE FILM DAILY
Rochelle Hudson has

West Coast Bureau of

M.

of

arrive
will

—

—

Plante

York tomorrow from the coast,
Thursday from Quebec on the

next

Richmond Circuit Promotions
MR. and MRS. LEO MORRISON are back from
Richmond
Neighborhood The- a honeymoon abroad and
staying at the Waraters,
Inc.,
has promoted Davis wick for a few days before proceeding to Hol21/2
Kamsky, formerly manager of the lywood.
State Theater, to succeed Elmer H.
CLARENCE MARGON, motion picture execuBrient as advertising and publicity tive, arrived in New York yesterday from Rio
de
Janeiro on the Eastern Prince. MRS.
manager
for the circuit.
R. Wade
OTTILIA
%
of Columbia Pictures, accompanied by
Pearson becomes manager of the MARGON
%
her daughter, also arrived on the
same boat
Two Weeks for Italian Film
State.
Brient has become president from South America.
%
"Dopo Una Notte D'Amore" of a newly formed corporation to JOHN W. HICKS, JR., vice-president
of Para("After One Night of Love"), Italian own and operate theaters.
mount International, sails aboard the Manhattan
1/4
next Wednesday, on his semi-annual business
film imported by Roma Film Co.,
survey of Europe.
He expects to be absent
will run for two weeks at the Ideal
Mario Viamonte and Son Dead
from New York about five weeks.
Accom% Theater, Eighth Ave. house which
panying Hicks will be T. X. JONES, home office
Mario Viamonte, manager of the accounts department representative
has been converted into a first-run
stationed in
Campoamor Theater and well-known Paris, and ROGER C. CLEMENT of the New
1/4
for foreign pictures.
in the film trade, died Wednesday at York legal department.
his home, 535 W. 135th St., from
1/4
MR. and MRS. EUGENE PALLETTE, back in
"Melody Lingers" Opens Wednesday burns suffered when the projection New York from Europe, are
13/4
stopping at the
"Melody Lingers On," Reliance machine in his home caught fire Waldorf-Astoria.
%
production starring Josephine Hut- while he was showing some films on
RICHARD WALLACE has arrived in New York
23/4
chinson and George Houston, will Sunday. His son died also from the from Hollywood.
% have its local premiere at the Rivoli same cause.
J. W. DUNBAR of General Electric, Nela Park,
7/g
on Wednesday. It follows the run
due in New York the early part of next
of "Barbary Coast," another United
week.
New
2
Houses
for
Sheboygan
Artists release.

—

La

New

sail

Sheboygan, Mich. Two new local
houses, now under construction, will
Washington Resumes Foreigns
open soon. Glen Silver, owner of the
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Silver in Mackinac City, is building
Washington
Reopening of the a 250-seater of the same name here.
Foreign Language Cinema season J. E. Brown is erecting the Sheboytakes place today, with "Lachende gan, seating 200. National Theater
Erben" as the initial offering. Reg- Supply is equipping both.
ular weekly showing of foreign
language pictures will take place.
Wallace Resuming First of Year

Laura

.

MR. and MRS. ROBERT YOUNG, who
in

M-G-M

1051/4 IO51/4 105'/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

ington.

«J

Heard

-

Con.

''

"""^ '«™

-

Columbia

^

i

Rovelstad

—

been selected by Columbia for the
co-starring role opposite Harry Richman in "Rolling Along", elaborate
musical to be directed by Victor
Schertzinger.

GEORGE TRENDLE

in

is

New

York from De-

New

York

troit.

SIDNEY
for

a

R.

rest

JAMES
Monday

at

KENT

left

White Sulphur

GRAINGER

R.

from

the

yesterday

Springs.

returns to New
coast, via a visit

York on
to

in

Dallas,

Monday from the

Coast.

WALTER CONNOLLY
or

tomorrow

on

his

leaves New York today
return to Hollywood.

Richard Wallace, who has arrived

New York from

the coast, plans
first of next
year.
He is now resting following
recuperation from an airplane crash
several months ago while he was
en route to Annapolis on a location
trip.
Wallace will remain east 10
days before returning to Hollywood.
in

to

resume work the

ex-

New Orleans and other cities.
WILLIARD MacKAY returns to New York on

changes

CHIDNOFF STUDIO
Irving

Chidnoff

PORTRAITS
of

DISTINCTION
469 FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORK

j

NEWS

166,000 DAYS'

OF THE

WORK

you, but that's the total

may seem

number

have worked on Warner

lot

months. Proof of their activity
seen

in

'Captain

Frisco Kid'*

Blood'

of

a

PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

LADY of the land heads galaxy of
notables at Washington's brilliant premiere

FIRST

lot to

days extras

during past

may

of 'A Midsummer Night's Dream, ReinhardtShakespeare masterpiece winning sensational
roadshow success throughout the nation*

six

clearly be

(above),

battles

mobs, 'Miss Pacific

WEEK

Fleet'* riots.
'I

OKAY AMERICA!
(eeler

(below),

Parade,' will
Struck,'

now

James Cagney and Ruby
separated since 'Footlight

reunite

their talents

in

LOVE

(below)

SELASSIE,' sings bonnie June Travis
as

she

displays

latest

in

topical

chapeaux, the Haiie Selassie hat June is now
giving Jim Cagney, Pat O'Brien and Stuart
Erwin something to fight over in 'Ceiling Zero.'*

'Stage

being readied for the cameras.

SITTING PRETTY
achievement,'

'I

is

Found

Strand, following long

NEW FACES

lovely

Kay

Stelia Parish,'

engagement

her finest

Francis as

opens tonight

at N.

Y

of 'Shipmates Forever.'

for the nation's screens are Paula

who

Stone

(left),

be seen in
one of the Stepping (Fred) Stones,
Theatre
Sondergaard,
Gail
and
Kid,'
'Singing
Al Jolson's
Guild luminary,

*A Warner

just

Bros. Picture

selected as Faith

°A

Fn

sf

in

National Picture

will

'Anthony Adverse.'*
Vitagrapb.

Inc.,

Distributors

Friday, Nov.

DAILY
PARAMOUNT EXTENDS
DEAL WITH TRENDLE
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MAJORS APPROVE
2,000-FOOT REEL

M.DALY

(.Continued
1)

been granted a three months' vacation, at the expiration of which he

United Artists.

will be re-assigned by Paramount.
He has been representing the organization in the Detroit operations.
Patterson is under contract to Para-

switch.

derstood

•

•

•

WAS

IT

just the sort of farewell that

Walter Eber-

as sincere and friendly as himself
as his friends through the years gathered at the
while the man
luncheon dedicated to his memory
John
who had started him on his career in the industry
and etched
Flinn
talked very humanly about Walter
the highlights of his work and recalled the people with whom
he had been closely associated

hardt would have wished

AMPA

Rehearing Granted
Television Cable

{Continued from Page

• • • AND WHAT a great aggregation of publicity men
was he associated with in his first position
when John
Flinn as head of the Paramount publicity department back
in 1921-22 assigned him to cover the trade papers
every
one of these fellows has since made a name for himself

tire case.

Pete Smith
A. M. Botsf ord
Glenn Allvine

Jerry Beatty

Chicago Chat

sell

Charles C. Burr
licity department!
in the industry

Oriental Theater has
Chicago
had to give five shows a day this
week because of the popularity of

Bowes

•

Attorney Michael Romano

is to play
in the picture.

Ralph O'Hara, aide of the late

Thomas E. Maloy, head

of the oper-

gained a continuance
when arrainged on a perjury
charge in connection with the grand
jury investigation of Maloy's income
ators'

•

•

AND NOW

Walter Eberhardt has gone on ahead

leaving with all of us who knew him the memories associated with a fine, sterling character
a superior craftsman
in his chosen profession
and if you were privileged to
contact Walter Eberhardt in your daily work
then your
life has been enriched because a Real Man rubbed elbows with
you ...... and that was the thought of all of us as the Reverend
Mr. Otis Rice of St. Thomas' Episcopal Church quietly drew
the final curtain with his benediction

of actual cases published
under the title of "You Be the
Former Assistant State's
Judge".

collection

man

Vincent Trotta
RusMorrie Ryskind
Charles McCarthy
James MacFarlane
what a pubtoday they are scattered everywhere

unit.

Judge Marcus Kavanagh has sold
to M-G-M a story taken from his

the leading

Holman

Charlie Ulrich

—

union,

• • • FIRST
Warner Club takes

The Warner Club of Chicago, composed of employees of the Chicago
Warner Brothers Theaters, gives its
fourth annual dinner-dance tonight.
Eli H. Arkin, manager of the Lexington, is the new president of the
club.
A big floor show will be presented under the direction of Herb
Wheeler, manager of the Stratford
Charles H. Ryan, assistant zone
manager, and Charles Hogan, Warner booker of the William Morris
Agency.

RKO Claims
Federal Judge Wm. Bondy yesterday reserved decision on exceptions
filed by the Irving Trust Co., RKO
trustee, to the special master's recommendations on the W. Gordon
Burnett and Mudd & Mooney claims.
Hearing on exceptions to the recommendations on the Hoblitzelle and
Criterion
Advertising Co. claims
was adjourned to Nov. 6.

pleted arrangements for

Moss Hart
Wassermann's

to dramatize Jacob
novel, "The Maritzius Case."

Greenberger

Wassermann

estate.

represented

Santhe

T

ment committee

T

T

• • • IN ITS first week
"Transatlantic Tunnel" attracted more patrons than any other pix, with but one exception,
seen at the Roxy for the past three years
and much interest has been aroused by GB's plan to show the film to real
sandhogs and engineers of America's largest tunnel
the
38th St. Midtown Tunnel
marking the firt time a picture
has been shown under the earth's surface
Nellie Witting of

Decision Reserved on

To Dramatize Wassermann Novel
William Morris Agency has com-

T
T
ANNUAL ball

of the Brooklyn unit of the
place tomorrow nite
at the Hotel St.
George in Brooklyn
dancing to Eli Dantzig's orch
entertainment by stage and screen stars
expected to attend are Walter Winchell, Dave Rubinoff, Bob Hope, Jay C.
Flippen, Georgie Taps, ZaSu Pitts, Cary Grant
the supervising committee includes Sam Sax, Edward J. Savin and Joseph
E. Spray
Roy Mack and Lee Stewart form the entertain-

tax.

ford

the deadline for distributor
reactions will -be extended from Nov.
trial,

1

to

about Nov.

15.

The

five

com-

panies which have okayed the plan
will begin producing for 2,000-foot
reel releases in January, with initial
releases expected about April.

Federal

the Major

1)

1)

Communications Commission, which set Nov. 25 as the
Instead of a reargument, the
date.
Commission will reopen the en-

the

to

from Page

Republic is also unfavorably view the

Owing to distraction of Paramount and RKO due to the St. Louis

mount.

On

1,1935

Republic's foreign dep't celebrates her 14th anniversary in the
biz on Nov. 4
Dorothy T. Stone has opened new offices for
her film library at 444 West 56th St.
Cocktail party this
afternoon for Walter Plunkett,
Radio costume designer,
in the Bacardi Room at 20 E. 40th St

RKO

WALTER
WHEREAS, Walter

F.

life

as

feel deeply the debt of gratitude we owe him for the fine example
well as for his unfailing loyalty to our Association . . .

NOW, THEREFORE, we

the members of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers,
do hereby give public expression to the profound sense of great loss which we
his passing, and we do hereby instruct the secretary to convey to Mrs. Walter
Eberhardt our sincerest sympathy in her bereavement.
Inc.,

feel

in

—Abe

Rottenstein,

who

West Aliquippa

to

manage

his

own

house.

Bernie Armstrong of the HarrisAlvin is starting an eight-week onehour amateur program on WJAS on
Sunday. The winner each week will
appear at the Stanley Theater.
Local film men established headquarters at a downtown hotel to get
immediate returns of the Sunday
movie vote next Tuesday.
Mary Small and Molasses & January will be three of the radio
"names" to entertain at the seventh annual Variety Club banquet
here a week from Sunday.
Some
700 reservations have already been
made.
John Papulias, Ohio theater operator, has taken on a new interest
by operating a bus line between
Steubenbille and Weirton, W. Va.

Pacific Northwest Notes

—

Seattle
Hugh Bruen's re-election
as president of Allied Amusements
of the Northwest marked the first
time the unit has retained its chief
officer for a second term.
Other officers are: F. J. Ripley, first vicepresident;
Al Rosenberg, second
vice-president; M. Kenworthy, third
vice-president; James W. Hone, reelected for his 14th term as secretary-treasurer.

"Born for Glory" has been held
second week at the Winter
Garden in Seattle.
"Barbary Coast" is holding over

for a

at the State, Spokane.

Building

New

Storage Vaults

Bonded Film Storage Corp.

F.

WHEREAS, we
his

Pittsburgh

went to Brooklyn to open the Luxor
Theater for his father, is back in

EBERHARDT

Eberhardt, honored past president of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers, has for many years given most generously of his best thought, his
time and his effort to the service of this Association, and this contribution which he
has made has been one of the most constructive forces in the growth and development
of the Association . . . and . . .

of

Pittsburgh Briefs

structing
vaults at
house, it
J.

is

con-

new fireproof storage
its Long Island City warewas said yesterday by M.
12

Kandel.

Ascap Holds Meeting
Ascap held its semi-annual luncheon and meeting yesterday at the
Astor Hotel.
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TODAY'S FILM NEWS TODAY

Price 5c.

MGM

'MUTINY' A SMASH
Thalberg's Genius Tops One
Of The Greatest Films Of All

Joy's Insured!
Lloyds of London has taken a
gamble on Joy Hodges of Radio
to the tune of $125,000, which
is considered half of her earning

power

in

'Bounty' Knockout,
So Warners Plans

Hawk' Remake

'Sea

To follow in the wake of MGM's
"Mutiny on the Bounty," Warners
will remake "The Sea Hawk," which
like "Bounty" was directed by Frank
Lloyd.

Sam Bischoff will produce it, but
no director or cast has been arranged.
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Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer now comes to the front with one of
the greatest pictures of all time in Irving Thalberg's production
of "Mutiny On The Bounty." A picture that will definitely elevate the industry in every country of the world, and, one that
is certain to establish new money records through massed attendance and long runs. Its importance far surpasses anything
that has been made in years, made possible by the great faith of
Thalberg in fine productions and the -unlimited backing of this
faith by Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer.
Twelve years ago Frank Lloyd compelled world-wide attention with his direction of "The Sea Hawk," accounted at the
time a milestone in motion picture progress, now with his masterful direction of this great epic drama of the sea, the world
has a chance to see what amazing progress has been made in the
art of the screen and to witness the maturing of a great talent.
The picture-going public is not so easily startled as it was in
1923, but this masterpiece can scarcely fail to be a universal
"must." There is little need to appraise its box office value. Such
great pictures sell themselves. And "The Mutiny" has as many
strong exploitation angles as a porcupine has quills. Few theater
patrons will be willing to miss it.
Heavy Cost and Time Spent Justified
full resources of the Metro organization and the
production genius of Thalberg behind him; with upwards
of $1 ,800,000 spent and months and months of actual shooting,
Lloyd justifies it all. The picture is long, running just over two
hours. Much of it is desperately grim, brutal and violent. But
it has the epic sweep of the sea itself, "the hurl and the heave
and the crash of the combers wind-hounded," and it h5lds almost breathless interest through every one of its 12,000 feet.
The celebrated book and its sequel, "Men Against The Sea,"
of which this is a close picturization, is virtually a historical
document, the re-creation of one of the most dramatic of all

With

the

true sagas of the sea. The writing of this Nordhoff-Hall book,
which has been read by millions, is itself a fascinating story.
The picture is divided into six strongly-contrasted episodes,
not counting a brief prologue showing preparations in England
for the Bounty's history-making voyage. First is the long voyage
itself around Africa to the South Seas, its progress punctuated
by animated maps. The little full-rigged frigate is on its way to
gather 1,000 breadfruit plants in Tahiti and transplant them in
the West Indies, a two-year job. She is in command of Captain
William Bligh, a great seaman but a domineering and merciless
master, taking sadistic pleasure in the torture of his men for
slight or fancied infractions of his brutal orders.
This terrifying character is magnificently presented by Charles
[Laughton. Throughout "The Mutiny" he is every inch the mas(Continued on Page 3)
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game, and getting the USC-California tussle, he became peeved
because his outfit simultaneously
wouldn't pick up the Notre
Dame scrimmage.
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Operators' Strike
Closes 35 Indie

Milwaukee Houses
Milwaukee.

—

Thirty-five theaters
yesterday when projectionists
walked out after being refused a 7 V2
percent wage increase.
Circuit nouses are operating after
reaching
an
agreement with the
union.

closed

Robbins Leaves
Music Dept.

MCM

Robbins, who has been
charge of the music department
Jack

in

at

Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer and is the
publisher of all the
tunes, is out
at that plant, with no successor appointed to fill the vacancy.
The split does not hamper the publication of the
songs by the
Robbins Music Corp.

MCM

MCM

Wesrcot-r Injured In
Riviera Polo Match
Cordon Westcott was in the Santa
Monica hospital last night with concussion of the brain, the result of an
accident during a Riviera polo game.

He was knocked from
in

collision

his

pony when

with the pony being rid-

den by Walt Disney.

Swanson Back From N.Y.
Swanson returned Saturday
two-week business trip to New
While there, Red Book maga-

N.

H.

from

a

York.
zine signed a new contract with him
to review the best picture of the*

month

for

it.

Buzzell Leaves Col.
Buzzell and Columbia have
the director's contract by
mutual agreement.
Buzzell left yesterday by plane for New York.

Eddie

settled

Schenck, Jolson In
Joseph M. Schenck and Al Jolson
arrived yesterday from the east on
the Chief.

"Drift IFeflCe' '-Paramount

1935
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REPORTER

THE

'BOIJNT Y'MOST IMPORTANT PIC

ACHIEVEMENT IN MANY YEARS
"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY"
(MCM)

Lloyd's Direction,

Cast Work Superb

Producer
Irving C. Thalberg
Associate Producer Albert Lewin
Direction
Frank Lloyd
Story:
Nordhoff and
Charles

(Continued from Page
men, with never a flicker of
softening even at his final humiliation
1

)

of

ter

James Norman
Screen

at the court-martial in England.

Next

command was Fletcher
master's mate, now admir-

But he cannot stomach the

increasing cruelties of his master. He
warns of the smouldering resentment
of the crew, semi-starved and overworked, only to be as harshly scorched
'as

Witt Jennings, Stanley Fields,
Wallis Clark, Vernon Downing,
Dick Winslow, Pat Flaherty.

the lowest.

Thus the growing tension is built
up through the months of the long
voyage, to brood over the little ship
like a black fog, till suddenly land is
sighted.
Thev have reached Tahiti.
The first chapter is closed in the
I'n

a Paradise

paradise. The natives, under a friendly chief, welcome
The
with lavish hospitality.
their,
hardrhips are forgotten in the pro-

They

are

in

a

shore-leave allowed for the
gathering of the plants. Only the mate
(except for one brief
is kept aboard
visit in which he and an island maiden
and thus his growing
fall in love)
sense of injustice is further fanned.
Of the three midshipmen one Byam,
admirably played by Franchot Tone, of
whom more anon, goes ashore to compile a dictionary of the language and
he too succumbs to a lovely native.
Then the voyage to the West Indies.
Bligh's brutalities -grow past
human bearing. Cable leads the mutiny.
The crew is about evenly divided and there is a fight, which the
mutineers win. The captajn and those
who want to go with hiiri are turned
tracted

adrift

an

in

open boat, with food,

water and navigating instruments,
thousands of miles from a port of call.
Byam refuses to join Cable and his
mutiny but is held by the mate. The
Bounty is headed back to Tahiti.
After almost incredible hardships,
marvelouslv pictured, the indomitable
reaches port and eventually
England.
Scenes in Tahiti
The mutineers and Byam reach Tahiti, marry natives and
raise happy
families.
One day an English sail is
Bligh

sighted. Cable hurries most of his men
and their families aboard the Bounty

and they

sail

to thp serv ce,
the Brit sher,
:

:

Byam, still loyal
stays behind and boards
to f nd Bligh in com-

away.
;

mand, burning with the passion to
catch C=b'e and get revenge. There
is
a ha'r-raising chase among the
reefs.

The

cairn

Island,"

sequel with

Britisher

is

wrecked but

those on board escape.
The Bounty reaches an uncharted

and uninhabited island, now famous
as Pitcairn. and is d°l'berately driven
ashore under full <=ail and burned to
the waters edge. The party is to start
a colony but it disappears from the
story and was lost to f he world for
more than a centu-y. That is another
story, and with
owning "Pit-

MCM

wide open

for a
audiences ready made for
it

is

it.

Byam

nick of time.

Jennings,

and

Carey
Wilson.
Photography
Arthur Edeson
Musical Score
Herbert Stothart
Cast: Charles Laughton, Clark
Cable, Franchot Tone, Herbert
Mundin, Eddie Qu llan, Dudley
Digges,
Donald Crisp, Henry
Stephenson,
Francis
Lister,
Spring Byington, Movita, Mamo,
Ian Wolfe, Ivan Simpson, De-

ably brought to life by Clark Cable.
This mate too was a great sailor and
no weakling, trained to accept the
harsh sea code of the perod, a born
leader.

Hall.

Talbot

Furthman

Jules

in

Christian,

Play:

taken "back to England,
tried and convicted of mutiny on the
evidence of Bligh
He is allowed to
speak and delivers a scathing indictment of the barbarous code of the
sea that wins him a king's pardon and
brings about many humane reforms.
This is the stirring climax of the story
and its intensely dramatic recital by
Franchot Tone will bring <;pinal thrills
to anyone, while the British public can
almost be counted on to rise from its
seats and cheer. This scene splendidly
climaxes a finely consistent and manly
portrayal.
It is Tone's best work to
date and marks him up for high credit.
is

Fifty

Speaking Parts

some

speaking
parts in the admirable cast and but
Herbert
a few can be mentioned.
Mundin, as the captain's steward,
furnishes the only light touch on the
voyage and also delivers laughably on
Dudley Digges is outthe island.
standing as the drunken but humane
is
Donald Crisp,
ship's doctor, as
Eddie
playing a soul-tortured sailor.
Quillan, a young and tender member
of the crew, torn from his wife and
baby to serve the king, elicits sympathy with a moving performance.
The Tahitian parts are beautifully
played by natives, recruited during

There

are

fifty

There are
the filming in the islands.
several smaller characterizations of
Wolfe as
high
excellence.
Ian
Maggs, who is tortured to his death,
Morgan, DeWitt
Ivan Simpsor
as
Jennings as Fryer, Stanley Fields as
the hard-boiled Muspratt and Wallis
muscular
Morrison,
the
Clark
as
wielder of the lash, all stand out.
Henry Stephenson, as Byam's very
and Francis Lister,
British
father,
president of the court-martial, are

ATTERJ

Camera, Technical

bi^hlenQwunn

Details Perfect
of ships and the sea, has given invaluable guidance in that department.
Sound plays a vital part in the telling of this story, as does the background music, and unstinted credit
must go to Herbert Stothart for a
distinguished score.
Add to all this
the wise and unflagging supervision
of Albert Lewin through many months
and the total score is
a master-

—

work.
picture, advertised and publicized for months as one of the most

expensive ever made,

cheap at the
great value to
the British market alone would make
that expenditure possible.
Exhibitors would do well to clear
the booking sheets for additional days
and weeks for this picture because it
will take a longer run than the ordinary house has ever had, to accommodate the great number of people
who will want to see it. It's fine
entertainment and a great business
builder, attracting, as it most assuredly will, patrons who only come out

$1,800,000

cost.

is
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important shows.

New
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great that they must be everywhere
at once, but because the late spots

Women,"

a

The
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Monday,
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comedy

keep going.

to

such that undoubt-

is

edly a play will be written about

some day because

now

right

it

things

so amusingly bad, that if yo«j
mention the fact that the weather is

are

nice,

in

a

colyumist

immediately

will

"Who

tipped you off and who's
on the plot?"

ask,

However, the night clubs add
to the fire.

F'rinstance,

fuel

two of the

more popular places are the Stork
Club and the Versailles.
Lately the
colyumists have been hanging around
the Stork Club more and as a consequence it's had more publicity and
the reason it attracts the boys
cause they have a "Hot Seat"
It's

a chair

is

be-

in

the

wired to give an

ock and the "boys" have
g people to

cf

^^-"hot

on

sit

it

towel" or
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train.

and
"No,"

us

to

an actress?"

SLLy

a

bit

flat-

ou're in pajamas," was
"But we're
us reply.

also excellent.

The screen

comment

their

situation

e.

End," by Sidney Kingsley, at tlj
lasco Theater, Norman Bel
producer; Tuesday, "On St«
comedy by B. M. Kaye, at tjjfl
field
Theater, by Lauren^
Inc.; Wednesday,
"Therej
in

Colyumists are everywhere not only
because the rivalry among them is so

need

The

for

may have its photogand autograph fiends, but
New York has its photographers,
autograph fiends AND colyumists.
Hollywood

raphers

"They're
said we.
paiamas," persisted the
"May have your au-

?'ss,"

play by Talbot Jennings,

ty

Jules Furthman and Carey Wilson is
faithful to the highest standards and
evidences meticulous care and fine

The
feeling for the spoken word.
picture is photographed with brilliant
The
distinction by Arthur Edeson.
art contribution of Cedric Gibbons
and Arnold Gillespie is notable, and
James Havens, with expert knowledge

^ig.

We
Jock rvTH
story head for^S

Moriarty Jon?^
Jerry Mayer has taken ufflS
sonal contract Pat Moriarty.

I

insisted

we meant

but the child was fascinated
pajamas and finally she said,
h pretty, too, but those are

DLLY pretty pajamas,
my book." And that
g goes on at every way

r

please
sort of
station

east to west and vice versa.
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Charles Laughton

Gable

Clark

and

"Dream" Holdovers

"Midsummer Night's Dream" extended run engagements have now passed the first
week mark in four key city houses.
In Philadelphia the Warner picture is in its
third week at the Chestnut St. Opera House.
It is in its second week at the Royal
Alexandria, Toronto, and in its third week a the Beverly Wilshire, Los Angeles.
Picture
is playing its fourth week at the Hollywood,
New York, and at the National in Washington, it goes into its second week soon.
hold
it
Pittsburgh also will
over.

in

"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY"
with Franchot Tone, Eddie Quillan, Herbert
Mundin, Dudley Digges

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
M-G-M

132 mins.

BIG STANDOUT PRODUCTION THAT
SHOULD JAR THE BOX-OFFICES EVERYWHERE. REAL RED-BLOODED CINEMA.
This is one of the most important productions since the inception of talking picpictorially
tures.
It is grim, gripping and
Frank Lloyd's direction is of the
perfect.
j

;

'

best and he again demonstrates that he is
the handling of stories
a past master in

I

j

|

I

|

{

ship,

Tahiti.

for

mutiny,

from

returns

Bows
of the picture.
Thalberg, who produced,
and Albert Lewin, who supervised, and
there is a swell piece of acting by Eddie
Quillan as well as good performances by
highlights

due

Dudley

The

Irving

Donald

Digges,

and

Crisp

others.

deserve credit for a fine,
Arthur Edeson's photogjob.

scenarists

painstaking
I

bound

the

join

the

of

are
I

British

the

reach Tahiti.
England in search
of the mutineers, but Gable and his seamen escape. Tone, who remains behind on
the island, is taken to England and conHis denunciation of
victed of mutiny.
Laughton, which wins him a pardon, is one
not

Laughton

I

the

of

as

Gable
in the best work they have
done to date, while the whole cast is idealGable finally rebels at Laughly
chosen.
and with the mutineers,
cruelties,
ton's
sets Laughton and his followers adrift in
After 49 days of battling
an open boat.
the sea, Laughton and his men reach land.
Gable and his crew, including Tone, who

"The Bounty",
and Tone turn

did

j

captain

sadistic

cruel,
j

Laughton

the sea.

of

masterful

is

raphy

commendable.

highly

is

Laughtcn, Clark Gable,
Eddie
Herbert Mundin,
Quillan, Dudley Digges, Donald Crisp, Henry
Stephenson, Francis Lister, Spring Byington,
Maria Casteneda, Mamo Clark, Ian Wolfe,
Simpson, DeWitt Jennings, Stanley
Ivan
Fields,
Wallace Clark, Vernon Downing,
Dick Winslow.
Cast: Charles
Franchot Tcne,

I

j

HERE & THERE

Date

Six Cities to

in

Wisconsin Wisps

Vitaphone Shorts

11

For November Release
Vitaphone will release 11 shorts
month, if is announced by Norman H. Moray, executive in charge
The twoof shorts and trailers.
reelers include: "Check Your Sombrero", a "Broadway Brevity" musical starring Armida; "The Officer's
this

Mess", starring Shemp Howard;
"Rooftops of Manhattan", a "Broadway Brevity", with Deane Janis, Gil
Lamb; "Double Exposure", comedy
starring Bob Hope; "Trouble in
Toyland", a "Broadway • Brevity"
starring Gus Edwards' Stars of the
Future.

The

one-reelers

"Wee

include:

—

Milwaukee
Since its affiliation
under a pooling arrangement with
Warners, Saxe Amusement Management is no longer a member of the
Independent Theaters Protective Association of Wisconsin and Upper Wiman.
Michigan. Al Kvool, general manager of the Saxe circuit and formerSt Charles, Minn.
Einar Bank
ly a director of the association, has
been succeeded on the board by has reopened the Rialto with new
Frank Fischer, co-operator of the sound and redecoration.

—

Time theater

here.

Modjeska and Granada, Saxe and

Warner houses,
erating
of the

respectively, are op-

under the corporate name

Warner

Bros.

Circuit

Detroit

—

Liberty, Ky.
Morrell Mullins has
over the Allan from Alex
Otto.

taken

Man-

agement, Inc., as are the Oshkosh
and Strand theaters in Oshkosh.
Uptown and Capitol in Racine are
both now operating under the same
management. The latter house was
formerly operated by Max Krofta
with the Lumo Amusement Corp.

Men", a Pepper Pot novelty featur"Camera
Midgets;
ing
Singer's
Hunting", third episode in E. M.
Newman's "Our Own United States"
series;
"By Request," a "Melody
now controlling the theater. Max
Master" featuring Claude Hopkins
Motulsky is president and Joseph
and band; "Vitaphone Opera House",
Luntz, secretary-treasurer of Lumo.
featurreel
Vaudeville
a Big Time
Frank Ratkowski is the new oping Louis Prima and orchestra!
erator of the Abby, local neighbor'"Nature's Handiwork", fourth epi- hood house, succeeding John Keene.
sode in E. M. Newman's '"Our Own
The Bonham at Prairie du Sac has
United States" series, and "Seeing reopened under the operation of Mrs.
Stars", a Pepper Pot novelty star- Lucille Forbes.
Old owner was E.
ring the Easy Aces.
Howe.
R. C. Wheeler is the new operator
Other incidental suspects of the Rex at Spring Green, recently
prize money.
and misleading developments also are pres- reopened. The theater was formerly
ent in the usual quantity, with Warren operated by P. Keslin.
William as the sleuthing lawyer eventually
working out the mystery. Abundant laughs
accompany the proceedings all the way,
compensating for what might otherwise
have been just another routine murder mysThere is also a romance betery affair.

—

Charlotte, N. C.
The Charlotte
Jesters club, composed of persons of
theatrical and allied interests at its
recent annual election of officers and
members of the board of directors
named Roger Mitchell president;
John H. Vickers, first vice-president;
L. C. Sipe, second vice-president;
Walter Griffith, secretary, and Ralph
Jackson, treasurer.
New board of
directors are: Jack Kirby, retiring
president, Jack Dillon, R. J. Ingram,
H. H. Everett, George Roscoe, M. E.

Doings

—

Detroit Sam Ackerman has taken
over the Loyal, West Side house,
from Louis Goodman, who remains
as house manager.

Fort Worth, Tex.— A Spanish-dialogue film showing every Friday
night after the regular movie r-howing has become a weekly feature at
the Tivoli, neighborhood house. The
house also has adopted Bank Night.
Indianapolis

-

—

Roxy Amusement

has been
organized by Thomas K. Valos, Tom
Chamales and James Gregory. Orla
Clouse, is the resident agent.
The
company will operate theaters.

Co., Inc., Rensselaer, Ind.,

Indianapolis

— Marc Wolf has been

re-elected president of the Variety
Club.
Carl Niesse is treasurer and
Sol Greenburg secretary. Vice-presi-

dents are
Penrod.

Joe

Cantor and

Claude

—

Ellsworth, Pa.
The Ellsworth
Theater will be reopened about Nov.
10 under the management of J. M.

Booth.

—

Crooksville, O. Work on the new
Majestic theater building to replace
H. M. Richey and Maurice Caplan
present structure, owned and
are in charge of the first fall meet- the
Producer, Irving Thalberg; Director, Frank
managed by Fred E. Gross for the
Porter
on
Monday
Variety
Club
Shannon,
the
ing
of
Peggy
MacLane,
Barton
Lloyd; Authors, Charles Nordhoff, James
past 20 years, has been started. It
Kerry, Craig Reynolds, Henry at the Book Cadillac Hotel.
Norman Hall; Screenplay, Talbot Jennings, Hall, Anita
is planned to have the new house in
D.
GoldLouis
Coplan
and
Crehan,
Gus
Jcseph
O'Neill, Charles Wilson,
operation around Jan. 1.
Jules Furthman, Carey Wilson; Music, Herpartners in the Columbia thebert

I

Cameraman, Arthur Edeson;

Stothart;

Editor,

Photography, Great.

"THE CASE OF THE LUCKY LEGS"
with

Warren

Patricia

Ellis,

i

ion

most of the effort into the
number in the Perry Maof murder mysteries comes out

putting
series

this

packed with
combination
action, funny

as a generally enjoyable affair,

good

laughs

provoked

by

the

amusing situations, fast
and effective work by the capable
cast.
The dramatic framework of the yarn
embraces the murder of a promoter of
of

lines

beautiful

legs

contest.

suspects are Patricia
non, both

dead

man,

and

Lyle

Talbot.

Mary Treen, Joseph Downing.

Archie L. Mayo; Author, Erie
Stanley Gardner; Screenplay, Jerry Chcdorcv, Brown Holmes, Ben Markscn; Cameraman, Tcny Gaudio; Editor, James Gibson.
Direction,

Ellis

Among

the

chief

and Peggy Shan-

having been in the room of the
who had run off with their

Lively.

Photography,

Fine.

SHORTS

77 mins.

AMUSING MURDER MYSTERY
WITH BROAD COMEDY AS CHIEF ENTERTAINMENT VALUE.
VERY

By

Olin Howland,

William, Genevieve Tobin,
Lyle Talbot, Allen Jenkins

Warner-F. N.

comedy end,

Ellis

Cast: Warren William, Genevieve Tobin,
Patricia Ellis, Lyle Talbot, Allen Jenkins,

Director,

Margaret Booth.

Direction, Smash.

tween Miss

berg,

ater, each claim the lease individually and have gone to court about it.
Fox Theaters will soon regain
control of the Fox here from bond-

holders, it is reported.
Len G. Shaw, Free Press dramatic
editor, was married a few days ago
to Mrs. Carrie Garrett.

when

called to a

an estate of $23,795, according to
an inventory filed with the Probate
Court. Of this amount, $18,120 is in
securities and $5,383 in real estate.

fire.

Pluto

Y. Paramount
and Donald Duck are Mickey's chief Wide Range for N.
Installation of Wide Range equipaides, and much hilarious fun arises
from the unwillingness of a bash- ment at the New York Paramount
The job will be
ful cow, who is taking a bath in the theater is planned.
time
burning house, to heed the fire alarm done within a few weeks, in
premiere of "Rose of the
or cooperate with her rescuers when for the
Rancho."
they arrive.

trial,

—

There will be anew
probably the first of Decem-

Lincoln, Neb.

More Disney Shorts for Russia
"Mickey's Fire Brigade"
Amkino has acquired from United
(Mickey Mouse series)
8 mins. Artists for distribution in Russia
United Artists^
three more Walt Disney shorts inTopnotch
This is one of the liveliest and fun- cluding "Three Little Pigs," "Pecuniest of the Walt Disney cartoon liar Penguins" and "Who Killed Cock
Done in Technicolor, it Robin?", it was said yesterday by
creations.
shows Mickey's fire department gang V. I. Verlinsky, Amkino president.
in action

O.— The late W. J. Duamusement promoter, left

Columbus,
senbury,

ber, in the

Augusta Paper

vs.

Lin-

coln Theater Corp. action for breach
of contract between L.T.C. and the

Nick Paper.
husband,
suing for $31,090, the
plaintiff was recently awarded judgment of $11,754, but error was
charged due to evidence admitted after the jury was dismissed.
plaintiff's

Originally

—

Sylacauga, Ala. An election may
be called here to determine whether

Sunday shows will be legalized. The
Business and Professional Women's
Club instituted the movement.

WARNERS COMPLETE
ST. LOUIS

TESTIMONY

{Continued from Page

1)

general

eral counsel for Warners.

several

It was their version that Arthur
pictured himself as the "lamb to be
slaughtered" and was insisting that
Warner Bros, were at war in St.
The explanaLouis with someone.
tion of why Warner Bros, refused
to furnish their pictures to the
lessees of the Ambassador, Missouri
and New Grand Central theaters
was that Harry Koplar was associated in that project and that
Harry M. Warner, president, had
given strict orders that under no
circumstances was the company or
any of its subsidiaries to have any
business dealings with any concern
in which Koplar was interested directly or indirectly because of the
Louis involving
in
St.
litigation
Skouras Brothers Enterprises and
St. Louis Amusement Co. for which
Koplar was held responsible. They
denied that Warner Bros, had combined or agreed with Paramount
and RKO to corner the available
supply of first run pictures in St.
Louis and to keep Fanchon & Marco
and Allen L. Snyder from obtaining
pictures for their houses.

Hardy

Sears stated that he was the one
who suggested to Harry Warner
that Warner Bros, lease the Shubert-Rialto theater in St. Louis and
said he did so when he learned that
Fanchon & Marco, in association
with Allen L. Snyder and Harry
Koplar, had leased the Ambassador,

Missouri

and

New Grand

Central

knew Fanchon & Marco already had the Fox
theaters.

He

said that he

St. Louis and thus controlled
but the Loew's State in the St.
Louis first run field.

and

of

by

Russell

government counsel.
said that he had

who

re-

peated what transpired at the March
6 gathering as nearly verbatim as
any man could, gave this version of
what happened that day:
"Arthur and Partington came inArthur uttered the
to my office.
first word, saying: 'What's this war
There was a copy of the
about'.
Film Daily on my desk and I
picked it up, remarking: 'Yes, I read
But I don't know
that article, too.
Warner Bros,
of any war there.
are not at war with anyone'.

Sears Tells

What Was

Said

"He replied: 'I hope not as I certainly need your pictures in St.
Louis.'
I
told
him that was
out of the question, as we had leased
the Shubert theater and intended to
show our pictures there.
'Well,
there some way we (Fanchon
take over your obligation for that theater?' he asked.
I told him I didn't think so, but
that we would go upstairs to see
Starr.
I called Starr and arranged
to see him.
When we entered his
office Abel Cary Thomas was lying
prone on a couch in the room and
Starr was at his desk."
isn't

& Marco) can

It was Sears' version that Arthur
offered to take over the Shubert
lease and to give Warner Bros, a
share in his lease on the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand
Central, but that was rejected.
He
said that during the course of the
conversation Arthur mentioned his
company had $55,000 invested in the

Louis deal.
Sears said that there is nothing
that will start Abel Cary Thomas
"Loew's had their own product, on a storm more than the mention
M-G-M and United Artists," he con- of Harry Koplar and that when he
tinued.
learned from Arthur that Koplar
"Consequently they could not be was in his deal Thomas hopped up
considered a practical outlet for our and talked at some length, expresspictures
and we were therefore ing his views of Koplar and trouplaced in the position of having to bles he is alleged to have caused the
deal with these persons on their own Warners. He added that Arthur kept
terms.
They could stifle our busi- insisting there was a war and said
ness in a great many ways and not it looked like he was the lamb to
only dictate the terms for film ren- be slaughtered.
tals but were in position to commit
"Well, you were 21 years old and
our product to any theater they knew what the situation was in St.
chose, a very important matter for Louis, or should have, I suggest
a producer, and could go three or that you go to the bondholders' comfour months without showing any mittee, the people you do business
of our pictures. They could not only with, as there is nothing we can do
deprive us of first run revenue, but for you," Starr told him. Sears said
also
hold
back the
subsequent that Starr may have stated that it
runs here and in the other towns in looked to him like the bondholders'
the territory. I felt that the group committee was trying to perpetuate
all

St.

in

he
but

COAST SALES MEET

the

(Continued from Page

interruptions

Sears,

for

estate.

a number of government witnesses.
They especially differed concerning
the details and conversation of the was unfriendly to us as regards
famous March 6, 1934, meeting in Koplar. It was a very dangerous
the Warner home offices in New York
position for me as a distributor of
City between Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,
pictures to permit my company to
manager
vice president and general
of Fanchon & Marco, Inc., and Jack get into so I took it up with my
Allen Partington, Fanchon & Marco superior, Mr. Warner."
president, and Starr, Sears and Abel
Sears made this explanation amid
Cary Thomas, secretary and gen-

Suggested Leasing Shubert-Rialto

PARAMOUNT TO HOLD

Lawyer Denied Re-argument on Paramount Fee
Judge Alfred C. Coxe yesterday denied the motion of Jacob J. Lesser
re-argument of his decision denying Lesser's application for $37,500 for services
Judge Coxe stated in denying the application that
the Paramount reorganization.
had not held that an attorney for individual creditors might not be compensated
did not in his opinion warrant payment from
rendered
services
merely that the
Federal

themselves, but he denied other statements credited to Starr and Thomas
by Arthur and Partington.

The Chicago Argument
Sears said that he was present
at the meeting in Spyros Skouras'
room in the Blackstone Hotel in
Chicago, on either Feb. 27 or 28,
1933, at which Skouras and Starr
had an argument concerning Skouras' part in the bondholders' protective committee plan for the reorganization of the Ambassador, Missouri and new Grand Central Theaters.
He said that Starr did not
approve of what had been done, saying that it looked to him like everybody had been taken care of but
Skouras Bros. Enterprises, a Warner subsidiary.
Sears also touched
on the conference with Thomas N.
Dysart, chairman of the bondholders' protective committee, at the St.
Louis Chamber of Commerce on
March 1, 1934. He said there was
a long discussion of both the bondholders' committee

1)

Agnew, Division Managers J. J.
Unger and Charles Reagan; R. M.
Gillham and Alex Moss.

According

to present plans J. E. Otterson also
will attend the sessions.

The

district

managers who

will be

present are M. S. Kusell, P. A. Bloch,
Harry Goldstein, William Erbb,

Oscar Morgan, Jack Dugger,

J.

E.

Fontaine, R. C. LiBeau, Hugh Braly,
M. H. Lewis and Ben Blotcky.

Mae Murray's

Suit in Court
Court Justice Collins
yesterday permitted Tiffany Productions to take depositions of its former executive vice-president, Herbert
Cronenweth, and its former attorney,
Grant Cook, both of Detroit, in connection with a second trial of Mae
Murray's $300,000 suit against the
firm.
The first trial was won by
the film company, which has not
been active for some time, but the
Appellate Division ordered a second

Supreme

hearing.

and Warner re- trying to get Warner Bros, out of
organization plans and also the Sny- St. Louis at one clean sweep. But
der lease.
Asked by Frederick H. that they weren't going to succeed.
Wood of Warner counsel, of what He added that he also asserted that
was said about product at this meet- Warner Bros, would get other theing, Sears said that Dysart expressed aters and meet any sort
of compe-.
the belief that inasmuch as Fanchon tition that was thrown their way
& Marco had control of five first and that if a price war was started
run houses in St. Louis they could and the opposition went down to a
get all the pictures they needed. He 10-cent admission, Warners would go
said that Starr explained that his right down with them.
company would not do business with
Starr Gives His Version
any concern with which Koplar was
associated and that if necessary WarStarr contended that he had not
ner Bros, would rent another theater made various statements credited to
to protect their position in the first- him by Dysart, David Levinson,
run field.
Starr who had preceded Chicago attorney for the bondholdSears to the witness stand revealed ers committee, and Joseph Grand,
that he came to the motion picture local counsel for that committee.
world via a want ad in a New York He gave his versions of what was
newspaper in April, 1920, and was said at various gatherings with the
employed by Warner as a bookkeeper, bondholders' committee and disand he has been with Warner Bros, cussed at some length the various
ever since. He denied that at the Mar. features of Warner Bros.' reorgani1, 1934, meeting he had told Dysart
zation plans submitted to the comthat Warner Bros, would use every mittee.
means in its power to keep Fanchon
In a general way his testimony
& Marco from getting pictures, but concerning the March 6, 1934, meetadmitted that he said Warner Bros, ing with Arthur and Partington
would get a theater to show their agreed with that given by Sears
pictures.
He also denied that he later in the day.
had referred to Fanchon & Marco
Paramount and RKO will have a
George J.
as "Fly-by-nights" .saying he had few defense witnesses.
spoken favorably of their experience Schaefer, Paramount vice-president,
as vaudeville people but doubted and Ned E. Depinet, of RKO Radio,
Should the detheir ability to handle so large a may testify today.
deal as that with the committee. fense end tomorrow the case may
Likewise he denied that he asserted be continued to Tuesday next, as
Warner Bros, would prevent any Judge Moore stated he would not
other lessee from operating the the- hear the case Monday as he has a
It has been suggested
aters successfully. He testified that law docket.
he and Skouras had a heated argu- an adjournment be taken tomorrow
ment at the Blackstone Hotel and until Tuesday when final arguments
said that during the course of that on defense demurrers and motions
conversation he said that it was for directed verdicts of not guilty
evident to him that someone was may take place.

DAVID COPPERFiELD
THE LIVES of 1
BENGAL LANCER
SMIUr>T

THRU

RUGOUS of RED GAP
BARRETTS o/
WIMPOLE STREET
MRS.

WIGGS

TREASURE ISLAND
LITTLE

WOMEN

BOX-OFMCE immORTHlS!
You know them

... the pictures that

have poured streams of gold into your
coffers

.

.

.

the real immortals of box-

office history

!

You know them

.

.

.

the

books and plays, beloved the world
over, that have

been transformed by

the genius of our industry into the
truly great pictures of all time,

among

them "David Copperfield", "Little

Women", "Ruggles

of Red Gap",

"Barretts

"The

of

Wimpole

Street",

Lives of a Bengal Lancer"

"Treasure Island", "Smilin' Thru"
.

.

.

To

that illustrious roll of

honor

Paramount now proudly adds
DuMaurier's
the

"PETER IBBETSON",

most glorious romance in

modern

literature,

all

A

By RALPH WILK

UOWARD
n

ESTABROOK, scenarist

with William Hurlbut of "Way
East," plans a trip abroad as
soon as present story obligations
Estabrook a year and a
permit.
half ago worked in England on the
script of "David Copperfield," and
may be engaged soon, according to
coast report, on another Dickens

-

Down

story.

T
T
Chair," "Cosmopolitan
Magazine" story, has been purchased
as a starring vehicle for
by

"Witness

In order to acquire a heavy tan Jeannie Macpherson on the Samson
his starring role in "Sutter's and Delilah story.
T
T
Gold," Charles Bickford is spending
John Irwin and Marc Lawrence
ten days at Death Valley.
have been given character roles in
"Prison Farm," which is before the
for

Howard Estabrook, M-G-M

scenrecently was guest of honor
and principal speaker at the Ebell
Club, where he disclosed the reasons
why it is often necessary to change
published works when transferring
them to the screen.
arist,

RKO

Edward Sutherland, who

Ann Harding.
have

Warners

bought

screen

W. Somerset Maugham's
T

Buster Keaton has made a quick
recovery from his recent nervous
He is out of the hosbreakdown.
pital and expects to be back at work
for Educational within two weeks.
t

RKO

Radio has

Lamont

"The

to

first

di-

has one of the finest collections
from outstaning early Hollywood pictures to be found in the
film colony.
He started gathering
them 20 years ago when he was a
Keystone Kop for Mack Sennett.

al,

of

novel and play, "Caesar's Wife."

will

"Song of Joy," Marta Eggerth's
American picture for Univers-

rect

*

T
rights to

HOLLYWOOD

"LITTLE" from

stills

writing the
Stevens
is
Louis
screenplay for "In His Steps," which
Molly will be made by B. F. Zeidman
Shadow," Prods.

assigned

Green

with Preston Foster and Margaret
Callahan. Same studio has cast Edward Burns and Toni Martin to
"Follow the Fleet," new AstaireRogers musical.
T
T
Preparing for a tremendous rush
of production activity which will
bring a picture to completion every
28 week
five days throughout a
period, Nat Levine, Republic production chief, has assigned 40 writers to work on 29 pictures to be
launched on the recently augmented
Republic Pictures program.

Alan Mowbray
portant
for

role

in

will play an im"Green Mansions"

RKO.
*

A

literary race

under

is

way

at

Warner cameras.

Egon Brecher is
an addition to the cast of First National's "Manhunt."

time in many years
Director Edward H. Griffith has recently deviated from his successful
practice of making only famous
stage plays into pictures. His current assignment, "Next Time We
Live," is from a best-selling novel.

T
Irving Berlin, at present busy
polishing up his musical score for
RKO's "Follow the Fleet," says he
plans to divide his time between
Hollywood and New York.
V

EXPLOITING CURRENT FILMS
ADIO

plugs, newspaper conand numerous window
displays were arranged by Fred
~D

tests

DATE BOOK

McFadden
Dallas

in

of the Palace Theater
for the opening of

"The Dark Angel,"
Goldwyn production
Nov. 2:
non
S.

Nov.

S.

Installation of officers of Lt. A. VerMacaulay Post, American Legion, on

Arcadia,

Boston -to-New York

trip.

3:
Masquerade ball under auspices of
Des Moines independent theater owners,
Hotel Fort Des Moines, Des Moines, la.

Nov. 10:
quet,

Nov. 10:

William

American

nual benefit
York.

Nov. 12-13:
nual

Variety Club annual banPenn Hotel, Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh

Federation of Actors'
Majestic Theater,

show,

Allied

convention,

Theaters
Statler

an-

New

of Michigan anHotel, Detroit.

Nov. 18: Philadelphia Variety Club entertainment, Metropolitan, Philadelphia.

Samuel
starring

Merle Oberon, Fredric March
and Herbert Marshall and released through United Artists.
Six daily ten-minute plugs
were arranged over station
KRLD, three 15-minute broadcasts were secured over station
WRR, and the Dallas "News-

WFAA

Journal's" station
devoted five daily spot announcements
to the opening of "The Dark
Angel" at the Palace. In addition,

loud-speaker

broadcasts

Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio annual convention, Hotel DeshlerWallick, Columbus, O.

were made at all local wrestling
and boxing bouts as well as at

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
and ball, Statler Hotel, Cleveland.

the State Fair race track.
tie-up was arranged with
The "Dallas Dispatch" on a
"Name the Picture" contest used
in conjunction with their classi-

Nov. 23:

Dec. 1-3:
Paramount sales meeting, Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles .
Dec.

Annual meeting of stockholders
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.
9:

April 27-30:

S.

M.

P.

E.

Edgewater Beach Hotel,

of

spring convention,
Chicago.

A

fied

ad section.

A

14-inch scene still
three days and

four-column
was used for
the persons

Westmore had his option
up as head of Paramount's

contract.

taken

makeup department.
T

T

for his current assignment, "Under
is in Africa.

first

Contests and Tie-ups Aid
"Dark Angel" in Dallas

and

T

t

For the

Wallace Westmore, makeup

hairdressing artist, will remain with
Paramount for another term of his

Paramount's production of "WoAgnes DeMille has been engaged man Trap" goes before the cameras
by M-G-M to direct dances for its Monday with Gertrude Michael, now
forthcoming production of "Romeo recovered from
a recent automobile
and Juliet."
accident, and Akim Tam'iroff, in prinT
T
George Givot now has a half in- cipal roles. Harold Young is to diterest in the King's club in Holly- rect, and Jack Cunningham will prowood and has renamed it the Acro- duce.
T
polis No. 7.
Gene Morgan and Robert Middlet
v
mass, Columbia players, have been
As an indication of the cosmopoli- assigned to "Panic on the Air",
tanism a screen writer must be able which has Ann Sothern in the stelto assume in preparing scenarios, lar role and Lloyd Nolan as leading
the past year's literary experiences man. This new
comedy drama was
of W. P. Lipscomb, British author, placed in
production last week unwho is under contract to 20th Cen- der the direction of Albert Rogell.
tury-Fox, is illuminating.
Brought
T
T
T
to this country to do the screen
Joe Penner proved such a hit when
play of his own story "Clive of India," his next assignments vicarious- he appeared on Al Jolson's radio proly carried him throughout the world. gram, as a guest artist, a few weeks
In "Les Miserables," and "Cardinal ago, that the Mammy-singer asked
Richelieu" his locale was France; in the duck-man to do a repeat. Pen"A Tale of Two Cities," he moved ner, at present working in Parato England; for "A Message to Gar- mount's "Collegiate," will appear on
cia," he found himself in Cuba, and Jolson's program tomorrow night.
»

Paramount between writing teams Two Flags," he
on two scripts for Cecil B. DeMille
prouctions,
and whichever story
is finished first will be the next to
go in work under DeMille's direction.
The teams include Courtney
Ryley Cooper and Grover Jones, on
"Buffalo Bill," and Harold Lamb and

"LOTS"

title were
awarded tickets to see "The
Dark Angel." Through the cooperation of the Karr Advertising Agency and Gem Razor
Blades, 250 drug store windows

guessing the right

Complete
cast
of
"Sagebrush
Troubadour", Republic musical western starring Gene Autry and now in
production at Kernville, includes
Barbara Pepper, Smiley Burnette,
Frank Glendon, Denny Meadows,
Hooper Atchley, Fred Kelsey and
Julian Rivero.
Joseph Kane is directing from the script by Oliver
Drake and Joseph Poland.
Armand Schaefer is supervising.
v
v
Back from their personal appearance tour of the country, the Three
Stooges, Jerry Howard, Larry Fine
and Moe Howard, have started on a
new Columbia comedy. Screen play
Del Lord is
is by Clyde Bruckman.
directing.

carried streamers with a photo

Merle Oberon and Fredric
March and appropriate billing
on the picture. More than 100
street car cards were used.

New Incorporations

All leading merchants throughout the city arranged effective
window displays.
On books,
windows were secured at the
Harris Company, Sanger's,
Titche-Goettinger and the Neiman-Marcus store. All public

Operation
Railroad Cinema Corp., Manhattan.
Lawrence Green,
L.
of theaters.
200 shares.
Lester N. Altschul and Charles Katz, New York.

of

libraries distributed bookmarks
Special
used displays.
cards were placed in the lobbies
of leading hotels. The Neiman-

and

Marcus store used scenes of
Merle Oberon in fur coats.
Dreyfuss and Sons displayed
boys clothing using scene stills
of the juveniles in the picture.

The

store

Titche-Goettinger

used blow-ups of Oberon in a

window of fur

—Palace

coats.

-

Theater, Dallas

NEW YORK

Theatrical and
Eden End, Inc., Manhattan.
Louis S. Aldrich,
screen products.
200 shares.
Ann Martin and Lilly Rosenthal, New York.
Theaters, Inc., New Hyde Park.
T. A.
D.
Norman F. X. Rahill,
Theatricals.
200 shares.
Thomas J. McNamee and George C. Gaffney,

New

York.

Motion picStar Pictures Corp., Manhattan.
Leo Fox, Abraham Sharg*
200 shares.
tures.
and Isidore S. Immerman, New York.
Fenyvessy

Enterprises,

Inc.,

Rochester,

and motion pictures.
Schulman, Florence F.
Sarah Merimsky, Rochester.
Theatricals

Abraham

100

N.

Y.

shares.

Belinson

and

DISSOLUTIONS
Picture TradTishkoff Theater Corp.,

Geographic Players and Motion
ing Corp.,
Rochester.

New

York.

It

Is

Now

In

Work

The Film Daily
Year Book of 1936

1200 Pages of Value
Completely Covering

The Motion Picture
Industry
of Its

fp

And

Branches

All

E

MAKES BIG ONE

UT OF LITTLE ONES!

Credit Hal Roach with a Swell
Box'Ofrlce Idea that's stealing
the

show on Broadway!

OUR GANG
FOLLIES 1936
Jack Harrower in the Film Daily says:
This special short should wow 'em wherever the

A

wow!.. .A

Our Gang

riot!

aggrega-

known and loved. And that's practically everywhere!
Motion Picture Daily says: Hal Roach has produced a
tion are

swell
singing, dancing musical in two reels, using the talents of his famous
gang to the utmost for entertainment and laughs.
unusual entertainment, it should get unusual box-office response.

An

Hollywood Reporter says:

Hal Roach introduces an innovation by putting his Our Gang youngsters in a musical short
"Our Gang Follies of 1936." Previewed yesterday, the picture is
18 minutes of laughs.

Daily Variety says: Sure fire! First musical short featuring
Our Gang players is an ambitious undertaking, providing 18 minutes
of solid entertainment. Spanky MacFarland not only is producer, but
sings his own bally, introducing a number of specialty acts. Will click
on any program!

Louis Sobol in Evening Journal says: A bow to Hal
Roach for unearthing another set of amazingly precocious child stars
for his new series of Our Gang pics
the current one at the Capitol

—

is

a

howl from

start to finish.

Variety (Weekly) says: Good enough

for marquee playup
Packs a lot of laughs... with a burlesque of the Floradora sextet that
brings the show to a screaming finish.

A

N.Y. Daily Mirror says:
musical revue, impudently satirizing the adult screen musicals and zealously using Hal Roach's usual
troupe of talented infant wonders. It's a cute little feature, with
laughs, amazing juvenile talent and jaunty melodies.
It's

just

ONE

of the

GANG" COMEDIES
his exhibitor pals

I

NEW IDEA "OUR
(Leo of

M-G-M and

thank you, Mr. Hal Roach.)

SPANKY
McFARLAND
is

the best

M.C. you
saw

ever

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-*F DAILY
VOL.

68

NO.

NEW

106

YORK, MONDAY, NOVEMBER

4.

TEN CENTS

1935

Film Companies Benefit from Ascap Music Ruling

SABATHlROBE OF G. T. [PLAN STARTSJlS WEEK
Producers Are Going Easy on Operatic Pictures
Only Nine Films Having
Operatic Material
Scheduled
There will be no major company
panic in the direction of operatic
pictures or productions with operatic sequences, as present production
schedules provide only a total of
nine such films, a Film Daily check-

up

disclosed.

Pictures of this type made or
planned up to the present time are
as follows: Paramount, "Give Us
This Night"; RKO, "I Dream Too
Much"; 20th Century-Fox, "Metro(Continued on Page 4)

RHODEN TO CONFER

ON

CLEARANCE

with the law firm of Ringolsky,
Broadright & Jacob, attorneys for a
group of independent exhibitors of
that territory, in regard to their
complaint that the clearance and
zoning schedule as set up by the
circuit is unjust.
The attorneys recently notified nine distributors as

contemplate an anti-trust action un(Continued on Page 4)

Entrance of Standard Capital Co.
through reported acquisition of a
short-term option on Universal Pictures, coupled with an arrangement
under which the New York banking
group finances current production, is
understood to signalize increased activity of the J. Cheever Cowdin firm
in the motion picture field. Standard

New Orleans— Putting night prices

Would End

Sales

Tax

P. M. is advocated
by some exhibitors here as a step
toward the admission increase which
into effect at 5

nearly

—

mended that, a final resort in relief from tax burdens, the retail
sales tax be repealed. The sales levy
has been particularly unpopular with
theaters, which must pay 10 per
cent while merchants pay only 2 per
cent.

and necessary.

&

— Suit

brought

by

Amer.

Electric and Erpi
to enjoin Ultraphone Corp., sound equipment manufacturers, from further alTel.

Tel.,

Western

leged patent infringement
to
under way today
get
Court.

is

in

expected
Federal

It is

believe

justified

pointed out that

at present the theaters get a rush
of last-minute customers before the
evening scale goes on, thus having
crowds of low-fare patrons in the
houses just when the higher-priced
is coming in.
Another suggestion

trade

stairs,

with

is that prices
or part of the downthe balconies retained

all

(Continued on Page 4)

based in part on the fact that the
plan is predicated on settlement of
outstanding G.T.E. claims against
the Chase National Bank for $306,000, which settlement is "wholly inadequate in view of the obvious
validity of claims against the Chase
is

of Hirsh, Newman, Reass &
Becker, counsel for All-Continent.
Becker declined to go into his other
reasons for opposing the plan at this
er,

Firm

of

Four N. Y. C. Theaters
Cut Capital to $1,000

—

Albany Four New York City theater corporations have reduced their
capital stock to $1,000, according to
certificates filed with the Secretary
of State by William Zimmerman,
New York attorney. Firms are: One

Hundred

Seventieth

St.

Theater

Corp., cutting capital from $75,477.62; One Hundredth St. Theater
Corp., from $27,561.80; Costello Theater Corp., from $63,366.39; Ninetieth St. Theater Corp., from $46,688.99.

Ruling on Music Payments
Will Benefit Film Companies

Trendle Deal Runs
18 Months Minimum
Detroit

—

Decision of the Ascap publishers'
reclassification committee to base
future payments to a much greater
extent than heretofore on the numof music is seen as a
distinct benefit to the motion picture companies which own music
publishing houses.
Picture companies producing film musicals are in
a much better position to get air

The management deal ber of uses

which has been extended between
George Trendle, local circuit operator, and Paramount is understood
to run for 18 months minimum
Trendle is reported receiving a
ary and percentage.

sal-

Congressional

for

Equipment, Inc.,
was said Saturday by Murray W.

General
it

Garsson,

Theaters

director

of

investigation

Sabath Committee.
The
hearings will be held at 45 Broadway.
for

the

RE-EQUIPMENT SPURT

STARTS

IN

MIDWEST

time.

New

Ultraphone Trial Starting
Minneapolis

houses

all

be raised for

Jackson, Miss. In a surprise message to the Legislature last week,
Governor Sennett Conner recom-

on Reorganization

CALLED INADEQUATE

Bank approximating $14,000,000," it
Fox West Coast that they was said yesterday by Murray Beck-

Earlier Night Scale Urged
As Step Toward Price Hike

Mississippi Governor

Week

Committee
investigating bond defaults will hold
Elmer Rhoden, operator of Kansas
Opposition of the All-Continent
hearings late this week in
City houses for Fox West Coast, Corp. to the proposed General The- public
connection with its probe into the
will immediately go into conference aters Equipment reorganization plan
proposed reorganization plan

BY STANDARD CAPITAL

(Continued on Page 4)

Start Hearings This

Sabath

well as

MORE FILM FINANCING

K. C.

G.T.E.-CHASE DEAL

(Continued on Page d)

—

Lincoln, Neb.
Business, long elusive to those in the smaller Nebraska and Iowa towns, has started to
come back with the old vigor. Theater equipment companies are reporting heavier sales of i*edecorative
and projection materials than at any
In
period in the last five years.
fact, the only bugaboos now terrorizing the small indie exhib is that the
neighbor circuit will come in and
pick his town. According to reports
(Continued on Page 6)

Map New Procedure
On Patents Inquiry
Sirovich Congressional Committee
investigating patent pools and crosslicensing is charting the course of
its future line of inquiry into all
phases of its study including the
motion picture field and will have
(Continued on Page 4)

Penny Admission

—

"oneFollowing
the
Fla.
Bunnell,
promotion stunt of some
cent sale"
Alig,
L.
F.
other
shops,
drug stores and
manager of the Flagler Theater, has set
patrons
aside one day a week when
can buy two admissions for the regular
price of one ticket plus one cent.

—

—
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has

HASKELL

MASTERS, assistant to Arthur
United Artists sales manager, spent
Cleveland working on deals.

week

W.
last

in

CARL SHALIT, Columbia district manager and
ASTOR of the Columbia home office

LOUIS
were

in

Cleveland

week on product nego-

last

tiations.

CHEEVER COWDIN,

president of

Standard

LAWRENCE FOX, vice-president,
due in New York this week from the coast,
where they negotiated a Universal financing

Capital Co., and
are

FUTURE OPENINGS

—

attend

ROBERT TAYLOR, M-G-M
New York visit in view.

Playhouse

St.

New

SAMUELSON

E.

to

arrival

J.

Thanks a Million

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

her

Acme
Acme
Cameo

(a)

(a)

Nov. 6
She Couldn't Take It (Columbia)
The Melody Lingers On (United Artists)
Nov. 7
Peter Ibbetson (Paramount)

Stars
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Music Hall
Astor

(b)

Paramount

Paramount)

deal.

FRANK

C. WALKER leaves New York tomorconduct regional meetings in connecwith his governmental activities at Chicago, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and Los
Angeles, returning to New York in three weeks.

row

to

tion

ANDREW

STONE, representative of Film Products
Co., which handles a series of pictures
called "Race Night," arrived in New York from
California on Saturday.

World

(b)

Net
High

Am. Seat
Columbia

Picts.

vtc.

Low
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62%

623/4
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(b)
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Fm.
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Fm.
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pfd
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23/4
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-

3/8
1/4

1/4

"Thirty-Nine Steps" in N'Orleans
New Orleans
Gaumont British

—

gets

A

a Class
first
shortly when the
plays "Thirty-nine Steps."

its first film in

run house here

Orpheum

for 150 New York Houses
Colorado Springs, Colo. One hundred fifty theaters in New York
City's five boroughs have been signed by Adolf Haas, representative of
t'ie Alexander Film Co., for the release
of
a
special
Alka-Seltzer
campaign with one-minute advertis-

—

1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone

Sound Ballyhoos Banned

Va

1/4

i/g

do

Foreign Flashes

1

Join Audio Productions Staff
Frank J. Murray, formerly with
Fox in the publicity-advertising and
East. Kodak
+
scenario departments and later with
do pfd
160
160
160
Fox-Hearst Industrial Division, the
48 '/4 48i/2 — %
Loew's, Inc
487/g
Paramount
9'/8
83/4
8% — 3/4 Far East Studios and Affiliated Stu79
Para.
1st pfd
7734 7734 — % dios has joined Audio Productions in
the sales and creative department.
i/
Para. 2nd pfd
11
103/4
103/4 —
4
Edward S. Manson, also formerly
Pathe Film
1/8
55/8
55/g +
55/s
with Fox on the coast and previously
RKO
51/8
47/8
47/8 —
on publicity work for Douglas Fair20 Century-Fox
19% 19% 191/4
20th Century Fox pfd. 29
28'/2
28% — 3/8 banks, Mary Pickford and Charles
Chaplin, has joined the Audio proWarner Bros
7% 73/4 73/4
Con.

bill.

ing films.

Columbia Film for Center
Columbia's "She Couldn't Take
It," with George Raft, Joan Bennett,
Walter Connolly and Billie Burke,
opens Wednesday at the Center the-

Street ballyhoos by theaters and
distributors involving sound effects

be banned

will

in

New York

under

..OVIOL/A

/

£

y \y
JL

Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines

—

bank.

Plans Feature in East
Celebrated Pictures, which has
just completed "New York Uncensored," first of a series of shorts
of New York life, plans to produce a
feature, "Brain Snatcher," original
by Ted Lloyd, shortly after the new
year.
The picture will be made in
the east.

Metro Film for Astor
M-G-M's "It's in the Air," whose

ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE- RENT
1

• Illustrated Literature

on request. •

Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

—

distributed British fan magazine,
published a special 16-page rotogravure supplement on Warners' "A
Midsummer Night's Dream."

Budapest— Eight native pictures
made in the 1935-36 season.

will be

Warsaw — Official

show

statistics

there are 750 movie houses in Poland.

SERVICE!
It

i

an interesting fact

is

booking has been crowded out of the
Capitol due to holdovers, will follow
"The Case of the Lucky Legs" at

that

many Executives

this

industry

the Astor.

Reference

Books

Preference

Informa-

CHIDNOFF STUDIO

"Dream" Roto Supplement
London
"Picturegoer," widely

—

Paris Gross receipts of movie
decision to prounnecessary noises 24 hours a theaters for its first nine months
day. The noise abatement campaign, of this year were $11,550,000.
Cairo
A Franco-German-Egypwhich was given a tryout in October,
has only been operative from 11 p. tian syndicate is building a modern
studio with the backing of a large
m. to 7 a.m.

Mayor La Guardia's

Book "Broadway Handicap"
Twenty-seven additional bookings
of "Broadway Handicap" in the Dal2 Circuits Sign Republic Lineup
las area were made the past week,
Two more circuits, the Benjamin it is announced by E. A. Eschmann,
Pitts Theaters in Virginia and the sales manager for Meridian Pictures.
Fishman group in Connecticut, have
booked the Republic Pictures program.
Issue

pictures.

hibit

ater.

Columbia Closes with Circuits
Walter Reade circuit in New Jersey and New York and Lefkowich &
Greenberger circuit in Ohio have
signed for the Columbia lineup.

—

Budapest
Tricolor Films has
been formed to distribute American

Irving

Chidnoff
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EHIM

V

S!
When a certain New York big shot heard we were filming
"PETER IBBETSON/' he groaned publicly, "Another classic!"

Remembering "David Copperf ield, " "Ruggles of
Red Gap/' "Bengal Lancers," and other pretty grand
moving pictures taken from books, we got just a little bit
peeved. So we lassoed that gentleman and took him to a
screening of "PETER IBBETSON." It was a censorship print,

needed a lot of cutting, and a lot of smoothing.
But he came out of the projection room with honest
tears in his eyes. "One of the most wonderful

experiences I've ever had/' he told us.
We tell you this because we think you'll

want to give that kind of word of mouth
publicity to "PETER IBBETSON." For
"PETER IBBETSON", in this newest

production, has real beauty, real
greatness! It also has what you, as

practical business men

are even more

interested in--an emotional appeal that
is definitely BOX-OFFICE, in short,

it's another proof that

^fyi-te?*^

J>6Mamou
(

^t %tiuaj

THE
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DAILY

PRODUCERS GO EASY

ON OPERATIC FILMS
(Continued from Page 1)
politan"; United Artists, "The Melody Lingers On" and a Nino Martini
production; Universal, "Phantom of

H
*!*
\riCik
W ^ *fo
AO
PHIL

MORE

Marta Eggerth; Warner-First Na"Stars Over Broadway".
Neither Columbia nor M-G-M has

pictures with operatic selisted
quences, though they have Grace
Moore pictures scheduled.

Rhoden

to

On

Confer
K. C. Clearance

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

/

less the plan is revised

and

if dis-

tributors continue a "concerted refusal" to sell to independents who
do not observe the schedule. Rhoden
recently returned to Kansas City
from a Skouras home office conference here.

Earlier Night Scale

Uurged

As Step Toward Prce Hike
(Continued from Page

1)

at the lower prices for those who
don't want to pay more.
Exhibitors are hesitant, however,
about actually putting price inSaenger houses
creases into effect.
are reported of the opinion that a
boost would not be advisable this

winter.

Detroit

everywhere

•

T
T
AND THE pressbook

•

on this gigantic production
including a special page of make-over ads
Massive
permitting the theater manager to formulate a greater
variety of newspaper ads and ad sizes by rearranging the units
of the ads illustrated on other pages of the pressbook
the exhib simply cuts the mats apart as indicated
and
inserts copy in the spaces provided
hell, Howard Dietz'
boys do everything but THINK for the theater man
and mebbe we're wrong in that assertion, too
is

T
•

•

by Louis Goldberg and Gus
Both claimed individual
Coplan.
ownership.
Walter Morgan has
been appointed manager of the

jointly

house.

Gus Coplan has taken over the
Windsor, Ont.

T

THERE

•

IS a special Exploitation Section supplementing the pressbook on the "Bounty"
the most complete and detailed of any such section we have ever lamped in
any pressbook
12 pages, printed on heavy coated stock
with a Frontispiece on beautiful parchment stock carrying out the Old English atmosphere of the pix
which
carries a proclamation from Exploitation Manager Billy Ferguson stressing the unusual exploitation possibilities of this pretentious production ........ M-G-M have gone to bat on this
special with everything they've got
and all the advance
dope indicates that here is a pix that will rate as one of the
greatest of all time

•

—

in

—

T

Doings

Detroit Arthur damage, owner
of the Avenue Theater here and the
Grand in St. Louis, is opening the
Gayety on Nov. 9 with films and
burlesque.
Col. W. S. Butterfield has been
spending most of the past three
weeks driving over the state to inspect his theaters.
Joseph Ellul, manager of the Empress, went north on a hunting trip.
Circuit Court has confirmed that
the
Columbia Theater is owned

New Empire

• • • THAT SMASH 3-way advertising campaign on
Metro's "Mutiny on the Bounty" has been launched
....
billboards to the tune of 8,000 24-sheets in 1500 cities
national magazine splurge with 10 different full- page ads in
44 national mags marking the greatest of M-G-M's magazine
campaigns to date
key city newspaper campaign featuring extra large-space ads in the biggest circulation newspapers

•

1)

• •
name

T

BIG SPORTING event on

the cards
all in
for the Bronx Eye and Ear
Infirmary
a Boxing Carnival
at the New York
Coliseum (Starlight Park)
on Thursday, Nov. 14
the Who's Who of the sporting, stage, screen and radio world
will be there
Postmaster Albert Goldman heads the executive committee
the Golden Circle Ringside seats are
going fast, for all the Broadway Regulars will be there
phone MOtt Haven 9-4206 for your reservations
the
bouts are guaranteed to be Knockouts
the

•

•

of sweet charity

•

T
•

•

•

T

T

T
•

T

DEPARTING FROM

who

will

policy

deal.

Map New Procedure
On Patents Inquiry
(Continued from Page

1)

reached a decision on procedure in
the next few days, it was said Saturday at the New York headquarters
of the committee in the Fifth Avenue
Hotel.
Robert Robins, expert adviser to the committee, has completed his work and is no longer
associated with the committee, it

was

said.

DATE BOOK
Nov.

Nov. 10:

William

-

Virginia,

of

M.

A.

11

Club annual banPittsburgh.

Hotel,

Federation

of

Majestic

Actors'

an-

New

Theater,

York.

Nov. 12-13:

Nov. 18:

entertain-

Owners

Hotel

of

Deshler-

O.

Hotel,

Statler

Paramount

Allied

vention

Queen

of

sailing

of

Ambassador

.

Theaters

cruise

Cleveland.

sales meeting,

Los Angeles

Hotel,

S.

Club

Theater

convention.

Columbus,

ball,

Dec. 1-3:

S.

an-

Detroit.

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet

Nov. 23:

7:

Michigan

Philadelphia.

Independent

annual

of

Hotel,

Variety

Metropolitan,

Nov. 19-20:

Dec.

Statler

Philadelphia

ment,

and

Theaters

Allied

convention,

nual

Dec.

» n »

Penn

show,

benefit

O.

T.

Variety

American

nual

P.

Richmond.

Marshall,

Pittsburgh

quet,

put the play into production as soon as

« « «

Meeting of M.

6:

Hotel John

Wallick,

of

Dixie Lee

Don Alvarado

emphatically denied reports that he
associated with the group interested with Standard Capital in the
is

T
the

adapted

Hummel

Frank C. Walker of the M. E.
Comerford interests on Saturday

Ohio

two shows a
week, the RKO theaters in Manhattan and the Bronx this Friday
will have "Shipmates Forever" and "The Last Days of Pompeii"
"Midsummer
on the same program for a seven-day run
Night's Dream" goes into its fifth week at the Hollywood on
Romney Brent is adapting the Viennese
Wednesday
play "Tomorrow Is a Holiday" for John Golden and Joseph
Schildkraut

ers also is involved, is expected to be
disclosed this week following arrival
of Cowdin, who is president of the
firm, and Lawrence Fox, vice-president, in New York from the coast,
where the deal was negotiated. Willard
MacKay, Universal general
counsel who figured in the conferences, is also due back at his New
York headquarters early this week.

be

for Fatty Arbuckle's slapstick, filmed in 1914

•

More information concerning the
"U" matter in which Charles R. Rog-

THE OLD

shown two celluloid relics
"Mender of
Nets," the movie that marked Mary Pickford's film debut, produced by the Ince company in 1909
and a reel showing
Charlie Chaplin's first screen test, in which he acted as a foil

•

deal.

Nov. 10:

Fifth Avenue theater will open tomorrow
nite as the Theater of Yesteryear
with a revival of
during the intermis"Bertha the Sewing Machine Girl"
will

1)

Capital has been in existence since
last June, with headquarters at 30
Rockefeller Plaza. It has considered
from time to time a number of film
financing propositions but so far as
it can be learned, has not accepted^
any of them except the Universal^

A TESTIMONIAL

luncheon to Louis K. Sidney
and Boris Morros by proxy in his absence in Hollywood
as a tribute to their efforts in behalf of the presentation of "Night of Stars" recently
will be given at the
Harmonie Club on Thursday
among the distinguished
guests will be Mayor LaGuardia, Felix M. Warburg, Grover M.
Whalen, Nathan Straus, Adolph Zukor, Nathan Burkan

sions

J. S.

FILM FINANCING

BY STANDARD CAPITAL

M.DALY

the Opera" and probably two with
tional,

1935

4,

to

New

Jersey

Bermuda

con-

on

9:
Annual meeting of stockholders
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

April 27-30:

S.

M.

the

Bermuda.

P.

E.

spring

of

convention,

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

II.

II

COLUMBIA
Opening Wednesday
Radio City Center Theatre

has delivered

another

hit!

THE
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RE-EQUIPMENT SPURT

LITTLE from "LOTS"

FROM ASGAP RULING
{Continued from Page

Monday, Nov.

IN

MIDWEST

Warner-First National cast asontinued from Page 1)
signments: Yacht Club Boys for Al
Jolson's "The Singing Kid"; Pedro out here, the indie man has a regude Cordoba, Edmund Gwenn for "An- lar nightmare consisting of fluttering
Ihony Adverse"; Dick Purcell for options for lots across the street,
(

i

plugs for songs than are publishers
without film connections so that the
motion picture companies stand to
reap a real benefit from the reclassification.

Wisconsin Wisps

—

BECAUSE

of Ann
Dvorak, who has been cast opposite Ross Alexander in "Backfire,"
First National has assigned Patricia
Ellis to the leading feminine role in
Miss Ellis will do two
the film.
song numbers in "Backfire," which
is being directed by Frank McDonof

the

illness

Lyle Talbot and Eddie Acuff
old.
have important roles in the film. Sy
Bartlett, Ralph Block and Laird
ater, has been named manager of
the circuit's Lake theater, succeed- Doyle wrote the screenplay.

Milwaukee

tant

manager

Joe Jakopac, assisthe Warner the-

at

ing Louis Lutz, who has been transferred to Appleton to manage the
circuit's house there.
ter, chief of service,

Hal Carpen-

succeeds Jakopac at the Warner, and Carl Kelly,
doorman, takes Carpenter's place.
The People's theater, Superior, is

closing Nov. 10 to permit installation of new seats as well as a thorough renovation. The Palace in that
city reopens

Nov.

C. C. Burr has assigned Ray K.
Johnson as the director of "Suicide

Story
Squad," Puritan production.
by Ray Nazarro and C. Edward
Roberts, with adaptation by Homer
King Gordon and special dialogue by
E. K. O'Brien.
is

8.

The new Campus theater, 500-seat
house in Ripon, opened Nov. 1. It is
being operated by Ben Marcus and

Title

of

heretofore

Warner production
known as "Meet the

the

"Manhunt."
T

T

»

Ruth Chatterton's starring vehicle
on Columbia's 1935-36 program has
been titled "No More Yesterdays."
T

T

losses of film contracts, etc. Meantime, the latest circuit addition in
Nebraska is Harry Weinberg's pickup of two houses in Holdrege, which
will be added to his General Theaters.

Arthur Hornblow, Paramount producer, is preparing Gladys Swarthout's first production, "Gentlemen of

Cleveland Clips

Fortune," to be made entirely in
color.
Miss Swarthout will return to
Hollywood after her Metropolitan

Opera engagement.
Clarence E. Brown, M-G-M direchad some anxious moments during the recent brush fire epidemic.
His newly purchased estate, the former King C. Gillette property in
Calabassas, was threatened.
tor,

V

»

»

—

Cleveland John Newkirk, manager of Loew's Alhambra, won first
prize at the Hallowe'en masquerade
party held by the 75 members of the
Loew organization at the Stillman
theater.

Kenneth Reid, for the past 15
years with Loew's theaters as manager of theaters in Cleveland, Co-

Ted Parsons has been assigned to lumbus and Akron, is now with the
Duchess" has been changed to "The
writing unit working on the Re- Associated Theaters circuit as manWidow from Monte Carlo." It is the
I. E. Svinoff.
public
serial,
"Darkest
Africa." ager of the Dennison Square.
John Honthaner is renovating his based on "A Present from Margate," Others on the script are John RathLew Wasserman, manager of the
Comet theater in Milwaukee. New stage success. Warren William and mell, Ray Trampe, B. R. Eason and
Circle, held "Dark Angel" for a
seats and lighting system are in- Dolores Del Rio have the leading
Barney Sarecky.
second week. It is a second-run enroles.
cluded.
»
»
gagement.
Nola Luxford has a role in "Kind
Clark Young of Bowling Green
Lady," which stars Aline McMahon,
has opened his new Lyric theater.
Basil Rathbone and Dudley Digges
He is playing first-runs with three
Miss Luxford, who was
at M-G-M.
changes a week.
called back from a vacation at San
Jack Gilman was in town for a
Diego to play the role, has just
completed a part in "Sylvia Scarlett' day, arranging for the display of
the model of the "Bounty" in Loew's
at RKO.
,
,
T
State theater lobby and in a local
Mary Kornman and Tom Dugan department
store.
are in "The Calling of Dan MatHerman Gelfand of Associated
thews," while Henry Mollison and
Raymond Walburn appear in "Lone Printing Co. was winner of the $100
Wolf Returns," both Columbia films. prize raffled off by the Variety Club
as one of the features of last week's
T
T
T
Hooper Atchley, Julian Rivero and clambake.
Bert Botzum and Joe Calla, Akron
Frank Glendon have been signed for
"The Sagebrush Troubadour," next and Canton theater owners, were in
Gene Autry musical western for Re- town last week on a shopping expedition.

public.

T

T
T
interest

has been
Considerable
aroused in the newly introduced
portable developing "one man laboratory" put out by Gwynne DevelopOfficials of the
ing Machine Co.
manufacturers look for a big demand
the machine, which can be
for
mounted on a truck for location purposes.

in

knowing how

enjoyable. Our atmosphere

our view of the Park
superior,

is

is

to

make

superb, our service

is

really

and our rates invitingly inexpensive.

successfully created the

We

now famous sidewalk

CAFE de la PAIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,
and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.

T

MORIYI OVt-OtS-potnA
50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH

•

NEW YORK

They
and

the house for repairs
reopen next week with a

closed
will

T

Samuel Goldwyn has exercised

his

option on David Niven.
V
T

Cy Kendall has been signed

for

role in "Man Hunt,"
Roger Whately wrote the original an important
Margaret
with
picture
and screenplay for "Yellow Cargo," Warner
Churchill and Ricardo Cortez in the
the Pacific Productions picture, which
Wallace Middleton set the
Conrad Nagel and leads.
co-star
will

This is the first of
of six detective mysteries

Eleanor Hunt.
series

a
that the

company
T

SY.

hoga Falls.
Mike Gallupe and Albert Paglia
have acquired the Lansing Theater,
Lansing, from Mrs. Augusta Pagot.

full-time policy.

life

truly Continental,

A. J. Branchi, Akron attorney, is
reported to be handling the deal for
erection of a new theater in Cuya-

will produce.

T

T

deal.

T

T

Lester Mathews is losing little
Immetime between assignments.
diately upon finishing his engagement in "Professional Soldier," at
20th Century-Fox, he was signed by

George Stevens, who directed "Annie Oakley" and "Alice Adams," will
He
leave Saturday for New York.
appear in "The
will be accompanied by Erwin Gel- the same company to
represey, whose untitled original will be Song and Dance Man." He is
sented by the William Morris agency.
directed by Stevens.

THE
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REVIEWS «

»

FOREIGN

« «

» »

"GESCHICHTEN AUS DEM WIENER,WALD" ("Tales from the Vienna Woods"),
German; produced by Bosser; directed by
Georg Jacoby; with Magda Schneider, Leo
iSlezak, Wolf Albach-Retty, et al.
At the

Quota on Music
Rio

— Half

De Janeiro

is

HERE & THERE

Enacted by Brazil

compositions used in Brazilian places of
ment including radio stations, cabarets, etc., must be the work of Brazilian
under a new law passed by the Municipal Counsel of the Federal District
becomes effective Nov 11.
This is believed to be the first instance where
system has been applied to musical compositions.
American music will be
*
by the edict, it is said.
the

musical

entertain-

Des Moines

composers
and which
the quota
chiefly

179th

Theater.

St.

Good comedy-romance with music, with
about

story

rich

a

girl

in

and an

disguise

assuming her identity, makes
entertainment.
Use of Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra in the background
and the singing of Leo Slezak are among

'other

girl

pleasing

highlights.

«

SHORTS

«

laughs, with some highly original
Produced by Jules White.
gags.

"A Happy Family"

»

»

rain, find themselves coming out of
the tent in the morning alongside
the Capitol in Washington where
Finally arrived in
they started.
Florida, their fishing experiences
in two rowboats are chock full of

Fair

"Tickets, Please!"

(Broadway Brevity)
Vitaphone

20 mins.

Very Good

A

generally entertaining miniature musical comedy.
In a campus
background, with Georgie Price as
a detective hired to go and get a
pair of tickets to a football game
which is sold out, the action provides for a variety of amusing incidents, plus singing and dancing
specialties in which the boy and
girl students participate.
The subject has plenty of production value,
there are a couple of especially tuneful numbers, the comedy is good and
the whole affair has been directed in
nice tempo.

"The Lady

in

Red"

(Merrie Melody)

Vitaphone

7

mins.

Okay
Animated cartoon in Technicolor,
with the "Lady in Red" song number from "In Caliente" furnishing
the idea. A satisfactory number of
its

The fun starts when Uncle visits
Krazy Kat, but when he arrives he
brings with him the whole family
with a pile of youngsters, and they
The
settle down for a long stay.

make

house

in

several

Joe Hiller

is

opening a theatrical

agency here.

Bob

Collier off to Chicago to han-

exploitation on
Night's Dream."
dle

The Harris-Alvin

"A Midsummer
is

switching

to

for the first time this
season.
Mitchell and Durant, just
back from the coast, headline the

stage

bills

show.
visitors:

Bob Higgins,

Hyman

—

Richmond, Va. M. P. T. O. of Virwill meet Wednesday in the
Hotel John Marshall. Session starts
at 11 A. M.
ginia

Minneapolis

Goldberg, Louis Senn, Bart
Louis Weiner, A. L. Perrata and J. Dipson.
Harold Lund, newly-elected secretary of the Pittsburgh Theatrical
Managers Association, is being honored at today's Variety Club lunch-

—"Dark Angel," Gold-

wyn-TJ. A. release,
at the Century.

uel

is

being held over

—

Louis "Barbary Coast," SamGoldwyn production, topped all

Dattola,

U. A. pictures playing
Theater this year.

eon.

Lichtman Thehas opened its first
Carolina house here.
It is named
the Booker T, with Graham Barbee
as manager.

pretty miserable for
winding up by burning the
Produced by Charles
house down.
Mintz.

kids
Kat,

local independent exhibitors acting
as hosts to exhibitors from out of
the city.

St.

Row

Film
7 mins.

this

in

for Movie-

years.

first

(Krazy Kat Cartoon)
Columbia

Georgie Price in

holdover

made

masquerade ball to be held at
Yonkers Tea Room tomorrow with
land's

hit

in

the wife and the kid, and after a
bitter all-night drive in a pouring

— More than 100 reser-

vations have been

Rocky Mount, N.

aters

the

State

C—

circuit

life

GIV*

Voice of Experience No. 4
11 mins.

Columbia

Punchy Realism

**

OF Co
*r

This one in the series is a dramatic portrayal from the experiences of a young married man condemned to death for the killing of
his wife, when he is really innocent.
The Voice presents the highlights
in a very dramatic way, and the
climax comes in his radio appeal to
the Governor of the state to save
the innocent man, which is done
with commuting to life imprisonment. Good realistic punch.

cunxf

kind.

Harry Langdon in
"His Marriage Mixup"
Columbia

18 mins.

Very Funny
Harry Langdon has been given a
very good laugh vehicle that moves
fast and with plenty of original
gags.
His brother-in-law-, Vernon
Dent, informs him that the girl he
is about to marry
(Dorothy Granger) is the maniac hatchet killer
that the cops are searching for. He
tries to help Harry avoid the marriage ceremony. But into the house
comes the escaped lunatic hatchet
woman with her axe. The fun consists in Harry mistaking her for
his fiance, for they are doubles. The
nut takes Harry for a wild ride in
his car that furnishes a very hilarious chase sequence for the windup.
Produced by Jules White.

Screen Snapshots
(No. 2)

Hollywood
of
shots
Intimate
caught in their homes and
at various amusement places. Jimmv
Gleason stages a birthday party
with a lot of screen favorites present as he cuts the cake. The principal footage is given over to scenes
at rodeo, with shots of the contestants in action interspersed with
the screen folks seated in the stands
Just a
watching the excitement.
newsreel of personalities, who are
shown very briefly and without any
entertaining buildup.
celebs,

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh

A

17 mins.
Plenty Laughs
very funny escapade featuring

Monte

is

nerves,

so

—

Collins.

suffering from jangled
his brother-in-law Tom
suggests a fishing trip to Florida.
They start out in the buggy with

"*ST cmCAN T ST**

*

Comfortable chairs coax

"come again

Act

11 s "H° w
new

can

I

— come often."

reseat

and pay

for

chairs conveniently ?"

George D. Tyson,

director

of

the

Harris-

from New York.
Governors George Earle of Penn-

Alvin, back

Columbia

Tom Kennedy and Monte

mins.

Routine Stuff

managing

"Oh My Nerves"

10

Columbia

sylvania, Nice of Maryland, While
of Ohio and Kump of West Virginia have already made reservations for the annual Variety Club

banquet here Nov. 10.
"Top Hat" is playing a second
week at the Sheridan Square, first

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Makers

of

General

Dependable Seating
and Auditoriums

BRANCHES

COMFORT — The

Offices:

CTarul Rapids. Michigan

Jot Theatres

IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Greatest Star Of

Them

All!

MARINES ASHORE- DEATH DRIVES
WATERFRONT CARGO

-V [RACK-UP!

SHADOWS "THE ORIENT

GRADE A THEATRE
PRODUCED BY

LARRY DARMOUR
DISTRIBUTED BY
EMPIRE FILM DISTRIBUTORS. nc ZlVVoW"^

1

Intimate

Character
in Scope
Independent in Thought
in

International
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on Spanish Threat

5CHAEFER REFUTES ARTHUR TESTIMONY AT ST. LOUIS

Money Behind Seven Current Broadway

"ilm

Stage Productions
Also Have Backing

A. A. U. Tieup on

>ther

of

Movie Firms
picture

money

irrent Broadway
jing as follows

shows,

There

is

:

seven
the list

in

"Good Men and

rue" and "Eden End," both finneed through Warners; "Jubilee,"
id "Winterset," M-G-M; "Wisdom
Women," Paramount; "Play,
and "The Body
Play,"
enius,
i

Chicago

—Reorganization

cent

ownership

of

the

the Paramount trustees
Suit
recover alleged excessive bonuses
rid salaries paid officers and directs of Paramount has been noticed
in
>r trial for the December term
ederal Court, but will probably
heard before the Spring,
»t be
oot, Clark, Buckner & Ballantine,
of

RKO

plan for

Marks Bros. Theaters, Inc., under
which Paramount acquires 100 per
Granada,

Marbro and Broadway-Strand The-

DELAYED TILL SPRING

FOR WORLD RELEASE

MARKS BROS. PLAN

LeRoy.
"Jumbo," which opens next week,

s

ARA. SALARY SUITS

Sport Shorts

a

TENTATIVELY APPROVE RKO QUOTA PICTURES

eautiful," both by Mervyn and Do-

{Continued on Page 4)

M-G-M

deal concluded yesterday with officials of the Amateur Athletic Union of
the U. S., future Sport Parade shorts produced by Pete Smith for M-G-M will be made
A working agreement with the athletic association
in conjunction with the A. A. U.
in the pjcturization of sports subjects in which amateur stars appear was completed
A coast representative of the A.A.U. will be designated
by Fred Quimby of M-G-M.
First subject under the
to cooperate with the studio and assist on technical phases.
new deal will be "Gymnastics," presenting Olympic and national gym champs.

Under

aters, has been tentatively approved
by the U. S. District Court, and
final hearing on confirmation of the

Radio

will

endeavor

to

make

half of its British quota pictures
suitable for international release, it
was said yesterday by Jack P. Kennedy, in charge of British quota
production for RKO Radio, and who
is here to confer with Phil Reisman.
Ten of the 15 British quota pictures
which
Radio will make for the

RKO

plan fixed for Jan. 20, 1936.

{Continued on Page 2)

i

{Continued on Page 4)

First Stage Production

Speidell

Set by 20th Century-Fox
West Coast Bureau

of

THE FILM DAILY

— First

stage producsponsored by the newly
formed 20th Century-Fox Plav Co.
will be '"Autumn", new play by
Margaret Kennedy, author of "Con-

Hollywood

tion to be

amuelson to Line Up
Support for Film Tieup

stant

Support for Allied's production
eup plan will be sought from its

Never." It will be staged here first,
The new
then taken to Broadway.
M.
headed by Joseph
venture,

irious affiliated units

by President

idney E. Samuelson as he attends
jgional conventions during the next
;w months.
After having opened up the sublet a few days ago at a Pittsburgh
{Continued on Page 4)

Reverse English
West Coast Bur.,

—Otto

Kruger, after finishing his role opposite Ruth Chatterton
in
Columbia's "No
More Yesterday,"
will go to London to play the part of
an Englishman in "The Tenth Man."
It is said to be the first time an American actor has been signed to go to
England and play the role of an Englishin

a

British

and

"Escape

Me

film.

Frank K.

Speidell and C. H. Bradhave been appointed viceProductions.
presidents of Audio

field

Jr.

Speidell will continue to supervise
the Industrial Division in addition
to his widened duties. Bradfield formerly treasurer, also has been given
added executive duties as a result
of the company's expanded activi-

State Department

Handling
Spanish Threat Against Para.

Testimony is Taken
In Action by Ledirk
Don Jacocks, New Jersey
manager for Warner Theaters,

zone
tes-

yesterday before Special MasJacob Newman at the Warner
home office in connection with a
motion recently made in the FedNewark, seeking to
Court,
eral

tified

ter

{Continued on Page 2)

Takes Issue With Leahy
on 'Phone Talk in
April 1934
DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Bv

St.

—A

lengthy cross-exam-

now on

trial before Federal Judge
George H. Moore, apparently prevented all of the defense testimony

being concluded yesterday.
In his
questioning
of
Schaefer,
Russell
Hardy, Special Assistant Attorney
General, covered a lot of territory
and consumed much time in his
{Continued on Page 3)

MULLEN AND PSNANSK!
STAY UNDER NEW PLAN
Contradicting

reports concerning
change in operators, the Olympia
Theaters reorganization plan as
drafted by Paramount is understood

a

to

provide

continuance

for

of

the

management agreement with Marty
{Continued on Page 4)

New Jersey Allied

Cruise
Scheduled for Dec. 7

Is

is

days' convention cruise to Bermuda
on the Queen of Bermuda.
Delegates will have two and a half days
{Continued on Page 3)

Owing
to

Louis

ination of George J. Schaefer, vicepresident of Paramount Pictures
and himself a defendant in the government's anti-trust conspiracy case

Allied Theaters of New Jersey
has picked Dec. 7 to sail on its six

ties.

{Continued on Page 2)

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood

man

Nymph"

and Bradfield
V. P.'s by Audio

Named

Plays

to reports that Spain plans
compel Paramount to suspend all

operations in its country, the American firm has turned the matter
over to the State Department at
Washington and, it was stated yesterday, the situation in Spain is
now being handled by Ambassador
Paramount operates six
Bowers.
The
exchanges in that country.
{Continued on Page 3)

One-Man Lab

Portable

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Gwynne Developing Ma-

—

chine Co.

has

built a portable developofficials of the company describe as a "one man laboratory."
The machine can be mounted on a truck

ing

for

machine that

location

their

The

company

machine

ducers,

and

purposes.

expect to find a big field for
among independent pro-

officials

explorers,

title

travelogue

cameramen

and trick-work companies.
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Ramsaye

Paul

James

Dunn

ton,

Panzer

KENNEDY,

P.

RKO

home

his

thi

ii,

charge of British pro
yesterday for Bos
he will spend

in

Radio,

left

where

town,

few weeks.

NATALIE PALEY

PRINCESS
portant

cirJ.

turns

the-

role

in

the

Radio's

THOMPSON
on

delphia

the
town.

of

in

is

"Sylvia

Net

in

now

in

Scarlett.
Dallas,

weeks

three

re

after

Coast.

JOVENY

C.

RKO

GEORGE FEINBERG,
to
New York in
to

trip

arrives

Hollywood after completing her im

York from

the

left
trip

sales

a

Superior

Film

yesterday
for

Exchangi

for

Commodore

Phila
Pic

tures.

JOHN MOCK

of the 20th Century-Fox stoi
on the Berengaria en route
he will headquarter as a stoi
the company.

department is
Europe, where

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

scout

year between April, 1934 and March
31, 1935, have been completed, Ken-

declared.

counsel

for

Ledirk;

Merritt

Lane

and Louis Nizer, attorneys for the

(Continued from Page 1)

Schenck, Darryl F. Zanuck and William Goetz, with Henry Duffy in
charge of productions, aims to develop writers, directors and players
as well as testing material for the

ed until Nov. 15.

Pine Staying at Paramount
Paramount yesterday stated that

Bill

Pine is remaining as studio
Bill
publicity head, despite reports that

Yorke, formerly with 20th
Century-Fox, is to succeed him.
Switch was interpreted as meaning
Booking Polish Films
that Yorke had the support of WinKinopol, recently formed to handle field R. Sheehan, who has been
Polish pictures, has booked "Sing- variously reported as joining Paraing Fool of Warsaw" into B. & K.'s mount at the Coast.
Congress Theater, Chicago.
Runs
also have been set in Cleveland and
Acquires Laughton British Film
Detroit.
Sigmund Sulin, head of
"Wolves," British & Dominions
sales and exploitation, has returned
to New York to arrange the local production with Charles Laughton
showing, with other releases to fol- and Dorothy Gish, has been acquired
for this country by Jacques Kopflow.
stein through a deal with Paul C.
Mooney, B. & D. representative here.
Critic to Lecture for Alliance
Film making in England and Russia will be discussed by Evelyn Ger- Johnston Addresses Meet by Radio
W. Ray Johnston, President of
stein, film and drama critic, in a
lecture at the Abundance House, 41 Republic Pictures, will address the
East 20th St., next Friday at 8:30 British Lion sales convention in LonP. M.
The talk is being sponsored don toay in an international radio
in New York.
hook-up with
by The New Film Alliance.

Gabe

screen.

Charles

JACK

duction for

FRED

3/4

1/2

Hollywood

to

VIRGINIA REID, who appeared in RKO
"Roberta." and "To Beat the Band," is no*
in
New York studying voice under Amy Eller
man.

Testimony is Taken
Quota Pictures
In Action by Ledirk
For World Release

23/8

+

foreign

recently

spring.

1/4

—
—

York from Hoi-

stage and screer
returned to New Yorl
where she took screen tesh
night on the Berengaria to-

who

Europe.

made between

New

in

Hollywood,
Thursday
She returns

sailed

T
T
ARRANGEMENTS HAVE been

director,

France.

for

is

MARCELLE ROGEZ,
actress

Chicago,

RKO

French

Lafayette

the

for

JOSEPH P. KENNEDY, who returned this week
abroad, will spend the week-end in Boston and then probably go to Palm Beach for
month's vacation.

1/2

571/4

th

offic

from

+ % First Stage Production
defendants, and Harold Bareford
+
and Stuart Aarons, attorneys with
—
by
20th
Set
Century-Fox Warners. The session was adjourn-

90%

on

from

American Legion Posts of Greater New York and the RKO
cuit
whereby at 11 o'clock Monday morn, Nov. 11
taps will be sounded from the marquees of centrally located
aters in all boroughs and Westchester

Kennedy

571/4

over

home

delayed his de
the coast unl

has

York

CORNELIUS KEEFE

T

T

1/4

9OV2

look

to

with

lywood.

quash complaints against Warner,
Paramount, 20th Century-Fox and
1% nedy said.
RKO subsidiaries in the Ledirk
3/4
RKO Radio has four outside pro- Amusement Co. anti-trust suit on
ducers
making
its
British
pictures the grounds that these companies
1/2
and at the moment no change in are beyond jurisdiction of the court.
1/4
% this arrangement is contemplated, Present were Israel B. Greene,

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
2% 23/4 23/4
20

today

newspaper

cocktail party was given at the
• • •
Warwick Hotel by Theresa Helburn, director of the Theater
Guild
for Rouben Mamoulian who directed the Guild proamong the guests were
Irene Dunne,
duction, "Porgy"

•

New

CAVAGNAC,

JEAN

THOSE NATIONAL

ads on Metro's
"Rendezvous" are kicking up no end of favorable comment from
the series is built around poses of Bill Powell
all quarters
and the copy on each is so darn clever,
and Rosalind Russell
we have
chatty and pleasant to take that it is refreshing
never seen a bunch of still photos on any pix produce so much
this Sales Stimuof course
sparkling sales stimulant
Si Seadler
lant is the product of the other S. S.

•

•

Va

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

•

T

21/2

39

7%

Vl
3/4

coast
confer

MAMOULIAN

parture from
next week.

V4

— %
—
— %

9%

8%

9'/2

1st

Paramount

Chg.

Close

the

and

plays

ROUBEN

•
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

from

today

Broadway
officials.

Jean Dixon,
Miriam Hopkins, Loretta Taylor, Ina Claire
Rollin Kirby, Brock Pemberton, Mrs. August Belmont
Denis King, Howard Lang, Philip Moeller, Conde Nast, George
Gershwin

FINANCIAL

S.
BERMAN, RKO Radio produce
GEORGE STEVENS, director, arrive in New

?nd
York

*\

Editor and Publisher

JOHN W. ALICOATE

WOR

V.

for

VERLINSKY, president

I.

today

for

WILLIAM fIZOR
to

complete

Imperial

of

Amkino,

leavi

Hollywood.
left

the

third

features.

He

for the coast yesterd;
of a series of sevi
returns in four week

CARY GRANT, Paramount player who arrivi
yesterday from the coast, remains in New Yo
for a week before sailing Nov. 8 on the Aqu
England to make a picture, aft
tania for
which he returns to Paramount.

RCA
Net

Net Increases

income

of $511,987 is r«
for the third qua:
ter of this year, an increase f
correspondir
the
over
$105,797
Net for the nir
period last year.
months to Sept. 30 was $2,801,12
an increase of $623,352.

ported for

RCA
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SGHAEFER REFUTES

A

LITTLE from "LOTS"

ARTHUR TESTIMONY
(Continued from Page

to

efforts

test

the

of the
is

the

TEARLE, who

is

ring in Mitchell Leichter's Beaupictures, is one of the leading

mont

The court adtrial is continued.
journed shortly before 5 P. M. yesterday until 10 A.M. November 5.
deny some

is expected
statements credited to him
by Harry Arthur, Jr., vice-president
and general manager for Fanchon
& Marco, Inc., and John S. Leahy,
attorney for the receivers for the
Fox Theater, at their celebrated bedroom scene in the Plaza Hotel in

to

of the

pictures
"Trail's

of "Dodsworth."
T

V

T

T
Rochelle Hudson will have the
feminine lead in 20th Century-Fox's
"Everybody's Old Man," starring
Irvin S. Cobb.
»

Edward

T

Chodorov

Island" at 20th Century-Fox.
»

H. K. Buchanan, of Allied Film
Exchanges,
Oklahoma City, has
closed with the American Pictures
Corp., for a series of eight Ted Wells
western thrillers.

T

will

adapt

]

to

War-

Louis on a strictly
business basis, that they had acted
independently in deciding to make
such contracts and denied item by
item the various charges contained
in the conspiracy indictment.
When the trial reopened yesterday morning, Hardy through his
cross-examination of Charles J. CelReal
la, an official of the Southern
Estate & Financial Co. and the MidCity Realty Co., owners of the Orpheum and Shubert-Rialto Theaters,
which are under lease to Warner
subsidiaries, sought to get into evidence the total weekly gross receipts of those houses to rebut the
statement of Harry M. Warner and
other defense witnesses that Warners are operating the houses profitably, but only succeeded in talking himself into a reprimand from
Judge Moore. The government has
endeavored to get into the evidence
weekly reports made by the Warner
Circuit Management Corp. to the
The defense obtheater owners.
jected to their use even as a basis
of establishing the admission prices
St.

now seems

certain the defense
case in chief on
next Tuesday.
Hardy has not revealed how many rebuttal witnesses
It

will terminate

he will

its

call.

at

my

office

1)

the Span-

government

Devil

is

New
Is

distribution.

Jersey Allied Cruise
Scheduled for Dec. 7
(Continued from Page

1)

Bermuda, arriving back in New
York on Dec. 13. At this adjourned
in

annual

convention, a president is
to be elected, the
Jersey legislative situation discussed and plans

New

doing a mid-year product survey considered.
for

Para. Trustees, Receivers
Must File Final Account
Adolph Zukor, Eugene W. Leake,
Charles D. Hilles, Charles E. Richardson and L. G. Horowitz are required to file a final account of their
services as receivers and trustees,

of
Paramount-Publix
and are allowed a sum not exceeding $5,000 for expenses under an
order signed yesterday by Federal
Judge Coxe.
The account will exclude the two
suits brought by the Paramount
see me trustees against former officers and
through an appointment directors of the company.

respectively,

made over the telephone the

previous day.
He stated that he had
leased the Ambassador, Missouri and
New Grand Central Theaters in St.

The documentary proof of Schaef- Louis and would like to have ParaI
trip to Miami Beach in com- mount pictures for the houses.
pany with his wife, and his orange told him that I could not sell him
juice drinking there, was intended to as we had already made a commitshow that Harry Arthur was mistak- ment to Warner Bros. Arthur then
en when he testified earlier in the stated that he had $105,000 invested
in the houses and was very anxious
trial that he had visited Schaefer at
to get pictures to protect that inhis home in New Rochelle on March
Schaefer said that Arthur vestment. I responded that it seemed
11, 1934.
er's

and Jack Allen Partington, presi- to me that before he put $105,000
dent of Fanchon & Marco, never in the proposition he should have
made certain of product. I added
visited at his home, and that he
that I was very sorry but that there
first saw Arthur in connection with

was nothing I could do."
first-run pictures for the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand CenHe then stated that Arthur retral Theaters, some time between quested that Schaefer talk to Harry
March 28 and April 7, 1934, at his Warner to see if something couldn't
office when Arthur was told that be done to help Arthur out of his
Paramount had already committed predicament. "I said I would try to
the pictures to Warners.
see what I could do for him along

that line," Schaefer said, "and I
carried out that promise. I tried to
see Harry Warner but he was out
which Arthur said: "George, you told of the country. Then I got in touch
me that you would not sell Para- with Starr. I said to him: 'Arthur
that prevailed at the houses.
At one point in the argument, mount Pictures to Warner Bros, for has been to my office and stated that
Judge Moore confessed that he didn't the 1934-35 season in St. Louis, but he has $105,000 tied up in the lease
know whether Hardy was objecting now I am told you did," and that he for the Ambassador, Missouri and
New Grand Central and wanted to
to the use of his own testimony or had replied: "Well, I was forced to
They brought pressure on know if he could get the Paramount
do so.
not.
Warner Bros., were threaten- pictures by having Warner Bros, reOther witnesses yesterday includ- me.
lease us from the commitment.'
ed Morris H. Alban of Warner coun- ing to upset our reorganization
Detroit, where we are Starr said that there was nothing
in
sel who denied the statement alleged plans
they could do or would do for them.
to have been made by Herman Starr carrying our investments on the
Later I telephoned Arthur and told
at a conference with J. M. Ulmer of books for $14,000,000, and I had to

He denied that he had, in a conversation with Arthur sometime between March 6 and April 1, 1934, at

when

objected to "The
a Woman," Marlene Dietrich picture, and demanded that
Paramount withdraw the picture

ish

"Judgment Book,"
Gloria Stuart has been assigned from world
End" and "Desert Guns."
opposite Warner Baxter in "Shark

!

commitments for pictures

(Continued from Page

situation developed

include

Cleveland in New York, at a meet- give them the pictures to protect
ing of the bondholders' protective that."
committee in the office of Joseph
New York City amid the twilight Grand
"There was no such conversation,"
on April 5, 1934, and another
on April 7, 1934.
Schaefer stated. He added that no
meeting
with
the
same
committee
Schaefer on the stand yesterday at the office of its chairman,
Thomas pressure was brought to bear by
took direct issue with Leahy about N. Dysart, on June
Arthur Warners, that none of the Para6, 1934.
over
talked
they
when
what was said
E. Simpson of the local Warner mount companies had ever carried
and
1934,
April
7,
the telephone on
counsel, also took issue with gov- their Detroit investments on the
he also proved through cancelled ernment witnesses as to what Stan- books at a greater figure than $5,service
checks, hotel meal and room
said at the April 5 gathering. George 000,000, and that the properties had
tabs and the testimony of a "flying L. Wiegand, treasurer of the
St. been reorganized in 1933, so that in
auditor," A. A. Tison, auditor of the Louis Amusement
March, 1934, Paramount had no
Co.,
revealed
that
Roney Plaza Hotel, Miami Beach, a total of 109 first-run pictures plans in Detroit for Warners or
Fla., that he was a guest at that were
shown in St. Louis during the anyone else to upset.
hotel from February 16 to March 9, 1932-33 season, 146
in the 1933-34
"My first conversation with
1934, at a time when Arthur had season and 167 the 1934-35
season, Arthur about Paramount pictures
conversations in
testified he had
between the periods opening
for St. Louis during the 1934-35
New York with the Paramount offi- 15 and ending January 10. August
Tison season was some time after March
cial.
was brought here by plane in anti- 28 and before April 7, 1934. I know
Neil Agnew, general sales manag- cipation that Hardy might object to it was after we made the commitboth
Schaefer
er for Paramount, and
the introduction of the Hotel tabs ment to Warner Bros.", Schaefer
asserted that Paramount made its and checks.
continued. "Arthur came to

ned Bros, in

SPAIN'S PARA. THREAT

"Dodsworth," Samuel Goldwyn production for U. A. Chodorov returns
in a few days from Chicago, where
he is attending stage performances

star-

personal de- men in support of Mae
West in
who has not "Klondike Lou." His recent Leichter

He will be called to the
on next Tuesday when the

Depinet

CONWAY
"

RKO,

testified.

stand

HOLLYWOOD

1)

memory

witness.
Ned' E. Depinet, of
only one of the five
fendants in the case

By RALPH WILK

STATE DEP'T TAKES UP

him that
in

my

I

had been unsuccessful

mission."

Concerning his telephone conversation with John S. Leahy on April
7, 1934, Schaefer gave this version:
"When I returned home from playing golf late that afternoon I found
a message there to call a Mr. Leahy
at the Plaza Hotel in New York
City.
I didn't know him then nor
since.
I never saw him.
I called
Mr. Leahy. The voice at the other
end of the line introduced himself
as 'Mr. Leahy,' saying that he represented the bondholders in St. Louis
and wanted to see me about Paramount pictures for their theaters. I
told him that it would be no good
for him to see me as we had already
made a commitment to Warner Bros.
"He then said: 'Don't you know
that you are violating the law ? and
threatened to take it up with the
Department of Justice. I told him
to do as he pleased. That was all
It was short and
there was to it.
snappy."
He denied that he had
told Leahy he had discussed the
commitment with the company's
lawyers.
When Samuel W. Fordyce, his
personal attorney in the trial, proceeded to ask him if he had done
the various things charged in the
indictment, he denied that either
himself or anyone connected with
Paramount were guilty of the
charges.
'
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW

«

84mins.

Ginger puts over a couple of
tunes and does two clever dance
Alan Mowbray has an important
routines.
part as an actor and he handles it very
Joan Breslau, a hill-billie girl, dewell.

GOOD MOTHER-LOVE DRAMA WITH

serves special mention for a small role that

Kay Francis

Hunter,

Ian

Lukas,

Paul

Jason

Sybil

National

First

catchy

FOUND STELLA PARISH"

"I
with

addition,

in

Despite
design,

theme

basic

a

attraction

this

that
a

is

is

because

chiefly

fans,

performance
that covers a wide

good

the

of

by Kay Francis in a role
range, plus strong support by Ian Hunter,
Paul Lukas, Sybil Jason and others, and painWhile
staking direction by Mervyn LeRoy.

drama

essentially a

mother

of

love,

romance

also plays a sufficient part to satisfy expec-

tations on
of

role

this

a

end.

famous

Miss Francis has the
actress with a prison

whom

record, a child

she desires to protect,

husband following her to
a
England.
Hunter, a reporter, digging up
Kay's record, shoots a story on it before
he learns of her innocence and of her love
for him.
As a result of the exposure, Kay
and

criminal

down the

slides

but eventually

ladder

of

show business,

ters,

efforts of a friendly manager, Lukas.

Kay

Cast:
Lukas,

Ian

Francis,

MacLane, Eddie
Walter Kingsford,

Jessie

Hunter,

Paul

Ralph,

Director,

Monk
son;

Mervyn

Saunders;

Cameraman,

LeRoy;

Screenplay,

Author,

Casey

.

.

Photography, Best

with

t

Radio

85 mins.

DANDY ROMANTIC COMEDY WITH
LIVELY AMUSING PLOT AND GOOD
PERFORMANCES.

ture

the
a

is

very

in

laughs,

feeling

competent hands; they get

and they give their characters
humanness and reality.
In

of

Film Money is Behind
Seven Broadway Plays
(Continued from Page

1)

has financial aid from Jock Whitney. Warners is next backing "For
Valor," and earlier in the season
financed "Sweet Mystery of Life,"
which has closed. Paramount is interested in "May Wine," play with
music, which opens on Broadway
early next month.

Mullen and Pinanski
Stay Under New Plan
(Continued from Page

RKO

1)

Mullen and Sam Pinanski. All New
England houses in which Para-

Dorothy

Lee

Radio

75 mins.

ENTERTAINING FARCE IN
TYPICAL WHEELER AND WOOLSEY
STYLE THAT SHOULD PLEASE THEIR
FOLLOWING.
Gagging the
and employing

drought

farm belt
a fantastic rainmaking machine to generate the comedy, a moderately
satisfying

This highly enjoyable, ever moving domestic comedy drama, laid in the beautiful
outdoors, should make nice Class A theater
material.
With Ginger Rogers and George
Brent carrying light comedy roles, the pic-

in

FAIRLY

Mowbray

RKO

Woolsey

THE RAINMAKERS"

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

also

few other
romance is

a

incidental

Wheeler

laugh

in

attraction

the

of

Woolsey design
The boys are called

and

the
has

usual

been

turned out.
into service
by the local banker, Berton Churchill, when
lack of rain threatens the bean crop.
They
put their contraption to work and after some
amusing incidents the much needed showers
finally
appear.
Among the particularly
funny sequences is a good action stretch in

Seek More Tax from Zukor
Bv

GEORGE

W MEHRTENS
.

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington A report in which
the Commissioner of Internal Rev-

—

Ann

Marcus;

Lee

Producer,
Guiol

Authors,
Albert
Screenplay, Grant

;

Guicl;

Garrett,

Okay

Edi-

Charles

Devine,

Photography, Good.

June Martel, Andy

Farrell,

Farrell

J.

Producer, Fred

Direction,

number

colleges,
of

plus

a

star

football

cast

that

in-

players,

romantic interest of a satisfactory nature
and the injection of some enjoyable college
songs all adding up to a better than usual

—

picture of this type.

munistic
Farrell,

co-ed,
star

Ann

goes

footballer,

to
in

Sheridan, a Comwork on Charles
a

move on the

part of her gang to put a crimp
ized football activities.
Charlie

her wiles, loses his punch
is

on

in

organ-

falls

for

the gridiron,

accused of laying down, and

finally

re-

deems himself in good old style by saving
the game at the last minute.
Then to a
with his real sweetie, June
excellent performances are
those of Andy Clyde in the comedy end,
Farrell MacDonald as the coach, Eddie
J.
reconciliation

Martel.

Meyer;

Florabell

Muir,

Edward

Photography, A-l

Fine.

Florence

Rice,

Robert Allen,

Columbia

Barbara

67 mins.

SATISFYING MYSTERY DRAMA WITH
GOOD AMOUNT OF ACTION COMPENSATING FOR LACK OF MARQUEE NAMES.

Among

Nugent, Murray Kinnell and others.
Cast: Charles Farrell, June Martel, Andy
J. Farrell MacDonald, Eddie Nugent,

Devine,

fans

story

are

with a good
whether or not
names in the cast,

satisfied

regardless

of

there are a lot of star
this one should do all right.
It concerns
a lawyer hiring a couple of detectives to
guard a client, Florence Rice, who is about
of dough.
The ruse emprotection calls for having
a double pose as the heiress, with Florence
Rice taking the part, while Barbara Kent,
the rich girl, poses as a maid.
Nevertheto

to

in

Hamil-

Stan

"GUARD THAT GIRL"
with

Where

ITS KIND.

a

Director,-

Hamilton MacFadden; Cameraman,
Snyder; Editor, Bernard Burton.

MacDonald, Eddie
78 mins.

cludes

Meyer;

Author,
Henry Johnson,

Screenplay,

action

activities

S.

MacFadden;

ton

Nugent, Ann Sheridan

addition

Bing,

Kent, Arthur Hohl

"FIGHTING YOUTH"
with

Herman

Alden

Fraser,

Leslie

Goodwins; Cameraman, Ted McCcrd;
tor, John Lockert.
Direction,

»

Chase, Glen Boles,
David Worth, Charles Wilson, Jeff Craveth,
Walter Johnson, Jean Rogers, John King,
Clara Kimball Young, Ralph Brooks, Bob
Hale, Dell Henderson, Russell Wade.

Fred
Fred

Director,

Treyncr,

S

Sheridan, Murray Kinnell,

Phyliss

Bert Wheeler,
Robert Woolsey,
Cast:
Dorothy
Lee,
Berton
Churchill,
George
Meeker, Frederic Roland, Edgar Dearing

being well handled in its
familiar ingredients as a seasonal football
story, this picture has the advantage of a
timely issue in the way of Communistic

S

Wheeler and

:

are

of

bit

a

Dorothy Lee, the banker's
supplied
by
daughter, opposite Wheeler.
Juvenile entertainment tastes will probably enjoy the
picture most.

In

Photography, Fine.

"IN PERSON"

There

and

gags,

Schmidt.

John
Robin-

with Ginger Rogers, George Brent, Alan

jarring the clouds into unloading

FOOTBALL YARN WITH A TIMELY
TOUCH MAKES GOOD ATTRACTION OF

Sid Hickox.

Direction, Excellent.

means of
some rain.
a

Berman; Director,
William A. Seiter; Author, Samuel Hopkins
Adams; Screenplay, Allan Scott; Cameraman, Edward Cronjager; Editor, Arthur
Pandro

Direction, Fine

Strange.

which Wheeler and Woolsey are caught
aboard a runaway train headed for a crash,
without the boys knowing their danger, the
idea having been to dynamite the train as

Universal

Edgar Kennedy.

Producer,

Bartcn
Acuff,
Joseph Sawyer,
Harry Beresfcrd, Robert

Jason,

Sybil

screenplay

delightful,

Cast: Ginger Rogers, George Brent, Alan
Mowbray, Grant Mitchell, Samuel S. Hinds,
Joan Breslau, Louis Mason, Spencer Char-

brought back through the

is

Scott's

with clever lines and enjoyable situations, and William Seiter's direction
gets all that on the screen in
Ginger,
a manner that spells entertainment.
a screen star, while masquerading as an
Brent and
ugly duckling, meets George
inveigles him into taking her on a purely
up-and-up week-end in the mountains. Remembering the disguise, she tries to tell
Brent she is a screen star and she has some
He wants to make a
job convincing him.
human being of her, and on that score
they battle, even though she does the
Her leading man,
cooking, washing, etc.
Mowbray, comes on the scene for a surprise shot-gun wedding finish.
are

satis-

women

fying affair, especially for the

she

of familiar

generally

Hopkins

Samuel

makes outstanding.
Adams' novel and Allan

SPECIAL APPEAL TO FEMMES. HELPED
BY FINE CAST AND PRODUCTION.

FIL M

inherit

ployed

a

lot

her

for

attempts are made on the girl's life,
the developments a third detective
meets his death after having learned some
facts about the guilty party in the case.
less

and

in

It finally turns out that the menace is none
other than the lawyer himself, scheming to
walk off with the money. Ward Bond, one
of the bodyguards, has fallen for Miss Kent,
not knowing she is the heiress, while Allen
and Miss Rice also are sweet on each other,
so there is a double romantic culmination
for the windup.

Cast: Florence Rice, Robert Allen, Barbara Kent, Arthur Hohl, Ward Bond, Wyrley
Birch,
Elizabeth
Risdon,
Nana
Bryant,
Thurston Hall, Bert Roach.
Director, Lambert Hillyer; Author, Lambert Hillyer; Screenplay, same; Cameraman,
Benjamin Kline; Editor, Al Clark.

Direction,

Good

Photography, Good.

Samuelson to Line Up
Para. Salary Suits
Support for Film Tieup
Delayed Until Spring
(Continued from Page

1)

enue determined a deficiency in the Allied convention, Samuelson next
income tax of Adolph Zukor in the goes to Detroit, where he will disamount of $207,508.08 and held that cuss the setup with Allied Theaters
the additional compensation for 1929 of Michigan at its annual convenwas not constructively received by tion Nov. 12-13. Later he journeys
Zukor in 1931 and was not income to Columbus for the convention of
to him for that year, was released the Independent Theater Owners of
by the United States Board of Tax Ohio, Allied affiliate, on Nov. 19Appeals here yesterday.
20, and explain the proposition there.
When he filed his income tax reWarners Acquire Broadway Play
turn for 1931 Zukor reported as compensation received from Paramount
Warner Bros, is understood to
a total of $423,148.13.
have acquired film rights to "SubThe Commissioner of Internal stitute for Murder," Broadway show.

(Continued from Page 1)

counsel for the trustees, estimate
that several million dollars may be
recovered through this action.

Horataa Nelson Dead
Horatia Nelson, 89, character actress in a number of British
films, died Thursday.

London

—

Mickey Mouse Dual Premiere
Ice," Walt Disney's latest
Mickey Mouse cartoon released
through U. A., opens Wednesday at
the Rivoli and Thursday at the Music

"On

Revenue increased Zukor's reported
Hall.
income by the amount of $757,500, corporation and was made available
Yaffa Opening Uptown House
mount is interested are in this with the explanation in the notice to you in 1931."
group. Mullen and Pinanski, under of deficiency that that amount repreHerman Yaffa tonight opens a 600Zukor was represented by Attorthe deal, will get a salary and par- sents "additional compensation which neys Lee I. Park and Charles D. seat house at 181st St. and St.
ticipation in profits.
Nicholas Ave.
was placed in trust in 1929 by the Hamel.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-^SDAILY
VOL.

NO.

68,

NEW

108

YORK. WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER

Union Cinemas Circuit

Film

motion picture companies
control more than 50 per cent of
Ascap's popular music catalogue, it
was said yesterday by E. C. Mills,
Ascap genei'al manager, in response
The companies are
to an inquiry.
Warners, M-G-M, Paramount and
20th Century-Fox. The other major

Four

companies, including RKO
and
Columbia, Universal
Artists, have no interest in
publishing firms.
Warners have the largest

Radio,

United
music

group

ASCAP, GOV'T AGREE

ON FACTS FOR TRIAL
Ascap and government attorneys
have practically agreed on stipulation of a large number of facts to
facilitate trial of the U. S. anti-trust
action against the music society, it
learned.

Jesse
Washington

— Mr.

Albany— Red

Star Music Co., William Fox Vaudeville Co. and Fox
Motion Picture Display Co. have
Deen dissolved, the papers being filed
by 20th Century-Fox.
Dissolution papers also have been
filed by Kelly & Connelly, attorneys,
for 77th St. Theaters. Inc., and Beacon Theaters Corp., and by Cone &
Pearsonfor
attorneys,
Greene,
Baruch Theatrical Corp., all of New
City.

Rothafel Auditioning
for

NBC

in

Rothafel

is

connection with

radio program

auditioning
a

new-type

he has developed.

Trial

THE FILM DAILY

Lasky are not liable for additional income tax of
$64,686 for 1932 according to a stipulation entered before the Board of Tax Appeals.
Infernal Revenue Bureau granted Lasky's contention that it had erroneously increased
his taxable net by $141,905 he received from Paramount as a bonus.
The Bureau also
allowed him a cut of $225,000 for mortgage losses.

and Mrs. Jesse

Louis

St.

—Government to

Speed Rebuttal

L.

Bv DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Louis With all defendants

—

St.

in

the government's case against Warners, et al, now on trial before Fed-

SIGNS ORDER TO QUIZ

NO AGREEMENT YET
IN

PARAMOUNT

RCA-ERPI FIGHT

OFFICIALS

eral

Judge George H. Moore,

rest-

ing their case in chief late yesterday afternoon, there is now a possibility that the proceedings may go
to the jury either late today or some
time tomorrow. This depends largely

on whether Judge Moore finally susOrder authorizing Chas. D. Hilles tains or rejects the demurrers to
and Eugene W. Leake, Paramount the government's case and the motrustees, to examine Adolph Zukor, tions for directed verdicts of not
S. R. Kent, Jules E. Brulatour, John
guilty and dismissal of the indictD. Hertz, Sir William Wiseman and ment which defense attorneys will
former
officers
a number of other
(Continued on Page 4)
and directors of Paramount in connection principally with the two
suits instituted by the trustees has
10
counsel for RCA, that preparations been signed by Federal Judge Alfor a possible suit against Erpi fred C. Coxe. John E. Joyce is apare being continued. It could not be pointed special commissioner under
(Continued on Page 3)
learned whether the negotiations for
adjustment of the matter are being

between Erpi and
RCA Photophone have been proceeding looking toward a settlement of
to
suit
threatened
Photophone's
break Erpi's grip on the sound
equipment business, but to date no
agreement has been reached. It was
said Monday at the office of Donovan, Newton, Leisure & Lumbard,

TO

GB PICTURES

TO BE MADE HERE

continued.

Seidelman Names

Lifts Ban on Para. Suits
Further internationalization of the
GB product is planned through the
Filed by Momand, Loew production
of between 8 and 10 features in this country, said Mark

Neville

Head

Injunction prohibiting A. B. MoE. M. Loew from pressing
in the courts anti-trust actions instituted against Paramount for a
total of close to $10,000,000 has been
lifted under an order signed by Fed-

mand and

Appointment of Harry Neville as
Columbia sales manager in Australia
was announced by Joseph H. Seidelman, general foreign manager of the
company, upon his arrival in New

(Continucd on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)

Expansion Move To Make Union
Britain 's Third Biggest Circuit
I

$225,000 Improvements

Utah Theaters

London (By Cable)

—Union

(Continued on Page 3)

Two

First

Features

mas

First two features to be released
P. A. Powers under the banner
of Celebrity Productions will be

by

"Kiss Me Goodbye," a romance in
Old Vienna, and "For Love of You,"
(Continued on Page 3)

Cine-

has acquired 23 halls
planning to build on 37 other
Improvements sites in an expansion move to cost
Salt Lake City
When these untotaling more than $225,000 are about $15,000,000.
planned for Paramount theaters in dertakings are completed, about the
the Utah and Idaho territory, now middle of next year, Union Cinemas
headed by Harry David. The Parahave 120 halls, making it the
mount here is the first to be reno- will
third largest circuit in the country.
(Continued on Page 2)

In Para.

Ostrer, chairman of the British company board, when he landed from
the Aquitania last night. The films

Are Set by Celebrity

and

(Roxy)

Defense Rests in

Lasky Wins Ruling on Tax

Washington Bureau of

—

L.

L.

Australian Sales

Three Fox Subsidiaries
File Dissolution Papers

S.

week

Negotiations

(Continued on Page 4)

York

juryHs

Companies Control Over Half of Ascap Music

Warner, M-G-M, Para, and
20th-Fox Big Holders
of Music Catalogs

is

TEN CENTS

1935

$15,000,000 Expansion

loujOase will goto the

ST.

4

in

6.

circuit

Janet Gaynor to

is

West Coast Bur.,
Hollywood

Janet

Gaynor

will

be

M-G-M's "Small Town Girl,"
adaptation of Ben Ames Williams'

starred

an

—

M-G-M

THE FILM DAILY

in

novel, to be produced by Hunt StromMiss
berg with Jack Conway directing.

Gaynor last appeared
Takes a Wife."

in

"The

Farmer

THE

/XK

.
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$225,000

Lifts Ban on Para. Suits
Filed by Momand, Loew

Improvements

In Para. Utah Theaters
{Continued from Page
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N.

Y.,

under

Judge Coxe.
The A. B. Momand action brought in Oklahoma

the Loew
of $4,949,000.
Judge Coxe reserves the right to determine whether damages in excess
of actual damages are provable in
the event that the plaintiffs win
awards exceeding actual damages.
is

in

Twin

has been named manager of
Rulon Dunn, assistant
the Provo.
Falls,

manager of the Capitol here, succeeds Henderson in Twin Falls.
Lloyd

for

suits

$4,960,512,

ask

while

damages

of the Victory
at the Capitol.

Braithwaite

replaces

Dunn

—

—

A

—

—

HOLA

Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines
ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE-RENT
Illustrated Literature

on request. •

MARION DAVIES, E. B. HATRICK and Wll
RANDOLPH HEARST are due in Ne

LIAM

tomorrow

York

from

the

GEORGE W. WEEKS

to New Yoi
yesterday from a trip to Dallas, Oklahoma Cit|
St. Louis and other Mid-western citie

WILLIAM YEARSLEY
New York.

for

M-G-M Film

CHEEVER COWDIN

J.

today

from

the

Motion Picture Camera Supply,

Ine.

723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

arrives

New

in

Yoi'l

Coast.

BERLIN

arrives

New

in

York

th

morning from Hollywood after finishing tl"
score of "Follow the Fleet," next Fred Astalnh
Ginger Rogers musical for RKO.

JEAN DE CAVAGNAC, French
Saturday

sails

for

film

importt

Paris.

GEORGE KELLY,

who came

playwright,

ea,

from Hollywood recently with his new
"Reflected Glory," returns to the coast
few weeks.

HARRIET

HOCTOR,

New

to

York
appeared

she

premier

dancer,

ph
in

{I

returll

week from the coast, whe j
"The Great Ziegfeld" li

this
in

M-G-M.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
day

JR.

has

deferred

I

from England and is now expected
Hollywood in time for a Christmas ho

return

reach

visit.

REEVES SMITH, actor,
Manhattan for London.
H.

METZNER,

E.

British,

arrives

Champlain

art
in

from

director

New

today on

sails

Gaumoi

for

York

t

today

on

I

abroad.

JAMES HILTON,

British author, and ERNE
MITRAI, London producer, with his actre
wife, MARIA SOLVEG, also arc on the passenji
list of the Champlain, arriving today from 1

other

side.

FRED
Empress
st^g'ng

HERENDEEN
of
the

Exchange,"
Joe Sachs.

Britain

London
musical

PRINCESS

sails
tomorrow on
for
England to assist
production of "The Roj
being presented there

I

NATALIE

PALEY,

who

recerL

completed her role in "Sylvia Scarlett," Kail
arine Hepburn's new film for RKO, sails
France tomorrow on the Aquitania.
|

PETE CLARK,
the
ly

sound

RCA C.mden
for

recording technician
Laboratories, will leave sho

Hollywood to supervise the recording

David O. Selznick's "Little
United Artists release.

Lord

Fauntlerc

for

N. Y. Paramount to Hold Preview!
with

Starting

the

holdover

"Hands Across the Table," the
York Paramount Theater will

N«
pM

sent a studio preview of an una!
nounced picture every ThursdB
night when the current film is ll
ing held over. The added attract™
on such nights will be a pictlB*
not previously shown in any loilj
theater.
A comedy featuring
screen debut of a popular Broadwl

comedian will be shown tomorr|
night.

"Gulliver" to Hold Over

"The New Gulliver," Soviet f|
ture with marionette characters,
a new week-end house record at

Cameo and

will

be held over.

CHIDNOFF STUDIO
Chidnoff

PORTRAITS

i

of

J

;

'

has returned to Toron-

from

Irving

Up

Peggy Shannon Out of Stage Cast
Peggy Shannon has withdrawn
M-G-M's "It's In The Air," with
Jack Benny, opens tomorrow at the from the cast of the legitimate play,
Astor, with the house scaled at the "Whatever Goes Up," due to open
same price as the Capitol.
Nov. 25 at the Biltmore Theater.
Astor Scale

Coast.

returned

Omaha,

IRVING

Finish First "Palooka" Short
First of the series of two-reel Joe
Palooka comedies, based on the syndicated comic strip by Ham Fisher,
Cinema De Paris to Play Fair
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y.
To avoid confusion and possible was completed yesterday at the
Phone, Circle 7-4736. 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
misleading, in the presentation of Brooklyn Vitaphone studios. In the
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
role of Joe is Robert Norton, a 23wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- the French productions of "Three
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
"Crime
and Punish- year old newcomer. Shemp Howard
Musketeers"
and
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
plays the part of Knobby Walsh,
Wardour St., W. 1. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, ment," the Cinema de Paris, form- Palooka's manager,
while Johnny
erly the Fifth Ave. Playhouse, will
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Berkes, another well-known comic,
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour- follow a policy of designating in its
des-Noues, 19.
advertising matter that the pictures appears as the trainer. Lloyd French
are the French versions, it was directed.
pointed out yesterday by A. TownRepublic-Wisconsin Deal
send Kaplan of the Cinema de Paris.
Warners to Party James Melton
Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises This is due to the current American
A supper party will be tendered
is the latest circuit to buy Repubproductions of the same stories. The
by Warners at 11:30 P. M. next Monlic's current program for first and
French "Crime and Punishment," day in Jack Dempsey's
Restaurant
The which won the Venice exposition
subsequent run presentations.
to James Melton, who is featured in
Wisconsin circuit has set the entire prize earlier in the year, opens at
"Stars Over Broadway," which will
Republic list in 12 situations in the Fifth Ave. cinema.
have its premiere next Wednesday
Jack
Michigan and Wisconsin.
at the New York Strand Theater.
Frackman, salesman in Republic's
Tonight at 7:30 o'clock Melton will
Milwaukee branch, submitted the Metzger Assumes Post With Breen
be a guest on Sam Taylor's "Screen
contracts.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Revue" program over WMCA.
Charles R. Metzger,
Hollywood
attorney and general manager of
Stars for Actors' Benefit
Educational Signs Vaude Team
of InAmong the officers of the Amer- Associated Theater Ownerstake
up
Clara Barry and Orval Whitledge,
diana, has arrived here to
ican Federation of Actors who will
appear as performers at the annual his duties as assistant to Joe Breen popular vaudeville team, have been
Production Code Administra- signed by Educational and will bebenefit show of the vaudeville actors' in the
gin work in their first short comedy
union at the Majestic Theater on tion.
today under the direction of Al
Nov. 10 will be Rudy Vallee, Joe
Christie in Astoria. "Mixed Policies"
Laurie, Jr., Pat Rooney, Ben Bernie,
Jack Kerness to Wed
is the title of the two-reeler.
Story
Eddie Dowling, Eddie Garr and Gus
Jack Kerness of the GB advertis- was written by David Freedman.
Van.
ing department will be married to
Miriam Goodman of Brooklyn on
Cosmopolitan Studios Enlarge
Monogram Film for Brooklyn Fox Nov. 27. Miss Goodman is the sister
Cosmopolitan Studios, creators and
Monogram's "Make
Million," of Bernie Goodman, head of Warproducers of photographic products,
with Charles Starrett and Pauline ners' still department.
effects and organ slides, have moved
Brooks, has been booked first-run
into larger quarters occupying the
for the Brooklyn Fox Theater be'Thanks a Million' at Center Nov. 13 entire fourth floor at 145 West 45th
ginning Friday.
"Thanks a Million," 20th Century- St. A new catalogue and service for
Fox production, has been definitely exhibitors has been completed by
Gov. Lehman Lauds "Crusades"
set to open Nov. 13 at the Center H. A. Rosenberg.
It follows "She Couldn't
Albany After attending a per- Theater.
formance of "The Crusades," Gov- Take It," which opens today in the
Constant Gets Portsmouth House
ernor Herbert H. Lehman wrote a Rockefeller Center playhouse.
Canton, O. A. G. Constant, presiletter to Schuyler Beattie, booking
dent of the Interstate Theaters, now
manager at the Paramount exchange
operating in Steubenville, Canton,
Foreign Film for Bijou
here, praising the production.
Bijou Theater, recently leased by East Liverpool, Bellaire and WheelJoseph Plunkett and S. S. Krellberg, ing, has leased the 1,000-seat Garden Theater, Portsmouth. House will
Film Stocks' Value $271,308,815
will open Nov. 18 with a foreign picbe modernized at a cost of approxiMarket value of amusement stocks ture.
mately $40,000.
on Nov. 1 was $271,308,815, according to the monthly compilation of
Harry Brandt Out of Hospital
Warners' "Payoff" for Globe
the New York "Times."
Harry Brandt has left the Beth
"The Payoff", Warner production
with James Dunn, Claire Dodd and Israel Hospital and will stay at his
Patricia Ellis, opens Saturday at home for the next ten days to recuperate from his illness.
the Globe.
Terms (Postage

Coming and Going

eral

15.

Leo Henderson, formerly

1935
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followed by the Paramount
in Provo, where the Provo also is
getting
about $15,000 worth of
sprucing up before opening around
vated,

Nov.

Wednesday, Nov.

469 FIFTH

AVE.

DISTINCTIONS
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SIGNS ORDER TO QUIZ

8

TO 10 GB PICTURES

wXO 1 ^ ^ PHIL M.DALY

'ARAMOUNT OFFICIALS

TO BE MADE HERE
(.Continued

(Continued from Page 1)

order to hear the testimony and
eport to Judge Coxe. The examinaions are to be conducted under Secions 7 and 21 of the bankruptcy

will

ct.

try,

• • • WHAT THIS film biz needs in its pictures is the
Gambling Element
pix are too cut and dried ...... you

Individuals to be examined also
A. C. Blumenthal, A. C.
[eough, W. B. Cokell, H. M. Goetz,
C.

'elix

know darn

well that Minnie the waitress is going to grab off the
of the wealthy family from his society fiancee in the
final scene
that is typical of the plots of all the Hollywood
product
no upsets
last-minute surprises
that's
why football offers a real Show to the cash customers
as
evidenced in that Ohio State-Notre Dame game, or the breaking of the Yale Jinx by Dartmouth
and look at the fight
game
especially the amateur fights. .... nothing but Upsets and Surprises
so we went up with some of the boys
on the invite of Ed Finney of Republic Pictures to see a Real
Show in the Amateur Bouts at the New York Athletic Club

Montgomery, Eugene Zukor,
and Gilbert Kahn, J. L. Brown,

scion

In
,eroy F. Blake, H. B. Cokell.
ddition the trustees are authorized
o examine most of the members
Co.,
f the firms of Kuhn, Loeb
•rice, Waterhouse & Co., Stevenson,

&

&

ordon

Harrison, and Haskins

&

lells.

and wotta Show!

San Antonio
San Antonio

Amusement

lack
jft

Briefs

—Lester

week en route to
West Indies.
Latin-American Film Exchange
last

n assignment in the
as

announced through

its

•

IN

THE

•

first round of
fell asleep

very

T

manager,

J. Jimenez, that it will release
our new Spanish features during
November as follows: "Bohemios,"
The Cursed Island," "Luponini, the
"error of Chicago" and "The Wanering Jew."

•

.

Henry Crumm, M-G-M, and

T

the first bout Rip Van
Winkle, the timekeeper,
Rip has been timing
Dad used to tell
the N.Y.A.C. bouts for the past 67 years
us about him falling asleep when he attended the N.Y.A.C. bouts
in his college days
but
Rip was an Old Fruit then
IF he can
does Rip know the fight game!
he does
stay awake
but he fell asleep, as we stated, in the very
first round of the first fight

Sack of
Enterprises has
J.

Leonard Pool, movie photographer,

town

T

T
•

for St. Louis.

.as in

•

SO INSTEAD

•

of

the

T
official

three

Sol

tinuously

:

•

Others in from Dallas and back
gain were: Ed Blumenthal, Amity
'ilm Exchange; Bennie Hill, U. A.;
G. Howell, writer; T. E. Laird,
lack Enterprises; J. I. Roberts, Naional Theater Supply Co.

•

THE SITUATION

•

•

was growing

real serious

when

suddenly Rip's sleeping chin slipped off his elbow and hit the
the two fightthe round was over
clang!
gong
ers sank down to the canvas as their seconds dragged 'em back
the referee was hanging on the ropes
to their corners
knocked
Rip the timekeeper was out for the count
being
he never knew what hit him
cold by the gong
it proved to be the only knockout of the
sound asleep
they
the crowd went de-lir-ious with joy
evening
Upsets
had been waiting for years for Rip to get his
wotta Show!
Surprises

>.

.

Northwest Notes

—A

show spot for

visiting
lm men is the lobby and foyer of
he Fox at Spokane, said to be
mong the most beautiful of the
Seattle

Moved over from the Fifth Aveto the Music Box of Seattle
or a second gala week is "Shiplates Forever."

large

ublic

number

of

new M-G-M's

run features from Rehave been purchased by Manfirst

ger H. D. McBride of the Granada
f Spokane.

June Southmaid has changed from
he staff of the Liberty
Egyptian at Seattle.

to

the

Schulberg-Gering Play Dec. 26
Broadway opening of the B. P.
>ehulberg-Marion Gering stage prouction is scheduled for Dec. 26.
robably at the Adelphia Theater.
Bert Mayers in Hospital
Bert Mayers is in Beth Israel
lospital for a minor operation.

T

• • • THE NEXT attraction on the card was the Dancing
Spyros was
Dervish from Canarsie and Spyros Soblotskos
the Dancing
built like a mud dredge, and just as clumsy
and
or a dried string bean
Dervish was like a faun
he reminded us of those woodland nymphs
just as long
in the movies .... he'd dance around Spyros and wave his
meanwhile swinging his head from side
gloves at him coyly
or to
to side to make Spyros think he was TWO fighters
this kept up for three rounds without
get Spyros dizzy
by the time Spyros raised his sledgea blow being struck
hammer arm ponderously and swung it, the animated Daisy
but in the last second of
Chain had circled him four times
the third round the Daisy got kittenish and paused in his ringaround-arosey and posed with his head coyly on one side
and
and Spyros' sledge hammer landed on the slide of it
he fell in Ed
knocked the Daisy clean through the ropes
the Daisy picked himself up dazed
Finney's lap
and danced daintily if dizzily
whispered "So sorry" to Ed
out of the slugging salon and the life of Spyros Soblotskos, the
and we've only started to tell you about this Showvictor

lue

A

T

T

ection.

nd 32

year's operation in this counOstrer said: "The results are
incredibly good. In fact, I came here
to check up to satisfy myself."
Gaumont contemplates the production of 26 features for its 1936-37
lineup, said Michael Balcon, head of
the GB production activities, who
arrived with Ostrer.
Sixteen to 20
of the pictures, he said, will be
brought to America.
Ostrer and Balcon will remain in
this country about six weeks.
Balcon leaves Sunday for a trip to the
Coast in search of talent.
Also returning on the Aquitania
were Ward Wing, who recently produced a feature at Singapore; Jean
Parker who is under contract to MG-M and who leaves shortly for the
Coast; and James A. FitzPatrick
who returned after a two-week trip
to England.

.

picture shows?
manship Show
some time to the N.Y.A.C. amateur bouts
Upsets
what the Public wants
Show!
I

«

€€

«

huh

come up
where they know

Surprises

» » »

First

wotta

Two

Features

Are Set by Celebrity

minutes, the

and still Rip was
round crept up to four-five-six-seven
the customers started making bets as to when he'd
asleep
they were
they forgot all about the fighters
wake up
the
and the referee had his troubles
lousy, anyway
boys grew so tired after nine or ten minutes of continuous slugging that the only way they could stand up was by leaning on
the referee was tired out prying 'em apart coneach other

Sachs, RKO, both film salesmen,
ere in recently from Dallas.

Pacific

1)

be

first

iclude

I.

from Page

made by an American company for GB, it was explained.
Commenting on the company's

lie

(Continued from Page 1)

musical with a Venetian background.
Initial picture will be placed on the
independent market in about two
weeks, and the second about six
weeks later. The Celebrity pictures
will be in the musical and operatic
line, with Magda Schneider, Diana
Napier, Franco Foresta, and Riscoe
& Wayne among personalities heading the casts. Powers also will continue his ComiColor Cartoons shorts.

Seidelman Names Neville
Australian Sales Head
(Continued from Page 1)

York on the Aquitania

last night.
Neville, who arrived with him, has
been identified with Columbia's British organization.
The Australian
post has just been created.

Pittsburgh Four to One
For Sunday Pictures
Pittsburgh

—

Despite a drizzling
day yesterday, a recordbreaking number of voters were atrain

all

tracted to the polls by the opportunity to vote for Sunday movies.
Early returns indicated a four to
one majority for Sunday movies
here.

Starting Second Gotham Short
start
Pictures
will
Celebrated
shooting next week on "Hot News,"
second of its "New York UncenTheodore A.
sored" shorts series.
Lloyd, who is producing the shorts
series, has signed Lee Mortimer
to write the dialogue of "Hot News."

THE

&**

Wednesday, Nov.
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CASE GOES

ST. LOUIS

A LITTLE

TO JURY THIS WEEK
I

from

rati,-

11

again submit when the government
completes its rebuttal testimony today.

from "LOTS"

CDUCATIONAL'S

western produc-

tion unit, having finished shooting the third of the Frolics of Youth
series,
featuring Frederick Allen,

gotiations between Paramount and
M-G-M for the loan of the director's
services for the Marlene Dietrich
film, "Hotel Imperial," will do "My
Brother's Wife," John Meehan story,

Diana Lewis, Kenneth Howell, Gloria with Jean Harlow and Franchot
There are just a few loose ends
Brown and Sidney Miller, started Tone.
up
checking
as
such
in the defense,
T
T
T
yesterday on a Coronet Comwork
see
to
evidence
on documentary
edy in which Vince Barnett and Billy
Frank Mitchell and Jack Durant,
whether all exhibits are properly inGilbert will be co-starred.
the knockout comedians, and Edward
troduced. These details will be ironed
T
T
Everett Horton and Allen Jenkins
out when court reconvenes at 10
Dick Powell will be among the are the latest additions to the cast
a. m. today.
Warner stars in "Colleen," which of First National's next Al Jolson
Russell Hardy, special assistant
also has Ruby Keeler, Joan Blondell,
film, "The Singing Kid."
attorney general, in charge of the
Paul Draper, Hugh Herbert and Jack
prosecution, has indicated that reT
T
T
Oakie.
testimony will take only
buttal
Leon Errol has been added to the
T
T
leeway
much
but
minutes,
20
about
Claude Rains and Olivia de Havil- cast of "Alone, Alas!" tentative title
must be allowed for that, such as
land will appear in "Anthony Ad- of Jimmy Savo's first feature-length
As
defense.
for
counsel
objections by
picture for Hal Roach. Isabel Jewell
verse" at the Warner studio.
Harry C. Arthur Jr., vice-president
has the leading feminine role. Gus
T
T
T
govthe
of Fanchon & Marco, was
ne- Meins is the director.
pending
Boleslawski,
Richard
case,
ernment's opening gun in this
it is very probable he will star again
hurricane had prevented the defense no such offer had been made by
as a rebutter.
obtaining original documentary evi- Arthur to any other RKO employe
Witness
Good
Depinet a
He then told of
dence concerning to and from whom that he heard of.
Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO these calls were. It developed some being advised that Lou Ellman had
Distributing, was the chief witness argument between Jim Reed and been offered $80,000 for second-run
for the defense yesterday. In many Hardy as to whether there was any- rights by Harry Koplar, and that
respects he proved the most effec- thing sanctified about the Depai't- the company's district sales manager
tive of the various defendants to ment of Justice. Hardy finally stated stated he did not regard this offer
He was direct and posi- that the department's investigation as bona fide, and that he and Jules
testify.
tive, cool and collected, and appeared had not been completed.
Levy, general sales manager, agreed
entirely capable of taking care of
with this view, so the company proCresson
Smith
Stand
on
himself and government counsel at
ceeded to make arrangements to sell
Later in the day Hardy undertook its pictures to the St. Louis AmuseThe sum total of his
every point.
testimony was that RKO entered in- to impeach testimony by Cresson ment Co., instead of accepting the
to a first-run license with Warners Smith, western and southern sales offer made through Koplar.
because RKO was dissatisfied with manager for RKO, that he had never
Refused to Deal With Koplar
received an offer from Harry Arthur
its prior business dealing with Harry
for
RKO
At
the opening of his testimony
pictures
shown
to
be
secFanchon
and
Koplar
Harry
Arthur,
& Marco at the St. Louis theater ond-run at either the Missouri or Depinet reviewed his film* career
and that group seemed to be dis- New Grand Central, by questioning from the fall of 1907, when he
satisfied with the results they ob- Smith about testimony he had given worked as ticket taker and projecHe before the Federal Grand Jury last tionist for the Dreamland Theatre,
pictures.
tained with RKO
The questioning and an- New Orleans. He said RKO picdenied that RKO ever refused to January.
swers indicated that the examina- tures were shown at the St. Louis
sell motion pictures to Fanchon &
Marco and stated positively that his tions in court and the grand jury Theater, the Orpheum Theater Co.
company has no proscription against did not cover exactly the same of Missouri, a subsidiary of RKO
Harry Arthur. He added that RKO grounds, there being some confusion circuit, in 1931 and up to Dec. 8,
would gladly sell either Fanchon & because of an offer received by RKO 1932, and at the Missouri up to the
Marco or Arthur pictures if the through its then St. Louis manager, middle of April, 1933; that a deal
product had not been previously sold Lou Ellman, from Harry Koplar and was made then with Clarence Turley
and Skouras Bros, to show RKO picto some other concern, and provided, not from Harry Arthur direct.
of course, that they could agree on
Smith could not recall his exact tures at the Ambassador and New
terms.
He said no customer was testimony before the grand jury and Grand Central when Radio lost the
either too large or too small for Hardy declined to permit him to re- Missouri. He said Skouras was given
RKO to sell to, and in response to fresh his memory by reading the options on RKO pictures for 1933-34
a query from Hardy he said they transcript of that testimony. There and 1934-35. but these were not exwould even pass up medium custom- was considerable argument between ercised.
ers.
Hardy was unable to break Hardy and defense counsel as to how
"When in the summer of 1935
him down on cross examination.
much of the grand jury testimony Skouras decided not to exercise his
should be gone into. A final agree- option he asked me if I would sell
Investigate Phone Calls
Two unusual proceedings marked ment was reached that it should be the first-run license to Famous
today's session. At the very begin- restricted to Smith's testimony, and Amusement Co." he continued.
"I
ning Hardy was placed on the stand Hardy on rebuttal today is expected asked him who was behind that comby Samuel W. Fordyce, counsel for to offer that testimony in evidence pany, and when he said Harry
George .1. Schaefer, Paramount vice- to attack Smith's defense testimony Koplar I declined to make the sale."
president, for questioning concerning yesterday.
Smith stated that he Later when Aaron Waldheim and
an investigation made between last was not permitted by Hardy last Julius Glaser, prominent St. Louis
Friday and yesterday morning by January to explain his answers be- business men, agreed to guarantee
the Department of Justice into tele- fore the grand jury and offered to the contract with Famous Amusephone calls made by Schaefer from do so yesterday.
But Hardy did ment. RKO accepted the proposal.
Miami Beach, Fla., between Feb. 17 not go into that phase of the situa- Depinet then testified at some length
and March 7. 1034. Hardy contend- tion. Hardy read questions and an- concerning his company's disagreeed that this information was con- swers of Smith's testimony before ments with Famous Amusement and
fidential and that he was not at lib- the grand jury.
Smith explained later with Harry Arthur and Fanerty to give it in testimony.
He that in his testimony yesterday he chon & Marco when they became aseven declined to say whether a list meant that he had not received di- sociated in some way with the operaof such calls obtained by Fordyce rectly or indirectly an offer from tion of the St. Louis Theater.
It
corresponded with the Government's Arthur personally for the second- was these disputes involving paycheck. Fordyce said that the Miami run rights to RKO pictures, and that ments for short subjects at the rate

1935

4 FILM FIRMS CONTROL

HALF OF ASCAP MUSIC

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

6,

(Continued from Page

1)

of music publishing houses including

Harms, Witmark and Remick; M-GM has Feist, Robbins and Olman;
Paramount has Famous Music and
another firm, 20th Century-Fox has
Movietone Music Co.

Jacob Schreiber Circuit
Adding Two More Houses

—

Detroit Jacob Schreiber has disclosed plans for addition of two
more houses to his circuit, making
it
one of the largest independent
groups of theaters in the local field.

Hays Gives

$1,000 to Rogers Fund
Indianapolis Will H. Hays yesterday led the Indiana contributors
to the Will Rogers Memorial Fund
with a check for $1,000.

—

$275 a week and percentage settleon feature pictures that
caused him to conclude that his customers were dissatisfied with RKO
pictures, Depinet said. He testified
that Arthur at one time stated he
had lost $33,000 on RKO pictures,
which was practically the amount he
had paid for the pictures. He said
if

ments

that

in

March, 1934, at the very

time that he was negotiating with
of RKO
pictures at the Shubert-Rialto, he
received a letter from Arthur complaining that he had lost $33,000 on
pictures that season. "If we
had given him our pictures for noth-

Warners for the exhibition

RKO

ing, he apparently would
money, so I concluded he
satisfied," Depinet said.

Differs on

have

lost

was

dis-

New York Confab

He disagreed w ith John

S. Leahy,
Louis attorney, concerning their
conference at the Plaza Hotel in
New York on April 7, 1934. He
said that when Leahy said he desired
to get RKO pictures for the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand
Central, he told him that his company was already under commitments to Skouras and Turley and
that if they did not exercise their
option the pictures were to go to
r

St.

Warners.

"He then asked me if I knew about
the Sherman Act," Depinet continued. "I told him that my knowledge was about as extensive as most
business men, and that I did know
I had a perfect right to sell pictures
to whom I chose; that I had a customer who apparently was dissatisand we certainly were dis-

fied

with the customer, so we
sell to a new customer,
Depinet said he concluded from
what Leahy said that he wanted
RKO to break its agreement with
satisfied

decided to

Warners

and

sell

to

his

clients.

Depinet stated positively that Arthur
was not at this meeting. Both Axthur and Leahy testified Arthur was
there.
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A

grand

story!

It's

cheery, exuberant, hilarious

by Melville Crossman

.

.

.

whipped

Nunnally Johnson's screen play

.

.

.

to

.

.

written

a merry froth by

zipped

to

a frenzy of

gayety and song by Roy Del Ruth's electrifying
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laden with melody, cr*^wej$) wlfl

The yarn

is

a darb.

A grand engaging show

with cash entertainment aplenty. Congratulations

from showmen to Zanuck!"

THE GREATEST MUSICAL BOX-OFFICE SMASH
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A 20th CENTURY PRODUCTION
PRESENTED BY JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
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D

W. Griffith
Has Not Been Topped
INVENTED, exploited and

Says

A

long shot, angle
shot or transitions such as cut,
fade,

per-

fected by Americans, the film

America has made little esthetic progress and
excepting
Disney none since Griffith. It
was Griffith who established the
"flickers" as an industry and
in

—

—

art,

subsequently

to

be

con-

sumed by the mongrel he had
created.
The "Birth of a Nation" and "Intolerance," Griffiths
outstanding films, have
never been equaled structurally
by his followers. Yet every time

mentioned film practitioners smile patronizingly and
dismiss "the old maestro" with,
Griffith is

"Oh, Griffith was all right for
day, but now he's oldhis
fashioned!"
Griffith's

method was not
photograph scenes

merely to
wherein actors talked, fought
and made love, but to build and
organize images and events by

means

solely

characteristic

medium.

of

His method
was a filmic method.
Unlike
other directors, he did not depend on the resources of the
theater to get his effects. Griffith exploited (and also discovered) the unique alphabet and
principles of the cinematic devices to tell screen stories.
the screen

close-up,

iris,

dissolve

methods of

—fundamental

expression
played a functional role in his
films.
These organizational devices were never used at ran-

dom.
a

filmic

They were as

integral as

space or tone in a Degas
painting.
Furthermore, every
shot, every scene, every sequence, every transition, because
of their inter-filmic dependence,
mounted cumulatively into a
planned architectural filmic as
well as dramatic climax.
Notwithstanding
Griffith's
sentimental approach to life, "Birth
of a Nation" and "Intolerance"
line,

remain moving examples of the
art of screen craftsmanship.
In Hollywood mechanical progress is mistaken for esthetic.
Despite increased technical resources, few films have been
produced which might be said
to have either individuality or
form. Whether the subject matter calls for an accident, a social
upheaval, a seduction, a characterization,
a
psychological
study, directors are content to

photograph their effects, to reproduce them literally.

Whether

it is realized or not,
structural basis of every
film is its continuity. It is here
that
the
film's
organization

the

should

be

definitely

apparent

and the montage already obvious. Here is where the director's style should be sensed. But
in Hollywood this is far from

for

Then, too, most directors, recruited from the theatrical world, bring with them

from

"geniuses"

"press and pulpit."

their

financial

the

Perhaps in

relationships,

they are; certainly, in their film
construction, they are not.

—Lewis

In

New

Jacobs,

York "Times".

Urges Experimentation
Via Short Subjects
'THE studios are still blind

not
only to the entertainment
value of the short film but to its
usefulness as a breeding ground

new

ideas and new talent.
the score of risk and expense, experiment in featurefilm production is made almost
impossible.
This bar to experiment is one of the main factors
which retard the artistic development of the film. There is,
however, little or no financial
risk attached to the making of
shorts; and even if there were,
even if every foot of celluloid
thus used lost hard cash, it
would be worth every penny for
the. ultimate
good of cinema,
both artistically and commer-

amateurs.

called

cially.

—Norman

Selznick Installed at Pathe Studio
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood With installation of the
Selznick unit at the Pathe studios,

—

this lot becomes a 100 per cent
major releasing studio, according to
G. B. Howe, general manager. The
product from the Selznick unit will
be released through United Artists,
with "Little Lord Fauntleroy" sched-

uled as the initial production.
Sol
Lesser is now filming for 20th Century-Fox the picture, "Whispering
Smith Speaks," starring George
O'Brien, while the Richard Arlen
series of starring pictures are released through Columbia.
Edward
Small is making preparations for the
United Artists production of "The
Last of the Mohicans."

NED
WAYBURN'S
DANCING, SINGING AND

DRAMATIC SCHOOL

MADISON

(Between 58th and 59th

Sts.)

AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

Telephone: Wlckersham 2-4300

NEW CLASSES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS NOW FORMING
SEND

FOR

Wilson in

Cinema Quarterly, Edinburgh.

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

625

»

On

the fact. Continuities are written by novelists
and playwrights, perhaps skillful enough
in their own medium; but in
the construction of films, from
the filmic viewpoint, they are

stage conventions and artifices
and foster these mannerisms
upon an alien medium. At best
they make little attempt to
understand the intricacies and
nuances of the screen devices.
What, then, can one expect in
the way of screen style or form
from such methods ?
Nevertheless there has arisen a number of directors who have been

»

LITERATURE — VISITORS WELCOME

THE

DAILY
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» »
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS
at

Broadway Handicap

"DROADWAY Handicap Night
D
a flying start at
got
off to

Theater

in

Palace
Never
Brownsville, Brooklyn.
before in the twenty or more
years that the Palace has been
in existence outside the night
of its official opening, was there
so much excitement in and about
Manager Sig
theater.
the
Strauss with his Assistant Wal-

Loew's

Mock assisted by Eddie Dowden and Carl Fishman of the
Loew's Brooklyn Publicity office
put over an intensive week's
campaign that aroused unusual

ter

interest in Brownsville.

It

was

necessary for the police of the
local precinct to detail a sergeant and five policemen to handle the crowds. The race scene
more than lived up to expecta-

Everybody in the thetions.
ater, young and old became enthused and excited as the horses
The
raced around the track.
cheers of the audience in the
theater was taken up by the
crowds outside. The advertising
slogan "Belmont Park moves to
Brownsville" was well lived up
The general campaign into
cluded distribution of 30,000 free
tickets over a period of three
days by three beautiful girls
dressed in jockey costumes, 10,000 heralds, attractive valances
on the marquee of theater, 100
per cent lobby display, trailer
on screen for two weeks, 100
and 200 window
one-sheets,
cards. The three girls in jockey
costumes stood in front of the
theater Monday night giving out
additional tickets for participation in the racing game, which

gave the audience a new and
novel thrill with lots of excite-

ment.

—Loew's

& Katz for its showing
the Roosevelt, in Chicago,
featured a tie-up with a morning
radio program on station WENR.
The program uses movie news
with an especial appeal to women, who form the majority of
The publicity men,
its audience.
assisted byanM-G-M exploiteer,
requested women to send in
their names and addresses. Free
tickets were awarded to those
whose names started with the
those of Eleanor
initials "E.P."
Powell, one of the stars of the
Music from the
production.
picture was planted with all
leading night club, hotel and
restaurant orchestras. A special
announcement of the playdate
was made over the local NBC
Balaban

Big Ballyhoo Scores

Palace,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

network on Sunday evening following Jack Benny's program.
The General Food Company,
makers of Jell-O, contacted their
stores and placed streamers in
the windows. For street ballyhoo a truck was obtained, with
an interior layout similar to the
Traveling Studio. Four attractive girls, in gay costumes, were
on top of the truck while it
paraded through the streets,
the public address system being used for announcements.

—Roosevelt,

Chicago.

Extensive Exploitation
Worked Out on "Pompeii"

DKO

RADIO PICTURES

has

produced a press book of
magnitude for "The Last Days
of Pompeii," taking advantage
of the exceptional opportunities
for publicity and exploitation
that the film offers to wide-

awake showmen.
The book is 18x24, folded

Features Campaign
'"THE campaign on "Broadway
Melody of 1936" put over
by the publicity department of

in

half for convenience in handling
by the exhibitor.
The multicolored
offset-printed
cover,

when opened full, measures 18x
48, and makes an effective post-

The

book

ranging

in

contains
size

43

ads,

from 501x190

but attention-comlogotypes, which cover
every copy angle of the film. In
addition to six art strips in two
practical sizes and the four-unit
coloring
contest ideas
that

lines to small

pelling

—

have proven most effective in
show promotion there is an ex-

—

of RKO Radio's big
mailing campaign to 122,000 edposition

ucators, clergymen of all faiths,
women's clubs and Better Films
organizations,
and of means
whereby the showman can tie-in
with
these
various
cultural
agencies.

One novel gadget,

M. Wilcox
June Marlowe

H.

Marie Prevost

spelled

attraction.

—RKO

Radio

Plenty Coverage
In This Campaign

CAMUEL GOLDWYN'S

"Barbary Coast," was ushered in
at Loew's State, Norfolk, Va.,
with an effective exploitation
campaign arranged under the
supervision of Manager Allen
Sparrow. Days before the opening local newspapers played up
the engagement with photos of
the stars in the attraction. The
Portsmouth "Star" ran the sixday serialization in advance of
the opening. In announcing the
serialization a special 2-column
ten-inch ad with a cut of the
stars in "Barbary Coast" broke

the "Star" a day before the
instalment.
Tie-ups were ar-

in

with many local mertending to focus attention on the opening at Loew's
A tie-up with Kresge's
State.
on "Barbary Coast Sundae" resulted in imprinted napkins, window streamers and other signs
being used throughout their
stores.
Whelan's, Peoples and
the Martin Drug Stores also distributed
specially
imprinted
napkins. All United Cigar Store
windows carried streamers and

ranged

chants

all

5,000 heralds were distributed
three days in advance in a
house-to-house campaign.
Cooperative ads were secured with

and The Hub
Stores. Hofheimers used a twocolumn ten-inch ad on shoes and
the Hub ad featured a cut of
Joel McCrea and gave the picture full credit.
For a street
ballyhoo a girl paraded the
principal streets of the town and
distributed special cards with a
new Lincoln penny attached. A
tie-up with Buick accounted for
a new car with signs parading
the street plugging the picture.
Loew's State, Norfolk, Va.

Hof heimers

er for a variety of uses, used
either as a whole or as two
units.

Radio Tieup

out by a slow-burnThe effect is weird,
and entirely harmless. This is
inexpensive enough to be given
away by the thousands, and can
be expected to create much
word-oi'-mouth publicity for the
is

ing flame.

especially
effective for "Pompeii," is the
so-called "Skiriter" throwaway,
a printed dodger showing Vesuvius in eruption.
When a
lighted cigarette is applied to
the summit, the word Pompeii

—

Gets Big "Dream" Plug
Over Radio in Detroit

1935

« «

"Melody" Gets
Effective Play
J^ADIO publicity and window
displays played the major
in the exploitation campaign arranged by publicity chief
Charles Perry of the Aldine,
Philadelphia, for the world premiere of "The Melody Lingers
on."
All local and suburban
newspapers played up the enroles

gagement with advance and

fea-

ture stories, and used plenty
of art on the stars in the film.
A few days in advance of the
opening all local radio stations
participated in the campaign
and literally filled the air with
plugs on the premiere of "The
Melody Lingers On."
Station
WFIL, in conjunction with the

Friehoefer Bread
plugged the film;

program,

WDAS

used
the electrical transcription; both
and
devoted generous time to "The Melody Lingers On" in connection with their
U. P. broadcast; and part of
the Powers Gouraud Program
was devoted to raves on the picture.
In addition all local com-

WCAU

KYW

mentators devoted time to mention

of

the

picture.

Tie-ups

were effected with leading merchants in which the picture received

effective

publicity.

A

Finery Hosiery tie-up accounted for special window cards in
400 retail shops.
Gimbel Bros,
distributed

30,000

heralds

Hutchinson coiffure,
used a co-operative

on

and

also

ad.

The

Department Store
distributed 50,000 package stuffSnellenburg

ers

in

and

all

their book department,
local drug stores car-

on cosmetics. Specards were used in all local
florists shops.
Aldine, Philadelphia.
ried displays

cial

—

—RKO Radio Pictures
Public Library Sets
Display on "Dream"

'THE

Queens Borough Public
New York City, and

Library,
its

branches exhibited a special
display on "A Midsummer

still

Night's Dream." In addition, a
special card was posted alongside the display with credits on
theater and playdate.

— Warner Bros.

pARL

HUDSON, exploiteer
for the United Detroit Theaters Corp., plugged the presentation of Warners' "A Midsummer Night's Dream" at the Wilson Theater with four advance
announcements
over
station
WXYZ. The highlight of this
advance bally was a half-hour
musical program over the station, which used a 32-piece orchestra to broadcast Mendelssohn's
"Dream" music.
The
broadcast went over the nine
stations comprising the Michigan Radio Network.
Wilson Theater, Detroit.

—

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS
AGENT
John Miljan, one of the screen's most
most of
villians,
spends
spare time in building toys for his

consummate
his

3 '/i-year-old

son,

John,

Jr.

—DAVE

EPSTEIN.

Ar

*"«£

Also please watch that exotic South Seas maiden
heroines he's ever held

in his

arms!

Donald Crisp and thousands of
Irving Thalberg production.

In

who captivates Clark

Gable. She's one of the most exciting screen

addition, the Cast features Herbert Mundin, Eddie Quillan, Dudley Digges,

others, including lovely girls

Al Lewin, Associate Producer.

from

Tahiti.

Need we add,

Frank Lloyd directed
it's

this

$2,000,000

METRO GOLDWYN - MAYER!
-

YEAR AGAIN IT'S AN
M-G-M HOLIDAY!
Ronald

THIS

Colrnan

\

in

Two

Charles Dickens'

"A

Tale of

Cities" with cast of thousands including:
Elizabeth Allan, Edna May Oliver, Reginald
Owen,
Basil

A

Rathbone, Blanche Yurka, Henry

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

David O. Selznick.

B. Walthall.

Produced by
Directed by Jack Conway.
Picture.

!

'

•>

\

!

XMAS
Start

NOW!

Keep

it

up

Tell the folks

That you've got
The One and Only
Big Holiday Show
of the
Festive Season!
Last Christmas

tale
A

WO
OF
s
cvn*

M-G-M

stole the

Box-office thunder

with Mr* Dickens'
"David Copperfield"
This year, again,
Records go
To the Dickens
With "A Tale of

Two

from
Santa Claus Leo
Cities"

5

5

Features Reviewed

May 4

Film Daily,

in

to Nov. 5
TITLE
Sans Famille-XX

REVIEWED
TITLE
Adventurous Knights-AJA. 6-7-35
Abdul the Damned-ALL. .6-1-35
Accent on Youth-PAR 8-10-35
A Csunya Lany-DAN. 10-21-35
Affair of Susan, The-U. .9-17-35

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
AJA— Ajax

Air

8-14-35

the Dance-COI
Indiscretion

After

Age

of

GB.

Alibi

Mary Dow-U
Ike-WA

Alice

Adams-RKO

Aneelita-F

.

—
—
BEA — Beacon

ARC
ARN — Tom Arnold
BAV Bavaria Film A-G

Ml„
.

BUT

.

.

Annapolis
Annie Oakley-RKO

— Cinexport
COL — Columbia

7-27-35

CIN

coL 9io35

Avec L'Assurance-PAR
Awakening of 1**

.

.

.

Becky Sharp-RKO
Between Men-SU
Big Broadcast of 19 36

g

Bishop Misbehaves^The

Sheep-F

S,?"!!
9-18-35

Bohemios-XX
Bohemios-CIN
e"

531""

X

I

Scotiand:MGM:.8-24"-35
nnie
.... 6 -*-"
Border Brigands-U
Born for Glory-GB. ... 10-21-35
-

.

Born
Break

to
of

Gamble-REP. ..
Hearts-RKO.
.

.10-4-35
.5-16-35

•••-,-7-27-35

Bright Lights-FN

Broadway Gondolier-WA. 7-1 1-35
Broadway Melody of 1936

MGM.. 8-29-35
7-30-35

Yourself-MGM

Calm

Captured In Chinatown.

be*

7-30-35

>•

Cappy
HHy Ricks Returns

REP

Case

of the

Champagne

9-10-35

Lucky Legs-

WA.

for

First
First

^

92g35
Hl'll

Room-COL

Black
Black

— Empire Film Distributors
F—20th Cent-Fox
Division
FD—
National
FN—
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
EMP

•

p R

.

^

11-1-35

Breakfast

9-10-35

Charlemagne-XX
Charlie Chan in Egypt

Pictures

DU— DuWorld

gi935

10-29-35
.9-24-3
•••9-17-35
6-14-35
10-29-35

. . .

Daughter-F

Beauty's

Pictures
Criterion Films

DAN — Danubia

Baby Face Harrington^

Distributing

—Conn
CRI —
CON

5-9-35

Bri*^^

Bad Boy-F
Barbary Coast-UA

— Burroughs-Tarzan

CHE— Chesterfield

»212"«

Arizonian-RKO
Atlantic Adventure

Productions

REVIEWED

TITLE
El Heroe de Nacozari

XX.. 9-24-35

H ombre Que Se Reia Del
7-19-35
Amor-XX
El Pulpo Humano-HOF .5-9-35
El

El Rayo-XX
Elizabeth of England

10-21-35

Chan

in

Escape Me
Every Night

7-6-35
.

at Eight-

PAR.. 7-30-35
10-25-35
Pretenses-CHE.
Farmer Takes a Wife-F. .6-11-35
Her
Hat,
AFeather in

False

.

.

COL.

.10-25-35
Fighting Pioneers-RES. .5-21-35
Fighting Shadows-COL. 5-17-35
Fighting Youth-U
1 1-2-35

Flame Within, The

MGM.. 6-1-35
Liselott-XX
Frankie and Johnnie

Fraeulein

.

.

.

Chasing Yesterday-RKO
Cheers of the Crowd

MOP

China Seas-MGM

Chinatown Squad-U
Church Mouse, The

FN.

Circumstantial

.

.8-6-35
7-25-35
5-31-35

.10-29-35

Evidence

CHE.. 7-17-35
5-3-35
6-8-35
8-21-35

Circus Shadows-PER
Clairvoyant, The-GB

Clemencia-XX
Code of the Mounted

AMB.. 6-21-35

7-12-35
College Scandal-PAR
10-17-35
Confidential-MAS
...5-14-35
Convention Girl-FD
Criez-Le Sur Les Toits
PAR.. 6-25-35
Crime of Dr. Crespi
REP. .9-24-35
8-5-35
Crusades, The-PAR
8-2-35
Top-F
Curly
6-6-35
Dance Band-ALL
7-19-35
Danger Ahead-VIC
8-1-35
Dante's Inferno-F
Daring Young Man-F. .7-18-35
8-30-35
Dark Angel, The-UA
7-9-35
Dawn Rider-MOP
.

Death from

a

Distance

INV.. 9-17-35

8-20-35
Trail-MOP
6-4-35
Der Unhekannte-XX
8-24-35
Diamond Jim-U
DeutschVon
Die Reiter

Desert

Ostafrika-XX
Die Grosse Chance-XX
Die Toerichte Jungfrau

6-10-35
..5-9-35

UFA.. 9-10-35

Die Unschuld

Der

Vom

Lande

XX.. 5-14-35

Schuechterne Felix

XX.. 9-10-35
Der Tolle Bomberg-XX .10-28-35

Dinky-WA
Dog of Flanders-RKO.
Doubting Thomas-F
Don't Bet on Blondes

6-28-35
.7-13-35
7-11-35

WA.. 7-20-35
Dopo Una Notte D'AmoreRO.. 10-30-35
Dr. Socrates-WA
Dressed to Thrill-F
Eagle's Brood, The-PAR.

Ehestreik-UFA
Eight Bells-COL

10-3-35
10-8-35
10-10-35
9-10-35
5-11-35

S.

6-25-35
9-20-35

UFA.
Frisco

Kid-WA

Front

Page

.9-24-35
10-30-35

Woman
WA.. 7-11-35

Fruehlingsmaerchen-GFF 5-.20-3S
Gay Deception-F
8-19-35
Geschichten Aus Dem
Wienerwald-XX. .11-4-35
Get That Man-EMP
..7-25-35
Gigolette-RKO
5-14-35
Ginger-F
5-28-35
Girl Friend, The-COL
Girl from 10th Avenue

Girls Will
Girl

Who

XX.. 8-1-35

9-28-35

6-27-35

Irish

Us-WA

in

in
a

It's
It's

the

Air-MGM.
World-F.

Small

7-26-35
7-31-35

BEA.

Kentucky Blue Streak

PUR.. 6-7-35
Kid Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
King Solomon of Broadway

U... 10-19-35
Dorit-XX
10-21-35
Koeszoenoem Hogy Elgazolt

Klein

XX.

CHE.. 9-20-35
Give Her a Ring-ALL. .6-6-35
Glass Key, The-PAR.
6-15-35
Going Highbrow-WA ... 8-23-35
Golden Taiga-AM ..
8-3-35
Goose an-1 the Gander
.

MAS.. 6-17-35
7-2-35
Giftet-

RKO... 10-3-3 5
Last Outpost. The-PAR.. 9-27-3
Last Wilderness-DU ...5-15-35
Le Dernier Milliardaire-

FRA.

WA.. 9-12-35
11-5-35

Legong-DU
L'Eredita

Dello

MET.. 7-1 -3 5

.

.

MGM..

.
.

.5-14-35
.5-16-35

UFA.. 5-31-35
Lila
Little
Little

Akac-XX
America-PAR
Big Shot-WA

5-16-3
9-28-35
10-5-35
7-2-35
.6-28-35
7-1-35
7-9-35

c

L'Ordonnance-XX
Love Me Forever-COL.

Mad Love-MGM
Make a Million-MOP
Man on Flying Tnpw
PAR.. 8-3-3 5
Man Who Broke the Bank
Monte Carlo-F.
Manhattan Butterfly
at

.10-28-35

Manhattan Moon-U
7-22-3"
Marie Chapdelaine-FRA. .9-27-35
Martin Garatuza-XX
10-1-35

His Family Tree-RKO
His Fighting Blood

Mein Leben Fuer Maria-

AMB.
His Night Out-U
Honeymoon Limited

.

.9-17-35

..10-7-35
10-19-35

MOP.
.

I

Found

I

Live for

— XX

Stella

Pa-FN

6-14-35

Isabell-XX..ll-5-35

.6-25-35

Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hooray for Love-RKO 5-20-35
Hot Off the Press-VIC. 10-9-35
Hot Tip-RKO
8-20-35
Huszarserelem

IMP.. 8-14-3"

lane's

.

4-24-35

Parish-

FN. .11-2-31
Love-WA. .. 10-18-35

Melody Trail-REP
9-24-35
Men of Action-CON...7-13-3"

Men of the Hour-COL. .. 5-9-3"
Men on Wings-AM
6-12-35
Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-3 5
Mercedes-XX
Merry Monarch. The

5-16-3

5

SYN.. 7-1 6-3 5
Metropolitan-F
Midsummer Night's

So Ein Maedel Vergisst Man

Night-XX

10-18-35

Dream

WA... 10-10-35

9-30-35

WA— Warner Bros.
WOH— Herman Wohl

Special Agent-

XX— No

Stars

WA

REP

.10-9-35
9-19-35
6-21-35
6-27-35

Speed Devils-HOF
Spring Tonic-F

distributor set

Over

Broadway-

WA.
REVIEWED

TITLE

Mimi-ALL

6-5-35
5-25-35

Mister Dynamite-U

6-4-35
Svet-XX
Motive for Revenge-MAJ. 5-21-35
in
the
Fleet
Murder

Mizici

MGM.. 6-1-35

7-9-35
Murder Man-MGM
...9-24-35
Music Is Magic-F
7-6-35
Mutiny Ahead-MAJ
Mutiny on the Bounty.

MGM.

Song

New

You-GB.

for

.11-1-35
.5-28-35

.

BUT.. 5-21-35

New
New

Frontier-REP
Gulliver, The-

9-24-35

Am.

Stranded-WA
6-21-35
Streamline Express-MAS. 8-31-35
Strosstrupp 1917-XX
2-6-35
Struggle for Life-FOY. .6-19-35
Sunset Range-FD
5-10-35
Sunny Youth-AM
8-20-35
.

Susana Tiene

Un

Secreto

XX.. 6-7-35
Swedenhielms-XX

9-10-35
5-4-35

Head-COL

Swell

Symphony

Living

of

INV.. 6-22-35

the

at

The-RKO
No More Ladies-MGM.

6-5-35
.6-12-35
7-9-35

Nittits,

Now

Never-AJA

or

6-25-35

MOM.. 5-4-35

Old Curiosity Shop-ALL. 6-21-35
Old Homestead, The

REP... 10-5-35
Old Man Rhythm-RKO. .8-2-35
8-10-35
Orchids to You-F
6-7-35
Our Little Girl-F
10-1-35
Outlawed Guns-U
10-29-35
Paddy O'Day-F
7-8-35
Page Miss Glory-WA
.

:

Pantoffelhelden-X X
Paradise Canyon-MOP
Paris in Spring-PAR

10-22-35
.5-14-35
5-28-35
5-17-35
9-5-35
.6-7-35
10-11-35

Wire-COL

Peasants-AM
Will

Talk-PAR.

.

Pepo-AM

WA

10-1-35

10-31-35
Ibbetson-PAR
Vinogradof-AM. .. .7-1-35
Powdersmoke Range

RKO.. 9-25-35
Peinture

la

TAP.. 8-19-35
Princess
Charming-GB .6-21-35
Public Hero Number One
.

MGM.. 5-1 6-3 5
Menace-COL

..9-24-35
.9-19-35
10-2-35

Opinion-INV
Pursuit-MGM
Radio Parade of 1935

ALL.. 6-1 0-3 5
Rainbow's End-FD
7-17-35
Rainmakers, The-RKO. .11-2-35
Raven, The-U
6-4-35

Roads-MAJ
Red Army Days-AM.

7-30-35
10-22-35

Reckless

Red Blood

of

..

Courage

AMB.. 6-4-35
9-7-35
Redheads on Parade-F
9-12-35
Red Salute-UA
5-3-35
Red Village-AM
6-7-35
Red Wagon-ALL
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35

Rendezvous-MGM
Return

of

Peter

10-23-35

Grimm

RKO.. 7-18-35
Rider of the Law-STE. .10-19-35
10-29-35
Rosa De Francia-F
Rustler's

Saddle

This
This

Paradise-AJA

Aces-RES

5-7-35
.10-25-35
9-4-35

..

the Life-F

is

Woman

Mine

is

PAR. 9-10-35
Throwback,

The-U

Amor y

Tierra,

10-26-35

Dolor

39

The-GB

Steps,

9-14-35

Three Kids and a Queen

U... 10-17-35
Three Musketeers, The

RKO

$1,000

..10-7-35

Minute-REP.. 10-22-35

a

Thunder
Thunder

Night-F 9-17-35
Mountain-F ...9-14-35

in the

Tjocka Slakten ...-XX.. 5-23-35
Toll of the Deserts-STE.. 10-4-35

Top

Hat-RKO

8-16-35
5-31-35
8-22-35

Tovarishi-AM

End-BEA

Trail's

Transatlantic

Tunnel-

GB.

.10-22-35

Tribu-XX
6-12-35
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes

OLY.. 5-28-35
Tu Hijo-XX

12-18-34

Tumbling Tumbleweeds

REP.. 9-5-35

Peter
Peter

Public
Public

F.. 11-5-35

Texas Rambler-SPE
Thanks a Mill»on-F.

Maid's Secret

Prenez Garde a

5-4-35
7-9-35

Tango-Bar-PAR
Te Quiero Con Locura-

XX.. 8-14-35

MGM.. 10-1-35

People

Raise-F

Boy

O'Shaughnessy's

Odio-XX
One New York Night

Party

$10

.10-29-35

A
MGM... 10-17-35
Ritz, A
WA.. 5-16-35

the Opera,

at

.11-5-35

Steamboat 'Round the BendF.. 7-25-35
Storm Over the Andes-U. 9-25-35
Stormy-U
10-7-35

Adventures of Tarzan

.

Hermine Und die Sieben
Aufrechten-XX
9-24-35
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 5-25-35
Her Song of Love-REI .6-26-35
Here's to Romance-F. .. .8-27-35

Mary

Society

Pictures

Personal

Zio

Les As Du Turf-PAR.
Let 'Em Have It-UA.
Liebe Tod Und Teufel

XX...

10-17-35
Guard That Girl-COL. .. 11-2-35
Gunners and Guns-BEA. S-22-35
Hands Across the TablePAR. .10-25-35
Hard Rock Harrigan-F. .7-1-35
Harmony Lane-MAS ...8-15-35
Hawk, The-WOH
7-13-35
Headline Woman-MAS 5-1 1-S5
Healer. The-MOP
5-28-35
Here Comes Cookie-PAR. 9-10-35
Here Comes the Band
9-21-35

.10-22-35
10-3-35

7.9-35

7-27-35
7-30-35
10-30-35

Smith-STE
Fever-INV

an American-IMP ... .9-30-35
Spanish Cape Mystery

—Victory

My

10-14-35

A
CHE.. 5-23-35

Dark,

Silk Hat Kid-F
Smart Girl-PAR

Smoky

Artists

.

.10-21-35

Last Days of Pompeii

.

Grand Exit-COL
Gruen 1st Die Heide

.5-9-35
5-14-35

Krach Urn Olanthe-XX.
La Llorona-XX
7-24-35
La Maternelle-TAM
10-17-35
Ladies Crave Excitement

Lady Tubbs-U
I Andra

A—

Night

Bees-MOP. 6-11-35

Larsson

—Universal
United

.10-17-35

Range

COL.. 6-4-35
of the

U

Soviet Journey-AM
....8-10-35
Soviet Russia Thru the Eyes of

Night

The

Judgement Book,
Justice of the

in the

5

11-2-35
8-1-35
.10-10-35
. .5-21-35

Jalna-RKO
Java Head-FD

XX.

FN.. 5-25-35
Be Boys-ALL. .6-7-35
Came Back

5-1-3
7-5-3

Kentucky-F

Person-RKO

In

Hashirim-GLO

Shot

VIC

Mastrovanni-

In Caliente-FN
Informer. The-RKO

Old

Shir

L.

UFA— Ufa

REVIEWED
Life-MGM. .10-14-35
Iceland Fishermen-DU ..9-21-35
Ich Sing Mich in Dein Herz
6-4-35
Hinein-XX
Idolos De La Radio-XX .7-5-35
5-25-35
Igloi Dikok-XX

In

G. Films
Films

—Spectrum
STE—William Steiner
SU — Supreme Pictures
SUP — Superior Films
SYN —Syndicate Exchange
TAM —Tapernoux- Metropolis
Tapernoux
TAP— John
U

My

10-8-35
7-8-35

Shipmates Forever-WA ..10-1 7-35

S.

PER— Peerless

It

COI

She-RKO

SPE

—
MAS— Mascot Pictures
MET— Metropolis
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP— Monogram Pictures
MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films
OLY —Olympic Pictures
PAR — Paramount

di

—

.6-4-35
6-5-35
.9-10-35
7-20-35
8-5-35

COL.. 9-27-35
She Couldn't Take

Pictures

Films

Fanchon Royer

SG— S. &
SL—S. &

Pictures

Krellberg

MAR— Marcy

Delitto

She Gets Her Man-U
She Married Her Boss

Rieger

ROY

.

Shanghai-PAR

Dr.

RO— Roma

LIB— Liberty Pictures
MAJ Majestic Pictures

TITLE
I Live

— Republic
Hugo Riesenfeld
Pictures
—

— Resolute
RIE — Jack
RKO— RKO-Radio

Dist.

5-31-35

Wind Aus Kanada

Frischer

.

9-28-35

KRE—S.

Keeper

RKO

Shanghai
F. .10-14-35

— Imperial
— Invincible

Seeing

RES

Ex.

ALL.. 6-8-35
Never-U A. .5-24-35

Freckles-RKO
Charlie

IMP
INV

II

Escapade-MGM

REI

REP

Agent-ALL
Hungary-DAN.

Secret

PUR— Puritan

Pictures

HOF—J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film

BEA— Beaumont Pictures
BER—William Berke

S'H'U
9-13-35
8-31-35
Farewell-PAR. 8-23-35

Karenina-MGM

Anna

Pictures
Arcturus Pictures

.9-10-35
-6-29-35

.

— Alliance Films

AMB —Ambassador

6-1-35

Hawks-COL
Bulldog Drummond

Alias
Alias

ALL

AM —Amkino

MGM.. 5-18-35

—
—
GFF — General Foreign Films
GLO—Globe
FRA France Film
GB Gaumont-British

6-7-35
10-17-35

.

ALL.

.

.

REVIEWED

Schwarzwaldmaedel-XX
Scotland Yard Mystery

..5-7-35
10-14-35

Sanders of the River

UA.. 6-26-3 5

Two-Fisted-PAR
Two for Tonight-PAR.
Two Sinners-REP

Un Hombre

10-4-35
..8-31-35
9-14-35

Pelogroso

CRI...

Una Semana De
Under

the

10-17-35
Felicidad
6-19-35

XX.

Pampas Moon
F.. 6-1-35

Unknown Woman-COL.
Valley

.6-21-35

Wanted Men-

of

CON.

.10-22-35
Vanishing Riders-SPE ...7-2-35
8-6-35
Vidas Rotas-XX
6-15-35
Village Tale-RKO
Virginia Judge, The-PAR. 9-17-35
Wanderer of the Wasteland

Waterfront

PAR... 10-1 1-35
.9-21-35
Lady-REP

Way Down

.

.

East-F

10-31-35
8-27-35

Welcome Home-F

We're in the Money-WA. 8-22-35
Werewolf of London-U. 5-10-35
Western FrontierCOL. 10-30-35
.

.

Westward Ho-REP
7-30-35
What Price Crime-BEA. 5-28-35
Wild

Mustang-BER

10-28-35
10-1-35

William Tell-GFF

Wings Over Ethiopia
PAR... 10-14-35
Without Regret-PAR

Woman Wanted-MGM

.

Yiddish King Lear-RIE.

Zigeunerbaron-UFA
Zycie

J.

.
.

9-13-35
8-10-35
11-5-35
9-16-35

Pilsudskiego

MET..6-4-3S

IT'S

THE

ON

WAY

Film Daily

Year Book
Of 1936
\

-MORE PAGES

035

-MORE INFORMATION
-MORE ADVERTISING

-MORE EFFICIENT
-MORE ATTRACTIVE
-MORE EVERYTHING

It

is

the recognized Standard

Book

of Reference of

Motion

Pictures and has been for the

past

SEVENTEEN YEARS.

CLk £rnafc(—
Fall

fashions

NEW

AS A

FALL HAT
in

short subjects are

more elaborate

.

..in

keeping with the more confident spirit of the season...
and heading them all are Educational's Comedies. Tailormade for the finest programs are these Al Christie productions. Expert designing. .stories by leading comedy
writers. Only the best materials and workmanship. ..big
star names, excellent supporting casts, the personal direc-,
.

tion of Al Christie.

And

unrivalled finish. ..big, beautiful

smart costuming, the best of everything in pj^cluction mechanics. They'll set off /our program likejjfot new
hat sets off your wife's Fall etiseml
sets,

TOM HOWARD
and George Shelton
LUCILLE

PAGE

"HE'S

BUSTER

TOM

WEST

PATRICOLA

A

•

LIGHTNER

"RHYTHM OF
PAREE"

Comedy

Story by Charlie Williams

in

-OXFORD

A PRINCE"

Coronet

and Marcy Klauber

"MOONLIGHT AND
MELODY"
WITH RITA RIO

A

Musical

Presented by

Comedy

by William Walsen
and Arthur Jarrett

Story

E.

W.

HAMMONS

WITH NELL KELLY

A

Musical

Comedy

Music and Lyrics by
yp-rMorcy Klauber & Charlie Wi

,J>

'&h
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Sunday Shows Get Break

7,

TEN CENTS

1935

Pennsylvania Vote

in

GOV'T

MAKES

Annual

AMP A Advertising Awards Arc Contemplated

Proposal to be Discussed
at Today's Regular

Luncheon Meet

How They

Started

defendants

FINANCING

(Continued on Page 9)

Second regular 1935 meeting of
the board of directors of Independent
Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n, will
be held at the association's headquarters, 1501 Broadway, starting
Nov. 21.
All officers and directors
will be in attendance and a review
association's

activities

and

(Continued on Page 4)

is

Shown

By RKO Theater
Net

they

Counsel for the defense then presented once again the demurrers to
the government's case and the motions for directed verdicts of not
guilty and dismissal of the indictment which Judge Moore overruled
at the termination of the government's case in chief. The new mo-

3 JEBSEY

COMMUNITIES

REJECT SUNDAY SHOWS
Sunday shows were rejected by
New Jersey communi-

Supply Dealers Directors
Meet in New York Nov. 21

Higher Net

announced

also

rested.

financial interest in
five Broadway shows, three of which
are scheduled for production in the
Plays include "Lost
near future.
Paradise,"
Clifford
Odet's
show,
which the Group Theater will produce; "Sing Before Breakfast," a
(Continued on Page 4)

the

to the

case in the action against Waret al, before Federal Judge
George H. Moore at 11:12 A. M. yesterday, and immediately counsel for
the various individual and corporate

M-G-M has a

of

Go

ners,

BROADWAY PLAYS

MGM

to

its

{Continued on Page 9)

HAVE

Case Expected
Jury
Sometime Today

Louis

St.

Bv DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
St. Louis-— The government rested

Proposals that the A. M. P. A.
sponsor annual awards for the best
work in advertising by national producing and distributing companies
will be placed before the membership for discussion at today's regular luncheon meeting in Jack Dempsey's Restaurant, it was announced
yesterday by President Gordon S.

FIVE

LOWS CASE

BRIEF REBUTTAL IN ST.

three wealthy

ties at special
Presenting Felix Feist, general sales manager of M-G-M, in the interesting "How They Started"
His
Felix is one of the real pioneers of the industry, breaking in 'way back in 1912.
He is one of the most popular men
first job was that of advertising manager of Kinemacolor.
Hadley,
is
responsible.
"Hap"
extraordinary,
artist
That
in the business.
series.

Small Majority of Penna. Spots
Vote for Sunday Performances

referendums on Tues-

day. Localities are Montclair, by a
vote of 5,086 to 4,847; Maplewood,
3.293 to 3,274, and Ridgewood, 2,965
to 1,672.

More Exhibitor Optimism
Found by Weeks on Trip
Exhibitors throughout the country are more optimistic than they

have been

in

sometime with regard

to business outlook, declared George
Victory is Scored
Protestants in Philly
W. Weeks, GB's general sales manArea
Pittsburgh
In
Threaten a Boycott
(Continucd on Page 4)
Units
Pittsburgh
A two to one vote
Sunday shows got
Philadelphia
an even break in Tuesday's state- favoring Sunday movies was record- Loans for Improvements

profit of $172,114.33, after all

charges including $607,940.41 depreciation, is reported by Keith-AlbeeOrpheum for the 39 weeks ended
Sept. 28, compared with net loss of
$168,546.35 in the same period last
year.
B. F. Keith Corp. reports
profit of $176,753.45 after charges
including $486,557.66 depreciation,
against a $173,603.75 loss last year.

—

—

referendum.
triumphed in Allegheny County, rolling up a favorhere

Tuesday's

wide referendums on the issue, it
was revealed by checkups yesterday.
Trend against Sabbath shows was

ed

strongest in the smaller towns, as
expected.
In Philadelphia, Sunday movies

able vote in 21 of the county's 25
Those that opposed the
boroughs.
issue were Wilkinsburg, Bellevue,
Crafton and Elizabeth.
Opening of the houses on Sunday
becomes legal as soon as the vote has

begin Nov. 17.
Rev. Will B. Forney, head of the
Lord's Day Alliance, constituting
(Continued on Page 4)

in

The same

issue

(Continued on Page 4)

Obtainable Until April
Washington Bureau

Washington

of

1

THE FILM DAILY

— Exhibitors

desirous
of securing financing for modernizing their theaters have until April
1 to apply for loans under the modernization credit plan authorized by
(Continued on Page 4)

THE

gym

DAILY

Thursday, Nov.

Koon Sees Vast Industry
Ordinances in 3 Cities
Block 2,000-Foot Reel In Educational Film Field
Revision of city ordinances in
York, Chicago and Indianapolis to permit storage of 2,000-foot
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
reels will be necessary in order to
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays nationalize the proposed new standat
1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y., ard which has now been approved
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
by a majority of major companies.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer In all other key cities there are no
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- restrictions as to length of reels.
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Present ordinances in the three
matter,
class
Editor.
Entered as second
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, cities describe a reel as comprising
In New York the comN. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. 1,000 feet.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside mittee handling the planned changeof Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
will check up the
Foreign over for the majors
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order. ordinance situation late this week.
$15.00.

Vol. 68, No. 109

Thurs., Nov. 7, 1935

10 Cents

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Address

New

all

DAILY,

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California—Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

— Lichtbildbuehne.
La
—P. A. Harle,Cour-

Wardour St., W. I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues,

Rue de

la

Ward Wing

Two more features are planned
by Ward Wing, who has brought
"Jungle Love," feature which he
produced for Columbia at Singapore,

19.

to

New York

from London.
in

Net

Low

High

Columbia

vtc. 69'/2

Picts.

5%

Fm. Ind

Con.

Fm.

Con.

19'/2

pfd.

Ind.

167

Kodak

East.

Loew's,

do

17S/8

49!/8

Inc

106

pfd

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd
Pathe

10'/2

Close

—

163,4

17

66

683/4

5%

S'/g

19i/

19'/4

2

166'/2 167

48 4 48 '/2
106
106
95/8

9'/2

pfd..

82'/4

80

813/8

pfd.

11%

ll'A

1 1

Film

6'/8

RKO

2

6V8

6

5'/2

5 Vs

51/4

20th

Century-Fox

19V8

18^4

1834

20th

Century-Fox pfd. 28'/2

28%

28%

42

433/4

Univ.

.

4334

pfd

Pict.

8%

Warner Bros

Gen.
Keith

Th.

Eq.

A-0

6s40

6s46

.

.

Paramount

Picts.

15%

.

92

.

Loew 6s41ww
Par.

834

49% 47% 49%
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

pfd

do

8V4

10434
6s55

15'/2

92
1043,4

91

92'/2

55%
84% 853/4
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts.
vtc. 67%
64% 67%

B'way 3s55

56

Warner's 6s39

Columbia

92%

15%
91%
104%
55 Vi

8534

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

Politics in

234

234

234

1934

19%

19%

3%

334

3%

arriving

A" for British Film Players
London and then goes to Colombo

and Ceylon to produce "'Tea Leaves
in the Wind."

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Seat

after

Wing makes "Ex-

hibit

FINANCIAL
Am.

Plans 2 More

Chg.

V4

"Crime et Chatiment" Opens Nov. 12
"Crime et Chatiment," French production of the Dostoevsky classic,
"Crime and Punishment," will open

+
+

—

V4

1

ficient

number

producing

to
activity

warrant
to

fill

special
this par-

ticular need.

JACK HULBERT and
studios
E.

SPARKS

from

Florida.

New

returned

to

attorney

for

has

York

Europe.

JOHN

MAROONEY,

Hoblitzelle
Texas.

interests,

WARD WING,

who

has

to

ROBERT McNEAL
New York Nov. 19.

of

RICHARDS
New Orleans.

V.

E.

from

ED

ROWLEY

arrived

remain
San

has

the

York

York
country

this

Francisco

York

Kj
fro

New

in

in

arrived

New

in

is

New

in

is

from London, plans
about two menths.

LUPE VELEZ

Pointing out that these films would
be strictly of an instructional nature
for showing during regular school
hours, and not competitive with theater entertainment, Dr. Koon said
that a large number of industrial
corporations have expressed a willingness to sponsor the production
f the pictures without requiring the
insertion of any advertising matter
in them except possibly for the inclusion of a credit line giving the
sponsor's name.
Dr. Koon also predicts a gradual
raising of artistic standards in film
entertainment.
He says there are
manifestations of growing artistic
expression and appreciation among
Americans as a class and that great
development along these lines will
take place in the next 15 or 20 years.
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JOHNNY WEISSMULLER, her husband, is fly
ing to New York from Hollywood to meet her
arrives

ERIC LOCKE and

in

HARRY PERRY

return

nex

week from France and Spain where they wer
sent by Ernst Lubitsch of the Paramount studio
to shoot background scenes for the new Man
!ene
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Cooper
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New "Time"

'

MUSICAL WUNDTRACKOTVtRY
M00D^o T YPt OF PICTURE
FOB OUR CATALOG

ated to supply these special pictures
and to service the schools on equipment as well as to aid in the presentations, in the opinion of Dr. Cline
M. Koon, senior specialist in the U.
S. Department of the Interior's Radio and Visual Education department.
Inquiries being received by
the government for educational subjects are steadily increasing, said
Dr. Koon in a Film Daily interview,
and it is only a matter of time when
the number of schoolrooms able to
use movies in classes will be of suf-

Coming and Going

Nov. 12 at the Cinema de Paris.
GERTRUDE PURCELL, film writer, has returne<
'o
Hollywood by plane after a six-week so
Cast of the picture, which has over
journ in New York.
600 English titles and a musical
3/8
score, is headed by Pierre Blanchar,
+
Harry Bauer, Madeleine Ozeray,
i/
4
Alexandre Rignault and Paulette
Western Pictures
+ % Elambert.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Jean H. Lenauer, president of Len+ 2%
Hollywood
William Fiske, JrJ
+ l/4 auer International Films, who acAuthor
Zeidman Signs
quired the picture for handling in
and Nicholas Ludington have formed
+ Vs this
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
says no effort will be
Western Pictures Corp. to financi
+ Vs made country,
Hollywood
B. F. Zeidman has independent
to show the French "Crime and
producers who have!
Vi
novelist
and
Stevens,
signed
Louis
Punishment" in competition with the
major release contracts.
+ Vs recently
the
screen
prepare
playwright,
to
finished Columbia picture of
+ 1/4
the same title. He says the French version of Charles Sheldon's "In His
+ l/2 version
was made in Paris more than Steps," which will be one of the 16
Lands Display at Auto Show
+ 34 six months
ago and that he acquired productions released during the current season by the Zeidman Film
New York Strand Theater wa
it for this country on the strength
Corp.
the only house to crack the Aufc
+ % of his opinion of it.
Show at the Grand Central Palaci
+ %
Party for Radio Celebs
with a display.
Irving Windisclj
+ 5/8 Ben Warner's Body to Lie in State
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
A reception and dance for several Warner Metropolitan Theaters e:
+ 2
Hollywood
Body of Benjamin hundred leading radio stars, includ- ploiteer, nabbed a swell location
%
Warner, father of the Warner Broth- ing film folk who have appeared on a large still of Kay Francis, me
+ 2
ers, will rest in state from 6 P. M. the air will be given Nov. 18 at the tioning theater and playdate of
to 9:30 P. M. today in the Malinow Park Central Hotel by the publishers Found Stella Parish."
The displaj
-f 6
& Simons funeral parlors following of "Radio Personalities," new pic- was planted next to the Buick ex]
its arrival from Youngstown.
Fun- torial and biographical annual. G. hibition.
eral services take place in the chapel Maillard Kesslere is on the commit....
of the Home of Peace at 10 A. M. tee.
tomorrow.

+ 3%

At the Warner Club rooms in New
Preparations of the Republican
party for the 1936 campaign consti- York a memorial service for Benj.
tute the leading item in the next issue Warner will be held at 2 P. M. toof "March of Time" to be released morrow.
next week by RKO. Strike-breaking
Reserves Decision on RKO Claims
activities and the extinction of wild
Federal Judge Bondy yesterday
ducks are other items in the reel.
reserved decision on exceptions made
to Special Master Thomas D. Thacher's recommendations on the Hoblitzelle claims against RKO.
Hear"SEIDBNSOUNDJiBRmyjf
ing on exceptions to the Criterion
33 W. 60th ST
NEW YORK CITY
Advertising Co. claim is to be held

SEND

Use of films for school classroom
work will eventually reach the point
where a vast industry will be cre-
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7,

Vaude No Go in Birmingham
Birmingham Vaudeville has fail-

—

ed to click at
opened early in
notice has been
will be closed

Nov.

the Pantages which
October. Two weeks'
posted and the house

by Wilby-Kincey on

15.

Howard Le Sieur a Father
Howard Le Sieur of the United
Artists advertising and publicity department became the father of an
eight-pound boy yesterday.

today.

Hardie Albright lin Play
Hardie Albright has joined
cast

of

"Room

the new
Service."

Broadway

Lily Pons Film for Music Hall

the
play,

RKO

Radio
"I Dream Too Much,"
picture starring Lily Pons, is slated
to open Nov. 28 at the Music Hall.

uMtdid Comu/ml Gitblm
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new
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from

and around the corner customers
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HARRY

M GOETZ

presents
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with
JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON

GEORGE HOUSTON
9\ n EDWARD

SMALL fird.

•

Released thru
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And
roadway's newes
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Don't forget the story these
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u

word-of-mouth comment establishes the success of

can duplicate these scenes at your

own

box-office
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HAVE

MORECAREWITHMUSiC
That producers will exercise more
care in the handling of grand opera
music in their productions was predicted by Sam Fox, president of the
Sam Fox Publishing Co., yesterday
There is no reason
in New York.
why such compositoins should not
continue to be used provided their
presentation does not interfere with
the progress of the stories with
which they are coupled, declared
Fox, whose company exclusively publishes music used by the Movietone
Music Corp.
Producers must avoid the repetitious use of numbers, said Fox, and
must not "drag them in". Musicals
will continue to grow in popularity
year after year, he asserted.

Supply Dealers Directors
in New York Nov. 21

Meet

(Continued from Page

More Exhibitor Optimism
Found by Weeks on Trip
(Continued from Page 1)

ager, on his return this week from
a trip that included St. Louis,
Dallas, Oklahoma City, Kansas City,

Omaha,

Des Moines,
Chicago and Detroit.

Minneapolis,

The season started out above the
average and has been making further strides, said Weeks.
The GB

number

sales chief closed a

on the

of deals

trip.

Fort

Worth

Flickers

—

Worth, Tex.
"Screeno",
which has been featured at the Hollywood, Palace and Majestic theFt.

June, will continue at
theaters through the winter,
according to P. C. Levy, city manager for Interstate Theaters.
The Rose Theater at 1440 North
Main Street has reopened to operate
until Christmas, when the New Isis
Both houses are
is
completed.
aters
these

high record when they played the
Worth Theater last week. Business
at other theaters here also was considered the best in five years during
that week.

The

Parkway,

Interstate's

• • • THE SUBJECT of Eastern production is experienand
cing one of its periodical revivals at the present time
it may be accounted for in great part by the irritation of the
b g money earners in Hollywood who are forced to pay that
15 per cent California income tax
a visit to the Eastern
under the business administraService Studio in Astoria
uncovered a lot of other
ton of Capt. George McL. Baynes
cogent reasons why Eastern production should be far heavier

1)

Harris show, and "Seen Bui
Not Heard," which Theron Bamberger will do.
M-G-M is alscj
interested in "Jubilee," current Ma>
Gordon production, and "Pride anc
Prejudice," which opened Tuesday,
1

night.

r

than

HAS

THERE WAS

a recent movement on foot in one of
to bring certain big
the major producing organizations
stars to the Eastern Service studio to make a feature once a
year
the stars come to New York periodically for a vacation, to see the stage shows, and replenish their wardrobes
so this production in New York would serve the purpose of
a vacation, and the star and the company would both be making money at the same time
it would also be a sort of reward for good work to some director and his staff
the
whole crew could be transported east
and the picture made
in Astoria with all the advantages that Hollywood affords in
the wav of studio facilities

•

•

.

Obtainable Until April
(Continued from Page

• • • IT
always seemed to us that there are certain secret forces fighting against an increase of Eastern production
for you can analyze it any
for selfish reasons
and you will find that the advantages of Eastway you like
ern production far outweigh any of the minor disadvantages.

•

Loans for Improvements

is

it

]

1)

the Federal Housing Act, its execu
tives pointed out yesterday.
Loansj
up to $50,000 may be secured foi
structural improvements to a the-

ater under an

amendment

to the act

enacted last May.

Protestants in Philly
Threaten a Boycott
(Continued from Page 1)

.

• • • TO GLANCE over a partial list of the important
players who were first brought to the screen via productions
gives a slight idea of the
at the Eastern Service Studio
value of a New York studio for developing new talent
Walter Huston, Claudette Colbert, the Marx Brothers, Miriam
Hopkins ... Ginger Rogers, Norman Foster, Charlie Ruggles,
Jimmy Durante
William Powell, Margo, Jimmy Savo, Julie
Haydon, Claude Rains, Kay Francis, Tallulah Bankhead

chief

opposition

to

open

Sundays

yesterday called for a Protestant
church boycott of all theaters responsible for the

Sunday campaign

"The

battle is on and the religiou:
forces of Philadelphia are preparec
to put up a real fight," he said yes

terday.

As members of the I.E.P.A. an
reported to have worked with Forney

in

his

campaign,

local

filn

people are interested in waiting tc
see if that organization's members
will open houses on Sunday or re-

main closed.
The Philadelphia vote on the ques
tion was 352,830 for and 143,89<
against.
Upstate towns stayinf
closed include Lancaster, Bethlehem

•

•

•

A FINE

being done by John Ojerholm as
production manager for Hecht and MacArthur on their current
pix at the Astoria studio
"Soak the Rich"
night now
they are finishing the campus scenes on the big stage
producing "outdoor" stuff on the set better than it could be
done on an actual college campus
Ojerholm has held exjob

is

ecutive positions for 16 years with Paramount
for seven
years he was eastern film editor
and then filled the trying
position of censorship editor brilliantly.
one of the real
ctudio experts that you seldom hear about
.

T
•

•

•

ON THE

T
floor

Al Christie keeps batting

out the shorts for Educational
it is amazing what this
vet producer-director can do with a budget
the sets
he erects look like a million
and would cost about that if
made in Hollywood
but Al knows all the short cuts and
money-saving tricks
and he can step up production faster
than any director we ever lamped
always finishing ahead
of schedule
so, as Capt. Baynes observed after we sauntered over the studio
Service such as his studio offers is
a grand thing for the producer
who furnishes his own
script, director, cameraman and cast
and the studio provides everything else
at a price Hollywood can't begin to
touch
and with facilities that only New York can offer.
<4

Reading, Carlisle, York, Hanover
Stroudsburg,
Lebanon,
Hazelton
Sunbury, Shamokin, Mauchchunk
Leighton, Hamburg, Birdsboro, Wil
liamsport, Penargle, North Hampj
ton, Nazareth, Bangoroz.
Most o!j
the Philadelphia suburbs will b<
open.

Victory is Scored
In Pittsburgh Are*
(Continued from Page 1)

ground

new

theater here, will open Nov. 22 instead of Thanksgiving Day.

FINANCING

(Continued from Page

since

owned by L. C. Tidball.
The Weaver Brothers and Elviry
stage show broke their own former

MGM

Sam

1

other matters will be taken up, as
well as ways and means for the furtherance of an intensive advertising campaign already under way in
the interest of the membership.
Officers and directors who will attend are: B. F. Shearer, president,
Seattle; K. R. Douglass, vice-president, Boston; J. E. Robin, executive
secretary, New York; Clem Rizzo,
treasurer, Philadelphia; J. M. Graham, Denver; J. C. Hornstein, New
York; George McArthur, Detroit,
and A. F. Morrone, Pittsburgh.
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BROADWAY PLAYS

FIVE

SEES PRODUCERS USING

7,

€4

€4

» » »

been compiled and certified by thi
returning board.
Neighboring cit
ies and boroughs will be ready thi:
Sunday, while Pittsburgh will ushei
in Sunday movies on Nov. 17.
Reflecting the benefits expected t<
to the Warner circuit ii
Pennsylvania as a result of the Sun
day show victories in that state
Warner shares on the New Yorl
Stock Exchange shot up to a nev
high yesterday, the common closint
at a new high of 8% on a tumovei
of 84,500 shares.

accrue

The Mightiest
Motion Picture

V

I

SENSATION
ofthe CENTURY!

$250,000
ADVERTISE
Billboards !

Magazines

!

Newspapers !
new high
merchandis-

Setting a

mark
ing.

in

Billboards every-

where.
1,500
ing

in

Posting

cities.

in

Advertis-

44 great nation-

magazines with
38,000,000 circulation. And a big newsal

paper campaign!

to
IT!

Two years

in the making
Produced by Metro-GoldwynMayer at a cost in excess of two
.

.

.

millions of dollars.

The good

ships "Bounty" and
Pandora" rebuilt from original
plans loaned by the British

Admiralty.

On

Catalina Island, picturesque

Portsmouth Harbor duplicated
exactly as it was in 1787 when
the "Bounty" sailed.

A complete M-G-M

production

unit sent 14,000 miles to tropic

waters

to film scenes in the actual
ocale. Six villages erected; 5,000
natives appearing in the Tahitian

scenes.

ffiufiriMoN
the Bounty
OWerLAUGHTON
GABLE
fyianchot~[Q N E
CLaAA

Herbert Mundin

•

Dudley Digges

•

A FRANK LLOYD

Based on the famous
bestseller by Charles

Nordhoff and James

Norman

Hall.

Eddie Quillan
Donald Crisp
Production

Albert Lewin, Associate Producer

<7* e

PICTURES ARE

Again

is

it

screen

in

who

the roaring Lion

brings magic to the

an entertainment destined

biggest grossers of

all

to

be one

of the

From the drama-driven

time.

decks of "The Bounty" to a paradise of lovely maidens
the South Seas, this

in

the screen.

.

.

stellar

.

true story flames across

The industry has watched with eyes of

amazement and
hits

famed

thrill

the

parade

munificence of production

names

untiring

.

.

.

unsparing

showmen

of

.

.

of Giant
.

proud display

v

\

of

and
comes

efforts of the sincere

M-G-M

.

.

.

but here truly

the mightiest of this year, the grandest of

vi»

M-G-M

any year!

MUTINY
ON THE
BOU NTY
Headedfor Box-Office History !/X
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BRIEF REBUTTAL

BY GOV'T

c&m

MADE

IN ST. LOUIS

(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount Expected

to

Withdraw

Dietrich

AMPA CONTEMPLATES

Film

There were strong indications last night that Paramount would withdraw
"The Devil is
a Woman," Marlene Dietrich picture, from World distribution
in order to bring about
settlement of differences with the Spanish government, which has threatened to
stop all
the company's activities within its borders owing to its objections
to elements in
the production.
The American Ambassador at Madrid is handling the situation in
behalf of the State Department at Washington.

ADVERTISING AWARDS
(Continued from Page

from
Judge

previously overruled.
indicated in conversations
with the attorneys that he would
hear no further arguments on these
legal moves and that he would again
overrule them when court reconvened.
This means that the case
will go to the jury, which was excused until 10 A. M. today.
The
exact time when the iury will get
the case depends on how long Judge
Moore takes to prepare his instructions and the time permitted for
those

Toronto Tattles

Moore

final

arguments.

Jim Reed of counsel for Warners
asked that four and a half hours be
allowed each side.
Russell Hardy,
assistant to the AttorneyGeneral, said he thought three hours
each sufficient. Yesterday afternoon
counsel for both sides submitted to
the Judge their suggestions as to
what should go into the court's
charge to the jury, a very vital
legal question.
Because of the importance of the issues involved, it is
anticipated Judge Moore will devote
much time to his instructions to the
special

jury.

The government's rebuttal

mony was very

brief.

testi-

Thomas N.

Dysart, chairman of the bondholdprotective committee; former
Mayor Frederick H. Kriesmann, a
member of that committee, and Joseph Grand, local counsel of the committees testified that the name of
Harry Koplar was not mentioned at
various conferences of the committees with Herman Starr and other
John
representatives of Warners.
Leahy, attorney for Allen L.
S.
Snyder, and Edmond Koeln, former
city collector and now federal trustee for the Fox Theater, testified
that Arthur was present at the Plaza
Hotel conference with Ned E. Depinet on April 7, 1934. Depinet testified yesterday that he did not see
Arthur at the meeting. Leahy also
testified that Depinet did not mention the name of Spyros Skouras at
the Plaza meeting, and that he did
not state that he had a dissatisfied
customer in St. Louis or that his
company was dissatisfied with the
customer.
ers'

The defense blocked an effort to
have Harry Arthur Jr. of Fanchon
& Marco repeat his version of the
conference held March 6, 1934, with
Starr, Sears and Abel Cary Thomas.
Likewise a move by Hardy to have

St.

—

Councilman Pettijohn
it's

Councilman Charles C. Petti-

The
at Harrison, N. Y., at least.
office general counsel won this
title in Tuesday's election, defeating his
john,

Hays

Some weeks beRepublican opponent.
fore the election, Charley coolly packed
his bags and barged abroad on a vacation
cruise.
David Mountan, another
fi'mite and a running mate of Pettijohn's, lost out in his effort to gain
a

seat

in

the

Harrison

Town

Council.

Louis Squibs

—

Toronto Construction has started
St.
Louis Spyros Skouras and
on the 1,200-seat theater being built William Powers flew in from New
in the business district here by Ca- York this week to spend several
sino Theater Toronto, Ltd.
The days here.
Moe Silver, Clayton his sea stories. He will tell a couproject,
including
land,
involves Bond, Abe Montague and Max Roth ple of his salty yarns.
Another
close to $200,000.
The company di- also were visitors at the court hear- guest will be the Marquis Henri de
rectors,
including Arthur
Cohen, ing.
la Falaise.
film executive, hope to have the
Jack Partington of Fanchon &
house ready by mid-March.
Marco is back in town.
Detroit Doings
Reductions being contemplated in
William Canavan, former I.A.T.
the Ontario amusement tax will S.E. prexy,
now has charge of the
Detroit Twelve new Barkers have
probably mean an exemption on tick- projection machines
at the Shubertbeen elected to membership by the
ets priced at 35 cents or under, ac- Rialto
Theater.
They are:
Detroit Variety Club.
cording to report here.
Ed Dubinsky was a recent visi- S. K. Decker, Clar Townsend, John
Will of Mrs. Ambrose Small, who tor.
His company, which recently E. Ryder, Ben J. Cohen, Samuel H.
died recently, leaves the bulk of the
opened the Capitol, Jefferson City, Barrett, Irving Goldberg, Adolph
$2,000,000 Small estate to the Ro- plans to build
a new house in Leav- Goldberg, Wade E. Allen, Joseph
man Catholic Church.
enworth, Kans.
Portell,
Frank Lorenzen, Adam
Harry Singer, here in connection Weismuller and Al Mertz.
Raymond Hebert is reopening the
with the government case, is to join
B. D. Gordon of Cleveland to suphis brother, Mort Singer, in han- Star in Nashville.
port the testimony of his law partBuilding of a new house in Hastdling the Singer Circuit.
ner, J. M. Ulmer, concerning a conings is reported here.
Ralph
LiBeau,
C.
Paramount
disference with Starr in New York in
Ray Branch, Allied president, will
August, 1933, was blocked on the trict manager, spent two days here remodel and enlarge his Strand in
with
Maurice
Schweitzer,
local
manground that Gordon should have
Hastings.
bsen used in the government's case ager.
Joseph G. Portell, circuit owner,
Mort Blumenstock in town in con- is recovering from a broken rib.
Hardy read extracts of
in chief.
the grand jury testimony of Cresson nection with "A Midsummer Night's
Holbrook Theater has reopened.
Smith to the jury to rebut his de- Dream" exploitation.
Julius D. London has taken over
fense testimony of Tuesday.
Tom Terry, formerly organist at the Oakman Theater.
Cass Beechler has opened the ClinJudge Moore yesterday afternoon Loew's State and the Fox, is playdenied the defense demurrers and ing at the Roberts Chevrolet dis- ton, St. John, and closed the Iris in
the same spot.
motions for directed verdicts of not play.
Park Agnew of the M-G-M home
guilty and dismissal of the conspirLeto Hill, general manager for
days here.
acy indictment. Later in chambers St. Louis Amusement Co., and Al office is spending a few
Frank J. Downey, M-G-M branch
he received from counsel their sug- Zimbalist, exploitation man, made
manager, has been touring upstate.
gestions for the charge to the jury. a good amateur contest tieup with
M-G-M's "Mutiny on the Bounty"
arguments
final
the
morning
This
KMOX.
is getting big exploitation here and
openHardy
Russell
will start with
Charley Byrnes, manager of the
The var- Waverly, East St. Louis, has worked probably will show at advanced
ing for the government.
prices.
then
ious government counsels will
up a nice business as a booker of
close the arguments and defense amateur acts in Southern Illinois.
counsel will be heard. Judge Moore
Richmond Rambles
Clarence M. Turley has gone to
"ermit four
indicated he would
hours to each side. This time, plus Portland, Ore., to preside at the
convention of the National Ass'n of
the Judge's final instructions to the
Richmond Construction work on
Building Owners and Managers.
iury, probably will throw the case
the theater planned by H. T. EuUsually the court
over to Friday.
bank at 4005 Rappahannock St. has
is in session from 10 A. M. to 5 P.
been delayed due to residential proBriefs
Pittsburgh
lunch
for
half
and
hour
an
with
M.
tests.
and
recesses
for
Allowing
at noon.
M.P.T.O. of Virginia, of which
to
go
should
case
the
other delays,
Pittsburgh The Davis will reMorton
G. Thalhimer is president,
Friday.
on
M.
4
P.
the jury about
open to play holdovers of Penn and
this week. Elmer H.
meeting
held
a
exhave
trial
Close observers of the
Stanley product.
Brient, secretary of the association,
pressed the belief that the jury may
Oglietti Brothers, Leechburg oper- which planned to affiliate with the
reach a verdict in about an hour ators, will become owners of the Pala
Whether the verdict comes ace Theater in that town this week. M.P.T.O.A., is now building up
or two.
Virginia circuit of his own.
in Friday or Saturday will depend
C. V. Vogel of Liberty AmuseImprovements have been comon the delay in getting the case to
A quick verdict should ment Co. announces that his firm pleted at the Park Theater, Roanoke.
the jury.

—

—

—

will close a deal this week for a
theater in Cleveland.

favor the defense.

Now

1)

White. Suggestions on the plan will
be invited today, and the matter will
probably be put to a vote in a few
weeks.
Principal honor guest for today
will be Cameron King, radio entertainer and commentator, noted for

tions differ but slightly in text

new

C. E. Harman acquired the FerLouis Trial
guson Theater in Charlestown, W.
St. Louis— Col. H. A. Cole and R. Va., from F. C. Patterson.
Z. Glass of the Texas Allied unit
Joe Hiller joined the Moe Glanz
were among onlookers at the trial Theatrical Agency this week.
of the government's film suit here
Glass, who has filed a
this week.
Al Rosen Play Opens Nov. 26
suit to test the 25-cent admission
Al Rosen opens "One Good Year,"
clause in film contracts, is underNugent plays
stood to have talked with Russell play in which Ruth

Texas Exhibs at

Hardy

of the

St.

Department of

Justice.

the lead, on

Broadway Nov.

26.

Indie Exchange Biz
New Orleans Business for

—

dependent exchanges
ter

year

this

William

than

Schiell,

is

Up

the inmuch betaccording to

very

last,

manager

of

Affiliated

Schiell, who
Producers' Exchanges here.
has just finished a check on his own
business, says it is 60 per cent ahead
He has added Joe Thomas
this year.
salesman to cover the Louisianaas

Mississippi

territory.

^A
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"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK

JOHN BUCKLER, who

is

playing

important role in "Tarzan
Escapes," for M-G-M, is being tested for a leading part in "Romeo and
Buckler played in "David
Juliet."
Copperfield" and other pictures at

J

an

M-G-M.

AAA
Name

the Murderer,"
scheduled for production after "Suicide Squad". This is a Puritan pro"I'll

Lois Wild, who was a model for duction.
V
Howard Chandler Christy, the artist,
Harry Fraser, the director, is preis playting an important role in "No
More Models," at the Spotlight the- paring to start work on the next

Studio

ater.

showing much

are
scouts
talent
interest in her work.
T

Edward Chodorov, Samuel Gold-

wyn

contract writer, has returned
from Chicago, where he spent a
of
performances
attending
day,
"Dodsworth," which will be pictur-

by

ized

Goldwyn.

Chodorov

will

write the screenplay.
T

Sam Wood, M-G-M

T

director,

be-

he has unearthed another
"Farina," the sensational ebonyhued funmaker of yesterday's Hal
Roach comedies, in "Smoky" John,
a four-year-old colored youngster
who recently performed a bit in

lieves

"Whipsaw."

AAA

Carey

Harry

picture,

a

William

Abe Meyer

T
lis

may

also back
al

it.

male

principal

T

preparing the mu-

role

in

M-G-M's

Live Ghosts," with Ann
Loring, Brooklyn girl who was recently signed to a term contract at
the studios, playing opposite him.
The cast of the picture includes May
Robson, Charles Butterworth, Dudley Digges and Charles McNaugh-

"Three

ton.
H. Bruce Humberstone is director, John Considine, Jr., produc-

Morrie

T

T

Ryskind

will

write

the

screenplay for the initial production
background for the Mascot
of the newly-organized
Pickford"The Fighting Marines," and
Lasky Productions at U. A.
also for the newest Buck Jones picT
T
T
ture for Universal, "The Ivory HanParamount has given new condled Gun."
tracts to William LeBaron, associate
T
T
producer now at work on "Klondike
Harry Carey will appear in 20th Lou" and "Give Us This Night,"
Century-Fox's "Shark Island," with and Ray McCarey, director, whose
Warner Baxter.
Arthur Hohl has latest is "Millions in the Air."
been borrowed by the same company
T
from Columbia for "It Had to HapGene Austin, singing composer,
picture.
pen," George Raft
will appear
in
Paramount's Mae
West picture, "Klondike Lou." Candy
t
r
Edward H. Griffith may remain at and Cocoa also have jotined the cast.
sical
serial,

T

Universal to direct another picture

Laird Doyle, Warner-First Nationscenarist, who recently returned
*

*

*

er.

Berke production.
T

film company
a stage production of
t

and the

Richard Arlen has been given the

C. C. Burr has purchased an original story by Phillip Dunham, entitled

1935

HOLLYWOOD "LOTS"^

tury-Fox for "Song and Dance Girl,"
in which he appears with Ruth Donnelly.

7,

from a two-month stay

in

London,

predicts that the next few years
w 11 see a much greater interchange
of players, writers, directors, technicians and executives between England and Hollywood.

T
T
T
Charles Kenyon and W. P. Lipscomb disagree on the question of
how William Shakespeare would fare
if he were living today and writing
in Hollywood.
Kenyon, who is on
the Warner-First National writing
staff, thinks the Bard of Avon would
be a "terrific success."
Lipscomb,
a Brtiish playwright and novelist
who is on the 20th Century-Fox
believes the
Shakespearean
plots and literary style would not
get across.
That leaves the question where it was before.

staff,

T

T

T

Shooting has started on "Hell Ship
Morgan," the Harold Shumate story
for which Columbia has engaged
George Bancroft as the star and
Victor Jory for a feature role.
D.
Ross Lederman is the director.
T

t

T

T

"Lawless Riders" is the release
Lambert Hillyer will direct Jack
had good following the completion of his pres- Holt in "Captain
James
Commanding"
at title of Ken Maynard's fourth Codirectorial
assignment
"Next
ent
news in double form the other day.
Universal.
William Nigh, who was lumbia production, which recently
Not only did his wife, the former Time We Live," starring Margaret to have directed, is ill.
went into work as "Leave No Trace."
Sullavan.
Laemmie,
Jr.
has
Carl
Eleanor Durkin, return home from
Geneva Mitchell plays opposite the
T
negotiations
with
the
megastarted
the Pasadena hospital, where she
star.
purphonist's
representatives
the
Steffi
for
Duna
and
Alma
Lloyd
are
has been recovering from a serious
chase
"Keep
On
Moving,"
latest
additions
of
a
to
the
"Anthony
Admajor operation, but on the same
day Burke was signed at 20th Cen- dramatic opus written by Griffith, verse" cast at Warners.
Burke, the actor,

Omaha Odds and Ends

New

Orleans Notes

—

Orleans- A slight fire in the
projection room of the Strand Theater at Ruston, forced the house to
close for a few days.
No film was

New

NEWS

of the

DAY

Omaha
the

—

—

Lincoln, Neb.
Boston Dr. Richard Burton, litExtreme unlikelierary adviser to Warner Bros, on hood of the Indie Theaters or State
damaged.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream," Theaters suits to come into Federal
C. R. Hatcher, who ran the Stone- completes today a series of talks Court sessions before the first of
wall, at Stonewall, Miss., has relin- on the Shakespearean production in the year has the man who drew
quished that house to Sam McNeil, Boston.
The "Dream" opens there them up, Cal Bard, back on the road
who has houses in Quitman and tomorrow at the Majestic Theater. in the film selling biz. He's workNewton, Miss. This is said to mark This morning he will discuss the film ing for Majestic.
the beginning of another small cir- with President Ross and faculty
cuit.
J. Frank Ard, superintendent of
the city light and power plant at
Lafayette, has relinquished his Roxy
Theater at Rayne, La.
The shutdown came after a battle between
Ard and Joy Hock's tent motion picture theater there. Hock is still in
the field.
Film row visitors: Pete Cittidino
and his family, exhibitors from Independence,
Keller,
La.;
Claude
Eunice, La., exhibitor, who runs the
Liberty there.

—

Nathan Dax, manager of
Iowa and Hipp theaters at Sioux

City, is in a serious condition in St.
Joseph's hospital there, following an
auto accident. He had been calling
on Philip Kay, his nephew, manager of a theater at Moville.

Harold Smith has sold the Star at
Bancroft, la., to Floyd Mason. Smith
operates the Dreamland at Carson

and the Walnut at Walnut, la.
Sidney
Epstein,
attorney
and
In
members of Emerson College.
member of Epstein Theaters Corp.,
the afternoon he will speak on the
Grand Island, Neb. David Kauf- .vill manage the Roseland and Tiv"Dream" before readers of the Bos- man, landlord for the Grand here, oli, both located in South Omaha.
ton "Herald-Traveler" who voted on operated
by Harry Shiller, and the Jack Epstein has joined the booka poll conducted by the newspaper property
next door, will build a the- ng division of the circuit.
regarding "Shakespeare in Holly-

—

ater taking in both lots, it is reHis round of activities for ported. Present house is only
a 350the day will be completed with his
seater, but the new one will have
attendance at a society tea being 700.
given by Mrs. Alvin Fuller, leading
Boston socialite.

wood."

—

Leechburg, Pa.

— Oglietti

Brothers,
operators of the Palace theater for
a number of years, have a deal pendWm. Dworski Able to Walk
Mansfield, O.
William Dworski, ing for the purchase of the property.
manager of Warners' Madison here, Guy and John Oglietti also operate
the Cosmorama theater here two
is able to be about on crutches after
severely spraining his ankle recent- days weekly.
ly when jumping from the stage to
the orchestra pit.
Bowling Green, O.
Clark M.
Young of Bowling Green has openLoew-M-G-M Employees' Party
Loew-M-G-M employees will stage ed his new Lyric here with a
Extensive imtheir first annual festival Nov. 22, straight film policy.
with place to be selected later.
provements were made to the house.

—

—

Dothan, Ala.
Booth equipment
consisting of two projection machines and sound equipment was destroyed at the Strand here when fire
broke out.

Damage was

around $1,500 by B.
manager.
at

L. O. Davidson, city manager of
Sioux City, Don Fuller of Hastings
and Eddie Forrester of Grand Island, attended the district Tri-States
meeting here this week under the
supervision of Evert Cummings, dis-

Ed Youtz, Republic Midwest booker, is

vacationing.

Mary Richardson

estimated
C.

manager.

trict

leaves

H.
bianch manager, Nov.

Word, as

secretary

to

J.
9,

M-G-M
Shumow,

to be

mar-

ried.

Leo Blank, Vitagraph manager,
East Liverpool, O. Charles Hall, Chicago, called on the local office last
for some time manager of a theater weekend.
Mrs. Fred Levey, wife of the exat Claysville, Pa., a unit of Liberty
hibitor at Holstein, la., died in an
Amusement Co., resigned to become Omaha hospital giving birth to a

—

manager

of a theater at Elizabeth-

town, N. C.

daughter.
vive.

The infant

failed to sur-

THE
Thursday, Nov.

7,

-c&H

im—mm—mmm
"THE MELODY LINGERS ON"

Maur,

with Josephine Hufchinson and George

Houston

84

(Reliance)

GOOD EMOTIONAL DRAMA OF MOTHER LOVE, WITH FINE PRODUCTION AND
ACTING, APPEALING CHIEFLY TO WOMEN.

A

number,

principally

the restrained

acting

tive

but deeply effec-

Josephine

of

performances

excellent

of

painstaking direction

by

Hutchinson,

and

Burton

plus

David

good production values, make

and

absorbing

ly

though

sympathetic

theme

basic

Women

tern.
its

its

piano

of

student,

finds

who

her

Italy

has joined the army.

at

the

Josephine, a
love

first

singer,

pat-

go for

should
is

the World War.

even

story
familiar

of

Locale

dashing Italian opera
ton,

is

particular

in

emotional tugs.

outbreak

this a general-

in

a

George Hous-

He

is

killed

and in time Josephine
baby which she is forced to
leave without identification at a convent
when the enemy invades and she is marched
off to a concentration camp.
Her efforts
the convent later
to get the baby from
the
has a

early

in

Eddie Conrad,
Brincken.

Nina Campana, Wil-

has good humor as well
as sport entertainment in it. After
Producer, Edward Small; Director, David a few preliminaries showing how
Burton; Author, Lcwell Brentano; Screen- football players develop from kids in
back lots to the professional artists,
play, Ralph Block, Philip Dunne; Camerathe major part of the reel is deman, Robert Planck.
voted to shots of the Chicago Bears
Direction, Fine.
Photography, A-l
in a series of skillful plays.
With
part use of slow motion, the gridiron
activities are made both instructive
and interesting, along with the fun
injected by Smith's remarks.
liam

United Artists

prove unsuccessful, so she buries herself
her career, becomes a famous pianist,
sees her son brought up to manhood by
adopted parents whom he regards as his
own, and by patient effort eventually induces the foster parents to let the boy
develop his inherited musical talent instead
of forcing him into a traditional family

SHORTS

"Bugles from the Blue Grass"
RKO Radio
11 m ins.

Good
Racing enthusiasts and others

"A Returned Engagement"
(Smart Set Comedy)
Radio
21 mins.
Fair

will

find considerable entertainment and
information in this Van Beuren subject which shows something of the

RKO

training and life of great race horses
from birth to old age and death. The
stables of Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt
and Jos. E. Widener are visited and
the windup is the running of the
1935 Kentucky Derby. Bill Corum's
narrative is interesting and informa-

fair amount of laughs are
-sprinkled through this subject. Story
concerns an irate papa and his wife
who go to a college town to head
off their son's wedding to a mani-

tive.

RKO

the Indians"

(Rainbow Parade)
Radio
Very Amusing

Color

excellent

is

in

8 mins.

this

curist.

Malycn Marian

Ballou,

Adele

St.

Green Would Have Writers
Aid in Casting Pictures

Teamwork"

"Football

10 mins.

Fine

Very
running

entertainingly

in

"Major Bowes Amateur Theater
of the Air"

(No. 3)

RKO

Radio

20 mins.

Fair
aggregation of

performers

from Major Bowes' famed amateur

with Pete Smith

M-G-M

room he gets

jam with

his wife and the hotel
dick, her sweetie.
All ends well.
Cast includes Ford Sterling, Marjorie
Gateson, Tom Kennedy and others.

a

This

Hutchinson,
George
Cast:
Josephine
Houston, John Halliday, Mona Barrie, Helen
Westley, Laura Hope Crews, William Harigan, David Scott, Walter Kingsford, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Grace Pcggi, Inez Palange,
Frank Puglia, Genarro Curci, Francesco Ma-

Complications ensue when

papa encountering the girl whom he
thinks his son is enamored of, finds
she is an old friend. In his endeavor

Van

Beuren subject, which is splendidly
animated and has lots of novelty and
humor.
The story relates Molly's
rescue of her two duck companions
from an Indian. The complications
are very diverting.

gagged

in

comment by Pete Smith,

hour produces fair diversion.
Individually the performers are satisfactory enough. The minstrel show
which ends the short and in which
the entire ensemble of players ap-

EXPLOITING CURRENT FILMS

Hollywood

—

of

writers of screen stories have the
best conception of the requirements

QEORGE

various characters, the adoption of a policy of having the writers aid in the selection of casts is
advocated by Howard J. Green.
Speaking from the standpoint of
both author and producer, Green
believes the time will come when producers in general will see the wisdom of such a plan.

Oklahoma

of their

Lupe Velez

for Parisian Film

Following a short vacation here,
Lupe Velez, who returns today from
South America, will sail for Paris
Lo appear in "Naufrages au Paradis" ("Wrecks of Paradise") under
a deal closed by the William Morris
agency.

Y.

HENGER,

of the

Standard Theaters Corp.
box-office

City, reports excellent

results

up; contestants submitted photos
of themselves in bathing suits,
to reveal the shapes of their

From these photos the entrants were selected to appear

legs.

in

attained

through his planting of a "lucky
legs" contest in a local newspaper at showing of Warners'
"The Case of the Lucky Legs,"

The details of
the contest, which was suggested
in the Warner press book on

»

is well-worked out and is the
outstanding portion of the subject.

pear,

There's A Will"
(Radio Flash Comedy)
RKO Radio
18 mins.
Fair
A group of relatives gather to
await the death of a rich kinsman,
a gay dog who drank some ink and
because his tongue is black thinks
he is going to die.
The relatives
wreck the house and try to hasten
the death of their kinsman who finally realizes he is all right and sends
them all packing. Spencer Charters

"Where

plays the rich relation.

RKO

"Pathe Topics"
No. 1
Radio

person at the theater on
opening night. The curtain was
lowered about 24 inches from

in

the floor, revealing the legs of
the contestants who were stationed behind the curtain.

11 mins.

Good
Outstanding feature of this subin its record of a trip by
plane and dog sled across the hitherto uncrossed St. Elias Mountains lying between Canada and Alaska. The
shots and views are first-rate. The
rest of the subject includes a view
of the U. S. Geodetic Survey work
in constantly charting changes in
the depth of the ocean bottom to
protect shipping, and a discussion
by "Doctor" Rockwell of the Alberta
Social Credit system, which has a
laugh or two.
ject lies

Seiden Supervised "Yiddish Lear"
Production
of
"Yiddish
King
Lear," reviewed in The Film Daily
5, was under the complete
supervision of Joe Seiden. His name

of Nov.

was inadvertently omitted from the
on the picture.

credits

Salt
Salt

THE FILM DAILY "Lucky Legs"
On the theory that Contest Clicks

West Coast Bureau

»

A

to hide her in his

Moo-Cow and

"Molly

career.

Eily

this subject

Von

hostilities,

in

ran,

11
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Lake City Squibs

Lake City

—

An amusement

hall costing $30,000 is being built
at Salmon, Ida., for the L.D.S. ward.

Lon

T.

Fidler,

district

manager

for Distinctive, has been visiting
here from Denver and will make the
Idaho territory with Branch Man-

ager W. W. McKendrick.
Maurice Saffle, M-G-M chief here,
is on an Idaho trek.
"Last Days of Pompeii" has gone
into a third week here. "Accent on
Youth" is a second week holdover.

Audi-

at the Criterion.

the feature, included the following: An announcement of
the contest carried under a four
column head in the paper, with
art work; the offer of $100 cash
to the first prize-winner, with
hosiery and passes to runners-

ence applause decided the win-

The contest received loads
free space in the newspaper

ners.

of

and created a great deal of
terest in the show.

audience

turned

A
out

in-

capacity

opening

night.

Criterion,

Oklahoma

City.

Third "Experience" Short for Center
Third of "The Voice of Experience" series of short subjects produced by B. K. Blake for Columbia
release goes into the Center on
Nov. 13. It is titled "Without Benefit of Solomon."
Seven in the series have been completed by Blake,
who will produce 13 in all, with an
additional 13 likely to be made.

FRANK CAPRA
new contract with
COLUMBIA PICTURES
signs

Ronald

COLM AN
in

LOST HORIZON
James Hilton's famous novel

— nationwide

COLUMBIA

best » seller for

18 months

P

I

C

T

U

E S

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Yank Freeman Elected Paramount Vice-President

URY GET[ST. LOUIS CASE LATE THIS AFTERNOON
eo Spitz Will Take Up RKO Post in Two Weeks
Brought Into the RKO Organization Through
Hertz Influence

Viewing
.

.

the passing parade

.

DON CARLE GILLETTE-

By

Leo Spitz, new president of RKO,
succeeding M. H. Aylesworth, who
becomes chairman of the board, will
»nt with which to strengthen their attractake up his new duties in about two
tions, and finally getting a good batch of
weeks.
Naming of Spitz for the
Film names this season, are showing very
RKO presidency is ascribed to the
making
ingenuity
in
enterprise
and
little
influence of John D. Hertz of Lehthe most of their good fortune.
man Bros, with whom he has been
5 ROADWAY stage producers, after sev* en\ years of crying for Hollywood tal-

at least a dozen popular players,
wide following created for them by

Though
with

a

the

films,

have

recently

come

along

in

good eyes
for agate type could find out about it from
he newspaper ads of the shows in question.
Nor is any other exploitation being promoted to bring the appearance of these
legitimate

luminaries

persons

only folks with

plays,

to

who

the many
would gladly pay to see them
the

attention

of

5-Hour Oratorical Barrage

Backing Another Legit
"Swing Your Lady"

is

As Conspiracy

the latest legi-

Trial
Nears Its Close
By DAVID BARRETT

timate production in which Warners will
be financially interested.

FILM DAILY

—

Staff

Correspondent

Louis This word-weary jury
of country and city folk must submit to a final five-hour barrage of
oratory today before they are permitted to determine the fate of the
various corporate and individual defendants who have been accused by
Loew's Inc., yesterday declared an the Department of Justice with
friendly for many years. Both Spitz
(Continued on Page 7)
extra dividend of 50 cents in addi- Sherman Act violations through a
conspiracy to withhold motion piction to the regular quarterly divitures from the Ambassador, Misdend of 50 cents on the common souri and New Grand Central Theto
payable
Dec.
31
stock.
Both are
aters here.
Going into the home stretch
stockholders of record Dec. 13. Company's annual statement will be Judge George H. Moore decid'
IN
convene court today at 9:"~
.:.
ready shortly and estimates place and, as he has cut the lunc
..-n.-ii
(Continued on Page
Likelihood
that
the
Columbia the net at around $4.75 a share.
studios on the coast will launch an
expansion program in the near fu""
Early Action Seen
'A
ture is indicated in the report of
Ford, Bacon & Davis, Inc., engineers,
Exchanges Here
accompanying the company's registration statement filed recently with
Commenting on industry specula(Continued on Page 7)
tion as to the possibilities of GB
St.

50C EXTRA DIVIDEND

DECLARED BY LOEWS

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

FOR EXPANSION

•

.

person.

n

When

screen

go on tours

stars

in

the

raudefilm houses they are heavily advertised

—and

the result
the legit

is

invariably S.R.O.

puts them in the
'cast of characters" and then forgets them.
This lack of simple showmanship is just
mother reason why the movies have left

But

stage far behind.

the

DETWEEN

"

on

'heaters
n

field

film

nothing of the

PWA

more folks are being
nade amusement-conscious these days than
it

projects,

any time

TO JOIN SCHULBtRG

With

the flood of amateur programs

shorts, to say

in

history.

KOHN QUITS COLL

On GB

Leroy Bickel Pooling

the radio, amateur vaudeville in
and amateur talent being projected

theatrical

No

understood joining the
Enterprises under a deal
whereby Schine New York circuit
ator,

is

Schine

its

in this

chairman

Leroy Bickel, Ohio theater oper-

own exchange syscountry, Mark Ostrer,

establishing

Schine Circuit tem

of

the

yesterday

board,

said:

"We

will not

make

this

move un-

becomes necessary. The presbecomes interested in his two the- ent distribution arrangement is going very well."
aters in and near Ashland, Ohio.
less

this national craze of talent-strutthe professional show business will
probably be able to skim off a certain
mount of really meritorious performers with
he requirements for permanent popularity.
Other outcomes of amateur splurge may
le many and varied, with possible effects

Freeman and Stanton Griffiths
Are New Par. Board Members

the amusement industry that call for
ooking into by established theater business.

Few

in

Hollywood

'

movie theaters appears
to be on the increase, and one exhibiblames it on the spread of double
aloud

Board

directors of

Paramount

of
Personnel Changes
Pictures, Inc., yesterday elected
For "U", Says Cowdin Frank Freeman, who is in charge

Vaudeville Not Included
In Penna. Sunday Shows

—

Pittsburgh While Sunday movies
are now legal as a result of Tuesday's vote, presentation of stage
shows that day is still barred, as
this question was not included in the
referendum.

Y.
of

theater operations, a
vice president and director of the

in

No more

changes in Universal's
personnel than necessary will be effected in event Standard Capital Co.

company and

also

elected

Stanton

Griffiths, of the brokerage firm of
Hemphill, Noyes & Co., a member
He explains that, after listening to screen exercises its option to buy the pro- of the board. The new board memcompany, said J. bers fill vacancies left by the resiglonversation for three hours or more, the ducer-distributor
arts get so tired of it that they just have
Cheever Cowdin, president of Stand- nations of Frank Vanderlip and William S. Gray, Jr.
o talk.
(Continued on Page 4)
tor

eatures.

THE FILM DAILY

A. Kohn, associated with Columbia in an executive capacity, has resigned to become vice-president of B. P. SchulSchulberg's
berg Productions, Inc.
(Continued on Page 7)

Paramount's

T"ALKING

of

— Ralph

it

From

ting

West Coast Bureau

Mayor

as Theater

—

M.C.

Pittsburgh
Mayor William N. McNair turns actor today by opening a
week's engagement as master ot cereHe will be
monies at the Harris-Alvin.
paid $1,500 which, the Mayor claims,
will go toward the protection of the
city's drinking water supply from pollution.

—

fsJEfr**DAILY
Thalberg, Aylesworth

11 Pictures in

Vol. 68, No. 110

Nov.

Fri.,

8,

1935

MEHRTENS

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Willingness of the

West Coast Bureau

—

10 Cents

Work

At the M-G-M Studios

Favor Wash'n Confab
Bv GEORGE W.

Friday, Nov. 8, 1935

Hollywood

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Eleven features are
JOHN W. AL1COATE
motion picture industry to cooper- currently in production at the MEditor and Publisher
ate and take part in the proposed G-M studios.
They include "Ah,
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays plan of Major George L. Berry to
Wilderness," "Riff Raff," "Kind
at
1650
Broadway, New York, N.
Y.,
convene labor and management here
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
Lady", "'Last of the Pagans", "A
J. W.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher; in effort to iron out industry probof Two Cities", "The Getaway",
Donald M. .Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer lems was adequately expressed in Tale
"The Great Ziegfeld', "Robin Hood
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Assotwo
letters from Irving Thalberg
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
of Eldorado", "Rose Marie", "Tarof M-G-M and M. H. Aylesworth
Editor.
Entered
as second
class
matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, of RKO and released exclusively zan Escapes" and "Whipsaw".
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
$15.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to

N.

under

Y.,

to

Film Daily here yesterday.

would be a great pleasure to
cooperate with you in this work you
THE FILM are undertaking", Thalberg wrote.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. "The true facts of the production
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. end of the motion picture industry
Holly- have always been a source of mysCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollytery to those outside of it, but I beLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 lieve Sol A. Rosenblatt more than
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, any man had the opportunity to
Friedrichstrasse, 22'5. Paris
P. A. Harle, La really
diagnose and digest these
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Courfacts and he would be tremendously
des-Noues, 19.

Revive Para. Pep Club

"It

—

—
—

helpful."

Berk Making 6 Westerns
For Atlantic Pictures

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

At a meeting held yesterday

Am. Seat

193/8

Columbia

Picts.

Fm.

Ind

Con. Fm.

Ind.

Con.
East.

vtc. 69V4

5%
pfd...

Kodak

17'/8

68

5%

19%

19i/4

166%

165'/4

Loew's, Inc
5034 4914
do pfd
105% 105%
Paramount
9V4 9%
Paramount 1st pfd... 81 1/2 81
Paramount 2nd pfd... 11% 11

%

6%
5%

Pathe Film

RKO

5%
5%

20th

Century-Fox

18%

1834

20th

Century-Fox pfd. 2834

283/8

49%

443/4

Univ.

Pict.

Warner
do

pfd

8%

Bros

pfd

Gen.

..

Th.

6s

18%
68%

Eq.

6s40..

41ww

491/4

48'/2

153^

153/8

8%

153/8

15% 1514 153/8
10434 10434 1043/4

92%

92%

56

57

RKO

753/4

7534

6s41

NEW YORK
Sonotone

Corp

Technicolor

+ 1%

2'/2

18%

41/4

3%

RKO's

in

ER,

east

for

recently
Scarlett," and

"Sylvia

who completed

a

role

finished

wor

OTTO KRUG

Columbia's "N
More Yesterdays," sail today on the Aquitani
for England, where each is scheduled to mak
a

in

picture.

MAX
and

FACTOR, makeup
PRINCESS NATALIE

the

passenger list of
day for England.

CLAIRE LUC

expert,

PALEY

also

are

the Aquitania sailing

JAMES HILTON,

British author whose
is
to be filmed by Columbia,
the coast for a visit.

at

PEGGY CONKLIN

has

come

east

"Loj
is

by

go

plan

the Hotel Astor, the board of gov- from Hollywood.
ernors and the past presidents of
MRS. WALTER KING, whose husband w
the Paramount Pep Club, Inc., an known as Walter Woolf on the Broadway stag
organization composed of employees before he went to Hollywood, is moving bac
to New York to join the star, appearing
of Paramount Pictures, formulated "May Wine," new legit
production.
plans for a full revival of the activiTULLIO CARMINATI returns from abroi
ties of the club.
Edward A. Brown, today on the Europa.
chairman of the board of governors,
MOSS HART is back from a Bermuda vaej

(

caused by the resignations of Dr.
Emanuel Stern and Chris Beute.
Elections for these two offices will
be held within two weeks.

tion.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK,
ing

Warner

for

in

Theaters,

charge of advertii
returned yesterd;

from Philadelphia, where he spent several
on Sunday movies.

MR. and MRS.
Velez)

are

at

JOHNNY WEISSMULLER

the

Warwick Hotel

for

a

da'

(Luf
sho

stay.

Showing Soviet Film at Lecture

A

series of six six-reel Westerns
starring Jack Perrin will be pro-

—
—
—
—
—

— V*
— %
— %
+

of

Quarberg Joins Carewe

1/4

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

+

of

THE FILM DAILY

—Lincoln

Quarberg has

18%—
4% +

Selznick

International

Pictures,

announced by David 0. Selznick,
production head of the company.
Lardner will start his career in the

it is

industry as a member of the
Selznick publicity department.

film

WILLIAM BERK
New York.

is

en

route

to

the

Coa

from

plane

from

Hollywood.

LELAND HAYV/ARD

arrived

from

Hollywot

yesterday.

NATE

BLUMBERG

arrived

yesterday

frc

Milwaukee.

SMPE to Discuss Educational Filr
1% signed a three-year contract as advertising and publicity director for Korda Gets "International Quartet"
Atlantic Coast Section of the St
Edwin Carewe Pictures Corp. QuarLondon
Alexander
ciety of Motion Picture Enginee:
Korda,
proberg formerly held the same post
duction chief of London Films, has will see and discuss educationwith Jesse L. Lasky and Howard
secured the screen rights to the J.
talking pictures at their next meei
Hughes.
%

—
77%
86
85
85'/4 —
%
CURB MARKET
234
2% — 14
19%

CARY GRANT, who

—
—

Paramount Picts. 6s55 93
Par. B'way 3s55
57
Warner's 6s39

Chg.

coming

Is

William Halstead will exhibit a
HOWARD HUGHES is due in New York witl
V4
duced by William Berk for Atlantic film which he made in conjunction in a few days from Hollywood.
5%
% Pictures under a deal just closed by with Julian Bryan in Russia at the
LEROY BICKEL is returning to Ohio fro
19% + %
lecture give ntonight by Evelyn New York.
R. M. Savini and Berk, who is now
165%
1% returning to the Coast to resume pro- Gerstein on "Film Making in EngAL ROCKETT is in New York from the Coas;
493,4 + 1%
land and the Soviet Union."
The
duction on the group to be known
WILLIAM K. HOWARD, who directed Sylv
105%
talk will be held at 8:15 P. M. in
Va
the Bert Perrin Blue Ribbon SerSidney in Paramount's "Mary Burns, Fugitive
9%
% as
Abundance House, 41 East 20th St., leaves Hollywood
by train on Monday for Ne
ies. First picture, "Wild-Cat Saund81 1/4—
% ers,"
under the auspces of the New Film York en route to England to discuss with Ale:
is ready and will be released
ander
Korda
plans
for directing a picture the
11%
Alliance.
1, with other releases to be
sometime in March.
He will return to Holl
5%
% Jan.
wood
meantime.
Mrs.
Howard accompani
made at the rate of one every two
5%
Va
him.
Ring
Lardner,
Jr.,
with
Selznick
Other titles are: "Hair18% -f- Va months.
West
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
COURTNEY RYLEY COOPER is in town fn
trigger Casey," "Desert Justice,"
28% + %
Hollywood— Ring Lardner, son of the Coast.
the Gun" and
49% + 6% "Gun Grit," "Song of
the late satirist, has joined the staff
KATHARINE HEPBURN arrived yesterday
"Border Ranger."

48%
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.

Loew

83/8

Close

WANGER

about ten days.

in

ing to

Net

Low

High

WALTER
visit

Horizon"

Aylesworth states that he also appointed a committee to nominate
would be very glad to sit with the a new president and a new vicepresident to fill the unexpired terms
conference.

FINANCIAL

Coming and Going

3

—

B.

Priestley book,
"International
Quartet."
Charles Laughton, Sir ing to be held next Wednesday ev<
ITOA Submitting Complaints
Cedric Hardwicke, Elsa Lanchester ning at Public School No. 11, 3'
Tentative program of complaints and Ralph Richardson are scheduled
"Stella Parish" Holding Over
West 21st St. Dr. Alfred N. Gold
to be filed with J. Howard Carter for the stellar roles.
The film will
First National's "I Found Stella
of the Federal District Attorney's be released through United Artists. smith will occupy the chair as gues
Parish," with Kay Francis, will be
office by the I.T.O.A., charging disheld over at the New York Strand.
tributors with conspiracy and other
Federal law violations, will be sub- Warner Offices Closed for Funeral
mitted to Attorney Milton C. WeisFollowing memorial services to be
man, association counsel, at a meet- held at 2 P. M. today in the Warner
ing of the committee headed by Ben Club rooms here for Benjamin WarRoman on Monday at Weisman's ner, whose funeral takes place tooffice.
A conference with Carter day in Hollywood, the Warner home
will take place within a few days offices will be closed for the day.
AS SEEN BY
when the protests will be formally
THE PRESS
lodged.
Plimmer in Catholic Veterans' Post
AGENT
Rev. Walter Plimmer, who before
"Harmony Lane" for Loew Circuit his ordination last year was an actor
Carl Brisson has a medal, a rabbit's
Mascot's "Harmony Lane" has for. eight years, has been appointed
foot and a charm fastened to the dashHold regular department staff meetbeen
booked
over
the
Loew
circuit, Director of Catholic Action of Cathboard
of his car.— PARAMOUNT.
ings.
starting its engagements Nov. 15 at olic War Veterans, Inc., by the board
Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn.
of national officers and trustees.
Trans-Lux

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER

1/4

EWS

EYES

L

WEEK

OF THE

ON 'ANTHONY

ADVERSE'

as imposing

IN

PHOTO-REVIEW

new names

March, Anita Louise, Olivia de Havilland in cast of
t-selling Hervey Allen classic. This week brought signings by
irners and Director Mervyn LeRoy of Claude Rains and
Fredric

i

nund Gwenn, with seventy more

first-rank

names

to

come.

RECORD-BREAKING SMILES
Francis

and

flashed

above by Kay

Sybil Jason reflect sensational box-office

Found Stella Parish', which topped all
reports on their
week-end marks since 'G-Men' at New York Strand."
'I

MORE

SLEEPLESS NIGHTS ahead

Boris Karloff
his

JR SINGING KIDS, known everywhere as
sduled to
;ibly

go before cameras

enough, 'The Singing

OPERATION SCENE

and

entitled,

Bacon

will

direct.*

Lloyd

characterization

in

Warners' 'The Walking Dead".

film,

within the month,
Kid'.

for chill-lovers as

prepares to haunt movie-fans with

the Yacht Club

are latest additions to cast of Al Jolson's forthcoming

s,

(left)

—

this
merely scene of operations
Howard-Bette Davis version of 'The Petrified Forest',
clouds of realistic desert dust necessitate wearing of

Leslie
je

rial air filters

by company when not actually shooting

(right).*

*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A

First

National Picture

Vitagraph,

Inc.,

Distributors
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Words

"T AM a movie
1 HAYS.

Wisdom
fan."

—WILL

H.

*****
\Q*v* *$*
\*ek
^ M.DALY

DATE BOOK

PHIL

—

"Within three years five at the
mos t_black and white motion pictures will be as antiquated as black
hose on a well-dressed woman.

Nov. 10:

William

American

Nov. 10:
nual

ROBERT EDMOND JONES.
has always been

my

feeling that

for
the motion picture was intended
MART
entertainment."
mass

—

PICKFORD.
flaws in Hollywood
avocation.
leading

"Picking
America's

is

—

DOUGLAS W. CHURCHILL.
international,

"A film, to become
must be impregnated with human-

ity."—JEAN

BENOIT-LEVY.

"Sitting through a double feature
seems about as pointless as leading
a double life with the same woman.

—TED

COOK.

"Directors and stars nowadays
know that they may get by with one
bad picture on the strength of exploitation but no more."

—

—

SAM

WOOD.
"Comedians are born, not made."

—CLIFF EDWARDS.
"To get a quality reaction from
an audience, it is necessary to prequality

a

sent

WALT
"Of

performance."

—

all

think the interviewers are the most
enjoyable."
and
intelligent

—

I

GEORGE HUSTON.
for a busy
to music,
and work or think at the same time,
but voices distract. Broadcasting is
for the old, the infirm, the country
people, and those who enjoy home

"Radio

person.

life.

not a medium
One can listen

is

"—LESLIE HOWARD.

"The song that sells must be good
enough for concert rendition still
simple enough for a crooner." J. J.

—
—

ROBBINS.
Representing Australian Units
Harold Auten has been appointed
foreign manager of the Greater
Union Group of Companies in Australia, and will be the direct representative in New York of Stuart F.
Doyle, managing director of the
Companies concerned are
group.
Greater Union Theaters, Ltd., Cinesound Productions, British Empire
Films and Associated Distributors.
Auten will visit Australia soon.

Keaton Feature Release Set
old Spanish Custom" is the
title
decided upon for the third

"An

1935-36 Hoffberg Co. feature release.

Buster Keaton is starred, supported
by Lupita Tovar and Hilda Moreno.
Release date is Dec. 15. Syndicate
Exchange in New York and Superior
Pictures in Chicago have acquired
rights for their territories.

of

Majestic

Actors'

Theater,

an-

New

York.

• • • AT LAST the AMPA's are going to do something
by instituting annually a series
to honor their own craft
of awards to individuals in the advertising and publicity departments for outstanding campaigns in the various fields of motion
President Gordon White went into the
picture publicity
noting
matter very thoroughly at the luncheon yesterday
it will be
that it had been suggested by Milton Silver
details will be worked
strictly an AMPA Award system
A. J. Powers generously
out, and further discussions held
it will be
offered to donate annually $250 toward the prizes
a cinch to raise the finances to donate very handsome prizes
for there are innumerable concerns and individueach year
als who will be glad to follow Mister Power's splendid example
on this worthy proposition

• • THERE IS just one thought that occurs to us on
the awards should be confined to active
this Award plan
AMPA members who have stood by the organization and helped
but we
it to its present place of prestige in the industry
suppose that it will wind up by a bunch of guys winning the
awards who never show at an AMPA luncheon, do not pay membership dues and otherwise snoot the organization which they
it is ever thus in the film biz
should be proud to support
some mugs do the work and others take the bows and
the medals
but if active AMPA membership is made the
just watch the
condition for the Awards being given
it's a great gag
membership grow by leaps and bounds!
to force the slackers into line, and darn clever showmanship.

•

THE MAIN

speaker was Cameron King, famous
narrator of salty tales of the sea
old Barnacle Bill had
the customers all hopped up with the yearning for adventures
and what punch
on the briny .... he's a born story-teller
and color he put into his tales with his lusty personality!
he was as salty and refreshing as the ocean breezes on which
he has been raised
a Grand Treat for the pressagey land-

•

•

of

Michigan

an-

Atlantic Coast Section
of S.M.P.E., including discussion of educational
films,
Public School No.
11,
320
West 21st St., New York. 8 P. M.
nual

Ohio

Wallick,

Nov. 23:

Detroit.

Club

entertain-

Philadelphia.

Independent

annual

Hotel,

Variety

Metropolitan,

Nov. 19-20:

Theater

convention.

Columbus,

Owners

Hotel

ol

Deshler-

O.

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet

and

ball,

Oec. 1-3:

Statler

Paramount

Hotel,

Dee.

Statler

Philadelphia

ment,

S.

Hotel,

.

Theaters

cruise

Cleveland.

sales meeting, Ambassador

Los Angeles
Allied

7:

S.

of

convention,

Nov. 18:

vention

•

Theaters

Allied

Meeting

Nov. 13:

Dec.

DISNEY.
the people in Hollywood,

Federation

show,

benefit

Nov. 12-13:

highbrows,
"I'd love to please the
I did, but
I'd be terribly flattered if

Variety Club annual banPenn Hotel, Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh

quet,

—

it

»

of

sailing

to

New

Jersey

con-

Bermuda on

the

Queen of Bermuda.

Annual meeting of stockholders
9:
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

April 27-30:

M.

S.

P.

E.

spring

of

convention,

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

HOLD HEARING TODAY

ON

G. T. E.

PLAN

Public hearing on the proposed
General Theaters Equipment reorganization plan will be held this

morning

at

45

Broadway before

a

sub-committee of the Sabath Congressional

Committee investieatine

bond defaults.

lubbers

T

T

T

Few

• • • THE GENT whose pix holds the record for the
longest current Broadway run of seven weeks
"Legong"
spoke modestly of his trip to the
at the World theater
fabled Isle of Bali
the Marquis de la Falaise is also a
grand story-teller
but he told the best story on his way
back to Broadway in the taxi
how he escaped from the
tiger because the big cat slipped
and why it slipped is a
story for your private ear
remind us some time

•

•

•

ALSO PRESENT

at the dais

was Ward Wing just
Imogene Car-

penter of the Rainbow Room entertained delightfully with song
and her own piano accompaniment
Jack Dempsey, the
genial host, walked in with three outstanding celebs
Gene
Tunney, Grantland Rice and Ernest Hemingway
Jack
passed the bouquet to Gene for his fistic prowess, and Gene
gallantly passed it right back again
the three celebs got
a great ovation

• ONE OF the swanky supper parties of the season
that to James Melton on the occasion of his first picture
"Stars Over Broadway"
which will premiere at the
Strand on Nov. 13
Warners will give the party Monday eve
at 11:30 in the supper room of Jack Dempsey's
with a
host of celebs from stage, screen and radio in attendance

•

«

«*T

€4

(Continued from Page 1)
aid, in New York yesterday, following his arrival from the Coast the
previous day. He confirmed reports
that Charles R. Rogers will head
production at the studio provided
the deal is consummated.

Just
the
cannot

how long

the current study

company's assets will take
be determined at present,
said Cowdin.

of

back from Singapore with his "Jungle Love"

•

Personnel Changes
For "U", Says Cowdin

» » »

Louis K. Sidney Honored
recognition of his work as
chairman of the entertainment committee for the recent "Night of;
Stars," Louis K. Sidney, Loew executive, was tendered a luncheorj
yesterday at the Harmonie Club;
when he was presented with a silver
cup.
Y.
Frank
Freeman
doubling for Boris Morros, who was
a big factor in arranging the show
received a silver cup.
Speakers a
the luncheon included Attorney Louu
"Night oi
Nizer and Gene Buck.
Stars" netted $52,000 for the Unite<|
Jewish Appeal fund.
In

!

ANOTHER M-G-M SOCKO
FOR YOUR BOX-O!
BRAVO! GROUCHO! CHICO! HARPO!
NIGHT AT OPERA FROM METRO
//

IS

POSITIVELY TERRIFICO!

WEEK-END

BIZ

IS

SMACKO!

AT BALTIMORE! HO! HO!
IT BEAT FAMED TUGBOAT ANNIE BY $2180!
AND THAT MEANS DOUGH!
ST. LOUIS EVEN MORE SO!
BEST FOR 3 YEARS IN A ROW!
EACH DAY RECEIPTS GROW!
THEY RAVE ABOUT THIS SHOW!
FUNNIEST SINCE LONG AGO!
HEIGH HO! FOR LEO!
*P. S.

As we go

to press, St.

Louis announces 2nd

Week!
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CASE GOES

TO THE JURY TODAY
(.Continued from

Page

Sydney,

1)

from ninety to sixty minutes, it still
appears that the case may go to the
jury some time between 4 and 5 p.m.
It is doubtful that Judge
today.
Moore will permit the case to go
over to Saturday as the two divisions of the Federal
Court had
planned to move to their new quarters in the new Federal courthouse
and custom house on that date.
The final arguments of counsel
yesterday consumed two hours and
45 minutes of the government's five
hours allottment while the defense
had two hours and 45 minutes
of its time left. Russell Hardy, special assistant to the Attorney General, spoke almost three hours in
He
opening for the prosecution.
was followed by Frederick H. Wood
of Warner counsel, William R. Gentry on behalf of the Paramount companies and George J. Schaefer, Parastill

mount vice-president, and George S.
Leisure for Ned E. Depinet, of RKO,
and for that company.
Arguments made to the jury by
some of the attorneys yesterday
were viciously personal to say the
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., viceleast.
president and general manager for
Fanchon & Marco, the ace witness
for the government, was especially
attacked by defendant counsel, while
Prosecutor Hardy was the target
for

much

villification.

On

NEWS

his

own

Australa

Midsummer

Night's
this evening at the

of the

LEO SPITZ ASSUMING

DAY

—Warners'

—

"A
Oklahoma City
Dream" opens branch manager of
Embassy thea-

RKO POST

Ray Higdon,

IN

2

WEEKS

(Continued from Page

1)

the

20th Cenand Hertz are from Chicago, where
ter.
The premiere will be attended tury-Fox exchange, together with
by leading social and educational Mitch Osborne and Howard Kinser, Spitz's long activity as general counsel for Balaban & Katz has served
figures.
salesmen, and Grady James, booker,
to give him an intimate and thorough
attended the S. R. Kent sales meetDetroit Paramount will move its
knowledge of the motion picture
Detroit exchange to a new building ing in Kansas City several days ago. business.
soon.
Work on the building starts
Spitz was born June 30, 1888, and
shortly.
London Production on "Elephant was
graduated from the University
Boy," the Alexander Korda film
of Chicago.
He became associated
Washington
Two local Warner which is beng made by Robert Flah- with
Balaban & Katz in 1925, when
theaters, the Rivoli and Avalon, are erty in India for United Artists rebreaking forth early with the Christ- lease, was delayed four days through that circuit acquired the Lubliner &
mas spirit by giving benefit mati- the temporary madness of one of Trinz group of theaters, and became
nees tomorrow for the Good Samari- the elephants in the film, Flaherty general counsel for Balaban & Katz.
This position led him to acquaintance
tan Fund for needy children.
cables from India.
with the affairs of Paramount-Publix, of which Balaban & Katz is a
subsidiary. In 1932 when Sam Katz
Quits Columbia
Iowa Items
then head of Publix Theaters, went
to Join Schulberg
Des Moines Tom Arthur is start- to Hollywood to oversee production
for Paramount, Spitz came east to
(Continued from Page 1)
ing a $50,000 improvement program
personal contract with Columbia ex- for his three Mason City theaters, act as special counsel for Paramount
in obtaining lease and rent reducpires May 1, next, following which the Cecil, Palace and Strand.
The
he will increase his independent remodeling project is scheduled to tions. He played an important role
in the start of the decentralization
productions. He plans a series star- start about Dec. 1.
of Paramount's theater subsidiaries
ring Edward Arnold. Both Kohn
Nathan Dax, of the Capitol, Sioux which got under way about this
and Schuiberg went to Columbia late City, was seriously injured in an
time.
He resigned from Paramount
last April.
auto accident Nov. 1.
in 1933, returning to Chicago.
Fred Brown, formerly of WaterSpitz's law practice in Chicago
loo, is building a new theater in
Nebraska Notes
for the past 15 years been conPlymouth, Wis., where he has been has
cerned almost exclusively with show
for
two
in
theater
business
the
Lincoln, Neb.
Nevins Lynn, city
business and particularly the motion
manager for the Blank theaters in years.
picture field.
He is a member of
Junction
Oxford
Fern
Theater
at
Kearney, is in line for a trip to the
the American Bar Association and
improveafter
15
reopen
Nov.
will
altar, so the report goes. He's been
the Chicago bar and his clubs inHouse is one of the Cass clude the Standard and Chicago Ridso busy exploiting pictures, he feels ments.
group.
it would be a pleasure to have someing Club.
Rialto at Kimballton has been
one exploiting him.
Several directors of RKO will reof
Parkinson
Bill Youngclaus, who is hitting leased by George L.
sign, according to reports, because
pretty well in Grand Island at the Le Mars. He will make improve- they were not informed of the plan
Empress, is casting an eye about ments.
of Atlas Corp. and Lehman Bros,

—

—

—

Kohn

—

—

behalf Hardy paid his respects to
various defendant witnesses notably
the "dynamic, aggressive and active"
Herman Starr, Warner Bros, viceBut with the personal
president.
discounted,
thoroughly
element
Hardy on behalf of the government for a new town, since the Polk setup
simply told the jurors in as few fizzled.
words as he could use in the time
I.
M. Kuhl, Seward operator, is
he consumed that the evidence had justly proud of a new front on his
doubt
reasonable
proven beyond all
Rivoli and an interior decorating
that the various defendants had act- job.
the
things
ually conspired to do the
Eddie Forester, crack city mangovernment had charged they had ager of the Tri-State groun in Grand
fact
done, while Wood stressed the
Island, will have to be hunting a
that Warner Bros, had merely sought new job soon, he says.
Dr. ordered
to protect their investments in St. him and his sinus out of this climate.
Louis and to avoid being placed at
the mercy of a monopoly dominated
by their arch enemy, Harry Koplar. also, perhaps, a personal appeal, to
He stressed the fact that the jury the lone negro on the jury.
Leisure and Jacob M. Lashly will
should acquit if the evidence permitted
any other hypothesis than conclude for the RKO defendants
Gentry waived the today while former Senator James
that of guilty.
flag and turkeys while paying his A. Reed is to take the final two
respects to Arthur and asked the hours for the Warner defendants.
jury to permit the defendants to eat Probably Assistant Attorney Genertheir Thanksgiving and Christmas al Savage will conclude for the government, or at least split time with
dinners as free men.
Leisure left the jurors to do their Hardy.
Government counsel is confident
own thinking about Arthur while
pointing out discrepancies between of a conviction while defense atexpect
his testimony and that of defense torneys have indicated they
the
witnesses.
In opening he stressed their clients to fly East for
these
the importance of preventing prej- week-end entirely cleared "of
udices be they of race, religion or unfair charges."
The text of Hardy's address to
for any other reason from corruptdefendants
ing and corroding "your reasoning the jury was "that the
common prinout the facts and their proper appli- had not learned the
to play
cation in this case." This apparently ciples of American business,
to
was intended to checkmate Hardy's the game cleanly, to win fairly
the deplay on the great power and wealth lose gamely and abide by
of the
corporate defendants, and cisions of the referee."

Pacific Northwest Notes

to
of
in

Seattle

move

—Farwest

into

Seattle's

Exchanges

will

film row.

Al-

ready in business in Portland and
California cities, these Exchanges
leased this week quarters at 2419
Second Avenue for early entry into

elevate

Spitz to

the

presidency

RKO

and read about the election
the newspapers.

Columbia Studios
In For Expansion
(Continued from Page

Seattle.

1)

Moving to the Hamrick Blue the Securities & Exchange CommisMouse, "Barbary Coast" continues sion in connection with new stock
issues.
The engineering firm found
its first-run engagement in Seattle.
Jim Schiller has been named ex- that the present rate of producportation man for M-G-M in the tion activities at the Columbia plant
Pacific Northwest.

is

taxing the studio's existing

facili-

"Barbary Coast" has been held ties, thus requiring either investplant or the rentfor a third week by Ted Gamble, ment in additional
manager of the J. J. Parker The- ing of space elsewhere. Recent purthe company of lots adaters in Portland, at the United Ar- chase by
tists

Theater of Portland.

jacent to

the

studio

is

interpreted

Manager George Appleby has in- as a likelihood that the studio is
preparing for the needed extra capaaugurated a new policy for the Mucity.
will
preHe
Portland.
sic Box of
sent films in their first subsequent
run on a one-change-a-week sched-

ule.

Helen Ferguson
West Coast Bureau of

—

in Hospital

THE FILM DAILY

Efficiency in keeping production
costs within original budgets, as
well as the avoidance of high salary
burdens resulting from a big contract list, also are cited in the report.

As of Sept. 30, the voting trusFerguson,
Helen
Hollywood
tees, Harry Cohn, A. H. Giannini
hospital
a
enters
star,
screen
former
Cohn, held 175,798 shares
today for an operation necessitated and Jack
stock, or 96.39 per cent,
common
of
15
occurred
which
accident
by an
years ago.

the report states.

A
George W Weeks
GB Pictures, 1600 Bway NY

With great enthusiasm I advise]
you that Transatlantic Tunnel
opened Thursday at Lafayette
Theatre Buffalo to standing
room only all day Stop Audience reaction very favorable
stop Am anticipating record
breaking business on this
picture regards
A. C. HAYMAN

M
Mr. George W. Weeks
GB Pictures, 1600 Broadway

Dear George
It gave me great pleasure to
screen your last picture TRANSATLANTIC TUNNEL. It certainly was
a pleasure and GB Pictures are to
be highly congratulated on what I
believe to be a very outstanding
picture and one that should prove
to be a most successful box— office
attraction. Without a doubt, this
is the best picture GB has brought
into America and should have the
sincere support of all exhibitors.
With kindest regards.
Sincerely yours,
S. P. SKOURAS,
President, Fox West Coast Theatres
:

A MASTERPIECE
.

...

.

.

.

Of Man's Achievement
Of Woman's Sacrifice

SPOT®
IftU Kl [13 [1 [L
NEW YORK TO LONDON

Arthur Lee
GB Pictures Corp
1600 Broadway N Y

<-
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I
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WW
GB's Eight Star Special
RICHARD DIX

•

LESLIE

TOPS

£M ALL

BANKS

MADGE EVANS HELEN VINSON
•

C.

AUBREY SMITH

•

BASIL

SYDNEY

Special Portrayals by

GEORGE ARLISS WALTER HUSTON
•

Directed by Maurice Elvey

Based on the novel "The Tunnel" by B. Kellermann

Physical Distribution

•

Fox Exchanges

•

Canada, Regal Films,

Ltd.

Television Telephoto and Tranportation are making box office
history for Transatlantic Tunnel
at the Roxy Theatre Stop You
should have sent compressors
with the print as its impossible
to squeeze more people in Stop
The public is certainly digging
in with enthusiasm and amazement
at the seasons sensational
picture Stop The results today
show a peak load and transcend
Transatlantic Tunnels fondest
expectations and I hope will
better even yours.
HOWARD S. CULLMAN
Trustee, Roxy Theatre

!

.

The "Bang! Bangl Bang!"

of Annii

the loudest salute to showmanship tha
-because
haS heard in yearS
is

i > «

like

it

before!

... A great

.

.

big

.

Here's a bandwagon load of excitement,

show

within a great big

show-all

Grab up the old paste pot and an armful of
loose

the ballyhoo

all

How

old

in

MERELY AS THE BACKGROUND

it!

for the

Film Daily says
millions

romance, and laughs! ... A double-barrel

and go to town on this one!

bills

... The whole

of

in

.

.

Burst out the red-fire flares

BUFFALO BILL'S WILD WEST SHOW AND CONGRESS

who came

girl

out of the backwoods to astonish

seasoned with hilarious hokum, and embellished with such flashing

t

act

the theatre

it's

"something

to

cheer about"- and

story which alone is worth the price of admission!

WAS

.

memory!

it

is!

.

.

.

It

has EVERYTHING that made the Buffalo

and millions throughout the world over the years ... and you see

HAT"

the

be sold to your patrons at the price of one admission!

romance of the lovely

rousing, roaring story borrowed from fact,
in

thrills, color,

your system for the grandest whoopla splash

Barnum would have loved

times they ever had

to

Here's a picture that can't be typed

IM ITS

CLASS

.

it

all

as the mighty moving canvi

"ANNIE OAKLEY" IS AS BIG
AND THAT MEANS BIG MON

.

.

1
j

(

m
it,

<"

i

v
,\

%#t;

RKO-RADIO PICTURE
Directed by George

Stevens

Associate Producer, Cliff Reid

i

has been an attraction anything
side of sensations! entertainment!

the flags and banners and turn

I

H RIDERS enacted on the screen
with her marksmanship

!

.

.

.

A

give folks one of the grandest

the outstanding attraction for
is

i

5

painted in fun and fire a love

WAY AS "TOP

ERYWHERE!

as Buffalo Bill's Sharpshoofing Star

OAKLEY
ANNIE
PRESTON FOSTER
with

MELVYN DOUGLAS
KELTON
ANDY
MORONI OLSEN

PERT

CLYDE

DAILV

14
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"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
T EWIS SEILER will direct "The

L

HOLLYWOOD "LOTS"^^
QUILLAN
£) AD
pappy

Roach Signs Cubs' Mascot

Black Gang," a Sol Wurtzel production for 20th Century-Fox, with
Paul Kelly and Slim Summerville
John Bright and Robert
featured.
Tasker are preparing the screenShooting starts about Dec. 2.
play.
-
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T

Paul Dominick, the six-year-old boy, who, according to Manager Charley Grimm, was
partly responsible for the sensational winning streak that won the National League
champ onship for the Chicago Cubs baseball club, has been signed by Hal Roach to
appear in Our Gang comedies.
The young man became the team's mascot early in
September when they were six games behind the league-leading St. Louis Cardinals
and the Cubs immediately started on its 21 -game string of victories, during which time
Grimm refused to let the boy out of his sight.
Dominick left the east yesterday for

Hollywood.

T

week.
T

T

Fox cast assignments: Jane Darwell for "It Had to Happen"; Gloria
Roy for "Song and Dance Man";
Fred Kohler, Jr., Paul Fix, Douglas

»

T

»

Betty Grable and Joy Hodges have
been added to the cast of "Follow
the Fleet," new Fred Astaire-Ginger

A

series of comprehensive camera
noise tests, started some weeks ago
at the Paramount studios, will be
completed next week under the supervision of the Silent Camera Subcommittee of the Academy Research
Virgil Miller is chairman
Council.
of the subcommittee.
T
T
T
Arthur R. Rosson, Sr., father of
Arthur and Richard Rosson, died this

is a highly elated
these days, the reason being found in the swell notices which
the reviewers are giving his favorite
son, Eddie, for his dandy performance in the big M-G-M special
"Mutiny on the Bounty."

"No More Yesterdays," lumbia's "Flying Pigskins," a News
work under the direction of World of Sports picture. Men, wo- Rogers starring picture now in promen and child players are included, duction under the direction of Mark
Marion Gering.
k
and even the prison teams have not Sandrich at RKO.
T
Maxine Jennings, who got her been forgotten.
production,

now

in

«.

screen start as one of the sumptuous models in "Roberta," has been
given a role in RKO Radio's production of "The Green Shadow," to be
Preston
directed by Charles Vidor.
Foster will star, with Margaret Callahan, Molly Lamont, Alan Hale and
John Carroll in the cast.
v

V

v

Al

Jolson will go before the
Leslie Fenton has been added to cameras which will record his
anthe cast of "Two O'Clock Courage," nual starring motion picture withmystery show now in production at in the next ten days, the First Nathe
studios with Walter Abel tional studio announces.
Jolson's
and Margot Grahame featured.
1935 vehicle will be "The Singing
Kid,"
the
story of which was written
T
T
T
Anthony Veiller has been assigned by Robert Lord and the screen play
by
Radio to adapt "The In- by Warren Duff.
The supporting
destructible Mrs. Talbot," by J. P. cast members chosen so far are
Sybil

RKO

RKO

Edgar Kennedy stars in "Average
Wood, John Carradine and Francis Man," new comedy featurette which Wolfson, forthcoming Ann Harding Jason, the Yacht Club Boys, Mitchell
has just gone into production at film. On the same lot Lewis Stevens and Durant, Edward Everett Horton
McDonald for "Shark Island."
RKO Radio. Art Ripley directs, and will adapt "Fugitive Gold," Erie and Allen Jenkins. Lloyd Bacon will
T
T
T
Ralph Spence has been signed at in support are Florence Lake, Kitty Stanley Gardner story to be directed direct the next Jolson film, the music
for which is now being written by
Paramount to adapt the Clarence McHugh, Dot Farley and Jack Rice. by Glenn Tryon.
E. Y. Harburg and Harold Arlen.
T
Budington Kelland story, "Florida
T
T
Harry Sauber and Ben Markson
Football as played around the
Special."
*
T
T
world from contests on the decks of of the First National scenario staff
T
T
George Billings and Jack Rockhave
all
completed
Pacific
the
the
carriers
in
screen play of well are additions to the
Nana Bryant was assigned an- airplane
roster of
other important role by Columbia the way around to marathon games "Over the Wall," by Lewis E. Lawes, players
for
Columbia's
"Cowboy
Warden
Engof Sing Sing and author of Crusader."
recently when she was placed in the between entire populations of
Charles Starrett is the
cast for Ruth Chatterton's starring lish villages, is the subject of Co- "20,000 Years in Sing Sing."
star.

TV

'

Florida Flashes
Miami

—John

Cunningham, owner

of the State Theater, is one of a
British syndicate, Savoy Theater,
Ltd., which will build and operate

new theater in Nassau.
Front end of the Million Dollar
Pier at Miami Beach is being cona

verted into a theater, scheduled to
open Dec. 1 as a combined theater
and sports arena.
Jule James is
the owner and Fred H. Ponty of

New York

has been anointed man-

ager.

—

Columbus, O.

—Johnny

The Sunday movie for many years
actively associated
week swept Western Penn- with the Columbus
amusement field,
While the issue was op- has
joined the Loew organization in
there,
here
and
communities
posed in
Pittsburgh.
it was carried in general by sizeJames M. Curl has been named
Among the larger manager
able margins.
of the New Bexley Theneighboring towns voting for Sun- ater.
Policy of the house includes
day movies were Washington, Sha- program changes on
Sunday, Tuesron, Canonsburg, Franklin, Oil City, day
and Friday, with a special SatAmbridge, Aliquippa, Punxsutaw- urday afternoon
matinee for chilney, Kane, Ford City and Warren. dren.
Uniontown,
were
holdouts
Notable
RKO Grand is inaugurating speGreensburg and Waynesburg.
cial
Saturday midnight shows, it
The Sunday movie law requires is announced by C. Harry Schreiber,
Pittsburgh

Manager Alvin Walder of the Tivand Seventh Avenue theaters has every theater employee to rest at
opened Auto Radio Sales & Service least 24 consecutive hours every
The owner is the only perweek.
as a sideline.
measure.
Saturday night vaudeville, using son excluded from this
Wildack, the snore expert
Robert
being offered at the
in "Broadway Melody of 1936/' and
Seventh Avenue Theater.
Roxy Theater Co., Lakeland, Fla., Block and Sully, comedy team, have
bill
has been granted a charter. Direc- -een added to the entertainment
annual bantors are M. C. Talley, B. Hyde and of the Variety Club's
quet here Sunday.
J. W. Savage.
The Art Cinema is switching to
The Lyric Theater, Gainsville, is
reopening after a long shutdown for Sunday openings next week.
repairs, according to Claude F. Lee,
In its first week at the Nixon, "A
district manager for the Sparks cir- Midsummer
Dream" did
Night's
cuit.
more business than any other road
T. N. Ragland, manager of the picture ever played in that house.
Regent in Miami, is also operating
the Hialeah Theater, just opened for
the winter.
New Spanish Film Premiere
Testimony in a court battle over
"No Mataras" ("Thou Shalt Not
occupancy of the Hollywood Theater Kill"), produced by Hispano Interbuilding has been completed and a national Film Corp. of Hollywood
decision will be rendered within a under the direction of Miguel C.
month. The contest is between the Torres, opens with a special premiSparks theater interests, now in pos- ere tonight at the Campoamor theasession, and Hollywood Amusement ter.
Modern Film Sales represent
Co., owners.
Hispano here.

local

RKO

Denver Doings

Hardgrove,

vote this
sylvania.

oli

local talent, is

Columbus Clippings

Pittsburgh Briefs

chief.

The Arlington and Hudson

theaters have each installed 10 sets of
Sonotone equipment for patrons who are hard of hearing.
It is reported that Roy Reichelderfer, present secretary to E. L.
Bowsher, state education director,
will be made supervisor of the Ohio
film censorship
division, a newly
created position.
Columbus
amusement interests

RCA

will co-operate in Community Fund
work this year through the appoint-

Denver— E.

C. Treib,

owner

of the

Capitan theater at Roswell, N. M.,
was in town last week on business.

At the M-G-M local office, H. P.
Wolfberg, district manager, and E.
M. Saunders, western sales manager,
were seen conferring with Henry
Freidel, resident

manager.

Amusement

Enterprises
have
moved their offices to the Egyptian
Theater at 2636 West 32nd Ave.
Company operates the Granada,
Egyptian and Oriental in North
Denver.

Ned

Clark,

RKO

auditor,

spent

some time at the

local exchange.
Wayne Gossett has gone to Walsenburg, Colo., to take the place of
Paul Krier, who is on sick leave.
Gossett had been doing relief duty
in Fox houses.

Gerald Whitney has been elected
of the South Broadway
Merchants' Ass'n, Denver civic organization, because of his excellent
president

record as manager
Fox house.

of the

Mayan,

a

Able Davis, Salt Lake City, Merment of an amusements committee cury Film exchange manager, spent
by the general chairman including, a few days at Denver headquarters.
°. J. Wood, who will serve as chairMarvin Cohen is back in the film
man; Max Stearn, Harry Schreiber business, having joined Sheffield-Reand Al Haft.
public exchange as salesman.
Frank Barnes has been named
"Hands Across the Table" Holds manager of the Multicolor Sales Co.,
Paramount's "Hands Across the a branch of the Gibralter EnterTable" is being held over for a sec- prises. Barnes had been doing pubond week at the New York Para- licity for Gibralter.
Hein Cinema Supplies has opened
mount. It will be followed by "Mary
Burns, Fugitive," with Sylvia Sidney an office in Denver.
and Melvyn Douglas.
will manage.

Lillian G. Hein

THE

1936 FILM

YEAR BOOK
OF MOTION PICTURES
THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD

REFERENCE DOOK OF THE
MOTION PICTORE INDUSTRY
USED BY PICTURE PEOPLE EVERYWHERE

Eighteenth Edition
NOW IN PREPARATION. OUT
COMPLIMENYEAR'S SUBA
WITH
TARY
FILM DAILY
THE
SCRIPTION TO
IN

JANUARY.

—J&&1
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

1>

Impressive Campaign
For "Dream" in Boston

QPENING

of the Warner production of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" at the Majestic
Theater in Boston tonight was
preceded by one of the most imposing advertising and publicity
campaigns accorded the feature
in its roadshow engagements to
date. Society leaders and other

notables will attend the premiere, which is completely sold
out under the sponsorship of the

Funds
Concerts
General approach on the

Espalanade
group.

campaign
was
Through personal

distinctive.
solicitation by

Governor Milliken and Mrs.
Francis J. Flagg, leading social
registerite, the "Boston Committee for the presentation of
"
'A Midsummer Night's Dream'
was formed. This included leaders of practically every prominent group and sect in the field
of society, education and religion.
Publicity garnered by the
"Dream" consisted of front-page
feature stories and art work,
interviews, editorials, stories in
society,

drama and movie

col-

Arrival of Dr. Richard
adviser
to
literary
Burton,
Warner Bros, on "Dream" for
lectures on the film contributed
additional news breaks. All loFor the
cal papers cooperated.

umns.

first time, Boston society columns were available for motion
Using the origpicture news.

inal "Dream" costumes shipped
to Boston from the Coast, pictures of six of most prominent

Boston debs wearing the gowns
were photographed for the dailies. High spot of campaign was
the Boston "Herald's" poll on
the "Dream", which is currently appearing in the paper. The
poll, which has meant two weeks
of advance publicity on the
production, asks readers whether they will support "this new
type of entertainment" as repreprintsented by the "Dream".

A

ed ballot and stories were run in
the "Herald." One of the most
complete ads on the "Dream"
including

all

its

selling points,

appeared in the "Herald." The
points covered were cast, title
list
the
and
playdate;
of

—

"Dream"

committee members;
announcement of the ballot by
the executive editor of the "Herald"; and a list of "Dream"
ticket-selling agencies, including
libraries, high schools, colleges
and department stores. Boston
"Transcript" agreed to handle
distribution of a portion of the
special Study Guides published

on the '"Dream". They publish
daily a coupon, which readers
mail to the paper and in return
More than
receive the guide.
15,000 letters were sent on the
"Dream" among which were included English teachers, high
school

Friday, Nov. 8, 1935

and private school prin-

cipals, Theater Guild members
Attractive
and other groups.
window displays were arranged
with leading department stores
here in which special editions
"Dream" book were
of the
placed surrounded by a display
A speof stills from the film.

display

cial

of

"Dream"

cos-

tumes was planted in one window.
Radio talks were delivered by members of the "Dream"
committee.

Numerous

tional institutions

educa-

were contact-

Doll Tie-up Aids
Quintuplets Shorts
I?

KO

Radio's exploitation

"Dionne QuinDepartment stores have
stocked blow-ups, 28" x 40" for
special,

tuplets."

window

week in advance in fifty New
of
Each
theaters.
England

were born,

these houses has been furnished
display
special
heralds,
cards and reservation blanks.
Special lobbv displays have also
Cash prizes to
been set up.

managers selling most
"Dream" tickets have been of-

house

fered.

—Majestic

Theater, Boston.

"Annie Oakley" Boosted
By Sporting Goods Paper
'"THE Sporting Goods Dealer",
national trade paper of 35
years' standing, has urged that
the entire industry to boost
Radio's "Annie Oakley",
starring Barbara Stanwyck and
to be released this month. With
10,000,000 licensed shooters in
the country and as many more
who do target shooting, there
are at least 20,000,000 persons
keenly interested in that sport.
These people are steady customers of the nation's sporting
goods stores, making the local
sport shops the backbone in
publicity campaigns for the local exhibitor. These shops have
the names of every gun and ammunition
customer,
and the
names of local gun clubs and
contact between
school teams.
the local exhibitor and sports
shop will result in effective cooperation.
The dealers have

RKO

A

been advised about merchandising stunts through their trade
paper, "The Dealer," and suggestions about working with the
local theater.
An exchange can
be made of window displays featuring stills from the film, for
'^bby display of firearms in the
theater to aid the sporting
goods merchant. Unlimited possibilities
can be worked out,
but the main aid will be to get
in touch with the local sporting goods shop.
The sporting
goods stores have every facility
to co-operate
and have been
educated along such lines many
times by "The Dealer". Exhibitors will find the dealers very
receptive to tie-ups of this na-

ture.

—RKO Radio

Pictures.

de-

readily available to every theater in the country playing "Going on Two" and the first Pathe

ed and formed theater parties
to see the film. The exploitation
campaign started with showing
of special trailer on the film a

with

picture daily breaks with dramatic scene stills. Radio station

partment has just completed
a tie-up with the Alexander
Doll Co. whereby the Quintuplet
Dolls and accessories will be

News

displays or theater lobbies and a variety of ideal show
units, such as a duplicate of the
house in which the children

doll furniture and
display cases.
The manufacturer has sent every department
store
carrying
the
dolls
a
"Quint-o-Gram Flash", a message in the form of a telegram
telling the store publicity department what theaters in town
are playing the subject and outlining newspaper and theater
tie-ups, such as a popularity
contest and a diaper contest.

Quint-o-Grams also go forward
to

all

theaters

playing

the

Dionne subjects, with names of
local department stores carrying the dolls and tie-up accessories listed.
The "quins" dolls
come in four sizes, ranging in
price from $7.65 a dozen pieces
to $39.00 a dozen pieces, so the

exhibitor has a wide range from
which to select. The units can
be purchased by theaters direct
from the manufacturer.
The
big tieup will be launched in the
east with a New York newspaper giving away 25 dolls each
day for 20 successive days. At
the Capitol, New York, a Dionne
subject was given billing only
slightly less than the feature,
with the choice spot in the lobby
devoted to a show case carrying
the dolls, the department store
tie-up
being
with
Gimbel
Brothers.
Radio Pictures.

—RKO

"Dark Angel" Gets
Campaign

Effective

CEVERAL

effective

tie-ups,

numerous attractive window
displays and outstanding newspaper publicity were among the
exploitation aids used by Manager Ben Katz of the Warner
Theater in Milwaukee for the
opening of "The Dark Angel,"
Samuel
Goldwyn
production
starring
ric

Merle

Oberon,

Fred-

March and Herbert Marshall

and released through United ArA few days prior to opening all local newspapers devoted
tists.

considerable

space

to

« «

the

en-

gagement with advance feature
stories and photos of the stars
The Wisconin the attraction.
sin "News" ran a contest on its
classified page which gave the

WISN

devoted several spot an-

nouncements to the film's opening and also used the special
transcription.

In the tie-up diPipes
ac-

Kaywoodie

vision,

counted
for
special
window
streamers on all United Cigar
Store windows. Walgreen's featured a special "Dark Angel

Sundae" and used streamers on
the mirrors in their 22 stores.
Lux Soap got out attractive
window snipes which were
pasted on all drug and grocery

The Omar Baking Company got ou a special broadside
stores.

which

devoted

a

generous

amount

of space to

"Dark An-

Fifty thousand of these
broadsides were distributed in a house-to-house campaign by their delivery wagon.
A tieup with Coca Cola resulted
in the picture getting mention
on 20,000 heralds and 1,000
gel."

Omar

window

cards. The opening was
up with the Will Rogers'
memorial polo game and as a
result 500 window cards were
placed in leading merchant wintied

dows, 500 street car poles carspecial arrows and 3,000
program cards were distributed
at the game.
Window displays
were secured with Tegtmever on
jewelry; Smartwear used a winried

dow on Gotham Hosiery; the
Milwaukee Railroad used travcards; Allen shoes used a colored blow-nn on Oberon; and local beauty parlors carried special

cards.

— Warner

Theater,

Milwaukee.

Weather Bureau Tie-ups
In "Rainmakers" Press Book

THROUGH the co-operation

of

Benjamin Parry, meteorologist for the weather bureau in
New York City, RKO Radio's
press book for "The Rainmakers," the new Wheeler and Woolsey comedy, suggests numerous
weather bureau tie-ups.
The press book stunts include
a home-made rain gauge, instrument displays for the lobby, a
sprinkler system which provides
a "rainy-day" marquee, rain
prediction teasers, and a rain
insurance policy. And, of course,
a rain check.
Among the national tie-ups
for "The Rainmakers" is one
with Morton's Salt, the company
using a photograph of Bert

Wheeler,

Bobby

Dorothy Lee

Woolsey

and

rainy-weather
dress, together with the Morton slogan,
pours."

in

"When

—RKO

it

rains, it

Radio Pictures.
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Story Depends Largely
On the Original Idea

films can be
highly
specialized

'"THE fundamental fault with
stories is that writers don't
interest is.
They
write what is interesting to
themselves, not to audiences.
Interest is a tangible, concrete
quality that can be injected arbitrarily into any story that has
any possibilities at all.
motion picture is just a mechanical

know what

A

means

of transmitting something
to the mind of an audience that
was in the mind of an author.
Therefore,
the
original
idea
must be good or the picture will

not be.
Today's newspaper stimulates
interest, but yesterday's does
not, while one fifty years old
At what point, then, bedoes.
tween today and fifty years ago
does interest revive?
A house
built today is interesting, but
one of a decade ago is not, while
one 100 years old is.
Again,
there is a point at which interest is reborn.
Discarding detailed and technical psycholog-

reasoning, interest exists in
relation to the life of the viewer.
Subconsciously, everything
we experience provokes a reacical

tion in relation to our
istence.

A

own

ex-

story about an expedition

to the Arctic for a rare plant
would seem important to a botanist, but would arouse only casual interest in a picturegoer.
But put a woman or money in
with the plant as a goal, and
the tale appeals to a broad band
of intelligence.
Those added

things are understood universally.

In the progress of the photoplay there may come a time

» »

HUDSON, exploiteer
for the United Detroit Theaters Corporation, set a power"EARL

ful advance campaign on Warners' "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" for its opening at the

Theater.
Despite the
rule forbidding publication of publicity stories, Wndson received an exception from
the Board of Education which
enabled him to nlant "Dream"
stories in 28 high school newspapers for three weeks prior to
opening.
An unusual schedule
was arranged for Dr. Richard
Burton, literary adviser to Warner's on the "Dream", who spoke
before the most influential cultural groups in Detroit during
a lecture tour through the MidOver 5,000 people
dle West.
heard Dr. Burton's discussions,
attendance at which was by invitation only. Hudson also promoted a special exhibit of rare
strict

made

for
audiences,
lhat is inadvisable today. Pictures that have been made
for

higher intelligences have met
with no popular response When
you resolve intelligence into a
definition, construction of stories

becomes simple, for you know
just how far you can go.
If
writers would realize that intel-

ligence is the ability to draw
conclusions and evaluate the conclusions drawn and would study

the average movie audience,
they would know what can be
written successfully.

—Harry

Ckandlee.

Art, Science, Business

Combined

in

Films

screen, dynamic in its appeal, cannot long be standardized into a single art form.

'J'HE

It is the one art-industry the
very essence of which is motion,
sound and color, vivified into the
nearest possible representation
of life. Only a few years have

elapsed since the moving shadows have received a voice, and
the utterly silent picture of yes-

terday seems like a poor crippled thing stumbling along in
speechlessness, desperately try-

ing to make itself understood by
placards and pantomime.
The
silent film depended for its impression upon external conduct
and behavior
upon action.
What the screen players did
could easily be portrayed; what
they
thought,
the
audience
learned only through indirection, or through printed cap-

—

Today it is possible for
the camera to photograph mind,
as well as movement, and to
tions.

reveal the intellectual and emo-

tional
interpretations
of life
and literature.
The subtleties
of psychology and the drama of

human

motivation can

shown on the

now be

screen.
Motion
pictures are at once an art, a
science and a business.
These
three elements must fuse under

high

which

pressure into
is ever new.

a

Each Disney Cartoon
A New Experiment
"\^/"E treat each picture as an
experiment. Our studio is a
campus on which a school is
built.
All of the rooms in the
school
are
laboratories,
and
each person in production a cartoon chemist, interested not in
the individual bit he supplies in
relation to himself, but interested in that bit in relation to
the construction of a complete
unit.

volumes

Shakespeare

in

the

main branch of the public library, and secured permission for
announcing the
at the Wilson
Theater. A cooperative scheme
between the Eastern Michigan
Bus Co. and the theater was arranged whereby the transportation company's local passengers
agents in 15 towns and suburbs
surrounding Detroit placed special" announcement cards on the
schools,
high
in
"Dream"
churches, women's clubs and the
a

card

insert

"Dream" opening

local

offices,

traffic

recommend-

ing special charter parties of
theater groups into Detroit to
see the film. The cards are 19x
24, in

two

Two

snecial

colors,

on 8-ply stock.

half-hour radio
programs were set during which
an all-Mendelssohn music program will be broadcast plus
theater and playdate mention.
Display cards on heavy board,
24x36, in two colors were placed
in the lobbies of Detroit's four
leading hotels and the eight

»

gress.

Frankly, we are not investing our time and what talents
we may have with the idea of
letting up" which would
surely

and finally mean failure.
The
wheels of progress run on and
on and we want to pull—
not
push!

— Walt

product

—Will H. Hays.

»

Disney.

Screen Not Yet Ready
For Full-Length Opera

'JTIERE has been

talk of making a full length opera
for
several years, but in my
opinion
the screen is not yet ready
for

When opera is presented
motion picture must be
ready to assume the proportions
it.

the

of a

new medium— it must make

a definite contribution to
opera
There will have to be a great
deal of experimentation
with
the cinema as a medium

before
is ready to deal with
opera.
Until the coming of full length
screen opera, however, motion
picture
executives
certainly
could improve on the type of
script that is being given operit

Each

unit, or production,

has
stages of experimentation.
Story construction, scene technique animation
sound and

many

—

color.

—

Throughout these stages

we ask
make it

ourselves, how can we
"better" than "good."
all go to school at our
studio and learn together how to
apply
our
fundamentals
of
draughtsmanship, how to better analyze action, how to wisely and sensibly use color. These
thoughts are just a part of our
daily attempts to constantly improve our service to the international theatergoer.
This is our goal, which we do
not claim to have achieved, but
one we are striving for consistently. Our product for each new
season must be better than the
last, or we are failing to pro-

We

atic

singers.

The

stories

apartment
houses.
These cards announced ooening
date, cast and theater.
Special
high-class

invitations were sent by the
d'hotel
of prominent
hostelries, to all charge account
guests of hotels and to the membership in the case of clubs, sug-

maitres

gesting

early reservations for
special dinner parties prior to
attendance of the "Dream" premiere.
Two announcements,
size 8^4x11 were placed on the
bulletin boards in each of 40
high schools, universities and
extension
colleges
plus
two
cards, in two colors, size 12x18,
on the main desk and bulletin
boards of the main library and

branch

libraries
in
Detroit.
Special locations at high schools,
universities and high class residistricts
were billed
dential
with 75 24-sheet stands. On 25
of these stands a ten day showing in advance of premiere was
set in addition to the first week
of the engagement, on 50 of
these stands there was a four

now

given them are too light and
frothy— the fact that the name
of a Metropolitan star is flashed
from the marquee is enough, the
producers feel, to insure the
patronage of the more serious
audience. In spite of the present awkwardness of the movies
in handling their operatic material there will be more and
more pictures featuring operatic
sort

talent.

Pictures

of

this

have proven to be draws,
and in the course of time cinema
writers will meet this problem
just as they have met others.
Everett Marshall.

—

EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

Earl Hudson Builds
Strong "Dream Campaign"

Wilson

TIMELY INTEREST

when

« «

day advance showing with five
days after opening as well.
Three Detroit dailies ran 8-column, 2-column and 1-column
headlines and stories, plus seven
pictorial breaks to date, with
additional

pictorial

and

news

breaks scheduled for next Sunday and throughout the week up
until the premiere. News and pictorial breaks were received in
leading German
and Jewish

and weekly papers. A speperformance was held at the
Wilson Theater for the dramatic, motion picture, literary,
music and art critics of all Detroit newspapers.
Wilson Theater, Detroit.
daily
cial

—

ComiColor Cartoons for U. K.
series of ComiColor cartoons will be distributed in the United
Kingdom by British Lion Film Corp.
under an agreement concluded between Sam Smith of the British
company and C. J. Giegerich of Cel-

The third

ebrity Productions.

YOUR FIRST 4 DAYS AT N. Y. STRAND
WERE BIGGEST SINCE "G-MEN"!
And here's just about the highest praise a gentleman of the press can pay to the
leading lady of the screen — "Kay Francis reaches new heights. An emotional role
so brave, tender and profound that a Duse or a Bernhardt would have loved

it.

And

how she plays it Her acting in 'I Found Stella Parish' is, by all odds, the finest single
1
.

performance on the current screen."— Gerald Breitigam, in N. Y. World-Telegram

Sorry,

New

York, but you'll have to wait

aft

least another

week for the widely-heralded screen debut of James Mellon
in "Stars

Over Broadway", due

to sensational

success of

KAY FRANCIS
m

I

FOUND STELLA PARISH
With Ian Hunter • Paul Lukas • Sybil Jason • Jessie Ralph
Barton MacLane • Eddie Acuff • Joseph Sawyer
A

First

National Picture

directed

by

MERVYN LeROY

WARNER

and produced by

BROS.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures

Now

Seventeen Years Old

FDAILYVOL.

NO.

68.

NEW

Ill

Office Departmen t

Post

L0UJHA8E

ST.

Hollywood
of

Total

YORK. SATURDAY. NOVEMBER

$100,000,000

Lo oking

CARRO

IS

Show 53

Payrolls

9.

1935

TEN CENTS

Into G.T.E. Plan

OVER TO NEXT WEEK

is

Estimated for the
Current Year
Aggregate payroll of the motion
industry in Hollywood for

SPITZ IN FIRST CALL

AT RKO HOME OFFICES

FIVE
IN

MORE REOPENINGS

BUTTERFIELD GROUP

Judge Delays in Putting
St. Louis Case in
Hands of Jury
By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

picture

year will be about $100,000,000,
an increase of 53.8 per cent over
ast year, according to a survey by
the Ross Federal Research Corp.,
affiliate
of Ross Federal Service,
rhe data was compiled in connec;ion with the periodical Ross survey
:his

Page

(.Continued on

2)

Leo

Spitz,

who

is

slated to

assume

presidency of RKO, paid his
visit to the RKO home offices
yesterday and met a number of the
principal executives including J. R.
McDonough, president of RKO Radio Pictures.
Spitz left for lunch
with Peter Rathvon of the Atlas
the

first

Corp.,

who

engaged

is

in

working

out a reorganization plan for

U.

A.

RKO.

ATTYS. PRESENT
Selznick

CASE AGAINST CITY TAX

Makes Additions

why the New York City
tax should not apply to film
•entals were offered by attorneys
'or United Artists yesterday when
hearing on the distributor's appeal
rom an assessment was conducted
finance department, which
>y the
eserved decision.
Attorneys presReasons

sales

i
!

(Continued on Page 2)

W\ But 2 Majors

New

Okay

2,000-Foot Reel

With Paramount now having joind the major companies which have
pproved a 2,000-foot reel standard,
RKO and Universal remain to
kay the changeover.
Deadline for
omplete major company reactions
nly

Page

(.Continued on

2)

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Additions to the personnel of Selznick International Pictures include Hal Kern, film editor
and technical assistant to David O.
Selznick at M-G-M and who will become editorial supervisor of all Selznick pictures as soon as he finishes
editing of "Tale of Two Cities";
Charles Walrod, purchasing agent;
Casey Roberts, assistant to Sturges
Carne, art director, and Eric Stacey,
assistant director on the first Selznick picture for United Artists,
"Little Lord Fauntleroy".

—

Detroit Recently announced expansion plans of the Butterfield circuit are under way.
In addition to
the new house now being built in Alpena, the circuit is reconditioning
the Orpheum, Ann Arbor, closed for
several years; the McGin in Cadillac, the Ramsdell in Manistee and
the Bijou, Battle Creek, according
to J. D. Brooks, chief booker.
The
circuit also has just reopened the
Mecca,
Saginaw, after improvements.

Atlas Not Giving Up
Position in Paramount
Reports

emanating

from

circles, in some quarters, had
interpreted the rumor as meaning
that Atlas plans to concentrate its
film activities on RKO, which it controls in association with Lehman
Brothers.
cial

Checking Upon G. T. E. Plan

—

Detroit

All

scenes

in

pictures

using

"The Star Spangled Banner" in any torm
were ordered cut this week by Lieut.
Lester
Potter,
police
specifically
ordered

Potter
censor.
in
"Skycuts
Kid" after reviewing them, although they were originally passed by Censor Joseph Kollar
and had reached the subsequent run
houses.
Fotter recently secured a conviction against a first-run house for the
use of the national anthem as an exit
march.
He bases his action on a State
Act of 1927.

bound"

and

"Slk

Hat

a conviction, or perhaps a hung jury.
In announcing the adjournment
(Continued on Page 3)

HIRE 6

CAMERAMEN

TO FILM

WPA WORK

Washington

THE FILM DAILY
— Motion
picture an-

WPA's

four-billion-dollar pro-

Washington Bureau of

gle of

gram has been given a new impetus
it was revealed yesterday with announcement that six cameramen
(Continued on Page 2)

Anti-Censorship Group
Forms Chicago Chapter

—

Chicago Following the closing of
the stage play, "Tobacco Road", by
Mayor Kelly, the Chicago Civic Liberties Committee has organized a loU. S. Post Office Department is cal chapter of the National Council
to Hold
Phila.
looking into the proposed reorgani- on Freedom from Censorship, to opzation plan for General Theaters pose the "censorship outrages perInternational
Equipment to determine whether petrated by public officials and priare any misrepresentations vate individuals against books, movAn International there
Philadelphia
constituting a mail fraud, it was ies, plays and newspapers."
Luncheon will be held by the Phila- learned yesterday. Murray W. Garsdelphia Motion Picture Forum on son, director of investigation for the
Committee,
Congressional
Nov. 25 at the Bellevue-Stratford Sabath
Para. Gets GB "Scrooge"
which has begun a study of the G.
Hotel. John S. Tapernoux, importer
"Scrooge," produced by GB from the
T. E. reorganization, said yesterday
Dickens works, has been acquired by
of French films, and Capt. Harold that thousands of letters have been
distribution
American
for
Paramount
under a deal closed through M. J. KanAuten, who handles British films, received from G. T. E. bondholders
Release
is
Pictures.
Olympic
del's
will come over from New York to be charging misrepresentations in the
scheduled for the holiday season.
among the speakers. E. S. Whitman, reorganization plan. Garsson con-

For Possible Mail Violations
Forum

Anthem Scenes

retire for their deliberations that
will result in either an acquittal or

Wall

Street to the effect that Atlas Corp.,
headed by Floyd B. Odium, has been
selling its Paramount stock were
emphatically denied by a spokesman
for the company yesterday.
Finan-

Luncheon

Detroit Bars

—

Louis Federal Judge George
H. Moore, at 3 P. M. yesterday, at
the close of final arguments by special assistant U. S. Attorney-General Russell Hardy, decided to continue the hearing of the government's case against Warners, et al.,
until 10 A. M. on Monday, when
he will give the jurors their final
instructions as to the law relating
to the evidence and permit them to
St.

To Production Personnel
West Coast Bureau

Over 1934

Per Cent Rise

—

{Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)
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T

T

of recognition has been achieved by
•
who will be honored by the Encyclopedia BritFred Astaire
tanica in its 14th edition
the special article will contain
data on Fred's terpsichorean art, illustrated with photographs
that's what you call Permanent
Publicity for a picture plug ...... The Republican leaders of Harrison, N. Y., are contemplating challenging the election of Charlie
Pettijohn, Democrat and Hays office attorney, as a councilman
on the grounds that he did not own property in that town on
election day

from "Top Hat," no

less

T
•

•

•

T

SMART LITTLE

novelty program being issued
weekly for the New Yorker theater at 51st and Broadway
getting over the idea of Comtitled "Candid Chronicles"
fort, Atmosphere, Refinement
and Safety for the unescorted
lady looking for film fare on wicked Broadway
Vivian
Moses has hit on this new slant for theater programs, he being

— Lichthildbuehnc,

—

19.

FINANCIAL

the editor

T
•

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
Hisjh
193/4

Low

Close

18%

i8y8

66

66

leaves for Hollywood on Nov.
Universal's "Show Boat."

•

T

AHERNE
for

Tuesday

sailed

aboard

the

on

the

yesterday

England.

GEORGE STEVENS. RKO Radio Pictures diand ERWIN GELSEY, author, came east
PANDRO S. BERMAN, associate producer.
JACK HULBERT and his wife. CICELY COURTNEIDGE. GB stars, sail tonight on the Europa

with

for

England.

MARC CONNELLY,
tures,"

which

morrow

for

New

York

author

Warners

will

"Green

of

film,

Pas-

leaves

weeks

the coast after several
casting the picture.

toIn

GACON DE CAVAIGNAC,

JEAN
rector,

sails

French ditoday on the Champlain for France.
also is on the passenger list.

ROBERT HUREL

L.
W. SHIELDS of Empire Theater Supply
is
covering
the
New England territory in
preparation for the opening of a branch there.

JOE FELDMAN, publicity
theaters in Pittsburgh, is in

head for Warner
York on busi-

New

ness.

W.

FINNEY,

E.

Pittsburgh

JANE

THE LATEST New

helping

Loew

dlvls'on head. Is in
exploit
"Mutiny on the

FROMAN,

following

her

engagement

at the Stan'ey in Pittsburgh, is leaving for the
coast to appear in more Warner films.

George Hirliman. prexy of Regal Productions

this week to get
some additional acts for the Variety Cub banquet in Pittsburgh tomorrow night.
NORMAN
PRESCOTT, toas*m*ster. arrives there by plane
tomorrow with JOE E. BROWN and BOB HALL.

clicked with the Marx Brothers in their
Crackers," and later with Sam Goldwyn

Chg.

arrives

Bounty."

way

Seat

in

York girl to sing and dance her
to headline honors is titian-haired Eleanor Hunt
who
has been selected for a leading role in "The Rest Cure" by
•

Am.

appear

to

rector,

• THE HEIGHT

•

Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle. La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour-

des-Noues,

DUNNE

IRENE
26

BRIAN

Phone, Circle 7-4736. 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday. New York.
wood. California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
6607.
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Ernest W. Fredman. The Film Renter. 89-91
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Broadway

who

Eleanor
riot,

"Animal

placed her in Eddie

JOHN H. HARRIS made
New York from Pittsburgh

a

quck

trip

to

Cantor's first pdx
— 2%
T
T
T
SAM ROSEN
New York
week
end
the
• • • A DRIVE is being conducted by Ben Roman, opera20
Con. Fm.
19V 10y — %
tor of the Renaissance in Harlem, for 10,000 Christmas baskets
166
Kodak
+
66% 166
he has 400 workers canvassing store
for the colored folks
49V 495/ _
Loew's.
50
owners
Instructors in French schools will attend a special
Hire Six Cameramen
Paramount
9% 934 9ft
preview of "Crime and Punishment," the new French film, at
— 2V4
79
8034 78V
Paramount
to Film WPA Work
the Cinema De Paris this morn
Paramount 2nd
11% 11% 11Vi
— %
Pathe Film
5% 5V
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+ % Hollywood Payrolls Show All But 2 Majors Okay
hired by Harry Hopkins
have
been
—
19V
1834
18%
20'h Century-Fox
take pictures of WPA work
r Rise
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New 2,000-Ft. Reel to
20th Century-Fox.pfd. 28%
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The filmthroughout the country.
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52% 52% 52% + 3
ing project is directed by Sydney
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Warner Bros
8V
McKean, formerly with Fox and
— % of the business situation in Cali- to the proposed move has been put Paramount,
48
48
48
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assisted by C. F. Laning.
fornia.
back to Dec. 2. About that date a Newsreels are free to use the WPA
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orate nature of a large number of
pictures and the consequent employment of more players, extras and
technical help are the chief reasons
for the payroll increase.

+ %
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Forum to Hold
International Luncheon

+ %
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18%

4% + %

Showing Shorts on Geology

A

director and author of
books on South America, and consuls from several foreign legations
also will address the gathering.

publisher,

preview of six educational shorts
on geology, produced by Erpi PicAsk Particulars in Ind. Suit
ture Consultants for the University
Indianapolis
Bills of discovery
of Chicago and the National Park asking
that R. R. Bair, circuit operaService, will be given next Friday
tor, and the Indianapolis Amusement
afternoon at the Erpi review room.
Co. bring into court their books,
attempt
said
first
This is
to be the
papers and writings for use in a
to teach geology on the screen.
damage suit have been filed in Federal court here. Bair and the amusement company sued several film comFilm
Measures
Pending
3
panies in 1932 asking $850,000 for
Three measures affecting the industry
alleged violation of the Sherman

—

are now pending at special sessions of
state legislatures.
They are: Nebraska,
sales tax; Texas. 3 per cent selective
gross tax including admissions' Oregon,
outlawing games of chance.
bill

The bills of discovery,
by attorneys for the producers,
ask the plaintiffs to answer a

anti-trust act.
filed

also
series of questions concerning their
businesses.

1)

meeting of major firm representaon the plan.

tives will be held

U. A. Attorneys Present
Case Against City Tax
{Continued from Page 1)

which

finally will be placed
National Archives for educational purposes.

films,
in the

Regular Monogram Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of 1%
per cent has been declared by Monogram Pictures, payable Nov. 15, ac-

ent for United Artists included Edpresiward G. Raftery t Newman Lawler cording to W. Ray Johnston,
dent
of that company.
the
Hays
and Gabriel L. Hess of
organization.
Paul Lazarus, Harry
Muller and Edward Mullins were
witnesses.

'Moscow Nights' Premiere in London
London "Moscow Nights," Alexander Korda production for United
Artists, starring Harry Baur and
Penelope Dudley-Ward, had its world
premiere at the Leicester Square
Theater on Thursday night before a

—

distinguished audience.
3 More Republic Circuit Deals
Republic has closed additional circuit deals with Cooperative Theaters
of Michigan, covering five situations;
C. & C. Enterprises, New Orleans,
in four spots, and Westland Theaters, Colorado, four situations.

Forrest

Halsey

Edwin H. Walk
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CASE

A LITTLE

from "LOTS"

GOES OVER TO MONDAY

P. 0.

DEP'T STUDYING

PROPOSED

PLAN

By RALPH WOK
G.T.E,
Paramount. "Hitch Hike Lady" was
(Continued from Page 1)
(^HESTERFIELD has started pro- adapted by Gordon Rigby, Lester
(.Continued from Page 1)
duction on its first picture on ^°^ e and Olive Cooper from the story ferred
until Monday, Judge Moore rejected
yesterday with
Inspector
MacDonald, Republic Moore of the N. Y. Post Office Dea final personal appeal from James the 1935-36 program, "Ring Around by Wallace
story
editor.
the
Moon."
Heading
the cast are
partment on the matter.
A. Reed of Warner counsel to perThe public hearing on the G. T. E.
mit the case to go to the jury yes- Donald Cook, Erin O'Brien Moore,
Alan
Edwards,
John
Qualen and Ann
terday.
Reed and other defense
Lee Garmes, who gained fame plan scheduled to be held yesterday
Doran,
with
Mildred
Gover, Bar- as one of Hollywood's ace camera- by tbe
Sabath Committee was
counsel, apparently confident of an
acquittal, were anxious to get the bara Bedford, Richard Tucker, Doug- men, and became an associate direc- changed to a closed hearing at the
las
Fowley,
Carl Stockdale and tor
case out of the way in order to perwith Ben Hecht and Charles last minute because Garsson bemit the individual defendants to re- others in the supporting roles. The MacArthur on "Crime Without Pas- lieves that facts of such importance
story
is from tne novel
by Vere sion" and "The Scoundrel," now is are being developed that they should
turn to their homes without the
Hobart and has been adapted for
necessity of returning here Monday.
working as a full-fledged director in be presented to the full committee.
the screen by Paul Perez. Direction
London. Garmes lis directing Charles The closed session was given over to
Although Hardy cut his closing is by Charles Lamont,
with produc- Laughton and a distinguished cast examination of Senator Daniel 0.
arguments from two hours and 15 tion at Pathe Studios.
Producer is in "Cyrano de Bergerac," being pro- Hastings of Delaware, receiver for
minutes the time he was permitted, George R. Batcheller.
duced by Alexander Korda.
Upon General Theaters, and Otto E.
to only 50 minutes, Judge Moore apT
T
Schurman &
completion of the film in the latter Kagel of Hughes,
parently did not want a verdict in
Mickey Rooney will appear in part of December, Garmes will re- Dwight, counsel for the receiver.
the case to interfere with the dig"Little Lord Fauntleroy," David O. turn to New York.
Garsson said the full committee
nity of the ceremonies scheduled for
Selznick
production
would hold public hearings on the
for
United
4 P. M. yesterday when senior FedArtists.
G. T. E. plan either late this month
eral Judge Charles V. Davis, asSeton I. Miller will write the or early in December.
T
T
sisted by Judge Moore, and attaches
Ann Sothern has been assigned screenplay for "The Leathernecks
divisions
of
the
Federal
of the two
the feminine lead opposite George Have Landed," Republic special procourt and members of the bar, di- Bancroft in
Nebraska Notes
"Hell Ship Morgan" at duction which will star Lew Ayres.
rected the final adjournment of the Columbia.
Miller wrote the original story and
courts in the historic old Federal
screenplay for "G-Men," and did the
Lincoln, Neb.
Battle was flaring
T
building. Last night and today the
W. C. Fields, recovered from his screenplays for "Frisco Kid," "Scar- again here this week between the
courts will move to the new Federal illness, has been set by Paramount face," "The Crowd Roars," "Dawn Varsity, a Westland house, and the
Courthouse and Custom House at for the starring role in "Poppy," by Patrol" and others.
Orpheum, a J. H. Cooper stringer.
Twelfth Boulevard and Market St., Dorothy Donnelly. William LeBaron
Both houses are back at vaude over
W
T
T
and this case will be decided in that will be associate producer.
In order to permit her to finish the holiday weekend and the presstructure.
It's expected to be a
V
T
T
the second picture for Paramount, sure is on.
yesterday
adjournment
Before
Mae Clarke and James Ellison will the New York Metropolitan has giv- pitched contest untif Tranksgiving,
Judge Moore especially cautioned head the supporting cast of "Hitch en Gladys Swarthout an extension at least.
the members of the jury and the two rlike Lady," Republic feature star- of the date on which she is to reNevins Lynn, manager for Ralph
alternates not to discuss the case ring Alison Skipworth, now in pro- port. She finished her first singing Blanks' theaters in Kearney, has set
with anyone, and added that if any- duction under the direction by Au- film, "Rose of the Rancho," with the wedding day. It'll be the 17th.
one attempted to discuss the case brey Scotto. Other members of the John Boles, then began work in "Give
with them they should immediately cast are Beryl Mercer, Warren Hy- Us This Night," opposite Jan Kiereport the incident to him person- mer and Lionel Belmore. Miss Skip- pura.
The second picture will ex- fense counsel, Reed said that Hardy
ally.
It is presumed that Judge worth and Ellison are on loan from tend into December.
was not a single, solitary soldier
Moore's charge to the jury on Monfighting an army.
day will be very lengthy and de"He has an army in back of him,
and
Jacob M. Lashly of counsel for been before the bar for 50 years, he
tailed, covering the various legal
are in the shadows", Reed
RKO
and
Ned
E. Depinet, earlier had never known a case the like of but they
Orphases of the six-week trial.
added. He then pointed out that the
in the day, will also be discounted
the one on trial, which he said was government's case rested solely on
dinarily such a charge is adminisby the long adjournment over the
tered by the court in 30 to 45 minmade up entirely of suspicion, mis- the statements of witnesses as to
week
end.
utes, but this is not an ordinary
construction and innuendo and such what was said at various conversacapacity crowd was in court to
A
case.
twisting of facts and circumstances tions, saying that while he was not
times
he
rose to the
hear
Reed.
At
Hardy's final plea for a convicout of their natural relationship in accusing anyone of perjury, it was
heights of his glorious days in the
tion was not only greatly abbreviatorder to give them a sinister aspect. a fact nevertheless that men's minds
whole
he
on
the
Senate,
but
U. S.
ed but lost most of its force because
He then recalled that Abel Cary naturally drift in the direction of
dignified appeal to home
he devoted the entire time to a de- just made a
Thomas was unable to defend him- their interests. He then proceeded
mete out Missouri justice
fense of himself, the Department of folks to
analyze the individual interests
self through illness, while Harry
men he contended should never M. Warner had been called from to
government witJustice, Harry C. Arthur Jr. of to
of the various
simFanchon & Marco, and Harry Kop- have been hauled into court for
the trial by the death of his father, nesses, Arthur, Thomas N. Dysart,
ply defending themselves against a
lar, business associate of Arthur,
adding that he was not appealing Joseph Grand, Leahy, Ulmer, etc.
the first run motion
from the vicious attacks made upon "monopoly" of
to sympathy, but would state the Later he read from Leahy's testibusiness in St. Louis on the
them by Frederick H. Wood and Jim picture
plain facts, and immediately he mony to back up his contention that
Arthur, Fanchon & Marco
Reed of Warner counsel and Wil- part of
launched upon an attack of Hardy, his sole purpose in bringing up the
in this connecsaying
Koplar,
and
liam R. Gentry, who made the closcharging that he had never heard Sherman Act in the talk with Depi"This is the first time I ever
more unfair opening address to net in a New York hotel was to get
ing arguments on behalf of Para- tion:
anti-trust act of a
Sherman
the
of
heard
Referring to
mount and its vice-president, George
a jury than that of Hardy in this pictures for Snyder.
monopoly
a
defend
to
used
being
as
J. Schaefer.
case, and then charged that efforts J. M. Ulmer, Cleveland attorney,
its
out
carrying
in
it
The defense was deprived of the and to assist
had been made to keep out facts the "this creature Ulmer", he charged
purposes."
diabolical
defense was entitled to have go be- that he was "as full of virus as a
full benefits of this tactical blunder
Hardy in closing contended the de- fore the jury. He added that Hardy rattlesnake", and proceeded to anaon the part of the prosecution when
including
tried everyone,
was just a hireling of the govern- lyze Ulmer's testimony to support
Judge Moore declined to give the fense had
the Department of Justice,
He then
characterization.
pointing out that neither Con- that
case to the jury yesterday after- himself,
ment,
commitprotective
By Monday morning the the bondholders' court, Harry Ar- gress nor the President had ordered viewed the various moves made by
noon.
the Federal
prosecution but someone in the Warners in the St. Louis situation,
eleven white men and the lone negro tee,
& Marco and Harry the
of Justice "had been im- saying that what the company and
Department
who will decide the fate of the five thur, Fanchon
without attempting to meet posed upon and led to believe that its officials did they had a legal
individual and eight corporate de- Koplar
proposals
issues, the charge that they
he had a case or he thought he had right to do. and stv'ed the
fendants will not recall so vividly the real
conspired to interfere with in- a case, and that someone is just Mr. made to the bondholer committees
the contrast between the stirring had
shipment of motion pictures Hardy".
by Warners "as one of the fairest
defense appeal by Senator terstate
final
Ambassador, Missouri and
propositions ever put out in any rereffrequent
Hardy's
Reed and the closing words of Har- to the
Answering
Grand Central Theaters
New
organization plan."
arguments
of
denumber
the
of
large
effects
the
The
dy.
had erences to
Reed said that, although he
and appeals of George S. Leisure
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THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES
—

San Antonio Tommy Wales, manager of the Cascade, Boerne, has
bought a new Walker Soundscreen
from R. W. Barron of the Independent Film Exchange.

—

Dallas National Theater Supply
Dallas has sold the following
equipment to the three Community
neighborhood theaters here: Hertner
generators, Peerless magnarcs, and
carpet with hair felt lining.
of

—

Spokane The Bandbox has undergone improvements to the front and
foyer and a number of interior improvements are soon to be made.

Omaha

for his
attle.

Baker, manager of
Homer, Neb., has in-

new low intensity lamps,
motor generator and new screen. A.
W. Johnson at Friend has installed
stalled

« «

Kent at Kent, south of SeImprovements will include

ventilating system, new facade of
black art glass, enlarged entrance,
remodeled B. 0. and other features.

—

Chisholm, Minn. The Range has
contracted for the latest W. E. Wide
Range attachment.

—

St. Louis
The St. Louis Amusement Co. has awarded the contract
for alterations and improvements to

days.

Miami Beach

—The

Lincoln

will

a complete Western Electric
Wide Range sound system with deaf
set equipment.

—

—

—

Ritz lobby.

tric

—The Western Elec-

Wide Range attachment

is

to

—

Savannah, Tenn.
New sound
equipment will be installed in the
Churchwell here.

be added to the Missouri.

—

Seattle Roy Czerny has launched
an extensive remodeling program

Modernize Yo

install

Miami All theaters in the WoThe Orpheum at
a new screen.
North English, Iowa, is having metco chain throughout the Greater
Miami area are being made ready
Largen sound installed.
for the winter season by having new
Ocala, Fla. The Ritz is being re- lobby backgrounds installed.
decorated and equipped with RCADallas The Knox Street will soon
Victor High Fidelity sound reproducing system.
Jo. Fernandez, of be operating with a new Western
Barcelona, Spain, is decorating the Electric sound system.
Columbia, Mo.

BUSINES!

Gravois to J. A. Prahl, 5521
South Grand Blvd.
The work will
get under way within the next few
the

—Fred

the Royal at
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Theater grosses are definitely on the upgrade generally throughout the country.
Nearly any operator, circuit or independent, will tell you that and factually so.
As
compared with the last Autumn, and too many previous Autumns, the weeks ahead are
bound to witness an increasingly big flow of admissions across ye box office window.

—

Just how much of that increased business you acquire doesn't depend entirely upon
the kind of product you are playing on your screen.
Granted, of course, that pictures
themselves constitute the big patron lure.
But beyond that, the atmosphere your house
presents,

providing

it

is

attractive,

certainly

aid

you

in

getting a

piece

of

that

During those past years of depressed grosses, operating economies were naturally
in every department of theaters.
Now, however, is the time to relax somewhat,
in this respect.
No doubt in many operations, it is at present feasible to lay aside a
percentage of the intake to devote to theater improvements. That's a sensible investment.
effected

—

Detroit
RCA Photophone has
signed maintenance contracts with
the Butterfield circuit for Allegan,

Are

its

is

in

a

High Intensity Lamp

Holland, and South Haven theaters, trie Wide Range attachment has
and for the Rogers in Detroit.
been contracted for by the Burr.
\

A.C. or D.C.
for every theatre

large or small

Houston
equipment
Midway.

— New

Western Electric

New York

be installed in the been

made

— Arrangements

have

for

the installation of
Photophone High Fidelity sound
equipment in the new Avenue D,
Indianapolis A complete Western now nearing completion. The house
Electric Wide Range sound system is to be operated jointly by the Cenis soon to be installed in the Rex. tury Circuit and Rugoff & Becker.
is to

—

•
There

initial

lights sufficiently big

the signs of business houses

There

point of customer contact.
Does it need
enough, and bright enough, to compete with
the neighborhood? Check up on this!

the marquee, the

Let's start with

rejuvenating?

USHER IN

can

increased business.

is

a

NATIONAL
Projector Carbon
for every

Projection

Lamp

—

—

Complete new
New York The Jackson, formerly
Hartsville, S. C.
known as Louis', at 745 Westchester Western Electric Wide Range sound
Ave., the Bronx, has been equipped system goes into the New.
with new Photophone High Fidelity
sound apparatus by its new owners
New York— Costas "Gus" Staof the Harry Harris Circuit. George matis, president of the Gloria PaMorrow is house manager.
tricia Amusement Co., has purchased
new Photophone High Fidelity sound
Ludlow, Mass.

—A

Western Elec- equipment

to be installed in the

Min-

THEATRE

patrons desire enough supplementary lighting for
comfortable vision from the moment of entrance. They are

annoyed when a dark theatre compels them to stumble and
grope blindly for their seats.
High Intensity Projection permits ample side lighting for a
comfortable level of general illumination. It improves the quality
of black and white projection and brings out the full beauty and
realism of color productions.

COMPLETE FURNISHINGS
FOR

THE THEATER
CARPETS,
STAGE
CURTAINS.
WALL
COVERING, DRAPES, SEATS, ELECTRIC
LIGHT FIXTURES. SUPREX PROJECTION
LAMPS,
DECORATING.
PROJECTION
EQUIPMENT.

AIR CONDITIONING

Jilt**PHOON
ONDITIONINGCO
BLOWERS -FANS

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Carbon Soles

New

Division, Cleveland,

INC.

Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide (TH3 and Corbon Corporation
Branch Sales Offices:
York
Pittsburgh
,
,
Chicogo

Son Francisco

AIR

Install

High Intensity Lamps
in your theatre.
They insure
sustained patronage.

PLY CORP.
630 9TH AVE.

NEW YORK

WASHERS

SS2 West 26th

St.,

New

Yor

fr<530"SDAILY
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NT

magazine

Continue the inspection tour to the lobby.
Does it shriek for modernizing?
mblic improvements" to give prospective patrons the idea that you're running
a
odel theater?
about

that

For

1935

booth— and

projection

the equipment inside?
Weed out that
the auditorium.
Check up on those seats.
e they merely something to sit on— or really comfortable chairs? A comfortably-seated
jtrort is going to enjoy your show a lot more than the person who shifts
around in a
tile effort to find a soft spot.
Survey the decorative effects of your house.
Perhaps
few architectural changes here and there, plus the intelligent use of paint and other
terior beautifying elements, will enhance its atmosphere.
stuff.

And

take a

let's

look

local

fire

—

toy to Profits

How

EQUIPMENT FIELD NOTES
«
«
—Development of a film ning one of the most elaborate

protector that is reported to absolutely prevent fire
originating at the aperture from
reaching the upper and lower magazines, is announced by the Paramount Device Corp. of Chicago. In
case
of
fire,
the
manufacturer
states, the film slot is sealed by the
instantaneous action of a springoperated knife blade which is controlled
by a fusible link.
The
blade cuts the film and seals the
slot, it is claimed.

UILDERS

isolete

»

Chicago

at

New York With reports from
the 37 members operating 39 stores
covering practically every section
of the United States, equipment
sales continue on the up trend, according to J. E. Robbin, executive
secretary of the Independent Theater Supply Dealers Association.
An advertising and publicity campaign is now being concluded by the
members to bring out the advantages
of the installation of new equipment.

—

New York
International Seat
Corp. has installed 600 seats in the
new house

which

has opened at
Nicholas Ave.

Dayton

Herman

181st

St.

Yaffa

and

St.

—International

Seat Corp.
been installed in the
State, R-K-0 house, which reopens
Nov. 7 after alterations.
Detroit

ity

equipment

—RCA Photophone

is

will

A

be demonstrated.

large sales and service staff is
coming here for the convention, including: E. M. Hartley, general sales

manager; F. B. Ostman and M.
(.Continued on

Page

6)

PENNIES
BUY PROTECTION

Half

a pack

of cigarettes daily for three years

represents the cost
Ticket

Register.

buys the Model

You

product has
Instead of asking your patrons whether or not they liked the show, for a change
quire if they have any ideas for improvement of the theater itself.
The chances are
u'll draw a blank in most instances, but a few bright citizens will likely come through
th suggestions which are worthy of your consideration.
Instead of getting audience

exhibits ever staged, at the Allied
Theaters of Michigan convention
next week. New P6-A2 High Fidel-

per unit

The price

of

of

a Gold Seal

a subway

be without a Genister.

GENERAL REGISTER
CORPORATION
1540 Broadway, New York,

N. Y.

plan-

action to your show, get audience reaction to your theater.

GET

AUDIENCE

REACTION

TO YOUR THEATER

va, which was formerly known as will soon be operating with a new
« Armory before being completely Western Electric Wide Range atmodelled by the new owner.
tachment.
Chicago E. Thomas Beatty, who
Webster, Mass. The Liberty is operates the Englewood; Anna C.
mtracted for a Western Electric Remijas, of the Gaelic; and the West
ide Range attachment.
Theatres Corporation, which runs
the West, have all arranged to reOxford, N. C. The Princess, op- place their old sound equipment with
ated by E. G. Crews, and Theodore new RCA High Fidelity apparatus.

—

—

—

Hester's Carolina theater at Tar>ro,

Beckley, W. Va.— The Beckley has
contracted for a new Western Electric Wide Range sound system.

N. C, have been equipped with

sw Photophone High
und.
Shep Brinkley's

Fidelity

new house
Murfreesboro, N. C, is also to
equipped with new RCA sound
Atlanta L. J. Pepper's Marengo
hen completed.
house, at Demopolis, Ga., and 0. C.
Lam's house, Rockmont, Ga., have
Great Falls, S.
The Republic arranged for replacement of their

—

C—

{Continued on Page 6)

"TOP HAT"

All Set to Serve You
National

Service

never relaxes.

It

is

ready

to

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

ment

of

/
NATIONAL
92 Gold

St.

KNOWN

QUALITY.

projectors.

Send for catalog.

SERVE your

theatre.

A

help your

Only equip-

Carpets, seating, screens,
National

is

PREPARED

to

top hat, white tie and tails will make even an
average mortal look like someone with plenty of
potatoes in the bank. Alexander Smith Carpet has

much
try's

THEATRE SUPPLY

or Office Nearest

You

New

CO.

York, N. Y.

the same effect on a theatre.

reason you will find

most

it

ride

H'.

can't afford to

Which

is

one

in the majority of the coun-

successful theatres.

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

J.

THE

DAILY
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EQUIPMENT

THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES
RCA

Rialto on the site of the old Rialto
on Broadway, has taken over the
1200-seat Cort Theater in SomerFarmville, Va. Contract has been ville, and equipped it with new RCA
Joseph and
closed by the Eaco for Western Elec- High Fidelity sound.
Samuel Levenson have arranged to
tric Wide Range attachment.
put new RCA sound in their Capitol
Kansas City Among the many house, in Woodbine, and E. W. Humrecent installations of new Photo- phreys is putting similar sound
phone High Fidelity sound equip- equipment in his Opera House, at

sound apparatus
Photophone systems.
old

with

—

—

ments

in this state are: the Morris,

by Lionel R. Seman, at
Cimarron; the Aron, operated by
J. W. Schmitt and John W. Kelley,
at Hillsboro; the Royal, operated by
Harry Moulton and Jack Christine,
at Satha; and the 1200-seat Roxian,
at McKees Rocks, which is operated
by F. H. McKnight for the receivers, the People's Pittsburgh Trust
Company, and managed by S.

Woodstown.

operated

—

Chicago- The Rivoli
for Western Electric

is

contracted

Wide Range

attachment.
Lincoln George E. Hall, who runs
the Rose Bowl at Franklin, will soon
install RCA Photophone sound, as
will I. N. Kuhl, who operates the
Rivolo and two other houses in
Albert F. Kehr, who is
Seward.
Fleishman.
building a deluxe new theater at
Ogallala, expects to open around
Western Electric Dec. 15 with new RCA High FidelWilliston, Fla.
sound system goes soon into the ity sound for which he has already
Arcade.
contracted.

—

—

—

Wheeling The Matewan, operated by Hope & Allen in the town by
that name;
and the Strand at
Hallidays Cove, operated by N. G.
Anas, for the Weir Cove Amusements Co., have replaced their old
sound systems with new RCA Photophone apparatus. The Lyric, formerly the Pocahontas, at Marlintown, has been reopened with new

RCA

High

Fidelity sound

—

Provo, Utah The Provo has contracted for a complete Western
Electric Wide Range sound system.

—

Philadelphia Morris Somerson, of
the Palm, and Morris Gerson, of
the Hamilton, are preparing to replace their old sound equipment with

RCA

new

Photophone

by W. R.

Oak Park,

Rapid City,

D.— The Rex

S.

will

apparatus

very shortly.

Keller.

NOTES

111.

—Wide

Range

is

Yahr, of the Camden service depart- G. Zorn has replaced the old sound
ment; E. Augur of New York sales in the Apollo, which is managed by
staff;
C. Roy Cox, Chicago, and M. Shephard, at Belvidere, with new
J. M. Mullin, Cleveland.
RCA equipment.

—

New York A new catalogue containing information on the Suprex
high-intensity projection arc lamp
has been published by the C. S. Ashcraft Mfg. Co. at its new headquarters in Long Island City.

—

New York Under the guidance of
Bert Moeller as general sales manager, Marsh Products Co., Inc., RCA
Building, is making important sales
progress.
Marshmarble, which is
gaining in popularity, is a perma-

nent, sanitary and lasting actual reprojection lamp production of rare imported marbles
for use in 35-mm. projectors has in their original colors, Moeller
been made available by General points out. It comes in large, light
Electric.
Levels of screen illumi- panels which are easily applied over
nation attainable with it are said old or new walls.
Basically it is
to be higher than any other filament specially
processed,
oil
treated,
lamp and are double those obtain- waterproof material to which a hard
able with the familiar 900-watt, 30- but flexible Marbleized surface is
ampere projection lamp. It is par- integrated, he states. Marshmarble
ticularly well suited for small the- is particularly suited for lobbies,
aters and permanent or semi-per- foyers, corridors and lavatories in
manent installations in the larger theaters, it is stated.
school and church auditoriums, it is
pointed out.
New York C. V. Martina has put
new RCA High Fidelity sound in the
St. Louis
Electrical Research Genesee, at Mt. Morris.
He also
Products has moved its local office operates the Rialton, at Albion,
from the Telephone Building to the and the Family at Mt. Morris. JoMissouri
Theater
Building,
634 seph Sternberg has put similar RCA
North Grand Ave. J. J. Lieske, Jr., apparatus in his Avon, at Booneis in charge as sales manager for ville.
Harry Shippman, upstate
the St. Louis district.
theater circuit operator, has put
Photophone High Fidelity sound in
Chicago The new Lincoln, op- the Ritz, at Port Jervis.
erated by Leon Jarodsky, has been
equipped with Photophone High FiMartin, Tenn. The Capitol is in-

New York — A new

—

—

—

delity

sound

apparatus.

soon to be added to the Western
Electric sound system in the Lamar.

be equipped with a complete Western Electric Wide Range sound
system.

FIELD

(Continued from Page 5)

(Continued from Page 5)

Edward
TICKET

—

stalling 833

new upholstered

seats.

aCUJM

THEATRE DECORATIONS

Larry Puglia, who
recently installed new RCA High
Fidelity sound in his Opera House
Cleveland
The Sunbeam, in at Waynesboro, is also replacing
Cleveland, has been equipped with the sound in the Eclipse with siminew Photophone High Fidelity sound lar equipment. William O. Heckby Charles Gottlob. Other recent man's Neptune, at Richland, also
RCA sound installations in this state gets new RCA sound, as does Wilinclude: the Regent, at Youngstown, liam Dabb's Lyric, at Shenandoah.
operated jointly by Mark A. Villani, The Roaring Spring house, operated
Guy Lalamo, and Joe Morgan; the by J. W. Burket, and the new ShaColumbia and the Morrison, in Alli- piro, at Six Mile Runs, have opened
ance, operated by Raymond S. Wal- up with new RCA High Fidelity
lace; Clark M. Young's new Lyric sound.
Theater, at Bowling Green; the
Grand, at Ironton, operated by Mrs.
Little Falls, Minn.— The Falls is
Fronia Sexton, who also has the contracted for a Western Electric
Lyric at Ashland, Kentucky, and Wide Range attachment.
Schine's Wooster Theater, which is
jointly operated by the Schine CirDallas
Four additional Texas
cuit and the Kinney Mott Corp.
theaters have joined the ranks of
Pittsburgh

/"NEW

SHOW SEASON

—

HARVESTS/HITS
ANY COPY—SILK TRANSPARENT VALANCES—ANY COLOR
VELVET TRANSPARENT VALANCES
also FLAGS. BANNERS and PENNANTS

—

houses recently equipped with

—

new

Tarboro, N. C. Western Electric Photophone High Fidelity sound
Wide Range attachment has been systems. They are J. R. Preddy's
ordered for the New.
Texas, at Austin; Gidney Tolley's
Texas, at Mathis, and his Rialto,
St. Louis
Harry J. Holloway's at Pearsall, and E. M. Boone's Ritz,
Gem, in St. Johns, and Fred Hof's at Moran.

—

Ivanhoe, in St. Louis have recently
replaced their old sound equipment
with new Photophone High Fidelity
reproducers.

—

Shaker Heights, Ohio The New
has contracted for complete Western
Electric Wide Range sound system.

New York

—

New England Supply Branch
Empire Theater Supply Corp. of
New York plans to open a branch
Plans

in

New

now

England.

W.

Shields

is

—

A Western ElecWide Range sound system is to

Petersburg, Va.
tric

L.

in that territory.

Aaron Shusterman be installed in the Idle Hour.
equipped his New Empire at
Rahway with the newest Photophone
New York A Western Electric
High Fidelity sound system. Arthur Wide Range attachment has been
Mayer, who will soon open the new ordered for the Fordham.

MORRIS LIBERMAN

has

—

729 Broadway

NEW YORK
Tel.

SPr.

7-2320

1018

S.

Wabash Ay

CHICAGO.
Tel.

ILL.

I

Wabash 58151
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS

«

Sylvia

Sidney

in

Carl

"MARY BURNS, FUGITIVE"
aramount

84 mms.

INGENIOUS PUBLIC ENEMY DRAMA
IOOKED UP TO UNUSUAL LOVE INTERST. A NATURAL FOR SIDNEY.
This

is

just the type of picture that fits

Sidney

and

she scores
andsomely in a suspenseful yarn with
lenry of action, punch and emotional love
iterest.
Built along the "true story" conession type of magazine fiction that is so
opular, this production carries a doublearreled kick with its great emotional conlict as the hapless girl is caught between
he loves of two different types of men,
nd the machine-gun tempo of the stirring
ylvia

ction scenes.

perfectly,

As Mary Burns, owner
she

of a

pot
falls
love with
former college football star, who proves
As he makes
o be a notorious gangster.
getaway from her place when cornered
the police, she is arrested as his ac>y
offee

dinery,

in

omplice and sentenced to fifteen years in
Then the escape with
he penitentiary.
nother girl, who proves to be a stooge
or the federals, who hope to get the gangter killer through trailing the "escaped"
girl to his hideout.
Mary Burns in a hospital job builds a romance with an adventurer
explorer who is an inmate, and from this
Develops the high voltage drama as the
climax brings the gangster and the explorer
Very ingenious
nto conflict for the girl.
•lot,

swell

dialogue, and love

interest

that

please the femmes.
Cast: Sylvia Sidney, Melvyn Douglas, Pert

vill

(elton,

Alan

Baxter,

Wallace

Ford,

Brian

Dcnlevy, Frank Sully, Frances Gregg, Charles
A/aldrcn, William Ingersoll, Boothe

Howard,

German Willis, Joe Twerp, William Pawley,
<erman Cripps, Ivan Miller.
Producer, Walter Wanger; Director, Wiliam K. Hcward; Authors, Gene Towne,
Sraham Baker; Screenplay, Gene Tcwne,
oraham Baker, Lcuis Stevens; Editor, Pete
:
ritsch; Cameraman, Leon Shamroy.
Direction, Expert.

Photography, Excellent.

Chicago Chat

Brisson

in

"SO RED THE ROSE"

"SHIP CAFE"
with

Arline

with

Mady

Judge,

Margaret

65mins.

NICE ENTERTAINMENT FOR FANS IN
GENERAL WITH BRISSON SCORING IN
MUSICALIZED ROMANTIC COMEDY.
by Carl

Brisson

Paramount

FINE
CIVIL

as

ship's stoker who rises to cafe singing
honors, plus good work by the surrounding
cast, keen direction by Robert Florey, some
pleasing musical numbers and a generally

82 mins.

HUMAN INTEREST STORY OF
WAR TIMES WITH SPECIAL APstory

do exceed-

should

a

attractive production combine to make this
a satisfying piece of entertainment for fans
in general.
Brisson's role gives him a some-

what better chance than in his previous
appearances, and he makes the most of it.
As a coal shoveler he attracts the attention

of
countess,

worker
names.

Mady

Christians,

through

fight

a

an enterprising
with a fellow

who

has been calling him cute
After William
Frawley installs
Brisson as a singer in the ship's cafe, the
countess lures him away to her own establishment, where she makes him into something of a toy and exhibit, much to the
disgust

of

Arline

Judge,

a

singer

in

the

former cafe, and who is in love with Brisson.
Finally the hero wakes up to the situation
and walks out on the countess, returning
to his ship where a promotion and Arline
make it a happy ending.
Judge, Mady
Christians, William
Eddie Davis,
Inez Courtney, Grant Withers, Harry Woods,
Irving Bacon, Fred Warren, Jack Norton.

Cast:

Carl

Arline
Frawley,

Brisson,

Producer, Harold Hurley; Director, Robert
Thompson, Herbert
Fields; Screenplay, same; Music and Lyrics,
Ray Noble, Harlan Thompson, Lewis E.
Gensler; Cameraman, Theodore Sparkuhl;
Editor, James Smith.
Florey; Authors, Harlan

Direction, Excellent.

Photography, Fine

Atlantic City Shorts

ingly

well

women

King Vidor,

the

women

well
a

chosen

feeling

folk

has

will

handled
but

by

little

handle

their

Elizabeth

the

Patterson

comedy

in

of

roles

The

expertly handles most
her important role of
per-

The

book and screenplay contain comedy, sentiment, and a sequence of events that are
always interesting, and K ng Vidor's screen
interpretation
is
something that is ever
human and moving.
Randolph Scott, a
pacifist, joins the Southern Armv when his
uncle and cousin are killed.
The mother,
aunt, daughter and small son are left to
:

handle the plantation.
The slaves revolt,
the house is destroyed, everything seems
to be going against her. but still the mother
does not despair.
With the end of the
war, the boy returns to the girl who has
waiting.

A

simple

tale

but

fine

screen fare.

Margaret Sullavan, Walter ConRandolph Scott, Elizabeth Patterson,

Cast:
nolly,

Wisconsin Wisps

—

England

1934 season

the

in

New

in

satisfying

York,

mystery

this

is

a

melodrama

standpoint, generally effective direction and

enough

make

clear-cut

with

by masks,

pop

the

criminal

a

and

action

okay for

it

suspense

stands.

quartette,

who pop up
and

tional affairs

characters live.
a picture of sweetness

the old maid aunt.
Walter Connolly
the jolly role that he plays.

been

63 mins.

various

at

with

their

sonifies

Kelly

with good handling of roles from an acting

deals
are left behind.

make

and Judy

please

Margaret Sullavan is
and Randolph Scott's work is some of his
best yet. Janet Beecher gives a memorable
performance as the mother. The restraint
with which she handles a role that could
easily be overplayed is something to note.
of

in

shown

just

concerned mainly with

is

who

cast

that

and

Expertly

picture

the war itself and
the

South,

especially.

—

—

the

in

Produced

moderately

War

This Civil

Stuart

BRITISH-MADE MYSTERY DRAMA
HOLDS FAIR SUSPENSE AND ACTION
FOR PROGRAM HOUSES.
but

WOMEN.

PEAL FOR

John

Olympic Pictures

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Paramount

swell performance

"FOUR MASKED MEN"
with

Connolly,

Randolph Scott, Janet Beecher

Christians,

William Frawley

A

Walter

Sullavan,

beries.

Due

pull

off

to

Story

disguised
interna-

some heavy

rob-

the killing of his brother
in one of the holdups, John Stuart goes on
the trail of the gang, identifies a member
to

forces h m to swap places, then attends a meeting of the quartette and uncovers the ringleader, who chooses suicide

and

;

when

his game is up.
Romantic interest
supplied by Stuart and Judy Kelly, a likeable miss.
is

Cast: John Stuart, Judy Kelly, Miles
der, Richard Cooper, Sebastian

Man-

Shaw, Athole

Stewart.

Producer, Julius Haeen; Director, George
Pearson: Author, Cyril Campion; Camerman,
Sidney Blythe.
Direction,

Good.

Photography,

Good

J^net Beecher, Harrv Ellerbe, Dickie Moore,
Robert Cummings, Chafes Starrett, Johnny

Downs, Daniel Haynes, Clarence Muse.
Producer,
Douglas
MacLean; Director,
King Vidcr; Author, Stark Young; Sc-eenplay, Laurence Stallings, Maxwell Andersen,
Edwin Justus Mayer; Cameraman, Victor

Milner; Editor, Eda Warren.
Direction, Finest

Detroit

Photography, A-l.

Doings

—

Milwaukee Johnny Strain's new
Atlantic City "Mutiny on the
Detroit RKO Downtown Theater
Chicago Jerry J. Crane has assumed management of the Wilson Bounty" got off to a fine start here cocktail bar here has been getting changes to stage shows Nov. 15 with
the
patronage
of
theatrical
folks
by
Rudy Vallee as the opener.
rheater, west side house, after nine at Apollo theater with Manager Anvirtue of the fact that Strain himArthur G. Braiker has entered
/ears of service with local Warner derson doing some good exploitation
formerly
self
was
in
theater
busishow business by opening the Holwork.
louses.
ness.
brook Theater, formerly operated by
Hollywood Theater on Atlantic
"Top Hat" is playing a second
Harry Wagner, organist at the Milton Jacobson and Otto Vogel.
veek at the Avalon Theater. Dur- Ave. is putting in weekend stage Bay Theater, Green Bay, has been
His father, Harry S. Braiker, operng its first week all existing house shows for winter. Reported deal on booked by the Roxy in Springfield,
ates the Lasky.
ecords for attendance were broken. for Royal Theater to follow suit, 111.
Roy Brosius has been shifted as
Globe Theater, formerly Glick- which would be two flesh and
Davison Theater, Beaver Dam, manager from the Oakdale Theater,
on
Avenue
winter
for
flicker
shows
nan's Palace, one of Chicago's olddark for the past several years, may Hazel Park, to the new Bagley, formagainst Steel Pier's one on walk.
sst theatrical landmarks, reopens
be reopened shortly by the Wiscon- erly the Theatorium, by William
feature
double
Theater,
Palace
The Schulte, circuit owner. Fred Chand;oday under management of Vinton
sin Amusement Enterprises.
rheater Corp., headed by David E. house, put in entire new front.
circuit also operates the Odeon in ler was moved from the Carlton to
Rice, president; James Jansen, treaslrer, and John H. Deming, Jr., secretary.
The auditorium, seating 1,-

has been remodeled.
George Aylesworth has been made
nanager of the Patio Theater, northvest side house owned by Mirchell
200,

Bros.

Dream"
Night's
>pens at the Apollo on Nov. 23. On
;he previous night a preview for
iharity will be given, with tickets
Tom $1 to $10.

"Midsummer

Business people, C. of C, civic
urging investigation on possibilities of getting film studios here.
Richard Bergseth is doing double
duty between Strand on Boardwalk
and Embassy on Avenue.
Action of Philadelphia and Pittsclubs,

the Oakdale.
Strand theater, Manitowoc, recentM. D. Adair, Chicago representaly taken over by Johnson Amuse- tive of National Screen Service, was
ment Corp. from Mr. and Mrs. a visitor here for the week.
Lafayette Theater, having run out
George Herzog, is being renovated
of British films, presented "Daughand is expected to reopen shortly.
ters of Today" this week.
that city.

burgh in okaying Sunday amusements and pictures will have little of absence of entertainment at
Louis C. Gross Elected Mayor
campaigners for repeal
if any effect on South Jersey re- home, and
Louis C. Gross of
their
end.
Cleveland
win
to
argument
this
majorused
the
of
opinion
the
in
sorts,
are npt Gross, Johnson & Solomon, local film
ity of amusement people in these However, resort operators
increasing messengers, was elected mayor of
resorts. It has been thought in some altering plans but rather
North Olmstead.
quarters that resorts pulled because product and program.

—

QUALITY PLUS
OF ALL
film,

sees

the reasons for adopting a

photographic quality

on the

. . .

new raw

what the audience

screen... ultimately stands

supreme.

That explains why the great majority of today's

motion pictures are being made on Eastman

Super

X

Panchromatic Negative. Speed,

fine

grain, versatility ... all of these are over-

shadowed by the

fact that

Super

world's screens quality plus.
Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Distributors,

(J.

New York,

X gives to the

Eastman Kodak

E. Brulatour, Inc.,

Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Of Motion Pictures
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Quick Jury Verdict

is

TEN CENTS

1935

11.

Expected

in St.

Louis Case

PARAMOUNT WHOLLY-OWNED THEATERS TOTAL 233
Shakespeare

is

Proving a

Expect to Clear "Dream's"

Roadshowings
up by the first
roadshow engagements of "A Mid-

summer

chalked

Night's

Dream"

is

in its

(Continued on Page 6)

MILT FELD TO ENTER

PRODUCTION FIELD
Feld has

given up his active interest in Monarch Theaters and expects to remain
here, entering the production field,
he stated last week. Feld had David
J. Chatkin as associate in the Monarch circuit centering in Ohio.

3

Rosen Legit. Shows
May Be Filmed in East

Eastern production will be ampliby three features provided Al
Rosen goes through with contem-

fied

plated plans for the local filming of
three plays he is producing this
season.
They are titled "One Good
Year," which opens at the Lyceum
(Continued on Page 2)

RCA

Foreign

Checkup

European sound field
and contact with RCA Photophone licompanies Is
censees
and associated
planned by Van Ness Philip, company
export sales manager, and Barton Kreuzer, recording expert, who is now on the
Aquitania en route to London where he
will join Philip.
The checkup will require a top of three months, with the
itinerary including Paris, Amsterdam and

A

survey of

other principal

the

continental cities.

Warner

Owned

Entirely

Theaters

Bang

Bros.

by Paramount

Number

Now

233

Following a number of changes
setup throughout the
country, Famous Theaters, Paramount subsidiary, now has 100 per
cent ownership of 233 houses, a
checkup Saturday disclosed.
Theaters in the list, and operat-

in its theater

RKO CIRCUIT REPORTED LEO SPITZ TO CONFER

EXPANDING
Cleveland

—

IN CLEVE.

Although denied by

Holt, RKO circuit division manager, it is learned from unimpeachable sources that RKO will take over
the Lincoln theater, 950-seat subsequent run house next week as the
first move in a local theater expansion program. It is unofficially stated
that RKO is out for approximately
ten subsequent run houses, all located in different sections of the city
Charles Burton
and its suburbs.
has been the owner of the Lincoln.

Nat

FILM DAILY

THE
Hollywood — Milton H.

West Coast Bureau of

a

the Bounty" premiered with a bang on Broadway last Friday,
record for week-day attendance.
The picture received rave
notices from the New York critics, and business Saturday was at record-breaking pace.
Though hailed as unusually strong fare, about as many women as men were counted
in the audience on Friday and Saturday.

indicate

that the Shakespeare fantasy not
only will bring Warner Bros, a load
of prestige for its artistic success,
but also will show a satisfactory
profit. Based on the box-office intake
at these 11 stands, the picture is
expected to clear its print costs from
the roadshowings alone, leaving the
popular-price runs and the revivals
for the profit column.

On Broadway, "Dream"

"Mutiny" Hits Broadway With

for

M-G-M's "Mutiny on
giving the house a new

Print Costs from
Results

Moneymaker

Edward Arnold Wins
October Acting Award

WITH DEPINET

IN CHI.

Following two brief meetings on
Saturday with the heads of the RKO
Radio and theater operating departments, Leo Spitz, who will soon be-

come

president

of

RKO,

left

by

with J. R. McDonough for
Chicago where they will confer with
Ned E. Depinet. Spitz met a num-

Paramount, are as
Balaban & Katz,
with Barney Balaban in charge;
three in South Bend and Mario/i,
Ind., Publix Great States; 80 in
Minnesota territory, Ludvig and
ors in behalf of
follows: 100 in

(Continued on Page 6)

plane

ber of the RKO executives for the
first time
Saturday and informed
them that he intended the company's
(Continued on Page 6)

Ky.-W. Va. Exhibs
To Ohio LT.O. Meeting

Invite

—

GOWDIN SAYS POLICIES
WILL BE MAINTAINED
No changes

in the Universal prosetup or circuit
policies,

duction

is contemplated by Standard Capital Co. in event the financial
company exercises its three-months'
option to buy the producer-distribu-

program

Pete Wood, business
Columbus
of THE FILM DAILY
manager of the I. T. 0. of Ohio, has tor firm, J. Cheever Cowdin, presiHollywood Edward Arnold's perinvited exhibitors from Kentucky
formance in "Diamond Jim Brady" and West Virginia to attend the dent, said Saturday. There will be
was voted by the Screen Actors' I. T. 0. convention here Nov. 19-20. a continuance of present negative
budgets, he stated.
Guild as the best preformance in
meeting of national AlAsked if a switch in the post of
Katharine Hepburn in A regional
October.
conin
held
directors
will
be
lied
president is pending, he replied: "I
"Alice Adams" and Miriam Hopkins
West Coast Bureau

—

(Continued on Page 2)

junction with the state confab.

Jury Verdict Expected Today
In the St. Louis Film Action
Cerf Says Publishers
Must Contact Hollywood
Because nearly all the important
authors in the United States can
be found in Hollywood, book puba
lishers are becoming aware that
regular trip to the film colony is as
necessary as their periodic jaunt to
London, it was stated Saturday to
The Film Daily by Bennett A.
House,
Cerf, president of Random
(Continued on Page 6)

Bv DAVID BARRETT

FILM DAILY

—

Staff Correspondent

Confidence prevailed
over the week-end among the defengovernment's suit
the
in
dants
against Warners, Paramount, RKO,
et al, that the jury will take little
time in reaching a verdict favorable
to the defendants after the case is
placed in the hands of the 12 men
today by Federal Judge George H.
Moore. Although two days will have
intervened since the effective summation of the defense last Friday,
St.

Louis

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

Saxe Circuit Makes Bid
For 3 Madison Theaters

—

Milwaukee Sax Amusement Management, Inc., has submitted an
offer to lease the Orpheum, Parkway and Strand in Madison in event
Beecroft
of
reorganization
the
Bldg. Co., owner of the properties,
Saxe
is approved in federal court.
operates the Capitol in Madison.

New

Goldstone Series

West Coast Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Phil Goldstone, who has
been producing at M-G-M, is reported
working on a new deal to make a series
for major release.

THE
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Universal

Astor

United
The Melody Lingers On
The Payoff (Warner Bros.)

Artists)

(

Found

I

Hands

Parish

Stella

Across

the

(DuWorld)

Legong

Center

(Columbia)

It

Rivoli

Globe

—2nd week
— 2nd tweek

Strand

National)

(First

(Paramount)

Table

—6th

Hall

Roxy

)

Paramount
World

week

TWO-A-DAY RUN
A Midsummer

Dream

Night's

(Warner

Bros.)

—5th

week

Hollywood

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California—Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

—

4 FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS
The New Gulliver
La

Cameo

(Amkino)
55th

(Tapernoux-Metropolis)

Marternelle

Le

Playhouse

(a)

Difensore

Ideal

Million

Asia

(Amkino)

(a)

FUTURE OPENINGS

—

Cinema de

Crime et Chatiment Nov. 12
Thanks a Million (20th Century-Fox)— Nov. 13
Nov. 13
Stars Over Broadway (Warner Bros.)

FINANCIAL

Remember

(Paramount)

Fugitive
Last

Night

— Nov.

Land of Promise
I

Dream Too Much

Frasquita

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

— Nov.
— Nov.

bill.

Music Hall

Paramount
Roxy

15

(Universal)

15

20

Astor

(RKO Radio)— Nov. 28

(Universal)

Dual

(a)

Strand

Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo (20th Century-Fox)— Nov. 14

Mary Burns,

Paris

Center

—

Man Who

Paris

Acme
Acme

Over

L'Avocato

St.

Cinema de

Le Dernier Miiliardaire (France Film)

Storm

Music Hall
World

(b)
(b)

Follows

present

Low

Am.

Seat.

.

Columbia
Fm.

Con.

.

pfd..

Ind.

.

do pfd
Loew's,

Inc

SVi
19

191/s

166

166

159

159
493/g

493/4

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd

93/g

91/2

—
Four December Releases
55/ —
Set by Warner-First Nat'l
y
—
19
166
Four Warner-First National re—
159
leases have been set for national re493/ —
next month. They are: "Broad— lease Hostess,"
93/
with Wini Shaw, Phil
78—1 way
Regan, Lyle Talbot and Genevieve
—
Tobin, Dec. 7; "Miss Pacific Fleet,"
18
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Scenes of the Imperial Hotel,
Tokyo. Street Scenes in Tokyo.
Scenes of Steamers leaving docks

Yokohama.

RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE, INC.
New

—

HAROLD
Nov.

FRANKLIN

B.

from

16

the

York City

Cable Address Rubycam
Telephone: BR. 9-9430

from

Sail

expect
week.

to

return

due

is

in

New

York

coast.

FRANK ROGERS
New York for a
to

has joined E. J. Sparks ir
business conference.
The)
Florida the middle of the

HARRY LANDE, his
MANISHOR have

SIDNEY, and MAN-

son,

NY

returned to New Yur*
Cleveland where they were handling the
Louis-Baer fight pictures.

CLARENCE C. MARGON, supervisor for Columbia
Pictures
in
southern
South
America
with headquarters in Buenos Aires, is in New
York for conferences with J. H. Seidelman and
other home office executives.

WILLIAM

HOWARD

K.

week from

this

EDWARD
Tuesday

the

arrives

SAUNDERS
New York.

for

arrived

England

for

a

LEO SPITZ

last

on

and

play,

week

from

novelist

New York

in

York

Hollywood

leaves

MAUGHAM,

SOMERSET
wright,

New

in

coast.

visit.

left

Saturday

by

plane

for

Chi-

cago.

MR. and MRS. OLIVER
turned
J.

cago

New

to

York

last

H.

R.

McDONOUGH

left

en

route

coast.

to

the

BARTON KREUZER, RCA
ing

expert,

is

on

the

GARRETT

P.

week from

for

Photophone

Aquitania

re-

abroad.

Saturday

en

Chi-

record-

route

to

London.

Rosen Legit. Shows
May Be Filmed in East

(Continued from Page 1)

in
(Continued from Page

1)

"Barbary Coast" received

hon-

orable mention.
Screen Writers'
Guild award for the best October
screenplay went to Jane Murfin,
Mortimer Offner and Dorothy Yost
for "Alice Adams," with honorable
mention to Doris Malloy, Harry
Clark and Preston Sturges for "Diamond Jim Brady" and to Sidney
Buchman for "She Married Her
Boss."

its

regular

bill

of business films.

WANTED

729 Seventh Ave.

York

theater Nov. 26; "Two on a Latchkey" and "Green Carnations."
Rosen has completed the cast for
"One Good Year," as follows: Gertrude Flynn, Doro Morande, Richard
with Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, S. Bishop, Mary Sargent, Hans RobHugh Herbert and Allen Jenkins, ert, Roberta Beatty, Guy Woolford,
Dec. 14; "Man of Iron," with Barton Russ Brown, Joseph Vitale, Eddie
MacLane and Mary Astor, Dec. 21; Woods, Oliver Putnam, Genevieve
"Captain Blood," with Erroll Flynn, Belasco, J. Francis Robertson, AnNew Scrappy Licensee
Olivia de Havilland, Lionel Atwill, thony Jochim and Nancy Kelly.
Basil Rathbone, Guy Kibbee and George Rosener is directing.
Latest of the national manufacturRoss Alexander, Dec. 28.
ers to become Scrappy licensees is
the Puritan Stationery Co., PhiladelGets Stay on "Ecstasy" Print
A show cause order, returnable phia, which will manufacture an exShowing Red Cross Film
tomorrow, has been obtained by Eu- tensive new line of juvenile sta"Greatest Mother," film depicting
reka Productions to prevent the Col- tionery, using the names and likethe activities of the American Red
lector of Customs and the U. S. nesses of Scrappy, Margy and YipCross in disaster, life saving and
Marshal from destroying a second py, the characters featured in the
other work, has been included in the
print of "Ecstasy" until the deter- Columbia animated cartoon series.
regular program of the Little Themination of the appeal on this
ater of Commerce, 19 East 47th St.,
where it will be shown for the pe- nudist film now pending in the CirTHE STANDARD
cuit Court of Appeals.
Hearing on
riod of the Red Cross Roll Call, Nov.
the appeal is set for Nov. 20.
Reference Book
11-28, in
addition to

at

3

2
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pfd..
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i/

78

Pathe

20th

66

55/8

Kodak

East.
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Ind

Con. Fm.
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.66

.

Picts.

Chg.

Close

New

in

is

Edward Arnold Wins
October Acting Award

bill.

Net
High

ARTHUR DENT
Lake City.

from

6

Greater
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.
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Take

Couldn't

Capitol
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Queen

a

the Air

in

She

(M-G-M)

(Paramount)
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Peter
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and Distributor
on the Bounty
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Loew Books Two Mascots
Mascot's "Waterfront Lady," featuring Ann Rutherford and Frank
Albertson, and "Confidential," with

of the

Korda Re-Sligns Players
London
Raymond Massey and
Edward Chapman, who have just

—

completed their roles in H. G. Well's
"Things to Come," have been assigned by Alexander Korda to "CyDonald Cook and Evalyn Knapp, rano De Bergerac," with Charles
have been set to play Loew's metro- Laughton in the title role, directed
politan circuit.
by Lee Garmes. Both films will be
released through United Artists.

"Tunnel" at $2.50 in London
John Wray Quits Play
"Transatlantic Tunnel,"
GB special, has its London premiere
John Wray has withdrawn from
today at the Tivoli theater with a the cast of the new Broadway play,

London

$2.50 top.

—

"Stick-in-the-Mud."

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
•
1936

FILM YEAR BOOK
Now In Preparation.
Out

January

in

•
Given

with

Free

i

Year's Subscription to

THE FILM DAILY
and

THE
FILM DAILY SERVICE
1650 B'way,

New

York

[

As you lads know, a tough assignment is to dig up a combination tear-jerker and action picture that's got something on the ball.

WALTER

W ANGER

and his gang had the neat little job of
getting one to fit SYLVIA SIDNEY, the gal who, given a
picture that's up her alley, can knock 'em in the aisles
from Times Square to 'Frisco.
Remember how she sold
tickets with "Ladies of the Big House," "An American
Tragedy" and "Jenny Gerhardt "
We didn't want another "G-Man" picture, nor
a courtroom picture, nor a prison picture.
They're old stuff. We wanted something
new.
We found it, after plenty of digging,
in "MARY BURNS/ FUGITIVE," the drama of an
average American girl whose first innocent
romance gets her into a jam with the law.

"MARY BURNS,

fits Sylvia's
talents like the well-known glove and
once more proves the old saying that.
FUGITIVE,"

4

o,**'****

9»i<«»*
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"MOONLIGHT ON THE

PRAIRIE"

VQj*V*

yUk

with Dick Foran and Sheila Mannors
60 mins.
Warner Bros.
FAIRLY SATISFYING WESTERN HANDICAPPED BY FAMILIARITY OF ITS
STORY INGREDIENTS.

picture

of

its

type.

It

westerns, Dick Foran, a singing
lad who seems to have the qualifications to
with the riding-and-shooting
get across
story
particular
this
in
although
fans,
neither Foran nor other members of the
cast have any real chances to do big stuff.
Plot is the familiar situation of the hero
being tagged for the murder of a rancher
in

whose widow and

kid are

now about

to be

•
a

Producer,

Bryan

Foy;

Director,

D.

Thomas Pratt.
Good Photography,

Direction,

• ACCORDING TO the record
we didn't make
out of our publication and ourself by a wild prediction
examine their production chart, and judge for your-

•

•

•

THEY STARTED

Stone,

Ross

paper publicity
and now
"The Melody Lingers
On"
and what a beaucoup tear-jerker done with Class
is

this one!

T
PLEASE NOTE

in

T

• • •
in passing that every one of these
productions hits a New Field
current news
belly
laffs
the classic costume piece
novelty musical
topical thriller
novelty love comedy
emotional drama of mother love
it took Nerve to tackle every
one of 'em
for Messrs. Goetz and Small weren't gambling peanuts on these productions
they went for heavy
dough in each instance

"Oh, Evaline"
19 mins.

Good Musical
Lively, tuneful and with a nice
sprinkling of comedy in its action,
along with a touch of romance, this

a pleasing miniature musical that
Backed
should click in any house.
by ample production values and several specialty performers, the locale
is a co-ed campus, where the dancing
is

the specialties.

T

"

• • • BUT THE outstanding fact to us in the remarkable
achievement of these two lads is that they crashed over without benefit of powerful box-office first-line Names as a rule
they even starred names that were comparatively new
relying mainly on Story
to the screen
Deft
Treatment
Class in all departments

MAYBE

• • • BUT
after all they weren't taking such
a gamble as appears at first glance
for their formula
for picking vehicles and producing 'em is simply Sound Showmanship
every script they tackled had to contain certain
essentials that all productions have had that scored heavily
in popular acclaim
then they worked over each production for weeks before they allowed it to go before the camera
the acid test was applied in all departments
then with the Right director, cast, and all the concomitants,
they said: "Let's go!"
and shot the bankroll without
stint
simple, isn't it?
sure
try it
Harry Goetz and Eddie Small
take it away
it's
all

yours

T

T

• • • A GRAND plug on Warners' "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" donated by the Philadelphia "Record"
with a
page of institutional copy given to its movie department
the idea was built around two by-line stories
one by Elsie Finn, the movie crit of the paper, who told the
inside story of how her review of the film and the story of the
opening nite at the Chestnut Street Opera House made the
deadline
a copy reader then told how the headlines were

full

Roland Young
Pat O'Brien
Raquel Torres

Dave Weshner
Edwin Knopf
Bruce G. Coleman
Patricia Weiss

Nov. 12-13:

Theaters

Allied

Meeting

Nov. 13:

of

Michigan

anJ

Atlantic Coast Section
of S.M.P.E., including discussion of educational
films.
Public School
No. 11, 32(1
West 21st St., New York. 8 P. M.
nual convention, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
of

Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners oi
Ohio annual convention, Hotel Deshler
Wallick,
Columbus, 0.
Philadelphia
Motion Picture Forum
luncheon,
Bellevue-Stratford
international
Philadelphia.
Hotel,

Nov. 25:

Paramount sales meeting, Ambassador
Dec. 1-3:
Hotel, Los Angeles .
Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.

Dec. 6:

and

ball,

7:

Dec.

Allied Theaters of
cruise sailing to
Queen of Bermuda.

vention

Dec.

S.

New

con-

Jersey

Bermuda

on

9:
Annual meeting of stockholders
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

the

of

"I

M. P. E. spring convention,
S.
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

April 27-30:

Russell Downing Takes Bride
Russell V. Downing, treasurer of
Radio City Music Hall, and Sally
Rush of Meridian were married Saturday noon in St. Thomas Church.
Charles Webb was best man and
Elsie Downing, sister of the groom,
was maid of honor.

.

A-l.

Hal LeRoy, who is working his way
through college, is mistreated by a
bunch of students, chiefly because
he is favored by the most sought
after co-ed who also happens to be
Another group of
a nifty dancer.
students is on Hal's side, however,
Several
and come to his rescue.
pleasing ensemble numbers support

TV

out with "I Cover the Waterfront"
most certainly blazing a new trail there
a pix that got more extensive newspaper and magazine comment than most productions of that period
"Palooka,"
a laugh special done with a New Note
"The Count of
Monte Cristo," one of the finest productions of a classic ever
"Transatlantic Merry-Go-Round," smashing over
screened
Jack Jack Benny as one of the biggest potential money attractions the films could find.
"Let 'Em Have It,"
the Public Enemy motif done with class
"Red Salute,"
a highly controversial film that has garnered reams of news-

SHORTS
Hal LeRoy
Vitaphone

•

bum

his

Lederman; Author, William Jacobs; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Fred Jackman, Jr.;
Editor,

AT THE

self

in-

Sheila Mannors, George E. Stone
romance.
and Joseph Sawyer handle their roles well,
and there is a nice bit by little Dickie
Jones as the young son.
Cast: Dick Foran, Sheila Mannors, Herbert
E.

JpKj

S.

Going through the
by the villain.
usual routine of sleuthing, fighting, riding,
interspersed with the singing of a
etc.,
couple of numbers, Foran eventually brings

Heywood, Ronnie Cosby, George
Joseph Sawyer, Dickie Jones.

•

•

robbed

the culprits to justice, proves his own
nocence and successfully culminates

w

time when Harry Goetz and Eddie Small
we made so bold as
organized their Reliance Pictures
to predict that these two youthful veterans of production and
distribution would crash over impressively in the Big Time
basing our assertion on the past individual performand we intimated that they would
ances of this team
by attempting to
bring a New Note into production
blaze new trails and set new styles in pictures without a slavish
following in the footsteps of the cycle boys and the current
Hollywood production modes

•

new-

introduces a

pm M DAL y

»

Nov. 18:
Philadelphia Variety Club entertain
ment, Metropolitan, Philadelphia.

Lacking any particular distinction because
of the stereotyped nature of its plot matefair
rial, this outdoor action yarn is just a

comer

DATE BOOK

«

RCA

to

Sell

Holdings
understood to

British

London— Sanction

is

have been given by the British
treasury for the repurchase of the
bulk of RCA's holdings in Electric
& Musical Industries Co. Details
may be announced in a few days.
RCA holds 1,750,000 shares of EMI
stock, currently valued at $6.75 a
share.

First

House Since 1931

Salineville, O.
and G. C. Davis,

Clarence Vogel

who operate
Co.

for a 400-seater here.
has had no movie since 1931
when the only theater here burned
New theater will be ready
down.
in February.

a

contract

Town

Film Has Big Hit Song
"Twenty Four Hours a Day,"
number from "Sweet Surrender,"
produced by William Rowland, is

now selling at the rate of 7,000
copies daily, Rowland said Saturday.
The picture goes into release in two
weeks.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER

written

m

€t

€t

»

» »

Lib-

with houses
Ohio and Pennsylvania, have let

erty
in

Amusement

—

Are you sponsoring Saturday
matinees for children?

morning

It's

only the beginning, folks-it's only the beginning

dy we can announce

of the cast of
ii

NY ADVERSE

ANT

FREDRIC MARCH/

star of a

dozen famous hits including "Les Miserables,"
"Dr. Jeky 11 and Mr. Hyde, etc. as

Anthony

'

,

'

CLAUDE RAINS
office

draw

"Invisible

—**

#^'

in

Man,"

"Crime

...

etc.

Grove".

Olivia
who

.

Don

Luis

has scored so sensationally in "Midsum-

....

as

Angela'*

ANITA LOUISE

DONALD WOODS, who
his grandest

insatiable curiosity as to the stars

will

play these world-famous characters.

wait

for

the

complete

cast

who

gives

work

to date in "Frisco
as

does

Kid"

Vincent Nolte

who

So
announcement.

That will be something to get excited about!

WARNER

f

another outstanding performance in "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" ... as Marie

perfectly as those listed here. But we'll try to

ica's

i. s ,

DE HAVILLAND

Don't get too excited about these first seven big
names. Director Mervyn LeRoy has seventy-one
more speaking parts to fill for this production
and we are going to cast every one of them as

add new names daily and complete the cast
as soon as possible in order to satisfy Amer-

star of

Broadway stage hit "Laburnum

Captain Bonnyfeather

as

.

mer Night's Dream"

Please Keep Calm

as

EDMUND GWENN,
season's brilliant

\4E~im

/ certified boxWithout Passion,"

BROS.

STEFFI DUNA/

sensational

New

Continental importation and star of "La
as Neleta
Cucaracha'

-

THE
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11,

233 PARA. HOUSES

at Brussels Film Festival

addition to the awarding of the Grand Prix du Roi, the highest award, to RKO
Radio's "The Informer," the recent International Film Festival held in Brussels conferred honor on the following films, among others:
"Escape Me Never," prize of the Town of Brussels; "Way Down East," prize for
the best technical realization; "The Scoundrel," great Medal of Honor for the best
scenario; "Bosambo," great Medal of Honor for best photography; "L'Equipage," great
Medal of Honor for best musical adaptation; "Daro Un Milione," "Give of India," "La
Bandera," "Pygmalion," "Call of the Wild," "Varieties" and "David Copperfield,"
In

MONEY FOR WARNERS
(Continued from Page
fifth

ater,

1)

weeks at the Hollywood thewhere theater parties are play-

Medals of Honor.

ing a big part in sell-out performances.

The engagement

in

Hartford

went over so well that it was extended to double the original time.
The six-week London run also is expected to be lengthened. In Philadelphia the picture has gone into a
fourth week, while the Boston run
opened last week with a big advance
sale.
Cleveland, Detroit, Pittsburgh,
St. Louis, Washington, Montreal and
Toronto are other cities sending in
gratifying reports on business done
by the picture.
Civic, educational and religious
groups are playing a big part in
supporting the Shakespeare producand every engagement has been
preceded by an elaborate campaign.

tion,

Quick Jury Verdict
Cerf Says Publishers
Expected in St. Louis
Must Contact Hollywood
just

returned

(Continued from Page

in Chi.

1)

run on as usual and that
he proposed first to make a study
of the company's operations.
affairs to

from

the

coast.

Cerf finds that an increasing number of authors are emigrating to
Hollywood and that more publishers are making a westward trek.
A publisher who is on his toes will
make alternate trips between London and Hollywood, he said.
Cerf recently married Sylvia Sidney.

Detroit

Leo Spitz to Confer
With Depinet

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

who has

Moore to the jury are expected to
be unusually painstaking, defense
attorneys feel that the jurors have
been given a sufficiently clear-cut
picture of the issues in point to enable them to make a quick decision.
An unfavorable decision, it is
feared, unless reversed in a higher
court, would lead to a flood of similar litigation, with a west coast
probe as probably the next move.

Doings

Cleveland Clips

—

Detroit Alex Schreiber's Associated Theaters will reopen the Rex,
Three Rivers, about Christmas, after
remodeling. House will be renamed
the Rialto. National Theater Supply

1)

and while the instructions of Judge

Cleveland

— Sam

mer

exhibitor and
and Mrs. Silverstein are now broadcasting three times a week on a
sustained program at WJW, Akron.

—

SUNSHIN€

—

\ ^y//

—

Loew

declares 50 cents extra dividend.

has been sentenced to seven and half
years in the penitentiary.
"Trans-Atlantic" has been held
over at the Little for a third week.
The New has held over "Metropolitan" for a second week.

Gets

New Hyde

(Continued from Page
in upstate

Friedl;

1)

New

15

George
phia,

Walsh; four
Monty Salmon;

Lake

City,

York,

Philadel15 in Salt
David; eight in

Harry

in

Phoenix and Tucson, Harry Nace;
seven in Middletown, Hamilton and
Marion, Ohio, Tracy Barham; and
the Paramount, New York, operated

from the home

office.

Cowdin Says Policies
Will Be Maintained
(Continued from Page

would

feel

very

1)

badly

Laemmle withdrew from

if

Mr.

this

ca-

pacity."

Cowdin

stated

who
member

Rogers,

that

Charles

R.

head production,
is a
of the group which has
acquired the option and denied that
Rogers is associated with Warner
Bi-os. in the deal, as reported in some
to

is

quarters.

"Any employee who properly
Silverstein, forfilm salesman,

equipping it.
Associated Theaters also is reHerman Smith is spending $10,Spitz will wind up his affairs in modeling a store in Albion into a 000 to remodel his Ridge theater.
Morris Levin is completely redecChicago so that he can give his un- theater to be called the Rex.
Sam Brown expects to have his orating and equipping his People's
He exdivided attention to RKO.
pects to return to New York late new 2,000-seat University theater theater, Akron.
Nat Levy, RKO district manager,
Brown has just
next week. McDonough will go on ready by spring.
re-seated the Woodward Grand, with was in town last week, visiting with
to the coast from Chicago.
Among those present at Spitz's American Seating Co. supplying the local branch manager Herbert
Greenblatt.
conference with RKO Radio heads seats.
Julius D. London and Jack Krass,
Local Warner Club announces a
were J. R. McDonough, Phil Reisman, Jules Levy, S. Barret McCor- owners of the Arcadia and Colonial, Thanksgiving party to be held in its
respectively, have formed Oakman club rooms Nov. 21.
mick and William Clark.
Amusement Co. as a partnership,
Date and place of the annual Vataking over the Oakman theater. riety Club ball have been changed.
Nebraska Notes
Ted Schlenkert, manager, becomes It will take place Dec. 6 at the
owner of the Twin Oaks Garden, lo- Mayfair Casino, new theater cafe.
cated in the theater building. Krass M. B. Horwitz is chairman of the
Lincoln, Neb. Alice Neil, cashier
will manage the Oakland.
ticket committee.
I.
Schmertz
J.
at the Orpheum, was feted last week
Edward Bonnville, night manager is general chairman on arrangeby the other window gals previous
of the Belmont theater, has been ments.
to her departure for L. A. M-G-M's
Clarence Vogel and G. C. Davis
screen test crew here the week be- made manager of the Dexter by the
Sam Brown circuit, leaving Sidney have formed Air Conditioning and
fore gave her ideas.
The Auditorium in Laurel went Hunt sole manager of the Belmont, Heating Co. with offices on East
an all-nighter. Daniel J. Lewis, for- 23rd St.
to George R. Sulz, after a deal with
mer Dexter manager, has been made
Nat Lefton, Republic franchise
Mrs. K. Voter.
owner, is Cleveland's newest KenR. Sherwood, formerly of Osceola, general booker for the circuit.
Al Braver and Saul Korman have tucky colonel.
picked up the Auditorium, Exeter,
Max Young, of the State and Mcsold the Medbury to John Harper,
from Annice Yates.
D. L. Myers, Comstock, is ready- who will run it as a colored house. Kinley theaters, Canton, was in
Arthur Early, Kalamazoo circuit town on business relating to his new
ing a new house at Arcadia. He aloperator, is rebuilding the Opera film can which he has reason to
ready has one in Valparaiso.
House, Litchfield, and renaming it expect, will soon be adopted as the
standard film container.
the Liberty.
Robert Carmer, former owner of
the Mack, is now operating a beer Third Crash Fatal for Nathan Dax
garden in Fenton.
Sioux City, la. Injuries resulting
from his third auto accident in the
N
IN
last 90 days caused the death last
Baltimore Bits
week of Nathan Dax, veteran exTHE
Baltimore
Michael Griffin, con- hibitor and member of the Nebraskavicted of holding up and robbing Iowa M.P.T.O. board of directors.
DAYS
Birk Binnard, manager of the Met- He operated the Hipp and Iowa
NEWS
ropolitan, of about $300 recently, Theaters.
is

NOW WHOLLY-OWNED

his job stays," stated

does

asked concerning possible changes
in

personnel.

Cowdin goes
two weeks.

to the Coast in about

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh

—

George Seibel back
and on the job.
Manny Greenwald of Art Cinema
here plotting to open an art picture]
policy house in Washington, D. C. I]
Jerry Mayhall back on the job at)

from

New York

the Harris-Alvin.

The Fulton went back

to a singld
twirl

feature policy after playing
bills for a few weeks.
Strolling on Film Row:
vente, A. L. Peretta of

Mike Ser!
Mahoningj

town,

Bob Higgins, M. A. Rosen

berg,

Mark Browar, Sam Richmar:

and Eddie Golden.
Variety Club luncheon program:]
are going on the air beginning tod.ajover KQV. Tom Sullivan is king o:|
the first show.

George Tyson, managing

directo:

of the Harris-Alvin, is plotting
stage unit which will feature Hen

i

rietta

Leaver,

"Miss

America

Park, L.

I.

— Contracts

o

1935."

Anne, Judy & Zeke,
from picture work on the

just bac
coast, ani
opening stage sho?

headlining the
at the Harris-Alvin.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

New Equipment

have been closed for a complete
Western Electric Wide Range sound
system at the New Hyde Park.

I

Cowdin when

There are 322 cinemas in Switzerland
with a capacity of 125,000 seats.
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A LITTLE

from "LOTS"

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
BARBARA STANWYCK will co-

By CHARLES ALICO ATE
son from Barry Conners' stage play.

PRODUCTION on "Soak the Rich,"
William McGann will direct.
the Ben Hecht-Charles MacArBeery in 20th
T
T
Arthur Treacher is the latest ad- thur feature now in work at the
forthcoming "Meslentury-Fox's
sage to Garcia," in which John dition to the cast of "Hitch-Hike Eastern Service studio in Astoria,
jloles will be featured under the Lady," Republic production starring will be completed early this week.
Walter Connolly is featured in the
Alison Skipworth.
irection of George Marshall.
comedy, which will be released by
T
T
T
Eunice Healey, the 19-year-old Paramount.
Connolly, Columbia coni Walter
tact player, has been assigned a dancing partner of Paul Draper in
jading role in "Rolling Along," the "Thumbs Up," has been signed by
"Varsity Frolic," an all-girl muHudson First National for motion picture
Richman-Rochelle
[arry
T

T

T

Marjorie Gateson instead of Ann
llhoemaker will play the role of
jlrs. Udney in "Anthony Adverse."
'

T

T

T

Following

in the footsteps of their
Carlyle Blackwell, Jr. and

j

athers,
tryant Washburn, Jr., sons of popir stars of silent days, will be seen
Columbia's "The Calling of Dan
ji

latthews."
T

T

Arthur Byron has signed a contract with 20th Century-Fox which
Maces him in the Darryl F. Zanuck
Iproduction, "Shark Island," in which
IVarner Baxter will star with Gloria
lltuart in

the leading feminine role.

ohn Ford will

direct.

T

T

T

Ross Alexander and Anita Louise
nil be teamed by First National in
Red Apples," adapted by Ben Mark-

Wisconsin Wisps

—

Jack Richards, who
orchestras at sevei'al
Tox houses in the past, has been
lamed house manager of the cirHoward Burns,
:uit's Palace here.
ormerly doorman at the Palace, will
landle publicity for the circuit unjler the direction of Ben Marshall,
vhile Ralph Nielson, formerly treasurer at the Palace, has been switched
:o a similar capacity at the Wisconsin, succeeding Charles Conway, who
?oes to the Palace.
The State theater, Racine, is now
Operating continuously from 1 P. M.

Milwaukee

las

directed

!

:o
jit

11 P. M. with admission prices
15 cents to 6 P. M. and 25 there-

Sifter.

Fred Boeselager is now operating
the Opera House at Hilbert, formerly conducted by Ray Pfeiffer.
Arthur Kolste, Jr., 22, former employe of the Van de Vaart theater,
Sheboygan, died in a Madison hospital last week.
The Portage theater property,
Portage, operated by the Porthea
Co., has been granted a $10,000 reduction in assessed valuation.

Charles
Williams
and
Marcy
Klauber have completed the story,
music and lyrics for the musical
short, "Thank
Mr. Cupid," which
Al Christie will put into production

at the Astoria plant the week of
Nov. 18 for Educational.
Niela
revue featuring several wellGoodelle, Jerry Cooper, Fred Lightknown
female specialty performers, ner
T
and Nell Kelly will be featured.
RKO cast assignments: Gail Pat- is the latest short to go in production
Brooklyn
Vitaphone
at
the
sturick for "Two O'Clock Courage";
Florine McKinney for "The Green dio. Roy Mack is directing the twoAgnes Krick, secretary to G. T.
Shadow"; Allan Vincent and Rich- reeler which deals with life at a Burgess, general manager of the
girls' college.
ard Abbott for "Chatterbox."
Eastern Service studio, is recuperat•
ating at her home in Jersey after a
William Kerrigan is the latest adAl Christie completed work Sat- serious automobile accident.
dition to the cast of "Colleen," the urday on "Mixed Policies" featuring
new musical picture which has just the team of Clara Barry and Orville
started production at the Warner Whiteledge from the story by Dave
Bill Corum's football featurette,
studios.
Friedman. Educational will release newest release in Van Beuren's
»
the short, which was produced at "Sports with Bill Corum Series," has
Y
been finally titled "The Happiest
Warner - First National studios the Astoria studios.
Boy in Town" and is now being
have added four new writers to
edited for early release through
They are Edtheir scenario staff.
Mentone Productions has started RKO Radio.
mond Hartmann, Joe Hoffman, MilIn work at the Biograph studios on
ton Krims and Robert Neville.
addition to the scenario writers, two "Club House Revue," a two-reel
Vi Bradley has been signed by
song-writers, Harold Arlen and E. Y. vaudeville short featuring Ray PerkHarburg, were placed under contract ins, Kathryn Mayfield, Milton Char- Sam Sax, Vitaphone studio head, to
This brings leston, the team of Ford, Bowie & appear in a vaudeville short which
within the past week.
and Roy Smeck. Milton is scheduled to get under way at the
the number of writers under contract Daley,
Schwarzwald is directing, with Joe Brooklyn plant this week.
to Warner-First National to 46.
sical

work.

production.

i

Nadel assisting and Frank Zucker
doing the camera work.

star with Wallace

I

EQUIPMENT, IMPROVEMENT NOTES

New

Orleans Notes

—

New Orleans The Fontenot inCincinnati RCA Sonotone equipPictur-Fone Wide
Columbus
terests, which recently opened in
has
hearing
of
hard
the
for
ment
installed
has
been
Range equipment
Iowa, La., are here buying film.
recently in the following houses: been installed in the Weller at
Milton Starr, who is to open the
Newat
Midland
the
and
Zanesville
by
operated
Grandviek, Columbus,
Palace theater as a Negro house,
installed
also
Dorsey
E.
ark.
J.
ColumWilliam Chesbrough; Royal,
Dorsey at was in the city last week.
bus, and the Mecca at Midland, Mich. Sonotone sound in the
Jimmie Briant, M-G-M exchange
Dorsey, O., according to announcehead, is back in town after a sales
Will Kerr.
of
ment
Hayward, Cal. Western Electric
trip.
Frank DiGrauw, who runs a theWide Range attachment has been
Menasha, Wis. Western Electric ater in Abbeville, La., has given up
contracted for by the Hayward.
sound equipment has been installed his coin machine business in New
The Hollywood in Fox's Brin at an approximate Orleans.
Woodruff, S.
recently signed a contract for West- cost of $7,000.
The St. Charles is back to double
ern Electric Wide Range attachment.
bills currently.

—

—

;

—

—

C—

—

Complete Western
Louisville
Electric Wide Range sound system
is soon to go into the Alamo.
Moundsville,
Electric
to

W. Va.

—

Western

Wide Range attachment

is

be added to the Strand.

—

Mo. Oscar Lehr in
two weeks will open a new theater
at Richmond Heights with Erpi
equipment. Theater has a capacity
St.

Louis,

—

Louis Joe Litvag is opening
the Roxy, 800-seat house, with W.
E. equipment.

Sponsoring Palestine Film

Among

sponsors of "Land of
Promise," Palestine film, to be preWestern sented at the Astor starting the
Bay St. Louis, Miss.
Electric Wide Range goes into the evening of Nov. 20, are Adolph
Zukor, Louis K. Sidney, Max GorA. and G. Theater this week.

—

don, Donald Flamm and others.
New Western Boris Morros arranged the musical
San Mateo, Cal.
Electric Sound with Wide Range is background for the picture.
being installed in the San Mateo.

—

Brooklyn Fox Gets "Tunnel"

—

of 650.
St.

—

Erpi engineers are
St. Clair, Pa.
Electric Wide
installing Western
Range in the Ritz.

The Meralta has
Downey, Cal.
added Wide Range to its sound system.

"Transatlantic Tunnel,"

GB

spe-

which just completed a run
at the Roxy, opens at the Brooklyn Fox on Friday.
cial

Warner Dividend Rumor
Savannah, Tenn. The Churchwell
Wall street reports last week had
Marlow, Okla. The New, open- has contracted for a Wide Range adRatoff Working on "Job" Deal
it
that Warners would probably ing shortly, has signed with ERPI
dition to its Western Electric SysHollywood Gregory Ratoff is retake steps within a few months to for a Western Electric Wide Range
tem.
ported working on a deal through
clear up accumulated preferred divi- installation.
which 20th Century-Fox would disdends, which now amount to about
Dubuque, la. Wide Range starts tribute "Job," feature based on a
San Saba, Tex.— Contracts for a
$12.50 a share. There was also talk
in the Strand next week, novel. He recently produced a picture
that the company's annual statement Wide Range installation have been operating
Western Electric in England which Paramount is now
due shortly will show much better signed between Erpi and the Pal- an addition to the
releasing.

—

—

—

—

results for the past fiscal year.

ace Theater.

Sound.

-:•

.
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1935

Month

Pittsburgh Territory Last

in

"NOTlLTY"VERD|CJINST.LOlTRIAL
Week-End

Than Average Also
Reported for Out-ofTown Theaters

Better

Vi ewing
.

.

By

nRICES

the passing parade

.

DON CARLE GILLETTE=

are

again

beginning to

boom

all

—

that is, all around the prices of
around
movie theater admissions.

Stocks
and

are

finished

shooting up,
steel

have

auto styles will be scaled

prices

been

scrap

of

hiked,

new

higher, and even

belong to the all-walking class you
soon be paying more for your brogans.
But theater prices are just about where
they were at depression bottom, with only
you

if

will

and no action toward putting
step with the rest of the parade.

them up

ONE

Bounty" leading the procession in
attendance,
a checkup yesterday

"Mutiny" had broken all
showed.
attendance records at the Capitol
at 1 o'clock yesterday and will hold
over.

Monday's business was ahead

of

in

industry,

in

so

far

as

getting

a

just

box-office is concerned, is
standardization of admission prices by
at

LESSER STEPPING UP;

ADDS

WRITERS

FIVE

and generally low scales
maintained for every attraction

THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of

which

Hollywood Preparing for expansion of activities by his Principal
Productions, Sol Lesser has signed

comes along.
A screen show worth

that

$2 and a show
worth two bits are offered on the same
basis to the public for 50 cents, more or
less.

Thus the $2 value is taken for granted,
while the 25-center frequently causes criticism because of comparison with the aforementioned excess value.
A book publisher with an exceptionally
good manuscript in hand makes it a point
to put a good price on the volume, and
when a legit show premiere on Broadway
is hailed
as a hit the management pronto

up the top from $3.30 to $4.40.
Some of this same flexibility is needed

jacks

by

movie theaters.

WITH

due

consideration

for

the

fact

that a certain large part of the public
cannot or will not pay more than a specified
low sum for screen entertainment, nevertheless what is to stop theaters from maintaining this minimum scale in balconies or
certain other parts of the house and adding
a
little
to the price of seats in better

P.

why not end matinee scales
M. instead of letting them run

or

7 o'clock?

Also,

A

start

—

five additional writers, giving him a
scenario staff of 11 working, the
(Continued on Page 5)

supervision of Dr. Dafoe.
The money
received will go to the trust fund for
Pathe News has conthe children.
tracted for exclusive rights to film the
quints
for
newsreels
and shorts for
three
more years dating from July,
1936, Courtland Smith announced yesterday.

must be

at 5:30

to 6:30

made somewhere and

admissions up where
they belong, and anybody with ideas on the
subject is invited to send them along.
in

putting

Favorable Verdict By
St. Louis Jury in
35 Minutes
By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
St. Louis
"Not guilty" was

—

the quick verdict of the federal
grand jury yesterday in the
government's conspiracy action
against Warners, Paramount,

RKO,

20TH CENT.-FOX SETS
6-YEAR SALES RECORD
Film sales by 20th Century-Fox
currently are bigger than at any
time in the last six years, it was
stated yesterday by John D. Clark,
distribution chief, following his return from a five-week tour of the
Theater
company's 37 exchanges.
business throughout the country is

et al.

In sharp contrast with the longdrawn-out trial that entered upon

week yesterday morn-

seventh

its

ing, the jury
to clear each

took only 35 minutes
and every one of the

defendants of the charge late yesterday afternoon.
Some of this
time was consumed in electing Jo(Continued on Page 4)

32 'MUTINY' OPENINGS
ALL BEING HELD OVER

(Continued on Page 6)

Withdraw Dietrich Film
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Unit
From World Distribution Meets Nov. 18 in Des Moines

M-G-M's "Mutiny On The Bouncurrently playing in 32

ty",

Loew

theaters, will be held over for a second week in all of the houses, marking the first time in the history of
(Continued on Page 6)

THE FILM DAILY
Des Moines Allied Theater OwnWashington Under an agreement
and Nebraska will hold
which has been reached by the State ers of Iowa
convention at Hotel SavDepartment, Paramount will with- its annual
in Des Moines November 18 and Distributors
draw all prints of "The Devil is a ery
on Page

—

Washington Bureau of

—

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued

6)

Theater Openings Extended
In the Pittsburgh Territory
Portland Censors Uphold
Nazi Sequence in "Time"
Portland, Ore.

locations?

sometime

—

the

theaters at specific

are

Quints for 20th-Fox Film
Toronto Contract for the appearance
of
the Dionne quintuplets in a 20th
Century-Fox picture called "The Country
Doctor" has been approved by David A.
Croll, Ontario Minister of Welfare and
special
guardian of the quints.
All
scenes of the quints will be made in
their
nursery at Callander under the

(Continued on Page 5)

of the stumbling blocks of the film

return
its

Broadway enjoyed three days of
boom business on Saturday, Sunday
and Monday, with "Mutiny On The

talk

little

a

Broadway Houses Hits Boom Level

Biz in

—

Request of the

the
sequence in the current "March of
Time" showing Nazis forcing Jews
from German business houses has
been denied by the censor board here.
The Consul protested to the Mayor

German Consul here

to

delete

(Continued on Page 5)

—

Pittsburgh Extending the trend
that registered a marked increase in
September, theater openings and reopenings in this territory for the past
month totaled 33, the largest number in some time, according to the
monthly report of the Film Board
The area includes westof Trade.
ern Pennsylvania and West VirClosings in the same period
ginia.

numbered only

five.

Win Appeal
Against Wash. State Tax

—A

state tax on
Olympia, Wash.
film rentals is unconstitutional, the
Supreme Court ruled last
State

week, upholding the decision of the
Superior Court. The State Tax Commission appealed the lower court's
decision.

Nazi Jewish Film Branch

—A

is

Berlin
to be

chamber.
from the

department for Jewish films
created
It

by

the

foreign productions for
only in Jewish cinemas.

as

Reich

film

be a separate unit
and will be classified

will

Aryan

presentation

—

THE

-Z&*\DAILY

Hess and Greenspan Form
Pressbook, Accessory Firm
10 Cents

Program

For Ohio

I.T.O.

Meet

Coming and Going

—

Columbus Eight topics are listed
for discussion at the third annual
SIDNEY R. KENT returned to New York yesconvention of the Independent The- terdy from White Sulphur Springs.
ater Owners of Ohio to be held Nov.
HARRY M. and ALBERT WARNER are due in
19-20 in the Deshler-Wallick Hotel New York on Thursday from the Coast.
here.
Issues include the preferred
TILLY LOSCH leaves New York on Thursday
playing time law, music tax, bank for Hollywood.
nights, giveaways, distributor sales
BOB MOCHRIE has returned to New York
policies, restriction of feature pic- from Cincinnati, Columbus, Indianapolis and
Dayton.
tures due to mergers, state tax on
film rentals, and a closeup of the
MICHAEL BALCON left New York yesterday
The publicity office legislative situation with respect to for the Coast.
Bldg.
Life
formed by Hess and Greenspan about the present 3 per cent admission
SYPROS SKOURAS leaves New York on Mona month ago will continue to func- tax which reverts to 12 per cent on day for Hollywood.
at
organization
separate
tion as a
Jan. 1.
HARRY BUXBAUM goes to Boston on Saturthe same address.
First business session will be held day to attend a dinner given by Congressional
Two competitors in the pressbook Tuesday at 1 P. M. Banquet takes Medal ho'ders at the Army and Navy Club.
field, Mitchell & Herb Engraving Co.
WILLARD PATTERSON has gone to Palm
place that evening, with another
and Woolaver Bros., will discontinue business session and election Wed- Springs from Detroit and returns to New York
in January.
contracting for the manufacture of nesday afternoon.
A. W. SMITH, JR., leaves New York tomorpressbooks and accessories and have
All exhibitors, irrespective of affilibeen given two-year contracts with ation, are invited to the confab. A row for Toronto.
Co. regional meeting of Allied directors
Advertising
JOE HUMMEL of Warners leaves for the
Picture
Motion
fat East in January.
which gives them the right to make also will be held.
BERNHARD,
JOE
MORT BLUMENSTOCK,
all mats, stills and slides for the
HARRY MICHALSON, WILLIAM RODGERS, EDnew organization.
Preparing
for Census
DIE McAVOY, STEVE TRILLING. FRANK PHELPS
Howard Wookey is art director for
and LOU KAUFMAN were among those who
returned to New York yesterday following the
the new company.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
West Coast Bureau

Tues., Nov. 12, 1935

8 Topics on

Tuesday, Nov. 12,1935

of

THE FILM DAILY

—

Jack Hess and Lou
Hollywood
have organized Motion
Greenspan
Publisher
Editor
and
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Picture Advertising Co., Inc., with
Union Lithograph Corp. of San
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
Broadway, New York, N. Y., Francisco and Los Angeles holding
at
1650
T. W.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
an interest in the new firm, which
President, Editor and Publisher;
Alicoate,
will turn out pressbooks and all
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
Offices have
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- types of accessories.
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing been established in the Potal Union
Vol. 68, No.

1

13

:

:

Entered as second class matter,
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.
Address all communications to

THE FILM

DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Holly
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 642S HollyLondonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. H»rle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues,

19.

Sheinmann Recuperating
Joseph Sheinmann, owner of the
Casino and Tohis theaters and managing director of the Casino and
Hungaria Film Exchanges, is recuperating from a recent operation

Washington

Variety

—

Preparations are

Club

dinner

in

Pittsburgh

on

Sunday

night.

progressing for the new Census of
coast-bound following a
GWEN HELLER
American Business, including data New York visit.
on places of amusements, to be conJOHN D. CLARK, head of distribution for
He will leave the
for appendicitis.
Dave Rubinoff, who recently re- ducted by the Bureau of Census, De- 20th Century-Fox, and W. C. GEHRING. have
week.
this
Hospital
returned to New York from a five-week tour
Beth Israel
turned from the coast where he ap- partment of Commerce, early in of
exchanges.
peared in the 20th Centurv-Fox fea- January.
Advance copies of the
BERGI CONTNER, president of Motion Picture
"Dream" Sell-Out in Stamford
will
apMillion,"
forward
to
ture, "Thanks A
schedule forms will go
Camera Supply Corp., left yesterday for CleveStamford, Conn. "A Midsummer pear, with his violin, at the lun- business men and associations in the land, Detroit and Chicago on a week's busitomorat
opens
Night's Dream," which
cheon meeting of the AMPA
near future for their information. ness trip.
row at the Stamford Theater for a Dempsey's Thursday. Several speak- All data obtained in the survey will
CHRISTOPHER MANN, now in this country
allimited roadshow engagement, is
ers, well known to the AMPAites, be kept strictly confidential and will from London, left for Hollywood yesterday.
ready a sell-out. Scheduled for one will be on hand to offer new ideas be used for statistical purposes only,
RUTH ROLAND arrives in New York this
She is scheduled for
matinee and two evening perform- and suggestions along various lines according to Secretary of Commerce week from the coast.
radio engagements while in the east.
ances, the house has sold the ma- of publicity and exploitation work.
Daniel C. Roper.
in
New York from Hollytinee to the Stamford High School.
PERT KELTON
wood.
Demand Sunday Show Recount
ED HOLLAND, RKO exploitation man, has
Danubia Gets Hungarian Film
5 More "Dream" Openings Set
Maplewood, N. J. An order for gone
to Baltimore.
"Edes Mostoha" ("Kind StepmothWarner circuit has set five more a recount of the 6,547 votes cast
BECK returns to New York today
MARTIN
Gizi
with
film
"Midsummer
prize
Sunday
of
Hungarian
showings
the
two-a-day
er"),
here election day on
Also arfrom abroad on the lie de France.
Pecsi, outstanding Hungarian kid Night's Dream," as follows: Shu- movie referendum has been grant- riving on the French liner are FRANZ WERFEL,
Amerfor
40
Days of
of
"The
player, has been acquired
bert, Newark, Nov. 18; Pabst, Mil- ed by Chief Justice Brogan of the playwright and author
Proposal at Musa Dagh," which M-G-M will film; RENEE
ican release by Danubia Pictures. waukee, Nov. 28; Warner, Memphis, state supreme court.
MacREADY, British actress, and THE REVELThe picture was accorded honors in Nov. 19: Shubert, New Haven, Nov. first was said to have been defeated LERS, American quartette.
Vienna, Rome and Berlin.
29, and Playhouse, Wilmington, Nov. by 16 votes, but later the margin
PAT O'BRIEN will come east for a visit
Dr. Howard after finishing his current Warner film.
14.
Ten theaters in the circuit are was found to be 26.
Maplespecial.
the
the
of
playing
manager
currently
Another
Broach,
Starting
E.
Educational
JEANETTE MacDONALD will arrive in New
The Hartman, Columbus, gets the wood Theater, and nine others peti- York at the end of the month, with some
Al Christie will put another Young
December
week
in
recount.
engagements to fill.
first
radio
tioned for the
Romance Comedy into work for picture the
been set
LOU BROCK came east by plane last week
Educational in Astoria tomorrow. and other showings have
Cap"Couldn't Take It" Holdovers
for his mother's birthday.
The working title is "Girl Fever" for early January as follows:
Keith's, IndianaCincinnati;
itol.
holdover engagements
Numerous
PHIL GOLDSTONE is expected in New York
Arthur
Jarrett
and the story is by
polis; and Mary Anderson, Louis- on "She Couldn't Take It," Colum- this week from the coast.
and William Watson.
ville.
AL WILKIE goes to Richmond on Thursday
bia feature with George Raft and
Paramount's "So
Joan Bennett, currently playing at for the local premiere is ofhaving
Louis Calhern for Play
simultaneous
which

Rubinoff for

Ampa

is

—

is

—

Louis Calhern will be featured in
the cast of "Hell Freezes Over,"
new play scheduled to open on
Broadway about Christmas.

New

Para.

Studio

Building

THE FILM DAILY
Paramount has com-

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

pleted plans for early construction
of a $75,000 building, to be devoted
largely to storage, a staff shop, paint

Jane Broder in New Offices
Jane Broder, New York and Hol- department, and engineering departlywood agent, has taken a suite of ment. It will be the largest buildoffices in

the Times Building.

DVIOL/A
^^

Film Viewing and
Reproducing Machines
ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE -RENT
Illustrated Literature

on request. •

Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

'

ing at the studios.

Louis Marlowe Joins Jam Handy
Louis Marlowe, for the past eleven
years with the Warner studios in
various capacities, has joined Jam
Handy Picture Service of Detroit,
He
producers of industrial films.
will specialize on special effects and
stunt pictures.

the Center Theater in Radio City,
are reported from around the coun-

Red the
openings

Second weeks have been set
try.
at the Orpheum, San Francisco, and
the Bijou, Springfield, Mass. Other
spots where the picture has reported

Rose,"

in

11

former

Confederate capitals.

WANTED

big business are the Brandeis, Omaha; Fox, Detroit; Orpheum, New Orleans; Palace, Cincinnati, and Orpheum, Des Moines.

Scenes of the Imperial Hotel,
Tokyo. Street Scenes in Tokyo.
Scenes of Steamers leaving docks

Store your film in our modern fire-proof
vault building by the reel, container or
Free twice-a-day delivery service.
vault.

RUBY CAMERA
EXCHANGE, INC.

—

—Lower

Better Service

Prices

BONDED FILM
STORAGE CORP.
BRyant 9-4417
729 7th Ave., N.Y.C.
Approved by N. Y. Fire Dept.

at

Yokohama.

New

729 Seventh Ave.

—

York City

Rubycam
Cable Address
Telephone: BR. 9-9430

I'LL

SAY

HOPALOHG'S
A GOOD
western!"
Young Arnold D., 1£ years old and ace picture critic of
Seth Low Junior High School in Brooklyn, N. Y., gives a rave
review of "Hopalong Cassidy."

"It's got more action stuff

than most Westerns", Arnold tells us, "It isn't all cluttered
up with a lot of silly love stuff.

And the shooting is

swell. That Bill Boyd sure can shoot like nobody's business.

And can he rope?

Boy,

I

A

could see 'Hopalong' all over

again.

And so,

Why?

h

they tell us, could Arnold's father and mother.

4 ">o/tf„

Because everybody is at heart a kid about Arnold's

,

age. And when a real Western comes along mothers and fathers

and sisters and cousins and maiden aunts all go for it...

which means, as far as you're concerned.
and a busy box-office!

..

a packed house

"Hopalong Cassidy" and "The Eagle's

Brood" are that kind of Western!

9t?<up-te?t<U) 6$6M<V**<HUnJt
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"NOT GUILTY" VERDICT

Chronology of St Louis Case

IN ST. LOUIS

{Continued from Page

1)

RKO STUDIOS RUSHING

—

1935
Federal Grand Jury at St. Louis begins probe of product situation as it
concerns the Ambassador, Missouri and New Grand Central theaters, operated by
the Fanchon & Marco-Harry Koplar interests.
Criminal conspiracy indictments returned by Grand Jury against Warners,
Jan. 11
Paramount, RKO, Harry M. Warner, Abel Cary Thomas, Herman Starr, Gradwell
L. Sears, George J. Schaefer and Ned E. Depinet.
Sept. 30- Trial gets under way in Federal Court, St. Louis, with Judge George H. Moore

Jan. 6,

BY JURY

Tuesday, Nov. 12, 1935

—

—

seph G. Eddy as foreman.
presiding.
Defense efforts for mistrial motion, based on charges that Russell Hardy, special
Oct. 3
Only one ballot was taken after
assistant
Attorney General, has sought to inflame and prejudice the jury, denied by
a brief discussion by the jurors concourt.
cerning the evidence in the case, it
4
Oct.
Harry Arthur first witness for Government.
was learned.
On this vote all of
Oct. 28
Sam B. Jeffries, St. Louis counsel for Warners, takes stand as initial defense
witness.
the jurors agreed that none of the
Nov. 11
Case goes to the jury.
defendants was guilty of the charge.
The work of filling out the individual verdicts as to each defendant fol- from the
docket today or at some mount, calling him "Mr. Jeffries"
lowed.
later date.
(Sam B. Jeffries is local attorney
Judge George H. Moore was visifor Warners).
Gentry hastily exLong Instructions to Jury
bly surprised when informed by ForeJudge Moore in his 68-page plained he had been kissed in the
man Eddy that the jury had reached charge to the jury yesterday went wrong name. Hastily accepting the
a verdict. He had called them into into the evidence in great detail, thanks of the women and attorneys
the room shortly after 6 p.m. for saying
the jury hurried from the room.
among other things:
the purpose of releasing them for
"If there was a refusal to supply They explained that they had agreed
the night as is customary in misfilm, as a result of any understand- not to tell what had transpired in
demeanor cases. However, the judge ing
or combination, secret or other- the jury room, but it was later
did not comment on the verdict,
wise, between two or more of the learned from an authoritative source
merely instructing the jurors that
defendants, and interstate commerce that the jury, following a brief disthey should report in court again
was
thereby restrained it will be cussion of the evidence and its rethis morning, as all are on the regyour duty to find such defendants lations to the various defendants
ular jury panel.
and the judge's instructions, took
guilty."
None of the five individual deonly one ballot on which all agreed
He
laid great stress on the varfendants was in court when the jury
that none of the defendants were
announced its verdict, and only a ious moves made by Warners in con- guilty of the charge. In the meannection
with
the
reorganization
of
few of the large number of attortime they had elected Eddy as their
neys interested. Among those pres- the Ambassador, Missouri and New foreman.
Grand
Central
theaters,
and
also
ent was the mother of Gradwell
Sears, Warner sales executive, one advised the jury that they should
The function of the jury was to
of the individual defendants.
She disregard evidence touching on Fan- determine the guilt or innocence of
personally thanked the members of chon & Marco and Harry Koplar ac- the accused corporations and indithe jury through her tears of joy. quiring all but one of the first-run viduals.
In the event of a verdict
While the members of .the jury de- theaters in St. Louis and of their of guilty as to any of the defendants
clined to comment on their verdict, financial disputes with RKO.
the punishment would have been
The Judge's instructions were re- fixed by Judge Moore. The maxiit was later learned they had taken
only one ballot, clearing all of the garded as too unfavorable by the mum punishment for a corporation
defense counsel and they excepted
accused men and corporations.
was a fine of $5,000 and in case of
to them as a whole and specifically
Equity Case to Go On
The ofindividuals a year in jail.
While Russell Hardy, special as- detailed such objections. Frederick fense charged is a misdemeanor unsistant to the Attorney-General, has H. Wood of Warner counsel accused der Federal law.
The case was the
announced that he will press the Judge Moore of making a stump first decided in the new Federal
equity proceeding against the same speech in one part of his instruc- courthouse and custom house.
corporate defendants and Vitagraph, tions.
Harry M. Warner, one of the deInc., the acquittal in this case may
At 12:30 P. M. the ventilating
have direct bearing on that litiga- fendants, has not yet returned to St. system reversed itself and showered
from California, where he the Judge, jurors and others in the
tion.
It is the next case on Judge Louis
A hasty reMoore's docket and is scheduled to went to attend the funeral of his court with fine dust.
father last Friday. The good news cess had to be taken. Court resumed
come up this morning.
The defendants cleared of the con- of his acquittal was sent by long about two hours later.
spiracy charge are: Warner Bros. distance phone immediately after his
Verdict Expected by Many
Pictures,
Vitaphone Corp., First counsel learned the verdict.
The
quick jury verdict was not a
National Pictures, Warner Bros.
Case Record Nearly 3,500 Pages
Circuit Management Corp., General
Then followed some anxious sec- surprise to those who had followed
Theatrical Enterprises, Paramount onds for the defense counsel and the case closely. As was indicated in
Pictures Distributing Co., RKO Dis- others interested in the case as the these columns, the trend of the case
tributing Corp., Harry M. Warner, clerk read the verdict.
Since the seemed favorable to the defense.
president
of
Warners,
Herman forms for both acquittal and con- However, Judge Moore's final inStarr, vice-president of Warners viction are the same until the point structions seemed as strong as a
and president of First National; was reached stating "Not Guilty" as double dose of salts and shook the
Gradwell Sears, distribution execu- to the various Warner Bros, cor- confidence of the defense for a while.
caused
tive for Warners; George J. Schae- porate defendants, there came the It was this development that
the courtfer, vice-president and general man- routine of repeating the formula as the early verdict to find
ager of Paramount, and Ned E. to each and everyone of the other room deserted by all the defendants.
Depinet, president of RKO Distrib- corporate and individual defendants. Only a handful of newspapermen,
wife of
uting.
But the tip off came with the read- Mrs. Sears, Mrs. Perkins,
Warner
Abel Cary Thomas, secretary and ing of the verdict as to the Warner one of the attorneys for
Schofield, secretary
Lida
Miss
Bros.,
general counsel for Warners, was Bros, group.
With that key corFilm Board of Trade, and a
also named as a defendant in the poration cleared the other words of the
attorneys on both sides
indictment returned last January, were just so much added to the few of the
litigation were present when
but the government continued the lengthy record in the case, which of the
filed in at 6:10 P. M. They
case against him because his ill- approximated 3,500 pages before the the jury
There was a
had retired at 5:25.
ness made it impossible to bring finis was written yesterday.
delay to call Judge Moore from
him to trial at this time. The verWith the clearing of the accused briefchambers.
his
dict of not guilty as to the other men and corporations, Mrs. Sears
defendants
automatically
Preparing to advise the jury that
clears and Mrs. Perkins rushed forward
Thomas since he could not conspire to thank the jury. In her excite- he planned to excuse them until 10
individually. It is probable that the ment Mrs. Perkins kissed William A.M. today, Judge Moore said to the
charge against him will be stricken R. Gentry, chief counsel for Para- jury: "You haven't reached a ver-

—

—

—
—

3

NEW SOUND STAGES

West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Three new sound
stages and a two-story scene dock
and electric powerhouse now under
construction at the RKO Radio studios are being rushed to completion
by Nov. 15 in order to provide fafor eight new features that
are to go in work within the next
few weeks.
The new plant additions will give the Gower St. lot
255,000 square feet of stage space.
cilities

diet?"
"Yes,"

Eddy responded.
"You have?", Judge Moore

revisibly surprised.
Eddy handed the verdicts to the
court clerk, who proceeded to read
plied,

them.
In his instructions Judge Moore
commented on the fact that he had
observed jurors occasionally conversing with counsel for both sides, and
he warned them against permitting
friendships or friendly feelings for
the witnesses or defendants from

guiding their deliberations. He devoted considerable space to a discussion of the Sherman Act, stating
that one of its main purposes was
to maintain free competition.
"One of the main causes for enactment of the Act," he continued,
"was to prevent unreasonable use
of vast accumulations of wealth to
oppress individuals and injure the
public."
The gist of the charge, he
said, was that the defendants conspired to restrain interstate commerce by refusing to sell films to
the
Ambassador,
Missouri
and
New Grand Central theaters unless
those houses could be operated by
Warner Bros, or an affiliated concern.

The court defined conspiracy as
a combination of two or more persons to accomplish a criminal or unlawful purpose by concerted action
or to accomplish a purpose not in itself criminal or unlawful by criminal
or unlawful means.
He said that
it was not necessary to establish the
fact of a conspiracy to prove there
was an explicit or formal agreement
or to give direct and positive evidence of an expressed agreement,
but that this could be shown by
circumstantial evidence.
Judge Moore also warned the jury
against a "pitfall which too frequently caused a miscarriage of jusan attempt
tice in criminal cases"
to get the jury to try some one not
a defendant or some issue not before it.
In this connection he
touched on the part that the name
of Harry Koplar had played in the
defense.
He mentioned Thomas N.
Dysart, chairman of the bondholders'
Harry M.
committee,
protective
Arthur, Jr., vice president and general manager of Fanchon & Marco,
Inc., and that corporation, and the

—

litigation between Koplar
ners.
He also advised

and War-

that the
merits of the various plans for reorganizing the theater properties
was not an issue.

)
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Saturday and Sunday at some spots,
notably the Roxy and Paramount.
The Paramount with "Hands Across

The Table", a holdover
close

to

first

its

It's in the Air," M-G-M picture at
the Astor, proved such a draw over
the week-end that it will be held for
a second week.
"Three Kids and a Queen," while
"Diamond Jim" and
not up to
business,
Tunnel"
"Transatlantic
turned in highly satisfactory business and indications were that it
would be held over also. On Sunday morning 6,700 patrons filed into
the Roxy within an hour after the
doors opened.
"Peter Ibbetson" at the Music
Hall is doing very satisfactory busiit

was

said.

"I

Found

Stella

Parish" at the Strand and "Midsummer Night's Dream" at the Hollywood both reported excellent grosses.
Y. Frank Freeman, general manager of Paramount theater operations, reported that business outside
New York was up to the Labor Day
Jos. Bernhard,
week-end business.
general manager of Warner theaters, said business out-of-town had
been excellent. RKO reported business in and out-of-town above averSi Fabian reported excellent
age.
business out-of-town, but only average in Brooklyn's three deluxers.

Wisconsin Wisps

—B.

K. Fischer is renovating his Mozart, south side house

Milwaukee

had at one time.
Maurice Geraghty,
sons of Tom Geraghty, have been
engaged to adapt "The Mine With
the Iron Door", second of two Harold Bell Wright stories in which
Lesser will star Richard Arlen for
Columbia.
Gilbert Wright, son of
Harold Bell Wright, will adapt his
father's novel, "Brian Kent," as a
George O'Brien feature for 20th
Century-Fox.
Charles Arthur Powell has been
signed to write an original as another O'Brien vehicle. Arthur Horman wil adapt another Harold Bell
Wright story, while Leon D'Usseau
largest he has ever

Gerald

picture, did

week's gross and

better than usual week-end business.

ness,

ADDS FIVE WRITERS

A

• • •
DRAMATIC punch was given as the climax of
the huge Seventh Annual Variety Club Banquet
staged
at the William Penn Hotel in Pittsburgh last Sunday
when immediately after Walter Winchell flashed the news on
his coast-to-coast broadcast
retiring Chief Barker M. J.
Cullen placed in the arms of Art Levy, his successor
a 13month old foundling named Catherine Variety Sheridan
who became the adopted daughter of the club
and mebbe
you think that youngster in years to come won't get a real
break from her numerous godfathers
it was a smash emotional climax that rocked the house
...

EVERY

• • • IN
respect, the banquet was the most
successful of the series
with over 900 prominent persons
in the world of the theater, sports and government in attendance
to honor the retiring prexy and formally initiate the
new "Big Top" crew for the coming year

• • • NOTABLE GUESTS and speakers included
Mayor William N. McNair of Pittsburgh, Governor Harry W.
Nice of Maryland, former Governor W. C. Connelly of West Virginia, Senator Frank J. Harris, Joseph Bernhard, Eddie Grainger, E. L. Connelly ...... Secretary of the Commonwealth David
Lawrence, Attorney General Charles J. Margiotti, Rip Collins,

Herman Robbins, Hon. W. G.
Quimby and Rube Jackter

Dan Jarrett,
Jessel on "We
Sing Again", musical in which Leo
Carrillo will be starred and in which
Bobby Breen, Lesser's eight-year-old
singing discovery, will make his
screen debut.
Jessel is associate
producer on this feature, with Edward Gross as production manager.

Brillion has re-

opened, while the Denmark in DenAt Baldwin, after
mark is dark.
months of discussion, the village
board approved Sunday shows.

"Midsummer Night's Dream" has
been booked for the Pabst Theater,
Milwaukee, Nov. 28-29, with two
shows daily.
Charles Baumann, 78, Oshkosh exhibitor, last week was found guilty
by a circuit court jury of setting
Rex theater building in
North Fond du Lac, also operated

fire

to the

by him, on June

26.

Pacific Northwest Notes

Don Swift and George

Lesser also has Ethel LaBlanche
on roving assignments, while Harry
Chandlee is story editor.

Rabbit Maranville, Tony Sarg,
Conley, Fred

•

•

brilliant

Portland Censors Uphold
Nazi Sequence in "Time"

• AMONG THE host of entertainers spotted on the
program were
Norman Prescott, Toastmaster

Robert Wildhack, Rosey
Ann,
Rowswell, Capt. Proske and his Tigers, Bob Hall
Judy and Zeke ...... Bernie Armstrong, Jerry Mayhall, Guy
the Five Rileys, Allen & Kent,
Lombardo, Eddie White
and several floor bills from local
Joe Candullo, Kay Kyser
nite clubs
a Great Show worthy of the Variety tradition.

Ed Lowry, Master

of the Revels

'.Continued

•

•

consisting of sure-fire
definite schedule of 16 productions
audience appeal in original scripts and well known book publications that have become a part of the literature of the nation.

WE

CAN name offhand about six independent pro• • •
ducers who have been thoroughly grounded in the schools of
and know all the
the major and minor production fields
exhibitor answers as to what is Box-Office for the general run
and who are capable of making productions
of houses
on economical budgets and giving them the professional snap
and Benny Zeidand finish of the major grade of product
man is one of these six

—

Auburn, Wash., from Frank
Graham.
Recent closing of a deal by Leroy
V. Johnson, manager of Jensen &
Von Herberg houses, for United
Artists product to play the Liberty
in Seattle, make this house one of
It also has
the major first-runs.
the Columbia lineup.
Westerns are going big in Spokane, according to exhibs there.

from Page

1)

and to the Paramount theater management. The censors held that the
scenes are true and not objectionable.

San Antonio Topics
WHENEVER

IT looks like the independent proalong comes some staunch
duction field is getting wobbly
old-line producing personality to give it a shot in the arm and
this time it is Benny F. Zeidman with
a new lease of life
with a
his newly organized Zeidman Film Corporation

•

Seattle
J. G. Maddux has taken
a 10-year lease on the Granada Theater,

with

collaborate

will

here.

The Auditorium at

and

THE INDUSTRY

will continue to reflect a healthy
keeps developing free lance promen with ideas, initiative and showducers like Zeidman
manship instinct who know how to keep their feet on the ground
and Zeidman's splendid record of years is a guarantee of
what his new set-up will give the showmen of the nation in the
way of dependable product earmarked for B. O. Dough
at a Reasonable Price

•

•

•

state of affairs so long as

€€

it

«

» » »

San Antonio

—Mary

Louise Waland movie editor of the "Evening News," left last
week for Chicago, New York and
Washington.
She will stay in the
east about one month.
Eugene Baldwin Luder III, author,
director and producer, has returned
to Dallas after a short business trip
to San Antonio.
Jean Leetot, well-known in Dallas
theatrical circles, is spending several weeks in San Antonio, Texas.
Mrs. Mabel Davidson of Oklaholiser,

ma

dramatic

critic

City is visiting her husband, Sol
Davidson, manager of Goodall
Theater Supply, in San Antonio.
Lt. Earl H. Barrett, owner and
manager of several theaters in Oklahoma, is now in training at Fort
Sam Houston.
The State in Austin will soon be
opened by Interstate.
A. Lewis of the Azteca in Houston will build a new house shortly.
He also has the Pastime there.
A. N. Sack of Sack Enterprises
was in Dallas on business last week
and has returned to the San Antonio
J.

office.

)
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HOLLYWOOD

1)

generally flourishing, said Clark, in

Hal Roach Starting
Of Two New Sound Stages
West Coast Bureau

—

of

32 'MUTINY' OPENINGS

ARE BEING HELD OVER

By RALPH WILK

to new long-term contracts by WarArt Directors ners as a result of their work in the
Technicians' film.
Section
Both will return here in the
line with upturns in other lines.
Branch of the Academy, in a gen- near future to begin their next reClark's trip was in connection with
eral
meeting, re-elected Bernard
the company's annual sales drive.
Herzbrun as chairman of the Sec- spective screen assignments.
He was accompanied by W. C. Geh- tion for the coming year. It was
ring, leader of the drive.
also decided to hold a series of meetGeorge
Stevens,
who directed
Clark yesterday conducted an S. ings on the subject of color, in
Hepburn
"Alice
in
R. Kent Drive meeting at the New order to assist the art directors to Katharine
York exchange, with Gehring, Har- familiarize every art director with Adams," has been chosen by RKO
ry Buxbaum, Felix Jenkins, Bill new developments in color from the Radio to direct the same star in
"Quality Street," by Sir James M.
Kupper and Charles McCarthy at- standpoint of set design.
First Miss Hepburn will
Bairie.
tending.
T
appear in "Mary of Scotland," which
Kay Francis has signed a new John Ford will direct.
three-year contract with WarnerFirst
(Continued from Page
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Hollywood Work on the first of
two new sound stages to be erected
in the Hal Roach studio's $400,000
expansion program will start in a
week or ten days, according to Henry
Hal
Ginsberg, general manager.
Roach is back from New York where
he attended a testimonial dinner to
his executive assistant, David L.

Loew.

A/TEMBERS

of the
the
of

T

First National.
T

j

T

Beverly Roberts, late of the Broadway stage and also of London and
Victor Fleming's adventurous exParis, has been chosen for the leadplorations into the interior of China
ing feminine role with Al Jolson in
have won for him the assignment
his next First National picture, "The
to direct for M-G-M the picturizaSinging Kid."
tion of Pearl Buck's novel, "The
T
T
Good Earth," for which Irving G.
Jimmy Savo began work yesterday
Thalberg is launching immediate
production plans.
Paul Muni will at the Hal Roach studios in "Alone,
Alas!" tentative title of his first
be in it.
feature-length picture for Roach.
T
T
James Melton and Jane Froman, Isabel Jewell has the leading femradio stars who are headliners in the inine role, and the cast includes Leon
new Warner picture, "Stars Over Errol and all the members of the
Gus Meins is the
Broadway," have both been signed Our Gang unit.
T

director.

(Continued from Page

1

Loew

the

circuit that a picture has
been held over in some of the spots,
it was said yesterday by Jos. Vogel,

head of Loew deluxe theater operaAt the Capitol Theater on

tions.

Broadway "Mutiny"
Monday had played

at

1

o'clock!

to 600 more,
patrons than any other show at the!
house in a single period. Everywhere*
throughout the country business has
been capacity, Vogel said. In some
theaters "Mutiny" is beating the
record set by "Tugboat Annie."

Withdraw Dietrich Film
From World Distribution
(Continued from Page 1)

Woman,"

starring Marlene Dietrich,
distribution, as quickly
as possible, thus ending differences
with the Spanish Government over
the picture which it considered objectionable. Spain has instructed its
Embassies throughout the world to
see to it that there is no lagging
in the withdrawal move.

f

from world

|t
\l

p
P

P

Studio Removal to East
Remote, Says Giannini

—

New Orleans Possibility of film
production moving to the East Coast
is remote, Amedeo P. Giannini, who
is here attending the convention of
'Continued from Page 1)
the American Bankers' Ass'n, de19, with several hundred midwest clared here last night, pointing
to
exhibitors expected to attend, ac- the construction of new stages and
cording to Pres. Leo F. Wolcott of increased production activities in the

Iowa-Nebraska Allied Unit
Meets Nov. 18 in Des Moines

Screening of new products will be
Monday afternoon and evening

held

Fox and Paramount screening rooms and Des Moines theaters.
The convention proper will get under
at the

SMART ONES
have discovered
truly Continental

atmosphere —

view of Central Park, superior
service,

rates.

The popular CONTINENTAL
and

America's
only

member

Five Korda Releases
In

Next Four Months

First of five Alexander Korda productions to be released through
United Artists in the next four
months, plus two to follow later,

be ready next month, according to word received yesterday from the London Films
chief. It is "The Ghost Goes West",
with Robert Donat, Jean Parker and

Eugene

RUMPELMAYER'S
* smart

,

meaning the

clever, the

know-

ing and, of course, the fashionable.

MORITZ - ON - THE - PARK
50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH.

Direction: S.

NEW YORK

GREGORY TAYLOR

brings the
great."

right

men with

it

it's

followed by

will

GRILL, the CAFE de la PAIX

capital," he said.
"Eastern capital
is interested."
Asked if he thought
this a good sign, he said: "If it

The banker said he did not believe
bank nights were the important anluncheon and the election session in swer to business. Good pictures, he
the afternoon.
Officers and addi- declared, were the answer to box
office ills and producers should retional directors will be chosen.

way Tuesday morning,

invitingly inexpensive

(Single, $3.50-$5; Double, $5-$7)

Hollywood studios.
"The industry is attracting new

principal

Eldora, Iowa.

Palette,

directed

this.

opinion the third dimension is not due for a while yet, but
he does think color is in the cards,
In

his

though

•

—

—

'Dream' Opens in Havana Tomorrow

—

Havana "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" opens here at the Campoaby Rene mor Theater tomorrow evening be-

Come", H. fore an audience which will include
high Cuban officials and diplomatic
then "The Man Who Could Work representatives.
Miracles", with Roland Young, "Cy"Scrooge" a Twickenham Film
rano de Bergerac", with Charles
Laughton, and Robert Flaherty's
The
British production of
"Elephant Boy". The other two are "Scrooge" acquired for distribution
"Conquest of the Air" and "Revolt in this country by Paramount is a
Simultaneous New Julius Hagen-Twickenham film, not
in the Desert".
York and London premieres are a GB picture as erroneously anplanned for the first three films.
nounced last week.
Clair.

"The Things

to

G. Wells film, follows in February,

!

introduction generally
does not necessarily mean another
financial upheaval.
He stated that,
when use of color became general
which will be when makeup problems
are solved its eost will be reduced.
its

1

i
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HERE & THERE
Danbury, Conn. — Warner's

REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS
"THE PAY-OFF"
Em-

has reopened with a double[eature policy after remodeling.

James

with

press

Dunn,

Alan

Ellis.

Dinehart,

Frankie

Patricia

64 mins.

—

regular

—

Bridgeport, Conn.
Matthew L.
ifaunders, general manager of Poli
kouses in this city, has been appointed Bridgeport chairman of the
will Rogers Memorial Fund.
|

—

Cooperating with
Asheville, N. C.
Will Rogers Memorial Fund
tampaign here, Carl R. Bamford,
reneral manager of Publix-Bamford
theaters, designated three days at
pe Imperial Theater as Will Rogers
i

jhe

Memorial Days.

—

peen set for early in December.

—Edward

fans.

newspaper

has a

It

true

a

newspaper

and

office

Patricia

pal,

El-

newsboy-jockey, Frankie Darro
Jimmy exposes the crook, who is shot by
the erring wife, after which she turns the
gun on herself. Thus Jimmy not only gets
his old newspaper job again, but the way
dear for him and Patricia.
is
Swell performances are turned in by the cast, while
Robert Florey's direction keeps things humlis,

a

nicely.

Cast: James Dunn, Claire Dodd, Patricia
Ellis,
Alan Dinehart, Frankie Darro, Anita
Kerry, Joseph Crehan, Helen Lowell, Allen

Florida Flickers
Miami

of

background, with James Dunn as an honest
sports writer with traditions impressed upon
him by his veteran predecessor.
But when
Dunn's unfaithful and pleasure-loving wife,
Claire Dodd, is taken in by a big sports
racketeer, Alan Dinehart, poor Jimmy has
to give in to the crook in order to save
her.
This change of policy causes Jimmy
to lose his job and go to the dogs, eventually being reclaimed by the efforts of

Work on
River Junction, Fla.
new Gibson theater is almost
[omplete and the opening date has ming
I

[he

run

Wood, Andre

Baker has been

president of the Actors
showmen's league of Miami.

Director,
Robert
Bricker; ScreenFbrey;
play, George Bricker, Joel Sayre; Cameraman, Arthur Tcdd; Editor, Harold McLer-

&

ncn.

Hurricane damage to the stage
:aused the Seventh Ave. Theater to
'orego its weekly vaudeville night.

"THE LAST OF THE CLINTONS"

is

at

the

DeSoto

D. J. Woodward, former manager
of the Victory in Tampa, is managing the newly remodeled and reopened Bartow Theater in Bartow.
Ritz Theater in Marianna has
opened after installation of new
RCA sound. J. A. Bivens is man-

Direction,

Photography, Good

Scores

Harry Carey

Ajax

in

60 mins.

Pictures

SIZZLING FIGHT STUFF.

the final one in the first series
Carey action westerns, and looks
Carey is in
to be about the best so far.
action most of the time and when he isn't
fighting with his fists, he is in there with
the old gun play and all the thrill stuff
that the fans go for. As a range detective,
he is commissioned by the state Governor
to break up a gang of rustlers who have

This

Gainesville has re-

opened after remodeling.
Lee is managing.

Claude

is

four

of

defied

ager.
in

GOOD ACTION DRAMA WITH
BORDER PATROL STORY THAT SHOULD
GET OVER OKAY IN POP STANDS.

the

local

sheriffs.

The

Vigilantes

have been on the trail, but also have been
unable to do much, as the gang is too
Carey
strongly organized.
secretly and
builds himself a rep as a gunman, and gets
himself hired

by

in

the

the

the head of

Working from the
volved

inside,

heart

of

he

the

is

rustlers.

soon

intrigues,

in-

and

trying to help along a love affair between
the gang leader's younger brother and the
daughter of the head of the Vigilantes.
Working at seeming cross-purposes, the girl

innocently
spy.

discloses

Then Carey goes

his

true

identity

into high,

as

and with

a
all

the cards stacked against him, comes through
a wow, and
in a terrific struggle that is

everything up satisfactorily.
Cast: Harry Carey, Betty Mack, Del GorFinddon, Victor Potel, Earl Dwire, Ruth
Whittaker.
lay, Tom London, Charles

cleans

Arthur

Director,

Berke;
Author, Weston Edwards;
Brookes; Cameraman,
A.

Producer, William
Fraser;

Finest

FAIRLY

With

its

principal strength

scenes, while romantic

aerial

only

minor

a

part,

this

resting

in

interest

drama

its

plays

revolving

Book of
Reference

around the border patrol is fair entertainment for the program houses. Lloyd Hughes,
as the chief of the air patrolling activities,
is on the lookout for a smuggling gang.
In
with the smugglers is Hughes' brother, who
joined the mob after a killing which he is
under the impression was committed by
After starting to help the crooks in
him.
their work the brother undergoes a change
He joins
of heart and walks out on them.
Lloyd and subsequently brings down the
Scattered
leader of the smuggling crew.
along the action is a good amount of fighting and aerial thrills, with the latter being
enhanced by excellent camera work.
Cast: Llcyd Hughes, Lena Andre, Eddie
Mildred Clare,
Nugent, Grant Withers,
John Cowell, Duvaland Tregg.
Director,

Raymond

K.

Jphnson;

Author,

George Jeske; Screenplay, C Edward Roberts; Cameraman, Irving Akers; Editor, Anthony

Martinelli.

Direction,

Okay

Photography,

Good

air

stuff.

FOREIGN
"NO
Kill"),

Harry
Editor,

Robert

Cline.

Direction, Very

Good

Photography, Okay.

MATARAS"

("Thou Shalt Not
Spanish; produced by Hispano In-

in

Film Corp. of Hollywood; diMiguel C. Torres; with Ramon
Distributed
Pereda, Adriana Lamar, et al.
by Modern Film Sales. At the Teatro Campoamor.
entertaining comedy-drama about
Fairly
a young Spaniard of good family who becomes a racketeer in New York but eventually is redeemed through the love of a
Some good acting
night club songstress.
ternational

rected

SLAM BANG ACTION THRILLER WITH
making exten- CAREY DELIVERING STRONG WITH

and Grand theaters in Lake City.

The Lyric

Puritan

Beranger.

Bryan Foy;
Author, Gecrge

Mitchell Wolfson of the Wometco
:ircuit is chairman of the local Will
logers Memorial Fund committee.

Martin Theaters
improvements

Hughes, Lona Andre, Eddie
Nugent, Grant Withers
55 mins.

Lloyd

Producer,

sleeted

sive

with

Darro

First National

VERY
GOOD
NEWSPAPER-SPORTS
b East
Hampton, Conn.
Nathan YARN, NICELY HANDLED ALL AROUND,
^ambert, operator of the Colchester WILL PLEASE FANS GENERALLY.
Without any undue pretensions, this ef|heater, Colchester, Conn., has purproperty on North Main ficiently managed production turns out to
flhased
Street, East Hampton, on which he be highly satisfying entertainment for the
llans to erect a theater soon.

Filmdom's

"SKYBOUND"

Dodd,

Claire

and

by

a

satisfactory

outdated

rather

"DIE

VIER

Musketeers"),

production

offset

the

theme.

MUSKETIERE"
in

German;

("The Four
produced by

directed by Heinz Paul; with Fritz
At the
Kampers, Paul Westermeier, et al.
86th St. Casino.
Amusing and occasionally serious comedydrama about the adventures of four sol-

Terra;

the Western
diers on
World War and later.

Front

during

the

SHORTS
"New York

Uncensored"

11 mins.
Celebrated Pictures
Good Personality Reel
This is a lively and interesting
personality reel, the first of a proPaul Yawitz,
posed new series.
former Broadway columnist, is the
commentator and wrote the dialogue
is crisp and occasionally cutting in the Broadway manner and
Besides interestalso informative.
ing closeups of celebrities such as
Rudy Vallee, George Vanderbilt,
Marion Martin, the highest paid
showgirl, and others, there are brief
scenes with Mae Murray, Judge
Louis Brodsky, James Barton, RoThis reel
land Young and others.
succeeds in offering something difTed Lloyd produced.
ferent.

which

1936Edition
Will Be

MoreUseful
ThanEver

As

this

advertisement

is

written,

Monday

afternoon, police

vainly trying to handle

Broadway crowds

which have been storming the Capitol

since Friday's open*

reserves

are

Nationwide in 36 engagements "Mutiny on the
Bounty" becomes M-G-M's BIGGEST grosser since "Big
Parade" and "Ben*Hur'\ Cheers for Laughton, Gable, Tone
and all the M-G-M box-office mutineers!
ing!

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-*F DAILY
/OL.

NO.

68,

NEW

114

YORK. WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

13,

TEN CENTS
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Canadian Theater Biz 40% Ahead of Last Year
SEEK TO DISQUALIFY JUDGE IN ST.
Pennsylvania Sunday
Warners 100% Set to Open
in Spots Approving
Open Sabbath
Theaters

in

Pennsylvania

Shows

How They

Starting

L.

Started

Up Pending

Challenge of Judge
St.

Louis

—William

R. Gentry of

Paramount notified Federal Judge George H. Moore yesterday morning that on behalf of his

By

clients he would later in the day file
an affidavit with the court charging
Judge Moore with prejudice against

from Sabbath film performances. Eighty per cent of Warstrictions

the defendants. This legal move will
automatically
disqualify
Judge
Moore from presiding at the hearing
on the petition of Russell Hardy,
special assistant U. S. AttorneyGeneral, for a preliminary injunction to restrain the Paramount companies, Warners and several subsidiaries and RKO from refusing to
furnish first-run pictures to Fan-

100 houses in the

state will
this coming

week-end.

MICH. ALLIED

Case Held

counsel for

anticipated that the vote, Which
was enormous, will have been certified, thus removing all legal re-

shows

Trial of St. Louis Equity

By DAVID BARRETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

towns

is

Sunday

Week -End

This

arhich approved Sunday shows last
iveek are generally expected to start
;he policy Sunday.
that date it

ners'
start

EQUITY CASE

MEET

HEARS FILM PLANS

(Continued on Page 8)

REVES

Bv H.

F.

—

Staff

FILM DAILY

Correspondent

START HEARING TODAY

Detroit
An hour's talk behind
ilosed doors by Sidney E. Samuelson, national Allied president, regarding plans for raising of capital
to sponsor independent production,
(.Continued on

Page

ON GTE REORG'N PLAN

8)

—

Atlas Corp. to be Included
In Investment Trust Study
By GEORGE IV. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington Investigation of

—

George W. Weeks, General Sales Manager for Gaumonr British in America, in Film
own "How They Started" series. George is an old-timer in pictures, for he broke in
in 1910.
He comes trom the middle west and started as a bookkeeper at the old
The art work is from the studios of the
Star theater in Detroit, then owned by John Kunsky.
inimitable Col. "Hap" Hadley
Presenting
Daily's

'way back

in-

vestment trusts to be conducted by
Securities and Exchange Commission will unquestionably include
the Atlas Corp., now a big holder of
film securities, it was stated yesterthe

(Continued on Page 3)

Theater Business

Shows

contemplating production of between six and eight pictures for the next season, with no
is

arrangements as yet set.
The Harry Goetz-Edward Small outfit has just started work on "Last
of the Mohicans," last picture under its distribution deal with United
releasing

Artists.

Canada

Revival, Says

Reliance Plans 6 to 8
For the Coming Season Finkelstein Launches
Iowa Building Drive
Reliance

in

—

Des Moines Harold Finkelstein,
president of Finkelstein Theaters, is
launching a modernization and building program in Iowa theaters, the
improvements including all of the
In
circuit's 16 houses in the state.
Atlantic, the Iowa theater is being
(Continued on Page

9)

Devaney

Theater business in Canada is 40
per cent above last year, it was said
here yesterday by Leo M. Devaney,

RKO
ager.

Radio Canadian

district

About 15 new theaters

(Continued on Page 3)

Sees U. S. Film Benefits
From Sanctions in Italy
Probable boycott by Italy of motion pictures from countries applying sanctions against her will mean
a wider market in Italy for Amer(Continued on Page 9)

Television in Color
Likely, Says Harbord
have

man-

opened in the past year and a number of shuttered houses have reopenGeneral imed, Devaney declared.
provement in theater business is reflected in exhibitor expenditures for

reseating and redecoration for the
time since about 1930, he said.

first

Wilmington Preliminary hearing
on the proposed reorganization plan
for General Theaters Equipment,
Inc., is scheduled to get under way
today in Chancery Court with the
All-Continent Corp., which holds a

—

Princeton, N. J. Television in
natural color is an eventual likelihood, it was stated by Gen. James
G. Harbor, RCA chairman, in an address at Princeton University last
(Continued on Page 9)

—
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the futility of taking trade disputes to court
By DON CARLE GILLETTE
.
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utter futility of trying to settle

of the courts
Louis on Monday

is

in

trade practice controversies through

Rue de

la

Cour-

des-Noues, 19.
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Although beclouded by
to say nothing of the legal

a lot of involved accusations and conjured-up insinuations,
whereases and wherefores, the actual facts in this case were

nose on Durante's face.
lost operating control of three theaters through a bondholders' foreclosure sale, but Warners still held certain first-run film franchises for that situation.
A new group acquired the three houses, apparently without first assuring themselves that they could get the product to fill them.
as plain as the

Warners had

Continued sale of

Warner theaters

in

St.

RKO
Louis

and Paramount pictures to Warners for showing in other
was as legal in choice on the part of the sellers as the
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route
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has such a big mountain been

GEORGE

made out

of

such a

little

molehill

as

in

the

business

a

juries

who cannot

breathing spell
needs most.

It

New

B.

from unnecessary legal

is

among

the

things

that

this

on

Thurs.

David Sarnoff to Name
New K-A-0 Board Member
New

Four stars for entertainment and pheum
four speakers on various angles of
publicity and advertising work will
make up the program for the
luncheon at Dempsey's Restaurant
tomorrow,
President
Gordon
S.

director

of

York withir

New

leaves

reutrned

Seattle

of

to

York

to-

Hollywooi

to

RKO

agcr

for

yesterday.

Canadian

Radio

Nev

in

Pictures,

man

district

arrived

Nev

in

BIONDO, RKO Radio

A.
the

for

Saturday for

arrives

the board mcetin;
Dealers Ass'n.

attend
Supply

DEVANEY,

M.

York

represen
countries,
sail

Mediterranean
on the Rex.

Italy

MURRAY W. GARSSON

today for

leaves

Sai

Francisco.

MARION GERING
on Friday
casting for

is

expected

in

New

Yorl

the coast to complete th
stage play, "Tapestry in Gray.'

from
his

CLARK GABLE, now in New
the M-G-M studios sometime

York, return
next week.

H. G. WELLS, whose "Things to Come" am
"Mafl Who Could Work Miracles" have jus
been completed by Alexander Korda of Lon
don Films for United Artists release, arrivi
in
New York tomorrow on the Washingto
from England.

PANDRO
before

ager,

BERMAN,

who

was

in

Universal

New

in

is

Yor

weed

three

remains East
the
Coast,
returning to Hollywood.

Boston branch

ma

town yesterday.

WILLIAM K. HOWARD, director of "Mat
Fugitive,"
Walter Wanger productio
Burns,
starring Sylvia Sidney which opens at Paramour
Theater on Friday, arrives here on the mornin
of the opening, to remain for a week befoi
sailing for England.
CHARLES

Keith-Albee-Or-

to succeed Paul Mazur of
Lehman Bros., who resigned at the
last board meeting, will be named

has

Independent

the

LEO

Friday

AL HERMANS,

would allow more time for concentrating on turning out good pictures.

New

in

Coast.

York.

SHEARER

F.

York

from

irritation

the

HENRY

LOUISE
from

be expected to understand the complicated

specialized industry like this one.

arrives

WEEKS

W.

GIUSEPPE

Louis controversy, and seldom has it been made more apparent that dissatisfied
exhibitors have little to gain through placing their hot chestnuts in the hands of the

government or courts and

from

days

morrow or Friday for Detroit, thence to Columbus, were he will attend the exhibitor convention Monday and Tuesday.

RKO

St.

On Ampa Program

57

6s40..

Pittsburgh

in

theater.

play
opposite
picture.

British

a

in
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the action

the situation resolved itself into a case where certain parties had acquired
*^ theaters but could not get the desired product for them, while Warners had the
pictures but not the preferable theaters in which to show them.
Both sides were a little stuck, but the basic issues were clear-cut.
Yet, in making a legal case out of the matter, it took nearly seven weeks of trial,
much time and expense and a lot of physical and mental wear-and-tear to stamp the

—
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— %
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due
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the Stanley

ROBERT DOUGLAS
New York to

tative

A
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to

from
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of

his own source of purchase.
unlawful reasons or joint action were necessary to justify
Paramount in preferring to keep selling to Warners.

prerogative of a buyer to pick

4
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medium
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5% +
18%
27%
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RUDY VALLEE

the

pointedly illustrated in the acquittal verdict handed down in St.
the government's conspiracy case against various film companies and

— Lichtbildbuehne,
— P. A. Harle, La

Wardour St., W. I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,

AL LICHTMAN, who is now at Hot Springs
due back in New York about Nov. 17.

is

individuals.
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C.

PETTIJOHN

arrived in

Rome

th

week and received an audience with the Pop
Vatican City, to be followed by an interview
with Premier Mussolini.
in

by David Sarnoff under the standNew "March of Time" at Center
still agreement with M. E. Meehan
November issue of "The March ol
under which RCA and the Meehan Time," released through RKO, wil
interests each name half the board. have its first exclusive showing a
White announced yesterday.
Sarnoff proposed the name of a di- the Center theater starting today o|
The speakers are Alice Hughes, rector to replace Mazur at the last the program with 20th Centurj|
newspaper writer; Helen Hoerle, meeting and it is probable that this Fox's "Thanks a Million."
individual will be approved at the
i

AMPA

publicist;

Max

Hofstetter, color pho-

next meeting.

Reliance Moves Offices

•

tography expert, and Dr. Thomas J.
Reliance has moved its New Yor
Jessel for Loew's State
Brennan, photo-engraving expert. Denies
Carr Report headquarters to the Paramoui
George Jessel has been booked to Rubinoff and his violin; Ferri La
building.
play Loew's State, New York, open- Franconi, tenor; Elsie May Gordon
Coast reports regarding the posing Nov. 29.
He arrives in New and Roland Young are the entertain- sible resignation of Trem Carr as
York from the Coast shortly. Deal ment stars.
president of Republic Productions
THE STANDARD
was arranged by the Lyons office.
were emphatically denied yesterday
Reference Book
by W. Ray Johnston, who pointed
of the
Lichtman
out that Carr ras a five-year conStarts
Nov.
18
FitzPatrick 4-Reeler for M-G-M
MOTION PICTURE
tract.

Trem

James A. FitzPatrick will distribute a four-reel special titled "Oriental
Paradise" through M-G-M,
early in January. He is now cutting
the film.

CHIDNOFF STUDIO
Irving

Chidnotf

PORTRAITS
of
469 FIFTH AVE.

DISTINCTION
NEW YORK

Al Lichtman is now scheduled to
assume his new post at M-G-M on
Nov. 18, returning shortly before
that date to New York from Hot
Springs, Ark., where he is now resting. He has been designated as executive assistant to the president,
Nicholas M. Schenck.

O. S. Acquires Studio Stock
Trustees of Lyman Howe Studios,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., have disposed of
the entire stock to S. O. S. Corp.,
S.

New York

equipment

distributors.

transaction were
Powers and Simplex projection machines, lenses, motors, mazda and
reflector arc lamphouses, General
More Columbia Circuit Deals
Electric rectifiers, RCA soundheads,
St. Louis Amusement Co., Publix- amplifiers, speakers, duplex sound
Kincey and Feiber & Shea are among printers, duplex film polishing mathe latest circuits to sign for the chines, Griswold splicers and other
1935-36 Columbia lineup.
laboratory apparatus.

Included

in

INDUSTRY
•
1936

FILM YEAR BOOK
Now in Preparation.
Out

in

January

•

the
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TART HEARING TODAY
)N GTE REORG'N PLAN

ATLAS CORP. INCLUDED

L\0 |Wi ?*. PHIL M.DALY

IN

INVESTMENT STUDY

day

to

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

iim of approximately $2,000,000
ainst the company, appearing as
All-Conprincipal opposition.
I
lent claims that settlement with

National

Chase

i

Bank

upon

ich the plan is predicated is wholly
idequate because of the "obvious

of claims approximating
4,000,000 against the Chase Bank,
settlement provides for payte
jality"

of $306,000 by

rot

labath Continues

Chase

GTE

GTE.

to

Hearings

Y. Delegation Attending

.

lose" Debut in

Richmond

delegation of trade press repre-

A

ntatives
nied by

from

New

York, accom-

Wilkie, Paramount
me office publicity manager, will
the
to Richmond tomorrow for
southal premiere in the series of
So
n openings of Paramount's
the Rose," being presented
,d
nultaneously tomorrow night with
"emonies in 11 former Confederate
Austin,
pitals, the others being
ckson, Montgomery, Tallahassee,
Rouge, Raleigh, Columbia,
.ton
tshville,

Al

Atlanta and Little Rock,
party going to Rich-

New York

le

>nd will include

Red Kann

of
of
of

and Don Gillette
lox
Governor George C.
ilm Daily."
adrry of Virginia will give an
at the
ess with a radio hook-up
chmond opening, and the other
emieres also will be attended by
vernors and other notables.
Broadway opening of the film
on
kes place at the Paramount
lanksgiving Day.
Office"

for the Securities Exchange.
the first steps in the study,

sel

Among
•

in order to obtain the

THE NEW

•

•
Lubitsch production regime at the Parastudio has thus far turned out three pictures
and
those three
"Hands Across the Table," "Mary Burns,
Fugitive," "So Red the Rose"
if Wall Street knew anything
about pictures which it doesn't
would start Paramount
stock booming
but the public does know pictures, thank
gawd
and when these three pix get circulating through the
nation
their generous patronage will score tellingly at
the box-offices
and be reflected in Paramount earnings
so we're telling you
mount

—

.

• • •
Paramount

THERE

IS a production genius at the helm of the
an individual with a keen sense of what
constitutes broad mass entertainment
the only type of
person who should be allowed at the head of any studio
we don't know a thing about the details of the new set-up that
Ernst Lubitsch has with him at Paramount
back in the
front line where it rightfully belongs
but that is immathree of 'em
terial
we have seen the Results
and they're not Lucky Accidents
three in a row
because Lady Luck doesn't strike three times in the same spot
boy, when THAT happens in a
not in the film biz
there's a helluva lot of planning, exHollywood studio
perience, brains and Showmanship in back of it

sending of questionnaires to all investment trusts. Representatives of
these corporations will then be asked

• • WE COULD go on analyzing, dissecting and breakdown these three Firsts of Ernst Lubitsch's studio adminis-

T

BUT WHY

•

The study will be conducted by
Dr. Paul Gourrich, technical advisor
for the Commission, assisted by William R. Spratt, Jr.

New Orleans Notes

—

New Orleans
"Mutiny on the
Bounty" looks like a record breaker here.
Opening at Loew's State
over the week end, it has been
greeted by a steady line every morntogether with audiences who
standing when the last show
starts.
To date the business is the
biggest done by Loew in months.
ing,

are

should

we

do

Goodrow Attractions, which will
as the Paragon Exchanges

outlet here, has received six features

and seven Kohler westerns as the
batch of product.

first

Mascot Serial Unit

NEW YORK
Plays

Manhattan.
Inc.,
100 shares.
capital,
Laurence S. Bushell, James S.
York,
New
Blumberg,
Thearesa

aradise Lost,
pictures;

Hon

Jers:

and

ShareLinburn

OUR

run

Theatricals
Meets Girl, Inc., New York.
motion pictures; capital, 100 shares of
Robert L. Cookingham.
Shareholders:
Lewis and Frank C. Taylor, New
F.
>ert
toy

k.

lew Pictorial Corporation,
i

lis
e,

pictures;

ecurity
tures;
ders:
t

capital,

Carl
Sang,
Brooklyn.

H.

New

$10,000.
Penzinger

MoYork.
Stockholders:
and

Marion

Motion
Pictures, Inc., Manhattan.
Sharecapital, fifty shares of sock.
Melvin M. Hirsh, Larry Kulick and

Kulick,

New

York.

Theater, Incorporated, Syra$2,000.
capital,
businessTheatrical
ie.
ckholders: Leo Karp, Elias Karp and Clara
Syracuse, N. Y.
:p,
.yracuse

Cameo

Texas

DATE BOOK
Meeting of Atlantic Coast Section
of S.M.P.E., including discussion of educational
films,
Public School
No. 11, 320

Today:
,

West 21st

St.,

New

York.

8

P.

M.

Nov. 12-13: Allied Theaters of Michigan annual convention, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
Nov. 18:
Philadelphia Variety Club entertainment, Metropolitan, Philadelphia.

Nov

18-19:
Annual
convention
of
Allied
Theater Owners of Iowa and Nebraska,
Hotel Savery, Des Moines, la.
.

Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio annual convention, Hotel DeshlerWallick,
Columbus, O.
Philadelphia
Motion
Picture
Forum
international
luncheon,
Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel,
Philadelphia.

Nov. 25:

I

ck.

in

—

Brownsville, Tex.
A unit from
Hollywood is here filming outdoor
scenes
for
the
Mascot Pictures
serial, "Dark Continent," with Manuel King, boy lion tamer. J. T. Coyle
and B. Reeves Eason head the unit.

all this

APOLOGIES and all that sort of thing to a
• • •
battalion of individuals who have fed us with a swell collection
must be
of material for the kolyum the past few days
that a lot of you folks have suddenly discovered that the kolyum
by a lot of people you want
is being read more or less regularly
else why the Deluge of Dynamic
vour Masterpieces to reach
we 11
so have faith, hope, and charity
Dissertations?
your stuff if we have to print it as a Special Supplement.

still

serve

T

New Incorporations

Washington for hearings.

necessary.

T

T

analyzing for you ?
you're in this show biz and as vitally affected by the Paramount Prestige Proclamation contained in these three producview and
so
mebbe more so
tions as we are
then get up and throw
analyze these pix for yourself
three lusty cheers that Paramount is definitely heading back to
the spot that its name was originally intended to signify
for the success of Paramount. means your success and our sucno matter what company is penalized with your pay
cess
that's
Paramount is COMING BACK strong
check
and it's a mighty signithe message we're trying to convey
ficant message to the Entire Industry

•

to

studio

ing
showing the clever selection
tration for several columns
the shrewdness in picking the right writof story material
ers to prepare the scripts that are up their particular alley
the various cunning production devices
the skill in casting
for getting the maximum out of every sequence and situation
Zestf ulthe sense of Aliveness
and above all
that hallmarks scene after scene in
Freshness
ness
these three productions so vastly different in theme

•

come

to

After the hearings, a thesis will be
prepared and presented to Congress
for whatever legislation is deemed

T

•

proper backwill be the

ground on which to work,

.

NOW

M.

of

Daily," James Cunningham
P. Herald," Lou Guimond

I

A. Sheridan, public relations coun-

.

Closed hearings on the proposed
>rganization plan for General Theat
;rs Equipment are continuing
Broadway before the Sabath Conessional Committee investigating
Ralph
nd defaults. Otto E. Kagel,
Harris and David Schulte were
amined yesterday.

The Film Daily by Edwin

the union will reach a decision
Booth Agreement mits
the latter part of the week. NegoReached by Tri-States tiations for the theater interests
have been handled by G. Ralph BranDes Moines Negotiations for one- ton, general manager, and Stanley
district manager of Triman booth operation are reported A. Brown,
and States, and by Hale Cavanaugh, Orto be completed by the Orpheum
Theaters in Des pheum manager. The arrangement
Tri-States
the
Moines with Local Union No. 286 reported to be worked out is for a
However, Ed Fox, sec- two-year contract between operators
I.A.T.S.E.
theater owners based on one
retary of the local union, denies that and
shift.
contracts have been signed but ad- operator to a

One-Man

—

Paramount sales meeting, Ambassador
Dec. 1-3:
Hotel, Los Angeles .
Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.

Dec. 6:

and
Dec.

ball,

Allied Theaters of
cruise sailing to
S. Queen of Bermuda.

7:

vention
S.

Dec.

New

Jersey

con-

Bermuda on

9:
Annual meeting of stockholders
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

April 27-30:

S.

M.

P.

E.

spring

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

the

of

convention,

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 15
FOR SCORES OF EXHIBITORS PLAYING DARRYL

m

with the millic

starring

DICK POWEL
Directed by Roy Del Ruth.

Based on a story by Melville Crossman. Screei
play by Nunnally Johnson. Music and lyrics by Gus Kahn and Arthur Johnston|

rfteo4uJi^

"METROPOLITAN" MARCHES

Oi

THANKSGIVING DAY

>

NUCK'S SMASH HIT

!

ON

ITS

'NATIONAL RELEASE DATE

v^f

ollar cast

ANN DVORAKPATSY KELLY
RUBINOFF

•

•

FRED ALLEN

PAUL WHITEMAN

RAYMOND WALBURN

•

AND BAND
WITH

RAMONA

YACHT CLUB BOYS

a DARRYL F. ZANUCK
20th CENTURY PRODUCTION
THE KEYSTONE OF

D

YOUR FUTURE

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
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SEEK TO DISQUALIFY

Ethiopian Scrap a

Dud

for

Wednesday, Nov.

MICH. ALLIED

Newsreels

conflict thus far has been a disappointment for the newsreel
companies because, despite the elaborate and expensive preparations to film the war,
there has been no actual fighting and newsreel men on the Ethiopian side are being
The only live stories are coming from the Italian
kept 200 miles away from the front.
side and these are of a monotonous sameness being merely shots of native and Italian
At the Embassy theater it was
troops advancing over rugged terrain into small villages.
said that the red-hot interest manifested at the outbreak of the conflict has cooled
down and resulted in lessened patronage owing to the lack of actual combat scenes
from Ethiopia.

13,

193b

MEET

If.ilo-Ethiopi.in

JUDGE

IN ST. LOUIS

(Continued from Page

chon

& Marco

1)

for the Missouri,

Grand Central and Ambassador

New
the-

When

the affidavit is filed,
that fact will be certified to presiding Judge Kimbrough Stone of the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, who
will
then select another federal
judge to preside at the hearing.
Judge Charles B. Davis of the federal court here several months ago
personally disqualified himself from
presiding at the criminal conspiracy
case, which resulted Monday in an
acquittal of all defendants, because
he had charge of the cases involving the foreclosure and reorganization of the Ambassador, Missouri
and New Grand Central properties.
In view of this fact, a judge from
outside this district must be called
in. Whoever he is the defendants
must accept him.
aters.

Wood Fined by Court

An

anti-climax in the criminal
case was reached yesterday morning
when Judge Moore called Frederick
H. Wood of the New York law firm
of Cravath, DeGersdoi-ff, Swaine &
Wood to the bench and assessed a
$100 fine for contempt of court, remanding him to the custody of the
marshal until the fine was later
paid by ten other attorneys for the
victorious
defendants:
James A.
Reed, George S. Leisure, Jacob M.
Lashly, Samuel B. Jeffries, Louis
Phillips, R. W. Perkins, Samuel W.
Fordyce, William Mallard, William
R. Gentry and I. Levinson.
Hardy, apparently having forgotten some of the text of his closing
plea to the criminal case jury last
Friday, yesterday refused to accept
the Monday verdict of "not guilty"
as affecting the so-called conspiracy
against Fanchon & Marco and was
pressing for an immediate hearing
on the petition for the injunction,
when interrupted by Judge Moore.
"Is Mr. Frederick Wood in the
room?" the court asked. Wood, who
was seated in the jury box, came
forward. "Mr. Wood, your conduct
throughout the trial in this court
was that of studied contemptuousness.
You yelled and shouted at
witnesses to shut up.
This display
of contempt on your part culminated
yesterday by your saying in your exceptions to the court's charge to the
jury that one of the statements of
this court in the instructions was in
the nature of a stump speech. I regard your action as flagrant contempt of court and fine you $100 and
remand you to the custody of the
marshal until you pay."
Wood bowed low but said nothing.
He walked to the west of the
room with the deputy marshal attached to the room. Hardy then proceeded after some little delay to
press for an early hearing on the
injunction, but Judge Moore said
that the condition of his docket was
such that he could not permit another long trial at this time. Hardy
insisted that the court could act on

the matter on the basis of the record
criminal conspiracy case supHe refused
ported by an affidavit.
to accept the view of defense counsel
that the acquittal of the defendants
eliminated further consideration of
the alleged conspiracy. It was then
that Gentry announced he would file
disqualifying Judge
the affidavit
Moore. So the court took no action.
in the

business of Fanchon

& Marco was

at stake.

"Twelve

men

found

yesterday

was no

restraint of trade after a very full hearing," said Reed.
Hardy replied that the jury's verThat it was
dict had no bearing.
merely a court judgment.

there

Reed responded: "Nothing could
change the opinion of Mr. Hardy."
In the meantime Gentry cut into

HEARS FILM PLANS
(.Continued from Pane

1)

was the highlight

of the opening
day's session of the Allied Theaters
of Michigan convention at the Hotel
Statler yesterday. Reports of officers
and appointment of committees was
the only other business of the day,
with a screening of "Mutiny on the
Bounty" held last night, this M-G-M
picture being substituted because

plane

the

"Crime

carrying

Columbia's

Punishment"

and

was

grounded.
Registration yesterday showed 125
present, exceeding the total of last
year's

registration.

James A. Reed Explains
Officers making reports included
When Judge Moore as?essed his the argument to state his intention Ray Branch, president; H. M.
$100 fine on Wood, James A. Reed of filing the affidavit disqualifying Richey, manager, and Barney L. Kilcame forward and addressed the Judge Moore, saying that he re- bride, treasurer.
Local and state
judge, saying in part: "I am not gretted that it was necessary for legislation were covered.
him
to
take
this
for
step
his
clients.
pleading for Mr. Wood. All I want
Another business session and banto say on behalf of the dignity of Judge Moore decided not to act until quet are scheduled for today.
this court and on behalf of the bar
is to say that no one on our side
had any intention at any time of expressing contempt for this court.
There has been a lot of heat in this
battle. There has been a good many
things we knew of that your honor
have tried to be
didn't know of.
respectful of the court. I don't want
anybody to carry away any other
impression in regards to that."

We

Hardy Presses for
Hardy then again

Injunction

called
the
court's attention to the fact that the

this affidavit could be filed.

Charge Bias and Prejudice
Maurice Schweitzer, St. Louis

manager for the Paramount Pictures Distributing Co., for and at
the direction of that corporation late
yesterday afternoon filed an affidavit
with the U. S. District Court under section 21 of the judicial code
charging Federal Judge George H.
Moore with personal bias and prejudice against the Paramount company and in favor of the government in the pending equity pro-

government had an application pend- ceedings against Warner Bros. PicThe affidavit was acing for a preliminary injunction tures, et al.
against Warners and the various companied by a good faith certificate
other corporate defendants in the signed by Samuel W. Fordyce and
criminal case plus Vitagraph, an- William R. Gentry, attorneys for
other
Warner subsidiary.
Reed Paramount in the named proceedasked if Hardy had any idea of press- ings.
ing the equity case at this time.
While the rules of court require
Judge Moore interrupted to say that that such affidavits be filed at least
the court had just passed through a ten days before the court term betrial that had taken six weeks and gins, the affidavit sets forth that this
the court's docket was in such condition it would be impossible to hear

another lengthy case.
Hardy responded: "I am prepared
to submit an affidavit that the conspiracy is still in effect." The jury
had decided less than 24 hours previously there was no conspiracy.
George S. Leisure then called attention to a U. S. Supreme Court
decision which seemed to support his
contention that the decision in the
criminal case eliminated the charges
in the equity case, and that the latter proceeding should be dismissed.
Hardy responded that Leisure misunderstood the case, and that the action at bar was under the anti-trust
case.
Judge Moore again stated
that the condition of his docket was
such that it would be impossible to
have another lengthy hearing at this
time.

Hardy responded that it was unthinkable
the
government
that
should not have a hearing on the
equity matter, that the acquittal in
the criminal case did not alter the
facts in the injunction suit, and that
the government was entitled to the
preliminary injunction because the

requirement could not be complied
with
because knowledge of the
court's prejudice did not come to the
defendant until this date.
Among the reasons given in support of the belief of bias and prejudice are that Judge Moore in his
lengthy charge to the jury in the
criminal case decided Monday made
comments that brought to the attention of the jury in a forceful manner the testimony favorable to the
government and omitted frequently
reference concerning defendant testimony which the jury should have
considered.
In this connection the
affidavit further charged that "the
manner of the court in delivery of
said charge was such as to and was
intended to indicate to the jury the
court feels that the defendant ought
to be convicted" and that the charge
as a whole was extremely argumentative and the comments on all evidence
went far beyond the proper range
of court comment. Reference is also
made to the $100 fine assessed on
Frederick H. Wood of Warner counsel for contempt of court yesterday
morning. It also states that the defendant had been informed that cer-

San Antonio

Briefs

—

San Antonio Douglas Askey, for
merly chief of service at the Majes^
is now connected with the Hall
Industries at the Rialto in Cuero.
Ben K. Gersdorf has taken over
the directorial post at the Olmos.
Visitors: Jack H. Adams, Jack
Karmi, film men from Dallas; Jose
tic,

Jimenez, Jr., in from Nebraska;
Bernard Lichtig, back from a pleas-

J.

ure trip to Mexico.
tain agents of Harry Arthur have
conferred with Judge Moore and that
they gave him information that the
equity case was well founded anc
that the government ought to be
given a judgment.
The affidavit further points out
that the evidence in the injunction
hearing will be very similar to that
of the criminal case in which the
defendants were acquitted and which!
Judge Moore indicated he had
formed an opinion tending to support the charge of personal bias or

«

prejudice.

Hardy Leaves for East
Hardy departed from St. Louis
last night, presumably for WashingWhile East, it is understood,
he will confer with Attorney General Cummings concerning developments in the criminal case decided
Monday and also the pending preliminary injunction suit and equity
proceedings against Warner Bros,
et al. He probably will report to his
superior concerning the final results
of certain investigations conducted
by department operatives in connecIt is
tion with the criminal case.
believed this conference will have a
great bearing on the future policy
of the department in connection with
other film cases of a somewhat simOther members of the
ilar nature.
government council have checked out
ton.

from

St.

Louis.

Judge Moore did

not pass on the sufficiency of the
Schweitzer prejudice affidavit before final adjournment late yesterday.
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SANCTIONS
TO HELP

IN ITALY

FILMS

U. S,

(Continued from Page

He

said that Italian

IOWA BUILDING DRIVE

the Eastern Service studio in
Astoria on "Girl Fever", two-reeler
for release in Educational's "Young

Romance"

series.

Marlene Stewart

and Ackland Powell are featured in
the short.
George Weber is doing
the camera work, with Warren Murray assisting on the direction and
Chris Beute doing the casting.
•

Ben Hecht and Charles MacAr-

MacArthur, with Leon Shamroy

as
of photography, Charles
Harten as first cameraman, Harold
Godsoe as assistant director and
John Ojerholm as production manager.
•
director

ley
tion

McCarthy",
yesterday

completed producon a new one-reel

thur will complete at the Astoria novelty short as yet untitled at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studios.
studios today their feature titled
•

Berman

including

Jack

Dempsey,

Between

and 10 pictures
Dragonette, Rudy Vallee,
will be made by Pandro Berman for
Lawrence Tibbett, Abe Lyman, LitRKO's 1935-36 program, said the
;le Jack Little, Fred Waring, Phil
producer in New York yesterday.
Baker, Jack Denny, Eddie Buzzell,
He has completed "I Dream Too
Jerry
Himber,
Niela
Goodelle,
Dick
Much," with Lily Pons; "In Person"
Jacques
Renhooper, Go-Go Delys,
and "Sylvia Scarlett." In production
ird, Red Nichols and Glen Gray.
currently Berman has "Follow the

(Continued from Page 1)

eight

Mo Agreement on Rockefeller Claims Fleet." Upon his return to the Coast
Present indications are that at- in three weeks he starts work on
tempts to arrive at a settlement "Mary of Scotland," Theater Guild

(Continued from Page

redecorated.

The Strand

1)

in Atlantic

be completely redecorated and
a new canopy erected. A small theater is being built at Jefferson, la.,
will

which will embody innovations in
Edgar Bergen, the screen's only theater construction. The projection
ventriloquist, and his dummy, "Char- equipment at the Iowa in Jefferson

ilm restrictions requiring importers "Soak the Rich". Appearing in the
picture, which will be released by
Gus Van's "Music Shoppe", two;o obtain a permit for each picture
)rought into the country is tending Paramount, are Walter Connolly, reel vaudeville short featuring Gus
Mary Taylor, John Howard, Robert Van, Peggy Flynn, Leroy & Weaver,
;o reduce the number of foreign films
shown in Italy. Italy is making bet- Wallsten, Ilka Chase, Alice Duer Ray Sax, The Mountaineers and the
Miller,
Francis Compton,
Lionel Randall Sisters, has been completed
;er pictures, Biondo said.
Stander, Joseph Sweeney, Percy Kil- by Mentone Productions at the Biobride, George Watts and others. The graph studios under the direction of
Celebs for "Stars" Premiere
In addition to personal appear- story was written, directed and pro- Milton Schwarzwald. Frank Zucker
ances by two stellar members of duced by Ben Hecht and Charles did the camera work.
the cast, James Melton and Jane
Froman, the premiere of Warners'
Television in Color
Making
'Stars Over Broadway" at the New Pandro
Sfork Strand tonight will be attendLikely, Says Harbord
8 to 10 for This Season
ed by a number of celebs, the invi;ations
ressica

FINKELSTEIN LAUNCHES

By CHARLES ALICOATE

^L CHRISTIE has started work at

1)

can pictures, it was said yesterday
>y Giuseppe A. Biondo, RKO Radio
•epresentative in the Mediterranean
:ountries.
Biondo said Italy was
jleased with the neutral stand taken
)y the United States in the ItaloSthiopian conflict, in comparison to
;he proposed sanctions by League
)f Nations members.
Italy plans to produce between 60
ind 70 pictures during 1935-36, compared with about 50 last season,
3iondo declared.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

night.
Though visual transmission
in color is far off, Gen. Harbord said,
the broadcasting of images and facsimiles in black and white is closer
at hand.
Increasing knowledge of
ultra-short waves will make television possible within a few years, he
believes.

is being modernized.
New canopies
have been constructed on the Earle

in Carroll

and the Granada at Web-

Two other new theaters
are being contemplated for Iowa, according to Finkelstein.
ster City.

Detroit

Doings

—

Detroit Cohen Bros., operating as
Barry Theater Corp., have tentatively set Nov. 20 for the opening of
the new Rio Theater on Vernor
Highway.
Harold Heffernan, Detroit News
film editor,

wood

at present on a Hollysending in a daily colthe studio city.

visit, is

umn from

Film Truck Service has added a
large

number

of Illinois theaters to
according to Manager Harold C. Robinson.
Most of them are
houses reopened after being long
dark and a number are B. & K. theits

list,

aters.

Oakman Theater Co. has been in16 Preleases Set on "Stars"
corporated by A. H. Beebe of DeSixteen special pre-release key troit.

out of court of the Rockefeller play.
city engagements have been set on
will not be succlaims against
Doyle Plans World Story Trips
Warners' "Stars Over Broadway,"
cessful and that the allowance of
the claims will be argued before West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY which marks the film debut of James
'rounda
Plans
for
Hollywood
Melton, radio star. They are: BroadJudge Bondy on Nov. 18, The Film
Daily is informed. Special Master the-world tour next summer in way, Charlotte; Plaza, St. Petersare
being
material
burg;
Strand,
Albany;
Majestic,
rhomas D. Thacher recommended al- search of story
lowance of the claims for over $9,- made by Laird Doyle, Warner sce- Providence, Keith's, Cincinnati; Mary
returned
recently
Anderson, Louisville; Indiana, Koko000,000, but the Irving Trust Co., narist, who only

RKO

—

:ounsel for
to this

RKO, has

filed

exceptions

& Photo League Revives "M"
The Film and Photo League will
revive the German "M," directed by
Lang and starring Peter
Fritz
Film

Lorre, at the
cial

New

School for So-

Research on Saturday at 7 and

Program will also in9:30 P. M.
clude an experimental film "Fall of
the House of Usher," based on the
story by Edgar Allan Poe, a Chaplin comedy and the latest Film and
Photo

League

production,

"Hands

Off Ethiopia."

Contract Case
Pittsburgh J. J. Maloney, local
M-G-M head, is appealing the decision handed down in the Wheeling,
W. Va., Circuit Court in favor of
George D. Faller, defendant exhibitor and operator of the Southern
theater there, in a film contract
Metro sued for $1,368 on an
case.
Faller claimed
unplayed contract.
that he was receiving bad prints and
that he notified the local exchange
that he would refuse further ship-

Appeals

—

ments.

from a three-month

visit

to

Eng-

Declaring that his recent trip
convinced him of the value of getting completely away from one's
familiar haunts in order to add new
parts to the old generator and stim- las.
ulate the think-cap, Doyle says his
next jaunt will include the Yangtze
After Film Rights
River's famous gorges, the great
Producers are displaying screen
British naval base at Singapore, rights interest in "Dead End" and
Tierra Del Fuego, the tip of South "Parnell," two Broadway plays now
current. They are also looking into
America and other points.
possibilities
of "Stars Look
film
New Edition of "Fauntleroy"
Down," by A. J. Cronin, and "Mareea
Charles Scribner's Sons plan to Maria," by Sophie Kerr, both being
bring out a new edition of Frances novels.
land.

award.

William K. Flemion was laid up
by fever the past week.
James Brown has opened the Cheboygan Theater, Cheboygan.
Jesse Goldburg of Derr-Sullivan.
Productions, Hollywood, was a visitor here last week.
He is headed
back to the coast.
mo; Bay, Green Bay; Roxy, SpringDavid Kaplan has joined Theatfield;
Warner, Milwaukee; Kimo,
Albuquerque; Broadway, Muskogee; rical Advertising Co., being presentBijou, Bangor; Alhambra, Canton; ed with a partnership in the' busiHollywood, Pottsville; Majestic, Dal- ness by his father, Phil Kaplan.

Lord
Burnett's
"Little
Fauntleroy," in conjunction with
the release of the screen adaptation
of the famous book by Selznick In-

Hodgson

ternational Pictures.

Capitol,

Cincinnati, Jan. 3-9;
Louisville, Jan. 7Indianapolis, Jan. 3-9;

Mary Anderson,
13; Keith's,
College, New

Haven, Dec.

3-5.

erative.

RCA Photophone representatives
coming here for the Allied convention include E. M. Hartley, Edward
Auger, L. Roy Cox, Joseph Mullin,
E. A. Prince, R. J. Stier, R. T. Turner, F. B. Ostman and M. J. Yarh.
Jack Waugh is local manager.

Publishes Educational Film Song
"Rhythm of Paree," song by
Marcy Klauber and Charles Wil- Van Beuren Sports Short Retitled
liams, sung by Niela Goodelle in
Van Beuren Sports Reel with Bill
Educational's Musical Comedy of Corum, formerly titled "Happiest
same
title,
has
been
published
the
Boy In Town," has been changed to
by Sam Fox Publishing Co.
"Tomorrow's Halfback."

5 More "Dream" Dates Set
Warners have set five additional
limited roadshow dates on "A Midsummer Night's Dream," as follows: Newark Newsreeler Opens in Feb'y
Newsreel Theaters will open its
Columbus theater, Columbus, Dec.
3-6;

Cooperative Theaters accepted the
resignation of nine Wetsman & Wisper houses from the booking coop-

new Newark house around Feb. 1.
John Eberson, who drew the plans
for the house, has embodied some
novel features.

Spanish Film Holding Over

"No Mataras" ("Thou

Shalt

Not

Kill"), Spanish talker, is being held
over at the Campoamor Theater.

THE
Wednesday, Nov.

A

By RALPH WILK
production began yesterday at the Warner studios on
Mervyn Le"Anthony Adverse."
Roy is directing the production, in
which the title role is played by
Fredric March.

A

CTUAL

Henry Ginsberg, general manager
for Hal Roach, has designated Elmer
Raguse, head of the sound department, to take over the duties of head
of the film cutting department left
vacant by William Terhune's promotion to direct pictures.
T

HOLLYWOOD

"LITTLE" from

t

Baldpate" at RKO.
J. P. Wolfson
and Phil Epstein are writing the
screen play from an original by
Kenneth Earl. Leigh Jason will direct, with Lee Marcus as associate

The

Menjou, in "The Milky Way."

Broderick has a featured Menjous, married a year, expect a
role in "Don't Bet On Love," next child in about six months, accordGene Raymond starring picture to ing to word received at Paramount
follow his current "Seven Keys to from
Good Samaritan Hospital,

•

OR a

perfect winter vacation

complete

Where

rest

away

the climate

petual sunshine
fog, the

place

to

and

from everything.
noted

is

and
go

the
is

for per-

absence

of

the

DOUBLE R RANCH
in

TUCSON, ARIZONA

9

Three hours from Hollywood by plane

LUXURIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS
WONDERFUL FOOD
ABSOLUTE PRIVACY
Fine Riding

—Good

A Haven

Hunting

—Golf

of Happiness for

PRODUCER—WRITER—ACTOR
Operated by a Host and Hostess %vho know.
ACCOMMODATIONS ARE BY INVITATION AND
LIMITED TO ONLY EIGHT GUESTS AT ONE
TIME. ALL

OF

WHOM

home Saturday.

Charles Boyer.
adapting it.

Menjou

is

expected

to be out in three weeks.

T

"Escape From Devil's Island" is
the permanent title for the Columbia
feature which during production was
known as "Song of the Damned."
Abe Meyer is preparing musical
Cast is headed by Victor Jory, Flor- backgrounds for the next George
ence Rice and Norman Foster.
Hirliman production, "Captain Calamity," which will be filmed both
V
T
T
Howard Jackson, composer of in Spanish and in English versions
"Lazy Rhapsody" and many other and for which Meyer will furnish
two separate scores. Meyer has also
musical hits, is now head of the
been retained by Hirliman to premusic department at Columbia.
pare musical backgrounds for the
Conrad Nagel series of detective
George Brent will have no less stories, which are scheduled to go

Helen

ARE CAREFULLY SELECTED.

Write, wire or phone for reservations and complete information.

"LOTS"
lene Dietrich's next Paramount film,
"Invitation
to
Happiness,"
with

Steinbeck

George Hirliman will start production Dec. 2 on "Yellow Cai'go,"
first of a series of G-Men pictures
starring Conrad Nagel, produced and
than three leading women in his
distributed by Pacific Productions.
next First National picture, "Snowed
Eleanor Hunt and Claudia Dell have
Under."
This trio will comprise
been signed to support Nagel. The
Genevieve Tobin, Glenda Farrell and
pictures will be made at Talisman
The story was conJune Travis.
studios, where Hirliman has just
ceived and written by Lawrence
finished shooting his first picture in
Saunders, and adapted by Mary Mccolor, "The Rest Cure," with ReginCall, Jr.
Robert
Vince
Barnett,
ald Denny,
Frazer, Esther Ralston, Claudia Dell
Expectant motherhood will not
and Eleanor Hunt, for Regal Profrom reductions. A Spanish version of "The prevent Verree Teasdale
Rest Cure" will be released by 20th turning to Paramount within the
next month to complete a few more
Century-Fox.
scenes with her husband, Adolphe

1935

where both are recovering from recent illnesses. Miss Teasdale will go

"Tortilla Flat," the book by John
which has attracted international praise, has been added to
Paramount's stock of stories.
T
T

TV

producer.

13,

Melchior Lengyel

is

T

"The Green Shadow," thriller byf
James Edward Grant, has gone into

RKO

production at the
Radio studios under the direction of Charles
Vidor, with Preston Foster starred.

Margaret Callahan has the leading
feminine role, and others in featured spots are Molly Lamont, Alan
Mowbray and John Carroll.

M-G-M has acquired "Tenth Reunion," an original story for the
screen by George Oppenheimer and
Finley Peter Dunne.

into production shortly.

CAST ASSIGNMENTS
20TH CENTURY-FOX: John McGuire, Paul
t
McVey, 0. P. Heggie, Claude Gillingwater to
With the arrival of Charles But- "Shark Island"; Marcia Mae Jones to "Gentle
terworth by plane from New York, Julia."
RKO RADIO: Erin O'Brien Moore to "Two
H. Bruce Humberstone started diO'Clock Courage"; Marg aret Armstrong to
recting "Three Live Ghosts," which "Chatterbox"; David Preston to "Follow the
John Considine, Jr., will produce Fleet"; Clarence and Dion Muse to "The Green
for M-G-M.
Butterworth's appear- Shadow."
Willard Robertson to "The Petriance on the set completed the cast fiedWARNERS:
Forest"; Kenneth Harlan and Don Barclay
headed by May Robson and Robert to "Man Hunt"; Eleanor Wesselhoeft to "Backfire."
Taylor.
COLUMBIA: John Arledge, George McKay to
V
T
"Panic on the Air"; Douglas Dumbrille and
Lewis Milestone will direct Mar- Robert Middlemass to "Lone Wolf Returns.'

Oklahoma Exhibs Hear

Pittsburgh Briefs

Kuykendall; Elect Officers

—

Oklahoma City Theater Owners
of Oklahoma convened here in an-

—

Pittsburgh
The Pitt abandoned
triple feature policy this week
in favor of twin bills changed thrice
weekly.
Joe Stowell remains as
its

nual session yesterday with a large
attendance of members and visitors. manager.
Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.
"Mutiny on the Bounty," a record
P. T. 0. A., and Dave Palfreyman, breaker at the Penn, is moved to
representing the Hays Organization, the Warner for a second week, while
were present and addressed the con- "Metropolitan" holds over at the
vention.
Fulton.
Kuykendall stressed the excessive
Louis Weiner parted company with
music tax, the Duffy copyright bill, Nat Fleisher, distributor of "Tomorbank nights, dual bills and non-the- row's Children."
atricals which were not recommendMannie Greenwald of the Art
ed.
He recommended a local regu- Cinema
named publicity director for
lation board to be sanctioned by the
the Pittsburgh Playhouse.
government.
John McGreevy, Harris AmuseThe League of Decency, he characterized as a calamity, but it did ment Co. executive, is back from
bring some folks to the theater that Florida where he left his wife on a
never went before. He did not favor vacation.
Frank Vallone is closing his Com
boycotts.
Attorney D. I. Johnson, represent- munity theater in Austin next week
McDonald
Thomassy Brothers,
ing the Associate Industries of Oklahoma, spoke at length on the old theater operators, have entered the
pension law recently voted in restaurant business in that town.

age
Oklahoma, which, if enforced, will
require every theater owner in Oklahoma to pay 2 per cent of gross
receipts, in addition to other heavy
The association went on
expenses.

record as favoring fighting the constitutionality of the law and voted
$2,000 for expenses in testing the
matter through the courts.
The following officers were elected: Morris Lowenstein, of Oklahoma
City, was re-elected president; di-

—

Homer Jones
rectors elected were
of Altus, Ralph Talbot of Tulsa,
Harry Lowenstein of Ardmore, Max
Brock of Lawton, and L. E. Griffith,
Convention adof Oklahoma City.
journed with dinner-dance at which
Gene Autry, movie
with songs.

star, entertained

Gertrude O'mstaad

Edward Alperson

iXPLOITING CURRENT FILMS
*allyhoo Stunt
or "Crespi"

"yHE

old ballyhoo came back
with a bang for the world
premiere of "The Crime of Dr.
Crespi" at the Olympic Theater,
Utica. An imitation corpse that
scared a girl, threw a large hotel into an uproar and finally
landed in the State Hospital at
Utica, brought banner headlines
in all the dailies, radio bulletins

from Station

WIBX

and such

crowds to the theater that the
week-end business established a

new high

for the house, topping
even Shirley Temple and Will

Rogers takes.
A few days prior to the openat
the
a wire arrived
Utica hotel from Buffalo, engaging a room for the "eminent
Viennese surgeon," Dr. Andre
Crespi the role played by Eric
von Stroheim in the Edgar AlThe following
lan Poe story.
day Dr. Crespi arrived, and with
him came a large coffin. Blandly explaining that he kept his
ing,

—

odd-looking
case, Crespi was assigned to his
room. The next day the corridors of the hotel were turned
into a madhouse. An attractive
19-year-old night club hostess
who had an appointment with
the famous surgeon, called at
When she entered,
his room.

implements in

u
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Indianapolis Items

—

Indianapolis Dick Tricker, manager of the Ambassador, has been
transferred to Ft. Wayne to take
charge of the Paramount theater. He
is succeeded by Bob Dudey.
Otto Ebert, booker at Paramount,
has accepted a position with War-

she was greeted by a "corpse"
stretched out in a tan plush coffin.
His lugubrious manner and
his eerie appearance sent her
screaming from the room.
A
hotel employe ran to her aid,
corroborated the "spectre" and
locked the door from the out-

ners in the same capacity.
Catherine Jones, cashier at Paramount, on the sick list for several
weeks, has returned to work.
Charles Reagan, Paramount executive, spent several days in Indianapolis on business.
A. J. Gelman, Columbia salesman,
is sporting a new car.

side.

Police

moned.

officials
were sumThey found the body of

Dr. Crespi stretched out apparently unconscious in the coffin.
A radio car brought the
medical examiner, who after a
brief examination, restored the
corpse to life and ordered him
committed as insane to the
state hospital.
While Uticans
were trying to learn the identity of Dr. Crespi, a series of
small teaser ads appeared in all
the newspapers and kept the
campaign going until the first
four column ad appeared.
A
special
set
of big ads was
prepared
for
the
premiere,
stressing the horror angles of
the story.
Olympic, Utica, N. Y.

NOW

Wendell Warner, Tell
Visitors:
City; Frank Forest, Boonville; Ed.
Friedman, Indiana Harbor; Joe Heliotes, Ft. Wayne; Robert Mochrie,
Warner sales exec; F. F. Vincent,

a complete

SOUND PROJECTOR

Universal exploiteer.

Salt

—

this

Lake City Squibs

Up

now, projection equipment has been in three units
to

Salt Lake City— Ed Kuykendall,
M.P.T.O.A. prexy, addressed the Intermountain Theater Owners in a
stopover here on his way back from

lamp, projector proper, and
sound head. RCA Photophone

tnP COJISt
R. C. Hill, Columbia branch manager, returns this week from a San
Francisco division meeting.

these in a single unit.

RKO Houses Hold Dual Bill
Dual bill of "Shipmates Forever"
and "The Last Days of Pompeii" are
Max Myers, Columbia home office
being held over at RKO Manhattan representative, is spending a couple
and Bronx theaters until Friday of weeks in this territory.
when these houses revert to their
Mike Neilson recently opened the
regular policy of two double feature Roxy in Logan, with Service Theshows a week.
ater Supply equipping the house.
Among services instituted by FaTheaters in this section since

mous
Harry David became general manager

takes the lead by offering

rC The new

RCA

Photo-

phone Sound Projector is now
available,

combining the three

units in a single, substantial

You can

a local news-sheet of a "The-

cast

aluminum

Time Clock," giving starting

buy

this at a first cost that

is

ater

now

time of

all

features daily.

Mayor Harmon Peery

Ogden,

of

well-known Intermountain theater
man, has been returned for a twoyear term as mayor by a big ma-

less
if

case.

is

than that of the three parts

purchased separately. Be-

cause

all

is

built together,

jority.

every part fitting every other
Pacific Northwest Notes

—

Ted Gamble, manager of
Seattle
the Broadway and United Artists
theaters in the J. J. Parker group of
Portland, announces a new $75,000
house seating 600 to be erected immediately at Pendleton.
group of Rainier Valley business men will build a new theater

A

community.
Ken Stuart, former publicity and
advertising director for the Pantages, Seattle, has resigned his Seatin that

tle connections to
field in California.

,

enter

the

radio

whole harmo-

perfectly, the

nized to the highest degree,
reliability is increased, service

and maintenance expenses
reduced, picture and sound

reproduction increased in
is the most
modern, perfected and profitperfection. This

able of projectors. When con-

sidering original equipment,
Led by H. W. Bruen, prexy of the
MP.T.O., 43 Seattle houses united remember its promise to save
Fund
in a Will Rogers Memorial
you money as well as make
week.
Stars at Melton Party
Rudy Vallee, Jay C. Flippen, S. L.
(Roxy) Rothafel, Louis Sobol and
Gertrude Niessen were among the
celebs at the party given by War-

you money.

PHOTOPHONE

m

i

Jack
ners at midnight on Monday
Dempsey's restaurant in honor of
James Melton, whose first film,
"Stars Over Broadway," opens toFlippen was
night at the Strand.
master of ceremonies and the affair
ran until about 4 A. M.
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TEN CENTS

Court Prohibits Fox Theaters' 50% Buy in Fox Met

MOVE FOR NEW

ST.TjfiJIS

RKOJJoard Meets Today
New

President of Company

to be on Hand for
Installation

JUDGElELAYED

Formal Election of Spitz

for

TAKE POSITIVE STAND, COLUMBIA 100% SET

MYERS URGES

Affidavits, If Certified,

Go

to

May

Judge Stone

on Monday

EUROPEAN

ALLIED
IN
FIELD
By DAVID BARRETT
board of directors will meet
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
today and is expected formally to
St. Louis
Federal Judge George
elect Leo Spitz president of the comDetroit
At the Allied Theater
In addition to formation of a new H. Moore stated late
yesterday that
pany.
M. H. Aylesworth will be- Owners of Michigan Convention company to distribute its
product in he has not had opportunity to study
come chairman of the board. Spitz here yesterday, Abram Myers Holland, Columbia
has closed a deal the two affidavits charging him with
is the choice of the Atlas Corp. and gave an hour's talk
in a closed ses- for handling
Lehman Bros, interests which recent- sion, explaining that "the time has Dutch East of its output in the personal bias or prejudice against
Indies by Reiss & Co., the defendants in the government's
ly acquired half of RCA's controlling come for Allied States
to take a of Amsterdam under arrangements
application for a preliminary ininterest in RKO with an option to more positive stand since
NRA has made by Joseph H. Seidelman, for- junction to compel Warner Bros.
acquire the remaining half.
been Schechtered.
I have yet to eign manager, who recently
return- Pictures, Paramount and RKO to
It is understood that one or more
find a bonafide exhibitor who is ed to
New
York
from
Europe.
These sell first-run pictures to Fanchon
RKO directors have resigned because not subject to block booking. Most deals give the
company 100 per cent & Marco for exhibition in the Am(Continued on Page 6)
playdates actually cancelled are for representation
bassador, Missouri and New Grand
in Europe.
low priced pictures that distributors
Columbia sales abroad have in- Central Theaters here. One of the
are willing to cancel."
creased more than 50 per cent as affidavits was filed late Tuesday by
Presidents A. A. Bair of Indiana compared
with this period last year, Maurice Schweitzer, local manager
and Martin Smith of Ohio were
for Paramount, while the second was
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 6)
entered yesterday by Herman Stan
RKO

—

—

DISCUSS EXTENSION

OF PARA.-BLANK DEAL

Extension of A. H. Blank's presdeal with Paramount covering
35 houses in Omaha and adjacent
territory for one year from Dec. 1,
when the current extension expires,
is understood to be under discussion
it conferences now going on between
Blank and Y. Frank Freeman in
New York. The agreement now being considered carries a buy-back
:lause which can be exercised by

(Continued on Page 11)

Standard Oil Ad Tieup
Nazis Set Jan. 1 Deadline
With Hollywood Stars For Jewish Exhib Exodus

enti

Paramount at the expiration of the

Schaefer Resumes Talks
On Minn. Circuit Deal
Talks on the reported deal under
vhich George J. Schaefer would take
>ver operation of the 80 Paramount
heaters in the Minnesota territory
ire
id

understood to have been resumNew York with President John

in

(Continued on Page 6)

Homeless
Bradford,

Pa.— They

could have Sunday movies in Eldred township if there
were a place for them. The voters last
week approved Sabbath shows, but there
isn't a theater in the township.

—

Chicago Standard Oil Co. of Indiana has arranged tieups whereby
it will feature a long list of film
stars for a series of new winter
gasoline ads in more than 1,500
newspapers of the north central
states.
Among the first names to
be used are the Marx Brothers,
Harold Lloyd, Ned Sparks, Lynne
(Continued on Page 6)

Expect

U.

Last

many
Jan.

Jewish exhibitors in Gerwill be forced out of business

vices which
tributors in

have reached major disNew York. The picture
business has been classified by the
Government as an Aryan industry.

A. Circuit to Acquire

Additional 50 P. C. in Fox Met.
Reorganization Plan
For G.T.E. Is Presented

Judge Martin T. Manton of the

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals yesterday directed the receiver of Fox
Theaters Corp. not to exercise an
Wilmington, Del. Aaron Finger option to acquire a half-interest in
of Wilmington, representing a group Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., the
of debenture holders of General reorganized Fox Met. circuit, and
Theaters Equipment, Inc., who have directed him to accept $150,000 from
become a reorganization committee, United Artists Theater Corp. in setyesterday presented a reorganiza- tlement of the Fox Theaters claim
tion plan to Chancellor Josiah O. against the Fox Met.
circuit.
Like
Wolcott.
Under the proposed plan lihood of this action was forecast irir
the reorganized company would ac- Film Daily over a month
ago.
quire substantially all the assets of
As a result of this ruling, Joseph
General Theaters Equipment.
(Continued on Page 6)

—

$6,000,000

ON FOX THEA. CLAIMS

when

a Government order
compels 60 exhibitors operating in
the Berlin area to give up their theaters by that date, according to ad1

MAY PAY

According to a report made by
Special Master Cortland Palmer to
Judge Martin T. Manton of the U.
S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, all
claims against Fox Theaters Corp.
will finally be allowed for a total
amount between $6,0"^ ^0 and $8,000,000.
Commenting on this re(Continued on Page 2>

"Thanks A Million" Sets
Opening Record at Center
A

"Thanks
Million", Darryl Zanuck's 20th Century-Fox release, set
an opening day record at the Center
Theater yesterday. With doors open(Continued on Page 2)

Wm.
William

Fox Out of Hospital
Fox

hospital,
where
sulin treatments

has

he
for

left

was

the

Toronto

receiving
diabetes, and

in-

has
returned to his Atlantic City apartment,
it
was said yesterday at the office
of his attorneys, Hirsh, Newman, Reass
& Becker.

—

..

:
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"Thanks A Million" Sets May Pay $6,000,000
On Fox Theater Claims
Opening Record at Center
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

than usual, the house
Thurs., Nov. 14, 1935
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sold more than 1,000 admissions by
11:15 A. M., with S.R.O. in effect
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Wilk,

6425

Holly-

ing

earlier

Kuykendall Addresses
Gathering in Denver
Denver
by about

—At
50,

a

luncheon

attended

Ed Kuykendall, M.

P.

T. O. A. president, addressed Denver
exhibitors. Rick Ricketson, manager
for Fox Intermountain and president of the Denver managers' asso-

port,

Judge

Manton

1)

stated

in

an

opinion yesterday that there will
not be sufficient money to pay all
the creditors.
In view of the fact
that there is no reorganization plan
before the court wherein creditors
might be willing to accept less than
the face value of their claims, stockholders have small hope of realizing
on their stock, he added.

California—Ralph

London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Weeks to Speak
At Ohio ITO Convention

Golden,

Edward A. Golden, Republic

YOUNGMAN

E.

have

returned

from

St.

Louis.

NAT HOLT

is

town from Cleveland.

in

JAKE GOLDEN, RKO
ter,

New

in

is

manager

city
to

York

RochesNate

in

confer

with

Blumberg.

RICHARD WALLACE
row

on

return

his

BARNEY

New

leaves

York tomor-

the Coast.

to

BALABAN

New

in

is

York

from

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, LOUIS PHILLIPS and
IRVING COHEN returned to New York yesterday from

chief,

and

George W. Weeks,

sales

GB

—

Broadway

.

1

—

Louis.

St.

MANNIX

arrived

in

New

York

returned

to

New

York

has

from Europe.

ALBEN

MILES
from

has

Louis.

St.

ciation,

FINANCIAL

1

DON

EDDIE

—
—

1

NED E. DEPINET. WILLIAM MALLARD
GEORGE LEISURE, CRESSON SMITH and GOR-

Chicago.

introduced Kuykendall. The sales head, will attend and address
M. P. T. O. A. head told of fights the Independent Theater Owners
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, the organization is in and he asked of Ohio convention being held in CoP. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
that the local theater men cooperate lumbus next Tuesday and WednesCinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courin preventing discriminatory taxa- day.
des-Noues, 19.
tion and adverse laws.
Kuykendall endorsed giveaways.
Republic Signs Bretherton
Opposed to them two years ago, he West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
is now using them in his own theHollywood
Republic has signed
ater.
Bretherton to a term conHe urged the exhibs to write to Howard
tract as director.
He will join the
their congressmen and head off the
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Republic organization in January
lowering
exemption
and
admisof
Net
upon completion of his present ParKuykendall left here for
High Low Close Chg. sion taxes.
amount contract. The new contract
Oklahoma City.
17l/2
17
171/2 +
1/8
Am. Seat
brings the list of Republic directors
66
66
65
1/2
Pirts.
vtc.
+
Columbia
to six.
The others are Aubrey
Holdovers
51/2
Con. Fm. Ind
5% 51/2
Scotto, Joseph Santley, Arthur Lu19
18% 19
+1/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
bin, Reginald Barker and Lewis D.
In addition to "Mutiny on the
166 1/2 65V2 166 1/2 +
East. Kodak
Collins.
Bounty"
the
Capitol
and
"Three
at
4
155
do pfd
155
55
Kids
and
a
Queen"
the
Roxy,
curat
485/g
491/4 +
Loew's, Inc
491/4
%
Study Guide Issued on Shorts
106
do pfd
05% 106
+ i/s rent Broadway films slated to hold
over include "The Melody Lingers
9l/g
First study guide covering shorts
Paramount
8% 91/g
On" at the Rivoli and the Soviet to be put out by Educational & RecParamount 1st pfd. 77Vz 767/g 771/2
1/2
"New Gulliver," which goes into a reational Guides, Inc., which has
Paramount 2nd pfd.. "% 11% 11%
1/4
6I/2
Pathe Film
5% 6% + % third week tomorrow at the Cameo. been issuing these guides in connection with outstanding feature
RKO
5
4% 5 + %
Movie Poll
films, is devoted chiefly to "The
3/8
20th Century-Fox
191/4
183/4
191/4 +
Fred Astaire, Bing Crosby, Clark Perfect Tribute," M-G-M subject
20th Century-Fox pfd. 28
275/g
277/a
Warner Bros
8'/4
81/2
8% + 1/4 Gable, Fred MacMurray, Fredric dealing with Lincoln's Gettysburg
do pfd
463/4
471/4
481/4
IV4 March, Dick Powell, Gene Raymond Address, with Chic Sale impersonatand Robert Taylor are among the ing Lincoln.
Prof. William Lewin
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
leading male actors in the straw vote prepared the classroom guide, which
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
15'/8
15
15
contest being conducted by Sam also gives brief mention to "PitKeith A-0 6s46
92!/2
92y2 92 1/2
% Taylor, screen commentator on Sta- cairn Island Today," another M-G-M
Loew 6s 41 ww
104% 104y4 1045/g + V2 tion
each Wednesday and short, and a Stephen Collins Foster
l/
Paramount Picts. 6s55 92% 923/8 925/8 +
8
Friday night at 7:30 P. M. Women subject.
Par. B'way 3s55
57
57
57
stars selected by Taylor's listeners
RKO 6s41
77
77
77
1/4
Among the
cover a wide range.
Pert Kelton at
Warner's 6s39
86 Vi 8514 86V4 + % leaders are Joan Blondell, Claudette
Pert Kelton, who is in New York
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
C >lbert, Joan Crawford, Katharine
Hepburn, Ruby Keeler, Carole Lom- for the premiere of her latest RKO
Sonotone Corp
2% 2% 2%
picture, "Annie Oakley," has been
18i/
18i/
Technicolor
18%— 1/4 bard and Ginger Rogers.
2
8
added to the list of guests of honor
Trans-Lux
43/8
</8
4y8
414
for today's (Thursday's) meeting of
Broadcast from Strand Premiere
Jack Dempsey's.
at
As part of the special ceremonies the
New Columbia Pfd. Offering Today
Others previously announced include
Columbia's recently announced 75,- in connection with last night's pre- Rubinoff, Elsie May Gordon, Ferri
000 shares of new $2.75 preferred miere of "Stars Over Broadway," La Franconi, Alice Hughes, Helen
convertible stock will be made to- Warner film marking the screen de- Hoerle,
Max Hoffstetter, Thomas
day through an underwriting group but of James Melton, a lobby broad- Brennan, and an illuminated exhibicast
took
place,
with
Melton,
Jane
including Hemphill, Noyes & Co.,
tion of reproductions of color phoBancamerica-Blair, Eastman, Dillon Froman, Rudy Vallee, Fred Waring, tography in engraving.
and
a
host
of
other
celebs
taking
& Co., and others. The stock is
part.
The opening drew a heavy
priced at $50 per share.
turnout.
Alliance to Discuss "Time"
A discussion of "The March of
"Dream" Opens in Wilmington
Time," pro and con, will be held
'
Film Viewing and
\ /^
Wilmington, Del. "A Midsummer Sunday evening at the New School
Reproducing Machines Night's Dream" opens this evening for Social Research under the ausA.
at the New Park Playhouse for a pices of the New Film Alliance. The
kLL MODELS ON DISPLAY- FOR SALE- RENT
special limited engagement.
The first five issues of "Time" will be
• Illustrated Literature on request. •
Warner production will be shown screened. Two performances will be
'
Motipn Picture Camera Supply, Inc.
for three evening and two matinee given, one at 6:45 and the other at
723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera" performances.
9 o'clock.
wood,

Coming and Going

BLANK

A. H.

New

in

is

York from the Mid-

West.

dle

HAL YOUNG
ing

WESLEY

is

via

return

who

New

leaves

for
the
will visit

Columbus,

THORNTON WILDER,
SHOTTER,

British

from

today

York

for

ill

from

York tomorrow on

Ohio

New

leaves
I.T.O.

York

the

author,

and WINIFRED

arrive in New
the Britannic.

actress,

England

VAN NESS
New

been

convention
Republic exchanges
Washington before return-

Pittsburgh and
here Nov. 25.

in

ing

has

follow-

Hollywood.

to

Monday

in

York

his

EDWARD GOLDEN, who
on

New

way to New York
the Panama Canal.
on

JOHN WRAY
his

in

trip.

RUGGLES,

some time,
California

back

is

Southern

a

on

PHILIP,
today
on

RCA

York

returns

official,

Washington

the

in

from

abroad.

CUMMINGS has returned to New York
a stage engagement on
the coast and
probably appear in an eastern-made film

VICKI
from
will

1

—
—

shortly.

Columbia 100% Set
In European

WMCA

(Continued from Page 1)

.

—

.

.

.

.

—

WMCA

—

1

AMPA

—

Field

Seidelman said yesterday.

pany

now

is

releasing

The com-

its

pictures

with their
American release date, thus advancing their distribution by four to six
This is a
months, it was stated.

abroad

simultaneously

contributing factor to increased
eign grosses, said Seidelman.

for-

"Scrappy" Airplanes
complete line of Scrappy airplanes will be made by the Scientific
Model Airplane Co. of Newark,
under a license granted to that company by the Scrappy Franchise De-

A

partment of Columbia Pictures.

AMPA

iOVIOLA

—

* FOR THE EXECUTIVE *
Secluded mountain retreat in beautiful West(35 miles to Times Square).
chester Co.
Modern Stone lodge, guest cottage, 10
acres, river frontage, private, swimming and
fishing.
Big bargain at $35,000.

HARING & BLUMENTHAL,
Telephone:

RAymond 9-6101

jfjMj^fwnyr
33

W.

60th

ST

NEW YORK

CITY

MUSICAL WUNDTIMrMRY
MOOD giPTYPEOF PICTURE
SEND

FOB OUR CATALOG

—
ST.

LOUIS GETS

A BRAND NEW
RECORD!
Are you ready
for yours?

TENTH

daffy day!

"NIGHT

Opera"!
10 day gross

at the

BIGGEST
STATE Theatre,
EVER rolled up!

AND

still

Louis,

rolling merrily!

GROUCHO's
CHICO'S

St.

delighted!

thrilled!

HARPO won't talk!
AND as for you,
MR. Exhibitor,
WILL you please

GET right up
ON your marquee

AND tell the facts

to

MAMA and Papa Public
THAT you've got the very
SWELLEST entertainment!
EVEN M-G-M'sRoaringLion
IS laughing at
"A Night at the Opera"!

BIGGEST

SINCE

BIG

ELECTRIFYING NEWS
SWEEPS THE INDUSTRY!

PARADE

36 opening engagements
over the week-end start
"MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY"
to box-office immortality!
Names

Fame
CHARLES LAUGHTON, CLARK
for the Hall of

GABLE, Franchot Tone. Director
Frank Lloyd. Producer Irving
Thalberg (Associate A/ Leutin) and all
% those

who

helped to

make

it

possible!

And now
get ready for

"A

NIGHT

at the

OPERA"

MARX
BROTHERS!

starring

and

BEN-HUR

//

THE
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50% BUY

RKO DIRECTORS MEET

FOX MET,

PROHIBITED BY COURT

FOR ELECTION TODAY
{Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

of

Atlas-Lehman action in announcing that Spitz would become president

M. Schenck, as president of United

of

to acquire the additional 50 per cent
interest.

RKO

Spitz

is

Take Positive Stand,
Myers Urges

Allied

who addressed

AND NOW

Wingart of 20th Century-Fox
wonders if he can't spear a few words in the kolyum about that
pressbook turned out on "Thanks a Million" by Charlie McCarany outfit that turns out
why not?
thy's dep't
a campaign book as eye-arresting as this one can grab a paragraph from us any time

•

{Continued from Page 1)

others

Artists Theaters Corp.,

without consulting them.
expected here today to be

inducted into the presidency.

•

•

Earl

the meeting.

Congressman Pettengill gave the
major address to the convention and
representatives of the P.T.A., Legion
of Decency, Federation of Women's
Clubs, churches and welfare workers
on block booking. This was followed
by an open symposium at which all
outsiders' questions were answered
by Pettengill and Myers.
Plans to mobilize membership for
legislative activity during the comThe
ing session were discussed.
salary of H. M. Richey, general
manager, was increased to $200 per
week, that of other officers remains
the same.
Grand Rapids will be the next convention city.
The following officers were elected: Fred DeLodder, president; Frank
Wetsman, vice-president; Barney
Kilbride, secretary; William Schuttenhelm, treasurer— all of Detroit.
DeLodder is the only new officer. Directors elected were: Sam Brown,
Edgar E. Kirchner, William London,
James C. Ritter, F. A. Schneider,
Alex Schrieber, J. E. Stocker, Lew
Wisper, C. H. White, all of Detroit;
Cass R. Beechler, Charlotte; Ray
Branch, Hastings; William A. Cassidy of Midland; Glenn A. Cross of
Battle Creek; A. Eiseman of Flint;
Thomas Ealand of Ferndale; Allen
Johnson, Roy Taylor and Oscar E.
Varneau of Grand Rapids; Pete C.
Schram of Kalamazoo and George

Wilbur of Wyandotte.

Standard Oil Ad Tieup
With Hollywood Stars
{Continued from Page 1)

Overman, Fred and Paula Stone,
Charley Chase, Joyce Compton, Joan
Blondell,
Glenda Farrell, Charlie
Ruggles and Grace Bradley. Their
'

IN

recent films also will come in for
mention.

Wash. State Ruling
Major distributors yesterday were

Notified on

formally notified of decision of the
Supreme Court of the State of
Washington affirming a lower court
decision to the effect that films are
not taxable under the state's new
occupational tax law as they are in
interstate commerce and therefore
beyond the scope of state statutes.
The decision relies on the Blinderup
U. S. Supreme Court opinion, the
Paramount Publix decision in the
Louisiana State Supreme Court and
the opinion rendered in the recent
Glass vs. Hoblitzelle case in Texas.

HERE

IS a book whose physical makeup is designed to allow it to come to rest on the exhibitor's desk instead
of in his waste basket
we have all struggled with these
big ungainly top-heavy pressbooks that seem specially planned
this
to make their perusal a task instead of a pleasure
giving plenty of opporone is made up in 24-sheet form
tunity to the art boys to splash their message across a wide
the cover
which they do very effectively
page
design in yellow and cerise title letters four inches high is a
socko
when you open the book at any page it lies absoand try that li'l stunt with most big presslutely flat
making
books
opened, the book spans your desk
the Pressbook a pleasant exercise in Easy Reading is what Misit's Showter McCarthy's boys have achieved in this one
manship Paper done in smash poster technique

•

•

•

• • WE
human note

•

HAVE

a wire from Jay

news

Emanuel that

hits a

seems that Joseph
Bernhard and Ted Schlanger on behalf of Warners presented two
complete sound equipments to the Philadelphia General Hospital
many of the 2,300 patients have never seen a picture
at the initial showing they were there on stretchers and in wheel
chairs
it was a spectacle to stir emotions in a stone man
high

in the day's

it

the sort of li'l act that creates goodwill for the enthe local Variety
Jay so truly observes
Club helped to sponsor the occasion
it's

tire industry, as

T
•

•

•

WITH THE

T

T

"March

current

Center theater

SOME INTERESTING

• • •
statistics on that unique institution, "Voice of Experience"
he has a listening audience
on his broadcasts of 3,000,000 daily
receives an average of
the shorts series being made by
20,000 letters every week
the "Voice" is now playing over 3,000 theaters
exhibs and
Columbia report they are receiving the largest amount of mail
from patrons ever scored by any short
after announcing
over the air that he planned a mag, he received several thousand
subscriptions at $1.50 a year inside a week
so the Voice,
B. K. Blake, I. A. Jacoby and Joe Nadel responsible for the
shorts, are doing very nicely, thank you

•

•

•

Orpheum.
Judge Manton's opinion

FOR THE

dual feature lads in production and exnewspaper advertising is made sweet and effective
with the "2 Big Features" ad layouts originated by and
used exclusively in the George Harvey Pressbooks
a space
hibition

blank for the theater to advertise its second feature
with so much dual billing in vogue everywhere, it might not
be a bad idea for the major pressbook lads to adopt
with
due acknowledgement to George Harvey, of course

» *

fur-

"Fox Theaters can realize no gain
from an increase in value of the Fox
Met. stock because of the limitation
that before the stock can be sold or
pledged it must first be offerc' to
United Artists Theaters Corp. at
cost.
Creditors representing claims
against Fox Theaters Corp. amounting to $13,245,066 are opposed to
exercise of the option and have said
they do not want a settlement in
which stock of Fox Met. would be
distributed to them.
They agreed
and insist they want cash.
They
point out a serious disadvantage
which would result from distribution since United Artists Theaters
Corp., now owns 50 percent of the
Fox Met. stock. If the stock was
distributed by Fox Theaters Corp.
to creditors they say that United
Artists Theaters Corp. or interestsl
associated with it, could pick up a
small number of shares and thus!
control the company.
Since dispoH
sition at a profit is impossible and!
distribution
the
only!
distasteful
method of benefiting would be divi-j
dend. There is no prospect of divi-j
dends within a reasonable period]
stock."

Appeal Being Considered,
Says Gustavus A. Rogers
Gustavus A. Rogers, chairman of
Fox Theaters Corp. stockholders' protective committee, said yesterday that the committee would
meet in a day or two to consider
taking an appeal from Judge Manthe

ton's decision against acquisition by
the Fox Theaters receiver of a halfinterest in Metropolitan Playhouses,

the reorganized Fox Met. cirRogers said that in any case
a reorganization plan for Fox The-j
aters Corp. would be worked out so
that not only the creditors will share
in the reorganized company but that
provision would be made also for
stockholders.
Inc.,

cuit.

Schaefer Resumes Talks
On Minn. Circuit Deal
{Continued from Page 1)

is left

« « «

set

ther his reasons for prohibiting exercise of the option in part as follows:

Time" newsreel

which features an interview with
Herbert Hoover discussing the issues of the 1936 campaign,
with flashes of the leading Republican candidates for President
the theater capitalizes with a ballot box in the grand
foyer, and ballots bearing the names of the leading candidates
patrons are invited to indicate their preference
at the

expected

United Artists Theater Corp. is
obligated to sell 10 per cent of this
additional 50 percent to Keith-Albee-

from Fox Met.
of

is

*>

E.

Otterson,

Schaefer

to

following

New York

return of
yesterday

from St. Louis. So far no agreement has been set up, it is understood.

j

ANOTHER DREAM
OF A PICTURE FROM
WARNER BROS.
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«
Also at
FredWaritJ

Warner Bros, bring you the cast of your
dreams — sensational new talent combined
with a load of famous screen names — in
the finest song-show since 'Twenty Million Sweethearts'. Last night Broadway
found three real finds

in this fine

cast—

PAT O'BRIEN
Jean Muir

,

And

it all

came

true last night
at the N.Y. Strand

JANE FROMAN

rank McHugh

JAMES MELTON

•

Marie Wilson

Dear Mr. Exhibitor—
We've been checking

radios in

your

territory and find that 143,431 people

are regular listeners, and that

MELTON

JAMES

the favorite tenor of
143,400 of them.

The

is

other 31 are tenors themselves.

Then we checked up on

the trade

preview critics and found that they've
been writing things like—

"James Melton

is

a

wow!"

—Jack Smalley, Fawcett Publications
ii

ii

One

ii

of the big finds of the year!
—led Ma gee, Hollywood Magazine

Melton's voice

—Sam

sensational!"

is

Morris, Chicago American

89 minutes to watch
Jimmie Melton and Jane Froman in acIf

you'll take

we

can stop taking all this space
to tell you that we have two genuine
new stars in "Stars Over Broadway."

tion,

Even those 31 tenors
it

will

want

to see

twice.

Featuring 3

new song

"Where

Am

successes

I"

•

"At Your Service,

Madame" "You
•

by Warren and Dubin

Let

Me Down"

Dance numbers staged by Busby Berkeley and Bobby
Connolly. Directed by William ('G-Men') Keighley.

THE

-22H
NEWS

MOVE FOR NEW JUDGE
DELAYED

IN ST, LOUIS

{Continued from Page 1)

Warner Bros. Both
were accompanied by the necessary
certificate of good faith by defendIf and when Judge
ant counsel.
Moore certifies the sufficiency of the
affidavits to Presiding Judge Kimbrough Stone of the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals the latter
will appoint another Judge to preside at the hearing of the injunction and equity proceedings against
vice-president of

Bros., et al. Under a guiding ruling of the Court of Appeals,

Warner

Judge Moore apparently has

little

recourse but to accept the personal

asked

disqualification

for.

Judge

of the

—

—

—

—

The City Theater,

largest cinema in Holland, is being opened by the City Circuit Co.

—

Brussels La Camera Studio, new
cinema, has been opened for the
showing of American films.
After being closed many
Paris
months, the Olympia has reopened
under the direction of Jacques Haik.

—

—

Paris Gitta Alpar will appear in
a version of Verdi's opera, "Rigoletto," after which she sails for

—

Broadcasting
British
London
Corp. will build a West End theater
Short television profor television.
grams will be offered by B. B. C.
starting in March.
Paris
Pereire Palace, luxurious
cinema, has been opened and will

—

films

—Le Film Industrial et Comwill
has been formed and

distribute

Gaumont

including

those

British pictures,
in Holly-

planned

wood.

* Argue "Letty Lynton" Appeal
Arguments in the Sheldon-Barnes
suit against M-G-M, charging plagiarism in connection with the picture

"Letty Lynton," were made by Nathan Burkan for the defendant and
Arthur Driscoll for the plaintiffs in
the

Circuit

Court

of

Appeals

•

New York

y

Hamilton, O.

—

At the opening

of the St. Louis

Judge George H. Moore of the
Federal Court ordered temporary
postponement of the case brought
John A. Schwalm, against Thomas on the grounds that

manager

of the Rialto, local unit of
Southio Theater, Inc., was returned
to city council at the recent election.
He was the only Democrat to
win in the election.

— Mark

trial,

Warner

official was too ill to
into court or testify elsewhere.
Executives and lawyers who returned to
York yesterday from
St. Louis included Ned E. Depinet,
George J. Schaefer, Louis Phillips,

the

come

New

Irving Cohen, George Leisure, William Mallard, Gordon Youngman,
Miles Alben and Russel Dore.

Pittsburgh Briefs
Pittsburgh

quitted.

Browar, opera-

tor of the Roosevelt theater, is opening his Harlem Casino next week,

Cincinnati Chatter

—

continues.

•

Benny Rubin directed and
"Molly Moo-Cow and the Butterin the latest "Stars of Tomorrow"
flies," second in the new Technicolor
"Rainbow Parade" cartoon comedies series of shorts just completed at
Service studio for
produced by Bert Gillette for the the West Coast
Ben Schwalbe
Van Beuren Corp. and RKO Radio Columbia release.
production manager.
release, has been completed at the was

starred

in

yesterday. A decision is
expected in about two months in the
case, in which the writers seek a
reversal of a lower court decision.

This will be the first time
that Vinton County has had films
permanently.
theater.

general counsel, following acquittal
of the other five individual defendants in the St. Louis criminal case
as well as the three corporate defendants, was believed likely yesterday, following return of defense attorneys to New York. Further prosecution of the action was considered
out of the question, it was pointed
out, as it was stated that obviously
conspiracy cannot be proved when
all other defendants who faced similar charges in the case were ac-

—

alternately.

Paris
mercial

THOMAS

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Hollywood.

American

SUIT AGAINST

presenting both movies and floor
Cincinnati Willis Vance, former
shows.
The Harris-Alvin will try out prexy of Independent Exhibitors,
will be only major-sized Toronto
straight pictures again this Friday. will open the 300-seat Eden at Peetheater giving stage and film shows.
Zelda Nathanson resigned as as- bles Corner after remodeling.
Bill Meyer has joined ahe ParaWith English titles, Madison the- sistant to Joseph Skirball at Mamount ad-sales department.
ater is giving 15 showings this week jestic exchange.
E. V. Dinerman of RKO flew to
Though Philadelphia and various
of "Chapayev," the Russian allother Pennsylvania communities will New York to visit the home folks
talking film.
start Sunday movies this week-end, on his birthday.
John Hanna of M-G-M is in the
Canadian Government announces delay in the Return Board's certifithat the Australian authorities have cation has caused Allegheny County, hospital recovering from an auto
abolished primage duties on scenic including Pittsburgh, to put off the smashup.
A. O. Harmer is reopening the
date until the following Sunday.
films imported from Canada.
Franklin, formerly the old Star,
after remodeling.
Visitors: Robert Mochrie of Warners; A. Reed of Affiliated Enterprises, Jack Jossey, Nat Lefton and
wife visiting William Onie, E. A.
By CHARLES ALICOATE
Prince of the RCA home office making the territory with Will Kerr; W.
T ITTLE JACK LITTLE and his company's New York studio and is R. Shafer, Bill Luibel and Mr. and
edited.
being
now
band are currently at work in a
Mrs. C. Bert Hugel.
•
one-reel musical short at the BrookFever",
two-reel
comedy
"Girl
In addition
lyn Vitaphone studios.
Nebraska Notes
which Al Christie now has in work
to Little and his orchestra, the cast
the Eastern Service studio, will
at
songradio
Senton,
Mildred
includes
The short
be completed tomorrow.
Lincoln I. M. Kuhl, Seward exstress, and Dot, Donna and Teddy,
ballroom dancing trio. Joseph Hena- will be released in Educational's hib, is planning a jaunt east with
series.
They were in California
his Mrs.
bery is directing the short, which "Young Romance"•
a month this summer.
will be released in Vitaphone's serHy Chapman, once a Columbia
Harold Godsoe, who completed
ies of "Melody Masters."
work yesterday on the Hecht-McAr- manager in Omaha, but now of Min•
thur feature, "Soak the Rich", will neapolis, was back in the old haunts
B. K. Blake will start work the direct a feature commercial picture this week.
Biograph
The Varsity and Orpheum are both
first of next week at the
with work scheduled to get under
studios on another "Voice of Ex- way week of Dec. 2 at the West using vaudeville again, as the fight
between L. L. Dent and J. H. Cooper
perience" short for Columbia release. Coast Service studio.

Foreign Flashes

show French and

SEE GOV'T DROPPING

—

huge combined theater, music hall
Burnwell, W. Va.—The Y.M.C.A. and auditorium in the Civic Center
theater has closed.
has been assured here with the approval by President Roosevelt of
Denver
When Capt. Frank the project calling for the expendiHawks stopped in Denver over- ture of $1,569,000 by the governnight last week in his nationwide ment.
The federal loan is contintour in the interests of the Will gent on the city raising $300,000,
Rogers' memorial fund, Harry Huff- which the sponsors of the project
man, state executive chairman for plan to get by popular subscription.
the Rogers fund, honored him at a
banquet.
Herron, O. Carl Brodie of HeMembers of Huffman's
committee are Louis J. Finske, bron has leased Memorial Hall in
James R. Morrison, Duke Dunbar, McArthur from the county commisand Harry Ashton.
sioners and will operate it as a

—

—

DAY

Hartford, Conn.— L. W. Shields is ater.
New sound producing units
now representing Empire Theater have also been installed.
That the Government will drop its
Supply Corp. in Connecticut and
conspiracy indictment against Abel
Rhode Island.
Columbus, O. Construction of a Cary Thomas, Warner executive and

Stone may be in town today although the Court of Appeals is not
scheduled to sit here until next MonMarietta, O.
Fire which razed
The Starr affidavit goes into Marietta's city hall also wiped out
day.
the text of Judge Moore's final in- the municipally owned Auditorium
structions to the jury in the criminal theater, one of the oldest playhouses
case decided for the defendants on in the Ohio valley.
last Monday, the manner in which
delivered,
the
charge was
said
Canton, 0. Installation of a new
court's reaction to the exceptions screen embodying improved ideas
taken by Frederick H. Wood of War- has been completed at Loew's thener counsel and the $100 fine for
contempt of court imposed on Wood
by Judge Moore Tuesday to support
Toronto Tattles
its contention that the Judge has
prejudged the issue in the equity
Toronto Shea's theater discontincase adversely to the defendants and
that therefore he cannot approach ues stage shows this week and inthe trial in a fair and impartial stead will present a double feature
manner.
program. This means the Imperial

Amsterdam

u
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I

Installs

Wide Range

—

Minneapolis
The Minnesota is
going to have Wide Range shortly.

An

addition to its Western Electric

Sound System.

THE
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS
Edward Everett Horton

with

son,

Dinehart,

Wilson, Alan

Lois

Edward Everett Hortcn, Lcis WilJohn McGuire, Rosina Lawrence, Alan

"Custer's

Bene-

(A

Cast:

"YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY"

Dinehart,

Florence Roberts, Jane Barnes.

dict,

Marjorie Gateson

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
70 mins.

20fh Century-Fox

GOOD FAMILY AUDIENCE ENTERTAINMENT WITH HORTON SCORING
IN DOMESTIC COMEDY ROLE.

Marjorie Gateson, William

Joseph. Hoffman; Cameraman, Harry Jackson; Musical Director, Samuel

Louis

Kaylin; Editor,

Loeffler.

Photography, A-l.

Direction, Fine

This Edward Everett Horton vehicle makes

FOREIGN

Horton plays the timid soul who

trade.

finally

en-

Should do best with the fam-

tertainment.
ily

comedy-drama

domestic

pleasing

very

works

himself

asserting himself, and

up
in

to

the

point

"CRIME ET CHATIMENT" ("Crime and

of

Punishment"),
that type of role
Howard Lindsay-

The
he has no peer.
Bertrand Robinson play was adapted by
Dore Schary and Joseph Hoffman, and Allen
Their work inRivkin did the screenplay.
cludes some very good wholesome comedy,
their situations are interesting, and their
material gives Horton the stuff he can cerEugene Forde's direction
put over.
everything out of the comedy situations and maintains a good steady gait.
Marjorie Gateson as the conniving sister

tainly

gets

handles her role perfectly, and the rest of
Horton, the
the cast are all competent.
leading civic citizen of his town, has forgotten his business while amassing a bunch
He
of loving cups for his civic efforts.
owes his sister $5,000 which he cannot pay
off and that, too, is the reason why he
cannot marry Lcis Wilson. Through a music contest, the si:t?r, Marjorie Gateson,

produced
Pierre

by

Harry

by

in

French with English

General

Chenal;

Bauer,

Production;

with

Pierre

titles;

directed
Blanchar,

Madeleine Ozeray, et

Serial)

al.

At

the Cinema de Paris.
Impressively produced

French version of
The drama of a
Dostoievsky novel.
man tortured by conscience is brought out
in full force by splendid acting, plus good
judgment in the direction and ingenuity on
A good job
the part of the cameraman.
also has been done on the English titles,
persons
who don't understand
enabling
French to follow the story with ease. The
picture belongs to the group of outstanding
films from France.
the

A Wow
The

first

"The March

Last Stand"

three

chapters

of

this

—

outfit

who becomes

a pal of the scout. The action stuff
is there continuously, with repeated
Indian fights and some fine scenes

with the U. S. Cavalry troop stationed at Fort Henry under command of General Custer. Here is a
serial that has all the glamour of
"L'AVVOCATO DIFENSORE" ("The At- the early pioneer West, with the Intorney for the Defense"), in Italian; pro- dian fight scenes and the U. S. CaIt should prove a
duced by Manenti; directed by Gero Zam- valry in action.
expects her daughter to win a $5,000 prize, buto; with Gero Zambuto, Letizia Bonini, wow with the youngsters, and there
are plenty of the elders who will go
Although et al. At the Ideal Theater.
so that she can travrl in Europe.
for it big.
Produced by George M.
Fair comedy rrcxdrama of the old-fashthe daughter wins, the music committee
Things ioned type about a girl who is saved by Merrick.
Give this serial plenty
finds a reason for not paying off.
look kind of dark for Hrton until he is a lawyer's eloquence after she has taken before your first chapter gets startHas some in- ed, and you should pile 'em in for
able to borrow $5,000 with w'-ich he pays vengeance on her betrayer.
s'.'.r.g Venetian
and other native scenes. the remaining runs.
off his sister and drives her off to Europe to
:

New

Chicago Chat

—

0:leans Notes

Time"

Radio

20 mins.

Very Good

Old West has all the
elements necessary to crash the
thrill fans into your house, both the
youngsters and oldsters.
A bangup cast makes this one something to
shout about in your publicity.
The
names should be prominently displayed out front or in your lobby.
Rex Lease plays the role of Kit
Cardigan, the famous Indian scout.
Frank McGlynn, Jr. is General Custer, the famous Indian fighter.
Barbara Trent is the girl, with Lona
Andre as her rival for femme honThen you have William Farors.
num, Reed Howes, Jack Mulhall,
Ruth Mix, Joseph Swickard, Creighton Hale, George Chesebro
all
names popular with the action fans.
Little Bobby Nelson adds the kid
nterest as the youngster with the

wagon

RKO

Thriller

thriller of the

pioneer

of

(No. 8)
15 Chapters

Weiss Productions

Producer, Edward T. Lowe; Director, EuHoward Lindsay,
Authors,
Fcrde;
gene
Bertrand Robinson; Screenplay, Dore Schary,

SHORTS

SERIAL

and he and Lois are able to get married.

in

•

Buffalo Bits

—

Three diversified and thoroughly
engrossing subjects making up this
issue

of

"March of Time"

Waterloo

the

of

a

include

professional

strike-breaker, the extinction of wild

ducks due chiefly to ruthless hunting, and the Republican campaign
situation.

The introductory item shows how
Bergoff detective agency, for
years making a profitable specialty
of supplying gangs of strike-breakers on short notice for jobs in any
part of the country, meets defeat at
the hands of Georgia's Governor
Talmadge, who gives orders to his
state troops to chase the strikebreakers out of the state.
In the duck episode are some very
interesting scenes of the wild birds
and how the slaughter type of hunter traps them in illegal ways that
have resulted in a 50 per cent reduction of wild game in the last 15
years. This has caused Washington
the

a restoration program.
Republican campaign possibilities
are shown in the highlight item of
the reel.
Former President Hoover
is presented as the party's head man
who is expected to have the final
word on candidates and platform
planks, and there are glimpses of
Borah, Col. Knox, Vandenberg, Mills
and Landon as possible Republican
contenders.
As a tag scene, Postmaster-General Farley is shown predicting victory for Roosevelt again.

to start

Omaha Odds and Ends

—

Buffalo "Mutiny on the Bounty"
Work is to be started
New Orleans
Philip
Sliman,
week on the complete remodelbroke all opening day records at the
ing of the Chatham Theater, dark booker for the Sliman New Iberia
Great Lakes and is in for a second
for five years.
Warners will use interests and who runs the Laurel
week.
"Transatlantic Tunnel" wound
only the four walls of the present here, is back from New Iberia.
up two good weeks at the Lafaybuilding.
H. T. Spiers of the Bayou Amuse- ette, first British talker ever to play
Helene Hollander, daughter of Mr.
ment Company, Nashville, has ar- an overtime stay here.
and Mrs. Wm. K. Hollander, was
married Sunday to Stanley Flors- rived here, presumably to manage
Signs on the Gayety, former stock
heim of Little Rock. Hollander is the Palace, as a Negro theater for burlesque house and a Shea proppublicity head of Balaban & Katz Bailey & Starr.
erty, tell of early opening by the

Omaha Variety Club closed its
doors over Sunday out of respect for
Nathan Dax, Sioux City, la., exhibitor, who died there following an
auto accident last week. Memorial
services were held Monday at the

theaters.

Cummings, Joseph

Chicago

—

this

Owen &

Henry Armetta opens

RKO

Allen will open the thetomorrow ater at Bulet, Ala., on Saturday.

Palace for a week of
personal appearances.

at the

Modernization of the Devon The- any B. & K. house are the prizes.
Essaness house, will be comAvenue Theater, remodeled and
pleted Nov. 17. The house has been redecorated, has reopened.
operating during the alterations.
Seymour De Koven announces
Two other Essaness houses are being remodeled, the Town Theater in plans for a series of singing picCicero and the Avon on Chicago's tures to incorporate scenes from
west side.
opera.
Auditions are now being
ater,

An

oleomargarine

made an advertising

concern

has

tieup with Balaban & Katz whereby purchasers of
the oleo product may enter a contest in which 105 movie scrip books
good for a year's free admission to

owners as a vaudefilm house, but
executives deny any such plans.
Well-authenticated reports, however,
link a former burlesque manager
with negotiations toward a policy of
vaudeville and independent films for
the house.

Pyramid Exchange, which opened
Sept. 1, is now handling seven Imperial pictures, with two Tower productions, "Marrying Widows" and

club.

At Dax's funeral Sunday, Harry
Shumow, Metro branch manager,
and Solomon Shulkin, business associate of Dax, were the film men

who

acted

denhall,

as

Carl

Evert
pallbearers.
Scott, A. Men-

Nedley,

Gus Harms

and Glenn Rogers also attended

the

last rites.

Norman Neilson, RKO booker, was
married here Tuesday to Catherine
Bogus.
Evert Cummings is Nebraska
state chairman of the theatrical division of the Will Rogers Memorial
Fund.
Frank Pennington's son is oper-

"Big Time or Bust," and two Dick
Talmadge vehicles, "Now or Never"
Adolph Muhlman is vocal di- and "Fighting Pilot," according to ating his theater at Villisca, la., in
his month's absence at the west
rector of the project and Gustave John M. Sitterly.
coast.
Dream"
"A Midsummer Night's
Ronfort, formerly director of the ImA week-end visitor to M-G-M was
perial Russian Symphony Orches- will be roadshown at the Hippo- Harris Wolfberg, district manager
from Kansas City.
drome, Dec. 8-11.
tra, is musical director.
held.

TO

NEW YORK'S

THE

7 MILLIONS

FOR THE OPENING
WORLD'S GREATEST CITY
WILL NEVER FORGET!

Sorry

you couldn't

ALL get into the
Center Theatre.
You certainly tried
THE KEYSTONE OF

YOUR FUTURE
.

<

hard enough.

It's

Going To Be

Bigger And Better

Than Ever Before
Contains 12 it

Covers Ever ythingl
Goes Everywhere

The Film

Daily!
#>•»
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A
By

"LITTLE"

RALPH WILK

J.

Farrell MacDonald, Robert Hol-

W.

P.

Lipscomb, British author-

Frank man, Phil Cramer, Jack Luden and playwright, who is now writing the
Aggie Herring have been added to screenplay and dialogue for "A MesLloyd, the director, will play the cast of
C. C. Burr's "Suicide sage to Garcia," has moved into his
of Florence Udney, the
ie role
Squad," which features Norman newly built Laurel Canyon home.
nglish sweetheart of Anthony in Foster, with
Ray Johnson directing. Heirlooms in the Lipscomb family
\nthony Adverse," which Mervyn
for hundreds of years, recently areRoy will direct for Warner Bros.
rived from London, now adorn the

LMA LLOYD, daughter

i

of

Charles Bickford

among

players mentioned for the cast of Jed
Harris' forthcoming Broadway play,

interior.

associate producer, recently added to

hicle,

is

Show: Edward G.
obinson, William K. Howard, Em- "Ethan Frome."

T

T

T

15

Harry Fraser, the director, is
writing the script with Harry Carey
on "Ghost Town" from an original
idea by Carey which will serve as
the western star's next vehicle for
William Berke productions.
t

v

Character
roles
Riders,"
Columbia's

Maynard

in

"Lawless

fourth
production,

Ken

starring
are
Agnes and Minnie Steele who being played by Wally Wales, Harstarted the "sister act" idea more ry Woods and Frank Yaconelli. Genit Schoedsack, Milton Feld, Edward
than 30 years ago, have been en- eva Mitchell is the leading woman,
slzer, E. M., Saunders, Ben Goetz,
lalph Kohn, Don Mersereau, Ed
Mary McLaren, once star of silent gaged for "bit" roles in "King of with Spencer Gordon Bennett diThis feature was known
lmstead, Gene Raymond, Robert pictures, and young Patsy Doyle, Burlesque," the 20th Century-Fox recting.
itchey, Albert Lewis, Max Marcin, promoted from Katharine Hepburn's production featuring Warner Bax- earlier as "Leave No Trace."
icardo Cortez, Leonard Goldstein stand-in, have been added to the ter, Alice Faye, Jack Oakie and
Mona Barrie.
inching at the Vendome.
casts of RKO pictures now in proMary McCall, Jr., who, with
duction. Miss McLaren will be seen
Charles Kenyon, arranged William
in "Chatterbox," and Patsy in "FolRepublic has purchased "Song of Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's
Charles S. Beldon, one of the low The Fleet."
the Highway," musical number by Dream" for the screen, has comlost prolific writers on the Coast,
Wallace MacDonald, to be used in pleted the adaptation of "Green
Warner Bros., and has
as left
Alison Skipworth starring ve- Light," the best-selling novel by
igned a long-term contract with
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Paramount the

Our Passing

)th

Century-Fox.

his Beverly Hills realty holdings

"These Three"

is

title selected

the

Samuel Goldwyn for his screen
resentation of Lillian Hellman's
Merle
lay, "The Children's Hour."
y

heron
lay

and Miriam

Hopkins

will

v

r

purchasing four acres of land in
Coldwater Canyon. Hornblow plans
to construct a beautiful home on
property, patterned
American Colonial style.
this

T

the stellar roles.

For the

v

Warners have given a long-term

by

after

the

T

T

time since early silent
days, Harold Lloyd may appear in
his next picture without his famous
It will be with the idea
glasses.
that the public won't know him,
Lloyd, who is now completing "The
first

mtract to Claude Rains, who is to
ppear in "Anthony Adverse," and
to
[so have given a term contract
Milky Way" at Paramount, wants to
/arren Hull, who has just appeared
do two roles in the same picture
and
Secret"
Maid's
"Personal
i
the lead, with his glasses, and a prinFreshman Love."
cipal supporting part without them.

T
T
T
V
T
Churchill will be in
Henry Wales has been assigned to
National's "Walking Dead," work with John Fante on the screenirst
Michael Curtiz play of the Republic special feature,
ttth Boris Karloff.
the director. Ricardo Cortez and "Legion of the Lost." Victor Zobel
Joseph Fields will
will supervise.
iarton MacLane also are in it.
collaborate with W. Scott Darling
on the screenplay of "The Return of
Henry Mollison has been given a Jimmy Valentine." Joseph Poland is
>ng-term contract by Columbia. He working on the final continuity of
just appeared in "The Lone "G-Men of the Nineties," which Paul
las
7olf Returns" and will be seen next Malvern will produce in the John
with Harry Rich- Wayne series.
l "Rolling Along,"
lan and Rochelle Hudson.
T

Marguerite

i

Detroit
William Davidson, Herbert Heyrood, Charles Middleton and Joseph
Irehan are additions to the cast of
Prison

Farm"

at Warners.

Detroit

—

Doings

Cooperative

Theaters

75 members and has completed deals with all major producaccording to Manager Ray
ers,

now has

The organization has not
Moon.
been injured by the withdrawal of
the Wetsman & Wisper houses, says
Moon.

RKO Downtown

shifts to Satur23, Manager
House is to
play intermittent vaudeville, starting with Rudy Vallee's unit.
Cinema Guild this week opened its
second season at Detroit Institute

day opening on Nov.
Clem Pope announces.

of Arts with "Don
liapin film.
Colin G. O'Dell,

former partner
Sound Engineering Co.
and now head of Odell Engineering
formed
Co., manufacturing firm, has
Odell Sound Engineering Co. to
in

Nicholas M. Schenck

Eugene O'Brien

Anderson

Betty Caldwell

Doris

Quixote," Cha-

Detroit

handle retail sales.

"Hitch Hike Lady." MacDon-

ald also wrote the original story.
T

V

Lloyd C. Douglas.

"Green Light"

is

scheduled to star Leslie Howard.

T

developing three potential stars for
M-G-M during the making of
"Broadway Melody of 1936," has
been testing a long list of new faces
for important roles in his next Dairy
Zanuck assignment, "It Had To

Three new players added recently
Paramount's "Woman
Trap" are Dean Jagger, Roscoe
Karns and George Murphy. The latter, who has been under contract to
Columbia, will play the male lead
in the production opposite Gertrude
Michael.
Harold Young is direct-

Happen."

ing.

Roy Del Ruth, 20th Century-Fox
director, who was responsible for

1

to the cast of
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Louis Action as Test Case

INDUSTRY lELF- REGULATION PLAN

United Artists Theaters Buy 50$> Fox Met. Interest
Weisman and Associates To
Remain on Circuit's

V lewing
... the passing parade
By DON CARLE GILLETTE

=

=

D ECENT
*

'

scattered controversies over cer-

portions

tain

the screen

est

still

freedom of
freedom.

the

of

matter

subject

in

what
is up against when it comes
expression
even very mod-

releases

ncwsreel
to

Directorate

indicative

are

of

—

None

of the contested material, as far
be recalled by one who has seen
of such a nature as to
all of it, has been
prove objectionable to any liberal-minded
group of persons.
Vital current topics have been frankly
presented, and pointedly too, but always
with fairness, and if there has been anything provocative about them it was due
the existence of the facts
entirely
to

can

as

United Artists Theater Corp. yesterday acquired an additional 50 per
cent interest in Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., the reorganized Fox
Met. circuit, by paying $150,000 in
full

payment

of the

being made of the screen while these other
widespread channels of dissemination are
unmolested.
the screen
Perhaps the chief reason
doesn't enjoy the liberality of expression
that it deserves is because it has never

fought

hard

sufficiently

PRODUCT

(Continued on Page 11)

NEW COLUMBIA

ISSUE

ENTIRELY BOUGHT UP

higher

considerably

compared with

as

quality

in

averaged

has

a

few

back.
Among the factors operating to the beneFrance
fit of the motion picture industry in

years

been

has

the Nazi

that

of

restrictive

the

regime
country's

elsewhere,

itself

The

results

'

won't

film

policies

of

Germany, causing a lot.
good talent to transfer

principally

France.

now showing in both
German pictures, but in

are

French and
opposite ways.
the

\fOU

in

specialist

ment of Interior's
cation department

He

calls

them

94 "Frisco Kid" Openings
"Frisco Kid," Warner Bros, picture starring James Cagney, opens
day and date in 94 key city situations throughout the country on
Thanksgiving Day. Production goes
into general release Nov. 30.

a

in

toward

the

DepartVisual Edu-

U.S.

and
Washington.
good thing for any busiRadio

at

ness.

"They're like the fleas on a dog," says
Koon; "they make him
forget once in a while that he's a dog."
the philosophical Dr.

Conferences with M. P. T. O. A.
in order
to determine their attitude on a proposed industry self-regulation plan
are now being held by President Ed
Kuykendall of the national theatermen's association and David Pal-

and other exhibitor leaders

freyman of the Hays organization.
The pair talked to exhibitors in
Dallas yesterday and are due in Little Rock for meetings Sunday and
Monday. Next stopover will be at
New Orleans Tuesday and WednesPalfreyman return-; to New
Hearing has been set for Nov. 22 day.
(Continued on Page 1.
before Federal Judge Coxe on the
motion of Sir William Wiseman, a
partner in Kuhn, Loeb & Co., to valor
cate the subpoena requiring him to

ON PARAMT MOTIONS

submit to examination before trial
suits brought by the Paramount trustees in which he is named
This action will
as a defendant.

FILM ISSUES SH

of the

IN

MARK., moE

(Continued on Page 11)

RKO

Board Names
Leo Spitz as President

Leo Spitz was yesterday elected
president of RKO at a special meetHis
ing of the board of directors.
election followed the resignation of
David Sarnoff as chairman of the
board and the election of M. H.
Aylesworth to succeed him in this
Sarnoff recommended Aylespost.

ket, with virtually all motion picture
listings showing rises which ranged
from fractions to nearly three points.

Earner Bros, preferred topned other
with a gain of 2 seveneighths, closing at a new year high
Paramount
of 50 and one-eighth.
was next with a rise of 2% points.
film stocks

Distribs Getting Bids

(Continued on Page 11)

Declares Gov't Doesn't Regard
St. Louis Action as Test Case

in yesterday's
in the Stock Mar-

Film issues shared

upward movement

On

Reel Changeover Jobs

distributors, generally set
begin release of pictures in 2,000foot reels April 1, are now receiving
bids for effect exchange switchingovers to the larger reels, with esti-

Major

to

(Continued on Page 12)

antagonistic

professional movie uplifters after you've
them described by Dr. Cline M.
film

value, first offered to the public yesterday, was completely subscribed
for, it was officially stated. The major portion of the net proceeds from
(Continued on Page 11)

Kuykendall - Palfreyman
Meeting With Exhibitor
Leaders in South

SET HEARING NOV. 22

.__
so

feel

heard

Koon,

Entire issue of 75,000 shares of
$2.75 preferred convertible stock of
Columbia Pictures Corp., of $50 par

Scheduled Thanksgiving

it.

of the French stu-

coming out

lately

dios

for

Rogers memorial stage was
dedicated at the Fox Movietone studio
yesterday atternoon with the ceremonies
WEAF and
being broadcast via both
WABC. Taking part in the impressive
program were Louis B. Mayer, Gov. MerIrvin
Cobb,
Swarthout,
riam,
Gladys
Fred Stone and Shirley Temple, who unveiled a bronze tablet.
Will

claim of Fox

Theaters Corp. against Metropolitan
Playhouses, it was officially stated
United Artists Theater
yesterday.
Corp. is obligated to sell 10 per cent

themselves.
In any event, whatever was shown has
had counterparts in much more sensationalized form in the newspapers and magazines and on the radio, thus making it
hard to understand why a patsy is always

Dedicate Memorial Stage
A

PRESCOTT DENNETT
Argue Operator Injunction
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington "The St. Louis case
Appeal in Appellate Div.
can hardly be accepted in any way
as a test case since we expect betThe Appellate Division of the Su- ter proof and evidence in other lodereserved
yesterday
preme Court
Carusi, execuHaruth calities," said J. A.
cision on the appeal of the
tive assistant to Attorney-General
the
of
operator
Amusement Corp.,
Cummings, yesterday, in discussing
By

—

Tiffany theater, the Bronx, from the
(Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page 12)

Plan

Trademark

Bill

trademarks will be
of
Registration
provided for picture and other comstate under a bill
York
New
in
panies
to be introduced at the next session
major disAlbany,
at
of the Legislature
of
Purpose
learned.
have
tributors
measure is to raise additional revenue.
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Clark Prexy
Against Mississippi Tax
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17%
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Am. Seat
Columbia

Picts.

Con. Fm.

Ind

Fm.

Con.

6

Kodak

East.

do pfd
Loew's,

155
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pfd..
pfd..

81 Va

9
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11%

11%

6%
5%

Film

RKO
20th

Century-Fox

20fh

Century-Fox pfd.

Univ.

Warner
do

+

9Vi

80V4

directors,

Max

Stear,
Pierce, Jr.,

11%

— %

6

4%

5% +

%

213/8

50%

48

+ 2%

hour this evening over WABC
the CBS network at 8 P. M.
Reception for Lily Pons

Metropolitan Opera
Lily Pons,
diva who makes her screen debut
in Radio City soon in RKO's "I
Dream Too Much," was guest of
honor at a reception held in the
Lentheric Salon, New York, yesterday afternoon.

Gen.

Th.

Eq.

6s40.

Loew

6s 41

Paramount
Par.

RKO

ww

Picts.

16

6s55

93% 92%

93

57
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87%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Corp
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18%

4%

Trans-Lux

Best
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lowing

on

Stone

Patrick

2%
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18%

18%

4

4%

Reddy

+

the

To Set Plans

1

%
— %
+ %
4-

+ 1%
+ 1%

— %
+ %
— %

THE

from

to
their

fol-

birthday:

Herbert

Grover Jones
Joseph

57

873/4

Technicolor

Lewis

15%

78% 77%

Warner's 6s39

Sonotone

15

104% 104% 104%

B'way 3s55
6s41

15%
15%

16

.

ctfs.

Rawlinson

Samuel Ornitz
Hal Dansen

at

Coast

Sam Briskin will set his new
plans following his return to the
coast in a week or 10 days. He is
now

in

New

York.

under the management

R. Peat.

Lewis Jacobs to Give Movie Course
Lewis Jacobs, one of the editors
of "Experimental Cinema Magazine"
will give a course in motion picture
making, directing and writing at the
Young Men's Hebrew Ass'n, Lexington Ave. and 92nd St., Monday evenings, 8 to 10 P. M., beginnipg the
first week in December.
"Gulliver" Hit at Cameo
Business during the second week
of engagement of "New Gulliver"
at the Cameo was greater than the
first seven-day period, it was stated

yesterday by Arthur Mayer, who
controls the North and South Amer"Crime" Opens Thursday
ican rights on the picture.
"Crime and Punishment," produced by B. P. Schulberg for CoName Shearer Chairman
lumbia, will open a world's premiere
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
engagement at Radio City Music
Hollywood Douglas Shearer, diHall Thursday.
rector of sound at M-G-M, has been
elected by the Sound Section memAdjourn Contempt Motion
Motion to punish William Fox for bership as chairman of the section
contempt for failure to pay a judg- for the coming year.
ment exceeding $100,000 held by
Award Given "Scoundrel"
the Capital Co. will be adjourned
in Federal Court tomorrow until
Paramount International has been
Tuesday.
advised by its representatives in
Brussells that the Noel Coward
New Title for Goldwyn Film
Paramount release, "The Scoundrel,"
"These Three" is the title selected was awarded a medal at the Interby Samuel Goldwyn for his screen national Cinema Festival in Brussels
presentation of Lillian Hellman's which was held late last month.
play, "The Children's Hour."
"Music Is Magic" for Globe
May Form Singapore Company
"Music Is Magic," Fox picture
Paramount is considering estab- with Alice Faye, Bebe Daniels and
lishing its own distributing company Mitchell & Durant, opens Saturday

—

in

Singapore.

night at the Globe.

MANNIX

EDDIE
from

is

has

arrived

New

in

York

returned

New

to

from

abroad.

award of the American Academy of manager of the new enterprise.
Arts and Letters, is well known to RCA High Fidelity sound system
films as the narrator for the Van and new projection booth apparatus
Beuren series of popular travel films also are being placed.
called "The World on Parade," which
are released by RKO Radio.
Markey Giving Film Lecture
lecture accompanied by films,
A
Perkins on Air Tonight

GROSS

RICHARDS has
New York.

V.

E.

leans

Mississippi

—

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40

Governor-elect Hugh White of
already has declared
himself against the amusement tax,
and Ortte says that if exhibitors will
work with him it will be possible to
bring about an adjustment of the
unfair theater levy.

STEPHEN

from the Coast to attend the opening of "On.
Good Year," play which he wrote in collaboration with Lin Root.

Ave.

Southern theater; W. W.
"Ohio State Journal"; Leo HaenOlentangy Park; George H.
lein,
Trautman, president Columbus Baseball Club; Jacob Luft, Grand Theater Co., and W. W. James, former
Clark and Stear have
exhibitor.
Rudnik Gets Albany House
been elected delegates to the naAlbany
Max Rudnick of New
tional convention to be held here York City, theatrical producer and
during April next.
manager, has leased the State theater here and as soon as alterations
Award for Announcer
are completed will open under the
Alois Havrilla, veteran National name of the Follies theater. F. H.
Broadcasting Co. announcer, who Kells, a former manager of the
has just been given the 1935 diction Capitol theater, will be the local

+ % and
+ 23,4
+ %

6

19'/4

50%

pfd

Wood;

J.

dio

106
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166'/2

155

treasurer,

to the same level as other
sales taxes, it is declared by Ed
Ortte, film salesman who lives in
Claremont Harbor, Miss., but has
headquarters here at 1307 Tulane

+ 8
dealing with the Maoris of New
Osgood Perkins, Broadway stage Zealand will be given tomorrow at
+ IVi
5% + Va star, who is prominent in the cast 11 A. M. in Carnegie Hall by Alex19% + % supporting Lily Pons in her first ander Markey, author, traveler, lec166% + Va motion picture, RKO Radio's "I turer and film director.
The en-

19V4
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director;

Lawson, Valley Dale; secretary, P.

down
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5Vi

20y8

pfd..

Ind.

Chg.
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publicity

Coming and Going

New

is
returning to the Coasl
following his arrival
fron

York,

WILLIAM

KAPLAN,

who

New

in

is

Yorl

from the Coast, remains East three weeks befon
returning to Hollywood.

CHANCELLER

PHILIP

arrived

Hollywood

from

yesterday

and

in

New

Yorl

the

Bar

at

is

clay.

DENNIS
en

are

O'BRIEN

ARTHUR DRISCOLI
New York.

and

the Coast from

route to

DAVID PALFREYMAN, who is in
to New York Nov. 22 from

turns

Dallas,
a Southen

trip.

SAM
within

BRISKIN

plans

days

his

10

on

W. SMITH

A.

from

to
leave
New Yor
return to the Coast.

returns

New York Monda

to

Toronto.

SIDNEY

SAMUELSON

E.

today from

returns to

New

Yorl

Detroit.

HARRY KALMINE

is

New

in

York from

Pitts

burgh.

GEORGE W. WEEKS
from New
week-end.

York

for

has delayed his departur
Detroit until this comin

JOHN ARLEDGE arrived in New York
terday from the Coast for a vacation.

yes

WILLIAM K. HOWARD is now scheduled
in New York Monday, instead of toda)
H. G. WELLS arrived in New York yesten
t

arrive

from

day

England

and

the Coast, where
Charlie Chaplin.

to
of

GRADWELL

L.

SEARS,

ROBERT PERKINS have
from

GEORGE HIRLIMAN
Coast

the

goc
gues

HERMAN STARR
returned

to

ami
Yor|

New

Louis.

St.

tribution

a few days
becomes the

after

he

within
deal

for

a

is due in New York
few days to close a

"Rest Cure,"

Regal

froij

dis

produi

tion.

JOHN VAN DRUTEN goes to Hollywood Mor
day via plane from New York to work <
the script of the Marlene Dietrich picture titU
"Invitation to Happiness."

Party for Hollywood Designer
Katchamakoff, Bulgaria

Atanas
sculptor

who designed many

of th

and made the mammoth scull
tures in "King of Kings," "Noah
Ark," "Vanity Fair" and "Helen cr
sets

Troy," will be the guest of honcj
at a cocktail party to be tenderel
next Tuesday afternoon by Mr. anl
Mrs. William Morris at their hom|
225 East 49th St.

CONN PICTURES CORP.
Hereby
their

establishes

priority

to

the

titles

"CHINA FLIGHT"
and

"ROBIN HOOD JR."
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PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

LIKE

GRANT TOOK RICHMOND

Roberts,

studio
Result:

fresh

from N.

executives

Beverly

'The Singing Kid'

DNE

with

will

be

when

Y.

stage,

sensational
Al
it

Jolson's

charming Beverly
captured Warner
.first

screen

leading

starts -shdoting

test.

lady

in

next week.

WHO KNOWS

what it takes welcomes newest luminaries to ranks of filmdom's stars.
Judy Vallee congratulates James Melton, Jane Froman at N. Y. Strand premiere of their 'Stars
Dver Broadway,' rated by

consensus as

critical

'a

musical treat

.

.

.

highly entertaining.'*

THE INVISIBLE MAN, known
mates as Claude Rains,

is

Barton ('G-Men') MacLane's

Man

of

Iron,'

adapted

by

'Anthony Adverse' audiences
is

Luis,

seen
his

in

first

the choice role of

assignment

bouquets as 'crammed

under

contract (below).

IT OUT FOR THANKSGIVING is Jimmy
Cagney, whose rough-and-tumble 'Frisco Kid,' with
Margaret Lindsay, Ricardo Cortez, will be holiday fare
at N. Y. Strand, 117 other key houses. Scene above
highlights in film of 'remarkable vigor.'*
is one of

DISHING

Variety Daily's opinion
initial

starring effort

Warners

from

'owell's best-selling novel, 'Country Boy.' Film
wins

inti-

visible to

new long-term Warner

>f

to his

be clearly

when he
Don

A SUPERB PORTRAYAL,'

will

full

of

dynamic

in

Dawn
itself

action.'

*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A

First

National Picture

Vitagraph,

inc..

Distributors
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Wallace Beery and Lionel Barrymore

"AH, WILDERNESS!"
with

MacMahon,

Aline

Parker,

Cecilia

^

AQ

in

PHIL

Nov. 18:
Philadelphia Variety Club entertainment, Metropolitan, Philadelphia.

M.DALY

Nov

Linden,
Byington

Eric

Spring

101 mins.
M-G-M
EXOUTSTANDING PRODUCTION,
PERTLY HANDLED ALL-AROUND, WITH

APPEAL FOR ALL AUDIENCES.
down-to-earth
American family should undoubtedly be considered for the "10 Best of the Year." That
goes for production as well as for boxAny exhibitor can safely give his
office.
personal recommendation to "Ah, WilderEverything about the production
ness."
merits the highest praise, and Eric Linden's
work should receive the utmost consideration when choosing the Academy prize perWallace Beery's
formance of the year.
portrayal of the easy-going, lovable drunk
is outstanding, and Lionel Barrymore, as the
understanding father, makes the role live.
The scene in which he tries to give his
of

picture

a

son some knowledge

handled

expertly.

regular

of the facts of life

Eugene

is

play

O'Neill's

but Frances
Goodrich and Albert Hackett have added
some fine material bringing in added scenes,
movement, a lot more comedy and they
have wisely built the son's role while keeping the father as important as he was in
the play. Clarence Brown has directed with
a fine understanding, giving the characters

was quite

a

piece

in

this

picture

all

touches can be
noted throughout and they bring the proper
that

it

is,

responses.
in

his

individual

There are many children's roles
and Brown brings them out

picture,

the

Althat they each mean something.
though the picture delves into characteriza-

so

tions,

there is
never
is

plenty

of

action

so

that

moment

which one
in
DeVinna's photography
and the choice of outdoor locations are
worthy of special mention. Hunt Stromberg
has given the production everything that
Linden, an
should make it outstanding.
idealistic sort of chap, is in love with Cecilia
Parker, a very innocent girl, who is closely
watched by her father. When the father
his
Linden
has wronged
that
suspects
daughter, he forces her to write Linden
He becomes
that all is over between them.
very much upset and goes off on a wild
party from which he returns with a pain
He and the
in the head and the stomach.
All
happily
brought together.
girl
are
through the picture Beery and Aline MacMahon are having their on and off love
affair, on when he is sober and off when
he is drunk. They, too, come to an agreement with Beery definitely swearing off
there

a

loses interest. Clyde

• • • A COUPLE of our pressagey pals have slapped us
down recently with the squawk that the kolyum is Going Soft
... meaning that we pass out the perfume instead of an occamebbe so
but that no doubt
sional unripe persimmon
is due to being doped up constantly by breathing all the sweet
and on the occasions
slop in the same pressagey's releases
we have been
when we have gone Critical in a nice way
and a lot
swamped with hollers from guys we slammed
...
of sensitive mugs who thought they were being slammed

we are herewith handing
• • • BE THAT as it may
at Pressageys, no less
out a couple of hefty Slams
for
and we do it with a tight heart and enthusiastically
batting for Alice Hughes, the
we are doing it by proxy
celebrated fashion columnist for Mister Hearst
who tore
luncheon with pungent
into the picture publicists at the
wit and devastating accuracy
you lads who asked for it
here it is

Hull.

Photography, Best.

Holding Over "Melody Lingers"
Edward Small's Reliance Production, "The Melody Lingers On," is
held over for a second week at the
Rivoli.

Philadelphia
Motion
Picture
Forum
international
luncheon,
Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel,
Philadelphia.

Dec.

1-3:
Paramount sales meeting, Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles .

Dec. 6:

• • • RIGHT OFF the bat Miss Hughes said that the stuff
she gets from you film blurbers on Fashion Slants of the stars
and that you usually stress the wrong thing
is too wordy
and she then went into the heavy artillery division and
mowed you picture palpitators down with a battery salvo from
fashion experts, manufacturers and dealers that she has been
collecting
and they all agree that a lot of the publicity
you are
lads of the motion picture display no initiative
generally strong on Promise and light on Performance
you are great guys when it comes to selling yourself in on the
but you seldom follow through
you leave the
tie-up
tie-up-ee holding the sack after the trusting individual has lined
up his organization to go through for your picture in a Big
then he has to call in his own blurb staff to finish
Way
the campaign so his organization won't look silly in the eyes of
his trade and the public
.

Dee.

7:

•

•

...

.

.

.

.

Golden Wedding Rye
THAT'S intelligent publicity propaand now, Miss Hughes, will you kindly send a copy
of your telling talk to every advertising head of a major producer
with your closing suggestion that they put a Fashion Merchandising Specialist to work on Femme Slants
after all, that IS important
seeing that the film biz is
trying to cater to an 85 per cent femme clientele

ganda

T

T

• • • AND NOW
to Gordon White, AMPA prexy
who lined up a knockout program
and all the others on
the bill who delivered so brilliantly each in his or her chosen
field
we regret that space limits confine us to mere mention of your contributions
you were all Grand
but
Alice was a Grand Slam
so rates the Space
Ferri La
Franconi sang gorgeously
Elsie May Gordon slayed us with
her radio skit
Pert Kelton told a neat story
Helen
Hoerle was a Headliner with her talk on Humanizing and Personalizing the merchandising tie-ups
"GAR" O'Neill got a

AMPA

sec of the
Max Hoffstetter and
clicked strong with their exposition of their
Color Photography four-color process
Rubinoff got an ovation with his violin virtuosity
more than a $5 top Broad-

hand as the new
Thomas Brennan

New

Allied Theaters of
cruise sailing to
Queen of Bermuda.

S.

Dec.

S.

Jersey

con-

Bermuda on

vention

the

Annual meeting of stockholders
9:
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

M.
S.
Edgewater Beach

April 27-30:

P.

E.

Hotel,

spring

ol

convention,

Chicago.

Carolina Openings

—

Charlotte, N. C.
A new theater
has opened at Angier named the
Comet, operated by A. L. Overby.
The Playhouse at Elloree, S. C, has
been opened by J. T. Green. Morehead City has a new theater opened
by Francis Wade and called the
Royal.
Powell & Legendre are operating a new theater at Kannapolis.
At Greensboro, Francis White
will open the State.
White operates
other houses in Asheboro.

Representing British Literary Firm
Ann Watkins, Inc., is now the
American representative of the new
English literary agency, Pearn, PolCall,

it all Miss Hughes was constructively
she said that the cigarette and liquor folks are
as witdoing a far better job than you film flame-fanners
ness the brilliant publicity scores chalked up by Schenley Distillers and Lucky Strike
free ad for Lord & Thomas, who
have hired a Discerning Dame to ease over the Femme Slants
in their ads for these two accounts
f'rinstance, she is now
launching a campaign that will subtly make the nation's women
all het up for a new Color Mode
to be called "Golden Wedding Yellow"
catch on ?
it ties up with
Schenley's

•

critical

ball,

& Higham,

linger

T

T
AND WITH

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.

and

AMPA

T

Grapewin, Frank Albertscn, Edward Nugent,
Bonita Granville, Helen Flint.
Producer, Hunt Stromberg; Director, ClarBrcwn;
ence
Author,
Eugene
O'Neill;
Screenplay, Frances Goodrich, Albert Hackett; Cameraman, Clyde DeVinna; Musical
Score, Herbert Stothart; Editor, Frank E.
Direction, Expert.

T

T

liquor.

Cast: Wallace Beery, Lionel Barrymore,
Aline MacMahon, Eric Linden, Cecelia Parker, Spring Byington, Mickey Rocney, Charles

.

Nov. 25:

itself,

humanness that makes

the

18-19:
Annual
convention
of
Allied
Theater Owners of Iowa and Nebraska,
Hotel Savery, Des Moines, la.

Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners ol
Ohio annual convention, Hotel Deshler
Wallick,
Columbus, 0.

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

This

DATE BOOK »

ii

who up

Ltd.

to 1931,

Monica Mc-

was a member

of the Watkins staff, has rejoined
the company as a general executive
assistant.
Miss McCall resigned
from the International Literary Bureau, Inc., where she was head of
the fiction department.

"Experience" in Person at Center
"Voice of Experience" (Marion
Sayle Taylor) will appear in person
at the Center theater at both matinee and evening performances on
Monday.
His appearance will be
marked by a donation on the part of
the theater management of a porof the receipts to the Babies
Medical Center.
at the
"Without Benefit of Solomon," latest of the new Voice of Experience
series, is currently on the Center
tion

Hospital

program.

Warner Club Plans Dance
The Warner Club will hold
dance

its

the year
Wednesday, in the grand ballroom
Admission is
of the Hotel Astor.
free to club members and their
first

informal

of

guests.

Walker, Indpls., Re-equipping

way show

—

<m

€€

€4

» » »

Indianapolis The Walker
ting
in
Western Electric

Range.

is

put-

Wid«

Paramount

'

'PETER IBBETSON"
at the RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL
turns in the best

week

f

s

business

weeks

in
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS
schedule ever published in the
Metropolitan area. This was put

Big Ballyhoo
For Football Pix

TARRY COWEN

of the Fabian

Fox Brooklyn sold "Fighting
Youth" to the tune of big busiHis

ness.

campaign

of

football

sched-

ules, besides, of course, the usual

singers
picture.

the affair

some good
sult.

—

sang numbers
Inasmuch as

was being broadcast,
publicity was the re-

—Loeiv's

and the announcement of the
playdate.
This whole display
leaves a definite impression of
"March of Time" and "Pathe
News" on all who see it.

—Embassy,

State Theater,
Neiv Orleans.

Campaign
EFFECTIVE coverage

Effective
local

Stories broke in both Brooklyn
and New York papers for a
week ahead that the Brooklyn
Dodger Football team would appear in person on the stage of
the theater on the night of the

Thursday,
showing,
These stories hit both
the dramatic and sport sections.
On Sunday, Oct. 27, at Ebbets
Field, when the Dodgers played
he
Philadelphia
Eagles,
the
placed a 30 by 40 in the rotunda

preview

Oct. 31.

main entrance of the

field

announcing the appearance of
the team the following Thursday
at the theater. This, incidentally, is the first time in the history of Ebbets Field that any
advertising matter has been exother
hibited in the rotunda
than baseball or football signs.
Between the halves of the foot-

—

game, six balls, official
make, were kicked into the
stands by the players through
ball

the courtesy of the theater in

honor of the picture, announcement to that effect going over
the P. A. system. It was also
announced that the team would
appear in person on the stage of
the theater and that six more
footballs would be thrown into
the audience at that time. Mention of course, was made of the
occasion of their appearance,
namely the preview showing of
the football picture.
In the lobby of the theater all
week were signs of the coming
of the team, and a dummy football player attracted considerable attention.
Trailers on the
screen ballyhooed the stunt. On
Thursday evening, the Dodger
team attended the theater, Pictures were taken in the lobby
of the players grouped around a
sign, and a special shot was
made of Jimmie Murphy, Brooklyn "Daily Eagle" Sport Editor,
donating a watch to Jack Grossman, Brooklyn's own contribution to the Dodger football
team.
Later on the stage the
actual presentation was made.
Murphy acted as M.C. and presented the watch in behalf of
the Brooklyn "Eagle."
The
Brooklyn "Times-Union" took
the credit for the throw-away
footballs.
Speeches were made
by the players and coach, with
local enthusiasm running high
in the audience. As the patrons
left the theater, ushers handed
out the most complete football

Full Page Co-Op
Helps "Red Salute"

"Melody" Gets

paid advertising.

of the

the

New

York

included

tie-ups with three newspapers,
the local Dodger football team,
distribution

out by the New York "Sun" and
side
on the
rubber-stamped
with: "Now at Fox Brooklyn
"
'Fighting Youth'
Fox, Brooklyn, N. Y.

of

from the

« «

via all

and an

radio stations

display
window
outstanding
campaign with the city's leading merchants were among the
highlights of the powerful ex-

campaign
ploitation
by the Rivoli in New
for the premiere of

arranged

York City
"The Mel-

ody Lingers On," Reliance

pic-

In addition to numerous
feature stories with plenty of
art in all local newspapers, a
50-foot banner was hung on the
site of the old Criterion five days
All
in advance of the opening.
the leading women's organizature.

tions
special

were

with

circularized

letters

were

which

posted on their bulletin boards.
A tie-up with Radio Station
in connection with their
Italian Hour accounted for seven
consecutive 15-minute periods in

WHOM

which "The Melody Lingers On"
comment.
favorable
received
The day before opening, station
used strong spot announcements, and on the opening day used the special transBide Dudley of
cription.
praised the picture; Sam Tayraved about the
lor at
story and acting; Buddy Canton
Florenz
and
over
Droesch of WARD devoted considerable time on their programs
to powerful plugs on the at-

WHN

WOR

WMCA
WBNX

traction.

—

Rivoli,

New

York.

A| ANAGER BILL VUONO

of
the Strand, Stamford, Conn.,
arranged an effective exploitation campaign for the opening
A few days
of "Red Salute."
in advance of the opening all
newspapers, as well as
local
many neighboring town papers,
played up the engagement with
stories of both Stanwyck and

Splendid newspaper cooperation was secured in papers

Young.

in Greenwich, Port Chester and
Norwalk.

Vuono tied up seven leading
merchants in town and got out
a full page co-operative ad which
gave the theater a three-column
break right at the top of the
In the co-op page were
page.
ads on cosmetics by Patterson
Beauty Salon, Philco Radios by
Siegelbaum's,
Universal, both
Mantell and Martin used ads on
fashion pages featuring photos of

Barbara Stanwyck, Brown's used
an ad on jewelry and the Stamford Motor Sales and McClelland's ad on eyeglasses completed the page. In addition to
the ad all of the above merchants arranged attractive window displays with appropriate
cards plugging the opening of
the film.

—Strand,

Stamford, Conn.

Clever Ballyhoo
On Two Subjects

OF TIME" and
"Pathe News" are featured

"A/fARCH
General Foods Tie-up
TIE-UP with

the

Big In Washington

pRANK LAFALCE,

General

Foods Company, makers of
Jello-O, featured R. D. Toupe's
"Broadway Melody of 1936"
campaign for its showing at his

Loew's State Theater in New
Orleans, assisted by an M-G-M
exploiteer, Toupe arranged for
the food company's trucks to
carry banners plugging the picJack Benny and Jell-O.
Arrangements were also made

ture,

for 50,000 heralds to be distributed into the homes of the city.
Orchestrations of the music in
the picture were planted with
leading orchestras throughout
the city.
parade was staged,
with boys who deliver "Radio

A

Mirror" to homes in the city,
on Saturday morning. The boys

were guests of the management
at the matinee. During "College
Night," a bi-monthly affair at
one of the leading hotels, one

Warner

Bros, exploiteer in Washington, D. C, nabbed innumerable
columns of newspaper space in his
publicity and exploitation campaign on "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" when it opened at the
National theater there. The distinguished audience of Washington notables who attended the

premiere was headed by Mrs
Franklin D. Roosevelt and a
White House party. Diplomats,
statesmen and high government
officials kept up a steady flow of
automobile traffic to the theater.
Mrs. James Carroll Fraser of
the English Speaking Union in
Washington,
Mrs.
Randolph
Keith Forrest, director of drama
the Capital City's public
schools and Mark Lansburgh,
civic leader and large department
store owner, were present at the
opening. Newspapers used reams
of written material pertaining
to the "Dream."
Music, film,
in

drama and women's pages were
filled
with stories which covered every possible angle on the
production.
"The Washington
Post," leading daily in town,
gave the film practically its entire front page of the drama
section last Sunday in addition

to art

work

in

—National,

abundance.
Washington, D. C.

Effective Opening

On "Barbary Coast"
'"THE

premiere of "Barbary
Coast" was ushered in with

in

On "Broadway Melody"
A

the novel theater front display at the Embassy Newsreel
theater, Broadway and 46th St.,
New York. Still-pictures of the
outstanding shots are placed on
strips of red while below this is
a strip of blue with white copy
The idea
describing the shot.
being to tell a complete story
with the still-pictures and apThe complete
propriate copy.
display is divided on panels,
each containing three rows with
three stills on each row and a
total of nine stills per panel.
With the proper selection of
colors and the best position for
the pictures very attractive reIn addition
sults are obtained.
to the above display there is
also a large easel on "March of
Time." This consists of white
cut-out letters on a red background with blue trim around
the .edge. Above this is another
16-foot sign with a blue background, red cut-out figures of
"March of Time" Drum Major

"Dream" Goes

effective exploitation campaigns
in
Haven. At the Roger
Sherman all local merchants
participated in a series of effective tie-ups arranged under

New

supervision of Dan Finn.
Buick car was secured
and carried persons to the theater to see "Barbary Coast."
The Malley Department Store
got up an attractive window on
Jewelry.
Gamble-Desmond arranged a "Barbary Coast Hat"
display.
Red Cross shoes were
the means of getting cards in
local shoe shops.
All United
Cigar stores carried streamers
on Ten-Ten Cigars with Robinson.
Kresge's arranged music
displays throughout their store.
A tie-up with the New Haven
the

A new

News Company on "New Movie"
and "Screen Romance" accounted for banners on their trucks
and display cards at all newsstands.

—New

Haven, Conn.
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Happens to
Mary Burns ?
You'll find the answer

thundering
drama of one lone
in this

world

girl against the

SYLVIA SIDNEY
in

Mary

Burns, Fugitive

with Melvyn Douglas, Alan Baxter.

A

Paramount Picture. Directed by William
K. Howard. A Walter Wanger Production.

Not a

G-man

a prison

picture ... nor

picture... nor a gangster picture... but a

theme

that's

new.

..

different!

It's

the

drama of an average American girl
whose first innocent romance gets her
into a

*

jam with the law and

mess with love

Remember

.

.

into a

.

the business Sylvia Sidney

with "Ladies of the Big
House", "An American Tragedy" and
"Jennie Gerhardt"? Her role in "Mary

brought

in

Burns, Fugitive" will knock 'em in the

aisles

from Times Square

to 'Frisco!
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NEWS

THEATERS BUY

A.

50%

OF FOX MET.

Washington

of the

—Warners'

Earl the(Continued from Page 1)
ater, in preparation for the Christof this additional 50 per cent to mas shopping season, has installed a
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. which unique package checking system
will then have a 20 per cent inter- whereby customers may check packIt works the same as any
Playhouses. ages.
Metropolitan
in
est
This will be done soon, it was said. other checking system only there are
U. A. Theater Corp. will have an no tips to pay. System was installed
80 per cent interest in the com- by Chief of Service McFarland.
pany.
St. John's, Mo.
Henry J. HolloMilton C. Weisman and several
directors of Metropolitan Playhouses
named by him will not be asked to
St. Louis Squibs
It is underj

:

—

resign, it was stated.
stood that K-A-0 may be given the
ight to name another director on
Herbert Bayard
the Met. board.
Swope, chairman of the board of

K-A-O, now represents that
pany on the Met. board.

n

DAY

SET HEARING NOV. 22

ON PARAM'T MOTIONS

way's Gem theater is opening this
week. Equipment was furnished by
(Continued from Page 1)
also determine the validity of subthe National Theater Supply.
poenas served on Sidney R. Kent,
Charlotte, N.
Mutual Theater Adolph Zukor, John D. Hertz and
Supply Co. has been opened in others in connection with the same
Greensboro by Max Zager.
actions.
Root, Clark, Buckner &
Ballantine, counsel for the ParaFort Worth, Tex.
The Gayety, mount trustees, will move to obtain
which was damaged by fire in July, an earlier date for the hoai ing, it
has reopened.
is learned.

C—

—

RKO

Board Names
Leo Spitz as President

Pacific Northwest Notes

—

com-

St. Louis
Circuit Judge O'Malley
Show spot of Seattle is the maghas allowed attorneys' fees totaling nificent "Spanish Manor" home
of
$2,900 for their services in connec- Mr. John Hamrick, theater magnate
tion with the suit filed in January, of the northwest, and
Mrs. Hamrick,
1934, by Thornton W. Sargent, Jr., on
Blenheim
Drive,
Broadmoor,
a former employe of Skouras Super whei e the visitor's presence is anTheaters, to determine the owner- nounced with chimes as he passes
ship of a $20,723 mutual aid fund through
wrought iron door and
established through the collection of paved loggia, roofed like home in
a small service charge on passes.
Spanish tile, into the low, rambling
B. N. Judell was a recent visitor, home of brilliant Spanish colors.
as was E. M. Saunders, western disEd Carlson has been named as
trict sales manager for M-G-M.
booker at the Seattle office of GB
Lahr Bros, have opened their new pictures, and
Archie Holt appointed

(Continued from Page

-

New

Columbia Stock Issue

Is

Entirely Bought
(Continued from Page

Up

1)

new

capital
purposes, including expenditures for
property improvements and enlargement of working capital in view of
the expanded activities of the corthe sale will be used for

poration.
The issue

was offered to the pubthrough an underwriting group
headed by Hemphill, Noyes & Co.,
Bancamerica-Blair
including
and
Corp., Goldman, Sachs & Co., Eastman, Dillon & Co., and Wertheim &
lic

Co.

Few Warner Theaters
Employing Giveaways
Out of a total of 380 theaters
which Warners are now operating,
only about 20 houses are using

games and prize nights. About 15
of these theaters are in the Chicago
with "Screeno" as the
territory,
few of the
leading plan in use.
Jersey houses are givcircuit's

A

I

Richmond

theater
in
Richmond
Heights, local suburb.
D. M. Wilson has assumed his new
duties as manager of the Artcraft
!

in

Ashland,

111.

cago, the business affairs of the
Princess theater were in the hands

Manager Harold Mauer.
RCA is now housed in

away

new-

quarters at 3327 Lindel Blvd. Leslie Mace is the local representative.
Apollo Theater Co., headed by
Joseph Litvag, University City, is
taking bids on the new theater and
store building the company plans
DeBaliviere
to erect at 323-329
Plans for the project have
Ave.
been prepared by Bruce F. Barnes,
architect. The new house, converted
from a store building, will seat 700
persons.

%

Detroit

china.

Seattle Sidelights

Detroit

—

Gene Spear has been apSeattle
pointed local GB office manager.
"Rendezvous" was switched to the

Mouse for a second week.
Jim Schiller has been assigned

Blue

exploitation

to

M-G-M

of

productions.
trip east
California, Frank

Following an extensive
and

a

visit

Newman,

Sr.,

in

has returned to his

—

J.

E.

Doings
Ferger, assistant

manager of the Adams theater, will
be married Dec. 28 to Marie Herlihy.

Sol Gordon,
ager at the

former publicity man-

Adams, is now with
Balaban & Katz in Chicago.

Ann Sedlow of Detroit United
Theaters staff has left the hospital
and is recuperating at Chesaning.

Start Musical at Vitaphone
executive offices in
"The Stars Can't Be Wrong," muNational Theater Supply Co. of
Seattle bought the Uptown theater, sical, enters production today at
Brooklyn Vitaphone studios.
Juneau, Alaska, at the recent U. S. the
The equipment Dorothy Lamour, NBC songstress,
Marshal's
sale.
house plans for early reopening of heads the cast, which also includes
O'Donnell, Blair & Co. a troupe of
the theater.
Seattle.

Foreign Features

For Celebrity Release

salesman of these British films
eastern section of Washing-

"Kiss Me Goodbye," and "For
Love of You," features made abroad,
have been acquired by Celebrity

Ted Gamble, manager of the J. J.
Parker Theaters in Portland, has Productions for distribution in this
held "Baibary" for a third week at country.
Former goes into release
the United Artists of Portland.
in two weeks or 10 days and the latThe Congress theater and the ho- ter in one month.
tel
adjoining at Palouse, Wash.,
have been sold to C. A. Blaxall, re- Spanish Producers Favor
cently coming to Palouse from SuSubsidy by U. S. Firms
perior, Wis.
J. A. McMillan was
!

j

its

New

ing

Two

i

While Al Rosecan and his bride
enjoyed a belated honeymoon in Chi-

of

as

in the
ton.

1)

worth's selection as chairman of the
board. Aylesworth resigned as president of RKO to take his new post.
Several
resignations
from the
board were made known at the meeting and also one addition to the
board whose name could not be
learned last night.
Spitz attended
the meeting.

the seller of this theater property,
with Blaxall taking possession this

—

Mexico City
Much evidence to
the effect that various Spanish proVictor Keating, manager of the ducers desire to be subsidized by
Broadway in Portland, has been American film companies is reportnamed as manager for the new ed in this country, where American
movie house now being constructed distributors have suspended activities in protests against excessive
at cost of $75,000 at Pendleton, Ore.,
taxes.
One plan which has been
for J. J. Parker theaters of Portland.
He will take over his duties proposed involves distribution of
Mexican-made
pictures in the United
upon completion of the structure.
Plans are to open the Pendleton States through American distribumonth.

playhouse with first-run fare with
Keating on the job as M. C. on
Christmas Day.
Walter Fenney, manager of the
Roxy at Tacoma, arranged for a
spectacular Fashion Show on his
stage Armistice Day, featuring Julie
Baum, known throughout the screenland colonv as "Miss Hollvwood,
Jr."

Atlantic City Items

tors.

Negotiations towards compromising the tax situation are understood
approaching a conclusion.

Hirliman Signing Talent
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

George Hirliman

is

signing talent to contracts for stock
in his production companies.
With

Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Hunt already signed for the coming season,
Hirliman has signed Claudia Dell,

Juan Torena to acting contracts for
the coming year and John Reinhardt,
Atlantic City Colonial theater is as director, and Max Stengler, as
installing special new sound equip- cameraman, for the same term.

—

ment.

Geo. McArthur Celebrates
Manager I. Perlin of the Colonial
Detroit
week for a short vacation.
George McArthur is
reported
this Armistice celebrating his 12th anniversary in
Managers
Winthrop,
comedy specialists; Dale
Day week-end business high above the local film supply business.
dancer, currently headlining at the
Parry Signed for Show
other of recent years.
any
Remington Singers;
Paul Parry, who has worked in Loew's State;
Midway, Rockford, Re-equips
"Mutiny on the Bounty" was the
a hill-billy
Mountaineers,
Emerson's
the
for
signed
been
pictures, has
Rockford, 111.— The Midway has
Pa- biggest draw of the season at the
and
Thompson
Hal
specialty;
Home,"
Away
"Fly
road company of
will be di- Apollo, according to Manager Har- ordered Wide Range for its Western
which opens at Philadelphia Tuesday tricia Wilder. The short
Electric equipment.
vey Anderson.
Mack.
Roy
bv
rected
flight.
left this

—

THE

i^

DAILY
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ST. LOUIS ACTION

A LITTLE

NOT A TEST CASE

from "LOTS"

(Continued from Page

1)

Paramount and

T'other day, an RKO extra had a
lot of fun informing studio friends
that he had just "won" $40,000 on
a horse race.

(~)NE

RKO

of the major casting assignments of the season at M-G-M

was concluded recently

in the deci-

and of- sion to co-star Clark Gable, Jean
ficials of these companies were acHarlow and Myrna Loy in "Wife
quitted last Monday.
Versus Secretary." This adaptation
"If every time we lost a case and of Faith Baldwin's novel of the
accepted the same as a test case, we same name will be produced by
would he out of business long ago. Hunt
Stromberg,
with
Clarence
Although we are not exactly ring- Brown directing.
Bros.,

ing bells or cheering over the St.
Louis result, we are by no means
surrendering our rights."

Argue Operator Injunction
Appeal in Appellate Div.
(Continued from Page 1)

court decision granting the
Allied Operators Union an injunction restraining the theater from
Allied
employing Local 306 men.
maintained that the theater employed Local 306 members in violation
of a long-term contract to employ
only Allied operators.
In a 260-nage brief filed with the
court, Matthew M. Levy, acting as
amicus curiae and as representative
of 10 labor unions, including Local
306. attacked Allied for its assault
on the constitutionality of the QuinnNeustein law prohibiting the use of
Alinjunctions in labor disputes.
lied attacked the Ouinn-Neustein act
as part of its defense.

lower

T

Tish Tash, who draws a syndicated cartoon for the Los Angeles
"Times," has been signed as a gag
man by the Hal Roach studios. He
has been assigned to the Charley

Chase

unit.

T

John Blystone, who is currently
directing "Gentle Julia," for the 20th
Century-Fox organization, under Sol
Wurtzel's supervision, is one of the

Academy Technicians Branch. This most expert magicians
Section, the youngest of the four
technical sections, was formed last
year and now has an enrollment of

instructor.
f
T
"Three Little Beers," will be the
release title of the third Columbia
comedy in the present series, star-

T

ring the "Three Stooges," Jerry
Howard, Larry Fine and Moe Howard.
Del Lord directed the Felix

cently completed.
It is the third
of the
Supreme series, starring
Brown. The cast included Warner
Richmond and Helen Erickson, on
loan from Warner Bros. Robert N.
el

directed, with A.

T

AS SEEN BY

j

THE PRESS
'

AGENT

TO

"Clarence Brown, M-G-M director, has
taken over the activities of a football

team of young actors at the studio,
their

manager.

—DAVE

EPSTEIN.

as

after the holiday.

Distribs Getting Bids

On

Reel Changeover Jobs
(Continued from Page 1)

mates covering bigger racks.

All of

the companies, with the exception of
RKO and Univeral, have now formally agreed to the changeover and
decisions of the last two are expected within a few days.
ors with Junior a close second and
on his toes to steal some of the
gravy from his dad. The boy appeared in one picture with his dad
and reviewers gave him a great
send-off.

*

W. Hack-

T

Our Passing Show: Ben Goetz,
Trem Carr, Ricardo Cortez, Joe E. ner Bros.
Brown and H. K. Batchelder decorat-

T
T

T

j

—

2W>

New York

T

William Berke, producer, has reThe Hall Johnson choir of negro turned from a trip to New York.
spiritual singers will appear in the He plans to start soon on the next
screen production of "The Green Harry Carey picture, "Ghost Town,"
Pastures," it is announced by War- which Harry Fraser with direct.

;

NEWS

visit

T

Pat O'Brien will visit New York
ing the U. C. L. A. bench at the
U. C. L. A.-Southern Methodist as soon as he finishes the role he
game; John Ford, Stephen Roberts, is now playing with James Cagney
Jerry G. Mayer, Dr. Hugo Reisen- and June Travis in "Ceiling Zero"
feld, Lou Ostrow, Don Mersereau, at the Burbank studios.
Honor for Audio Subject
»
»
»
Wells Root, "Red" Golden. Danny
Frank McHugh and John Eldredge
"Mediterranean Songs," one of Winkler watching the Braves and
have been assigned prominent roles
the three-color Technicolor "Musical Shamrock in a professional game.
in "Snowed Under," which will soon
Moods" produced by Audio Producr
r
w
tions, was recently screened at the
C. H. "Dad" Roach, secretary and go into production at First NationLiberty theater in Sydney, Aus- treasurer of the Hal Roach studios, al's studios in Burbank.
George
tralia, received not only the honor has returned to his duties after an Brent will head the cast of the film,
of being reviewed along with fea- absence of several months, due to with Genevieve Tobin, Glenda Farture pictures but was awarded the illness.
rell and June Travis as the principal
which
is
highest
classification,
representatives of their sex.
r
T
The
T
"AAA" and signifies a "gold cup"
A. W. Hackel will make "Trail of screen play of "Snowed Under" is
presentation.
Terror" with Bob Steele starred. by Mary McCall, Jr.
The picture w ll be directed by RobT
T
William Pawley, has been given
ert N. Bradbury.
Colonial, Natick, Equips
an
important role in "Backfire,"
t
t
Natick, Mass. A Wide Range inAllen Jones has been added to the which is now in production at the
stallation is being arranged for the
cast of "Rose Marie," now in pro- First National studios under the diColonial.
duction at M-G-M with Nelson Eddy rection of Frank McDonald.
Ross
and Jeanette MacDonald co-starred. Alexander, Patricia Ellis, Lyle TalWide Range for Atlas, B'klyn
Jones appeared in "Reckless" and bot and Eddie Acuff head the cast of
Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Alba is the "A Night at the Opera."
"Backfire," the script of which is by
latest borough house to put in WestSi Bartlett, Ralph Block and Laird
»
•
T
ern Electric Wide Range.
More Passing Show: Carl Laem- Doyle.
mle,
Bela
Lugosi,
Fred Meyer,
T
T
Gloria Stuart, Louise Reiner, Don
Cy Kendall will play the part of
Mersereau, Paul Kohner, Willy Po- a sheriff in "Man Hunt," the new
gany, Arthur Sheekman at the Uni- First National picture which has
versal reception given in honor of just started production at the BurMarta Eggerth.
bank studios; and another addition
v
to the cast is George Ernest.

BIG.

is

expected to go to his home at Columbus, Miss., for Thanksgiving and

Adler screenplay.

as the producer.

T

Hollywood.

Blystone's

"The Courageous Avenger," starring Johnny Mack Brown, was re-

Bradbury

in

The great Kellar of yesterday was

20 film editors.
T

(Continued from Page 1)

York Nov. 22 while Kuykendall

t

Harold McCord, supervising film
editor at Warner-First National studios, has taken office as cha'rman
of the Film Editors Section of the

T

EXHIB LEADERS CONFER

ON SELF-REGULATION

By RALPH WTLK

HOLLYWOOD
the outcome of the Missouri conspiracy actions in which Warner

Friday, Nov. 15,1935

Lionel Barrymore will appear in
T
T
T
M-G-M's film adaptation of Sinclair
Bill Cody, western star, is preLewis' newly published novel, "It paring to share screen honors with
Can't Happen Here." Lucien Hub- his young son, Bill Cody, Jr. Cody,
bard will produce.
Sr., who has just completed the sixth
w
~
T
of a series in which he is starring,
Joseph Mankiewicz will produce entitled "Lawless Border," is getting
"Silas Marner" at M-G-M.
Harvey ready to start the seventh of the
Gates and Samuel Hoffenstein are series.
In this picture his young
now preparing a film treatment of son, Bill, Jr., will be playing a role
George Eliot's novel.
and it will be a race for first hon-

T

V

Although Everett Riskin produced
"One Night of Love," for Columbia,
an inflexible law of the studio precluded his name appearing on the
screen.
Nevertheless, one of Pennsylvania's most prominent exhibitors
inquired of the studio who produced
this picture and sent him a letter
of appreciation.
w

Columbia

T

T

has

re-signed Charles
Starrett for three additional special
western pictures. Starrett has just

completed "Cowboy Crusader"
which he was starred.
r

v

George Hirliman

in

t
will

start

pro-

duction on "Captain Calamity," the
second all-color Regal picture and
"Yellow Cargo," the first Pacific
Production with Conrad Nagel and

Eleanor Hunt, in December.
»

T

T

Laird Doyle, upon completing the
screen version and dialogue for
"Glorious,"
which Warner-Cosmopolitan will produce with Marion
Davies as the star, will immediately
begin work on the first of three assignments already selected for him
by chief executive Hal Wallis.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Cooperate with stores in "Do Your
Christmas Shopping Early" campaigns.
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COMING TO RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL. EARLY NEXT

MONTH
"THE

39

.

.

.

WATCH

STEPS"

AND

IT

BREAK THE RECORDS OF
"TRANSATLANTIC

TUNNEL"
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Features Reviewed

May 24

Film Daily,

in

to Nov. 14
TITLE
Sanders

REVIEWED
TITLE
Adventurous Knights-A J A 6-7-3 S
Abdul the Damned-ALL. .6-1-35
Accent on Youth-PAR 8-10-35
A Csunya Lany-DAN. 10-21-35
Affair of Susan, The-U. .9-17-35
.

Sans

Dance-COL.

the

Air Hawks-COL
Alias Bulldog Drummond

Mary Dow-U
Ike-WA
Adaras-RKO

Alibi

Alice

—
—
BEA — Beacon Productions
BEA — Beaumont Pictures

6-1-35

7-17-35

Annie

BER—William

8-14-35

BUT

9-13-35
.8-31-35

Karenina-MGM ..

Anna

Oakley-RKO

10-29-35

KO

7-27-35

—Cinexport
—Columbia
CON — Conn
CRI —

CIN

...9-17-35

9-14-35

MGM.. 9-28-35
Room-COL...

..8-17-35
9-18-35

8-7-35
Boheraios-CIN
5-31-35
Boiiche-XX
Bonnie Scotland-MGM 8-24-35
6-4-35
Border Brigands-U
10-21-35
Born for Glory-GB
10-4-35
Born to Garable-REP
7-27-35
Bright Lights-FN
Broadway Gondolier-WA. 7-1 1-35
.

.

Cent.-Fox
Division

National
Bryan Foy Productions

—

REVIEWED
TITLE
1 0-8-35
Dressed to Thrill-F
Eagle's Brood, The-PAR. 10-10-35
Ehestreik-UFA

9-10-35

El Heroe de Nacozari

XX.. 9-24-35
Hombre Que Se Reia Del

El

Amor-XX
El

7-19-35

Rayo-XX

Elizabeth of

10-21-35

England

ALL.. 6-8-35
Escapade-MGM

7-6-35

Escape Me Never-U A.
Every Night at Eight-

Yourself-MGM

..7-30-35

Captured In Chinatown-

SUP.. 7-30-35

REP

of

9-10-35

Lucky Legs-

the

WA.. 11-1-35

Champagne

for

COL. 7-6-35
9-10-35

F.. 6-4-35

Chan in Shanghai
F... 10-14-35
Chasing Yesterday-RKO .9-28-35
Cheers of the Crowd

MOP

.8-6-3S
7-25-35
5-31-35

China Seas-MGM
Chinatown Squad-U
Church Mouse, The

Youth-U
Flame Within, The

Fighting

FN.

.10-29-35

Fraeulein

The-GB

6-8-35
8-21-35

AMB.. 6-21-35

College

Scandal-PAR

Confidential-MAS
Criez-Le Sur Les

7-12-35
10-17-35

of Dr. Crespi

Crusades,

Curly

REP.. 9-24-35
8-5-35
The-PAR

Top-F

Dance Band-ALL
Danger Ahead-VIC
Dante's Inferno-F

Daring Young Man-P.

.

Dark Angel, The-U A

Dawn Rider-MOP
Death from

a

8-2-35
6-6-35
7-19-35
8-1-35
.7-18-35
8-30-35
7-9-35

Distance

INV.. 9-17-35
Trail-MOP
Der Unhekannte-XX
Diamond Jim-U
Desert

Die Reiter

8-20-35
6-4-35
8-24-35

Von Deutsch-

Ostafrika-XX
Die Toerichte Jungfrau

6-10-35

UFA.. 9-10-35
Der Schuechterne Felix

XX.. 9-10-35
Der Tolle Bomberg-XX. 10-28-35

Dinky-WA
Dog of Flanders-RKO

.

Doubting Thomas-F
Don't Bet on Blondes

WA.

.

6-28-35
7-1 3-35
7-11-35

.7-20-35

Dopo Una Notte D'AmoreRO.. 10-30-35
Dr. Socratea-WA

VIC

10-3-35

11-9-15

.10-17-15
10-14-15
7-9-35

11-12-35
7-27-35
7-30-35
10-30-35

So Ein Maedel Vergisst Man

Artists

Night-XX

— Victory

an American-lMP
Spanish Cape Mystery

Bros.

WOH— Herman

9-30-15

....8-10-15
Soviet Journey-AM
Soviet Russia Thru the Eyes of

Pictures

WA— Warner

— No

7-8-15

Cafe-PAR
Shipmates Forever-WA.
Shir Hashirim-GLO
Silk Hat Kid-F
Skybound-PUR
Smart Girl-PAR
Smoky Smith-STE
Society Fever-INV
Ship

UFA— Ufa

Men-OLY .. 11-9-35
5-31-35
XX
.

REVIEWED

TITLE

Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hot Off the Press- VIC. 10-9-35
Hot Tip-RKO
8-20-35
I
Found Stella ParishI

Live for

Wohl

9-30-35

REP

distributor set

.10-9-35
9-19-35
6-21-3S
6-27-35

Agent-WA

Special

I

Live

FN.. 11-2-35
Love-WA. .. 10-18-35
Life-MGM. .10-14-35

My

Fishermen-DU ..9-21-35
Ich Sing Mich in Dein Herz
6-4-35
Hinein-XX
Idolos De La Radio-XX .7-5-35

.

.

Dikok-XX

Igloi

RKO
Frischer

6-25-35
9-20-35

Wind Aus Kanada

UFA.. 9-24-35
Frisco

Kid-WA

Front

Page

10-30-35

Delitto di

8-19-35

Aus Dem
Wienerwald-XX.

Geschichten

Girl Friend, The-COL
Girl from 10th Avenue

Girle Will
Girl

.11-4-35
..7-25-35
5-28-35
9-28-35

FN.. 5-25-35
Be Boys-ALL. .6-7-35

Who Came

XX.. 8-1-35
In

Caliente-FN

In

Old

In

6-27-35
7-5-35
11-2-35
8-1-35
10-10-35

Kentucky-F

Person-RKO

Irish
It's

Us-WA
Air-MGM ..

in
in the

Jalna-RKO

7-26-35

Head-FD

BEA
Justice of the

.10-17-35

Range

MO

Keeper of the BeesP.
Kentucky Blue Streak

6-1 1-35

PUR.. 6-7-35
Kid Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
King Solomon of Broadway

Dorit-XX
La Llorona-XX
La Maternelle-TAM
Klein

Ladies

10-21-35
7-24-35
10-17-35

Crave Excitement

MAS.. 6-17-35
Lady Tubbs-U
Larsson I Andra

7-2-35
Giftet-

XX.

.10-21-35

Last Days of Pompeii

RKO.

.10-3-35

.

The
AJA.. 11-12-35

Last of the

.

.8-23-35
8-3-35

Clintons,

FRA.. 10-22-35
Legong-DU

10-3-35

L'Eredita

Dello

Liebe Tod

Und

Zio

MET.. 7-1-35

WA.. 9-12-35
Grand Exit-COL
Gruen 1st Die Heide

11-5-35

XX... 10-17-35

PAR.. 10-25-35
.

.7-1-35

Harmony Lane-MAS

...8-15-35
7-13-35
Healer,
5-28-35
Here Comes Cookie-PAR. 9-1 0-35
Here Comes the Band
MGM.. 9-21-35
Hermine Und die Sieben
Aufrechten-X X
9-24-35
Heroes of the Arctic-AM. 5-25-35
Her Song of Love-REI. 6-26-35
Here's to Romance-F
8-27-35
His Family Tree-RKO ..9-17-35
His Fighting Blood

The-WOH
The-MOP

AMB... 10-7-35
His Night Out-U
Honeymoon Limited

WA... 10-10-35
Mimi-ALL

Me Forever-COL.

10-19-35

MOP.. 6-25-35

Mad Love-MGM
Make

Man

a

Million-MOP

9-28-35
10-5-35
7-2-35
.6-28-35
7-1-35
7-9-35

on Flying Trapeze*

Man Who Broke

PAR.

.8-3-35

the Bank
Monte Carlo-F. 10-28-35
Manhattan Butterfly
at

.

IMP.. 8-14-35
Manhattan Moon-U ....7-22-35
Marie Chapdelaine-FRA. .9-27-35
Martin Garatuza-XX
10-1-35
Mary Burns, Fugitive

Mary

Jane's

PAR.. 11-9-35
6-14-35
Pa-FN

Mein Leben Fuer Maria-

Svet-XX

Mizici

Moonlight on the Prairie

WA. .11-11-35
MGM.. 6-1-35
7-9-35
Man-MGM
the Fleet

in

Murder
Music Is Magic-F
Mutiny Ahead-MAJ
Mutiny on the Bounty-

9-24-35
7-6-35

MGM.

My

.11-1-35

UA.. 11-7-35
9-24-35

WA.. 11-5-35
Steamboat 'Round the BendF.. 7-25-35
Storm Over the Andes-U. 9-25-35
10-7-35
Stormy-U

W

6-21-35
A
StrandedStreamline Express- MAS. 8-3 1-35
Struggle for Life-FOY .. .6-19-35

Sunny Youth-AM

Swedenhielms-XX

Symphony

Am.
the

at

Tango-Bar-PAR
Te Quiero Con LocuraThanks
This
This

No More

Woman

..10-17-35
6-5-35
Ladies-MGM .6-12-35
7-9-35
Never-AJA

or

.

Boy

O'Shaughnessy's

MGM.. 10-1-35
6-25-35
6-21-35

Old Curiosity Shop-ALL.
Old Homestead, The

.8-2-35
8-10-35
6-7-35
10-1-35
10-29-35
7-8-35
10-22-35
5-28-35
11-12-35
9-5-35
.6-7-35
10-11-35

.

Orchids to You-F

Our

Girl-F

Little

Outlawed Guns-U
Paddy O'Day-F
Page Miss Glory-WA

Spring-PAR

Paris in
Pay-Off,

The-FN

Peasants-AM
People

Talk-PAR.

Will

Pepo-AM
Personal

.

.,

WA

10-1-35
10-31-35
7-1-35

Ibbetson-PAR
Vinogradof-AM
Powdersmoke Range
Peter
Peter

Princess
Charming-GB
Public Menace-COL
Public Opinion-INV

.6-21-35
9-24-35
.9-19-35
10-2-35

.

.

Pursuit-MGM
1935

ALL.. 6-10-35
Rainbow's End-FD
Rainmakers, The-RKO.
Raven, The-U
Reckless Roads-MAJ

Red Army Days-AM
Red Blood of Courage
.

.

7-17-35
11-2-35
6-4-35
7-30-35
10-22-35

..

.

AMB.. 6-4-35
Redheads on Parade-F

9-7-35

9-12-35
Red Salute-UA
6-7-35
Red Wagon-ALL
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35

The-GB

of

Peter

9-14-35

RKO

$1,000

Toll of

.

Minute-REP..

a

.10-7-35
10-22-35

Night-F 9-17-15
Mountain-F ...9-14-15
the Deserts-STE.. 10-4-35

Thunder
Thunder

Top

The

Musketeers,

Three

10-17-35

in the

Hat-RKO

8-16-35
5-31-35
8-22-35

Tovarishi-AM

End-BEA

Transatlantic

Tunnel-

GB. .10-22-35
6-12-35
Tribu-XX
Triumph of Sherlock Holmes

OLY.. 5-28-15
12-18-34

Tu Hijo-XX
Tumbling Tumbleweeds

REP.. 9-5-35
10-4-35
Two-Fisted-PAR
Two for Tonight-PAR... 8-31-35
9-14-35
Two Sinners-REP

Un Hombre

Pelogroso

CRI... 10-17-35
Felicidad

XX.. 6-19-35

Under the Pampas Moon
F.. 6-1-15
Valley

of

.6-21-15

Wanted Men-

CON.. 10-22-35
Vanishing Riders-SPE
Vidas Rotas-XX

...7-2-35
8-6-35

6-15-15
Village Tale-RKO
Virginia Judge, The-PAR. 9-17-35

Wanderer

of

the

Wasteland

PAR... 10-1 1-15
.9-21-35
Waterfront Lady-REP
.

.

Way Down

10-31-35

East-F

Welcome Home-F

8-27-35

We're in the Money-WA. 8-22-35
Western FrontierCOL. .10-30-35
7-30-35
Westward Ho-REP
What Price Crime-BEA. 5-28-35
Wild Mustang-BER.... 10-28-35
10-1-35

William Tell-GFF

Wings Over Ethiopia
..
PAR... 10-14-15
Without Regret-PAR ....9-13-35
,

10-23-35

Woman Wanted-MGM. .8-10-15

RKO.. 7-18-35

Yiddish King Lear-RIE. 11-5-35
Your Uncle Dudley-F. .H-l 4 ' 35

Rendezvous-MGM

Grimm

Rider of the Law-STE. 10-19-35
10-29-35
De Francia-F
10-14-35
Saddle Aces-RES
.

Rosa

XX.. 8-14-35
Steps,

Three Kids and a Queen

Peinture

TAP.. 8-19-35

of

Dolor

y

Unknown Woman-COL.

RKO.. 9-25-35

Radio Parade

9-10-35
10-26-35

The-U

Amor

Una Semana De

Maid's Secret

la

9-4-35

Mine

is

PAR..
Throwback,

Trail's

REP... 10-5-35

Man Rhythm-RKO

11-5-35

10-25-35

U...

MGM.

Odio-XX

Old

a Million-F
the Life-F

is

A

Opera,

7-9-35

F..

The-RKO

Nittits,

Now

.10-29-35

9-10-35

Living

of

IN V.. 6-22-35

39

The-

Secreto

XX.. 6-7-35

New

Gulliver,

8-20-35

Un

Susana Tiene

Tierra,

.

Broadway-

Over

Stars

Song for You-GB. .5-28-35
9-24-35
New Frontier-REP

Return

Isabell-XX.. 11-5-35
Melody Lingers On, The

Melody Trall-REP

6-5-35
5-25-35
6-4-35

Mister Dynamite-U

Prenez Garde a

L Ordonnance-XX
Love

the Table-

Hard Rock Harrigan-F.

Teufel

America- PAR
Big Shot-WA

Little
Little

Dream

Night's

UFA.. 5-31-35

Guard That Girl-COL. .. 11-2-35
Gunners and Guns-BEA. 8-22-35

.7-16-35
10-18-35

Pantoffelhelden-XX

Last Outpost. The-PAR. .9-27-35
Le Dernier Milliardaire-

Back
.

Hawk,

Midsummer

Night

The

Book,

Judgement

CHE.. 9-20-35

Hands Across

Metropolitan^

7-31-35

Give Her a Ring-ALL. .6-6-35
Glass Key, The-PAR..
6-15-35

Going Highbrow-WA.
Golden Taiga-AM ..
Goose and the Gander

SYN.

U... 10-19-35

Deception-F

Man-EMP

Merry Monarch. The

Murder

Mastrovanni-

Woman

WA. .7-11-35

Get That
Ginger-F

Men of Action-CON... 7-13-35
Men on Wings-AM .... 6-12-35
Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-35

5-25-35

COL.. 6-4-35

Freckles-RKO

REVIEWED

TITLE

Iceland

Java

Liselott-

Toits

PAR.. 6-25-35
Crime

She-RKO

S.

UA— United

It

COL... 10-8-35

— Spectrum
STE— William Steiner
SU — Supreme Pictures
SUP — Superior Films
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAM — Tapernoux- Metropolis
TAP — John
Tapernoux
U — Universal

XX

Frankie and Johnnie

Evidence

Clemencia-XX
Code of the Mounted

11-2-35

MGM.. 6-1-35
Four Masked

Gay

CHE.. 7-17-35
Clairvoyant,

Pictures

.7-30-35

COL.. 10-25-35

Charlie

Circumstantial

—

7-20-15
8-5-15

COL.. 9-27-35
She Couldn't Take

G. Films
L. Films

SPE

MAR— Marcy

II

.

Breakfast

Charlemagne-XX
Charlie Chan in Egypt

.5-24-35

Pretenses-CHE. .10-25-35
Farmer Takes a Wife-F. .6-1 1-35
Feather in Her Hat, AFalse

Cappy Ricks Returns
Case

.

PAR.

1936

MGM.. 8-29-35
Calm

SL— S. &

.

Shanghai-PAR
She Gets Her Man-U
She Married Her Boss

Pictures

Speed Devils-HOF
Spring Tonic-F

6-28-35

Sheep-F

Bohemios-XX

of

First

Rieger

10-29-35

Bishop Misbehaves. The

Broadway Melody

SG— S. &

Pictures

PER— Peerless

—

6-14-35

PAR
Black
Black

Ex.

FOY

F—20th
FD

9-24-35

Becky Sharp-RKO
Between Men-SU
Big Broadcast of 1936

— Empire Film Distributors

Seeing

—
—

MGM — Metro -Go Idwyn-Mayer

Pictures

Secret

RO Roma Films
ROY Fanchon Royer

Dist.

FN— First

EMP

10-29-35

Bad Boy-F

RIE— Jack

6-7-15

10-1/45

ALL.. 6-4-35
Agent-ALL
6-5-15
Hungary-DAN. .9-10-15

Riesenfeld

— Republic Pictures

— Resolute

RKO— RKO-Radio

LIB— Liberty Pictures
MAJ Majestic Pictures

— Mascot

REI— Dr. Hugo
REP
RES

Krellberg

S.

MAS
MET

DU— DuWorld

MGM.. 6-19-35

— Imperial
— Invincible

IMP
INV

I

Pictures

— Metropolis
MOP — Monogram Pictures
MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films
OLY —Olympic Pictures
PAR — Paramount

DAN — Danubia

Baby Face Harrington

Barbary Coast-UA
Beauty's Daughter- F

Distributing

Pictures
Criterion Films

COL.. 9-10-35

—Globe

GLO

KRE—S.

COL

Adventure

Atlantic

Berke

Burro ughs-Tarzan

CHE—Chesterfield

Farewell-PAR. 8-23-35

Arizonian- R

HOF—J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film

— Alliance Films
Pictures
Arcturus Pictures

6-29-35

Angelita-F

Annapolis

ARC
ARN — Tom Arnold
BAV Bavaria Film A-G

ALL

GB.. 9-10-35
Alias

AMB— Ambassador

FamiUe-XX

Schwarzwaldmaedel-XX.
Scotland Yard Mystery

PUR— Puritan

FRA France Film
GB Gaumont-British

AM — Amkino

.8-14-35

.

—
—
GFF — General Foreign Films

AJA—Ajax

.

After

U A.. 6-26-35

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

.

REVIEWED
River

the

of

.

.

9-16-35

Zigeunerbaron-UFA
Zycie

J.

Pilsudskiego

MET.. 6-4-11

—

Exclusive !!

COURT DECISIONS

1935

of
Compiled and

clarified for ready

reference and understandabilify
By

HERBERT T.SILVERBERG

An

invaluable source of informa-

tion

and guidance

for exhibitors,

distributors, producers, film at-

torneys, etc.

Every decision handed

down

in

the courts of the country during

the year

is

included.

Comprehensive,

authoritative,

and available only as

One

of the

Many

Exclusive

Features of the coming 1936
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Question Legality of Spitz Election as

SETTO DELIVER SEASON'S

PARA.
Prints

Needed

Film

of
to

Are
18

Meet

Demand
In 1937, the final year of Soviet
Russia's second five-year-plan, the
film industry of that country will

THEATERS JOIN
TEXAS ACTIVE LIST

NEED NO WITNESSES
IN

SECOND ST. L. SUIT

—

full-length
films in various languages for the
numerous nationalities living in the
U.S.S.R., says V. Verlinsky, president of Amkino Corp., in a Soviet
prepared for
film industry article
1,000

SAYTRUSTLAWSBLOCK

(Continued on Page 10)

VOLUNTARY FILM CODE Mapping

Fight Against

Only modification of the Clayton
Sherman anti-trust laws, which
are on the Federal statute books
with purpose of preventing monop[olies and lessening competition, will
[clear the way for adoption of a vol-

—

1

and

(Continued on Page 11)

MPTOA

Board May Meet

Runs
Penna. Sunday Movie Tax "Old Kentucky" Test
Top Previous Rogers Film

is

considering

call-

ing a meeting of its board of directors at Charlotte during the annual
convention of the M. P. T. O. of

North and South Carolina on Dec.
and 9. An invitation to this effect
has been extended by President
Charles Picquet of the regional unit.

(Continued on Page 11)

Merry-Go-Round

—

THE

FILM-

DAILY

Dave
Director
Dance
Hollywood
"Pete Smith TapGould created
a
along"
dance for the commentator's
new dancing short, "Stepping Around."
Last week. Smith announced that he
had given Gould one of the principal
roles in the production.
Gould immediately bought a book on the art of
acting and was studying up when Smith
sent him a script.
From that Gould
discovered his role to be a dance direcacting to
tor, so he sold his book on
an

aspiring

young player.

no
1935-36

will be practically

in

Paramount's

lineup of 70 pictures is indicated by
the fact that all productions are
now definitely assigned to release
dates, it was stated Saturday.
The company plans to stage a
four-month sales drive starting Jan.
will
Productions
which
be
1.
pointed to as outstanding will include: "Peter Ibbetson," "So Red
the Rose," "Rose of the Rancho,"
"Collegiate,"
"Coronada,"

"The

(Continued on Page 10)

HIGH COURT HEARS

MULLER-FOX CASE

—

Trial

(Continued on Page 11)

Hold Spitz 's Title Purely Formal
Oklahoma State Film Tax
Being Paid Under Protest

Unusual Attention Abroad

RKO

EDWARD

Major distributors will pay under
board of directors has been raised,
protest the assessments made by the
The Film Daily is informed.
connection
in
Oklahoma
State of
Questioned Saturday about the
with its new tax for old age pensions which became effective Nov. matter,
a representative of the
In opposing the measure they
1.
trustee, said
Irving Trust Co.,
amendwill contend that the statute
Spitz held a
that
apparent
was
it
faulty,
ment authorizing the tax is
The purely formal title as RKO presiburdensome and ambiguous.
dent in view of the fact that RKO
tax amounts to one-quarter of one
under the jurisdiction of the
is
per cent of gross revenue of exHe said further that Spitz
court.
changes and two per cent of theater

RKO

grosses.

"Midsummer Dream" Gets

Partly due to the standing enjoyed abroad by Max Reinhardt as
an impresario, his Warner produc"A MidShakespeare's
of
tion
HARRISON
By
Night's Dream" is getting
summer
Some question of the legality and a big play in the European press,
propriety of the election of Leo and, on the basis of results in the
(Continued on Page 11)
Spitz as RKO president by the

Until Trustees Relinquish

8

West Coast Bur.,

That there

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
engagements of 20th CenWashington -With Charles Evans
tury-Fox's last Will Rogers film, Hughes, Jr., son of Chief Justice
"In Old Kentucky," in Dallas and Hughes, appearing in behalf of Fox
Houston drew bigger business than Film, the Supreme Court last week
the previous record Rogers picture, heard argument in the standard exbrought
case
contract
"Steamboat Round the Bend," ac- hibition
posed legalization of Sunday shows cording to the returns received last against Fox by A. B. Muller, ex(Continued on Page 11)
The local theater week. In Hot Springs, Ark., "Kenin this state.

theater
men
Pittsburgh Local
are shaping plans to block a new
Sunday movie tax bill which, as
reported, will come up at the special state legislative session in January. The new levy, it is learned, is
being sponsored by parties who op-

At Carolina Convention
M. P. T. O. A.

Films

Four-Month Sales Drive
Being Launched
January 1
shrinkage

Dallas Eight theater reopenings
In event the Government proseand ten new houses were added to cutes its preliminary injunction acTexas
the
past
list
in
active
the
tion
in
equity against Warners,
month, according to the Dallas Film Paramount and RKO to restrain
inReopenings
Board of Trade.
them from refusing to give product
cluded the Queen, Crosbyton; De- to the Missouri, New Grand Cenport, Deport; Ritz, Eldorado; Palace, tral and Ambassador theaters in St.
the forthcoming Film Daily Year Jayton; Majestic, Lamesa; PetersLouis, by stipulation of attorneys,
of
an
increase
figure
is
Book. This
burg, Petersburg, and Rex, Waskom. the record of the criminal conspiracy
plans,
Soviet
100 from the former
New houses are Rubin Frels' trial can be used, attorneys in New
(Continued on Page 10)
This
State, Bay City; R. Q. Coleman's York pointed out Saturday.
Matex, Mabank; E. E. Lutz's Lib- would do away with the necessity
erty, Henderson; Jefferson Amuse- of calling witnesses.
(Continued on Pane 11)
Up to Saturday presiding Judge

about

out

turn

QUOTA OF 70

1937 Output to 1,000 Feature

Soviets Boosting
900

FULL

RKO Head

(Continued on Page 11)

Church Sermons on Film
Rabbi

Neboh
Street,

Abraham

L.

Congregation,
will

deliver

a

Feinberg

130

of

West

sermon next

Mt.
79th
Fri-

day evening on "La Maternelle" ("Children of the Montmartre"), the French
film now in its sixth week at the 55th
This sermon will be
Street Playhouse.
part of the regular Friday services and
of Church
is to be the first of a series
sermons on the topic of "La Maternelle."

—
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St.,

I.

Bank at Monte
(Warner Bros.
Stars Over Broadway
Mary Burns. Fugitive (Paramount)
Music is Magic (20th Century-Fox)
2nd
Mutiny on the Bounty (M-G-M
Broke

the

des-Noues,

)

Three Kids and

Queen

a

Rue de

(Universal)

The Melody Lingers On (United
Legong
(DuWorld)— 7th week

—

A Midsummer

Strand

Paramount
Globe

week
2nd week

Capitol

Roxy
Astor

Artists)

—2nd

week

Rivoli

World

Dream

Night's

Gulliver

(Warner

Bros.)

—6th

week

Hollywood

55th

and

New

(Amkino)

Sous

Les

Toits

de

Land

of

Playhouse
Paris

Acme
Acme

(a)

Paris

(a)

(Nov.

20)

FUTURE OPENINGS
Promise
Last

Night

(Universal)

Roxy

21

Music
Music

I

(Universal)

Frasquita

A

Night

Splendor

At

the

(United

Artists)

World

(M-G-M)

(b)

Capitol

(b)

Rivoli

Net
High

Am. Seat
Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

pfd.

Kodak

East.

Loew's,

5y2

5'/2

193/4

19'/2

171

Inc

171

53

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd
Pathe

173/4

18

Con.

523/4

93/4

pfd.
pfd.

.

Film

RKO

.

91/2

Warner
do

pfd

Pict.

Bros

9S/8

6y4
21

283/4

291/4

521/g

521/g

9

Th.

6s40

Eq.

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
Keith

Loew

A-0
6s

46

6s

41

ww

+ y4

— 1%
9—1/4
—
49
5/8

15%

153/4

151/2

151/2

151/2

94

94

94

153/4

10414 1041/4 1041/4

Par.

Picts.

6s

55

931/4

923/4

931/4

Par.

B'way

3s

55

60
893 8

60
89

60

Warner's

6s39

89i/4

—
—
—
+
+

—

3/8
1/4

Corp

183/g

23/4
18

41/4

4i/g

27/g

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

2% +

1/4

i/g

41/4

—

to Test Beverly

Phalon
within a few days will

Beverly Phalon, who has appeared in "The Body Beautiful" and
"New Faces" on the stage.
test

flOLrA
Film Viewing and

Reproducing Machines
ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY-FOR SALE- RENT
'

Illustrated Literature

theaters,

the

Plaza,

tion Picture Committee in presenting special week-end programs, according to Mrs. Alonzo Klaw, chairman. The committee's objective is
"good pictures with real entertainment value for adults, but suitable
from the standpoint of good taste

and subject matter for junior and

1/4

18

on request. •

Motion Picture Camera Supply,

local

Carnegie Playhouse, Eighth
Street
Playhouse,
Lenox
Little
Theater and Sutton Cinema, are now
cooperating with the Schools Mo-

1/g

Son for Joel McCrea, Frances Dee
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood It was a boy that arrived at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Joel McCrea last week. The mother
is Frances Dee on the screen.

M-G-M
M-G-M

With School Committee

y4 senior high school students."

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone

Follows

5 Theaters Cooperating

Five

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

(b)

bill.

Little

51/2

21

49

1

1/4

II3/4

91/4

Dual

present

bill.

8

4

171

6'/4

50

(a)

l/

— %
+ y
—
52% —

H5/8
53/g

+

51/2

113/4
63/8
21

Chg.

193/4

80

527/g

pfd

17y8

79V2

20th Century-Fox pfd. 291/4
Univ.

Close

80

sy2
Century-Fox

20th

Low

Inc.

723 Seventh Ave N.Y.C. Cable: "Cinecamera"

Hershfield Fete Proceeds to Charity
Any profits derived from the testimonial
dinner planned by the
Broadway Cheese Club in honor of
Harry Hershfield, the club's president, at the Hotel Astor on Jan.
be divided between the
26, will
Actors'
Fund, Newspaper Guild,
Episcopal Guild, Catholic Actors'
Guild and Jewish Theatrical Guild.
Stipulation to this effect was made
by Hershfield when consenting to
the dinner. The committee for the
dinner has opened headquarters in
Suite 1104 in the Bond Building,
1560 Broadway.

Audio Production Units
Now at Work on Pictures

5

Charles L. Glett, production manager for Audio Productions, Inc.,
has five units working at the present time, two completing studio
sequences at Eastern Service Studios in Astoria, L. I., one in Cleveland, one in Washington, D. C, and
one on location in New Jersey.
These units are covering production
on three pictures, including General
Motors and Westinghouse.

a

vacation.

brief

with

Shea-Hyde

the

tractions

for

the

of

the

Fulton

York to confer
about stage at-

interests

house.

JAMES GELLER of
wood offices arrives
for story conferences
also to view the new

the William Morris Holly,
in
New York tomorrow
with various authors and
plays

film

for

potential-

ROGER ALBRIGHT
Pittsburgh

visitor

WHITMARSH,

of the Hays office was
over the week-end.
international

motion

a

picture

photographer, at present visiting in Hollywood
is
expected to head across the country shortly
in continuation of his journey from the Orient
to Africa, where he has headquarters.

DONALD

FRIEDE,

vice-president of Covici
publishers,
leaves
tomorrow tor
spend a few months and find
promising authors to write books for publication by his firm.
Frlede,

Inc.,

Hollywood

to

Will Seek Ohio Support
For Allied's Film Plan
President Sidney E. Samuelson
of Allied will continue his campaign
for member-unit support of the association's
production - distribution
plan when he addresses a general
meeting of independent theater
owners at Columbus Tuesday and
Wednesday. Abram F. Myers, chairman of the Allied board, will also
speak at the session at the DeshlerWallick Hotel.

132 Thanksgiving Dates
Are Set on "Frisco Kid"
With the addition
over

of 38 playdates

week-end, "Frisco Kid,"
Warner Release starring James
Cagney, has been booked for 132!
simultaneous key city dates starting Thanksgiving Day, the home
office announces.
The feature is set
for Nov. 30 release.
the

I

j

Gering-Schulberg Play Nov. 21
"A Tapestry in Gray," Martin
Flavin play featuring Elissa Landi,
Belle Circuit Signs Republic
to be presented on Broadway by
Belle Theaters, Inc., operating a
Marion Gering and B. P. Schulberg, circuit of playhouses in New York
is scheduled to go in rehearsal Nov.
City, has contracted for Republic
21 and open Dec. 26.
Gering re- product in ten situations for subsecently
completed
directing
"No quent runs. Included in the list of
More Yesterdays," Ruth Chatterton theaters involved are the Harlem
vehicle, at the Columbia studios, and
Grand, Florence, Orpheum, Palace,
has left the coast for New York to
Bijou, Ruby, Palestine, Delancey,
complete casting for the legit pro-

Cosmo and

duction.

Eugene F. Van Dusen Dies
Me. Eugene F. Van
Dusen, who managed the Academy
of Music in New York about 20
years ago, died last week in a local
hospital.
He was 70 years old and
Portland,

—

had been living in retirement at
Raymond, near here, spending his
Lewis Hasse Dead
Atlanta Lewis Hasse, theatrical winters in a Portland hotel.
manager and former newspaperH. Lesser Gets Brooklyn House
man, died here Friday at the age of
68.
He had managed the old AtThe Mermaid, Brooklyn theater,
lanta Theater and the late Klaw A is being taken over by the Ideal
Erlanger house here, and at one Amusement Co., headed by H. Lestime managed theaters in Seattle, ser, who also operates the Glenwood
San Francisco and Louisville.
and Quintin. House has been dark.

—

for

WILLIAM RAYNOR, manager
Theater, Pittsburgh, is in New

Hall

Paramount

(b)

Opera

Hall

Strand

Bros.)

Frisco

coast

recently completed hi
Columbia's "If You Could Only Cook"
in
New York this morning from tit

Astor

— Nov.
Crime and Punishment (Columbia) — Nov. 21
(Warner
— Nov. 23
Kid
Dream Too Much (RKO)— Nov. 28
(Paramount) — Nov. 28
So Red the Rose

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

St.

Cinema de

Crime et Chatiment (Lenauer International)
Old

JEAN ARTHUR, who
role in
arrives

P.

Cameo

(Amkino)

tTapernoux- Metropolis*

La Maternelle

Coming and Going

ities.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS
New

The

Remember

FINANCIAL

Hall

TWO-A-DAY RUN

Cour-

la

—

(M-G-M)—2nd week

the Air

in

It's

—

19.

Music

Century-Fox)

(20th

Carlo

)

Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
P. A. Harle, La

Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,

Center

Century-Fox)

(20th

Million

Who

Man

il
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the

Regun
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Secretarial Position

WANTED
Ten

years as secretary to Motion
Executive.

Picture
tion.

29.

Thoroughly

business.
Daily,

City.

Box

1650

College

educa-

appearance.

Attractive

familiar

No.

1000.

Broadway,

Age

with

film

The

Film

New

York
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SOUTHE'N
A-C-C-E-N-T
When STARK YOUNG'S novel-- "SO RED THE ROSE"— topped the bestseller lists last year, we had a hunch that the country was ready
for a really big picture about the "War Between the States".
So we bought the novel. We got Laurence Stallings and
Maxwell Anderson to do the screen play, and King Vidor to
direct.
(You'll remember that ten years ago Stallings and Vidor
got together on another great picture--"The Big Parade.")
We cast

MARGARET SULLA VAN, WALTER CONNOLLY and

Randolph Scott in the leading roles. We spent six months
giving the picture the production values it deserves.
Now,

in day-and-date world premieres in nine Southern capitals,

"SO RED THE ROSE" has played

to actual cheers.

"SO red the ROSE",

we believe, is slated to top the year's best-seller lists in
the picture business.
So please

PARDON OUR SOUTHERN ACCENT

as we add this to

long list of reasons why
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the
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HOLIDAY DATES THAT ARE BEING HELD OPEN FOR
Festively yours,

WARNER

BROS.
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a

"TWO
with

FACES"

Donlevy, Wallace Ford, Phyllis
Erik Rhodes, Alan Hale
(Hollywood Preview)

Brian

the ruM|K
mzu
°
Aq<*I

J

?* PHIL M.DALY

Brooks,

J

This

of

picture

gangster

new-faced

a

movies, only to crash
prison, is a hilarious and dramatic piece of
entertainment, which should please as good

who

tries to crash the

program

material.

screenplay

The

clever,

is

original

has

and
that one

story

twists

does not suspect, and it holds interest all
Christy Cabanne's direction gets
the way.
everything out of both the comical and
Brian Donlevy, as the
the tense situations.
gangster with the made-over face, has the
big part and he puts it over in grand fashWhether playing the comic wise guy
ion.

mean

or the

killer

trap

out of a

Wallace

acter.

shoot his way
the charthe studio press

trying

Ford,

as

live

some very good work, as do
Brooks, Erik Rhodes and Alan Hale,

does

agent,
Phyllis

who

important

have

roles.

"Broken Nose" Dawson,

•

is

Donlevy,

wanted

for

as

mur-

has his face remade and goes to
Hollywood, where he tries to crash pictures.
The girl, who was nurse at the operation,
him, and after a thrilling battle
between the police and Donlevy, the latter
The love affair between
is
captured.
Phyllis Brooks, as the temperamental screen

identifies

and the fast-talking publicity

Ford,

hound,

incidental.

only

is

Brian
Dcnlevy,
Rhodes, Molly Lament,
Alan Hale, Addiscn Randall, Paul Stanton,
Edward Burns, Charles Wilson, Hattie McDaniels, Cy Jenks, Oscar Apfel, Inez Courtney, Emma Dunn, Ethel Wales, Frank Mills.

Wallace

Cast:

Phyllis

Brocks,

Cliff

Producer,

Reid;

Director,

Christy

Cabanne; Authors, Thomas Dugan, Ray
Mayer; Screenplay, Garrett Graham, John
Twist; Cameraman, Jack MacKenzie; Musical Director, Roy Webb; Editor, George
Hively.

Direction,

Gcod

London Fog

Business is so
good over here that tickets for next year's command performand that's
ance at the Palladium have already been sold
Samuel Goldstein of Guarantee
big business, dear readers
Pictures is planning a big jaunt after he leaves Lunnon, visitC. M. Woolf's first
ing Rome, Barcelona, Paris, Vienna
Herrick
film goes into the Leicester Square theater soon
we alHerrick is in Scotland shooting background stuff
Shirley Grey,
ways thot Herrick had enough of his own
Hollywood starlet, will hitch herself to a wagon any day now
Denison Cliffs
the gent is Arthur Morgotson
grand production, "Mystery of Marie Celeste," is soon to be
the

Photography, A-l.

tradeshown

•

•

•

T

T

THAT SPIFF Y

the Press Photograevent
phers' Ball
is set for the Commodore Hotel for January
24
Joe Heppner, who does all the local tie-up photography
for RKO Radio and other majors, has been nominated as first
vice-prexy of the Press Photogs
the first man to get
this honor who was not woi'king on a big met paper at the time.

T

"HELLO BUDAPEST",

in

Hungarian; pro-

by Ernoe Gal; directed by Laszio
Vajda; with Ernest Dohmanyi, Jenoe Hubay.
et al. At the Hunnia Playhouse.
Entertaining

musical

comedy

romance

with a Budapest radio station background
and a number of prominent Hungarian
musical artists contributing specialties.

.

•

T

•

•

•

•

T

THE MAN

from Harlem says
"Ah just left
the righteous crib to come down heah an' see mah rib, an' ah
hopes she gets a load o' the conk on mah knowledge box"

•

•

LOOKS

Lucky Millinder, the leader of the
started something when he proposed
lyrics are poura back-of-the-envelope lyric writing club
ing in to him from all parts of the country, all complying with
the rules by being written on the backs of well-used envelopes
Lucky says he never knew there were so many ambitious
lyric writers
and mebbe he shouldn't have started the
thing after all
Mills Blue

as

if

Rhythm Band,

•

OUR LONDON

correspondent
Dave Bader
has been building himself up for many years past as a
sort of Ambassador of Goodwill for the entire motion picture
industry
Dave is one of the most popular chaps in
London, and enjoys international contacts that are priceless
to any company
we have never known a guy so willing
to go out of his way to help anybody and everybody
his personal business correspondence keeps a secretary busy
answering scores of letters weekly from gents in the film biz
all over the world
most of 'em calling on Dave to wangle
this or that
pull wires
and to be generally helpful in deals where they know he has the "in"
if you
hear of Dave stepping into something real important soon

•

it's

corning to him

T

T

Philadelphia
Motion
Picture
Forum
international
luncheon,
Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel,
Philadelphia.

Nov. 26:
sey,

York,
Dec.

Allied Theater
regular meeting,
2
P.M.

T

Claude

Macgowan

Margaret

Seddon

Frances

Marian

Eugene

Gilbert

•

T

from the wilds of Central Africa
that Leila Roosevelt and her hubby Armand Denis will prolong
their stay in the jungles of the Belgian Congo
where
they have been at work on motion pictures of the mountain
gorilla and other wild animals and humans
they will
now launch an enormous elephant safari under auspices of the
Belgian government

€€

«

Jer-

New

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.

Dec. 6:

and
Dec.

ball,

7:

Allied Theaters of
cruise sailing to
Queen of Bermuda.

vention
S.

New

Jersey

con-

Bermuda on

the

M.P.T.O. of North and South Caroannual convention, Charlotte, N. C.

Dec. 8-9:
lina

Dec.

Annual meeting of stockholders
9:
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

Jan.

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
sponsored
the
Broadway
Hershfield,
by
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.

of

M. P. E. spring convention,
S.
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

April 27-30:

Iowa Items

—

Des Moines Allen & Son, ownGarden Theater in Guthrie
Center, have secured a three-year
lease on the Panora Theater at
Panora and reopened the house.
Mrs. Eva Mason, who recently
purchased the Dreamland Theater

ers of the

Bancroft, took possession last
week.
Her son, Floyd Mason, is

at

manager.
Iowa Theater at Grinnell started
amateur stage shows last week,
combining the feature picture with
this stunt once a week.

Week-end admission prices at the
Palace in Exira have been upped 10
cents, making the admission now 36
cents.

Remodeling of the 300-seat Alton
Theater at Alton is nearing completion.
The house has been leased

by the March brothers, who operate
theaters in Hawarden and LeMars.

One-man booth operators have
been on duty in the Orpheum and
Des
theaters
in
Tri- States
the
Moines since Nov. 8, it is announced.
Negotiations have been under way
with the local union for some time.

New Incorporations
DELAWARE
(October)
1,000
Distributors,
Inc.;
Individual
Picture
shares; The Corporation Trust Co., Wilmington,
Del.

WORD COMES

«

Hotel

1-2:
Paramount sales department meeting,
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

HONOR

•

of New
Lincoln,

Owners

T

• • • THE
of receiving the first congrat wire
sent over the Western Union's new system of "facsimile telegraph" went to Lily Pons
the message was sent by a
Buffalo admirer on her Radio film, "I Dream Too Much"

•

ball,

Nov. 25:

AMPA

luncheon
• IN HIS talk at the last
Hofstetter, expert on color photography, gave Eastman
Panchromatic credit for solving the speed problem of all cameramen. ...... .his company promises to startle the industry
halftones as fine as 120shortly with two developments
screen on a special enamel surfaced zinc at a saving of 150 per
cent
and a panchromatic film at half the cost of the
present four-color process

•

•

duced

18-19:
Annual
convention
of
Allied
Theater Owners of Iowa and Nebraska,
Hotel Savery, Des Moines, la.

Max

T

FOREIGN

Nov

S.

Fcrd,

Erik

»

Today:
Philadelphia Variety Club entertainment, Metropolitan, Philadelphia.

Nov. 23: Washington Variety Club annual
Hotel Willard, Washington, D. C.

OUT OF

He

der.

star,

•

•

to

he seems to

DATE BOOK

«

Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio annual convention, Hotel DeshlerWallick,
Columbus, O.

70mins.
RKO Radio
ENTERTAINING COMBINATION OF
COMEDY AND CRIME DRAMA SHOULD

PLEASE GENERALLY.

18, 1935

» » »

Fox
Corp.,

Calumet
Dover,

Corp.;

$1,000;

United

States

Del.

Distributing
Corp.;
22,000 shares;
Lincoln
The Corporation Trust Co., Wilmington, Del.

Lincoln
Pictures
Corp.;
1,000 shares;
Corporation Trust Co., Wilmington, Del.

The

Selznick International Pictures, Inc.; capital
stock $2,600, and 13,000 shares of no par;
United States Corp., Dover, Del.
Universal

Corporation

Productions, Inc.; 100 shares;
Trust Co., Wilmington, Del.

The

WHEN PRODUCERS
A PICTURE -

WHEN
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PRAISE
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CRITICS

LAUGH AND CRY
AT A PREVIEW

A MASTERPIECE ARRIVES

Nov. 16th -
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"WHEN THE FULL HISTORY OF THE SCREEN IS WRITTEN
'CRIME AND PUNISHMENT' WILL BE RECOGNIZED AS JUST AS
GREAT A MILESTONE IN MOTION PICTURES AS 'THE BIRTH
Sonia Lee-FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS
OF A NATION'!"
"A gem

of

screen entertainment! Carving a niche in

cinema's hall

"One

of

fame

"

Paul Blackford- billboard

best-made pictures
performances!"
of the

of the

yearl Outstanding
Ralph

wuk-FUM

daily

be remembered as long as good
can be remembered!"— Murphy McHenry— screenplay

"A smash
pictures

hit that will

"One of the few great pictures that have come out of
wood in the past year!"

Holly-

Grace Wilcox- DETROIT FREE PRESS SYNDICATE

"For an hour and a half you could have heard a pin drop 1

"

Rob Wagner— SCRIPT

"Columbia

may well be p¥6ud

story, in acting,

and above

all,

of this!

the

hibitors

Great in theme, in

in direction!"
Ruth

"On

Waterbury-mOTOPLAY

same high standard as Columbia's

everywhere can invite the

I

best!

Ex-

entire family to see it!"
Harry Burns— FILMOGRAPH

Wc

RADIO

GI

Thuri

EDWARD
ARNOLD

m

@iaa
A

COLU

"

©^

e> a

—

ia is

isr

""

p*

Les Wagner -UNITED PRESS
DRAMA 'CRIME AND PUNISHMENT' HAS NEVER BEEN
EQUALLED ON THE SCREEN! AN EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVE"AS

MENT! SCREEN CRAFTSMANSHIP AT

ITS BEST! "-DAILY VARIETY

"Remarkable 1 Will be widely hailed
its

daring

for its quality and
Ed Schallert-LOS ANGELES TIM

1

'Magnificent

and

Strong

thrilling!

stuff!

Class A rating

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTS
'A triumph for Columbia

and von Sternberg!"
Leo Townsend— MODERN SCRE EN

'Engrossing

and

'Masterfully

done

exciting! Important cast!"
Dick ffayes-SEATTLE TIMI
in direction, action, casting!"
Rosalind Shaffer-CKICAGO TRIBUNE SYNDICS

"One of the very fine pictures of the year! Stark, naked
drama that is spellbinding!" Loire's performance is sheer
geniUS !

"

Mayme Ober Peake —BOSTON GLOBE

"From every angle one

of the best pictures

Seen!"

Jessie

I

have ever

Henderson— BALTIMORE SUN

"A picture which can be recommended to any audience!"
Walter

Ramsey— MOVIE MIRRO!
"°"

mere

USIC HALL

'For

once every superlative
Eric

is Justified!"

Ergenbright-MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

>v. 21st

&MW
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with
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W flDDV
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""* Marian Marsh
Robert Allen and Mrs. Patrick Campbell

by JOSEF VON STERNBERG
a B. P. Schulberg production

Directed

PICTURE

—

THE
lu

PARA, SET TO DELIVER
ITS FULL

A LITTLE

QUOTA OF 70

(Continued from Page

from "LOTS"

HOLLYWOOD

1)

;

T
T
Film Opening
Cyril Hume has been signed by
Mostoha" ("Kind Step- RKO Radio to adapt "Witness
Hungarian drama of Chair," by Rita Weiman, for use as
mother"),
mother-love, will have its American a starring vehicle for Ann Harding.
premiere at the Hunnia Playhouse Miss Harding will first appear in
tomorrow. It is a Danubia picture. "The Indestructible Mrs. Talbot," by

New Hungarian

"Edes

P. J. Wolfson.

\"M//

IN

THE
DAY'S

NEWS

"Mutiny
record

on the
everywhere.

Bounty"

breaking

1937 FILM OUTPUT

By RALPH WILK

Comes Home," "Anything 'THE film industry's outlay of apBride
Lou,"
"Klondike
proximately one million dollars
Goes," "Desire,"
"Give Us This Night," "Trail of the each year for screen tests, is fully
Lonesome Pine," "Rhythm on the justified, notwithstanding that cerRange," "Invitation to Happiness," tain self-appointed critics have de"Poppy," and Claudette Colbert and cried this as a waste of time, effort
and money. Such criticism is unGary Cooper productions.
The releasing schedule is as fol- intelligent, declares Everett Riskin,
lows: Nov. 22, "So Red the Rose"; Columbia producer, who considers
Nov. 29, "Nevada" and "Coronado"; testing of potential talent as necesNo one questions
Dec. 6, "Bar 20"; Dec. 13, "Millions sary research.
in the Air"; Dec. 20, "It's a Great the great oil companies for their
Life"; Dec. 27, "Collegiate"; Jan. 3, vast experimentation to develop a
"Rose of the Rancho"; Jan. 10, finer gasoline for the benefit of
"Br'de Comes Home"; Jan. 17; motorists, says Riskin. By the same
"Anything Goes"; Jan. 24, "Her token, why should not the studios
Master's Voice"; Jan. 31, "Drift experiment to discover a new star.
Fence" and "Woman Trap"; Feb. 7, Unearthing one new star each year
"Desire"; Feb. 14, "Klondike Lou," is ample reward for this enormous
"Easy Living" and "Soak the Rich"; expense, he concluded.
T
T
Feb. 21. "Happy Valley"; Feb. 28,
Jimmy "Allen production; Mar. 6,
Harold Wilson, who recently sold
"Give Us This Night" and "Desert "Four Gallant Men," which he wrote
Gold"; Mar. 13, "Trail of the Lone- in collaboration with Aidan Roark,
some Pine" and "F Man"; Mar. 27, to 20th Century-Fox, has been pro"13 Hours by Air"; April 3, "Turn moted by Darryl F. Zanuck to the
of the Road" and the fourth Harry post of assistant to Associate ProSherman picture; April 10, "Big ducer B. G. DeSylva. Wilson preBrown Eyes"; April 17, "Brazen"; viously handled script details with
April 24, "Rhythm on the Range," Raymond Griffith for the company.
"Too Many Parents" and "ConcerT
T
T
tina"; May 1, "Florida Special";
Arline Judge and Mona Barrie,
May 8, "Invitation to Happiness' 20th Century-Fox contract players
May 15, fifth Harry Sherman pic- now engaged in "King of Burlesque,"
ture and Colbert production; May have been assigned to roles in "The
22, "Palm Springs"; May 29, "Pop- Black
Gang," which John Stone
py"; June 5, Carole Lombard pro- will produce with Paul Kelly and
duction; June 12. "The Old Maid," Slim Summerville in the leading
June 26, "The Moon's Our Home" male parts. Filming on the picture
and a Gary Cooper picture; July 3, will start Dec. 1.
"Reun'on" and a George Raft production; July 17, "Turn Off the
Wendy Barrie has been borrowed
Moon"; July 31, sixth Harry Sher- by RKO Radio from Paramount for
man production.
the leading feminine role in the
new Gene Raymond picture, "Don't
Bet On Love."
Places Novel With Publishers
T
T
T
Mrs. Sewell Haggard of the WilBonita
Granville,
12 - year - old
placed
Morris offices has
liam
daughter of Bernard Granville, form"Death in the Back Seat," a new er Broadway stage star, has been
mystery novel by Dorothy Cameron signed by Samuel Goldwyn for
Disney (Mrs. Milton MacKaye) with "These Three," screen presentation
Smith & Haas for early publication. of Lillian Hellman's stage hit, "The
Children's Hour."

SUNSHINfe

SOVIETS BOOSTING

T
Patricia Ellis will play the role
previously assigned to June Travis
in "Snowed Under" at First National.
The change is due to conflicting schedules, Miss Travis being
fully occupied just now in "Ceiling
Zero," the next James Cagney-Pat

Wallace Ford, Erik Rhodes, Alan
Hale and Phyllis Brooks. Tom Dugan and Ray Mayer wrote the original story.

(Continued from Page 1)

and

compares

being

made

with

300

features

this year.

As

The

oft-repeated assertion that
the screen and stage can assist each
other to their mutual advantage is
substantiated by the Yacht Club
Boys, according to Roy Del Ruth.
The latter directed this quartet in
"Thanks a Million," the 20th Century-Fox production. "The nationwide exploitation which these funsters will derive from their screen
appearance will prove of inestimable
box-office value to them as stage
attractions," opines Del Ruth. "Both
the screen and the stage should
work hand-in-hand for the betterment of their respective offerings,
as each has something of value to
offer the other, which is productive
of dividends."

indicative of the demand for
films to be shown on collective and
state farms and elsewhere, Verlinsky

says 900 prints were made of
"Peasants," and even this number
proved inadequate.
The Soviets expect to have 70,000
cinemas
in
operation
by 1937,
against 40,000 at the end of this
year.
Another accomplishment of
the current year has been the construction of 30 sound recording machines
of
Prof.
Shorin's
system
which are now in operation.

Need No Witnesses
In Second St. L. Suit
(Continued from Page

National will put "Angel
of Mercy," starring Josephine Hutchinson, into production next month.
The picture, suggested by one of
the late Lytton Strachey's essays,
will deal with the career of Florence Nightingale.
First

T

T

Columbia has assigned Nana Bryant to "Panic on the Air," with
Ann Sothern and Lloyd Nolan, while
Joan Perry, the company's recent
discovery who appeared in "The
Case of the Missing Man" with
Roger Pryor, has been cast for the
feminine lead in "Doctor Steele,"
with Ralph Bellamy.
T

T

Gene Fowler and Bess Meredyth

1)

Kimbrough Stone of the U.

S.

Cir-

Court of Appeals had not yet
selected a judge to preside at the
equity hearing. Action of Attorney
William R. Gentry last Tuesday in
filing an affidavit charging Judge
George H. Moore, who presided at
the criminal proceedings, with prejucuit

against the defendants, automatically disqualified Moore from
sitting on the pending equity case.
dice

Finishing New Type Musical
Stars Can't Be Wrong,"
heralded as a new type of screen
musical, will be completed tomorrow at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studios.
Cast is headed by Dorothy
Lamour, songstress on the NBC
network; O'Donnell, Blair & Co., a
troupe of comedy specialists; Dale
Winthrop, vaudeville dancer; the
Vita.

"The

have been assigned to collaborate on
script of "Lightning Strikes
Twice," an original story by Tennyson Jesse which Kenneth MacGowan
Remington Singers, Emerson's
will produce for 20th Century-Fox
Mountaineers, a hill-billy specialty
late in December.
act; Hal Thompson, and Patricia
T
T
Wilder.
The short is directed by
"Prison
Farm,"
with
Donald Roy Mack and will be released in
Woods and Kay Linaker in the two Vitaphone's
series
of
two-reel
leading roles, was completed Satur- "Broadway Brevities."
day at the First National studios.
The picture was produced under the
direction of Louis King. Among the
"Stars Over Broadway" Holds
supporting
players
are
Carlyle
"Stars Over Broadway" will be
Moore, Jr., Harry Cording, Olin held over for a second week's run
Howland, Joe King and Henry at the N. Y. Strand Theater. The
O'Neill.
Warner picture, which features Pat
T
O'Brien, Jean Muir, James Melton,
Al Jolson's new Warner-First Jane Froman and Frank McHugh,
National
starring
picture,
"The will be nationally released Nov. 23.
Singing Kid," will start production
Wednesday with an all-star supporting cast under the direction of William Keighley and a beauty chorus
under the direction of Busby Berkethe

ley.

Some

SHOWMAN'S

of the principals support-

ing Jolson are Beverly Roberts, the
leading lady, Edward Everett HorT
ton, Allen Jenkins, Jack Durant,
"Two Faces" is the final title of Frank Mitchell, the Four Yacht Club
the new RKO Radio thrill-comedy, Boys, Sybil Jason and Martha Tibformerly called "It Happened in betts. There will be at least four
Hollywood."
Production has been big musical numbers in "The Singcompleted under the direction of ing Kid," the songs having been
Wallace Fox.
In the leading roles written by E. Y. Harburg and Harare Molly Lamont, Addison Randal], old Arlen.

O'Brien vehicle.

REMINDER
Are you
promotion?

set

on

special

Thanksgiving

THE
Monday, Nov.

18,

-a&i
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SAT TRUST LAWS BLOCK

Set of Liiy Pons
A

(Continued from Page 1)

untary motion picture code, film attorneys said yesterday in New York.
Without drastic revamping of these
:laws, they pointed out, the motion
[picture industry cannot comply with

Texas Active List
(Continued from Page 1)

|

0. of W. Pa. will send representatives to Harrisburg to protect
their interests from further tax
Theater receipts in this
burdens.
state are already taxed 14 per cent.

High Court Hears
Muller-Fox Case
(Continued from Page

1)

Maple Lake, Minn. Mulsome time ago won a Minnesota
Supreme Court decision on the contract, and Fox finally succeeded in
having the Supreme Court consider
the case.
The exhibitor contended
that the entire contract was illegal
hibitor of

ler

because of the arbitration clause in
it.

Hughes, Jr., was being
questioned by eight Supreme Court

While

Chief Justice Hughes was
absent from the room.
justices,

"The Healer" for Loew House
Monogram's "The Healer" has
been booked over the entire
Metropolitan circuit.

Loew

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS

There are about 40 producing studios
in

India.

QUESTION LEGALITY

Limited Edition

(Continued from Page

1)

foreign capitals where the picture tucky" did almost as much business
already has opened, it is estimated in one day as "Steamboat" did in
by Vice-President Sam E. Morris of three. Holdovers have been set in
Warners that the production should all of these runs. Last week's opengross at least as much abroad as in ing of "Kentucky" in Richmond also
went over the top. Thirty-four adthe domestic market.
The volume of press matter used ditional, openings took place over
in the foreign field on "Dream" is the week-end.
probably a record for an American
production, according to G. R. Key- Sarnoff Denies Parleys
ser, manager of foreign advertising
and Erpi
and publicity for Warners, who says
that in his eight years of handling
Asked to comment on a report
this end of the company's foreign
that Erpi was negotiating with RCA
activities there has not been a cama settlement of a threatened action
paign or results of similar proporto determine the legality of Erpi
tions.
contracts for use of sound recordUnder the supervision of J. S. ing and reproduction apparatus,Hummel, general foreign sales man- David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
ager, "Dream" is being handled
said he had no statement to make.
abroad on a roadshow basis similar
Hummel
to the domestic release.
Pittsburgh Briefs
is passing on all deals which call
for the right setup as to selected
Pittsburgh— The Fulton Theater
theaters, limited performances, advanced admissions and six months' closed Saturday to remodel the stage
for its coming presentation policy.
protection.
Besides the British and continen- Manager William Raynor left for
tal European openings, cable dis- New York last night to confer with
patches last week to the Warner the Shea-Hyde interest about comhome offices reported big premieres ing attractions.
Art Levy, Columbia exchange
in Havana and Rio de Janeiro.
head and the new chief barker of
the local Variety Club, and Bess
Baltimore Bits
Lefkowitz of the Warner exchange,
are accepting congratulations on
Baltimore The Lord Calvert The- their engagement.
They will be
ater is receiving bids for a theater married early in January.
It
at 2444 Washington Boulevard.
Roger Albright of the Hays office
will be 50 x 110 feet and of brick was a visitor here over the weekFred E. Beall is the end as guest of the film committee
construction.
architect.
of the Federation of Women's Clubs.
Baltimore Federation of Women's He came to observe the progress of
Clubs and the Daughters of the the special "junior-family" matinee
American Revolution will hold a programs offered Saturday in some
joint meeting Dec. 9 to discuss mo- 20 houses.
Mrs. Howard D.
pictures.
tion
Joe Feldman, Warner publicity
Bennett, head of the Citizens League head, is touring in West Virginia
for Better Motion Pictures, and the territory exploiting several pictures.
Joe Greely, independent distribuRev. Joseph M. Nelligan will be
The meeting was sched- tor, bought state rights to "Tomorspeakers.
uled for last Thursday, but was row's Children" from Nat Fleisher.
The Alvin and Warner go back
postponed.
"A Night at the Opera," which to double bills this week.
Walt Framer, radio movie comhad its premiere at Loew's Century,
Loew's Va- mentator, is now associated with
is now showing at both
Mark Browar, independent exhibitor
lencia and Parkway.
and cafe proprietor, as publicity director.
Lincoln Theater Suit Settlement
The Pitt beginning next week will
Lincoln, Neb.— Beating the re20 Columbia pictures.
straining order received by Homer revive some
Poebe
Leonard,
Annie
Burket,
Danbury House Reopens
Miller and Bill Folsom against setDanbury, Conn. The Capitol retlement of the Augusta Paper-Linopened Saturday after having been
coln Theater Corp. suit, it is underfor a week for improvement
stood settlement was made just closed
equipment and renovation
ahead of the issue when an out of of sound
Both first and
auditorium.
court proceeding resulted in a check of the
the second-run films will be shown,
for around $8,000 going to
evening performOriginal suit based on with matinee and
plaintiff.
daily.
of contract, was for $31,090. ances

Between

Crighton, Conroe; Sam
Maldonado's Rio, San Diego; S. R.
Fickling's New, Pontatoc; George
F. Jones' Harlem, colored, Austin;
A. L. Stoddard's Leon, Buffalo; J.
N. Stewart's Uptown, Kaufman, and
C. M. Anding's Palace, Mesquite.
Co.'s

T.

on

(Continued from Page 1)

18 Theaters Join

(Continued from Page 1)

stills

"Midsummer Dream" Gets "Old Kentucky" Test Runs
Unusual Attention Abroad Top Previous Rogers Film

provisions is bound to run afoul of
the anti-trust statutes, it was said.
Major companies are particularly
conscious of this possibility in view
of the St. Louis conspiracy trial
which has just been completed.

managers' association and the M. P.

brochure of attractive

OF SPITZ ELECTION
(Continued from Page

RCA

—

1)

be paid by the Irving Trust

will not

Co.

Though

it

is

understood that the

Atlas-Lehman position

the Administration's wishes for setting up of voluntary business codes.
Any code move with enforcement

Mapping Fight Against
Penna. Sunday Movie Tax

in

RKO

Radio's forthcoming Lily Pons screen debut
picture, "I Dream Too Much," has been put out in a limited edition of 500, with
each copy personally autographed by Lily Pons to the recipient.
The brochures are
being sent from the studio, at the request of Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO
Distributing Corp., to a list of important names in the trade.
The booklet also
contains cast and production credits on "I
Dream Too Much," in which Henry
Fonda, Eric Blore and Osgood Perkins have chief supporting roles, and there is a
condensed version of the film's story, as well as a bit of biographical data on
Miss Pons.

VOLUNTARY FILM CODE

ment

Stills

11

board of directors

may

that the

is

elect another

where there is a resignation,
was pointed out that the RKO bylaws provide for an annual meeting
officer
it

stockholders, at which directors
who in turn choose the
officers of the company.
has
not held an annual meeting in two
years and is prohibited from holding such a meeting while under court
of

are elected

RKO

jurisdiction.

Regarding the propriety of Spitz's
election, it is pointed out that creditors, as part of the reorganization
plan, will be asked to approve tne

new management. The action of
Atlas Corp. and Lehman Bros, in
elevating Spitz to the RKO presidency at this time anticipates that
action,

it

Film

was declared.
Daily was told

by the
Irving Trust representative that no
action would be taken to oppose
Spitz's continuance as president of
RKO provided he does not interfere
with the work of the RKO trustee.
The viewpoint of the Atlas-Lehman group in putting their own man
in as RKO president is regarded as
based on the realities of the situation.

Atlas-Lehman, with

RCA now

controls and will probably continue
to control the reorganized company.
In view of this, it is pointed out, it
is only natural that Spitz should be

brought in to acquaint himself with
the personnel and operation of the
company and to aid in formulating
a reorganization plan.

Acquires Lyric Theater
S. Lyric, Inc., is taking over
the Lyric, West 42nd St. House,
which Stanley W. Lawton, operator
of the Wallack and Cohan, will manS.

&

age.

Handling "Port o'Call" Series
Advance Film Exchange has taken
over distribution of the new series
of "Port o'Call" subjects for the

New York

territory.

Warner Money in New Legit Show
Warner money is in "For Valor,"
legitimate production which George
C. Tyler opens at the Empire Theater on Monday.

.

—

breach

AS SEEN BY

THE PRESS

AGENT
"George

Raft

is

Hollywood's

most

He
enthusiastic detective story reader.
has a standing order with his bookseller
to send him five of the best
thrillers

a

week."— PARAMOUNT.

g
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ad on the Miriam
Hopkins hat, which broke in the
This 3-column
Toledo Times.
24-inch deep ad gave the picture and theater full credit.

operative

Window Displays Aid
"Barbary"

in

Toledo

pOR

the premiere of "Barbary Coast," Samuel Goldwyn production starring Mh-iam
Hopkins, Edward G. Robinson
and Joel McCrea and released
through United Artists at the
Valentine Theater in Toledo,
Manager Wally Caldwell arranged a number of attractive
window display tie-ups.
In advance of the opening, all
local newspapers as well as foreign language papers played up
the engagement with special
stories and art of the stars
A 36x4-foot
in the attraction.
banner was
double-faced
stretched across the city's main
intersection for the entire engagement of the picture. A 50foot silk transparent valance entirely surrounded the marquee,
atop of which were 24-inch illuminated cut-out letters of the
Inside the
title of the picture.
lobby were many poster cutouts and an 8-foot shadow box

The special transcription was

used over station WSPD along
with several daily plugs during
the entire engagement of the
More than 10,000 herpicture.
distributed at two
night football games, and 7,000
large hand heralds were circulated throughout the residential

were

alds

districts.

Attractive window displays
were secured with the following merchants: Malloy Bros.,
with four 40x60's; Economy
Show Store with six mounted
stills; Basch Jewelry Store with
star

in

stills

silver

Home

Furniture

sheet

posters;

frames;

with threeKresge's and
McCrory's with attractive windows on music.
La Salle &
Koch had gown, hats and shoe
displays. The Lion Department
Store arranged a window on
fashions.
Lamson's got out a
book window. All United Cigar
Stores carried special streamers. Stark & Hawkins arranged
a pipe display. B. R. Baker arranged a window on men's wear,
and Wormser's got up a hat display with stills of Joel McCrea
In
and Edward G. Robinson.
addition to the above, twenty 36-

with mounted llxl4's.
A tie-up with Kresge's on
"Miriam Hopkins Candy Kiss"
resulted in 5,000 imprinted bags
being distributed at the store,
and two 40x60's with mounted
llxl4's used in Kresge's windows.
The La Salle & Koch
Department Store got out a co-

inch standees and 15 mounted
llxl4's were placed in other
selected windows.

—Valentine

Theater, Toledo, O.

Model Helps
Build "Bounty"

MODEL

A

Bounty,

of

the

original

years in the
process of building by John Hallen, of Manista, Mich., was displayed in the lobby of the Venetian, Racine, Wis., ten days in
advance, by Manager Owen McKivett
in
his
campaign on
"Mutiny on the Bounty." Hallen lectured nightly and the
stunt attracted great crowds.
The ship model contest was held
in all schools in the city. 5,000
book marks were placed with the
seven libraries in town, with a
display on the picture in each
branch. Three announcements
were given daily over a local
radio station. Each afternoon
a sidewalk broadcast was given
in front of the Hotel Racine,
with people being asked different questions, including several
about "Mutiny on the Bounty."
Venetian, Manista, Mich.
five

—

Librarian Designs
"Musketeers" Bookmark
Jy[RS.

I.

B.

ROBERTS,

public-

representative of the
Cleveland Public Library, designed and wrote copy for a special bookmark for RKO Radio's
production
of
Dumas' "The
Three Musketeers," soon to be
released. The bottom of the
card carries the line "printed
through the courtesy of (name
presenting "The
of theatre)
Three Musketeers."
Radio Pictures.
ity

IOR

a

perfect winter vacation

and

away

from everything.
Where the climate is noted for per-

complete

rest

petual sunshine
fog, the

place

to

and
go

the absence of
the

is

DOUBLE R RANCH
in

TUCSON. ARIZONA

9

Three hours from Hollywood by plane

LUXURIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS
WONDERFUL FOOD
ABSOLUTE PRIVACY
Fine Rid in

—Good

A Haven

Hunting

—Golf

of Happiness for

PRODUCER—WRITER—ACTOR
Operated by a Host and Hostess

who know.

ACCOMMODATIONS ARE BY INVITATION AND
LIMITED TO ONLY EIGHT GUESTS AT ONE
TIME. ALL

OF

WHOM

ARE CAREFULLY SELECTED.

Write, wire or phone for reservations and complete information.

—RKO

Advance Screening Helps
"Broadway Melody" Campaign

AN

screening,
advance
to
which were invited employees of music stores, stores
handling General Foods products and other stores tieine up
with the picture, featured Frank
Steffys' campaign on "Broadway
Melody of 1936" at his State
Theater in Minneapolis. Steffys
was assisted in his campaign by
an M-G-M exploiteer.
Nine bannered trucks were
secured thorugh the General
Foods people, as well as displays
on Jack Benny in their stores.
2,500 packages of Jell-O, advertised over the air by Benny,
were given away free to ladies
at three matinees.
All music stores were contacted
and each displayed cards, with
stills, in their windows, featur-

ing "Melody" numbers. Orchestrations were planted with lead-

ing

orchestras

« «

throughout

the

city.

A

special matinee was given
who deliver "Liberty
Magazine," who distributed handbills
calling attention to that
magazine's review of the picture.
Fashion stills of the principals were planted with local
department stores.

for the boys

—State

Theater, Minneapolis.

All-Round Plug
for "Harmony Lane"

CCHOOLS,

music

and

chain

stores, radio and newspapers
co-operated in the exploitation

campaign on "Harmony Lane"
at the Eckel Theater, Syracuse,
New York. For the local school
tie-up, sixty 11 x 14 colored pictures of Douglas Montgomery
carrying a caption advertising
the picture, were posted in all
English classes. 10,000 heralds,
giving a biography of Stephen
Foster's life, were distributed
by teachers to all pupils. "Fos-

Days" were dedicated in all
singing classes with the teachers
reading a letter regarding the
picture. At the Syracuse main
library, three stands were on
display.
Colored photographs,
theater cards, and stills were
prominently posted at the six

ter's

branch

Radio station
network
used the Stephen Foster Musical
Album, playing one record each
morning, preceded by a plug of
libraries.

WSYR

the

of

the picture's

NBC

title.

Clark's Music Store, one of
the most important in Syracuse,
cooperated in the distribution of
40 x 60 display
3,000 heralds.
in colors as well as stills and
theater cards, were used to dress
an exhibit of Foster's records
and sheet music on sale in the
store. Postal Telegraph used two
22 x 24 cards for display in special frames with stills from the
picture, likewise exhibited in the
Postal windows. Postal messengers distributed 1,000 heralds.

A

A "Harmony

Lane" Sundae was
by Kresge, with a

advertised

window entirely devoted to it.
The girls at the soda fountain
wore special silk "Harmony
Lane" badges. 5,000 napkins,
imprinted with the picture's title
were distributed. The store used
stills and the 40 x 60 enlargements as a center stand. Paper
streamers were posted on the
fountain mirrors and front windows of the store.

—Eckel,

Syracuse.

Cow-Milking Contest
A cow
Sidney
N. J.,

E.

milking contest was put on by

Samuelson

theater.

supplemented
master."

This

"The

at

his

Newton.

stage attraction
Hoosier
School-

!

BIGGER THAN THE GEORGE WASHINGTON
"*

BRIDGE AND "JUMBO

COMBINED!

THE BROADWAY CHEESE CLUB'S

TESTIMONIAL DINNER TO
PUBLIC CHEESE NO.

1

HARRY
HERSHFIELD
—
—

The Greatest

and Only

What

a

menu

(even Corona Coronas)

(the best

tainers

President of the Club for 17 Years

January 26th)

!

What

What

What

the business)!

in

!

a

list

of enter-

a night (Sunday,

a hotel (The Astor Grand Ballroom)

you don't come)

What

a crowd (you'll regret

What

a bargain ($7.50 per head, per plate, per person, per

anything you
we'll start a

like

it all

— but $7.50

!

life if

We're out of what's so

new paragraph.

****

event

—and

be a

last

you the rest of the year.

famous Cheese Club

charge.

is)

it

It'll

DINNER.

your

you'll

have enough laughs to

You know the

LUNCHEONS.

quality of the

Imagine a Cheese Club

You'll get everything you're entitled to for a $7.50

Come

one,

come

all,

but

COME!

Tickets at Suite 1109, Bond Bldg., Tel.
or

f

BRy

9-8985

Lawrence Weiner, Chairman, Committee on Arrangements
230 W. 41st ST., TEL: PEnn. 6-8270

Excuseirplease, Billy
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TOPICS OF TIMELY INTEREST

Problems of Television
Cited by Radio Editor
^TELEVISION is not just
around the corner.

It's

be-

the sales tax.
The coaxial cable

»

»

city just as electrical transcriptions are kicked around.

pendent experimenters to use it.
The phone company, in effect,
says "Nerts!" It had expected
to charge RCA a million bucks
for the first one which would
link the Empire State Building
studio with Philadelphia and

to the sight channel as
romantic waltzers in a
dime-a-dance joint.
When the time is ripe you
may buy a television set in one
piece or two pieces, and there
the resemblance of a set to a
bathing suit ends. A set will
set you back from $100 to $800.
Don't monkey with it or you'll
have a hundred pieces.
If somebody has told you con-

The field of action on your
television mirror will be about
six by eight inches.
But don't

laboratories

television

Camden.
the cable,

wants

to

close

two

in

But before stringing
the phone company

make

stringing

sure

it

won't be

itself.

Ninety per cent of the prowill be on talkie films.
That's because the engineers
are no dopes. They doped out a
system by which the number of
frames flashed per second on
the television screen matches
exactly the speed of an ordinary
movie film traveling through a

fidentially that television is be-

grams

ing held back for some dark,
sinister reason, skip it. Or, if a
wise guy has whispered to you
that they're waiting for financing and sponsors it's a lie.
Sponsors are waiting for television.

Principal clients of televised
will be transportation firms, mainly steamship
lines, railroads and auto manufacturers, who will conduct television tours.
It's the wanderlust in you that they want to
agitate.
Movie firms will want
to tease you with previews,
the foxy guys!

projector.

programs

be impractical to teleregular entertainment as
staged in the ordinary broadcasting studios because television waves and the sound frequencies in connection with them
must pop off identical antennas.
Otherwise, if you
Amos
saying "Awah!" you'd HEAR
him saying it a fraction of a
second later, and that ain't art.
It will

vise

SAW

tube sheathed in lead. It was
developed by the A. T. & T.

i>^5

For television the sound channel
(ultra short waves) must be as

the

a brass

is

a,

The Federal Commission says
company must permit inde-

the

hind the eight-ball.
In the laboratory woodpile
two figurative Ethiopians are
lurking. It will require a scientific Mussolini to bomb them out,
the interesting process of
if
transmitting both sight and
sound simultaneously is to become a public institution by
May, 1936, as planned.
Problem No. 1 is: Who will
service your set when and if
you get it? Repair men at present know even less about television than Maxie Baer knows
about ducking a left hook.
Checkmate No. 2 is the controversy between the Federal
Communications Comm i s s i o n
and the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company over
use of the proposed coaxial
cables (intercity links), without which nation-wide television would be impossible and
would have to remain as local as

I

Sight broadcasting will not
wreck the movies, but it won't
be any health tonic for neighborhood theaters. Movie firms
will be more interested in making up shows for television than
in supplying reels for theaters.
They will be assigned by sponsors to film spectacular presentations.
These will be put into
cans and shipped from city to

be discouraged.
Once you get
interested you either forget the
diminutive size, or you get the
idea that you're a big guy looking at a lot of smallies.
Pictures will be, and they are
today, clearly denned and you
can see a whole ball game or a
parade, with the proper amount
of patience. You'd even recognize Dizzy Dean.
That is, if
you know him. And you could
even see the smoke from his
cigarette if he had one.
When you get your set don't
be silly and invite all the
neighbors to see it. Only half
a dozen spectators can sit in
front of the mirror without
getting on each other's laps or
in each others' hair.
The best
nine spectators could do would
be a friendly clinch.
At that,
the idea does have merit.
Among the things you have
most to dread with the coming
of television will be beauty con-

—

tests.

But hardly any of the present
radio

stars

will

be

asked

to

take part.

—Martin

Radio Editor,
York Evening Journal.

J. Porter,

New

Nebraska Notes

—

Lincoln, Neb. Vaudeville stops
temporarily at the Varsity here and
will probably not be resumed until
Orleans Notes
Thanksgiving week.
E. A. Patchen, Lincoln Theater
New Orleans E. V. Richard's, pub man, took his wife into the
president of the Saenger Theaters wilds of Kansas for a family reCorp., returned from New York last union.
Milt Overman, Westland's city
week.
manager, has signed Jettabee Ann
Messrs. Person and Hill, Repub- Hopkins to be KFOR's Hollywood
lic's traveling auditors, are here payReporter for six months. She's on
ing a professional visit to the New every day except Sunday.
Orleans exchange.
George Nungesser, formerly with
Universal, has become a salesman
Have Made 1,500,000 Drawings
for F. D.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood With start of their
Fred Jack of Warners, Sam Moscow of Columbia and Walter Miller Christmas cartoon, Harman-Ising
Richardson of F. D. were among have completed enough drawings for
every man, woman and child in
recent visitors.
the city of Los Angeles. They have

New

—

—

'Uoi,

(\ua{

Smeod

enjoyable.

in

Our atmosphere

our view of the Park
superior,

knowing how

is

is

made
to

make

life

truly Continental,

superb, our service

is

really

and our rates invitingly inexpensive.

We

now famous sidewalk
CAFE de la PAIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,

successfully created the

and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.

Plan Suits Against Infringers
Baton Rouge, La. Indication that
owners of copyright money prize
nights and other ideas for theaters
are preparing to take action against
exhibitors who are using their material without obtaining a license, is
seen in the action of Fay Barnes,

—

owner of "Lucky Buck Nite," who
registered his complete plan at the
state capitol last week.
Accompanying Barnes was his attorney,

W.

S¥.
CENTRAL PARK SOUTH

Leslie.

"Lucky Buck Nite"

is registered
48 states, W. O. Tuttle, local
The Film
representative,
told
Daily.
Tuttle acknowledged that
action was contemplated.

in

50

S.

NEW YORK

1,500,000 drawings in the last
The new musical,
eight years.
three-color Technicolor short subject, "Alias St. Nick," being produced for M-G-M by the creators
of "Happy Harmonies" cartoons, is
to be one of the most ambitious
ever made.

Crowding Out Duals

—

Exhib
producers will
If
the
pictures like "The Man Who
Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo" they'll
First

make more

soon put an end to double billing.
Second Ditto How come?
Well, how many theaters
First Same
can get two titles that long in their

—

Marquees?

—

COVERING
COMPLETELY
The Motion

Picture Industry

T

PRODUCTION
PERSONNEL
EXPLOITATION

THEATERS
ORGANIZATIONS
FINANCIAL

EQUIPMENT
LEGAL

FOREIGN
T
For

sixteen

years

the

recognized

standard reference book of the screen

T
1936

Edition

January

Ready as Soon After

First as possible. 1200 Pages.

COMPLIMENTARY TO FILM DAILY SUBSCRIBERS

AN

(sdiuxdional
FEATURETTE
on Your Show

'SUNDAY SPORTS IN MEXICO'' From
Presented by
E.

W.

HAMMONS

polo

to bull fights in a land of romance.

Narration by Norman Brokenshire.
Treasure Chesf Productions

FOOTBALL" The

gridiron

game

as

it

is

played on the cartoon field, in a
rollicking Terry-Toon by Frank

Moser and Paul

Terry.

Distributed

20 th Century-Fox

in

U.S.A. by

Film Corporation

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Of Motion Pictures
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19,
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H. G. Wells Sees Films Becoming 'Greatest Art'

EQUIPMENT DUTIES CUT BY CANADIAN PACT

FILM,

Sunday Shows

C

300 Houses in Philly Area
Do Well Despite

Viewing
.

the passing parade

.

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

Pennsylvania

in

=

Bad Weather
Philadelphia

—

Despite rain and
in the his'
favorable comment on the outstanding tory of this city attracted a large
campaign given "Mutiny on the Bounty" turnout to about 300 Philadelphia
by M-G-M.
territory theaters which gave perMetro has established a reputation for formances, according to a checkup
Long lines stood in the
going the limit in selling a picture when yesterday.
the company knows that the picture is of rain before box-offices opened and
big caliber, and the present instance adds many houses had sold out within an
Police
a considerable amount of strength to that hour or so after opening.

TRADE

these days

talk

includes a

lot

of

sleet, first

and

Incidentally,

importance,

smartness

of

the

box-office

not the least item of
scope
and
showmanly

the
the

"Mutiny" campaign

film

to

get

a

lot

of

are

extra

dollars.

The business could stand an increase
adequate selling drives of this kind.

truly

meritorious attraction

revenue

of

because

of

misses a

insufficient

lot

un-

or

salesmanship.

original

•

LJECKLING
*

'

baseless

ing less

Last

of

litigation

is

gradually

becom-

profitable.

one

June

Pepper

Harris

is

said

have bought 125 shares of Warner Bros,
stock.
A week later he applied to the
courts for an
order to restrain certain

would be denied because the request of a
man holding only 125 shares did not justify
stopping the business of a company with
stockholders

owning several

million

shares.

and

sane rulings of this
kind will do much to discourage the continual run of suits that have nothing but
quick

(Continued on Page 11)

Chicago Operator Union
Showing Six "Drive" Films
Local Autonomy
Resuming
At Para. Chi. Sales Meet

•

"

commendable

improvement

of

independent product in the past year
newspaper reviewers continue to treat
the output of the indies with the same
old condescension.
or so,

(Continued on Page 10)

Resumption of

local

autonomy by

the Chicago operators' local is expected with a meeting called for today to nominate new officers. Since
the slaying of Tom Maloy, business
(Continued on Page 10)

Films Will Eventually Top Arts,
Says H. G. Wells in Interview

value.

r\ESPITE

Although major companies up to
had not received details
of the new trade agreement between
the United States and Canada, it
last night

was

unofficially understood that the
latter's duty on film would be re-

duced from 3 cents to 1]4 cents per
foot under the new schedule.
The arrangement cuts from 35 to
5 per cent the duty on such motion
(Continued on Page 3)

Virtually no more reissues are
planned by most major distributors
during the 1935-36 season, it was
indicated yesterday by a checkup of
Twentieth Century-Fox is making releasing plans. Although some reindividual adjustments of situations cent reissues have brought in satisin which exhibitors who bought Fox factory supplementary revenue, the
product prior to consummation of distributor feeling is that audiences
the 20th Century-Fox merger feel generally demand new r>irtures and
entitled to the Darryl Zanuck pro- that furthermore, reissues cut into
gram, which is being sold separately. playing time which would ordinarA suit against the distributor start- ily go to current product.

Six of the pictures that will figure
Paramount's forthcoming fouractions of the company.
month sales drive will be shown at
Last week Supreme Court Justice John
the conference to be held by distriF.
Carew indicated that the injunction
bution executives at the Edgewater

nuisance

Trade Pact With Canada
Will Reduce Duties on
Films, Equipment

REISSUED PICTURES

in

few

MAJORS CURTAILING

20th-foTa¥usting

with

corporations

film

to

A

—

Coulee City, Wash. To attract workers from the "company theater" on the other side of the Columbia
River,
independent operators of
this
newly incorporated city near the
building
of
the
Grand Coulee dam
have opened charge accounts for patrons.
Patrons walk in by showing
their
work
badges,
with
admission
charged against them and collected in
two weeks.

pre-merger deals

in

Of course, there are the occasional cases
where a picture of only moderate qualities
is sold
beyond its worth, but more often
a

Movie Charge Accounts
Grand

(Continued on Page 3)

reputation.

helping

Sunday movies

Attract Big Turnout

Name Ben Goetz to Head
M-G-M Production Abroad
West

'Coast

Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Ben Goetz has been
named to head all European producThe attitude seems to be that, since tion for M-G-M. He sails for LonProduction details
these producing companies are little known, don next month.
will be announced soon.
{Continued on Page 2)

The screen holds the possibility of
being "the greatest art form that
has ever existed", and films in the
long run will very likely oust the
dramatic stage and grand opera entirely, declared H. G. Wells, noted
author who lately has turned prolific screen writer, in an interview
(Continued on Page 10)

25%

IN

MINN. CIRCUIT

LIKELY FOR SCHAEFER
A 25 per cent interest in Paramount's 80 theaters in the Minnesota territory is understood to have
been acquired by George J. Schaefer
under a deal now being negotiated.
Schaefer, it is reported, will operate
the group, which Paramount recently took back from John Friedl.

RKO

Gets First House
In Cleveland Expansion

Cleveland

—RKO,

now operating

the Palace and Keith's East 105th
St., this week takes over the Lincoln, 950-seat suburban house now
operated by Charles Burton, as the
first move in its recently reported
(Continued on Page 10)

New RKO

Director

Lunsford J. Yandell, RCA vice president, has been elected a director of
RKO.
A report that Herbert Bayard
Swope had resigned as chairman of
the board of Keith-Albee-Orpheum was
denied.
Swope was brought into K-A-0
to act as a mediating force between
the RCA and Meehan interests which
jointly control the company.
The purchase by the Atlas Corp. and Lehman
Bros, of an interest in RKO has not
changed the situation in K-A-O.

THE
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product can't be such a much.
It seems, therefore, that the indies had
better set about it to make themselves
better known if they want better critical
treatment of their pictures.
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"Professional

Victor

McLaglen,

not

being

signed Erwin Katzer, former assistant production manager, as chief
engineer on his trip to the Orient.
$10,000 film develoning laboratory
has been installed in the Athene un-

B.

—

Vi

60

158

+ %
+ %
— %
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ll/4
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J.

K. Burger, United Artists purchasing agent, will take place tomorrow
from the Campbell Funeral Parlor.
Burger, who has been associated
with United Artists since 1927, died
following a major operation at the
early
Sunday
Doctor's
Hospital
morning.
Prior to joining United
Artists he was with Famous Players-Lasky.
He is survived by his
wife, a son and a daughter.
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Hollywood Imperio Azteca Studios, Inc., and Estudious Imperio
Azteca, S.A., plan to make
Spanish-version pictures for

eight
1935-

New

left

York

connection

last

with

nigh

some

net

which are being kept unde
time being.

the

for

HARRY

ROSS and CLAUD SAUNDERS o'i

A.

Federal

Service

tending

the

America

convention,

are

Outdoor

New

in

Orleans

at

Ass'n

o

Advertising

which

runs

through

I

Fri

LIONEL BARRYMORE, who has just
signe.il
new long-term contract with M-G-M
ar

a
rives

in

New

coast

for

a

York

stay

CLARK

GABLE
in

on

from'

th

days.

the

back

is

next

his

10

scheduled to

is

tomorrow

work

start

morning

this

about

of

ELIZABETH ALLAN

New York
London.

sail

fron

Washington

to'

Hollywood

in

M-G-M

t

picture.

DON MERSEREAU returned to New Yor
yesterday from his annual visit to
Hollywood.
S
LEY LUPIN0 actor EDWARD LAURi
Dn
L
cal
and
Pf odu «r,
COSMC
HAMn™M ,hea
V.i
HAMILTON,
author,
arrive in New York todail

I^

from

'

England

on

-

the

Berengaria.

J

STEWART CHANEY

left
yesterday for
coast to work on the settings for
"O Evenini
Star,' Zoe Akins play dealing with
Hollywoo*
and to be produced by Harry Moses.

SAMUEL CUMMINS

has returned from Europi'
spent three months gathering ma"Secrets of the Navy," new picture which he is producing, and also
acquiring
rights
to
musical compositions for handlim
by his Foreign b Domestic Music Corp.

where

he

terial

for

LIGHTMAN
New York.

from

Spanish Series on Coast

returned

COWAN

LESTER
plane

has

for

New

leaves
Coast.

the

JACK COHN

departs

by airplane for

from
Hollywood.

Memphii

to

York

New

today

York

In!

fodaii

KARL HOBLITZELLE, who has returned til
Texas, is due back in New York next week!
36, it is announced by Robert L.
H. G. WELLS will leave next week for Hol-t
Farfan, Jr., production supervisor.
lywood where he will be the guest of CharleSpace has been leased at the Talis- Chaplin.
man Studios. First film will be "El
CHAS. KOERNER, RKO New England division
11 Invencible," dealing with soccer

played in Latin counDuval, Mexican direcsigned to direct. Color
may be used and some of the principal players will be brought here
from Mexico.
as

tries. Duan
tor, has been

Harry Brandt Back on Job
Harry Brandt, who has been

manager,

for the past month, returned to his
desk yesterday and announced that
the Brandt Enterprises would open
the Queensboro theater on Jan. 1.
William Brandt, who has been in
the Brooklyn Jewish Hospital for the
past month, will be operated on to-

ment

Manager McElroy, although no
effort has been made to stop night-

returns

today

the

of

from

from

Boston.

RKO

depart

legal

Boston.

Today:
Annual
convention
Theater Owners of Iowa
Hotel Savery, Des Moines,

•

drawings.
Local independents,
however, have signfied their willingness to discontinue Bank Night
theaters will follow suit.

Garland, 13-year-old M-G-M singer,
died Sunday following a brief ill- "Thanks a Million" Holds at Center
ness.
He was a pioneer exhibitor
"Thanks a Million," 20th Centuryin Grand Rapids, Minn., before com- Fox musical, goes into its second
ing to California ten years ago.
week at the Center theater.

of

Allieof

and

Nebraska'

la.

Nov. 19-20:
Independent Theater Owners ol
Ohio annual convention. Hotel DeshlerWallick,
Columbus, O.

Nov. 23: Washington Variety Club annual
Hotel Willard, Washington, D. C.

ball,

Nov. 25:

Philadelphia
Motion Picture Forum
international
luncheon,
Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel,
Philadelphia.

Nov. 26:

Theater Owners of New
meeting, Hotel Lincoln,
P.M.

Allied
regular

sey,

York,

2

Jer-i

New

Paramount sales department meeting.
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

Dec. 1-3:

Dec. 6:

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.

and
Dec.

ly

all

yesterday

DATE BOOK

—

if

arrived

ROBERT MYERS

-1
ill

City

in

Coming and Going

M. A.

Plan

"Two Hearts

—

William

of Columbus.

Curb Bank Night Ads
Kansas City As a result of a
campaign against gambling conducted by local women's organizations, all outdoor Bank Night advertising has been ordered down by

Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles Frank Gumm, California exhibitor and father of Judy
Carroll
Sullivan

sion,

Tax Commisand Henry W. Worley, Mayor
of the Ohio

the Europa
At the 55th St. Playhouse in New
York, where the picture is in its
sixth week, it has broken all attendance records for the house since

set for Thursday at
theater, Philadelphia.
is

Frank

Nancy

State Director of Education; Attorney - General John W. Bricker,
Lieutenant-Governor Harold G. Mosier;
Carlton S. Dareusch, vice-

"Maternelle" Opening in Philly
First
premiere of day for the third time.
out-of-town
"La
Maternelle"
("Children
of
olis release,

Wallace

ness session.

football

3/g

15'/4

James

banquet of the Independent
Theater Owners of Ohio, which holds
its convention today and tomorrow
at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel.
Directors of the unit held a meeting
last night, and today President Martin G. Smith will open the first busi-

com-

pleted, Tay Garnett has postponed
his departure on his yacht, the
Athene, until Nov. 24. Garnett has

8

15</2

60

— Due

Soldier", 20th Century-Fox production with Freddie Bartholomew and

2

49

(Billy)

nual
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Funeral services for the late

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Keith

+ V4

18V4
vtc. 665/8

Am. Seat
Columbia

Chg.

Close

— W.

Exhibitors from Ohio,
"Mutiny" Boston Dual
Kentucky, Indiana and West Virginia have been invited, and there
90,000 in 4
will be a regional meeting of the
Allied States Ass'n board of direcPlaying simultaneously in two tors at the same time.
first-run houses in Boston, M-G-M's
Among the speakers to appear at
"Mutiny on the Bounty" chalked up the convention and banquet will be
first
four
admissions
in
its
90,000
Abram F. Myers, general counsel,
days, according to Joe Vogel, Loew and Sidney E. Samuelson,
president,
Every house in Allied States; George W. Weeks,
circuit executive.
the circuit is holding over the pic- general sales manager of
GB Picture for a second week, making this tures; Edward Golden, general
sales
the first instance of its kind for the manager
of
Republic;
Governor
Loew group.
Martin L. Davey; E. L. Bowsher,

Tay Garnett Delays Trip

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

Columbus

will be toastmaster at tonight's an-

1)

their

West Coast Bureau
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ball,

7:
Allied Theaters of
vention cruise sailing to
S.

S.

Queen

of

New

Jersey

con-

Bermuda on

the

Bermuda.

Dec. 8-9:
lina

M.P.T.O. of North and South Caroannual convention, Charlotte, N. C.

Dec.

Annual meeting of stockholders
9:
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

Jan.

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
Hershfield,
sponsored
by
the
Broadway
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 27-30:

S.

M.

P.

E.

spring

of

convention,

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicaeo.

.
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HILLY

SUNDAY SHOWS

CANADIAN PACT CUTS

IRAW BIG ATTENDANCE
'\

(Continued from Page 1)

each theater
at
stationed
lortly before opening time to see
lat no tickets were sold prior to
p.m. as provided by the law. No
iolations were reported.

(.Continued

ere

Half a dozen neighborhood houses
smained closed, with managers deiring to ascertain the attitude of
leir patrons before falling in line,
buses with stage shows during the
eek dropped the flesh portion of
le bill for the Sunday performices.

Rev. William B. Forney, leader
the fight against Sabbath shows,
ad written to independent theaterlen asking them to remain closed
l Sundays.
The Stanley-Warner circuit operted all of its 61 theaters in the
Two downtown first runs, the
ty.
and Fay's arranged their
larle
jhedules so stage shows went on
with a
midnight,
after
lortly

Y
•

•

•

WHEN HE

Y

Y

made

the decision a year ago to invade
the American market in a big way with his GB productions
some of his confreres in England told Mark Ostrer, chairman of the board of Gaumont British
that he was just
plain crazy
or words to that effect
so while he is
here on his survey of the remarkable things accomplished in
this first year we made it a point to interview him
and
found him the shrewdest and sanest crazy man we have ever

interviewed

i

;raight film policy in effect all

Sun-

ay.

Pittsburgh theaters are expected
begin Sunday shows next weekid, following certification of the
The
Dte which legalized the move.
Earner group will put 20 houses on
le policy, with a total of 45 Warer theaters in the zone to adopt
unday shows.
>

• • • THE BIGGER the man, the more approachable
and democratic he is
that is the hallmark of a Big Man
so he talked frankly and freely about all phases of his
mammoth interests
he had nothing to conceal
no embarrassing questions to fight shy of
his parent company
in England is riding on the crest
this subsidiary GB in
the United States has exceeded his most optimistic hopes in
the first and most crucial year of operation
so he talked
with the quiet confidence of the keen industrial leader which
he is
talked of things accomplished as scheduled a year
ago
and of things planned for the years to come

T
•

•

•

YES,

YES

T

T

we said years to come
who accepts the motion picture

for

here is an industrial leader
business as something as stable and solid as any other industry
there is no element of gambling in the vast ramifications of
his motion picture interests
he took over a controlling
interest in Baird Television merely to safeguard his huge
investments jn theaters and production
but he is convinced that television will never threaten the welfare of the

motion picture

Being Released in Jan.
of film programs by
newly founded Museum of Modrn Art Film Library will start in
anuary, when the first two prorams will be ready. These prelimlary programs confine themselves
hiefly to the American film and
ange from the 50-foot kinetoscope
f 1895 through the rise of the early
lasters like Griffith, Sennett and

Circulation

le

nee to the big films of the silent
ra and leading examples of earlier
alkies.

Premiere for Disney Subject

)ual

Walt Disney's newest

SymOrphan

Silly

"Three
ihiny production,
[ittens," will premiere at the

Radio
3ity Music Hall on Thursday and
the Rivoli on Friday.
.t
"Splendor" at Rivoli on Friday
"Splendor," Samuel Goldwyn proluction for United Artists, with

Hopkins and Joel McCrea,
Friday at the Rivoli.
pens
•pe
tliriam

Elissa Landi's
Vest

Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

l.andi,

Mother Dies

THE FILM DAILY
Countess

Caroline

mother of Elissa
died Sunday of a heart at-

2anardi-Landi,
ack.

T

Museum Programs

Irst

DUTY

FILM, EQUIP'T

•

•

•

HIS

T

OUTLOOK

on all the problems of motion
he has no
picture entertainment is vastly sane and logical.
he thinks it a
desire to acquire theaters in this country
mistake for American producers to load up on theater abroad ...
one good show window in each big continental area is sound
business
but he personally doesn't even want to own a
show window in the United States unless he could supply 40 or
and 'he will never produce more
more attractions a year
"No producing organization can make more than
than 30
"that is, if they want to make first30 a year," he states
line product."

T
• • • HE IS confident that in two more years his GB
company will be accepted on a par with every Hollywood prohe anticipated that it would take at least two years
ducer
he has done it in one
to even break in properly over here
he speaks in the highest terms of the grand work
year
one
done by the entire GB personnel and its executives
Head Man in the business who is more than satisfied with rehe steps up the budget on proit's phenomenal
sults
recoups negaduction designed for the American market
and the U. S. take is all gravy
tive costs even on those
he is sold 100 per cent
..no wonder he's satisfied!
American playon the International Slant in big pictures
stories with an
ers equally popular tin England as here
it
how can be go wrong?
Anglo-American appeal
costs him as much to distribute here as lit does for his mammoth
but
British organization on which he collects handsomely
Mark
so
all gravy
no gamble over here
it's
Ostrer is content to bide his time for another year or so
he expects to
when he assured us with quiet conviction
he is constantly studying, analyzing, learning
collect BIG
and putting that knowledge into product that will satisfy
"For there is no
both the American and British markets
he sums it up
essential difference between the two countries,"
Show Business to Mark Ostrer is an Essential Business
.... and he treats it accordingly

<t

«

<i

» » »

from Page
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picture equipment as arc lamps,
screens, sound apparatus and equipment parts. It also reduces the levy
on films for aerial photography from
15 to 10 per cent.
Before the agreement becomes effective, it must be approved by the

Dominion

Parliament.

President

Roosevelt's okay suffices under broad

powers delegated to him by Congress.

Clean Films Helped Biz,
la. Allied Exhibs Told
Des Moines

—"Iowa-Nebraska

Al-

lied is willing to co-operate

with the
National Allied organization though
withdrawn from membership, on all
national programs for the good of
their

interests,"

declared

President

Leo F. Wolcott at the opening of the
Iowa-Nebraska Allied Theater Own-

He stated
that clean pictures have helped Midwest theaters immeasurably during
the past year, and that theaters were
enabled to make extensive improvements.
ers' convention yesterday.

The Aseap

situation, block book-

study of
laws on play
correct abuses
ment are to be

Wisconsin and Ohio

ing,

dates, legal

on tax-free

steps to

amuse-

discussed at the main
session today.
Iowa delegates attended screenings yesterday with
Nebraska members arriving today.
Attendance is expected to reach 200.
Fox and Paramount screening rooms
will be run on an all-day schedule
for the visitors.

Improved financial condition of the
Midwest and general increased theater attendance accounted for the
better tone of the meeting and much
buying of product resulted. Three
Iowa and four Nebraska directors
are to be elected along with new
officers at a business session at the
As a result of the
Savery Hotel.
campaign for cleaner pictures, sex
pictures do not produce box-office results, it was the consensus of opinamong Allied men, Wolcott
ion
stated.

K. C. Clearance Suit Waits
Independent exhibitors who recently rebelled against
the clearance and zoning schedule
set up by Fox-Midwest haven't as
yet taken any definite legal steps
Ed Rolsky, presto block the plan.
ident of the I. T. O. A., says they
will not be influenced in any way
by the St. Louis decision and that
they will know in a few days whether they will go ahead with the
threatened suit.

—

Kansas City

Seventh Week for "Dream"
Warners' "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" begins its seventh week's
run at the Hollywood theater on
Broadway tomorrow.

WHEN THE
S

FULL

HI

WILL BE RECOGI

^IKLON PICTU
"For once every super
justified!"

— Eric Ergenbi
MOTION PICTURE MAGJ

v-

"A smash hit that will be remembei
as long as good pictures can
remembered!"
!urphy McHe
SCREENS

v.

"Columbia comes through with
crash picture! Edward Arnold simp
swell!"

— Les

World Premiere

-UNITED

RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL
Thursday, Nov.

Wac
P

21

with

PETER
MARIAN MARSH
LORRE
JOSEF VON STERNBERG

Directed by

•

a B. P. Schulberg Productic

IRY OF THE SCREEN IS WRITTEN
;]ID AS JUST AS GREAT A MILESTONE
I

AS THE BIRTH OF A NATION.'
~Sonia Lee
FAWCETT PUBLICATIONS
'One of the few great pictures that

have come out

of

Hollywood

in the

past year!"

— Grace

W^ilcox

DETROIT FREE PRESS SYNDICATE

"For an hour and a half you could
have heard a pin drop!'
— Rob Wagner
SCRIPT

"Columbia

may well be proud of this!

Great in theme, in story, in acting,

and above

all, in direction!"

— Ruth

Waterbury
PHOTOPLAY

r

IRT

A

ALLEN and MRS. PATRICK CAMPBELL

COLUMBIA PICTURE

'*>/•

v

REVIEWS OF

«

«

Miriam Hopkins

in

McCrea,

Joel

Cavanagh, Helen
David Niven

Paul

Westley, Billie Burke,
United Artists (Goldwyn)

Because of pride, Taylor's mother wants
prevent her son from living with Claire,
but she allows the marriage hoping that
his friends would bring about the separation since she knows she cannot break it
to

"SPLENDOR"
with

T

77 mins.

SWELL ROMANTIC DRAMA IN
TYPICALLY GOLDWYN STYLE WITH
APPEAL RUNNING FROM FIRST ROW TO
GALLERY.

up

Her other son was unknowmixed up in the murder, and through

herself.

ingly

everything is
friend,
Clair's
Kelly,
Paul
straightened out.
Cast: Claire Trevor, Kent Taylor, Pauline

Helen Weed, Thomas
Produced on the class scale that is syn- Frederick, Paul Kelly,
of Goldwyn, and Beck, Beryl Mercer, Henry Kolker, Colin
Harolde, Charles
with its appeal geared to take in both the Tapley, Noel Madison, Ralf
sophisticates and the rank and file, this at- Richman, Frank Dawson.
Director,
Wurtzel;
M.
Sol
Producer,
traction should give a good account of
Besides the ro- George Archainbaud; Original Screenplay,
itself at the box-office.
mantic and dramatic interest of the story, Frances Hyland; Cameraman, Barney McGill;
Editor,
Kaylin;
Director, Samuel
there is a grand performance by Miriam Musical
Hopkins, supplemented by fine work on Alex Troffey.
Direction, Very Good Photography, Good.
the part of Joel McCrea, Paul Cavanagh,
Helen Westley, David Niven and others,
while Elliott Nugent's direction does full
Autry in

onymous with the name

Gene

credit

Crothers.

Rachel

by

the efficient script
Story is about a

to

"THE SAGEBRUSH

financially

TROUBADOUR"

embarrassed family, accustomed to living
in grand style, and who now look to the
eligible son and brother, Joel McCrea, to
marry an heiress in order to put them back
on

their

penniless

to
a

liaison

possible

it

deal.

the

love.

So
and

Miriam

with

Cavanagh
Joel

for

When

marries

for

work on

Paul

influential

make
money

Hopkins

Miriam

the family goes
forces her into

and

Joel

Instead

feet.

the

rich

he

will

so

Joel finds out,

it

breaks

up the marriage, but eventually he comes
to

kick

in

selfish

his

gives

senses,

his

family

a

the slats and seeks out Miriam for

a reconciliation.

Cast: Miriam Hopkins, Joel McCrea, Paul
Cavanagh, Helen Westley, Billie Burke,
Katherine Alexander, Ruth Weston, David
Niven, Ivan Simpson, Arthur Treacher, TorMeyer, Reginald Sheffield.

ben

Producer, Samuel Goldwyn; Director, ElNugent; Screenplay, Rachel Crothers;

liott

Gregg

Cameraman,

Tcland;

garet Clancey.
Direction, First-rate.

Editor,

and Champion

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

Mar-

Photography, Fine.

addition

Claire Trevor,

Frederick,

two boys makes

these

Paul

Kelly

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
73 mins.

20th Century-Fox

MOTHER-IN-LAW

FAIR

STORY

OF

this

number that

a

outdoor action fans are going to like,
even though there are a couple of spots
is
a bit far-fetched.
in which the action
There is plenty doing all the time, for
the boys are out to find the murderer, and
when they are not actually at work, their
singing and playing furnish enjoyable enBurnette has a sense of puttertainment.
ting over wholesome comedy and with his
changes,

the

fans

should

find

meets the
person
all

girl

killed.

the

of

the

fact

that

it

is

well

"My Marriage" should do all right
program number. However, the story
of the mother-in-law, who is always menacing the happiness of the newly married
couple is familiar.
George Archainbaud's
direction keeps things moving along and
he gets some nice performances from the
players,
all
of which
helps to maintain
handled,

as

a

Frances

interest.

worked

out, but

Hyland's

still

it's

story

is

well

the oft told yarn.

it

is

Bill

discovered

Photography.

Okay.

Direction,

an old mine,
to find the killer.
Barbara Pepper, Smiley
Kelsey,
Hooper Atchley,
parties

to

Fred
Frank Glendon, Denny Meadows,
Riverc. Tom London, Tommy Gene
Burnette,

Julian
Fairey,

Champion.

Nat Levine; Director, Joseph
Author, Oliver Drake; Screenplay,
Oliver Drake, Joseph Poland; Cameraman,
Ernest Miller, Jack Marta; Songs, Gene
Lester
Burnette;
Editor,
Autry,
Smiley
Producer,

Kane;

Orlebeck.
Fast.

Photography,

A-l.

"LAND OF PROMISE"
Samuel

IMPRESSIVE PICTURE OF PALESTINEREBUILDING BY THE JEWS IS ENTERTAININGLY DEVELOPED.
The

modernization
and prosperity as a result of Jewish colonization is very interestingly unfolded in this
picture, which has a musical score arranged
by
Boris
Morros, narrative by
Maurice
Samuel, and David Ross as narrator.
The
story

Palestine's

of

narrative is held down to a minimum.
The
director sought and succeeded in achieving

aim of showing the change which has

his

come over

Palestine

play

their

in

the

in

15

last

years

the

in

factories,

fields,

The

show the ancient character

to

of

undertook

shown
land

the

of

living

natives

with

change
the

and

schools,

col-

picture opens

modes
Jews
Then is

of the

before

the

colonization.

active

the

work

of

activities

lectives, cities, beaches.

comes

that

First

years.

must develop the means of

such a manner as to make a villainous role
somewhat sympathetic. Kent Taylor and
Paul
a

the

the

Taylor,

Bill

Boyd,

Barbara

the

people

of

Leman; Musical Score, Boris Morrcs; Recording Engineer, Walter R. Hicks; Camera-

W.

man, Chas.
Leman.

Herbert; Film Editor, Judah
Photography,

Good.

married
and his racketeering businesses are revealed.

PLENTY OF THRILL RACING ATMOS-

prise

victory

with

after

the

hero's

horse

ran

Charlotte

Excellent

Wynters
59 mins.

REGULATION WESTERN WITH
NECESSARY STUFF TO PLEASE
OUTDOOR ACTION CLIENTELE.
Nothing
one,

contains

drastically

a

far

as

romantic comedy about a cominspiration
derives
from the
photograph of a girl he has never met.
Fine acting by Magda Schneider and a
good supporting cast, plus excellent direction and some enjoyable music, are among

who

poser

the film's highlights.

"POLENBLUT"
German;
rected
Ivan

by

Karl

new

or

Blood"),

in

Ondra-Lamac;

di-

("Polish

produced

by

Lamac; with Anny Ondra,
et

Petrovitch,

al.

At the 79th

St.

Theater.

Comedy-romance with music makes very
amusing entertainment, due largely to the
sprightly performance of Anny Ondra and
the ample amount of broad comedy mixed
in
with the romance, action, music and
dancing.

SHORTS
"The Parade
with

Ferde

of the Maestros"

Grofe,

Red

Nichols,

Emery Deutsch
10 mins,

Fine Musical Novelty
Somewhat off the beaten path

in

the way of orchestra subjects, this
one-reeler presents three leading
musical directors, each doing a
specialty in his particular line and
each announced by a different radio

Deutsch also presenting his own
number, "When a Gypsy Makes His
Violin Cry," while Nichols goes in

THE for some hot stuff. Vocalizing also
THE accompanies the numbers, and for
a grand finale the trio of maestros

different

in

westerns go, but it
satisfactory concoction of the

as

Casino.

St.

Pleasing

announcer.
The outstanding bit is
Grofe's presentation of his "Missiswith
composition,
sippi
Suite"

in

Universal

this

86th

Paramount

Palestine.

Leo Hermann; Director, Judah

Supervisor,

59 mins.

are

fans

"ICH KENN' DICH NICHT UND LIEBE
DICH" ("I Don't Know You But
Love
You"), in German; produced by BostonFilms; directed by Geza von Bolvary; with
Magda Schneider, Will Forst, et al. At the

from

"THE IVORY-HANDLED GUN"

Worth

the

settlers

livelihood

soil.

Buck Jones

prominent in the cast, and PHERE WITH SURPRISE TWISTS GETS
girl,
Helen Wood, looks like she THIS OVER NICELY.
stuff for the screen.
Claire and
The plot carries a lot of inside dope
society members, are about to be on the tricks of the turf, and works up
when Claire's father is murdered to a suspenseful climax race with a sur-

Kelly

new

has

with

Republic

please

the

over

Then come factories and other
pursuits.
The film has a constant effect
of movement.
It is of interest not only to
Jews but to gentiles also. The actors are
the

Direction,

"RACING LUCK"

mention for his handling of a
difficult role, and Pauline Frederick, as the
plotting mother-in-law, does her work in

»

I

60 mins.

Blitz

Claire Trevor has the important part, which
she handles nicely.
Thomas Beck deserves
special

»

FOREIGN

colonists

whose grandfather was the
The sway-back horse leads

S

outdoor

usual

Good.

and

interested

Direction,

when

the

his

FAMILIAR
PATTERN
BUT
NICELY where Autry is able
HANDLED, OKAY AS POP FARE.
Cast: Gene Autry,
Because

the turf

by a constant succession of excellently
photographed shots showing the Jewish

like

Smiley enter on the
murderer of the owner
they have
horse, which
of a sway-back
This leads them through a numfound.
ber of exciting incidents, in which Autry

Autry

to

Boyd

M

L

I

Lyons.

some good

over

the

work.

Kent Taylor, Pauline

putting

to

song numbers, Gene Autry, ably assisted by
Smiley Burnette, does some hard fast ridroping,
and comes out the
clever
ing,
The work of
winner in bang-up fights.

ruled

is

off

SICAL NUMBERS.
In

the winner.

F

melodramatics and should
who go for this type of
He sus- fare.
that his horse has been doped.
Buck Jones does a first-class job
pects Ernest Hilliard, a rival horse owner, in the double role of producer and star.
Later to please a His leading lady, Charlotte Wynters, also
but has no proof.
youngster, George Ernest, he buys Color acquits herself nicely, while the surroundSergeant, a lame horse owned by Hilliard ing cast is made up of dyed-in-the-wool
The kid and western performers who know their way
that is about to be shot.
Boyd become partners owning the lame around with their eyes closed. Action reand at the broken down racing volves around an ivory-handled gun that is
horse,
stables left by the father to the boy and in the possession
of a clan
which has
they start working the lame been engaged in a long feud with the
his
sister,
horse back into condition by a clever trick. Jones side.
Jones' mission is to recover
After a series of incidents including an the gun and reestablish the Jones family.
Hilliard
to
destroy
Color In true hero fashion, he accomplishes the
attempt
by
Sergeant in a fire, the big race is run job.
Cast: Buck Jones, Charlotte Wynters,
and won by Hilliard's entry, but Boyd has
disqualifiel and he cops first on proving Walter Miller, Carl Stockdale, Frank Rice]
it
The Joseph Girard, Robert Kortman, Stanley
that the winning horse is a ringer.
usual romance with the girl rounds this Blystcne, Lafe McKee, Lee Shumway, Ben
out for pop entertainment for both sexes. Ccrbett, Charles King, Eddie Phillips, Niles
Cast: Bill Boyd, Barbara Worth, George Welch.
Producer,
Buck Jones;
Ernest, Esther Muir, Ernest Hilliard, Onest
Director,
Ray
Conley, Ben Hall, Henry Roquemore. Dick Taylor; Author, Charles E. Barnes; ScreenNeville;
play.
Jack
Curtis, Ted Caskey.
Cameramen, Allen
Director, Sam Newfield; Authors, Jack Thompson,
Herbert
Kirkpatrick;
Editor,
O'Donnell, George Sayre; Screenplay, Same; Bernard Loftus.
Editor, Charles Hunt;
Cameraman, Edgar
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
ruled

is

WESTERN WITH PLENTY
OF ACTION AND SOME PLEASING MU-

scene

with

second but

FIRST-RATE

vocal

"MY MARRIAGE"

68 mins.

Republic

big

a

pull

to

Burnette

Smiley

Pepper,

Barbara

with

NEW

HE

give their respective interpretations
The short has
of a popular piece.
been handsomely produced.
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NEWS

WELLS SEES FILMS
AS GREATEST ART
(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday at the United Artists offlCGS-

of the

—

New officers of Allied
Boston
Theaters of Mass., elected last week,

Mellincoff,

are as follows: Samuel Pinanski,
president; John H. Devlin, vicepresident; Stanley Sumner, treas-

Asheville, N. C.
Cardinal Amusement Co. of Asheville has been
granted a charter to own and operate
moving picture, vaudeville,

The motion picture can portray urer; Joseph H. Brennan, secretary.
more emotion and more drama than Board of directors: Pinanski, Bi'enthe stage and will be able to far nan, Devlin, Sumner, M. J. Mullin,

surpass the opera in offering a fine
musical spectacle, Wells said.
Wells believes that the motion
picture will have a considerable effect on the novel form and will develop a "collateral literature" of its
This will take the form of
own.
published versions of screen treatments. Wells mentioned that he has
already had published his screen
treatment of "Things To Come,"

which

A.
Cuddy,
Charles
W.
Koerner, George E. French, H. M.
Addison, Victor J. Morris, B. E.

Edward

Hoffman,

Max

John

Mellincoff,

J.

Ford, Col. Al Somerby, James H.
Doyle, John S. Giles, Franklin F.
Plimpton. Executive board consists
of Pinanski, Mullin, Ford, Addison,

that

the

screen

instructions, such as closeups, could
be pushed aside. The film story will
contain descriptions of every scene,
for
all the dialogue and indications

Replacement of Walter Gutteridge

which

is

now understood planning

to step out of the control.

music.
that while in

Holly-

Wells
wood, where he will go next week to
be the guest of Charles Chaplin, he
hopes to study development of a
closer relation between music and
the film. He does not think the interweaving of music with motion
pictures has been satisfactorily accomplished as yet.
Motion picture producers would
do well to bind themselves not to use
color in long films, for ten years,
Wells believes.
"At present color is expensive and
"A
limits the story," Wells said.
story is already difficult to tell. With
color you are held down to certain
shots. Color can be an extraordinary
nuisance to anybody who has to use
After all the public is interested
it.
in the story. It would be good busisaid

all

play

down

to the public

and play

down too low. The public can stand
very much better stuff than it ever
gets the chance to show appreciation
for.

"The

film

is

no place for argu-

don't like

propaganda

in

a

your

theater

community

making

asset?

itself

felt

RKO

he has a measure of authority on
shall or shall not be used in
the film. Alexander Korda also has
made a second Wells film, "The Man
Who Could Work Miracles." Both
will be released through United Artists.

lions in the Air", with Wendy
rie and Willie Howard.

Bar-

The conference will be attended
by J. E. Otterson, Adolph Zukor,
George J. Schaefer, Russell Holman, Neil Agnew, J. J. Unger,
Charles Reagan, Bob Gillham, Alec
Moss, Don Velde and Al Wilkie from
the home office, and Ernst Lubitsch,
Watterson
Rothacker,
Chandler
Sprague and Bill Pine from the studio, in addition to the following district managers: M. S. Kusell, P. A.

Bloch,
Harry Goldstein, William
Erbb, Oscar Morgan, Jack Dugger,
J. E. Fontaine, R. C. LiBeau, Hugh
Braly, M. H. Lewis and B. Blotcky.

RKO

Gets First House
In Cleveland Expansion

San

—

what

Is

Rockaway

berg, former
division manager,
to manage the 58th St. Theater has
resulted in a number of managerial
shifts. Jos. S. Powers, manager of
the 58th St., has been named manager of Proctor's New Rochelle replacing Dave White who has been
transferred to the Royal where he
replaces Sam Rydell as manager.
Rydell has been named to manage
the Franklin Theater.

any

.

REMINDER

RKO

Antonio Slants
form. Propaganda is trying to make
people believe something you don't
San Antonio Doug Askley, forquite believe yourself. I think it is
merly employed by Interstate here,
out of place in the films.
has gone to work for the Henry W.
"I think it is no tragedy for the
Hall Circuit at Kingsville, Tex.
stage to give way to the films. Art
Bob Wilson and Jack Filipone are
forms have to give way to one anthe two new floor captains at the
very
other. At one time people were
Majestic.
anxious because the stage was oustLillian Mumme, Aztec and Texas
ing the Passion Play.
secretary, was operated on for ap"The films should be devoted to pendicitis recently at the Nix Hosentertainment.
pital.
I go two or
"I am a film fan.
Venita King of Interstate is back
three times a week.
at work after a short illness.
L. J. Sack returns this week from
"You can get far more personal
drama on the film than on the his trip to St. Louis, Oklahoma City

ness and best for the art if color
was reserved for shorts. It would
be a huge mistake to use color for
long films now."
Other Wellsian observations were
"The public will always want love
Those stage."
stories, adventure, the chase.
are primordial interests
Wells related that for a long time
"The artist is so much more im- he had thought that any possible
it
that
politician
the
portant than
association between himself and the
is impertinent for the politicians to
films was hopeless.
Then he saw
interfere with the artist.
"The Invisible Man," and came to
"I think that newspaper proprie- believe that he might work out a
tors and editors, book publishers, satisfactory association.
In his arbooksellers and theatrical producers rangement with Alexander Korda

SHOWMAN'S

manager of the

Theaters by Michael Edelstein, manager of the RKO Franklin Theater,
and the engagement of A. S. Ritten-

ment.
"I

1)

—

as

of the union, last February, it has been under the direct
jurisdiction of the I. A. T. S. E.,

(Continued from Page

Beach Hotel, Chicago, Dec. 1-3. The
pictures
are "The Bride Comes
Home", with Claudette Colbert, Fred
musical and other entertainment
units.
Incorporators are Carl R. MacMurray and Robert Young "ColBamford, Charles G. Lee and H. legiate", with Joe Penner, Jack
Kenneth Lee all of Asheville.
Oakie and Ned Sparks; "Rose of the
Rancho", with Gladys Swarthout
Chillicothe, O.
Harland Fend of
and
John Boles; "The Milky Way,"
Cleveland has succeeded Ray Allison as manager of the local War- with Harold Lloyd; "Her Master's
ner theater.
Allison was called to Voice", with Edward Everett HorCleveland.
ton and Peggy Conklin, and "Mil-

(Continued from Page 1)

manager

6 "DRIVE" FILMS

AT PARA. SALES MEET

—

treat-

ments would be "an interesting literary form" as soon as the technical

SHOW

Koerner and Devlin.

Managerial Shifts Made
Chicago Operator Union
Alexander Korda of London Resuming Local Autonomy
In RKO Circuit Houses
has produced. He said he was

Films,
quite sure

as

DAY

(Continued from Page 1)

expansion program here. The Lincoln will be closed for improvements
and reopen with "Top Hat", RKO's
plans call for acquisition of leases
only, not purchase of property, it
is understood.

New Legit Shows
names in the casts
of new Broadway legitimate shows
are: Frank Craven in "For Valor,"
Film Folk

Among

in

film

at the Empire; Stanley Smith, Noel

Barbara Weeks in
tomorrow at
the Bijou; Melvyn Douglas and
Visitors: Miguel Benitez, theaterElissa Landi in "Tapestry in Gray,"
man of Weslaco; Jimmie Wass of Schulberg-Gering production comChristi;
the Agnes Theater, Corpus
ing to the Shubert next month, and
Florence and Jack McBride; Frank Frank Conroy in "O Evening Star,"
Hawks, flier.
to be produced by Harry Moses.
and Dallas.

Minnesota Matters

—

Minneapolis
The city's newest
neighborhood theater, the West Gate,
and its adjacent club room opened
last week.
Carl J. Fust is proprietor.

Francis

and

"Satellite,"

opening

SUNSHIN€
\\^y//

IN

THE

—

Evansville
Geo. McClelland &
Son of Alexandria have remodeled a

In addition Wells has completed cafe into a theater to seat 200.
Windom Wonderland theater has
two screen treatments "Food of the
Gods" and "The New Faust," which installed wide range sound equipment.
is based on his story "The Story of
Virginia Steve Kapetio will erect
the late Mr. Elvsham." His agreement with Korda prohibits him from a $50,000 theater to seat 150.
Carlton W. M. Miller has reany Hollywood association for some
opened his theater after remodeling.
time, Wells said.

DAY'S

NEWS

—

—
—

Inauguration
of
Pennsylvania draws

Sunday
big

shows

attendance.

in

=!

Tuesday, Nov. 19, 1935

&IK

20TH-F0X ADJUSTING

This

Bizness

Orleans A major exchange manager had a picture which didn't look like it
could make the A houses, so he offered it to an independent.
The indie looked at it,
threw up h.s hands in horror, declaring he would not have the film, and suggested
it
be offered to his haled oppos.tion next door.
The exchange manager shook his
shoulders.
The following day he booked the film in a commercial area B house which
pays h.gher rentals and charges higher admissions than the indie.

PRE-MERGER DEALS
from Page

Film

1)

in

In working out situations the distributor is taking into consideration
the rights of various theaters which
bought Twentieth Century pictures

while that producing company was
releasing through United Artists.

—

Olive McCumber, cashier
Seattle
of The State Theater, prevented a
serious robbery of her cash drawer,
bravely facing two armed men in the
They
second holdup at this house.
managed, however, to get $4.73,

scooping it from the till, after ordering the cashier to "hand over the
dough", which she stoutly refused
The two men were captured
to do.
by the police.
The Bandbox of Spokane is resplendent with a fine new marquee
and brilliantly illuminated facade.
Victor Green has been appointed
manager of The Mission in Seattle.
"Girlesque" is the new policy of
the State Theater of Seattle.
Empire Theater of Anacortes,

Wash., has improved facilities with
newly installed rest rooms on the
balcony, an enlarged ladies room
and new smoking room for men.

Indianapolis Items
Indianapolis

—John

Clark, George

A. Roberts and W. C. Gehring, all
of 20th Century-Fox, were recent
visitors at the local exchange.
Sam J. Eibeck, booker at Columbia
exchange, has a baby boy.
R. R. Bair of Indianapolis and
Maurice Rubin of Michigan City
were Indiana delegates to the Michigan Allied convention.
Dudley Williston. operator of the
Walker Theater, added another riding horse to his stable.

Emmett Cashman,

RKO

treasu-

rer's representative, in the city for

several weeks.

Paramount exspent the week
going over the southern territory.
John
change

Howard,
manager,

Other visitors: Fred Dolle, Jack
Thoma, James J. Grady, Jack Rose,
and John Osborn.

FACTS

Cleveland Clips
Cleveland

—

"Mutiny

Bounty" broke

On

Pittsburgh Briefs
The

attendance and
gross records based on present admission scales last week at Loew's
all

FILMS

Electrical

studios

homes

is

of

capacity
sufficient
a city of

Sam Barck who owns and

operates the Market Square theater, has
reached over into Indiana with the
acquisition of the Stranr] at Fort
Wayne. Sam Stein, former Cleveland exhibitor, is resident manager.

of the RKO Radio
to illuminate the

40,000

population.

—

Pittsburgh
George D. Tyson,
managing-director of the Harris-

NEXT TWO MONTHS
of

and* of recent years a well known
restaurateur, is associated with
Max Young in putting on the market a new type film can.
Jack O'Connell, Toledo theater
owner, was in town dating pictures.
A. M. Goodman, United Artists
branch manager, reports that "Dark
Angel" is playing extended runs in
of its
ritory.
all

engagements

in this ter-

playing first-run at the

RKO

Pal-

ace.

Schine interests have taken over
the Palace, Ashland, from B. W.
Bickert will remain as
Bickert.

house manager.

Ray Brown,

in charge of

Warner

theaters in the southern Ohio district, will be in town to attend the

Warner Club Thanksgiving party

year.

is

first of these, going before the camtheater bookings in mind.
recount of the Sunday movie vote eras this week under the direction

A

in

ton, will soon

reopen the long-closed

Fourth Street Theater in that town.
Harry Kalmine and Joe Feldman
back on their jobs in the Warner
office.

Owen Cleary and Dan Fenton

of

Harold Young.

On

completion
of
"Anything
Goes", his current production, Bing
Crosby will be ready for "Rhythm
on the Range". Lewis Milestone is
directing "Anything
Goes", with
Ethel Merman and Charlie Ruggles
in featured roles with Crosby. Henry
Hathaway is scheduled to direct
"Rhythm on the Range".

Marlene Dietrich
"Invitation

re-

main in town to be in charge of alteration work at the closed Fulton.
George Jaffe is reopening his Variety Theater on Monday.
M. Pennington replaced Sol Perl-

Sam Stecker of Associated The- man at the Pitt.
Jerry Mayhall will remain at the
aters reports that they're up to the
until the Alvin
roof in the construction of their new Duquesne Garden
shows.
$250,000 theater in Shaker Heights. returns to stage
Weather permitting, it is expected
the building will be completed the Appear in Jewish Federation Benefit
end of February.
F. C. Buben has opened his new
National Theater, Akron.
GB's "Transatlantic Tunnel" is

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Eleven feature pictures will go into production at Paramount's Hollywood studios in the
six weeks remaining of the current

"Woman Trap", with Gertrude
now managing for Mayor
William N. McNair, who has several Michael and George Murphy is the
Alvin,

Tarentum, which favored Sunday
shows by a one vote margin is now
being led by five votes on the other
side. A fight to open all ballot boxes
again is foreseen.
Harian Woerle, former manager
Phil Selznick, former distributor of the Third Street Theater in Eas-

Walter O'Keefe, Helen Morgan,
Gertrude Niessen, Roland Young
and Fred Waring will be among the

to

will

commence

Happiness",

with
Charles Boyer in the leading male
role, as soon as she finishes work in
her current production, "Desire" costarring Gary Cooper.
Frank Borzage is directing "Desire."
Eleanore Whitney, David Holt and
Virginia Weidler have been cast for
important roles in "Happy Valley",

which Harold Young will direct.
Other productions which will get
under way before the bell rings on
1935 are "Easy Living" with Jean
Arthur; "13 Hours By Air", with
Fred MacMurray and Gail Patrick
directed by Mitchell Leisen;
"F
Man", with Jack Haley and William
Frawley, directed by Norman McLeod; "Turn of the Wheel" with
Gertrude Michael; "Preview" directed by Robert Florey; "Desert
Gold," a Western; and a story based
on the air adventures of Jimmie Allen, which will be directed by Otho

host of stage, screen and radio performers who will appear at the
eighth annual dinner of the Radio
and Refrigeration division of the
Federation for the Support of Jewish Philanthropic Societies, to be
held next Sunday night in the grand
ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria,
Louis Sobol and Ed Sullivan, joint Lovering.
masters of ceremonies for the dinOthers on
ner announced today.
Roxy Changes Bill
Sunday night's bill are Tony and

Tomorrow

Deviating from its usual Friday
Renee Demarco, Bob Hope, Rex
Weber, Eddie Garr, Gus Edwards, change, the Roxy brings in "ReCardenie.
member Last Night" tomorrow, prehave formed Commodore Pictures to Lillian Carmen and
ceded by a preview tonight, after a
handle the Ohio and Kentucky disfive-day holdover of "Three Kids
tribution of a series of 24 western
Educational Starts New Musical
and a Queen."
and action features.
"Thanks, Mr. Cupid," a Musical
Aaron Wayne, formerly represent- Comedy with story, music and lyrics
ing a premium company, is now as- by Charles Williams and Marcy
"Tunnel" Holds at Brooklyn Fox
sociated with Joseph Skirboll m Klauber, will go into production for
GB's "Transatlantic Tunnel" is
Pittsburgh.
Educational at Astoria today. being held for a second week at
Edulocal
former
Harry Skirball,
Due to Earl Oxford's ab- the Fox Brooklyn.
cational branch manager, is now sence from New York with the
an
Cure,
"Scandals," Bill Barry of the stage
Ohio representative for Air
atmosphere purifier in general local and radio will take his place in the
foursome of singing stars whom Al
next Thursday.
Harry Klein and Jack Greenbaum

Doris Sigman of the local Vitagraph exchange was tendered a
shower by the girls of the Vitagraph
last
and Warner theater department
on
week in honor of her wedding
Thanksgiving Day to Sam Gould.
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is being
settled without court proceedings.

recently

ed
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New
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Christie has been featuring in this
Niela Goodelle, Fred Lightner and Nell Kelly make up the rest
of the quartet.
series.

Confer Today on Astoria Pool
George Skouras of Skouras TheMoskowitz of
Plunkett to Address Fashion Group aters and Charles
confer today on a pooling
Walter Plunkett, Hollywood sty- Loew's
Little deal covering their houses in Aslist, and creator of RKO's
Loew operates the Astoria
Women" costumes, will be guest of toria.
the and the Tri-Boro, while Skouras
of
session
special
at
a
honor
runs the Steinway, Broadway and
Fashion Academy in the RCA buildGrand.
tomorrow.
noon
ing at
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"To encourage baseball among the
Bickford
Charles
younger generation,
lay
out
a
regulation
had workmen
diamond on a vacant lot he owns in
Culver

City."— DAVE

ESTEIN.
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"LITTLE" from

Tuesday. Nov. 19, 1935

HOLLYWOOD

"The Bohemian Girl," starring
Astaire and Ginger Rogers will be
starred. Dorothy Fields will do the Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, is
George Stevens will direct. again before the cameras following
lyrics.
Gold Bug," the Edgar Allen Poe
a delay necessitated by Laurel's illr
story, which
deals with Captain
Luise Rainer has been given the
James Knox MilKidd's treasure.
len has been assigned to write the principal feminine role in M-G-M's
Zeidman is dickering screen production of Pearl Buck's
screenplay.
Howard J. Green, Columbia's auwith Karloff to star in the picture. "The Good Earth."
thor-scenarist, who is writing the
screenplay and dialogue for "Dick"
T
P. J. Wolfson has been signed by Grace's magazine story, "The Devil's
Our Passing Show: Spyros SkourSquadron," lis the newest recruit
as, Fred Stone, Billie Burke, Walt RKO Radio to adapt "A Sliver in
Disney, Sol M. Wurtzel, Hal Roach, God's Eye," play by Mildred Knopf. to succumb to the lure of flying
Jesse L. Lasky, Sol Lesser, John It is expected that Helen Gahagan one's own plane.
Stone, Marc Lachman at the dedica- will get the leading role.
v
T
T
tion of the Will Rogers memorial
Roy Del Ruth, for the third conT
V
T
Century-Fox
stage at the 20th
Henry Stephenson is the newest secutive year, has received a crate
studios.
addition to the cast of David O. of three turkeys from W. B. Besant,
T
Selznick's "Little Lord Fauntleroy," exhibitor-farmer of Champaign, 111.,
Ray Walker is being featured in initial production of Selznick Inter- as a token of appreciation because
"Wanted Men," a Peter B. Kyne national Pictures for United Artists. of the business done by Besant with
pictures directed by Del Ruth. This
story that Sam Katzman of Victory
T
T
Walker has
year Besant predicated his gift on
Pictures is producing.
last
Richard Boleslawski, whose
M-G-M's "Broadway Melody of
just completed the featured male
was Lawrence Tibbett's 1936."
role in "Music Is Madness," for picture
20th Century-Fox and was starred "Metropolitan" for 20th CenturyT
T
by Monogram in several pictures. Fox, has been signed by M-G-M to
RKO
Radio has assigned Herbert
on
"Three
Godfathers,"
based
direct
femplaying
the
Joan Woodbury is
Peter B. Kyne's story of the same Rawlinson and Joie Ray to "Follow
inine lead in "Wanted Men."
the Fleet," while Gaston Glass has
T
been cast in "Two O'Clock Courage."
John Blystone who has been under
T
T
"Three Men on a Bench" is ancontract to the Fox studio for over
First National has just presented
17 consecutive years, will terminate nounced as the final title for Jimmy
Patricia Ellis with two temporary
his services after directing one more Savo's first full-length production
Formerly called kid brothers for the role she is
Roach.
picture, according to reliable report. for Hal
playing in "Backfire," opposite Ross
Blystone at present is nearing the "Alone, Alas!" the picture is now
Alexander.
The two youngsters
direction
of
in
production
under
Gus
superJulia,"
"Gentle
of
completion
signed for these roles are David
Jewell,
Leon
Errol
Meins,
with
Isabel
Wurtzel.
vised by Sol
and Carl "Alfalfa" Sweitzer, of Our Holt and George Breakston.
r
t
contract with Gang, in the supporting cast.
By RALPH

T3.

^

P.

ZEIDMAN

WOK

will

make "The

"LOTS"
"Moonburn," by Edward Heyman U
and Hoagy Carmichael, and "Sailor
Beware," by Robin and Richard
Whiting.
George Stoil's band will
accompany.
I

!

'

V

as W. P. Lipscomb completes the screenplay and dialogue
for "Under Two Flags," which Darryl Zanuck will produce for 20th
Century-Fox, he will fly to New
York to visit with his actress daughter Judi, who is shortly to make
her debut on the Broadway stage.

—

Cincinnati James Wood, manager
of the Strand, Newport, has resigned to take over management of
the Paramount, Ashland.
Martin
Shear, manager of the Nordland,
succeeds him.
Wood formerly was
assistant at the Palace here.
Henri Elliman of the Capitol Film
Kay Francis, manager of the MayExchange, Chicago, has closed a fair here, has received word from
deal for the series of eight Ted Wells the Ohio board of censors that "BoWesterns, which American Pictures lero", which he was to show, is
Corp. is producing. H. K. Buchanan banned.
of Allied Films exchange, Oklahoma
City, has also closed for his territory.

Wisconsin Wisps

Cincinnati Chatter

on the Bounty" and
"Hands Across the Table" are hold-

"Mutiny

overs here.

—Walter G. Goetzinger,

Milwaukee

50, blind organist who played in various local neighborhood houses as

well as state theaters, died here last

week.
Settlement of labor

difficulties

at

Van Der Vaart theater, Sheboygan, was reached last week, accordthe

ing

to

an announcement by John

Kunstman

of

the

projectionists'

union and Nic Johnson, manager of
the theater.

Name of the Crystal Theater,
Burlington, has been changed to the
State by Jack Yeo, present opera-

t
v
v
Vera Gerves of the Warner offices tor.
Louis Lewyn has just completed a was married Saturday.
The Renovated Garrick theater.
Technicolor two-reel subject, "PirIrving Kappelman of Famous MuFond du Lac, reopened Nov. 17 with
Sev- sic Co. is back from a trip east.
ate Part yon Catalina Isle."
Vern H. Touchett as manager and
eral screen stars appear in the short.
J. J. Goldburg closed with Lee
The picture will be released by M- Goldberg of Big Features to handle Jack Anderson as assistant.
Fox-Calumet Corp. has filed copG-M.
the six features being made by the
ies of its articles of incorporation
T
T
new company in which Goldburg is with
the secretary of state and reVince Barnett and Billy Gilbert associated.
ceived a certificate entitling it to
are featured in a Coronet Comedy
Eddie Harper has resigned from
which has just been completed by GB to join Johnny Lewis' band at do business in Wisconsin.
Edwards
diHarry
Educational.
the Mayfair, Cleveland.
rected.
Annabelle
Ward of Phoenix week.
T
Visitors: Lester Coleman, Jamer
Amusement, Lexington, is laid up
Jerome Kern has been signed by by illness.
F. O'Donnell, George Kramer, F. F.
RKO Radio to write the score for Joe Goetz entertained the Book- Vincent, Joe MacDonough, Georgt
"I Won't Dance," in which Fred ers Club at the Variety Club last Jacoby, Sam Gelanty.

;
'

completed the cast for the first of
the two Harold Bell Wright stories I
which the company has scheduled
for this season.
Richard Arlen ia
the star, with Charlotte Wynters as
the feminine lead.
Douglas Dumbrille, Donald Cook, and Mary Kornman are seen in feature roles, supported by Ann Hovey, Frederick f
Burton, Tom Dugan, Carlyle Blackwell, Jr. and Bryant Washburn, Jr.
It was directed by Phil Rosen, while
Harry Behn is credited with the
'

'

1

I

I

i

screen play.

T
T
Buster Keaton is so well recovered from his recent illness that he
has returned to the studio to resume
work on the short comedies under
his contract with Educational Pictures.

The

of Buster's new pictures will be called "Three on a
Limb." It is being shot under the
direction of Charles Lamont, and
has a large cast in support of Keaton,
including
Lona Andre and
Harold Goodman. The last picture
completed by Keaton before his illness, a comedy called "The Timid
Young Man," has just been released

is

directing at Universal.

TV

With a cast that will boast such
box-office names as Jean Harlow and

M yrna

I

l

|

|

first

by Educational through 20th Century-Fox, and is now playing firstrun theaters.
T
V
Frankie Aitken, six months old
grandchild of Spottiswoode Aitken,
pioneer film star, appears in "Next
Time We Live," which Edward H.

Isabel Jewell's new
T
T
T
Bing Crosby will record on Decca
the Hal Roach organization permits
The Roach studio also reports phonograph records three songs
her to appear on the stage four
months during each year, thus satis- that Tish Tash, syndicated cartoon- specially written for him in Para"Anything Goes."
fying a yearning for the footlights ist for the Los Angeles "Times," has mount's
The
which this petite star has had since been engaged as a writer and as- tunes are "My Heart and I," by Leo
in
appear
coming to Hollywood to
signed to the Charley Chase unit. Robin
and Frederick Hollander;
Griffith
Warner Bros. "Blessed Event."
m
»
w

As soon

T

With the signing of Lee Moran
and Edward McWade, Columbia

Loy,

Director

Brown

will start filming
Secretary" on Nov. 20.

Clarence

"Wife

vs.

The name

of the fortunate male lead to play
opposite these two glamorous personalities will not be announced
until the M-G-M megaphonist completes making tests of several prominent players on the studio roster.
Incidentally, Brown's guiding hand
in the making of "Ah, Wilderness,"
is
receiving
much praise from
those who saw the preview of this
Eugene O'Neill opus recently. Already the work of Eric Linden and
Cecelia Parker, who acquitted themselves so admirably in this production, has been recognized by the
studio executives, plans being made
to henceforth cast them only in fea-

tured rooles.
T

T

The Warner film version of
Shakespeare's "A
Night's Dream" has inspired a new
song entitled "Can't We Dream A
Midsummer Night's Dream," written
by Joe Young and Fred E. Ahlert.
It will be introduced by Phil Regan
in a radio broadcast originating at
Station KFI, Los Angeles, and carried over the NBC coast-to-coast
chain next Thursday afternoon.

Midsummer

'
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Iowa- Neb. Allied Exhibs Form Buying Combine

COLUMBIA PROFIT
Segall Reported
the New

Heading

Exhibitor Group
Philadelphia

Fig QUARTER DOUBLE

Booking Combine Organized

Penna.
Charles

IN

—Associated

How They

in

Philadelphia

Started

Columbia 3 Months' Net
$495,083.54, Equal to
$2.64 a Share
Net profit of Columbia Pictures
for the first quarter of the current
fiscal year, the three months ended
Sept. 28, amounted to $495,083.54,
after all charges and tax provisions,
equal to $2.64 a share on the 182,382
shares of common stock outstanding,
compared with $235,712.19 or $1.29
a share in the corresponding period
of 1934, when there were 172,073

Theaters

of Pennsylvania has been organized
here. The purpose of the concern is
given as buying and selling theaters,

booking films, etc. It is believed that
this is a result of booking combine
Charles Segall is removes here.
ported heading the group which includes more than 20 theaters mostly
in

Former Congressman

this city.

(Continued on Page 7)

MADISON

MAKES

SO.

BID

shares outstanding.
Consolidated balance sheet as of
Sept. 28 shows current assets of $7,744,353.50 and total current liabilities of $1,381,271.65. Earned surplus
amounts to $3,857,258.39 and work-

GARDEN

AS STUDIO

Motion picture producers in the
metropolitan area have been notified
in a letter from John R. Kilpatrick,
president of Madison Square Garden Corp., that the Garden can be
rented for use as a motion picture
studio during its inactive season
from the end of May until early in
September and that arrangements
can also be made whereby producers
may photograph some of the se(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

HAYS MEMBERS DIFFER

ON SELF-REGULATION

Costume Pictures Lick
Old Southern Bugaboo
'

New

Orleans

—

A

long-standing

among

film exchanges here
that "costume pictures just won't go
in this section" has been exploded
by four recent releases in this cate(Continued on Page 7)

in the path
industry self-regulation via a national arbitration setup,
flanked by other provisions designed

Another major obstacle

of

HSP HRDLt/

Levy,

Capitol starting Friday. In its first
week the picture set an all-time
house record by playing to more
than 200,000 admissions and turning

Second week
50,000.
running at about the same rate.

away about

is

between

utors and exhibitors,

is

distrib-

the reported

(Continued on Page 8)

:

Buying and Building Combine
Formed by Iowa-Neb. Exhibs

Myers Doubts Likelihood
"Mutiny" Going 3rd Week
Of NRA Being Revived
At Capitol on Broadway
M-G-M's "Mutiny on the Bounty"
will go into a third week at the

voluntary

to settle differences
in
Vice-President and General Sales Manager of RKO Distributing Corp..
Jules made his show bir debut in dual fashion,
FILM DAILY'S "How They Started" series.
team.
a professional baseball
as manager of legitimate shows and assistant to the pres dent of
operator and executive
Entered the movie end 22 years ago, and has been exhibitor, state rights
Map
Col.
RKO.
with Universal, First National, United Artists, and about seven years with
Hadley is responsible for the art work

Presenting Jules

theory

934

1

Bv ROBERT CHARLES LUNCH
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
That the recently
Washington

—

announced plans for a conference
with a view to reviving the NRA is

not likely to materialize was the
opinion expressed by Abram F.
Myers, Allied Sta+es Ass'n counsel,
(Continued on Page 7)

By

C.

F.

KARNAUGH

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Des Moines Formation of a buy-

—

Supply Men's Meeting
Gets Under Way Thurs.
Mid-year board meeting of the
Independent Supply Dealers Ass'n
B.
gets under way here tomorrow.
F. Shearer of Seattle, president of
the association, has already arrived
(Continued on Page 2)

Meet Again Next Week

ing combine of 48 independent theater owners, each man to put in
2,000-Foot Reel
$1,000 for the protection of the
combine and the building of theMore steps in the direction of
aters in the territory when neces2,000-foot reel standard
sary to meet competition, was an- adopting a
will be taken next
nounced at the convention of Iowa- for the industry
meeting, tentatively
Nebraska Allied Theater Owners week when a
Hays
Officers were reelected scheduled for Tuesday at the
yesterday.

On New

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

—

.
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M-G-M Foreign Production Supply Men's Meeting
v*ni ^*"tiHt«M> May be Extended to Paris
PldJK ' " ^^^ All THl HMI
<m

M-G-M's foreign production
10 Cents
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JOHN W. ALICOATE

Editor

:

and Publisher

including Paris, it was
capitals,
York yesterday, folstated in

lowing announcement that Ben Goetz
charge of all of the comoany's producing outside of the
Extent and nature
United States.
of the program will be determined
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
matter. after Goetz surveys the European
class
Entered
Editor.
as second

21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
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HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly-

London
Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, -89-91

wood

Blvd.,

Wardour

W.

St.,

I.

— Lichtbildbuehne.
—

will take

situation.

Goetz, who joins M-G-M about
Dec. 1, will spend a week at the
Coast studio prior to leavir" for New
York en route to London, where he
assumes his duties the middle of December.
-

Hammons

on Coast Trip

Berlin

22'5. Paris
P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

Friedrichstrasse,

FINANCIAL

E.

W. Hammons, head

of

Educa-

tional, leaves today for his periodical visit to the coast studio.
J. H.
Skirball, sales chief, left yesterday
for Chicago, where he will meet

Hammons

tomorrow

and

proceed

with him to the coast.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
H;gh

Am.

Seat

Columbia

Picts.

Fm.

Con.

vtc.

Fm.

East.

Kodak

Ind.

pfd.

5V2

191/2

19i/4

91/2

Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd

193/8

172
533/4

93/8

91/2

pfd.

803/4

79

79

115/8

"V2

11%

63/8

6i/8

6V4

53/g

5V8

53/g

20th

Century-Fox

20y8

201/2

205/g

20th

Century-Fox pfd. 29'/8
Pict.
pfd..
54

28i/2

28V2

531/s

531/2

RKO

Univ.

.

.

Warner
do

.

9

Bros

50

pfd

Vb
6l/4

+

y4

—

1/4

155

53

pfd.

Film

+
+

5</2

106y4 106 1/4 106 1/4

pfd

Paramount

Pathe

18'/4
721/2

53%

Loew's, Ine

do

18

69

172V4 172
1551/2 155

pfd

do

18'/4
5S/g

Chg.

Close

72Vi

Ind

Con.

Low

9

85/8

49

491/2

+
+

3/4
1/4

+

1/8

— %
+

1/4

—
— %
3/8

+
+
+

1

3/s
1/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Th.

Eq.

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Keith

Loew

A-0
6s

RKO

ww

Picts.

6s41

Warner's

ctfs.

6s46

41

Paramount

6s40

6s39

153/4

151/4

153/g

151/2

153/g

151/2

931/2

931/2

94
1041/2

104i/4 IO41/4

6s55 93

921/2

923/4

80

781/2

80

88 1/2

88

88

+

—
—
—
+
—

1/8

1

1/4

1/4

2V*
Vi

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia

Picts.

Sonotone

Corp

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

vtc. 693/4
23/4
I8I/4
43/g

693/4

693/4

25/8

21/2

18

18

4i/a

43/g

-f 21/4

—
+
+

I/4
1/4
i/g

All-Disney Show for Porto Rico
Setting a precedent for show
business everywhere, Ramos Cobian,
managing director of United Theaters, San Juan, Porto Rico, will
present a gala premiere of an AllDisney unit show Nov. 25-27 at the
Paramount Theater, San Juan. Arrangements for this special presentation were made by Cobian with

Way

(Continued from Page

activi-

ties will not be confined to England
but will extend to other European

New

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
Y.,
at
Broadway, New York, N.
16S0
j*.
W.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
Alicoate,
President,
Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso-

Gets Under

1)

and others who are expected to attend are vice president K. R. Douglas of Boston,

Clem Rizzo

of Phila-

delphia, treasurer; J. E. Robin, exe-

cutive

secretary;

J.

C.

Hornstein,

George McArthur of Detroit, J. M.
Graham of Denver, and A. F. Morrone of Pittsburgh.
The board will review the activities of the association, discuss conditions in the business and go into
other matters.

Product for Africa

RKO

Export Corp. has closed a

first-run

of

showing at

Palace starting Friday on a
twin bill with Warners' "I Found
Stella Parish."

Robert
Rosita

W. Armstrong
Delmar

Elsa

Benham

Eleanor Walters

First mid-autumn festival of the
Loew-Metro employes will be held
Friday evening at Mecca Temple and
will include dancing, supper and en-

tertainment.

Charlie,"

for

a

brief

been

has

work at the Warner studios
years,

ago

from

New

due

back

on

direc-

the past

for

York a few days

Hollywood.

HARRIS

JED

to

returned

is

from

the

left

New

coast

week.

this

MEYER

WEISGAL

W.

Hollywood,

for

has

presumably

acquire

to

York
players

"The Eternal Road," stage production which

for
will

have a cast of about 400.
advertently reported yesterday that
hardt was making the trip west.

CARRIER, head

C.

of

was

It

Max

Carrier

in-

Rein-

Engineering
and
on

SHERIDAN GIBNEY, author,
GIBNEY sail from New York today
and

Co.,

MRS.

Washington

Europe.

for

HARRY GOETZ,

president

of

Reliance

Pic-

leaves for Hollywood today to confer
with Edward Small, production chief of the
company.
Next film on the Reliance schedule for U. A. is "Last of the Mohicans."
tures,

M.

WEISFELDT left New York yesterday
coast, where he expects to announce
affiliation
following
his
arrival
on

J.

the

for

new

a

Saturday.

DOROTHY

FIELDS

New York

in

is

from the

coast.

BUZZELL

EDDIE
the

returned

has

Hollywood

to

east.

MAJOR ALBERT WARNER

is
due back in
tomorrow from Hollywood.
H. M.
and HARRY CHARNAS return over
the week-end.

York

THE FILM DAILY WARNER

the

Berne to Direct Films in East
Joe Berne, who is in New York
from Hollywood, will direct two pictures and one play while East. One
film is entitled "Lower Depths."

STANLEY LOGAN, who

New

—To

coast

three

Republic Adds 5 Writers

Hollywood

the

torial

from

Weti Coast Bureau

recently finished work

"Champagne

Century-Fox's
York from

New

vacation.

contract with International Variety
& Theatrical Agency, Inc., for distribution of RKO Radio's 1935-36
product in Africa south of the Equator by the agency's principals, African Consolidated Films of Johannesburg.
Negotiations were conducted by Phil Reisman for RKO
and M. A. Schlessinger for the
agency.

tures, Margaret Morris will work
through the rest of the series with
Tearle and also do the lead in the
Black King series, it is announced
by Mitchell Leichter, head of Beau20th-Fox Contract Cases Up Tuesday mont.
Next season Leichter says
Five 20th Century-Fox breach of he will make a series of six melocontract cases are scheduled for ar- dramas or a serial featuring Miss
Found by Paramount as a
bitration Tuesday at the New York Morris.
Film Board of Trade.
Defendants Baby Wampas Star, Miss Morris has
are: Casino, Richmond Hill; Vanity, not appeared previously in indeBrooklyn; Regent, Brooklyn; Howard, pendent films.
Howard Beach and the Monterey,
Loew-Metro Employes' Party Friday
Brooklyn.
local

20th
in

the

—

its

MINNA GOMBELL, who
in
is

W.

RKO

take care of increased production activity, Republic has added five writers to its studio scenario staff. H. W. Hanneman
will do a screenplay on Meredith
Nicholson's
novel,
"House of a
Thousand Candles"; Sidney SutherArthur W. Kelly, vice-president of land is putting the finishing touches
United Artists in charge of sales. on Al DeMond's screenplay of "The
A complete publicity, advertising Leavenworth Case," by Anna Kathand exploitation campaign has been erine Green; Wallace Sullivan will
prepared by U. A.'s foreign pub- collaborate with Mary McCarthy on
licity department under the super- "Laughing Irish Eyes," musical for
Guy Robertson; Ferdinand Reyher
vision of Samuel Cohen.
is working with
Henry Wales on
"Legion of the Lost." In addition,
5 More "Dream" Openings
Warners' "A Midsummer Night's Bernard McConville is writing an
Dream" will have five special road- original for the John Wayne series,
show premieres this week, as fol- Lester Cole and Gordon Rigby are
lows: Rialto, Williamsport, Pa., to- adapting "Tiger Valley" and Joseph
day; Apollo, Chicago, and Geary, Fields is collaborating with Jerry
Tristram
Tupper's
San Francisco, tomorrow; Palace, Chodorov on
Danbury, Conn., Friday; Regal Bom- "Gentleman from Louisiana."
bay, Calcutta, India, Saturday.
Leichter to Plug Margaret Morris
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
First-Run on Palace Bill
Hollywood As a result of enthusRKO's "To Beat the Band," with
High Herbert, Helen Broderick, iastic reception of her work in
Fred Keating, Eric Blore and the "Desert Guns," Conway Tearle veOriginal California Collegians, will hicle produced by Beaumont Pic-

have

Coming and Going

Thurs.

FRANK CRAVEN
Warwick
"For

from

has arrived at the Hotel
coast for the opening of
will be here for a short

the

He

Valor."

stay.

BARRYMORE

LIONEL
also

are

and Mrs.
Warwick.

Hotel

the

at

Barrymore

JULES LEVY returned from Boston

JOE BERNE

IRWIN KELSEY

he

night.

last

York from the Coast.

New

leaves

the Coast, where
Astaire script for

JAMES

New

in

is

York Monday
next

the

write

will

for

Fred

RKO.

HILTON

New

leaves

York

shortly

Hollywood.

for

JOHN V.
New

from

A. WEAVER has gone to the Coast
York.

CECIL MARKS, Australian manager
Artists,

due

is

in

New

York

United

for

from

soon

the

Coast.

CLEM
arrived

RIZZO,

New

in

SENATOR
legal

supply

Philadelphia
yesterday.

HENRY WALTERS

J.

dealer,

York

department

has

departed

on

the RKO
Honolulu

of
a

vacation.

HERBERT LAZARUS
staff
E.

for

and

has

M.

gone

join

J.

of the
coast.

the

HAMMONS

the coast.
will

to

H.

Paramount

New

leaves

SKIRBALL

Hammons

in

GUTHRIE McCLINTIC

legal

York

today
yesterday

left

Chicago.

has gone to

the coast.
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with

Free
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WAIT TILL IT
HITS yOUR TOWN /

:rowds stampede
is

. .

record!

THANKS A MILLION leads the wap
In

the teeth of the most powerful opposition any picture has

faced

and

in years...

in

despite lashing gales on the Eastern seaboard

the Middle

West ../'Thanks a Million"

is

blasting

its

way

to sensational grosses the country over

• At Loew's Warfleld, San Francisco's show-case of
thing in

months and months.

New

• At the Center Theatre,
times

the

let-up.

Set for continued

York's long-run

opening of any other picture

to

hits

first

.

run.

deluxer

date

.

biggest

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

three

and no

Hold-over, of course.

• At the Strand,

Louisville

.

record

.

.

-smashing pace

.

.

.

hold-

over certain.

• At the Apollo, Indianapolis

.

.

• At the Capitol, Montreal

.

nothing short of stupendous.

• Tremendous,
.

.

.

State

and

mention

the

just

Tulsa

.

Chinese

.

heading

Orpheum,

too, at the

Orpheum,

.

.

.

.

Seattle

Criterion,

(day and

for

.

.

.

a hold-over.

Oklahoma
date),

Binghamton

Riviera,

Los

City

.

.

Angeles

.

Loew's

...

to

a few.

And think of those lucky showmen nlaying"Thanks a
Million"over Thanksgiving Day (or are you one of them ?)
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show
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a million with

the million-dollar cast starring

DICK POWELL
ANN DVORAK FRED ALLEI
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RAYMOND WALBURN -YACHT CLUB BOl

a DARRYL F. ZANUCK ZSSSi
Presented by Joseph M, Schenck
Directed by Roy Del Ruth
Based on a story by Melville Crossman— Screen play by Nunnally
Music and Lyrics by Gus Kahn and Arthur Johnston

Johniji
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BOOKING COMBINE

FORMED

IN

COLUMBIA NET PROFIT

PENNA,

(Continued from Page

DOUBLE 1934 QUARTER

1)

(Continued from Page

Golder, who represented the
plaintiff in the recent double feature
case against local distributors, is reA
ported counsel for the group.

Ben

The company has declared

committee from M.P.T.O. and I.E.P.
A. meets here Friday to discuss a
merger between the two groups.

•

the

Garden

•

.

0N THE

fir st

trans-Pacific flight of the

•

•

AT THE

will preside.

been issued as the latest in the series of Photoplay Studies put out
by Educational and Recreational
Guides,

Inc.,

Newark.

Aug.

cident

T

(Continued from Page

1)

just before leaving for the Ohio
T. 0. convention. Myers, who had
just been at the Michigan Allied
meet, said he did not know of any
film industry men outside of S. R.
Kent and Irving G. Thalberg who
had been sent invitations to attend
the confab proposed by Coordinator
I.

listing

and

registration

The company also announces that
at the adjourned special meeting of
the common stockholders held at the
company's

office

there

was author-

ized the amendment to the charter
of the corporation eliminating the
old
convertible
preference
stock.

The redemption price of the old convertible preference stock is $47.50 a
share together with accrued dividend thereon from Dec. 1, 1935, to

1)

of which have drawn landoffice business.
The films are "Mutiny on the Bounty," "So Red the

gory,

to

requirements.

Myers Doubts Likelihood Costume Pictures Lick
Of NRA Being Revived
Old Southern Bugaboo
(Continued from Page

1936, to holders of record

3,

July 23. The reason for these dividends being declared simultaneously
is to avoid duplication of details in-

Golden Jubilee celebration of the Church

Thurs. Previews at Palace and Albee Berry.
Starting tomorrow night the RKO
Max Reinhardt to be Guest
Palace and Albee theaters will preview one of the following week's
Dr. Max Reinhardt, producer and
double features along with the out- co-director of Warners' "A MidsumAt the Palace mer Night's Dream," will be guest
going dual bill.
this week, "I Found Stella Parish" of honor tonight at a dinner tenwill be the third attraction, and at dered him by the Columbia Universthe Albee, "Stars Over Broadway." ity faculty.
The event will occur
at the Faculty Club, Broadway and
ITOA to Discuss Union Situation
An embossed copy
117th Street.
The Local 306- Allied operators sit- of the shooting script which Reinuation will be discussed by the I. T. hardt used on "Dream" will be presented to the University for its
0. A. at a regular meeting today
The pending Brander Matthews Dramatic Muat the Hotel Astor.
suit against forcing of shorts will seum.
President
also enter the program.

Study Guide Issued on "Mutiny"
A guide to the study of M-G-M's
"Mutiny on the Bounty" has just

new China

A

Circuit

Harry Brandt

Trust Certificates for Common Stock,
payable Jan. 2 to stockholders of
record Dec. 18. and has also declared
two semi-annual stock dividends on
the common stock and voting trust
certificates for common stock, each
one consisting of 2 l/2 per cent payable in common stock, the first payable on Feb. 3 to holders of record
Jan. 23 and the second payable on

of St. Paul Friday eve
James Melton, tenor star of Warners' "Stars Over Broadway," will entertain the 3500 parishioners and guests
A slew of letters from exhibs everywhere
on that advertising contest on "Red Salute" as to whether a
fine production needs the superlative blurbs or whether
just
Plain Facts carry it at the box-office
final award announced
by U. A. next week
three-foot figure of Grace Moore,
done entirely in sugar, is one of the exhibits at the Salon of
Culinary Art at the Grand Central Palace
The Palestine
film, "The Land of Promise," has its American opening at the
Astor tonite
the Palestinian Foundation Fund has taken
over the premiere
Boris Morros arranged the score
David
Ross does the narration written by Maurice Samuel
Judah
Leman handled the direction

make some

Services for Ballard Macdonald
Funeral services were held yesterday for Ballard Macdonald, one
of the leading songwriters of the
past two decades, and who died
Sunday at his home in Forest Hills,
For a short time in 1929 he
L. I.
was under contract to M-G-M and
wrote lyrics for the Duncan Sisters
production, "It's a Great Life."

•

T
•

of

Deals for Republic
Five more independent circuits
have signed for the Republic lineup.
They are: Randforce, with 48 houses
on Long Island; John Danz, 15 theaters in the Seattle territory; H. C.
Cooke, four first-runs in North
Carolina; Fred Mercy, four deals in
the State of Washington, and Popkin & Ringer, 10 theaters in Los
Angeles.

More

Owens

Clipper which hopped off from San Francisco this week
there were letters of greeting from Sidney R. Kent
and
acting foreign manager Irving Maas for Twentieth CenturyFox ... to the exhibs of the Philippines to be tendered by D.
B. Lederman, Fox manager in Manila

sequences for a feature.
5

suggestion of Robert Elliott

Masons

T
•

One major com-

facilities to

of

of Metro to the Grand Lodge
will be shown at the presentation ceremonies to our own Charles who will be honored this
evening at the Grand Lodge Room in Masonic Hall
this
motion picture special translates Masonry down through the ages
into present-day activities of the craft of this State

Rodeo, horse show, dog: show, sixday bicycle race, track meets, skating carnivals, Barnum & Bailey ciritself

AT THE

•

of the State of New York
a
preview of the motion picture presented by Charles K. Stern

1)

pany has already availed

•

Grand Master

quences of the noted sporting events
at the Garden.
Kilpatrick's letter states that the
Garden plans alterations in its lighting equipment to make nossible the
photographing of events and crowds.
He mentions that in addition to boxing, wrestling and hockey, the Garden houses such spectacles as the

cus, basketball, etc.

a quardividend of 25 cents a share
on the Common Stock and Voting
terly

T

Madison Square Garden
Makes Bid as a Studio
(Continued from Page

1)

of Hays association members
ing capital increased to $6,363,081.85.
split

all

Rose," "Barbary Coast" and "Har-

Jan. 20, 1936, the date fixed for redemption. All dividends on the old
convertible
preference
stock
will
cease as of Jan. 20.
Stockholders
thereof may deliver their certificates
to the City Bank Farmers Trust
Company for payment. This is the
final step in the consummation of
the issuance of the new preferred
stock which was delivered to the

bankers

this

week

therefor

made

to the

and payment
company.

Anticipating the erood statement,
stock yesterday jumped
6% points to close at 72 Vz.

Columbia

mony Lane."
Delay Depositions

in

Columbus Comment

Ledirk Suit

Taking of depositions

in the anti-

AmuseColumbus Bob Boda has taken
Newark, against several
distributors, will be resumed over the management of the Hartin New York on Tuesday, the ses- man Theater and plans to feature
sion having been postponed from a policy of stage productions as well
trust

action of the Ledirk

ment
major

Co.,

—

yesterday.
Present issue involves
jurisdiction of the Federal Court at

Newark

RKO

for

A

artist is employed by
to do posters for the
two billboards located in front of the
house and posters in the lobby.

the

in the case.

Goldwyn Product

as pictures.

RKO

in

L.A.

special

new Bexley

has acquired first-run prod-

"Mutiny on the Bounty" set a new
from Samuel Goldwyn for the one-day house record at Loew's Ohio
Pantages and Hillstreet Theaters, Theater under an all-film policy.
Los Angeles, under a deal just concluded. This action follows on Goldwyn's break with the Fox WestLatchis Gets Greenfield House
Coast circuit over terms under which
Latchis TheGreenfield, Mass.
his product was to be shown.
Brattleboro, Vt., has
aters,
Inc.,
"Screeno" in 28 Loew Houses
Ramon Ramos for Vitaphone Musical leased the Lawler Theater here. CarTotal Loew houses in greater New
Ramon Ramos and his Orchestra, roll J. Lawler will continue as house
York using "Screeno" will be raised currently entertaining at the Rain- manager. The lease calls for rental
bow Room, Radio City, have been
to 28 early next month when Loew's
signed by Sam Sax, production chief of $12,000 a year for the first five
JaValencia,
Loew's
Paradise and
of the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, years and $13,000 a year thereafBoth the- for appearance in a one-reel short, ter. Peter D. Latchis signed for the
maica, adopt the plan.
Brattleboro interests.
which enters production today.
aters are de luxe operations.
uct

—

MJUJ&H

Ml?

S^O HlDWA
THE
nyc
Y

I

HAYS MEMBERS DIFFER

-JZ&1DAILY

A LITTLE

[

.

*

1)

over the advisability of such a move.
Meanwhile but little progress is
understood being made on the national arbitration plan being drafted
by Gabriel L. Hess, Hays office atThis would set up local
torney.
boards and an appeal body headquartering in New York.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh

The Mike Cullens

back from Washington, D. C.

The Tony Sterns (he's the Warner
booker) are heading for New York
on Friday on a short vacation and
to attend the wedding of Tony's
sister.

Joe and Ezra Skirboll, the Majeshere, sporting new cars.
The Rottenstein Brothers, West
Aliquippa exhibitors, are closing ne-

tic chiefs

from "LOTS"

^

HOLLYWOOD
ACHEL CROTHERS, whose first

"D

original screen play, "Splendor,"
has been completed by Samuel Goldwyn, has been signed to a new contract by the producer. Her arrangement with Goldwyn calls for the
payment of percentage royalties in
lieu of the flat sum customarily
awarded screen writers, a custom
that the producer plans to follow
with other authors.
Y
Herbert Marshall has been signed
by RKO Radio Pictures for the lead-

male role in "The IndestructiMrs. Talbot," P. J. Wolfson
story in which Ann Harding will be
Stephen Roberts will distarred.
rect the picture, which is scheduled
to go before the cameras in a forting

ble

night.

T

T

Wood

romanweek for a new house.
tic lead in "Captain January," ShirA Bachelor Dinner will be held in ley Temple's next starring picture
honor of Dave Barnholtz here Dec. 2. following "The Littlest Rebel." Miss
George Callahan, manager of Ex- Wood was recently given a contract
became a by Darryl F. Zanuck for 20th CenService here,
hibitors
grandfather last week.
tury-Fox. June Lang, formerly cast
Dr. C. E. Herman, Carnegie ex- for the role, will be given another
of
hibitor, was re-elected chairman
assignment.
gotiations this

the^Jboard of directors of the Allied
of W. Pa. at the regular

MPTO

monthly meeting

last

week.

Blatt Brothers have acquired the
in Girard from H.
Improvements are now

Denman Theater
Schwartz.

Helen

will play the

TV

Mundin, who made his
American film debut three years ago
now 20th Century-Fox
the
at
Herbert

studios in "Cavalcade," returns to
the same lot for a featured comedy
role in the Darryl F. Zanuck production, "A Message to Garcia,"

IA.-NEBRASKA EXHI6S

FORM BUYING COMBINE

By RALPH WILK

ON SELF-REGULATION
(Continued from Page
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edy picture which starts production
this week with Ruby Keeler, Dick
Powell, Paul Draper, Joan Blondell,
Hugh Herbert
Jack Oakie and
Alfred E.
among the principals.
Green will direct, while Bobby Connolly will be the director of musical
numbers.

Ann Rutherford and Barbara Pep-

(Continued from Page

1)

as follows: Leo F. Wolcott of Eldora, la., president; H. A. Larson
of
Oakland, Neb., vice-president;
Charles Peterson of Hampton, secretary.
New members of the board
of directors are H. A. Taylor of
Omaha, Phil Marsh of Wayne, Neb.,
William Miller of Ashland, Neb., H.
A. Larson of Oakland, Neb., Jake
Rosenthal of Waterloo, la., Cliff
Niles of Anamosa, la., and Leo F.
Wolcott.

Republic contract players, have
been assigned to the leading feminine roles in the next Gene Autry
Resolutions recommended proposmusical western, "The Singing Vag- als to be put before next legislaabond," which goes into production tive session that circuit theaters
Carl be included in present Iowa chain
shortly at Republic Studios.
Pierson will direct from the story store tax law, strengthen Iowa laws
by Oliver Drake. Armand Schaefer to provide protection against Ascap,
is supervising.
a state law similar to that of Ohio
and Wisconsin covering specified
Irving Bacon, Douglas Walton and play dates, and legislation against
Wilbur Mack have been added to the use of public buildings or property
cast of "Hitch Hike Lady," Repub- by individuals for profit in compelic production starring Alison Skiptition with tax paying business.
worth, which Aubrey Scotto is diThe convention favored showing
recting.
of single features of merit replacT
T
Block
ing poor double features.
Mark Kelly has been assigned to booking and publication of boxadaptation of "14th
screen
the
figures received unfavorable
office
Street," one of Darryl F. Zanuck's
favored
group
comment.
The
20th
productions
for
forthcoming
strongly the production angle of
He will collaborate the code providing for clean, wholeCentury-Fox.
with Charles Beldon, who recently some pictures, but did not approve
was signed to a long term writing of another motion picture code.
contract.
With 200 enthusiastic members
per,

—

T

attending, officers declared the con-

signed by
vention was the most satisfactory
David O. Selznick for the forth- in the history of Iowa-Nebraska
The Friedman Brothers anti-trust
coming Selznick International pro- Allied.
case, in which 13 local distributors with Wallace Beery, Barbara Stan- duction of Frances Hodgson Burare involved, has again been set back wyck and John Boles.
Lord Fauntleroy."
"Little
nett's
at the U. S. District Court and is
Hugh Walpole is writing the screen Meet Again Next
T
T
T
now scheduled to be heard Dec. 9.
Louise Fazenda will be featured play of the production, which will
Official opening of the new Park2,000-Foot Reel
through United States.
in "Colleen," Warner musical com- be released
way Theater in McKees Rocks, acquired by Al Glazer, was celebrated

under way.

Guy Kibbee has been

Week

On New

on Saturday.
A. N. Notopoulos, Western Pennsylvania operator, and N. W. Fredricks of Lock Haven are building a
new house in Downingtown, Pa. Notopoulos is also adding a new theater to his circuit in Lancaster, Pa.,
where a property is now being remodeled.
Fred J. Herrington, secretary of
the

Allied

MPTO

of

W.

Pa.,

and

William D. Davis, president, back
from the Michigan convention in Detroit.

John Zwick has been named manager of the Olympic in Finleyville.

(Continued from Page 1)

San Antonio Squibs

—

—

office,

will

take

place,

It

is

into a modern theater.
recently gave Southwestern Theater Equipment Co. of Houston an
order to supply the new house.

remodeled

He

Showing of Paramount's "Little
America" at the City Auditorium
has been postponed until January.
Rear- Admiral Richard Byrd is scheduled to appear in person and give
Visitors:

Gregg Wellinghoff, Dal-

las;

Gus Raetzsch, to Marfa, Seguin and
back; Hal J. Ross, en route from
Oklahoma to Hollywood.

J.

C.

Coffey Joins

Jam Handy

with major

representatives

Approval of RKO to the
changeover is expected by that time,
leaving Universal as the only comvaude bills will follow.
pany which has not as yet okayed
Standard Theaters houses have the move.
launched a Giveaway Night, with a
free auto to be awarded Dec. 6.
Appreciation Groups in New Haven
Frank Miller will soon open his
New Haven Thirty motion picnew theater in Marlow. It has been
equipped by Western Electric.
ture councils, concerned with apprePete Crown, former Texas exhib, ciation of films, have been establishand an Oklahoma partner are re- ed in local schools. Practicallv every
ported planning to enter the game outstanding feature is worked into
on a big scale in the smaller towns. their curriculum.
M-G-M has transferred its local
RKO Films to be Dubbed in France
exchange to 629 West Grand Ave.
RKO Radio's "Alice Adams" and
"The Last Days of Pompeii" will
be dubbed in French, according to
Orleans Notes
the terms of the distribution agreement between the company and Cie
New Orleans "Dark Angel" is Radio Cinema of Paris. Other pichaving a surprising success in this tures will follow.

—

Oklahoma City Liberty Theater
reported that
D. F. Luckie has leased a store build- has four stage shows booked for this
Other
ing at Lot, Tex., and is having it month and early December.
San Antonio

Don Hanna, Los Angeles;
week's darkness Pappy Caubble, tentshow owner;

Miami After a
due to storm damage, the Tivoli reopened.
The new Gibson theater, Chattahoochee, was formally opened with
"Harmony Lane."
Dania Amusement Co. has reopened the Dania theater, Dania,
after being closed for three years.
Following extensive repairs, the
Bartow theater, Bartow, a Sparks
house, is reopening with J. D. Wood-

City Items

producer-distributor

a lecture.

Florida Flickers

Oklahoma

attending.

—

New

—

formerly with the
of teri'itory.
department
sales
promotion
Frigidaire Corp. and more recently
R. H. Tyson, who runs a theater
Matty Seaman Recuperating
sales promotion manager at the St. in Jackson, Miss., was a visitor on
Matty Seaman of the A. &
Miss
Louis Branch of that company, has film row for two days.
ward as manager.
Jack Duffy is running the St. S. Lyons office is recuperating- from
Mrs. M. S. Howarth has opened joined Jam Handy Picture Service
Sydenthe Barn theater at Orange Camp, of Detroit in an editorial and con- Charles while H. S. McLeod con- an appendicitis operation at
ham Hospital.
tact capacity.
tinues bedridden due to a cold.
Deland.
J.

C.

Coffey,

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-1FDAILY/OL.

68,

NO.

NEW

121

Warner
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Wash'n Expansion Under Way

Circuit's

COURT APPROVES GEN'L
Two

British

Circuits

Union Cinemas and Donada
Groups Are Floating
Public Issue
(By Cable)

London
)f

MATERS

here
next few weeks.

By N. M. MacLEOD

MOM

—

MONDAY

MGR'SHIP

and Philadelphia for television experimental purposes will be held
Monday before the Federal ComThe telemunications Commission.
(Continued on Page 6)

Pathe Film Wins Action
vs. Amer. Film Exchange

eventually develop into those of genmanager of the company. Under the title of executive assistant
to the president, Lichtman is "nderstood assuming the handling of various matters which in the past have
fallen on the shoulders of Nicholas
M. Schenck.

American Film Exchange, Inc., in
Superior Court was decided in
favor of the former company yesterdav.
The action was brought to
declare a default for $21,340.25 on
notes and for a mandatory injunction directing the exchange here to
turn over its offices and bookings to
(Continued on Page 14)

Nice Goings On!

—

Denver Double-feature bill advertised
a few days ago in the marquee of the
State theater tickled the folks with
legend:

WHILE THE PATIENT SLEPT
with

THE GIRL FRIEND

deduction of $3,462,767 upon execu(Continued on Page 10)

424

U. S.

FEATURES

FOR CANADA THIS YEAR

Increasing its circuit to 71 houses,
American424
Approximately
Golden States is now constructing
Des Moines Contracts providing made features are being exported to
three more theaters on the coast,
for a one-man-in-booth policy have Canada during the current calendar
said Robert McNeill in New York
been signed by the local Tri-States year as compared with 410 in 1934,
yesterday. The New Disilia with a
theaters and the Orpheum with Lo- a survey made in behalf of The
capacity of 600 is being erected at
(Continued on Page 6)
The deal runs
cal 286, I.A.T.S.E.
in
ready
will
be
Disilia, Cal., and
to Feb. 1, 1938, and resulted from
New
the
Carmel,
At
four months.
negotiations carried on with union 20th Century-Fox Quits
Carmel is half-way finished, with officials by G. Ralph Branton and
Richmond
British Renters' Society
1,200 seats, and in the
on Page

—

(Continued

14)

—

Now

Being Built
In Warners Wash'n Expansion
Three Houses
9

Chicago Operator Union
Nominates New Officers
Chicago

this

should not expand to this
Schine said. "Detroit has been leading the nation back to normal, and
certainly would be an ideal spot to
carry on our policy."

(Continued on Page 6)

the

Correspondent

—

Building Three Houses Des Moines Houses Sign
One-Man-in-Booth Deal

—

Boston An action brought by
Pathe Film Corporation against the

—

DETROIT INVASION

THE FILM DAILY Golden States Circuit

Rehearing on the
application of American Telephone
& Telegraph for permission to lay
a coaxial cable between New York

Washington

Staff

Wilmington, Del. An order confirming the General Theaters Equipment reorganization plan as modified Oct. 3 between Daniel O. Hastings, receiver for G.T.E., and the
Chase National Bank, was signed in
Detroit J. Meyer Schine, presi- Chancery Court at 5 o'clock yesterdent of Schine Theaters, and George day afternoon by Chief Justice LayV. Lynch, general manager, were ton, who directed the receiver to
here this week looking over the the- carry out the terms of the plan.
Justice Layton allowed as a secater situation.
owed
"There is no sound reason why we ured claim the $20,310,832
subject to a
territory," Chase Bank on loans,

SCHINE CONSIDERING

LICHTMAN HEADED

eral

COAXIAL CARLE APPEAL

Equipment

Plan is Ordered
Carried Out
FILM DAILY

FOR

ing.

Capital

Gen'l Theaters

Pittsburgh Houses All on Union Policy

—

National ProCinemas, offshoot of Union
Cinemas, is going to the public for
$15,000,000, while County Cinemas,
controlled by the Donada group, will
Duties of Al Lichtman, who this
It is exseek a similar amount.
week joined M-G-M, are expected to
pected the money will be forthcom-

Wasrington Bureau of

$30,000,000

Raisins

Pittsburgh
For the first time in the history of the city, the theaters are now
100 per cent affiliated with the IATSE.
Ed J. McDade, operator of the Palace,
who was the lone exhibitor to hold out, signed with Local No. 171 last week.

the
vincial

REING HEARD

REORGANIZATION

— Promotion

capital by two ciris to take place within

$30,000,000

cuits

TEN CENTS

21, 1935

tion

a meeting of the Mo—AtOperators
Union
this

Picture

week the following were nominated
Shayne
for office: president, Peter
vice-presiof the Terminal Theater;
Chicago
dent, Glenn Sweeney of the

Theater; business agent, Frank Cut-

ford,

who was

assistant to the late

(Continued on Page 6)

A theater expansion program is
being launched by the Warner circuit in the Washington, D. C, zone,
where three houses are actually under way and three more are contemplated, with sites now being acquired.

Under construction are a

1,500-

theater at Pennsylvania Ave.
and Sixth St., S. E., Washington, to
to be known as the Pennsylvania; the
Ridge, 800-seat house at Clifton
seat

(Continued on Page 10)

London (By Cable) Due to a ban
by the Kinematograph Renters' Society on the Gaumont Super Cinemas
booking combine, 20th Century-Fox
The
has resigned from the KRS.
matter is being discussed and it is
expected the ban will be raised.
Pioneer Mates Celebrate

—

Mrs. Frank E. Goff,
the very first
of
tent movies in this section,
wedding an60th
are celebrating their
niversary. After touring with the blacktop for some years, they opened the
Alhambra and Franklin theaters, among
the first in the early 1900's, and hus-

Omaha Mr. and
who operated one

"blacktop"

band and wife managed each house in
He is 85 and she
friendly competition.
is

76.

—
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Mexican Commission Meets Saturday on Tax Issue

—
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Mexico City Government-sponsored commission which has been considering ways
and means of ending the movie labor strike and of revising the tax schedules so
that American distributors will resume operations in Mexico will meet Saturday and
The comto make known some proposals for ending the present impasse.
is expected
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Eugene Zukor Nominated
Bourland Elected Head
By Paramount Pep Club
Film
Chamber
Of Belgian

Rue de

—

RKO

la

St.

Net

Am.
Con.

Wz

vtc. 73V4

69'/8

69%

5'/2
19i/4

18%

Seat

Columbia
Con.

18i/4

Close
17S/8

Picts.

Fm.
Fm.

Ind
Ind.

pfd..

Kodak

171

171

Chg.

—
— 2%
5% — Va
—

5%

I8I/4

171

Eugene Zukor has been nominated,
without opposition, for the presidency of the Paramount Pep Club,
which holds a special election on Dec.
10 at the call of its board of governors. Joseph J. Dougherty has been
named for vice-president.
Candidates for the board, two of whom
are to be elected, are: Henry Anderson, Arthur Israel, Jack Roper
and Dr. Emanuel Stern.

s/
8

1

Vk

expected to be submitted to the
court in a few weeks.

is

30 Denver Houses on Giveways

—The splurge of giveaways

—1

.

Denver

land, co-stars of

York

act

to

today

RKO

as

01

Radii

NINI TEILHADE, Danish-Javanese dancer, nin
New York today on the Lafayetti
to appear in "The Road to Promise," stagi
production to be directed by Max Reinhardt.

rives

BARRYMORE

LIONEL
the

for

of

ELIZABETH

who

ALLAN,

York

the
plans to

Yorl

weeks

from

sailed

Washington

on

yesterday
vacation,
about three

English
in

New

leave

will

today to start work soon
Bugle Ann" at M-G-M.

coast

"The Voice

return to
resume
to

li

Nev

for

ai

Hollywoci

work

fo

M-G-M.
and

stopping

is

has arrived from Californi;
at the Hotel Warwick.

ROBERT O'NEILL, who
San

Francisco,

has gone to

Florida

New

from

day for the Coast, returns

legal

stafl

York for a

New

left

York fron

two weeks.

in

Warner

the

of

New

in

is

home

returns

HARRY GOETZ, who

York

rest

yester-

10 days.

in

HAWKINSON,

Latin-American dis
tribution manager, leaves today on the Veragu;
for Havana.
R.

K.

BEN
tive

"Captain Blood" Stars on Radio
Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havil-

New

leaves

Havana

for

Y.

in

Nov.

27

IRENE

WIN

H.

CAMMACK, RKO

Radio

South America, arrives
from Brazil.

DUNNE, accompanied
KNOFF, leaves Sunday

BUCK JONES

j

MRS. ED
Hollywood. I

by
for

Thursday

arrives

representaYork OfJ

New

in

from

Holly-

wood.
IKE LIBSON

in

is

EDWARD RUBY

town from Cincinnati.
of

the

Ruby

Camera

Ex-

leaves next week for Seattle, where
he will inspect the salmon industry for the
purpose of photographing an industrial picture

change

.

—

1

Sonotone

Veragua

ROBERT PERKINS

T.

have been appointed permaLowell Thomas, editor of Fox Monent federal trustees for the Theater vietone;
Truman Talley head of the
Realty Co., owners of the Fox The- reel,
and Lew Lehr, commentator,
ater and connected property, by Diswill head the lineup of guests at totrict Judge George H. Moore. A reday's A.M.P.A. luncheon in Jack
organization plan for the property
Dempsey's restaurant.

Warners' recently
155
1551/4 155
do pfd
continues here, with 30 out of 35 completed
"Captain Blood", will
54
Loew's, Inc
52y8 53 1/4 — Vi houses currently offering an aggre- broadcast a scene from the picture
Paramount
9% 9'A 914 — Va gate value of $3,500 weekly in tomorrow night on the Hollywood
Paramount 1st pfd.. 79
7&Va 78% — % gratuities to stimulate business. The Hotel program, headed by Louella
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 115/g 11% 11% — Vs Orpheum is the only downtown first- Parsons and Dick Powell.
Lionel
— Va run not using giveaways.
6
6
Pathe Film
63/g
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—
RKO
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5V8
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Flynn and de Havilland.
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53% 53% + % Island," with Victor Jory, Norman
Warner Bros
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A sizeable sale of tickets for "A
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48—1 y2 first-run Sunday at the Globe on Midsummer Night's Dream" per48
493/4
do pfd
formances at the Hollywood Theater
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Broadway.
on Broadway during the holiday
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lSVi 16
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Vita. Signs Chicago Singer
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Chicago Sara Ann McCabe, an
104y2 104% 104%
Loew 6s 41ww
Republic in Far East
outstanding soprano of Chicago's
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B'way 3s55....60
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phone.
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East.

BERT REISMAN
representative.

ARCH SELWYN

Fox Movietone Executives
At Ampa Luncheon Today

Blair

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

—Edmond Koeln and for-

mer Supreme Court Judge James

FINANCIAL
High

Louis

left New York for Holly
having been signed by RKO Radio Pie
through the William Morris Offices fo
a role in Ann Harding's next film, "The In
destructible Mrs. Talbot."
Upon completion
her film assignment,
Miss Chase will retun
to New York for a featured role in a new sragi
production.

the

Brussels M. Bourland, partner of
Max Bosman in the firm of Bosman
Radio Pictures
& Bourland,
has been elected
representatives,
president of the Chambre Syndicale
Beige de la Cinematographie et des
Industries Qui S'y Rattachent. The
Chambre practically rules the film
industry in this country.

Trustees Are Appointed
— Lichtbildbuehne,
La
— P. A. Harle,CourFor St. Louis Fox Theater

St., W. I. Berlin
Fried richstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.

Wardour

ILKA CHASE has

wood,
tures

Corp

2'/i

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

23/8

18%

M%

43/8

4%

—
4% —

21/2

V8

Charles D. Mackay Dead
Fort Lee, N. J. Charles Donald

Vs

Mackay, 68, stage and early screen
actor, died here this week. Services

18

Editing 2 "Stars of Tomorrow"
Harry Foster is completing the
cutting on Nos. 5 and 6 of the "Stars
of Tomorrow" series recently completed in New York.
Benny Rubin
directed.

CHIDNOFF STUDIO
Irving

Chidnoff

Specialist to the

Motion Picture Industry
469 FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORK

CITY

—

were held yesterday.

"Mary Burns" Holding Over
Paramount's "Mary Burns, Fugiwith Sylvia Sidney, holds over
for a second week at the New York
Paramount starting tomorrow.
tive,"

Pictures
Distributors,
Wakefield
House, Fort, Bombay, India.

Planning

Two More

Serials

Canadian Exhibs Pleased
Over U. S. Trade Treaty

—

Toronto The trade treaty between U. S. and Canada, scheduled
to go into effect Jan. 1, is looked
upon with favor by Dominion exhibitors, according to sentiment along
Duties on films and
film row here.
equipment are reduced in the pact.
Set "Dream" for 3
Local
Chicago
Midsummer Night's
opens tomorrow at
ater, will be limited

—

African melodrama, "Jungle Perils."
Another Stage Hit for Warners
"Boy Meets Girl," stage play with
Warner financing, is reported a hit
Dilloway in "Experience" Short
in Philadelphia, where it opened a
Donald Dilloway, stage and screen
few days ago.
actor, has been signed to play the
juvenile lead in "The Tragic AnniJerome Kessler a Father
versary," latest in the series of
Jerome S. Kessler of Mascot Pic- "Voice of Experience" shorts retures is the father of a seven-pound leased by Columbia and directed
boy.
by B. K. Blake.

in Chi.

the Apollo theto three weeks,
it is announced by Leo Blank, Chi-,
cago branch manager for Warners.

Two more

15-part serials are planned by Stage & Screen Productions
this season, to follow the recently
completed "Custer's Last Stand," it
is announced by Louis Weiss.
The
second
will
be
"The Clutching
Hand," based on the Arthur B.
Reeve novel, and the third is an

Weeks

showing of "A
Dream," which

Louise

Glaum

West Coast Bureau of

in Coast Play

—

THE FILM DAILY

\

Will Be
Brides," stage play with Louise
Glaum starred, will be presented
here early next month by Pat Bal-P
lard as a preview for the films.

Los Angeles

33

W.

60th

ST

"Girls

NEW YORK

CITY

MUSICAL WUNDTRACrcmRY
MOOD^PTYPE OF PICTURE
SEND

FOR OUR CATALOG

THE NEXT TOAST-OF-THE-INDUSTRY!

AH WILDERNESS
HAVE ANOTHER ON LEO! M-G-M's 1935-36 BOX-OFFICE PARTY
GOES MERRILY ON AND THE FUN HAS BARELY BEGUN!

This one

is

for

"Mutiny on the Bounty"

This one

for

is

Opera"

"Night at the

This one

is

for

"Rendezvous"

This one

is

for

"China Seas"

This one
"I

This one
"It's in

is

Live

is

My

for

Life"

for

the Air"

This one

is

for

Anna Karenina"

And Merry
Christmas!

"A TALE
OF TWO
This one

is

for

Broadway Melody of

'36"

CITIES''

\.-$

WHAT

A

SMASH

As Cagney St
TO RULE THE V
The

gold-mac
vengeance o
glamour of tl
streets

living

.

.

.

see

men

a

No wonder

i

JAME&
Wi*
Director Lloyd
Bacon, 1935 hitmaker of "Devil

MARGARET

D °naJd W,
ood

tlNDSAY

.

R

«. Barton MacL
erne

Dogs of the Air",
"The Irish In Us"
and "Broadway
Gondolier" has
done

it

again in

WARNER

BROS.'

EPOCH-MAKING FILMING OF AMERICA

rHIS IS GOING

TO BE

aps His G-Gun for Bare
IRLD'S

MOST FAMOUS UNDERWORLD!

risco of the vicious 'Fifties! Flaming with the
he Vigilantes!
Glittering with the gaudy
Gold Coast!
shadowy shambles of sinister
ing with the scum of the seven seas
Where
ed no questions — and dead men told no tales!
.

.

.

A

.

looks like

Fists

smash box-office"

EMPIRE MAKING EPOCH!

.

.

to Variety Daily!
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COAXIAL GABLE APPEAL
BEING HEABD

MONDAY

^ ^PH/L M.DALY

|XO*

(Continued from Page

rights.

Chicago Operator Union

New

Officers

(Continued from Page 1)

Tom Maloy and has been acting as
business agent since George Browne
and the international group took
charge after Maloy was slain; secreThe
tary-treasurer, Neal Bishop.
meeting, attended by about 500, was
a peaceful one.

Expect Ruling
In

Film Daily shows.

Suit

Decision of Referee Sol M. Stroock
in the $1,000,000 suit of the Chicago
Title & Trust Co. against William
Fox, charging that he personally
guaranteed its buy of Roxy theater
bonds several years ago, is expected
early in January. Attorneys for both
sides have been given two more
weeks in which to file briefs, with the
deadline occurring about Dec. 1.

New Orleans Notes

•

•

—

the indstry.

The Palace will open as a Negro
theater on Nov. 24.
Joe Barcelona, Baton Rouge subsequent-run exhibitor, and R. L.
Bailey, Jr., of Tallulah, Ala., were
visitors to the row here this week.
McGowin and Bisbey will open a
theater in Georgiana, Ala. The new
house, which will have no competition, is called the Tavern.
Alex Schulman, who runs the
Plaza, has taken over the Casino
from the Berman interests.
Presence of Felix F. Feist, Charles
E. Kessenich and Tom J. Conners in
the city this week was said to be in
connection with
routine
business
only. Local M-G-M offices declared
they had heard nothing about reports whereby Metro would drop subsequent runs and sell to Loew's State
exclusively in New Orleans. Reports
had it that if the M-G-M deal with
Saenger
Theaters
failed,
Metro
would sell Loew only, probably getting two weeks on stronger product.

Golden States Circuit
Building Three Houses
(Continued from Page 1)
district of San Francisco, the

er

Great-

Richmond goes into construction
two weeks. This house will seat

in
2,400.

•

WE

OF

the motion picture trade are sometimes in-

clined to forget the fact that every ten years a new audience
a new generation has grown up
is presented for films
also the
so that is why the Revivals are possible
Remakes
and you'd be surprised to learn how many pix
or a dramatic plot orare disguised under another name
iginally screened is given a comedy or musical comedy treat-

ment

•

•

you have a

and, lo

brand new

story

•

IT IS just a case of history repeating itself
your Chauncey Olcotts of the
in the old days before pix
stage could follow along with a regular repertoire of plays
and the public was never found
year in, year out
they loved it
complaining that it was old stuff
and it is the same with the motion picture today

•

•

•

T
T
SO HOLLYWOOD really

doesn't

have to worry

in
about where the new crop of pictures is coming from
the past two decades studio production has accumulated a
and can keep digging into it
veritable Treasure Chest
whenever a surefire production is needed to bolster up the comwhich is a very conpany's seasonal b.o. batting average
soling and comforting thot for all you production boys

it

is

indicated.

Total wired theaters have increased slightly to 833, says the survey,
wh'ch reports that business is generally

than

MEBBE YOU

our mind that RKO Radio has a current release of that name
perhaps this is just a coincidence
then again it may
be a li'l fancy work on the part of S. Barret McCormick's publicity lads
and we are inclined to believe the latter
for we note also perfect synchronization on the part of RKO
Theaters
by the announcement on the last page that "Annie Oakleys" will be given away to the daily winners of the
"Mirror's" crossword puzzle contest
so it looks like perfect team work on the part of RKO Radio Pictures and RKO
Theaters

•

.

•

•

MORE THAN

1,000

Loew

Theaters-Metro

em-

ployees and their friends will attend the first annual Autumn
Festival of the Loew-Metro Club
to be held at Mecca
Temple Casino on Friday eve, Nov. 22
Jay C. Flippen
will act as the flip flipper
Max Wolff, prexy of the club,
is in charge of arrangements
The score of Paramount's
"Collegiate" goes on the air for the first time Dec. 3 via the
Fred Waring program
David Broekman will direct the
coast program, with Mack Gordon and Harry Revel singing
and playing their numbers

•

•

T
AND NOW

T

the Roxy theater management announces that the published report that a Beer "Broadway Band
Wagon" radio program would be broadcast from their house

•

via station

WOR

is all

screwy

tain't so

• • • THE ENTIRE score for Radio's "I Dream Too
Much" with Lily Pons in her screen debut will be heard on the
"Show Boat" hour this eve
Jerome Kern wrote the score
Paula Gould will have her novel, "Constance Carey, Pubpublished by A. L. Glaser & Co. on Feb. 1
The
Warner Club annual Xmas Party will be held in their clubroom
Saturday afternoon, Dec. 21, for the children of the members
The Club held its first informal dance of the year last
nite in the grand ballroom of the Hotel Astor
committee
in charge was headed by Steve Trilling
with Harold
Rodner, John T. Holmes, Irving Birnbaum, Marie Carrol and
H. M. Doherty

licity",

•«

« «

v>

» »

10

per

cent

better

Kuykendall Says Premiums
Forced by Other Business
New
miums

Orleans

—Merchandise

pre-

are a failure, but the gam-

bling spirit and policy of various
businesses of giving premiums has

forced theaters into cash nights, Ed
Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. A. president,
told The Film Daily here yesterday,
claiming
statistics
showed
there were 25,000,000 persons in the

United

also noticed Stookie Allen's "Above
• • •
it was devoted
the Crowd" feature in Tuesday's "Mirror"
and it seems to be running through
to "Annie Oakley"

nearly

in 1934.

earning $30 weekly,
give part of their earnings to forms of gambling.
or less

.

New Orleans Louis Miller of the
National Film Carriers here is said
to be one of the oldest delivery men
on film row, in point of service to

1)

British pictures

imported to the Dominion are fewer
than during the previous 12-month
period but received more bookings,

in Jan.

Roxy-Wm. Fox

FEATURES

FOR CANADA THIS YEAR

(Continued from Page 1)

phone company sought a rehearing
after the F.C.C. had ruled that the
cable, if laid, might be used by other
companies for television experiments. A. T. & T. termed this ruling an invasion of its property

Nominates

U. S.

States

who

Kuykendall said: "We found the
gambling spirit has driven theaters
into some sort of giveaways.
Theaters had to compete with thousands
of giveaways elsewhere. You could
buy a towel and get a couple of
bars of soap free, etc. No theater,
large or small, could sit back on
its dignity and let the opponents
get the business."
The M.P.T.O.A. president, who is
here with Dave Palfreyman to confer with theater heads on the feasibility
of industry self-regulation,
found business good in places and

bad

in others.

Ohio Indep't Thea. Owners
Close Two-Day Convention

—

Columbus, O. Two-day convention of Independent Theater Owners of Ohio was concluded yesterday. The Allied States Ass'n board
of directors also held a meeting in
conjunction with the state gathering.
Tuesday's opening business session
was concerned primarily with the
1936 tax situation in Ohio and the
possibility of reenactment of the 3
per cent tax law which expires Dec.
31 instead of allowing the levy to
P. J. Wood,
revert to 10 per cent.
I. T. O. secretary, reported the cooperation of the organization with
other influential state-wide groups
in a movement for "No New Taxes".
He also indicated that there is strong
sentiment in the legislature for additional revenue and legislative consideration of a bill to impose a 3
per cent tax on admissions up to 25
cents and 10 per cent over that price
-

to

meet the revenue requirements.

COLUMBIAS

mBKxSBk
OF ENTERTAINMENT

Now Playing
RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL

Lj

There
•

•

•

is

power

in this

•

•

•

tremendous power

new Columbia

A

triumph.

masterpiece for four generations— in every

land — in every language — Dostoievsky's
deathless

drama

of

human

reaches the screen for the

rousing audiences — as

it

passions
first

has

time

now
.

•

•

roused

millions of readers— to a fever pitch-

leaving them breathlessly excited

.'

EDWARD ARNOLD

in

cnimEandPunisHmEnT
PETER LORRE

with
MARIAN MARSH ROBERT ALLEN and MRS. PATRICK CAMPBELL
~^~^ WOK STERNBERG • a B. P. Schulberg Production
•

'

&

COLUMBIA PICTURE
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REVIEWS
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have always been fearful of allowing Major Bowes' Audition Act, as he
him to play the game at school for parades a long list of assorted talteries.
Story is based on "The Hangover fear of injury.
Corum and Little ent who give the short subject a
Hughes
Murders", novel by Adam Hobhouse.
FolShould go strong
attempt to show that in the modern classy climax.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
lowing a night of drinking on a Long Is- game the chances of injury are min- with all the Bowes legion of admir63 mins. land estate in celebration of the wedding imized by the care and precautions ers everywhere.
Harry S. Webb-B. B. Ray
ACTION MYSTERY STORY MAKES anniversary of Robert Young and Constance taken in training and equipment.
SUITABLE FARE FOR THE POP GRIND Cummings, a member of the party is found Scenes from some recent games form
So they call in a famous detective, the body of the picture.
dead.
The kid
"The Sporting Network"
HOUSES.
Edward Arnold, with Ed Brophy as his as- leaves the game happy as the coach
With a mystery story that proves inwith Ted Husing
sistant, and
the investigation gets under presents him with the football used
teresting throughout, and a cast headed by
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
way, with the customary suspects, eccen- in play.

THE MIDNIGHT PHANTOM"

drama emerges as
affair

Denny,

Reginald

with

Claudia

Claudia Dell, and Lloyd
should prove satisfactory entertainment for the action, neighThe cast is a
borhood, and grind houses.
competent one, and except for a couple of
spots in which cutting would speed up the
action, the direction is of the fastest type.
The sequence of events follow one another
The sets show up nicely and the prowell.
Claudia Dell's
duction is well mounted.

Hughes,

picture

this

father,

James

Lloyd

Hughes,

Farley,

the chief of police.
and Reginald

is

detective,

a

but
marry
on the force have rea-

both

Denny, a criminologist,

men

Several

sons for hating the chief.

and

brother

Hughes'
that

Hughes release

The

promise.

gether to hear

which

When
is

the
his

to

a

man

found

is

be

to

demands

father

daughter from her

father has called his men toDenny deliver a lecture, at

number

a

he

holdup,

a

in

killed

her,

love

Hughes and consents

loves

him.

interesting

of

criminal

When

the lecture is over,
With the killer
the father is found dead.
lecture room, suspicion
definitely in the
falls on every one, especially Hughes since
the father would not allow the marriage.
types are shown.

able to discover the means used
and traces the weapons
to Denny, who has committed the crime,
hoping that Hughes would be the one held

Hughes
in

is

killing the chief

for the

murder and

would

he, as the friend,

win the girl.
Cast: Reginald Denny, Claudia Dell, Lloyd
Bedford,
Barbara
Hughes, James Farley,

Mary

John Elliot.
Harry S.

Foy,

Producers,

B

Director,

Ray;

B.

Webb,

B

Original

B.

Ray;

Screenplay,

Jack Neville; Cameraman, Pliny Goodfriend;
Westmoreland;
Recording Engineer, J. S
Editor, Arthur Hilton.
Direction, Gocd. Photography, Okay.

"REMEMBER LAST NIGHT"
with
Sally

a

much more

the ordinary

run

of

enjoyable
such mys-

Denny,

Reginald

she

than

Lloyd

Dell,

Edward Arnold, Constance Cummings,
Robert Young, Robert ArmEilers,
strong, Reginald Denny
81 mins.

Universal

THAN USUAL MURDER MYSTERY WITH STRESS ON THE COMEDY
ANGLE AND HELPED BY STRONG CAST.
BETTER

Because
injected,

of

plus

rection by

unusual
a

fine

amount
cast and

James Whale,

this

of

comedy

spirited

di-

murder melo-

Iowa Items

—

Des Moines F. W. Rodgers, recently of Fayette, la., has opened
a $25,000 theater in Corning, Cal.
The second dinner-dance of the
Des Moines Variety Club will be a
Thanksgiving dance at the Savery
Hotel Nov. 23, according to L. M.
McKechneay, chairman of the ticket
Stanley Mayer of Fox
committee.
is general chairman of the affair.
Helen Carberry, secretary to R.
M. Copeland of Paramount Pictures,
spent the week-end of Nov. 18 in
Chicago.

tric characters, additional

up

Paramount

murders, and gen-

complications until the
situation finally is cleared up.
While the
suspense angle is well maintained, it is the
eral

piling

of

"Gentlemen Sports"
Corum)

(Sports With Bill

10 mins.

Good

An

interesting

insight

into

the

way sports events around the counRadio
10 mins. try are covered over the radio.
Nice Diversity
Scenes shift between the field of
much of its entertainment value.
Sports you might prefer as a action, where Ted Husing is shown
Cast: Edward Arnold, Constance Cumhobby if you were a millionaire and at the mike, and the studio, where
mings, Sally Eilers, Robert Young, Robert
could exercise your wish are shown wire connections are made for reArmstrong, Reginald Denny, Monroe OwsHe ceiving the talk and sending it over
by Bill Corum, sports writer.
ley, George Meeker, Ed Brophy, Jack LaRue,
Glimpses of various
reviews in some fine shots the high- the networks.
Louise Henry, Gustav von Seyffertitz, GregThe field events are incidentally shown.
lights of ritzy sports events.
ary Ratoff, Arthur Treacher, Rafaela OttiHambletonian Stakes at Goshen, N.
ano, E. E. Clive, Frank Reicher, Alice ArY. Billiards with Francis and Edgar
dell.
amateurs, participating.
Appleby,
Producer, Carl Laemmle, Jr.; Director,
"Musical Memories"
Trap shooting on the estate of RuJames Whale; Author, Adam Hcbhouse;
loff Cutten at Ridgefield, Conn. Glid(Color Classics)
Screenplay, Deris Malloy, Harry Clork, Dan
Gar Paramount
ing, with Richard C. du Pont.
7 mins.
Tctheroh; Cameraman, Joseph Valentine,
Wood doing his speed boat stunt.
Nice Animated in Color
Editor, Ted Kent.
polo thriller, at Old Westbury,
The
Direction, Scores. Photography, A-l.
Presenting a group of oldtime
Fast and snappy, with plenty
L. I.
songs, with appropriate scenic acof diversity.
companiment, this color cartoon
contains an entertaining concoction
"The Land of Evangeline"
Major Bowes'
of melody, sentiment and comedy.
10 mins.
RKO Radio
The "memories" unfurl as an old
"Amateur Theater of the Air"
couple sit before the fireplace and
Beautiful
(No. 4)
go through their album, recalling
A Van Beuren scenic beautifully RKO Radio
21 mins. earlier days.
presented in expert photography
Pop Number
which reproduces all the highlights
The most ambitious one so far
of the locale in which Longfellow
"Mismanaged"
conceived his celebrated poem "Evan- from Major Bowes, with a great digeline." The Bay of Fundy leads you versity of young amateur talent pre(Radio Musical Comedies)
to the land of Acadia, and shows sented with fine showmanship. Marie RKO Radio
19 mins.
slices of Old England, France, Ger- Julio and Jesse Wolk from Brooklyn
Misses
they
did
as
pam
shot
with
a
by
opened
represented
Scotland
as
many and
Seems as if Eddie Moran who
the present-day descendants of the their song in a nice arboured setting.
A very Youman Brothers, three New York wrote the script for this musical
folks of Longfellow's time.
peaceful and restful subject that boys, were the hot number with their two-reeler and who also plays in it,
When wrote the script for himself. It is
will prove a boon to tired theater violin, clarinet and accordion.
originally presented on the Major's all gagged for his build-up, and as
patrons.
air program they were so popular he with so many authoring efforts of
Paula Stone
brought them right back the next actors fails to jell.
"Tomorrow's Halfback"
week. The Covered Wagon is an am- does her best with the dancing part,
(Sports With Bill Corum)
the
and is assisted by a pianist, singer
bitious act, with songs around
10 mins. campfire by that bunch of cowboys and accordion player.
RKO Radio
The story is
The Bronx that of a manager who puts his
Human Appeal
from New Jersey.
a snappy hoofing rou- act on an amateur radio audition and
Bill Corum with the help of coach brothers have
Rent Party gets leads them to believe they are set
Lou Little and his Columbia football tine. The Harlem
They
atmosphere with for the stage and big time.
squad take you behind the scenes of over the colored
The human in- plenty of jazzy singing and dancing, get sore, but two theatrical agents
big-college football.
Janet come to the manager and book him
the Lindy Hop.
terest angle is worked in neatly by including
Newark schoolgirl, is a because he was so good. The title
presenting it through the eyes of a Meinert, a
sweet singer. Closes with of this short seems perfect.
boy of twelve and his parents who grand,
Reopening New Orleans Strand
Nebraska Notes
Wiseman Must Submit to Quiz
New Orleans The Strand theater,
Federal Judge Coxe this week
built for the old Saenger AmuseLincoln Fears that the proposed ment Co. and which was its ace
denied the motion of Sir William
chain store tax bill resting on file house and money-maker for years,
Wiseman to vacate the subpoena re- in the special session of the Ne- will reopen Nov. 24. The house is
legislature here might have to be operated by the Strand Enterquiring him to submit for examina- braska
theater circuits read into its text prises, Inc., a corporation in which
suits
tion in connection with the
were rife on theater row this week. Mortimore and Schiell, subsequent
Hope now is that the session will run operators, have an interest.
brought by the Paramount trustees
end before the bill comes out on
defendant
Liqidating Howe Studio Assets
in which he is named as a
the floor.
the
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. All equipment
and fixed Friday as the date for
Theater row has it that Nevins
of the Lyman Howe stuexamination to get under way. The Lynn, manager of the World and and assets
in here dio and laboratory here are being
was
Kearney,
Spein
before
Empress
held
examination will be
liquidated by Cine Enterprises.
Sunday and married the girl.
E. Joyce.
cial Commissioner John

laughs and the number of interesting individual performances that give the picture

RKO

SHORTS

—

—

—

.
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GEN'L THEATERS PLAN

New

APPROVED BY COURT
(Continued from Page

1)

and delivery by the receiver of
releases and discharges of all claims
which the receiver had or might
have against the bank.

tion

Following the Chief Justice's apChancellor Wolcott said he
would sign an order annroving the
proval,

plan and authorizing solicitation.
Argument on the question of
whether the agreements should be
approved was heard before the Chief
Justice some time ago, as Chancellor
Wolcott had disqualified himself to
sit on this phase of the case due to
the fact his wife is a stockholder in
the Chase Bank. Chancellor Wolcott
last week heard testimony on the reorganization plan itself and was prepared to hear argument on the testimony yesterday. Murray C. Becker of New York, attorney for AllContinent Corp., chief objector to
the plan, telegraphed the court that
he withdrew all objections to apPercival E. Jackson, New
proval.
York attorney, sent a brief memorandum by mail opposing the plan.
He represents a small bondholder.

the Chief
the pledge
with Chase of collateral as security
for payment of loans be ratified, conThis collatfirmed and approved.
stock
eral includes new Fox Film
reclassified into stock of 20th Century-Fox Film Corp., stock of the
International Projector Corp., Film
Securities Corp. and National Theaters Sunnly.
It

also provided

is

Justice's

opinion

in

that

A

"Bluebook of Projection" Out

Containing over 700 pigcs of text and illustrations, and with its material so organized that both the highly trained projectionist and the student are equally served,
the sixth edition of F. H. Richardson's "Bluebook of Projection," just published, reveals a painstaking effort to combine an exposition of underlying principles with detailed explanations of approved projection practice.
Throughout the book the fundamental sciences represented in the projectionist's
craft, such as electricity and optics, receive theoretical attention as well as practical
application to the every-day problems and processes of projection and sound reproducThere are 32 chapters, and in addition, sections devoted to definitions of techtion.
nical terms, mathematical quantities, etc.
Making the volume particularly handy for reference as well as for general study, is
a system of paragraph identification designed to facilitate cross-reference and the finding of the answers to the study questions which precede each chapter.
This edition of what has become through the years a standard work on projection,
is
handsomely printed on coated
It
published by the Quigley Publishing Co.
is
paper and is profusely illustrated with diagrams and photographic reproductions.
In a foreword, Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board of Paramount Pictures, gives
glowing recognition to the part the skilled projectionist plays in the effectiveness
Richardson has dedicated the book
of the motion picture as an amusement medium.
to the IATSE & MPMO, with the approval of George E. Browne, international president
of the organization.

Baltimore Bits

Pacific

—

—

of

new

club quarters.

A

round-robin letter to all film
theater managers in Buffalo from
the Rev. Dr. Edward S. Schwegler,
diocesan director of the Legion of
Decency, asks them to designate
weekly family night programs, especially in neighborhood theaters.

ball,

These

debentures,

the

campus.

A

After the Chief Justice had filed
his opinion, Chancellor Wolcott in
speaking of the reorganization plan
Nov. 25: Special meeting of Actors'
Equity said that it was admitted by everyAss'n, Hotel Astor, New York
2 P. M.
body there was no equity for stockNov. 26: Allied Theater Owners of New Jer- holders and that since all of the assey, regular meeting,
Hotel Lincoln, New
sets were going to the creditors and
York, 2 P.M.
Philadelphia
Motion
Picture
Forum
international
luncheon,
Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel,
Philadelphia.

Paramount sales department meeting.
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

Dec. 6:

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.

and
Dec.

ball,

Allied Theaters of
cruise sailing to
S. Queen of Bermuda.

7:

vention
S.

New

Jersey

Bermuda

con-

on

the

Dee. 8-9:
lina

M.P.T.O. of North and South Caroannual convention, Charlotte, N. C.

Dec.

9:
Annual meeting of stockholders
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

Jan.

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
Hershfield,
sponsored
by
the
Broadway
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 27-30:

of

M. P. E. spring convention,
S.
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicaeo.

seats in capacity.

Lenauer Gets Foreign Shorts
Lenauer International Films has
acquired
American
distribution

for their benefit the only possible
objection to the plan might be the
matter of costs and expenses.
He
added this was to be subject to the
power of the court and it could be
assumed the court would properly
exercise its power in relation to
them.

is

"Rendezvous" remains at the Blue

Mouse in Seattle for a third week.
"Hands Across the Table" holds at
Hamrick's Music Box for a second

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh
A party from the
local Variety Club is forming to
attend the annual ball of the Washington Variety Club on Saturday.
Julius Lapidus will entertain the
boys at the Variety Club luncheon
here on Monday.
Program goes

KQV.
M. C. A.
Va., closed.

Y.

Elephant

Productions, Inc., Manhattan. Themotion pictures; capital, $10,000.
Stockholders:
David
B.
Friedland,
Lewis M.
Greene and Roslyn Soldinger, New York.
atrical

Guy
atrical

shares

and

Palmerton
Inc.,
and amusement
of

stock.

Benjamin Frank
Albany, N. Y.
I

Want

lication

Albany,

N. Y.
Thebusiness; capital,
100
Shareholders: Guy Palmerton,
Lyon, Jr., and Nancy Duncan,

Policeman Corp.,

a

of

a

Policeman"'

a

Manhattan.

certain

play, entitled:
capital,
100 shares

"I
of

Pub-

Want
stock.
Klinger

Howard A. Seitz, David
Baum, New York.
Brooklyn Negro Civic Corp., Kings County.
Theaters and civic center; capital, $70,000.
Stockholders: George E. Wibecan, Walter A.
Simon and John G. Brooks, Brooklyn.
Hampton Star Theaters, Inc., Westhampton,
Shareholders:

3nd

week.

W.

ital,
150 shares at $100 each and 300 shares
no par value.
Stockholders: Jerome E. Mayer,
Murray Queen and Louis L. Garrell, New York.

four-hour

three-feature prothe new policy of the Empire theater of Anacortes, Wash.

gram

opinion

holds, shall be held to be uncancelled
and undischarged and are to be used
by and disposed of as a part of the
receivership estate.

Nov. 25:

Dec. 1-3:

1)

New Incorporations

a Seattle concert by Associated Women Students of the University of
Washington. He appears May 6 at
Meany Hall on the University

leases.

Nov. 23: Washington Variety Club annual
Hotel Willard, Washington, D. C.

(Continued from Page

Forge, Va., which will oDen shortly
after Thanksgiving, and the Uptown, 1,500-seat theater on Connecticut Ave. which goes into operation
about May 1.
Theaters contemplated will be located at Georgetown, Alexandria and
on Wisconsin Ave. in Washington.
These houses will average 1,000

KGW

1, 1940, to the receiver is also provided for in connection with the re-

Independent
Theater
Owners
of
Ohio annual convention, Hotel Deshlcr
Wallick,
Columbus, 0.

WASH'N EXPANSION

lesque-film house here, are taking safe the other evening, the robber the genesis of the Italo-Ethiopian'
war.
over the Gayety early in December escaping with about $1,000.
for dramatic stock. It's a Shea propLarry Allen, formerly with the
erty mentioned several times as a
vaudefilm spot and lately used for Fox West Coast and now manager
of Stations
and KEX of Portburlesque.
land, on Dec. 1, takes charge of
The Teck, 50-year-old legit house,
sales promotion for the San Frandark for months and at times the
cisco offices of National BroadcastBuffalo showspot for roadshow picing Co.
tures, will be razed early in 1936.
NEW YORK
Warner Bros. Theaters, Inc., Delaware corMarion Shilling of Hollywood apBuffalo Variety will have a getporation,
chartered
to
do business in New
together at the Savarin Dec. 9 to de- peared this week at the Roxy in Ta- York State.
termine on plans for 1936, including coma.
Mayer & Queen Productions, Limited, Mana new board of officers and opening
Nino Martini has been signed for hattan. Theatricals and motion pictures; cap-

000 principal amount of General
Theaters ten-year 6 per cent convertible gold debentures with attached unpaid coupons, dated April

Today:

CIRCUIT STARTS

B.

Dewey Michaels and
Buffalo
Seattle
Manager Grover Handley rights to three shorts including two
Nate Boasberg, brother-in-law and of the United Artists, Portland, was Austrian sports subjects "Winter In'
and
"High School ofj
brother of Al Boasberg of film note, compelled at the point of a revolver Austria"
and operators of the Palace, bur- by a gunman to open the theater Skiing," and a subject explaining

Surrender by Amerex of $1,500,-

DATE BOOK

Northwest Notes

W.

F.

G.

Theatrical business; capital, 4,000 shares
N. Y.
at $5 and 300 shares at $100.
Stockholders:
Harri E. Nugent, Jessie A. Nugent and Adelaide A.
Nugent, Riverhead, N. Y.

Booking Offices, Inc., Manhattan.
Theater
Producing and presenting theatrical attractions;
capital,
200 snares of stock.
Shareholders:
Morris
M. Mintz, Fhilip G. Steindler and
Blanche Greely, New York.

Mondo Motion Pictures, Inc., New
Motion pictures; capital, 200 shares of
Shareholders: Marie O'Donnell, Martha
Hayes and Enis Pucci, New York.
Motion pictures;
Finfilm,
Inc.,
Manhattan.
Nuovo

York.

stock.

theater in Burnell,

capital, $2,500.

Stockholders: Alfred

L.

Schein,

Lefkowitz, Bronx.
Old silent pictures will be a reg- Max Lefkowirz and Samuel C.
Theatrical
A. F. Cinema Corp., Brooklyn.
ular feature in Mark Browar's new- andL. motion
picture business; capital, $10,000.
ly-opened Harlem Casino.
Kosoff,
Frances Lifshitz
Isidore
Stockholders:
George D. Tyson, managing di- and Jeanette Lifshitz, Brooklyn.
Theatricals;
Ideal Amusement Corp., Kings.
rector of the Harris-Alvin, off to
Shareholders:
capital,
100 shares of stock.
East Liverpool, O., to open his new Murray Morris, Samuel J. Perlman and Pauline
Chancellor Wolcott further added stage unit starring Henrietta Leav- Preston, New York City.
CHANGES IN CAPITALIZATION
that since the question of the gen- er, "Miss America, 1935."
L. B. Cool, former manager of
Syndicate Pictures Corp., New York City,
eral releases to the Chase bank and
others was, so far as he was con- the Fulton and now in Sharon for from $2,000,000 to 100 shares of no par value.
DISSOLUTIONS
cerned, moot because of the decision Warners, was a visitor here.
of the Chief Justice, he would sign
Photoplay Finance Corp., New York City.
In its second week, "Mutiny on
the order approving the plan and the Bounty" gave the Warner its
Whitmar Theater Corp., New York City.
authorizing solicitation of deposits. best business in six months.
Harry Clay Blaney, Inc., New York City.

^^»-vv

N

The

Man

The most fascinating character

fact or fictior

in

played as only Ronald Colmar

could do

COLMAN
in

THE

MAN WHO

BROKE THE BANK
AT MONTE CARLO
w.hJOAN BENNETT
NIGEL BRUCE

COLIN CLIVE
F.

ZANUCK

20th CENTURY

PRODUCTION

DARRYL

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Directed by Stephen Roberts.
Ellis

THE KEYSTONE OF

Screen play by Howard

Smith and Nunnally Johnson. From the play by
Ilia Surgutchoff and Frederick Albert Swann.

i

—
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"LITTLE" from

13

HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK

"T)ARIO
also

FARALLA, who

super-

Daughters of Confederacy Boost "Rose"

America," will
"Little
vised
supervise "Border Flight," for

Ewing

Paramount.

Scott,

Chapters of the Daughters of the Confederacy are receiving letters this week from
Mrs. Annie Massey, general president, commending Paramount's filmization of
the Stark
novel, "So Red the Rose," which opens at the New York Paramount on Thanksgiving Day.
Written during the national convention of the organization, at Hot
Springs, Ark., the letter will be read at chapter meetings.
A movement also is afoot
to obtain the Cross of Honor
medal the organization confers on deserving persons
for Directoi King Vidor, Margaret Sullavan and Randolph Scott.

who

Young

wrote the story, will direct.
T
Our Passing Show: Edward Laemmle motoring to Universal Oity;
Nat Goldstone, Arthur Freed, Kent

—

Fred

Niblo,

Jr.,

he established a home for
Delma Byron,
them upon a farm in New Jersey. "Paddy O'Day."
Upon this farm most of them are selected by Darryl F. Zanuck as
found from Goo-Goo III to Goo- one of the studios "best bets" for
1936, has received her first assign3oo CMVII.
ment as the "vision" of Paul CavaT
Aubrey Scotto has completed the nagh in "Champagne Charlie."
iirection of "Hitch Hike Lady" for
The picture stars Alison
Republic.
Edward Killy and William HamilSkipworth, with Mae Clarke, Jimmy ton, directorial team which has
is,

until

Ellison and
tured roles.

Arthur Treacher in feaT.

T

T

Yachts manned by members of the
Pacific Coast Writers Yacht Club
nrill act as a convoy when Tay Garlett's "S. Y. Athene" sails from WilGarnett will
mington Nov. 24th.

just completed "Seven Keys to Baldpate," starring Gene Raymond, have
Radio Picbeen re-signed by
tures. Their first assignment under
the new ticket will be the direction
of Stuart Palmer's "The Puzzle of
the Briar Pipe," in which Helen

RKO

Broderick and James Gleason will
produce two features while in the debut as a new comedy team.
East.
far
T
t
T
V
rearranging of the production
Arthur Lubin, who directed "Two schedule at M-G-M, causing a shift
Sinners" and several other pictures in the assignments of the contract
Monogram and Republic, has players has necessitated Richard
for
>een assigned to direct "The Leaven- Bolelawski's
temporarily abandonworth Case," for Republic.
ing the starting of "My Brother's
V
T
Wife," for which he was to have
Robert Barrat has been lent by Jean Harlow and Franchot Tone.
Warners to Walter Wanger for "The While waiting for these players to
be available, "Boley" will direct
Trail of the Lonesome Pine."
"Three Godfathers," the Peter B.
Columbia's Kyne story which has been read by
Riders,"
"Lawless
Thus far Boleslawski has
fourth Ken Maynard feature, was millions.
Geneva Mit- been able to secure Chester Morris,
:ompleted last week.
Spencer Lewis Stone, Walter Brennan and
:hell has the feminine lead.
Evans in
Gordon Bennett directed from Nate "Chic" Sale, with Madge
the feminine role.
Satzert's story and screen play.

A

TV

TV

T

RKO

T
cast
for

T

assignments:
"Two O'Clock
Thelma White
Courage"; Noel Madison and Paul
Porcasi for "The Green Shadow."
r
r
v
"Hell Ship Morgan," the Columbia picture with George Bancroft,
Ann Sothern and Victor Jory in the
production
er and Bobby Woolsey in "The Nit- leading roles, went into
this week. The company will be on
wits."
location at San Pedro until the ocean
D.
Chosen for his resemblance to sequences have been finished.
me of New York's well-known offi- Ross Lederman is directing from
aals, Paul Stanton has been assigned Harold Shumate's screen play.
bhe role of Mayor of New York City
Imperial Pictures is readying its
with George Raft and Leo Carrillo
the Imperial Seven
in 20th Century-Fox Film's "It Had fourth feature of
and has signed Frank Luther for a
fo Happen."
Betty Grable, blonde singer and
dancer, now playing a role in the
lew Astaire-Rogers film, "Follow
the Fleet," has been signed to a
new term contract by RKO Radio.
She made her screen debut in the
same stars' "The Gay Divorcee," and
recently played opposite Bert Wheel-

Radio

than 35 newspapers throughout the
United States.
The cast includes
Marian
Nixon,
Chick
Chandler,

Marie

Warren

Prevost,

Herman

Bing,

Franklin

Hymer,
Pangborn,

George Meeker, Matty Kemp, Virginia
Howell,
Kathryn Sheldon,
Betty Mack, Jane Keckley, Richard
feature role. Story is a musical, be- Carlyle, James T. Mack and Wilson
ing adapted from Alma Sioux Scar- Benge.
It will be directed by Phil
berry's novel of the same name, and
Rosen.
Production will be at the
will be produced by Cameo. William
M. Pizor, president of Imperial Pic- Pathe Studios. Arthur T. Horman
tures, is in Hollywood conferring adapted "Tango" for the screen.
with Clifford Sanforth and Edward
T
V

James Gow and Edmund North,
watching writing team, have been signed to
Michigan State defeat Loyola.
a new long-term contract by RKO
T
Radio Pictures. Their next assignLaura D. Wilck, New York play ment is to write the screen play
broker and producer, is in Holly- for "Static," Rupert Hughes story
wood on a business trip. She sold soon to be produced. Gow and North
the dramatic rights to "Sing Before wrote the script for the Lily Pons Spitz, producers for Imperial. Pizor
Breakfast," "Satellite," "Name Your picture, "I Dream Too Much," which will remain in the film capital durPoison," "Glory" and "The Happiest is to have its world premiere at the ing the production of "High Hat,"
Radio City Music Hall, New York, now being readied.
Man" to Broadway producers.
Thanksgiving Day.
T
T
T
T
attends
he
Because every dinner
A strong cast has been signed
presentausually culminates in the
by RKO Radio Pictures to support
Rita Cansino will appear in 20th
tion of a duck, Joe Penner found it
Ann Harding and Herbert Marshall
Century-Fox's
"A
Message
to
Garalmost as difficult disposing of them
in "The Indestructible Mrs. Talbot,"
cia."
recently
She
finished
leada
That
as he did of old razor blades.
P. J. Wolfson drama soon to go being role with Jane Withers in
Taylor,

"LOTS"

fore the cameras. Among the
ers who will be seen in the
support are Margaret Lindsay,
ter Abel, Ilka Chase, Edward

and

Hobart

Cavanaugh.

play-

stars'

WalEllis

Stephen

Roberts will direct.

In accordance with approval registered

all

major

distributors,

t

v

"Divot Diggers," an Our Gang
comedy, was placed in production
yesterday at the Hal Roach studios.
Also in production on that lot are
"Three On a Bench," starring Jimmy
Savo,

TV

by

except Universal, use of the new
standard 2,000-foot reel will start
with feature releases effective April
1, the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts & Sciences has announced.

and

"The

Bohemian

Girl,"

with Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy.

Larry Ceballos, noted producer
T
and dance director, has been enM-G-M has acquired "Hats in the
gaged by Columbia to stage the Air," an original story for the
dances in "Rolling Along," co-star- screen by Dwight Taylor.
ring Harry Richman and Rochelle
T
T
T
Hudson and featuring Walter ConMichael Whalen, who has just
nolly.
This musical production will
feature songs by Harry Akst, Lew finished a part in the Victor McBrown, and Victor Schertzinger, Laglen-Freddie Bartholomew picture,
"Professional
Soldier,"
has
who is directing the picture.
been assigned to the leading male
T
V
role in James Oliver Curwood's "The
"Rich Relations," third Imperial Country
Beyond" at 20th Centuryfeature, is now in the cutting room

and being edited by Clifford Sanforth .for early release.
Film features Ralph Forbes and Frances
Grant, with an impressive supporting cast.
T

T

T

Fox.

T

Joseph Santley has been assigned
to direct "Dancing Feet," scheduled
for

early

production

at Republic.
Olive Cooper
final continuity

Wellyn Totman and

are preparing the
Republic signed George Godfrey
from the Rob Eden novel.
as dialogue coach on the Gene Autry
T
T
T
musical western, "The Singing VagaHoward J. Green's last four asbond," now in production under the
signments might serve as an inspiradirection of Carl Pierson.
tion for a lyricist. In sequence they
V
T
might suggest a euphonious poem,
Pirosh
Robert
George Seaton and
as
follows:
"Rumba," "If You
will collaborate with Scott Darling
Could Only Cook," "Neath A Star
on the final screenplay of RepubValen- of Midnight," "For The Devil's

lic's

"The Return of Jimmy
from the story by Paul Arm-

tine,"

Squadron."

T

strong, Jr.
T

Edward H.

T

Carrying on Paramount's increasing schedule of timely script-toscreen entertainment under direct
supervision of Ernst Lubitsch, managing director of production, studio
officials have definitely set "Fashion
Spy" as a forthcoming vehicle for
Carole Lombard. It is the story of
a girl fashion scout who steals styles
The story is an original
in Paris.

T
Griffith,

T

who

is

an

in-

veterate cigar smoker, won't have
to buy any cheroots for at least a
year. Salvador Masquez, an exhibitor in Cuba, recently sent "his favorite director" of Ann Harding pictures ten large boxes of clear Havanas.
Griffith is now directing
"Next Time We Live."

One of the show places of Southern California is the Santa Monica
ranch belonging to M-G-M director
v
Invincible starts the new season Sam Wood. Few people other than
with "Tango," from the current intimate acquaintances of the direcnovel by Vida Hurst, published in tor's family have seen this beautiful
book form and syndicated in more location.
by John Francis Larkin.
Hornblow Jr. will produce,

Arthur

DAILY
Pathe Film Wins Action
vs. Amer. Film Exchange
(Continued from Page 1)

Pathe. The defense was that the default was caused by a conspiracy
between Pathe and First Division to
force the American Film Exchange
Judge Dowd, Justice of
to default.
the Superior Court, decided for
Pathe on all points, directing that
the exchange be turned over to
Pathe, and dismissing the defense
of the charge of conspiracy. Attorneys for Pathe were Phillips & Nizer,
and Nutter, McClennen & Fish of
Edward Johnson was the
Boston.
attorney for the American Film Exchange.

Salt

Lake City Squibs

Salt Lake City— Harry R. (Dad)
Rand, prominent in theatrical circles
throughout the intermountain region
for more than 25 years, died recentHe had a cirly at his home here.
cuit of theaters in the early days of
the movies, but gave up most of his
holdings and retired about two years

ago.

Kenneth Anderson, who handled
film deliveries in this territory, died

recently following an auto accident

near Trementon, according to word
received here.

a holdover at W.
E. Shipley's Gem, while "Metropolitan" was shifted from the Orpheum
to the Studio for a second week.

"China Seas"

is

Thursday, Nov. 21, 1935

EXPLOITING CURRENT FILMS
Librarian Writes
For "Musketeers" Pressbook
A

WELL-KNOWN New
librarian,

man

Bess

York

W. Timmer-

the Queens Borough
Library, contributes an
article on library and theater
promotion to the "Three Musketeers" pressbook.
After a lead in which she
states that "again the motion
pictures have come to the aid of
the librarian," Miss Timmerman lauds the production, followed by half a dozen tie-up
suggestions.
Part of her article follows:
"Again the motion pictures
have come to the aid of the
librarian. In RKO Radio's presentation of 'The Three Musketeers' one of our classics has
of

Public

been made to live vividly. It
has been made more thrilling
than would be possible through

any publicity which the librarian has at her command. In this
day of mad rush one of the
librarians' greatest demands is
book refor a thin book for
port. The average youth, to our
regret, considers a classic something to be endured while he
winds his tortured way through
time, plot, climax and hidden
meanings. He does not realize
that most of the books of real

literature
are
corking good
full of excitement,
stories

and adventure. No modern gangster story can match
'The Three Musketeers' in tense
moments,
dramatic
intrigue,
hilarious humor, cruel murder
and mystery.
A picture like
thrills

Brown

of Tri-States and

Hale Cavanaugh of the Orpheum.

One-man booth operation has

been

in effect throughout the smaller theaters of the state, according to Leo

F. Wolcott, president of Allied Theater Owners of Iowa-Nebraska, but

become a

Poster Ass'n to Meet
At Chicago in April

menace

to

modern

This story emphasizes
courage and loyalty and gives
us one of the world's finest examples of unselfish, unfailing
friendships. 'The Three Musketeers' is a picture which should
be sponsored by schools, mothsociety.

and libraries.
"The librarian has a particular interest in films based on
ers' clubs

books of a high literary standard because
experience
has
shown that a photoplay well
done will stimulate such a great
interest in a book that this
book will be in demand for
many months. A striking instance of this is shown by the
many requests that are still being made for 'Little Women,'
'because I saw it in the movies.'
"Close cooperation between
the theater and the public library should result in much
valuable publicity for both."

Radio Pictures.

Spirit of Buffalo Bill

In "Oakley" Press Book

at

(Continued from Page 1)

Stanley A.

will give as many thrills
as a gangster murder story with
none of the harmful psychological results.
There is nothing here to suggest ways and
means of imitating the hero
which would cause the youth to

this

RKO

LOWELL THOMAS

Des Moines Houses Sign
One-Man-in-Booth Deal

gTUNTS

reminiscent of Buffalo

super-showmanship era
are incorporated in the campaign book issued on RKO
Radio's "Annie Oakley."
These include an Annie Oakley playing card, Annie Oakley
ticket to Buffalo Bill's Wild
West Show and a throwaway
hanger simulating that used to
Bill's

the Des Moines deal will undoubtedly affect theaters in larger towns

which have been using two men.

Annual convention of the National
Poster Service Association is being
planned for April in Chicago, probably at the Palmer House. It is expected that Simon Libros will be reelected president.
rectors meets in

Its

board of

New York

di-

next

week.

Omaha Odds and Ends
Omaha

— Grand theater at Hurley,

D., only recently taken over by
B. C. Yates, burned to the ground
S.

over the week-end.
Percy Brawn has taken over the
Cairo at Cairo, Neb., from John
Cady.
J. N. Berney, one of the last disc
advocates, finally installed sound-onfilm at his Empress in Wolbach,
Neb.
Eddie Rostermundt, United Artists salesman, survived a freak accident without so much as a scratch
when he drove his car up an embankment to avoid a collision. His
auto shot up the embankment and
did a neat loop, landing top-side

down.
Mrs. Pearl Retz, a former Iowa
is reopening the Gem at
Beemer, Neb.
Sarah Malashock, RKO secretary,
exhibitor,

advertise the Buffalo Bill show.

A.

M.

P. A.

Ballyhoos plucked from Buffalo Bill's own exploitation book
are also outlined. These are an

Indian-driven hansom with Annie as a passenger; a miniature
Indian village for lobby display;
a giant parade to the theater
employing sharp-shooters, In-

Today

dians,

cavalrymen and cowboys;

a theater barker; a ticket wagon
which toured the town to sell
tickets and plug the show; a
drum beater and a "bally" man
atop a high-wheeler.
Tie-ups with Postal Telegraph

which

has

JACK DEMPSEY'S RESTAURANT
AS

USUAL—50TH AND 8TH

AVE.

prepared

window

"Sporting
the
Goods Dealer," trade magazine
urging firearms dealers to cooperate with exhibitors; and
such standard material as a sixday newspaper art series; threeday coloring contest; radio announcements and several other
items complete the exploitation of "Annie Oakley."
Radio Pictures.
sticker-sheets

;

—RKO

St.

Louis Squibs

St. Louis— Some $12,000 is to be
spent in improving Loew's State,
and the new electric signs to be put
up will contain only the name
Loew's, omitting the "State," according to Manager Harold W.
Evens.
New Grand Central theater is expected to reopen late in December
as a second-run.
assistant
Edward
Richardson,
manager of Loew's State, returned
recently from attending the funeral

of his mother in Akron, 0.
Alderman John R. Slay's bill to
impose a city tax on admissions has
practically no chance to pass, according to a checkup of the Board
of Aldermen.
Final report of Elsie Wallace, who
had the court reporting contract on
the government's recent film conspiracy case, reveals that the record
included 4,179 typewritten pages and
about 1,150,000 words.
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15,000 titles of pictures released since 1915
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and
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Complete
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Comprehensive exploitation section
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Work
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Ed Small Considering Series of 4,000- Ft. Features

JOS-

40% ABOVE 1934

THEATERTUPPLY

BIZ

Warners to

Again on Ascap Royalty System

Protest
Up

... the passing parade
By DON CARLE GILLETTEi=

=

HAS

IT
wood
that

the

been the opinion

long

elsewhere

and

reason

among

Samuel Goldwyn

in

the
for

Holly-

trade
years

maintained a high average in quality
box-office productions is because he limited
the amount of his output to three or four
has

pictures a year.

Now

Protest of Warner Bros, in behalf
of its three music companies against
the present Ascap system of computing their royalt'es will again be
registered when Herman Starr, official of the company and a member
of the society's directorate, brings
up the matter at a board meeting

Tuesday.

United Artists
the producing
the organization, he not only
has accepted the responsibility for an increased output with prompt dispatch, turning out three pictures in about the t me
that he used to devote to one or two, but
the artistic quality and box-office pull of
that changes

in

the

made Goldwyn

setup have
mainstay of

Matter
Meeting
at Board
on Tuesday
Will Bring

Starr

V lewing

these delivered pictures
standard Goldwyn level.

is

right

up to the

Besides already finishing "Barbary Coast,"
"Dark Angel" and "Splendor," Goldwyn has
the Eddie Cantor musical well advanced,
and the film version of "Children's Hour"
under way, making five right there, so that
be surprising to see him runit wouldn't
ning his total for the season up to eight

Warners have indicated that they
will withdraw Harms, Witmark and
(Continued on Page

This is not an argument for more mass
production by individual producers, but just
a tip of the hat to a showman who knows
how with unusual consistency and whose
talents can stand a little stretching.

FOX MET, BUY

FROM

coast

of news
"new era"

stories

comes a variety
and commentaries about
sector

movies having been launched
by last Sunday's initial showing of a film
program in a church there.
Many projects of this and similar kind
have been started in the past decade, all
of them big and encouraging in theory, but

a

few

lived

to

in

celebrate a first birthday.

The basic fault with nearly all of these
movements is that they aim deliberately to
put educational values in film programs.
This won't work because the mass public
wants its entertainment without any pills,
and in much the same way the folks who
seek instructional or spiritual values frequently have no patience with the wholesome hokum that makes good entertain-

ment.
So films that try to combine amusement
with uplift have two strikes against them
from the start.

Dealers' Meet

four

radio
national
to accrue to

these

N.

networks

are
expected
pictures through

Warner

connections.

Y.-LONDON DEBUT

officially stated

yesterday.

Reach Accord With

GTE

All-Continent Claim

the picture,
released in seven

West Coast Bureau

&
to

postpone

its

January,

it is

annual

convention

some time in
announced by Pauline

from December

till

(Continued on Page 8)

Hollywood

of

Naming No Successor
Schaefer Switches

If

No
fill

successor will be appointed to
the vice-presidency now occupied

by George

J.

Schaefer at Paramount,

understood, in case he resigns
to take over the 80 theaters which
the company has taken back in the
it

Series of 4,000-Foot Features
Being Considered by Ed Small

Charlotte— M. P. T. O. of North
South Carolina, Inc., has decided

It is subject to ratification

turn to Omaha.

(Continued on Page 11)

Carolina M.P.T.O. Meet
Postponed Until January

A permanent partnership deal has
been set up between Paramount and
A. H. Blank, veteran Omaha circuit

Dr. Giannini as Umpire
E. Otterson. Blank, who is now in
In Standard Capital Deal New York, leaves today on his re-

(Continued on Page 11)

the

BLANK

by a Paramount committee working
under supervision of President John

All-Continent Corp., dominated
by William Fox, is that an agreement was reached with Senator Dan-

Equipment reorganization plan by

H.

PERMANENT DEAL

IN

operator.

(Continued on Page 10)

Dr. A. H. Giannini has been appointed umpire to determine the
suitability of guarantees to be set
up in connection with the payment
of $5,500,000 in event Standard Capital Co. exercises its three-month opIn addition
tion to buy Universal.
to $1,500,000 in cash, the deal calls

Reason for the sudden withdrawal

PARA.-A.

said

On Broadway
being

tion's offices in the Paramount Buildfurther sign of improvement
ing.
(Continued on Page 4)

A

United Artists will give "Modern
Times," Charlie Chaplin picture, a
day and date premiere in New York
and London Christmas week or the

is

is

Theater supply business throughout the United States is about 40
per cent above last year, according
to a consensus of opinion among the
board of directors of the Independent Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n,
which began its mid-year board
meeting yesterday at the associa-

contract stars, the others being D:ck Powell
Rudy Vallee and James
Melton. Unusual plugging breaks over
in

Attorneys for Keith-Albee-Orph- ly,
Artists Theater Cir- to
cuit are work ng on the contract wood.
under which K-A-0 will acquire a which
20 per cent interest in Metropolitan
Playhouses from the U. A. circuit,

On

broadcasting

Arthur W. Keldistribution head, upon his return
New York yesterday from Holly-

eum and United

was

resumes

FOR CHAPLIN FILM

of opposition to the General Theaters
the

Jo'son
finishes

week following,

it

or nine.

20%

Al

rfrer
he
"The Singing Kid"
the Warner-First National studios,
at
Werners will have radio representation

11)

KAO holdinFparleys

ON

General Improvement
Reported at Supply

Warners Strong on Radio
When

is

Minnesota zone.
R. E. Anderson, vice-president of
Paramount who was brought into
(Continued on Page 10)

THE FILM DAILY

—Production

of

a

se-

ries of 4,000-foot featurettes, partly

British

with a view to enabling shorter and
better double-feature programs, is

London

Edward
by
consideration
Small, production head of Reliance
Advantages of the plan
Pictures.
are cited by Small as follows:
"Elimination of more than half an
under

(Continued on Page 4)

"Romeo and

— Hollywood

tind
the

itself

in

filming

a
of

race

"Romeo

The Shakespeare drama
at

the

for

B.

er

and

the

first

&

Juliet"

probably soon
with London for

will

production

is

by

and

Juliet."

to be made
Paul Soskin

Mary Brian, Gordon HarkD.
Ned Sparks are mentioned for

cast.

—

—

;

THE

-c&H

DAILY

Organize Amuse. Group
In Jewish Fed. Drive
Leaders of the amusement industry met yesterday at a luncheon in
the Hotel Astor and organized for
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
the 1935 emergency campaign of the
JewPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays Federation for the Support of
Vol. 68, No. 122

10 Cents

Nov. 22, 1935

Fri.,

:

:

Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Editor and Publisher;
Alicoate, President,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso-

Philanthropic Societies.
David Bernstein of M-G-M, chairman of the meeting, announced that
Major Albert Warner had agreed to
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
with him as co-chairman of
matter, serve
Entered as second class
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, the Motion Picture and Theatrical
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Division of the Federation, and that
Terms (Postage free) United States outside the division had accepted a quota of
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign $125,000 to be raised in the amusemonths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order. ment industry.
$15.00.
1650

at

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Address

all

DAILY,

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
Granite
6607.
wood Blvd., Phone
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour-

Wardour

des-Noues, 19.

FINANCIAL
Net
High

Am.

Seat

Columbia

vtc

Picts.

Con.

Fm.

Con.

Fm. Ind. pfd.

Ind

do

Inc

106

93/g

9

106
91/4

77

pfd..

113/8

HVs

" 3/8

63/g

6Vs

6i/s

5

51/4
.

20th Century-Fox pfd.

Warner

535/8

77

.

pfd

201/g

213/g

28%

281/2

287/g

557/g

54

557/s

9

85/g

48i/4

48 1/4

481/2

+

—
+

—
—

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Th.

Eq.

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40

6s40
ctfs.

B'way

17

1041/4 IO41/4

3s55 .... 60

6s39

Warner's

171/2

I6I/2

17

10414
Loew 6s 41 ww
Paramount Picts. 6s55 921/2
Par.

I6V2

171/2

883/g

+
+

913/4

913/4

_

60

60

+

88!/g

88i/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
21/2

23/8

23/g

—

I8I/2

181/g

I8V4

+

43/g

41/s

41/4

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

Trans-Lux

which

in

burg, a vice-president of Federation,
Lawrence Marx, chairman of the
1935
campaign,
and
David
A.
Schulte, associate campaign chairman. According to the figures they
gave, Federation's budget for the
is

To meet

$4,350,000.

this

budget, $1,714,000 has been received
in annual recurring income, leaving
a deficit for the year of $2,636,000.
Bernstein announced that the following would serve on the executive

committee with Major Warner and
Jack Cohn, Al Lichtman,
Eugene Zukor and Louis Nizer.

himself:

A Lichtman announced the following
chairmen for the various branches
11/2
of
the
industry:
Loew's David
% Bernstein, Al Lichtman, Nat Freed-

—

1/4

man; Warners

—

Major Albert Warand Sam Morris; RKO Phil
Reisman and Jules Levy; Paramount
Eugene Zukor; Columbia Jack
Cohn, Abe Schneider and Max Selig-

—
—

ner
11/4

+ %
+
+
+
+
+

situation

critical

3

51/a

213/8

9

Bros

pfd

+ 1%
+ 21/z

155

78

Century-Fox
Pict.

1691/2

pfd..

Film

Univ.

19

523,4

1061/g

RKO

do

185/8

533A

pfd

20th

53/g

72i/4
53'8

169V2 169
155
155

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd
Pathe

69'/4

5Vi

pfd

Loew's,

18

721/4

19

Kodak

East.

do

193/8

Chg.

Close
19i/4

17/g

—

—

man; Fox Films Ed L. Alperson,
Harry Buxbaum and Max Sanders;

—

A Trailers Herman Robbins; ExhibiLouis Frisch and Sam Reinzler; Independent Theater Owners
3/8
Brecher and Harry Brandt;
V* Leo
Music Publishers Louis Bernstein,
Irving Caesar, J. J. Bergman, Ed13/g
win Morris, Henry Spitzer, Sigmund
1
Romberg and Robert Crawford;
Laboratories Jack Goetz; Motion
l/
4
Pictures and Theatrical attorneys
V2
Louis Nizer; Trade papers Jack
Alicoate,
Sid Silverman, Maurice
Kann and Carl Zittel; Legitimate
1/g
Theaters Marcus Heiman; Musi1/4
cians
Michael Markel; Orchestra
Leaders and Artists J. C. Stein,
Ben Bernie, Abe Lyman. Eddie
Duchin, Lou K. Sidney, William
Morris Jr., Marvin Schenck, Phil
Baker, Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny
and Michael Morris; Will Hays Organization Gabe Hess; Independent
Theater
Owners Walter Reade
Burlesque Theaters Max Rudnick,
and Independent Producers Budd
Rodgers of Republic.
3

2V8 tors

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Lesser Filming "Boots and Saddles"
/

Best

FILM
lowing

wishes

DAILY
on

to

their

West Coast Bureau of

THE

from
the

—

hit,
John
Arthur

Monk Saunders
De Bra

Sam

Silver

Bobby

Burns

"Take

Me Back

and Saddles," and

to

My

—

according to the official
report of the Commission issued today.
Motion picture films were

York
A.
his

yesterday

release.

from

office

advertising.

lywood.

Stop Anti-Sunday Shows Ban
Pittsburgh
Certification of McKeesport's and other neighboring

yesterday

municipality votes for Sunday movies

to

forestall

the

official

vote return

and not to permit opening of houses
this Sunday.
The protesting group
maintains that the Sunday shows act
providing for local option required
the vote in favor of movies in any
municipality to equal a majority of
votes for the office drawing the largest number of votes in the current
election.
Favorable action on their
pleas would bar Sunday movies in
all towns where the votes fell below
w"»
majority of all votes cast for
other offices.
Pittsburgh would not
be affected.

from

York

today

on

will
be back at his
his return from Hol-

following

GEORGE W. WEEKS

—

New

HARRY M. WARNER
Monday,

I

Hollywood.

H. BLANK
leaves
return to Omaha.

mentioned, however, among a number of complaints about misleading

returned

to

New

York

from

Chi-

Columbus.

JOHN BALABAN

is

New York

in

cago.

BINNIE BARNES is heading
wood for a Christmas visit

from HollyEngland with

east
in

her husband.

BUCK JONES arrives in New York on Tuesday from the coast to meet the missus and
daughter Maxine on their return from a world
cruise.
They will stop at the Hotel Biltmore.

NOAH BEERY, JR..
York with Buck Jones.

on

is

way

his

New

to

ED GOLDEN, Republic sales manager, returns
Monday from a trip to Pittsburgh, Philadelphia
and Washington.

JAMES CAGNEY

and

PAT O'BRIEN,

I

having

finished work in "Ceiling Zero" at the
ner
studios
on the coast, plan brief
tions in the east within the next few
Each will take the wife along.

Warvacadays.

KATHERINE ALEXANDER, who plays one of
the principal roles in Samuel Goldwyn's "Splendor," opening today at the Rivoli, leaves New
York
the

for

Panama

Ho'lywood
tomorrow,
sailing
via
Canal aboard the Santa Rosa.

Frank & Dunlap I
in New York this I
Patents Third Dimension Idea
GARRISON BERGER left yesterday I
Toronto
James Rothwell, for for DAVID
Washington to attend the rehearing Mon- I
some years closely associated with day on A. T & T 's application to lay
a I
the picture industry, has patented coaxial cable.
a new invention to produce third
CECIL MARKS leaves Hollywood today for 1
dimension in motion pictures.
He New York.
declares he can take existing films
RUTH ROLAND, just back from England and
now being shown in theaters and stopping at the Hotel St. Moritz, plans to return
to London in April to produce a series
with his new principle produce the
of
mystery action films.
effect of depth or third dimension.
K.
R.
DOUGLAS of Boston, GEORGE McNo changes in existing projectors or ARTHUR
of Detroit, J. M. GRAHAM of Dencameras are required, he says.
ver and A. F. MORRONE of Pittsburgh arrived

GEORGE

FRANK

agency on
week.

the

coast

of
the
arrives

—

here

Sam

Morris' Niece to

Marry

Wedding

of Janet Stern, daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Stern of Cleveland, to Mr. Herbert
Dreifuss will take place at 4:30
o'clock
Sunday afternoon at the
home of Miss Stern's uncle, Sam E.
Morris and Mrs. Morris, at Morris

yesterday to attend the
of
the
Independent

Dealers

Ass'n.

LONDON

J.

I.

New

York

last

L.

Cook

Mayers

left

DATE BOOK

result of favorable coast pre-

view reports on "The Story of Louis
Pasteur," Warners have decided to
set
special
key city pre-release
dates on the new Paul Muni picture.
National release takes place in February.

Nov. 23: Washington Variety Club annual
Hotel Willard, Washington, D. C.

Philadelphia
Motion
Picture
Forum
international
luncheon,
Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel,
Philadelphia.

Nov. 25:

Bill Powell to Quit Coast
Coast Bureau oi THE FILM DAILY

Special

Hotel

to

England for
to

six

2

Owners of
Hotel

P.

M.

New

Lincoln,

Jer-

New

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.

Dec. 6:

and
Dec.

Century-Fox production, is scheduled to go into the Rivoli following
Samuel Goldwyn's "Splendor."

Equity

Actors'

Paramount sales department meeting
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

income tax.

Them No Mercy" for Rivoli
"Show Them No Mercy," 20th

of

New York

Dec. 1-3:

months

escape the California

meeting
Astor,

Allied Theater
regular meeting,
sey,
York, 2 P.M.

Nov. 26:

—

Hollywood William Powell yesterday announced that he plans to

ball.

Nov. 25:

Ass'n,

move

&

Fitelson

in

Dates for "Pasteur"

Special

West

of

night

to take a deposition from
connection with Mae Murray's
breach-of-contract suit against Tiffany
Productions pending in the New York State
Supreme Court.

Grant

Cove, Larchmont, N. Y.

As a

mid-year board
Theater Supply

meeting

ball,

7:

Allied Theaters of
cruise sailing to
Queen of Bermuda.

vention

Boots "Show

will use it as the
basis for a feature starring George
O'Brien. It will be a 20th Century-

Fox

Coming and Going

Year

Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
DR. A. H. GIANNINI. who has arrived in
Washington
No film industry New
York from New Orleans, leaves early next
cases were handled by the Federal week on his return to the Coast.
Trade Commission in the 1934-35
MAJOR ALBERT WARNER arrived in New
fiscal year,
Washington

THE FILM DAILY each year

Hollywood Sol Lesser has bought
the screen rights to the new song

fol-

birthday:

in

—

—

/

Film Cases Handled

By Trade Com.

by Judges James H. Gray and
Federation's 91 affiliated charitable Frank P. Patterson threw out, temagencies find themselves this year porarily at least, an action brought
was described by Paul Felix War- by a group of McKeesport residents

The

year

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

ish

No

Friday, Nov. 22, 1935

S.

S.

New

Jersey

Bermuda

con-

on

the

M.P.T.O. of North and South Caroannual convention, Charlotte, N. C.

Dec. 8-9:
lina

Dec.

Annual meeting of stockholders
9:
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

of

EWS

PHOTO-REVIEW

WEEK

OF THE

Joe Palooka, fresh from the favorite
comic strip of 250 papers, 30 million readers, slugs his
way to the screen via Vitaphone's new comedy series,

A KNOCKOUT!
starring Robert

Norton as Joe, Shemp Howard as Knobby
is scheduled for January 8th.

Walsh. Release Number-

'WE'LL BE THERE!' says

FIRST SCENE OF 'ANTHONY ADVERSE' to
be filmed by director Mervyn LeRoy is this
one, with

Fredric

March as Anthony,

HER BEST ACHIEVEMENT'

is

Olivia

which

Motion

Picture

Variety Daily's

Herald

Flynn (below)

broadcast 'Captain Blood' scenes on 'Hollywood Hotel' program tonight at 9 p. m. (E.S.T.)°

estimate of Bette Davis' sensational performance with Franchot Tone in Warners' 'Dangerous',

Errol

to Louella Parsons, accepting her invitation to
him, Olivia de Havilland and Lionel Atwill to

de Havilland as Angela. Latest headliner to
join cast of 78 principals is Ralph Morgan.*

!

1

pro-

HE FLOATS

through the

air with

a brand new routine
1

•Colleen.

I

Tal-

in
while practicing steps for his role
limbers up to
star,
stage
ented Paul Draper, N. Y
toes in imtwinkling
Keeler's
keep pace with Ruby
Al Green.
by
directed
production
Warner
portant new

*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A

finf Notional Picture

Vitogroph. Inc. Distribute*

Friday, Nov. 22, 1935

ED.

THEATER SUPPLY BIZ

4,000-FOOT FEATURES!

40% ABOVE LAST YEAR
(Continued from Page
is

that

all

members

(Continued from Page

1)

of general policies.

The meeting

will

All
continue today and tomorrow.
members of the board are attending.
They include B. F. Shearer of Seattle, president; K. R. Douglas of Boston, vice-president; Clem Rizzo of
Philadelphia, treasurer; J. E. Robin,
executive secretary; J. C. Hornstein
of New York; George Mc Arthur of
Detroit: J. M. Graham of Denver
and A. F. Morrone of Pittsburgh.

Metrotone Men in Dash
To Ethiopian War Line
Taking things into their own
hands in an effort to get some uncensored action out of the Ethiopian
war, Capt. Ariel Varges. Hearst
Metrotone ace, and H. R. Knickerbocker, Hearst war correspondent,
have just left Addis Ababa with
other newspapermen on the first lap
of a dash to Dessye, which they
hope will prove the base of expeditions to the front, according to an
International News dispatch from
Knickerbocker.

Varges and Knickerbocker had
been held for weeks in and near
Addis Ababa because of the refusal
of Emperor Haile Selassie to permit them to penetrate the interior,
where the natives believe all whites
are Italians. But the importunities

won

out,
of the Americans
and at daybreak yesterday they refinally

ceived the permission. Hastily packing several trucks, they set out, but
were held up by soldiers outside the
capital and were forced to return for
a written permit from the Emperor.
This obtained, they continued on
The
their way without an escort.
last heard from them was a courier
dispatch from a plateau 1 1 """ feet
high and freezing cold. Up to that
time they had not encountered trou-

T

Story Hour at the AMPA luncheon at Jack
with Truman Talley, Lowell
Dempsey's dietary dispensary
Thomas and Lew Lehr entertaining the pressagey kiddies with
now we understand why Fox Movietone News
a great line
this triumis always alive and pulsing with human appeal
virate could animate a corpse with the way they dish out News
or Story

•

•

•

IT

WAS

T
T
QUITE FRANKLY Mister

Talley admitted that the
• • •
Italo-Ethiopian fight was a fiasco so far as the Newsreels were
Laurence Stallings had to fall off his mule to
concerned
get a kick of excitement and be able to send a cable to the home
office
and Mister Stallings' version when he returns from
the "battle" front of what price glory of what price Ethiopia
will probably kick all the remaining glamour (if any) out of
Truman said the newsreels the boys were
the burlesque
sending him from Abyssinia looked pretty black

• • • SO HE turned away from the topic prexy Gordon
and spoke on something more vital
White had assigned him
the time he and Gordon as newspapermen
and interesting
.

.

wore green eyeshades in the St. Louis Republic building
and he also had a lot of fun ribbing his two associates
Truman Talley and Lew Lehr
"Every time they see a motion picture camera they start fixing their ties."

• • • IT SEEMS that Lowell Thomas had finished his
Movietone Newsreel stint at 9 in the morn
and they dug
him out of the hay an hour before the luncheon to do his stuff
....
Lowell told about the wife of the Baptist minister down
south who always insisted over the preacher's protests on tuning
in on his (Lowell's) broadcast
and the minister would
always resign himself to fate with muttering: "Hebrews thirteen-eight."
so when Mister Thomas was told of it, he borrowed a Bible and looked up Hebrews, Chapter 13, the 8th verse
with considerable curiosity
and found this
"Jesus
Christ, the same today, tomorrow and forever."

T

T

T

• • • WHEN IT came Lew Lehr's turn
the comedy
commentator for the Fox Newsette threw away his cigar
"Gordon White gave it to me," admitted Lew, "and bragged
that it was a two-for-a-quarter. He must have kept the twentythat was a fair start
.and Lew kept getthe way
he saad he learned his riotous
dialect from associating with his former vaude agent
then he finished with the scream about the German acrobat who
broke the standing-somersault record and his neck at one and
the same time
and every guest remained seated till Lew
finished
and that is as big a compliment as any patterpusher can collect from that hardbodled
audience
cent one."
ting better

AMPA

•

•

•

ADDED ATTRACTION

was

Leo

Klebanow

of

modern in every detail, including washed air and new equipment throughout.

• • AN INFORMATIVE talk was given by Bernard
Waldman of Modern Merchandising Bureau on his Cinema Shops

New

it

any minute.

Theater for Statesboro, Ga.

—

Longacre Press

T

will be

New Arkansas Theater
Wynne, Ark. — A new theater

cost-

ing $20,000 will be constructed here
about Jan. 1, according to George
Eldridge, local realtor. The house
will seat 750.

some manner."
The magazine

field abounds with
material that would make good featurettes though probably not meaty
enough for a long feature, says
Small, citing short stories by sach
names as Paul Gallico, Richard Connell,
Joseph
Hergesheimer, Rex
Beach, Fannie Hurst, Jack Lait and
others.
Filming these stories in
4,000 feet, with good name casts,

would give exhibitors box-office product at lower cost and at the same

more satisfying

time

provide

tures

from an audience standpoint.

But 2 Big Circuits
Are Closed by Republic

All

With sales considerably ahead of
expectations, Republic Pictures has
now sold all but two of the big circuits in the country, it was said yesterday by President W. Ray Johnston. Starting Dec. 1, Republic will
step up its production schedule to
four
pictures
monthly, Johnston
said.

First trade-showing of Republic
product in London this week was
well received, Johnston declared. He
said Republic was now turning its
attention toward closing distribution
deals in the foreign field.

Pacific Northwest Notes

T

•

tie-ups on fashions with the publicity departments
Ruth
Roland on her way to London for several pix said a word in
her cheery manner
as did Jerry Breitigam of the "WorldTelegram"
Radio,
and that coming screen bet of

RKO

Johnny Arledge

a

Smash Program

« « «

W » »

Seattle

—Local

staff of the Warner
to Portland re-

exchange journeyed

cently at the invitation of Vete
Stewart, Portland manager, for joint
get-together and social entertainment of both staffs.
Dark for five years, the Lyric in
Spokane has been repainted, redecorated and reopened as the Spokane
Gospel Center for religious purposes.

Paramount of Portland has held
over "Hands Across the Table."
Karrh Buys Grand, Waynesboro, Ga.
William M.
Waynesboro, Ga.
Karrh of Swainsboro, Ga., who op-

—

several south Georgia
in
towns recently purchased the real

erates

estate of the Grand theater here
and has completed plans for entire
remodeling which will be done at

a

complete

$15,000.

cost

of

approximately

Karrh plans

to

buy new

equipment for the remodeling of the
Grand.

,

I

pic

.

Statesboro, Ga. Hal Macon, owner of the State theater, announces
he has purchased a centrally located lot 50x150 feet next to the
bank and will start construction at
once on an 800-seat theater which

but they expected

en-

reduction of the cost
of 'B' pictures now being made by
major studios for double bill purposes; utilization of magazine short
stories, a literary field which has
hardly been touched by the screen,
and improvement in the quality of
entertainment through the telling
of a story in a concise, less tire-

all

he has received official notice from Washington of citation for the Distinguished Service Cross "for extraordinary heroism in action at Chateau Du Diable near Fismes
on Aug. 27, 1918"
and an additional oak leaf cluster "for
extraordinary heroism at Fismes on the night of Sept. 4, 1918"
presentation will be made soon at Governor's Island with
special ceremonies when Leo will receive an engraved certificate
on both of these awards
Leo served in the 307th Infantry
as corporal in charge of liaison under Maj. General Delancey K.
Jay
the AMPAS gave him a great ovation

ble,

the-

tertainment;

in refurbishing their places of business, it was said by J. E. Robin, exe-

cutive secretary of the association.
Yesterday's meeting of the board
was given over to review of the association's activities and discussion

1)

hour from the running time of
ater programs without loss of

of the associa-

have spent considerable sums

tion
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THE DESK

of one of 4,000

exhibitors— who watches reviews,
follows box-office reports, realizes

exploitation possibilities

— and

makes money each month on THE
MARCH OF TIME.
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Edna May Oliver, Pete Smith, WalBenny; and down
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS

«

«

Edward Arnold and

Lorre

Peter

in

"CRIME AND PUNISHMENT"
Marian Marsh, Tala Birell, Gene
Robert Allen, Douglas Dumbrille
88 mins.
Columbia
with

Lockhart,

POWERFUL DRAMA OF CONSCIENCESTRICKEN MURDERER GIVEN FINE PRODUCTION WITH PARTICULAR CLASS
APPEAL.
Handled with effective directness, with
a good cast and judicious direction by Josef
Von Sternberg, this is one of the best

made

the year, with

pictures of

ing

performances

Von

Sternberg's

and

Dostoievsky's

the

by

direction

who

girl

Gene Lockhart

whom

Lorre's

has

has been
Marian Marsh
in
Lorre, and

ing

performers.
the

has

among

while

force

and

official

other outstandcasting

script,

In

heaviness

basic

shaded

been

appeal,

government

nearly marries because

sister

of family needs, are

direction

best,

novel

faith

the

the

of

is

famous

as

outstandand Arnold.

Lorre

pictured with telling effect.
as

to

the

basis

qualities

literary

of

the

retaining

still

the

of

of

and
story

general

dramatic
the work.

the picture

Robinson

is

Shirley

/vith

a

one.

Bill

dancing,

and

highly enjoyable

with

there

is

they

his

some

are

combination.

Jesides his dancing, Robinson carries a large

which

assignment,

acting

he

very

handles

Willie Best, as the continually fright-

well.

ened negro boy, furnishes a lot of comedy.
John Boles, Jack Holt, Karen Morley and
Guinn Williams play the other important
oles.

The

David

Butler,

screen

play,

moves along

moment

and

as

directed

by

nicely with nevei

has Shirley
The scene bearound most of the time.
tween Shirley and "President Lincoln" is
one that stands out, and is one for which
the director can take a lot of credit. B. G.
DeSylva, as associate producer, has given
Shirley a vehicle in which she can show
her talents, and her followers should be
dull

a

well

the

pleased.

wisely

When

war

comes between

North and South, Shirley's father

the Southern

home

joins

captured
When his wife
by the Northern forces.
becomes very sick, he sneaks through the
lines.
She dies, and with the help of a
Northern officer, he tries to take Shirley
through the lines.
He is captured and
sentenced to be shot, as is Holt, the
Northern officer. Shirley and Bill Robinson
go to "President Lincoln", and through
Shirley's efforts the condemned men are
pardoned.
Cast: Shirley Temple, John Boles, Jack
Hclt, Karen Morley, Bill Robinson, Guinn
Williams, Willie Best, Frank McGlynn, Sr.,
ranks.

His

is

being graduated with honors,
falls into poverty despite his brilliant mind.
To get money for his mother and sister
he kills a pawnbroker, and for a time
struts around in the belief that his crime
is beyond detection.
But by hounding and
subtle suggestion on the part of Arnold,
as the police inspector, the guilty man's
conscience gradually licks him into surBessie Lyle, Hannah Washington.
rendering to the police.
Producer. B. G. DeSylva; Director, David
Cast: Edward Arnold, Peter Lorre, Marian
Butler; Author, Edward Peple; Screenplay,
Marsh, Tala Birell, Elizabeth Risdcn. Robert
Edwin
Burke;
Cameraman, John Seitz;
Allen, Douglas Dumbrille, Gene Lockhart,
Musical
Arrangement,
Cyril
Mockridge;
Charles Waldrcn, Thurston Hall, Johnny
Editor, Irene Mcrra.
Arthur, Mrs. Patrick Campbell.
Direction. Excellent.
Photography, A-l.
Producer, B. P. Schulberg; Director. Josef
Vcn Sternberg; Author, Fyodor Dostoievsky;
Screenplay, S. K. Lauren, Joseph Anthony;
Cameraman, Lucien Ballard; Editor, Richard
Cahoon.
with Roger Pryor, Joan Perry
Direction, First-rate.
Photography, Fine
Columbia
60 mins.
Lorre,

after

"THE CASE OF THE MISSING

MAN"

Temple

Shirley

INGENIOUS NEWSPAPER-CRIME PLOT
PACKS GREAT SUSPENSE THAT HOLDS

in

TO

"THE LITTLEST REBEL"
Jack Holt, Karen Morley,
Bill Robinson

with John

Boles,

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
70 mins.
BEST OF THE SHIRLEY
PICTURES.
HIGHLY ENJOY-

20th Century-Fox

AMONG THE
TEMPLE
ABLE FOR

ANY AUDIENCE.

Temple

presented in a very
and that should mean
box-office.
Her dancing is clever and she
holds right up with Bill Robinson, which
is
going some.
The numbers are worked
in nicely, so that they have some meaning
and they add much to the picture.
Her
song numbers are catchy and she puts
them over in a big way. The spotlight is
on Shirley most of the time, the story
has a lot of charm, a little sentiment, and
with Shirley playing her role very naturally,
Shirley

is

entertaining vehicle,

Nebraska Notes
Lincoln

—Varsity here

is

is

The

Arthur Hockwald's "Geor-

gia Minstrels."
The chain store tax bill, seeking
to slap on circuits a graduating tax
of from $3 per one house to $250 per
for 20 or more in the state, seems
doomed to die in file of the legislative special session.

END.

Slow
you

set

a

derer

newspaper trap

clever

with

the

aid

speed

the
old

murnews-

paper boss. The suspense is built up grand
with the fact that the audience knows the
murderer, and sees his cunning moves to
beat the rap, but the police and the hero
have to wait for him to walk into the trap.

Roger Pryor, Joan Perry, Thurston
Arthur Hohl, George McKay, Tommy
Dugan, James Burke, Arthur Rankin.
D.
Director,
Ross Lederman; Authors,
Lee Loeb, Harold Buchman; Screenplay,

which opens into a
quite, comfortable bed, a Moroccan
girl who drinks hot water, an angle,
who uses old window shades to help
him in catching fish, a married
bicycle trailer

couple
of

who perform unusual

markmanship and other

feats
shots.

Cast:

Hall,

Same;

Editor,

"Going Places"
with Lowell Thomas
(No. 14)
Universal
10 mir

Al Clark; Cameraman, Allen

G. Seigler.
Direction, Very Good.

Photography, Okay.

SHORTS
"Floridian

Kinematrade

Curiosities"
10 mins.

Good
Views of Niagara Falls and scenes
showing the Arab horses at the Kellog Farm in California roaming
loose and being trained for circus
feats make up the material of this
reel.

Fair

"Going Places"
This subject offers a variety of
with Lowell Thomas
tropic
attractiveFlorida's
views of
(No. 15)
The glass-bottomed boats
ness.
Universal
9 mins.
which traverse some of Florida's
Good
lakes are shown, as well as the oldThis subject includes views of the
est cypress tree in the United States,
strange religious festival of the Toa boy wrestling an alligator, undertonacos Indians of Mexico who swing
water swimmers and other shots.
by their feet high above the ground
George G. Popovici produced the
as part of their devotions. Some of
short and Norman Brokenshire is
the
well-known
hammered iron
the narrator.
"Busy Spots
Kinematrade

Florida"
10 mins.
Interesting
This subject shows some of the
processes involved in native industries including the manufacture of
turpentine, obtained by distilling the
sap of pine trees; the picking, sorting and packing of oranges and
grapefruits and the manufacture of
cigars at Tampa, largely done by
women. The photography is good.
George G. Popovici is the producer
and Norman Brokenshire the narIn

rator.

"Stranger Than Fiction"

(Number
gathers

for

Pryor's

of

14)

creations of Samuel Yellin of Philadelphia are shown and the activities
of the large fleet of oyster schooners which put out daily from Bivalve, New Jersey, depicted.

"Gus Van's Music Shoppe"
(Mentone Production)
Universal

20 mins.
Entertaining
A music shop with Gus Van as
proprietor affords the setting for an
entertaining melange of song, dance
and instrumental offering. Van sings
several

comedy numbers

in

good

style

but it is Peggy Flynn who is the
standout with her solo rendition of

two comedy tunes. Seroy and Weaver, girl and boy tapsters, perform
agreeably, Ray Sax plays two clari-

and

Universal
9 mins. nets effectively, the Randall Sisters,
absorbed in a suspenseful situaInteresting Novelty
harmonists, sing pleasantly to the
tion that is entirely original to the screen.
The items in this interesting sub- music of The Mountaineers, hillRoger Pryor as a newspaper reporter quits ject include the Chinese anglers who billy band.
his job and goes in for the candid camera
use cormorants to catch fish for
racket as a
commercial proposition for them; a 55-year-old woman who runs
"Harlem Bound"
himself.
One day he snaps a gent coming five miles daily, the auto which runs
Universal
20 mins.
out of a jewelry store, and it later develops with water as fuel, an armless musiFirst-rate Revue
that this gent is the mysterious thief who cian who plays the steel guitar and
The scene is a Harlem night club
his just committed murder in his latest other shots.
and such stellar negro performers as
crime in the store. The police are stumped.
Buck & Bubbles, Avis Andrews,
The camera has been smashed later by
"Stranger Than Fiction"
swell songstress; Cook and Brown,
the murderer's gang and the hero knocked
(Number 15)
hoofers; "Pork Chops," a comedy ace
cold.
But the film has not been destroyed. Universal
9 mins. in a song and ukelele routine, and
Then the feverish business of developing
Okay
Norman Astwood in a blues number
the film and the process of eliminating
This subject includes items show- give the audience plenty of enterall
the other camera photographs to find ing a man with steel hooks as hands,
tainment. Buck singing "Truckin'
the one of the murderer.
This is done, driving a car and performing near- is a vast delight.
A line of girls is
and with a detective pal co-operating, they ly all other normal activities;
a brought in for the final number.
in

building,

it

has

Arledge on Sam Taylor Program
John Arledge, who recently appeared in "Shipmates Forever," will
Buffalo
Having set a new house be interviewed by Sam Taylor in
record,
"Mutiny on the Bounty" his Screen Revue on
towill be held through five days benight at 7:30 o'clock.
yond its second week at the Great
Lakes.
It is the first holdover to iness on Thanksgiving Day.
Four
carry that length of time since of the five downtown first-run film
Grace Moore's "One Night of Love" houses list new bills, while the Erat the Lafayette.
langer, legitimate theater, will have
Bookings indicate five theaters Eva LeGallienne's repertory comin competition for opening day bus- pany.

Buffalo Bits

set to try

vaudeville again this week-end.

show

Friday, Nov. 22, 1935

—

WMCA

Carolina M.P.T.O. Meet
Postponed Until January
(Continued from Page 1)
Griffith, secretary of the association.
It has not been decided where the

winter convention this year will be
held, but it is expected to be either
in Charlotte or in Pinehurst, N. C.
Latter is the home of Charles W.
Picquet, president of the association.
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for another year.
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Production on
Hollywood
"Snowed Under," George Brent's
picture for First National, be-

"The Prisoner of S^ark Island"
has

been

designated as the final
title for the 20th Century-Fox picture, "Shark Island," based on the
dramatic life of Dr. Samuel Mudd,
wrongfully implicated in the shooting of Abraham Lincoln and imprisoned for many years on the

gan yesterday at the Burbank studios under the direction of Ray En- American Devil's Island. John Ford
right, and "Walking Dead," with is directing, with Warner Baxter in
Boris Karloff in the leading mascu- the title role.
line role, starts today under the baT
t
That the 1936-model crooner will
ton of Michael Curtiz. In "Snowed
Under" Brent has three leading be made of sterner stuff is indicated
ladies, Patricia Ellis, Glenda Farrell in the casting today by 20th Cenand Genevieve Tobin, while Mar- tury-Fox of Homer Griffith, exguerite Churchill will be the heroine
of the Karloff picture.
"Backfire", with Ross Alexander,
Ellis,
Lyle Talbot and
Patricia
George Breakston, was finished yesterday.

Italian-Dubbed Para. Film Opening

Paramount's "Rich Man's Folly,"
dubbed in Italian in Italy will be
open Monday at the Ideal Theater,
Eighth Ave. and 44th St., under the
title

"La

Follia del'Oro".

The

Ideal

will continue the showing of Italian
films and will also present other for-

eign pictures.

Southern

He

California

football

star.

croon in "Song and Dance
Man," featuring Claire Trevor and
Paul Kelly.
»
w
w
William Berke, producer, has assigned Director Harry Fraser to
"Hair Trigger Cassidy," which will
star Jack Perrin.
Fraser is now
working: on the story, and the picture will go into production shortly.
Fraser was originally scheduled to
direct "Ghost Town," starring Harry
Carey, but this picture has been
temporarily postponed while Carey
appears in "Shark Island" at 20th
Centurl-Fox.
T
V
er

will

C. C. Burr has engaged Abe Mevto prepare the musical back-

ground for "Suicide Squad," which
Burr is producing with Norman
Foster and Joyce Compton in leading roles.
T
V
Harlan, Clay Clement and
Alma Chester are in Republic's
"Hitch Hike Lady," which stars Alison Skipworth with Mae Clarke,
Otis

"Mashed potatoes have replaced grape
in the diet of Hollywood stars, as
fashion dictates alluring curves instead
of
the
boyish -.figure,
says
Bernard
Newman, style creator." RKO Radio.

fruit

—

Jimmy
in

Ellison and Arthur Treacher

featured roles.

Paramount has signed Ida Lupino
another term of her contract and
she will remain with the company

to

currently

Crosby

in

T

Dane who shared

(Continued from Page

the

little

lord's

faithful

companion

the forthcoming Selznick International
production,
"Little
Lord
Fauntleroy," for U. A.
T
T
Chester Morris, Lewis Stone and

leading players in the production of
Peter B. Kyne's story "Three Godfathers."
Richard Boleslawski is
the director and Joseph Mankiewicz
the producer.

at

Electrical

j

Research

Pittsburgh Briefs

in

Walter Brennan have been named
by M-G-M as the trio of masculine

1)

the organization shortly after
John
E. Otterson became president,
has
taken over many executive duties
as
cnief aide to the president.
Anderson was formerly associated
with

honors with Clark Gable and LorYoung in "Call of the Wild,"
has made the grade.
He has been Otterson
selected from a long list of canine Products.
hopefuls to play the role of Dougal,
etta

Pittsburgh— The

old

Harris

the-

ater on Diamond St., formerly
one
of the foremost vaudeville and picture houses in the country, is being
converted into a boxing arena by
Jules Beck.
Signs out front definitely state
that the Fulton will reopen with!
first-run movies and stage presen-l
tations.

The Warner is holding "Mutiny
Y
Y
Lee Loeb and Harold Buchman, on the Bounty" for a third week.
Sunday movies in Tarentum were'
writing team which authored Codefeated by six votes, a recount relumbia's "Case of the Missing Man",
have been placed under a long-term vealed.
Myrtle Stearn, wife of the local!
contract by the company.

I

Y

First National Starts

is

"Anything Goes."

directors.

new

IFSCHAEFERSWITCHES

By RALPH WILK

Chaplin will come
ents will get a deserved opporEast for the premiere.
tunity when he plays the leading
Chaplin is now recording "Modern
comedy role in "Red Apple," based
Times," in which he does not talk
on the Barry Conners stage play,
and there is but little dialogue from "Applesauce,"
at Warners.
Anita
members of his supporting cast, Louise and Ross Alexander are other
Kelly said. He plans to rest a month leading members
of the cast, with
following completion of work on William
McGann as director and
"Modern Times," and then produce Bryan Foy as supervisor.
a feature starring Paulette Goddard.
T
Samuel Goldwyn is now completFirst of the star options to come
ing his fourth production, "Shoot up for renewal since the merging
the Chutes," starring Eddie Cantor, of 20th Century and Fox was exerwhich will be ready next month. His cised this week when Darryl F.
new production will be "These Zanuck approved re-signing of John
Three," based on the Broadway hit Boles to a long term contract.
known as "The Children's Hour,"
and in which Merle Oberon and MerPeter Milne and Charles Belden
iam Hopkins will appear. The pro- have completed the screenplay of
ducer will put back on his schedule "God's Country and the Woman,"
"Navy Born' and plans to make based on the best-seller by James
"Dodsworth" for 1936-37 release, Oliver Curwood. The picture will be
stated Kelly.
produced by First National this
So far no president has been se- winter. According to present plans,
lected to succeed Al Lichtman, it the two leading roles are to be porwas stated. While at the coast, Kelly trayed by Bette Davis and George
attended a meeting of the board of Brent.
policy, he stated.

NAMING NO SUCCESSOR

from "LOTS 44

Niles

Welch,

Y

Y

Warner Richmond,

U. A. hear,

is in Montefiore Hospi-I
for an appendix observation.
Helen Schoeni of the Federall
Theater Project in Pennsylvania and!

tal

Charles King and Frank LaRue
head the supporting cast of "The New Jersey
is
here organizing a
Singing Vagabond," new Gene Autry stage unit
which will play moviej
musical western, now in production houses in
neighborhood territories.!
with Carl Pierson directing.
Playing featured roles are Ann Rutherford, Barbara Pepper and Smiley
Ann Harding is hurrying home
Burnette, Republic contract players. from a Hawaiian vacation to begin
Other members of the cast are work on "The Indestructible Mrs.
Grace Goodall, Allan Sears, Henry Talbot," P. J. Wolfson story now
Roquemore, Tom Brower, Roy Ber- scheduled to go into production on
rard, Marie Quillan, Celia McCann, Dec. 1 under the direction of StephRobert Burns, Marion O'Connell, en Roberts.
Anthony Veiller is
Jane Thompson, Junice Thompson, now making the screen adaptation,
Elaine Shephard and Chief Thunder and Edward Kaufman will act as
Cloud.
Armand Schaefer is super- associate producer. Herbert Marvisor, and the story was written by shall will be co-starred with Miss
Oliver Drake.
Harding, and in their support will
be Walter Abel, Margaret Lindsay,
T
Lionel Barrymore is on his way Ilka Chase, Edward Ellis and Hoback to the west coast after a short bart Cavanaugh.
Eastern stay, and at the same time
Y
Y
Y
M-G-M announced that the title role
"Dangerous Waters" is the new
of "Silas Marner" will be one of title of the Jack Holt starring
Barrymore's
forthcoming
assign- vehicle
formerly titled "Captain
ments. Preceding this, however, will Commanding," for Universal. RobArmstrong, Charlie Murray,
be the lead in MacKinlay Kantor's ert
"The Voice of Bugle Ann" and very Grace Bradley, Willard Robertson
probably the role of Doremus Jessup and Edwin Maxwell are among memin Sinclair Lewis's "It Can't Hap- bers of the cast.
Lambert Hillyer
is directing.
pen Here."
t
y
Scheduling the serial, "Robinson
Crusoe," for early production, Republic has assigned John Rathmell
and Ray Trampe to work on the
final continuity under the supervision of Barney Sarecky, head of the
ABOUT
serial unit.
The serial, based on
Daniel Defoe's classic novel, will be
made in twelve episodes, and as a

FACTS

FILMS

feature.
Y

Y
Y
Trail" is

"The Oregon
the next
John Wayne western feature for Re-

"G-Men of the Nineties,"
originally scheduled to follow the
recently completed "Lawless Range"
in the John Wayne series, has been
set back on the production calendar.
public.

There
Siam.

are

no

amusement

taxes

in
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;
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u
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GIANNINI AS UMPIRE

Hoover Leads Center Straw Vote
the straw vote on Republican presidential nominees being conducted
at the Center
Theater, coincident with the "March of Time" sequence in which
the leading presidential possibilities are discussed, Herbert Hoover is leading
with a tally of 5 870
followed by Alfred M. Landon with 3,600; William E. Borah.
2,900; A. H. Vandenberg'
1,670, and W. F. Knox, 1,220.
In

ON ASCAP'S SYSTEM
(Continued from Page

IN

STANDARD "IT DEAL

1)

temick, which they control, from
he Ascap setup unless the situation
This move would bring
3 adjusted.
bout the resignation of Starr from
he society's board.

leach Accord With GTE
On All-Continent Claim

(Continued from Page 1)

Dallas Doings

—

Dallas Karl Hoblitzelle has opened the newest of his local houses,
the Village theater, in the exclusive
Highland Park and University Park.
The new building is of Spanish architecture.
First picture was "Dark

Angel."

The

(Continued from Page 1)

Foreign Flashes

program

remodeling

under

Paris

—Juanita

Montenegro,

sis-

ter of Conchita, goes to Hollywood
to appear in a picture for Universal
after she finishes in "The Gardens
of Murcia."
Gitta Alpar also goes

Hollywood in March after making "Love Symphony" in French and
English.
Paris John Loder and Annabella
to

—

new ownership and management for
will appear in French and English
;1
O. Hastings, receiver for GTE, the Columbia theater
gets under
against way this
claim
All-Continent's
n
week, according to P. G. versions of "Ballerina."
Rome—Louis Marks has obtained
iTE, which totals $1,912,761 and is Cameron and L. E. Harrington,
who sound
rights to "Quo Vadis" from
eing litigated, it was said yester- have taken over the East
Dallas
ay at the office of Hirsh, Newman, neighborhood house.
The name of Unione Cinematografica Italiana.
leass & Becker, counsel for All- the theater will be changed to the Work will begin soon for produc-

For New Selwyn

Stage Play
who returned to

Arch Selwyn,
lew York this week from Hollyrood, has Gregory Ratoff, Adrienne
ones, Toby Wing, Cesar Romero
nd Lina Basquette already lined up
or his stage production, "French
Roland Young is readtressing."
lg the script with a view to playSelwyn also has
lg the male lead.

Rita and the reopening is scheduled
for the last week in November

tion in English,
with filming to

has already given Universal
$750,000 in option money, which is
secured by negatives of a number
of pictures currently in work.
din,

Reinhardt at "Dream's" 100th
Reinhardt will appear at the
Hollywood Theater on Broadway
next Wednesday evening when "A

Max

Midsummer
he

directed

Night's Dream," which
for Warners, reaches

100th performance here. James
Cagney, a member of the cast, also
may be on hand, while on a vacation
be done here and in New York.
.

lontinent. Details of the settlement
juld not be learned yesterday.

for cash installments of $500,000 annually for eight years.
Standard
Capital, headed by J. Cheever Cow-

French and

its

Italian,

Hollywood.
L'Union Francaise CinemaReleasing Shorts on Florida
tographique will produce "Les NouOpening New Miss. House
Kinematrade will handle distribufrages
du
Paradis"
in
color
at
Hollandale, Miss. Joe Applebaum
tion of a series of five shorts of
will open a new theater here on Prague, with Lupe Velez mentioned Florida life and activities produced
for
the
leading
role.
Dec. 15, replacing the Roosevelt
by George G. Popovici. "Floridian
which was recently destroyed by
Curiosities" and "Busy Spots in
Astoria Pool Set
in

Paris

—

—

fire.

Hungarian Film in for Run
"Edes Mostoba"
("Kind
StepIn the Name of God Amen," by mother"), Hungarian picture, has
iayard Veiller, and "Violence," by made such a hit at the Hunnia Play•ore Schary, among his prospective house on Third Ave. that it will be
held over for an indefinite run.
roductions.

The pooling deal involving Loew
and Skouras theaters in Astoria is
now understood to be set, with only
details to be worked out.
Houses
in the plan are the Astoria and TriBoro, which Loew controls, and the
Steinway, Grand and Broadway,
Skouras theaters.

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING

Florida," the first two of the series,
are ready.
Norman Brokenshire
handled the narration.

Fourth Week for "New Gulliver"
"The New Gulliver," Soviet animated satire, goes into a fourth

week

at the

Cameo

today.

OF

NED
WAYBURN'S
DANCING, SINGING AND

DRAMATIC SCHOOL

625

MADISON

(Between 58th and 59th

Sts.)
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NEW

YORK

Telephone: Wlckersham 2-4300
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Swope Says KAOis Unaffected by New RKO Setup
ZONING PROBLEM TO BETAKEN UP AT WASHfCONFAB
Paramount Starting Nine Productions
2

Walter Wanger Pictures

Among Group
Under

Way

West Coast Bureau of

—

Getting

Soon

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood A total of 25 stars
and featured players have been notified to report for work at Paramount and Walter Wanger studios
for nine features that are to go in
work within the next two weeks.
The number does not include those
not already at work or in the casts
of the films now editing under the

new production program which Ernst
Lubitsch, managing director of pro-

ELLIMAN ORGANIZING

EXCHANGES

IN

RULES AGAINST AT&T GOWDIN
IN

&

Tel.,

Electric and Erpi were
seeking to turn the $65,000,000 Vocafilm suit against them into a vast
patent infringement action and at
the same time avoid paying $10,000
to Vocafilm to defend such charges
{Continued on Page 7)

WEST

—

Capitol Theater in Tieup

With Thanksgiving Parade

anHenri
Elliman
Chicago
nounces he will organize a system
First direct theater tieup with
of exchanges west of Chicago. The
parade,
project will be financed by a group Macy's Thanksgiving Day
a big annual
of Chicago capitalists, it is stated. which has become
event, has been effected by the Loew
organization.

New

Orleans Indies Cold
Voluntary
Code Plans
To
Orleans — Ed

Kuykendall's
New
visit here this week, said to have
been for the purpose of conferring
with exhibitor leaders about an industry self-regulation plan, evoked
little
response from the independents. Allied leaders declared in advance that they woud have no part
in confabs for a code, as they believed it would not help the indies.
After two days here, the M.P.T.O.A.
president left for his home in Columbus, Miss.

Permanent Rogers Fund
have agreed to anthe permanent Will Rogers
Memorial Fund, which will sponsor a
Camhospital at Saranac Lake, N. Y.
paigns will be staged each year to raise
purposes.
$100,000 for maintenance
National

nually

aid

circuits

Arrangements were

completed by Oscar A. Doob, the
cuit's publicity director, for the

cir-

Loew

Cadet Band of 200 boys to head the
parade. In addition a huge balloon
in the likeness of Harpo Marx, held
down by a whole regiment of Chicos,
(Continued on Page 2)

By GEORGE W. MEHRTENS
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington
First question to
come up for consideration from the
film industry when Major Berry

—

OFFERING

INTEREST

VOGAFILM ACTION

Stating that the Amer. Tel.

IS

Standard Capital

IN
Co.,

Weeks

Conference Called by Maj.
Berry Will Seek to
Solve Clearance

Sues to Restrain Atlas-Paramount Underwriting
Asserting that the action of the Atlas Corp. in agreeing to underwrite the $6,416,000
of Paramount second preferred stock was "a naked gamble," William F. Walsh, attorney,
has filed suit in the Supreme Court to restrain Atlas from paying out any moneys in
connection with the underwriting and asking appointment of a receiver for Atlas. Walsh
charges that the Atlas deal to underwrite the Paramount stock was a furtherance of
the ambition of Floyd B. Odium, president of Atlas Corp., to obtain a position of
influence in the motion picture industry in general.

Western

(Continued on Page 3)

Next 2

in

OPTION
which has

a three-month option on Universal,

understood to have approached a
of important film executives
concerning buying an interest in its

is

number

holds his conference of industry here
starting Dec. 9 will undoubtedly be
that of clearance and zoning, The
Film Daily learned from reliable
sources yesterday. It is understood
that an attempt will be made to work
out a standard schedule which will
at the same time be flexible enough
for operation in given areas.
In the past, it is stated, schedules
(Continued on Page 7)

proposition.

The

J.

Cheever Cowdin firm

is

now

studying the company's setup and
books. As yet no completion date is
in sight as regards this examination, it was stated yesterday in New
York.

Robert Menches Resigns

As Head

of

Akron Ass'n

—

Robert Menches has
O.
tendered his resignation as president of the Akron Exhibitors Ass'n,
a post he has held for the past six
Menches is managing diyears.
rector of the Liberty Theater, deluxe neighborhood house.

Akron,

K A O to Show Profit This Year,

CHICAGO BIZ UP

25%

SAYS JOHN BALABAN
John Balaban yesterday said that
Chicago theater business, according
to his experience, is approximately
25 per cent improved over a com-

About
parative period last year.
240 out of 300 houses in the locality are now using "Bank Night", he
stated, exceptions being houses in
the Loop.

William M. Shirley Joins
Jacob Schreiber Circuit

—

Detroit William M. Shirley of
Schenectady, N. Y., has joined the
Some reJacob Schreiber circuit.
ports have it that Shirley has taken
a financial interest in the Schreiber
In a statement yesterday to the organization, but neither of the instaff of Keith-Albee-Orpheum, Her- terested parties will confirm this.
bert Bayard Swope, chairman of the Meanwhile employees have received
board of directors said that the com- two-week notices.
pany "is untouched by the reorganization under way in RKO", that
"those who do their work well need
Modern Miracle
have no fears" and that KAO is
Found: a circuit operator who doesn't
moving forward and will earn profits
Ike
use double features or giveaways.
of
this year after several years
Libson of Cincinnati is the man, who,

Declares Herbert Bayard Swope
Para. Production Confab
In New York Next Month
Conferences on Paramount production matters will be held in New
York shortly after Dec. 3 between
John E. Otterson, president; Ernst
Lubitsch and Watterson Rothacker.

Chandler
Rothacker,
Bill Pine will visit New
York after attending the Chicago
Dec. 1.
sales meeting which opens
Lubitsch,

Sprague and

heavy

(Continued on Page 3)

reports

furthermore,

losses.

Swope explained that he was

is-

throughout

his

houses

Is

business
that
good.

—

.
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& M. Theatrical Project Capitol Theater in Tieup
Waits Partington's Return With Thanksgiving Parade
F.
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Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
6607.
Granite
wood Blvd., Phone
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

—

Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am.

Picts.

Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

East.

193/4

I8V4

I8V2

73 1/8

69V4

70y2

51/2

51/4

53/g

pfd..

18%

18 1/4

183/g

Kodak

170

167 1/2 167 1/2

pfd

155

155

Loew's,

55

do

Inc

Paramount

91/2

Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd
Pathe

155

52'/4

531/4

9

91/8

pfd..

781/2

763/4

77

pfd.

IT/2

11

1/8

111/4

61/8

61/s

63/8

Film

RKO

53/g

5

5

233/s

215/8

283/8

20th Century-Fox pfd. 301/g

283/4

3oy8

59%

70

Century-Fox

20th

Univ.

70

pfd

Pict.

Warner

.

.

Th.

Eq.

6s40.

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40

.

ctfs.

.

.

5,

•

-

Va

—
+
+

Ve

Picts.

Sonotone

vtc.

Franke at Des Moines Orpheum
Des Moines Emil Franke is the

—

of the Orpheum here,
succeeding Hale Cavanaugh. Franke
has been with the Orpheum at Minneapolis.
No changes in the local
Orpheum policies are being contemplated, according to Franke. Cavanaugh expects to leave for the west
coast next week.

new manager

IV4

Invite Grant and Lee Descendants

491/2

481/2

481/z

Va

Paramount has extended an invitation to Charles Scribner Grant, descendant of General Ulysses Grant,

Vi

and Lewis Vandergrift Lee, kinsman
of General Robert E. Lee, freshmen

163/4

17

173/8

1634

17

—
.

—

.

88

88

721/2

721/2

721/2

21/2

23/8

23/8

187/8

18'/a

1814
4

Corp.

Technicolor

consideration. Between his film roles
here, Beery has appeared in vaudeville at the Palladium, Holborn Empire and other big music halls.

2

—

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia

Veidt in GB's "King of
now being co-starred with Nils
is
Asther in "Nuptials of Barbal," a
Capitol Film production. Upon completion of this picture, Beery plans
to return to Hollywood to fill engagements which he now has under

1/4

171/2

Trans-Lux

41/4

4

+
.

—
—

in the

Cleveland succeeds Ray Allison
of the Warner Bros, theater here. Allison returned to Cleveland and will be likely assigned to
another house in that zone.

Rosetta

E.

V.

Christie

DuPar

Duncan
John Francis Natteford
Alex Moss

—

review the parade.
The tieup includes plugs for the film over Macy's
station

and mention in
parade ads.

the

full-page

Tightening Film Truck Rules

code of ordinances tightening regulations concerning the transportation of film in trucks.

The revision

now being drafted generally
to

"hazardous

chemicals

applies
ex-

and

plosives."

head of
Beaumont
Hollywood today for a month's
around
the
country,
visiting
exchange
centers and coming into New York for a brief
trip

stay.

MRS. NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK is
way back to New York from the coast.

tor

on

her

MERMAN

ETHEL
month

returns to New York next
Hollywood, where she has been
Samuel Goldwyn's new Eddie Can-

from

working

in

picture.

LITA

GREY

CHAILIN

today

sails

Lafayette for England to
vaudeville engagements.

night

fill

on
club

the

and

MR. and MRS. WILLIAM R. WILKERSON,
his stage partner, MISS RAY,
and DR. C. E. KENNETH MEES of Eastman
Kodak and Mrs. Mees also are on the passenger
list
of the outgoing Lafayette.

ROSCO ATES and

THOMAS MARLOW,
ham,

manager of the Birming-

branch

England,

New

in

of

tomorfow

York

Kodak, Ltd., arrives
on
the
President

Roosevelt

H

YATES

J.

to
visit
his
school there.

PONCE,

G.
Brazil,

and

on the

S.

left

yesterday

who

son

JR.,

RKO

wife
Northern

his

S.

RKO

Y. Cammack,
representative.

Ben

Culver, Ind.,
Military

for

attending

is

Radio distributor in
next Wednesday
in company with
Radio South American

arrive

Prince

CHARLES KOERNER, RKO New

Following the hearing, which will
be attended by truck operators and
carriers, the proposed amendment
goes to the Board of Aldermen,
with a public hearing to follow.

has

ager,

returned

to

England man-

Boston.

JACK PARTINGTON of Fanchon & Marco reto New York next week from the coast.

turns

GEORGE GERSHWIN, who is now in
to New York in three weeks.

Mexico,

returns

RUDY VALLEE has gone to Pittsburgh to
fulfill
a
stage engagement.
Rothafel Assigns Claim on RKO
SAM LYONS leaves New York on WednesS. L. Rothafel has assigned to
day for Chicago in search of talent, returnthe Manufacturers Trust Co. his ing the following Monday.
claim
of
against RKO
$179,274
IKE LIBSON left New York yesterday, rewhich the Irving Trust Co. has turning
to Cincinnati.
agreed shall be allowed in the reWILLIAM
HOWARD sails Friday on the
organization proceedings for that Europa for a K. vacation
abroad.
amount subject to the approval of
DAVID PALFREYMAN returns to New York
the Federal Court.
Roxy has also on Monday from the South.
appointed Newman & Bisco, attorERNST LUBITSCH. WATTERSON ROTHACKER,
neys, to represent him in the reor- CHANDLER
SPRAGUE and BILL PINE are due
ganization proceedings.
in New York early next month from the Coast.
MARC LACHMAN returned to New York
Bars Intervention in Fox Met.
from

yesterday

three weeks, thus establishing the
picture company's right to share in
the sale of its screen rights.

Changes

in Para. Philly

from

Hollywood.

MICHAEL SIMMONS

MRS.

the

is

New

in

York

Coast.

DATE BOOK

Philadelphia

—

Stanley

Chase,

former Paramount ad sales manager
at Washington, has been signed to
a similar post at the company's
local exchange, succeeding Barney
Slaughter, who resigned.
John I.
Brian, formerly ad sales assistant
at Washington, succeeds Chase.

the

Chrysler

Ass'n will conclude its
board meeting tomorrow.

mid-year

Washington Variety Club annual
Willard, Washington, D. C.

Today:
Hotel

ball,

Picture
Forum
Motion
Philadelphia
Bellevue-Stratford
international
luncheon,
Hotel,
Philadelphia.

Nov. 25:

Nov. 25:

Special

Ass'n,

Branch

Marin "Speed" Unit in Detroit
Detroit— Edwin L. Marin, M-G-M
Supply Dealers Wind Up Confab
director, has been here all week
Board of directors of the Indewith Walt Strohm, assistant direcTheater Supply Dealers
tor, and Clyde DeVinna, cameraman, pendent
shooting scenes at
plant for "Speed."

LEICHTER,

leaves

Nov. 26:

of
as

manager

E.

"A Night
Thanksgiving
Day at the Capitol will be marched
in the parade.
Ben Serkowich, Capital
publicity man, and
Howard
Dietz and Bill Ferguson also have
arranged to have Harpo Marx in
person on the marquee of Macy's to
picture,

at the Opera", opens

radio

MITCHELL

Pictures,

Brothers

—

Fend Succeeds Allison
O.—Harland Fend

Arthur

costumed

Boyd W. Copeland Dead
its
of THE FILM DAILY
interest in "There's Wisdom in WoLos Angeles Boyd W. Copeland, men," D. A. Doran play, which on
veteran Spokane exhibitor, died here Monday moves from the Cort to the
He formerly owned Masque. Show has run more than
on Thursday.
West Coast Bureau

Chillicothe,

Roberts

M-G-M

Marx

Para. Withdraws Play Backing
Paramount today withdraws

northwest.

Stephen

whose new

the

1)

all

Federal Judge Julian W. Mack
yesterday denied the application of
Gustavus Rogers and other Class
at Dartmouth College, to be the
A stockholders of Fox Theaters
guests of the picture company durCorp. for permission to intervene in
ing the Thanksgiving holiday, which
the Fox Met. reorganization prowill mark the opening of "So Red
ceedings.
the Rose."

and operated several theaters

Hobarf Henley

represent

—

New York City Fire Commission
in two weeks will hold a hearing on
the Damned," a proposed amendment to the city

83/4

89

6s39

—

8I/2

IO41/4 IO41/4 IO41/4
Loew 6s 41 ww
901/2
901/2
Paramount Picts. 6s55 92
60
60
60
Par.
B'way 3s55.

Warner's

.

to

Noah Beery Busy Abroad
London Noah Beery, who recentcompleted work with Conrad
ly

13/4

141/8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

— %
—
—
—
—

(Continued from Page

Grouchos and Harpos

store's

9i/4

Bros

pfd

do

Chg.

Close

vtc.

Seat

Columbia

Low

Resumption of activities on the
musical revue planned by Fanchon
& Marco, with Olsen and Johnson
heading the cast, will take place next
week following the return of Jack
Partington, production head of the
firm, from the coast, where he has
been conferring with Fanchon &
Marco, it is stated by Harry C. Arthur, vice-president of the organiThe revue, originally anzation.
nounced in October, has been delayed due to Arthur being in St. Louis
for the trial of the government's
Gae Foster, who stages
film suit.
the Roxy ensembles, will direct the
dances for the new show.

Coming and Going

sey,

Hotel

meeting
Astor,

of

New

Equity
2 P. M.

Actors'

York

Theater Owners of New
meeting, Hotel Lincoln,
P.M.

Allied
regular

2

York,

Jer-

New

Paramount sales department meeting,
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

Dec. 1-3:

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.

Dec. 6:

and
Dec.

ball,

Allied Theaters of
cruise sailing to
S. Queen of Bermuda.

7:

vention
S.

New

Jersey

Bermuda

con-

on

the

M.P.T.O. of North and South Caroannual convention, Charlotte, N. C.

Dec. 8-9:
lina

of

Dec.

Annual meeting of stockholders
9:
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

Jan.

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
Broadway
the
sponsored
by
Hershfield,
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.
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Ap*^*

^

PHIL

M.DALY

1%^-

to work and their picParamount are: Fred MacMurray and Gail Patrick in "13
Hours by Air"; Eleanor Whitney,

Those due

Virginia Weidler, David Holt, Elizabeth Patterson and Samuel S. Hinds
in "Timothy's Quest"; Kent Taylor, Rosalind Keith and George Bar-

"Preview"; Murray McLean
and Robert Fiske in a thriller based
on the air adventures of Jimmie Allen; Jack Haley and William Frawley in "F Man"; Larry Crabbe and
Glenn Erickson in "Desert Gold";
Marlene Dietrich, Charles Boyer and
Akim Tamiroff in "Invitation to

bier in

Happiness".

The Walter Wanger (releasing
assignments
Paramount)
are: Henry Fonda, Ida Lupino and
"Palm
Standing
in
Guy
Sir

through

Bennett, Spencer
Tracy and Ricardo Cortez in "Big
Brown Eyes".
These casts will be augmented be-

Joan

fore this immediate series of Paramount's new product gets under way.

Kansas City Items

He

—

manager, and Tommy
Tompkins of RKO also have been

Columbia

trips.

Claude Ezell of Affiliated Enterprises, Denver, was in the city for
a conference with Elmer Rhoden,

Fox Midwest

CONCENTRATED

• • •
Publicity Punch for about 800
selected theater spots
important theaters that will play
the picture
that is the idea in back of the special compilation of advertising and publicity material that Charles McCarthy's department at 20th Century-Fox prepares on outstanding pictures
this material is sent well in advance of play.

and tells the theater manager everything he needs
and gives him every angle of publicity that he
it is a model of intelligent presentation of the

dates

know

to

.

can work

advertising angles

amounting

Mainstreet
stage

Theater

to

$250.

has

added

bills.

Tower Theater offered a special
ladies morning matinee in which
Gene Dennis, psychic, made an extra

appearance.

have been the order

Record crowds
all week.

Receptions and Such
Lily Pons, whose debut film,
Raio's "I

RKO

Thursday at the Radio City Music
Hall, will be guest of honor at a
reception in the studio of the theater on Tuesday, after which she
will attend a preview of the film.
Pert Kelton, who recently finished
a role in RKO's "Annie Oakley,"
was guest of honor at a preview of
a replica of P. T. Barnum's famous
Museum, held in Gimbel's last evenine:.

Virginia Reid, who appears in
RKO's "To Beat the Band," now
at the Palace, was the central figure of the "Golden Wedding" which

climaxed the fashion pageant at
the big Miami-Biltmore Ball in the
The
Waldorf-Astoria last night.
unique gowns were designed by

RKO

is moving forward.
It will
earn profits this year after several
years of heavy losses.
The bonus
system, which I am glad to claim as

my

contribution,

campaign

new
and women

a

IT IS just becoming apparent what a clever stunt
the United Artists lads at the home office pulled with that H. G.
it shapes up as one of the
Wells interview for the press
the story
best examples of Advance publicity of the year
started to break fin the newspapers the same afternoon of the
and continued breakinterview with the celebrated writer
for when H.
ing for two days after throughout the world
or anything else of general
G Wells speaks on the movies

NEWS

the best part of it all was that
it's
every yarn carried the fact that the interview took place at
that Wells has just written two prothe U. A. home offices
ductions for Alexander Korda, "Things To Come" and "The Man
and that United Artists would
Who Could Work Miracles"
release both of 'em
interest

Detroit

AND NOW

the li'l ole paper is being used in forthe first edieign parts as a theater front builder-upper
"Midsummer
torial written in the trade press on Warners'
Mister Alicoate
ffht's Dream" by our own publisher
size
was translated in Spanish and blown up to a big smash
it created quite a stir
countries
Spanish
all
in
for use
in
for the first time in front of the Encanto theater

N

•

•

:

when used
Havana

studio stylist.

•

•

men

KAO

Doings

— Consolidated

Amusement

Brown

circuit.
Detroit Consolidated
Theaters, Inc., also has been formed
to sell stock for the erection of the
University and Ambassador theaters
by the Brown circuit.

Max

Amusement

Co.,

formed

Koch and Nelson A.

E.

Barry, has been dissolved.
John Wigle has been made manager of the new house in Windsor,
Ont., taken over by Gus Coplan.
Theater
is
Shubert Lafayette
changing to a class picture policy instead of playing straight British
films.
Shortage of product is the
main reason, says Manager Harry

Nathan.
David M.

Idzal, managing director of the Fox Theater, has formed
Artists Booking Service, which will

comply with the new Michigan
lation

booked

•

in the

Corp., Inc., has been incorporated as
the operating company for the Sam

St. Clair

•

with

group for
their efforts.
Our relations with
RKO continue unchanged in a
friendly and effective affiliation."

by

•

well.

outfit is stepping; out
spirit.
I thank all the

Detroit

• • • THE PORTFOLIO that Mister McCarthy's boys
have just sent out on "Show Them No Mercy" is a perfect
example
in the letter that accompanies the portfolio, the
advertising director points out that it is a "shock" pix totally
and to
different from the preceding Zanuck productions
the special value of this portfolio
go after it accordingly
procedure on special pix is that it goes out far ahead of the
pressbook
and gives the exhib loads of time to plan his

working

is

The whole

requiring

all

legis-

theaters to be

locally.

C. G. O'Dell has
Recorders, as a

formed Broadcast

division of the
O'Dell Engineering Co., to give service on sound recording for theaters

and others.
Opening date for the Rialto in
Three Rivers, being built by Alex
Schreiber, William London and Harold Smilay, has been advanced to
Christmas.

William

Dream Too Much," opens

Walter Plunkett,

said:

T

The Fox-Midwest Plaza Theater
was held up this week and robbed
of receipts

1)

"KAO

•

Kansas City C. A. Schultz, manager of Commonwealth Amusement
Corp., has been out of the city this
Harry Taylor,
week on business.

of

NEW SETUP

(Continued from Page

tures at

general manager
Theaters.

BY RKO'S

suing the statement "because of the
many rumors that are in circulation
but have no foundation in truth."

to screen.

away on business

UNAFFECTED

IS

1)

duction has in full swing from script

Springs";

KAO

play was engineered by Dewey Bloom
•
Films Ltd. in
director of publicity activities for Regal

A SMART

m

connection
when he obtained editorials, no less,
.Exhibs who
Tunnel."
with the GB special, "Transatlantic
are still chuckling
attended the recent Columbus convention,
pulled for his company
Weeks
George
that
gag
over the
in their rooms set to call
he planted alarm clocks labeled "GB"
the morn
in
7:30
of
hour
unearthly
them at the

Toronto

Schuttenhelm,

owner of

the Globe, celebrated his 33rd wedding anniversary.
Barney L. Kilbride, circuit owner,
is the father of a new boy.
Court hearing on the $50,000 suit
of Film Truck Service vs. Independent Theater Owners is up for today in Circuit Court.

New L. A. Exchange
Paramount has opened the first
of three new exchange buildings in
Los Angeles, where the branch is
now housed at 1613 West 20th St.
Two more buildings are to be erected in Denver and Detroit.
Para. Opens

Noah Beery is go• • OVER IN Lunnon it seems that work
in a GB prohe recently completed
great guns
sharing starring honors with
duction "King of the Damned,"
now he is being co-starred with Nils Asther in
Conrad' Veidt
in beFilm production
"Nuptials of Barbal," a Capitol
appearances at the Palladium,
tween, Noah made a hit in vaude
halls
Holborn Empire and pop music
•

ina-

:

_

.

.

«

« «

» » »

Arthur Vinton for Play
Arthur Vinton has been added by
Gilbert Miller to the cast of "Libel,"
forthcoming stage play.

THE
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past year, picture-vaudeville houses in Philaseats have been installed delphia.
theaters, with work bein
Four different
New York The Riviera, at Gening done by Ideal.
type chairs have been adopted by esco, which is operated by Livingthe circuit as standards. Estimate stone Theaters, of Oneida, is being
is made that 50,000 yards of carpet equipped with new Photophone High
has been laid in the circuit's houses Fidelity sound by Mr. Brownell, the
manager.
The Hertzberg Amuseduring the past year.
ment Co. of Batavia, has remodelled
Golden, Colo. R. A. Preuss has the Auditorium, at Perry, and inarranged for the installation of new stalled new RCA High Fidelity
RCA High Fidelity sound in his sound in it.

new
Warner

QUII

30,000

—

—

BUSINES

Gem.

New York—The Park West

—

Warners are rePhiladelphia
building the Leader, which seats

The house

1,000.

contracted for a Western
Wide Range attachment.

be ready by

will

Christmas.
Philadelphia

—Lobby

of the Stan-

Stanley-Warner de luxer, has
been modernized, as has its retiring
rooms. John Eberson, architect, did
ley,

Evansville,

By

Wis. — Western

Elec-

Denver
Western Electric an- tric Wide Range has been added to
nounces the installation of wide the Magee's sound equipment.
range sound equipment in these
South Dakota houses: the Majestic
Columbus, Neb. Harry Weinberg,
at Sturgis, the Vita at Spearfish,
general manager of General Theand the Rex at Rapid City.
aters, and Myron Blank, have arPhiladelphia
RCA Photophone ranged for the installation of RCA
engineers have installed an elaborate High Fidelity sound in the Swan.
High Fidelity stage sound re-enCuyahoga Falls, O.
Western
forcement system in the Warner
Brothers Earle, one of the two big Electric Wide Range goes into the
Ohio soon.

—

—

—

Iowa

Falls, la.

— William

A. Mid-

dleton has installed new Photophone
High Fidelity sound in his Rex
here.

AIR CONDITIONING

MMPHOON
ONDITIONINGCQ
BLOWERS -FANS
AIR

WASHERS

252 West 26th

St.,

New York

TICKETS
ARE MONEY'1
—

through

I.

—A

Western Elec-

Wide Range attachment has

been contracted for by the Roosevelt.

Dallas

— Two

more Dallas theaters

have installed RCA High Fidelity
sound equipment recently.
They
are the New Village, in Highland
Park, operated by the Interstage
Circuit, which is associated with the
Hoblitzelle Circuit, and the Columbia, operated by L. E. Harrington
and P. G. Cameron. S. R. Fickling,
of Pontotac, has purchased a portable Photophone sound equipment
for a

new

theater there.

—

Don't take a chance on
losses

Flushing, L.
tric

Grenada, Miss.
Remodeling of
the Grenada has been completed at

resale

YEAR 'ROUND AIR

—The

the job.

—

Electric

Roxy, operated
by Duval Amusements of Lakeland,
a Sparks Circuit unit, has replaced
its old sound with Photophone High
Fidelity equipment, according to B.
B. Garner, general manager.
Jacksonville

1

has

C(
E.

Chief Engineer, Typl
IT

now becoming evident

is

most theater owners that

to

air

conditioning

means more

Designed for comfort and health, air conditioning must do
than comfort cooling.
year 'round duty, and so heating should be included.
Involved in year 'round air conditioning are problems which a system for summer
or winter does not present.
The building is heated in winter by supplying air at a temperature higher than the
room temperature. This warmer air compensates for the normal loss of heat through
walls.
In summer the opposite condition exists and air colder than that in the room
which compensates for the outside heat that leaks in through the walls
is supplied,
and for heat of occupants.
Winter and summer the room is maintained at a constant fixed temperature by
supplying air at a higher temperature than the room in one case and at a lower
temperature in the other.
Two separate systems of air distribution would be clumsy and expensive, so the
same air supply systems must serve for both cases. Warm air is light and tends to
rise, and cold, heavy air settles to the floor.
In rooms with low ceilings the tendency
to vertical motion is not so strong for the same reason that low chimneys produce
The high ceilings in theaters produce much stronger
less draft than high ones do.
downward currents of cold air and upward movements of warm air than low rooms,
and unless the designer, regardless of how experienced he is in general air conditioning, is thoroughly familiar with practice in large auditoriums, he had better beware.
In summer the cold heavy air has a natural tendency to fall to the floor, where
the people are.
It must be thoroughly mixed
and diffused so that it is distributed
In winter, warm air from the same outlets
evenly when it finally reaches the floor.
now tends to rise to the ceiling, where the people are not, and it must be diffused
and by forced circulation drawn down to the occupied level. Aside from a few minor
faults such as drafts and occasional hot spots, it is probable that the majority of modern
air conditioning systems are fairly successful as far as distribution is concerned for
summer cooling. In all cases the air is either supplied from the ceiling or by horizontal outlets from the walls, which are designed to mix the air supply in the upper
part of the room before it settles to the floor.
The same systems which function properly for cooling, do not in many cases work
satisfactorily for heating and for winter air conditioning.
This is particularly true of
balcony houses.
Here the natural tendency for upward movement of warm air results,
in all too many cases, in 90° balcony temperature and 60° orchestra's.
The biggest single factor that contributes to these conditions is that the systems
are designed to handle a relatively small volume of high temperature air.
It is common
practice in small hot air heating systems to supply air at 130° to 150° and in small rooms
'

this

entirely

is

satisfactory.

In

a

theater,

however, these temperatures

will

in

a

strata

of

hot

air

at

i:

can be circulated and thoroughly mixed so as to maintain at even temperature, of 70°
at the floor with not more than 2° or 3° higher at the rear of the balcony.
The proper location of recirculating grilles is also of great importance and here
again the importance for winter heating cannot be emphasized too strongly.

(Continued on Page 6)

and misappropriation.
I

Keep your

tickets

lock and key in a

COMPLETE FURNISHINGS

under

FOR

modern

Gold Seal or Model "H".

"INDEPENDENT
.

.

.

local

n

under the Emblem of
ownership manage-

THE THEATER
CARPETS,
STAGE
CURTAINS.
WALL
COVERING, DRAPES, SEATS, ELECTRIC
LIGHT FIXTURES. SUPREX PROJECTION
LAMPS,
DECORATING,
PROJECTION
EQUIPMENT.

ment.

GENERAL REGISTER
CORPORATION
1540 Broadway, New

1501

Broadway,

New

in

invariably

the ceiling, which in itself is wasteful as the loss
through the roof is enormous, and very poor heating at the floor level.
The same amount of heat contained in a much larger volume of air at 85° to 90°
result

I

York

H!^>H|

1

Supply corp.

^•IM^MIl

York, N. Y.

630 9TH AVE.

NEW YORK

I

B

HHHDMK
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EQUIPMENT FIELD NOTES
— Complete Holmes
Mich.— The
sound projection equipment has been
»

New

»
York

Flint,
stalled Pictur-Pone

installed in Temple Emanuel, Paterson, by the Ruby Camera Ex-

—

full ball-bearing, full

UILDERS
ING FOR THEATERS
litioning Co., Inc.
For

summer

and

jsults

it

is

well

cooling
also

a

fact

distributed

at

grilles

that recirculated

the

floor

line

will

produce

may be taken from the

air

ceiling

good

tor)

ture the new chair now being put
out by that company.
The hinge
requires no oiling or servicing, it is
claimed, as the bearings are packed
in grease and completely enclosed
and protected from dust and dirt.
The seat it is also said is smooth,
easily operated, with six cushioning
stops affecting absolute silence.

line

Chicago

some conditions with equally good

results.
For heating there is one place for
the floor line.
It is
practically impossible to satisfacand
>rily heat a large auditorium with warm air supplied to the upper portion of the room,
nless there is a positive means of withdrawing cold air from the lowest point.
Apparatus used for treating the air in theater conditioning does not differ in any
1reat degree from that used in other classes of buildings except in the matter of size
ind details of temperature control, which take into account the problems of distribu-

nder

that

circulation

is

at

as mentioned above.
Sleam is usually supplied

jpplied

the

to

auditorium.

finned

to

small

In

copper
theaters

heating surface which heats the air
the steam boiler is sometimes d is

The general use of
jensed with and direct fired furnaces used to heat the air directly.
lopper heating coils for blast heat has given rise to a general impression that this
jorm of surface is in some way more efficient than cast iron heating surface.
A pound of coal or a gallon of oil will produce exactly the same heating effect
*ith either type of surface.
Copper radiation has not been adopted in place of iron
jecause of its efficiency, but rather on account of its compactness and lightness, ease
f handling and
also because it is cheaper.
The same impression prevails regarding extended surface coils for cooling and deConvenience, cheapness and
lumidifying as compared with spray type conditioners.
lompactness are good fundamental reasons for using coils instead of air washers, but
liny
claim for greater efficiency is, in the writer's opinion, founded upon purely

ictitious

An

compensating,

and self-aligning hinge which fea-

—

New York — The

Hurley

Screen

—

Portland, Ore.

Equipment Co.

is

Western Sound

installing

new

steel cable theater chairs in the

which

opens

early

and manufactur- month.

ing facilities of Golde Manufacturing Co., makers of rewinds, spotColumbus
"Third Dimension"
lights and projection booth acces- sound equipment has been installed
sories, have been moved to larger at the Dixie here by Pictur-Fone.
quarters at 1728 North Damen Ave.,
Chicago.
With the approaching
Cincinnati —- New CTR Widechange to the larger reel, the com(Continued on Page 6)
pany also announces the development of a new line of hand re-windS. 0. S. BARGAIN FLASH
ers for the handling and inspection
65 Griswold or Universal 35 mm.
of the
new standard 2,000-foot
3.00
splicers
fair
from

—

reels.

95

—

Chicago Herman A. DeVry, Inc.,
preparing a bulletin which will
show the characteristics of the DeVry unit sound projector as designed by the company.

—
—

— —

Asst. Sizes Reel Shipping Cases
I.C.C. approved, new and used

from

1500— Reels.

is

125

—

enamel

1.15

2000

Safety Steel.
brand new
famous book "Sound

Mieh'.ing's

Projection",
S.

O.

S.

ft.

finish,

press

CORPORATION,

copies

reasoning.

accomplished by contact with water in BOTH cases.
will produce the desired result in air conditioning and while the two
mediums have slightly different characteristics, both have certain advantages which make
the choice a matter of individual conditions.
In selecting apparatus for theater air conditioning, perhaps the most important
The principal source
item to be considered is the means for producing refrigeration.
of heat in theater air conditioning is that given off by the occupants and this is true
is

method

In some theaters as
extent than in any other type of building.
much as 90 per cent of the refrigerating load is caused by heat of occupants. As most
theaters are fully occupied for only a small portion of the time, this fact calls for a
means of refrigeration that is flexible to get best efficency with this widely varying load.
The cheapest and simplest form of refrigeration for air conditioning is the

to

a

much

"MODERN TIMES"

greater

Charlie

pretty bewildered in this

is

picture of

modern

efficiency,

however,

efficiency.
is

Modern

old stuff to us

weavers up at the Alexander Smith

(Continued on Page 6)

plant. In the course of a year,

make thousands and thousands

National

Service

never relaxes.

It

is

ment

/

of

KNOWN

QUALITY.

projectors.

Send

SERVE your

theatre.

for

catalog.

Carpets,

National

is

92 Gold

St.

or office Nearest

You

screens,

PREPARED

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY
New

abuse.

Which

Only equip-

seating,

of

wools and other raw
materials with the result that our
carpets stand up under all sorts of

ready to help your

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

we

tests of dyes,

All Set to Serve You

them

in so

is

one reason you find

many

theatres.

to

CO.

York, N. Y.

49
1.49

1600 Bdway.N.Y.C.

instance

the air
Either

all-

Sunnext

of the falseness of many claims made for coil cooling is the oftepeated statement that coils constitute "dry surface" cooling whereas air washers are
Both systems remove moisture from
I'wet surface" and therefore "make the air damp."
•he air (de-humidify) if they are performing the functions for wh'ch they were designed.
The coils are completely covered with water which has been condensed out of the air,
In the very
o by no stretch of the imagination can they be termed "dry coils."
nature of the job they are supposed to do, they are decidedly "wet coils" and the air
The fact that a thin wall of copper sepais
actually cooled by contact with water.
rates the outer film of water from the refrigerant does not alter the fact that cooling
)f

in-

Co. is now arranging with members
of the Independent Theater Supply Dealers' Association to distribute its product throughout the
country.
The firm, which installed
what is called the largest screen in
the world, in the Radio City Music
Hall, states that a thorough test
in the fadeometer with four other
leading sound screens showed that
the new Hurley standard was the
only one that stayed white.

nyside,
Offices

«c

has

"Third Dimension" sound equipment.

change.

New York One of the foremost
improvements in theater chair construction is claimed by Ideal Seating Co., in the new and improved

«
Dixie

ALEXANDER SMITH CARPET

'
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BUSINESS BUILDERS

IMPROVEMENT NOTES
{Continued from Page 4)

a

Homer

J.

—Two

houses
report new RCA Photophone sound
They are
installation this week.
the Boykins, at Boykins, operated
by Mr. Lyons, and the Ingomar, at
Alexandria, operated by the Alexandria Amusement Corporation,
headed by W. Harmon Reid.

Richmond

Emporium,

Pa.

Virginia

—The

will soon be operating

Electric

EQUIPMENT NOTES

{Continued from Page 5)

The only cost
similar source of "free" cold water (56° or lower).
the current consumed by the pump motor and this is ridiculously small
with any other refrigerating method.
Of course the drawback is that in many locations wells are not obtainable and in
some places the matter of getting well water is a pure gamble. The investment is not

artesian

well

or

approximately $5,000. of operation is
Williams is manager.
when compared

of

cost

Saturday, Nov. 23, 1935

Emporium

with Western

Wide Range.

—

(Continued from Page 5)

Range sound systems have been in
stalled by the Cincinnati Time Re

corder Co. in the following theater
in the past two weeks: Opera Hous<
Millersburg, Ohio; Clarendon, Mi
great, but many theater men hesitate to gamble $2,000 to $5,000 on a hole in the
The gambling element is further accentuated rocco, Ind.; Roxy, Boswell, Ind.
ground, whether the goal is water or oil.
Pastime, Vicco, Ky.; Eden, Cinciri
by the fact that wells are sometimes known to produce for a while and then "dry up."
When "free" cold water is out of the question, the choice lies between mechanical nati; Pekin, Cincinnati; Dreamlanc
Where ice prices are low (from $3 to $4 per ton) and in Blanchester, Ohio; Opera House, M'
refrigeration, or ice.
Orab, Ohio; Mound, South Charles
theaters that do not do a capacity business for more than one show a day, ice is
ton, W. V.; Eastland, Portsmoutl
cheaper, simpler and offers many advantages.
Theaters that do a fairly big business for two or three shows a day probably Ohio; Waverly, Waverly, Ohio; Cos
find that the larger investment in a mechanical refrigerating system is justified, as
the cost of operation, electricity, water, etc., will be less than the cost of producing
The deciding factor in making this decision
the desired cooling effect with ice.
should be a careful analysis of the entire cost of operation which will include interest
on the investment and a reasonable charge for depreciation.
will

morama, Leechburg, Pa.; Palac<
Leechburg, Pa.; Bremen, Bremei
Ohio; Zebra, Sebree, Ky.

—

Detroit Enterprise Optical Mar
ufacturing Co. has sold projectio
equipment to the Barry Theate
Service Theater Supply Co., accord- W. Wade, Jr.
Co., operating company for the ne
ing to Managers Hazen and ThornNorfolk The Colley will soon be Rio, scheduled to open next week
berg here. This house also has had
equipment operating with a Western Electric
projection
Motiograph
New York Copeland Display
the house.
installed, and new carpets and drap- Wide Range sound system.
Inc., has been commissioned by th
eries.
The Strand is conE. Moline, 111.
G. E. Shilkett has ar- Diamond Candle Co. to design, cor
Joplin, Mo.
tracted for a Western Electric Wide
Detroit
Jacob Schreiber is in- ranged to replace the old sound in struct and erect a monumental car
Range attachment.
stalling a new steel marquee on the his Rex with the newest Photophone delabra for a six-foot handle whic
they are contributing to the "Ne
High Fidelity equipment.
Majestic.
York American" Christmas fund.
Clayton, New Mex. The Luna,
New Orleans The Bienvenu, at
Wakefield, Mass.- -Charles Hodgoperated by Hubbard and Murphy,
Detroit A new, inexpensive a
has replaced the old sound St. Martinville, which is run by Mrs.
Inc., has opened with new Photo- son
phone High Fidelity sound equip- equipment in the Princess with L. H. Boulet, and the Evangeline, condition apparatus was recently di
ment. T. F. Murphy is the house Photophone High Fidelity appa- at Ville Platte, which is run by E. played at the Allied Theaters
Ludeau, have both replaced their Michigan convention by the Eag
ratus.
manager.
old sound with new Photophone High Ozonizer Co., of Grand Rapids. Tr
Ozonizer generates a high voltag
Glens Falls, N. Y.— The Rialto is Fidelity apparatus.
Contract has been
Pittsburgh
electrical spark, somewhat simik
closed by the Colonial for the West- installing Western Electric deaf set
Union, Miss. J. W. Wafford, who to violet ray, producing ozone, whi
ern Electric Wide Range sound sys- equipment.
operates the Union, has purchased is said to destroy germs, odors, e
tem.
The equipment itself has no mo
Cincinnati Maury White, mana- new RCA High Fidelity sound appaable parts.
Howard Fiegley, of Wil- ger of Nordland and Forest theaters ratus.
Toledo
lard Theaters, has arranged for the here and the Mary Anderson, Louisimmediate installation of new Photo- ville, has installed latest type Magna
phone High Fidelity sound in the Arc lamps in all three houses.
Cincinnati

The Taft, operated

by the Masonic Temple Co., has
been equipped with new RCA stage
sound re-enforcement equipment to
augment the sound from the stage
and make it equally audible all over

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Palace.

Richmond,

—

Devil's Lake, N. D.
Western
Electric deaf set equipment will be
installed at the Lake.
-

installed

a

Screen and a Forest sound
Gooding, Ida.

—

Kingwood, W. Va. The Alpine,
formerly the Seneca, which is operated by Charles A. Anderson, has
been equipped with new RCA High

— Erpi

rectifier.

installing
Western Electric
in the Schubert.

Indianapolis

—The

DECORATIONS

engineers are

Wide

Range

Simplex

Fidelity sound.

*
«m
**SL

—

Ind.
The Tivoli has
Walker Silver Sheet

Rex has a new

_ BIG SHOW WEEK _

machine.

—

Cornwall, N. Y.— The Storm King
Baltimore
Levine has inI.
soon be operating with a new stalled new RCA High Fidelity
Western Electric Wide Range sound sound in the Real Art, in Baltimore.
system.
M. Gallner has installed similar
High Fidelity apparatus in the WiElkton, Ky. A portable Photo- como, formerly the Wappas, which
phone sound equipment has been is now operated by the Eastern
purchased by J. M. Lawrence and Shore Theaters Co.
E. L. Miller, Jr., for installation
in the Palace.
Cincinnati Lee Stephany has inwill

TOkfWUMY SHOW/#

—

—

Atlanta

—

A

Western

Wide Range attachment

Electric
is
to be

added to the Paramount.

C—

Chester, S.
The City, which
was recently taken over by F. J.

Powell and L. C. Sipa, has been
equipped with new High Fidelity
Photophone apparatus.

stalled latest type
in his Music Hall,

Magna, Utah

Magna Arc lamps
Newport.

— The

Empress

will

soon be operating with a Western
Electric Wide Range equipment.
Cincinnati

—James

Kahn

of

Na-

Theater Supply has replaced
equipment destroyed by fire in the
tional

Empress projection booth, at PortsRange is being mouth.
added to the Orpheum's Western
Electric sound system.
Birmingham The Ritz, in Greenville, operated by R. E. Martin and
Fallon, Nev.
The Fallon, oper- W. J. Ray, has been newly equipped
ated and owned by Walt Hull, has with
Photophone
High Fidelity
just installed a new sound equip- sound, as has the new Wadesonian,
ment sold by the Salt Lake City at Clarton, which is operated by C.

Ann Arbor

SUk.

MUTIMY

—Wide

TRANSPARENT
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A LITTLE

AT WASH'N CONFAB
(Continued from Page 1)

ave been worked out through a serof "horse-trading", and it is
;s
oped that the coming conference
ill be the starting point for a more
jngible basis of operation along this

from "LOTS"

IN

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

^LFRED NEWMAN,

musical

di-

ing brings the Republic contract list
to seven.
The others are Evelyn

,

—

New

—

WWL

and representarenting agents. WWL's
radio shows will play there on Saturday and Sunday nights as heretofore.

Reports persist that the Asch inwill release the Liberty to
another small operator shortly.
Visitors to film row: Lawrence
Lampo, Jeanerette; R. E. Hook, who
terests

Fayette, Eutaw,
in
and Reform, Ala.; A. Labat of Raceland and Lockport, La.

has

theaters

Aliceville

Extend "Popeye" Broadcasts

Wheatena has extended

its radio
Fleischer for 13 more
broadcasts of "Popeye the Sailor,"
based on his Paramount cartoon
series.
Arthur Lyons of A. & S.
Lyons arranged the agreement covering broadcasts over WEAF.

deal with

Max

recently

VOGAFILM ACTION
(Continued from Page

1)

:

Richmond Rambles

I

dio station
tives of the

AT&T

as he ordered, Federal Judge Knox
Venable, John Wayne, Gene Autry, has ruled that A. T. & T. must either
Ann Rutherford, Barbara Pepper drop the patent infringement defense or agree to pay over the money
and Smiley Burnette.
f it proceeds with that defense.

rector for Samuel Goldwyn, has
been awarded a new five-year contract at better terms than are called
for by his present contract which
still has two years to run. Newman
ne.
Among those praising Laird
Only M-G-M and RKO in the mo- is at present helping Charlie Chap- Doyle's dialogue for "Dangerous,"
lin
to
score
the
music
written
by
far
anlion picture field have thus
when filling out "criticism cards"
ounced their acceptance of Major the latter for "Modern Times." following a recent preview of the
Newman
is
also
completing
the
Jerry's invitation, although it is
Warner production, was Prof. J. V.
onfidently expected by the indus- tonal accompaniment of Eddie Can- Handsone, formerly English instructor's
"Shoot
the
Chutes."
rial coordinators that others will
tor at Yeatman High School, St.
T
T
T
Louis.
Doyle is now writing the
j.ccept before the date of the actual
lonference.
"Fighting Coward," the next Vic- screenplay and dialogue for "Glortory Pictures production, goes be- ious," Cosmopolitan production.
fore the cameras on Dec. 15.
Sam
»
t
Katzman of Victory just completed
Wisconsin Wisps
been
assigned
Arthur
Lubin
has
"Wanted Men," with Ray Walker,
Joan Woodbury, Sid Saylor, Wil- to direct "The Leavenworth Case"
Cedar Theaters has liam Farnum, Mathew Betz, Clara as the second picture on his RepubMilwaukee
Albert E. DeMond
lied articles of incorporation with Kimball Young and Reed Howes in lic contract.
adapted the Anna Katherine Green
1 Geisenfeld, H. Michelson and A. (he cast.
novel, and Sidney Sutherland is putRossman as incorporators.
T
T
ting the finishing touches on the
Pastime Operating Co., Inc., is
Mitchell Leichter of Belmont Pic- screenplay.
low conducting the Pastime theater
Former operators were tures is leaving for New York this
Kiel.
it
T
T
week-end. He plans to be away a
Berth & Stecker.
With Warner-First National offermonth and before returning will
Charles G. Baumann, 78, Oshkosh cover all the key cities.
ing no objection^ Edward H. Griffith,
exhibitor, who was found guilty rewho is now directing "Next Time
T
T
arson
and
of
cently on a charge
We Live," a Universal production,
femwill
share
the
Gloria
Shea
of
burning
fraud as a result of the
E. B. Hatrick
is negotiating with
Perry
opposite
with
Joan
inine
lead
the Rex theater in North Fond du
of Cosmopolitan Productions for the
"DocColumbia's
in
Ralph
Bellamy
Lac last June, was sentenced last
rights to the Peter B. Kyne story,
week to the state prison for an in- tor Steele" (temporary title), a "The Go-Getters."
Griffith's preswhich
is
in
story
Shumate
determinate term of two to five Harold
ent keen desire to make this story
direction
of
under
the
•years and then paroled to the state production
into a screen production is traced
David Selman.
iboard of control.
back to 1922, during which period
have
incorporation
of
he directed this opus for Paramount
Articles
T
T
been filed by the Capitol AmuseDave Miller has completed "Step- under the Cosmopolitan banner.
rment Co. at Hartland with D. A. ping Along," a one-reel subject for
iKerr, A. W. Haselow and F. W. M-G-M.
It deals with various types
Sophie Wachner, Hollywood stylist
Irish as incorporators.
of dancing.
has been commissioned by David O.
T
T
Selznick to design the wardrobe for
The original story written for all the feminine players in "Little
Orleans Notes
Carole Lombard by John Francis Lord Fauntleroy," for U. A. release.
Larkin has been titled "Imported
»
T
T
New Orleans Opening of the from Paris" by Paramount. It was
Hollyrecent
Walkins,
Pierre
"Fashion
title
of
the
Strand by the Strand Enterprises bought under
Laura Perelman and S. J. wood importation from the New
has been moved up to today. House Spy."
Perelman were assigned as writers York stage, has been signed by RKO
will use subsequent run films, admisRadio Pictures for a role 'in "Two
Jr.,
sion to be 10 cents for matinees and on the story. Arthur Hornblow,
O'Clock Courage," now in produc20 cents for nights. The new enter- will produce.
tion with Walter Abel and Margot
T
prise
consists of Mortimore and
Grahame co-featured. Alan Hale,
Count Phil D'Esco, globe-trotting
Schiell, Pritchard and Foster of raGail
from Wallace Ford, Eric Blore and
|

RULES AGAINST

returned

technician,
Patrick are
Europe and has been active at 20th

—

Richmond Plans are being considered for construction of several
new theaters in various sections of
the state.
Community Theater Co.
of
New York contemplates two
houses here, the Ginter Park Theater and a negro house.
Several
new theater corporations have been
chartered in Virginia within recent
months, including one by Elmer H.
Brient, with plans for theater operation and construction.
A charter has been issued to
Stuart Theater, Inc., Stuart, Va., to
engage in moving picture business.
Officers are E. Elwin Branscome of
Stuart, president; Leonard Branscome, Hillsville, vice-president; M.
L.
Branscome, Stuart, secretarytreasurer.
The company will operate new theaters in Stuart, Hillsville

and Galax.

Dan Weinberg

of Bedford, Va., is
president of the newly chartered
Bedford Theaters, Inc., for theatrical
business.
Other incorporators are
Isaac Weinberg and Manuel Weinberg.

Connecticut

—

Danbury George
two years assistant
manager of the
named manager
press.
He was

Comment

Harvey, for
Jack Harvey,
Palace, has been
J.

to

of the New Emassistant manager
of a house in Bristol before coming

Merrick Lyon becomes
manager of the Palace and
Frank Morin, who was in charge of
the Empress for its recent reopening, has resumed management of the
Capitol.
All are Warner houses.
The Princess, Village
Rockville
street, closed for more than 10 years,
has been reopened by Frank Mann
to

Danbury.

assistant

—

after an extensive renovation proWilliam Preston of Boston
gram.
is manager.
Samuel Goldwyn has decided that
New Haven R. E. Hart, assistant
all films produced under his banT
T
manager of the Bijou here, has been
week
full
a
have
will
future
in
Alma Kruger, on the dramatic ner
transferred to Loew's in Houston.
facing the camstage for many years, has been of rehearsal before
He was given a testimonial
Tex.
run
be
will
production
Each
by Samuel Goldwyn for eras.
signed
dinner by associates.
the
in
much
completely,
"These Three," the screen presenta- through
of a stage play, until everytion of Lillian Hellman's current manner
RCA Preferred Dividend
with it is familiar
It is Miss Kruger's one associated
stage success.
Regular quarterly dividend on the
screen
the
of
with the full meaning
first appearance in motion pictures.
"A" Preferred stock of RCA for the
in the cast.

He spent five years
Century-Fox.
with Paramount in France.

T

»

Republic has signed Roger Pryor
to appear in three productions during the current season. His assignments have not been definitely set,
but he is tentatively scheduled for
featured roles in "Sitting On The
Moon," "Metropolitan Merry Go
Round" and "Ticket to Paradise.
Pryor recently appeared in "$1000
A Minute" for Republic. His sign-

t

—

play.

This plan was

employed on "Splendor."
T

successfully

fourth quarter of this year was deThe dividend,
yesterday.
clared
amounting to 87% cents a share, la
payable Jan. 1 to holders of record
Dec. 4.

Following the completion of "The
Cut Up," his first starring comedy
Columbia's 1935-36 program.
for
Win. Orr Heads Chest Drive
Harrv Langdon is at work on "I
William A. Orr, M-G-M executive,
Don't Remember," his second short
feature on the company's new sched- is chaii-man of publicity for the
Preston Black is again direct- Yonkers Community Chest drive now
ule.
in progress.
ing the comedian.
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Muni

Paul

"TO BEAT THE BAND"

in

"THE STORY OF LOUIS
PASTEUR"
Josephine Hutchinson, Anita
Donald Woods

with

with

Pryor,

Louise,

85 mins.

Bros.

DISTINGUISHED AND GRIPPING DRAMA WITH ACTING, DIRECTION, SCRIPT
AND PRODUCTION ALL DESERVING
HIGHEST PRAISE.
This blazes a new trail in pictures.
Warners have made cold science dramatic,
and, with Muni as the French scientist,
have fashioned a story that grips from the
start.
Pasteur remains steadfast to his

despite

theories,

from

opposition

bitter

France's leading doctors, and evolves reme-

and

dies for childbirth infection

work

the

attracts

noted

English

attention

scientist,

come peasants who
tion,
life

caused by wolf
of Dickie Moore,

by a

mad

dog.

He

the serum

give

to

are

and

Lister,

from

Russia

dying from

He

bites.

who

His

rabies.

Dr.

of

infec-

saves the

has been bitten

own sickbed

leaves his
injections

that save

the

Muni's performance is something
to cheer about, while William Dieterle's
direction
deserves lavish praise.
Pierre
Codings and Sheridan Gibney, who wrote
the story and screenplay, turned in one of
Russians.

the best writnig jobs of the year.
Henry
Blanke, who supervised the picture, rates
bows.
Josephine Hutchinson, Fritz Leiber,

Donald Woods, Anita Louise,
Raymond Brown and Halliwell Hobbes are
among the important players.
Porter

Hall,

Muni, Josephine Hutchinson,
Donald Woods, Fritz Leiber,
Henry O'Neill, Porter Hall, Raymond Brcwn,
Akim Tamircff, Halliwell Hobbes, Frank
Reicher, Dickie Moore, Ruth Robinson, Walter Kingsfcrd, Herbert Corthell,
Iphigenie
Cast iglioni.
Cast: Paul
Anita Louise,

Director,

William

Dieterle;

Screenplay,

Sheridan

Gibney,

lings;

Cameraman,

Tony

Story
Pierre

Gaudio;

and
Col-

Editor,

Ralph Dawson.
Direction, Standout.

«

«

Photography, Best.

£INEMA

is cinema.
The theater is the theater.
The
theater is synthetic. The cinema
is analytic.
Before sound and
color came to interrupt the progress of directors who dared to
experiment and to pioneer in
the new and growing art of the
cinema technique, the development of the film as a dramatic
form was distinct and vigorous.
New mechanical devices such as
sound and color merely serve to
hold us back. If we have television tomorrow, we must immediately work with it. I object
to this over-emphasis on new
discoveries. Color is an incident,
not a revolution in the industry.
It is downright treason to film

Shakespeare.

"Romeo

was written by

and

a man
visualized such a
mechan-'cal device as the cinema
Juliet"

Keating,

Eric

Blore

68 mins.

Radio

AMOUNT OF LAUGHS AND

Fekety

Tasnady,

et

al.

At

the

Hunnia

Playhouse.

One of the best talking pictures to be
turned out by Magyar studios. Has an exceptionally talented child actress in Gizi
Pecsi.

also

good

other

well-handled

sentimental

performers

and

White.

"Feminine Invasion"

a

(News World

story.

ACTION.

of Sports)

Columbia

This production had a basic comedy idea
with possibilities that were not fully realized,
apparently because too many side
Hugh
issues were injected into the story.
Herbert finds himself left a lot of millions

never

i

Herman Bing, Yvonne Monoff an>
the Tic Toe Girls. Prodded by Jule:

11 minsij

SHORTS

Fair

"Yoo Hoo Hollywood"

This rates mediocre in comparison*'
with the other high-grade amateurf

Covers the feminine invasion o:\
"Voice of Experience"
sports, with a presentation of th<
varied sports activities in which th«j"
(No. 5)
by an aunt who stipulates that he must
girls are now engaged. GymnasticsJ
Columbia
11
mins.
marry a widow within a few days or the
deep sea fishing exploits, bowling 5
Well Handled
money goes to the California Collegians
and even in the prize ring and theB
Herorchestra headed by Fred Keating.
This one runs to tragedy, with a catch-as-catch can known as wrestbert wants to marry Phyllis Brooks, who is very unhappy
ending, and the cus- ling. Interesting enough, but on th(S
not a widow, so he gets Roger Pryor, who tomers
may not like its depressing last two it is very apparent that
has ideas about commiting suicide, to marry effect.
Outside of that, the produc- these are just stunts arranged foifi
Phyllis first.
When Helen Broderick, mem- tion values are there, and it is very a night club spot or as a gag, scfl
what
ber of the legal firm, tells Keating
expertly handled in all departments. they do not carry out the idea oil
happening, the latter sees to it that
is
The Voice relates the drama of a legitimate undertakings on the partu
Pryor is watched and prevented from killing
Jacll
young married man who absconded of serious female athletes.
Helen also happens to be a widow
himself.
with funds, and his old father takes Kofoed scripted, with Ford Bond
herself, so she next maneuvers her own
the rap. At the trial, one of the jurors doing the narration.
When this is accom- spills the beans that the old man is
marriage to Herbert.
plished, the aunt turns up and it develops
innocent and the son guilty, the juror
that her supposed death was just a trick
having got the lowdown by listening
"Stars of Tomorrow"
girl
whom
to keep Herbert from marrying a
in on the voice's broadcast of the
the aunt opposed. As indicated by the plot,
(No. 4)
"experience." The tale points a fine
it's
nonsensical stuff, sustained chiefly by
warning to the youth of the land to Columbia
11 mins!
the good work of Herbert, Miss Broderick
tread the straight and narrow.
Poor
and others, plus some pleasing musical bits.
Cast: Hugh Herbert, Helen Broderick,
Roger Pryor, Fred Keating, Eric Blore, PhylEvelyn Pee, Johnny Mercer, Ray
lis Brooks,
Mayer, Joy Hodges, California Collegians.
Producer, Zicn Meyers; Director, Ben
Stolcff; Author, George Marion, Jr.; ScreenMusic, Matt Melneck;
play, Rian James;
Lyrics, Johnny Mercer; Cameraman, Nick
Musuraca; Musical Director, Alberto Colombo; Editor, George Crone.
Photography, Good.
Direction, Good

Columbia

18 mins.

Snappy Foolery

They crowd a lot into this one,
featuring the Radio Rogues busting into a location scene, and proving to the director that they can deliver by lining out a few hot impersonations.
They go to Hollywood,
and crash an indie studio, where the
producer is treated to their impersonations as they keep ducking in
"EDES MOSTOBA" ("Kind Stepmother"), and out of doors and showing him
in Hungarian; produced by Hermes; directed
their line of Garbos, Paul Munis
by Bela Balogh; with Gizi Pecsi, Maria and the rest.
They are assisted by

FOREIGN

acts

available

rent releases.

to

theaters

and to film it in his spirit we
would need the same genius
which created this great play
from a little Italian story of an
even earlier day.

am

personally gratified that students of
the cinema have found my own
work interesting. I agree with
them that the cinema is an art
form and that films in which dialogue, music, bathing beauties
or sex appeal predominate, are
bad.
But that, I protest, does
not make me a high-brow. Now
that I am working for Alexander Korda I hope that the highbrow legend will die down. He
is the only big producer in the
world who gives his director a
square deal perhaps because he
is primarily a director himself!
I

—

banner I am making
English film, "The
Ghost Goes West," exactly as

Under

my
I

his

first

want

to.

—Rene

Clair.

Says Screen Will Boost
Following for Opera

WfHAT

the Metropolitan
relation to that
alleged common enemy of mantechnology?
kind,
Will the
machine in the form of motion
picture and radio help or hurt?
While the music temple at
Broadway and 40th St. has been
fighting with its back to the

Opera

of

in

wall, opera has

swept triumphand

antly over the air waves
across the screen.

Particularly the screen. Some
producer had the happy
idea of enlisting a prima donna
with just enough of a story plot
to serve as an alibi for famous
songs from the opera.
Grace
Mooi-e having made an enormous
hit, we now have excellent films
dealing with the the life, loves
and best arias of perhaps half a
film

dozen Metropolitan stars. There

in

cur-l

obvious thatl
the acts are not simon pure amateurs!)
in all instances, for they ring in pro-}
fessional

It is too

amateurs who now

flood thel

market.
The best in the lot is a
little pickanniny who does a neat)
act with high hat and cane a la|
Fred Asta're. Harry Jans acts as
master of ceremonies. There was nol
dough to talk about spent on thisj
one,

and

it

looks

it.

TOPICS OF TIMELY INTEREST
—

Rene Clair Says Cinema
Is Distinct Art Form

who

RKO

Fred

Broderick, Roger

FAIR FARCE WITH MUSIC HAS NONSENSICAL IDEA PRODUCING MODERATE

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Warner

Hugh Herbert, Helen

»

»

»

will no doubt be a ereat many
more.
The ultimate effect on the
fortunes of the Opera House on
Broadway should be highly favorable.
A great public is being
introduced to opera and its New

York

shrine, including the dia-

mond

horseshoe. Pessimists say
the result will be to make people stay at home and turn on
the radio or go to the neighborhood movie. Optimists are nearer the truth when they argue
that people who have made the
acquaintance of screen and radio opera will want to see the
good many outreal thing.

A

of-town visitors who have never
before included the Metropolitan in their sightseeing plans
will learn to do so.
Most of
them will wear tails and a
white tie.
New York Times.

—

—

St. Louis
After overruling affidavits filed by Warners and Paramount charging him with
personal bias or prejudice, Federal Judge George H. Moore voluntarily on his own motion
Saturday disqualified himself from sitting in the Department of Justice equity case against Warners, Paramount and RKO. This means the Circuit
Court of Appeals will have to select another judge.

Louis Judge Disqualified:

St.
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$674,158 Profit for Year Shown by Warner Bros.

LOEWS JC. REPORTS $079,743
Ascap and
Seek to
of

~

Work Out

New Method

on

FAVOR OUTSIDE MAN

Royalties
Publishers'

Ascap

tee of

AS

classification commitwill meet today with

representatives of movie-owned publishing firms to work out the final
details of a new method of payments
to publishers' members based to a
greater extent than heretofore on
Warners
the actual uses of music.
have been campaigning for this
change for some time. Louis Bernstein, chairman of the classification
committee, said he expected the new

method of basing payments
(.Continued on

25%

Page

to

be

9)

SALES INCREASE

U. A.

MORE AMITY ON COAST

than was delivered during the preceding sales drives in the same periods of the past two years, according to an analysis made by George
J. Schaefer in preparation for the
(Continued on Page 4)

KAO

Half -Million 2-a-day Fans
Have Seen 'Dream' To Date

500,000 people over the
world have seen "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" in its $2 top roadshowings in 37 special engagements
to date, according to a tabulation
of reports to the Warner home of-

In

fices.

The attendance

figure is re-

garded as unusual for a showing of
this type on a two-a-day basis and
with the limitations placed on length
In all situations
of engagements.
the picture will be shown again at
(Continued on Page 9)

to

Pay 1/5

the

KAO is to pay one-fifth of the
expenses incurred by United Artists
Theater Circuit in effecting the Fox
Met. reorganization as part of the
deal under which KAO acquires a
half interest in Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., it is learned.
West Coast Bur.,
Hollywood
Century-Fox
55

stars,

—

THE FILM DAILY
Contract

list

at

20th

now

totals 143, including
and prinplayers
featured

19 directors, 39 writers and 15
youngsters designated as "stock players," in addition to seven members of
the executive personnel and eight assocate producers.

cipals;

ed

Ended Aug.

by

r

31

(Continued on Page 9)

Wm.

Shirley Will

Manage

— In

confirming the affiliation of William M. Shirley with the
Jacob Schreiber circuit last week,
Schreiber stated that Shirley will
occupy the post of general manager
Ben Wachmansky
of the theaters.
is taking over the duties of general
booker. Schreiber also said that the
opening date of the Fine Arts Theater had not yet been scheduled*.
Detroit

Warner Bros. Back in the Black;
$6 74,158 Profit Shown for Year
30

More Warner Houses
Get Air-Conditioning

A

net profit of $674,158.96 after

charges was earned by Warner
Bros, in the fiscal year ended Aug.
all

Air conditioning systems will be

Operating profit for the year, afmore Warner
including
Work has been started at ter deducting all charges
houses.
amortization and depreciathe Stanley at Camden, as the cam- interest,
before Federal income
paign gets under way, with approxi- tion, but
This com$1,071,156.65.
mately 20 theaters in the Philadel- taxes, was
an operating loss of $2,phia territory, a top of five in Chi- pares with
for the fiscal year ended
cago, two in Cleveland and four in 530,513.68
operating loss
Washington also to receive air con- Aug. 25, 1934, and an
installed in 30

ditioning equipment.

41

THANX' HOLDOVERS

Jacob Schreiber Circuit

31.

143 on 20th-Fox Contract

a

f^he Ye a

gratifying

of Fees

Fox Met. Reorganizing

l

Net profit of $7,579,743.77, equal
to $4.53 a share on the common
developAlthough United Artists producerstock, is reported by Loew's, Inc.,
owners have not as yet agreed upon ments in Hollywood during the past for the fiscal year ended Aug. 31.
goodthe
increase
in
year
has
been
This compares with $7,479,897.41
a successor to Al Lichtman as preswill and cooperation among the vaident, it is understood that when
or $4.50 a share in the preceding
Major
Albert
studios,
says
rious
year.
Net for the final quarter of
the selection is made, it will not be
Warner
vice-president
of
Warner,
the past fiscal year amounted to
from within their own circle. Feelweek
return
last
following
his
Bros.,
M-G-M released an
$1.03 a share.
ing is that the head of the company
weeks unusually small number of features
should not have a personal associa- from a business trip of several
has
cooperation
This
in that quarter.
tion with its production activities to the coast.
Consolidated earned surplus acand should be in a position to deal manifested itself notably in the borfor
count increased in the year to $41,with inter-company problems from rowing and lending of players
special productions to which their 088,279.35, compared with $37,667,a different perspective.
personalities are especially suited, 062.66 the previous year.
declared Maj. Warner.
Inventories on Aug. 31 stood at
(Continued on Page 9)
Outlining the Warner production

Among

More than

Paramount's distribution force an-

$4 3 a
oe w

PRESIDENT SEEN BY MAJ, WARNER

EXPECTED BY PARA.
ticipates a delivery of 25 per cent
more in film rentals on the 32 pictures to be released before May 1

YEAR

Music Firms Resume Parleys Today

Film

Details

NETJR

34 FOR 'OLD KENTUCKY'
Out of the first 73 engagements
played by "Thanks a Million," 20th
Century-Fox musical, 41 have gone
into a second week. In Los Angeles
it has gone into a third week, with
a fourth in prospect, and the picture
also goes into a third week at the
Center in Radio City. "In Old Ken-

tucky," Will Rogers film, has been
held over in 34 out of 61 engage-

ments

to date.

to be Examined
In Atlas Stockholder Suit

Odium
An

order permitting examination

of Floyd B. Odium, president of Atlas Corp., before trial of the stockholders' suit brought against Atlas
(Continued on Page 4)

circuit

(Continued on Page 9)

Kenroe Gets 4 Houses
Kenroe Amusement Co., with Samuel
Kantor as president and Abe Rotner as
secretary-treasurer, has taken over four
Long Island houses, the Edgemere, Edgemere; New and Boardwalk, Rockaway,
and Rivoli, Hamel.

—

—
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Night's

sentative

Paramount

JOHN

World

the

et

Cameo

14

July

FINANCIAL

(

Kentucky

Old

A

Paris

Acme
Acme

(a)

(20th

Night at the Opera
(Universal)

Frasquita

Paramount

Am.

Seat

Columbia
Con.

Con
East.

vtc

Picts.

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind. pfd.

.

Inc

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd
Pathe Film

19!/g

19

72

72

5'/2

Kodak

Loew's,

Univ.

Pict.

9%

74%

11

11

6%

6%

5
225/8

51/4

23%

305/8

313/4

72

72%

72%

pfd

9%

74%

6 1/4
.

Warner Bros
do pfd

19
72

5%

5i/4

24
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd. 313/4
.

Close

53/8
18% 185/4 185/8
1691/2 1691/2 1691/2
54% 533/4 541/4
93/8

pfd.. 771/s
pfd. 113/g

RKO

Low

91/4

49%

8%
49

91/g

49

+
+
+
+
+

Chg.

.

RKO

6s41

Warner's 6s39

17i/4

17%
94%

Dual

Century-Fox)

— Nov.

(M-G-M)

28

Roxy

(c)

Rivoli

Capitol

(c)

World

(c)

(b)

Subsequent Run.

(c>

Follows Present

y4
2
1

Denver Theater Operators

'A
Vi

1%
2%

—

Denver A. P. Archer, president
of the Amusement Enterprises, operators of the three Civic theaters
Denver, has announced a trailer

in

company here to produce
% advertising
films and other

%

trailers,
film spe-

Associated with him are
Whitaker, as chief camera
men, and R. S. Whitaker, factory
production expert and statistician.
P. E. Whitaker was formerly with
Alexander Film Co.
P.

+

94%

90i/4

90y2

80

80

883/4

88

80
88

+

1

1

....
....

E.

Zeidman Picture

First

Organize Trailer Company

21/4

cialties.

18
18

Bill.

Vi

—
_ %
+
+
+
+
+
+

Bills,

C.

FLINN

coast within

a

JOHN BYRAM

of

returns

to

New

York from

few days.
Paramount returned

to

left

Saturday

for

New
catch

Washing-

Court for an interim allowance of $20,000 for his services
from June 13, 1934, to June 13,
1935.
Proskauer, Rose & Paskus,
counsel for the receiver and trustee,
ask $75,000 for their services as
counsel to the receiver, and Barrow,
Wade, Guthrie & Co., accountants,
seek $1,769.
Federal Judge Caffey
has fixed Dec. 10 for hearing on the

V/i

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
18
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 18
Keith A-0 6s46 ... 94%
Para. Picts. 6s 55.. 90%

(a)

RCA Photophone reprein
New York last

arrived

in Federal

Music Hall

Net
High

by
on

York
work.

Howard S. Cullman, trustee of the
Roxy Theater, has made application

FUTURE OPENINGS
Paramount) — Nov. 28

Dream Too Much (RKO Radio)— Nov. 28

In

signed

New

begin

Apply for Interim Fees
In Operation of Roxy

Playhouse

Cinema de

Show Them No Mercy (20th Century-Fox)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

St.

(a)

So Red the Rose
I

55th

Chatiment (Lenauer International)
(Amkino)

Mother

la

JR.,

Detroit,

been

left

Ideal

La Maternelle (Tapernoux-Metropolis)

Crime

in

RALPH VATNER

The New Gulliver (Amkino)

—Lichtbildbuehne,
La
—P. A. Harle,Cour-

has

ton.

(Paramount)

del'Ore

Follia

who

York yesterday following brief visits to
shows in Wilmington and Washington.

Hollywood

Bros.)

2.

CROSBY,

week.

Capitol

— 7th week
FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS
Dream (Warner

and

JACK WAUGH,

Center

TWO-A-DAY RUN

A Midsummer

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Rue de

Palace

(a-b)

—2nd

1

Pioneer as a cameraman,
Saturday for the coast to

Palace

Bros.)

—
—

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Berlin
Wardour St., W.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.

(Warner

(20th Century-Fox)

Million

a

Dec.

TROP

FLOYD

Astor

Found Stella Parish

D.
of

will go to Chicago as represenHarry Sherman, producer of westerns
for Paramount, to attend the Paramount sales
conference to be held in the Windy City on

Roxy

(a)

tee

J.

Hall

Globe

week
Mary Burns, Fugitive (Paramount) 2nd week
3rd week
Mutiny on the Bounty (M-G-M)
Legong (DuWorld)— 8th week

all

I.

Music

Promise

of

Thanks

Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Entered as second class matter,
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.

DAILY,

Rivoli

Strand

Bros.)

To Beat the Band (RKO Radio)

ciate

Address

Distributor

Crime and Punishment (Columbia)
Remember Last Night (Universal)
Escape from Devils Island (Columbia)

and Publisher

Coming and Going

il

Theater

United Artists)

(Warner

Frisco Kid

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Monday, Nov. 25, 1935

Work

Going in
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—B.

applications.

Jan. 2

THE FILM DAILY

of

F.

Zeidman

will

place his initial independent production, "St. Elmo," before the cameras on Jan. 2.
His scenario staff
now consists of Earle Snell, Louis
Stevens, Rex Taylor, Johnny Hines,
James Knox Millen and Willard
Keefe.
Schlaifer has completed arrangements for the opening of
Zeidman exchanges in the New
L. J.

In a financial report filed with
the applications, Cullman states he
is "very hopeful" of receiving the
$850,000 loan applied for from the
RFC to further a reorganization
plan by the Roxy bondholders, and
that the theater has paid $222,619
to the city on account of back taxes
since June 13, 1935.

Three More Circuits Sign
For Columbia's Program

Publix New England and M. & P.
England, New York, Pennsylvania
Macfadden Housewarming
Theaters, comprising 59 situations
and Illinois territories.
Macfadden
Publications,
publishSonotone
in the Boston territory, and Co18 1/4
of
"Liberty,"
"Photoplay,"
17% 18 1/4 + % ers
Technicolor
4 1/4
4% 4 1/4 + % "Movie Mirror" and other popular Plan Study Guides on 10 More Films operative Circuit, booking 53 houses
Trans-Lux
magazines, held a housewarming
Ten forthcoming films considered in Michigan, have signed for the
1935-36 Columbia program.
last
week
in
their
new
advertising
of
outstanding literary merit has led
Pictures
Tobias Joins Celebrated
headquarters,
occupying
the
entire
the
Motion
Picture
Committee
of
Lester S. Tobias, formerly with
16th floor of the Chanin Building. the Department of Secondary EduFirst to Raise Federation Quota
Universal and Paramount, has been
The guests included 400 executives, cation of the National Education
First trade group to raise its
Celebrated
of
manager
named sales
representing advertisers and adver- Ass'n to recommend preparation of
quota for the 1935 campaign of the
Pictures.
tising agencies, participating in the photoplay study guides on these picinauguration of the publisher's new tures. Guides will be published by Federation for the Support of Jew-

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Corp

23/8

23/8

23/8

.....

location.

Week for "Thanks" at Center
"Thanks a Million," 20th Century-

Third

Fox

musical, will hold over for a
third week at the Center Theater
starting Wednesday.

"Capt. Blood" as Cosmopolitan
"Captain Blood" will be released
nationally on Dec. 28 by Warners as
a Cosmopolitan picture.

Make Home in New York
Leo Spitz, RKO president and
former Chicago lawyer, will make
his permanent home in New York
after he returns from the coast.
Spitz to

Vera

Reynolds

Lincoln Quarberg

Louis

D.

Lighton

Margaret Livingston

Educational

&

Recreational Guides,

Philanthropic

Societies is the
Division, it
at the $100
a couple radio dinner held in the
Waldorf-Astoria. The division subscribed $56,850, against a quota of
David Sarnoff was among
$50,000.
the prominent guests at the dinner.
ish

Newark, and the films are Radio and Refrigeration
"Romeo and Juliet," "A Tale of Two was announced last night

Inc.,

"Captains Courageous," "Knights of the Round
Table," "Mary of Scotland," "Marie
Antoinette," "Little Lord Fauntleroy," "Quality Street" and "The
Good Earth."
Cities," "Ivanhoe,"

Lenauer Gets New French Film
Lenauer International Films has
acquired
rights to

American

distribution

"La Porteuse de Pain"
("The Bread Bearer"), French picture from the story by Xavier de
Montpin and Jules Dornay.

PRODUCTION FINANCE
// your picture is ready for the camera
but delayed for lack of finance

—

SEND PARTICULARS FOR INTERVIEW
Box No. 946
1650

THE FILM DAILY
New York

Broadway

City

We're Putting On Opr

Christmo^ Whisk ers
for the 23rd Time!
It's up to us, as the oldtimers of the industry, to play
SANTA CLAUS every year at this time with a bag full of pictures
that'll pack 'em in during the holidays. Well, brothers,
we've got 'em!

"COLLEGIATE"- -a big fast -stepping musical
show built expressly for the youngsters from
fifteen to twenty-five. JOE PENNER and
JACK OAKIE jam the show with laughs and
FRANCIS LANGFORD, radio favorite, sings a flock
of new tunes by Mack Gordon and Harry Revel.
(1)

"SCROOGE".

.Dickens' immortal "Christmas
Carol," the kind of picture that'll please the
kiddies and have mothers and fathers smiling
through real tears. Sir Seymour Hicks, England's
great Dickens actor, plays "Scrooge" ... anl the
supporting English cast is swell! Everyone who
thrilled to "David Copperfield" will want to see the equally
famous Dickens character, "TINY TIM".
(2)

.

So here's holiday entertainment for everybody. Which, permit us
to mumble through our whiskers, means that, as usual,--

<^s^H

^r***^
tyfrOMb

.

THE

'££1

Monday, Nov. 25, 1935

DAILY

HERE & THERE
—

Boston Strong response by local
private schools to a "A Midsummer
Night's Dream," Warner production
currently at the Majestic theater,
has given -film extra publicity
newspapers. Children represent famous families in all parts of the
making photo planting
country,
Recent example was twoeasier.
column cut in "Boston Traveler,"

AO*** ~* PHIL M. DALY ° J^R*

m

from Choate School,
oldest and most famous, at-

showing

girls

one of
tending a matinee.

New

Buffalo,

Mich.— R. W.

Miller
Buffalo the-

has taken over the New
ater, formerly operated by him in
partnership with Johnson & Miller.

Odium

to be

Examined

In Atlas Stockholder Suit
(Continued from Page

1)

Corp. by William F. Walsh, attor
ney, to "restrain the company from
investing its funds in Paramount
Pictures has been signed by Supreme
Court Justice Steuer and is being
appealed by Atlas.
In a statement concerning the
suit, Odium said that it was "without foundation" and that "the transaction complained of specifically resulted in a substantial indicated
profit to the corporation."

New
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Shorts Released

By Government Bureaus
Films sponsored by eight bureaus
of the Department of Agriculture
are included in recent releases by
the Division of Motion Pictures, the
subjects covered varying from mosquito control to canning and grading lima beans.
The Forest Service sponsored six
of the releases, five silent and one
sound.
"Chaparral" is a two-reel
subject setting forth the value of
chaparral cover in the water supply
California;
problem
of
southern
"Game Management on the Kaibas,"
two-reels, is an exposition of the
need for and methods employed in
managing deer on the Kaibab National Forest in Arizona; "Regulated
Deer Hunting," two-reels, sound,

was

how

a regulated deer hunt
conducted as a measure for

describes

maintenance of balance between
game and forage, while "Trail Riders of the Wilderness" is a two-reel
record of an American Forestry
Association tour of western Montana.
The work done by Civilian
Conservation Corps boys in California in fighting the Pickens Canyon
fire is shown in "Lest We Forget,"
two reels. "We Can Take It," one

Nov. 26:
York,

T

WE HAVE

•

•

•

Tale of

•

—

received so

many

• STARTING OFF with M-G-M
Two Cities" (Ronald Colman)

as usual

20th Century-Fox
"Shark Is"The City God Forgot" (Wallace

land" (Warner Baxter)
Beery, George Raft)
"A Message to Garcia" (Wallace
Beery, Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles)..
"Death Valley
Scotty"
"Brigham Young"
"John Paul Jones"
(Wallace Beery)
"The Littlest Rebel" (Shirley Temple,
John Boles)
"Ramona" (Rochelle Hudson, John Boles),
in Technicolor

•

•

•

A BIG

Fancy Films
"The Adventures

list from Warner Brothers of Fact and
"Anthony Adverse" (Fredric March)
Robin Hood" (James Cagney)
"Cap-

of
tain Blood" (Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland)
" 'Frisco
Kid" (James Cagney)
"The Life of Beethoven"
"Glorious" (Marion Davies, Dick Powell)
"Angels of
.

Mercy" (Josephine Hutchinson)

"Chopin"

"Nap-

oleon"

T
•

•

•

THEN COMES

Paramount with

this lineup

"Rose of the Rancho" (Gladys Swarthout, John Boles)
"So Red the Rose" (Margaret Sullavan, Randolph Scott)
"The Raven" (Gary Cooper)
"Victor Herbert".
"Garibaldi"
"Buffalo Bill"
"Samon and Delilah."

T
A

LIST

T

by RKO Radio
"Annie Oakley" (Barbara Stanwyck, Preston Foster)
"Mary of Scotland" (Katharine Hepburn)
"Mr. Grant"
"Dr. Samuel Johnson"
"The Three Musketeers"
(Walter Abel)
"Ivanhoe"

•

•

•

of six will be offered

T
•

•

that the

RIGHT
list

T

DOWN

Dec. 6:

New Era

Dec.

ball,

Allied Theaters of
cruise sailing to
Queen of Bermuda.

7:

vention
S.

S.

Fancy Films

well supply the studios for years
«**

«

»

New

Jersey

Bermuda

con-

on

the

Dec. 8-9:
lina

M.P.T.O. of North and South Caroannual convention, Charlotte, N. C.

Dec.

Annual meeting of stockholders
9:
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

Jan.

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
Hershfield,
sponsored
by
the
Broadway
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 27-30:

25%

M.
Beach

S.

Edgewater

P.

E.

Hotel,

spring

of

convention,

Chicago.

Sales Increase

Expected by Para.
(Continued from Page

1)

company's forthcoming sales
starting Jan.

Estimates

drive

1.

received

by

Schaefer

from the exchanges on the "A" pictures, of which there will be 13 in
the total of 32 to be released, show
that the sales possibilities on this
group alone is two to one in favor
of the forthcoming drive over the

previous year.
In the matter of the number of
pictures to be released, if the schedule remains undisturbed during the
four months of the drive period,
Schaefer points out that Paramount
is 40 per cent stronger this season
than last year and 35 per cent stronger than the season preceding that.
The 13 "A" pictures which the

company has
fore

May

1

slated for release beare:

"Collegiate" with Joe Penner, Jack
Oakie and Frances Langford: "Rose
of the Rancho," co-starring John
Boles and Gladys Swarthout; "The
starring
Bride
Comes
Home,"
Claudette Colbert with Fred MacMurray and Robert Young featured;
"Anything Goes" with Bing Crosby,
Ethel Merman and Charlie Ruggles;
"The Milky Way," Harold Lloyd's
stellar comedy; "Desire," co-starring
Marlene Dietrich and Gary Cooper;
"Klondike Lou," Mae West's latest
starring picture; "Give Us This
Night," co-starring Jan Kiepura and
Gladys Swarthout; "The Trail of

Lonesome Pine," Walter Wan-

ger's production in Technicolor star-

showing

has hit us overwhelmingly
United
Artists, Columbia and Republic each have three of this type
scheduled
and if Jawn Q. Public and his Wife take kindly to the New Era
biography and history in films can

«

M.

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.

and

the

T

the line of big production organiza-

of Fact and

Equity
P.

"Maytime" (Jean-

T

AND FROM

•

2

Paramount sales department meeting,
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

"A

MacDonald, Nelson Eddy)
"San Francisco" (Clark
Jeanette MacDonald)
"The Gorgeous Hussy"
(Joan Crawford)
"The Great Ziegfeld" (William Powell, Luise Rainer)
"Robin Hood of El Dorado" (Warner
Baxter,
Ann Loring)
"Marie
Antoinette"
(Norma
Shearer, Charles Laughton)
"Big Time"
"Love
Tales of Hoffman"
"Life of Dr. David Livingstone"
"Johann Strauss"
"Richard Wagner"

•

Actors'

York

Theater Owners of New Jer.
meeting, Hotel Lincoln, New
P.M.

2

Gable,

•

of

New

1-3:

ette

•

"Farm Women's Markets."

Dec.

favorable comments
on Chester Bahn's statistical breakdown of the 50 remake productions recently reproduced in the kolyum
that we are
now glad to present to our more or less constant and loyal
tssk!
another feature from Chefs film
readers
the following survey
dep't in the Syracuse "Herald"
covers production schedules and announcements from the producers in which the pictures noted all fall in the division of
historical or biographical
in other words, the next year
will show that production in Hollywood has entered the Era of
Fact and Fancy
the union of these two has proved popular with the public
as evidenced by "Mutiny on the
Bounty," "The Crusaders" and "Harmony Lane"
every
pix herein mentioned has a basis in historical fact or biographiand the list is very impressive
cal truth
looks
as if the film biz is at last getting away from the sappy and
saccharine lovey-dovey drool
thankgawd

•

tions goes the

"The Mosquito— Public Enemy," "Irrigation A
Broad Outline," and

T

T

meeting
Astor,

Allied
regular

sey,

California.

bureaus have contributed
"The How and Why of Bird Banding,"
"Tunnelling to
Yosemite,"
"Canning and Grading Lima Beans,"
"The Control of Worms in Hogs,"

Philadelphia
Motion
Picture
Forun
international
luncheon,
Bellevue-Stratforc
Hotel,
Philadelphia.
Special
Ass'n, Hotel

is

Other

Today:

Today:

a general story of Civilian
Conservation
Corps activities in

reel,

DATE BOOK

«

» »

ring Sylvia Sidney with Fred Mac-

Henry Fonda and Fred
Stone in featured roles; "13 Hours
by Air," featuring Fred MacMurray
and Gail Patrick; "Big Brown Eyes,"
with Joan Bennett, Spencer Tracy
and Ricardo Cortez; "Rhythm of the
Range" with Bing Crosby and Frances Langford, and "Concertina" with
Carole Lombard and George Raft.
Murray,

A THROBBING HEART

ABLAZE WITH SONG

BURSTS

IN

GOLDEN

GLORY ON THE SCREEN!

I

KLm
Jt

B$K
'2£V'.

.

V

H

lb

The year's outstanding event
world of entertainment

thrillingly lovely star of

an up-to-the-minute

drama

.

.

.

.

.

the

most

most youthful, most

glamorous,

in

.

in

song

.

.

romantic

with music and songs by

JEROME KERN
composer

of "Roberta," including

these already tremendously popular

numbers:

"I

dream too much" "little

JOCKEY ON THE CARROUSEL" "I'M THE

ECHO"

"I'VE

GOT LOVE"

Open the floodgates

of

your heart for a new

ro-

mantic

thrill!

.

.

.

Lily

Pons!... brilliant beautiful,

irresistible ...

girl

who fought

from the

as the

her

way

tinsel of the

night clubs to the top-

most rungs

ERIC

B

of

fame!

LO

R E

OSGOOD PERKINS
1

RKO-RADIO PICTURE* *
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JOHN CROMWtLL

S.

BERMAN PRODUCTION

)

THE
londay, Nov. 25,

1935

(JEW'S INC.

REPORTS

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

$7,579,743 PROFIT
(.Continued from Page 1
52,504,978.63, including $29,482,479,8 for films in process, completed

released (after amortization),
$2,218,654 for story rights,
gainst inventories of $26,713,801.78
he year before, including $24,001,30.72 for films and $1,884,245.87

nd
nd

ar stories.

income for the year was
100,611,243.26, compared with $96,77,672.91 the year before.
Gross

lalf -Million

2-a-day Fans

lave Seen 'Dream'

To Date

(Continued from Page 1)

CINEMATIC

theaters
The
37
where
the
Dream" has been shown to date inthe Hollywood, New York;
hestnut St. Opera House, PhiladelWarner's Beverly, Los Anhia;
des; Hanna, Cleveland; Wilson,
letroit; Royal Alexandra, Toronto,
lanada; Bushnel Memorial, HartShubert-Rialto,
St.
Drd,
Conn.;
ouis; National, Washington, D. C;
Montreal;
Nixon,
Majesty's,
[is
ittsburgh; Stanley, Baltimore; Ma>stic, Boston; New Rialto, Dallas;
tamford, Stamford, Conn.; New
lude

Playhouse, Wilmington, Del.;
Newark; Geary, San FranRapids,
Grand
Majestic,
isco;
[ich.; Fine Arts, Westport, Conn.;
Earner, Memphis, Tenn.; Palace,
Lansing,
Gladmer,
'lint,
Mich.;
[ich.; Apollo, Chicago; Warner Palce, Danbury, Conn.; Schweden-Kine,
'ienna, Austria; Embassy, Sydney,
lUstralia; Rio, Rio de Janeiro, Brail;
Cathay, Shanghai, China; Camoamor, Havana, Cuba; Adelphi,
ondon, England; Kino-Palats, Helingfors, Finland; Radius, Budapest,
[ungary; Capitol, Manila, P. I.; and
'ark

"sortie"

the

musical written around an all-Negro

animal world got under way
Friday at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studios with the filming of a condensed version of a big-tent circus
show featuring cats, dogs, pigeons,
a chimpanzee, jugglers and acrobats.
The short, which will be released
in Vitaphone's series of Big Time
Vaudeville reels, is being directed
by Roy Mack.

radio station. Roy Mack will direct
the short, which is scheduled to get
under way Dec. 6.

into

•

"Thanks, Mr. Cupid," the tworeeler produced and directed by Al
Christie for Educational, has been
completed at the Eastern Service
studio. Featured in the short are
Niela Goodelle, Fred Lightner, Nell
Kelly and William Barry.
•

future date on a popular continuus run policy.

Building of the new stage adjoining the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio
is going ahead full blast and promises to be the most rrfodern in production facilities upon its completion.

•

The fourth "Major Bowes Amateur Theater of the Air" featurette
has as its leading comedy feature a
screen version of a typical "Harlem
Rent Party," in which a group of
talented colored boys and girls take

•

B. K. Blake, producing the "Voice
of Experience" shorts for Columbia
release, has completed the sixth of
the series at the Biograph studios.
•
With all the established stage and
radio stars being featured in Educational's

comedies

•

novelties,

•

Dorian Otvos of the Vitaphone
scenario staff has completed the
story for "Black Net Work," colored

nett Hershey, is scheduled to go
into production today at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio under the direction of Lloyd French.

More Amity on Coast
Seen By Maj. Warner

'Screen Romances' to Plug
Fictionized "Capt. Blood"

(Continued from Page

1)

months of
1936, Maj. Warner said the company's studios are at peak of activity
and shortly after the first week in
Bombay, Calcutta, Rangoon, In- January six of the more important
plans for the

first

six

"Screen Romances," fan magazine
which is publishing a fictionization
based on the Warner filmization of
the Rafael Sabatini novel, "Captain
Blood," is going the limit in ex-

IN

YEAR

(Continued from Page 1)
of $6,291,748.46 for the fiscal year
ended Aug. 26, 1933.
In addition to the operating profit
there was a net credit to deficit account in the amount of $711,094.85
and capital surplus has been increased by $325,020.42.

On Aug. 31 cash amounted to $3,312,592.79, after the payment of
$957,720.00 debenture interest due
Sept. 1.
This compares with cash
on Aug. 25, 1934, in the amount of
$4,664,137.62, before payment of debenture interest due Sept. 1.
On Sept. 10, the company retired
$1,300,000 principal amount of its
optional 6% convertible debentures,
fulfilling the purchase fund requirements due on Aug. 1, 1936.
Operations of the company for the
current quarter show a substantial
improvement over the previous quarter and the corresponding quarter
last year, says Harry M. Warner in
stockholders.
He also
anticipates substantial benefits from
the Sunday shows in Pennsylvania.
his letter to

Ascap and Film Firms
Resume Parley Today
(Continued from Page 1)

worked out in short order.
Tomorrow Ascap will hold its
monthly board meeting at which
Warner Bros, may announce its deThe crux
cision to quit the society.
of the difficulties between Warner
Bros, and Ascap is that the Warners
believe their music firms should receive $1,000,000 annually from Ascap
fully

instead of approximately $400,000 as
at present and have stated that if
they ran the society they could earn
$1,00,000 yearly for their publishing
companies and a proportionately
higher amount for the other society

members.
films for 1935-36 will be ploiting this feature.
Other members of the society
under way. These include "Glorious,"
Beginning next week, 2,000 two- maintain that it is not "in the cards"
with Marion Davies, Dick Powell,
Charlie Ruggles and Edward Everett color 40x45 posters, with copy and for the Warner Bros, to earn $1,of
Horton; "The Man with the Black dramatic art work, will be planted 000,000 annually from the use
the Warner Bros,
Hat," with Bette Davis and Warren on as many American News Co. their music,
hold that Ascap is not charging the
William; "Stage Struck," with James trucks all over the country.
The
of
Cagney and Ruby Keeler; "Lovely Dell Publications, which is behind broadcasters enough for the usethat
maintains
Lady," with Kay Francis, and "Three this campaign with a total combined music. The society
it is impossible to charge broadcastMen on a Horse."
circulation of 1,200,000 will run fullpresent tariff.
The number of Warner films now page institutional ads on their in- ers more than the
ready for release sets a new record, side covers plugging the "Captain
Maj. Warner said.
Blood" story in "Screen Romances."
Pictures of Errol Flynn and Olivia

Warner

ia.

"Shipmates" in Return Run
"Shipmates
N. C.
'orever," Warner-Cosmopolitan prouction, which recently played a

—

Charlotte,

ighly successful

engagement at the

Iroadway theater, played a return
ate last week to better than averge business.

SUNSHINC
W "A

IN

Gillmore and Dullzell
In Equity Showdown

de Havilland, who are co-starred in
the production, are featured in these
ads.

"Captain Blood"

THE

H.
top

and

these short subjects still always offer a chance for the promising
youngster. Three or four weeks ago
17-year-old Marline Stuart was one
of a chorus of 16 pretty girls working at the Astoria studios in a tworeel musical called "Perfect ThirtySixes," which Al Christie was making for Educational.
Her beauty
and sparkling personality attracted
the special attention of Christie as
well as his whole production staff.
As a result she was given the leading girl part in a Young Romance
Comedy.
Playing opposite her is
Ackland Powell, who made his debut
in Educational pictures recently in
a one-reel song novelty after several stage successes.

part. Another feature of the film
A comedy short subject featuring
shows how auditions for the Bowes Bob Hope and Johnnie Berkes, from
air hour are conducted.
the story by Jack Henley and Bur-

hubert,

l

FOR WARNERS

By CHARLES ALICOATE

J^

$674,158 NET PROFIT

G.
all

Wells predicts the
arts.

Whether Frank Gillmore and Paul

DAY'S

Dullzell, president and executive secretary of the Actors' Equity Ass'n,

NEWS

which they have run for many years,
will resign as officers of the association will be determined today at a
special meeting of the Equity membership at the Hotel Astor to vote
on whether the members will uphold the policies of its chief officers

movies will

al release

is

set for nation-

Dec. 28.

or of The Forum, a highly organized
group of actors within the associaGillmore and Dullzell will retion.
sign if the membership upholds the
policies of The Forum, which they
term a "menace to the association
and to the theater as an institution."

"Elisabeth Risdon traveled by automobile from New York to Hollywood
because she refused to have her pets
ride in the baggage car."

—Columbia

Pictures.

—

THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
ALABAMA
Changes

DORA— Ritz.

transferred to Dave Rice by Glickman's Palace Thea. Co.; Webster, transferred to S. E.

Ownership

in

KINCAID— KinCherukas.
caid, transferred to D. Frisina by C. Pedrucci.
Chapin by

transferred to W. K. Couch
M. Johnson. JASPER— Colonial, transferred to Alabama Theaters, Inc. by Joe Johnson; New, transferred to Alabama Theaters,

by

LA SALLE— La

J.

Openings

BIRMINGHAM—Avon. BLOUNTSVILLE
GENEVA— Avon.

—Auditorium.

Closings

BIRMINGHAM
PORT — Jackson,

—

Avondale.

ARKANSAS
Closings

GREENFOREST— Imperial.
Theaters

HOLBROOK— Liberty.

CALIFORNIA
in Ownership
ARBUCKLE Almond, transferred to Leonard Hart and H. W. Stark by Wally Feehan.
LOS ANGELES— Metro, transferred to Leo
Fenton by P. G. Cameron.

New

GARY— Rex,

NORWALK—

Francesville

—-Clarendon.
port.

— El

CLINTON— Palace. PERU— State
erly Grand).
RUSHVILLE— Castle.

LAMANDA PARK — Warner's
MONTEBELLO— Cameo (formStar).
LOS ANGELES— Century

Centro.
Egyptian.

Changes

WATSONVILLE

MOUNT
to

transferred to Atlas Theater Corp. by R. A. Pruess.
VISTA
Granada,
Atlas
Theater
transferred
to
Corp. by Dave Hess.
Colonial,
transferred to Dave Morrison by Pueblo The-

MONTE
PUEBLO—

New

DIXON — Dixon,

CONNECTICUT
DANBURY—Empress.

Bane

Closings

DANBURY— Capitol.

—

Openings

COLQUITT— Colquitt. MANCHESTER

Mullins

by

VILLE—
STEELVILLE— Melba.

—

in

(formerly
(formerly

(formerly Elk).

Theaters

NEW

Blaine, transferred to J. F.
Steininger by H. Banbara; Elmo, transferred
to Westvan Thea. Corp., B. Bartelstein by
Elmo Amuse. Co.; Hillside, transferred to
Jas. Stepanek; Palace (formerly Glickman's),

American).

to

in

Roth

Ownership

Hunter, transferred
J. Hunter.

to

C.

E.

BAILEY— Gem.
KANNAPOLIS—Nen
MOREHEAD CITY— Royal.

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes

in

WESTHOPE— Arcade
ferred

to

C.

J.

Ownership
(Community),

W.

Voles by H.

Openings
Closings

FLAXON— Memorial
Ion).

—

in

Ownership

Luna

(formerly

& Murphy,

transferred to Hubbard
Geo. D. Couch.

Ownership
transferred

to

OHIO
Changes

in

CAMBRIDGE— Ohio,

Ownership

transferred to Harr;
Coines.
CLEVE
transferred to Lefkowich!
North
Greenberger Circuit.
era, transferred to W. C. Chesebrough b;
Flushing
Mrs. lone Wright.
transferred to N. J. Fowler by Paul R
Opera House, trant
Ward.
ferred to Joe Beshara by J. Crawford, Jr.
Palace, transferred to Joe Beshara by J
Diana (form
Crawford, Jr.
erly Grafton), transferred to R. H. White
Jefferson (formerlj
JEFFERSONVILLE
Opera House), transferred to Chas. H. Fern
by Geo. Combes. LANSING Lansing, trans
ferred to Mike Gallupe and Albert Paglii
Delyn (formerlj
STRAITSVILLE
New), transferred to W. L. Williams bj
Astor
Hatcher.
L.
J.
transferred to Paul Rafkul.

—

Brown and

Mall,

COLUMBUS—
FLUSHING—

GLOUSTER—

GRAFTON —

—

—

—

NEW

CAMBRIDGE — Ohio. COLUMBUS GLOUSTER— Opera House. NEW

Savoia.

—

Delyn (formerly New)

Closings

BERGHOLZ—City. BOWLING GREENCLEVELAND— Polonia. COLUMYOUNGSTOWN— Hippo
BUS— Majestic.

Lyric.

drome.

ALBION—
DETROIT—

Artistic,

to

J.

transferred to Bison The(Shea); Bailey (Shea), transferred to Bison Theater Corp.; New Ariel,
transferred to New Ariel Thea. Corp., D.
and G. Gammel; Shea's Kensington, transRoosevelt,

ferred to Keneca Amuse. Corp.
Shea's North
Park, transferred to Buffalo Theaters, Inc.;
Shea's Seneca, transferred to Bison Thea.

BROCKTON— Gem
to

J.

Ressler.

in

FITTSTOWN —Fox,

Inc.

Corp.
transferred

FOSTORIA

OKLAHOMA

Changes

;

Lewis

Mission)
Inc

YOUNGSTOWN— Regent.

Ownership

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership
transferred
BUFFALO —

aters,

An

(formerly

Hall

NEW MEXICO
Changes

CLAYTON

America.

of

trans

Page.

McVILLE— Hollywood.

STRAITSVILLE

Portal.
RENO— GranaWINNEMUCCA—American.

in

transferred to Iva

YOUNGSTOWN—

LAS VEGAS— El
da.

(

Openings

Openings

Co.

EASTON— Easton
FAIRHAVEN— Keith
WOLLASTON— Re-

by Glen Gardner.
Albion
(formerly Gem), transferred to Bennet TheCorp. by R. J. Reingold.

ater

in

R.

Theaters

J.

MICHIGAN
Changes

—

Huish by John

Lustig;

STANTON— Garden,

—

ELKO

to

Saunders by Lola Saunders.
ROCKY Ml
transferred
to
Lichtman
Thea'
of North Carolina, Inc. by Sid Davis.
N

NEWARK— Mosque, 1020 Broad St.. transNew Theaters
ferred to Henry Chesterfield by Stanley Co.
BOWLING GREEN—Lyric.
GREENFIELD— of
—
America.
RAHWAY
Empire, transLatchis by C. J.
— Civic.
ferred to Triwin Theater Corp. by Stanley

transferred

NO.

Miracle).

THEDFORD

NEW JERSEY

WORCESTER— Regent.

i

LAUREL—

Openings

Changes

Closings

Ownership

Ownership

LINDSAY—
THEDFORD —

Changes

gent.

PAYETTE— Rio.
ILLINOIS

in

Amuse.

transferred

— Dixie,

LAND

transferred to Miss
E. Yates.
Auditorium, transferred to George R. Sulz by
K. Voter.
Community, transferred to Community Club by Dr. J. H.
Topkins.
Thedford, transferred to F. A. Des Jardien.

by

Stevenson

by

Birchfield

Lashinsky by

NEVADA

Openings

REXBURG— Ro-

—

LOCH— Harlem.

Ownership

J. Syare.
transferred to P.

BOSTON—Apollo.

Lowell.

Closings

Frankmoore by

IDAHO

—

VAN BUREN

ROSALIE— Star.

Ackermann's.

LAWRENCE— Colonial,
Lawler,
Lawler.

LOUIS

GREEN-

BISMARCK — Monarch. EOLIA — Eolia.
LOUIS— Arcade A. D. SOUTH KIN-

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes

Closings

O. H.

Thedford.

Closings

ACKERMANN —
ORLEANS—Temple.

Ballinger.

ST.

Alexander

Closings

NELSON—Nelson.

CHICAGO—

Ownership

Openings

President.

in

Triplett
Greenville.
ST.

Changes

MOSS POINT—Joy's. NEW ORLEANS
— Carrollton, Newcomb. TULLOS — Princess.

—

T.

—

TRIPLETT

LOUISIANA

MIAMI

W.

LINDSAY— Community.

CLAY— Clay.

GEORGIA

Changes

Circuit
transferred to

EDDYVILLE— Strand.

transferred to Paramount Enterprises, Inc. by E.
Sparks.
FT.
Fox, transferred
J.
to F. O. Mullen by J. L. Raulerson.
Flagler, Olympia, Paramount, Rex, Roxy,
Rosetta, Community, Colony, all transferred
to
Paramount Enterprises, Inc. by E. J.
Sparks.

VAN BUREN—Van

M. Mertz

HENDERSON

MEBANE— Carolina,

H.

—

Dempster

EDDYVILLE

Morrell

—

K.

Wilkinson.
KANSAS CITY
Prospect,
transferred to C. E. Esterle by F. L. Scovill.
ST.
Valley,
transferred
to
Joe
Allard by Wm. Leucht.
ST. LOUIS—
Lowell, transferred to C. Kaimann.
STEELVILLE Melba, transferred to G. C. Beckham and L. H. Kay by W. T. Ballinger.
TRIPLETT—Triplett O. H., transferred to

EXETER—Auditorium,

Plaine.

LIBERTY—

to

GREENto

NEBRASKA

Openings

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership
CORAL GABLES — Coral Gables,

MEADE—

in

Allard.
transferred

Greenville,

RICHMOND HEIGHTS— Richmond.

transferred to G. ManwarE. C. Caiman.
transferred to Robert
Howton by
and Dowdy.
Allen, trans-

ferred
Otto.

—

W.

New

transferred

Simmons by Joe

J.

Theaters

ring by
Strand,

Openings

A.

VILLE

Wort

GIBSONVILL

D. Anderson by Harold Kay.

APPLETON CITY— Uptown,
to

B.

WILKESBORO^Liberty,

Ownership

N^ew Theaters

KENTUCKY

Changes

Theaters

in

Aveni

D.

1

New),

(formerly

New.

Changes

ITHACA— Temple.

New Theaters
BROOKLYN—Avenue D., 4301

transferred to C. J. Ross b
Thompson and Gooch.
Vance (formerly Carolina), transferred

MISSOURI

Porter.

Openings

BUEXA VISTA—Orpheum.

New

F.

J.

BELLE PLAINE— Belle

Openings

BUFFALO— Grand.

Closings

ABILENE— Plaza.

Inc.

UNION—The

NEW YORK

—

Stewart by N. M. Barnes.

Van Buren.

in Ownership
HOPE— Community, transferred

Hays and Christensen by

Openings

mance

J.

Changes

Ownership

Corp.
transferred to E. D. Stair, H. F. Kins,
Nicolai; Luxor, 431 Centr;
Ave.,
transferred
to
Straussburg Circnr
Senate, 7311 18th Ave., transferred to Ram
force Amuse. Corp.; Alben, 5406 3rd Ave
transferred to David Manheimer by Eli;
Berstein; Armory, 419 Seventh Ave., tran
ferred to Gus Stamatus; Regent, 1215 Fulto
St., transferred to Hilary Theater Corp.
{
Regnald Thea. Corp.
CIT
Victory, transferred to Nicholas Bonfiglii
St.,

— Gibsonville,

transferred to Messrs. Frieson and Scarbrough
by G. Carey.

New

tran

Theaters,
Inc.
STATE
transferred to Nedor Arous.
Majestic, 651 Fultc

NORTH CAROLINA

Ownership

in

Basil

to

and George H.

Openings

M.

KANSAS

COLORADO

POCATELLO— Strand.

to

ELKHORN— Elkhorn.

Theaters

Openings

transferred

Openings

QUINCY— Plumes.

aters,

Changes

NIAGARA FALLS—Amendola,

Changes in Ownership
EINFELD — Masonic, transferred to

Closings

Buren,

Fauver by Mrs. M. C. Wentland.

SAN FRANCISCO— Pompeii.

K.

LEROY— Crystal.
MISSISSIPPI

F.

Ownership

in

VICTOR— Strand,

Closings

—

(form-

IOWA

(formerly New Princess).
(formerly Appleton).

by

JOSEPH—

WAYNE— Strand. GOSPORT— GosMONROEVILLE—Alicon.
New Theaters

FT.

Meyer.

GOLDEN— Gem,

—

MOROCCO

(formerly Myers).

Potvin

S.

J.

transferred to Fred Greene T
Nacashin.
N. TONOWANDAtransferred to Bison Tht

Riviera,

ISLAND — Park,

Openings

SELLERSBURG

Closings

view, transferred to D. Berger by Mendelsohn

Openings
EL CENTRO
AVENAL—Avenal.

—

Openings

transferred to Aaron

to

ACKERMAN — Ackerman

BREMEN— Bremen. FRANCESVTLLE

Dan and Abe Markowitz; Park-

in

Ownership

in

Shea's
Corp.
ferred

MOUNTAIN LAKE— State.

Ownership

in

—

—

transferred

Theaters

MOROCCO—

—

Changes

JOHNS—Clinton.

ST.

MINNESOTA

FLORA

transferred to Harold Jacobs.
Family (formerly Two
Johns), transferred to Orville Myers by L.
Carl Berry.
Clarendon, transferred to Herbert Palmer.
Empire, transferred to C. Heywood by
Jacob Fischer.

INDIANAPOLIS

Norwalk, transferred to Perkins Thea. EnterRalph Perkins by H. J. Peskay. PASADENA Pasadena, transferred to California
Amuse. Co., Ray Miller by Fox West Coast;
Tower, transferred to Fox West Coast By
Luberco.
SAN DIEGO Metro, transferred
to E. B. Sturdevant by E. W. Metzger. SAN

New

FOWLERVILLE — New. MANCHESTER
—Manchester.

H. South.

LA SALLE— Roxy.

Changes

—

— State

SAWYER—Flynn.

AJpw Theaters

INDIANA

Changes

erly

Palace.

Closings

DETROIT— Medbury.
JOHNS— Iris.

— Hudson,
by Arthur

BROOKLYN—

—

SAGINAW—Mecca.

ST.

DE KALB— Barb-Ct.
FLORA—Florine.
LA PORTE—Tyler. MACOMB— Le MoyneCt.
PARIS— New Lincoln. PERU— Star.

Closings

and

MAYVILLE

Roxy.

NASHVILLE— Star.

Lyric,

— Orpheum.

TUCSON—Rialto.

Goldberg by

Openings

—

CAPAC

C. Cuddabeck.

J.

Changes

Closings
CHAUTAUQUA— Summer Camp.

Openings

FRANCISCO— Pompeii,

Dupraw by

ard

PERU—

Ritz.

Haven.

ARIZONA

prises,

La

BLOOMINGTON—Majestic CHICAGO—
HINCKLEY— Liberty, transferred to Mrs.
Hillside, Blaine.
GARY— Rex. KINCAID— F. McGoon by Ester Costello.
MINNEState
(formKincaid.
MORRISONVILLE—
APOLIS — Tiem, transferred to Berger
erly EMPRESS).
TAYLORVILLE — New Amuse. Co. by AI. Withnel. WACONIA—

HARRISON—Plaza.

New

to

Loyal,
transferred
to
Sam Ackerman by
Louis Goodman; Art, transferred to John
Lawson by Math Moore; Oakman, transferred
to Julius London by Oakman Theater Corp.
MILLINGTON— Capitol, transferred to How-

Openings

Openings

FOREST CITY— The

transferred

—

BRIDGE-

QUINTON —
SULLIGENT—

Princess.

SELMA— Dixie.

Quinton.
Strand.

Salle,

Thea. Corp., E. E. Alger, Pres.,
M. M. Rubens, Vice-Pres. by Publix G. S.
Thea Corp; Majestic, transferred to La SallePeru Thea. Corp., E. E. Alger, Pres., M. M.
Rubens, Vice-Pres. by Publix G. S. Thea.
Corp.
LINCOLN— Vogue-Ct., transferred to
MORRIL. Reinheimer by Orin Scroggin.
State
(formerly Empress),
SONVILLE
Peru,
transferred to D. Frisina.
transferred to La Salle-Peru Thea. Corp.,
A. A. Alger, Pres., M. M. Rubens, VicePres. by E. E. Alger.
Salle-Peru

by Joe Johnson.

Inc.

Bill

1

Ownership
transferred

Lackey by H. L. Gilliam.
transferred to Mr. Erwin.

to

T.

D.

MEEKER— Rex,
MINCO —

Royal,
RINGLING
transferred to Richard Davis.
Toy (formerly Delano and Rausin), transferred to J. O. Stallings by L. B. Rausin.

Openings

CEMENT— Holly

(Princess).

Aipw Tliesters

BROKEN ARROW— Nusho. MORRIS —
ERICK— Erick. TAHLEQUAH —
TERRAL— High School.

(formerly Gayety),

Ritz.

COLD SPRING

New.

—
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
OREGON
Changes

in

Closings

Ownership

KLAMATH FALLS—Pelican,

transferred

Klamath Theaters, Inc., Geo. Mann and
Morgan Walsh by H. W. Poole.; Pine Tree,
transferred to Klamath Theaters, Inc., Geo.
Mann and Morgan Walsh by H. W. Poole;
Rainhow, transferred to Klamath Theaters,
Inc..
Geo.
Mann and Morgan Walsh by
H. W. Poole.
MOLLALLA— Lyric, transferred to Mrs. G. B. Dickinson by John M.
to

BLAIR STATION—Wayma.
FINLEYVILLE — Olympic. JENNERSTOWN —

LYNDORA— Proctor. PHILADELPHIA— Met.
ROSSITER—Victory.

Palace, transferred to J.
R. J. Bowen, Mgr.
ferred to Dave and Jake

D.

McCollum,

TROUP—Texas,

Recreation.

WEST VIRGINIA

Jr.,

trans-

Changes

Lutzer.

in

BLUEFIELD— Lee

Ownership

(Capitol),
transferrec
C. Jackson by R. H. Sangrid;
Palace, transferred to L. E. Rogers by W.

Openings

DAVY—
CROSBYTON— Queen. CLARENDON —
H
(formerly Queen).
DEPORT — De- Rogers; CHARLESTON — Ferguson,
trans,
port.
ELDORADO — Ritz. JAYTON — f erred to C. E. Harvet by
F. C. Patterson;
Palace.
HEMPHILL— Palace. LAMESA MARLINTON—Ferguson, transferred
to C
—Majestic.
PETERSBURG — Petersburg. C. Clendenin by C. E. Cooper;
RHODE ISLAND
MARLIN
WASKOM—Rex.
TON— Seneca, transferred to C. C. Clen
Changes in Ownership
Closings
denin to Mr. Cooper.
NEWPORT— Colonial, transferred to E. M.
Schafer.
BLOOMING GROVE— Ritz. BUFFALO
Loew by M. & P. Theaters Corp.
Openings
—
B. & O.
FT. WORTH— Harlem.
NEWGLENVILLE — Pictureland HARTFORE
Openings
ARK— Newark. LANO— Piano. TROUP — —Hartford;
Openings
JANE
LEW—Jane Lew; MARTroup.
VALLEY MILLS— Royal.
HOOD RIVER— Liberty. MEDFORD—
PROVIDENCE— Metropolitan, Modern.
LINTON— Lyric, Seneca; MIDDLEBOURNE
Holly.
—
Nadene;
OSAGE—
New
Theaters
Evans; RICHWOOD
SOUTH CAROLINA
ALAMO— Robert Lee. AUSTIN — Har- New Star; WESTON— Hollywood.
PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership
lem.
—
CITY— State. BUFFALO
New Xfipators
CHERAW— State, transferred to Robt. S. Leon. BAY
Changes in Ownership
CONROE— Crighton.
DA1NGERWESTON — Hollywood MARLINTON Rogers, Jr. by H. H. Anderson.
CHESTER FIELD— Ritz.
HENDERSON — Liberty. Lyric, Seneca.
BIRDSBORO— Diamond, transferred to I. — City, transferred to L. C. Sipe Theas., HUBBARD—
Uptown.
KAUFMAN — UpBillet and Henry Sork by Joseph Murphy;
Inc. by City Thea. Co.; New, transferred
WISCONSIN
MABANK— Matex. MESQUITE—
ELLSWORTH— Ellsworth, transferred to J. to Robt. S. Rogers, Jr. by H. H. Anderson. town.
Changes in Ownership
Palace.
PONTATOC— New. SAN DIEGO
M. Booth by Malicord & Jones. KULPMONT KINGSTREE— Carolina, transferred to H.
APPLETON— Appleton, transferred to Ri_
—Rio.
— Imperial, transferred to John Zotkiewicz H. Anderson

New Theaters
LYNDORA— Proctor. SIX MILE RUN—
Shapiro.

to E.

Cozy

;

;

by Robt.

KUTZTOWN— Strand,

W. R. Buckley.
transferied from Wm.
by

H.

Knaake and

H.

A. Longenbach.

LANSFORD —Palace,

trans-

ferred

Humphreys by

Hum-

to

J.

J.

J.

J.

phreys and Elias Coury; Victoria, transferred
to J. J. Humphreys by J. J. Humphreys and
Elias Coury.
PARKERSBURG
Opera
House, transferred to A. Chas. Demarest by
PHILADELPHIA—HollyJoseph Murphy.
wood, transferred to Melvin Fox Theas.,
Inc. by J. H. Greenberg; Montgomery, transferred to East Girard Amuse. Co. by Norman
Lewis.
Palace, transferred to I.
Billet and Henry Sork by Joseph Murphy.
Roxy, transferred to Michael

—

TOPTON—
WEATHERLY—
Freedman.

Openings

BLAWNOX— MaryACOSTA— Acosta.
land.
CADOGAN— Cadogan. CANNONSBURG— Continental (formerly Strand). CHICORA — Chicora. CLAYSVILLE — Clay.
CONNEAUTVILLE— Palace. CRAFTON—
ELLSWORTH— Ellsworth; ERIE
Crafton.
—Vienna.
EXPORT— Ritz. GRAY—Recreation.
McKEES ROCK— West Part. PHILADELPHIA — Hollywood, Poplar; PITTSBURGH — Davis. READING — Arcadia.
ROARING SPRINGS — Roaring Springs.
SAXTON—Aldine (formerly Liberty). SIX
MILE RUN — Shapiro. WAYNESBURC—
Wayne (formerly Eclipse). WEST TAREN-

TUM— Grand.

ZELIENOPLE— Strand.

Pickens

—

New

Rogers,

S.

Jr.

UTAH

Theaters

Changes

Jefferson.

EMERY—Ward

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes

HURLEY— Star,
by Frey and
ferred to O.

in

E.

Snow by

G.

Ownership

in Ownership
House, transferred

MILWAUKEE—

to

P.

E. Olsen.

DU SAC—

Openings

transferred to B. C. Yates
Carr.
Lyric, trans-

PLATTE—

W. Anderson by Roy Mundin.
Openings

MENNO— Rex.

BLANDING—Opera

— Amusement

House.

COLUMBIA

Hall.

New
LOGAN— Roxy.

Theaters

WASHINGTON

Changes

Openings

I.

Denver Dribbles

Chicago Chat

—

—

—

Chicago The Town theater, CiDenver A. C. Baird, Hein Cinema
and the Avon, Logan Square,
Supplies salesman, is covering this
two new Essaness houses, will be
managed by C. E. Levine and Rich- territory for the new branch here.
George Luce of Bayard, Neb., came
ard Zeller, respectively.
"Larsson's Second Marriage," a with Baird from Bayard.
theater.
Eddie Segal, manager of
picture, has been booked
Gene Cerbase and Marvin Cohen,
the Ritz, will be transferred to the Swedish
for three weeks at the Julian the- both of the Sheffield exchange, are
Davis when it opens around Thanks- ater.
on the road selling the Republic
giving Day.
Harry Neill is the new manager
Manager W. H. Raynor is back at the Crawford theater, succeeding product. Cerbase is in New Mexico,
and Cohen is in western Nebraska.
from New York to reopen the Ful- Harry Grampp.
Pittsburgh Ben Kalmenson, Warner executive here, is back from
New York where he made arrangements for the reopening of the Davis

Day with

a

cero,

The Devon theater

is

now

a "C"

house and the Sheridan a "B" house.

Harold Lund, manager of the Ross
Federal Agency here, moved his offices from the Plaza to the Grant

St.

Building.

Louis Squibs

—

Fanchon & Marco's
St. Louis
The Art Cinema with "Don Quixgift to the local natives
Christmas
revival
with
the
Pitt
a
ote" and
showing of "Hell's Angels" were the will be the revival of stage shows
swing to Sunday at the Ambassador Theater, it is anfirst houses to
nounced by Charles Kurtzman. First
openings yesterday.
attraction will be Olsen and Johnson,
John Finley, assistant manager
followed by Henry Armetta, Fred
at the Alvin, and Ruth Miller, forAllen, Major Bowes' Amateurs and

mer dance

are

RACINE—

GREEN—
in Ownership
TOMAH—
ABERDEEN— Bijou, transferred to Bijou
CALUMET —
Enterprises, Inc. (Warner Bros.) by D. L.
ERWIN— Capitol.
Cantor.
BREMERTON—
Grand (formerly
LAURIUM—
TEXAS
Colonial), transferred to C. J. Shantz by
Changes in Ownership
FERNDALE — Ferndale,
J W. Allender.
ABILENE— Gem, transferred to J. J. Che- transferred to B. C. Johnson by Paul Valla.
Openings
shire.
BALMORHEA—Texas, transferred FRIDAY HARBOR— Island, transferred to
FOND DU LAC— Garrick; MILWAUBIG LAKE— Palace, trans- J. E. White by White and Endert. HOQUIAM
to J. E. Fuller.
—
Aragon (formerly Avenue), Murray;
EDEN— Eden, —New Hoquiam, transferred to Hoquiam KEE
ferred to L. R. Dollison.
SPRING GREEN— Rex; WAUSAU—WauEnterprises, Inc. (Warner Bros.) by D. L.
transferred to L. R. Dollison. FREDERICKSBURG — Palace, transferred to Walter Cantor. YAKIMA — Lyric, transferred to G. sau; WISCONSIN RAPIDS— Rapids.
Closings
GLENROSE— Glentex, transferred R. McLeman by John Brooks.
Knoche.
NEWALD— Gerl; WABENO—Ideal.
IOWA PARK— Ritz (formto A. L. Clary.
Openings
erly Pickwick), transferred to Frank Benson.
New Theaters
YAKIMA—Lyric.
KERRVILLE—Arcadia, transferred to E. H.
RIPON— Campus.
LEONARD—Texas (formerly LibPatton.
Closings
WYOMING
NOerty), transferred to L. R. Dollison.
ANACORTEZ— Island.
Openings
CONA —Majestic, transferred to Crawford
New Theaters
LANDER — Wyoming State Training
STARLAND— Orange, transand English.
School.
Town
Hall.
ONALASKA—
W Murphy. STAMFORD—
ferred to

TENNESSEE

Pittsburgh Briefs

ton on Thanksgiving
double bill.

Appleton Theaters by Warner Bros.; Rio,
transferred to Rio Appleton Theaters by
J.
H. Silliman;
Abbey, transferred to Frank Ratkowski; Ogden (formerly
Studio), transferred to Ogden Theater, Inc.;
PRAIRIE
Bonham, transferred
to Mrs.
Lucille Forbes;
Capitol,
transferred to Lutno Amus. Corp., Max Motulsky, Pres., Joe Luntz, Sec. and Treas.;
Mainstreet, transferred to Mainstreet Theater,
Len S. Brown; Rialto, transferred toll
Rialto
Theater,
Inc.,
Len
S.
Brown*
SPRING
Rex, transferred to R. C.
Wheeler;
State, transferred to F.
T. Koppelberger;
Calumet,
transferred to Wisconsin Amus. Circuit, Fox
Calumet Corp.;
Laurium, transferred to Wisconsin Amus. Circuit, Fox Calumet Corp.

director at that house,
traveling with the "American

Venus Revue," now playing West
Virginia territory.
George Shafer, former Pittsburgh
and West Virginia theater operator,
left for the coast, where he intends
to make his home.

others.

(Dinty) Moore, head
theaters in this
zone, has adjusted the interior setup
of his executive offices in the Shubert
Theater.
John P. Nick, international vice-

Byron F.

man

for

Warner

Detroit

Doings

—

Detroit
W. S. Butterfield has
taken over the Roxy, Sturgis, formerly booked by Co-operative.

Sam Brown
to

circuit sold the Oriole
circuit last

Wetsman & Wisper

week.

Al Dezel, independent

distributor,

on a tour of state theaters.
Sergeant Joseph Kollar, censor,
banned the Soviet "Peasants" on
political and religious grounds.
Jeff Williams' East Detroit TheHoward Crain, who resigned as ater, originally named the New R, is
booker at the Paramount exchange, to open Thanksgiving Day. Arthur
has been succeeded by John Voss, Equipment Co. did the equipping.
Lloyd Hammon M. P. Co.'s new
promoted from Ad sales manager,
which position he held for seven Show-All Trailers, showing both feayears.
William Plunkett, former tures of a dual bill at a single glance,
head shipper, steps in at the ad has been sold to 12 houses here and
are being used experimentally by
sales job.
Out-of-towners the past week: M. Butterfield.
Lew Emery, manager of the RKO
C. Kellog, Lead, S. D.; Dave Morrison, Pueblo, Colo.; Mrs. Alma Ev- Uptown, says "Top Hat" broke all
ans, Craig, Colo.; W. H. Eagleston, records there.
S. D. Smith, independent roadshow
Trenton, Neb.; L. M. Teller, Imperial, Neb.; and E. C. Dettman, Im- promoter, is here for a stay in connection with Paramount's "Broken
perial, Neb.
Lullaby," which he re-edited.
R. G. Taylor has incorporated
prexy of the I.A.T.S.E., has been in- Eagle Ozonizer Co. to deal in theater
vited by Mayor Dickmann to serve equipment.
on the special committee that will
Chester Brown plans to reopen the
arrange the city's annual Christmas Brooklyn Theater, closed about two
dinner for the poor.
years.
is
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"LITTLE"

By RALPH WILK
OBERT MONTGOMERY has been

R borrowed
G-M

Mr.

Academy

by Warners from M-

The Academy

to play a stellar role in one of

for

the most important Warner producFull
tions of the present season.
details as to the story and the stars
with whom Montgomery is to appear will be made public in the near
T

course

in

the

Monday evening, Dec

fundamentals of sound recording
2, and run for a period of 13

Here's the
scribes

T

be

held

in

two

A.

P.

will
in

Acoustic and Commercial Superintendent of Electrical Research Products,
instruct all classes of both sections, having been assigned to assist the
this activity through the cooperation of Electrical Research Products, Inc.

Hill,

Given under the sponsorship of the major studio sound department heads, the
course will be directed by a Subcommittee consisting of J. G. Frayne, chairman; Burton
Miller, William Thayer, Ralph Townsend and Gordon S. Mitchell, manager of the
F.
Research Council.

mantic masculine lead opposite MarChurchill

guerite

in

"Walking

Dead," the film melodrama which
has just gone into production at the
First National studios with Boris
Karloff heading the cast. "Walking
Dead" is being directed by Michael
Curtiz.

T

V

emy
las

Pictures. Steffi Duna and DougWalton are playing the leads.
T

T

V

signed

shortly

Gower

to

direct

a feature

Bacon.

vv

St. studio.

Charles Starrett's latest starring
Beatty has been signed for a vehicle will be nationally released
role in "Little Lord Fauntleroy," to under the title of "Gallant Defendbe made by Selznick International er" on Nov. 30, it is announced by
Pictures, while Paul Hervey has as- Columbia Pictures. When first placed
signed a part in "Walking Dead," in work this feature was known as
at Warner Bros.
Both deals were "Cowboy Crusader." Joan Perry has
handled by the William
Morris the feminine lead, while the supagency.
porting cast includes Ed Le Saint,
Jack Clifford, George Cheseboro,
V
T
Victor
Halperin
is
directing Eddie
Cobb,
Harry Woods, Al
"Thrill of the Century" for Acad- Bridges, George Billings and Jack

May

Equipping

New House

T

way Ralph Spence

—

de-

vv

David Selman directed
Ford Beebe's adaptation of
Peter B. Kyne's story.

V

Rockwell.

from

T

James Burke and Ruth Donnelly,
who play the comedy leads in the

20th
Century-Fox production of
James Cagney will appear on the
"Song and Dance Man," are figuring
screen as Alabama Pitts, the exFollowing his performance with it out that they might be related,
convict
whose valiant battle to
"come back" to the ranks of honest Paul Muni in "The Story of Louis for Burke's grandfather, James

has
been citizenship as a professional baseball
Cavanaugh
Hobart
loaned by Warners to M-G-M for player was one of the big news
Warden
an important role in "Wife vs. Sec- events of the past year.
Following his M-G-M en- Lewis E. Lawes of Sing Sing Prison,
retary."
gagement, he will work in "The In- benefactor and friend of Pitts and
destructible Mrs. Talbot" at RKO. author of "20,000 Years in Sing
Sing," has written the story, "Over
T
T
Al Boasberg has completed his the Wall," from which the picture
writing assignment on "Wild West," will be filmed by Warners. "Over
at RKO, and is expected to be as- the Wall" will be directed by Lloyd
at the

Jr.,

T
T
T
C. C. Burr has today completed
his production of "Suicide Squad,"
starring Norman Foster for Puritan
Pictures, and has assigned Abe Meyer to prepare a musical background
for this production.

Plans for additional courses for studio technicians, in film processing, transmission engineering, electrical testing, acoustics, recording and reproduction of music, and
other subjects are now under consideration by the Council and will be given during
the coming year if there is sufficient interest in the present course to warrant the
expansion of the Council's educational activity.

playing the ro-

Niblo,

William Berke, producer, has assigned Director Harry Fraser to
"Hair Trigger Cassidy," which will
star Jark Perrin. Berke had originally scheduled Fraser to direct
"Ghost Town," starring Harry Carey,
but this picture has been postponed
to allow Carey to go to 20th Century-Fox for "Shark Island."

sections,

M

Inc.,

Fred

it:

pan."

their class.

Council

and

"Hollywood where a
friendship is cooked up when two
people put the same guy on the

limited to 50 students each, one section
Classes
meeting on Monday and Thursday evenings, the other on Tuesday and Friday evenings
at the Hollywood High School
Men selected to receive the
from 8 to 9:30 P
instruction will be relieved from work, whenever possible, to attend the meetings of
will

T
is

Council's
start

will

The course will be given to 100 technicians, apportioned among the studios and
Designed to increase and broaden
selected by the studio sound department heads.
the knowledge of the men working in the sound departments in their own particular
field, the course will be given without charge to those men interested in increasing
their knowledge of the theories behind the operation of the equipment with which
they work.

First National has bought screen
rights to "Sons o' Guns," the musical comedy in which the late Jack
Donahue appeared for 15 months
on the Broadway stage several seasons back. "Sons o' Guns" is to be
produced on the screen as a starring
vehicle for Joe E. Brown, who will
be supported by an all-star cast.
Casting details are now under consideration on the coast.

Warren Hull

Research

technicians

Reyher

did the screen play.
T

Sound Recording Course Dec. 2

weeks.

future.
T

studio

Starts

Pasteur"

(formerly

called

"Enemy Michael Burke, married

of Man"), Fritz Leiber has been assigned by Warners to play the role
of Ouvrard in "Anthony Adverse."
The screen version of Hervey Allen's famous novel is now in production at Burbank under the direction of Mervyn LeRoy, with Fredric March in the title role and a
cast that includes Anita Louise,
Claude Rains, Olivia de Havilland,
Edmund Gwenn and many others.
T
T
The cast for Columbia's "Panic
on the Air" was completed with the
signing of Thurston Hall and Douglass Dumbrille.
Ann Sothern and
Lloyd Nolan are in the leading roles.
Others who will be seen in prominent parts are Gene Morgan, Robert
Middlemass, Nana Bryant, John
Arledge and George McKay. Albert

Rogell

is

directing.

The story

is

by

Ferdinand Reyher and Henry Wales.

a Donnelly.

T

Shyer

Melville

will

assist

Phil

Rosen, the director, on "Tango,"
which stars Marion Nixon for Invincible Pictures and which went into
production today at Pathe studios.

TV

First

new

National

thriller,

will

release

its

"The Murder of Dr.

Harrigan," early in 1935, with Jan.
18 tentatively scheduled as the national release date. Among the large
cast of the film are Kay Linaker,
Ricardo
Cortez,
Frank Reicher,
Mary Astor, Mary Treen, Martha
Tibbetts, Ellen Lowe,

Mary

Russell,

John

Eldredge, Anita Kerry and
Philip Reed.
"The Murder of Dr.
Harrigan" was adapted by Peter
Milne an Si Bartlett from Mignon
G. Eberhart's novel, "From This
Dark Stairway." Frank McDonald
directed the picture.

Open Day Earlier
"Frisco Kid" Opens Big
Foreign Flashes
Palace and Albee theaJames Cagney's new Warner picters advance their opening days this ture, "Frisco Kid," opened to a big
London Erich Pommer, director,
week so that the new shows will turnout on Saturday at the New
signed by London Films, will start
begin Thursday, Thanksgiving Day. York Strand.
work in the spring.
Both houses will present previews
RCA
Warsaw Backed by a bank, Varon Wednesday night the Palace
Rudnick Installs High Fidelity
sovia has been formed to produce
showing "Stars Over Broadway"
Albany— Max Rudnick is installing
and the Albee "The Man Who Broke Photophone High Fidelity sound three pictures in 1935-36.
Madrid Sociedad Classa has been
the Bank at Monte Carlo."
equipment in the "Follies," formerly formed to produce two pictures as
the State. This house, managed by
soon as its modern studio is ready.
F. H. Kells, will operate on a comGets S. O. S. Cinemaphone
bined
burlesque-picture
policy.
Colome, So. Dakota The Colome
operates the house.
is now installing a complete S. O. S.
Fort, Rock Island, Re-equips
Cinemaphone Wide Fidelity sound
Western Electric Installation
Rock Island, 111.—The Fort has
system, including sound heads, amWhiteville, N.
The Columbus contracted for a Western Electric
plifier and speakers.
New Equipment at Cohan
F. J. Lewis, has contracted for the latest WestWide Range attachment.
New York Stanley Lawton, who manager, is supervising the instal- ern Electric Wide Range attachlation.
ment.
also manages the George M. Cohan
Gets New Installation
and Wallack Theaters, has completed
arrangements with RCA for installaCrystal, Chesaning, Transferred
Wide Range in Lebanon House
The Beckley
Beckley, W. Va.
tion of a new High Fidelity sound
Chesaning, Mich. Laverne IngerLebanon, Pa.
Western Electric will soon be operating with a new
system in the 1,300-seat Lyric, on soll has transferred the Crystal the- Wide Range has been added to the Western Electric Wide Range sound
West 42nd St.
ater to Fred A. Gharam.
system.
Auditorium's sound system.
Detroit

—Joseph G.

Portell has installed new Photophone High Fidelity sound in the Virginia.
C. J.
Goodwin and C. M. Salley have
contracted for new
High Fidelity sound to be installed in a
new, and as yet unnamed, house
they are building in Bostrop. The
Martha Washington, in Hamtramck,
has replaced its old sound with new
Photophone High Fidelity apparatus,
according to Max Mantenffel, who

Palace, Albee

The

RKO

—

—

—

—

—

C—

—

—

—

—

(jjvery role in

this

demanded such expert

dramatic romance

and finished characterization
only a

cast as great as this

justice to

splendid

.

.

that

.

could do lull
JOEL McCREA as

each part!

"Brighton Larrimore"
who wanted wealth.

1P

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

r

PRESENTS

RUTH

f^

WESTON

"Edith Gilbert"

wanted a man

HOPKINS

^1

<

w>
s.

couldn't get.

MIRIAM HOPKINS
as
"Phylis Lorrimore"

who wanted
happiness.

1

(

N*.

PAUL

CAVANAGH
"Martin

who wanted
at

If

«*l1

JOEL McCREA
PA

U

AVA

C

L

N A G H

HELEN WESTLEY

BURKE
DAVID N V N
RUTH WESTON

B

I

L

L

I

E

I

.*

E

BILLIE

HELEN WESTLEY
"Mrs. Lorrimore"

wanted

any

BURKE

"Clarissa"

as

as

who want-

ed unceasing gaiety.

who

social prestige.

Screenplay by

RACHEL CROTHERS
Re/eased thru

•

Directed by ELLIOTT

United Artists

NUGENT

q

Deering>

price.

beaut-

REFLECTING THE SPLENDOR
OF

A

BRILLIANT

PRODUCTION!

W0M

k

J lie posters reproduced above use Oliver, on outdoor paper, lor
tlie first

»»v«»

l*l*»

time in the history of the film business. Millions ol eyes

will be attracted

by

this

unusual display... giving added impor-

tance to your outdoor campaign. It

paper you have ever used and

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS
HO.

IN

U.S.A.

is

is,

bound

easily, the

to create

most unique

widespread com-

ment. See these posters at your United Artists exchange now!

Features Reviewed

TITLE

The-U.

Affair of Susan,

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

—Ajax
— Alliance Films
AM — Amkino
AMB — Ambassador Pictures
ARC — Arcturus Pictures

.9-17-35

.

AJA
ALL

Dance-COL. .8-14-35
Wilderness !-MGM.. 11-15-35
the

After

.

Bulldog

Alias

Drummond
GB.. 9-10-35

Mary Dow-U
Ike-WA

Alias
Alibi

8-14-35

BER—William
BLI—Samuel

.8-31-35

..

BUT

Farewell-PA R 8-23-3 5

Annapolis

Berke

Blitz

CHE—Chesterfield

10-29-35

—Cinexport
—Columbia
CRI —

CIN

7-27-35

Arizonian-RKO
Atlantic Adventure

Distributing

COL

Pictures
Criterion Films

COL.. 9-10-35

DAN — Danubia

Bad Boy-F

10-29-35

Barbary Coast-UA

EMP

Daughter-F
Becky Sharp-RKO
Between Men-SU

FD

...9-17-35

Beauty's

— Empire Film Distributors

F— 20th

9-24-35

—

Cent. -Fox

First Division

FN— First

6-14-35

FOY

10-29-35

—

—

—
— Fanchon

ROY

SG— S. &
SL— S. &

S.

National
Foy Productions

— Bryan

Seeing

Shanghai-PAR

COL.. 9-27-35

Films
Films

She Couldn't Take

— Spectrum
Steiner
SU — Supreme Pictures
SUP — Superior Films
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAM — Tapernoux- Metropolis
TAP — John
Tapernoux
U — Universal

MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films

She-RKO

Silk

Smart Girl-PAR

Smoky

9-30-35
Night-XX
Soviet Journey-AM
....8-10-35
Soviet Russia Thru the Eyes of
an American-fMP ....9-30-35

Pictures
Bros.

Wohl

Spanish Cape Mystery

distributor set

REP

Big Broadcast of 1936

Special

PAR
MGM..
Room-COL

Black
Black

9-28-35

..8-17-35

Sheep-F

6-28-35

9-18-35
Bohemios-XX
8-7-35
Bohemios-CIN
Bonnie Scotland-MGM .8-24-35
10-21-35
Born for Glory-GB
10-4-35
Born to Garable-REP

TITLE
REVIEWED
Dressed to Thrill-F
1 0-8-35
Eagle's Brood, The-PAR. 10-10-35

Ehestreik-UFA
Edes Mostoba-XX
El Heroe de Nacozari

9-10-35
11-22-35

XX.. 9-24-35
Hombre Que Se Reia Del

El

.

7-27-35
Bright Lights-FN
Broadway Gondolier-WA. 7-11-35
Broadway Melody of 1936

MGM.. 8-29-35
Yourself-MGM

Calm

..7-30-35

El

7-19-35

Rayo-XX

Elizabeth of

10-21-35

England

SUP.. 7-30-35

REP

9-10-35

Case of the Lucky Legs-

WA. .11-1-35

of

Man
COL.. 11-22-35

ALL..
at

Eight-

for

Breakfast

COL.
Charlemagne-XX
Charlie Chan in Shanghai

.7-6-35
9-10-35

F... 10-14-35

Seas-MGM

Church

Mouse.

MOP

.8-6-35
7-25-35

The

FN.
Circumstantial

.10-29-35

Evidence

CHE.. 7-17-35
The-GB

Clairvoyant,

Clemencia-XX
Code of the Mounted

....6-8-35
8-21-35

AMB.

Scandal-PAR

College

Confidential-MAS
Criez-Le Sur Les

.

.

.

.

.6-21-35

7-12-35
10-17-35

Toits

PAR.. 6-25-35
Crime Et Chatiment

LEN.. 11-14-35
Crime

of

Dr. Crespi

REP.. 9-24-35
Crime and Punishment
Crusades,

Curly

COL.
The-PAR

Top-F

Dance Band-ALL
Danger Ahead-VIC

.11-22-35
8-5-35
8-2-35
6-6-35
7-19-35

Dante's Inferno-F

Daring Young Man-F.
Dark Angel, The-UA

Dawn Rider-MOP

.

8-1-35
.7-18-35
8-30-35
7-9-35

Death from a Distance

INV.. 9-17-35
Desert Trail-MOP
Diamond Jim-U

Die Reiter

8-20-35
8-24-35

Von Deutsch-

Ostafrika-XX
Die Toerichte Jungfrau

6-10-35

UFA.. 9-10-35
Der Schuechterne Felix

XX.. 9-10-35
Der Tolle Bomberg-XX .10-28-35

Dinky-WA
6-28-35
Dog of Flanders-RKO.. 7-1 3-35
Doubting Thomas-F
Don't Bet on Blondes

7-11-35

WA.. 7-20-35
Dopo Una Notte D'Amore-

RO.. 10-30-35
Dr.

10-25-35
Pretenses-CHE.
Farmer Takes a Wife-F. .6-11-35
Feather in Her Hat, A.

Socrates-WA

.

Iceland
Idolos'

Fishermen-DU ..9-21-35
De La Radio-XX. 7-5-35

Delitto di

Mastrovanni-

.

COL.. 10-25-35
Fighting Youth-U
1 1-2-35
Four Masked Men-OLY. 11-9-35
Frankie and Johnnie

XX.. 8-1-35
Und

Ich Kenn' Dich Nicht
Liebe Dich-XX
In Caliente-FN
In Old Kentucky-F
In Person-RKO
Irish
It's

Us-WA

in
in the

Air-MGM
Gun-U

Ivory-Handled

.

Jalna-RKO
Head-FD

11-19-35
6-27-35
...7-5-35
11-2-35
8-1-35
.. 10-10-35
1 1-19-35
.

,.: 7-26-35

Java

7-31-35

.

Chasing Yesterday-RKO .9-28-35
Cheers of the Crowd
China

PAR.. 7-30-35
False

Live for Love-WA. .10-18-35
Live My Life-MGM. .10-14-35

6-8-35

7-6-35

the Missing

Champagne

FN.. 11-2-35
I

II

Escapade-MGM
Every Night

TITLE
REVIEWED
Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hot Off the Press- VIC. 10-9-35
Hot Tip-RKO
8-20-35
I
Found Stella Parish-

I

Amor-XX

Captured in Chinatown-

Cappy Ricks Returns

10-3-35

.10-9-35
9-19-35
6-21-35
11-19-35
6-27-35

Agent-WA

Speed Devils-HOF

9-14-35

Bishop Misbehaves. The

Man

So Ein Maedel Vergisst

— Victory
WA— Warner
— No

Smith-STE
Fever-INV

Society

UFA— Ufa

XX

10-14-35
7-9-35
11-12-35
7-27-35
7-30-35
10-30-35

Skybound-PUR

UA— United Artists

WOH— Herman

PER— Peerless

Hashirim-GLO
Hat Kid-F

Shir

WEB—Webb-Ray

— ParamountPictures

7-8-35

Ship Cafe-PAR
11-9-35
Shipmates Forever -WA ..10-17-35

S.

VIC

—Olympic

It

COL... 10-8-35

STE— William

Pictures

6-5-35
.9-10-35
7-20-35
8-5-35

.

She Gets Her Man-U
She Married Her Boss

Royer

SPE

— Metropolis
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP— Monogram Pictures
OLY
PAR

G.
L.

Agent-ALL
Hungary-DAN.

Secret

RKO—
Ex.

.6-26-35

Famille-XX
6-7-35
Schwarzwaldmaedel-XX. 10-17-35
Sans

Riesenteld
REP Republic Pictures
RES Resolute
RIE— Jack Rieger
RKO-Radio Pictures
RO Roma Films

Dist.

— Mascot

DU— DuWorld

MGM.. 6-19-35

.11-19-35

UA.

REI— Dr. Hugo

— Imperial
— Invincible Pictures
KRE—
Krellberg
LEN — Lenaeur International
LIB — Liberty Pictures
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAS
MET

Pictures

REP.

PUR— Puritan

MAR— Marcy

CON — Conn

Baby Face Harrington

GLO—Globe Pictures
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film

S.

Burro ughs-Tarzan

10-14-35

Sagebrush Troubadour
Sanders of the River

—
—
—

FRA France Film
GB Gaumont-British
GFF General Foreign Films

IMP
INV

.

Oakley-RKO

Annie

—
—

9-13-35

Karenina-MGM

Anna

Arnold

BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA Beacon Productions
BEA Beaumont Pictures

7-17-35

Adams-RKO

Alice

ARN— Tom

6-29-35

Angelita-F

REVIEWED
Aces-RES

Saddle

.

Case

Nov. 22

REVIEWED

TITLE

Adventurous Knights- A J A .6-7-35
Accent on Youth-PAR. 8-10-35
A Csunya Lany-DAN. 10-21-35

Ah.

Film Daily, June 5 to

in

RKO
Freckles-RKO

9-20-35

Kentucky Blue Streak

Front

Page

Woman
WA.. 7-1 1-35

Deception-F

8-19-35

Aus Dem
Wienerwald-XX.

.11-4-35

Man-EMP

7-25-35

Geschichten

Get That

9-28-35
Girl Friend, The-COL
Girls Will Be Boys-ALL. .6-7-35
Girl
Came Back

Who

CHE.. 9-20-35
Give Her a

Ring-ALL.

The-PAR
Highbrow-WA

.

.6-6-35

6-15-35

Glass Key,

Going
Golden Taiga-AM ...
Goose and the Gander

.

'.

.

8-23-35

PUR.. 6-7-35
Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
Solomon of Broadway
U... 10-19-35

Kid
King

Dorit-XX
La Llorona-XX
La Maternelle-TAM
Klein

Grand Exit-C O L
Gruen 1st Die Heide

.

XX.

Harmony Lane-MAS
Hawk, The-WOH

.

.7-1-35

...8-15-35
7-13-35

Hello Budapest-XX .11-18-35
Here Comes Cookie-PAR. 9-1 0-35
Here Comes the Band

MGM.. 9-21-35

Hermine Und die Sieben
9-24-35
Aufrechten-XX
Her Song of Love-REI. 6-26-35
Here's to Romance-F. .. .8-27-35
His Family Tree-RKO ..9-17-35
His Fighting Blood

AMB... 10-7-35
His Night Out-U
Honeymoon Limited

10-19-35

MOP.. 6-25

Last of the

Clintons,

The

AJA.. 11-12-35
The-PAR. .9-27-35

Last Outpost.
L'Avvocato Difensore

XX.. 11-14-35
Milliardaire-

FRA.. 10-22-35
Legong-DU
L'Eredita

10-3-35

Dello

Zio

6-12-35
Men on Wings-AM
Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-35

Merry Monarch. The

SYN.. 7-16-35
Metropolitan-F

10-18-35

Midnight Phantom

WEB.. 11-21-35
Midsummer Night's Dream

WA...

MET.

10-10-35
6-5-35

Mimi-ALL
Moonlight on the Prairie

WA.. 11-11-35

7-9-35
Murder Man-MGM
...9-24-35
Music Is Magic-F
7-6-35
Mutiny Ahead-MAJ
Mutiny on the Bounty-

.7-1-35

My
New
New

MGM.

.11-1-35
.11-19-35
9-24-35

Marriage-F
Frontier-REP
Gulliver, The-

Am.. 10-29-35
Night

at

Nittits.

A
MGM... 10-17-35

No More Ladies-MGM.
Now or Never-AJA

6-5-35
.6-12-35
7-9-35

O'Shaughnessy's Boy

MGM.. 10-1-35
Odio-XX

6-25-35

Old Curiosity Shop-ALL. 6-21-35
Old Homestead, The
Old

Man Rhythm-RKO

Orchids to You-F

Our

Girl-F

Little

Outlawed Guns-U
Paddy O'Day-F
Page Miss Glory-WA

The-FN

Pay-Off.

Peasants-AM
People

Will

Talk-PAR.

Pepo-AM

J

10-5-35
.8-2-35
8-10-35
6-7-35
10-1-35
10-29-35
7-8-35
10-22-35
11-12-35
9-5-35
.6-7-35
10-11-35
.

.

Maid's Secret

Personal

WA

Ibbetson-PAR
Vinogradof-AM
Polenblut-XX
Powdersmoke Range
Peter
Peter

10-1-35
10-31-35
... .7-1-35
11-19-35

RKO.. 9-25-35
la

Peinture

Marie Chapdelaine-FRA. .9-27-35
10-1-35
Martin Garatuza-XX
Mary Burns, Fugitive

Remember Last Night
U.. 11-21-35
10-23-35
Rendezvous-MGM

Mad Love-MGM
Make

Man

a

Million-MOP

.

7-2-35

.6-28-35
7-1-35
7-9-35

on Flying Trapeze-

PAR.. 8-3-35

Man Who Broke

Bank
Monte Carlo-F. 10-28-35
Manhattan Butterfly
at

Mary

the

.

Jane's

PAR.. 11-9-35
6-14-35
Pa-FN
Isabell-XX.. 11-5-35

.

Return

of

Peter

Rider of the

Grimm

RKO. 7-18-35

Law-STE.

Rosa De Francia-F

.10-19-35
10-29-35

.

.

Susana Tiene

Un

.

Secreto

XX.. 6-7-35
Swedenhielms-XX

Symphony

of

9-10-35

Living

INV.

.6-22-35
7-9-35

Tango-Bar-PAR
Te Quiero Con Locura-

F.. 11-5-35

Thanks
This
This

is

10-25-35
9-4-35

a Million-F
the Life-F

Woman

Mine

is

PAR.. 9-10-35
Tierra,

The-U

Amor

10-26-35

Dolor

y

XX.. 8-14-35

the Opera,

The-RKO

IMP.. 8-14-35
Manhattan Moon-U ....7-22-35

.

L'Ordonnance-XX
Love Me Forever-COL.

WA.. 11-22-35

Throwback,

TAP. .8-19-35
Charming-GB .6-21-35
Princess
..9-24-35
Public Menace-COL
.9-19-35
Public Opinion-INV
.10-2-35
Pursuit-MGM
11-19-35
Racing Luck-REP
Radio Parade of 1935
ALL.. 6-10-35
7-17-35
Rainbow's End-FD
Rainmakers, The-RKO. .. 11-2-35
7-30-35
Reckless Roads-MAJ
Red Army Days-AM. .. 10-22-35
9-7-35
Redheads on Parade-F
9-12-35
Red Salute-UA
6-7-35
Red Wagon-ALL
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35

9-28-35
Little America-PAR
10-5-35
Little
Big Shot-WA
Rebel, The-F. .11-22-35
Littlest

Story of Louis Pasteur
6-21-35
Stranded-WA
Stream'ine Express-MAS. 8-31-35
Struggle for Life-FOY .. .6-19-35
8-20-35
Sunny Youth-AM

.

Prenez Garde a

Mein Leben Fuer Maria35

WA.. 11-5-35
Steamboat 'Round the BendF.. 7-25-35
Storm Over the Andes-U. 9-25-35
10-7-35
Stormy-U

Pantoffelhelden-XX

RKO... 10-3-35

the Table-

Hard Rock Harrigan-F.

.10-21-35

Last Days of Pompeii

10-17-35

PAR.. 10-25-35

UA.. 11-7-35

REP...

Lady Tubbs-U
7-2-35
Land of Promise-BLI. .11-19-35
Larsson I Andra Giftet-

Le Dernier

Guard That Girl-COL. .. 11-2-35
Gunners and Guns-BEA. 8-22-35

10-17-35

MAS.. 6-17-35

11-5-35

XX...

10-21-35
7-24-35

Splendor-UA
Spring Tonic-F
Stars Over Broadway-

9-24-35
Melody Trail-REP
Men of Action-CON... 7-1 3-35

Ladies Crave Excitement

8-3-35

WA.. 9-12-35

Hands Across

BEA

.10-17-35
Keeper of the Bees-MOP.6-1 1-35

Frisco

Gay

The

Book,

6-25-35

Wind Aus Kanada
UFA.. 9-24-35
Kid-WA
10-30-35

Frischer

Judgement

TITLE
REVIEWED
Melody Lingers On, The

39

Steps,

The-GB

9-14-3S

Three Kids and a Queen

U... 10-17-35
Three

Musketeers,

The

RKO

..10-7-35
.10-22-35
Thunder in the Night-F 9-17-35
Thunder Mountain-F ...9-14-35
To Beat the Band-RKO. 11-22-35
Toll of the Deserts-STE.. 10-4-35

$1,000

a

Minute-REP.

Top Hat-RKO
Trail's

8-16-35
8-22-35

End-BEA

Transatlantic

Tunnel-

GB.

.10-22-35
6-12-35

Tribu-XX
Tu Hijo-XX
Tumbling Tumbleweeds

12-18-34

REP.. 9-5-35

Two Faces-RKO

11-18-35

10-4-35
Two-Fisted-PAR
Two for Tonight-PAR... 8-31-35
9-14-35
Two Sinners-REP

Un Hombre

Pelogroso

CRI.

Unknown

..10-17-35
Felicidad
XX.. 6-19-35
Woman-COL. 6-21-35

Valley

Wanted Men-

Una Semana De
of

.

CON.

.10-22-35
...7-2-35
8-6-35
6-15-35

Vanishing Riders-SPE
Vidas Rotas-XX

Village Tale-RKO
Virginia Judge. The-PAR. 9-17-35
Wanderer of the Wasteland
PAR. ..10-11-35

Lady-REP

...9-21-35
10-31-35
8-27-35
We're in the Money-WA 8-22-35
10-30-35
Western FrontierCOL.

Waterfront

Way Down

East-F

Welcome Home-F

.

.

Westward Ho-REP
Wild Mustang-BER
William Tell-GFF
Wings Over Ethiopia

7-30-35
10-28-35
10-1-35

PAR.

..10-14-35
9-13-35
.8-10-35
Yiddish King Lear-RIE. 11-5-35
Your Uncie Dudley-F. .. 11-14-35
9-16-35
Zigeunerbaron-UFA

Without Regret-PAR

Woman Wanted-MGM

.

.

The Industry Of

Thci

Screen Marches on

es

Changes Were Plent
During 1935

W Kee

Up With The Parade
Film Daily Year
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

»

"Dark Angel" Gets
Co-ops and Tie-ups

Ads and Displays

Jo-op

Premiere

iid "Splendor"

fOMPLETE

coverage via co-

operative ads, and

window

tractive

many

at-

displays

throughout the city with leading merchants, was accorded the
premiere of "Splendor," Samuel
starring
production
Goldwyn

Miriam Hopkins and Joel Mcthrough
released
and
Crea
theater in

Fully a

New

York

week

in

the opening, the

Rivoli

City.

advance of

campaign got

way with

under

the

at

Artists,

United

a barrage

of

newspaper publicity which dominated every

amusement

section

Special fea-

in leading dailies.

plenty of art, women
pages and other sections of all

tures,

newspapers carried mention of the premiere at the Rivlocal

oli.

newspaper campaign, "Splendor" reClosely

the

following

recognition

additional

ceived

through an outstanding billing

campaign consisting of 100 24sheets, 115 subway boards and
a 50-foot banner covering the
wall above the old Criterion theater.

Newspaper
in

17

ads

co-operative

which the picture and theater

received

ranged
Best

&

coiffure;

were aron hats.
Co. got out an ad on
McCreery's mentioned
credit

full

with

Macy's

plugging the
"Splendor Shoes." Photographs
of Miriam Hopkins were used

the

attraction in

for illustrations in many of the
above ads, all of which appeared
"World-Telegram" and
in the

many suburban newspapers.
played a major part
campaign with all local
commentators devoting several

Radio

in the

daily plugs to the attraction.
Bide Dudley over Station
distributed photographs of Mir-

WOR

McCrea

iam Hopkins and Joel
Sam
to the first 100 requests.
arTaylor, via Station
ranged a special contest in
which the winners received free
guest tickets to the theater.

WMCA

Florenz Droesch plugged the
on several programs
picture
and Buddy
from Station
arCantor from Station
ranged a novel contest in which
the picture received mentions
throughout the entire week.
contest
Winners of the
were awarded guest tickets to

WARD

WBNX

WBNX

the Rivoli.

Window

displays

were

ar-

ranged with leading merchants
throughout the city. Each win-

CEVERAL

production
starring
Oberon, Fredric March

Merle
and Herbert Marshall and now
being released through United
Artists.

and

of the local

Cham-

ber of Commerce. This accounted
for early reviews and special
feature stories in all local newspapers. The Tribune ran a sixday contest on "Do You Recall
Pictures Featuring Merle Oberon?" Each day a two-column
cut of the star in a scene from
another picture was used and
guest
received
winners
the

issue
of
Nov. 15,
America" devoted a
prominent portion of its movie
page, edited by Iona R. Lowits

"Young

rance, to the details of the conusing a star head of Wayne
in the corner of the layout.
Among the prizes are a DeVry
motion picture camera, a Royal
portable typewriter, a Funk &
Wagnalls unabridged dictionary
and a Waterman pen and pencil

test,

set.

The contest

is

scheduled

end

terminate

at

year.

—Republic

the

of

to

the

Pictures.

Bookmark

Service
Gets Radio Tieup

M

[OTION
(

Picture Bookmarks,
a service provided by the
Library to
Public
Cleveland
Cleveland citizens for the last
12 years will now be made available to citizens throughout the
United States by the Office of
Education on its weekly radio

program of Education in the
News.
Motion picture bookmarks are
short lists of books which promise

interesting

nection with

Tie-ups with both Kaywoodie
Pipes and Lux Soap accounted
for streamers on all grocery and
cigar store windows. Other tieups were put over with local
jewelry and beauty shops. Two
thousand imprinted heralds were
distributed, 3,000 coffee shop
cards were placed in guest boxes
at all hotels, and 2,000 CocaCola heralds were circulated
throughout the city.
—Granada Theater,
South Bend, Ind.

"Young America" Magazine
Sponsors Wayne Contest

"VOUNG
1

AMERICA,"

or

weekly for boys and girls,
sponsoring a five-week conJohn Wayne,
featuring
test
western star of Republic Picawarded
tures, with 20 prizes
by
for the best letter submitted
Who
readers on the subject
or AdWas the Most ColorfulAmerican
venturous Figure in
History?" The campaign, called

John Wayne-Great Ameri-

won

the country.

Contest, has already
support of educational aucounthorities throughout the
with participation urged
try

can

THE SCREEN
BITES THE

AUDIENCE..

NEWS

(\udioscopics)

WATCH FOR MEI

episodes.

interesting to those who are
going to see the picture or who
have seen the picture. In connection with "Alice Adams," the
motion picture bookmark listed
not
only
Tarkington's
book
"Alice Adams" but four other
books in which there were to be
found other famous Tarkington
heroines.
Also the bookmark
listed four other books on manners which would have helped
Alice in her social problems and
might even help modern Alices
faced with like problems.
Arrangements have been made
by the Office of Education and
the Cleveland Public Library for
sending bookmark lists in advance to Washington.
Here
they are prepared for radio
presentation on the weekly Education in the News program.
This program, going out on the
NBC red network at 7:30 P. M.,
Eastern Standard Time every
Monday, will bring these library reading suggestions to
millions of listeners throughout

WHEN

-that's

historical

The Cleveland Public Library
selects from coming Hollywood
releases the pictures most likely
to create a demand on the library. Then experts select books

news

is

reading in con-

current film hits

based on famous novels, biographies,

tickets.

the

York..

officials

Republic has issued a special
contest trailer to be shown in
all theaters playing the John
Wayne series. The trailer gives
complete information about the
campaign, with a plug to the
cooperating magazine as well as
In addition, a large
to Wayne.
poster for lobby display has
been sent to the theaters, on
which the main prizes are reproduced.
In

Co-operative ads, all giving
the picture full credit, were put
over with five of the city's leading merchants. Greenblatt's ran
a 4-column 9-inch ad on furs in
the Tribune; Wyman's used a
one-column 954-inch ad on coiffure; Keuhm used a 2-column 6inch ad on shoes, and used a cut
of Merle Oberon; Gotham Gold
Stripe used a 3-column 4-inch
ad on hosiery and the Elizabeth
Shop ran a 2-column 5-inch ad
on hats giving the picture and
theater full credit.
A special breakfast matinee
was arranged for all local critics, editors, ad heads of department stores, women's clubs, the
Abadon Society, Rotarian heads

and appropriate cards announcing the film's premiere at the

—Rivoli Theater, New

co-opera-

Goldwyn

the

Rivoli.

students.

tive ads and numerous tieups were among the exploitation
aids arranged by Manager Ed
Shinback of the Granada Theater in South Bend for the opening of "Dark Angel," Samuel

special scene stills

dow contained

effective

upon grammar and high school

« «
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Dark Houses

Viewing
;

By

Canton,

number of recent

polls

**

conducted by film scribes, radio commentators and others interested in determining the currently most popular movie
stars, provides a bit of illumination on how
and why screen players rise and fall in

The

formula for maintaining a regular
hold on the fancy of the multitudes seems
to consist of (1) favorable roles for the
star, (2)
not too much lapse of time between pictures, (3) consistent and intelligent publicity.

Appearance of film stars

in

0.

is definitely

Detroit

—The

on

its

movie industry

way back

to nor-

in eastern Ohio, a survey of
this section showing more construction and modernizing under way at

Absence from the screen for any undue
length of time is almost fatal—one star of
long standing went from first place to tenth
in six months while on a salary strike.
newcomers, on

Several

the

(Continued on Page 10)

WITH NEW ASCAP PLAN

CANADIAN EXHIBS WIN

in

—•—

—

Toronto Special scale of music
fees for theaters filed in January by
the Performing Right Society is too
high, says Judge Parker of Toronto

who

is

years old, has a distinguished ser-

illustrates

tertainers.

So much is being
seeking masses by
a star, no matter
the parade, for any
quickly

focus

their

handed the amusementthe movies that when

how

big, drops out of
reason at all, the fans
attention on somebody

else.
It is no longer a case of cinema personalities being able to do as they please and
still
hold their following.
Business-like coordination of efforts is

now among the

first

essentials

for

a

star

color film, will soon be available in
35mm., it was stated by Dr. C. E.
Kenneth Mees, vice-president in

69

vice record and was until recently
He
British ambassador in Paris.
takes up his duties immediately.

sketchily

dled for foreign distribution are of

4)

Kodachrome, the Eastman Kodak

London (By Cable)— Lord Tyrrell
has been appointed chief censor for
Great Britain, succeeding the late

the

foregoing

Page

Eastman Color Film
Lord Tyrrell Appointed
Soon Ready in 35mm.
Film Censor in England

fickleness and rapidly fluctuating nature
of public fancy with regard to screen en-

THE

(Continued on

(Continued on Page 4)

Tyrrell,

and approximately 30 shorts this
season and next in foreign countries.
Most of the pictures being han-

WAGES

a report now being printed and

Shortt.

company has made arrangements
more than 52 features

to distribute

foreign-make and are being distribAscap's proposed new method of uted in most cases in countries or
making payments to publisher mem- territories where they have particubers, providing for the first time lar appeal.
that payments be determined to the
Included in the 52 features, are a
(Continued on Page \^)
extent of 50 per cent by the actual
uses of music, is still unsatisfactory
to the movie-owned publishing firms,
The Film Daily is informed. The
movie-owned companies believe that
payments should be based entirely

FIGHT ON MUSIC FEES

Edward

Foreign Shorts Also
Being Handled by
U. A. Abroad

In addition to the regular schedule of Hollywood and London-made
productions which United Artists is
distributing in the United States,
the

hand,

other

the front row of audience favor
the space of two or three good pictures
a row.

landed

30

Melvin E. Donlon, local
acted as his own attorney

FIRMS NOT SATISFIED

present than for the past five years.
Dark houses in this particular area,

in

owing.

—

projectionist,

and won as defendant in a $10,000 suit
last week.
He told the court that he
acquired his legal knowledge by watching the movies from his booth.

malcy

regular radio

programs is a helpful factor in their popuprovided they also appear regularly
larity
and to advantage on the screen, otherwise
their broadcasting efforts induce little fol-

in

Score Another for Movies

favor.

public

in

Minimum

Flourishing

DON CARLE GILLETTE
of a

at

—Reconstruction

the passing parade

A NALYSIS

Theater Activity at 5 -Year High

Ohio Movie

Eastern
.

TEN CENTS

1925

HANDLING 52 FOREIGN FEATURES ABROAD ONLY

U.A.

.

26.

Area Turns Out Big for Sunday Movies

Pittsburgh

.

YORK, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

charge of research, just before sailing for England on Saturday. About
half of Eastman's 16mm film sales
now are in color, said Dr. Mees.

Sun. Films in Pittsburgh Area
Draw Receipts Topping Sat.
By

Director Vacancies
Being Filled on Dec. 10

SAM HONIGBERG

46%

COST OF FILMS

IN

Proportion of production costs
paid out in wages by the motion picture industry if 46 per cent, rankng in the highest category of 10 industries surveyed by Fitch Publish-

ng Co., financial service. The film
wages compare with relation of
wages to value of manufactured
(Continued on Page 2)

Justice Dept. Probing
Seven More Situations
By PRESCOTT DENNETT
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington That there are now

—

under

Loew

FIGURE

way

no less than seven

vestigations

similar

to

that in

—

first time in the history of the
Annual meeting of Loew's is the
city on Sunday, packing the downplanned for Dec. 10, when vacancies
town and neighborhood houses from
on the board of directors due to the
the opening. 2 p.m., and going until
recent resignations of Arthur and
Loew's Penn, the
late at night.
David Loew will be filled. A total
Stanley, Alvin and the Warner, the
of 12 directors are to be named and
leaders, had throngs
present in- downtown crowd
it is expected that the
on hand long before opening time.
re-elected.
be
will
cumbents
Similar crowds flocked to the open
The board will meet directly af(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 4)

!

desiring

continuous popularity.

—•—
COMMENTING
way

legit

|

on the plan of 13 Broad-

critics

to

award

a

yearly

medal to the play they consider best, Dramatic Editor Fred Speers of the "Denver
Post" declares that "by no stretch of the
imagination can it be said that either a
{Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 4)

inSt.

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Louis in different Darts of the counPittsburgh Over 100,000 persons try was revealed by Assistant Athere attended Sabbath movies for torney General John Dickinson in an

Charlie Goes

Wrong

Place

—

Featured in the marquee
Seattle
the Beacon Theater last week:
Charlie Chsn in Egypt

with
Oil

for

the

Lamps

of China

of

—

34
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Net
Higr

Columbia
Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

185/g

1834

—

72

69'/2

70

—

pfd.

18^4

pfd

Loew's.

do

5''2

Kcdak

East.

Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd

164

164i/2

155

155

155

pfd.

76

pfd.

1 1

Film

RKO

Warner

11

233 8
8

47

pfd

1034
5i/4

93 8

Bros

73

5V 2

73

pfd

Pict.

V*

73y2
6

Century-Fox pfd. 31

Univ.

do

as

position

means

IN

1)

prize

or

much
on

critics'

a

to

a

Film

medal ever

1/

2

6
53

8

23i/2

30V4

30 "2

69

71

87 8
47

Chg.
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2

.

—

3

Th.
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.

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.

Loew
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Paramount

ww
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47
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8834
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Warner's 6s39
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1/4

4-

%

stage play as the
'Ten Best'

Daily's

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Corp
214
2% 2%
Technicolor
9% 18i/8 18'/4
1

41/4

4

list

to a

American Display Co.
Doubles Floor Space
American Display Co., producers
of special accessory display material,
aioves on Dec. 2 to the Paramount
Annex at 525 West 43rd Street,
where it will accupy the entire floor
running through to 44th Street, and

department, photographic
lepartment, art department, copy
department and sign shop. The shipping department will open directly
jpon its own loading platform. Expanding business of American Disstruction

Arthur Lucas Host

4l/g

to

Film

Ga.— Felix

Men

Point Peter,

F.

Feist

Vs

11/4

l'/z

ig

2

Sparks Reopening Jax House

_
—
—

—

'8

tvs
2

Jacksonville, Fla.
Republic theater is being renovated preparatory
to being opened this week by E. J.
Sparks as a subsequent run house.
This theater has been dark for the
past eight years. Dick Ludwig will

moved from the Empress

be

to

man-

age the Republic.

.

Ivan

Vu

Hollywood
Stooge Comedy at Roxy
"The Three Little Beers," a new
Columbia two-reel comedy featuring
the
Original Hollywood
Stooges,
will be on the bill at the Roxy starting Thursday when Will Rogers in
his final film, "In Old Kentucky,"
opens as the featured attraction.

St.

John Dead
THE FILM DAILY

CHIDNOFF STUDIO
Chidnoff

Specialist to the

Motion Picture Industry
CITY

—W.

Ivan

St.

John, one

editors of movie fan
magazines, died Sunday of heart
disease.
He was 46 years old and
at one time was the husband of
Adela Rogers St. John, writer. Funeral will be held today at White &
Emerson's funeral parlors at Wit-

the

of

tier,

first

Calif.

route

Panama

the

via

Broadcasting

British

Co.

KEITH

personality;

GREEN

FELIX
on

are

also

of

same

the

ship.

SIDNEY LANFIELD, who
Burlesque" at 20th
today for a

3f

GEORGE

arrives
in
coast,
with
film financing.

the

some

DOROTHY STONE and
leave
New

New

York

reports

her husband.
next

COLLINS,

"King

arrives

in

vacation.

brief

JESSEL

from

after

s

directed

last

Century-Fox,

New York

York

this

th3t

he

CHARLES
week

for

FRANK BORZAGE
shortly

Zirn in

New

is
expected
Marion Davies

direct

to

Cosmopolitan

i

picture

PAT O'BRIEN, Warner
Hollywood,

stopping

is

BUCK JONES, who
York

to

come

east

"Glorious,"

in

Warner

for
star

arrived

just

the

at

arrived

release.

from

Warwick.

yesterday

in

New

Hollywood to meet Mrs. Jones and
due here Thanksgiving Day
the Manhattan,
is
stopping
NOAH BEERY, JR., came east

from

daughter,
'rom abroad on
t
Hotel Astor.
with Jones.
their

STERN

L

Dnuha,

of

the

at

is

SI

FABIAN

C.

H

the Capitol
Film
Park Central.

Exchange.

tomorrow

Albany.

returns

ROESNER

Chic-go,

leaves

from

Daylight Screen Co.,
for the Windy City.

the

of

today

Coaxial Cable Ruling
Burr-ait

Washington

Para. Appeal

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Yesterday's

hearings

Attorney Samuel Zirn, who has before the Federal Trade Commisbeen active in opposing the Para- sion on the coaxial television cable
mount reorganization moves, has proposed by A. T. & T. between
served a consolidated record on at
torneys for that company indicating Philadelphia and New York were
that he is appealing to the Appellate
Division in the Robert S. Levy State
Supreme Court actions in which he
seeks to abrogate the Film Productions Co. deal and the sale of Paramount's half interest in the ColumBroadcasting System effected
bia
several years ago.
First Prize to Cantor
West Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood

—

Cameraman
FILM DAILY

First prize in the
Fifth International Salon of Photography, held at the San Diego Ex-

awarded

to Merat pres-

ritt
Gerstad, cameraman
ent occupied with the photography
of Eddie Cantor's new Samuel Goldwyn production, "Shoot the Chutes."

Bennett Cerf Publishing 2 Plays
"First Lady," the new DaytonKaufman play, and "Paradise Lost,"
Clifford Odets' new opus, will be
published in book form next month
by Random House, publishing firm

purely

&

of

technical

a

nature.

A.

seeking a change in the
Commission's previous ruling that
the cable could be built providing
it is made available to others for
experimental work.
Ralph Vatner
and Robert Robins of the American
Society for the Protection of the
Motion Picture Theater were here
yesterday for the purpose of supporting the Commission's previous
T.

T.

is

ruling.

Meet Today on

2,000-Ft. Reel
expected to indicate
its position in the matter of adoption of 2,000-foot reels when a meeting on the proposed changeover
takes place at 2:30 o'clock today at
the Hays office. All majors will be
represented at the session and, with
the exception of Universal, which
has been considering the move, have
expressed approval of the plan.

Universal

is

headed by Bennett Cerf, husband of
F.

469 FIFTH AVE.

SAGAN.
German
movie
WINTER, playwright, and

A

of

position, has been

•

—

York

Hollywood.

tion.

side will contain
general offices, executive offices and
display room.
The 44th Street side
will house process department, con-

New

to

JEAN MUIR, Warner star, returns from abroad
today on the Aquitania after finishing a musical
film at Warners' London studios.
LEONTINE

week

Actors' Equity Ass'n Votes
Confidence in Executives

Casanave, general manager.

mer space.
The 43rd Street

coast

)

other fields as follows:
cigarettes, 2.2 per cent; meat packing, 6.2 per cent; motor vehicles, 10
per cent; printing-publishing, 19.2
per cent; electric machinery, 20.5
per cent; steel works, 24.1 per cent;
agricultural
implements,
8.9
per
cent; machine tools, 30.4 per cent;
typewriters, 46 per cent.
in

play, and the optimistic outlook necessitated the move, says Charles L.

comprising an area of 30,000 square
feet, approximately double its for-

1

New

NEW YORK

product

the

Canal.
I

vote of confidence in the policies
President Frank Gillmore and
Executive Secretary Paul Dullzell
was given yesterday by members
of the Actors' Equity Ass'n at a
special meeting in the Hotel Astor,
and a resolution urging the Equity
Council to take action to disperse
the Forum was approved.
Gillmore and Dullzell had threatened to resign unless the policies of
the Forum, an organized group of
actors within the association, which
they termed a menace, was prevented from functioning. The Gillmore and Dullzell resignations still
stand and await action of the Council to prevent the Forum from obstructing the affairs of the associa-

West Coast Bureau of

Irving

from

(Continued from Page

top

—
and Tom Connors have returned to
New York from New Orleans, Atand a week-end as guests at
— % lanta
Lucas Lodge here, owned by Arthur
+ Vg
of Lucas and Jenkins circuit.
— % Lucas,
Others at the lodge were William
—
Jenkins, partner of Mr. Lucas, and
—
Charles Kessnich, district manager
—
for M-G-M.
—

Sonotone

Trans-Lux

GOST OF FILMS

will

motion picture."
Specrs refers to The Annual Ten Best
Poll in which nearly 500 critics of the nation take part and which will soon be getting under way again.
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Grow Managing Olathe House

—

Kans. Francis R. Grow,
formerly of Lawrence, is replacing
Olathe,

Sylvia Sidney.

Reopening Brooklyn House
The Broadway Park, one of BrookDickinson theater here.
lyn's oldest theaters, and which has
been dark for years, resumes operaBert Mayers Recovered
tions late next month under manBert Mayers returned to his law agement of Daniel Goodman. House
office
yesterday after recovering has been re-named the Rogers in
from an operation.
honor of the late star.

Frank Justice as manager of the

Store

your film

.ault
vault.

building

in

— by

our

modern

fire-proof

the reel, container or
twice-a-day delivery service.
Better Sendee Lower Prices

Free

—

BONDED FILM
STORAGE CORP.
729 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

BRyant 9-4417

Approved by N. Y. Fire Dept.

Sirens shriek a

wedding march
in
.

.

the Big House
as a girl defies

the criminal
code- for love!

daugh

wr» tten

YD NOLA
PEGGY CONKLIN
WALTER CONNOLLY
From the novel by Eihel Turner

Directed by Herbert Biberman

a

B. P.

Schulberg production

l

u

M

B

I

C
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FIRMS NOT SATISFIED

CANADIAN EXHIBS WIN
FIGHT ON MUSIC FEES

JVO1 ^ ?^ PHIL M. DALY

^If.

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
to be presented to the Secretary of

State in Ottawa.

have to pay more than
10 cents a seat in future, compared
with 12y2 15 and 20 cents which

Canada

,

was trying

to

collect.

Judge Parker also urges the creation of an arbitration tribunal.

Loew

Director Vacancies
Being Filled on Dec. 10

(Continued from Page 1)
ter the stockholders' session to elect
officers of the corporation and no

changes are anticipated.

Additions to Committee
In Jewish Fund Campaign
David Bernstein, co-chairman with
Major Albert Warner of the Motion
Picture and Theatrical Division of
the Federation for the Support of
Jewish Philanthropic Societies, announces the following additions to
the Federation committee for the
amusement industry, through Al
Lichtman, in charge of organization :

—

Paul
Leopold
Theater
Independent
Friedman;
Owners Walt Reade; Music Pub-

United
Lazarus;

Artists

Division

Loew-M-G-M

—

lishers

Some

and Composers

—
—

Howard

Orchestra Leaders and Artists—Ralph Whitehead; Trade Papers Elias E. Sugarman.
The Motion Picture and Theatrical
Division has undertaken to raise a
quota of $125,000 to help meet the
deficit of $2,636,000 needed for the
support of Federation's 91 affiliated
Dietz;

—

charitable

CLOSE-UP OF

thinka well known film exec
"Wonder why the big majors always insist
ing out loud
with
on releasing their heavy-money pictures in a row
wide gobs of weeks in between when they have nothing special
what's the result?
to offer outside of programmers
as many as three big attractions from as many major companies
all fighting against each
playing in a city the same week
and nobody collecting anywhere
other at the box office
near what those fine productions deserve
but nothing can
because each company is jealous of letbe done about it
without some competing the other fellows show a big pix

•

•

•

as everybody knows
• • • THIS IS all too true
who numbers film fans among their acquaintance
who are
constantly yawping that they were unable to see such-and-such
a fine pix because there were two other fine pix that they had
and the average person doesn't figure
to see that week
three picture shows in their weekly schedule of entertainment
you might say that the subsequent runs take care of this
situation
but they don't
the folks who wait for the
cheaper price on the subsequent runs are up against the same
proposition
they too are faced with the dilemma of seeing
two or three fine pix in a row
and they simply can't get
around to it
EVERYBODY loses
so

• • • THERE IS a very wide-awake theater manager who
keeps batting out swell campaigns week after week
don't
know how in'ell he keeps up the pace
Lester Pollock
of Loew's Rochester upstate
Lester recently put over a
darb campaign on "Rendezvous"
crashing all kinds of
newspaper breaks
he went to town on his newspaper advertising for a solid week before and during the run
hooked
up a pip classified ad contest in the Sunday "American"
which ran a quarter-page ballyhoo of the contest with art 'n
every thin'
special fashion breaks with art work
promotion ads with dealer tie-ins
and busted 15 suburban
and local weeklies with mats and stories
what you call
a Newspaper Campaign

T

Tomorrow's A.M.P.A. luncheon, being held a day earlier this week due
to Thursday being Thanksgiving, will be
devoted entirely to merrymaking, with
an amateur show of Ampa membership
talent among the features.
In addition,
Prexy Gordon Wh te will bring
in
some "graduate amateurs" to provide
extra
entertainment.
Another
highlight will be the raffle of a turkey,
with proceeds going to the Film Daily
Relief Fund.
Jack Dempsey will hold
the hat from which the lucky number
will be pulled by a tiny film player
from Educational pictures.
:

session of Congress to regulate the

rates charged by Ascap.
lation, if

it

became

legal,

Such regumight bave

the effect of determining also what
publishers would receive for the use
of their music. In Canada the rates
that can be charged for music are
fixed by law.

(Continued from Page

1)

exclusive interview with Film Daily
yesterday. "These investigations are

being made in response to specific
complaints", said Dickinson.
The St. Louis investigation is not
a closed book insofar as the Department of Justice is concerned, inasmuch as the injunction or civil suit

all

must follow.
Asked from what

cities or parties
the other complaints had been made,
Attorney
General
the
Assistant
stated that he was not at liberty to
state at this time, but added that
as soon as the facts concerning each
one of them could be whipped into

shape they would be made

public.

San Antonio Squibs

—The Prince, former-

San Antonio

known as the Strand, has taken
on a new appearance. An enlarged
ly

lobby

and

among

the

even

many

usherettes
innovations.

are

Bonham, Tex., has repealed
Sunday blue law and now for

T

the
the

time in several years this town
once more has movies on the Sab-

first

•

•

•

LOOKS AS

Thanksgiving Parade

Macy
with Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck and
as Mickey Mouse characters
the
if

the film biz has stolen the

a lot of folks dressed
dep't store will also give out

thousands of copies of "Mickey
Mouse's Adventures," written by Paul Hollister of Macy's
M-G-M has tied in their Marx Brothers pix, "A Night At the
Opera" with a load of guys dressed like the famous brothers
and the Loew Theaters Boy's Band leading the parade.

T

T

•

•

bath.

The new theater at Lott, Tex.,
opened by D. F. Luckie on

will be

or about Dec.

Lester

7.

Sask

is

back

from

Jack Hoey, cowboy movie
was on a recent Y. W. C. A.

actor,

enter-

HAILED AS

another Clark Gable, this chap Weldon
Heyburn, current Broadway actor, has been tested by Metro
and shapes up grand
he is expected to go to the
coast soon
with the coming Broadway premiere of "Broadway Hostess," the star, Wini Shaw, will be on hand

Covvdin Denies AT&T Report
A report that the A. T. & T. interests,

vice

T

T

• • • DEFINITELY IN the list of big Broadway seasonal hits
Howard Dietz's show "At Home Abroad" at
the Winter Garden is still packing them in after all these weeks
...... Cab Calloway and his Cotton Club orch are slated to begin work as features in the Warners-Al Jolson film, "The Singing Kid," on Jan. 12

«

<«

«

» »

»

perhaps

Studios,

through

might

Eastern

Ser-

become associated

Co. in the buydenied yesterday
ing of
by J. Cheever Cowdin, president of the
company which holds a three months'
option on the producer-distributor.
"I am not talking to any one until

with

T

St.

Louis.

tainment program.

institutions.

Thanksgiving Party

likelihood exists that legis-

Justice Dept. Probing
Seven More Situations

tition"

•

Ampa

is

lation will be sponsored at the next

will

E.R.S.

the

1)

on the actual use of music as
done in Canada.

Referring to the

dispute between Canadian theaters
and the P.R.S., Judge Parker points
out that the proposed schedule is
higher than the compromise scale
adopted in the U. S. in October, 1934,
and higher in some respects than the
English licenses. He therefore recommends to the federal government
that the schedule in force last year,
10 cents a seat, should be continued.
Col. John A. Cooper, head of the
M. P. Distributors & Exhibitors of
Canada, points out that if the Secretary of State accepts Judge Parker's recommendations, no theater in

WITH NEW ASCAP PLAN

Capital
Universal was

Standard

have completed my investigation,"
Cowdin, referring to his firm's
examination of the Universal books and
The report which he denied
setup.
said that the A. T. & T. subsidiary
might assume a 50 per cent interest
the deal.
in
I

said.
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ZANUCK

20th CENTURY

PRODUCTION

DARRYL

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
with

ROCHELLE HUDSON

CESAR ROMERO

BRUCE CABOT
EDWARD NORRIS
Directed
story

by George Marshall. Original

and screen play by Kubec Glasmon.

Adaptation by Henry Lehrman.
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS
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"FORCED LANDING"
I

with Esther Ralston, Sidney Biackmer,

Barbara

Onslow

Wing

Stevens, Toby

PACKS GOOD SUSPENSE

AND

THRILLS

MURDER MYSTERY OF AIRPLANE
THAT WILL PLEASE.

IN

CRIME
One
I

of

publicity

i

I

i

I

|

I

1

our metropolitan reviewers, Bill
the "World-Telegram" and a
lad named Morris Helprin tried

on a modern airplane
murder mystery, and succeeded in turning
in a drama that sustains the excitement and
Thirteen passengers
suspense to the end.
on

collaboartion

a

transcontinental

airliner

which

is

grounded on an Arizona emergency field during a storm, find that one of their number
has been murdered as the plane descends
The audience has been let
in darkness.
in on various intrigues before the tragedy,
and is able to follow along with interest
as the government "G" man also on board
the liner starts to unravel the mystery.

|

Arthur Aylesworth.
Producer, M. H. Hoffman; Director, Melville Brown; Authors, William Boehnel, Morris Helprin; Screenplay, Scott Darling; Edi-

Jack Ogilvie Cameraman, Harry Neumann.
tor,

Gccd

Direction,

Photography,

Okay

The

Victor

with

Florence

Jory,

Norman

Rice,

the fleeing man
Also the kidnapped
to the money hideout.
Also several
child now grown to manhood.

on

trailing

board,

other people

more

or less directly

connected

This long arm of coincidence in having them all on the same plane
point, but outis stretched to the breaking
original
side of that the narrative has many

with the events.

and surprises.

Cast: Esther Ralston, Onsbw Stevens, SidBiackmer, Tcby Wing. Eddie Nugent,

ney

Producer, Larry Darmour; Director, Burt
Lynwccd; Author, Charles Francis Royal;
Cameraman, Bert Longnecker; Editor, Earl

Photography, Good

Fair

Handicapped from the
that

into

falls

start with

a

cut-and-dried

a

story

pattern,

neither the earnest efforts of the cast nor
the direction by Al Rogell were able to

make much with
the

It

of

misery

and

tropical

prison

island,

scenes

usual

this production.

shows

a

mistreat-

where

daughter, Florence Rice, who does not
know of his crime. Norman Foster is another inmate, though innocent of the crime
-harged against him. The trio work out a
-.Ian of escape, resulting in a general outbreak, and then comes the manhunt through

his

he swamps, with bloodhounds as well as
A
Veepers on the trail of the fugitives.
Sappy conclusion is finally reached, howfather
ver, with Florence standing by her
even when she learns the truth, and ro-

—A

RKO

Seattle

— Lucille Nydegger, cash-

Moore theater, has marDwight Arenkill Hansen, air
boxpilot, and is retiring from the
Mrs. Cecilia Schultz is manoffice.

ier of the

ried

ager of the theater.

The convention was unique

in
discusresolu-

Kent Thomson, manager of the

were no problem
sions, no arguments and no
tions. "Billy" James put on the best
act of the banquet entertainment in

Metropolitan theater, reported a loss
burglars
of $350 from his theater,
breaking open a desk and cabinets
in the office.
his capacity of toastmaster.
Paul Muni and Max Siegel, M-GCleveland
Frank Gross, veteran
executive, are in Seattle this week
exhibitor and a director of the Ex- looking over Chinese talent for types
Good
hibitors Ass'n, received word from to play with Muni in "The
Poland this week of the death of his Earth."
mother, 75 years old.
Dark for months, the Star theater,
re"Mutiny on the Bounty" is beine newly renovated, staged a gala bill.
a dual
held a third week at Loew's Still- opening Saturday with
man. The picture broke record here
House staff of the Fifth Ave. has
of
two succeeding weeks.
been augmented with a number
that there

M

owner of the

Mrs. Lena
Bedford Theater, Bedford, was the
Stillwell,

woman

delegate at the exhibi-

tor convention in

Columbus.

with

Norman

Foster,

ladies.
beautiful and smart young
been
"Mutiny," held over, has
moved from the Fifth Avenue to

the Blue Mouse.

63 mins.

Dist.

NUMBER

OKAY

DUAL

FOR

"AUFFORDERUNG ZUM TANZ"

I

BILLS.

RATHER ROUTINE STORY BUT HELPED
DIRECTION AND PRODUC-

BY CAST,
TION.

:he leads, with Miss

Apfel, with

Knapp

his

to

et

al.

costume

Excellent

St.

Casino

romance with

music,

At the 86th

the career of Carl Maria von
Good
Weber, founder of Teuton opera.
production, enjoyable singing and a capable
cast place the picture above average.

dealing with

especially pleasfalling

business

off,

Biackmer, an appraiser, place a high
Apfel envalue on his warehouse stock.
courages his ward, Evalyn, to be nice to
Biackmer, but she is really in love with FosThe latter, who works for Biackmer,
ter.
questions his boss' motives and has Ben
has

Alexander, an insurance investigator, check
'he contents of Apfel's warehouse. He finds
that Apfel's supposed perfume goods are

Biackmer
eally highly inflammable liquids.
sets fire to the warehouse, after being

"LOS MUERTOS HABLAN" ("The Dead
Speak"), in Spanish; produced by J. Luis
Bueno; directed by Gabriel Soria; with
At
Julian Soler, Amelia de llisa, et al.
the Teatro Campoamor.
Good drama with story based on the
theory that the retina of the eye retains an
image of the last thing seen by a person
Plot is handled with ingenbefore death.
uity from a suspense angle, and the picture
is

well

acted and directed.

New

Nebraska Notes

— Walter

("In-

the Dance"), in German; produced by Cicero; directed by Rudolf von
Dongraf, Margot
Willi
der Noss; with

vitation

Koechlin,
Theater.

It
This will serve well on double bills.
has been given good production value, with
the fire scenes being very effective and
Norman Foster, Sidney Biackoutstanding.
mer, Evalyn Knapp and Oscar Apfel play

ing.

Photography, Gccd.

FOREIGN

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Empire Film

Gccd

Direction,

Knapp, Sidney

Evalyn

Biackmer

Seattle Sidelights

delegation of 27 exhibitors and those allied with the industry from Cleveland attended the
I.T.O. convention in Columbus last
Every distributor with the
week.
and United Arexception of
tists was represented at the gather-

Cleveland

only

Cast: Norfman Foster, Evalyn Knapp, Sidney Biackmer, Oscar Apfel, Ben Alexander.
Herbert Ccrthell, Arthur Houseman.

Rogell

"THE FIRETRAP"

68 mins.

FAMILIAR PATTERN STORY OF PENAL
ISLAND MAKES FAIR HOKUM FOR THE
LESSER STANDS.

Cleveland Clips

ing.

Norman

Meyer.

Foster

Columbia

Victor Jory and Stanley Andrews were sent
for trying ot steal a formula from the French
government, with Andrews worrying about

twists

by Evalyn and Foster.
Evalyn is
caught in the fire, but is saved by Foster,
Biackmer is apprehended by the police.
Larry Darmour's supervision is first-rate.
trailed

too.

Author, Fred De
Gresac; Screenplay, Earl Snell, Fred Niblc
Jr.; Cameraman, Jchn Stumar; Editor, Otto
Albert

Director,

»

»

Turner.

15-year stretch after double-crossing the
head man who engineered the kidnapping
The gang leader
that netted the cash loot.
also

look-in

Haynes,
Herbert Heywccd, Frank Lackteen, Arthur
Aylesworth, Noble Johnson.

"ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND"

ment on

is

a

Cast, Victor Jory, Florence Rice,
Daniel
Foster, Stanley Andrews,

Direction,

murdered man has just been released from
a

i

bara Bedford, George Cleveland, Dean Ben

mance having

of

Boehnel
their

Pepper, Willard Robertson, Bradley
Harclde, Kane Richmond, Bar-

Ralf

Page,

ton, Julia Griffith,

61 mins.

Republic

j

<?^

Orleans Notes

—

New Orleans Will Rogers' "In
Old Kentucky" gets its second week
on Canal St. at the Tudor theater.
Film was very successful.
Jewel Tea.
the
in
bill
"The Big Broadcast of 1936" has
Proposed circuit tax
hasn't been brought to the Globe for a resession
special
legislative
shown out of the files yet.
turn run in the commercial area.
After a little over a year of SunTwo openings of theaters long
it
day shows here, showmen figure
within two
has upped the gross over like pe- closed were held here
riods previously by about 7 per cent. days as the Strand opened Nov. 23
Bob Livingston is getting big as a subsequent run house in the
timey and is having his Capitol commercial area and the Palace
ushers measured for uniforms.
opened as a Negro theater in the
Eddie Forester, Grand Island city same section.
Bailey & Starr are
manager for A. H. Blank, has re- running the Palace through the
covered somewhat from his recent Iberville Amusement Co. The Strand
attack of sinus.
is operated by the Strand Enterprises
Lincoln

Huber,

former

assistant house manager of the Kiva
here, has turned his back on show
business and is now associated with
.

Mortimore and
and Foster of Staand the Fellman Realty
tion
stage shows in
Des Moines William Sears, for- firm. Use of
mer manager of the Orpheum at the house on Sundays may cause
Davenport is the new manager of labor troubles there since the musihouse on its
the Orpheum at Minneapolis, his cians' union placed the
place in Davenport being taken by national unfair list.
Glenn Caldwell of the Chicago RKO
office.
.
,
Weekend Record for "Frisco Kid"
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Blank are back
James Cagney's
Kid,"
"Frisco
pleasand
business
two-week
from a
latest Warner vehicle, broke weekend
said

Iowa Items

to

consist

of

Schiell, Pritchard

WWL

—

WWL

,

Extended
Winchell's Radio Contract
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
contract of Walter WinRadio
York.
CristHollywood—Julia Eastman
commentator and ure trip to New
M-G-M chell, Broadway
"Thanks a Million"
one
for
field and Harold Adamson,
extended
has been
Harold Adamson Marrying

song writer, will be married today.
E.

W. Hammons

away and Mrs.
matron of honor.

will give the bride
Hammons will be

columnist,

as Jan. 1,
year with expiration date
who broadcasts
Winchell,
1937.
netSunday nights over the NBC
Jergens.
work, is sponsored by

is

the latest

Trilocal slang, being introduced by
States' employees into conversation
preparation for the pictures
in

opening.

attendance records at the New York
Strand Theater, the management
reports. The film is scheduled to begin 154 simultaneous engagements
over the Thanksgiving holiday.

THE

-22H

DAILY

m
PITTSBURGHTURNSOUT
BIG FOR

SUNDAY FILMS

A LITTLE

from "LOTS"

By RALPH WILE
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PARAMOUNT FILMS

NOW

BEING EDITED

HOLLYWOOD

{.Continued

from Page

1)

Allegheny County which
Theater
voted for Sunday shows.
operators reported larger than Saturday receipts.
Advent of Sunday shows resulted
in a marked increase in traffic and
street car trade and gave a new aspect to the streets, which were
previously deserted on the Sabbath.

towns

in

Doings

Detroit
Detroit

—Published

reports

(else-

where) that United Detroit Theaters would build five houses here are
denied by George W. Trendle, head
of the circuit.
J. F. Thompson

change visitor

last

was a Film Exweek from New

York.
Variety Club holds its annual
meeting Dec. 2.
Associated Theaters, new Schreiber-Smilay-London circuit, has taken
over the Temple, Bay City, former
legit house, which has been closed.
Howard R. Paul's new 500-seater
in Yale is scheduled to open Jan. 1.
Paul will probably close the Princess, which he now operates there.
Cass Beechler has closed the Iris
in St. Johns.
Carl B. Edwards, manager of the
Fenkell theater, was seriously injured in a fall.
Regent theater has reopened after
being dark two days over a dispute
with stagehands.
Alf Lane, part owner of the Alhambra, is back from England.
Ed Winkler, former manager of
the Frontenac, died recently in Chicago.

Vincent Potter, former Columbia
theater manager, is now manager of
the Palace theater in London.
Mrs. A. A. Alquire has opened the

Loma

theater, Coloma.
Julius London and Jack Krass are
remodeling the Oakman theater,
with National Theater Supply fur-

nishing

new equipment.

Harry Colton,

architect,

is

com-

pleting plans for a $60,000 house for
Johnson
Theatrical
Enterprises,

Grand Rapids.

A

proposed local

ordinance

will

require theaters to furnish parking
space for patrons. The move is part
of a newspaper-inspired safety drive.
Thomas Wood Stevens, former director of Bonstelle Civic theater, is
organizing a theater to present legit
productions, with several touring
troupes planned for the state, with
funds.

WPA

Supply

Men End Confab

Conduct of the affairs of the
pendent Theater Supply Dealers'

IndeAss'n

by J. E. Robin, executive secretary, was
approved by the board of directors prior
to adjournment of the mid-year board
meeting on Sunday.
The budget of the
association
which includes an appropriation
for
an
advertising
campaign
was endorsed, and satisfaction with the
association's

policies

expressed.

signed Allan Dwan to direct "I Will
F)UE to re-takes on "Professional Be Faithful," Claire Trevor's next West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Production of the adapted
Soldier," which he is directing picture.
Preparing for its
Hollywood
for 20th Century-Fox, Tay Garnett Kathleen Shepard novel will get early 1936 release schedule Paraunder
way
in
January.
was unable to sail on his boat, "S. Y.
mount now has eight productions in
Athene," which left for the Far East
They form part
the editing stage.
T
T
last Sunday.
He will join his crew
Louis King has been signed by of the 33 pictures the studio plans
A last- RKO Radio to direct "Fugitive to complete within the next five
at Hong Kong Dec. 13.
minute addition to the expedition Gold," by Erie Stanley Gardner.
months first of the new series which
was Paul Schwegler, former allErnst Lubitsch has personally suT
T
American tackle, who will serve as
pervised from script to screen since
Mary
Carr
has
been
added
to
the
assistant director.
his appointment as managing direccast of Darryl F. Zanuck's 20th
tor of production.
T
Century-Fox production "Captain
Those editing are as follows: "It's
Peggy Taylor Watters, film ac- January," starring Shirley Temple.
a Great Life," with Joe Morrison,
tress, and Fleming (Dixie) Howell,
T
Paul Kelly and Chic Sale; "Rose of
Alabama football star, were married
Virginia
Weidler,
Paramount's the Rancho," with Gladys Swarthout
in Mexico City on Sunday.
diminutive seven-year-old, who has and John Boles; "Collegiate," with
T
T
T
been climbing ever since "Mrs. Joe Penner, Jack Oakie, Ned Sparks
Lily Pons, following the preview Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch"
and and Frances Langford; "The Bride
of "I Dream Too Much," was signed last seen in "Peter Ibbetson," has Comes Home", with Claudette Colby RKO Radio to make another pic- been promised a story of her own. bert and Fred MacMurray; "Milture, which is to go in work next "Good For Nothing," an original
by lions in the Air", with John HowSeptember.
Robert Tasker, John Bright and ard, Wendy Barrie, Robert CumMaurine Babb, was bought for her. mings and Eleanor Whitney; "The
T
T
T
Milky Way", with Harold Lloyd.
Nunnally Johnson will be assor
t
ciate producer on the Dionne QuinWithin the next 45 days most of Helen Mack, Adolphe Menjou and
Fence",
"Drift
Teasdale:
tuplets feature to be made by 20th Paramount's younger players will go Verree
Century-Fox, with Henry King di- to work, it is announced by Ernst with Larry Crabbe and Katherine
"Anything Goes", with
recting.
DeMille;
Lubitsch. managing director of pro
duction, in outlining part of the new Bing Crosby, Ethel Merman and Ida
T
T
T
John Blystone and Jane Withers Paramount program. Eleanore Whit- Lupino.
again will team up as director and ney, Virginia Weidler and David
star when 20th Century-Fox begins Holt are to start this week in
City Squibs
Then in rapid
Salt
production of "Public Nuisance No. "Timothy's Quest."
order Rosalind Keith will start in
1."
"Preview," Dean Jaereer and Frances
Construction of
T
T
Salt Lake City
and David
an amusement hall in Yost, a small
"Two in the Dark" is the final Farmer in "Border Flight"
Holt, Billy Lee and Benny Bartlett
community in western Box Elder
title of RKO Radio's drama featurin a picture tentatively titled "Too
County, Utah, will start shortly.
ing Walter Abel and Margot Grahame which was produced under the Many Parents."
*
*
*
C. F. Rose, GB salesman, is makname, "Two O'Clock Courage."
ing his last trip before the holidays
Charles Richard, veteran casting into the Montana region.
Branch
director, formerly with Pathe and
Manager Al Shepherd of GB lays
Silvers,
Louis
pioneer musical
man in the motion picture field, has Edward Small, has loaned the Selz- the new George Arliss film, "Mr.
nick International Pictures in the Hobo," will be released here early in
joined the staff of 20th Centurysame capacity.
December.
Fox headed by James O'Keefe.
Paramount
Thompson,
T
T
V
D.
R.
Four-year-old Sybil Mattisse has branch manager, was confined to his
Mitchell Leisen, directing Paramount's "13 Hours by Air," is now been placed under a long term con- home last week by a heart ailment.
She will play
in Salt Lake City with a crew to tract by Paramount.
Divy-Nite, something like Keno,
important role in "Timothy's is now flourishing at Andy Floor's
film background material for the an
represented
Quest."
She
is
by
Agent
film.
Shots will be taken at airThe Roxy is doing
Star theater.
ports in New York, Salt Lake City, Harry Green, who is a former Para- well with vaude and double features,
Cleveland, Chicago, Reno, Omaha, mount contract player.
and will continue this policy.
and San Francisco.
The picture's
Victory theater has announced a
cast to date includes Fred MacMurAlexander Woollcott, who recent- Bargain Matinee until 2 P. M. at
ray, David Holt, Dean Jagger, and ly reviewed the history of "Little 15 cents.
Adrienne Marden.
Lord Fauntleroy" for radio audiGordon Thornberg of Service Theences on his new Town Crier pro- ater Supply is touring southern
T
Stanley Lupino, British stage and gram, is anxious to visit the Selz- Utah.
"Mutiny on the Bounty" has
screen actor, has arrived in Holly- nick International set at RKO-Pathe
wood for a 10-week visit with his •luring the filming of "Fauntleroy." broken all records at the Paramount
daughter, Ida Lupino, and Mrs. He will do his broadcasting from and is being held for an extended
Lupino. Ida, whose Paramount con- California for four or five weeks, run, according to Manager Clare
tract recently was extended as a re- and during that time he wants to Woods.
sult of her performance with Bing watch the story he loved as a book
Crosby in "Anything Goes," has and as a play being made into a picDolores Costello Returns
plans for her father's entertainment ture.
»
while he is in Hollywood.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
The gowns which Isabel Jewell
Hollywood
Dolores Costello BarryT
has been disporting: at Hollywood's
more will return to the screen in the
Catharine Calhoun Doucet has night
feminine
in
"Little Lord
leading
role
spots are the creations of
Internainitial
Selznick
Fauntleroy,"
been signed by Samuel Goldwyn for
Helene Dagouette, Parisian fashion
Pictures release through United
tional
"These Three," the screen presenta- oracle, whom the petite film star
Following this production Miss
Artists.
tion of Lillian Hellman's current
Costello, who has been absent from the
met in New York and brought to
stage success.
screen for about five years, will be
Hollywood. Miss Jewell will reveal
presented by David 0. Selznick in adY
T
several of these creations in "Three
ditional roles on her way back to starSol M. Wurtzel, executive produc- on a Bench," her first Hal Roach
dom.
er for 20th Century-Fox, has as- feature production.
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—
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group of 19 features and four shorts
to which United Artists has acquired
distribution rights in Spain from
the Compania Iberica of Barcelona.
This group includes 13 German features, three Spanish, two French and
one Danish picture. The titles are:

"Dona Francisquita", with Raquel
Rodrigo and Antonio Palacios; "La
Gran Duquesa Alejandra," with
Maria Jeritza; "El Ordenanza", with
Marcelle Chantal; "La Novela De
Una Noche", with Liane Haid; "El
Adversario Invisible", with Gerda
Maurus; "La Melodia Del Amor",
with Herbert Ernst Groh; "Una Semana De Felicidad", with Tony
d'Algy and Raquel Rodrigo; "Cinco
Muchachas", with Carina Bell; "Esquadra Adelante", with Carl Ludwig
Diehl; "Paganini", with Ivan Petrowitch; "La Batalla", with Annabella
and Charles Boyer; "Munco Sin Careta", with Harry Piel; "La Cancion
Del Sol," with Lauri Volpi; "Madre!!", with Henny Porten; "Der
Traumende Mund", with Elisabeth
Bergner; "Artisten", with Harry
Piel and "Walzer An Der Newa".

Movie Unit

to

Show Films

DATE BOOK

vention
S.

S.

cruise

sailing

to

Bermuda on

the

Dec. 8-9:
M.P.T.O. of North and South Carolina annual convention, Charlotte, N. C.
Dec.

9:
Annual meeting of stockholders
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

Jan.

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
Hershfield,
sponsored
by the Broadway
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 27-30:

S.

M.

P.

E.

spring

of

convention,

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

ohiotheateractivity'

CCC Camps

r'ses to 5-year peak
(.Continued

where

major

from Page

1)

the unit and will cooperate with the District Educational
coordinating the educational activities in the CCC camps with a motion
Mrs. Beaufait plans to form Photoplay Appreciation Clubs which
picture program.
will be affiliated with the National Board of Review and Amateur Cinema Clubs, and
to serve the CCC camps with high grade entertainment and pictures possessing educa-

are
centered, are at a minimum. Swinging around the territory, Schine Enterprises is enlarging its house in

tional value.

Mt. Vernon and is planning an 1,100-seat theater in Bucyrus, with
other activities planned.
Remodelings
are
reported
in
Genoa, Maumee, Fostoria, Mont-

continue
Advisors

as

supervisor

of

Rice emphasized the fact that the relation of the Federal Theater Project to the
showing of motion pictures in the camps is merely that of supplying projectionists
and instructors.
While some amount is available for equipment from the federal
funds, the bulk of the expenditures will be borne by the camps, through a motion
picture fund set up from the surplus accumulated at the camp exchanges.
The
Federal Theater Project will furnish the personnel from men now on relief rolls.
The
background
motion
picture
instructors will have a
of
experience and will organize and
supervise the amateur picture activities of the boys in the camps.
Projectionists will
all be licensed operators. The districts will be organized into circuits through which the
programs will be routed.

Set Pre-Release Bookings

pelier

Little Industry Interest In

On 'Crime and Punishment'

Proposed Wash'n Parley

and

steel

industries

Bowling Green and

I

'

:

|

in

the Cleveland area three neighborhood houses are in the contract state.
In Akron the Colonial recently was
modernized at a cost of more than
$50,000 and the National recently]
opened for a lesser cost. The Nixon
in that city was recently enlarged,
and in Cuyahoga Falls a new theater
is under construction.
The Sixth
street theater in Coshocton and the
Lincoln in Massillon, Warner houses,
have been completely reconditioned.
The Ohio at Uhrichsville was recent-

j

»

Queen of Bermuda.

the

unit,

Columbia's "Crime and Punishment", featuring Edward Arnold
and Peter Lorre, now playing its
premiere engagement at Radio City
Music Hall, has been booked for
pre-release presentation in the following first run theaters to date:
Olympic, Utica, Dec. 5-llj Bijou,
Springfield, Mass., No. 28-Dec. 4;
Strand, Providence, Dec. 5-11; E. M.
Loew's, Hartford, Nov. 29-Dec. 5;
Orpheum, San Francisco, Nov. 28The shorts include:
Dec. 4; Orpheum, New Orleans, Dec.
"Vistas De Barcelona," "Los Cami- 5-11; Brandeis, Omaha,
Dec. 5-11;
nos De D. Juan De Serrallonga", Iowa, Cedar Rapids, Dec.
13-16; Or"En El Imperio De Los Monstruos", pheum, Des Moines, Dec. 6-9; Hip"Musica Visible" (10 diferentes).
podrome, Baltimore, Nov. 29-Dec. 5;
The next largest group consists of Metropolitan, Washington, Dec. 613 westerns made in the United 12; Tower, Kansas City, Dec. P ""*
States to be distributed under the and the Fox, St. Louis, Nov. 29-Dec.
trade name of Cristo Westerns. 5. "Crime and Punishment" has alThese will be distributed only in jo been booked for theaters in MemLatin America.
phis, St. Louis and Kansas City for
British & Dominions will contrib- early showing.
ute "Peg of Old Drury", "Where's
George" and "Come Out of the Pantry" together with six untitled productions for 1936-1937, to be dis- versions made in Germany. United
will
distribute
them in
tributed in England, India, Singa- Artists
France and Belgium and their colopore and China.
nies.
Bayerische Films of Germany conOther pictures on the schedule
"Schlafwagencontrolleur"
tributes
and "Peer Gynt". These are French are "Forgotten Men" to be distributed in Spain, its colonies and possessions, Gibraltar and Latin America "Lost City" to be distributed in
Latin America, "Thunder In The
East" to be released in the United
States, Philippine Islands, Cuba,
Allied Theater Owners of New JerToday:
Canal Zone and Panama; "La Vie
sey, regular meeting, Hotel Lincoln, New
York, 2 P.M.
Parisienne" to be released in Great
Paramount sales department meeting, Britain, Philippine Islands, Puerto
Dec. 1-3:
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Rico, Singapore, India, China, all
Dec. 6: Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Central America and several South
and ball, Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.
American countries, "Mademoiselle
Dec. 7: Allied Theaters of New Jersey conMozart" to be released in France and

«

in

whose function will be to place visual education instructors and projectionists in CCC camps of New York State, has been formed under the Federal
Theater Project of the WPA. it is announced by Elmer Rice, regional director for
New York.
The unit has been written up to provide employment for approximately
200 persons from the home relief lists.
Mrs. Marion Beaufait, formerly in charge of the Visual Education Department of
the CCC camps, when that department was under the jurisdiction of the TERA, will
movie

no film industry interest
being evidenced in the industrial
conference scheduled by Major Berry
for Washington on Dec. 9, a checkup
Little or

is

of major
terday.

companies indicated yes-

I

ly

improved.

Much remodeling was done in the
Berry recently spoke at a meeting
held under auspices of the American summer, but reconditioning of theArbitration Society at the Hotel As- aters is still going on. All this had
tor, New York, and a representative been deferred so long as the operaof the

Hays

was

office

tors could do so, but the increase in

present.

patronage has been steady enough
to convince them it would last.
Little or no change has been made
in admission prices in this area.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh
Sunday movies not
only helped theater receipts but also
have reopened a number of leading
restaurants and drug stores that
were closed on the Sabbath. Down-

town parking
The Davis

Wisconsin Wisps

—Fox's Oriental, neigh-]

Milwaukee

were jammed.

borhood house, goes first-run for the
theater,
reopening week to present Major Bowes* ama-j
Thursday, will operate with double teurs and "Grand Exit" at a 40-cent
lots

i

features

while

the

Warner

will

top.

swing to single bills and play all
Waukesha schools have been closed
holdovers from the Stanley and because of an epidemic of scarlet
fever and children have been barred
Loew's Penn.
John Finley is back at the Alvin from theaters until Dec. 3.
"Mutiny on the Bounty" has gone
as assistant manager.
Albert
Cuthber£ is temporary into its second week at Fox's Wismanager of the Ritz, with a perma- consin, Milwaukee, the first picture
nent man to be named this week to to be held over for many weeks.
An arrangement has been made
succeed Ed Segal, who was transferwith the 13 Fox theaters in Milwaured to the Davis.
Mrs.
Florence
Fisher
Parry, kee by which the Will Rogers Me"Press" film reviewer, started a morial Fund Drive will benefit from
the sale of theater tickets from Dec.
weekly radio program over

KDKA

9 to 21.

on Sundays.

Ken Hohl

again at the HarrisAlvin
handling
publicity
during
George Tyson's absence.
The Harris-Family switched to
double bills, with weekly changes.
In its third week at the Warner,
"Mutiny on the Bounty" broke a
four-year record in that house.
is

Belgium and its Colonies
and Switzerland.
Other titles include "Almas Encontradas", "Le Eight Foreign Holdovers on 'Dream'
Voyage
D'Agrement",
"Blossom
Eight foreign holdovers have been
Time", "It Happened in Spain" and set to date on "A Midsummer
"Don Quixote".
Night's Dream," according to Robert
The short subject group includes Schless, continental European man12 one-reelers produced by the New ager for Warners.
The situations
Zealand government, three from are: Vienna, Austria; Warsaw, Lodz,
London Films, 11 produced in Aus- Vilna, Lemberg, Lwow, Cracow, all
in Poland, and Helsingfors, Finland.
tria and a number of others.
its colonies,

Julian

Leon

Johnson

Holmes

Dee
Longdon

Frances
Philip

{

i
i

I

I
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Warner Music Firms Resign Ascap Membership

M5NEW —SUCCEEDS SCHAEFER AS PARA.^^—VICE-PRES.
—
———"-

Riverstone Expected to
Artists

Jnited

Chief

in

I

London (By Cable)

—Murray

Hollywood

Sil-

He is expected
he United States.
!o begin his new duties in May. Silerstone will make his headquarters
NewYork.

making of

full-length

PLAYING TIME RECORD

SEEN FOR "MUTINY"

AUSTRALIA BOOSTING
FILM OUTPUT IN '36

JOINING KATZ AT MGNI
Hollywood

of

—Milton

Feld,

former

Paramount theater executive who recently resigned from Monarch Theaters, is understood joining M-G-M
to work with Sam Katz in producFeld was associated at Paration.

mount with Katz. who is understood
expects that "Mutiny on to control Monarch.
;he Bounty" will establish a new industry record for consecutive playing time by approximately 33 and Muller-Fox Decision
Dne-third per cent, said Felix F. Feist
Expected Next
yesterday after his return to New
York from a Southern trip. Practically all bookings have resulted in
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
extended playing time or holdovers,
Long-awaited deciWashington
he stated.
sion in the case of A. D. Muller,
exhibitor,
The company is getting heavy re- Maple
Minn.,
Lake,
Seas", against Fox Film is expected to be
peat
business on "China
"Thin Man" and "Naughty Mariet- given out by the Supreme Court on
He also waxed Monday. The high court will adjourn
ta", Feist asserted.
highly enthusiastic over "Night at
(Continued on Page 4)
the Opera" and "Ah, Wilderness".

Giveaway Crowds Bring On
Anti-SRO Bill in St. Louis
St.

—

— Overcrowding

the-

Ascap Board
As Warner Music Firms Resign

Starr Quits the

Giving as their chief reason what
inadequate
they consider to be

Hecht and MacArthur Set
Next Film for Paramount

by the American
Authors &
Composers,
of
Society
MacArCharles
Ben Hecht and
company for several years, starting
broadcasters,
thur, who recently completed shoot- Publishers from radio
as business manager in 1932.
ing "Soak the Rich" at the Eastern, the Warner Bros, music firms yesService Studio, have set "Murder at terday resigned from Ascap, effec21" as their next production for
tive Dec. 31, and Herman Starr of
Fourth Week for "Mutiny"
Paramount release. Work will beM-G-M's "Mutiny on the Bounty"
Warners simultaneously quit as a
will
gin shortly after the New Year.
go into a fourth week at the
The Warner
The Marx Brothers
Capitol on Friday.
returns soon from Hol- director of the Society.
MacArthur
picture, "A Night at the Opera," comes
music units are Harms, Inc., M. Witup
lining
been
h?s
he
where
lywood,
the

Broadway house on Dee.

6.

players for the picture.

IN

PENNA.

—Legalization

of

Sun-

day movies and evidence of better
times spurred Warners here to reopen a number of theaters in this
territory, some of which have been
(Continued on Page 4)

Dubinskys Add 2 Houses
In Jefferson City, Mo.

—

Kansas City Dubinsky Bros., operators of the Liberty here and about
20 other houses in the territory, have
acquired the Jefferson and Miller
theaters in Jefferson City, Mo., from
W. H. Mueller of that city. They
already have the Gem and the recently completed Capitol in Jefferson
City.

royalties collected

i

into

HOUSES
Pittsburgh

of

(Continued on Page 2)

THE FILM DAILY

William S. Holman,
Hollywood
studio manager, has been placed under a long-term contract by ColumHolman has been with the
bia.

Louis

aters by some exhibitors who jam
the patrons in the aisles and exits
for Bank Nights and other giveaway
nights has brought numerous complaints to the Fire Commissioner
and resulted in a bill being introduced in the St. Louis Board of Al-

—

West Coast Bureau of

Through

Following resignation of George J.
Schaefer yesterday as a vice-president of Paramount, Neil F. Agnew,
general sales manager, was appointed vice-president to succeed him.
Schaefer submitted his resignation,
including withdrawal from the board,
early yesterday afternoon, a few
hours after he had been informed
that his bid for purchase of an in-

WARNERS REOPENING

(Continued cm Page 2)

Monday

Columbia Gives Contract
To William S. Holman

Spring

terest in the Paramount theaters in
Australian producers are increas- the Minnesota territory had been reing their output for 1936, with a top jected. It was accepted at a board
of 12 features scheduled, as com- meeting held later in the day. Schaepared with four this season, said fer could have worked out a man((Continued on Page 4)
Cecil Marks, United Artists general
manager for that territory, following his arrival in New York yesterSeventy-five
day from the Coast.

THE FILM DAILY

M-G-M

1

Fall

pictures.

REPORT MILTON FELD

in

Negotiations
Schaefer's
for Northwest Houses

Roach

— Edward

West Coast Bureau

IS

to Supervise for Hal

United Artists chieftain

in
llreat Britain, is reported definitely
saving England in April to assume
'he presidency of United Artists in

n

Sedgwick

Become U. A. Prexy

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Sedgwick has been signed to supervise and direct feature
productions for Hal Roach who has of late been turning his attention to the

England Sails for
U. S. in April
jerstone,

— —

i

(Continued on

Page

4)

Roxy Price Change Tomorrow
Afternoon and evening prices at the
Roxy will go into effect earlier starting
tomorrow, when the 25-cent opening
scale will end at 1 P. M., while the
35-cenf matinee price will hold only
until 6 P. M., when the 55-cent top
On Saturdays. Sundays and holibegins.
days the 55-cent price starts at 1 P.M.

—

THE

a&H

DAILY

Wednesday, Nov.

Giveaway Crowds Bring On Australia Boosting
Film Output
Anti-SRO Bill in St. Louis
(Continued from Page
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Para. Chicago Meeting
Shifted to Drake Hotel
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Ind.
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Columbia

The meeting of Paramount sales
executives to be held in Chicago on
Dec. 1-3 will be at the Drake Hotel
instead of the Edgewater Beach Hotel as originally scheduled, Neil Agnew announced yesterday.

2
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from

to
their

John

4%

THE

Madge Hunt
Hunter

Booth

Contracts have been signed with
H. Staunton Wallach and Monogram
Films of Argentine to handle the Republic output in Argentine, Uruguay
and Paraguay for the next three
years.

Compos'te Non-Theatrical List
A new bulletin titled "Composite
Non-Theatrical
Film
List
of

Vi

NEIL

F.

ecutives
cago.

AGNEW
New

leave

the
play.

coast,

from

and other Paramount
York on Friday for

IRENE BILLER, who has
from

way

Mass.,

plans

arrived in

to

appear

in

New
a

New

ex
Chi

York

Broad

CECIL
MARKS,
Australian
manager
United Artists, who arrived in New York
terday from Hollywood, returns to the
in time to sail for home Dec. 10.

foi

yes-

coasl

I.

those
nresent were: Harry D. Buckley.
Hai'ry Gold, Paul Lazarus, Haskell
Masters, Monroe Green thai, Sam
Cohen. Morris Helprin, H. J. Muller.
E. W. Silverstone, W. Liebler. H. W.
Schroeder, Lowell Calvert, L. B. Daly
and R. G. Hilton.

a copy.

Expect Favorable Ruling

in

Suit

First line distributors expect that
the Federal Court. Minneapolis, in
late December will decide the injunction action brought against them
by the Shubert Players, operator of
the Lyceum and Palace theaters.
Paramount Dusts Off Organs
Case involves the right of a distribStarting tomorrow the twin or- utor to prohibit Dlaying of his picgans in the New York Paramount tures on double feature bills and at
theater will be put to use aerain, in admission price of 10 cents.
1

—
+ %
— %

the folbirthday:

Allwyn

to-,

day go to West Falmouth,
York to spend the holiday.

public lineup.

RUTH ROLAND, who is in New York, plans
to return to the coast just before Christmas.
Sources," listing the non-theatrical
U. A. Fetes Cecil Marks at Lunch
S.
S.
KRELLBERG leaves for Florida next
Cecil Marks, United Artists man- releases of all known sources, has week for a brief rest.
been
issued
Bureau
by
the
of
Forager for Australia, was honored at
V.
VERLINSKY, Amkino president, returns
a testimonial luncheon given yester- eign and Domestic Commerce, De- next week from the coast.
nartment
Commerce,
of
Washington.
day by Arthur W. Kelly, vice-presiBEN Y. CAMMACK, RKO Radio South Amer
dent in charge of sales, and mem- Tt was prepared by the Specialties- ican representative and G. Ponce, RKO Radio
The bul- distributor in Brazil, arrive today on the North'
bers of his staff at the Crane Room Motion Picture Division.
letin is being distributed at 10 cents ern Prince.
of the Waldorf-Astoria. Among

Don Baker and Louise Rush
presiding at the consoles. They will

Daughter for Evelyn Venable
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood

—Evelyn

Venable, wife

of Hal Mohr, cameraman, gave birth
to a nine-pound daughter yesterday.

"SO RED

THE ROSE"

with

organ programs daily,
with special song slides prepared by
Baker, who is musical arranger for
the team.
Baker was the Paramount's first organist and recently
concluded a two-year recital tour of
Europe.
offer

Best

(.Continued from Page 1)

1)

the attendance at
theaters and other places of amuseto

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

Coming and Going

in 1936

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK is back in Ne»
per cent of playing time in his territory is given to American pictures, York from the coast.
C. C.
PETTI JOHN returns from abroad to
ment. The proposed room ordinance stated Marks, while British films remorrow on the Conte di Savoia.
ceive about 20 per cent.
is sponsored by Alderman Slay, who
ELISSA LANDI and her aunt, Countess Annit
Overseating is continuing in Ausalso introduced an admission tax reZanardi-Landi, arrive in New York today from
cently, and while the latter measure tralia at a rapid pace and building Europe on the Champlain.
Also
ar<
plans indicate unusual activity in CLIFFORD C. FISCHER, London aboard
is likely to die in committee, the antiimpresario
DAGMAR
GODOWSKY,
actress;
BEATRICI
standing room bill has strong sup- this respect as compared with the
WANGER (Nad|a), dancer, and "SENATOR
port and is almost assured of pas- past year, Marks declared.
MURPHY, vaudevillian.
Extension of the quota law, now
sage unless exhibitors hasten to corJOBYNA HOWLAND is in New York from
in effect in New South Wales, to Vicrect the situation.
Hollywood to appear in "O Evening Star," which
toria
is expected by the executive.
Leontine Sagan will direct for the Broadway
District fire chiefs have repeatedly
warned theaters about overcrowding, He said that audiences in his terri- stage.
tory
prefer
bright entertainment
HENRY KING will fly from Hollywood to
and appeals also have been issued
Canada about Dec. 20 to spend Christina!
Wehrenberg,
M.P.T.O. with stars and are not favorably dis- photographing
by Fred
the Dionne quintuplets for their
The St. posed toward heavy, morbid film 20th Century-Fox picture.
president, but to no avail.
fare.
Louis Safety Council also will back
MARION DAVIES is in New York from th;
the bill, as the jamming of theaters
coast.
in violation of the building code is
BEN GOETZ leaves the coast on Dec. 10
Republic Products Deals New
Houses with
regarded as unsafe.
York.
10-cent nights are among the big ofHELEN HOERLE of Hoerle-Marks leaves New
fenders.
Griffith circuit's 15 houses in Texas York tomorrow for a 12-week tour in behalf
and the Schoendstadt group of nine of Ruth Draper, first going to Utica.
MAURICE MARKS and RITA WEIMAN
in Chicago have signed for the Re-

dermen

JOHN W. ALICOATE

27, 1935

four

Majors Win Point in Neb. Suit
All major distributors and the
Lincoln Theater Corp., headed by
Joe Cooper, have won a point in the
anti-trust case brought against them
in Nebraska by the State Theater
Corp. and Independent Theater Corp.
with decision of the Federal Court
in substantially granting their motion to require

more

definite.

turned in a
Panama Houses

Operation
including
the
Canal
Panama,
Zone, now has 43 wired houses in
Nineteen are in the Reoperation.
nublic of Panama and 24 in the
Canal Zone. All houses in the Zone
are semi-outdoor structures. Panama theater receipts last year totaled
about $624,000, according to data
compiled by the Department of Corn43

in

Irene BordonS for Vitaphone
Irene Bordoni has been signed by
Sam Sax, production chief of the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, to star
in
a two-reel Vitaphone musical

making the complaint comedy. Joseph Henabery has been
The plaintiffs are assigned to direct the film, with

seeking damages.

Harland Dixon staging the dances.

gross
50% above average
at the

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
NASHVILLE, TENN.
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meanwhile...
A 20th
Century
Picture

thank THANKS A MILLION for
the happiest show they've ever seen!
Millions

Wednesday, Nov.

NEIL

WARNER MUSIC FIRMS

{Continued from Page

agement deal

they would conduct their music relations with radio directly and independently in order to obtain the returns which they consider are due
the music firtns and particularly
the authors and composers. Warners
claim that about 40 per cent of the
music played on sponsored programs
is
published by their companies,
and they believe that the same proportion holds on the sustaining programs. The Warner five-year contract with Ascap expires Dec. 31,
when deals will be made directly
with radio stations and broadcasting circuits.
The Warner statement also pointed out that radio broadcasting has
killed off the sale of sheet music,
phonograph records and piano rolls,
on which music publishers depended
for considerable revenue, and that in
the sale of popular songs nowadays
300,000 copies is considered extraordinary whereas formerly a hit
might easily sell one or two million
copies.

The Warner music firms are the
only firms thus far to quit the society, E. C. Mills, general manager
of Ascap, said last night in a statement in which he expressed regret
Mills added in
at the resignations.
part:
"Composers and authors generally
are greatly disturbed at this action
At a late hour last
of Warners.
evening such authors and composers
as could be reached indignantly denied the right of Warners to place
them in financial jeopardy by specuthrough their withdrawal
from the society and making sep-

lating

arate

increased rates.
"These composers point out that
when in years past they placed their
works with the indivdual firms subsequently purchased as a group by
Warners they had no reason to believe that these firms would ever
substantially

withdraw."
More "Maternelle" Openings
"La Maternelle" ("Children of
Montmartre"), French picture distributed by John S. Tapernoux and
Metropolis Pictures, will be running simultaneously in six cities during Christmas.
It is now in its
seventh week at the 55th St. Playhouse here and has opened at the
Europa, Philadelphia. Other stands
will be the Fine Arts, Boston; Little,
Boston;
World, Minneapolis,
and a Loop house in Chicago.
Maysville House Gets Equipment
Maysville, Ky. The Washington,
operated by the Royal Amusements,
has been equipped with new High
Fidelity sound by N. C. Noble.

—

buy

to

ONE

OF the few outstanding examples of personal• • •
izing and humanizing motion picture product in advertising is
we have often wondered
that of Metro's use of Leo the Lion
why this clever use of Leo in the trade ads is not extended to
with the public sold on the pop
the newspaper advertising
Leo talking to
animals in the newspaper cartoons
and his other funny antics certainly ought to make a hit
look what Mickey Mouse has done in the way of winning public
.

.

Momma

why?

acclaim

because Mickey

is

Human

so

is

Leo

ALL OF

wondering why the big
theaters haven't personalized and humanized their show shops
by adopting some likeable animal or catchy cartoon-type char-

•

•

•

this leads us to

so that their local
featuring it in their ads
instantly associates their theater with the trade-mark
theaters are always trying to build themselves up as an
what easier way to do it
Institution in their community
than with a Trade Marked Character ?
we can't recall offhand one single theater that has ever attempted it
why?
we'd love to know

acter
public
.

.

.

• • • ALL THE dramatic values of entertainment are
not confined to the regular studio product for the theaters
we recently viewed a series of six shorts made by Erpi Picture
Consultants for the classroom
telling graphically the highlights of geology
some of the most absorbing short subjects we have ever seen
one shows how rivers started
another shows how spectacular phenomena
centuries ago
such as roaring springs, and hot springs came into being
one subject portrays how the atmosphere and high winds are
constantly changing the earth's surface and altering mountains,
coastlines and rivers
the story of the glacier is fascinating,
also how mountains were built, and why the volcano, which is
always operating in accordance with natural laws
newspapers run feature articles on such interesting subjects
and millions of people are glad to read them
but graphically
presented on the screen they are taboo for the theater
because they are branded "educational"
some day the industry may wake up
.

.

.

attempts to license the per-

formance of their works by radio
at

group,

• • • THE CURRENT Prize Pressbook is the one from
United Artists for Miriam Hopkins' "Splendor"
a silver
cover with a blue decoration
which gets over aptly the
title value
but the inside is all Practical Showmanship
boiled-down meat for the box-office with inexpensive exploitation
ideas, publicity specials for every type of newspaper
and
a fine balance of newspaper cuts to fit the needs of every type

•

•

•

A GREAT

new

come to the screen
a Personality
a Performer
she has everything it takes to crash the hearts of the motion picture public
at the reception tendered her in the
studio of the Radio City Music Hall there was an overflow
crowd of all branches of the press
her RKO Radio picture,
"I Dream Too Much," was shown concurrently with the reception
and they had to run two previews to accommodate
the crowd
the picture?
sensational
a B. O.
Clean-Up ... it has everything a picture can hold to enthrall
and entertain
sincere, human, down-to-earth story of love
hits high drama
pathos
comedy
and
Above All .... The Voice of Lily Pons
it will sweep people out of their seats
Pons

P,

in connection with

is

it

the

1)

understood, but wanted

in.

Schaefer told The Film Daily
last night that he has several
plans
in mind.
He leaves
York to-

New

morrow night or Friday

for a hunting trip in Mexico with E. V.
Richards and several other Paramount
theater partners.
Possibly he may
spend the Winter in Florida, he said,
before making a new move.
He has been associated with Paramount for years. After serving as
a division manager while Sidney R.
Kent was general manager, he was

promoted to general sales manager
and later to general manager. With
Adolph Zukor, he piloted Paramount
through the troubled days of receivership and bankruptcy.
When the
reorganization

was

effected,

Schae-

fer was named vice-president and
elected to the board for a one-year

term.

Agnew has been with Paramount
since

1920, first serving as branch
at Milwaukee and Chicago
and later becoming a district manager.
In 1933 he was advanced to
the post of Western division sales

manager

manager with headquarters

He

York.

manager

New

in

has been general

sales

company during the
past 18 months. With this new promotion, Agnew virtually becomes
vice-president in charge of distribufor the

tion.

Warner Bros. Reopening
Houses

in Pennsylvania

(Continued from Page

closed for years.
field

and

Co.,

1)

Albert M. Green-

Warners' real

estate

dealers here, opened enlarged offices
in Clark Building to handle the reopening program, with A. C. Vogley
and Daniel O. Morton in charge.
Among houses to be reopened almost immediately are the Liberty in
Donora, Pa., the Prince in Ambridge,
Pa., the Model and Strand in Pittsburgh and the Liberty in Sharon
which is already open.

Muller-Fox Decision
Expected Next Monday

of theater

Lily

V.

Continued from Page

(

1)

Remick Music Corp.
and T. B. Harms, with various subHarms Inc. and Witmark
sidiaries.
are charter members of the Society.
Sons,

In announcing the resignations
following a meeting with Ascap yesterday, Warners said that hereafter

AGNEW SUCCEEDS

SCHAEFER AS

RESIGN FROM ASGAP
Mark &

27, 1935

star has

a Voice

€€

€4

» » »

(Continued from Page 1)

over the
Thanksgiving weekend.
Muller won a Minnesota Supreme

Court decision to the effect that the
standard contract is illegal
because of the arbitration clause in
entire
it.

First Brazilian
First

Sound Reel

sound newsreel to be

pro-

duced in Brazil was recently made
in Rio de Janeiro by Cinedia Co,
according to word from Assistant
U. S. Trade Commissioner J. Winsor Ives in Rio to the Department
of

Commerce.

7

The Man

Who Broke The Bank at Monte

Carlo

!

A million

to one you

dean up

COLMAN
in

THE

MAN WHO

BROKE THE BANK

AT MONTE CARLO
w«.

JOAN BENNETT

COLIN CLIVE

NIGEL BRUCE
A

DARRYL

F.

ZANUCK

20th CENTURY PRODUCTION
Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Roberts. Screen play by Howard
Smith and Nunnally Johnson. From the play by
Ilia SurgutchofF and Frederick Albert Swann.

Directed by Stephen
Ellis

\;
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THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

THE

•22H
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Lily

Pons

DAILY

EWS OF THE NEW FILMS*
Dale,

in

with Henry Fonda

RKO Radio
95 mins.
GORGEOUS VOICE OF LILY PONS AND
GRAND LOVE STORY SWEEPS THIS INTO
BIG

MONEY

CLASS.

both in her comedy scenes and her
Add to this a
dramatic interpretations.
warm, glowing personality and you have
one of the greatest finds that has hit the
RKO Radio had the
film industry in years.
good taste and intelligence to give her a
vehicle in keeping with all that she has to
offer.
It gives her opportunity to display
perfectly all her rich and manifold gifts.

i

i

i

|

;

!

That
is perfectly suited to her.
and obscure French girl possessed
She meets a young
of a marvelous voice.
American composer (Henry Fonda) at a carnival in the little town, they elope and
Then the business
finally wind up in Paris.
of the young composer gradually realizing
that he has to stand aside for her greater
gift of a voice, her rise to world fame, their
separation, their eventual reunion, and her
crowning triumph of a home so she can
raise babies after she has made him a successful composer with her marvelous voice
in his musical comedy. That is but a sketchy

The

story

of a poor

i

David Abel.

j

|

|

outline

of

a

story

crammed with human

moments, comedy, pathos,
and a note of almost-tragedy. Henry Fonda
delivers a remarkably sincere and natural
appeal, beautiful

performance.
fact the entire

Rest of cast is aces.
production is beyond

In
cavil.

This is set to break box office records.
Cast: Lily Pons, Henry Fcnda, Eric Blcre,
Osgood Perkins, lucien Littlefield, Esther

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Joseph Kaliski, GB
branch manager in Washington,
D. C, and Minnie Sherman were
married here Sunday.
Dorothy Skirboll succeeded Zelda
Pittsburgh

Photography,

Excellent.

The

Best.

Richard Talmadge

in

"NEVER TOO LATE"
59 mins.

Reliable

ENOUGH OF WHAT

IT

TAKES TO

SATISFY THE ACTION AND STUNT
FANS.
The acrobatic Richard Talmadge jumps,
tumbles and fights his way through this one
in a manner which will please the patrons

who

like his sort of stuff.

amount

much but

to

is

The

story doesn't

framework enough

to tie in a series of automobile chase scenes,

fights

fist

and

across-the-roofs

acrobatics

Dick plays the
the Talmadge fans expect.
part of a detective pursuing a gang of
blackmailers who have stolen a necklace
He
from the police commissioner's wife.
poses as a second story man to gain the
gang's confidence, rounds them up and returns the necklace in time for his com-

wedding anniversary.
Cast: Richard Talmadge, Thelma White,
Robert Frazer, Mildred Harris, Vera Lewis,
Bull
Walker,
George Chesebro,
Robert
Montana, Paul Ellis.

missioner's

Producer, Bernard B Ray, Associate ProHarry S. Webb; Director, Franklin
Shamroy; Author, Bennett Cohen; Screenducer,

Carl Krusada, Jack Natteford; Cameraman, Pliny Goodfriend; Editor, Frank Atplay,

kinson.
Direction,

Okay

Photography, Okay

Kansas City
Kansas City— The
quarters

local I. T. O. A.
in the Zoglin
where they will

ductions of recent stage

Joe Mazzei, Belle Vernon operator, fered through the winter by this
is on the sick list.
theater organization.
The Rivoli in East Pittsburgh
Gene Dennis, the psychic girl who
will be sold at a sheriff's sale in the
her stage debut at the old Domade
City County Building here on Monyears ago,
ric Theater a number of
day.
week at
is being held over a second
N. D. Dipson will open the Brad- the Tower Theater, where she is apford (Pa.) theater on Christmas pearing in addition to the regular
Day, adding another theater to his stage show.
S.

Moore, William D. Davis

Herman, representing
Allegheny
in
independents
the
County, are working with representatives of the operators' union to
arrange a wage scale for Sundays.
0. H. and H. R. Murray transferred their theater in Cambridge
Springs, Pa., to Louis Rettenstem.
The Murray Brothers are planning
C. E.

Florida Flickers

Miami—Work

on Wometco's new

de luxer, the Lincoln, at Miami
Beach, is expected to be finished in
time for the house to open by
Christmas.
Friday evening vaudeville has been
resumed at Miami's Seventh Ave.
to make their home in California.
newly theater. The Tivoli is using a stage
J. S. Shapiro has opened his
on Saturday afternoons.
erected Shapiro theater in Six Mile show
Hugh Prince of the Capitol, Clear-

Run.

("Mr.

Kobin

Seeks Adventure"),

in

Ger-

Big

Happy Family"

with Tim Ryan and Irene Noblette
Educational
18 mins.

man; produced by Tofa; directed by Hans
Deppe; with Hermann Speelmans, Dorit
Kreysler, et al.
At the 79th St. Casino.
Enjoyable comedy-drama about a husband
who tires of his bank job and his wife, and
goes out in search of excitement, which

Very Funny

This is a highly amusing burlesque comedy built around a ham theatrical troupe who walk out just before a performance in a hick village.
he finds with a society crook in Prague. Tim Ryan is forced to take as his
leading lady one of the hillbilly damGood acting and direction help the story.
sels of the neighborhood, Irene Noblette, because her three brothers are
there with shotguns.
All Irene's
mountaineer kin turn out for the
"Argentine Argosy"
performance and bring their guns
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
The simple story of
Fox
8 mins. and spittoons.
the girl and boy and the villain is
Interesting
Buenos Aires, the adjacent moun- interrupted by the comments and intains and lakes splendidly photo- terference of the audience. It makes
graphed, and views of a waterfall for entertainment that will satisfy
bigger than Niagara makes up part all audiences.

SHORTS

the subject of this interesting
In addition a cattle roundup is
shown, winding up with a quartette
of native dancers performing agreeably around a campfire to native mu-

of

reel.

"P's and

Cues"

(Pepper Pot)
10 mins.

Vitaphone

Very Good

sic.

"Monsters of the Deep"
(Treasure Chest)
Educational

A nifty exposition of billiards by
two world champs Charles Peterson and Ruth McGinnis. The work

—

8 mins. of these green-table experts is nicely
varied by showing alternate shots
Thrilling
Paul Douglas, radio anThis subject will thrill any audi- of each.
the
ence because part of it shows a spec- nouncer, relates the history of
into
tacular tussle in which an 80-foot game as the two players go
Douglas explains how
whale is harpooned and captured. their stuff.
them
There are a number of other excit- each shot is done, and many of
A
motion.
ing sequences in the reel, which de- are reproduced in slow
Irishman and Scotchman
picts a deep-sea fishing expedition comedy
reel. Very
hauling in some of the monsters of lend the lighter note to the
lot of trick plays that
the deep including several huge fast, with a
seem almost miraculous.
sharks.

Cincinnati Chatter

Atlantic City Items

—

Cincinnati Sam Osprey, formerly
Atlantic City— The Steel Pier is
GB.
going streamline next season with with U. A., has joined
Warner exchange's inspection denew ultra modern lobby and indipartment will hold a Christmas parrect lighting effects.
movie exhibits to have ty and dinner in the club rooms on
Steel Pier
entire new setup this coming seaJ. B. Jarrett arranging for
son.

them.

Dec.

4.

Herman Orsham, M-G-M student
booker, is now connected with the
Don Hannah is back
local office.

Ed Corcoran down talking over
at his desk at the exchange.
plans for second Variety Jubilee.
Kay Turner of the Mayfair is reNight football games in AudiWalt Disney cartoon
torium have been hitting box-office peating her
matinee with souvenirs on
receipts of film houses during past morning
the 30th.
couple of weeks.
"Mutiny on the Bounty," "A Night
"Mutiny on the Bounty" ran big
at the Opera" and "In Old Kenin its second week on Boardwalk and
tucky" are holdovers.
will be transferred to Avenue for
Nat Levy, RKO district manager,
another run.
with StanHarvey Anderson, manager of the spent several days here
Jacques, local manager.
Apollo, vacationing in New York. ley
Ike Libson is back from New
Bergseth takes on his third
Dick
house in absence.
I.

circuit.

"One

"HERR KOBIN GENT AUF ABENTEUER"

Briefs

has taken
Bldg. on Film Row,
maintain offices of the organization
and lounge rooms for the use of
members.
at
manager
Nathanzon as assistant
The only legitimate stage fare to
Joe Skirboll's local Majestic office.
from the ResiPerry Nathan, the display poster be offered here comes
dent Theater, a group of experienced
executive, is in town on business.
who are presenting Ah,
Gabe Rubin's Art Cinema is amateurs
this week. Monthly proWilderness"
switching to revivals on Sunday.
hits are of-

Alex
and Dr.

FOREIGN

Mischa Auer, Paul Por-

Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Director,
Jchn Crcmwell; Authors, Elsie Finn, Davis
G. Wittels; Screenplay, James Gow, Edmund
North; Editor, William Morgan; Cameraman,

ability

i

Ball,

Beckett.

Direction,

they have promised for Lily Pons in
her first for the screen has been more than
Besides a
fulfilled.
She is sensational.
gorgeous voice, she has genuine dramatic
All

I

Lucille

Scott

casi,

DREAM TOO MUCH"

"I

Perlin of the Colonial returns

York.

Visitors:

Paramount's G. Knox
New York; Paul Alli-

Haddow from
from vacation with announcement
broadcasting tieup son of the Fox ad-sales department;
of theaterA. Prince of RCA Photophone
with programs from stage as extra E.
touring the territory with Will
emsee
to
Edwards
Gus
attraction.
Kerr; Everett Keesling and Dr. J. C.
first on Dec. 2.
Newboldt of Oma, W. Va.; Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Letsinger.
water, has been transferred to Ocala
C. W. Marsh Buys Equipment
as manager of the Ritz and Dixie.
Wheeling, W. Va.— C. W. Marsh
Charles Morrison, manager of the
from S. O. S. Corp.
New Circle, Sebring, has filed a has purchased arc
lamps and two
$50,000 damage suit against Paul two reflector
Equipment is
Vinson, owner of the building, for heavy duty rectifiers.
being installed this week.
injuries received.
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"Action-packed.. .gory, scrappy, feverish and

melodramatic.fans will love it!"—Da/7y Mirror
"Two-fisted

drama

for

a

Packs a robust wallop

...

action

to order for
.

.

.

tense,

a

star!

swift, actionful,

—N.

exciting picture!"

"Made

two-fisted

Y.

Uh

l» sJleur

*ffa sAaur 4

American

Cagney! Packed with

exciting entertainment!"

—N.

Y.

Evening Journal
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And

the

New

York Times says "the film

excellently acted

all

along the

a cast of thousands, including

LINDSAY, RICARDO CORTEZ,

way" by

MARGARET
LILI

DAMITA,

DONALD WOODS, BARTON MacLANE
and
ted

GEORGE
with

both

E.

STONE

fists

... and "direc-

by LLOYD

BACON."

IU

LITTLE from LOTS

Pennsylvania Tax Receipts

HERE & THERE

Up

—

Harrisburg October collections of the Pennsylvania amusement tax exceeded the
original estimated returns for the first time since the levy went into effect.
The department of revenue reveals that $287,346 was collected in October, or nearly $38,000
more than has been estimated.

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

—

Meriden, Conn.
Manager Louis
A. Falk of the Palace says that the
first day's attendance for "Mutiny
on the Bounty" topped 6,000, a house
record since he assumed the management 18 months ago and perhaps

pRANCHOT TONE

and Freddie
have the lead"Captains Courageous,"

Bartholomew

will

ing roles in
based on the novel by Rudyard Kipling, which Louis D. Lighton will
produce for M-G-M.

Indianapolis Items

—Nat

t

Levy, division
spent several
Indianapolis
days
in
with
Roy
Churchill, local branch manager.
Sol Greenberg has been placed in
charge of advei'tising accessories at
the RKO exchange.
Col. Collins of the Apollo is holding "Thanks a Million" for another
week.
Carl Meyers, operator of the Cap-

has acquired "No Hero,"
the novel by John P. Marquand, published in book form earlier this year

at Clinton, was injured in an
auto accident near Indianapolis on
his way home. He is suffering with

It also
Little, Brown and Co.
appeared in serial form in the "Saturday Evening Post."

head

T

T

Christy Cabanne has been signed

RKO Radio to direct "Plan 16,"
mystery story involving modern science written by Douglas C. Browne.
Robert Lee as adapting it and Robert
by

producer in

Sisk will be associate
charge.
t

M-G-M

by

Indianapolis

manager for

RKO,

itol

a

sprained

some minor

and

back

injuries.
Carl H. Shalit,

district

manager

for Columbia Pictures, spent several
Douglas Dumbrille has been given days here on business.
R. K. Gulinger is remodeling the
a new long-term contract by Columbia following his work in "Crime Royal at Fairmount, dark for several years.
and Punishment."
Mrs. Helen Keeler, secretary of
Frank Moran, Max Wagner, Hunt- the Associated Theater Owners of
ley Gordon, Doris Lloyd and Fred Indiana, spent several days going
Blanchard have been added to the over the territory in the interests
cast of RKO Radio's "Follow The of the association.
Armo Theater Co. is building theFleet," starring Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers under the direction aters in Michigan City and Laporte.
Others in the
"Mutiny on the Bounty" is smashof Mark Sandrich.
cast of this nautical musical romance ing records at Loew's during the
are Randolph Scott, Harriet Hilliard, second week's run.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream"
Joy Hodges, Lucille Ball, Ray Mayer,
Jane Hamilton, Betty Grable, Ed- will be shown in the Keith Opera
ward Burns, Tony Martin and Max- House by Charles Olson, operator
ine Jennings. "Follow The Fleet" of the Lyric. It is scheduled for the
is a Pandro S. Berman production.
first week in January.
origin
undetermined
Fire
of
T
Stephen Morehouse Avery has caused heavy damage to the Prinbeen engaged by Pickford-Lasky cess theater in Frankfort the other
Productions to write the screen play night.
Ken Butterfield, manager,
for the first film of the newly-or- said the loss was covered by insurganized producing company. It will ance.
The theater is operated by
star Francis Lederer and is an adap- Gregory and Valos, Chicago.
tation of a French romantic comedy
for which Lasky secured the screen
rights on his recent trip abroad. Green Pastures," which will soon go

Production

is

scheduled to start

Dec

With Don Hartman, Avery wrote
Lederer's latest screen vehicle, "The

V

In a shift of
ments, Lewis D.

T

eral

manager.

Tamblyn and Jack Keagan,
Grass Valley exhibitors, were in aters.
town recently.

Said to be one of the finest small
Dunbar, W. Va.— W. E. Blake is
houses in the state, the new Fulton remodeling and reopening the Duntheater in Fresno has been opened bar.
by Gerald Hardy.
Irvine, Ky.
Warren Shafer, opWilliam Guhl plans, to open the
new Avalon theater in Vallejo about erating the Irvine here, is remodeling and reopening the theater at
Dec. 1 with vaudeville and films.
Ravena, Ky.
A seven-pound James Edward, Jr.,
has increased the household of Jim
Philadelphia
In defending the
Ayers, manager of the Sierra, SuBritish methods of selling, Captain
sanville T. & D. unit.
The Joseph Blumenthal Circuit is Harold Auten told 250 members of
the
Philadelphia
Motion Picture
reported to have taken over the old
Forum, that in England manufacFranklin theater in Oakland and
turers were forced to sell their poorer
will operate it as a first-run.
films by superior salesmanship. "In
Universal
former
Bill
Boland,
America," he said, "you have block
booker, has become affiliated with booking."
Captain Auten declared
Republic Pictures.
the barrier of difference of accent

—

—

Jim Reilly and Abe Greenberg
have opened up Pacific Coast Theater Supply Co. at 234 Golden Gate
Ave.
George Archibald is now booking
He
for Atlantic Film Exchange.
was formerly with Columbia and
Warners.

are

among

the

leading

T

T

T

the greatest problem confronting the
Twelve
importer of foreign films.
countries
consuls
from
foreign
praised the work of the Forum, and

John S.
French
group.

Tapernoux,
films,

also

importer of
addressed the

Mrs. Charles T. Owens pre-

sided.

THAT OLD
DEVIL LEO
OF M-G-M's

T

directing assignCollins will take

"The Leavenworth Case," which goes
nto production next week at Republic studios with Ken Goldsmith suDead,"
at
picture, "The Walking
pervising, while Arthur Lubin, preThe additions are viously announced as director, has
First National.
Henry O'Neill, Addison Richards, been assigned to "My Old Kentucky
Paul Harvey, Robert Strange, Joe Home."
Sawyer, Joseph King and Eddie
»
T
Acuff. Maguerite Churchill, Warren
Howard, Fine and Howard, the
Hull, Ricardo Cortez and Barton "Three Stooges," have just com-

MacLane

—

Dayton, O. Philip Semelroth, Jr.,
general manager of the Semelroth
circuit, died suddenly at the Miami
Valley Hospital of pneumonia. His
father owns the Sigma, Riverside,
People's Federation and Wayne the-

Bill

Several cast assignments have just
been made to Boris Karloff's new

principals.

for all time.

—

San Francisco After 18 years at
298 Turk St., All-Star Features Distributors are busy moving into new
and larger quarters at 247 Golden
Gate Ave. Armand S. Cohn is gen-

into production.

15.

Gay Deception."

San Francisco Squibs

GOT SOMETHING UP
HIS SLEEVE!

pleted another short comedy for Columbia. It has been named "Movie
Maniacs," and is the fourth of the

John Miljan was on a New York- present series.
bound plane when he received radio
V
V
instructions to get off at AlbuquerDavid O. Selznick has signed the
que and hop on a plane back to first member of the movie stock
Hollywood to appear in "Sutter's company being organized under the
Gold."

of Selznick International
Pictures,
producing
for
United
Artsts. He is Eric Alden, a youthful player who has had some exoerience in small roles on the New
York stage and was recently with
the Carmel Players in California.

auspices

T

T
chief

Hal Mohr, who was
cameraman on "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" and "Captain Blood," will
have the same assignment on Warners' film of Marc Connelly's "The

(Audioscopics)
WATCH FOR ME!
_S^

M-G-M

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Ninth Annual Film Daily Relief Fund Drive Starts

PARA. REPORTED AFTER STAKE IN BLANK CIRCUIT
Schenck Says Arthur Loew Stays
Resignation Rumors Are
Dispelled by Official

CHARITY BEGINS AT

Statement

.

.

Arthur Loew, head of the M-G-M
oreign department, is remaining in
It had
hat capacity permanently.
jeen reported from time to time that
Loew planned to withdraw from the
>rganizati'on and embark upon a new
T

(Continued on

Page

Misfortune does

man

attention,

He needs

NEW REEL ADOPTION

companies, plans for effectuating the
changeover on April 1 are going forward and the next meeting on the
matter is scheduled for Dec. 10 at
the Hays office. Distributor committees working on the switchover will
immediately begin to obtain bids for
and samples of reels, shipping con(Continued on Page 20)

Pantages to First-Run
Goldwyn Films on Coast

productions released through United
Artists will hereafter have their
west coast premiere showings in theaters of the Alexander Pantages circuit.

Lunsford Yandell Elected

KAO Board

not want days of

and usually a JOB.

in

signed.

Lehman

Bros.,

recently

re-

Interest

Own

the Film Daily Relief Fund

UNABLE

Paramount

to Seek

Blank's

in

40 Houses
understood talking

is

to A. H. Blank regarding acquisition of an interest in his Central
States circuit comprising 40 theaters in Nebraska and Iowa. If the
plan works out, the houses will be
operated in conjunction with the
group in which the veteran operator

associated with Paramount. About
30 theaters are in the latter circuit,

is

CARRIES

on.

which Blank is now running under
an 18-month management deal.

By

when

Dec. 31,

(Continued on

the short-term
Page 4)

PLAN TESTS AGAINST

WARNERS' ASGAP EXIT

to help themselves.

—•—

to the fund.

Tragedy.

That's drama.

But

—•—

it's

music firms from the society
out consulting them, it was

life.

Every red cent donated to this fund goes DIRECT to charity.
Film Daily pays
never a dollar of administration or expense.
Printing is donated by Barnes Printing Company.
the OVERHEAD.
Jacob Coopersmith, certified public accountant, regularly audits the
is

WITHOUT

charge.

The Committee

MUST

GLAD

Don't put it
send in your check.

off.

do the

WORK.

But.

Tell your secretary today, NOW, to
payable to the Film Daily Relief Fund.

PLEASE.

Make

it

YOUR name

tors' for this Roll of

from now

—

Honor

until Christmas.

is

will

one of the

first

be published

on the

list

REGULARLY

The Committee

for

of

TUP FILM DAILY

Charles F. Reisner,
Hollywood
for more than seven years with MYou, too,
G-M, has been signed by Michael
Balcon on a one-year contract to go
to England immediately and direct
pictures starring Jack Hulbert and

—•—

help.

See that

to

Signs Chas. Reisner
To Direct in England

West Coast Bureau

—•—

is

GB

said

Page 20)

(.Continued on

of contribuin

Film Daily

—•—

1936 is as foliows: Don Mersereau, secretary
Brandt, Gordon White and
"Red" Kann, Al Lichtman, Lou Nizer, Billy
Chairman.
as
Alicoate
Jack
succeeds Paul M. Mazur, a part-

RKO

ner

—•—

RCA

vice president recently elected a member of
board of directors, has been
the
Yanelected to the board of KAO.

Major Firm Said

No charity cause is MORE worthy or should be closer to your
Composers and authors who are
HEART. The fund is NO noble experiment. It is NINE years old. You members of Ascap intend to make
years
early
fund
in
legal and other tests of the right of
should know that some who CONTRIBUTED to the
were FORCED, during the years of the DEPRESSION, to ask our help. Warners to speculate with their livelihood by withdrawing the Warner
Others whom we helped YEARS ago are now REGULAR contributors
with-

books

dell

When a motion picNEEDS food, lodging or medical
INVESTIGATION or red tape.

Today the NINTH annual Film Daily Relief Fund Drive gets
under way. From now until CHRISTMAS the Committee, through the
columns of this publication, will ask those of YOU who have been lucky
enough to have been SPARED misfortune during the past 12 months
to give what you can that we may HELP those in YOUR industry, who

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— All Samuel Goldwyn

Lunsford Yandell,

^"^^

calling card.

in a

does

THAT'S why

There

of the

send

of his family

MONEY

at times are

With adoption of a 2,000-foot reel
now approved by virtually all major

Member

NOT

member

or a

he

HOME

4)

WORKGETSUNDERWAY
ON

JACK ALICOATE

By

ture

MGM Foreign Head

Film Daily Relief Fund Again Asks Your Help

.

In his first statement on a situaion which has caused much industry
Nicholas M. Schenck
;peculation,
yesterday told The Film Daily that

as

Cicely Courtneidge.

Two Firms Plan
Cuts in

to Appeal

Paramount Fees

Clark, Buckner
and Cook, Nathan

Root,
tine,

are

expected

to

appeal

& Ballan& Lehman
from

the

awards made to them by Federal
Judge Coxe for services in connection with the Paramount reorganiza(Continued on

Page 4)

—
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Walkout in Para. Houses
Reservations Increasing
For N. J. Allied Cruise
Threatened by IATSE
Reservations for the
Bermuda
convention cruise of Allied Theater
Owners of New Jersey starting Dec.
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
7 are now close to the 100 mark and
A prominent
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays are still coming in.
Y.,
Broadway, New York, N.
at
1650
public official of New Jersey is
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
cruise and to
Editor and Publisher; booked to go on the
Alicoate,
President,
In addition
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer address the convention.
AssoEddy,
Arthur
W.
and General Manager;
to the exhibitors and their families,
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
include a number of exmatter. reservatons
class
Entered as second
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, change men, among them being Joe
Vol. 68, No. 127

10 Cents

Nov. 29, 1935

Fri.,

the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order.
$15.00.

N.

under

Y.,

Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. \.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

— Lichtbildbuebne,
La
— P. A.de Harle,Cour-

St., W. I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris

Wardour

Cinematographic Francaise,
des-Noues, 19.

Rue

la

New York

Columbia's program of short features on the company's 1935-36 ros-

This addition
Inquiring Reporter".
brings one more individual series to
Columbia's list of ten one-reel and
26 two-reel productions. The lineup
{QUOTATIONS AS OF WEDNESDAY) includes "The Voice of Experience",
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
"Barney Google" in Technicolor;
Net
Rhapsodies", also TechniHigh Low Close Chg. "Color
Am.

18%
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Corp
2% 2% 2%

Sonotone
Technicolor

18%

18%

4%

Trans-Lux

4

18y8

Radio Sales Top

'34

+

—

Vi

1
1

% Too Much"

Shauer

A.

+

Tobin

Louise

Reider

Rod

J.

LaRocque

Maurice McKcnzie
H. Emerson Yorke

Harold

Naomi

Kay Johnson
Ruth Stevens

Mildred
Beaudine

notified

HERBERT

on

A. T. S. E. president, to stand by
to walk out of all Paramount theaters and plants throughout the country as a result of Paramount's alleged action in requiring
three I. A. T. S. E. members to resign from the I. A.
Dewey Wrigley, cameraman; Neil Buckner, asI.

has
brief

town

in

and be ready

operations, said late Wednesday that
he felt no strike should be called by
the I. A. in Paramount theaters because the theaters had contracts with
the unions and had not breached
these contracts.
Freeman said the
union trouble was a jurisdictional
dispute.

a

Four 20th Century-Fox features
have been set for December release,
as follows: "Show Them No Mercy",
with Rochelle Hudson and Cesar Romero, Dec. 6; "Your Uncle Dudley",

with

Edward Everett Horton and

Dec. 13; "Whispering
Smith Speaks", with George O'Brien,
Dec. 20, and "The Littlest Rebel",
with Shirley Temple, John Boles,
Jack Holt, Karen Morley and Bill

returned

New

York
week.

next

HUGH O'CONNELL

but will

visit,

is

may appear

and

coast

Harris

be

back

in

New

York from the.

in

tha

new

"Ziegfeld

Follies."

LILLIAN
turned

in

HELLMAN, playwright,
New York after doing a

to

Samuel

Goldwyn

on

the

has

refor

stint

coast.

CHARLES R. ROGERS is scheduled to arrive
New York today from Hollywood in connecwith

tion

that

LOUIS

option

on

Universal.

WEISS

has returned
start work on the next Stage
tions

"Clutching

serial,

to

&

the coast to
Screen Produc-

Hand."

JEAN MUIR,

after spending a
the Warwick on her return from
west.
LEONTINE SAGAN a!so

few days at
abroad, treks
staying at
is

Warwick.

the

GEORGE
yesterday

TRICE,
vaudeville
from England on the

RAQUEL TORRES, now
York

with

for

the
work.

this

WILL
turns

returns

New

to

MAIOR

to

HAYS,

H.

F.

York

New

in

is

the

coast

in

at

the

about Dec.

15.

who

HERRON

L.

on

arrived

Manhattan.

week-end

HARRY LICHTIG, who
Hollywood,

artist,

vacationing in New
Stephen Ames, leaves
to
resume film

husband,

her

coast

yesterday

20th Century-Fox Sets
Four December Releases

SILVERBERG, motion picture atto his home in
Buffalo

T.

torney,

from

is

York from
10

days.

coast,

returned to

New

re-

York

Manhattan.

the

SIDNEY OLCOTT, who
the

Coast, is
Philadelphia
day.
in

has come East from
spending the holiday week-end
and returns to New York Mon-

MAURICE GRAD,
promotion
business

Columbia's director of sales
department, has returned from a

trip

to

Pittsburgh.

MELVYN DOUGLAS,

Columbia contract playhas
just
completed the male lead
Lone Wolf Returns", arrives in New
York from Hollywood today to fill a theatrical
engagement.
er

who

in

"The

Lois Wilson,

OTTO

LUDWIG

rector, leaves New
for Hollywood.

in

PREMINGER,
York

shortly

GEORGE BROWNE, I.A.T.S.E.
New York on Wednesday.
SHAINDEL

KALISH.

newly

European
after

Dec.

president,

signed

starring Lily Pons, Levy

A

3

4% + % Reliable

John Willard
Genevieve

were

said.

lin

Melville

country

Wednesday by George E. Browne,

di-

18

was

Universal

player, left Chicago Saturday for Hollywood.
Radio sales are considerably
better than last year, it was said
GB's
"Morals
of Marcus" for Globe
Wednesday by Jules Levy, sales
GB Sets Arliss Release
GB's "Morals of Marcus," with
manager. Radio is pretty well sold
GB has set Dec. 15 as the national
up around the country and is look- Lupe Velez, opens with a Saturday
ing forward to a number of impor- night preview at the Globe on release date for its new George
Arliss picture, "Mister Hobo."
tant pictures including "I Dream Broadway.

Opens N. Y.

Office

Reliable Pictures Corp. of Hollywood, headed by B. B. Ray and H. S.
Webb, has opened an eastern office
at 723 Seventh Ave. A. H. McLaugh-

Arthur Stone

Coming and Going

A. T. S. E. locals through-

Robinson, Dec. 27.

RKO

4Gen. Th.
17%
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 18%
94
94
Keith A-0 6s46.... 94
1043/8 1043/8 1043/8
Loew 6s 41 ww
88
88
Paramount Picts. 6s55 89
58
56
Par.
B'way 3s55

%

RKO

V/i

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Eq. 6s40.
18% 18'/8 18%
.

"Krazy Kat" and "Scrappy",
an produced by Charles Mintz;
"News World of Sport," "Stars of
Tomorrow" and "Screen Snapshots",
Columbia's fan magazine of the
screen.
The two-reel subjects feature an aggregation of comedians
which include Harry Langdon, Andy
Leon Errol, "The Three
Clyde,
Stooges" and "The Radio Rogues".
color;

Va
V2

I.

the

and Pop Corson sistant cameraman, and Mike Crowof Philadelphia, while home office ley,
stage
carpenter,
the
crew
representatives of National Screen brought here from Hollywood by
have
also
Victor
Service and RCA
Paramount to shoot exteriors for "13
made reservations.
Hours By Air", were the three men
who were assertedly forced to resign
from the I. A. before they were
Series of One-Reelers
brought east from Hollywood.
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
Is Added by Columbia
vice president and head of theater
Lee of

ter will be augmented by a new series of single-reelers entitled "The

FINANCIAL

All

out

1935

is

sales

manager.

Bringing Over 7 British Films
Seven features made in England
are being brought to this market
by Olympic Pictures, headed by
Morris Kandel and Mike Mindlin.
Titles are as follows: "Last Journey," with Godfrey Tearle; "Private
Secretary," with Edward Everett
Horton; "Broken Blossoms"; "Listen
to the Band," with Jack Hylton, and
"Oliver Cromwell," all produced by
Twickenham, and "The Crouching
Beast," with Fritz Kortner and
Wynne Gibson, and "The Ball at the
Savoy," both made by Stafford.

'SO RED THE ROSE"

at the

COLONIAL THEATRE, RICHMOND, VA.
DOUBLED the average gross.
Turned in TWICE as much business
as any other picture played

there this year

.

NEWS

WEEK

OF THE

IN

PHOTO-REVIEW

MEET EUNICE HEALY, whose
personality

won

singing, dancing,

and

plum of feminine lead

for her choice

in scheduled Joe E. Brown musical, 'Sons O' Guns.'
being adapted from sensational Broadway success.

UNPRECEDENTED APPLAUSE

of trade critics for Paul

Muni's 'Story of Louis Pasteur' (below)
industry.
IF

of

WINTER COMES
New Yorkers who

it

season to shatter
at

all

Excited

raves as 'a truly great picture
can't discourage thousands

braved

first

Muni superb
endorsement

snow-storm of

Strand records since 'G-Men'

Broadway premiere of James Cagney's 'Frisco
recommended to them by N. Y. Mirror critic

Kid,'

as 'scrappy, feverish, action-packed melodrama.'*

HEADLINES HERALD Warners
tion of Robert
in

Montgomery

acquisi-

to play lead

new special, adding another
name to imposing list of 'new

important

top-rank

faces' which includes Fredric

March, Jack

Oakie, Claude Rains, Charlie Ruggles..

STANDING PAT
tion

is

smiling

on the vacation quesO'Brien (left), seen

Pat

for N. Y. holiday after record
completion of 'Ceiling Zero,' scheduled
for Jan. 25th distribution as Cosmopoli-

arriving

SHp

tan's next release after 'Captain Blood.'"

*A Warner

Bros Picture

°A

First

Notional Picture

Vilagroph, fnc, Dislributors

.

.

.

.

.

thrills

reviews teem with such

.

.

.

sure to win

headed

for big

.

blazes a
terrific

entire film

remarkable

new

trail

.

.

word-of-mouth

money and

acclaim.'*
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PARA. REPORTED AFTER

ARTHUR LOEW STAYS,

SAYS NICK SGHENGK
{Continued from Page

\Q*v»

^

PHIL

BLANK CIRCUIT STAKE

M.DALY

{Continued from Page

1)

These stories got into
enterprise.
circulation following resignation of
both Arthur and David Loew from
the company's directorate and later
the resignation of David from his
Loew circuit post to join Hal Roach.

Two Firms
Cuts

Plan to Appeal

Paramount Fees

in

{Continued from Page

\)

the Film Daily is informed.
With the signing on Wednesday by
Judge Coxe of orders confirming the
awards, the firms have 30 days within which to file notice of appeal.
Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballantine,
counsel for the Paramount receivtion,

ers and trustees, were awarded $200,000 of the $700,000 the firm applied

Cook, Nathan

for.
sel

for

& Lehman,

stockholders'

the

coun-

protective

and Paramount, sought
$250,000 and were awarded $115,Archibald Palmer and Samuel
000.
Zirn previously gave notice that they
would appeal.

extension

•

•

AMPA

THE AMATEUR

•

craze hit the
Thanksgiving
with most of the talent right from the industry
luncheon
and after buzzing six booking agents in the audience
ranks
after the show your correspondent reports that so far as they
are concerned the talent still remains in the industry ranks
everybut everybody knows these bookers are too critical
including the performers
one else had a lot of fun

•

THE LEAD-OFF

•

•

who

was Edith Audrey Mann,

a pro-

sang delightfully in
Sophie Robinson of Columbia had professional
French
class in her "One Night of Love," and also an Italian number
Frances Liebman, also of Columbia, did nicely with a
blues number
Ray Gallagher and his zither was a Surprise
Act
and no one was more surprised than Ray at getting
away with it
ringer,

fessional

as

a

flower

girl

.

.

•

Troupe

BUT THE

•
in

their

smash Headliner was the George Harvey
first American appearance after a sensational
(they once played Yonkers)
George had

Preminger to Direct Play First
Otto Ludwig Preminger, European
director who has been signed by
20th Century-Fox under a one-year
contract, will direct "Libel," stage
play, before going to the Coast.
The show, which he staged in Vienna, opens at Philadelphia Dec. 2

young dotter and her school chum, and can those kids
as for George and his partner, Charlie Alicoate,
Charlie's act alone was beyond mere words
words fail us
like a blizzard or a cloudburst
an Act of God
you just resign yourself to fate and expect the worst
and
Charlie collected three pennies and a lump of sugar
get it
and stopped in the midst of his hoofing to pick 'em up
which shows that the guy is commercial at heart and can

and at the Henry Miller Theater in
New York on Dec. 18 under spon-

never be a great artist

his

step!
.

Will

Hay

to

—

Make

3

More

for

GB

London Will Hay, comedy star of
"Boys Will Be Boys," directed by
William Beaudine for GB, has been
signed by the company for three
more comedies.
Free Radio Theater an Toronto
Toronto Seating 500 persons, a
free radio theater has been opened
in the new $1,000,000 Grand Central
Market here by Metropolitan Broadcasting Services. This competitor to
regular theaters does not even charge
an amusement tax.

—

A

•

The members

•

•

THE FINISH

Harvey maze

of this

of

mystery was

furnished by George himself
he did an impersonation of
Harvey getting out a pressbook for Friday delivery given to
h'm late Thursday afternoon by some indie producer who pays
him with six-month notes
marvelous co-ordination of head
and foot
for this number he was disguised as a Greek
sailor
you've got to put on the Greek to play ball with indie
producers
but the lad really deserves a lot of credit for
his ability to Take It
and, as we said before
his dotter and her chum were GREAT
...

imminent.

Felix A. Jacobson, Chicago electrical appliance manufacturer; Caroline Kohl Handlan of Chicago and

Leslie G. Donahue, Chicago lawyer.
George L. Schein is counsel to the

committee.

Extend "Dream" in Vienna
Vienna Engagement of "A Mid-

—

summer

.

• • •
attraction was Ruth Roland, who recited her film experiences in verse
and dainty Muriel Schey
of Educational shorts, who sang a hot number
Raquel
Torres, the Exotic Exciter from the torrid zone, charmed with
her luscious Latin lingo
Raquel will give all you lads a
Real Thrill in "Red Wagon" soon to be released
.

•

•

.

THE REAL

excitement was the Turkey Raffle
for the benefit of the Film Daily Relief Fund
the starting
gun for the current campaign to help the worthy cases among
our own boys
Charlie Leonard won, and passed the prize
back for a re-raffle
Mrs. Charles Stillman won that, and
graciously passed it back for an auction
which A. J. Powers
finally copped after strenuous bidding, with Prexy Gordon White
as auctioneer
the Relief Fund netted $26.80
not bad
for one turkey
which makes the AMPA's pretty swell
birds
the Misses Torres and Schey handled the raffles
which helped a lot
and not forgetting Harry Lef court who
was the accompanist at the piano for the Ampateur Acts on the
program
and there is nothing Amateurish about Harry's
.

act

<€
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Night's

production

The

Dream"

at

the

€4

» » »

is

now

in its fourth

week.

premiere of the Shakespearian fantasy was attended by an
array of Austrian celebrities including the President of the Austrian
Republic, Wilhelm Miklas, and Chancellor Von Schuschnig, as well as
other noted government, diplomatic
and educational figures.
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of the committee are

Schweden Kino, originally announced for three weeks, was extended an
additional ten days and the Warner

AN ADDED

"Frisco Kid" Held Over
"Frisco Kid", Warner release starring James Cagney, will be held over
for a second week at the New York
Strand starting tomorrow morning.
The picture has been set for 163
simultaneous dates in key cities this
week.

Members of the Independent Protective Committee of
stockholders personally hold an aggregate of
6,269 shares of common and 100
shares of Class
stock, according
to a second letter sent to stockholders seeking authorization to represent them in the reorganization proceedings. The letter states that the
first appeal to stockholders brought
more than 3,000 responses and declares that presentation of a reor-

.

.

Chicago.

Independent Committee
Holds 6,269 RKO Shares

ganization plan

•

foreign tour

Polish Film in Brooklyn
"Singing Fool of Warsaw", Polish
production distributed here by Sigmund Sulin of Kinopol, will open
Dec. 3 at the American Theater,
Greenpoint, Brooklyn.
Sulin also has acquired U. S.
rights to another Polish picture,
"Dwie Joasie", which will have its
American debut Christmas Day in

buv-back privilege.
Hoblitzelle has
a 50 per cent interest in the circuit.

RKO

committee

sorship of Gilbert Miller.
He departs for Hollywood shortly after
the New York premiere.

1)

the Karl HoblitzelleParamount deal expires, the producer-distributor must decide whether or not it is going to exercise its
of

local

Byrd Cameraman

to

Speak

Willard Van Der Veer, cameraman with the Admiral Byrd expeditions, will speak on "Film Making
at the North and South Poles" under the auspices of the New Film
Alliance at 159 West 49th St. tonight.
Admission is open to the
general public. Van Der Veer's lecture is one in a series of presentations by the Alliance.
On Sunday
night, Dec. 8, the German "Kameradschaft" will be screened at the New
School for Social Research, with G.
W. Pabst, the director, discussing
the film.

Toronto Studio Preparing Third
Toronto Booth Dominion Productions has completed two features,

—

King's Plate" and "Under
Cover", at Ravina Studios, and arrangements are almost completed for
the third production to start work.
The next picture will be more elaborate than the first two and considerably more money will be spent in

"The

the

making

of

it.
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MY

BACK!

c

"I've

my

been so busy with
record-breaking successes,

'Mutiny on the Bounty
'Night at the Opera

',

'

and

that

I'll

let

you about

the

critics tell

my

next sensational box-office

attraction

'AH WILDERNESS!'
(

Here goes Next page
!

I
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Cast your eye on

what

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
M-G-M's 'Ah Wilderness" an

all-round natural.

next to that great American

classic,

above the run of the
that

one and

all

mill for gentle

should

see.

It's

Direction, writing, cast,

"Seventeen," and

a

all

SAYS:

superb.

picture that stands

A

thing to place

head and shoulders

humor, the drama of youth, the lovely memory and entertainment
a gift

on

a silver platter

from Producer Hunt Stromberg, Director

Clarence Brown, Writers Goodrich and Hackett (not to mention O'Neill), and Eric Linden, Lionel

Barrymore and Wallace Beery. The story

is

a simple

and homely

tale

of a youngster back in 1906

who

no sense in
going into the details of that story, for it is the way in which they are told by camera, acting and writing
that make it something you cannot afford to miss. Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett have taken
the comedy of O'Neill and transferred it faithfully to the screen and made a screen play out of it. There
can be no complaints from the first writer of the stage about what two of the best screen writers have
done to and for his play. The added scenes give greater pleasure, and give it a bit more life than it had
as a play because they widen the scope of action. Clarence Brown has directed with such complete good
taste and feeling for the proper sentiment, without for a moment going banal and sloppy, that he hereby
adds still another feather to his cap which must make an Indian Chief envious by now. Eric Linden
comes back to the screen with a bang. Restrained, sincere, and with a fine appreciation of the character,
he delivers a moving and delightful performance of the kid you love but not to have around the house
has to go through

too long.

He

is

all

the crashing despondency of an idealistic lad of seventeen. There

particularly

good when he comes back from

is

his first kiss with the girl of his dreams.

Lionel Barrymore as the father need have

no worries about comparisons between his conception of
That father and son scene is still the highlight, and Barrymore is grand.

the role and the original.
Cecilia Parker as the
times. Aline

little

MacMahon

sweetheart

is

everything that ever stepped out of the story books about those

whose memory of one incident
blights her life. Spring Byington is a thoroughly right mother and lovely to watch. Mickey Rooney and
Bonita Granville as the youngsters do a swell job and Frank Albertson, Edward Nugent and Charles
Grapewin are excellent. Helen Flint delivers her lines in an elegant whiskey tenor and scores brightly
in her few scenes. Clyde DeVinna's photography is beautiful and gentle as the story, with the backgrounds just right. The montage in the graduation scene is something to note particularly, as is the
entire sequence. Hunt Stromberg has chalked up another winning production for himself. It's a honey
from start to finish and that includes a very effectual musical score put together by Herbert Stothart for
is

perfectly lovely as the semi-tragic spinster

the added enjoyment of the picture.

And COAST
VARIETY:
"Ah

Wilderness" (M-G-M)
Saga should whiz turnstiles.
Earns bows all around.
"Ah

concerned can take bows. Picture is a saga of Americana
is to be congratulated for his handling of the picture.
In story, direction and casting he has given the O'Neill play intelligent supervision. Clarence Brown's
sympathetic and understanding direction gives the comedy a homeliness thqt is its biggest asset. His
knowledge of the bewildered and bewildering youngsters and the feeling he has given the knowing father
For the general excellence of

that should

make box

Wilderness"

office records.

all

Hunt Stromberg

stand out as the picture's high spot. Picture sticks close to the play with the exception of the father's
counseling of his son against the association with questionable

son of Lionel Barrymore,

who

tries to

fathom the ways of

women. Story has

love.

on him, he tried one night of riotous living, finds it does not
Barrymore as the father gives
off again on the primrose path.
appreciates the adolescent viewpoint of his son,

When
pay.

his girl

to

do with

Eric Linden,

seems to have gone back

His father

sets his

course and he's

At all times he
never worries about the outcome. Young Linden turns
a sterling performance.

Cecilia Parker is excellent as his girl, indicates she has a future in
performance as the boy.
pictures. Spring Byington as the mother is true to type, makes her portrayal real. Aline MacMahon,.as
the spinster who loves Beery, also adds greatly to the picture's excellence. Mickey Rooney, as the
bothersome youngest son, is always the real boy. Frank Albertson, as the older brother, contributes
a nice performance as does Charles Grapewin, the town grouch, Edward Nugent, a young sport,
and Tom Dugan, a bartender. Helen Flint deserves special mention for her work as a trollop.
Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett have made a faithful transcription of the play, have written
in a class

some added scenes that

gives the picture

an even flow lacking

in the stage version.

Get ready

to put

it

Year's 10 Best!

in

FILM DAILY SAYS:
Outstanding production, expertly handled all-around,
with appeal for

This picture of a regular

audiences.

all

down-to-earth American family should undoubtedly be
considered for the "10 Best of the Year." That goes for

Any

production as well as for box-office.
safely give his personal

recommendation

exhibitor can

to

"Ah

Wilder-

ness." Everything about the production merits the highest

and

praise,

Eric Linden's

consideration

when choosing

ance of the year.
easy-going,

work should
the

receive the utmost

Academy prize

perform-

Wallace Beery's portrayal of the

lovable drunk

outstanding, and Lionel

is

Barrymore, as the understanding father, makes the role

The

live.

scene in which he

knowledge of the
O'Neill's play

facts of life

was quite

tries to

give his son

some

handled expertly. Eugene

is

a piece in

but Frances

itself,

Goodrich and Albert Hackett have added some

ma-

fine

bringing in added scenes, movement, a lot more

terial,

comedy and they have

wisely built the son's role while

keeping the father as important as he was in the play.

Clarence Brown has directed with a fine understanding,

humanness

giving the characters the
picture

all

that

it is,

makes

that

his individual touches

can be noted

throughout and they bring the proper responses.
are

many

them out

children's roles in the picture,

and Brown brings

the picture delves into characterizations, there

//

next issues!

moment

in

plenty

which one

choice of outdoor locations are worthy of special mention.

WILDERNESS!'
in their

never a

is

Clyde DeVinna's photography and the

loses interest.

You'll find 'AH

is

There

mean something. Although

so that they each

of action so that there

this

Hunt Stromberg has given the production everything
//

should make
chap,

who

is
is

it

in love

closely

outstanding. Linden, an idealistic sort of

with Cecilia Parker, a very innocent

watched by her

suspects that Linden has

her to write Linden that

father.

wronged
all is

from which he returns with

He and

the

girl

and

off

when he

ment with Beery
Expert

is

off

on

girl,

the father

he forces

over between them.

a pain in the

He

a wild party

head and the

are happily brought together.

All through the picture Beery

having their on and

When

his daughter,

becomes very much upset and goes

stomach.

that

and Aline MacMahon

off love affair,

on when he

is

are

sober

drunk. They, too, come to an agree-

definitely swearing off liquor.

Photography, Best.

Direction,

No "BUTS" about

Quigley Publications:

to the
M.

P.

HERALD SAYS:

This picture has

A

according

it

just

about

the essentials that audiences want and exhibitors demand.

all

domestic comedy-drama, close to the hearts of American families.

simplicity, natural

humanness and

reflection of

In the

problems confronting every family,

of the most impressive features brought to the screen in recent years. There are
in the picture

commendable

in their ability to entertain, to play

as smiles are blended with tears

keen-minded showmanship.

It

— entertainment

features

The manner

tive of the reception that

time

it

attraction

It

A show with

which any kind of patron, old or young, cannot

triumphs with sincere conviction.

power, giving audiences and the
a

release.

good story that was

showmen

intelligently acted

reflects

It

things

be any-

This picture should be a great

It

to the

show

is

indica-

laughed and cried; time after

a definite heart sock,

life. It

one

interests

will

it is

also a

comedy chock

should be sold with a type of exploitation emphasizing

M. P. DAILY SAYS:
HOLLYWOOD -This picture mirrors
tragedies,

its

its

which should engage the most

which the preview audience reacted

can be expected with

burst into applause.

of smiles and laughs.

in

it is

many

upon sentimental

does not seem possible that "Ah, Wilderness"

thing but one of the season's high ranking attractions.

popular success.

power of

it

as

full

an

afford to miss.

ordinary

human

emotions, ambitions,

does so with the simplicity that makes for

the most to be desired in screen merchandise,

on the

stage.

It is

hardly to be doubted that the

make a popular impression. It is certain to win approval. The comedy drama
glows with homey humor. The drama is natural. Following vivid contrasts it builds to
a sock climax when the father tries to explain the facts of life to his son.
picture will

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
says
"Ah

it's

Wilderness"

what

just
-

M-G-M's famed Eugene O'Neill

romance and comedy Barrymore

a small

is

who

Parker, daughter of Grapewin,

utterances

and love notes addressed

Nugent and

his

the public wants:
— a natural

stage hit

town publisher. His

forbids the

two

to his daughter.

Eric

is

drawn

company by Edward

into bad

conduct brings about considerable consternation in the household. Beery

keeping sober. Finally an understanding comes about between

all

outlook for evermore. Summary

:

This

just

is

make

Linden steps right up and snatches
Beery and others,

who

are

and Linden, with
grand.

all

for

all

in the

is

His comedy timing

word of mouth

certainly

commendable. Cast and

title

hold and sustain

The

advertising.

acting

honors right away from such old-timers

is

roles.

is

as

superb. Eric

Barrymore,

This time youth must be
Clarence Brown's

outstanding draws.

a
word from the
just

LOS ANGELES
TIMES:
This new M-G-M production is
something to be treasured close
to the heart like a brooch or a
photograph. The producers have

done a superb

YOUR MOVE NOW!

Ballyhoo 'Ah Wilderness'
to the skies!"

It

immense and appreciation of the romantic values

And

"IT'S

the

way of entertainment.

his love-light, Cecilia Parker, capture top honors.

is

is

destined for profits and real big ones. too.

outstanding in their respective

direction

Eric's

dependent upon his

several dramatic situations that

throughout This Eugene O'Neill stage hit

has plenty of the qualities that

is

is

concerned and happiness

what the public wants

Gobs of romance and oodles of comedy, with

profits;

lovers to see each other after finding radical

MacMahon

served,

O.

son, Eric, falls in love with Cecilia

uncle and constantly falling off the wagon. His romance with

interest

for big B.

job.

And

the Preview

Audience

GOT ALL
LATHERED

UP ABOUT
IT!
{Just

a few

M-G-M

of the posUcards returned to
studios after its preview last week

at the Village Theatre, Los Angeles.)
The

best picture to hold one's interest

We want more

such pictures.

The

A

I ever saw
father and

mother were perfect. A good old American picture. True to life. Very interesting. Comedy of
Beery is full of hearty laughs. The New England
4th of July perfect. School room, love scenes and
whole cast perfect. The two young lovers were

— B. H.

fine.

The

finest preview I
cast was marvelous.
pictures of this kind.

Very good, an excellent

are looking forward to seeing Wallace
Beery with his hair combed.
Miss MacMahon
was more perfect than ever. Barrymore was more
perfect than usual.
It's

L.

every

in

A most

for Mr. Beery.

American

phase.

"Ah Wilderness"

—

is

A

grand picture!

simple

A

— Mrs

home

Why

one of the best pictures I have
The acting was perfect and the

Wilderness"

life.

more

—

produced. Clarence

Brown has done a beautiful and intelligent
of work. The performances were excellent.

Beverly Hills.

of
Bertha McKenzie.

and audiences.
to be back again in high school.
Eric Linden especially good. Let's have more
R- E. K.
stories of young people.

is

piece

—Jane A. Brown.

is even
than the stage play. Lionel Barrymore,
Wallace Beery and (Richard) are excellent in their
This picture is good for the young and
parts.
old. Wishing you success.
Catherine R. Meehan.

—

—

Great picture
cast swell. Eric Linden going
places. Barrymore and Beery first rate as usual.

A

superb picture.
of the most enjoyable evenings

for a long time.
from first to last.

There was not a

— H. W. Herman, 828

Eric

18th

St.,

I

have spent

moment

dull

Santa Monica.

fine.

grand picture. Give Eric Linden more

like

—o.

it.

s.

I

enjoyed the picture very much.

Linden

see Eric

in

more

I

wish

pictures.

was marvelous! And Eric Linden was simply
He was so sweet, so dear. The pefect type
of noble young manhood.. May he make many
more pictures! All the rest of the cast were

Beery and Aline MacMahon can't be beat as a
comedy team, and Barrymore was always my
R. H. Williams.
More just like it.
favorite.

The picture
directed.

The most

entertaining picture I've seen in years.
cut out even one foot of it would be sacrilege.

—N. Carter.

was

interesting

and so

well

— 7rene Tenney.

Excellent casting and masterful direction combined with a great story make a delightful picture.

Enjoyed it very much. Why don't you put Eric
Linden in " Seventeen " ? He was marvelous

I

— Anita Hope, Pasadena.

think the picture

is

An

—

!

1

great

—

!

excellent performance.

This was one of the most interesting pictures
have ever had the pleasure of witnessing. It has a

M-G-M can be proud of this one Eric Linden
E. G.
should be back definitely. Swell show.

AH WILDERNESS AH

Your

J. S.

"Human Appeal" and

hits this

young love

square on the nose.

!

MR. EXHIBITOR

!

picture

Wilderness"

is

tops.

Wally

—

Wonderful a production you can be proud of
and a credit to American producers.
Mr. Ben Davis, 2204 Patricia Ave., WLA.

—

Excellent.

a discriminating person,

Wilderness" seemed to

I

wish to say that

me

quite perfect in
It is perfectly cast, scenically true,
every detail.
balanced, beautifully photographed, and in every
respect one of those pictures which I am sure will
be a box office success. The spontaneous reactions
of the preview audience must have convinced you
of the truth of the above.
fan.

AH M-G-M
!

"Ah

—

"Ah

Barrymore gives a perG. M.

—

I

As

very good.

!

performance.

—

enjoyed picture very much.

Excellent picture. Every one of the actors did their
part in making it an exceptionally good performMrs. Roberta Thiederman.
ance.

—

— Rosemary Moore.

fine production. Lionel

could

Fine performance.

—

It

fect

I

—B. L.

actor in Eric Linden. That boy has
intelligence and appeal than all the juveniles
rolled into one. Barrymore was excellent. He and
John Kenn.
Linden should work together often.

You have an

superb!

To

stage in

more

—

splendid, too.

min-

my

real hit. Sure to please all ages

Makes one yearn

A

last

F. W.Terring.

better

pictures

A

up to

—

more of Eric Linden in
ideal dream man. I am
in love with him. Please have him in more

He

pictures, please.

One

One of the finest pictures ever
Linden was very

not

is

—

the best picture I've seen this
perfect. He is the best

Eric Linden was
juvenile on the screen.
year.

the finest pictures ever put before the pubJean Innes.

seen this year.
scenes were beautiful.
Donna L. Hewes, 2118 Malcolm Ave.,L. A.

Give us more of these good
C. A. B.

interest

ended.

Picture very good. Put

More power for Aline MacMahon.

"Ah
interesting picture

pictures.

no pampas grass in the New England
This picture was fine.

is

One of
lic.

it

saw "Ah Wilderness" on the legitimate
New York and also in L. A. The picture

states.

film.

my

Wilderness" held

and was sorry when

I

There

Gaston, Santa Monica.

"Ah
ute

pictures.

colossal.

Swell

Congratulations to
all the actors. All did exceptional work. Keep up
the good work.

Hurrah

A perfect cast. We were glad to
Linden back in pictures (with his hair

picture.

We

cut).

have ever seen. The whole
I hope
you put out more

Van

grand

see Eric

—A

!

AH NEXT PAGE
!
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Kermit Maynard

"TRAILS OF
with

Monte Blue and

B ill ie

go there also after listening to the
broadcast of the orchestra.
Then

Seward
61 mins.

NORTHWEST MOUNTED STORY MAKES
SATISFACTORY ENTERTAINMENT FOR
THE OUTDOOR ACTION FANS.
produced, with a capable cast
paced direction, this story of
the Northwest Mounted Police will fill its
Efficiently

entertaining the followers of outdoor melodrama. The plot allows for ample
in

and suspense as it depicts the adof Kermit Maynard on the trail
of some kidnapers.
Maynard also is out to
avenge the killing of his friend.
He eventually succeeds in accomplishing both purposes, and at the same time gets himself
romantically tied up with
B ill ie Seward,
who happens to be the daughter of the
kidnaped man rescued by Maynard.
In addition to his own good performance, Maynard gets helpful support from Monte Blue,
Bit lie
Seward, Theodore Von Eltz, Fuzzy
Knight, Wheeler Oakman and others. Among

action

ventures

the film's selling points
is

a

get himself a job.
Then into the
"Perfect Thirty-Sixes"
transformed home as hubby is knockwith Niela Goodelle, Earl Oxford
into the routine of the floor show at ed unconscious by an open gas jet
and Fred Lightner
the nite spot, with an element of in the kitchen stove, and dreams the Educational
16 mins.
drama as the gangster is killed. inventions of Gross in actual use.
Good Entertainment
Rather jumbled values with a poor The trick stuff from garret to roof
A melange of pretty girls, several
family sporting at such a ritzy place is well done, and then at the end good tunes, comedy, a fashion show
as this is made out to be.
comes the comedy transformation and a number of good musical rouback to the original home.
tines this short will please audiences.

nicely

purpose

is

James Oliver Curwood

the fact that

Roger Williams, John Elliott Wheeler Oakman, Robert Grazer, Charles Delaney.

Maurice Conn
Director, Sam
Newfield; Author, James Oliver Curwood;
Screenplay, Joseph O'Dcnnell; Cameraman,
Jack Greenbaugh; Editor, Jack English.
Direction,

;

Gccd

Photography, A-l

SHORTS
"Rooftops of Manhattan"

(Broadway Brevities)
Vitaphone

Jack Denny and Orchestra
(Melody Master)
Vitaphone
9 mins.
Tuneful Class

"Nature's Handiwork"
(Our Own United States, No. 4)
Vitaphone
11 mins.
Fine
This one adds to some classy pres-

Plenty of class production values

Expensive sets as Jack Denny
orch. go through a nicely
paced list of vocal and dance specialties, such as "Underneath the
Stars", "Nothing Lives Longer Than
Love," "Flowers for Madame". Fea-

here.

and

his

entation of beautiful scenics the fine
voice of David Ross as announcer,
perfectly fitted for this type of material.
Some of the views presented
are Pocono Falls, Piatt National
Park, Endless Caverns of Virginia,
Silver Springs, Florida, Mt. Rainier,

tured in the numbers are Marion
Wilkins and Jack Meyers, and Barry
De Vine. Timely stuff for the dance
addicts with some pip numbers.

Grand Canyon, Yellowstone Park,
Grand production
Niagara Falls.
with a nifty art portfolio
showing the still picture which is
transformed into the animated original as Ross speaks.
values,

it

story.

Cast: Kermit Maynard, Mcnte Blue, Billie
Seward, Theodore Von Eltz, Fuzzy Knight,

Producer,

21 mins.

Poor
This one follows in the footsteps
another short treating of some
dramatic interludes with a human

"Odd Occupations"
(Our Own United States, No. 5)
Vitaphone
11 mins.
Variety

"Shooting The Record Breakers"
(Adventures of Newsreel

Some very

novel excursions into
the lives of folks with odd occupations, interestingly narrated by Kenneth Roberts.
At Tarpon Springs,
Florida, a fleet of sponge-fishing
sloops with Greeks pursuing their
daily task. A wooden shoe industry
built up by an enterprising gent at
Pensacola, Florida. Then in turn we
see the exciting occupation of hunting the deep sea for giant turtles
sulphur mining as a giant industry
and roof-shingling where it starts
in the backwoods with a very primi-

Cameramen)
Fox

Among the thrilling shots in this
compilation are views of successive
aviation speed record holders setting their new marks, Sir Gerald
Campbell's record automobile run,
speedboats and outboards cleaving
the water at startling speed.

—

mule-power plant.
E. M. Newman.
tive

and because of the exstory values of the other and

Produced by

production values, suffers in
comparison. It is the story of a tenement house family on the roof of a
New York tenement with the elder
daughter going to the night spot with
her very nice beau and the younger
daughter also sneaking off to the
same place with a young gangster.
Then the mother and father decide

Vitaphone

It

11 mins.

"Ghost Goes West" London Premiere
Studying Film Transport Bill
London— "The Ghost Goes West,"
studying
Major distributors are
production
the proposed amendment to the New Alexander Korda's first
its world
have
is
to
season,
the
of
to
York City ordinances relating
premiere here Dec. 17, with its New
the transportation of film which will
York engagement to follow shortly
soon be the subject of a hearing. thereafter. The London premiere is
Carriers are generally expected to to be a Royal Charity Performance,
oppose the changes. The amendment and will be attended by many of
Donat,
now drafted would require a license England's notables. Robert Pallette
lean Parker and Eugene
for even persons carrying a can of
film.
of film in their private automobiles. head the cast of the

built

who

is against purchasing anything
because he recognized the designer.
Through a trick the buyer is brought
around to taking the entire line.

"Vitaphone Variety"
(Big Time Vaudeville)
Vitaphone
10 mins.

Snappy
snappy assembly of neat acts
well presented.
Leads off with Alf

A

Loyal's Stallions, that troupe of
clever equines. Hal Sherman in his
rooftop dance with that nifty glide

Then Louis Prima and band
dishing out several lively numbers.
Also the Six Symphonettes, quite
alluring songstresses.
There are
eight neat song numbers that give
this one plenty of musical pep. Directed with class by Roy Mack.

routine.

"Billboard

6

mins.

Very Diverting
animated and with
Splendidly
tunes interpolseveral
catchy
ated, this short shows the awakening
of the toys in the toy shoppe after
the owner closes for the night. They
watch a revue performance in a minature toy theater and when a villainous spider tries to carry off a
pretty maid from the stage all join
in the lively chase and fight which
ensues.
:

I

Frolics"

(Merrie Melody Cartoon)
Vitaphone
7 mins.

A
Merrie

ting better

(Terry-Toon)

Clever
Swell novelty with fine comedy
slant, based on Ray Gross' famous
cartoon comics of handy inventions
for the housewife. A typical family
man with a yen for inventions is
seen mussing up the home while his
wife raises cain because he doesn't

is

is

Darb
Melodies

are getThis one
can compare with anything in the

"Ye Oide Toy Shoppe"

Be Done?"
(Pepper Pot)

"Can

handsomely produced. Subject
around a designer who insults a big buyer who is out with
the designer's girl.
The fashion
show is put on for the big buyer
It

These

Educational

interest slant,
fine

9 mins.

Exciting

of

cellent

»

»

to

in

THE WILD"

Ambassador

and
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all

the time.

of colored cartoons, and rank
Very original conception, playing on the theme of national advertised products as shown on billboards. Of course the trade marked
names are burlesqued. The billboard
characters come to life, and take an
active part in the comedy-drama of
the little chick that hasn't scratched
yet as it tries to escape from Gangster Cat.
The original musical acfield

high.

companiment is done to song in
which the characters are the chorus.
Leon Schlesinger, the producer, can

I

Loew Boston Houses Earn More
Boston

—Loew's

Boston

Theaters

reports net profit of $109,345,
equal to 70 cents a share, for the
Co.

compared with

year ended Aug. 31,
$93,185 or 60 cents a share the year
before.

State Theater Co., another Loew
subsidiary, earned $97,525 or $42.29
a share, against $3,724 or $1.61 a

share the previous year.

Services for Mrs. Parkhouse's Father
Funeral services were held Wednesday for Charles Reinhardt, father of Mrs. Mabel Parkhouse, secretary to C. C. Pettijohn at the Hays
office.

Pathe Filming Quints' Second
A Pathe News camera crew

way

Xmas
is

on

Callender, Ont., to film
the second Christmas of the Dionne
quintuplets.
its

to

REPORTS: HEAP BIG
The Old Chief has had that ancient cauliflower
lo the

pavement

for the past

annoyance

to the

of

of his

glued

two weeks,

much

our favorite

traffic

cop.

But he's

come through with

some news!

"MILLIONS IN THE

AIR"
ports.

is

big

stuff in

He says the boys who have seen

production say
if

Hollywood, the Chief

it's

re-

in

it

got plenty on the ball and,

given the works,

is

a box-office find.

He

predicts the trade
will
is

be

raves. Well, that

timely

.

broadcasts

hashed out

millions are

.

.

.

.

makes sense
still

to us. For the subject

nuts on those amateur hour
the story

.

musical plot

though frankly not a bunch

of

good, not

is

.

.

.

and the

just

a

cast,

big names, has plenty of

l

JOISE IN THE WEST'
Wendy

audience appeal.

clicked in "The

Barrie

Big Broadcast" and John Howard

paid

plenty in "Annapolis Farewell.
picture has

some

the business

...

and Joe Cook's

of

Besides, the

the most competent comedians in

^^A^)^ Willie
jkjjr

off

Howard, Bennie Baker

(YjiMvconlribution to Stooge Heaven,

/
)

Dave Chasen.
as

&^^^^^^^r^

}1LJijAAIj£L

And, then,

an added attraction there's Eleanore Whitney,

whom

the Hollywood sports writers

have timed
in the world.

So take

get into this one.

up on

.

"MILLIONS IN THE AIR" a

M*

and

first-run boys, too,

can

.

.

which reminds us

dancer

from the Chief, you'd better

it

exhibitors, yes,

wide awake

mean

as the fastest tap

@^

"sleeper" that

we
clean

of the old saying,

W*^*
***
oS**""
Ot^-te?^

THE

mm
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^^ A "LITTLE" from
With a

By RALPH WILK

T

T

eral

Ida Lupino will play the leading
feminine role opposite Francis Lederer in the first production of the
She
Pickford-Lasky organization.
is being borrowed from Paramount.
r

Guy"

"Tough
final

announced

M-G-M

the

of

title

is

as
picture

formerly known as "The Getaway,"
an original story by Florence Ryerson and Edgar Allen Woolf.
T

T

T

Don

"LOTS"

company numbering 50 around" her. Among the supporting of eight two-reel pictures, will be
members of the cast in "The Petri- placed in production at the Hal
fied Forest" are Charles Grapewin, Roach studios.
The cast of the film,

members, Richard Boleslawski has
author of "Good- departed for the Mojave desert to
placed
been
has
J bye, Mr. Chips,"
start filming of "Three Godfathers,"
under contract by M-G-M and will the Peter B. Kyne story which he
at
begin a screen writing assignment
will direct for M-G-M with Chester
that studio in the near future.
Morris, Lewis Stone and Walter
t
r
t
Brennan heading the cast.
Brian Aherne, who appeared with
T
T
T
Joan Crawford in "I Live My Life,"
One of the most interesting colover
picture
did a scene from that
lections of 16 mm. films of every
the air last night on the Rudy Val- day occurrences in daily life belongs
lee program.
to Edward H. Griffith, now directing
r
t
His most
"Next Time We Live."
Erik Rhodes, Eddie Gribbon and recent, based on last week's rainy
Morgan Wallace have been added to weather, is a natural.
the cast of "Don't Bet On Love,"
T
T
V
new Gene Raymond starring picture
John Miljan's deferred trip to
now in production at the RKO Radio Europe will materialize when he
studios with Leigh Jason directng.
completes the featured role of Gen-

TAMES HILTON,

Friday, Nov. 29, 1935

Alvarado

in

"Sutter's

Miljan was en route to New
York to board the boat for England when a radio message aboard
the plane compelled him to return.
Gold."

Everett Riskin, associate producer
for Columbia, is the latest to succumb to the lure and fascination
of the desert.
Accompanied by his
wife, he spent a week-end at Palm
Springs in search of a choice spot
to erect a winter home.

Humphrey Bogart, Dick Foran, as yet untitled, includes Antoinette
Genevieve Tobin and Eddie Acuff.
Lees,
Harry
Holman,
"Kewpie"
Morgan and Ben Taggart.
T
T
T
T
»
T
Production will begin soon at First
First National is planning to give
National on "Invitation to a Murder," adapted from the Broadway Eunice Healey, talented singer and
stage play by Rufus King.
It has dancer of the Broadway stage, the
been definitely decided that Mar- leading feminne role in "Sons o
guerite Churchill will play the lead- Guns," which will be Joe E. Brown's
ing feminine role.
Other assign- next starring vehicle.
T
T
ments to roles will be announced in
the very near future.
Miss ChurNew writers and changes in aschill is now working in "Man Hunt" signment for present members of
with
William
Gargan,
Ricardo the Republic writing personnel are
Cortez and others.
announced by Al Levoy, general production manager. Lee Freeman has
T
Mark Twain's "Prince and Pauper" been signed to assist Wellyn Totis
reported slated for the films, man and Olive Cooper on the final
with Homer Croy stating in New revision of the screenplay of "DancYork that the talker rights will ing Feet," which Joseph Santley will
Louise Long and Ethel
bring $100,000, but he didn't say direct.
Doherty have been engaged to collabwhat company will pay it.
orate on the adaptation of "Legion
T
David Silverstein
Melvyn Douglas, Columbia player of the Lost."
who has gone east to appear with has been shifted to the adaptation
Elissa I. audi in the Broadway legit of the Gene Stratton Porter novel,
production, "Tapestry in Gray," be- "The Harvester," on which he will
ing produced by B. P. Schulberg and work with Robert Lee Johnson. Jack
Marion Gering, will return to Holly- Natteford has been assigned to
adapt "Ticket to Paradise," a muwood after the run of the
1

play to

sical.
Jean Harlow and Spencer Tracy,
»
resume work at Columbia.
T
who recently completed "Riff Raff"
"Red Apples," with Ross AlexT
T
T
for M-G-M, will do scenes from that ander and Anita Louise in the two
With Ann Harding and Herbert
"The Galloping Minstrel," title of
picture on Louella Parsons' Holly- leading roles, went into production
co-starred,
"The IndeRepublic's sixth Gene Autry musical Marshall
wood Hotel broadcast this evening. this week at First National.
The western, has been changed to "Com- structible Mrs. Talbot," P. J. WolfThe following week Lionel Barry- picture is based on Barry Conners's ing 'Round The Mountain."
son story, went into production at
Oliver
more will appear on the same pro- play "Applesauce." Besides the two Drake is writing the
the RKO Radio studios this week.
original screengram in scenes from "Ah, Wilder- players already named the cast of play, with Armand Schaefer
Stephen Roberts is directing. Feaslated
tured in the cast are Walter Abel,
"Red Apples" includes Kathleen to supervise the production.

Lockhart,
Gene Lockhart, Alma
screen play Lloyd, Mary Lou Treen, Joe Cawby Lillian Hellman, went before the thorne and Craig Reynolds. William
Samuel Goldwyn cameras this week McGann is the director. The Conners
with Miriam Hopkins, Merle Oberon play was adapted for the screen
and Joel McCrea in the leading roles. by Ben Markson.
T
T
t
v

"These

Three,"

the

Warners

have
added
Spencer
and Charles Coleman to
the cast of "Colleen," musical with
Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell, Joan
Blondell,
Jack Oakie and Hugh
Herbert. Paul Sotoff, Addison Richards and William Ricciardi are additions to "Anthony Adverse."
t
t
H. Bruce Humberstone, who is
directing
Live
M-G-M's
"Three
addressed
Ghosts,"
recently
the
Pasadena Barton's Club on "London
vs. Hollywood."
Charters

Another
Paramount
by

purchased by
—best-seller
"Let's Have a Baby,"
Howard Buch —
come to the
will

screen under the title of "Let's Get
Married," the company announces.
The picture will include in the cast

Robert Cummings, Porter Hall, Samuel S. Hinds, Adrienne Marden and
Elizabeth Patterson.

The story was

purchased in script form, the screen
play having been written by Ray
Harris.
A. M. Botsford will produce.
T

T

NEWS 1®>
AS SEEN BY

j

THE PRESS

1

AGENT

"

"Warner

PNr!
1%
H

Baxter,

k\/~7
^k /

who

didn't
care
beard for prison
scenes in 'Prisoner of Shark Island,' has
compromised on a Vandyke."
20TH

about

wearing

a

full

—

CENTURY-FOX.

»

»

Others are Ernest Hilliard, Harold
Minjir, Bill Dooley, Landers StevRussell Hicks, David Clyde,
George Pearce and John Ince. The
story was adapted by Anthony Veilens,

ler.

T

Carmencita Johnson, talented child
Green is nearing the
completion of his Columbia assign- actress, has been signed by Samuel
ment writing the screenplay and Goldwyn for one of the youngster
dialogue for "The Devil's Squadron," roles in "These Three."
T
T
T
based on Dick Grace's magazine
opus. Green recently wrote an origClarence Brown's latest directorial
inal story for a United Artists- effort at M-G-M, "Ah, Wilderness!"
Edward Small release.
clicked so universally at its original
preview that producer Hunt StromT
Director Edward H. Griffith was berg and chief executive Louis B.
compelled to call for two special Mayer decided the print was in shape
squads of police recently to handle to send east without a single retake
Brown also supervised
the crowd which interefered with or change.
filming of scenes for "Next Time the cutting of the film.

Howard

J.

—

Epstein and Jerry Wald
have
completed
the
script
of
"Legionnaire," which First National
will soon put into production.
The We Live," in front of a downtown
original story was written by Harold theater. Autograph hounds were the
worst offenders.
Buckley and Roy Chanslor.
Julius

BIG,

British International is again paging Charles Bickford for a threepicture deal.
Since this he-man of
the screen appeared as the star in
the English company's "Red Wagon," they have been urging him to
return for further assignments.

Margaret Lindsay, Ilka Chase, Edward Ellis and Hobart Cavanaugh.

T

T

T

who is appearing opposite Leslie Howard in "The Petrified Forest" for Warners, and who
Bette Davis,

sprained her ankle the other day
while stepping out of her dressing
room, had to be left behind by the
company when it departed from the
Burbank studios this week for the
Mojave Desert to make scenes on
location.
She will rejoin her fellow
players and Director Archie Mayo
in the desert on Monday, however.
Meanwhile
is
"snooting

Mayo

t

SHOWMAN'S

Analogous to the studios' frequent
request for a list of title names for
productions, Charles Kenyon, Warner-First National
scenarist,
has
submitted to his colleagues, Laird
Doyle, who is about to become a
father, a list of names for the expected offspring.
Kenyon will demand a bonus if one is accepted.
T
Next Monday has been designated
as the day on which the new Charley Chase comedy, fifth of a series

REMINDER
Start

thj

preparing

Christmas

your

Holidays.

campaign

for

THE
p* 1
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Words and Wisdom

—

N. C. The annual JesJamboree, sponsored by the
Aters Club to aid needy and un•ployed members of the movie inIfcharlotte,

»s'

Dec.

"THE

continued evolution of the
screen to higher forms of enIstry in the southeast, will take tertainment may be one of the
Because the event strongest fortifications of our own
lace Dec. 13.
year will fall on Friday the civilization."—WILL H. HAYS.
1th, it will be known as the Jesters'
Ex Jamboree. H. H. Everett,
jknager of the Republic exchange,
"Within five years the length of
1 chairman of the welfare com- film
kisses has dropped from 72
tttee, and J. F. Kirby heads the inches of film to approximately 18
Itertainment committee.
inches, which means that clinches
average but a second and a half on
Warners' "A the screen."— KING VIDOR.
JRochester, N. Y.
I'idsummer Night's Dream" opens
"The legitimate theater is dying
jiday at the Eastman Auditorium
The open- because it has ceased to be popular
ir three performances.
It is being handled by the Rochest- and caters only to a small number
of rich, after dinner entertainment
Civic Music Association.

s

—

||

Hartsville,

S.

C.

—

seekers."— MAX

Wide Range

lund equipment goes into the

New

pry shortly.

—

DATE BOOK

«

"Stage technique often has to be
unlearned in the films."— PHYLLIS

LOUGHTON.

Dec. 6:

"The screen has opened the heretofore inexorable doors to opera with
a resultant profit to both itself and
the glamorous stars of the golden

Dec.

problems."— SAM

ball,

Allied Theaters of
cruise sailing to
S. Queen of Bermuda.

7:
S.

New

Jersey

Bermuda

con-

on

the

Dec. 8-9:« M.P.T.O.
lina

Dec.

Jan.

of North and South Caroannual convention, Charlotte, N. C.

9:
Annual meeting of stockholders
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

26: Testimonial dinner in
Hershfield,
sponsored
by

Cheese Club, Hotel Astor,
April 27-30:

of

honor of Harry
Broadway
the

New

York.

M. P. E. spring convention,
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
S.

WOOD.

REINHARDT.

"I've seen a lot of actors in my
time, but for versatility, downright
ability and willingness to work, I've
never seen the equal of the current

department meeting,

vention

BOLESLAW-

"A closer relationship between the
exhibitor and the educational forces
in the community should do much
to eliminate the screen as a subject
for constant crticism by those who
not
understand
do
Hollywood's

sales

Chicago.

Hotel,

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.

and

voices."— RICHARD
SKI.

Paramount

1-3:

Drake

»

"Chorus girls will be unheard of
in Hollywood within a year.
They
will be known as dancing actresses."

Filing of

Olympia Plan

Slated for

Next Month

—DAVE GOULD.

Transfer of the assets of G. B.

McKinney, Tex. A Wide Range crop."— LEON ERROL.
bund attachment has been ordered

"The screen writer who deliberate- Theaters Corp. to Western Massaly changes the action or dialogue of
chusetts Theaters, Inc., will occur
>r the Ritz.
"If you remember the 11 basic a successful novel or stage play
jokes anyone can make one up in a simply because he has been given an within the next ten days and shortThe chain store tax few seconds' time."— FRED ALLEN. assignment and must show impres- ly thereafter the Olympia reorganiLincoln, Neb.
nil, which exhibs feared might be
sionable results is as guilty as the zation plan will be filed, Film Daily
Intended to theaters, was killed
"The person with the loudest voice individual who maliciously defaces a is informed. The filing of the OlymIpnong other measures in the closing usually carries the most authority beautiful piece of furniture in his
pssion of the state legislature.
CHARLES KEN- pia plan has been waiting on the G.
in Hollywood executive conferences." host's home."

—

I

—

WILLIAM
Week

Hungarian Film
("Kind StepMostoha"
M "Edes
mother"), Hungarian film at the
IrThird

for

lunnia Playhouse, goes in its third
reek today. It is a Danubia picture.

Second Week for "Splendor"
"Splendor", Samuel Goldwyn-U. A.
felease, is going into a second week
it the Rivoli.

I

Make Second

in

England

—

London After he finishes his role
in "The Tenth Man", Otto Kruger
appear in another B.I. P. film,
Herbert
Dangerously".
Brenon may direct the latter.
will

i'Living

DE MILLE.

YON.

B. closing.

Iowa Items

—

Leo F. Wolcott's new
including traveling bags, etc.,
was stolen in front of his Grand Theater in Eldora, shortly after he and
Mrs. Wolcott returned from the
convention
Allied
Iowa-Nebraska

Des Moines

car,

here.

Gail

JKruger to

C.

Pettit's

new

$50,000

State

Theater at Algona has opened.
Des Moines Elks' minstrels, an

in-

stitution in the city for 17 years,
will perform this year for the first
time in a local theater. Their show
will be given at the Paramount Dec.
10-12, to raise money for Christmas

fMARr ONES
have discovered

baskets.

One hundred and forty couples

Start Rogers-Brian British Film
London "Once in a Million", with
iBuddy Rogers and Mary Brian, is
fn production at the B.I. P. studios.

—

I

at-

tended the Thanksgiving dance of the
Des Moines Variety Club at Hotel
The next social event of
Savery.
the club will be the New Year's Eve
dance at Hotel Fort Des Moines,
"G-Men" in Stockholm Runs
limit 60 couples. Variety club initia"G-Men", tion has been tentatively set for Dec.
Stockholm, Sweden
[Warner film, went into a third week 7, according to L. M. McKechneay.
at both the Roda Lyktan and Sibal- John H. Harris, national chief barlan theaters here. Though cut con- ker of Pitt burgh, is expected to be

truly Continental

view of Central Park, superior
service,

—

siderably by the censors, the picture
is doing unusual business.

atmosphere —

rates.

invitingly

(Single, $3.50-§5; Double, S5-S7)

The popular

present.

inexpensive

COHTTIIVEISTAI.

GRILL, the CAFE de la PAix

"Crusades"

in

—Paramount's Cecil

America's
only

Bombay,
McPhail's Music on Air
B. De Mi'lle picture, "The Crusades,"
Lindsay McPhail, Warner Bros. s proving unusually popular here,
songwriter, will be represented on having gone into a fourth week at
network on Sunday from the Pathe Cinema.
the
India

and

Bombay Run

;

RVMPELMAYER'S

WOR

10 to 10:30 :'n a "Music By McPhail"
program, including scores for Whiteman, Rubinoff, Fio Rito and others.

Celebrated Pictures Moves
Celebrated Pictures, Inc. is moving
its offices from 1261 to 1560 Broad-

way.

* smart,

picture depicting the struggle
Russia's foes in the Far
East and directed by Dovjenko. It
will soon be released here.

new

T.

clever, the

know-

MORITZ-ON-THE-PARK

:

ajja nst

meaning the

ing and, of course, the fashionable.

Film Arrives
Amkino has received from Moscow the negative of "Aerograd,"

New Amkino

50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH.

Direction: S.

NEW YORK

GREGORY TAYLOR

DAILY

EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »

"Barbary Coast" Gets
Big Campaign in Houston
""DARBARY COAST," Samuel
Goldwyn production starring Miriam Hopkins, Edward
G. Robinson and Joel McCrea
and

released

through

United

Artists, was given a tremendous
exploitation campaign for its
premiere at Loew's theater in

The campaign was
Houston.
arranged under the supervision

Manager Francis Deeringand

of

of attention right
to the opening night.

gained a

up

lot

A

tieup with local radio men
the Houston "Post" accounted for a special page-one
break in an eight-page section
gotten out on radio. This front
page consisted of two eight-column streamers and a four-column photo of the stars in the

and

Another effective tieup was arranged with the H. &
P. Grocery Stores. The theater
pictures.

distributed

20,000

"gold

rush

and the picture received a special break in a fullpage ad placed in all local
papers by the H. & P. company.
In addition, all H. & P. delivery
wagons carried banners on the
picture; 50 colored display cards
were placed in all of their
stores; and special heralds plugging the picture were placed in
coupons"

all

Friday, Nov. 29, 1935

outgoing packages.

The Grand Prize Beer tieup

got cards into all stores serving
their product, and special banners on their 25 delivery trucks.

The Houston News Agency decorated 20 newsstands with the
latest isse of "Movie Romance"
magazine; had 100 cards, plugging

picture,

the

downtown

spots

placed

and bannered

their 15 delivery trucks.
All local radio stations cooperated in giving the picture
many favorable plugs. Station
gave the attraction five

KPRC

KXYZ
announcements;
spot
used the transcription, KTRH
used a 10-minute program devoted to the picture, and all local commentators plugged the
Two hundred and
attraction.
fifty 4x5 cards were placed in
"Have
taxicabs
reading:
all
this driver take you to Loew's
to see 'Barbary Coast'."
Window displays were secured
in Munn's, Levy, Foley, J. C.
Special
Penny and Gordon's.
panels were placed in all

art

local

hotels,

the

Rice,

rest

absence

the

of

away

noted for perfog, the place to go

climate

and

Cotton,

Texas State.
Five thousand "reminder" slips
were placed in all downtown office buildings and carried strong
selling copy on "Barbary Coast"
For a street ballyhoo a girl
and boy dressed in the style of
1849 paraded the streets. The
boy carried "gold bricks" upon
which
were
pasted
stickers
reading: "Take this 'gold brick'

Lamar, and the

PRODUCER—WRITER—ACTOR
a perfect winter vacation and complete
FOR
from everything. Where the
petual sunshine
is the

in

is

I'

Loew's State. It will serve
as one admission ticket to see
"Barbary Coast." One hundred
and fifty were planted throughout the city.
The inner lobby of the theater
contained a specially constructed old-fashioned bar which was
called the "Barbary Coast Bar."
It was described with special
rails, huge brass cuspidors, and
at one end was an old electric
piano which played all the oldtime tunes.
Free beer was
served on opening day.
Loew's Theater,
Houston, Tex.
to

—

*

*

*

A

PARADE

Soda fountains featured

throughout

campaign put over by Milton
Harris at Loew's State theater
The parade was
in Cleveland.
headed by a motorcycle police
escort and included a delegation
from the Cleveland Auto Club,
a bannered sound truck, a float
boosting Jell-0 and Jack Benny,
and a news truck announcing
a caption contest to be run in a
local paper on the picture. Harris was assisted by an M-G-M

Two hundred and fifty "Broadposters
Melody"-Jell-0
way
in
prominently
placed
grocery store windows. Fifteen
thousand tune slips of the same

were

text were distributed by the
and General Food
groceries
Sales Co. representatives. Ten
thousand small photos of Robert Taylor, romantic lead in the
picture, were given away free

Woolworth

and

The same
stores.
special heralds were
serts in "Liberty

Kresge

number

of

used as inMagazine,"

by carriers from
distributed
Orchestrations
to home.
of "Melody" music were placed
with leading orchestras.
Loew's State, Cleveland.

Three hours from Hollywood by Plane
Fine Riding

—Good

*

*

Extensive Campaigns
On "Night at Opera"

TUCSON, ARIZONA
Hunting

—Golf

pXTENSIVE exploitations campaigns were put over for the
twin world premieres of "A
Night at the Opera," at Loew's
Century theater in Baltimore
and Loew's State in St. Louis.
William Saxton and H. W.
managers,
respective
Evans,
were assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer.

LUXURIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS

WONDERFUL FOOD

ABSOLUTE PRIVACY

Operated by a Host and Hostess tvho know.
ACCOMMODATIONS ARE BY INVITATION AND
LIMITED TO ONLY EIGHT GUESTS AT ONE
TIME. ALL

OF

WHOM

ARE CAREFULLY SELECTED.

Write, wire or phone for reservations and complete information.

spe-

Marx Brothers Nut

Sundaes,, with passes being given
to clerks selling most sundaes.
Three men, dressed as the
Marxes, appeared on horseback
in front of the theater where
the legitimate play "Three Men
on a Horse" was the attraction
week before the "Opera" premicial

ere.

worn

Clothes

by

the

stars

during the making of the

pic-

obtained from the
M-G-M studio and displayed in
the local Hart, Schaffner and

were

ture

Marx

exploiteer.

*

in

in the

of the stars to the win-

ner.

home

DOUBLE R RANCH

sages, were also used.
Prize of ten dollars was offered to those who could sit
through the entire picture with
out laughing.
This was built
up by a series of want ads in
all papers asking for the meaniest,
gloomiest, dreariest and
most morbid specimens in town.
A Marx Brothers' Handicap was
run off at the Pimlico track,

name

the
featured
business
section
the "Broadway Melody of 1936"

by

ducted by Louis "Azrael, widely,
read commentator.
Radio spot
announcements were arranged
daily for a week in advance. A
radio contest, with listeners required to identify operatic pas-

with a trophy presented

Parade in Cleveland
On "Broadway Melody"

««

In Baltimore, letters were obfrom Governor Nice,
tained
Mayor Jackson and the Commerce Association expressing
the importance of a world premiere from a civic standpoint,
and calling upon various business interests to lend every possible assistance toward making
it a success. These were printed by local newspapers.
A letter purporting to be
from the Marx Brothers, stars
of the picture, was run in
"News-Post," in the column con-

clothes store.
In St. Louis, Allen Jones, who
plays in the picture and who
sang for three years with the

St. Louis Municipal Opera Company, made personal appearances at the premiere. Two hundred and fifty street cars an<H
100 busses carried special rear
dashboard cards one week in
advance and current. A small
Austin car was hooked up to a
large Greyhound bus, with banners, making it seem that the
Austin was pulling the bus.
A "headless" man walked
along the streets, holding a sign
reading: "I've laughed my head
A
off at the Marx Brothers."

man was

hired to lead a cow

through the downtown

The cow wore a large

district.

and
copy on its blanket read: "'A
Night at the Opera' is the funand
niest picture in 10 years
this is no Bull." A man dressed
as Harpo Marx chased a beautiful blonde girl through the
bell

—

streets.

Ten thousand circulars were
inserted in "Liberty" magazines.
For one week before the opening, each usher at the State
wore a Groucho mustache and a
special banner.

M-G-M.

*

*

*

Metzger Plants Unique
Ad Campaign on "Stars"

TOU METZGER
Cal.,

of the SpreckSan Diego,
executed a
ad campaign on the
showing of Warner

theater in
devised and

els

unique
house's

"Stars Over Broadway."
Opening day ad ran four columns wide by 17 inches deep in
two colors -red and black.
Bros.'

—

Spreclcels Theater,
San Diego, Cal.

swell the fund that helps
this industry's neediest

cases!

THEY HAVE FAMILIES

.

.

chilmothers
wives
them
on
dren dependent
badly clothed
hungry
badly housed.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

THEY MUST NOT STARVE!
they must not freeze!

SOME OF THEM HAVE
been

in this

business

...

giv-

giving ... giving ... since
the old days of the Biograph
...helping to place this industry on a firm foundation.
ing

...

MANY OF THEM HAVE

given until

same fund

it

in

hurt to this
happier times.

NOW WE MUST
HELP THEM!

layout by Milton Silver • • • Art work by
National Screen Service • • * Photo-engraving plate by
.
.
Pioneer-Moss, Inc., 460 West 34th Street, New York
.
donated to the Fund
all

Copy and

.

.

.

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
1650 Broadway,

New York

MAIL CHECKS TODAY!
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WORKGETSUNDERWAY
1)

rewind equipment and other
equipment it necessitates.
A special committee will work with

tainers,

civic authorities to revise city ordi-

nances in New York and Chicago
which specify 1,000-foot reels. Joe
Brennan of Columbia has been appointed to the equipment committee,
filling the vacancy due to the recent
death of Joe Burger of United Artists.

EXPLOITETTES

« « «

Nine Vitaphone Shorts
For December Release Good "Melody" Campaign
Put on
Nine Vitaphone shorts are scheduled for December release, Norman
H. Moray, Warner executive in
charge of Vitaphone shorts and trailers,

announces.

The two-reelers are "Okay, Jose",
"Broadway Brevity" musical in
:

a

Technicolor featuring El Brendel;
"Katz'
Pajamas", a
"Broadway
Brevity"
musical
starring
Fifi
D'Orsay; "The Lucky Swede", a Vitaphone comedy featuring El Brendel; and "Broadway Ballyhoo", a
"Broadway Brevity" musical with
Owen, Hunt & Parco, Herman Hyde

&

Sally Burrill, Avis Andrews and
The Eight Ambassadors.
The one-reel subjects include Jack
Denny & Orchestra, a "Melody Master"; "P's and Cues", a Pepper Pot
:

novelty, featuring Charles Peterson

and Ruth McGinnis, billiard champions, and Paul Douglas, commentator; "Vitaphone Headliners," a Big
Time Vaudeville reel, featuring Four
Mullen Sisters, Eddie Stuart, Nick
Lucas, O'Donnell & Blair; "Can it
be Done?" a Pepper Pot Novelty
based on the invention ideas of Ray
Gross, and "Odd Occupations", fifth
episode

in

E.

M. Newman's "Our

Own

United States" series.
The Brooklyn Vitaphone studio is
working at practical capacity, with
26 subjects now in the cutting room.

New
New

Orleans Notes

Orleans

— Morris

Pokorny

estate,

told

in

Baltimore

'T'HE premiere of "The Melody Lingers On," Reliance
production

starring

Hutclrnson

and

Josephine

George Hous-

ton and released through United
was ushered in at
Artists,
Keith's theater in Baltimore with
an effective all-around exploita-

campaign arranged by
Lawrence
SchamManager

tion

berger.

advance of the opening,
local newspapers played up the
engagement with advance and
feature stories and plenty of
art on the attraction. Forty illuminated 24-sheet stands were
In

secured in downtown locations.
hundred w ndow cards
Five
were distributed throughout the
city, 250 one-sheets were placed
in
leading merchant windows
and a 40x40 banner was stretched across one of the main
streets in the city.
Tie-up with the O'Neill Department store accounted for
the distribution of 10,000 heralds and the picture also received a splendid break in a coop ad placed in local papers.
The Baltimore "News" was sold
on a classified ad contest and
later used a "What Are They
Saying" stunt in their columns
which gave the picture additional publicity.
Winners in both
contests
were offered
guest
;

WCBM

Asch

will

The

Film

Reports that Asch would
relinquish the house were current as
another exhibitor who has a circuit
of small locations in the country enDaily.

tered negotiations. The Pokorny representative acknowledged the negotiations but declared they had failed
to reach a successful agreement.

Success of the Palace opening as
a negro theater already has first run
exhibitors squawking, though the
house gets its product 90 days after
first run.
To protests against selling, exchanges are understood to
have pointed to the negro balconies
of first run houses which charge as
little as the Palace.

Radio Station
co-operated by giving the picture
daily plugs and on opening day
used the 15-minute transcription.
Window displays in which
scene stills from the attraction
were used, were arranged in
O'Neill's,
Schloss men's shop
and Hutzler Bros, on riding
habits for men and women.
Keith's Theater,

—

Baltimore.

«

WARNERS' ASCAP
(Continued from Page

ners

display plugging the
showing of Warners' "Case of
the Lucky Legs."
The ad carried the following
copy: "Strauss says: 'We saw
the District Attorney shaving
himself at the Lyric (we hasten
to add
on the screen) and at

—

the same time carrying on a conversation with the irate chief
of police
(concerning the 'Case
of the Lucky Legs').

—

"There he sat—the D. A. at

—the razor
—
— —
—
—

moved here

and there he gave it scarcely
any thought it worked without
nicking
without interrupting
his words
without lather!
"While we have no direct
knowledge we think the razor

was a Shick

—because

Electric

—

it

can't

has no bladeit needs no lather.
It gives a
dry shave.
(It's demonstrated
nick

it

right inside the doors.)"

A

from the film showing
O'Neill, who plays the
role of district attorney, using
an electric razor was the center
of an attractive window display
still

Henry

which

mentioned

playdate.

theater

—Lyric

and

Theater,

Indianapolis.
*

*

On

Ad

Tieup
"Lucky Legs"

A

TIEUP

with a leading department store on an elec-

razor netted Ted Nicholas,
of the Lyric theater in
Indianapolis an unusual ad and

tric

manager

the

Ohio

Wednesday that the

society will

go right along without the Warner
music firms. He expects the other
movie-owned publishing companies to
remain in the society.

Answering the accusation of E.

C.

that

the resignation of the
Warner music firms from the society
was "solely and selfishly in the interests of themselves", a statement
Mills

from Warners

lists six chief reafor the Warner withdrawal
from the society.
Warners assert
that the "society at present is being
run by a well-intrenched clique of
executive officers who sign contracts
and perform other important acts
on their own authority, that the distribution to composers and authors
is based mainly upon favoritism and
politics, and that the society is on
the defensive in so many lawsuits
throughout the country that the
members' sense of security is on a
very precarious foundation." Warners assert further that the society
has not kept pace with new uses of
music such as radio, that Ascap's

sons

arrangements with broadcasters favored the big radio chains over independent stations and that composers
and authors in signing with Ascap
had no other alternative.

Claimed
Hecht-MacArthur Unit

Speed Record

By

is

The production unit which Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur as-

was aided by Leo Zochling,

University
announceclasses concerning

A

the picture.
"Rendezvous"
cocktail was offered at the bar
of a leading hotel.

—Loew's

get

State

"Miss Ren-

dezvous," a young lady in a
mask, appeared twice daily on
the streets of Columbus as part
of Russell A. Bovim's campaign
on "Rendezvous" for its showing at his Loew's Ohio theater.
She made her appearance on
three successive days, with 25,
50 and 75 dollars as prizes, successively, to the first person identifying her each day.
Bovim
was assisted in his campaign by
an M-G-M exploiteer.
Contact
of

can

made

MYSTERIOUS

whereby he
ments to all

they

sembled for the filming of their romantic comedy drama, "Soak the
Rich", has established what is claimed to be a world record for the editing, cutting, scoring and dubbing of
a grade A feature film. Leon Shamroy completed camera work on "Soak
The picture
the Rich" on Nov. 14.
was edited, the negative was cut, the
musical score recorded, sound effects
and music dubbed over the dialogue,
the sound negative developed and the
completed film assembled and delivered to Paramount in eight working
days, which is held to be a record for
sound film.
The work was directed by John
Ojerholm, production manager, who

was made with Coach Schmidt

Nifty

that

*

Mystery Woman Highlight
Of "Rendezvous" Campaign

A

maintain

Ascap, Mills said.
Writers and publishers share 50-50
in the public performance rights.
Nathan Burkan, Ascap counsel,
said

—

1)

more money for themselves and the
writers by dealing independently of
Ascap, the writers have been satisfied with what they were getting for
public performance rights through

a

«

EXIT

Wednesday by E. C. Mills, general
manager of Ascap. Though War-

window

his desk

tickets.

continue to run the Liberty Theater,
a representative of the owners, the

PLAN TESTS AGAINST

Survey of Educational Films
A survey to list ell motion pictures which have an educational value is being conducted jointly by the U. S. Oftice of Education and the American Council on Education
in Washington.
This includes not only the strict classroom film, but subjects useful
to medical students, scient fie workers, vocat'onal classes, C. C. C. camps, teachers
The survey is being made under a grant
and other specialized educational groups.
from the General Education Board (Rockefeller) and is part of the work being carried
on by the American Council on Education in connection with its sponsorship of the
proposed American Educational Film Institute.
More than 10 000 film catalog cards have been mailed to 1,800 sources of films in
this country.
The card covers nearly 100 items which will result in accurate information being fi ed in one central office covering information necessary to judge
Supplemental analyses
the adaptability of the film to specific educational needs.
and listings will be prepared and publicized in an appropriate manner.
Anyone who has produced, now owns or has the exclusive distribution rights to
cny motion picture that should be included in this list, and who has not received
the film catalog cards sent out under this survey, may obtain listing by writing to
the American Council on Education at 744 Jackson Place, Washington, D. C.

ON NEW REEL ADOPTION
(Continued from Page

Friday, Nov. 29, 1935

Ohio Theater,

Columbus, O.

cutter;

Peter Hecht, assistant cutter and
Joseph Kane, sound recording. The
film will be shown before the Paramount sales convention in Chicago
on Dec. 1 and probably will be released by Paramount in the latter
part of January.

f

\

The 1 935 Film Daily Relief Fund Drive Is Under Way
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old
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Five Southwest Independent Circuits Expanding

IATSE ORDERS ALL

207

Features From

Increase in

o

Films Here

Up

In the first 11 months of this year
a total of 207 foreign productions,
exclusive of 18 foreign-dialogue pictures made in this country, have
been shown here, indicating a total
of at least 225 for the year, or 20
per cent more than last year, a
Film Daily compilation shows.

German

films

numbered

OF ITS HOUSES

Abroad Shown Here

Foreign

—American

Output Also

IBEWJEN OUT
Not

C C

a

Ouster of

French, 24; Hungarian, 11;

Russian,
Spanish,

Italian, 5; Polish, 3;
from
10
including
27,
{Continued on Page 3)

18;

Climaxing the jurisdictional fight
on electricians that started some
time ago at the coast studios between the I.A.T.S.E. and the Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, the
I.
A. yesterday issued orders that
effective immediately no member of
the I.B.E.W. may work in any theater over which the I. A. has jurisdiction.
The order applies through-

C

NAMING JUDGE SOON
FOR ST. LOUIS CASE

RKO STUDIO AWARDS

NEW CONTRACTS TO

II

out

the

James

FRANKLIN STARTS

AT COL. NEXT WEEK
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bureau of

—

Harold B. Franklin
Hollywood
takes up his duties at the Columbia

He was recently
signed by Harry Cohn, president,
as a production executive.
studios next week.

GB

Sets

Two

Stories

—

Bennett

stories in which
is to appear for

Constance
GB, under

The action of Judge
George H. Moore in disqualifying
himself to sit in the case has been
certified to by Judge Stone.

South American Business,
Improved, Says Cammack

,

(Continucd on Page 3)

Set as Councilman

Mediterranean health
a
crirse feeling fit as a fiddle, Charlie
counsel, yesterday
Office
Pettijohn, Hays
took time out to set the records straight
on his recent election as a Harrison,
The election was
N. Y., councilman.

from

reported as contested on the grounds
property
that Pettijohn did not own
showed
Invesitgation
Harriso,n.
in
home
nice
a
has
only
not
that he
mortgage.
there, but that it is without a
Harrison
a
as
stands
Pettijohn
So
18
councilman, the first Democrat in
the face ot a
in
years and elected

Republican

landslide.

was
A.

stated

public

by

rela-

tral theaters.

a contract signed with the star this
in Hollywood by Michael BalTheater business in South AmerGB production chief, are ica is much improved this year over
con,
"Everything Thunder", novel by last, with RKO Radio sales show"The ing a 25 per cent increase, it was
Lee Hardy, and
Jocelvn
Hawk" play by Francois de Crois- said yesterday by Ben Y. Cammack,
set.
RKO representative in South Amer-

Back

it
I.

—

week

Pettijohn

country,
Finn,

J.

tions counsel, who received word of
Judge Kimbrough West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Louis
it yesterday by telephone from the
contract
reEleven
Hollywood
of
U.
S.
judge
the
presiding
Stone,
Circuit Court of Appeals, in a few newals are announced by RKO Radio, union's headquarters in Washington.
days will select a judge to preside the list including Walter Abel, Erik
Asked about the threatened I. A.
at the hearing of the Department Rhodes, Betty Grable, Harriet Bil- operator strike in Paramount houses,
Hodges
and
Arledge,
Joy
John
an
inliard,
of Justice's application for
Hamilton, players; Edward Finn said there was no announcejunction to restrain Warners, RKO Jane
and Paramount from refusing to Killy and William Hamilton, direc- ment to make last night but that
sell first-run films to the Ambass- tors, and James Gow and Edmund something might be forthcoming toador, Missouri and New Grand Cen- North, scenarists.
day.
St.

Ed Kuykendall

to Address

Louis M.P.T.O. Meet

St.

For Constance Bennett
Two

IBEW

Electricians

66; Brit-

ish, 43;

Months

IATSE Orders Nationwide

Matter of Luck

a

meeting yesterday in the office of
Moskowitz, Loew executive, it was
discovered that there were 13 Loew executives present.
That led to a facetious
discussion of the "unlucky 13" holding their jobs, etc., uncertainty of employment
being one of the jokes of this industry. And that led to the discovery that the 13 men
The
had been with Loew's a total of 295 years or an average of 22 years per man!
list of "temporary" jobs:
C. Moskowitz, 23 years; J. R. Vogel, 26 years; Leopold
Friedman, legal chief, 25 years; Marvin Schenck, assistant to Moskowitz, 25 years;
Carl Levi, district manager, 26 years; Larry Beatus, district manager, 24 years; Gene
Meyers, dictrict manager, 28 years; W. A. Downs, district manager, 14 years; George
Schenck, district manager, 31. years; Gene Picker, film department, 15 years; H. F.
Karasik, district manager, 16 years; S. H. Meinhold, district manager, 31 years; M.
Rosen, assistant to Moskowitz, 1 1 years.

At

in 11

—

Ed Kuykendall, presiSt. Louis
dent of the M.P.T.O.A., will be the
principal speaker at the luncheon of
the M.P.T.O. of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri & Southern Illinois to be
Fred Wehrenheld here Monday.
berg, president of the local unit, will
The pending anti-S.R.O.
preside.
bill here will be among topics for

New

Expansion Moves

reminiscent of
pre-depression days is now in progfive of
ress in the Southwest, where
are
the larger independent groups
now increasing their holdings. Cirare Hobcuits involved in the moves
Circuit expansion

litzelle,

ley,

Malco,

and

Robb & RowIn
Clemmons.

Griffith,

Gordon &

houses

are

being leased or bought, while

new

virtually

& Rowley Circuit
Takes Over 3 Theaters

Robb

Oklahoma City

discussion.

Five Circuits in the Southwest

Launch

—

Louis At the request of the
A. T. S. E., the Ambassador, Fox,
Loew and Missouri theaters have
put two I. A. electricans in each
house, replacing members of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
St.

I.

all

construction

instances

is

practically

nil.

—Robb

& Rowley

has added three theaters in this terThey are loritory to its circuit.
cated in McAlester and Muskogee,
Latter
Okla., and Sherman, Tex.
house is to be closed.

Neil
Neil
dent,

F.

Agnew Takes Leap
Agnew, Paramount vice-presi-

Kazanjian,
radio
Arlene
quietly married after obtaining a marriage license at the MuniBuilding on Wednesday.
cipal
artist,

and
were
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— Lichtbildbuehne.
La

Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle,
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
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County Circuit Court
City on

in Jefferson

Monday
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cent sales tax.

will rule on the conof Missouri's 1 per
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City Items

—

Oklahoma City George Y. Henger, city manager for Standard Theaters, recently became the father of

Moon
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%
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Coming and Going

— Dale

MacFarland of
the Capitol in Davenport has blossomed out as a woman's club speaker.
He addressed the Davenport
Woman's Club recently on "The InDes Moines

at 631

is

now

in its

new exchange

Grand Ave.

Reports are current that the Emivess will be closed by Standard The-

hangers are printed advertising his
show, the trick being that the milk
user may be admitted free to the
Omaha theater when she has collected 50 bottle caps.

Bob Leonard, manager of the Garden in Des Moines, has replaced
Kermit Carr as manager of the
Roosevelt, Carr going to the new
Harry Alvard became
Uptown.
manager of the Garden, and Forrest
Largent is assistant manager at the
Paramount.

after

JAMES
phone
has

sound on
Empress,
Wolbach, was forsaken recently and
an up-to-date system installed by
manager J. N. Berney.

—

now under

RCA

in

RCA

charge of

dren are on
daddy.

Photo-

west coast activities
Hollywood office after a

Victor's

to

stay

the

York

have returned

his

the

in

east.

DONALD OGDEN STEWART

MRS.

of

New

in

the parents of Mrs. Ostrer
Peterson, in Milwaukee.

F.

FRANCIS,

E.

and

six-week

their

way

east

to

and chilhubby and

join

MARGARET
agent,

will

KALMUS

T.

business

ETTINGER,
Technicolor
p,es.
accompany DR. and MRS. HERBERT
from

Hollywood

Europe

to

on

M. DYOTT, exolorei
whose adventures have resulted in some films
sailed

yesterday on the
expedition.

Santa

Rita

for

an-

Andes

other

JACQUES

DR.

inventor,
abroad.

BRETTMAN.
today

sails

on

three-dimensior
the Champlain

S. BERMAN, RKO associate producreturns
to
Hollywood tomorrow after ;
of several weeks in New York.

ZION MEYERS,
on

is

for

way

his

holiday

a

associate

New

to

producer for
York from the

RKO
coasl

Christmas.

until

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK, 20th Century-Fo>
chairman, gets into New York from the coasl
next week, with reports that his trip is ir]
connection with a deal for 20th-Fox to bu>
the interests of Chase Bank in the film company.
N.

L.

versal,

MANHEIM,
sailed

London.

for

HELEN MORGAN
for

Hollywood

version

of

to

"Show

BERT NAYFACK
F.

BOB

FOLLIARD
is

leaves

New

appear
Boat."

in

in

town

left

Philadelphia,

Quaker

special

returned

new

filnj

Hollywood.

yesterday

of RKO
to confer

FRANK FIELDING,

York tomorroJ
the

back from

is

AGNEW

NEIL
office

in

expert manager for Uni i
night
on
the
Aquitani.i

last

for

Chicago]

Radio Washington
with Jules Levy. I

RKO

representative
yesterday
to
th.

City.

"Legong" Sets Bali Film Record
Going into a tenth week at th<
World Theater on Tuesday, "Legong," the Marquis de la Falaist
film, sets a new run record here
for Bali pictures.

"La Marternelle," French picture
being held at the 55th St. Play
house for an eighth week.

is

con-

studios.

E. R. Custer of
Athens, O.
Athens Theater Co. announces plans
for a 1,266-seat house to be built
here at a cost of about $85,000.

Republic Closes More Deals
Deals for the Republic product
have been closed with SpringerCocalis Circuit and the Yoost Circuits here; the Schreiber-London, J.
New House for Connecticut
Minter Circuit and W. W. Fisher
Albert E. RobHamden, Conn.
Circuits in Michigan, and the Wilbins and Adolph Johnson, owners of
William
cox theaters in Panama.
the Strand, and reported as planning
Satori, Republic representative in
to erect a 1,000-seat film and vaudeEurope, has placed the product for
ville house at Dixwell
Ave. and
distribution in Egypt, Syria and
Hellen St.

STANDARD

THE

Reference Book
of the

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

•

—

Palestine.

1936

FILM YEAR BOOK
Now in Preparation.
Out
Given

n

January
with

Free

a

Year's Subscription to

THE FILM DAILY
Reginald

Denny
Jacqueline

Karl

Logan

Demetrios Alexis

Struss

"Your Uncle Dudley" for Center
"Your Uncle Dudley," 20th Century-Fox
feature
with
Edward
Everett Horton, opens Wednesday
at the Center Theater.

New House

—

for Festus,

i

trip.

COMMANDER GEORGE

—

is

E.

returned

director

arrived

MARK OSTRER

visiting

and Mrs.

Dr.

er,

The last
Lincoln, Neb.
disc setup in the state, the

M-G-M

Detroit,
a visit.

for

MR. and MRS.
east

visit

tract at the

she

PANDRO

Lines from Lincoln

—

—

Theater,

film

James Hilton, who

New York today
recently finished
of Two Cities."

returns to

where

coast,

M-G-M's "A Tale

week

this

for

Mrs. Pearl Retz, Beemer, at one
time in exhibition game at ArlingLeichter on Tour of Exchanges
ton, la., has gone for liberal NeonWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ing of her house front. She just reLeichter, cently bought the Gem and will open
Mitchell
Hollywood
Beaumont Pictures, left this week it late this month.
He
for a tour of the key cities.
Percy Brawn, who bought the
is taking with him, a print of "RidCairo, Cairo, from John Cady, will
dle Ranch," featuring "Black King," begin operations immediately.
also stills of his other five feature
The Grand, Hurley, S. D., house
Leichter will stop off
productions.
at Denver, Dallas, Detroit, Atlanta, owned by B. C. Yates, burned down.
Philadelphia, Buffalo, Cleveland, Co- Tt was covered by insurance.
lumbus, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Kansas
City, Omaha, Minneapolis, Seattle Beck and Heiman Get K. C. House
and San Francisco.
Martin Beck and
Kansas City
Marcus Heiman have leased the Orpheum, former vaude house and now
Maurice Rapf on M-G-M Script
a legit theater.
Maurice Rapf of the Crosby Gaige
office has been commissioned by MLaughton in "Mr. Chips"
G-M to do special research and write
Charles Laughton, on his return
college sequences for "The Tenth
from England, will play the lead in
Reunion."
M-G-M's "Goodbye, Mr. Chips," by
for Athens, O.

the
in

Fox

aters.

New House

BLANCHE YURKA
from

work

DAVID M. IDZAL, managing

fluence of the Movies."

Ted Emerson of the Omaha Theater, a member of the Tri- States
Theaters, has worked out a tie-up
Rusti Conn, formerly with studios with a large dairy company of
in Hollywood, is now stage manager Omaha.
Every week 10,000 bottle

Theater in Minco,
Okla., was destroyed by fire.
Net

18%
69%

Date for the start of stage shows
at the Ambassador has been moved
up by Fanchon & Marco to Dec. 13.

Blue

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Seat

—

a boy.

FINANCIAL
Am.

Iowa Items

Louis Squibs

Louis Contract for building
the Apollo Theater at 323 DeBaliviere Ave. has been awarded to W.
C. Harting Construction Co. Joseph
Litvag heads Apollo Theater Co.
St.

Saturday, Nov. 30, 1935

Mo.

Festus, Mo. Harry Miller is having plans drawn by Bruce F. Barnes
of St. Louis for a new theater and
office building here.

and

THE
ILM DAILY SERVICE
1650 B'way,

New

York

|
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BUSINESS IMPROVES

HOWN HERE THIS YEAR
(Continued from Page

pain,

IN

(Continued from Page

1)

Swedish, 5; Swiss, 2;
In addition, three Yidish-dialogue and 13 Spanish-dia>gue features were made in this
argentine;
zech, 1.

produced in Brazil with each pro-

gram has spurred production

NOW

• • • AND
the Sports Dep't of this publication has
picked their All- America All-Motion Pix Football Team
Right End, Adolph Zukor
Right Tackle, Maj. Albert
Warner
Right Guard, Earle Hammons
Center,
Carl Laemmle
Left Guard, John Otterson
Left
Tackle, Ned Depinet
QuarLeft End, Jack Cohn
terback, Will Hays
Right Half, Harry Warner
Left Half, Nick Schenck
Fullback, Sid Kent
Manager, Joe Schenck ....... Trainer, Al Lichtman
Waterboys, Jack and Charlie
of course the trick is to
get this line-up to Work Together

juntry.

American feature output also is
funning ahead of last year, with
65 shown to date, against 439 in
he same period of 1934 and 480 for
I

hat entire year.

Doings

—

Rex Williams has been
lamed manager of the Roxy, SturDetroit

,

newly acquired by the Butterfield

;;is,

WE

• • •
HAVE another lyric writer in our midst
no less than Hal Hode
who has written the lyrics for
"Laz'rus"
from Donald Heywood's Negro folk drama,
"Blow, Gabriel, Blow"
Handy Brothers, the music publishers, report the initial printing gobbled up almost before it
Hal's lyrics possess that authentic
was off the press

Circuit.

Morris Saulson, manager of the
uinwood-Lasalle, has been given the
managing the
of
job
additional
Driole

by Wisper

& Wetsman, who

Arthur
took over the house.
Frost will be assistant at the Oriole,
construcS. Sloan Co. has started

.

Negro

house at Archand Grand River Ave. United
from
Detroit Theaters will lease it

• • • A SHOWMANLIKE announcement book from Roannouncing
man Rebush of Empire Film Distributors

spiritual quality

i

tion of a 1,500-seat
idale

Sloan.

Cooperative Theaters has elected
Charles Komer and Gus Funk to the
place
board of directors, taking the

Lew Wisper and Frank Wetsman,
who recently resigned.
While it is rumored that George

of

with

has been conferring
Wisper & Wetsman, neither will
make any statement regarding a pos-

"The
the six Larry Darmour Productions he will handle
Fire Trap," "Marines Ashore," "Eyes of Hate," "Waterfront
Cargo," "Shadows of the Orient." "The Crack-Up"

GB booker, was
an auto crash.
Fox
George Mitchell has joined the
Fred
Theater staff as assistant to
Freddie Burgess,

MitchSchrader, publicity director.
in
comes from the Loew Circuit
Cleveland.
exEddie Rosenbaum, Columbia
several Michploiteer, is covering
Take
igan towns on "She Couldn't

ell

It".

J

Thomas

.

Williamson, founder oi
Co., theatrical print-

Press Printing
ers, was buried this

week

in Simcoe,

Ont.

Wisconsin Wisps
Milwaukee—Damage of $500 was
who broke into

caused by vandals

house, ana
the Atlas, neighborhood
projecpoured ground glass into the
screen
tion machines and slashed the
with a knife. Harry Hart, manager,
trouble.
declared he has had no labor

Thanksgiving saw the reopening
under
the Strand in Manitowoc
Amusethe direction of Wisconsin
ment Enterprises. The house has
been thoroughly renovated.
A store building in Cedarburg is
being remodeled into a theater to
be ready for opening about Christof

mas

time.

Cammack said. The effect of the reels is spoiled somewhat
by their synchronization with phonograph records.
There is some activity in theaterhappenings,

building with four houses under construction in Rio De Janeiro, two in
Buenos Aires and others in scattered spots.
Production activity is
slight.

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh Don MacDougal has
been named Ed Segal's assistant in
Warner's newly-opened Davis Theater here.
T. J. Hickes opened the Aldine
Theater in Saxton, on the site of
the old Liberty which was destroyed
by fire.

Mike Manos, Greensburg operator,
celebrating his 25th
in the theater business.
is

anniversary

A. E. Klein, local RCA manager,
Buffalo for several weeks on

off to

AMONG THE

array of distinguished folks on the
• • •
dais for Broadway Cheese Club's dinner in honor of its President, Harry Hershfield, at the Astor on Jan. 26 will be Justice
Aaron Levy, Grover Whalen, Max Steuer, Lewis J. Valentine,
Mayor Ellenstein of Newark

sible affiliation.

slightly injured in

of a
considerable number of interesting
scenic shorts and shorts of news

.

just

Trendle

1)

Government decree requiring
ica.
all theaters to show at least one reel

14 from Mexico and 3 from

Detroit

SOUTH AMERICA

• W. G. VAN SCHMUS, Music Hall managing direcintroduced Lily Pons from the stage of the theater on the
opening night of her RKO debut film, "I Dream Too Much"
reports from the
Miss Pons wore a costume from the pix
Music Hall yesterday said biz on this picture was running close
to the figure set by "Top Hat"

•

•

tor,

Denver Dribbles

—Bob

Omaha Odds and Ends

— Mrs.

business.

Jules Reiff, Columbia auditor, in
town working on the books at the
local

exchange.

Scott, Johnstown circuit operator, visited the Film Row again
after an illness of three months following an auto accident.

Vern

George Tyson has gone to Chicago
for a week.

Stepin Fetchit and Henry Armetta
make personal appearances at
the Stanley in December.
will

Louis Weiner, former manager of
the Pitt, has left town.

Olive Derivan, who
Fairfax at Fairfax,
S. D., died. The house is being manPacific Northwest Notes
aged by P. W. Lambert.
Brooke Tilsworth, film salesman,
Seattle John Danz, theater own"A Midsummer Night's Dream" has opened the Opera House at er and operator, is visiting Newthe
at
Denver
in
Neb.
Butte,
roadshow
will
York.
Frank Spahr is closing the FairBroadway Theater at $1.50 top some
Doors are opening at 10 A. M. for
Neb.
Fairmont,
at
mont
January.
time in
The new $62,000 State Theater at "Mutiny" at United Artists Theater
Colorado
Alexander Film Co. at
of Portland, where Ted Gamble,
Algona, la., has opened.
Springs has added two men to its
Charles Williams, president of manager, has watched a three-year
with
Ed Pierce, who was
staff
O., made his appearance record tumble.
and M. P. T.
Elsie Janis as chief director
on film row for the first time in a
"Thanks a Million," held over in
has
prop man for several years,
week, following a siege of illness.
Seattle, has been moved to Haminterior
the
of
manager
joined as a specialist in
Spandau,
J.
J.
Box.
Max Kravatz will be Universal office, announced that his rick's Music
decorating.
He was office will take over 36 towns in
Fred Norman of Seattle has been
doing promotional work.
to the staff of RCA Phoformerly with Foxwesco.
South Dakota formerly served from appointed
San Francisco.
in
tophone
office
latter
The
D.
S.
Sioux Falls,
Out-of-towners: P. J. Zorn, Julesabolished, and Eddie Grubeen
has been held over at
has
"Mutiny"
Trenton,
Mousel,
burg, Colo.; A. J.
enberg, manager there, will join the the Roxy of Tacoma.
Colo.;
Littleton,
Neb- Art Bluck,
as a salesman.
office
Colo.; J. 1. Minneapolis
Rialto in Tacoma has inaugurated
J. K. Powell, Wray,
portion of the South
major
The
Ward,
S.
J.
amateur hour broadcasts
weekly
Carper, Lafayette, Colo.;
the
to
annexed
will
be
Tuey, Dakota towns
stage.
the
from
Douglas, Wyo.; and E. J.
Minneapolis office.
Madrid, Neb.

Denver

Spahn

is

now with

Gibraltar Enterprises as assistant
booker. He was formerly with the
advertising department at Warners.

Omaha

operated

the

—

THE

REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS
Colman

Ronald

TWO

"A TALE OF
with

Elizabeth

Tully

Jewell,

May

Edna

Allan,

Rathbone, Henry
Yurka, H. B. Warner,
Basil

in

CITIES"

B.

Oliver,

Walthall, Blanche

Fritz

Leiber,

Woods,

Donald

Marshall,

Isabel

Though the dialogue is a bit
British-accented, the human interest nature
of the story makes it easily assimilated and
fine

a

120 mins.

OUTSTANDING
PRODUCTION
IN
AND ENTERTAINMENT VALUE,
STRONGLY CAST AND ADMIRABLY
DONE ALL AROUND.

performances and excellent directhis one of the outstanding picDavid 0. Selznick, who
tures of the year.
did so well with "David Copperfield", has
given this other Dickens classic a painstaking
production,
while
Jack
Conway
Fine

make

drama of the story to the screen
in a masterly way. Ronald Colman is splendid as the young barrister, who, because
brings the

Elizabeth

Allan,

effects

the escape of her husband, Donald

Woods,

of

from

for

love

his

the

In

Bastille.

Woods'

place,

Col-

man goes to the guillotine. A stirring performance is that of Blanche Yurka as a
revolutionary leader, who swears vengeance on Basil Rathbone and his followers.
Rathbone, as leader of the French aristohas persecuted the peasants, forcing
Another fine characterizastarve.

crats,

them to

tion is that given by Henry B. Walthall,
who, because of his fight for the people,
has been held prisoner in the Bastille for
Rathbone, Miss Allan and Woods
18 years.
The lighter moments
do excellent work.
are handled well by Edna May Oliver, Reginald Owen, Claude Gillingwater and Billy

with

Bevan,

E.

E.

of a

terization

Clive's

British

comedy charac-

chief justice of the

The screenplay by
N. Behrman is worFritz Leiber and Walter Catthy writing.
lett are among the important players.
court

scoring

W.

Lipscomb and

P.

heavily.

Colman,

Ronald

Cast:

S.

Elizabeth

Allan,

May Oliver, Reginald Owen, Basil
Rathbone, Blanche Yurka, Henry B Walthall, Donald Weeds, Walter Catlett, Fritz
Warner, Mitchell Lewis,
Leiber,
H.
B.
Isabel
Claude Gillingwater, Billy Bevan,
LaVerne, Tully Marshall,
Jewell,
Lucille
Fay Chaldecott, Eily Malycn, E E. Clive,
Lawrence Grant, Robert Warwick, Ralf Harclde, John Davison, Tom Ricketts, Donald
Edna

Haines,

Barlow Borland.

David O. Selznick; Director,
Author, Charles Dickens;
Screenplay, W. P. Lipscomb, S. N. Behrman;
Musical Score, Herbert Stcthart; Cameraman, Oliver T. Marsh; Editor, Conrad A.
Producer,

Jack

Conway;

Nervig.
Direction, Superb

Photography, Best.

HOLIDAY

EXCELLENT
DICKENS'

HUMAN

ATTRACTION.

INTEREST STORY AD-

MIRABLY ACTED.
Catching the Dickens

with fine effect, this British production makes an excellent special offering for the Christmas
season, though its entertainment values are

Producer,

not confined to that time of the year alone.
picture gets its chief force from the
performance of Sir Seymour Hicks as the

hard-hearted Scrooge who is finally brought
the Yuletide spirit after a Christmas
Eve vision in which his dead business partner's ghost comes to warn him that there

into

no rest
fail
to do
is

in

the

their

hereafter for those

kind

deeds

while

who

living.

Hagen

Julius

Director,

;

Henry

Edwards; Author, Charles Dickens; ScreenH Fowler Mear; Cameramen, Sydney
Blythe, William Luff; Editor, Hans Brahm
Direction, Sympathetic. Photography, Fair

play,

theme is that of two London playboys hitting Vienna, meeting a little hostess
in a night spot, and promoting her into a
musical comedy by a ruse of getting the
the

of

opera

hear

to

Then the

her

Gene

with

Blore,

Eric

Moore

ward

Killy, is one that moves quickly, there
always something happening, it holds
one's interest and keeps one guessing. Gene
is

Raymond

an

gives

excellent

portrayal

of

the author, who comes to the closed Baldpate Inn for quiet, only to find the place
run over with crooks and spooks. The cast
is
a very competent one with especially
good work by Henry Travers as the hermit,
and Murray Alper as the comic gunman.

credits

hotel's safe as a

There are

six

hiding place for $200,000.
persons interested

different

money and Raymond coming in on
the scene makes a seventh.
Once the
money is taken from the safe it passes
this

in

one

from
rapid

interested

When

order.

party

to

another

in

the police arrive, they

clear up

the final touches to the mystery,

and

little

the

affair

that

is

going on

be-

tween Raymond and Margaret, on the scene
as a newspaper reporter, has blossomed into
love.

Gene Raymond, Margaret

Cast:

Callahan,

Grant Mitchell, Moroni Olsen,
O'Brien-Moore, Henry Travers, Walter
Brennan, Ray Mayer, Erville Alderscn, Murray Alper, Harry Beresford, Emma Dunn,
Eric

Blcre,

Carmine

Philip

Wililiam

Morris.

Sistrcm;

Directors,

William Hamilton, Edward Killy; Author,
Earl
Derr Biggers; Screenplay,
Anthony
Veiller, Wallace Smith; Cameraman, Robert
de Grasse; Editor, Desmond Marquette.
Direction,

Brisk

"KISS
with

Photography, A-l.

ME GOODBYE"
Magda Schneider

Celebrity

66 mins.

MAGDA SCHNEIDER AND PHOTOGRAPHY ARE ONLY MERITS OF WEAK
BRITISH MUSICAL.
This production is so far inferior to the
product from Hollywood in the same
field of musical romance that it is made
to look outclassed
in
every department.
Magda Schneider alone is worth while. She
has real talent and personality, but the
indie

Gallcne;

No

other

there

in

WESTERN

"Hop-Along

Cassidy" is a topper
better Class A Westerns. Every
theater that can play a Western should
grab this good, clean straight-laced action
are

adults

addition

beautiful

which

settings.
will

If

bring

in

the kids, this one
should do it.
The production is class in
every department, that goes for acting,
directing,
writing, and
photography.
If
there is anyone on the screen today who
personifies the gentleman of the open range,
is

cool,

in

handsome,
lookout

is

Jimmy

with him

swell

to

William Boyd
Clean-cut, sincere,
with that everything - under - control

expression, he

dashing,

for

big,

restless,

fight.

a

The

strong, young,

and plays his
Harry Worth,

on

ever

two

George Hayes, the
gives much meaning to

team.

pector,

And

picture of power.

a

Ellison,

the

make

a

his

is

ton's
lot

direction

comedy unusually well.
new type of Western

a

is

into

fast

the

the drama

a
is

and he gets some fine performances
players.
Archie Stout's photography is worthy of special note.
Boyd is
called to Howard Lang's ranch to clear up
the

the cattle rustling mystery.

Ellison,

Boyd's

ahead of Boyd since he has been
asked not to come.
Harry Worth is the
Easterner who is engaged to Lang's daughter.
While owning the next ranch, he also
heads the outlaw gang.
Boyd with the aid
of Ellison, Hayes and the posse is able to
clear up the mystery.
The gang is wiped
out and Jimmy and the daughter are reunited.
Harry Sherman and his Associate
Producer, George Green, have given this
number everything that makes a good production and it should do very well for all
concerned.
Cast: William Boyd, Jimmy Ellison, Jean
Harry Worth,
Rouverol,
George Hayes,
Frank McGlynn Jr., Howard Lang, Ethel
Wales, Paul Fix, J. P. McGcwan, Joe Rickpal, leaves

from the mine
up several

silver

been

held

hears that his girlhas been killed while drivthese wagons, he, as a law

of

officer,

makes

killers.

He

business

his

it

learns

that

the

to

find

girl's

1

the
step-

has been supplying information to
gang by means of carrier pigeons.
Through silver bullets used in the murders, Brown is able to trace the bandits to
a mine which they own and where they use
lest desert rats for motive power by chaining them to the wheel.
After a wild thrilthe

ling ride. Brown is able to bring in the
gang and he and the girl are united for a
happy ending.
Cast: John Mack Brown, Helen ErickSi n,
Warner Richmond. Ed Cassidy, Frank

Eddie

Ball,

Parker,

Burns.

Forrest

Taylor,

Bob

W

A
Hackel; Director, Robert
Bradbury; Author, Charles Francis Royal;
Screenplay, same; Cameraman, E M. McManigal; Editor, S. Rcy Luby.
Producer,

N

Direction,

Photography,

Fast

Tim McCoy

In

solid,

from

have

father

vil-

and sure, he gets
piece,

one

ing

Fine.

in

MAN FROM GUNTOWN"

"THE

introduced.

of action

is

role

His portrayal of the
sneering despicable outlaw gang leader with
a Napoleonic complex is expert work.
Doris
Schroeder adapted the Clarence Mulford
story, and together with Gerald Geraghty
turned out a highly interesting, logical,
dramatic piece of work in which the dialogue is sane and real.
Howard Bretherlain

scenery

friend's brother

pros-

old

then,

When Brown

times.

among the

some
Westerns

town

the

to

WITH PLENTY APPEAL
ADULTS AS WELL AS KIDS.

in

now and

thrill

The wagons carrying

ENTERTAINFOR

MENT

a

is

photography is clear, and it all
adds up to a good outdoor action number.

62 mins.

CLASS

there

an

beautiful,

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

laid

in

one,

Paramount

drama

presented

is

Western

Photography, Okay.

Poor

William Boyd

This

Brown

should please the
action fans.
Brown does some
spectacular riding, the fights are hard
and
clean cut, the cast is a competent

Victci

listed.

TOP

Mack

John

Riscce.

"BAR 20 RIDES AGAIN"

Erin

Vandegrift.

DIVERSIFIED

Wilfred Ney, Grete Natzler.

Director,

m ins

53

GOOD WESTERN WITH PLENTY OF
ACTION AND FINE SCENIC

interesting picture which

it

Margaret Callahan is a new girl who shows
up very well. Gene Raymond comes to the
vacant Baldpate Inn ot write a book in 24
hours.
A gang of crooks are using the

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
W. Hackel

A.

PHOTOGRAPHY.

RKO Radio
80 mins.
ENTERTAINING
MYSTERY
DRAMA
BASED ON STAGE HIT SHOULD PLEASE
FANS GENERALLY.

The story as placed on the screen
by the directors, William Hamilton and Ed-

John Mack Brown

"COURAGEOUS AVENGER"

Magda Schneider. Arthur
Nauntcn Wayne, Ruth Maitland,

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

material.

Punch. Photography, Finest.

and save their friendship by losing the girl.
So the film closes on a very flat and unhappy finale.

Direction,

This mystery comedy makes good entertaining program fare.
Everyone connected
with the production has caught the spirit
of the piece, and the result is enjoyable

sing

girl

Fairley,

Raymond, Margaret Callahan,
Grant Mitchell, Erin O'Brien-

Direction,

making good in a big way. The
two London lads who are both in love with
her realize that they must be good sports
little

Edward Schrceder.

Editor,

old stuff cf the

Cast:

"SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE"

John Mertcn, Frank Layton.
Producer, Harry Sherman; Director, Howard Brethertcn; Screenplay, Doris Schrceder,
Gerald Geraghty, Cameraman, Archie Stout-

The

against his will.

spirit

The

the

all

scn. Al St, John,

this

director

Producer,

"SCROOGE"
Seymour Hicks and Donald Calthrop
Paramount (Twickenham)
67 mins.
Sir

and direction leaves her sunk.
good photography, and that's
most kindly critic can say for it.

story
to

Cast: Sir Seymour Hicks, Donald Calthrop,
Philip Frost, Robert Cochrane, Mary Glynne

Mcnte
with

inept

Add

ally.

CLASS

tion

job.

evoke response from audiences gener-

will

Owen
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Reginald

M-G-M

Donald Calthrop, as Scrooge's overworked
and underpaid office clerk with a large family
including the lame Tiny Tim, also does

with

B ill ie Seward and

Puritan

Rex Lease
58 mins.

REGULATION OUTDOOR MELODRAMA
WITH THE USUAL ROUTINE TO PLEASE
THE ACTION FANS.
A more or less routine
western

new

action

or strong about

story

Nothing

trade.

for

the

specially

but the yarn is of
purpose with the outdoor drama fans. Tim McCoy comes on the
scene just when a crooked gang is about
to swindle Bill ie Seward out of her property.
Billie has a brother whom she hasn't
seen since they were little kids.
When
she takes'Tim to be the long lost brother,
Tim falls in with the idea and carries out
the disguise until he has succeeded in savThen Tim
ing Billie from the crooks.
tells her the truth and explains that the
brother was killed a short time ago. There's
the type that

a

fairly

ing

fills

satisfying

and

other

it,

its

amount

action

to

of

fighting,

maintain

rid-

interest

and suspense.
Cast: Tim McCoy, Billie Seward, Rex
Lease, Jack Clifford, Wheeler Oakman, Bob
McKenzie, Jack Rockwell, George Chesebrc.
Producer, Nat Ross; Director, Ford Beebe;
Ford
Screenplay,
Ford
Beebe;
Author,
Beebe, Thomas H. nee; Cameraman, Jimmy
I

Diamond;

Editor,

Direction,

Fair

Bob Johns
Photography, Okay

j
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RIGHT
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International in Scope
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Warncr-F. N. Films Finished and Awaiting Release

at
jProduction Activity
Studios Is Maintained
Ahead of Schedule
\West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY

SONGWRITERS TO MEET KUYKENDALL TO PUSH

ON WAR.-ASCAP ISSUE SELF-REGULATION PLAN

West Coast Bureau

After studying data on exhibitor
Itheir heaviest production schedule
of the Songwriters Protective Ass'n attitudes toward an industry selftin years, the company is far ahead
may be called this week to consider regulation project, President Ed
:of its release schedule, having 13
the issue raised by the imminent Kuykendall of the M. P. T. 0. A.
features completed and awaiting secession of the Warner music firms will visit New York shortly after
|release. They are:
from Ascap. The SPA, whose mem- Christmas to continue his crusade
"Ceiling Zero," starring James bership embraces nearly all song- for a permanent setup for the soluiCagney, Pat O'Brien with June writers, has hitherto held that it tion of differences between exKuykenTravis, directed by Howard Hawks; would not claim the so-called small hibitors and distributors.
("Prison Farm," with Donald Woods, rights, such as public performance dall compiled this information while
iKay Linaker, directed by Louis rights, as long as these were vested on a recent tour covering exhibitor
with in Ascap, but that it would claim
Love,"
"Freshman
{Continued on Page 4)
King;
Patricia Ellis, Frank McHugh, War- them if they were not so vested.
{Continued on Page 4)
Warners might thus be required
Maj. Berry to Press Plan
to treat with the SPA in regard to
public performance rights of songs

Meeting of the board of directors

j

j

pictures

t

SKOURAS, RANDFORGE

written by

SPA members.

For Industry Conference

Washington Bureau of

SIGN WITH LOCAL 306

Republic Starting Six
Before Holiday Season

THE FILM DAILY

—Major

Berry, President Roosevelt's coordinator for in-

Washington

cooperation, will actively
plans for permanent organleaders
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ization of business and labor
supervision at
Hollywood—Republic Studios will under government
industry - worker conference
scale ranging from $1.60 to $1.86 have six new pictures in production the
week from today, it
an hour and is now negotiating before the Christmas season rolls opening here a
Berry's proposal would
with Harry Brandt as representa- around. Three just starting include is learned.
The set up a temporary conference counLeavenworth Case,"
tive of the I.T.O.A., it was said "The
cil to resolve industrial and labor
{Continued on Page 4)
Oregon Trail" and "Darkest Africa,
in conflicts of industries, including the
the latter a serial. Others to go
movies.
{Continued on Page 9)

3

Paramount Features
Going in Work Today

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood
tions are
the
at

THE FILM DAILY

— Three

more produc-

—

scheduled to start today

Paramount studio "Preview," with Kent Taylor, Rosalind

and George Barbier; "The
Sky Parade" with Jimmy Allen and
Robert Fiske, and "F Man," with
Jack Haley and William Frawley.

Keith

20th-Fox Finish

66%

record on completed
release,
current season's
20th Century-Fox has already t""™<i°
1935its
of
cent
per
27 features or 66

Setting a
for
pictures

new

Within another week or
program.
be more
two, the completed quota will
than 80 per cent.

36

dustrial

press

Local 306 has closed 7-year contracts with the Skouras and Randforce circuits providing for a wage

Film Expansion in Britain
Will Hit New Peak in 1 935
Howard Green at Columbia
As Producer and Writer
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Under a new longwas
term contract to which he
Conn,
signed last week by Harry
J.
president of Columbia, Howard

West Coast Bureau of

in the cawriter.
pacity of producer as well as
Green recently has filled writing
assignments at Paramount and Keliance, as well as Columbia.

Green joins that studio

By ERNEST W.

FREDMAN

THE DAILY FILM RENTER
London— Surpassing the high rate

Man. Editor

of activity maintained in the previous two years, 1935 has seen a
new peak in production, exhibition
and kinema construction in Great

With the country sounder
Britain.
industrially today than it has been
since the war, thus assuring profitable box-office receipts, money for
film production and theater building

is plentiful.

At

this

moment every

studio floor

{Continued on Page 4)

of

THE FILM DAILY

—More

than a dozen
Century-Fox's
20th
1936-37 program already have been
set by Darryl F. Zanuck, production
chief, who at the same time reveals
a more systematic method of releasing star productions next season.
In addition to two Fred Allen musicals, the first of which, "Town Hall
Tonight," is now being written by
Jack Yellen, there will be a "Music
Box Revue" with music by Irving
Berlin, a Zanuck special titled "City
God Forgot," another quartette of

Hollywood

With the Warner-

First National studios experiencing

20th-Fox to Systematize
Releasing Schedule
Next Season
for

(Continued on Page 9)

YOU LUCKY FELLOWS,
READ THIS SAD TALE
Just an Oldtimer in the film

biz.

of you fellows have known
him for years. He's dropped out
of sight more or less. Down on his
luck. Been fighting the depresh for
On his last suit of
several years.
Two patches on his pants.
clothes.
Has to wear his overcoat all the time
{Continued on Page 9)

Many

Plan for Fox Brooklyn
Being Filed in 30 Days
Federal Judge Bondy has been
informed by William Heifer, of
Garey & Garey, counsel for the first
mortgage bondholders' committee
of the Fox Brooklyn Theater and
Building, that a reorganization plan
for the property would be presented
Heifer told the court
in 30 days.
{Continued on Page 9)

GTE
Murray
vestigation

Hearings Dec. 15
W.
for

Garsson, director of Inthe Sabath Congressional

Committee, will arrive from the coast
about Dec. 15 to begin hearings on the

GTE

reorganization

plan.

—

•
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m The Broadway Parade
Dream Too Much (RKO Radio)
In Old Kentucky (20th Century-Fox)
2nd week
Splendor (United Artists)
(Warner Bros.) 2nd week
Frisco Kid
Land of Promise 2nd week

—

Lichtbildbuehne,
St., W. I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour-

des-Noues,

—
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GRACE MOORE, upon completion of her new
Columbia picture, "Cissy," returns to
New
York early next year to appear with the
Metropolitan Opera.
will

55th

St.

Playhouse

Cinema de

International)

Paris

Nocy?

Bijou

Dudley

(20th

Century-Fox)

(RKO Radio)— Dec.

the

Millions

in

Captain

Blood

Season

4

Center

Music
6

— Dec.

(Universal)

Hall

Capitol

6

Rivoli

Air (Paramount) (a)
(Warner Bros.) (a)

(GB Productions

(a) Follows

present

in

a

few days from

HENRY KING, director, and a unit of 30 left
Hollywood last week for Callender, Ontario to
film the Dionne Quintuplets for 20th
CenturyFox's "The Country Doctor."
rehearsals

5

(M-G-M)— Dec.

Night at the Opera

— Dec.

arrive

Chicago.

OWEN MOORE
Uncle

Sullivan

Seattle.

Cameo

FUTURE OPENINGS
Person

J.

B F. SHEARER, president of the
Independent
Supply Dealers Ass'n, left Saturday en route
to

(a)

Beuren

forthcoming

in

New

legit

York for
"The

play,

charge of production for
Saturday by train for
returns to New York by plane
in

Corp.,

Montreal.
He
on Wednesday.

left

CONSTANCE BENNETT,

Strand

pictures,

Globe

England.

ZION

World

(a)

has arrived

the

of

Changes."

DON HANCOCK,
Van

Paramount

leaves

MYERS,

from

New

the

signed by
coast
next

RKO

associate

York

to

GB

for

two

month

for

producer,

will

Key West and Havana

the course of his vacation from the studios,
where he returns about Christmas time.
in

bill.

50,000 "Dream" Manuals
Educational Puts Out 3
Already Sold to Schools
Holiday Special Shorts

1/2

Va
i/

8

Trans-Lux Daylight Picture Screen
Corp. has applied to the Securities
and Exchange Commission at Washington for the registration of 68,000
shares of $1 par value common stock,

9-3740

Hollywood

J.

GLADYS SWARTHOUT, who has been filling
concert engagements in the west following
her
appearance
in
Paramount's
"Rose
of
the
Rancho," returns east in a few days for
her
Metropolitan Opera season.

BEN JUDELL

week

to

of Trans-Oceanic Film
has been abroad for three and
a business trip through Spain,
France, Belgium, Holland, Czecho-Slovakia, etc.,
is
expected to return to New York within a

Export Co.,
half

a

who

months on

week.

1/2

Trans-Lux Seeks Stock Registration

BRyant

—8th

assistant

ARTHUR SANCHEZ

11/2

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone

Bros.)

KENT,

buyer for Fox West Coast Theaten'
Los Angeles the latter part of this
from New York.

week

go

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40

(Warner

(Lenauer

W
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Th.

World

Chg.

Close

Am. Seat

Gen.

Capitol

(Tapernoux-Metropolis)

La Maternelle

Morals of Marcus

Net

20th

Globe
Center

(Amkino)

Crime et Chatiment
Co Moj Maz Robi

A

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Pathe

—
—

Show Them No Mercy (20th Century-Fox)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

East.

Astor

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

In

do

Dream

Night's

19.

FINANCIAL

LARRY
chief film
returns to

TWO-A-DAY RUN
A Midsummer

Your

Fm.

Strand

2nd week
Escape from Devil's Island (Columbia)
Thanks a Million (20th Century-Fox) 3rd week
4th week
Mutiny on the Bounty (M-G-M)
Legong (DuWorld)— 9th week

THE FILM

Fm.

Rivoli

under

1650 Broadway, New York, N. V.
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyFilmday, New York.
Address:
Cable
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
6607.
wood Blvd., Phone Granite
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Con.

Roxy

—
—

DAILY,

Con.

Music Hall

I

—

Coming and Going

11

Paramount

(

Terms (Postage

Wardour

1935

Theater

and Distributor
Paramount)
Red the Rose

Picture

So

JOHN W. ALICOATE

2,

—
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Broadway

Demand by grammar and high
"Seeing Nellie Home," a singlereel Song and Comedy Hit, produced schools for the educational guides
by Al Christie, heads a trio of Edu- available on Warner's "A Midsummer Night's Dream," has resulted
cational subjects being rushed to
in the sale of 50,000 of these manuthe 20th Century-Fox exchanges for
als to date, they are used as study
holiday bookings. The short features
guides in schools and have proven of
Charles Henderson and The Master great value to
students.
A second
Singers, Carol Deis and the Geirs- printing of 50,000 guides has just
dorf Sisters.
come of the presses and being disOther pictures being offered by tributed among schools over the
Educational
for
special
holiday country, at an average price of six
bookings include "Ye Olde Toy cents per copy, depending upon
Shop," a Paul Terry- Toon cartoon, quantity purchased.
and a two-reel musical comedy,
"Perfect Thirty - Sixes," featuring
Claudette Colbert Engaged
four singing stars, Niela Goodelle,
San Francisco Claudette Colbert,
Earl Oxford, Fred Lightner and
Nell Kelly, and including a parade while here on Friday, admitted her
engagement to Dr. Joel J. Pressman.
of authentic winter fashions.
She said the wedding would take
place early next year.
Higgins Creditors to Meet
Shamokin, Pa. Creditors of the "Escape from Devil's Island" Holds
Higgins Enterprises, Inc., will meet
Columbia's "Escape from Devil's
at 10 A. M. Saturday in the law Island" is being held over for a secoffices of Fred B. Moser here for ond week at the Globe Theater on
argument and further discussion Broadway. GB's "The Morals of
and to complete the voting for ac- Marcus" will follow.
ceptance or rejection of a reorganization plan for the circuit. Deadline
"Time" in 4,500 Houses
for filing acceptance or rejection has
"March of Time" has been sold
been extended to that time.
to close to 4,500 theaters, a checkup
by RKO Distributing Corp., which
Ruth Warnock in "Patsy" Revival is handling sales of the reel, shows.

Allow

ACROSS
THE TABLE"

Boosts Grosses
25% above average
for TOWER THEATRE

—

under consideration for films, will be featured in a revival of "The Patsy"
at the Gateway Theater in Greenwich Village starting Thursday
night.

ROOSEVELT THEATRE
NIXON THEATRE
PHILADELPHIA, PA

<k?^ 4fr?lc^

is

Lila Lee's Father Dead
Elyria, O. Charles Louis Appel,
father of Lila Lee, died here last
week at the home of another daughter, Mrs. Leonard Tufford.

Claims

'HANDS

—

Ruth Warnock, who

RKO

Stipulations have been entered
into by the Irving Trust Co., RKO
trustee, to allow the claims of the
Harrison Theater & Realty Co. for
$420,000 and of the Hanover Capital
Trust Co., as assignee of Alfred J.
Fiegal, for $11,000 subject to approval of the Federal Court.

i

—

>to~~&'***
>

Marty Mullin and Sam Pinanski, of
the

M&P

Theatres, Boston,

tell

WE

"lAIF'lfr

us:

Vt

DONE OUR*
W^^^^mm

*+>

/CHRISTMAS SHOPPING-AND
**
WE'RE RESTING NICELY, THANK YOU

&

€1 cK

pes, sir,"
about wh«|

J f
teafy

jfco

'

St.

MARTY AND SAM, "anybody
"inj
who wants
,

tfo

worry

play during Christmas week, oan do so/ We've

already booked a couple of numbers which are going to carry us
through very pleasantly.

One of them happens to be Paramount'

'COLLEGIATE', and the other is 'SCROOGE', the new edition of

Dickens'

'Christmas Carol-

that Paramount has wrapped up for

Christmas delivery."
"'COLLEGIATE' " Marty and Sam explain,

"will take care of the

youngsters between fifteen and twenty-five, and those are the
biggest part of our trade during the holidays.
'SCROOGE' is full of the spirit of Christmas; will appeal to

everyone from six to sixty and be just the right kind of picture
to book the week before Christmas.

"I'll leave the pain of last-minute shopping to friend wife,"

says MARTY, "and hope she lays off buying me any more of
those Christmas Perfectos."
"That goes for me, too," says SAM.
"M & P" know.

* * *

Monday, Dec.

13 WARNER-F.N. FILMS

1935 HITS

ON COMPLETED SHELF

Warren

Hull, directed

by Ray

Enright; "The Widow from Monte
Carlo," with Warren William, Dolores Del Rio, Louise Fazenda, directed by Arthur Greville Collins;
"Broadway Hostess," featuring

Winifred

Shaw, Lyle Talbot with

Phil Regan, Allen Jenkins, directed
by Frank McDonald; "Man of Iron,"
with Barton MacLane, Mary Astor,
Dorothy Peterson, John Eldredge,
directed by William McGann; "The
Story of Louis Pasteur," starring

Paul Muni, with Josephine Hutchinson, Anita Louise, Donald Woods,
Fritz Leiber, directed by William
Dieterle; "Song of the Saddle," with
Dick Foran, Alma Lloyd, directed by
Louis King; "Dangerous," starring
Bette Davis and Franchot Tone,
Margaret Lindsay, Alison Skipworth,
directed by Alfred E. Green; "Moonlight on the Prairie," with Dick
Foran, Sheila Mannors, directed by
D. Ross Lederman; "The Murder of
Dr. Harrigan," with Kay Linaker,
Ricardo Cortez, Mary Astor, directed
by Frank McDonald.

engaged and floor space is at ._
premium. Bigger studios are being]
is

•

Skouras, Randforce
Sign With Local 306
(Continued from Page

by

Joseph

Basson,

WMCA

Garnett A. Marks Joins
Garnett A. Marks, radio announcer
and father of Marie Marks, who
won the "Miss Missouri of 1933"
contest and was signed by Warners
for musical films, has joined the
of

•

BY WAY

erected, with a
projects under

of a Contrast

between the motion

• • • WITH THE Film Daily Relief Fund Drive off to
a running start
we take time out to note that a young
fella over at Metro publicity dep't has been pulling a neat stunt
for weeks to help along the good cause
Willie Wang has
a sign up on the wall alongside his desk
advising all
cigarette moochers that they have to kick in a penny for each
cig to go to the Fund
here is a line of strategy that can
be extended in many ingenious directions by all you mugs within
whose corporeal and spiritual systems the milk of Human
Kindness still flows
you can each and every one build
up reserves for the Relief Fund with other slants
poker
kitties
the Silent Guest at every noon lunch when two
or three of you regularly eat, the gag being that you all kick
in for the Silent Guest's meal each day, and donate
it to the
Fund
a Collection Box in every office, with everybody
penalized a nickel on some gag that you bright boys can easily
think up, and you will get a lot of laughs while materially
helping the Fund
oh, it's such a little thing to do!
and means so much to some poor devil who will need
the help of the Fund this Xmas
so get busy, fellers
you're supposed to be Idea Men in an Idea Biz
Willie Wang has set a grand example
P r ove it
the lad's Heart is in the Right Place

WMCA.

number

of expansive!

way, while in the
theater end there are two or three
new kinemas or reconstruction jobs
getting under way every week.
Overseating is becoming a problem
in a number of localities as a result
of the feverish activity in building.
The circuits also are continuing to

expand.

Attendance has increased in the
year and audiences remain faithful
to old favorites, with high-grade
Hollywood product getting as much
business as ever, although the improved native product is attracting
support.

The quota situation is more acute
than ever, difficulty being experienced frequently in filling the present 20 per cent native product requirement. There is some hope that

when
it

the Quota Act expires in 1938
will be drastically overhauled.

General outlook for the year ahead
continued prosperity and
expansion.
indicates

Kuykendall to Push
Self -Regulation Plan

•

(Continued from Page 1)

.

1)

D.

president of Local 306. Basson said
he expected that any deal worked
out with Brandt for the I.T.O.A.
would be included as part of the
agreement under which the Allied
and Empire operator unions will be
merged into Local 306.

staff

•

picture theater audiences
and the broadcasting studio
audiences
on certain air programs the announcer holds
up a big black-lettered sign reading "Applause" when he
wants the admission-free mob to cheer on the act
so the
folks listening in on thelir radio sets at home will say to themselves: "It must be good in the studio, although it sounds pretty
lousy here"
BUT in the picture theater you can't fool
audiences that way
you've got to deliver to a public
who can SEE as well as hear

•

Saturday

EXPANSION

(Continued from Page 1)

ren Hall and George E. Stone, directed by William McGann; "Captain
Blood," co-starring Errol Flynn and
Olivia de Havilland, directed by
Michael Curtiz; "Miss Pacific Fleet,"
starring Joan Blondell, with Glenda
Farrell, Hugh Herbert, Allen Jenkins,

NEW PEAK

IN BRITISH

(Continued from Page 1)

2, 1935

• • • ANOTHER OF the film boys has broken into Stookie
Allen s "Daily Mirror" feature "Above the Crowd"
last
week he got publicity for GB's coming George Arliss feature,
Mister Hobo''
with a human interest presentation of
Kjng Jeff Davis
King of the Hoboes
showing
the fine objectives of this worthy organization of itinerant workers
one of which is "to assist all runaway boys and induce them to return to their homes and parents"
Leo
Pillot engineered this Big Break
why is it a Big Break
you a fk
because this organization is one of the most
powerful altruistic organizations in the nation
with a
membership of over 800,000 in the International Itinerant
Workers Union Hoboes of America
including many of
the leaders in all walks of life
professors, educators,
winters, advertisers, even financiers and industrialists
we personally are a member in good standing
our present card is No. 808,482
we were one of the original

conventions and informal meeting
with theater leaders in the field.
The M. P. T. O. A. leader will not
call a meeting of his board of directors until he has developed the
various proposals into a concrete
plan ready for consideration, it was
learned yesterday.
Exhibitors reached in the survey
were, it is reported, generally vague
in their ideas for self-regulatory
machinery but a great majority of
them stressed the need of means of
local solution of differences rather
than settlement of them in New
York.

DATE BOOK

«

members years

ago, when our card was No. 176
and
got kicked out for violating the Hobo Code covering "willful
misrepresentation"
when we stated in our kolyum in
1929 that "the Indies are Coming Back Strong"
it's
taken us all these years to live it down
and get reinstated
yessir
IIWUHA is an organization that
it s an honqr to belong to

»>

.

Dec. 1-3:

Dec. 6:

and
Dec.

•

•

•

ANOTHER NEAT stunt
RKO Radio

bales Promotion Dep't at
Best

FILM

wishes

DAILY

lowing
E.

on

from

to
their

the folbirthday:

W. Hammons

Frank Reicher
Alfred Reeves

Alfred

Julian
Louis

on "Seven Keys to Baldpate"
you
with a key chain attached with a tag for your
name and address
being sent to 5,000 exhibs, circuit
officials and house managers
here's a gag that is Utilitarian
and gets over the Pix Message perfectly

—

THE

Arthur

Worker
Otto Brower

(4

44

44

» » »

sales

department meeting,

Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.

ball,

7:
Allied Theaters of
vention cruise sailing to
S.

from Leon Bamberger's
an arty color card
headed "Just to remind

Paramount

Drake Hotel, Chicago.

S.

New

Jersey

con-

Bermuda on the

Queen of Bermuda.

Dec. 8-9:
lina

M.P.T.O. of North and South Caroannual convention, Charlotte, N. C.

Dec.

Annual meeting of stockholders
9:
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

Jan.

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
Hershfield,
sponsored
by
the
Broadway
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 27-30:

of

M. P. E. spring convention,
S.
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicaeo.

PV

»

Fighting idol of the London stage
... an amazing new personality
fired with the very spirit of
. .
.

RAFAEL SABATINI'S
immortal adventurer... in a cast of
over a thousand players, including

OLIVIA De HAVILLAND
Dream

girl

of

A Midsummer

Night's

Dream

RATHBONE
LIONEL ATWILL
ROSS ALEXANDER
BASIL

GUY KIBBEE

HOBART CAVANAUGH
A

First

National Picture directed by

MICHAEL CURTIZ

THE

'St!

Monday, Dec. 2, 1935
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PART OF '37 LINEUP

Lionel Barrymore Celebrates 25th Year in Films
„ „

SET BY ZANUCK

IS

(Continued from Page 1)

Temple films, and a number
Warner Baxter starring vehicles.

r^J,?
camera L"?
last

—

West Coast Bureau

.

,

of

L ,on el
.

week,

THE FILM DAILY

new M-G-M

19 U. A. Exploiteers

Plan for Fox Brooklyn
Being Filed in 30 Days
In Field on 2 Films

other stories also are set.
the new releasing plan,
(Continued from Page 1)
Two current United Artists re- that he had
ii-here a star or combination of stars
discussed with
Si
leases,
Samuel
Goldwyn's
"Splen- Fabian, the present operator of the
will make three pictures, production
dor,"
starring
Miriam
Hopkins and theater, a first mortgage issue to
schedules will be arranged so that
Joel
McCrea, and "The Melody pay outstanding
one film is released every 12 or 14
taxes and a new
Lingers
On,"
Reliance
production debenture issue to take up the old
In four-picture star series,
weeks.
starring
Josephine
Hutchinson and debentures.
like the Shirley Temple films, releases will be spotted every eight George Houston, are being given full
Heifer said also that he had ensupport
by
the
U. A. exploitation deavored to learn whether
This idea will be
or nine weeks.
Loew's
department,
which has 19 exploiteers was interested in
followed all along the line.
presenting a reZanuck and Chairman Joseph M. now in key cities lining up cam- organization plan but had not reSchenck both will attend the com- paigns for the premieres of the two ceived any word from the circuit.
pany's sales convention to be held attractions.
Judge Bondy fixed Dec. 27 as the
The following men are now work- date for the next hearing on
in the spring.
the
ing
on the campaigns: Charles reorganization plan
and requested
Baron, Rochester; Al Selig, New the attornev to inform m'm
in two
Republic Starting Six
London and New Haven; Edgar weeks of what progress was being
Wallach,
Harrisburg
and
Reading;
made
toward formulation of a plan.
Before Holiday Season

Under

work are "Dancing Feet," "Return
Jimmy Valentine" and "The
Four
Leathernecks Have Landed."
features and two westerns also are
scheduled for January production.
of

Harry Rice, Cincinnati; Mark Silver,
Baltimore;
Max Abramson,
Springfield; Warren Slee, Utica and
Syracuse; Ed Fisher, Dayton; Bill
Rudolph, Bridgeport and Stamford;

Ramm,

Lou

Atlanta;

Ben

Hill,

Houston; Erie Griggs, Memphis;
Mack Whiting, Providence; William
Healy,

Toledo;

Maury

Davis,

In-

dianapolis; Vernon Adams, LouisTwins for Robert O'Donohue
ville;
William Bernfield, Kansas
Fort Worth Twin boys were born City; Bob
Wood, New Orleans; Mike
to Mrs. Robert O'Donohue at Harris
Kavanagh, Washington.
Hospital last week. Father is manager of the Majestic Theater and

—

mother was cashier at the Majestic
until her marriage.

Early Loew Playdates
Set for "Splendor"

New Incorporations
NEW YORK
Thirty

Avenue Theater Corp.,

First

and

Theatrical

an.

Lillian

Schauben,

kllfon.

Brooklyn.

motion
Betty

pictures.

Groman

Manhat$10,000.
Alvin

and

Broadway Bandwagon, Inc., Manhattan. Theitrical
and other amusements.
Ten shares of
itock.
Rose Meyers, Rose Henkin and Rose
.ondon, New York City.
Trojan Theaters Corp., Manhattan.
Theatrial business.
200 shares.
Morris M. Mintz,
'hilip
G.
Steindler and Blanche Greely, New
o-k

City.

Red & White Productions, Inc., Manhattan.
branches of the theatrical business.
100
Directors: John F Wharton, Dwight D
Viman and M. J. Trimble, New York City.
Evening Star, Inc., Manhattan.
Theatrical
Ml

hares.

nd

motion pictures.
100 shares.
Jacob L.
Rose Lader and Hilda Goldman, New

teisel.

ork

City.

taymond
'ork

Management,

Bondio

Del

'heatricals.

A.

$25,000.
Flynn and

Inc.,

Clarence
John T.

Manhattan,
Ashley,
S.
Coyle, New

City.

Vulcan Theaters Corp., Manhattan.
TheatrlThirty-five shares of preferred stock at
100 and 150 common no par value. Morris M.
<intz, Philip G. Steindler and Blanche Greely,
taw York City.
Kenroe Theaters, Inc., Manhattan.
Theatrical
usiness.
$10,000.
Betty Finkelstein, Jeannie
ils.

ireengold

New York City.
New York. Motion

Feature

Distributors, Inc.,
100 shares.
Mildred Keller, Ruth
airman and Elinor Kantor, Bronx, N. Y.
Woran Theater Corp., New York.
Theatrical
nd motion picture business.
Ten shares. DiK'ors:
I.
E.
Lambert, L. E. Thompson and
ton Goldberg, New York City.

Distributors, Inc., New York.
Augustine F.
100 shares.
lassa,
L.
David Weiss and Clarice Salsberg,
»w York City.
Tobias Playhouse,
Inc.,
New York. Motion

Western

Ictures.
>n

Artists release, "Splendor," starring
Miriam Hopkins and Joel McCrea,
will receive complete playing time
coverage over the Loew Circuit beginning the week of Dec. 5. The
picture will open in Loew theaters
in the following cities on Dec. 5 or 6
Loew's, Rochester; Garde, New

Regent, Harrisburg; CoReading; Capitol, Cincinlonial,
nati;
Century, Baltimore; Palace,
Springfield; Stanley, Utica; Loew's,
Dayton; Poli,
Loew's,
Syracuse;
Bridgeport; Palace, Stamford; State,
State,
Houston;
State,
Atlanta;
Memphis; State, Providence; Valentine, Toledo; Palace, Indianapolis;
State, Louisville; Midland, Kansas
City; State, New Orleans; LoewFox Theater, Washington.

London;

Films

pictures.

100 shares.
Herman Roth, H. Sampand Ben Gold, New York City.

Goldfard

—

—

GIVE.

Baltimore Bits

Make checks payable to The Film
Daily Relief Fund, and mail to 1650
Broadway.

Baltimore—The M. P. T. O. of
Maryland made a contribution of
$100 to the Baltimore Community
Fund.

In addition

many

of the individual houses and exhibitors also
subscribed to the fund.
"Mutiny on the Bounty" is setting
new records at Loew's Century and
held for a second week.
is
The
house says this is the first picture
in eight years big enough to break
the Century's weekly change policy.
"Rendezvous" is being shown at

both Loew's Valencia and Parkway.
"In Old Kentucky," Will Rogers'

packing them in at

New.

Harry E. Huffman Extolled
Denver Harry E. Huffman stands

—

Orleans United Theaters is forth as one of the three men of
gradually modernizing the elec- genius who shaped three great theis
tric signs on its 18 subsequent run ater periods in the 75 years of Densubstituting for the old ver's history, according to an article
houses,
electric signs, modern illuminated in last week's "Taxpayers' Review."
backgrounds with Neon decoration. The other two men are H. A. W.
Even Thanksgiving couldn't stop Tabor and Peter McCourt. Most of
the giveaways in the neighborhood the article, running several columns,
Premiums and give- is devoted to Huffman's work in carhouses here.
rying out the dream of the pioneers.
aways were given as scheduled.

New

Naturally the guy has some
So he dodges around corners when he sees any of you chaps
he knows. You get that way after
fighting privation and misery month
after month.
pride.

—

the

New Orleans Notes

(Continued from Page 1)
so nobody will see the patches. And
the overcoat isn't anything to cheer
about, either.

Besides, there is the more pressing problem of Eating. Clothes -are
really secondary to that.
If you
don't eat for a stretch, you'll soon
be stretched out for good and the
clothes they plant you in don't mean
much. But this eat problem. It's
tough for him.
The other morn he had for breakfast a slice of bread, a bun and
coffee for himself and his boy. And
he says: "When my boy finished, he
still looked hungry, so I gave him
my bun."
4 Warner-F. N. Features
Read that simple statement over
more. Let it sink in -DEEP.
For December Release once
"He still looked hungry." Suppose
it had been YOUR boy.
What would
Warner-First National will re- you do? You'd probably feel like
lease four features this month, the going out and robbing a neighbor
most
important
being
"Captain who had plenty.
Blood" on Dec. 28. Special key city
The above are FACTS. No wild
dates are now being set for the flight of imagination. In our midst.
Christmas holiday on "Blood," with In the midst of one of the richest
the expectation that it will be and most fortunate industries in the
shown in about 200 houses in the world.
And what are we doing
country during this period.
about it?
What are YOU doing
Other release dates are: "Broad- about it?
way Hostess," featuring Winifred
Of course. You're going to Give.
Shaw with Lyle Talbot, Phil Regan, We won't insult you by further urgGenevieve Tobin, Dec. 7; "Miss ing on this Case No. 63. Get on the
Pacific Fleet," starring Joan Blon- List of Regular Fellows. The Relief
dell,
with Glenda Farrell, Hugh Fund Drive is on its way. Help it
Herbert, Allan Jenkins, Dec. 14, and to get over. Send in your donation
"Man of Iron," featuring Barton Now. Don't look upon it as someMacLane, Dorothy Peterson and thing that's got to be done. Look
upon it as YOUR Privilege. So
John Eldredge, Dec. 21.

last picture, is

and Kate Heichman,

•ictures.

totion

Closely following its world premiere in Boston and its current
showing at the Rivoli on Broadway,
Samuel Goldwyn's latest United

READ THIS SAD TALE

contract.

Several

(Continued from Page 1)

YOU LUCKY FELLOWS,

Barrymore celebrated his 25th year before the motion picture
following his return from a one-week trip to New
York
The

veteran actor was recently signed to a

Shirley
>f

d

New House
Nashville,

Amusement

for Dayton, Term.
Tenn.
Cumberland

—

which recently
opened the new Oldham Theater in
Sparta, has signed a lease in Dayton for a new house to be ready in
March.

It

Co.,

Happened

in

Film Biz

—

Atlantic City
may have been a breadIt
winner for its producers and exhibitors, but
"It Happened One Night" didn't do the hotel
industry any good, the American Hotel Ass'n
was told at its convention here last week.
The picture was blamed for making a lot of
folks use auto camps instead of hotels, and
the association plans an attack to overcome this
opposition.

—

Miami Everett C. Priest, 56, superintendent
maintenance at the Olympia theater, saw his
movie a few days ago.
He claims he
was never able to take time away from his

of

first

duties

to

Miami
Mayfair,

look at

—Sonny
held

a

the screen.

manager
of
the
Shepherd,
pay-as-you-leave preview with

"Metropolitan."
No tickets were required for
admission,
the patrons paying on their way
out if they liked the show.

THE
10

REVIEWS

€<

»

SUPERSPEED"
Norman

with

Foster,

Florence

Rice,

Mary

Carlisle

record
S.

A

JUST

PROGRAM PICTURE
WEAKNESS BEING IN

FAIR

MAIN

WITH
STORY
With

IDEA.
is

very

much

a

the

summer camp

Brighton.

some

basis .for

fairly

thrilling

Buffalo,

but outside of this the story has
There's the usual dirty work
little punch.
of a bunch of crooks who are conniving
against the inventor of a superspeed device, and who damage the test car to be
driven by Norman Foster, but are foiled in
the end.
There is also a bit of romantic

Canadian

Cast:

Norman

Foster, Florence Rice,

Carlisle,
Charles Grapewm, Arthur
Robert Middlemass, George McKay.

Mary
Hchl,

Lambert Hillyer; Author, HarShumate; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Benjamin Kline.
Director,

old

Direction,

Photography, Good

Okay

Six Educational Comedies
Theaters in Richmond
Number 20 Within Year Being Readied for Release

—

Richmond
Counting completed
and contemplated projects, Richmond
will have 20 movie theaters within
the year, a checkup shows. In this
district as a whole about 20 new
houses have been built during the
year.

New theater projects under construction in Virginia include playhouses
Boston

now being

built in South
improvements in the
Park in Roanoke. The Irvin West
Construction Co., of Statesville, N.

FOREIGN

and

C received the $31,000 contract for
the construction of the South Boston project, a playhouse to seat
800.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Carper, of
Martinsville, are the owners.
Star
Amusement Co. is to operate a new
theater in Radford.
The Colley is
the name of a new $50,000 theater
in Norfolk to be operated by the
,

"DIE HEILIGE UND IHR NARR" ("The
Saint and Her Fool"), in German; produced
Hans
Peter Ostermayr;
directed
by
by
Deppe; with Hansi Knoteck, Hans Stuewe,
At the 79th St. Theater.
et al.
romantic

Pleasing

yarn

with

some good

acting and attractive native views.

MOJ MAZ ROBI W NOCY?"
("What is My Husband Doing Tonight?"),

Wilder interests.

"CO

in

Polish;

ska,

produced by Musa; with Gorczyn-

Mankiewiczowna, et

al.

At the

Bijou

A new

opened
at

its

second house, the Temple

Germantown Ave. and Tioga

St'

under the direction of David Sudo'
witz.

650-seater

is

—

Fort Worth
Affiliated Enterhas field suit in Federal
District Court here against W.
J
Chesser of the Palace in Littlefield

prises, Inc.,

and
in

of

J.

V. Carter, Jr., of the Majestic
infringement

Comanche charging
Bank Night.

—

studies.

action,

interest.

—

Philadelphia
Milgram- Schwartz
Temple Amusement Co. last week

picture.

"Dummy Walks Out," by M. P. Gamber, Chicago, and Walter Mills, 350 East
Fifty-second Street, photoplay episode.
"Fishers of Grande Anse," by Leslie P. Thatcher, Toronto, Canada, study of Canadian
fishermen.
"Keratoplasty," by Henry M. Lester, 1 Pershing Square, color reel of surgery.
"London Terrace," by T. W. Willard, Bonxville, N. Y., an advertising film.
"Ultima Thule and Peggy's Cove," by Edward A. Bollinger and Mrs. Bollinger,

of routine

this production never rises to
grade as entertainment.
The
yarn has an auto racetrack back ground, which

supplies

I.,

New

puppets.

a story that

of

color.

"Children Grow Up," by Charles J. Carbonaro, 524 West 162d Street, for Religious
Motion Picture Foundation, 140 Nassau Street, a social study of child life.
"Christmas Nuts," by Paul Braun and Howard Goodman, Baltimore, color film of

construction,

much

in

"Adirondack Adventure," by Frank Gunnell, 34 Colonial Court, West

56 mins.

Columbia

HERE & THERE

10 Best Non-Theatrical Films
Ten best non-theatrical films of 1935, as selected by "Movie Makers," magazine of
the Amateur Cinema League, are announced as follows:
"In the Beginning," by F. C. Ells, American business man in Yokohama, Japan,
telling the Bible story of creation entirely by means of motion picture studies of
animate and inanimate factors without the aid of human dramatic action.
"A Christmas at Home," by Edmund Zacher 2d, West Hartford, Conn., holiday

being built

Newport News. It will be under
Jerome Gordon, whose mother opin

erates the Palace there.
It is reported that the Benjamin T. Pitts
interests are planning to construct

Wilmington, Del. Joseph DeFiore
of the Park Theater, president of
the
Independent
Motion Picture
Theater Owners of Delaware and

Eastern Maryland, will soon hold a
conference on reorganization. George
Schwartz and Reese Harrington are
With Buster Keaton's second pic- expected to be among those attendture since his recent recovery just ing the meet.
completed, Educational now has six
two-reel comedies in the editing
Washington
Hearing on the
process for release shortly after the American Telephone & Telegraph's
first of the year.
Keaton's two are application for permission to lay a
"Three on a Limb" and "Grand coaxial cable between New York
Slam Opera," both directed by and Philadelphia for television exCharles Lamont.
"The Brain Bus- perimental purposes will be resumed
ters," also produced in Hollywood, before the Federal Communications
features Billy Gilbert and Vince Commission on Jan. 6.
The comBarnett.
mercial phase of the coaxial cable
The remaining three subjects are will be gone into at the resumed
Al Christie Productions, which are hearing.
in the cutting rooms at Astoria.
"Mixed Policies," from a story by
York, Pa. Maurice Chevaux of
David Freedman, features Clara the Ritz is the
father of a boy.
Barry and Orval Whitledge. Two
youngsters,
Marline
Stuart
and
Harrisburg, Pa. Genevieve Funk,
Ackland Powell, have their first featured parts in "Girl Fever," a cashier at the Colonial, is back on
Young Romance Comedy. "Thanks, the job after an absence of four
Mr. Cupid" is a musical comedy with months.
four singing stars, Niela Goodelle,
Bill Barry, Fred Lightner and Nell
Changes in Grossman Law Firm
Kelly.
First change since 1899 in the firm
name of House, Grossman & Vor-

—

—

—

haus is announced by Moses H.
Grossman, senior member of the
firm, with the revision to House,
though production is below par technically. another playhouse on Church Hill.
Grossman, Vorhaus and Hemley, the
Another Richmond project is the
Appellate Division on Saturday personnel including Leo J. Rosett
projected Ginter Park Theater, preupheld the lower court decision re- and Jesse Hemley as new partners
viously
mentioned
as
a
project
to
"DAS LIED VOM GLUECK" ("The Song
quiring the Harris Amusement Co., in addition to Judge Grossman,
be under the control of Community operator
of Happiness"), in German; produced by
of the Tiffany Theater, the Louis J. Vorhaus, Alfred Beekman,
Theater
Co.
of
New
York.
The
Lee
Gnom: directed by Carl Boesse; with HerBronx, to employ members of the Frederick Hemley, Joseph Fischer
Theater
is the name of a new playbert Ernst Groh, Use Stobrawa, et al.
At
Allied Operators Union and enjoin- and David Vorhaus.
house now in operation in the Vir- ing
the 86th St. Casino.
At the same time Grossman anemployment of Local 306 opginia capital. A new playhouse beerators.
Under the ruling the the- nounces the formation of Grossman
Generally entertaining melange of ro•ng constructed at Falls Church,
ater will have to oust the Local 306 & Crump for the general practice
mance, comedy, pleasing music against the
near Washington, will be operated
men now employed. Murray Hart- of law in California, with offices in
colorful background of the French Riviera.
by the Morton G. Tahlhimer in- son was
Guy Richards Crump
counsel for Allied in the Los Angeles.
terests.
action.
Local 306 will appeal from heads the coast office.
Plans are to get under way this the ruling and seek a stay pending
week for the rebuilding that part appeal, it was said Saturday by
of Gordonsville which was visited Jos. D. Basson, president of Local
by fire last Tuesday, five buildings 306.
having been destroyed and the local
movie theater badly damaged, thus
Lenauer Gets Austrian Film
depriving the town of cinematic atLenauer International Films has
ABOUT
tractions temporarily.
AS SEEN BY
received for early release a new
THE PRESS
Austrian film "Karneval und Liebe"
AGENT
(Carnival and Love), with music by
"New Gulliver" for RKO House
Johann Strauss and directed by
RKO has booked "The New Gul- Karl Lamac.
That lone occupant on the driver's
seat of that light truck recently ambliver" to play at the Terminal Theling along Ventura
Blvd.
loaded with
ater,
Newark, during Christmas
Preparing New Joe Cook Script
lumber was Clarence Brown,
M-G-M
week, marking the first time that a
director,
who has turned gentleman
David Freedman is putting the
farmer since buying the former King
major circuit has played a Soviet final touches on a new story for Joe
Location trips made by M-G-M proC. Gillette ranch in Calabassas. — DAVE
picture.
duction units this year have run up
"The New Gulliver" will Cook, and Al Christie vrill put the
EPSTEIN.
close
to 85,000 miles of travel.
be double-featured with "Thanks a picture in production for EducaMillion."
tional early this month.
Theater.

Slapstick

farce

makes

fair

entertainment

Court Upholds Employment
of Allied Union Operators

FACTS

FILMS

"ADD 1 DREAM TOO MUCH' TO THE

WINTER SEASON'S
BLESSINGS,"

LIST OF

CINEMA

says William Boohnel,

New York World-Telegram,

in

the

as

ALL

NEW
HA

DAZZLING NEW

SCREEN STA

*«*3»L'-.

'

ILY

PONS

in

DREAM TOO MUCH
with
" -\

HENRY FONDA
ERIC BLORE

OSGOOD PERKINS

•

Directed

by John

Cromwell

Berman

Production

.

.

.

...

A Pandro

S.

u

.

CROWDS JAM MUSIC HALL
AS CRITICS SHOUT OF

"Lily Pons

makes a breezy debut as a movie

arias with a blithe disregard of operatic tradition ...

Her talent for comedy
graduates and she
exhilarating talent

winsome

is utterly

make her

A gay

... She clowns with

is delightful

picture ... Her brilliant singing is thrilling.

a frenzy unmatched by the maddest Sennet

these hoydenish moods ... Her magnificent voice and her

in

Film fans should

a rare acquisition for Hollywood.

welcome her enthu-

— Bland Johaneson,

siastically."

"The

comedy, alternating roughhouse and

star in this lively

Pons makes a

petite and dainty Lily

N. Y. Daily Mirror

debut as a motion picture star... She emerges as

thrilling

an ingratiating comedienne, and permits the liquid gold of her voice to trickle delightfully through the

-Kate

mechanical devices of the screen."

"Add

'I

Dream Too Much'

to the winter

marks the successful screen debut of
in

the world, Miss Pons

is

season's

Lily

Pons

.

of cinema blessings, the reason being that

list

.

.

is

quite a triumph

N. Y.

World-Telegram

an accomplished and attractive actress ... The occasion

becomes a new

-William Boehnel,

film star

it

Besides possessing one of the loveliest voices

for both the star and the screen."

"Lily Pons

Cameron, N. Y. Daily News

... A warm human story serves

well to introduce her to her

of her
newest and greatest audience. An audience which she captures quite easily with the beauty

voice, the wholly sympathetic

personality which the cameras capture, and a

than has been displayed by any of the recent

"Looking quite charming, the most

rival recruits

from the operatic marts."

— Regina

fragile of divas

makes her cinema debut

romance, operatic numbers and musical comedy ... Her voice
with genuine effectiveness

... We

will

be seeing her

in

is

makes

a graceful cinema debut

... She

fortifies

her

JEROME KERN
Composer

of

.

.

.

Watts,

N. Y. World-Telegram

Jr.,

singing with an engaging

brilliant

-Andre

"A happy occasion ... Gay and
and engaging one

a comedy of domestic

additional photoplays."

quality of birdlike charm."

Music by

in

Crewe, N. Y. American

effectively recorded and registers

-Richard
"Lily Pons

greater histrionic gift

sparkling musical...full of pleasant fantasy

Screen captures the

full

.

.

Sennwald, N. Y. Times

.

the cast a

beauty of a coloratura voice, getting

-

well as its clarity."

its

RKD-RADID

PICTURE

brilliant

warmth as

Eileen Creelman, N. Y.

"Roberta"

"Blessed with both a

handsome

voice and good looks, the petite diva plays her

first film role

Sun

with charm

Pons personality provides delightful entertainment."
and distinction ... The Pons voice plus the
Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Evening Journal

—

''!
;

DAILY

^A
14

"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
major roles in "Concertina"
were cast by Paramount late
George Raft and Carole
last week.
Lombard were set for the leads, and

'THREE

the third role was given to Alison
Skipworth. Jan. 6 was announced
as the starting date. Harold Young

expected to direct and Arthur
Hornblow, Jr., will produce.

is

T

George Bancroft, Ann Sothern and
Victor Jory, featured in Columbia's
"Hell Ship Morgan" are back at
the studio again, after a tempestuous voyage at sea.
T
T
T
Leigh Jason is directing "Don't
Bet on Love," at RKO. Gene Ray-

mond

is

starred, with

Wendy

Barrie,

Helen Broderick, Erik Rhodes, MorWallace and Eddie Gribbon

gan

among

the principals.
t

Our Passing Show: Lew Brown,
Lew Cooper, Francis Edwards Faragoh and Laura D. Wilck among the
diners at Al Levy's Tavern; O. P.
Heggie and Pedro DeCordoba playing tennis.

TV

Francis
Edwards Faragoh is
writing the screen play for "Buccaneer," in collaboration with Ray
Harris. Faragoh wrote the scenario
"Buccaneer"
for "Becky Sharp."
will be made in Technicolor by Pioneer Pictures.
T

RKO

Giving

HOLLYWOOD
Young

Sammy
been

under

placed

Harry Grey, music
His

contract

has

by

director, to write

assignment
in "Dancing Feet," for which he has
written "Every Time I Look at
You" and the title song. Sidney
Mitchell is credited with the lyrics.
for Republic.

T

V

initial

T

More Passing Show: E.

B. Derr,

Zeidman, Major Donovan,
Vince Barnett, Joe Leo, Dave Dubin

B.

F.

of Chicago,

M.

Weisfeldt, I. E.
Chadwick, William M. Pizor, A. W.
Hackel, Jesse Goldberg, William
Berke, B. B. Ray, Sam Katzman,
Edward and Victor Halperin, Sam
Efrus, Sam Neufeldt, Maurice Conn,
Lou Greenspan, Jack Hess, Al Mannon at party given by Henri Elliman
at the Hollywood Knickerbocker.
t
t
William R. Lipman is writing the
screenplay for "Big Brown Eyes,"
the
Liberty magazine story by
James Edward Grant. It will be
made by Walter Wanger Prods.
V
Y
Jack Moffett and Sidney Salkow,
who wrote the screenplay for Moffett's original, "Roaring Girl," are
writing the scenario for "Shoe the
Wild Mare," at Paramount.
J.

Sterling Sherwin, who has written several songs for pictures and
who is the composer of "Songs of

Chance

Following its established policy of developing new directors, RKO Radio announces
many of its new films will be megaphoned by newcomers.
George Stevens,
promoted from directing comedies to handling the recent Katharine Hepburn picture,
"Alice Adams," has been assigned two more specials for the coming year "I Won't
Dance," future Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers vehicle, and Sir James M. Barrie's "Quality
Ben Holmes, likewise from the short
Street," another starrer for Miss Hepburn.
subject ranks, will direct "The Farmer in the Dell," starring Fred Stone.
Leigh Jason,
former cutter, will make the Gene Raymond vehicle, "Don't Bet on Love," as his
initial feature film.
Glen Tryon, former Pathe star who has been writing screen plays,
will direct "Thorobreds All."
Wallace Fox, ex-cutter and assistant director, did so
well on "Powdersmoke Range" that he is now directing Richard Dix's new feature,

—

"Mother Lode."

the Roundup," is visiting Hollywood.

Mae Marsh, who

spent Thanks-

in the Santa Monica HosSanta Monica, where she is
recovering from an appendix op-

giving
pital,

eration, is reported
factory progress.

making

satis-

T

Having completed "The Calling of
Dan Matthews," the first of the two
Harold Bell Wright stories which
Columbia has on its 1935-36 program, production will start shortly
on the second of these features, "The
Mine With the Iron Door." Gerald
Geraghty and Maurice Geraghty
have completed the screen play, and
the director selected for the production will be announced in a few
days.
Richard Arlen will again be
starred.
T
T
Zion Myers, associate producer at
Radio, will start production on
the Rupert Hughes story, "Static,"
when he returns in a few weeks
from his eastern vacation. He recently completed "Two in the Dark,"

RKO

Y

T
T
T
Stept, song writer,

Directors a

that

Ivan Simpson has been added to
the cast of "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
the Selznick International producwith Walter Abel and Margot Gration which has just gone before the
cameras with Freddie Bartholomew hame.
in the title role.

Monday, Dec.

V

Addison Randall for "Follow the
Fleet"; Irving Bacon for "Don't Bet
on Love"; Thomas Braidon for "Indestructible Mrs. Talbot."
v
v
Immediately after the completion
of "The Petrified Forest," in about
two weeks, Leslie Howard will start

work on
tional

his next Warner-First Navehicle,
"Green
based on the best-selling

starring

1935

"LOTS"
edy in which Harold Lloyd stars.
Leo McCarey, who directed this production, although beset by sufficient
obstacles to have warranted hisi
throwing the assignment overboard!
on numerous occasions, carried on|
alone from scratch.
The "gags,"
direction, supervision and preparation were all McCarey's and if subsequent results prove this achieve-

ment worth-while,

it

may mark

the

beginning of a new era in film production.
Now that the picture is
completed McCarey has been confined to the hospital suffering

from
a rare disease contracted while on
location.

T

T

Hollywood and

T

environs are
too close to the scene of activities,
says Sam Wood, M-G-M director, in
explanation of why he previews his
pictures away from the immediate
vicinities as of yore. San Francisco,
Santa Barbara, Long Beach, Huntington Park and San Diego are some
of the places which Wood selected
to preview his past productions.
v
T
T
its

Light,"
novel by Lloyd Douglas. The screen
play has been written by Mary
McCall, Jr.
T
T
According to present plans, "The
With the addition of Douglass
Green Pastures," based on the stage
Dumbrille, last week, all the implay by Marc Connelly, will go into
portant roles in the cast for Columproduction Jan. 2 at the Warner

musical comedy co-starring!
Harry Richman and Rochelle Hudson and featuring Walter Connolly!
are -now filled.
The other leading;
players already engaged include!
Henry Mollison, Etienne Girardot,
Lionel Stander, Dora Early, Victor
Kilian, Wyrley Birch and Peppino
& Rhoda. Songs by Harry Akst,
Lew Brown and Victor Schertzinger,
bia's

studios.

T

Director
Tay Garnett's South
Asiatic expedition got under way
last week after 12 months of preparation when S. Y. Athene departed
from San Pedro bound for the Island
of Hong Kong. Aboard the 106-foot
yacht was a $30,000 portable film
laboratory, ah arsenal, provisions
for 12 months and a company of
motion picture artists and tech-

His work in Zane Grey outdoor nicians.
romances won Glenn Erickson an exAt the last moment before sailtension of his Paramount contract. ing a sudden shift in the personnel
The former Ted Fio Rito soloist and became imperative when Garnett,
Max Reinhardt actor has completed because of unexpected delay in prothree Zane Grey stories "Wanderer duction of Twentieth Centry-Fox's
of the Wasteland," "Nevada" and "Professional Soldier," found it was
"Drift Fence." His first role under impossible for him to set sail with
the new contract will be "Desert his troupe.
As a result of this
Gold."
eleventh hour shift, he and Mrs.
Garnett and Douglas Hodges, busiT
T
T
"Another Face" is the final title ness manager, will remain in Los
of the new feature film comedy Angeles until Dec. 6, when they will
about movie-making which RKO embark upon a steamer bound for
They will meet the
Radio will soon release. Originally the Orient.
called "It Happened in Hollywood" Athene's troupe in Hong Kong on
Members of the expediby its authors, Tom Dugan and Ray Jan. 10.
Mayer, it later became "Two Faces." tion aboard the sailing yacht were
Wallace Ford, Brian Donlevy, Phyl- Captain Asa J. Harris, James B.
Shackelford, explorer; Robert Kerr,
lis Brooks, Erik Rhodes, Molly Lamont and Alan Hale are featured. film director and writer; Paul
Schwegler, famous as an Ail-Amer"Outlaw Brands," Charles Star- ican football player, acting as busirett's second starring vehicle for ness manager; Chief Engineer Erwin
Radio Engineer George
Columbia, went into production last Katzer;
week under the direction of David Ong; Sidney R. Burnap, Jr., secSelman, who directed Starrett in ond navigator, and Israel Oliver,
"Gallant Defender," his first fea- chief steward.
ture for the company. Joan Perry
v
will again furnish the heart interest.
After having been renamed "Red
In the supporting cast are Ed Le Apples" by First National, "AppleSaint, Lafe McKee, Wheeler Oak- sauce" has become "Applesauce"
man, George Cheseboro, Richard once more.
The film version of
Botierer, Hal Price, Jack Rockwell, the Barry Conners play is now in
Eddie Cobb, Jack Walters, George production.
Burton and George Plues.
T
T
"A one man job" is Paramount's
RKO Radio cast assignments: boast for "The Milky Way," com-

—

2,

.'
1

j

|

|

j

who

is also directing, feature the
production. Larry Ceballos is stag-]
ing the many dance numbers.

T

»

T

Arthur Loft, character actor, has
been signed for a supporting role
in "Prisoner of Shark Island" at 20th
Century-Fox.

A

profitable day's work was Paul
Stanton's appearance in "It Had to
Happen" in production at 20th Century-Fox. So satisfactory were the
rushes
that
Darryl
F.
Zanuck

awarded him an extended

I

I

i

|

contract.

T
addition

Latest
to the Republic
Studios music department is Sammy
Stept, song writer, placed under
contract by Harry Grey, music director, to write songs for several
musical productions currently
scheduled.

Joan Crawford's brother, Hal Le
appear in the M-G-M
short, "Thrill for Thelma," in the
"Crime Doesn't Pay" series. Irene
Hervey and Robert Livingston also

1

,

j

:

l

Sueur, will

it.
Ed Cahn is directing the
Marty Brooks story, with Harry
Rapf as producer.

are in

Karl Freund, who

is

to handle the

camera work on M-G-M's "The Good
Earth,"

is

the

man who

photo-

graphed those foreign hits, "Variety"
and "Metropolis." Freund quit camera sometime ago to become a director.

'

j

"
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

»

Inusual Contest

"Dream"

^lugs

AN

unusual contest sponsored
by the Rochester "Journal"
and the Eastman theater on the
premiere of Warners' "A Midsummer Night's Dream" resulted in loads of advance publicity

j

Taking advantage of the existence of the town of Avon,
N. Y., the Rochester "Journal"
has announced a search for the
"Bard of Avon, N. Y." The principal of the Avon local high
school has opened a poetry contest for his pupils, who are required to write a four-line verse,

I

I

j

beauties

the

extolling

I

of

the

Genesee Valley, wherein lies
New York's Avon.
A cash prize will be awarded
the winner of this contest, with
tickets to the "Dream" show-

I

ings to runners-up.

—Eastman

Theater,
Rochester, N. Y.

Detroit

at the hospital there and
lereby has won the friendship of
President Roosevelt.
itients

Harold Heffernan, Detroit News
p. editor,

returns this week from

oily wood.

Wase Allen, owner of the Arcade
heater, is reported to have taken
the

/er

hreiber.

Fine

House

from

Arts
is

Dark

effective

exploitation campaign
State Theater in
few days in ad-

Loew's
Houston.

A

vance, Manager Francis Deering
started his campaign, which

gained outstanding attention for
the attraction right up to its
opening.

One of the best stunts was
the installation of special telephones in the lobby of the theOperators throughout the
day were kept busy calling local
persons and telling them of the
premiere of "The Dark Angel."
Ten thousand calls in all were
made and on each operator's

ater.

Foreign Flashes

—

.

"The

of

Angel,"
Samuel Goldwyn
production released through
United Artists, was given an

Doings

Jacob Schreiber spent
Detroit
hanksgiving in Warm Springs, Ga.,
here he gives an annual party for

I

pREMIERE

at

for the event.
I

Telephone Stunt Helps
"Dark Angel" in Houston

Jacob

closed.

Gus Greening, owner of the Mack
heater and booker for the Pasama, is preparing to become manner of a legit stock company prenting "The Drunkard."

—

Vienna Official figures show 23
pictures made by national studios
during the 1934-35 season. Importations amounted to 285 productions, including 110 American, 129
German, 13 French and 13 English.

London

—Gaumont

British will in-

Baird Television Co. a theater for complete television programs in the heart of the city.
Paris Maurice Tourneur will direct
a
musical production next
spring with Maurice Chevalier. An
English version will also be made to
be distributed by U. A. United Ar-

stall for

—

tists

distribute

also

will

Who

—

Could

Work

desk was a sign reading: "Telling the World about 'The Dark
Angel.'
In his tie-up division, Deering
obtained
splendid results
through the local Western Union
offices and the Houston News
Distributing Company.
W. U.

propriate cards on the attrac-

distributed 5,000 6x14 "Name
the Picture" heralds and awarded tickets to the winners. The
Houston News Company decorated the front of its plant
with 5,000 copies of "Romantic
Movies," which contained a picture of Merle Oberon on the
cover. All local newsstands also
carried the magazine featuring

Preview Features Opening
Of "Broadway Melody"
ECIL E. VOGEL, of Loew's

Miss Oberon.
A special midnight screening
got 300 opinion cards which
were later placed on a special
panel and displayed in the outer
lobby.
"Dark Angel" received
four

plugs

daily

over

station

KPRC

and also broadcast via
loud-speaker equipment at the
dog track and at local fights
and wrestling matches. The first
500 persons entering the theater received special handkerchiefs with the following imprint: "You'll need this handkerchief during certain scenes
This
in 'The Dark Angel.'"
stunt received much favorable

comment.
All local street cars and buses
carried special banners announcing the film's opening and special framed displays were used

Window
five local hotels.
displays, each containing blowups of Merle Oberon and ap-

in

tion,

were used in Munn's, W.
and Levy's. Ushers

T. Grant's

were dressed

in British Officers'

uniforms.

—Loew's

State Theater,
Houston, Tex.

c

State Theater, Memphis, arranged a special advance screening of "Broadway Melody of
1936" for the local newspaper
critics, and so obtained reviews
on the day of the opening instead of the day following. The
notices were excellent.
Vogel

was

his campaign
exploiteer.
Ten thousand photos of Robert Taylor were distributed in
the theater to patrons. Orchestrations of the music from the
picture were planted with leading hotel, night club and restaurant orchestras. Three thou-

assisted

by an

in

M-G-M

sand music heralds were disin
a house-to-house
campaign.
Spot announcements were
broadcast by local
stations,
giving playdate.
Newsdealers
placed the Radio Mirror contest posters in prominent places.
Three hundred Jell-0 window
displays were placed in grocery

tributed

and 15,000 heralds were
distributed with copy on Jack
Benny, Jell-0 and "Broadway

stores,

Melody."
Loew's State Theater,
Memphis, Tenn.

—

"Mam-

Mozart" with Juan Noe.
London
Alexander Korda
make a French version of "The
zelle

will

Man

Miracles."

Al Mertz and William K. Flemion
ent out of town for the Thanks-

Pittsburgh Briefs

ving holiday.
Heine, former premium man
has gone to New Orleans.

Max
[ire,

The Rio on the west
ist Detroit Theater in
jiened last week.

Barney

Samuels

side

and the

East Detroit

has

left

the

where he
Us publicity director. Cosette Mer1 has joined
as cashier. Samuels
.cob

Schreiber

circuit,

reported joining Associated Theers.

H. M. Richey is executive director
the Will Rogers Memorial Fund
mmittee of Wayne County. George
endle also is on the committee.

A
s

C.

—

Mrs. Joe Stowell,
Pittsburgh
wife of the Pitt manager, in from
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., to make her new

home

here.

Daniel P. Fenton, Fulton treasurer, was named manager of the
Hyde-Shea house, succeeding William H. Raynor who remained in
New York.
Cress Smith, Jr., is doubling as
manager of Warners' Palace and
Ritz, Eddie Segal (formerly of the
Ritz) having been moved to the
Davis.
F. Ralph Gervers, former publicity

MacFarlane of Columbia manager at Loew's Penn here, is
now in Tampa, Fla., publishing an
amusement guide.

EXTRA!
SCREEN SQUIRTS
SODA AT PATRONS!

•^s*a*«fc*fc>

here last week.

Associated Theaters will open the
mple in Bay City about March 1.
is a legit house, closed three
irs.

Sobert Fisher, Raoul Cleaver and
arles A. Garner, operating as
have
iher
Film
Attractions,
aied offices in the Film Exchange.

Gets New Ft. Worth Theater
Interstate's fifth
Fort Worth

—

theater here, the Parkway, had its
formal opening last week, with proceeds going to the Will Rogers Memorial Fund. Top price at this new
neighborhood theater is 25 cents.

« «

(Audioscopics)
WATCH FOR ME!

HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
ELECTRIFIES
FILM COLONY!

Another
Big

M-G-M

Sensation
Arrives!
(And

Still

They Come!)

RONALD COLMAN

in

TALE

TWO

CITIES

WATCH FOR REPRINT IN TRADE PAPERS THIS WEEK OF
MOST AMAZING REVIEWS SINCE "MUTINY ON BOUNTY"!

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

VOL.

NO.

68,

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

NEW
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Ascap Main taining Rates Despite Warner Action

ABEYANCE PENDJNGJARLEY

I.A.T.S.E7ACTI0N IS IN

Merged

2 Philly Exhib Units

M. P. T. 0. and I. E. P. A.
Affiliate
Aarons

Double- Feature

=

...

Fund

for the Relief

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

—

Philadelphia Merger of the I. E.
P.
and the M. P. T. 0. of Eastern
WHETHER or not you favor double- Pa.A.under
name of the Independent
billing in the matter of screen fare,
M. P. T. 0. was ratified yesterday
there is one cause for which you can go
by each association at separate
without risk of bringing
double-feature
meetings. It was decided that George
yourself anything but high praise from anyP. Aarons, M. P. T. 0. secretary
one.
and general counsel, will function
We mean The Film Daily Relief Fund.
in the same capacity for the comTo you fellows who have a job you bined organization.
Affiliated theaters who are memlucky guys who have been working throughyou for- bers of the M. P. T. 0. and M. P. T.
out the now expiring depression
muggs whose stomachs can still 0. A. unit, will be allowed to retunate
last

PARA. SEES BILLION
FILM INTAKE IN 1936

The campaign has been launched
quire
tress
less
in

to

ac-

another bankroll for the relief of disduring the year ahead among your
fortunate friends and fellow-workers

—

Ch'cago On the basis of figures
just released by the Association of
Motion Picture Producers on the
coast,
showing this year's movie
attendance
hitting
80,000,000
a
week, and on the basis of an average admission of around 25 cents,
more than a billion dollars will be
spent by movie fans for entertain-

the industry.

the past year
were so heavy that every cent contributed
a year ago was exhausted, and more could
have been put to good use if it had been

Demands upon the Fund

in

(Continued on Page 10)

WILBY CIRCUIT

5%

BIZ

(Continued on Page 10)

AHEAD OF 1934

money was well spent.
were to come in to look at the
If you
records and see how much good was done
by that money, how much actual suffering
But the

by every one of those dollars
without a cent of administration expense
you would feel a lot better in your
heart for having been among the contribu-

Business with the Wilby-Kincey
circuit is approximately 5 per cent
better than it was a year ago, according to Robert Wilby, who has
arrived in New York from Atlanta.
Wilby is conferring with Y. Frank
Freeman, Famous executive, on
partnership operations problems.

Colorado

—

been

For several years there has

few
the mail the minute "first
ed by the Fund committee.
Others,

group

off until

it

in

was sound-

call"

however, have been

putting

of

a

ready to put that check

faithful

of

Don't be one of the laggards.

The sooner you do
looner

Dash
The

m

off

Film

its

enjoy

you'll

that
Daily

this

that

check
Relief

good deed, the

better

NOW,
Fund,

feeling.

don't

forget

double-feature

may

.

a

THE FILM DAILY

{Continued on

Page

Chicago Following a conference
yesterday between George E.
Browne, I. A. T. S. E. president, and
John E. Otterson and other Paramount executives, regarding nation
al action by the I.A.T.S.E. as a rethe jurisdictional fight beI. A. and the I. B. E. W.,
it was decided to hold everything in
abeyance until later in the week
when a parley can be held with all
studio heads included.
The dispute
of

sult

4)

(Continued on Page 10)

REGULARS HEED CALL

The

call

Alms for the Film
Fund has been heard.

to

Daily Relief

A bunch of you Regular Fellows
have responded promptly and gen-

—

erously.

This year the Committee faces a
tougher assignment than ever before. More needy cases than in any
(Continued on Page 11)

Board Will Meet
Next Month in Wash'n

Allied

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—Allied

States Ass'n
board of directors will meet here
around Jan. 1, the confab being
timed with the opening of Congress.

The

organization's

regional

units

(Continued on Page 11)

W.B. Withdrawal Won't Cause
Cut in Ascap Rates for Music

Speedier Sound Camera

in-

Ascap does not intend to lower
rates to movie theaters and
broadcasters even though the large

an auto crash while returning
Saturday from a football game in New
York, died last night at 10:15 o'clock
Mrs. Comerford,
at the Mercy Hospital.
who was with him in the car, received
only minor injuries.

catalogues of the Warner music
firms are being removed from the
society, it was said yesterday by E.
C. Mills, general manager of Ascap.
Irving Caesar, prominent song-

M.

B.

jured

Comerford Dies
Pa.

— M.

B.

Comerford,

its

in

,

(Coniinued on Page 11)

—

Mass.
A picture record
the quality of tones and sounds withmost of the range of human hearing
can now be made automatically in a
few seconds with the use of an electric
sound
"camera" built at the Cruft
Communication
Laboratory of
Electric
Engineering at Havard University, acHall,
instructor in
cording to Harry H.
physics.
Many days were formerly required
make the sound pictures
to
wheh can be produced in four seconds
by the new device, it is said.

Cambridge,

of
in

Scranton,

the

be arguments against two
program, but there's nothing
controversial, moot or unfair about doubling
P for The Film Daily Relief Fund.
There

I

GB

Sylvia Sidney has
Hollywood
been signed to make a picture for
GB in England under a loaning deal

payable to
send it

ingle.

eatures on

—

and

hrppy journey.

And

West Coast Bureau of

the habit

in

reminded and coaxed

prodded.

ind

is

the worthy cause.

to

tors

Latest
for
Star
Hollywood

Sylvia Sidney

—

Springs, Colo.
Payments to theaters this year by Alexander Film Co. for screening its
short ad films will be more than
$559,790, an increase of 43.4 per
cent over last year, and the highest
figure since 1931, says J. Don Alexander, president of the company.
More than a third of the theaters
in the U. S. are now screening merchandise
newsreels,
according to
Alexander, who says his firm handles three-fourths of this business
and has some 5,782 theaters under
contract for its service.

was alleviated

—

Walkout Delay

FOR THE RELIEF FUND

Theaters' Ad Film Revenue
43 Per Cent Higher in '35

in

hand.

Executives Results in

tween the

are particularly addressed.

lines

Chicago Confab With Para.

—

—

remember

Year

here

—

—these

in

Pathe News expects to have its newsreel in natural color within a year, it
was said yesterday at the Pathe offices.

as Counsel

week's Thanksgiving turkey

Independent Group

Pathe Color Reel

—

=

as

—,%fr»S

DAILY

Kuykendall in St. L. Talk
22 Features Planned
Pleads for Cooperation
By Reliable Pictures

THE
WE MWsuilh

U
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Par

Pictures,

headed by

B.

B. Ray and H. S. Webb, plans a
ttal of 22 features for release this
The group includes four
season.

Richard Talmadges, with two coms'x Tom Tylers, two comsix Rin-Tin-Tin Jr.'s, two
completed, and six Real O'Dramas,
ne completed.
A. H. McLaughlin, sales manager,
has signed all territories except
three. He plans a tour of exchanges
pletsd;
pleted;

shortly.

Argue "Top Hat" Delivery
The question as to whetrer or not

Will

RKO

can legally refuse to deliver

"Top Hat" as part of its 1934-35
program and instead sell it in its
1935-36 lineup will be argued today

when

arbitration proceedings on the
matter will take place at the office
of Allied Theaters of New Jersey at
The complaint
the Hotel Lincoln.
has been brought by Louis H. Gold,
operator of the Rivoli in Newark.

lease with Joan Blondell, Glenda
Farrell, Hugh Herbert and Allen
Jenkins, opens Friday at the Roxy.

Van Schmus on Coast Film Parley
W. G. Van Schmus, managing director of the Radio City Music Hall,
accompanied by Leon Leonidoff of
his staff leaves today for Hollywood to look over and confer on
the forthcoming product.

1

Remodeling Greenville House
The old Bijou
S.
Theater, 29 years old, is undergoing
$4,000 worth of remodeling, the first
improvements made at the house in
20 years. Ed C. Curdts is owner and
manager.

C—

8

minated

a

three-month

speaking

tour that has taken him to every
exchange center in the country.

Rush "Dangerous" Premiere
Broadway premiere of "Danger-

ous," with Bette Davis and Franchot
Tone, will be moved up to an early
date, Warner executives decided yesterday following a preview of the
film.
National release is set for
Jan. 4.

STEIGER,
arrive

from

He de

abroad

on

the

in

Century-Fox, acand the FOUR
New York today

France.

ALICE FAYE

arrived in New York yesterday
from the coast by plane, having been called
east by the death ot h:r father, Charley Leppert, who was buried yesterday.

W.

VAN SCHMUS

G.

Rad.o
Hollywood.

the

of
for

and LEON LEONIDOFF
Music Hail leaves today

City

HAL HORNE

returns to New York shortly
the
coast,
where he was signed last
by Walter Wanger to act as eastern
representative on production matters.
Home
also retains his publishing company and B.ackstone Agency interests.

from

week

MR.

New

in

the Santa

on

DONALD OGDZN STEWART

MRS.

and

arr.ve

York

from

today

California

Elena.

MARIA GAMBARELLI (Gamby), prima ballerina
who has been appearing in films on
the coast, arrives in New York on Thursday
on the Scanmail for a brief rest while the
script of her next picture is being prepared.
CHARLES "CHIC" SALE
York

to

visit

has

arrived

New

in

two daughters.

his

New

in

is

York from Atlanta.

BEN HECHT and CHARLES MacARTHUR are
due in New York in one week from the coast.

ROBERT GILLHAM, who
goes

to

the

now

in

after the current
and returns to New

AL WILKIE
from

is

coast

meeting
Monday.

sales

returns

New

to

York

Chicago,!

Paramount]
York on
tomorrowlj

Chicago.

BILL GEHRING, who is in New York, remains
several weeks before returning to Holly-

here

wood.

MRS. AL ROCKETT arrived
week to join her husband.

in

New

York!

this

LILA
due

to

LEE

is

the

in

death

the

of

WINFIELD SHEEHAN
for

the

coast

next

east

a

from

Hollywood!

relative.
is

scheduled

to

leave]

week.

ROBERT ALTON

returns to New York this
Hollywood, where he directed the
dances for Samuel Goldwyn's new Eddie Cantor

week

I

from

ComiColor

!

"Humpty Dumpty"
Cartoon

titled

"Humpty Dumpty," based on
7

Son of J. Ted Reed Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

the
beby Celebrity Productions.

nursery rhyme of that name,

starts its fourth
Cinema de Paris.

—

Marton Shilling

20th

of

I.

week today

at the

"Thanks" for 4th Week at Center
Hollywood
John Stewart Reed,
son of J. Theodore Reed, former
The Censor is Holding "Thanks a
Academy president and at one time Million," 20th Century-Fox picture,
on the Paramount production staff, for a fourth week beginning tomordied yesterday.

row.

REPUBLIC

is

The 61st annual Dinner and pub- ing made
Gambol of the Lambs is planned
for Dec. 7 at the Waldorf-Astoria. "Crime et Chatiment" Fourth Week
James J. Walker is honorary chair"Crime et Chatiment," French
man of the committee in charge.
version of "Crime and Punishment,"

Smith

STEIGER
by MRS.

film.

lic

Basil

nied

YACHT CLUB BOYS

MICHAEL BALCON returns to New York
next week from the coast and sails late next
Gets Two British Pictures
week with MARK OSTRER for Eng.and.
Guaranteed Pictures has acquired
FRED MERCY, Northwest circuit operator^
rights
to is in New York.
American
distribution
"Robinson Crusoe," filmed by InterGEORGE BATCHELLER has returned to New
national Productions of London, and York from the coast.
"His Apologies", adapted from RudHUNTER PERRY is in New York from Char-J
yard Kipling's poem of the same lottesville.
name, produced by Famous Films
H. J. YATES and W. RAY JOHNSTON are!
of London.
coast-bound.

Lincoln Subject at Capitol
Perfect Tribute," M-G-M
two-reeler dealing with Abraham
Lincoln and his Gettysburg Address,
with Charles (Chic) Sale as Lincoln,
opens Friday at the Capitol on the
program with M-G-M's "A Night at Celebrity Making
the Opera."

"The

Lambs Gambol Dec.

Collins

JULIUS

comp

ROBERT WILBY

A

Monty

Coming and Going

PAT CASEY left New York yesterday for|J
200 "Blood" Xmas Playdates
Chicago.
About 200 simultaneous key city
ZION MYERS, RKO Radio associate producer,! I
playdates on "Captain Blood" for 'arrived yesterday from Hollywood.
GEORGE E. BROWNE, President of the
Christmas Week are expected by
A.ll
Warners. Picture will be nationally T. S. E., has gone to Chicago to confer with
Paramount officials there.
released Dec. 28.

Picts.

4

the indusrty, he stated that everyone from the newest theater ushers
to the largest producer in Hollywood should give his wholehearted
support to the movement in that direct'on sponsored by his organization.
He asked that all present aid
this campaign whether a member of
the M. P. T. O. A. or not.
Wehrenberg, president of
F'-ed
the M. P. T. O. of St. Louis, Eastern
Mi souri and Southern Illinois, preKuykendall's talk here ters'ded.

Will

Greenville,

1935

3,

—

Louis A plea for industrywide cooperation against unfair and
discriminatory laws and taxes was
r.ade yesterday by Ed Kuykendall,
M. P. T. O. A. president, in an address at the Coronado Hotel before
a gaihering of exhibitors and exContending that the
change men.
film business has many problems
that should be solved from within
St.

Astoria Pool Starts Jan. 1
Rosenblatt Counseling Union
Pooling deal worked out between
Sol A. Rosenblatt, former motion
Loew's and Skouras covering their
picture code administrator, is acting
Astoria theaters will become effecas general counsel for the I.A.T.S.E.
tive Jan. 1, with each group conin a number of matters, he said yestinuing to operate their own theterday.
aters.
Houses in the plan are: the
Astoria and Tri-Boro, which Loew
Warner Film at Roxy Friday
runs, and the Steinway, Broadway
"Miss Pacific Fleet," Warner re- and Grand, Skouras theaters.

1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Eq.

Tuesday, Dec.

PICTURES

announces

"HAPPY GO LUCKY"
A

Romance

Musical

for

early

with

production

stars

from

the

RADIO— STAGE— SCREEN
—

Tuesday, Dec.

TO PRODUCE

FOR 6 B'WAY PLAYS

has decided not to go through
plan to have a number of
pictures produced in this country
for its program but will instead increase its schedule of British-made
films, it was learned officially yes-

with

Broadway shows: "Dead
End," "Parnell,"' "Whatever Goes
Up," "Porgy and Bess," "Remember
the Day" and "One Good Year."
six current

street's

one of the
sell-outs, has WarGirl,"

ner financing, and Columbia makes
play-financing debut this season
with "Stick in the Mud," which
"Paradise
opened last Saturday.
its

Lost," in which

opens

Monday

M-G-M

has dough,

at the Longacre.

M-G-M is reported bidding for
screen rights to "One Good Year,"
Al Rosen show at the Lyceum theater. Rosen will next produce "Two
on a Latch Key."

N. Y. Critics Formulate
Plans for Picking "Best'
Beginning next month, the newlyformed organization of first string
film critics of New York's daily papers will make annual selections of
the best picture of the year, the best
direction and the best performance
by an actor and actress, and have

arranged with Covici-Friede to pubmost readable script of the
year.
Present indications are that
"The Informer" leads in favor as

• • YOU'VE GOT to hand it to
what we mean is, they're broadminded
•

the Scotch Censors
they put the clamps
on Warners' "Life Begins," the factual story of what occurs
every day in maternity wards
that was almost three years
ago
and now after three years mulling it over, they lifted
the ban
it all happened in Glasgow
and the feature
writer in the Scottish "Daily Express" whams over the sensational news in a double-streamer head and a build-up that occupies an entire page

• • AND WERE we intrigued by the way he opens
yarn
"Do not read this, unless you are
like this
a parent or hope to be. I am going to reveal secrets that up to
now most men have only guessed at. About time, too. We cannot be mystified forever"
enlightenment
of course not
on babies has now come to every Scotchman who can read,
thank gawd
they now know the babes don't come from
barleycorn along with Scotch whiskey
that was the terrible
part of it through all these years of Unenlightened Drinking
every time a religious or humanitarian Scotty took a wee
drap of the barleycorn that soothes he was upset no end by

There

will be a succession of baluntil a majority of the critics
have chosen one picture as the best,
lots

was said yesterday by Andre
Sennwald of the New York "Times."
Sennwald said the new organization
would have no other purpose beyond making the annual selections
and would meet very infrequently.
Miss G. McClure, who is not associated with any newspaper or with
the motion picture business, has
it

been named executive
the critics' group.

Finish

secretary of

Laurel-Hardy

Feature

—

thinking that his drinking was cutting down the baby crop
that is all over
he can drink any given amount with a
clear conscience
s-o
a hoot-mon for the Scotch Censors who have put drinking on a Plane of Pure Pleasure
and to Warners a Highland Cheer and a double skirl of the
bagpipes
they have made Scotland a grand country to
drink in"

now

T

T

• • • THAT VET New England showman
"Pop"
Gorman
for years identified with theaters and other
amusements up in the eastern region
is now on the staff
of Billy Rose's "Jumbo" at the Hippodrome
where he has
found many performers and others whom he knew in show biz
years ago ......

T
•

•

•

T

THROUGH A

tie-up arranged by Hazel Flynn of
the Radio City Music Hall publicity dep't
the Hall received
a slew of mentions over the networks Sunday
the hookup
was with the Molle shaving cream inquiring reporter program
Hazel had the reporters do their interviewing in the
lounge of the theater
with several of the ushers being included among those interviewed
and speaking of the Music
Hall, the current airplane exhib, with contributions by seven
airplane companies, has been attract'ng oodles of interest and
comment
it's a darb for the kids especially

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— "The Bohemian Girl,"

West Coast Bureau oj

full-length feature co-starring Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy, has been
completed at the Hal Roach studios.
James Home is the director.

The studio, which recently signed
Edward Sedgwick as director and
supervisor, is now filming a new
Thelma Todd-Patsy Kelly comedy,
"The All-American Toothache."
Cantor Film
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood— "Strike Me Pink" is
the new title of the new Eddie Cantor picture, formerly called "Shoot

the

Chutes,"

by

Samuel

Artists.

A GROUP

• • •
of leading New York tailors have selected the list of the ten best dressed men in the Youessay, and
Fred Astaire rates as the only actor on the list
they handed it to Fred because in his "Top Hat" he has jacked up the
orders for tail-coats among thes discriminating dressers who
realize that a tuxedo leaves you practically naked between
the hips and knees
and Claudette Colbert has grabbed first
place as the best dressed screen player on and off the screen
the designers at the major studios made the award
Kay Francis and Norma Shearer are close seconds

now

Retitled

THE FILM DAILY

now being completed
Goldwyn

for

United

its

The company is now
terday.
tributing 16 features a year in
United States and the increase
templated has not as yet been
termined as to exact number.

dis-

the
conde-

Michael Balcon, GB production
executive, who is now at the Coast
looking for writers, directors and
players, returns to New York next
week, prior to sailing next week in
company with Mark Ostrer, chairman of the company's directorate.

•

his

lish the

the best picture of the year.

IN U. S.

GB

Picture companies are bidding for

Meets
newest

1935

GB DROPS ITS PLAN

FILM FIRMS BIDDING

"Boy

3,

• • • INVITED GUEST of the Roxy theater at a screening this afternoon will be Russell Hardie
who appears in
"In Old Kentucky" currently showing
and is now appearing in the Broadway stage play, "Remember the Day"

«

€€

14

» » »

Sylvia Sidney

is

Latest

Hollywood Star for

GB

(Continued from Page 1)

made by Michael Balcon with Walter Wanger, who has the star under
will
Hitchcock
contract.
Alfred
prepare the original story for Miss
Sidney and direct the picture. Wanger said this is the forerunner of
a number of deals whereby he will

lend his contract players, directors
and writers to foreign studios.

Museum Gets Disney

Process

Material showing the step-by-step
of Walt Disney cartoons
has been acquired from Disney by
the Museum of Modern Art Film
Library among the latest additions
The Leto its historical collection.
Roy Collection of films also has been
obtained through courtesy of the
widow of Jean A. LeRoy, movie
creation

A group of films ranging
pioneer.
from Theda Bara in "A Fool There
Was"

to "Cavalcade" also has been
presented to the museum by S. R.
Kent, president of 20th CenturyFox, and another group of cartoon
comedies by Walt Disney.

Shubert Gets Dudley Nichols Play
"Come Angel Band," play by Dudley Nichols, has been accepted by
Lee Shubert.
"Bare Stage," a new play by Allen
Rivkin, has been acquired by Fanchon & Marco for Broadway production.

Another for Martin Circuit

—

Talladega, Ala. The Martin Circuit continues to spread out in Alabama and has leased site for a new
Construction work is
house here.
expected to be started shortly after
the first of the year.

Milton Feld Joins 20 Cent.-Fox
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Milton Feld has joined

20th Century-Fox.
He will be on
the production staff with Darryl F.
Zanuck and also act as talent scout.
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EACH YEAR THERE'S

ONE

SHORT SUBJECT THAT STEALS
It's

very unusual for the same

"Toyland Broadcast"
season.

company

to

win the holiday honors two years

at the holidays a year ago,

Again Harman-Ising, those

three-color Technicolor

clever lads,

and musically

a delight!)

modestly believes

it

in a row.

But

M-G-M, which gave you

has the short subject winner again this holiday

have come through with a

A

HOLIDAY
THE SHOW!

festive

single reel that's feature strength!

Happy Harmonies Cartoon

We

urge you to book

it

at

(in

once!

Screenplay by

RACHEL CROTHERS author

of

<&.i.a..j

"WHEN

LADIES MEET" and "LET US BE

iiru

UNITED

A R TI

GN

.

FROM

THE

AND

CRITICS

GRAND

A

CAST

PERFORMANCES

"Made with the

lavishness that

Goldwyn. Story

for

is

TO

IN

becoming a synonym

is

richly set, smoothly directed

— N.

expertly acted."

Y.

and

NFWS

DAILY

THEIR

FOR

V

top form

in

excellent

.

.

.

Astonishingly believable, 'Splendor'

— N.

comedy drama."

Y.

FINE

n - J<^r" '

7
•

"Miriam Hopkins has never given a better performance
than she does

in

the present film.

It is

acting that would

be a credit to the stage."

—
"Miriam Hopkins, gay and delightfully photographed

HOPKINS

MIRIAM

E. F.

MELVIN, Boston Evening

Transcript

is
is

SUN

"Rachel Crothers'

first

screen-play bears evidence of

the author's sparkling wit and of her

skill in telling

sophisticated story about sophisticated people.

has

"It

the dressiness and extravagance of a Gold-

all

wyn production.

women

.

.

A

great cast performs the vivid roles

the thrill of luxury."

Samuel Goldwyn bestows on

A

fine

cast and an admirable production. Miss Hopkins

— N.

splendid."

The

film is

ood taste.
n

Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM

managed with impeccable intelligence and
Mr. McCrea and Miss Hopkins are excellent

the leading roles and they have the best of assistance

from a number of expert players."

all his films."

—HELEN EAGER,

Boston Traveler

DAILY MIRROR

"An event

s

a

has

been given the lavish and careful production which

love this sort of thing, enjoying vicariously
N. Y.

It

— N.

Y.

TIMES

in

the cinema world. Production

is

certainly

of the handsomest. Miriam Hopkins at her best."
ELINORE HUGHES, Boston Herald

—

"Everything

is

magnificent about 'Splendor.'

grandest Samuel Goldwyn

In

the

style, 'Splendor' follows

a

careful scenario by the playwright, Rachel Crothers.

The author has done her producer proud. Entire production opulent. 'Splendor' has excellent audience
value!"

—GEORGE HOLLAND,

" 'Splendor' contains to

Boston Evening American

abundance

of box-office success. Very

all

the ingredients

good entertainment produced

and acted excellently. Miss Hopkins at her acting best."

—PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS
"Mr. Goldwyn knows how to make a glittering picture
and Miss Hopkins knows how to supply the glamour .
.

she does very well, indeed, and as always,

and clever."

is

attractive

—PHILADELPHIA EVENING BULLETIN

" 'Splendor* lives up to the

name

in

entertaining ... an

attractive film which should live up to the financial
expectations of both Goldwyn and Miss Crothers . . .

Miriam Hopkins, Joel McCrea and Helen Westley shine

URKE

•

RTHUR
ecfed by

DAVID

NIVEN

TREACHER
ELLIOTT

NUGENT

brightly."

—PHILADELPHIA RECORD

THE

H!L.L! W
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW
King

Black

"RIDDLE RANCH"
Beaumont Pictures (Fred Hirsch)

59 mins.

GOOD OUTDOOR ACTION DRAMA,
WELL PRODUCED, WITH BLACK KING'S

AMONG

HORSEMANSHIP

Black King, a beautiful
featured in
this
outdoor

wild

horse,

the

well,

the

stuff

is

fine

well.

handle

cast

photography

the fights are

cut,

a

action,

is

their

roles

and cleanand the horse

clear

realistic

especially outstanding. David Worth,
looking chap, handles the hero role

He and June Marlowe

are

in

love,

but her uncle, Rychard Cramer, feels she
should marry someone better than a cowhand.
Black King, Cramer's horse, is wanted by Julian Rovero, a thieving Mexican.
Cramer does not wish to sell. He is forced
into a bet with Rovero on the merits of
their horses, but the only person who can
ride Black King is Worth and that is bareback. A race is arranged, Black King losing
with Worth riding him. Rovero, while gambling, kills the card dealer, but evidence
makes it appear that Worth is guilty. On
the open range, Worth finds Black King
with a wire around his ankle.
He discovers the fact that Rovero tampered with
the horse and also learns that he killed
the card dealer.
Cramer then sanctions
June Marlowe's marriage to Worth.
Cast: Black King, David Worth, June
Marlowe, Charline Barry, Rychard Cramer,

San Antonio

Halligan.

Photography, A-l.

Good

Direction,

is

drama.
It
is
produced and should serve as good
entertainment in those houses that play
pictures of this classification.
There is a
of

George

Editor,

HIGHLIGHTS.

nicely

lot

Rovero, Sncwflake, Roy Rice
Director,
Leichter;
Mitchell
Producer,
Charles Hutchiscn; Author, L. V. Jefferson;
Screenplay, E. J Thornton; Cameraman, Bob
Doran; Recording Engineer, Ralph Like;
Julian

in

Slants

"FRISCO WATERFRONT"
with Ben
Republic

Lyon,

Helen

Twelvetrees
66 mins.

A FAIRY TALE ROMANCE OF POOR
BOYS RISE CARRIES ENTERTAINMENT
OF THE POP VARIETY.
What with an impossible story of modern youth rising to success, but a more
implausible angle of the extremes a girl
joes to in order to land him there, this
rates as a nice fairy tale for the patronage
entertainment
that is saitsfied with
values regardless of the probabilities. Ben
Lyon is the lad who rises to be Governor
of his state with a bad start as a dock

you can swallow that situation,
can sit back and enjoy an entertainingly presented yarn well acted. So
with the help of his rival the hero rises
through political wire pulling to become
Governor, the hero having studied law at
night after his tough day on the docks.
The yam is told as a flashback from the
hero's memory as he lies under anaesthesia
So to the happy
on the operating table.
If

rival.

you

then

ending as the husband kicks off and leaves
the girl and hero reunited.
Cast: Ben "Lyon, Helen Twelvetrees, Rod
La Rocque, Russell Hoptcn, James Burke,
Henry Kolker. Purnell Pratt, Lee Shumway, Ncrman Houston
Producer, Trem Carr;
Lubin; Author, Ncrman

to respond to the ambition needle she
gives him, she ups and walks out on him.
Soon you see her married to his hated
fails

rival,

the

success

as

chap who has gone
managing editor of

a

ahead to
newspa-

only reason she marries the
help her first husband, a fact
which she states frankly to hubby No. 2. And
heel that he has proved himself to be, No.
2 goes out of his way to help his defeated
per.

other

The

is

to

Arthur

Houston;

Editor,

Tim McCoy

"THE

58 mins

Puritan

REGULATION

McCOY

DELIVERING IN

ED FOR THE

WITH TIM
STORY TAILOR-

WESTERN

ACTION FANS.

This one will hold its own with the run
the mill westerns, supplying an ample
Tim
quota of the approved action stuff.
McCoy, after heading an outlaw band for
a while in order to avenge a wrong, resumes life as a law-abiding citizen and

deputy sheriff. Then a member
former temporary gang, which he
had dispersed, turns up and exposes Tim's
past.
This lands Tim in jail, but he makes
a getaway with the aid of Nora Lane, and
enlists as a

of

his

New

Visitors:

Henrv

P.

Stein,

Baker

Luling; Col. A. D. Baker,
Lockhart; Josenh Berenson, NationCircuit,

Theater Service, in town to see
Max; Jack Helfin, roadshow man from Oklahoma; W. E.
Knoche, manager of the Palace,
Fredericksburg; William Carle,
Kroeger, ad sales manager at Paramount, recently became the papa of
al

his brother,

Paramount.
Rosedale Theater in Kansas City,
Kans., has been restrained from continuing its money gift nights following complaint of a patron who
could not obtain her prize because
sh^ was outside the theater, being
unable to get inside, she claimed on
account of the crowd.

—

Seattle
J. W.
Allender, former
Spokane theater operator, has re-

turned

Mouse

Pacific

Northwest Notes

—

to that city after seyen
vears' absence, and with a partner
has again gone into business, but
not along film row.

Mr. and Mrs.

Wayne

Talkington,

with the circuits apparently
holding back, had caused Allied to
wait for its buying.
In what is apparently an attempt
city,

patronage
reduced admission
effect,
the St.
into
Charles is rebooking "The Ejnperor
film,
along
with
Jones".
This
"Palooka", made the house records

to recapture the class of

had before
prices went

it

in Seattle.

Celebration is under way at the
Capital of Portland, marking fifth
anniversary of its continuous vaude
and motion pix policy.

Holtz.

Producer, Nat Ross, Director, Otto Brew-

Author, Johnston McCulley; Cameraman,

er;

Jimmy Diamond.
Direction, Good

Photography, Okay

FOREIGN
"YOUNG
titles;

FOREST,"

by Josef

Adam

in Polish, with Engby Libkow-Film; di
Lejtes; with Marja Bogda,

produced

Brodzisz, et

al.

At the Acme The-

ater.

absorbing

Fairly

students

in

history

was

pay

the

of

drama

of

Warsaw because

the

revolt

distorted
old

of

their country's

by teachers in
Russian government.

the

"LA ISLA MALDITA"

is

Accursed

in

et al.
At the Teatro Campoamor.
Moderately entertaining melodrama of a
group of fugitives from a penal camp who

blanca,

land

on

an

island

mercy of barbaric

where they are

at

the

natives.

Nebraska Notes

—

Lincoln, Neb.
The Varsity here
upped its price scale to 35 cents to
accommodate the stage show date of
the WLS Barn Dance.
This is the

highest price for the house since it
was opened as a part of the Westland Theaters string over a year
and a half ago.

Bob Livingston, one of the defendants in the State and Independent
Theaters $1,797,000 worth of Federal court suits here, is daily in a
Max
attorney,
huddle
with
his
Towle, both believing the case will
come to trial in January.
Cal Bard, selling film for Majestic, is spending a great deal of his
time in Iowa.

Salt

Lake City Squibs

Salt

Lake City— C. H. Morrison

will open a new house at Meridan,
Ida., late this month, it is reported
by Joe Madsen, local United Artists

The Liberty has announced "Here's manager.
To Romance" for an "indefinite"
Irving Schlank

Film
run.
good play.

("The

Spanish; produced in Mexico
by M. Hernandez; directed by Boris Maicon; with Luis G. Barreiro, Carmen TorreIsland"),

its

for grosses.

operating the Family Theater at
Davenport, Wash., have purchased
the Tubbs Building, which they will
renovate and equip as the new home
of the Family movie house.
"Mutiny" has been held over for
a third week at Hamrick's Blue

a boy.

,

Orleans Notes

—

be the annual charity ball under the
chairmanship of Arthur Cole of

Tim McCoy, Nora Lane, Bud OsGeorge Offerman, Jr Joseph Girard,
Sy Jenks, Hooper Atchley, Richard Bcttilier,
Charles Brindley, Jack Montgomery, Gerrge
Cast:

born,

of

San Antonio J. J. Jimenez has
New Orleans Reports that maKansas City R. R. Biechele, secmoved his Latin-American Film Ex- retary-treasurer of the Missouri- jor exchanges had refused
to deal
change from 400 Soledad to 405 Kansas Theater Owners Ass'n, has
North Flores St., due to increased been away from his office on ac- with Allied Exhibitors as a buying
group are emphatically denied by
business.
count of illness.
The Prince has started a new polW. E. Truog, U. A. manager, has officials of the Allied booking comicy of "Ladies Free" from 11 a. m.
bine.
The officials stated that exbeen out of town.
to 1 p. m.
changes
had made no comment on
holding
over
Uptown
Theater
is
Paramount branch office here has
the matter to justify a report that
made several changes in personnel "In Old Kentucky".
Variety Club, which is having an they would refuse to sell Allied toas follows: Helen Moore replaces
Jerry Ufheil, recently resigned, as active season with dances and en- gether and that as a matter of fact
contract clerk;
Elizabeth Nvland terta'nment every Saturday night,
deals with two majors were now beresigned as cashier and Ken Wimer plans a New Year's party under the
has renlaced her; B. K. Goree is the direction of Charley Jones of Fox ing threshed out. The confused buynew billine clerk, and Laura Sanenz, Midwest Theaters. There will also ing situation in both country and
formerly billing clerk, has been promoted to "form-40" clerk.

nice clip.

rected

in

OUTLAW DEPUTY"

»

»

The direction by Otto
fadeout with Nora.
Brower keeps the yarn moving at a fairly

Neumann
Gocd

S

1935

then proceeds to round up the crooked
aggregation.
Having accomplished his purpose, Tim is restored to good standing in
the community, and there is the romantic

lish

Kansas City Items

—

Director,

Carl Pierson; Cameraman, Harry
Direction, Okay Photography,

the

worker on the San Francisco waterfront.
Ben comes back from the war to his young
wife (Helen Twelvetrees) and loses his
When he still
ambition as a dockworker.

FIL M

mm*m
3,

said to be getting a

Basson's Reelection Expected
Re-election of Joe Basson as president of Local 306, operators' union,
is expected at the election planned
The nominating comfor Dec. 18.
mittee meets Wednesday.

is back from a Nevada sales trip.
Lon T. Fidler of Distinctive Attractions has returned to Denver after a tour of Idaho with W. W. McKendrick, branch manager here.
McKendrick will tour Utah next.
"Thanks a Million" was moved
from the Orpheum to the Studio for
a second week of its first-run here.

'

FLASH
The 14th Annual
Nation Wide Poll is
under way and the

Motion Picture
Critics

are

of

America

now voting

on the Ten Best
Pictures of 1935
for

• LAST YEAR 424
CRITICS

VOTED

The Film

Daily.

THE
iu

NEWS

IATSE DELAYS ACTION

UNTIL STUDIO PARLEY

of the

—

DAY

—

—

Cleveland Clips

since scores of votes represent citi-

zens

—

Pittsburgh
The Variety Club,
with the co-operation of the Pittsburgh Press and Station KDKA, is
launching the second annual milk
club fund on Saturday.

George Tyson, managing director
of the Harris-Alvin, back from Chicago and on the job again.
theater operators have
announced their intention of instituting a court fight against the de-

Bellevue

who have

not paid their taxes

and cannot, therefore, legally

John

C.

Graham,

Astoria,

L.

I.,

in Butler,

work

to

vote.

son of the

Jr.,

amusement attorney
to

went
pic-

Will Rogers' "In Old Kentucky"

business

the

Cleveland— Robert Menches, Ak-

ron exhibitor and ITO director who
was absent from the convention in
Columbus on account of illness, is
reported well on the road to recovery.

in

tures.

topping

grossed

is

by

"Steamboat 'Round the Bend" at the
Alvin.

Louis Gross, mayor of North Olmsted, is driving his family down to
Florida. He will remain with them

several weeks before coming back to
look after his film delivery service.
Stuart Cagney, president of the
Cleveland
Showman's Club, announces a meeting Dec. 4 to elect
officers for the coming year.
M. B. Horwitz, chairman of the
ticket committee for the Variety
Club Ball, to be held at the Mayfair
Casino on Dec. 6, announces that
the sale of tickets has been closed.
All available space has been sold.
Leslie Dowdell, booker for Majestists

'io»

uWlAhk

enjoyable.

in

Our atmosphere

our view of the Park
superior,

knowing how

is

is

to

make

truly Continental,

superb, our service

is

really

and our rates invitingly inexpensive.

successfully created the

life

We

now famous sidewalk

CAFE de la PAIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,
and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.

SI.
50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH

N

EW

YO RK

IN INDIE

GROUP

(Continued from Page 1)

main in the new association until
an issue arises to prevent continuance of these relations.
Committees

representing

both

units

will

meet Thursday to work out details
of the merger and a general meeting of
is

members

of both associations

planned for the middle of Decem-

ber.

Paramount Sees

Billion

Film Intake in 1936
(Continued from Page 1)

ment next year, said Ernst Lubitsch,
managing director of production for
Paramount, in addressing the company's semi-annual meeting of district

sales

managers and company

executives at the Drake Hotel here.
Gearing its production and distribution to meet the upturn in business, Lubitsch said that 38 features
are scheduled by Paramount for release between January and August.
First to come will be Claudette Colbert in "The Bride Comes Home",

with Fred MacMurray; "Anything
Goes", with
Bing Crosby, Ethel
Merman and Charlie Ruggles;
"Rose of the Rancho", with Gladys

Swarthout

and John Boles; Jack
Penner and Frances
Langford in "Collegiate"; Harold
Lloyd in "The Milky Way"; Sylvia
Sidney in Walter Wanger's production in color of "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine", with Fred MacMurray and Fred Stone; "Millions
in the Air"; "Coronado"; "Her MasOakie,

Joe

has been appointed United Arbooker, succeeding Estelle Gold- ter's Voice", with Edward Everett
berg, who will be married Dec. 15. Horton; and "It's A Great Life,"
Manager A. G. Goodman and his U. with Joe Morrison and Chic Sale.
A. staff will give Miss Goldberg a
These pictures will be followed by
reception at the Variety Club on the Marlene Dietrich-Gary Cooper
Dec. 13.
co-starring vehicle, "Desire", which
Col. Nat Wolf, Warner zone man- Director Frank Borzage is now comager, held a meeting of the south- pleting;
Mae West in "Klondike
ern theater managers in Columbus Lou", also nearing the end of camlast week to set up holiday pro- era work; "Give Us This Night",
with Gladys Swarthout and Jan Kiegrams.
Maurice Levin of the People's pura; "Rhythm on the Range" with
Theater,
Akron,
had
the
best Bing Crosby; "F Man", with Jack
Thanksgiving Day of his life. Rea- Haley and William Frawley; and
son was the arrival of an eight- "13 Hours by Air," "Woman Trap"
and "Preview". In addition are compound girl.
Ted Barber, until recently short pleted Zane Grey and additional
subject Paramount booker, is now "Hop-A-Long Cassidy" westerns.
Among other productions schedwith the Morgan Lithograph.
M. B. Horwitz' annual Thanksgiv- uled for early filming are "The
ing morning matinee at the Falls Count of Luxembourg", with music
theater, Chagrin Falls, netted 334 by Franz Lehar; "National Velvet"
from the best selling novel of the
baskets of food supplies.
Frank Drew, M-G-M branch man- same name; "Poppy", W. C. Fields'
ager, and Mrs. Drew entertained next comedy, and "The Old Maid",
with a Thanksgiving dinner in Pulitzer Prize play.
Attending the meeting are John
honor of friends who left to spend
Among the E. Otterson, Adolph Zukor, Ernst
the winter in Florida.
Rothacker,
Watterson
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Nat Lubitsch,
(RKO) Holt, Col. and Mrs. Harry George Bagnall, George Arthur,
(Loew) Long and Mr. and Mrs. J. Chandler Sprague, Neil Agnew, R.
E. Anderson, Russell Holman, R. M.
S. (Republic) Jossey.
Variety Club will hold its annual Gillham, Bill Pine, Eugene Zukor,
George Weltner, Albert Deane, Alec
election of officers in February.
"Mutiny" is holding a fourth week Moss, Al Wilkie, Don Velde, and the
here, playing one week at Loew's district sales managers and CanadThe meeting
State followed by three successive ian sales manager.
will close today.
weeks at Loew's Stillman.
tic,

^fVtAt

MERGE

—

Richmond, Va.
Harry Tucker,
Greenville, Ala.
The new theater
newspaper man and columnist, who under construction here by the Mar{Continued from Page 1)
between the two crafts originated at is the father of Stewart Bryan tin circuit will be ready for
dedicaTucker, house manager of the Byrd
the studios some time ago.
Theater here, is reported to be tion Dec. 15. The house will cost
Efforts to reach an amicable set- recuperating after having been seri- approximately
$25,000, according to
tlement of the pending issues will be ously ill several days.
W. J. Ray, manager.
made at the coming conference.
Forrest City, Ark. The Rosemary
Meanwhile there will be no walkouts
at theaters anywhere, Browne said. was dedicated last week by L. F.
London
Ralph Bunker, musical
He also denied that any deadline Haven, who also operates theaters figure on the American radio,
has
in
Marianna,
Wynne
and
Brinkley.
had been placed for settlement of
The house cost approximately $10,- a role in Rene Clair's production
the dispute.
000 and is the second Haven house for Alexander Korda, "The Ghost
Since Saturday all I. B. E. W.
here. He also operates the Imperial. Goes West," for
U. A. release.
men have been ousted from theaters
under I. A. jurisdiction.
feat of Sunday movies in that town,

Pittsburgh Briefs
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ASGAP NOT LOWERING
ITS

A LITTLE

RATES ON MUSIC

II

from "LOTS"

ON

By RALPH WILK

pRANCHOT TONE,

HOLLYWOOD

early this month, active months are
in the immediate prospect for the
RKO-Pathe studios, according to G.
B. Howe, general manager.
The
productions are Selznick's "Little

Madge Evans,
Joseph Calleia and Stuart Erwin
have been assigned roles in "Exclusive
Story," by Martin Mooney.
performance rights M-G-M w.ll produce, with George B. Lord Fauntleroy," now under way,
selling public
Reliance's "Last of the Mohicans"
to his songs if the Warner music Se,tz directing. Lucien Hubbard will
J.
Farrell MacDonald, and Sol Lesser's "The Show Must
firms leave the society. Caesar said supervise.
Go On."
that he didn't concede that Warners Louise Henry, Raymond Hatton and
T
T
T
had the right to withdraw from the William Henry also are in the cast.
Three needy Hollywood families
T
»
He declared that when he
society.
Our Passing Show: Carl Laemmle, enjoyed a happy Thanksgiving,
placed his songs with Harms and
J.
R. McDonough, B. B. Kahane, thanks to Roy Del Ruth, 20th Cenother music firms some years ago
The three gobFred Beetson, Eddie Mannix, Fred tury-Fox director.
he had no idea that these firms
Pelton, Victor Clarke and I. Van blers recently received by Del Ruth
might leave the society.
Ronkel at the second annual "Hi- from an Illinois exhibitor in appreJinks" party given by the American ciation for "Broadway Melody of
1936," were thus disposed of.
Society of Cinematographers.
(Continued from Page

1)

writer and a member of the Ascap
board, said yesterday that he will
ask Ascap to enjoin Warners from

Board Will Meet
Next Month in Wash'n

Allied

(Continued from Page

1)

are being advised to send a small
delegation to act in an advisory capacity and to visit their Congressmen in the interests of Allied's legis-

campaign.
The Allied headquarters also is
conducting an inquiry into the plans
of the government to employ idle actors by giving shows throughout

lative

the country, according to Abram F.
Myers, chairman and general counsel.
A study of the Social Security
Act likewi e is being made to determine its relation to the exhibitor.

T

•

Frank

Miller's

supervising
"Black
Conn Pictures
Corp. The picture will star Frankie
Darro and Roy Mason and goes into
production about Dec. 10th.
T

Ivan

ama-

being renewed, howGarfield, neighborhood house with Ray Largay as master of ceremonies. Miller's band has
been signed by a local night club.
The scarlet fever ban which
kept children in Madison from attending theaters and public gathlast week. It is
ever, at Saxe's

T

Simpson,

t

E.

E.

Clive

and

signed for

important roles in "Little Lord
Fauntelroy," which John Cromwell
directing

Selznick

for

Interna-

president of the Milwaukee tent of
the Variety Club, succeeding George
Other officers are Charles
Fischer.
Tramps, vice-president; Oscar Ruby,
treasurer, and B. J. Miller, secretary.

Washington Books "Scrappy"

United States Lines have
booked Columbia's cartoon comedy,

T

T

T
the

T

completion of his
home in Beverly Hills, Howard J.
Green, who just signed a long term
contract with Columbia as writerproducer, has moved his family into
an apartment suite. The family expects to celebrate the Yuletide in
their new home.

Pending

T

T

Richard Boleslawski is a genuine
When the M-G-M direcgourmet.
tor and his troupe numbering over
50 left last week for the Mojave
desert to film scenes for "Three Godfathers," it was discovered that
Dominisha, the Boleslawski family
cook, was in the aggregation.
T
T
T
English as it is spoken with a
one of the
will
be
accent
cockney
amusing features in "Three Live
Ghosts," which H. Bruce Humberstone is now directing for M-G-M.
Twenty-eight experts in this dialect
have been selected by Humberstone
for major scenes in this production.

Joe Ruttenberg is photographing
"Three Godfathers" for M-G-M.
The company is now on location on
the Mojave Desert.
T
T
»
¥
T
Smiley Burnette and Gene Autry
What the successful business exare en route to Chicago, where they
like 20 years
look
ecutive's office will
will make personal appearances in
as seen through the eyes
now,
from
conjunction with their home station,
of Clarence Brown, will serve as
WLS. They will return to Holly- the
background in several sequences
wood to appear in "Red River Val- in "Wife vs. Secretary," which he is
ley," which will be made by Re-

now

public.

week by the

Eddie Weisfeldt has been elected

S. S.

is

Una O'Connor have been

T

teur broadcast from the stage of
Fox's Wisconsin sang its swan song

ering- was lifted last
city health officer.

•

w

Melford
Gold" for

tional.

Wisconsin Wisps

— Dave

»

color plant.

is

Milwaukee

T

Natalie Kalmus, color director of
Technicolor, and Margaret Ettinger
are en route to New York.
They
will
sail on
Dec. 7 for London,
where Mrs. Kalmus will look over
plans for the new London Techni-

T

T

Louis D. Lighton will produce
It is
"Suicide Club" for M-G-M.
based on Robert Louis Stevenson's
group of stories of the same name.
T
T
T

Cavanaugh

and

George

directing for

M-G-M.

Nola Luxford, screen actress who
a featured role in M-G-M's
"Kind Lady," is preparing a Christmas radio broadcast, which will be
heard over international hookup in
Australia, New Zealand, Hawaii, and
plays

Hobart
Alaska.
Barbier have been added to the cast
r
of "Wife Versus Secretary," the
Alexander Kirkland is in the cast
William Powell-Jean Harlow-Myrna of "Weep for the Virgins," being
Loy production soon to get under presented by the Group Theater at
way at the M-G-M studios.
the 46th St. Theater in New York.

The

"Murder Under the Stars" is the
of a newly announced M-G-M

Lily Pons to "See"
Lily Pons, star of

title

"Scrappy's Trailer," for its transproduction, based on an original
atlantic liner, the Washington.
story by Albert J. Cohen and RobFlorence Ryerson
ert T. Shannon.
Lucien
is doing the adaptation, and
Hubbard will produce.
In the Billing

—

Chicago This time it's not a doublefeature bill that's responsible for the
following display combination by the
Nortown and Patheon theaters:
Claudette

She

Married

Colbert

Her

Boss

and
Dionne

Quintuplets

"I

REVIVING DISCUSSIONS

Her Voice

RKO

Radio's
at the
Hall, will "see"

Dream Too Much," now

Radio City Music
her voice in the General Electric
"House of Magic," located in the
General Electric Building in New
York this afternoon at 4 o'clock.
demonstration
E. E. Clive has been signed by The purpose of the
with the
David 0. Selznick to play the role is to show Miss Pons how,
apparatus, science
of Sir Harry Lorridaile in "Little aid of ingenious
but also
is able not only to record,
Lord Fauntleroy."
to "see" and study a voice, so that
T
high-fidelity reproductions may be
With three major productions
produced.
scheduled to go before the cameras

N. Y. INDIE CIRCUIT

A

plan for reviving the proposed
independent circuit will
be presented at a meeting of the I.
T. O. A. tomorrow afternoon at the
Hotel Astor.
A board meeting is
planned to precede the general ses-

New York

sion.

Regulars Heed Call

For the Relief Fund
(Continued from Page 1)

previous year.
In the event you
haven't heard about it, Prosperity is
still around the corner for a lot of
less fortunate folks than you.
And it's pretty tough on the Committee when an urgent case needs
an immediate and paltry $10 to
bridge a crisis, and the Relief Fund
has so many other insistent demands
upon it that the applicant has to be
satisfied with a five-spot.
That's
been the situation many a time
throughout the past year.
But now we are in the season of
goodwill to our fellow man, and if
the Spirit of Christmas means anything to you, the Committee is
counting on you to help them help
every needy case within our film
ranks. None must be turned away.
Wouldn't it look swell in print if
some newspaper broke a yarn that
this rich industry was unable to take
care of its own? But of course that
isn't going to happen. It hasn't happened yet. And with your generous
support, it never will.
A neat li'l drawing-room game
was indulged in at a party of film
men gathered in Westchester on
Sunday, on behalf of the Relief
Fund. It netted $31 in a few minutes. The following guests who took
part got a real kick out of it: Mr.
and Mrs. Jules Levy, Felix Feist,
Mrs. Depinet, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
O'Neil of the Golden States circuit,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Robbins, Mr.

and Mrs. George Dembow, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Dembow, Jack Alicoate,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cammack, Mr.
and Mrs. William Rodgers, Mr. and
Mrs. M. Van Praag, and Mr. and
Mrs. Toby Gruen.
So, if every social gathering of
film folk would follow this splendid
example between now and Christmas, the Fund would be jacked up
And
by several hundred dollars.
Send your conthat means a lot.
tribs by check to this office, made
out to Film Daily Relief Fund.

4 More "Dream" Openings
In addition to yesterday's opening of
the Broadway, Charlotte, and another on
Sunday at the Playhouse, New Canaan,
Conn., Warners "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" will premiere this week in four
more stands, starting today at the ColNew Haven, and the Hartman,
lege,
Columbus; tomorrow at the Rialto, Wllliamsport, and Thursday at the Garde,

New

London,

Conn.

^
ARLISS

HAS PLAYED
THEM ALL
.

.

GEORGE ARLISS
EVERYBODY WILL
TRAMP, TRAMP,
TRAMP UP TO THE
BOX OFFICE TO SEE
MISTER

HOBO

AS A LOVABLE VAGABOND

MISTER HOBO
Directed by Milton Rosmer
PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION

FOX EXCHANGES 'CANADA, REGAL FILMS, LTD.
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Para, to Spend $500,000 in 3-Month
A. T.

I.

SjTWILL SEEK

Agree on

a

Judge Faris is Agreeable
to Both Sides Await

—

His Acceptance
St.

ners,

Louis

—Attorneys

for

TEN CENTS
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A d Ca mpaign

FULL STUDIO JURISDICTION

Judge to Hear Equity Case

How

They Started

other
counsel for

defendants, as well as
the Department of Justice, have
agreed to Judge C. B. Faris, who
returned Nov. 30 from full-time
service on the U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals, as acceptable to preside at the trial of the Government's
equity case against the film comIt has not yet been ascerpanies.
tained whether Judge Faris, whose
health has been poor, will consent to
preside.
it

is

Expect to Hold Parley on
Union Controversy
Within a Week
When I. A. T. S. E. officials, headed by President George E. Browne,
holding their conference with studio
and other major company executives
either late this week or early next
week, the whole question of stud'o
jurisdiction will probably be brought
up by the I. A., The Film Daily
The I. A. wants full
understands.
jurisdiction over its craftsmen in
the studios and is seeking the ouster
of I. B. E. W. electricians from the
film plants, following their replacement last week in all theaters of the
The question of alleged
country.
matter of
discrimination in the
union men also is to be brought up.

War-

RKO, Paramount and

Should he decline,

St. Louis

in

probable

(Continued on Page 7)

RKO WINS ARBITRATION

28

ON 'TOP HAT' DELIVERY

NAMESSTART OFF
FUND'S HONOR ROLL

RKO

can refuse to deliver "Top
as part of its 1934-35 program

Hat"
and instead sell the Fred AstaireGinger Rogers picture in its 193536 list, according to an arbitration

decision made in New York yesterday at the Hotel Lincoln. The opin(Continued on Page 4)

M. B. Comerford Funeral
Is Being Held Tomorrow
Pa.— Funeral services
B. Comerford, general man-

Scranton,
for

M.

ager of Comerford Theaters, Inc.,
which controls a group of theaters
in New York State and Pennsylvania, will be held at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning from the home,
(Continued on Page

Germany

7)

to Specialize

In Cultural Pictures
DAILY
of THE FILM
Washington— Because Germany s

Washington Bureau

sufficient
film industry lacks capital
feature
to allow the production of
foreign
films in competition with

been
producers, a scheme has just
(Continued on Page 4)

This

is

the premiere performance

who have come through
with the dough for the Film Daily
Relief Fund. There are 28 to date.
List?
Is your name on the Honor

nf the lads

(Continued on Page 7)
the

in
of RKO Export Corporation
Today FILM DAILY presents Philip Reisman, Vice-President
starting at the bottom for
-How They Started" series. No one can accuse popular Phi in ofSt.not
picentered
Minn
He
Paul,
House
Opera
he tooke in as a water boy at the old Grand
Old Col. "Hap" Hadley, who
Film Co. back in 1914.
tures via the sales route for the Triangle
paints 'em as they are, did the dirty work
,

$500,000 Advtg. Campaign
Being Launched by Paramount
—A

newspaper
20th Century-Fox Starting advertising campaign embracing exthan a half mil11 Features in Five Weeks penditure ofis more
planned by Paramount
lion dollars
DAILY during the first three months of
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
spurt 1936, said Neil F. Agnew, vice-presiproduction
a
In
Hollywood—
the dent in charge of sales, in addressmonth,
next
start
scheduled to
ing district sale manager and exlaunch
will
studios
20th Century-Fox
ecutives at yesterday's closing sesweeks.
five
within
11 new features
sion of the company's semi-annual
Ronald
with
Flags,"
"Under Two
sale convention at the Drake Hotel.
starring
Fang,"
Colman, and "White
"There is no more effective manperbe
will
actor,
Buck, the dog
(Continued on Page 4)
Chicago

(Continued on luge 4)

national

Maplewood, N.
In Sunday

J.,

Wins

Show Recount

—

Maplewood, N. J. A recount of
vote on Sunday movies, origout
inally reported as having lost
by 26 votes, has resulted in a new
by
tally whereby Sabbath shows win

the

62 votes.

Active in the move for a

(Continued on Page 7)

Expect 1,000 to Attend
Philly Variety Banquet

—

More than 1,000
Philadelphia
alleaders in the film industry and
well as city,
lied theatrical fields, as
are ex<tate and national leaders
anpected to attend the first gala
lonual dinner-installation of the
(Continued on Page 7)
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Three Prexy Candidates
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Execs
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New

Cable Address: Filmday,

Holly

York.

California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollyw,,o<i,
Londonwood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Lichtbildbuehne,
Berlin—
W.
I.
St.,
Wardour
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris

—

Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de
les-Noues,

Cour-

la

19.

A. W. Smith Jr., Warner-First
National divisional sales manager,
has called branch managers in his
Eastern and Canadian territories
into New York for a meeting today

and tomorrow at the Waldorf-AsThe sessions will be attended
by Major Albert Warner and Robtoria.

ert Mochrie, in addition to
Others present will be:

planned to make this divisional conference an annual affair,
international
the
supplementing
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the upbuilding of Palestine, now in
its second week at the Astor, will
Current
1 e
held over indefinitely.
business is running ahead of the
The
first week, the house reports.
Palestine Foundation Fund is now
preparing to show the film in other

hunter during his recent trip to
Malaysia, will be released this month

by

RKO

Radio.

produced by the
is the third
pictures.

FILM
lowing
Lloyd

from

DAILY
on

to

their

Bacon

Jack

John

Doran

Resentment engendered by the belief that the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences is studiocontrolled and has not been entirely
unprejudiced in its awards of recent years, lies behind the decision
of the New York film critics to make
their own annual awards for outstanding screen achievements, The
Film Daily is advised. The critics
hope to shift the center of critical
emphasis from west to east by making their own awards, it is stated.
A medal will be awarded the producer of the winning film.

:

English

The program

titles.

will

in

The new picture,
Van Beuren Corp.,
the series of

Buck

M-G-M's national
is

now

set to

Jan.

JOE

BROWN, First National comedy
New York from California

E.

arrive in
for a
he will return
picture, "Sons
will

star,

morrow

tobrief vacation, following which
to the coast to begin his next

JEAN

HERSHOLT and DOROTHY PETERSON

Guns."

o'

have arrived in Callender, Ont., to appear in
sequences including the Dionne Quintuplets for
20th Century-Fox's "The Country Doctor."

who

MUIR,

has been vacationing in
return last week from
England, where
made a picture at the
Warner British studios, will leave today for
Hollywood for her next Warner screen assign-

York

since

her
she

ment.

YACHT

THE

FOUR
CLUB BOYS, who rethis week on the He de France after
series of dates
in
London and Paris, are
on their way to the coast to be featured with
his
next starring picture for
Al
Jolson
in
turned
a

"The Singing Kid," already

First
National,
production.

ROBERT PERKINS

returns to

New

New

York

in

York Mon-

day from the South.

KOHN

RALPH
return

his

from

A.

JULIAN
last

SEARS

L.

return

V.
turns

to

to

leaves
Atlanta.

Coast

the

staff

New

tomorrow

New

to

to

Wash-

is

of

tomorrow

returns

ISRAEL

returns

in

week

this

the East, reChristmas.

of

Amkino,

re-

Hollywood.

from

LAZARUS

B.

York

before

VERLINSKY, president

I.

ARTHUR
forces

returned

now

is

just

GEORGE HIRLIMAN
H.

has

BRYLAWSKI returned
from New York.

PAT O'BRIEN, who
turns

York

night

ROBERT WILBY
his

New

from

South.

the

ington

on

departs

on

Friday

Hollywood.

for

GRADWELL
York

leaves
coast.

FRANK

GEORGE
Friday

the

to

of

today

here

from

the

Paramount

from

the

coast.
legal

Hollywood.

the Paramount legal
Poughkeepsie.
from

release schedule
17, as follows:

"Kind Lady," Dec. 6; "Whipsaw,"
Dec. 13; "Last of the Pagans," Dec.

Two

20; "A Tale of
"Three Live
Jan.
3;
"Riffraff,"
Ghosts," Jan. 10; "Rose Marie,"
No release date has been
Jan. 17.
set on "Robin Hood of El Dorado,"

recently completed.

have

its

Newmeyer Back with Roach
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Sullivan

—Fred

Newmeyer, one

directors used by Hal
Roach, returns to the Roach studio
to direct the next "Our Gang" comedy.

of the

first

does

3-jjr

times

Broadway

first-run

for two days at

PARAMOUNT THEATRE

RKO

Palace starting Friday
on the same bill with "The Man
Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo," which recently played the Music
at the

THE TABLE"

average "business

"Man of Iron" Opening at Palace
"Man of Iron," Warner release
with Barton MacLane and Mary Astor, will

"HANDS ACROSS

Cities," Dec. 27;

Hall.

THE

the folbirthday:

Hollywood
F.

production conferences in
and are on their way back to
York, coming by way of San Francisco,
where they stopped over yesterday.

New

J. E. Hazzard Dead
Hazzard, stage actor and
John
E.
White
RKO studio, succeeding C. E.
unusual educational film, "Einstein's playwright, died Monday at his
% who died last week.
Chapand
a
Relativity,"
Theory of
apartment in Great Neck, L. I. He
%
lin comedy.
was co-author of the stage hit,
On
Run
to
%
Promise"
"Land of
'Turn to the Right."
%
"The Land of Promise," depicting
M-G-M Sets Releases to Jan. 17

Frank Buck Film Out This Month
"Fang and Claw," the latest Frank
Buck film made by the big game

wishes

Awards
Aimed Against Academy
Critics'

of Educational
sales manager,

their

Angeles

Los

JEAN

N. Y.

president

SKIRBALL,

H.

J.

3/„

cities.

Best

HAMMONS,

W.

E.

Pictures, and
finished

have

New

banking interests in Paramount to
the company's board of directors is
expected to occur at a meeting of Film League Showing "Karamazov"
the directorate on Dec. 26. The vacDostovevski's "Brothers Karamaancy in its personnel is due to the zov" will be shown by the Film &
of George J. Photo League at the New School for
resignation
recent
Schaefer, who also vacated his post Social Research next Saturday at
of vice-president of the company.
7 and 9:30 P. M. The film, starring
Anna Sten and Fritz Kortner, is
d rected by Fedor Ozep and has

Crone

Coming and Going

3

183/8

.104% 104

Paramount Picts. 6s55 903/4
B'way 3s55 .... 56
Par.

Election

1935

—

Philadelphia Three local exhibitor leaders are in line for the presidency of the Independent M. P. T.
0., which is planned as the name of
the association to be formed through
merging the M. P. T. O. and the I.
Charles Segall, chairman
E. P. A.
of the M. P. T. O. board; Moe Wax,
president of the I. E. P. A., and
Harry Fried, chairman of the I. E.
P. A. board, are reported as candiLewen Pizor, current presidates.
dent of the M. P. T. 0., is understood not interested in the post.

sound
+ % West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY also include an experimental
film, "Melody of the World," by
+
been
has
Crone
Hollywood— J. R.
8% + /8 made production manager at the Walter Ruttman, director of "Berlin's Symphony of a Great City," an

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.

Banker for Para. Board

Chg.

Close

18

is

sales meet.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
18%

S.

Smith, Albany; Thomas B. Spry,
Boston; H. A. Seed, Buffalo; Nat
Furst, New Haven: W. G. Mansell,
Philadelphia; Charles Rich, Pittsburgh; Robert Smeltzer. Washington; Harry Decker, New York; M. J.
Isman, Montreal; L. McKenzie, St.
John; H. O. Paynter, Toronto; J.
Plottel, Vancouver; W. Cohen, Winnipeg; Harry Hummel, New Jersey.
"Dangerous," with Bette Davis
and Franchot Tone, and "Story of
Louis Pasteur," starring Paul Muni,
will be screened.
It

Seat

Smith.

Ray

4,

GB

Lineup
GB has closed a deal with Cooperative Theaters of Michigan whereby
houses in the buying association will
play its 16 releases during the pres-

Michigan Co-op Signs

ent season.

MIAMI, ELA.

*******

Speaking of hold-overs
u
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.
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careful buying is most important.
The pictures on which Paramount
campaign
will launch its advert'sing
are "Desire" with Marlene Dietrich
and Gary Cooper; Harold Lloyd's

"The Milky Way"; "The Bride Comes

Home" with Claudette Colbert;
"Rose of the Rancho" with Gladys
Swarthout; "Collegiate" with Joe
Penner and Jack Oakie; "Klondike
Lou" with Mae West and Victor
McLarien; "Anythmg Goes" with
Bing Crosby and Ethel Merman, and
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine'
with Sylvia Sidney, Fred MacMurrav and Henry Fonda.
John E. Otterson, Adolph Zukor
and Ernst Lubitsch also addressed
Otterson spoke on
the sales force.
general

company

Lub

policies,

tsch

outlined coming product and Zukor
told of the progress Paramount is

making.

20th Century-Fox Starting
11 Features in Five Weeks
(Continued from Page

sonally produced
uck.

ON 'TOP HAT' DELIVERY

MONTHS

our
ner of bringing the message of
pictures into the homes of America
nathan through the columns of the
only
tional press," said Agnew. "Not
also most
is it most effective, it is
economical, and where we outline
an advertising campaign, calling
for an expenditure of better than a
months,
half million dollars in three

1)

by Darryl

F. Zan-

ion

Irvin

S.

directs.
will

Cobb

star

for

the

time in "Everybody's Old Man,"
which starts Dec. 9. At the same
time production will begin on "The
Black Gang," featuring Paul Kelly,
Slim Summerville, Mona Barrie and
"Every Saturday
Arline Judge.
Night" and "The Country Beyond"
are the last two films to be started
before the end of the year.
New Year,
Shortly after the
Shirley Temple will step into her
stellar role in "Poor Little Rich
Girl"; Jane Withers will begin "Public Nuisance No. 1"; Warner Oland
starts work on "Charlie Chan in
the Circus," and "Lightning Strikes
Twice," starring Loretta Young, will
go in work.

first

"Captain Blood" for Strand
"Captain Blood" has been set by
Warners to follow "Frisco Kid" into
the Strand. "Frisco Kid" will probably go into a third week.
Send-off Party for John C. Phelps
C.
John
Conn.
Bridgeport,
Phelps, who is being transferred
from the assistant managership of
Poli's theater here to the post of
manager at Loew's theater, Nashville, Tenn., was given a testimonial
dinner by Loew-Poli executives.

—

1)

in connection with

The vote was

the distributor.
to one.

tough on the newspaper motrying to pick the Ten Best
tion picture crits this year
the questionnaire has gone out from the FILM DAILY for
what
the annual poll to about 450 critics of the nation
makes it tough is the fact that there are at least 15 pix that
the record of Hollywood
rate the Ten Best classification
production this year having hit the all-time high for Quantity
in Quality .....

•

•

•

•

•

•

IT IS going

to be very

SO IN making

their

selections

the

editors

and then be very dubious
have to weigh every angle
about a half dozen they are forced to omit from the list of
naturally each crit will have his own ideas about
ten
so that there will be some very close runwhich to omit

three

Comprising the arbitration board
were: Harry P. Decker, Warners;
Henry Randel, Paramount; Jacob
Unger, Mayfair Theater, Hillside,
and Dave Snapper, Perth Amboy.
Sidney E. Samuelson prosecuted
the case for Gold, while Louis Nizer
represented RKO, which claimed
it delivered two Fred AstaireGinger Rogers pictures on its 193435 program, as per its contracts.
Pictures were titled "Roberta" and

that

"Gay

Divorcee,'

it

was pointed

out.

will

Germany

to Specialize

In Cultural Pictures

ners-up to the final selections

(Continued from Page 1)

AND

it makes
WITH some 450 critics voting
• •
and just to make it a sporting
a wide open proposition
we're betting any of you gents in the biz who
proposition
the cigars
are watching the contest from the sidelines
are on us if we personally have picked less than eight out of
we're practically giving you odds
the ten in our selections
for we have submitted our nominations, and
of 450 to 1
naturally don't know how the other 449 are going to vote
or plain damphoolishness? ......
how's that for nerve?
(but before you grab this "sucker" bet we'll be honest with
you, and admit that we've never picked less than 7 in any of the

•

it

Work has

Henry King

was rendered

a complaint brought by Louis H.
Gold of the Rivoli, Newark, against

annual polls)

already begun at Calender, Ont., on "The Country Doctor," in which the Dionne QuintupJean Herslets will have "parts."
holt will play the doctor's role.

1935

RKO WINS ARBITRATION

$500,000 AD CAMPAIGN

BY PARA,

4,

T

T

• A LOT of you Oldtimers will recall No. 11 East
which
"The Cradle of the Movies"
Street
housed the Biograph studios before they moved to the Bronx
the old site has now been swallowed up by a row of
what price
so
"tax-pay'ng" apartments and stores
the passing of this historic
Sentiment in the film biz?
building that represented the very birth-throes and early struggles of the infant industry was unnoted and unsung by the
even Henry Ford's eagle eye overlooked this
industry
prize to add to his Dearborn collection of priceless historical
but the least the film biz could have done
landmarks
was to have marked the passing of the Old Spot with some
which would have been a grand bit
suitable ceremonies
of publicity
•

•

14th

T
•

•

•

BET YOU

don't

know how

the universal

show jargon,

(neither
"Annie Oakley," meaning a free pass, originated
did we till just now, reading it in a clever life story of the
famed Annie prepared by I. M. Rappaport of the Hippodrome
in Baltimore as a plug for his forthcoming booking of RKO
it seems that Annie was on her way to
Radio's feature)
Buffalo Bill's show in which she starred when two kids stopped
Annie had no passes, but she had
her and asked for a pass
"Got a pencil?" she asked the
a playing card in her bag
so Annie scaled the card
they had no pencil
kids
when the
high in the air and two rifle shots followed it
kids p.cked it up it was pierced by two bullet holes plumb in

"Give that to the man at the gate," said Anand that's probably
it's from me."
free tickets today have two round holes punched in them
as well as being known universally as "Annie Oakleys".

the center
nie,

why

"and

he'll

know

«

*<

«

» » »

launched in that country to concentrate on the production of cultural
films, according to a report to the
Commerce Department from its commercial attache at Berlin.
Measures have already been taken,
the report states, to force the showing of these films in German theaters and it is hoped that the German producers will be able to build
up a profitable export trade.
As the production cost of cultural
films is only a fraction of the cost
of producing feature films, the German film industry hopes to be able
to supply the demands with a limited amount of capital and without
destroying the industry ability to
produce as many feature films as
heretofore.

There has long been a shortage

of

German-made feature films and
German theaters have been running
two weeks where norwould run the film only one
The forced showing of cul-

a feature film

mally
week.

it

tural films
situation.

is

expected to ease

The regulations

importation of films
not be affected by this
scheme, the report points out.

the

will

this

covering
probably

new

Chase Bank Considering
Offers for Film Stock
Though various offers have been
received by the Chase National
Bank for its 20th Century-Fox stock
holdings, which the bank must dispose of in accordance with federal
law, none of the bids has reached
a tangible negotiation stage as yet
due to the fact that no sufficiently
attractive offer has been made. Atlas
Corp., reported among the bidders,
has denied it is after more stock in
Lehman Bros, would
the company.
neither confirm nor deny it was interested.
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NEWS

AGREE ON A JUDGE
IN ST. LOUIS

CASE

Waterbury, Conn.
(Continued from Page

1)

Presiding Judge Kimbrough
Stone of the Court of Appeals will
name one of the four judges from
They are
the Minnesota district.

that

Judges
Norbye.

Bell,

Joyce,

Other

Molyneaux and

jurists

—

DAILY

Alphonso E.

Sirica, Sr., for 20 years a theater
operator here, died recently after a

brief illness.

—

Mo. K. H. Wilkinson
charge of the Greenville
theater, which reopened recently.
Greenville,

is

now

in

mentioned

at a conference with Judge Stone
included Dewey and Munger of Nebraska.
The government seeks first a temporary order to prevent the defen-

Steelville,

Mo.—The Melba

the-

manBeckham and L.
H. Kay. It formerly was operated
by W. T. Ballinger, who has taken
over the Van Buren theater in Van
ater has reopened under the

agement

of G.

C.

from refusing to sell firstto the Ambassador, Mis- Buren, Mo.
souri and New Grand Central theIf this temporary writ is
aters.
Triplett, Mo.
The Opera House
granted, a permanent injunction will is now a part of the F. M. Mertz
out
drawn
be sought and a Ion?
Circuit.
It recently reopened after
trial is expected in the latter case.
being dark for some time.
dants

run

films

—

Set East-West Meetings
In Federation's Drive
Screen, radio and stage artists
hold simultaneous meetings in

will

Hollywood next Wednesday to pledge their support to
the work of the Federation for the
Support of Jewish Philanthropic
Societies of New York, it was announced yesterday by Louis K. Sidney at a luncheon meeting at the

New York and

—

Morrisonville, 111. Dominick Frisina of Taylorville, 111., has taken
over the State theater, formerly the
Empress theater. The house was
reopened recently under the new
management. Frisina has also added the Kincaid theater, Kincaid, 111.,
to his circuit.

111.— The New Ritz
has been playing to nice business
since its grand opening.
Taylorville,

Paris, 111.— The New Lincoln theHotel Astor. Sidney, who is chairthe finest show
man of the Artists Division, made ater ranks among
section of the counhis announcement to the Motion houses in this
Picture and Theatrical Committee try.
which is seeking to raise a quota
La Salle, 111.—The La Salle theaof $125,000 for the 1935 campaign
the La
of Federation, under the chairman- ter has been taken over by
headed by
ship of David Bernstein and Major Salle-Peru Theater Corp.
It is a
E. E. Alger as president.
Alfred Warner.
same
The
property.
Publix
former
meet
Artists in New York will
over the
taken
also
has
corporation
Hotel
Dec. 11 for luncheon at the
and
The Majestic theater from Publix, forAstor, with Sidney presiding.
111.,
Peru,
in
theater
Peru
the
Hollywood meeting will be held in
merly operated by Alger personally.
the Hillcrest Club, at dinner time,
The Roxy here has been closed. The
with Eddie Cantor, who is secretary
Assisting
charge.
in
Federation,
of
Cantor on the West Coast are Abe Expect 1,000 to Attend
Sophie
Morros,
Boris
Lastfogel,
Philly Variety Banquet
Tucker and Ada Lewis.
Those present at yesterday's lun(Continued from Page 1)
cheon at the Hotel Astor included:
Club to be held at the
Variety
Major Albert Warner, Philip Reis- cal
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel on Jan. 12.
Max
Brecher,
Leo
Morris,
man, Sam
With Jay Emanuel as general
Gordon, Morris Sanders, Herman
of the affair, sub-commitchairman
Lichtman,
Al
Rogers,
Robbins. Bud
already are actively at
heads
tee
C.
Lazarus,
David Bernstein, Paul
the club is selecting guests
and
work
Harry
Caesar,
T. Zittell, Irving
honor from all walks of indusBuxbaum, Leopold Friedman, Mich- of including the theatrical field.
try
Sam
ael Markels, Walter Reade,
Subcommittee chairmen and viceRinzler, Abe Schneider and. Max
chairmen include Ellis Shipman, DaSeligman.
BereI. D. Levy, Jack

vid Barrist,

DAY

of the

Blumberg,
sin, Lou Krouse, Harry
Amsterdam,
Insurance for Rapf-Ruden Employes David Weshner, Ben
Harry Goldberg, LeonA group life insurance policy was Al Blofson,
Sherman,
Schlesinger, Eddie
recently acquired by Rapf & Ruden, ard
Goodwin, Lou Davidoff and
circuit operators, for the protection Charles
The policy, issued William Clark.
of 56 employes.
by Prudential, involves a total of
New Hungarian Film
$69,000 and is of the contributary
("The Man of Iron"),
"Vasember"
paythemselves
employes
the
type,
from Hungary,
release
Danubia
the
and
premium
of
the
part
ing a
at the Hunnia PlayFriday
opens
asbeing
expense
the
remainder of
house.
sumed by the circuit.

new

a

Star,

project

in

NAMES START OFF

28

FUND'S HONOR ROLL

Peru, was

opened recently.

(Continued from Page

1)

Better step up, lad, and get it there.
Appleton City, Mo. A. J. Sim- For this is YOUR Fund. The Commons has taken over the Uptown mittee is just handling it to give
theater, formerly operated by Joe
you chaps a chance to show that
Allard.
your hearts are in the right place.
Only a few short weeks to ChristBismark, Mo. The Monarch thea- mas. By that day this Fund has to
ter is dark.
go over bigger than ever before. Because the calls upon the Committee
are more urgent and numerous than
Philadelphia Stanley-Warner totragic
day re-opens the Oxford on a policy ever before. And some very
Cases that in
cases among them.
of three changes a week.
the name of humanity our self-respect as an industry and the fact
London The most notable show of that these needy ones are our Very
the winter season takes place at Own
MUST be taken care of ademidnight tonight at the Empire the- quately.
ater in aid of the National AdvertisWe know that the call for your
ing Benevolent Society.
The occa- assistance will be met generously.
sion will be marked by the actual Give what you can.
Everv dollar
filming on the stage of short scenes will help some poor human that
from pictures now in the making, needs it far more than you do. So,
including Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
fellows— GIVE.
and Gordon Harker in an impoi'tant
Here is the Honor Roll to date:
sequence from "The Amateur GenE. B. Hatrick
tleman," which United Artists will A. M. P. A.
Phil Reisman
Harold Hendee

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

A number of other players,
both British and American, will contribute to this novel experiment.

release.

London
will

act

Queen Mary of England
—
as sponsor for the world

Jerome J. Cohen
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Miss Addie Dannenberg
Leo Klebanow
Ray Johnston
Photo
City
Corp.

Engraving

Stuart
Alicoate

Don Mersereau
Maurice Kann
Al Lichtman
Louis Nizer
Allan Friedman

Anonymous

Ben Amsterdam
William German

premiere
showing of Alexander William Massce
Korda's "The Ghost Goes West," at Richard Brady
the London Pavilion on Dec. 17. Her Moe Streimer
Majesty will formally open the H. D. Behr
event, which will be in the nature
of a Royal Charity Performance. Maplewood,
"The Ghost Goes West," Rene Clair's
initial directorial effort in English,
stars Robert Donat. In the supporting cast are Jean Parker in the
feminine lead, Eugene Pallette, Patricia Hilliard and Elsa Lanchester.

Max
Jack

Sardi's Restaurant
Don Gillette
Renee Carroll

George

Gerhardt

N. J., Wins
Sunday Show Recount

In

(Continued from Page 1)

recount was the Maplewood Theater, operated by Maple Theater
Corp., of which M. G. Felder is

The production, adapted by Robert president.
E. Sherwood from an original story
by Eric Keown, will be released

—

M. B. Comerford Funeral
Is Being Held Tomorrow
(Continued from Page

1102

Woodlawn

of film people

other

cities

Indianapolis Items

through

world

throughout
the
United Artists.

St.,

from

in Detroit.

Gail Lancaster has purchased the
at Huntington from John
Servaas.

Tivoli
1)

with a number

New York

planning

Indianapolis Bill Elliott, southern Indiana representative for Republic
Pictures, has
resigned to
open and operate the State theater

to

and

attend.

James F. Sharkey, assistant short
subject sales manager for RKO, was
in the city last week.

Larry Schubnell, head booker at
Comerford died in the hospital Mon- Columbia exchange, plans a vacation
day night from injuries received on trip to Detroit, his former home.
John H. Boice, operator of the
Saturday when the auto in which Strand, Warsaw, will spend a month
he and Mrs. Comerford and a party on the west coast resting.
of friends were on their way to the
Don Rossiter, a member of the
Army-Navy football game struck a Society of Motion Picture Engineers, has joined the Ger-Bar Equipcoal truck. His age was 52.
ment Co.
Comerford
the
Roberts
of
John
Martin Solomon, manager of CoScranton is making hotel
for Comerford's New
York friends who are coming here
Wednesday night for the funeral
Edward Fay and Eddie
services.
offices

in

reservations

Dowling are among those expected.

lumbia exchange, put on the Saturday night show at the Variety Club.
Along Film Row: A. O. HassenMannie Marcus,
Evansville;
sall,
Fort Wayne; H. H. Johnson, Madiand Ed. Friedman, Indiana Har-

son,
bor.

THE
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"LITTLE" from

HOLLYWOOD

"One Rainy Afternoon" is the
The picture will be reO'Connor.
By RALPH WILK
title selected for the film that will
'"TOP place on an all-star cast has leased through United Artists.
launch the Pickford-Lasky organizaT
T
T
been assigned to Fredric March
The Bill Cody starring picture, tion in the production field. Francis
in "Wooden Crosses," dramatic specLederer has the stellar role in this
tacle based upon a story of Amer- "Frontier Justice," is being filmed
U. A. release, and Dec. 16 has been
icans in the French Army during on location at the Lazy "A" Ranch.
set as the date on which the cameras
the World War, soon to be produced Al Herman is directing, and Cody's become
active. Ida Lupino will have
by Darryl F. Zanuck at the 20th young son, Bill Jr., appears in a the featured feminine role.
This is the seventh
The original juvenile role.
Century-Fox studios.
T
T
?
story was written by Joel Sayre. in a series of pictures starring Cody,
Filming on the 20th Century-Fox
Nunnally Johnson, recently elevated in which he is seen with his famous picture,
"The Country Beyond,"
from the writing ranks, will be as- circus pony, "Chico."
which Eugene Forde will direct, is
T
sociate producer.
scheduled to begin when snow falls
nationally
Lawrence,
Florence
T
T
T
in mountain location spots.
Buck,
Jackie Coogan and Betty Grable, famous as "The Biograph Girl" in the dog, is featured in this picture.
who leave next week for a personal 1909 when David Wark Griffith was It is anticipated that the production
appearance tour, have formally an- making that trademark known all will get under way late in December.
nounced their engagement. The wed- over the world, has been given a
T
T
ding will probably take place in small role in "Mother Lode," the new
C. C. Burr's "Suicide Squad" is
RKO Radio drama starring Richard
June.
Dix.
Miss Lawrence has been off now in the cutting room, and Burr
•
»
w
is
preparing to start production
screen for many years.
Loretta Young, completely recov- the
shortly on "I'll Name The MurderT
t
v
the
will
have
illness,
her
from
ered
Gregory Ratoff has a principal er." The story of "Suicide Squad,"
starring role in 20th Century-Fox's
The role in "The Black Gang," comedy- deals with dramatic events in the
"Lightning Strikes Twice."
lives of the Suicide Squads of modscreen play was written by Gene drama of the high seas being proFowler and Bess Meredyth from the duced at 20th Century-Fox. Lewis ern police departments.
Ratoff recently
Produc- Seiler will direct.
V
T
novel by Tennyson Jesse.
tion will get under way immediately completed a part in "King of BurlesHarry Carey is starring in "Ghost
que."
after the first of the year.
Town," which William Berke is now
T
¥
filming with Harry Fraser directing.
T
V
An early Christmas present for Jane Novak appears opposite Carey.
Jackie Searle has been cast as the
Pauline Frederick was a two-picture
claimant to the title in "Little Lord
T
T
T
contract awarded by Darryl F. ZanFauntleroy," the Frances Hodgson
will
Century-Fox.
She
uck
at
20th
The
first
meeting
of
the first secnow before the
story
Burnett
cameras of Selznick International have an important role in "Ramona." tion of the Academy Research CounFreddie Bartholomew is Her other picture has not yet been cil Course in the Fundamentals of
Pictures.
Sound Recording was held Monday
Another assignment an- selected.
starred.
nounced by David O. Selznick

is

Una

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

Buffalo Bits
Buffalo— Walter

L.

Trass,

mana-

ger of the Andrews theater, Salamanca, has resigned that post and
also the

go

to

mayoralty of Salamanca to

Mexico, where he

is

inter-

ested in mining ventures. His wife
and daughter will join him in the

The Andrews

spring.

is

a Schine

house.

Dewey Michaels

of the Palace, bur-

Sanborn, pantomimist; Frank Mazzone & Co., apache dancers, Ames
of their one-reel shorts titled "New and Arno, dance team, Billy Rayes,
York Uncensored" from the private master of ceremonies, and Will Aubfiles of Lee Mortimer.
The entire rey who plays the male lead. Joreel is being made on the order of seph Henabery is directing.
a news-reel with sound equipment
•
being taken directly to the home, ofMentone Productions is scheduled
Ted to get under way
fice or club of the celebrity.
at the Biograph
Lloyd is directing, with Edward studios on another
of its series of
Ruby doing the camera work.
vaudeville shorts.
Milton Schwarz•
start-

ed work yesterday on the second

announces he will
open the Gayety, former burlesque
Another of the Major Bowes amahouse, with vaudeville and pictures teur hour series
of shorts was comChristmas Day. Nate Boasberg, his pleted yesterday at the Biograph
brother-in-law, is associated with studios under the direction of John
Michaels. They will show indepen- Auer. Larry Williams and Tommy
dent films.
Hogan were behind the cameras.
lesque

theater,

Basil
Brothers,
operating
six
neighborhood film theaters here,
have added the Amendola, Niagara
Falls,

to

their

group.

They

also

have the Falls theater in the cataract city, with John Whitney as city
manager.
Holiday records for a year went
by the boards at the Buffalo and
Great Lakes, showing "Thanks a
Million" and "Night at the Opera,"
respectively. "Powdersmoke Range"
attracted throngs of youngsters at

the Century. The Lafayette, adding
up a lot of two-weekers, is ending
the best year in the A. C. Hayman
regime, Manager George Mackenna
said.

wald, will direct.

•

1935

"LOTS"
the Liberal Arts Building of the
Hollywood High School.
The first
meeting of the second section of
in

the class was held last night with
subsequent meetings scheduled
on Monday and Thursday and Tuesday and Friday evenings, under the
instruction of A. P. Hill of Electrical
Research Products. William Koenig,
chairman of the Council, and Major
Nathan Levinson, vice-chairman, officiated at the opening of the course.
T

T

T

Abe Meyer has prepared musical
backgrounds for more than 200 feature

pictures this year.
T

Columbia has engaged George
Regas for "Hell Ship Morgan," the
Harold Shumate story which went
into production last week under the
direction
of D.
Ross Lederman.
George Bancroft and Ann Sothern
have the leading roles, with Victor
Jory also featured.

Comedy

T
V
roles are being played by

Victor Kilian and Wyrley Birch in
Columbia's coming musical, "Rolling
Along," co-starring Harry Richman
and Rochelle Hudson. Walter Connolly is also seen in a leading role,
with Henry Mollison, Etienne Girardot,
and Lionel Stander already
signed for parts. Victor Schertzinger is directing.

Harry Akst

collabor-

ated with Lew Brown in furnishing
the musical score.

Omaha Odds and Ends

By CHARLES ALICOATE

CELEBRATED PICTURES

4,

Omaha

—

Neat handling of a ticksituation Sunday by Charley
Schlaifer, advertising manager, and
Bill Miskell, manager of the Orpheum, during the 10-minute strike,
saved the house from losing a single customer.
lish

advertised a preview
only" Thursday for
"Peter Ibbetson."
Following the
screening, was a woman lecturer
and authority on the famous play,
who spoke from the Omaha stage.
C. A. Young and H. A. Weed, new
owners of the New Leo, Morehead,
la., have remodeled the house, installed 250 new seats, and made
other improvements.
Tri- States

"for

women

Notes: The conversion of a building on West 49th Street, mid-Manhattan, into a modern up-to-date
studio with two large stages is not
Monday was a banner day for
a rumor. The settling of finances is
•
causing the delay
Al
Christie, on exhibitors in Omaha, among them
Al Christie will start work Tues- the
completion of the Joe Cook com- being: Paul Ives, Missouri Valley;
day at the Astoria studios on a twoedy, will leave for California to Earl Kerr, Council Bluffs; Walt
reeler featuring Joe Cook from the
spend the holidays with his mother. Bradley, Neligh; R. R. Dutcher, Gibstory by David Freedman, for EduMadeline Shore of the Vitaphone bon;- John Cosner, Sargent; Glen
cational.
studio music department took the VanWey, Gothenberg; Mr. and Mrs.
•
marriage leap last Sunday. .. .Har- Noff singer, Madison; Mr. and Mrs.
Lillian Pertka, blonde beauty of old Godsoe is directing a commercial Hollingsworth, Beatrice;
M. Penthe Brooklyn Vitaphone studio cho- feature at the West Coast
Service nington, Villisca; Bob Oliver, Onawa;
rus, has been signed to play the lead- studio .... The 'Xmas party
for the Fay Honey, Tecumseh.
ing role in the Australian troupe of employees' children will again be
F. A. Thomassen, engineer for
"Anything Goes."
held this year at the Brooklyn Vi- Scott-Ballantyne, succumbed to a
m
taphone studio, the date being set determined young lady and married
Irene Bordoni started work yes- for Saturday, Dec. 21. .. .Whether her the former Bernice Hanson.
terday in a two-reel musical com- features will be produced at the new
Harvey Kreuschner has taken
edy at the Brooklyn Vitaphone stu- studio now being erected by War- over the DeWitt at Dewitt, Neb.,
dios.
Supporting Miss Bordoni in ners at their Vitaphone plant is and re-equipped and remodeled the
this short, as yet untitled, are Fred still being kept a secret.
house.
.

.

.

—

Make

it

a Date

AMPA
Third Annual

Christmas Luncheon
BENEFIT FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND

HOTEL ASTOR
Thursday, December 19

A GREAT PROGRAM
FOR

A GREAT PURPOSE
500

Tickets Already

Sold— 500

Tickets Left

GET YOUR TICKET NOW

DAILY
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW SHORT SUBJECTS
SHORTS
D'Orsay

The flowers of the woods. Two outstanding sequences
a flower motif.
and forest have a carnival, with are the work of the "resin bellies,"
floats and everything. A fire starts, the lads who shin up enormous trees
"Katz' Pajamas"
and the flames become embodiments with just a rope between them and
(Broadway Brevity)
of little devils that chase the poor death, and a tremendous log jam
20 mins. flowers toward destruction, but they that is finally broken with a charge
Vitaphone
Nifty
are finally saved by the heroic efforts of dynamite.
What makes this fine
A nifty idea in style presentation of several of their pals of the woods. subject doubly entertaining is one of
Fifi
trimmings.
entertainment
with
Produced by Leon Schlesinger.
the finest narrations ever put in back
D'Orsay sings in a ritzy nite spot,
of a reel. Done by Eddie Acuff, who
salesman
and her boy friend is a
talks the lingo of the lumberjack,
"Vitaphone Headliners"
He is
for a fashion dress house.
and sounds in perfect harmony with
(Big Time Vaudeville)
having a tough time trying to sell Vitaphone
Thrills are splashed
10 mins. his material.
a big out-of-town buyer, who wants
profusely all the way through.
Has the Stuff
to go to Paris and buy his line. So
Nice diversity in class vaudeville,
Fifi frames it with her sweetie to with studio dressing
to match. Edput on a style show just to rope the die Stuart does a clever tap routine
"Wings Over West Indies"
big buyer. The show is put over with with the aid of the keys of a piano,
10 mins.
plenty of class, girlies, music, danc- and it's a real novelty in stepping. Central Films
ing and song. Handsome sets dress O'Donnell & Blair have a houseGood Tropical Travelogue
this in Al style. Of course the buy- building act, to introduce their nervy
Assembled from shots, many of
er is old, and Fifi gets over some tumbling and breakaway stunt as them taken from the air, by four
accent.
neat songs with her French
the bricks fall. Then there are the photographers, this travel flight over
Directed by Joseph Henabery. Fifi Four Mullen Sisters and Nick Lucas the West Indies stacks up as of
supported by Duffin & Draper, for the vocal numbers, and both are more than average interest.
is
The
The Meadowbrook Boys, George tops.
narrative by Don Beddoe, actor, is
Tapps, Pauline Alpert and Frank
clear, descriptive and non-wisecrack"Logging Along"
Kingdon.
ing.
Birds-eye views of Havana,
(Pepper Pot)
Port-au-Prince,
Santo
Vitaphone
10 mins. Kingston,
Domingo and San Juan show the
Grand
"Flowers for Madame"
One of the best atmospheric bits gleaming whitness of the buildings
(Merrie Melody Cartoon)
Among in7 mins. of outdoor life ever caught by the under tropic sunlight.
Vitaphone
camera. It shows one day in the life teresting sidelights on the CaribLively
Nice offering in color cartoon with of the lumberjack of the northwest bean isles are the capitol, sea-wall
and driveway of Havana; the fine
harbor of Kingston, one of the finest
Cincinnati
Briefs
Chatter
Pittsburgh
in the world; the waterfalls and
palms of Jamaica and its herds of
Pittsburgh The Ira Cohns (he's
Cincinnati Maurice White, Billy creamy-white cattle, descendants of
the 20th Century-Fox exchange head Bien, J. J. Grady and John Allen the sacred cows of India; the cathehere) sail from New York Dec. 20 comprise the nominating committee dral of Santo Domingo, the first
on a 15-day cruise to Havana and for the Queen City Variety Club an- church built in the new world; the
Panama, their first vacation in 20 nual election. Two tickets will be ruins of Diego Columbus's castle;
years.
put in the field.
the volcanic cliffs of St. Thomas, oldMnnie Greenwald of the Art CineH. Knoepfle of GB has closed with fashioned methods of cane harvestma and Hymie Wheeler, Republic the Chesbrough circuit to play the ing and pressing in Trinidad. Good
office manager, sporting new cars.
entire lineup in Dayton and Colum- fare for travel-minded audiences.
Clarence J. Vogel and G. C. Davis bus.
of Liberty Amusement Co. have
Lee Goldberg of Big Features atstarted work on a new 400-seater tended the convention of indepenin Salineville, O., to be completed in dent exchanges in Cleveland.
February, giving that town the first
Jules Verne Serkowich is here
The firm ahead of the Major Bowes unit comtheater in four years.
operates a number of houses in ing to the RKO Shubert.
Pennsylvania and Ohio.
Vic Kramer, Paramount auditor,
Browarsky Brothers, North Side and J. T. Donohue, M-G-M auditor,
and Bellevue operators, are erecting are in town from New York.
a new 500-seater on Beaver Ave.
J. J. Grady, Fox branch manager,
here, two blocks from their Hippo- spent the Thanksgiving holiday in
Fifi

field

in

—

drome.

Earle theater, Blair Station, Pa.,
formerly known as the Wayma, was
reopened by I. L. Butler.
A new city ordinance in Clarksburg, W. Va., levies a one cent tax
on Sunday theater admissions.

—

New

with El Brendel
(Vitaphone Comedy)
Vitaphone
20 mins.
Scores Laffs

A comedy

of Alaska gold huntwith El Brendel as the tenderfoot who is sold what seems a worthless gold claim by a couple of sharpers.
But Brendel strikes it rich,
and returns to the dance hall and
gives all the girls a chance to golddig on him. He selects one in particular to share his wealth for life,
and she accepts when he says he
will give her her weight in gold nuggets.
The business of weighing the
gold and the girl on a scale furnishes
the comedy climax.
Directed by
ing,

Ralph Staub.
Charles Ahearn in
"Some Class"

(Pepper Pot)
Vitaphone

10 mins.

Slapstick

Some good

slapstick

comedy

York.

Mayfair will run a
puppet show the week of Dec. 14.
E. A. Prince of
is

RCA

in

is

developed in this skit where Charlie
Ahearn is the prof in a hobo camp,
where he teaches the fine art of
panhandling.
But when Charlie's
parole at Leavenworth is up and he
has to return he turns the class over
to an instructor from a woman's
benevolent society. The dame looks
swell from the back view, and all
the boys give her grand support,
till she shows her face and proves
to be a quince. Ends in a razz with
anything they find handy to throw
at her.
Directed by Lloyd French.

Downtown

Camden

here with Will Kerr.

West Virginia operSt. Louis Squibs
has opened the Lyric.
The
Seneca Theater in the same town
has been taken over by the Alpine
St. Louis
Film Forum of St.
Circuit, operated by Anderson & Louis showed "Petersburg Nights"
Urling, and renamed the Alpine. at the Musicians Hall last night.
House was formerly operated by C. Other foreign films will follow, with
E. Cooper.
audiences invited to pick attractions.
The Oglietti Brothers acquired
Al Zimbalist, who resigned recentthe Palace in Leechburg.
ly as director of advertising and
David Barnholtz, film salesman, publicity for St. Louis Amusement
and Lottie Swartz will be married Co., is now with the Cinema Theater
Dec. 22.
Dave was honored at a Circuit, operating houses in New
bachelor dinner at the Roosevelt Jersey and New York.
Hotel on Monday.
"Mutiny on the Bounty" is headed
Thomas R. Shanahan of the Prin- for a third week at Loew's State.
cess in Donora is erecting a new theMunicipal
Auditorium
has
55
ater in the Squirrel Hill district, events booked for this month alone,
a block away from Warner's Manor. mostly concerts.

W.

"The Lucky Swede"

E. Keller,

ator,

—

M-G-M

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

M-G-M

Contract as

Sales Chief

DEAL NEARJO BUY OUTCHASE THEATERJOLDINGS
New Bigland Projectionists Oppose 2,000-Foot Reel
Resolution

is

Adopted
in

Unanimously
Meeting

Forecasting The

at

Providence

.

.

.

At

a meeting held in Providence,
projectionists of the New England
district went on record unanimously as apposed to the 2,000-foot reel,
the I.A.T.S.E. offices in
York

New

were advised yesterday.
lution

The resowas introduced by Thad C.

Barrows,

president of Local 182,
Boston.
The opposition was on the
grounds of safety and other reasons.
Queried on the significance of the
Providence action yesterday, Jim
(Continued on Page 3)

IT

FILMS

A barrier is raised in the way of
picture producers using music in
public
domain by a decision of
Judge J. D. Coxe of the Federal
Court, New York, who has decided
that an infringement can be found
on a composition based on music in
the public domain if it also includes

time

of

the

Cut in Amusement Tax
Granted by Ontario

tickets

In

6 presenf a § e of s P eed
in
40 amplified variations of

Many

particularly.

customarily
in

regaled

with

Chan.es of completion of a deal
whereby 20th Century-Fox is rea

store for the movie

its

useful-

few Persons have the time or desire
Nick Schenck's "There is nothing

to read through
30 or
in
this business
which good pictures cannot cure"— without any of the parodists
giving a workable
formula for turning out nothing but those good pictures.
So we are again going to spare you a lot of minutes and eye-strain
by giving vou
the 1936 outlook in a nutshell.
-

CTIVITY

**

or

in

general

industrial

lines

will

I

of

large downtown theaters, as
;well
as neighborhood houses, an(the

extend

improvement next year by 10

its

1935, according to the accredited business charts and barometers, and since the box-office intake depends considerably on general prosperity it
can
be safely relied upon that 1936 movie grosses will be correspondingly up.
of

Of course, for theaters to get the best results it
strong attractions
and here is where enthusiastic

—

bit

necessary to have a good run
producer-forecasters are apt to

is

Well, a dispassionate analysis of studio schedules for the remainder of this season
adds up to a better than average quality output; which, if backed up by a little more
(Continued on Page 2)

WEHRENBERG HEADS

DISCUSS LEGAL END

In

the

first

up

bank

night

test

case

Sessions,
the
Special
city's
action
against
the Washington
Theater in the Harris Theatrical Enterprises circuit was dismissed yesterday,
with three judges concurring that no
lottery was involved.
The case was
taken
the
from
to
Special
Sessions
Magistrates Court.
in

stock

St.
retire,

to

supplement

holdings

of

42

its

per

cent.

Fox West Coast operates approx(Continued on Pane 3)

FUND NEEDS YOUR

AID

FOR CASES LIKE THIS
Another record from
Daily Relief Fund files.
case of a publicity

manager.

MPTO AGAIN

Louis

—

OF IATSE-IBEW SCRAP
I

Legal aspects of the jurisdiction
now in progress between the
I. A. T. S. E. and the I. B. E. W.
as they may apply to major pro-

fight
|

|

(Continued on Page 4)

New Long-Term

Pact for Feist
Announced by Nicholas Schenck
A

brought

owned by Chase

colossal.

(Continued on Page 3)

Court Upholds Bank Night

ported acquiring complete control of
National Theaters, which owns the
Fox West Coast circuit, from the
Chase banking interests yesterday
were understood to be favorable.
The deal has been under negotiation for some weeks.
Under the plan, 20th Century-Fox
will acquire the 48 per cent interest

present

12 per cent over

—

more

are

what the coming twelve months hold

Though he wanted to
Fred Wehrenberg has been
unanimously re-elected president of
Toronto Effectively immediately, the M. P. T. 0. of St. Louis, East(Continued on Page 4)
Ontario has granted a cut of three
cents per admission in amusement
tax, applying to the lower priced

Sis

when you

year

Last year The Film Daily gave up this annual feature
as having outlived
ness and interest.

ST. LOUIS

(Continued on Page 11)

|

nearing the

series of predictions on

go a

|

=====

•

COURT RllNGAFFECTS
IN

again

annual crystal-gazing show in one brief act
By DON CARLE GILLETTE

business.

A

MUSIC USED

IS

20th-Fox Would Acquire
Bank's 48% in West
Coast Circuit

Forecasters

long-term renewal of the contract with Felix F. Feist as general
manager of sales and distribution
for M-G-M was announced yesterday by Nicholas M. Schenck, presi-

measure responsible for

th

>'

Judge Faris Not to Sit
In St. Louis Equity Suit

—

Though he is acceptSt. Louis
able to both sides, Judge C. B. Faris
of the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals has indicated that, because of
poor health, he will not sit in the

made by that company since
merger of Metro-Goldwyn and

(Continued on Page 4)

Louis B. Mayer.
The new motion

picture season
has to date marked a record for
dent.
Feist, who has betn with M-G-M sales under the Feist leadership and
for 11 years, has in that time per- the forthcoming product is regarded
fected a nation-wide sales organiza- by the company as warranting even
tion that has been in a considerable greater strides in the balance of the
season.

man
He

lost his job
at the theater when a new management took over. So he was reduced
to living in a furnished room.
No
funds for the doctor, with a sick
wife to look after.
And no money
(Continued on Page 11)

record
the

Married.

the Film
Being the
and theater

George White

as Producer

—

Pittsburgh
George White, here with
his new stage "Scandals," says he will
produce his next picture himself either
in

New

suring

York or

himself

in

free

he can turn out
major distributors.

a

Hollywood.
By asrein, he feels that
hit for one of the

THE

cSian
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The Forecasters

Forecasting

annual crystal-gazing show
10 Cents
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stand on its
that every picture, whether British, American or Chin»se, must
pictures
individual merit, and that exhibs here have playing time for all the good

fact

1/4

MONROE GREENTHAL,
and
Sunday

tising

publicity
for

send over.

any country can

•
producers will knock double features and plead for diversified prosubject
grams including shorts; independent producers will defend duals; execs in choice
execs will
berths will tell about the improved foundation of the business; dislodged
slams at
outline needed reforms, Wall Street interference will be assailed; there'll be
will
giveaways about which nothing can be done; more family films and wholesale stories
or horror melodramas;
be advocated by exhibs who secretly prefer to play Mae West
more experimentation in stories will be urged but very little will be attempted, and
muggs who'd doublefinally there will be many pleas for greater industry cooperation by
cross you for a

nickel.

the
But in spite of the vagaries of prognosticators, and because conditions around
housecleaning,
country are better and the film industry itself has gone through a good
things look pretty good for

sonl
early

have you atSo go ahead and do your Christmas shopping early— and by the way,
tended to that little matter of your contribution to The Film Daily Relief Fund?

Warner

Sales Conference

Being Concluded Today

York

United

Artists adverleaves by plane

director,

next

and

RUBY KEELER

Jol-

European

trip

a

(Mrs.
vacation

EDMOND

PAUKER,

Majestic

tomorrow

European

capitals.

the
the

1

SIDNEY
on

his

year,

OLCOTT

return

to

broker,
play
look over

to

New

leaves

York

Loew Unit Declares Dividend
Ltd.,

Can-

adian unit in the Loew circuit, has
declared $1.75 a share on the 7 per
cent preferred stock on account of

The remaining acaccumulations.
cumulations total $43.75. The dividend is payable Dec. 21 to stockholders of record Dec. 10.

ANNUITIES
6% to 12%
for life, according to age.
Issued by large Insurance Companies.

Reuben Samuels;
BRyant 9-3740

1540

Broadway

sails

plays

Monday

Hollywood.

AUSTIN C. KEOUGH and LEON NETTER
have gone to Scranton from New York to
attend the funeral of M. B. Comerford today.

CARL BAMFORD, Paramount
New York.
is
in
JUNE CLAYWORTH goes to
New York shortly after Jan. 1

partner

in

Ashe-

ville,

to

coast from
resume work

New

York, returns

the

pictures.

in

JEAN ARTHUR, who
the

to

Columbia

is

in

the

at

lot

Coast by Dec. 23.

returns to New York WedJANE WINTON
nesday on the Washington after working in
She returns
"Street Singer," English picture.
to Paris next Spring to appear in a musical

show.
14

for

a

15

leaves New
Indies cruise.

York

on

Dec.

due at

coast

on

Dec.

Chicago

The-

PHILLIPS

West

COLE PORTER

is

New York.
MILTON BERLE opens

the

from

ater,

Chicago,

Dec.

at

the

27.

"Life of Jim Fiske" for Reliance

THE FILM DAILY
"The Life of Jim

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

The second and final session of Fiske," based on the career of the
granted here to prohibit theaters in Warners' eastern sales conference political and financial figure, is an-;
the Confederation Amusements cir- at Scranton, Pa., was postponed nounced by Edward Small as the
cuit from playing amateur acts pur- until today.
Pictures.
Andy next production of Reliance
Warner,
Albert
Major
porting to be winners of the Major
Einfeld
and
Charles
Jr.,
S.
radio.
Smith
the
on
Bowes amateur hour
GB Signs Ralph Spence
Major Bowes also has brought suit Bob Mochrie addressed the first ses- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Pasteur"
Louis
Story
of
sions.
"The
for $4,500 damages against the cirHollywood Ralph Spence, scenarand "Dangerous" were screened.
cuit.
ist, has been signed by Michael Balcon, GB production chief, and willj
Columbia Starts Project
leave next week for England.

—

Hutchinson U.S.-Bound

West Coast Bin can

Hollywood

Walter Hutchinson, managing diCentury-Fox in
20th
for
rector
Great Britain, sails Saturday on the

New

Aquitania for

York.

Possibili-

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Columbia

Pictures $1,000,000 building program includes
2 new stages and 3 four-story buildings. Work has been started on the
stages.

"So Red the Rose" Holding Over
Paramount's "So Red the Rose'
will go into a second week at th

New York Paramount theater
morrow.

of his becoming head of the
company's foreign department, succeeding* Clayton Sheehan, who resigned, were reported in The Film

ties

Marcus Loew Theaters,

this

Hollywood.

planning

are

LOUIS

1936.

New

in

left

produc-

after
they have completed
respective
pictures
which are now in
their
production at the Warner-First National studios
on the coast.

own
that

arrives

has

M-G-M

from

on

1

the

Sunday

After spending
the coast.
Christmas here, she will sail Dec. 26 for London
to do some picture work.

bills.

1

+ %
+

VINSON

HELEN
week-end

on

actor,

Hollywood to appear in the
of "Romeo and Juliet."

DR.

studios are turning out
Low admission prices will be deplored but what will be DONE about them?
Warnings will be sounded about the expanding British film invasion— ignoring

York

HENRY DANIELL, Broadway
for
tion

AL JOLSON

get in the formal forecasts, however, may be somewhat different.
There will, of course, be the usual confident predictions of the "greatest year ever"
for film business.
There will be producers again advocating "fewer and better pictures— while their

What

New

leaves

by plane.

coast

the

dence.

Vi

IV4

LYNN FARNOL
for

•
foregoing

+ y4
+ V* Major Bowes Enjoins
+ 1%
Fake Amateur Shows
+ 'A
Montreal — An injunction has been

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Th.

Gen.

properly cope with the year ahead.

CHORT

FINANCIAL
Columbia

brief act

(Continued from Pane 1)
to
elbow-grease on the part of exhibitors in selling their shows, ought
percents.
boost that 10 or 12 per cent improvement by a few additional
Attempted legislation and taxation, some of it now brewing, threaten to give as
much trouble in 1936 as in 1935, possibly more, and then there is apt to be further
forecasts, but
litigation annoyance a la St. Louis— all of which would mar those rosy
in order to
these are among the important contingencies that must be borne in mind

THE

193*

Coming and Going

average

than

JOHN W. ALICOATE

one

in

5,

Daily

"MARY BURNS, FUGITIVE'*

of Oct. 28.

Zeidman to Film
West Coast Bureau of

—

Hollywood
"The

"Right to Kill"

THE FILM DAILY

B. F.

Zeidman

will

Right to Kill," an
original story by Stephen Marbett
based on a mercy killing.
produce

il

33

W.

60th

ST

NEW YORK

CITY

WUNDTRACKSraRY
MOOD $>° TYPE OF PICTURE

MUSICAL

Turns in

Best Business in 3 months

ForALLYN THEATRE, HARTFORD, CONN

to

THE
ThursdayrDec.5,1935

DEAL NEAR TO BUY OUT

CHASE THEATER STAKE
(Continued from Page

N, E, PROJECTIONISTS

fcAO\~ ;

"'PHIL

M.DALY

W

OPPOSE 2,000-FT. REEL

1)

imately 400 theaters, under supervision of Spyros and Charles Skouras, both of whom are under contract to the company.
The move is generally construed
as an indication that Chase may
withdraw entirely from the film industry. Chase now controls approximately 750,000 shares of 20th Century-Fox
preferred
and 375,000
shai-es of its common stock. The firm
recently is understood to have given
an option to Atlas, which figures
importantly in RKO, and an English group on 200,000 shares of 20th
Century-Fox preferred and 100,000
common.
Atlas and its associates
are at present reported to own
about 100,000 shares of 20th Century-Fox
preferred
and
50,000
shares of common.

(Continued from Page

•

•

•

DID YOU

ever hear of the Beauty Clearing House?
is also known as the "Ziegfeld
ot Agencies
headed by one of the world's leading beauty
experts who is capable of making the fine distinctions
between
different types of beauty
and that's not as easy as it
sounds^
but John Robert Powers is an adept at it
for
he is the gent whose organization has been for years
supplying
advertising agencies, national advertisers and celebrated
photographers and illustrators with their beauty models
,

lts tne institution that

.

.

.

•

•

•

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Samuel Goldwyn has
bought screen rights to "Hurricane,"
the new and as yet unpublished
story by Charles Nordhuff and James
West Const Bureau of

—

Norman

Hall, authors of the highsuccessful
"Mutiny On The
Bounty."
The new story is about
the South Seas and will soon run
serially in the "Saturday Evening
Post," then appear in book form
next Spring.
It will go into production shortly after that, and upon
its
completion
will
be released
ly

through United Artists.
Goldwyn
will send a unit to the South Seas

AND NOW

the film industry is just awakening
is an expert whose Clearing House may
contain exactly the screen type they are searching for
why not?
here are just a few film celebs who started their
careers with Mister Powers as commercial models.
Anita
Louise, Fredric March, Constance Cummings, Kay Francis
Mae Clarke, Betty Furness, Dolores and Helene Costello, Robert
Allen
years ago John Powers discovered Neil Hamilton
and made him famous as the Arrow Collar Man before Hollywood ever heard of him
Madge Evans he discovered as a
child, and made her famous in commercial ads
this same
Beauty Picker started as a commercial model, and worked with
Norma Shearer on various subjects when Norma was known
as the star of advertising models
as was Fredric March
whom he later developed in his own Clearing House
to the tact that here

.

Fox Midwest Gets K. C. Uptown
Kansas City Fox Midwest Thea-

—

ters has acquired

ownership of the

Uptown theater. The transfer involved no change in title, since Fox
acquired its control by purchasing
the stock of Kansas City Universal
Theaters Corp., which formed part
of the assets of Universal Chain
Theaters Corp. now being liquidated
by the receiver.
Jannings Film for Bijou
Emil Jannings in "The Making
II

of

King," German production with
superimposed English titles, opens
Monday at the Bijou Theater, on

a

45th St. at

Broadway.

•
• • THIS IS all by way
new star is being primed to hit

of announcing that a brand
the Hollywood Heights
for
Radio has just signed Anita Counihan
the famous
Camel Girl, now dazzling you with her Irtish eyes and gorgeous
smile in Lucky Strike ads
and John Powers' office discovered and developed her, and sold her to
she is the
daughter of Bud Counihan, celebrated cartoonist who is now doing Betty Boop for Max Fleischer
through her dad, Anita
is the protege of all the newspaper columnists and feature writers, who have been touting her regularly
and won't they
give her the breaks when she gets going in Hollywood in February!
but she doesn't really need them
Anita has
everything it takes to send her in as one of the most devastatingly gorgeous Personality Girls the screen has ever known
that's our Personal Prediction
she can't miss

RKO

RKO

for location scenes.

The

film al-

.

•

HOW DOES

.

John Powers pick 'em ?
...
he says: "Only one girl in one thouit's a tuff assignment
he supplied Ziegfeld, and
sand is irresistibly beaut'ful."
an average of 100 girls a week drift through
ought to know
an average of 1
his office from all over the United States
in each 1,000 has the class to make his Beauty Annual
that's the official Photo Reference Library of every big agency
when a girl gets her photo in
and national advertiser
Mister Powers' Beauty Annual, she's all set

•

•

this lad

ready has had long runs in London
and Paris.

Jack Benny for Coast Personals
Jack Benny has been signed
:hrough Lyons, McCormick & Lyons
to make
personal appearances at

Paramount theaters at San Francis:o on Dec. 15 and at Los Angeles

!

>n

Dec. 12.
Jessel for Loew's State
George Jessel opens at Loew's

State

on Broadway, Dec.

20.

He

is

hlso booked for the Ben Bernie
iroadcast over NBC, Dec. 17. Deals
ivere arranged by Lyons, McCornick & Lyons.
I

Cut

in

Amusement Tax

Is

Granted by Ontario

.

.

Gets Yarn by "Bounty" Authors

1)

Finn, the I. A. public relations man,
said the unanimity of feeling on
the part of the New England district is noteworthy in view of the
fact that heretofore projectionists
have been sharply divided on the issue of the 2,000-foot reel.

(Continued from Page

nounce that they are
patrons the full benefit
reduction granted by
ment.
The three-cent

1)

giving their

of the entire
the governcut has reduced, in respect to these theaters,
the 25-cent admissions to 22 cents;
30-cent to 27 cents, and the 38-cent
to 35 cents. By the new ruling
ch'ldren are not taxed.

James Croghan Dead
THE FILM DAILY
James
Croghan,

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

chief of the press information bureau in the Foreign and Domestic
Commerce bureau, died this week.
In cooperation with the Motion Picture Specialties Division, Croghan
for many years has been responsible
for much of the statistical information made available to the film industry by the Commerce Department. Secretary of Commerce Roper
and Thomas Burke, head of the motion
picture
specialties
division,

were among those who expressed
regret at Croghan's death.
Robert Taylor Opposite Gaynor
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood
announced by

—

THE FILM DAILY

Robert

M-G-M

Taylor

is

for the leading

role opposite Janet Gaynor in "Small
Town Girl," from the novel by Ben
Ames Williams. The picture, with
William
Wellman directing, will
start production next week.

Republic Signs Southern Circuits
Two circuits in the Atlanta territory, R. E. Martin with 21 situations and Nat Williams with four,
have contracted for Republic's entire current season's program,
it
is announced by Edward A. Golden,
general sales manager.

Douglas to be Quizzed on Air
Douglas, Columbia contract star, will be intei-viewed by
Radie Harris on her "Motion Picture Club" tomorrow at 8 P. M. over

Melvyn

• • • AND SO this Clearing House has on tap right now
and they are worked overabout 200 Beauties of all types
the Most Photographed
time for all the agency accounts
not excepting the Hollywood stars
Girls in America
for the standard for these girls is much more stringent than
they have to pose
for a gal to make stardom on the screen
no make-up
before the camera as Natural Beauties
a big percentage
and above all, they must have Intelligence
and they must possess a natural
have college diplomas
otherwise no matter how beautiful, Mister
flair for acting
at
Powers and the national advertisers cannot use 'em
looks as if the Industry scouts have been missing something.
.

« H

€4

» » »

Station

WHN.

M-G-M Signs Cole Porter
M-G-M has signed Cole Porter,
composer, who joins its Coast studio
Lyons, McCormick &
on Dec. 15.

Lyons

set the deal.

Losch for Selznick
reported to have signed
Tilly Losch for two pictures.
Company has also engaged Louis GouldTilly

Selznick

ing.

is

Thursday, Dec.

DAILY
WEHRENBERG HEADS

(Continued from Page

ern

&

Missouri

to Discuss

Xmas Luncheon

Plans

restaurant will be a closed
Today's luncheon of the A.M.P.A. in Jack
pepping up
with the program end devoted entirely to discussing plans and
affair
to be held Dec. 19 at the Hotel Astor
fntere'st in the annufl Christmas Luncheon
the benefit
details
of
Preliminary
Fund.
Relief
Daily
for the benefit of the Film
who said yesterday that a
luncheon will be announced by Prexy Gordon S. White
benefit.
Christmas
for
the
up
of stellar attractions had already been lined

DISCUSS LEGAL END

OF IATSE-IBEW SCRAP
(Continued from Page 1)

number

1)

Southern

Illinois.

elected at the meeting hei'e this week include: S. E.
Pirtle, Jerseyville, 111., A. M. Beare,
officers

Chester, 111., and I. W. Rodgers,
Cairo, 111., vice-president, and L. C.
Hehl, St. Louis, re-elected secretarytreasurer. Executive committee was
re-elected for another year.

Proposal of Ed Kuykendall, M.P.
T.O.A. president and chief speaker
at the meeting, for voluntary selfof the industry's problems finds a favorable reaction in
Exhibitors in these
this section.
parts are generally agreed that the
recent six-week trial of the conspiracy action here proves the futility
of expecting government agencies to
adjust purely trade disputes.

regulation

1935

Dempsey's

MPTO AGAIN

ST. LOUIS

Other

Ampas

5,

N.
Montague and Jackter
Off to Dallas Confab
A. Montague, general sales manager for Columbia, accompanied by

sales manager, leave today for Dallas, where
the second of the company's midseason get-together conferences will

Rube Jackter, assistant

Enlist Screen

J. to

In Fight on Criminals tween

—A

plan to show
Atlantic City
pictures of criminals on the screens

of movie houses throughout New
Jersey in order to aid in the capture
The home office executives of the public enemies will be ready
be held.
will address meetings on Saturday in three months, it was stated by
and Sunday of sales heads and Col. M. H. Norman Schwarzkopf,
branch managers of the southern superintendent of state police, at
This territory, under Didivision.
the convention of the New Jersey
vision Manager Sam Moscow, embraces the company's offices in At- State Grange here. Sponsors of the
lanta, Dallas, Memphis, Oklahoma plan expect to make it nationwide
City, Charlotte and New Orleans.

The object of these territorial conferences is for the purpose of discussing policies on current and coming product.

were discussed
ducers-distributors
at a meeting of attorneys at the
Hays office yesterday.
The general meeting planned be-

eventually,

it

was

stated.

President George Browne of
the I. A. and representatives of major companies is now expected to be
held early next week in New York,
it was
stated yesterday.

Judge Faris Not To Sit
In St. Louis Equity Suit
(Continued from Page

1)

Department of Justice injunction action against Warners, RKO and
One of the four disParamount.
judges

trict

called

to

in

Minnesota

may

come here for the

be

trial.

Gov. Cross Praises Film Trend
Conn. Governor Wilbur
Hartford,
Sunday
Novelty
St. Louis Squibs
Cross, declaring that "New EngOff in Philly land at least is prepared to support
The first of these meetings was
St. Louis— Jacob M. Lashly and
better films," spoke words of praise
Samuel W. Fordyce, who figured as held several weeks ago, when Monfor the motion picture industry yesPhiladelphia
After
three
Sunattorneys for the defendants in the tague and Jackter addressed the
terday coincident with the opening
legalized
shows,
Philadeldays
with
government's recent film conspiracy branch managers and sales heads of
Night's Dream"
phia theatermen are finding that the of "A Midsummer
suit, are among the nominees for the mid-west division at Des Moines.
at the College Theater in New Havis gennovelty
Sabbath
pictures
of
of
directors
Jackof
board
meeting,
places on the
Following the Texas
The Governor declared that
erally wearing off and, as on week- en.
the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce. ter will return to the home office,
production of pictures such as the
the
business
depends
upon
days,
open
will
Co.
in
Ansell Amusement
Montague will remain
the
while
Down- "Dream" has given impetus to
strength of the attraction.
It
its new Varsity theater tonight.
Dallas for a number of days.
trend toward better films.
beneparticularly
are
town
houses
will be a second-run.
fitting by the law, it is declared.
Demetrius K. Howell, St., secrePat O'Brien on Vallee Program
About six theaters in the city are
tary for the Musicians Mutual BenNotes
Orleans
Pat O'Brien, Warner star now
died
still remaining dark on Sundays due
efit Ass'n from 1900 to 1933,
York, will be
to the personal attitude of their op- vacationing in New
th's week at Webster Grove, Mo.,
guest star on Rudy Vallee's radio
church
or
shows
Sabbath
erators
on
75.
of
age
the
at
New Orleans Saenger Theaters
He will appear in a
particular area. hour tonight.
have bought Reliable and Ambassa- opposition in their
dramatic broadcast from the play,
dor product for the circuit, accordNebraska Notes
"Clear All Wires."
Arthur Tracy to Start Second
The
ing to reliable reports here.
London Having completed work
deal was negotiated by Affiliated
ITOA Talks Annual Ball Plans
Eddie Forester, Tri- Producers
Lincoln
ex- in his first feature here, "The Street
Co.,
Distributing
Plans for its annual ball which
States city manager in Grand Island, change for Reliable and Ambassa- Singer," produced by British & Donow has vaudeville at his Capitol dor here, through the local manager, minion, Arthur Tracy (The Street will be held Jan. 11 at the Hotel
discussed at a meeting
on Tuesday instead of Friday.
William Schiell, who immediately Singer) is now preparing to start Astor were
company.
the
I. T. O. A. yesterday.
for
of
the
picture
second
his
Bill Youngclaus, stormy petrel of afterward
trip
sales
for a
left
Tilly Losch appears with him in
Nebraska show business, is dicker- through the state.
the film just completed.
ing for a partner with the dough
Ed Mortimore of Mortimore &
to back him in a large circuit enterTieup on "$1,000 a Minute"
He plans all his moves from Schiell is ill.
prise.
the Empress, Grand Island.
Rene Brunet, who operates the
Republic has made an exclusive
Bob Livingston, Capitol boss here, Imperial, is back on film row again tieup with Apex Rotarex Corp. on
annual shoe-buying, after a long illness.
for his
set
"$1,000 a Minute," whereby 4,000 Dec. 6: Cleveland Variety Club annual banquet
wherein he boots some 100 needy
and ball, Mayfair Casino, Cleveland.
Abe Berenson, lawyer and opera- theaters will give away free to their
kids.
tor of the Hollywood at Gretna, has patrons an Apex washing machine,
Allied Theaters of New Jersey con7:
Dec.
turned amateur actor, playing a retailing at $60. Exhibitors playing
vention cruise sailing to Bermuda on the
presentafirst-run
part in the Soviet comedy, "Squar- this feature for
S. S. Queen of Bermuda.
tion are eligible to present this
ing the Circle."
Gambol,
Lambs'
annual
Sixty-first
Dec. 7:
Laz Abraham, who runs a theater award to their patrons.
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
in Port Gibson, La., is to open the
Annual meeting of stockholders of
9:
Gets Lowell Thomas Short
Dec.
The investment
Ritz at Natchez.
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.
will represent around $40,000.
J. H. Hoffberg Co. has acquired
the two-reel Dec. 19: A.M.P.A. Third Annual Christmas
Mervin Meltz of Ferriday, Ala., for world distribution
Luncheon for the benefit of the Film Daily
theater.
House novelty comedy, "It's a Bird," prois remodeling his
Fund, Hotel Astor, New York.
Relief
and
Process
Bowers
the
duced
by
seats and carpets, sold through Nahis
and
Thomas
Lowell
featuring
Independent Theater Owners' Ass'n
Jan. 11:
tional Theater Supply here, top the
tallest "Tall Story."
annual ball, Hotel Astor, New York.
mark alone.

—

Show
Wears

—

New

—

—

—
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DATE BOOK

»

$5,000

Best

FILM

DAILY

lowing

Walt

W.

P.

Sidney

from

wishes

on

to
their

the folbirthday:

Disney

Garyn
H.

Algier

Goodrow Attractions have taken
over Sho-Keno and Divy in addition

THE

Al
Virginia

Eyrega

to

Boasberg

Lee
Eloy

Corbin

David

Bank

Nite.

Sack Gets Spanish Feature
Sack Amusement
San Antonio

—

Enterprises has acquired southwestern distribution of Universal's reArliss Film for Boyd, Philly
Spanish feature,
cently-completed
Philadelphia— "Mister Hobo," GB's "Alas Sobre El Chaco," featuring
George Arliss picture, opens tomor- Jose Crespo, Lupita Tovar and Anrow at the Boyd, Warner house.
tonio Moreno.

Jan.

Jan.

Philadelphia Variety Club's first an12:
nual dinner and installation, Hotel BellevuePhiladelphia.
Stratford,

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
Broadway
the
by
sponsored
Hershfield,
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.

M. P. E. spring convention,
S.
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicaeo.

April 27-30:

HOW

BROKE
RECORDS WITH
II

I

A NIGHT AT

THE OPERA!
(Here's

how

YOU

can do

it,

too.

Next page!)

HIGHLIGHTS OF M-G-M'S BIG

SHOWMANSHIP CAMPAIGNS
in

BALTIMORE and

M-G-M

put on these campaigns for you, to

show you how

most important comedy attraction

with the
practically

every stunt

to

your

LOUIS!

ST.

in

to

You can adapt

10 years!

own town and pack

break records

your theatre, too!

BALTIMORE
BUSTS RECORDS!
EARLY (OR LATE) SANTA CLAUS
Santa Clauses placed on principal corners of
tion with signs

downtown

sec-

announcing that

come early this year to
Marx Bros. (If you play it after
Xmas let your sign read, "Santa
they had
see

stayed in town. He didn't want
to miss the Marx Bros!")

PRESS IDEA
Columnist in News-Post ran
cially

prepared imaginary

spe-

letter

from Groucho Marx.

STUDIO COOPERATION
Wires from stars on M-G-M
lot obtained from studio for press
stories,

ment

and lobby and depart-

store displays.

RADIO

Groucho Marx
appearing in
A NITE OPERA

AUTO TAGS

World Premiere
Loews CENTURY

obtained gratis from Radio
Stations WCAO and WCBM

Maryland automobile tags for 1936 were presented to Marxes by
Commissioner of Motor Vehicles of State of Maryland, all three
sets bearing number, 000-000.

OPERA CONTEST

WANT ADS

Radio spot announcements daily,
for week in advance of opening,

.'.'

Radio contest identifying operatic

having a cigar and no

recordings with passes offered as
prizes, arranged with Radio
Station WFRB.

5c— but

if you think
bad imagine
having 5c and no

that's

NEWSPAPER

TIE-UP
Promotion ad in Baltimore Sun
showing photo of Groucho Marx
reading

paper's

Want ads offered ten dollars cash to town's meanest, gloomiest individuals who could sit through picture without laughing.
MAIL TIE-UP
Rubber stamp plugging picture used on all outgoing mail from main office of Baltimore <St Ohio
Railroad to destinations within one hundred mile

CITY

COAST INTERVIEW

announcing World Premiere, attached
lamp posts in downtown area, through specia'
permit from City Hall.
Placards
to

studios arranged with Sunday
Sun, with two full columns of
space guaranteed for five day ad

(„/ uuriir)

FRIDAY, NOV. 1st
It'i

th. Mldw«,tflrn Pr*.

mi.r.
Flctur*

,ht
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Fjnri.it

YVflrk

"A NIGHT AT
THE OPERA"

THE MARX BROS.
ALLAN JONES

vance break.

LOEWS

Ul WW mi iBK*

PHONE COMPANY
Co-op ad from

A HURRICANE

Will Hit St. Louis

COOPERATION

page.

Long distance telephone interview with Groucho from M-G-M

WARNING!!
A TORNADO

radius.

WIRE-PHOTO

STORM

Bell

Telephone

Company, based upon long distance phone interview with Sun.

....

ff
I

;

«

__

""'
53SS--!*'-*""
,»,&«»
RX BROS.

MA

E

"

OPERA
K.GHT AT THi
STREET CARS
Dashboard cards attached

f

at tfit*'*

CENTURV

to all city street cars.

RACE TRACK
Marx Bros. Handicap scheduled
sented in name of stars to winner

at Pimlico

Race Track with trophy

pre-

of feature race.

CUT-OUTS CUT UP!
Cut-out figures of Marx Bros, (specially rigged) crawled up walls of two
department stores located at town's busiest intersections.

"Marx Bros. Night" at Dance Palace.
Prizes for Best Marx Costumes.

TOP HATS
Old model top
date, etc., worn

from manufacturer, and lettered with
advance by theatre service staff.

hats, secured

week

a

in

play-

PEANUTS TO YOU

Army
of the

of pushcart peanut vendors each displayed a background blow-up
Marx Bros, captioned: "Nuts to You!"

GIRLS' HELP
Girls, dressed

made

Ushers

all

up

Groucho.

like

nurses' uniforms,

in

streets with tissue

paper

fillers

distributed capsules on downtown
"A laugh a day keeps the doctor

captioned:

100 Peanut Stands.

away

HOSIERY TIE-UP
Tie-up with Real Silk Hosiery based upon national ad written for them
several years ago by Groucho Marx, with all local agents distributing

"^§j

heralds.

CHUM" CI»M« « «WUM*

A

»*

MIGHT AT

j-i*1*^

GROUCHO'S CIGARS
Co-op ad and window streamers promoted from
basis of

SONG

Groucho's

cigar

cigar manufacturer

on

smoking.

HIT

Window

displays in music

and department

stores plugged

song

hit

from

picture, "Alone!".

"I'm upside

TRAILER

Huge
Banners on prominent

trailer

OUTDOORS

screen painted
each evening.

corners.

on

down from
wall of

downtown

office building to

show sound

laughter."

NUT SUNDAES
Nut sundaes featured for week at two dozen of town's busiest soda counters with fountain
strips and special employee badges suggesting Marx Bros, nut sundae. Passes were given to
employee in each store

selling

most sundaes during week.

FREE STUNT

Men

wearing opera hats and
Baltimore News and Post.

full

dress tails were admitted free

on opening day

as guests of

LAUGHMETER

"LAUGHMETER"

installed at

box

office

with amplifier carrying a special laugh record of

audience reaction.
Choice painted board locations.

CUCKOO CLOCKS
display of cuckoo clocks
Bros, blow-up photos.

Lobby

borrowed from )ewelry

A. & P. STORES
Co-op ads and window streamers
honor of Marx Bros, engagement.

in

250 A. 6k

P.

stores with tie-up copy

stores featured special sale

and Marx

on nuts

in

NUT BREAD
Bakery co-operative ad and window

Marx

strips

featuring nut

bread and cake dedicated to

Bros.

(That's not even the l/i of

it.

Go

on!)

Groucho ushers pose

jjgglMJ^

with lobby display.

Parade of peanut vendors.

Tktk!

...a choice Selection of the finest

nuts obtainable are featured

RIGHT:

Package slip
250 A. &

.

.

.

P

now

for holiday tables

Stores.

Hollywood's nuttiest comedians, the Marx

Brothers, open their

in

new film

"A Nujht At The Opera ." at
Loew'a Century Theatre
with Halloween Midnight

P. stores.

LEFT

A&

at all

AND

BELOW:
Imitators at

prominen^
hotel bars.

MARX COCKTAIL
Cuckoo

cocktail in

honor of Marx

Bros, attached to wine

lists

in

most popular

drink emporiums.

LAUNDRY AD
Cardboard

laundered

inserts for

shirts.

CLOTHING STUNT
Original clothes worn by
hibited in Hart, SchafFner

Marxes in picture were obtained from studio and
and Marx department store window!

ex-

MUFF

TIE-UP
Ear muffs presented to

critics as gift

of Marxes with invitation to opening.

NUT GAG
Rubber nuts stamped compliments of Marx
nut, and five and dime stores.

Bros, inserted in

bags of nuts sold at

all

LOUIS SHATTERS

ST.

ALL-TIME

MARKS

I

GIANT AND MIDGET
downtown

walker and 3 foot midget, dressed in top hats, paraded
with signs on their backs advertising picture.

15 foot stilt
streets

EYE-STOPPER
Small Austin car was hooked to large^ greyhound bus, pulling
and car were bannered and drew great deal of attention.

it

around

city.

Bus

"LAUGH HEAD OFF"
Headless man attired in

special costume, walked along streets holding his head in
hands, with sign reading: "I've laughed my head off at the Marx Bros.!"

NO

BULL!

Man

lead a cow thru downtown loop district. Cow had a loud bell attached with
blanket reading: " 'A Night At The Opera' is the funniest picture in 10 years and
this

ABOVE:
where.

—

no

bull!"

Banners, signs every-

BELOW
Advertising balloons
thrown from building (right)
and crowds chasing them.
:

is

UPSIDE

DOWN MAN!

Secured special dummy outfit, inverted, which man wore on streets and gave appearance of walking upside down. Sign read: "I'm upside down from laughing ."
J

HARPO AND GIRL
Man dressed in imitation
the streets.

of Harpo Marx chased a beautiful blonde
Tie-up copy on man's back.

girl

around

CIRCULARS
10,000 circulars inserted in Liberty magazines. McCrory's five
tributed 10,000 additional heralds on fountain tie-up.

and dime

stores dis-

HERALDS
50,000 heralds distributed by A.
Louis and suburban stores.

& P.

Grocery Chain

in

packages in

all

stores in

St.

WINDOW STREAMERS
Hauptman Cigar Company

printed 500 gummed window streamers for dealerStreamers carried cut of Groucho and his famous cigar, along with date of
picture opening.
tie-up.

BALLOON SHOWER
Balloon shower on day prior ro opening: 2,000 balloons with special copy
were dropped from roof of tall downtown building.

KIDS

GO

NUTS
on

Special float

truck, covered with peanuts. Three boys in Marx Bros,
and distributed peanuts to the children. Truck
with copy from picture.

outfits visited all city schools

was bannered

DUMMY

THRILL

Mechanical
ging. Stunt

man hung from ledge on 22 story Lennon Hotel by special rinwas pulled at noon hour and large sign on building called attenUshers wear opera hats one week

tion to picture.

advance.

in

DISPLAYS

Window and

counter displays

in five leading

music stores on song

"Alone".

hit,

STORE TIE-UPS
Tie-up displays in 29 Walgreen Drug Stores in connection with soda fountain, Herz
and a special nut window.

SPECIAL

Candy Company

WINDOW

Stix-Baer-Fuller Department Store arranged a special window display featuring evening clothes for
men in tie-up, using blow-ups of Marx Bros, for comic display angle.

DEPARTMENT STORES
Famous Barr Department Store arranged a special window
blow-ups of Kitty Carlisle and appropriate selling copy.

display

on

ladies'

evening clothes with

GROUCHO USHERS
Week

prior to opening,

all

theatre ushers wore a special silk banner and a

Groucho mustache.

POSTCARDS
Laughmeter

500 special postcards were mailed'out by theatre employees.

at box-office.

CLASSIFIED STUNT
Classified ad contest in St. Louis Star-Times

two days

in

advance and opening day

THEATRE FRONT
Plashy theatre front, valances, sidewalk and stunt ballyhoo for direct theatre

tie-up.

MONEY BACK
home
licity

—

on basis "money-back" guarantee all advertising featured this angle. Blow-up of
telegram announcing guarantee was placed in lobby a week in advance. Special pubstories planted in all papers on this novelty.

Picture sold
office

hawker

Street

with Harpo horn.

(JUkcdb wi0t£ ca*u
uus

NOTE!
This Money-

"A

Back Guarantee was used
in Baltimore
and St* Louis
and not one
single refund
was requested.
RIGHT

:

Display ovei
theatre entrance.

Nighi

u one
pxtura
making
of

itt

EVER
a

kind) ever

theatre! If you

ji

Optr

ihc

Oh

of

hum

produced, thai we

tcnunonal

ofler

made by
do

—

(hr

a big

t
fii

movi

not laugh, giggli

gurgle, chuckle or roar u hrn

% ou tr
Night at the Opera" and you'
admit it in writing immediately tiu
the performance ( »« manager) -

—

"A

-*'li give you your

money

back!

feel very

And

we'll

torn for you.

ISs?pk^-"

a/*

GALA WORLD PREMIERE!
ERE!
STARTS FRIDAY, NOV

"A NIGHT

The

MARX

OPERA'

BROS.

/

/

!

THERE'S BARRELS OF FUN
IN A NIGHT AT THE OPERA -

AND BARRE LS OF
TOO THIS PICTURE
!

IS

PROFITS
A TEST OF

SHOWMANSHIP! IT IS A CLEANUP IN EVERY ENGAGEMENT! REMEMBER THIS; THE MORE EFFORT

YOU PUT BEHIND IT, THE MORE
MONEY YOU'LL GET OUT OF IT!
P. S.

M-G-M WILL COOPERATE IN EVERY WAY TO HELP YOU

Thursday, Dec.

5,

z&&>*.DAILY
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COURT RULING AFFECTS

Warners Grooming
West Coast Bureau

MUSIC USED

IN

Hollywood—Warners

FILMS

Paula
Travis,

(Continued from Page

Stone

daughter

are
of

grooming
Fred

FUND NEEDS YOUR AID

Young Actresses
THE FILM DAILY
Six

of
six

Stone;

11

actresses for stardom in 1938.
They are
Lloyd, daughter of Frank Lloyd; June

FOR CASES LIKE THIS

Alma

Kay Linaker, Eunice Healey and Marie Wilson.

1)

The opinion also
music.
finds that redress can be obtained if
there is an infringement upon a com-

Pittsburgh Briefs

taken from public domain
music and that the infringing music
was copied from a composition in
which it is used.
position

decision was made in connection with an action brought by W.
A.
(Bud) Willie against Santly
Brothers, publishers, and Bernice
Petkere, writer.
Louis Nizer of
Phillips & Nizer was counsel for the
plaintiff while Goldie &
represented the defendants. The court
ordered selection of a master to conduct an accounting and also authorized an injunction.

The

(Continued from Page

Foreign Flashes

original

—
—

with a bachelor dinner.
Mrs. John H. Harris, wife of the
Harris Amusement Co. head, back

Paris Bernard
Nathan has resigned from Pathe Cinema.
London Jacques Feyder leaves
soon for Naples to make "The Lions
Are Starving at Naples" for London
Films.
Paris Cinegriffe has been formed
with financial backing to make half

from

a dozen films in 1936.

—

Pittsburgh Plans are under way
by the local Variety Club to honor
Art Levy, newly-elected chief barker,

Brown

a

coast

vacation.

Joe

will be her guest here

E.
next

week.

—

London

— Major Charles Bette

for food.
So
of his room.

—they

1)

him out

locked

That's where the Relief Fund
stepped in. The Committee furnished the funds to pay for room rent,
also food and medicine.
Assistance
was also rendered in getting this
needy case a part-time job. But he
is still in need, for the job pays
little.

sails

for the U. S. in a few weeks as representative for the C. E. A. to study
American television, and on his return here a television theater will
be built for demonstration purposes.
London Nils Asther is appearing
in Sabatini's "The Marriage of Corbal" for Capitol Film.

So here is a page from one unfortunate film lad's life. The Fund
is
doing its part to help through
the support of you fellows who make
it possible for the Fund to function.
This is one of scores of cases needing immediate assistance.
Here is
a Fact Story without the need of
any fancy adjectives of sloppy language to emphasize it. It's up to you,
fellows.
Send in your check and
help along the Fund that is trying
to take care of Our Own Needy.

Marty Henderson, former manager of the Variety Club, rejoined
Harris Amusement as relief manager in six theaters.
The Alvin is holding "In Old Kentucky" a second week.
Jules Beck abandoned the idea of
Detroit Doings
Pacific Northwest Notes
turning the Harris theater into a
Detroit Plans for a new suburboxing arena.
The Honor Roll is growing steadThe Beedle Brothers opened the ban theater are still under considSeattle
Widespread presentation Continental (formerly the Strand) eration in the offices of Giffels & ily. Here is how it stands to date.
Vallett, architects, but date of conin Seattle and throughout the state in Canonsburg.
Is YOUR name here? If not, whv
struction and identity of the buildof "Swedenhielms," new
Swedish
not?
ers are not being disclosed.
talkie, marks the growth of foreign
Louis Nizer
Loew's London, Ont., Profits Off
Mrs. Jessie C. Davidson, widow A. M. P. A.
film exhibition for the high percenHarold Hendee
Alan Freedman
Toronto
Loew's
London
(Ont.)
theater
manager,
of
the
former
died
Jerome
J. Cohen
Anonymous
tage of Nordic population in this
theater, Ltd., in announcing that its recently in an auto crash in Chicago. Mrs. Edna Sussman
Sardi's Restaurant
sector.
Addie Dannenberg Don Gillette
annual meeting will be held here
Manager Harry Nathan of the Miss
Leo
Klebanow
Renee
Carroll
F. C. Weskill, motion picture the- Dec. 20, reports total receipts for Lafayette first-run, is inviting cusRay Johnston
George Gerhardt
ater operator of Colfax, Wash., and the year ending Aug. 29, 1935, of tomers who come in after a feature City Photo Engraving Chas. A. Leonard
Corp.
Sandpoint, Idaho, is soon to open $131,058, against $212,296 the pre- have started to wait until the end.
Edward McNamee
Quigley Publishing Co.
a new theater in Davenport, Wash. vious year, and $144,998 two years He greets them personally and sug- Ben Amsterdam
William German
Morris H. Kinzler
N. D. Golden
Theater entertainment is being ago. Net profit for year ended Aug. gests that they will enjoy the pic- William Massce
Charles A. Rossi
in logical Richard Brady
concentrated in the University Dis- 29, 1935, is announced as $5,207, ture better if they see it
Moe
Streimer
"Chick" Lewis
Seats are provided in the H.
after all deductions, as compared order.
trict of Seattle, with five theaters,
D. Behr
Marcus A. Benn
lobby for the waiting crowd.
E. B. Hatrick
Morris Goodman
Egyptian, the Neptune, Studio, Rep- with $12,144 in the year before.
Phil Reisman
J. A. Tanney
ertory and Penthouse all within a
Max Stuart
Cresson E. Smith
Jack Alicoate
stone's throw of each other in this
C. C. Pertijohn

Gnmm

—

—

—

—

collegiate center.

Peter Constanti, operating the Riviera at Tacoma and other houses,
has settled a four-year dispute
with the Tacoma operators' union,
which puts union men back into the
Riviera.

G.
G.

W.

W. Pabst to
German

Pabst,

Speak
director

now

speak about his talking picture "Kameradschaft," when
it is screened by the New Film Alliance on Sunday evening at the
New School for Social Research.

self-exiled, will

FACTS
ABOUT

» » »

TIMELY TOPICS

Television

]\JEW

YORK'S

skyscrapers
look into the future and see
The law
their troubles grow.
of economics, which has been
wreaking havoc among the tall
buildings, will be reinforced by
the law of optics, or whatever
law it is that underlies television.

Television rays are not like
radio rays which can go through
a wall or turn a corner. They
are more like the rays of sight.
A television broadcast from the
top of the Empire State Building can only go as far as a light
on the top of that building could
be seen. An intervening chimney will cut off both.
The logical result, therefore,

should be to discourage tall
buildings if television is to cast
There
its beams to everybody.
time for considerable
still
is
adjustment because the Fed-

FILMS
18
Siam, with 120 picture
wired for sound, has reached the "saturation point."
theaters,

eral Communications Commission at Washington has been
practold that television, as a
tical affair, is still
off.

—New

a good ways

York

J'vmes.

A/f AYBE I'm looking at
dull-colored

it

Hull.

Edward Curtis
William

glasses,

—David

Eddie

Orr
Edelson

Ushers Trim Paramount
Defeating the New York Paramount Theater ushers 60 to 19, the
Radio City Music Hall service staff's
basketball team continued their unbeaten record at the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Building this week.
The Music Hall boys will play the
Media Records, champs of the AdMustic Hall

with
but

there seems to me to be far
too much dirt in even some of
You
our best plays today.
don't find that sort of thing in
the moving pictures, but then, of
course, you don't find propaganda, either. You couldn't do
the things in the movies that
you see on the stage today. The
movie producers wouldn't stand
for it.
I suppose that Mr. Will Hays
has been sort of an adviser.
He's a very smart, bright and
honest man. But it's the producers themselves who find that
the public doesn't want dirt.
New York is a cosmopolitan city
and so that's why the plays go
I don't think
here, I suppose.
they'd be so popular in other
parts of the country. Now look
Chicago
at "Tobacco Road."
put its foot down on that. That
play was made good entertainment by the excellent work of

Henry

Don Mersereau
Maurice Kann
Lichtman

Al

Warfield Says Films
Are Better Than Stage

N. Y. Skyscrapers

And

« «

«

Warfield.

vertising League at the High School
of Commerce, next Wednesday.

"Rochelle

Hudson

in

the

a

sub-machine

studio's

Show Them
TURY-FOX.

spent

arsenal

No

gun

weeks

two

learning
for

her

to

fire

role

Mercy'."— 20th

in

CEN-

DAILY

A

"LITTLE" from
are to co-star for

By RALPH WILK

RKO

HOLLYWOOD

Thursday, Dec.

5,
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"LOTS"

The Women's Assembly" recently passed in the cast, previously announced,
a resolution commending Pierre Col- are Joseph Tozer, May Beatty, Wil-

Radio.

borrowed from Rev. Mr. Dodd has appeared in
20th Century-Fox, and George many films in the past few years.
T
T
Lollier have been assigned prominent roles in "Follow the Fleet,"
Max Rosenbloom, formerly light
new Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers heavyweight boxing champion of the
musical film now in production at
world, has been signed by RKO
the RKO Radio studios under the
Radio Pictures to appear in "The
direction of Mark Sandrich.
Green Shadow," starring Preston

A STRID

ALLWYN,

T

T

Bess

Stafford,
Belle Mitchell
have been added to the cast of Re-

Peggy

Lucille

Stratford,

Ward and

public's "The Leavenworth Case,"
which Lewis D. Collins is directing.

T

T

1 ngs
on his "original story contri- liam Stack and Prince, the Great
bution to the world of entertainment" Dane who starred in last season's
in
"The Life of Louis Pasteur," "Call of the Wild."
produced by Warner-First National.
T
T
T
»
*
Helen Morgan, who will play her
Charles Bickford, back from a fly- original role of Julie in Carl Laeming trip to New York, where he mle, Jr.'s production of "Show Boat,"
conferred with Jed Harris regarding will arrive here tomorrow. Cast alFoster.
his starring in "Ethan Frome," is ready includes Irene Dunne, Paul
T
T
T
being considered by GB for the role Robeson, Charles Winninger, Helen
New writing assignments at Re- of Terence Mulvaney in Kipling's Westley, Francis H. Mahoney, Mrs.
Edith
McDaniels
and
Marilyn
public: Tristi-am Tupper, novelist "Soldiers Three."
Knowden. James Whale has returned
T
T
and "Saturday Evening Post" writer, will prepare an original screenBurgess Snyder, published of the from several Mississippi River locaplay for "My Old Kentucky Home"; Gary (Ind.) "Post-Tribune," and his tions, where he has been getting
Richard Schayer assigned to do a wife, Mary Rennels, literary critic, atmospheric shots and signing up a
treatment on Wallace MacDonald's were guests of Director Edward H. few typical river characters. Victor
original, "The Glory Parade," which Griffith on the "Next Time We Live" Baravelle will conduct the Jerome
Lew Ayres is to direct; Albert Trey- set. Margaret Sullavan acted as Kern music.
nor assigned to prepare a treatment hostess.
T
T

Preparing for early production on
the Republic underwater feature,
"Twenty Fathoms Below," Armand
Schaefer, supervisor, and Wellyn
Totman, writer, have left for Tarpon Springs, Fla., to select locations.
"Fairgrounds," and
The picture will have a sponge fish- on Harry Hoyt's
Stanley Rauh signed to work with
ing background.
Jack Natteford on "The Return of
T
T

Changes

as-

Samuel Goldwyn says that "Strike
T
T
T
Lewis Stone has been signed by Me Pink," the forthcoming Eddie
Darryl Zanuck for the Dionne Quin- Cantor production previously known
tuplets films, "The Country Doctor." as "Shoot the Chutes," is in no way

Jimmy
opening of the Research
signments include Sidney Sutherrelated to the Broadway musical
Council Course in the Fundamentals
land, who has completed his work
show of several seasons ago. The
Having
started
Norma
Shearer,
of Sound Recording was postponed
on "The Leavenworth Case" and has Billie Dove, and Clara Bow on their new title was selected as being more
till next Monday due to the illness
been assigned to work with Robert route to stardom through his ability descriptive than the former one.
of A. P. Hill of Electrical Research
Lee Johnson and David Silverstein to spot and exploit exceptional tal- Cantor's name in the production is
Products, instructor.
on the Gene Stratton-Porter novel, ent, Christy Cabanne, veteran direc- Eddie Pink.
The production is a
t
"The Harvester," and Wellyn Totmusical screen adaptation of an orThe Rev. Neal Dodd, rector of The man who has been assigned to tor of silent and talking films, had
a chance wlith more "star material" iginal story by Clarence Budington
Church of St. Mary of the Angels in "Twenty Fathoms Below."
in RKO Radio's "Another Face." Kelland and was known previously
Hollywood, has been cast for the
Among the prospects are Brian Don- as "Dreamland."
role of a clergyman in "The Inde»
T
*
A San Francisco political organi- levy, Phyllis Brooks, Molly Lamont,
structible Mrs. Talbot," in which
Lambert Hillyer has completed
Ann Harding and Herbert Marshall zation known as "The Golden Gate Addison Randall and Eddie Burns.
the shooting of "Dangerous Waters"
Three Vitaphone shorts, two in at Universal. This Jack Holt proTechnicolor, have been completed at duction was formerly called "Captain
The Commandting" and was adapted from
the Warner Burbank studios.
Technicolor shorts are "King Of The a story of Theodore Reeves by RichIslands," a musical comedy, starring ard Schayer and Hazel Jamieson.
a perfect winter vacation and complete rest away
Shaw,
and
"Carnival In support of Holt are Robert ArmWinifred
from everything. Where the climate is noted for perDays," featuring Henry Armetta. strong, Charlie Murray, Grace BradNellie,
Slide,"
"Slide,
a two-reel ley, Willard Robertson, Dewey Robpetual sunshine and the absence of fog, the place to go
Stone, inson, Matt McHugh, Guy Usher,
featuring
Paula
comedy,
is the
daughter of Fred Stone, and Anita Richard Alexander, Edwin Maxwell,
Whitlock,
Lloyd
Earle,
Kerry, deals with the adventures of Edward
Stanley Andrews, Morgan Wallace,
a girls' baseball team.
Diana Gibson, Clark Williams, MatEdward Everett Horton has been tie Kemp, Art LeForest and Priscilla
Valentine."

The

in

PRODUCER—WRITER— ACTOR
FOR

DOUBLE R RANCH
in

TUCSON, ARIZONA
Three

hours,

from Hollywood by Plane

Fine Riding

—Good

Hunting

—Golf

LUXURIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS
ABSOLUTE PRIVACY
WONDERFUL FOOD
Operated by a Host and Hostess

who know.

ACCOMMODATIONS ARE BY INVITATION AND
LIMITED TO ONLY EIGHT GUESTS AT ONE
TIME. ALL

OF

WHOM

signed for the principal comedy role
"One Rainy Afternoon," the first
production of Pickford-Lasky, soon
to go before the cameras under the
direction of Harry D'Arrast, for U.
A. release.

in

ARE CAREFULLY SELECTED.

Write, wire or phone for reservations and complete information.

Lawson.
V

W.

P.

w

-

Lipscomb, the British au-

thor-playwright, is convincing proof
that Hollywood is "the land of opportunity" where one is judged by
ability and not intimate acquaintArriving here a little
anceships.
over one year ago to write the
screenplay for his stage success,
"Clive of India," for which assignment he was brought here by Darryl
Zanuck of 20th Century, Lipscomb
proved of such worth that he was
consecutively assigned to "Les Miserables," "Cardinal Richelieu," "A
Tale of Two Cities," "A Message
to Garcia," and "Under Two Flags."
Several days ago "A Tale of Two
Cities" was previewed and the comments of the press critics emphasized
the screenplay written by Lipscomb

David 0. Selznick announces that
the cast for the first Selznick International production, "Little Lord
Fauntleroy," has been completed.
With Freddie Bartholomew in the
portrayal and Dolores Gostitle
tello Barrymore in the leading feminine role, the cast is one of the
most notable assembled by Selznick
in his long career as a producer.
The featured parts are to be played
by C. Aubrey Smith, Mickey Rooney,
Jackie Searl, Henry Stephenson and
Guy Kibbee, all of whom are already
facing the cameras under the direcAdditions in collaboration.
tion of John Cromwell.
T
T
*
to the cast just announced are Joan
John Miljan may shortly return
Standing, sister of Sir Guy StandM-G-M lot.
ing; Gilbert Emery, Mary McLaren, to his first love, the
of the screen
thespian
villainous
The
Belmore,
Lionel
Kingsford,
Walter
before the
Daisy Belmore, Jessie Ralph, Dave is now suavely smiling
Gold."
"Sutter's
for
camera
Others
Cameron.
Dunbar and Jack
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you 11 remember!
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS
Merchant Window Displays
Aid "Barbary" in Miami

EADING

merchants throughout Miami and other nearby
communities were enlisted for
a huge window display campaign which aided the premiere of "Barbary Coast," Sam-

T

uel

Goldwyn production released

through United Artists, at the
State Theater there. The campaign was arranged by Manager
John C. Cunningham and sustained interest throughout the
picture's engagement.

Among

the

leading

tie-ups

were three local jewelry stores,
Bass, Duval and O'Hagen's, each
of whom arranged attractive
windows featuring photos of
Miriam Hopkins in special silver frames.
Counter cards on
music were arranged in McCrory's and the Philpitt Music
Store.
A tie-up with the Red
Cross Drug Store on a "Barbary
Coast Sundae" accounted for
window streamers and specially
imprinted napkins. The Burdine
Department Store got up an attractive window on hats featuring stills on Joel McCrea with
appropriate cards giving the
picture full credit.
Special announcements were
placed on the bulletin boards at
the Clyde and Munson Lines and
the American Airways office. In
addition to window cards in
each of the above offices, onesheets were placed at the piers
of the following boats: S. S.

Cigar

stores

priate cards announcing the picture's premiere at both theThrough the co-operaaters.
tion of the Pacific Electric Car

Company,

banners were
which covered
placed on
all
the important sections in
Los Angeles, Hollywood and
Santa Monica. The Postal Tele150
cars

graph Company got up 50 attractive windows displaying the
jumbo telegram from Samuel
Goldwyn to Miriam Hopkins
congratulating her on her splendid performance in "Splendor."
Each Postal Telegraph window
carried mention of the theater

and playdate.

In addition, 10,000 miniature telegrams, direct

messages from Mr. Goldwyn to
Mr. and Mrs. Public, were dis-

One truck covered all important sections in Los Angeles
while the other toured the prinHollywood.
streets
of
cipal
stations
radio
local
Eight
plugged the picture on various
programs. More than 150 twenty-four sheets were posted.
used.

—RKO

'T'HE premiere
wyn's

Samuel Gold-

"Splendor,"

starring
Joel

Mc-

through United
Artists, was given a vigorous
released

exploitation

campaign for

its

day-and-date

opening at the
RKO Hillstreet Theater in Los
Angeles and the Pantages Theater in Hollywood. Jack Gross,
manager of the Hillstreet, and
Rodney Pantages, manager of
the Pantages, co-operated in
putting over a campaign that
attracted
cities.

A

much

attention in both
tie-up with the United

reported

largest

Jell-O

Music stores
suburbs

"B'way Melody" Campaign
A TIE-UP with General Foods
makers of Jell-O, featured Leonard Worley's campaign on "Broadway Melody of
1935" at his Madison Theater
General Foods are
in Peoria.
the manufacturers of Jell-O,
Co.,

The theater
furnished each store with wrapping paper, gratis. The theater
from the

imprint,

picture.

with

title

of

picture

and playdate, was on the face
of each wrapper.
Madison Theater,

—

Peoria,

Distribute

"Dream"

III.

Stills

In Schools of Country

"MA.TIONWIDE

distribution of

from
Warner's production of "A Midspecially selected stills

summer

Night's Dream" for display purposes in schools, colleges and libraries have aroused

keen interest and discussion
about the film, according to
many letters received by the
company's home office.
More than 25,000 of these special stills have been given to
school principals, college deans
and librarians, who, in cooperation with exhibitors showing the
"Dream," have arranged special Shakespearean exhibits.
Several hundred of these exhibits were timed to dovetail
with Open School Week in elementary and high schools during
which time parents visit classrooms.

— Warner

Bros.

advertised

over

the

air by Jack Benny, one of the
Worley
stars of the picture.
was assisted by an M-G-M ex-

Three hundred and fifty of
385 grocery stores in the
city cooperated in the campaign.
Six hundred window streamers
boosted Jell-O and the film.
Three hundred stills, scenes
from the picture, were mounted
on special cardboard with titles
and playdate and placed in merTwenty-five
chants' windows.
thousand Jack Benny program
the

pluggers

were

distributed

through three stores. Six thousand five hundred samples were
given away free, and prizes
were offered to those merchants

To Boost Melton Premiere

AN

of

Commerce

and

in the city

displayed the music

all

Uses Petition Stunt

Jell-0 Tie-up Features

Chamber

« «

Plugs "Barbary Coast"

sales.

Pantages, Hollywood.

ploiteer.

of

Miriam Hopkins and
Crea,

Hillstreet,

who

Los Angeles,

nationally

"Splendor" Gets Good Plugs
In Los Angeles and Hollywood

outgoing

message from all local P. T. ofFive thousand napkins,
fices.
suitably imprinted, were distributed at the Marble Palace
and other restaurants throughFor a street
out both cities.
ballyhoo, two sound trucks carrying 24-sheet banners were

in the lobbies of all
leading hotels, and all street
cars carried special cards on

Miami, Fla.

each

with

tributed

were placed

—

Kaywoodie

Joey McCrea and streamers on
27 of their stores. Special posters were used in the 250 McKesson-Robbins stores, plugging
Calox Tooth Powder with posters
of Miriam Hopkins and appro-

Shawnee, S. S. Algonquin and
S. S. Florida.
Attractive cards

both front and back dashboards.
In addition to the above, window displays with other prominent merchants were secured in
Coral Gables, Coconut Grove,
Miami Beach, North Miami,
Homestead, Princeton and Hollywood.
State Theater,

on

Pipes accounted for displays of

1935

way of introducnew screen person-

effective

ing

a

was utilized recently by
Sobler of the Spreckels
Theater at San Diego in his engagement of Warners' "Stars
ality

Abe

Over Broadway," which marks
the screen debut of James Melton, radio star.
Sobler planted petition blanks
to be signed by patrons after
seeing the film, if they "enjoyed the singing of James Mel-

'T'HE premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's "Barbary Coast," was
given an outstanding exploitation campaign by Manager Bob

Doman

at

Two

the

United

Artists

San Francisco.

Theater,

of the highlights of the

Campaign were a

tie-up with
newspapers and one with
the Chamber of Commerce.
A
few days in advance all local
newspapers played up the engagement with advance and feature stories and star photos.
The "News" used a six-installocal

ment

serialization

of

the

pic-

with front-page sectiontwo breaks right up to the opening day, with full credit to picture

ture and theater.
Its delivery
trucks carried banners, and 4,-

000

%

and

% -cards,

plugging

the film, were distributed at

newsstands.
The "News"
got out a special 8-page
loid, which contained half
licity and half ads on the
ture.

It

was

all

also

tab-

pubpic-

similar to news-

papers gitten out

in

1850 and

was

inserted in the regular
daily issue of 92,000; 25,000 extra copies were run off for

house-to-house distribution.
In connection with the Chamber of Commerce "Century of
Commerce" pageant, witnessed
by 75,000 persons, a special sequence depicted the days of the
Barbary Coast with scenery constructed from plans of the original in the film.
In the parade a tie-up with the "Chronicle" accounted for a special
float bearing an old printing
press with men dressed as printers in the days of the Bar-

More than 25,000
small-sized "Daily
Dramatic Chronicle" dated 1860
were distributed along the line
of march.
One of the leading hotels arbary Coast.
copies

of a

ranged a special Old San
cisco ball, the highlight of

Franwhich

was

producers in Hollywood. A copy
of the names and addresses was
made for a mailing list to be
used when future Melton productions come to San Diego.
The stunt created loads of
favorable comment, local newspapers doing their bit with spe-

the Barbary Coast bar.
This was constructed from enlargements of scenes from the
picture and a number of hand
props obtained from the studio.
Thousands attended the ball.
The picture received special
plugs over the "Hollywood Reporter" program, and all the
stars in the picture appeared on
a coast-to-coast hookup on the
Campbell's Soup program. The
front of the theater featured
old-time playbills as used by
joints in the days of the barbary Coast, borrowed from a

cial stories.

local

ton"

and

wanted him

to

be

starred in future productions.
More than 15,000 signatures
were appended to the petitions,
which have been sent to the

—Spreckles
San

Theater,
Diego, Cal.

collector.

— U.

A. Theater,

San Francisco.
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Boosting 1 936 Output to 220 Features

HIGHER INVENTORIES REFLECT HIGHER FILM COSTS

Sunday Playtime Boosts
Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh

Are Aided by
Sabbath Shows

Offices

Adoption of Sunday shows in
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and a large
number of other Pennsylvania 1qcalities has given the Philly and
Pittsburgh exchanges a considerable amount of added playtime, the
increases in some cases being reported as of unexpected proportions.
Among those benefitting are

M-G-M AND SAENGER

Biz for Penna. Exchanges
SUMMONS

IGNORED,

SET PRODUCT DEAL COURT CITES WM. FOX

Major Co. Inventories
Shows Big Increase
Over 1934
Costlier
films

Clearing the way
for
selling
product to subsequent run
houses in the New Orleans territory, differences between M-G-M and
the Saenger circuit over the former's 1935-36 program deal have
now been settled and the buy is

For

answer a sub-

his failure to

is

financial

nature of this season's
being reflected in latest
statements of major com-

panies showing much higher invenjudgment against him for tories than a year ago. Loew-Metro
$297,000 by Capital Co. of Califor- leads the list with a current invennia, William Fox yesterday was adtory of $32,504,978 against $26,judged in contempt of the Federal
713,801
in
its
previous
annual
District
Court
by
Williams
Judge
some independent exchanges whose
statement.
High cost of such rereleases were piling up before the set, it was stated in New York yes- Bondy.
The judgment was obtained after leases as "Mutiny on the Bounty";
Sunday shows went into effect. Ex- terday. The deal gives all M-G-M
features and shorts to the circuit a civil trial growing out of a the- "A Night at the Opera", "A Tale
(Continued on Page 10)
headed by E. V. Richards. Saenger ater lease in California which, it of Two Cities" and other pictures
operates about 125 theaters with was asserted, Fox had guaranteed. on
which amortization had not

MORE IMPROVEMENTS

Metro

its
o+'

strength centered
Oi leans.

in

the vicinity

poena served on him following the

filing of

At that time Fox maintained

New

{Continued on

Page

his

6)

started
report

at the time of the annual
issued was chiefly re-

was

(Continued on Page 6)

IN

WARNER EARNINGS New

Anti-Playdate Suits
"Dream" Intake Abroad
Await Pending Test Cases
Setting Warner Record

Warners' first quarter report will
show a substantial improvement, accoi-ding to a "Wall Street Journal"
analysis, which estimates the figure
Statement
in excess of $1,000,000.
will cover September. October and
November.
Surveying the industry in general

A

seeking

ANOTHER REASON WHY

engagements alResults from
ready played by "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" abroad indicate that
the Shakespearian production will
Just another of many needy cases
probably turn out to be the biggest
that have been helped financially
tionality of similar laws on the stat- grosser Warners have had in the
through the Committee handling the
ute books of Ohio and Wisconsin. foreign market, according to J. S.
oney provided by you fellows for
the financial sheets points out that The Film Daily was informed In- Hummel, general foreign sales manother companies also are in for national leaders of the parent or- ager.
All engagements of the pic- the functioning of the Relief Fund.
He is a veteran film man whose
much better earnings due to the ganization yesterday.
event ture thus far have been at considerIn
ntinued on Page 10)
stronger films being released.
courts hold that the laws are con- ably increased prices, without adeffect
on attendance, says
stitutional, regional associations are verse
Heads M. P. Division
Justice Dept. Cases
expected to institute measures in Hummel. In Vienna, where the film Kent
various state legislatures, it was in- was advertised for 21 days only, the
Seal Drive
flood

of

legislation

THE FUND NEEDS YOU

enactment of anti-designated playdates bills, sponsored by exhibitor
units affiliated with Allied, is contingent upon tests of the constitu-

New

Reported Near Completion
i'ii(7/oii

Bureau

oi

THE FILM DAILY

— Prepared

with great
secrecy, evidence in the seven additional film suits expected to be instituted soon by the Department of
Justice, along the lines of the St.
Louis action, is understood to be

Washington

(Continued on Page 6)

British Studios to Turn Out
220 Features for Next Year

West Coast Bur..
Hollywood The

—

THE FILM DAILY

motion picture industry oversubscribed its $200,000 quota
for the Community Chest by $29,000.
of
chairman
was
Louis
B.
Mayer
the campaign among the film folk.

Again Seen;
Spring This Time

Television

By
Coast Drive Over the Top

In Christmas

{Continued on Page 6)

dicated.

Minneapolis

— Another

prediction

of the coming of television has been
voiced here by Prof. James Webb of
the University of Minnesota, declaring it will start by spring. Manufacturers soon will place a few
(Continued on Pagi

10)

London

— Output

Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th
Century-Fox, has taken over the
chairmanship of the Motion Picture
Section of the Business Groups cooperating in the 29th Annual Christ-

mas
of

Seal

British

about 220 features, compared with
190 this year, a checkup shows. The
increase is due largely to the formation of C. M. Woolf's new company, General Film Distributors,
and several independent concerns.
This year's British productions
are divided as follows: GB, 29;
(Continued on Page

(>)

B.

Campaign

of the

New York

(Continued on Page 10)

studios for 1936 will be stepped up to

To Exchange

Stars

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— 20th Century-Fox and GB
exchange stars, writers and direcMichael Balcon announced yesterMcLaglen will go to
Victor
England to star in "Soldiers Three"
for GB.

will

tors,

day.

.

.

THE

cB^H

DAILY

Film Heads Attend
Comerford Funeral
Conclude Mid-Year Confab
A number of important film exeSecond session of Warners' east- cutives, including New York offi-

Warner

Sales Executives

ern district and branch managers'
this
begins
conference
Publisher
Editor
and
JOHN W. ALICOATE
morning at the Waldorf-Astoria after a postponement occasioned by
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays the funeral services of M. B. ComerY.,
York,
N.
Broadway, New
1650
at
ford held in Scranton yesterday and
J. W.
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
Editor and Publisher; attended by Andy Smith, vice-presiPresident,
Alicoate,
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer dent in charge of eastern and Canaand General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- dian sales, and other company officiate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing

Vol. 68, No. 133

Fri.,

10 Cents

Dec. 6, 1935

mid-year

Entered as second class matter,
Editor.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
the act of March 3, 1879.
under
N. Y.,
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with <> rder
$15.00.
to
communications
Address all

cials.

attended the funeral of M. B.
Comerford yesterday morning at
Scranton, where he died Monday
night in the Mercy Hospital following an automobile accident.
present included
Executives

cials,

Frank C. Walker, Austin C. Keough,
Leon Netter, Sam Dembow Jr., John
D. Clark, A. W. Smith Jr., Edward
Fay, Eddie Dowling and others.

December

Friday,

6,

1935

Coming and Going
MERMAN,

ETHEL

New

having

her

finished

role

new

Eddie Cantor picture, "Strike
Samuel Goldwyn-U. A., arrives
York on Sunday from the coast.

the
Pink,"

in

Me

for

in

GENE AUTRY. Republic western star who
arrived in Chicago this week to open a series
of personal appearances and broadcasting engagements, returns to the coast after the holidays to start work in his next picture, "Red
River Valley."

ALMA KRUGER left for Hollywood yesterday
to
assume her role in the Samuel Goldwyn
production of "These Three."
The veteran
stage actress makes her film debut in this

Informal personal conferences bepicture.
tween the conferees and Major AlBuilding Program
bert Warner were held yesterday
SIDNEY KINGSLEY. playwright, is back from
a Havana vacation.
afternoon. Later in the evening, the
Studios
Republic
For
of
performance
THE FILM men attended a
JOSEPH N. WEBER, head of American Federation
Musicians,
returns
of
to New York
DAILY. 1650 Broadway, New York, N. V. "Three Men on a Horse." The night
DAILY
THE
FILM
Bureau
Coast
of
West
7-4739.
this
week after spending a month on the
7-4738,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737,
before they witnessed a showing of
Hollycoast.
program
building
Cable Address: Filmday, New York
A
Hollywood
"Boy Meets Girl." The men have
wood, California— Ralph Wrtk, 6425 HollySAM KAUFMAN, makeup and color expert
London- been asked to make casting sugges- that includes a number of new
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
days now filling an assignment for Walter Wanger
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 tions for the filming of these plays, stages will be started with 90
at the Paramount studios on the coast, leaves
Lichtbildbuehne,
Since the con- early in the New Year for London to direct
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin—
in which the company is interested. by Republic Pictures.
Friedrichstrasse, 273. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Republic Studios in makeup tor Alexander Korda's first color film.
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la CourSmith will open the final session solidation at the
North Hollywood about $50,000 aldes-Noues, 19.
JOHN W. HICKS sailed from abroad yesterof the conference at the Waldorfon the Washington, which is due in New
The men leave to- ready has been spent on new equip- day
Astoria today.
York
on Wednesday.
Construction
structures.
and
night for their respective territories. ment
new scene dock,
HENRY, Paramount manager for the
F.
C.
is starting on a
meetAt the close of Wednesday's
portrait gallery and cafe and office Philippines, is in New York.
ing, Grad Sears, in charge of SouthHARRY M. GOETZ, president of Reliance
building adjoining the present adern and Western distribution, administration building. These initial Pictures, arrives in New York from Hollywood
by plane this morning after spending the past
dressed the gathering on general
improvements will cost about $32,- two weeks in conferences with Edward Small,
business conditions.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
000.
production chief of Reliance.

New

-

—
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Net

High
19

Am. Seat
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Ind..
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.

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
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Paramount
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RKO
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.
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.
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Technicolor

Trans-Lux

19V4
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18%

41/4

4' 8
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Warner Films on Broadway

Warner-First National have four
features playing in Broadway houses
this week. They are "Man of Iron,"
opening at the Palace Theater this
morning; "Miss Pacific Fleet," at
the Roxy; "Frisco Kid," at the
Strand, and "A Midsummer Night's
Dream," at the Hollywood.

4 "Frisco Kid" Holdovers
Warners' "Frisco Kid," starring
James Cagney, is being held over

—

COHN

returns

New

to

York

toffay

from the coast.

JOSEPH

New

in

M.
York

SCHENCK
next

CHARLES BOYER
before

ly

"Murder

from

arrives

Hollywood.

New

in

York short-

Jan. 14 from the coast to
at 21" for Hecht-MacArthur.

HERBERT
York from

LAZARUS

Coast

has

returned

work
to

in

New

the coast.

BUDDY DOYLE
the

now reported due

is

week

to

leaves
play in

New
"The

York
Great

today for
Ziegfeld"

M-G-M.
ROBERT McNEIL

for

H. G. Wells Film Premiere in London
The Leicester Square
London
Theater has been selected for the
premiere of H. G. Wells's first proKorda,
Alexander
for
duction
"Things to Come," which U. A. will
The date of the opening
distribute.
will be announced as soon as the
final cutting and editing have been

—

9

183 4

Short at Capitol
M-G-M's Christmas cartoon, "Alias
St. Nick," is having its premiere
today at the Capitol theater in conjunction with "A Night at the Opera" and "The Perfect Tribute,"
Chic Sale short subject. "Alias St.
Nick" is the company's successor to
last year's "Toyland Broadcast." It
is one of the Harman-Ising group,
produced in Technicolor.

+

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

JACK

M-G-M Xmas

of the Golden State Theater Corp., of San Francisco, now in New York
McNeil and their daughter, will
with Mrs.
McNeil releave tomorrow for the coast.
turns by train, while his wife and daughter
boat.
will go by

at the New York
John L. Franconi Promoted
Strand, San Diego's Spreckles, and
Los
L. Franconi has been placed
in
John
Hollywood
and
the Downtown
in charge of both the Dallas and
Angeles, where it is playing a day- completed.
Oklahoma City branches of GB, it
The film is
and-date engagement.
was announced yesterday by George
in its third week at the N. Y.
W. B.
Lincoln Distributing Files in N. Y. W. Weeks, sales manager.
Strand.
Distributing Wesley continues as branch manLincoln
Albany
chartered under Delaware ager of the Oklahoma City exCorp.,
Will Rogers in "Screen Snapshots"
laws, with a New York City office change.
Latest issue of the "Screen Snap- at 247 Park Ave., and William M.
shots" reel put out by Columbia will Vogel as president, has filed a cerHits Temporary Snag
be in the nature of a tribute to the tificate of statement and designation
for which Lehman
Negotiations
The fan subject in the office of the Secretary of
late Will Rogers.
Bros, and Atlas to buy the Chase
will contain shots showing Rogers State to enable it to do business in
banking interests in 20th Centuryin informal moments at work and New York State.
Fox last night were reported to have
play.
hit a snag, which, however, may be
New Title for Jessie Matthews Film eliminated later. Chase controls apof- preferred
Clarence P. Wertz Dead
London Title of Jessie Matthews' proximately 200 shares
of the company's
shares
100,000
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY next
and
been
has
GB
for
picture
Hollywood— Clarence P. Wertz, 42, changed from "Modern Masquerade" common stock.
veteran film player who was under
It goes into
to "It's Love Again."
contract to Warners as a double for
production next week.
Guy Kibbee, died of peritonitis this
ARTIST
week at his home.
in four theaters

—

—

Wm.

Clark in Truck Ass'n Post
William J. Clark of the Film Car-

Elissa
E.

Landi

Mason Hopper

Kathryn McGuire
Dot Farley

Jack Henley
Eve Unsell
Harry G. Lonsdale

Sammy Cohen

John Auer Divorcing Tonsils
riers Ass'n, was elected president
John Auer, director working at of the Philadelphia Chapter of the
the Biograph studios, has entered Pennsylvania Motor Truck Ass'n at
the Medical Art Hospital for a ton- a meeting held recently in Philadelsil

operation.

phia.

Male or Female, must be creative, capable of doing color roughs and finished
Motion picture exairbrush artwork.
Write confidentially,
perience preferred.
experience, qualifications, lowest salary
to start.
THE FILM DAILY
Box No. 953
New York City
1650 Broadway
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OF THE

WEEK

PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

AN UNBREAKABLE

GRIP on Manhattan crowds

forces

a third week holdover of Jimmy Cagney's record-breaking

'Frisco

Kid.'*

With 'Midsummer Night's Dream'*

ready past 100 performances, 'Miss

Pacific

Fleet'*

al-

and

'Man of Iron' due today at Roxy and Palace respectively, Warners have total of four first runs on B'way this week.

'GREEN PASTURES' READIES

for

next month's production

Marc Connelly is seen above inspecting exact
miniature of one of the 120 sets to be used in filming stage
classic. Gadget at the Connelly eye is called a 'finder'
and enables him to see set as
will appear to cameras.
start

as author

it

OFF WITH A BANG go New
riders, with

York's

bang furnished by courtesy

famed 6-day

bike

of star Pat O'Brien

(below), busy vacationing after completion of 'Ceiling Zero,'
Cosmopolitan production with Jim Cagney, Stuart Erwin,
June Travis. Director Howard Hawks, scheduled for Jan. 25th.

NO

PLACE

LIKE

HOME

PLATE,

says pretty Paula Stone as she

makes her

film

debut

of dust. She's starred

phone

comedy

blondes called

of

in

in

a cloud

new

Vita-

ball-playing

'Slide, Nellie, Slide.'

HE'S GOT A SHINER But makeup artist, not wandering doorI

knob, gives Dick Powell
the black eye called for

(right),
in

'Col-

occupying Dick's attentions as well as Ruby Keeler's,
Jack Oakie's, Joan Blondell's.*
leen' script,

THE
Friday,

REVIEWS »

«

with

Bette

Franchot Tone

Davis,

72 mins

AND

INTRIGUING

ROMANCE THAT
FEMME APPEAL.

ie, * l*b"
Wb*J
AC* ^ mm M. DALY

in

UNUSUAL

CARRIES

STRONG

the type of romance that gets
is
away from the routine love story and

This
far

in the temperathe part played
ment and psychology
a
by Bette Davis that it should provide
strong lure for femme patronage of all
Miss Davis is a famous actress
classes.
lands
of the legit pursued by a jinx that
she
her in the down-and-out class and
Franchot
takes refuge in overdoses of gin.
discovers
a socialite and architect,

so

is

essentially

feminine
of

• • • IF ALL you gents in the film biz responded to the
appeal to aid the Relief Fund with the same enthusiasm and
all the needy
constructive effort that the AM PA displays
cases in the industry would have a turkey in the pot for Xmas
the pressagey lads have their plans going in full swiing
for their AMPA Christmas Luncheon for the benefit of the
which they outlined at the closed
Film Daily Relief Fund
meeting yesterday ......

Tone,

bond
her while slumming, and a strange
brings
of interest grows between them. He
her to his country farm estate to pull herHer fascination overpowers
self together.
him gradually, although he fights against
being engaged to a very charming soit,
From this situation the dramatic
ciety girl.
the rehabilitation
of the actress as he arranges for her to
star in a play which she has picked and
Meanwhile he asks
which he finances.

romance

develops

into

fiancee to free him, and then it develops that the actress cannot marry him
as she has a discarded husband who refuses

• • • THE PARTY will be held at the Hotel Astor on
and already the Committee retickets, $2
Dec. 19
big organiports 750 tickets sold for a capacity of 1,000
zations are gobbling 'em up at the rate of two to five tables
if you want to be in on one of
so
apiece seating 10
you better get your bid
the Gala Events of the industry
...
this affair is always a Smash Sellout
in pronto

his

to divorce

her.

The

film

of dramatic situations

rises

to a

series

handled very capably

The
by Miss Davis and Franchot Tone.
unusualness of the tale will appeal strongly
the femmes.

to

Cast: Bette Davis, Franchot Tone, Alison
Skipworth, Margaret Lindsay, John Eldredge
Richard Carle, Douglas Wood, Pierre Watkin, Florence Fair, Walter Walker, George
Irving, Dick Foran, William Davidson
Director,
Producer, Harry Joe Brown;
Author, Laird Dcyle;
Alfred E. Green;
Screenplay, Same; Cameraman, Ernes' Hal
ler.

Direction,

Excellent

Photography,

The

Best.

A FEATURE

this year will be an enormous Xmas
• • •
tree decorated with illuminated trademarks of every important
Jack Alicoate will be master of the
company in the biz
with George Jessel as the principal speaker
revels
other celebs who will adorn the dais and no doubt say a few

words are
Lichtman

Major Bowes, Will Hays, Grover Whalen, Al
Lew Lehr, Ben Bernlie, Morton Downey, Eddie

AND

a special added attraction
sensational screen star with the
Prexy Gordon White is doing a grand job
Golden Voice
Paul Benjamin is handling the phywith his Committee
Marvin Kirsch is lining up the ticket
sical arrangements
sales
so let's get in back of these lads, and not put all
in a
Party
it's
the burden on their shoulders
member or
and whether an
humanitarian cause
not
we are banking on every active person in the biz to
it's
send this over as the biggest plug for the Fund so far
the best buy anywhere for two dollar bills with a purchasing
so how can you lose?
power of 65 cents each

Dowling, Beatrice
.

Lillie

Lily Pons

.

the

new

YOUR
AMPA

.

.

to run a beer delivery truck, the
boys take time out at a golf course
to pick up the rudiments of the
game so they can enter a tourney.
Knowing nothing about the sport,
they create a lot of amusing interference with the regular players.
Then their truck and its load of barrels do a runaway down a hillside
street for a fast and funny finish.

Releasing Vaudeville

Shorts

A

series of one-reel International
Varieties, with three musical, comedy and novelty skits on each reel,
will be released shortly by J. H.
Hoffberg Co., which has acquired
world rights.

•

•

us

film circles this

• AND WHILE the Spirit of the Holidays is upon
we are glad to inform you exhibs and theater managers

that your Holiday Headaches have been solved in large part
with two sets of special holiday trailby National Screen
ers for Christmas and New Year's
the Junior and the
De Luxe
absolutely the Last Word
at a price that
is only a small part of what you ordinarily spend in circularizing your patrons with greeting cards and such outworn showman
methods
here is Class
that automatically sprays
the Xmas and New Year Spirit through your audience as the
trailers flash on the screen
and you just play Santa Claus
without even mussing your hands or going through mental
gymnastics
it's getting so that theater men don't have
to work any more
well
not much

week.

Clarksburg,

W. Va.— The

•

•

•

AT THE Ambassador

Hotel last Tuesday the Dutch
Frank Buck's "Fang
bring-'em-back lad is
a tradition
for Frank is a member of the Treaters, and
always shows his new jungle product to his pals
Pauline
Haddon, who has appeared in various Coast-produced pix and
shows, is arousing interest among film companies as a screen
bet
she is now in New York getting set to do a play

«

first to publicly view
first showing of the

£4

«

V>

» »

city of

Clarksburg is temporarily enjoined
by a circuit court order from the
imposition of a one-cent tax on theater tickets.
Argument for a permanent injunction will be heard
next week. Jack Marks, of the Orpheum and Claude Robinson of the
Grand and the Moore Opera House
obtained the temporary restraining
order.

Marlinton, W. Va.—The new Lyric
theater, recently completed, has been
opened with W. E. Keller as owner
and proprietor.
The house seats
410.

Wellsburg,

W. Va.— Anderson and

Urling, operating the Alpine circuit,
with houses here and other upper
Ohio Valley spots, have taken over
the Seneca in Marlinton, W. Va.,
and changed the name to the Alpine.
The house formerly was operated by
C. E. Cooper.

Canton, O.

—Loew's

policy of profor some time
has been Tuesdays and Fridays, has
been switched to Mondays and

gram changes, which

Thursdays, Larry Thompson, manager, has announced.

—

London Walt Disney's birthday
was celebrated here with Mickey
Mouse and his playmates serving

eve

as the subject of a lecture attended
a large audience of society
notables, public officials, newspaper
writers and others at a benefit affair

by

in Grosvenor House.
nell, United Artists

Francis Mey-

publicity chief
for England and Europe, spoke on
"The Making of a Walt Disney Cartoon."
Following Meynell's talk, a
group of five Mickey Mouse and
Silly Symphony films was screened.

"Custer" Deal

Treat Club were the
and Claw"
this

Although

the interests of Allen T. Simmons,
owner of the theater and radio station WADC, were silent upon the reported transaction, the report
persisted.
The purchase follows
closely the revived interest in Akron theater properties which was
led by the efforts of >Schine to
found a local circuit of subsequent
run playhouses.
Names hinted in
the purchase are local men.

.

SHORTS
"Three Little Beers"
with The Three Stooges
20 mins.
Columbia
Slapstick Laughs
Another batch of low comedy, inthe typical style set by the stooge
trio of Fine, Howard and Fine, with
enough action and laughs in it to
Hired
satisfy the slapstick fans.

HERE & THERE
Akron, O.
Sale of the Allen
theater, once one of Akron's favorite first-run houses, was reported

\

-

1935

6,

—

^

"DANGEROUS"
Warners

M| a| mA

December

in

Ohio

Louis Weiss, en route to Californiat to prepare for the production of
"The Clutching Hand," a new Arthur B. Reeve serial, has sold "Custer's Last Stand," his current serial, to Nate
Schultz of Selected
Pictures Corp., who will distribute
the 15-episode serial and the feature
version in the Cleveland territory.

The serials are produced by Weiss
Productions, and are distributed by
Stage & Screen Productions.
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THA
CHRISTMAS
SPIRIT!...
Here's

LOEWS

Claus

to its

. . .

. . .

the latest circuit to play Santa

customers by playing

The new edition

mas

Charles Dickens' "Christ-

Carol."

We call
Spirit.

that
It's

showing the right kind

right smart of

whole family
seeing

and

of

"SCROOGE"

LOEWS,

will get a lot of

of

Christmas

too, for

the

enjoyment out

of

"SCROOGE," with Tiny Tim, the Cratchits,

all

the rest of those familiar Dickens'

characters.

LOEWS also knows

V^U*
fctap

evtiV**^

$o*o»*
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ENGLAND BOOSTING

A LITTLE

1936 OUTPUT TO 220
itinued

from Pane

Friday,

A
1)

as Napoleon in

verse."

1935

DUE TO COSTLIER

By RALPH WILK
cast

6,

HIGHER INVENTORIES

from "LOTS"

HOLLYWOOD
DOLPHE MENJOU is out of the

December

now

in

PIX

"Anthony Ad-

production

at

the

(Continued from Page

1)

two months' Warner studios under the direction
sponsible for the inventory increase
I. P., 18; Radio Pictures, 17; Paraconfinement following an abdominal
mount Film Service, 17; Universal, operation. He will have to wait an- of Mervyn LeRoy. Lloyd, a former of nearly $6,000,000.
Warners showed an inventory of
13; M-G-M, 13; Fox, 11; Butcher's, other month or so before resuming New York actor and stage director,
$13,638,482 in their recent yearly
National,
First
Lion,
British
10;
docbefore
the
cameras,
the
work
bears
11;
a striking resemblance to the
report, compared with $10,830,559 a
9; Associated British Film, 9; War- tors say.
Corsican.
year ago, while Columbia was up,
Pathe,
7;
ners, 8; United Artists, 7;
T
»
to $5,440,090 against $4,637,254 the
t
»
Max Baer, who had a bit of a
Columbia, 6; Twickenham Film Dis"The Wild West," latest feature previous year. The pro-forma 20th
film career along with his pugilistic
tributors, 1.
Century-Fox statement at the time
There are now 30 studios in Eng- activities, is preparing for an acting comedy to star Bert Wheeler and of the merger in May showed inEnglish
diccareer
studying
and
by
Two
Bobby
sound.
Woolsey,
went
before
the
land, all wired for
ventory of $14,652,165 (exclusive of
more, the Alexander Korda plant tion under a private tutor, according cameras at the RKO Radio studios $5,251,000 brought over
by 20th
his
manager,
Ancil
Hoffman.
to
and the British National Pictures
in Hollywood this week, under the Century), compared with $11,123,T
T
studio, will open in a few months.
Miller Easton, writer, is working direction of Fred Guiol. Little Dor- 541 in the previous annual statewith Director Harry Fraser on the othy Lee again plays opposite the ment.
script for "Ha'r Trigger Casey,"
comedians in this new film based on
which will be Fraser's next assignAbroad
Intake
"Dream"
ment for William Berke productions, an original story by Thomas Len- For Ignoring a Summons,
non.
Ethan Laidlaw and Harry
Court Cites William Fox
Setting Warner Record and which will star Jack Perrin.
T
T
T
Woods have just been added to the
Director and Mrs. Arthur Ripley cast.
(Continued from Page I)
(Continued from Page 1)
are back from a couple of weeks'
T
T
»
residence at 277 Park Avenue, but
run had to be extended for a fourth
vacation at their mountain lodge.
week. It is now in its third week
"Dangerous Intrigue" has been process servers were unable to find
Ripley, who recently completed two
in Sydney and its second week in
selected as the permanent title for him.
Robert Benchley comedies for M-GRio de Janeiro, and also is playing
An earlier subpoena was served
Columbia's photoplay which during
"How to Train early
currently in Budapest, Helsingfors, M, "Etiquete" and
stages
of
production
was on him some weeks ago in Atlantic
Dog,"
shortly
will
begin
feature
a
a
and the Polish cities of Warsaw,
known as "Doctor Steele."
Ralph City, but the court ruled it was outassignment at a major studio.
Lodz, Lwow, Vilna, Lemberg, KraBellamy, Gloria Shea and Joan Perry side the 100-mile area covered by
T
T
T
cow and Poznan. In Bombay, Calare seen in the leading roles, with the process.
On Nov. 22 he was
Nola Luxford, and her husband, the supporting cast to date includ- served for the second time aboard
cutta and Rangoon the "Dream"
started its runs recently by breaking William Bauernschmidt, Jr., (of the ing Fred Kohler, Fredrik Vogeding, a Pennsylvania train near PhiladelBaltimore
Blue
Book
Bauern- Gene Morgan, George Billings and phia.
week-end receipts.
Yesterday Judge Bondy ruled that
New openings are scheduled for schmidts) plan a trip to Louisiana Ed Le Saint. Grace Neville wrote
San Juan, Athens, Tokyo, Zagreb soon, to keep an eye on their oil the screen play for Harold Shu- this was a legal service and held
lands
there.
mate's story, which David Selman Fox in contempt for not appearing.
and Zurich within the next ten
T
T
is directing.
days, and the picture opens in Paris
He provided, however, that the
Ralph Spence is one of few screen
at the Marbeuf Cinema on Dec. 12.
moving picture man might purge
T
T
T
First showings in most of the Latin- writers who "used to be a newspaWith the cast headed by Clyde himself of the contempt by appearAmerican countries have been held perman himself" and how! Spence Beatty, "Darkest Africa," first of ing for examination.
vice-president
and
general the new Republic serials, went into
back to awa'.t the height of the sea- was
manager of the "Houston Daily production this week. Co-directing
son there.
Gus Edwards Renews on Air
Warner representatives through- Telegram," and later was correspon- the picture are B. R. Eason and JoGus Edwards has signed a new
giving
the dent with Pershing on the Mexican seph Kane, with Barney Sarecky
world are
the
out
"am"Dream" exceptional treatment both border.
supervising.
The serial is to be contract extending his weekly
T
in advance campaigns and in selling.
made in 15 chapters and as a six- ateur night" broadcasts from the
at
A new starring vehicle is being reel feature.
Each country is following the doJohn Rathmell and Colonial theater, Warner house,
broadcasts go on
mestic lead in getting full support planned for Paul Muni by Warner- Tracy Knight wrote the original Atlantic City. The
the ether via Station WPG each
of every type of social and political First National, the background be- story, with Ted Parsons, Rathmell
Monday evening.
leaders. In Austria and Poland, the ing the construction of the Panama and Sarecky credited with the conGovernment departments of Educa- Canal. Muni will appear either as tinuity.
tion have given the picture special Colonel Goethals or as Dr. Gorgas,
Testing Here for "Good Earth"
»
T
T
awards and thus added official sup- these being the two most celebrated
Director
M-G-M, through All Altman, is
Eugene Forde, whose
figures of the great engineering en- hobby is
port of the schools.
amateur photography, has testing players for "The Good
terprise.
purchased a 1936 model Leica cam- Earth" in New York.
Sidney Fox
T
T
T
era, Model G, which makes him a and Nai Tai Tai are among those
after

hospital

a

—

New

Justice Dept. Cases

Reported Near Completion
(Continued from Page

practically completed.

Billy
1)

The desk

of

Assistant

Attorney-Genei-al Russell
Hardy, who led the St. Louis fight,
is piled with papers relating to the

new

actions.

Questioned about the new moves,
Hardy said: "You don't ring bells
before shooting at the deer, do

you?"
Meanwhile

Assistant
AttorneyDickinson told The Film
Daily that the Department is preparing to go ahead with its plans
for the equity part of the St. Louis
case as soon as a judge can be

General

sworn

in.

Robert F. McGowan has been
signed by Paramount to direct "Too
Many Parents," scheduled to go into
production Jan. 2 with David Holt,

G-Man?
The

entire
length of M-G-M's
16 has been utilized to
18 luxuriously furnished and

stage No.

Benny Bartlett and Vir- erect
Weidler playing the four major ornately decorated executives
Lee,

ginia
children's roles.

being

offices

which will be seen in Clarence
»
Brown's production, "Wife vs. SecNorman Foster has been signed retary," in which Clark Gable, Jean
for "The Leavenworth Case," Re- Harlow
and
Myrna Loy share
public mystery feature, which has honors.
just gone into production.
Other
members of the cast are Donald
Arthur Rankin and Howard HickCook, Erin O'Brien-Moore, Warren man have been added to the cast
Hymer, Maude Eburne, Jean Rou- for "Hell Ship Morgan" in which
ver-ol,
Gavin Gordon and Frank George Bancroft and Ann Sothern
Sheridan.
Lewis D. Collins is di- play the leads, with Victor Jory
recting.
featured.
George Regas and Ralph
Byrd have already been signed for
this production which D. Ross LederAfter testing of over forty actors man is directing.
Harold Shumate
for the role. Rollo Lloyd has been authored the story.
»

••

given

tests.

Surveying Poster Results
is making a survey of results attained through its national
poster campaigns conducted over a
period of the past six months. Spring
posting in connection with product
to be released early next season will
be determined by the checkup.

M-G-M

ITOA Dropping Complaints
The I.T.O.A. is understood to have
abandoned its plan to protest to the
U.

S.

Attorney charging that various

alleged

distributor

practices

are

and anti-trust in character.
A committee representing the unit
had held several preliminary talks
illegal

member of the U. S. Attorney's office on the matter.

with a
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On Vita. Billiard Short
r\NE of the most elaborate
exploitation tie-ups ever effected for a single short subject
has been arranged by Vitaphone on its billiard reel, "P's

and Cues", featuring Ruth McGinnis, women's national pocket
billiard champion, and Charles
Peterson,

shot
trick
world's
The short is being
Dec. 8 simultaneously

champion.

released
with the beginning of National
Billiard Week and the opening
of the world's professional bil-

New

championship
liard
York. The campaign plan takes
advantage of this combination
with
in
a tie-up
of events
Brunswick - Balke - Collender,
billiard
of
manufacturers
Two 18x24 d'splay postables.
ters in two colors are being disOne
tributed by the company.
in

in yellow and black is
institutional in that it plugs
National Billiard Week, mentioning "P's and Cues" nromIts
inently near the bottom.
supplementary poster, in blue
and black, directly plugs the

poster

These posters are being
to billiard academies, churches and organizations.
A six-uage tie-up folder has
also been prepared which plugs
film.

distributed

Stills from the short
the film.
as well as billiard instructions
included.
are
beginners
for
These folders are being distributed to the same outlets as the

Personal anpearances
posters.
of billiard stars may be arranged by exhibitor? in key situations visited by th<» champions
Warner Bros,
during a tour.

exchanges have been advised to
cooperate wi + h exhibitors on
Exhibitors showing
this angle.
the short are being: advised to
cooperate with town's leading
billiard academy for (a) exhibition in lobbv or on stage (b)
reciprocal display of posters (c)
billiard instruction lectures in
lobby, passes may be given to
best amateur player^ as well
Meras special theater prizes.
chant tie-ups may be sought,
especially with sporting goods
stores. Postal Teleg v auh is exonerating with the distribution
of 1700 posters throughout the
country for National Billiard
Week. Photos u*ed on the display are stills from the Vitafilm.

— Warner

Bros.

exceptionally
for the

paign
ture,

fine

M-G-M

situation.
every
almost
Lowell was one of the cities
which Capt. Volney Phifer visited with an exact duplicate of
H.M.S. Bounty, the famed mutiny ship of the Eighteenth CenThis visit was sponsored
tury.
in

Its
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
object was to create an interest
in
the $1,000 Model Contest
which the theaters were "i-ged

to conduct
their local

in

conjunction with

a few
\^eeks prior to playing the picture.
At the time of Capt.
Phifer's visit to Lowell with the
replica of the "Bounty," Manager Silver started his cam-

newspaper just

paign by obtaining newspaper
contest
co-operation
for
the
which was to be held later and
broke every paper in town with
columns of publicity, three English speaking dailies and one
French daily running three-col.
cuts of Capt. Phifer and the

Manager

model.

Silver started

campaign four weeks in advance and locally offered prizes
of $10 cash and entry into the
his

National Contest as first prize;
$5 cash for second, $3 for third
and for the next best 25 models,
the builders to receive 2 guests
tickets to see "Mutiny on the
Bounty" when it played the
Strand. Working plans for the
construction of the model of the
"Bounty" were furnished contestants in the way of blue
prints and an exhibit of enlarged print was made in the theater lobby. The result was several

hundred

Lowell

entries.

knew

that the picture was coming to the Strand.
The plans
in miniature were published in
the "Evening Leader," the cooperating
newspaper,
across
four columns.
The newspaper
advertising cost was the regular

budget appropriation and both
the art work and exploitation
costs were under budget. Window displays in local book

theme
and News
Company carried banners and
broadcasts on their trucks were
Kresge

stores;

^ong

for

using

window

among

highlights.
Interest in
the contest was kept going by
live "news" stories daily and
kent the name and playdates
constantly before the public for

advance.
The verv
campaign, using all
regular mediums informed the
publ'c during and prior to the
showing dates.
Strand, LoweV Mass.

week=

in

ex-'erent

—

',

Wrri,n»ts Aid "Melody"

"Bounty" Model Contest
Spurs Interest in Picture

AN

December

EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

Wide-Flung Campaign Set

phone

Friday,

In St. Louis Opening

campic-

"Mutiny on the Bounty"

was put over by Manager Nat
Silver at the Strand Theater,
Lowell. Mass. which certainly
brought a great gross when he
played the picture.
The campa'gn is one that can be used

TN

exploiting

"The

the

opening

of

Melndv

Lingers On."
Reliance
production
starring
Josenhme Hutchinson and Geo.
Houston and released th^r^h
United Artists. Manager Harry
Greenman of the Fox Theater.
St. Louis, lined

town's

lead

ng

up many of the
merchants for

window display.-. A tie-up with
the local Western Union offices
resulted in having' 35 of their
windows display the special
in which
prominent
Gotham Gold Stripe

jumbo telegram blanks
picture

the

received

mention.
hosiery was instrumental in getting displays in the FamousBarr and Sonnenfeld's stores.
his
publicity,
up
Greenman had splendid cooperation from his local newspapers
that
the
fact
stressing
by
George Houston at one time

lining

In

was one

of the s'ngers at the

Two
Municipal Opera.
thousand special mailing pieces
were sent to their regular subTen thousand
scription lists.
auto door-knob hangers, with
"If you
the following copy:
liked 'Stella Dallas', 'The Sin
of Madelon Claudet' and 'Escape Me Never' here is a drama
local

Mother-Love You'll Never
Forget", were placed on cars
Through
throughout the city.
of

the co-operation of the local
Philco agency more than 200
streamers were placed on local
radio store windows plugging
A tie-up with
the picture.

Nome

Cara
for

displays

accounted
Hutchinson in

lipstick

on

Special
all local drug stores.
displays of books were arranged in the windows of FamousBarr, Stix-Baer-Fuller, Seruggs-

Vandervoort-Barnev and Hyke's
as well as at local department

—Fox,

stores.

St.

Louis.

Harrisburg Stores Aid
"Barbara Coast" Opening
jyjANAGER Sam Gilman

6,

1935

« «

on each with copy reading:
"Thar' Is Gilt-Edge Entertainment Here,
Podner Miriam
Hopkins, Edward G. Robinson
and Joel McCrea in 'Barbary
Coast' Now at Loews."
Loew's Regent,
Harrisburg, Pa.

—

—

Father and Son Week
For "O'Shaughnessy's Boy"
FINE campaign on "O-

A

Shaughnessy's Boy" was put
over by Manager F. L. Frechette at the Strand, Holyoke.
Among the stunts were the tieups with the Holyoke Produc-

Dairy Company which got
out 3,000 special heralds in the
form of collars that fitted over
the bottles and a 30 x 40 winers

dow card which was also carby all milk wagons and

ried

trucks; Western Union which
gave 3,000 circus heralds which
were
delivered
by
Western

Union messenger boys and special
Western Union windows;
inducing of

the

the

Mayor

of

Holyoke to issue a "Father and
Son Week" proclamation making the week that "O'Shaughnessy's Boy" played the Strand,
the official dates.
Of course
this broke in all the newspapers.
There were several large no
cost ads planted in the local

France - American,
GermanAmerican "Freitag" and Polish-American papers.
Through

Howard

M

Strickling of the M-GStudios at Culver City, tele-

grams

were promoted from
Cooper
and Wallace
Beery which were sent to the
Mayor and officials of the

Jackie
of

Loew's
Regent
Theater.
Harrisburg, arranged a number

"Community Chest Drive," then

of effective exploitation stunts
for the opening of "Barbarv

course

Goldwyn's
Samuel
Coast"
United Artists release starring
Miriam Hopkins, Edward G.
Robinson and Joel McCrea. A
week in advance of the opening
all local newspapers played up
the engagement with advance
Two
stories and star photos.
hundred window cards were

A
leading stores.
in
with the Murphy Store
"Barbary Coast Sundae"
accounted for a display of speimprinted napkins and
cially
window streamers. All employplaced

tie-uu
on a

ees
silk

Murphy's wore special
badges plugging the sun-

of

Local shoe dealers codae.
operated n gettin'g out a co-opnrativ^ ?d in Red Cross Shoes
;

in wh'ch the picture received
United
mention.
prominent
C'gar Scores tied in on the ten
Ten Cigars and used window

The

transcription was used over the local
vptUn st"*ion and all hotel and
"'o-M rlnh b^>nd« were supplied
For a
r"-he~trations.
with
street ballvhoo a girl in costume distributed novelty heralds with a new Lincoln penny

streamers.

special

running

the

in

town.

Of

also
broke the
in special news sto-

these

newspapers

The Polish Falcons with
and drum corps pa-

ries.

their

fife

raded on the opening day in
honor of their brother member
who launched the "Father and
Son" week in a speech from the
stage.
Red flares were burned
along the length of the parade.
On 5th day of show, Manager
Frechette issued a plea in local
asking male adults to
daily
adopt a fatherless or neglected
boy on the last two evenings of
the engagement, and it was
only necessarv for them to buy
an adult ticket and the boy
The
would be admitted free.
up
this
played
newspapers
Stores that had never
theater card before in
windows tied in on the

strong.

had
thei'-

a

Father and Son Week and Community Chest Drive in combination.

A

letter

of appreciation

heTtfe^ thanks was received by Manager Frechette
from the executive director of
the "Chest." The campaign was
and

the
and
good
exceptionally
g'-ns- for th° week jumped far
ahead of better than average.
Strand, Holyoke, Mass.

ON

EVERY SHOWMAN'S TONGUE
THE TALK IS 20th CENTURY-FOX!
"£ENSATIONAL!"

w

consecutive

the only

is

hits.

New

grasp of public demands
record

.

.

.

word

to describe this

blood,
.

.

amazing

succession of

daring showmanship, a complete

these are the keynote of this outstanding

."the keystone of your future." For example:

THANKS A MILLION
A

sensation throughout the nation!

runs, third

Hold-overs, continued

first

weeks, broken records!

MAN WHO

THE

BROKE THE

BANK AT MONTE CARLO
RONALD COLMAN

.

.

.

suave, electric, romantic ...

in his finest

performance.

SHOW THEM NO
Another trail-blazer

IN
Box

offices

are

now

.

.

.

MERCY!

another entertainment knockout!

OLD KENTUCKY
testifying to the

deep

affection which the

public holds for Will Rogers!

THE LITTLEST REBEL
"SHIRLEY TEMPLE'S best!" is the word important
flashed to newspaper readers of the land.

critics

have

KING OF BURLESQUE
stars by the dozen
smash dramatic musical of 1936
and
... in a show loaded with heart and happiness
DIFFERENT!

The

first

.

.

.

.

.

.

THE

DAILY
PENNA. SUNDAY DATES

BOOST EXCHANGE
i

(

ontinued from

Page

1

New "March

of

Time"

BIZ

{Continued from Pane

Despite

New England Antis

Sponsors of the plan to adopt a
as
reel
an
industry
standard are not alarmed over ac2,000-foot

Milwaukee Notes
Milwaukee
ie

critic for

— Howard Herzog, mov"The Milwaukee SentiDecember meet-

nel," addressed the

ing of the Better Films Council this
week.
Ben Katz, manager of the
Warner theater, served as toastmaster.

Fred Brown

mouth theater
addition

of

is

in

tion

)

also in those of heart disease, social
hyg'ene, child health, dental health
and industrial health.
Checks may be sent to Kent at
444 West 56th St. or to Thomas W.
Lamont, treasurer, New York Tuberculosis and Health Association,
The entire Busi386 Fourth Ave.
ness Groups Division of the Christmas Seal Campaign is under the
chairmanship of Alfred C. Howell,
vice-president of the Guaranty Trust
Co.

renovating the PlyPlymouth with the

air-conditioning
is

equip-

expected

—

addition

In

to

scheduling

its

Spring convention

for Chicago on
April 27-30, the S. M. P. E. has also
decided to stage its Fall convention
at Rochester, at a date as yet to be
selected.
Plans for the coming convention will be further developed at
a meeting of its board of governors
in New York on Jan. 10.
The society's committee on projection practices has formally endorsed the 2,000-foot reel as a standard and its committee on standards
within a few days will follow suit.

baby.
Now without work and no
food in the house for wife and baby.
The youngster lacked the necessary

proper clothing.

The Committee has

eased the blow for some time with
what little it could spare and still
take care of all the other cases just
as urgent. Sufficient food and cloth-

Funds were

ing has been provided.

advanced so that the mother and
babe could be sent back to her

home till such time as the
could get on his feet. But for

mother's

man

—

—

i

I

j

will

go

to

Alden,

la., to

manage

the

Mrs. Edna Sussman
Miss Addie Dannenberg

ager.

theater.

Oklahoma
Oklahoma City

City Items

— The

San Antonio Slants

—

San Antonio Out of ten local
houses, half have single and half
have double bills; Aztec, Empire,
Majestic, Prince, Texas are single;
Plaza,
Uptown, Highland
Park,
Harlandale, State are dual.
The
Palace has a mixed policy of first
and second-run doubles and singles.
The Palace will bring in a stage
attraction headed by Ollie DeBrow
the latter part of the month.
R. W. Barron, manager of the

Leo Klebanow
Ray Johnston
City
Photo Engraving
Corp.

Ben Amsterdam
William German
William Massce
Richard Brady

Moe
B.

Reisman
Stuart
Alicoate

Jack

Morris Goodman
J. A. Tanney
Cresson E. Smith

Hatrick

Max

many months.

C.

Lichtman

furnished.

vaude team.

By

C.

Pe'tijohn

Edward Curtis

Don Mersereau
Maurice Kann
Al

William Orr
Eddie Edelson
Leon Bamberger
Paul Lazarus

Rube Jackter
J.

S.

MacLeod

Charles
Felix
E.

C.

F.

Moskowitz

Feist

M. Orowitz

Again Seen;
Spring This Time

(Continued from Page

Moving Research Unit West
United
Research
Corp.,
which

Co

"Chick" Lewis
Marcus A. Benn

Streimer

Phil

Gil'ette

N. D. Golden
Charles A. Rossi

H. D. Behr
E

Don

Renee Carroll
George Gerhardt
Chas. A. Leonard
Edward McNamee
Quigley Publishing
Morris H. Kinzler

Wednesdays
H. M. Masters
The Alhambra Fridays.
Win. Barnett
was formerly conducted by Fox and
Ar'hur
Israel, Jr.
The Lyric, at Pryor, Okla., owned
has been dark since early spring.
Stella Hamlin
by W. P. Allred, is being remodeled
Tom Hamlin
The Abby, south side Milwaukee and
seating capacity increased.
Independent Film Exchange, was in Harry Weltz
neighborhood house, :s now being
The Criterion at Sapulpa is re- Martinez, Tex., recently on business. Herbert Berg
operated by Max Krofta, who for
Winf eld Andrus
modeling, refurnishing and adding
Visitors: Edward Nell, Jr., New
several years conducted the Capitol
new equipment.
York; Hilda Stanley, South Carolina;
in Racine.
The Abby has had sevGriffith's
Orpheum theater at Frank
City;
Nelson,
Oklahoma
eral operators in recent months, the
Okmulgee is being remodeled and Clark and McCullough, movie and Television
last being Frank Ratkowski.
newly
for

1)

name was constantly featured in
Meeting
print in the earlier and happier
Being Held in Rochester days — for him. He has a wife and

some time he has been afflicted with
a minor ailment that makes it hard
Pacific Northwest Notes
for him to attempt any very active
work.
Quite a tough problem to
Spokane, Wash. Members of the handle.
But the Committee is doMotion Picture Theater Owners of ing its
Iowa Items
darndest.
the Northwest held their regional
This is a typical example of the
meeting in the Hotel Davenpoi-t of
manner in which your dollars are
Des Moines A new high for the- this city this week.
Cecil Miller,
Do you know
ater attendance on Sundays was re- local president, and J. M. Hone, being put to work.
ported in Algona recently when secretary at Seattle, were principal of any better way to put your spare
attendance reached 10,000 patrons in speakers and discussed the evils of dollars to work? And you can surely spare a few for such a humanithe town's three theaters.
the walkathons and the new dart
tarian cause.
For your brothers in
Leo F. Wolcott's new car which games in Spokane.
was stolen from in front of h's the"A Midsummer Night's Dream" the industry who have found the
going tough with the breaks against
ater, the Grand at Eldora, was re- has been booked
to open Jan. 20 at
covered in Hays, Kans. Wolcott is the Music Hall, Seattle, according them.
So line up with the rest of
president of Iowa-Nebraska Allied to announcement of Al Oxtoby, Seat- the Regular Fellows listed below. It
Theater Owners.
will do you a lot of good to see your
tle exchange manager for Warner.
Gordon Davidson, Royal manager
Another flock
"In Old Kentucky" has been held name listed there.
at LeMars, is recovering from in- over at
the Paramount of Portland. of names are being added daily, as
juries received in an auto accident
James Keefe, of the winning Irish you will note:
near Sioux City. "Doc" Graham of smile, formerly a doorman at the
Louis Nizer
A. M. P. A.
Allen, Neb., is in charge of the Royal
Alan Freedman
Fox Theater of Spokane, has re- Harold Hendee
until Davidson's recovery, when he
Anonymous
Jerome
Cohen
J.
turned there as new assistant manSardi's Restaurant

Empress, operated by Standard Theaters and
built about 30 years ago has closed
The Alhambra in Milwaukee is down indefinitely. Too many theaslated
to
reopen Christmas Day
ters in the city is said to have
with stage show and films under the
caused the closing.
direction of L. K. Brin, former opThe Plaza now changes its proerator of the Garden, first-run dark
grams on Sundays,
and
ment. The rebuilt house
to be ready by spring.

1935

2,000-Ft. Reelers Confident S.M.P.E. Fall

of New England operators in
opposing the changeover as no other
objection has been so far expressed
by other projectionists' locals, it was
stated yesterday.
All major companies, with the except inn of UniverKent Heads M. P. Division sal, which has not as yet rendered
its decision, have approved the move.
In Christmas Seal Drive
The committee in charge of the
plan in behalf of major outfits
ontinued from Pane
meets at the Hays office Tuesday to
Tuberculosis and Health Association, work out details in connection with
which opened Thanksgiving Day and new exchange equipment made necruns until Christmas.
essary by the switchover.
Kent is writing letters to h's associates explaining the activities of
the Association, which works not
only in the field of tuberculosis, but
1

6,

THE FUND NEEDS YOU

I

basis for the little fellows. Increased number of houses put into operation lately, on account of better
conditions in the steel mills as well
as due to the Sabbath shows, also
has helped matters.

c

December

ANOTHER REASON WHY

Next Week

Ninth issue of "March of Time" will be released next week by RKO Radio.
Topics
include Dr. Francis Townsend and hs old-age pension plan; Manchukuo and the JapanChina crisis in North China, and the U S Stcret Service and Coast Guard battling
with narcotic smugglers.

tended playtime and revivals on the
part of majors had curtailed and
delayed the lifting of independent
product, but the situation now is
reported on a much more favorable

i

Issue

Friday,

1)

dozen television sets in eastern lob-

Ruth Roland to Broadcast
Pathe May Get Extra from DuPont b'es or railroad stations, said Prof.
Ruth Roland, now in the east,
Pathe is understood slated to re- Webb, who added that programs will
will be featured over the air on ceive a substantial extra dividend be sent from a central transmitting
("al., where the company headed by
the Hammerstein program Dec. 16. from DuPont soon.
The former unit and will be picked up by small
Homer G. Tasker will locate on the The deal was arranged by Gertrude company is reported to own 3,500 receiving sets using screens about
Warner lot.
Turtchin and Matty Rosen.
18x24 inches.
shares of DuPont stock.
Warner-First

National controls, is
moving from the East to Burbank,

/

COME ON REINDEERS
GOT TO MAKE THAT

!/ IA/eVe

A MP A

CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON

DEC. l9 +h

THE HOTEL ASTOR

I
^-~

~

•!

at
•

Ill^lll—

3rd Annual

A

M

P R

Xmas Luncheon
For Benefit
Copy

and

layout

by

Milton

—

National Screen Service Engra\
by Pioneer-Moss, Inc.

RELIEF FUND

Hotel Astor
Sharp

12:45

of

FILM DAILY
Silver,

Tickets $2- 00

Call Paul Benjamin for tickets

National

Screen

BRyant 9-9800

Service.

.

&Jr
William Boehnel, ace movie reviewer, together
with Morris Helprin, wrote this aviation thriller
of death in the clouds. Rated
film scribes in the country,

one

of the best

Boehnel has written

an absorbing drama that can serve as a good
working model for movie writers. It has suspense, timing, characterization and unfolds a
logical, well-told story.

The Trade Press says:

enure n
LANDING

with

ESTHER RALSTON
ONSLOW STEVENS

TOBY WING
SIDNEY

BLACKMER

EDDIE NUGENT
An M. H.HOFFMAN

BROWN

Original story by William Boehnel

and Morris Helprin • Adaptation
and screen play by W. Scott Darling

AND

THRILLS IN

excitement and suspense to the

stains the

end

.

.

twists

.

.

.

.

the narrative has

and

original

moments

its

its

.

.

.

mystery

of suspense

major situations and

developments

original

—Film Daily

surprises.

drama, having

the picture makes

—Motion

IS

.

.

rapid-fire

good

ingredients for heightening

terest.

JANUARY

many

a continually interesting

use of

>Sl

SUSPENSE

MURDER MYSTERY' OF AIRPLANE CRIME
THAT WILL PLEASE ... a drama that su-

production

Directed by MELVILLE

GOOD

PACKS

in-

Picture Daily

REPUBLIC

MONTH

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-IF DAILY
VOL.

68.

NO.

NEW

134
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Warner Withdrawal Ends Gov't-Ascap Suit— Mills

PARAMOUNT NETS $737J91
Deal for Theaters Holds Up
Want Film Company

First
to Acquire Full Interest in Circuit

Apart from

THE HONOR LIST
Begins

The heavy

differences over price
be paid by Lehman Brothers-Atlas for the 20th Century-Fox stock
held by the Chase group, a major

through

factor which is at the moment holding up this deal is a desire to complete the move under which the producing-distributing company will ac-

this

to

(Continued on Page

3)

Monday.
the

look

to

artillery

with

like
is

a

that

contributions

very

are

ST, LOUIS ACTION

Russell Hardy, special assistant
Attorney-General in charge of the
actions
Louis
St.
Government's

Warners,

against

Paramount and

conferred in New York on
Thursday on the pending equity
was learned yesterday.
it
case,
Hardy has now returned to Washington, where he makes his head-

RKO,

recently
quarters.
lost its conspiracy suit against the
The equity case
film companies.
goes to trial as soon as a judge is

The government

selected.

International Film Bureau
Is Established in Paris
p ar
has

i

s

Film Bureau
—International here
for the

been

organized

clearing of pictures and the ProtecAll
tion of authors' copyrights.^
European countries are adhering to

U.
it except Holland and England.
producers also have not joined.

Producers and Unions Confer
the major producing companies and union officials will confer
tod=y on the jurisdictional dispute between the I.A.T.S.E. and the I.B.E.W.
question
the
that
understood
is
It
the
from
me<n
I.B.E.W.
ousting
of
upon,
touched
be
will
studios
coast
alleged
of
question
the
well
as
as
studios.
the
in
discrimination
union
Leo Spitz, president of RKO Radio, arrived here last night to attend the con-

Heads

ference.

of

S.

generous.

Space does not permit running the Honor

Committee

is:

Film

"Watch

It

Philanthropic Planting to

Grow!"

Relief

Daily

make

it

BLOCK MOVES TO STOP

Watch
Roll

today.

We're counting on you

Fund.

for

the

The
to

names

slogan of

do some of

grow.

A.

W.SMITH OUTLINES

WARNER

FILM PLANS

part
Specialization in variety of stoVarious legal moves on the
stop the an- ries with world-wide appeal will be
to
stockholders
small
of
on continued as a production policy by
nual meeting of Warner Bros,
Monday in Wilmington have all been Warners, with no following up of
applications cycles, said Andy W. Smith, Jr., exetwo
with
defeated,
In cutive in charge of eastern and Candenied by the courts yesterday.
Judge adian sales, in addressing the closyesterday
Court
Federal
NorBondv denied the application of the ing session of the company's division sales conference at the Walthat
man Johnson, whooncharged
Page 3)
dorf-Astoria yesterday.
(Continued
Smith said that the financing of

Fairbanks to Produce
"Marco Polo" in China
London— Douglas Fairbanks has
formed a company to go to China
and start early production of his rethe
cently announced film based on
Marco Polo.
life and adventures of
A studio-yacht, with a laboratory
(Continued on Page 2)

Estimated Para.
Quarter Subject
to Annual Audit

$737,791

GROWING!

Banner Campaign for the

Net

Estimated net of $737 791 is announced by Paramount for the third
quarter of the current year, after
deducting various charges and interest on debentures.
The results are subject to annual
audit by public accountants and do
not include the operations of Olympia Theaters Inc. and its subsidiaries
in receivership whose operations do
not affect the current earnings of
Paramount Pictures. Operations of
(Continued on Page

BRISKIN DICKERING
12 FILMS FOR

S.

Butterfield circuit

WARNER

Settlement Approved

The resignation of the Warner
music firms from Ascap has destroy-

ed the government's chances of proving Ascap a monopoly, it was said
Detroit
Inc., yesterday by E. C. Mills, general
Theaters,
J.
&
B.
formed
has
Johnson, manager of Ascap.
in partnership with Allen
owner of the Our and Royal the"If we were a monopoly before,
The new
aters in Grand Rapids.
build
immediately
we
are 40 per cent less now that the
will
corporation
Rapids Warner music firms have resigned,"
a $125,000 house in Grand
and will take over several neigh- Mills said. "The government has no
borhood spots there, according to
"
suit
booker.
J. O. Brooks, chief

W.

ON

—

—

Chancellor J.
Wilmington, Del.
O. Wolcott yesterday approved the

proposed settlement between Senator Daniel 0. Hastings, receiver for

General

Grand Rapids Partnership

3)

Takes Over

9

Forms

in

Sam Briskin, former Columbia
studio executive, will produce 12
pictures for Warner-First National
provided a deal now nearing com(Continued on Page 3)
pletion goes through, according to
yesterday.
sources
authoritative
Italian Gov't
Briskin would work at the old Waron Western Ave. at the
Pittaluga Film Concern ner studios
Coast and put up half of the financing, with Warners providing the
Rome Pittaluga Films is being rest
of the money, it is understood.
taken over by the Government. The
Pittaluga theaters will be acquired
by Societa Immobiliare Cinemato- All-Continent-G.T.E.
grafica Italiana.

Sees Gov't-Ascap Suit Killed
By Warner Firms Withdrawal
Butterfield Circuit

Buy

Atlas' 20th-Fox

getting into action with a slew of the big execs coming

HARDY CONFERS HERE WARNER ANNUAL MEET

ON

IS

THIRDUARTN

IN

Theaters

Equipment,

Inc.,

(Continued on Page 7)

Allied Convention Sails
in the
group, the Allied Theaters of New Jertoday
sails
contingent
convention
sey
aboard the Monarch of Bermuda on a
hold
will
cruise during which the unit
Only
adjourned annual meeting.
its
one business session, for the election
Sidney
scheduled.
is
of a president,
induced
E. Samuelson is expected to be
has
he
though
office,
to continue in
indicated he doesn't desire re-election.

With more than 60 exhibitors

—

—
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Fairbanks to Produce
"Marco Polo" in China
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LUPE VELEZ, MR. and MRS. HERBERT T.
MRS. HAL ROACH,
of Technicolor,
ROBERT KATSHER, Viennese writer under MG-M contract, and CLIFFORD WHITLEY, London theatrical producer, are sailing from New

KALMUS

on the Me de France for abroad.
BERNARD FAY, author, MARGARET ETTINGER
of Technicolor, and AL TRAHAN and YUKONA
CAMERON also sail on the same ship.

— Lichtbildbuehne,
La
— P. A. Harle,Cour-

St., W. I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris

Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de
des-Noues,

la

HARDY,

RUSSELL
General,
York.

special assistant Attorney
returned to Washington from New

has

Park, Cleveland,
to that city.

TED CURTIS
Rochester

DON

trip

MR.
and

to

and
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HAMMERSTEIN
New York on
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Agnew

to

Make

York Jan. 3 for
coast.

a

F.
AGNEW leaves New York
swing around his branch offices.

Vi

Vi

Vs
Vi
Vi'

Contacting his field force for the
time since his designation as
Paramount vice-president in charge

M-G-M Unit

Nova

at

ema

Scotia

—

Nova Scotia With a cintechnical staff and full camera

equipment

2

Jan.

of Modern Merchandisleaves by plane today for Hollywood to
engage a coast contact man to succeed the
late Ivan St. Johns.

ing

BEN JUDELL of Chicago is at the Astor.
S.
KRELLBERG leaves Thursday for

S.

Florida

a

vacation.

AYLESWORTH

M. H.

wood about Dec. 15.
LEO SPITZ and NED
yesterday

by

plane

E.

from

WILLARD McKAY
New York.

has

return

Roband
Harry Marble, assistant cameramen; Art William, technician, and
Doctor Douglas Murray of Halifax.
Harbor scenes will be shot in Hali-

from Holly-

DEPINET
the

gone

arrived
coast.
to

late

Hollywood

Fred W. Lange Heads
Films Para, in Paris
Fred W. Lange, Paramount's genforeign

zaroti, head cameraman; Bob
erts, cameraman; Al Scheving

fax.
will

Vi

Vg

will dis-

aboard, the Gloucester
schooners Imperator and Mary F.
Curtis have arrived here and are
JACK COHN will not arrive in New York
awaiting a good hearty blow to film
until the week-end, as his plane from the coast
storm scenes for the M-G-M screen
was grounded at Albuquerque.
HARRY GOETZ'S return to New York from version of Kipling's "Captains Couthe coast has been delayed until today owing rageous", in which Franchot Tone
to bad flying conditions.
and Freddie Bartholomew play the
R.
K.
HAWKINSON, Latin-American divi- leads.
The party includes Ewing
sion manager for RKO Radio, arrives tomorrow
Scott, unit director; Harold Marfrom Havana.
for

Tour of Exchanges

l'/i

which United Artists

Canso,

New

from

coast.

film,

York

Monday from Hollywood.

on

1)

take the party of
players and technicians to China.
Fairbanks has not decided whether
he personally will appear in the
will

tribute.

BERNARD WALDMAN

stopover at the
Majestic en route
a

with

Paramount

MARKS

CECIL
from

trip

'/2

+

19

today

Washington.

New York representative for
Productions, arrived in Hollyyesterday for a looksee and conference
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Finds Wm. Fox Seriously 111
William Fox must remain in bed
six weeks longer and must be free
from worry for several months or
the results may prove fatal, according to a report submitted to Supreme Court Justice Wasservogel by
Dr.

Israel

Feinberg,

L.

first

eral

of
distribution,
Neil
F.
Agnew
leaves New York Jan. 2 for a visit
to all his branches on a trip which

head Films Paramount, new company which has been organized at
Paris to combine the organization's
distribution and exhibition operations in France and Belgium.
The counsel for Golde.

representative,

will

who

jour-

neyed to Toronto under direction of
the court to examine Fox to determine whether he could appear at
the trial of a $600,000 suit brought
Trial
against him by Louis Golde.
of the Golde action was slated to
come up shortly. Max D. Steuer is

occupy six weeks.
Joe Unger
and Charles Reagan, Paramount di- new corporation will begin to funcRKO Signs Victor Moore
early in tion Jan. 1.
John W. Hicks, who
do pfd
48 Vi 48% 48 Vi + 1% visional sales managers,
Victor Moore, stage comedy star
January will visit their own ex- handled the changeover, returns to
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
changes. Purpose of the contacts is New York Wednesday from Europe. now on tour in "Anything Goes,"
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Warner's 6s39
Union, succeeding Sol D'AgosNEW YORK CURB MARKET
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Other new officers are Wm.
Sonotone Corp
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M. Snyder, vice president; David
Technicolor
19% 18% 19% + %
"Cassidy"
Starts
4th
Sherman
Karpess, rec.-secretary; Lou Kaplan,
4% 4% 4%
Trans-Lux
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY financial secretary; Arthur Connolly,
It is an interesting fact
Sherman's sergeant-at-arms, and Sol B. Fine,
Harry
Hollywood
that many Executives in
fourth "Hop-Along Cassidy" gets business agent. Because none of the
this industry Use
under way this week with the com- five candidates for treasurer received
pany on location at Kernville. Cast a majority of the votes cast, a runFILM DAILY
includes William Boyd and Jimmy off election will be held for this post
Reference Books in
20th
20th

.

Warner

.

9%

Bros

29Vi
9

22 Vi

Va

will

+ Va
9% + %

29%

SERVICE!
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M.

J.

Elsie

O'Toole

A.

Allen

M. Brentinger
Marcus

Ellison, who are co-featured, Muriel
Evans, George Hayes, Willie Fung,
Chester Conklin, Hank Mann, Jim
Mason, Al Hill, John Merton and
Howard Bretherton
Al Bridges.
will again direct, with Archie Stout
Tentative title is
at the lenses.
Protege,"
Cassidy's
"Hop-Along
from Clarence E. Mulford's book.
Adaptation is by Doris Schroeder,
with screenplay by Doris Schroeder
and Vernon Smith.

Lee
Marcella

Albani

A. Minneapolis Branch Moves
Minneapolis
The local United

TJ.

Paul

Bryan

Cavanagh

Wallace Worsley
Fred Herkowitz

Foy

William

S.

Hart

—

Exchange

now

located
on 1109 Currie Ave. instead of 1109
First Ave.

Artists

is

in a few weeks.
The new
assume their positions Dec.

officers
16. The

Allied executive board passed a
resolution commending D'Agostino
for his work as president.

Preference

and

tion
in

their

Another

the cast of the film version of the
Theater Guild hit.

"Your Uncle Dudley," 20th Century-Fox release, opens at the Center next week, with "Charlie Chan's
Secret,"
follow.

from the same

studio,

to

InformaData

own

files

compelling reon Film Daily

flection

"Ah, Wilderness" for Center Thea.
M-G-M's "Ah, Wilderness," has
been set to open at the Center Theater on Christmas Day.
Wallace
Beery and Lionel Barrymore head

to
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DEAL FOR THEATERS

PARAMOUNT REPORTS

DELAYS ATLAS BUY

$737,791 IN QUARTER

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

companies

quire 100 per cent control of National Theaters, which operates the

Fox West Coast

was

circuit, it

owned

re-

Twentieth Cenported yesterday.
tury-Fox at present owns 42 per
cent of National, while the Chase
interests control 58 per cent.

• • • AN UNUSUAL campaign to reach people whose
attendance at motion picture theaters is limited
with Warners sending Dr. Richard Burton, the literary critic, out on an
advance lecture tour for "A Midsummer Night's Dream"
to date he has addressed more than 35,000 people in addition
to many radio broadcasts
Dr. Burton's talks were before
audiences of leading educational, social and political figures in
the key cities where the picture was booked
the endorsements and approvals thus obtained from these leaders has had
a lot to do with the grosses of "Dream" in these territories

Block Moves to Stop

Warner Annual Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

notice of the meeting to approve the
settlement of the claims of the cor-

poration
brothers

against

Warner

the

• • • THE HIT songs of Jerome Kern from Lily Pons'
Dream Too Much" will be heard on the "American Album

legally insufficient and
Judge Bondy said there

was

deceptive.

day denying the application in the
action of Pepper vs. Warners. Judge
Callahan said "it sufficiently appears
that the plaintiff became a stockholder solely for the purpose of

A.

"Scrooge," British production being released here by Paramount,
booked as a special holiday attraction in Loew houses, will have its
first showing Dec. 13 at Loew's Orpheum, Yorkville, for four days.

Loew's Mayfair
get

it

in

Times Square

Dec. 18-19.

Showing Anti-War Short

As

a

special

added

Detroit

will

attraction,

"Why," an animated cartoon against
war, will be shown on the program
"Kameradschaft," tomorrow
with
evening at 6:30 and 9 o'clock at the
New School for Social Research,
when the New Film Alliance will
present the German director, G. W.
Pabst, who will talk about the making of his film, "Kameradschaft."

New

Doings

—

Detroit With the return of William Elliott to the United Detroit
Theaters circuit this week after an
absence of several years, and his appointment as manager of the State,
Roy Miller has gone over to the Ramona, while Milton Schwartz shifted from the Ramona back to the
Fisher.

New

Orleans

— Setting of

the deal

1935-36

here.

For the first time since the dark
days of the depression, all but two
of this city's commercial area theaters were open this week. With the
Palace and the Strand reopened, the
number of film houses in the commercial area jumped to twelve. The
Tulane also opened as a legitimate
house with "Three Men on a Horse."
Only dark spots now are the Crescent and the Dauphine.

leased it to
the St. Cloud Theater Corp. Improvements costing about $20,000,
include new sounding walls.
will
Mayor-elect Alvin Stone, manager
of the St. Cloud theater, will also
be in charge of the New Washing-

Jack H. Ross, Lansing operator,
reported planning a new suburban
house there.
Gregg Koerner, manager of Film
Truck Service's Chicago office, made
a flying visit here this week.
Bernard Samuels has succeeded
Joseph Dailey as manager of the
Loop Theater.
Cassidy
"Mutiny on the Bounty" is the 1,500-seater, in Saginaw.
also has leased the De Luxe, closed
first film since "House of Rothschild", nearly two years ago to run for about a year.
Packard Motor Co. has bought out
three weeks at the United Artists
Theater.
the Fox Theater for an employes
Wade Allen is preparing the Fine party Dec. 20.
Arts Theater for opening Dec. 25.
Mac Krim, circuit owner, is doubAmusement Supply is re-equipping ling as actor in a Jam Handy com-

ton.

the house.

Acquire Jersey House
The
Washington, N. J.

—

Washington

theater,

closed

July, has been taken over

New
since

by John

W. Woolston, who has

is

Audrey

Leytell,

Film

Board

of

Trade secretary, spent the first half
Asks Renewal of Legion Pledge
of the week in New York on official
pastors
asked
has
Hayes
Cardinal
husiriGSS*
their
have
to
diocese
his
throughout
Nat Holt, RKO division manager,
next Sunday congregations renew the
reports that the Downtown
denies
Decency.
of
Legion
pledge of the
Results toward clean films in the
past year are lauded by the Cardinal
in his letter to the pastors.

will close.

William

A.

Cassidy

consttuction of the

New

has begun
Dreamland,

mercial.

Jay Conover has resigned as short
subject booker at the Fox exchange
to join Ernst & Ernst, accountants.
David Flayer, former theater
owner here, has taken over the Amo
Theater from the Edward Pasco
His brother, Abe Flayer,
circuit.
will

manage

it.

Jr. Outlines

palys, which also is to be
continued by Warners, is proving a
successful method of obtaining new
and varied material for the screen.
Outlining the coming WarnerFirst
National-Cosmopolitan
releases, Smith listed "Captain Blood,"
"Story of Louis Pasteur", "Dangerous", "Ceiling Zero", "The Petrified
Forest" and the "Singing Kid"
among early releases illustrating
the company's aims for variety
and universal appeal.
Following

Orleans Notes

M-G-M's

W. Smith

Broadway

product to
play the Saenger circuit was negotiated by Tom Connors, M-G-M chief

for

wholly-

Warner Bros. Film Plans

.

"Scrooge" Opens Dec. 13

not

(Continued from Page 1)

"I
of

• • • A NEAT campaign is being handled by Walter
tieing in several of the producing companies
Reichenbach
with Kislav Gloves and their new innovation fashion of two-tone
a swanky studio
gloves to match accessories and costumes
party at the Vanderbilt Hotel got the campaign off to a running
Irene Dunne's protege,
start with smart girls modeling
this glove concern has a stunning
Miss Reid, was there
advertising novelty that the picture companies can use. ... .a
it's an
giant paper match book done in silver and blue
Jean Arthur will broadcast during the Rudy
eye-knockout
George Jessel opens at
Vallee hour over WEAF on Dec. 12
the Versailles on Monday

bringing this litigation."
Warners at present have some 38,000 stockholders.

are

are included only to the extent that
dividend income has been received
therefrom.
As indicated in connection with
publication of the preceding guarter's earnings, the adverse effect of
the studio reorganization undertaken
early in the year will continue to be
reflected in the operating figures for
the fourth quarter.

Familiar Music" hour over the NBC network Sunday
18
Kern melodies will be heard, and the songs from the RKO Radio
feature will be sung by Frank Munn, tenor, and Lucy Monroe,
soprano

was no fraud in the transaction and
was no irreparable injury.
Supreme Court Justice Callahan
also handed down an opinion yester-

that there

which

or substantially wholly-owned

these films will come "Anthony Adverse",
"Green
Pasteurs",
"Colleen", "Adventures of Robin Hood",
"Angel of Mercy" and "Three Men

on a Horse".

The men were

also addressed by
Charles Einfeld, executive in
charge of advertising and publicity;
Bob Mochrie, assistant to Smith;
Dr. Richard Burton, literary advisor
S.

to

Warners

on

"A

Midsummer

Night's Dream"; Pat O'Brien and
Joe E. Brown, the latter two in
town on vacation.
meeting which
Following
the
broke up about 6 P. M. the following men left for their respective
territories

Ray S. Smith, Albany; Thomas B.
Spry, Boston; H. A. Seed, Buffalo;
Nat Furst, New Haven; W. G. ManCharles Rich,
Philadelphia;
sell,
Pittsburgh; Robert Smeltzer, Washington, D. C; Al Shmitken, Cincinnati; M. Mooney, Cleveland; F. E.
North, Detroit; Oscar Kuschner, InHarry Decker, New
dianapolis;
York and Brooklyn; Harry Hummell, New Jersey; and H. O. Paynter of Toronto.
These mid-winter sales meetings,
which will supplement the regular
meet in the
sales
international
spring, will be an annual affair,
stated Smith.
Leon B. Lewis Heads Lions
Fort Worth— Leon B. Lewis, manager of the New Liberty Theater,
has been elected president of the
Fort Worth Lions Club.
"Annie Oakley" for Astor
Radio's "Annie Oakley" will
probably go into the Astor following "Land of Promise" under a deal
now being worked out.

RKO

DAILV
»

THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES

-

—

Miami Beach M. Shapiro & Sons,
which sponsored the opening of the
French Casino in New York City,
has arranged for an elaborate stage
sound re-enforcement system to be
installed in the new French Casino
night club here. The equipment includes six velocity type microphones
and a combination of four directional
baffle loudspeakers, with associated

mixing and amplifier panels.

—

1

Don't take a chance on
losses

—

through

resale

Falls

lock and key in a

Gold Seal or

who with her husband

modern

ment

in

GETTING YOUR MONEY'S V
By

is

—

On
At

manufacturers show their new

colors,

new improvements, new

Fidelity sound.

throughout the country.

—James

Constantino has

is

the "last word"

—

Newellton, La. E. J. Hawks has
purchased a new sound unit for the
Hawkins.
(Continued on Page 6)

The theater owner,

wear exceedingly

FOR ALL HIGH INTENSITY PROJECTOR
LAMPS WITH NON-ROTATING POSITIVES
National SUPREX Carbons, developed by the
Research Laboratories of National Carbon
pany,

Inc.,

Com-

put High Intensity Projection within the

economic reach of theatres of every

best

budgets,

is

well,

is

in

New

York.

New
Soon

to

modernize to obtain carpet that

coverings.

he

if

to

is

buy with an eye to value, should

not only attractive

and that

requirements,

will

in

appearance, but that

continue

particularly

to

possess

The type

for

that

will

same

of carpet that

with

exhibitors

limited

the velvet weave.

Manufacturers,

in

recent years, have spent a great deal of money

physical and chemical research, resulting

in

conclusive proof that Velvet

Carpets are extremely durable under the severest conditions of theater
wear.

Wear

class.

these

fills

in

carpets.

ideas are introduced.

attractive appearance after years of hard use.

NATIONAL SUPREX CARBONS

of

January, therefore, offers a splendid opportunity

in floor

choose a carpet that

lines

the hands of carpet contractors

in

is

owners who are planning

to theater

wood.

York, N. Y.

time,

this

1936, the Floor Covering Opening occurs

6,

afterwards the new merchandise

Syracuse

GENERAL REGISTER
CORPORATION
1540 Broadway, New

January

Seneca Amusement Enterprises, has
been replaced with new RCA High

replaced the old sound in his Elm-

W.JI

Sales Manugefd

The sound equip- designs,
new
the Uptown, operated by

Lynn, Mass.

Model "H".

BUSINESS

C.

interested in a number of other theaters in this vicinity, has purchased
a new portable sound equipment for
use in an as yet unnamed theater.

under

tickets

Neb.— Mrs. Oscar

City,

Johnson,

and misappropriation.
Keep your

EQUII

New York New sound reproducing equipment has been installed in
the new 600-seat Mermaid, in Coney
Island, by Howard Lesser, manager,
who also operates the Glenwood and
Quinton.
Rubin Greenbaum is the
owner.

TICKETS

A«E MONEY

r

« «

—

Louis New sound equipment
is to be installed in the Academy at
Ironton, Mo., recently acquired by
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Karsch of
Flat River, Mo., who operate, as a
part of their chain, the Ritz, Farmington, Mo.; the Odeon, Bonne Terre,
Mo.; the Roseland, Flat River, Mo.,
and the Roxy at Leadwood, Mo. They
are also re-equipping the Roseland.
St.

Saturday, Dec. 7, 1935

Carefully selected wools
tests

make up the

show that the kinds

of wool used

wear of as much as 100 per cent.
also an important factor in

pile

yarns

these carpets.

in

may cause

a difference in

The cleaning and dyeing

wear; the

pile

yarns

in

of the wool

is

Velvet Carpets are not

subjected to the same severe dyeing conditions as those

in

Wiltons and

BUYING CARPETS,
AND SERVICING OF AF
IN

COMPLETE FURNISHINGS
FOR

mm x 12 inch Suprex Cored Positive
mm x 9 inch Suprex Cored Negative
8 mm x 12 inch Suprex Cored Positive
6.5 or 7 mm x 9 inch Suprex Cored Negative

7

6

THE THEATER
42-50 Amperes

56-65 Amperes

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Carbon Sales

Division, Cleveland,

Unit of Union Carbide

Branch Sales Offices
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PLY CORP.

Ohio

and Carbon Corporation

Pittsburgh

>

Chicago

San Francisco

AIR CONDITIONING
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ENT
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EQUIPMENT

—

Chicago
A
sprocket sound on
been brought out
marketed by the
Co.,

of

machine,

Chicago.
it is

new

16mm,

film projector

and

is

NOTES
— W. N.

FIELD

all

has

now being

Holmes Projector
Features of the

said, include all shaft
no belts or chains,

driven, with
straight sound aperture, direct beam
of light on sound track and photo

Cleveland

«

«

Skirboll

of
Skirboll Bros., operating houses in
Cleveland,
Toledo,
Massillon and
Mansfield, has completed installation
of a Carrier heating, cooling and refrigeration system in the Grand,
Massillon, a 421-seat house.
This
is said to be one of the smallest
houses in the country with this

hold-back sprocket and filtered equipment.
sound sprocket. Another outstanding feature which no other 16mm
Salt Lake City
The National
machine has, the company claims, is Theater Supply Co., under the mana speedometer that shows at a glance agement of A. R. Brake, announces
the speed it is running.
The pro- it has recently completed installajector is being distributed in the east tion of the latest upholstered seats
by the Ruby Camera Exchange.
in the local Rialto and the State
theaters, managed by Joe Lawrence;
New York A new catalogue, re- and in the Cress, Provo, Utah, under
plete with added items and many re- the direction of M. S. Smartt.
visions so as to bring the entire line
of electrolytic, paper, mica and other
Cincinnati Fred Gross is remodcondensers, as well as several types eling, redecorating and increasing
cell,

—

BUILDERS
IN
MMEL
E

FLOOR COVERINGS

—

—

ider Carpet Co.

other types of carpets.
bility

This factor contributes to a difference

in

dura-

—

of 50 per cent or more.
In addition,

wear

tests

show conclusively that the density

weight

or

of the pile wool in each cubic inch of pile has an important relation to

wear

life.

A

well-known quality such as Crestwood and comparable

Velvets of the better kind have an unusually high density of

As

of exhibitors

who

pleted at the Rialto here,
Tri-States Theater Corp.

now designed

the choice of the majority

is

to

of the wearing quality of Velvet Carpet,

combine color

clarity,

A new

Tecumseh, Neb.
installed

and

—Fay

Honey has

new

has

seats in the Tecumseh
given the walls celotex

treatment.

—

Danbury, Conn. Morris Gans &
Burke, S. D. C. Gehlsen has renopainting and decorating contractors of Ansonia, Conn., have vated the front of his theater and
been awarded a contract to redeco- hung a new Neon sign.
rate two Warner theaters here.
{Continued on Page 6)

—

Co.,

decorative qualities; they

in

harmony, proper motif, and

other elements of desirable appearance which

fit in

\

with the latest deco-

VS^

rative trends.

The manifold advantages

owned by

foyer and canopy, and new seats
and a cooling system are included.

wool.

require a carpet in which beauty and wear go hand

With the development

hand.

it

there has been a corresponding development
are

pile

—

a result of this careful testing and study, manufacturers have

developed Velvet Carpet to a point where

in

of resistors, up to the anticipated the capacity to 600 seats in the
standards and requirements, has Majestic at Brooksville.
been put out by the Aerovox Corp.
Detroit McArthur Theater Equipof Brooklyn, N. Y.
ment Co. has sold Brenkert En-Arc
Lamps for the Rialto, operated by
Boone, la.
Improvements J. C. Ritter, and to the Plaza at
amounting to $5,000 are being com- Lansing, Mich.

of buying a reputable, well-known

make

Any

carpet from a reliable dealer cannot be overemphasized.

v

/

^Sr

-<*&=

of

of the

well-known Velvet Carpets, such as Alexander Smith's Crestwood,

will

prove a sound investment, but almost as important as the quality of the

carpet

is

To be

the organization from which you buy.

a satisfactory job, purchase from a contractor
ties of laying

carpet and

who

is

absolutely sure of

who knows

the technicali-

prepared to give you service, when and

if

service should be needed.

ALSO THE REPUTATION
PONSIBLE CONTRACTOR

"REDHEADS ON PARADE"
Speaking of lovely figures — have you seen the

All Set to Serve You
National

Service

never relaxes.

It

is

ment

/

of

KNOWN

QUALITY.

projectors.

Send for catalog.

SERVE your

theatre.

Only equip-

Carpets, seating,

National

is

St.

or Office Nearest

You

New

screens,

PREPARED

NATIONAL TH EATRE SUPPLY
92 Gold

and Wool Velvet Carpets? They

ready to help your

renovation, re-equipment and repair problems.

new

patterns in Alexander Smith Crestwood, Premier
thing to get excited over

.

.

.

really are

some-

additional reasons

why

famous qualities in the majority
of the country's most successful theatres.
you'll find these

to

CO.

York, N. Y.

ALEXANDER SMITH

CAIIPfiT

THE

%&!

DAILY

THEATER IMPROVEMENT NOTES
from Page
Weldon, N. C— The Opera
Roanoke Rapids, N. C.— Halifax
(.Continued

EQUIPMENT FIELD NOTES

4)

House

soon be operating with a new
equipment in the Rialto at Weldon, sound system.
and Roy Rowe, of Burgaw, has inThomasville, Ga.
A new sound
stalled similar equipment in his
attachment is to be added to the
Bladen at Elizabethtown.
Rose.
Houston The North Main, a new
Wahpeton, N. D. New sound is
Hoblitzelle house operated by the Inhas been soon to be installed in the Valley.
Inc.,
Circuit,
terstate
equipped with new sound apparatus.
Middlesboro, Ky. A new sound
Houston W. J. Chesher has ar- attachment has been ordered for the
ranged for the immediate installa- Manring.
tion of new sound equipment in his
Chicago The Praga will soon be
Gordon at Sudan.
operating with a new Western ElecWhite Plains, N. Y.— The Pix, a tric Wide Range sound system.
newly completed house said to be
Pueblo, Col. A complete sound
the first of a chain to be built up
by John S. Clarke, Jr., has replaced system goes into the Palm soon.
its sound apparatus.
Santa Fe, N. M. The Lensic has
Tony Sudekum, who contracted for a new sound attachNashville
heads the Crescent Amusement Co., ment.
has arranged to install new sound in
the Rex.
Compton, Calif.
The Compton
has contracted for a complete new
Buffalo The Regent, operated by sound system.
M. K. Konerakowski, has been
New York Joan of Arc Pictures,
equipped with new sound apparatus.
Inc., headed by Sherman Krellburg,
Roxbury, N. Y. The old sound who also operates the Astor, has
equipment in the Roxbury, which is taken over the Bijou, legitimate
operated by M. H. Fanning, has been stage theater, and converted it into
a picture house with the installation
replaced.

Amusements has

installed

new sound

will

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

an

of

—

RCA

High Fidelity sound

Bradford, Pa. The new Bradford
is scheduled to open on Christmas
Day with a complete all-round sound
installation,
according to George

tem.

Otte.

sound equipment.

Dover, N. H.

—The

be operating with a
tem.

State will soon

new sound

sys-

—

St. Louis
The Montgomery has
contracted for the latest sound
equipment.

sys-

—A

Visalia, Calif.
new attachment
has been added to the New Theater's

(Continued from Page 5)

—

Cincinnati
Samuel Tilden Gray is
remodeling, redecorating and reseating the Lyric at Greenfield, to accommodate 700 patrons.

Columbia City, Ind.
has installed
Da-Lite screen.
bia

a

— The

Colum-

new seamless

Terre Haute, Ind.—The New Victory has new re-built booth equipment.

Newark

—

was negotiated by
New York representative for Kannapolis Theaters, Inc.

Kannapolis,
0. S.

N.

C.

— Complete

Cinemaphone

Wide

sound and projection equipment
installed last

week

in the

New

Theater.

—

Detroit Eight theaters in Lansing are equipping with A. C. generators and rectifiers on account of

Co.,

Metal
and exclusive principle

in receiving
tube structure.
It is claimed that
the "Coronet" seal in these tubes
enables the application of the manufacturing technique perfected by
the industry over the past 28 years.
The manufacturers claim that the
inherent weaknesses of the original
metal tube are overcome, that they
have more dependable vacuum than
the original metal tube; lower operating
temperatures,
and rugged
structure resulting in quiet operation.

New York

—

Yorkville

Theater

just completed installation of complete S.O.S. projection and Wide
Fidelity Sound Equipment. Job was
personally supervised by Abe Phillips, manager.
The entire house
was also renovated.

—

Kannapolis, N. C.
Kannapolis
Theater is being completely reseat-

ers left the municipal lighting plant
in Lansing, and the city is standing
fifty per cent of the cost of the

changeover.

Work

has been com-

pleted in all houses except the Or-

pheum and Garden, operated by Jack
H. Ross.
Most of the new generawere sold by Theater Equipment Company.

tors

Detroit

—Herman

Hunt, manager

of Detroit branch of National Theater Equipment Co. sold Transverter
Generator to H. C. Cochran's Plaza
Theater at Lansing this week.
E.
V. Smith, former representative for
Cleveland Sotand Engineering 1C0.
and Western Electric, has joined the
national staff, and will handle a
portion of both city and state territories.

handle

Fred Boyd will continue to
remainder of the city

the

territory. Clarence Williamson, state
salesman, has resigned, effective De-

cember

15.

SHOW

i^SS
DECORATIONS*%

—A

Littleton, N. C.
new sound sysis soon to be installed in the

tem

Haliwar.

—

BIO

STOW WEEK

—

—

—

-

^HurHOUDflY SHOW/

—

'

WI'HJKIiNlH

INDEPENDENT"
.

.

.

under the Emblem of

S.

Fidel-

The Arcturus Radio
announces its "Coronet" change of electric service. The theTube line, utilizing a new aters were the only D. C. custom-

Tube

Neb.— The Egyptian
adding a new attachment to its
sound system.

—

Streamease

S.O.S.

Deal

chairs.

ity

Scotts Bluff,

—

with

ed

was

is

Haverstraw, N. Y. Contract has
Boulder, Colo. The New Curran
been closed by the Capitol for a new opens shortly with complete new
sound system.
Western Electric Wide Range sound
equipment.
Silver City, Mo.
New sound
equipment is to be added to the
New Castle, Ind.
Ray Brenner,
Silco.
who operates the Castle here, has
contracted for a sound system.
Sanatorium, Miss. The Sanatorium will add a new attachment to
Casper, Wyo. The America is adits sound system shortly.
ding a new attachment to its sound
system.
South Boston, Va.
A sound attachment is being installed in the
Casper, Wyo. The Rialto has conPrincess.
tracted for a new sound system.

—
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VIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS

R E

"SHOW THEM NO MERCY"
with Rochelle Hudson, Cesar Romero, Bruce
Cabot, Edward Norris, Warren Hymer
20th Cenutry-Fox
75 mins.

DRAMA BASED ON KIDNAPING RACKET WITH PUNCH IN ACTION AND EXCITEMENT.
SUSPENSEFUL

Fans

who

good stretch of

drama

tense

like
it

in

this

get a
kidnaping yarn.
will

suspense from start to finish.
kidnaping part of the story is not
elaborated upon in the least, but merely
sets the opening groundwork for the campaign of the government men in tracking
down the bad men.
The main suspense
centers on Rochelle Hudson and Edward
Norris, a young couple with a baby, who
unwittingly seek rainstorm shelter in an
abandoned country house picked by the
The toughkidnapers for their hideaway.
est of the kidnapers, Bruce Cabot, is for
bumping off the innocent trio right way,
but Cesar Romero holds him off. The danger, however, continually hangs over the
heads of the innocent intruders, who finally
are saved with the arrival of the G-men.
The cast does good work, with Cabot makhateful killer, and a
particularly
ing a
It

alienating his

many

friends

among the work-

Gleckler, Charles C. Wilson, Frank Ccnrcy,

ers.

Finally,

following an

Edythe

steel

plant,

MacLane

outbreak in the
brought to his

Elliott,
William
Benedict,
Orriri
Burke, Booth Howard, Paul McVey
Producer, Darryl F.
Zanuck; Director,

Gecrge Marshall; Author, Kubec Gasmen;
Screenplay, Kubec Glasmon, Henry Lehrman; Cameraman, Bert Glenncn; Editor,
Jack Murray.
Direction,

carries

The

terrier

dog plays an interesting part

story.

Some comedy

the

Warren Hymer, Herbert Rawlinscn, Robert

also

is

in

the

sprinkled along

route.

Cast: Rochelle Hudson, Cesar Romero.
Bruce Cabot, Edward Norris, Edward Brcphy,

A

Very Good

Photography, A-l.

as-

Though love inminimum, the yarn allows
fair amount of comedy.
Cast: Barton MacLane, Mary Astor, John
Eldredge,
Craig
Reynolds,
John Qualen,
real

pals

terest

and

at

is

workers.

a

for a

Joseph

Crehan, Dorothy Peterson, Joseph
Florence Fair, Edward Keene, Joseph
Sawyer.
with Barton MacLane and Mary Astor
Producer,
Bryan Foy; Director, William
Warner Bros.
61 mins. McGann; Author, Dawn Powell; Screenplay,
FAIR DRAMA OF AMBITIOUS MAN'S William Wister Haines; Cameraman, L. W.
RISE FROM THE RANKS HOLDS MOD- jO'Connell; Editor, Terry Morse.
Direction, Good
Photography, Good
ERATE SATISFACTION FOR THE MALE
King,

"MAN OF IRON"

TRADE.
Basically a man's picture, dealing with
the career of a steel worker who rises to
the upper crust despite rival forces, this
production makes fair entertainment of the

he-man

type.

Principal

interest

is

around

Barton MacLane, who does a swell job in
the title role.
Upon being promoted to an
important position, MacLane runs into trouble with John Eldredge, who wanted the
job himself.

Mary

Astor, a secretary, works

cahoots with Eldredge to make things
tough for MacLane, but the latter proves
an able fighter and forges his way ahead
and even up into the society ranks, thereby
in

"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK
"T)ARIO FARALLA, Paramount

is

senses and made to see the error of his
ambitious urge, whereupon he rejoins his

"MISS PACIFIC FLEET
with

Joan

Warner

Glenda

Blondell,

Herbert,

Allen

Hugh

Farrell,

Jenkins

66 mins.

Bros.

SCRAMBLED STORY OF GIMME-GALS
AND THE NAVY HAS LAUGHS IN
ROUGH-AND-TUMBLE YARN.
This

one

done

is

in

the

style

of

the

old slapstick comedies,

and the plot is just
about in that classification also. It depends
its general
excitement and humor.
Hugh
Herbert delivers the only adequate performance as the president of the local GoGetters Club who promotes a Popularity

HOLLYWOOD

with Paula Stone and Monte Blue nie Fineman and Hy Daab, former
FBO-ites, chatting on Gower St.
among the featured players.

Y
Y
¥
sociate producer, is busy assemThe title of Victory Pictures'
bling his cast for "Border Flight,"
which will go before the cameras "Wanted Men" has been changed to
on Jan. 2. The picture will be di- "Fighting Coward." The next Vicrected by Ewing Scott, who also tory production, "Face in the Fog,"
goes into work about Dec. 12.
wrote the original story.
Y
Y
Y
T
Our Passing Show: George StevBel Holmes will direct "The Farmens returning from New York; Berer in the Dell" for RKO, with production scheduled to start Dec. 16.
Sam Mintz and Johnny Grey are All-Continent G.T.E.
writing the screenplay based on the
Settlement
novel by Phil Stong, who also wrote
"State Fair."
(Continued from Page 1)
t
r
All-Continent Corp. dominand
the
Elsa Buchanan, London's "Peter
under which
Pan," will play a featured role in ated by William Fox
All-Continent claim for $2,300,"Little Lord Fauntelroy." She was the
other
nicknamed "Peter" for her interpre- 000 is reduced to $600,000 and
controversies between the parties
tation of the famous Barrie role. A
is
newcomer to Hollywood, she has settled. All-Continent Corp. alsoFox
shares of
appeared in several of the year's given title to 108,000
(old),
"Peter Ibbet- Film Corp. Class "A" stock
important pictures
and 50,000 shares of the capital
son," "I Found Stella Parish" and
stock of Grandeur, Inc., as collateral
"Sylvia Scarlett," which stars Kathfor a note held against G.T.E. in
arine Hepburn.
the amount of $300,000.
T
Charles F. Riesner and his family
Florida Flickers
are en route to London, where he
will direct for Gaumont British. He
was with M-G-M for eight years and
Miami Wometco Theaters, headdirected such pictures as "Holly- ed by Mitchell Wolfson and Sidney
wood Revue," "Caught Short," "Re- Meyer, has added one theater yearly
ducing" and "Politics."
The 1935
since it started in 1924.
T
T
opening will be the New Lincoln,
"The Thrill of the Century," di- with Sonny Shepherd as manager.
rected by Victor Halperin for AcadThe Temple in Miami will be reemy Pictures, will be released under opened in January with a stage
the title of "I Conquer the Air."
show.
Florida Theater, Daytona Beach,
T
T
Sidney Landers is
Frank
McDonald is directing is reopening.
"Treachery Rides the Trail," for manager.
Under a court decision, HollyWarner Bros. Dick Foran is starred,

Approved

—

—

Y

Y

»

»

greatly on

Blondell

burlesqued scenes and noise for
and Glenda Farrell are running a

game of skill at a concession when they
meet up with Allen Jenkins, the punchdrunk middle weight champ of the navy.
Herbert

stages

meet the

to

a

prizefight

local

with

Jenkins

champ, the winner

to

get 5,000 votes for his own candidate for
Miss Pacific Fleet. Jenkins goes in to win
for
Joan
Blondell,
with
Glenda Farrell
steaming him up that the former has fallen
for him. Jenkins takes an awful beating for
several rounds, and does some good rough
comedy with his semi-knockouts. He gets
mad when he sees Blondell in a ringside
seat making love to a rival gob, and wins
the fight with a sledgehammer blow. And
so on through a wild chase scene in motorboats, a kidnaping, and the winning votes
coming in just as the big s?ala Contest is
This
being decided, with Blondell winning.
Herbert's picture in a walkaway, with
is
Jenkins doing okay with his slapstick comedy.

Cast: Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Hugh
Herbert, Allen Jenkins, Warren Hull, Eddie
Acuff, Marie Wilson, Minna Gombell, Guinn
Williams, Anita Kerry.

Raymond

Enripht; Author, FredBrennan- Screenplay, Lucille
Newmark, Peter Milne; Editor, Clarence
Kolster; Cameraman, Arthur Todd.
Dierction, Fair
Photography, Okay
Director,

erick

Hazlitt

"LOTS"
Hardy, has been completed at the
Hal Roach studios.
James Home
directed the picture, and Nathaniel

Columbia has started active prepmusical supervisor.
aration on the next Grace Moore Shilkret was
film, "Cissy," with music by Fritz The supporting cast includes JacKreisler.

Michael Bartlett will be queline Wells, Thelma Todd, James
Finlayson, Darla Hood and William

leading man.

Y

Y

Y

Filming of "The Bohemian Girl,"
starring Stan Laurel and Oliver

P.

Carleton.
Y

Y

Y

Joseph Cawthorn has been added
to the cast of "The Great Ziegfeld,"
Nebraska Notes
now in production at M-G-M under
Lincoln, Neb. The Opera House, direction of Robert Z. Leonard. WilButte, is being opened by Brooke liam Powell, Myrna Loy and Luise
Rainer are in it.
Tilsworth, former film salesman.
Deciding to take the edge off the
T
T
T
James Cagney will be starred by
pre-Christmas slump, Frank Spahr
closed the Fairmont, Fairmont, Dec. Warners
in
"Sergeant Murphy,"
1, and will not reopen until the first
story about the Grand National
of the year.
Jerry Zigmond, city manager of Steeplechase run annually in Eng-

—

Lincoln Theater Corp. here, has land.
been out of town for two days, nobody seems to know where.
James

Warners Back "Sweet Aloes"
Warners and A.

L.

Berman,

at-

Y

Y

Edward

Y

Grant,

novelist,

has been signed by RKO Radio to
adapt "Volcano," original by Adele
Cliff Reid will be asBuffington.

are backing Lee Ephraim's
forthcoming legit production, "Sweet sociate producer.
T
T
Aloes."
Josephine Hutchinson and
Edward Everett Horton has been
Ruth Chatterton are mentioned as
possibilities for the feminine lead.
signed to a starring contract by
Universal calling for two pictures
Dual Hungarian Bill
over a period of one year. The same
International
bought
"Vasember" ("The Iron Man") studio has
polo story by Fred Van Wyck
Team,"
and "Beautiful Hungary," feature
Mason, as a Jack Holt vehicle.
pictures, had their premiere at the
T
T
T
Hunnia Playhouse yesterday.
Margaret Sullavan will play the
wood Theater, Hollywood, will con- lead in "Strangers at the Feast" at
tinue under lease to the Sparks in- Universal. Binnie Barnes will be in
"Sutter's Gold."
terests.
torney,

CLEAR GAIN
THE photographic quality of Eastman
Panchromatic Negative

is

is

the fact that

improvement which has been

achieved involves no compromise.

mean

It

does not

the sacrifice or impairment of any other

desirable
gain

X

truly outstanding.

Equally important, however,
the pronounced

Super

for

or essential quality.
the

industry,

It

is

and for the

clear

public.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
(J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, Fort Lee,

New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE
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Claims on Fox Theaters Cut from 16 to 2 Million

NEW ASCAP PAY METHOD BASED ON ACTUAL

USES

Washington Industrial-Labor Confab Starts Today
Berry Hopes Parley Will
SPITZ TO
Result in Guidance
On Problems

RESUME

23 NATIONAL RELEASES

SURVEY AT STUDIO ARE SET BY 20TH-F0X

By

ROBERT CHARLES LUNCH

FILM DAILY
Washington

Staff Correspondent

—

Leo

UNION HEADS START

A group of prominent New Yorkers headed by Mrs. Vincent Astor
will sponsor the world premiere of
Gladys Swarthout's first picture,
George E. Browne, president of "Rose of the Rancho," Paramount
being
the I.A.T.S.E., Harland Holmden of release, with the performance
Musicians
Cleveland, and John P. Nick of St. for the benefit of the
date will
Louis, I.A.T.S.E. vice-presidents, ar- Emergency Fund. Opening
tickets at adrived in New York Saturday to at- be about Jan. 8, with
On the executive
tend the conference with heads of vanced prices.
Astor are Mrs.
the major companies on the I.A.T. committee with Mrs.
Mrs. Robert G.
S.E.-I.B.E W. jurisdictional dispute. R. Fulton Cutting,
McKay, Mrs. Ogden R. Mills, Mrs.
T. Pratt, Jr., and Mrs. John
John
Protest

Due

Schiff.

—

First

Chinese Color Film

West Coast Bur., THE FILM
Hollywood— First all-talking
picture in color is being made
Bruce

Wong

for

release

in

DAILY

Chinese
here by
China and
being used,

Cinecolor is
with production at the Reliable Studios.
Way Kim Fong. brought from China,
The
plays the leading feminine role.
Franstory, as yet untitled, has a San
but the dialogue is in
locale,
cisco
the

Far

East.

Cantonese

dialect.

Verlinsky, president of Amto Moskino, says he has forwarded
technicians
cow a list of 40 film
in
whom he had interviewed while to
Hollywood and who were willing
by the Sogo to Russia if engaged
He said he ex-

V

viet

I.

government.

pected word shortly i on

and which individuals U

how many

YOUR RELiEFTUND $$
HELP CASES LIKE THIS
You

Warner

Circuit Acquires

Allen Theater in
Akron, O.

—Warners

Akron

on Saturday

took over the Allen Theater, downtown house, from Allen T. Simmons,
who had operated the theater for 15
Simmons is planning to deyears.
vote his entire time to the manageradio station
ment of his

WADC

properties.

Claims against Fox Theaters Corp.
totaling $16,342,895 are reduced to
$2,799,075 in recommendations for

Saturday in Fedallowances
eral Court by Special Master Cortland Palmer. Union Guardian Trust
asked $10,543,244 and was
Co
awarded $1,110,641; St. Louis Union
Trust Co. asked $1,838,874 and was
awarded $764,845; Franklin and
Ridgewood Operating Co. and the
Ridgewood Operating Co. asked
jointly $1,368,666 and were respec-

fellows

on the Honor Roll

The Film Daily

of

Big9 Slash is Recommended
In Claims on Fox Theaters
40 Hollywood Technicians
Open for Jobs in Soviet

(Continued on Page 6)

31, "Champagne
(Continued on Page 8)

to Sanctions

Paris Due to the fact that the
sanctions imposed on Italy will cost
more than
here
producers
film
$1,000,000, the producers are organizing a protest. All exports of films
to Italy have ceased.

of basing payments
of Ascap, effective with the start of the new
year and adopted with the approval
of the movie-owned publishing firms,
provides that quarterly payments
shall be determined to the extent of
more than 50 per cent by the actual
uses of music, The Film Daily is
informed. This marks a radical departure from Ascap's previous method of payments to publishers under

members

Bartholomew; Jan.

IATSE-IBEW PARLEYS

Losses

New method

to publisher
Spitz, president of RKO, who
York on Friday
arrived in
night to attend the conference Saturday between film company heads
and union officials over the I. A. T.
S. E.- I. B. E. W. jurisdictional dispute, told The Film Daily he would
return to Hollywood to complete his

National release schedule for the
With George L.
next 21 weeks, embracing 23 feaNew
expressBerry, industry coordinator,
tures, has been set by 20th Centurying hope that the concentration of
Starting with "Show Them
Fox.
views will give "the greatest mass
Mercy," which has just gone in
No
of industry opinion on specific probdistribution, the dates are:
lems, and how to meet them, that
Dec. 13, "Your Uncle Dudley,"
has ever been assembled by the govwith Edward Everett Horton; Dec.
ernment," the industrial-labor con- studio survey as soon as union mat- 20, "Whispering Smith Speaks,"
ference called by Berry will get ter was adjusted. Spitz expects to with George O'Brien; Dec. 27, "The
under way here today.
wind up his studio survey in two Littlest Rebel," with Shirley TemIt is expected that 48 groups of
ple; Jan. 3, "King of Burlesque,"
(Continued on Page 8)
representatives will be on hand when
Warner Baxter; Jan. 10,
with
(Continued on Page 7)
"Charlie Chan's Secret"; Jan. 17,
Society Group to Sponsor
"Paddy O'Day," with Jane Withers;
2*4, "Professional Soldier," with
"Rancho Rose" Premiere Jan.
Freddie
and
McLaglen
Victor

French Producers

Music Payments to Depend
More Than 50 Per Cent
On Actual Uses

Relief

Fund

be interested in reading: of a
typical case that your contributions
are enabling the Committee to help.
Here is what this oldtimer in the
film biz writes the Committee:
"We are freezing at home. We
have no coal, and so use only one
room to try and keep warm. I have

will

(Continued on Page 6)

Additional Funds
of A. T. & T.
Probe
For

May Ask

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Federal Communications Commission is expected to ask
Washington Bureau of

—

additional funds to
investigation of A. T.
& T. including the Erpi tieup, THE
Film Daily learns. The $750,000

Congress
complete

for

its

(Continued on Page 2)

filed

(Continued on Page 7)

25 Years for Vic Morris
Boston— Victor

J.

Morris,

manager

of

on the receiving end
the occasion being
of
with
the completion of his 25th year
been with the
has
He
Loew's here.
circuit 28 years in all, after becoming
associated wth Marcus Loew when the
the
in
latter and Zukor were partners
penny arcade business.
_^_
Loew's Orpheum,

is

congratulations,

THE
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(

Strand

World
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Universal)

(Dec.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Dual

(b)

bills.
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'•Maternelle"

Xmas Runs

"La

Maternelle"

("Children

Montmartre"),

Tapernoux

-

of

Met-

release now in its third
at the 55th St. Playhouse,
has been set for seven ke^ city runs

during Christmas. It is now in its
third week at the Europa, Philadelphia.

2 Vi

19%— %
4%

in "Post

Drama Students

Road"

"Post Road," by Wilbur Daniel
Steele and Norma Mitchell, will be
presented by the Feagin School of
Dramatic Art with members of the
Senior Class on Thursday and Friday evenings under the direction of
Hubert Osborne. Performances will
take place in the 57th St. Playhouse.

Plugs for Warner Songs
hits from "Broadway HostWinifred Shaw's first starring
vehicle for Warners, will be plugged
by ten well-known radio programs,
ess,"

broadcasts,
nation-wide
including
during the next few days. Among
those who will plug picture's tunes
Jr.

Dowling
Harry D. Wilson
R. M. Blumenthal

Edward

J.

Center

25)
Fol,ows P resent bMI -

(Continued from Page

Song

Douglas Fairbanks,
Mark Hamilton
Bert Sprotte

.Center

11

Jamaica

the

is

company

in

boat

due to

is

1)

Columbia's "Escape from Devil's
Island" has gone into a third week
at the Globe on Broadwav.
"Le Maternelle" starts its third
month today at the 55th St. Playhouse, while "Crime et Chatiment"
is being held for a fifth week at the
Cinema de Paris, where it establishes a new record for the house.

New

Legion Move in Cincy

—

Coincident with the
Cincinnati
plea of Cardinal Hayes in New
-

New York
a

left last night by
conferences at the United Artists
the coast, returns to New York in

for

on

week.

JESSE J. GOLDBURG arrived in New York on
Saturday by plane and will probably return to
the coast tonight after completing some deals
for material.
He's stopping at the Park Central.

HELEN VINSON, who
on

Saturday,

sails

Dec.

arrived

26

COSENTINO,

for

in

New

York

England.
representative

special

back in New York after a tour
midwestern exchanges.

who has a role in ParaPittsburgh
in
arrived
"Collegiate,"
last week from the coast to appear in George
White's "Scandals."

JANE

COOPER,

mount's

JOAN MARSH
New York

from

has returned to Hollywood
play the leading role in
Feet."

to

"Dancing

OSTRER,

GB chairman,

will

for

sail

London at the end of the week accompanied by
MICHAEL BALCON, who will return from Hollywood tomorrow.

EDDIE

SILVERMAN

of

Chicago

is

in

New

York.

HAL HORNE
the

has returned to

New

York from

coast.

More Hollywood Names for GB
Sally Eilers, Edmund
London

—

Lowe, Elizabeth Allan, Richard Arlen and Robert Young have been
added to the roster of Hollywood
names recently signed by GB for
forthcoming productions to be made
Sally Eilers
at Shepherd's Bush.
and Edmund Lowe will co-star in a
special feature whose working title
is "The Phantom Wrecker." Eliza-

beth Allan will be featured in the
next George Arliss film. Arlen will
star in a story based on the building of the Canadian Pacific Railroad,

"The Barrier."
titled
tentatively
Maureen O'Sullivan also may be in
Young at present at the comit.
pany's studios working in "Secret
Agent," will also do "It's Love

Again."
GB has raised its number of
Archbishop John T. Mcfor 1936-37 to 24,
Nicholas, leader and organizer of American releases
season.
the Legion of Decency, has an- against 16 this
nounced here that more vigorous
Boss" 5th Week in Sydney
steps would be taken in the crusade "Married
Columbia's
Australia
undesirable.
Sydney,
considered
against films
"She Married Her Boss," with
Claudette Colbert, has gone into a
Jack Cohn's Son to Marry
Regent, where it
Mr. and Mrs. James Martin have fifth week at the
for two weeks.
booked
originally
was
their
of
engagement
the
announced
son
Cohn,
Ralph
daughter, Laura, to
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cohn. Ralph's
dad is the Columbia executive.
to 12%
Althea Freel Dead
life, according to age.

—

ANNUITIES
6%

It

—

and Rich, Banjoleers and others.

from

sails

Indies cruise, makes
a business visit.

for

York,

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood—Althea Freel, 28, forBe Me," "Playof
boy of Paree" are Rudy Vallee, mer New York actress and wife
player, died
film
Alexander,
Ross
Reed
Merrymakers,
Brusiloff,
Nat

—"Weary," "Let

a

MONROE GREENTHAL, who
plane

MARK

Steps toward ef- provided by Congress for this probe
Philadelphia
fecting a merger between the I. E. was the largest sum ever authorized
P. A. and the M. P. T. O. here are for such an investigation. The Comtemporarily blocking plans for in- mission's records at present show
auguration of the local exhibitor 215 exclusive investigators with a
booking combine. Total of 26 the- monthly payroll of $54,000. The
aters are reported to have indicated cost thus far is $248,000.
willingness to participate.
Third Week for "Devil's Island"

ropolis

+
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JOHN
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month
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who
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Philly Booking Combine
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(RKO Radio)— Dec. 12

Person

Ah,

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

•

55th

Chg.

—

CLEMENT, Paramount

C.

FRED KENNEBECK, who has been managing
the Paramount theater at Melbourne, sails from
Sydney on Dec. 14 for New York, where he will
be given another assignment by Paramount.

a

B 'i ou

(Tapernoux-Metropolis)
Chatiment (Lenauer International)
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LANGUAGE FILMS

King

a

Your Uncle Dudley

Low Close
2iy2 2iy8
53/4

183/4

Ind

Con.

Loew's,

Hollywood

Maternelle

La

Net

Fm.

World

..

The New

Frasquita

Seat

Center

(Warner Bros.)—9th week

4 FOREIGN
The Making

Millions

Con.

on Dec.
stopover

,or

studios

Captain

Am.

^
Globe

TWO-A-DAY RUN
A Midsummer Night's Dream

«

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Educational^ president,
today from his trip to

York

Wednesday.

arrive

LOUIS

19.

FINANCIAL

ROGER

a
passenger
with JOHN

Strand

-

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon6607.
Granite
wood Blvd., Phone
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

Paramount
Music Hall

Red the Rose (Paramount)—2nd week
Dream Too Much (RKO Radio)— 2nd week
Frisco Kid (Warner Bros.)—3rd week
Land of Promise— 3rd week
Escape from Devil's Island (Columbia)— 3rd week
Thanks a Million (20th Century-Fox)—4th week
Legong (DuWorld)— 10th week

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

DAILY,
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HAMMONS,

W.

E.

returns to New
Los Angeles.

I

Terms (Postage
$15.00.
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P a ac «
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under
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-Ro*y

(United Artists)

Carlo

Coming and Going

11
Capitol
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Men of Iron (Warner Bros.) (a)
Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte

1935

Theater

and Distributor
Night at the Opera (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(Warner Bros.)
Fleet
Pacific
Miss
Show Them No Mercy (20th Century-Fox)
Picture
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ARAMOUNT IS
MY SANTA CLAUS
THIS YEA
SAYS HARRY DAVID,
OF SALT LAKE CITY
Harry David,
S.

who

is

the big theatre

man

out

in

LC.,the big town of Utah, is very emphatic about

business around the Christmas holiday season.

"A lot of lads sit by and expect

SANTA CLAUS

to dump

some Christmas business into their theatres. Well,

PARAMOUNT

is going to be my

They've figured
have to have to
Christmas
after Christmas.
.

.

.

SANTA CLAUS this year.

out plenty early the kind of pictures
get the crowds in

.

.

during Christmas week
And I get 'em.

.

.

I

before
and right
.

.

"THIS YEAR/' says HARRY, "I've already signed for a
couple of naturals. 'SCROOGE,' which is Charles Dickens'

Christmas Carol,' is right in the Christmas spirit
and will take care of the family trade for me the week
before Christmas. 'COLLEGIATE,' the Joe Penner-Jack Oakie
picture, will drag the kids in--all of them regardless of age and sex--during CHRISTMAS WEEK.
'A

As both
its

of Harry's choices for box-office prof-

the last couple of

Paramount

weeks

in

this

year are

releases, itsortof looks like he knows.
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Denver Smash
With $15,000
Denvlo. Nov 18— "Mutiny
Bounty" was a sensation at ih
ver
j|

The $IS,WKJ lake tripled
gross ol the house

I

per "cviif^ahovr pSr at $4.V)0
Total hr-l run business was $4

Average

is

-

$22,500

the

lor

Estimated takings
ending Nov 14
"*"

-BtNOEZVOui'MHC-MT"
2Sc«c.

HROALiWAY-il.SuOi.

"enver

7

Cra*»i

Seatfle
the ledgers
lal

"I

Live

My

ing October

Same

Life." w*eck end

second

Mrs. Cecilia Schultz
-*'
ager of the theater.

office.

week

"Rendezvous," week ending
October 31—$36,400.

Same

second

picture,

"Mutiny

on

week

7—J26.S00.

the

Bounty."

vex*
November 14
*tl6J00.
Offered for jour reflectioi
without comment because nom
is

necessary, the story which

figures

being complete
compelling enough.
tell

b ma

Kent Thomson, manager of

24—$21,500

ending November

Lucil!

ier

17—$31,100

picture,

ending October

—

of the Moore t
ned Dwight Arenkill Hi
from the bo
pilot, and is retiring

Cap,

Theati

thi

an<

I
I

I

I

tt

Metropolitan theater, reported a o:
bnr«la
of $350 from his /neater
breaking open
in the office.
Siegel,
M-C
Max
and
Paul Muni
wee
M executive, are in Seattle this
for type
fooJring over Chinese talent
Goo
^.The
in
Muni
to play with
Earth."
Dark for months, the Star theater
gala
r*
newly renovated, staged a
bi
opening Saturday with a dual

House

Ave.haj
number

staff of the Fifth

been augmented with

THE
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BASED MORE ON USE

HELP GASES LIKE THIS
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

been chopping wood every night, but
simply can't chop enough to keep
us warm. Have been going around

which the actual use of music played
a minor role in determining the size
of the payments.

As a

result of this ruling, all the

movie-owned companies other than
the Warner firms, will remain in the
society.

Wisconsin Wisps
Milwaukee
responsible

—Vandals were reported
several

for

thousand

damage last week to the
screens and projection equipment in
the Juneau, south side Milwaukee
theater, and the Sheboygan, Sheboygan house, both operated by WarManagers report they have
ners.
had no labor trouble.
Joe Burmek, former publicity man
for the darkened Garden, downtown
Milwaukee theater, will join his
brother, Cliff, doing publicity in
dollars

Hollywood.

Economy month during December
has been announced by the Capitol
in Manitowoc with twin feature programs.
The Upgar Co. has filed articles
of incorporation in Milwaukee with
L. A. Crosswaite, T. R. Crosswaite
and R. Polacheck as incorporators.
The Pastime Theater at Kiel has
cut its week-day admission price
for students to 15 cents.

Des Moines News

—

Tri-States district
Moines
managers, Joe Kinskey for eastern
Iowa, Evert Cummings of the Omaha district, and Stan Brown in the

Des

conference here last week, marking the
wind-up of a district drive for improved attendance.
central

region,

Members

attended

of the

a

Fox exchange

will

have a Christmas party at Wayside
Inn on Dec. 20. The affair will be
headed by Stanley Mayer, manager.
G. Ralph Branton will be chairman of Des Moines Variety Club's
first charity party for shut-ins to
be held Dec. 27 at the Paramount.
Tri-States theater employees will
hold their Christmas party Dec. 23
at the Izaak Walton Club. G. Ralph
Branton, A. H. Blank and Stanley
Brown will be honored guests.

New "Time"

at Center Wednesday
December issue of "The March of
Time" will have its first-run showing
at the Center Theater starting Wednesday on the same bill with the
20th Century-Fox feature, "Your
Uncle Dudley."

Maurice Levin a Father
Akron, O. An eight-pound daughter was born recently to Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Levin. The father operates the Peoples theater here and
is widely known as an exhibitor in

—

eastern Ohio.
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•

•

•

EVEN THE

•

THE FILM

highly specialized experts in the film
can go wrong occasionally
as witness the amazing
history of the Soviet film, "The New Gulliver"
now in its
seventh week at the Cameo theater where they show these Russian pix
and still going strong
biz

T
•

•

T

a modern Soviet version of "Gulliver's Travels," the story that charmed us all in childhood, with
Gulliver traveling into the land of the little people, The Lilliputians, and helping them in their problems
it was a
natural for the Soviet as a propaganda film
and this
time they were very smart
they treated it with subtlety,
art and delicious humor
getting entirely away from their
usual deadly seriousness a/id grimness

•

•

•

is

TV

THEY EMPLOYED

a brand new technique in the
use of animated cartoon characters that may possibly open up
an entirely new field for the Hollywood producers to copy in
certain types of themes
a modern Russian youth of some
14 years becomes the fabled traveler, Gulliver
he finds
the nation of the Little People downtrodden and oppressed by
the ruling powers while the mass of the people suffer
and the little boy goes to work to help
and the whole
subject is handled so delightfully, with such grand human touches,
and such a wealth of human psychology that always has a
tongue in cheek attitude, that the film proves a sheer delight

•

•

•

BUT A

group of Too Serious Thinkers in Moscow
objected to the film
they said it portrayed the workers
in Lilliputia as mere robots without individuality
and
with this adverse criticism the film when it opened in Paris for
the first foreign showing had a poor reception

•

•

•

SO

WHEN

the

officials

Am kino

of

American organization handling Soviet

the

heard all this
they would at least

films,

they decided to play safe
try to get some of the negative cost out of the feature
so before it even was released in the United States, they sold
it to Arthur Mayer, Oscar Serlin and Joe Burst yn
The
.

rest is history

•

•

•

•

•

SIMULTANEOUS MEETINGS

will be held in
to enlist aid for the current campaign
of the Federation for the Support of Jewish Philanthropic Societies
on Wednesday
Eddie Cantor heads the

New York and Hollywood

Hollywood contingent
Louis K. Sidney the New York
end
with Major Albert Warner and David Bernstein as
co-chairmen
Ten tables seating ten each have been reserved for the Harry Hershfield Dinner by Donald Flamm, prexy
of the
station
for the affair to be given in
Harry's honor by the Broadway Cheese Club at the Hotel Astor
on Sunday nite, Jan. 26
Mister Flamm will be host to
all his radio stars on the occasion, with several of them taking

WMCA

€€

show

«

Why comment?

» » »

If

I

you have a

heart, there is nothing more we can
add. The Committee has dozens of
cases as tragic as this one
and
worse. It's up to you, fellows! You
yourself can see no reason why your
name isn't on the list below. Send
your check for any amount you feel
you can afford. Every dollar will
help some emergency case of a film

—

man who

needs

it

more than you

do.

THE HONOR ROLL
"Watch
A.

M.

P.

Hendee

Harold

Jerome J. Cohen
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Miss Addie Dannenberg
Leo Klebanow
Ray Johnston
City Photo Engraving
Ben Amsterdam
William German
William Massce
Richard Brady
Moe Streimer
H. D. Behr
E. B. Hatrick
Phil Reisman

Max

C. C. Pettlfohn
Edward Curtis

S.

Felix

MacLeod
F.

C. Moskowitz
Feist

M. Orowltz
Eugene J .Zukor
E.

H. D. Buckley
Louis K. Sidney

Thomas J. Connors
Sam E. Morris
Emanuel Silverstone
M. Van Praag
John D. Clark

Jr.

Hamlin

Silas F. Seadler
J.

Harry Weltz
Herbert Berg
Winfield Andrus
Louis Nizer

Ben Y. Cammack
Herbert Ebenstein
E. Rogers
W. R. Ferguson
Saul

Anonymous

L. J. Schlaifer

Sardi's Restaurant
Don Gillette
Renee Carroll

W.
A.

P.
F.

McCartney

Cummings

David Barrist
Joseph R. Vogel
David A. Levy

Gerhardt
A. Leonard

McNamee

Quigley Publishing
Morris H. Kinzler
N. D. Golden

Kessler

Jay Emanuel

Alan Freedman

Edward

Edelson

Bamberger

I.

Wm.

Barnett
Arthur Israel,

Eddie

Leon

Charles

Lichtman
M. Masters

George

Morris Goodman
A. Tanney
Cresson E. Smith
J.

Lazarus
Rube Jackter

Stuart
Alicoate

Chas.

"Chick" Lewis
Marcus A. Benn

Paul

Don Mersereau
Maurice Kann
Al
H.

Grow"

William Orr

Corp.

Jack

It

Charles A. Rossi

A.

Tom Hamlin

is under way by the Variety
to create a Xmas Fund for charity

part in the elaborate floor

million dollar corporation. Today
am lucky to get a ton of coal."

Stella

T
A GRAND movement

Club of Philadelphia
every branch of the local amusement industry is backing a plan to have news cameramen make trailers to be shown
in all theaters in the territory
the newspapers have
promised their hearty co-operation
the slogan is: "Variety and Charity must go hand in hand."
Chairman Ben
Amsterdam and his special Charity Committee have hit on a
swell Novelty Idea
and it looks as if the Xmas Fund
will go over to a tremendous gross
incidentally, the
Variety Club in Philly includes a bunch of lads who are regular
contributors to our own Film Daily Relief Fund
so
here's success to both Splendid Causes

•

the countryside picking up wood
here and there. Could you possibly
help me to get a ton of coal as my
wife is quite ill, and has been for a
month. A few years ago as you
know, I was president of a three

Co.

Toby Gruen
Ed Finney

Completing Colored Revue
"The Black Network," the allcolored revue which has been in production at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studios this past week, will be completed tomorrow. Starring Nina Mae
McKinney, torch-singer, night club
entertainer and featured film player,
the two-reel musical will be released
in Vitaphone's "Broadway Brevity"
series.

Supporting Miss McKinney,

currently entertaining at the Cotton
Bros.,
Nicholas
the
are
Club,
dancers, impersonators and bluessingers; the Washboard Serenaders,

Amanda Randolph and Babe WalRoy Mack is directing.

lace.

Monday, Dec.
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WASHINGTON PARLEY

A LITTLE

UNDER WAY TODAY
{Continued from Page

A

sions.

The
tary

rift between Berry and SecreRoper was widened late last

week when the Secretary admitted
he had not been invited to the coordinator's conference. Roper meanwhile has advanced a plan to increase the influence of the administration's business and advisory conference.

Foreign Flashes
Rome

—The

national fascist feder-

amusements has forbidden
showing of more than two pictures,
one of which must be at least a

ation of

year

old,

on cinema

bills.

It

also

forbids scenic attractions in movie
houses.
Paris Lacy W. Katsner of United
Artists has signed to distribute the
three productions to be made by
Les Films Artistiques Francais in
1936.
Berlin Rota Film A.G. has increased its capital to $500,000.
Anonyme des
Societe
Paris

—

—
—

Films Paramount has merged with
Societe des Grands Cinemas Francais under the name of Film Paramount. Capital of the French Paramount has been increased to $2,000,000. There will be no change in personnel.

Rome

By RALPH WDJC

HOLLYWOOD
RAY JOHNSTON, president

1)

Theater and
the gavel is banged.
motion picture industries have been
placed under the heading of public
services. The industry grouping was
charted as a means of facilitating
the discussion of specific as well as
general problems of industry, said
liaison officer will keep
Berry.
in touch with the various buildings
and hotels while the conferences are
being held, to coordinate the discus-

—M-G-M has obtained world

distribution rights to the film "Alde-

Y$f.

of Republic

Pictures,

San Francisco Squibs

—

San Francisco With new equipment installed the Motion Picture
Service Co. has opened a 16mm. finishing laboratory, Manager Gerald
L. Karski announces.

"A Midsummer Night's Dream"
entered its third week at the Geary
with attendance reported constantly

has ar-

Hollywood by train from

rived

in

New

York

for

conferences

with

Trem Carr and Nat Levine regarding productions to be made on the

tions at 112

New

Hyde

St.

Theater is
closed for remodeling and redecorat-

The

ing.

Fillmore

FOX THEATERS CLAIMS

SLASHED TO 2 MILLION

been

announced.
Billy Lee,
Bartlett, Murray MacLean,
Robert Fiske, Kent Taylor, William

Benny

(Continued from Page

1)

awarded $25,399 and $11,568;
Continental Bank & Trust Co. asked
Gargan, Grant Withers, Katherine $2,000,675 and was awarded
$891,DeMille, Sid Taylor, Betty Rhodes 925.
Claim of Miriam Rogers, as
and Dean Jagger will appear in "The assignee of A.
C. Blumenthal, for
Sky Parade" under direction of Otho $430,941, was disallowed; Criterion
tively

Advertising Co. asked $29,039 and

was awarded $12,555; claim of Fox
West Coast Service Corp. for $39,355
was disallowed. Other allowances
were Clark Robinson, $20,000; Pillsbury,
Madison & Sutro, $7,500;
Chas. S. Levin, $9,000; Electrical
Products Corp., $4,000: Philadelphia
Co for Guaranty & Mortgages, $30,134, and Touge, Nevin & Co., $19,008.
The claims of Sadie Wald for
$30,000, J. A. Lacey for $35,000,

Harry Cherry for $10,000 were

Tempe Pigott is the latest addition to the cast of Selznick International "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"
now before

the cameras with Freddie
in the title part and
Costello Barrymore in the

Bartholomew

Dolores
John Cromleading feminine role.
well is directing this United Artists

Florida Flickers
Miami

—

The French Casino, theater-restaurant being built in Miami
Beach, will be completed about Dec.
15.
Abraham Goodman is head of
the company.
J. E. Churchwell, owner of the
Dufuniak Theater, Defuniak Springs,
is

back from California.
J. Sparks is reopening the Re-

E.

public

Theater,

Jacksonville,

»

for
the right colored actor to play "De
Lawd" in the forthcoming Warner
screen production of "The Green
Pastures" the role created by the

Marc Connelly's long search

—

—

Richard B. Harrison came to
an end last week. The part has been
definitely assigned to Rex Ingram,
who was recently seen on Broadway
Ingram, a graduate
in "Stevedore."
of Northwestern University, is one
of the three colored Phi Beta Kappa men in this country. He stands
six feet three inches, and Connelly
believes he is ideally suited to play
the central role in "The Green Pastures," which will soon go into production at the Burbank studios.

Rutherford, Republic contract
has been assigned to the
leading role opposite John Wayne
in his next western, "The Oregon
Trail," which Scott Pembroke will
direct under the supervision of Paul

Ann

player,

Malvern. Robert Emmett and Jack
Natteford adapted the original story
by Lindsley Parsons.
T

T

»

The nearly complete casts of
three pictures put in production at
the Paramount studio last week

after

being closed more than six years.
Gary Cooper was engaged
Kenneth W. Hanson, manager of
several weeks ago as the star. The
the Arcade, Williston, is going to
screen play, by Robert Riskin, is three shows a week instead of just
based on Clarence Budington Kel- Wednesday and Saturday.
land's "American Magazine" serial.
Walter Hartwig, dramatic stock
»
T
company manager, is looking over
Lionel Stander has been placed Miami with a view to establishing a
a winter troupe there.
under contract by Columbia.

release.

T

dis-

allowed.

which

building.

Morgan A. Walsh, president of Independent Theater Owners of Northern California, and L. S. Hamm,
counsel, are back from a hunting
trip to Mexico.
Otto Lochbaum, in the distributing game for the past 30 years, has
opened an independent feature exchange known as Roadshow Attrac-

have

=====

balance of the season's schedule. Lovering. Reginald Denny, Frances
Fifteen of the announced program Drake, Ian Keith, George Barbder,
of 52 pictures already have been Rod LaRocque, Gail Patrick, Thomas
completed while two are in produc- Jackson and Jack Raymond have
tion and three others are scheduled been assigned the principal roles in
to start within the next two weeks. "Preview," the story of a murder at
Productions in work are "The Leav- a Hollywood preview being directed
enworth Case" and the first serial by Robert Florey. Jack Haley, Wilproduction on the schedule, "Dark- liam Frawley, Lynne Overman and
est Africa."
Scheduled to start are Roscoe Karns will play the four
"The Oregon Trail," with John leading roles in "F Man."
Wayne, "Dancing Feet" and "The
T
T
T
Return of Jimmy Valentine."
Edwin K. O'Brien has been assigned to write additional dialogue
Lew Ayres, who has been placed on C. C. Burr's next production, "I'll
under long term contract by Colum- Name the Murderer." O'Brien rebia, makes Ms first appearance for cently worked on Burr's "Suicide
an on "Kentucky Blue
the company as the male lead in Squad,"
"Wedding Present," Paul Gallico's Streak."
"Saturday Evening Post" story. It
T
T
T
will be a B. P. Schulberg producAs the result of her performance
tion.
Joseph Anthony is now pre- in "She Married Her Boss," Columparing the screen treatment. Ayres'
bia has placed Jean Dixon, under
contract also provides that in addi- long-term contract and assigned her
tion to acting he will direct later in
to a feature role in "Opera Hat,"
the season.
Frank Capra's next production for

late

baron."

from "LOTS

CAN YOUR
SCREEN LEAVE
THE STAGE

AND DO
TRICKS?
(Audioscopics)

WATCH FOR ME!
M-G-M

THE

<&m
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Words and Wisdom

23 NATIONAL RELEASES

SURVEY AT STUDIO
'""THE curiosity of youth must be good for modern audiences, but bePolitics,
economics, cause it isn't good enough."
satisfied.

1)

Charlie," with Paul Cavanagh; Feb.

1935

SPITZ TO RESUME

ARE SET BY 20TH-F0X
(Continued from Page

9,

sociology

history,

—

—these

are

of

RALPH BLOCK.

(Continued from Page

weeks after

his return to

I)

Hollywood.

He has already spent two weeks
"My Marriage," with Claire prime interest to moderns. The
there.
Trevor and Kent Taylor; Feb. 14, cinema must try to satisfy that cu"Clark Gable is the nearest rival
Spitz said he had "just touched
riosity and forget its eternal preoc"It Had to Happen," with George
cupation with love stories." ALEX- Valentino ever had in setting New on" the question of RKO Radio proRaft, Rosalind Russell and Leo CarYork's feminine contingent dizzy." duction for the balance of the season
ANDER KORDA.
rillo; Feb. 21, "Message to Garcia,"
O. O. McINTYRE.
and that he expected to lay plans
with Wallace Beery, John Boles and
for future production at a coast con"I don't want to be just a fastBarbara Stanwyck; Feb. 28, "Black
life.
I'd like
ference in February.
Gang," with Claire Trevor, Paul talking Charlie all my
"In my opinion the cartoon is the
another
role like the one I had in
March
Summerville;
Slim
Kelly and
only
real
film
art
of
today,
because
Wing to Make Film for M-G-M
"Everybody's Old Man," with 'Oil for the Lamps of China.' That in it and only in it the artist is
6,
was a sweetheart."—PAT O'BRIEN.
Ward Wing is set to produce a
Irvin Cobb and Rochelle Hudson;
absolutely free to use his phantasy
feature entitled "Tea Leaves of CeyMarch 13, "Captain January," with
"Moviegoers began to yawn about and to do whatever he likes to do lon" for M-G-M in Columbo.
He
Shirley Temple; March 20, "The
the
picture."
CHARLIE leaves New York shortly after
year ago at heavy love scenes, and with
Country Doctor," with the Dionne a
CHAPLIN.
finale
was
swept
long-count
kiss
the
Christmas for London, where he will
Quintuplets; March 27, "Eve*— SatToday the esseninto the discard.
assemble his cast. Wing, who will
urday Night" and the third George
is the
the
love
scene
tial
quality
of
"Naturally, the presence of the also direct "Tea Leaves of Ceylon,"
O'Brien picture; April 3, "Charlie
heavy-handed
playing down of
emo- studios gives great impetus to the recently made "Jungle Love" for
Chan at the Circus"; April 10, "Pris- tions, and
the playing up of involved cultural development in California." Columbia, with work done near
oner of Shark Island," with Warner
situations which touch the heart
REINHARDT.
Singapore.
Baxter; April 17, "Gentle Julia,"
and the sense of humor simultanewith Jane Withers; April 24, "Lightously."— MARK SANDRICH.
ning Strikes Twice," with Loretta
Young, and "The Country Beyond,"
"The hardest work we have in
with Rochelle Hudson.
Hollywood is trying to be ourselves.
When an actress reaches the point
where, besides acting in films, she
Chas. R. Rogers to Hold
talks, thinks, eats and sleeps pic7,

—

—

—

—MAX

Week

Product Confab This

tures, she might as
quits."— MARGARET

well

call

it

SULLAVAN.

Universal's production situation will be held in
"Just as American producers are
New York early this week follow- realizing that more and more picRogers
R.
ing arrival of Charles
tures made in Hollywood must be
from the Coast on Monday. Rogers projected toward a world market,
was placed in charge of the com- so are producers abroad realizing
pany's studio several weeks ago that in making pictures they must
when Standard Capital Co. invested be produced with the American mar$750,000 in current product and took ket well in mind."
a three months' option on the firm. WANGER.
While in the East, Rogers will
Cheever Cowdin,
confer with J.
"When art fails in motion picture
president of Standard Capital, as theaters, it is not because it is too
office
home
Universal
well as with
executives.
Pittsburgh Briefs
Under Standard's deal with Universal, it is understood that the
Pittsburgh The Friedman Broth$750,000, secured by negatives of
ers' anti-trust case, involving sevpictures currently in work, is for
eral distributors here, is scheduled
a nine-month period, at the rate
for a hearing at the County Court
of 4 per cent.
today.
Charlie Deardoff of M-G-M's office
Appeal Against Pathe Denied
in Cleveland has spent a week here
The Appellate Division has denied exploiting "Ah, Wilderness."
the appeal of Henry Chesterfield as
Charles (Buddy) Rogers will fill
assignee of the late Ben Hilbert, a a personal appearance engagement
Pathe Film Corp. stockholder, to en- at the Stanley late this month.
join the Pathe reorganization plan
The Alvin is swinging back to

on

Conferences

—

WALTER

—

from being put

into effect.

double

bills

at

the end

to-pUtt*-

1

of George

engagement in "Mr. Hobo."
Faces glanced on Film Row: Bot>
Higgins, Dan Fenton, Gabe Rubin,
Hyman Goldberg, George Tyson,
Mark Browar, Manny Golden, A.
Dipson, B. Finkel and Sam Richman.
Arliss'

«

DATE BOOK

»

Annual meeting of stockholders
Warner Bros., Wilmington, Del.

Today.

of

Th'rd
Annual
Christmas
A.M. P. A.
Luncheon for the benefit of the Film Daily

Dec. 19:

Relief
Jan. 11:

Fund,

Hotel

Independent

annual

ball,

Astor,

Theater

Hotel

Astor,

New

York.

Owners'

New

Ass'n

York.

Philadelphia Variety Club's first annual dinner and installation, Hotel BellevueStratford,
Philadelphia.

Jan. 12:

Jan.

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
Hershfield,
sponsored
by
the
Broadway
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 27-30:

S.

M.

P.

E.

Edgewater Beach Hotel,

spring convention,
Chicago.

The petition contesting: the defeat
Sunday movies in Bellevue wi !
be heard here Dec. 20 by Judge
Thomas M. Marshall.
City Council's Finance Committee
unanimously fixed the city's tax
millage rate for 1936 the same as
this year, removing all fear of additional taxes which heretofore deof

have something

to

show

-txSfl C/Sj"How can

1

layed plans for the construction of
a number of new theaters in this
territory.

You can spend money repairing a car just so
long. Then she goes to pieces. So will old,
rebuilt theatre chairs. Put in new chairs and

for

new

for

I

your money!

reseat

and pay

chairs conveniendy?"

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Makers

of

Dependable Seating

for Theatres

and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan

BRANCHES

COMFORT — The

ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
Greatest Star Of Them All!
IN

YOU WON'T ENJOY XMAS UNLESS YOU DO YOUR RELIEF FUND BIT «

»

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

-IF DAILYVOL.

NO.

68,

NEW

136

YORK, TUESDAY, DECEMBER

TEN CENTS
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Warner Bros. Stockholders Uphold Settlements

WAONDED

I.A.T.S.U.B.E.W.

BY COMPROMISE

U. S. Supreme Court Refuses to Rule on Film Contract
Muller-Fox Decision
Stand— Says No Federal
Question Involved

Lets

Viewing
... the passing parade
By DON CARLE GILLETTE^

=
A

RECENT

Publish-

survey by the Fitch

showing that

Co.

ing

motion

the

in

industry the amount of wages
out equals 46 per cent of the total value
that
product, and
the manufactured
of
of wages to
this is the highest relation
value of product in almost any industry,
is not to be construed as meaning that the
paid

picture

workers

movie

are

highest

the

paid

indi-

viduals.

What

indicates

really

it

is

making

of, say, cigarettes,

which can be turned out by automatic
machinery entailing but a small number of

human

hands.

constantly
are
devices
Labor - saving
being invented in the industrial, agricultural and general business field, but none
conceived that can do the
will ever be
creative work of concocting or enacting
screen entertainment.

Bureau of

—

Washington
federal

question

Television,

periodically

predicted

as

around the corner, now is expected to
be delayed until 1940, according to a
New York "Times" copyrighted interview with David Sarnoff, RCA president.
Technical problems are cited as re-

THE FILM DAILY

sponsible.

Holding that no
is

involved in the

Supreme Court

case, the U. S.

yes-

denied the appeal of Fox
Film for a review of the Minnesota
Supreme Court decision holding that
the old standard exhibition contract
was voided by its compulsory arbiThe decision, read
tration clause.

terday

(Continued on Page 13)

the

that

production of motion pictures requires more
actual labor and other kinds of personal
effort than in the

Washington

I.

Television Off Again

DISTRIBUTORS GOLD

TO KUYKENDALL PLAN
Declaring that "exhibitors everywhere are apparently ready and willing to undertake the job of selfregulation," Ed Kuykendall, M. P.
T. 0. A. president, yesterday charg(Continued on Page 13)

M-G-M
As

is Planning 12
First British Lineup

B. E.
to

W. Men Returning

Theaters— I. A. Men
Back at Studio

By EDWARD HARR/SOX
Following lengthy conferences at
the Hays office on Saturday and
Sunday between major company officials and the heads of the I.A.T.S.
E. and I.B.E.W., an adjustment of
the jurisdictional dispute between the
two unions was reached under which
I.B.E.W. members will retain the
jobs in theaters from which they
were ousted last week by the I.A.T.
S.E. and the I.A.T.S.E. men will return to studio posts which they lost

program to be produced
in England will offer 12
features to be made under supervision of Ben Goetz, who arrived in
New York last evening from the after the strike of 1933, The Film
Goetz sails Dec. 14 on the Daily was informed yesterday by
Coast.
Aquitania to assume charge of pro- Pat Casey, studio labor head.
Initial

by

M-G-M

Paul Kohner, now at the
duction.
Coast, will join him as talent scout.

It is

understood that the I.A.T.S.
(Continued on Page 4)

Washington Confab Gets Off to Lame
Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington A disturbance that
came close to a free-for-all fight
ended what was to have been a gen-

i

Start

RKO TO SHOW PROFIT
FOR CURRENT SEASON

conducted
L. Berry,
IN
Voted
in
RKO will be in the black for the
however, technical ingenuity is gradually Cagney
coordinator in the Federal Auditorround- year 1935-1936 for the first time
playing a more important part.
Month's Best Performance ium, preceding more than 50 groups.
since 1930, The Film Daily is autable discussions by business
This is in the matter of providing backTHE FILM DAILY Efforts of A. P. Haake, managing thoritatively advised. The company
ground and location scenes, miniature or West Coast Bureau of
Hollywood James Cagney's work director of the National Ass'n of will not issue any statement of third
otherwise, so that in time there will be
in
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" Furniture Manufacturers, to have quarter earnings.
on
companies
take
very little occasion to
been voted the best performance Berry ousted as conference chairhas
location anywhere.
Actors
of November by the Screen
Quota
(Continued on Page 13)
Plans the
And just in case those destroyers of
(Continued on Page 13)
eral

one

end

of

the

film

production

art,

"Dream"

industrial

session

yesterday by Major George

—

Same

Hollywood

should

illusion

try

to

modern studio expediency to give
themselves some column matter, the movie
industry has plenty of convincing precedent to counteract whatever damage may
this

done.

be

After

all,

if

a

sole

the

reader's

book can

satisfy

of

all

to

radio

by on sound alone, the screen
can justify its production shortbetter
cuts so long as the final result is
entertainment than either books or radio.

can

get

certainly

SPEAKING

of the

radio,

ever notice that

anybody who has ever been
(Continued on Page 2)

in

SixDirectors are Re-elected
At Warner Stockholders Meet

a

film,

Denying reports that Educational
contemplates a cut in its short subject output, Earle W. Hammons, upon his return to New York yesterthe
Wilmington, Del.— Stockholders of day from Hollywood, stated
son
Warner Bros, at the meeting held company has in mind for the
ime
com- of 1936-37 approximately tk*
here yesterday approved the
sfrtTeTjuled
promise and settlement agreement number ot productions as
The 1935-36 list probetween the corporation and the this season.
more vides 42 two-reelers and 26 single
Messrs. Warner by a vote of
approxi- reels, he pointed out.
than 2,100,000 shares to
of
Hammons explained that Educamately 4,000 opposing, or a ratio
tional is not cancelling coast producover 99.2 percent approval.
quarters,
The following six directors were tion, as reported in some
9

through

words, leaving
imagination, and if the

medium

the

For Educational in '36-37

distort

Would Back Local Groups
As Film Talent Trainers
Dallas— Ben

Piazza,

Paramount

while here last week
Little
looking over applicants for
groups,
Theater and other dramatic
backoutlined a tentative plan for
leading
ing some of the country s

talent

scout,

(Continued on

Page 13)

[Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on

I'aae

4)
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Rue de

BEN GOETZ, who was recently placed in
charge of foreign production for M-G-M, arrived
He will sail
in New York by plane yesterday.
Dec. 14 for England on the Aquitania.

RAYMOND

MASSEY. star of Alexander Korda's
G.
Wells production, "Things
H.
U. A. release, is aboard the Aquiarriving in New York on Friday.

forthcoming
tania

"CHUCK" REISNER

town from
Accompanied by his wife and son,
the coast.
he sails Saturday on the Aquitania for London
where he will direct for Gaumont British under

CHAS.

year's

a

MILT LEWIS has returned from Hollywood.
MURRAY W. GARSSON, director of investiga-
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York

shortly

president

Educational,

of

the

coast

from

New

month.

WALKER

President

has
Roosevelt.
is

en

gone to South Bend
route

to

the

coast

DAVE BADER.

who

Universal connection

New

in

York the latter

DAVID

LOEW

L.

from his
due to arrive
part of next week.

has

resigned

London,

arrives

in

is

New

York today

from the coast.

M. C. LEVEE

New

today for

WILL
this

scheduled to leave Hollywood
York.
is

HAYS

H.

gets

back

from

the

coast

week.

BEN HOLZMAN,
Cantor,
York.

leaves

personal manager for Eddie
the coast this week for New

RALPH SPENCE
and will
London.

sail

arrives

Saturday

today from the coast
on the Aquitania for

Leichter Closes Deals
On Latest Tearle Film

.

the passing parade

.

from Page

even
a

in

one

just

to

"film

in

small

his

or

role,

her

Mitchell

1)

air

is

invariably

appearance

star".

on the other hand, seldom
get a nod from Hollywood unless they
are some kind of sensations.
Radio

artists,

19%

19

19%

4%

4

4%

Oscar R. Hanson,
who is in New York from Toronto.
1% Hanson, former Tiffany general
manager and now associated
% sales
with Empire in the Dominion as well

—13

+ %

ports

as

reaching

Leichter,
president of
Beaumont Pictures at present Jn
New York from the coast, to date
has closed deals with independent
exchanges in Denver, Dallas, Atlanta and New York on his "Desert
Guns", latest in his series of features
starring
Conway Tearle.
Leichter also has disposed of the
foreign rights, and is now completing additional sales.

Tearle's

supporting cast in this

Carey's

"Gungha

Chickens,"

Din" and a picture based on the life
of Jim Fiske, Wall Street operator.
Reliance is now working on "Last
of the Mohicans," final picture under
its current United Artists distribution arrangement.

Cowdin

to Finish Survey
Within About Four Weeks
Examination of Universal's setup
by representatives of Standard Capital Co., which holds a three-month
option on the company, will be completed within four weeks, it was
stated yesterday by J, Cheever Cowdin, president of the finance firm.
Cowdin said that his company has
arranged the financing necessary to
swing the deal, in event it decides
to exercise its option, which expires
the first of February.
Charles R. Rogers, who is representing Standard Capital in connection with $750,000 it has loaned to

Universal and which is secured by
negatives of a number of productions now in work, arrived in New
York yesterday from Hollywood.

RKO

Gets

"Winterset,"

drama which

is

"Winterset"

Maxwell

Anderson

a current

Broadway

success, has been purchased for filming by RKO Radio Picture. Burgess
Meredith, who plays the leading $
male role, has been signed by the

same company.

exhibition

activities,

said

ductions.

"PETER

Sam Bischoff Producing 12
On Current Warner Lineup

that

As

producer for Warner-First
National, Sam Bischoff is scheduled
to,

"Crime" Fights "Crime"

—

Lincoln, Neb.
Competition of the
fierce sort is under way here this

week, with L. L. Dent's Varsity
Theater playing Columbia's "Crime
and
Punishment,"
while
J.
H.
Cooper's Orpheum is plugging the
French "Crime and Punishment" at
the

same

time.

George Lewis
Sidney Fox

—

director of the Little theater for the past six years, has announced his resignation, effective
Jan.
1.

"

a

make

12 features this season, the

executive said following his arrival
in

New York

the Coast.

yesterday by boat from
Upon his return to Hol-

lywood in two weeks Bischoff will
do "Three Men on a Horse," "Slim,"
based on a novel, pictures starring
James Melton and Rudy Vallee, and
"Charge of the Light Brigade,"
which is planned as a special.

Herman Weinberg Resigns
Herman G. Weinberg, "Frisco Kid,"
managing
Baltimore

IBBETSON,

at the DENHAM

Canadian audiences are showing a
greater preference for British-made
pictures than ever before.

Una Merkel

to

New York.
MITCHELL LEICHTER, head of Beaumont
Pictures, is in New York and stopping at the

2
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Radio player, is
spend the Christmas
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ng to Hollywood.
SAM BISCHOFF, who has arrived in New
York from the coast for a vacation, returns
in two weeks.
CHRIS MANN, London manager, returns tolay from Hollywood.
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returns today from Hollywood.
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morrow
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lywood.
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of

WILLARD MacKAY

in

is

contract.
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gone to
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parts

To Come,"
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returned yesterday from the west. J. H. SKIRBALL, sales manager, who accompanied Hammons on the way west, is visiting a number
20th Century-Fox exchanges on his way
of
SOL EDWARDS and WILLIAM CLARK
back.
are
making circuits of exchanges in other

Although the company has not as
yet set a new releasing deal, Reliance is planning to produce between six and eight features for the
1936-37 season, it was stated yesterday following return of Harry
Goetz to New York from the Coast.
The firm's present schedule calls for
four pictures.
Listed for 1936-37 are: "Beau
Brummel," "Mark of Zorro," "Moth-

starring James Cagney and which Bischoff made, is now
the attraction at the New York
Strand.

THEATRE— DENVER,
grossed 34%
over the house

average

*******

.

n

MR. A

MRS. B

MR. C

MISS

Former Sales

Widow

Secretary to

Ad Manager

Former

Former

Manager

Exploiteer

Executive

for trade press

of

(Destitute)

(Illness)

D

MR. E

(Invalided)

(Accident)

writer

(Eyes failing)
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Of

course not

practically

and

it's

!

Your name

is

on the door

everybody slaps your back!

going to be the

jolliest

in

can't

happen

to you!

lots

nigs:
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body who's down on
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list
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IATSE-IBEW DISPUTE

W.-B. STOCKHOLDERS

UPHOLD SETTLEMENTS
(Continued from Page

A6^* ^PHIL

The comptroller,
bright".
Thomas declared, had told him that
the profits for the first quarter of
this fiscal year would be slightly in
excess of $1,000,000, or considerably
more than the profits for the entire
Thomas spoke of
past fiscal year.
the increased attendance at theaters
exhibiting Warner pictures and said
there was good reason to believe that
The
this increase would continue.
company, he said, has steadfastly
sought to improve and raise the level
of entertainment afforded by its
productions. "A Midsummer Night's
Dream", said Thomas, is meeting
with world-wide artistic and financial success, and an enthusiastic reception is expected for such forth"Captain
productions
as
Blood", "The Story of Louis Pasteur", "Anthony Adverse" and "The
Green Pastures".

coming

Plans the Same Quota
For Educational in '36-37
(Continued from Page 1)

but is merely closing its studio there
following completion of a Buster
Keaton picture which is currently
in work.
The plant will resume
about the middle of February, he
said.
Educational is also suspending production at the Eastern Service Studio at Astoria late this
month but will resume operations
During the
there about Jan. 15.
shutdown Al Christie will go to the

The

company

is

Korda Signs George Robey
London Alexander Korda, production executive of London Films, has
signed George Robey, English stage

—

star, to

grips

a three-year contract.

The I.A.T.S.E. and I.B.E.W.
agreed to arbitrate the question of
which union shall have jurisdiction
over sound men within 60 days.
Among those who attended the
conferences were Nicholas Schenck,
Harry Warner, Leo Spitz, Sidney R.
Kent, John E. Otterson, Pat Casey,
Herbert Bayard Swope, R. H. Cochrane, Barney Balaban, Y. Frank
Freeman; George E. Browne, president of the I.A.T.S.E.; Dan Tracey,
studios.

T

T

T

ONE

OF the most encouraging signs of the motion
• • •
picture times. .... .is the splendid manner in which the directors of advertising of the major companies have charted out
brand new slants in presenting the Story of the Picture
it is safe to say
in their newspaper and trade press ads
that in the year now drawing to a close greater strides toward
Constructive Advertising have been made than in the previous
ten years

T

T
•

•

•

IN

THE

field

of the trade press advertising this

to pick out indidevelopment has been the most apparent
vidual examples would be grossly unfair to the legion of other
splendid exemplifications of fine copy and art work that stud
the trade publications throughout the past months

T

T

T

•

•

THE OUTSTANDING

.

T

.

.

T

• • • THE VALUE of the newspaper critics' opinions
in some
has been enormously capitalized in the trade ads
instances these reviews as well as those of the trade
papers have been built up in full page ads a page devoted
and that's smart
the theater man into each review
terested in booking the pix gets the opinion of experts emphasized with selling copy
and not just a line of blurb
written by the advertising dep't

—

•

•

•

T
T
ONE COMPANY has

in

heavy for the

Inti-

with straight man-to-man talks to the exhibitors, talking in Showman language without the curse of Overstatement and Exaggeration and Sloppy Superlatives
this new school of film advertising takes it for granted that
the theater man is not a sap
and that he should be sold
with the same common sense that a film salesman must employ

•

•

•

him personally

T
ANOTHER COMPANY

T

believes in Change of Pace
in advertising
their trade ads are always curiosity-provoking in art layout and catchy catch-lines at the start
and
it's a cinch that when you get that far you're going to read
every word
One ad was built around the exploitation and
merchandising angles of the pix
and that's down-to-earth
stuff that any snowman can understand
And what the
major advertising departments have done with Art Work is too

well

known

there is no national advertising field that can compare with the gorgeous art work exemplified in the colored inserts in the trade press in the last eight
or ten months
the Advertising Lads are well up in the
vanguard of Industry Progress

•

•

•

to recount here

T
T
AN APPROPRIATE Xmas Party

will be given at
Hospital for Joint Diseases with Columbia supplying a
program of the Scrappy cartoons
Mark Ostrer and Arthur
Lee were the guests of honor at a reception at the Roxy given
by Howard S. Cullman to notable guests

the

«t

€<

«

Pittsburgh Trial Opens

» » »

—

The Anti-trust case
several years ago by Sam Ben-

Pittsburgh

jamin and George Friedman, former Sharon and Farrell exhibitors,
against RKO distributing, et al, asking $150,000 with triple damages
and costs, opened yesterday in U. S.
District

Court with Judge Nelson

McVicar presiding.

The

plaintiff

claims that he was forced out of
business in 1928 following a complaint filed by Metro with the local
Film Board of Trade, claiming that
the exhibitor failed to fullfill the
terms of his contract.
In the opening session a jury of

men and

seven

five

women was

se-

and it was revealed that Sam
Friedman had been assigned all

lected

rights as the sole plaintiff.

Shaw & McClay, lowith James H. Beale
representing the
is
Ed Rafferty came in

Reed, Smith,
cal legal firm,
Jr. in charge,

defendants.

gone

mate Note

in talking to

president of the I.B.E.W., and John
P. Nick, Harlan Holmden and Steve
Newman, I.A.T.S.E. vice presidents.

filed

developments can be sumamong which
marized however in their broader aspects
just a few here noted will serve to emphasize the tremendous
forward strides that have been made in the realm of the adwhich have at last broken away
vertising departments
(and may we devoutly hope that it is a permanent improvefrom the amateurish tradition of the years in the
ment?)
use of Exaggeration, Time-worn Adjectives that Mean Nothing,
and Blatant Ballyhoo

•

making

about two-thirds of its product in
the East, said Hammons.

now have a closed shop for
and cameramen in the coast

E. will

is

is

Coast.

ENDED BY COMPROMISE
.,

(.Continued from Page 1)

expected to be
reelected president at the meeting
of the board of directors on Dec. 17.
Thomas Garrett of Davis, Polk,
Wardwell, Gardiner & Reed gave a
full explanation of the facts leading to the settlement agreement. Referring to the recent wave of law
suits he said:
"Unfortunately there is no way
in which we can protect anyone from
what we in the legal profession call
If you are involved
sharpshooters.
in a large business you must expect
The sharpshooters are
law suits.
He declared his
with us always."
that legislation should be
belief
enacted to protect corporations and
individuals from "sharpshooters".
Abel Cary Thomas, opening the
meeting, explained that Harry M.
Warner was absent because of a labor conference in New York. He said
the financial outlook, "in the absence
of any unexpected labor disturbances,

DALY

1)

unanimously re-elected: Harry M.
Warner, Albert Warner, Jack L.
Warner, Waddill Catchings, Henry
A. Rudkin and Abel Cary Thomas.

Harry M. Warner

M.

New York

from

in the interests of

United Artists. The plaintiff is defended by Aaron M. Jaffee, former
impartial member of the Pittsburgh
grievance board during the NRA
period,

and Leonard Krieger.

former
Fineberg,
stenographer to Audrey Lytell, secretary of the Film Board in 1928,
and Fred Herrington, secretary of
the M.P.T.O. of Western Penna.,
were questioned by both sides as to
Sam
their knowledge in the case.
Emmeline

Friedman was the

last witness.

Loew Annual Meeting Today
annual meeting of Loew

The

stockholders takes places at 11

today in the Loew building.
business, including election
cers, is on the schedule.

a.

m.

Routine
of

offi-

Dickens Film for World Theater
"The Old Curiosity Shop," an
English production of the Charles
Dickens' story, will open at the
before
Theater
shortly
World
Christmas.

"Toyland" as Holiday Reissue
"Babes in Toyland," Laurel and
Hardy feature, will be reissued by
M-G-M as a hoiday booking.

M-G-M

THE
ANSWER TO THE
EXHIBITOR'S
IS

IC/% T Civ,
Reporter in

M-G-M

its

says

Hollywood

review of the newest

Sensation!

at the Box-office!

More "Mutiny"
{Next page

please!)

M.

P.

DAILY

says:

"Outstanding
contribution

of film entertain

ment

»
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FILM DAILY says:
One

of the outstanding pictures of

the year. David O. Selznick,

who did

so well with "David Copperneld,"

has given this other Dickens

classic

a painstaking production, while Jack

Conway

brings the

drama of the

story to the screen in a masterly way.

Ronald Colman

is

.y

splendid.
{Next Page!

The Tale wags

merrily on!)

\?

'.

'

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
M-G-M's

u

Tale of

Two

says:
Certain

Cities" great picture.

Box-Office! Immortal story brought to the screen with an

overwhelming power and beauty that make that worldshaking chapter of history a living and shattering

This distinguished work

is

the second Dickens story

David O. Selznick has fathered

By reason of

its

subject his

and he leaves behind
is

a

as

producer within a year.

"David Copperfield"

is

outdone

monumental money-maker. For

cast of twenty-four credited parts

with almost

are shrewdly individualized, alive

roster of celebrated
is

there

not a box-office in this country, and few in other lands,

that will not be enriched by this presentation. In the

all

reality.

and

names, of which at

as

many

interesting.

an

illustrious assemblage.

bits,

Such

a

least eight are stars,

something to talk about. From Ronald Colman

it is

whole

down

it

GIANT
Out

January
January
January
January
January
January

Magazine

American
Cosmopolitan

•

*

•

•

Delineator

Good Housekeeping
Journal
UcXs Home
Wagazme .
McCall's

MW*««

W

•

•

TrUeS
'Companion
nome
THome
V/omans

•

.

Evenmg

Post

998,865
2,768,887
541,392

wTmansWld"

'

•

.

•

Magazme

•

•

•

•

American Boy
Boy's Life

Film Fun
Hollywood

•

•

•

.

M^ws-Week
Open R° ad

•

BOYS
'.
.

'

•

Modern
Modern Screen
Motion Picture
Movie Class.c
Movie Mirror
Photoplay
Picture Play
Radio Stars

"i,176,138
.

1

•

January
January

•

•

•

.

*

•

.

Screen Book
Screenland
ScreenP^ay
Romances
Screen
.

•

•

'

•

1
'

1

'.

333,172
379,841
270,657
270,657
235,434
142,582
140,479
526,708
486,213
196,448
187,362
338,314
429,527
122,424
250,832
*

*

'

•
"

^

•

•

.

December
December /»
December 2D

•

•

.

M
W
January
December ^

•

•

Romances

Silver

January
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
•

.

f °'

'

•

•

Parents

2,212,708

•

M

Digest

Saturday

1,680,398
2,618,954
2,415,4U

'

•

Liberty
Literary

763,890

'

•

•

•

"

December
December 27
December 10
December 1U
December 10
13
December
December 10
January
December 5
January
December 5
January
December \5
January
December »J
l\
December
December 18
2»
December
December IV
December 21
December 1/
21
December
December
December /J
December I
January
December 23
January
December 20
January
December
January
December IV
l*
December
December

2,220,773
2,152,970
2,545,857
2,400,100
208,601
2,145,364

•

^agazme

Collier's

1,699,116
'

•

Maclean's
Review
Pictorial
Re dbook

2,006,493

December 15
December 10

January 5
January 1
January 1

*

'

'

'

•

"

184,411

•

December iv

December 23
January 5
January 1
January 7

'

'

•

*

'

'

'

•

•

".

'

*

"

202,204
174,720
160,461
415,309

Screen

While Hollywood Raves About Leo's
Newest Box-Office Champ, M-G-M
Blankets America with Giant Campaign!
(The

Raises

Continue Next Page)

SHOWMEN'S TRADE
REVIEW says:
Better than "Copperfield."
Dickens' story mounts to epic

M-G-M, sweeping
country with many fine

proportions-

the

productions, have

added

this

stupendous story to their growing

list

of successes.

It will

be

hard to equal for real entertainment.

has powerful scope

It

and many dramatic moments.
This Dickens story
ingly told

by

a

better

and

cast

and

is

vividly portrayed

that could
all

interest-

not be

can be proud of

their contributions.

DAILY VARIETY says:
Qu

(Th

(>cry/e.

iicytc

OL.

With high

thrill,

heroic terror and

"A

beauty has Charles Dickens'

Tale of

Two

Cities'

'

been brought

to the screen to bid for the highest
artistic

and box-office honors.

Altogether one of the finest exA LIFE
of

tfae

for a life

woman

you love." So vowed

he adored. ..and in

this hand*.*.*' >.IL.

all literature1

emotional appeal, climaxed by one of the m,.
screen, faithfully

who "wrote
picture of

and

feelingly,

W

1935 ao

tftrr siore thrilling?
rr.

I

one of the grcj

ne.

h-*n

not only with his head, but with hi^

do we

Haiti, t* bi- deJtb to preserve the happiness

n

huf-,

freely

predict

that

RONALD COLMAN

' \

,-„

i

\nd
.1.

.<

A drama

.

penned by the master, Charles Dickens,

"David Copperfield" was the most treasured

T*c

" will

A TALE OF

TWO
.

CITIES"

CITIES"

TWO

TOLD BY

FULL-PAGE ADS IN
YOUR CITY AND
12,000

Ronald Colman

gives a great per-

.

^^Wl^rtk»^«Brf^»»^Wff

"A TALE OF

emotional incitements yet offered.

be the best-loved picture of 1,936.

CAST OF 6000 ... 27 FEATURED PLAYERS induing ELIZABETH ALLAN, EDNA MAY OLIVER. BLANCHE YDRKA. RECINALD OWEN. bASIL
... P.«Iu«d by DAVID SELZNICK . Directed bj JACK CONWAY
HU11BONF. HEMRY B WALTHALL
Mttn

gqWHB^jbwiaiin'iga

and profoundly

Metro-Coldwyn- Mayer has brought to the
.

just

-A

pressions of screen

of tremendous

OTHERS!

formance. Role scores tops for

Colman. One of the
year's

finest of

impersonations.

Feel

of

being historically authentic, and

production magnitude gives

it

an

epic sweep.

And

so

get ready

foritl

Next

page pleasel

ARLES DICKENS
ALIVE TODAY!
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VEWS

R E

Emil Jannings in

"WOLVES OF THE
UNDERWORLD"

"THE MAKING OF A KING"
("Der Alte und der Junge Koenig'')

German, with English

(In

OF THE

with Godfrey Tearle
Regal (Julius Hagen)

titles)

57 mins

BRITISH-MADE CROOK DRAMA WITH
N TAL R0MAN CE MAKES FAIR
IMPRESSIVE GERMAN DIALOGUE FILM
.
WITH EMIL JANNINGS IN A MASTERLY ENTERTAINMENT FOR POP STANDS.
For fans who like crook melodrama
CHARACTERIZATION.
reGeneral Foreign Sales

98 mins.

Lm™

gardless

Emil Jannings gives another of his finely
etched, biting performances
this time as

—

the

overbearing,

triot,

Friedrich

ruthless,

inflammable

Wilhelm the

pa-

First of Prussia,

who

had built his poor and defenseless
country into a proud and financially solid
later

lover

a

bit

Prince Friedrich,
Frederick the Great, is

become

to

a

and

Crown

His son, the

state.

music and books, not averse to

of

He

gambling.

of

wants

hates

his

father

escape from Prussia.
His
friend, Lieutenant Katte, after witnessing
a
frightful
scene between the ruthless
Kaiser and the Crown Prince, agrees to
help the Prince flee to France. The Kaiser
to

discovers the plot and Katte
under the Prince's eyes. His

the

Prince
wishes: he

resigns

himself

shadow of Katte

and

father

death

to

his

broken,
father's

obeys orders, marries at order,

but the
his

beheaded

is

spirit

until

The

bed.

reconciliation

the

is

between him

latter

ends
Cast is

picture

scene.

on his
with the
uniformly

is

excellent.

Cast:
stantin,

Luise

Jannings,
Leopcldine KcnHinz, Claus Clausen, MarieClaudius,
Carola
Hoehn, Friedrich
Emil

Werner

Gecrge Alexander.

Kayssler,

Producer,

Emil

Jannings-Deka;

Director,

Hans Steinhcff; Authors, Thea von Harbou
and Rolf Lauckner; Music, Wolfgang Zeller;
English Editor, Julian Wolf; Cameraman,
Karl

Puth.

Direction,

Very Good. Photography, Good.

Says Distributors Block

the names in the cast, this
British production should prove
fairly satisfying.
There's plenty doing in the picture
of

as far as action

is concerned, with everythe slick art of counterfeiting

thing from
to

a

Enthe plot of the crooks is a sogirl, who engages a detective
to work
on the case.
The dick eventually solves
the mystery and wins the girl as well. The

dangered

produced by Terra; directed by Charles
of the ocean, are interspersed with
Klein; with Harry Liedtke, Maria
Paudler, shots of a trio of skiiers piloting
et al.
At the 86th St. Casino Theater.
their perilous way down slopes that
Entertaining rural drama helped by a threaten
momentary disaster, and
good deal of comedy and a bit of pleasing jumps
that
are
breath-taking.
music.

in

cast,

though

stamped, put their lines
across in a readily understood manner, while
the direction keeps things moving at a
nice gait all along the line.
British

is

excellent.

There

is

no dialogue but the
garian;

of Iron"), in Hunby Laszlo Sas; directed
Martonffi; with Ida Turay, Jeno

by Emil
Torzs, et al.
Satisfactory
hard bachelor
the

to the

scenes unroll
accompaniment of music.

produced

At the Hunnia Playhouse.
comedy about a supposedly

who

charms of

has married his

capitulates
a

pretty

nephew

quite

easily

brunette

who

against his will.

ciety

SHORTS
"Second Hungarian Rhapsody"
Gen'l Foreign Sales Corp.

12 mins.

"Bon Bon Parade"
(Color

Rhapsody'

Columbia

8 mins.
Splendid
A gorgeous cartoon in Technicolor
as good as anything in its field, and
better than most.
It is the story
of a little boy who makes a wish
that he could always live in Candy
Town. His wish is granted, and he
finds himself seated beside the king
of Candyland as the parade of
candies goes by. The ingenuity employed in the candy characterizations
is
unusual, even for the cartoon
technique where this ingenuity finds
so much expression.
Charles Mintz
produced it, and it's a darb.

Outstanding Symphonic Film
Franz Liszt's "Second Hungarian
Cast: Godfrey Tearle, Isla Bezan, Fred Rhapsody" as played by the OrchesGroves, Michael Hogan.
tra Symphonique of Paris under the
Producer, Julius Hagen; Director, George direction of Professor Oscar Fried
A.
Cooper, Authors, Arthur Rugby and is reproduced in this finely photographed short. Sound recording is
R. H. Douglas.
excellent, and the visual appeal is
Direction, Good. Photography, Good.
diversified with shots of various
"Stars of Tomorrow"
players as their instruments take up
(No. 3)
the burden of the music.
Should
Columbia
11 mins.
find a hearty response wherever au"DER TRAUM VOM RHEIN" ("The
Okay
diences like the best music.
Dream of the Rhine"), in German; proWell presented galaxy of real
duced by Robert Neppach; directed by Heramateurs, with just enough of each
Mountains and Skiis"
bert Selpin; with Gay Christie, Schroederso that they do not grow tiresome.
Schromm, et al. At the 79th St. Theater. Gen'l Foreign Sales Corp.
10 mins. Three telephone girls open with a
Light romantic comedy
Beautiful Scenic Subject
interest
holds
close harmony.
A hot-cha colored
chiefly
Gorgeous views of the Austrian band go through some fast harmony
due to beautiful scenes of the
Alps,
high above the snow-line, with the leader doing some stepping
Rhineland.
make this short release an outstand- and vocal work. A comedy acrobatic
"WENN AM SONNTAGABEND DIE ing scenic. Shots of the snow-clad act, a fan dancer and a little girl
DORFMUSIK SPIELT" ("When the Village mountain summits, cloud formations, stepper round out an interesting
Plays on Sunday Evening"), in German; drifts, snow-swirls like the waves reel.

FOREIGN

Would Back Local Groups High Court Refuses
Theater Company
As Film Talent Trainers
Ruling on Contract
Is Formed in Trinidad

New

Self -Regulation Project

Port of Spain, Trinidad, B. W. I.
ed that "the whole project is blockGlobe Cinemas of the West Indies
ed by the withholding of any offer
and South America, Ltd., has been
of essential cooperation by the disformed here by Ramcharan Gokool,
tributors."
In an association bulletin, Kuy- with the backing of six other sharekendall said: "The industry today holders and initial capital of $300,stands challenged to regulate and 000. In addition to building theaters
discipline itself in commercial mathere and in British Guiana and Barters.
If no such responsibility will
badoes, the company will take over
be assumed by the producers and disthe Globe, Port of Spain; Globe, San
tributors, they should not complain
Juan, Trinidad, and all independent
of Governmental interference if the
nouses in British Guiana, Netherlegislatures and the courts move in
St. Vincent, Grenada
and do it for us. We cannot con- land Guiana,
and Barbadoes.
tinue much longer without any restraint or self-control or regulation
of abuses and unfair trade pracRandforce Annual Kiddie Party
tices."
Samuel Rinzler and Louis Frisch,
Stating that 12 states have enacted operators of Randforce Amusement
old age pension laws, Kuykendall Corp.
comprising 44 theaters in
visualized introduction of admission Brooklyn and Queens, will conduct
tax measures in legislatures as a their fifth annual kiddie free food
means of raising revenue for these matinee during the week of Dec. 22.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

—

purposes.

"Caution must be exercised by the
producers in not overdosing the market with too many spectacles, classics, fantasies and Tiighbrow' pictures generally lacking in human interest and dramatic suspense," Kuykendall warned.
"The almost uni-

Photography

"VASEMBER" ("Man

to

wreck and a prison break.

train

W FILMS

N E

versal opinion among exhibitors is
that the saturation point has been
reached in this type of picture.
further increase in the percentage
of photoplays of this type will be

A

disastrous."

Theater
organizations
as
training groups for screen talent.
Little

The Dallas Little Theater, the
Hedgerow Theater at Philadelphia
and the New Orleans Little Theater
were mentioned by Piazza.

(Continued from Page 1)

by Justice Sutherland, was brief and
unanimous.
Contention of Fox was that

illeg-

ality of the arbitration clause did
not affect the other portions of the
contract. The film company had sued

A. B. Muller, exhibitor of Maple
Lake, Minn., on two contracts made
Cagney in
in 1929 for a total of 46 pictures.
Month's Best Performance Muller refused to accept the films.
While no mention was made of
(Continued from Page 1)
Muller's end of the action it is exGuild.
Honorable mention went to pected that further decision will be
Carole Lombard in "Hands Across handed down next Monday.
the Table" and Preston Foster in
"Last Days of Pompeii."
Washington Confab
Screenplay of "Hands Across the
Start
Makes
Krasna,
Vincent
Table" by Norman
Lawrence and Herbert was voted the
(Continued from Page 1)
month's best by the Screen Writers
man precipitated the disturbance.
Guild, with honorable mention to
More than 1,200 were present at
George Kaufman and Morrie Rysthe auditorium conference.
kind for the screenplay of "A Night
Abram F. Myers, Allied chairman
at the Opera" and Nunally Johnson
and counsel, who had predicted the
for the script of "Thanks a Million".
conference would be a "bust," was
the only film man seen on hand. M.
Harold Buckley Dead
Harold Buckley, Empire branch H. Aylesworth of RKO Radio was
manager at St. John, is dead, ac- reported as expected to arrive last
Irving Thalberg, who had
cording to word reaching New York night.
yesterday. He formerly worked for written Berry saying he favored the
conference, did not show \m.
Educational in Canada.

"Dream" Voted

Lame

/

T/ie golden voire of
Lily

new

Pons ...a grand
star ... in the

picture that

won

the

highest praise of the

J\ew York

critics

and held over

to

.

.

ap

planding audiences
for

two weefts

at

RadioCityMusicHall

WHAT

A GLORIOUS GIFT

TO THE

WORLD

2fe»

SE-

THIS HOLIDAY TIME

!

ii

lexeme

rsctu

s

II IS

E

AM TO

II

MUCH

The voice of a thousand
trills

and

belongs to

thrills

a star you'll love to lone I
.

.

.

What a

glorious gift to

the movies!
exciting

derful

.

.

.

The

Joce-

LIIY

charm of a won-

new sweetheart

.

.

.

cascading from the screen

PONS

in a golden torrent of lovely

laughter and heart -storming song ... in a

romance

set

to

dream of

ut

the gay

and glowing music of

"\

JEROME KERN

DREAM TOO MUCH"

Vv ttk

Composer of "Roberta"

HENRY FONDA
OSGOOD PERKINS
Pandro

HIT SONGS:

"J Dream Too

Much"

•

"little

S.

•

eric hliihe

Directed by John Cromwell

Herman Production

Jochey on a llarrousel"

•

•

I1KI) -RADIO

"Ire Got Love"

•

PICTURE

"I'm the Echo"

Tuesday, Dec. 10,1935

HERE & THERE
Birmingham

A LITTLE
=

—

Pantages, operated
a vaudeville-picture house by
Wilby-Kincey, is scheduled to close
Friday for at least two weeks. If
the house is reopened only the larger
stage shows will be brought in.
as

from "LOTS //

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
JyJARGARET MORRIS, who was

cast

"Wife

of

vs.

—

San Francisco Squibs

—

San Francisco George A. Smith,
Paramount branch manager, back
from a trip through the northern
district,

reported conditions improv-

ing.

Manager Armand

S.

Cohn

will

hold open house for all members of
the film industry in the new quarters of the All Star Feature Exchange on Dec. 14.
A fire in the Roxy, Sacramento,
caused $700 damage and a week's
closing for repairs.
Henry Henrioulle, T. & D. booker,
broke into the S. F. Examiner as a
result of his fishing prowess.

Paramount

exchange
their annual

employees
Christmas

hold
party Dec. 20.
Jack Tillaman, Columbia manager,
is in Los Angeles conferring with
district manager Jerome Safron.
Atlantic Film Exchange and Long
Productions are remodeling and enlarging their quarters.
Laura West, contract clerk for the
past five years at Columbia, was
married recently to Ray Lucas,
equipment man and radio enterwill

Barbara Cohn, Jack Tillaman's secretary at Columbia, has
announced her engagement to Sam
Cohn.
C. A. Welsh Jr. has disposed of
tainer.

theater in

his

Port

nhicaero,

Cal.,

and purchased the Park View Theater in San Francisco.
RKO exchange is remodeling.

Urges Speech Czar for Films
Appointment of a speech supervisor for the films, with the power
to

pass not only on the pronuncia-

and articulation of actors and
actresses but to clear up their speech
handicaps as well, is recommended
by James F. Bender, instructor in
public speaking at the College of
the City of New York, in his second
annual survey of the speech defects
of motion picture stars.
Bender, who is a member of the
executive committee of the Atlantic
League for the Rehabilitation of
Speech, said that such a supervisor
should have powers similar to those
of Will Hays.
tion

Best speakers in films, according
Bender, include Fredric March,
Joan Crawford, Ronald Colman, Leslie Howard and Charles Laughton.
to

Y

Y

Y

contracted with Bell &
Tony Martin, RKO Radio singing
Howell of Chicago for installation
actor who is an ether favorite on
of new duplicating equipment known
the west coast, has been granted a
as Automatic Sound and Picture
holiday-period vacation from the
Printers.
RKO studio and is spending two
T
weeks of it making stage appearSpeculation as who would play ances with Jack Benny in
Los AnRomeo in M-G-M's production of geles and San Francisco.
"Romeo and Juliet" has been ended
Y
Y
Y
by definite announcement from the
Constance Collier, Virginia Field
film company that Leslie Howard and Eric Alden have been
added
will have the role.
Norma Shearer to the cast of "Little Lord Fauntwill be seen as Juliet and John leroy," David O. Selznick's
first proBarrymore as Mercutio. The picture duction at United Artists.
is
scheduled to go into rehearsal
Y
Y
this week at Culver City.
Lionel Stander's first assignment
under his newly signed long-term
Louis Lighton will produce "Ele- contract with Columbia will be in
gance," Joan Crawford's new star- "Opera Hat," Frank Capra producring vehicle for M-G-M.
Clifton tion with Gary Cooper in the starWebb and Franchot Tone have the ring role and Jean Dixon featured.
leading male roles and Jack ConY
Y
Y
way, who recently completed "A Tale
Grace Poggi has been signed by
of Two Cities," will direct.
M-G-M for drama roles and soon
T
T
T
is to begin her studies under Oliver
Doris Dudley, young Broadway Hinsdell, dramatic coach.
stage player and daughter of Bide
Y
Y
Y
Dudley, radio dramatic critic and
Buster Keaton's new comedy for
theatrical commentator, has been Educational, "Grand Slam Opera,"
signed for pictures by RKO Radio. is in the cutting room. It is a burMiss Dudley has been appearing in lesque on the popular radio amateur
"Stick-in-the-Mud" in New York.
hour, with Buster appearing as a
T
T
iugsrler. Keaton is the only principal
Lew Fields, of the famous team in the cast who has never appeared
of Weber and Fields, has been signed on the air, and two of the cast,
by RKO Radio Pictures to star in Miss Melrose Coakley and Bud Jamone of the company's "Headliner" ison, are well known to Pacific Coast
comedies. The picture will go into radio listeners. The comedy was diproduction during the current month. rected by Charles Lamont.
recently

Xmas Bookings

on "Blood"
"Captain Blood," costarring Errol Flynn and Olivia de
Havilland. is being booked in heavily
for special Christmas Week showings,
according to the company's home office, which reports a total of 135
engagements on the feature set to
date for the holiday period. Approximately 200 such dates in key city
situations over the country are expected by Christmas Week.
The picture will have its New
York premiere at the Strand theater,
following the run of "Frisco Kid."
135

Fund,

Relief

has been added to

—

Columbia

»

A.M.P.A.
Third
Annual
Christmas
Luncheon for the benefit of the Film Daily

Secretary,"
groomed for stardom by Para- and Frank Morgan to the cast of
Moss Point, Miss. Fire destroyed mount
and also was headlined by "The Suicide Club," new M-G-M
the New Joys theater at a loss of
RKO Radio and Universal, is now productions which are about to start.
The house was new and under contract
$18,000.
T
to Mitchell Leichter,
T
had been opened Oct. 8.
Hal Roach, Jr., son of the comedy
who sees big things ahead for her
under the Beaumont Pictures ban- producer, has been elected captain
Lincoln, Neb.
Eli Shire, promin- ner. Miss Morris appears with Con- of the 1936 variety football team of
ent in the affairs of Lincoln The- way Tearle in Beaumont's recent- Culver Military Academy.
Young
aters Corp. here, returned from ly completed "Desert Guns," and Roach, who is 17 years old, plays
Chicago and is recovering from a her work is arousing a good deal tackle.
minor operation.
He was accom- of enthusiasm.
Y
Y
panied on the jaunt by Jerry ZigFred Newmeyer has been signed
mond, city manager of LTC.
To supply better quality prints, by Hal Roach to direct "Our Gang"
comedies.

M-G-M, Paramount and

DATE BOOK

Dec. 19:

May Robson
the

«

Zeidman Schedules

5 Releases

Jan.

annual
Jan.

Jan.

Hotel

Independent

11:

ball,

Astor,

Theater

Hotel

Astor,

New

York.

Owners'

New

Ass'n

York.

12:
Philadelphia Variety Club's first annual dinner and installation, Hotel BellevueStratford,
Philadelphia.

26:

Testimonial

dinner

in

honor of

Harry

Hershfield,
sponsored
by
the
Broadway
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.
April 27-30:

S.
M. P. E. spring convention,
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

Loses Appeal Against Ufa
The appeal of Max Cummins

in

Ufa Films

of

his

action

against

New York

has been dismissed by
the Appellate Division in Brooklyn.
Cummins sued Ufa as assignee of
Allied Film Exchanges and Samuel
Cummins to compel specific performance of a contract between Ufa
and Allied. Supreme Court Justice
Norton, after trial, held among other
things that the contract being a distribution agreement calling for division of receipts, was not assignable by Allied and that Cummins
had no rights as assignee. Robert
C.

Richter represented

Ufa, while

Henry Pearlman represented Cummins.

16mm. Ethiopian Reel Issued

—

Chicago Bell & Howell has put
out a 16mm. one-reel subject on
Ethiopia, portraying the nature of
the country and the intimate daily
life of the people.
Both sound and
silent versions have been made.

Plan Single-Reelers in Color

George Orth and Charles Whitehead have formed O. & W. Cine
Enterprises to make 12 single reel
color cartoons in New York.
Six
have already been completed.
The
company has also liquidated the Lyman Howe laboratory at WilkesBarre.

Baltimore Bits
Baltimore

—

The

Hippodrome,

First five productions to be re- through I. M. Rappaport, has doleased by B. F. Zeidman Film Corp. nated the theater for a big midwill be, in the order named: "St. night show Dec. 23, sponsored by the
Elmo," "Sweetheart of the Navy," Hearst newspapers to raise funds to
"In His Steps," "The Gold Bug," help feed the needy on Christmas.
and "Rogue's Gallery," it is anAfter two weeks at Loew's Cennounced by Jack Schlatter, in charge tury, "Mutiny on the Bounty" has
of distribution.
been moved to Loew's Valencia and
"St. Elmo" will be available on Parkway for a third week.
Jan. 30. The four other pictures will
The New has held over "In Old
be set for release on dates approxi- Kentucky."
mating five-week intervals thereGeorge Arliss in "Mr. Hobo" has
after.
been held over at the Little.
Mammoth Christmas parties for
Olsen and Johnson at Roxy Friday more than 5,000 boys and girls will
"Dream" in Albany
Olsen and Johnson will appear in be held at Loew's Century and ValAlbany In accordance with War- person at the Roxy starting Friday. encia theaters on Dec. 22. The themusical revue, aters, headed by William K. Saxton,
ners' policy of limited roadshow en- They head their own
"A Midsummer "Everything: Goes." "Mickey's Fire along with the Junior League, Junfor
gagements
Dream," the production Brigade," Walt Disney cartoon, also ior Association of Commerce and
Night's
Feature film "The Evening Sun," are sponsoring
today
at the Madison theater will be on the bill.
opens
the events.
Impersonation."
Great
"The
will
be
run.
four-day
here for a

Warners'

—

/_

'

t^r'

presenting
the first of a

new

adventure stories

.

.

.

series ... thrilling romantic
in western settings
by

KTand
PETEand women— boys

:**Kr-^

Hi

m

.

(millions of men
his famous action yarns. His

name

is

girls— read
boxoffice f)

£M2»

V

Good enough
f Entertainment

any theatre/

for
for

any audience/

PETER B. KTHE'S

GALLANT

DEFENDER
starring

CHARLES STARRETT
with

Joan Perry
Directed by David Selman

COLUMBIA PICTURE

:

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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More Overs eating Looms as Bar to B. O. Price Rise
SCHAEFERJ [PORTED DICKERING TO JOIN M-G-M
Geo. Armsby and
Successors to Arthur and

David Loew Named
At Annual Meet

Wm. Parker

How They

Elected to

Started

George N. Armsby of the Bank of
America and William A. Parker,

RKO
Co.,

on

Negotiating
Post

is

Special

With M-G-M
J. Schaefer, who recently
resigned as vice-president of Paramount, is understood to be in preliminary contact with M-G-M in regard to an executive post with that
company. Schaefer, who was in New
Orleans yesterday following a hunting and fishing trip in Mexico, returns to New York on Monday. Provided the deal is closed, it is expected that Schaefer, as in the re-

and General Outdoor Advertwo votCapital

which holds an option on Uni(Continued on Page

Schaefer

George

president of Incorporated Investors,
Boston, yesterday were elected to
membership in the Loew board, succeeding Arthur and David Loew,
who resigned recently. Armsby is
also a member of the directorate of
tising as well as one of the
ing trustees of Standard

Loew Board

cent case of Al Lichtman, will develop his own duties and scope.

3)

LAUNCH FIGHT AGAINST

AMPA SEES SELL-OUT

ADV. MATTER IN FILMS

ON FUND'S XM AS PARTY

—

The glad tidings of Xmas Joy are
broadcast from the AMPA
Committee handling the association's

Louis In a national drive
St.
against what he describes as a growing tendency of producing companies to permit advertising matter in
films, President Fred Wehrenberg
of the M.P.T.O. here has written to
Will H. Hays as well as to sales
executives of several major compa{Continued on Page 7)

Walter Reade Gets Site
For 40th Jersey Theater
Walter Reade has acquired a site
on Albany St., New Brunswick,
N. J., through Joseph W. Lotz, Jr.,
broker of that city, for the construction of his 40th theater in New
Jersey.

Thomas W. Lamb,

architect,

preparing the plans for the house,
is to be along radically new
lines.
Entire project entails about

is

which

$400,000.

Burroughs-Tarzan Plans
13 Features, 2 Serials
THE FILM DAILY
Burroughs-Tarzan

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

Enterprises will distribute 13 features and two serials next season.
Details will be announced shortly.

being

annual Christmas Entertainment to
be held at the Hotel Astor on Dec.
19th.

With

a positive limit of 1,000

{Continued

Presenting David 0. Selznick, President of Selznick International Pictures, in the "How They
Dave, the famous son of a famous father, was born in the picture business.
Started" series.
He started with his daddy and has seen service as an exploitation man, theater manager, film
cutter, story editor and finally graduated into one of the outstanding producing executives of
"Hap" Hadley, that outstanding, inimitable industry arlist, is responsible
the industry.

Survey Finds Film Outlook Good
But Overseating Curbs Prices
Committee Will Confer
On 2,000-Foot Adoption

Though
is

movie attendance
show further
to

u

Page

3)

Johnson Heads New Setup
For Screen Broadcasts
William Johnson has tendered his
resignation as president of General
Screen Advertising, Chicago, effective next month, to devote his full
attention to the new setup of Screen
Broadcasts Corp., which has elected

The
him chairman of its board.
Screen Broadcasts group at present
I

c

ontinued

on

Page

3)

expected

improvement next year over the 15
per cent increase registered this year
offices
Hays
the
in
meeting
At a
as compared with 1934, the renewed
yesterday a special committee was activity in theater building will
cooperation
in
work
appointed to
create overseating that will retard
with the National Board of Fire Un- attempts to raise admission prices,
regufire
derwriters on changes in
says the latest survey of the induslations which may be required by try being published today by Standreel.
the adoption of the 2,000-foot
ard Statistics, Inc.
The committee meets Friday. New
Tendency to lift box-office scales
apparatus displayed at the meeting has been noted in a few instances,
sample 2,000-foot reels.
included
{Continued on Page 13)

<

{Continued on Page 8)

Favor Jan. 27 for Start
Of St. Louis Equity Suit
St.

Louis

—

Though government

counsel wants an immediate trial of
the equity suit against Warners,
RKO and Paramount, the date of
Jan. 27 was suggested by defense
attorneys yesterday following a conference at which Judge Joseph W.
{Continued on

Page 8)
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Allied-Empire-Local 306
Theater Expansion War
Set on Merger Details
Looming in Louisiana

—

New

Wed., Dec.
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Editor and Publisher
!

I

Orleans Entry into Wynn,
with a house in opposition to

merger between AlEmpire and Local 306 have
the Page interests and construction been pretty well worked out and acof a new theater costing over $25,- tion toward consummation of the
000 at Natchitoches, La., in opposi- merger may be expected following
La.,

11,

1935

Coming and Going

Details of the

lied,

FRANK FAY

arrives

New York

in

today from

the coast.

SAM GOLDSTEIN
returned

from

of Guaranteed Pictures has
three-month
business
trip

a

abroad.
tion to D. L. Suddath, apparently the election of officers of Local 306
UNA MERKEL, M-G-M player, arrives in New
marks the merging of the Hurd in- on Dec. 18, it was said yesterday by
York on Friday from Hollywood.
terests and the Bailey circuit as a Jos. D. Basson, president of Local
ROBERT K. HAWKINSON, after installing
fighting combination, and presages, 306.
Basson indicated that compleReisman in his new post as home office
according to some, a theater expan- tion of the merger was being delay- Bert
representative of RKO in Cuba,
is
returning
The re- ed because of the election.
sion war in small centers.
from Havana to New York on the Veragua.
cent merger, effected by Hurd's purLocal 306 won a victory in the
LLOYD C. DOUGLAS, author of "Magnificent
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. chasing an interest in the Bailey
courts
Supreme Obsession", arrives in New York today.
yesterday when
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
circuit
and
Baileys
buying
into
the
Court Justice John L. Walsh held
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
MRS. ANTOINETTE D. SMIT, New York
Foreign Hurd, which will bring the houses of that the 10-year employment con- representative for Remaco's
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Filmbedrifj, N. V.,
Subscriber should remit with order. both interests into one operation and
$15.00.
tract between the Allied operators RKO Radio distributors for Holland and the
Address all communications to THE FILM
Dutch
East
Indies,
sails
today
for Amsterdam
in small
union and I.T.O.A. members was not on the Volendam to spend the
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. give them over 30 theaters
holidays at
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. towns, was not officially announced binding on the Edjomac Amusement home.
She is accompanied by MRS. HENRICH
Holly- until this week.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York.
J.
DAUDEY,
wife
of
Remaco's
film
manager.
Corp., operator of the Eltinge Thewood, California— Ralph WUk, 6425 HollyMRS. SMIT returns to New York shortly after
London
Judge the
ater on West 42nd Street.
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
first of the year.
Guaranteed Opens Paris Office
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Walsh ruled that the pact, while
JOHN P. NICK,
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
vice-president reMort
Sikawitt, head of Guaran- binding on individual members of turns today to St. I.A.T.S.E.
La
Harle,
A.
P.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Louis.
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour- teed Pictures, announces the open- the I.T.O.A., did not bind an operatGEORGE J. SCHAEFER, who is now in New
des-Noues, 19.
ing of a Paris office headed by Frank ing company such as Edjomac, and Orleans,
returns to New York Monday.
Bates, veteran Continental distribu- with the consent of Murray HarsBARNEY BALABAN left New York yesterday
tor and until recently in charge of ton, Allied counsel, declared a misreturning to Chicago.
Monogram's European affairs. Nego- trial. Allied had sought to oust LoVINCENT McFAUL of Buffalo Theaters, Paratiations are now pending far addi- cal 306 men employed at the Eltinge.
mount subsidiary, is in New York from Buffalo.
tional appointments in other counBEN HECHT and CHARLES MacARTHUR, who
tries.
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O'Neill in Eberhardt Post

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Low

High

Am. Seat
Columbia

vtc.

Picts.

Con.

Fm.

Ind

Con.

Fm.

Ind.

.

21%
49%

6%
pfd.

.

19

Close

21

21

47

47

5%

57/g

183/4

183/4

Kodak
East.
do pfd

161 'A

1

57

157

155V2

1

551/2

155%

Inc

54%

Loew's,

do

IO71/4

pfd

10%

Paramount
Paramount

1st

Paramount 2nd
Pathe

%

071/4

54
1071/4

10

10

80 1/4

80

12%

12

12

7%

7

7

51/2

51/4

5%

.

20th Century-Fox

.

.

.

231/2

20th Century-Fox pfd. 303/4
pfd

61

22%
30%

30'/4

60

60

Bros

Par.

Picts.

RKO

6s41

6s 55

931/4

92

75%

75

—

+

-

5%
1/4
1

— %
—
+ %
—
75—2
88% —
921/2

88%
NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Warner's 6s39

Sonotone

Corp

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

89

2%

214

185/8

18%

4%

4

trade disputes without
the expense and bitterness of court
litigation will be among the chief
aims of the M.P.T.O. of St. Louis,
Eastern Mo. and Southern 111., for
the coming year, says President
Fred Wehrenberg. The unit plans
an unusually active year.
of

23

10%
9% 10
51
do pfd
51% 51
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
19
18% 18%
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
183/4
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs. 183/4 18%
104
103% 103%
Loew 6s 41 ww
Warner

Would Avoid Long Disputes
Working out some form
St. Louis

%

81

pfd..

Film

Pict.

1

5

pfd...

RKO

Univ.

54

Chg.

— %
— 1%
— %
—
— Vi

Spanish Feature in Color
"De La Sarten al Fuego," produced on the coast by George Hirliman, the first Spanish feature in
color, opens tonight at the Teatro
Campoamor. John Reinhardt directed the picture, which was filmed in
Magnacolor and is being released by
20th Century-Fox.

1/4

3/4

3/8

settling

4%

Burnham Making Color Shorts
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Will E. Burnham is
making Hollywood Fashions SuWest Coast Bureau

—

DWIGHT FRANKLIN,

director, arrived in
California, where he
acted as technical adviser in the filming of
"Captain Blood."
He will return to the Coast
in about a week to assist in the production of

New

York

"Anthony Adverse".

Beryl Wallace in Joe Cook Comedy
Beryl Wallace, featured beauty of
Earl Carroll's "Sketch Book," will
play the feminine lead opposite Joe
Cook in the comedy which Al Christie starts today for Educational at
Astoria under the tentative title
Others in the
"Hot Air Waves."
cast include Ralph Theodore, Dudley Clements, Elvira Sessions, Jimmie Fox, Eddie Hall and Harry

has

STEVE

Educational's 28th two-reel
this season, putting
production force well past the
way mark in the season's tworeleases before the studio holivacation.

reel

day

MAUCH, aged ten, who will play
boy Anthony Adverse in the earlier scenes
of Warner's picturization of the Hervey Allen
novel, will leave New York for California with
his mother early next week.
BILLY

RAPPAPORT
DON HANCOCK
I.

Sally Eilers

of

Baltimore

is

in

town.

production crew will
leave shortly for Banff, Canada, to film the
winter sports there as one of the series of Van
Beuren sports subjects.

GEORGE

E.

leaves

and

BROWNE,
today

for

a

president

of

the

I.A.

Hollywood.

Expect Closed Shop

in

Labs Here

Sol A. Scoppa, business agent of
Local 669, laboratory workers, said
yesterday that Richard F. Walsh,
I.A.T.S.E. vice-president, has been
assigned to supervise pending nego-

preme, colored novelty shorts. Re- tiations with major companies and
lease
will
through Imperial others for a new wage contract and
be
that he expected to obtain a closed
Distributing Corp.
shop in the east for laboratory
workers. At present the Paramount
Wells Film Cost $1,200,000
laboratory is partly open shop and
London Alexander Korda's pro- the Consolidated Laboratories are
duction of the H. G. Wells story, non-union, Scoppa said.
"Things to Come," a London Films
production for United Artists reMarx Bros. Film Holding Over
lease, is stated to have cost $1,200,"A
Night at the Opera," M-G-M's
000.
Marx Brothers comedy, will hold
over for a week and three additional
"$1,000 a Minute" for Roxy
days at the Capitol, with "A Tale
Republic's "$1,000 a Minute," with of Two Cities" coming in on ChristRoger Pryor and Leila Hyams, mas Day. The Marx film originally
opens Dec. 20 at the Roxy.
was set for only two weeks.

Metropolis Gets Foreign Cartoon
"Joie de Vivre" ("Joy of Living"),
animated cartoon made in England
by Anthony Gross and Hector Hoppin, and now being shown at the
55th St. Playhouse, has been ac-

quired by Metropolis
U. S. distribution.

for

Pictures

Loew Unit Profit Lower
Loew's (Marcus) Theaters, Ltd., a

Loew circuit subsidiary, reports net
profit of $52,862 for the year ended
Aug. 29, compared with $96,634 the
previous year.

—

Gilbert Roland

vice-president

I.A.T.S.E.

Hollywood.

is

comedy so far
the
half

to

the

T.S.E.

Short.

NEWMAN,

returned

art

week from

this

Walter Eberhardt.

This

Study Guide on Buck Film
A study guide for use in schools
has been put out by Educational &
Recreational Guides, Inc., on the
new Frank Buck animal feature,
"Fang and Claw," produced by Van
Beuren for RKO release.
Issue

2%

18%— %

G. R. (Gar) O'Neill has been appointed by P. L. Thompson, director of public relations for Electrical
Research Products, to fill the vacancy caused by the recent death of

have been in Hollywood two weeks, will return
to New York tomorrow to begin work on their
next production for Paramount, a mystery drama
titled "Murder At 21".

Will Take

Up Option

Standard Capital Co., in association
with Charles R. Rogers, will exercise
its
option to buy Universal within a
few weeks, it was definitely stated by
Rogers,
who
spokesman yesterday.
remain East three weeks before
lining
is
up
returning to Hollywood,
36 features for the company's 1936-37
program.
He conferred with James R.
manager, and
general
sales
Grainger,
downtown bankers interested in the deal
yesterday.
a

will

THE
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ARMSBY AND PARKER
JOIN

AMPA SEES SELL-OUT

LOEWS BOARD

ON FUND'S XMASPARTY

{Continued from Page 1)

He was

versal.
tvith

Blair

&

formerly associated

Co.

Robert Rubin presided at the
annual
stockholders'
meeting,
at
which the elections took place. About
50 were present.
It was stated, in

(Continued from Page 1)
tickets to be sold, 910 are in
bapwith only 90 left to go!

A

reply to a question, that Loew will
earn about $1 a share on common
in its first quarter, which consists
of September, October and November. Explanation was made that the
firm's film amortization during that
period was the greatest in its history due to a number of costly films
coming in that quarter. A vote of
confidence was given executives of
the corporation in appreciation of

management.
The Loew board meets today to
elect officers and transact other busi-

its

Johnson Heads New Setup
For Screen Broadcasts

• • • LONDON NOTES
Joe Rock and his studio
gang attended the famous B. I. P. Film Ball at Albert Hall ...
7,000 movie fans, extras, film row gents and sundry were on
hand to cheer the stars and producers and give them a rousing
what-ho and so forth
Alf Goulding is beginning to speak
English again, what with just finishing the Leslie Fuller pitcher
and starting right in on the Harry Roy musical opus

LUNNON

• • • IN
Town one of the best liked American
writers is Jesse Lasky Joonior, who has been a guest at some
of the best Mayfair homes since his arrival here
Paddy
Carstairs and Ken Green have a play opening in Manchester
on Xmas eve
Bob Young, the Metro star, spent a half
hour getting through the autograph-hunters at the Prince Edward theater the other nite
Robert was the ace attraction
at the Film Ball, along with Otto Kruger and Cary Grant

That's what you call seat-selling.
The reason for the remarkable record in gobbling up the tickets is two
fold: The AMPA Christmas Entertainment has become one of the biggest social events of the season that
ballyhoos the entire industry as well
as the organization. And the other,
reason is the fact that the Film
Daily Relief Fund is the principal
beneficiary.
Outside of that, the Relief Fund
Committee reports that the Annual

Xmas Drive

going along with
Cast your eyes over
the list below.
Growing by leaps
and bounds daily.
Is your name
here?
If not, make up your mind
that it will be here tomorrow.

grand

1)

has 6,000 theater accounts and is
employing 135 salesmen on its ad
service, according to Johnson. Companies in the group are Motion Picture Advertising Service, New OrScreen Broadcasts, Dallas;
leans;
United Film Ad Service, Kansas
City; A. V. Cauger Service, Independence; Al M. Smith Film Service,
and Motion Picture
Minneapolis,
Advertising Service, Cleveland. New

York

Rockefeller
at
are
Plaza, with A. E. Fair in charge,
while eastern sales representatives
are Signer & Bryne, and midwest
sales agents are Atlas Educational
Film, Chicago.
offices

New

Deals Closed by Republic
the
of
theaters
Thirty - four
Springer-Cocalis circuit in New York
and northern New Jersey have been
added to the original list of nine
houses in this circuit that have contracted for Republic's complete program for the current season.

E. M. Loew circuit of New England has also made additions to its
deal for Republic product, with
three new situations bringing the
total

number

to seven.

Victor Shapiro Joins Wurtzel
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Victor Shapiro has
Hollywood
joined the Sol M. Wurtzel production staff at the 20th Century-Fox

• • •
INGENIOUS lad
Willie Wang of Metro
publicity dep't
has sent us two smackers for the Film
Daily Relief Fund
representing one cent each from 200
cigarette moochers who came to his desk to bone a butt.
Willie sez the Metro lads were all for the Idea
and several
guys even started smoking just to help along the Good Cause
it's not the amount that counts
but the fine spirit
in back of it
.

.

.

.

"A-e You Enrolled?"

Samuel Cummins of Eureka Pro-

ductions has won his fight to have
the Czech film, "Ecstasy," admitted
by the Customs Department for
showing in this country.

"East of Java" for Globe
"East of Java," with Charles
Bickford, opens Saturday night at
the Globe.

A.

M.

P.

Rube Jackter

A.

•

DOWN

IN the Charlotte, North Carolina territory
U. McCormick of Amity Exchange is all excited as he
spills us the good news
that George Gullette and Frank
Morang of Meridian Pictures Corp. lined up over 20 theaters in
the territory in the past three weeks for the playing of "Broadway Handicap"
that's dumping a Christmas present right
•

•

J.

in

an exchangeman's lap

J.

Jerome J. Cohen
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Miss Addie Dannenberg
Leo Klebanow

Charles

Ray Johnston

H. D. Buckley
Louis K. Sidney

City Photo
Corp.

Engraving

•

•

A

NEW

FINE JUDGMENT was

displayed on the part of
for their selection
their showing of a high
of a
Charlie Grisclass production at the Hollywood theater
wold and "Midsummer Night's Dream" is what you might call
the perfect attraction handled by the perfect manager
Charlie's record is one of those things taken for granted
after the great job he did at the Roxy in the old days, and
he is repeating at the Hollywood.
later at the Music Hall

• • •
somebody

lohn
J.

Warner organization
high grade manager to put over
in the

Don Mersereau
Maurice Kann

L.

A.

•

GOING IN

for Art in a big

« « «

>>

»

»/

McCartney
Cummings

P.
F.

David Barrist
Joseph R. Vogel
David A. Levy

Jr.

Hamlin

Tom Hamlin

Toby Gruen

Harry Weltz
Herbert Berg
Winfield Andrus
Louis Nizer

Ed

Man Freedman

Amusement Supply Co.

Finney

B. K. Blake
Jules Levy

David Bernstein

Anonymous

Irving Chidnotf

Sardi's Restaurant
Don Gillette
Renee Carroll

E.

Ned

Quigley Publishing
Morris H. Kinzler
N. D. Golden
Charles A. Rossi
"Chick" Lewis
Marcus A. Benn
Morris

Goodman

A. Tanney
Cresson E. Smith
C. C. Pettijohn
J.

Edward Curtis

Leon Bamberger
Paul Lazarus

E.

A.

Depinet

Schiller

Arthur Loew

George Gerhardt
Chas. A. Leonard
Edward McNamee

Eddie Edelson

way

Charles
Laughton in London has purchased the Renoir masterpiece, "The
Judgment of Paris" at a reported price of 100 grand
George Jessel has notified the Cheese Club that he has cancelled
toastmaster at the
a previous engagement in order to act as
Harry Hershfield Dinner at the Hotel Astor on Jan. 26 .....
The Metro "Happy Harmonies" car loon, "Alias St. Nick," has
Canads
been booked for 200 first-run houses in the Youessay and
for the Xmas holidays

•

Schlaifer

J

W.

William Orr

•

Clark

Emanuel
Ben Y. Cammack
Herbert Ebenstein
Saul E. Rogers
W. R. Ferguson

Stuart
Jack Alicoate

Israel.

D.

F.
Seadler
Kessler

Jay

Reisman

Stella

M. Orowitz
Eugene J. Zukor
E.

Silas

Max

Arthur

slant

Feist

F.

Emanuel Silvetstone
M. Van Praag

Richard Brady
Moe Streimer
H. D. Behr
E. B. Hatrick
Phil

S.

Felix

Thomas J. Connors
Sam E. Morris

Al Lichtman
H. M. Masters
Wm. Barnett

for the Opera
the Chicago
Civic Opera Company is planning to show Screeno during the
the management
intermissions at the opera performances
And
figures it will ease the long 20-minute intermissions
here's a seat-sales stimulator from R. H. Wilkinson of the Greenfor the showing of "Sandville theater in Greenville, Mo.
ers of the River" he designated one seat as Prize Seat
any patron occupying it received $2.50 in cash

•

MacLeod
C. Moskowitz

Harold Hendee

Ben Amsterdam
William German
William Massce

studios.

"Ecstasy" Admitted

is

strides.

THE HONOR ROLL
THAT

(Continued from Page

the

—

J.

Wang

Willie

Co.

Arthur A. Lee
Mrs. Joseph R.
Bertram Mayers
Jack Glucksman
Lou Blumenthal
Lee Leventhal
Fred

Miles

Quimby

Leopold Friedman
Braunberg
S.
William A. Downs
S.

Sam Dembow,

Jr.

Lester Ketner
A. C. Snyder
James P. Clark
A. J. Dash
Sam Shain
Paul Benjamin

N

H.

Brower

Finish 2 More New York Shorts
Celebrated Pictures has completed
shooting the second and third reels
"New York Uncensored"
its
of
Ted Lloyd produced the
series.
reels and wrote the dialogue, Lee
Mortimer is the narrator and Edward Ruby handled the photography.
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REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS
Gene Autry

"LAST OF THE PAGANS"

jn

"THE SINGING VAGABOND"

with

57 mins.

M-G-M

Direction,

72 mins.

G

Martin

Editor,

With the South Sea
Western

singing

This

frontier

of

days

entertainment for houses
Although the
product.
story is familiar material, the players handle their roles well and Carl Pierson's diusing

good

be

should

type

this

rection

number plenty

gives this

Gene Autry's

singing

When

ing point.
is

of

he

of action.

is

the strongest sell-

is

not warbling there

something else to hold one's

including a

battle

Rutherford,

as

with

the

the

number, and

Indians.

Ann

very

nice,

looks

girl,

attention,

around handles her
part well.
Smiley Burnette doesn't get a
chance to do much, but he grabs the spotlight whenever he is on.
The story takes
Ann joins a show troupe
place in 1860.
going West.
The wagon train is attacked
by bandits, but Autry and his plainsmen
come to the rescue. Ann's aunt wants her
to marry Niles Welch and they follow Ann
Autry's enemies fix things so
out West.
that he is accused of rustling government
horses, and of being a tool of the Indians.
Since he is working for the government,
he is court-martialed.
Welch has promised
Ann that he would use his political influence in freeing Autry, but instead fixes
things so that Gene is sentenced to be shot.
With the aid of his pals, Autry escapes,
finds the guilty parties and gets his Ann.
sings a

Cast:

Gene

all

Ann

Autry.

Rutherford,

Smiley Burnette,
Barbara
Pepper,
Frank
LaRue, Warner Richmond, Henry Rcquemcre, Grace Goodall. Niles Welch, Allan
Sears, Charles King, Ray Benard, Bcb Burns,
Celia McCancn.

Nat

Producer,

Levine;

Director,

Carl

Author, Oliver Drake; Screenplay,
Betty Burbridge; Cameramen,
Bill Ncbles, Ed Lyons; Editor, Lester Orlebeck.
Pierson;

Oliver Drake,

Direction,

Good

Photography,

A

1

Jersey Jottings
Newark

—

The

is

a

beautiful

piece

of

The writer and director
throughout.
have included some very good thrill scenes,
which help to hold one's interest. The dialogue is all native with explanations given
For audiences interby a few subtitles.
ested in these natives, the picture is ace
entertainment, but how widespread these
audiences are is problematical. Since nothing like this has been shown for quite some
time, its novelty may serve as an attraction.
Ray Wise as Mala and Lotus Long
as Natita, the boy and girl of this love
story, give such real and honest interpretations of their roles that they seem to be
Richard Thorpe
the natives themselves.
has done a fine job of direction, getting
good performances from the natives; he
handles the mass scenes in great style and
John Farthe picture moves continuously.
row's story and screenplay are interesting
and well worked out.
Clyde DeVinna's
photography is one of the highlights of the
picture, and the musical score is very expressive.
On a wife hunting expedition,
Mala finds Natita and takes her back to
his island to marry her.
Natita learns to
love the boy, but before the marriage ceremony, Mala is abducted and taken to the
phosphorus mines on a nearby island. During a blast, he helps to save a white boss,
and for his deed, Natita is sent for.
The
officials want to ship her back, because
they believe she is the wife of a chief.
After being jailed for becoming violent,
Mala escapes, finds his Natita and they
sail away to a new life on another island.
tive

Producer,
Director,
Philip
Goldstone;
Richard Thorpe; Author and Screenplay,

Atlantic

City— Colonial Theater

of its biggest nights by
packing 'em for big opening broadcast of talent tieup with Station

Day under the
name The New Mosque. A novel
policy has been announced by Henry WPG,
Gus Edwards emseeing
Chesterfield, president,

Cody

stage.

Lumiton;

Spectrum

ing

58 mins.

Cody

who

leader

smuggling

is

lutionary outfit.

become a
The trail

materials

across

part of the revoof the

satisfactory

the

girl,

tachment

with

and

brother as the
the

border.

whom Cody

she

RKO
i

|

American

forms an at-

innocently

her

reveals

man wanted on this
Then Cody, having

side

of

the

set

communicates with the border troop
commander, but a spy relays to the Mex
leader the fact that he has taken two spies
into his outfit.
So when Cody returns
across the border he and his companion are
seized. The Mex pal is shot and Cody estrap,

capes through the help of another spy. He
rides to the girl's ranch to capture her
brother, and there the girl wounds him as
she becomes frantic at the realization that
her brother is about to be sent to prison
for

The

conspiracy.

love

interest

is

well

handled and more attention paid to developing dramatic scenes than in most westerns.
This makes up for some overemphasis in close-up scenes with too much explanatory

Cast:
ralaga,
Elliot,

conversation.

Bill

Cody, Molly O'Day, Martin Gar-

Ted Adams. Joe De La Cruz, John
Merrill

Producer,

MacCormick.

Ray Kirkwood; Director,
Taril

;

J.

P.

Cameraman,

Robert Cline.
Direction,

Okay

the

entertainment

in

a

back-

SHORTS

leader of the conspiracy leads to the ranch
of

Fernando
At the Teatro Campoamor.
Argentine production offerwith

"March

a

the border, and

("Bueproduced
Ochoa, Tita

Spanish;

interesting.

government agent working with a representative of the Mexican
government, work their way into the confidences
revolutionary
of
the
Mexican
as

in

stage romance of familiar type but generally

G-MEN MOTIF IN WESTERN WITH
MEXICAN
SMUGGLING
FURNISHES
GOOD ACTION AND THRILLS.
Bill

al.

Well-made

in

Photography, Very Good.

i

l

of

Time"

(No. 9)

Radio

20 mins.
First-rate
In the subject showing the genesis
and spread of the Townsend plan
for giving the aged over 60 a $200
monthly pension for life, "March
of Time" achieves a new high in
screen journalism. Not only is this
a fruitless job of smoothly-spun
story-telling
but in shots interspersed throughout it affords sharp
insights into the characters of individuals associated with the plan.
It is also a valuable commentary
on our times and of genuine historic
interest.
Shots showing the aged

Townsendites
attending
meetings
have a pathetic and touching qual-

The rise of Dr. Townsend from
obscurity to national fame is a peculiarly American success fable, humorous, extravagant and sad.
The
second subject shows the U. S. Secret Service, the coast guard and
the narcotics division cooperating to
trap the large dope-smuggling ring
which last spring flooded the south
with heroin.
The smashing of the
ring, very interestingly re-enacted,
ity.

also broke up a band which was
fomenting a revolution in Honduras.

Japan's civilizing activities in Manchuria and her preparations for annexation of the five northern Chinese
provinces make up the third subject.
This is timely and interesting
throughout.

Indiana Items

—

Kansas City— The 1,400-seat New
Indianapolis
Dave Chatkin of
Center Theater, closed for many Monarch Theaters spent several days
months, has been leased to a relig- here with Izzie Halperin, manager
ious
organization for use as a of the Monarch interests.
church.
Otto Ebert, Warner booker, is on

and John L. show. They repeated in second try
Hollywood Sci'een Service, Inc.,
The program Monday and feature is assured for formed to distribute motion picture
will include a first-run film, a stage
advertising and advertising films,
rest of winter.
show, and dancing before, after and
Nat Cohen has come in to handle has taken offices on Film Row.
during the show. The programs will
publicity for Strand group here and Theodore Abeles is president and
be arranged so that those wishing
also house manager Strand theater his son Theodore Abeles, Jr., is viceto dance in the evening may attend
on Boardwalk. Dick Bergseth, for- president of the organization which
a 5 o'clock show and have a light
merly of that house now definitely will operate in Missouri, Kansas,
meal at the soda fountain.
The at Embassy on avenue.
Iowa, and Nebraska.
house, with its several ballrooms,
Roy C. Emery, at one time treasHarvey
Anderson
of Apollo Thewill have a capacity of 10,000 and
ater returned from vacation with urer of the old Auditorium Theater
admission will be at popular prices.
here and later a booking agent foj
The opening program will have Bud- big array of new stuff.
F. E. West now definitely set for Sousa's band, passed away at his
dy Rogers' "Dance Band" on the
home here last week.
screen and Irene Bordoni on the winter at Stanley.
Variety Club announces! another

McCurdy, manager.

Nights"),

Aires

Kansas City Chatter

Mosque crashed one

theater on Christmas

Bill

"LAWLESS BORDER"

McCarthy; Author, Zara

Cast: Ray Wise, Lotus Long.

Atlantic City Items

Chesterfield The-

aters, Inc., will reopen the

picture

nos

Photography, Best.

Merello, et

Islands for a setting,

work.
The love story of the boy and girl is simple and realistic and wisely remains nathis

"NOCHES DE BUENOS AIRES"
by

PICTURESQUE NATIVE SOUTH SEA
PLEASING MUSICAL WESTERN WITH ROMANCE HAS NOVELTY AND BEAUGENE AUTRY'S SINGING AS THE HIGH- TY WITH SPECIAL CLASS APPEAL.
LIGHT.

Cohn.

Excellent.

»

FOREIGN

Farrow; Cameraman, Clyde De
Musical Score, Nat W. Finstcn;

Villiers

Vinna;

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Republic

John

Mala and Lotus

»
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the sick

list.

Hobart Hart, operator in Gary
and Auburn, is building a new 20room residence on his estate.
Marty Solomon, Columbia exchange manager, spent most of the
past week in Louisville on business.
Al Blocher, booker for the Theatrical Managers Inc., is busy booking Kiddie Christmas pictures.
R. H. Gulmeyer, will open the
Royal in Fairmount. The house has
been dark a year.
Annual Christmas party for poor
Christmas charity bowling tourna- children sponsored by the Variety
ment to be staged with the assis- Club will be held Dec. 23 in the In-

—

Maplewood The S. R. O. sign wood on Monday announced people
was hung out Sunday in this town had been turned away at every per- tance of the K. C. "Star" on Satur- diana Theater. Variety Club Charity
which voted last month to have Sun- formance.
day, Sunday and Monday before Fund Night will be held at the Armday movies for the

time in

—

Dover Thieves wrecked the office Christmas. F. C. Hensler of the lo- ory Dec. 17.
Proceeds go to the
and safe of the Baker Theater, Man- cal M-G-M exchange has announced Christmas Charity fund.
the recount established proponents ager Samuel Roth reported to police that film
stars are donating a numBurglars entered the Paramount
of the move had won by 62 votes. Monday, but a hasty
check indicated ber of the prizes while local mer- Theater in Ft. Wayne, and took apManager M. G. Felder of the Maple- nothing of value was taken.
chants will donate the rest.
proximately $2,000 Monday night.
history.

It

was the

first

first

show

its

since

te

%

A

&

?*'

^aic-ST*

1

CHRISTMAS

UR

S

-e-S^

H

THE
LITTLEST REBEL
with

BOLES

.

HOLT

KAREN MORLEY
BILL ROBINSON

'

Associate Pfoflucex: B. G. DeSylva
Directed by David Butler

Screen play by fidwin Burke
From the play-by Edward Peple

A Fox Picture
eleased

Decemb

!

.
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Pittsburgh— The

pledge

Snider, neighborhood circuit operator, reported Monday his loss in the Victoria theater
fire Sunday night would reach $500.
L.

of

Cleveland Clips
the

la.,

Joe Rosenberg, Columbia salesman, was in Lutheran hospital over
the weekend with an infected arm.
Ted
Mendenhall,
Paramount
branch manager, Bill Harrmann
booker; George Hinton, Ike Ruben
and Roy Palmquist, salesmen, and
Wendell Overturf, ad sales manager,
went to Des Moines for a district
meeting with Ralph LiBeau in
I

j

I

!

.

!

—

Brussels First color film on the
Dassonville process will be "Fairy
Tales", in French, Spanish and English.

—

Producers in Germany
Berlin
spent $7,500,000 in making pictures
This year the figure
for 1934-35.
is estimated at $10,000,000, an average of about $250,000 for each feature.

Berlin— Ufa's receipts in 1934-35
totaled $23,000,000, a decrease of 4
per cent from the previous report.

—

Tobis-Sascha will make
Berlin
"Silhouettes" in English, French

and German.

at the

full

S.

R.O.

TRIPLED

man

^^now

.

filling.

^ " se^al^ay's S

ply

^

&fi£

^™' ^tTevTra,

in Cleveland in CO nsU
tio
r
T
P TLangford.
W1 "i local manager L.
P.
A
Goodman,
United
Artists
Harry Kalmine and Ben Kalmenson,
branch manager, reports that he has
local executives
closed contracts for the new season
The trade expects a special 20 per
with every local circuit, and almost
cent levy on Sunday admissions to
every spot in the city not operated
be introduced in the

!Sn

-

Germahy.

Mayfair Casino with a

.

|

—

annual Variety

.

Variety Club will buy all the
needed for the inmates of
the Hattie B. Monroe Home for
Crippled children during 1936
Frank Pennington, Villisca, la.,
exhibitor, unable to endure California sunshine any longer, cut his vacation short and was this week back Jjon
° n the J ° b
clothes

Berlin Attendance since June has
been 19 per cent higher than in the
same period last year throughout

— Second

was staged Friday night

men

charge.

Foreign Flashes

Cleveland
Ball

house in
attendance. All available 700 tickets were sold far in advance.
Variety Club members from out of town
included Allan Moritz and Max
Stahl, Cincinnati; Art Levy, Mark
Goldman, Bert Stern, William Rosenthal, Pittsburgh; "Duke" Clark
and a party of ten from Columbus, There is a theatre in a suburb
and Leo Bochner and Darty from
Capitol.
Montreal. Georgie Price from New near our factory that is atGeorge Otte, theater manager for York was
master of ceremonies. Col.
the Dipson Circuit, moved his home
Nat Wolf headed the committee on tended by a number of our
to Kittaning.
When the firm's new entertainment. Nat Holt, as Variety
1500-seat house in Bradford opens Club oresident,
was official host. I. employes. These
and
next month, Otte will be named in J. Schmertz
was general chairman
charge.
of committees.
their families grumbled to the
Art Levy, Columbia exchange head
Frank Gross, owner of the Grand
and chief barker of the Variety Theater,
has taken the adjoining exhibitor about his sound.
Club, surprised his friends Monday
store room to be added to his preswhen he revealed that he and Bess ent lobby as one
of the features of (Most people don't take the
Lefkowitz were married in his home his
extensive renovizing plans.
By
town, Hamilton, Ontario, on Sunday,
reducing the stage, he will add 250 trouble to kick; they just go
s Lefkowi tz quit her office job
seats.
with Warners here.
The Gustav Hirsch Organization elsewhere.) Finally the theatre
Jack Duff returned to his old job of
Columbus, designers of marquees,
as manager of a Carnegie house afhas appointed Harry Klein of Cleve- manager said "Yes" when a
* er tournin
g the East with a Major land as northern Ohio sales repre**™ es 11 ?Photophone
called. The
sentative.
R °y J"
Haines former Warner diviL. S. Hunt, National Theater Suphouse thought it was doing
.manager.here

^

fire at Emmetsobliterated the State, man
aged by A. J. Swanton, with a total
loss of $40,000.

Another weekend

Z

"

,

Legion of Decency was renewed on
Sunday in all Catholic churches of
the Pittsburgh Diocese.
The Fulton here is closing tomorrow until Christmas. Plans for its
future policy are now being discussed by the Mott-Shea outfit in
New York.
Jack Trott, former assistant maner at t he Fit
h moved to Wheeling,
,7
W. Va.,
in a similar position at the

Omaha Odds and Ends

burg,

Labor Costs

r

Pittsburgh Briefs

ning

—A.

Studio

in

r
Z r/
ZfJn?" ^"^
1^7"'

m

1)

and to President Ed Kuykendall
of the M.P.T.O.A. urging that such
ad material be eliminated or else

Omaha

en a d C
y
co nt:a c ts co ve

ATS

nies

that the theaters be paid for runit.
Specific instances of recent
releases in which well-known trademarks were shown are cited by Wehrenberg.

Increase

which

the I.A.T.S.E. obtains jurisdiction over
I;
en at
C ° aSt Wi "
"°» inCr se stu'dii"labo?^™.*
n w
'I"
W '^ be ne S° tiated "y the studios and the
when
between the studios and the studio crafts
expires' in February TH
D LY WaS lnformed yesterday by the I.A.T.S.E.
This
win make the
If
, °«
f
6 .. a
/Sreement
between the studios and studio
? i'i
t
Thl agreement between
SJi!
!u
cratts.
The
the
I.A.T.S.E. was the I.B.E.W. affecting the coast
studios will be put into effect within 30
days, an I.A.T.S.E. source said

ADV. MATTER IN FILMS
(.Continued

under

in

tending

Town

business

conferences

with

-

.

special session

of

the

_

by

which opens in
Harrisburg next month.
Jake Silverman, Altoona exhibitor, has gone to Tucson, Ariz, for
the winter.
His co-partner, Ike
Silverman, has been left in charge.
As scheduled, Warners reopened
the Columbia in Warren, the Strand
in Greensburg and the Liberty in
Donora.
William A. Benson in from New
York to succeed Bert Reisman as
legislature

,

,

M

^

-

well when it sold out Saturday
night; since installing

Photophone

it

RCA

averages three

sell-outs a week, usually Thurs-

circuits.

Max Marmorstein announces a
combination vaudeville-film policy at
his Circle Theater for the duration
of the holiday season.
Lew Wasserman, former manager
of the Circle, is now connected with
the Mayfair Casino in the publicity

department.
"Frisco Kid" is holding over a second week downtown.
The picture
opened at the Hippodrome and
main line sales representative for moved over to the Allen for a conRKO Radio. Reisman has been ap- tinued first downtown run.
Clarence J. Vogel, president of
pointed special representative for
Liberty Amusement Co., is increasthe company in Havana.
ing the seating capacity of the Liberty Theater, Wellsville, O., and of
Iowa Items
the Lincoln Theater, Chester, W.
Va., and has started construction of
Des Moines The Iowa Theater at a new 400-seat picture house in

day, Friday, Saturday.

the increase has not

from

^

all

RCA employes,

And
come

either

RCA

Photophone has a
decided effect at the box
office. Its perfection of sound
increases attendance, often in
a spectacular way.

example

is

typical

The above
of

results.

—

Big Features Buys "Custer"
Lee L. Goldberg, Big Feature Emmetsburg suffered a $40,000 loss
Rights Corporation, will distribute by fire which destroyed the Opera
The house
"Custer's Last Stand," Weiss serial, House block last week.
Louis
the Cincinnati territory.
Weiss, en route to California to pre
pare for the production of "The
Clutching Hand," new Arthur B.
Reeve serial, closed the deal in Cincinnati the other day.
in

Salineville, O.

PHOTOPHONE

Full Week for "Thanx" Sub-Runs
had been recently redecorated at a
cost of $8,000, according to A. J.
Starting Friday, the Palace and
Swanson, manager.
other RKO theaters in Greater New
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Blank of Des York, excepting the Albee in BrookMoines have returned from their lyn, will play "Thanks a Million
for a full week.
wedding trip to Honolulu.
'

RCA TRANS LUX

•

RCA SONOTONE

RCA MANUFACTURING

CAMDEN
A

•

CO., INC.

NEW JERSEY

Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

THE

3W1

DAILV

ST. LOUIS EQUITY SUIT

GB

JAN. 27

(Continued from Page

1)

Molyneau of Minneapolis was agreed
upon as the new judge to preside at
President Judge Kimthe trial.
brough Stone of the U. S. Circuit

Court of Appeals has not yet issued
the order for Judge Molyneau's appointment, but presumably will do

Comment

Carolina

C—

United Artists
Charlotte, N.
exchange, managed by S. A. Rhors,
has enlarged its quarters to take in
the entire lower floor in the Ross
Building.

The Strand theater at Canton has
been purchased by J. E. Massie from
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Sherrill. Masanother theater in
operates
sie
Wanesville.
Jesters' Club will stage

its

party

the
for underprivileged children at
Broadway Theater on Dec. 23.
The Varmville theater at Varm-

has

C,

S.

Eugene

been

opened

by

Mills.

Kings Mountain has the new
It
Dixie theater in operation now.
finished at an approximate cost
W.
of $35,000, being financed by the
C. E. and D. E.
L. Plonk estate.
will have complete charge of

was

Season, Says Balcon

OVERSEATING BARS

four

San Antonio Notes

—

so immediately.

ville,

Make 26 Next

pictures made by outside producers, the GB program for 1936-37
will consist of 26 pictures, said Michael Balcon, production executive, on his arrival
Twenty-four of these pictures are slated
in New York yesterday after a coast visit.
for release in this country.
Balcon declared that signing of about a dozen people, including players, writers and
directors, was achieved through "the most genuine" cooperation of Hollywood studios
Although England will never match Hollywood
and was not, in any sense "raiding".
from the standpoint of quantity production, asserted Balcon, British producers are
now making rapid strides towards comparable quality.
Balcon, with Mark Ostrer, Charles Reisner and Ralph Spence. will sail Saturday on
He plans to come to America again in six months.
the Aquitania for England.

Including

MAY START

to
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San
Antonio H.
Phillips
of
Southwestern Theater Equipment
Co., Houston, is in town and says
he will make his headquarters here.
Dan Oppenheimer, Jr., is now the
new house manager of the Prince,
formerly known as the Strand.
Wanda Hall's new Rialto at Kerrville is scheduled to open Christmas
Day.
Fire of an unknown origin broke
out underneath the stage at the
Rialto, Beeville, Hall Industries theater headquarters. The owners will
rebuild the house.
Jose Bohr, actor-producer, will
visit this city soon, according to J.
J. Jiminez of the Latin - American
Film Exchange on North Flores St.
Visitors from out-of-town: "Stout"
Jackson, tent showman from Robs-

town; Kent Housmer out-door show
man, St. Louis, and others.

Salt

Cash

—

(Continued from Page 1)

but no concerted upward movement
is expected until purchasing power
of the public has advanced in considerable measure, according to the
financial survey.
Less acceding to
bank nights and other price-cutting
Florida Flickers
stimulants also is seen with this deMiami Tivoli Theater is offering velopment.
Earnings outlook for the industry
free pony rides, on a lot across the
as a whole is promising for the
street, to juvenile patrons throughmonths ahead, provided there is no
out the day.
letdown in film quality, says StandPheil Theater in St. Petersburg is
ard, which points out that negative
reopening for the winter.
costs last year were 24 per cent
Florida Theater in Daytona Beach higher
than in 1933, and a further
is
being reopened for the season increase
of 12 per cent for the inwith Sidney Landers as manager.
dustry as a whole is indicated for
Flagler Theater in Bunnell has 1935, which means
that any unexreduced prices.
pected decline in receipts would adSparks circuit in Jacksonville has versely affect earnings because amorappointed R. J. (Dick) Ludwig man- tization costs would contract
less
ager of the Roxy.
promptly.
Fire recently damaged the Dixie
Receipts from the foreign market
Theater, Ocala. Manager Ted Cha- at present amount to from 25 to
pin is making repairs.
35 per cent of total film rentals, the
Saenger circuit of New Orleans, survey adds, with no important
operating the Isis and Saenger in change in prospect.
Pensacola, has bought the property
In the exhibition field, further reon which the Isis is located.
covery is seen, although tax and deJames Prentis, manager of the preciation costs are proving burGranada, St. Cloud, has installed new dens. The industry's annual gross is
seats.
estimated as near the $750,000,000

—

Lake City Squibs

the house.

RISE IN B.O. PRICES

level.

Chicago Chat

Salt Lake City A. B. Floor, manCincinnati Chatter
ager of the Roxy and Star theaters,
Cross-Exam'd in Pittsburgh Suit
Chicago Frank Clifford, who was
is the father of a boy.
assistant
of
to
the
late Tom Maloy,
Pittsburgh Cross-examination
Lila Lee passed through here last
Cincinnati
W. A. V. Mack, forhas been installed as business agent
plaintiff Sam Friedman by Ed Rafweek
on
her way from Los Angeles of the moving
picture operators' mer United Artists branch manager,
ferty, defense attorney, in the antito Cleveland.
union.
Peter Shayne, operator at has succeeded Hubert Knoepfle as
trust case against all major disEd Kennedy, manager of the the Terminal Theater, has been elect- manager of the local GB office.
tributors here excepting Paramount,
exchange,
won ed president of the union.
Father of Lester Rosenfeld, RKO
Glen
was the principal event in the Sheffield-Republic
iirst prize in the Intermountain terSweeney was elected vice-president, representative, died recently in Kosecond days' afternoon session
ritory for amount of sales in the and Neal C. Bishop secretary.
komo.
yesterday in the U. S. District court.
He is now on
Max Stahl, U. A. manager, who on
Following the purchase of a fourthat contest just closed.
Raffer.ty managed to prove
story building at 615 Davis Street, Sunday will marry Estelle Goldberg
Friedman did not abandon the oper- a trip to Idaho.
Mercury Film Exchange, operated Evanston, by Balahan & Katz, the- of the Cleveland U. A. office, is beation of the Capitol Theater in Farby Able Davis, has moved to new ater operators, plans have been filed ing given a bachelor dinner at the
rell in September, 1928, due to restraints of trade.
He pointed out ffices at 254 East First South St. on for remodeling the two lower floors Netherland Plaza.
Branch Manager Gene into a theater seating 825, at a
Mr. and Mrs. William Chesbrough
that only 30 per cent of the steel film row.
For many years, of the Chesbrough Circuit are takmills in that town were open at that Marcus of Allied Pictures, who for- cost of $110,000.
time and that he was unable to pay merly occupied this address, has until 1928, the lower floor of the ing a trip to Bermuda.
Annual benefit party for kiddies
M-G-M the prices for contracted moved in with the Capitol offices on building was occupied by the Hoyburn Theater.
pictures.
Rafferty then turned to film row.
will be staged Dec. 21 by the Queen
Earl Bauer of the National TheGeorge Gehring, owner of the City Variety Club.
Friedman's Nuluna Theater in Sharon
which he closed in February, 1929, ater Supply personnel is back from Rosewood Theater, north side house,
Harry "Pop" Wessel is the choice
and attempted to prove that the a month's vacation with his people has been freed of a charge of carry- of both tickets for prexy of the Varin
Indiana.
ing concealed weapons growing out iety Club.
quality of pictures supplied near the
Ralph Kinsler of RKO
closing period compared with those
of an incident at a meeting of oper- will be treasurer and Joe Rolling
sold in previous years.
ators.
secretary.
Milwaukee Matters
The Bradshaw Theater, BradPhilly Unit to Elect Dec. 19
shaw, W. Va., has opened.
Milwaukee Tommy Bartlett, forDetroit Doings
Philadelphia Combined member- mer WISN announcer here and now
Thomas Bros, have opened a new
house, the Fayette, at Fayetteville,
ship of I.E.P.A. and M.P.T.O. meets with
in Chicago, has been
at Broadwood Hotel, Dec. 19, to named to take charge of the RivDetroit Bondholders of Colwood W. Va., with equipment supplied by
elect a president, two vice-presi- erside Theater amateur show every Co.,
operating the Fox Theater National Theater Supply.
dents, a treasurer and a secretary Monday evening in Milwaukee.
J. E. Flynn, J. T. Donohue and
building, have filed petition for reof the new independent M.P.T.O.
Charles Aaron of M-G-M visited the
A district court jury has brought organization under section 77B.
Board of Governors will number 21. in a verdict of not guilty in the
Work on the W. S. Butterfield local office a few days ago.
Meeting is open to all independent case of Norman Haacke, accused of theater in Midland is scheduled to
exhibitors.
operating a lottery by giving away start in 60 days, according to Paul
Deadline on GTE Deposits Jan. 2
merchandise prizes at the Grace, Axelrod of the company, which also
'Shipmates' Opens New Manila Thea. south
side
Milwaukee house, of plans houses in Lansing and AlDeposits under the reorganizaManila, P. I.
The newly built which he is manager. As a result, pena.
Theaters
tion
plan for General
State Theater, opening today, will a second warrant against Haacke
The present Parker-Kessler build- Equipment, Inc., must be made with
have for its inaugural program the and two against Charles Washi- ing in Albion is to be converted into the City Bank Farmers Trust Co.,
Warner release, "Shipmates For- check, owner of the theater, will be a 1,000-seat theater and store build- the depositary, before Jan. 2, it is
ever."
withdrawn, it was declared.
announced.
ing.
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UTTING with
Years \n M/y Eyes
SAYS NOTED

BURBANK
FILM SURGEON

ead his pathetic

human

story

on next page.
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ow

would you

brother,

feel,

famous, word- slinger

like

bought

it

.

for pictures

costumers and

.

.

And

it

became

then your bosses

and had

carpenters

world-

Rafael Sabatini

took a year to turn out a novel so good
an adventure classic?

a

if

a studio-full of

spend

nine

months

making about 1500 costumes and building
and ships and other grand
.

.

.

And

sets for

cities

it

then suppose a big-shot

director like Michael Curtiz
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BASIL RATHBC!

cast had spent three

months on the actual filming,
with half-a-dozen cameramen shooting a cool
million dollars' worth of film. Then suppose you and
five other cutters

had about

five miles of the szvellest

footage that ever passed

a lens— with practically

^^By

every foot as
thrilling as the

n ext

dumped in your laps with
slash more than half of

down

^

self in

to

my

running time

.

.

.

it to

orders to

bring

it

Well, just put your-

place and you'll understand
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD "LOTS

Wednesday, Dec.

11,

1935

By RALPH WILK

M release. The pictures are being
who, with made in color.
Lillian
Hellman,
wrote
T
the
T
screenplay for "Dark Angel", has
More Passing Show: Larry Darjoined
Walter Wanger's scenario mour motoring Michael Balcon to
staff.
He is also the author of the Santa Fe station; Walter Wang"The Green Bay Tree."
er and Bert Allenberg bidding farewell to Christopher Mann, the Lonr
r
r
Our Passing Show: Samuel Gold- don agent; Claudette Colbert and Dr.
wyn, Irving Thalberg, Joseph Joel Pressman much interested in
Schenck, J. L. Warner, Sol Lesser, a Wilshire Boulevard jewelry store's
Rouben Mamoulian, Rowland V. Lee, window display; the Leon Errols
Howard Estabrook, Norma Shearer' visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Meighan.
May Robson, Frank Capra,
jy[ORDAINT SHARP,

Frank

Lloyd, Walt Disney, C. B. deMille,

Bernard

Hyman,

Lawrence

Wein-

garten, Jesse L. Lasky, Francis
Lederer, Henry Ginsberg, B. P.
Schulberg, Edward Everett Horton,
Jane Murfin, Lionel Atwill, Glen All-

Miriam Hopkins, Paul Muni,
Cunningham, Sid Grauman,
Henry Hathaway, M. C. Levee, Noel
Gurney, Harry Rapf, Joe Schnitzer,
Ralph Staub, Fred S. Meyer, Edgar
vine,

Jack

Guest, Edward Ludwig, Sam
Albert Lewis, James Seymour, Mel Shauer, Robert Sisk,
Anita Louise, Josephine Hutchinson,

A.

Ornitz,

Wilhelm Dieterle, W. P. Lipscomb,
Pierre Collings, Vernon Wood, Paul
Gerard Smith, Sam Marx, John Meehan, John LeRoy Johnston at the
Academy dinner in honor of H. G.
Wells and Charles Chaplin.
t

t

v

While visiting with Mrs. George
Temple, mother of Shirley, H. G.
Wells noticed Jane Darwell walking
across the "Captain January" set
The noted
at 20th Century-Fox.
author hurried over to Miss Darwell
and informed her he would like to
use her in a London picture next
year.

T

T

"Road Gang"

is

of the forthcoming
picture which was
its

production

the new name
First National

as

55

Bounty" by Charles Nordhoff and
James Norman Hall.

AAA

known during

period

13

"Prison

Carl Stockdale has been added to
Farm."
the cast of "The Leavenworth Case,"
Republic production featuring DonEdna May Oliver will have the ald Cook, Jean Rouverol, Norman
role of Juliet's nurse in M-G-M's Foster,
Erin
O'Brien-Moore and

TV

"Romeo and

Juliet."

Frank Lawton Warren Hymer.

be seen as Benvolio, Basil Rathbone as Tybalt, with C. Aubrey
Smith and Violet Kemble Cooper a
will

T

T

T

Mona

Barrie will play the role of
Spanish spy in "A Message to
Garcia," 20th Century-Fox drama
starring Wallace Beery and John

as Lord and

Lady Capulet.
T
T
T
T
»
Columbia has extended its con- Boles.
Cab Calloway and his Band have tract with Ann Sothern for another
r
v
T
been signed for "The Singing Kid," long term. She has just completed
Harry Jans, comedian of vaudeAl Jolson's latest musical for War- the leading role in "Hell-Ship Mor- ville and musical comedy,
and long
ners.
Also in it are Mitchell and gan."
a member of the team of Jans and
Durant, the Four Yacht Club Boys,
Whalen, has been signed to a longEdward Everett Horton, Allen JenM-G-M is preparing "Pitcairn's term film contract by RKO Radio.
kins, Claire Dodd and Sybil Jason. Island," sequel to "Mutiny on the
T
T
V
Harriet Hoctor, ballerina whose
dancing
has
been
a feature of many
Orleans Notes
Pacific Northwest Notes
Broadway musical shows, has been
signed for a dancing specialty in a
New Orleans Mort Singer, head
Seattle
"Mutiny" has gone into forthcoming RKO Radio picture.
of the Singer theaters, visited this
T
T
T
a fourth week at Seattle's Blue
city quietly last week.
Allan Jones
Mouse and a third week at the Carl Laemmle, has been selected by
Jr., to play the role
Ed Thomassie, who sold his Holof Ravenal in "Show Boat."
lywood Theater at Gretna to Abe United Artists of Portland.
County officers at Spokane, where
Berenson, is planning to open at
v
T
Marrero, La.
Jean Rouverol, ingenue, has been
movie theater owners have registerSam Watkins of the Electric ed strong protest against the dart placed under contract by Republic.
T
T
T
Theater, is critically ill at Touro ingames in which the public throws
With Johnny Downs, borrowed
firmary here.
darts
at
numbered squares for from Paramount for the romantic
Funeral services of C. J. Rebstock,
father of Jeff Rebstock, Golden prizes, are closing in on these games. lead opposite Rochelle Hudson, pro65,
Granada Theater of West Seattle duction is under way at 20th CenMeadows, La., exhibitor, were held
tury-Fox studios on "Everybody's
in that town last week.
did yeoman service for the West
The Chapman interests are plan- Side's Christmas fund, printing spe- Old Man," Irvin S. Cobb's first starDowns was one of
ning to build a theater at Rodessa, cial tickets for a week which were ring picture.
the original "Our Gang" youngsters.
La., an oil town.
sold at regular rates with half the Warren Hymer and Donald Meek
Joy Hock is rebuilding the the- proceeds going to the fund for the
also have been assigned roles in the
ater which burned at Moss Pt.
kiddies' celebration.
Cobb film.
the
taking
over
William Dunz is

AAA

New

—

—

Here and There M. H. Aylesworth Kenner Theater from Ed Thomasand Bob Sisk chatting on Melrose sie.
Avenue; H. J. Yates and Rowland
Dwain Esper, Indie producer was
V. Lee conversing; Mr. and Mrs. Sid- in the city for a brief stay.
Harold
Lee
Loeb
and
ney Buchman,
Mrs. Fred Marshall, Tupelo exBuchman motoring to the U. S. C.- hibitor, is attending the Shrine conWashington game.
vention at Jackson, Miss.
T
T
T
Film row visitors: J. M. GuillMoe Miller has been assigned to roy of Opelousas; E. D'Amore of
edit the "All-Star" musical revues Church Point, La.; A. 0. Ott of
Louis Lewyn is producing for M-G- Kentwood, with his family; Sam
McNeil of Quitmann, Stonewall,
:

Committee Will Confer
On 2,000-Foot Adoption

Miss.; Mrs.

Sam

Cittiotone of Inde-

pendence.

St.

Louis Squibs

(Continued from Page 1)

containers and rewind equipment.
Present were: H. C. Kaufman, Columbia; D. J. Smolen, Harry Mersay
and Alan Friedman, Fox; J. S. MacLeod, M-G-M; Henry Anderson, G.
Knox Haddow and E. F. Jones, Paramount; J. P. Skelly, RKO; Robert
Joseph
Artists;
United
Hilton,
Spray, C. C. Rvan, Warners; S. HarDickinson,
ris, S.M.P.E., and A. S.

Sabath Seeks RKO Data
Preparatory to holding hearings

on the RKO "bond defaults, the Sabath Congressional Committee, has
made request to the company for
information concerning
tivities,

Film Daily

is

its

past ac-

advised.

—

Arrangements have
St. Louis
been completed by Fanchon & Marco
to resume stage shows at the Ambassador on Friday.
Amytis Amusement Corp. has
been formed by R. M. Nelson, G.
Bierand, V. E. Bier to operate a
general theater and show business
and other enterprises.
Burton Holmes will give a film
lecture on "What I Saw in Ethiopia" in the Municipal Auditorium on
Friday night.
Oscar Dane, theater operator, will
make occasional appearances in the
dramatic tab shows to be presented
al his World Theater, which he will
reopen soon.

M-G-M

FLASH!
Over 200

critics

representing newspapers
all

over the United States

have already cast

ballots

in

their

the 14th

Annual Nation Wide Poll
to pick the

Ten Best

Pictures of 1935 for
the Film Daily.

Poll

Closes December 31st.

* LAST YEAR 424
CRITICS

VOTED
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If

nrimate
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in
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Court Orders Dropping of Film Suit

RUBIN

A

ELECTED

IS

vs.

Para.

LOEWS

VICE-PRESIDENT OF

Gov't Pursuing Ascap Case Despite Warner Withdrawal
Deny Ascap's Claim That
Chance of Proving a
Monopoly Is Lost
By GEORGE W MEHRTENS

NEW

.

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Washington
The fact that the
The
Warner music firms have resigned
from Ascap has not "by any stretch which

ADDITIONAL WORKERS

PHILLY UNIT

STAYING

IN

MPTOA

—

Independent
set as the

is

M.

name

P. T. 0.,
of the ex-

destroyed the hibitor association to be formed
chances for through merger of the M. P. T. O.
proving Ascap a monopoly, The of Eastern Pa. and the I. E. P. A.,
Film Daily learned here yesterday. will retain its membership in the
the

of

imagination"

department of

justice's

"The fact stated by E. C. Mills M. P. T. O. A., The Film Daily was
that Warner music firms made up authoritatively informed yesterday.
40 per cent of Ascap's membership As one phase of the agreement
is simply Mr. Mills' idea as far as we which is resulting in the combina(Continued on Page 3)
tion, the new organization will not

BARNSTYN LAUNCHES
BRITISH

initial plans to produce three features for A. B. F. D. release. The
first picture, "Symphony of Love",
will star Gitta Alpar. Rights to the
(Continued on Page 12)

Union Shop Extended

By

Musicians' Local

of the membership
of Local 802, musicians' union, it
was decided that all music arrangwithers, copyists and proofreaders
must
in the jurisdiction of the local
be union members and that no Local

At a meeting

members shall employ arrangmemetc., who are not union
The local has also fixed a
bers

802

Under the agreement between the who recently left the company to
A. T. S. E. and the coast studios, become a Hal Roach executive. All
the I. A. obtains jurisdiction for the present officers of the company, infirst time over wardrobe people and cluding Arthur M. Loew, were again
upholsterers, giving the I. A. some- named, it was stated following the
what of a vertical union setup on meeting. They include: Nicholas M.
The pact exempts exe- Schenck, president; David Bernstein,
the coast.
cutive cameramen of the type of vice-president and treasurer; Ed(Continued on Page 3)
Hal Mohr and Sol Polito from union
I.

jurisdiction.

The
I.

I.

concession to
in permitting rein(Continued on Page 3)

A. T.

B. E.

S. E.'s

W.

Holds First Meet Today Rosenblatt Absolved
By Attorney-General
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

for copyists,
proofreaders.

arrangers

"10 Best" Tieup

and

January. Final balloting will be in respect to the recent anti-trust proFebruary. The committee includes: ceeding in St. Louis, any statements
Actors— Lionel Atwill, Lionel Ba-rrymore, which may have been made at the
Reginald

Clark Gable, George
(Continued on Page 12)

Denny,

Irv-

(Continued on Page 3)

Dropping of Para. Film Suit
Is Ordered by Federal Court

ing

free

theater

tickets

in K.

C.

to

the

persons

pictures
whose selection of the ten best
the list which
of 1935 comes closest to
FILM DAILY S
will be selected in the

national poll of critics.

Paramount Charters Unit
For

"JourKansas City— Lowell Lawrence.
otternal-Post" motion picture critic, is

"NEW LEASE ON
IS

LIFE"

PROVIDED BY FUND

—

ers,

scale

Loew's board of directors yesterday elected J. Robert Rubin as vicepresident, succeeding David L. Loew,

A letter to the Film Daily Relief
Fund Committee from Case No. 47.
Hollywood First meeting of the
Sol A. Rosenblatt, former NRA It tells the story simply and graphcommittee appointed by Frank Capra, president of the Academy of M. official who is now practicing law ically:
"The help you gave us on the rent
P. Arts & Sciences, to have charge in New York, yesterday, did not act
of arrangements for the balloting in an "officious" manner in connec- problem was surely a new lease on
and dinner in connection with the tion with the recent St. Louis anti- life for my wife, the baby and myEverything looked black till
Academy's annual awards will be trust proceedings, says Homer Cum- self.
Preliminary decisions mings, Attorney-General, in a let- you came to our aid. Thanks to the
held today.
(Continued on Page 12)
will be made on the rules under ter to Rosenblatt which was made
which members of the Academy will public yesterday.
In part it reads as follows: "With
cast nominating ballots early in
West

Franco-London Films, Ltd., has
been launched in London by J. C
Barnstyn of British & Continental
Trading Corp., New York, with

I.A.T.S.E.

Academy Awards Group

COMPANY

are

Board Meeting

GO UNDER

the

(Continued on Page 12)

of Loew's, Inc.,
Re-elected
at

Officers

Its

Paramount

Astoria Studios
is

forming

Astoria

Studios Inc., a New York state corporation, to handle its studio property on Long Island at present being operated by Eastern Service

has
Studios. From time to time it
been reported that the producer had
(Continued on

Pfltft"

3)

Samuel Zirn was ordered yesterday by Federal Judge Goddard to
discontinue within 30 days the suit
in the state court against the 12
banks involved in the Paramount
In so
film pledging transaction.
ruling, Judge Goddard held that
Zirn was technically guilty of conviolated
having
through
tempt
Judge Coxe's order of June 17 prohibiting- further action in the state
(Continued

\n

Page

3)

Circuit Expanding
In Pittsburgh Territory

Warner

—

Aside from reopenPittsburgh
ings of dark theaters, Warners here
are reported planning expansion in
this territory in the near future.
While local executives remain silent,
several spots have been singled out
by real estate firms as coming Warner houses.

Reds Call Mickey Capitalist

— Soviet

critics regard Mickey
capitalist, and his antics
construed as social satire, according

Moscow
Mouse as

a

are
to the reactions at the first showing
"Disney
of Walt Disney's cartoons here.
capitalis showing us the people of the
mice
ist world under the masks of pigs,
newspaper
one
said
penguins,"
and
Big crowds are turning out to
critic.

see

the

American movies.

V

THE

SE&H

DAILY

Thursday, Dec. 12, 1935

Form Franchise

Dep't

For Columbia Tie-Ups

Coming and Going

Increasing demand for commercial
on the cartoon characters
Scrappy, Margy, Oopy and Yippy,
and on Grace Moore fashions has resulted in the establishment by Columbia of the Columbia Franchise
tie-ups

10 Cents
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Friedrichstrasse, 2*5.

Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Paris— P. A. Harle, La

Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de
des-Noues, 19.

leaves New York tomorrow
the coast, having postponed his plans to
He
stage "French Dressing" until next season.
also says that "Night of January 16," current
Broadway play, will be presented at the Geary,
San Francisco, with Walter Pidgeon in his or-

ARCH SELWYN

for

iginal

will return to Hollywood for
work after "Touch of Brimstone" closes
Broadway run at the end of the week.

picture
its

MANUEL PENA RODRIGUEZ,

one of the leadSouth America, arrives in
ing film critics
New York next Thursday on the Southern
Rodriguez, who is cinema editor of
Cross.
"La Nacion," is on his way to Hollywood.
of
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Cocktails

4

a

rest

from

HENRI

division

man

now

re-

open on
Radio Studios
to

Broadway, will return to the RKO
at Hollywood in May for further picture work.
Beal's
RKO contract permits him to return
to
New York for theatrical engagements durng

winter.

the

RAYMOND

MASSEY.

star of the Alexander
of H. G. Well's "Things To
release, arrives tomorrow in New

production

Korda

Come,"
York

A.

U.

..-bo.ird

the Aquitania.

STANLEY

NEAL. a director of Revelation
London, is expected next week from
Films,
abroad to discuss a cartoon production deal
with Celebrity Pictures.

LA

DE

FALAISE

leaves

and

CHARLES KING

Stanley,

Pittsburgh,

BARNETT

SEIBEL,
is

arrive

Vi

4

With Chuck Reisner

A

cocktail party will be given by
Charles "Chuck" Reisner at his
apartment in the Waldorf Towers
this afternoon to invited guests.
Reisner sails for London Saturday
under contract to work for GB on
comedy features.

has

returned

to

for life, according to age.
Issued by large Insurance Companies.

will

critic of

New

in

New

the Pittsburgh "Sun-

York

Warner
the

in

abroad

the

release,

Coast

on

title

will

role of
arrive

Monday

on

AGNEW

F.

returns

CONRAD

visit.

York today from abroad

featured

Blood,"

New York from

Cinesound Productions
Planning 14 Features
Sydney

Reuben Samuels
BRyant 9-3740

1540

Broadway

feature
be a

will

—

to

and

make

MARY

a

New

to

NAGEL

went

to

York

Boston yesterday
tomorrow.

arrives

tomorrow

from

leave shortly for the coast
picture for George Hirliman.
will

Paramount contract player who
has been abroad
for
the past few months,
returns
to
New York tomorrow aboard the
Aquitania.
Her first picture on her return
to California will be the Walter Wanger production tentatively titled "Brazen."
ELLIS,

— Production

Australia

is

of 14 features
planned by Cine-

Carolina Meet Jan. 12-13

C—

Charlotte, N.
New dates of
the M. P. T. O. of North and South
Carolina convention are Jan. 12-13.
President Ed Kuykendall of the national association will be present

sound Productions, which has three
studios in Sydney and Melbourne. and later visit New York to resume
Lineup is as follows: "Thorough- his activities in behalf of an indusbred," with Helen Twelvetrees; "Big try self-regulation plan.
Re-elecTimber," "Robbery Under Arms," tion of Charles Picquet as president
and three other major productions, is expected.
four romance specials and four outdoor pictures.
Glen Gray for Paramount Theater
Glen Gray and His Casa Loma
Sam Byrd Gets Raphaelson Play
Orchestra will appear in person as
Sam Byrd, young actor who has the Christmas Week attraction at
been appearing in "Tobacco Road"
the New York Paramount Theater.
since it opened on Broadway two
Screen attraction will be "The Bride
years ago, has acquired the rights
Comes Home", with Claudette Colto "White Man", Samson Raphaelbert and Fred MacMurray.
son play, and will produce it next
fall.
Raphaelson is now a writer
for M-G-M on the coast.
FOR SALE

New

A

merchandising service, designed to
assist the licensee in promoting the
sale of his product, for which service Rohama Siegel has been transferred from the publicity and advertising proper.

is

NEIL
and

on a

ERROL FLYNN,
"Captain

Ready by Aug.
London (By Cable)— New $2,500,000 studio being erected by Amalgamated Studios, Ltd., at Elstree is
expected to be finished by August,
British Studio

according to S. H. Soskin, promoter.
There will be 10 acres of buildings

Laboratory and animating equipment.
Printers, cameras, slicers, rewinders,
projectors and developing machinery.

O. and

W. CINE EQUIPMENT CO.

729 Seventh Avenue
New York City
Room 608
Tel. ME 3-3913

executive

first-run here.

Run for Freddy Mack at Roxy
Freddy Mack, master of ceremonies and orchestra conductor at the

Year's

Roxy, tonight completes a record run
of 52 consecutive weeks as a featured entertainer of the variety revues current at this playhouse.
Mack leaves tonight for a week's vacation, returning to his dual post at
the Roxy on Dec. 20.

Piazza Signs Talent in Louisiana
New Orleans
Five Louisiana
beauties have been signed by Ben

—

Piazza,

Paramount

talent

scout,

with Paramount Pictorial, is back in a production post with Erpi Picture Consultants, it is announced by W. A.
Bach, president.
position

If

tiiDEN
33

W.

fouNDjWRnny $

60th

ST

NEW YORK

CITY

MUSICAL WUND TRACK^rEVERY
MOODgiPTYPf OF PICTURE
SEND

FOR OUR CATALOG

to

go to Hollywood for three months'
training with film contracts in view
they make good.
The girls are
Evers, Wilma Sareussen, Louise
Schmaltz (Miss America of the
World's Fair), Gill Bean and Jennie
Perkins.
if

Ann

"SO RED

THE ROSE"

closes a week
at the

METROPOLITAN
THEATRE
HOUSTON, TEXAS,
to "business

25% above average

Don Bartlett Rejoins Erpi
Don Bartlett, who lately has held
an

franchise salesman.
the new department

Toronto

in the project.

ANNUITIES
6% to 12%

of
of

Branford Wins Business Drive
Newark, N. J. Branford Theater
JESSE L. LASKY is due in New York today
has been awarded first prize in the
from the Coast.
Bernhard Jersey Sweepstakes, 13STANLEY HATCH
in Buffalo while on an
week contest in which 55 Warner
eight-week tour of key cities.
theaters in Northern New Jersey
EDDIE SILVERMAN, who
New York, participated.
in
Saul J. Ullman, manreturns to Chicago in a few days.
ager, was presented with a check for
ARTHUR ISRAEL and E. PAUL PHILLIPS, both $300 as the major award for first
of the Paramount legal department, left New
place. The Branford seats 3,000 and
York yesterday for Detroit.
OSCAR R. HANSON
New York.

during

Lafayette.

the

in

Department, headed by Eli Gottlieb
merchandise counselor.
Marvin
Springer continues in the capacity

as

is

Boston.

LEOPOLD SACHSE, director of the Hamburg
and ANTOINETTE GIROUX, Canadian

actress,

in

leading

Mantle", soon

world

Vi
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10

for

Theater,

on

"Russet

will attend the
at the Strand.
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+

54V4

on

Hollywood.

for

VINCE

Net

Am.

today

leaves

town

appear
at
the
Christmas week.

Chg.

young

BEAL,
in

picture

is

Telegraph,"

Close

back

expected

is

CHAS. KOERNER, RKO New England

GEORGE

Low

Chi-

Miami.

at

MARQUIS

High

Dallas.

from

Hollywood.

from

Saturday

tod^y

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

from
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cago.

Cour-
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role.

ROLAND YOUNG

brief vacation
premiere of the
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GOVERNMENT TO PUSH

RUBIN

CASE AGAINST ASCAP
(Continued from Page

are

concerned,"

ment

a

spokesman

LOEWVICE-PREXY

1)

{Continued from Page

Justice Departtold The Film

ward A.

that the status of the case

is

the

was further learned that
Department will bring

suit

Rubin

the

probably next year after a thorough
investigation has been undertaken,

I

!

i

To

date, so far as the Department is
no decision has been
passed in sharp disagreement with
Mills, it is felt by Justice Department officials that they will have a
case, but at the present time investigations have not been carried far
enough to say definitely.

|

concerned,

Rosenblatt Absolved
By Attorney-General
(Continued from Page

j

,

T
•

•

•

of pledges

—

ment."

Ed Small

Sees Advances
In the Technical End
of

T

THE FILM DAILY

—More experimentation

in stereoscopic films, television

and

seen for 1936 by Edward
Small, production chief of Reliance
Clearer photography,
Pictures.
standardization of sound and projeccolor is

theaters, improvement in
and fewer adjectives in adby
predicted
vertising also are
tion in
trailers

Increase in theater receipts,
economy at the studios,
improvement in film quality and the
tragic death of Will Rogers are listed by Small among the present
year's leading events.
Small.

ejection of

Committee had added up the total
Major Warner was so moved that he voiced the

sentiment that the quota of the Amusement Division of $125,000
should be doubled
and
be doubled
for there
are a load of you Jewish fellows who have yet to be heard from
and not a few Christian lads who will generously respond
to a Cause that takes care of ALL who enter the portals of a
Federated Institution regardless of race or creed

WOULD

• • •
who gave

T
T
THE KEYNOTE was

Up

Olympia Plan

More speed in adopting a reorganization plan for Olympia Theaters,
which operates Paramount's

new England

theaters,

is

now

ex-

pected with setting of various other
partnership and management deals
by Famous Theaters and settlement
sitof the I. A. T. S. E.-I. B. E.
uation, officials of the major company said yesterday The printed
plan is now being altered.

W

.

and

sounded by Louis Nizer

.

.

•

•

•

THAT STARTED

—

TV

it
with Chairman Louis K.
Sidney, Major Warner, David Bernstein, Phil Baker and President Leidesdorf of the Federation adding their appeals
so inspiring were the combined assaults upon the hearts and
minds of their listeners, that many gents tore up the subscription blanks they had already filled out and called for new ones
and that, gents,
so they could INCREASE their donations
was one of the most Inspiring Sights your correspondent has
ever viewed in his news reporting career

T
• MANY OF the subscriptions hit well over the
one to five grand was a commonplace
thousand mark
Ben Bernie and Phil Baker in a friendly rivalry started bidding
each other up until they had tripled their original pledges
following suit with big amounts were Major and Harry
•

companies.

(Continued from Page

1)

Judge Goddard's

ruling.

Paramount Charters Unit
For

Its

Astoria Studios

(Continued from Page 1)

mind the making of a number

of

features at the Astoria plant beyond
the ones being produced by Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur, but
official
denials have alwavs followed.

.

—

—

M-G-M

courts against the banks.
Judge
Coxe's order was part of the general order authorizing transfer of
the assets of Paramount from the
trustees to the new company. Zirn
said yesterday he will appeal from

in

T

also vice-president and a
of the directorate of vari-

is

Court Orders Dropping
Of Suit Against Para.

.

a factual summary of the work of the Federation
comprising 91 institutions that are absolutely dependent
on the organization to carry on
institutions that care for
.
the aged, the orphans, hospitals with free patient service and
dispensary visits, child care, family rehabilitation, care of
handicapped children, clinics, community centers
and the
speaker went on to show the present lack of funds
and the
possibility that many of these 91 institutions would be compelled
to padlock their doors if the Federation failed them
and
Louis Nizer finished with a simple, bitting statement fraught
with tremendous significance
that the richest and largest
community of Jews in the world New York was On Trial before the entire world
"So we have to take care of our
own and we WILL take care of them"

•

Warner, David Bernstein, Irving Berlin, Jack Cohn, Sam Morris,

Additional Workers

Go Under

I.A.T.S.E.

(Continued from Page 1)

statement of

men

ousted from the-

aters affects only 65 jobs, whereas
the studio settlement concerns close
to 5,000 people, it is learned.
It is
definitely understood between the
I. A. T. S. E. and I. B. E. W. that
the I. A. is to have jurisdiction over
employes in any new theaters that
may open.

Pittsburgh Trial Continues
Pittsburgh For the first time in

—

three days, Plaintiff Sam Friedman
left the witness stand in the U. S.
District Court yesterday. Friedman
testified that he was forced to sign
for Paramount production in 1928
when M-G-M refused to ship him the
pictures he contracted for. Ed Rafferty, defense attorney, argued that
Friedman signed a Paramount contract long before he was suspended
service by Metro.

Louis K. Sidney, Belle Baker, Jules Brulatour, Irving Caesar,

Marvin Schenck, Eddie Duchin, Jack Curtis, Louis Nizer, Harry
Brandt

T

T

Speeding

T

WHEN THE

.

1)

indicating that you had acted
in an 'officious' manner are to be regretted; and I assure you that no
discourtesy or affront was intended.
I did not regard any action on your
part that was brought to my attention as improper in any respect,
and I trust that your relations with
the Department of Justice will continue in the future as in the past to
be pleasant which, of course, is
our wish with respect to all who
come in contact with the Depart-

Hollywood

ous

•
• • A SPLENDID demonstration of what organization
and enthusiasm for a Cause can do in the way of raising money
was given at the luncheon at the Astor Hotel
on behalf of
the Federation of Jewish Philanthropic Societies
the
Amusement Division of the Federation Drive headed by Major
Albert Warner, David Bernstein and Louis K. Sidney
with
Louis Nizer as the principal speaker ...... swept the assembled
gathering off their feet with the urgency of the humanitarian
cause
and within the space of a few minutes a total of
$44,500 was subscribed
and that's only a Starter!

trial

West Coast Bureau

member

T

same."
Justice

1)

Schiller, vice-president,

Leopold Friedman, secretary.

Daily. "We have no definite data
on what percentage of music in the
pool was Warners' and until we get

It

ELECTED

IS

SPACE WILL

not permit listing all the names
there were scores of others who gave generously
and now with your permission we'll end
it was GRAND
apropos of raising funds, Ben Bernie at
on a Light Note
he wired a racetrack pal at the
our table told a pippo
track who was on the Inside, to slip him the lowdown on certain
"Glad to have located you
nags, and the mug wired back
Send me two hundred smackers to get to Florida."
at last.
and if you don't
so Ben had to Tip the Tipster
get in on the Federation Drive
mind, we'll hand you a Tip
there isn't a finer spot to place your

•

•

•

MONEY

*

«r

€4

» » »

Celebrated Opens Headquarters
Celebrated Pictures, Inc., new independent producing unit, has opened headquarters at the Hotel Edison and will produce all Theodore
Allen Lloyd productions in its newlyequipped studios at the Edison. The
outfit is at present engaged in shooting a series of one-reelers called
"New York Uncensored". Features
are to be made later.

Akron Theater Deal Denied
Cleveland Nat Wolf, Warner circuit zone manager, denies that Warners have acquired or are negotiating for the Allen Theater, AkTon.

—
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REVIEWS OF THE NE W
"MILLIONS IN THE AIR"

death

Howard, Wendy Barrie, John
Barbier,
Dave Chasen, George
Eleanor Whitney, Benny Baker, Halliwell
Hobbes
71 mins.
Paramount
with

Willie

Howard,

FIRST-RATE

ENTERTAINMENT WITH

VARIETY OF RADIO SPECIALTIES PLUS
NICE ROMANTIC INTEREST.
Though
amateur

about the radio's
production gets much

basically a story

artists,

this

entertainment value from a neatly
in romantic interest of the reverse
Cinderella type.
At an amateur hour audition, Wendy Barrie, a radio sponsor's daughter, who wants to make good on her own,
meets John Howard, an ice cream salesman,
who is after the $500 first prize so he can
open an ice cream stand of his own. They
are teamed up by the radio announcer,
with Wendy giving a fictitious name, and
look set to win the prize when the girl's
father spies her and makes the announcer
Fan mail registers
ring the gong on them.
resentment at the unfair play, with John
also getting sore when he learns the girl
is
rich and probably was only using him,
but all is finally patched up for a sweet
Miss Barrie and Howard do a nice
finale.
There is neat work also
romantic duet.
by Eleanore Whitney and Robert Cummings
Willie Howas a dancing-singing team.
ard scores with a series of different disguises which he uses in order to get new
Dave
chances in the amateur programs.
Chasen and Benny Baker provide some good
stooge comedy.
of

its

worked

Cast: John Howard, Willie

add

the

to

entertainment

director,

who

girl,

by running off with the
was previously on Aherne's trail.
Katharine Hepburn, Carey Grant,

everything

fixes

Cast:

Aherne, Edmund Gwenn, Natalie PaDennie Mccre, Lennox Pawle, Bunny
Beatty, Olaf Hyttens, E. E. Clyde, Gaston
Brian
ley,

Glass,

May

Berman; Director,
Producer: Pandro S
George Cukor; Author, Compton MacKenzie; Screenplay, Gladys Unger, John Collier
and Mortimer Offner; Cameraman, Joseph
August; Editor, Jane Lcring, Art Directors,
Van Nest Polglase and Sturges Carne

Good

Direction,

Photography, Go>:d

SHORTS
"The Bon Ton Parade"

Authors-Screenplay, Sig Herzig,
Sfrrm; Music-Lyrics, Ralph Raingei,
Frederick
Hollander,
Lee Robin, Arthur
Johnston, Sam Coslow; Cameraman, Harry
Fishbeck; Editor, Ellsworth Hoagland
Direction, Fine Photography, A-1

Katharine

Hepburn

in

with Cary Grant and

Brian

Aherne

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
RKO Radio
97 mins.
HEPBURN COMES THROUGH IN GREAT
STYLE IN A THIN COMEDY THAT IS
ABLY CAST.
Katharine
their favorite

The

roles

Hepburn's
in

allow

fans should
like
her dual characterizations.
her to do some excellent

and she comes thorugh in great
style.
Cary Grant's performance as the
English toff is a standout.
The "he" man
role fits him perfectly, and it adds much
the

picture.

A

fine

piece of character

is done by Edmund Gwenn.
A newcomer, Dennie Moore, is very enjoyable as
the comic English maid, who wishes to be
an opera singer.
Brian Aherne is hardly
recognizable under his make-up, but he
does a nice job as the artist. With a story
in an English setting and with such a fine

work

of British talent, the picture should
get a strong play in the foreign markets.
Although the cast is a good one, the material is hardly very important.
Most of the
way, the picture is a comedy, but the

array

18 mins.
Lively Entertainment
Lots of fresh, youthful talent
presents well-diversified entertainThere are
ment in this subject.
Irene Mauseth, a peppy songstress;
Imperial Quartette, negro boys in

song and instrumental harmony, a
group of youngsters about 14 years
old who perform winningly, Chas.
Boswell in rhythmic tapping with
two spoons, John Jewell a banjoist,
and another batch of youthful performers including an instrumental
singer,
toe
tap novelty,
crooner, tapster, hill billy band and
singers. Subject is nicely and speedily-routined.

"West

Indies Cruise"

"Paramount
Paramount

Pictorial"

10 mins.
Excellent
The three items in this Pictorial
include
"Manhattan
Rhapsody",
made up of a series of striking aerial and ground views of the city and
it- skyscrapers; "Animal Buddies",
in which a lot of barnyard pets
from goats and dogs to birds and
cats are shown in peaceful companionship, and Doan Powell, maker of
masks, winding up with a novelty
orchestra bit in which the players
wear masks of prominent personalities.
Withal a very interesting
subject.

"Henry, the Funniest Living

American"
(Betty Boop Cartoon)

Paramount

7 mins.

Okay
The Henry

comical little boy who wanders around
Betty Boop's pet show and matches
his talents with the various animals

"Hunter's Paradise"
Columbia
10 mins.
Thrills

Out - of - the - ordinary h u nt i n g
scenes, covering the globe.
Opens
with a tiger hunt as a safari goes
through the jungle, with the natives
beating the brush till the tiger is
cornered and then the kill. Another
sequence shows bird-hunting with a
tame cheetah this dangerous cat

(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
10 mins.
20th Century-Fox
retrieving just like a bird dog. An
Good Travelogue
Showing views mostly from the alligator hunt with a colored boy
battling bare-handed to land his
air, and hitting a number of scenic
and historical spots from the Ba- dangerous captive. Capturing baby
hamas southward, this subject holds fawns with the help of a dog who
holds them for the game warden.
consistent interest. The photography
A kangaroo hunt in Australia, with
is its highlight, with commentary by
the fleet-footed animals being chased
Ed Thorgen?en also a help.

—

seeds on Henry's head brings them
flying back. Rather mild but fairly
entertaining.

corral.
The
lion in the

a

capture

of

a

mountain

"Tuned Out"
with Ruth Etting
(Headliner Comedy)

RKO

Radio

20 mins.
Entertaining
Ruth Eftting, singing over the
radio as The Dixie Songbird unknown to her husband, traps her
philandering spouse when she gets
a fan letter from him.
The situations are amusingly worked out.
Miss Etting sings several numbers
in her famous style.
Herbert Rawlinson plays the hubby and the excellent cast includes Rene Whitney,
Vernon Dent and Irving Bacon. Lee
Marcus produced.

"Pathe Topics"
(No. 2)

RKO

Radio
10 mins.
Very Entertaining
Clips from the newsreel re-edited
and exhibited as examples of how
individuals react under varying circumstances show the champion girl
pretzel-bender, the girl who foiled
collared a bag-snatcher and
other shots that make for a series
of hilarious sequences.
The two
other subjects in the reel show the
Olympic fencing team in practise
and a group of skiiers in the Bavarian Alps in a thrilling exhibition of
the
sport that is beautifully

west packs a
thrill, as the beast is cornered by
the dogs, and the hunters lasso it
and bring it home alive. Jack Kofoed wrote the narrative, which is
delivered by Ford Bond.

"Knockout Drops"
Youth Series)

(Frolics of

Educational

photographed.
"Counselitis"

RKO

(Superba
Radio

Comedies)
18 mins.

Very Amusing
This subject unfolds very entertainingly the comic misfortunes that
befall Leon Errol when he follows
a friend's advice and decides to buy
his wife a gift. His ma-in-law sees

19 mins.

Okay Comedy

Two

factions of the younger elesides in the backing
of a boxing match, which furnishes
the basis for generally entertaining

ment comprise

The hero role is played by
Phillips, Jr., who is kidded
and abused by his huskier rival.
When Norman looks about to be
counted out in the ring, his kid siscomedy.

Norman

ter crawls under the platform and
gives him an injection with a big
hypodermic needle taken from a
doc's kit, whereupon Norman comes
to life with a big kick that sends
his opponent down for a fast ten.

"Alias Saint Nick"

and

in this case is a

therein.
When a flock of the pets
break loose and refuse to return at
Betty's call, the sprinkling of some

S

ing a parasol and informs his wife
that he bought the saleslady a gift.
Bedazzled by the salesgirl, Errol
walks out of the shop with a more
expensive parasol and is collared for
shoplifting. When he gets home his
wife cracks him over the head with
the parasol and hires a lawyer who
frames a divorce case against him.
In a cleverly worked-out court scene,
Errol is convicted of shoplifting and
jugged. Windup is OK.

group,

An

a touch of Christmas.

M

L

I

him admiring the svelte form of the
saleslady from whom he is purchas-

into

acting

to

Radio

7 mins.

Jane

"SYLVIA SCARLETT"

RKO

(Color Rhapsody)

Columbia

Ba-

McCarey;

(No. 5)

Beatty

and effort went into the production,
which depicts the adventures of a
con, Ralph Spence. Wendy Barrie, Benny
ragged urchin in a candy dreamland,
Baker, Eleanore Whitney, George Barbier,
characters made of candy
Catherine Doucet, Halliwell Hobbes, Bennie where
come to life and stage a variety of
Bartlett, Harry Tenbrook, Elba Evans.
Producer, Harold Hurley; Director, Ray historical and holiday bits, including
Irving

of the Air"

value.

George Cukor, has done a
technically good job all around, but he
didn't have a lot to work with. Katharine,
to help her father, masquerades as a boy.
She and her father meet Grant, a small
They form a show troupe.
town crook.
In the course of their travels, they meet
Aherne, the artist.
Katharine falls for him
After
and returns to her female attire.
an attempted drowning by Natalie Paley,
Aherne's original girl friend, and the accidental death of Katharine's father, Aherne
Grant
realizes that he loves Katharine.

The

"Major Bowes' Amateur Theater

that

Swell Cartoon
unusually lively, tuneful and
Howard, Rob- generally entertaining animated subPlenty of ideas
Alden Chase, ject in Technicolor.

Cummings, Inez Courtney,
Dave Chasen, Samuel S. Hinds,

ert

of

doesn't

The

very
funny.
are
hardly
the father is a sour note

situations

F

(Happy Harmonies)

M-G-M

7 mins.

Good Color Animated
This lively little Technicolor cartoon from the Harman-Ising workshops was made specially for the
holiday trade and will click nicely
on any bill. It shows Mother Mouse
reading a Christmas story to her
gathering of little mice, one of whom
is
skeptical about there being a
Santa Claus. When a villainous cat,
disguised as Old Nick with a bag
of toys, invades the mice's quarters with the idea of making a juicy
meal out of them, the non-believer
in Santa discovers the disguise and
exposes the cat, with a lively kick-

out resulting.

^
^•-^

DON'T CHISEL
ON YOUR HOLIDAY
BOOKING!
Qet the attraction that requires cops
to handle the crowds!
(There's only

ONE

like it!

Get ready for

it!

Next

Page.')

CHRISTMAS
DICKENS AT CHRISTMAS TIME!
The same production

forces that

made Dickens' "Copperfield" such

a heart-

warming triumph have again given loving care to the perfect filming of Dickens'
most thrilling drama, "A Tale of Two Cities." Perfect for Christmas; sequence
includes Christmas carols. David O. Selznick, producer. Jack Conway, director.

ON

CAPITALIZE

NATIONAL ADVERTISING

ITS

M G M

With

perfect timing,

tising

campaign with your Christmas booking.

-

-

is

synchronizing a giant national magazine adver-

38 leading magazines carry

page ads, reaching 30 million homes. America has been pre-sold that
of

Two

Cities"

APPEAL
It is

is

the important holiday attraction.

the ideal holiday drawing card, because millions have read

eagerly await the spectacular production.

It is

Tale

Tie in with these!

YOUNG OR

FOR ALL AGES,

IS

"A

full

it

OLD!

in schools

and

the one picture that the whole

family will get in line to enjoy!

BIGGEST ATTRACTION OF SEASON!
Cost more than a million
a

faithfully

18 months of research and preparation before

Cast of 8000 with 27 featured players. London and Paris

camera turned.

scenes

dollars.

reproduced.

Next

4

to

'Mutiny on Bounty"

most ambitious undertaking

NEVER SUCH COAST RAVE NOTICES!
While America
about

"A

reading the national magazine ad messages

is

Tale of

Two

Cities"

Hollywood

is

buzzing with ex-

citement following the preview of the completed picture.
the reviews are great.

Read them on the page

START POWERFUL
Let

them know you've
(from

M-G-M

after next.

CAMPAIGN AT ONCE!

got the sensational holiday attraction!

Ride along with the big magazine campaign.
trailer

And

Start with teaser

Branch) and put an underline

in every

them you've got the next M-G-M
triumph by the producers of "Mutiny on the Bounty."

ad from

now

on.

Tell

it's

M-G-M's

RONALD
COLMAN
and Cast

8000

of

including:
EDNA MAY
BLANCHE YURKA
REGINALD OWEN
BASIL

ELIZABETH ALLAN

OLIVER

•

•

•

RATHBONE HENRY B.WALTHALL
DONALD
WALTER CATLETT
•

•

WOODS

•

WARNER

FRITZ LEIBER
•

•

H.

B.

MITCHELL LEWIS

CLAUDE GILLINGWATER
BILLY BE VAN- LUCILLE La VERNE

TULLY MARSHALL
Produced by David O. Sdzjiick
Directed by )ack

Conway

CHARLES
DICKENS'
glorious

drama

TALE OF

HO

CITIES

w

CRITICS

AGREE
that

M'Q'M's

u
is

the Perfect Holiday Attraction!

Last year Santa Claus Leo of

M*Q-M thrilled you with"David

Copperfield".
Critics say it's

This holiday season another Dickens masterpiece!
even better than "Copperfield."
Such

OUTSTANDING!
"Outstanding contribution of film entertainment."

— M. P. Daily

MASTERLY!

a

names, o( which

roster of celebrated

something to

eight are stars,

is

Colman down

it is

an

talk about.

at least

From Ronald

illustrious assemblage;"

— Hollywood Reporter
BETTER

"One of the outstanding pictures of the year. David O.
who did so well with 'David Copperfield,' has

THAN

'DAVID COPPERFIELD'

Selznick,

given this other Dickens classic a painstaking production,
while Jack

Conway

drama of the story to the
Ronald Colman is splendid."

brings the

screen in a masterly way.

— Film Daily

"Better than 'Copperfield.'

Dickens' story mounts to

M-G-M,

sweeping the country with

epic proportions.

many

fine productions,

to their growing

list

have added

of successes.

for real entertainment.

It

this

stupendous story

will

be hard to equal

— Showmen's Trade Review

CERTAIN BOX-OFFICE I
"M-G-M's

'Tale of

Two

Cities' great picture.

Certain

Box-Office! Immortal story brought to the screen with

an
overwhelming power and beauty that make that worldshaking chapter of history a living and shattering reality.
This distinguished work is the second Dickens story

David O. Selznick has fathered as producer within a year.
By reason of its subject his 'David Copperfield' is outdone
and he leaves behind a monumental money-maker. For
there

is

not a box-office in

this country,

lands, that will not be enriched

by

and few

this

in other

presentation.

HIGHEST BOX-OFFICE HONORS!
"With high thrill, heroic terror and beauty has Charles
Dickens' 'A Tale of Two Cities' been brought to the
screen to bid for the highest artistic and box-office honors.
Altogether one of the finest expressions of screen and
profoundly emotional incitements yet offered. Ronald

Colman

gives a great performance.

year's impersonations.

epic sweep."

One

of the finest of

Production magnitude gives

it

an

— Daily Variety

Features Reviewed

TITLE
Seven Keys to

.8-14-35

.

AJA—Ajax

GB.

AM — Amkino
AMB —Ambassador

.9-10-35

ARC

—

Pictures
Arcturus Pictures

ARN—Tom

Mary Dow-U
Ike-WA

6-29-35

Alibi

7-17-35

Adams-RKO

BAV— Bavaria

Alice

8-14-35

BEA Beacon Productions
BEA Beaumont Pictures

Angelita-F

BER— William

... 8-31-35

BLI— Samuel

Annapolis Farewell-PAR. 8-23-35
Annie Oakley-RKO
10-29-35

Arizonian-RKO
Atlantic Adventure

BUT

11-26-35

MGM.. 6-19-35
Rides

10-29-35

F—20th

—

9-24-35

FD

Again

Cent. -Fox

First Division

FN— First

PAR.. 11-30-35
Daughter-F ...9-17-35
Between Men-SU
10-29-35
Big Broadcast of 1936

Distributing

—Columbia
CON — Conn Pictures
CRI —Criterion Films
DAN — Danubia Pictures
DU— DuWorld
EMP — Empire Film Distributors

Baby Face Harrington

20

—Cinexport

COL

Zum Tanz

Bad Boy-F
Barbary Coast-UA

— Burroughs-Tarzan

CEL—Celebrity
CIN

XX..

Berke

Blitz

CHE—Chesterfield

7-27-35

COL.. 9-10-35
Aufforderung

A-G

Film

—

9-13-35

Karemna-MGM

Anna

Arnold

—

FOY

—

National
Bryan Foy Productions

Beauty's

PAR

9-14-35

TITLE
REVIEWED
Don't Bet on Blondes

Bishop Misbehaves. The

MGM.. 9-28-35
Room-COL

Black
Black

WA.. 7-20-35
Dopo Una Notte D'Amore-

RO.. 10-30-35

8-17-35

Sheep-F
Bohemios-X X

6-28-35
9-18-35
8-7-35
.8-24-35
10-21-35
10-4-35
7-27-35

Bohemios-CIN
Bonnie Scotland-MGM.
Born for Glory-GB
Born to Gamble-REP
Bright Lights-FN

Broadway Gondolier-WA. 7-1 1-35
Broadway Melody of 1936
..7-30-35

Captured in ChinatownS UP.. 7-30-35
Returns

Cappy Ricks

REP
Case

of the

9-10-35

Lucky Legs-

WA.. 11-1-35
Man
COL.. 11-22-35

Champagne

for

Breakfast

XX.. 9-24-35
Hombre Que Se Reia Del

El

Amor-XX
El

7-19-35

Rayo-XX

Escape from

10-21-35
Devil's

Island
COL.. 11-26-35

Escapade-MGM
Every Night

7-6-35

at Eight-

PAR.. 7-30-35
Pretenses-CHE.

False

Feather

F... 10-14-35
Chasing Yesterday-RKO 9-28-35
Cheers of the Crowd
.8-6-3S
.

MOP

China Seas-MGM
Church Mouse, The

7-25-35

FN..
Circumstantial

10-29-35

in

CHE.. 7-17-35
Clemencia-XX
College Scandal-PAR
Confidential-MAS
Courageous Avenger

SU.

W

Co Moj Maz Robi
Sur

Firetrap,

The-EMP

Landing-REP
11-26-35
Four Masked Men-OLY. .11-9-35

RKO

Gay

Wind Aus Kanada
UFA.. 9-24-35

LEN.. 11-14-35

Waterfront-REP
Page Woman
Deception-F

WA.. 7-11-35
8-19-35

Aus Dem
Wienerwald-XX

Geschichten

Get

That

.

.

Man-EMP

1

Who

Glass Key,

The-PAR.

.

.

Going Highbrow-WA
Golden Taiga-AM
Goose and the Gander

Crime and Punishment

COL.. 11-22-35
8-5-35
The-PAR

Top-F
Danger Ahead-VIC
Dangerous-WA

8-2-35

Curly

Dante's Inferno-F

Daring Young Man-F.
Dark Angel, The-UA
Das Lied Vom Glueck

.

7-19-35
12-6-35
8-1-35
.7-18-35
8-30-35

Der Traum vom Rhein

XX.. 12-10-35
7-9-35

Death from a Distance

INV.. 9-17-35
8-20-35
8-24-35

Trail-MOP
Diamond Jim-U
Desert

Ihr Narr
XX.. 12-2-35

Die Toerichte Jungfrau

UFA.. 9-10-35
Der Schuechterne Felix

XX.. 9-10-35

Der Tolle Bomberg-XX.

10-28-35

6-28-35
Dinky-WA
Dog of Flanders-RKO.. 7-1 3-35

Doubting Thomas-F

7-11-35

.

Grand Exit-COL
Gruen 1st Die Heide

6-15-35
8-23-35
8-3-35

11-5-35

XX... 10-17-35
Guard That Girl-COL. .11-2-35
Gunners and Guns-BEA. 8-22-34
.

the Table-

PAR.. 10-25-35
Harmony Lane-MAS
Hawk, The-WOH

Iceland Fishermen-DU ..9-21-35
Idolos De La Radio-XX. 7-5-35
II Delitto di Mastrovanni-

XX.

.8-1-35

Und

Ich Kenn' Dich Nicht
Liebe Dich-XX
In Caliente-FN
In Old Kentucky-F
In Person-RKO

11-19-35
6-27-35
7-5-35
11-2-35
8-1-35
Irish in Us-WA
It's in the Air-MGM .. 10-10-35
Ivory-Handled Gun-U ..11-19-35
7-26-35
Jalna-RKO
7-31-35
Java Head-FD

The

BEA

.10-17-35

Kid Courageous-STE ...7-5-35
King Solomon of Broadway
U... 10-19-35
Kiss Me Goodbve-CEL. .11-30-35
10-21-35
Klein Dorit-XX
12-3-35
La Isla Maldita-XX
7-24-35
La Llorona-XX
10-17-35
La Maternelle-TAM
7-2-35
Lady Tubbs-U
Land of Promise-BLI. .11-19-35
GiftetAndra
Larsson I
.

XX.

.10-21-35

Last Days of Pompeii

RKO.

..10-3-35

The
AJA.. 11-12-35

Last of the Clintons,

Last of the Pagans

MGM.. 12-11-35
Last Outpost.

The-PAR.

Lawless Border-SPE
L'Avvocato Difensore

.9-27-35
..12-11-35

XX..
Le Dernier

Milliardaire-

FRA..
Legong-DU
L'Eredita

11-14-35

Dello

10-22-35
10-3-35

.

Man

on Flying Trapcze-

Man

from Guntown

PAR.. 8-3-35

PUR

11-30-35

Hello Budapest-XX .11-18-35
Here Comes Cookie-PAR.9-10-35
Here Comes the Band

12-7-35
Men of Iron-WA
Man Who Broke the Bank

Hermine Und die Sieben
9-24-35
Aufrechten-XX
Her Song of Love REI. 6-26-35
Here's to Romance-F. .. .8-27-35
Herr Kobin Gent Auf

IMP.. 8-14-35
Manhattan Moon-U ....7-22-35
Marie Chapdelaine-FRA. .9-27-35
10-1-35
Martin Garatuza-XX
Mary Burns, Fugitive
PAR.. 11-9-35

MGM.. 9-21-35

11-27-35
Abenteuer-X X
His Family Tree-RKO ..9-17-35
His Fighting Blood

AMB... 10-7-35

His Night Out: U
Honeymoon Limited

at Monte Carlo-F.
Manhattan Butterfly

.

10-28-35

UA.. 11-7-35
M«!guv Trail-REP

Men

of

9-24-35

A'.tion-CON...7-13-35

Night-XX
9-30-35
Soviet Journey-AM
8-10-35
Soviet Russia Thru the Eyes of
an American-IMP ....9-30-35
Spanish Cape Mystery

Agent-WA

Special

REP

Splendor-UA
Spring Tonic-F
Stars Over Broadway-

WA.

distributor set

TITLE

REVIEWED

Story of Louis Pasteur

Merry Monarch. The

Story

WA.. 11-22-35
Louis

of

Pasteur

WA.

SYN.. 7-16-3a
Metropolitan-F

10-18-35

Midnight Phantom

WEB.. 11-21-35
Dream

Night's

WA... 10-10-35
Millions in the Air-PAR. 12-12-35
Miss Pacific Fleet-WA. .12-7-35
Moonlight on the Prairie
WA.. 11-1 1-35
Murder
7-9-35

Man-MGM

Music Is Magic-F ......9-24-35
Mutiny Arieaa-MAJ
7-6-35
Mutiny on the Bounty-

MGM.

My Marriage-F
New Fronuer-REP
Guluver,

.11-1-35
11-19-35
9-24-35

The-

Sunny Youth-AM
Superspeed-COL
Swedenhielms-XX

INV.

MGM... 10-17-35
Never-AJA

7-9-35

XX.. 12-11-35
O'Shaughnessy's

Boy

MGM.. 10-1-35

Odio-XX

6-25-35

Old Homestead, The

REP...
Old

Man Rhythm-RKO.

Orchids to You-F

10-5-35
.8-2-35

8-10-35

Outlaw Deputy-PUR ...12-3-35
Outlawed Guns-U
10-1-35
Paddy O'Day-F
10-29-35
Page Miss Glory-WA
7-8-3o
Pantoffelheiden-XX
Pay-Off, The-FN

10-22-35
11-12-35
9-5-35
10-11-35

Peasants-AM

Pepo-AM
Personal

j

Maid's Secret

10-1-35
10-31-35
... .7-1-35
11-19-35

RKO.. 9-25-35
Public
Public

la

REP.
Ta'.e

.9-19-35
10-2-35
Racing Luck-REP
11-19-35
7-17-35
Rainbow's End-FD
Rainmakers, The-RKO. .. 11-2-35
7-30-35
Reckless Roads-MAJ
Red Army Days-AM ... 10-22-35
9-7-35
Redheads on Parade-F
9-12-35
Red Salute-UA
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35
.

Remember Last Night
U.. 11-21-35
10-23-35
Rendezvous-MGM
of

Peter

MGM

a Million-F
the Life-F

Woman

10-25-35
9-4-35

Mine
PAR..9-10-3S
10-26-35
Throwback, The-U

Amor

Tierra,

39

is

y Dolor

8-14-35
XX .'.'9-14-35

The-GB

Steps,

Three Kids and a Queen
Three

U... 10-17-35
The

Musketeers,

RKO
$1,000

10-7-35
.10-22-35

Minute-REP.

a

Thunder
Thunder

Night-F 9-17-35
Mountain-F ...9-14-35

in the

To Beat the Band-RKO 1 1-23-35
Toll of the Deserts-STE. .10-4-35
.

Hat-RKO
Trail's End-BEA
Top

Trails of the

Transatlantic

Wild-AMB.

1

8-16-35
8-22-35
1-29-35

Tunnel-

GB.

.10-22-35
12-18-34

Tu Hijo-XX

REP
Two Faces-RKO

Un Hombre
Valley

of

Pelogroso

CRT. .10-17-35

Wanted Men-

CON.
Vanishing Riders-SPE

REP.. 11-19-35

Wanderer
Waterfront

of

the Wasteland

PAR... 10-11-35
Lady-REP ...9-21-35

Way Down

UA.

Schwarzwaldmaedel-XX. 10-17-35
11-30-35
Scrooge-PAR
.

.9-10-35

10-31-35
8-27-35

East-F

Welcome Home-F

Wenn am

Sonntagabend die
Dorfmusik Spielt-XX 12-10-35
We're in the Money-WA .8-22-35
Western FrontierCOL. 10-30-35
.

.

7-30-35
10-28-35
10-1-35

Mustang-BER

Teli-GFF
Wings Over Ethiopia

William

PAR...

10-14-35

Without Regret-PAR ...9-13-35
Wolves of the Underworld

REG.

.12-10-35
.8-10-35
Yiddish King Lear-RIE. 11-5-35
...12-3-35
Young Forest-XX
Your Uncle Dudley-F. .. 11-14-35
9-16-35
Zigeunerbaron-UFA

Woman Wanted-MGM

6-26-3".

.10-22-35
...7-2-35

12-10-35
Vasember-XX
8-6-35
Vidas Rotas-XX
Virginia Judge. The-PAR. 9-17-35

Westward Ho-REP

River

.9-5-35
11-18-35

10-4-35
Two-Fisted-PAR
Two for Tonight-PAR. ..8-31-35
9-14-35
Two Sinners-REP

Wild

Hungary-DAN.

.11-30-35
7-9-35

F.. 11-5-35
This
This

RKO.. 7-18-35

Sagebrush Troubadour

Seeing

Cities

Grimm

12-3-35
Riddle Ranch-BEA
Rider of the Law-STE. .10-19-35
10-29-35
Rosa De Francia-F
10-14-35
Saddle Aces-RES

Sanders of the

Two

of

.12-11-35

Tango-Bar-PAR
Te Quiero Con Locura-

Peinture

TAP.. 8-19-35
..9-24-35
Menace-COL

Opinion-INV
Pursuit-MGM

12-10-35

The Singing Vagabond

Tumbling Tumbleweeds

WA

Ibbetson-PAR
Vinogradof-AM
Polenblut-XX
Powdersmoke Range
Peter
Peter

.6-22-35

King

of a

GFF

Never Too Late-REL.
Night at the Opera, A
or

8-20-35
12-2-35
9-10-35
12-12-35

Living

of

The Making

is

Now

...

Scarlett-RKO

Sylvia

Symphony

Thanks

Noches de Buenos Aires

.11-23-35

Streamline Express-MAS. 8-31-35
Struggle for Life-FOY .. .6-19-35

Am.

.10-29-35
.. 11-27-35

.11-5-35

Steamboat 'Round the BendF.. 7-25-35
Storm Over the Andes-U. 9-25-35
Stormy-U
10-7-35

Men Without Names
PAR.. 6-29-35

New

.10-9-35
9-19-35
6-21-35
11-19-35
6-27-35

Speed Devils-HOF

Pictures

Midsummer

Man

So Ein Maedel Vergisst

WA— Warner Bros.
WEB— Webb-Ray
WOH— Herman Wohl

— No

Smith-STE
Fever-INV

Society

UFA— Ufa

Return

Isabell-XX.. 11-5-3 5
Melody Lingers On, The

Smoky

S.

XX

7-9-3»
11-12-35
7-27-35
7-30-35
10-30-35

Smart Girl-PAR

Artists

Mein Leben Fuer Maria-

10-19-35

MOP.. 6-25-35

— Spectrum
STE— William Steiner
SU — Supreme Pictures
SUP — Superior Films
SYN — Syndicate Exchange
TAM — Tapernoux- Metropolis
TAP — John
Tapernoux
U — Universal

MET.

7-1-35
9-28-35
Little America-PAR
10-5-35
.
Little Big Shot-WA
Rebel, The-F. .11-22-35
Littlest
7-2-35
L'Ordonnance-XX
Love Me Forever-COL. .6-28-35
7-1-35
Mad Love-MGM
7-9-35
Make a Million-MOP

.7-1-35

...8-15-35
7-13-35

F.. 12-7-35

SPE

VIC— Victory

10-14-35

Silk Hat Kid-F
Skybound-PUR

L.

UA— United

Hashirim-GLO

Show Them No Mercy

Prenez Garde a

Zio

.

Hard Rock Harrigan-F.

XX.. 12-2-35

Dawn Rider-MOP

.

WA.. 9-12-35

Hands Across

.

1-4-35

7-25-35
9-28-35

Girl Friend, The-COL
Girl
Came Back

.

REP.. 9-24-35

Und

10-30-35
.12-3-35

CHE.. 9-20-35

Crime of Dr. Crespi

Die Heilige

6-25-35
9-20-35

Kid-WA

Crime Et Chatiment

Crusades,

.

Freckles-RKO

Nocy?

PAR.. 6-25-35

.

Frankie and Johnnie

Front

Les Toits

11-26-35
.

Live for Love-WA. .10-18-35
Live My Life-MGM. .10-14-35

Judgement Book,
11-2-35

Forced

7-12-35
10-17-35

XX..
Criez-Le

Youth-U

8-21-35

12-2-35

10-25-35

.

Her Hat, A-

Fighting

Frisco
Frisco

.11-30-35

.

COL.. 10-25-35

Frischer

Evidence

11-23-35

Parish-

Stella

FN.. 11-2-35
I

Mostoba-XX

El Heroe de Nacozari

COL.. 7-6-35
9-10-35

RKO.. 11-27-35
Found

Shir

G. Films
Films

SL— S. &

TITLE
REVIEWED
Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hot Off the Press-VIC. 10-9-35
Hot Tip-RKO
8-20-35
I Dream Too Much

I

9-10-35

SG— S.

PUR— Puritan

10-3-35

.

—

Pictures

7-8-35
11-9-35

Cafe-PAR

Shipmates Forever-WA. 10-17-35

RO Roma Films
ROY Fanchon Royer

Krellberg

S.

Ship

It

COL... 10-8-35

She-RKO

Pictures

—

Ex.

— Lenaeur International
LIB— Liberty Pictures
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAS— Mascot Pictures
MET — Metropolis
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP — Monogram Pictures
MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films
OLY —Olympic Pictures
PAR — Paramount
PER — Peerless

Ehestreik-UFA
Edes

— Invincible

COL.. 9-27-35
She Couldn't Take

RES Resolute
R IE— Jack Rieger

LEN

I

Case of the Missing

Charlemagne-XX
Charlie Chan in Shanghai

INV

KRE—S.

Pictures
REI— Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld
REL— Reliable
REP— Republic Pictures

RKO— RKO-Radio

7-20-35
8-5-35

She Gets Her Man-U
She Married Her Boss

REG— Regal

—

GLO—Globe Pictures
HOF—i. H. HoHberg
HOL— Hollywood Film
IMP— Imperial Dist.

Dressed to Thrill-F
10-8-35
Eagle's Brood, The-PAR. 10-10-35

MGM.. 8-29-35
Yourself-MGM

Calm

Socrates-WA

Dr.

— France Film
GB— Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films
FRA

— Alliance Films

ALL

11-15-35

Drummond

Alias Bulldog

Shanghai-PAR

.

Dance-COL.
Ah, Wilderness l-MGM..
After the

REVIEWED
Baldpate

RKO.. 11-30-35

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

The-U. .9-17-35

Affair of Susan,

Bar

to Dec. 12

REVIEWED

TITLE

Accent on Youth-PAR. 8-10-35
A Csunya Lany-DAN. .10-21-35

Alias

22

Film Daily, June

in

.

.

THE
iu

^BE.

A

"LITTLE" from
is

pro-

ducing- "The Lad and the Lion,"
McCarthy directing.
with J.
P.
Kathleen Burke has been borrowed
from Paramount for the feminine
lead, while Charles Locher, former
Fox contract player, is playing the
Richard Carlisle, Ted
male lead.
Adams and Charles Lawrence are
Alexander Brothers
in the cast.

Normandy

control

Pictures.

T
T
T
Gregory Ratoff has been assigned

an important

role

in

"Under Two

Flags," the cast of which

by

Colman.

Ronald

is

headed

Frank Lloyd

will direct, with production slated
to start Dec. 26th. The picture will

be

made by

20th Century-Fox.
T

T

T

Republic plans to aug?ment its
present contract lists by the addition of eight or ten new players
who are to be groomed for star and
feature roles, according to Albert E.
Levoy, general production manager.
Present Republic contract players
include Evelyn Venable, John Wayne,
Gene Autry, Ann Rutherford, Barbara Pepper and Smiley Burnette,
while the studio has an optional
seven year contract with Jean Rouverol.
Levoy has appointed Jules
Schermer, present assistant to Nat
Levine, to take charge of the talent
search.

"LOTS"

The new western which has just and dislocated his hip and threw out
gone into production at the Warner his vertebra.
studios will be entitled "Treachery
T
T
T
Hides the Range" instead of "TreachLocal critics recently singled out
ery Rides the Trail." Cast is head- for praise Howard J. Green's screen
ed by Dick Foran and Paula Stone, version of "If You Could Only Cook,"
and among the supporting players which Everett Riskin produced for
are Monte Blue, Jim Thorpe, Crajs Columbia.
Green recently signed a
t
Reynolds and Henry Otho.
Frank long term contract with this orHelen Flint of the New York
McDonald is the director.
ganization as both writer and prostage has been engaged for "Litducer.
T
T
T
tle
Lord Fauntleroy," forthcoming
Lucien Prival and Joseph Boyd
T
T
T
production
International
Selznick
have been added to the cast of
Although Isabel Jewell could now
for U. A.
"Darkest Africa," Republic serial satisfy her yearning to see her name
starring Clyde Beatty.
as the star in a Broadway stage
presentation, her recent performance
T
T
T
Ben Lyon and Edward Nugent
Over 30 per cent of the extras ipposite Ronald Colman in "A Tale
will play the leading roles in "Dancing Feet," Republic production of used in the Armistice Day scenes )f Two Cities," precludes her getin«' away from
Hollywood for at
the Rob Eden novel, which Joseph of "Three Live Ghosts," which H.
Santley will direct. Joan Marsh has Bruce Humberstone is directing for least a year, it is claimed.
M-G-M, actually participated in simT
t
the leading feminine role.
ilar scenes on that memorable Nov.
Columbia has started work on a
1 1 in almost every part of the world.
new untitled two-reel comedy fea"The Petrified Forest," starring
turing Monte Collins which is beT
T
T
Leslie Howard and Bette Davis in
Sam Wood, who recently directed ing directed by Del Lord. The story
a film version of the successful stage "VVhipsaw" for M-G-M, was an ex- and screen play are by Preston
play by Robert E. Sherwood, has pert gymnastic tumbler and amateur Black.
Ruth Skinner, Mary Foy,
been completed at the Warner-First boxer during his enlistment in Uncle Louise Carver, Vernon Dent, Jack
National West Coast studios. Miss Sam's Navy.
Recently he tripped Kenny and Tommy Bond are seen in
Davis will go at once into the cast over an electric cable at the studio roles.
Black
Hat,"
of "The Man With the
Also in
opposite Warren William.
1936 Cinema Buyers' Guide Out
Stage Attractions in Ft. Worth
the latter cast are Marie Wilson,
London
The Cinema Buyers'
Ft. Worth, Tex.— For the first
Alison Skipworth, Arthur Treacher,
Porter Hall and other players. Das- Guide for 1936, issued by the Cin- time two stage attractions were
The playing at local Interstate Theaters
hiell Hammett wrote the original ema Press, is off the press.
Ina Ray Hutstory, which has been adapted for volume is full of information about over past week-end.
Wil- things cinematic in Great Britain, ton's girl band and stage show
the screen by Brown Holmes.
valuable to American as well as played four-day engagement at the
liam Dieterle is directing.
British producers and distributors. Worth Theater here, while Earl CarIt contains a directory of London roll's "Vanities" gave two performand provincial renting organizations, ances at the Majestic Theater.
studios and theaters, and a buyers'
guide listing firms dealing in all
"Hostess" at Strand Saturday
kinds of equipment.
Mordaunt

By RALPH WILK

]\TORMANDY PICTURES

HOLLYWOOD

Shairp,

young

play-

author and scenarist, who
was one of the co-adapters of "The
Dark Angel," has been signed by
Walter Wanger to do the screen
adaptation of Emily Bronte's novel,
"Wuthering Heights."
wright,

—

PRODUCER—WRITER— ACTOR
OR

a

perfect winter vacation

and complete

rest

away

from everything. Where the climate is noted for perpetual sunshine and the absence of fog, the place to go
is

the

DOUBLE R RANCH

Advance Campaign

A

special

"Broadway Hostess," Warner
for "Blood"

exploitation

will be placed

under way

days by Warners for the premiere
of "Captain Blood," scheduled for
Christmas week at the New York
A national tieup already
Strand.
has been effected with "Screen Romances."

DuWorld Gets Cinecolor
DuWorld has acquired

in

campaign
in a few

Series
distribu-

United
the
rights
outside
States to the series of six one-reelers on science subjects from "Popular Science Monthly" produced in
Cinecolor by Jerry Fairbanks.
tion

TUCSON, ARIZONA
Three hours from Hollywood by Plane
Fine

Riding —Good

Hunting —Golf

New

Operated by a Host and Hostess

who know.

ACCOMMODATIONS ARE BY INVITATION AND
LIMITED TO ONLY EIGHT GUESTS AT ONE
TIME. ALL OF WHOM ARE CAREFULLY SELECTED.
Write, wire or phone for reservations and complete information.

Close More Circuit Deals
Associated Theaters, Toronto, the
Hirsch Circuit of Philadelphia, and
the Harris Amusement Co. circuit in
the Pittsburgh region are the latest
to be signed by Republic for the
playing of its 1935-36 lineup.

Deal Closed on "Custer"

"Custer's Last Stand", Weiss serial with a feature version, will be
distributed in the Chicago and Milterritories by Henri
of Capitol Film Exchange.

waukee

LUXURIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS
ABSOLUTE PRIVACY
WONDERFUL FOOD

re-

Shaw, Lyle Talbot, Allen Jenkins, Phil Regan and
Genevieve Tobin, opens Saturday
morning at the New York Strand.
"Captain Blood" comes into the
house on Christmas Day.
lease with Winifred

Ellman

Join Film Alliance Board
editor for Putnam's; Langston Hughes, poet and
author, and Andre Roosevelt, explorer,
have joined the advisory
board of the New Film Alliance.

Henry Hart, book

Renee Carroll's Mother Dies
Mother of Renee Carroll, called
Broadway's best known hat check
airl

presiding at Sardi's, died Tues-

Funeral
day after a long illness.
services were held yesterday.

lowing
Hsrry

M.

Warne

Herbert Crooker

Owen Moore
J.

J.

Felder

thday:

\

\

Rube Jackter
Edna Marion
Geo. Milton Lipschultz

Karen Morley

.

THEY ARE THE BRAVE

.

.

the wives, the mothers,
the children of this
industry's neediest

cases— for they bear
the full brunt

.

.

the

.

cold, the hunger, the

dismal outlook

of still

another winter of
patient suffering.

WILL YOU LET THEM

GO HUNGRY?
WILL YOU LET THEM
BE COLD?
Their loved ones have

given— in full measure
—of themselves and
their means to the
building of this
industry ... to the

advancement

of the

which

very

institutions

give

YOU your own

stability

and

comfort.

DON'T LET THEM

DOWN!
up to you
and you
and you
It's

.

.

.

.

.

... to every

member

.

working

of this vast

film industry to care
for its

more

unfortunate members.

SEND YOUR CHECK
... as

much as you

can give ...

TODAY

... to the

FUND
FILM DAILY RELIEF
NEW YORK CITY
1650 BROADWAY

•

if

•

rnntributed bv

Warner

Bros.
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"NEW LEASE ON

LIFE"

(Continued from Page

NEW

Eugene Zukor Elected Para. Pep Club Head
Eugene J. Zukor was elected to the presidency ot the Paramount Pep Club and Mr.
Two new
Josrph J. Doughney was named vice-president at an election yesterday.
members of the board ot governors. Henry Anderson and Jack Roper, were also elected
chairman;
Edward
A.
Brown,
are
board
members
of
the
Previous
ballot.
yesterday's
on
Joseph A. Walsh, Montague F. Gowthorpe, Charles Gartner, A'dyth Reichenback, Helen
Doris
Homer
Traw
and
McDermott.
John
Winston, Ida Wolff, Lillian Stevens and
Meyers will continue to serve as treasurer and secretary of the organization respectively.
The new officers of the club will be installed at a dance to be held at the

PROVIDED BY FUND

IS

Thursday, Dec. 12,1935

1)

Fund we are protected for
another month. By that time I hope
Relief

Hotel Astor on Dec. 20.

have work, and be back there

to

shouldering my own responsibilities.
Meanwhile the rent is paid we have

something to eat
you r»>

Now

wouldn't

—
—and— God

particular individual

Maybe

it

—a

brother in

WAS

your money

If not, the Comthat helped him.
Oh,
mittee has plenty of others.
yes, we said Plenty. So dig down—
and let's see your name on this
Honor Roll where it belongs.

THE HONOR ROLL
"You Belong Here!"
M

A

P

MacLeod
Charles C. Moskowitx

Jerome J. Cohen
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Miss Addie Dannenberg
Leo Klebanow
Ray Johnston
City Photo Engraving

Felix F. Feist

M. Orowitz
Eugene J. Zukor
E.

Louis K. Sidney

Thomas J. Connors
Sam E. Morris

C orp

M

L

Ebenstein
Rogers
Ferguson
Sen aifer

E.

J

-

*•

-

McCartney

P.
f-

Cummings

P»id Barret
^seph

R.

d

Man Freedman
Anonymous
Sardi's Restaurant
Don Gillette
Renee Carroll

E

A

-

Miyers
Jack Glucksman
Lou Blumenthal
Lee Leventhal
Fr «d
Quimby
Leopold Friedman
Braunberg
s
S.
William A. Downs

Sam Dembow,

Jr.

Ket " er
S nyd e r
D
r
James P.
Clark
tester

Pettijohn

*

C

A

,

,

.

William Orr
Eddie Edelson
Leon Bamberger
Paul Lazarus

Slm Shain

Eve

W.

p au

N

Unsell

|

.

Das|)

Benjam n
H. Brower

H.

J.

Charles

David Palfreyman
John C. Flinn
J.
R. Grainger
Sophie K. Smith
Albert Warner

W.

J.

Sonin

George Orth
Arthur W. Kelly
A. Scully
Al Christie

Arnold Rittenberg
Arthur Eddy
Herbert T. Silverberg

for

Palestine

Chicago Chat

—

Chicago "Mutiny on the Bounty" is being held for a third week
Felix Feist, M-G-M general sales at the B. & K. United Artists, Loop
manager, and Al Lichtman are ex- theater.
It has so far broken all
pected here today on their cross box-office records since 1930 for this
country tour of exchanges. Eastern theater.
division manager W. F. Rodgers and
All neighborhood theaters will cod'strict manager John E. Flynn will operate in making a success of ChiAnnual Christmas
also be here.
"First
cago's
Benefit Party" to be held Dec. 23, at
Non-perishable foodstuffs
11 A. M.
Cameramen
Banquet for
charge
A dinner for the staff of the Mo- will be the sole admission
morning shows. The
tion Picture Record Division, Works for the special
Progress Administration, with head- -ommittee in charge is headed bv
quarters in Washington, was held Tack Miller, president of the Exhirecently after a three-day confer- bitors Association of Chicago, while
ence, attended by its expert camera- lie CAPA is handling the publicity
men from every part of the country, for the event.
including Alaska. This newly-created
organization is making a moving
Orleans Notes
picture historical record of the vast
Works Program of the Federal GovNew Orleans To the tune of two
ernment.
arrests and half-hearted protests by
MacKean, former leagues against war and the like,
Sydney
H.
newsreel editor and executive, now "Red Salute" got under way at the
head of this Division, was the host Tudor Theater, doing the heaviest
and principal speaker at the ban- business that house has enjoyed in
quet.
Karl Fasold, acted as toastmonths, with the exception of "So
master.
Ren" thp Rose."
Charles Kessenich. M-G-M southVallee Leaving "Scandals"
ern division manager, has left on
Rudy Vallee is withdrawing from an inspection t'Uir after a stay of
the George White "Scandals", which several days.
He reported business
opened this week in Pittsburgh be- fine all over the south and the southfore coming to Broadway.
west.
in

fifth place.

WPA

—

Glick

Hap Hadley

A. Schneider
Gabriel Hess
Walter Futter

Barnstyn leaves for Hollywood
100-pound cashier at the Para- about the middle of January to conmount-Newark put to flight a pair tact producers on product for his
of husky bandits and saved $150 at export business.
The pair,
the box office Tuesday.
both armed, were routed by the
screams of Katina Kapsin, the little
Pittsburgh Briefs

A

New

Rodgers
F.
Ben Shlyen
Joseph Bernat

Benjamin W. Solomon
Jack H. Skirball
Harvey B. Day
Harry L. Gold

Week

M:les

-

Bertram

Co.

Edward Curtis
_
.,,....

"Land

Co.

Arthur Loew
Willie Wang
Art h"r A. Lee
Mrs Jose P h R

George Gerhardt
Chas. A. Leonard
Edward McNamee

—

—

Cincinnati and Pittsburgh, two other
in Jack Flynn's division, also
won top spots in the contest, Cincinnati finishing in third and Pittsburgh

Schiller

-

Newark

cities

,B

| J "fV
BK. Blake
vv
i"'" h?
D3Vld Bernstein
Amusement Supply
lrvir"g Chidnoff
Ned E. Depinet

Herbert Berg
Winfield Andrus
Louis Nizer

Fourth

Vogel

D a * ld ,A Levy
Toby Gruen

Hamlin
Tom Hamlin
Harry Weltz
Stella

Quigley Publishing
Morris H. Kinzler
N. D. Golden
Charles A. Rossi
"Chick" Lewis
Marcus A. Benn
Morris Goodman
J.
A. Tanney
Cresson E. Smith

—

—

Herbert

W.

Company

Cleveland The Showmen's Club
has elected the following officers for
the year: Harry Henderson, presilent; Frank Greenwald, vice-president; Burt Diener, secretary; Wil- cashier.
The same day thieves visited the
liam J. Banks, recording secretary,
Grand Theater and stole $97 in siland Louis Swee, treasurer.
including part of Manager MarThe local Cleveland M-G-M branch ver,
collection of old coins.
won first place in the 13th-week drive. cus Sobelson's

Seadler
F
Kessler
ma
nuel
aV
5 /,.
i
Ben Y. Cammack

W. R

1)

manent feature.

\-

Saul

(Continued from Page

disturb memberships held by major
circuits unless an issue arises.
When the unit elects officers on
Jan. 19, it seems likely that Lewen
Pizor, president of the M. P. T. O.,
will be named to the top post, despite his expressed wish to retire
from exhibitor executive affairs.

—

Cleveland Clips

Silas

Stuart

MPTOA

volving the expenditure of $500,000 Barnstyn Launches
being carried out by Greater
is
British
Union Theaters, which operates 25
Hawks, Harry Lachman, Mervyn LeRoy. houses in Australia.
Houses being
(Continued from Page 1)
Frank Lloyd, Rouben Mamoulian. Victor improved are the State, Lyric, EmSchertzinger, King Vidor, William Wyler.
music of "Rigoletto" have been
Lyceum,
in
Sydney;
press
and
all
Sid
Beauchamp,
Clem
Directors
Assistant
bought for this picture, which will
Bowen, Gordon Hollingshead, R. L. Selandor. York and Civic, Adelaide; Majestic
Producers Harry Cohn, Henry Ginsberg. and Melba, Melbourne, and the Tiv- cose about $300,000.
Henry Herzbrun, B. B. Kahane, Nat Levine, oli, Brisbane.
Barnstyn, who returned this week
Charles R. Rogers, David Selznick, Hunt
after a six-month stay abroad, says
Stromberg, J. L. Warner, Darryl Zanuck.
that the first film made by his proTechnicians Martin G. Cohn, Carl Drelier,
Notes
Bernard Herzbnm, John
Edeson,
Arthur
ducing company in Holland, "MysMueller,
Hughes, Louis F. Kolb, William A.
tery of the Moonlight Sonata", has
Twining.
Parker,
Max
S.
tt'ickolaus,
M.
J.
J.
Newark, N. J. An "overflow the- proved a hit. He plans eight picWriters Howard Estabrook, Howard J.
ater," started as an experiment on tures in the Dutch language, and
Green, Grover Jones, Joseph Moncure March,
John Meehan, Jane Murfin, Robert Riskin. Proctor's Roof, atop the theater of four of these also will be remade in
Paul Gerard Smith, Carey Wilson, Waldemar the same name, has proven so sucEnglish with British and American
Young.
cessful it is being adopted as a per- players.

Clark

0.

Sydney (By Cable) A renovation
campaign
inmodernizing
and

IN

—

Van Praag

'?hn

Mac-

STAYING

FredSantley.
Clarence Brown, George Cukor.
Directors
E.
deMille,
H. Griffith, Howard
B.
C.

ric

Emanuel Silverstone

Jack Alicoate
Don Mersereau
Maurice Kann
At Lichtman
H. M. Masters
Wm. Barnett
Arthur Israel, Jr.

C.

Buckley

D.

H.

Ben Amsterdam
William German
William Massce
Richard Brady
Moe Streimer
H. D. Behr
E. B. Hatrick
Phil Reisman

C.

S.

J.

C. Jennings, J. Farrell
Pickford, May Robson,

$500,000 Improvements
For Australian Circuit

—

(Continued from Page 1)

DeWitt
donald, Mary
ing,

j

—

R" be Jackter

A.

Harold Hendee

Max

Holds First Meet Today

be a nice thought

it

know that YOUR donation to the
Xmas Fund Drive had helped this
to

need?

Academy Awards Group

bless

PHILLY UNIT

Film

of Promise", depicting the
Jewish upbuilding of Palestine, has
gone into a fourth week at the Astor Theater.

—

Pittsburgh Chuck Shanahan of
the South Hills Theater is managwhich
Hollywood,
ing
Warner's
graduated from week-end operation
to full time.
Louis Weiner, former manager at
the Pitt, has gone to Florida, where
he is now engaged in the brick business.

The Tidioute (Pa.) Theater

closed.

Joseph Ornstein has been appointed cashier at 20th Century-Fox exchange, succeeding Rose Rabkin,

who was moved

to

the

New York

office.

Sam

Stern,

chief

Warner

artist,

entered Montefiore Hospital here for
a two-week rest cure.

John L. Lengyel, Jr., manager of
the Princess in Donora, and Bridget
T.

Hefferman were married.

Oklahoma

City Items

—

Griffith AmuseOklahoma City
ment's new $20,000 theater now being built in Vinita will be ready in

a

few days.

K. Krish, assistant booker for
Theaters and assistant
manager of the Liberty Theater, has
been named house manager for the
Shrine Auditorium.
Mrs. Loretta L. Momand, owner
of the Odeon, Shawnee, has filed an
injunction suit in Federal Court here
against various major distributors
J.

Standard

enjoin them from allegedly refusing to supply films to her the-

to

ater.

Intimate

Character
in Scope

in
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TEN CENTS

to Appeal Cut in Para, fees

IST0%

HIGHER JjjjS YEAR

Says Warner Music'iFirms Can't Withdraw from Ascap
Caesar Holds Rights to
Music Remain Vested

Viewing
.

the passing parade

.

THE

news

big

the

of

next several weeks,

Ten Best

the

From

comment and
selections

country,

top

will

be about

will

received

daily

the

publishing

of

editorial

own

their

The Film

in

and

public

trade

the Council of the Songwriters Protective Ass'n.
Caesar said the pub-

Daily

previous events by

pictures

that

;

of
polls

who

critics

season

usually

is

conducting

are

passes

obtained

with theaters, to the fan whose
closest

to

critics'

poll.

number

the

local

readers and offering prizes,

their

for

noted

increases

winners

the

the

in

in

tieups

list

comes

more

abundant

year's

selections.

Then there
chagrin

felt

in

connection

with

this

a

is

by

amount

greater

critics

because

they

must

over the past

12 months entitles about

to a "Ten Best" rating.
But that is just one of the things that
add zest to the poll and sharpen the evaluation faculties of the critics and supply
Hollywood with the most reliable rating of

20 pictures

that

it

is

possible

obtain.

to

from

our

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Zane Grey sailed
Wednesday for Australia, where he

the critics thus

And

at

least

200 more

ballots

pected to be in before the
about two weeks.

poll

are
closes

exin

including

foreign.

ON

HIS

S.

COHEN DIES

Independent features released this
year will total approximately 145,
or an increase of more than 20 per
cent over last year's total of 119, according to data being compiled for
the 1936 Film Daily Year Book. The
figure of 145 does not include British and other foreign productions,
which will aggregate 225, as recent-

Major company

indicated.

out-

put will be around 10 per cent ahead
of the previous year.

WAY TO WORK HEY.YOU LATECOMERS!

Sydney

S. Cohen, former president
M.P.T.O.A., and theater
owner, dropped dead yesterday about
11 a. m. in front of 7 West 43rd
St.,
while
on his way to his
office at 25 West 43rd St.
Cohen's first connection with ex-

the

Denver Managers Ass'n

—

story by himself.
Cook and C. Sharp Minor are to di- dent for ensuing year. He succeeds
rect, and the picture will be released Rick Ricketson.
Bernie Hynes was
by Columbia.
{Continued on Page 6)

Paramount Trustees Counsel
Gets Leave to Appeal on Fees
9

RUSH THAT FUND CHECK
two weeks

thon

Less

to

Xmas! Less than two weeks

go

to

for you

fellows to kick in to the Film Daily
Relief Fund and give some of the Industry's Neediest Cases a little taste
of the Season's Spirit of Happiness.
Of course the Relief Fund funcNeedy
tions all the year round.
cases are with us in the film biz all

Form Buying Combine
Omaha— Formation

—

Montgomery, Ala. Bank nights
operated by theaters and other establishments are legal according to
a ruling by Attorney-General Albert
A. Carmichael. The ruling is of litinterest

to

exhibitors

now,

though, because these special nights
are now drawing as well as formerly.

Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballentine, counsel for the Paramount receivers and trustees, was yesterday
granted leave by Federal Judge Goddard to appeal to the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals from the decision
of Federal Judge Coxe awarding the
firm $200,000 in final allowance for
its services to the receivers and trustees, instead of the $700,000 applied for.
The Root, Clark application held that the awards for its
(Continued on Page 6)

of a co-opera-

buying organization was announced here yesterday by Charles
tive film

E. Williams, president of the Nebraska and Western Iowa M.P.T.O.,

acting

as

spokesman for the new

(Continued on

tle

far.

the

(Continued on Page 11)
Denver
The Denver Theater
Managers Ass'n at its second annual
"Doc" meeting elected A. P. Archer presi- Tri-State Exhibitors

De-

' partment,
which is keeping its pulse on
the progress of the balloting as the daily
returns come in, it is learned that six pictures already have more than 100 votes
apiece out of some 300 ballots sent in by

On

the

produce a picture based on an

Ala. Attorney-General

Statistical

Pictures.

work

her

to Produce
Feature for Columbia A. P. Archer Heads

Upholds Bank Nights
INCIDENTALLY

of

(Continued on Page 11)

Zane Grey

original
the

of

10 pictures whereas they
feel that the vast improvement in film qual-

films

{Continued on Page 6)

will

limit their list to

ity

Joe Brandt, former Columbia president, returned to New York yesterday on the Rex after investigating
the production situation in Italy in

nationwide

Enthusiasm and eagerness also are much

melodramas for 1936-

of six

Beaumont

Independent
for

Current Year

ly

JOE BRANDT CONFERS

ON ITALIAN FILM DEAL

145
Releases

a

with
Conway
in
"Desert Guns," a current
Beaumont release, independent distribution deals for the new Margaret Morris
series already have been closed by
Mitchell
Leichter,
head of Beaumont,
for
the New York, Washington, Boston,
Dallas,
Denver and other territories,

of

A MONG

series

by

strength
Tearle

SYDNEY

going some.

is

a

in

37

good mar-

a

in Series
who appeared in

not.

gin.

And

i

performance rights of songs in
the Warner music firms' catalogues
remained vested in Ascap, despite
the Warner belief that they were

interest

outstanding

year's

The Warner music firms can't
withdraw from Ascap, it was said
yesterday by Irving Caesar, member
of the Ascap board of directors and

Morris,

number of major productions, including
Paramount and RKO. will be featured

lic

stories,

by movie critics throughout

this

all

the

for

1935.

being

submitted

poll

picking

in

the

as

nationwide
the

and

form of newspaper

the

in

is

Pictures of

evidence

the

and

day,

Margaret

With Society

By DON CARLE GILLETTE-

About

Margaret Morris

Denver
run,

The
day,

Page 11)

Revival Week
Denham theater,

— The

first-

is
reviving six films next week.
pictures,
each to be shown one
are: "Design for Living," "We're
Dressing."
Miss Marker,"
"Little

Not
"Death Takes a Holiday." "Mrs. Wiggs
the Cabbage Patch" and "Ruggles
In a recent similar week
Red Gap."

of
of

of
a

returns,
poll

Oriental theater held
its
patrons, and "David
received the most votes.

the

among

Copperfield"

Friday,

it
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advisor
business
including Anne Shirley,
to Hollywood players,
Helen
Louise,
Anita
Stone,
Paula
and
Fred
in
Mack, Ida Lupino and Toby Wing, arrived
radio
stage,
arrange
to
yesterday
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Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,

La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle,
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Lourdes-Noues, 19.
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on his way to
costumes for

Dec.

Britain,
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design

HENRY WILCOXON
of
to

of

Washington

his

RAYMOND

engagement.

MASSEY, leading

player

in

Alex-

ander Korda's production of "Things To Come,
arrives
soon to be released by United Artists,
from England today on the Aquitania.

23.

returns

who
to
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this

21,

plays.

Jan.

on the Empress
England, en route

arrives

from

JOSEPH M.

New

in

tomorrow

country

in

for

about

Engfive

MOSKOWITZ

of 20fh Century arYork yesterday from Canada.

has had to call off her trip
the starting of production by
National on "The Man With the Black
First
Hat," in which she will appear.
east

due

to

and her mother are on their
York from the coast for a Christ-

UNA MERKEL
New

way

to

mas

visit.
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arrived

Burnet Hershey
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Paramount
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now

in

VICTOR

MARY
the

manager

New

York,

for the
returns

Fox manager

in

Chile,

is

New York Monday.
manager for Fox
New York Dec. 21.

SCHOCHET,

the Argentine,

on

in

of

1.

ARTHUR RUSCIZA.
due

both

KNAPP. and R. A. KRIER,
from the Aquitania today.

RALPH
Fox,

arrives

in

in

ELLIS returns to New York today
Aquitania en route to the Coast.

WALTER HUTCHINSON
from

in

arrives

RKO president, leaves
SPITZ.
York today by plane for the coast.
LEO

New

CARL BRISSON, Paramount
New York on Sunday from the

star,

M.

S.

P.

E.

spring

convention,

Otto Brown Missing

—

Lincoln, Neb.
Former manager
Otto Brown of the Fox Theater,
McCook, Neb., has been missing since
Sunday night. He recently was succeeded by John Taylor of Rawlins,
Wyo., District Manager Chet Miller, Denver, and Fred Glass, Boulder, Colo., a former manager, are investigating.

Handling Dionne Dolls Tieup
Master Art Products has closed a
deal to handle exclusively the Dionne

in
arrives
to spend

Quintuplets dolls in the theater field
for the U. S. and Canada. The dolls
are given away free in theaters
JANE WINTON returned yesterday from Engappearing in a through tieups at no cost to the theland on the Washington after
ater, with campaigns running either
British film.
and 14 or 30 days.
Canadian
Radio
RKO
McEVOY,
EDDIE

the

coast

Christmas holidays.

eastern

sales

manager,

has

gone

to

Washing-

ton.

B. & K. Preferred Dividend
Chicago Balaban & Katz has declared a dividend of $3.50 against
accumulations on the 7 per cent preferred stock. On Sept. 28 the com-

—

pany paid

$1.75.

R. S. Wallace a Kentucky Colonel
Alliance, O.— R. S. Wallace, general manager of Tri-Theaters, Inc.,
has received a commission as a Colonel of Kentucky.

"SO RED

THE ROSE"
Roxy

to Make "Hell
West Coast Bureau of THE

Goldwyn

and Texas"

FILM DAILY

RKO Radio Picof THE FILM DAILY term contract by
Marriage of Arthur tures and leaves to report at the
W. Stebbins and Ann Darling, film Hollywood studio tomorrow. Davis
actress, took place here Wednesday. is the son of the prolific playwright.

—

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
sponsored
Hershfield,
by the Broadway
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.

New York

London.

plenty of action.

Hollywood

12-13: Annual convention of M. P. T. O.
North and South Carolina (place to be

York yesterday
and leaves for the Coast

Paramount will have eight French
Product output of the Philippines
produced at its Joinville
features,
during
will amount to 25 features
its next season program,
on
studio,
the current season, according to F.
John
W. Hicks, general forstated
C. Henry, Paramount manager for
his
eign manager, yesterday upon
that country, who is now in New
return to New York on the Washincrease
an
represents
This
York.
ington after a visit to France and
of 10 pictures over the past year, he
Six of the pictures will
England.
said.
produced during the next few
be
Dual-featuring in the Philippines months, while the rest are carryhouses
i? confined to neighborhood
overs from the past year, he said.
in Manila, said Henry, who declared
Business in England is very
that audiences in that country pre- strong, Hicks stated, and in France
with
pictures
spectacles and
fer
conditions are improving.

West Coast Bureau

Ass'n

York.

New

in

Columbia's "If You Could Only
Hollywood— "Hell and Texas "an
Cook," with Herbert Marshall, Jean original screenplay by Edward ChoArthur and Leo Carrillo, will open dorov and Jane Murfin, staff writers
Christmas Day at the Roxy.
for Samuel Goldwyn, has been acquired by the United Artists producIt is a
er for early production.
Pathe Film Pfd. Dividend
about the creation of the
Quarterly dividend of $1.75 on the drama
Joel McCrea may
republic.
$7 cumulative preferred stock has Texas
leading role in it.
a
have
Corp.,
Film
Pathe
by
declared
been
payable Jan. 2 to stockholders of
Owen Davis, Jr., Signed by RKO
record Dec. 23.
Owen Davis, Jr., young Broadway
leading man, has been signed to a
Arthur Stebbins Married

birthday:

Owners'

New

Philadelphia Variety Club's first an12:
nual dinner and installation, Hotel BellevueStratford,
Philadelphia.
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dance,

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicaeo*

PAT O'BRIEN, who has been vacationing in
New York, left yesterday for Washington for
on the stage
a week of personal appearances
The Warner star will
of the Earle Theater.
complereturn to the coast shortly after the
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ERROL FLYNN, Warner
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RAQUEL TORRES (Mrs. Stephen Ames), who
left
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Columbia Film for
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BILLIE BURKE, who recently appeared in
Samuel Goldwyn's "Splendor," accompanied by
will arher daughter, Patricia Burke Ziegfeld,
the wedrive from Hollywood today to attend
Hutton and Joseph
Post
Marjorie
of
ding
Miss Burke will also attend the BosDavies.
on
Follies
premiere of the "Ziegfeld
ton
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DATE BOOK
Relief

10 Cents

Dec

for first two days
at REX THEATRE

WHEELING, VA.

,

turns in a gross
50*^ above average.

NEWS
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OF THE

PHOTO-REVIEW

IN

'WAY OUT WEST,
noted

Anthony

company welcomes

Adverse'

British

author,

Weils (second from

H.

right),

G.
seen

above with Jack L. Warner,
Mervyn LeRoy and Fredric
March on occasion of Wells'
tour through Warner studios.

'WAY BACK
Albert

Warner

EAST, Major
(left)

supervises

signing of talented

young

Billy

Mauch,

from

hun-

selected

dreds of candidates to play
important role of Anthony Adverse

as

a

for the far

HAMLETS AND MACBETHS
as Dr.

Max

Reinhardt

of the Elegant Eighties turn out

(center,

below)

plays

host

to

in

boy.

Billy

leaves

West immediately,

COLD RECEPTION

from Gotham's weathmakes vacationing Joe E. Brown
decide to hurry back to warmth of California's sunshine and 'Sons O' Guns,' hot

erman

new

musical set to start

when

star returns."

profusion

group of Shakes-

pearean stage veterans at a performance of 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,'
now approaching its 150th showing in New York's Hollywood Theatre.*

'LET'S

GO TO TOWN'

Flynn)

to co-star Olivia

says Captain Blood (sometimes known as Errol
de Havilland as they head for New York and

notable premiere of 'Captain

*A Warner

Bros. Picture

°A

first

National Pklure

tA Cosmopolitan

Production

Vitagraph,

Blood'
Inc.,

at

Broadway Strand Xmas Day.t
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NEW

ON COAST

the Coast.

A. P. Archer Heads
Denver Managers' Ass'n
(Continued from Page I)

Emmett

vice-president
Buzz
and
secretary,
Thurmon,
Directors are
Briggs, treasurer.
Harry Huffman, Rick Ricketson, B.
elected

;

D. Cockrill, Gerald Whitney, Frank
Milton, Dale Cline, and Burns Ellison.

The organization meets monthly
for luncheon at the Brown Palace
Hotel, and is usually entertained by
an outside speaker.

^^

PHIL

TO APPEAL ON FEES

M.DALY

Reach

Level

—Continued

decline

Richmond, Va.

matter

objectionable

T

found

in

films has brought the deletions by
the Virginia censors down to a new
low level. Not only has feature film
quality improved, according to Edwin S. Reid, director of the censor
division, but shorts also are better

than before.

T

Si Seadler enters a
•
• • LUNCHTIME LOONIES
Broadway restaurant and snags his favorite table in a corner
Billy Ferguson, Eddie Carrier, Phil De Angelis and your
.

so Bill
kolumist at a table across the room, unseen by Si
writes a mash note and sends it over by the waitress to Si
Si reads the note: "Handsome, I am open for an engagement and it doesn't have to be in pictures. Gertrude."
Si blushes, and looks around the restaurant furtively
the four hoodlums at the other table let out wild guffaws

—

and disrupt the dignified atmosphere of the place.

T
•

T

THEN THE

business of Si busy with a pencil
decorating a paper napkin, which is duly relayed via waitress
the napkin sketch shows Si orderto the quartet of ribbers
ing four hard boiled eggs, and the smart waitress saying: "I
getcha like those goofs over there!" as she points with her
thumb to Us
(and Si's sketches of us were Very Lifelike).

•

•

—

• • • THEN THE irrepressible Fergie wraps up our four
checks in the sketch and sends 'em over with a note: "Si: Your
Thanks!"
so Si takes
generous offer accepted herewith.
his licking like a major, and sends back word: "I'm honored
and walks out
to pay your checks, gentlemen."
"Guess
that's putting it over on Si!" chortles Billy Ferguson gleefully
and when he got to the cashier's desk the girl presents
him with the four checks, which Si had thoughtlessly (?) left
there
nice guy, Si
smart, too
but no gentleman
sez Bill bitterly
being Scotch

EVER ON their toes with New Sales Slants
Radio home office bunch
two of 'em this week
with a smart black leather
a Short Subject Manual
cover with gold embossed letters
the contents a loose leaf
binder with pages of vari-colored stock and a tab index for
ready reference
each series of RKO Radio shorts has a
separate page followed by a page describing the individual
that

New Low

C ontinuert from Page
services to the trustees and receivers were inadequate in view of the
size and complexity of the estate,
volume and quality of services required, results accomplished and the
previous setting up of a fund out of
which to make compensation.
It is learned that Kuhn, Loeb &
Cravath,
its
counsel,
and
Co.,

•

•

RKO

shorts in that particular series
a handy pocket reference
for the salesman to flash on the exhib
the second exhibit
of Smart Showmanship is the first issue of "The RKO Foreign
World"
printed in four languages
English, French,
Spanish and Japanese
four columns to the page and each
language displayed
issued for the informtion of RKO men
throughout the world

deGersdorff, Swaine & Wood, will
probably appeal or request a rehearing.
Judge Coxe denied in toto the
applications of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.,
and Cravath, deGersdorff, Swaine &
Wood for $100,000 and $150,000 respectively for services in the Paramount reorganization.

Joe Brandt Confers
On Italian Film Deal
(.Continued from Page 1)

connection with a new enterprise
with which he will be associated.
Brandt spent nine days in Rome.
Over the week-end he goes to the
Coast to confer with people interested in the deal.
Italian producers will make about
30 features this year, said Brandt.
Despite the war clouds overhead,
Rome theaters are doing good business and the entire Italian industry
is making definite progress, Brandt
declared.

Business Advisory Council
Plans to Continue Efforts
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Despite the, blowup
of Major Berry's labor-industrial
Washington

"Scrappy" Novelties for

"The Country Doctor"
in which
the world-famous Dionne quintuplets appear
Joseph Moskowitz, just back from Callander, Ontario, where scenes with
the babes have just been completed, gave an interview at his
hotel to the metropolitan, trade and fan press
and a
bunch of excited girl scribes plied Mister Moskowitz with intimate questions about baby life color of their eyes, their
habits, etc
you know the sort of questions gals can ask
about babies
and poor Joe a bachelor!
so he stammered and hemm-hemmed
and finally said: "I can safely say,

services.

ladies, that this will

Washington

Bureau

New Wash'n

Washington

of

will

•
for

•

•

WITH MARCH

20 set as the national release date

20th Century-Fox's

.

.

.

.

.

—

be a Five Star Picture."

Thea.

THE FILM DAILY

—Warners

—

conference this week, Secretary of
Commerce Daniel C. Roper said that
the plans of the Business Advisory
Council for cooperating with industries, including films, will continue
He revealed
as originally planned.
that the Council would soon undertake studies of various units of business, including movies.

Oppose Roxy Allowance
Opposition to the application of
Proskauer, Rose & Paskus for $75,000 as a final allowance for services rendered to the Roxy trustee
was expressed yesterday before Federal Judge Caffey by Carlos Israel
of White & Case, counsel for the
Roxy first mortgage bondholders'
Judge Caffey reserved
committee.
decision on this application and also
on that of Howard S. Cullman for
an allowance of $20,000 for his

Warners Opening

1

(

•

Virginia Censor Cuts

in

w\0*

drive by Actors' Equity to or-

ganize players working in pictures
at the Coast is now indicated following settlement of jurisdictional
differences between the I. A. T. S. E.
and the I. B. E. W. Actual work
of lining up members would be carried on by the Screen Players' Guild,
which became affiliated with Equity,
and automatically the A. F. of L.,
last January.
Asked to comment on prospects of
a drive to organize Coast actors,
Frank Gillmore, executive secretary
of Equity, yesterday said: "I imagine that great encouragement will
be derived by the Guild from the recent settlement, but at present I
know of no new plans beyond the
usual efforts to obtain members."
Equity has twice tried to organize

1935

COUNSEL GETS LEAVE

EQUITY DRIVE
LIKELY

A

Friday, Dec. 13,

open

a new "streamlined" theater, known
as the Penn, sometime this month,
according to John J. Payette, general
zone manager. The house will seat
1,500, with modern air conditioning
and one of the largest screens in
This will make 11
the district.
houses for Warners in this district.

• • • OVERSUBSCRIBED
that is the word from
the Committee handling the
Xmas Party luncheon to
be held in the grand ballroom of the Hotel Astor on Thursday,
Dec. 19
Ralph Stone and his radio orck will furnish the
music
many celebs of stage, screen and radio will be on
hand
it will be a Grand Event worthy of its predecessors
with the Relief Fund benefitting

AMPA

«

f*

€*

» »

V>

A

Xmas

line of plastic novelties, includ-

ing Christmas tree ornaments, toy
household dishes, lamps, and
other items, all featuring "Scrappy,"
movie cartoon character, is being
produced by the General Electric's
Plastics Department, Lynn, Mass.,

and

arrangement with Columtree ornaments are now
production and 600,000 will be

through
bia.

in

The

distributed to retail chain stores
shortly before the holiday season.
They mark the initial entry of G-E
plastic products into the field of
novelties having an animated-car-

toon tie-up.
Brient in Co-op Theater Group
Richmond, Va. Elmer H. Brient,
who now heads the Broadway and
Bacon theaters in Hopewell, has become a director of the Richmond
Theater Guild, non-stock corporation
just chartered to maintain and conduct a cooperative theater.

—

/
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energetic as ever

film his classic rendition of a

who hops

instrument

ii

handsome and

as

all

band-

over the stage and plays every

the band."
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ii

-Hollywood Reporter
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Suitable for the entire family.
Suitability, Class A."

—Harrison 's Reports
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CHARLES
BUDDY

ROGER!
J/1

,

DANCE
BAND'
GLAMOROUS
SETTINGS! • GORGEOUS
GIRLS! • RED-HOT RHYTHM!

with Gorgeous

JUNE

ClYDE

Buddy's back! America's boy friend stars

in

a

gorgeous pageant of beauty pulsating with passionate rhythms!

A

the tunes of these

tip

new

from

his

baton

..

.ticking out

songs, including the dance

sensation "Valparaiso," by the composer of

and other big

hits!

Ramona

There are also charming June

Clyde and a bevy of beauteous band-ettes
merriest

musicomedy ever filmed!

»

»

in

the

»>

»

—
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HEUOU LATECOMERS!
RUSH THAT FUND CHECK

the laws of mechanics never

"Joy of Living"

in distress

was

of.

Metropolis

New

11 mins.

Animation Technique

English animated drawing
overlooked at the Xmas season.
by Anthony Gross and Hector HopSo, fellows, lend a helping hand. pin is a study in the poetry of moSend your check for what you can tion, of rhythm, and is as far reIf every gent with a check moved as possible from the comic
afford.
book would do his bit even in a very appeal of American cartoons. Two
nominal way the aggregate would slender girls, clad in flowing robes,
be more than enough to take care going along a walk by the sea, disof a score of emergency cases that play their joy in the mere fact of
are confronting the Committee right being alive by the airiest, most
The laws of
graceful of dancing.
now.
Are you with us? Let's go! Get gravitation are repealed for them,
YOUR name on the Honor Roll. and they bounce and fly, curvet and
cavort, like butterflies in a wind. One
We're counting on you and You
This

—

and

YOU!

THE HONOR ROLL
"YOU Should Be Here!"
William Orr

A. M. P. A.
Harold Hendee

Eddie Edelson

Jerome J. Cohen
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Miss Addie Dannenberg
Leo Klebanow
Ray Johnston
City Photo Engraving
Corp.

Ben Amsterdam
William German
William Massce
Richard Brady
Moe Streimer
H. D. Behr
E. B. Hatrick
Phil Reisman

Max

R. Grainger
Sophie K. Smith
Albert Warner
Rube Jackter
J.

Tom

Israel,

MacLeod

S.

Charles

C.

Moskowitz

Felix F. Feist

M. Orowitz
Eugene J. Zukor
H. D. Buckley
E.

Barnett

Arthur

Benjamin W. Solomon
Jack H. Skirball
Harvey B. Day
Harry L. Gold
A. Schneider
Gabriel Hess

J.

Stuart

Stella

Eve Unsell

Walter Futter
David Palfreyman
John C. Flinn

Jack Alicoate
Don Mersereau
Maurice Kann
Al Lichtman
H. M. Masters

Wm.

Leon Bamberger
Paul Lazarus

Louis K. Sidney

Jr.

Hamlin
Hamlin

Thomas

Sam

J.

lohn

D.

Silas

F.

Man Freedman

J.

Anonymous

Jay

Sardi's Restaurant
Don Gillette
Renee Carroll

Saul

Emanuel Silverstone
M. Van Praag

N. D. Golden
Charles A. Rossi

Clark
Seadler

Kessler

Emanuel
Ben Y. Cammack
Herbert

W.

George Gerhardt
Chas. A. Leonard
Edward McNamee
Quigley Publishing
Morris H. Kinzler

L.

W.
Co.

A.

E.

R.

Ebenstein
Rogers
Ferguson

Schlaifer

J.

P.
F.

McCartney

Cummings

David Barrist
Joseph R. Vogel
David A. Levy

"Chick" Lewis
Marcus A. Benn

Toby Gruen

Morris Goodman
A. Tanney
Cresson E. Smith
C. C. Pettijohn
Edward Curtis

B. K. Blake
Jules Levy

J.

Connors

Morris

E.

Harry Weltz
Herbert Berg
Winfield Andrus
Louis Nizer

Ed

Finney

David Bernstein

Amusement Supply Co.
Irving Chidnoff

FACTS
A80UT

FILMS
government is using
Egyptian
First
films in the country's schools.
wa« installed in
machine
projection
High
Commercial
government's
the
School.

A

S.

COHEN DIES

new and charming

—

HIS

dreamed

WAY

TO

(.Continued from

style in

Page

WORK
1)

association
affairs
was
the
T.O.C.C.
which he
From 1921 to
are sacrificed to grace, litheness, served as president.
1925 he was president of the M.P.
charm and the poetry of motion.
T.O.A. during the period in which
James J. Walker was general coun"Screen Snapshots"
With sevsel of the organization.
(No. 4)
eral other leaders, he was credited
Columbia
10 mins. with having inspired the Federal
Very Good
Trade Commission to investigate theHere is a splendid Will Rogers ater holdings of major producer-disMemorial Tribute, done with plenty tributor companies in 1922.
of human interest through a presenAt the time of his death Cohen
tation of Will Rogers taking part
in his last polo game before a dis- was advisor to the Roxy Theater
tinguished audience of Hollywood- bondholders' committee. He also opites, with closeups of the various erated the Beacon Theater on Broadcelebs.
Rogers is seen in action on way and owned the Apollo on 125th
Cohen was also interested in
his pony, and then the presentation St.
of the cup to him as the head of department stores in Stamford and

animation and one that has much hibitor
to be said for it. Story, background through

of them kicks off a slipper and it
lands before the door of a young
man who gives chase on a bicycle
and is caught up into the spirit of his winning team. The film opens Trenton.
He is sm-vived by
rhythm that pervades the entire with intimate scenes of a dozen Holdrawing. The chase interrupted by lywood players who have died with- Richard Sydney, 24,
He was
a water interlude, ends in the signal in the past year, including Lilyan Louise, 21.
room of a railroad station where Tashman, Lew Cody, Ernest Tor- Funeral services will
switches are pulled indiscrimnately, rence, Russ Colombo, Marie Dressier, day morning at the
by the trio, sending the scurrying Alec Francis, Lowell Sherman and gogue.
trains into a rhythm of motion that Sam Hardy.

two children,
and Dorothy
50 years old.
be held SunCentral Syna-

Tri-State Exhibitors

Pittsburgh Briefs

Buffalo Briefs

—

Pittsburgh

Form Buying Combine

—Warner's

Stanley is
Buffalo Nicholas J. Basil, presi(Continued from Page 1)
instituting a new feature this Sundent and general manager of the day by previewing next week's film group. Members of the board of diBasil Brothers community film the- in addition to the showing of the rectors, which represent independent
and
This is a exhibitors of Iowa, Nebraska
aters, is sailing Sunday for Europe. regular screen program.
South Dakota, are: Dale Goldie of
business
on
the
stimulate
move
to
Athens,
Berlin
to
He will fly from
Kehrberg of
day when its regular stage show is Cherokee. la., R. E.
where he will pass Christmas.
Sheldon, la., H. F. Kennedy of Broknot presented.
Thompson of St. Paul,
Lester H. Hutcheson, manager of en Bow," Mons
The Regent, midtown theater, has
Mrs. Jennie Wickman of Tekamah
Rocks,
in
McKees
Orpheum
Shea's
been closed for two weeks by Mieczand Oscar Johnson of Fall City, all
law Konczikowski for installation of has been named manager of the Shea of Nebraska, and H. H. Tammen of
PhiladelNew
Dover
and
in
houses
new sound equipment and new seats.
D.
phia, 0. Duke Prince came in from Yankton, S.
Konczikowski also operates the Bradford to succeed Hutcheson.
Marlowe and the Senate, west side
Arthur Low, Nixon treasurer, off
143 Xmas Dates on "Capt. Blood"
neighborhoods.
to New York to spend a week with
A total of 143 Christmas dates
have been set to date on the WarLouis Isenberg, long with the Elm- his family.
The Fulton will reopen Christmas ner-Cosmopolitan production "Capwood, now a Shea house, and later
manager of the Colonial and the Day with Shirley Temple in "The tain Blood," according to an announcement from the company's
Columbia, and operator of the New Littlest Rebel."
home office. The film will have its
Ariel, has been named manager of
New York premiere at the Strand
the Gayety, scheduled to open ChristAntonio
Theater Christmas morning.
mas Day with vaudeville and indeDewey Michaels
pendent pictures.
of
Sack
Alfred
N.
San Antonio
will operate the house, a Shea es- Sack Amusement Enterprises, is out
Whitman Assisting Maj. Lambert
tate property.
in the territory on a business trip.
William Whitman has been named
Sam Woolford, "The Light" film assistant to Major I. Lambert of
Variety Club is moving into new
critic and theatrical editor, is con- the RKO legal department, succeedquarters in Delaware Ave.
Marvin ing Robert Myers, who went to
fined with a heavy cold.
"Red" Bowman is holding down the NBC.
N. H. Brower
Ned E. Depinet
desk while he is away.
W. F. Rodgers
A. Schiller
E.
The Prince has two new cashiers
Ben Shlyen
Arthur Loew
Mary Grimes and Pauline Bugg.
Joseph Bernat
Willie Wang

News

San

—

—

Arthur A. Lee
Mrs. Joseph R.
Bertram Mayers
Jack Glucksman
Lou Blumenthal
Lee Leventhal
Fred

H.
Miles

Sam Dembow,

J.

Glick

Hap Hadley
Sonin
George Orth
Arthur W. Kelly
W. A. Scully

Charles

J.

Al Christie

Quimby

Leopold Friedman
S. S. Braunberg
William A. Downs

The

SYDNEY
« «

ON

(Continued from Page 1)

the year. But it is before December
25th that the funds are most urgentIt must not be said that
ly needed.

u

Short Subject Reviews

* «

any worthy brother

;%ft*DAILY

Jr.

Lester Ketner
A. C. Snyder
James P. Clark
A. J. Dash
Sam Shain
Paul Benjamin

Arnold Rittenberg
Arthur Eddy
Herbert T. Silverberg
Harry C. Arthur
Lesser
Kenneth A. O'Brien
Irving

"amuel Cohen
A. Fishman
Victor J. Morris
Charles M. Mersereau

Manager

Thomas

B.

0.

of

SHOWMAN'S

the

bagged a 14-point buck on his
recent hunting trek.
Auditorium
DeMatteis,
Sophie
cashier, was operated upon recently
and is expected back at work soon.
State,

Menjou's

Home

in

WMCA

Talk

Listeners to the "At Home With
Janet Wilson" program over

WMCA

M. will hear a
description of the model home of
Adolphe Menjou.

tomorrow at

6

P.

REMINDER
Give your lobby
create the season's
patrons.

a

holiday dress; help

good cheer for your

THE

DAILY
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"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK

IT AY SUTTON and Brooks Benedict have been signed by RKO
Radio for the cast of "Follow the
Fleet," Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers

starring picture now in production
with Mark Sandrich directing. Miss
Sutton, one of the famous "Roberta"
beauties, retired temporarily from
the screen following her marriage
Cronjager, RKO Radio
to Eddie

cameraman.
T

T

Eastern

representative for Harry Sherman Productions,
has arrived from New York to hold
conferences with Harry Sherman
regarding the "Hop-Along Cassidy"
J.

D.

Trop,

series
Sherman
Paramount release.

making

is

for

»

Schneiderman,
veteran
George
cameraman, who has been with Fox
for many years, has formed the
Premier Motion Picture Equipment
Co., to handle the world-wide sales
of the
tory.

Gwynne "One-Man" laboraThe machine is a portable

laboratory, which develops both negative and positive prints.

Robert Knowlden, father of Marythe child actress, has opened an
agency in the Equitable Bldg. He
will represent writers, actors and

lin,

directors.
r
t
Nickels, formerly
assistant to John Harkrider, art director
for the late Flo Ziegfeld, has joined
Pioneer Pictures as a sketch artist
and designer.
He assisted in the
designing of costumes for C. B. De

Albert

Mille's

"Crusades" and "Cleopatra."

More recently he has been at M-GM, where, with Harkrider, he has
been creating effects for "The Great
Ziegfeld."

T

T

T

Clay Clement has been added to
the cast of "The Leavenworth Case,"
which Lewis D. Collins is directing
for Republic.
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HOLLYWOOD

"LOTS"

signed her first film role, the lead- Broadway stage production, "Mer- including King Vidor, Fred Niblo,
King,
ing feminine part in "Border Flight." rily We Roll Along," will make her Henry
Sam Taylor, Alan
Colin Tapley and Samuel S. Hinds film debut in "F Man." Miss Marden Dwan, Richard Jones, Wesley RugLewis
Milestone,
Thornton
were given major roles in the film, will play the feminine lead with a gles,
George Fitzmaurice,
and Ewing Scott, who wrote the cast including Grace Bradley, Jack Freeland,
story, was assigned to direct.
The Haley, William Frawley, Lynne Lowell Sherman, John Ford and
Eddie others. In addition to this valuable
picture is scheduled to go into pro- Overman and Roscoe Karns.
Cline will direct.
experience, Humberstone has deduction Jan. 2.
veloped a unique directing style of
T
v
T
T
Boyd Irwin and Stanley Andrews, his own as is being witnessed in his
Frank Capra, Columbia's ace director, starts actual shooting this assigned to "Dangerous Intrigue," present work on "Three Live Ghosts"
morning on "Opera Hat", his next completed the list of players for for M-G-M.
production for the company, with the Columbia feature known during
Frances
Farmer,
Seattle
girl
Gary Cooper as the star. The story, early production as "Doctor Steele."
Clarence Budington Kelland's Ralph Bellamy and Gloria Shea head signed by Paramount after winning
a trip to Russia as a prize in a
"American Magazine" serial, has the cast.
newspaper contest, has been asT
t
been prepared for the screen by
Another colorful figure, but this
V
T
Robert Riskin.
time one who achieved prominence
Wheeler Oakman, Eddie Cobb, Ed
t
in another branch of science, is to Parker and Naba have been added
Gertrude Michael, recovered from
be further immortalized by Pierre to the cast of "Darkest Africa," Reinjuries received recently in an autoCollings, whose most recent note- public serial starring: Clyde Beatty
mobile accident, captured her secworthy achievement for the screen and now in production under the
ond leading role within a month
when she was chosen to play opposite is "The Story of Louis Pasteur" for direction of B. R. Eason and Joseph
Warner-First National.
Collings, Kane.
Fred MacMurray in Paramount's
who is at present writing the screen"Thirteen Hours By Air."
play and dialogue for "Houdini the
John BIystone has gone to Palm
Great," which Arthur Hornblow,
Warner-First National, which bor- Jr., is preparing to produce for Springs, where he will prepare his
rowed Edmund Gwenn from M-G-M Paramount, recently concluded a next production for 20th Centuryrecently
"Anthony Adverse," three moths' research job delving Fox, "Public Nusiance No. 1".
for
have arranged for the distinguished into the life of another member of BIystone recently completed the direction of "Gentle Julia," produced
English actor to appear in another the field of science.
"As soon as
of their forthcoming productions, I complete my present assignment, by Sol Wurtzel.
T
T
T
"The Walking Dead," in which Boris I will start work on my next orHouston Branch, scenarist, is soon
KarlofF heads the cast, with Mar- iginal story based on as great a
guerite Churchill, Warren Hull, Ri- personage as the eminent Pasteur," to realize the ambition to which
all authors aspire
to see their name
cardo
Cortez,
Barton
Mac-Lane, declared Collings.
in electric lights on Broadway as
Henry O'Neill, Joseph King, Eddie
the playwright of a current attracAcuff and Kenneth Harlan. The picShades of Tammany Hall and the tion. Branch, now engaged in writture is being directed by Michael
ghost of Boss Croker hover o'er the ing the screenplay for "Big Brown
Curtiz.
20th Century-Fox studio where Roy Eyes," in collaboration, which
WalT
T
T
Del Ruth is directing George Raft ter Wanger will produce, recently
James Hogan, one of Hollywood's in "It Had to Happen." A story of
veteran assistant directors, has been New York political life and the rise turned over his play, "American
promoted by Paramount to a direc- of a man from immigrant to gov- Holiday," to Jack Kirkland and Sam
Grisman, and the latter two are now
torship and assigned to the Zane ernmental power, the story is no
making plans for presenting it in
Grey outdoor romance,
"Desert strange theme to Del Ruth, who for
March.
Gold," in which Larry Crabbe and years has studied American politics
Glenn Erikson will have prominent and has acquired a bulky library on
roles.
Roy Del Ruth will complete directhe subject.
Del Ruth has injected
T
T
up to the minute political atmos- tion of "It Had To Happen" for
Columbia will place in production phere in "It Had to Happen," and 20th .Century-Fox this week, several
immediately
"Devil's
Squadron," the characters and their prototypes days ahead of schedule.
Del Ruth
story of the air by Richard Grace, are but thinly veiled.
leaves for the East shortly to look
famous flyer and author. Cast will
over plays for Darryl Zanuck.
t
v
be headed by Ricard Dix, Karen
Where for years others have failMorley, Gene Morgan and Henry ed, the persuasive eloquence of
Laird Doyle, Warner-First NaMollison.
Erie C. Kenton has been Richard Boleslawski recently per- tional scenarist, isn't going to let
assigned to direct.
suaded the prominent "desert rat" the stork slip one over on him. Doyle
t
Sandman Borgen to appear before is working at home preparing the
Gladys Swarthout, nearing com- the camera. As famous as "Death script for "Glorious" so that he will
pletion of her role in "Give Us This Valley" Scotty, the now aged Bor- be on hand to greet the arrival of
Night" at Paramount's Hollywood gen has spent over 35 years roam- the anticipated new addition to the
studio, says that she has been un- ing the sand wastes and hills of the family.
able to accept a 52-week NBC radio Mojave Desert in search of gold.
contract because regular weekly air Repeated
offers
from newspaper
programs would prevent her filling syndicates and film companies for
scheduled concert appearances and the story of his life met with curt
would limit her screen work.
refusals.
Boleslawski, who is film**<y
T
T
T
ing scenes for "The Three GodA duplicate of the mechanical fathers" which M-G-M is producing,
heart invented by Colonel Charles gained the prospector's friendship
A. Lindbergh and Dr. Alexis Carrel and confidence by voluntarily pre}
at the Rockefeller Institute in New senting him with a grub stake of
AS SEEN BY
J
York will be one of the many pieces $25.
THE PRESS
1
of strange scientific apparatus used
™
AGENT

TV

—

TV

BIG.

NEWS

Protect Your Home
Srom Tuberculosis

Buy
Christmas Seals

in

"The Walking Dead."
Newspapers gave this "heart" story loads
of space when it broke several

Bruce "Lucky" Humberstone
directs a picture, more than one million dollars worth of experience is

months ago.

injected

job.
Since 1925,
his first directorial

T
until he obtained
Adrienne Marden, signed by Para- assignment, Humberstone worked as
mount
after
appearing
in
the assistant to more than 33 directors
T

®t

When

into the

»

"George Bancroft, fea fured
bia's

cards."

'Hell-Ship

—Columbia.

M orga

l,'
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never
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SHOW THEM NO MERCY

AS SOCK CAMPAIGN DYNAMITES

N. Y. CITY

•

CROWDS STORM RIVOLI DOORS IN RECORDBREAKING RUN -NOW IN SECOND BIG WEEKS
S.R.O.
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showmanship

• Astute
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exploitation
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for a

row

New
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of shattered records.
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"Vigorous, fast, highly

melodrama!"

— N.
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Tribune

and the

turning
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AS BIG AS YOU MAKE

SHOW THEM NO

Cabot, Edward Norris.

T.

"A

handsprings of joy. Get behind
it

Joseph M. Schenck.

N.

York's Rivoli

house manager

If

T.

effective

public
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alert

attraction

loaded with box-office
"People who crave excitement will turn out in
droves to see it!"
N. Y. News

.

.

vigorous adver-

plus an
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Zanuck 20th Century Production. Presented by

With Rochelle Hudson, Cesar Romero, Bruce
Directed by

George Marshall.

Original story

and

screen play by Kubec Glasmon. Adaptation by Henry Lehrman.
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22 Vitaphone Shorts
In Hands of Cutters

» » »

TIMELY TOPICS

Twenty-two Vitaphone shorts are
now in the hands of the film cutters Says Stars Are Not
at the Brooklyn studios of the comAt Mercy of Cameraman
pany. They include 11 two-reel suby^LL this talk about a camerajects and 11 of one-reel length.
man being able to ruin a
The two-reelers are: An untitled
film star's career is absolute
"Broadway Brevity" musical starring
bunk. A cameraman is an emHal LeRoy with the Preisser Sisployee, not an executive, and
ters; an untitled Vitaphone Comedy
his work is reviewed every day
dealing with the adventures of Joe
by executives. Where does all
Palooka, featuring Robert Norton
this talk about a cameraman's
and Shemp Howard; "The Stars
power come from, then?
Can't Be Wrong", a "Broadway
It
comes from the fact that most
Brevity" with an all-star cast; a
of
our
stars
have
slight
defects
"Broadway Brevity" starring Irene
in their features and depend
Bordini; "The Black Network", an
upon
the
artistry
of the cameraall-colored
"Broadway
Brevity";
man to erase those defects with
"Between the Lines", a "Broadway
proper
lighting
and photograBrevity", starring Bernice Claire;
phy. A poor photographer could
"While the Cat's Away", a Vitaruin a star's beauty only if he
phone
Comedy,
starring
Shemp
were permitted to do so. Should
Howard; An untitled "Broadway
Brevity"
starring
Phil
Harris;
"They're Off", starring the Four
Yacht Club Boys, a Vitaphone Comedy; "Shake, Mr. Shakespeare" and
"Broadway Ballyhoo", "Broadway
Brevities".

his lens be too high or too low,

should he use improper lighting
and shading or fail to handle
expertly a facial defect, the resultant screening might make
the most beautiful actress appear ghastly.
There is no such thing as a
"fool proof" face. But there are
a few lens-perfect faces which
can be photographed from any
angle with equally good results.
We have two on the RKO lot,

The one-reelers are: E. M. Newman's "Harbor Lights", "Markets
and Things We Eat", "Vacation
Spot s", "Strange Occupations",
"Steel and Stone", all episodes in
"Our Own United States" series;
Jolly Coburn and Orchestra, Little
Katharine Hepburn and Barbara
Jack Little, Ramon Ramos and Orchestra, Red Nichols and His World
Denver Dribbles
Famous Pennies, B. A. Rolfe and
Orchestra in "Off the Record", all
"Melody Master" numbers: An unDenver Rick Ricketson, manager
titled Big Time Vaudeville Reel;
"Vitaphone Troupers", another of the Fox Intermountain division,
vaudeville reel with Aunt Jemima; is touring Montana looking over the
and the Radio Ramblers in "The Fox situation there. He had just
Half Wit-ness," a Pepper Pot nov- returned from Kansas City, where
he visited with Spyros Skouras, who
elty.
was on his way to the west coast.

—

« « «

Stanwyck.
heads
are

Their faces
and
symmetrical,
nd
their peculiarly sensitive eyes
and mouths make photographing them a pleasure.

—

J.

*

*

Roy Hunt.
*

Disney Not So Keen
On Being Celebrity
TT feels fine when

being

a

celebrity

helps
get
choice
reservations
for
a
football
game. It doesn't feel so good
when an autograph enthusiast
picks you out of a crowd. Most
of the time, I imagine, people
just don't go around feeling
that they are celebrities. As far
as I can remember, being a
celebrity has never helped me
make a good picture, or good
shot in a polo game, or command the obedience of my
daughter, or impress my wife.
It doesn't even seem to help
keep fleas off our dogs, and,
if being a celebrity won't even
give one an advantage over a
couple of fleas, then I guess
there can't be much in being a
celebrity after all.

— Walt

Disney.

Iowa Items
Des Moines

—Iowa

Theater Co. at
immediate rebuilding, according to A. J. SwanThe house was deson, manager.
stroyed by fire Dec. 9. Board of Education has allowed Swanton to use
the high school auditorium until the

Emmetsburg plans

new

theater

is built.

Ralph and Charles Young of
Filing Bill to License
to manager at the Park theater, Woodbine will open a theater at
Moorhead sometime in December.
All Theatrical Agents Greeley, Colo., from the assistant
Variety club initiation in Des
manager's job at the Sterling, both
A bill to license all classes of the- Publix houses.
Moines has been postponed due to
atrical agents and requiring payinability of national officers to
Tom Berta, city manager for Fox the
ment of a $25 license fee and the
attend.
returned
Rock
Springs,
has
Wyo.,
posting of a $1,000 bond will be in- at
troduced before the Board of Alder- from a trip to the Mayo clinic. He
New Dave Apollon Short Finished
men within the next few weeks with says he gained eight pounds.
Dave Apollon and Band completed
New Fox house at Boulder, Colo., their latest Vitaphone short at the
the approval of the agents, it was
Theater
was
will
opened
Jan.
9.
be
Broder,
Robert
I.
said yesterday by
company's Brooklyn studios yestercounsel for the Loew, RKO and in- built on the site of the old Curran day. Featured in this one-reel mucalled
the
and
will
now
be
theater
The
agents.
dependent vaudeville
sical are Florence Sundstrom, Lois
Boulder.
bill will classify theatrical agents as
and Jean Sterner and the Twelve
Princess theater at Ault, Colo., Debutantes.
"artists representatives" and thus
Joseph Henabery diexempt them from the state law closed for more than two years, has rected.
limiting the fees of employment been reopened by F. H. Hendrickson
The and H. A. Johnson.
Danubia Gets Hungarian Musical
agents to 5 and 10 percent.
licensing
fought
hitherto
agents
"Budai Cukraszda" ("It Happened
Steamboat in a Gypsy Tea Room"), a musical
because of the limitation on fees
Chief
theater
at
which would result.
Springs, Colo., has been bought by romance, described as the Hungarian
John A. Grove, who also operates "Two Hearts in Waltz Time," has
the Rio at Oak Creek, Colo., and been imported by Danubia Pictures.
Will Set M-G-M British Program
has shows once a week with portable It will be presented at the Hunnia
The production schedule to be sound in Redcliffe, Gypsum, Minter, Playhouse.
carried out by M-G-M at London and Eagle.
Weldon Heyburn in New Play
Westland Theaters will be reopenwill be definitely set at conferences
Weldon Heyburn has been cast
between Louis B. Mayer and other ing two theaters soon. The Palm,
studio executives and Ben Goetz at which will be called the Chief, is for the lead in "I Want a PoliceThe man," play which opens at Philadelthe coast probably late in January. being completely remodeled.
Goetz sails for England tomorrow Kiva at Grand Junction, remodeled phia on Dec. 26 prior to a Broadway
Heyburn leaves New York
on the Aquitania, but will return m from an old building for theater pur- run.
about five weeks after examining poses, will be reopened about Christ- soon to work in pictures at the
Robert Dempsey has been promoted

the situation in London.

mas.

Coast.

Local 306 Achievements
Listed b y Joseph Basson
In a report to the membership of
Local 306 on his stewardship, Joseph D. Basson, who is a candidate
for re-election as president of the
union in the impending election,
cites
the accomplishments of his
regime including new contracts with
major circuits, rehabilitation of the
morale of the organization, elimination of discrimination and special
privileges, winning of public support, removal of the threat of loss
of the union's charter, establishment
of true democracy in the union, enforcement of wage scales and progress toward organization of more
theaters.

Basson states that a committee appointed to draft a new constitution
for the local has completed its task
and that the document will soon be
submitted to the membership.
He
asserts that the refusal of the LA.
T.S.E. to sanction a strike against
the circuits at a time when wage
negotiations were proceeding, handicapped the local in these dealings.

19

More Dates on "Dream"

Nineteen new roadshow dates have
beena set on the Warner porduction

"A Midsummer Night's Dream".
The engagements, all limited roadshow bookings are:
Windsor Theater, Windsor, Conn.,
of

Dec. 27-28; Capitol, Cincinnati, Jan.
17-23; Keith's, Indianapolis, Jan. 1723; Mary Anderson, Louisville, Jan.
24-30; Colley, Norfolk, Jan. 18; Palace, Bethlehem, Pa., Jan. 15-16; Majestic, Harrisburg, Jan. 23-26; State,
Allentown, Jan. 28-31; Embassy,
Easton, Jan. 28-31; National, Richmond, Jan. 17-24; Warner, Erie,
Jan. 15-18: Cambria, Johnstown,
Jan. 14-17; Virginia, Charlestown, W.
Va., Jan. 15-18; Warner, Morgantown, W. Va., Jan. 15-18; Smoot,
Parkersburg. W. Va., Jan. 22-25;
Ritz, Clarksburg, W. Va., Jan. 2225; Library, Warren, Pa., Jan. 2023; Liberty, Sharon, Pa., Jan. 20-23;

Bryon

Memorial, Washington Deperformances begin-

Conn., 3
ning Jan. 30.
pot,

Charge Bank Night Infringement
Three infringement suits have
been started in New York State by
Distributors,

sponsors of
Actions are pending against the following: Interboro
circuit, charging infringement in five
Brooklyn houses; two theaters operated by Harry Shiftman and the
State at Middletown.
All actions
are in Federal Courts.
Affiliated

"Bank Night."

Gets RKO Polish Post
Christophe Goldstein has been
named RKO Radio representative in
Poland with headquarters in Moscow.
Michael Havas, central European representative for RKO Radio,
had been temporarily in charge of
the Polish

office.

THE
16
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »

New Use for Old
Marquee Channel Letters
UNIQUE and effective man-

^

ner

of

using the Channel
Letters from the marquee of a
long ago torn-down theater in
New Rochelle has been worked
out by Jim Grady of Loew's in
that city. He strings the letters
across the top of the stage in
front of the curtain, using redtopped lamps. When the house
lights are extinguished the audience sees an attractive announcement of next week's
showing.
The coming attraction "Mutiny on the Bounty" is
being played up now.
Loeiv's New Rochelle

—

*

*

"B'way Melody"

*

in Jell-0

Tieup in Peoria
(~)NE of the finest film tieups
made in Peoria for some
time was consummated with the
General Foods Products on the
Jack Benny-Jello tieup by Fred
A. Bartow, M-G-M exploiteer,
assisted by Leonard Worley,
theater manager.
The General

Foods

representative
worked
with the theater for two days
getting the distributors and both
wholesalers
and retail merchants lined up for the maximum
amount of cooperation. Of the
385 retail grocery stores in this
city, 350 of them were in on
the promotion of this picture
and the Jack Benny Jell-0 proSix hundred window
gram.
streamers advertising Jell-0 and

"Broadway Melody" were

dis-

tributed among these grocers
by the sales representatives of
General Foods and their routeThree hundred stills of
men.
scenes were mounted on cardboard with the title and playdate
lettered on the front of the still
and these were placed in merchants' windows and on their
counters. Twenty-five thousand
of the Jack Benny Jell-0 program
pluggers with the theater imprint and playdate on them were
distributed by these merchants.
special Jell-0 counter was
erected in the lobby of the Madison and two General Foods
girls gave out over 6,500 samples as well as tasty bits of the
Genmade-up Jell-0 flavors.
eral Foods offered five prizes to
the retail store association to
be given to the five grocers who
reported the greatest sales of
Jell-0 during the run of the pic-

A

ture.

Special promotional attention

was given to Eleanor Powell.
Newspapers were flooded with
publicity stories, art, etc., on
her.
The society editor of the

Peoria "Journal" was given a
preview of the picture and supplied with special stills, etc.,
on Powell and special art and
stories about her appeared on
the society page each day for a

week

in advance.

Art and stories broke in

all

papers each day for four days
advance. On the opening day,
the "Journal Transcript" ran a
full eight-column art layout of
Eleanor Powell
doing
some
dance steps. The "Sunday Star"
ran a five-column layout devoted
in

exclusively to the picture.

&

Block

Kuhl

department

store ran a two-column ad on
hair dress in which they featured one of the hair dress stills
of Eleanor Powell. "The Peorian," a publication of newsy
bits about the theater, local so-

ran a cover page on
Eleanor Powell two days before
the picture opened.
stores
in
Fourteen music
Peoria and suburbs gave window space for a display on the
sheet music from the picture as
well as art displays on the picture. The theater furnished each
store with wrapping paper cut
ciety, etc.,

laborated
to
get the
diva's
screen debut off to a flying start.
Numerous window displays in
Fifth Ave. shops featured handsome blown-up portraits of the
star.
The Lentheric perfume
salon dedicated a new gardenia
scent to Miss Pons, and introduced it at a reception and fashion show at which she was guest
of honor.
At the ceremonies
in Rockefeller Center Plaza formally retiring the last opencockpit mail plane in active service,
Miss Pons presented a
placque to the pilots who have
been flying the little ships and
spoke briefly over a nationwide
NBC network. These ceremonies were covered by the New

York

press.

On

the eve of the Music Hall
facsimile
opening,
the
first

Western

Union

telegram

was

sent to Miss Pons from Buffalo,

for wrapping sheet
music, gratis. The theater imprint with the title of the picture and the playdate was on
the face of each wrapper.
A tieup was made with the
street car company whereby all
one had to do in order to get
a return car ride gratis was to
have their street car ticket
(transfer) stamped at the boxa
office when they purchased
In return for this the
ticket.
theaters operated by Great States
here carried street car ads on
their screens for the two weeks
the arrangement lasted.
Madison, Peoria, III.

congratulating her on her debut
Over 4,000
as a screen star.
mats showing Miss Pons reading the message were distributed
nationally to newspapers, and
the picture was on display in all

*

licity arrangements was made
with the General Electric Co.
Miss Pons made the first public
demonstration of the company's
new process by which the voice
is not only recorded but actually "seen" by means of light
The demonstration was
rays.
held before a large gathering of
scientists and technicians. The
four songs written by Jerome

especially

—
*

*

Varied Stunts Introduced
Lily Pons to N. Y. Fans
A PROMOTION campaign exceptional in its scope and
variety launched the premiere
of Lily Pons' first motion pic"I Dream Too Much," at
Radio City Music Hall on
The pubThanksgiving Day.
licity departments of RKO Radio and of the Music Hall colture,

the

Western Union

offices.

A

spe-

preview of "I Dream Too
Much" was held for music
critics, and considerable space
cial

thus obtained. Through a tie-up
with the Dell Publishing Co. in
"Radio
with
its
connection
Stars" magazine, 200,000 de luxe
color pictures of Miss Pons were
distributed nationally by chain
stores.
One of the most unusual pub-

for "I Dream Too Much"
won immediate acceptance on
The entire score was
the air.

Kern

Wisconsin Wisps

—

Baltimore Bits
Milwaukee Five musicians have
Dave Miller, formerly playing
Bids have been reBaltimore
the Fox circuit in Wisconsin and
now booked in a Milwaukee night ceived by the Lord Calvert theater
spot, to return to the Riverside thefor a new house at 2444 Washington
ater in Milwaukee under the leaderBlvd. and the contract will be awardship of Lee Roth.
George N. Blatchiord, treasurer ed in a few days. The building will
of Fox-Wisconsin Corp., and Mrs. be of brick and cost about $40,000.
Blatchford and their young son, Frederick E. Beall is the architect.
Joseph, left Milwaukee this week for
Baltimore's new tax rate of $2.49,
a trip to Mexico and Texas, return- effective next year, is an increase of
left

ing after the first of the year.
John Scharnberg, manager of the
Orpheum and Strand theaters in
Madison, is convalescing from a recent operation.
Ben Koenig, former secretary of
the Film Board of Trade and now
connected with the film business in
Hollywood, was a Milwaukee visitor
this week. He leaves the end of the
week for the west coast with his
brother, William Koenig, who is en
route from New York.

—

It
16 cents over the 1935 rate.
brought about a sharp fight in the

City Council.
Samuel Isaacson has been reelected president of the Motion Picture Theater Operators' Union, Local

181.

The Rex theater has volunteered
to donate half of its total receipts
on Dec. 20 to a Christmas fund being raised by the local Hearst news-

papers.

broadcast for the

Fred Waring and

first

1935

« n

time by

his orchestra.

Prior to the opening, music from
"I Dream Too Much" was played on 58 radio programs.
Window displays were ar-

ranged

many New York mu-

in

shops, featuring large portraits of Miss Pons.
Osgood
Perkins, featured in the cast,
performed a scene from the
picture on the Socony-Vacuum
Hour on the evening following
the premiere.
Specially prepared feature stories, fashion
bulletins and selected stills were
distributed to more than 500
important national newspapers
covering the highlight of the
production.
The campaign closed on the
night of the premiere with the
star as guest of honor at a reception held in the Radio City
Music Hall studio by Managing
Director
W. G. VanSchmus,
with scores of New York's leading figures in attendance.
Music Hall, New York.
sic

—

*

*

*

San Antonio Radio Stations
Plugged "Barbary Coast"
"D ADIO and a wide coverage
through tie-ups and the

dis-

novelty heralds
were among the exploitation
ideas put over by Manager William O'Donnell of the Aztec
theater, San Antonio, for the
premiere of "Barbary Coast."
tribution

of

The special radio transcription
was used five days in advance
over Station KM AC; three days
Station KABC, and
plugs were given the
attraction over Stations WOAI
later

over

five daily

and KTSA.

All local stations
orchestrations on
their programs.
Through loudspeaker equipment, the picture
received many plugs at local
boxing and wrestling bouts.
All local hotels were lined up,
the orchestrations being featured at each hotel, six 40x60
art cards were placed in the
lobby of the six leading hotels
and 2,000 cards, reading "The
Management of This Hotel Rec-

featured

the

ommends That You See
etc."
were distributed in all guest key
boxes.
A 200-foot banner was
planted in front of the Gunter
.

.

.

Hotel.

Cards were placed on all local
Five thousand "Daily
Reminder" heralds were circulated throughout the business
districts of the city, and 10,000
pamphlets were distributed at
A
hotels and filling stations.
tie-up with the Ten-Ten Cigar
accounted for streamers mentioning the picture, with photos
of Robinson placed in windows
at all United Cigar and Sommer Drug Stores. The Weiners
trolleys.

News

Agency

decorated

20

newsstands with title sheets on
the picture, and 200 copies of
"Screen Romances Magazine"
were distributed on opening day.

—Aztec,

San Antonio.
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Chase's 20th-Fox Stake Near Par as Stock Rises

ROTHACKER NOW OFFICIALLY PARA. STUDIO HEAD

K-A-O

Purchase of

Purchase of Stock From
United Artists Circuit
Is

Consummated

which Keith-AlbeeOrpheum acquired from United Artists Theater Circuit a 20 per cent
interest in Metropolitan Playhouses,
Inc., the reorganized Fox Met. circuit, has been closed and the stock
dleivered, it was stated yesterday.
Deal

under

20%

Fox Met.

Completed

Interest

Don't Be a "Missing Person" from the Fund's Honor List
would be swell if the Committee for the Film Daily Relief Fund could fill a half
There remains a little over a week to
page with the Honor Roll list of subscribers.
do it.
The Fund Drive must go over by Xmas Day. Glancing over the list of contribuAnd
tors to date, we find a lot of names missing that were there in previous years.
If you are one of these Missing Persons,
a lot of names that have never been there.
please send out a personal alarm and find yourself on the Honor Roll without further
delay.
The Committee is not asking you for a dollar more than you feel you can afford.
We're not
But surely you CAN afford a few dollars to help Our Own Needy Cases.
Simply reminding you of a privileged duty that you have overlooked.
begging you.
GIVE!
So step up, men.
It

J.

E. Otterson Officially
Designates Rothacker
As Studio Head

Watterson Rathacker, who lias
been the contact between President
John E. Otterson of Paramount and
studio executives at the Coast, is
now "heading the new studio set-up,"
says a message addressed by Otterson to the company's sales force.
The statement says "When Paramount emerged from the long process
of reorganization many problems confronted the new management of the
:

PRATCHETT TO REPORT LEE NEWBURY ELECTED
PICKFORD-LASKY PLAN ON MEXICAN SITUATION
SAME QUOTA FOR '37 A report on the situation in Mex-

HEAD OF

N.

J.

ALLIED

company.
"Of primary importance to you
(Continued on Page

Lee Newbury, Belmar exhibitor,
which major companies have has been elected president of Allied
protest Theaters of New Jersey, succeeding W.-B. SELLING
operations
in
suspended
against excessive taxes, will be Sidney E. Samuelson, who declined
brought to major companies Mon- to run for the office again, it was
day when A. L. Pratchett, Para- announced yesterday, following reIN N, 0.
mount manager in Mexico City, ar- turn to New York of members of
He will confer the association who held a convenrives in New York.
Having failed to reach an agreewith Hays organization and other tion cruise to Bermuda.
Other new officers are: Louis ment with the Saenger circuit headofficials.
ico, in

The Pickford - Lasky company,
which plans to make four or five features for release by United Artists

make the same
1936-37, said Jesse L.
Lasky, following his arrival in New

this season, expects to

number for

York yesterday from Hollywood. He
remain East one week, during
which he will see various Broadway

AWAY

FROM SAENGER

(Continued on Page

will

Tax on Film Footage

shows.

Proposed in

New

Eddie Cantor Picture
Cost Goldwyn $1,500,000

St.

Louis

3)

Three British Productions
Set by 20th Century-Fox

—

Twentieth Century-Fox now has
An ordinance calling
St. Louis
plans for producing three features
for a tax of one-tenth of a mill on
in England under supervision of
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY each foot of motion picture film Robert T. Kane, said Walter HutSamuel Goldwyn's rented or leased in St. Louis has chinson, managing director of the
Hollywood
sixth annual Eddie Cantor produc- been presented to the Board of Al- company in Great Britain, when he
(Continued on Page 3)
tion for United Artists, just com- dermen by Alderman Schweppe.
pleted, is estimated to have cost
Cast is one of the larg$1,500,000.
est ever used in a Goldwyn film,
with more than 1,000 bit players and
extras.
Ethel Merman and Parkyakarkus head Cantor's supporting

—

Rise in 20th Cent. -Fox Stock
Puts Chase Interest Near Par

cast.

Connolly Decorated Again
Jack Connolly, general manager of
Pathe News, has received a decoration from The Emperor of Indo-China,
French Dependency in the Far East, for
services Connolly rendered that country
through the medium of motion pictures
Connolly has also
over two years ago.
Spain,
France,
by
decorated
been
Roumania, Morocco and Tunis.

in

3)

Steady advance in 20th CenturyPassing of Sydney Cohen Fox
common stock from a low of 13
Brings Widespread Regret to a high of 24 7S yesterday, when it
closed at 23%, while the preferred
at the same time hit a new high of
33 Vz and closed at 32 Vz, compared
with a low of 24%, has brought the
Chase National Bank holdings in the
company to a point where the bank

Sudden death of Sydney S.
Cohen, former exhibitor leader and
theater operator, who succumbed
near his office on Thursday, brought
messages of sympathy yesterday
from all parts of the country.
Thomas Burke, chief of the Motion

is close to breaking even on its investments in the film company. At

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 3)

quartering in New Orleans, WarnerFirst National is now selling first
runs away from this group to indeDeals reported
pendent exhibitors.
set, but not necessarily okayed in
New York, include transactions with
the Yeomans and Slimans interests.
In New Orleans, Warner product
(Continued on Page 3)

to Submit
Report on Television

Academy Soon
Its

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

—A

THE FILM DAILY
report

on

televi-

to motion picture
production will be issued shortly by
Academy Research Council's
the

as

sion

related

Scientific Subcommittee, which
this week to hear accounts of
(Continued on Page 3)

met
dem-

Honored on 30th Year
A

testimonial dinner will be given A.
Richards, editor-in-chief of the ParaCollidge, cameraman, at the Copley-Plaza In Boston
Both have been
on Tuesday evening.
in the business for 30 years.
J.

mount News, and Jake

THE

c&a

DAILY
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Hold Hearing Monday
Review Board's Juniors
Pick Ten Best Pictures
On Para. Fee Appeals
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Hearing on motions of Root, Clark,
National Board of Review's junior
Buckner & Ballantine, and Cook, review group,
of boys
Nathan & Lehman, for leave to ap- and girls from 8 comprised
to 17 years of age,
peal from the awards of Federal
and who have been previewing and
Judge Coxe for services in the Para- rating films for five
years, have
mount reorganization will be argued made the following

Coming and Going
LEO SPITZ, president

of RKO, has changed
plans and will not return to the coast
complete his studio survey until late next
week by present indications.
his

to

C.
S.
FORRESTER, British author who has
selections as
been signed by Paramount to write the screen
before the U. S. Circuit their ten
best films of the year:
adaptation of "Buccaneer," arrived yesterday
Court of Appeals. Cook, Nathan &
"Crusades," "David Copperfield," from England on the Aquitania and left imLehman, counsel for Paramount and
mediately for the coast.
"Informer,"
"Les Miserables," "Lives
the stockholders' protective commitof a Bengal Lancer," "Midsummer
H. R. KOSSMAN, head of Andre De Brie.
tee, asked $250,000 for services and
Inc., in this country, manufacturers of laborawas awarded $115,000. Root, Clark, Night's Dream," "Mutiny on the tory
equipment and cameras, sails today on
"Naughty
Marietta,"
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Buckner & Ballantine, counsel for Bounty,"
the
Europa for a four week's business trip
"Shipmates
Forever"
and
"Top
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
Hat."
abroad
making his headquarters at the home
the Paramount trustees during the
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
In relation to the balloting now in office in Paris.
Foreign receivership and 77B proceedings,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order. asked $700,000 in final allowance for progress in The Film Daily's na$15.00.
G. W. PABST, director, and GEORGE BAILHE,
Address all communications to THE FILM
services and was awarded $200,- tional critics' poll, two of the fore- president of Music Guild Productions, leave
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. its
New
York Tuesday for the coast to arrange
going films, "Dream" and "Bounty,"
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. 000.
matters in connection with the filming of
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
Cook, Nathan & Lehman are pre- are ineligible because they were not "Faust."
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollyparing an appeal for Coverdale & generally released by Oct. 31.
London
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
SIDNEY E. SAMUELSON returns to New York
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 Colpitts, reorganization experts who
in two weeks from
Bermuda.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne, asked a total of $50,976 for services
P. A. Harle, La
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
ARTHUR COHEN has returned to New York
stockhold- 8 Educational Releases
Paramount
the
advising
in
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courfrom San Francisco and soon goes with "The

Monday

—
—

des-Noues,

were awarded
Scheduled for January Ziegfeld Follies."
yesterday by
GEORGE BROWN has returned to New York
Louis Loeb of Cook, Nathan & LehFour two-reel comedies and four from
Virginia.
man.
one-reel subjects will be released by
MAJOR FREDERICK L. HERRON returns to
Educational in January through the
New York Monday from Washington.
Approval in O. House Seen 20th Century-Fox exchanges. Buster Keaton's "Three On A Limb"
A. L. PRATCHETT, Paramount manager at
ers'

19.

committee

$27,860,

FINANCIAL
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and

said
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Jan.

start the month's schedule on
On Jan. 10 "The Brain Bus-

Mexico City,

3.

ters," a Coronet Comedy featuring
Vince Barnett and Billy Gilbert, will
be released. "Mixed Policies." with
Barry and Whitlege, and "Thanks
Mr. Cupid," a Musical Comedy starring Niela Goodelle, Fred Lightner
and Nell Kelly, will follow on the
17th and 24th, respectively.
The

two
Paul Terry-Toons, "The Feud" and
"The Nineteenth Hole Club", and
two Treasure Chest Productions,
"The Seeing Eye" and Manhattan
single-reel

subjects

include

Tapestry."

is

Meeting Put Off
major distributor committee to

A

work out

revisions of the regulations
National Fire Underwriters
to facilitate adoption of the 2,000foot reel postponed its meeting
planned for yesterday until some
day next week.
of the

"Charlie Chan" for Center
Secret,"
20th
"Charlie
Chan's

play,
''Sweet
production on

Ray Foster

Jack C.

Raymond

James W.
Charles

Rosenrweig

Home

New

in

Home,"

is

York on Monday.

Radio screen author,
from the Studio.
His
scheduled for early

Broadway.

JEANNE LEWIS, who has appeared in pictures for RKO and Samuel Goldwyn, has arrived in New York for a role in "Seven Travelers," forthcoming play.

HARRY D'ARRAST, who will direct the inifilm, "One Rainy Afternoon," for PicfkordLasky Productions, arrived in New York yesterday with Jesse L. Lasky.
tial

LOUIS
is

on

B.

his

MAYER, M-G-M

way

to

New

production

chief,

York from the coast on

business.

WILLIAM A. BRADY is considering a coast
within the next few weeks.
Mrs. Brady
(Grace George) will accompany him. The theatrical showman has a
number of offers from
film companies to act in an advisory post.
trip

latter play.

the Aquitania for England.

OWEN

Issue Study Guide on "Baldpate"
A study guide to RKO's film version of "Seven Keys to Baldpate"
has been put out by Educational &
Recreational Guides, Inc., of Newark, N. J. The booklet is for use in
schools in connection with discussions of the picture.

DAVIS JR., actor and son of the
playwright, is booked to sail today on the Pennsylvania for California to start work at the

RKO

Radio studios.

THE

of the

MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
•
1936

FILM YEAR BOOK
Now in Preparation.
Out

January

in

•
Given

Free

with

a

Year's Subscription to

contracted for Republic's entire current program for first-run presenta-

Lawton, Laye to Produce Plays
tions, it is announced by Edward
Frank Lawton and his wife, EveGolden, general sales manager. Re- lyn Laye, plans to produce three
public's Chicago exchange negotiated musicals and a play in New York
the deal.
and later in London.

STANDARD

Reference Book

Vallee Staying in "Scandals"
Century-Fox release, opens WednesRudy Vallee has patched up his
day at the Center theater for a
week.
M-G-M's "Ah, Wilderness." differences and will remain with the
is booked to come in on Christmas new stage edition of George White's
"Scandals," whch opens at the New
Day.
Amsterdam theater on Christmas
Night. The revue is in Washington
Republic-Great States Deal
Publix Great States Circuit has this week.
Frank Campeau

arrives

ALLAN SCOTT, RKO
in New York on leave

Pidgeon May Go in New Play
Unless Walter Wanger calls him
JESSE L. LASKY arrived in New York yesterChester J. Bell, who has been
to the coast to start work under a day from the coast to line up story material
with Paramount since 1923, has recently signed film contract,
and transact other business for Pickford-Lasky
Walbeen appointed branch manager for ter Pidgeon may appear with Ina Productions, U. A. unit.
the company at Salt Lake City. He
MR. and MRS. MARK OSTRER, MICHAEL
Claire in a new Broadway play after
succeeds Roger Thomson, who has
the current run of "Night of Janu- BALCON, CHARLES REISNER, RALPH SPENCE,
of
MRS.
leave
PURNELL B. PRATT, G. B. STERN, OWEN
been granted an indefinite
ary 16." Pidgeon says he will not WISTER and JAMES STEPHENS, the
latter three
absence owing to illness.
appear in the coast company of the being authors, sail from New York today on
2,000-Ft. Feel

2Vi

will

THE FILM DAILY
and

THE

LM DAILY SERVICE
New York
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W.

ROTHAGKER HEADS

PARAMOUNT STUDIO
(Continued from Page 1)
field

—and

a studio organization
which would give Paramount the
kind of product the company must
have if Paramount's ancient glory
was to be revived.
"Heading the new studio set-up
is Watterson Rothacker, an able and
experienced film business man who
is giving the studio sound management along business lines. All artistic matters are under the direct
supervision of Ernst Lubitsch, managing director of production, with
the business affairs of the studio
under Henry Herzbrun and finances
in charge of George Bagnall.
"The proof that this is a winning
producing combination is to be
found in tbe pictures which were
shown to the district managers in
Ernst Lubitsch
Chicago recently.
is producing down-to-earth pictures
that can be sold. There is nothing
'arty' about such box office attractions as 'The Bride Comes Home',
Way',
Milky
'The
'Collegiate',
'Millions in the Air', 'Desire' and
'Anything Goes', and the other
Lubitsch-produced pictures now before the cameras or scheduled for
early filming. The studio is clicking
and will continue to click.
"Nowhere in the organization was

goes into the St. Charles and First
National pictures into the Orpheum,

T
•

•

T

T

vide

30 features as well as shorts

and was set by District Manager
Fred Jack.
"Midsummer Night's

of a Tickler File for every theater
manager is emphasized by the Boston advertising dep't of M. &
P. Theaters
and they prove it by printing a list of the
index to their own tickler file
the most complete thing of
its kind we have seen
as Mister Browning, head of this
dep't truly says: "Nobody can store away in his mind the one
thousand and one advertising ideas he comes across"
so a
systematic file is absolutely essential. .....

Dream"
a

Chase's 20th-Fox Stake
Near Par as Stock Rises

THERE

(Continued from Page 1)

one time the Chase equity in Fox
showed a tremendous loss with little
prospect of recovery.
Wall
Street lately has been paying considerable attention to 20th CenturyFox, rating it among he companies
with the best earnings potentialities.

A

in

your dome

T

T

Academy Soon

T

Its

THAT ACE comedy director ...... "Chuck" Reisner
today for London under contract to put American
humor into GB pix
and if Chuck can't do it, nobody can
he's the lad who co-directed with Charlie Chaplin nearly
all of Charlie's big comedy hits of yesteryear
so before
sailing they gave him a cocktail party along with Ralph Spence,
who will work on the scripts starring Cicely Courtneidge and
Jack Hulbert with Mister Reisner as director ......
•

•

•

sails

onstrations of current television systems witnessed recently in Philadelphia and New York by Carl Dreher,
chairman of the committee, and
Gordon S. Mitchell, manager of the
Research Council. One of the chief
activities of the subcommittee for
the past few months has been to
watch the progress of television development and compile a complete
record of available information on
various systems.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

—

to Submit
Report on Television

(Continued from Page 1)

Three British Productions
Lee Newbury Elected
Set by 20th Century-Fox
Head of N. J. Allied

Widow

will play the St. Charles as
top, opening Tues-

roadshow at $1

day.

• • •
IS hardly a subject that you can mention
applicable to theater advertising and publicity that cannot be
found in the M. & P. File
their managers are urged to
build up their Tickler Files systematically
filing everything that comes to their desk from
to Z
then some
day when they are stumped for an idea, and time is pressing
presto
they can dig in the file and often fish out the
very thing they need
something that has escaped their own
memory
no sir
you can't carry all the good ideas

Due

not be tolerated. We have but one
purpose to place Paramount in the
position it occupied for so many
years as the undisputed leader of
the motion picture industry and to
keep Paramount in this position of

in which RKO is interested.
The
former deal is understood to pro-

• THE VALUE

Levin, Newark, and Simon Myers,
Paramount's magnificent wealth of Moorestown, vice-presidents; Jacob
manpower more in evidence than in Unger, Hillside, secretary- David
the Home Office. The new manage- Snapper, New Brunswick, treasurer;
ment found the New York depart- Maurice Hiller, Passaic, and Edward
ment heads uniformly competent Lackman assistant treasurers; diand able. With Neil Agnew head- rectors for three years, Mark Block,
ing your department, Y. Frank Free- Newark; Sidney E. Samuelson, Newman in charge of our theater opera- ton; I. A. Roth, Morristown. Louis
tions, John Hicks operating- the for- Rovner of Camden was named a dieign department and R. E. Ander- rector for one year to fill the vacson supervising financial and ac- ancy due to the designation of Snapcounting matters we believe we have per as treasurer. The following conthe perfect Home Office working tinue as directors: Frank P. Gravatt,
combination.
Atlantic City; W. C. Hunt, Wild"Throughout all the work of re- wood, and Ralph D. Wilkins, Pitorganization the new management man, all for three year terms, and
has received the invaluable aid and Harry H. Hecht, Passaic and Helen
counsel of Adolph Zukor. We have B. Hildinger, Trenton, both for one
drawn on his vast experience and year.
wisdom to guide us at all times.
All of us owe him a deep debt of
gratitude for his unselfish and tire- Court Holds Compensation
less cooperation.
Projectionist's
"I have stressed before and I wish
to stress again that the new manAlbany, N. Y. Motion of Schine
agement is pledged to take Paramount out of politics and politics out Theatrical Co. and Massachusetts
of Paramount. Internal politics will Bonding & Insurance Co. from a

leadership."

IN N. 0,

(Continued from Page 1)

establish

—

AWAY

,

—

agement a few months previously,
was
organization
producing
the
demoralized and this condition was
reflected in the pictures which came
from the studio.
"Therefore, our first concern was
to

SELLING

FROM SAENGER

was the
to all of us
matter of product. Due in a large
measure to a change in studio man-

the

B.

arrived yesterday on the Aquitania.

One

of the titles

It", in

is

will

be starred.

Business in Great Britain
good, said Hutchinson,
fer with Sidney R.

home

office

officials.

Ohio Items

"As You Like

which Elisabeth Bergner

who

is

very

will con-

Kent and other

He

goes

to

Waterbury, Conn., for the week-end
and returns to New York on Monday.

Twentieth Century-Fox also plans
to time to buy and release
abroad pictures made in various forThese productions
eign languages.

from time

will be distributed in the countries
in whose tongue they are made.

—

Canton
Eastern Ohio exhibitors
have been advised from Columbus
that the present 3 per cent admission tax will be extended for another
year from Dec. 31, instead of the
former 10 per cent tax being restored.

Posing as a process server, a lone
bandit held up H. H. Reinhart, manager of the Mozart, McKinley and
State theaters, and escaped with
more than $700. The bandit overlooked another $200 in Reinhart's
pocket.
Cleveland & Akron Theater Co., in

which Paul Gusdanovic
stockholder,
theater in

is principal
restore the Allen
Akron to a first-run

will

status.

Passing of Sydney Cohen
Brings Widespread Regret
(Continued from Page 1)

Picture

Specialties

Division of the

Athena Theater, Athens,
be enlarged to 1,290 seats with
the addition of a 400-seat balcony,
says Robert Anthony, manager.
Marietta Concrete Corp. will build
a new downtown house in Marietta
for lease to the Shea interests of
New York.
Schine's

will

Department of Commerce, and A.
judgment awarding workmen's com- Julian Brylawski, head of the M. P.
pensation to Mary Brady, widow of T. O. of Washington, D. C, were
William R. Brady, who lost his life among the first from out of town to
Al Rosen Show for Fulton
A big
from burns in the projection booth send in their condolences.
Al
Rosen has leased the Fulton
exindustry
is
from
the
delegation
Falls,
Glens
theater,
Empire
of the
and moves his show, "One
theater
funeral
the
present
at
pected
to
be
of
Court
the
by
has been denied
Good Year," to that house Dec. 23.
services tomorrow.
Appeals.

DAILY
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A LITTLE

"THE GREAT IMPERSONATION"
Wera

Engels

HOLLYWOOD

67

Universal

mins.

VTICTOR McLAGLEN

has been as-

signed by Darryl F. Zanuck to
INEFFECTIVE PRODUCTION OF IM- a lead role in the forthcoming 20th
"Under
production
MELODRAMA THAT WILL Century-Fox
POSSIBLE
Ronald Colman is
Two Flags."
GIVE LIMITED SATISFACTION.
starred.
Nigel Bruce also has been
This is an inadequate and unworkman- added to the cast.
The plot is from one of E.
like pcture.
T
T
Phillips Oppenheim's outdated international
Jack Haley's contract with 20th
trying
In
spy yarns written years ago.
Century-Fox has been renewed.
to modernize it, they only suceeded in
T
t
r
emphasizing the creakiness of the outworn
M-G-M
has purchased "Absolute
heroically
strives
material.
Edmund Lowe
Quiet," a new story by George F.
with the impossible dual characterization
Worts, author of "The Phantom
handed him and the wonder is that he can
President."
make it seem even very remotely plausible.
T
T
The plot is a highly complicated affair
James Hilton, author of "Lost
about international munitions trafficking,
Horizon" and "Goodbye, Mr. Chips,"
and so on through the business of an inhas arrived at the M-G-M studios.
sane wife, a ghostly crazy voice yelling
His first screen assignment, although
at night outside the manor hall, and a meller
not definite, may be a treatment of
blowing up all the ammunition
plot of
"Camille" for Greta Garbo.
dumps in England which the hero frustrates.
T
that
his
best
The director had a tough job
Ginger Rogers, RKO star, has just
efforts couldn't disguise of its crudities.
been made an admiral of the Texas
Edmund Lowe, Valerie Hcbson, navy by Governor James A. Allred
Cast:
Wera Engels, Lumsden Hare, Spring By- of the Lone Star State, and an ornHenry

Frank
Reicher,
Leonard Mudie, Claude
King,
Charles Waldron, Murray Kinnell,
Esther Dale, Dwight Frye.
ington,

Brandon

Mcllison,

Hurst,

Edmund

Producer,

Grainger;

Director,

Direction,

Licked by Material.

—

rection.

Midwest
Vaudeville
Exchange
changed hands this week, going to
Hazel Johnson, who has a dance stuproduction rates below par as entertainment.
dio here. Formerly owned by Jimmy
Use of the S. S. Normandie and Jack
Wiley, who goes to Washington,
Dempsey's restaurant as locations also smack
D. C, the first of the year.
too much of free advertising.
There is a
Barbara Livingston, wife of the
good

deal

ground, but
the general
the way it

of

it

something

is

flash

musical

means

little

tediousness
is enacted.

of

else,

this

comedy back-

in

the face of

the

Tamara

story

and

plays the

dancer who is going abroad in
disguise.
A crook, Arthur Pierson, whose
moll
resembles the dancer, arranges to
have his girl adopt the dancer's identity,
with resultant complications and Tamara
getting into trouble, from which she is
extricated for a wedding bells finale with
role

of

Capitol manager here, leaves for
the coast Dec. 26.
She'll join the

Frank Zehrungs.

a

Parker.

Cast: Tamara, Frank Parker, Helen Lynd,

Russ Brown, Arthur Pierson, Jack Dempsey,
Abe Lyman and Orchestra.

among members

Fund,

Relief

Hotel

Jan.

Independent

11:

annual
Jan.

Jan.

Club

Theater

Hotel

Astor,

York.

dance,

Hotel

Owners'

Ass'n

New

York.

12:
Philadelphia Variety Club's first annual dinner and installation, Hotel BellevueStratford,
Philadelphia.

Annual convention of M. P. T. O.
North and South Carolina (place to be

12-13:
of

of the

ball,

New

Astor,

Dec. 20:
Paramount Pep
Astor, New York.

set).

unit.
Jan.

T

T

"Men On Her Mind"

is

the

new

Bette Davis's latest picture,
which has just gone into production
West Coast
National's
First
at
studios with Warren William as
leading man. It was formerly known
as "The Man With the Black Hat."
title of

William Dieterle

is

directing.
¥

26: Testimonial dinner in
Hershfield,
sponsored
by

Cheese Club. Hotel Astor,
April 27-30:

i

c dgewater

M.
Beach

P.

E.

Hotel.

Detroit

honor of Harry
the
Broadway

New

York

spring

convention

Chicago.

Doings

—

Detroit
Chet Bell, for several
years at the Paramount exchange
here, has been shifted to manage
the Salt Lake City branch.
Russell J. Sederstrom has joined
the sales and service staff of RCA

Photophone.

Henry

Koppin, father of Henry
F. Koppin, circuit
operators, died this week.
Morris Anderson has been appointed manager of the new Rio

and

S.

L.

George

theater by the Cohen Circuit. Anderson comes from the Mayfair, now
jointly managed by Philip Katzen

and Harry Ackley on an all-night

tle

specialty

are

nurse,

Nebraska Notes

Lincoln Potentates of the local
raphy, Okay.
theater scene arrived from all sides
here this week.
T. B. Noble, Jr..
general manager of the Westland
"SWEET SURRENDER"
theater, dropped in for a day from
with Tamara and Frank Parker
Denver, in company with Lem StuUniversal
80 mins. art, former ad chief for Publix, now
with Lord & Thomas. Joe PhillipWEAK MUSICAL HANDICAPPED ALL son, auditor for J. H. Cooper, came
THE
WAY FROM UNCONVINCING in from New York, and Louis J.
Finske, Cooper's division manager
STORY TO POOR CASTING.
from Denver, came from other diWith an implausible story, a cast of lit-

whose

A.M. PA.
Third
Annual
Christmas
Luncheon for the benefit of the Film Daily

TV

Photog-

marquee value, and further marred by
the assigning of acting roles to performers

»

Dec. 19:

actresses who, on the first appearance before the cameras attained
stardom and set an all-time record
for salary, Director Henry King and
his 20th Century-Fox unit yesterday left Callander, Ont., home of the
Dionne Quintuplets, to return to
Jean Hersholt, as Dr.
Hollywood.
Dafoe, and Dorothy Peterson, as the

V
Rollo Lloyd has been engaged by
Columbia for "Hell-Ship Morgan,"
with George Bancroft and Ann Sothern in the leads and Victor Jory
featured.
T
The Hal Roach studios announce
that 20-months old Patsy Doris May
ate commission to this effect will has been given a five-year contract,
be formally presented to the little and thus becomes the youngest memfilm star under official auspices.
ber of the studio personnel.
She
will join the "Our Gang" troupe
Completing the filming of five immediately.

Alan Crosland; Author, E. Phillips Oppenheim; Screenplay, Frank Wead, Eve Green;
Cameramen, Milton Krasner, John P. Fulton.

DATE BOOK

«

from "LOTS"

By RALPH WILK

Valerie Hobson,

Edmund Lowe,

with

Saturday, Dec. 14, 1935

Pacific Northwest Notes

—

Seattle
Foreign film series of
the university district of Seattle is
again changing to the Egyptian theater, where originally shown, being
switched from the Neptune.
A Movie Star Ball is to be staged
Jan. 10 at the Trianon of Seattle
by the Independent Order of For-

Pittsburgh Briefs

—

Pittsburgh The Warner, first-run
house, switches to a double bill policy on Thursday.
Charles (King) Cupples, assistant
manager at Warners' Schenley theater, was killed in an auto accident
in Homestead last week. Oscar Boyce

policy.
J.
O. Brooks, chief booker for
Butterfield theaters, is back from a
trip around the circuit.
National Picture Service has taken
over the Clymatograph Motion Picture Service headed by W. Emerson

Clyma.

Charles W. Snyder, formerly with
the Pantages theater in San Diego,
Cal., has begun his duties as film
A record crowd is expected to censor to assist Sergeant Joseph
honor Art Levy, chief barker of the Kollar.
Variety Club and Columbia exchange
J.
S.
Jossey of Cleveland and
head, at his testimonial dinner in Louis Weiss of New York were in
the Roosevelt Hotel on Monday. A town this week.
number of guests are expected from
Burton London, operator of the
New York and Cleveland.
Beacon, has installed a large clubAl Hilger is pinch-hitting for Sam room on the second floor for the free
Stern in the Warner office during use of theater parties guaranteeing
Sam's two-week rest in a hospital. at least 50 tickets.
Mrs. Florence Fisher Parry,
Variety Club, now headed by
"Press" movie columnist, left town Maurice J. Caplan, is holding a keno
on her annual vacation.
party at the Book-Cadillac Hotel toAl Barnett and Lottie Swartz night, together with a preview at
have set their wedding date for next the Fine Arts theater, for the benSunday.
efit of the theatrical welfare fund.
Glanced on Film Row: John Leng- H. M. Richey and Ray E. Moon are
yel,
Peter Antonoplos, Ed Elder, the new Variety vice-presidents, with
Gabe Rubin, Ike Silverman, Hal Jack Saxe as treasurer and Max
Lund, Jack Trott, Harry Handel and Smitt as secretary. Frank A. WetsBob Higgins.
man, Mannie Gottlieb, Harold Robinson, Barney Kilbride, Alex Schreiber and Carl Buermele are the direcusher,

was severely

injured.

San Antonio Notes

San Antonio

—Jose

Bohr, playeresters.
producer, is in town en route to
Producer,
William
Rowland;
Director,
"Mutiny" has gone into a fourth Hollywood. While here he will make
Monte
Brice;
Author,
Herbert
Fields;
week at the United Artists theater personal appearances.
Screenplay, Charles Beahan, John V. A.
of Portland.
Mary Louise Walliser, critic of
Weaver, Edward C. Lilley; Music-lyrics,
the "Evening News," will return
Arthur Swanstrom, James Hanley, Neville
Tenth Week for "Maternelle"
about Dec. 24 from her eastern trip.
Fleeson, Mabel Wayne; Cameraman, Wil"La Maternelle" goes into a tenth
Capt. G. F. Neuhauser presented
liam Miller.
week at the 55th St. Playhouse on "Das Alte Lied" at the Hermann
Direction, Misses
Photography, Fair.
Monday.
Sons Hall on Sunday.

tors.

Max

Allen, owner of the Lincoln
theater,
is
remodeling the
house and increasing capacity to
1,000 from 600.
Opening of the Rialto, Three
Rivers, is tentatively set by Associated Theaters for Dec. 20.
Mack Krim was hurt in a polo

Park

game.
Ernest A. Geyer, publicity
ist,

is

in town.

special-
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to Your Relief Fund Contribution?
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1935

Taxes Causing Stars to Make Fewer Pix, Says Lasky
REGISTRATION OF ALL PATENT POOLS

¥

SOUGHT

Writers' Roster at Warner-First Natl Increased to 51
Contract List at Coast
Studios Now at
Total of 154

Lasky, stated Jesse L. Lasky in

New

Members

York Saturday.

department check audience reaction to determine

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
their productions.
Hollywood Indicative of intensified efforts on the part of the studios
to sign up writing talent as a fortification against the dearth of story
material, the Warner-First NationalCosmopolitan studios now have a
total of 51 scenarists under contract. This compares with 33 on the
The comroster five months ago.
pany's current contract list also inIn an effort to adequately protect
cludes 22 stars, 54 featured players,
more than
20 directors and seven associate pro- the securities, totaling
$1,000,000, which are being withheld
ducers, making a total of 154.
Stars are: Marion Davies, Leslie Howard, from defendants in the suits brought
{Continued on Page 7)
by the Paramount trustees pending
judicial determination of the actions,
an application has been made to Spe-

—

if

Would Put Patent
Pool Cases Under Fed-

Sirovich

Radio Tryouts for Songs
Radio tryouts to test popularity of new song numbers are being held
of

by Pickford-

eral Trade Comm.
By EDWARD HARRISON

the company's music

the songs are suitable for use

in

After months of investigation of
patent pooling and cross-licensing
and abuses of these practices, the
House Committee on Patents has decided that the way to remedy existing evils in this field is to sponsor
a bill providing for registration with
the Commissioner of Patents of all
patent pooling and cross-licensing
decision on the application which agreements and to further provide
was made by Hughes, Schurman & that any complaints of illegality or
Dwight, counsel for Kent, with the unfair practice shall be forwarded
consent of Root, Clark, Buckner & to the Federal Trade Commission

Seek Court Order to Protect
Withheld Paramount Securities

THEATERS GET TIE-UPS
IN PARA.

I

AD CAMPAIGN

counsel

Ballantine,

mount trustees.
The application

for

the

is definitely

Para- which upon investigation
cease and desist orders,

under-

stood to be in the nature of a test
case affecting all other individuals
Among those
situated.
similarly

Master John E. Joyce to permit
Sidney R. Kent to sell the Paramount
securities he would be entitled to re- whose securities are being withheld
ceive at any time he deemed such are Adolph Zukor, Sam Katz, John

cial

sale advisable, but to hold proceeds
escrow until trial of
Theaters throughout the country of the sale in
the suits.
will have a chance to tie in directly
Special Master Joyce has reserved
with Paramount's big national advertising campaign to be launched
shortly, according to an elaboration
of the plan given out by Neil Agnew,

Another Week-- Another Reminder -Relief Fund

Beginning
I

in

through

January,

of 131 newspapers in 40
cities throughout the country, Para(Continued on Page 7)

the

medium

—

FLASH! As we go to press, a nice
big check comes in as a Special DonaMark
tion to the Relief Fund from
Ostrer, Mickey Balcon and Arthur Lee
Sporting
British
that
It's just
of GB.

140 Houses in N. Y. Area

Now

Using Bank Nights

Total of 140 theaters in the New
Fork territory extending as far as
Rochester are now using "Bank
Night" regularly, states Edward
3oldstein, who has the franchise for
I

(Continued on Page 7)

Joan Bennett for
Just
last

before

sailing

back

GB
to

England

week Michael Balcon, GB produc-

concluded a deal to borrow
Joan Bennett from Walter Wanger to go
to England and play the feminine lead
Edgar Wallace's
in
a story based on
"The Northing Tramp." Title
novel,
may be changed to "The Crooked Road."
tion

chief,

We're going to keep yelling for the
whereabouts of you missing film
gents till we locate YOU on the
Honor Roll of the Film Daily Relief
Fund. You belong there. And we
don't intend to leave you lost out

—

we Americans going to let
'em show us up in our Own Charity?
Our own private Bureau of Missing Persons is beginning to function.
Spirit!

Are

when

there's a nice
(Continued on Page 8)

in the cold

(Continued on Page 4)

WARNER SALES MEET
IN K. C. THIS

(Continued on Page 8)

Reliance

May

will

work

in

York interview Saturday.

development of production in the
New York area. The East needs
a modern, well-equipped plant, he
stated.

Development
Moving general use is

of studios East is handicapped by
big investments at the Coast, Lasky
declared, but said he favors a healthy

of television into
"close by," asserted
the producer, who envisioned that
such broadcasting will be carried on
(Continued on Page 11)

Align

With 20th Cent.-Fox
Expectations

Top salary players

WEEK

group of Warner-First National
executives including Grad Sears, in
charge of southern and western distribution; Charlie Einfeld, director
of advertising and publicity; Norman H. Moray, in charge of Vitaphone shorts and trailers, and Carl
Leserman, assistant to Sears, will

warm

Lasky Says High Income Taxes
Will Cause Stars to Work Less
fewer pictures in the future as the
California state income tax, plus the
discourages
assessment,
Federal
them, said Jesse L. Lasky in a New

issue
stated

A

officers.

sales chief.

I

may

was

Saturday to The Film Daily by Dr.

D. Hertz, Jules Brulatour, Sir William Wiseman and a number of
other former Paramount directors

and

it

which

is

are

that

now completing

Reliance,
its

last

picture under its distribution contract with United Artists, will make
(Continued on Page 8)

345
A

Ballots

In

of 345 ballots had been received up to Saturday morning in the
1936 "Ten Best Pictures" poll being
conducted by The Film Daily among the
This is well ahead
nation's film critics.
of the returns at this time last year
and indicates a strong likelihood of
reaching this year's objective of 500
participating critics.
total

Monday, Dec.
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II
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Paramount
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Pathe

Film

RKO
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London

in
in

New York from
New Haven.

leaves

tomorrow

for

an exHolly-

HOWARD

K.

is

in

after a short trip

New

York

to

Europe.

at

"oxy
As*or
Capito

25.

Units All Favor
Self -Regulation Plan

All M. P. T. O. A. regional associations favor an industry plan for
self -regulation, a spokesman for the
national exhibitor organization said
yesterday, basing his statement on a
checkup recently made on attitudes
towards the proposal. Twenty-five
units, in other words, are ready to

.
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Music

Hall

MaM
M„< ic
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Hall
Mus
world
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finished.

p^liti
Palace

(c)

(M-G-M)-Dec.

A. LEE, GB vice-president and genmetoager, plans a trip to London to discuss

„,•.""'

Follows

support a setup which they consider

present bill,
Magnificent Obsession

Follows

practical and equitable.

— %
—
1

at the

Hollywood

passed the $100,000
box-office mark and is expected to
gross at least $200,000 in its Broadway run alone, according to the

has

offices.

The box-office "take" for the nine
weeks at the Hollywood totals $131,-

Baltimore Bits
S.

617.

+ %

is

—

"Mutiny on the Bounwhich ran for two weeks at
Portugal Two produc- Loew's Century and then moved to
Lisbon,
tions recently completed by Tobis Loew's Valencia and Loew's ParkPortuguesa R.A.R.L. have been sold way for a third week, has been held
over at the Parkway for a fourth
for exhibition in cities in the U. S. week.
where there is a Portuguese populaThe Little Theater has held "Mistion. The films are "Song of Lisbon" ter Hobo" for a third week.
A 10 per cent gross receipts
("Cancao de Lisboa") and "The
amusement tax is one of several
Vicar's Pupils" ("Pupils do Senhor
revenue-raising plans submitted to
Reitor"). Technically and otherwise the annual meeting of the Maryland
these pictures are rated among the State Grange, held in Easton last
best turned out by the Tobis studios week.

—

A strong increase in the total
expected before the New Year
here.
because of the large blocks of seats
1/8
Trans-Lux
1% 3S/g 35/g
Another production, "Four Leaved
sold for the Christmas holidays.
Shamrock" ("Trevo de 4 Folhas"),
for
set
been
has
date
No definite
is now under way, while "Bocage",
Society Women Make African Film
the end of the "Dream" run, accordMrs. Mabel Satterlee Ingalls, niece ing to the company's home office. So historical biography, is being preaccording to
for
filming,
of J. P. Morgan, and Mrs. Margaret long as present business continues, pared
George de Randich of the Tobis
Carson Hubbard returned last week the production stays.
studios.
on the Europa with a feature titled
("Sweetheart"), a love
"Liballa"
drama which they filmed in BoratseSwitch in Bill at Center
land, Northern Rhodesia, Africa,
Audio Installs Optical Printing
Switch in bookings at the Center
with natives comprising the cast.
Audio Productions recently comTheater will result in M-G-M's "The
pleted installation of the latest type
Perfect Gentleman," with Frank
its
"Film Curb" Reverts to Weekly
Morgan and Cicely Courtneidge, optical printing equipment inAve.
studio headquarters at Tenth
in
Wednesday,
on
there
Curb"
Hamlin's
"Film
opening
Tom
and 56th St. The apparatus was
changes back to a weekly again as place of the originally scheduled
designed and built by Akeley Camit enters its thirteenth year Jan. 4. "Charlie Chan's Secret."
era Co., under the supervision of J.
Now that testing has
L. Spence.
been completed the apparatus is unCampaign for "Scrappy"
der the control of Alex Gansell, in
to
An extensive publicity and exploi- charge of trick photography and
for life, according to age.
tation campaign for "Scrappy," ani- optical printing. The new apparatus
Iaroad by large Iniurance Companio*.
mated cartoon character, is planned will be used in work done by Audio
by Columbia coincident with in- Productions for "March of Time,"
Reuben Samuels
creased bookings of the one-reel sub- Hearst Metrotone News, Columbia
1540 Broadway
BRyant 9-3740
Pictures, and others.
ject by large circuits.
18
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MPTOA

Paramount

•

18

20

"A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
now in the tenth week of its road-

+ 'A
+ V4 Warner

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Technicolor

Thursday

attor-

next season's lineup after the present sales drive

FUTURE OPENINGS

Portuguese Tobis Films
Expect 200 Grand Gross
Set for Showing in U.
Broadway
For "Dream" on

Theater,

19

104

Paris

(a-c)

Dual bill
Subsequent run.

show engagement

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40

arrives

Tower

8

5

5'/s

24 'A

film

visit today.

York for a brief

1%

155

52'/8

(a)
(c)

York on Sat-

New

is back
assignment

WILLIAM
the Ritz

Acme
Acme

.

Net

New

ARTHUR
Cinema de

International)—6th week

You Could Only Cook (Columbia)-Dec. 25.
The Bride Comes Home (Paramount)— Dec. 25
The Magnificent Obsession (Universal)— Dec. 30
First a Girl (GB Productions)— Jan. 10
Next Time We Love (Universal)*..
The Old Curiosity Shop (Alliance) (b)

Chg.

B ij°"

wVh St.
Sr"piavhou1e
™yhouse
-55th

If

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

in

wood.

_

(M-G-M)-Dec

due

is

SILVERBERG, Buffalo

SAM BISCHOFF

•

•

of

last

the coast.

JACK FULD
ploitation

-

Minute (Republic)— Dec.
Annie Oakley (RKO Radio)— Dec. 22

WARNER

DAVE BADER

Hollywood

.

a

abroad

on the Georgic.

LANGUAGE FILMS

(Amkino)

*

L.

HERBERT T.
ney, will be in

Strand
Pa ace
Palace

(Paramount)— Dec. 18
The Perfect Gentleman (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)— Dec.
The Littlest Rebel (20th Century-Fox)-Dec. 19.
Seven Keys to Baldpate (RKO Rad.o)-Dec. 20
$1,000

Close

JACK

urday from

r

i \f
.Globe

(a-c)

Lenin

returned from

start

Astor
n

who

ELLIS,

leaves New York today for Hollywood to
work in the Walter Wanger production of
"Brazen" for Paramount.

week,

•

_

Coronado

19.

Low

•

C

...••

(Lenauer

Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,

High

MARY

R °*V
M*kic Hall
Paramount
world
•

(Warner Bros.)— 10th week

Dream

La Maternelle (Tapernoux-Metropol.s)

Friedrichstrasse, 22S. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Lour-

des-Noues,

Night's

* FOREIGN

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon6607.
Granite
Phone
Blvd.,
wood
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)— 2nd week
(20th Century-Fox)— 2nd week

TWO-A-DAY RUN

under

Y.,

Coming and Going

il
ne3 e
t
TCapitol^

(Universal)
Impersonation
In Person (RKO Radio)
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
Legong (DuWorld)— 11th week
The Land of Promise—4th week
Your Uncle Dudley (20th Century-Fox)
East of Java (Universal)
Broadway Hostess (First National)
Personal Maid's Secret (First National) (a)
Thanks a Million (20th Century-Fox) (a-c)
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"Annie Oakley" at Astor Dec. 22
RKO's "Annie Oakley," with Barbara Stanwyck, Preston Foster, Melvyn Douglas, Pert Kelton and Andy
Clyde, opens Dec. 22 at the Astor
Theater.

ANNUITIES
12%
6%

J.

Barbara Kent

M. Kerrigan
Clyde Cook

"

^^li
EXCUSE
THE

O
A LAUGH,
(\y**« SKI
MR. SKIPPIT, prominent man about town and Park Avenue
prowler, tells us he can't see why we spend so much
time and money filming "those silly Westerns."
MR. SKIPPIT, it seems, has a yen for the "Drahma"
.

Well, SKIPPIT, old boy, the answer is that WESTERNS are
going over bigger this year than when Bill Hart used to
gallop over the back pastures in the old days. Fans
want Westerns. But they want well-acted Westerns. They want
Westerns with all the trimmings of a big production.

Paramount, to do a little quiet boasting, was wise to
this early! Hence the ZANE GREY series and the HOPALONG
CASSIDY series, all big-time pictures, all new-style
Westerns ... and all box-office aces.

Wish we had room, MR. SKIPPIT, to quote all
things said by the trade papers about "Bar
and "Drift
the latest "Hopalong Cassidy"
Zane Grey. We suggest that you see some of
class Westerns, MR. SKIPPIT, we know you'll
and you'll also learn why so many theatres
.

.

.

the nice

20 Rides Again,
Fence," the latest
these Paramount
be entertained...
have discovered that

THE

aEtH

Monday, Dec.
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"BROADWAY HOSTESS"
Wini

Jenkins,

Allen

Talbot,

Tobin,

Genevieve

Shaw,

A.M. P. A.
Third
Annual
Christmas
Luncheon for the benefit of the Film Daily
Fund,

Lyle

First National

Jan.

FAIR ENTERTAINMENT IN TORCH
SINGER STORY GIVING WINI SHAW

SEVERAL SINGING OPPORTUNITIES.

with the unrequited love of Miss
her manager, Lyle Talbot, who
has his eye on a classy but hard-to-get girl,
In order to marry her,
Genevieve Tobin.
to

do

Shaw

for

Lyle opens up an exclusive gambling joint
and eventually achieves his ambition, at the
same time financing a show for Wini, who
eventually marries her partner, Phil Regan,
after she realizes that Lyle and Genevieve
The proceedings are
are happy together.

helped somewhat by
by Allen Jenkins.

the

comedy

injected

Cast: Wini Shaw, Genevieve Tobin, Lyle
Talbot, Allen Jenkins, Phil Regan, Marie
Wilson, Spring Byington, Joseph King, Donald Ross, Frank Dawson, Harry Seymour.
Producer, Bryan Foy; Director, Frank McAuthor, George Bricker; Screen-

Donald;

Mort
Camera-

play, same; Music-lyrics, Allie Wrubel,

Dances, Bobby Connolly;
man, Arthur Todd; Editor, Jack
Dixon;

Direction,

Good.

Jan.

Killifer.

Photography, A-l.

FOREIGN
BIN ICH OHNE DICH?" ("What
Without You?"), in German; proAm
duced by N.D.L.S.; directed by Arthur M.
Wolfgang
Bird,
with
Betty
Rabenalt;
At the 79th St. TheLeibeneiner, et al.

"WAS
I

THEY WERE

for
only waiting for the gun
the word from the Chief that the Final Big Move in the new
the news broke
Paramount setup had been completed
President J. E. Otterson announced that WatSaturday
terson Rothacker now heads the Paramount studio as business
with Ernst Lubitsch of course still funcadministrator
now Parationing as managing director of production

•

Featuring a torch-singing type as the
feminine lead, this attraction runs up only
a moderate score as entertainment for the
The yarn hasn't much
large.
folks at
dramatic body to it, and appears too much
to have been designed for Miss Shaw's vocal
The romantic end of the story has
bits.

•

•

.

mount

•

•

set to

is

•

entertaining

Fairly

interest

personality

of

composer's

chiefly

Betty

wife

who

comedy

with

music

due to the pleasing
Bird

as

lands

a
a

struggling
job

in

the

movies.

Wisconsin Wisps

—

Benny Fields and
Milwaukee
Blossom Seeley visited Benny's sister, Mrs. Bertha Grinker, in Milwaukee last week. Blossom is heading for the movies while Benny will
probably open at a Los Angeles
night club.
Extensive remodeling of the Embassy Theater, Neenah, will be
started shortly after the first of the
year, according to Gilbert Courshon,
resident manager.
Max Krofta, former operator of
the Capitol Theater in Racine and
now operating the Abby in Milwaukee, was presented a gift from the

West Racine Business Men's Ass'n
at the

annual meeting last week.

Krofta served as president of the
association during the past year.

GO

T

T

AT THE Home

Office

they have been preparing for

the distribution and sales
for months
forces under Neil Agnew have been highly organized for weeks
being geared up for this moment when they could blast
out with all the driving power inherent in a highly organized
and every last man in the
and smooth-running machine
for
sales end knows he is working under a Real Leader
and his
Neil Agnew is a seasoned general in his field
they
men know it, and have the utmost faith in him
have worked side by side with him for years as he steadily rose
he is the type of Sales Leader who builds for
to the Top
the man has the qualities
Tomorrow as well as Today
and the ability to
of Permanency and Dependability
and they
imbue his staff with the feel of these qualities
know that they can go out with all their energies concentrated
for their boss is Stable and their jobs are
on Selling
this

final

Safe

•

move

T
T
T
AND BACKING up this splendid

•

.

•

•

•

T
A THREE-MONTHS'

T

T

T

SO THE campaign

gets under way late this month
with a Smash Series of five full-page ads designed for
every type of newspaper
every type of reader
whamming over the first three for January release
"Collegiate," "The Bride Comes Home," "Rose of the Rancho"
and in copy the ever recurrent thought being driven
home to the reading public
"The best pictures of the
month, from Paramount who gives you the best shows in town"

•

•

.

.

and every Showman will
it's bound to Impress
be impressed, too
for these smash ads will be available
on heavy stock for use as lobby and window displays
WITH Special Trailers for each pix to supplement this Smash
Proclamation of Paramount Pre-eminence
and as for
you Salesmen
it's in your laps
.

«

C«

«

Independent

11:

ball,

Hotel

Theater

Hotel

Astor,

Owners'

New

Ass'n

York.

12:
Philadelphia Variety Club's first annual dinner and installation, Hotel BellevueStratford,
Philadelphia.

12-13:
of North
set).

Jan.

York.

dance,

Annual convention of M. P. T. 0.
and South Carolina (place to be

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
Hershfield,
sponsored
by
the
Broadway
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.

April 27-30:

S.

M.

P.

E.

spring

convention,

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

REGISTRATION SOUGHT
FOR ALL PATENT POOLS
(.Continued from

William

Page

1)

chairman of the
House Patents Committee. In the
Sirovich,

I.

event that the orders of the Federal

Trade Commission are not obeyed,
the government would take the case

Such a bill would be free from
any taint of legislation for a special
class which is unconstitutional, Dr.
Sirovich
remarked.
He observed
that the investigation had disclosed
that the entire field of industry was
honeycombed with unfair practices.
During its public hearings the
committee heard testimony to the
effect that a new process for recording sound on cellophane instead of
film had been invented and was being suppressed, Dr. Sirovich said.

national newspaper campaign

completed to the last detail
to break in 131 newspapers
a cunningly contrived Institutional Ballyhoo
in 40 cities
designed to make Paramount Pictures again paramount in the
for in
minds of John Q. Public, his wife and family
years gone by the name Paramount was a household word
and Mister Gillham sees no reason why with this revivified and rehabilitated studio organization it cannot become
the company has everything it
a household word again
takes
Stars, Product, supervised by Ernst Lubitsch, witn
a pera business administration by Watterson Rothacker
fect sales organization under Neil Agnew
and his own
ad and pub department that is Tops

•

Jan.

Club

6: Hearing on Equity proceedings in suit
against Warners, Paramount and RKO, Federal Court, St. Louis.

annual
Jan.

New

Astor,

to the courts, Dr. Sirovich said.

Sales Setup with
scientific merchandising of the product through Advertising and
is the
the Right Arm of any sales force
Publicity
Director of Advertising and Publicity ........ Robert Gillham
one of the most thoroughly grounded experts in motion
picture advertising this industry has ever been fortunate enough
trained in the agency field, Bob has the faculty
to corral
of seeing all sides of the Advertising Picture through a nationas clearly demonstrated in the Instituwide perspective
tional Campaign he has been holding under wraps for weeks
....... .waiting for the final move at the studio end to make
just the
and here is that campaign
it effective
it will have every other major company exhighlights
tending themselves to hold their place in the race

•

ater.

holds

Hotel

Dec. 20:
Paramount Pep
Astor, New York.

Regan
68 mins.

Phil

»

Dec. 19:

Relief

with

1935
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Foreign Flashes
London

— Maurice

Elvey

direct three films for Julius

will

Hagen,

who has bought the Whitehall
studios and will enlarge them.
London

— Westminster

Studio

Properties Ltd. will build a $900,000
studio at Glasgow Terrace, Westminster, and will rent it to an American concern.
Vienna Paula Wesseby will appear in a film with French, German
and English versions for Sascha-

—

formed company.
has
Mendes
Lothar
London
formed his own producing firm.
Tonfilm
Schweizerisch
Geneva
has been formed to subsidize national productions in German, French
and English.
Tobis, newly

—
—

London— United
tions

Ltd.

has

Players Producbeen formed by

Eugene Frenke and
Due to the illness

Anna
direct

Sten's

Leslie Howard.
of Feder Ozep,

husband, Frenke
Alone".

"A Woman

will

/

V
.

1

\

/
4

WA
v>

V

Qtumd-NtM
Opening

Roxy Theatre

New

York
Christmas

Week!

Opening

Roxy Theatre

New

York

Christmas

Week!

has made another of its delightful
comedy romances that keep audiences

happy and

boxoffices busy.

a gay tale of a merry millionaire
who chased a penniless lass until

It's

she caught him. Lots of laughs,
lots of surprises, lots of excitement!

HERBERT
mffflSHRLL
jerii

RRTIfU
£*t

YDU COULD
ONLY COOK
with

LEO CARRILLO
Directed

A

by William A.

Seiter

COLUMBIA PICTURE^

?

Monday, Dec. 16,1935

THEATERS GET TIE-UPS
IN PARA.

A LITTLE

AD CAMPAIGN

WARNER WRITER

from "LOTS //

By RALPH WTLK

LIST

INCREASED TO 51

IS

HOLLYWOOD

serts will set up a greater co-effi(Continued from Page 1)
I
ITLE
of Marion Davies' next cient of friction in one wheel than
I mount will launch a series of advertisements highlighting three or four
Cosmopolitan starring picture for any other known brake can develop
of its outstanding currently-released Warners, formerly called "Glorious," in four. The brake, for which Hale
has been set as "Hearts Divided." It and Leon Errol control the licensing
pictures each month.
It is estimated that this campaign will reach goes into production in the very company, is the product of long exapproximately 75,000,000 readers. near future.
Story is by Rida perimentation by their partner, MerBehind this newspaper campaign, Johnson Young, and the supporting rill W. Hard. Hale at present is apParamount has planned a merchan- cast includes Dick Powell, Charles pearing in RKO's "Another Face."
dising set-up to include the exhibitor Ruggles, Edward Everett Horton
and public.
Arthur Treacher, Henry Stephenson
Lorraine Bridges, Oklahoma City
Local theater participation in this and others, with Frank Borzage as
singer who made her film debut in
director.
advertising campaign will be en"Escapade," has been signed to a
couraged.
The prepared advertisenew M-G-M contract.
ments, as described, will be one column less than the full width of the
Elliott Nugent, who has earned
newspaper page, leaving the remain- rich laurels as stage and screen diRKO Radio Pictures has on its
ing column at the disposal of the rector, actor and author, has been
contract list no less than 18 playlocal theater units to buy tie-in engaged to direct Columbia's next
ers with professional vocal trainspace.
Insertion
dates
of
local B. P. Schulberg production, "Bless ing and experience.
Among them
newspapers will be sent to these the- Their Hearts," a picturization of are Lily Pons,
Helen Gahagan, Presaters
Sarah
sufficiently
Addington's
in
story
which
advance for
ap- ton Foster, Fred Astaire, Ginger
them to prepare their tie-in adver- peared recently in "Good Housekeep- Rogers,
Helen
Broderick,
Erik
tising.
ing" magazine.
Doris Anderson is Rhodes, Eric Blore, John
Beal, Betty
now
working
on the screen play Grable, Tony Martin, Joy
Reprints of the advertisements
Hodges,
will be sent to Paramount exchanges adaptation.
Harriett Hilliard, John Carroll and
for distribution to exhibitors as
Roger Pryor.
giveaways and for display purposes.
As a result of his work with Leslie
A special one-sheet blow-up of the
advertisements will be stocked in ex- Howard and Bette Davis in "Petri"Thorobreds All," action story by
changes for lobby display purposes, fied Forest," Humphrey Bogart, who Earl Johnson, will go before the
and a colored window card repro- created the role of Duke Mantee in cameras at RKO Radio on Jan. 1,
duction of one of the advertisements the stage production of the play, has with Glenn Tryon directing and
will be furnished to exhibitors in been signed by Warners to a long Robert Sisk as associate producer.
each city for window display pur- term contract. His first role under
the new set of papers will be in
poses.
James Cagney's next starring veAt least two more months of
concentrated publicity camhicle, "Over the Wall."
"shooting" will be requred
paign, emanating

T

j

A

from home

for "Anthony Adverse," which has been in

office

and studio departments, will be
synchronized with the national advertising.

Special services of stories
serializations, exploitation stunts
all timed to coincide
with the pictures currently advertised
will be part of this publicity
support.
Local angles will be considered in preparing this special
service for each city in which Paramount will advertise.

and

stills,

—

—

Leo

who has

just completed one of the leading roles in
Columbia's "If You Could Only
Cook," has accepted the invitation
of Keith Morgan, manager of the
Carrillo,

production since the first week in
November at the Warner studios
under the direction of Mervy LeRoy.

(Continued from Page 1)
D.ck Powell. James Cagney, Fredric
Rudy Vallee, Warren William, BorisMarch,
Karl
loff. Paul Mum,
Joe E. Brown, Ruby
C audette Colbert, Joan Blondell, Bette Keeler
Davis'
Claude Rains, Kay Francis,
Jolson, Pat
O Brien, Edward G. Robinson,Al Guy
Kibbee
^moee,
Jean Mu.r, Gene Raymond.
Featured players include: George
Brent
Margaret Lindsay, James Melton,
Ross Alexander Frank McHugh. Donald
Woods, l£bart

Cavanaugh Kay Linaker, Henry
Neill
T reen J seph Saw * er Eddie Acuff,'
Ar
?
J r " Add 0n Ri ^ards, Glenda
c°u' T
£
Farrell,
!

a

M

r= 7,

FW

"

-

Sybil

l

Jenkins,

Jason,

Patricia

Ellis,

Dick Foran, Beverly Roberts

guente

Allen

Mar

Churchill, Claire Dodd, Gec-rge
aU 3 S
e
Florence Fair, Alma
r i
l°7Gordon
Elliott,

£

IlnvH
L
oyd,

'

Paul

Draper, Errol
Flynn
Olivia de Havilland,
Ann Dvorak, Hugh Herbert, Lyle Talbot
June Travis'
Winifred Shaw
Gale Sondergaard,
Wilson Joseph Crehan, Eddie Shubert, Made
Joseph
ard PUrC e11
g
h
Hutchinson,
lan
Ian 'Hunt
R
,
Hunter, Ricardo
Cortez, Anita Louise
Fro man Ba
J
n Ma cLane, Warren Hull
Unh
R
;t°Robert
Barrat
Phd
Regan, John Eldredge
Re > nold s, Eunice
'

l™P

'

Healey

'

Directors
are
age
ard
w;n
v -°u,
William Ke.ghley,

Max

:

H

'

™

^

'

Rapper,

Reinhardt,

Frank

awks
Michae
£
Frank McDonald,

Curfe,

'

Irving

Mervyn LeRoy, Alfred E. Green
William Dieterle, Busby
Berkeley,
Bobby
Connolly,
Gene
Lewis,
Harry
Marc Connelly, Lloyd Bacon, Archie Seymour
L. Mayo
Ennght ' Williara McGann, William

Clemens

terS

inC Iude
Robert An drews, Sheridan
C
Ken 0D Peter Milne Mary
>
T
Jr.
Casey
Robinson,
Laird
th °" y G ° ldeWay
Erl Felt °°. Ed

r;w' ^i
T
M,r Y"
C.
McCall
e

^

,

/

'

£onH 'w
T
mond
Hartmann, Joe
Hoffman, E. Y Har
burg,
Virginia
Kellogg,
Marc ConnelW,
Lilhe Hayward,
'

Juhus J. Epstein, Wm. Wister
George Bricker, F. Hugh
Herbert
Harold Buckley Henry Warren,
Al Dubta,'
Dalton Trumbo, Roy Chanslor,
Arlen
Norman Reilly Raine, RowlandHarold
Leigh Abe
hy **& F
Wm. Jacobs, J oeg f ranb
tf°
\f,
Milton Krims, Mort Dixon,
Allie Wrubel
Sg Herzig Frank Wead, Al Cohn,
Richard
Haines,

-

Ulay

M t
Markson

'

Holmes,

w

co "'

Delma r, Daves, Warren Duff, Ben
Wald, Abem Finkel, Brown"

T
Jerry

To m Reed, Jonathan Finn

Rob*-'

NevUle,

Ward, Martin Mooney.

Paul

Bessie

Green,

Lud

Associate producers are: Henry
Blanke
Earl Baldwin^ Robert Lord,
Sam Bishchoff
Bryan roy,
arry J oe Brow n,

Jerome Kern, who wrote the scores
H
Lou Edelman.
Springs Foundation, and will for "I Dream Too Much," Lily Pons'
be a guest at President Roosevelt's debut film, and "Roberta," has arChristmas dinner, held annually at rived at the RKO Radio studio to 140 Houses in N. Y. Area
the Georgia resort.
Columbia stu- begin work on the music for "I
Using
Nights
The first of the new national dios has granted the player leave Won't Dance," forthcoming Fred
Astaire-Ginger
Rogers
of
absence
in
order
that
he
picture.
newspaper
may
atDoradvertising
series
(Continued from Page 1)
is
othy Fields will write the lyrics.
scheduled to break the last week in tend the function.
the section.
He expects that

December for pictures

Warm

Now

to be released
January. It will advertise "Collegiate," with Joe Penner, Jack Oakie,
Irving Rapper and Harry SeyFrances Langford and Ned Sparks; mour have been added to the War"The Bride Comes Home," starring ner Bros, studio contract list as
Claudette Colbert with Fred Mac- dialogue directors.
Murray and Robert Young, and

FACTS
AIOUT

600 Mexican theaters,
American pictures.

t

T

waterfront.

FILMS

Of

the

number will at least double itself
during the next year.
"Rolling Along," Columbia's elabCircuits using the plan include:
orate musical production co-starring Loew,
22 houses; RKO, four; Mike
Harry Richman and Rochelle Hud- Kallett, nine; Schine,
three, Skouras
son, which is being directed by Vic- all
New York houses; Randforce,'
tor Schertzinger, is in its final week eight;
Century, six Long Island theof production. For the past ten days aters.
700
persons
have
been
employed
in
Alan Hale, who has been active
filming the Mississippi levee and
recently in the promotion and development of various inventions, is southern village scenes. This location, constructed on the company's
present
at
interesting
some of
America's biggest automotive man- 40-acre ranch at Burbank, alone comprises five acres of buildings, streets
ufacturers in a brake that he asand

in

showing

Bank

540

are

"Rose of the Rancho," co-starring
Gladys Swarthout and John Boles.
In addition, the Grantland Rice
Sportlight and Popeye cartoons are
mentioned, as well as informal chatter on Hollywood personalities, fashions and other items of general fan

Isabel Jewell was on her way to
the Christmas holidays in
New York and Atlantic City when
she was called back to play the featured feminine role opposite Ben
Lyon in "Dancing Feet," a Republic
production to be directed by Joseph
interest.
The tenor of the adver- Santley. Miss Jewell is not under
tisements will be along casual, contract to the Hal Roach
studios,
heart-to-heart informal chats.
as reported, but is free-lancing.

spend

AS SEEN BY
THE PRESS

AGENT
'The Colonel

lady and Judy O'Grady
the skin, Pierre
writer
and conceiver of 'The Story of Louis Pasteur,'
has discovered."
DAVE EPSTEIN.

are

NOT

Colhngs,

s

sisters

under

Paramount

—

—
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ANOTHER REMINDER

DAILY

PRODUCTION

on a Paramount
short in the "Headliner" series
will get under way this week at the
Astoria studios. Babs Ryan, Loretta
already
And you folks who have
Lee, Ed Paul and his orchestra and
of
been removed from the long list
Jack Guilford will be featured in
Missing Persons and find yourself the short, with Fred Waller
directamong the Regular Fellows indicated ing. Carl Timin will assist on
the
Orbelow, can still be of service.
direction, with William Steiner doing
ganize yourself as special deputies
the camera work.
to go out and find the Missing Per•
sons among your pals. A word from
Al Christie completed shooting
you will probably be more effective
Saturday at the Astoria studios on
than our long-distance efforts. So
won't you set aside a little time to the new Joe Cook comedy for EduBeryl Wallace is Cook's
remind all those guys you talk to cational.
every day to get in on their Own leading lady in a story by Da rid
Film Daily is only Freedman about looney doings in a
Relief Fund?
This humani- radio station under the tentative title
the administrator.
tarian cause needs your pals as well of "Hot Air Waves." Warren M\ rOnly a ray assisted on the direction, with
as you. Let's go, fellows!
few days now to Xmas. Make it a George Weber doing the camera
cheery one for a lot of industry lads work and Joe Kane in charge of
who will otherwise find Christmas sound. This is the last of the series
to be made this yea)' by Christie.
a Farce if not a Tragedy!
Next year's work is scheduled to get
under way around Jan. 15.
•
Should Be Here!"
Louis Zingone, whose manipulative
William Orr
A. M. P. A.
skill with a deck of playing cards is
Eddie Edelson
Harold Hendee
definitely not according to Hovle, has
Leon Bamberger
Jerome J. Cohen
J
completed a one-reel Vitaphone novaul Lazarus
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Eve Unsell
Miss Addie Dannenberg
elty short at the company's Brooklyn
Benjamin W. Solomon
Leo Klebanow
studios.
In su nr>ort with the Signor
Jack H. Skirball
Ray Johnston
is
his assistant, Dave Allison, a
Harvey B. Day
City Photo Engraving
Harry L. Gold
Corp.
protege of the maestro. Paul DougA. Schneider
Ben Amsterdam
las, radio announcer, is the narrator.
Gabriel Hess
William German
Lloyd French is credited with direcWalter Futter
William Massce
1)

THE HONOR ROLL
"YOU

David Palfreyman
John C. Flinn
R. Grainger
J.
Sophie K. Smith
Albert Warner
Rube Jackter

Phil

Reisman

Max

Stuart

Jack Alicoate
Don Mersereau
Maurice Kann
Al Lichtman
H. M. Masters
Wm. Barnett
Arthur Israel, Jr.
Stella

J.

MacLeod

S.

Charles

C.

Moskowitz

Felix F. Feist
E.
M. Orowitz
Eugene J. Zukor
H. D. Buckley

Louis K. Sidney

Hamlin

Thomas

J.

Connors

Tom Hamlin

Sam

Harry Weltz
Herbert Berg
Winfield Andrus
Louis Nizer

Emanuel Silverstone
M. Van Praag
Silas

Man Freedman

J.

John

Anonymous

Clark

D.

F. Seadler
Kessler

Jay Emanuel
Ben Y. Cammack

Sardi's Restaurant
Don Gillette
Renee Carroll

Herbert
Saul

George Gerhard!
Chas. A. Leonard
Edward McNamee
Quigley Publishing
Morris H. Kinzler
N. D. Golden
Charles A. Rossi
"Chick" Lewis

Morris

E.

W.
L.

R.

A.

Ebenstein
Rogers
Ferguson

Schlaifer

J.

W.
Co.

E.

P.
F.

McCartney

Cummings

David Barrist
Joseph R. Vogel
David A. Levy

Toby Gruen

DAY'S

NEWS

Marcus A. Benn

Ed

Morris Goodman
J.
A. Tanney
Cresson E. Smith
C. C. Pettijohn
Edward Curtis

K. Blake
Jules Levy

Ned
A.

David Bernstein
Amusement Supply
Irving Chidnoff
N. H. Brower
W. F. Rodgers
Ben Shlyen
Joseph Bernat

Schiller

Wang

Arthur A. Lee
Mrs. Joseph R.
Bertram Mayers
Jack Glucksman
Lou Blumenthal
Lee Leventhal
Fred

H.

Miles

Quimby

Leopold Friedman
Braunberg
S.
William A. Downs
S.

Sam Dembow,

Jr.

Lester Ketner
A. C. Snyder

James

P.

A.

Dash

J.

more

producers
films

in

turn

1935

out 20
than in

Clark

Benjamin
Benjamin H. Serkowich
Walter Reade
G.

L.

Dewey

Sears
D.

Bloom

Lester Pollock

Finney

Nadel

convention.

ivith

will

on the direction,

assist

Frank Zucker doing

camera

the

work.
•

Notes: William Watson, on the
writing staff of Educational and assistant to Al Christie, will sojourn
to Florida on his first trip for the
holidays ... A Spanish feature picture starring Tito Guizar is being
planned with production likely to be
at the Astoria studios
Harold
Godsoe is completing the direction
of an industrial at the West Coast
Service studios
Carl Timin up in
the wee hours of the morning shooting behind the scenes for Paramount's
"Highlights"
series
Charles MacArthur and Ben Hecht
are planning to start on their next
picture in January at the Astoria
studios
Chris
Beute
beingswamped with extras
Charles
Williams recovering from a nervous
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

breakdown and severe cold
Sax happy over the progress
.

erection of the

.

.

Sam

of the
studio adjoining

new
.

Eugene Picker
Benjamin H. Serkowich
Jos. A. McConville
Budd Rogers

B.

Depinet

E.

Paul

Independent

and branch managers on
Wednesday and Thursday Jack L.
Warner is expected to leave Los
Angeles tonight and stop over to
address the Thursday session of the
district

He

will leave for

New

York

on Thursday night accompanied by Sears, Einfeld, Moray and
Leserman. The men will arrive in
town Saturday morning and be back
at their desks in the home office

Monday.
District Managers Fred M. Jack,
James Winn and Jack Brower and
Allen Glenn, Harry Maizlish and

Sam

Clark,

the

company's

three

divisional promotion managers, will
also gather here for the meeting,
which will be held at the Hotel

Muehlbach.
This mid-winter convention will be
similar to the one conducted by
Andy Smith with the eastern and
Canadian sales heads at the Waldorf-Astoria in

New York

recently.

These sectional meets will be annual
affairs, supplementing the regular
spring sales convention.
Activitise will include screenings
three of the company's forthcoming special productions, "The
Story of Louis Pasteur," starring
Paul Muni; "Dangerous," co-starring

of

.

.

.

.

O. Rohde, Oklahoma City; James
Winn, Chicago; Leo Blank, Chicago;
E. J. Tilton, Des Moines; Wm. War-

J.

Sam Shain
per cent
1934.

outstanding Broadway screen and
radio players will appear in this
short, according to Blake. Production
ivill be at the Biograph studios. Joe

.

E.

THE

(Continued from Page 8)

leave New York today for Kansas
City where they will conduct a twoday meeting of southern and western

his Brooklyn plant
"Ladies Love
Hats" the new Ernest Truex comedy Bette Davis and Franchot Tone and
•
featurette from
Roy McCardell's "Captain Blood," co-starring Errol
John Auer, directing the scries of story, "High Hats," Educational Flynn and Olivia de Havilland.
Particular emphasis at this meet
Major Bowes amateur hour shorts at short, is playing at the Roxy and
will be laid upon promotion plans
the Biograph studios, is back at his receiving good audience reaction
for "Anthony Adverse" and "The
desk after a tonsil operation.
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Crawford, Green Pastures," which Warners
What hard-boiled preview critics famous organists, are the stars of a hope to have ready for national dishave called the most thrilling skiing one-reel novelty film, which will be tribution the early part of next
pictures ever made are included in completed today at the Brooklyn spring.
The sales heads called in for these
the new issue of "Pathe Topics," Vitaphone studios. Supporting the
Mumber 2. They were filmed in the Crawfords in this short, which will meets are:
Fred M. Jack, Dallas; H. J. Ochs,
Bavarian Alps at one of Europe's be released in Vitaphone's series of
finest ski runs and combine thrills "Pc)>per Pot" films, is Bob Simmons, Atlanta; F. P. Bryan, Charlotte; W.
with exceptionally beautiful photog- radio tenor. Joseph Hcnabery is di- E. Callaway, Dallas; Byron Adams,
Memphis; L. Conner, New Orleans;
raphy.
recting.

Arthur Loew

IN

B. K. Blake, producing and directing the Voice of Experience shorts
for Columbia, will get under way
the latter part of this week on the
ninth of the series. A large cast of

WEEK

tion.

Willie

SUNSHIN€

IN K. G. THIS

By CHARLES ALICOATE

spot waiting for you on this List to
Help the Industry's Needy Cases.

Richard Brady
Moe Streimer
H. D. Behr
E. B. Hatrick

WARNER SALES MEET

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

ON THE RELIEF FUND
(Continued from Page
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J.

A-Mike Vogel
Marvin H. Schenck
Ccsmo-Sileo Co.
K.

K.

Hansen

Co.

Reliance

May

Align

With 20th Cent.-Fox

Glick

Hap Hadley
Charles

J.

Sonin

George Orth
Arthur W. Kelly

W.

A. Scully
Al Christie
Arnold Rittenberg
Arthur Eddy
Herbert T. Silverberg
Harry C. Arthur
Irving

Victor J. Morris
Charles M. Mersereau
Phil
E.

L.

C.

Nicholson

Scheib

C. Grainger

John

L.

by, Seattle.

(.Continued on Page 8)

a deal with 20th Century-Fox. As
announced recently, the company intends to produce between six and
eight features
1936-37.

for

release

SHOWMAN'S

during

Lesser

Kenneth A. O'Brien
Samuel Cohen
A. Fishman

Norman

ner, Kansas City: R. T. Smith, Milwaukee; Rud Lohrenz, Minneapolis;
C. K. Olson, Omaha; Hall Walsh, St.
Louis;N. H. Brower, Los Angeles;
E. A. Bell, Denver; Newt Levi, Los
Angeles; Vete Stewart, Portland;
W. F. Gordon, Salt Lake City; Chas.
Muehlman, San Francisco; Al Oxto-

Franconi

D. Netter

New Houses

for St. Louis Area
Louis
Six theaters will go
into
construction in this district
during February and March, according to plans announced here. Houses
are all scheduled for opening late
in the Spring or early Summer.

6

St.

—

REMINDER
Suggest books of 10 or 12 tickets to
four

theater, at a slight discount, to
as
Christmas
their
gifts
to

patrons
Friends.

C&diuxd^

FEATURETTES

Are The Fashion Leaders

In

Short Comedies

%&& ti

NIELA GOODELLE, EARL

OXFORD

"Perfect

feminine
audiences"— M. P. Daily

FRED LIGHTNER, NELL KELLY
the tuneful, funny foursome

so perfectly

now

in

"Good

for

entertainment...

melange of pretty
girls, good tunes, comedy,a fashion show and
a

who clicked

"RHYTHM OF PAREE,"

good musical routines
handsomely produced."— Film Daily

give you the most lavishly pro-

.

duced musical featurette of the season.

.

.

"PERFECT THIRTY-SIXES"
An

two reels with four singing stars, appealing new songs,
beautiful girls and a fashion parade that makes style tie-ups easy. It's the perfect short
subject booking right now.
Al Christie Production

in

IDEAL FOR THE HOLIDAYS, TO
ARE THESE ONE -REEL MUSICAL GEN
Presented by

E.W.

HAMMONS

TOt SHOP
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

Model-Building Tieup
Set on Warner Films
WfARNERS' home office

ad-

vertising and publicity department has concluded a national tieup with the Model
Builders Guild of Hempstead,
L. I., effective on the company's
forthcoming major productions
including "Captain Blood," "Ceiling Zero," "Anthony Adverse,"
and
Pastures"
Green
"The
others.

Model-building

is

a widespread

hobby among many thousands
of people, and loads of publicity
is expected to accrue from this
tieup using motion picture sets.
First Warner film which the
tieup starts functioning is "Captain Blood." Model-builders are
expected to go overboard for
the "Arabella," the pirate-ship.
Subsequently, it is planned to
use James Cagney's transport
plane in "Ceiling Zero" and the

"Heaven"

set

of

"The

milk company that has a regular

"Bounty" Campaign
At the Venetian, Racine

Green

Pastures."
Outlets for this tieup will for
the most part be department
stores in all sections of the
United States. Special displays
using stills and ad copy on
major productions will be used
to sell model-building materials.
Prize contests with the cooperation of local newspapers, for
best models are also planned in
what will definitely be a national campaign to benefit exhibitors.

Another feature of this hobby
which is expected to attract attention is that, although materials for constructing a model
pirate vessel like the "Arabella"
probably would cost no more
than two dollars, the completed
model if carefully and artistically done should sell for at
least a hundred times as much.
Warner Bros.

—

'T'HE campaign for "Mutiny on
the Bounty" put on by
Morris Abrams, M-G-M exploiteer, assisted by Owen Mc-

manager of the Venetian
theater, Racine, Wis., resulted
in three special announcements
daily over Radio Station
regarding the picture. And each
day at 1:00 P. M. a sidewalk
broadcast was given in front of
the Hotel Racine asking the
people different questions inKivitt,

cluding five movie questions
about the pictures playing the
Venetian theater. Three questions were asked about "Mutiny
on the Bounty."
Six thousand tickets were sold
for a benefit by the American
Ass'n of University Women for
a scholarship fund of $400.00
and each woman of the Club
called everybody up in regard
There are 8,300 teleto same.
phones in Racine. Four 40 x
60 enlargements of Laughton-

Gable-Tone-Diggs were ordered
by Mr. McKivitt for the lobby.
2,000 screen forecasts were given away with the imprint on
"Mutiny
on
the
back
for
Bounty." The ship model contest

was held

in all the schools

and over 300 teachers told about
"Mutiny on the Bounty." Teaser
trailers were used by both the
State and Venetian followed by
the regular trailer. Special display was obtained in the three
leading book stores with stills
The model of
for background.
the "Bounty" was displayed in
lobby for over ten days in advance. John Hallen, of Manista, Mich., builder of the model
It
ship, gave a lecture on it.
proved a great crowd getter.
In three of the largest cafes

made

arrangeon the
menu cards for special announcement. The seven libraries

Mr.

McKivitt

gave displays and
15,000 bookmarks.

—Venetian,
*

*

line

distributed

Racine, Wis.
*

Traveling

Studio,

in

town at the time, cooperated
fully with Golub and the M-G-M
exploiteer in street ballyhoo.

—Orpheum,

Denver.

QRCHESTRATIONS

and sheet

music were distributed to

all

orchestra leaders in night clubs,
stations,
hotel
dining
radio
rooms and restaurants as part
of Harry Golub's campaign on
"A Night at the Opera" for its
showing at the RKO Orpheum
theater in Denver.
Golub was
assisted by an M-G-M exploiteer.
Special music displays were
also
planted with all music

the windows featuring
numbers from the production.
Ten of the leading restaurants
and dining rooms had announcements on their menus of the
stores,

playdate.
A tie-up

New
On

Orleans Campaign
"Annie Oakley"

RAKING

advantage

of
the
diversity of exploitation and
publicity
ideas
suggested by
Radio Pictures' film dramatization of the life of "Annie

RKO

Oakley," the Orpheum Theater,
New Orleans, devised an unusual promotion campaign to exploit the opening. It started one
week in advance, with special
stunt tie-ups; newspaper cooperative ads contributed by many

merchants; many store
displays and a gala midnight
preview, which created a great
interest for the film.
The outstanding phases of the campaign were the stunt tie-ups
local

Chief Big Bear and his
wife, who appeared in the Buffalo Bill Wild West show; and
an aerial dance team, Betty and

with

Benny Fox, who performed a
dangerous

routine above the
flagpole of the St. George Hotel
in the busiest section of New
Orleans. Through a tie-up with
the New Orleans "States-Item,"
the theater derived a great
amount of publicity linage, including a front-page story describing the event which took
place on opening morning. Thousands of people crowded the
thoroughfare to witness the
event, and announcements in
behalf of the film were made to
the crowds. Later that day, the
stunters appeared on the stage
of the theater together with
Chief Big Bear and his wife.

The

latter's

performance was re-

peated on Saturday and Sunday
afternoon in the lobby of the
theater, and attracted hundreds
of onlookers.

Orchestra Tie-ups Aid
"Night at the Opera"

BUY
Christmas Seals

M-G-M

WRJM

ments for bottom

Protect Your Home
from Tuberculosis

morning radio broadcast. Time
on these programs was devoted
to "A Night at the Opera." The

was made with a

Tie-ups were arranged with
prominent retail stores of the
city, which contributed to the

many

cooperative ads ballyhooThese included a
ing the film.
full-page ad in the "TimesPicayune" on opening day; a
half -page in the same paper was
contributed
by the Burglass
Furniture Company; and a fullafternoon
the
ad
in
page
"States-Item" tied-up with the
Holmes Store, the leading department store in town. Other
features of the campaign included a special midnight preview five days in advance of the
opening, attended by many notables, with resultant fine publicSpecial invitations with a
ity.

« «

pair of "Annie Oakleys" inserted created much attention.

To ballyhoo the

special showIndians roved the city distributing
heralds. Later they visited local
schools handing out an attractive Indian headdress novelty,
with plenty of "Annie Oakley"
copy imprinted. Special trailers
ran for ten days in advance.
Many store window displays
ing,

three

men

dressed as

were arranged, including novel
sporting goods displays. Radio

WWL

Station
featured daily
spot
announcements for one
week prior to the opening, besides a special interview with
Chief Big Bear and his wife.

The campaign was handled by
Meyer, manager of the
theater, and Gar Moore, director
Victor

of publicity.

— Orpheum, New Orleans

Radio Essay Tieup
Good Stunt on "Call"
A

TTRACTIVE

window

dis-

plays and an effective radio
contest were among the highlights of the exploitation cam-

paign

Howard

arranged by Manager
C. Burkhardt of Loew's

State Theater, Providence, for
the premiere of "Call of the

Wild," Darryl Zanuck production starring Clark Gable and
Loretta Young. An essay contest on "Why I Would Like to
Have a Dog Like Buck", was
arranged with Radio Station
WPRO. This contest got under
way with the station giving the
idea three six-minute plugs for
the first two days and later giving the stunt six spot announcements on other programs. The
story broke in local newspapers
and the prize dog was on display in front of the theater
Two co-operative ads, each mentioning the picture's premiere,
The Outlet
were put over.
Beauty Store got up an ad on
coiffure, and used a photo of
Merle Oberon. A local hat company got out an ad featuring
Clark Gable and giving "Call of
More
the Wild" full credit.

than 5,000 book-marks were

dis-

at all public libraries
The Sunoutgoing books.

tributed
in

shine Lending Library distributed 1,500 book covers plugging
"Call of the Wild" at Loew's
Eight hundred
State Theater.
menu cards were distributed at
Window dislocal restaurants.
plays were arranged with the
following merchants, each utilizing scene stills and blow-ups:
Boston
Quinn's,
Cashman's,
Biltmore
Woolworth's,
Store,

Market
Williams.

and

Starkweather

&

—Loew's State,
Providence.

u
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New York Campaign
On "Mutiny on
A

GIANT

Bounty"

the

letter

electric

was used on top
of

Capitol

the

of

sign

marquee

Theater,

New

York, for the showing of "Mutiny on the Bounty," with the
names of Laughton, Gable, Tone
directly under the other. A large
red arrow pointed to the names
Bereading: "Now Playing."
sides the 24-sheet boards there

was a

five-story sign on Loew's

several
with
Theater,
other large wall-painted signs in
the theater district. The N. Y.
"American" and N. Y. "Evening Journal" Relief Fund contest tied-in, giving 14 days of
splendid publicity in both papers

State

—about

9,000 lines.

The "Amer-

Merchants Aid "Splendor"
In Louisville Opening

TN

"Model Builder's Guide," makers of the ship model for the
contest, distributed special onesheets with stills and copy plugThese were
ging the picture.
500 department
sent out to
window
15,000
also
stores;
posters and 25,000 heralds sent
out to all department stores
throughout country. Remington
Arms sent out 30,000 window
hardware
30,000
to
posters
It
stores in the United States.
also supplied 500,000 coupon entry blanks for theaters free on
request, and furnished a set of
knives to be used as local prizes
to each theater running ship
model contest.

Little,

Brown &

Co. sent out materials to all book
stores throughout the district
and country on the picture. Also
sent material to special list of
prominent stores that cooperated
in putting in special window dis-

of

United Artists production starring Miriam Hopkins and Joel
McCrea, at Loew's Theater,
Louisville, Manager George Hunt

four-color

licity.

exploiting the premiere

1 "Splendor," Samuel Goldwyn's

cooperation from
Many of
his local merchants.
the city's leading stores tied-up
with the campaign and arranged
attractive window displays in

obtained

card in all their windows. Pictorial one sheets were posted in
Twenty-seven 7the subway.
foot cutouts were placed in different good locations; also in

book windows and music stores.
Saturday and Sunday previous
to opening, the Gyro aeroplane
flew over city and four different
football games with a 200-ft.
streamer with suitable copy. A
Major Bowes
with
hook-up
plugged the film several times a
MacBert
Exploiteer
day.
Kenzie also tied in with WEAF,
WJZ and WABC with radio
script and radio sketches. Macy's
Dept. Store gave a special display for the model ship kit tieing in with the picture's naAntional contest campaign.
nouncements were made to this
effect over the radio and by pub-

Putnam Book

—

Surface car advertising used
special

displays

and 5th Ave.;
Stetson Shoe Store, 42nd St. and
5th Ave.; Brentano's, 5th Ave.
and 47th St.; Himebaugh &
Browne, 4 East 46th St. All
above stores carried 30x40 oil
paintings, deluxe 14x17 streamThe
ers and special cards.
"Model Builder's Guide" tied up
with the "Saturday Evening
Post" which sent out 75,000 heralds giving models as prizes to
their "Post" selling boys
all
through the U. S. and Canada,
explaining the "Mutiny on the
Bounty" contest.
Capitol, New York

marks.
half-sheet

window

ton's, Fifth Ave.;
Stores, 45th St.

ican" carried a 2-col. scramble
Four of the leading
contest.
libraries cooperated with book

a

Special

play.

were had at the following: Dut-

full

TO MAKE FEWER FILMS
(Continued from Page

vided football hats, field glasses,
fashions, etc., advance and current lobby displays, advance
trailer,
radio
announcements
twice daily.

green and five Taylor stores.
Mangel's arranged a fashion
window using scene stills of
Miriam Hopkins. Joel McCrea
was the subject of a SchneleyGordon hat store window. The
Newman drug store got up a
window on perfumes. Bensinger's furniture store carried a
window display on "Splendor,"
as did the Kay Jewelry Store

and 10

Variations and additions to
usual campaigns included use of
special cards on all street cars
week and current with show; a
contact with Coach Schmidt of
Ohio State University providing him with some Notre Dame
shots from newsreel, after which

he had announcement made to

All
local beauty parlors as well as
barber shops carried scene stills
from the attraction. More than
1,000 special post cards were
Silver's 5

store.

classes at university (13,000
students) about the picture; and
the use of a "Rendezvous" cocktail at the Parisian Bar at the
Neil House.
all

mailed to a society list. Cards
were placed on all local busses
and one sheets were placed in
The miniaall bus terminals.
ture 24-sheet stands were placed
in leading shops throughout the

Campaign

centered
around
having a mysterious
"Miss Rendezvous" appear in
mask on streets twice daily, and
twice without mask, offering
cash prizes to first person corstunt

business districts.
Loew's, Louisville

—

of

rectly identifying her.
Cash
prize increased $25.00 each day
until third day when $75.00 paid
to winner.

"Miss 'Rendezvous' " Intrigued
This tie-up made with Columbus
"Citizen." Opening story broke

Citizens of Columbus, O.
(")N the engagement of M-GM's "Rendezvous" at Loew's
Ohio theater, Columbus, Manaof

TAXES CAUSING STARS

ger Russell A. Bovim made the
usual tie-ups with stills, pro-

which the picture received prominent mention.
The Kaywoodie
Pipe tie-up was responsible for
effective poster and streamer
displays in the three local Wal-

and

stories

in

which

operatic

se-

quences are used.
Pickford-Lasky contemplates production of a picture in England next
EvenSpring, Lasky announced.
the
stage plays.
tually

company

may

Tuesday before opening Friday.
Girl first appeared Wednesday
and through Friday when she
was identified. Itineraries had
girl appear at theater to buy
ticket without mask, succeeded
in drawing immense crowds to
both Ohio and Broad theaters,

Loew

houses.

—Loew's

finance

Ohio, Columbus.

1)

from central stations, with only one
or two prints of a picture required.
Color, in Lasky's opinion, must
eventually come into its own, but
through a slow process. Costs must
be reduced to facilitate this trend,
he believes.
Since there is no means of combatting: radio, producers must learn
to utilize it, declared Lasky, and
thus exploit their players.
"Producers must learn to give
original stories the same consideration they give plays and novels,"
Lasky observed. "Many plays and
novels are not adaptable for screen
purposes because they are contrary
good taste and in conflict with
to

censorship."

Pickford-Lasky plans to generally
spend between $350,000 and $600,ap000 on its negatives, with larger
necessary, said
propriations
Lasky. "One Rainy Afternoon, its
work on
initial picture, goes into

when

Dec

30,

U ^¥

ATTENTION PLEASE!
"During the next few minutes
the audience will be given
spectacles like this:

(Then

the fun begins!)"

with Harry D'Arrast direct-

The cast will include Francis
ing
Lederer, Ida Lupino, Hugh Herbert
picand Joseph Cawthorn. The next
will
ture will star Nino Martini and
not be an operatic "success story,

explained the producer. He is apprehensive over producers overdoing

« «

M-G-M

Andioscopiksl

Watch

for

me!

THE
12

Why

I would have killed
twenty years work. I may
give it up, though, and it will

Charlie Chaplin's

Tramp
T

TOPICS OF TIMELY INTEREST

»

»

character.

my

Will Never Talk

KNOW
tions

shall be
be different then.
I
if I choose to talk.

that the new generado not know a thing

free to talk,

Nobody

silent
pictures,
their
about
forms, their mimicry, their quick
tempo and so on, but I figure
that the public will always like
a good entertainment whatever
its

form may

be.

talks in

my new

pic-

ture.
Originally I thought that
the others might talk even if I

but then I knew
wouldn't work. It would

remained

silent,

that it
look as if I were dumb. And so
we use sound only indirectly
through radio broadcasting and

Look at the
There is room

legitimate stage.
enough for the ballet, for the
Why
opera, for the drama.
shouldn't there be and coexist
various forms of motion pictures, silent ones besides talkies?
As long as I keep this charIf I should
acter I can't talk.

so on.

publicity we
shall
stress the fact that on the same
length we shall give the public
14
reels
entertainment,
of
whereas a talking picture gives
only 8.
silent picture is
quick, its tempo is dashing and
there can be, therefore, more ac-

our

In

but for cameramen, assisdirectors and others as
well, for people who did not
work in talkies at all or could
tors,

tant

at least

remember the

old days.
since
the victory of the talkies could
not get a job.
comedy must
have action. When people talk,
action stops.
shall always
I
make only silent comedies, even

We

thus helped

many who

A

if I

ter

gave up the tramp characand started with a new one.

Should I ever make a talking
picture either as actor or director, it will be only a drama,
never a comedy.
Charlie Chaplin in
interview in "Intercine".

—

A

start talking, my tramp would
change into a wholly different
Talking would localize
man.
him.
With the first word he
would cease to be the universal
creature whose joys and troubles are comprehensible to all

tion.

When we
employed at

started to work I
first talking pic-

But I had to discharge them; they all wanted
to talk.
As soon as there was
a dramatic scene they automatically opened their mouths, totally forgetting the mimicry.
I
ture actors.

countries as well here in America as in Europe or somewhere
in Abyssinia.
A talking tramp
would be either an American
an Englishman, someone
or
from a specific country. This is
the reason why I have resisted
simply
so far the talkies.
I
could not talk a word in this

had to look for people who still
remembered silent pictures and

how we used
I

had

to do it then. And
to look not only for ac-

"Natural" Colors Will
Run Riot on the Screen
A LL art begins as a practical,

truly Continental

atmosphere —

view of Central Park, superior
service?
rates.

invitingly inexpensive

(Single, $3.50-$5; Double, $5-$7)

The popular CONTINENTAL
GRILL, the CAFE de la PAIX

and

America's
only
it

i

>ii»i:lvi ayi:k\s

* smart, meaning the clever, the knowing and, of course, the fashionable.

MORITZ - ON - THE - PARK
50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH.

Direclion: S.

NEW YORK

GREGORY TAYLOR

in "Intercine".
— Corrado
Pavolini

Korda Tells Why He Seeks
The Unusual in Film Stories

reaches the third phase, where
it loses the more or less prac-

expand and grow, we must
not just copy American ideas,

two former

but strike out on our own. I
do not make "different" films
like "Things to Come" or "The
Ghost Goes West" in an effort
to be unusual, but because I
think films of this nature make
the most money. I am a plain
business man.
I
I have observed audiences.
seem them grow weary of ho-

tical quality of the

ones and becomes "art for art's
sake." When this point is reached,
however, there is a final reaction which is at the same time
a step forward and a step back:
we return, that is, to the "imitation of reality, but an imitation
which benefits by our experience

to a living, substantial realism
which conciliates documentary
rights, originality of style and
the narration of a fact.

have discovered

dows, yellow seas.
None of
these experiments should be
dismissed as senseless or useless, however; they will all help
us, amid the indignant howling
of the crowd, to gain a perception of the function of color in
cinematography; and then at
last we shall come to the final
phase, though we of the present
day shall probably not be here
to see it, when this new wealth
of the cinema will find its equilibrium. The colors will not be
either "natural" as we want
them today or "artificial" as
some are already demanding,
but will lie spread on the palette
of the future director, leaving
to him the full joy of creating
for the delight of the spectator.

mnemonic means, then goes
through a second phase in response to man's need to embellish
and adorn, and finally

up to date."
The cinema has not escaped
this law: from a simple excellent documentary instrument as
the Brothers Lumiere saw it, it
has come, through the abstract
aestheticism of the vanguard,

SMART ONES

«

€€

But we are now seeing a new
birth of the cinema, that is to
say, of the color cinema. In this
early stage, what is wanted is
"natural" colors, that is to say,
a faithful reproduction of colors
as we see them, the illusion of
multi-colored reality.

Those

carrying on the laboratory experiments are in despair, because they do not succeed in
getting these natural colors.
"Becky Sharp" interests the public on account of its novelty,
but the public also is disappointed because the colors are not
"natural."
But there is no need to despair, on the one side or the
other. We shall have "natural"
colors; extra-natural, in fact, till
we are sick of the sight of them.
Next will come the turn of the
aesthete, who will show us that
art consists less in reproducing
real colors than in giving us the
feeling of artificial colors, as we
Aesget it from paintings.
theticism will be followed by impressionism, and the screen will
give us the most audacious and

unnatural chromatic experiments: green people, red mea-

TF

the British film industry

is

to

kum. The eternal triangle of
Tom, Dick and Marv doesn't interest them any more. It is true
that if Tom, Dick and Mary are
famous stars a certain proportion of the public
matically to see

still

go auto-

any

film

But
which they appear
it
film won't make a hit

—

in

the
will

leave the audience dissatisfied.
If, on the other hand, one can
advertise that "Things to Come"
has been written bv a famous
author like H. G. Wells, I believe the public will go out of
They'll make
its way to see it.
a point of not missing it, for
they know that Wells will give
them new food for thought.
He'll stir them, grip them, reason with them, entertain them.
It is most essential that inspiration be allowed to take its own
course in every department of
film creation.
When I choose directors I seek
the cleverest ones I can find,
give them stories which suit
them and then allow them a free

recently persuaded Rene
work for me. "The
Ghost Goes West," a really
and fantastic story,
satirical
was entirely suited to his capa-

hand.
Clair

I

to

He can handle fantasv
with the perfection of Walt
Disney and his buoyant French
humor makes him a clever
Yes, the public likes
satirist.
creative entertainment and so
I give it to them.
bilities.

—

—Alexander

Korda

;

;

;

LADY FORTUNE IS
K
AM
nJL^-4

Today she's yours 9
tomorrow she may
be his. Don't let her

turn your head
from the friends who
really matter! Stop,

look and

GIVE

to

the Motion Picture
Relief Fund!

Send your check

to the

FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND
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"The Phantom Empire"
"The Miracle Rider"
"The Adventures of

Rex and Rinty"

NOW

And

"THE FIGHTING
MARINES"
To Make
See

Mascot

a

Serial

red-blooded,

those

Season Supreme!

scrapping,

Fighting

Marines track down the "Tiger Shark"

.

.

the fiendish but scientific ruler of "Mysterious

Halfway Island."

up ships at sea
air

.
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.
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.

.
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.

Whose

inventions blew

crushed planes

in

the

and could raze any man-made

construction!
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Firms Withdra wing Entirely From Mexico

U. S.

CBS NEGOTIATING WITH WARNERS DIRECT! MUSIC
Court Grants Leave to Appeal Cuts in Para. Fees
Petitions

Vi ewing
•

•

the passing parade

•

GILLETTE —

DON CARLE

By

can pretty nearly always tell when
the movies are prospering, and when

According

by

the

size

of

the

to

reading of this barometer lately, happy days for the film industry
are either here or just around the bend.

never has

For
of

tity

and

there

been such a quanand half-million-dollar

million-dollar

three-quarter-million-dollar

Legal

films

Buffalo

reached

a

picture costing

much

a

quarter-million

is

as

quickie.

a

THERE

who

those

negative costs,
fast diminishing.

but

exhibitors

against

point

where

or even little under
apt to be referred to

—•—

are

Even

the

are

Hollywood's

decry

still

high

number

their

much

railing

expenditures

on

is

less

prod-

uct.

Time and

results

have

shown

that,

in

the aggregate, the films which entailed the
greatest outlay were likewise the biggest

money-getters.

Thus it was merely a case of putting
more money to work and keeping it in
circulation,

with

benefits

accruing

all

around.

The

architect who can
house for $1,998, then finds that
few persons care for that kind of house,
isn't half as smart or as useful to society
as the man who builds a $10,000 residence
build

super-efficient

a

that

is

in

big

demand.

recent

Sunday afternoon, in the
Art Museum, which is but a
throw from the Radio City Music

a

^^ Modern
stone's

Hall, some 10,000 or more persons shelled
out two bits a piece to spend a half hour
or so viewing an exhibition of art by the

Dutch

artist Van Gogh.
The exhibition had already been running
for some weeks, and many other big at-

tendances had been registered.
What does it prove?
Just an old familiar argument
ner

— that

the

in

local

Lehman and
& Ballantine

Root, Clark, Buckner
leave to appeal from
the awards of Judge Coxe for services in the Paramount reorganization.
Alfred A. Cook ami Arthur
A. Ballantine spoke briefly for their
firms in support of the motions

FIGURE THREE

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

nounced layoff of
next week, it is
liam Farnsworth,
which embraces

WEEKS

1,500;

FOR ST, LOUIS TRIAL

FARNSWORTH STAYING

Estimate is made that trial of
THE FILM DAILY the Government's injunction action
Despite the an- against Warners, Paramount and

Columbia Broadcasting System
begun negotiations with the
Warner music firms independently
has

of Ascap,

(Continued on

pictures,

Page

Strausburg to Build
New House in Queens

Pittsburgh

—Giveaways

in

this cor-

there is plenty of specialized
appreciation, for the movies as well as for
art, if it is gone after in the right way.

was stated yesterday

to

man, vice-president in charge of operations for CBS.
Lowman said
that tomorrow and Wednesday no
Warner music will be played on
CBS sustaining programs originating from New York.
The purpose
of this innovation
how the chain can

to determine
operate in the
event no agreement is reached with

Warners,

Lowman

is

said.

THIS KIND OF SPIRIT

WILL PUT FUND OVER!

4)

Starting Auto Giveaways
In Pittsburgh Theaters

(Continued on Page 4)

it

The Film Daily by Lawrenz Low-

RKO in connection with their alleged refusal to sell produ"t to the

1,500 by the NRA
learned that Wilhead of Section 5,

motion

Ascap Sought by
Radio Chain

"Ten

(Continued on Page 8)

NRA LAYS OFF

Warner Music Deal Sans

will

One enterprising

lad whose heart
in the Right Place has organized
himself into an Auxiliary Committee to help the regular committee
is

(Continued on Page 9)

bloom

big again here Friday when five
Harris Amusement Co. houses will
Bring
S. M. Strausburg, who has a cir- start giving away a free sedan each
cuit of independent houses in the week.
The drawing will be held at
For Additional 2-a-Days
metropolitan district, and William the Alvin. Warners will experiment
Yoost will build a new house in the with a free auto beginning ChristChicago "A Midsummer Night's
heart of the business zone of the mas Eve, and will extend the plan Dream", which closed a
three-week
(Continued on Page 8)
to other houses if it clicks.
readshowing at the

B&K

Back "Dream"

—

day,

is

Deadlock Over Tax Causing

—•—

^"NN

Interest

in

ules.

have

—

Best" poll being conducted by W. E. J.
Martin, "Courier-Express" critic, in conjunction with
FILM DAILY'S national
poll, is at fever height.
A full year's
supply of guest tickets to the best film
house in town will be awarded the
one whose list comes closes to the FILM
DAILY winners.
In addition there will
be $65 in cash prizes.
The "CourierExpress" promotion department is giving
the poll plenty of exploitation, and the
mail already received is more than
40
per cent ahead of last year.

the making and on the forthcoming sched-

Things

Up on "Ten"

Buffalo Keyed

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
yesterday granted Cook, Nathan &

N/OU

the outlook is favorable,
production budgets.

Two

of

Firms Will be Heard
Next Month

U. S.

Firms

Walter Reade Acquires
State Theater, Trenton

to

Quit Mexico

In view of their deadlocked situation with the Mexican Government

in negotiations designed to modify
Walter Reade has added another that country's excessive taxes, mahouse to his New Jersey circuit jor American distributors have
dewith the signing of a 20-year lease cided
to shut up shop completely in
on the State Street theater, TrenMexico and are giving their emton, at an aggregate rental of

$500,000.
House was leased direct from
O. D. Wilkinson. Reade plans to remodel and improve the theater.

ployees there the usual two-week notice.

These companies

suspended

(Continued on Page 8)

Apollo last Fribeing brought back by Bala(Continued on Page 9)

Thelma Todd Found Dead
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bur.,

—

Hollywood
Thelma Todd was found
dead yesterday in the garage of her seaside home under mysterious circumstances,
the coroner later stating she had probably died two days ago of a heart attack.
Miss Todd, a former school teacher,
broke into pictures through the Paramount acting school at the Long Island
studio about eight years ago after winning a beauty contest in New England,
and soon became a featured player. Five
years ago she signed with Hal Roach
and since has been co-starred with
win
Patsy Kelly in comedies, besides appear
>pearing

in

various features.

—

THE

c&m

DAILY
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Beaumont Pictures Opens
John D. Hertz Testifies
Before Sabath Committee
New England Exchange
John D. Hertz was questioned
yesterday at a closed hearing before the Sabath Congressional Committee investigating bond defaults
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
on contracts made by Paramount
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays while he was chairman of the comBroadway, New York, N.
Y.,
at
1650
pany's finance committee and will
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
continue testifying this morning, it
AHcoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer was said yesterday by Murray W.
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- Garsson, director of investigation
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
John E. Otterfor the committee.
class
matter,
Editor.
Entered
as second
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, son will be recalled this week for
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. further questioning concerning ParTerms (Postage free) United States outside amount and Harley L. Clarke will
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign be examined todav in connection
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscriber should remit with order. with the affairs of General Theaters
$15.00.
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"Curiosity Shop" Opens Saturday

"The Old Curiosity Shop," English

picture based on the Dickens'

World

Theater.

will

Beaumont name planned by Leichter,
who has returned west following a

today on
Mexico.

change with headquarters

in

Boston

West Coast Bureau of

week's stay in New York.
Stern will handle the Conway
Tearle, Margaret Morris and Black
King series being produced by
Leichter on the coast.
Guaranteed Pictures has bought
the foreign rights for the 1936-37
series of six Margaret Morris features planned by Leichter.

Joseph Bernhard Presides
At Warner Theater Confab
discussed

presided
and
and operating

policies

problems at a meeting of Warner
theater zone managers at the home
office yesterday.
Twelve managers
were present. After the session most
of them departed for their respec-

tive

homes

cities.

M. P. Salesmen

JSet Frolic

The Motion Picture Salesmen are
planning their 16th annual frolic on
New Year's Eve at the Hotel Plaza.
Herbert Steiner and his orchestra
will furnish music for dancing and
there will be other entertainment.
Ciggie Ad Models Signed by RKO
Anita Counihan and Harry Ueberroth, two young photographic models
whose faces are known all over the
world from their constant appearance in natural-color cigarette advertisements, have been signed for

by

RKO

Radio Pictures. They
RKO Radio studios

will report to the

for assignment.

Cantor has ac-

—

Barthelmess

in

New

Play

May Open With Buck Film
Richard Barthelmess, who
Tentative plans now call for the been appearing with success on

Best

wishes

FILM DAILY
lowing

on

from

to
their

^

THE

the fol
birthday

David Butler

Arthur Hoerl

George Barraud

the

Santa

LAURENCE
Beach

SCHWAB

the

for

Paula

from

has

a

vacation

gone

to

Miami

to

holidays.

SAUL JEFFEE and FRANK DEVLIN

of Movielab

yesterday for Washington.

left

HERBERT

T. SILVERBERG has postponed his
commuting trip from Buffalo to New

next
York

next Tuesday.

until

GEORGE

WEEKS

W.

owing to the

JACK

of

illness

associated with

OAKIE,

Erpi

gone

has

to
Detroit
Carl, who

his brother,
there.

who

has just completed his
"Collegiate",
leaves
the
this week for New York to appear in a
radio broadcast and to spend Christmas with his

role

in

Paramount's

coast

in New Jersey.
CARL BRISSON, Paramount

sister

Bernhard

Joseph

cepted the invitaton of Governor B.
New Pact for Marx Brothers
B. Moeur of Arizona to head a West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Christmas benefit at Phoenix on the
New contracts are
Hollywood
night of Dec. 23.
The affair, held announced by M-G-M with the Marx
annually for the benefit of 8,000 Brothers, whose "A Night at the
children in the state, was for the Opera" is now in release, and with
past few years presided over by Allan Jones, young tenor who had
the late Will Rogers. The selection an important part in the same picof Cantor to assume his place was ture.
the result of a state-wide poll.
Rialto

his

is

THE FILM DAILY soon

— Eddie

Pictures,

hereafter be known as Beaumont Pictures Exchange, Inc., of
HOWARD STRICKLING and
ORSATTI
Massachusetts. This is the first of accompanied LOUIS B. MAYER FRANK
on his trip east.
a group of exchanges bearing the
GEORGE GERSHWIN returns to New York

films

Cantor to Head Phoenix Benefit

Hollywood

17%— %

novel, opens Saturday at the

Up 12%

business is about 12 per cent better
than a year ago, said William Keyes
in
Only
New York yesterday.
neighborhood houses in the city are
playing duals, while the first runs
are steering clear of the policy, he
stated. Giveaways are virtually nil
in the locality, Keyes explained.

+1

17%

Dayton Biz

Va

88

17%

negative, duplicating picture negaduplicating sound track negative, regular positive prints, master
positive prints and special films used
bv various laboratories.

Dayton theaters are reporting that

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

methods of manipulating raw
sound track

stock, picture negative,

Va

87
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19
18% 18%
1033/4 1033,4 1033/4

6s55 92'/2

Va

92

183/4

A report by the committee on
laboratory practices will be submitted at a meeting of the Atlantic
Coast Section of the S. M. P. E.
tomorrow night at the Hotel Pennsylvania, following dinner at 6 p. m.
The report will refer to some prac-

MITCHELL LEICHTER.

president of Beaumont
left New York over the week-end on
return
to
Hollywood, with stopovers at
Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit. Chicago, St. Louis,
Kansas City, Omaha. Minneapolis, Seattle and
San Francisco.

Lab Practice Report

Vl

92
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Hear
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Paramount 1st pfd... 78V2
Paramount 2nd pfd.. 11%

M. P. E.

tical

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Am. Seat

S.

Under a deal closed last week by
Mitchell Leichter, head of Beaumont
Pictures,
Hollywood,
with
Louis
Stern, the latter's New England ex-

Coming and Going

has
the

York
this

for

a

brief

vacation,

star,

in

is

returning

west

New
late

week.

GRAD

SEARS, CHARLIE EINFELD, NORMAN
H. MORAY, and CARL LESERMAN left yesterday for Kansas City for the sectional convention of Southern and Western sales heads which
will be held at the Hotel Muehlbach there
tomorrow and Thursday. JACK L. WARNER left
Los Angeles last night and is expected to
address the convention on Thursday.
FELIX F. FEIST returns to New York today
from Philadelphia and Washington.

FRANK
yesterday

C.

WALKER

from

New

WILLIAM KEYES

is

went

Washington

to

York.
in

New

York from Dayton.

ABE BLUMSTEIN, WILLIAM SCHUET2ER
RICHARD GLEDHILL and MOE KURTZ, all of
the Fox organization in New York, have gone
Miami

to

H.

J.

for a vacation.

YATES

arrived

yesterday

from

Holly-

for

Holly-

wood.

MORT SINGER

leaves

tomorrow

wood.

W.
from

RAY JOHNSTON
the

is

expected

tomorrow

coast.

Symposium on Censorship
"Censored

Movies" will be discussed at 8:30 in Youth House, 159
West 49th St., at a symposium under the auspices of the New Film
Alliance, by Wilton Barrett of the
National Board of Review, Hal Hode
of

Columbia

Looram

Pictures, and Mary
of the Legion of Decency.

Hope Hampton Injured
Hope Hampton (Mrs. Jules
Brulatour), was slightly injured
an auto accident Sunday night
Forest Hills
York.

while

riding

back

E.
in

at
to

New

Jeane Cohen Leaves Columbia
opening of Arthur Mayer's new Ri- radio lately, will have the lead in
Jeane Cohen, for the past three
alto Theater at 42nd Street and Sev- the new Jack Curtis and Vinton
enth Ave. on Christmas Day and Freedley stage
production,
"The years story editor of Columbia, renegotiations are pending which may Postman
Always Rings Twice," signed last week. No successor has
bring the Frank Buck picture, "Fang which is due to open Jan. 7 on been appointed as yet.
and Claw," into the house as the Broadway.
opening attraction.
Phil Rubinoff Back on Job
Chaplin Film for Rivoli
Korda Signs Benianimo Gigli
Phil Rubinoff, brother and man"Modern Times," Charles Chaplin's
London Benjamin Gigli, former ager of Dave (Violin) Rubinoff, has
new picture released through United
Artists, is set for its Broadway premiere
Metropolitan Opera star, has been returned from the Mayo Brothers
13 or
the Rivoli either on Jan.
at
signed by Alexander Korda to star clinic in Minnesota, recovered from
United Artists control the
Jan.
25.
in a new London Films production. his illness, and will immediately behouse, which George Skouras operates.
Policy will be a grind at 99 cents top.
Joan Gardner will be seen in the gin booking single day and splitleading feminine role.
week stands for his brother.

—
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MAH BRITCHES
COLUMBIA PICTURE
PATCH

The newest Color Rhapsody!

From the famous comic

strip

In

by Billy DeBeck

3-color Technicolor!

— Produced

by Charles Mintz

THE
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FIGURE THREE

NRA LAYS OFF

WEEKS

FARNSWORTH STAYING

FOR ST. LOUIS TRIAL

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

Ambassador,

Grand

Central

will not be

and

Missouri theaters in St. Louis, will
occupy about three weeks, say defense attorneys in New York. Unlike the previous case, which ran for
seven weeks, the equity action will
be tried before a Federal Court
judge and not before a jury.
Defense lawyers expect that the
Government will not agree to trying the case on the basis of t>>e records of the criminal action. Consequently it is anticipated that it will
be necessary to subpoena virtually
all the witnesses called in the earlThe equity suit is
ier hearing.
scheduled for trial Jan. 6 at St.
Louis.

20th-Fox Backing Stage Play
Twentieth Century-Fox is in partnership with Gilbert Miller in the
production of the stage play, "Libel,
with each holding a 50 per cent inPrevious reports had it that
terest.
Warners held an interest in the

show.

French Film Sets Record
"Crime at Chatiment" sets a new
run record at the Cinema de Paris
by going into its sixth week today.

New Incorporations

NRA

WE HAD

•

•

now

—

new set-up he

is

.

•

•

•

WE STARTED

Joe Byron Totten. Inc., Manhattan. Theatrical
and motion pictures. 100 shares no par value.

Lionel
M.
Cantwell,
Louis
L.
Shareholders:
Mantell and Margaret Amiral, New York City.
Inc..
America,
Central
ot
Films
Republic
Stock$1,000.
Motion pictures.
Manhattan.
holders: M. Waller, S. Cantor and K. Krall,
New York City.
_l
Cinemas Francaise, Inc., New York. Theatrical
50 shares no par value. Shareholders:
business.
Israel
Andre Dumonceau, Robert Hurel and
.

Kaplan, New York City.
„„»«««
Stone Film Library, Inc., Manhattan. $20,000.
Stockholders: Dorothy T. Stone, Albert S. Oshrin
and Harry H. Oshrin, New York City.
Drama Council, Inc., New York. Theatricals
and motion pictures. 200 shares no par value.
Ernest
W. Mandeville, Gustav
Shareholders:
Blum and Catherine Leiby, New York City.
Theater
Babylon Theater Corp., New York.
business. $2,000. Stockholders: Helen V. Schwitter, Vivian R. Lambert and Elsie V. Maly. Bay
Shore,

Y.

N.

Corp., Yonkers. N. Y. Theatrical
business. 200 shares no par value. Shareholders:
E.
Evelyn Austin, Herman Sussman and Grace
Kidney, PleasantviHe, N. Y.
Kings
County.
Mangood Operating Corp.,
Theatrical business. 200 shares no par value.

Arem Theater

Shareholders: Victor R. Kaufmann, Abraham W.
Sereysky, New York City.
Buffalo,
N.
Y.
Theater
Corp.,
Broadrose
Theatrical business. 100 shares no par value.
Shareholders: Jacob Rosing, George Rosing and
Herbert H. Hoffman, Buffalo, N. Y.
Aimer Theaters, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. Theatrical
business. $20,000. Stockholders: Allen S. Lustig,
Merwm Lustig and Margaret A. Doyle, BufJ.
falo.

N.

Y.

Rialto Theater Corp., Bay Shore,
Theatrical business. $2,000. Stockholders:
Drake, Arthur A. Barrett and Elisha
T. Barrett, Bay Shore, N. Y.
The following Delaware corporations have
been legalized to do business in New York
State:
Pictures,
International
Inc.,
Selznick
230
Park Ave., New York.
1270 Sixth
First International Pictures, Inc.,
Ave., New York.
Lincoln Distributing Corp., 247 Park Ave.

Brookhaven

N.

Y.

Moses W.

.

Oscar Morgan Reports
Improvement in South

-

spilling

—

New Orleans A steady pickup in
theater business through the south
was reported by Oscar Morgan, Paramount southern division manager,
on his arrival here for a sales meeting of the Memphis and New Orleans offices.
He said Florida in
particular looks like it will have its
best year.
Attending the meeting
were: William Bugie, Scott Lete,

him

questions at

Grover Wray, Joe Young and Tom
Watson of Memphis; Harold Wilkes,
Ed E. Chinn, Carl Chalmers, Clyde
Goodson and Henry Brunies of New

and soon found that he had better questions with the Right Answers all set for us
so we just sat back and listened
Mister Lasky asked questions of himself and answered
'em
we'll
most educationally and interestingly
try to convey to you the gist of one of the most informative
interviews any film exec has ever handed "us

•

•

•

Orleans.

T

T
"WHY DO we

4

slavishly follow Rules in show business?
and the answer:
that was his starter
"Show business can have no Rules, for it is ever-changing,
always confronting new fields of entertainment 'that require
new methods of treatment."
and he cited a dozen concrete examples to prove it
.

•

•

.

.

•

T
THERE WAS

T

T

the time long ago;.when he brought
a new personality t
but
.

.

•

•

AND SO

produced as the

Wagon" was
"just another
the way out"

first

T

T

T

on down the line
epic airplane story

"Wings" was
"The Covered

derided by the stand-patters before its release as
Western"
"and besides, Westerns are on
they are still on the way out with every
.

.

—

major company scrambling to make 'em
and Mister
Lasky is big enough to appreciate the work of competing producers
"Look at this Warner feature, 'Pasteur,' that I
just saw on the Coast. It will start a new cycle. But like all
cycles, this pioneer will gross more than any that follow.
It's
"And Zanuck's 'Show Them No Mercy.' It
superb!"
hits the G-Men theme with an entirely new technique. Grand!"

T

T

•

•

•

THUS WITH

ductions, the

idea

this

of Getting

new

T
set-up, Pickford-Lasky Prothe Rules is quite

Away from

evident
"One Rainy Afternoon" with Harry D'Arrast
directing Francis Lederer
a down-to-earth story with
general appeal
and ALL the Pickford-Lasky productions
will have that
such as the production for Nino Martini
to follow
"The right formula for the opera star in pictures has yet to be evolved.
We hope to blaze the trail in
this one."

Warner January

Releases

Revised release schedule of Warner-First National includes: "Dangerous", Jan. 4; "Murder of Dr.
"Freshman
Harrigan", Jan.
11;
Love", Jan. 18, and "Ceiling Zero",
Jan. 25.

.

Maurice Chevalier
"Mygawd!" gasped tne"Rule Boys, "Ya
an Accent
can't put over a French Accent on the Public."
.1
what
Paramount did with Chevalier is history
Written irt Beautiful Figures on the black side of the ledger

•

be re-

firm.

going as strong as ever
with
a background of experience uninterrupted since 1914 he is still
many of the Pioneers who
a youngster in Enthusiasm
started this film biz with him have been long since knocked off
but Jesse L.
by Death, Taxes, Politics or Incompetence
Lasky is still Up Front
for he is that rara avis
a Born Showman who got into the right business at the start,
and who has the faculty not only of adjusting himself to everchanging conditions, but is possessed of the initiative, ideas and
far-sightedness to Keep Ahead of the Parade
a Pioneer
of the future progress of Pictures as well as of its historical
past
and that's one helluva rare combination in any individual you care to mention
in his

over

:

T

T

T

staff will

of the film section
will be continued, says Farnsworth,
who denied rumors that he had been
offered a position by a major movie

a grand talk with an Idea Man on the
ever since the film biz
fascinating subject of IDEAS
and
started this gent has been spilling Ideas profusely

•

1)

among them. Less than

1,000 of the
tained.
Work

WITH

NEW YORK
I

1,500;

r>

60c a Share Seen for 20th-Fox
Net profit of 20th Century-Fox
for the current year is estimated
by Wall Street sources as equal to
about 60 cents a share on the common stock and $2.05 on the preferred stock. In the first nine months
the company showed 38 cents a
share on the common and $1.36 on
the preferred.

DATE BOOK
Christmas
Annual
Third
A.M. P. A.
Luncheon for the benefit of the Film Daily

Dec. 19:

Fund,

Relief

Hotel

Paramount

Dec. 20:

New

Astor,

Astor,

Pep

Club

New

York.

dance.

Hotel

York.

Annual New Year's Eve Frolic of
31
Motion Picture Salesmen, Hotel Plaza, New

Dec.

:

York.
Jan.

6: Hearing on Equity proceedings in suit
against Warners, Paramount and RKO, Federal Court, St. Louis.

.

•

•

•

T
THE PUBLIC

T

T

FOUR

.

.

11:

Jan.

avid for Intimate Details of things
and people they are interested in but know little about
such as the training school in "White Parade"
Mister
Lasky was looking out of his window at the Waldorf as he said
that
"We three (Herb Berg was the third) could stand
here and observe the street below for several hours, and with
words handed back and forth build
fine story ideas that
would be box-office."
he hinted at a New Plan for advertising and exploiting pix that has never been used
but
wasn't sap enough to tip his mit
you'll get it on PickfordLasky features
he told at length of his system for picking New Talent overlooked in stage shows
a kolyum
in itself.
hell, he's an Idea Institution in himself

annual

is

Jan.

Independent Theater Owners' Ass'n
ball. Hotel Astor. New York.

Philadelphia Variety Club's first an12:
nual dinner and installation, Hotel B'ellevueStratford,
Philadelphia.

Annual convention of M. P. T. O.
North and South Carolina (place to be

12-13:

Jan.

of

set).
Jan.

.

April

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
Broadway
the
sponsored
by
Hershfield,
Cheese Club, Hotel Astor, New York.

20-21
Allied,

April 27-30:

Annual convention
Minneapolis.

:

S.

M.

P.

E.

Northwest

of

spring

convention.

Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

o

photograph

of

human misery...

painting of vivid words will ever

stir

no

you. ..if

you cannot look into your own heart and
discover some small corner reserved for

those

who

are less fortunate than you.

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
Advertisement contributed by

^Utmled ±frtrlists (corporation

ft

oving, thrill-soaked features of FIRST CLASS
that may be played in any position

IIBRE
londay to
i

Sunday — on any program

an en-

legions of BILL BOYD fans offer

siastic,

1

ready-made patronage

for this

sterling series, built around their favorite star.
vibrant, virile personality, BOYD has won
tremendous popularity through two-fisted,

A

he-man

roles in a succession of fine features. This series gives you the BEST of BOYD!

BOYD DYNAMIC DRAMAS provide unique
film entertainment because they hold a
miversal appeal to EVERY type of patron.
'o the exhibitor BOYD guarantees PROFIT
PROGRAMS... the margin of safety that means
money in your till and patrons in your
The weekly "take" will prove that
seats
it's wise to GET OUT OF THE RED WITH BOYD!
BILL

I
I

«

-

FEDERAL AGENT
A federal operator murdered while seeking the
formula for the most deadly explosive known
...His pal out-smarts a desperate band of crooks,
rounds up the criminals with the aid of a girl who
braves danger to avenge her brother's death

.

.

.

Variety in story backgrounds, outstanding
marquee names in casts, lavish productions,
plus the colorful figure of BILL BOYD -these
are the highlights of this showman's series.

1

.

with

*

*

BILL

BOYD

*

*

CHARLES A. BROWNE IRENE WARE
LENITA LANE
GEORGE COOPER
•

-

'

-*'
'

\,

V/T-lr

•

Story

and

continuity

by Barry Barringer

BURNING GOLD 1
!

A PACKET OF DYNAMITE

stealthily set to wreck
loosens
a black ocean of oil.
hopes
him and his
Swept off his feet by a flowing fortune, even his
hatred for the man who sought to ruin him fades—
until a raging fire brings him to grips with reality!

J
I

|
I

I

with

BOYD

* BILL
* * I
I
INGRAHAM
JUDITH ALLEN LLOYD
GORDON DE MAIN RICHARD CURTIS 1

*

•

Suggested by Stuart Anthony's "First Million"
Continuity and dialogue by Earle Snell

9

r

v

K
>

SPECIAL
'BOX OFFICE
TTRACTIONS,
• •
RACING LUCK
,-.

.

.;

I

I

BURNING GOLD J
FEDERAL AGENT
GO GET

IT

HAINES

GO GET IT HAINES
STEVE HAINES knew news and how to

get

-but an unexpected assignment to unravel
a mysterious murder on board a palatial
liner put him to a severe test. Hair-raising
drama in a gripping story!
it

with

BOYD

BILL

* *
SHEILA TERRY ELEANOR HUNT
LEROY MASON LLOYD INGRAHAM
*

*

•

•

Story, dialogue

and

continuity

by

GEORGE SAYRE

i

RACING
LUCK
POUND
HOOFS

OF HORSES'
was in his
square dealing in his heart. Cheated
by a crooked rival, he fought for vindication
in a heart -warming drama of the turf with
blood

. . .

Lady Luck up

1

.

with

BOYD

* * BILL
*
*
BARBARA WORTH -ERNEST HILLIARD

ESTHER MUIR

•

GEORGE ERNEST

Story and continuity byGeorge Sayre and Jack O'Donnell

DISTRIBUTED

THROUGH
REPUBLIC
EXCHANGES

THE

-<^2

DAILV

FIRMS TO QUIT

U. S.

A

(Continued from Page

but re-

A

report on the situation in Mexbe submitted to majors at
a meeting of foreign department
representatives today at the Havs
It will be bought by A. L.
office.
Pratchett. Paramount manager in
Mexico City, who arrived in New
York yesterday. He has been an important factor in the negotiations.
ico will

Strausburg to Build
New House in Queens
(Continued from Page

Cord-Meyer development

1)

in

North

Woodside, Queens, near the new TriBoro Bridge and the World's Fair

Company formed

to build the
the 31st Avenue Theater
Corp. A. Stanley Miller-E. M. Murray were the brokers in the deal.
site.

house

is

Will Represent

Academy

On Standards Committee
West Coast Bureau

—

of

ON GUT

By RALPH WILZ

HOLLYWOOD

1)

30,

COURTPERMITSAPPEAL

LITTLE from "LOTS"

MEXICO ENTIRELY
film deliveries on Sept.
tained their staffs.
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Nathan Levinson,
Hollywood
chairman of the Technicians Branch
of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences, has appointed
the following to represent the Academy on the Sectional Committee for
Motion Pictures of the American
Standards Association:
Porter H. Evans of the Warner

they made a few years ago. Howard
Higgin, who wrote the first story, is
by C. C. Burr to play the lead also writing the sequel.
v
t
T
in "I'll Name the Murderer."
ProNatalie Cantor, daughter of the
duction is scheduled to start this
13

ALPH FORBES

has been signed

week, with Ray K. Johnson direct- famous comedian, has been made L.
Schlaifer
ing.
Burr has just completed J. Schlaifer's secretary.
"Suicide Squad," featuring Norman is sales manager for the B. F. Zeidman Prods.
Foster.
T
T
T
Our Passing Show: Nat Levine,
Eugene Forde's next directorial
Fier, Bob Welsh, Aubrey ScotJack
effort for 20th Century-Fox, "The
Country Beyond," will start about to, Mae Clarke, Erman Pessis, Gus
Barth, Joan Woodbury, Gene Mann,
Jan. 3.
Buck, the dog, will be featured in this production, which is Wallace MacDonald at the preview
from the story by James Oliver Cur- of "Hitch Hike Lady".
T
T
T
wood.
Production has begun at M-G-M
T
T
on "The Garden Murder Case", with
Doubleday-Doran, publishing com- Edwin L.
Mar.in directing. Edmund
pany, has purchased the novel, "In
Lowe
appears as Philo Vance, and
Praise of Lyn," just completed by
the cast includes Virginia Bruce,
Nancy Pope, young Hollywood writer Gene Lockhart,
H.
B.
Warner,
and former newspaperwoman. This
Frieda Inescourt, Nat Pendleton,
is
Miss Pope's second book.
Her Benita Hume and Henry B. Walfirst, to be published by Doubledaythall.
Bertram Millhauser adapted
Doran on Jan. 17, is "We Three."
the
t

S.

r

t
start

William Berke will
production tomorrow on the next Jack Perrin starring picture, "Hair Trigger
Casey," from an original story by
Monroe Talbot. Berke has scheduled for January production the
next Fred Kohler, Jr., starring feature, "Pecos Kid," which is being
adapted to the screen by C. E. Robert from his original story.

S.

VanDine

novel.

T

Eleanor

Whitney, dancing star
in Paramount's "Millions in the Air", will be a guest
star on Bing Crosby's radio program

who appears
Jan.

Popeye in Person at Roxy
Popeye the Sailor, in person, novact, will be presented for the
time on Broadway as the headline feature of the new stage showstarting Friday at the Roxy theater.
"Summertime," newest in the se-

elty

first

of Celebrity's ComiColor cartoons, will be shown on the same
bill, with Republic's "$1,000 a Minute" the feature film.
ries

"Ghost Goes West" Premiere
London—"The Ghost Goes West,"
starring Robert Donat and representing Rene Clair's first film production in English, is to have its
world
premiere
at
the
London
Pavilion this evening
It will be a
Royal
Performance
with
Queen
Mary, the Prince of Wales and the

Duke and Duchess

of

Kent present.

Dave Miller and his band leave
the Chateau County Club to become
house band at the Alhambra when
it reopens.
United Artists filed suit in Circuit
Court at Madison this week against
Winnebago Theater Corp., Fond du
Lac,
claiming
damages totaling
$1,695, alleging failure to accept
contracted films.
Owen McKivett, manager of Warners' Venetian theater, Racine, has
been elected president of the newly
organized Bald Headed Men's Club
in that city.
More than 300 from
every walk of life are members, including Ben Cohn of the Warner
offices in Chicago.

awarded
Buckner

for
services
and was
$115,000.
Root,
Clark,
& Ballantine asked $700,-

000

final

$250,000

in

allowance

and

was

awarded $200,000.

Lincoln Suits
Lincoln, Neb.

Amended

— Amended

petitions

two Federal Court suits here
by plaintiffs Independent Theaters
and State Theaters asking a total of
$1,797,000 damages were filed last
week. The Indie suit is for $1,353,000 and the State damage action
in the

both being filed in
and early summer. Defendants
are
various
exchanges,
Lincoln Theaters, J. H. Cooper and
R. H. Livingston. Claim by the plainasks

$444,000,

late spring

is that their operation of the
Rialto, Liberty, Orpheum and State
here was brought to ruin by conspiracy of the defendants. Cal Bard
drew up the suits for the defendants.

tiffs

T

Cleveland Clips

Hugh Herbert and Joseph Caw-

—

Christmas Day.

1)

thorn

New

Milwaukee Police have been investigating actions of vandals on a
report of L. K. Brin, manager of
the closed Alhambra, that electric
wires had been cut in the building.
The house is slated for reopening

(Continued from Page

which were granted from the bench.
There was no opposition. The appeals will be heard next month.
Cook, Nathan & Lehman asked

2.

have been engaged for the
first
Pickford-Lasky
production,
"One Rainy Afternoon." They join
T
T
Edward Everett Horton in the cast
Onslow Stevens, who played an that will support Francis Lederer
important role in "The Three Mus- and Ida Lupino who are starred.
studio in Brooklyn, who will serve keteers," has been assigned a prinThe start of production on "One
as eastern representative of the cipal part in "F-Man", which EdRainy Afternoon" has been set back
Academy on standardization mat- ward F. Cline is directing at Para- to Dec.
30.
of
chairman
Nickolaus,
ters; J. M.
mount.
"The Three Musketeers",
T
the Research Council Standards Sub- made by RKO, was directed by RowSamuel Goldwyn has begun castcommittee, and Gordon S. Mitchell, land V. Lee.
ing for his production of Edna Fermanager of the Academy Research
T
T
ber's "Come and Get It" bv signing
Council.
Halperin Bros, are preparing "The Virginia Bruce. The film will go beDr. Alfred N. Goldsmith is chair- Revolt of the Zombies",
which will fore the cameras shortly for release
man of the Sectional Committee, be a sequel to "White Zombie" that
through United Artists.
which is charged with the responsibility for coordinating all motion
picture industry standards and inWisconsin Wisps
Orleans Notes
all
from
representation
cludes
branches of the industry.

FEES

IN PARA.

New
United

was a
is

Orleans

— Charles

Artists
visitor

district
here last

Stern,

new

manager,
week and

scheduled to return.

"The Emperor Jones" playing a
return date at the St. Charles again
broke records for that house, getting
more play than any film in the past
few weeks.
Class A houses here may hike admissions slightly by making night
prices
ends.

effective

earlier

on

week-

Swinging into its third week at
the Liberty theater in this city,
"Here's to Romance" is Droving a
record breaker for that house and
a puzzler for the trade.
While another operatic film, of equal caliber
and playing a class A house, had
barely made the grade, the Nino
Martini feature is breaking records
for the Liberty and bringing back
people to see it again.

—

Cleveland Herbert Ochs, Warner
exchange manager in Atlanta, with
his wife and five children, will spend
Christmas here with his mother and
brothers.
of

Paul Raful has changed the name
the Astor theater, Youngstown,

to the Ohio,

Herman Smith has opened

his re-

Ridge theater.
J. M. Anderson, from Indianapolis, replaces Kenneth Reid as manager of the Dennison Square thebuilt

ater.

Honor Para. Reel Men Tonight
Boston Film and newspapermen
will gather tonight at the Copley
Plaza for a dinner in honor of A.
L.
Richard, head of Paramount
Newsreel,
and "Jake" Coolidge,
Paramount Newsreel representative
A special proin New England.

—

gram

of vaudeville acts, radio ar-

and motion pictures has been
arranged for the occasion.
tists

Erroll Flynn in Air Interview

Flynn, star of Warner's
"Captain Blood," opening at the New
York Strand on Christmas morning,
will
be interviewed over
Friday evening.
Flynn arrived in
New York yesterday accompanied by
his wife, Lili Damita.
Errol

WMCA

Consolidated Directors Meet
Board of directors of Consolidated
Film Industries held their regular
monthly meeting yesterday.
Only
routine business

was

stated.

was

transacted,

it

—
THE

-22a
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THIS KIND OF SPIRIT
Hollywood

production
its

{Continued from Page 1)

splendid

ual's

co-operation.

We

why

he went to all this
effort after he had already

asked him
extra

He said:
his own donation.
"In the past few weeks I have met
three men who told me that the
made

Relief

Fund had come

when

all

to their aid

other avenues seemed
And so I figured that any
closed.
movement that could do that for
our own boys, certainly deserved a
part."
little extra effort on my
That's just another evidence of
how this Relief Drive is sinking in
of Regto the consciousness of a lot
And the Honor Roll
ular Fellows.
It's eight more days
is growing.
Are you going to
Christmas.
to
the LAST day to send us

wait

—

"It

Lou Blumenthal
William Orr

P.

Cohen

Jerome J.
""
Edna Sussman
Mrs. cand
Miss Addie Dannenberg
Leo Klebanow
Ray Johnston
City Photo Engraving

m

Corp.

Ben Amsterdam
William German
William Massce
Richard Brady
Streimer
H. D. Behr
E. B. Hatrick
Stuart
Jack Alicoate

MacLeod
Charles C. Moskowlt*
S.

Don Mersereau
Maurice Kann

J.

Al Lichtman
H. M. Masters
Wm. Barnett

Felix F. Feist

Arthur
Stella

Tom

Israel,

M. Orowitz
Eugene J. Zukor

E.

H. D. Buckley
Louis K. Sidney

Jr.

Hamlin
Hamlin

Thomas J. Connors
Sam E. Morris

Harry Weltz
Herbert Berg
Winfield Andrus
Louis Nizer

D.

F.

Anonymous

J.

Sardi's Restaurant
Don Gillette
Renee Carroll

Jay

L.

Co.

E.

A.

Ed
B.

G L. Sears
Dewey D. Bloom

Finney
K Blake

Lester Pollock
Eugene Picker
Benjamin H. Serkowich
Jos. A. McConville

Jules Levy

David Bernstein

H.

i

Glick

Hap Hadley
Charles

J.

Sonin

Budd Rogers

W.

F.

J.

Dash

Paul Benjamin
Benjamin H. Serkowich
Walter Reade

Rodgers
Ben Shlyen
Joseph Bernat

Miles

J.

Sam Shain

Toby Gruen

W.

Wang

Arthur A. Lee
Mrs. Joseph R.
Bertram Mayers
Jack Glucksman

A.

David Barrist
Joseph R. Vogel
David A. Levy

N.

Schiller

Arthur Loew
Willie

Cummings

Irving Chidnoff
H. Brower

Depinet

E.

McCartney

P.
F.

Jr.

Lester Ketner
A. C. Snyder
James P. Clark

Amusement Supply Co

Edward Curtis

Ned

A.

Sam Dembow,

Schlaifer

J.

W.

— Col.

Roy

Churchill,

RKO,

spent the week in
the southern part of the state.
Conly Theater at Frankfort has
been taken over by the Gregory Circuit of Chicago.
Carl Shalitz, district manager of
Columbia, and Marty Solomon, manager of the local exchange, spent
the week in southern Indiana and
Kentucky on business.
Dudley Williston, operator of the
Walker Theater, spent the week at
his Lyric Theater, Louisville.
Mrs. Helen Keeler, acting manager of Associated Theater Owners
)f Indiana, will vacation in Florida
>ver the holidays.
of

New

The

Flora, Flora, Ind., will

open on Christmas Day with "MilIn

lions

The Air."

a

Leopold Friedman
S. S. Braunberg
William A. Downs

Herbert Ebenstein
Saul E. Rogers
W. R. Ferguson

Quigley Publishing
Morris H. Kinzler
N. D. Golden
Charles A. Rossi
"Chick" Lewis
Marcus A. Benn
Morris Goodman
J. A. Tanney
Cresson E. Smith
C. C. Pettijohn

Indianapolis

manager

tive

Fred Quimby

Emanuel
Ben Y. Cammack

George Gerhardt
Chas. A. Leonard
Edward McNamee

Indianapolis Items

hoboes. from the northwest where he
Su- Joe Merrick, Seattle, and George
Jackson, Portland, managers of the
lull offices the Far West opened in that
trade
Paul
a month ago.
ushered in a week of revivals into territory only
Smith, formerly with United Artists,
the Cinema, Bill Davis' Liberty
has joined the S. F. Sales force of
theater and Joe StoweM's Pitt.
the Far West Exchange.
Bob Lippert, manager of the UpAgency
Quits
Mike Connelly
town theater, Oakland, is recovering
Mike Connelly has resigned from from slight injuries received in an
the Jenie Jacobs-Paule Cook Asso- auto mishap.
ciates, agency, after being associated
Louis Hyman, in charge of diswith the firm for the past four tribution of Chesterfield Invincible
He completes his duties on films, spent last week in San Franyears.
Jan. 1.
cisco conferring with Mel Hulling,

king

George Orth
Arthur W. Kelly
Lee Leventhai

Clark
Seadler
Kessler

lohn
Silas

peat.

"Ninth

Davis,

of

Far West Exchange manager.

Emanuel Silverstone
M. Van Praag

Man Freedman

ner production will again play twoa-day at advanced prices on its re-

the

Leonardo,

George Arliss is the
preme Knight."
pre-Christmas
The

Sophie K. Smith
Albert Warner
Rube Jackter

Max

1)

Oscar Kueschner, Warner exchange manager, was in New York
on business last week.
Mrs. E. L. Outland is remodeling
the front of her Royal Theater in

Jeff

Grainger

R.

J.

Reisman

Phil

W. Solomon

Jack H. Skirball
Harvey B. Day
Harry L. Gold
A. Schneider
Gabriel Hess

Walter Futter
David Palfreyman
John C. Flinn

Moe

{Continued from Page

ban & Katz for an additional two
weeks starting Monday. The War-

Newcastle.

Abe Kaufman, manager of Big
Feature Rights, spent the week in
Hobo" at the Alvin, cisco.
Sam Berkowitz, president of the eastern Indiana on business.
Mayor McNair was made "Tenth
returned
Laddie Hancock, Fox representaSupreme Knight of the Road" by Far West Exchange, has
visited
take

—

Benjamin

'DREAM' FOR 2-A-DAYS

In
of "Mister

Eddie Edelson
Leon. Bamberger
t
?aul Lazarus
Eve Unsell

—

BACK

former assistant in Salinas.
Joe Enos, former manager of
manager at the Sheridan Square, is
now Harry Thomas' assistant at the California, is now managing the
succeeding Davies theater here.
Schenley,
Warners'
R. Degener has left the El Rey,
"King" Cupples, who was killed in
Salinas, and taken up managerial
an auto accident.
conjunction with the showing duties at the State, South San FranL.

Has Room For You!"

A.
Harold Hendee

M.

—

San Francisco
Sid Blumenthal,
distributor for Liberty Films, reports west coast exhibitors are showing a renewed interest in westerns.

a circuit of his own, acquired the
Matt Abbott, Universal salesman,
Belden theater in Elizabethtown
will visit Portland during a two-week
and the Pender in Burgaw.
Wilmer & Vincent's Embassy vacation at Christmas time.
Charles Harford is the new owner
theater in Johnstown, former presentation policy house, switched to of the Port of Chicago, Cal., theater.
Stewart Theaters, Inc., Chicago
double bills.
Charlie Rich, Bert Stearn and Jim interests, are said to have taken
Maloney, local heads of the Warner, over the National theater, Stockton.
M-G-M ex- It will have a second-run policy.
United Artists and
Henry Haber, formerly of the
changes, respectively, testified in
the Sam Friedman anti-trust case Mission theater, has opened the Colnow in progress in the U. S. District fax theater in Colfax.
Aran Soskin, public accountant,
Court here.
Art Farrar, local band leader, left has been employed by the Harvey
Theaters, Inc.
for New York to make screen tests
Wally Feehan, formerly manager
for Columbia.
Ed Lowry and Fifi D'Orsay will of the Uptown, Berkeley and the Riappear with Stepin Fetchit in the alto, Oakland, will open the Majestic
on Third St., San Francisco, after
Stanley stage show next Friday.
Harry Kalmine, Warner zone the first of the year.
R. Wing of the Napa theater is
manager, off to New York to attend
now managing the Crystal theater
home office conferences.

THE HONOR ROLL
A.

San Francisco Squibs

Pittsburgh
Roy Rowe, former
Warner manager in this district who
moved to North Carolina to build

check?

& K, BRING

expanded 1936 schedule.

Pittsburgh Patter

till

YOUR

—

Purchase of new equipment and the construction of additional units for
needs will be undertaken immediately by Paramount in order to speed up
The property building will be enlarged by 15,000 square
feet, entailing an additional floor to the building, while the machine shop space and
sound scoring stage will be doubled

WILL PUT FUND OVER!
handling the Film Daily Relief Fund.
He has prepared a swell letter
which he is sending to his pals
and being an important guy, he
knows the biggest in the biz. When
you get through reading his letter,
and you can still refrain from kicking
in to the Fund, then you must have
a Heart of Stone. What we mean—
this chap can WRITE.
The Relief Fund is bound to be
helped materially by this individ-

B.

Paramount Adding Studio Facilities
West Coast Bureau if THE FILM DAILY

i

A. Scully

Al Christie
Arnold Rittenberg
Arthur Eddy
Herbert T. Silverberg
Harry C. Arthur

Lesser
Kenneth A. O'Brien
Irving

Des Moines News

Samuel Cohen
A. Fishman
Victor J. Morris
Charles M. Mersereau

Norman
Phil
E.

John
L.

C.

Nicholson

Scheib

C. Grainger
L.

directory.

Franconi

D. Netter

A-Mike Vogel
Marvin H. Schenck
Cosmo-Sileo Co.
K. K. Hansen
Gaumont-British pietures Corp.

Mark Ostrer
Michael Balcon
Pete Harrison

Hugo Mayer
Will H. Hays
E.
H. Goldstein

Ralph Cokain
Sack Amusement
terprises

Frank C. Walker
Joseph R. Fliesler

—

Virginia Molseed,
film board,
flew to Des Moines Dec. 12 to check
the mailing list for the Iowa theater

Des Moines

secretary of the

Omaha

southern Indiana, will

in Florida.

Cincinnati Chatter

—

Variety Club will
Cincinnati
stage a New Year Eve dinner and
dance at the Netherland Plaza.
Ralph Kinsler is ballyhooing the
event.
Levitt Bugie,

ported

Fox salesman,

becoming

a

is re-

benedict

this

week.

W. R. Shafer has opened the Shirley Ann at Ravenna.
E. M. Booth will be host to the

M-G-M

personnel at the Christmas
party in the Kemper Lane Hotel to
celebrate the division's attaining
fourth place in the sales drive.
Max Stahl and his bride, the former Estelle Goldberg, have departed for a Florida honeymoon.
Fred Gross is rebuilding the Majestic, Cooksville.

Ed Burkhardt and family will
Weekly Saturday night late shows
have been started by the Orpheum, -pend the holidays in Florida.
'Thanks a Million" is playing a
the last show beginning at 10:30.
The plan was inaugurated by the return engagement at the RKO
new manager, Emil Franke. Flesh Grand.
Recent visitors: Bill Pancake, Bob
shows are to be given periodically
through the winter. The first is to Harmon, Phil Chakeres.
be a Major Bowes show scheduled
Study Guide on "Scrooge"
for Jan. 10.

A
En-

in

two-week vacation

photoplay

study

guide

for

Harry Harris Acquires House
school use has been issued by EducaHarry Harris is taking over the tional & Recreational Guides, NewHouse was ark, on "Scrooge," British producJackson in the Bronx.
tion being released by Paramount.
formerly the Louis.

THE

REVIEWS OF THE NEW FILMS

«

George O'Brien

in

"WHISPERING SMITH SPEAKS"
with

Irene

Ware and

Thomson

Kenneth

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
65 mins.

20th Century-Fox

RAILROAD ACTION STORY WITH
COMEDY PROVES GOOD ENTERTAINMENT FOR REGULAR PROGRAMS.
George O'Brien is in an inamusing railroad story.
It
has a lot of action and played on the comedy drama lines, should prove good entertainment on regular programs.
George
O'Brien's name should mean something to
time

This

and

teresting

goes for this type of picenjoy his work, which
There is
is
playful mood.
plenty of railroad footage and some nice
The story has suspense
outdoor scenery.
attention
throughout.
one's
and
holds
David Howard's direction moves quickly,
maintaining that light vein at all times.
He also gets some nice performances from
Irene Ware looks fine and
the players.
does a good job of the girl in the case.
Spencer Charters is on now and then, and
when he is he grabs the spotlight. When
O'Brien gets fed up as a Vice-president or
Transconfather's
his
chair-warmer on
the

trade

will

railroad,

and

ups

he

gets

himself

job as track-walker on a jerk-water railroad, whose general manager is Irene Ware.
The Transcontinental is trying to buy the

Warren
They

and

Treacher, Jimmy Ellison, Warren
Dell
Henderson,
Mercer,
Beryl
Lionel Belmcre, Harold Waldridge, Christian
Rub, George Hayes, J. FarreU Macdonald,
Clay Clement, Otis Harlan, Charles C. Wil-

Douglas Walton.

son,

Director,

MacDonald;

Cameramen,

Lester Ccle;
Jack Marta.

latter

he must buy from his son, and not
wins the girl but gets her a good
on her property.

learns

Screenplay, Dan Jarrett,

58 mins

WORK

BY DOG, THIS ONE
HAS PLENTY SUSPENSE AND THRILLS
FOR KIDS AND ACTION FANS.
FINE

With Rin-Tin-Tin,
finest

Jr.,

doing some of the

dog work yet seen,

this picture should

bang

entertainment

up

man, Frank B

Gccd;

H.

Editor,

Robert Cran-

dall.

Direction,

Excellent.

high and

very
dates.

cheer

Photography, Good

"HITCH HIKE LADY"
Treacher,

Jimmy

Ellison

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
75

Republic

mins.

HUMAN STORY WITH PLENTY OF
LAUGHS WILL APPEAL TO ALL CLASSES
OF AUDIENCES.
This has plenty of laughs and will please
types of audiences. It has a human story
and Director Aubrey Scotto handled the

all

Unknown to his
pathos and comedy well.
mother, Douglas Walton, is serving time
His mother, Alison Skipin San Quentin.
worth, living in England, receives letters
from "Rancho San Quentin," which she beShe lands
lieves is a big orange orchard.
in
New York with little money and joins
Henderson, who is driving to CaliMae Clarke also joins them. After
collecting from his passengers, Henderson
They start hitch-hiking and are
disappears.
Dell

fornia.

given a

man.

by Jimmy Ellison, a trailer salesThrough Miss Skipworth, Arthur

lift

up

a

lovers

ranks

it

few better
will

the

top

who

of

like

pense

and

is

The

thrills.

their

lungs,

the
it,

handled
events

and one's interest

The

fights

and

law

in

to

give

held

of

another

throughout.

While awaiting the arrival
Toomey, a mounty, is called

Rin-Tin-Tin,

the bandit, Zarro.
Jr.,

story

ingredients,

not

is

al-

new

radically

any respect, this ought to prove satisfy-

ing fare

peck

trouble

of

Ken

to

falls

when he assumes

to look after the

seme mining property that

is

adjoining property owner.

When

to

take

son

baby, and

in

his

cared

by

a

for
a

care

he

arrives

turns

Maynard
orphaned

efforts

dance

to
hall

sought by an

out

the dead
to

He

of

his

away
leaves

of

her.

Zorro comes on the scene, a scuffle follows and the dog is hurt.
Zorro also battles with the girl and kills her.
The dog
and when Toomey
tries to follow Zorro
returns the dog is gone.
Believing that
Rinty had deserted him. when the dog gets
back he kicks him out.
Resigning from
the service, Tocmey goes out to get Zorro
in
his own way.
He attaches himself to
a smuggling gang, whose chief turns out to
be Zorro.
The dog follows him. The outlaws learn of Toomey's identity and it is
through the dog's efforts that he is able
to get away.

"DER HERR DER WELT" ("The Master
of the World"), in German produced
by
Ariel-Film;

be

a

"EL

girl,

Ken

PUEBLO"

("The

Spanish; produced by Lumiton (Argentina); directed by Manuel Romero; with Enrique Serrano, Irma Cordoba,
et al.
At the Teatro Campoamor.
Entertaining Argentine production with
a racetrack story amplified by romance and
other helpful ingredients.

falls

in

SHORTS
Shemp Howard and Rosco Ates
"On the Wagon"
(Big V Comedy)

his

Cast: Ken Maynard, Joan Perry, Harry
Woods, Martin Faust, Harry Bcwen, Wally
Wales, Dorothy Wolbert, Fern Emmett, Pat
OMalley.
Director, Spencer Gordon Bennett; Author,
Ken Maynard; Screenplay, Nate Gatzert;
Cameraman, Herbert Kirkpatrick; Editor,
uwight Caldwell.

Photography, Good.

"EAST OF JAVA"
Charles

with

Piel;

have the child

advantage,
making additional trouble for Ken, with a
kidnaping and other melodramatics following fast on each other until the climactic
finale where Ken comes out victor with
the kid and wins back his girl.

with

Harry

CABALLO DEL

Favorite"),

which at the same time
sweetheart to walk out on

Bickford

72 mins.

Universal

by

out to have disastrous effects.

scandal,

pursues

directed

Walter Janssen, Sybile Schmitz, et al.
At the 86th St. Casino Theater.
Fairly engrossing drama about a scientist who designs a machine to do the work
of men in dangerous jobs but which turns

The

the outdoor action fans.

for

sus-

of

plenty

one

follow
is

lot

a

sincere realistic performance as the dog's

down

plot

basic

outlaw

between the men are well hanbut those between the dog and the

track

the

Direction, Good.

outlaws are great.
The outdoor settings
show up very well.
The cast all do good
work, especially Regis Toomey, who gives
a

by ample

Fortified
beit

This James

too.

carries

well

t-

Clarke, Arthur

dog

class

and

the

Curwood yarn

dled,

for

own

pick

could

Oliver

sister,

Mae

its

There are spots where the kids
to

master.

with Alison Skipworth,

In

grown-ups

Don Swift; Camera-

OF PLOT MATERIAL.

causes Ken's
him.
The villain

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Reliable

stuff are going to enjoy

David
Spearman,

in

AND CROWN"

deal

Director,

Lesser;
Scl
Producer,
Frank
Author,
Howard;

Junior

Rin-Tin-Tin

WITH

60 mins.

GOOD OUTDOOR ACTION DRAMA
WITH MORE THAN USUAL AMOUNT

into

only

Cast: George O'Brien, Irene Ware, KenThomson,
Maude Allen, Spencer
neth
Charters, Vic Potel, Edward Keane, Frank
Sheridan, William V. Mong, Maurice Cass

Miller,

Ernest

Photography, Okay

Direction, Good.

"SKULL

FOREIGN

in

TO TROUBLE"

Columbia

pal's

be

when the

"HEIR

son and heir of an old pal and to develop

Aubrey Scottc, Author, Wallace
Gordon
Rigby,
Screenplay,

and action fans.

father

Clarke,

Arthur
Hymer,

road

his

Mae

Skipworth,

Alison

Cast:

owns.

surprises

Ken Maynard

confidence

Ellison's trail-

without his permission, but Miss Skipworth straightens everything out. Treacher
raises funds in a tricky fruit contest, young
Walton is released in time and when his
mother finally reaches California, she finds
an improvised "San Quentin," just bought
by Treacher for Walton.

a

and also some property that the girl
When George investigates he finds
the land contains valuable minerals and
In short
manages to held up the deal.
order he takes an option on the railroad,

Hymer,
raffle

a ride.

er

that

and they
kept in the

ture,

tinental

Treacher
men, get

Vitaphone

in

20 Mins.

Good Domestic Hokum
A generally amusing rehash of
the old stuff about hubby sneaking
back home late and drunk while
mother-in-law waits with a rolling
pin.
Only in this case ma-in-law
has two married daughters, so there
are two hubbies, Shemp Howard and
Rosco Ates, who arrive on a water
wagon and go through the familiar
preliminaries of making a lot of
racket in trying to be quiet, then get
Into the apartment of another woman who has a bone-crusher husband, and finally exit through a
window and crawl along the side of
the high building until they get to

FAMILIAR MELODRAMATIC HOKUM their own room. The sequence outride the window has some humorous
IN FIGHT TO FINISH BETWEEN SHIPthrills because of the apparent danWRECKED PARTY AND FEROCIOUS AN- ger of falling.
IMALS.

Claude Hopkins and Orchestra

Fans who have a blood-thirsty streak,
and like to see humans devoured one after
another by a bunch of hungry lions, will
probably get some kick out of this meller.
Story basically is the old hoke about an

assortment of people shipwrecked on an
uninhabited island where they are at the
mercy of a cargo of animals which swam
ashore from the same boat.
Among the
party is Charles Bickford, tough fugitive
from justice, who bosses the shebang and
at first tries to take Elizabeth Young, the
sweetheart of Frank Albertson, but later
becomes kind-hearted and stages practically
a
one man fight against the menacing
menagerie.
After most of the folks have
been gobbled up despite Bickford's heroic
defensive
work,
few survivors are
the
rescued.
Bickford and other members of
the able cast do good work, but the story
handling just about licks them.

in

"By Request"
with Tip, Tap and Toe
Vitaphone

10 Mins.

(Melody Master)
Pleasing Band
Starting with the

Number
colored

boys

strumming away down on the

levee,
the scene of this subject then shifts
to a California night club atmos-

phere, where Claude Hopkins plays
the piano.
Tip-Tap-Toe do a good
dancing specialty, and the orchestra
supplies an enjoyable repertoire of
popular musical numbers, with a little

singing thrown

in.

Makes

sat-

isfactory entertainment of its kind.

"Gold Diggers of '49"
(Looney Tune)
Cast: Rin-Tin-Tm, Jr, Regis Toomey,
Cast: Charles Bickford, Elizabeth Young,
Jack Mulhall, Molly O'Day, Lois January, Frank Albertson, Leslie Fentcn, Siegfried Vitaphone
7 Mins.
James Murray. Jack Mower, John Elliott, Rumann, Jay Gilbuena, Clarence Muse, Ivan
Okay Animated
Tom London, Milburn Mcranti
Simpson, Charles McNaughton, Ray Turner,
Wh.le it contains nothing out of
Producer, Bernard B Ray; Director, Elm- Torben Meyer, Fraser Accsta
the ordinary in the animated cartoon
er Clifton; Author, James Oliver Curwood;
Producer, Paul Kchner; Director, George line, this Leon Schlessinger short is
Screenplay,

Carl

Cameraman,

Pliny

Krusada,
Ben
Cohen;
Goodfriend; Editor, Fred

Screenplay,

Author,
Paul

Good.

Photography, Good.

Direction,

Okay

Gouverneur
Morris;
James Creelman;

Perez,

Cameraman, Daniel

Bain.

Direction,

Melfcrd;

Hall

Photography, Good.

a

fairly

entertaining

concoction

about a young gold prospector who
puts life into a little western community.

For Benefit of

FILM DAILY RELIEF

FUND

Call Paul Benjamin for tickets

BRyant 9-9800

Art

and Copy: 20th Century-Fox

Film Corp.

Typoqrr.phy:

Supreme Ad Service
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MRS. BESA SHORT
—Program Builder
SUITS

for

Interstate Circuit,

AT 11:45
25/ -35/
to 6 P. M.

•^—- ?.„tei* I**",!*

Dallas, Texas.

(And

.1

she's cute, tool)

AnENTION!
V1ETRO-GOLDW YN-MAYER

has

selected the Majestic, Dallas, as
one of the nine ace theatres in the
United States for the pre-release
of the first complete and especially
produced Screen Unit Show. The

"Rendezvous"
The junior feature — "Star Lit
Days at the Lido"— The third
feature picture

dimension technicolor cartoon

—

"The Old Plantation."
Only METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER could

—

have produced this
the very first
of all screen unit shows- and only
the Majestic can show it! The
Majestic, as usual,

HATS
OFF
TO A

is first

SMART

r

THE MOST REFRESHING-!
THE MOST DELIGHTFUL-!
THE MOST EXCITING-!
THE MOST TBOROIBLT EHTERTfttMIHG
SCREEI TREAT OF TIE TEAR!

LADY!

v

WILLIAM

POWELL
ran

(tie

mjii)

She makes Short Subjects work

ROSALIND

RUSSELL
i

m

Metro-Golduiyn-Mayer's

*

Study the ad

at the left.

It's

just

the box-office!

one of the show-

manship stunts of Besa Short.
•
first

1936 junior feature musical
BII1IF RADITt
SIMIE
BARNES comedy inaaSaBEBS
gorgeous
LIOIEl OTWILl .natural colors.

BwBSfM

She screens every

short, picks out the 'ad'

AT THE LIDO"!

Reginald Denny, Master ol Ceremonies

Mr. and Mrs. Clark Gable

I Melro- Goldwyn - Mayer's third
\ Dick Barthelmess • Constance Bennett J
dimension technicolor cartoon
Root Montgomery • Francis Lederer j
Three Radio Rogues • Cliff Edwards J

J

and 'name'

values.

l-STARLIT DAYS
JSSUgSl
ItXtMspicH
/LAtdf

for

She prepares
folks love

a

balanced diet

— with

variety.

The

it!

/

"The Old Plantation"

[

Johnnie

starring
\

\

Uncle
Little

\

Tom
Eva

Simon Legree
Black Beauty

An amusingly
>v

different

animated comedy

/J

/

iti

Mack Brown John Boles
• and many others

Damita

,

And

she uses plenty of

M-G-M's

varied,

showman-

,

plus... Henry Busse's
ing a special

Band

ship shorts.

arrangement of
'Hot Lips"

Congrats to Besa Short and to those two great showmen Bob O'Donnell and Carl Hoblitzelle and to the
Interstate Circuit of Texas. No wonder its 100 theatres are profit-show-shops!

Few

Invest a

Relief

Fund

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Seventeen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

-*F DAILYVOL.

KO.

68.

NEW

1<3

YORK, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

18.

TEN CENTS

1935

RKO Reorganization Set at $17,500,000

Claims in

ERPI SHELVES PLAN FOR SERVICING OF THEATERS

Kent Confirms Hutchinson Appointment
Up

Takes

C. P.

Post Vacated by
Sheehan Some-

time in March
Appointment of Walter

J.

How They

was

Started

Hut-

'JOURNALIST"
to you.

chinson as general foreign manager
of 20th Century-Fox to succeed
Clayton P. Sheehan, who recently
resigned,

as Forei 3 n

rtEFFy

announced

officially

yesterday by Sidney R. Kent, presHutchinson, who is now in
ident.
New York, returns shortly to London, where he will continue his du(Continued on Page 10)

Head

General Theater Servicing
Not to be Undertaken
by Erpi at Present
Electrical Research Products has
decided, for the time being, at least,
not to adopt a plan for the general
servicing of theaters, The Film
Daily was authoritatively informed
yesterday.
The decision comes after months of research work and investigation of the situation. Under
the move it had been contemplated
to extend its servicing to cover all

equipment which uses

electric power.

STANLEY CIRCUIT NETS
HERE'S BEST MENTION

PROFIT OF $404,696

YOU COULD EVER GET
Stanley Co. of America, Warner
theater subsidiary, showed a net
profit of $404,696 after all charges
This
for the year ended Aug. 31.
compares with a net loss of $2,590,297 in the year ended Aug. 25, 1934.

All the gents whose names have
appeared in the li'l ole paper the
past year and have been benefited
with the resultant publicity will
you please stand up?
Mygawd! Thousands of you.
Now will all you gents who have

—

Reliance Will Sponsor
Legitimate Production
Reliance

Pictures,

last
field

of legitimate play financing in conjunction with a Broadway producer.
Four scripts are now being considered, it is stated by Harry M.
Goetz, president of Reliance, follow-

ing his return from Hollywood. If
the first venture is successful, says
Goetz, the plan will be continued as
a medium of testing screen material

Roxy Theater Reports
in

names haven't

(Continued on Page 5)

releasing

through United Artists, is the
producing company to enter the

Big Gain

stood up but whose

—

Introducing Arthur M. Loew, Vice-President of Loew's and Foreign Sales Manager of M-G-M, in
the "How They Started" series.
Arthur, son of the famous founder of the Loew Enterprises,
His first job was that of a journalist (Olaf Sholem)
was brought up in the show business.
His travels take him to the four corners of the universe and he
on "The New York Globe."
"Hap" Hadley, genial head-man of the Hadley Studios, is the artist.
has flown around the world.

Buensod and Stacey Head

New Air Conditioning Firm
Buensod-Stacey Air Conditioning.
has been formed with headquarters at 60 East 42nd St. to opInc.,

Some Reductions Are Expected
In

$17,500,000

BANK NIGHT SPONSOR

Earnings

BUILDS

OWN

CIRCUIT

Earnings of the Roxy Theater for
the 48 weeks ended Nov. 14 were
Denver C. U. Yaeger, originator
$152,730, before bond interest, fees,
etc., compared with net of $5,844 for and owner of bank night, is widen1934.
ing his activities in this territory.
the entire year ended Dec. 13,
Unpaid taxes totaled $107,413 on Having purchased five theaters durNov. 30, compared with $370,900 six ing the past two months beside
(Continued on Page 4)
months earlier.

—

RKO Claims

General claims against RKO are
currently estimated as totalling $17,including the
$9,100,000
500,000,
Rockefeller claim which may be reduced several million dollars as a
result of pending negotiations between Atlas-Lehman, RCA and the
Rockefeller interests. The $17,500,000 estimate also includes several
million dollars in claims on which
the Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee,
of
stipulations
shortly file
will
(Continued on Pane 10)

erate as a personal service organization in the air conditioning field
Officers of the new firm, all formerly with Carrier Engineering Corp..
are A. C. Buensod, president; Alfred
-

(Continued on Page 10)

Iron Out Differences
Over K. C. Clearance
Kansas City situation in
independent exhibitors protested against the clearance and
zoning requirements of the Fox Midland circuit is understood to have
been ironed out, following conferThe

which

(Continued on Page 10)
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On Ad Matter

in Films

—In reply to

the protest

Louis

Wehrenberg, M.P.T.O. president, about advertising matter appearing in films, Will H. Hays has
written Wehrenberg that the matter would be given the attention of
the producers and distributors orof Fred

ganization.
Hays said, however,
that in producing modern pictures
it is necessary to use automobiles
and other modern conveniences and
that it is not possible or practical
to entirely disguise the make of the
various articles used.

C. H.

Kaimann

New House

to Build
in St. Louis

—

Louis Clarence H. Kaimann,
who already operates five neighborLichtbildbuehne.
Wanlour St., W. I. Berlin —
hood theaters and is interested in a
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour- fifth, announces plans for a new
des-Noues, 19.
700-seater to be built at 5977 West
Florissant Ave.
House will be
known as the Paragon and cost
about $75,000.
St.

FINANCIAL

Chaplin Opening Jan. 16
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am.

Columbia

2oy8

vtc.

45

443/4

45

pfd...

50

49'/2

491/2

Picts.

Col.

Picts.

Fm.

Ind

Fm.

Ind.

Loew's,

do

pfd..

Inc

pfd

Pathe

pfd..

.

Film

RKO

3/,

503/4

5ii/2

071/2

1071/2

+

18 1/4
1571/g

78

79

ll'/z

113/8

ll'/2
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63/4

67/8
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5

5V4

23%

233/8

237/8
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Univ.
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Warner Bros
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20th Century-Fox pfd
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15/8

173/4

541/2
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i/s

Vs
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1
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107y2
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pfd..
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+
+
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18</4

157V8

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd
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Kodak

East.
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20V8

Con.
Con.
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Seat
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19
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1

Warner

Officers

Directors of Warner Bros, yesterday re-elected all officers of the
corporation from President Harry
M. Warner down the executive list.
Routine business was also transacted at the meeting which took
place at the home office.
1

,

1/2

i/

2

3

8

1/2

—

'/g

+

Vi

35/g

Re-elect

'/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

It will be a
the night of Jan. 16.
gala reserved-seat opening, to be
followed next day by the continuous
showings.
Chaplin and Paulette
Goddard may come on from the
Coast for the event. The Rivoli may
bf closed for several days before
the opening.

1

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

World premiere of Charlie Chaplin's "Modern Times" at the Rivoli
has been set by United Artists for

Leichter Closes Upstate Deal

—

Buffalo, N. Y.
Stopping off here
on his way back west, Mitchell
Leichter, head of Beaumont Pictures,
closed a deal with C. H. Tarbox of
F. C. Pictures Exchange for upper
New York state distribution of the
six Margaret Morris features for
1936-37, as well as for the Conway

Tearle and the Black King series.
Leichter went from here to Cleveland, then
Detroit and Chicago.

Carrington North at Columbia
Carrington North has assumed her
duties as Eastern story editor for
Symposium on Film Censorship
Columbuia.
She
succeeds
Jeane
New
Film Alliance's symposium
Cohen, resigned.
Miss North was on film censorship
takes place at
story editor at Pathe for some years.
8:30 P. M. on Friday in Youth House.
159 West 49th St.
Wilton Barrett
FOR SALE— USED EQUIPMENT
and Hal Hode will head the discus35mm' Bell & Howell Camera
sion.
35mm Bell & Howell Splicers
35mm to 16 mm Optical Printers
35mm Sound Printers
Son for J. Kennedy
Rewinders and Flanges; also other LabEquipment.

oratory
O.

& W. CINE ENTERPRISES
New York

729 7th Ave.,
MEdallion 3-3813

Suite

608

Wednesday, Dec.

Wengle Succeeds Deitch
As Tri-States Booker
Deitch as booking manager for
A. H. Blank's Tri-States circuit next
week when Deitch becomes booker
for the Warner houses in St. Louis.
Deitch has been with Paramount for
11 years.

1935

Ccming and Going

Des Moines— Herbert W. Wengle,
who was his assistant, will succeed
J. J.

18,

MADY CHRISTIANS
coast

and

be

will

at

has arrived
from
th? Warwick for a

the

few

days.

JEAN SENNETT, young ac'ress who recently
appeared in summer stock at Suffern, N. Y.,
and in "Valley Forge" on Broadway, has been
signed to a period contract by Warners and
will
leave
for
the
Coast immediately after
Christmas.

Gaumont

Circuit Issues

GEORGE W. WEEKS
from

Writs Against Renters

has returned to

New

York

Detroit.
E.
BROWN, who has been a guest of
Harris in rithburgh, leaves today for
coast, accompanied by his son Joe, Jr.

JOE

Johnny

—

London (By Cable) Gaumont Super Cinemas has issued writs against
the Kinema Renters Society and its
members. This is a sequel to the
Renters' anti-combine booking policy.
An injunction will be sought
in the courts tomorrow.

the

CON CONRAD

and Mrs. Conrad
from Hollywood.

Waldorf-Astoria

W.
DOFF

New

at

the

VAN SCHMUS.

G.

Radio City

the

are

the

of

managing director of
Hall, and LEON LEONItheater's staff have returned to
Music

York

from the coast.
and MRS. RICHARD BARTHELMESS have
?one to Ihe coast from New York for the holi-

MR

days.

Joseph Aller to Assume
Part of Ben Goetz Duties

AL CHRISTIE accompanied by
nd her mother
here they will

on the coast will take over part of
the work previously handled by Ben
Goetz, for whom no successor will
be named, it was said yesterday by
H. J. Yates, president of Consolidated. Yates said that Goetz's services had been of a sort that no
one else could fulfill.

Mrs. Chr stie
yesterday for Ihe coast,
the holidays.

HOLLAND left yesterday for Baltimore
handle exploitation on the world premiere
the Frank Buck p cture, "Fang and Claw,"
the Hippodrome on Friday.

ED
to

Joseph Aller, general manager of
the Consolidated Film laboratories

left

spend

of
t

:

FRANK BUCK
more

-ew

to appear
picture.

also left yesterday for Baltiat the world premiere of his

LEON DE BEAULIEU. inventor of a process
for film
development, has sailed for Moscow
to instruct the Soviets in the manufacture of
laboratory
L.

B.

equ pment.

MAYER

arrived

from

Thelma Todd Death
West Coast Bureau

—

coast

Still

yesterday.

Mystery

THE FILM DAILY
Exact manner in

of

Hollywood
which Thelma Todd met her death
remained somewhat of a mystery
The M. P. T. O. of North and yesterday. Time of death also beSouth Carolina has changed its an- came a matter of dispute.
Latest
nual convention dates to Jan. 26-27, police statement was that she died
the dates formerlv having been Jan. of carbon monoxide poisoning, the
12 and 13. The Variety Club dinner body having been found slumped in
in Philadelphia is planned for Jan.
the front seat fo Miss Todd's car
12 and some of the sneakers sched- in the garage.
uled to address the convention were
also on the dinner list.
Name Theater for Shirley Temple
Gastonia, N. C. New house to be
shortly by J. E. SimpDelay Confab on Mexican Situation opened here
son will be named the Shirley TemMeeting at the Hays office on ple Theater.
major distributor plan to completely
withdraw operations from Mexico
Vitaphone Comedy for Roxy
was postponed yesterday until to"Officers' Mess," two-reel Vitamorrow. Reason given is to allow A. phone comedy starring Shemp HowL. Pratchett, Paramount manager ard, has been added to the Roxy
headquartering in Mexico City, more bill starting Friday.
time to compile his report on the
Paul Moss Addressing I.T.O.A.
situation.
Pratchett is now in New
Paul Moss, license commissioner,
York City.

Postpone Carolina Meet

—

Goldstein RKO Mgr. in Poland
Christopher Goldstein has been appointed general manager of RKO's
Polish branch, with headquarters in
Warsaw. Goldstein replaces Michael
Havas, who has been managing the
Polish office temporarily, and now
returns to his post as Central European sales representative with headquarters in Vienna.

Max
Max A.

Goldberg Recovered
Goldberg, who with his
brother William operates the 55th
J. Kennedy, manager of Loew's Street Playhouse, is back on the job
Warwick Theater, Brooklyn, is cel- following an appendicitis operation.
ebrating the arrival of a boy weigh- He will leave for Europe after a
ing eight pounds and 13 ounces. The brief period of recuperation to acbig event occurred Monday.
quire some foreign pictures.

address the I.T.O.A. at a regumeeting today at the Hotel
Astor.

will
lar

Best

wishes

FILM

DAILY

lowing

on

from
the

to
their

THE
fol-

birthday:

Arthur Metcalfe
George Cooper

Rutgers Neilson

Edwin H. Morris
John

Humm

KING OF

//

BURLESQUE
IS IT

//

A DRAMA?
A COMEDY?
IS IT A MUSICAL?
IS IT A GIRL SHOW?

IS IT

IS IT

We
you

have

all

answers, but

the

can't classify

it

— except

as

this
.

THE KING OF

.

A SPECTACLE?

picture

has so

much of everything

.

SHOWS

WITH

THE KING OF CASTS!
A FOX PICTURE
Darryl

See

F.

Zanuck

MOTION

in

THE KEYSTONE

of your future

charge of production

PICTURE HERALD OF DEC.

AND KNOW HOW

BIG

IT IS!

21st

te&tSKS!

-.z&>*DAILY

Wednesday, Dec.

OWN

WARNER

CIRCUIT

he

is

tions,

DeForrest Swanson, which Yaeger

make

into a deluxe house.
Yaeger has settled his activities
at the building on film row which

expects to

was formerly owned by the Pathe
exchange.

He

is

operating the Af-

filiated Enterprises, Inc., which controls bank night; the Roxy and At-

las Theater companies, in addition
to the National Theater Calendar &

Printing Co.

•

•

WHEN

•

IT comes to putting over National Contests
Howard Dietz's showman shock troops
at Metro are still maintaining their championship standard
...
we thought those national contests on "Mutiny On the Bounty"
set a new record
but with "A Tale of Two Cities" they
have topped themselves

manner

in the big

T

T

T

• • • THAT IS clearly demonstrated to any theater man
when he glances through the special Exploitation Section of
the Campaign Book
a giant manual of 18 pages on heavy
crammed with merchandising methods that
coated stock
are all down-to-earth for the average showman
tried and

T
•

•

BUT THE

Year's Vaude for RKO Houses
circuit houses in the metropolitan area that will have vaudeville for their New Year's Eve shows
include the Fordham and Franklin
in the Bronx, the Coliseum, the Alden in Jamaica, the Jefferson on
East 14th St., the Prospect in
Brooklyn and the Tilyou in Coney

New

RKO

Vitaphone shorts and trailers,
Carl Leserman, assistant to

Sears, represent the home office.
business session will open the
proceedings in the morning, to be
followed by a screening of "The
Story of Louis Pasteur". "Dangerous" will be screened after luncheon.
Activities will be resumed

A

with another business session.

•

three first-class round
the Three-In-One Contest
trips to London and Paris on the palatial liner "Normandie"
no less!
with three separate contest divisions
Group
1 for students in junior and senior high and private schools
Group 2 for students in normal schools and colleges
open till May 15, 1936 ...
Group 3 for the general public
and what a play that gives YOU, Mister Showman?
land

is

.

.

T
•

•

•

IT

T

IS a prize essay contest on the Dickens classic
it

fool-

and all sorts of accessories, school posters, and special window and lobby stimulators
the Contest material
only takes up four pages of this 18-page Exploitation Manual
and the other pages are just crammed with seat-selling
slants on every phase of "A Tale of Two Cities"
it is by
far the most comprehensive exploitation section ever put out on
any motion picture
but we stand
a strong statement
in back of it
on the records

T
• • • ALL SET for the mammoth AMPA Xmas Party
with a Smash Program
on Thursday at the Hotel Astor
arranged
a giant Xmas Tree with all big companies hanging up their socks
(trade-marks to you)
beautiful
decorations and food you'll enjoy eating
(not the Decoraand Added Attraction
Donald Heytions, ya dope)
through courtesy
wood's vocal orchestra of 40 male voices
it's a Sell-Out
of Marty Forkins
oh, yes, of course ...
.... like all these AMPA Xmas Parties
don't forget the
time if you have a ticket
12:45 in the Astor grand ballroom
NO tickets will be sold at the door

—

!

Columbia Pictures has effected a
tieup of "If You Could Only Cook"
with the General Electric Co. which
assures widespread exploitation of
the production throughout the country through G. E. kitchen equipment.
Dealers will use newspaper ads at
the time the picture is shown in
their territorv.
Exhibitors will be
supplied with 500,000 free recipe
manuals. For the New York showing of the picture at the Roxy on
Christmas day, the local tieup is
with the Rex Cole Co., general distributors of G. E. for New York.
"Captain Blood" Serialization
fictionization in
strip form,
based on the Warner-Cosmopolitan
production, "Captain Blood," is currently appearing in Hearst newspapers over the country.
The strip,
which runs for six days, is augmented with photographs from the production and is eight columns wide.
The appearance of this serial coincides with the national release date

A

of the feature, set for Dec. 28. List
of Christmas dates for "Captain
Blood" is still growing with 163 announced as the latest total by the

Warner home

office.

The complete

expected by the
week is about 200.
total

Island.

•

Rehm Handling

—

Ad Film
Rehm will

Chi.

Office

Chicago C. A.
be in
charge of the downtown office of
Screen Broadcasts, at 5 North Wabash Ave., under the deal recently
closed whereby Atlas Educational
Film Co. will be exclusive central
states sales representatives for the
short advertising films.
Atlas has
its studios at Oak Park, 111.

Local Ticket Tax Restrained
Clarksburg, W. Va. Jack Marks
and Claude Robinson, exhibitors,
have obtained a temporary injunction against the one-cent tax on
adult
admissions
proposed here.

—

Hearing on a temporary injunction
will

of

and

Columbia-G. E. Tieup

T

prize payoff for the box-offices of the

proof

Errol Flynn Completing Novel
Flynn, star of "Captain
which will open at the
Strand on Christmas Day, is not
only an actor but is about to become
He has written over
a novelist.
80,000 words of a story entitled
"Beam Ends" and will negotiate for
its publication while he is in New
York.

tribution, presiding. Charlie Einfeld,
in charge of publicity and advertising, Norman H. Moray, in charge

proved stunts cleverly adapted to the special Holiday Appeal
that this Dickens classic so juicily contains

with Study Guides and Contest Guides making

Errol
Blood,"

be held this week.

MEET

Kansas City Warners' southern
and western sales and division managers open their sectional conference at the Hotel Muehlebach here
today with Grad Sears, executive in
charge of southern and western dis-

building up

In addition to the five new addiYaeger also owns the Roxy
here, which he built soon after bank
This house, in
night was started.
the colored section of Denver, started out in the red but was soon
pulled up again by bank night.
Yaeger's recent activities have
been carried on through the Atlas
theater corporation, which he orHis first purchase was a
ganized.
South Dakota theater which he later
sold to the Black Hills Amusement
Following this he bo lght the
Co.
Gem theater at Golden, Colo.; the
Rialto at Brighton, Colo.; and the
Granada at Del Norte, Colo.
The last two purchases were the
Victory theater at Lamar, Colo.,
from Fred Lee, and the Isis from

K, C.

—

(Continued from Page 1)

another,
selling
quite a circuit.
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•

•

THAT ANNUAL

"Ten Best Movie Contest" being
movie ed of the Sunday "Herald,"

conducted by Leo Miller
Bridgeport, Conn
is going over greater than ever this
year
Leo started off this year with three full pages in
and has followed it up with fan rethe feature section
sponse topping all previous years by about 100 per cent
and no wonder
the winner gets a free trip to New York
with two days of fun in the big hamlet
of course Leo ties
his up with our FILM DAILY "Ten Best"
the winner will
be the one who is closest to the FILM DAILY poll of selections.

T

T

T

• • • THAT FIRST annual banquet of the Philly Variety
will be
Club at the Bellevue-Stratf ord on Sunday, Jan. 12
one of the greatest events that this city has ever known
easily the biggest amusement industry gala occasion ...... with
hosts of prominent people from government, newspaper and the
entertainment fields as guests
and Ben Amsterdam tells us
that Variety Club is distributing 500 food baskets for Xmas
to the Philadelphia needy
Grand !......

M

€€

€t

» » »

end of the

N. O. Papers Ban Bank Night Ads
New Orleans Lottery, bank and
buck night advertisements have been
banned from the amusement pages
"Times - Picayune" and
of
the
"States" as lawyers advise such ads

—

might

violate

the

federal

lottery

laws for mail editions. Other newspapers here apparently are taking
no action in the matter.

2

More Republic Deals

Thirty-eight

theaters

of

Brandt Circuit have signed
Republic's

entire

current

the

to play

season's

program. The Fulton Circuit of five
houses in Kansas City also has contracted for the Republic

list.

THE
Wednesday, Dec.
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HERE'S BEST MENTION

Morris
Hollywood

YOU COULD EVER GET

interest
possible

yet appeared on the Film Daily ReFund Honor Roll sit down?
Mygawd! Only a couple of hunLEFT
thousands
of
dred
out
lief

So what?

You're intelligent.

—

down will respond, your names will
more than fill this page and we
won't have to rack what we face-

—

tiously call our brains to write a
story tomorrow about the Fund.
We'll just run NAMES. Tag, You're
IT!

THE HONOR ROLL
"The Cream of the Industry"
M.

A.

P.

A.

Harold Hendee

Jerome J. Cohen
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Miss Addie Dannenberg
Leo Klebanow
Ray Johnston
City Photo Engraving
Corp.

E.

Hatrick

Emanuel Silverstone
M. Van Praag

Stuart
Jack Alicoate

Don Mersereau
Maurice Kann

lohn

D.

Silas

F.

J.

Kessler

Ben Y.
Herbert

Wm.

Saul
L.

A.

Co.

Pettijohn

Edward Curtis
E.

A.

McCartney

Cummings

Finney
B. K. Blake
Jules Levy
David Bernstein
Amusement Supply
Irving Chidnoff
N. H. Brower
W. F. Rodgers
Ben Shlyen
Joseph Bernat
H. J. Glick

Depinet
Schiller

Sonin

J.

George Orth
Arthur W. Kelly
Lee Leventhal
Fred

Quimby

Leopold Friedman
Braunberg
S.
S.
William A. Downs

Arthur Loew

Sam Dembow,

Wang

Lester Ketner
A. C. Snyder

Willie

Arthur A. Lee
Mrs. Joseph R. Miles
Bertram Mayers
Jack Glucksman
Lou Blumenthal
William Orr
Eddie Edeison
Leon Bamberger
>aul Lazarus
Eve Unsell
Benjamin W. Solomon
Jack H. Skirball
Harvey B. Day
Harry L. Gold
A. Schneider
Gabriel Hess

Walter Futter

James

P.

A.

Dash

J.

Jr.

Clark

Sam Shain
Benjamin
Benjamin H. Serkowich
Walter Reade
Paul

G.

L.

Sears

Dewey

D. Bloom
Lester Pollock

Eugene Picker
Benjamin H. Serkowich
Jos. A. McConville

Budd Rogers

W.

its

A. Scully
Al Christie
Arnold Rittenberg

Yes ma'am,

in

YOU COULD
ONLY COOK

IF

back from the coast,
Republic was under way.

opens

Doings

Christmas

—

Detroit Lafayette theater, firstrun operated by Lew Wasserman of
Ray Allison, former manager of Cleveland, has closed.
Robert Lee Goldberg, son of Louis
Warners' theater, Chillicothe, ha.s
been appointed manager of the new Goldberg, owner of the Columbia
Another
1,800-seat Shaker theater that Sam theater, died last week.
Stecker, Myer Fine and associates death was the father of Arthur C.
are building in Shaker Heights, ex- Robinson, operator of Price Premclusive suburb.
It is expected to ium Service and of the Odeon theater.
be completed Feb. 15.
Col. Nat Wolf, Warner zone manA trio of weddings will take place
ager, drove to Millersburg, Ky., in the M-G-M fold in the near fuhome of the Millersburg Military ture. Ann Bauer, Sue McKeegan
Academy, to bring his son Donald and Ruth Guilbert are the prospechome for the holidays.
tive brides.
Joe E. Brown was master of cereFrank Barry, Columbia exchange
monies at the Cleveland Press An- auditor, is here from Cleveland for
nual Christmas Charity Show last a stay of about two weeks.
Thursday at the Public Auditorium.
Phil Kaplan, manager of TheatriBrown brought with him 100 photo- cal Advertising Co., is in Harper
graphs of himself which were sold Hospital.
at a minimum of $10 each.
George Mitchell has been appointEverett Steinbuck, manager of
Loew's State theater, is the daddy of ed assistant to Fred Schader, pub-

annual

Christmas

office

on

Friday.

Co.

Hap Hadley
Charles

hold
party

New Soviet Film for Cameo
"Frontier," new Amkino picture
directed by Dovjenko and previously titled "Air City," will open Dec.
25 at the Cameo.

Ed

George Gerhardt
Chas. A. Leonard
Edward McNamee

E.

Ebenstein
Rogers
Ferguson

Toby Gruen

Sardi's Restaurant
Don Gillette
Renee Carroll

Ned

Cammack

Schlaifer
P.

F.

will

Cartoon at Center
"Balloon Land", Celebrity ComiColor cartoon, opens today at the
"Summer Time", another
Center.
Celebrity subject, opens Friday at
the Roxy.

David Barrist
Joseph R. Vogel
David A. Levy

Anonymous

C.

R.
J.

W.

Harry Weltz
Herbert Berg
Winfield Andrus
Louis Nizer
Alan Freedman

Quigley Publishing
Morris H. Kinzler
N. D. Golden
Charles A. Rossi
"Chick" Lewis
Marcus A. Benn
Morris Goodman
J.
A. Tanney
Cresson E. Smith

E.

W.

Jr.

Hamlin
Tom Hamlin
Stella

Cleveland— M-G-M

Celebrity

Emanuel

Jay

Al Lichtman
H. M. Masters

Barnett
Arthur Israel,

Clark
Seadler

his

just

Detroit

RKO

Louis K. Sidney

Reisman

Cleveland Clips

a seven-pound boy.
branch
Herbert Greenblatt,
manager, held an invitation screening of Lilly Pon's first picture, "I
Dream Too Much," last Friday at
the Lake theater.

Thomas J. Connors
Sam E. Morris

Max

C.

Moskowitz

C.

M. Orowitz
Eugene J. Zukor
H. D. Buckley

Streimer

B.

Phil

MacLeod

S.

Charles
E.

D. Behr

H.

J.

Felix F. Feist

Ben Amsterdam
William German
William Massce
Richard Brady

Moe

David Palfreyman
John C. Flinn
R. Grainger
J.
Sophie K. Smith
Albert Warner
Rube Jackter

a

in

H. J. Yates, president of Consolidated Film Industries,
admitted yesterday that a deal involving Trem Carr's interest
W. Ray Johnston is due back from the coast today.

We
We

don't have to stress the point.
were glad to print the news items
that helped you and your proposition throughout the year. But we'll
be tickled pink to print your name
once more on the Honor Roll.
That's fair enough, isn't it? One
And
good turn deserves another.
if one-tenth of you gents who sat

In

Republic Product'ons. with Consolidated Film Industries mentioned as the
buyer and Nat Levine to continue at Republic studios as the head of all
production, it is understood that Morris J. Siegel of Consolidated may become executive
vice-president of Republic Productions.
The change, if it materializes, will not affect
W. Ray Johnston as head of Republic Pictures.

(Continued from Page 1)

STANDING!

—

Siegel May Be Republic Productions V. P.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
deal now being negotiated whereby Trem Carr would sell out

J.

Republic Exchange for Memphis
Republic PicMemphis, Tenn.
tures will open an exchange here

—

shortly after the first of the year.
building at 395 South Second St.

A

has been leased.
Arthur Eddy
Herbert T. Silverberg
Harry C. Arthur
Irving

Lesser

Kenneth A. O'Brien
Samuel Cohen
A. Fishman
Victor J. Morris
Charles M. Mersereau
Norman C. Nicholson

Scheib
E. C. Grainger
John L. Franconi
L. D. Netter
A-Mike Vogel
Phil

K.

K.

Michael Balcon
Pete Harrison

En-

terprises

Frink

Walker

C

'oseph

Fliesler

R.

Memory

of

Walter

Eberhardt
A. P.

Waxman

La Portes
Leo Brecher
E
M. Saunders

Thomas

Hansen

tures Corp.
Mark Ostrer

Ralph Cokain
Sick Amusement

Willhm

Marvin H. Schenck
Cosmo-Sileo Co.
Gaumont-British

Hugo Mayer
Will H. Hays
E.
H. Goldstein

Pic-

Goldberg
Sid Silverman
William Brandt
Harry Brandt
Vincent Trotta
S.

D.

Barret

McCormick

Eaton
Jules Brulatour
James A. FitzPatrick

Jack

director of the

licity

Fox

theater.

Loyal theater, managed by Louis
for Sam Ackerman,
ing remodeled.

Goodman

is

be-

"Mutiny" moved

to the State for
of its first-run,
which started at the United Artists
theater.

the

fourth

week

Election of the Variety Club takes
place Thursday.

Kansas City Chatter

—

Vern Goucher of
Joseph has purchased the Belton

Kansas City
St.

theater,

Mo.,

Belton,

from

A.

F.

Miller.

Twenty local independent exhibitors are planning a nightly drawing
of $100 to meet the competition of
the 13 Fox Midwest Theaters which
have featured $100 Bank Night every night for two months.
R. R. Biechle, secretary and treasurer of the Kansas & Missouri Theater Owners, is in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
on business.
Jean Parker, M-G-M star, who appeared here in the Will Rogers Memorial Show, made personal appearances at the Midland theater. The
Memorial show netted $3,820.40.

The Orpheum
legitimate

is

stage

to be

opened

offerings

Dec.

to

30

with
Walter Huston in "DodsVictor
R.
according to
worth,"
Leighton, manager for Martin Beck
and Marcus Herman, who have
leased the house.

John McManus, manager of the
Midland, has discontinued his "Hollywood Reporter" broadcasts over
Station W9XBY.

Week

at

largest
the world's

theatre—
the Roxy
in

New York!

Yes ma'am,
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SUCCESS ON THE SCREEN
and
Production

i

RK HOUR

11

ATIVE TITLE)

Ewart Adamson
the novel

kST
LAIR

TRAP"

GLUCK

^MOTION PICTURE

With

OBART BOSWORTH, BURTON CHURCHILL,

1

E. E.

CLIVE

GIGANTIC COAST TO COAST AD

PAPERS TO ANNOUNCE XMAS

PONS

LILY

IN

DREAM TOO

"I

Papers Totaling Millions

in Circulation

To Run

•
Smash announcements

!

.

.

.

pages

Full

.

.

.

three-quarter pages

blanketing the nation to jam the theatres playing

newspapers from Coast to Coast

crowds

.

.

.

.

.

Ads geared

Pons

to the gaiet

who are lookin
"OPEN YOUR HEART THIS CHRISTMA

Aimed straight

paign urging fans to

.

Lily

at the heart of folks

Heralding in showman's headlines, copy and layout the arriva
local theatre date-line! ...
the key spots

in

the screen's

new

.

.

.

A mighty mass attack

of pai

the thunder of their seat-selling smasl

star of stars

.

.

.

and making

all

America

tall

weight alone enough to assure
sensational openings everywhere
.

.

.

for a picture destined for

long runs and record attendance

wherever

it

plays!

Vp

THAT

GIFTT

CAMPAIGN

W NEW
MUCH".

YEAR'S OPENINGS OF
Sensational Big-Space Ads In

.

Key Cities..Ads To Carry Theatre Date-Lines

in

,

LOCAL NEWS-

IN

.

.

n "I

half

pages

.

.

quarter pages

Dream Too Much"

the season

of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

double trucks

.

.

Great big, punch-packed ads

Tuned to the theatre-going

.

in

spirit of holiday

REAL EVENT for their holiday entertainment
A camW? NEW YEAR'S TO A SOUL ABLAZE WITH SONG!"
>f a sensational new screen star
and each ad carrying the

For

a

.

.

.

.

.

newspaper advertising!

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Big guns booming their barrage

working for theatres lucky enough to have holiday dates for
ibout "|

Dream Too Much" for months

to

come!

.

.

.

Advertising

RKO-RADIO'S REAL HOLIDAY
THE SHOWMEN OF AMERICA!

&&*

-.

DAILY

A LITTLE

from "LOTS"

10

HUTCHINSON NAMED
FOX FOREIGN HEAD

HOLLYWOOD

London.

TARRY DARMOUR

the only
representative
for
authorized
GB in Hollywood, according to advices from Arthur A. Lee, vicepresident of GB, with headquarters
in

New

is

York.
T

T

T

Jack Haley, Broadway and Hollywood comedian, has been signed
by Darryl F. Zanuck for 20th Century-Fox under a previous option
on his services.

Thomas Beck has been assigned
Iron Out Differences
opposite June
role
Lang in
Over K. C. Clearance a"Every
Saturday Night," being pro(.Continued

from Page

1)

ences with Elmer Rhoden, operating
head of the circuit for Skouras
Bros.
The independents had disagreed
with Rhoden's demand for determination of run in neighborhood
houses at the time when film deals
are made. Run had been previously
decided by dating in of pictures at

duced at 20th Century-Fox.
With
them will be Jed Prouty, Spring
Byington and Florence Roberts. The
Paxton Sisters will sing in a night

James Tinling

club

scene.
rector.

T

T

is

di-

T

"The Leathernecks Have Landed",

starring vehicle for Reagreement on allowances; all other
public has gone into production unadjudicated
and unadjudicated
der the supervision of Ken Goldclaims and the $1,696,100 of unsecsmith.
"Return of Jimmy Valenured Pathe notes.
tine," under Victor Zobel's superviRKO's secured debt includes $1,sion, starts Dec. 26.
100,000 of notes held by ConsoliKay Hughes, who has played dated; $11,600,000 of debentures and
leading roles in comedy pictures for $1,118,500 of Pathe notes.
If Atlas-Lehman interests succeed
Hal Roach, Charley Chase and
in working out an agreement with
others, has been signed by First Nathe Rockefellers on reduction and
tional. Her first role under the new
contract will be with Al Jolson in allowance of this claim, the path
"The Singing Kid," now in pro- toward a speedy reorganization will
have been considerably smoothed.
duction.
Between the Rockefellers, Time, Inc.
a few other general creditors,
RKO Radio Pictures has assign- and
ed Moroni Olsen to "Farmer In The Atlas-Lehman could obtain the necessary consents for approval of a
Dell," featuring Fred Stone, and
Paul Porcasi to "The Indestructible plan by the general creditors. RCA
all but $1,Mrs. Talbot," co-starring Ann Hard- and Atlas-Lehman own
250,000 of the debentures and over
ing and Herbert Marshall.
50 per cent of the stock.
v
r
William Ricciardi has arrived in
Hollywood from New York to take
an important part in Warners'
Pittsburgh Patter
forthcoming production of "Anthony
Adverse," in which Fredric March
has the title role.
Pittsburgh Joe Kaliski, GB head

v

Iowa

—

Omaha Odds and
—

State at Holstein,

of Clarks, Neb.

tion.

moving

More Leeway

in Cash Giveaways
Denver Now you don't even have
to go to the show to win some
money! Roy Wennberg has taken
over an old 420-seat house here, reopened it as the Sun Theater, and
is running it in connection with a
daily cash giveaway.
The winner
doesn't have to be any place even

—

la.,

to

Omaha

Levey

—

Ed Kugel showing

is

reported

(Continued from Page 1)

Lew Ayres

New

at the Iowa Theater, Des Moines,
following several weeks of negotia-

1935

SET AT $17,500,000

Republic has exercised its option
on the services of Aubrey Scotto,
director, for four more pictures.
their availability.
Scotto recently completed "Hitch
Hike Lady".
Buensod and Stacey
T
T
T
T
T
T
Norman
Foster
has been assignHoward J. Green, Columbia wriFirm
Conditioning
Air
ed to "Everybody's Old Man," Irvin ter-producer and racehorse owner,
Cobb's first starring picture at 20th is probably the first member of the
(Continued from Page 1)
E. Stacey Jr., vice-president; M. S. Century-Fox.
literary fraternity who will be listSmith, treasurer, and H. W. Mart
T
ed in the 1936 Racing Guide to be
shall, secretary. The personnel also
Louis Weiss of Weiss Productions published shortly. The guide gives
Rose,
McGary,
J.
C.
includes R. 0.
has arrived in Los Ansreles bv motor mention only to owners of more than
W. 0. Hoffman, S. E. Lyman and from New York.
He will begin one horse, and then only to owners
John Wislotski.
preparations immediately for the who may be expected to benefit racproduction of "The Clutching Hand", ing by their patronage.
Items
serial based on the Craig Kennedy
T
novel of the same name by Arthur
Donald Reed has been added to
Des Moines Work on rebuilding B. Reeve. This is the second of the the cast of "Darkest Africa", Rethe opera house at Emmetsburg is three Weiss serials which Stage & public serial starring Clvde Beatty r
to start as soon as insurance has Screen Productions will distribute.
now in production.
been adjusted, it is announced.
Blank
of
Des
Mrs.
Myron
Mr. and
Moines spent the week-end in KanSalt Lake City Squibs
Ends
sas City with the latter's parents.
A. H. Blank and son Raymond have
Roland Jacobs,
Salt Lake City
Omaha Fred Levey, well known
returned from a business trip to
president of the French Circle, is
Chicago.
showman in this territory, sold the arranging
a series of French films
Union projectionists have resumed

Head

18,

CLAIMS IN RKO SETUP

By RALPH WILE

(Continued from Page 1)

as foreign managing director
until a successor there is appointed
from the ranks. He is expected back
in New York to take up his new
post sometime in March.
Hutchinson has been with the Fox
organization abroad for 11 years
and is one of the oldest men in the
company's foreign service. He established all of the offices in the
Far East, Australia and New Zealand before being established in
ties

Wednesday, Dec.

here.

Robert
manager,

Hill,

Columbia

branch

—

Washington, and Audrey Lytell,
of Detroit's Film Board of Trade,

in

town.

in

Norman

Prescott off to Hollywood
with Dick Powell
for a couple of weeks.

where he

will stay

Harris-Alvin

returns

to

stage

shows Christmas Days.
Felix Feist and Al Lichtman of
in town for a couple
of days.

M-G-M were

Directors of the M. P. T. O. of
Pa. renamed this year's Legislative Committee to serve during
The committee,
the 1936 session.

W.

William L. Brown, William J. Walker and Fred Herrington, is going
to Harrisburg early in January.

Thomas
Fayette
W. Va.

Brothers reopened the
Theater in Fayettesville,

A second son was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Al Glazer, McKees Rocks ex-

is back from a tour of hibitors.
the territory.
Mark Browar named Morris GoldMilton Arthur, western division berg manager of his Roosevelt theof his wife.
manager for the Fanchon & Marco ater.
lice Rubin, Paramount salesman, theaters, is due here for a visit.
The local theater owners' associareported at his home office here that
Maurice Saffle, M-G-M branch
a Des Moines dentist had yanked the manager, is making the Montana tion is holding its annual Christmas
stag party in its Film Row offices
wrong tooth when Ute applied for territory.
next Tuesday.

tives

to

to be

near rela-

since the recent tragic death

from pain.
Fred Thorson,

relief

Notopoluos and Gribble, circuit
M-G-M salesman,
Pacific Northwest Notes
operators, reopened the Lyric in
near the theater, but can collect his is seriously ill in a local hospital
Shippensburg, Pa., and renamed it
winnings any time to 6 P. M. the following an operation Saturday.
next afternoon.
An arsonist attempted to the State.
Seattle
Harold Smith bought the Royal
at Charter Oak, la., from Irving burn down the Keylor Grand TheaKing and will rename it the Dream- ter at Walla Walla late last week.
land.
It will mark Smith's third
Marquee Stuff
"Mutiny" has gone into a fifth
20 Years for Clarence Brown
Iowa house.
Brown,
M-G-M director,
Clarence
week at the Blue Mouse of Seattle.
Omaha Frank Harmon, Warner saleswhose latest film, "Ah, Wilderness!"
man, reports the following marquee fun
Three road shows, "Dodsworth,"
John Hamrick has purchased the
opens Christmas Day at the Center
he found on the canopy of the Royal at
"Three Men on a Horse," and "The Roxy of Tacoma, formerly owned
Theater, completes his twentieth year
Le Mars, la.:
Brown
in motion pictures next week.
Old Maid," plus the "World-Her- by Jensen-Von Herberg, with a partFound Stella Parish
1915 with Clara Kimball
started
in
and
ald's" sponsorship of Colonel Basil's ner, Ned Edris, who is the Tacoma
Young's "Trilby."
She Couldn't Take It
Ballet Russe, will crowd the legit manager for Hamrick, and now
show calendar here in January.
owns four houses in Tacoma.

—

—
I

Donald Heywood's
Vocal Orchestra
with

of

JAMES

BOXWILL

40

Baritone

VOICES
DONALD HEYWOOD
Through Courtesy of Marty Forkins

Will

Thrill

You

with Song at

AMPA
Christmas Luncheon
Benefit

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND

HOTEL ASTOR
Tickets

$2.00

I

Inns. Dec. 19 * 12:45
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Foreign Survey Shows Improvement for

Films

U. S.

WARNERS NEGOTIATING WITH NBC ON MUSIC DEAL
1,200 Get In, 200 Turned Away, at Monster Ampa Party
Big Array of Notables on

Viewing

=

Hand

=

... the passing parade

DON CARLE GILLETTE

By

for Relief
Fund Benefit

Film folk high and low, particuA FTER going to all the trouble, through larly the high, turned out in grand
^^ the medium of the last nationwide style at the Hotel Astor yesterday
for
the
third
annual A.M.P.A.
Critics' Forum, to find out not only what's
Christmas lunceon party in behalf
In
wrong with the type of publicity matter of the Film Daily Relief Fund.
being sent out by film companies but also addition to the 1,200 that crowded
into the grand ballroom, some 200
what the movie editors actually want and
(.Continued on Page
6)

use,

will

it

severe shock to learn that

a

is

The
their

no

practically

information

on

ballots

the

"Ten

on

feelings

voice

how

the

serious

Best

in

Pictures."

it,

situation

you

surmise

can

must

be.

—•—
ONE

movie editor relates how he waded
wearily through 34 pieces of mail, on a
day when he actually was looking for material, and out of all that stuff he didn't find

IN

MEXICAN SITUATION

After hearing a report on the
troublesome situation in Mexico
presented by A. L. Pratchatt, Paramount manager with headquarters
in

Mexico City, major distributors

yesterday decided to continue their
present status in that country pend(Continued on Page 6)

single usable item.

a

Items were either too trivial or too long
too unwieldly, and at least 20 per cent
were duplicates.

or

appears that the popular policy
and home offices to send out
stuff in volume instead of with an eye
to
usability is resulting mostly in tiring
and exasperating the film editors, and that
certainly is not conducive to getting space

Thus

of

in

it

studios

papers.

the

This is one reason why so many of the
eds declare that they take most of their
ideas from trade papers
material and

because

is

it

and

easier

more

reliable.

—•—
have been asked to do something
SOor wemake
some suggestion to ease the
editors on

burdens of the film
and a pleasure.
It's easy

—

All

that

the

home

offices

this

and

score.

J.

P.

:ubscription.

As

for

WHAT

trade

paper,

Kennedy

to Testify

Before Sabath Committee

is

running

Hollywood.

SEGALL HEADS

NEW

of Broadcasters
to conducting negowith the Columbia Broadcasting System, the Warner Bros.
Music firm are currently engaged
also in conferences with the National Broadcasting System and the
National Association of Broadcasters, representing 400 radio stations
throughout the country, The Film

addition

In

tiations

is

advised.

PHILLY EXHIB UNIT
Philadelphia

—Ratifying the merg- GETS JURY VERDICT

er between I.E.P.A. and M.P.T.O.
into the Independent Motion Picture Theater Owners, exhibitors at
a meeting here last night elected
board
M.P.T.O.
Segall,
Charles
chairman, as president of the new
Segall defeated Ray
association.
(Continued on Page 8)

Dawes May Get
20th-Fox Foreign Post

R. Sutton

—

London (By Cable) R. Sutton
Dawes, general sales manager for
20th Century-Fox in Great Britain,

SAM HONIGBERG

—A

Pittsburgh

Correspondent

federal jury in U.

Court

District

S.

Staff

yesterday

here

triple damages aggregating
$24,000 to Sam Friedman, former
Farrell and Sharon, Pa., exhibitor,
conspiracy action against
in his
Suing under
Metro, RKO, et al.
the Sherman anti-trust act, Fried-

awarded

man claimed he was forced out of
business from his Capitol in Farrell

Survey of Foreign Field Shows
Good Outlook for U. S. Films

Whether or not the 20th CenturyFox program for 1936-37 will be

Postpone Injunction Move
Against Renters in London

—

situation
film
the
Surveying
abroad, foreign managers of American companies, both major and independent, see a further improvement in the position of American
pictures afield during 1936 due to
greater internationalization of prod-

London (By Cable) Motion for
an injunction against the Kinema
Renters Society has been postponed
Meanwhile, members uct and to rehabilitated economic
until Jan. 21.
on the subwill be allowed to make bookings conditions. Their remarks
compiled for the formodesty with the Hyams & Gale circuit until ject have been
it.

By

FILM DAILY

and

studios

coming right out with

ANTI-TRUST CASE

IN

a likely successor to
Joseph P. Kennedy, former presi- is considered
Walter Hutchinson, managing direcdent of Pathe and recently head of
tor for the company here and who
the Securities Exchange Commishas just been named general formorning
this
examined
will
be
sion,
eign manager in New York. Dawes
Congressional
Sabath
before the
has been with the Fox organizadebond
Committee investigating
tion for a number of years.
(Continued on Page 8)

need to do is to discontinue mailing their
stuff to the newspapers and instead give
sach of the movie editors a trade paper

>revents us from

the

memos

in

Considering that they grab the opportunity
to

Midsummer Night's Dream"
at

Warners Also Seek Direct
Deal With Nat'l Ass'n

Daily

AWAIT COURT DECISION

correction.

contained

is

by critics as they send

included

being

B'way Xmas Sock

important function have

the faults of this

undergone

Fill

Warners will fill a good part of the
Broadway first-run Christmas stocking,
with three attractions on the stem that
day, as a result of yesterday's booking
of "Dangerous," new Bette Davis picture,
open Christmas Day at the
to
Rivoli.
On the same day "Captain
Blood" opens at the Strand, while "A

then.

(Continued on Page 6)

his

Nuluma Theater

in

Sharon

(Continued on Page 8)

20th-Fox Sales Policy
Will

Be Set

Confab

at

sold in two pieces or as a single
unit will be determined at Coast conferences to be held early in February between John D. Clark, general
sales

manager, and Hollywood ex(Continued on Page 6)

Theater "10 Best"

—

Poll

Annapolis J. F. Green, manager of
the Circle Theater, is planning to conduct a "Ten Best Pictures of 1935"
among his patrons in conjunction
poll
with THE FILM DAILY'S national poll.

—

THE

g&H

DAILY
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Costing Majors $70,000
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Adoption of a 2,000-ft. reel standard by the industry will cost seven
major companies approximately $70,000 in effecting the changeover,
according to estimates made after
The
investigation of the matter.
general committee in charge of the
plan for the first line firms will
meet in New York the week of
Jan. 13.

Appeal by Fox Midland
Being Heard in March

St. Louis— The U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals for this district, during
its
March term at Kansas City,
probably will hear the appeals in
Fox Midland Theater Co. and Fox
Rocky
Mountain Theater Co. bankWardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne.
ruptcy cases.
The exact date for
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour- the hearings will be determined by
des-Noues, 19.
the filing of the necessary appeal
transcripts of the testimony taken
before District Judge Albert L.
Reeves in Kansas City several weeks
ago.
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birthday:

William C. Hyer

The lot included 108,000
shares of voting trust certificates
of Fox Class "A" common stock.
Price paid for the entire consignment was $855,000.

coast

Leserman.
"The day of the cycle is definitely
past," declared Gradwell L. Sears

York.

Houma, La.

—

Indicted for violatthe state lottery laws with
Buck Nites, William Cobb, operator
of the Fox Theater, won acquittal
when the state abandoned its case.
Action is thought to establish the
legality of Buck Nites in Louisiana.

ing

Elaborate Guide on "Two Cities"
One of the most elaborate study
guides yet issued by Educational &
Recreational Guides, Inc., which puts
out these booklets on films for use
in schoolrooms, has just been issued
on "A Tale of Two Cities", M-G-M
production of the Dickens classic.

to

spend

AL FRIEDLANDER
bound on

tour

a

New

in

is

Christmas
of

of

York

with

First

from the
mother.

his

Division

is

south-

exchanges.

MRS WALTER CONNOLLY (Nedda Harrigan)
j
daughter
will
be
Hollywood-bound
to
spends Christmas with
the
Columbia player
This cancels Connolly's holiday trip to
New
and

ERR
wife,

FL

,™*!; T irst National
?hv
LILY DAMITA,
will return

and his
Hollywood

star,

!;

to

next week from New York
miere of "Captain Blood."

following the preat the closing session.
"Our releases for next year will offer greatBYRON
F. MOORE is in New York from St.
er variety and originality than ever
Louis.
before."
LOUIS B. MAYER, at present in New York,
Harry Maizlish, Allen Glenn and
Sam Clark, divisional promotion returns to the coast early next week.
A. L. PRATCHATT, now in New York, leaves
men, also departed last night.
for Mexico City within a few days.
District and branch managers inF.
C.
HENRY, Paramount manager in the
cluded Fred M. Jack, Dallas; H. J.
Philippines, has gone to Seattle from New York
Ochs, Atlanta; F. P. Bryan, Char- and
soon sails for Manila.
lotte; W. E. Callway, Dallas; Byron

Adams, Memphis;
Orleans;

J.

O.

RKO

Product Bought
By Saenger Circuit

New

—

Orleans Selective contract
product was signed yesterday by Saengers for all situaChesterfield has set first-runs on
tions excepting here, where the Orthree of its releases, as follows:
pheum gets product. Deal was ne"False Pretenses," for the Orpheum,
gotiated by Jules Levy for RKO.
Los Angeles; "Lady in Scarlet," Los
left for New York afterward.
Angeles Theater, Los Angeles, and Levy
"Happiness C.O.D.", Fox Theater,
Two Houses for Hungarian Films
San Francisco.
Latter film also
New York will have two first-run
opens today at the Fox Brooklyn.
Hungarian film houses starting Dec.
25 when Munio Podhorzer, managing
Louisiana Upholds Buck Nites
director of the Tobis Theater, reChesterfield Gets First-Runs

FRANK MORGAN

Hotel Muehlebach, Warner home office
executives and district and
branch managers have returned to
their respective territories.
Traveling east are Grad Sears, S. Charles
Einfeld, Norman H. Moray and Carl

L. Conner, New
Rohde, Oklahoma
City; James Winn, Chicago; Leo
Blank, Chicago; E. J. Tilton, Des
Moines; Wm. Warner, Kansas City;
R. T. Smith, Milwaukee; Rud Lohrenz, Minneapolis;
K. Olson,
C.
Omaha; Hall Walsh, St. Louis; N.
Buys William Fox's Stock
H. Brower, Los Angeles; E. A. Bell,
Atlantic City An unnamed New Denver; Newt Levi, Los Angeles;
Yorker bought the entire stock Vete Stewart, Portland; W. F. Gorholdings
All-Continent
Corp., don, Salt Lake City; Chas. Muehlof
controlled by William Fox, in 20th man, San Francisco; Al Oxtoby,
Century-Fox yesterday at a public Seattle.

auction.

Coming and Going

City Meet

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High
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for

RKO

sumes the showing of Hungarian
product at that house with the premiere of the musical "Egy Ej Velenceben" ("One Night in Venice").
The theater lately has been playing
German films. The other Hungarian
house is the Hunnia, where "Budai
Cukraszda" ("Silver Clouds"), said
to be the best Hungarian musical
turned out to date, will be presented
early next month.

H. C.
BISSELL, Columbia Cleveland branch
manager, leaves for his home city tonight after
few days in town with home office execu-

a

tives.

JULES LEVY is due back
morrow from New Orleans.

PERT KELTON

GEORGE

is

in

New

town from the

BROWNE

E.

in

will

leave

York

to-

coast.

tomorrow

Hollywood.

for

MURRAY
tinent

D.

Corp.,

BECKER,

returned

counsel for All-Connight from Atlantic

last

City.

No

Action

Till

On Merger

January
of 3 Unions

No

action toward completion of
projected merger between Local 306 and the Allied and Empire
Unions will take place until after
Jan. 2, when Joseph D. Basson, reelected president of Local 306 for
a two-year term, and the other newly-elected officers are installed. Basson polled 1186 of the 1630 votes
cast for president, far outdistancing
Alex Polin, who polled 318 votes.
Other officers elected include Frank
J. Ruddock, vice president; Herman
Gelber, recording secretary; Chas.
Beckman, financial secretary; Frank
Pircher, treasurer, and Bert Popkin and Jos Kelban, New York and
Brooklyn business agents respec-

the

tively.

The executive board includes
Louis Boritz, Morris Kravitz, Dick

Cancellare, Samuel Clare, Benjamin
Scher, Steve D'Inzillo, Edgar T.
Stewart, Maxwell Horowitz, Chas.
Keilhurn and Harry E. Storin. The
board of trustees includes Herman
Boritz, Max Horowitz and Geo. Margarian.
Basson's re-election is regarded as
a vote by the local for union democ$10,341 Roxy Profit for Month
Roxy Theater showed a profit of racy, vigorous organization and lo$10,341 before interest on the funded cal autonomy.
debt for the period between Nov. 1
New U. A. Cleveland Office Mgr.
and Nov. 28, according to a report
Cleveland
Leslie Dowdell has
filed yesterday in Federal Court by
Howard S. Cullman, Roxy Trustee. succeeded Esther Goldberg as office
Receipts for the period were $119,- manager of the local United Artists

Decorating Klebanow on Saturday
Presentation of the Distinguished 987 and disbursements were $102,567.
Service Cross by the Government to Cash on hand as of Oct. 31 totaled
Leo Klebanow of the Longacre $51,267, and on Nov. 28 totaled
"Press," for distinguished service in $68,688.
the World War, will take place at
Olive McClure Married
10 o'clock Saturday morning at Fort
Jay, Governor's Island.
Last boat
Olive McClure, stage and screen
for the ceremonies leaves the Bat- actress, and Bertrand L. Taylor, sotery at 9:15 A. M.
ciety man, were married Wednesday.

—

Exchange.

Filing

RKO

Report

Irving Trust Co., RKO trustee, will
file a report with Federal Judge Bondy
early next month on RKO operations
for the six months from July,
1935.
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PHOTO-REVIEW
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THE OAKIE-DOKEY STOMP,
an impossible rumba, is demabove by its
author and a group of lovely
victims led by Joan Blondell.
Maybe you'll see this amazing
onstrated for you

IS GOING TO TOWN for these six comely carolers,
been named by Warners as 'most likely to win stardom'
during next year. From left to right you see Paula (Stepping) Stone,
June ('Ceiling Zero') Travis, Alma ('Anthony Adverse') Lloyd, Kay ('Road

SANTA CLAUS

for

they've

Gang') Linaker, Marie ('Colleen') Wilson, Eunice ('Sons O'Guns') Healey.

MORE

EERIE

terization
chiller.

in

new

musical,

THAN EVER
will

'Colleen,'

I

is

released

is

Boris

'The Walking Dead,'

Featured

when

step

Powel -Keeler-Oakie- Blondell
in

March.*
charac-

Karloff's

new Warner

be Carrel-Lindbergh

super-

artificial heart,

revolutionary scientific discovery recently announced.*

'ANOTHER MATINEE IDOL
THE FINGER POINTS

this

week

warns M.

at Charlie

dashing

newest addition to cast of 'Hearts
Divided,' coming Marion Davies Cosmopolitan
Froduction. Other luminaries already named
Ruggles,

include

Dick

Powell,

Edw.

Everett

Errol

after

Flynn

as

is

on the way',
Warners'

seeing

'Captain

Blood.'

Photo shows new star Flynn and wife

Damita arriving

Day premiere

Horton,

Arthur Treacher, ace director Frank Borzage.f
*A Warner

Daily

P.

in

of film already hailed by critics

as 'big time show. ..in heavy
Bros. Picture

+A Cosmc^olitan

Production

Vitagraph,

Inc.,

Distributors

Lili

N. Y. for Strand's Xmas

money

division.'!
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THE
OPENING ATTRACTION

FOR BROADWAY'S
NEW RIALTO THEATRE
•

BEGINS EXTENDED
RUN ENGAGEMENT
CHRISTMAS WEEK!

Produced by the

VAN BEUREN
CORPORATION
m
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200 ARE TURNED

AWAIT COURT DECISION
IN

1935

AWAY

AT AMPA XMAS PARTY

MEXICAN SITUATION

(Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 1)

or more had to be turned away for
lack of space.
The dais was crowded with industry and other notables, including
Will Hays, Adolph Zukor, Howard
Dietz, Martin Quigley, Red Kann,
Arthur Loew, C. C. Pettijohn, Louis
Sidney, Harry Hershfield, Louis Nizer, Grover Whalen, Tony Sarg, Lew
Lehr, Eddie Dowling, Una Merkel,
Margot Grahame, Gambarelli, Lily
Pons, Ed Sullivan.
Gordon White as President of
presided, with Jack Alicoate
as toastmaster.
Ralph Stone's orchestra supplied the music at the
opening, with two vocalists, followed through the dinner by Donald
Haywood's vocal choir of 40 voices.
The program was replete with
laughter, goodfellowship and some
splendid tributes from the various
speakers to the work of
and
the Relief Fund.
More details of
the affair are contained elsewhere

ing a Mexican Supreme Court decision determining legality of strikes
such as now confront them there.
At present, the companies are not
selling or delivering film.
Approximately 70 employees of
the exchanges are members of a

union and under the Mexican law
they cannot force a strike unless
the majority of employees are unionThe union workers, distribuized.
tors point out, constitute a minority but nevertheless have caused a
walkout.
The Mexican Government has
taken a sympathetic position in connection with the position of the
American companies, it was stated
yesterday, and has indicated a willingness to modify taxes which recently occasioned protests by the
majors.

• • • THE SPIRIT of Santa Claus was the dominant
Xmas Party
held at the Hotel Astor
note at the
Toastmaster Jack Alicoate
to an overflow of 1200 guests
and other speakers added
injected the Santa Claus motif
with here and
the touch of the pixies, gnomes and fairies
there a splendid tribute to the sincere Spirit of Humanitarianism
exemplified by the
in donating the receipts to the Film
and to the Relief Fund for sponsoring
Daily Relief Fund
and carrying on this work among our Own Needy from year to

AMPA

AMPA

T

year

•

•

•

THE DAIS

was loaded down with important

(Continued from Page 1)

eign

section

of,

the

1936

FILM

DAILY YEAR BOOK.
Hollywood studios, they point out,
are now showing a more complete
understanding of the foreign market problems and are inserting in
their output more of the elements
that appeal to audiences beyond the
confines of the United States.

20th-Fox Sales Policy

Be Set

Will

at

Confab

(Continued from Page 1)

ecutives

of

the company, including

Darryl Zanuck. The program, which
this season offers 45 Fox pictures,
12 20th Centuries and four George
O'Briens, will be set up at the
ferences. Clark goes to Florida
3 and leaves for Hollywood
after his return to New York
in the month.

New Myrna Loy
Mahanoy

City,

conJan.

soon
late

Film Draws 'Em
Pa.

—

M-G-M's

"Whipsaw," with Myrna Loy and
Spencer Tracy, did phenomenal business against the handicap of stormy
weather on its opening at the VicFirst day was
toria Theater here.
ahead both of "A
substantially
Night at the Opera" and "Thanks
a Million."

Union Pact Signed

Pittsburgh

—

Pittsburgh The Theater Managers Ass'n has signed a new threeyear contract with the local movie
operators union.
The contract in-

Sunday operation.
The agreement binds the union with
the Warner, Loew, Harris and Shea-

cludes terms for

Hyde

houses.

folks

and there were scores of equally important
industry leaders at the various tables
and the terrifying
thot kept running through our mind
"What if the lame
duck on this menu should cause universal casualties in this
in the industry

room ?

Hell, it will destroy the Brains of the industry."
but the industry brains have met and conquered many lame
ducks before in the course of their careers
so one more
course of duck had no noticeable effect

•

•

•

AMPA

T

T

Foreign Survey Indicates
Improvement for U. S. Pix

AMPA

T

T

FAIR WARNING was

served by Toastmaster Alicoate at the outset that the gong would be rung on any speakPrexy Gordon White introduced
er going over three minutes
Mister Alicoate, and from that time on his work had practically
ended
but Gordon has been sweating for weeks to make
and
this affair the success it was, and deserved the rest
the
this goes also for Paul Benjamin and Marvin Kirsch
unsung heroes as in every battle
owes these three
a debt of gratitude for the many hours of grinding work they
put in to make the occasion a pleasant memory for all

on this page.

Foreign Field to Adopt
New 2,000-Foot Reel

AMPA

T

T

•

•

•

THE HIGHLIGHT

T

of the

affair

was the ribbing

carried on between Jack Alicoate and Howard Dietz
the
master of the revels introduced Howard as the guy who still
owed him 360 berries on bridge losses
and Howard graciously responded by noting that "It's always a pleasure to deal
with a Gentile."
he remarked that many people clamor
for Relief from Film Daily every day
he went back into
history and recalled the inception of the li'l ole paper as "Wid's"
when it carried three pages of news and 1 page of ads
"Now," said Mister Dietz, "it carries three pages of ads and
one page of news."
"which makes J. A. a great Publisher"
and as Howard sat down, his bridge creditor remarked
that "all great writers like Mister Dietz are stuffed with sawdust, applesauce and boloney."
you might call it a
draw
if Howard didn't still owe that 360 smackers

T

T

• • • A NICE sendoff from the banquet-master to Martin
Quigley as "The Dean of the trade press publishers"
with
Mister Quigley paying fine homage to the work of the Relief
Fund and its sponsor
Red Kann took a bow as "the finest
newspaper man in the industry"
also Adolph Zukor as
"the richest man in the world, if the well wishes of the entire
industry mean anything."
Ed Sullivan paid a tribute to
the Jewish race for their humanitarian spirit as exemplified in
the Relief Fund and all other industry charities

•

•

•

AND THE

T

T

Chief of the works
Will Hays
testified to the fine accomplishment of the
and the Fund
as he symbolized the work of both as he stood between Gordon
White and Jack Alicoate
addressing his remarks in turn
to both
Louis Nizer as usual supplied the forensic oratory
in a graphic summary of several relief cases typical of the work
of the Fund
Lew Lehr did his dialectics with laffs
Charlie Pettijohn, "the old alderman," made a diplomatic political on-the-fence speech.
Harry Hershfield was his entertaining self
and also Eddie Dowling in a grand talk with the
Right Note of Sincerity
Tony Sarg spoke of his Macy
mannikins on parade
Una Merkel, Lily Pons, Margot Grahame and Gambarelli adorned the dais
Ralph Stone's orch
and vocalists with Donal Haywood's choral Voices rounded out a

AMPA

.

.

Smash Show

4t

€€

€€

» » »

Although handicapped by the fact
many of its projection machines
cannot accommodate reels larger
than 1,000 feet in length, Europe is
now moving towards adoption of a
that

|

2,000-foot reel standard, following
action of the American industry,
which tentatively plans to effect the
changeover on April 1. German producers have started the ball rolling
in their country, following recommendation of the move on the part
of a research council.
In this country, it is estimated
that less than 100 houses have projectors which cannot handle a 2,000foot reel.

Mrs. Astor's "Rancho" Committee
In preparation for the world premiere of Gladys Swarthout's initial

Paramount

picture

"Rose

of

the

Mrs. Vincent Astor has
named the following well-known
New Yorkers as members of the
Entertainment Committee: Miss Lucrezia Bori, Elsa Maxwell, George
Burns and Gracie Allen, Eddie Duchin, Jimmy Durante, Abe Lyman,
George Jessel and Eve Symington.
Mrs. Astor's committees have
taken over the entire Paramount
Theater for the night of the pre-

Rancho",

miere, Jan. 7, and the tickets are
being sold at an advanced price for
the benefit of the Musicians' Emergency Relief.

65-Cent Top Scale for Rialto
Admission scale for the new Rialto, which opens Christmas Day with
"Fang and Claw", Frank Buck feature produced by RKO-Van Beuren,
will be 25 cents in the morning, 40
cents in the afternoon and 65 cents
in the evening. Buck will appear at
the house on the opening day.
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"REVIEWS of the NEW FILMS
"TOO TOUGH TO KILL"
with

Victor

Jory,

O'Neil

Sally

and

glimpse of midnight merrymakers at a night club, with Marilyn
Miller, N.T.G.,

Johnny Arthur

Moore

&

Revel,

The Film Daily
Relief

Fund

And you

will

and Jory do

a happy fadeout.
provided by Johnny Arthur, newspaper photographer.
Cast: Victor Jcry, Sally O'Neil, Johnny
is

nailed, Sally

A

bit of

comedy

is

Arthur, Robert Gleckler,
ton

Hall,

George

Ward

Bend, ThursRobert Middle-

McKay,

Dewey

Robinson.
Director, D. Ross Lederman; Author, Robert D Speers; Screenplay, Lester Cole, J
mass,

Griffin

Jay;

Editor,

Gene

Cameraman, George Meehan;
Milfcrd.

Direction,

Fair.

Photography, Good.

Be helping

"Broadway Highlights"
(Paramount Variety)
10 mins.
Paramount
Scenes of Broadway Night Life
Shots of night

Those

in

New

your

who

At Times are
Unable to help

along Broad-

test.

A-l group, which

Leo Seichsnaydre

Schwalberg
Schapin of Warners.

Off-Send

In Your Check To-Day

— —

—

Wisconsin Wisps

—

is

made up downtown Milwaukee

is

manager.

Visitors to film row: Jake Abraham of Port Gibson, La., who also
runs a theater in Natchez, and
Charles Morrel, another Natchez exhibitor. Uzy Pelegrin, who operates
a theater in Chauvin, La., visiting
here with his wife; Jules Levy of

RKO;

It

—

—

of the winners of the past sales con-

Don't Put

usual terms of sportdom that may
confuse the layman.
Among them
are: What is a flying mare?
which
turns out to be a term for a certain
hold in wrestling; What is the largest ball used in sport?
the pushball; The lightest?
pingpong ball;
The smallest? marbles; What ball
game is played with only two fingers? bowling; What is the difference between a pacer and a trotter?
What is "honoring the point?" Explanations are given in pictures illustrating
the
meaning of the
terms. A short of interest to others
besides sport lovers.

Orleans Notes

Pictures

in the

Themselves.

tions of sports fans, illustrating un-

Milwaukee
A. C. Gutenberg,
Orleans First Division ofpresident of Independent Theaters
fices here have jumped from eleventh
place to second in sales and Mana- Protective Ass'n of Wisconsin &
ger F. F. Goodrow is reminding Upper Michigan, has been named
those who congratulate him that the the official representative of the organization to sit in on the board
credit goes to the whole office. F-D's
"Dance Band" was recently sold to of directors meeting of the national
Allied to be held in New York early
the Saenger circuit everywhere but
in January. F. J. McWilliams, Madin New Orleans where it is booked
ison, has been named as alternate
to an independent.
Al Gullikson, former organist at
Burdge,
Deaths: Margaret Grace
wife of Alex Schulman, who oper- the Warner Theater, Milwaukee, has
been performing with his accordion
ates the Plaza and Casino theaters;
at the Bowery, Milwaukee night
Sam Watkins, who ran the Electric club,
for the past 18 months, which
Theater at Berwick, La.
New Orleans branch of Republic represents a record of some kind.
Standard Theaters Co.'s Strand,
of the southeast is third

New

Industry

life

Paramount
10 mins.
Unusual Sporting Terms
Ted Husing asks fourteen ques-

—

SHORTS

Al

and

Sam

More Airing for Errol Flynn
Errol Flynn, Warners' "Captain
Blood" star, who is to be interviewed
this evening by Sam
over
Taylor, will be on the air again tomorrow at 2 P. M., when Bide Dudley quizzes him over WOR.

WMCA

house, is now
operating as a second-run with a 15cent admission.
Oscar Olson, business agent for
the projectionists' union, has returned from the south where he
spent the past several weeks for his

health.

S.M.P.E. to Pick Eastern Head
the S.M.P.E. is going to do
about its pending lack of an Eastern executive head, following removal of President Homer G. Tasker
to the Coast from New York, will
be decided at a meeting of its board
of governors today at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, where the society has
its headquarters. Emory. Huse, exe-

What

cutive vice-president, also is located
in

the

sir,

Hollywood.

Los Angeles

Edna

58 mins. Sedgwick, Peg-Leg Bates, Harlem's
FAIR YARN ABOUT VILLAINY IN A one-legged dancer, Jack Dempsey,
TUNNEL PROJECT WILL GET BY ON Major Bowes, Benny Leonard, Lou
Little,
POP BILLS.
Robert L. Ripley, Jimmy
Having a story that is pretty much of Johnson, William A. Brady, Jack
Sharkey,
the makeshift variety, and with no particuJames J. Braddock and
other celebrities being introduced or
lar marquee strength in its cast, this protaking part in the entertainment.
duction is relegated to the lesser spots.
The short ends with shots of the
Victor Jory is the head of a tunnel conpremiere of "Jumbo", introducing
struction project which is being hampered
several celebrities who speak into
by an opposition gang.
After one of the
mike,
and showing Jimmy
dynamiting incidents resulting in accidents, the
Durante in action in the show.
a newspaper reporter, Sally O'Neil, comes
along and falls for Jory, who in time responds.
Later, when Sally gets wind of a
"What's the Answer?"
new plot against the tunnel, she tips off
with Ted Husing
Jory and prevents him and his workers
(Grantland
Rice Sportlight)
from being killed.
After the crooked mob

Columbia

HELP

"Yes

A

way.

Post Record
said

YOU
COULD
ONLY COOK
IF

'has the

sparkling

touch of

Frank Capra
productions,

which

is

high praise

indeed

!'

It's

COLUMBIA'S
new

hit

starring

HERBERT

/

MARSHALL
and JEAN II
1

//

jhurpW
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GETS JURY VERDICT
IN

A LITTLE

ANTI-TRUST CASE

Friday, Dec. 20, 1935

PARA. STUDIO ACTIVITY

from "LOTS"

HITS

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

his

South

American hunting

DECEMBER PEAK

trip

A/fAURICE CONN is producing next fall, Director Clarence Brown West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
X¥X
Hollywood
Heaviest December
"Black Gold," based on Peter will be at the controls of his plane.
because of suspended serGable and Brown have been arrang- schedule in the history of the Parasked $150,000, triple dam- B. Kyne's story. Russell Hopton is
amount studios is currently under
directing
and the cast includes ing their schedule between shots of
ages and costs.
Hunt Stromberg's "Wife vs. Secre- way, with about 20 features in varFrankie
Darro,
Roy
Mason,
Berton
The verdict is subject to the rulious stages of activity. Among films
Churchill,
Gloria
Shea,
Stanley tary," in which Brown is directing
ing on the motion for a direct acGable, Jean Harlow and Myrna Loy. in work are "Give Us This Night",
Fields,
Frank
Shannon,
Dewey
Robquittal made by defense counsel
"Woman Trap", "Sky Parade",
V
T
T
Judge Nelson inson, George Cleveland and Snowearlier in the trial.
"Timothy's Quest", "Thirteen Hours
flake.
McVicar has the motion under adW. P. Lipscomb, English author- by Air", "Klondike Lou", "Desire"
T
T
visement and will act on it within
playwright-scenarist, continues to and "Preview".
"Cab" Calloway and his band have
a week, Film Daily learned. Should
add the names of impressive proProductions being edited include
been set in Al Jolson's "The Singing
the judge rule against the defendductions to his list of efforts since "It's a Great Life", "Rose of the
Kid,"
Warner
Bros.
at
Walter
Meyants, the case will be appealed in
coming to Hollywood approximately Rancho", "Drift Fence", "The Milky
ers set the deal for Irving Mills,
the U. S. Circuit Court in Philadelone year ago. Recently he completed Way" and "Anything Goes".
In
who
represents the band.
phia.
the screenplay for "A Message to preparation are "Desert Gold", "Inv
The jurors argued for several
Harry Sherman's fourth "Hop- Garcia," followed by "Under Two vitation to Happiness" and "Rhythm
hours Wednesday before the verdict along Cassidy" story, co-featuring Flags", both 20th Century-Fox pic- on the Range".
(Continued from Page 1)

—

in 1928
vice, and

No award was

was reached.

ex-

William Boyd and Jimmy Ellison, is
in production, with Howard Brethmony and Judge McVicar's one-hour erton directing. It is titled "Outcharge to the jury was deemed fav- cast of Twin River" and was adaptorable for the defendants.
ed by Doris Schroeder, who wrote
Defendants against whom the the screenplay with Vernon Smith.
award was made are: M-G-M, CoWarner, Fox,
lumbia, Universal,
On her arrival in Hollywood from
Counsel a month's vacation in New York,
United Artists and RKO.
for Friedman included Leonard H. Columbia
presented Jean Arthur
The with a handsome Christmas gift in
Krieger and Aaron M. Jaffe.
defendants are represented by Reed, the shape of the feminine lead opSmith, Shaw & McClay, with J. H. posite Gary Cooper in the Frank
Beale, Jr., in charge, and Ed Raf- Capra
production,
"Opera Hat."
ferty and Martyn Silverman of New Jean Dixon and Lionel Stander alYork.
ready have been signed for this feature, which went into production
this week.
pected, however, as

most of the

tures.

testi-

Over 200 unemployed "white collar workers" were recently used by

Brown in office scenes for
vs. Secretary," which Brown

Clarence

"Wife

directing for M-G-M. At the suggestion of the Metro director, these
people were selected. Brown recently completed the direction of "Ah,
is

Wilderness."

Charles Segall Heads New
Philly Exhibitor Unit
(Continued from Page 1)

O'Rourke,

member

of the I.E.P.A.

O'Rourke and Harry Fried (I. E. P.
were named vice-presidents.
A.)
David Milgrim (I. E. P. A.) was
elected treasurer, defeating Marcus
George P.
Benn (M. P. T. O.)
Aarons (M. P. T. O.) was desig-

T
V
nated secretary.
H. Bruce Humberstone is taking
Composing the board of managers
keen pride in showing the compli- will
be: Morris Wax, chairman; Bill
mentary letter written him by asso- Butler, Columbus Stamper, Herb
ciate producer John Considine, Jr.,
Elliott, David Barrist, Ray O'Rourke,
for his direction of M-G-M's "Three
Lee Posel, David Shapiro, Samuel
Live Ghosts," and for bringing the Somerson and Ray Schwartz, all of
J. P. Kennedy to Testify
When Clark Gable takes off for picture in four days under schedule. the I. E. P. A.; and Mike Lessy, Abe
Before Sabath Committee
Soblosky, Luke Gring, Millon Rogasner, Ben Furtel, George Gravenstine,
Pittsburgh Patter
Seattle Sidelights
Joseph Conway, Ed Jeffries and
(Continued from Page 1)
Harold D. Cohen, all of the M.P.T.O.
operations
of
concerning
faults
Seattle
Frank Newman, Sr., and
The new group voted to allow
Pittsburgh
Ira Cohn, 20th CenPathe and RKO, it was said yestury-Fox exchange head here, and John Hamrick, now associated in affiliated theaters to join it without
terday by Murray W. Garsson, dihis wife left for New York where numerous first-run houses, went to any qualifications or restrictions or
rector of investigation for the comthey are sailing on a 15-day cruise Portland this week to meet and con- restraint on the membership. WhethGarsson said decision had
mittee.
to Havana and Panama.
Sam Gal- fer with J. J. Sullivan and Spyros er Stanley-Warner would join was
not been made on whether the Kenanty and Charles Shulman have re- and Charles Skouras, visiting there. not known up until last night but
nedy hearing would be open to the
Fond farewell was bid to W. L. the expectation was that this cirturned to Washington after brief
press or closed.
Fenney, Tacoma movie house man- cuit will become a member of the
stays here.
Austin C. Keough testified yesterHarry Kalmine, Warner zone man- ager, as he left Tacoma for a visit new organization. Although it was
day before the Sabath Committee
to relatives in eastern Washington, not known whether the I.E.P.A., as
and will be examined further at 2 ager, is back from New York and following which he is coming to a separate association, will disband,
John E. Otterson and Philadelphia.
p.m. today.
Seattle with the Jensen & Von Her- it is believed that the M.P.T.O. will
The old Showalter Theater in Lat- berg interests.
other Paramount officials are slated
continue to function on its own.
robe
was
destroyed
called
next
week.
by
fire
to be
Tuesday
Under the new John Hamrick
night.
ownership, the Roxy of Tacoma will
St. Louis Squibs
The Penn gets Charlie Chaplin's in company with the three other
new
picture,
"Modern
Times,"
early
Hamrick
houses
in
that
city
present
San Antonio Notes
Leto Hill, general manSt. Louis
February.
first-run showings.
ager of St. Louis Amusement Co.,
is back from New York, where he
San Antonio The State is closed
Princess at "Scrappy" Party
conferred with Warner officials.
for renovation.
In the meantime,
Collect 50,000 Toys for Kids
Byron F. (Dinty) Moore, zone
Manager 0. B. Thomas and his Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Princess
Alexandra
Kropotkin,
for Warners, is on a New
manager
mother are in Florida for a little
writer
will
and
columnist,
head
the
Washington
Warner houses in
York business trip.
rest.
The theater is to reopen this territory
list
of
distinguished
personalities
collected more than
Christmas Day.
Chief of Police John J. McCarthy
50,000 toys in special matinees for who will be the guests of Scrappy
endorsed "Show Them No Mercy",
Henry W. Hall of Hall Industries kids.
Gifts will be distributed to at Scrappy's Christmas Party toAmbassador.
has opened his New Rio, Beeville. poor children at Christmas by char- day at the Hospital for Joint Dis- playing at the
John Inskeep has joined the local
eases.
Harry Hershfield will offiHis other house there, the Rialto, itable organizations.
ciate as master of ceremonies in staff of Photoplay Advertising Co.,
recently damaged by fire, will soon
exchanging posts with Al Saxelin,
the role of Santa Claus.
be rebuilt.
who was transferred to Chicago.
Plans Spanish Feature Here
Visitors: George Schaefer, former
Dr. R. E. Stone has taken over
vice-president of Paramount, "SonEmanuel Piza, concert master at
Jannings Film Holding Over
the Grand, East St. Louis, 111.
ny" Lockhart, film booker for the the Hotel Plaza, is planning to proThe Rex, formei-ly the Academy,
"The Making of a King," German
Griffith theaters, Dallas; Jack Dug- duce a Spanish feature at the East- film starring Emil Jannings, is be- Ironton, Mo., is now under the manger, Paramount district manager ern Service Studios.
Picture may ing held over for an indefinite run agement of George Karsh, who is
from Dallas, and Wanda H. Hall, be released in Latin American coun- at the Bijou Theater. The picture remodeling it for an early reopenKerrville.
tries through M-G-M.
has English subtitles.
ing.

—

—

—

—

—
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YOUR NAME ISN'T ALREADY IN THE RELIEF FUND HONOR LIST
YOU'VE GOT JUST A FEW MORE DAYS IN WHICH TO GET IT THERE
IF

The

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
independent in Thought

—
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M Make 52

LOWER

in 1 93 6-37,

to

SiND

vided in a program inaugurated by
the Motion Picture Division of the

Federal Theater Project. The movie
programs, including a feature, a
short and a cartoon, will be under
way in 40 camps within a few weeks,
with others to follow. Educational
values, as well as entertainment,

Says L. B. Mayer

ROYALTIES ASSURED FOR PRODUCERS

Movie Programs Planned
Federal Theater Project
Seen Bringing Extra
Film Revenue
Film shows for 129 CCC camps
in New York State are to be pro-

TEN CENTS

23, 1935

for

129

More Than 400 "Ten Best"

CCC Camps

received

from

the nation's film critics

in

this

year's

MOVE TO UP PRICES
IN

DELAY SEEN POSSIBLE

MILWAUKEE NABE

Milwaukee

—Independent

Theaters

IN ST, LOUIS TRIAL
St.

—

Louis Although hearing of
equity case against Warners,

Protective Ass'n of Wis. & Upper the
RKO and Paramount is tentatively
Mich, has started a movement to
set for Jan. 6, it is believed likely
raise admission prices at all its theMolyaters on Milwaukee's North Side that after Judge Joseph W.
arrives here and
after Jan. 1. The city's South Side neaux of Minnesota
situation is complicated by the fact sizes up the situation he may set a
that one of the Fox houses is re- later date for the actual trial.
Judge Molyneaux has a reputation
ported charging only 10 cents and
for being a very positive personage
offering triple features.
Des Moines J. F. Cass has boostThe association is sponsoring a with a complete knowledge of the
(Continued on Page 6)
ed the size of his circuit to nine 15-minute Sunday morning radio
houses with the recent acquisition broadcast over Station WTMJ, feaof theaters in Renwick, Arlington turing musical recordings. Purpose Joseph Seider Re-elected
and Stacyville. The opening at Ren- of the program is to educate the
Prudential Circuit
wick is set for New Year's Eve. public to patronize independent the(Continued on Page 6)
Alterations are being made to the
opera house in Stacyville and the
Directors and
Wilmington, Del.
opening will take place about April Disbursements
officers of Prudential Theaters, Inc.,
Other Csss locations are Sumner,
1.
were elected at the first annual
$850,000 for Quarter meeting last week in the Hotel DuWaucoma, Nashua, Strawberry
Point, Coggon and Oxford Junction.
pont here.
Joseph M. Seider was
Ascap's fourth quarter disburse- re-elected president; Leonard Edment to members will run over wards, vice-president; Isadore Seid$5,608
$850,000, about the same as in the er, treasurer; Morris Seider, secrePathe Film preceding quarter, The Film Daily tary; Edward Seider, assistant secReported
(Continued on Page 2)
is informed.
Pathe Film Corp. reports net
profit of $5,608.98 for the seven
Gross sales
weeks ended Oct. 4.
and rentals for the period totaled
$166,369.98. No dividends from Du
Pont Film Mfg. Corp. were received
during the period covered by this
statement.
1936-37 program will of-

GASS CIRCUIT ADDS

THREE IOWA HOUSES

Benefit Studios
direct benefits in the shape of lowered royalties from the RCA competition with Erpi for sound recording business now made possible
through modifications of Erpi's contract with producer-licensees, The
Film Daily is informed. The modi-

RCA

fications which made
a competitor with Erpi for sound recording business were completed last
week as reported in The Film

Daily.

SANTA CLAUS COMES
TO THE FILM BIZ

—

Head

—

Along with the rest of you gents

who have Grown Up, we

lost our
faith in Santa Claus about the mature years of five going on six

when we discovered Uncle Henry's
old brown shoes sticking out from

by Ascap

Seven-Week Net
by

Program

of

Is Being

Review Board Picks

52 for 1936-37

Mapped

Robert Fairbanks Starts
As 20th-Fox Studio Mgr.

"Informer" as Year's BesJ

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Robert Fairbanks last
RKO's "The Informer" has been
picked by the National Board of Re- week took over his new post as stuview as the best film made any- dio manager for 20th Century-Fox.
where in 1935. The Board's 10 best He succeeds J. J. Gain, who re-

—

(Continued on Page 6)

in

Recording Field Will
Major producing companies expect

(Continued on Page 6)

Nat'I

N. Y.

Erpi-RCA Competition

Ballots In

"Ten Best Pictures"
Week-end mail
poll conducted by The Film Daily crossed the 400 mark on Saturday.
expected to send the total on its way toward the 500 mark.
is
Ballots

in

signed.

by

M-G-M

M-G-M's

(Continued on Page 17)

Court Authorizes Payment
to Gen'l Theaters Counsel

—

Payment of
Wilmington, Del.
$25,000 on account to Breed, Abbott

&

Morgan, Willman
and Robert G. Starr,

& Wollman,
New York at-

torneys, for services as counsel to
the joint debentures-holders and reorganization committees for General
(Continued on Page 2)

11

Radio Commentators
for Vitaphone Series

fer 52 features and will be set in
detail in about three months, said
Louis B. Mayer in a New York interview Saturday, prior to his de-

Eleven leading radio commentators
and announcers, three of whom are
past winners of the radio diction
Mass., medal awarded by the American
Stockbridge,
for
parture
where he will spend the holiday with Academy of Arts and Letters, have
The studio chieftain been signed by Sam Sax, production
Mrs. Mayer.
plans another trip to New York in chief of the Vitaphone Brooklyn stu(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)
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week

A

week

East

Java

of

—2nd

week

Globe

Midsummer

Night's

(Warner

Dream

Bros.)

— 11th

chusetts

Hollywood

Maternelle (Tapernoux-Metropolis)
The Last Millionaire (a-c)
Life

Beautiful

is

Crime

et

Chatiment

— 11th

week

6th

(Amkino)

— Dec.

(a)

Net
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20%

Columbia
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Paramount
Paramount
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86I/2
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Th.

Eq.

6s40.
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6s41

Warner's 6s39
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17'/4

3%

Trans-Lux

Is Filed in St.

Supported by John
St. Louis
Nick, international vice-president of
the I.A.T.S.E., a two-operator bill
has been presented to the Board of

Aldermen by Alderman Murray of
the Tenth Ward. All but one of the
86 theaters here are already using

compulsory by law.
Finish Season's First

— %
+

1/2

+2

17

17V4

3%

3%

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Chesterfield and Invincible have each completed their

—

first

+ %

panies for last season also have
been completed, the last two being
"The Lady in Scarlet" and "Hitch
Hike to Heaven."
"Ring Around the Moon" is the
first

Stage Actress Signed for "Palooka"
Beverly Phalon of the Broadway
stage has been chosen by Sam Sax,
production chief of the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studios, to play the role
of Anne Howe in the second "Joe
Palooka" comedy short which enters
'production today. Lloyd French is
directing the two-reel comedy.

ANNUITIES
6% to 12%
for life, according to age.
Issued by large Insurance Companies.

Reuben Samuels
BRyant

9-3740

1540

picture of the 1935-36 season.

The 18 announced by these two com-

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor

Center
Roxy
Paramount

Broadway

start
work
studios.

as

II

a

returns

has arrived on the
composer at the

"The

Barrier," Canadian Pacific
with Richard Arlen in the lead.

Joseph Seider Re-elected
Prudential Circuit Head

Rialto
Rivoli

Music

Hall

Roxy

{Continued from Page 1)
retary.
The same persons were
elected directors.
All are residents
of New York.

Rivoli

Music Hall
(c)

bill.

Subsequent

run.

Obsession.

Court Authorizes Payment
Louis to Gen'l Theaters Counsel

+ 3/8 two men in the booth, and the pur9% + % pose of the bill is to make the policy

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s.40ctfs. 181A
92
Para. Picts. 6s 55

star of First National's "Capmake a flying trip tomorrow

east for the holidays,
early in January.

terior shots for
railroad picture,

Strand

—

—

1/2

expected
vacation.

Capitol

25

Two-Operator Measure

1/4

1

is

a

GEOFFREY BARKAS, GB director and advenwho arrived in New York from London
week, has left for Canada to make ex-

—

(b) Follows
present
'Follows Magnificent

for

The Prudential is a holding company owning stock in companies

1553/4

159

bill.

to

Paramount

3/8

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Gen.

Dual

Chg.

Close

week

last

—

{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Am. Seat

—

will

this

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN
coast

Paris
Ideal

Cameo

—

re-

turer,

24

—

Low

de

FUTURE OPENINGS

—

High

Cinema

Sedotta

Frontier

Saturday

where Governor Curley of Massaand Mayor Mansfield of Boston will
committee of welcome.

Hollywood

to

Playhouse

St.

Acme
Acme

International)

York

Roach player,

Hal

early

PAT CASEY,

Cameo
55th

(a)

(Lenauer

New

MAURICE BARBER and his wife, DOROTHY
FARNUM, sail Jan. 4 for a long stay in France.

week

Captain Blood (First National)— Dec. 25
A Tale of Two Cities (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) Dec.
Ah Wilderness (M-G-M)— Dec. 25
If
You Could Only Cook (Columbia) Dec. 25
The Bride Comes Home (Paramount) Dec. 25
Fang and Claw (RKO Radio)
Dec. 25
Dangerous (Warner Bros.)
Dec. 25
The Magnificent Obsession (Universal) Dec. 30
First A Girl
(GB Production) Jan. 10
Modern Times (U. A.) Jan. 16
Next Time We Love (Universal)*

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

head a

Bijou

La

left

the coast.

ERROL FLYNN,

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS
The Making of a King
The New Gulliver (Amkino)

PELTON
to

tain Blood,"
to Boston,

week

York on

MAYER went to Stockbridge, Mass.,
the holiday with Mrs. Mayer and reYork on Thursday.

New York

in

New

to

New

PATSY KELLY,

Palace
Palace

(a)

returned
Louis.

St.

B.

FRED
turning

World

TWO-A-DAY RUN

la

FINANCIAL

LOUIS
to spend
turns to

Strand
Astor

Radio)

from

Rivoli

)

(RKO

Saturday

Music Hall
Center
Roxy

Broadway Hostess ( First National
Annie Oakley ( RKO Radio)
The Old Curiosity Shop (Alliance)
Frisco Kid
(Warner Bros.) (a-c)
Seven Keys to Baldpate

HARRY ARTHUR

Capitol

Paramount

—3rd

Gentleman (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
Minute (Republic)

under

Y.,

Terms (Postage

—3rd

Perfect

$1,000

Coming and Going

11

of

the

new

tures, with a cast

Cook

Chesterfield picstarring Donald

that operate theaters. Capital stock
of the company is $100,000 consisting of 10,000 shares at par value
of $10.

{Continued from Page 1)

2 Puritan Prints Arrive
Puritan
Pictures
has received
from Hollywood "Suicide Squad," an
action picture with Joyce Compton
and Norman Foster, and a Tim McCoy western, "Bulldog Courage."
joint committees.
Two other Puritan pictures are in
The action of the chancellor fol- work. They are another Tim Mclowed the filing of a petition by the Coy titled "Roarin' Guns" and an
joint
committees
recommending action picture titled "I'll Name the
payment of such a sum to the coun- Murderer."
sel mentioned, stating that although
the latter had rendered services durErrol Flynn on Vallee Program
ing the past four years to the two
Errol Flynn, star of Warners'
committees it had received no comwhich
opens
"Captain
Blood,"
pensation to date.
Christmas morning at the New York
Strand, will be guest star on the
Jackie Coogan Unit Scores
Rudy Vallee radio program the folBaltimore
"Hollywood Secrets," lowing evening. He will appear in
stage unit with Jackie Coogan and
a scene from "Captain Blood."
Betty Grablc, is receiving big audience applause currently at Loew's
theater here.
The unit, produced
by Fanchon & Marco, includes a
band and Walter McGrail, screen

Theaters

Equipment,

Inc.,

was

di-

rected last week by Chancellor Josiah O. Wolcott. The chancellor recently, following a series of hearings, approved the reorganization
for G. T. E. plan proposed by the

—

and Erin O'Brien Moore.
"Tango," the first Invincible, has
Marian Nixon, Chick Chandler, Maplayer.
rie Prevost and Warren Hymer.

New Air Conditioning System
Cullman Awarded $20,000
U. S. Air Conditioning Corp. is
Howard S. Cullman, trustee of the
bringing out a new cold water air Roxy Theater, has been awarded
conditioning
system designed to $20,000 by Federal Judge Caffey for
serve all types of theaters.
The his services covering the year to
equipment will be ready for the July, 1935.
market in about three weeks.
"Dream" Opening in Java
ITOA Board to Meet This Week
Premiere
of
"A Midsummer
The I. T. O. A. board of directors Night's Dream," Warner production,
will meet this week and probably in the Dutch East Indies will take
discuss matters in connection with place Christmas Day at the Rex
the proposed independent circuit.
Theater, Batavia, Java.

John Cromwell

(jwit,

Mme ate Us vet* wgmU in

DANGEROUS
NT A BOLT OF DRAMA THAT WILL BLOW THE FUSES! ^,
Starring

BETTE DAVIS
f£-j|~

OPENING
N. Y.

RIVOLI

XMAS DAY
With Margaret Lindsay,
Alison Skipworth, John

Eldredge, Dick Foran
Directed byAlf red

E.Green

Teamed

for the first time with

"^\

FRANCHOT TONE
"Superbly written, directed and enacted" for

WARNER

BROS.

oAn Exhibitor's

NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
(With apologies

'Twas

And

He
Hoping an

When

the night before Christmas, in fact, pretty late,

Mister Exhibitor sat counting the gate.

was adding

his

cash with the greatest

extra two bits to find there

When what

sleigh

Mister Exhibitor widened

Either this

Or I'm

is

lights

on the marquee.

nuts, or are

and
his

eight streamlined reindeer.

jaws:

you Santa Claus?

a gag that beats

.

.

.

all creation,

a mug who don't know exploitation."

just

little

clatter,

wondering eyes should appear,

to his

But a high-powered

I going

.

was so foggy, so gloomy and dark, he

Stepped back and switched on the

The

.

of care,

what was the matter.

the door to see

the night

"Am

.

out in the foyer there arose such a

He opened
But

an old time Script Writer named Moore)

to

gink grinned

like

a Pepsodent ad.

"When you see what I've got, you'll think you are mad."
He reached in his bag, a convincingly neat trick,
And out came tumbling MARLENE DIETRICH
.

Then Santa,
Reached

in

.

that jolly, pot-bellied old trouper,

again

and hauled out

"There's a present which you

These two together

in the

GARY COOPER.

and your fans

smash

hit

will admire:

'DESIRE'

"

T*
Note:

We

ran out of rhymes before we got to "TRAIL

OF THE LONESOME PINE"

""

Santa Laughed

till

Then he reached

"And

near popped from

his buttons

here", he went on, "is a honey for you,

Mae and

McLaglen,

Then out from

the pic

the back

of

.

.

the

.

HAROLD LLOYD

Then, smirking a

bit like

"Here", he said," Pal, grab

"THE MILKY WAY".

already the

critics

'

with a peroxide blonde horse.

HOME"

"THE BRIDE COMES

.

.

a hurry,

this in

are starting to laud

the best thing that's ever

Then Santa whooped

And

of course,

it,

COLBERT and MacMURRAY.

For inside you'll find

And

happened

it

to Claudette.

an opera-house

like

tenor,

came tumbling JOE PENNER,
OAKIE and LANGFORD and poker-faced SPARKS
Ready for all kinds of "COLLEGIATE" larks.
out of his pack

With

Santa looked at

Whatever you
For

and

his ticker,

"I must get along

.

.

.

scratched his round nose

but here's

do, handle this

and dancing and

raising

.

'ANYTHING GOES'

one with

a

.

.

.

.

.

care.

CROSBY and MERMAN and RUGGLES

Singing

are there,

ruction,

In a super-tremendous colossal production."

He

chortled

"And

here's

and slapped Mister "Ex " on

my

last

For

this last

SWARTHOUT

Santa jumped

.

.

.

a box-offce winner,

and BOLES

in his sleigh

her.

flip,

Christmas present was surely a pip

"ROSE OF THE RANCHO",
With

the shoulder,

present, step up and behold

Mister Exhibitor did a back

both starring in her.

and threw

her in high,

And then he waved Mister Exhibitor goodby.
"MERRY CHRISTMAS," he said, "and Ik HAPPY NEW YEAR
But

here's

a hot

If you want me

tip,

e'er

to be

r

I scram out of here:

a real permanent

fixture

.

.

Remember
IT

PAYS TO PLAY

A PARAMOUNT
PICTURE!

"GIVE US THIS NIGHT" and "THIRTEEN HOURS BY AIR"—but

*

sleigh,

a sawed off old gnome,

Santa pulled out a package,

As

red

ripped off the wrappings and, you've guessed

Out came

*

'KLONDIKE LOU'."

little

Santa pulled a big package marked

He

*

MAE WEST.

bag and out came

in the

his vest,

they're in the bag.
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CAMPS IN N.Y.

TO GET FILM PROGRAMS

March

Page 1)
will be considered in selecting the
films, and visual education instructors will cooperate with project.

with film industry back-

tants, all

include

ground,

Walter

Hall,

ex-

James McGowen,

M-G-M
•

•

DEAR SANTA CLAUS

•

you

old

phoney

you'll try to fill these orders for some of the Film
we'll personally appreciate it very much
but all the film lads Believe
not know it, Santa
they also believe in the Beneficence of the

if

Tots
you may

You
Government

In

the

Intelligence

of

the

Public

the

Hollywood

Water

St.

"The service our organization offers creates an absolutely new field
of revenue for producers which has
not heretofore been available," Mrs.
Beaufait says. "Actually, we are
bringing new theaters into existence,
theaters which offer new outlets and
which have new audiences."

so why in 'ell
the Box-Office Upswing
so try and fix
shouldn't they believe in you, Santa?
to the end that their
'em up with these Xmas Presents
Beautiful Faith won't be destroyed

T

T
•

•

Review Board Picks

"Informer" as Year's Best
(Continued from Page 1)

•

•

•

T

films, alphabetically listed,
"Alice Adams," "Anna KareCopperfield,"
"The
nina," "David
Gilded Lily," "The Informer," "Les
Miserables," "Lives of a Bengal
Lancer," "Mutiny on the Bounty,"
"Ruggles of Red Gap" and the Disney short "Who Killed Cock Robin?"
Best foreign films of the year are
given as "Chapayev," "Crime et
Chatiment," "Le Dernier Milliard-

aire,"

"Man Who Knew Too Much,"

"Marie

Chapdelaine,"

"New

nelle,"

"La

Mater-

Gulliver," "Peasants,"

"Thunder in the East" and "Youth
of Maxim."
For popular appeal the Review
Board's 300 members picked, in the
order named, "David Copperfield,"
"Mutiny on the Bounty," "Informer,"
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer," "Top
Hat," "Midsummer Night's Dream,"
"Naughty Marietta," "Les Miserables,"
gles of

"Anna Karenina" and "RugRed Gap."

Two

of the pictures in the Board's

"Mutiny" and "Dream," are not
included in the ballots from which

T

Board of Directors of the various big
companies
send each member a magic crystal
so they can gaze into it and see which is the Right banking
it's awfully tuff trying to solve
group to Play Ball With
this Important Problem without the aid of a magic crystal,
and it's still tougher if they Guess Wrong.
Santa Claus

T
•

•

•

FOR THE

T

Hollywood Stars

send each of
'em a phonograph laughing record
so they can play it
when the company they work for asks them to take a Salary
Cut
or they can also play it when the company just
gives 'em a salary cut without asking
either way they've
got to laugh it off
that's why they're called "actors".

AND SO, dear Santa
we could go on like
asking for presents for the various
kolyums
Film Groups which would be Very Appropriate
but the
trouble is that they would be so damned appropriate that some
for after all, Santa
of the Film Tots might get sore
Claus, many of these Film Tots are Idealists
Boys Who
Never Grew Up
and they love to live in their World of
Fancy
and kid themselves that Things Aren't What
They ARE
in spite of the evidence all about them to
the contrary
if you don't believe it, just consider the
Independent theater owners who became Dependent theater
owners ten years ago but they haven't found it out yet
they still refer to themselves as "Independent"
so do
your best, Santa
and your best will be as lousy as we
expect
it always is
so Merry Xmas to you
you Old Phoney
take your disguise off
we know
you
you're real name is Ballyhoo
•

this

•

•

for

list,

now
The Film

the critics of the country are

making

their selections in

Daily's annual poll, inasmuch as
these films had not been generally
released at the time the ballots went
out.

Move
in

to Boost Admissions

Milwaukee Neighb'hood
(.Continued from Page 1)

aters and help keep money spent in
the community.
Identification emblems for display in box-offices are
supplied members of the association.

•

•

•

dep't on
the Rivoli

is

GOING TO town

with the Warner ad and pub
for the Xmas Day opening at
they were only told of the booking at 8 o'clock
worked practically all nite
and had

"Dangerous"

Thursday eve
a Complete Campaign set Friday nite
a truck parading
the main thoroughfares with a Candid Cameraman to photograph the ladies posed beside a 10-foot blowup of a head of
Bette Davis
a Surprise Stunt smashing the dailies on
Thursday
a Daring Stunt on a big radio program

Santa Claus ballyhoo
the complete details will be
printed elsewhere ..... Arthur Mayer tells of the opening of
his new Rialto on Xmas Day with "Fang and Claw"
Marjorie Thirer is handling publicity
primarily a Man's
Theater, featuring action and adventure films, with smoking
permitted everywhere
Warners will have four Broadway
shows running Xmas
Rivoli, Strand, Hollywood, Palace.
a

U

*<

»

to

use

features, stated
Mayer. Operatic pictures will continue to find favor with audiences as
long as they are good pictures, he
declared, and pointed out that humans have always loved music from
the beginning of time. Mayer lauded
Irving Thalberg for his productions
and said that he is giving him all
the cooperation he needs "but he
doesn't need much."
its

Mayer returns to New York on
Thursday and after a few days will

11 Radio Commentators
for Vitaphone Series
(Continued from Page 1)

as off-screen narrators for a
series of one-reelers dealing with
phases of contemporary American
The shorts, made under the
life.
supervision of E. M. Newman, are
known as the "Our United States"
dios,

The commentators signed inseries.
clude Milton J. Cross, David Ross
and James Wallington, the medal
winners; Kenneth Roberts, Gabriel
Heater, H. V. Kaltenborn, Howard
Planey, Harry von Zell, Paul DougHarlan Reed and John S. Young.
The use of these diction experts
gives the shorts an added value,aside
from entertainment, in that they will
las,

help to acquaint the public with correct pronunciation and dramatic emphasis, it is pointed out by Sax, and
will get wide support from
schools and other channels interested in the development of proper
speech.
Each of the commentators is assigned to one short. Seven already
have been made, the titles being
"Curious Industries," "Playgrounds,"

they

"Camera Hunting," "Nature's Handiwork," "Odd Occupations," "Steel
and Stone" and "A Day's Journey."

Delay Seen Possible
i n St. L ouis Trial
(Continued from Page 1)

laws involved and a court bearing
that brooks no dilatory tactics by
attorneys, so it is expected he will
not waste any time in disposing of
the Department of Justice's petition
for a preliminary injunction to restrain the film companies from refusing to supply films to the three
Fanchon & Marco houses.

Columbia Associate Producer

v%

\y

THE
— Everett

West Coast Bureau of

FILM DAILY

Riskin, Coalproducer,
associate
though young in years, was weaned
away from New York after achieving an enviable reputation as a
stage producer. Young Riskin was

Hollywood

lumbia's

identified

'€

planning

not

any of

depart for the Coast.

FOR THE

American
are

T

FOR THE

Advertising Directors of the major comsend them each an asbestos suit of underwear
panies
so that they won't Burn Up after working like hell
on a big campaign for a month when the Board of Directors
says it's lousy

•

T
Nat'l

new season

color in

Watson Livermore and N.
at 126

M.
and other

lineup.

man.

J. SnyderHeadquarters of the unit are

IN '36,

J. Robert Rubin
officials on the

company

the Recovery That's Been
Kindheartedness of Bankers
the Infallibility of
Around the Corner for Four Years

ploitation director;

M-G-M

(Continued from Page 1)
to confer with Nicholas

Schenck,

The unit handling these programs
under the supervision of Mrs.
Marion Beaufait, former executive
chairman of the International New
Education Film Ass'n. Her assis-

52 FOR

SAYS LOUISj. MAYER

AO* ^ s£ PHIL M.DALY

{.Continued from

is

*i^

starred

with

stage

hits

which

some of Gotham's biggest

satellites.

"MISTER" HEPBURN

.

.

.TO YOU!

MHI

>

astonishing characterization

who always expect
dramatic

young

firebrand

fellow,

breathlessly

the
•

•

•

to

delight your patrons

unexpected

See

her as

from

a

ready for any adventure

beautiful

woman

Another

•

•

.

.

•

.

the

screens

daring,

carefree

.

.

•

recklessly

and as a
in

love!

Two

of the biggest attractions of the

year for Christmas and

-That's

RKO RADIO'S

showmen

to the

city theatres

New

Year's!

holiday gift

of America

from Coast

.

to

Key

.

.

Coast

are presenting as their greatest of

holiday shows,

all

HEPBURN

in

SYLVIA SCARLETT,

and LILY PONS

MUCH

* * *

KATHARINE

in I

DREAM TOO

Two promotions

ATTRACTION VALUE

big

great

with

as well as

ENTERTAINMENT VALUE

.

.

.

KATHARINE

For instance, that mi/lion dollars'

HEPBURN

worth of publicity showered on

SYLVIA
SCARLETT

Katharine Hepburn when she had her
hair cut short to play this role

.

.

.

Eront pa^e stuff for the newspapers

with

CARY

BRIAN
.

.

.

Photos in

EDMUND GWENN

•

•

•

Tories in

Directed by George Cukor

.

.

GRANT
I

Pandro

S.

*

AHERNE

Berman Production

.

all

the roto sections

all the

fan magazines

The question on ecery

lip.-

//

.

Wonder how
.

.

You have

n

shell look as a boy,
the

answer ...

in the

most amazing roJe ever played by
the screens

And

most amazing

star. * * *

the Pons picture ...

in

SENSATIONAL

A

NEW STAR ... not

only a charming

new

personality

that all fans will love to love

.

.

.

but a glorious girl with one of the

most wonderful voices
world

.

.

.

in all the

You can depend on rave

reviews from yonr local
(the

New

Yorfi

critics

reviewers went

overboard with praise)

.

.

.

Yon can

LILY PONS
DREAM TOO
in

depend on actual APPLAUSE every

IB

I

show

time you

the picture

.

.

.

You can depend on top-bracftet

mUvH
HENRY FONDA
ERIC

business

.

.

.

with the picture that

BLORE

City

Music

•

OSGOOD PERKINS

Directed by John Cromwell

Pandro

held over for two weefts at Radio

with

S.

Berman Production
Music by

JEROME KERN
Hall!

Composer of "Roberta"

!

LILY IMINH

wo&wui

Lr„\>

i

uii€4M

TiirMittiirif

WHAT A

GL0R1

OUS GIFT TO
THE WORLD!
liquid gold of a

voice

.

from
*•*§£

.

Vies

song

magic

pouring forth

.

Jf/ie

lagaiiri

the

screen the

glowing melo

of four popular
hits ...in a

of romance set

JOCKEY

ON

THE CARROUSEL

T

dream
to

ml- stirring music

JEROME KER
composer of "Roberta"

//

I'M

THE ECHO

//

'Mi

^^

/•*
r.

"I'VE

GOT LOVE

'•-"V

M?

//

r

x

y
I

HKO -HAIIIO

4

PICTURES
I

DREAM TOO MUCH

13

A

HOLLYWOOD

"LITTLE" from

"LOTS"

By RALPH WI1K

BRUCE

though the scenery was typical
CABOT, Ann Sothern and
Christmas Break for Extras
American desert, the temperature
Lloyd Nolan will share top
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
was nine degrees above zero. Imhof
honors in Columbia's "Money Mad "
Extra$
g6t 3 b ak at 20th Century-Fox this Christmas
as a result
is playing a featured role in
b£"St7
of
which will shortly be placed in proM-GUn jf™
P
ay
0ver 20 000
checks «M >>e distributed on
^. before
,
»Pri«5«
«? Shark
£, T<Island"
M's "Three Godfathers."
Prisoner of
it is finished.
duction under the direction of DudFor "Under Two Flags," 3,000 persons
l0 Cat '° n
ear Phoenix
Ariz " for a month s s**Y
T
ley Murphy.
then to Palm
T
V
?„
.°u"
.
This will be Miss
" f
an ,her
e ks
" A Messa S e t0 Garcia " a "° "Country Docto?" also
Elaine Shepard, blonde typist from
ho extra casts
*r and
"f location
Sothern 's first picture under her
involves big
work.
Evansville,
Ind.,
latest contract renewal with the
who arrived in
Hollywood just three weeks ago with
company covering a long term. Lee
the
cast
are
Wendy
Barrie, Helen ing role in the new film, which Rob- 82 cents in cash, was signed last
Loeb and Harold Buchman did the
Erik Rhodes, Morgan ert Sisk will produce.
week for the leading feminine role
original screenplay which Arthur Broderick,
Wallace,
Eddie
Gribbon and William
opposite Clyde Beatty, famous aniStrawn adapted.
v
v
Collier.
With the ending of the month of mal trainer, in the Republic serial,
December, Abe Meyer will have "Darkest Africa."
T
T
T
T
Henry O'Neill is a recent addition broken all records for music superCharles
Kenyon and Rowland
Leigh have completed the script of to the cast of "Snowed Under" at vision, totaling 232 pictures for the
William Berke has put into probanner year of 1935.
duction the Jack Perrin starring ve"Lovely Lady," which will be a star- First National.
T
T
ring vehicle for Kay Francis. The
hicle, "Hair Trigger Casey." Berke
T
T
T
The
huge
cast of "Anthony Ad- plans to go into production early in
picture will go into production at
Chesterfield Pictures has moved verse,"
now in production at the January on the Fred Kohler, Jr.,
First National studios early next
on the RKO Pathe lot to film "The Warner
studios, continues to grow. starring picture, "Pecos Kid."
year.
Last Trap," which Charles Lamont Three more
players have just joined
T
T
T
is directing, with Melville Shyer as
it.
Frank Reicher will appear as
Republic cast assignments: James
In the cast are the driver of a stage-coach,
Edward Brophv has been assigned unit manager.
Boris
a role in "The Black Gang," being Irene Ware, Ray Walker, Hobart Nicolai as a courier and Scotty Burke, Frances Grant, Tom Curran,
produced at 20th Century-Fox with Bosworth, Hedda Hopper, Berton Beckett as Anthony's son. The title Julia Griffith, Arnold Gray, Frank
Paul Kelly, Sammy Cohen, Mona Churchill, John St. Polis and Har- role in "Anthony Adverse" is being Melton and David O'Brien for "Dancing Feet"; Ben Hendricks for "OreBarne and Arline Judge in lead old Goodwin.
played by Fredric March.
Mervyn gon Trail"; Edward McWade
for
T
V
T
roles.
LeRoy is directing.
"Darkest Africa."
Louise Latimer, young Broadway
T
T
T
T
T
stage player signed for films by
Bill Cody has completed his curFrench newspapers and film magEddie Borden, J. Anthony Hughes, RKO Radio, will make her screen rent^ starring vehicle, "Frontier
Jus- azines reaching
America are pubJack Rice and Eddie Kane have been debut in the leading feminine role tice," and is now vacationing
at his lishing columns
of praise for Pierre
added to the cast of "Don't Bet on of "Thorobreds All," outdoor drama San Fernando ranch.
Collings,
whose
story on the life of
Love," Gene Raymond's new star- soon to go before the cameras with
T
T
Louis Pasteur produced by Warnerring picture now before the cameras Glenn Tryon directing.
John ArThe Roger Imhofs have returned First National will be picturized
at the RKO Radio studios under the ledge, young juvenile player under from
a 500-mile automobile trip to shortly in Paris, simultaneously
with
direction of Leigh Jason.
Also in RKO contract, will also have a lead- Mojave and Kernville, where,
al- its release here.
r

.

L
&«

Kansas City Chatter

York as a burlesque house.

Mainstreet Theater will return to
stage
presentations
with
Benny
Meroff's Orchestra on New Year's
Eve.

Tower Theater
m.

c.

is bringing a new
with each new stage bill.

Trump Taylor has taken over the
theater at Appleton City, Mo., while
Lionell Seamons, owner of the Morris Theater, Cimarron, Kan., has
opened the Rex at Montezuma, Kan.
Ralph

Lamed

of

La

Cross, Kan.,

has opened the Jewel in Bazine, Kan.,
running seven nights a week.

W. W. Caldwell, 20th CenturyFox ad sales supervisor, was through
here on his way home to New York
for the holidays.

Kestner Theater, Le Roy, Kan., is
and W. W. Weldon, De Sota,
Kan., is opening a new house the

closing,
first

of the year.

Homer

Ellison, Garden City, Kan.,
O. F. Sullivan, Wichita, and his.
brother from New Kirk, Okla., were
visitors here last week.

E. Rolsky, I. T. O. A. president,
reports final plans completed for the
"$100 a Night" sweepstakes pool in
which 14 houses will participate
starting Christmas Day.
Variety Club will give a dinnerdance on New Year's Eve.

•

'

'

-

EXPLOITETTES

Xmas Plug

W/7.TH

so

many

big

Xmas

shows coming to Broadway
week, and all the movie

palaces striving to outdo each
other in getting maximum pub-

and promotion "breaks"
at this time, here is an example
of how the boys at the Rivoli
Theater are going to town with
their engagement of Warners'
"Dangerous," co-starring Bette
Davis and Franchot Tone, opening there Xmas morn.
licity

A

truck rigged up to represent a Hollywood studio is the
highlight of the street bally. It
will travel through the prominent sections of the Metropolitan area all week with a candid
cameraman stationed on board,
next to a huge ten foot blowup
of a smiling head of Bette
Davis.

He

will invite

women

to

board the truck and pose for a
photo next to Bette's pic.

A

Santa Claus has been set
to walk up and down B'way
with a sign on his back: "Free
Xmas Present from the Rivoli
Theater," and hand out an autographed photo of Davis to all
whom he contacts. The back of
the photo carries theater imprint.

He

will

also

catch the

«

«

Wisconsin Wisps

«

—

ping

Milwaukee First state-wide convention of the Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises, Inc., was held at
the Tower Theater, Milwaukee, last
week.

son thousands of out-of-towners

Gene Autry, Republic Pictures'
ace western attraction, was a surprise visitor at the offices of Jack

folks

For "Dangerous"

this

W

,

« « «
Big

-

-

";

°,

—

Kansas City The Empress will be
reopened Dec. 28 by George J. Katz
and Mortimer L. Hanover of New

^

doing their

Xmas

shop-

in the local department
stores.
Still another Santa will
be planted in the Grand Central
Terminal to greet incoming
trains. He will be the first perwill

see upon

their arrival

in

New

York. He will carry a sign
reading: "Welcome to New York
for a Merry Xmas," and give
them a star photo.

A

hairdress on Bette Davis
has been set with Franklin
Simon, which includes mention
of feature and plavdate in news-

paper ads.

A

300 line add has been set
for the dailies in a tie-up with

Frackman

in

Milwaukee

this

week,

after completing several night stands
in

northern Wisconsin.

The

jurisdictional dispute

between

A. T. S. E. and the I. B. E. W.,
which brought about the replacement of 11 union electricians by
stagehands in several Milwaukee
the

I.

theaters, was settled last
electricians are back at
posts.

week and
their

old

Lectrolite.

All during the picture's run,
patrons will be questioned: "Do
you think Bette Davis' performance in 'Dangerous' surpasses
her work in 'Of Human Bondage'?" The replies will be blown
up for a flash lobby display.

Band leaders with radio programs have been contacted to
pop
tunes, "It's Dangerous to Love
Like This," which will be heralded on the air waves as being
play

one

of

the

current

dedicated to Bette Davis' great

performance

in

Baltimore Bits

—

Baltimore
The Temple Theater,
Baltimore St. near Howard, has
been opened. It formerly was a motion picture house but has been vacant for some time.

"Mister Hobo," with George Arhas been held at the Little
Theater for a fourth week.
liss,

"Treasure Island" has returned to
Baltimore and is being shown at
Loew's Valencia.

"Dangerous."

—Rivoli,

New

York.

to

"Thanks a Million" has returned
Loew's Parkway.

THE NEV

MOTION PICTUR]

COLUMBIA PICTURE

TOPS IN

EXCITEMENT

J

COLUMBIA SMASHES THROUGH WITH THE FIRST PICTURE
DARING TO REVEAL THE MOST DANGEROUS PUBLIC PERIL
IN AMERICA'S HISTORY! IT

IS

VITAL - DYNAMIC -

UNBELIEVABLE! IT WILL SHOCK THE COUNTRY INTO
ACTION AGAINST AN INVISIBLE ENEMY THAT COULD WRECK

OUR NATION'S SAFETY

IN THE TWINKLING OF

AN

EYELID!

TITLE
She Couldn't Take

REVIEWED

TITLE

Accent on Youth-PAR 8-10-35
A Csunya Lany-D AN. .10-21-35
Affair of Susan. Tbe-U. .9-17-35

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

She-RKO

After the

Dance-COL.

ALL

Alibi

Alice

Adams-RKO

8-14-35
9-13-35

Angelita-F

Anna

Karenina-MGM

.

.

.

8-31-35

Farewell-PAR. 8-23-35

Annapolis

Annie Oakley-RKO
Arixonian-RKO
Atlantic Adventure

Blitz

10-29-35
7-27-35

CEL—Celebrity

—Cinexport
COL—Columbia
CIN

XX.. 11-26-35
Bad Boy-F

9-24-35

DU— DuWorld

PAR.. 11-30-35

— Empire Film Distributors
Cent. -Fox
FD—
FN—
National
FOY — Bryan Foy Productions
EMP

Daughter-F ...9-17-35
10-29-35
Between Men-SU
Big Broadcast of 1936
Beauty's

PAR

Distributing

CON —Conn Pictures
CRI—Criterion Films
DAN — Danubia Pictures

10-29-35

Barbary Coast-UA
Bar 20 Rides Again

F—20th

First Division
First

9-14-35

Bishop Misbehaves. The

MGM.. 9-28-35
Bohemios-XX
Bohemios-CIN

M M

Broadway Melody

of

.

1936

MGM.. 8-29-35
Calm

—General Foreign Films
GLO—Globe
— Imperial

Pictures

Hat Kid-F
Crown-REL.
Skybound-PUR
Smart Girl-PAR
Smoky Smith-STE
Society Fever-INV

— Resolute
—Jack Rieger
RKO— RKO-Radio
RO— Roma
ROY — Fanchon Royer

Pictures

Ex.

Films

INV— Invincible Pictures
KRE—S. S. Krellberg

SG—S. &

L.

— Spectrum
STE—William Steiner
SU — Supreme Pictures
SUP — Superior Films
SYN —Syndicate Exchange
TAM —Tapernoux- Metropolis
TAP — John
Tapernoux
U — Universal

— Lenaeur International
—
MAR— Marcy
MAS— Mascot Pictures
MET— Metropolis
MGM— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP — Monogram Pictures
MUN— Mundus
NO— Northern Films
OLY—Olympic Pictures
PAR — Paramount
PER —

SPE

LEN

Yourself-MGM

9-35

.',

.

SUP...- 30-35
Cappy Ricks Returns

REP

WA

Captain BloodCase of the Lucky Legs.

9-10-35
12-19-35

REVIEWED
The-PAR. 10-10-35

TITLE
Eagle's Brood,

East of Java-U

12-17-35

Ehestreik-UFA
Edes Mostoba-XX

11-23-35

9-10-35

Caballo Del Pueblo

El

El Heroe de Nacozari

XX.. 9-24-35
El

Hombre Que Se

Champagne

Tor

Breakfast

Reia Del

Amor-XX

7-19-35

El Rayo-XX
Escape from Devil's

10-21-35

Island
COL.. 11-26-35

Escapade-MGM
Every Night

7-6-35

at Eight-

REVIEWED

TITLE
I

WA.. 11-5-35
Steamboat 'Round the BendF.. 7-25-35
Storm Over the Andes-U. 9-25-35
Stormy-U
10-7-35
Story of Louis Pasteur

Pictures

W A..

Story

distributor set

Dream Too Much

I

Found

FN.. 11-2-35
I

Live for Love- WA. . .10-18-35
Live My Life-MGM. .10-14-35

Iceland Fishermen-DU ..9-21-35
Idolos De La Radio-XX. 7-5-35
II Delitto di MastrovanniXX.. 8-1-35
Ich Kenn' Dich Nicht Und
11-19-35
Liebe Dich-XX
7-5-35
In Old Kentucky-F
11-2-3?
In Person-RKO
8-1-35
Irish in Us-WA
It's in the Air-MGM. .10-10-35
Ivory-Handled Gun-U. .11-19-35

Jalna-RKO

7-26-35
7-31-35

COL.. 7-6-35

PAR.. 7-30-35
10-25-35
Pretenses-CHE.
Fang and Claw-RKO. .12-21-35

Judgement

Feather in Her Hat, A-

Kid Courageous-STE
King Solomon of Broadway
U... 10-19-35

Chasing Yesterda y-RKO 9-28-35
Cheers of the Crowd

False

.

.8-6-35

.

China Seas-MGM
Church Mouse, The

7-25-35

FN.. 10-29-35
Circumstantial

Evidence

CHE.. 7-17-35
Clemencia-XX
College Scandal-PAR

8-21-35
7-12-35
10-17-35
12-19-35

Ccmfidential-MAS

Coronado-PAR
Avenger

Courageous

SU..

W

Co Moj Maz Robi

11-30-35

COL.. 10-25-35

Crime Et Chatiment

LEN.. 11-1 4-35

Youth-U

11-2-35
11-26-35
Firetrap, The-EMP
.12-19-35
You-CEL.
For Love of
Forced Landing-REP. .. 11-26-35
Four Masked Men-OLY. .11-9-35
9-20-35
Freckles-RKO
Frischer Wind Aus Kanada
UFA.. 9-24-35
10-30-35
Frisco Kid-WA
Frisco Waterfront-REP .12-3-35

Fighting

Front

Page

Woman
WA.. 7-11-35

Gay Deception- F
Geschichten Aus Dem

Nocy?

XX.. 12-2-35

Get That

Man-EMP

Girl Friend, The-COL
Girl
Came Back

Crusades.

COL.. 11-22-35
The-PAR
8-S-35

Top-F
Danger Ahead-VIC

Curly

8-2-S5

Dangerous-WA
Dante's Inferno-F

Daring Young Man-F.

.

Dark Angel, The-UA
Das Lied Vom Glueck

Dawn Rider-MOP

XX.

7-19-35
12-6-35
8-1-35
.7-18-35
8-30-35
.12-2-35

INV.. 9-17-35
Der Herr Der Welt-XX. 12-17-35
Der Traum vom Rhein

XX.. 12-10-35
Trail-MOP
Diamond Jim-U
Desert

Und

.

1

8-20-35
8-24-35

Ihr Narr
XX.. 12-2-35

Die Toerichte Jungfrau

UFA.. 9-10-35
Der Schuechterne Felix

XX.. 9-10-35

...7-25-35
9-28-35

WA.. 9-12-35
Grand Exit-COL

11-5-35

Gruen

1st

Die

The
U.. 12-14-35

Heide

XX... 10-17-35
11-2-35
Guard That Girl-COI
Gunners and Guns-BEA. 8-22-35

Hands Across

the Table-

PAR.. 10-25-35
Happiness C. O. D.

Hard Rock Hanigan-F.

.7-1-35
8-15-35
.7-13-35
Heir to Trouble-COL. 12-17-35
11-18-35
Hello Budapest-XX .
Here Comes Cookie-PAR .9-10-35
Here Comes the Band
MGM.. 9-21-35
Hermine Und die Sieben
Aufrechten-XX
9-24-35
Here's to Romance-F. .. .8-27-35

Harmony Lane-MAS
Hawk, The-WOH

.

Herr Kobin Gent Auf

Dinky-WA
Dog of Flanders-RKO
Doubting Thomas-F

His Family Tree-RKO ..9-17-35
His Fighting Blood

6-28-35
.

7-1 3-35

7-11-35

WA.. 7-20-35
Dopo Una Notte D'Amore-

WA

RO.. 10-30-3 5
10-3-35
10-«-35

.10-17-35
...7-5-35

XX

Larsson

I

Andra

Giftet-

XX.. 10-21-35
Last Days of Pompeii

RKO... 10-3-35
The
AJA.. 11-12-35

11-27-35

10-19-35
His Night Out-U
Hitch Hike Lady-REP. .12-17-35

Hop-Along Cassidy-PAR. 7-30-35
Hot Off the Press-VIC. 10-9-35
Hot Tip-RKO
8-20-35

WEB.. 11-21-35
WA... 10-10-35
Millions in the Air-PAR. 12-12-35
Miss Pacific Fleet-WA. 12-7-35
Moonlight on the Prairie
WA.. 11-11-35
Murder
7-9-35
9-24-35
Music Is Magic-F
Mutiny Ahead-MAJ
7-6-35
Mutiny on the Bounty.
11-1-35
Marriage- F
11-19-35
.

Man-MGM

MGM..

My

New
New

Frontier-REP
Gulliver, The-

MGM.. 12-1 1-35
Last Outpost. The-PAR.. 9-27-35
Lawless Border-SPE ..12-11-35
L'Awocato Difensore

XX.. 11-14-35
Le Dernier

Milliardaire-

Never Too Late-REL. .11-27-35
Night at the Opera, A
.

Now

MGM... 10-17-35

Never-AJA
Noches de Buenos Aires
or

L'Eredita
Little
Little
Littlest

10-3-35

Dello

Big

Shot-WA

10-5-35
Rebel, The-F. .11-22-35
L'Ordonnance-X
7-2-35
Mad Love-MGM
7-1-35
Make a Million-MOP
7-9-35

X

Man
Man

on Flying TrapexePAR..8-3-35
from Guntown

PUR

11-30-35

12-7-35
Men of Iron-WA
Man Who Broke the Bank
at Monte Carlo-F. .10-28-35
Manhattan Butterfly

Boy

MGM.. 10-1-35
Old Homestead, The

REP... 10-5-35
Old Man Rhythm-RKO. .8-2-35
Orchids to You-F
8-10-35
Outlaw Deputy-PUR ...12-3-35
10-1-35
Outlawed Guns-U
10-29-35
Paddy O'Day-F
7-8-35
Page Miss Glory-

WA

10-22-35
11-12-35
9-5-35
10-11-35

Pantoffelhelden-XX
Pay-Off, The-FN

Peasants-AM

Pepo-AM
The

Perfect Gentleman,

MGM.. 12-19-35
Personal Maid's Secret

WA.
Ibbetson-PAR
Vinogradof-AM
Polenblut-XX
Powdersmoke Range
Peter
Peter

.10-1-35
10-31-35
7-1-35
11-19-35

RKO.. 9-25-35
Prenez Garde a

Zio

MET..7rl-35
America-PAR
9-28-35

7-9-35

XX.. 12-11-35
O'Shaughnessy's

FR A.. 10-22-35
Legong-DU

9-24-35

Am.. 10-29-3 5

Last of the Pagans

11 -22-35

Pasteur
.

11-23-35

Streamline Express- MAS. 8-3 1-3
Struggle for Life-FOY. .6-19-35
Sunny Youth-AM
8-20-35

Public
Public

la

Peimure

TAP.. 8-19-35
9-24-35
Menace-COL

Opinion-INV
Pursuit-MGM

.9-19-35
10-2-35
11-19-35
7-17-35
... 1 1-2-35
7-30-35
Reckless Roads-M AJ
10-22-35
Red Army Days9-7-35
Redheads on Parade-F
9-12-35
Red Salute-UA
Regal Cavalcade-ALL ...6-17-35
.

Racing Luck-REP
Rainbow's End-FD
Rainmakers, The-RKO

AM

.

.

.

Remember Last Night
U.. 11-21-35
10-23-35
Rendezvous-MGM
Return

of

Peter

Grimm

SuDerspeed-COL
Swedenhielms-XX
Sweet

12-2-35
9-10-35
12-14-35
12-12-35

Surrender-U
Scarlett-RKO

Sylvia

The Making

King

of a

GFF

12-10-35

The Singing Vagabond

REP.. 12-1 1-35

Two

Tale of

Cities

MGM.. 11-30-35
Tango-Bar-PAR
Te Quiero Con Locura-

7-9-35

F.. 11-5-35

Thanks
This
This

Million- F

a

10-25-35
9-4-35

the Life-F

is

Woman

Mine

is

PAR.
Throwback,

Amor y

Tierra,

.9-10-35
10-26-35

The-U
Dolor

XX.. 8-14-35
39

The-GB

Steps,

9-14-35

Three Kids and a Queen

U... 10-17-35
Three Musketeers, The

RKO

$1,000

..10-7-35

Minute-REP.. 10-22-35

a

Thunder
Thm.der

Night-F 9-17-35
Mountain-F
.9-14-35

in the

.

.

To Beat the Band-RKO. 11-23-35
Toll of the Deserts-STE.. 10-4-35
Too Tough to KiU-COL. 12-20-35
Top Hat-RKO
8-16-35
Trail's End-BEA
8-22-35
Trails of the Wild- A MB. 11-29-35
Transatlantic TunnelGB.. 10-22-35
12-18-34
Tu Hijo-XX

Tumbling Tumbleweeds

REP.. 9-5-35

Two Faces-RKO
Two-Fisted-PAR
Two for Tonight-PAR.
Two Sinners-REP

Un Hombre
Valley of

.

11-18-35
10-4-35
8-31-35
9-14-35
.

Pelogroso

CRI... 10-17-35
Wanted Men-

CON.. 10-22-35
Vanishing Riders-SPE

...7-2-35

12-10-35
Vasember-XX
8-6-35
Vidas Rotas-XX
Virginia Judge, The-PAR. 9-17-35

Wanderer

Wasteland

of the

PAR... 10-1 1-35

Was

Bin Ich Ohne Dich

XX.. 12-1 6-35
Waterfront

Lady-REP

.9-21-35
10-31-35
8-27-35
Wenn am Sonntagabend die
Dorfmusik Spielt-XX. 12-10-35
We're in the Money-WA. 8-22-35
Western FrontierCOL. 10-30-35
7-30-35
Westward Ho-REP

Way Down

.

.

East-F

Welcome Home-F

.

Manhattan Moon-U ....7-22-35
Marie Chapdelaine-FRA. .9-27-35
10-1-35
Martin Garatuza-XX

RKO.. 7-18-35
12-3-35
Riddle Ranch-BEA
Rider of the Law-STE. .10-19-35
10-29-35
Rosa De Francia-F
10-14-35
Saddle Aces-RES

Whispering Smith Speaks
F.. 12-17-35
Widow from Monte Carlo

Mary Burns,

Sagebrush Troubadour

William Tell-GFF

IMP.. 8-14-35

Fugitive

REP.. 11-19-35

PAR.. 11-9-35
Mein Leben Fuer MariaIsabell-XX. .11-5-3

5

Melody Lingers On, The

AMB... 10-7-35

Don't Bet on Blondes

Dr. SocratesDressed to Thrfll-F

Abenteuer-XX

.

Kiss Me Goodbye-CEL. .11-30-35
Klein Dorit-XX
10-21-35
La Isla Maldita-XX
12-3-35
La Llorona7-24-3 5
La Maternelle-TAM
10-17-35
Lady in Scarlet-FD
12-21-35
7-2-35
Lady Tubbs-U
Land of Promise-B LI ... 11-19-35

CHE.. 12-21-35

Der Tolle Bomberg-XX. 10-28-35
.

BEA

1-4-35

Going Highbrow-W A ... 8-23-35
8-3-35
Golden Taifra-AM ...
Goose and the Gander

...... 7-9-35

Death from a Distance

Die Heilige

.

Who

Great Impersonation,

The

Book,

Last of the Clintons,

CHE.. 9-20-35

Crime and Punishment

Head-FD

8-19-35

Wienerwald-XX

of Dr. Crespi

REP.. 9-24-35

Java

.

.

MOP.

.

REVIEWED

Midsummer Night's Dream

Parish-

Stella

Charlemagne-XX
9-10-35
Charlie Chan in Shanghai
F... 10-14-35

Louis

of

WA.

TITLE
Midnight Phantom

RKO.. 11-27-35

I

XX.. 12-17-35

WA.. 11-1-35
Man
COL.. 11-22-35

Case of the 'hissing

9-19-35
11-19-35

Splendor-UA
Stars Over Broadway-

WA— Warner Bros.
WEB—Webb-Ray
WOH— Herman Wohl

XX— No

.10-9.-35

Agent-WA

Special

UFA— Ufa

Peerless

.

REP

S.

PUR— Puritan

.

.

Spanish Cape Mystery

UA— United Artists
VIC— Victory

.

So Ein Maedel Vergisst Man
Night-XX
9-30-35
Soviet Journey-AM
....8-10-35
Soviet Russia Thru the Eye* of
an American-IMP
.9-30-35

G. Films
Films

SL—S. &

7-9-35
12-17-35
11-12-35
7-27-35
7-30-35
10-30-35

Silk

Skull and

.

Captured in Chinatown-

Crime

F.. 12-7-35

RIE

Dist.

10-14-35

Show Them No Mercy

RES

Pictures

HOF—J. H. Hoffberg
HOL— Hollywood Film

Hashirim-GLO

Shir

Room-COL

8-17-35
9-18-35
8-7-35
Bonnie Scot la nd- G . 8-24-3 5
10-21-35
Born for Glory-GB
10-4-35
Born to Gamble-REP
7-27-35
Bright Lights-FN
Broadway Gondolier-WA. 7-1 1-35
Broadway Hostess-FN 12-16-35

Black

REL— Reliable
REP— Republic

GFF

IMP

Pictures
Riesenfeld

REI— Dr. Hugo

LIB— Liberty Pictures
MAJ Majestic Pictures

CHE—Chesterfield

COL.. 9-10-35

Zum Tanz

Aufforderung

Pictures

—Arcturus Pictures
—Tom Arnold
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEA — Beacon Productions
BEA— Beaumont Pictures
BER—William Berke
BLI — Samuel
BUT— Burroughs-Tarzan

ARC
ARN

7-17-35

.

REG— Regal

FRA France Film
GB Gaumont- British

— Alliance Films

AM —Amkino
AMB—Ambassador

GB.. 9-10-35

Ike-WA

—
—

AJA—Ajax

.8-14-35

.

Wilderness l-MGM.. 11-15-35
Alias Bulldog Drummond

7-8-35

Ship Cafe-PAR
11-9-35
Shipmates Forever-WA. 10-17-35

.

Ah,

REVIEWED
It

COL... 10-8-35

UA.. 11-7-35
Melody Trail-REP
Men of Action-CON.
Merry Monarch. The

.

9-24-35
.7-13-35

SYN. 7-16-35

Metropolitan-F

10-18-35

Schwarzwaldmaedel-XX. 10-17-35
11-30-35
Scrooge-PAR
Seeing

Hungary-DAN.

Seven Keys to

.

.9-10-35

Mustang-BER

10-28-35
10-1-35

Wings Over Ethiopia
PAR... 10-14-35
Without Regret-PAR ....9-13-35
Wolves

of

the

Underworld

REG.. 12-1 0-35

Baldpate

RKO.. 11-30-35
Shanghai-PAR
She Gets Her Man-U
She Married Her Boss

WA.. 12-19-35

Wild

7-20-35
8-5-35

COL.. 9-27-35

Woman Wanted-MGM.

.8-10-35
11-5-35
...12-3-35
Your Uncle Dudley-F. .. 11-14-35
9-16-35
Zigeunerbaron-UFA

Yiddish King Lear-RIE.

Young Forest-XX

.

—

!
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SANTA GLAUS COMES

Words and Wisdom

TO THE FILM BIZ

to me that talking pictures needlessly imitate the legit-

"TT seems
(Continued from Page 1)

Santa Claus disguise as he imate stage. Talking pictures admit
chucked us under the chin at the dialogue, nothing else. I would like
family Xmas Tree and gave us the to introduce on the screen the auold line in a husky voice which we thor himself. That means to put in
still recognized as Unk Hen's ginpatches of explanation instead of
soaked accent.
dialogue.—CHARLIE CHAPLIN.
It was an Awful Blow.
But we
got over it in time. But it made us
"You cannot run p'cture producTerribly Cynical and suspicious of tion through the mouth of a funnel,
practically everything.
Then we the small end of which is the brain
grew up and came into the film biz. of one man."—LUCIEN HUBBARD.
And what a Santa Claus Racket that
turned out to be! Old Unk Henry
"I have been predicting for 20
was an amateur at handing out the years that the commercial theater
Salve compared to Old Lad" Motion would come to a finish." ELMER
Picture.
For the past dozen years RICE.
and more she's been promising us
Glory Power Success
Fortune
"It's all tommyrot, this idea that
practically Everything.
And that singers have to be fat! Singers used
to indulge themselves."
JEANgoes for most of you mugs, too.
But old Lady Motion Picture has ETTE MacDONALD.
given us all something that even
Santa Claus can't supply. She has David Bernstein
Leopold Friedman
given us Pals. Grand guys. Scores Amusement Supply Co. S. S. Braunberg
William A. Downs
of 'em. Good fellowship. Fine com- Irving Chidnoff
Sam Dernbow, Jr.
N. H. B rower
radeship.
Friends
real friends
Lester Ketner
Don Gillette
the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

whose

value is Priceless.

And

the

best of these Pals are the ones who
come through in a Pinch. Like this
bunch on the Honor Roll. Not for
you and I, who are in possession of
a job. But for the other pals who
have been shunted down the line,
and find themselves at this Xmas
Season in need of the hand outstretched to aid them when thev cannot help themselves.
So, mebbe we're wrong, after all.
Mebbe there IS a Santa Claus. At
least the Spirit of Santa Claus is in
our midst. In the hearts of every
person whose name appears on the
So we thank Old Lady
list below.
Motion Picture for making us part
of a gang of Regular Fellows such
as those who have rushed in to help
other film lads who need pals at
this Holiday Season.

THE HONOR ROLL
"There's Still

Room

ANONYMOUS
A.

M.

P.

A.

Harold Hendee

Jerome J. Cohen
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Miss Addie Dannenberg
Leo Klebanow
Ray Johnston
City Photo Engraving

for

J.

MacLeod

S.

C. Moskowitz
Felix F. Feist

Charles

M. Orowitz
Eugene J. Zukor
E.

Corp.

Ben Amsterdam
William German
William Massce
Richard Brady

Moe

Streimer
H. D. Behr
E. B. Hatrick

H. D. Buckley
Louis K. Sidney

Thomas J. Connors
Sam E. Morris
Emanuel Silverstone
M. Van Praag
lohn

D.

Stuart
Jack Alicoate

Silas

F.

Don Mersereau
Maurice Kann

Jay

Phil

YOU!"

David Palfreyman
John C. Flinn
R. Grainger
J.
Sophie K Smith
Albert Warner
Rube Jackter

Reisman

Max

J.

Kessler

Emanuel
Ben Y. Cammack
Herbert

Al Lichtman
H. M. Masters
Wm. Barnett

Saul

Arthur

L.

Israel, Jr.

Clark
Seadler

W.

E.

R.

Ebenstein
Rogers
Ferguson

Schlaifer

J.

McCartney

Stella Hamlin
Tom Hamlin

W.

Harry Weltz
Herbert Berg

David Barrist
Joseph R. Vogel
David A. Levy

V/infield Andrus
Louis Nizer

A.

F.

Cummings

Toby Gruen

Man Freedman

Ed

Anonymous

B.

Sardi's Restaurant

P.

Finney

K. Blake
Jules Levy

17

Renee Carroll
George Gerhardt
Chas. A. Leonard
Edward McNamee
Quigley Publishing
Morris H. Kinzler
N. D. Golden
Charles A. Rossi
"Chick" Lewis
Marcus A. Benn
Morris Goodman
J.
A. Tanney
Cresson E. Smith
C. C. Pettijohn
Edward Curtis
Ned E. Depinet
E.
A. Schiller

Co.

Arthur Loew
Willie

Wang

Arthur A. Lee
Mrs. Joseph R. Miles
Bertram Mayers
Jack Glucksman
Lou Blumenthal
William Orr
Eddie Edelson
Leon Bamberger
'iu\ Lazarus
Eve Unsell
Benjamin W. Solomon
Jack H. Skirball
Harvey B. Day
Harry L. Gold
A. Schneider
Gabriel Hess

Walter Futter
Arthur Eddy

Walter Reade

Eugene Picker
Jos. A. McConville

Amusement

Sack

Memory

of

Van Straten

Arthur Gottlieb
Frances Weil
Albert Bondy
R. W. Baremore
G. Barnett

Robert

S.

Wolff

Astor

Louis

W. Hammons

Earle
J.

W.

Arthur

McCormick

Barret

Eaton
Brulatour

Jules

James A. FitzPatrick
Exchange,

Washington, D. C.
Rudolph Berger
H. A. Weinberger

L.

Scully

F.

J.

P.

Bobys
Goldberg
Kushner

J.
E.

B.

Hall
Kaler
Fisher
Gelfeld
Beers
G. Greenfield

Wall

Ridgely
R. Alloy
C. Schroth
A.

M. Dermody
B.

Picard

M. Turner
H. McLeran
H. Ajello, Jr.

Hap Hadley

L.

Sonin
George Orth
Arthur W. Kelly
Lee Leventhal
Fred Quimby

R.
J.

N.

Melius
Kniffin

Brown

W.

George

Pyle
F.

Dernbow

Metropolitan Photo

Max

Hicks, Jr.
Siegel

A. Cohen
F.

Corcoran

Winfield Sheehan
Al Duffy
Jack H. Levin
S. Charles Einfeld
Harry Shaw
Rutgers Neilson
J. E. Brulatour Employees
Lowell Thomas

Moines

—

Lincoln Theater
Corp. plans to erect a $15,000 suburban theater in Des Moines.
Mrs. Joseph J. Deitch is being
feted at several farewell parties before leaving for St. Louis on Dec.
30 to join her husband, who leaves
Tri-States to be booking manager
for Warners in St. Louis. The first
of the series of parties was given
by Mrs. Stanley A. Brown and included wives of Des Moines theater

houses picked

YOU
COULD
ONLY COOK
IF

for their

Christmas

Week

attraction
It's

COLUMBIA'S
new

hit

starring

HERBERT

j

and

JEAN

mittee

Wood's Vacation Again Off
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
M-G-M has asked
Sam Wood to forego his announced
intention of going to England this
coming summer to film Wyndham
Standing's novel, "Trent of the Lone
Hand," for which Howard Emmett
Rogers, scenarist, was to accompany
Wood. Wood recently directed the
Marx Brothers in "A Night at the
West Coast Bureau

—

\\\\\

THUR!',

Des Moines Variety Club's comfor the shut-ins Christmas
party Dec. 27 includes G. Ralph
Branton, W. E. Banford, L. McKechneay, Lou Levy, Harry Hiersteiner
and "Chick" Friedman.

h

MARSHALL

executives.

Opera."

and

J.

Iowa Items
Des

Springfield

Don Hancock

Ralph Rolan
Roy E. Larson
L. A. Farrell
H. J. Yates
Harry Goetz

Walter

William La Portes
Leo Breeder
E. M. Saunders
Thomas D. Goldberg
Sid Silverman
William Brandt
Harry Brandt
Vincent Trotta

Kronman

J.

J.

W.

Waxman

A. P.

P.

Glick

Paul Gettinger
Milton Gettinger
H. Clark
George J. Schaefer
H. J. Muller
A. Montague
Irene F. Scott

Krellberg

Eberhardt

J.

J.

En-

terprises

K. K. Hansen
Gaumont-British

Charles

S.

Roy Norr
Juan Zunkler

Frank C. Walker
Joseph R. Fliesler

M.
M.

H.

Alfred

George Weeks

Harry Shiftman

Hugo Mayer

B.

Michael Balcon
Pete Harrison
W. F. Rodgers
Ben Shlyen
Joseph Bernat

Anonynipus
Herman Robbins

Service

H. F. Krecke
Sherman S. Krellebrg

Sol Brill Foundation

Will H. Hays
E. H. Goldstein
Ralph Cokain

Marvin H. Schenck
Cosmo-Sileo Co.

Mark Ostrer

the entire cinematic horizon."

—RALPH BLOCK.

W.

G.
V.

Pic-

"A kind of intellectual snobbery
has come in with talk that has falsified

Des Moines,
loads of other

Ross Federal Service

A-Mike Vogel

tures Corp.

—

CLAUDETTE COLBERT.

Edward

Victor J. Morris
Charles M. Mersereau
C. Nicholson
Phil Scheib
E. C. Grainger
John L. Franconi
L. D. Netter

Norman

"No one in the entire film industry knows more about the actual essentials of a good picture than the
men in the cutting rooms."

H. Seidelman
Wm. F. Barrett

At Christie
Arnold Rittenberg

Boston,
Indianapolis,

Reuben Samuels

A. Scully

Buffalo,

me."—GEORGE BURNS.

J.

M-G-M

Lesser

barrass

San Diego,

in

Memphis,

"Hollywood is the only place on
earth where Gracie Allen can't em-

Budd Rogers

Jack

Kenneth A. O'Brien
Samuel Cohen
A. Fishman

—

SCHULBERG.

the

sir,

best theatres

"Except in the musical field we
have not developed a new star in the
last two years! And even those are
imports from the theater." B. P.

Al Altman
Al Finestone
George E. Taylor
Jack Harrower
Arnold Van Leer

G. L. Sears
Dewey D. Bloom
Lester Pollock

S.

Herbert T. Silverberg
Harry C. Arthur
Irving

A. C. Snyder
James P. Clark
A. J. Dash
Sam Shain
Paul Benjamin
Benjamin H. Serkowich

'Yes

•-

(
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Giveaway Turnouts Develop
if

A

Merry Christmas

M

if

A

Merry Christmas

TEN CENTS

24, 1935

Bicycling Evil
A

*•

-fc

Merry Christmas -K

NUMBER OF THEATER CIRCUITS DECLINES TO 350
* A Merry Christmas +

if

Ed Golden Becomes

A

Merry Christmas

+

•k

jHUrrg QHjrtBtmas

Organization
Golden, who last week
resigned as general sales manager
for Republic, yesterday joined Chesterfield and Invincible in a similar
George Batcheller heads
capacity.
the former company, while Maury
M. Cohen is president of the latter
The two companies made 18
firm.
They release
features last season.
through First Division. Golden will
make his headquarters at the Chesterfield office at 1540 Broadway.

Edward A.

if

A

Merry Christmas

Christmas

*

Chesterfield-Invincible Sales

Former Republic Executive
Joins Batcheller-Cohen

A Merry

J

\\

\\

^

Head

More Houses in Operation,
But Number of Circuits
Shows Decline
Reflecting
the consolidation of
small theater groups or their absorption by larger organizations,
the number of theater circuits in
the country at the end of 1935 shows
a decrease of around 30 as compared
with the total of 375 in existence at
the beginning of the year, according
to preliminary figures in the check(Continued on Page 4)
if A Merry Christmas -*

&^ ^t*

CLOSING THE FUND

-fc

WILBY-KINCEY CIRCUIT

ON A SPLENDID NOTE

PLANNING EXPANSION

About the most beautiful sentiment that has come to the CommitFilm Daily Relief
contained in the following

tee handling the

Wilby-Kincey contemplate important expansion moves in the Southeast territory in which they now

Fund

letter just received:
"In making rip his usual Christmas list of contributions to various
organizations, Mr. Sydney S. Cohen
(Continued on Page 10)

was learned yesterday
company meeting in AtSeveral new sites are under

operate, it
following a
lanta.

consideration.

if

the group is
entering into a pooling deal with the
Snider interests, with the latter to
operate under the plan.

At Bessemer,

it

I.

A

Ala.,

Merry Christmas

*

New

changeover to ? oori-foot

reels,

(Continued on Page 4)
if A Merry Christmas -fc

Chi. Houses Chase Politics
From Xmas Benefit Shows
Chicago

—In
of

—

Theater business throughout the
week preceding
country
in the
Christmas was on the average somewhat better than the corresponding
period last year, a checkup yester-

Giveaway Overflow Crowds

day indicated.

order to avoid the
requests made by

Christmas benefit performances given in their name, lomorning
yesterday
theaters
cal
staged their own "Movie Christmas
(Continued on Page 4)

Develop

New

Bicycling Evil

offi-

cers of the organization declare that

Christmas -K

and ye genial artist "Hap" Hadley of the "How They Started'
department wish you each and all a good old fashioned Merrie Christmas and a
1S36 filled to the brim with health, happiness and prosperity.
old editor Alicoate

2,000-Ft. Reel

Placing the I. A. T. S. E. on the
public records as emphatically disapproving the proposed industry

A Merry

Pre-Holiday Theater Biz
Slightly Over Last Year
Ye

A. T. S. E. Opposes

multiplicity
r
politician*

is

Walter Rice to Assist

Hardy

in St. Louis

Case

Walter Rice, snecial assistant to
been
has
Attorney-General,
the
designated to assist Russell Hardy
in the prosecution of the Government's injunction in the Federal
Court, St. Louis, against Warners,

RKO
Jan.

Paramount, beginning
Rice represented the de-

and
6.

(Continuc-

Over the

RKO

cir-

attendance on Friday, Saturday and Sunday topped last year by
15 per cent, although in the week

cuit

(Continued on Page 10)
if A Merry Christmas •*

Major distributors are considering
plans for coping with a new development in "bicycling" which originates from the reopening of dark
houses to handle overflow audiences
from theaters using various giveaway plans. Reports reaching New
York show that the practice is fast
spreading in all parts of the country, it was stated yesterday.
Under the plan, an exhibitor must
get the prospective prize winners in-

with Tobis Tonbild Syndicats settling claims for close to 250,000 marks
for printing royalties on U. S. pictures dubbed in Germany for sevThe
eral years up to June, 1935.
companies maintained that under the

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 10)

Settle Tobis' Claims

On

Printing Royalties

Paramount, 20th Century-Fox and
reached an agreement

M-G-M have

—

V
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and the Relief Fund

NAT

LEVINE, Republic production head, left
York by plane for Hollywood Sunday night

New
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•HRISTMAS
'

God

to

in

is

No

here.

time

highest, and on

JACK ALICOATE
is

f-]

more appropriate

earth peace, to

after consulting W.
Ray Johnston, president
of
Republic and other associates concerning
story
material
and production plans.

for

men good

charity.

Christmas! "Glory

JACK

will."

to

many great

hearts

healthy condition to carry on.

But.

in

Film

the

industry,

this

Seme who should

Daily

help are

still

Relief

Fund

is

terday

looking out of the

window.

To those who have overlooked or forgotten, this is
As you read these
annual drive, closes Christmas Eve.
your check, please do so today, NOW.

HARRY ROSEN
a

appeal.

final

lines,

if

This,

the 9th,

you have not sent

exchange

in

not one penny of expense.

des-Noues,

19.

FINANCIAL

your

loved

ones

He

have

the comforts

has been

Am.

Seat

Columbia
Con. Fm.
Con. Fm.
East.

Loew's,

Ticts.

Ind
Ind.

Kodak
Inc

Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd
Pathe
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1 1

m

RKO

24
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd. 33 1/4
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Warner Bros
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—
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Sonotone Corp
2% 1% 1%
17% 17 1/4 17%
Technicolor

Vs
3
/8

Va

4
8

3%

Trans-Lux

3%

3%
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Offically

+

o

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— President

Roosevelt
yesterday issued an executive order
dissolving the NRA.
Part of the
functions were transferred to
the Department of Commerce and
others to the Department of Labor.
if A Merry Christmas
'

Bonuses for

RKO

Circuit

is

Vs
1/4

Employes of

RKO

Theaters reranging from one

ceived bonuses
week's pay for those receivin"- less
than S50 weekly to a $50 bonus for
those between the S50 and $125 salary brackets.
if A Merry Christmas if

Outcome of the Friedman anti
trust case in which a Federal Court
jury at Pittsburgh awarded triple
damages amounting to $24,000 to

—

exhibitor, in connection with his conspiracy action against various major distributors, was discussed at a
meeting of attorneys at the Hotel

Astor yesterday.
A luncheon preceded the session.
Notice of appeal will be filed in
regard to the verdict, but that does

mean
a^eal to

that the majors plan to
a higher court
for a review of the case. Gabriel L.
Hess presided at the meeting, at
which various legal affairs were disnot necessarily

Carl

Alicoate

Brisson

Michael Curtiz
Ruth Chatterton
Evelyn Hall
Jensen

Wilfred Noy

Eulalie

Ted Toddy
Joseph M. Schenck
Helen Twelvetrees
William Conklin
Beulah Marie Dix
Sonya Levien
Marguerite Churchill

A. P. Waxman
Joe Bonomo

Charles Cruze
Earle Foxe

Tom Reed
Charles Curran

picture, "Stars

Over Broadway."

for

new Pioneer

a

CASANAVE,

L.

general

film.

manager of

Display Co., is spending the holidays
in
Chicago.
HARVEY ROEMER. production
manager, is celebrating in Cleveland.

WALTER

EUGEN

has

arrived

New

in

York

MARKUS

FALLY
week

from

South

A Merry Christmas

if

Start Xmas Wassail Early
First Division formally opened the
Christmas season festivities yesterday with a party which included
dancing as well as refreshments.
Harry Thomas was on hand to greet
the guests and Eddie Golden, who
has been appointed general sales
Harry Langdon to Australia
Harry Langdon, screen comedian, manager of Chesterfield and Invincible, which release through First
has been engaged through the Wilreceived
congratulations
liam Morris Agency to play the Vic- Division,
on his new post.
tor Moore role in the Australian
if A Merry Christmas -K
production of "Anything Goes," to
be presented by J. C. Williamson in Alliance to Screen "Emperor Jones"
Melbourne on Feb. 1.
"Emperor Jones," United Artists
if A Merry Christmas if
Eugene
release
adapted
from
New Arthur Richman Play Opens O'Neill's play, starring Paul Robe"The Season Changes" play by son, will be shown by the New Film
Arthur Richman, opened last night Alliance on Sunday at the New
at the Booth Theater. Author leaves School.
discussion of the film
New York on Jan. 6 for the coast, will follow both the 6:30 and the
where he joins Paramount.
9 o'clock showings.

returns

New

to

York

this

America.

j

HENRY HENIGSON
j

New

in

is

York from the

Coast.

FRANK FREEMAN
to New York
ARTHUR LUCAS,

turned

gone

has

on

yesterday from

PARKER

from

the

for

arrived

.

week-end

fter

a

in

re-

South.

operator,

New

York

leaves

New

York

Jan.

Coast.

CARL BRISSON
the

the

Hollywood.

ARTHUR RICHMAN
6

ARTHUR ISRAEL

and

Southern theater
Caribbean cruise.

a

DOROTHY
yesterday

to

week's

returned

resume

vacation

HENRY WILCOXON

in

to

work

Hollywood over
at Paramount

New

York.

from England on
Saturday and departed immediately by plane for
Hollywood to resume film work under his
Paramount contract.
arrived

MERIVALE,

PHILIP
if

torney, is releasing "The Trial of
the Century" in this territory. Subject is a two-reeler based on the
Hauptmann case. First-run engagement is taking place at Keith's Theater here.
if A Merry Christmas if

Howard Hughes

new

American

Sam Friedman, former Pennsylvania

cussed.
Handling Hauptmann Film
Baltimore David I. Hurwitz, at-

John W.

from

completed her role in
Chesterfield last week,
York by plane to spend the

!hey wrote two songs

•CD.

Ended

3

+ %

—

town

from the Coast.

P

—

in

is

RICHARD RODGERS and LORENZ HART have
returned to New York from Hollywood, where

8

l/

92

New

in

tion of his

I/g

—

92

SILVERBERG

arrived in Ocala, Fla., en
to spend Christmas with his mother,
Rose Melton, and his three sisters.
He
is
scheduled for a personal appearance at the
Ritz Theater in connection with the presenta-

l/

—

18%
18 1/2+

'

T.

JAMES MELTON

Major Attorneys Discuss
Friedman Case Verdict
By President Roosevelt:
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18 3 8
18! 2
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-fr.
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RKO

of the

holidays.

Let us have that
This is your last opportuniiy this year to help a grand cause.
check and Old Colonel Alicoate and the rest of the committee will guarantee that your
Christmas and your 1936 will be more cheerful and more prosperous for having done so.

+
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+
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in

Mrs.

Net

Low

the

to

town.

is

has arrived

•

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

returned

IRENE WARE, who
"The Last Trap" for

of life on !h's Christmas eve, thank that
Think, then, fcr just one moment, of
good to you.
Those in sickness and actual want through no fault of their
those not so fortunate.
own.
It can happen to you, me. anyone.
If

Master up above.

has

MRS. E. J. SPARKS has gone to Miami Beach
from Jacksonville to open the new Sparks
ocean front home for the Winter.
Sparks, back
in Jacksonville from a hunting trip in Mexico,
will join her this week.

Every dollar goes direct to relief.

—

Wardour St., W. I. Berlin Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Cour-

of
contracts with
Radio, arrived yes-

Buffalo.

•
is

McDONOUGH

R.

J.

There

aboard

coast.

•

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

representative

London

for

NOLAN, in charge
and others for RKO
from Hollywood.

artists

in

Radio

Saturday

sails

He de France.

JOE

Thanks

RKO

KENNEDY.

England,

in

the

American

and

British

st£ge star, has left the coast for New York
following
completion of his first film role
in
Faramount's "Give Us This Night."
He
plans to return to Hollywood after appearing
epposite Gladys Cooper in the Broadway play,
"-all It a Day."

ABE
for

STERN

JULIUS

and

Thursday

leave

Hollywood.

HARRY M. WARNER
ington
ater

looking

situation
if

into
there.

A

spent Saturday in Washthe Warner-Stanley the-

Merry Christmas

-fc

DATE BOOK
Dec.

Annual New Year's Eve Frolic of
31
Motion Picture Salesmen, Hotel Plaza, New
:

York.
Jan.

A

Jan.

6: Hearing on Equity proceedings in suit
against Warners, Paramount and RKO, Federal Court, St. Louis.
11:

annual

Independent
ball,

Hotel

Theater
Astor,

Owners'

New

York.

Ass'n

THE LITTLEST REBEL
vr

—

Tuesday, Dec. 24, 1935

NUMBER OF CIRCUITS

GIVEAWAYS DEVELOP

NEW

DROPS TO ABOUT 350

BICYCLING EVIL

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

to

make

a theater in order to

up being made for the theater section of the 1936 Film Daily Year

the

award and when the capacity of his
regular house proves inadenuate, he
opens up his dark house and, in
some instances, switches his screen
attractions to added theaters without making a deal covering the additional playing time, it is claimed.
•k A Merry Christmas -K

Chi.

Houses Chase

From Xmas

"t<

•

1)

Wisconsin Wisps

—

Milwaukee Nine local Fox houses
donated their services and employes
Dec. 21 for a special Saturday nickel
morning show, proceeds going to

Milwaukee county's needy children.
Theaters included the Tower, Venetian, Paradise, Shorewood, Riviera,
Oriental
Kosciuszko,
State,
and

Downer.
Ferdinand Trottman, 72, pioneer
theatrical promoter and operator of
the Gem Theater in Milwaukee from
1911 to 1932, when he lost the house
through foreclosure, was granted an
old age pension of $10 a month this
week. Reported to be worth $250,000 at one time, Trottman now is
employed part time by a Milwaukee
theatrical booking agency.
Stockholders of the Home Theater
Co., Antigo, were given a Christmas
present this week in the form of an
8 per cent dividend, checks totalling
$3,200.
Dave Schooler, who directed the
stage band shows at Fox's Wisconsin in Milwaukee seven years ago,
returns to the city Jan. 3 to partici-

pate in the Riverside Theater's anniversary show.
it A Merry Christmas -fc

Louis S. Lifton, who has been in
charge of Republic Pictures exploitation for several months, leaves for
the coast tomorrow for a two-week
conference with Nat Levine, vicepresident in charge of production, on
story material for next season. On
returning from Hollywood, he will
become eastern story editor for Republic.
Lifton came to Republic
from Liberty when that company
merged with the newer organization.

the stage show at the Roxy
starting tomorrow.
Screen feature
will be Columbia's "If You Could

Only Cook."

Holiday gift to

all

exhibs

who

will

play

•

T
T
THE CAMPAIGN is

dents.

THIS

T

T
UNUSUAL

campaign has

stirred up the
newspaper editors anew to the importance of industry advertising
and already they are beginning to comment editorially
and RKO Radio pix
and talk about Lily Pons
upon it
and can this do you any harm, Mister Exhib,
in general
you will answer
who happens to be playing this feature?
the question in the B. O. you will unquestionably roll up on this

•

•

•

Special

T

A JOYFUL XMAS

T

•

•

y

Claus

CHRISTMAS CAROLS

will be sung from the marby the Parado
quee of the Astor Hotel at noon today
Juvenile Singers, featured in Columbia's "Stars of Tomorrow"
The Greenwich Village Ball to be held New Year's Eve
at Webster Hall will feature a group of Rhumba Couples
Harry
Lindy Hoppers and Charlotte Gilchrist, fan dancer
Joe Laurie, Jr., will act as master of the revels
Hershfield
Doris Nolan, Cleon Throckmorton and Tony Sarg will
act as Judges of the Dance Contest

•

•

•

—

T

•

•

SPECIAL SCHOOL

T

credit will be given to students
in the metropolitan grade and high schools who read Charles
Dickens' "A Tale of Two Cities," or see the screen play during

•

the Metro Special opens for its premiere on
the holidays
from US
SO
to
Xmas Day at the Capitol
plastered or semi-conscious
A Joyous Yuletide
or is it only the
as Santa Claus' bells jingle at the door
it's one and the same IF you don't pay Santa's
Sheriff?
Motion pictures taken of the Paramount Studio Club's
bills
Christmas Children's party held Sunday in Hollywood were
rushed to New York by plane for showing here Christmas Eve.

YOU

AND

•

•

AMONG THOSE

T

T

who lunched yesterday

at

The

Tavern were Dave Loew, Abe Montague, George Weeks, Jay
Emanuel, Jules Levy, E. H. Goldstein, Dave Chatkin, Don Mersereau, Lowell Calvert, Joe Nolan, James A. FitzPatrick, Gene
Picker, Marvin Kirsch, Chas. Alicoate, Stanley B. Neal, Emil
Jensen, Budd Rogers, Harry Goldberg, A. P. Waxman, Arthur

Truman Talley, Lew Lehr, Tom Gerety, Ed Finney, Phil
Meyers, Amedee Van Beuren, Clinton White, Claude McGovern,
Morris Kinzler and Lou Weinberg
Lee,

kA
I.

Merry Christmas

+

A. T. S. E. Opposes

New

2,000-Ft. Reel

(Continued from Page 1)

the switch will result in decreased
employment of operators.
"Our local organizations should
become keenly alive to the underlying motive of this move cutting in
half the work required with a subsequent corresponding decrease in

—

assert.
They urge
to
"forcibly protest
against the use of other than single

manpower," th""
their

locals

every inpressure to definitely
discourage the use of other than the
present standard single reel."
The I. A. local in Providence recently indicated objection to double

reels, as well as exerting

it
for an Indie Exhib
and he has put on an Indie pix that the
is Xmas Eve
Pressbook has touted as just the thing for the Holidays
and as the customers stream out through the lobby he stands
there with a ballyhoo smile ready to wish everybody a jolly
while some of the
Xmas and they give him the Icy Stare
more brazen speak right out and tell him what a lousy show he
and on Xmas
so Mister Exhib thinks fast
handed 'em
Day there are big signs out front touting a sensational stunt
to take place Xmas
"The Burning of Santa Claus"
and as the bonfire is at its height that eve
Night
and all the kiddies who have also been very disappointed by
Santa Claus are rooting for the burning of the Old Scoundrel
the exhib throws the effigy of Frosty Whiskers on the
but only the
bonfire amid the loud cheers of the kiddies
for he alone
exhib gets the Real Kick out of the event
knows that the Old Fake went to his death wearing a costume
made out of the Pressbook that destroyed HIS faith in Santa

•

•
-fc

Paul Ash Opening at Roxy
Paul Ash in person with his
"1936 Cavalcade of Stars" will headline

•

'

-fr.

Christmas

A NEAT

spread over 75 cities
in 35 of these leading key
with a coast-to-coast coverage
there are
cities alone the circulation coverage is 21,634,000
for half-page, three-quarters,
seven different styles of ads
the last is a Smash
full-page and two-page spreads
with the head of Lily Pons occupying the better part of the two
pages
the first time a star has been thus featured in
motion picture newspaper spreads

with onlv food ac-

A Merry

•

RKO

Shows

Benefit

CAPA local
cepted for admission.
organization of press agents, had
pickets on hand at all houses to see
that no cash admissions were acMajor circuits are unHpv
cepted.
stood to be interested in the Wan
with a view to applying it nationally next year.
if A Merry Christmas

•k

•

Politics

(Continued from Page

Basket D

•

Lily Pons' feature, "I Dream Too Much" during this festive
Radio have launched a newspaper camperiod
for
paign that will create direct seat sales right at the points where
by making the public Lily Pons conthis pix is showing
scious in a very impressive manner

Book.
Theaters in operation will show
an increase of a few hundred this
year over last year's total of 13,386, the year end figure being in the
neighborhood of 13,800.
Of this
number, about 2,200 are affiliated
houses, while 11,600 are indepen-

fluence

and

reels.
ir

A Merry

Christmas

-fr.

Cleveland Clips

—

Cleveland
Jack F 1 a n g o n
George Young and Warren Irons,
who operate the Roxy, only local
burlesque house, have taken over the

Carter

Theater,

i

downtown

,

house

that has been closed most of the past
two years. It will open Dec. 27 with
vaudeville and films at 25 cents admission.
Its original name of the
Miles Theater will be restored.

Cleveland Variety Club will elect

new

officers Jan. 4, moving election
day from the original February date.
Nat Holt, RKO division manager, is

present president.
J. S. Jossey has closed a deal with
Myer Fine of Associated theaters to
put Bank Night into six more of
his houses.
Nat L. Lefton of Republic Pictures and Mrs. Lefton left Friday

spend January in Florida.
S. Jossey of Republic Pictures
and Mrs. Jossey leave next week to
visit Jossey's mother in Forsyth, Ga.
Harry Lande is here distributing
the Louis-Uzcudun fight pictures in
Ohio and Kentucky.
to

J.

Harry Goldstein, Paramount

dis-

manager, presented Joe Oolahan, Cincinnati branch manager, and
Bernie Gardner, salesman out of the
Columbus office, each with a fitted
traveling case as winners of the
trict

six-week district sales contest.
Sylvia Amster, secretary to RKO
branch manager Herb Greenblatt,
has left for a two weeks' cruise to
South America.

Ihe fans are/all excited

'bout her w^idely pub-

brbwnette

|Cized
lair.

pally

A

new

thrill!

makes her

It

just

bout the m^st provoctive girl

o

*2

k

*

if:'

"^

4

|V

KM

Lovely to look at!

HARLOW

Jean
as vtHe

glamorous

vyent places!
as

China

/M-G-M

girl

from Shantytow/i w-ho

She tops her

Doll

in

vivid performance"

"CHINA

delivers another hit!

SEAS",

aritik
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VIEWS OF THE

James Cagney, Pat O'Brien

goes for her.

in

"CEILING ZERO"
with June Travis, Stuart

Erwin

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Warner

Bros.

95

m

i

ns

.

A BIG PICTURE LOADED WITH SUSPENSE, ACTION AND EMOTION, WITH
CAGNEY AT HIS BEST, WILL CLICK AT

ANY

B.

O.

Every once in a while a picture comes
along that just grips and holds you; "Ceiling

Zero" does

that.

big pictures that lingers

you

make

it

one of those
with you, one that
see.
When good
this one deserves
From the motion

It

a point to

is

pictures are considered,
plenty of consideration.
picture palaces down to the shooting galleries it's box-office.
Loaded with suspense, intense drama, sentiment, comedy,
and a story that really carries a punch, it
can't miss.
Even though Cagney plays

one of the wise guy types, his
down to a more regular state.

role

is

There

toned
isn't

that inconsequential banter of bravado between him and O'Brien that so characterized their previous work together.
Instead there is a more serious feeling, and
instead of their appeal being limited to
the action houses and dates, this one can
play anywhere.
"Ceiling Zero" reminds
one of some of the big war pictures except that the foe is weather obstacles.
Cagney and O'Brien play the leading roles

with

a

sincerity

makes for reality.
most of the comedy.

Erwin carries
good-natured aviator husband of
a "wear-the-pants" wife, he is swell. Isabel
Jewell plays that role.
A scene she does
with Cagney could easily have been gushy
and overplayed, but she handles it with a
the

restraint that

is

something worthy of men-

overlook the work of Garry Owen
would be an injustice.
He plays the part
of a simpleton formerly a pilot who cracked
up, in such a manner as to take every
scene he is in. Frank Wead wrote the stage
tion.

of Erwin's death.

In

testing a

new

To

success of the same title and he also did
The picture speaks for his
the screenplay.
Howard Hawks deserves the highest
work.
of praise for producing and directing a
piece of work that grips one as this picArthur Edeson's photography
ture does.
is praiseworthy, especially on the cloud and
As previewed, the first 15
fog scenes.

minutes are quite unnecessary dealing mainThen
ly with the calling of pilots by radio.
Cagney comes on the scene as a carefree
happy-go-lucky pilot, and immediately things
He is an old
begin to move and happen.
side-kick of O'Brien, the manager of the
In his way Cagney is a trouble
base.
maker and when he sees June Travis, he

air

Selznick to Star Merle Oberon
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

gadget,

Cagney realizes the job is a hazardous one
and fixes things, so that he nilots the plane
instead of Wadsworth, who is scheduled
the

for

goes

run.

In

his

death,

to

blaze of glory Cagney
and the girl and boy

a

are left to be happy.

James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, June
Travis, Stuart Erwin, Isabel Jewell, Henry
Wadsworth, Craig Reynolds, Richard Purcell, Robert Light, Garry Owen, Barton MacLane, Martha Tibbetts, Edward Garyn, Carlyle Moore, Jr., Addison Richards, Pat West,
Matilda Comont.
Cast:

Harry

Producer,

Joe

Brown; Director,
Frank
Wead;
Screenpfay, Frank Wead, Morrie Ryskind;
Cameraman, Arthur Edeson; Editor, Bill

Howard

Hawks;

Holmes.
Direction,

Aces.

Photography,

Excellent.

Harlow and Spencer Tracy

Jean

in

"RIFF RAFF"
with

Una Merkel, Joseph

Calleia

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
M-G-M
BOX-OFFICE

WITH PLENTY ACTION AND
FORMANCE BY PRINCIPALS.

COMEDY
FINE PER-

is

a

lusty

picture,

full

of

action

box-office.

pathos and

It
is

also

realistic.

has its moments of
Director J. Walter

Ruben has provided a fast tempo and has
done an excellent job.
Jean Harlow and
Spencer Tracy turn in fine performances,
while Joseph Calleia, in his second screen
appearance, is unusually effective.
J. Farrell
McDonald, Una Merkel, Mickey Rooney, Paul
Hurst, Wade
Boteler, George
Givot and Roger Imhof are among the principals who do good work.
Tracy is determined to lead his fellow tuna fishermen
in a strike and wipe out Calleia, who runs
Calleia is Tracy's rival
a cannery factory.
for Jean.
The strikers lose their battle
and turn on Tracy. Tracy drifts to a hobo
jungle and Jean, who has married him, steals
money from the cannery to aid Tracy. She
is
arrested and a child is born to her in
jail.
is

Tracy returns to the waterfront and
boat.
a watchman on a Calleia

made

Jean breaks jail, becomes reconciled with
Tracy and agrees to serve rest of her time.

Ralph McGowan to St. Louis
Ralph McGowan, who has been

—

Selznick.

The new production

is scheduled to ge before the cameras
immediately after the completion of
Release
"Little Lord Fauntleroy."

policy calling for seven
vaudeville in addition to

acts of
pictures.

William Gleason is temporarily in
charge at Salt Lake City pending a
permanent appointment.
if A Merry Christmas ->C
will be through United Artists.
189
Xmas
Week Dates on "Blood"
-*
if A Merry Christmas
Christmas Week will see "Captain
Marry
to
Jane Winton
Blood" on the screens of 189 key
Jane Winton, stage and screen city theaters throughout the counactress, and Michael T. Gottlieb, cap- try, according to the Warner home
National relea.-e date is set
tain of the "Four Aces" bridge team, office.
for Saturday.
plan to be married in the spring.

vpr" praiseworthy.

is

Cast: Jean Harlow, Spencer Tracy, Una
Merkel, Joseph Calleia, Victor Killian, Mickey Rooney, J. Farrell McDonald, Roger
Imhoff, Juanita

Quigley,

Dorothy

Barnett,

Paul

Appleby,

Vince

Hurst,

Wood,

Judith

Arthur Housman, Wade Boteler, Joe Phillips, William Newell, Al Hill,
Helen Flint,
Lillian Harmer, Bob Perry, George Givct.
Producer:

Thalberg; Director, J.
Author, Frances Marion;
Screenplay, Frances Marion, H. W. Hanemann, Anita Loos; Music, Edward Ward;
Cameraman, Ray June; Editor, Frank Sulli-

Walter

Photography,

Tom

Keene,

Wera
Hymer

Engels,

Warren
59 mins.

Division

SATISFACTORY ACTION MELODRAMA
WITH PLENTY OF PLOT AND A GOOD
SPRINKLING OF COMEDY.
Set in a Chinese locale, with the business of gun smuggling as its motivating
force, this yarn has plenty of melodramatic
action and suspense plus enough comedy

make

generally

a

it

Tom Keene

satisfying

in

on

sleuth

bumped

the

plays

trail

off for double-crossing his part-

crime,

Tom

and Wera are rescued

by a U. S. ship, with a romantic finale for
the lovers.
The comedy contribution by

Warren Hymer balances

off the heavy stuff.

Tom

Keene, Wera Engels, Warren
Cornelius Keefe, Freeman Lang,
London.

Cast:

Hymer,

Tom

SHORTS
"Simple Simon"
(ComiColor Cartoon)
8 mins.

Good
Speeded along with plenty of diverting action, this modern version
of Simple Simon and the pieman
makes for good entertainment. Simple Simon samples a pieman's wares
and when he cannot pay for what
he has eaten, the pieman gives chase.
This leads to a merry hullabaloo as
Simon, trailed by his companion, a
duck, dash through the fair for a
series of amusing adventures with
the pieman in pursuit.

"Humpry Dumpty"
(ComiColor Cartoon)

program

the role of a
of the gunrunners.
He hits up a romance with Wera
Engels, who is involved with the lawbreaking gang, and when the head of the gang
federal

ners

standpoint.

Excel-

"HONG KONG NIGHTS"

to

Teatro Campoamor.
Rather sad drama of separated lovers
with a son who lives an even sadder life.
Native scenes are interesting, though the
production is below par from a technical

Celebrity
Excellent.

lent.

First

("Beloved Mother"),
Spanish; produced in Mexico by Aspa;
directed by Juan Orol; with Luisa Maria
Morales, Alberto Marti, et al.
At the

Irving

Direction,

with

"MADREQUERIDA"

in

Ruben;

van.

is

This

and comedy and should deliver big at the

Merle Oberon has city manager at Salt Lake City
Hollywood
for Fanchon & Marco, has been asstar
in the next film signed to take over operation of the
been signed to
to be made by Selznick International Missouri, F. & M. house in St. Louis.
Pictures, it is announced by David This de luxer is installing a new
0.

Ray June's photography

offering.

89 mins.

SURE-FIRE

NEW FILMS

Author,

that

Stuart

As

Henry Wadsworth, another
pilot, loves her, but that Cagney
something
or other carries her away.
Cagnev fakes
illness so as to keep a date with her and
Stuart Erwin takes his run.
While trying
to land, in a fog, Erwin cracks ud and dies.
This gets Cagney, who feels he is the cause

Producer, Walter Futter; Director, E. Mason Hopper; Author, Roger Allmon; Cam-

Celebrity

8 mins.

Good
Considerable humor and novelty
makes this agreeable entertainment.
Humpty Dumpty moves to battle a
villainous egg who is carrying off
his girl.
In the fracas the girl is
pushed into a pan of boiling water

and emerges hard-boiled. She scorns
Humpty-Dumpty and begins to maul
the villain. Then Humpty falls into
the boiling water and becomes hardboiled. He then licks the villain and
wins back his equally hard-boiled
sweetheart.

eraman, Arthur Reed.
Direction,

Fast

Photography, Good.

FOREIGN

Popeye the Sailor in
"Choose Your Weppins"
Paramount
7 mins.
Very Amusing Animated
Filled with typical Popeye antics,
lively and funny, this cartoon is a

"ALLES UM EINE FRAU" ("Everything
for a Woman"), in German; produced by neat item of

its kind.
An escaped
prisoner, handy at knife throwing,
tav Diesel,
enters Popeye's pawn shop and en86th St. Casino Theater.
gages in a duel with the sailor. The
Entertaining
comedy-drama with
nice villain seems to be getting the best
work by Charlotte Susa as a former dancer of it until Olive Oyl throws Popeye
now married but romantically inclined tow- a can of spinach, which turns the
ard her husband's friend.
tables for him.

by Alfred Abel; with GusCharlotte Susa, et al.
At the

Delta; directed

Peirce

Joins

Finney's

Para. Signs Composers

Staff

William L. Peirce, for a number
of years connected with important
coast newspapers, has joined the
publicity staff of Ed Finney at Republic.
Peirce was also formerly
with Columbia in Hollywood handling newspaper and syndicate material as well as magazine contacts.
if A Merry Christmas

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—Victor

Young, radio
conductor and composer,
and Gerard Carbonara, Italian composer, have been signed by Paramount, it is announced by Boris Morros, general manager of the music
department.
orchestra

-fc

Gigli

Starts

London

tion, as yet untitled, will be released

United Artists.

A

Merry Christmas

*

Study Guide on "Baldpate"
RKO's "Seven Keys to Baldpate"

Gigli, signed
for his initial

by Alexander Korda
appearance in a motion picture production, has begun his work at the
London Films studios. The producthrough

if

At London Films

—Beniamino

the latest feature to be treated
a study guide by Educational
& Recreational Guides, Inc., for use
in classroom discussion of the film.
is

to

nUTTlMUHt
A DASHING GHOST

15

A

WHO MADE

LOVE

A

UIHH

5

l¥l

!!

REACHING A

TO EVERY PRETTY GIRL HE MET!
Overflowing with mirth and surprising situations,
this romantic comedy tells the incredible adventures
of a ghost

who had a way with the ladies*

;
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ROBERT DONAT
sensafiona/ sfar of "The Count of M o n f e Cristo"
in a gay romantic comedy

THt

Ghod Goes West
with

JEAN PARKER

Directed by

•

HlNl ILAIK acclaimed by many

EUGENE PALLETTE

crifici

Screenplay by ROBERT

an ALEX AN ER KORDA

as the screen's most

skillful director

SHERWOOD

the man who gave you "Henry
London Film
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Tue sday, Dec.

NEWS

CLOSING THE FUND

ON A SPLENDID NOTE

Akron, O.
(.Continued

from Page

1)

of the

— Ernie Austgen, former

manager of Loew's here, has been
named manager of the new Ohio

DAY

WALTER
HARDY

24, 1935

RICE TO HELP
IN ST.

L CASE

named

to a similar position at the
Capitol here.

(Continued from Page 1)
it A Merry Christmas -ft
Philadelphia, O.— Elbert W. partment in the poultry case recentSmith, manager of the Union here ly and also prosecuted the Governso much to help those less fortunate Cuyahoga Falls.
it A Merry Christmas -+(
and the Bexley in Dover for the ment's anti-trust action against
endeavor
an
in
in our industry, and
Columbus,
William
H.
Ryan
past 18 months, and who was suc- Sugar Institute.
O.
I
wishes,
to carry out some of his
Indications are that the case,
ceeded
has
appointed
the
been
treasurer
of
by L. W. Hutcheon from the
am sending along enclosed check to
Palace here, it is announced by Orpheum at McKees Rocks, Pa., has many elements of which appeared
the Film Daily Relief Fund in Memin the criminal conspiracy case tried
ory of Sydney S. Cohen. With best C. Harry Schreiber, chief of the lo- been called to New York by the Shea at St. Louis and
decided on Nov. 11,
theaters. He had been 14 interests for an assignment elsewishes for the success of the Fund, cal
last, will be tried on testimony rath(Signed) Marion A. Smith, Secre- months with the Palace service staff. where.
er than on the records of the previt A Merry Christmas M
it A Merry Christmas -ft
tary to Mr. Cohen."
ious action.
More witnesses than
Wheeling,
Va.—
George
Wellsville,
W.
S.
Otte,
Clarence
O.—
J.
Vogel,
note
fine
a
as
about
And that is
were called in the criminal case will
widely
upper
Ohio
valley
president
known
of
Liberty
Amusement
Fund
Relief
the
on which to close
be
summoned to °* Louis. They are
Co., operating a string of houses in
Drive as any that the Committee theater executive, has been named
expected
to include ?-"ros Skouras,
manager
of
the
new
Bradford
Thethe
upper
Ohio
valley
has
announced
of
could possibly find. The Memory
Sam Dembow Jr. and Austin C.
Sydney S. Cohen brings the Spirit ater at Bradford, Pa., opening this that the seating capacity of the Lib- Keough, who
were subpoenaed in the
week. Otte has been associated with erty here is being increased and also
of a fine personality and a splendid
conspiracy trial but never called to
gentleman into the Fund to con- the Dipson Theatrical Enterprises that of the Lincoln in Chester W.
Va., across the river from East the stand.
for a number of years.
tribute with it as long as it enit A Merry Christmas -fc
Louis Phillips of the Paramount
Liverpool.
The same company has
dures.
,.
_
Wheeling, W. Va.
Jack Trott, started construction of a new 400- legal department will be in charge
NoRelief
OflBcial
last
This is the
former assistant manager of the Pitt seat theater in Salineville, 0., near of that company's case.
It is not too late to join yourtice.
Theater in Pittsburgh, has been here.
* A Merry Christmas *
self with the Spirit of Sydney S.

had indicated a wish to send along
a check to your fine fund which does

Theater now under construction in

New

—

RKO

RKO

—

Cohen in this grand humanitarian
And
endeavor—the Relief Fund.
thanks to every one of the

fine folks

whose names are entered below.

a Merry

It

Xmas

A. M. P. A.
Harold Hendee

Jerome J. Cohen
Mrs. Edna Sussman
Miss Addie Dannenberg
Leo Klebanow
Ray Johnston
City Photo Engraving

for

Corp.

Ben Amsterdam
William German
William Massce
Richard Brady

Moe

Streimer
H. D. Behr
E. B. Hatrick
Phil Reisman

Max

Stuart
Jack Alicoate
Don Mersereau
Maurice Kann
Al Lichtman
H. M. Masters
Wm. Barnett
Arthur Israel, Jr.

Hamlin

Stella

Tom Hamlin
Harry Weltr
Herbert Berg
Winfield Andrus
Louis Nizer

Man Freedman
Anonymous
Sardi's Restaurant

David Palfreyman
John C. Flinn
R. Grainger
J.
Sophie K. Smith
Albert Warner

Rube Jackter
J.

MacLeod

S.

Charles

C.

Moskowitz

Felix F. Feist

M. Orowitz
Eugene J. Zukor

E.

H. D. Buckley
Louis K. Sidney

Thomas

Sam

L

E.

J.

Connors

Morris

Emanuel Silverstone
M. Van Praag
lohn

D.

Silas

F.

J.

Clark
Seadler

Kessler

Emanuel
Ben Y. Cammack
Jay

Herbert
Saul

W.
L.

E.

R.
J.

Ebenstein
Rogers
Ferguson

Schlaifer

David Bernstein
Amusement Supply
Irving Chidnoff
N. H. B rower

Don

Co.

Finney

Ed

H.

Co.

Charles J. Sonin
S. Barret McCormick
Jack Eaton
Jules Brulatour
James A. FitzPatrick
M-G-M Exchange,

George Orth
Arthur W. Kelly
Lee Leventhal

Washington, D. C.

Rudolph Berger
H. A. Weinberger
F. J. Scully

Ned E. Depinet
A. Schiller
Arthur Loew
E.

Wang

Arthur A. Lee
Mrs. Joseph R. Miles
Bertram Mayers
Jack Glucksman
Lou Blumenthal
William Orr
Eddie Edelson
Leon Bamberger
'aul Lazarus
Eve Unsell
Benjamin W. Solomon
Jack H. Skirball
Harvey B. Day
Harry L. Gold
A. Schneider
Gabriel Hess
Walter Futter
Arthur Eddy
Herbert T. Silverberg
Harry C. Arthur
Lesser
Kenneth A. O'Brien
Irving

Samuel Cohen
A. Fishman
Victor J. Morris
Charles M. Mersereau
Norman C. Nicholson
Phil Scheib
E. C. Grainger
John L. Franconi
D. Netter

A-Mike Vogel
Marvin H. Schenck
Cosmo-Sileo Co.
K. K. Hansen
Gaumont-British Pic-

Gettinger
Milton Gettinger
W. H. Clark
George J. Schaefer
H. J. Muller
A. Montague
Irene F. Scott
Robert S. Wolff
Louis Astor

P.
J.

E.

B.

G.
V.
B.

Don Hancock
Earle

Hicks, Jr.
Arthur J. Siegel
Max A. Cohen

Edward

F.

J.

A.

Dash

J.

Gelfeld

Kronman

Ridgely
Alloy
C. Schroth

M. Dermody
B.

Ajello,

Jr.

Melius
Kniffin

Brown

W.

Pyle

George F. Dembow
Metropolitan Photo
Service
F.

Krecke

Sherman

S. Krellebrg
Alf ed S. Krellberg

Clark

Roy Norr
Juan Kunzler

Sam Shain
Benjamin
Benjamin H. Serkowich
Walter Reade
Paul

G. L. Sears
Dewey D. Bloom
Lester Pollock
Eugene Picker
Jos. A. McConville

J.

Van Straten

Arthur Gottlieb
Frances Weil
Albert Bondy
R.

W. Baremore

G. Barnett
Al Altman
Al Finestone

Budd Rogers

George E. Taylor
Jack Harrower
Arnold Van Leer
Reuben Samuels
J. H. Seidelman

W.

A. Scully
Al Christie
Arnold Rittenberg

Hugo Mayer
Will H. Hays
E. H. Goldstein

Wm.

Ralph Cokain
Sack Amusement

Sol Brill Foundation

En-

Frank C. Walker
Joseph R. Fliesler

Memory

of

Eberhardt

F.

Barrett

Harry Shiftman

terprises

Walter

Ralph Rolan
Roy E. Larson
A. Farrell
H. J. Yates
Harry Goetz
A. P. Waxman

L.

On

Printing Royalties

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Paris agreement they were obligated
preceding Friday it was slightly
to pay only dubbing fees and export
under. Other circuits generally were
license fees for German distribuahead of the 1934 pre-Christmas
tion, but not printing royalties. Toweek. In the Pittsburgh area, where
bis sought payment of 3 pfennings
it usually is dull, business has been
per meter for printing. A comprosurprisingly good.
The south and mise was worked
out on the basis
southwest also reported better reof a lower scale.
sults.

it

George A. Skinner, former president of Educational Pictures, died
last week in his apartment at the
Peter Cooper Hotel on Lexington
Ave. Skinner, who was 64 years old,
was particularly interested in the
educational film field and helped to
organize the Motion Picture Research Council.

A

Merry Christmas

-fr

Nebraska Notes

George A. Skinner Dead

Omaha
self

with

Hotel.

—Variety

Club

outdid

it-

huge ball at the Paxton
About 2,500 persons attendits

and $1,400 was raised for the
charity funds of the "Bee-News"
and the "World-Herald" each paper to receive half. Charley Schlaifer, advertising manager for A. H.
Blank theaters, was chairman.
ed,

—

Joe

Turner

H.

Pre-Holiday Theater Biz
Slightly Over Last Year

Picard

McLeran

Jr.

Lester Ketner
A. C. Snyder
P.

Fisher

R.

Ross Federal Service
Winfield Sheehan
Al Duffy
Jack H. Levin
S. Charles Einfeld
Harry Shaw
Rutjers Neilson
J. E. Brulatour Employees
Lowell Thomas
Leopold Friedman
S. S. Braunberg
William A. Downs

James

Hall
Kaler

A.

Corcoran

Sam Dembow,

Bobys
Goldberg
Kushner

M. Beers
M. G. Greenfield
P. L. Wall

W. Hammons

W.

J.

Glick

J.

Hap Hadley

B. K. Blake
Jules Levy

Paul

Edward Curtis

tures Corp.

Michael Balcon
Pete Harrison
W. F. Rodgers
Ben Shlyen
Joseph Bernat

Herman Robbins
George Weeks

Gillette

Quigley Publishing
Morris H. Kinzler
N. D. Golden
Charles A. Rossi
"Chick" Lewis
Marcus A. Benn
Morris Goodman
J. A. Tanney
Cresson E. Smith
C. C. Pettijohn

L.

Cummings

Fred Quimby
Anonyiripus

Renee Carroll
George Gerhardt
Chas. A. Leonard
Edward McNamee

Willie

F.

Toby Gruen

Our Own"
ANONYMOUS

A.

Mark Ostrer

McCartney

P.

David Barrist
Joseph R. Vogel
David A. Levy

THE HONOR ROLL
"Make

Settle Tobis' Claims
W.

Rosenberg, Columbia saleshimself west during the
holidays to take in the

man hied
New York Critics to Ballot
New York Film Critics are to meet Christmas
next Monday to ballot for their
choices for the best picture of the
year, the best direction, the best

Rose Bowl game.

The new $85,000 Prairie Theater,
Ogallala, built and to be managed

male and female performances and by Al Kehr, opens Christmas Day.
A gold medal will It is the first house to go up in this
be awarded to the producer of the state during post-depression years.
best picture.
Scrolls will be pre- Western Theater Supply of Omaha
sented for the best direction and the is responsible for the equipment and

the best script.

performances.

decoration.

Covici-Friede
selected by
the critics.
"The Informer" leads
in favor for the best picture award.
it A Merry Christmas -fc
Harry Arthur's Brother a Lawyer
James Arthur, brother of Harry
Arthur, has passed his bar examinations, following graduation from the

The Variety in Arcadia has been
taken over by Don L. Meyers, reequipped with sound, projectors and
screen.
Meyers also operates the
Comstock at Comstock.
it A Merry Christmas -ft
Reissuing "The Big Fight"

Stamford law

Big

best
will

publish the

script

school.

William La Portes
Leo Brecher
E. M. Saunders
Thomas D. Goldberg
Sid Silverman
William Brandt
Harry Brandt
Vincent Trotta
Ginger Rogers

Memory

of

Sydney

Cohen

S.

Employees of
Barnes Printing Co.
L.

F.

George

Guimond
E.

Taylor

The Hennegan Co.
Isaac Weinberg
Charles Rosenzweig

Atlantic Pictures will reissue "The
Fight," with Stepin Fetchit,
Lola Lane and Big Boy Williams,
on Jan. 15. The company also plans
to place "Hair Trigger Casey" in
distribution March 1. Harry Frazer
directing the picture, the cast of
which includes Jack Perrin, Betty

is

Mack, Wally
Walker.

Wales

and

Robert

FROM ENGLAND

MOVING PICTURE NEWS

Sends Holiday Greetings

AND

BEST

WISHES TO ALL

ITS

FRIENDS IN THE UNITED STATES

]

FOR

A
A

MERRY CHRISTMAS

l

I

AND

HAPPY

NEW
Ernest

YEAR

W. Fredman

12

A

"LITTLE" from

By RALPH WILK

(~ARL DREHER,

director of sound

at the RKO Radio
serve his fourth term
as chairman of the board of judges
Technical
Scientific
or
for
the
Award, having been appointed to
that office by Nathan Levinson,
chairman of the Academy Technicians Branch. The rest of the board
appointed at the same time consists
of: John Arnold, Farciot Edouart,
Harris Ensign, Virgil Miller, WilLloyd Goldsmith,
Rudolph,
liam

recording

studios, will

Twining, and

Burton F. Miller, S. J.
Gordon S. Mitchell, Manager of the
Academy Technical Bureau.
if A Merry Christmas -fc
On doctor's orders, Henry Blanke
He suis taking an enforced rest.

"A

Midsummer

Night's
Dream," "The Story of Louis Pasteur" and "Petrified Forest," with
"Anthony Adverse" his current assignment. He will resume his duties
at Warner Bros, studio shortly after
the first of the year.
pervised

HOLLYWOOD

wood. He has just completed a sixmonths' vaudeville tour in the
United States.
if A Merry Christmas -K

One of the

busiest

I

picture is being directed by Alfred
E. Green in collaboration with the
director of musical numbers, Bobby
Connolly.

independent

producers in Hollywood Is C. C. Burr,
who, under his contract with New
York distributors, must deliver three
pictures by January. Burr is on the
last few days of completing the first
of three pictures under this contract,
"Suicide Squad," featuring
Norman Foster. He starts today
on the second, "I'll Name the Murderer," starring Ralph Forbes. The
third picture on the schedule will
be "Reckless Roads," which will be
in production the latter part of the
week under the direction of Ray K.
Johnson.
it A Merry Christmas *

if

A

Merry Christmas

A Merry

Christmas

The romantic leads
soon

I

-fc

comedy

if

A

Merry Christmas

-fc

be

-fc

Pittsburgh Patter

Detroit

Doings

—

—

Pittsburgh
Harry Brown, manager of the Nixon, lost his daughter
Dorothy in Atlantic City last week.

will

is

T. J. Hickes reopened his remodeled Aldine Theater in Saxton.

Dave

Selznick, former Pitt booker,
is the local representative for AirKure, air purifier used in theaters.

Warner's Davis
public's

first-run

will serve as

outlet

here,

Rewith

"Frisco Waterfront" opening Wednesday.
Secretary Fred J. Herrington has
been renamed the M.P.T.O. of W. Pa.
delegate to the national board of the
Allied organization.
Joe Skirboll, First Division head,
back from a Cleveland sales confer-

Clifford

White,

Beechwood Theater,
taking his mother

owner of the
is
back from

to Florida for
the winter.
Clifford Johnson and Al
Bays
are managing the Al Dezel office
while the latter is on a trip to Hol-

lywood.
the Cooley Theater, northwest section.

Welly L. Waring, formerly in the
Film Exchange, has formed Waring's Enterprises in Highland Park
to operate theaters.

Colortone, Inc., has been formed
The Fulton reopens tomorrow with by Aston L. Moore in Sturgis,
Mich., to manufacture volume conDan Fenton returning as manager.
trols, loudspeakers and other public
Joe Stowell, manager of the Pitt,
address

dickering with Phil Doyle, president of the local stagehands' union.
Present plans call for a return of
stage shows early in January.
George D. Tyson, Alvin manager,
is brancing out into the stage unit
business again, supplying Warner

houses in Ohio territory with his
new "Miss America" revue beginning in January.
The Art Cinema is bringing Peter
Lorre in the German-made "M" for
an 11-day period beginning tomorrow.

-fc

for his "Cimarron" contribution, will
be the honored speaker at a meet-

colony.
At present he is writing
the screenplay for Rudyard Kipling's "Kim," which M-G-M will produce on a lavish scale.
if A Merry Christmas -K
Clarence Brown is using the most
modern furnishings procurable for
the office scenes in "Wife vs. Secretary," which he is directing for
production,
built
This
M-G-M.
around the tribulations of "big
business," stars Clark Gable, Jean
Harlow and Myrna Loy.

mother
I.

in

Memphis.

W. Mandel and H.

L.

Lorch of

Lake City Squibs

Salt

—

Salt Lake City Rex Jewell has
resigned as production manager of
the Roxy Theater, formerly the
Playhouse, and after a brief rest
will join George A. Allen in Port-

Republic Pictures spent the week- land, Ore.
end here on business.
Beverly S. Clendenin, secretaryGeorge Passen is remodeling his treasurer of Intermountain M. P. T.
Amuse-U Theater in Jasonville.
O., has been named agency represenBill Parker, Columbia exploitation tative of the Family Service welfare
representative, will remain in the society board.
city several days exploiting "If You
Opening of a new $50,000 ballCould Only Cook."
room here will give theaters a bit
Abe Barker, head of the shipping of competition.
department, Columbia exchange is
Maurice Saffle, M-G-M manager,
driving a new car.
is back from a Montana trek.
C. W. McKean, RKO office manMilton Arthur, western division
ager, goes to St. Louis to attend manager for the Fanchon & Marco
the golden wedding anniversary of houses, arrived here last week from
his parents on New Year's Eve. G. Los Angeles.
E. McKean, his father, has been in
if A Merry Christmas
various capacities in the film business for many years.
Foreign Flashes
Carl Kemp booker at Paramount
is on the sick list.
Billy Esch, northern representative
London Capitol Film will have
for Paramount, is confined in the Helen Vinson and Clive Brook in
Methodist Hospital after an appen- "His Majesty's Pajamas". It is aldix operation.
so reported that Leslie Howard will
Col. John Howard manager of direct and act in his production of
Paramount left for Boston to spend "Prince Charles Edward".
Christmas with his sister.
Paris Lupe Velez and Fernand
if A Merry Christmas -ft
Saala are to appear in "Valse de
Up Scales for New Year Shows
Paris" for Sam Temkin.
Cleveland
Several local houses
Buenos Aires
Argentine Sono
will put on special reserved-seat
Films and Mejicana Cinematograperformances at higher prices on
fica of Mexico have signed contracts
New Year's Eve. Among these is to
exchange their films.
the RKO Place, with $1.50 top for
London
Union Cinemas will
a bill including vaudeville.
The
Stillman and Loew's State also will show a net profit of about $175,000
sell
reservations, while the Allen for the year. A dividend of 20 per
will offer "Littlest Rebel" and stage cent will be paid.
entertainers from local night clubs
Paris M-G-M is to build a de
at 75 cents.
The Hippodrome will luxe theater on the Boulevard
premiere "Captain Blood" at 60 des Italienes facing the Paramount
cents.
Theater.
-)r.

Dorothy Leland has taken over

ence.

is

—

Indianapolis George Landis, manager of Fox, has left with his famon ily to spend the holidays with his

Detroit United Detroit Theaters
reported likely to take over the

on business.

Christmas

Howard Estabrook, author-scenarist and Academy Award winner

Indianapolis Items

Rosedale and Regent Theaters
Toby Wing will fill a personal Woodward Ave. from Mrs. Ida Klatt.
Construction has started on the
appearance engagement at the Stannew theater for Howard Paul in
ley week of Jan. 17.
The Art Levy's (he's the Colum- Romeo, Mich.
Father of Mannie Gottlieb died
bia head here) have left town on a
last week in Dallas.
holiday and honeymoon cruise.
S. K. Decker, First Division manHarold
Cohen,
"Post-Gazette"
movie editor, back from New York. ager, left last week for New York

A Merry

"Nowhere," ing of the Glendale University Women's Club on Jan. 11.
He will
speak on "The Influence of World
Affairs on the Screen."
A lecturer
of note, Estabrook is the most
sought after speaker in the film

in

new Warner musi-

picture,

ic

production at First
National, will be played by Ross
Alexander and Beverly Roberts.
"Nowhere" is a temporary title.
William Clemens has been assigned
to direct the film.
start

to

Columbia has purchased for early
com- production, "Counterfeit Lady," by
pleted after about three more weeks Ed Olmstead, director of publicity
of shooting.
Ruby Keeler, Dick at the Columbia studios.
Powell, Joan Blondell and Jack
if A Merry Christmas
Oakie head the cast, other principals
if A Merry Christmas -fc
being Hugh Herbert, Paul Draper,
Harry Jans, Broadway comedian
Noel Westley, who played the sec- J. M. Kerrigan, Berton Churchill,
recently signed for pictures by RKO
ond leads in the English stage pro- Louise Fazenda, Marie Wilson, Hoductions of "Counsellor-at-Law" and bart Cavanaugh, Spencer Charters, Radio, has been assigned the comedy
"Hay Fever," has arrived in Holly- Luis Alberni and Mary Treen. The lead in "Thoi'obreds All."
"Colleen," the

cal

Ruth Donnelly has been signed at
Paramount for the comedy lead in
"Thirteen Hours By Air," in which
she plays the role of the stewardess.
Mitchell Leisen is directing.

-*

Frank Albertson has been signed
by RKO Radio to play opposite Jean
Parker in Phil Stong's "Farmer In
The Dell," featuring Fred Stone.
if

"LOTS"

equipment.
if A Merry Christmas

->t

Wins "Red Salute" Contest
A. J. Sonosky, manager of the
Granada, Minneapolis, was declared
the winner of the recent ad contest
arranged for the showing of "Red
Salute,"
Reliance
production released through United Artists, on
"Are
Superlatives
Necessary
in
Ads?" The prize was $100. The
contest drew more than 600 entries
from all parts of United States as
well as England.

—

—

—

—

.

—

—
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EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »

Smashing Mag. Ad Campaign
On "A Tale of Two Cities"
(~\NE

of the largest magazine

ad campaigns on record,
comparable only to the same
company's campaigns on "David

Copperfield"

Karenina," has

by

13

been

in

connection with the forthcoming
release of "A Tale of Two
Cities," which will be a specfeature.
tacular
Christmas
Thirty-eight magazines of national circulation are enrolled
in the giant ad campaign for
the picturization of Dickens'
famous story, which has receivfrom
praise
enthusiastic
ed
The
West coast previ ewers.
magazines include the "Amer"Cosmopolitan", "Redican",
book", "Saturday Evening Post"
and practically every outstanding nationally distributed publication, with total reader circulation
persons.

of

thirty-six

premiere of "Splendor,"
Goldwyn's U. A.
production starring Miriam Hopkins
and Joel McCrea, was
ushered in at Loew's State,
Syracuse, with an extensive

window

display

campaign

ar-

ranged by Manager Ed McBride.
A few days before the opening all local newspapers played
up the engagement with fea-

—

—

San Antonio J. J. Jimenez,
and his son drove to Fort Worth

Pacific Northwest Notes

ier,

Merry Christmas -K

last

Rosenfield,

plans a visit to California next

city

manager

of the

Evergreen
Theaters,
and Harry
Woodin, representing the HooperLatest gossip on Soledad St., has
Connell Productions, which made 12,it
that Fox may lease a garage
000 feet of film and is still taking
building at 510 North Soledad and
shots.
open a film exchange early in 1936.
An all-time local attendance recA
Merry
Christmas
+
ord is expected to be achieved by
I.A.T.S.E. Board to Meet
"Mutiny," now in its fifth week at
General Executive Board of the Hamrick's Blue Mouse in Seattle.
I.A.T.S.E. will holds its mid-winter
The Columbia at Lind, Wash., it
meeting at the Fleetwood Hotel, has been announced that the theater
Miami Beach, beginning Jan. 15. will reopen Christmas Eve under the
Coincidentally the Executive Council management of Ella Tallent, with a
spring.

|

-ft

Ten Million Housewives
Offered "Scrappy" Game

i

A/fORE than

10,000,000 housewives are being offered the

"Scrappy" Ring Toss
Game, manufactured by the
Transogram Co., as part of Colgate-Palomolive-Peet Company's

popular

j

\

of the A. F. of L. will
place.

same

meet at the

Both windows used

22 x 28's and 14 x 17-inch cards
plugging the picture.
Flah's

and Edwards Department stores

Sr.,

Seattle—Temporarily titled "The
Legend of Grand Coulee," first
week on business.
rushes of a feature on the building
Jack More, Tom Mix's half brothof the Grand Coulee dam were preer, is back in town after an absence
viewed at the Fox of Spokane. Preof several years.
view guests had been invited by J.
Josephine Falbo, Auditorium cashJ.

million-

—M-G-M.
A

State.
Truly Warner arranged
attractive windows with stills
of Joel McCrea.
Binocular displays featuring stills from the
picture were displayed in the
windows of Hendricks and Finkelstein's.

San Antonio Squibs

'

-k

stills and porThis was followed by
plenty of advance breaks in all
leading stores. All Whelan and
United Drug stores carried special window streamers on the
Kaywoodie Pipes and mentioned
the film's engagement at Loew's

traits.

Samuel

Union messengers
throughout the country.
The
Scrappy Ring Toss Game is
manufactured by the Transogram Co. under a license from
Columbia Pictures Corp., creators and distributors of the popular Scrappy animated cartoons.
Columbia.

launched

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

ture stories, scene

'THE

Western

"Anna

and

Window Displays for
"Splendor" in Syracuse

nation-wide sales drive for its
kitchen and laundry soaps. Circulars describing the game are
being distributed to that number of homes by uniformed

policy of four nights a

week opera-

tion.

got out attractive displays on
Richelieu Pearls tying up Miriam Hopkins in "Splendor."
Howe's displayed a special window on jewelry in which the
picture received special mention.
Special counter displays were
arranged in Dey Bros., the Postal Telegraph offices, and the

Addis Department Store.

WSYR

used a contest on the correct
version of Noah Webster's definition of "Splendor" with the
winners receiving guest tickets
to see the picture.
—Loew's State, Syracuse.

an<

The Longacre

Press, Inc.

wish their friends

in

The

special radio transcription was
used over stations
and
WFBL, and other local stations
gave the picture many daily
plugs.
The "Post-Standard"

Leo Klebanow

Motion

« «

the

Picture Industry
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Exhibitors Oppose
J.

YORK, SATURDAY, DECEMBER

A scap- Warner Dual Music Tax

KENNEDY RETAINETTO SURVEY RCA SETUP,

P.

RCA

Bringing Television

First Comprehensive Field
Tests in America to

be Conducted
will bring television out of
the laboratory in 1936 for the first

comprehensive, experimental field
test in America, says David Sarnoff,
president, in his year-end summary
on behalf of the corporation.
"We are planning ahead, bearing
the expense of the test of our laboratory achievements under actual

Out

FILM RIGHTS AT ISSUE
IN

RCA

AUTHORS'

NEW PACT

Revision of the system employed
in the sale of film rights to plays is
expected to be made in the new basic

agreement between the Dramatists'
Guild and theatrical producers when

the present pact expires on March
1.
Notices that the contract would
field conditions, so that when televi- not be renewed in its present form
sion is finally introduced on a com- has been sent to producers and to
members of the Guild.
(Continued on Page 3)
The chief objection arises from
the increased activity of film companies in backing Broadway stage
productions, thus holding a stake in
the show's profits and being able to

AYLESWORTH RESIGNS

AS PRESIDENT OF NBC

(Continued on Page 3)

Merlin H. Aylesworth yesterday Schulberg to Produce
resigned as president of the National
Legitimate Plays
Broadcasting Co. because of the increased duties he has assumed as
B. P.
Schulberg, whose initial
chairman of the board of directors
of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp., play, "Tapestry in Grey" opened last
according to an announcement by night on Broadway, intends to proDavid Sarnoff, chairman of the NBC duce two or three more shows, he
told The Film Daily yesterday in
(.Continued on Page 3)
New York, following his arrival
from the Coast. The producer will
Big Christmas Business
make four or five more features for
Columbia, supplementing the four
Reported by
pictures he has already produced
Improvement in Christmas Day for that studio. His alliance with
business ranging from 12 to 288 per Columbia ends in May and so far
cent was experienced by seven thea- he has not completed his new plans.
ters in various parts of the country
which had "Collegiate" as their at-

More

Paramount

traction,

it

was stated at Paramount

(Continued on Page 2)

RKO

Studios

West Coast Bur.,

—

Starting

new productions

Hollywood
go in work at RKO Radio between
now and New Year's, so that, with

four features now shooting, all 15
The picsound stages will be filled.
tures starting are "Farmer in the Dell,"
"Thorobreds All" and "Puzzle of the
1n work at present are
Briar Pipe."
"Follow the Fleet," "Indestructible Mrs.
Talbot," "Don't Bet on Love" and "The

Wild West."

of

Lab

in

1936—SarnorT

to Make Study
COMPLETE PERSONNEL Kennedy
Capital Structure

IS

SET BY REPUBLIC

personnel of Republic Picrecent
following
several
changes and the completion of plans
for expansion policies to be put into
effect starting the first of the year,
is announced by President W. Ray
Johnston, as follows:
Officers: Walter W. Vincent, chairman of
Full

tures,

Ray Johnston,
the board of directors; W.
president;
Nat Levine, vice-president (and
E.
president of Republic Productions)
H.
Goldstein, vice-president.
Departmental Heads: Norton V. Ritchey,
general manager of foreign department; MorGoodman, sales manager of foreign deris
partment; Edward F. Finney, director of
Nat K. Loder,
advertising and publicity;
treasurer; Budd Rogers, general sales manager, eastern division; Jack Fier, sales manager of western division; Sam Hacker, manager of contract department; John S. Har;

for

man

About one-third of the current
legitimate shows on Broadway have
the backing of film companies, according to officials of the Dramatists'
Guild. This is said to be a new peak
sponsorship of the
in Hollywood
stage. Last year it was less than
20 per cent. In addition, a number
of film people as individuals are understood to be unofficially interested
in several legit offerings.

Ascap-Warner Dual Music Tax
Arouses Exhibitor Opposition

RCA

of the Securities

& Exchange

Commission, has been retained by
RCA for the special purpose of making a study of the problems relating
to the corporation's capital structure, it was announced yesterday by
David Sarnoff, president, following

regular meeting of the RCA
board of directors.
Kennedy starts work on the survey immediately.
the

M.P.T.O.A.
IS

(Conlinued on Page 4)

Third of Legit Shows
Are Backed by Films

Warner Music Units Offer
Temporary Radio Licenses

There is no justification for Ascap
asking a five-year contract from exhibitors at prevailing rates when the
Warner music firms also propose to
tax exhibitors for use of their music,
it was stated yesterday to The Film

Pending completion of a license
plan for broadcasters based upon actual use of individual compositions,
or, if that is impracticable, upon fair Daily by Walter Vincent, chairman
license fees, the Music Publishers of the Exhibitors' Emergency ComHolding Corp., holding company for mittee, which represents a large pro(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 4)

of

Joseph P. Kennedy, former Pathe
executive and until recently chair-

BOARD

INCREASED TO 2J

Membership of the M. P. T. 0. A.
board of directors has been increased
22, following recent acquisition
of three regional units as affiliates.
New members are: Hugh W. Bruen
of Seattle, representing the M. P.
(Continued on Page 4)

to

Settlement Is Likely
In Vocafilm-Erpi Suit

A settlement of Vocafilm's $65,000,000 damage action against A. T.
& T., Western Electric and Erpi
yesterday was reported as likely.
The case is pending in the Federal
Court, New York, and is scheduled
for trial next month. In the action
David R. Hochreich contends that
the defendants prevented consummation of an equipment contract with
Educational involving $21,000,000.

3
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Three
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Wanger's Second in Color
THE FILM DAILY

West Coast Bur.,

—

Hollywood A second all-color production has been set by Walter Wanger,
Paramount.
for
producer
independent
Following "Trail of the Lonesome Pine,"
North,"
the
"Spawn
of
he will make
based on a Cosmopolitan serial, to be
filmed in Alaska.

—

.
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Circuit Makes
Staff Promotions

Fla.

Ten advancements

took place this week as a Christmas
gift to as many employees of Wometco Theaters. Sonny Shepherd took
over active duty in preparation for
the opening of the Lincoln Theater
in Miami Beach.
Stanley Stern of
the Capitol is his assistant.
Mark
Chartrand of the Tower goes to
Shepherd's place in the Mayfair,
with Earl Potter as assistant. Ira
McKinney, assistant manager of the
Capitol, is transferred to the Grove,
succeeding Burton Clark, who goes
to the Rosetta, Little River. Graham
Turbville comes to the new Lincoln
from the Mayfair as chief of the
staff of ushers.

Big Christmas Business
Reported by Paramount

Thaxton Hammock,

formerly assistant manager at the
Mayfair, has been promoted to as-

manager at the Capitol. Ray
Toemmes, assistant to Chartrant at
the Tower, assumes full managersistant

ship, with Charles Salzer, formerly
of the Mayfair, as assistant.

Coming and Going

{Continued from Page 1)

yesterday. The records were: Capitol, Worcester, 288 per cent as compared with the previous Christmas;
Florida, Jacksonville, 25 per cent;
Orpheum, Phoenix, 27 per cent; Paramount, Hartford, 110 per cent;
Fox, Atlanta, 18 per cent; Carolina,
Charlotte, 30 per cent; State, Portland, Me., 12 per cent; Paramount,
Springfield, 118 per cent; Capitol,
Salt Lake City, 53 per cent, and the
Capitol, Little Rock, 80 per cent.
Playing "The Bride Comes Home,"
four houses reported via Paramount
the following improvements over the
preceding Christmas: Paramount,
New York, 15 per cent; Paramount,
Newark, 15 per cent; Metropolitan,
Houston, 20 per cent, and the Majestic, San Antonio, 68 per cent.

SAMUEL and BELLA SPEWACK, playwrights
and authors of the current Broadway hit, "Boy
Meets Girl," sail from New York today on
the California for the west coast.

MAX GORDON
from
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Powell,
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Listing

Approved

—

Roy Rowe, who
C.
left the Warner circuit in the Pittsburgh zone recently to start a circuit
of his own down here, will open his
third house, the new Bethel in
C, the

Bethel, N.

first of

the year.

He already has the Pender Theater
here and the new Bladen in Eliza-

Consolidated House Opens
Consolidated Amusement Enter-

prises today will open its new theater, the Kent, at 190 East 167th
St.,

with

"Man Who Broke

the

Bank

Listing of voting trust certificates at Monte Carlo" and "Little Big
for 21,627 additional shares of Co- Shot" as the opening bill.
lumbia Pictures common stock and
21,627 shares of common stock for
Korda Studios Ready in March
the purpose of effecting registration
London Work is being rushed to
under the securities exchange act
has been approved by the govern- have the new Alexander Korda-Loning board of the New York Stock don Films studios at Denham ready
for occupancy early in March. Four
Exchange.
of the seven stages will be finished
in a month.
Jack Okey of HollyParamount to Resume Stage Shows wood is supervising construction.
Paramount will reinstate stage
shows at its New York Paramount
Extend Music Hall-RKO Deal
Theater, with pit shows continuing
Agreement between the Music
until Jan. 24 and then stage entertainment. It is likely that various Hall and the RKO Service Corp.
radio acts will be booked. The house has been extended for two months
A petition for
is currently supporting its screen until Feb. 29, 1936.
court approval of the extension will
fare with a band in the pit.
be presented shortly.

—

Shirley Breaks Coast Record
West Coast Buieau of THE Fli^M DAILY

to

York
appear

England.

KEN MURRAY
Chicago,
the RKO

left

where

he

Palace

for

New York yesterday for
opens on Wednesday at
nine-day engagement.

a

UNA MERKEL and her mother have returned
to the Hotel Warwick after spending
Christmas
with friends in Hartford.
MAJOR

F.

HERRON

L.

returns

Monday from

Indiana.

NANCY KELLY

leaves

on

the

LOEW

DAVID
for

New

New

to

York

York

tomorrow

Coast.

New

leaves

York

on

Friday

Hollywood.
B.

HATRICK

New

left

York

yesterday

Miami.

for

EDWARD CHURCHILL
City
B.

for
P.

turns

to

JANE
middle
radio

SCHULBERG, who
the

Coast

WINTON

of next
contract.

G.

has

gone

to

Atlantic

the holiday.

WELLS

is

in

New

York

re-

10 days.

in

sails

month

from New York the
England to fulfill a

for

arrived

New

in

from the coast.

New

New

JACK DONOHUE, dance creator, who has
been busy at the 20th Century-Fox studios for
nearly two years, leaves Hollywood shortly for

H.

beth town.

New York Monday

WHITE has arrived in
the coast en route to England
picture for GB.

a

in

E.

Burgaw, N.

to

ALICE
from

for

Roy Rowe Adds House

returns

Florida.

York yesterday

Para. Starting 11 in Jan.
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood
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—Eleven Paramount re-

leases, including four to be
Walter Wanger, will start

January.

"Palm

made by
work in

The Wanger pictures are
Springs,"

with Sir Guy
Standing and Frances Langford;
"The Moon's Our Home," with Henry
Fonda; "Brazen," with Mary Ellis,
and "Big Brown Eyes," with Joan
Bennett and Walter Pidgeon.
Other seven include "Too Many
Parents," Carl Brisson in "Cocktails
for Two," W. C. Fields in "Poppy";
"Turn of the Wheel," "Border
Flight," "Florida Special" and "Con•

certina."

Pacific Northwest Notes

—

Seattle
Frank L. Newman and
John Hamrick instituted a change

of policy to double features in four
local houses as a Christmas present
to patrons.

Edouard La Roche Dead
A $50,000 theater is to be erected
Edouard La Roche, French soldier,
actor and technical adviser on the in Gresham, Ore., by Harry H.
which
film of "Beau Geste," was found Moyer, president of Sellwood TheLoew's
Christmas Day, broke opening day dead this week in his room at 131 aters. House will seat 600.

Hollywood—"The

Littlest

Rebel,"
opened
day-and-date
at
State and the Chinese, on

records at both houses, it is stated,
topping previous Shirley Temple
pictures by 35 per cent.

Lewis Ayres

Frank Butler

Arch Reeve
Otis Harlan

Harry Gold

George

E.

Marshall

John Thomas Neville

Max

Graf

Tad Alexander

West 77th

Convicted of robbing the cashier
of the State Theater in Seattle last

St.

month, two

Damages Hot Springs House 40 years
Hot Springs, Ark. Fire damaged

Fire

—

Hollywood Bids for Jannings
the Princess Theater to the extent
Emil Jannings, currently appear- of $100,000 on Christmas morning.
ing in the German production, "Mak-

Lambs' New Year Gambol Jan. 12
offers to come to Hollywood.
The
The Lambs' New Year Gambol
German star, who has been working is planned for Jan. 12 at the clubon the perfection of his English, is house. Leonard Liebling is in charge
as collie.

sentenced to

CHIDNOFF STUDIO
Irving

ing of a King," at the Bijou Theater,
is understood to have received new

said to be sought for historical films.

men were

in the state pen.

Chidnoff

PORTRAITS
of

•
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AYLESWORTH RESIGNS

RCA TELEVISION TESTS
BEING STARTED IN '36
{Continued from Page

of high quality, 16mm sound
prints from standard size negatives
was made available to film printing
Photophone.
laboratories by

ing

RCA

Warner Music Units Offer
Temporary Radio Licenses
(Continued from Page 1)

the Warner music firms, is offering
three-month licenses to broadcasters

Temporary licenses
1.
payment by broadcasters of
per cent of their net receipts from

starting Jan.
call for

2

broadcasting facilities
and 40 per cent of the sum paid
Ascap for the use of music on sustaining programs. Net receipts are
defined as excluding agency commissions, usually amounting to 15
sale

AS PRESIDENT OF NBC
(Continued from Page 1)

• • • VERY ENCOURAGING reports being received at
the Warner home office on "Captain Blood"
it has broken
the Xmas Day b.o. records at the Strand on Broadway for the
past five years
similar reports are coming in from other
key spots where it is playing

T

AN ADDED

attraction will be shown by the New
Film Alliance for their show tonite at the New School for Social Research
it is "Buried Heat," a short documentary film
taken in a coal mine
the feature will be "Emperor Jones".

•

•

•

.

•

•

Stone

•

•

.

.

IN REHEARSAL
"Truly Valiant," by Irving
producers are Gustav Blum and Ernest Mandeville
the play is scheduled for early January showing

•

GOOD STUNT

•

on Warners' "Dangerous" showing
with patrons being asked to vote in the lobby
on the way out on the question
"How does Bette Davis'
work in this picture compare with her performance in 'Of
the public goes for this opportunity
Human Bondage'?"
the vote so far shows overwhelmingly
to act as critics
in favor of the star's work in the current pix
the final
results will be blown up for flash lobby display

at the Rivoli

• • • FILM BOARD employees throughout the country
Nellie
are receiving Holiday packages of Carnell soap
Carr, former Chi exchange worker, manufactures the product
Out Denver way a naborhood house shows this on the
marquee
"She Married Her Boss" with "Superspeed"
the guy might have changed his mind
why not?

of

Kansas City Chatter
Kansas City

—Jimmie

Nixon and

Mangum Parnell, both long connected with local theater business, have
per cent.
been appointed treasurer and assistant treasurer, respectively, at
the Orpheum.
Orleans Notes
Albert Leighton Floyd, who operates a theater in Palestine, was a
will
He is recovering
recent visitor.
New Orleans Ed Thomassie
open a theater at Morrison, La.
from an operation and is spending
S. W. Ellis, who runs the Regent the winter in Independence.
Benny Benjamin, whose branch
at Cleveland, Miss., and had put the

New

—

Delta of the same town on an every staff is on a holiday, is on an outnight basis, will cut operations on of-town jaunt until after the first
the latter house back to two nights of the year.
weekly, Friday and Saturday.
The Strand, Rodessa, an oil town,
Fewer 1936 Legislative Sessions
Roth
is to open Jan. 18, with Harry
That there will be fewer legislamanaging.
tive attacks on the industry in 1936
Bank
install
will
A. J. Bethancourt
is indicated by the fact that only 19
Nite at the Grand, Houma, La.
sessions of state legislatures are
was
Berwick
Electric Theater at
planned, as compared with 46 which
death
the
closed all week because of
took place during the past year.
of Sam Watkins, former owner.
Total of 691 bills affecting the film
business were presented to assemblies during 1935.
Fight to Save McCarey
Regular sessions are scheduled as
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Every means known follows in 1936: Kentucky, Louisito medical science is being resorted ana, Massachusetts, Mississippi, New
Island,
to by the doctors attending Leo Mc- Jersey, New York, Rhode
SpeCarey, Paramount director, in his South Carolina and Virginia.
battle against the dreaded Malta cial sessions are slated as follows:
A recurring high temper- Alabama, California, Florida, InFever.
ature, which subsides as quickly as diana, Kansas, Maryland, Michigan,
Texas, Wisconsin and Minnesota.
it appears, is proving the enigma.

—

_J^E

PHIL M. DALY

1)

mercial basis the public shall not be
disappointed," states Sarnoff.
In May of this year Sarnoff announced that RCA had formulated a
three-point program for the further
development of television. This program called for the establishment of
the first modern television transmitting station in the U. S., the manufacturing of a limited number of television sets, and the development of
an experimental program service.
Summing up progress of RCA
companies for 1935, Sarnoff points
out that in the sound motion picture
field RCA Photophone introduced a
new "push-pull" or double sound
track method of recording, which
gives a greater range of volume
gradations and increased fidelity of
reproduction over the entire range
of audible sound, from 40 to 10,000
cycles, with virtual elimination of
A new opall "background noises."
tical reduction printer, for the mak-

the

AQ* ^ ^

board of directors. The NBC board
accepted Aylesworth's resignation
with regret, Sarnoff's statement said,
and elected him to the newly created
office of vice-chairman of the NBC
board in order that the company
may continue to have the benefit of
his long experience and advice in
the field of broadcasting.
Lenox R. Lohr was elected to succeed Aylesworth as president of
NBC and will assume his new duties
on Jan. 1. Sarnoff states that "Lohr
not only has had a successful career
as engineer, soldier, instructor, author and editor, but has also demonstrated unusual qualities as an executive and business man by his
strikingly successful management of
the Century of Progress exposition
in

Chicago."

Film Rights at Issue
In Authors' New Pact
(Continued from Page 1)

bid higher than other companies for
the film rights. This is said to have
discouraged other companies from
bidding, thus causing film rights to
drop in price. Such conditions were
unforeseen by the playwrights when
the present agreement was drawn
up in 1926.

Being Released
Vitaphone Next Month

12 Shorts

By

Vitaphone will release twelve
shorts in January, Norman H. MoPittsburgh
number of local ray, executive in charge of shorts
houses are boosting their prices for and trailers, announces.
The twothe New Year's Eve midnight show, reelers are:
the Stanley asking 85 cents and the
"While the Cat's Away", starring
Harris-Alvin 75 cents.
Shemp Howard; "Carnival Day",
The Pitt Theater will close after with Henry Armetta and Felix
New Year's for remodeling.
Knight; "Double or Nothing", starMr. and Mrs. Charlie Rich (he's ring Phil Harris with Leah Ray;
the Warner exchange head) are "They're Off", starring the Yacht
leaving today for Washington, D. C, Club Boys, and "All Girl Revue".
where they will spend the New Year.
The one-reelers include: "VitaLou Azorsky will act as Variety phone Troupers", with the Four
Club king at the weekly luncheon Trojans and Aunt Jemima; Red

Pittsburgh Patter

—A

Monday.

Eddie Golden's Idle Hour Theater
switched to double bills and boosted
the admission price a nickel.
Alvin returns to straight films on
Friday.

George Tyson, Harris Amusement
is going to Sandusky, O.,
on Tuesday to open his new "Miss
America" stage unit in a Warner
house in that town.
Film Row visitors: Joe Huszar
and Glen Floyd from McKeesport,
John Lund, Lester Hutcheson, Al
Roth and Harry Walker.
executive,

Nichols and his World

Famous Pen-

a "Looney
Tune" cartoon; "Wild Wings", a
"Pepper Pot" novelty; "I Wanna
Play House", a "Merrie Melody"

nies;

"Plane

Dippy",

cartoon in Technicolor; "Steel and
Stone", sixth episode in "Our Own
United States" series; "Vitaphone
Celebrities," with Remington Singers

and Clifford

&

Marion.

Others Decry Previews
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Sam Wood's

recent

statement that local previews serve
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY no purpose and are detrimental to
Hollywood Ernie Alexander will the ultimate result of the producbe seen in "The Black Gang," Paul tion has been widely applauded by
Kelly-Arline Judge comedy now in not a few other prominent directors.
Century-Fox "If the industry can't find its own
20th
at
production
studios. Mischa Auer also has been flaws, then it should cease operating," declared Wood.
assigned a role in the picture.
Ernie Alexander Cast

—

THE

j2^

DAILY

TWO TAXES

FOR MUSIC

A LITTLE

OPPOSED BY EXHIBS

from "LOTS"

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from Page 1)

of the country's theaters.
Vincent said that Ascap's offer to
renew licenses at prevailing rates
ignores the loss of the Warner cat-

portion

alogues and the Warner music tax
now facing exhibitors.
Vincent said that Ascap had not
yet communicated to him as chairman of the exhibitor committee its
offer to renew licenses expiring Jan.
1 and after for a five-year period at
existing rates and that none of the
major circuits had received such

(Continued from Page 1)
of print and accessory department; Russell Bell, art director; Lindsley
Parsons, west coast publicity director.

manager

Planning

and

Operating

Committee:

W.

Chairman; Joe W. Coffman,
H. Goldstein, Norton V. Ritchey, Morris
Goodman, Budd Rogers, Edward F. Finney,
Nat K. Loder and Sam Hacker.
Executive and Advisory Council: Walter

Ray Johnston,

E.

Vincent, Herman Rifkin, W. Ray Johnston,
Nat Levine, C. C. Ezell, Irving Mandel,
Arthur C. Bromberg, J. S. Jossey, Floyd
St. John, Norton V. Ritchey, Herman Gluckman, Joe W. Coffman, Oscar Hanson, Nat K.
Loder, E. H. Goldstein.

San Francisco Squibs

—

In place of the
San Francisco
regular staff Christmas party at the
Columbia exchange, the funds necessary for the event this year were
spent for gifts and clothing for 10
poor children.
"The Big Broadcast of 1936" and
"The Virginia Judge" comprised the
opening bill when the New Fillmore
Theater opened its doors. It is one
of the largest among San Francisco
neighborhood houses.
"Mutiny on the Bounty," after a
record two weeks at the Warfield,
has been moved to the St. Francis.
Frank Lloyd, director of "Mutiny,"
was a luncheon speaker on the San
Francisco Ad Club movie day pro-

gram

recently.

Joins Carrier as Vice-President
L. B. Boulware, formerly general
manager for Easy Wasing
sales
Machine Corp., Syracuse, has joined
Carrier Engineering Corp., Newark,
as vice-president and general manager.

Pouzzner Leases Orange House
Morris Pouzzner, circuit operator
with headquarters in Boston, has
leased the Strand, East Orange, N.J.,
and will spend $50,000 to remodel
it.
David Berk was the agent in
the deal.

French "Pasteur" Coming
French
picture
of
which Sascha Guitry is the author,
director and star, will be released
here shortly by Lenauer Interna"Pasteur,"

tional Films.

-

NATIONAL

FIRST

plan to use "God's Country and
the Woman" as a co-starring vehicle
for Bette Davis and George Brent.
The novel by James Oliver Curwood

has been adapted by Peter Milne
and Charles Belden. Production will
probably begin about the middle of
January.
T

T

Celebrating the 22nd anniversary
of the first feature length motion
picture ever produced tin Hollywood,

Squaw Man," Cecil B. DeMille, who directed it, is giving a
luncheon today for as many members

Complete Personnel
Is Set by Republic
rington,

YWARNER

"The

notification.

Saturday, Dec. 28, 1935

of the cast as he could gather together in Hollywood for the occa-

William Farnum, who played
the title role, will be among the

sion.

M.

P. T. 0. A.

IS

has started filming
"The Last Trap," novel by Sinclair
Gluck, under the tentative new title
of "The Dark Hour." Ewart Adamson adapted the book for the screen
and direction is in the hands of
Charles Lamont, with Ray Walker,
Irene Ware, Burton Churchill, Hedda Hopper, Hobart Bosworth, E.
E. Clive, William Mong, John St.
Polis, Fred Kelsey, Michael Marx,
Harold Goodwin, Miki Morita, Aggie
Herring and others in the cast.

BOARD

INCREASED TO 22

Chesterfield

T
Aristocrat," from
the story by Mignon G. Eberhart,
will go into production at First National in the near future. Lyle Talbot and Margaret Lindsay will head
the cast.
The production is to be
directed by Frank McDonald.
T

"Murder By

T

An

(Continued from Page 1)
T. O. of the Northwest; Sam Pinanski of Boston, representing Allied

Theaters

of Mass., and John C.
Stapel of Columbia, Mo., representing the Kansas-Missouri Theaters
Association.
Although the national association
so far has not made any plans for
its annual convention, there is some
pressure in behalf of a return engagement at New Orleans, where the
1935 session took place with much

vim and vigor.
collaborated on the company's "The
Public Menace," "Grand Exit" and

"The Devil's Squadron." He
working on an original story.

is

now

Y
Y
John Ince has been signed by RKO
Fresh from her triumph in M-GT
T
M's "A Tale of Two Cities," Isabel Radio for "The Wild West," new
John Qualen has been assigned by Jewell is becoming one of Holly- comedy starring Bert Wheeler and
Darryl F. Zanuck to play the role wood's most sought after actresses. Bobby Woolsey.
Dorothy Lee is
of father of the quintuplets in the Upon completion of "Dancing Feet," again the comedians' leading woman.
forthcoming 20th Century-Fox film Republic production, she will start
r
T
"The Country Doctor." June Lang work as the featured feminine playLouis Weiss has begun preparaand Michael Whalen will play roman- er in "The Leathernecks Have tion on "The Clutching Hand," the
Landed" opposite Lew Ayres.
tic lead roles.
Arthur B. Reeve novel, which will
provide the basis for his company's
T
T
Roy Del Ruth, who is directing second serial for 1936. Weiss has
Tom Reed has completed the
screen play and dialogue for "Over "It Had To Happen" for 20th Cen- signed Bob Lively and Eddie GraneThe Wall," which Robert Lord will tury-Fox, has revealed that a char- man to write the adaptation and
produce for Warner-First National, acter in the picture will be a proto- screenplay.
type of Gotham's once-famous "jazz
with James Cagney as the star.
r
i
mayor."
Chester Conklin, Hank Mann, Philo
T
T
T
T
McCulIough, Franklyn Farnum and
Rosalind Russell has been assigned
"Whip-Saw," directed by Sam Lawrence Wheat have been
to a featured role in 20th Centuryadded
Fox's "Under Two Flags," with Wood for M-G-M, brings to the to the cast of Paramount's "Prescreen
for
the
first time the pairing view."
Other
Ronald Colman, Victor McLaglen
veterans in the cast
of Spencer Tracy and Myrna Loy. of this
picture include Reginald
and Simone Simon.
Stars in their own right, Tracy and Denny,
Rod
LaRocque,
Conway
T
Miss Loy won instant acclaim in Tearle, Bryant Washburn, Jack
MulClarence Jay Elmer, former cast- their joint venture
and Wood pre- hall and Ian Keith.
Gail Patrick
ing director for Cosmopolitan prodicts more pictures featuring the has the feminine
lead in the studio
ductions in New York, is in Hollyduo will follow.
mystery melodrama which Robert
wood planning production of a series
T
T
Florey directs.
of features. While here he has been
Frank X. Shields, awarded top
v
a house guest at the home of Bill
honors in the rankings issued by
Cody, the western star.
Isabel Jewell is the only femthe Eastern Lawn Tennis Associainine member of the cast of "The
T
T
T
etion, says he will spend the winter
Under arrangements just com- in California, dividing his time be- Leathernecks Have Landed," Republic marine story, now in production
pleted, Paramount's musical departtween training on the courts and
ment will take over composition, working at the film studios of Sam- with Lew Ayres in the starring
role.
Howard Bretherton is directscoring and other musical work for
uel Goldwyn.
ing the Seton I. Miller story under
productions of Walter Wanger and
T
T
T
the supervision of Ken Goldsmith.
Harry Sherman, it is announced by
A new comedy starring "The Other members of the cast include
Boris Morros, general manager pf
the Paramount musical department. Three Stooges" Moe Howard, Jerry Jimmy Ellison, on loan from ParaThe two companies produce pictures Howard and Larry Fine has been mount, Ward Bond, James Burke,
for Paramount release.
Leo Robin placed in production at Columbia. J. Carroll Naish, Clay Clement and
and Ralph Rainger, ace song-writ- Preston Black is directing Al Gieb- Maynard Holmes.
The title is a
ing team, have been assigned to the ler's screen play.
r
T
Wanger production, "Palm Springs." deep secret which the stars refuse
Raphael, the "Kreisler of the
to divulge at this time.
Concertina," has been signed by
T
T
T
Paramount for "Concertina," the
"These Three," the Samuel GoldHarold "Stubby" Kruger, noted George Raft and Carole Lombard
wyn film now in production with
Miriam Hopkins, Merle Oberon and swimmer and actor, has been added production which will be started
Joel McCrea in the leading roles, to the cast of "Don't Bet On Love," soon, it was announced by Boris
will introduce an innovation in mo- Gene Raymond's new starring film Morros, general director of the music
tion picture photography.
Gregg for RKO Radio. Also in the cast are department.
Barrie,
Helen Broderick,
Toland, chief cameraman on the pro- Wendy
y
v
duction, has put into use the new Erik Rhodes, Morgan Wallace, Ed"The Perfect Crime— Can It Be
type of Mitchell equipment which die Gribbon and William Collier Sr. Accomplished?" will be answered in
T
T
reduces the bulk and the weight of
the affirmative in a series of articles
sight-and-sound machinery to oneAn option on the services of Lionel on criminology which Laird Doyle,
third. "These Three," which is under Houser, who joined the writing staff Warner writer, is authoring for an
the direction of William Wyler, will at the studio eight months ago, has internationally
London
circulated
be released through United Artists. been taken up by Columbia. Houser magazine.
guests of honor.

—

j

—
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Stock Option Runs 2 Years

EXHIB COMMITTEE TO MEET ON MUSIC SITUATION

Warner -F. N. Studio Expansion Program Completed
Last of Nine New Stages
Will Be Finished
This Week
West Coast Bureau,

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

The vast expansion
Hollywood
program begun at the Warner-First
National studios in Burbank early
this year will be completed this week,
when the finishing touches will be
put on the last of the nine new
sound stages. The new building activity, most extensive in the history
of the

company, was necessitated by

the big production schedule on the
Burbank lot. Already several of the
new stages are being used for the
huge number of sets required for
the shooting of "Green Pastures."
The studios enter the New Year
(Cotitinuca

on Page 6)

COMERFORD CIRCUIT

BORROWS JOHN NOLAN
John Nolan, formerly head of Fox
Australia, has temporarily joined the Comerford circuit
with headquarters at Scranton. Nolan, who was at one time with the
Fox distribution forces in this country, will remain with the Comerford
group for not more than 90 days.
in

activities

Vincent Calling Confab of

"Ten Best" Votes More Widely Distributed

Exhibitors'

of the unusual number of outstanding pictures released in 1935, a wider
distribution of votes is indicated in the first tabulation of the ballots received1 from the
While the
critics of the country who are participating in the annual Film Daily poll.
winning pictures seem assured of decisive tallies, the Honor List will contain a record
number of pictures with a heavy vote. Incidentally, the number of ballots received to
date just hit the 440 mark, a new record.

Because

EARLY RULINGS SOUGHT WRITERS DELAY ACTION

ON PREFERRED DATES TO FORCE CLOSED SHOP
In order to determine constitutionality of anti-designated playing
time statutes prior to the opening
of the legislative season, major distributors will seek immediate court
decisions on the question, The Film

Daily learned yesterday. Cases

testpending in

ing such laws are now
Federal Courts in Ohio and Wisconsin. In both instances, temporary
obtained
been
have
injunctions
pending a decision on their constitutionality.

Ed Small Has 10 Stories
In Work for Next Season
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Although he produced
Artists

only four releases for United
this year, Edward Small, vice-president in charge of production for Reliance, has 10 scenarios in work for
Among them are
the new season.
"Last of the Mohicans," "Gunga
British Studio to
"Beau Brummel," "Son of
Anglo-American Films Din,"
Monte Cristo," "David Garrick" and
"Beggar's Opera." Small estimates
London Several Anglo-American that Hollywood will make a total of
films will be made by Sound City, 525 features in 1936.
Ltd., starting next spring in studios
being built at Shepperton with a
loan of $500,000 recently obtained.
Capital of Sound City will be increased to $1,750,000.

Make

—

—

believing
Apparently
Orleans
New
that the 250 Buck Nite prize money was
kept in the safe, thieves broke into the
Coliseum and attempted to open the
Failing this they stole ths candy
safe.
stock and some money discovered in the

shop

is

in

the
Screen
Writers'
determined to obtain a closed
the Hollywood studios, no ac-

the spring, The Film Daily is auJoint action
thoritatively advised.
with the Screen Actors' Guild, also
seeking a closed shop, is a possibility.

New

York Paramount Sets

5-Year Attendance Record

candy cash

drawer.

"<!

Pun,-

6)

With litigation against distributors fast increasing in volume, and
one

semi-official

that

it

source

estimating

has doubled during the past

five years, it is believed in some
quarters that this situation will exercise an important influence on the

On

—

lied States

tends for two

CContinucJ

MAY SPUR SELF-RULE

attitude of major companies towards
Holiday week attendance at the
a self-regulation plan for the indusNew York Paramount has been run- try.
ning at a new five-year high mark,
Particularly since the breakdown
Screen at- of the motion picture code, with the
the management states.
traction is "The Bride Comes Home,"
{Continued on Page 6)
with Claudette Colbert and Fred
MacMurray, and the picture program Myers to Aid Government
is supplemented by the personal apBehalf of Indep'ts
pearance of Glen Gray and his Casa
Loma Orchestra with specialty enter- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
On New Year's Eve the
tainers.
Abram F. Myers,
Washington
theater is planning to remain open chairman
and general counsel of Aluntil dawn.
Ass'n, which at its 1935

Option held
and Neon Code
Lehman Bros,
Proving Satisfactory ance of RCA's

After more than a month's trial,
the industry code adopted voluntarily
by the ev ctric rn' noon sign indus-

LITIGATION INCREASE

tion to force the issue is likely before

Electric
Is

Walter Vincent, chairman of the
Exhibitors' Emergency Committee,
said Saturday that he was calling
a meeting of the committee to be
held within the next few days to
discuss every aspect of the situation
confronting exhibitors as a result
of the threatened Ascap-Warner dual
Lax on exhibitors which would increase prevailing license fees paid by
theaters for music.

Although
Guild

Option Held by Atlas- Lehman
Runs for Period of Two Years

Money Night Moral

Emergency

Committee

by Atlas Corp. and
to

acquire

the

the Department of Justice in fosterThe Deing independent interests.
(Continued on Page 6)

bal-

RKO

interest in
years, it was

exstated

Saturday to The Film Daily by
Lunsford Yandell, RCA vice-presiAtlas-Lehman have as yet
dent.
taken no act on on the option.
:

annual convention voted to institute
a barrage of suits against distributors, indicated last week that he will
shortly begin work to cooperate with

Reject Giveaway Ads

—

Pittsburgh
Th? Pittsburgh Newspaper
Publishers Ass'n has ruled not to publish
advertisements of giveaways or lotteries
in

local

theaters.
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Astor
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Night's
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Hollywood*
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—

King 3rd week
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of

Maternelle

a

Frontier (Amkino)
The New Gull ver (Amkino)
Crime et Chatiment (Lenauer

— Lichtbildbuehne,
La

A. Harle,
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Verso
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International)
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week
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Playhouse
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Technicolor

Trans-Lux

1%
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activities
is

now confining

is

her

to the exhibition of her famous doll
moving from the coast to East Orange,

BENITO DEL VILLAR,
mount
rives

He

is

vice-president of

Para-

Films Soc.

Anon., Santiago de Chile, arYork tomorrow on the Santa Clara.
accompanied by his wife and two children

New

in

HALL JOHNSON CHOIR, aggregation of Negro
singers, leave New York tomorrow for Hollywood

Paramount

Rivoli

Subsequent

run

16%

163/4

3%

3'/8

3%

Detroit

—

V8

—

'/4

—
—

V2
1

'

—

Doings

—

Fred Fisher, late owner
the old Pastime Theater, was
buried last week.
Detroit

of

four of the seven Basil Brothers'
houses for New Year's Eve.
The
Victoria,

Genesee,

Broadway

all will

Jefferson

have

all-girl

revues, in addition to
feature film programs.

the

and
stage
double

The Regent, midtown community
house, has reopened after installation of new sound projection equip-

is

'

2

17%

V8

International Pictures to Alexander
Korda of London Films in return for
the loan of Merle Oberon, who is to
be starred in a picture by Selznick.

ANNUITIES
6% to 12%
according to age.
large Insurance Companies.

life,

Reuben Samuels
1540

(c)

bill.

—

Buffalo Something new for community theaters is being tested by

>

Rebel" for a second week.
Fifi D'Orsay, filling a personal appearance engagement at the Stanley Theater, will join her husband,
Maurice Hill, on the coast early in
January.
Mrs. Florence Fisher Parry, after
a two-week vacation, is back in
town and on the job at the Press.
A pile of more pressing cases is
keeping Judge Nelson McVicar from
ruling on the motion filed by defense
counsel in the

Broadway

Sam Friedman-RKO,

et al, trial. The judge has the power to reverse the jury verdict which
awarded Friedman $24,000 In the
anti-trust action.

—

BRyant 9-3740

present

Cit-

Buffalo Bits

|

Korda Gets Dolores Costello
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Dolores Costello Barrymore is being loaned by Selznick

Issued by

TOM MIX and MRS. MIX arrive in New York
tomorrow from California aboard the Santa Rosa.

moving from Loew's Penn to
St.
Clair Amusement Co., Mt. ment, carpets and reseating. Mieczlaw Konozikowski operates it.
'/4
the Warner Theater on Wednesday Clemens, has been dissolved.
City, state and county officials
8
for an additional downtown run.
"Littlest Rebel" has been held
%
were guests of the Variety Club at
The Fulton is holding "Littlest over at the Fox Theater.
er,

Vs

West Coast Bureau

for

Follows

only picture to do standout
business here in spite of zero weath-

18%— %

92'/4

6s39

(b)

bill.

ies," the

— %

2

22

Dual

Pittsburgh— "A Tale of Two

1

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Sonotone

I.
A. ROTH of the Roth interests in Morristown. New Jersey, who is recovering from a
illness, is leaving for Miami, Florida, to
complete his convalescence.

Hall

Strand
Center

8

—
—
—

'/2

103% 103% 103%

6s

WEEKS

W.

today from Albany.

serious

Rivoli

Muse

.

Pittsburgh Patter

4
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Loew
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and

York,

York
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20th
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Close

40V4
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Paramount
Paramount 1st
Paramount 2nd

Low

20%

203/4

Seat

Con.

LEE

A.

New

Astor

Net
High

Fm.

to

returns
to
New
Year's from Florida.

appear in Warners' film production of "The
Green Pastures".

Pagans (M-G-M)
Jan. 8.
Modern Times (United Artists) Jan. 16.
Next Time We Love (Universal) (b)
Rose of the Rancho (Paramount)
(b)
Ceiling Zero (Warner Bros.) (b)
King of Burlesque (20th Cen*u-y-Fox) (bl
The Ghost Goes West (Korda-U.A.) (b)
Last

(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)

Picts.

York Saturday

to

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Col.

New

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS
The Making

.

Con.

ARTHUR
return

house,

FINANCIAL

Columbia

in

MACKAY
New

after

COLLEEN MOORE, who

week

FUTURE OPENINGS

Am.

WILLARD
shortly

Rialto

(a-c)

—

Midsummer

— P.

des-Noues,

Radio)

Rivoli

Another Face (RKO Radio) (a)
Old Curiosity Shop (Alliance)
2nd
Annie Oakley (RKO Radio)
2nd week

Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
HollyCable Address: Filmday, New York.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyLondon6607.
Granite
Phone
wood Blvd.,
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91

Wardour St., W. I. Berlin
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris
Cinematographic Francaise,

(RKO

The

all communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Address

Dream Too Much

BARNEY BALABAN was
from Chicago.

Johnny Finley abandoned the idea

new "Miss

of going out with Tyson's

America" stage unit and
at

the

Harris-Alvin

will

as

remain

assistant

manager.
Theater Damaged by Fire
Central City, Neb.— State Theater
here was badly damaged by a fire

unknown

Christmas Day.
However, firemen saved enough of
the equipment that the show was
going on again before the day was
over. It is owned by William Youngclaus, with Joe Lucas as house manof

ager.

Variety Club's keno game netted the formal opening of its new home
in Delaware Ave.
Election of new
$500 for the welfare fund.
Carl Weeks, local Erpi manager, officers is scheduled for early in
is in the hospital.
C. H. Hartford January.
Edward K. (Ted) O'Shea, M-G-M
is here from Minneapolis to handle
district manager, is nursing an inthe office meanwhile.
fected left arm, result of an injury
C. R. Mundinger has been appoint- in
a fall.
ed state salesman for National Theater Supply, with headquarters in
French Film Ending Run
Grand Rapids.
Due to prior bookings, the French
version of "Crime and Punishment"
New Changemaker Model
will end a record run Thursday at
A new changemaker machine, the the Cinema de Paris.
Model 95 Brandt Automatic Cashier,
is being put out by the Brandt Automatic Cashier Co. of Watertown,
M. P. Executes Attention
Wis. It has a one-key operation and
Young man, college and technical
among the improvements is an "easy
cultural
background
education,
set" swivel delivery chute which can
knowledge and experience motion
be readily turned and locked in any
Possessing initiapicture industry.
position by means of a thumb screw.
tive, tact, and administrative ability.
Ready identification of keys is made
Sales
Theatre.
Have
Production
possible by a new five-color keyhave many
travelled extensively

—

board.

origin

valuable
ships

Meltzer to Make Series
Jack Meltzer has been engaged
by Celebrated Pictures to make a
series of one-reelers entitled "SkyWay Tourist," which will go into
production on Feb. 1.

and

—

—

—
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contacts and
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most
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anxiously
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'em up, boys, and let's drink a couple of hearty ones to the
New Year. May it be twelve months of full houses, plenty of coin in
the cash box, plenty of good, old-fashioned happiness all round
Fill
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Thirteen ace productions
that speak for themselves a
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good cheer

of
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for

o

every one of you. And
they're only the beginning, boys, only

the beginning.
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assure you there

month
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the world
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FOREIGN
"FRONTIER,"

in

Russian,

with

English

Cameo

Theater.
production
standpoint,
photographically and in other technical respects,
this is among the more forceful films from
Its only drawback as
the Soviet studios.
far as extent of appeal is concerned is
that the story is so laden with propaganda
for the collective system and against revolts on the far-eastern border, where Japs
are depicted as at the root of the trouble.
The plain and melodramatic manner in
which these Jap villains are characterized,
held up to scorn and finally punished makes
great hoorah stuff for the pro-Soviets, espeThe procially in view of its timeliness.
duction includes several striking performthe

From

a

ances.

"DER HIMMEL AUF ERDEN" ("Heaven
in German; produced by Projektograph; directed by E. W. Emo; with Hermann Thimig, Lizzi Holzschuch, et al. At
the 79th St. Theater.
comedy with
entertaining
Moderately
music, story dealing with a composer who

on Earth"),

invests

his

new

duce a
dough to buy
old man.

"EGY

EJ

Venice"),

in

money

father-in-law's

a

VELENCEBEN" ("A

Night in
Hungarian; produced by Kovacs

&

Co.; directed by
with Gyula Csortos, Zsuzsa
At the Tobis Theater.
Emil

pro-

to

instead of using the
farm as intended by the

operetta,

Geza

Cziffra;

Simon,

et

al.

comedy,
of
combination
Entertaining
romance, singing and dancing, handled in
a gay vein with some good performers.

Night's

Dream"),

in

German; produced

by

Boston Films; directed by Geza von Bolvary;
with Magda Schneider, Woif Albach Retty,
At the 86th St. Casino Theater.
et al.
in
Very entertaining romantic comedy
picturesque winter resort setting, with plenty
of comedy, a few pleasing musical numbers,

and excellent work by the cast, especially
the

attractive

Magda

Schneider.

Jan.

"Red Nichols and His Pennies"
(Melody Masters Series)
10 mins.
Vitaphone
Good Band Novelty
With an orchestra background provided by Red Nichols and his aggregation, plus specialty numbers by
Nichols, a girl trio and another group
of male singers, this one-reeler makes
its
of
satisfactory entertainment
The various numbers are held
kind
together by a story thread showing
spending
a homesick southern girl
her last pennies in slot machines at
Nichols
a penny arcade to hear the
troupe in everyone of their records
aron hand there. For a finale, the
as
cade proprietor hires the girl

cashier.

Independent

11:

annual

•

•

•

T

T

ONE OF

the big surprise performances of the
that of Eddie Quillan in Metro's "Mutiny on the
Bounty"
in which he plays the part of a young father
torn from his wife and child and pressed into service
and literally tears your heart out with the poignancy and
humanness of Ms delineation

year

•

•

T

T

T
•

IS a clever young screen player who was
always "catalogued" as a comedy type
he developed a
sizable film following when he was starred under the Pathe
banner
and then had a long enforced layoff due to a
contract with Harold Lloyd who had no pictures in which to
use him
when that contract ran out Metro used him
in "Bounty"
and dozens of newspaper crits all over
the nation have singled out Eddie's work for high praise
which is a grand tribute to this player when you stop to consider the distinguished cast he was in competition with
and so
a lot of exhibs and patrons everywhere are wondering why Hollywood is always yelping for Talent
when this grand quality of trouper has been right in their back
yard for years.
and never till now been given a chance
to prove his real ability
.

.

•

•

Theater

Hotel

Owners'

New

Astor,

A GIFT

to

T

T

showmen

the

for

New Year

with Hal Roach starting impressively into feature production
with Laurel and Hardy in "Bohemian Girl"
the first
comic opera feature
for January release
followed
by "Kelly the Second" starring that femrae find in comedy,
Patsy Kelly
who wowed 'em in "Thanks a Million" and
having previously rung the giggle
"Page Miss Glory"
gong in Hal Roach shorts
so you Showmen can look for
wit, humor and hilarity in feature-length product from the King
his shorts have been bowling the cash cusof Komedy
and it's
tomers down the alley of laughter for decades
with
a cinch Mister Roach will do the same in features
Edward Sedgwick supervising
and Dave Loew and Henry Ginsberg supplying their expert talents on the administrative end

T

T

• • • THEY BEAT the gun for the New Year over
Monroe Greenthal's fanfare factory in United Artists

Jan.

12:
Lambs'
New
Club. New York.

Jan.

15:
Mid-winter meeting of General Executive
Board
of
I.A.T.S.E.,
Fleetwood
Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla.

Jan.

26: Testimonial dinner in honor of Harry
Hershfield,
sponsored
by
the
Broadway
Cheese Club. Hotel Astor, New York.

Jan. 26-27:
Annual
of
North and
N. C.

Year

Gambol,

20-21: Annual convention
Minneapolis.

April

of

April 27-30:

M. P. E. spring convention,
S.
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

Words and Wisdom

at

"YV7HAT we must

have in pictures
right now is new stars. The
studios can build up an actor to a
certain point
but they cannot
make him a star without the cooperation of the distributor and exhibitor."— B. P. SCHULBERG.
.

.

.

"The camera shows up your very
make-up and clever

soul in spite of

characterizations

—in

thing."—JEANETTE

spite of every-

MacDONALD.

"Even though I think that to use
words in a picture is incorrect from
the

aesthetical

point of view, the
direct vehicle of
thought.
The same cannot be said
about color. There is a difference
between the word and the color."

word

is

still

a

• • • WE ARE considering getting out a brochure on
a young advertis"Edward Finney, His Life and Times"
we
ing director who has traveled far and is just starting
are glad to note that Ed is one of the mainsprings in the departmental set-up of Republic just announced under the new ex-

McClelland Barclay.

T

a bunch of your pals in the biz have
pansion policy
asked us to relay to you their well wishes for the coming year,

•

•

•

Northwest

Allied,

CHARLIE CHAPLIN.

it's

Lambs

convention of M. P. T. 0.
South Carolina, Pinehurst.

stepping right out ahead of the parade with three beautiful
breaks
on Dec. 28 right before Xmas they broke a full
page in color on Mickey Mouse in the "Daily Mirror"
and yesterday they broke another full page in color in the same
and the
tabloid on the Chaplin pix, "Modern Times"
"Satevepost" in announcing the publication of "Hurricane" used
and everyfull page ads in local newspapers on the 26th
body knows that Sam Goldwyn will do a pix of "Hurricane"
three in a row before the Old Ye&v blows is garnering
the gravy for the New Year in impressive form

Ed

Ass'n

York.

.

T
•

ball,

Jan. 12:
Philadelphia Variety Club's first annual dinner and installation, Hotel BellevueStratford,
Philadelphia.

HERE

T

SHORTS

6: Hearing on Equity proceedings in suit
against Warners, Paramount and RKO, Federal Court, St. Louis.

Jan.

T

"WINTERNACHTSTRAUM" ("Winter

:

York.

by

T

«

31
Annual New Year's Eve Frolic of
Motion Picture Salesmen, Hotel Plaza. New

Dec.

^PH/L M.DALY

Mosfilm and Ukrainfilm; directed by Alexander Dovjenko; photographed by Edouard Tisse, M. Gindin, N.
Smirnov; with S. Shagaida, S. Stoliarov, S.
Shkurat, et al.
Distributed by Amkino. At

produced

titles;

DATE BOOK

«

"You can go to Hollywood, mind
own business and do your
work."— LILLIAN HELLMAN.
your

"Some models are

far more beauthan anybody on the screen.
Anita Louise, lovely as a piece of
Dresden china, is probably the most
beautiful woman in the movies."
tiful

"Television is now in about the
stage that sound-broadcasting was
when we were still using earphones
instead of loudspeakers." DAVID

—

SARNOFF.

a pleasure

T
AS USUAL

T
Si

Seadler's seasonal greeting
an
of the Holidays

card was redolent with the warmth
if you have not seen it, you
original in the field of Art
have missed an intimate glimpse of Si's private family life
which reveals the secret of the alchemist's chamber of
chemistry from which Si has been extracting all his brilliant
now we can appreadvertising ideas for yars and yars
but might we add in all
ciate the guy at his full worth
we always suspected the Truth
modesty
(t

K «

»

>*

*>

"On our sound stages we can
take night scenes in the daytime and
day scenes at midnight; technicians
will deliver us rain on a moment's
On
notice, or snow, wind or fog.
location you generally get these conditions when you do not want them."

—HAL MOHR.
"Matinee idols are passe today
because the modern maid is more
direct and honest in her ideas of

romance."— SALLY EILERS.

f-^^!

DAILY

WAR.-F.N. COMPLETE
example

increasing enthusiasm and interest in "Best" films created
by !he annual polls conducted by The Film Daily among the nation's motion picture
critics is illustrated in the following letter from W. E. J. Martin, critic of the Buffalo
Courier-Express, regarding the poll he conducted among his readers:

EXPANSION AT STUDIOS

typical

"Well,

finally

Films of 1935.
1)

of

the

and at
Here they

The Courier-Express readers have named

last,

in

are.

"My

public

— God

bless

them!

their

Ten

— agreed

with

(Continued from Page

Lancer', 'Les Miserables'. 'The Informer'.
Hat', 'Ruggles of Red Gap', 'Alice Adams'

me 90

per cent

They stuck 'Alice Adams'

And look how they went for 'The Informer!'
"That same public swamped us with mail. We had to organize a special staff of
eight persons to handle the letters.
The increase in mail and was
a piker in my
early estimate
was more than 150 per cent.
Every section of Western New York was
where

in

tion.

completed are:
"The
Forest," starring Leslie
Howard and Bette Davis; "Man
Hunt," with Ricardo Cortez, Marguerite Churchill and William Gargan; "Backfire," with Ross Alexander, Patricia Ellis and Lyle Talbot; "Ceiling Zero," starring James

Features

I

chose 'Sequoia'.

—

—

Petrified

represented,
four weeks

and

we worked

"Burrows

job
last year.

was done

in

14

working days,

I

as

compared with

is

the

in chief,
was gratified by the showing. He says it's
set to carry on with Film Daily as long as there are newspapers.

Matthews, editor

swell contest, and

"Now

year's

this

a

—

well, we are waiting for the Master List, the verdict of the rest of the muggs
myself, who sit, burn up, rejoice, reflect, write and then try to figure why such
things are done in the name of entertainment or why more producers don't do like Joe
like

Docks. 'Tis a grand life!"

with June
Travis; "Prison Farm," with Donal
Woods, Kay Linaker; "Freshman
Love," with Patricia Ellis, Frank
McHugh and Warren Hull; "The
Widow from Monte Carlo," with
Warren William, Dolores del Rio
and Louise Fazenda; "The Story of
Louis Pasteur," starring Paul Muni
with Josephine Hutchinson; "The
Murder of Dr. Harrigan," with Kay
Linaker, Ricardo Cortez and Mary

litigations.

According to one authoritative
major companies expended
approximately $20,000,000 in 1935 to
maintain their legal departments.
source,

On Behalf

1

» » »
Why
Is

the Film Director

the Industry's Dictator

aesthetic achievements of
the cinema confirm the general principle of art, namely,
that art is the expression of a
personal sentiment _born of the
conception of a complete world,
which comes to original and independent life in virtue of the
creative power of a given per-

Pictures shooting include: "Red
Apples," with Ross Alexander and
Anita Louise, William McGann director; "The Walking Dead," with
Boris Karloff, Marguerite Churchill,
Warren Hull, Ricardo Cortez and
Barton MacLane, Michael Curtiz director; "Men on Her Mind," with
Bette Davis, Warren William, William Dieterle director; "Snowed Under," with George Brent, Genevieve
Tobin, Glenda Farrell, Patricia Ellis,

Sentiment, which is
not sentimentalism but a human
and absolute force, is the seed
from which the work of art germinates. The fact of creating
or understanding a work of art
is the first and surest evidence
of the mind's freedom. It is not
sonality.

Frank McHugh, Raymond Enright
director; "The Singing Kid," starring Al Jolson with Edward Everett
Horton, Allen Jenkins, Beverly Roberts, Lyle Talbot, Mitchell and Durant. Claire Dodd, Sybil Jason and
the Four Yacht Club Boys, William
Keighley director; "Colleen." starring Ruby Keeler, Dick PowpII, Joan
Blondell, Jack Oakie, Hugh Herbert,
Paul Draper, Louise Fazenda, Luis
Alberni, Al Green director; "Anthony Adverse," starring Fredric
March with Olivia de Havilland,
Anita Louise, Claude Rains, George
E. Stone, Edmund Gwenn, Donald
Woods, Ralph Morgan, Fritz Leiber,

TIMELY TOPICS

TpHE

Astor.

possible
i

to

discuss

art,

there-

except in an individual
forma mentis.
As to the cinematographic art,
it is not the result of an aesthetic doctrine.
The poet of this
new art has his miraculous,
spontaneous birth in the aesthetic sentiment innate in man.
The ambiguity and uncertainty reigning between theatre and
cinema, which latter claims to
fore,

Monte Blue and Jim Thorpe,
Frank McDonald director.
and Henry O'Neill, Mervyn LeRoy
Films in preparation are: "The
director;
"Treachery
Rides
the
Green Pastures," from play and
Trail,"
with Dick Foran, Paula
screenplay
by
Marc
Connelly;
"Hearts Divided," starring Marion
Davies with Dick Powell, Frank
Stone,

Borzage

/

/

Best

wishes

'

FILM

DAILY

lowing
R. F.

Woodhull

Robert Mclntyre

on

from

to
their

THE

the folbirthday:

Wallace Smith
Laurence Weingarten

director;

1)

simultaneous elimination of grievance
and clearance and zoning boards in
every territory, exhibitor suits have
been on the increase, it is stated.
Many of these actions are described
by distributors
as
"shakedown''

Myers to Aid Government

O'Brien

Pat

MAY SPUR SELF-RULE

Best

order of choice:

" 'David Copperfield'. 'Lives of a Bengal
'Imitation of Life'. 'Naughty Marietta'. 'Top
and 'Broadway Melody of 1935'.

with 10 features completed and
awaiting release, eight shooting and
12 being prepared for early produc-

Cagney,

LITIGATION INCREASE

Like a House Afire?
A

(Continued from Page
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"Sons

O'Guns,"

starring Joe E. Brown; "Invitation
to
a
Murder," with Marguerite
Churchill; "The Adventures of Robin
Hood," starring James Cagney and
Guy Kibbee; "Angel of Mercy," starring Josephine Hutchinson; "God's
Country and the Woman," starring
Bette Davis
and George Brent;
"Over the Wall," from story by Warden Lewis E. Lawes; "Green Light,"
starring Leslie Howard, from the
novel by Lloyd C. Douglas; "Legionnaire," screenplay by Julius Epstein
and Jerry Wald; "Stage Struck," by
Robert Lord, starring James Cagney
and Ruby Keeler: "Lovely Lady,"
starring Kay Francis.

« « «

take the place of the former, has
given birth to a pure cinematographic art which has nothing to
do with current aesthetic prejudices.
It is obvious that the
cinematographic adaptation of
plays, novels or stories, breaks
that unity of form in the original which should be indissoluble.
Now, between the inspiration
and the achievement of a work
of art, its natural unity must
be rigorously observed. Inspiration, in the poet's mind, gives
birth to one single well-defined
form.
People took a long time to
come to the conclusion that the
film has its own recognizable
nature from the moment of its
inspiration. In fact, before they
could be convinced, they had to
have the practical example of
the first films of a really cinematographic nature.
When cinematograph technique
was still rudimentary, several
persons, author, actor, director,
cameraman, laid claim to the
paternity of the film.
In the
lack of the authority which the
dramatist exercises over the
performance, the cinema leaves
uncontrolled liberty of initiative
to the divers leading personages
of the production. Now, the film
enters the realm of art only
when one of these personages
succeeds in bending all the practical elements of execution to
the requirements of his senti-

of Indep'ts

(Continued from Page

partment

known

1)

be enlisting
every possible aid in its attempts to
win a block booking case. While no
is

to

word from the judicial legal staff
was forthcoming, it also is understood that they are preparing evidence to spring suddenly in a score
of cities at the

Electric and
Is

same

time.

Neon Code

Proving Satisfactory
(Continued from Page 1)

try is found to be working out in a
highly satisfactory manner, according to Alfred Graze, president of
the Electric Sign Ass'n of New York.

The agreement between members and
unions

is

oatterned along principles

of the defunct

NRA, and

erville is the impartial

R. V.

Som-

chairman.

birth to artistic syntheses. Even
in politics, facts have shown
that in the end it is the dictator
who arises from the mass of opposition and not the liberal gov-

The same thing has
ernment.
happened with the cinema: out
of "collaboration" a sort of dichas arisen.
Of all the collaborators in a
film the director alone, being
untrammeled by any special
function, is able to take in the
work as a whole at once and his
function can result only from
the essential qualities of the
poet: taste and intuition.
A. Consiglio
in "Intercine".
tator, the director,

;

—

mental inspiration.
In any case, it is an absurdity
to suppose that the intrinsic and
extrinsic unity of a film could
really be obtained from a collaboration of its various executants.
If that were the case it
would mean either that each
one's artistic vision is partial
and complementary to that of
the others, or that all have an
identical artistic vision, which
would be a negation of the essential
principle
of art and
poetry.

These different points of view
could be reconciled only by discussion, but polemics do not give

"Bernard
screen

play

at his

home

Schubert,

who

wrote

the

of 'Kind Lady', gave a tea
M-G-M.
for the company".

—

muc^****
SWELL FUN! AS CLOSE AS ANY FILM COULD BE

TO

HAPPENED ONE NIGHT'!//
/

'IT

—William Boehnel, N.

"GRAND! MOST ENTERTAINING
SINCE

PIECE
/

'IT

Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM

OF NONSENSE

in

HAPPENED ONE NIGHT'!

— Rose Pelswick,

"SWELL! FAST-MOVING

N. Y.

EVENING JOURNAL

LAUGH-MAKING

FILM

THAT WILL TICKLE AUDIENCES NO END!"
— Wanda Hale, N. DAILY NEWS
Y.

"NIGH ONTO PERFECT FLICKER ENTERTAINMENT!

COLUMBIA ALMOST HAS A SUCCESSOR TO THE
ACADEMY PRIZE WINNER 'IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT'!"
— Irene

Thirer, N. Y.

>noiv

POST

—

Columbia wishes you
another Smash Hit I
HERBERT

MARSHALL
IF
It's

YOU COULD

a merry Christmas

Week

for

showmen

in

Boston, San

Diego, Louisville, Minneapolis, Memphis, Dallas, Atlanta,
Seattle,

San Francisco,

Salt

towns, where bookings of

Lake
this

City

and scores

of other

picture sent Yuletide spirits

(and grosses) soaring!

P* S.

And

the

Roxy

in

New York (the world's

biggest theatre) holds

with a hang!

it

over to start 1936

a Happy New Year with
JEAN
and

ARTHUR

in

Leo

CARRILLO
Lionel

STANDER
Directed by

William A. Seiter

stone

er
corn
The
success
O'l
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
ALABAMA

Corp.

SCOTTSBORO— Airdome.

Birmingham-

Trianon.

HOT SPRINGS— Spa,
Theas. Inc.. M.
Augustine.

co

A.

transferred to MalLightman, Pres. by

Openings

—

ARKADELPHIA

LONOKE —

Coed.

MARSHALL— Treece.
New Theaters

Rex.

FOREST CITY— The

CARPENTERIA—Alcazar, transferred to
LONG
Miller by M. G. Marcus.
BEACH — Strand, transferred to Vinnicoff
Theas. by V.

A.

S.

to

Long Beach
S.

Long Beach,

;

transferred

Arnold Schaak by

Theaters.

LOS ANGELES— Granada,

A.

trans-

York
ferred to D. P. Irvine by L. G. Myers
transferred to York Enterprises, Inc. by Mrs.
;

—

PASADENA

Fannie

Barsky.
to Calcato

ler

W.

by

;

Edwards,

J.

Jr.

Tower, trans-

;

Fox West Coast by Luberco,

ferred to

—

Maryland)

DIEGO— Orpheum.

Columbia (formerly
Monrovia
SAN
;

COLORADO

Changes

in

BRIGHTON— Rialto,

Ownership

transferred to Atlas
Theater Corp. by Glenn Miller;
Victory, transferred to Atlas Theater Corp.
Isis, transferred to
by Fred Lee

LAMAR—

Corp.

by

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS— Chief,
John A. Greve by Melvin

to

S.

munity, transferred to Denzell O'Neall; OSSI
Strand, transferred to R. C. ClenPrindenin by P. J. Arick
cess, transferred to Jack Butler; W.
Grace (formerly Victory), transferred to Mrs. Grace Richey by C. Beasley.

;

CONNECTICUT

Changes

— Raybun,

Clayton
Tomlin by

S.

H.

in

Ownership

Closings

HAUTE— Grace

New Theaters
FLORA— Flora; MONROEVILLE— Cap-

itol.

Openings

B.

L.

HALSTEAD— Ideal,

in

to

ward Wittman by C. M. Skinner CLIFTON
Vialta, transferred to Andrew Bergen by H.
;

—

E. Reid; DES PLAINES— Echo, transferred
WILMINGto H. Balaban by Ben Cooney
TON — Wilmington (formerly Opera House)
;

W. Anderson.
Openings
Closings

BUNKER HILL —

Lincoln

;

PLAINES— Echo.

Theaters
MARSEILLES— Ritz; MT. STERLING

— Widney's.

Ownership

CARTHAGE Auditorium, transferred to
Paul L. Petrol by R. J. Tweedy; CLINTON
Capitol, transferred to Carl Meyers by Clay
Royal, transferred to
Burnett;
Strand (forR. H. Gulmyer; FT.
merly Hollis), transferred to R. C. Thomas;

FAIRMONT—
BRANCH—

WAYNE—

Strand, transferred
FT.
Bark by Strand Thea. Amus. Co.

INGTON —Tivoli,

transferred

to

to
;

S.

H.

HUNT-

Huntington

Theas. Co.-G. E. Lancaster by Apollo Theas.

-._

in

;

—

Community;

Hiland

;

Su-

Da-

&

to

to

Owen An-

RAPID CITY
Amus.

Hills

Co.

TENNESSEE

Ownership
(formerly

&

Openings

MONTEREY— New

Vic-

Joseph Ren-

NEWPORT— Win-

;

ston.

Closings

Ownership

ALAMO— R. C.
New

MONTEREY— Gar-

A.;

well.

Theaters

LEXINGTON— Princess.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership
BLAIR STATION— Earle (formerly

Ownership

transferred

to

I.

H.

by

Butler

Art),

Seltzer;

CAMBRIDGE SPRING S — Cambridge
Spring, transferred to L. Rottenstein by Murtransray
Bros.; CONNEAUTVILLE — Palace,
ferred to Aimer Thea. Co., Inc.; GEN'ESEO
— Palace, transferred to Livingston Theas. transferred to N'. Kategianes by E. A. AmiSYRACUSE— Brighton, transferred to 3116 don; FINLEYVILLE— Olympic, transferred
Salina Corp., Al. Gilbert, Treas.
SYRACUSE to John Zwick by Hazel Christy; GIRARD
— Riviera, transferred to 3116 Salina Corp., Al. — Denman, transferred to Blatt Bros, by Chas.
Gilbert, Treas.
Schwartz; SCRANTON — Grand, transJ.
ferred to E. M. Tannenbaum & H. Sager by
Closings
S. A. Smith; PHILADELPHIA— Grand &
BUFFALO— Regent.

BUFFALO —Artistic, transferred to
Thea. Co., Inc. BUFFALO — Oakdale,

J.

Aimer

;

Em-

(formerly

pire.

MASSACHUSETTS
CLINTON

—

Ownership

HAYFIELD—
IVANHOE—

;

—

in

BURHOLME—

Ownership
transferred

to

Co.

R.

I.

LARKSVILLE— Stanley, transferred to
Emashafsky;
PHILADELPHIA

—
— Comet; GREENSBORO —
Raymond Schwartz
PHILADELPHIA — Grand Opera House,
DILLSBURG
transferred to Louis Berman
NORTH DAKOTA
E. M. Waltz &
— Dillsburg, transferred
Changes in Ownership
Day.
C.
DRAYTON — Metropolitan, transferred
Openings
Ferguson by L. E. Grey; HANKING.
AUSTIN — Community FRANKLIN —
Backer Bros,
SON — LaQua, transferred
— Miller, Park; McKEES ROCKS—New PaTkway
Dabney by Rhodes Bros.

New

ANGIER

Jo-

seph

Theaters

Temple, transferred to
David
Milgram
&

Temple Amus.

Co.,

;

Roxy (forby Roy Howard;
merly Hayfield), transferred to J. J. Proulx
New Gem
by Ingals & Mellon;
(formerly Ivanhoe), transferred to L. S. Baer
by Murphy & Fields; MINNEAPOLIS—
Avalon, transferred to Avalon Amus. Co.,
Oscar Woempner by W. R. Frank
ST.
Hamline. transferred to Hamline
PAUL
Thea. Co. by Twin City Thea. Co.
SO. ST.
PAUL Ideal, transferred to Welsorth Thea.
Co. by Otto Raths;
Lyric,
transferred to E. A. Schultz by J. S. Potvin.
;

Changes

MAIDEN — Muzu,

Amusement

Jay Emanuel by Grand-Jackson Theater Co.
Oxford, transferred to War
ner Bros, by Theater Management Corp.

to

(formerly Elco), transferred
to Berger Amus. Co. by I. G. Cox; CALEState, transferred to L. B. West

WACONIA

Jackson, transferred to Reel

NORTH CAROLINA

MINNESOTA

—
—

transferred

;

MAINE

in

C.

Closings

Openings
LAS VEGAS— Plaza.
in

V.

Carry Frey

EAGLE BUTTE — Strand; HURLEY —

transferred to Ross Labart
E. N. Anstey by L. E. Polk.

Changes

to

HURLEY— Star,

;

Openings

ELY— Grand

in

transferred

Chas.
Lee;
to B. C. Yates by

Grand.

NEW MEXICO

ROY— Pendick,

by

;

toria), transferred to I. Billet
isch by William Rhoads.

Mrs.

Ownership

in

EUREKA — Lyric,
PLATTE— Platte,

MAYS LANDING— Mays

Caro-

by

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes

NEW YORK

transferred

SELMA— Princess.

Changes

in

Legendre

derson by Roy Mundon
Rex, transferred to Black
by Atlas Theater Corp.

RENO— Reno; SPARKS— Isis.
New Theaters
Changes

transferred to

M.

Inc.,

New Theaters
ELLOREE— Playhouse.

transferred

Openings

Changes

Openings

Broadway;

Films,
Ross.

Turner

NEVADA

Ownership

Openings

Mary

Ownership

in

GEORGE— Park,

ST.
lina

Pas-

Closings

Switow.

(formerly
(formerly

NEW ORLEANS— Casino,

—

PRIMROSE —

;

NEW JERSEY

Alex Schulman.

WATERVILLE — Maine

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes

LEWEL-

LAS VEGAS— Palace.

J.

ELKTON— Palace
in

Closings

JAMESTOWN— Palace.

GIBBON— Gibbon,
HOLDREDGE

FAIRMONT— Fairmont.

S.

RHODE ISLAND
—Openings
Paramount;
W O O NSOCKET— Park.
NEWPORT

HOLDREDGE—

— Gibbon

John

to

PORTLAND— Avalon.
New Theaters
GRESHAM— Gresham.

time.

Ownership

Superba), transferred to

DONIA—

INDIANA

—

B.

ELKTON — Palace (formerly Damon),
transferred to E. L. Miller by J. B. King;
GUTHRIE— Lyric. B. J. Curry purchased
partnership LOUISVILLE— Hiland (former-

DES

New

—

W.

NORFOLK DOWNS — Regent;
Globe;
NEWBURYPORT — Strand; LOWELL—
Victory; LAWRENCE— Broadway.

I

in

—

transferred
C. R. Borden.

Lowe by

Openings

PRIMROSE—

Openings

CHELSEA

M ERED O S A— Princess.

Changes

transferred to

Closings

;

Ownership

in

ATHENA— Athena,
I.

transferred to Mrs. Pearl
transferred to Percy

Cady

to

OREGON

;

DOUGLASS— Douglass; GLEN ELDER
—Plaza; TAMPA — Auditorium.

to

transferred to F.

Brown by John

trans-

Spruance

E. Weldon.

I.

Changes

transferred to Road-

—

&

transferred

Closings

(formerly Mil-

Ownership

in

Pythian,

MARIETTA— Auditorium.

Openings

Closings

Ownership

I.

Ownership

CAIRO — Cairo,

GIBBON

Ownership

NEW ORLEANS— Strand.

ASHLAND —Artcraft (formerly Ashland),
transferred
D. E. Wilson by Hall & Hart
EdMEREDOSIA— Princess, transferred

to

SMITH-

;

transferred to R. R. Dutcher
Sun, transferred to Central States Thea.
Corp. by C. C. Porter;
Magic, transferred to Central States Thea.
PasCorp. by C. C. Porter;
time, transferred to N. J. White
IEN State, transferred to Carl Beard by
Brown Bros.

Cook by Earl Bookwalter.

Changes

ILLINOIS

Changes

in

LOUISIANA

Bros.
•

BEEMER — Gem,
Retz;

trans-

LEES-

Openings

H. N. Slater

Tjonsland by Carl Veseth.

Changes

KANSAS

LOUISVILLE

Ownership

Jr.

—

Leo.

mon).

(formerly Cozy) transWilliams by Eckersley

transferred

NEBRASKA

Young & Weed; THURMAN— Portal, transferred to Art Tackman by E. R. Steele.

Closings

Mrs.

&

;

MOORHEAD— New

in

T

Ownership

in

ALGONA — State, transferred to Gail
Petit
ALTON'— Palace, transferred to Phil
March; BLANCHARD— Imo. transferred to
C. V Roof; KIMBALLTON— Rialto. transferred to G. L. Parkinson by Simon Hanson
MOORHEAD — New Leo, transferred to

CRAIGMONT— Craigmont.
to

Changes

NASHL A — Orpheum,
house

IOWA

perba)

H. Fent by Kirk

—

;

Leesbiirg),

CINCINNATI— Pekin (formerly Midget)
LEESBURG — Roxy (formerly Leesburg)
MARIETTA — Strand; MILLERSPORT—
Pythian; ROSEVILLE— Midget.

MONTANA

Myers).

Dwyer

I.

(formerly

Vane Ross by

NEW LONDON— Gem.

FRANCES-

Princess;
(formerly

Openings

Openings

Harmer by

Closings

;

WILDER— Liberty.

ferred

—

Midget)

;

;

Closings

FRANKFORT

(formerly

;

Ownership

in

NEW LONDON— Gem,

(formerly Victory).

YILLE — Francesville

ly

IDAHO

in

MISSOURI

KENTUCKY

MONTICELL— Monticello.

Changes

Roosevelt.

;

Changes

transferred to Mrs. G. L.
Lyles.

KAMIAH — Arcadia

Openings

Changes

BURG — Roxy

MILLERSPORT

ASHLAND— Ashland; HOLLANDALE—

Ownership

in

Waldman & Schwaegerle by

COLUMBUS— Franklin,

ferred to Chas.

MISSISSIPPI

;

MOUNT HOPE— Community.

BARTOW— Roxy.
GEORGIA

Theaters

MINNEAPOLIS — West-

;

to

Lair;
ferred to A. O.

;

LEONARDSVILLE

Openings

GARY— State

transferred

;

;

N. Mascoli by Virginia Rossi.

FLORIDA

Changes

CINCINNATI— Pekin
Boyd

gate.

Openings

Changes

Carson;

New

CARTHAGE — Auditorium; FAIRMONT J. Gardner by C. A. Greenlee,
FT. BRANCH— Strand (formerly VILLE — Rialto. transferred to
Hollis)
FT. WAYNE— Strand MONROE- by Edna Harttman.
Openings
VILLE— Capitol (formerly Alicon) MORRISTOWN— Community OSSIAN— Strand
JEFFERSON CITY— State
—
THORNTON Princess W. TERRE ler) WINFIELD— Gem.

transferred

Changes in Ownership
HAVEN' — Waterbury, transferred

NEW

THORNTON—

TERRE

Wheeler.

LOUVIERS—
LaJUNTA—
Louviers Club; PALISADE— Alberta.

to

VIRGINIA—

—Royal;

Openings

Kit

BROWERVILLE— Lyric;

MORRISTOWN— Com-

Hays;

Harold

by

OHIO

;

State.

Theaters

FINGAL— Community.

;

;

Closings

MON-

—

ROEVILLE

Swanson

DeForrest

trans-

T. Pierson by Bob Hite;
Capitol (formerly Alicon),
transferred to Norris & Swingle-W. E. Norris

LAMAR —

;

Thea.

Atlas

W.

ferred to

Changes

MONROVIA—

;

INDIANAPOLIS— Udell,

Inc.

Openings

LOS ANGELES

Myers;

Colorado,

Corp.. Lou Bard by
Lou Bard Pasadena, transferred to California Amus. Co., Ray Miller by
Fox West Coast; State (formerly Florence),
transferred to California Amus. Co., Ray Miltransferred

Corbar Theas.,

ilY

HAUTE —

Chas.

V.

APOLIS —

—

;

Rosemary.

Ownership

in

Lambiotte;

J.

AY—

CALIFORNIA
Changes

A.

New

Openings

ELY— Grand (formerly Elco) MINNEMinnesota
VIRGINIA — Rex
INDIANAPOLIS— WACONIA—
Lyric.
H. F. Lanham by L.
Fodor

J.

i

C.

J.

by

Chas.

to

MISHAWAKA—

;

Skonce;
INDIANAPOLIS
Lido (Famv). tranferred to P. F. McDaniels bv Or-

Ownership

in

transferred

City (formerly Roxy), tranferred to
Lincoln, transferred to

ARKANSAS
Changes

KNOX — Fairy,

;

Wolfe by A. Metzger

E.

Closings

to

J.

S.

to

;

NAPOLEON
Mary Hahn by Victor
Regner; WATFORD CITY — Auditorium
(formerly Lyric), transferred to J. P. ChrisWISHEK— Time (fortenson by Al Nagel
merly Lyric), transferred to Hofer & Junkert
by E. H. Cook; WILLOE CITY— Palace,
by E.

J.

transferred

LaQua;
to

Mrs.

;

transferred to A. G.

PETTIBONE
Sharon.

Arens by

J.

Closings

—

Pettibone;

S.

Anderson.

SHARON

—

(formerly

West

Park)

;

PITTSBURGH—

Davis; PITTSBURGH— Fulton
Liberty)
Aldine
(formerly
SLIGO— Sligo
VILLE—Ritz

—

;

;

SAXTON'
SHARPSSMITH-

TON — Opera House; WARREN — Columbia;
LARKSVILLE — Stanley; PHILADELPHIA—Temple PHILADELPHIA— Grand
Opera House; DILLSBURG— Dillsburg.
;

;

Closings

ELLSWORTH— Ellsworth.

;

—

—

—
;

;
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THEATER CHANGES REPORTED BY FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
TEXAS
Changes

in

New

Ownership

ATLANTA— Ritz, transferred
BOWIE— Majestic,

McLendon
Wade-Tex

to
B.
R.
transferred

;

to

Theaters;

CRYSTAL CITY—

Guild, transferred to H. A. Daniel; JACKSMecca, transferred to. L. V. Yates;
Loraine, transferred to Frank
Pastime, transferred to
Dyson;
Royal, transA. B. Rhodes;
ferred to R & R Theaters;
Queen, transferred to W. A. Mauldin ;
Roberta, transferred to J. L. Santos; TAYPalace, transferred to R & R The-

Theaters

CHILLICOTHE — Strand; GRANDVIEW — Aztec; MEGARGLE — Texas;
SWEETWATER — Texas; DALLAS — Village

WORTH— Parkway.

FT.

;

in

ferred
;

;

Openings

—

GASSAWAY— Lyric (formerly
WEST UNION— Regent.

TACOMA—
TONASKET—

WASHINGTON
Changes

Avenue, transferred Letka; GRANTSVILLE — Kanawha, transCorp. by Evergreen State ferred to O. H. Gainer by R. Morris; MARSEATTLE — Orpheum, trans- LINTON— Alpine (formerly Seneca), transto Cascade Theas. Corp. by John Hamferred to Urling & Anderson by C. C. ClenSEATTLE — Paramount, transferred to denin.

W.

WOODSTOCK— Woodstock.

CROSBYTOIV—
TAFT

SEATTLE — 5th

Corp.

Cascade Theas. Corp. by Evergreen State Amus.
Corp.;
SPOKANE Rialto. transferred to
E.
Lindsay by Franklin & Wvlie;
SPRAGUE— Rex, transferred to R. O. Logson by E. I. Wurman;
Roxy,
transferred to John Hamrick by N'o. 4th
Devlp. Co.;
Tonasket, transferred to
L. S. Gillespie by Plemons &

Openings

NEWTON—
SHERMAN—

;

Cascade Thea.

Amus.
rick

VERMONT

BORO —
LORAINE —

Corp.
to

Ownership

Liberty)

;

WISCONSIN
Changes

in Ownership
BREWSTER— Vitaphone, transferred to L.
FOND DU LAC— Garrick, transferred to,
Gillespie by Holland & Plemons
COL- Gillespie; YAKIMA— Lyric, transferred to Wisconsin
Amus. Circuit, Fox Winnebago
LOR—
FAX— Liberty, transferred to W. L. Talk- Harry Fegley by G. R. McLernan.
Corporation;
HILBERT — Opera House,
aters.
ington by F. C. Weskil
FERNDALE—
transferred to Fred Boeselager
MILWAUFerndale, transferred to Mrs. A. Matthews
Openings
Closings
KEE — Abby, transferred to Max Krofta.
by
Paul
Valla;
FRIDAY
HARBOR—
Island,
AMARILLO— Fair; BOWIE — Majestic transferred to Geo. P. Endert, Jr., by
COULEE CITY— Gregg; ENUMCLAW
J. E.
DONNA— Chapultepec; FT. WORTH — White; GRANDVIEW— Colonial, transferred
Openings
—Liberty; KALAMA— Blue Heaven; OMAK
Rose; FT. WORTH— Gayety
JOHNSON to Pacius & Warner by B.
BRILLON — Auditorium; BREITUNG
—Fox;
SEATTLE— New Montlake SOAP Capital.
Pacius
OROJ.
CITY — Bluebonnet;
P L A N O — Piano
LAKE—
Sunset;
TONASKET—
Tonasket.
VILLE — Liberty, transferred to L. A. GilWHITESBORO— Roosevelt.
lespie by Plemons & Gillespie; PALOUSE
Closings
Closings
Congress, transferred to R. A. Blaxall by J.
WEST VIRGINIA
DENMARK— Denmark.
BRECKENRIDGE — Plaza; DeKALB
A. McMillan; SEATTLE— Uptown, transChanges in Ownership
Patriot; GRANDVIEW— Palace
ROBERT ferred to Endert & Black by George P.
WYOMING
LEE— Robert Lee TAYLOR— Palace LIN- Endert; SEATTLE— Blue Mouse, transferred
FAYETTEVILLE— Star (formerly Plaza),
Changes in Ownership

—

A.

;

;

;

;

I

i

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

DEN— Capitol; PALESTINE— Yale; SARA- to Cascade Theaters Corp. by John Hamrick
GOSA — Texas SHERMAN — Royal SEATTLE — Coliseum, transferred to Cascade
Theaters Corp. by Evergreen State Amus.
SWEETWATER— Palace.
;

"TOPICS
Prestige of Newsreel
Built

Upon

the prestige of the
newsreel as a news medium
has been building up. I remember the day when a picture of
Congress in session was a cross
between an unattainable ambition and an editor's pipe dream,

but today if we newsreel men
said "yes" to all the Congressmen with vital messages of a
thousand words apiece, we'd be
putting out daily editions in
feature length. All of which is
one way of saying that with
sound in motion pictures there

came a tremendous power

to the

newsreel that has been kept under control by one governing
fact. The fact is that the newsreel cannot and will not accept
advertising; that newsreels cannot and do not express editorial
opinion; that newsreels are concerned only with events as they
happen, not with fiction but
solely with fact.
I want to bring to attention
certain stuffed shirts who today
occasionally infect the public
prints with statements about
Mark well that
the newsreel.
I said statements, not criticisms.

For

critics of the newsreel,

who

base their criticism on facts, and
on the errors that we do make,
I

who permit themselves

to
half-cocked, presenting a
sour mess of misinformation,
and a sourer mess of undigested
and false conclusions. My No.
1
stuffed shirt is the selfish
egotist who wants only his particular side of a controversial
subject to reach the screen. Beshirts

"pOR years

have the sincerest respect. But
talking about the stuffed

I'm

off

cause we insist on giving news
about the other side, he assails
us as unfair, and because we refuse to suppress news he doesn't
want, we find ourselves branded
as propagandists.
My No. 2 stuffed shirt is the
professional yapper the "learned" busy-body who stands up
before audiences of respectable
and self-respecting people and
solemnly assures these good
people that the newsreels are
simply media of propaganda, because newsreels are the proper-

—

ties of

huge corporations.

To begin with,
partisans,

are
motivated

his kind

selfishly

and experts dealing out half
truths.
In my many long years of
editing newsreels, I have never
received a single order to favor
this or that; to be partial to any
political party; to do one thing
except to bar out of the newsreel unclean stories, and always
in handilng controversial subjects, to play fair without favoritism and without fear.

The greatest asset of

all

news-

that the public knows
and believes in their newsreels.
To the great credit of the moreels

is

SHOWMAN'S

tion picture business, I say as

REMINDER

have recognized from the
beginning that the indispensable
asset of their newsreels always
has been and alwa"- ™"st be

an editor that the major executives in control of this indus-

try

Keep walks clear of ice and snow,
walls free from projecting nails, seats
without any imperfections that might
catch

on clothing.

O'Neal

to

Thomas

Bros,

GASSA WAY— Lyric

absolute editorial integrity.
A. J. Richard.

—

by

Morton

&

(formerly Liberty), transferred to R. E. Thayer by Pauline
;

OF TIMELY

go

Integrity

transferred

:

|

I

RAWLINS— Fox-Strand

transferred

(formerly Strand),

Fox West Coast Theas.

to

INTEREST"

Films Supplanting
Books in Spain
"THE book has never

been so
seriously threatened by anything as by the film; and yet,
the film cannot be considered as
the enemy of the book, of which
it is a derivation, for it represents merely a new stage in the
evolution of the means for
spreading thought.
Considered
in relation to printing, the cinema might be called arch-print-

ing.

Like printing, which has so
powerfully encouraged the free
spread of human thought, the
cinema is the subject of such
serious concern that the book
has come to be considered as the
lesser evil.
Thus, for instance,
Soviet literature is generally
allowed, whereas Soviet films
are subject to all sorts of control

[

and restriction.

What distinguished the cinema from printing, which it resembles in that a number of
copies can be printed from the
original in both cases, is the
fact the book is addressed to
the individual while the film is
addressed to the crowd.
The
asylum of the book is the library, whereas that of the film
is the theater.
It would be a good thing, in
the interests of culture, that the
book and the film should mutually support each other.
In Spain, as long as printing
remained at the service of
Church and State, it flourished.
Later, it met with three classes
of difficulty: (1) the Spanish
people, like those of other sunny
lands and unlike the inhabitants
of cold, damp, northern countries, prefer the lively bustle of
the streets to passing an evening peacefully with a book by
the fireside; (2) the book, which
flourished in the countries of
the Reformation, in an environment that was critical and in-

dividualistic, inevitably failed to
encounter the same favor in a

country where Islamism and
Catholicism had atrophied any
aptitude for personal exegesis;
(3 Spain, where the printing
industry has always been considered as of a rather inferior

has remained dependent
on foreign countries for material and supplies.
The cinema has enabled Spain
order,

to solve
ties.

some of these

It is, in fact,

difficul-

something in
an excellent

the
nature
of
counter-attraction to the pleasure of street, cafe or other
meeting place.
It
saves the
Spaniard the intellectual fatigue
entailed by reading.
Further,
he has found once more at the
cinema the satisfaction of that
passion for the theater of action
which is in the tradition of his
country. In fact, the theater of
Lopes de Vega was, already in
the XVII century, looked upon
as kinematic.
To sum up, the cinema has
caused Spain, like other countries of rural civilization and
ancient tradition, to be classed
among the enemies of the book
and of a new Renaissance,
showing it to be inclined rather
towards a new sort of Middle
Ages.
Gimenez Caballero.

—

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Of Czechoslovakia's 1,833 motion pictheaters, 290 show daily, 715 two
six
times weekly and
828 once

ture
to

weekly.
Total of theaters
of 122 from Jan., 1934.

is

a

decrease

M

We won't
THERE'S

blame

NEVER BEEN A SHOW TO

AND WHAT SONGS:
Music and

Lyrics

by Jimmy McHugh

and Ted Koehler:

"SHOOTING

HIGH" "LOVELY LADY""SPREADIN'

RHYTHM AROUND" "TOO GOOD
TO BE TRUE." Music and Lyrics by
Jack Yellen and

Lew Pollack:

LOVE TO RIDE THE HORSES

MERRY-GO-ROUND."

THE KEYSTONE

OF YOUR FUTURE

"I

ON A

you

if

you don't believe your eyes

APPROACH THIS KING OF
We saw

it

and went nuts. .and so

ences., the

critics.

will

.

.

HITS

you. .your audi-<&

the king of casts.. the czar of

It's

comedy.. the emperor of drama.. the rajah of romance
..the sultan of spectacle.. the satrap of girl-shows. .the

monarch

of musicals.

Oh,

we

forgot.. it's

a knockout

WARNER BAXTER
ALICE FAYE

JACK OAKIE

•

ARLINE JUDGE • MONA BARRIE
GREGORY RATOFF • DIXIE DUNBAR
FATS WALLER* NICK LONG, Jr. • KENNY BAKER
Associate Producer: Kenneth
Directed by Sidney Lanfield

•

Screen play by

Adaptation by James Seymour

A FOX
Darryl

F.

Zanuck

in

•

.fo

Macgowan

Gene Markey and Harry Tugend

From a story by Vina Delmar

PICTURE

Charge of Production

DAILY
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A
CHIRLEY ROSS,

HOLLYWOOD

"LITTLE" from

a two-reel Vitaphone musical which
enters production today at the Warner Burbank studios. Others in the

By RALPH WILK
a

comparative

Monday, Dec. 30, 1935

"LOTS"
lings has received numerous letters
complimenitng him on his opus.

at the First National studios. Michael Gurtiz directed the film, which
is based
on an original story by
Ewart Adamson and Joseph Fields.

.

newcomer to the screen, has been cast include, Mary Treen, Kay
engaged by Columbia for a featured Hughes, Eddie Shubert, Gordon El- Marguerite
Churchill
and Anita
role in "The Devil's Squadron," now liott and Stuart Holmes.
Murray Louise play the leading feminine
Dix
and
Richard
with
in production
Roth is directing from the story roles, and among other principals
Karen Morley in the leads. Gene and screenplay by George Bricker. are Warren Hull, Ricardo Cortez and
Morgan and Henry Mollison also
Barton MacLane.

Erie Kenhave important parts.
Richard
while
directing,
ton
is
Grace, noted aviator, is acting as
technical director.

Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur, now
in work at Columbia studios. Banhas just completed the male
lead in Columbia's "Hell-Ship Morcroft,

gan."

has the leading feminine role
supporting cast are Ward
Bond, Roger Williams, Gene Marker,
Sheldon Lewis and Ed Cecil. Spencer Gordon Bennett is directing the
screenplay adapted by Nate Gatzert.
from a story by J. A. Duffy.
chell

and

in the

believed to be the first time in
the history of the screen that an
actor has been understudied by his
twin. The adult "Anthony Adverse"

"Romance

new

picture,

"The

Walking Dead," has been completed

in the Air,"

is

being portrayed by Fredric March

Mervyn LeRoy

is

directing.

prove

—

"The Three Stooges"

fessed

— Moe

that

Giebler

knowing how

to

make

life

our view of the Park
superior,

is

is

inquisi-

is

and pictures.

Armstrong

is

which Preston Black

di-

We

by Roy Del Ruth at 20th CenturyFox with George Raft and Myrna

"It

Loy

make a
faces turn red when
shown in the mazda metropolis.
starred, is expected to

lot of
it is

MOMfl o-w-tu PouA
-

50

CENTRAL PARK SOUTH

NEW YORK

Road,

Eternal

and

motion

shares

New

A.

and

K.

ture

Manhattan.

Inc.,

picture

business.

Shareholders:

Arbeitel

Helen

B.

M.

Eugene,

New

Schechter,
Corp.,

Capital,

$10,000.

Alpert,

York

Theatrical

* Capital,

500

Goldring,

Moe

New

York

City.

New

York.

Pic-

Stockholders:

Jacoby

Sy.via

Mabel

and

Yoik C.ty.

Giyety

business.

Louis

Amusement

films.

Martin

Co.,

Davidoff,

Shareholders:

shares.

and

Cutler

Alvin

Theatrical

Buffalo.

Inc.,

200

Capital,

Haroid

Adel,

Manhattan.

Mo-

Buffalo.

Fredmar Amusement Corp.,
tion

pictures.

Alexander

W.

New York

and

Pierre Collings' original story. Col-

o

Thomas

New

Culberhouse,

D.

City.

Phoenix

Film

Co.,

York

Shulman
holders:

Shulman,

Morris

Opt

color,

Baldwin,

J.

Inc.,

200

New

Mmh
A.

York

t

Utica,

N.

Oliver

an.

Bigelow

N.

Y.

Stock-

Go dbus

R.

Y.

Motion pictures.

Shareholders:

and

Ernest

Haro d

E.

D.

City.

M. Amusement Corp.,

pictures.

ShareE.

$5,000.

William

Utica,

shares.

Ernest

of

Inc.,

Capital,

business.

Mayme Shulman,

Capital,

York City. Mo-

City.

Theaters,

Theatrical

New

300 shares.
Katz and

H.

Silver.

E.

New

Inc.,

Capital,

pictures.

holders:

tion

and

Schwartz

N.

York City.

Bond

and

Beatty,

Parent - Teacher
associations
throughout the country are encouraging youngsters to see the WarnerFirst
"The
National production,
Story of Louis Pasteur," based on

New

Stockholders:

Productions, Inc., Manhattan. Themotion picture bus.ness.
Capital,
Directors: Tom Weatherly, J. H.

tion

nd

Herman

Rubin,

S.

I.

ic.k

.

$20,000.

shares.

atrical

100
Del

Capital,

Gaddie,

Lthel

A.

St.

W. Stamm,

E.

Kaufman,

C.

P.

City.

responsible for the screen-

play, from
rected.

Had to Happen," story of
Gotham political life being directed

now famous sidewalk
CAFE de la PAIX, the popular CONTINENTAL GRILL,
and imported America's only RUMPELMAYER'S.

and

and Sol-

Motion pictures.

York.

Stockholders:

$20,000.

ShareholdJr.,

City.

New

Ame.film Corp.,
Capital,

City.

Theatricals

200 shares.

Capital,

omon Dan. el. New York

Levy,

successfully created the

Manhattan.

Inc.,

$20,000.

Adele A. Roth-

Syd Stosser, Michael Patretta,

ers:

Theatrical

New York

Friedman,

Leone
Director,

F.

York.

Capital,

business.

Florence Epstein.

Social

the title of their next

really

and our rates invitingly inexpensive.

New

Inc.,

picture

krug and

truly Continental,

superb, our service

Tours,

and motion

Buffalo

How-

'

enjoyable. Our atmosphere

NEW YORK
Hollywood

Howard, Max

Columbia comedy, which they have
been trying to keep a secret, will
not be "Pants in the Antry," as was
erroneously announced some time
ago, but "Ants in the Pantry." Clara
Kimball Young and Douglas Gerrard have been engaged to support
the stars in this hilarious mix-up. Al

in

\

have broken down and con-

tions,

§ mahk

Incorporations

Stockholders:

inspiration for motion
picture writers and this time it's
a story based upon the sensational
diplomatic career of Captain Anthony Eden, British spokesman in
the Italo-Ethiopian crisis, who has
been made Great Britain's foreign
secretary, succeeding
Sir
Samuel
Hoare.
Thirty-eight years of age,
lines

ard, Larry Fine and Jerry
after several third degree

GpAA{

New
|

,

Eden's rise to fame will be emblazoned in a picture story written by
Char'es Kenyon, who is just completing "The Cream Princess" for
Warners-First National.

'HOB

schedules

is

Again screeching newspaper headBoris Karloff's

have their
so arranged

will

tematized that before a story is
accepted
for
actual
production,
through the medium of the Little
Theater all stories will first be presented to the public. So says Charles
Kenyon, prominent playwright, and
author-scenarist now under contract
to Warners-First National.

for

Wini Shaw and Phil Regan are
co-starred in

production

when

not far distant

is

and the making of pictures so sys-

RKO

Radio has signed Jim Thorpe
"Wild West," starring Bert
Billy Mauch, the ten-year-old boy
Wheeler and Bobby Woolsey, and who will play "Anthony Adverse" as
Addison Randall and Walter John- a child, has arrived at the Warner
star- studios, where the picture is now
"Camille," starring Greta Garbo, son for "Don't Bet on Love,"
ring Gene Raymond.
being: filmed.
In order to be safeis likely to be the next picture diguarded against any delays because
rected by Clarence Brown, whose
of illness or accident, the studios
newest film is "Ah, Wilderness!"
have also sent for Billy's twin
Columbia's "The Law Rides West,"
brother to act as his understudy
starring Ken Maynard, went into
and, if necessary, substitute.
This
George Bancroft has been as- production last week. Geneva Mitsigned to Frank Capra's production,
tentatively titled "Opera Hat," with

The time

Hollywood producers

.

Cap.tal,

Manhattan.

$10,000.

Mo-

Stockholders:

Anthony Jeannings, Liberty Jennings and Joseph
Mongini,

New

York City.

DISSOLUTIONS
Parthenon Amusement Corp.. Brooklyn.

***
!**+

********

FIRST ANNUAL BANQUET
BELLEVUE-STRATFORD HOTEL
PHILADELPHIA
Tickets Printing Program

Committee
Shipman, Chairman
David Barrist, Vice Chairman

»

MUlUlu
}\ND

Sunday, January 12,6: 30

M.

P.

/?
V.

Mi

ij|.

J-k-£

A LITTLE CHILD SHALL

I'

LEAD THE/*?/

Ellis

Speakers

&

Reception

Committee
Isaac D. Levy, Esq., Chairman
Jack Beresin, Vice Chairman

Electrical Radio Props

&

Sound Committee
Louis Krouse, Chairman
Harry Blumberg & Bill Harrer,
Vice Chairmen

Film Stars

&

David Weshner, Chairman

Dinner Committee
Ben Amsterdam, Chairman
Souvenirs Committee
Paid Greenhalgh, Chairman
Publicity Photos

&

Movie

Committee
Herbert Miller, Chairman
Harry Goldberg,
Vice Chairman

&

America*

Dear Sir:

Theatrical

Committee

Show

Mr. Film Man,
Everywhere,

Decorations

Committee
Leonard Schlesinger,
Chairman
Edward Sherman,
Vice Chairman

You are being invited to help a cause that needs the co-operCHARITY.
ation of everyone

——

We want more than 1000 film men. including Variety Club, Tent
No. 13, members and friends, to attend the first annual
banquet of the local unit at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel,
January 12.
Not only will the leaders in the film world be present but

men who are in the front rank of political and social life.
Truly, this will be a night of nights. It will be an affair
that will make national news.

The proceeds will be used to further the charitable work
of Tent No. 13.

Seating Committee
Chas. Goodwin, Chairman
Lou Davidoff, Vice Chairman

&

Hotel
Transportation
Reservations Committee
William Clark, Chairman

tr

Information Committee
Oscar Neufeld, Chairman

"eserve your

Anyone on the committee will be glad to give you further
details*

Get your reservation in now.
Ceneral Chairman

S

Mark January 12, 1936, on your calendar now.
table or your personal reservations now.

JAY EMANUEL
Asst. Ceneral

Chairman

TED SCHLANCER

Sincerely,

Variety Club,
Tent No. 13.

THE

Monday, Dec.

30, 193!

EXPLOITING THE CURRENT FILMS

» »

Formal Night Week
Aids "Splendor"
"COR the premiere

of "Splen-

Samuel Goldwyn production starring Miriam Hopkins and Joel McCrea at Loew's,
Dayton, O., Manager Martin
dor",

Burnett put over a number of
stunts which got the attraction
a great deal of attention.

Through the co-operation of the
Chamber of Commerce and

local

the Retail Association, Burnett arranged a Formal Night
Week. Mayor Brennan inaugurated Formal Night at the theater on opening night, and special invitations were sent to all
social leaders in the city. Five
thousand cards plugging the
Formal Week and the picture's
premiere were distributed at all
The theater was
local stores.
decorated with bunting and
flags and special valances. All
ushers were dressed in tuxedos
and the cashier was attired in
Above the marformal wear.
quee a huge searchlight was
played on prominent buildings
displaying banners on the film's
were
Microphones
opening.
placed in the lobby and station
WHIO ran a 15-minute description of the event. A tie-up with
the Donnenfeld's Department
store resulted in having models
display the latest formal attire
Special window
in the lobby.
displays, all carrying prominent scene stills and cards on
the attraction, were arranged.
The Elder Department Store
got out a window on fashions

4
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with blow-ups of Miriam HopSpoerlein's used scene
kins.
Partner's
stills
on coiffures.
displayed jewelry in connection
Rike's tied
with "Splendor."
up with Gotham Gold Stripe,
and Gallagher's arranged a window on Kaywoodie Pipes. Cooperative ads in which the picture and theater received prominent mention were arranged
with Elder's, Spoerlein's and
Partner's.
Loew's, Davton, Ohio.

—

Impersonators Employed In
"OperrY' Toledo Campaign
"T\URiNG his campaign on the
Marx Brothers' "A Night
at the Opera," Wally Caldwell,
manager of Loew's Valentine,
Toledo, employed a man, wearing a fur overcoat, straw hat
and summer shoes, to walk
through the city streets carrying a palm leaf fan with copy
think I'm
"If you
reading:
nuts, wait till you see the Marx
Brothers in 'A Night at the
Opera.' " Caldwell was assisted
by an M-G-M exploiteer. Young
men dressed in hospital doctors'

uniforms were hired to carry a
which was a
stretcher
on
dummy. Copy ran: "This Man
Died From Laughing at the
Three men
Marx Brothers."

New

dressed to resemble the comedians went around town giving away peanuts and balloons.
Tie-ups were consummated with
new Ford cards carrying copy
One of these
on the picture.
was part of a parade through
the city before an important
local high school game. Oi'chestrations of music written especially for the production were
planted with leading orchestras
in night clubs, restaurants and

for

Ten thousand Laugh
Insurance heralds were distrib-

nomics

hotels.

—Loew's,

Valentine, Toledo.

Director LeRoy Is Billed
In "Stella Parish" Campaign
A

N

unusual advertising angle,
as well as a good plug for a
fulure production, is the one
used in the newspaper ads in
press book
the
on Warner
Bros.' "I Found Stella Parish".
In the billing given to Mervyn
LeRoy, director of '"Parish",
he is plugged as the man selected to direct the forthcoming

"Anthony Adverse".

This

is

the first time that any director or player has been given
advance build-up for a production not yet completed.
The
plug has been used with a great
deal of success in several situations
including the
Keith's
Theater, Baltimore.
Warner Bros.

—

Columbia

On

premiere of the picture at the
Roxy on Christmas Day. Window displays were given in all
the

Rex Cole salesrooms, neigh-

borhood cooking demonstrations
were held in schools, and banners plugging the picture were
carried on all the Rex Cole
trucks.
In cooperation

in G* E*

Tieup

You Could Onltj Cook'
QENERAL ELECTRIC and
"If

with

Week under

Macy's,

the supervi-

and home eco-

sion of dieticians

experts

at that store,
direct tie-up with
the picture.
There were also
window displays at that store
and a display of stills and counter cards plugging the picture.
Edison Electric Illuminating Co.

embodying a

displayed blow-ups in every Edison window, and sent out leaflets

plugging

Only

Cook"

"If

with

You

Could
electric

all

light bills.
S. C. Caswell, Inc., General
Electric distributors in the Detroit territory, has mapped a
campaign that will be head-

lighted
series,

by an eight-day radio
and which will include

banners on all General Electric
trucks throughout Michigan, cooperative newspaper ads, distribution of the recipe manuals,
a Home Economics Week at the
J. L. Hudson department store
under the supervision of the
home service director, and distribution of leaflets plugging the
tie-up in electric light bills.
Other G. E. distributor tie-ups
are being arranged.

— Columbia

Pictures.

Columbia Pictures are workjointly on a far-reaching
commercial tie-up to help exploit Columbia's "If You Could
Only Cook." Hundreds of G. E.
distributors and territorial promotion managers from coast to
coast are prepared to cooperate
with exhibitors everywhere in
tying up "If You Could Only
Cook" with G. E. kitchen equipment.
To supplement this 100 per
cent dealer cooperation, General
Electric headquarters has prepared an assortment of newspaper advertising mats to be used
by distributors when the picture

ing

presented

their territory.
distribute 500,000
manuals to exhibfree
itors when playing the picture,
and will enter into the camis

It

ir.

also
recipe

will

paign through

many

other chan-

"Captain Blood" Campaign
At N. Y. Strand
TRV WINDISCH, exploiteer for
Warner Bros.' Metropolitan
Theaters, executed an extensive
advance publicity and exploitacampaign for the premiere
of
Warner Bros.' "Captain
Blood," which opened Christmas
morning.
Tieups were made with the
book publishers of Rafael Sabatini's novel, from which the
picture was made, whereby stills
and books were displayed in department, drug and book stores.

tion

A special
ship model

window display of a
was set in one of the

most prominent drug stores on
Broadway, attracting loads of
attention.

Two weeks

nels.

advance of

pic-

American News Co. trucks
carried posters on the picture,
with many centrally located

ture,

Appliance Department of Gen-

news-stands cooperating by displaying cards. Postal Telegraph

A

florists.

Saks-34th

Street

up a special display of the
Buccaneer dress worn by Olivia
de Havilland in the film. Three
large department stores set up
a ship model builders' display
using Captain Blood's pirate
ship.
Bus
terminals
came
through with card displays.
set

Tie-ups with national cosmetic
ing theater and playdate.
Radio contributed its share to
the "Captain Blood" publicity
with advance spot announcements sent over Stations WOR,

WMCA, WBBX, WINS, WARD

and WEAF. Personal interviews
with Errol Flynn were heard
over
and WOR, as well.
Flynn also autographed copies
of the novel in Macy's book
store, while the "N. Y. Evening
Journal" ran an eight-column
picture strip for six days on the
film.
Special stories were sent
to schools and colleges through-

WMCA

out the city to principals and
history teachers stressing the
literary importance of the film,
and requesting that the announcement be posted.
Strand, New York.

—

Macfadden "Movie Mirror"
Tieup on "Sylvia Scarlett"
A

PUBLICITY

promotion

tie-

up on Katharine Hepburn's
"Sylvia Scarlett" has been arRKO Radio's home
office publicity department with
the "Movie Mirror Magazine" of
the Macfadden Publications, together with their chain store distributors.
It breaks in the February issue, which is to be placed
on sale simultaneously with the
rilease of the production early

ranged by

To attract attenJanuary.
ion to the special tie-up based
on a picture-caption contest and
the fictionization of the producin

printed in the magazine,
the issue carries a natural color
rtudy of Katharine Hepburn on
ts cover, and sufficient cover
copy to herald the stunt. The
Macfadden Publications in c<fcj
are to conoperation with
tribute fifty-two cash prizes to
the winners of the contest. Special window posters, twenty-two
by fifteen, and a theater lobby
roster, ten by thirteen, with cop|
announcing the contest, hav
been prepared by the Macfadd
-eople. Besides, more than 200
tion,

RKO

000 throw-aways announcing the,
"etailc -f the tieup wil be distributed to readers of "Liberty
Magazine" by local carriers. The
window posters will be displayed
ret the following ^hain stores
siling "Movie Mirror": Newberry, Butler, Neisner. Scott,
1

in

The opening gun in this nationwide tie-up was fired at the
national sales meeting of the
eral Electric in C'eveland.
special screening was given of
"If You Could Only Cook," with
manager of
Arthur
Scaife,
G. E.'s sales promotion division, explaining details of the
tie-up.
Rex Cole, G. E. distributor

and

<

outfits resulted in ads mention-

Rex Cole staged a Home Economics

uted.

York, used an extensive
for the New York

campaign

«

window strips
mas greetings

tying-in

with

Christ-

"Captain

'lorris. McG^ory,

McLellan.

Blood" appeared in the windows
of the offices throughout the

Green, Metropolitan, Sears Roe^rous°-'Reit|
v-r-k.
S"h"ltz.

city.

Rose. Sterling,

Special

window

planted in large

display- were

men's shops

c

F"shm?n.

Kuhn and M.

—RKO
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